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INTRODUCTION

La paix revenue après six ans de participation intense à la plus grande
c rise des temps modernes, le Canada a dû répondre à un dé fi: vivre dans
un monde très différent de ce qu'il avait connu auparavant . Les docu-
ments reproduits dans ce volume montrent l'évolution de la posi tion du
Canada sur le plan interna tional ainsi que la politique extérieure élaborée
principalement sous les auspices du ministère des Affaires extérieures et
d'un petit groupe de fonctionnaires des autres ministères pour relever les
défis de cette époque . Avant d'aborder cet ouvrage, le lecteur devrait se
renseigner sur les - activités du Ministère à qui l'on doit la majo rité des
1 277 documents - choisis parmi les 9 598 dossiers consultés .

Le jour de la fête -du Dominion, en 1943, le Premier ministre William
Lyon ^ Mackenzie King affirma avec fierté que, cau cours de la* présente
guerre mondiale ; de simple nation qu'il était, le Canada s'est élevé aux
yeux * de tous au rang de' puissance mondiale . > La nécessité de faire face,
à la situation découlant de la guerre avait donné au Canada une place
plus impo rtante dans le concert des na tions que celle qu'il aurait obtenue
si les' c ri tères traditionnels avaient prévalu . Dans ce monde bouleversé, il
s'était déclaré moyenne puissance et avait entrepris, dans le cadre de son
principe de représentation proportionnelle, ' de prouver qu'il ne s'agissai t
pas de vantardise sans fondement. Mais ce principe ne fut jamais accept6
par les autres puissanccs, de sorte que le Canada a dû prendre position
sur des questions qui ne le concernaient pas directement afin de garder
son rang de moyenne puissance. Alors qu'à la Sociét é des Nations i l
avait affirmé son indépendance par sa seule présence, aux Nations Unies,
en revanche, la confirmation du statut qu'il s'é tait lui-même donn6 l'aoblige à prendre et de soutenir des initiatives proprement canadiennes en
matière, de politique. La politique d'isolement d'avant-guerre fut rejeté
comme un anathème et en 1946, les grands espoirs entretenus pendant
la guerre furent projet és sur la scène internationale.

a Le ' principe' de la représentation proportionnelle fut expliqué à la Chambre des =m-
munes par le Premier ministre le 9 juillet 1 943 (Chambre des communes, Ddbatx, 1943, volume
V. P. 4688 ) : ., _

D'une part, l'autorité en affaires Internationales ne doit pas dire confiée ax cluûrcmm t
aux grandes puissances. Vautre put, t'autoritâ ne peut tire aart %- c êgalcm=t en tre
les trente États souvcraim~ ou plus dont se composent le Natioas Unies, s= quoi il
n'y aura plus d'autorité efficacÏ. . . . Le Gouvernement est d'avis quo la Mtémta-
tioâ 'efficace . . . hc doit sii "tire restreinte aux grandes puissances ni s"itundte n6res -
aa.ircment à tous les États. La :cprés atation devra tire déterminée s ur une baseproportiormega° 'd'après`~laque te um t ombres titulaires les pan p etits ou grands,qui *, son t,, le , plus en mXSum #d~ contrtbtuu~r à la r&ti.utio n do l'objectif particulier
à attëiâdre.



INTRODUCTION
As Canada returned to peacetime existence aftcr s'ixjews ofticipation in the greatest crisis of modern times, she was confrontdl by thechallenge of living in a world very different from that which she had knownin the past. The documents contained in this volume portray Canada's chang-

ing international posture and the external policy developed primarily underthe auspices of the Department of External Affairs and a small group of ofFi-
cials from other departments to meet the challenges of that time . Before usingthis volume the reader should develop some appreciation of the operationsof the department responsible for the majority of the 1,277 documentsselected from the 9,598 files that were examined .

On Dominion Day of 1943 Prime Minister Wil liam Lyon Mackenzie Kingproudly affirmed that in "the course of the present war we have seen Canadaemerge f rom nationhood into a position generally recognized as that of aworld power." The exigencies of responding to a wartime situation had givenCanada a higher position in the world power structure than was justified bythe yardstick of traditional prerequisites for recognition . In this changed
world she had christened herself a Middle Power and set out within the con-text of her functional principle', to prove that this was no idle boast. But herfunctional principle was never accepted by the other powers with the resultthat she found herself called upon to ta ke positions, for the sake of maintain-ing her status as a Middle Power, on issues which did not directly involve her.Whereas in the League of Nations she had asserted her independence by hermere presence, in the United Nations confirmation of her self-proclaimedstatus required the development and pursuit of Canadian-bred policy in-itiatives. Prc-war isolation was rejected as an anathema and 1946 became theyear for projecting her high hopes of wartime planning onto the internationalstage .

Of necessity, Canada became vitally concerned with establishing a betterbasis for international trade and commerce in a peaceful envi ronment . In spiteof this, one of the least understood elements of Canada's post-war interna-tionalism has been her fôrcifin economic policy. Yet more than anything else

On the atrc ha»d, authority in international affairs must not be concentrated

Le Principe de la rrpr&scn13 tion prolsortionncuc fut cxpliquE à la Chambre drs com-Primc hi*iaistcr on July 9. 1943 (Nousa of Common.%, Dcbatef, 1943, 'Volume V. p. 4558) :
=ttusircly in the tarrcst no wcrt.. On the othcr hand, authority cannot bc dividedequally amoo St all the thirty or more ;ipovcrcign states that comp ri sc the United11111otur ot all ctfcctire authority will disanp car. . . . In the %-icw of the govcrnmcnt,effectlya nDreuntatiott
a

. . . s?tould iuithcr no restricted to the largest states nor~~ ~t~dcd to all statcs. RcDr esen tation should be dctcrmincd on a func-tl°»4 basis 111 hfch will Admit to full mcmbcrrthip - tho sc co untrirx, large or small,'Which have the Xmtcst contribution to make to the particular objcct in question.
xi
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Par la force des choses, le Canada s'intéressait surtout à l'amélioration des 
bases du commerce international dans un monde en paix. En dépit de cela, 
l'un des éléments les moins compris de l'internationalisme d'après-guerre pro-
fessé par le Canada a été sa politique étrangère économique. Pourtant, plus 
que toute autre chose, celle-ci a déterminé les décisions du Cabinet sur les 
questions internationales. Ni le ministère des Affaires extérieures ni celui du 
Commerce en étaient les instigateurs, mais bien le ministère des Finances, où 
chaque mesure était soigneusement calculée par le sous-ministre, M. W. C. 
Clark, en vue de développer la prospérité canadienne et non la charité. Lc 
ministère des Finances possédait un groupe de spécialistes financiers dont la 
participation à la reconstruction économique internationale tendait, dans ce 
domaine, à confiner le ministère des Affaires extérieures dans le rôle de bureau 
de poste. Voilà pourquoi l'histoire des relations extérieures du Canada ne se 
trouve pas uniquement dans les dossiers du ministère des Affaires exté-
rieures. Les questions de secours, de reconstruction, de taux de change et de 
balance des paiements étaient toutes liées au désir qu'avait le Canada de 
renforcer les organismes financiers internationaux récemment mis sur pied. 
Lors de la Conférence de paix de Paris en 1946, M. Brooke Claxton, le 
président de la délégation canadienne, a déclaré ce qui suit: cWe believe that 
peace is not merely the absence of war but the positive establishment of pros-
perity. Trade between nations, like the well-being of the people within each 
nation, is a main pillar on which to build the structure of a lasting puce., 2 

 Ceux qui géraient l'économie canadienne se rappelaient la crise consécutive 
à la Première guerre mondiale et l'aggravation de la situation causée par la 
politique américaine de tarifs douaniers très élevés. Pendant la Seconde guerre 
mondiale, la capacité de production du Canada s'était tellement développée 
que le pays était devenu le deuxiéme fournisseur mondial. Tout le monde 
savait ce qui se passerait sur le plan intérieur si le Canada ne pouvait main-
tenir cette productivité après la guerre gril= aux exportations. Étant donné 
la nature et l'étendue de sa contribution à l'effort de guerre, le Canada était 
devenu plus vulnérable aux fluctuations de la conjoncture économique inter-
nationale. C'est ainsi que le Canada fut un participant trés actif aux con-
férences précédant la création du FMI, de UNRRA, de l'OAA, de l'OMS, de 
l'OPACI, de la BIRD et de qui n'eut pas de lendemain. Cela a incité 
d'autres ministères, conune celui du Travail, à mettre alors sur pied leurs 
propres directions chargées de traiter les pPablémes d'intérét international. 

La réputation enviable que s'était faite le Canada en mettant des resources 
considérables à la disposition de l'aide mutuelle, du secours militaire et des 
programmes de l'Administration des Nations Unies pour le secours et la re-
construction avait incité ses alliées d'Europe et d'Amérique latine à attendre 
une oarticipation bilatérale accrue du Canada. Ils ont tenté d'obtenir, parfois 
de façon gênante, des garanties concernant l'accès continu aux vastes res-
sources physiques et aux mairies ressources financières du Canada. Car eux 
aussi avaient compris que derrière les grands discours sur la paix se cachait 

'Voir le document 72. 
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behin d it thi
s determined wa

s the Gabinet's decision-making on international issues . Th
eneither External Affairs nor Trade and Commerce, force

Department of Finance but theDeputy where every move was carefully calculate d Minister, W. C. Clark, to advance Canadian prosperity, not ch~1 y'i ~The Department of Finance had a group of financial experts whose involve-men tment with interna ti
onal economic reconstruction tended to relegate ExternalAffairs to the role of a post office in these transactions . For this reaso n recordof Canadian external relations cannot be found solely within the file sof the Department of External Affairs . sexchange rates and balance of payments

Questions
sbound I~ f' rchabi li tation,desire to strengthen the newly created inte rnational financial agentchies . Atda'sParis Peace

Confcrcncc in 1946 the Chairman of the Canadian dele a~ theBrooke Claxton, announced that : "We believe that peace is not mere on,absence
of war but the positive establishcment of pros rit , Tr d lY the

nations, like the well-being of the people within each nation, is a maet~illenon which to build the structure of a lasting pcacc."- Those who man p
arCanadian economy remembered the slump that had followed the First~ ~Vo~erldWar and the au

ravation caused by the American policy of high tariffs . Dur

ber contribution to the war cf%rt she had made herself more ~~~ xtent of

tries had established legations in Ottawa for ~vl cl~Canada fcould scvcn coun-

ingthe Second World War Canada's productive capacity had so expanded as tmake her the second largest supplier in the world . No one had o be told o o0the domestic conscquences that would follow
if Canada could not sustain thproductivity through exports abroad after the war. By the nature at

shifts in the international economic climate . For that very reason C rable t
o

asa most concerned participant in the conferences preceding the ap e rance
w

ofthe I:MF, UNR,RA FAO WHO, PICAO, IBRD, and the abortive ITO . Thistype of involvement led other dcpartments, such as Labour, to cstab ' ~stime their own divisions for handling matters of international canccrn,at thi
s

Canada's enviable
record of putting vast resources at the disposal of Mutu

alAid, Military Relief and the United Nation's Relief and Rehabilitation Adistrat3on programmes had led her European and Latin American Iliesmin-e~ct greater Canadian bilateral involvement . Sometimes in an embarras
to

~~`tty' they sou ght assurances of con tinued access to Canada's vast material sing
1 an dslim financial resources . For they too realized that underneath all the jargonof peace on earth was an innate Canadian desire to advancc her statuprospenty throu gh increased contacts abroad, s andBy

i~ie and a host of others were anxious to negotiate an cxchan ~ld not rccipra
~pte,scntatives. This phenomenon and its subsequent demands

of n'âlomaticnumber of skilled diplomats is reflected in the documents . po umrtcd
In responding to both its own needs and the changing world sccnDepartment of External Affairs had its parametcrs and c , the

Foras long as the Prime Ministcr scrvCd as Sccrct :~ry of State for
i
Extcrnal A

.
and the Cabinet Sccrctariat was in an cmb t li'.~irsry onic stage, it was convcnicnt for

_ Sce D"u mcnt 72„
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le, désir intrinsèque qu'avait le Canada d'améliorer son statut et sa prospérité 
en augmentant les débouchés extérieurs. À la fin de 1946, sept pays avaient 
établi des légations à Ottawa, mais le Canada ne pouvait pas offrir de contre-
partie, et beaucoup d'autres cherchaient à négocier un échange de repré-
sentants diplomatiques. Ce phénomène et les exigences que cela représenta 
ensuite pour un nombre limité de diplomates expérimentés apparaissent dans 
les documents. 

Pour répondre à la fois à ses besoins et à un monde en changement, le 
ministère des Affaires extérieures a dû modifier ses paramètres et ses activités. 
Tant que le Premier ministre assuma le rôle de secrétaire d'État aux Affaires 
extérieures et que le secrétariat du Cabinet fut à l'état embryonnaire, il 
était commode pour le Premier ministre d'utiliser le Ministère pendant la 
guerre comme réservoir de personnes compétentes pour des projets spéciaux. 
Dans la planification et l'exécution de ces programmes, le ministère des 
Affaires extérieures était devenu le ciment de la structure de la Fonction 
publique. Ainsi, les fonctionnaires qui auraient dû donner des conseils et 
des directives aux autres ministères traitant de questions de portée interna-
tionale furent littéralement submergés par des questions techniques portant 
sur les priorités dans la navigation aérienne, les prisonniers de guerre, les 
formalités frontalières, la censure et la guerre économique et psychologique. 
Tous ces projets étaient importants en eux-mémes, mais ne faisaient pu 
partie des fonctions normales consistant à analyser les affaires étrangères 
pour ensuite recommander une politique et mettre à exécution la politique 
choisie dans le domaine diplomatique. A la fin de la guerre, on a découvert 
que le démantèlement de cet appareil et l'adaptation de la structure 
centralisée du Ministère aux conditions de 1946 n'étaient pas chose facile. 
Le fait que manifestement ni le titulaire du poste de sous-secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures ni son successeur ne possédaient d'aptitude 
administrative pour effectuer une transformation efficace rendit la tache 
d'autant plus difficile. 

Pendant vingt des trente-sept années d'existence du Ministère, et con-
tinuellement depuis 1935, le Premier ministre King avait cumulé son porte-
feuille avec celui de secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures. Le 4 septem-
bre 1946, le Poile fut cédé à M. Louis St. Laurent, dont les opinions sur 
la situation mondiale et le rôle que devait' Jouer le Canada différaient 
litrgement de celles du Premier  ministre, tout en étant plus proches de celles 
de ses principaux conseillers. Durant la guerre, Il avait vu le Canada quitter 
sa place de spectateur-commentateur pour aller s'asseoir au banc des joueurs. 
Sous sa direction dans la lutte qui s'annonçait, le Canada essaierait de jouer 
son propre jeu en se présentant comme un arbitre international parmi les 
grandes puissances.,. 

Simultanément, les trois plus hauts fonctionnaires du Ministère furent 
déplacés. M. Norman Robertson, qui occupait le poste de sous-secrétaire 
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the Prime Minister to use ,the Department as a rese rvoir of sk illed people fspecial wartime projects . In the planning and execution of these programmes,External Affairs had become the putty of the civil service structure . Thusofficials who should have been giving advice and direction to other Depart-ments whose work flowed into the international arena, found themselves sub-merged in technical questions of air priorities, prisoners of war, frontierformalities, ccnsorship and economic psychological warfare. All these proj-ects were important in themselves but outside the normal duties of analyzingforeign affairs, recommending policy thereon and carrying out the acceptedpolicy in the diplomatic field . At the end of hostilities it was discovered thatthe dismantling of this wartime apparatus and adaptation of the basic cen-tralized structure of the Department to the conditions prevailing in 1946 wasno easy task. The fact that neither the incumbent Under-Secretary of State forExternal Affairs nor his successor possessed any demonstrable administrativecapabilities for cxccuting an efhcient transformation made it all the moredifficult .
For twenty of the Dcpartmcnt's thirty-seven years, and continuously since1935, Prime N- iinister King had concurrently been Secretary of State forExte rnal Affairs. On September 4, 1946, the position was relinquished toLouis St . Laurent whose views on the world situation and Canada's part thcre-in, were much different from the Prime INiinister's and closer to that of hissenior advisers . During the war he had watched Canada throw off thetrnppings of the spcctator-comntcntator and take her scat on the players'bench. Under his leadership in the forthcoming fray, Canada would attmptto play her own gante under the guise of an international referee amonthe great powers . g

Simultaneous with this change occurred a triple shufile of the Department'sth= top career officers . hlr. Norman Robcrtson, who had car cd theburden of Undcr-Sccrctary of State for External Affairs since Dr. Sl:clton'sdeath in 1941, left for a wcll-carncxi rest as High Commissioner in GreatBritain . No dctail of the Department's varied operations during the warhad been too small for his personal attention . Added to this burdensomemcthod .of ccntralizr,d administration was the continual flow of demandsof the Prime Mini eter who made fcw policy decisions without consultinghim . The constant pressure of long hours of Work had taken its toll andRobertson no longer posscs.sed the cnc uircd for lcading Ganada downuutr~uddcn paths . His replacement was Canada's Ambassador to the UnitedStatesw ~~ f3 . Pc.irson, who had alrcady demonstrated how he thrivedon challenges, activity and new rrs nsibilitics . Wit h
he would proti•c that Canada had an important ro le to

Laurent blessin g
national arena. The post in Washington vacated by Pearson was filled byH. Hume Wrong Who as ,A,ssociatc Undcr-Sccrctary of State for ExternalAffairs was known for his administrative talents and his chairmanship ofThe Wo riting Committee on Post-Uostiliti es Problcros . It was Wrong who~ dono so much to prepare Canada for her role in the United Nations .



d'État aux Affaires extérieures depuis la mort de M. Skelton en 1941, 
méritait bien un repos et le poste de haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne 
lui fut confié. Aucun détail des activités variées du Ministère durant la 
guerre, quelle qu'en soit l'importance, ne lui avait échappé. Outre cette 
administration centralisée très pesante, il devait faire face à un flot continu 
de demandes de la part du Premier ministre, qui prenait très peu de dé-
cisions concernant la politique à suivre sans le consulter. Payant la pression 
constante de longues heures de travail, M. Robertson n'avait plus l'énergie 
nécessaire pour guider le Canada dans des voies jusqu'alors inexplorées. 
Son successeur fut M. Lester B. Pearson, ambassadeur aux États-Unis, 
qui avait déjà démontré son enthousiasme devant les défis, l'activité et les 
nouvelles responsabilités. Avec l'appui de M. St. Laurent, il devait prouver 
que le Canada avait un rôle important à jouer sur la scène internationale. 
Le poste de Washington laissé vacant fut occupé par M. H. Hume Wrong 
qui, en tant que sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures, était 
connu pour ses qualités d'administrateur et l'exécution brillante des 
fonctions de président dû Comité de travail sur les problèmes d'après-guerre. 
C'est lui qui avait tant fait pour préparer le Canada au rôle qu'il aurait à 
jouer aux Nations Unies. Mallieureusement, il avait accordé très peu de 
temps à l'élaboration d'une structure administrative connexe. Ainsi, cc 
remaniement a rehaussé le côté politique du Ministère, mais a aussi consacré 
le retard qu'aurait toujours l'appareil administratif par rapport à ses besoins. 

Sans planification administrative préalable, le système déjà surchargé 
fut incapable d'absorber sans à-coups ses nouvelles responsabilités, ce qui 
explique les trois ans d'expérimentation organisationnelle qui commencèrent 

TABLEAU 1 

CROISSANCE DU MINISTÈRE DES AFFAIRES EXTÉRIEURES DE 1939 A 19473  

	

Représentation 	 Dépenses de 
. 	aux conférences 	 fonctionnement, 

Autres Missions à et réunions 	Accords en dollars, pour 

	

„Année Cadres employés rétranger internationales 	conclus l'année financiére 

1939...... 	33 
1940._ 30 
1941...... 	49 
1942...... 	61 
1943...... 	69 
1944.... 	72 
1945...... 	107 
1946...... 	132 
1947...... 	162 

141 	11 	20 	13 	1,005,708.37 
283 	12 	 --4 	10 	1,161,099.82 
343 	16 	-- 	10 	958,366.96 
313 	21 	_ 	20 	990,809.50 
405 	23 	— 	21 	1,547,905.48 
402 	25 	12 	41 	2,171,531.91 
495 	26 	27 	30 	2,205,948.71 
638 	26 	102 	57 	4,904,703.81 
840 	36 	102 	60 	5,127,915.55 

XVi 	 INTRODUCTION 

*Sources: Rapport annuel du secrétaire d'État 
du Dominion du Canada, de 1939 à 1947. 

4 Renseignement s non disponibles. 

flaira extérieures et Comptes publics 
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Unfortunately little of his time was devoted to designing an accompanying 
administrative structure. The triple shuffle enhanced the policy side of the 
Department but ensured that its administrative apparatus would always 
lag behind its needs. 

Without the prerequisite administrative planning an already ovenvorked 
structure was incapable of smoothly absorbing its new responsibilities. This 
accentuated deficiency accounts for the three-year period of organizational 
experimentation that began in 1946. In the past when the Department was 
much smaller there had been benefits from organizing its activities around 
the abilities of its senior officers and the reactive demands of international 
relations. This was no longer possible and in 1945-1946 the Department 
began a sometimes painful and always unsettling allocation of people and 
responsibilities within the divisional framework established in 1944. Because 
of the number of changes made, an organization chart of the headquarters 
of the Department has been included inside the front cover for the user's 
reference. The preparation of this organization chart  lias  been a tedious 
process. The Flistorical Section of the Department of Industry, Trade and 
Commerce and the Directorate of History in the Department of National 
Defence have retained reasonably complete personnel records. Unfortunately 
the same was not done in  the Depanment of External Affairs where complete 
records have been kept on only the senior officers. Since this was a period 
of great mobility in the civil service and before comprehensive records were 
kept by the Public Service Commission, the whereabouts and movements 
of many junior officials are difficult to trace from the surviving and in-
complete, and at imes contradictory, telephone directories and quarterly 

TABLE 1 

GROWTH OF THE DEPARTMENT OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS, 1939-19473  

Other 	Posts 
Year Officers employees 	abroad 

Repree.entation 	 Operational 
at international 	 expenditures 
conferences and Agreements in dollars for 

meetings 	concluded 	fiscal year 

1939 	33 	141 	11 
1940— 	30 	283 	12 
1941 	49 	343 	16 
1942 	61 	313 	21 
1943 	69 	405 	23 
1944._ 72 	402 	25 
1945._ 107 	495 	26 
1946... ., 	132 	638 	26 
1947 	 162 	840 	36 

20 	13 	1,005,708.37 
--4 	 10 	1,161,099.82 
-- 	10 	958,366.96 
-- 	20 	990,809.50 
-- 	21 	1,547,905.48 
12 	41 	2,171,531.91 
27 	30 	2,205,948.71 

102 	 57 	4,904,703.81 
102 	60 	5,127,915.55 

'Source.: Annual Report of the Secretary of State for External Agairs and Public Accounts 
ol the Dominion of Canada. 1939-1947. 

'Information not available. 
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en 1946. Par . le passé, lorsque le Ministère était beaucoup plus pe tit, il
'avait été profitable d'organiser ses activités en fonction des ap ti tudes de ses
hauts fonctionnaires et des exigences des relations internationales. Cela

n'était plus possible et en 1945-1946, le Ministère commença à répartir,
non sans difficulté, les personnes et les responsabili tés au sein de la structure

administrative créée en 1944 . Étant donné le nombre de modifications

apportées, un organigramme de l'administration centrale du ministère a été

inclus au début du volume, sur la face interne de la couverture, pour la

gouverne du lecteur. La préparation de cet organigramme n'a pas été tâche
facile. La Section historique du ministère de l'Industrie et du Commerce
et la Direction historique du minist ère de la Défense nationale ont gardé

des dossiers assez complets sur le personnel . Malheureusement, tel n'est
pas le cas pour le ministère des Affaires extérieures, où il n'existe des dos-
siers complets que pour les hauts fonctionnaires . Puisqu'il s'agissait d'une

période de grande mobi lité au sein de la Fonction publique, avant que des
dossiers complets soient gardés par la Commission de la Fonction publique,
les déplacements et les lieux d'affectation d'un bon nombre de fonctionnaires
subalternes sont difficiles à déterminer d'après les répertoires téléphoniques

et les listes ministé rielles trimestrielles qu'on a pu retrouver, incomplets et
parfois même contradictoires . Ceci dit, l'organigramme et la liste des

représentants à .1'étranger qui se trouve à la fin du volume, sur la face
interne de la couverture arrière, donnent une image aussi complète et aussi

précise que possible.

-L'étendue des nouvelles activités du Ministère est bien montrée dans le
tableau 1. En un an, le nombre d'accords internationaux conclus avait
presque doublé, son budget avait plus que doublé et sa repr ésentation aux
réunions et conférences internationales avait quadruplé . Pour ce faire, le
personnel fut augmenté de vingt-deux pour-cent et l'on demanda encore plus
cl'années-hommes pour l'année suivante . Tous ces indices de croissance entraî-
nèrent des ajustements perturbateurs qui expliquent la plupart des lacunes de
Ia documentation présentée dans ce volume, sans compter le vide inestimable
causé par la pe rte de cinquantr,-neuf dossiers du ministère des Affaires exté-
rieures qui auraient pu être très parlants. Malheureusement, les dossiers
qu'ont conservés les autres ministères qui ont participé aux délibérations sur
des questions interna tionales ne suffisaient que rarement à remplit cc vide .

Cet ouvrage contient plus de mémorandums de fonctionnaires moins im-
portants que les volumes déjà parus . Cela, premièrement parce qu'ils jetten t
un peu de lumière sur les conseils, suivis ou non, qui ont été prodigués aux
principaux acteurs . Ces mémorandums permettent d'apprécier les tensions ,
les supposi tions et les erreurs auxquelles faisaient face le responsables, faute
de leurs comptes rendus de lst prise des décisions. En deuxième lieu, ils con-
tiennent souvent le seul énoncé d'une politique mis sur papier par un fonc-
tionnaire rédigeant en toute hâte un texte pour une délégation sur le départ
et dont les membres ven aient à peine d'apprendre leur nomination . Ainsi,
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departmental lists. Subject to these qualifications the departmental organization 
chart and the list of representatives abroad inside the back cover give as 
complete and as accurate a picture as possible. 

The extent of the Department's expanded activities is illustrated in Table 1. 
Within  the  year the number of international agreements concluded had 
almost doubled, its budget had more than doubled, and its representation at 
international meetings and conferences had quadrupled. For these under-
takings its staff was increased by twenty-two percent and demands were 
made for an even larger increase the following year. Each of these indices 
of growth caused unsettling adjustments that account for many of the short-
comings of the documentation presented in this volume, in addition to the 
indefinable gap left by the loss of fifty-nine potentially significant External 
Affairs files. Unfortunately the surviving records of other Departments in-
volved in specific external operations seldom filled the vacuum. 

More than the preceding volumes, this volume contains the memoranda of 
lesser officials. First because they throw light on the advice, whether followed 
or not, that was given to the principal actors. These memoranda allow for an 
appreciation of the stresses, assumptions and delusions under which the 
policy-makers laboured in the absence of their own record of decision-
making. Secondly, they often contain the only statement on policy that was 
committed to paper by an official dashing off something for a departing 
delegation whose members had only recently learned of their appointment. 
Thus officers who only a few months before had received their initiation at 
the "University of the East Block" were liable to be asked for policy recom-
mendations on subjects they knew little about and their superiors even less. 
One diarist at the time thus described his morning's work in the Department 
of Exte rnal Affairs: 

All morning a stream of interesting and informative telegrams and despatches 
from missions abroad comes pouring across my desk. I am tempted to read them 
an and to try to understand what is really happening, but if I do that I have  flot 

 time to draft answers to the most immediate telegrams and despatches crying out 
for instructions. I must skim through everything with my mind concentrated on 
immediate practical implications. If I try to be objective and to comprehend all 
the issues I am lost. I draft telegrams and speeches under pressure,  short-tenu 

 considerations uppermost—IV/ill the Prime Nlinister sign thisr--*Are we  flot  too 
short of personnel to be rtpresented at this or that international meeting?' This 
is the way policy is made on a hand-to-mouth basis out of an overworked official 
by a tirtd politician with only half his mind on the subject.' 

At the top, pyramids of memoranda and telegrams rose on the Under-
Secretary's desk for weeks on end with only the most urgent being cleared 
off each day. A tradition of openness at the top meant that matters of im-
mediate significance were settled orally among the senior echelon of officers. 
Paper work was too often tedious and superfluous. Robertson seldom com-
mitted his views to paper because he had easy access to the Prime Minister 

Diary entry for September 7, 1945 in Charles Ritchie, The Siren Yeatr—A Canadian 
Diplomat Abroad, 1937-1945. (Toronto: Macmillan, 1974), p. 208. 
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des fonctionnaires n'ayant que quelques mois d'expérience après leur initia-
tion à «rUniversité de l'Édifice de l'Est» devaient à l'occasion donner des 
recommandations de politique sur des sujets qu'ils connaissaient à peine et 
leurs supérieurs, encore moins. Un fonctionnaire de l'époque décrivait ainsi 
dans son journal ses tâches de la matinée au ministère des Affaires extérieures: 

All morning a stream of interesting and informative telegrams and despatches 

from missions abroad comes pouring across my desk. 1 am tempted to read them 

all and to try to understand what is really happening. but if I do that 1 have not 
time to draft answers to the most immediate telegrams and despatches crying out 
for instructions. 1 must skim through everything with my mind concentrated on 
inunediate practical implications. If I try to be objective and to comprehend all 
the issues I am lost. I draft telegrams and speeches under pressure, short-tenn 
considerations uppermost—Will the Prime Minister sign this?"--'Are we not too 
short of personnel to be represented at this or that international meeting?' This 
is the way policy is made on a hand-to •mouth basis out of an overworked official 
by a tired politician with only  hall  his mind on the subject.' 

A l'échelon supérieur, des montagnes de mémorandums et de télégrammes 
s'empilaient sur le bureau du sous-secrétaire d'État pendant des semaines, et 
l'on ne traitait que les plus urgents tous les jours. Aux termes d'une longue 
tradition de franchise au sommet, les problèmes d'importance immédiate 
étaient réglés verbalement. La paperasse était trop souvent ennuyeusc et 
superflue. M. Robertson mettait rarement ses opinions sur papier étant donn6 
qu'il pouvait régulièrement consulter le Premier ministre et qu'il ne quittait 
Ottawa habituellement qu'en sa présence. Au grand bonheur de l'historien, 
M. Pearson ne faisait ni l'un ni rautre, d'où l'amélioration des dossiers. Ce-
jmndant, il a rarement estimé nécessaire la rédaction de mémorandums rui-
sonnés, semblables à ceux de M. Skelton, pour faire valoir ses opinions. Les 
mémorandums avaient normalement pour but d'indiquer les aspects tech-
niques d'une politique, l'exposé des motifs êtant communiqué verbalement. 
Vu le genre d'expansion du Ministare et l'intimité et rentière compréhension 
qui caractérisaient les relations entre MM. Robertson, Pearson et Wrong, il 
n'est pas surprenant qu'aucun d'entre eux n'ait jamais pensé à faire une 
lettre officielle de directives pour son successeur. Comme l'a dit M. Wrong 
lors d'une conférence de presse, le 26 septembre 1946: "We follow a fairly 
consistent pattern at the various conferences we attend, but 1 don't see what 
is to be gained by attempting to reduce the  malter  to a simple code." Les 
hauts fonctionnaires se préoccupaient de l'histoire qu'ils faisaient, mais non 
des archives nécessaires aux historiques. La personne plutôt que le dossier 
constituait la principale source de renseignement. Ainsi, les manques dans 
les dossiers 6taient moins fâcheux pour le fonctionnairc de répoque qu'ils  le 
sont maintenant pour rhistorien. 

Le fait que la phis grande partie de ractivit6 diplomatique du Canada 
était désormais consacrée aux conférences Internationale a cu des cons& 

' g'Artiele de journal du 7 septembre 1945 dans Mulct Ritchie, The Sim Youi—A Canadian Diploma Abroad. 19374945. (Toronto: Macrnillan. 1974). p. 208. 
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and usually left Ottawa only in his company. Fortunately for the historian,
Pearson did neither and the paper record improves as a result. Even so,
there are few occasions when he found it necessa ry to write the argumentive
type memoranda for which Dr. Skelton is remembered. Memoranda were
usually for conveying the technical aspects of policy while the reasons for that
policy were communicated orally. It was in keeping with the nature of the
growth of the Department and the intimacy and complete understanding
which characterized the relations of Robertson, Pearson and Wrong that
none of them ever thought of preparing a formal letter of instructions for his
successor. As Mr. Wrong remarked at a press conference on September 26,
19 4 6 : "`Ve follow a fairly consistent pattern at the various conferences we
attend, but I don't see what is to be gained by attempting to reduce the
matter to a simple code ." Senior officials were conscious of making histo ry ,
not the records for histo ry . The individual rather than the file was the main
source of information . Thus gaps in the paper record were of less con-
sequence to the official than to studcnt.s thereafter .

The shift of the main portion of Canada's diplomatic activi ty to inter-
national conferences had profound consequences for the organization of the
Department and its paper records . Unlike other delegations who actively
publicized their policy objectives at these conferences, the Canadian delegates
acting upon the instructions of the P rime Minister deliberately cut a low
profile . Unobstrusivcly in committees and corridors they applied Canadian
policy directives to specific issues . In most cases it was sufficient for them to
record only the fact of achievement, defeat or compromise . The how and
why were too often left for Departmental gossip or the confines of a p rivate
letter . Numerous references in the official files to these unofficial exchanges

of letters are accompanied by the notation that they were not indexed and
the editor's searches in private collections of papers were seldom productive .

The shift in the location of many international meetings from London,
Paris and Geneva to Washington and New York also contributed to the in-
completeness of the paper record by reducing the need for w ri tten instruc-
tions. When a Canadian delegate in New York wanted to discuss routine
matters he had the telephone at his disposal while for more important issues
he could easily return to Ottawa for an unrecorded meeting with the Prime
Minister and a few officials . All of the major decisions on the inte rnational
control of atomic energy, for example, were made in this fashion . In inter-
viewing the officials of the time the historian soon discovers the difference
between the written instructions prepared for a wide distribution and the
really significant instructions that were transmitted orally. Once the major
issues of policy were clari fied and agreed upon by those who needed to
know, there was never a thought given to the completeness of the file. Files
were filled in s tead with subsequent telegraphic exchanges communicating
merely technical and drafting details . neir profusion often overwhelmed the
officials in Ottawa who had neither the time nor the auxiliary documents to
comprehend the full significancc of what was happening . Within the context
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quences profondes sur l'organisation du Ministère et ses archives. Par opposi-
tion aux autres délégations qui, à ces conférences, proclamaient activement 
leurs objectifs politiques, les délégués canadiens restaient délibérément dans 
l'ombre, conformément aux directives du Premier ministre. Dans les comités 
et les corridors, ils appliquaient discrètement les directives canadiennes aux 
problèmes particuliers. Dans la plupart des cas, ils ne mettaient sur papier 
que le résultat de leur intervention. Le pourquoi et le comment ont trop sou-
vent été transmis de bouche à oreille dans le Ministère, ou par lettre privée. 
Dans les dossiers, les nombreuses références à ces échanges de lettres non 
officiels sont accompagnées d'une note indiquant que ces dernières n'ont pas 
été répertoriées; dès lors, les recherches faites par l'éditeur dans les collec-
tions privées ont rarement abouti. 

D'autre part, le fait que beaucoup de réunions internationales qui se 
déroulaient auparavant à Londres, Paris et Genève, se soient tenues désormais 
à Washington et New York a aussi contribué à rendre incomplets les dos-
siers; on avait en effet moins besoin de directives écrites. Lorsqu'un délégué 
du Canada à New York voulait discuter de problèmes courants, il pouvait 
téléphoner, et pour les questions plus importantes, il pouvait facilement 
retourner à Ottawa pour une réunion sans compte rendu avec le Premier 
ministre et quelques fonctionnaires. Par exemple, toutes les principales déci-
sions sur le contrôle international de l'énergie atomique ont été prises de cette 
façon. En interrogeant les fonctionnaires de l'époque, l'historien découvre en 
très peu de temps la différence entre les directives écrites, préparées pour une 
large diffusion, et les directives vraiment importantes qui étaient transmises 
verbalement. Lorsque les grands aspects de politique avaient été précisés et 
que les intéressés avaient donné leur accord, on ne s'attardait jamais à com-
pléter le dossier. Par contre, celui-ci était rempli avec les échanges télégra-
phiques ultérieurs qui ne donnaient que des détails techniques ou rédaction-
nels. Leur abondance accablait d'ailleurs souvent les fonctionnaires à Ottawa 
qui n'avaient ni le temps ni les documents connexes pour comprendre com-
plètement ce qui se passait. Dans le seul contexte de cet ouvrage, ces 
télégrammes sont incompréhensibles s'ils ne sont pas lus en conjonction avec 
les procès-verbaux, présentations et dossiers officiels des délibérations. L'en-
'Semble constitue effectivement un compte rendu de l'élaboration de la 
politique canadienne, mais, faute d'espace, celui-ci ne peut étre reproduit dans 
un seul volume. 11 relève donc de l'historien de tracer une voie dans ce 
labyrinthe lorsque toute la documentation internationale sera mise à sa 
disposition. 11 découvrira certainement qu'il existe des différences d'opinions 
ou des versions différentes de ce que le gouvernement voulait transmettre, de 
ce que l'ambassadeur a réellement communiqué et de ce que le gouvernement 
étranger croyait que l'ambassadeur du Canada avait communiqué. 

La rédaction des documents de travail et des rapports finals sur les con-
férences internationales avait toujours été largement fonction du temps dont 
disposaient  leurs auteurs. En 1946, les ordres du Jour des conférences sub-
mergèrent le Mliifstère. Les dossiers regorgent de commentaires à moitié 
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The dismantling of the war-oricntcd records° management system and

of this volume these despatches remain unintelligible unless read in con-junction with the official minutes, submissions and records of trade-offs .When taken in total they do provide the record of Canadian po licy-makingbut such a record cannot be produced within the confines of a single volume .Ultimately it is the historian who must discover the way through this lab-
yrinth when all international documentation is made available . Undoubtedlyhe will discover that there are differences of opinion or different versions ofwhat the Gove rnment wanted communicated, what the Ambassador didcommunicate, and what the foreign government thought the Canadian Am-
bassador communicated .

The preparation of briefing papers and final reports on internationalconferences had always been very dependent upon the time available to
the authors thereof. In 1946, conference agendas overwhelmed the Depart-ment . The files are replete with half-finished and draft commentaries thatnever reached the delegation in the form intended . The writing of thelengthy background sections of the briefing papers was assigned to juniorofficers who offered little indication of Canadian policy. In some instancesthis was because there simply was none but more often those senior officersresponsible for policy initiatives carried them in their own heads . From thefew available briefing papers, extracts dealing only with Canadian policy
have been reproduced here . As for reports on international conferences,some of the more gcnera l reports of delegations to the various conferencesheld under the auspices of the United Nations have already been published .Only "tracts from previously unpublished reports have been included inthis volume. The standard format for the unpublished reports included anassessment of the leading personalities at the conference, a description ofthe issues under review, and an assessment of the impact of the results onthe future of the organiza tion. In this format the contents of the delegationreport differed little from a good newspaper account. In vain one looksfor some indication of how the delegation assessed the impact of the procccd-ings on Canadian policy objectives . Thcsc reports are more useful forunderstanding international rather than Canadian external relations as partof the vider scene . Although these conference briefings and reports canbe located in various collections and filcs, the most comprehensive set islocated in the Conference Report Scric:s maintained by the Historical Divisionof the Department of External Affairs .

the dcsigning of a new system would have caused little difficulty if it had,not coincided with an enormous increase in the number of new subject files . ;Du ring a similar period of expansion at the beginning of the war the,Department's Records Section had found it impossible to maintain its yearlyfiling system . 71crcforc, in 1940, a new system was created and all sub-sequent documentation and new subject files were added to it . In time,these files collectively became kno %•n as the "'40" series with, as adjuncts, .
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rédigés et à l'étape de projet qui ne sont jamais parvenus à la délégation sous 
la forme prévue. La rédaction des longues sections des documents de travail 
portant sur l'historique était assignée à des fonctionnaires moins expérimentés 
qui donnaient très peu d'indications concernant la politique canadienne, soit 
parce qu'il n'y en avait aucune, ou, le plus souvent, parce que les hauts 
fonctionnaires responsables des initiatives en matière de politique ne les met-
taient pas sur papier. Du petit nombre de documents de travail disponibles, 
nous• avons tiré ici des extraits portant exclusivement sur la politique cana-
dienne. Quant aux rapports sur les conférences internationales, quelques-uns 
des rapports généraux des délégations aux conférences tenues sous les auspices 
des Nations Unies ont déjà été publiés. Nous insérons dans le présent ouvrage 
seulement des extraits de rapports qui n'ont pas été publiés. La forme type 
des rapports non publiés comprenait une évaluation des personnalités mar-
quantes présentes à la conférence, la description des problèmes à l'étude et 
une évaluation des répercussions des résultats sur l'avenir de l'organisation. 
Ainsi fait, le rapport de la délégation différait très peu d'un bon compte rendu 
de journal. C'est en vain que l'on cherche quelques indications sur la façon 
dont la délégation a évalué les retombées de la conférence sur les objectifs 
politiques canadiens. Ces rapports facilitent davantage la compréhension des 
relations internationales que celle des relations extérieures du Canada à 
l'échelle internationale. Bien que ces documents de travail et ces rapports 
existent dans divers dossiers et collections, l'ensemble le plus complet se trouve 
dans la Série des rapports des délégations aux conférences internationales 
gardée par la Direction historique du ministère des Affaires extérieures. 

La suppression du système de gestion des dossiers utilisé pendant la 
guerre et la mise au point d'un nouveau dispositif n'auraient pas entraîné de 
grandes difficultés si cela n'avait coïncidé avec une augmentation considéra-
ble du nombre des nouveaux dossiers. Au cours d'une période d'expansion 
semblable survenue au début de la guerre, la section des archives du 
Ministère se trouvait dans l'impossibilité de maintenir sort système annuel 
de classement. Ainsi, un nouveau système fut étab li  en 1940 et on y ajouta 
toute documentation subséquente et tous les nouveaux dossiers. Cc groupe de 
dossiers était alors connu sous le nom de série «40, avec, comme séries 
complémentaires, la série «s›, secret, et (50,000, tes secret. Cc système ne 
se prêtait pas à la nouvelle organisation en directions introduite au Ministère 
en 1944, mais la section des archives tint bon en espémnt bénéficier d'un 
répit à la fin des hostilités. Ce ne fut pas le cas car, au contraire, elle cut 
encore plus de travail. Alors que par le passé un sujet pouvait étre limité à 
un groupe de dossiers facilement identifiables, des sujets très vastes comme 
le désarmement et l'énergie atomique étaient dispersés dans beaucoup de 
classements. Les dépé.ches étant classées par sujet, les références aux séquences 
numériques avaient très peu de valeur; d'ailleurs, le renumétotage et la 
division ultérieurs des dossiers n'ont fait que compliquer la dispersion des 
séquences numériques. En 1948, le système centralisé unique a fait place 
des, sous-dépôts décentralisés dans chaque direction. L'usager trouvera des 
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the secret "s" series and the top secret "50,000" series. This system did not 
lend itself to the new divisional structure introduced into the Department in 
1944 but the Records Section held on in expectation of a respite at the 
conclusion of hostilities. histead of a respite, the Section acquired an even 
greater volume of work. Whereas in the past a single subject could be 
confined to an easily identifiable group of files, such broad subjects as 
disarmament and atomic energy were scattered throughout many groupings. 
Because despatches were filed by subject, references to numerical sequences 
had little value and subsequent renumbering and dividing of files further 
complicated the dispersion of the numerical sequence. By 1948 the single 
centralized system gave way to decentralized sub-registries for each division. 
In the interval covered by these documents the user will encounter the 
deficiencies produced by this overstrained system. A researcher may now 
use the Department of External Affairs' key word index to uncover the 
most appropriate fi les. 

In addition to the tradition of oral communication that detracted from 
the files, individual officers in seeking to speed their own work and make 
it more effective, circumvented the less efficient central registry by main-
taining working files of their own. Officials were more interested in making 
history than in the records of history. The number of undated or unsigned 
pages in the files gives evidence of this. Whether these pages represent the idle 
thoughts of a junior officer or approved policy is seldom evident. Since 
both British and American officials were in the habit of informally passing • 

unidentifiable typed drafts of statements on Canadian policy to Canadian 
officials, even the origin of the document is sometimes in doubt. 
Unfortunately these documents have had to be omittcd because of their 
anonymity. The diplomat who once knew has either forgotten or died. 

Another major deficiency in the Records Section that has a bearing on 
this volume was its inability to develop a successful means of integrating 
post and Ottawa files for the preservation of as complete a record as possible. 
From the preponderance of Departmental paperwork in the files the reader 
might conclude that the Ambassador or High Commissioner played an 
insignificant role in the carrying out of policy directives. A complete set 
of records might confirm this but it would be speculative without the con-
firmation of post files. The working files of Canadian missions in London 
and Washington alone have been preserved with any regularity and these 
have be.en partially integrated with the other files or deposited as separate 
collections in the Public Archives of Canada. The few frag,mentary docu-
ments from Paris and Tokyo that have found their way into the files only 
lead one to wonder about the rest. Ottawa was kept informed of the 
successful diplomatic initiatives but what has happened to the working 
papers of unsuccessful, diplomatically inspired initiatives, and inter-post cor-
respondence? Canadian delegations to international conferences often de-
posited their working papers with the closest Canadian post. The value 
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laçunes dues à ce système surchargé pour les périodes couvertes par ces docu-
ments. Le chercheur peut maintenant consulter le répertoire par mot-clé du
ministère des Affaires extérieures pour recouvrer les dossiers les plus
appropriés.

, Face à l'inefficacité du dépôt central des dossiers, certains fonctionnaires,
soucieux de l'efficacité de leur travail, ont gardé des, dossiers individuels,
une pratique qui, comme la communication verbale, ne pouvait que causer
des lacunes dans les dossiers . En effet, les fonctionnaires se préoccupaient
de l'histoire qu'ils faisaient, mais non des archives n écessaires aux histo riques.À preuve le nombre de pages non datées ou non signées dans les dossiers . On
peut rarement savoir . si elles représentent les grandes idées d'un fonction-
naire subalterne ou la politique approuvée . Étant donné que les Britanniques
et°les Américains avaient l'habitude de transmettre aux fonctionnaires cana-
diens, sans protocole, des projets de déclaration non identifiables sur la poli-
tique canadienne, même l'origine des documents est parfois douteuse . Il a
donc malheureusement fallu les exclure à cause de leur anonymat . Le diplo-
mate qui en savait quelque chose a oublié ou est décédé.
_Autre, grande lacune de la section des archives, et qui influe sur notre

ouvrage, fut son incapacité à trouver un bon moyen de regrouper les dossiers
des missions et ceux d'Ottawa pour la conservation d'archives aussi com-plètes que possible . À voir la prépondérance de la paperasserie ministérielle
dans les dossiers, le lecteur , pourrait conclure que l'ambassadeur ou le haut
commissaire joua un r&le insignifiant dans l'application des directives rela-tives à la politique. Un jeu complet de dossiers pourrait confirmer ce, fait,
n~ais ,la confirmation, n'est pas possible sans les dossiers des missions . Seule-ment les dossiers des missions canadiennes ,à Londres ct, u Washing.ton ont étéconservés avec plus ou moin de régularité. Ils ont été partiellement intégrés
aux autres dossiers ou déposés aux Archives publiqu es du Canada en tantqne collections" distinctes: Les dossiers des missions à P;ICis et à Tokyo
auraient sans doute été très intéressants â' en juger d'après les quelques docu-
ments fragmentaires qui ont survéru . Ottawa était tenu au fait des initiativesdiplomatiques frûetueuses,' mais, OÙ ' sont, passés les documents de travail s~n-térieurs aux 'initiatives diplomatiques .alheureuscs, et la correspondance
entre missions? Les ~délégatïons canadiennes aux conférences internationales
déposaient' souvent leurs documents de travail à ln mission canadienne laplus proche. L'intérét des dossiers dc Canada House et de l'ambassade àWashington fait encore plus regretter w la pcrte des doss iers du consulatgénéral de New York.

L'éditeur de cet ouvrage ne prétend pas présenter ici une documentationcomplète sur les telations extérieures ,~u, Canada puisqu'une grande partiedes` matiê res premières nécessaires à la tache de l'historien demeure sm clédans , des archives à l'étranger. il faut espérer que ce volume pourra servir depoint ' de départ à la découverte de cette documentation lorsque d'autresarchives nationales et, internationales suivront 1 ',ex=ptc du Canada et ren-dront-leurs m té 'Il •naux plus acx:esslbies .
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of the files from Canada House and the Embassy in Washington accentuates 
the loss of the files of the Consulate General in New York. 

The editor of this volume makes no claims to pre,senting a complete 
documentary story of Canada's external relations for much of the raw 
material for the historian's task remains locked up in foreign archives. It 
is hoped that this volume can be used as a basis for discovering this 
documentation when other national and international archives fo llow 
Canada's more generous access policies. 

Collections of documents emphasize the episodic nature of external 
relations. For those who wish a fuller presentation of the Department's 
operations the monthly Exte rnal Affairs Bulletin is available in the Depart-
ment's library. On policy issues the best chronology after January 29, 1946 
is found in the Reports of the Weekly Meetings of the Heads of Divisions 
(DEA/850840). At each meeting the Heads reported on the main activities 
of their Divisions during the preceding week. These reports provide the 
best review of Canada's external relations. 

In making his selection the editor has had access to all files and permission 
to include any document that did not violate the privacy of individuals or 
adversely affect national security by describing intelligence operations. In the 
final selection no document was excluded for either of these reasons. The six 
most obvious gaps in this record were deliberate choices made because of the 
type of documentation available in the files or elsewhere. 

No policy-oriented or comprehensive descriptive documents could be located 
in External Affaits' voluminous files on the distribution abroad of information 
about Canada or the resumption of cultural exchange programmes. Without 
this kind of documentation the «War decided that there was little value in 
documenting the technicalities of distributing Canadian materials and culture 
aimed at dispelling the notion that Canada was for Mounties, wheat and 
pioneers. Scholars wishing to monitor these programmes are invited to im-
merse themselves in the appropriate files. 

Regrettably it has not bccn possible with just the few documents included 
to gain a fuller appreciation of domestic concern with foreign affairs and its 
impact on such issues as the possible recognition of the Vatican and partici-
pation in the United Nations &anomie, Scientific and Cultural Organization. 
From the file references contained in this volume, these avenues can be pur-
sued in conjunction with existing records of private organizations and inter-
ested individuals, when these become available. 
. The absence of rekrences to certain subjects, especially those dealing with 
technical matters or private individuals and business should  flot  lead readers 
to the conclusion that the Government was not interested or involved in these 
transactions. Space alone has made it impossible to include the highly techni-
cal documentation on subjects such as radio frequendes or the registration of 
Canadian Bank securities in the United States. 
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: Les co llections de documents mettent l'accent sur la nature épisodique
des relations exté rieures . Pour ceux qui désirent une présentation plus com-
plète des ac tivités du Ministère, le Bulletin mensuel des Affaires extérieures
est disponible à la bibliothèque du Minist ère. Quant aux questions de poli-
tique, la meillure chronologie pour la période commençant le 29 janvier
1946 se trouve dans les Rappo rts des réunions hebdomadaires des chefs de
direction (DEA/8508-40) qui constituent la meilleure revue des relations
extérieures du' Canada. Chaque fois, en effet, les chefs exposaient les prin-
cipales activités de leur direction la semaine précédente .

En faisant son choix, l'éditeur a eu accès à tous les dossiers et la permis-
sion d'inclure tout document qui ne viole pas I'intimit6 des personnes ou qui
ne nuit pas à la sécurité nationale en décrivant des activités de renseigne-
ments, mais aucun document définitivement retenu n'a été exclu pour l'une
ou l'autre de ces raisons. Les six omissions les plus évidentes dans cet
ouvrage sont volontaires, é tant donné le genre de documentation disponible
dans les dossiers ou ailleurs .

Aucun document relatif à une po litique ou donnant une description globale
concernant la diffusion à l'étranger de renseignements sur le Canada ou sur la
reprise des programmes d'ëchan ~cs culturels n'a pu ê tre trouvé dans les dos-
siers volumineux du Ministére. A défaut de quoi, l'éditeur a décidé que cela
ne présentait pas grand intérêt de montrer de quelle façon on diffusait mat6-
riaux et culture du Canada pour dissiper la croyance que le Canada était un
pays défini par la Gendarmerie royale, le blé et les colons . Les spécialistes qui
désirent se renseigner sur ces programmes peuvent venir se plonger dans les
dossiers appropriés .

Malheureusement, il a été impossible avec les quelques documents retenus
de mieux juger l'intérét que portaient les Canadiens aux affaires étran gères et
ses répercussions sur des ques tions comme la reconnaissance possible du
Vatican et la participation à l'Organisation des Nations Unies pour I'6duca-tion, la science et la culture. Ces champs peuvent être explorés en consultant
les dossiers d'où proviennent les documents retenus en conjonction avec les
archives d'organismes p rivés et des participants lorsqu'on pourra se les
procurer.

L'absence de référence à certains sujets, en particulier ceux qui traitent de
questions techniques, de personnes ou d'entreprises privées ne devrait pas
faire croire - au lecteur que le gouvernement ne s'intéressait ni ne participait
à ces affaires . Senl le manque d'espace a rendu impossible l'inclusion de la
documentation très technique sur des sujets comme les frêquenccs radio ou
l'enregistrement des titres de banques canadiennes aux Êta ts-Unis .

La quatrième omission dans la documentation po rto sur les relations avecce rtains pays qui étaient si amicales qu'en l'absence de con flits ou de change-ment dans les rela tions, les ` rapports des missions devinrent des guides devoyage ou des résumés de nouvelles locales . Ce geti re do document est utileà l'étude de diplomates particuliers, de l'administration et des vues qui ont
présidé aux recommandations de politique, mais dënu6 do contenu canadien,
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The fourth gap in the documentation comprises relations with countries that 
were so amiable that, in the absence of conflict or a change in the status of the 
relationship, reports from the post became travelogues or condensations of 
local news. This type of report is helpful for the study of individual diplomats, 
administration and the perceptions upon which policy recommendations were 
made but, being devoid of Canadian content, they have little relevance for this 
collection. Consequently only samples of this kind of report have been in-
cluded, such as the three fascinating documents revealing the trials and tribu-
lations of one Canadian diplomat in Nanking. 

The fifth deliberate omission in this volume pertains to Newfoundland. 
After this series began, the Department of External Affairs decided to mark 
the twenty-fifth anniversary of the confederation of Newfoundland with Can-
ada by unde rtaking the production of two volumes of documents on Canada's 
relations with Newfoundland in the pre-confederation period. Since both of 
these volumes cover the period of this volume, unnecessary duplication was 
avoided by excluding, except incidentally, documents relating to Newfound-
land as readers would naturally wish to consult the more extensive collection. 

The runt category of omissions deals with documents associated with the 
signing of minor treaties. These include ratification procedures, submissions to 
Council, and the granting of full powers to sign agreements on behaLf of 
Canada. Here the procedure is very repetitious and the texts of the treaties 
are readily available in the Treaty Series. Researchers wishing to follow 
through this aspect of treaty-making arc referred to the Legal Precedents and 
Rulings File in the Legal Library of the Department of Exte rnal Affairs. 

Users of this volume arc reminded of the change in attitude toward public 
information that occurred at this time. In pre-war years the Department and 
the Prime Minister did their best to cloud their activities in secrecy. The 
public received little more than the results of po licy initiatives as recorded 
in the Treaty Series and Orders in Council. By 1946 and thanks to the in-
clinations of St. Laurent and Pearson some of the cloud cover was ro lled 
back. Brief debates on foreign affairs in the House of Commons were per-
mitted by the Prime Minister. 'The Standing Committee on External Affairs 
that emerged after the division of the old Standing Committee on Industrial 
and International Relations in the previous year was now allowed to examine 
the Department's operations and a selection of its policies. Weekly press 
briefings were inaugurated along uith the publication of Statements and 
Speeches. There has been no attempt made to duplicate these sources in this 
volume but the reader is encouraged to use them in tandem. 

The broader picture of Canada's exte rnal relations into which these docu-
ments must lit is found in a number of readily available sources. Of special 
note are the accounts written later by the actors themselves, such as Lester 
Pearson, Arnold Heency, Escott Reid, Dana Wilgress, Maurice Pope, and 
the more numerous pieces about them. Of primary importance is the third 
volume of The Mackenzie King Record. In the absence of proper minutes of 
Cabinet meetings as opposed to records of decisions, and notes for the file 
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~l n'a- pour 'ainsi dire 'p as- sa place dans cette co llection . Aussi, seuls des'échantillons de ce genre d'écrit ont été inclus, par exemple, les trois docu-
ments passionnants qui relatent les aventures et les épreuves d'un diplomatecanadien à Nanking.

La cinquième omission volontaire porte sur Terre-Neuve . Après le début
de cette série, le ministère des Affaires extérieures décida de marquer le vingt-
çinquième anniversaire de l'entrée de cette province dans la Confédération en
publiant deux volumes de documents sur les relations du Canada avec Terre-Neuve avant son entrée dans la Confédération . Puisque ces volumes couvrent-la pé riode à l'étude, j'ai cru bon d'exclure ces documents, à de rares excep-tions près,-,pour éliminer tout chevauchement, supposant que le lecteur con-
sulterait•riatûrellement la co llection plus Complète.-,

, Enfin. la dernière omission concerne les documents associés à la signaturede traités :de môindre importance. Entre autres, cela comprend les procéduresde ratification, les .soumissions au Conseil et la délégat ion des pleins pouvoirspour conclure des accords au nom du Canada. Les procédures sont toutessemblables et le texte des traités se trouve dans le Recueil des traités. Les per-sonnes désireuses d'approfondir cet aspect de la signature des traités peuvent.consulter le dossier Legal Precedents 'rmd Rulings qui se trouve à la bibliotheque juridique du Ministère.
, Il ne faut .pas oublier le changement d 'attitude envers l'information dupublic qui survint à cette époque . Avant la guerre, le Ministère et - lc Premierministre faisaient de leur mieux pour voiler leurs activités . La population nerecevait pas beaucoup plus que les résultats des initiatives politiques con-signés dans le Recueil des traités et dans, les décrets du Conseil . En 1946, un-peu dé lumière fut jetée sur ces ac tivités grÛce au caractère de MM, ' St .Laurent et Pearson . Le premier ministre permit de brefs débats sur les affairesétrangères à la Chambre des communes . En outre, le Comité permanent des-Affaires .extérieures, créé à la suite de la division dc l'ancien Comité perma-nent des relations industrielles et internationales l'ann& précédente, pouvaitmaintenant étudier les activités du Ministère et un certain nombre de sespolitiques . On` inaugura des séances d 'information hebdomadaires pour lapresse ainsi que la publication des Déclaratioi:s et Discours. Nous Wavons pasessayé de reproduire ces documents dans le présent ouvrage, mais le lecteurest invité - â les consulter parallèlemen t
Oâ trouve le tableau plus Iarge des relations extérieures du Canada, danslequel ces documents doivent s''insérer, dnns un cerGain nombre de sourcesà la portée de tous . Ii faut mentionner les écrits ultérieurs des acteurs eux-mêmes, Lester` Pearson, Arnold Heeney, Escott Reid, Dana Wilgess,Maurice Pope ainsi que les documents encore plus nombreux à leur sujetLe • trolsième 'volume du' Mackenz~'e ;,King Record : est d'une importanceprimordiale . Comme nous f ne~ disposons que des décisions,, à défaut deprocès verbaux completî. des réunions du Cabinet, et des notes sur les en-es° tin P . . ,remier mmistre versées aux dossiers,, lis mémoires de MackenzieKing con 5tituent° Un da~ciûn,ent indispensable â~lirc av= le ` t ouvrage. gc,
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.about the Prime Minister's interviews, King's diaries remain an indispensable 
source that must be read in conjunction with this volume. Also of special 
note are Lester B. Pearson's article "Canada Looks Down North." in the 
July 1946 issue of Foreign Affairs, the testimonies of officials of the Depart-
ment of External Affairs before the House of Commons Standing Committee 
on External Affairs and the published speeches delivered before the General 
Assembly of the United Nations. In a Department that was not much given 
to philosophizing about its total objectives the reader should not be surprised 
at the lack of documentation thereon. The first public statement of this period 
on the long-term principles governing Canadian policy which comes closest 
to putting on paper Canada's approach to international problems was made 
by St. Laurent in the Duncan and John Gray Memorial Lecture at the 
University of Toronto on January 13, 1947. In this lecture the Minister 
described what was meant by Canada's policy of "constructive international 
action" within the. context of "secondary power" manocuverability. "There is 
little point", said Mr. St. Laurent, "in a country of our stature reconunending 
international action, if those. who must carry the major burden of whatever 
action is taken are not in sympathy." Evaluations of the role revealed in the 
d'oeurnEnts in this voltünc will have to bc read in the  context of this st'ate-
ment. Above all, the views of officials described in this volume will have to 
be read within the overall framework of the  five general principles enunci-
ated as a result of the 1946 experience: 

a) external policies must not destroy Canadian unity; 
b) external policy should be based on Canada's belief in political liberty; 
c) external policy should reflect respect for the rule of law; 
d) external policy should bc based upon some conception of human 

values; 
e)" external policy should be based upon a willingness to accept inter-

national rr.sponsibilities. 

Those familiar with this series will notice the elimination from this volume 
of the customary list of documents containing a summary of each. This 
change has become necessary because of the enormous increase in the post-
vrar documentation. When the editor had to choose between including the list 
or approximately two hundrtd important documents within the confines of a 
single manageable volume, he opted for the presentation of as complete a 
record as possible in the belief that, while users could make their own lists, 
they could not as readily acquire missing documents. 

In addition to these reasons for the change in format, readers should be 
reminded that this volume was produced during a period of financial strin-
gency. The publication of the manuscript has already been delayed for more 
than a year because of a lack of funds and further delays would have been 
necessary if a list of documents that is costly to prepare had bccn added to an 
already massive volume. It is hoped that the expanded index will somewhat 
alleviate the inconvenience created by this decision. Suggestions for an author 
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.L'article de Lester B. Pearson, «Canada Looks Down North.), paru dans 
le numéro de juillet 1946 de Foreign A noirs, les témoignages de fonction-
naires du ministère des Affaires extérieures devant le Comité permanent des 
•affaires extérieures de la Chambre des communes et les discours publiés 
qui ont été prononcés devant l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies 
méritent aussi une mention particulière. Dans un ministère qui n'est pas 
très enclin à théoriser sur ses objectifs globaux, le lecteur ne doit pas s'éton-
ner du manque de documentation à ce sujet. La première déclaration 
publique de cette période sur les principes à long terme régissant la politique 
canadienne, qui ressemble le plus à un énoncé écrit de l'approche du Canada 
vis-à-vis des problèmes internationaux, a été faite par M. St. Laurent à la 
Conférence commémorative Duncan et John Gray, à l'Université de Toronto 
le 13 janvier 1947. Le Ministre a décrit ce que signifiait la politique cana-
dienne de mesures internationales constructives dans le contexte de la 
maniabilité d'une puissance secondaire. M. St. Laurent a déclaré: (There 
is Hale point in a country of our stature recommenciing international action, 
if those who must carry the major burden of whatever action is taken arc 
not in sympathy. L'évaluation du rôle du Canada, qui parait dans les 

-documents inclus dans le présent ouvrage, doit être lue à la lumière de 
cette déclaration. Mais avant tout, il faut replacer les opinions des fonction-
naires données ici dans le cadre très large des cinq principes généraux 
formulés à la suite de l'expérience de 1946: 

a) la politique extérieure ne doit pas détruire l'unité canadienne; 
b) la politique extérieure doit reposer sur la croyance du Canada en 

la liberté politique; 
c) la politique extérieure doit refléter le respect de la suprématie de la 

loi; 
d) la politique extérieure doit être fondée sur une certaine conception 

des valeurs humaines; 
e) la politique extérieure doit reposer sur le désir d'accepter tirs 

responsabilités internationales. 
Les personnes qui connaissent cette série de volumes remarqueront la 

suppression ici de la liste habituelle des documents avec des résumés de 
chaque document Cette modification s'est révélée nécessaire étant donné 
l'augmentation faramineuse de la documentation d'après-guerre. Entre inclure 
la liste, ou environ 200 documents importants dans les limites d'un seul 
ouvrage maniable, l'éditeur a choisi de présenter un dossier aussi complet 
que possible en pensant que le lecteur pourrait plus facilement établir sa 
propre liste que se procurer des documents manquants. 

En outre, on rappelle que ce volume a été produit en période de =trie-
tion.s budgétaires. La publication du manuscrit a déjà été retardée plus d'un 
an par manque de fonds et il aurait fallu des retards supplémentaires si une 
liste des documents, très coûteuse à préparer, avait été ajoutée à un ouvrage 
déjà volumineux. Il est à espérer que l'index plus complet compensera un 
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index have not been acted üpon because, unlike the period covèred by the
preceding volumes, the decision-making process had become so diffuse as to
make such an index meaningless . On the majority of issues the imp rint of the
Under-Secretary was in ini tialling the memorandum, draft, or telegram and
occasional marginal notations that have in any case been reproduced along
with the document .

Users of this volume will find their task casier if they keep in mind some of
the basic editorial prac tices followed in reproducing the documents. When
more than one copy or draft of the same document was available the editor,
, after whatever verification was possible, selected for reproduction the most
authentic and complete text that appeared to have been used in briefings,
negotiations and the final decision-ma .king process . All documents appear in
their o riginal language . Normal variations in spelling have not been altered
but typographical errors and mistakes in the spe lling of proper names an dplaces have been corrected . Additions to the original text have been set off by
square brackets while omissions are indicated by suspension points ( . . .) . In
the instances where only portions of a document are reproduced, the word"Extracts" appears in the caption. In the case of long documents such as
commentaries or reports, the pages from which the extracts are taken are
indicated at the end of each extract. Asterisks in the text refer the reader to
footnotcs found in the original document while editorial footnotes are num-
bcred . A dagger ( t ) appearing at the end of a reference to a document (e .g .,
My ATOM 84t, Telegram 35 of July 8t) indicates that the document in
ques tion is not printed in this volume . Since the selection of docunicnts for
the volumes cove ring the 1944-1945 period had not been finalized when this
volume was ready for publication, it was not possible to provide footnote
rcfc.rcnccs to these volumes when documents of this period arc referred to in,,the documents printed hcrcin.

In order to save space and avoid unnecessary repetitions, standard shortened
-forms of c aptions have been used in certain cases . Captions for documents
ori,ginating in or addrr mcd to ofiiccrs within a Division of the Department of
, External Affairs identify the division while omitting the name of the I}cpart-
•ment. The officers of each Division are listed in the organization cha rt of the
headquartcrs of the Department inside the front cover . Captions for docu-

-mcnts o rigina ting with or addresscd to the Canadian delegations to the first
session of the General Assembly of the United N ations also use a shortened
form throughout the volume (Delegation to the General Assembly of the

the two delegations is appended for easy reference (sec Appendix A) . Mem-

Unitcd Nations) even though Canada was represented by different delegations
at the two parts of the first session . The date of the document indicates to- which part of the session the document belongs and a list of the members of

bers of Canadian delegations to other international meetings of 1946 are listed
in the Annual Report of the Secretary of State for External A flairs for 1946.
It should be noted that Canadian delegations at conferences abroad used theices of the nearest Canadian post to send and receive telegrams ; there-
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peu les. désagréments entraînés par cette décision. On n'a pas donné suite 
aux suggestions en faveur d'un index des auteurs, car contrairement à la 
période couverte par les volumes antérieurs, la prise de décisions était 
devenue si diffuse que l'index n'aurait servi à rien. Sur la majorité des 
questions, le sous-secrétaire s'est contenté de parapher les mémorandums, 
projets ou télégrammes et, à l'occasion, dc faire une inscription en marge qui 
a été reproduite avec le document concerné. 

La tâche du lecteur sera plus facile s'il se rappelle quelques-unes des pra-
tiques de base utilisées dans la reproduction des documents. Lorsqu'il existait 
plusieurs copies ou projets du même document, on a choisi de reproduire, 
après les vérifications nécessaires, le texte le plus authentique et le plus 
complet qui semble avoir été utilisé lors des séances d'information, des négo-
ciations et de la prisc de décision fmale. Tous les documents sont publiés dans 
la langue originale. Les variations normales d'ortographe n'ont pas été modi-
fiées mais les erreurs typographiques et les erreurs d'orthographe des noms 
propres et des lieux ont été corrigées. Lcs additions au texte original ont été 
mises entre crochets et les omissions sont indiquées par des points de suspen-
sion (...). Dans les cas où seulement des parties d'un document sont 
reproduites, le mot «Extraits, figure dans l'en-téte. Lorsqu'il s'agit de longs 
documents comme des commentaires ou des rapports, les pages d'où sont 
tirés les extraits sont indiquées à la fin de chacun. Les astérisques dans le 

• texte renvoient le lecteur aux notes du document original, tandis que les 
notes rédactionnelles sont numérotées. Un dague (t) à la fin d'une référence 
à un document (par exemple, My ATOM 84t, Telegrzun 35 of July 8f) 
indique que le document n'est pas reproduit dans ce volume. La sélection 
des documents pour les Volumes consacrés` à la pé.riode 1944-1945 n'étant 
pas achevée au moment de la publication de ce .volume, le lecteur ne trouvera 
pas de renvois à ces volumes lorsque des documents de cette période sont 
mentionnés dans les documents reproduits ici. 

Pour gagner de l'espace et éliminer toute répétition inutile, on a utilisé dans 
certains cas des titres normalisés plus courts. On a identifié la direction sans 
citer le nom du Ministère dans les en-tetes des documents qui proviennent 
d'une direction du ministère des Affaires extérieures ou y sont adressés. On 
trotivera dans l'organigramme de l'administration centrale du Ministère au 
début du volume une liste des personnes faisant partie des différentes direc-
tions. Les en-têtes des documents en provenance ou à destination des déléga-
tions du Canada à la première session de l'Assemblée générale des Nations 
Unies sont Taccotircis ainsi, délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations 
Unies, bien que le Canada ait'été représenté par des délégations différentes 
aux deux parties` de la première session. La date du document devrait suffire 
pour indiquer lepârtie de la session en question et on a annexé la liste des 
'membres 'dés deux délégations pour consultation (voir Appendice A). Les 
Membres des délégations canadiennes qui ont participé aux autres réunions 

. internationales de 1946 sont indiqes dans le Rapport annuel du iecrétairc 
''dtiat aux .  Affaires extérieures de 1946. On doit noter lue les délégations 
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fore, captions for these telegrams contain the title of the senior representative 
at the post (e.g., Ambassador in France). Delegation telegrams were 
identified by abbreviations of the name of the delegation, conference, or 
organization involved (e.g., ATOM, ASDEL) followed by the number of the 
message. These identifying abbreviations, usually found in the first line of the 
text of the document are explained in Appendix B. 

The key to the location of a document, a location symbol followed by a 
volume or file number or both, is found in the  upper right-hand corner of each 
document.  The  location symbols for personal papers are made up from the 
initials of the person (e.g., W.L.M.K., C.D.H.) while those for departmental 
files use initials based on the English spelling of the Department's name (e.g., 
DEA, DND). A full explanation of the symbols is found in the list "Location 
of Documents". Enclosures are from the sanie source as the main document 
unless othenvise indicated.  • 

There are a number of individuals whom the editor wishes particularly to 
aclaiowledge for their assistance on various aspects of the work. Foremost is 
the Director of the Historical Division, Arthur Blanchette, who put at the 
editor's disposal a number of means for overcoming difficulties in production. 
In initially selecting the documents froni the files he is indebted to the work of 
his research assistant, Douglas Waldie, whose perception of the task made it 
so much  casier. On his second research assistant, Michel Rossignol, fell much 
of the burden of preparing the documents for the printer. His linguistic skills 
and meticulous attention to detail were invaluable assets. In addition there 
have been the staffs at the Department of National Defence, the Privy Council 
`Office and the Public Archives who guided me through indexes to the files 
required and individuals who kindly granted me access to the fourteen collec-
tions of private papers under their jurisdiction and who gave their permission 
for the publication of the documents selected. Finally I remain grateful for the 
pioneering work done by my predecessors in this series, who made themselves 
available for consultation. While acknowledging  the  assistance provided by 
the above, I remain fully responsible for the selecting and editing of each 
document, 

DONALD M. PAGE 
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canadiennes aux conférences à l'étranger utilisaient les services de la mission
canadienne la plus proche pour envoyer et recevoir des télégrammes ; en
conséquence, les en-têtes de ces derniers renferment le titre du plus haut
repiésentant de la mission (par exemple, ambassadeur en France) . Les télé-
grammes envoyés par une déléga tion étaient identifiés par l'abréviation du
nom de la délégation, de la conférence ou de l'organisme en question (par
exemple, ATOM, ASDEL) suivie du numéro du message . Ces abréviations,
qui se trouvent ordinairement dans la première ligne du texte du document,
sont expliquées dans l'Appendice B.

On trouvera dans le coin supérieur droit de chaque document toutes les
indications concernant l'endroit où iI se trouve : symbole de provenance suivi
du numéro du volume ou du dossier, ou les deux. Les symboles de prove-nance de documents personnels sont formés des initiales de la personne (par
exemple, W.L.M.K., C.D.H.), tandis que ceux des dossiers ministériels com-
portent des initiales représentant la désignation anglaise du ministère (par
exemple, DEA, DND) . On trouvera dans la liste «Provenance des docu-ments» une explication de tous les symboles . Les pièces jointes sont tirées de
la même source que le document principal, sauf indication contraire.

Je désire remercier tout particulièrement un certain nombre de personnes
pour l'aide qu'elles ont appo rtée à divers aspects du travail . En premier Heu,
M. Arthur Blanchette, directeur de la Direction historique, qui a mis à ma
disposition un certain nombre de moyens pour surmonter des difficultés de
production. Ensuite, M. Douglas Waldie, mon adjoint à la recherche, dont la
compréhension du travail a beaucoup faci li té le choix initial des documents .
M. Michel Rossignol, second adjoint à la recherche, s'est occupé de la majeure
partie de la préparation des documents en vue de la publication. Ses aptitudes
linguis tiques et son attention méticuleuse pour le détail ont été des éléments
précieux. De plus, je remercie les employés du ministère de la Défense
nationale, du Bureau du Conseil privé et des Archives publiques qui m'ontaidé à trouver dans les index les dossiers néccssairrs, ainsi que les personnes
qui ont bien voulu me laisser consulter les quntorz+c= t ollections de documents
privés sous leur garde et qui ont consenti à la publication des documents
choisis . En: `dérnier lieu; je suis reconnaissant à mes prédécesseurs dans cette
série du travail original qu'ils ont accompli et des consultations qu'ils on t
bien voulu m'accorder. Tout en reconnaissant leur aide, je demeure toutefois
entièrement responsable de la sélection et de la présentation de chacun des
documents reproduits dans cet ouvrage.

DONALD M. PAGE
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ADA 	ATOMIC DEvELOPMee AtrnioRrry 
AEC 	ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 
AI 	AD  hetRim 
BCATP BRMSII CONLMONWEALTH Am TRAINING PLAN 
BIRD 	BANQUE INTERNATIONALE POUR LA RECONSTRUCTION 

ET LE rem-masers. 
CAB 	Cyst AtRoxAtrrics BOARD 
CAS 	CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF 
C.ATC 	CANAotAN ADVISORY TARcEts COMMr-ntE 

CCAC 	C.OMDINED CIVIL AFTAIRS Cowirrriz 
CCC 	COMMODITY CREDIT CORPORATION 
CFB 	Comm= FOOD BOARD 
CGS 	Outr OF THE GENERAL STAFF 
CI F 	Corr, best/sum= AND FREIGHT 
CIS 	CANADIAN INFORMATION SERVICE 
CMAB CANADIAN Myron Aso BOARD 
CMHQ CANADIAN MILITARY HEADQUARTERS 
CM M 	c.ANADIAN MsurAsty MtsstoN 
cos 	Ouu or STAFF 
CPC 	COMM= POLICY COMMI 	I ill 
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CSC 	CIUM OF STAFF Cowart= 
DGDR DIRECTOR GENERAL OF Drirscs RESEARCH 
DND 	Drumm:is' OF NATIONAL DErD:cti 
DO 	Domes= Orrice 
ESC 	Ecœsatoc AND SOCIAL COUNCIL 
FAO 	F000 AM) AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION 
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FOB 	Fan 114 Dom, 
FMI 	FONDS  med-rAnts MTERNATIONAL 
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IGC 	lenutoovreasenAt. Comma 
IU) 	IermiAtsmAt LuouR ORoAtezArtoN 
IMF 	INTTRNATICWAL MONTTARY FUND 
IRO 	INTERNATMAL Rtruors ORGANIZATION 
ISC 	IMPERIAL, Sumo«) CoNotmts 
n-o 	INTERNATMAL TRADE ORGANIZATION 
IWC 	INTTRNATIONAL WHZAT COUNCIL 
JAG 	»Dos AnvocAra GENERAL 
MC 	loser INTSLUOM:11 Commrrom 
MFN 	MOST FAvoustto NArto,4 
MP 	Mama or PAstuAmter 
NDHQ NATIONAL MIEN= IISADQUAXITRS 
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OAA ORGANISATIO N POUR L!ALItif EN?ATIO N ET C AGRICULTURE

OIC ORGANISATION INTERNATIONALE DU CO MMERCE

OMS ORGANISATIO N MONDIALE DE LA SANTÉ
OPA OFFICE OF PiÛCE ADMINISTRATIO N
OPACI ORGANISATION PROVISOIRE DE C AVIATIOti CIVILE INTERNATIONALE
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USA UNITED STATES ARmY
USAAF UNIïED STATES ARArY Aist FORCES
USN UNITED STATES NAY Y
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A.G.L.M. 

B.C. 

C.D.H. 

CES'.' 

CII 

DA 

DEA 

DEA-CEW 

DEA-FA II 

DF 

DND 

Documents du général 
A. G. L. N1cNaughton, 
Archives publiques 
(MG 30 G12) 

Documents de Brooke 
Cluton, Archives publiques 
(MG 32 135) 

Documents de C. D. Howe, 
Archives publiques 
(MG 27 III 1320) 

Dossiers de l'ambassade 
du Canada à Washington, 
Archives publiques 
(RG 25 132) 

Dossiers de Canada flouse, 
Londres, Archives publiques 
(RG 25 Al2) 

Dossiers du ministère de 
l'Agriculture, Archives 
publiques (RG 17) 

Dossiers du ministère des 
Affaires extérieures 

Dossiers de l'ambassade du 
Canada à Washington, 
direction historique, 
ministère des Affaires 
extérieures 

Collection de la direction 
historique, ministère des 
Affaires extérieures 

Dossiers du ministère des 
Finances, Archives publiques 
(R019) 

Direction historique, 
ministère de la Défense 
nationale 

Gcncral A. G. L. 
McNaughton Papers, 
Public Archives 
(MG 30 GI2) 

Brooke Claxton Papers, 
Public Archives 
(MG 32 135) 

C. D. Howe Papers, 
Public Archives 
(MG 27 III B20) 

Canadian Embassy, 
Washington, Files, Public 
Archives (RG 25 132) 

Canada flouse, London, 
Files, Public Archives, 
(RG 25 Al2) 

Department of Agriculture 
Files, Public Archives 
(RG 17) 

Department of External 
Affairs Files 

Canadian Embassy, 
Washington, Files, 
Historical Division, 
Department of External 
AtTairs 

Historient Division 
Collection, Department of 
External Affairs 

Department of Finance Files, 
Public Archives 
(R0 19) 

Directorate of History, 
Dcpartment of National 
Defence 

Ceci est une liste des symboks utilisés pour 
indiquer la provenance des documents. Les cotes 
des collections déposées aux Archives publiques 
du Canada sont entre parenthèses. 

This is a list of the symbols used to indicato 
the location of documents. The call numbert of 
collections deposited at the Public Archives of 
Canada are in parentheses. 
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DTC Dossiers du ministère du 
Commerce, Archives 
publiques (RO 20) 

I.A.M. 

L.B. 

L.B.P. 

M.A.P. 

Department of Trade and 
Commenx Files, Public 
Archives (RG 20) 

I. A. Mackenzie Papers, 
Public Archives 
(MG 27111 B5) 

Documents de I. A. 
Mackenzie, Archives 
publiques (MG 27111 B5) 

Documents de L. 
Beaudry, Archives publiques 
(MG 30 E50) 

L Bcaudry Papers, 
Public Archives 
(MG 30 E50) 

L B. Pearson Papers, 
Public Archives 
(MG 26N) 

Lieutenant-General M. A-
Pope Papers, 
Public Archives 
(MG 27 111 F4) 

Documents de L. B. 
Pearson, Archives publiques 
(MG 26N) 

Documents du lieutenant-
général M. A. Pope, 
Archives publiques 
(MG 27111 F4) 

Document de 0. D. Skelton-
N. A. Robertson, Archives 
publiques (RG 25 DI) 

Bureau du Conseil privé 

Documents de W. L. 
Mackenzie King, Archives 
publiques (Notes et 
mémorandtuns: MG 26 J4; 
lettres: MG 26 JI) 

0.D.S.-N.A.R. 

PCO 

W.L.M.K. 

0. D. Skelton- N. A. 
Robertson Papers, Public 
Archives (RG 25 131) 

Privy C.otubcil Office 

SV. L. Mackenzie King 
Papen, Public Arebilics 
(Notes and memorandunu: 
MG 26 34: lettes: 
MG 26 Ji) 
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ADnorr, D . C., Minister of National
Dcfcncc, (-Doc.) .

AQ IEsoy, Dean, Under-Secretary ofState of United States.
ADDISON, Visoount, Secretary of State forDominion Affairs of Great Bri tain .

ATHERTON, Ray. Ambassador of UnitedStates .
Arnm, Clement R., Prime Minister ofGreat B ri tain .
BARTON, G. S. H., Deputy Minister ofAgriculture.
BAMtAN , G . C., Director General,

Washington Office, Department ofReconstruction and Supply.
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BaYCE, R . B ., Director, Eco nomic Division ,Department of Finance .
BYa.*~Es, J. F., Secretary of State of UnitedStates .
atrrtXY+ J . B., Prime Minister of
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La politique étrangère du Canada fut
élaborée en grande partie dans cet édifice,
l'Édifice de l'Est des Édifices du Parlemcnt,
où se trouvaient les bureaux du Premier
ministre et du ministère des Affaires exté-
rieures et où le Cabinet se réunissait .

Vincent Massey, haut-commissaire en
Grande-Bretagne depuis 1935, a donné sa
démission en 1946. Sur la photo, on voi t
Mackenzie King (centre), alors à Londres,
disant au revoir à M. et M me Massey lors d eleur départ de la Grande-Bretagne tau mois
de mai.

Canadian forcign policy was dc%-cloped in
large part in this building. the East Block of
the Parliament Buildings, which houscd the
offices of the Prime Ministcr and of the Dc-
partment of External Affairs and in which
the Cabinet held its meetings .

tL~icsc tYatW Photaa

Vincent 14fasscy, l iigh Commissioncr i n
Great Britain since 1935 . rciignccf in 19 4 6 .
The photograph shows Mackenzie Kin g
(centre) then in London, saying gtrod•b)c to
Sir. and Mrs.. Massey on their dcpartur c
trom Great Britain in May .
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Photo prisc lors des dcrnieres journées dc 
la réunion des premicrs ministres du Com-
monwcalth. Dc g. à d.: Clcinent Attlec. 
Ernest Bcvin, Vinccnt Masscy, W. 1. Mac-
kenzie King, W. Nash, il. V. lirait.  

1:,̀,Thc Timcs (London) 

Photogruph taken during the last days of 
the Ntecting of Commonwcalth Prime Min-
isters. L. to r.: Clcmcnt Atticc, Erncst Bcvin, 
Vinccnt Nlasscy, W. L. Nlackcnzic King, W. 
Nash, 11. V. Evatt. 

C-31302 

Mackenzie King ct Ic Président Truman 
à la Maison Blanche lors dc la visite du 
Premier ministre à Washington cn octobre. 

CPrett Mbociation, Inc. 

Nlackcnzic King and President Truman at 
thc Whitc flouse during thc Prime Minister's 
visit  10 Washington in October. 
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La politique étrangère du Canada fut 
élaborée en grande partie dans cet édifice, 
l'Édifice de l'Est des Édifices du Parlement, 
où se trouvaient les bureaux du Premier 
ministre et du ministère des Affaires exté-
rieures et où le Cabinet se réunissait. 

Canadian foreign policy was developed in 
large part in this building, the East Block of 
the Parliament Buildings, which housed the 
offices of the Prime Minister and of the De-
partment of External Affairs and in which 
the Cabinet held its meetings. 

Vincent Massey, haut-commissaire en 
Grande-Bretagne depuis 1935, a donné sa 
démission en 1946. Sur la photo, on voit 
Mackenzie King (centre), alors à Londres, 
disant au revoir à M. et Mme Massey lors de 
leur départ de la Grande-Bretagne au mois 
de mai. 

Wide World Photos 
Vincent Massey, High Commissioner in 

Great Britain since 1935, resigned in 1946. 
The photograph shows Mackenzie King 
(centre) thcn in London, saying good-bye to 
Mr. and Mrs. Massey on their departure 
from Great Britain in May. 
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Photo prise lors des dernières journées d e

la réunion des premiers ministres du Com-
mo nwealth . De g . à d . : Clement Attlcc,Ernest Devin, Vincent Masscy, W. L. Mac-
kenzie King, W. Nash, H . V . Evatt.

C-31302

Mackenzie King et le Pré sident Trumanà la Maison Blanche lors de la visite duPremier ministre à Washington en octobre.

The Times (London)

Photograph taken during the last days o f
the Meeting of Commonwealth Prime Min-
istcrs . L. to r. : Clement Attlee, Ernest Bcvin,
Vincent Massey, W. L . Mackenzie King, W.
Nash, H . V. Evatt .

OPress Association, Inc.

Mackcnzic King and President Truman at
the White Housc during the Prime Nfinistcr's
visit to Washington in October.



Vide World Photos 

Mackenzie King s'entretient avec Clement 
Attlee lors d'une réception à Paris quelques 
jours après l'ouverture de la Conférence de 
paix. 

Mackenzie King in conversation with 
Clement Attlee during a rcccption in Paris 
a few days after start of Pence Conference. 

C-44640 

Membres de la délégation à la Conférence 
de paix de Paris. De g. à d.: le major-général 
Georges Vanier, N. A. Robertson, W. L. 
Mackenzie King, Brooke Claxton, A. D. P. 
Heeney, L. D. Wilgress. 

CPhoto France Illustration 

Members of the  Delegation to  the Paris 
Peace Conference. L. to r.: Major-Gencral 
Georges Vanicr, N. A. Robertson, W. L. 
Mackenzie King. Brooke Claxton, A. D. P. 
Ficency, L. D. Wilgress. 

Li  



Quatre membres de la délégation 1 lapremière partie de la première session de
l'Asscmbléc générale des Nations Unies . Deg . tt d . : Vincent Masscy, Louis St . Laurent,Paul Martin . H . Hume Wrong.

Louis St . Laurent ( à droite) et PaulMartin (Centre) faisaient aussi Partie de laaélcgation à la deuxième partie de la prc-miére session de l'Asscmblcc généralc . 1+1leur droitc, W . àN icL . Robertson . un autremermbrc de la délégation .

Widc World Photo s
Four members of the Delegation to the

i=irst Part of the First Session of the GeneralAssembly of the United Nations. L. to r. :Vincent M asscy, Louis St . Laurcnt . PaulM artin, It . i-lumc Wrong .

Widc World Photo s
Louis St . Laurent (right) and Paul Martin

(ccntrc) were also members of the Delegation
to the Second Part of the First Session of theGeneral Asscmbty . To their right, W. M cL .Robertson, another member of the delegation .
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Trois membres de la CPCAD. De S . à d . : Thrcc members of the PJBD. L. to r. :
le général A. G. L. McNaughton, le major- Gcneral A. G. L. AtcNaughton, Major-
général Guy V . Hen ry, F. H . La Guardia . Gcncral Guy V . Henry, F. H . La Guardia.

Wide %Vorfd Photo s

Fred Vinson, secrt tairc au Trésor des 1°tats- Fred Vinso n, Secretary of the Trcasury of thc
Unis, peu avant le d 6 but de la réunion con- United States, prior to start of Joint hicctint:
jointe i naugurale des Conseils des Gouverneurs of the Boards of Governors of the 1 N i F and
du FMI et de la BIRD. the IBRD.

Graham Towcrs (à gauche) s'entretient avec Graham To wcrs (Icft) in conversation with
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CONDUCT OF EXTERNAL RELATIONS 

PARTIE 1 / PART 1 

ADMINISTRATION 

SECTION A 

GÉNÉRALITÉS / GENERAL 

1. 	 L.B.P./Vol. 7 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux A ffaires extérieures 
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires extérieures 

Memorandum from Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL 	 [Ottawa,] May 8, 1946 

ORGANIZATION OF THE UNDER-SECRETARY'S OFFICE 

While you are away from Ottawa you may be able to consider, with greater 
detachment than is possible here, what can be donc to reduce the extreme 
congestion in the direction of the Department. The appointment of a separate 
Secretary of State for External Affairs is necessary before a number of the 
most desirable changes can be made, but we have reached a position in which 
other changes not connected with such an appointment ought to be instituted. 

Among the first essentials is a firm resolution on your own part, which must 
be backed by the efforts of your personal staff, to prevent the accumulation 
in your office of papers which are awaiting an opportunity that often cannot 
arise for you to examine them. I should like to see the whole apparatus of 
baskets filled with waiting papers swept away and the office adorned with no 
more paper than that which you require for the work immediately in hand. 
A mere resolution on your part will, of course, not achieve this end without 
changes in practice, which must, if they are to succeed, be applied con-
sistently and even ruthlessly. 

The first needed change in practice is that a great deal of paper that is now 
routed through your office should not be so routed. This means that there will 
have to be a much more rigorous selection from the reports reaching the 
Department of the material sent to you only for information. It also means 
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that you should not attempt to follow a number of Departmental activities, 
except when they give rise to questions of some substance. 

In order to enable you to find time to deal with matters which are the 
essential concern of the Under-Secretary, some change should be made to 
reduce constant interruptions. I find these the most trying aspect of work in 
Ottawa; it is usually difficult to concentrate on one matter for more than a 
few minutes, and interruptions often occur at the most inconvenient moment. 
This will mean the deflection of many visitors, including members of the 
department, to other officers, and it will also mean rendering yourself less 
accessible on the telephone. On the latter point I would suggest a stringent 
rule that when you are conferring with other people in your office or dictating 
your telephone should be shut off except in specially urgent matters, as the 
constant succession of telephone calls not only makes discussion or dictation 
difficult but wastes the time of those with you. The British practice of passing 
telephone calls to a senior official only through a private secretary who can 
act as a filter might be instituted here. 

The administrative problems of the Department must also be filtered more 
thoroughly before they reach you for decision. The barriers between the 
Under-Secretary and individual members of the Department and Service 
should be made more formidable. When Matthews returns this situation will 
improve, but changes in system are needed to diffuse responsibility for pro-
motions, transfers and so on, and to prevent your office being used as the 
repository of numerous individual claims and grievances. 

Any changes in method will have to be rigorously applied, as otherwise we 
shall just slip back into the present confusion. It is thoroughly bad policy to 
permit a position to arise in which the permanent headship of the Department 
is a killing post. 'With the current and prospective extent of our activities, the 
only way in which the post can be made tolerable is for the holder to achieve 
a greater remoteness from the daily demands, pressures and worries which arc 
inevitable in the conduct of the foreign policy of a country as large as Canada. 
This remoteness can only be established by delegation to others, so that there 
is an effective and constant separation between the matters really requiring 
the Under-Secretary's attention and those which can be conducted without 
contact with him. I am sure that one of the first objectives is to diminish to 
modest proportions the flow of paper which now engulfs him. 

The general conclusion of this note is that the Under-Secretary must bc 
more effectively sheltered from the approaches of all and sundry, whether 
these approaches -are made in person, by telephone or in writing. A system 
which will relieve the pressure on his time so as to enable him to devote 
sufficient attention to central pmblems can only be developed over a con-
siderable period and ean never be complete. We have, I think, gone some dis-
tance towards the acceptance of a more reasonable order of priorities in 

departmental business, but there is still a long way to go. The appointment of 

a full-time Minister would be of substantial assistance here. In addition, how-
ever, the Department and establishments abroad are now large enough to 

2 
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require the interposition between the Under-Secreta ry and the Chiefs ofDivision of three or four senior officials, each of whom would supervise the
activities of two or more divisions . When this can be done, most of the ma ttersreaching the Under-Secretary should do so through a Depu ty or AssistantUnder-Secreta ry rather than direct from Divisional chiefs or other officers .Our personnel problems, of course, prevent the selection of suitable o fficersfor a ll of these posts in the near future .

A step which might be possible almost at once is to appoint as personal
assistant or private secretary to the Under-Secretary an officer of higher rankwho would be in direct charge of the Under-Secretary's o ffice and who wouldhave some autho rity to regulate the flow of business reaching the Under-Secretary personally and to direct the other members of the office. In ranksuch an officer should perhaps be a First Secretary . He should have if possiblea room to himself. He should see the incoming telegrams and should bepresent at many of the discussions in the Under-Secreta ry's office so that hecould make a note of the outcome

. The post should be regarded as about ona pari ty in importance with that of a chief of division .

H. W[RONG ]

2. W.L.M.K./Vo1. 250
Mémorat:dunt du sous secrJtaire d'bat aux Affaires extérieuresau Premier ministre

Memoratrdujn from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Prime Minister

PRIVATE AND PERSONAL [Ottawa,] June 13 , 1946In thinking about our conversa tion last night, it has seemed to me that theof filling the senior posts in the External Affairs Service reallyup°n the arrangements decided upon for the orde ring of the Department itself.2 .
In respect of internal administration and establisIinicnt, our Departmenthashfinister Tto a size which probably requires the direction of a DepartmentalThe

total personnel in Ottawa and abroad is about 350, comparedwith 100 before the war. We now have 22 posts abroad as against 6 in 193 9and the total expenditures for which the Department is responsible 'ment Will be of the order of $5,000,000 this year. In numerical strcn
s

Phrlia-
Department is small in comparison with many departments in Ottawa, theh~ a highly but itqualified and highly classified personnel, with proportionately,and perhaps absolutely, many more people in the upper sala brackcany other department of Gove rnmcnt. Problems of recruitmcnt ts thanand transfer are important and delicate . They all involve

, promotion
a dition degree ofdepartmental initiative and Ministerial re.sp nsibilit . In adcontinuin Y n to theseg questions, we now have to face, from pretty nearly every postâbrôad, the problem of securing suitable office and living accommodation for
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our representatives . In most cases, considerations of wisdom and economy
argue in favour of the Government purchasing and furnishing the required

properties . The responsibility for the innumerable administrative decisions
arising out of this side of our business, is becoming pretty heavy and it will
be increasingly difficult for a Prime Minister to give them the consideration
they require before submission to Treasury Board or to Parliament, as the

case may be.

3 . On the other hand, considerations of general policy argue pretty strongly
for continuing to combine the posts of Prime Minister and Secretary of State

for External Affairs . The central link in the system of Commonwealth consul-

tation is the provision for direct exchanges of views between the P rime Minis-

ters of the Commonwealth countries, and major policy questions would con-

tinue to be handled in this way, regardless of whether we had a separate

departmental Minister. Similarly, the established medium for direct personal
consultations between the Governments of Commonwealth countries is the

meeting of Prime Ministers, not a meeting between the Dominions Secreta ry
and Ministers for External Affairs . These conventions imply that the Prime

Minister would have to supervise, very closely, the general conduct of external

relations, even though he were assistcd by a separate departmental Minister .
4. More or less similar considerations affect the handling of our diplomatic

relations with the United States, where the major questions of policy have

been handled for the United States by the President rather than by the Secre-
tary of State, though the latter is the responsible administrative head of his

department and of the diplomatic service, and is responsible for implementing
major policy decisions which may have been negotiated by the President .

(Cf., the Ogdensburg Agreement leading to the establishment of the Perma-
nent Joint Board on Defence, the Hyde Par k Declaration governing financial

cooperation between our two countries, and the Washington Declaration on

Atomic Energy.) Regardless of whether you decided to ,appoint a depart-
mental Minister, the general character of Canadian-United States relations
would continue, I think, to be the inescapable responsibility of the Prime
Minister and the President .

5. -A third peculiarly Canadian consideration is that the people and Parlia-

ment expect you to take a direct and major part in Can :tdia.n participation in

getting the United Nations established and in the negotiation of the treatics of

peacc.This is a practical political commitmcnt, which playcd an important
part in deciding the outcome of the last general election, and should be g i v cn

a good deal of weight in determining to what extent you can delesate respon-
sibilities in the foreign affairs field which now rest upon you as Prime Ministcr .

6. The problem, as I see it, is to find a practicable arrangement which ta1:cS

into due account the desirability of such administrative dcvolution as is indi-

cated in para. 2, and the necessity of the Prime Minister being in a position to

fulfill the special responsibilities in the field of foreign affairs referred to in

paragraphs 3 , 4 and s. It would probably be difficult to work out this kind of
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division of the field if a very senior Minister was appointed Secretary of State 
for External Affairs. If one of the abler, younger men were appointed to the 
post, these very limitations upon his responsibilities would facilitate the 
gradual development of a separate Ministerial Department of External Affairs 
without interfering, in any way, with the continuity of the main lines of Cana-
dian policy. The load taken from your shoulders should be considerable, but 
it would not, in itself, be a full load for a first class man. A man becoming 
Secretary of State for Exte rnal Affairs under these conditions should, therefore 
be available not only to carry a certain amount of Canadian representation at 
international conferences, but should also be able to carry a larger share of the 
general policy work of the Govenunent than the head of a big administrative 
department could be expected to do. 

N. A. R[OBERTSON] 

3. 	 W.L.M.K./Vol. 242 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au Premier ministre 

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Prime Minister 

SECRET AND PERSONAL 	 [Ottawa,1 June 14, 1946 

In present circumstances, our representation in Washington and London 
will probably depend on the decisions you take regarding the senior organiza-
tion of the Department in Ottawa. If it should be decided to appoint a Min-
ister, then I think 'Wrong or I could be assigned abroad, or both of us if it 
were thought desirable to bring Pearson back as Under-Secretary. Having in 
mind the job of work that has to bc done in London during the next year or 
two, I am inclined to think that one of us three should be assigned there. 

I have been thinking about the possibility of Wilgrcss for London, but feel 
that his best qualities arc not those specially needed there now. He has shown 
himself in Moscow to be a wise and shrewd observer, and a first-class  diplo-
matie  reporter of conditions and attitudes of mind. In general, he is more 
effective on paper than in conversation. This would, I think, be a draw-back 
in London, where the urgent need is to have the general Canadian position in 
relation to the United Kingdom, the rest of the Commonwealth and the United 
States more clearly understood in policy making circles than it is now. On the 
other hand, if Pearson were to be sent to London and Wrong and I retained 
in Ottawa, then I think Wilgress should be considered as a possible replace-
ment of Pearson in Washington. 

(Some two or three months ago I wrote privately to Wilgress,t asking him 
what his personal preferences about future employment would be, on the 
assumption that a three-year term in Moscow was about as long as anybody 
could be expected to stay under present conditions. I have not a copy of his 
rePle with me, but my recollection is that his first choice would be that of 



Canadian representative to the United Nations, if such a post were necessary, 
and secondly he would like to succeed Odlum in China). 

N. A. R[onEwrsoN] 

4. DEA/9113-40 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures à l'ambassadeur en France 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Ambassador in France 

TELEGRAM 434 	 Ottawa, September 4, 1946 

IMMEDIATE. Following for the Ambassador from the Prime Minister, Begins: 
I have today submitted my resignation as the Secretary of State for External 
Affairs to His Excellency the Governor General and have recommended the 
appointment of the Rt. Hon. Louis S. St. Laurent as my successor in that 
office. His Excellency has been pleased to approve of both recommendations 
and Mr. St. Laurent has taken office this afternoon. On this leave-taking from 
the Department of External Affairs, over which I have had the privilege of 
presiding for nearly twenty years, I wish to thank you and the members of 
your staff for the loyal and efficient cooperation which has enabled us to work 
together in building up the Canadian diplomatic service and enhancing thereby 
the postion of Canada in the world. Ends. 

Please convey copy of this message to Hon. Brooke Claxton and members 
of the Canadian delegation at the Peace Conference. 

5. L.B.P./Vol. 7 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures 
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux A noires extérieures 

,Memorandum frotn Associate Under-Secretary of State for External A ffairs 
go  Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

' PERSONAL AND SECRET 	 rOttawa il October 2, 1946 

DIVISIONAL ORGANIZATION 
For two reasons it is necessary to make some change in the organization of 

divisions. One reason is the reporting for duty here of additional officers of 
Counsellor rank—Kirkwood, Chance, possibly Macgillivray, and Magann-
for temporary duty.  Ali of these would normally become Chiefs of Division 
once they have learned more about the departmental machinery. Thc other 
and continuing reason is the change in the character of the work. 

The Legal Division can be left as it is and so can the Economic Division, 
'although I would hope that a Deputy or Assistant Under-Secretary could bc 

'found before long to take special responsibility in the economic field. The two 
Political Divisions which are geographical in character could bc expanded to 

6 	 CONDUITE DES RELATIONS EXTÉRIEURES 
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three, although there is no ve ry convenient way of dividing the world into
three parts . The Second Po li tical Division is probably the largest in the depart-
ment, but I do not think it would be easy to cut off the British Commonwealth
from Europe by dividing it in two .

The First Po li tical Division has no clearly defined field of work, but I be-
lieve that the idea of concentrating responsib ility in one division for dea ling
with questions of inte rnational organization is a sound one . It may be best to
expand this division on the assumption that at any one time a considerable
proportion of its staff is likely to be serving on delegations at conferences . We
have to draw on officers of the division for conference work altogether too
heavily, with the result that what is left in Ottawa tends to become too small
to carry on the necessary work.

Defence questions are going to consume a good deal of departmental energy
and activity. Their consideration is now centred in the Under-Secreta ry 'soffice . He attends meetin gs of the Chiefs of Staff from time to time and also
attends the Cabinet Defence Committee, and this is a responsibility that he
cannot norma lly delegate to another officer . Macdonnell is the other officer
principally conce rned with defence questions, arising out of his position as
Secreta ry of the Canadian Section of the P .J.D.B. I suggest that you should
discuss the whole problem of the handling of defence matters with Heeney .
I do not sec flow they can be concentrated in a single division and yet it
appears to me that they should receive mo re time and thought than is now
given to them . When defence relations with the United Kingdom are under
consideration they are handled in pan by Reid and officers of his division,
and I am a little concerned to ensure that we keep constantly in step .

If, as I expect, Beaudry is unable to retu rn to duty, or will have to be absent
for a long time, the opportunity is a good one to re-organize the Diplomatic
Division. I think that there is a natural line of cleavage between the aspects of
its functions which relate to ceremonials, p ro tocol, hospitality and so on, and
those concerned with passports, visas, travel and related questions . I am not
sure where responsibility ought to be placed for immigra tion matters . Both
Robertson and I have taken a hand in this and have used Riddell as the princi-
pal expert. This is because Riddell has a very extensive knowledge of the
subject, on which lic worked befor e he joined the departmcnt, and has full
information on current refugee problems. He would like to continue to be
involved in immigration matters . Chance might also be useful in this connec-tion . The Under-Secretary is expected to act as the chairman of -an inter-departmental committee on immigration, which ought to hold meetings about
once a month. I have also regularly attended the infrequent meetings of the
Cabinet Committce on this subject . It is a matter with which, like defence, th edepartment will be increasingly concerned, especially until the ImmigrationBranch is streng thencd .

The Information Division has a rathcr vague field and a soniewhat mislcad-Ing htle • It nevertheless conducts a large amount of correspondence which,does not fall within the area of any other division. It might be best to attach it
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directly to the Under-Secretary's office and to use its Chief as the principal 
assistant of the Under-Secretary, but I am not sure of this. I think that 
UNESCO will consume a good deal of departmental time and energy and it is 
important from your point of view that this should be directed by a fairly 
senior person of very sound judgment since activities of this nature touch 
many agencies in Canada with which we do not normally have much to do. I 
feel that you should give consideration to the problems of this division fairly 
soon. The question of C.I.S. I shall deal with in a separate note. 

The Passport Office has already undergone some re-organization, but this 
has only just begun. A departmental committee under Wershof is revising 
passport regulations and procedures in order to fit the terms of the Citizenship 
Act. This is a matter of high urgency as everything must be approved in time 
to reach our Missions abroad before the Act comes into effect on January 1, 
1947. That is a separate question, however, from the normal administration of 
the Passport Office and I think we should take action on the general lines of 
the recommendations made by Sivertz. If any satisfactory solution of the space 
problem comes into sight it ought to include the physical integration of the 
Passport Office with the department so as to permit closer supervision. With-
out this, however, I favour the appointment of a Chief of a Passport  Division 
or Passport and Visa Division, who would have more time and greater respon-
sibility for passport matters. 

I am sure that the objective should be to interpose two or three senior 
officers between the Under-Secretary and Chiefs of Division, who would be 
responsible for supervising groups of divisions and would be the principal 
advisers of the Under-Secretary. I think it also important that the Minister 
should, on certain questions, deal directly with Chiefs of Division and not 
always through the Under-Secretary and I am sure Mr. St. Laurent would 
fall in with this. This would mean some saving in the Under-Secretary's time 
until we are in a position to strengthen the higher direction of the department. 

H. W(Rome] 

6. 	 DEA/9321-40 

Mémorandunz de la direction économique au sous-secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

Memorandum front Economic Division to Under-Secretary of State 

for External Affairs 

[Ottawaj October 4, 1946 

PROPOSAL TO APPOINT CIVIL AIR ATTACHÉS 
AT CANADIAN MISSIONS ABROAD 

I do not think there is much to be said for this proposal at  the  present time. 
Present experience with civil air matters indicates that this work can be 
handled satisfactorily by a Foreign Service officer on the staff of our Missions, 
and so far as I lcnow at no Mission is it a full-time job, or approximately so. 
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Even in Ottawa, this work is now handled very satisfactorily by one officer,
Mr. Kidd, and he has some time for other work in the Division .

Moreover, the tendency of some Foreign Se rv ices to appoint specialized
attachés for each newly recog.nized, functional field of foreign work should, I
think, not be adopted by Canada unless there are very special reasons to
justify it in a particular case . The Service attachés are tradi tional exceptions
of long standing and for them attach6 status is often necessa ry for the appro-
p riate local contacts and local standing . Similarly, exceptions may be useful
in a few ve ry important posts for Information Officers. But, in general, it is
surely preferable to have Foreign Se rvice officers of sufficient versati lity and
breadth of interest to handle the type of work envisaged in proposals for Civil
Air Attachés, Labour Attach6s, etc., etc . Civil air matters in particular are of
such impo rtance, or may become of such importance, in foreign relations that
I should expect they would be one of the last fields to be devolved onto
Special Attach6s . Quite different considerations might apply with respect to
the appointment, for example, of an agricultural economist as an Attach6 at
such posts as Moscow and Copenhagen : the qualifica tions needed for agri-
cultural intelligence work are highly specialized, and the bearing on political
foreign policy questions relatively remote .

To the extent, however, that civil aviation work in London, Washington,
possibly Canberra, and perhaps some South American Mission, is becomingincreasingly important, it may become necessa ry, in due course, to make some
arrangements . It may, for example, become desirable that one of the Secre-
taries at London and Washington should have had experience at the civil air
desk in the Department ; and that one of the Secretaries at certain other Mis-
sions should spend a few days or weeks, either before his appointment or dur-
ing leave in Canada, working with the officer in Ottawa handling civil aviation,
to get a clear overall picture of Canadian air policy and the method of
handling civil air matters among the various government departments and
agencies in Ottawa.'

A. C. S[ritrlfl
is

L.B.P./Vol . 7
Miinorartdtun du sous-secr&aire d'ttat associJ aux Affaires exterieures

au sores-secr&aire d'A'tat aux Affaires extérieures
Memoraitdum f roi» Associate Under-Sccretary of State for External Affairs

to Under-Secretary of State for External A flairs

[Ottawa,] October 8, 1946
In one of the notes I have given you I have suggested, as a possibility, thatthe Information Division m i ght be made directly dependent on the Under-

'La note suivante +Etait &rïtc sur cc 'Thc following note was written on them Emorandwn : memorandum :A- C. S Cmithj Plcasc prepare rcply for Mr. St . Laurent along lincs bclowuArcssing intcrest and all that but turning doam the p ropoxll, softlyl
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Secretary's office, with its Chief acting as the principal assistant to the Under-
Secretary. Whether this would work would depend on the choice of an indi-
vidual and on thinking over the probable field of operations of the Information 
Division it occurs to me that there are other difficulties. One of the most 
intricate matters with which the Department will have to deal, relates to the 
operations of UNESCO. It has already given rise to a considerable volume of 
correspondence with organizations in Canada with which we normally do not 
do business. These organizations are unfamiliar with the operations of govern-
ment and are sure constantly to advance impracticable proposals. 

do not see any alternative to assuming central responsibilities in this 
Department. C.I.S. or, at any rate, Andrew,' personally, has longing,s to be the 
main Government Agency in UNESCO affairs, but I see a lot of trouble if that 
is done which would fiu-ther complicate our already difficult relations with 
C.I.S. We are going to need to vest responsibility inside the Department in a 
good man who can be realistic, tactful and imaginative, othenvise you will find 
yourself in the unwelcome position of constantly having to say no to proposaLs 
which may have reached the stage of half-commitments. 

In short, UNESCO makes it necessary for us to operate in the cultural 
relations field more comprehensively than we had hitherto contemplated and 
f am afraid that it will consume a great deal of time and energy. Côté will be 
tble to give you a first-hand report of the difficulties in the temporary Advisory 
Committee.2  As a sample, after I had told them, in opening the meeting, that 
1 thought the Government would not appoint a delegation of more than 8 or 
10 all told, and after Dr. Wallac& had agreed that this was necessary, the 
representative of the Canadian Arts Council made the suggestion that his 
-arganization alone should be represented at the Paris Conference by two 
delegates and some twenty advisers. The domestic organizations in these fields 
naturally tend to think of UNESCO as a means whereby they can establish 
far-reaching international contacts under the aegis of the Government and, in 
part, at its expense. 

I have never been happy about the way in which UNESCO was created 
raid Y have long thought it would have been better either to merge these inter-
national activities in the operation.s of the United Nations itself or to wait for 
three or four years before trying to embark on the creation of a specialized 
agency. 

H. W[RoNG] 

'G. C. Andrew, directeur du Service d'in-
formation canadien. 

' Voir le chapitre 8, partie 7, section d. 
▪Dr  R. C. Wallace, directeur de l'Univer-

sité Queen's. 

O. C. Andrevr, Director, Canadian 1 n* 
formation Service. 

'Sec Chapter 8, Part 7, section d. 

'Dr. R. C. Wallace, Principal, Qucen's 
University. 
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SECTION B 

ATTACHÉS MILITAIRES / MILITARY ATTACHÉS 

8. 	 DEA/50037-40 

Le sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux  Affaires  extérieures 
au sous-ministre de la Défense nationale (armée) 

Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Deputy Minister of National Defence (Arnzy) 

CONFIDENTIAL 	 Ottawa, May 14, 1946 

1. I am very glad to learn from your letter of May 2ndt that your depart-
ment has been considering a readjustment of the arrangements concerning 
the appointment, training, duties and administration of Canadian Military 
Attachés in order to bring our procedures in line with British and United 
States practice and to ensure that your department obtains full value from the 
appointments. We have also in this Department been giving some thought to 
the  matter and I agree that the present is a suitable time to clarify the posi-
tion of Military Attachés. It would also be useful if, at the same time, we 
could clarify the position of Naval and Air attachés. 

2. It would perhaps be convenient if I were to comment in turn on the 
various points raised in your letter. 

Appointment 
3. I agree that it is for the Minister of National Defence, on recommenda-

tion of the Chief of the General Staff, to take responsibility for nominating 
Military Attachés from among officers with suitable qualifications and train-
ing. A continuance of the present practice under which this Department ha.s 
an opportunity to comment informally on the proposed nominee before the 
name is put forward formally for approval by the Secretary of State for 
External Affairs would be agreeable to us. 

4. I understand that United Kingdom practice is to appoint as Military 
Attachés young officers with Staff College training chosen for their abilities 
and possessing wide battle experience in the recent war and to promote them 
on a local basis to whatever rank may be desirable. 

5. I am glad that you intend to ensure that each Military Attaché, before 
Proceeding to his post, is given appropriate training including language 
training. We should be &ad to make some arrangement whereby Service 
Attachés could bc attached to this Department for instruction and for the 
purpose of getting background information. 

Terms of Reference 
6. During the war it was almost inevitable that the Service Attachés at 

our Missions should find themselves involved in certain tasks which are 
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normally performed by the diplomatic staff of a Mission . We are very grate-

ful for the assistance which the Se rvice Attachés have, during the war,
rendered to our Missions but we agree that the time has now come to define
more precisely than hitherto the functions of Service Attaches .

7. As I understand it the purpose in sending a Military Attaché to one of

our Missions is to give the Canadian Government a direct source of informa-

tion concerning the organization, progress and value of the milita ry forces

and military resources of the count ry to which the Milita ry Attache is

accredited . Any other duties of a social or ceremonial character which a

Military Attaché might perform are of seconda ry importance .

8 . Up to the present a Military Attache on appointment has received a

letter of appointment from this Department . He has not, so far as I know

received a detailed set of general instructions from your department. While
I think that a number of changes might usefully be made in the letter of

appointment from this Department, what is essential, it seems to me, is that

the letter of appointment be supplemented by a detailed set of instructions

similar to the United Kingdom's "«ar Office Instructions for Milita ry Atta-
ches" and the similar United Kingdom instructions for Air and Naval
Attachés .

9 . Our experience in dealing with political and economic reports from
our Missions abroad is that one essential factor in secu ring first-class reports

is guidance and direction from Ottawa on the nature of the reports which

are desired . Letters of appointment and printed "instructions" are useful but
they require to be supplemented by requests for reports on specific subjects
and by comments on reports received . We have found that the standard of
work of an external affairs officer stationed abroad improves when lie sees
evidence that his work is being given careful, even critical, cvaluation by thc
Department in Ottawa. My impression is that the success of the United
Kingdom system depends in very large part on the eificiency and organization

of the three Intelligence Directorates in London .

10. In the letter of appointment and in the supplementary "instructions",

I .think we would be wise to follow closely the United Kingdom practicc
under which the Service Attaché submits formal reports to his Ambassador
on all subjects which are important and writes memoranda on less important

matters. (The United Kingdom practice is to call these formal reports
"déspatches" but this term is somewhat confusing and we might perhaps
agree .to use the term, "report") . Under the United Kingdom system thc

Military ,Attach6 's reports would be sent by the Ambassador, possibly with

commcA4 to us and would be transmitted by us to the Chief of the Gencral

Staff with any comments which seem to us called for . To save time a copy'

of the report could al so go direct from the Military Attaché to the Chief of

the Gencr-Al Staff. The formal reports of a Service Attaché would be supplc-

mented by nlemoranda which he would send direct to the Chief of the

Generat St affY Under United Kingdom rules the memoranda arc written on
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"less important matters such as minor changes in the organization, tactics,
equipment and training of the army as we ll as on technical and topographical
matters" and on "all questions of pay, a llowances, adminis tration and interior
economy of the appointment" .

11 . It is, as you say, essential that a Milita ry Attaché should keep himself
fully informed on economic conditions and po li tical happenings in the
country where lie is stationed . Without such knowledge he cannot properly
carry out his duty of interpreting the mi li tary efficiency and readiness for
war of the country, its preparation for indust rial mobilization and the trendof its military thought . It is therefore important that a Military Attaché should
keep in close touch with the political and economic officers of the Mission in
order that there should be the maximum exchange of information and opinion
on these subjects. But I suggest that there would be danger in giving Milita ry
Attachés a broad instruction to report to the Chief of the General Staff on
economic conditions and political happenings even if this were limited to
reports wri tten from the mi litary point of view. Isn't it rather that in his re-
ports on mi litary matters the Military Attach6 should take into account the
relevant economic and political factors?

Precedence

12. I believe that the general practice is for Service Attach6s to rank
immediately after the diplomatic Counsellor where there is one or after the
First Secretary in Missions where there is no Counsellor .

Communications
13 . The United Kingdom distinction which I mentioned above between

reports and memoranda would seem to cover this point .

Accommodation and Staff
14. This is a matter for National Defence to decide . I would, however,

point out that the only diplomatic officer who is provided with a car is the
Ambassador or Minister. Counsellors, who rank before Service Attachés,
have to provide their own cars . Perhaps also as long as there is a Milita ry
Mission in Washington, the Attaché there will not need a car .

15. I suggest that it would be useful if the whole question of the future
organizAtion of the work of Military, Naval and Air Attaches were discussed
at an early meeting of the Chiefs of Staff Committee . I would be happy to
take part in that discussion . In addition to discussing the questions raised inYour letter of May 2nd I would be interested in having an indication of the
posts to which the various Chicfs of Staff think that Attaches from theirrespec tive services might be sent . Perhaps the Chiefs of Staff Committec,followin h• •g ts d Iscussion, might ask the Joint Intell igence Committce to draw
uP a revised letter of appointment and a detailcd set of instructions forService Attach 6s. It m ight prove possible to draw up a set of instructionsWhich would be uniform for m i litary, naval and air attach& .
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16. I am informed by Canada House that the entire question of instruc-
tions and pay and allowances for United 1Cingdom naval, military and air 
attachés is under review at the present moment, and that the members of the 
interservice corrunittee dealing with this matter, anticipate that revised regula-
tions will be issued within three months. 

DEA/50037-F-40 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au chargé d'affaires en Chine' 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Chargé d'Affaires in China' 

DESPATCH 478 	 Ottawa, October 30, 1946 

SECRET 

Sir 
I have the honour to enclose the new instructions to be issued by the 

Department of National Defence for Naval, Military and Air Attachés. 
These instructions have been agreed by the Chiefs of Staff and this Depart-
ment. I also enclose a copy of the new letter of Appointment of Service Atta-
chést which has been similarly agreed. Attachés who already hold a Letter 
of Appointment will not, however, have one of the new letters issued to them. 

The Departrnent of National Defence will shortly issue copies of the new 
instructions to the various Service Attachés. 

1 have etc. 
R. G. RIDDELL 

for the Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

(PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

Instructions pour les attachés navals, militaires et de l'air 

Instructions for Naval, Military and Air Attachés 

14 

SECTION I--GENERAL 

1. Naval, Military and Air Attachés occupy a dual position and have a dual 
responsibility. They  are representatives in a forcign country of thcir respective 
Services, and they form part of the Canadian Diplomatie Mission in the colin- 

concerned. They must at all aines bear this dual nature of their dutics in 

La méme dépéche fut expédiée aux am- 	' The same despatch vras sent to the Fm- 
asudes à Washington, à Moscou et à nuis. bassin in Washington, Moscow and Pari;. 
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mind. \Vhile performing their duties on behalf of the Department of National 
Defence, they are nevertheless under the general supervision of the Canadian 
Chief of Mission as far as the manner of execution of their duties is con-
cerned. The attaché is thus responsible to his own Chief of Staff for the 
acquisition of Naval, Military or Air information and, at the same time, to the 
Chief of the Mission to whom he will act as advisor on affairs concerning the 
corresponding service in the foreign country to which he is accredited. 

2. Naval, Military and Air Attachés must act with the greatest circumspec-
tion in order to avoid any suspicion that they are endeavouring to secure 
secret information through illicit means. Attachés must have no relations 
whatever with persons acting or professing to act as spics or secret agents. 

SECTION II-DUTIES IN RELATION TO TI1E DEPARTMENT OF 
NATIONAL DEFENCE 

3. Naval, Military and Air Attachés, except where other provision is made 
i.e. Washington and London, are the principal sources for the Canadian Gov-
emment and for their own Service of information on the potential effectiveness 
for war of the corresponding service of the country to which they arc 
accredited. 

4. An Attachd  will, therefore, cultivate as close relations as possible with 
the corresponding service and with any other person.s or organizations which 
may assist him in acquiring information, subject to the instructions in para 2. 

5. An Attaché will take every opportunity of visiting installations, training 
establishments, demonstrations, manoeuvres and exercises to ascertain for 
himself the standard of equipment and training which prevails in the cor-
responding service. 

6. Should the foreign country have forces engaged in operations, an attaché 
must endeavour to visit such forces. Pemiission of the Chief of Mission will 
be obtained before application is made to the authorities of the foreign gov-
ernment for permission to make such visits. 

7. An Attaché ‘vill extend his field of interest to include scientific experi-
ments and inventions, and the development of new weapons and equipment. 

8. It is essential that an attaché should keep himself fully informed on eco-
nomic conditions and political developments in order to report  adequately in 
hi.s field. A comprehensive appreciation of the foreign country's readiness for 
war must take account of political stability and industrial strength. Close 
association with the officials of the Mission concerned with political and eco-
nomic matters should therefore be maintained. 

9. As the local representative of his own Service, an attaché is responsible 
for the service discipline of all members of his Service travelling in the foreign 
country. An attaché will assist all such visitors, in matters pertaining to his 
service, without encroaching upon the proper sphere of duty of Diplomatic, 
Consular or other officials. 
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10. An attaché is himself responsible in matters of se rvice discipline to his

Chief of Staff. He is responsible for the discipline of members of his staff who

are employed by his own service .
SECTION III-DUTIES IN RELATION TO THE CHIEF OF MISSIO N

11 . Naval, Military and Air Attachés are attached to the Canadian Mission

in the foreign country as members of the Chief of Mission's Staff. In all mat-

ters, except those of a purely technical or Service nature, an attaché comes
under the general supervision and guidance of the Chief of Mission. Anything

which affects relations between Canada and the foreign country is the respon-
sibility of the Chief of Mission .

12 . An attaché is advisor to the Chief of Mission on all matters pertaining
to the corresponding service in the country to which he is accredited . An

attaché wi ll, therefore, keep the Chief of Mission con tinually informed on the

condi tions obtaining in the corresponding service .

SECTION IV-REPORTS AND MEMORANDA

13. Attachés will submit the results of their observations in two ways :

(a) reports and (b) memoranda .

14 . Comprehensive despatches involving a general appreciation or conce rn-

ing some major aspect of the armed forces of the foreign count ry will be

known as repo rts . Repo rts will be submitted on the following occasions, and
at such other times as the Director of Inte ll igence concerned or the attaché

consider the matter to me ri t it :
(a) In conjunction with the annual report of the Chief of Mission . This

should take the form of a full apprecia tion of the effectiveness for war of the

corresponding service in the foreign country.

(b) As soon as feasible following publica tion of the annual estimates or
statements on national defence . This report should be a careful analysis,
drawing conclusions and making comparisons with previous es timates .

(c) At the conclusion of important manoeuvres, demonstrations or ex-
ercises .

15 . Reports will be addressed to the Chief of Mission who may comment
on them, before transmission to the Department of External Affairs . The
Department of Exte rnal Affairs in turn may append its comments before
passing the report to the Chief of Staff conce rned. A separate copy of such
formal reports will be sent by an attaché under separate cover directly to the
Director of Intelligence of his service .

16 . Memoranda will be submitted on matters of more technical interest .
These will be addressed to the D irector of Intelligence of the Service con-
cerned . Although memoranda are not addressed to the Chief of Mission, lie
will be informed of their contents if he so desires . An attaché will keep the
Chief of Mission informed of the contents of memoranda which he considers
will be of interest to him .
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17. An attaché will receive separately a list of subjects to which he should 
direct his attention. Such lists cannot be exhaustive. In addition, specific briefs 
will be prepared at frequent intervals by the Director of Intelligence con-
cerned, to which particular attention should be directed. It cannot be too 
strongly emphasized that reports from an attaché can only have their full 
value if they are related to current intelligence problems of his own Service. 
An attaché should, therefore, enquire frequently of his Director of Intelligence 
whether detailed information on certain subjects, which have come to his 
attention, is desired at the time, and he should be guided by the instructions 
received. Before making o fficial visits to major establishments or to specific 
areas, an attaché should enquire of his Director of Intelligence what, if any, 
particular information is required at the time concerning the establishment or 
area. On all such matters of technical interest, an attaché will receive instruc-
tions directly from and will report directly to his own Director of Intelligence, 
subject to the procedure outlined in para 16. It will be of obvious advantage 
for an attaché to adopt the filing system used by his Director of Intelligence. 
The first essential of productive work by an attaché is close liaison with his 
own Service Headquarters through  the  Director of Intelligence. If the Director 
of Intelligence knows on what subject the attaché has the opportunity of 
acquiring information and the attaché knows on which subject information is 
most urgently wanted, the best possibility is given for the attaches time and 
energy to be most fruitfully employed. 

SECTION V-RELATIONS WITH AUTHORITIES OF THE COUNTRY 

TO WHICH ACCREDITED 

18.An attaché will arrange in the manner locally prescribed to be presented 
to the Chie! of Staff of his corresponding service as soon as possible after 
arrival. An attaché will not normally begin to perform his duties until he has 
been presented. It is well to make first calls very brief. 

19. Thereafter, official communications with service authorities should fol-
low carefully the channels prescribed by the foreign government. The Chief 
of Staff will usually designate as his representative the Director of Intelligence 
or a Foreign Liaison Officer to deal with all routine requests for information. 

20. An attaché will adhere scrupulously to the correct manner of obtaining 
information and of making arrangements for visits. An application in advance 
for permission to visit Naval, Military or Air establishments will probably be 
required. In making plans for travelling, the designated representative of the  
Chief of Staff should be informed and courtesy calls made on local com-
manders. 

21. An attaché should not ask for classified information unless instructed 
to do so by his Director of Intelligence because such a request may lead to a 
request for reciprocal information. For the same reason caution must be 
observed in asking permission to witness confidential practices or experiments 
and in accepting invitations to witness such practices or experiments. Detailed 
instructions will be issued to attachés on this point. 
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22. An attaché in the natural course will become acquainted with non-
service government officials . Cordial relations should be cultivated with them
as information on service matters is often gained from such officials . Before
addressing official communications to non-service officials, however, the Chief
of Mission's approval should be obtained.

23 . The personal acquaintance of as many Naval, Milita ry and Air officers
as possible should be sought as a duty. From them, by informal contact, will
come much of the background knowledge for an appreciation of the general
views prevailing in the Armed Forces of the foreign country. In addi tion, per-
sonal knowledge of senior commanders and staff officers should lead to a
sound judgment of their_ abi li ty in time of war.

24. It is important for service attachés to move freely among the approp ri-
ate circles of the civilian population in the capital of the country to which
they are accredited . It is impo rtant, however, always to remain impartial to

any prevailing cliques or poli tical, social and religious factions within the
ârmed forces of the foreign count ry.

SECTION VI-RELATIONS BETWEEN CANADIAN SERVICE ATTACHfS

25. Canadian Naval, Mili ta ry and Air attachés are meant to work together

in very close liaison. In the larger capitals where there are attaches of all three

Services, it is impo rtant that they keep each other continually informed of

their main obse rvations . Thus, in forming his general appreciation, each will

have the advantage of contradicto ry or corroborative observa tions of the

others . Reports involving general appreciations should be exchanged .

26. In smaller capitals, where only two or even one of the Se rv ices is

represented by an attache, the affairs of the Service or Services not repre-
sented will require careful attention . Unless instructions are issued to the
contrary, the attaché of one Service will not be responsible for reporting on
matters pertaining to either of the other two Services . During tempora ry
absence of an attaché, one of his co lleagues can often usefully maintain the

flow of his routine business .

SECTION VII-RELATIONS WITH CANADIAN NON-SERVICE REPRESENTATIVES

.27. An attaché should keep in the closest possible touch with Diploma tic
and Commercial officers of the Mission Staff. It should be bo rne in mind that

service attachés may be able to assist their co lleagues by passing them infor-

ma tion concerning their own fields which they have acquired in the course of
their duties.

28 . Regular but not too frequent visits should be paid, under the guidance
of the Chief of Mission, to Canadian Consular, Commercial and Immigration
ôfficials outside the capital . Such visits should not be allowed to compromise
the official concerned . They are of definite value in keeping touch with the
country at large.
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SECTION VIII-RELATIONS WITH CANADIAN SERVICE ATTACHÉS 

IN NEIGHBOURING COUNTRIES 

29. Subject to the Chief of Mission's approval in manner of execution, an 
attaché should seek the opportunity for an exchange of views with Canadian 
Attachés in neighbouring countries. It should be borne in mind that informa-
tion about the Armed Forces of the country to which an attaché is accredited 
may be obtained outside the country itself. Specific items of importance as 
well as general view-points arc often obtainable from the sidelines, as it were. 
Where visits are out of the question, a system of exchanging memoranda 
should be instituted. 

SECTION IX-RELATIONS WITH FOREIGN SERVICE ATTACHÉS 

30. An attaché should call on foreign attachés of the corresponding service 
as soon as convenient after taking up his dutics. It is important to cultivate 
cordial relations with them and to be familiar with their views on the Armed 
Forces of the country in which the attachés are serving. The possibility of 
acquiring information about a foreign attaché's own Armed Forces should 
not be overlooked. 

31. An attaché must exercise discretion in voicing his own opinions or in 
conveying official information. An attaché must be familiar at all times with 
Department of National Defence policy on releasing information to foreign 
governments and be guided by it. Some countries are completely in the con-
fidence of the Canadian Government (e.g., United Kingdom and United States 
of America). Other countries will, in principle, be given no classified informa-
tion whatsoever. There will also be intermediate cases where restricted or 
confidential information may be divulged but nothing secret. This policy is 
based upon Canadian foreign policy as it obtains from time to time. Attachés 
will be kept currently informed of regulations in this regard. Failing specific 
instructions, attachés must observe changing political relationships with this 
consideration in mind and be guided by the Chief of Mission and their own 
judgment. 

32. An attaché will keep in mind that his first duty is to report worthwhile 
information to his own service. He will maintain a frank and cordial exchange 
of views and infonnation with attachés of friendly countries, and indeed is 
obliged to make a special point of so doing. On the other hand, the responsi-
bility of passing information to other countries is that of the Director of 
Intelligence concerned. 

SECTION X-LOCAL ADMINISTRATION 

33. An attaché will deal directly with his Director of Intelligence on all 
matte rs of administration pertaining to his staff and himself. It will be the duty 
of the Director of Intelligence to refer the matter to the Department or Branch 
of the Service immediately concerned. 
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10. DEA/50037-40

Mémorandum du bureau dit sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
d la deuxième direction politiquel

Memorandum from Office of the Under-Secretary of State
for External Affairs to Second Political Division'

SECRET
[Ottawa,] November 2, 1946

I discussed the attached memorandum= on Service Attachés with Mr. Pear-

son yesterday. I pointed out that I thought it important that the Chairman of

the J .I .C. should represent the views of this Department, that these views
should not vary from those expressed by the Under-Secreta ry and the Chiefs

of Staff Committee . Mr. Pearson agreed with this view and said that he agreed

with the p rinciple set out in the paper, namely that the prime reason for ap-
pointing Service Attachés was for inte ll igence. In regard to the specific posts,

he did not think that there was any jus tification for a Naval Attach6 in either

the U.S .S .R. or China, and felt that we should express this view in the J .I .C .

He took this view on inte lligence grounds . In regard to Mexico he felt there

was some justification for the appointment of an Air Attache and said that he

did not think the reasons put forward by Dr. Keenleyside were too remote

from the realms of inte lligence to spoil our general case.

If the J .I.C. does not agree with these views, I think we have no alternative
but to have the Chairman put up a dissenting view on behalf of the Depart -

ment . Mr. Pearson agreed with this .3
G. G. C(REAN]

[PIÉCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

.Mémorandum du bureau du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum by Office of the Under-Secretary of Stat e
for External Affairs

[November 2, 1946]

The views of the Department of Exte rnal Affairs vary from those expressed
in the attached submission4 in the following respects :

1R . O. Riddell
s Le document suivant. ' Foliowing document.
'I.a note suivante était écrite sur cc 'The following note was written on the

mémorandum: memorandum :
11 December : J.I .C. agreed to recommend an air attach 6 for Mexico via n military
attaché . Consideration of Mi litary attach 6 to S(outh l or Central America dcfcrrcd .
As the Navy was not likely to have Naval officers for appointmcnt to China or
U.S.S.R. in under a year it was decided by Mr. Riddcll and I that we would not

Press in, the J1 .C . to delete these recommendations .
0. O. C(1c9AN]

"Le document suivant. 4 Following document.
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Part II, Paragraph  1,  U.S.S.R.—While it is agreed that intelligence conce rning 
the Naval Forces of the U.S.S.R. is required, it is considered doubtful whether 
a Naval Attaché in Moscow would produce the desired results. 
Paragraph 2—Similarly in the case of China, it is doubtful whether informa-
tion on the U.S.S.R. Naval Forces would be available in sufficient quantity to 
justify the appointment of a Naval Attaché. 
Paragraph 7, Mexico—It is not considered that there is jus tification on intelli-
gence grounds for the appointment of a Military Attaché. On the other hand, 
it is felt that there would be some justification for the appointment of an Air 
Attaché. We are informed that Mexico is steadily developing as a military and 
civil air power and that the armed forces are paying the greatest attention to 
developments in the air. Proportionately, a large part of its defense appropria-
tions is being allotted to the development of air facilities and it is thought that 
the proportion will increase in the future. Most of the developments in the 
air are presently based on United States experience and United  States material 
has largely been uscd. There is, however, a greater anti-American feeling in 
Mexico than in any other Latin-American country and it is thought that the 
authorities in Mexico would show great interest in Canadian training methods 
and organization and that, in turn, we would obtain useful information on the 
development of both civil and military air matters in Mexico. 

G. G. CREAN 

11. 	 DEA/50037-40 

Le secrétaire, le Comité interforce des renseignements, au secrétaire, 
le Comité des chefs d'état-major 

Secretary, Joint Intelligence Committee, to Secretary, 
Chiefs of Stag Committee 

SECRET 	 Ottawa, December 14, 1946 

APPOINTMENT OF NAVAL, MILITARY AND AIR ATTACHÉS 

1. As directed by the Chiefs of Staff at their 360th meeting, the Joint Intel-
ligence Committee has reviewed Service requirements and priorities for 
attaché representation abroad and submits for consideration by the Chiefs of 
Staff the attached document: 

"Report on the Requirements for Service Attaché Posts". 
2. In determining the priorities between the Services, and between the 

various posts to which attachés should be appointed, the basic reasons under-
lying the establishment of Service Attachés abroad were taken into considera-
tion and the report has, therefore, been divided into two parts: 

Part 1—General principles to be observed in the appointment of attachés. 
Part II—Service requirements and priorities based on these principles. 
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3 . In submitting their report the Committee strongly recommends : (a) the
approval of the principles outlined in Part I; and (b) that the various appoint-
ments outlined in Part II be implemented as soon as possible and that the
highest prio rity be given to the appointment of an Air Attaché to Moscow .

J. A. K . RUTHERFOR D

Lieutenant-Colonel

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

I

SECRET

Mémorandum du comité interforce des renseignements

Memorandum by Joint Intelligence Committe e
[Ottawa,] December 13, 194 6

REPORT ON THE REQUIREMENTS FOR SERVICE ATTACHA POSTS
PART I--GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

1. We feel that the appointment of attachés should be considered in the
light of overall intelligence policy. While recognizing that each Service will
inevitably have its individual intelligence requirements, based upon the re-
sponsibility for briefing its Chief of Staff and Commanders, these rcquircmcnts
should always be related to Canadian intelligence policy generally.

2: We recognize that Canada cannot hope to compete with the United
Kingdom and the United States in the maintenance of a world-wide network
for intell igence purposes, nor would it be desirable to attempt to do so .

Canada's position, vis-a-vis the United States and the United Kingdom, is
one in which Canada should make certain o riginal contributions, however
small , in the field of intelligence. This is already being done in one aspcct of
secret intelligence, and the proposals for a Joint Intelligence Bureau would
ensure a similar contribu tion in the field of overt intelligence, namely topo-
graphical, meteorological and similar intelligence in regard to Canada itself.
We consider it essential however that the Canadian intelligence contribution
to the international pool bn not limited to Can ada itself .

A certain amount of original overt intelligence can be obtaincd throu g h
attachés stationed at the more important ccntres ab road. O riginal intelligence
concerning foreign countries even if limited in quantity will strcngthcn the
Canadian position, and ensure the receipt of maximum intelligence of all
Ends from the United Stat es and United Kingdom.

3. We wish to stress that the strengthening of the intelligence organization
as a whole in Ottawa should proceed at the same time as the expansion of
attaché appointments, and at no time should the number of attaché appc-l int-
ments outrun the capacity of the intelligence organizations in Ottawa . N;rc fCe l

k of 'attachés will be valuelc ss unless the intelligence org :in i zi -



tions in Ottawa are capable, by virtue of the numbers and quality of their 
personnel, of dealing with the product of the attachés' work, and of giving 
directions concerning the tasks in hand. 

4. We have accordingly attempted to work out priorities for appointments 
on the basis of what we consider to be the most pressing overall needs of the 
intelligence organization as a whole including the individual Directorates of 
Intelligence. 

5. We consider it of great importance that only suitable personnel, who are 
capable of obtaining intelligence results, should be appointed as attachés, and 
we recognize the importance of avoiding the appointment of officers by reason 
only of their seniority in the Service concerned. We also recognize the impor-
tance of training officers in intelligence work and consider that attaché appoint-
ments, and in particular junior appointments, should be considered in this 
light. 

6. We also consider it essential to bear in mind that the total attaché repre-
sentation at any post should bear a reasonable relationship to the size of the 
Mission concerned, and in general consider it undesirable to give the impres-
sion that the Canadian Government, in establishing a Mission, had in mind the 
establishment of a Service, rather than a diplomatic Mission. Where it is not 
possible or desirable for various reasons to appoint attachés from the three 
Services to certain Missions it should be borne in mind that a suitable attaché 
from one of the Services may gain useful experience in representing all three 
Services, particularly as the need for joint staff training is now universally 
recognized. 

7. The posts and priorities which we recommend are set out in Part II of 
this paper together with the reasons for their establishment. In making these 
recommendations, however, we take the view that posts and priorities should 
be kcpt under constant review in the light of intelligence needs, and the avail-
ability and suitability of personnel. 

8. We also consider that the Joint Intelligence Committee is the body best 
suited to recommend the posts to which attachés should be appointed in the 
light of the foregoing general considerations. We therefore recommend that 
the Joint Intelligence Committee be charged with the following tasks: 

(a) The constant review of the requirements for attaché representation 
abroad. 

(b) The determination of priorities for appointments between the various 
Services. 

PART H 

The following recommendations concerning  the  appointment of Service 
attachés to various posts arc made subject to the availability of suitable per-
sonnel to fill the appointments. 

CONDUCT OF EXTERNAL RELATIONS 	 23 
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1 . U .S .S.R.
In view of the obvious importance of the U.S.S .R. from an intelligence

point of view we consider that all three Services should be represented in
Moscow. At the same time, we recognize that from an intelligence point of
view more information can frequently be obtained by means of attachés sta-
tioned in countries adjacent to the U.S.S.R. In recognizing that there should
be three attachés in Moscow, therefore, it is to some extent con tingent on the
oppo rtunities which may arise in the future for stationing attachés in Poland,
Czechoslovakia or Yugoslavia . A Military Attache is already stationed in
Moscow. While we realize that accommodation is difficult in Moscow, we
nonetheless urge that steps should be taken immediately to appoint an Air
Attaché. It is understood that a suitable candidate will be available in the near
future. While we also recommend the appointment of a Naval Attaché, it is
not considered that the appointment has as high a prio ri ty as those of the
other two Services . We feel that the Naval requirements might be partially met
by an appointment to another count ry on the periphery of the Soviet
Union .

It should be noted that the Soviet Mission in Ottawa is considerably larger
than the Canadian Mission in Moscow and includes three Military Attach 6s .
We feel that this situation should be stressed when negotiating with Soviet
authori ties for the appointment of and accommodation for additional Cana-
dian Service Attachés in Moscow .

2. CHINA

We consider that the attaché posts in China are of primary importance from
the point of view of information that may be gathered concerning the Soviet
Union although it is recognized that a study of the Chinese Army is of some
impo rtance. There is already a Military Attaché in Nanking and it is recom-
mended that the post be retained .

We further recommend that no p riority be established as between the Navy
and Air Force and that Air and Naval Attachds be appointed . An appropriate
candidate has been provisionally selected for the Air Force appointment .

3. FRANC E

Paris is at present the most important capital in Wcstern Europe, and as
such is an impo rtant centre for the gathering of intelligence concerning
Western Europe genera lly and the Soviet Union . Army and Air Attachés
already exist and we recommend that a Naval Attaché be appointed when
available .

4. NORWAY

The terrain and climate of Norway are similar to those of Canada. Fromthe point of view of technical experiments, and the problem of defence gcil -
erally, therefore, much may be learned from close association with the Nor-
wegian Services . This is particularly true of the Norwegian Air Force tivhich
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is beginning to expe riment with flying in Arctic conditions . We recommend
therefore than an Air Attaché be appointed to Oslo .

In regard to the Navy and Army, we recognize that the Navy should have
second priori ty, should it be desired to appoint a Naval Attaché. We consider,
however, that our views in regard to the appointment of attaches in Oslo
would change in the event of a Mission being opened in Stockholm and we
recommend that should a Diplomatic Mission be opened there that the ques-
tion of attaché representation in Scandinavia generally be reviewed .

5. GREECE

We consider that an attaché of one of the Services should be appointed to
the Embassy in Greece . It is considered to be a good listening post for mat-
ters concerning the Services of the U.S.S .R. and in particular the Army. We
therefore recommend that a Military Attaché be appointed to Greece .

In the event of Missions being opened in Turkey, Yugoslavia or Italy, we
feel that the question of priorities should be reconsidered as the Navy and Air
Force have considerable interests in the Central and Eastern Mediterranean .

6. BELGIU M
The appointment of a Military Attaché to Brussels is recommended, as a

tempora ry measure, pending the opening of a Diplomatic Mission in Prague .
We consider that Brussels is conveniently situated to obtain information on
the views of the military circles of the small Western Powers, in particular,
vis-a-vis the Soviet Union .

7. MEXIC O

Mexico is steadily developing both as a milita ry and civil air power and
most of the active members of the Armed Forces are tendins to concentrate
their attention upon developments in the air . Mexico is spending proportion-
ately a large part of its defence app ropriation on air facilities and from present
indications it would seem likely that this appropriation would increase .

We therefore consider that an Air Attaché should be appointed to Mexico .

8 . SOUTH AriERiCA

From a Naval point of view we consider it is important to appoint an
attaché in either Brazil or the Argentine, in view of the comparatively sma .ll
United Kingdom Naval Attaché representation, the general importance of
South America as a whole and the U .S .S .R. efforts to gain influence there .

From an Air Force point of view, the Argentine is considered the most
important of the South American countries .

We therefore recommend that an Air Attaché be appointed to Buenos Aires
and a Naval Attachd to Rio de Janeiro .

9 . The question of Milita ry Attaché representation in one of the South and
Central American countries is still under consideration .
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10. U.S.A. 

We recommend that the three attaché posts be maintained in Washington. 
11. In the event of Diplomatie Missions being opened in Czechoslovakia, 

Sweden, Poland, Yugoslavia, Italy or Turkey, we recommend that the 
European attaché posts be reviewed. 

L. H. NIŒIOLSON 
Assistant Commissioner 

Royal Canadian Mounted Police 
R. H. MACDONALD 

Commander (SB)RCN(R) 
for Director General of Defence Research 

F. F. LAMBERT 
Wing Commander 

Director of Intelligence (Air) 

W. A. ANDERSON 
Colonel 

Director of Military Intelligence 
'? 

for 
Director of Naval Plans and Intelligence 

IL G. RIDDELL 
Departrnent of External Affairs 

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

MISSION 

U.S.A. 
U.S.S.R. 
China 
France 
Norway 
Greece 
Belgium 
Mexic:o 
Argentine 
Brazil 

TOTAL 

Existing 
Attaché Posts 

ARblY NAVY AIR 

1 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 

1 

Appointments 
Recommended 
for Immediate 
Implementation 

Nil Nil 	Nil 
Nil 	1 	1 
Nil 	1 	1 
Nil 	I 	Nil 
Nil Nil 	1 

1 	Nil 	Nil 
1 	Nil 	Nil 
• Nil 	1 
• Nil 	1 
• 1 	Nil 

2 	4 	5  

TOTAL 

1 	1 	1 

1 	1 	1 

1 	1 	1 

1 	1 	1 

Nil 	Nil 	1 

1 	Nil 	Nil 

1 	Nil 	Nil 

• Nil 	1 

• Nil 	1 

• 1 	Nil 

6 	5 	7 

1 
1 
1 
1 

Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 

4 

1 
Nil 
Nil 

1 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 
Nil 

2 

ARMY NAVY AIR AnlY NAVY AIR 

*Military requitements under consideration. 
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PARTIE 2 / PART 2 

REPRÉSENTATION DIPLOMATIQUE ET CONSULAIRE 

DIPLOMATIC AND CONSULAR REPRESENTATION 

SECTION A 

GÉNÉRALITÉs / GENERAL 

12. 	 W.L.M.K./Vol. 417 

Le deuxième secrétaire, l'ambassade aux États-Unis, au sous-secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

Second Secretary, Embassy in United States, to Under-Secretary of State 
for External A ffairs 

Washington, February 27, 1946 
Dear Mr. Robertson, 

With reference to my letters; of February 9th, 12th, 13th and 20th con-
cerning the visit of the Canadian Trade Mission to Central America and 
Colombia, I wish to offer a few concluding comments. 

Undoubtedly, the highlight of the trip was the realization of Canada's 
prestige in the countries we have visited. It is easy to exaggerate the signifi-
cance of courtesies extended under such circumstances but there were in-
numerable occasions where our hosts wcnt out of their way to express their 
friendliness and show their admiration for Canada. The welcome in Mexico, 
Costa Rica and Colombia was particularly warm and cordial. Perhaps, I 
should record here that when Mr. MacKinnon thanked the Foreign Minister 
of Colombia for the expeditiousness with which his government had waived 
aside technical difficulties in order to sign with minimum delay a commercial 
agreement with Canada, the Foreign Minister feelingly replied that his Gov-
ernment would have done it for no other people but Canadian. Another 
evidence of the favour with which the Canadian Mission was viewed was the 
amount of publicity it received in the local press. As far as we have been able 
to ascertain our visit was covered equally well by the newspapers supporting 
the government and the Opposition press.  1 am enclosing, herewith, a com-
plete set of newspaper clippings; on our visit in Guatemala, which is a good 
illustration in point. 

We should bear in mind the friendly welcome extended to the Mission (in 
Honduras and Colombia for example, all the expenses of the group were paid 
by the government) when officials from these countries visit Canada. It is 
highly important, for the sake of good relations with these countries, that we 
show the same interest in their visit that they have shown in ours. 

Canada's prestige in Central America seems to be to a large extent founded 
on two main considerations: (a) Central American countries arc solidly pro- 
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allied and they look with admiration to the Dominion for its remarkable
achievements during the war. They single out Canada as the nation in this
hemisphere which, after the United States, has cont ributed most to final vic-
tory; (b) Cen tral American count ries bear with considerable uneasiness the
overwhelming in fluence of the United States, economic or otherwise, and they
welcome Canada for providing them with the opportuni ty of becoming less
dependent upon the United States . I am afraid that now that the war is over,
this second factor has a great importance in the minds of their leaders, when
they think about Canada.

This is the starting point of our relations with these countries and it is a
consideration worthwhile no ting because it points out the direction our efforts
should take in the next few years . It should be our job now to make Canada
better known in Cen tral America in order that she may be liked positively
for her own sake, for what she has to offer, economically and culturally .

Closely linked with the above is the question of Canada's representation
in Central America and Colombia. As already reported, the Minister of
Trade and Commerce has told Guatemalan officials that he hoped that direct
commercial representation will be established shortly between the two
countries . It is likely that some time this year a Canadian Commercial Repre-
sentative will be sent to Guatemala City and possibly to San Josc, Costa Ric a .
These two representatives would together have ju risdiction over the six
Central Ame rican coun tries. As long as Trade and Commerce intends to scnd
representa tives to Central America, it would be wise to appoint them as
Consular agents . The same reasons which justify our giving the status of
Consul-General to the Trade and Commerce represent ative in Venczucla,
apply even more forcefully in Central America in view of the fact that we do

not intend to open, at least for some time, diplomatic missions there . Under
these circumstances, it is doubly important that Canadian Commercial repre-
sentatives in Central America be given an internationally recognized status,
in order that they may not be hampered in carrying on a number of activities
which it would be difficult or impossible for them to carry, in their capacit y
of trade commissioners.

The case of Colombia deserves special consideration . A number of
Colombian officials, as expected, told us how anxious Colombi a is to exch1ngc
diploma tic representatives with Canada and it took little effort to sense a
feeling of disappointment on their part over the fact that this has not Yet
been done . The members of the Mission received, I think, the distinct impres-
sion that if we were to delay very much longer the establishment of a

,diplomatic mission in Bogota, we would be rendering a disservice to oursclves .

Colombia thinks of itself as one of the leading nations of Latin America
which has developed a more stable political life along democratic lincs than
most of hér sister na tions. It also has enormous national resources NVhich
it is hoped will make it one of the most important trading nations of Latin
Ame rica. In addition, Canadian interests in Co lombia arc vcry vide as
indicated by the presence of approximately 350 C anadians in the countrY .
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We have been struck by the fact that practically every Central American 
country sent during the war a relatively large number of students to Canada. 
Parents with whom we had the chance to talk about this said franldy that 
they do not like the American educational methods and were attracted by 
the slightly more conservative character of our educational system and the 
presence in Canada of both French and English centers of learning. Un-
doubtedly, this is the best kind of publicity we can ever hope to get. The 
question can be raised as to whether Canada should do something to 
encourage this movement of students now that the war is over and that the 
reasons which prompted these students to come to Canada become less and 
less compelling. 

If what we have in mind is to develop trade with these countries, a better 
form of publicity cannot be found because of its permanent value and the 
fact that it affects individuals who normally are called upon to assume a 
position of responsibility in their respective country. 

If it is not feasible to grant a few scholarships to Central Amcrican students 
to attract them to Canada, it may at least be possible to give some publicity 
about educational facilities in Canada. The cooperation of Canadian colleges 
and universities may be sought to that effect. In any case, it is obvious that 
Canada has a distinct appeal for Central American students and we should 
not lose any opportunity to cultivate it. 

It has been pointed out to me by several newspapermen in Central America 
that the information they normally receive about Canada consists mostly 
of a weekly news bulletin. This bulletin is highly appreciated and is repro-
duced in one form or another in the local press but the avidity for Canadian 
news is such that they would like to receive more of background information 
about Canadian life. Canadian art, science and literature arc subjects which 
would be popular for the Central American public. I do not know whether 
it would be feasible to send more of this type of information through the 
channels which have already been established by Mr. A. Anderson.' 

Similarly, I have been told many times by people in Central America who 
have visited Canada that Canadian films would be more than welcomed in 
their country. It may be possible to arrange for the  distribution of such films 
by the Film Board Representative in Mexico City, until, at least, Canadian 
Consular agents can take over informational activities of this type. 

While we were in Bogota, local newspapers reported rumours that the 
Canadian troops stationed in Jamaica may be called to take over certain 
public utilities services whose personnel had walked out as a result of the 
serious strike situation in the Island. It seemed to me that our friends in 
Colombia viewed this development with sonie disapproval. It is difficult to 
say of course whether this reaction is typical of other South American nations 
but I rather think that in Central America it would be similarly received in 

'A. Anderson, directeur adjoint et chef 	A. Anderson, Assistant Director and Chief 
de la distribution du Service d'information 	of Distribution, Canadian Information Set - 
canadien. 	 vice. 
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view of their over-sensitiveness about anything which has the appearance of
outside interference in domestic matters and the fact that Jamaica is a colony

seems to have little bearing in the matter. The use of Canadian troops for
anything else than purely defense purposes runs the risk of being misinter-
preted and Canada has much to lose by publicity of this kind . If the use of
Canadian troops for such purpose is seriously contemplated (which I do not

know) careful consideration should be given to the matter on account of its
possible adverse repercussions .

Finally, I wish to mention the invaluable assistance extended to the Mission
by the Bri tish representa tives throughout Central America and Colombia .

Mr. MacKinnon has already sent them telegrams expressing his gratitude for
what they did to make his visit pleasant and fruitful and I do not know
whether you think it would be in order to send them a word from the
Department as well .

Yours sincerely,
PAUL TREMi3LAY

13. W.L.M.K./Voi . 242

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'Étal associé aux Affaires extérieures
au Premier ministre

Memorandum from Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Prime Minister

SECRET [Ottawa,] June 15, 1946
OPENING OP NEW CANADIAN MISSIONS ABROA D

It is evident that we must return a definite answer as so on as possible to
some of the requests which we have received for the exchange of diplomatic
missions. The attached telegram No. 98 of June 1 0 tht from the Dominions
Office indicates that unless we make promptly a fairly encouraging and

con vincing reply to Venezuela we are incurring a real risk of harniin g
Canadian interests in that country. The saine situation prevails with respcct
toColombia. We must however, in rrcpl)ing to individual countries considcr
the effect of our answers o n our relations with a numbcr of other countries .
The following is a summary ofthe situation .

There are now in Ottawa diplomatic missions of six countries in which the
Canadian Government has as yet been unable to establish Canadian mis s ions .

These are Poland, ( =hoslovakia, Yugoslavia, Sweden, Switz.crlanci an cl
Turkey. These countries, or nearly ail, of them, have a rca.~r~nabtc claïrz~ to
prio ri ty over newcomers in the field. We have been tlpprUachcd in one NV aY
or another within the last year or two by eight. Latin-Amcrican cou 11 trics
which wish to "change diplomatic missions with us . These arc Col o r» b ia,

Venezuela, Uruguay, Ecuador, Boiivist,, Pnna m, the Dominican Republic
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and Haiti, leaving only the five small Central American Repub lics and Para-
guay as having shown to date no direct interest in exchanging diplomatic 
representation with Canada. In addition, in Europe we have accredited the 
Minister in Nonvay to Denmark but have not established an office in Copen-
hagen; we have received an Italian Representative who should, I think, after 
the conclusion of the Treaty of Peace be recognized as an Ambassador; and 
we have received requests for exchange of diplomatic representatives from 
Spain (clearly out of the question), Austria and Iceland. We have also been 
approached by Lebanon in the Middle East; we have stated publicly that 
we were ready to exchange High Commissioners with India in the early 
future; and it is becoming apparent that we shall have soon to open a United 
Nations office in New York. 

In dealing with the more important requests for the opening of missions in 
Ottawa we have in one or two cases indicated our readiness to receive a 
Minister with the promise of early but not immediate reciprocity on our 
part. I think that we should clearly make the same offer to Venezuela which, 
in addition to this urgent appeal through the British Ambassador, has been 
pressing us through the Canadian Trade Commissioner, their Consul-General 
in Montreal and their Ambassador in Washington. 

If we agree to deal with the more important requests in this manner, we 
should give as convincing evidence as possible of our difficulties in recipro-
cating at once. This might include a recital of the following facts: 

1. that there are seven countries now represented by Ministers in Ottawa 
in which there are no Canadian missions; 

2. that over a dozen other countries have expressed an interest in an early 
exchange of missions with Canada, and that a number of these requests must 
be considered together; 

3. that between 1940 and the beginning of this year we established sixteen 
new Canadian missions abroad and reopened three in countries overrun by 
the Germans; 

4. that participation in the United Nations, in other international organiza-
tions and in numerous conferences on special subjects has been a heavy 
added  drain  on our experienced personnel; and 

5. that a number of Canadians who agreed temporarily to fill senior posts 
in the foreign service abroad and at home as a war duty have already returned 
or will shortly return to their previous occupations. 

We should, I think, be sure that Colombia, Venezuela and Uruguay at 
least are treated in an identical manner and we should at the samc time 
inform the Ambassador in Washington, the High Commissioner in London 
and our representatives in the Latin-American countries and in France of 
the line which they should take if they arc approached on the matter by any 
representatives of countries in which we have no missions. 

H. W[RoNG] 
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14. L .B.P./Vol. 7

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures
atc sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

[Ottawa,] October 8, 1946

This is just a brief note ad memoriam on my views on p riorities, etc., over
the establishment of new Canadian Missions.

I think that we can open in India by itself at any time without giving rise
to complications with other countries . We can also, of course, open an office
in Copenhagen under a Chargé d'Affaires at any time .

When we get beyond these two we run into difficul ties . The claimants, on
the ground of reciprocity, arranged in order of their opening Missions in
Ottawa are : Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia, Poland, Sweden, Turkey and
Switzerland . The first three had Vanier accredited to them during the period
of exiled governments in London. I am inclined to think that we should open
in Poland and Czechoslovakia at least at the same time as, or earlier than,
in Sweden and Switzerland . We can probably let Yugoslavia and Turkey wait
for awhile .

Italy is in a special position . The Italian Representative has the courtesy
rank of Consul General . He expects to be given diplomatic status after the
conclusion of peace . The appointment of an Ambassador in Rome, llowcvcr,
without the simultaneous appointment of a representative to the Vatican,
would cause domestic controversy . From the Italian point of view I think
there is a good deal to be said for our opening both Missions simultaneously .
I also feel that it would be difficult for the Government to propose opening
at the Vatican.

Wi th regard to other ex-enemy countries, we may have to reinforce the
Mission in Tokyo before so ve ry long. This does not give rise to the same
sort of problem . The European satellites will have to wait for quite a long
time before we can seriously consider an exchange of Missions . Austria
has already approached us on the subject .

That sort of programme is enough to last us for some time. We shali,
however, continue to be pressed from Latin Ame rica by Colombia, Venezuela
and Uruguay in particular and I think it would be hard to distinguish between
them and impossible to distinguish between the first two .

There is on top of this, of course, the whole question of an cxpandcd
Consular Service, especially in the United States . Our diplomatic Missions
are doing a lot of Consular work already, especially in European capitals and
in Mexico and Cuba. I am inclined to defer the appointment of new Con-
sulates for two or three years, except perhaps in countries in which there ar e
Canad ian Trade Commissioners but not diplomatic Missions . We have
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already given Consular rank to the Trade Commissioners in Venezuela and 
Portugal and in the latter case have appointed an officer of this Department 
as Vice-Consul. 

H. W[RoNG] 

15. 	 DEA/50037-40 

Mémorandum du chef, la direction diplomatique, au sous-secrétaire d'État 
aux A noires extérieures 

Memorandum from Head, Diplomatic Division, to Under-Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

CONFIDENTIAL 	 [Ottawa,] November 15, 1946 

With respect to the note of October 21stt from the Minister of The Nether-
lands who wishes to be authorized to establish in Montreal a "Second 
Commercial Secretary" to be officially attached to his Legation, I submit 
herewith a draft reply' for your consideration and signature. 

I understand that the Netherlands Minister lately asked you whether a 
reply would be expected soon to his note under reference. The Diplomatic 
Division had already prepared the reply to his note; our draft reply was 
submitted, before being signed, to the Legal Division. Mr. Wershof expressed 
the opinion that the Netherlands request might afford a convenient opportunity 
for us to raise the general question of principle and obtain a ruling on it 
from the Secretary of State for External Affairs, and then advise the foreign 
missions that we wish them to discontinue the maintenance of diplomatic 
officers outside Ottawa. 

I attach Mr. Wershors memot with the file and its related papers. 
The question may be summarized as follows: 
(i) On September 26th Mr. Wrong consulted Mr. St. Laurent in writing 

on the position which we should take with respect to the office which the 
Commercial Counsellor of the Embassy of the  U.S.S.R. has been maintaining 
in Vancouver2. Mr. Wrong suggested that we should invite the Soviet 
Embassy to close this office as the Canadian Government does not approve 
in principle the maintenance, outside of the Federal Capital, of branch offices 
or subordinate diplomatic officers officially attached to foreign diplomatic 
missions in Canada; 

(ii) When Mr. Wrong submitted to Mr. St. Laurent the question of the 
Soviet Embassy commercial Office in Vancouver, he suggested that we should 
leave open for the present, the continued maintenance by other countries of 
their diplomatic offices in Montreal, and Mr. St. Laurent agreed to this. 

'Voir le document 29. 	 'See Document 29. 
2 Voir le document 30. 	 *See Document 30. 
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(iii) These are the other diplomatic missions in Canada which maintain 
branch offices in Montreal: 

(a) The Belgian Embassy have a Diplomatic Counsellor, Mr. Maurice 
Heyne, who is stationed in Montreal. Actually, I understand that his duties 
there are those of head of the Belgian Purchasing Mission and he only 
appears on the diplomatic list as a member of the Belgian Embassy, be-
cause of his personal rank in the Belgian Diplomatic Service. 

(b) The French Embassy have a Commercial Attaché, Mr. Gérard 
Dubois, who is established in downtown Montreal. 

(c) the whole Norwegian Legation, including the Minister's office and 
residence, is in Montreal. All the Secretaries and Attachés are there, with 
the exception of a Junior Attaché, who maintains an Office in Ottawa. 
This irregular arrangement has been accepted by our Department, although 
reluctantly, and to maintain the fiction that diplomatic missions should be 
in the Federal Capital, the Departrnent always addresses its notes to the 
Norwegian Minister, to the Ottawa office of the Norwegian Legation. 
After giving serious consideration to Mr. Wershors suggestion (that the 

Secretary of State for External Affairs be asked for a general ruling, and 
that the foreign Heads of Missions be eventually advised, by a circular note, 
that they should refrain from maintaining diplomatic attachés outside 
Ottawa), the Diplomatic Division is of the opinion that the action proposed 
is unwarranted at the present time: 

(a) a comparatively short time has elapsed since Mr. St. Laurent agreed 
to Mr. Wrong's suggestion that we should leave open for the moment the 
continued maintenance by countries (other than the U.S.S.R.) of their 
diplomatic offices in Montreal; no particular event seems to have taken place, 
meanwhile to warrant a change of policy in this respect and I can see no real 
motive that could justify our pressing the Secretary of State for External 
Affairs to take a definitive attitude at this particular moment; 

(b) In as much as the majority of foreign missions (who do not maintain 
at preent any officers outside Ottawa) are concerned, a circular to them 
would be somewhat "undiplomatic" and would serve no purpose; 

(c) Such a circular could not be sent to the Dutch Minister, whose case 
is being treated separately, nor to the U.S.S.R. Chargé d'Affaires, with whom 
we have already been in communication, with respect to the Vancouver office 
of the U.S.S.R. Embassy; 

(d) Such a circular, on the other hand, could scarcely apply to the Nor-
wegian Minister, who has been allowed to reside himself, with almost all of 
his staff, in Montreal, for years, and who would very likely object to his very 
special position being assimilated to the general question of the maintenance 
of Attachés outside Ottawa. 

It seems to me that the best course to follow for the time being is: 
1. To put on record, in the Department's files, the Under-Secret ary's dislike 

of the practice of foreign missions maintaining attachés outside of Ottawa. 
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2. To refuse in the future, any requests which we may receive on the part
of the foreign Governments for permission to maintain part of their diplomatic
staff in Montreal ;

3 . Refrain for the present from any action compelling those countries
which have diplomatic offices in Montreal (France, Belgium, and Norway) to
withdraw them .l

W. H. MEASURE S

SECTION B

BRÉSIL / BRAZI L
16. DEA/2216-U-40

Melmorai:du»t de la troisième direction politique

Memorandum by Third Political Division

[Ottawa,] October 23, 1946

RE COMMERCIAL OFFICER IN SÂO PAULO, BRAZI L
Previous memost have indicated the recommendation of Mr. D6sy that the

new Trade and Commerce officer (Mr. J . C. Depocas) appointed to Sâo
Paulo should be designated as Consul . This recommended designation is de-
sired and expected by Mr. Depocas ; it is endorsed by the Diplomatic Division,
and also by Mr. Kirkwood .

The arguments in favour have been given by Mr. D6sy as follows :
(1) The translation of "Trade Commissioner" is ambiguous and equivocal .
(2) A "Trade Commissioner" would not enjoy a recognized status .
(3) A "Trade Commissioner" would not enjoy privileges or prerogatives or

immunities of a Consul . He would be in an inferior position .
(4) Sâo Paulo expects a Consul, and would not appreciate a Trade Com-missioner. Goodwill is at stake .
(5) A designation as Consul would not adversely affect his work . It might

however involve passpo rt and visa duties .Other arguments that may be added arc :
(6) Mr. Depocas, who has had several ycars in Italy as Assistant TradeCommissioner and nearly eight years in Argentina as Assistant Trade Com-

missioner and Assistant and Acting Commercial Secretary , is qualificd to beConsul . He also feels that any other title would not give him (a) the prestige
n ecessary for his work ; (b) acccss to official circles or consular colleagues ;(c) official status socially in Sâo Paulo; (d) the immunities and privileges he
has enjoyed in Argentina, and which have a pccuniary benefit .-~...

' Note 'marginale :
~ ;1Zar tu nat note :

Mr. Pearson appro v cd all 3 rccommcndation s. M . W [custtorl
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(7) A sense of inferiority of position would make for less enthusiastic 
work, and would have a bad psychological reaction on an able officer. 

(8) We already have Trade Conunissioners designated as Consuls in New 
York, Lisbon and Caracas. 

(9) The origin of our diplomatic service was (a) to relieve British (U.K.) 
offices of Canadian work, (both diplomatic and consular), and (b) to assist 
Canadian Trade Conunissioners to have more official access to foreign gov-
ernment departments. These objectives would be promoted in  São Paulo by 
designating the Trade Commissioner as Consul. 

In a memo of Mr. J. H. Cleveland to Mr. Beaudry of September 3, 1946t 
re Canadian Consuls to U.S.S.R. (file 2462-40C), he summarizes the duties 
of Canadian Consuls as follows: 

"(a) To act as the liaison between the commercial communities of the two 
countries, promoting trade between thcm with the emphasis upon exports 
from his own country. 

"(b) Protecting the interests of Canadian nationals abroad, e.g. registering 
births, issuing or renewing passports, assisting in difficulties with customs and 
police officials. 

"(c) In ports looking after the interests of Canadian shipping and seamen. 
"(d) Acting in a representative capacity—this includes the creation of 

goodwi ll  between the two countries and an exchange of cultural information. 
"(e) Reporting. 

(i) Commercial: This is ordinarily done by Trade Commissioners and is 
an ancient function of Consuls; and 

• 	(ii) Poli tical: This is more recent but has certainly become accepted in 
the British Consular Service." 

-; The Legal Division opposes the designation of Trade Commissioners as 
Consuls, primarily, it seems, over their implied passport and visa duties. 

It does not seem that there should be more difficulty for a seasoned Trade 
Commissioner to learn the pratique of this than for new diplomatic secretaries, 
or for Embassy officers who must learn by communicated instructions. 

If this objection is persisted in, however, the Consul in Silo Paulo need  flot  
at present assume those duties; but merely supply requisite forms to applicants 
and refer all passport and visa matters to the Embassy in Rio, as is at present 
done. This would at least be better than leaving such business to the local 
British Consul. 

The consular duty of "political reporting" would not be essential, as this is 
done by the Embassy in Rio. 

The consular duty of protecting Canadian interests in Silo Paulo, assisting 
in difficulties with customs and police officials, could be better done by a 
Consul than by a "Trade Commissioner". 
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In general, the interests of Canada as a whole would be better served by a
"Consul" in Sâo Paulo than a Trade Commissioner .

K. P. KIRKWOOD

DEA/2216-U-40

Le sous-ministre du Commerce au sous-secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires exterieures

Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce to Under-Secretary of State
for External A f fairs

17 .

Dear Mr . Pearson,
Ottawa, December 7, 194 6

I think you are aware of our intention to open a new Trade Commissioner
office at Sdo Paulo . The territory of this office will be comprised of the State
of Sâo Paulo and all States south, plus an area known as Triangulo Mineiro
at the western tip of the Province of Minas Geracs .

We have decided to assign to this new post Mr. Jean Charles Depocas .Mr. Depocas became Acting Commercial Secretary at Buenos Aires when
Mr. J . A. Strong was transferred to New York . During the past few months
he has been in Canada on home leave and has just completed a tour of the
principal industrial centres . Mr. Depocas is prepared to leave any time after
the middle of this month, but it does not appear likely that a passage will be
available before Janua ry at the earliest . He will be accompanied by his wife,
and children, Marie L. Y., aged fifteen years, and J. Jean Louis, aged
thirteen years .

The question of Mr. Depocas' title and status at Sâo Paulo presents somedifficulty. We have been fu rn ished with a copy of a memorandum to you
from Mr. Jean Dtsy,# dated October 12, in which he expressed the fear that
the title of Canadian Gove rnment Trade Commissioner would tend to dis-
sociate the new office from the Embassy in the minds of Brazilians . It was
suggested by Mr. D6sy, in view of this and other considerations which he
enumerated, that Mr. Depoc as' title should be either that of Consul or Com-
mercial AttachE . While we are ngrceable to the designation of Mr. Depocas
as Canadian Gove rnment Trade Commissioner, I believe it would assist
Mr. Depocas in his duties and it would certainly be a considerable advan-
tage to him personally if he were accorded commercial diplomatic, or con-
sular status . To his designation as Commercial AttachL•, there is, of course,
the obiection that he will not be located at the capital . That designation
would be preferable from our point of view, but if you prefer to have him
appointed as contul . I am quite nerceable .

Enclosed you will find two copies of Mr. Depocas' curriculum vitae . t

Yours faithfully,
M. W. MACKr: :,,,zrr:
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18. DEA/2216-U-40 

Le secrétaire d'État aux A noires extérieures 
au Gouverneur général en Conseil 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Governor General in Council 

Ottawa, December 14, 1946 

The undersigned, with the concurrence of the Minister of Trade and Com-
merce,  bas the honour to recommend to Your Excellency that Mr. Jean 
Charles Depocas, who has been appointed Canadian Government Trade 
Conunissioner at Sào Paulo, Brazil, be appointed Consul of Canada at São 
Paulo, Brazil, with jurisdiction in the states of  São Paulo, Parana, Santa 
Catharina, Rio Grande do Sul, also the Western  portion of Minas Geraes 
known as Triangulo Mineiro and boundcd by Sacramento, Patrocinio, Coro-
mandel, Araguari, Ituiutaba and Campina Verde, and that a Commission 
under the Great Seal of Canada be issued to Mr. Dcpocas as Consul of 
Canada as aforesaid. 

All of which is respectfully submitted. 
Louis S. ST. LAURENT 

SECTION C 

COLOMBIE / COLOMBIA 
19. DEA/3104-40 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures à l'ambassadeur au Pérou 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Ambassador in Peru 

DESPATCH 1 	 Ottawa, January 9, 1946 

CONFIDENTIAL 
• 

Sir, 
- I have the honour to refer to your despatch No. 291 of December 24 in-

forming us of overtures made to you on three occasions by the  Coluiithi afl  

Ambassador to Peru concerning the exchange of diplomatic missions between 
Canada and Colombia'. 

2. I note that  in  your reply to Dr. Fermindee  ,ou  pointed out the difficul-
ties which endst at present for Canada and that the Ambassador requested that 
yôü should write to convey information about his overtures to you. To com-
plete your records,  1  am enclosing a copy of our despatch to the British 
Ambassador to Colombia which by an oversight, was not sent to you at that 
time. As you will notice in paragraph three of that despatch, reference is made 
to the statement of the'Colombian Ambassador in Brazil that his collar:tie in 
Lima had been asked to discuss the question with you. 1 may add, that when 

'Ambassadeut de Colombia au Pitou. 	Vunbassadot of Colombi3 in i'uu. 
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Mr. Désy conveyed to the Colombian Ambassador in Brazil our regrets at 
being unable to open a mission at the present time, he was informed that the 
President of Colombia was anxious to reach an agreement for an exchange of 
missions before his term of office expired in August of this year. We asked 
Mr. Désy to tell the Ambassador that this fact would be kept in mind, but 
added, for his own information, that it would seem highly dubious that our 
staff situation would improve sufficiently by that time to make possible the 
desired exchange. 

3. There is no slackening of the interests of Latin American countries in 
promoting exchanges with Canada. Since our expression of regret at our 
inability to establish diplomatic relations with Bolivia, Colombia and Uruguay, 
we have had parallel requests from Ecuador and Panama to whom the  saine 

 answer has been given. It is, I think, the feeling in the Department that when 
conditions make possible the establishment of diplomatic relations with other 
Latin American countries, those deserving of first consideration are Uruguay, 
Colombia and Venezuela. 

I have etc. 

R. M. MACDONNELL 

for the Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

20. 	 DEA/3104-40 

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires  extérieures au ministre du Commerce 

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Minister of Trade and Commerce 

Ottawa, April 6, 1946 
Dear Mr. MacKinnon, 

Thank you for sending me a translation and the original of the lettert 
which you received from the Minister of Foreign Affairs. As you suggested, 
I was particularly interested in the Minister's references in the fourth and fifth 
paragraphs of his letter to the intention of his Government "To accredit a 
diplomatic and consular representation in Canada sufficient in number and 
prestige to realize with the maximum benefit the desired economic and cul-
tural interchange." We have been discussing, on several occasions, with 
Colombian diplomats the problem of an exchange of missions. They arc un-
doubtedly most anxious to effect an exchange at the earliest possible moment 
and, under instructions, their Ambassadors have raised the question with our 

I Ambassadors in Peru and Brazil, while the question was previously raised at 
their request with the British Ambassador in Colombia. On each occasion, the 
most recent being in January of this year, we have been obliged to express our ! deep regret at being unable to open  the mission at the present time. At the 
saine time, we pointed out to our own Ambassadors that we recognize 

!Colombia's position as being important in Latin America and have rated it 
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and Uruguay as being the two countries which should next receive considera-

tion in Latin America. Up to the present, we have not had any recent over-
tures of the kind suggested by the Foreign Minister in his letter to you .

For your informa tion, I should perhaps explain that the chief difficulty

impeding our exchange of missions is the problem of meeting our prior com-

mitments in Europe. Du ring the war, we could accredit a single Minister to

the Al lied Governments then resident in London . With their return to their

home countries, that became impossible . We have been able, as you know, to

meet our ob ligations to France, Belgium, Holland, Greece and Norway . W e

have still to send missions to Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia and Poland, while

three neutral countries, Sweden, Turkey and Switzerland have missions here

and are naturally expecting reciprocal action on our part as soon as possible .

Although we have added over forty officers, chosen from the Armed Se rv ices,

to our departmental strength since Ap ri l, 1944, we are s ti ll handicapped in

providing junior personnel for existing missions with increased du ties and for

new missions as they are opened . There is also the question of securing the

best possible type of representation to head these missions. At the present

time we must find heads of missions or High Commissioners for the United
Kingdom, South Africa, and Chile .

I have written at some length on this ques tion because I appreciate yo ur

interest in the expansion of diplomatic representation abroad, and because of
your visits and contacts in Latin America you are liable to be asked on more

than one occasion the position of this Department .

Yours sincerely,
N. A. RoBERTSO N'

SECTION D

RÉPUBLIQUE DOMINICAINE/DOMINICAN REPUBLI C

21 . W.L.M.K./Vol . 333

Mémorandum du chef, la troisicme direction politique ,
au sous-secrétaire dbtat aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum front Head, Third Political Division,
to Under-Secretary of State for External ,d,Qairs

[Ottntva,j April 27, 1946

DIPLOMATIC RELATIONS WITH THE DOMINICAN REPUBLI C

I had a call yesterday from Mr. Jesûs Maria Troncoso, the Go vcrnor of the

Reserve Bank of the Dominican Repub lic . He has been talking to the Bank
of Canada and some of the Chartered Banks about revisions in thc Domin-

ican Banking and Currency Laws. Among other things, they are g i v in 9 uP

the use of U.S. dollars and are issuing their own pesos which will be bascd on

U.S. dollars .
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He had been asked by his Government to discuss the question of an ex-
change of diplomatic representatives while he was in Ottawa . I explained to
him that the difficulties of rapid expansion and the necessity to reciprocate
with European countries who had been established in Ottawa for some time
made it impossible to send a Minister to his country at present . He then
asked whether we could receive a Dominican Minister without sending a
Canadian to the Dominican Republic and I told him that I thought the Gov-
ernment would be unwilling to do this . I suggested that a Consul, or Consul
General, in Ottawa would be able to deal quite satisfacto rily with such busi-
ness as might arise, pointing out that lie would have the same access to this
and other Departments as a Minister.

Mr. Troncoso was, I think, prepared to agree that, in point of fact, a Consul
General would fill the bill . However, he was obviously under instructions to
pursue the possibility of appointing a Minister as far as possible . His final
suggestion was that the Dominican Ambassador in Washington might also
be accredited to Canada and that the Canadian Minister in Havana might be
accredited to the Dominican Republic . I pointed out that in the past we had
been unwilling to enter into such arrangements, but indicated that the passage
of time had somewhat altered the situation and said I would bring his sug-
gestion to your attention for consideration . What I did not mention to him,
but what must be considered, is the position of Haiti. In view of the rivalry
between the two countries, it is practically essential that we treat them in the
same way. Whether the accreditation of the Canadian Minister in Havana to
both the Dominican Republic and Haiti would be acceptable to those two
countries is something that will have to be explored .

Finally, Mr. Troncoso asked where these conversations could be continued .
I did my best to suggest that no early resumption of the conversations was
'likely to prove fruitful, but agreed to his proposal that any further advances
which the Dominican Government might wish to make could be taken up by
their Embassy in Washington with ours .

SECTION E
ÉGYPTE / EGYPT

DEA/8589-4 0

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au sous-sccrctaire d'L''tat
aux Affaires extérieures

High COJ)U)lissioJter in Great Britain to Under-Secretary of Statc
for External A,(Jairs

Dear Mr. London, December 3, 1946Pearson ,
I wish to refer to my letter of November l3th j regarding the desire of th e

Egyptian Government to establish a Legation in Ottawa, and to inform youthat •the Egypt ian Ambassador came to sec me the other day . His Gove rnment
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fully appreciated he reasons why the Canadian Government could not con-
template an excifange of diplomatic missions at this time, and were grateful 
for the frank explanation of our position which had been given them. They 
were, however, still concerned about the representation of Egyptian interests 
in Canada, partKilarly at a time like this when problems of procurement, 
both food supplies and equipment, were worrying most governments. They felt 
their interests would be better served by the maintenance in Canada of a 
diplomatic mission which could supervise their purchasing activities and see 
that Egyptian enquiries were properly brought to the attention of the com-
petent Canadian Departments of Government. Would we, in these special 
circumstances, agree to receive an Egyptian Minister if they expressly waived 
the question of reciprocity? 

I explained to the Ambassador that the establishment of an Egyptian Lega-
'tion in Ottawa automatically raised the question of our reciprocating, regard-
less of an understanding reached between our two Govenunents, and for this 

:reason I felt that our Government would have to return a discouraging reply 
.to his renewed request. I suggested, however, that his Goverrunent might con-
sider the appointment of a Consul General to Canada, who would be able to 
do everything that a Minister could do for Egyptian trade and procurement 
interests. Such an appointment would not create for us any of the  complica-
tions which might be anticipated from the establishment of an Egyptian Lef,,,a-
tion in Ottawa, and should meet at least the interim needs of the Government 
Of Egypt. If; after some experience in the maintenance of a consular office in 
Canada, it appeared that the volume and the character of business between 
our two countries was such as to require more elaborate establishments, I had 
no doubt that the Canadian Government would view the exchange of diplo-
matic missions with sympathy. The Ambassador took up with alacrity this 
suggestion that a Consulate General might meet their needs, and undertook to 

'recommend this course of action to his Government. 
Yours sincerely, — 

N. A. ROBERTSON 

SECTION F 
FINLANDE / FINLAND 

23. 	 DEA/8775-40  

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'État 
aux Allaires extérieures 

High Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

London, January 23, 1946  

Sir, 
I have the honour to enclose a copy of a lettert addressed by the Political 

Representative of Finland in London to the Foreign Office regarding thc pussi- 

DESPATCH A.38 
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bilities of the appointment by Finland of Consular Officers in Canada before 
a Peace Treaty has been concluded. 

2. In Dominions Office telegram D. No. 1493 of 18th August we were 
informed of the intention of the United Kingdom Goveriunent to receive a 
quasi-diplomatic Finnish representative in London who would not be ac-
credited, but who would have direct access to His Majesty's Goverrunent in 
the United Kingdom. 

3. In passing this communication to us the Dominions Office suggest that 
although it would not be possible for Consuls to be received on a full official 
basis they are enquiring whether the Canadian Government would raise any 
objections to receiving Finnish officials to perform consular duties as the 
United Kingdom Government have received a "political representative" to 
perform diplomatic duties here. I presume that the agreement by the Canadian 
Government to receive a representative of Italy with the personal rank of 
Consul-General would be analagous. 

I have etc. 
ALFRED RIVE 

for the High Commissioner 

24. 	 DEA/8775-40 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire 
en Grande-Bretagne 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner 
in Great Britain 

DESPATCH 613 	 Ottawa, April 8, 1946 
Sir, 

I wish to refer to your Despatch Number A-38 of January 23rd, regarding 
the possibilities of the appointment by Finland of Consular officers in Canada 
before a peace treaty has been concluded. 

2. Since the Peace Conference is scheduled to start in the near future, I 
think that the question of accepting Finnish Consular officers in Canada may 
now be deferred until after the conclusion of a Peace Treaty with Finland. 
I would be grateful if you would ask the Foreign Office to suggest to the 
Political Representative of Finland that his Government wait until the estab-
lishment of peace permits them to appoint Consular officers to Canada in the 
ordinary way. 

have etc. 
N. A. ROBERTSON 

for the Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 
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SECTION G

ISLANDE / ICELAN D

25. DEA/8887-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim

aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States to ficting Under-Secretary of State

for External A f jairs
Washington, May 20, 1946

Dear Mr. Wrong,
The Icelandic Minister, Mr. Thor Thors, came to see me the other day to

enquire about the possibility of interchanging diplomatic representa tion with

Canada. I explained our problems to Mr. Thor Thors and he replied that he

appreciated them because Iceland was faced with similar difficulties to the

point where he had been instructed to suggest that he himself be accredited
in Ottawa as well as in Washington . I said that, in principle, we did not

favour this sort of double representation; that we had tried it out ourselves
with no real success. Mr. Thor Thors said that he understood our point of

view, but in view of the fact that Iceland was such a sma ll country he won-

dered whether an exception could not be made in her case . He said that, in

fact, because of the large number of Icelandic people in Canada, his job there

would be probably more important than his job in Washington, and he jok-

ingly added that if it would help, he thought it might be arranged for him to
be "Icelandic Minister to Canada, accredited also to the United States" .

I told the Minister that I would put the matter up to the Canadian au-
thorities and let him have a reply as soon as possible . I. should be gratcful,

therefore, if the Department could send me word on this soon .

Yours sinccrcly,
L. B. PEARsO N

26. DEA/8 887- 4 0

Le sous-secrétaire d'bat associé aux A ffaires extérieures

d l'ambassadeur aux ttats-Unis

Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Ambassador in United States

Ottawa, May 31, 19 4 6

Dear Mr . Pearson ,
In your letter of May 20,you reported on an enquiry which thc lcclandic

Minister had made of you about the possibility of direct diplomatic relations
being established between Iceland and Canada.
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2. It seems to me that all we can do is to confirm the line which you have
already taken with the Icelandic Minister . We are reluctant to accept a
mission if we are not able to reciprocate, especially at the present time whenwe have not been able to send missions to the capitals of a considerable num-
ber of count ries which are already represented here.

3 . While there would be much to be said to making an exception for Ice-
land to our rule that we do not accept as representative here someone who is
accredited to Washington, it would be dangerous for us to make such an
exception since it would open the door to requests from other countries for
similar treatment .

4. If you think it useful, you might make the sugges tion to the Icelandic
Minister which we have made to a number of other countries, and that is that
if they wish representa tion in Ottawa they might establish a Consulate General
here, pointing out that, in prac tice, we treat a Consul General in Ottawa from
a country which had no diploma tic representa tion in ve ry much the same way
as if he were the head of a diplomatic mission .

Yours sincerely,

H. H. WRON G

2

Sir,

SECTION H

LIBAN / LEBANON

CEW/7

Le ministre du Liban aux 1~-*tats-Un is ~t l'a»rbassadeur arcr Ltats-Unis

Minister of Leba»on in United States to Iimbarsador in United States

Washin g ton, January 14, 1946

When I had the honor of paying Your Excellency a visit not so long ago,
I took up with Your Excellency the question of diplomatic representation
between our two countries so as to cffect a complete normalization in our
mutual diplomatic relations .

Your Exccllency doubtless will recall that You promised me You would
~ take upthis matter with Your Govcrnment and let me know their opinion as

s oon as You received it.
MY country and Government attach srcat importance to the establishment

of normal diplomatic relations with Canada . I cannot therefore ove rs tress ourgenuine desire for a speedy conclusion of this important matter.
May I request Your Excellency to rcncw Your efforts with Your Govern-

ment to the end that bettvccn Lcbanon and Canada diplomatic representationbe exchangeci as soon as possible?
Accept etc .

CHARLES MALIK
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28. W.L.M.K./Vol. 410 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire 
en Grande-Bretagne 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner 
in Great Britain 

TELEGRAM 300 	 Ottawa, February 2, 1946 

SECRET. I should be grateful if you could convey notes in the following terms 
to the Ministers of the Syrian and Lebanese Republics respectively, Begins: 
I have the honour to inform you that the Canadian Government is happy to 
accord formal recognition to the Government of the Syrian (Lebanese) 
Republic as of January 30, 1946. Ends. 

For your information Lebanese Minister in Washington proposed to Cana-
dian Ambassador an exchange of diplomatic missions between Canada and 
Lebanon, or at least the appointment of a Lebanese consul to Canada and 
authorization for Lebanese Minister in Washington to deal with Lebanese 
interests in Canada. 

While we appreciate proposal for exchange of representatives we arc asking 
Ambassador to intimate to Lebanese Minister that for reasons already ex-
plained to him informally there is no likelihood of our being able to accredit 
a Minister to Lebanon in the early future. We should, however, be happy to 
receive a Lebanese consul in Ottawa, and feel that for the time being such an 
arrangement should provide a satisfactory channel for dealing with any ques-
fions likely to arise. Ends. 

SECTION I 
PAYS-BAS / NETHERLANDS 

29. DEA/9242-40 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au ministre des Pays-Bas 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Minister of The Netherlands 

No. 112 	 Ottawa, November 15, 1946 
Excellency, 

I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your note No. 3189, dated 
October 21st, 1946,t in which you inform me that your Gove rnment desires 
to appoint a Commercial O fficer in Canada, who would be entrusted with 
various duties of a commercial nature, and who would be subordinate to the 
Commercial Secretary at your Legation and would have rank of "Second 
Commercial Secretary". 

There would be no objection, of course, on the part of the Canadian Gov-
ernment to such an officer being attached officially to your Legation, although, 
with respect to his title, I might point out that the designation of "Asçistant 
Commercial Secretary" appears to be more usually applied to foreien officials 
holding pcisitions such as you describe. 

46 
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You also indicate that your Government is considering the possibili ty of
stationing the official mentioned above in the City of Montreal, where he
would discharge his duties from the office of the Netherlands Consulate
General. In this respect, I may say that, though such arrangements have been
accepted by the Canadian Government in the past with respect to some
foreign diplomatic missions established in Canada, the Canadian authoritie s
do not approve, in principle, the establishment in cities other than the federal
capital of branch offices or subordinate officers attached officially to the
diplomatic mission of their count ry. The Canadian authorities prefer that
foreign governments should endeavour to maintain all their diplomatic estab-
lishments in Canada at Ottawa, where the Federal Government has its seat ;
it is, therefore, only exceptionally that we have allowed diplomatic missions to
maintain an office in other cities of Canada .

I realize that in the United States, as you say, some diplomatic missions
maintain a financial officer in New York City, but I understand that this
arrangement has been authorized by the State Department with respect t o

~ financial officers only, and that to retain the principle that all diplomatic
missions should be in Washington, these officers are shown in the United
States Diplomatic List as being stationed in Washington .

The appointment of the official whom you have in mind in a consular
capacity as a member of the Netherlands Consulate Gencral in Montreal,
would be agreeable to the Canadian authorities . However, I should be grateful
if you would inform your Government that the Canadian Government would
not consider favourably the establishment of diplomatic offices or officials
attached to a diplomatic mission outside the City of Ottawa.

Accept ctc .
[L. B . PEARSON]

for the Secreta ry of State
for External Affairs

1 30.

SECTION J

UNION SOVIATIQUE / SOVIET UNION

DEA/9242-40

SECRET (Ottawa,j Scptcmbcr 26, 1946

Mémorartdtun du sous secrétaire d'Ltat associc .; aux Affaires extérieures
au secrétaire d'f--'tat aux Affaires extérieures

Memorartdttnt front Associate iJnder-Secrctary of State for External Affairs
to Secretary of State for Exterital Affairs

Du ring the enquiry into Soviet activities in Canada, we began to give con-sideration to the status of an office opcned in Vancouver by the Soviet Com-
~mercial Counsellor, in the summer of 1944, to facilitate the loading, repairand supply of Soviet ships carrying Mutual Aid stores from Canada to



Vladivostok. So far as I know, no information came out during the enquiry 
pointing to the use of this office for improper activities. Formal permission 
was never given for its establishment as a branch of the Soviet Embassy and, 
as I recall the circumstances, it was regarded as a temporary arrangement 
only. The Soviet Ambassador discussed with me, at about the time this office 
was opened, the possibility of their establishing a Consulate in Vancouver, but 
he failed to fo llow this up. 

We were recently surprised to learn that a property in Vancouver had been 
bought by the Soviet Government to accommodate the office and to furnish 
living quarters for some of the office staff. We heard of this first from local 
solicitors, but later received a formal request from the Soviet Embassy that the 
property should be exempted as diplomatic property from the payment of 
local taxes. In accordance with our regular practice with respect to property 
acquired by foreign governments outsidc the Ottawa district, we have informed 
the Soviet Embassy that we cannot accord tax exemption, and took this 
opportunity to express some doubt about the continued existence of the office. 
No reply has been received. 

TWO questions are thus raised: 
(1) Should we ask the Soviet Government to close the office now that its 

functions (which aNere useful in wartime) have disappeared? 
(2) Should we follow a common practice in other countries by asking all 

diplomatic missions which maintain "branch offices" outside Ottawa to con-
centrate themselves in Ottawa? 

I gave Mr. Robertson the attached note about a fortnight ago, which sum-
marizes reports from the R.C.M.P. and other Departments on the work of the 
Soviet office in Vancouver and on current traffic with the U.S.S.R. through 
that port. 1 am hiclined to recommend that we should invite the Soviet 
Embassy to close the office, while leaving open, for the present, the continued 
maintenance by other countries of certain diplomatic officers in Montreal.' 
You may care to glance through the attached copy of a report of Septem-
ber 3rdt from the R.C.M.P. on the Vancouver office, before reaching a 
decision. 

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures 

au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Memorandum from Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

SECRET 	 [Ottawa,]  September 14, 1946 

We have now acquired fairly full information on the status and activities of 
the Soviet office in Vancouver and arc in a position to decide whether we 

1 Note marginale: blarenal note: 
1 agne. Sr. 1.[Aumeri 
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should request its closing. We have not yet had any reply from the Soviet 
Chargé d'Affaires to our note of August 20th,t concerning his request for 
exemption of the premises from local taxation. In the final paragraph of this 
note we took the opportunity of pointing out that the maintenance of the 
office was "an unusual arrangement which it would be difficult to justify on a 
permanent  basis" and asked for information on the present status and func-
tions of the office. 

It would appear from the replies received from other departments that no 
Soviet ships have been in Vancouver since June 1st, and according to the 
R.C.M.P. none are expected. Only six Soviet ships have cleared from Van-
couver this year, four in the first quarter and two in the second quarter. 
According to the R.C.M.P. all but one of these ships cleared to load at Seattle 
and Portland, taking very small consignments of Canadian goods. (It is a little 
difficult to reconcile this information, based on the reports from the R.C.M.P. 
and the National Harbours Board, with the statement of the Department of 
Trade and Commerce that Canadian exports to the U.S.S.R. in the first six 
months of this year were about fifteen and a half million dollars; much of this 
traffic, however, may have passed through U.S. ports). The position seems to 
be that the original reasons for opening the office in 1944 no longer possess 
any validity. 

According to  the R.C.M.P. the current staff consists only of two Russian 
officials and a Canadian Secretary of Russian origin. The same report ex-
presses the belief that very little business is now transmitted by the office. The 
two Soviet officials still in Vancouver are: Lukianov, described as "Repre, 
sentative of the Commercial Counsellor" and Gavrilov, described as "Port 
Engineer". The former and the Canadian Secretary are said to take a con-
siderable interest in the Vancouver Branch of the Canadian Soviet Friendship 
Council, and Lukianov, who is a Ukrainian, has been concerned with the 
affairs of the Ukrainian Canadian Association. The  information about the per-
sonnel and activities of the office contains nothing, however, in any way 
sinister and it is quite likely that the decision to maintain the office and to 
purchase premises for it was taken when the Soviet authorities confidently 
expected to secure a loan from Canada to finance their orders here. 

I am inclined to think that we should reach a decision on this particular 
matter as part of a general decision on the maintenance of miscellaneous 
diplomatic offices outside Ottawa. The trouble about asking for the closing of 
all these offices is that the housing conditions here are so difficult. According 
to the current Diplomatic List, there arc now situated in Montreal:  the  Belgian 
Counsellor's Office, the French Commercial Attaché's Office and the Office of 
the Norwegian Minister and Civil Air Attaché. I think that this is not a com-
plete list and it may be that WC shall find that more representatives with some 
title such as "Civil Air Attaché" are stationed in Montreal in order to give 
them diplomatic immunities while they are actually serving as representatives 
Of  their governments on the Council of PICAO. We can differentiate between 
the Soviet office in Vancouver and the other ones mentioned on the ground 
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that the office was not established with our formal consent . We can also cite

the action of the Soviet Government itself in closing certain offices maintained
by Foreign Governments during the war outside Moscow, including two
American Naval offices in Vladivostok and, I think, Leningrad .

DEA/2462-C-40
31.

L'ambassade de l'Union soviétique au ministère des Affaires extérieures

Embassy of Soviet Union to Department of External Affairs

No
. 51 Ottawa, November 26, 1946

com-
The Embassy of the Union of Soviet Socialist

~ah nourtto cfcr topliments to the Department of External Affairs
the Embassy's Note No. 36 of September 30th, o~ ~e Consular iTJ'v

explained
of

the present status of Mr . V. G. Skokov, Chie f

the Embassy .
Up to the present time the Department of External Affairs failed to give

any reply to the above mentioned Note of the Embassy .

As the long period of time [sic] has passed since the Embassy
~ nhe Cons 1 a

the Department about Mr . Skokov's assumption of

Officer the Embassy would be grateful to learn the reasons of the delay for

Mr. Skokov's recognition .

32.
DEA/2462-C-4 0

~Mémorandum du chef, la direction diplomatique, au sous-secrétaire d'État

aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum f rom Head, Diplomatic Division, Io Under-Secretary of State

for External Affairs
Ottawa, December 5, 1946

RE APPOINTMENT OF V. G. SKOKOV AS CONSUL OF THE U.S .S .R.

As requested, I attach an Aide-M 6moire to be handed by you to Mr.

Belokhvostikov, when he calls on you.

Do you, wish me to telephone the U.S.S.R. Embassy to rcquest Mr .

Belokhvostikov to call on you and, if so, at wbat date and hour do you wan
t

to receive him?i
W. H. M[p,ASURES]

'La note suivante était écrite sur ce ' 1ba foltowFu nota +rras writtra on the

mEmorandum: manttn ndum:
c th Mr. Mac .

If we should see him next ack this will have to be anantd wi

donnell, who will be in charp~ tlthtnrW I could no htm the follawing vrcck.

t.. o . pCr ►u3oNl
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[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Aide-mémoire du gouvernement du Canada
uu gouvernement de l'Union soviétique

Aide-Mémoire from Government of Canada
to Government of Soviet Union

Ottawa, December 7, 1946 [sic]

APPOINTMENT OF MR. V. G. SKOKO V
AS CONSUL OF THE U .S .S .R. IN OTTAWA

This question has been the subject of correspondence, during recent
months, between the Embassy of the U.S.S.R. and the Department of External
Affairs, ending with note No . 51, dated November 26th, from the Embassy of
the U.S .S .R., enquiring about the reasons for the delay in recognizing of
Mr. Skokov.

This delay resulted from the fact that the Canadian authorities wished to
review the procedure for the appointment and recognition of foreign Consuls
in Canada .

The Canadian Government observes that, according to general international
practice, Consular officers appointed by a count ry abroad usually receive a
Commission of Appointment signed by their head of state, or a Certificate of
Appointment issued by their Minister of Foreign Affairs ; the Commission is
then presented to the Government of the count ry in which the Consular Officer
will exercise his duties, and the receiving Government then issues to the
Consul an exequatur.

It is customary, in cases where the arriving Consular Officer does not carry
his Commission of Appointment, and this document has not been presented
in advance to the Government of the count ry where he will act, for the latter
country to be asked through diplomatic channels to grant to the arriving
appointee provisional recognition pending the receipt of his Commission of
Appointment.

The records of the Department of External Affairs indicate that in March
1942, when the Government of the U .S.S .R. intended to appoint a Consul
General at Ottawa, they approached the Canadian Government through the
Ambassador of the U .S .S.R. in London, to request specifically the Canadian
Gove rnmcnt's approval of the appointment, "pending the issuance of a Com-
mission and the granting of an exequatur". This would seem to indicate that
the normal inte rnational practice of issuing Commissions of Appointment to
Consular Ofticers is also recognizcd and applied by the Gove rnment of the
U.S .S .R.

The Government of the U .S .S .R. did not present to the Canadian Govcrn-
ment Commissions of Appointment when Messrs . Vavilov, Koutzcnko, Pavlov
and Skokov were appointed in a consular capacity in Canada .
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Although the Canadian Govenunent did not insist on the usual formalities 
being complied with when Messrs. Vavilov, Koutzenko and Pavlov were 
appointed, it was only because these appointments were made during the 
war, at a time when pressure of duties and abnormal conditions could be 
regarded as justifying a departure from the normal practice. 

With the return of peacetime conditions, however, the Canadian Govern-
ment desires to maintain the customary practice and would thereforc be grate-
ful if the Government of the U.S.S.R. would comply with it, insofar as Mr. 
Skokov's appointment is concerned. 

The Canadian Government also desires to have the status of Mr. Kout-
zenko, at present Consul of the U.S.S.R. in Halifax, regularised by the issu-
ance of a Commission to him. 

33. 	 DE A/ 2462-C-40 

Mémorandum du chef, la troisième direction politique 

Memorandum by Head, Third Political Division 

[Ottawa,] December 9, 1946 

I saw the Soviet Chargé d'Affaires today with Mr. Measures and outlined 
our position about the appointment of consuls giving him the attached Aide-
Mémoire.' 

Mr. Belokhvostikov rather half-heartedly attempted to make a distinction 
between a consul who ran his own office and a consular officer at an Embassy 
who had no independent powers and svas under the direction of the Ambas-
sador. In reply, I said that if they wanted to show him merely as a diplomatic 
office •, that would be quite satisfactory, but if they wanted to list him as dis-
charging consular functions, he ought to obtain a Commission of Appointment 
in the usual way. 

Pursuing the matter a little further, Mr. Belokhvostikov asked what we did 
about the consular officer at our Embassy in Moscow. He svas told that sve 
had no such consular officer and whenever we appointed a member of the 
diplomatic mission in a c,onsular capacity we gave hirn a Commission of 
APPointment. 

At the end of the interview, Mr. Beiokhvostikov said that this problem 
would require some thinking over and he would commtmicate with the De-
partment in due course. It was made clear that in the meantime we would do 
nothing further to obtain an exequatur.  

R. M. MACDONNELL 

s Voir le document prleadent. 	 1 See preceding document. 
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34. DEA/2462-B-40

Le sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures
au sous-ministre du Commerce

Acting Under-Secretary of State for External A ffairs
to Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerc e

SECRET Ottawa, December 11, 1946

The possibility of appointing Canadian consular officers in the USSR at
some time in the future is being considered by this Department . In particular,
it has been thought that such officers might be situated in such centres as
Kiev and Leningrad .

I should appreciate receiving your comments with respect to the desirabil-
ity from the point of view of your department of having Canadian consular
representation in cities of the USSR outside Moscow. In this regard, it would
be very helpful to have some information concerning the amount and nature
of the commercial transactions between the Soviet Union and Canada at the
present time and in the foreseeable future .

W . H. MEASURE S
for the Acting Under-Secreta ry

of State for External Affairs

35. DEA/2462-B-40

Le sous-ministre du Conunerce au sous-secrJtaire d'État par int6rim
aux Affaires ext6rieures

Deputy Minister of Trade and Conunerce to Acting Under-Secretary
of State for External Affairs

SECRET Ottawa, December 16, 1946

I am in receipt of your communication of December 11 marked "Secret",
from which it is noted that your Department is conside ring the possibility
of appointing Canadian Consular Officers in the U.S.S.R,, and that you
would` like to have the views of this Department as to the desirability of
having consular representation in the cities of Kiev and Leningrad.

In September 1944 the question of the appointment of a Commercial
Attach6 to our Embassy in Moscow was se riously considered in view of thethen fast approaching end of hostilities . It was the opinion that the postwar
Years would present excellent opportunities for the development of the sale
of Canadian products in the U.S.S.R. However, these expectations have notbee n reaLizod and beyond reports from Mr . tiVilgress, that there was a ve ry
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definite lack of trade enquiries originating in the U.S.S.R. for Canadian goods, 
we are not in a position to know what enquiries may originate within the 
Soviet Union for Canadian goods because of the Soviets system of State pur-
chasing. The situation would appear to have been further confirmed by the 
action of the U.S.S.R. authorities in immediately cancelling their orders for 
heavy machinery, machine tools and other equipment with the ending of 
Mutual Aid; materials and goods we had expected would find a continuing 
market in the U.S.S.R. 

From time to time enquiries are received in the Department from Canadian 
fums and individuals concerning trade with Russia. Those enquiring do not 
appear to have a. clear idea as to the conditions under which  the  U.S.S.R. 
trade. Under the present procedure this department has had to refer anyone 
wishing to sell or buy from the U.S.S.R. to the Commercial Counsellor of 
their Embassy in Ottawa. 

During a period of forty-one [sic] years-1889 to 1940—the total of Cana-
dian exports to the U.S.S.R. amounted to only  $60,000,000,  and our exports 
in recent years can only be described as emergency spot purchases on the  part 
of the U.S.S.R. In the period mentioned the largest item of export was a ship-
ment of $11,147,000 of wheat flour in 1925, although normally  oui-  trade in 
this product is negligible. In 1922 we exported railway coaches and parts to 
thé value of over $2,000,000, but for other years there are no exports 
recorded. Some farm implements and machinery were exported in 1930 with 
a value of a little more than S2,000,000 and there was a reasonably substantial 
trade in these products in other years, but they completely disappeared after 
1931-32. Our records show that aluminium was exported to a value of just 
under S1,000,000 in 1933, but from then on our exports were very low until 
the war years. A similar situation exists with wheat, binder twine, pig lead, 
zinc spelter, automobiles and structural steel. It, therefore, may be stated that 
there has been no well-established pattern of  (rade  from Canada to the 
U.S.S.R. over a period of forty years, and with one exception no two succes-
sive' years has any one Canadian commodity been exported to the U.S.S.R. in 
excess of $1,000,000 each year. 

On the import side from 1889 to 1940 Canada imported only $10,000,000 
worth of goods from the U.S.S.R. and the volume of exports from Canada to 
the U.S.S.R. has always greatly exceeded imports. The largest volume of 
imports in any one year was anthracite c.oal in 1931 when we imported it to 
the value of $1,860,000. There were smaller imports since 1929. In 1933 -34 
Canada imported crude petroleum to the value of $530,000. Furs showed die 
longest record of regular imports, but the highest value of any one year W  

1924 when Canada imported a value of S335,000. Other itenis of import, 

although of considerably less value to those already mentioned arc fertilizers, 
soda compounds, nicotine sulphate, metal ores, salt, hides and skins. 

Therefore, if trade with the Soviet Union is to be of any value, Canada 
would have to absorb a quantity .  of Soviet Union products in some relation 
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to its exports. On the other hand it would appear to be the policy of the 
Soviet Union, as borne out by their attitude to purchases in Canada following 
the end of Mutual Aid, that under their five year plan, they will purchase only 
those requirements which are essential to the development of that plan. The 
goods so purchased will tend not to be those which would find a continuing 
market. 

The conclusion to be reached would seem to indicate, that while there will 
be a certain amount of trade between the two countries it will not be such, 
that for some little time to come, it would warrant the establishment of trade 
officers in the U.S.S.R. for reasons other than to report on economic condi-
tions and developments in the territory. In view of the fact that at the present 
time this situation appears to be so well taken care of by our Embassy 
officials, it is considered that insofar as this Department is concerned the 
matter may be allowed to rest. 

M. W. MACKENZIE 

SECTION K 

ESPAGNE / SPAIN 

36. 	 DEA/28-BJ-37 

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires  extérieures 
au vice-consul d'Espagne 

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Vice-Consul of Spain 

Ottawa, March 21, 1946 
Dear Sir, 

In your letter of March 1st; to the Secretary of State you asked for advice 
on whether or not you ought, in view of the present strained relations be-
tween Spain and other countries, to resign your office as Vice-Consul of Spain. 

ft is, I regret, impossible for mc to give you a direct answer to your en-
quiry. While the attitude of the Canadian Government towards the present 
Spanish Government has been made clear, the Canadian Gove rnment has 
taken no steps which affect  the  status of Spanish Consular representation in 
Canada. Your decision on whether or not to resign must, therefore, be made 
on your OWIt responsibility as a Canadian citizen. 

For your information, I enclose a copy of a Resolution; concerning the 
present Government of Spain, which was passed at the recent session of the 
General. Assembly of the United Nations in London. Canada was one of the 
forty-five nations which voted in favour of this Resolution. 

Yours sincerely, 
N. A. ROBERTSON 
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37. W.L.M.K./Vo1 . 417

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au ministre d Cuba

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Minister in Cuba

TELEGRAM 31
Ottawa, June 20, 1946

SECRET . Your despatch No. 85 of June 8 t concerning proposed visit of Count

de Morales to Canada to discuss establishment of direct diplomatic relations

between Canada and Spain.
2. The Spanish Chargé d'A ffaires in London was informed orally by Mr.

Massey in October 1945 that the Canadian Govcrnmentfe This vas

receive a diplomatic mission from the present Spanish GOVCrnmcnt

in reply to an Official request for an exchange of missions transmitted to Mr .

Massey by the Duke of Alba, then Spanish Ambassador in London .

3 . The Position of the Canadian Government remains unchanged .
o~ ~~ung

therefore be grateful if you would discourage Count de
Morales

his proposed visit to Ottawa since it would serve no useful purpose.

38
. DEA/8150-40

Le secrétaire d'Étal par intérim aux A ffaires extérieures

au haut commissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagne

Acting Secretary of State for Externat Aflairs

to Acting High Coanmissioner in Great Britain

vDESPATCH 1292 Ottawa, July 24 , 1 946

CONFIDENTIA L

Sir,

I have the honour to refer to your telegram No . 1426 of June 21, i con-

cerning diplomatic relations between Canada and Spain .

2. In spite of our efforts to discourage Count de Morales m b
evisifing

tween
Ottawa to discuss the establishment of direct diplomatic relation s
Canada and Spain, Count de Morales arrived in Ottawa t o-day and called o n

the Chief of the Second Political Division .

3. He made an official approach on behalf of his Government for the ex
change of diplomatic missions bet~vecn Canada and Spain . In reply
informed that thé Spanish representative in London had raised this question

with our High Commissioner in London in October of 1945 and that tue

Spanish Charg6 d'Affaires had been informed orally by Mr. Massey that the

Canadian Government was not prepared to receive a diplomatie mission from

the present Spanish Government. The position of th e Canadian Govcrnment

remained unchangecd .
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4. Count de Morales then proposed that Canada establish a Consulate
General in Spain. In reply he was informed that the reasons which made it
impossible for us to establish direct diplomatic relations with Spain would also
make it impossible for us to establish a Consulate General in Spain .

5 . Count de Morales then said that the post of Consul General in Montreal
was now vacant and that his Government would like to re-appoint him to this
post, which he had held previously from September 1944 to July 1945 . He
asked whether this would be agrccable to the Canadian Government . Count
de Morales was informed, in reply to this informal enquiry, that it was
unlikely that any objection would be taken if a formal request were to be made
by his Government for the issue of an exequatur to him in his old post of
Consul General in Montreal . He asked how the formal request should be
made, and he was informed that the appropriate channel would be through
the Spanish Embassy in London to your office in London .

6. You may therefore expect a formal request from the Spanish Embassy
in London for the issue of an exequatur to Count de Morales as Spanish
Consul General in Montreal . When you receive this request, you may inform
the Spanish Embassy that the Canadian Government has no objection to the
appointment and that provisional recognition will be granted pending reception
of his commission of appointment .

I have etc .
H. H. WRON G

for the Acting Secretary of State
for External Affairs

SECTION L
LrA TS- UNIS / UNITED STATE S

39. DEA/9323-B-40

,f.'ambassadcur aux htat.s-U n is au sous-secritairc d'Ltat
amr Affaires ext&ieures

Ambassador in United States to Under-Secretary of State
for Extcrnal A,Q`airs

Washington, Janua ry 5, 1946
Dear Mr. Robertson ,

I have been wantins to writc you again since my return from Los Angeles
on the extension of our consular representation in the United States . I have,
as you kno w , referred to this on more than one occasion, but I think that theirla Portnncc of the subject justifies earnest and continued consideration .Furthermore, two recent communications from you (December 12th and
D-'cember 20th) dealing with the appointment of a Canadian Vice-Consul at
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Portland, Maine, and the extension of our representation in South America, 
prompt some additional observations on my part. 

I had not been in Los Angeles during my recent visit many hours before I 
was once again made aware of our dependence on British Consuls for the pro-
tection of Canadian interests. As you know, Los Angeles is quite a Mecca for 
Canadians, the number of whom has recently been increased by the advent of 
Canadian soldiers on leave, or after discharge. Some of these present trouble-
some cases, and two or three were brought to my attention a fortnight ago 
when I happened to be there. Of course, I know that there is a Canadian 
Trade Commissioner in Los Angeles who should look after these matters, but 
for two reasons that is not a satisfactory solution. In the first place, consular 
activities are an incidental part of his job, as his direct responsibility is to 
Trade and Commerce; and secondly, a Canadian when in difficulties, goes to a 
British Consul, whom he knows about, rather tha.n to a Canadian Trade Com-
missioner, about whom he has never heard. 

For many reasons I think it is a matter of first importance that we plan 
now consular representation in this country and that we should not, as we 
appear to be doing, allow it to develop according to circumstances. Surely 
the difficulties regarding personnel to which the Department repeatedly 
alludes do not prevent the working out of a carefully considered and prac-
ticable plan for Canadian consular representation in the United States, to take 
effect progessively as these difficulties are removed. If there is such a plan, I 
have not heard of it. For instance, what should be the priority in opening 
offices? Also, has consideration been given to the use of Canadians or ex-
Canadians in American cities as honorary consuls, a device which is cus-
tomary and which in our case it would be easy to adopt? It seems to have 
occurred to the Department when the consular issue was forced at Portland, 
Maine, by the closing of the British office. However, the problem cannot, I 
suggest, be solved by dealing with emergency cases in this way. If we are to 
appoint honorary consuls, as well as Consuls de carrière, steps should be 
taken at once to canvass the U.S. communities concerned for suitable person-
nel. 

When I was in Los Angeles, Mr. Monty' told me about a report which be 
had made to the Commercial Intelligence Service on the future of his o ffice 
and the extent and importance of Canadian interests in that area. I would be 
most interested to know whether a copy of that report, which is dated 
November 9th and which is enclosed herewith, was ever sent to  the  Depart-
ment of External Affairs. Certainly no copy was sent to this Embassy until I 
requested one from Mr. Monty. This se.ems to me to illustrate how unsatis-
factory it is to ask Trade Commissioners to do consular work when they have 
no direct contact with the Department which should be responsible for con-
sular activities. If you read Mr. Monty's report, you will agree, I am sure, 
that it is one which might have appropriately been made to External Affairs 

1 Le dèlégu6 commercial du Canada 	'Trade Commhsioner of Canada in Los 
Los Angeles. 	 Angeles. 
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as well as to Trade and Commerce . It also makes a s trong case-to my
mind, an unanswerable case-for concen trating all Canadian official activi-
ties in that area in one or two consular offices . Yet the Department of Trade
and Commerce is apparently considering either the closing of the Los Angeles
office or transferring it to San Francisco . Instead of closing it, we should be
thinking of, in fact we should actually be, converting it into a consular office .
I would be glad to know if this question has been discussed by the Commer-
cial Intelligence Se rv ice with the Department in the light of recent communi-
cations from Mr. Monty . Also, I would be grateful for the repo rt of any dis-
cussions between the two Departments on the post-war relationship between
External Affairs and Trade and Commerce officers stationed abroad .

The reply to any observations I make on this subject of consular represen-
tation is always the same . It is, to quote a sentence from your letter of
December 12th, "Pressure of wartime activities has greatly expanded the
work of the Department and we have been faced with a consequent scarcity
of experienced personnel ." I fully appreciate this difficul ty, but we cannot
keep urging it indefinitely as an excuse . I cannot really believe that it has
been impossible for us to secure suitable men during the last twelve months
for consular posts . I have, in fact, submitted in the last six months a number
of names for this purpose, but nothing seems to have been done and in some
cases my letters, or the letters of the applicants, written at my suggestion,
have not even been acknowledged. It is hard for me to believe that with so
many intelligent, educated officers and men coming back f rom overseas or
being released from the Services in Canada, we cannot secure the consular
personnel we would need . In this connection, your letter of December 20th
rejects any analogy with the Trade Commissioner Service, on the ground that
the qualifications for the head of a new diplomatic mission should be con-
siderably higher than those for the head of a commercial office and that
junior Trade Comissioners can be trained more quickly than Third Secre-
taries. I have some doubts about this myself, but in any case, I should think
the qualifications of a Consul need not be much greater, nor his training
more prolonged or complicated, than is the case with a Trade Commissioner .
You also give your impression in this letter that Ex ternal Affairs have re-
cruited about twice as many men as Trade and Commerce have from the
Armed Serv ices . From the m ost rcccnt list of Dcnartmcnt of External Afiairs
Postings, there seem to have been IS Third Secrctarv annnintmcnt -, made by
Exte rnal Affairs within the last twelve months . The Minister of Trade and
Commerce stated in the House of Commons on December lIth that the
Commercial Intelligence Services have rccniited from the Se rv ices for service

abroad, 30 new Assistant Trade Commissioners, who arc no w at work or will
join the Trade Commis ,, ioner Se rv ice shnrtlv. The comparison seems to be in
favour of Trade and Commerce, and I think myself that it should be thereverse .

realize; also, that the Department's hands arc tied by the Civil Service
regulations ' making it obligatory to give preference in appointments to



ex-service men with overseas experience, a ruling which I think is entirely 
illogical and works out most unfairly; one which prevents us using an ex-officer 
in Washington for an administrative job who was ineligible for overseas service 
and did such good work for the Army here that he was decorated, while we 
are told to take an R.C.A.F. administrative officer who had never had opera-
tional or combat duty. However, that is another subjeci In any event, this 
overseas preference regulation applies to Trade and Commerce as well as to 
us. 

I will conclude by pointing out that at this Embassy at the present time 
there are five External Affairs officers and seven from Trade and Commerce; 
viz., Mr. Scott, Mr. Allen, Mr. Wallace, Mr. Paterson, Mr. Lewis, and two 
recently arrived Agricultural Products Trade Commissioners. 

Yours sincerely, 
L. B. PEARSON 

40. 	 DEA/10137-B-40 

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au sous-secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in United States to Under-Secretary of State 
for External A ffairs 

Washington, January 30, 1946 
Dear Sir, 

I came away from Chicago more convinced than ever that we should con-
vert our Trade Conunissioner's Office there into a Consulate General and that 
the sooner this is done the better. There is, I think, a role of considerable 
importance to be played by the right kind of Canadian Consul General in 
that area. I greatly hope that steps can be taken to this end before long and 
that the existing Canadian Trade Commissioner's Office can be amalgamated 
with a Consulate General thereby increa.sing its effectivenms even within its 
pre.sent limits and opening up new areas of usefulness which would result 
from an appointment of this kind.1  

Yours sincerely, 
L. B. PEARSON 
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1 La note suivante était écrite sur cett 
lettre: 

Mr. Robertson: 

The following note vra.s writicn on thc 

letter: 

- This is an interesting account of a venture into Chicago by L. D. Picaronl. 
I should Eke to endorse the views in the hit paragraph isenlencel about a conwlar office. 

R. M. NILACDO4SFIA1 Fa/. 1 
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41. 	 DEA/10137-F-40 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires  extérieures 
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Ambassador in United States 

DESPATCH 1640 	 Ottawa, December 30, 1946 

SECRET 
Sir, 

have the honour to advise you that consideration has been given to the 
appointment of Mr. Douglas Cole as Consul General in Los Angeles. We 
would appreciate receiving your comments concerning such an appointment 
and also any information you may have which would indicate the amount of 
consular business to be anticipated should a Consulate be opened there. 

1 have etc. 
W. D. MArrirEws 

for the Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

SECTION M 

VATICAN 
42. 	 DEA/7951-40 

Le provincial des Dominicains  au sous-secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires  extérieures 

Provincial of the Dominicans to Under-Secretary of State 
for External A ffairs 

Montreal, January 11, 1946 
Dear Mr. Robertson, 

Referring to our conversation of Tue.sday last, January 8th, about Diplo-
matie  Relations to be established between Canada and the Holy See, I will 
sum up the points that were discussed. 

1.His Holiness Pope Pius XII has recently appointed His Excellency Most 
Reverend James Charles McGuigan, Archbishop of Toronto, to the Sacred 
College of Cardinals. 

2. It is not only the outstanding personality of Archbishop McGuigan that 
is so honoured by the Pope, not only the Archdiocese of Toronto, or the 
English-speaking Catholics or, more widely, the Catholic Church of Canada, 
but it à Canada herself as a whole. 

3.The fact of giving a second Cardinal to Canada is an act of great ben-
evolence from the Holy Sec towards Canada. Many nations arc so honoured, 
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but., as you ' are well aware, many more are not represented in the Sacred

College . For many years to come, considering the number of Catholics in
Canada, roughly speaking 4,500,000, comparatively to other nations, we

could not ve ry well expect to have a second Cardinal .

4 . Comparatively to the number of Catholics of other na tions, big or sma ll,
Canada has the biggest share in the Sacred Co llege : two for 4,500,000. There

are five Cardinals in the United States for 25,000,000 ;
mber. We do not

for
countoas

37,000,000 ; eight in Italy for about the
Italians those who are Citizens of Vatican City and are Heads of Departments
or Prefects and Secretaries of Congregations for the administration of the

Church . Even foreigners may be officials of Congregations as were, in recent

years, Cardinals Gasket, Englishman, Van Rossum, Dutch, Lepicier, Billot
and Tisserant, Frenchmen, Fruwirth, Austri an. One Secretary of State,

Cardinal Merry del Val, under Pius X and Benedict XV, was Spaniard by

his father and English by his mother .

5 . The appointment of a second Cardinal for Canada is a recognition of the

impo rtance that Canada has won for herself amongst other nations in recent
years. The American Magazine Time, in its edition of Jan. 7th, pp . 28-30,

commenting on the appointment of the new Cardinals, says : "Canada's new

place as a leading "middle power" was duly recognized by the selection of

her first English-speaking Cardinal, Toronto 's Archbishop James Charles
McGuigan, to balance French-speaking Quebec's Rodrigue Cardinal Vil-

leneuve . "
The nomination of Card . McGuigan is also a recognition of the strength of

the Catholic Church in Canada : 43% .
These two aspects are noted in Time when it says : " . . . Everywhere

Cardinals were carefu lly placed for maximum spi ri tual and poli tical effect ."
That means that the Holy St e has an eye wide open over Canada : impor-

tance of Canada as a nation, and importance of the Catholic Church in

Canada.

6. This step taken by the Holy See in favour of Canada should not be
ignored. The Holy See has its own language, not only by words, spoken or

written, but sometimes more eloquent by deeds and facts . The recent action

of the Holy See, giving a second Cardinal to Canada, is full of meaning . As I

said in a Memorandumt on this matter of Diplomatic Relations bet«•ccn

Canada and the Holy See, the Holy See will not take the initiative of negotia-
tions with the Government of Canada, but because of the appointment of a

second Cardinal for Canada, I am right in saying that the initiative of the

Government for such nego tiations with the Holy Sec is well invited .
7. Canada will never have a better opportunity in more favourable circum-

stances ofmaking an excellent move to rank well with more than fifty nations

for her own good and greatness . Cardinal McGuigan is highly cstccmca

amongst non-Catholics as well as amongst Catholics all over Canada . Hc was

bora in PrinceEdward Island and all the Islanders are proud of him . As a
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priest he was engaged in ecclesiastical work in the Diocese of Edmonton,
Alberta . He was appointed Archbishop of Regina, Sask . and from there was
called to the See of Toronto .

The opposition that the Government might have expected from some non-
Catholics to the establishment of Diplomatic Relations betweea Canada and
the Holy See will be greatly reduced by the appointment of Cardinal
McGuigan . I am sure that this nomination of Cardinal McGuigan and the
estab lishment of Diplomatic Relations with the Holy See will do a great deal
for the better understanding not only between Catho lics of different language,
but also between Catholics and non-Catholics, a better uni ty in Canada that
is worth working for.

8 . I also pointed out in our conversation that at the time of the Consisto rythere will be Diplomats from other Countries in Rome to receive the newly
appointed Cardinals and to speak to the Holy See for their respective Coun-
tries, and the full Corps Diplomatique wi ll be in St-Peter's Basilica to witness
the elevation of thirty-two new Cardinals for nineteen different Countries . Theplace of Canada will be cmpty l when the Minister of China will be there,
from a pagan nation. That will be unsavoury for us .

You have mentioned that there is no time before the Consisto ry to estab-lish Relations with the Holy See and to send a Diplomat to Rome . But may
I make a suggestion? There is still plenty of time to commission Ambassador
Vanier of Paris to go to Rome and act officially for Canada in this most
impo rtant circumstance . I am sure that such an initiative would be highly
appreciated by the Holy See, by our two Cardinals in Rome and by a llCanada.

Believe me etc.
FR. PIE-M. GAUDRAULT

DEA/7951-4 0

MéMoranduin du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieure s
Memorandtun by Utrdcr-Secretary of State for External Affairs

[Ottawa,] Janua ry 24, 1946
PROPOSED SPECIAL DIPLOMATIC REPRESENTATION TO THE VATICA N

This step would pave the way for successful negotiations betwcen Canada
and the Holy See for exchange of Diplomats in a near future .

At the meeting of the Cabinet on January 24th, the Prime Minister men-tioned a suggestion which had been made for the appointment of a special
Canadian representative to attend the forthcoming public consistory at Romefor the elevation of the newly appointcd Cardinals.

It was agreed that no action be taken at present for diplomatic representa-
tion to the Holy Scc.
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VENEZUELA 

44. W.L.M.K./Vol. 333 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au Premier ministre 

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Prime Minister 

(Ottawa,]  April 29, 1946 

In the course of conversation this moming, the Venezuelan Consul Gen-
eral, Mr. Pocaterra, spoke again about his Govemment's desire to establish 
direct diplomatie relations with Canada. I had promised him a letter which 
he could transmit to his Government, explaining the difficulties in the way of 
our taking early action, and I went over with him in conversation the points 
which such a letter would cover. 

He said that his Government would welcome an arrangement under which 
we could designate one man as Minister to both Colombia and Venezuela, 
and possibly also to Ecuador. The three countries were very closely associ-
ated in a number of fields. Specifically, they had recently agreed on a joint 
programme for developing a single merchant marine for the three countries, 
and they are negotiating commercial treaties looking to the ultimate achieve-
ment of a customs union between them. A number of other countries had 
established a single diplomatic representative to all three, and had found thc, 
arrangement worked quite satisfactorily. 'Their capitals were now only an 
hour apart by air and if Charg6s d'Affaires could be maintained in the capi-
tals at which the Minister was not present, he thought questions of national 
susceptibility would be satisfied. 

N. A. MOBERTSON] 

45. W.L.M.K./Vol. 333 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au Premier ministre 

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External A flairs 
to Prime Minister 

[Ottawa,] July 8, 1946 

DIPLOMATIC RELATIONS WITII VENEZUELA 

Pressure for exchange of diplomatie missions with Venezuela, or at lcast for 
our consent to receive a Venezuelan representative in Ottawa, has reaclicd a 
point at which it seems essential to make some reply to Venezuela. The 
difficulty has of course been in detaching the case of Venezuela from that of 
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several other countries which wish to exchange representatives with Canada. 
I attach a memorandum of June 15 from Wrong,' which was not forwarded 
to you at the time it was drawn up; it outlines the various proposals for 
exchange of missions and makes certain suggestions as to dealing with them 
provisionally. 

Since Wrong's memorandum was prepared a telegram of July 3 to you, of 
which I enclose a translation,t has come in from the Acting Foreign Minister 
of Venezuela; reminders have also been received from Dominions Office (tel. 
108 of June 20) t and the High Commissioner's Office in London (tel. 1515 
of July 8).t 

The British Ambassador at Caracas, Sir George Ogilvie-Forbes, who has 
always shown a particularly friendly spirit towards Canada, reports that 
there is danger of Canadian economic interests in Venezuela being harmed 
if we are unable to meet the desire of the Venezuelan Government at least 
in part. 

I attach for your consideration a reply to the Acting Foreign Minister's 
telegram to you, along the lines suggested by Wrong.= If you approve this, we 
can inform the Dominions Office and the Venezuelan Consul-General, who 
originally raised the question with us. You will note Wrong's view that 
Colombia and Uruguay must receive  the  same treatment as Venezuela. 

N. A. R[OBERTSON] 

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

• Projet de télégramme du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
à l'ambassadeur de Grande-Bretagne au Venezuela 

Draft Telegrant from Secretary of State for External A ffairs 
to Ambassador of Great Britain in Venezuela 

TELEGRAM 	 Ottawa, July 8, 1946 

Your telegram No. 718 of June 18,t proposal for exchange of diplomatic 
missions between Canada and Venezuela. Prime Minister on July 3 received 
from Carlos Morales, Acting Foreign Minister of Venezuela, a telegramt 
renewing proposal to accredit a diplomatic mission to Canada and assuring 
him of a welcome for a Canadian mission in Venezuela. I should appreciate 
it if you would convey to the Acting Foreign Minister the following reply 
from the Prime Minister. Begins: 

I appreciate your kindness in telegraphing me on July 3 renewing the 
Proposal originally made through the Venezuelan Consul-General in Mon- 

:Voir le document 13. 	 'See Document 1 3 . 
filéinLao  ndote : suivante était &rite sur ce 	'The following note was written on the 

memorandum: 
Message sent with revisions made by P.M., July 14. 
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the establishment in Canada of a diplomatic miss
irnoâ Co~s

1$ on fromtreal for
and assuring me of a welcome for a Canadian dip

o

Venezuela. ossible to send an earlier reply to
I regret very much that it has not been p the Govern.ment of

~e proposal with which we have been ~one â âtiVes ~vith Venezuela has

Venezuela. Tha possibility of exchangmg P

much in min.d, but it bas not beea possiblentof CanadianercP~e
been -very ~e `Vhole question of expansio
without also considering resent seven countries representcd by min-
sentation abroad. There are at p et been possible to appoint Canadian
isters ia Ottawa in which it has not y

tives• twelve or more other countries have expr of dth~ n°roPosals
representa ~
an early exchange of missions tivith Canadaé ~é ~e Canadian Govcrnment
must be considered together. At ~e s~suitable ersonnel for the manning
has experienced great dif5culty i.n finding p

' sions
. It may be mentioned that between 1940 ~nud,ssions ab o d,of new mis to establish 16 new Canad.~a n

of 1946, it became necessarY pFUticipation in thc Unite
besides reopening

.three in liberated territory .
tions, and in numerous confcrcnces

Nations, in other rnternational or~ ~ drain on expcrienccd pcrsonnel :

on special subjects has been a further heavy d tem rarily +to fill senior pos~
Moreover, a number of Canad~ ~ ô= ati ~ome ~ â° `V~ duty have already

in the diplomatic service ab ~Vious occupado~ •
returned or will soon retura to their p ossible for

In view of these circumstanccs, it would not belII ~d~until t has been
Canada to open a diplomatic mission ui ve Î~ ~1 appointments to a

ro ess in makins p . ~~ions in Ottawa,possible to make some p~. r~entl m~ntainiag
number at least of the coun~~ , p Y ointV of view of the Canadian
it would be mûch mo~e r convenient from ~the P ht be

nt if the opening of a Venezuclan mi'ssi~n to uld thcn bc in aGovernme
delayed for a short time . The Çt~Ad~~ GOVe~C° ~e nppointmcnt of
better position to reccive ~ a mission` from V h et~~l Canadian Govcrnment

which it .would}~,cordially welcom~l, ô ô~unity to reciprocate .
would wish to avail itself of un e Y Pp . of m hi 1cst considera-
: I take the opportunity` to assure Your Exccllcncyda• ~nds .~• ~ pntne Ministcr of Can a
:ion . W. L. Mackenzie ng, L••



CHAPITRE II/CHAPTER II 

RÈGLEMENT DE LA PAIX EN EUROPE 

PEACE SETTLEMENT IN EUROPE 

PARTIE 1 / PART 1 

CONFÉRENCE DE PAIX DE PARIS 

PARIS PEACE CONFERENCE 
46. 	 DEA/7-DF 

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
à l'ambassadeur en France 

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs to Ambassador in France 

TOP SECRET 	 Ottawa, February 6, 1946 
Dear General Vanier, 

You will be interested in the most recent development in our enquiries and 
suggestions about the procedure for the various stages of the Peace Confer-
ence. As you know, the decisions reached by the Council of Foreign Ministers 
and by the meeting of Foreign Ministers in Moscow in December have never 
made quite clear the exact relations between the various stages of peace 
making. 

When the French Government was invited to endorse  the  procedure pro-
posed for the negotiation of the treaties, that Government questioned the 
provisionS:relating to the participation by the countries invited to the Peace 
Conference in the actual drafting of the documents. The French pointed out 
that the Conference would apparently only consider and make recommenda-
tions concerning the drafts of the treaties, and that decisions on those recom-
mendations would be, in fact, taken by the countries responsible for the 
conclusion of the final drafts. They requested assurances that the work of the 
larger Conference would be fully taken into account, and that the tentative 
procedure should be interpreted in a generous manner. 

Before making a reply to the French Government the United Kingdom 
Government put before the United States a preliminary statement of its views 

î en procedure. Discussions at thc Paris Conference should be as thorough as 
î possible, and its results should be given serious consideration in relation to 

the final texts. Their definite proposal  vas  that thc final texts might be agreed 
uPen by all the countries represented at the Paris Conference before that 
Conference dissolved. The answer to the French enquiry, however, as agreed 
tiPon between the Unite,d States and the Unitcd Kingdom, while giving an 
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assurance of fu ll consideration to the recommendatiodnosof the Paris Confer-

ence, did not go as far as the tentative United Kingdom p P

o

We, therefore, felt it desirable to seek a clarifica tion of this point from the

Dominions Office and in a telegram t expressed ~~~`~ that for discussion
advantages would derive from a procedure wlu

between all parties concerned of the various points arising at the Conference ;

and that this would be a more effective procedure than later considera tion by

the Council of Foreign Ministers of whatever individual recommendations

might arise from the Conference. Finally we enqui ~d~ on
cd above,~left

of the Dominions Office, the agreed reply to Paris ,

room for consideration of this point.
We have now been informed by the United Kingdom Government tha

t
ro-

they agree with our views that there would be great advantages
ûP bfore

a
Pthe

cedure by which the final texts of the treatie s

May Conference should dissolve. On the particular point of our enquiry they

hold the view that the reply to the French Government does leave room for

further consideration of such an arrangement. They add that informal dis-

cussion suggests that the United States authori ties are sympathetic towards

this suggestion .
It would be helpful if you would take some convenient oppo rtunity of an

informal conversation of this ques tion with the French authori ties . I feel that

much would be gained by avoiding a break between the large Purelyr
Paris and the completion of the texts by the Great Powers . iformal

recommendations on paper by the former would necessarily be less effectiv
e

than discussion.
Yours sincerely,

N. A. ROIIERTSON

DEA/7-DF47.
Mémorandum du chef, la premiére direction politique

Memorandum by Head, First Political Divisio n

SECRET [Ottawa,] March 19, 19 4 6

MEMORANDUM ON PEACE TREATIES WITH ITALY

AND THE BALKAN SATELLITE STATE S

The Canadian delegation to the Paris Peace Conference will in duc courseare some
have to receive instruc tions from the Government. The following

ft ope~e
general considera tions regarding Canada's relationship to some
principal problems involved . The detailed commentary on the d

~ well
treaties, which has been prepared in the Department, is now p rett5

advanced towards comple tion, although it will require review b ih~ctreat i
can

be put into final form . The economic and financial aspects of

have not yet been dealt with owing to pressure of work in the Economic
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Division. It is thought that when Mr. LePan returns to Ottawa he might be
able to do some work on this aspect of the treaties . He is already well ac-
quainted with the background of the subject .

It is obviously not possible to forecast with any certainty the circumstances
in which the Peace Conference will meet in Paris . There are several al-
ternative possibilities . The members of the Council of Foreign Ministers
who are preparing the various drafts may reach pretty thorough agreement
before the Conference meets . In that case it is possible that they will bring
forward draft treaties on which they have reached agreement after arduous
negotiations and which they will not wish to see changed in any essential
points. Alternatively they may not be able to reach any agreement at all
on the most important matters involved, in which case either the Conference
may not meet at all, or it may become, like the Security Council in London,
a forum for debate and dissension over fundamental issues involving the
Great Powers . Perhaps the most probable development, if the Conference is
to meet at all, is that hurried last moment agreement may be secured between
the U.S.S .R., the United Kingdom, and the United States on the general
solution of the major questions at issue . Such an agreement might well, how-
ever, leave over a number of questions still unsettled for discussion at the
Conference .

The procedure to be followed at the Conference has not yet been laid down
in any detail . No doubt there will be plena ry sessions of the whole Con-
ference, and the draft treaties will then be submitted to committees for de-
tailed discussions . We have no information as to the order in which the
treaties will be considered (although it seems likely that the Italian treaty
will be begun first) . After the treaties have been considered as drafts by the
Conference, they will be submitted to the members of the Council of Foreign
Ministers involved in the respective treaties for final consideration . It is not
Yet known whether this consideration will take place during the course of
the Conference, or whether it will represent a separate stage and will takeplace after the Conference is over. Nor is it yet known at what stage it is
intended that the cx-cncmy powcrs shall be given a hearing. As the United
Kingdom authorities have pointed out, this can hardly be done until sub-stantial agreement has been arrived at among the victorious powers .

From the Canadian point of view the Italian treaty is by far the mostimportant. We are definitely interested in the economic rehabilitation of Italy

the 6ghting in Italy . We have cont ributed to military relief for the Italian

and herrestoration to a place among the trading nations . We cont ributed to

people. We shall have a point of view to express and good grounds for ex-Pressing it. One general view will, no doubt, be that Italy must not be cripple dby excessive reparations which will prcvent the restoration of her economyI and Produce unstable political conditions .
While we have no detailed views on Italy's frontiers, we shall presumabl ysupport the general line agreed by the United Kingdom and the United States
overuments with regard to Trieste and the Tyrol .
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The problem of the future of Italy's colonies is one in which we are not 
directly involved but in which we cannot fail to take an active interest, first, 
because it is an outstanding issue of world politics, and secondly, because it 
may have very important effects on relations among Commonwealth coun-
tries, and on relations between the British Commonwealth and the United 
States, and, of course, on the whole problem of the relations of the western 
powers with the Soviet Union. It has been suggested that the Chiefs of Staff 
might be asked to prepare an appreciation for the use of the Canadian dele-
gation to the Peace Conference of the effect on the sécurity of Canada of 
the various alternative proposals for the disposal of the Italian Empire. In 
this connection it will be recalled that at the meeting of Commonwealth 
representatives to consider the future of the Italian colonies, which took place 
in London on the 15th February, 1946, Mr. Bevin said that he thought an 
appreciation should be prepared at once on the interests of the British Com-
monwealth and also of the United States in the Mediterranean area. He said 
that he would put this in hand at once in the Foreign Office, which would be 
assisted by the Dominions Office and the Colonial Office. This appreciation 
would include the strategic issues which were arising in connection with the 
Egyptian treaty. We have had no further word of progress made in preparing 
this appreciation, which would be of interest to the Chiefs of Staff in con-
nection with their own military appreciation of the position as it affects 
Canada. Mr. Massey might perhaps be asked to make an enquiry of the 
Dominions Office as to the stage which has now been reached by the United 

-Kingdom authorities in preparing their appreciation. 
The South African Government have, of course, a particularly direct interest 

in the future of the Italian colonial empire. The attitude of South Africa is 
that Russia has not, in the words of General Smuts, "a vestige of a claim" 
to a foothold in Africa. The South African Government are nervous lest at 
'a meeting of the Great Powers prior to the Paris Peace Conference, agree-
ment  should be reached over the disposal of the Italian colonies without 
eouth Africa having any voice in the decision. It would appear that as a 
matter of principle South Africa should be accorded a full opportunity to 
share in the decision as to the fate of the Italian colonies. If her claims for 
participation were ignored, this would represent a big power decision taken 
without consulting a power of middle size whose interests would be directly • 
.affected. 

In any case the South African delegation to the Peace Conference, which 
will be headed by General Smuts, will, no doubt, appeal to Canada for sup-
port in questions affecting the future of the Italian colonial empire. The 
members of the South African delegation to the General Assembly have 
already spoken to members of our delegation about their anxieties and have 
expressed the hope that they will have Canadian support. 
• The Government of the United States have suggested the plan of col-
lective trusteeship for the Italian colonies. This plan is opposed by the 
United Kingdom Government, although Mr. Bevin gave his reluctant se 
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'port to it at the Council of Foreign Ministers in London. At a meeting of 
 the Commonwealth representatives on February 15th in London the repre-

sentatives of the United Kingdom, Australia, New Zealand, and South Africa 
were all in agreement that an attempt should be made to persuade the United 
States . Government to recede from the plan of a four power trusteeship. There 
is, therefore, a difference of view between the United States and rnost 
of the Commonwealth countries as to the best method of disposing of the 
Italian Empire. The Canadian position in this matter will, therefore, have to 
be closely considered. 

So long as the Conference is dealing with Italian problems, the Canadian 
delegation may be in a position to make some solid and useful contributions 
to the discussions, and it should be possible to draft instructions for the 
delegation with regard to the peace treaty with Italy which would take into 
account genuine, if long term, Canadian interests. Our position with regard 
to the treaties with Roumania, Hungary and Bulgaria is different. We have 
•little or no real Canadian interest, economic, strategic, or political, in these 
.areas. We have only formally been at war with the countries concerned. 
We are totally lacking in experience in dealing with Balkan questions and 
in expert advisers who are acquainted, at first hand, with the complex issues 
involved. 

. Our position will not be rendered easier by the fact that it is impossible 
to feel much admiration or enthusiasm for the policies which the British, 
Americans and Russians have been pursuing in the Balkans since the termi-
nation of hostilities. So far as the Anglo-Saxon powers are concerned, they 
have placed great public emphasis on the necessity for maintaining demo-
cratic institutions and civil liberties in these countries. Yet it is common know-
ledge that democracy and civil liberties, as we understand them, have never 
ekisted in Rouinania and Bulgaria. The case of Hungary is somewhat dif-
férent. Hungary is one of the oldest parliamentary democracies. What has 
been lacking there (as in many western democracies) has been economic 
and social democracy. But in Bulgaria and Roumania rule by a small clique 
,of politicians and army officers, rigged elections, police interference with 
iindividual.liberty, brutality towards .  political opponents have been traditionaL 
,They have operated behind the facade of parliamentary democracy..It would 
. indeed be optimistic to imagine that within a few months of a war in which 
•.all these countries have been involved, and in conditions of economic dis-
location and semi-mvolutionary disorder, it would be possible to install 
, Western democratic institutions which these peoples have never been able to 
.develop in the most prosperous and stable periods in their history. 
• If ignorance is partly responsible for the blunders of Anglo-American 
policy in the Balkans, inconsistency and vacillation have also been prominent 
features. In this respect the Americans are more to blame than the British. 
Washington has blown hot and cold over Balkan questions. The events of 
August, 
policy. 

1945, in Bucharest arc a good example of this dangerous and foolish 
The American representative in Bucharest encouraged the harassed 
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King Michael and certain Roumanian politicians of the old Liberal and

Peasant Parties to hope for more American support than would ever be fo rth-

coming. Hence King Michael's attempt to rid himself of the Groza Govern-

ment . But when it came to a showdown, neither the B ritish nor the Ame ri -

cans could take any effec tive ac tion to support the King's ini tiative. It is both

cruel and unwise to encourage Roumanian and Bulgarian po liticians to oppose
the regimes in power in their respective countries unless they can be given

substantial and consistent suppo rt .

The B ritish have been more responsible in dealing with Balkan ques tions

than the Americans, but the policies which they have pursued have hardly

raised their pres tige in Balkan countries. The fundamental need of these coun-

tries is political stabili ty, a heightened standard of living, and a cessation of
the interminable wars which have desolated the Balkan Peninsula ever since

Turkish rule was withdrawn . It is quite probable that the best chance of
achieving these objects is some sort of a Balkan federation. However, given

existing condi tions, such a federation could only come into existence under

Russian auspices . A Balkan federation under Russian auspices would represent
such an important increase of Soviet strength in an area so close to vital
British interests that it can only be regarded with the greatest apprehension

by any British Gove rnment . This is quite understandable, but it leaves the
B ritish open to the accusation that their interest in Balkan affairs is purely
selfish and will not cont ribute to stability in this region. That is a ve ry difû-

cult accusation to rebut .

Soviet policy in the Balkans has been both ruthless and self-seeking . The

Soviet Government have not been content to sec friendly governments in-

stalled in Bucharest, Sofia and Belgrade. They have exercised pressure to
keep the key posts in these governments for those who arc serving the interests

of Moscow before those of their native lands . I le large Soviet armics in the

Balkans are a standing threat to all parties who are not subservient to Soviet
policy.

The Russians, however, have at least the advantage of knowing the
Balkans. While their policies are determined by Soviet interests rather than

by the interests of the count ries concerned, there are occasions when these may

coincide. One should not close one's mind to the possibility that the regime
which has been set up in Bulgaria is more suited to the present condition of
that country than a return to party gove rnment . The Russians are gcnuinely

'friendly to the Bulgarians, to whom they are attached by tradition, race and
' religion . Bulgaria has normally been under the influence either of Gcrmany

or of Russia . Her governments have never acted in rlecordancc with :Xcste rn
democratic practices . It may be that a strong autho ritarian government. which

includes many` of those patriotic elements which contributed to ridding these

countriesof the Nazis, is more suited to Bulgaria and perhaps to Yu p oslavia

at the present time than parliamentary democracy on the western pattern .

. Certainly the efforts of the Soviet Union to improve relations bctwccn 13 ul-

garia and Yugoslavia are to the mutuel advantage of both count ri cs .
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On the other hand, Soviet policy in Roumania has shown complete dis-
regard for the wishes and interests of the Roumanian population. Ruthless 
economic exploitation of Roumania has gone hand in hand with political 
oppression. A violent and unscrupulous puppet govenunent has been installed 
in Bucharest. There are no traditional bonds of race or friendship to attach 
the Roumanians to the Soviet Union. On the Russian side there is oppression 
and contempt for the oppressed; on the Roumanian side there is a mixture of 
fear and cunning acquired in dealing with the conqueror under centuries of 
Turkish rule. In Hungary the situation is different again. The recent elections 
which returned the Small-Holders Party to power and the rebuff to the 
Hungarian Communist Party which those elections registered Will, no doubt, 
cause dissatisfaction in Moscow. The Soviet Government are making vigorous 
and so far successful attempts to gain control of Hungary's national economy. 
It may be that before the Peace Conference meets pressure will be exerted in 
Budapest in order to change the composition of the Hungarian Govenunent 
in a direction more favourable to the Soviet Union. 

At the Paris Peace Conference it is unlikely that the future of the Balkan 
satellite states will be decided with primary reference to the interests of these 
countries themselves. Balkan questions are only one aspect of the clash of 
interests between the Soviet Union and the western powers which is going on 
all over the world. The Canadian delegation may find themselves in the posi-
tion of giving support to any line of policy on which the United States and 
United Kingdom Governments are able to agree for the future of the Balkans. 
Without any direct interests of our own involved, we shall not wish to take 
any action which would embarrass the British and Americans in their hand ling 
of these difficult questions. The inter-connection between Balkan affairs and 
the whole position of the British in the Middle and Near East and the fact 
that the maintenance of that position is an essential bulwark against unlimited 

, Soviet expansion may make it necessary for the Canadian delegation to give 
general support to British and American policies. 

1 On the other hand, the Canadian delegation will not wish to gain the 

1  reputation of lining up mechanically with the United Kingdom and the 
United States on every Balkan issue involved without the exercise of inde-
pendent judgment of our own, all the more so as British and American 
policies in the Balkans have not been particularly constructive. The Cana-
dian delegation in Paris may, therefore, wish to hold a watching brief when 
Balkan questions arc under discussion and to avoid taking a fonvard position 
in opposing Soviet policy in this arca. 

It is apparent that the Canadian delegation will have to steer a careful 

1  course at the Paris Conference. Our main interest will be in the Italian 
treaty, but we shall, no doubt, find ourselves concerned in all the major 

i questions before the Conference, and unless prior agreement has been 
reached between the Soviet Union, the United States and the United King- 

i
' dm, we may well find ourselves part of an Anglo-Saxon team in a tussle of 

Power politics extending over the Balkan Peninsula and the Mediterranean 
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areas . The Balkan aspect is the one which interests us least directly, and when
it is ûrider discussion the Canadian delegation should play a discreet, minor,
and, it is to be hoped, self-respecting role

.l [C. S . A.] R[ITCHIE ]

48.
DEA/7-L

Mémorandum de la première direction politique2
Memorandum by First Political Division2

[Ottawa,] March 25, 1946

MINUTE ON TELEGRAMS NO . D. 272 OF MARCH 23RD AND D. 145

AND D. 146 OF MARCH 16TH FROM DOt61 INIONS OFFICE-

REVISION OF ITALIAN ARMISTIC E

The attached telegrams D. 272 of March 23rd,t D. 145 and D . 146 of

March 16th,t from the Dominions Office report the latest United Kingdom
views on the United States proposals regarding the revision of the Italian

armistice . The question arises as to whether it is desirable for us to make
any comment to the United Kingdom Gove rnment at this stage.

Previous developments are summarized in a memorandum t on the top of

the attached file .

The following apparently is the present position :

A) UNITED KINGDOM ATTITUD E

1 . It is best to concentrate on the conclusion of the peace treaty at the

earliest possible date ;
2. To advance proposals for revising the armistice at the present time

would encourage Soviet Government to delay consideration of the peace treaty .
3 . According to the United States proposals the armistice terms would be

revised by agreement with the Italian Gove rnment without consultation or

concurrence of the other United Nations. The four Powers would act In the

interests of the other United Nations" . This might vitiate the atmosphere of

the Peace Conference:

'La' note suivante d tait ârlta sur ca 'The fotloaring note was writtcn on the

mémoti idum: mcmorandum;

Mr . Ritchie.
My monomania is an American Book--spt:Cd1► retonrcrxion-maintcnancc of full

employment i n the US-Bretton Woods Fxport•Import Bank opctations plus parallcl

policies here-with effective action to reduce tariffs etc. in crcditor countric 5 --«i1c

do more for political stability In Italy-and the marginal statcs than the W itcs t

political arrangements produced in Parls. Those countries dcapcratcly nccd Fpods

of all kinïls- if we an supply them In chea p abundance and help % xi tcrn I:l" rc

togct- in shapa to pa,y, for what i t +rrtrnts we can out pull the USSR in thc rcat

.tug of war.-1n theso day s of scoxdtl► -thc Ideological polls peshapa batancc out-

but this Bgbbitt betieves-aïc can swing them over primardy by economic mc sures .

R(oatixtsa N l
-- De G. Ignatiefl . # Dy G. Ignatïcff.
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B) UNITED STATES ATTITUDE 

1. The attitude of the United States Government as expressed by the 
United States Chargé d'Affaires to the Soviet Government is that the con-
clusion of a peace treaty with Italy cannot be expected before June. 

2. That in view of the delay it is desirable that the Allies should support 
democratic elements in Italy in their efforts to establish a democratic state. 

3. The abolition of obsolete restrictions which have already been relaxed 
in practice would not affect United Nations claims against Italy. 

4. The United States proposals for a revision of Armistice terms are not 
to be regarded as a provisional peace. 

C) U.S.S.R. ATTITUDE 

1. The Soviet Government have taken the line that they are not opposed in 
principle to revision of armistice regime and favour measures which in one 
degree or another might relieve Italian position. However, they regard ques-
tion as having lost pertinence in view of the forthcoming peace conference. 
They are however ready to consider United States proposals. 
COMMENT 

WhileIt is obviously in the Canadian interest that every effort should be 
bent on the conclusion of the peace treaty with Italy as early as possible to 
encourage the rehabilitation of that country, it does not seem desirable or 
necessary for us to comment on the United States proposals for a revision of 
the Italian armistice terms. I have in mind the following considerations: 

(a) that Canada was not a signatory of the  armistice terms; 
(b) thé difference of view on the issue is mainly between the United 

Kingdom and United States Governments; 
(c) in view of the slow progress made by the Deputies in drafting the 

I peace treaty, it seems almost certain that the conclusion of the peace settle- 
! ment with Italy will now be postponed. There seems good ground, therefore, 
I f 	, 	• 1  or  the  attitude adopted by the United States Government. On the other 

hand, it is likely that if or when a revision of the Italian armistice terms is 
published, it svill have an unsettling effect on Italy. It will confirm the 

! impression that the Allies arc being dilatory in making a peace settlement 
! with Italy.' 

ILa 	. note stuvante était êcrite sur ce 	'The following note was written on the 
',mémorandum: 	 memorandum: 

1  susPect that U.S. urgency is not as disinterested as it appears. This is an 
election year. The main point on which we might comment is that made in para 3 

Dez , i -don't want the U.K., however, to tell U.S. that Canada objects to 
reision without prior consultation, and therefore  fo  be uscd as an argument for 
uroPPing the proposes. Let us, therefore, keep quiet. 

II. VaRONGI 	26/3/46 
I agree. 	RionotrsoN) 	4/4/46 
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49. DEA/7-DF

Mémorandum de la première direction politiquel au Premier ministre

Memorandum from First Political Division' to Prime Minister

SECRET [Ottawaj April 13, 194 6

THE PARIS CONFERENCE

There is still uncertainty over the date on which the Conference is to
assemble.

The work of the Deputies on the preparation of the draft treaties has
been proceeding ve ry slowly and it now seems almost certain that agreed

drafts will not be available by April 15th, the date formerly contemplated for

the submission of the texts by the Deputies, for forwarding to the Gove rn-

ments which are to participate in the Paris Conference .

In recent weeks, Mr . Byrnes has been pressing Mr. Bevin to agree that

a meeting of Foreign Ministers should be held as soon as possible with a

view to accelerating the work of the Deputies . It was the United Kin g dom

view that it would be better not to proceed with plans for a meeting of the

Council of Foreign Ministers, until the difficulties existing in relations with
the Soviet Union over Iran, had been diminished in the meeting of the

Security Council .
As soon as difficulties had been eased in the Secu rity Council, by the

resolution adopted on April 4th, Mr. Bevin agreed to Mr. Byrnes taking

the initiative in proposing a meeting in Paris on Ap ri l 25th of the Foreign

Ministers of the United States, United Kingdom, U .S .S .R. and France. All
the four Governments have now agreed to this meeting.

It may be assumed that one of the main purposes of this meeting is to

complete the preparation of the draft treaties . It is difficult, hoWCver, to

foretell the effect the meeting of the Foreign Ministers will have on the

timetable for the Conference. Both the United Kingdom and United States

Governments have said publicly that they think the Paris Conference should

open on May 1st, the date prescribed in the Communique issued after the

meeting of Foreign Ministers in Moscow last December.
The Russians, on the other hand, hold the view that agreement must

first he reached on the draft treaties . It is possible, however, they miot

agree on a date, on the understanding that the Conference will be given
the uncompleted drafts of the deputies, and alternative drafts may be

presented to the Conference on the principal controversiAl points . So far th e

French Government has favoured May lst as the date for the Conference,
However, the French elections are due to take place on June 2nd, and if

the date is to be postponed much after May 1st, the French Gov crnment

may urge a fu rther postponement until after their clcctions.

'De G . Ignatieti. 813y G . tgnatjelt .
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As regards the timetable, therefore, it may be assumed that the Paris 
Conference will not take place on May 1st unless agreement is reached 
between the four Powers prior to « their meeting on April 25th. This seems 
unlikely. On the other hand it is possible that the Conference may be 
convened sometime in May, notwithstanding the French elections. 

Our Embassy in Paris has informed us that the officials in Paris respon-
sible for the procedural arrangements have worked out a plan for presentation 
to the deputies in London. It is proposed that the Full Conference will be 
asked to designate four main Committees on—Political, Economic and 
Financial, Military and Territorial questions. These Committees will be 
further broken down into appropriate Sub-Committees. It is expected that 
since the Conference will be seeking to negotiate a set of peace treaties in 
precise and ratifiable form, most of the work will be done in these Com-
mittees, and there will be few plenary sessions, probably only at the 
beginning and at the end of the Conference. 

According to the terms of the Moscow Agreement, the following countries 
will be represented:—Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United Kingdom, 
United States of America, China, France, Australia, Belgium, Byelo-Russian 
Soviet Socialist Republic, Brazil, Canada, Czechoslovakia, Ethiopia, Gree,ce, 
India, The Netherlands, New Zealand, Nonvay, Poland, Union of South 
Africa, Yugoslavia and Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic. 

It is expected that most delegations will bc headed by their Foreign 
Ministers. 

The French believe that the ex-enemy states may be invited to send delega-
tions to Paris, headed by their Foreign Ministers, and they may be called 
upon to present their views in the course of the Conference. 

It is possible that if agreement is not reached on all controversial points in 
the Council of Foreign Ministers before the Conference, the Ministers may 
continue their meeting during the Conference and after agreement is reached 
on  controversial points, these points will then be referred to the Full Con-
ference. In any case after the Full Conference has made its recommendations, 
the Council of Foreign Ministers will have to meet again, under  the terrils of 
the Moscow communiqué, to agree on the final treaties in the light of the 
recotrunendations of the Full Conference. It is hoped that the signature of the 
five treaties will take place in Paris at the conclusion of the Conference. 

As the main work of the Conference will consist of drafting the  treaty texts, 
I it e be necessary for us to have a sufficient staff to enable us to participate 
effectively in the Committee work. I am told that the Foreign Office contcm- 

I plate sending ten of their own officials, and in addition three or four economic 
land financial advisers, and one officer from each of the three services. Per- 

 delegation on the advisory level might consist of seven or eight. 
4 In anticipation of this Conference, work has been in hand in the Depart- 
,Inent in the preparation of a commentary intended to provide the Canadian 
Idelegation with the background of the problems with which it will be called 
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atement of

upon to deal at the Conference. This commentary limted
facts, which include historical background, - mat ia l

office telegrams and also report
s fromovedslthesebh~have stated .elt gs

nized Canadian interests seem to be invol ,
hoped to,have this commentary complete in the next week or

v of the
_ The role of the Canadian delegation, as also that of the delegation s

other 21 countries at the Conference, apart from the four sponsoring
tonexam ning

wi ll be limited,-under the terms of the Moscow con Q of t
h andrecommending altera tions in the drafts prepar dyb d~eutie

sull Cone
Foreign Ministers . You wi ll recall that the drafts produced by
ference will still be subject to revision in the final drafting stage by the

Council of Foreign Ministers .

the principal frontier settlements will be based on a series
detailed

Because
p decisions, the cOmmentary provides the necessary information for the

delegation
. I am assuming, however, that the delegation's interests in th

e frontier settlements will be more general than particular, h~âCt r
directed

Ou ~ dirrds
the main objec tive of securing settle ne Such durable

e as the economic andt
interests are more~ clearly involved question

s financial provisions of the Italian peace treaty and th
to

disposal
provide the lnec~es-

Colonial Empire. Here again the commentaryç~ is intended however,
still remains

sary facts . Our attitude to these co We are preparing
to be set down for the guidance of the Canadian delegation .

the main points
some draft suggestions for your later cons

at issue .

il

B.C./Vol. 93
50.

r Mémorandum du Sous-coaniti mixte de planifcation
du Comitc,; des chefs d'état-major

Memorandum by Joint Planning Sub-Comnsittee of Chiefs of Staff Co»> ► »ittee

[Ottawa,] Apr i l I s, 19 4 6

APP'RECtATiON RE DISPOSAL OP
ITALIAN COLONIES

APPENDICE S

A. Excerpt from the Charter of the United Nations, rcfcrring to the trustee-

ship system .t
B. Map of Northern Africa, including Mediterranean Area . I

AIM
1 . The ~ ob'eet of this paper is to examine the possible effect on the, sec ~nce

of Canada of the various proposals to be discussed at the Peace
th ctui litat7'

in Paris for dealing with the former Italian Colonies, and to stress
$igni ficanCe Of their disposition. "
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PROPOSALS 

2. The colonies concerned are Libya (Tripolitania and Cyrenaica), Eritrea, 
Italian Somaliland, the Dodecanese Islands, the Pelagian Islands, and Pantel-
leria—see Appendix B. The various possible courses of action comprise: 

(a) the return of the colonies to Italy; their incorporation in the domain of 
adjacent small states, e.g., Eritrea to Ethiopia, Dodecanese to Greece; or their 
recognition as independent states. 

(b) their disposition under the terms of international trusteeship either: 
(i) directly under the United Nations Organization, or 
(ii) under one or more individual states which would act as administer-

ing authorities. 
Terms of trusteeship are given in Appendix A. The colonies may be dealt with 
uniformly under one of the above proposals, or individually under two or 
more of them. 
ASSUMPTIONS 

3. 
(a) The United Nations Organiz.ation has yet to prove its ability to main-

tain peace, and no nation can at present rely solely on the efforts of that body 
to preserve its national security. 

(b) The control of strategic areas, therefore, becomes a matter of prime 
importance in relation to the likely alignment of the great powers in a future 
war. 

(c) With the defeat of the Axis the only possibility of world war in the 
near future lies in a conflict between Russia on the one hand, and Great 
Britain and/or the United States on the other, together with their respective 
allies. 

STRATEGIC CONSIDERATIONS 

4. In the past the Mediterranean and Red Seas have been a vital line 
of communications. between Great Britain and its possessions in Asia; and 
a direct route between the former and its oil supplies in the Middle East. 
\Vorld War II, however, proved that this highway could not be rendered 
safe by sea-power alone; and strategic emphasis has tended to shift from 
tile Mediterranean itself to the North African coastal region. Moreover, 
this area lies between Russia and the West and would therefore be of great 
importance to both sides in any future conflict. Any foothold Russia might 
obtain in North Africa would strengthen its position and could serve as a 
base from which it might threaten the whole arca including the West African 
Atlantic seaboard. In this connection it is pointed out that by the terms of 
international trusteeship (Appendix A—Article 84) an administering 
authori ty  has legal right to develop the military potential of a trust territory. 

5 . 

 
If  an unfriendly power should secure control of North and West Africa 

the effect on the security of Canada would be twofold because: 
(a) the American continent can be directly menaced from West Africa; 
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(b) any weakening of the strategic position of Great Britain or the
United States has an indirect bearing on Canada's defence .

6. For convenience it is desirable to examine the strategic implications
of these statements in two parts .

PART I

DIRECT IMPLICATIONS FOR CANAD A

7 . In the hands of an unfriendly power the West Coast of Africa can be
used to :

(a) menace shipping on the South Atlantic, and in Canadian and United
States coastal waters .

(b) bring United States and Canadian harbours, and industrial centres on
the Atlantic seaboard, within foreseeable sustained air attacks, and possible

guided missile attacks .
(c) increase the opportunity of ship-borne aircraft (launched from carri ers

and submarines) to develop spasmodic hit and run attacks on the American
continent .

(d) mate rially increase the threat to the Panama Canal .

(e) increase the possibi li ty of gaining and maintaining a foothold on the
South Ame rican continent as a base for further operations.

8 . Conversely, if the West Coast of Africa were accessible to or under the
control of friendly powers the strategic advantages would be as follows :

(a) Reduction of the threat to Atlantic shipping, and protection of the sea

routes to Africa and the East via the Cape of Good Hope ; an important lin e

of communication should the Mediterranean become untenable .

(b) Denial of the Straits of Gibraltar to enemy shipping from the Mediter-
ranean .

(c) Increased abili ty to develop an economic shipping blockade .

(d) Maintenance of air bases and protection of air routes to the Middle
East.

(e) Provision of bases for the mounting and development of operations
against enemy-held territory in the Middle East or in Europe .

(f ) Africa is more than ever essential as a counter- balance should Spain,

Portugal, the West Coast of France, and Southe rn Europe be in unfriendly
hands .
PART II

UNITED KINGDOM AND UNITED STATES INTERESTS
IN MEDITERRANEAN AFRICA AND MIDDLE EAST

9 . Until the United Nations organization proves itself, Canada cannot
ignore the indirect protection afforded by Great Britain and the United Stat eS
and therefore, anything that affects the vital inte rests of these two powcrs has
a bearing on Canadian security.
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10. Major U.K. and U.S. interests in the Mediterranean, Africa and 
Middle East are as follows: 

(a) Oil resources (a requirement common to U.S. and U.K.). It has been 
estimated by the U.K. Ministry of Fuel and Power that in a further combined 
U.S./U.K. war effort, (1955-60) their annual oil supply without Middle East 
production would fall short of a total requirement of 365 million tons by 
53 million tons. 

(b) Protection of sea route through the Mediterranean, the loss of which, 
apart from strategic considerations, places an additional strain on shipping 
resources. 

(c) Protection of air bases and communications to the Middle East, India 
and Far East for: 

(i) Reinforcement of all types of aircraft by air. 
(ii) Movement by air of troops and supplies. 

(d) The Middle East is considered as possibly the most suitable area to base 
the U.K. Imperial Strategic Reserves. 

11. To counteract the possible threat of extension by Russia in this area, 
it is of importance: 

(a) to increase the depth of the defensive system as far as possible about 
the areas of greatest strategic interest; 
• (b) to exercise sufficient control over North Africa so that it can be held 
against a Russian land attack. This is important in order to effect: 

(i) provision of bases and sufficient room to mount offensive action, 
and to support forces, in. Persian. area; 

(ii) denial of the Suez Canal to Russia; 
(iii) protection of air bases in Africa from which efforts can be made 

to deny Middle East oil resources to Russia; 
(iv) protection of air routes across Africa; 
(v) defenc.e in depth of areas of greatest strategic importance and for 

ultimate protection of West Africa; 
(vi) denial of the Mediterranean itself to Russia and conversely to 

permit its use by those opposing her. 

ITALIAN COLONIES 

12. Specific military implications of the colonies, apart from the general 
strategic considerations discussed above, are as follows: 

Dodecanese 

To protect the Mediterranean communications and to enable assistance to 
Greece and Turkey, bases are desirable in these islands, particularly in 
Rhodes. 
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Trip°Mania 
If Tripolitania is demilitarized and returned to Italy it is desirable to ob-

tain the right to use and develop the airfield at Tripoli as a staging point on 
the route to the East. 

Cyrenaica 

Naval and air bases in the Benghazi area are of considerable importance in 
respect to security of Mediterranean communications. 

Eritrea and Italian Somaliland 
These possessions have little military value on the positive side but would 

offer a serious threat if allowed to develop as bases of an unfriendly power. 

Pantellaria and Pelagians 
Offer no positive advantage but could be definite nuisance in unfriendly 

bands. 

CONCLUSION 

. 13. For the purposes of this appreciation the disposition of Italian Colonies 
has been considered solely in terms of the strategic requirements of the great 
powers concerned; and no consideration has been given to the most equitable 
solution from the point of view of the colonies themselves. 

14. While it is realized that in the interests of the United Nations Organiza-
tion concessions may have to be made to Russia, it is considered that each 
such concession will weaken the strategic position of the United States and 
Great Britain by forcing them to take neutralizing measures. Moreover, the 
spread of Soviet influence and discord can of itself render more difficult the 
task of maintaining peace in thii area. 

15. It is of great strategic importance to Canada as well as to the United 
Kingdom and United* States that the USSR be prevented from establishing 
bases astride the vital Mediterranean-Red Sea line of communications or on 
the African mainland, therefore: 

(a) Of the various proposals' for the disposition of the Italian Colonies, 
exclusive Trusteeship by the USSR (particularly in the CaSC of Tripolitania) 
is least compatible with United Kingdom, United States and Canadian stra-
tegic interests. 

(b) A UNO Trusteeship of these Colonies which includes Russia as an 
active participant may tend to the expansion of Russian influence in the 
Middle East to the detriment of world security; this solution should be looked 
upon with reserve, at least until the UNO has proved its effectiveness. A UNO 
Trusteeship would, however, be preferable to an exclusive Russian Trustee-
ship. 

(c) Alternatives which are considered prekrable to (a) and (b) would be: 
(1) the return of the Colonies to Italy 

82 
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(ii) recognition of the Colonies as independent states
(iii) incorporation of the Colonies with, or under the administering

authority of adjacent small powers not likely to come under the domination
of the USSR .

(d) The most desirable of the various proposals would be the designation
of the United Kingdom and United States, either jointly or separately, as
administering authorities . It is felt that every encouragement should be given
to the United States to assume responsibility in this area since the United
Kingdom could not hold it against Russia without United States assistance .

Si. DEA/21-G

Procès-verbal d'une réunion

Minutes of a Meeting

SECRET [Ottawa,J Apri l 19, 1946

Record of a meeting held in Room 275, East Block, on Wednesday ,
April 17th, to discuss the economic aspects of the proposed peace treaty with
Italy .

Present were :
Mr. Ritchie
Mr. Glazcb rook
Mr. Rei d
Mr. Pierce
Mr. Ignaticfï
Mr. Soward
Mr. Audctt

c Mr. LcPun
Miss MacCallum
Mr. Warren.

Mr. Ritchie opened the meeting and explained that the members present
would be called together from time to time in order to consider what position
the Canadian delegation to the forthcoming Paris Conference might adopt
regardin g some of the main issues which it is envisaged may be under dis-
cussion at that time. Any recommendations as to policy reached by the group
would then be submitted to the Under-Secreta ry for his comment .

As °Mr. LePan was shortly leaving for England, it was agreed that the
meeting should discuss the economic aspects of the peace treaty with Italy, on
which lVir : LePan had prepared a paper' for inclusion in the Commenta ry forthe guiddnce of the Canadian delegation .

It was pointed out that there were four main points on which it was neces-
sary to ascertain Canadian policy before the time of the Paris Conference .

"Voir le document suivant. 'Sec folloaing document .
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(I) What is to be the Canadian position regarding the incorporation of 
commercial and financial clauses in the Italian peace treaty, including the 
question of Italian shipping and Italian civil aviation? 

(2) 'What is to be the Canadian position regarding the payment of repara-
tions by Italy? 

(3) What is to be the Canadian position regarding Italian indebtedness for 
Canadian military relief? 

(4) What is to be the Canadian position with regard to the Allied Military 
Lire Account? 

COMMERCIAL AND FINANCIAL CLAUSES 

Mr. LePan explained that there were four proposals which might be con-
sidered. Firstly, the suggestion advanced by the Department of Trade and 
Commerce that a clause might be included in the treaty which would oblige 
Italy, on invitation, to join such organizations as the proposed International 
Trade Organization, International Monetary Fund, International Bank, etc. 

This plan was rejected by the meeting on the grounds that it would mean 
compelling Italy to join organizations of which certain of the powers, i.e., 
Russia, and in the case of the Bretton Woods institutions, Australia and New 
Zealand, were not members. 

The British proposal which would oblige Italy to extend unilatera lly to all 
the United Nations for a period of five years most-favoured-nation treatment 
as far as duties were conce rned, was then considered. It was the feeling of the 
meeting that this suggestion was open to the criticism that import and ex-
change controls are more effective ways of discrimination than tariffs and that 
these weapons would still be available to Italy under this proposed system. 
The inclusion of a most-favoured-nation clause could also be criticized in 
that, in so far as Italy would be obliged to extend this treatment unilaterally, 
it would be contrary to the spirit of wide international cooperation in matters 
of trade and finance. Mr. Pierce expressed the view that the United Kingdom 
proposal was not as restrictive as it appeared since the agreement would only 
be valid for five years after which time Italian freedom of action would be 
restored. 

It was observed that the Soviet Union might take the position that no com-
mercial or financial clauses should be included in the treaty, and the meeting 
agreed that action of this nature by the U.S.S.R. should be resisted, as it 
would leave the way open for conclusion by the U.S.S.R. of bilateral agree-
ments with Italy which would tend to bring that country within the Soviet 
sphere of influence. 

The United States proposal for the inclusion in the peace treaty with Italy 
of a general clause requiring Italian participation in international action for 
the expansion of trade, reduction of trade barriers, elimination of restrictive 
business practices, and the solution of international problems in the field of 
raw materials, was felt by the meeting to most clearly coincide with Canadian 
interest in this question. It was agreed that a wide formula should be sought 
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which would permit Italian participation in international organizations, if
and when it is agreed by the interested United Nations that Italy should be-
come a member, and in the meantime, guarantee Italian cooperation to the
fullest possible extent in all international action in these fields . It was agreed
that the exact wording of the American proposals should be studied in order
to ascertain whether it would meet possible Russian objections to compelling
the Italian Government to participate in organizations of which the U .S .S .R.is not a member.

S HI PPING AND CIVIL AVIATION

On the question of the inclusion in the peace treaty of clauses regarding
shipping and civil aviation, it was pointed out that present British proposals
envisage that the Italian Government would not be permitted to subsidize
the production of shipping or aircraft industries and that, therefore, the im-
po rtance of Italian shipping and civil aviation in the international fi eldwould be negligible if these proposals were incorporated in the trea ty . The
meeting was, however, of the opinion that in the case of civil aviation the
Italians should be obliged under a sim ilar wide formula to that adopted for
the financial clauses to participate and cooperate in agreed inte rnational ac-tion. It was agreed that we should explore whatever means could be devised
to make pre-war Italian restrictive practices impossible in the future ; it was
recognized, however, that in view of the fact that there is no inte rnationalauthori ty for shipping, it was impractical to suggest the inclusion in the treaty
of a clause similar to that proposed for Italian civil aviation.
REPARATIONS

Mr. LePan briefly reviewed the proposals of the U .S .S .R., United Kingdomand United States with regard to reparations from Italy. The U.S .S .R., he
stated, held the view that Italy should be compelled to pay reparations in
kind to the value of at least $300,000,000, to be divided between th eYugoslavia, Albania and Greece . U.S.S.R . ,

It is understood that the United States position is that the Italian economy
is not sufficiently strong to allow of the payment of reparations, and that any
suchpayment of reparations would indirectly be a charge on Allied relief toItaly. For this reason it is believed that the United States authorities willtake the position that no reparations should be exacted from Italy

. It is the opinion of the United Kingdom and France thatthe principle ofItaly's obligation to pay reparations should be recognized, but thatpit isdoubtful whether Italy can in fact pay reparations without such pa mentsbeco~ng a charge on Allied relief to Italy. yThe view was expressed that the approach to the problem of the aboveâ entioned powe rs was in some respects unrealistic in that it was not knownthe Present time whether or not Italy has in fact a capacity to pay re ara-tions, It was felt that in spite of Italy's co-bclligerency reparations in kind
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would seem to be no objection to the scheme in equity since the bulk of Allied 
Military lire paid out to Canadian troops was issued after Italy had become 
a co-belligerent. 

52. 	 DEA/7-DF 

Mémorandum du deuxième secrétaire, 1  le haut commissariat 
en Grande-Bretagne 

Memorandum by Second Secretary,' High Commission in Great Britain 

SECRET 	 [Ottawa,] May 3, 1946 
MEMORANDUM ON THE ECONOMIC ASPECTS 

OF THE PEACE TREATY WITH ITALY 
A study of the economic aspects of the proposed peace settlement with 

Italy has indicated that there are three main questions in which Canada has 
an appreciable interest. They are: 

(i) What is to be the Canadian position regarding the incorporation of 
commercial and financial clauses in the Italian peace treaty, including the 
question of. Italian shipping and Italian civil aviation? 

(ii) What is to be the Canadian position regarding the payment of repara-
tions by Italy? 

(iii) What is to be the Canadian position regarding Italian indebtedness 
for Canadian military relief. 

These issues, which it is envisaged, will be discussed at the forthcoming 
Paris Conference, have been considered in the light of the various proposals 
for their solution which have been advanced by the Governments of the 
United Kingdom, the United States of America, and the U.S.S.R., and the 
following is the position which, it is suggested, might be taken by the Cana-
dian delegation in the deliberations at the Paris Conference. 

(1) COMMERCIAL AND FINANCIAL CLAUSES 
In the interests of multilateral international trade, the Canadian delegation 

sbuld support the inclusion in the peace treaty with Italy of a clause which 
would secure Italian participation in international action for the expansion of 
trade, the reduction of trade barriers, the elimination of restrictive business 
practices, and the solution of international problems in the field of raw mate-
rials. This is in line with the general policy advocated by the United States 
Government in this field. 

"the question of civil aviation, the  Canadian delegation support the 
inclusion in the peace treaty of a wide formula similar to that proposed for 

'D. V, Lepan. 
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the financial and commercial clauses, which would obligate Italy to cooperate 
and participate in agreed international action. 

In view of the fact that at the present time there is no international authority 
for shipping, it seems unlikely that any clauses will be included in the peace 
treaty along the lines proposed above for civil aviation. However, the Cana-
dian delegation should support any proposal which would make pre-war 
Italian restrictive shipping practices impossible in the future. 

(2) REPARATIONS AND MILITARY RELIEF 

The question of reparations from Italy and payment by Italy for military 
relief supplied by Canada, in co-operation with the United ICingdom and 
United States, are so inter-related that they are considered in this memoran-
dum together. The proposals of the Great Powers with regard to reparations 
from Italy differ substantially. The U.S.S.R. has taken the position that repa-
rations up to the value of $300,000,000 should be exacted from Italy to be 
shared by the U.S.S.R. with Yugoslavia, Albania and Greece. The United 
States, on the other hand, believe that it is not possible for Italy to pay 
reparations, unless such payments are to become a charge, in fact, on Allied 
relief. The Canadian delegation might be well advised to reserve its right in 
principle to reparations from Italy, until a survey of the Italian economy is 
made which would indicate 1.vhether or not Italy is in fact in a position to pay 
reparations, without such payments either becoming a charge on Allied relief, 
or permanently retarding the economic recovery of Italy. 

If it is found after such a survey that Italy has a surplus of plant and 
equipment, particularly in war potential and heavy metal industries, considera-
tion might then be given to some once-for-all deliveries to countries such as 

Yugoslavia, Albania, Greece, Abyssinia, which have suffered directly from 
Italian aggression. It is recognized that the payment of reparations in this 

category to these countries would be dependent on the waiving of the claims 
of the Great Powers to reparation in that form. 

As regards current production, the Canadian delegation might support the 
Potsdam formula that the first charge should be made for the payment of 
essential imports. For the purpose of this formula, the Canadian position 
should be that military relief from the date of the Italian invasion should be 
considered an essential import. Consideration might, however, be given to 
déferring the repayment of Canadian military relief until such time as the 
Italian balance of payments indicates that this debt could bc quidated ithout 
undue strain on the Italian economy. 

When payment for essential imports including military relief, has been met, 

w 

any surplus of current production might then be applied to  the  payment of 
general reparations to those countries which have not agreed to waive their  
claims. 

Canada should maintain its right to dispose of Italian assets held bY the 
Canadian Custodian. 
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Apart from the question of claiming general reparations from Italy, the
Canadian delegation should take the position that any pre-war Canadian
property or legal rights and interests in Italy should be restored, in their con-
dition at the outbreak of war. If such restoration is found impossible, full
compensation should be made by the Italian Government in United States
dollars or other acceptable currency .

53 . DEA/7-DF

Mémorandum de la premiare direction politique au sous-secrétaire d'État
ati.r Affaires extérieures et au sous-secrétaire dt tat associé

aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandcun f rom First Political Division to Under-Secreta ry of State
for External Affairs and to Associate Under-Secretary of State

for Exteriral Affairs
[Ottawa,] May 4, 1946

PREPARATION FOR THE PARIS CONFERENC E

The possibi li ty of a general conference of twenty-one countries taking place
in~ the near future to deal with peace treaties with Italy and the minor Euro-
pean enemy states, as originally planned, seems to be receding in the face of
the evident failure of the Foreign Ministers to compose their differences on the
main outstanding issues . However, we have continued with our own prepara-tions.

Th e comment ary is almost completed and a copy will be given to you next
week. A group consisting of Messrs . Ritchie, Glazebrook, Reid, Pierce,-S0wazd, Audette, Warren, Miss MacCallum and myself have been meeting
toconsider what attitude the Canadian delegation might adopt on some of the
issues whi ch a re of more direct concern to Canada . Attached is a memoran-
dum which summarizes the conclusions reached in a discussion of LePan's
paPer on the economic and financial clauses in the peace treaty with Italy,-which he prepared for the commentary.

At a meetingof the group last Wednesday the va rious proposals with regard
to the dispos al of the Italian Colonies were discussed . Miss MacCallum hasprepared a paper t for the commenta ry which was the basis of discussion. Thegroup thought that there was a strong note of unreality in its discussion in
the light of the proceedings in the Council of Foreign Ministers in Pa ris .
There was Some 'doubt as to whether we could develop any useful views herewhen the propasals keep changing, and in any case our interest was of such ageneral nature. It was agreed, however, that the main conclusions of the dis-
cussion shouldbc summa rized in a b rief paper, to which would be attached amilitary apprec iation on the question prepared by the Chiefs of Staff .
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It would be helpful if you would indicate what further. studies you think it 
would be useful to make in relation to the peace treaties. At present we have 
the main facts summarized in the commentary, but few ideas on the subject. 1  

G. I[GNATIEFF] 

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ ENCLOSURE] 

Mémorandum de la première direction politiques 

Memorandum by First Political Division 2  

SECRET 	 • 	 [Ottawa,] May 11, 1946, [sic] 

CANADIAN POLICY IN RELATION TO THE ECONOMIC ASPECTS 

OF THE PEACE TREATY WITH ITALY 

Assuming it is agreed that it is in Canada's interest to contribute to a set 
of arrangements in the Italian settlement which would give maximum oppor-
tunity to Italy to be an independent, self-sustaining country, co-operating in 
free association with the countries of the west, there are certain things that 
Canada, acting with - the United States and the countries of the Common-
wealth, can do to further this aim. These include the following: 

(a) the weight of the present and future international indebtedness of Italy 
'arising from reparatiàn and war debts should be reduced to a minimum. This 
Would Involve  •  

(i) thé 'foregàing of reparations on inter-goVernmental açcount. This 
" would not, however, exempt Italy from settling individual debts, corn-
- • - mercial and.priVate, or restitution of Allied property in Italy or payment 

of compensation in default, possibly out of Italian external assets. 
(ii) waiving or suggesting a moratorium - on the payment of the Italian 

'.debt foi- relief supplies. Canada's share amonnts to $28,000,000. 
' . (b) Consideration might be given to the grakting of eXport credits tO Italy 
't6.meet the imMediate 'Italian -requirements  for certain ra* materials, includ- 

fOod; This ho'WeVer, raisei thé question  of -1,vhether it iÉ possible for 
téziiiada té cons.  ider:at this tiine, for -politiCal conSiderationS, giving outright 

• ' 	 . 

-export credits' tà Italy. In érder to  have  any nioral effect hi •  Italy, some 
publicity presumably would be required in eanting the credits. On the other 
band the Department of Trade and Coinmérce suggested Using for•  this pur- 

1  La note suivànte était écrite sur ce 	1  The following note was written on the 
,m6morandum: 	• • 	. 	 memorandum: 

, 	I doubt whether there is much profit in our seeking to work out solutions. What 
is most likely to happen is that we shall be asked whether we can Uccept proposals 

' . (or choose between alternative proposals) prepared by the four Foreign Ministers. 
We need, in order to  do this promptly, the data in the commentary and an affirmation 

•- of direct Canadian interests., The, main value of the preparatory work may be for 
use before the Paris Conference (if it occurs) rather than at it. 

H. W(Romo] 4/6/46 
'De  G. Ignatieff. ' ° ° 	° 	 2  By G. Ignatieff. 
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.pose the Allied Military Lire account. Canadian expenditure of Allied Mili-

.tary lire amounted to $11,469,216 . If the Italian Government is to be reim-
-bursed with foreign exchange equivalent to this amount used by the Canadian
troops in Italy, it has been suggested that perhaps $3,000,000 might be used
to finance immediate Canadian exports to Italy . We could not assume, how-
ever, if this method were adopted that there would be much response on the
part of the Italian Government to this gesture. Moreover, if either measure
were adopted it would be necessary to ensure that such credits or loans should
not be used directly or indirectly - for the purpose of reparation payments to
other countries .

(c) It would be necessary to support proposals for a settlement of the fron-
tiers of Metropolitan Italy (the Colonial question is dealt with in a separate
memorandum), which would leave the maximum essential natural resources
to Italy consistent with the satisfaction of Justifiable claims on ethnôgraphic
grounds of neighbouring United Nations . In this connection, the bauxite and
coal deposits located in the disputed area of Istria are particularly relevant .

(d) The inclusion of terms in the peace treaty should be advocated to
facilitate or at least enable Italy to enter into multilateral arrangements with
the,countries of the West, with regard to international trade, monetary policy,
civil aviation, shipping, and in general to co-operate with the social and
economic agencies of the United Nations .

If the above general propositions are acceptable, as being in accord with
Canadian interests, and thereforè to be advocated in the peace conference,
it is proposed that an inter-Departmental meeting should be called to discuss
these questions . It is prôposed that aniong those present at the meeting should
be the Deputy Ministers of Tradè ând'Commerce, Finance, and the Governor
of the Bank of Canada .

54. W.L.M.K./Vol. 369

Mémorandum du chef, la première direction politique ,
' '' -- , au sous-secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires extérieures

Mentorandum from Head, First Political Division,
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

[Ottawa,] July 9, 194 6
Count Cossato, the Italian representative, called on me on July 6th to

present the attached le ttert addressed to the Prime Minister, together with
the enclosuret which consists of a note sent by the Ita lian Foreign Minister
to the Foreign Ministers of the United States, the United Kingdom, the
U.S .S .R., and France, regarding- the Italo-Yugoslav frontier and Trieste.

Count Cossato asked whether it* would be possible for the Prime Minister
to grant him an interview before his departure to attend the Paris Conference .
He said -that he fully appreciated that the Prime Minister would not wish to
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enter into the details of the territorial settlement between Italy and Yugoslavia. 
He said he knew, however, Mr. King's interest in arriving at a just and per-
manent peace settlement, and he hoped, therefore, that the Prime Minister 
might feel able to say something on behalf of Italy, perhaps in private con-
versation with the British and American delegations. In particular, the Italian 
Government desired that their case over Trieste should be heard at the Peace 
Conference, together, of course, with the Yugoslav case, and that an Italian 
representative should be admitted to the Conference for this purpose. He 
hoped that Mr. King on the grounds of justice would support this proposal. 

Count Cossato said that the peace terms, as they seem to be emerging from 
the Council of Foreign Ministers at Paris, would come as a blow to Italy. The 
Italian referendum on the monarchy had been conducted in a most orderly 
manner; the new Italian republic was just finding its feet; and the people of 
Italy were beginning to build for the future. He feared that a harsh peace 
treaty which ignored the part which Italy had played as a co-belligerent 
would come as a great shock to his people and might have an unsettling 
effect in Italy. The Communists would make propaganda to the effect that the 
United States and the United Kingdom had abandoned Italy. Not only was 
Trieste being taken from Italy, but large areas of Western Istria populated by 
Italians were being turned over to Yugoslavia. Italy was being asked to sign 
away her colonies. Italy was being asked to pay reparations to the Soviet 
Union. The Italian Communists would argue that these decisions proved that 
the Soviet Union would have been a better and more powerful friend upon 
which to rely than the western powers. 

•I said that the good sense of the Italian people could surely be relied upon 
not to fall a victim to propaganda of this kind. 

Count Cossato said that he would like to be able to report to Rome as to 
whether the Prime Minister would be good enough to grant him an audience. 
I assured him that he would receive a reply on this point. 

55. 	 DEA/21-G 

Mémorandum de la troisième direction politique 

• Memorandum by Third Political Division 

[Ottawa,] July 10, 1946 
In Mr. Ritchie's absence Mr. Pero Cabric, Chargé d'Affaires ad interim of 

the Yugoslav Legation here, paid me a visit this afternoon and stayed for 
over an hour. 

The purpose of his visit was to enquire "informally" as to the probable line 
which the Canadian delegation to the Paris Peace Conference would take on 
some of the more contentious Italo-Yugoslav frontier problems. In particular, 
as might be expected, he was anxious to find out our views on Trieste. He 

92 
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put forward the argument that Canada and Yugoslavia should present what
he kept referring to as a "united democratic front". Canada should, he felt,
support her wartime ally in her claims against Italy .

I naturally did not offer any comment on his observations nor did I indi-
cate what line our views on Trieste were, or were likely to be . I made it plain
that I was not competent to comment and that I could only tell him in broad
terms that it was in Canada's general interest to seek a settlement in the
Mediterranean Basin which would assure a long period of peace . Generally,
I adopted the tactic of letting him talk himself out, only interrupting the flow
of words to spur him on or to direct him into new paths of thought, though
preferably away from the points upon which he was seeking clarification . His
peroration took him back to the invasion of his country by the Goths, Visi-
goths and the Vandals, and went through the various centuries up to the
present time.

He seemed to think that the Yugoslav Foreign Minister, Mr. Simic, would
be certain to attend the Peace Conference, although he had obviously not been
informed in this respect .

In passing I learned that Mr. Cabric was born in Zara Dalmatia, that his
father was a University professor . He himself attended university in Graz and

Vienna . He has a sister still living in Yugoslavia .
J . S[TARNES ]

56. DEA/7-DF

L'ambassadeur de France au Premier ministre

Ambassador of France Io Prime Ministe r

Ottawa, le 10 juillet 1946

Monsieur le Premier ministre ,
Mon Gouvernement m'a chargé de vous transmettre la communication

suivante :
Le Conseil des Ministres des Affaires Étrangères a reçu la mission urgente

et importante de préparer les traités de paix avec l'Italie, la . Roumanie, la
Bulgarie, la Hongrie et la Finlande aux fins de soumission aux Nations Unies .
La procédure selon laquelle seront établis les traités de paix a été déterminée
comme il suit dans le texte final de la Conférence des Ministres des Affaires
Étrangères des États-Unis d'Amérique, du Royaume-Uni et de l'URSS, réunie
à Moscou du 16 au 26 décembre 1945, texte aux dispositions duquel les
Gouvernements français et chinois ont adhéré :

«1 . Seuls prendront part à l'élaboration par le Conseil des Ministres des
Affaires Étrangères des traités de paix avec l'Italie, la Roumanie, la Bulgarie,
la Hongrie et la Finlande les membres du Conseil qui, aux termes de l'accord
conclu à Berlin et instituant le Conseil des Ministres des Affaires Étrangères,
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sont signataires des conditions de reddition ou considérés comme tels, à 
moins que le Conseil ne décide conformément à l'accord de Berlin, d'inviter 
d'autres membres du Conseil à participer à cette élaboration pour des ques-
tions les intéressant directement. Il en résulte: 

(a) que les clauses du traité de paix avec l'Italie seront préparées par les 
Ministres des Affaires Étrangères du Royaume-Uni, des États-Unis d'Améri-
que, de l'URSS et de la France; 

(b) que les clauses des traités de paix avec la Roumanie, la Bulgarie et la 
Hongrie seront préparées par 'les Ministres de l'URSS, des Etats-Unis 
d'Amérique et du Royaume-Uni; 

(c) que les clauses du traité de paix avec la Finlande seront préparées par 
les Ministres de l'URSS et du Royaume-Uni; 

«Les suppléants des Ministres des Affaires Étrangères reprendront immé-
diatement leurs travaux à Londres sur la base des accords intervenus au sujet 
des questions qui ont été examinées au cours de la première session plénière 
du Conseil des Ministres des Affaires Étrangères à Londres. 

t2. Quand la préparation de tous les projets de traités sera achevée, le Con-
seil des Ministres des Affaires Étrangères convoquera une conférence chargée 
d'examiner les traités de paix  •  avec l'Italie, la Roumanie, la Bulgarie, la 
Hongrie et la Finlande. La Conférence sera composée des cinq membres du 
Conseil des Ministres des Affaires Étrangères ainsi que de tous les membres 
des Nations Unies qui ont effectivement fait la guerre avec des forces mili-
taires s importantes contre les États ennemis d'Europe, c'est-à-dire de l'URSS, 
du Royaume-Uni, des Etats-Unis d'Amérique, de la Chine, de la France, 'dé 
l'Australie, de la Belgique, de la Russie blanche, du Brésil, du Canada, de 
l'Éthiopie, de la Grèce, de l'Inde, de la Nouvelle-Zélande, de la Norvège, 
des Pays-Bas, de la Pologne, de la Tchécoslovaquie, de l'Union de l'Afrique 
du Sud, de l'Ukraine et.cle la Yougoslavie. La Conférence se réunira au plus 
tard le l er  Mai 1946. .. 

«3.Lorsque la Conférence aura terminé ses travaux et en tenant compte de 
ses recommandations, les États signataires des conditions d'armistice avec 
l'Italie, la Roumanie, la Bulgarie, la Hongrie et la Finlande (la France devant 
être considérée comme l'un d'eux en ce qui concerne le traité de paix avec 
l'Italie) rédigeront les textes définitifs des traités de paix. 

«4.Les textes définitifs des différents traités ainsi rédigés seront signés par 
les représentants des États représentés à la Conférence qui sont en guerre avec 
les États ennemis en question. Les textes des différents traités seront alors 
soumis aux autres Nations Unies qui sont en guerre avec les États ennemis 
en question. 

«5. Les traités de paix entreront en vigueur immédiatement après leur 
ratification par les États alliés signataires de chaque armistice, la France 
étant considérée comme telle dans le cas du traité de paix avec l'Italie. Ces 
traités devront être ratifiés par les États ennemis en cause.» 
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Le Gouvernement français, agissant au nom du Conseil des Ministres des 
Affaires Étrangères, a, conformément à la décision du Conseil en date du 
4 juillet 1946, l'honneur d'inviter le Gouvernement canadien, désigné au 
paragraphe 2 du texte précité, comme devant participer à l'examen des traités 
de paix avec l'Italie, la Roumanie, la Bulgarie, la Hongrie et la Finlande, à 
envoyer une délégation pour le représenter à la Conférence qui s'ouvrira le 
29 juillet 1946 à Paris, au Palais du Luxembourg. Les projets de traités de 
paix avec l'Italie, la Roumanie, la Bulgarie, la Hongrie et la Finlande pré-
parés par le Conseil des Ministres des Affaires Étrangères seront communi-
qués le plus tôt possible au Gouvernement canadien en vue de faciliter le 
travail de la Conférence. Des propositions concernant l'organisation et les 
règlements de la procédure recommandées à sa considération sont remises à 
l'Ambassade du Canada à Paris. 

Veuillez agréer etc. 
J. DE HAUTECLOCQUE 

B.C./Vol. 93 

Mémorandum du ministère des Affaires extérieures 

Memorandum by Department of External Affairs 

57. 

• MEMORANDUM ON THE PEACE TREATY WITH ITALY • 	 • 

CANADIAN INTEREST IN THE DISPOSAL OF THE ITALIAN COLONIES 	• • 

INTRODUCTION 

It seems unlikely that the Canadian delegation to the Paris Conference 
would diiagree with any solution of the problem of the Italian colonies which 
may prove acceptable to the Great Powers. While Canada has a general  in7 

 terest in the peaceful settlement of this question our direct concern is less 
vital than that of conntries more 'clôsely affected by the Mediterranean 
situation. 

. FINAL DECISION ON ITALIAN COLONIES DEFERRED 
2. The Four Powers have not agreed yet on the disposition of the Italian 

colonies, but have indicated that the final decision which is to be reached 
before July, 1947, or referred at that time to the General Assembly of the 
United Nations, is to be based on one of four alternatives or on a combination 
of these: (a) independence, (b) assimilation by a neighbouring country, 
(c) individual trusteeships or (d) United Nations tnisteeships. The decision 
is to take into account the wishes of the inhabitants and the views of inter-
ested powers. The former may be ascertained by commissions which the 
Deputies are authorized to send to any or all of the territories. British pledges 
to the Senussi are to be borne in mind. The Arab League has claime,d the 
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right to be represented on any international organization which may be sent
to investigate the wishes of the inhabitants of Libya.

3 . The United Kingdom Government takes the view that active belligerents
should be consulted on the disposition of the Italian colonies before the Gen-
eral Assembly is consulted, and is, therefore, inclined to attach some impor-
tance to views which may be expressed by delegates attending the Paris Peace
Conference. It will be proposed by the Four Powers at the Conference that
Italy should be required in the treaty simply to renounce its colonies rather
than to cede them to any designated group of powers . Meanwhile the Deputies
are continuing to study the various proposals offered by the four Foreign
Ministers during the May meeting of the Council in Paris .

PARIS MEETING OF FOREIGN MINISTERS, MAY, 194 6

4. These showed a marked divergence . The delegate of the U.S .S .R. sug-
gested that each of the Italian colonies might be placed under a ten-year joint
international trusteeship, exercised in each case by two states-one of the
major Allies and Italy. In addition, the Soviet representative proposed that an
advisory committee of five might be set up for each colony, composed of one
representative of each of the three powers not exercising the trusteeship and
two representatives of the local inhabitants . In this connection the Soviet
delegate advanced the claim of the U .S .S .R. for the post of administrator in
the case of the proposed trusteeship for Tripolitania .

5 . The United States delegate continued to advocate a collective trusteeship
for each of the Italian colonies under the United Nations . M. Bidault re-
stated the French Government's view that Italian trusteeship for the colonies
was the only -practical solution of the problem. The Italian Prime Minister,
meanwhile, told- Mr. Bevin in confidence that his Government was prepared
to surrender all colonies to the United Nations on the understànding that the
latter would dispose of them after the wishes of the inhabitants had been
consulted.

6 . The British Foreign Minister advanced the view that Libya, comp rising
Cyrenaica and Tripolitania, should be treated as an independent state, and
that representatives of the inhabitants should be consulted as to its constitu-
tion. An amplification of the British proposals indicated that a regime was
envisaged in Libya similar to that of a Class A mandate under the League of
Nations ; i .e., one app lied to a community whose existence as an independent
nation could be provisionally recognized, subject to the rendering of ad-
ministrative advice and assistance until the territo ry was able to stand alone .
(Of this group Iraq was the most successfully administered . Here a formal
mandate was never adopted. From 1922 onward Anglo-Iraqi relations were
defined in a series of increasingly liberal treaties, the first of which stated that
B ritish advice and assistance would be provided without prejudice to Iraq's
national sovereignty .) For Italian Somali land, Mr. Bevin suggested union with
B ritish Somaliland, the Ogaden and the "rese rved areas" of Ethiopia under a

Elm
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United Kingdom trusteeship . (In June, however, this proposal was with-
drawn) . He urged that no decision be made regarding Eritrea until the views
of the Ethiopian Government had been ascertained .

7 . In later phases of the May meetings both Mr. Bevin and M. Molotov
offered new proposals . M. Molotov agreed with France that Italy should be
appointed trustee for each of the colonies, but under a ten-year time limit
in Libya. Mr. Bevin then said he would agree to an Italian trusteeship for
Tripolitania provided the United Kingdom were made trustee for an enlarged
Cyrenaica.

CANADIAN INTEREST

8 . The primary Canadian interest in the disposal of the Italian colonies is
in having the Great Powers concerned resolve their differences to the end that
peace may be concluded . For this reason, as noted above, the Canadian dele-
gation would be likely to support any solution agreed upon by the Four
Powers .

9 . The second Canadian interest with regard to the disposal of the Italian
colonies concerns military strategy in the Mediterranean in relation to the
defence of Canada. In this connection an appreciation, prepared by the Chiefs
of Staff Committee, of Canadian strategic interest in the Mediterranean is
attached .l

10 . The basis of the conclusions of the Chiefs of Staff is that it is of great
strategic importance to Canada that the U .S .S .R. be prevented from estab lish-

ing bases as tride the Mediterranean-Red Sea line of communication or on the
African mainland . In their opinion the most desirable solution of the problem
of the Italian colonies would be to designate the United Kingdom and the
United States, either jointly or separately, as the administering authority .
They oppose a United Nations collective trusteeship which would include
Russia as an active participant, since this might tend to the expansion of
Russian influence in the Middle East and in East Af rica. For this reason they
would prefer to a United Nations collective trusteeship either the return of
the colonies to Italy or their recognition as independent states or their incorpo-
ration with adjacent small powers not likely to come under the domination of
the U.S .S.R .

11 . It should be noted, however, that the Chiefs of Staff, in preparing their
appreciation, lacked precise information regarding the nature of a United
Nations collective trusteeship, and it is, therefore, probable that they over-
emphasized the degree of active participation which the Soviet Union would
have in a system of collective trusteeship for the Italian colonies . Under col-
lective trusteeship, the administrator of a colony would be appointed by the
Trusteeship Council of the United Nations and would be responsible to it . He
would in no sense be responsible to the local advisory committee on which
the Soviet Union would have one of the seven seats . On the Trusteeship
Council, to which he would be responsible, the Soviet Union would not be

'Voir le document 50. 1 See Document 50 .
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able to dictate policy since it would have no power of veto and would control 
only one or two of the eight or so votes. Objections to collective trusteeship 
are more likely to be sustained in other respects. It may prove difficult to 
finance development of territories for which no single power is individually 
responsible. Complications are not unlikely to result from the expression of 
divergent opinions on political, economic, social and educational questions 
within the territory by Councillors of different nationalities, each of whom will 
be subjected to pressure by local minority groups and possibly by outside 
interests as well. The consequence of the difficulties foreseen by various gov-
ernments would be to retard achievement of the aims set forth in Article 76 
of the Charter. 

12. The third major Canadian interest in the disposal of the Italian colonies 
is concerned with questions of strategy which arise out of the relations be-
tween the Soviet world and the Western world. The Soviet Union in its 
propaganda about the Italian colonial question will do its best to pose as the 
defender of the rights of non-European peoples against Anglo-American 
imperialism. One of the present great sources of the strategic weakness of , the 
Western world especially in the Middle East, arises out of the discontent of 
the non-European peoples, which makes it much easier for the Soviet Union 
to extend its influence in the areas concerned. In order to build up our defence 
against Soviet expansion, it is e,ssential that the Western world take away the 
initiative from the Soviet world on colonial matters and press for an early 
realization of the ideal of independence for non-self-governing peoples. This 
policy is risky, but less risky than letting the Soviet Union get away with pos-
ing as a defender  of the rights of non-European peoples and using anti-
imperalism as a wedge to divide the United States from Great Britain, The 
Netherlands and France. It is, therefore, essential that the Western powers 
propose a settlement of the Italian colonial problem which would be more 
acceptable to the native population and to the Arab bloc than the proposals 
put forward by the Soviet Union. 

13. The Arab League welcomed Mr. Bevin's suggestion that Libya's inde-
pendence should be recognized. The Secretary of the League stated that if 
this were done there would be no objection on the part of Arab countries to 
the lease of a port or the use of other facilities in Libya by British forces 
whose withdrawal from Egypt has been requested. Mr. Bevin's plan, how-
ever, did more than proide for the continued protection of British lines of 
communication and the satisfaction of fundamental considerations on which 
the Chiefs of Staff Committee based its recommendations. It also offered a 
good prospect of strengthening the influence of the democratic nations in an 
area where the former denial of independence won for the Allies indifferent 
friends during the recent war and cost them many lives and possibly months of 
difficult fighting. It is to the interest of the Commonwealth as a whole that 
any plan which may be substituted  for  Libyan independence shall ensure to 
the inhabitants without further delay the self-governing institutions of which 
they have hitherto been deprived. 
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58. DEA-FAH/40-C-1946/ lA

Extraits du commentaire pour la gouverne de la délégatio n
à la Conférence de Paris pour préparer les traités de paix

avec l'Italie, la Roumanie, la Hongrie, la Bulgarie et la Finlande

Extracts from the Commentary for the Guidance of the Delegation
to the Paris Conference to Prepare Peace Treaties

with Italy, Romania, Hungary, Bulgaria and Finlan d

July 29, 194 6

PRELIMINARY DRAFTING

[DES TRAITÉS DE PAIX/OF PEACE TREATIE9 ]

Under the terms of the Moscow communiqué the treaties with Italy,
Roumania, Hungary, Bulgaria and Finland will, in the first instance, be
drafted by the signatories of the surrender terms relating to those countries,

that is to say :

(a) the terms of the peace treaty with Italy will be drafted by the Foreign

Ministers of the United Kingdom, the United States, the U .S .S.R. and France .

(b) the terms of the peace treaties .with Roumania, Bulgaria and Hunga ry
by the Foreign Ministers of the U .S .S .R., the United States and the United
Kingdom .

(c) the terms of peace treaties with Finland by the Foreign Ministers
of the U.S.S .R. and the United Kingdom.

Canada was not . a signatory to any of the Armistice Agreements. These
armistices were regarded by the Canadian Government as military instruments
imposed upon states by the Commanders of the Allied Forces, and at the
time the Canadian Government took pains to reserve its position in relation
to • the negotiation and signature of the final peace treaties with enemy

states. [p. 21]
: . .

SIGNATURE OF THE TREATIE S

As regards the signature, it is provided "that the final texts of the respective
treaties so drawn up will be signed by the States represented at the Conference
which are at war with the enemy states in question".

Canada's position as regards the declaration of war in relation to, the
countries to be dealt with at the Peace Conference is as follows :

Canada declared war on Italy, June 10th, 1940 .

Canada declared war on Roumania, 7th December, 1941 .

Canada declared war on Hungary, 7th December, 1941 .

Canada declared war on Finland, 7th December, 1941 .
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Canada is not in a state of war with Bulgaria although certain provisions 
of the Trading with the Enemy Act were applied to commercial relations 
between Canada and Bulgaria as a result of Bulgarian association with the 
Axis. Canada, therefore, will probably not be a signatory to the Peace Treaty 
with Bulgaria, but will sign the treaties with Italy, Roumania, Hungary and 
with Finland. [p. 23 1  

CANADIAN INTERESTS 

[DANS LE RÈGLEMENT ITALIEN/IN ITALIAN SETTLEMENT] 

In general, the Canadian Govemment has shared the interest of the United 
States and the United Kingdom in encouraging the growth of stable economic 
and political conditions in Italy, and in supporting governments which sought 
to maintain contact with the democracies of Western Europe and America. 
While, follow-ing the withdrawal of Canadian forces from the Italian peninsula, 
official contact between Canada and Italy has been for the most part indirect, 
the Canadian Government has nevertheless given support to proposals, such 
as the extension of UNRRA aid, which were designed to assist in restoring 
the Italian economy. Normal contacts such as postal communications and 
parcel post facilities were restored at as early a date as possible, and the 
Trading with the Enemy Regulations were withdrawn in so far as they 
affected Italy. Steps were also taken to make it possible for Italians in Canada 
to organize relief for the assistance of their friends and relatives in Italy. 
In this respect, the policy of the Canadian authorities was altered in favour 
Of Italy many months before permission was given to establish funds for aid 
in other enemy states. 

Permission was also given for the establishment in Ottawa of an Italian 
Mission which, though it has been denied diplomatic or consular status, has 
been authorized to perform the functions of a Consulate General. Approval 
has also recently been given to the establishment of a Canadian Trade Mission 
in Italy, although there is no immediate prospect of a Canadian diplomatic 
mission being sent there. Moreover, as mentioned above, we replied to the 
Italian Representative's note of June 20th, 1946, by extending "the cordial 
good wishes of the Government of Canada to the Republic of Italy"; and 
Prime Minister King's telegram of July 6th to Signor de Nicola congratulated 
him upon his election "as Provisional President of the Italian Republic". 
[pp.-34-35] 
O. 	• 	• 

[RÉPARATIONS ITALIENNES/ITALIAN REPARATIONS] 

On the question of compensation for damage to United Nations property in 
Italy M. Molotov suggested that Italy should pay only a certain percentage 
of the compensation in view of her inability to pay reparation in full. 

M. Bidault and the United Kingdom and United States delegates adhered 
to the view that compensation should be in full. No agreement has been 
reached on this question. 
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(iv) Canadian Interests

(a) Genera l

Canada has a number of specific interests in the economic clauses of the
peace treaty and these have been outlined below. Far more important,
however, is her general interest to see that the economic provisions of the
peace treaty contribute to a set of economic arrangements which, while c lip-
ping the wings of Italian imperialism, s till make possible a decent life for the
Italian people in free association with the countries of the west . It follows
that measures to prevent the readoption of discriminatory trade practices
chime in with Canada's interest, and that, in so far as it is possible in the
peace treaty to go beyond these negative provisions and take some positive
steps to wed Italy to a multilateral system, this also would be desirable .

(b) Specific

(1) Relief. In addi tion to contributing fully and promptly to UNRRA,
Canada has provided Italy with supplies worth more than $28,000,000 as
part of a scheme of mi litary relief. This scheme was financed jointly by the
United States, the United Kingdom and Canada, and was in operation from
the first all ied landings in Sicily until July, 1945 . In theory Canadian expendi-
tures for this purpose are recoverable from the Italian Government; but it
may be doubted whether repayment can in fact be made . Indeed, the United
States Administration has recently come to the conclusion that it would be
wise to drop en tirely the claim for military relief against Italy and has been
informally urging the United Kingdom and the Canadian Governments to
adopt the same a tt itude. Apparently it is the United States view that it wi ll
be awkward for them at the peace conference to urge other coun tries to waive
their claims for general reparations from Italy if the United States is main-
taining its claim for repayment of re lief . The complete abandonment of claims
for repayment of mi litary re lief would raise difficult complications . In the
first place, there is no intention of dropping similar claims against the all ies
in Western Europe which have received military relief. Indeed, demands for
payment have recently been presented to France, Belgium, Holland, Luxem-
bourg and Norway. Secondly, if the claim against Italy were dropped either
before or during the peace conference, a valuable weapon would be sac ri ficed
which otherwise might be used to combat the demand that general reparations
should be exacted from Italy, a thesis which, in view of the present state of
the Italian economy, seems both undesirable and impracticable .

(2) Private Claims . At present the private claims against Italy which have
been registered with the Canadian Custodian amount to $5,630,720 . This
total, however, may have to be revised either up or down . On the one hand,
it should be remembered that the Custodian has not advertised for claims,
and if this is done the total may be considerably increased . On the other hand,
some of the claims which have been submitted may prove, on examination,
to be in excess of what is warranted by the facts; and in that case the total
would be reduced .
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The total of Italian assets held by the Canadian Custodian is a very 
similar figure. It now stands at $5,977,683. In one United ICingdom draft it 
has been proposed that a clause shoul4  be included in the peace treaty 
empowering those of the United Nations that wish to do so to utilize Italy's 
-assets in their territories to meet pre-war Italian indebtedness to residents 
of the country concerned. There would appear to be no reason why this 
clause should not be broadened to allow each of the United Nations to use 
Italian assets in their possession to satisfy .  any  private claims from their 
residents, whether these arose from transactions made before the war or 
from damage suffered during it. In this way Canada might be fortunate enough 
to discharge all the legitimate private claims which have been or may be 
registered out of the proceeds of the Italian external assets now held by the 
Canadian Custodian. 

(3) Allied Military Lire Account. If the Italian assets now held  in Canada 
do not prove adequate to satisfy all legitimate claims, the Custodian has 
suggested that the Allied Military Lire Account might be used for this purpose. 

During the last stages of the campaign in Sicily and throughout the Italian 
campaign, Canadian troops were paid with A llied Military Lire issued on 
the authority of the United Kingdom and United States Goveriunents. The 
equivalent in Canadian dollars of Allied Military Lire received by Canadian 
paymasters up to the 31st of December, 1945, was $11,469,216. In inter-
national law there is no obligation on the Canadian Government to consider 
this a debt owed to the Italian Government. The United Kingdom Government, 
whose account under this head.is  very large and now exceeds £32,000,000, 
has decided to maintain its rights and to refuse to make the equivalent foreign 
exchange available to the Italian Government. The United States had followed 
the opposite policy. Shortly before the last Presidential election, and perhaps 
-with an eye to the.votes of the large numbers of electors in the United States 
:of Italian extraction, Mr. Roosevelt announced  that  it had  been  decided 'to 
-reimburse  the  Italian' Government with foreign exch ange -equivalent to the 
amount of Allied Military lire used by the American  troops in Italy. The 

-United Kingdom have indicated that they intend to press for inclusion in the 
peace treaty of a clause reaffirming the obligation imposed on Italy by Article 
23 of the Armistice to furnish lire for the use of the Allied Forces in Italy. 
Even if this were done, of course, it would still be open to any of the United 
Nations to reimburse the Italian Government as a matter of grace if they 
wished to. 

The Department of Trade and Commerce has suggested that part of 
the Allied Military Lire Account, say $3,000,000, might be used to 
finance Canadian exports to Italy, since it appears certain that by no means 
all of the funds now in this account will be needed to meet the private claims 
of Canadian nationals. By following this course, the Canadian Government 
would be assuming an obligation towards Italy which is not enjoined by 
international law. It has been argued, however, that such an act of grace 

102 
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would have great advantages for Canada as well as for Italy . The Italian
Government would be - enabled to obtain some of the goods which it urgently
needs over ; and above the~ essential imports now being provided by UNRRA .
Canada, for its part, would be given an opportunity to resume exporting
.to Italy even if only on a small scale. Since there is no immediate prospect
of granting a credit to Italy, the use of the Allied Military Lire Account would
seem to provide the only available method of reopening the Italian market
to private Canadian exporters . It has also been pointed out that thé Allied
Military Lire Account is such a special case that using it to finance trade
with Italy would not necessitate the immediate consideration of alternative
methods of financing trade with Italy's neighbours . Moreover, there would
seem to be no objection to the scheme in equity since the bulk of . Allied
Military Lire paid out to Canadian troops was issued after Italy had become
a co-belligerent.

(4) Trade . Canadian trade with Italy is historically and potentially of far
greater importance than Canadian trade with any other of the four countries
with which peace treaties are to be negotiated at Paris . In 1930 Canada
exported goods to Italy to the value of $15,360,000 . During the succeeding, years this figure dropped steadily . In 1939 the 'value of Canadian exports wasonly $2,231,000. The chief reason for this decline was the Italian po licy of-self-sufficiency and of import and exchange restrictions . It is the view, how-
ever, of the Department of Trade and Commerce that the immediate pre-war
figures give no fair indication of the possibilities of permanent, =long-term
trade between the two countries .

The Chief exports during the pe riod 1930-1939 were wheat, nickel, wood
pulp, fish and fish products, çopper and _ copper products, lead pigs, asbesto"s
and asbestos sand . The Depàrtment "of Trade and Commerce believe that in
future there shouYd * be a'steady and expanding market for all these goods . Inaddition, Canadian agricultural implement manûfâcturérs consider that they
should have an excellent opportunity of obtaining for Canada •a substan tialvolume of business .

Canadian impôrts ' froni~ Itâly amôi~nted in 1930 .t6.',$5, 463,000. This fi gLire
had dropped by 1939 to' * $2;354,000 . The chief imports during that pe riodwere lemons, citron rinds in` iïrine, olives in b rine, ' nuts ; canned vegetables,Olive oil, wines, raw hides and skins, leather and its manufactures, cheese,. . . . .

.dyed or printed cotton fabrics, silk fabrics and warps, mé'rcûry, and tobacco
pipes .

The restrictions which had been imposed by the United States ; the UnitedKingdom - and Canada du ring the war on - private trade with Italy were re-moved in September 1945. As a result, United States exporters have shipped
large quan tities of electrical equipment, oil, cotton, wool and cellulose. This
trade has been financed by the dollars equivalent to the Italian Lire issued as
Pay to the United States troops in Italy, and out of the dollar proceeds of
'remittances by Italian emigrants to their families and f riends at home. Owing



to the difficulties of finance, there has been no parallel resumption of private 
trade between Canada and Italy. The Italian Government is anxious that 
means should be found to reopen this trade as quickly as possible. Recently 
the Italian Commercial Counsellor in Ottawa has indicated that Italy is now 
in a position to make a start in exporting to Canada; he has mentioned par-
ticularly raw silk and marble. In return, Italy would like a large range of 
Canadian food-stuffs. A Canadian Trade Commissioner has now taken up his 
duties in Rome and is investigating the immediate possibilities for Canadian 
exports. 

(5) Subsidiaries of Canadian Companies. Aluminium, Limited, of Mon-
treal, fully owns the three following subsidiaries in Italy: 

S.A. Mineraria Triestina (bauxite mining) 
S.A. Prodotti Chimici Nazionali (alumina producing) 
Societa dell' Alluminion Italiano (aluminium smelter). 

The bauxite mines owned by the Italian Company first named above are 
chiefly situated in the disputed area of Istria which is now under the control 
of the Yugoslav Government. 

(6) Military Surpluses. The United Içingdom has proposed that a clause 
should be included in the peace treaty whereby Italy would acknowledge her 
debt in respect of the value of surplus army stores left behind in Italy. This 
question is of negligible interest to Canada. The only Canadian military 
surpluses now left in Italy are approximately 700 vehicles. These have been 
turned over for disposal to the United Kingdom Ministry of Supply. [pp. 67- 

11 70] 

CANADIAN INTEREST 

[DANS LES RÉPARATIONS DE LA ROUMANIE/ 
IN REPARATIONS FROM ROUMANIA] 

(a) General 
Canada's general interest in the creation of a multilateral system of world 

trade would seem to indicate the desirability of any provisions in the peace 
treaty designed to establish the open door in Roumania and to prevent the 
Soviet Union from monopolizing the trade of the country. On the other hand, 
Canada's immediate interest in this question is slight since in the past its trade 
with Roumania has been negligible. For example, in 1938 imports from 
R.oumania amounted to $87,000, while the value of Canadian exports was 
$59,000. 

It may also be doubted whether any commercial clauses, however compre-
hensive and rigid, would be effective in practice in view of the obvious inten-
tion of the Soviet Union to treat Roumania as a client state, economically. 

(b) Private Claims 
At present claims which have been registered by Canadian nationals with 

the Canadian Custodian amount to $509,000. In addition, claims have been 
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registered by refugees now resident in Canada to the value of $301,000 . It

should be remembered, however, on the one hand, that the Custodian has
. not advertised for claims and, on the other, that some of the claims which
have already been registered may not be warranted . The total of Roumania's

assets held by the Custodian is $521,000. [pp . 91-92]

CANADIAN INTEREST

[DANS LES RÉPARATIONS DE LA HONGRIE/IN REPARATIONS FROM HUNGARY]

(a) General

Canada's general interest in the creation of a multilateral system of world
trade would seem to indicate the desirability of any provisions in the

- peace treaty designed to establish the open door in Hungary and to
prevent the Soviet Union from monopolizing the trade of the count ry. On

the other hand, Canada's immediate interest in this question is s light since

in the past its trade with Hunga ry has been negligible. In 1938, for example,
imports from Hungary amounted to $162,000, while the value of Canadian
exports was only $7,000 .

It may also be doubted whether any commercial clauses, however compre-
hensive and rigid, would be effective in practice in view of the obvious inten-
tion of the Soviet Union to treat Hungary as,a client state, economically .

(b) Private Claims
At present the private claims which have been registered by Canadian

nationals with the Canadian Custodian amount to $332,000 . In addition,

claims have been registered by refugees now resident in Canada to the value
of $679,000 . It should be, remembered, however, on the one hand, that the
Custodian has not advertised for claims and, on the other, that some of the
claims which have already been registered may not be warranted . The total

of Hungary's assets held by the Custodian is $1,053,000 . [pp. 109-110]

CANADIAN INTERES T

[DANS LES RÉPARATIONS DE LA BULGARIE/IN REPARATIONS FROM BULGARIA ]

(a) General
Canada's general interest in the creation of a multilateral system of world

'trade would seem to indicate the desirability of any provisions in the peace
treaty designed to establish the open door in Bulgaria and to prevent the
Soviet Union from monopolizing the trade of the country . On the other hand,
Canada's immediate interest in this question is slight since in the past its
trade with Bulgaria amounted to $15,000 while the value of Canadian ex-
ports was $33,000 .

It may also be doubted whether any commercial clauses, however com-
prehensive and rigid, would be effective in practice in view of the obvious

intention of the Soviet Union to treat Bulgaria as a client state, economically .
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(b), Private Claims

At present the private claims, which have been registered by Canadian
nationals with the Canadian Custodian amount to $192,000. It should be
remembered, however, on the one hand, that the Custodian has not adver-
tised for claims and, on the other, that some of the claims which have already
been registered may not be warranted . The total of Bulgaria's assets held by
the Custodian is $67,000 . [p . 126]

CANADIAN INTEREST

[DANS LES RÉPARATIONS DE LA FINLANDE/IN REPARATIONS FROM FINLAND]

(a) General

Canada's general interest in the creation of a multilateral system of world
trade would seem to indicate the desirability of any provisions in the peace
treaty designed to establish the open door in Finland and to prevent the Soviet
Union from monopolizing its trade.

(b) Specific

(1) Trade

Canada's . trade with Finland has always been restricted because many of
the goods which Finland has for expo rt compete with Canadian expôrtsurpluses. For example, Finland has considerable expo rt surpluses of timber,wood pulp, cellulose and paper. In 1938 Canadian imports from Finland
amounted to $98,000 ; the chief items which contributed to this total were.cheese, - wooden furniture, paper, engines and boilers, and farm implements .Exports from Canada: to Finland in the same year amounted to $578,000 ;
they consisted chiefly of wheat and flour, rubber tires and tubes, leather, and
farm implements and machinery.

. .
(2) Canadian, Plants

In 1934 the International Nickel Company of Canada, Limited, through . itsUnited Kingdom subsidia ry, the Mond Nickel Company, Limited, entered
into a long term concession agreement with the Government of Finland, as aa result of which it secured the right to mine nickel-bearing ore in the Petsamo
district of northern Finland . By 1939 Petsamon Nikke li O/Y, a Finnishcompany; wholly owned by the International Nickel Company of Canada,
Limited; through the Mond Nickel Company, Limited, had almost completed
the building of a smelter for the produc tion of nickel-copper matte. With theoutbreak of war : between Russia and Finland in that year, the project was
suspended and all Canadian and British personnel were reca lled. The Finnish
Government then took steps to b ring the project into production .

Since the mines and installations lie in that area of Finland ceded to the
.Soviet Union by the Armistice, they have now passed into the possession of
the Soviet Government . A - Protocol to, the Armistice, however, was signed in
Moscow on the .8th October, 1944, by the Canadian and United Kingdom
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Ambassadors and a representative of the Soviet Government whereby the 
Soviet Government undertook to pay $20,000,000 (United States currency) 
to the Canadian Government as full and final compensation to the Inter-
national Nickel Company of Canada and its subsidiary, the Mond Nickel 
Company, Limited. The payments were to be made in twelve semi-annual 
instalments during the ensuing six years. The first thre,e payments have 
already been received by the Canadian Government from the Soviet Govern-
ment and have been transferred to the International Nickel Company of 
Canada. The assets of Petsamon Nikkeli 0/Y in southern Finland are now 
being liquidated according to Finnish law. 

(3) Private Claims 
At present the private claims which have been registered by Canadian 

nationals with the Canadian Custodian amount to $7,782,000. It should be 
remembered, however, on the one hand, that the Custodian has not adver-
tised for daims and, on the other, that some of the daims which have already 
been registered may not be warranted. The total of Finland's assets held by 
the Custodian is $287,000. [pp. 141-142] 

59. 	 CH/Vol. 2118 

Procès-verbal de la première réunion de la délégation 
à la Conférence de paix de Paris 

Minutes of the First Meeting of the Delegation 
to the Paris Peace Conference 

[Paris,] July 29, 1946 
PRESENT: 

The Prime Minister 
. Mr. Claxton 

Mr. Robertson 
Mr. Heeney 
General Vanier 
Mr. Wilgress 
Mr. Ritchie 
Mr. Chapdelaine 
Mr. Gibson 
Mr. Rae 

1. DELEGATION MEETINGS 

It was agreed that a short meeting should be held every morning. 

2. CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS JULY 29T11  
It was reported that M. Bidault would speak at the formal opening this 

afternoon and that over the next two or three days the heads of various 
delegations would be invited to speak briefly. 
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3. PUBLICATION OF DRAFT TREATIES 

It was reported that no agreement had yet been reached among the Four 
inviting powers for publication. The United States had indicated it had no 
objection to publication; the United Kingdom had taken no decision. There 
had been considerable leakage of the actual contents of the draft treaties. 

4. POINTS TO BE RAISED AT MEETING OF 

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH DELEGATIONS 

Mr. Robertson said that there were two principal matters to be considered: 
(1) The status of the text of the draft treaties. The U.S.S.R. took the view 

that the drafts agreed upon among the Big Four were binding inter se. The 
United Kingdom felt they should be free to propose amendments themselves 
in Commission. (A situation comparable to discussion of the Dumbarton 
Oaks proposals at San Francisco). The United ICingdom delegation wanted 
to head off unpleasantness of the kind which had developed (from Dr. Evatt 
and Mr. Fraser). 

(2) The status of rules of procedure. The question was whether the Con-
ference should accept those proposals by the Big Four or should undertake 
to write its own rules of procedure. 

5. Mr. Robertson did not see much objection to the Big Four proposals 
which involved a two-thirds vote rather than a simple majority in Commission. 
There had been criticism of this two-thirds rule in the press and from certain 
smaller countries. All decisions presumably were subject to an individual veto 
of any of the inviting countries. 

6. The Prime Minister said he would think it reasonable to say that the 
Big Four were getting as close together as they possibly could in their own 
meetings and they would undoubtedly give reasons why they had reached a 
particular point. (The Big Four ought to be considered free to make any 
additional recommendations either as amendments or additions). 

7. Mr. Robertson thought this a reasonable position but said that given the 
whole Soviet attitude it was one likely to lead to real misunderstandings and 
recriminations. The U.S.S.R.'s view was that the draft texts represented the 
result of many compromises in arriving at which they had abandoned soine 
of their own demands. If for example the United ICingdom and the United 
States were to say for example, that they really thought Trieste should be 
Italian and not a free city it might break up the Conference completely. 

8. Mr. Wilgress agreed that the U.S.S.R. would feel very strongly any 
attempt to break down the "compromise basis arrived at". 

9. The Prime Minister said the United ICingdom delegation would them-
selves have to judge how far they should go and it was probably a part of their 
duty to defend the compromise basis themselves and to explain it to other 
nations. 
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10. Mr. Wilgress added that this very basis was apt to be criticized by
people like Dr. Evatt .

11 . General Vanier said the difficulty the Canadian Delegation was likely
to encounter from beginning to end was that the draft treaties represented one
indivisible pattern based on compromise . If the pattern were displaced the
whole mechanism might be thrown out of joint . There might be more re-
criminations than anything else brought to Paris to discuss these treaties and
in the end the Big Four would decide it was quite impossible to touch this
indivisible pattern without a complete breakup of the Conference .

12. The Prime Minister said this was a factor in which judgment would
have to be used in deciding. He doubted what the Canadian Delegation
could add to arguments already considered regarding treaties with Finland,
Hungary, Roumania and even Italy . Would the Canadian Delegation not be
curiously self assertive if it allowed the Conference to break up because . the .
Canadian Delegation's own views were not being met .

13 . Mr. Robertson mentioned as such a case that of the South Tyrol as
probably the one boundary frontier where Italy had the weakest case but the
one which had not been modified .

14. There was some further discussion about Soviet interests in the Con-
ference from which it appeared that discussions of political differences might
be precipitated on questions of procedure quite apart from discussions on
specific issues . The Prime Minister said that the U.S.S.R. ought themselves
to see that the "rubber stamp idea" would create tremendous resentment .
Mr. Claxton added that there would be similar resentment in the United
States and Great Britain. General Vanier added his view that quite some
days might be spent on questions of procedure and some very heated dis-
cussions might be anticipated before the substance of the treaties was reached
at all.

60 . CH/Vol. 2118

Le premier secrétaire, l'ambassade en France, au haut commissair e
par intérim en Grande-Bretagne

First Secretary, Embassy in France, to Acting High Commissioner
in Great Britain

SECRET Paris, August 13, 1946

Dear Mr. Hudd,
In reply to your letter of August 2nd,t Mr. Robertson has asked me to

send on to you copies of the Minutes prepared by Mr. Cumming-Bruce on
the first two general meetings of Commonwealth representatives at the Paris
Peace Conference .
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- In sending on to, you the attached documents it should perhaps be pointed
out that these are not the agreed Minutes, but nevertheless provide a full and
useful account of the discussions .

Yours very truly,
SAUL F . RA E

[PIÉCE JOINTE 1/ENCLOSURE 1 ]

procès-verbal d'une réunion des délégations du CommonwealthExtraits du
à la Conférence de paix de Paris'

Extracts from Minutes of a Meeting of the Delegations of the Commonwealth
at the Paris Peace Conference '

SECRET Paris, July 30, 194 6

Voting

MR. ATTLEE invited comments on . the draft rules .

MR. MACKENZIE KING expressed his readiness to accept the rules . The
recommendations of the Conference had to be referred to the four Powers
for, final . decisions . He did not, therefore, attach great importance to the
method of voting on the questions raised . The public statement of those views
was the- main necessity . He added that the issues, were not being now taken
up for the first time, and that Dominion Governments had been kept fully
informed of the proceedings of the Four . Powers from the start . • It was essen-
tïal in his view that a settlement should now effectively be made.

DR . EVATT said that the Australian Delegation was very strongly opposed
to ;the two-thirds . majority rule. The Conference was merely a recommending
body, pot a deciding authority, so that there was no need for the two-thirds
safeguard. The Soviet Delegation with its satel li tes mustered six votes. It
seemed that there would be abstentions by some delegations. The two-thirds
rule, therefore, in effect gave a veto to the Russian group. It would be ex-
tremely difficult to transmit any recommendation s to the Four Powers and
the Russians could argue that the absence of recommendations implied con-,
firmation by the Conference of the draft texts .

MR . BEASr,EY2 enquired' whether the United Kingdom Delegation were
bound to support the draft rules of procedure, and in particular the two-
thirds rule . If so, it -seemed that the United Kingdom Government would
hardly be able to support at the final stage proposals for amendment which
they considered sound, and were disposed to favour, in the absence of any
Conference recommendation . He very much hoped therefore that the United
Kingdom Delegation would not bind themselves .

MR. JoRDAN3 expressed opposition to the tw o-thirds rule .

1 La réunion a eu lieu le 29 juillet . 1 The meeting was held on July 29 .
2 De la délégation de 1'Australie . ' ' Of the Australian Delegation .
3 De la délégation de la Nouvelle-Zélande . 3 Of the New Zealand Delegation.
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GENERAL THERON' said that, while the South African Government were in
general opposed to extension of the veto, they would not be inclined to press
their view on an occasion at which the proceedings would result in recom-
mendations and not decisions .

SIR S . RUNGANADHAN2 said that the Indian Delegation were inclined to
agree with the views expressed by the Australian and New Zealand Dele-
gations . It seemed that the Conference would record no positive results under
the two-thirds majority rule .

MR. ATTLEE said that the -object of the Conference was to obtain the
views of the participating Governments . The practical question before
them was to consider the best way in which those views could be presented .
He observed that, on the one hand, a number of important questions had been
left open, on which no agreement had been reached by the Four Powers ;
on the other hand, in the case of the sponsored texts, the Four Powers were
committed to take into account the views expressed at the Conference. The
United Kingdom Delegation retained their liberty of action at the final drafting
stage .

DR. EVATT said that it came as a shock and surprise to him that the four
Powers were committed to support the draft Treaties . It seemed ~ that this
commitment would render the Conference a farce . For instance, on matters
in which British Commonwealth Governments were specially interested, such
as the disposal of the Italian Colonies and the Trieste settlement, the votes
of, the Four Powers added to the five or six of the Russian . group would
effectively obstruct a two-thirds majority for proposals for amendment . It
would probably, in practice, even be impossible to obtain a simple majority
in favour of amendments on this basis . In effect, therefore, the future of the
Italian Colonies would be settled either by the four Powers or by the United
Nations . The Dominion and Indian Governments, who had made a great
contribution to 'driving Italy from Africa would have no say . Moreover, the
United Nations might in a year's time consist of some sixty nations forty of
whom had contributed nothing to victory . He deplored such an alternative
procedure from the point of view of its constituting a precedent for the Far-
Eastern settlement . Dr. Evatt referred to the Dominions Office telegram of
3rd July,t in, which Dominion Governments had been informed that the
United Kingdom Government were proceeding on the assumption that they
would be free at the Conference to support the views put forward there .
Apparently the position had changed . The question of four-Power support was
the whole crux .

In reply, to Dr. Evatt, MR . MACKENZIE KING compared the position of the
four Powers to that of a Cabinet consulting their party and reconsidering
their views in the light of the views expressed by their supporters .

' De la délégation de l'Afrique du Sud . 1 Of the South African Delegation .'De la déléga ti on de l'Inde. 2 Of the Indian Delegation. •• •
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MR. ATTLEE said that consideration should be given to the effect if the four 
Powers abstained from support for the texts on which agreement had been 
reached after such laborious negotiation. First, would it be possible to reach a 
settlement at all? And failure to obtain a settlement would be disastrous. 
Secondly, if the United Kingdom or United States Delegations withdrew 
their support from the agreed texts the Soviet Delegation might well regard 
themselves as free to back out of their commitments. 

MR. EGELAND suggested thaat the position was analogous to that at San 
Francisco. DR. EVATT considered that the analogy broke down if the United 
Kingdom Government were not free to suggest those amendments that they 
regarded as reasonable. 

DR. EVATT said that the fundamental question was whether the Dominion 
and Indian Governments were to participate on a basis of equality with 
other Governments in the making of the peace. He referred to the declaration 
made by the Australian, New Zealand and South African Governments 
during the first session of the Council of Foreign Ministers. The Canadian 
Government had supported their views. They had a right to participate and 
the Council's work should be purely preparatory. Their position was little 
better than that of enemy countries. 

MR. MACKENZIE KING said that British Commonwealth Governments were 
far from being in a rubber stamp position. They had been and remained in a 
position to exert their influence. They must consider the possible conse-
quences. If the effect of an effort to obtain amendments was a breakdown of 
the settlement, they would be defeating their own object. A settlement of 
these Treaties was essential to pave the way for the real settlement, i.e. 
with Germ.any and Japan. It was preferable to accept an imperfect solution 
in order to make some progress. 

MR. BEASLEY asked whether this procedure would be regarded as creating 
a precedent for the Far Eastern settlement, this would be totally unacceptable. 
[sic] The Soviet Government were succeeding in arrogating a position of 
more and more privilege. 

MR. MACKENZIE KING said that he fully appreciated the objections to the 
draft treaties and procedure, but it would be playing into Russian hands to 
postpone a settlement. 

DR. EVATT, referring to Mr. Mackenzie King's statement that Dominion 
Governments were in a position to influence the settlement, distinguished 
equal participation from a position of influence. The Australian Government 
were not prepared to accept the latter only. They claimed a right of participa-
tion similar to that of the United Kingdom at any rate for the Pacific settle-
ment. The pattern here would determine the pattern for the Far East which 
was vital for Australia. He asked why France should be given a status 
superior to that of British Commonwealth countries when her contribution 
to victory over Italy had been negligible. It appeared that Dominion Govern-
ments were in an inferior position to that of 1919. 



MR. JORDAN observed that, as the United Kingdom Government would 
consult other British Commonwealth Governments in. the final drafting stage, 
the views of those Govenunents would in fact exercise effective influence. 

MR. MACKENZIE KING referring to the suggestion that the Conference pro-
ceedings might create a precedent for other settlements said that if he had 
shared that view, his opinions would have been different. But Dominion 
Governments could use this Conference as a forum to state their view to 
the contrary. They could place on record that, in agreeing to the procedure 
in this instance, it was entirely 1,vithout prejudice to the procedure for their 
participation in the other settlements. At San Francisco it had similarly 
been necessary to accept undesirable provisions in order to obtain Soviet 
participation. Some sacrifice must be made in Paris in order that progress 
might be made. 

DR. EVATT suggested that the Conference might make a declaration on 
the subject of procedure of the other settlements. 

In reply to MR. MACKENZIE KING, Mr. Attlee stated that he would be glad 
to arrange meetings at which other British Commonwealth Delegations might 
be given background information regarding the reasons for which the United 
Kingdom Govenunent had accepted the provisions of the draft texts on the 
Italian Colonies Trieste, reparations, etc. 

[PIÙCE JOINTE 2/ENCLOSURE 2] 

Extrait du procès-verbal d'une réunion des délégations du Commonwealth 
à la Conférence de Paix de Paris" 

Extract from Minutes of a Meeting of the Delegations of the Commonwealth 
at the Paris Peace Conference' 

SECRET 	 Paris, July 30, 1946 

1. MR. ATTLEE said that the United Kingdom Delegation had given further 
consideration to the question of their commitments in regard, first, to the 
proposed rules of procedure, and, secondly, to the texts of the draft treaties. 
As regards the proposed rules of procedure, the United ICingdom Delegation 
would recommend the proposed rules to the Conference. If, however, reason-
able amendments were put forward, and commanded a substantial degree 
of support in the debate, the United Kingdom Delegation regarded them-
selves as free to vote for such amendments. It was understood that a similar 
line might be taken by one of the other Four Powers. 

MR. MACKENZIE KING said that the Canadian Delegation wished to be free 
to support a proposal for amendment of the two-thirds majority rule. 

DR. EVATT expressed his warm appreciation of the decision of the United 
Kingdom Delegation, which he regarded as very satisfactory. He added 

i La réunion a eu lieu dans la soirée du 	1 The meeting was held in the evening of 
29 juillet. 	 July 29. 
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that, from discussion with certain foreign delegations, he understood that
several of them shared his views regarding the two-thirds majority rule .

2 . MR. ATTLEE explained the United Kingdom Delegation's commitments
in regard to the texts of the draft treaties . The United Kingdom Delegation
were bound to recommend and support the agreed proposals . He asked
that these should be regarded as a whole . For instance, a concession by the
Soviet Delegation on one issue had often been met by a concession on the
part of other delegations on another issue . If the negotiations were reopened
the result might be a worse agreement in the end . The present proposals,
though obviously not perfect, were better than they might have been .

MAJOR-GENERAL THERON considered that the proposals represented a
substantial success for the United Kingdom Delegation in some directions .

DR. EVATT expressed his objection to the proposed procedure for the dis-
posal of the Italian Colonies on the lines of the views expressed by him at
the meeting in the morning. It would in his view, be preferable for the ulti-
mate authority for disposal, in the event of failure of the 'Four Powers to
agree, to rest with the 21 active belligerents rather than the United Nations .

MR. ATTLEE agreed that the active belligerents had a right to have a
special say. But we had to take what we could get, and he observed that in
practice British Commonwealth Governments would under paragraph 2 of
the proposed Declaration have an opportunity to state their views . In this
respect, therefore, they would be in no way worse off than if an Article to
the same effect had been included in the draft treaty with Italy .

MR. BEASLEY expressed the 'hope that no concession would be made on the
Colonies issue in the interests of a more favourable settlement for Trieste .
He emphasized the special interest of Australia in Mediterranean communi-
cations .

MR. ATTLEE explained the cogent practical need from the point of view
of the United Kingdom for the earliest possible European settlement .

Mx. McNEiLI said 'that, while the United Kingdom Delegation must them-
selves stand by the text of the draft treaties as representing a compromise to
which they had been â'party, other British Commonwealth Governments
were, of course,, not similarly bound .

' : DR . EVATT said that while, as Mr. McNeil had stated, Dominion Delegations
were not committed to the Four Power proposals, this freedom of action
woùld 'seem to be of little value in practice if the Four Powers supported
the texts, since very little additional support was required by the Russian
bloc to prevent even a simple majority in favour of amendment .

MAJOR-GENERAL THERON said that the South African Government agreed
in principle with the Australian Government's views on the subject of theprocedure of disposal, and in view of their special interest in the territories
would like to have an effective voice . But they would not be prepared to press

ID e la délégation de Grande-Bretagne. - '~ . 1 Of the Bri tish Delegation.
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their view to a point that would prejudice the Four Power agreements already 
reached. They regarded postponement for a year as a valuable achievement. 
He asked that, before any final decision on disposal was taken, the United 
Kingdom Govenunent should consult the South African Govemment and 
take their views into account. 

MR. ATTLEE assured Major-General Theron that this would be done. 
MR. JORDAN said that the New Zealand Government considered that a 

final decision should be taken only after the freely expressed wishes of the 
populations of the territories had been ascertained. It was explained that a 
referendum would not be practicable in some of the territories, and the in-
sistence of the United Kingdom Government on fulfilment of their pledges 
to the Senussi was recalled. 

SIR J. BHORE 1  said that the Indian Delegation were very sympathetic with 
the Australian Delegation's view. They recognized the difficulties of the 
United Kingdom Government, but were anxious to have an opportunity to 
express their views before a decision was reached. 

MR. MACKENZIE KING recalled that at the recent Meeting of Prime Ministers 
in London there had been general agreement that the Foreign Secretary 
had taken special care to give full consideration to the views of Dominion 
Governments on the issues of the treaties. The United Kingdom Govemment 
had shown themselves ready to modify their policy to meet the wishes of 
other British Commonwealth Governments, who could rest confident that 
the Foreign Secretary would continue to be careful of their interests. He 
thought that the emphasis throughout should be on the results of any pro-
posais for amendment put forward, and the need to view the settlement as a 
whole. 

3. MR. CLAXTON asked whether any further light could be shed on the 
prospects of synchronizing the third stage under the Moscow Agreement of 
preparation of final texts with the 'second stage of the Conference. Such an 
arrangement would greatly enhance the reality of the Conference. In the 
decisive negotiations the Four Powers would be able to keep in touch with 
the views of the other Delegations and world public opinion would be able 
to be brought to bear on Russia on each issue as it was settled. This might 
improve the chances of concessions. 

DR. EVATT doubted whether such an arrangement would resolve the diffi-
culty of the relations between the Four Powers and other Governments that 
would be caused by joint Four Power support of the draft treaties. In some 
respects, the Conference might find itself hampered in proposing amendments. 
The Soviet Government might for instance refuse to make a concession on any 
issue until the recommendations could be considered as a whole. It would be 
necessary before putting forward such a proposal to be satisfied that the 
Four Powers would be ready to accept compromises on individual issues. 

1  De la délégation de l'Inde. 	 1 0f the.Indian Delegation. 
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As an alternative, might not the Four Powers agree to abstain from voting
at the Conference .

MR. MACKENZIE KING suggested that an arrangement resulting in continuous
consultation between the Four Powers and the other delegations would be of
considerable value in creating a mounting public opinion against Russia if
they proved obstructive .

MR. JEBBl thought that there was force in this view. He considered it
likely that the Soviet Delegation would stick to the letter of the Moscow
Agreement which was open to the interpretation that Stage 3 would not begin
until the "conclusion" of the Conference had been recorded . However, there
was nothing in the Moscow Agreement to debar the Four Powers from
meeting to consider the current proposals of the Conference . In any case, he
saw no reason why the United Kingdom Delegation should not put forward
a proposal in accordance with the Canadian Delegation's suggestion .

MR. ATTLEE said that he agreed in general with the views of the Canadian
Delegation, but it would be advisable to see how the Conference developed .

DR. EVATT said that he was very much encouraged by the United King-
dom Delegation's Decision on the proposed rules of procedure, and he hoped
that progress might be made on other aspects later .

61. PCO/W 22-5

L'ambassadeur en France au secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires extérieures

Ambassador in France to Secretary of State for External A ffairs

TELEGRAM 451 Paris, September 1, 1946
SECRET. DELCA 46 . The past week of the Conference has been marked by
lengthy discussions in the Commissions arising out of amendments to the
draft Treaties . In these discussions the Australian amendments, of which
there are 70, have generally occupied first place . Their amendments constitute
a frontal attack on the draft Treaties over a wide fie1d . .In general terms,
the most important deal with :

(1) Reparations and the establishment of a Reparation and Restitution
Commission ; ,

(2) The inclusion of clauses relating to human rights in all the Treaties,
and

(3) The establishment of Fact-Finding Commissions in connection with
European boundary disputes .

The paragraphs which follow are intended to summarize the recent dis-
cussions and to indicate the attitude of the Canadian delegation on the
questions under consideration .

2. In the Economic Commissions for Italy and for the Balkans, several
sessions were devoted to consideration of the Australian proposal to set up a

1 De la dél6gation - de Grande-Bretagne. 1 Of the British' Delegatiori. ' -
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Reparations and Restitution Commission to adjudicate claims for reparations
in light of Italian capacity to pay and to supe rvise execution of reparations
provisions of the Peace Trea ties. The matter first came up for consideration

in the Balkan Commission. We suppo rted the Australian proposal in so far
as it related to a Commission for supe rvising the execution of reparation
provisions, particularly when more than one country receiving reparations
was concerned . Our stand on this point was suppo rted both by the United
States and by France . The Australian delegate finally withdrew his proposal
in the light of opposition from the Soviet bloc and Great Powers and referred

to the support given parts of his proposal by the Canadian, United States
and French delegations . He rese rved the right to submit further amendments
on this phase of the question at a later stage.

3 . Subsequent debate took place with regard to the Australian proposals
in the Economic Commission for Italy . As in Balkan Commission, the
proposal was vehemently attacked by the Soviet delegation who tried to show
that Australia was seeking to deprive the Soviet Union of her just claims
for reparations . We took no part in the debate because the question of the
Commission to supervise the execution of the reparations provisions was
referred to by the Australian representative and he again reserved his rights
to submit amendments on those parts of his proposals which had found
support among other delegations . On the Australian amendments being put
to a vote, they were defeated by 15 to 2 with 3 abstentions, Canada being
among the abstainers .

4 . The Economic Commission for Italy yesterday established a Sub-Com-
mittee of nine members (including Canada) to examine claims for reparations
of countries other than the Soviet Union. During discussions on August 30th
of Article 64, Wilgress moved that section A, dealing with Soviet repara-
tions, should not be voted upon finally until Sub-Committee had studied
claims of other countries . This produced a blast from Vyshinsky, who mis-
represented our position as being opposed to Soviet Union's modest claim
for reparations from Italy. He said Wilgress as Ambassador to Moscow
through the war was in a position to know the extent of the Soviet Union
sacrifices and charged obstruction whenever the question of Soviet interests
came up. Wilgress made a moderate but firm reply expressing his admiration
for sacrifice of Soviet people during the war . Final vote on proposal was
15 against, 5 in favour. It was felt important for us to prevent Article passing
without comment in order to protect our position particularly on paragraph 3,
and to be able to support Australian proposal for a Reparations Commission
with executive functions . The Soviet position is clearly that Treaty clauses
on reparations are sacrosanct . Any effort to get at the facts will be met with
flat opposition from the Soviet Union in which the other 3 Great Powers
will reluctantly concur . So far as we can tell, no Paris paper reported the
incident except for a passing reference in Humanité. We may, however,
anticipate further outbursts which may require reply on the spot . We believe
that while avoiding provocative statements as far as possible we should be
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prepared always to state the Canadian interest on 'the general peace settle-
ment and our attitude to the Conference. 

5. In the Balkan Economic Commission a discussion is taking place on a 
South African amendment providing (in the case of the Roumanian Treaty) 
that the Roumanian Government should pay fair prices for commodities 
delivered as reparations. This was prompted by United Kingdom which had 
previously sought our sponsorship. It concems the prices to be paid by the 
Roumanian Government for products delivered to the Soviet Union as 
reparations. Opening speeches were concerned with prices paid for all prod-
ucts and both the South African and United Kingdom delegates referred to 
the difficulties of the foreign oil companies in Romnania. Fortunately, debate 
was lifted to higher level by brief but effective speech by United States dele-
gates who said that the question was really as to whether reparations should 
be borne exclusively by Roumanian nationals or not. This speech has made 
it much easier for us to vote for the proposal when the debate is concluded. 

6. In the Political and Territorial Commissions for Italy, Roumania and 
Hungary progress has been slower. In the Roumanian Commission, Canada 
supported the Australian proposal that Hungary should be given a hearing 
which was finally upheld by 8 votes to 4 with Soviet bloc opposition. In the 
Hungarian Commission on August 30th, we took the initiative in requesting 
that both Hungary and Roumania be given a hearing and this was supported 
unanimously by the Commission. This meeting of the 2 Commissions in 
accordance with our proposal was held August 31st to hear the Hungarian 
delegation. Canadian delegation expressed the view that while we had no 
direct interest in question with Hungarian-Roumanian frontier, we con-
sidered that both sides should have opportunity to state their case. 

7. In the Commission on Finland, very rapid progress has been made. 
Minor changes have been agreed to in the Preamble and Articles 1, 2, 3, 
4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 have already been adopted. The present discussion 
is related to Article 6 where the Australian Human Rights Amendment has 
been deferred. Indeed progress was so rapid in this Commission that the 
Australians found themselves unable to proceed yesterday because of lack 
of adequate preparation. 

8. In the various political Commissions which have been meeting this 
past week one of the principal subjects of discussion has been the amend-
ments proposed  by  the Australian delegation to the draft Treaties which have 
the object of ensuring the protection of human rights. My immediately fol-
lowing telegramt contains the texts of these amendments. In the case of the 
Italian Treaty, these amendnaents take the form of an addition to Articles 
13 and 14 placing the responsibility on States to which territory has been 
transferred to ensure the protection of stated human rights and providing 
that such obligations shall  be recognized as fundamental laws. An additional 
feature is the provision made in the Australian amendments for the establish-
ment of a Court of Human Rights whose terms of reference are set forth in 
my immediately fo llowing telegram. 
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9. It is our feeling that the Australian amendments dealing with human
rights are loosely drafted and unsatisfactory in their present form . It is
also most improbable that they will have any practical effect . On the other
hand, there may be a case for including something along these lines in the
Treaties . It would, we believe, be difficult to vote against the principle con-
tained in these amendments . Since the first of the Commissions concerned
are likely to come to a final decision about them Monday or Tuesday, we
may have to decide our attitude here . Our present view is to support principle
of new paragraphs 4 and 5 (see my succeeding telegram) . One real difficulty,
which you will no doubt bear in mind, is the incompatibility of these texts
with paragraph 7, Chapter 1 of Article 2 of the United Nations Charter. Your
cabled views would be much appreciated .

10. The work of the Legal and Drafting . Commission has not yet begun
but should do so shortly. We have asked Secretariat to circularize all Com-
missions and delegates suggesting that as various sections of the Treaties are
completed by .the competent Commissions these should be passed to the Legal
and Drafting Commission without waiting for the complete Treaties to come
forward, although there would, of course, be a general.-review at the end.

62. DEA/7-DF

Extrait du procès-verbal d'une rétuiio n de la délégation
à la Conférence de paix de Paris

Extract from Minutes of a Meeting of the Delegatio n

Present :

to the Paris Peace Conference

Paris, September 6, 1946

Hon. Brooke Claxton (in the Chair)'
Hon. J. L. IIsley
Major-General G. P . Vanier
Mr. L. D. Wilgress
Lieut-General M . Pope -
Mr. C. S. A. Ritchie
Mr. C. Moodi e
Mr. M. Ollivier
Mr. M. Cadieux
Mr. D. V. LePan
Mr. S . F. Rae

. . .

4. ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR THE BALKANS AND FINLAN D

The Commission had continued to consider the alternative drafts with
regard to A rt icle 24. Mr. Wilgress reported that the meeting was entirely

1 Brooke Claxton est devenu le pr6sidcnt 1 Brooke Claxton became Chairman of the
de la dél6gation lorsque le Premier ministre delegation when the P rime Minister returned
est retourn6 au Canada à la fin du mois to Canada at the end of August.
d'ao 0 t .
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devoted to consideration of the alternative Soviet and United States proposals 
on Paragraph 4 of Article 24 of the Roumanian Treaty concerning the com-
pensation to be paid to United Nations nationals owning property which has 
been destroyed in Roumania. The discussion of these proposals will be 
continued at the meeting to-morrow. 

The Soviet representative argued that the payment of reparations and the 
payment of compensation should be bracketed together and that the principles 
which had been followed in determining reparations to be paid by Roumania 
should also apply in determining the amount of compensation to be paid. 
The Soviet Union had agreed to abate its claims for reparations and to 
accept only a small part of the value which it might have properly claimed. 
He thought that other nations should do likewise in claiming compensation; 
it was for that reason that the Soviet Delegation proposed that United Nations 
nationals owning property which had been destroyed in Roumania should 
be compensated at only one-third of the value of the loss they had suffered. 
Speeches repeating this argument were also made by the representatives of 
Yugoslavia and Byelo-Russia. 

At this point Mr. Wilgress intervened and, after referring to Canada's 
disinterestedness in this matter, made the following points: 

(a) He felt sure that all countries represented on the Commission would 
wish to see the Soviet Union receive full satisfaction for its just reparation 
claims if that were possible. Unfortunately, it was not possible. 

(b) An analogy had been drawn by the Soviet representative and by those 
who had supported him between the payment of reparations and the payment 
of compensation. This analogy was inexact and inadmissible. The essential 
difference was that the payment of reparations entailed the transfer of goods 
outside the boundaries of Roumania, while payment of compensation was a 
wholly internal transaction since compensation was to be paid to United 
Nations nationaLs in Lei. No one would claim that the payment of such 
compensation would not impose burdens on the Roumanian Government, 
but they were burdens which Roumania could bear since they did not involve 
a transfer of goods or funds abroad.  •  

(c) If only partial satisfaction were given to United Nations nationals 
whose property had been damaged in Roumania, there would be inequity as 
between such nationals whose property had happened to be in the path of 
war and those whose property by accident had escaped. By Paragraph I of 
Article 24 Roumania was to undertake to restore all United Nations property 
which was still intact to its owners. They would, therefore, receive compensa-
tion in full whereas owners whose property had been damaged, according 
to the Soviet proposal, would only receive satisfaction up to a third of the 
value of the property. 

This line of reasoning was supported by the United ICingdom but was 
attacked by the representative of the Ukraine who affected to ignore alto-
gether the transfer problem. 
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PCO/W-22-5
Le secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires extérieures à l'ambassadeur en France

Secretary of State for External A ffairs to Ambassador in France

TELEGRAM 455 Ottawa, September 13, 1946

IMMEDIATE. SECRET . CADEL No. 41 . Reference your tele gram No. 492
(DELCA No. 61) of September 10t and previous communications on
Czechoslovak-Hungarian relations .

1 . Although circumstances have made it impossible for us to obtain
ministerial consideration on short notice, the following is the Departmental
view on this question . .

2 . We share in principle Field Marshal Smuts' objection to expulsion of
populations and agree with the United States view that (a) the questions of
Bratislava bridgehead and proposed population transfer should be settled
together, preferably after consultation between the two Governments con-
ce rned, and (b) that forced transfer of Hungarian minority should be opposed
unless the receiving country is agreeable and transfer is carried out gradually
and under international supervision .

3 . We should welcome agreement between countries concerned by which
in return for reasonable expansion of Bratislava bridgehead Czechoslovakia
would grant Hungary equivalent territory further east along communication
frontier. Compromise along these lines should, we feel, be designed to
decrease as far as possible the number of Hungarians involved if a population
transfer were decided upon .

64. PCO/W-22-5

L'ambassadeur en France au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in France to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 521 Paris, September 17, 1946

SECRET . DELCA 73 Following from Claxton, Begins : At a Commonwealth
meeting yesterday, discussion took place on Trieste Statute . It appeared from
this as if the United Kingdom delegation did not have it in mind to make any
answer to the speeches made on Saturday by Mr . Molotov for the Soviet
Union and by Mr. Kardelj for Yugoslavia yesterday. It also appeared as if
United Kingdom delegates had not sufficiently realized importance of trying
to arrive at an arrangement with the United States to reconcile differences
between their two drafts .

2 . At the meeting, I said that speeches by representatives of the Soviet
Union and the countries closely associated with it should not be allowed to go
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:unanswered in the hope that this might curtail debate and hasten the conclu-
sion of the Conference. At another point, we referred to the desirability of 
trying to work out a common draft with the United States. 

3. At this meeting, I did not feel that we could go further in the presence 
of officials who presumably had been responsible for the form of the British 
draft and the way in which it had been handled. Following the meeting, how-
ever, I telephoned Mr. Alexander to press the two points just mentioned. I 
said that the United Kingdom delegate had presented the United Kingdom 
draft on Saturday in a very quiet and objective manner. Mr. Molotov and 
Mr. Kardelj had made speeches of 68 and 69 minutes, respectively, (the 
longest at the Conference) in which they abused the British draft and used it 
as a means of attacking the whole British position. In comparing the position 
of the Council proposed under the British plan with the Council of West 
Indian Islands and in their other attacks, it seemed to me that they had made 
cases which would have a damaging effect on public opinion, not only in 
Communist countries, but also in others, possibly the United States. Mr. 
Alexander agreed with what I said and stated he would discuss with Mr. 
Bevin how the Soviet should be answered. 

4. On the second point, I urged the necessity of trying to work out an 
acceptable arrangement with the United States, especially on the appointment 
and powers of the Council. I asked him to consider if it would not be possible 
to meet the Americans on this, as failure would lead to a division in the Con-
ference and also in world 'opinion. Mr. Alexander said he appreciated this 
and that steps would be taken to see what could be done. He thanked me for 
taking these matters up with him. 

5. I felt that this intervention was justified in view of our difficulty should 
there be a division between British and American stands on what may well 
become a crucial point in the whole Conference and, indeed, the whole 
settlement:- .; 

6. In  this connection, I feel, and other members of our delegation agree, 
that thé British delegation from Mr. Bevin down take far too little heed of the 
necessity of their securing continued American support,  not  . only from the 
Government, but from American public opinion. Mr. Wallace.'s speech last 
week' waS exceedingly  unfortunate in giving a springboard to*  the Soviet bloc  
which they were quick to take advantage of, but I hope that it will bring home 
to the representatives of the United Kingdom the necessity above referred to 
of working closely with the United States and of handling themselves in a 
way which does everything possible to permit the people of the United States 
to support Government policy. One might wish, however, that United King-
dom spokesmen showed a greater appreciation of what their own position 

1 Henry A. Wallace, secrétaire du Corn- 	1 Henry A. Wallace,' Secretary of Com- merce des États-Unis, avait critiqué la poli- merce of the United States, had criticized tique étrangère des États-Unis lors d'un dis- 	United States foreign policy during a speech cours à New York le 12 septembre. 	in New York on September 12. 
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really is and on what it depends, as wellas more, skillful presentation of the
fundamental questions on which the success of this Conference and, still
more, the peace of the world depends .

7. In our position, there is not much more we can do than to watch the
situation carefully, keep as close touch as we can with the various parties and
when the opportûnity presents itself, as I thought it did yesterday, do what
we can to bring'home a point of view which, while partly realized by one
side or the other, is not too frequently acted upon in the manner and at the
-time necessary to bring about that unity of understanding and action which
is the cardinal point of our own position .

1 8. I hope you concur in the action taken and if other ways occur to you in
which we may act along these lines, you will not hesitate to suggest them .
Ends .

.65. W.L.M.K./Vol. 418

L'ambassadeur en France au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieure s

Ambassador ' in France to Secreta ry of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 535 Paris, September , 19, 1946
DELCA No. 78 . , Following is -text of statement delivered by: Canadian

-delegate, the Honourable Brooké Claxton, before Itàlian Political and ' Ter-
•ritorial Commission today during debate on Italo-Yugoslav boundary and
Statute of Trieste, Begins :

I` should like to ' state b riefly the attitude of the . Canadian delegation to-
wards . these difficult frontier problems which have occupied so, much of the
time and attention of 'the Conferençe : Although we in Canada are .geographi-
cally distant from the- territorial problems of Europe, we cânnot . subscribe, to
the, view which has been suggested at, this Conference that the geographical
, remoteness of - thë non-European States 'represented here weakens their claim
to make their vôices heard, in the decisions which are now being . taken . In a
profound sènse, Canada, like other non-European . belligerents, is directly in-
volved'in the . task .of péace-zrmaking. Canada has in the last thirty years fought
thronghout- the ,whole'dnration, .from the very beginning to the ve ry end, of
two terribje wars, both of which .had their origins .in the European Continent .
With this experience behind us we cannot fail to be deeply conscious that our
future peace, like that of eve ry State represented at this Conference, is in-
volved in the decisions which we reach here. The Canadian delegation hasAesired to avoid taking up the time of the Conference unnecessa ri ly and thus
delaying our decisions, hence we have refrained from participation in debate
except on those occasions when we considerèd that we might have a positive
cont ribution to make . ' We have not been actuated in our policies by any
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desire for material advantage. We have one interest and one only, the creation 
of a just and lasting peace in the areas of Europe affected by these treaties. 
We believe that only a peace which is founded on fairness and justice can 
prove lasting. For this reason the Canadian delegation have studied the fron-
tier dispositions of the Peace Treaties with particular attention. We have 
sought to guide our decisions by principles of ethnic justice and economic 
practicability and at the same time to take account of the intangible human 
elements of history and national feeling. We have listened with sympathy to 
the eloquent speeches from the Yugoslav delegates on this Commission. The 
Yugoslav delegation are pleading for what they conceive to be the national 
interests of Yugoslavia, our very gallant ally, and the arguments which they 
have put forward have received most serious consideration, but we must try 
to keep steadily before us both the essential facts of the situation and the 
longterm results of the frontiers to be established. What then are these essen-
tial facts. The South African amendment proposes that there should be in-
cluded in the Free Territory of Trieste a coastal strip of Istria lying to the 
south of the line recommended by the Council of Foreign Ministers as form-
ing the boundary of the proposed Free Territory. The area in question is at 
present Italian territory. It must be recalled that what we are discussing at the 
present stage is how much Italian territory should be given to Yugoslavia 
and how much should be included in the Free Territory of Trieste. The 
report of the Commission of Experts set up by the Council of Foreign Minis-
ters makes it clear that the area which the South African amendment pro-
poses to add to the Free Territory of Trieste is inhabited by a population 
predominantly Italian. I quote from this report which bears the signature of 
the United Kingdom, United States, French and Soviet experts. In western 
and southern  Istria the various ethnic elements are intermingled. The Italian 
element is located in the towns situated on or near the coast and also in-
habits a considerable number of rural  localities in western Istria. It con-
stitutes the majority and in certain instances almost the whole population in 
many of the towns on or near the coast, while in certain towns in the interior 
of western and southern  Istria it constitutes an important minority. The 
Croat and Slovene population dwells mainly in rural localities, which in a 
considerable number of places are situated around the towns inhabited by 
Italians. It will be recalled that the experts appointed by the Council of 
Foreign Ministers were requested to fix an ethnic line, leaving a minimum 
population under alien rule. The line now proposed by South Africa as the 

• boundary of the Free Territory of Trieste is identical with the ethnic line 
proposed by the United Kingdom expert. It is worth noting that the line pro-
posed by the American expert passed still further to the east and north, so 
that if the South African amendment had been based on the American line it 
would have included a still larger area of Istria in the Free Territory of 
Trieste. After weighing all the evidence, the Canadian delegation have come 
to the conclusion that the South African amendment constitutes the closest 
approach to a just solution of this difficult problem, and accordingly we intend 
to support it. We believe that it takes into account the essential fact of the 
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ethnic composition of the majority of the population. We realize that a per-
fect ethnic frontier is impossible, but to put these predominantly Italian popu-
lations under Yugoslavia would create another minority problem in Europe. 
It has been urged by the Yugoslav representatives that the adoption of the 
line proposed in the South African amendment or indeed of the line agreed 
upon by the Council of Foreign Ministers would have disastrous consequences" 
from the economic point of view owing to the inevitable connection of these 
coastal towns with their Yugoslav hinterland. If the Yugoslav Government 
and the Government of the Free Territory of Trieste work together, as it is 
to be hoped they will, in a spirit of friendly co-operation in matters of eco-
nomic policy, I fail to see why the frontier between them should create a 
barrier destructive of the prosperity of the population of the coastal area. The 
whole conception of the Free Territory of Trieste can only be made to work 
if there is a loyal acceptance by all parties concerned of the decisions of 
this Conference and a willingness to co-operate in making them effective. 
There is one further point, nothing this Conference can do will alter the 
fundamental fact that Yugoslavia and Italy are neighbouring countries. Their 
past, present and future are linked together by their geographical position and 
by their possession of a common frontier. We in Canada know how fortunate 
we are in having a frontier which acts not to divide two peoples but to link 
their common interests, yet it would be a false rendering of history to say 
that there have never been difficulties between Canada and the United States 
arising out of our common frontier. There have been frictions and real con-
flicts of interests over the past century. The significant point, however, is that 
to deal with such disputes the two countries have worked out orderly and 
judicial processes through the International Joint Commission. The Inter-
national Joint Commission is a permanent judicial organization composed of 
three members named by the Canadian Government and three by the United 
States Government. Since its establishment in 1909 the International Joint 
Commission has dealt with a variety of problems involving the mutual rela-
tions and interests of Canadians and Americans along their common frontier. 
Our Prime Minister, Mr. King, has said the creation of the International 
Joint Commission was an act of faith in human intelligence and goodwill on 
the part of the peoples of Canada and the United States. It has become a 
silent witness to the wisdom of their decision over a century ago not to arm 
against each other and to the power of non-violence. To our two countries it 
is the guardian of the most precious heritage we hold in common. The Cana-
dian delegation is fully aware of the fact that the procedures which have been 
evoked to deal with our own frontier problems can hardly be automatically 
applied in areas of post-war Europe which are still so near the immediate 
consequences of the last great conflict. Such procedures presuppose the estab-
lishment of normal economic relations and of an atmosphere of mutual con-
fidence between the neighbouring States. We are convinced, however, that 
whatever the final frontier settlement that may be reached, a durable peace 
in this area can only be secured through the establishment of judicial pro-
cedures for the settlement of frontier difficulties as they arise. Ends. 
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M.A.P./Vol. 2

Extraits du journal du . lieutenant-général Maurice A. Pope'
Extracts f rom Diary of Lieutenant-General Maurice A. Pope '

September 1 9

At the Military Commission this morning we finished with the military

clauses ' of the--Italian" Treaty . In the afternoon there was a meeting of the

Sub-commission on Hungary, at which I read my little speech," which was as

follows :
"The Canadian Delegation has carefully studied the Czechoslovak amend- ,

ment to the draft Peace Treaty with Hungary (1 .Q.3), as well as the docu-

ments relating thereto, in the matter of the proposed extension of the area of

the Bratislava b ridgehead. What is involved is a sma ll frontier rectification .

In our view great weight must be attached to the arguments advanced by

Czechoslovakia . It seems clear, however, that the method by, and extent to

which, this proposal could be translated into a decision of the Po litical and

Territorial Commission on Hungary as a whole, depend on ce rtain other

considerations which must be taken into account .

It is recalled, for example, that at the 9th Meeting of the Commission on
9th Septembèr, the Spokesman for the United States Delegation stated that
the èlimination of the villages of Raika and Bezenye from the ter ritory de-

scribed in the amendment would, in their opinion, help to meet the economic
and ethnic objections raised by the Hunga rian Delegation and yet, at the same
time, substantially achieve the expressed aims of the Czechoslovak Govern-

ment. It is also recalled that at the 8th Meeting of the Commission on the
6th of September, the Czechoslovak representative said that the boundaries

1 proposed had been drawn so as to coincide with the limits of existing proper ty
holdings and that his Delegation were quite prepared to leave the final
delineation of the territory to experts . We should be glad to know if the
Czechoslovak Delegation would be prepared to consider the possibili ty of

limiting the scope of their amendment in the sense suggested by the United
States Delegation .

Another" "consideration which has occurred to the Canadian Delegation
derivesfrom the fact that in his statement in support of the amendment the
Czechoslovak delegate particularly stressed the economic reasons which had
moved his Government to seek an extension of the Bratislava bridgehead .

"A matter of town planning" was an expression used on that occasion. Con-

sequently the proposal savours more of a territorial accommodation than of
the satisfaction of a strategical requirement . In these circumstances it would
seem reasonable to expect that the Czechoslovak Government might well b e

1 Voir aussi Pope, Maurice A., Soldiers and 1 See also Pope, Mau ri ce A., Soldiers and

Politicians: The Memoirs of Lt: Gen. Maurice Politictans: The Memoirs of Lt : Gen. Maurice

A . Pope C.B., M .C. Toronto : University of A . Pope , C.B ., M.C. Toronto : University of

Toronto Press, 1962, pp. 316-20 . - Toronto Press, 1962, pp . 316-20 .
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prepared to grant the Hungarian Government a quid pro quo in the way of a
transfer of an equal extent of territory to be found elsewhere along the com- .
mon frontier between the two countries .

A still more serious consideration, however, has occurred to the Canadian
Delegation, and this arises from the fact that the proposed amendment, if
eventually adopted by the Commission, would bring several thousand
Hungarian nationals, a proportion of whom are of the Magyar race, under
Czechoslovak jurisdiction, and this at a time when the Commission is con-
sidering another Czechoslovak amendment (1 .Q.5) which seeks an authorisa-
tion to transfer a maximum of 200,000 of its inhabitants of Magyar ethnic
origin from its territory to that of Hungary.

We are aware that the Czechoslovak Delegation has so far taken the stand
that it would be quite artificial to a ttempt to merge the substance of these
two amendments . Nevertheless it seems clear that an amendment, the effect
of which would be to b ring Hungarian nationals of Magyar ethnic o rigin
under Czechoslovakia, cannot be entirely unrelated to another proposal the
object of which is to bring about the transfer of a ve ry considerable number
of Magyars from Czechoslovakia to Hungary.

We are a ll agreed that we are here trying to work out the detailed provi-
sions of a treaty designed to bring about a durable peace. The difficulty, how-
ever, and it is no small one, is to agree as to the methods by which a real
peace is to be achieved. While it is possible that after full examination some-
what drastic provisions may be wri tten into the treaty, it is improbable that
this will be done unti l such time as a majority of the delegates have been
convinced that the measures proposed give good promise of being likely to
achieve the object in view. Measures for transfers of territory and population
imposed on a defeated nation are not likely to commend themselves to
important sec tions of world opinion, unless it is estab lished not only that
these measures are justified but also that such transfers of populationwi ll be
carried out as humanely as possible. It seems to us that their success must
depend in part on their general acceptance . This would be much more cer-
tain in the present case if in some way the adherence of the Hungarian Gov-
ernment should be obtained .

- In these reflections nothing could be farther from the minds of the Cana-
dian Delegation than the thought that Hungary, a defeated nation, should be
granted the status enjoyed by a victor nation. Since we feel, however, that
without Hungarian acceptance the measures proposed might well fail to
achieve the object in view, we should be glad of an expression of opinion from
the Czechoslovak Delegation as to how this could be obtained . "

Haydu threw it all back to me, after which I moved the adjournment. On
mÿ- way home I called in at the Meurice where I saw Bonbright of the U .S .
delegation and gave him a copy of my speech . He returned the compliment
by giving me a copy of the speech Bedell Smith proposes to make tomorrow .
It is cut on lines not dissimilar to my own, and tells the Czechs very plainly
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that they had better take a less intransigent stand and make a deal with the 
Hungarians. Bonbright added that this morning they had got in touch with the 
Hungarians so as ta soften them up a bit. He told me his argument but I 
am too tired now to remember what he said. I feel a bit on the spot but of 
one thing I am determined, and that is a Canadian representative is not 
going to become directly involved in the delimitation of boundaries in the 
centre of Europe. 

September 20 

The scrappiness of the items in this journal for the last four or five days 
is due to the fact that I simply did not have time to dictate a daily entry. 
Miss Dawson has been good enough to fill the gaps by recording the various 
memos or reports that I was able to make. 

With regard to the statement I read in the Hungarian Commission yester-
day, I should like to remind myself that my principal purpose in making this 
declaration was to ensure that we would not become embroiled in a frontier 
squabble in the heart of Central Europe. Such a development would, I am 
sure, be most embarrassing and I am certain would be entirely contrary to 
Mr. ICing's wishes. There was no way, however, of avoiding service on the 
Sub-commission but once on I have thought it quite legitimate and certainly 
to our own interest to avoid our becoming arbitrators even in a mild way 
in that distant part of the world. 

Hungarian Commission this afternoon, at which Bedell Smith made his 
statement, copy of which Bonbright had given me yesterday. It had been elab-
orated a little over-night. Towards the close of the meeting Vyshinslcy spoke 
at considerable length, supporting, quite successfully I thought though the 
translation was bad, the Czechoslovakian point of view. We adjourned at 8.15. 

Military Commission this morning, (22nd meeting) which I reported as 
follows: 

"This morning the Military Commission began its study of the military 
clauses of the draft Peace Treaty with Bulgaria, during the course of which 
it rejected subparagraphs (c) Naval Strength, and (d) Air Strength, of the 
Greek amendment 1.J.21 to Article 9. Canada supported the Greeks in 
respect of subparagraph (c), but voted against them in regard to subpara-
graph (d). 

While I have all my life firmly believed in the wisdom of the Duke of 
Wellington's injunction "never explain", I should think that it would only 
be fair on my part for the benefit of the historians of the future to say that 
I supported the Greeks on subparagraph (c) because the provision in Article 
9 grants the Bulgarian Navy a strength several times greater than that which 
they had in 1938, which to my mind is absurd. I voted against the Greeks in 
regard to the Air Force because they wished to impose further limitations on 
the Bulgarian Air Force of the future, namely, that they might not be allowed 
to renew aircraft of the limited number they are to possess within a period 
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of five years of their acquisition, and secondly that they might have only
140 flying personnel of the 5,200-personnel they are to have, which I also
thought was absurd . "

September 2 1

Mi li tary Commission this morning. Report follows :

"At its 23rd meeting this morning, the Military Commission devoted itself
to further consideration of the Greek amendment 1 .J .21 . The parts con-
sidered this morning had . to do with the proposed demilitarization of the
Greco-Bulgarian frontier . United Kingdom, United States and France
supported this amendment in part, with the Soviet bloc very much
against it.

As the discussion promised to be, very lengthy the Chairman adjourned
the meeting at 1 .15 p .m. o'clock."

September 26

. Back to Paris on the morning of the 25th, and a Hungarian Commis-
sion in the afternoon. This morning tried without success to see the Americans
regarding our stand in the Sub-Commission this afternoon on the question of
the Bridgehead and transfer of populations . I am rather puzzled as to justwhat we should do . I want to steer a course that is at least reasonable and
at the same time avoid being deeply hooked in to these difficult questions
of Central Europe . I believe that last week Mr. Byrnes observed that in his
view this was no Peace Conference . It was, he said, merely a conference at
which the representatives of the other Powers were being afforded an oppor-
tunity to make recommendations regarding the draft peace treaties to the
Council of Foreign Ministers, who could take them or leave them as they
pleased . If this is the position, which I believe it is, and not out of line with
my `roast duck' theory, then there is no reason to take things too seriously .
It is of importance, however, (1) not to be made to look silly at any time,
and (2) to avoid becoming too deeply involved in some of these tricky
territorial and other problems in Central Europe .

Here is an extract from a letter which I wrote to Bi lly on the 21st, sum-ming up my feelings with regard to the Conference proceedings up to thattime :

"I would ask you to be lieve, however, that the pressure of work at this
Conference has been very great and nearly every day is a case of going to
work at about 9 in the morning and hardly having a moment to myself
until well past a sensible man's bedtime . And what makes matters worse is
that our activities can hardly be rated higher than mere shadow-boxing,
because the hard fact is that this is not a Peace Conference but rather one
at which the lesser Powers are allowed to make recommendations to the



Council of Foreign Ministers, who will take them or leave them according 
to their own sweet taste and fancy. This is a hard-boiled but true statement 
of the situation and it is not exhilarating. I sit on two Commissions and a 
Sub-committee, and apart from the work of -trying to keep abreast of what 
is going on, there are occasions when one finds one's self struggling like the 
Devil in holy water to avoid one's self, and what is of more importance 
one's country, becoming involved in matters in which we have no direct 
concern." 
• • • 

September 28 • 

Usual Military Commission this morning finishing up the greater part of 
the Bulgarian Treaty. This Commission had another meeting this afternoon, 
which Forget 'attended for me, as I was down for the Sub-commission for 
Hungary. This latter meeting was of some interest, though before dealing 
with it I should say we had a Commonwealth meeting at the George V at 
2.30 which was quite fantastic. I went there with Mr. Claxton, Rae and 
Cadieux. As we entered the room I sensed a feeling of moral indignation. 
and regret on the part of the British. Presiding was Mr. Alexander, supported 
by Jebb and Margoribanks. Apparently the feeling was that the little Domin-
ions had been naughty in letting down the upright honourable and impec-
cable Old Country by not keeping the Bratislava Bridgehead question con-
nected with the transfer of population. Claxton, who naturally enough is 
not familiar.  with all the details of the question, certainly had a good hold 
of the main idea and he lost no time in telling Mr. Alexander quite as 
bluntly as the situation called for that we had held the pass open for a full .  
week, which had given the U.K. and the U.S. all the opportunity in the 
world to put pressure on thè Czechoslovaks and the Hungarians to come 
together. If they had not done so that was entirely their fault.  Alter the 
lapse of this week and more, we had been required to vote on the Bridge-
head proposal, which we had .done in a favourable sense and this in our 
belief that the Czechs had made out a 'convincing case for the need for a 
frontier rectification in this area. Old Alexander was frightfully stupid and 
brought in a religious question which, had Claxton not been there, would 
have brought forth a fairly sharp rejoinder from myself. On his part, Jebb 
was quite offensive in manner, while Margoribanks was ineffective. 

They then turned on New Zealand, but McIntosh and Costello gave them 
back their full money's worth. 

At the time-I made up my mind to observe to them on the first occasion 
that presented itself that some of these Foreign Office people would benefit 
very much by a year's secondment to the Dominions Office, and before that 
a short course at some London school of deportment. These fellows are 
about thirty years behind the times. 

We then proceeded to the Sub-commission, where we spent most of the 
afternoon revising Costello's report. Branov, the Chairman, began his high- 
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pressure methods once more, so for the fun of it, and also of course on
principle, I took a pass or two at him and was amused to see how quickly
he back-watered. The Czechs were very sporting and handsomely lived up
to their undertaking to limit the size of the Bridgehead extension they
desired, and it was a pleasure to help them draft the section defining -the
boundaries of the reduced area in question .

They then announced, I am confident according to plan, that the way
was now clear for them to endeavour to establish contact with the Hungarians .
It was quickly agreed that the Secretariat should convoke both Delegations
to a meeting in the Luxembourg on Sunday afternoon in the presence of
one member of the Sub-Commission. Haydu having told me that they wanted
me for this purpose, I shadow-boxed for a few minutes trying to have it
carried out in the presence of the whole Commission but they easily shot me
down on that one. They also said that while I was to be there as an observer
they would ask me to preside . This knocked my proposed visit to Chartres
the following day to glory.

67. DEA/21•G

Le secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires extérieures à l'ainbassadeur en France

Secretary of State for External A ffairs to Ambassador in France

TELE GRAIVt 483 Ottawa, September 21, 1946

SECRET. Your telegram No. 528, DELCA 76, September 18th.t Italian
Political and Territo rial Commission, Statute for Trieste .

I am inclined to agree that little hope can be entertained of agreement
being reached, in the Sub-Committee of the Commission, concerning the
proposed . powers , for the governor of Trieste, and that compromise, if any,
between interests of U.S .S.R. on one hand and the United Kingdom, the
United States and France on the other, may only be reached in Council of
Foreign Ministers .

It would seem desirable that before negotiations reach that stage common
ground be found between positions of United Kingdom, United States and
France, or, as a minimum, those of the United Kingdom and the United
States, to the end that bargaining position of western powers be strengthened
in Council of Foreign Ministers .

Without detailed knowledge of present United Kingdom and United Statm
drafts of statute relative to the powers of the governor, it is difficult to assess
their respective merits . However, in a general way it would appear that
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Soviet criticism of wide powers for governor suggested by United Kingdom 
authorities, has been effective, and it would now seem advisable that the 
initiative in presenting the views of western powers be transferred to the dele-
gate of the United States, and that, if possible, the U.K. draft be modified 
to more closely approximate United States proposals. 

Although Canada is not represented on the sub-commission, a useful 
service might be performed off stage if the Canadian delegation were able 
to help reconcile views of U.S. and U.K. It is felt that United ICingdom 
authorities should, in the first instance, be prepared to modify their draft, 
and the Canadian delegation may see fit to make this suggestion in  Common-
wealth  meetings. However, the basic contention of the United Kingdom 
authorities that national animosities and the unstable economy of the new 
territory will  necessitate a high degree of control should be borne in mind, 
and it is suggested that the Canadian delegation take the line that the governor 
should be permitted to retain sufficient check and reserve powers to ensure 
continuity and stability of administration. 

As regards the duration of the period of provisional government before 
the permanent statute comes into effect, it would be of interest to receive 
United Kingdom views. It seems probable that this question will also be 
capable of resolution only in the Council of Foreign Ministers, and that area 
of agreement can be found somewhere between Soviet proposal for early 
withdrawal of foreign troops and assumption of authority under the Perma-
nent Statute, and tentative United States view that period of provisional. 

 government should last as long as five years. Negotiations on this point are 
certainly at too early a stage to suggest any compromise proposal and no 
initiative in this matter should be taken by Canadian delegation, pending 
clarification of views of United Kingdom and United States. 

68. 	 DEA/4697-K-40 

Déclaration du président, la délégation à la Conférence de paix de Paris 

Statement by Chairman, Delegation to the Paris Peace Conferetzce 

September 23, 1946 
POLITICAL AND TERRITORIAL COMMISSION FOR ITALY 

STATEMENT BY THE HONOURABLE BROOKE CLAXTON, DELEGATE FOR CANADA, 
ON ARTICLE 17 OF THE DRAFT TREATY 

I would like to indicate briefly the attitude of the Canadian Delegation to 
the question of the Italian colonies in Africa, Libya, Eritrea and Italian 
Somaliland. 

132 
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The disposition of these colonies proposed by the Council of Foreign
Ministers in Article 17 of the draft treaty is that these possessions are to
continue under their present administration and their final disposal is to be
determined by the Governments of the U.S .S .R., U.K., U.S .A . and France,
within one year of the coming in force of the treaty. This provision was
supplemented by the draft declaration which has just been circulated which
indicates that the Four Powers will dispose of the matter "in the light of the
wishes and the welfare of the inhabitants and the interest of peace and
security, taking into consideration the views of other interested governments" .
Failing such disposition the Four Powers undertake to dispose of the colonies
in accordance wi th a recommendation of the general -assembly of the United
Nations . In either event it is that the wishes of the inhabitants wi ll be given
consideration.

While this disposition is probably far from ideal, it seems to us to be the
best solution on which we can hope to have agreement at this time . Accord-
ingly, unless our present attitude is changed by arguments advanced in the
course- of this debate, we propose to vote for the proposal contained in the
draft treaty, as th is has been amplified in the draft declaration of the Four
Powers which has been put before us .

To this general attitude there is one qualification however . And that is
with regard to Eritrea .

The Canadian Delegation, like other members of the Conference, heard
the appeal made yesterday by the representatives of Ethiopia before this
Commission. That appeal was made in moderate terms but it was supported
by facts which spoke for themselves with an eloquence far greater than that

. of words . Our Eth iopian colleagues made a powerful case for the immediate
transfer of Eritréa to Ethiopia . That case was based on ethnic, histo rical,
economic and strategic grounds . We cannot forget that Ethiopia was one of
the first nations to suffer the full force of aggression in consequence of the
failure of the system of collective action which had been established p recisely
to prevent such an occurrence, and that, consequently, Ethiopia should be
one of the first to receive redress .

While perhaps it might be desirable at this stage not to b ring the matter
to a vote, the Canadian Delegation warmly supports the claims the Ethiopian
Delegation has put forward. Irrespective, however, of any vote, we express
the hope which, I believe, is shared by the majority of nations represented
here, that the Four Powers will transfer Eritrea to Ethiopia and thus redress
an old wrong and unite in one nation the people of a proud and ancient race .
I felt it desirable that I should speak in this way as representing one of th

e more fortunate countries which has been saved so largely from the ravages of
war and acknowledge the sufferings and the claims of a far off people ; we
recognize that as there must be one peace for all so there should be one
justice for all, for men of every race, color and creed in every part of the
world.
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69. DEA/4697-K-40

Déclaration du délégué suppléant', la délégation
à la Conférence de paix de Paris

Statement by Alternate Delegate', Delegation
to the Paris Peace Conference

Paris, September 28, 1946

SPEECH ON CANADIAN AMENDMENT To ARTICLE 71 O F

THE PEACE TREATY WITH ITALY

This is the only amendment to the Draft Peace Treaties proposed - by the
Canadian Delegation. I hope, therefore, the Commission2 wi ll understand if

I utilize the full ten minutes allowed by the new Rules of Procedure.

The amendment proposed by the Canadian Delegation is a very simple
one and provides merely"for the extension from eighteen months to three
years of the period during which Italy shall grant reciprocal most-favoured-
nation treâtment to the United Nations . If we examine the first paragraph
of Article 71, we see' that it provides for the - reciprocal granting of most-
favoured-nation treatment in commercial matters between Italy and the
various . United Nations pending the conclusion of .çommercial treaties or
agreements between Italy and these countries . In other words,' the purpose of
this paragraph is to prevent discrimination by Italy and to discourage discrim-
ination against Itàly, during the interim peri'od before that country is able to
conclude commercial treaties -or agreements of her `own with the, various
United Nations .

Now, in the opinion 'of the Canadian -Delegation, eighteen months ' is too
shbrt a period to enable Italy to undertake the complicated negotiations for
commercial treaties or'agreeinents and to conclude - successfully . these treaties

or agreenients: 'Italy requires a breathing spell in `which tô place -hér , .com-

'mercial -relations on 'a sound basis . One of the chief problems which -will be
confronting" that country will be to 'find the foreign currency with which she
can purchase the food , and raw , materials - essential to the- Italian economy .
It is important that Italy should be protected against discrimination by any
•of : the United Nations in -seeking to develop markets for her products . This
,is vital to the reconstruction and future we ll-being, of the Italian economy. ,

- If we . assume that the Treaty with Italy - wi ll come into force during the
middle of 4947, -the' interim period, - as now envisaged in the first paragraph
of A rticle 71, would extend only up to the end of 1948. In ' the opinion of
.the - Canadian Delegation, it is hardly feasible for the Italian Government to
negotiate - within that time a series of commercial treaties or agreements pro-
viding - the n

,
ecessary protection for Italian commerce . We also do not think

that ,the svarious international organisations which have been established for
regulating . -monetary and commercial relations between countries will b e

I L. D. Wilgress .
2 La Commission économique . 2 Economic Commission .
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functioning effectively by the end of 1948. "A further period of another 
eighteen months is desirable in order that the interim period should bear a 
proper and realistic relationship to the inevitable post-war adjustment in 
international trade. 

The Italian economy will require more than eighteen months to recover 
from the effects of the war. It will be very difficult for Italy to decide on her 
commercial policy, on the products of which she wishes most actively to pro-
mote the sale abroad, and on the various other considerations which have 
to be taken into account when concluding  commercial  treaties or agreements 
with other countries. 

In the Treaty of Versailles, Germany was required unilaterally to grant 
most-favoured-nation treatment to the othér signatories of the Treaty for a 
period of five years. This worked a hardship on Germany in that she was 
unable to develop an independent commercial foreign policy during the five 
years the requirement was in force. But that is not the case with the proposal 
we are now considering, because Article 71 provides that Italy shall grant 
most-favoured-nation treatment only to those of the United Nations which, 
in fact, reciproca lly .grant similar treatment in like matters to Italy. She will 
:be able to pursue an independent commercial policy based  on the reciprocal 
'èxéhange of • most-favonred-nation ireatment while she is negotiating  and 
-concluding  commercial treatieà or agreements. All We are asking through our 
amendment is that this interiin period should be sufficiently long for this 
purpose and we are suggesting" not five years, as was the case in the Treaty 
of Versailles, but merely three years. 

While an extension of the interim period will work in favour of Italy, it 
will also be to the advantage of the United Nations as a whole, rather than to 
the advantage of any one of the United Nations in particular, if during  the 

 interim period all countries are assured of non-discrimination in their corn-
mercial relations with Italy. .Consequently, in urging the extension of the 
interim period fi.orn eighteen•months to three yeat's I aril not advocating the 
special interests of Canada or of any of the other countries represented at 
this Conference. . It is for this reason that I hope all of the members of this 

'Commission,  - including the coùntries Which drafted the 'Peace Treaty with 
Italy, will be able to support the 'amendment proposed by  the  Canadian 
'Delegation. 

This amendment is  in  full teePing with the undertaldngs to which:most of 
'us have subScribed. I have shown that the object s of thé first paragraph  of 

 -Article 71 is to have Italy *adhere to the principle* of - most-favOured-nation 
'treatment in international  commercial relations. The objéct of our  amend-
-ment' is simply to facilitate Italy to adhere [sic] to the p.rinCiple in giving 
her plenty of. time to conclude • commercial  treaties or agreements based on 
'this, principle. , 

It is too much to hope that the post-war adjustments of international trade 
to  the new conditions prevailing can be accomplished speedily. It would be 
Optimistic to 'think that woild trade would be functioning snioothly on the 
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new basis two years from now. We must allow ample. time for these adjust-
ments to take place . It is, therefore, not too much to expect Italy to require
three years rather than eighteen months after the conclusion of the Peace
Treaty, to be in a position to join the family of the United Nations with an
independent commercial policy of her own .

In agreeing to Article 71 of the Draft Peace Treaty with Italy, the Council
of Foreign Ministers have endeavoured to assure that Italy will adhere to the
principles enunciated in the Atlantic Charter and to the measures which have
subsequently been taken to give practical effect to these principles . It is essen-
tial, however, that we should give Italy every encouragement of participat-
ing [sic] in this joint . effort for the economic advancement of the whole
world by making sure that the period in which she can adjust her policy to
the new conditions will not be too brief . The Canadian Delegation are of the
view that the period set forth in the First Paragraph of Article 71 is too
brief. This may have been due to over-optimism on the part of those who
drafted the Treaty as to the period required for the post-war adjustments
of world trade. I wish to express, therefore, the hope that the four major
Powers who drafted the Article have now been able to reconsider the matter
and that they will support the amendment proposed by the Canadian Delega-
tion. I also hope that all the other members of this Commission will agree
to the extension of the period for the granting of reciprocal most-favoured-
nation treatment between Italy and the United Nations and that this amend-
ment will receive the unanimous endorsement of the Commission .

70. PCO/W-22-5

L'ambassadeur en France au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in France to Secretary of State for External Affairs
TELEGRAIVt 572 Paris, September 29, 1946

SECRET . DELCA 90. Your telegram No. 455 CADEL 41 concerning the
Bratislava bridgehead and transfer of population .

1 . Yesterday afternoon at meeting of Sub-Committee of Political and
TerritoriaI Commission on Hungary, the principle of an extension in favour
of Czechoslovakia on the bridgehead area on the south bank of the Danube
was accepted by four votes against the Australian abstention . It was agreed,
furthermore, that the area would include three out of the five villages
demanded . Rabka and Bezenye which include roughly half of the Magyar
population in the area originally demanded are left to Hungary.

2. Our intention at first was to insist on the linking up of the problem of
the bridgehead with the wider question of the proposed transfer of 200,000
Magyars as both involve transfers of population. This proved to be impossible
to effect as three members of the Sub-Committee of five (New Zealand,
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Czechoslovakia and Ukraine) were opposed to this point of view. Therefore, 
Bratislava bridgehead had to be examined as a separate matter and on its 
merits. 

3. In view of this attitude of the majority of the members of the Sub-
Committee, we stated that we were not opposed in principle to an extension 
of the bridgehead area provided a quid pro quo was granted Hungary and 
satisfactory arrangements were made to protect the interests of the Magyar 
population to be ceded to Czechoslovakia. The Czechoslovak delegate was 
adamant as regards compensation and pointed out the case of the Franco-
Italian border where rectifications had been made without compensation. We 
felt that we could not press this point. Besides, satisfactory guarantees were 
given concerning population. The number of people involved, in any case, 
is not high and the cession is authorized on the clear undertaking that they 
will: 

(a) Be granted full human rights within the Czechoslovak public, or 
(b) Be transferred voluntarily to Hungary, or 
(c) Come under the terms of any arrangements existing or which may be 

made between the Govenunents of Czechoslovakia and Hungary. This is 
clearly spelled out in the recommendation. 

4. On its merits, the Czechoslovak case was very strong. The territory 
ceded would enable the Czechoslovak Government to carry out their plan 
for an extensive development of the port of Bratislava on both sides of the 
Danube and provide space for the extension of the city of Bratislava. We 
were quite convinced that the Czechoslovak Government were not seeking 
to dominate more Magyars or grab Hungarian villages. 

5. United Kingdom, United States of America desire was to link up the 
two problems in order to give more bargaining power to Hungary as they 
hoped that a bilateral arrangement concerning the bridgehead and the trans-
fer would be worked out by the two countries. More than a week went by 
(and during five meetings of the Sub-Committee we were able to postpone 
a decision) and the United Kingdom and United States of America had been 
unable to bring about this arràngement. We came to the conclusion that we 
could not oppose the Czechs as regards the bridgehead any longer merely to 
cover up what appears to us lack of initiative or failure on the part of the 
United Kingdom and United States of America delegations in their negotia-
tions with Czechoslovakia and Hungary. We are confident that, in view of 
the terms of the recommendation made by the Sub-Committee conce rning 
the bridgehead, if and when the Czech and Hungarian delegations come 
together, it will be open to them to discuss the matter of the transfer as a 
whole and to suggest an agreed solution which will be acceptable to all 
concerned. 

• 6. The problem of transfer was discussed at a special Commonwealth 
meeting yesterday afternoon. It came out quite clearly that while our position 
together with that of Australia and of the United Kingdom were identical, 
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New Zealand was prepared to support the proposed Czechoslovak amend-
ment. Mr. Alexander appealed very strongly for unity but the head of the 
New Zealand delegation  was away and he could only obtain a promise that 
new instructions would be sought. As it is expected that at best India and 
France may abstain, Czechoslovakia may obtain a favourable vote in the 
Commission on Hungary. To avoid this possibility the United Kingdom dele-
gates are considering putting forward a modified amendment reducing the 
number of Magyars to be transferred and providing for international super-
vision. The United Kingdom delegate in the Commission on Hungary is yet 
confident that a satisfactory bilateral arrangement can be worked out in the 
short time remaining before the end of the Conference. He feels that a sub-
amendment along the lines indicated above may be the least unsatisfactory 
solution for the time being. 

7. At the close of yesterday's meeting of the Sub-Committee, at the sug-
gestion of the New Zealand delegate, the Czech delegation agreed to meet 
this afternoon the Hungarian delegation in the presence of a member of the 
Sub-Commission who will dct as an arbitrator. General Pope was invited by 
the Czechoslovak delegate to attend the meeting as the representative of the 
Sub-Commission. This is the most hopeful sign as yet of the possibility of 
an agreed solution concerning the transfer. 

71. 	 PCO/W-22-5 

L'ambassadeur en France au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in France to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 574 	 Paris, September 30, 1946 
CONFIDENTIAL. DELCA 92. Following for Prime Minister from Claxton, 
Begins: In proposing a toast to the Vaniers yesterday, I read your telegramt 
which was greatly appreciated and expressed regrets we all had that you 
were not there to convey to Pauline and George our congratulations and good 
wishes. I referred to the main elements in their lives, the home, the family, 
the church- and their country. 

2. The two of the most difficult matters at the Conference are the Czecho-
slcevak claims against Hungary for the transfer of the Bratislava bridgehead 
and of some 200,000 Magyars to Hungary. We could not avoid being ap-
pointed to' Sub-Cominission dealing with this, and General Pope has repre-
sented us on the Sub-Commission. Our position has been difficult and you 
will be pleased to hear that on Saturday the Czechoslovaks agreed to a 
meeting with the Iltingarians and suggested that Pope act as Chairman of 
the meeting. A first meeting was held yesterday and while it may not be 
possible to get the Czechoslovaks and Hungarians together, the fact that the 
Czechoslovaks should suggest Pope after our attitude indicates their appre-
ciation of our fairness. 

138 
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3 . You will also be pleased to hear that the only Canadian amendment
proposed, which was to extend from eighteen months to three years the
period du ring which Italy and the United Nations were to give each other
most favoured nation treatment, was carried after Wilgress speech Saturday
night by a vote of twelve to eight, Council of Foreign Ministers voting against
because this was an agreed Article . This represents one of the largest votes
yet obtained on a contested amendment to an a greed Article and is very
gratifying .

4 . The 'outlook now is that the Conference should end about 15th Octo-
ber. It has been a strenuous time and my present hope is to be able to take a
few days holiday here before returning by boat . It has been wonderful to
have Helen here .

5. You will be interested to hear that people are sti ll talking about your
trips to.,Normandy and Dieppe. Only last week the Secreta ry of the Puys
Committee called ; to ask our help in arranging a gala fête to be held next
Februa ry. He has a record of your whole speech at Puys and is going to bring
it to us. Ends .

72. DEA/4697-K-40

Déclaration du président, la délégation à la Conférence de paix de Pari s

Statement by Chairman, Delegation to the Paris Peace Conference

STATEMENT BY THE HONOURABLE BROOKE CLAXTON DELIVERED BEFORE

THE PLENARY CONFERENCE ON TUESDAY, 8TH OCTOBER, 1946

Mr. President, Fellow Delegates ,
We who have been meeting here are the representatives of the twen ty-one

nations whose combined e ffo rts won the victory which gave us the right to
say what the peace shall be. We had a unity of purpose in war. Our problem
is to maintain that same unity in peace. We in Canada be lieve that we have
shown that unity in war and peace . Many of our people, twice in a single
generation, have come a long way to help restore freedom . Many of them
came to France. Many of them will rest forever in France .

Et cette Conférence a eu lieu en France, nation pour laque lle nous Cana-
diens nourrissons des sentiments particuliers depuis plus de trois siècles .

Je rends hommage à ce pays qui, par sa farouche résistance, a aidé puis-
samment les autres armées alliées à bouter l'ennemi hors de France .

Je voudrais également exp rimer ma profonde reconnaissance pour la ,
généreuse hospitalité et les facilités accordées aux délégués par les autori tés
françaises.

While Canada has an interest in all the peace settlements, our main con-
cern has been in the Italian Treaty . Canada was actively concerned in the
defeat of Fascist and Nazi forces in Italy, when our armed forces were the
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third largest in the long and bitter struggle up the whole length of Italy .
Through our contributions to U.N.R.R.A. and to military relief, we have
sought to start Italy on the path to economic reconstruc tion and recovery.
As members of an interdependent world society, we hope to see the rise
of a new democratic Italy-purged of totalitarian practices and policies-
who wi ll take her place in the comity of European nations . Only in this way
can Italy undo the harm that Fascist aggression has caused to her neighbours
and our allies .

What has been accomplished in these arduous weeks? The provisions that
have been made for the protection of human rights-of those rights of racial
and religious minorities which were trampled upon during the dark days of
Fascism-recognize an essential principle to which we all adhere .

The terri torial clauses of the se ttlement with Italy were the subject of
pa rticularly careful and thorough consideration . The most difficult of these
problems was that of the frontier between Italy and Yugoslavia and between
Yugoslavia and the Free Territo ry of Trieste. The compromise for which the
large majority of the Commission eventually voted fo llowed the lines laid
down by the Council of Foreign Ministers . The Canadian Delegation sup-
po rted the creation of the Free Ter ri tory of Trieste in the hope that it wi ll
possess genuine independence under the autho ri ty of the United Nations .
This hope, however, is based upon the belief that in the last resort, Yugo-
slavia, which was in the forefront in the war against the axis forces, will find
it possible to play a leading role in supporting a pacific and progressive
solution of this most difficult aspect of the Ita lian settlement .

The approval given by the Commission to the settlement between Austria
and Italy of the difficult problem of the minority in the Tyrol should con-
tribute to stability in this area . The transfer of the Dodecanese Islands was a
symbolic recognition of the basic resistance of Greece .

On the settlement of the Italian colonies, we feel that the disposition
provided for in Article 17 of the Draft Treaty is the best solution possible
at this time. We hope that the Council of Foreign Ministers will support the
powerful case put forward by Ethiopia for the transfer of Eritrea to Ethiopia,
the first victim of Italian aggression. This would be not only a good solution
on ethnic, historical and economic grounds, but also an act of historic justice .

On the economic side, our aim throughout was to give Italy the opportunity
of recovering from the disastrous effects of the war years and to make it
possible for her to ensure her place in the world economy of which we are all
a part . At the same time, we have not been unmindful of the legitimate claims
of those countries which suffered so much at the hands of Italian Fascism
and Imperialism. We are glad to support that part of the Australian pro-
posals which provided for the setting up of a reparations commission to
co-ordinate and supervise deliveries of reparations by Italy . We made no
reparations claims and our interest in the reparations problem was to see that
consideration was given to the interest of all the parties .
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Since Italy's economic life depends on the recovery of Italian export trade 
with as many foreign markets as possible, we were prompted to move the 
Amendment to Article 71 of the Italian Treaty, which was given such gener-
ous support in the Commission. 

We believe that peace is not merely the absence of war but the positive 
establishment of prosperity. Trade between nations, like the well-being of 
the people within each nation, is a main pillar on which to build the structure 
of a lasting peace. 

The purpose of the Canadian Amendment is simply to increase from 
eighteen months to three years the period during which the United Nations 
and Italy should grant each other most-favoured-nation treatment. If it is 
good to avoid discrimination for eighteen months, we believe that it is still 
better to extend the period to three years. We hope that the Conference will 
support and the Council will accept this Canadian proposal. 

While we have been worldng on the settlement in Paris, world opinion has 
been following our proceeding with an anxious and often a critical eye. The 
view has even been expressed that the Conference was merely a rubber-stamp 
for decisions already taken by the Council of Foreign Ministers. This critical 
attitude was in part due to the feeling that the peace for which all of us had 
been fighting and working for six long years was slow in coming It was in 
part due to a misunderstanding of the nature of the Conference. 

It cannot be too often said that this is not a Conference to draft peace 
treaties; it is a Conference called by the members of the Council of Foreign 
Ministers to consider treaties which they had prepared. They started their 
work nearly a year ago. On many questions their most vital interests were 
involved. They have asked the other seventeen nations, who fought at their 
side to win the war, to work at their side to make the peace. 

We have been meeting here for ten weeks and no one can say that the 
time has been too long for the task in hand. We all recall one of the memor-
able nights, that of October 2nd, when no less than 57 separate votes were 
taken in the Italian Political and Territorial Commission, and the work was 
concluded in consequence of the sleepless labours of the Commission under 
the remarkable leadership of its chairman. 

The draft peace treaty was born of negotiation or compromise between the 
Great Powers. It has been our part to make recommendations to the Council 
of Foreign Ministers. This procedure has given the middle and smaller powers 
an opportunity to express and debate their views on the terms of the draft 
treaties. It has given the ex-enemy countries the opportunity to be heard in 
the full Conference and the Commissions. 

Of these Commissions, the Italian Commissions, including twenty of the 
twenty-one nations represented here, have been the most important. They 
have also been the forum where issues have been most fully debated. 
A great many useful things have been learnt about the procedure of making 
peace and these can be of value in the future. 
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. We, hope the experience gained at this Conference will not be wasted . For

example everydelegate here knows of one deficiency or another in the rules
of procedure . These rules should be examined and amplified in the light of

our experience. Suggestions might be made with regard to the machinery for
preparing the drafts of the other peace treaties which have still to be evolved .

We hope that before this Conference concludes, or soon after, nations wishing
to do so should be encouraged to put forward suggestions for the procedure
to be adopted in making the peace with Germany and Japan.

Of immediate concern, however, are the accomplishments of this Con-

ference. Their full extent is probably not realized throughout the world .

In the course of the first plenary session of this Conference, over two
hundred amendments were put forward by the participating nations . Many

more have since been introduced in the Commissions . Compromise and

concession, moderation and tolerance have again been called for . Yet while
many of the amendments have been modified, withdrawn or even rejected,
the Conference has accomplished something positive and concrete.

In the Commissions on the Italian treaty no less than forty-three amend-
ments or amplifications have been adopted, of which seventeen touched upon

political a rt icles, twenty-three on economic a rt icles and three on military
articles . Many of the articles in the draft treaty and certain of the amend-

ments have been unanimously agreed to . Twenty-four of these amendments
have been supported by a two-thirds majority . Others have been approved
by more than half the members of the Conference .

Although under its restricted terms of reference the Legal and Drafting
Commission has been charged up to now with the examination of all or parts
of only 31 articles, etc. of the draft treaty with Italy, it has recommended
drafting changes in no less than 13 cases, 11 of them unanimously .

The questionnow arises : What is to be the effect of the work done by the

to see that that has been done
. We- must not forget that none of these recommendations represent eve ry-

hundreds of experienced and devoted people who have been striving for peace
here in Paris during these past weeks? The measure of the success or, failure
of the Paris Conference .is the extent to which the Council of Foreign Ministers
acts upon the recommendations of the Conference. The Pâris Conference has

nearly finished its task . We shall soon be voting on the recommendations that
-have come to us from the Commissions . Our hope * is that the views which
the Commissions have worked out after weeks of effort will be accepted by
'the Conference'as a whole and that they will be acted upon by the Council
of Foreign Ministers .

Our Prime Minister suggested at the outset that the Council should meet
during the Conference to facili tate and expedite its work, and it is gratifying

thing that any nation would have liked to see in the Peace Treaty . Though
most of them were voted by a two-thirds majority, they already represent an
effort to meet conflicting views . Moreover the Council of Foreign Ministers
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will have before them the minority point of view. The Council of Foreign 
Ministers who have been working so long together, will see the need for a 
settlement which will close the curtain on the long years of war and start 
the people of the world on the path to peace. 

This Conference has shown that far more important than the words we 
put on paper are the relations between those states on which power has 
imposed such grave responsibilities. The peace and prosperity of people every-
Where depend on the ability of the Great Powers to translate into agreement 
the cries of the two billion people of every race and every colour and in 
every corner of the earth who desperately want an end to war and an end 
to the uncertainty which leads to war. They want work, food, shelter and a 
better chance for their children. They want a first instalment of that better 
world for which we hoped and worked and fought and which it is in our 
power to have. 

73. 	 B.C./Vol. 90 

Le président, la délégation à la Conférence de paix de Paris, à la secrétaire 
du ministre de la Santé nationale et du Bien-être social 

Chairman, Delegation to the Paris Peace Conference, to Secretary 
to Minister of National Health and Welfare 

Paris, October 18, 1946 
Dear Maudie [Ferguson], 

I have a terrifie docket of letters from you to answer and a corresponding 
burden on my conscience. Also your esteemed sister from the Wild West was 
good enough to write. I understand Helen has been really doing wonders in 
writing you. 

It has been marvelous having Helen here, maldng the whole difference in 
getting by with a life that was barely tolerable. I really never remember 
anything quite so exhausting and in many ways frustrating. We have had a 
very good Delégation which has pulled well together and worked hard, though 
modestly. I think it has added to the respect in which our country is held. 
After the closing of the Conference Tuesday night we had a party for all the 
staff: it was surprising to find that altogether we had been at one time or 
another 53 people on the Delegation. I have been here now since the 29th 
July. The Conference lasted 79 days and it had nearly 300 official sessions 
averaging about four hours each and at the end lasting as long as 30 hours 
of continuous meeting in one of the Commissions. It has all resulted in our 
making 179 recommendations to the Council of Foreign Ministers for changes 
in the Treaties. If they are adopted they will improve the Treaties. Many of 
the most important points, however, are stil open. I imagine that it will be 
possible for the Council of Foreign Ministers to work out agreements of [sic] 
these during their meetings in New York. 
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Actually, when you get down to it, there is not an awful lot that anyone
would like to see changed in the Draft Treaties . The Trieste frontier, the
Military provisions and the reparations allowance might have been more
favourable to Italy and improvements might be made in the provisions for
the Danube and for the Ita lian colonies . When all is said, however, given the
circumstances including the necessity for arriving at an agreement with the
Soviet Union in order to bring the state of war and chaos to an end, the
Treaties are not too bad, particularly if the recommendations we have made
are adopted .

What has stung here is the atmosphere and the real division which has
overshadowed the Conference . Someone described it as a "Sad Success" .
This is about true . The sad fact is that there is no one on our side having
the capacity and the moral leadership to force or persuade the Slav block to
take a less aggressive attitude. This means that there has been a hardening of
the situation on the lines of difference . This has proceeded steadily since the
end of the war in Europe . Nobody seems to have the capacity to stop it
getting worse.

It may be that the issues are fundamental and intolerable, but I do not
think so. I am still naïve enough to think that a great part of the difficulty
is due to the language and to the fault of modern diplomacy . I was the Presi-
dent of the Legal and Drafting Commission which did not do ve ry much or
do it very well . One of the reasons was the Secretariat. In s ix teen long
sessions, hand ling hundreds of documents, we never had a Russian text
unti l days a fter the matter had been decided. This was worse in our Commis-
sion because we got all our material from other Commissions, and conse-
quently there was no time within which to do anything, still less the difficult
task of translation from English or French to Russian. Looking back now
I think I really should have resigned rather than work in such conditions .

Yours sincerely,
BROOKE CLAXTON

74. CH/Vol . 2118

Extrait de dépêche du président, la délégation à la Conférence de paix
de Paris, au secrétaire d'État par intérim aux A ffaires extérieures

Extract of .Despatch from Chairman, Delegation to the Paris Peace
Conference, to Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs

DESPATCH DELCA 72 Paris, November 6, 1946

Dear Sir,

COMMONWEALTH MEETING S

51 . You will already have received a number of cabled summaries and
detailed minutes concerning the frequent informal consultations held by the
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Commonwealth delegations in Paris in the course of the Conference. The 
first of these meetings was held on the initiative of the United Kingdom dele-
gation on August 21st while the Prime Minister was still. in Paris. Their 
number increased with the heightened tempo of the Conference. The chief 
purpose of these meetings was to keep the various delegations advised [as] to 
the amendments being put forward and to exchange views on the range of 
detailed questions arising. In this way, too, the Commonwealth delegations 
were able to keep in closer touch with the work of the Council of Foreign 
Ministers and their Deputies and to obtain a first hand account of the attitude 
of the inviting powers to amendments in which each country was particu-
larly interested. It is unnecessary to do more here than record one or two 
general observations. In the first place it is clear from an analysis of the 
actual votes cast that the Commonwealth countries voted together as fre-
quently as did the members of the Soviet bloc. Deductions from this fact, 
however, might be misleading, since in fact similar results could be obtained 
by comparing the degree of similarity in the final voting of a number of other 
non-Slav states, e.g. The Netherlands, Greece and Belgium. The explanation is 
that the Commonwealth countries were, towards the end of the Conference, 
part of a much larger group of states which voted together on most clauses of 
the draft treaties. But in the earlier stages, there were apparent differences 
on a score of points, most of which were fully submerged in the conunon 
endeavour to secure a two-thirds majority on the important "open" issues. 
Differences of view were frequently due to the failure on the part of the 
United ICingdom representatives (or other delegations) to explain policies 
fully in advance, which others might have been willing to support. In view of 
Mr. Vyshinsky's charges that the Australians were merely a front for the 
United Kingdom delegation, it is of interest to note that the first the United 
Kingdom delegation saw of the 70 odd Australian amendments which became 
such a source of embarrassment to them was in the official Conference docu-
ment prepared by the Secretariat. This same lack of team-work was seen in 
reverse in the filing of the United Kingdom claim regarding reparations from 
Italy which was done without previous word to the other Commonwealth 
countries, some of whom were equally interested. With the Chairman of the 
Italian Political Commission and the Legal and Drafting Commissions both 
present at these informal discussions, it was possible to discuss procedural 
points at some length in these meetings. When the Australian delegation was 
being bitterly attacked in all the Commissions by the U.S.S.R., Mr. Beasley 
of Australia asked that efforts should be made by the United Kingdom and 
certain other Commonwealth countries (he had a special word of praise for 
Canada's help) to ensure the Australian delegates a fair hearing in the 
Commissions. 

52. Instances of pressure were, on the whole, rare. The United Kingdom 
delegation kept an anxious eye on the sub-committee on the Bratislava 
Bridgehead set up on September 9th, and in particular sought to curb the 
New Zealand delegate, Mr. Costello, who was pursuing an exclusively pro-
Czech policy in this Commission which, in the view of the United Kingdom 
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(and the United States delegation), was highly dangerous . To bring the New
Zealand delegate into line, the Acting Head of the United Kingdom dele-
gation, Mr . A. V. Alexander, considered it necessary to appeal direct to the
Prime Minister of New Zealand over the head of the Delegation at Paris .
In this effort he was successful in bringing about a sudden reversal of the
attitude of the New . Zealand delegate in the sub-commission, although he
was strongly criticized privately for his action by Mr. McIntosh . It also
seemed to the Canadian delegation that there were occasions when the
United Kingdom delegation did not see the importance of maintaining a
close unity of view with the United States . An example of this was given in
the discussions in mid-September concerning the Trieste statute when the
Canadian delegation intervened behind the scenes to press for a reconcilia-
tion of the differences between the United Kingdom and the United States
drafts on this subject . (See our telegram Delca No. 73 of September 17th) t .

53 . Whenever he was present, Mr. Bevin had an electric effect on the whole
Of the United Kingdom delegation, and indeed, gave us all the impression of
a sage and experienced negotiator in whom reliance could be placed. His
absences'from these sessions, however, were frequent, and at such times he
was sorely missed . Mr. Alexander seemed to be guided entirely by his
permanent officials, and occasionally appeared to be visibly surprised that
other members of the Commonwealth should hold different views on certain
issues than those held by the United Kingdom. At one time, he rather gave
himself away by referring to a statement which the United Kingdom delegate
was proposing to make in connection with the Declaration on the future of
the Italian colonies, and enquiring whether there would be any objection to
this 'statement being made by the United Kingdom spokesman on behalf of
the other Commonwealth countries . The answers were categorical, and the
subject was dropped amidst'the raising of eyebrows in the Dominions Office
corner. A further example' of heavy handedness was at the last meeting which
was held on October 8th on the eve of the Plenary voting when Mr . Alex-
ander said it might~ be, desirable to review the voting in the Commissions in
order to obtain "Commonwealth unanimity" in the Plenary Conference . Of
the other leaders, Field Marshal Smuts was the outstanding personality after
the departure of Dr. Evatt . His position was less that of a national leader
than of an elder statesman who was frequently more active in the policies of
Empire than any of the United Kingdom representatives. The Australian
delegation was much weakened with Dr. Evatt's departure to fight the elec-
tions, and after the first excitement caused by their spate of amendments had
died down; Mr. Beasley and his colleagues seemed to be defending causes in
which they had lost heart, or perhaps had never really accepted . New Zea-
land's ablest representative was Mr. McIntosh who did his best under difficult
circumstances to bolster the two senior delegates, Mr . Mason and Mr . Jordan.
The Indian delegates spoke seldom on these occasions, and reflected the ten-
sions of the new Indian Government in their cautious approach to the prob-
lems discussed at the Commonwealth sessions and in the Conference as a
whole .
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The Canadian delegation was successful in obtaining a 12-8 vote on the
agreed Article 71 of the Italian Treaty in favour of extending the period of
ïnost-favoured-nation treatment for 18 months as provided in the draft treaty
to 3 years . Largely owing to the fight of the United States delegation the
Conference recommended by a two-thirds majority the re-establishment of an
international control of the Danube . The great weakness of this recommenda-
tion, however, is that it was bitterly opposed by those states most directly
interested.

60. Indeed the weakness 'of nearly all the recommendations is that they
were carried only in the face of determined and sustained opposition from the
solid core of states which constituted the Slav bloc . By way of protest against
the Conference decision on the Italo-Yugoslav frontier and Trieste, the
Yugoslav delegation which had fought a bitter rear-guard action throughout
the Conference and refused to accept the Conference decision, was not present
at the last session . The majority decisions of the Conference had not changed
their views in any degree, and their voluntary absence on October 15th was
a mute challenge to the validity of the procedures of the Conference . While
it is possible, therefore, that the recommendations regarding reparations and
compensation will be adopted by . the Council of Foreign Ministers, the rigid
opposition of Yugoslavia, backed by the Soviet Union, ,to the proposals re-
garding the internationalization of Trieste makes their fate more prob-
lematical .

61 . In a final speech made before the Plenary Conference (October 8th)
the Canadian delegate suggested that the measure of the success o f failure of
the Paris Conference would be the extent to which the Council of Foreign
Ministers acted upon the recommendations of the Conference . Since the
Council of ForeignMinisters must reach agreement on the basis of unanimity,
there is no likelihood that the . recommendations of the Conference will be
accepted without, a further period of negotiation and compromise. The
initiative remains in the hands• of the Council of Foreign Ministers, and the
final stage in the conclusion of the five treaties wi ll depend essentially on the
relations between the drafting powers .

62 . This report would be incomplete without a reference to the work of the
Canadian delegation. The delegation's role at this Conference was a modest
but constructive one. The delegation moved few amendments to the draft
treaties, partly because the issues involved in concluding final treaties with
the secondary ex-enemy states were of more indirect concern to Canada than
to many of the othér participant states, and partly because of our appreciation
of the limited scope of the Conference itself. Like most non-European states,
therèfore, Canada did not play an active part in the detailed discussions on
aspects of the European frontier settlement . General views, however, were
stated on the principles on which the settlement should be based . Reference
has already been made to the P rime Minister's first Plenary speech. On
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August 17th, the Canadian delegate intervened in the debate in the Plenary 
session to support Austria's claim to be heard on the question of the Austro-
Italian frontier, pointing out that Austria was one of the first victims of Nazi 
aggression, and that the Conference had the obligation to ensure interested 
states a fair hearing. Similar considerations operated in our interventions in 
the Hungarian Commission on August 30th in favour of extending a hearing 
to the Hungarian delegation, and subsequently in the Hungarian Sub-Com-
mission which dealt with the difficult questions of the Bratislava bridgehead 
and the transfer of the Magyar minority from Slovakia. The fact that General 
Pope was called upon by the Czechoslovak delegation and by the members 
of the Sub-Commission to act as Chairman of the joint meeting held by the 
Czechoslovak and Hungarian delegations on September 29th is, I believe, both 
a tribute to General Pope's personal qualities, and a recognition of the dis-
interested and impartial attitude the delegation maintained throughout on 
these difficult questions of European frontiers. This attitude was further set 
forth before the Italian Political Commission in connection with the debate 
on the Italo-Yugoslav boundary on September 18th, at which time the Cana-
dian delegate, after setting forth the particular reasons for supporting the 
South African amendment, stressed that only if a genuine effort were made 
to implement the eventual decision of the Conference and to settle current 
difficulties by judicial procedures, could there be any lasting peace and 
prosperity in Europe. The chief Canadian interest was in the economic aspects 
of the treaties, and particularly the Italian Treaty. Mr. L. D. Wilgress and his 
assistants followed closely the intricate discussions in the two Economic Com-
missions and made a number of interventions in the Commission stage in 
support of proposals consistent with Canada's interest in multilateral trade 
and world prosperity. Apart from specific contributions in the public sessions, 
the delegation worked quietly but persistently in the background to reduce 
unnecessary divisions and to gain support for those general policies which 
seemed best calculated to improve the draft treaties. 

I have etc. 
BROOKE CLAXTON 

75. 	 DEA/7-CA-17 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

[Ottawa,] December 20, 1946 
You will have seen from recent Dominions Office telegramst that the 

Council of Foreign Ministers has now decided upon a procedure for the early 
stages of the German settlement. The salient points seem to be the following: 
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(1) "Special Deputies" will meet in London on January 14th to hear the 
views of the smaller States on the German settlement; 

(2) These Deputies will also discuss further procedure with regard to the 
preparation of a peace treaty; 

(3) They will not, according to the terms of reference, hear the views of 
the smaller States on procedure; neither will they proceed to draft a treaty; 

(4) The Control Council for Germany will prepare a report, which will 
be presented directly to the Council of Foreign Ministers at the next meeting; 

(5) The Foreign Ministers will meet in Moscow in March. They will have 
before them the report of the Special Deputies on procedure and on views of 
smaller powers, and the Report of the Control Council. They will then pro-
ceed to draft a treaty. 

These arrangements give us even less opportunity to participate in the 
early stages of the German settlement than we had in the case of Italy, and 
we shall have to take an early decision whether or not we shall  press for some 
form of association in the peace maldng more in keeping with Canada's 
contribution to the war. It appears to me that there are three possible 
courses of action: 

(1) We can accept the suggestion that we present our views to the 
Special Deputies in London on January 14th;1  

(2) We can refuse to appear before the Special Deputies as we did when 
we were asked to present our views to the Foreign Ministers themselves on 
Italy. This is rather more difficult in the case of Germany since our interest 
in the German settlement is considerably greater; 

(3) We can endeavour to have the terms of reference of the Special 
Deputies interpreted with some flexibility so that the Special Deputies will be 
able not only to "hear our views" but to discuss the settlement with us. 

It would be useful also if they could discuss procedural questions with repre-
sentatives of the smaller Powers. In this way it might be possible to iron out 
in private at the official level some •  of the procedural quarrels that will 
otherwise arise in public at a later stage. It might be possible also to suggest 
the association on a functional basis of representatives of smaller States in the 
actual drafting of the treaties. For example, Canada might have little concern 
in the sections of the tr eaty on eastern boundaries but would desire to discuss 
with  the Foreign Ministers at an early stage the economic clauses or the 
clauses on central government. 

It is my view that we should try the third course. It seems to me that 
some empirical and constructive approach to the question of our association 
in the drafting of the treaty, rather than a mere acceptance or rejection of 
the present proposals would have advantage.2 
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If you approve of this course of action, we could lelegraph to the High
Commissioner in London and the Ambassador in Washington at once, asking
them to put these views before the United Kingdom and United States
Governments respectively. If this approach produces only negative results,
I think we should then refuse to appear before the Special Deputies .

A draft treaty with Austria will be prepared by the Special Deputies when
they meet in London . I take it that our policy in regard to this treaty will
be governed; by developments in regard to our association in the German
treaty.

L. B. PEARSON

76. DEA/7-CA-1 7

Le. secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Ambassador in United States

TELEGRAM EX-3209 Ottawa, December 23, 194 6
TOP SECRET. . We have been considering decisions taken by Council of Foreign
Ministers concerning peace treaties with Germany as communicated in Do-
minions Office telegrams D . :1144, 1145, 1 146 'and 1147 of December 9th,t
and D. 1164, 1165, and 1166 - of December 13th.t These telegrams contained,amongst other things, statement of methods by which• views of' other coun-
tries which pa rticipated in war against Germany should be heard .

2 . These arrangements give us even less opportunity to participate in the
early ~stages of the German settlement than we had in the case of Italy . It
seems to us; however, that some empi rical and constructive approach to the
question would be preferable to a mere refusal, on principle, to p resent our
views to the Special Deputies in London . We have decided, therefore, to seek
some form of association ; in preparation of treaties ' moré in keeping with
Canada's contribution to the war.

3 . We would hope, therefore, that the terms of reference' to ' the Special
Deputies might~ be interpreted with some flexibility so that the Special De-
puties' wi ll be able ' not only to hear our views but to discuss the settlement
with us .

4 . We think also that it would be useful if the Special Deputies would dis-
cuss with us, and representatives of other countries to be heard, not only the
settlement with Germany but also the questions of procedure included in
their terms of reference as shown in telegram D. 1165 of December 13th . In
this way it might be possible to iron out in p rivate at the official level some
of the procedural difficulties that will otherwise arise in public at a later stage .

5 . We would suggest, further, the association on a functional basis of repre-
sentatives of smaller States in the actual drafting of the treaties . In this way
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Canada might be enabled to discuss with the Foreign Ministers at an early 
stage clauses of the treaty with Germany which are of particular interest to 
us such as the economic clauses or the clauses on central government. On the 
other hand we should not particularly desire an opportunity to be associated 
in the drafting of clauses on such questions as the Eastern boundaries of 
Germany. 

6. I would be grateful if you would present these views to the United States 
Government at your earliest convenience with the request that they consider 
whether or not Canada might be associated with the work of the Special 
Deputies along the lines suggested. In discussing question with United States 
authorities you may add, if you think it expedient to do so, that while we have 
no objection in principle to appearing before Special Deputies in London, we 
shall not be prepared to do so if we are not given the opportunity to join with 
them in the discussion of the problems involved. In other words, we shall not 
be prepared merely to appear, to present our views, and to withdraw.. 

7. The Canadian High Commissioner in London is being requested to make 
similar representations to the United Kingdom Gove rnment. 

PARTIE 2/PART 2 

ALLEMAGNE j  GERMANY 

SECTION A 

.00CUPATION ET CONTRÔLE 

OCCUPATION AND CONTROL 

77. 	 DEA/7-CA-2 

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires  extérieures 

Dominions Secretary to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 1 	 London, January 3, 1946 
TOP SECRET.- Following from the Prime Minister for the Prime Minister, 
eegins: 

1. I have seen your telegram No. 265 in which is recorded the decision of 
the Canadian Government to withdraw the Canadian Army occupation force 
and the R.C.A.F. units engaged on occupational duties from Germany be-
tween April and the autumn of 1946. 

2. I fully appreciate the reasons underlying this decision and am well aware 
how great will be the administrative problems resulting from your retention 
of forces in Europe after 1946. 
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3. At the same time, I would earnestly request you to reconsider this de-
cision. The withdrawal of the Canadian - forces will inevitably result in the re-
tention of an extra number of forces from the United Kingdom. Full credit
for the help we can expect to obtain from our minor Allies has already been

allowed for in our planning.

4. I know that heavy demands are being made on you to demobilize, at
the earliest date, every possible man from the Canadian forces . You will, I
am sure, appreciate the demands that are being made on me for similar
action in order to meet our tremendous task of reconstruction .

5 . Your decision will also mean that we shall still have a number of men
serving in Germany who wi ll have as much as five years se rvice when Canada
will have withdrawn her last man from overseas .

6. -It . would seem . hard that this country should be expected to bear the
whole burden of occupational duties in Europe . This would, in effect, be on
behalf of all of us in the Bri tish Commonwealth who have fought together
in the war and are seeking in the same spirit of partnership to play our part
in restoring Europe and the world in general . If I may state frankly, for

your consideration, the programme which seems to us to meet our needs,
it would be that you keep a Canadian division and elements of the Royal
Canadian Air Force in Europe at least until after the spring of 1947 . If you
were then to withdraw your division in a phased six month pro gramme, say
one brigade in March 1947, the second in June 1947 and the third in
September 1947, we should find the hardship caused by its withdrawal much
less onerous than during 1946 . Similarly, we would like * to see at least two
of the R.C.A.F. fighter squadrons remaining with us until March 1947 .

7. I realize that this is very different from what you yourself have in mind
and that it must present considerable difficulties for you, but I know that
I can express my thoughts to you with complete intimacy and that you will
reply in the same spirit. We are all in an extremely difficult situation and I am
confident that you will do your best to help . Malcolm MacDonald has seen
this telegram in draft and will be in a position to discuss the matter with you,
if you wish, on his return in the middle of this week. Ends .

78. DEA/7-CA-2

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au secrétaire aux Dominion s

Secretary of State for External A ffairs to Dominions Secretary

TELEGRAM 9 Ottawa, January 14, 1946

TOP SECRET. Following from Prime Minister for the Prime Minister, Begins :

I have given careful consideration to your message No . 1 of January 3rd
and we have reviewed our position in the light of your representations .
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I think I fully appreciate your difficulties and would be glad were we in a
position to lessen them . I feel, however, I should let you know at once that
we shall not be able to modify the decisions about the withdrawal of the
Canadian occupation forces communicated to you in my telegram No . 265
of December 8th . These decisions were reached by the full Cabinet after a
close review of the problems involved in maintaining a Canadian force in
Germany after March 31st next . I have explained, at some length, to your
High Commissioner the considerations which have determined our policy in
this matter. In our view they allow no alternative to the carrying out of the
programme of which you have been advised, namely, that beginning in April
next the Canadian Army occupation force should be progressively reduced
on a schedule providing for its withdrawal with the object of completing
movements from the Continent before the end of this summer, and of
repatriating all Canadian Army personnel now overseas by the autumn of
1946 . Ends.

79. DEA/7-CA-2

Le premier ministre de Grande-Bretagne au Premier ministre

Prime Minister of Great Britain to Prime Minister

Top SECRET London, January [n.d.] 1946

I saw Mr. St. Laurent and his ministerial colleagues on the 22nd Janua ry .
We had a full and frank talk about occupational forces . '

I am sending you a note-[ of our discussion by air mail . I am also sending
you by the same bag a memorandiimt which gives our estimate of the Naval,
Army and Air Forces which we shall have to keep up in order to meet our
present commitments . In addition, on the suggestion of Mr. St. Laurent, I
am taking steps to find out what forces the Ame ricans expect to have on
occupational duties in Germany, Austria and Japan on the 30th June, 1946
and I will telegraph the information as soon as I have it .

I am sure that, when you have all the facts in front of you, you will
realise that the withdrawal of the Canadian contribution in Europe would
not only throw an undue burden on the United Kingdom but would also be
inconsistent with the common purpose of the United Nations, who are pledged
to the provision of security for the purpose of maintaining peace .

" Voir le document 789. 1 Sec Document 789.
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80. 	 DEA/8376-N-40 

Le sous-secrétaire  d'État aux Affaires extérieures au chef, la mission 
militaire auprès de la Commission alliée de contrôle en Allemagne 

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs to Head, Military Mission 
to the Allied Control Commission, Germany 

CONFIDENTIAL 	 Ottawa, January 29, 1946 
Dear General Pope, 

It is our custom to write to the Chief of a Mission proceeding to a new 
post an informal letter, outlining some of the matters with which he will be 
especially concerned, and suggesting certain topics on which the Department 
is particularly interested to have reports. Of course, we realize that in the 
case of Germany there are many unlmown factors which are bound to govern 
the fwictions of your Mission and, therefore, we have not tried to define the 
scope of your activities precisely. 

We have thought it desirable, however, to draw up a set of preliminary 
instructions for the guidance of your Mission, which follow in this letter. 
You should feel free to add your own conunents and suggestions and refer 
any further matters to the attention of the Department for supplementary 
instructions. 

In a general way I think you will find Berlin a good observation post, not 
only for German affairs themselves, but also for the policies of the occupying 
Powers. It is no exaggeration to say that the German problem is central to 
the peace' and prosperity -  of Europe as a whole. 

• Moreover, • You will find in Berlin the meeting'. of Soviet and western 
influences in Europe; and thé interplay of these forces, I need hardly - say, far 
transcends their direct relation to the  rman problem. We shall look for-
ward to receiving your reports with .great interest.- 

We -have tried in Section. 3 below to outline Canadian inteiests  in  Germany. 
Our general intereSt in the pacification. and reconstruction of ,Europe is 
obviouS. So also .are out. interests in prétecting Canadian nationals and their 
property in Germany. ;There is also a -considerable Canadian interest in the 
German economic- field. It is clearthat, at least for a .period of some years, 
German imports will be limited to certain essentials approved by the occupy-
ing powers,  and a first chargé will be  made  against Gernian exports  for  the 
payment Of these approyed imports. Canadian exports to Germany, there-
fore, will of necessity be verY small, and will probably be limited to supplies 
negotiated by .one or other of the oCcupying PoWers. However, the restric-
tions placed on German industrial production as the result of Allied policy 
will doubtless create opportunities for Canadian exports in replacement of 
German trade abroad. This is a development that should be watched, and 
I am hoping to have your Mission given adequate assistance in the economic 
field, through  the. appointment of 'suitable personnel. - 
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• - Below, undeï various •  heads, are set out some of the information and sug- 
•gestions regarding the functions of your Mission which I hope will be of 
help•to you in the work of your Mission. 

L STATUS OF MISSION 
- The Governments of the United Kingdom, United States and the Soviet 

Union negotiated an agreement in the European Advisory Commission (with 
which France was later asSociated) with regard to the organization of the 
.Allied control machinery in Germany in the period during which Germany 
will be carrying out the basic requirements of unconditional surrender. 

Under the terms  of  this agreement "supreme authority in Germany" is 
exercised, "on instructions froin their respective Governments, by the Com-

'mander-in-Chief  of  the armed forces of the United Kingdom, United States 
of America,•the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics" (and of Franêe) "each 
in his own zone of occupation, and also. jointly, in matters affecting Germany 
as a whole, in .their capacity as members of the supreme organ of control" 

,1,vhich was •constituted under the terms of this - agreement. This "supreme 
organ of control" ,is-the Allied Control Council. • 

Provision was made under the terms of thià agreement  for thé association of 
certain other Governments with the Allied ,Çontrol Council by the inclusion 
of Article 8 which states thàt  "the  necessary .consultation  with the Govern-

'merits of the »United Nations . chiefly 'interested will be ensured by the appoint-
ment  by suCh Governm. ents -  of Military Missions (which May'include civilian 
members) to the Control Council having access through thé apprbpriate chan-
nels to the organs of control". 

•II. 'ESTABLISHMENT OF THE CANADIAN MILITARY MISSION IN GERMANY 
Àuthoritlifor establishing  the  Canadian  Mission  was -given by Order:iii-

-Cbuncil P.C. 8500 of October 12th, 1945, whereby "thé Minister  of  National 
Defence, with  th  e» co;dperation cif the Secretary of Siate for  External 
is • to orgànie a-military mission -with' authority 'to pixitect 'and -  maintain 
Canadian interests in ,  inilitary .and ,  civil' matters within 'Germany -and tà do 
such other things as may be referred.:to it'by the Minister of•Nationar Defence 

,or the Secretary of State for External; Affairs in military-. and civil -  matters 
rrespectivelyl.'.'7 • 	, 	• 	-;, 	' 

ds:NA`DIAN IrrrizEsTs IN GEÎ1MANY 
In connection with these terms of reference of the Mission Canadian in- , 	. 

terests in Gennany include the following: 
(1) Canada, in common with other Allied countries, has a major interest 

in the pacification and recovery of Europe, in relation to which the German 
settlement is of supreme importance; 	• 	- • 

(2) The Canadian Goverrunent desires direct access to information on con-
ditions inside Germany and with regard to Allied Policy in Germany which 
will be bf value in formulating Canadian policy; 
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(3) Canadian .economic interests, and particularly Canadian expo rt trade

should engage the attention of the Mission. The effect of the decline - or
elimination of German industries on world trade as a result of industrial dis-
armament imposed on Germany by the Allies needs to be borne in mind in

relation to possible Canadian trade expansion ;

(4) The Canadian Government desires direct access to information avail-
able in Germany relating to German interests in Canada ;

(5) Canadian nationals either resident or temporarily located in Germany
may require protection or assistance ;

(6) Canadian property interests in Germany may require protection ;

(7) As long as Canadian occupation forces remain in Germany, ce rtain
duties in connection therewith may devolve upon the Mission as may be

indicated from time to time by the Minister of National Defence;

(8) The furtherance of other direct Canadian interests relating to the peace
settlement with Germany will be indicated from time to time by the Secretary
of -State for External Affairs, such as the settlement of claims for losses in-
flicted on Canadians by the enemy, including reparations, punishment of war
crimes -committed against Canadians, etc .

IV. FUNCTIONS OF CANADIAN MILITARY MISSION

In relation to the interests defined in general terms under paragraph 3, the
functions which the Canadian Milita ry Mission will be expected to perform
include the following :

A . REPORTING

(1) Political . It is important that the Canadian Government should be kept

informed regarding the policies formulated in the Control Council, conditions
within Germany, and questions relating to the European settlement generally .

Poli tical information of special interest includes the fo llowing :

the general policies of the occupying Powers, collec tively or individually ;

the German reactions to the policies of the occupying Powers ;

the rise of political parties in Germ any ;
the development of centrifugal and centripetal political forces in Germany,
including the establishment of a centralized German adminis tration and
tendencies in the opposite direction of local autonomy or separation ;
German frontier problems ;
the study of German public opinion .

(2) Economic and Social Conditions

Prospects of Canadian trade and commerce ;
The German food situation;
German industrial organization including cartels ;
German trade union movement ;
German currency and financial problems and foreign exchange position ;
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Sociâl conditions, educational problems and de-Nazification ;
Position of churches and religion .

(3) Military

Periodical reports on military matters considered to be of interest to the
Minister of National Defence.

B . PROTECTION OF CANADIAN INTERESTS

(1) Canadian Nationals

One of the p rincipal functions of the Canadian Mili tary Mission will be
the protection of Canadian nationals in Germany . This will include handling
of applications from Canadians desiring repatriation to Canada or other
assistance . Such app lications include certain persons who were born in
Germany, who later came to Canada where they secured naturalization, and
who returned to Germany before the war. As certain of these app lications
involve persons who were not interned and who served the German war effort,
full information should be obtained before such cases are referred to this
Department for consideration . At present these cases are handled by Foreign
Office representatives in the United Kingdom, United States and French zones
of occupation . There are no Foreign Office representatives in the Soviet zone
of occupation. The Mission should report to the Department when it is in a
position to take over this work from the Foreign Office representatives and
should also give as full an account as possible of the procedure being followed
in the hand ling of such cases .

(2) Enquiries received from the Department of External Affairs with
regard to relatives in Germany of Germans in Canada

At present such enquiries are referred to the Foreign Office representatives
in the United Kingdom, United States or French zones . of occupation but
only if the person about whom the enquiry is being made is a British subject .
The Mission should , report on what it is able to do regarding such enqui ries
and recommend the rules that might be followed with a view to having a
pub lic statement issued in Canada covering not only personal enquiries of
this nature but also the possibi li ty of persons in Canada sending money or
parcels to relatives and friends in Germany.

(3) Property of Canadian Nationals
At the present time the Department of External Affairs is receiving m any

claims from residents in Canada covering property losses in Europe . These
claims may be divided into three categories :

(a) claims for reparations against Germany resulting from war damage ;
(b) claims for restitution of specific identifiable property ;
(c) claims for damage against A ll ied countries .

In the cases of claims for reparations against Germany the claimant is
instructed /to file his claim with the Canadian Custodian . These claims, as far
as the Mission is concerned, will be handled by the Custodian's representative,
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acting on advice from the Custodian (see Section (4) below—Investigation 
of Custodian Interests). In the second and third cases an affidavit in quadru-
plicate is required and should be forwarded to the Under-Secretary of State 
for External Affairs containing the following information: 

(i) the full name and change of name, if any, of the claimant; 
(ii) the former and present nationality of the claimant including the place, 
number and date of issue of his naturalization certificate, if any; 
(iii) a detailed description of the property, its value and a description of 
the claimant's title thereto; 	- 
(iv) detailed circumstances of the claim; 
(v) the names of any persons connected with the transfer of the property 
if such transfer was unauthorized by the legitimate owner; 
(vi) any further information which would facilitate the discovery of the 
property or the determination of the claimant's right. 
(4) Investigation of Custodian Interests 
(i) The Custodian's representative will handle the investigation of claims 

for reparations against Germany resulting from war damage. Information will 
be supplied to him by the Custodian and he will be instructed on the action 
he is to take on individual cases. 

(ii) The Custodian's representative will also be responsible for the fol-
lowing: 

(a) the investigation of all German interests and investments in Canada 
where evidence is available either in Germany or other European countries. 
(b) the investigation of all matters relating to Canadian securities physically 
situated in Germany both with respect to securities owned by enemies and 
securities plundered by the enemy from formerly occupied territories. 
(c) at least in the preliminary stages, if Canada accepts the proposed 
reparations agreement, attending at the sessions of the Committee of Ex-
perts in matters of enemy property Custodianship in Brussels. 

C. MILITARY AND OTHER ACTIVITIES OF THE MISSION 

Other activities of the Mission will include mi litary liaison with the Cana-
dian forces of occupation, military liaison with other military missions to the 
Allied Control Council and such other military functions as may be referred 
to the Mission by the Minister of National Defence. 

V. COMMUNICATIONS 

According to the terms of the Order in Council P.C. 8500 of October 12th 
the normal channel of communication will be "between the Ministry of 
National Defence and the Military Mission in military matters, and between 
the Secretary of State for External Affairs and the Military Mission in civil 
matters generally, and betwe,en the Secretary of State of Canada and the 
Military Mission in special matters relating to the Office of the Custodian of 
Enemy Property". 
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It is therefore the intention of the Canadian Government that the Head of,
the Mission will . report to the Secretary of State for , External Affairs on civil
matters, to the Minister of National Defence on mi litary matters, and that the
Custodian's representative wi ll report to the Secretary of State on questions
relating to the work of the Custodian's office. Communications of interest or
concern to other Departments should be addressed to the Secretary of State
for External Affairs for transmission to the other departments concerned .

Communications between Ottawa and Berlin will have to pass through
London and appropriate arrangements should be made with the United King-
dom authorities in conjunction with the office of the High Commissioner in
London for cable and diplomatic bag facilities . In connection with the trans-
port of correspondence by diplomatic bag, it should be noted that communi-
cations not of an urgent nature should be marked for onward transmission
from London by sea transport in view of the high cost of trans-Atlantic air
mail at the present time.

In addition to the matters set out above, I hope that you will feel inclined
to keep us informed of your general impression of life and conditions in Ger-
many. Several of the Chiefs of Canadian Missions find it convenient to write
informal descriptive letters to supplement formal despatches, especially when
they relate to material which is perhaps difficult to incorporate in a more
formal communication .

On our part , we sha ll endeavour to send you information which will be of
use to your Mission . In particular any memoranda prepared in the Depart-
ment which relate to. the problem of the German peace settlement wi ll be

sent to you .
Finally, I should like to wish you we ll in your pioneer and difficult task of

establishing the Canadian Mili tary Mission in Germany. I know that you will
have serious material problems to contend with for some little time and you
will not find the Department lacking in sympathy and understanding of your
problems .

Yours sincerely, .
N. A. ROBERTSON

81. DEA/8376-N-40

;Le chef, la mission militaire auprès de la Commission alliée de contrôle
en Allemagne, au sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux A ffaires extérieures

Head, Military Mission to the Allied Control Commission, Germany,
to Associate Under-Secretary of State for External A ffairs

[Berlin,] May 24, 194 6

Dear Mr. Wrong ,
I beg to refer to your letter of the 14th May,-[ with which was enclosed a

memorandum-[ dealing with the issues raised by the French proposals to
separate the Ruhr and the Rhineland from the rest of Germany, and as well
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the British counter-proposa1s thereto, with regard to which you have asked me 
to comment. I venture to comply, though at the outset I should like to observe 
that although in its broad lines the subject is one which is uppermost in the 
minds of those of us who are serving in Germany, the solution of this difficult 
problem is being sought elsewhere, and that in Berlin up-to-date information 
seems difficult to come by. 

2. So far as my observation goes, my acquaintances in the several Missions 
here do not seem to be particularly well posted on the present position. In 
any event they express such divergent views that I am under the impression 
that they but reflect personal opinions or else the views popularly held in 
their respective countries. As regards the representatives of the Occupying 
Powers, there is but one group to which I can have recourse with any hope of 
success, but here again the results are usually meagre. Caution and reserve 
are undoubtedly excellent virtues in themselves, but to an inquirer it some-
times seems that they can be over-done. I often find myself wishing that I 
could once more tap the fruitful sources with which I formerly had contact 
in Washington. But to my muttons. 

3. In the first place, and at this stage I propose to confme my remarks to 
points of detail, I would suggest that nothing short of crass ineptitude on the 
part of the Western Powers could possibly bring about a rise of Communism 
to the west of the Elbe. During the past 12 months the Soviet has over-played 
its hand. We are all familiar with the age-old dread in which the French have 
held the Germans. I suggest that this feeling was, and is, mild compared to the 
dread and horror in which the Germans hold the Russians. I have yet to dis-
cuss any question with a German, be it the future of his country or the pros-
pect for this season's harvest, or even the price of eggs, that the question of 
Russia has not come up. The German has Russia on the brain and I have no 
doubt, with very good reason. When I first came to Berlin I was very con-
scious that I was defenceless from the east. This feeling bas  now passed for 
when one is living in a concentration camp one fence more or less makes 
little difference. But believe me, it is different with the German. Rapine and 
rape make bad missionaries. And if one looks farther afield than Prussia, it 
seems to me that the recent elections in Bavaria, in France, Belgium and 
Holland indicate that world opinion, our world at any rate, is swinging away 
from the extreme left. 

4. I wonder if in the last analysis the statement that there would be little 
hope for the success of any solution of the western European problem unless 
it received the long-term support of the United States is fundamentally true. 
That at first sight it does so appear, I readily agree. That United States sup-
port would be invaluable is a proposition which of course commands assent. 
But does this desideratum fall within the limits of practical politics? As to 
this I have some doubt. Walter Lippman's idea of an Atlantic Community 
made a strong appeal to my mind a year or so ago. I have long since given up 
hope that it can be achieved. Rather do I incline to the view I held in Wash-
ington at the time of Dumbarton Oaks, and later in Ottawa before we went 
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to San Francisco, that we should not set our sights too high but rather than 
to aim at universality which I feel is beyond our reach, we should set our-
selves the more moderate and I think reasonable objective of regional ar-
rangements. One step at a time is to my mind the only way by which real 
progress can be made. To attempt too much at once I fear leads only to dis-
illusionment and worse. It has done so within  our lifetime. 

5. Nor can I bring myself to believe that our American friends can really 
be of practical help in the solution of Europe's political troubles. I shall not 
labour the point here as I expressed myself pretty fully on this subject in my 
Despatch No. 38 of 23rd of March.t I shall content myself by saying that 
twice in the last 30 years, and on each occasion very much against their will, 
the United States in their own interest intervened in a European war to the 
end that the United Kingdom might be sustained. I think it would equally be 
to their interest to do so again should we be afflicted with another. 

6. Another thought that occurs to me is that the Anglo-Saxon mind is too 
prone to give undue weight to what the reaction of the German people might 
be to one or the other of the several courses of action that lie before us. It 
was British solicitude for Germany at Versailles which, as I believe, eventu-
ally brought us to the very edge of disaster in 1939. If carried too far it may 
do so once again for it provides the ardent German nationalist with an effec-
tive weapon to play upon our feelings and to whittle away whatever plan of 
control we may decide to impose. Moreover it seems to me to be another case 
of judging foreigners by the same standards we use to judge ourselves, than 
which, in the case of the Germans, there could be no greater error. All that 
we have lived through and read surely points to the great, I might almost 
allow myself to say the vital, necessity of making up our minds as to what 
we want to do and then of doing it with lasting determination. Hitler was able 
successfully to rail against the dictate of Versailles simply because he had good 
reason to feel that one or more of the chief architects of the peace of 1919 
did not really have their hearts and minds in their work. Must we fall into the 
same error once more before we finally learn that considerations which mean 
much to us are without effect on minds so different to our own? 

7.'And lastly, as regards separate points of detail, let us not confuse our 
rninds by the thought that anything we may do might tend to divide Europe 
into two camps. I submit in all earnestness that Europe is divided into two 
camps and that undue solicitude on our part can have no effect other than to 
accentuate the present line of cleavage. East of the line of the Elbe to the 
Adriatic, Europe is governed or at least dominated by men of a civilization, 
or barbarism if you will, entirely different to our own.  When  they were des-
perately try•ng to stave off defeat far inside their own frontiers they found 
time to make up their minds as to what they wanted and at the opportune 
moment they carried out their plan. Having done this they are taking advan-
tage of the confusion in our ranks to spread their influence still farther afield. 
I have already argued that it would be folly on our part to allow them to do 
so, indeed I have suggested that they are unlikely to succeed, but the fact is 
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that our indecision a year after the cessation _ of hosti lities affords them an

- undeserved opportunity of making the a ttempt .

8 . In business; I believe, boards of directors are - frequently confronted
with the necessity of coldly appreciating their financial position and when it
is adverse, of cutting their losses and making a fresh start . I suggest that in

the business of international po litics the situation is often much the same. If

milk has been spilt, why spilt it has been and there's an end of it, or should

be. What is of importance is to save what may be left.

9 . Again, those of us who have served our lives in the Army were taught

as young men that no advance could be made except from a secure base.

I suggest this truism holds good in other fields. If as I have recommended,

and am recommending, that we adopt a firm and unequivocal attitude I do
so only in respect of where we have, or can, establish a secure footing . Of

little avail to try -to force our views in respect of truly representative govern-
ment in Rumania, for Rumania to the Western Allies is a ve ry slippery
slope. There we are bound to fail and I suggest we should have known in

advance that in that part of the world we should only find discomfiture.

10 . On the other hand,'in Western Europe we are home . West of the Elbe
the cards are all in our own hands and we should have the gumption to play

them. Firmness and decision when the setting and time are opportune are of
great virtue. The situation is favourable and the timing not too late so there-
fore let us by all that is reasonable be firm and decisive .

11 . Holding these views, which I do with all the earnestness at my com-
mand, I find myself more than well, disposed to favour the general idea,

but not the detail ; of the French proposals for Western Europe . I therefore

find myself in full support of the second alternative which your memorandum
informs me is being considered by the United Kingdom Government . By all
means remove, not in perpetuity for nothing in this world is final so, there-

fore, for as long as the will of our peoples to do so endures, the Ruhr from
German control and place it under direction of the Western Al lies. By all

means hand over the management of German heavy indust ry in that area to
a socialized German corporation responsible to the Government of a German
Province which of course would be under (Western) A llied Control . Not

only would this action be - essential from our point of view but it would be
the best possible objective for the German people. It would not only do
away with the Krupps, Thyssens and others of that kidney, but it would
satisfy the aspirations of the Social Democrats whose advancement it is so
much in our interest to ensure .

12. By all means eagerly let us embrace the idea of a Western bloc. It
is our only secu rity against Soviet expansion in this field. It may not be
enough, but a li ttle is better than nothing, which is what we at present have .
Stalin has made himself as secure in the East as it was possible for him to do .
Why in the name of reason should we not do the same in the West? That
he ~. might not like - it I think we can safely disregard . Pusillanimity has
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never gained lasting moral or material gain. Our office of propaganda would
be singularly 'iaept if it was not able to convince the greater part of the
world that our policy was designed solely to further the interest of security .

13 . As to points of detail I am not competent to deal . All I know is that
the Ruhr was formerly part of two provinces-Rhine and Westphalia, Let us
now include it in Rhine Province for it is farther to the West. What its rela-tionship to the Central Government would be, frankly I don't know . What
I do know is that there is no central government in Germany and that so
far as I can see there is unlikely to be one for some considerable time . For
the time being a central government can be had only on Soviet terms and
this we cannot have. I would first establish the new province under the
B ritish Commander-in-Chief . Thereafter I should invite the collaboration of
the other two Western Occupying Powers with provision for the later inclusion
of Belgium and Holland. There would be no customs barrier between the
enlarged Rhine Province and the rest of Germany which chose to deal with
it, though of course the nature of its production and its disposition would
be for us to decide.

14. There is a danger that this control could be whittled away as the years
pass by, but that is really to say that the will of the Western democracies
to take the only means open to them to ensure their safety may weaken .
This may well come about but I cannot see any means of holding our people
firmly to the purpose they had during the war other than to formulate and
firmly to adopt the not unreasonable policy I have endeavoured to propound .

15. I am sending a copy of this letter to Mr. Robertson in London.

Yours sincerely,

MAURICE POP E

SECTION B

RÉPARATIONS / REPARATION S

82 . DEA/9442-40

Mémorandum de l'adjoint-exécutif', le bureau du séquestre des biens ennemis

Memorandum by Executive Assistant', Office of the Custodian
of Enemy Property

[Ottawa,) January 11, 1946
MEMORANDUM RE PARIS CONFERENCE ON REPARATION S

A copy of the proposed final Act-[ has been made available to the members
of the Committee together with a copy of the report of the Canadian Delega-
tion and a special memorandum i dealing with the complex problem of the
transferring of percentages from one category to the other .

'Colonel G. W. McPherson .
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This memorandum is designed to bring to the attention of the Committee 
the particular points on which the Canadian Delegation had instructions, the 
manner in which they endeavoured to carry out those instructions and the 
Delegation's interpretation of the application of the final Act to Canada. 

INSTRUCTIONS RECEIVED BY CANADIAN DELEGATION 

These instructions and the action taken by the Canadian Delegation to 
carry them out are referred to in the Delegation's report, Section 16. The 
Canadian Delegation was instructed to: 

1. Reserve Canada's position as to whether or not a reparations claim 
would be made. 

Subsequently the Delegation was authorized to act on the assumption that 
a claim  would be made and as a result Canada was allocated 3.5% of the 
Category A assets and 1.5% of the Category B assets. 

2. Support the proposition that German external assets situated in neutral 
countries should be in.cluded in the assets available for reparations. 

In this regard Part I, Article 6 C and 8 B and C and the Unanimous 
Resolutions Nos. 1 and 2 are designed to give effect to this proposition. 

3. Reserve the right of Canada to retain assets under ,the control of the 
Custodian. 

The Delegation indicated to the Conference that Canada would not be 
prepared to surrender any of the assets controlled by the Custodian and the 
Conference recogpized the right of each of the -nations represented to retain 
such assets although in theory, for the purpose of accounting, there is a pool-
ing of such assets. Part I, Article 6, of the final Act deals with this problem. 

4. Support the establishment of an Inter-Allied Reparations Agency. 
It is obvious that in order that there should be an equitable distribution of 

assets available for reparations, the Agency had to be established and the 
establishment is provided for in Part II of the final Act. 

5. Report on policy respecting advance deliveries of industrial equipment 
which might be of interest to the Department of Reconstruction. 

Certain lists of assets have already been made available by the Control 
Council in Berlin and it is understood that these lists have been received by 
the Department of Reconstruction. 

6. Press for the recognition of the principle that German exports should be 
used in the first instance to pay for essential and approved imports. 

This problem was considered as outside the scope of the Reparations Con-
ference, the principle having been recognized at Potsdam. The U.K. and the 
U.S. delegations went on record during the Conference as recogniimg this 
principle. 

7. Protect the interests of Canadian nationals in any industrial equipment 
declared to be surplus to Germany's peace-time economy and available for 
reparations. 
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Article 4 C (i) and Resolution 3 appear to the Canadian Delegation to
amply protect Canada's position in this regard.

8. Bear in mind the need for considering the s trategic, poli tical and eco-
nomic aspects of the peace settlement .

The Head of the Canadian Delegation made a statement to this effect dur-
ing the course of the Conference indicating at the same time that in the
interest of the reconstruction of Europe Canada might be prepared to follow
the American lead in surrendering a proportion of her share of industrial and
other capital equipment.

FINAL PROPOSED ACT

Points of General Interest
1 . Entry into Force and Signature

Under Article lof Part IV of the Act it will come into effect as soon as it
has been signed on behalf of the Governments collectively entitled to not less
than 80% of the aggregate of shares in Catego ry A. The U.K., the U.S. andFrance are collectively entitled to 72% .

In view of the fact that only the Governments who sign the final Act are
entitled to take part in the establishment of the Inter-Allied Reparations
Agency, it would appear desirable that the Government should determine at
the earliest possible moment whether or not it is going to accept the final Act .- The delegates representing Greece, Egypt and Denmark did not sign, the
latter stating he had not received instructions to do so .
2 . Effect of Non-acceptance

The effect of a Government not accepting the proposals, assuming that they
are accepted by Governments whose aggregate shares in Category A equal
80%, is that the share of the Government failing to sign will be distributed
among the signatory governments and it is not apparent how such a govern-
ment could obtain reparations from any source other than the German assets
which it may hold .

3 . Shares of Reparations
Part I, A rt icle 1, deals with this problem and the shares allocated to the

various Governments represented at the Conference are set out in the Table
of Shares in paragraph B .

The Conference recognized the desirab il ity of reconstructing devastated
areas of Europe as quickly as possible and the justice of using German indus-
trial and other capital equipment to replace capital assets destroyed . It was,
therefore, decided to establish two catego ries of assets, namely, Category Aand Catego ry B and in the latter category to include industrial and other
capital equipment, merchant ships and inland water transpo rt . Catego ry A
includes all other forms of German assets available for reparations such as-

(a) German assets within each country's jurisdiction .
(b) German assets in neutral countries .
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:(c) Future deliveries from current German production. 
(d) Reciprocal deliveries froin the U.S.S.R. 
The Conference did not determine what total amount of reparations should 

be paid by Germany or the period over which payment should be made. Nor 
did it endeavour to ascertain or even estimate the total value of German assets 
available for reparations. On this latter point the attention of the Committee 
is drawn .to Section 3 of the report of the Delegation which sets out the ar-
rangements made with the`U.S.S.R. under which it is entitled to 10% of the 
industrial and other capital equipment and an additional 15% of such assets 
as a reciprocal delivery for 15% of future deliveries to be made from the 
Soviet Zone of Occupation. 

It will be noted that Canada's share under Category A is 3.50 and the 
share allocated to the rest of the Empire, with the exception of the U.K., is 
3:80. Canada's percentage under this Category is * of the U.S. share and 
appears to be a favourable comparison. 

4. Method of Determining Shares 

The Yalta Conference agreed that Germany- 
(a) Must pay in kind for the losses caused by her to the Allied Nations 

in the course of the war, and 
(b) Reparations should be received in the first instance by those countries 

which have borne the main burden of the war and have organized victory 
over the enemy. 

A Committee of Statisticians considered the statistical information filed by 
the countries represented at the Conference and endeavoured to set up, in 
chart form, a comparative statement as between the various countries of the 
claims made, classifying in one chart the statistical information that could be 
evaluated in monetary figures and in the other chart figures which could not 
be so evaluated. 

This Committee distributed to the delegates the charts which they had 
prepared and the Inviting Powers placed before the Conference the Table of 
Shares, pointing out at the same time that it was impossible to relate directly 
the percentages allocated to the statistical charts because, in arriving at the 
percentages allocated, many factors, for example, political questions, had to 
be taken into account. An attempt was made at the meeting of the Heads of 
Delegations to force the Committee of Statisticians to appear and explain how 
the percentages were arrived at but this attempt was successfu lly opposed by 
the Inviting Powers. 

It would seem that the two main elements determining the shares of repara-
tions were the relationship of war damage and material loss to war effort and 
positive contribution to victory. There is no doubt that other factors were 
taken into consideration and it is interesting to compare the statistical informa-
tion filed by the U.S.'  with that  filed by Canada and the percentage share 
allocated to the U.S. and Canada respectively in Category A. Very roughly 
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the items evaluated in moneta ry terms filed by the U .S . and Canada compare
as twelve to one . respectively and the items not, evaluated . in monetary terms
filed by these two countries compare as six to one . If any average can be
struck it would be approximately nine to one and it is interesting ' to note that
theU.S . share in Catego ry A is slightly less than - this ratio. This also applies to
the , final figures allocated to the U.S . and Canada in Catego ry B. On the basis
of population, and it is not suggested that this factor was taken into considera-
tion at all , it is interesting to note that Canada's percentage considerably ex-
ceeds that of the United States .

The reasons why the Delegation feel that Canada should accept a 1 .50 share
of Category B assets are as fo llows :

The American delegation indicated informally early in the. Conference that
they. were authorized to give up a substantial pa rt of their Catego ry B share
because it was realized that devastated Europe must be reconstructed to the
benefit of all the countries and secondly because the United States, being .a
great indus trial country, did not require, and in fact .would not desire to move
plant and equipment from Germany to the United States . No doubt there were
some polical considerations, as well as economic, considerations behind their
proposed gesture, although it should be kept in mind that they talked about
obtaining compensation by an increase in their Catego ry A share for what
they might give up in Catego ry B. This idea was, of course, not acceptable to
the U.K. delegation and when the U.S. finally did give up 16.20% of their
Category B they obtained no direct compensation in Catego ry A although
certain concessions were made to them with respect to their Custodian owned
assets which are included in Catego ry A and the same concession will apply
to Canada .

The Canadian Delegation, having been instructed that "reparations cannot
be considered in isolation from strategic, economic and political aspects of
European settlement" and further . that "you would be justified in giving gen-
eral support to any movement designed to promote the restoration of Europe's
economy and development of general economic stability", indicated to the
delegates of the Inviting Powers that Canada would be prepared to surrender
a part of its Category B share for the same reasons and on the same basis as
the U.S . When the Table of Shares was presented to the Conference the U .S.
surrendered 16 .20% of its Category B share . The Canadian Delegation sur-
rendered 2 .0% of the Category B share allocated to Canada and the Union
of South Africa surrendered .60% . The U.K. refused to accept~ any portion of
the surrendered shares and the Conference distributed these percentages to
the other participating countries .

It is interesting to note that the U .K., who have suffered considerable
physical destruction of property, in addition to not accepting any portion ofthe surrendered shares, in the dying moments of the Conference surrendered.20% of the Catego ry B allocated to the U.K. in a successful effort to get
some of the other countries to remain in the Conference .
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6. German External Assets in Neutral Countries 

For several months diplomatic pressure has been brought to bear on 
various neutral countries in Europe in an attempt to make them disclose 
German property held in or through those countries. It was felt that if the 
Conference were to support the idea  that  such assets should be made avail-
able for reparations, this would considerably strengthen the position of the 
Allied negotiators. 

There were delegates at the Conference who strongly opposed the use 
of "the big stick" to force the neutrals to disgorge but, on the other hand, 
many of the delegates felt that if these assets were not made available for 
reparations, Germany's financial interests and probably some of the top 
ranking Nazis who had been able to remove their assets from Germany and 
centralize them in neutral countries, would now be able to recover these 
assets and evade their responsibility to pay reparations with the rest of 
the German people. 

Part I, Article 6 C and the Unanimous Resolution of the Conference, 
with particular reference to Resolutions 1 and 2, are an attempt to deal 
with this problem. It will be noted that the inference is that arrangements 
will be negotiated with the neutral countries by the three Inviting Powers 
and there is no indication that "the big stick" will be used. 
7. Allocation of a Reparations Share to Non-repatriable 

Victims of German Action 

This is of general interest to Canada in that Part I, Article 8 provides 
for the setting up of a special fund to aid in the rehabilitation of people 
coming within the categories indicated in this Article. The original proposal 
was made by the U.S. and its introduction raised one of the most contro-
versial questions of the entire Conference. The principal criticism against 
providing such a fund for vvhat appears to be a humanitarian effort was that 
certain agencies now operating in Europe to relieve the distress of displaced 
persons were using funds supplied by various United Nations to relieve the 
distress of Nazi sympathizers  .who,  because of their collaboration with the 
Nazis in their own countries, were forced to flee on the collapse of Germany 
and, in  some  cases went to Germany. As a result, the original proposal was 
redrafted and sub-paragraph D of this Article clearly defines the type of 

eople who are eligible for aid under the plan. 
The Article also provides for the agency which is to administer the fund 

and further that any individual refugee who receives assistance will not be 
préjudiée,d in . any claim he may have agàinst the future German Govern-
inent except to  the  amount of the assistance given. The fund is to be provided 
Out of an allocation of $25,000,000 which it is hoped will be obtained from 
the proceeds of German assets in neutral countries and in addition all of 
the non-monetary gold found in Germany. The use of non-monetary gold 
for this purpose was considered poetic justice in view of the fact that part of 
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the non-monetary gold consists of the gold removed from the . mouths of
-victims of Nazi horror camps, their rings and other jewelry.
8. Equality of Treatment Regarding Compensation for War Damage

The U.S. and Canadian delegations played a large part in having a
resolution pâssed dealing with this subject and it is referred to in Unanimous
Resolution No. 3 .

During the course of the Conference- it came to the attention of the
Canadian Delegation that a certain country had passed discriminatory legis-
lation under which that country was not prepared to pay reparations to
foreign owned corporations even though such corporations might be wholly
owned by other corporations or nationals of a United Nation . It was, theré-
fôre, felt that as a matter of principle, the countries represented around the

: Conference table should agree to the principle that thera should be no such
discrimination . It was also appreciated that there might be special problems,

. particularly with respect to those countries which had passed special legisla-

. tion, and in those cases special agreements may have to be made between
the countries concerned .

9 . Property in Germany -Belonging to a United Na>ion or its Nationals
The question of protecting these property interests and the further question

of restitution of property removed from occupied' territories and now located
in Germany, were discussed at some length and certain delegates suggested
that these interests should be ignored on the theory that if a United Nation,
its nationals or a corporation, invested moneys in Germany before the war,
this investment was a straight business venture and, therefore, should
be included in the reparations pool . This argument was not successful and
as a result the proposed final Act contains a provision with particular'refer-

-ence to the allocation of industrial and other capital equipment designed
to protect such property rights . The provision is to be found in Part I,
Article 4 C (i) .

If the Allied Control Council declares industrial equipment available for
reparations and the claimant country has a substantial prewar, financial inter-
est in such equipment, then that country will be entitled to have the equipment
allocated to it, if it so desires. If there are, two . or more claimants having a
sufficient interest, then their peculiar requirements will be taken into con-
sideration by .IARA .

. In the Annex, Resolution No . 3 deals at greater length with the problem of
whether or not property in Germany belonging . to a United Nation . or its
nationals should be a part of the pool of assets available for reparations . The

'Head of the Delegation did not feel that Canada should support this resolution
âlthough it appears to be of , considerable interest to Canada . The general
effect is that if the interest in a particular property, either wholly or in the
form of shareholdings, is more than 48%, such property shall as far as possi-
ble be excluded from the pool and the Control Council shall determine
whether or not a minority shareholding is of sufficient importance to justify
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the`.property not being - considered to be available for reparations . This does
not in any way affect the question of the destruction of the property if this is

necessary for security reasons .

On the other hand, if there is a . legitimate United Nations interest in any
property allocated as reparations or destroyed, then the United Nation or its
nationals, having such interest, are entitled to equitable compensation which
will be a charge on the German economy and, if possible, will take the form
of a shareholding in a German asset of the same kind which has not been
allocated for reparations .

As stated above, the United Nation or its nationals may have an interest in
certain assets now situated in Germany that were looted from occupied terri-
tories and these assets are specifica lly referred to in Part III, dealing with

moneta ry gold which- does not appear to be of any direct interest to Canada
and in the Annex, Resolution No . 1 .

Resolution No . 3 of the Annex, with particular reference to Clause (c),
-recommends that looted property be excluded from assets available for repara-

tions.
Where such looted property is identifiable there will be restitution but where

it is pot identifiable the claim will be part of the general reparations claim of

the country concerned . It was felt that certain exceptions should be made with
respect to objects of an artistic, historic, scientific, educational or religious
nature, excluding equipment of an indust rial character. Such articles are, ' if
possible, to be replaced by equivalent objects if they are not restored . The

Resolution suggests that expert missions should be a llowed by the Zone Com-
manders to search for and identify looted goods . The Agency will ' deal with

. a ll questions relating to restitution of property in the Western Zones of
Germany where such questions are referred to the Agency• by Zone Com-

manders .

10 . Inter-Allied Reparations Agency

Pa rt II-of the proposed final Act deals with the estab lishment of the Agéncy
commonly referred to as IARA, and where the various articles are of part icu-

lar interest to particular depa rtments, this interest is indicated in that section
of the memorandum dealing with that department .

The Agency will be established in Brussels and each of the Signatory Gov-
ernments will be entitled to one delegate and one alternate. It is the intention
to

.
éstâblish the Agency as soon as possible in order that the disposition of in-

dustrial and othefcapital equipment .may be proceeded with .

Each of the delegates will be entitled to one vote, except in the voting on
the budget where the delegate's vote ;will be proportionate .to the share of that

budget payable by his Government. Provision is also made for arbitration .

:>It, does, not appear necessary to deal with each of the . articles in this part
•,.siince it_is felt that the articles•themselves are quite clear .
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83. 	 PCO/W-38 

Mémorandum du Comité interministériel sur les réparations au Cabinet 

Memorandum from Interdepartmental Committee on Reparations to Cabinet 

[Ottawa,] January 15, 1946 

THE RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE REPARATIONS CONFERENCE IN PARIS 

At the meeting of the Cabinet on December 19th the Department of 
External Affairs submitted a report on the Conference on Reparations 
which was held in Paris from November 9th to December 21st, 1945, for 
the conclusion of a general agreement on reparations among those countries 
whose claims to reparations are to be met from the western zones of Germany 
and from German external assets. 

This memorandum outlined the proceedings of the Conference and the 
participation of the Canadian Delegation headed by General Pope. The 
Cabinet was asked to approve the recommendations contained therein as 
follows: 

(a) that authority be given to General Pope to sign the proposed "Final 
Act" of the Conference; and 

(b) that on receipt of the recommendations of the Conference embodied 
in the Final Act and the report of the Canadian delegation, the,se documents 
should be considered by the Inter-Departmental Committee on Reparations 
with a view to submission of further recommendations on the subject to the 
Cabinet. 

Cabinet approval was given to these reconunendations. 
In consequence of the decision of the Cabinet at its meeting on December 

19th referred to above, the Inter-Departmental Committee on Reparations 
had studied the recommendations of the Paris Conference on Reparations, 
and the report of the Canadian delegation and desires to report the follow-
ing: 

THE ALLOCATION OF REPARATIONS PERCENTAGE SHARES 

(1) Under the percentages of reparations, as set out in the attached table 
of shares,t Canada has been allocated 3.5 per cent under Category A and 
1.5 per cent under Category B. 

(2) The allocation of 3.5 per cent to Canada under Category A represents 
a fair and equitable percentage of German assets. This includes a provision 
for the retention of German assets under the control of the Canadian 
Custodian, and a share in German assets held in neutral countries, as well 
as in all other types of assets not included in Category B. 

(3) Under. Category B, Canada has been allocated 1.5 per cent. This 
allocation takes into account the waiving of a portion of the Canadian share 
to Gennan capital industrial equipment, as reported to the Cabinet in the 
memorandum from the Department of External Affairs  of  December 19th. 
The share within this Category is regarded by the Committee as sufficient, 
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` having in -mind that the lists of material designated by the Allied Control
Council as available for reparations, which have been communicated to the
Canadian Govérninent 'up to - the present time, have . contained - very few

items of interest to Canadian industry. This category of . assets also includes

German shipping and inland water transport . The percentage allocated to

Canada under this head remains at 3 .5, and would appear to be adequate to
cover any shipping which it may be desired to transfer from German to
Canadian registry in compensation for loss of shipping resulting from enemy

action.
(4) The table of shares represents a scheme recommended by the Paris

.Conference for allocating a purely hypothetical quantity of German assets
which may become available for reparations, and the proposed Final Act
does not set any total quantity or valuation on reparations to be paid by
Germany or define the period over which reparations deliveries are to be

made. However, as provided under the Potsdam Agreement, German capital
industrial equipment designated by the Allied Control Council as available
for reparations (Category B) is to be removed from Germany within a period
of two years from the date of the German surrender .

THE INTER-ALLIED REPARATIONS AGENC Y

(5) In order that an equitable distribution of German assets available for
reparations should be made as between the countries accepting the proposals
of the Paris Conference, the Final Act provides that an Inter-Al lied Repara-
tions Agency is to be established in Brussels, and that each of the signatory
governments is to be entitled to send one delegate and an alternate delegate
to this Agency . The Agency will be responsible for putting into effect the

- terms of the proposed Reparations Agreement . In particular the Agency wi ll
carry out the distribution of German assets to signato ry governments in

. proportion to the percentages allocated at the Pari s - Conference, and will
record such allocations . In the event of a dispute arising out of an alloca-

tion, provision is made for arbitration .

THE SETTLEMENT OF CLAIMS AGAINST GERMAN Y

(6) In order that there should be some finality in the settlement of repa-
rations claims against Germany, it is proposed that the signato ry governments

should waive their rights, and the rights of their nationals, by accepting their

share of reparations as allocated at the Paris Conference. It should be noted

that this waiver only applies to claims a rising out of the war.

OTHER PROVISION S

(7) In view of the fact that the Potsdam Conference declared that the
proceeds from current German exports are to be used in the first instance
to pay for essential and approved imports, the Conference confirmed ac-
-ceptance of this principle in its minutes, but since this is not directly a
question of reparations, there is no specific provision on this point in the
Final Act .
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(8) It appears from the recommendations of the Conference that adequate 
provision has been made to protect the interests of Canadian nationals in 
German assets that may be declared available for reparations. 

SIGNATURE 

(9) The signature of the Final Act by the delegates at the Conference 
represents a recommendation on their part to their respective governments 
that the proposed Reparations Agreement should be accepted. When those 
countries, holding 80 per cent of the aggregate total of the shares allocated, 
sign the Reparations Agreement at the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 
the Agreement will come into  opération. In the event that a country does 
not sign the Agreement, its share of reparations as allocated at the Paris 
Conference will be distributed among the signatory countries. There appears 
to be no method whereby a non-signatory country may obtain reparations 
except out of external German assets within its own jurisdiction. 

In the light of the foregoing the Inter-Departmental Committee on Repara-
tions recommends: 

(1) that the Canadian Government should accept the recommendations 
of the Paris Conference as contained in the Final Act, and that the necessary 
authority be given to the Canadian Ambassador in Paris to sign the Repa-
rations Agreement on behalf of Canada; 

(2) that ai the appropriate time Canada should nominate a delegate to 
the Inter-Allied Reparations Agency in Brussels; 

(3) that the Inter-Departmental Committee should continue to consider 
Reparations problems, should submit reports and recommendations to the 
Cabinet from time to time on matters arising out of the Reparations Agree-
ment, and should coordinate the action of the several departments, conce rned 
in regard to the receipt of reparations from Germany and their distribution 
in Canada. 1  

84. 	 DEA/9441-40 

L'ambassadeur en Belgique au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in Belgium to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 30 	 Brussels, February 13, 1946 
1. I have been requested to inform you that the first meeting of the Inter-

Allied Reparations Agency is to take place in the Chamber of Deputies on 
afternoon of February 28th. 

1 Ces recommandations furent approuvées 	1 mcse  recommendations were approved by 
Par le Cabinet le 23 janvier 1946 et l'ambas- the Cabinet on January 23, 1946 and the Am- 
sadeur en France fut autorisé à signer l'Ac- bassador in France was authorized to sign the 
cord sur les réparations au nom du Canada. Reparations Agreement on behalf of Canada. 
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2. The agenda calls for establishment of Sub-Committees on: 
(a) Experts on foreign. holdings. 
(b) Merchant shipping. 
(c) Arbitration with regard to restitution. 
(d) Budget of Agency. 
(e) Accounts. 
There will be other Committees as well. 
3. Please indicate the position of our delegation and, if it is not numerous 

enough to enable Canada to have representation on each Sub-Committee, 
state which of these Committees is of most importance to us. 

4. I have asked our Paris Embassy to furnish me all available information 
but, in addition, would appreciate full documentation from you. 

5. Generally, I desire pointing out that, as other countries concerned will 
probably have large, fully informed and experienced delegations at this first 
Conference, it is essential that I be placed in a position to deal adequately with 
Canada's case. 

85. 	 DEA/9441-40 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures à l'ambassadeur en Belgique 

, Secretary of State for External Affairs to Ambassador in Belgium 

TELEGRAM 31 	 Ottawa, February 25, 1946 

Reference your telegram No. 30, February 13th, Inter-Allied Reparations 
Agency: • 

1. Documentation. which General Vanier has been asked to send you will, 
I think, give you sufficient background information. Following is supplemen-
tary information for your guidance. 

.2..Our principal interest at present relates to the procedure to be worked •  
out in I.A.R.A. discussions to govern procurement and distribution of assets 
as between .  Governments who signed Reparations Agreement, on the basis 
of percentages allocated at Paris Conference. As regards German industrial 
plant and equipment incliided in Category B, Canada waived a portion of 
its percentage allocated in Paris in view of more urgent needs of countries 
devastated by war. Our interest in this field is selective and specific items 
from Germany will need to be related td determined needs in Canada. As 
regards other assets, however, it will need to be borne in mind that claims 
at present filed with the Custodian, even before advertisement, exceed the 
estimated value of German assets controlled by the Canadian Custodian. 

3. YOU .maY be required under the ternis of the Repnraifons Agreement 
to .snbmii*certain informâtion. 
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(a) As regards items of German industrial plant and equipment available
under Category B, article 4 (b) of the Reparations Agreement provides
that signatory governments should endeavour to submit comprehensive
programmes of requests . This is not possible at present owing to lack of
information on availability of items . We have so far received three lists of
items designated by the Control Council in Germany as available for ad-
vance deliveries . Description of items in these lists is not sufficiently in-
forma tive to enable us to decide which items offered may be useful to
Canadian economy. You should put the position to I .A.R.A. that our lack of
information prevents us from preparing a comprehensive programme of
requests and also makes it difficult for us to deal with lists already
received .

It is understood that the United Kingdom and United States Governments
have teams of investigators in Germany examining the items listed . They will,
therefore, have more information available than ourselves and other govern-
ments . We have no investigators at present, but Geddes, economic adviser
to the Canadian Military Mission, hopes to consult United Kingdom and
United States authorities in London and Germany with a view to obtaining
as much information as possible on the quantity, type and value of plant
and equipment available for reparations and report to us on the situation.

(b) As regards. German assets coming under Category A, you may be
asked under Article 6 (b) of Agreement to give information regarding evalua-
tion of Canadian controlled German assets. For this purpose you may usefigure of $6,459,924, given at Paris Conference . Unless there is agreement
between signatory governments on a standard basis of evaluation we propose
to leave the estimate unchanged .

4. We have been considering various types of claims against Germany
which should be espoused by Canadian Government . Departmental memoran-
dumt on this subject will follow by mail . In this, connection Massey-Harris'
claims in France and Germany are cases in point . You may have opportunity
to ascertain procedure followed by United Kingdom and United States in
equivalent cases where bulk of investment is held by parent company in the
United Kingdom or United States, while subsidiary is incorporated in
Germany or another third country . Are such claims dealt with on basis of
corporate or investment interest?

5. As regards question in your paragraph 2, representation on Committees,
having in mind interests indicated above you, should endeavour to be repre-
sented at least on following Committees ;

(a)' foreign holdings ;

(b) any committee, dealing with catego ry B assets including merchan t
shipping ;

(c) arbitration regarding restitution (some of our claims are restitution
problems ) .
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6 . As discussion proceeds you wi ll no doubt inform us of any develop-
ments affecting Canadian interest and supplementa ry instructions will then
be cabled .

86, DEA/9441-40

L'ambassadeur en Belgique au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in Belgium to Secretary of State for External A ffairs

TELEGRAM 46 Brussels, March 6, 1946

SECRET . Reparations .

1 . Reference our telegram No . 42 of March 6th . i Seventh and eighth
meetings of Assembly yesterday . Committee elections and Canada on three
Committees. Canada on German External Assets Committee . Not much
agitation required . Canada on Merchant' Shipping Committee as forecast
in our telegram No . 43 ~ of March 6th. t Canada also on new Committee on
industrial property, to deal with deflation, etc ., and technological information .

2 . ' Committees, on indus trial prope rty, inland water transport and new
Committee on current production to hold organization meetings immediately .

Not expected to do much work before - next session of Assembly about the
end of March . Further discussion on Shipping Committee today.

3 . Committees for arbitration in matters of restitution are not 'Standing
Committees and, none yet appointed, (reference yoûr telegram No. 31 of
February 25th)' .

87. DEA/9441-40

Le secrétaire• d'État aux Affaires extérieures à l'ambassadeur en Belgique .

Secretary of State for External A ffairs to Ambassador in Belgium

TELEGRAM 40 Ottawa, March 7, 1946

IMMEDIATE . SECRET. . Your telegram No . 42 of March 6th,t Reparations

. After consulting Custodian we agree you should press for membership 'in
Committee 'of Delegates on German External Assets . In support of claim to
membership you might use following arguments :

1 . Canada was one of the few countries at Paris Conference which sur-
rendered a portion of its Category B share in favour of Europeàn countries
devastated by the war . Of other countries taking similar action United King-
dom and United States are already assured membership on Committee and
special provision in reparations agreement protects position of South Africa .
It is;,therefore, important ~ that Canada should be represented on Committee
to protect its position.
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2. At present claims filed with the Custodian without advertisement greatly 
exceeds in magnitude the estimated value of German assets contro lled by the 
Custodian. - 
. 3. If claim for membership is to be based on figures of holdings of German 
assets, it should be borne in mind that the Canadian figure may be consider7  
ably increased if an agreed standard of calculation is applied as between_ 
signatory countries. For instance some of the assets of German companies, 
incorpOrated in Canada are held  in the United States and their ultimate 
control for disposal purposes is yet to be determined. It seems to us essential, 
that agreement be reached on a standard assessment of value in order to 
establish -  the prinbiple of a fair division of GerMan external assets among 
signatory governmentS. 

For your information German external assets represent the main source 
from whiçh we would hope to obtain compensation and you may find it, 
useful in discussion with your colleagues to indicate informally, if this would . 

 help to obtain membership,, that Canada would be prepared to forego mem-
bership on some dther Committees if elected to, this Conunittee. In the event 
of our failing of nomination, you should urge that Canada be represented on 
Committee when any problems affecting our position are under discussion. 

88. 	 DEA/9441-A-40• 

Extraits du rapport de la délégation à la première session 
de l'Assemblée de l'Agence interalliée des réparations 

Extracts fronz Report of the Delegation to the First Session 
of the Assembly of the Inter-Allied Reparations Agency 

SECRET 	 Brussels, March 13, 1946 
A. INTRODUCTION 

The first session of the Assembly of the Inter-Allied Reparations Agency 
took place at Brussels from February .28th to March 7th. The Agency was 
established by the Final Act of the Paris Conference on Reparations. The 
Canadian Ambassador in Paris signed this Final Act on January 30th, 1946, 
for Canada. 

The Canadian Delegation consisted of the following: 
Delegate: 	H. E. the Hon. W. F. A. Turgeon, Ambassador to Belgium, 
Alternate: 	Col. G. W. McPherson, Member Canadian Military Mission, 

Berlin, for matters concerning the Custodian of Enemy 
Property. 

Secretary: 	Mr. T. LeM. Carter, Canadian Embassy, Brussels. 
Col. R. Geddes, Economic Adviser to the Canadian Military 
Mission, Berlin, arrived in Brussels at the end of the session. 
Col. Geddes and Col. McPherson plan to be in Brussels for 
the next session. 
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F. .CANADIAN PARTICIPATION IN THE AGENCY'S WOR K

The interventions of the Canadian representative in the discussions, have .
been noted above . As instructed in Telegram No . 31 of February 25, Colonel
McPherson stated -during the discussion on German industrial and ôther
capital equipment, that the lack of information makes it difficult to deal with
the lists already circulated . Canada was elected to the committees which are'
mentioned , in this telegram, except for those on arbitration - regarding resti-
tution. These arbitration commissions wi ll be ad hoc bodies to~ decide specific
disputes, and none have yet been elected .

The subject- of Canadian representation at the Assembly and on committees
has been raised in several telegrams to the Department . Adequate presénta= .,
tion of the Canadian case on such matters as German'industrial equipment,
German patents, German external assets and merchant shipping requires the
presence in Brussels of suitably briefed experts in these fields . Colonel Mc-
Pherson and Colonel Geddes will be in Brussels during the next session and
will be able to âdvise the Delegate in their respective fields . Patent and mer-
chant shipping experts have been asked for . It is most desirable, however, that
the departments concerned be asked to determine their attitudes on the aspects
of- réparations in which they are interested, and to make provision in advance
for representation . Information about forthcoming meetings of committees and
the probable agenda of Assembly sessions will be sent from Brussels as it
becomes available.It is likely that reparations matters will take up about a
third of the time of the . Delegate, and about the same proportion of the time
of one secretarÿ in .the Embassy, during the next few months . '

89. DEA/8376-N-40

» Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au chef, la missio n
militaire auprès de la Commission alliée de contrôle en Allemagne

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs to Head, Military Mission
to the Allied Control Commission, Germany

SECRET Ottawa, April . 6, 1946I I . .
Dear General Pope ,

I should like to refer to my letter of March 1 stt which dealt briefly with the
question of Canadian interest in procuring plant and equipment from Ger-
many,: which might,become available on reparations account :
- You will recall that, at that Aime; scrutiny of the lists of plant and equip-

ment available for advance deliveries on reparations account had revealed little
• . , ., .

I Le dossier DEA 9441-A-40 contient les . 1 DEA file, 9441-A-40 contains the subse-
rapports subséquents de la délégation cana- quent reports' of the Canadian Delegation
dienne qui né' sont pas reproduits ici. which are not printed here . `
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of value to Canadian industry, and interest had been expressed only in pro-
curing a plant for the production of hydrogen perœdde and hydrazine 
hydrate. 

The reason for this expression of interest was that Canadian Arsenals, Lim-
ited, (a Crown company), and certain research branches of the Services are 
contemplating the production of rocket fuel, component parts of which are 
hydrogen peroxide and hydrazine hydrate. It was with this requirement in 
mind that a bid was made on January 21st for the acquisition on Canadian 
reparations account of the Degussa Plant at Rheinfelden (reference No. 2008), 
which was described on a list received from the Allied Control Council, 
through the United States Embassy here, as a plant for the production of 
hydrogen peroxide. In indicating our desire to obtain this plant, the reserva-
tion was made that our interest was "conditional upon the securing also of a 
hydrazine hydrate plant of sixty ton capacity." 

Since that time we have received information, through army channels, that 
two plants, the Chemische Fabrik Transche at Gertsoffen in the United States 
zone, and a plant at Leverkusen, were both used by the Germans during the 
war for the production of hydrazine hydrate. We are informed that these 
factories are scheduled to be dismantled and may, therefore, become available , 
as reparations. 

You will understand that our main concern is in obtaining a hydrazine 
hydrate plant, as hydrogen peroxide can easily be produced  in Canada. Any 
information, therefore, as to whether the plants noted above are, in fact, to be 
declared available as reparations, would be appreciated, in order that an early 
bid may be placed through the Inter-Allied Reparations Agency. 

We are also advised by the Department of Reconstruction that Canada has 
an interest in obtaining a plant for the production of "solventless cordite". 
The lists so far supplied by the Allied Control Council have not shown that 
such a plant is available. If, however, advance information is given to you as 
to the likelihood of equipment for the manufacture of this product being 
designated as available for reparations, we would like to have this information 
at an early date. 

You will note on page five, paragraph one, of the Report of the Canadian 
Delegation on the First Session of the Assembly of the Inter-Allied Repara-
tions Agency,t a copy of which was sent to you from the Canadian Embassy, 
Brussels, that daims for reparations already placed with the Allied Control 
Council are to be considered null and void by I.A.R.A., and that new claims 
are to be registered with the Agency. 

With this in mind action is being taken to prepare a consolidated list of 
Canadian requirements, as known at the present time, for the guidance of the 
Canadian deleeation at I.A.R.A. This list will be made up of bids which have 
already been registered with the Allied Control Council, (i.e., hydrazine 
hydrate), and additional items of equipment which various departments of 
the Government have indicated they wish to receive from Germany. 
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You willrecall that C.A.T.C., London, has .been engaged .jn .procuring items
of equipment from Germany (commonly referred to as "booty".), which fall
un3er the headings described in Article 5 of the terms of surrender imposed
on Germanÿ. "Booty" has been interpreted in several ways by various agen-
cies and governments, however, we have now received through C.A.T.C. the
present understanding of the term as employed by the Control Commission to
Germany B .A.O.R.1, as follows :

Any property which was possessed by any former German government
or any subject .of that government coming under category of arms, munitions,
and .implements of war; which last are defined as articles or stores specially
designed for offensive or defensive warfare or relative research and develop-
ment facilities (including documents, mate rial and training devices), provided
such articles or stores are not conve rtible to normal peacetime uses without
mate rial change of -construction shall be defined as booty.

We are informed that this definition of booty is still under consideration and
may be modi fied by later discussions .

It appears that certain of the items which C .A.T.C. is endeavouring to pro-
cure on the continent for the various departments of Government, cannot be '
classified as "booty", and other means must, therefore, be sought to obtain
this material . To ' this end the lists .of German equipment requested by the
various departments of Government are being revised here with a view to the
possibility of some of this equipment becoming available - through I.A.R.A.

When the revision is completed, these requirements, together with any
items of interest to Canada appearing on the lists sent to us from the Al lied
Control Council, will be despatched to Mr . Turgeon. In the meantime, it is
envisaged that C .A.T.C. will continue its efforts to obtain ce rtain items under
the "booty" system, where the only charges incurred .wil l be those - for crating
and, shipping .

We would appreciate receiving any advance information, which you may
have,, as to . plant - and equipment being declared available as reparations, in
particular, any items ~ which in Colonel Geddes' opinion would be useful to
Canadian indust ry . On our side, we wi ll keep you informed from time to time
of developments in Canada affecting the ques tion of reparations from Ger-
many. In this connection I enclose one copy of the Minutes of the meeting
of the Inter-Departmental Committee on Reparations of March 25th, 1946 . t

A copy of this letter has been sent to Mr. Turgeon .

Yours sincerely,
N. A. ROBERTSO N

1 British Army of, the Rhine .
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90. 	 DEA/9442-40 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire 
en Grande-Bretagne 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner 
in Great Britain 

DESPATCH 642 	• 	 Ottawa, April 11, 1946 
Sir, 

I have the honour to refer to my despatch No. 506 of March 16th,t in 
which developments which had taken place up to that time, in connection 
with the Canadian claims to reparation from Germany, were briefly reviewed, 
and to inform you  of-discussions which have since taken place in the Inter-
Departmental Committee on Reparations, with regard to the handling of 
Canadian claims arising out of the war with Germany. 

2. You will recall that under the terms of the Paris Agreement on Repara-
. fions, Article 2A each of the signatory governments agreed that 

their respective shares of reparation, as determined by the present Agreement, 
shall be regarded by each of them as covering all its claims and those of its 
nationals against the former German Government and its agencies of a govern-
mental or private nature, arising out of the war (which are not othenvise 
provided for), including costs of German occupation, credits acquired during 
occupation on clearing accounts and claims against the Reichskreditkassen. 

3. The question of the satisfaction of claims by individuals and corpora-
tions against Germany arising out of the war is, therefore, seen to be an in-
ternai problem, and it is for each of the signatory governments to decide in 
what manner such claims are to be met. There appear to be two alternative 
procedures for paying approved claims. On the one hand, payment might be 
made on a priority or pro rata basis out of the proceeds of German reparation 
and on the other, claims might be met directly from the national revenue to 
which, of course, would be paid any proceeds from the reparation settlement. 

4. Approximate figures which have been supplied by the Canadian Custo-
,dian's Office indicate that claims against Germany are far in excess of German 
assets held or controlled by the Canadian Custodian. It is not known at this 
'stage whether proceeds from ôther forms of German reparation will tend to 
bring about a.  balance between claims registered and assets with which to 
meet them, but it is considered most unlikely, having regard to the small per-
centage share of reparation which was allocated to Canada at the Paris Con-
ference and in view of the fact that the Custodian has not, as yet, advertised 
for war claims against Germany. In addition, it is clear that if the Govern-
ment were to claim priority of claims on reparations over private claimants, 
on the basis of the budgetary cost of the war, there would be little possibility 
of meeting Canadian claims by individuals and corporations from the pro-
ceeds of German reparation. 
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5 . These problems have been discussed by the Inter-Departmental Com-
mittee on Reparations, and it has been agreed to have enquiries made . where
possible regarding the approach to this problem on the part of other Govern-
ments who were signatory to the Paris Agreement on Reparations . For the
guidance of those .concerned with the problem in Ottawa, it would be useful
to know something of the manner in which the United Kingdom Government
faced with similar problems propose to deal with them . More specifically, it
would be appreciated if you could ascertain from the Government to which
you are accredited, (a) whether it is envisaged that claims are to be met out
of the . proceeds of reparation from Germany or from the national revenue ;
(b) whether or not it is intended to give the Government claims to reparation
from Germany priority over individual and corporate claims ; and (c) whether
any steps have been taken to advertise for claims against Germany arisin g

6. The question of which categories of claimants should have their claims
for reparation and for restitution espoused by the Canadian Government has
been considered by a Sub-Committee of the Inter-Departmental Committee
on Reparatiôns, and the following recommendations have been placed before
the Committee :

WITH REGARD TO REPARATION S

7. Claims of Individuals

The following çategories of claimants should receive favourable considera-
tion by the Canadian Government :

(a) All claimants now possessing Canadian nationa li ty who possessed that
nationali ty at the .time their claims arose ;

- out of the war.

(b) All claimants now possessing Canadian nationa lity who at the time
their claims arose were nationals of one of the United Nations, providing such
claimants waive their, right to claim through the United Nation in question ;

(c) All claimants of r dual nationa li ty (one of which is Canadian) who
possessed Canadian nationality at the time their claims arose, provided that
none of their nationa lities during the war were enemy or Axis and providing
that such claimants waive the right to claim through the country of their
other nationality.

Note . The claims of Canadian nationals who at the time their claims arose
were nationals of an Axis or ex-Axis satellite state, should not have their
claims espoused by the Canadian Government.

Compdny Cicüms `

8 : The Canadian Governnient should only espouse the claims of corpora-
tions incorporated by provincial or"federal legislation, and whose "nationality"
thus acquired was ' obtained in conditions -which would allow the Government
to espouse the claim as for a person.
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Partnership Claims 	- 	 • 	 - 

9. In the special case of partnerships, in addition to the conditions pertain-
ing to persons, the Canadian Government should espouse only that fraction 
of the claim which is represented by the relation to the total partnership of 
that part of the partnership which is Canadian. 
WITH REGARD TO RESTITUTION 

10. The following categories of claims should be assisted by the Canadian 
Government: 

(a) All Canadian citizens. 
(b) All aliens permanently resident in Canada, who have applied for 

Canadian citizenship. 
11. It will be understood that Canada does not wish to proceed unilaterally 

to apply the principles outlined above to the advertisement for or the hearing 
of claims against Germany until something is known of what procedure is 
envisaged in this regard by other Governments signatory to the Paris Agree-
ment. For this reason it will be appreciated if you would submit the principles 
noted above for consideration by the Government to which you are accredited 
in order to obtain their views. 

12. It is our tentative opinion that these principles are in accordance with 
the conunon practice of international law, but consideration should neverthe-
less be given to certain reciprocal aspects in their application. It seems clear 
that a claim should not be espoused simultaneously by two Governments and 
it is our view, subject, of course, to the concurrence of other Govermnents 
concerned, that in cases where claims could be registered with one or two 
countries they should be espoused only by the country of the claimant's 
present nationality. By the same token, in the case of dual nationality, only 
one of the Governments concerned should deal with the claim. 

WITH REGARD TO PRE-WAR DEBTS 

13. It is the Canadian view that subject to inter-govermnental agreement, 
German debts payable to nationals of the United Nations which originated 
before the war and became payable during the war or before the war should 
be classified as pre-war debts and should not be considered a matter of 
reparation but should be taken up at the time of the conclusion of the peace 
treaty with Germany. This would appear to be in accordance with Article 2C 
of the Final Act of the Paris Conference on.Reparations, which states, in part: 

Notwithstanding anything in the provisions of paragraph 2 above (see page 1) 
the present Agreement should not be considered as affecting the obligation of 
the appropriate authorities in Germany to secure at a future date the discharge 

, of claims against Germany and German nationals arising out of contracts and 
other obligations entered into, and rights acquired, before the existence of a 
state of war between Gerrnany and the Signatory Governments concerned, or 

„ 	before the occupation of its territory by Germany, whichever was earlier. 

14. For your information, I attach one copy of the Minutes of the Inter-
Departmental Committee on Reparations of Monday, March 25th,t the report 
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of the Sub-Committee of the Inter-Departmental Committèe on Reparations,t
and a copy of the report of the Canadian delegation to the First Assembly of
the Inter-Allied Reparations Agency .

15 . The United Kingdom Government is presumably confronted with simi-
lar problems, in dealing with the domestic aspect of the reparations problem,
and it would be helpful to the authorities concerned with this question in
Canada, to have any information you may be able to obtain regarding the
manner in which the United Kingdom Government is dealing with the matter .

16 . Similar despatches have been sent to Washington, Paris, Brussels, The
Hague and Canberra .

I have etc.
N. A. ROBERTSON

for the Secreta ry of State
for External Affairs

91. DEA/9441-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures à l'ambassadeur en Belgique

Secretary of State for External A ffairs to Ambassador in Belgium

TELEGRAM ;187 Ottawa, October 5, 1946

Reference your telegram No. 210 of September 26th .t Special Assembly
meeting I .A.R.A .

Support should be given efforts to expedite allocation of plants . from Ger-
many by Allied Control Authority . This would appear necessary both in
order to speed up receipt of industrial equipment in needy Agency countries
and to the end that reparation removals should not be prolonged in Germany
where industrial equipment is, no doubt, subject to heavy depreciation and
where continued reparation removals would undoubtedly have an adverse
-psychological effect on the German population . In principle we agree with
'draft resolution prepared in Procedure Committee, reference your despatc h

No. 5 ', - - - - - -

As regards procedure within Agency it would be useful if Canadian au-
thorities could receivé 'with each invento ry a short summary containing gen-
eral" information as to set up, production, condition, evaluation and other
relevant data suitable for publication along lines now being followed in
B ritish Board of Trade Journal . Such concise information is very desirable in

order that industry may express interest with reasonable understanding and
knowledge .

Having regard for difficulties in reaching all of Canadian industry we
would appreciate as much time as possible in which to submit bids or ex-
pressions of interest.
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92. 	 DEA/9441-40 

Le chargé d'affaires en Belgique au secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

Chargé d'Affaires in Belgium to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

DESPATCH 554 	 Brussels, October 11, 1946 
CONFIDENTIAL 

Sir, 
I have the honour to enclose the resolution of October 8th of the Assembly 

of the Inter-Allied Reparations Agency on the delay in carrying out repara-
tions policy. In accordance with the decision of the Assembly, this resolution 
is being communicated to the Government of Canada for any further action 
which it may see fit to take. 

The resolution is the most important action in the field of capital industrial 
equipment which the Agency has yet taken. It was passed by fifteen votes, 
three abstentions and one delegate absent. The United States, Egypt and 
South Africa abstained and Luxembourg was absent. The second paragraph 
of the preamble states that the present situation is inconsistent with the 
reparations policy enunciated at Yalta and Potsdam. In the resolution proper, 
the Assembly expresses its wish that the situation should be brought to the 
notice of the council of Foreign Ministers. It would have been more normal 
for the Assembly to have first approached the Allied Control Council, but 
previous communications to the Allied Control Council on procedures and 
inspection facilities have brought tardy, incomplete and sometimes curt re-
plies. Moreover, it was thought desirable that the resolution should be before 
the Council of Foreign Ministers when it takes up German matters at its 
forthcoming meetings. 

The United Kingdom Delegate is largely responsible for the resolution. As 
described in the report on the fifth session of the Assembly, which has been 
sent to you, he took the initiative * several weeks ago. The French Delegate 
strongly supported him in his capacity of President of the Assembly. Monsieur 
Rueff urged that delegates should request their Gove rnments to support the 
resolution by diplomatic approaches to the four occupying powers. A para-
graph to this effect was inserted in the resolution at one stage, and later with-
drawn. It is likely that tliree or four of the small European states will make 
diplomatic démarches. The United States Delegate stated that he was in 
sympathy with the terms of the resolution, but from a tactical point of view 
he could not support an appeal to the Council of Foreign Ministers 
at present. 

This resolution was the only matter before the final meetings of the fifth 
session of the Assembly. A copy of the press communiquét on the session is 
enclosed. 
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This 'despatch is being referred to our missions in London, Pari s and .
Berlin .

I have etc.
T. L. CARTE R

for the - Chargé d'Affaires

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Résolution de l'Assemblée de l'Agence interalliée des ,réparâtions

Resolution , of , the Assembly of the Inter-Allied Reparations Agency

Brussels, October 8, 1946

THE ASSEMBLY OF . THE INTER-ALLIED REPARATIONS AGENCY

RECALLING the objects for which it was set up by the Paris Agreement of

14 January 1946 ,

nEPLORES . the slow rate at which industrial capital equipment from Germany
is being made available for distribution between its member Governments, a
atate of affairs inconsistent with the reparation policy, enunciated in the Yalta
Communiqué and the Potsdam Declaration of 2 August, 1945 ;

OBSERVING that the value- of industrial capital equipment as reparation is in
direct relatiori to the speed at which it can be dismantled, removed and
incorporated into the .economy of the recipient countries ;
OBSERVING that the Potsdam Declaration stressed the need for speed . in the
delive ry of industrial capital equipment (a) by providing that such deliveries
should be completed as soon as possible and (b) by making special provision
for advance delive ries of indust rial capital equipment to begin p rior to the
fixing of the total amount to , be removed from Germany ;

RECORDING that 14 months after the Potsdam Declaration only an insignificant
number of plants has been declared available for distribution among members
of the Agency and that the Agency has received no official explanation of the
reasons for the present delays or information regarding the prospect of future
allocation 'of indüstrial capital equipment ;

THEREFORE . CONS IDERS

that the serious state of affairs described above should be brought to the notice
of the Council of Foreign Ministers at the earliest possible date with a view
to a speedy remedy ;

AND DECIDES to charge its President
(i) to request the Delegates of the United States, France and the United

Kingdom,` being ' the Delegates of the Governments of those Powers occupying
Germany which are also , signatories to the Pari s Agreement of 14 January ;
1946, and the Soviet Ambassador to Belgium, to bring this resolution itrgently
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to the notice of their respective Governments ,  and to inform their respective 
Governments that it is the wish of this Assembly that the matter be placed on 
the Agenda of the Council of Foreign Ministers at the earliest possible date; 

(ii) to inform the President of the Allied Control Council in Berlin of the 
action taken by the Assembly. 

	

93. 	 DEA/9441-E-40 

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au délégué'  
à l'Assemblée de l'Agence interalliée des réparations 

Under-Secretary of State for External A ffairs to Delegate' 

	

' 	to the Assembly of the Inter-Allied Reparations Agency 

Ottawa, December 20, 1946 
Dear Sir, 

I refer to your second and third Reportst dated November 29 and Decem-
ber 2 respectively. These reports were duly submitted to the office of the 
Custodian and have there been reviewed. I have just received from the Assist-
ant Deputy Custodian a communication, copy of which is attached, in which 
he comments upon the reports under review. You will observe that he pre-
sumes that his memorandum will be considered by the Inter-Departmental 
Committee on Reparations. 

At an early meeting of the Inter-Departmental Committee, the question will 
be raised as to the necessity of Committee consideration of questions of a 
custodial nature2  in which many members have no particular interest, and 
which are in any event, of a highly involved and technical nature. I propose 
to report the receipt of the Custodian's comments upon your reports, but I do 
not anticipate there being any very illuminating discussion. In accordance 
with this general thought, I am forwarding to you the enclosed document so 
that you may have the benefit of the Custodian's conunents without further 
delay. 

Yours sincerely, 
E. R. if{oPKINs} 

for the Under-Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

1  Colonel G. W. • McPherson. 	 • 
, 2  Des rapports détaillés sur ces questions 	• Detailed reports on these questions are 
sont dans les dossiers DEA/9441-A-40 et in files DEA/9441-A-40 and 9441-E-40. 
9441-E-40. 	' 	 ' 
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[PIÉCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE ]

Mémorandum du séquestre suppléant adjoint au président,
le Comité interministériel des réparations

Memorandum f rom Assistant Deputy Custodian to Chairman ,
Interdepartmental Committee on Reparation s

[Ottawa,] December 20, 1946

The Custodian's Office has studied Col. McPherson's Second and Third
Reports, dated November 29th and December 2, 1946, respectively, in which
he outlines further problems and arguments arising from meetings of the
Committees of Experts and German External Assets . Similar to our previous
observations, we offer the following comments, which we presume will be
considered by the Inter-Departmental Committee on Reparations before final
instructions issue to the Canadian Delegation at Brussels . For the sake of
clarity, it is felt that each report should be dealt with under separate
headings .

(A) SECOND REPORT RE COMMITTEE ON GERMAN EXTERNAL ASSETS

DATED NOVEMBER 29, 194 6

(1) Decedents' Estates

This office has carefully studied the United States proposal as contained in
Article 1, Part II of their proposals dated November .12, 1946 . We have also
reviewed the various arguments put forward by the United States in support
of their proposal, and observed the arguments advanced by other . countries
with respect to this proposal. We have also considered the United Kingdom
revised proposals under this heading, dated December 3, 1946, which were
obviously presented after the date of the report under consideration. I think it
should be pointed out here that there are only a few estates in our records in
which there is German enemy interest involved, and that regardless of what
policy is eventually adopted by I.A.R.A., it will not affect Canada greatly one
way or another . As far as this office is concerned, we see no objection to the
Canadian Delegate supporting the revised United Kingdom proposal outlined
in Article 1 of Part II of their proposal . We would support Paragraphs 1 and
2 of this Article. With regard to Paragraph 3, we are not quite clear on the
interpretation of the words "administered and distributed ." For instance, what
would happen in the case where an estate was administered prior to the date
of vesting if part of the residue were payable to a German enemy, but had not
been actually distributed to him? If the asset were in Canada, we would have
automatically vested it on September 2, 1939 .

There is no mention made in the United Kingdom proposal of the case of
a German dying domiciled in Germany leaving assets in a I .A.R.A. country.
In this connection, we definitely support the stand taken by the Canadian
Delegate that if the assét of any such- estate is found in Canada, it has vested
in the Canadian Custodian, and does not form part of the German estate .
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(2) Trusts and other Fiduciary Arrangement s

This office agrees with the stand of the Canadian Delegate on the above
problem as explained on Pages 4 and 5 of his report under this heading .
It seems that the Canadian position would be well protected if Article 2,
Part II of the United Kingdom revised proposals dated December 3, 1946,
were adopted and the objections raised by Col . McPherson to the United
States proposal seem to have been looked after in the United Kingdom pro-
posal under this heading . The last sentence of Article 2 of the United King-
dom proposals, provides that "such release shall not be obligatory in cases
where the trust or other fiduciary arrangement was established by a person
resident in Germany, or a German enemy, or a person who subsequently
became a German enemy . "

Here again, if it is felt that an elaborate accounting system would be in-
volved under this heading, as well as under the heading of "Decedents' Estates"
described above, we 'feel that it should be left to the discretion of the Dele-
gate,as. to whether or not he should insist upon an accounting.

(3) Rights of Non-Enemies

We agree with the stand taken by the Canadian Delegate on Part 2, Article
3 of the United States Proposal, and suggest that he continue to adopt the
same stand in future discussions .

(B) THIRD REPORT-COMMITTEE ON EXTERNAL ASSETS

DATED DECEMBER 2, 194 6

(1) Property located within the jurisdiction of one I .A .R.A . country and
owned immediately by a corporation or other organization organized
under the laws of another I .A .R.A. country

It is observed that Col . McPherson's Third Report is concerned entirely
with this subject. This office has reviewed all his comments, including his
observations as to the principles which are similar in both the United Kingdom
and the United States proposals under this heading. We have reviewed all the
arguments put forward by the United Kingdom in support of their proposals,
as well as the arguments put forward by the United States in support of their
proposals . We have also noted the observations made by other I.A.R.A. Dele-
gations respecting these two proposals .

It is observed that the Canadian Delegate states he has been supporting the
principles behind the United States proposals, and also suggests that impor-
tant amendments be made . This office has once again carefully reviewed this
problem in the light of this new information, and we recommend that the
Canadian Delegate be advised to follow the instructions previously recom-
mended by this office to the effect that the American proposal be supported
by Canada. I might add that we have also studied the new United Kingdom
proposal, which is contained in Part III of their proposals dated December 3,
1946, under Document I.A.R.A./Co.E.A./Doc . 12 . We do not think it would
be in Canada's interest to support the United Kingdom proposal, even in the
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revised form.. This office is definitely of the opinion that consideration should 
not be given to the principle of voting power or control. 

It is realized that the Canadian Delegate has been handicapped in his work 
which in recent months has been almost entirely conce rned with intricate 
problems involving intercustodial conflicts. The disadvantage arises from the 
fact that he is not assisted by experts similar to the experts attached to the 
other I.A.R.A. Delegations. For this reason, the Custodian has decided to 
send Mr. K. J. Burbridge as Representative from this office to Brussels, in 
order to assist Col. McPherson at this particular time. 

A. H. MATHIEU 

SECTION C 

TRAITÉ -DE PAIX / PEACE TREATY 

94. 	 DEA/7-CA-14 

Mémorandum du chef, la deuxième direction politique 

Memorandum by Head, Second Political Division 

SECRET 	 [Ottawa,' May 7, 1946 

CANADIAN POLICY ON THE GERMAN SETTLEMENT 

1. The problem of Germany is no longer—if it ever was—a problem of 
how to prevent future German aggression. It is a problem of how to get a 
settlement which will lessen the chances of war between the Soviet world and 
the Western world. Thus, the most significant test of any proposed settlement 
of Germany is its probable effect on the relations between the two worlds. 

2. The ideal peace with Germany would be the one which was best calcu-
lated to result in a German state not so anti-Soviet as to arouse the fears of 
the U.S.S.R. or so pro-Soviet as to arouse the fears of the Western world. 
This means that what we want is a moderate and democratic government in 
a united and relatively prosperous Germany. Democracy and moderation are 
in part the result of the absence of terra irredenta and econonaic distress. The 
more embittered and impoverished Germany becomes the more likely it is to 
embrace extremist political doctrines. 

3. It is probable that Russia desires a continuance of political and economic 
instability and insecurity in Germany. In order to combat that policy our aim 
should be the creation as rapidly as possible of a unified administration of 
Germany, the treatment of Germany as a political and economic unit, and 
the drastic reduction of all  the armies of occupation. If Russia will not con-
sent to this, then we should at least aim at a unified administration for the 
Western zones and every effort should be made by the Western powers to 
bring the standard of living in the Western zones well above that in the Soviet 
zone. 
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4. Our main interest is to prevent the extension of Russian influence to the 
Rhine. This would endanger our strategic interests. It would threaten our 
econom;.c interests since it would further impoverish Great Britain by reducing 
still further the standards of living in Britain's European markets and by cut-
ting Great Britain off from many of those markets. It would greatly increase 
international  tension  by intensifying Anglo-American fear of Russia. 

5. If there is to be a unified administration of Germany and eventually a 
central German federal government, the Rhinelan.d should remain part of 
Germany. This would tend to offset the influence in the federal German gov-
ernment of the Sovietized eastern section; it would aLso increase the chances 
of Germany becoming economically stable. If Germany is to be split between 
a Soviet-controlled zone and a western zone, the Rhineland should remain 
part of that western zone since without it the rest of the western zone would 
be difficult to main.tain and the chances of it falling into the hands of Russia 
would be increased. The separation of the Rhineland is a sensible policy only 
on the assumption that the whole of the rest of Germany is going to be domi-
nated by Russia. 

6. Opposition to the separation of the Rhineland does not entail opposition 
to a special regime for heavy industry in the Rhineland, or the creation of a 
Rhineland state within the German federation. The most practicable policy 
yet put forward is that of the United Kingdom which is that the heavy indus-
tries in the Rhineland should be socialized with ownership vested in the Rhine-
land state and with control shared with Allied authorities. Socialization, 
especially if done without compensation or accompanied by a drastic capital 
lery, would have the added advantage that it would destroy the industrialist 
class of the Rhinelind which with the Junkers (whose economic basis has 
been destroyed by Soviet land policy) have constituted the two chief enemies 
of liberalism in Germany. 

7. The United States will probably propose that as part of the terms of 
peace Germany should include in its new constitution a bill of rights of the 
citizen which would make illegal all the principal crimes which the Nazi 
government perpetrated against the .non-Nazi element in the German com-
munity; racial and religious discrimination and defamation; imprisonment and 
execution without trial; denial of the rights of democratic self-government; 
torture, beatings and ot.her barbarous punishments. This would serve a useful 
purpose. 

8. One of the reasons why Hitlerism became popular in Germany was that 
it gave to a large number of Germans what the liberal republic had been 
unable to give—relief from insecurity, poverty and humiliation. Next time the 
beneficiary of an unsuccessful liberal republic may be Stalinism. The peace 
settlement will in the long-run fail unless it offers to the German people the 
hope that in the not too distant future they will have a chance to find pur-
pose, value and dignity in their lives. 

E. R[Em] 
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DEA/7-CA-1 7

Procès-verbal d'une réunion

Minutes of a Meeting

Ottawa, December 24, 1946

PEACE TREATY WITH GERMANY

Record of a meeting held in the office of the Under-Secretary of State for
External Affairs at 11 o'clock, Tuesday, December 24th, to discuss Canadian
interest in the German settlement .

The following were present :
Mr. L. B. Pearson, Chairman

Mr. L. D. Wilgress,
Mr. G. L. Magann,
Mr. R. G. Riddell,
Mr. S. D. Pierce,
Mr. M. H. Wershof,
Mr. J. H. Warren .

Mr. Pearson informed the meeting that the Council of Foreign Ministers had
authorized special Deputies to meet in London to hear the views - of states
neighbouring on Germany, and other allied states which participated in the
• war, on the German settlement, and to discuss amongst themselves questions
-of procedure for the preparation of a Peace Treaty for Germany. The feeling
was that in view of Canada's participation in the war, it would not be suffi-
1cient merely to *present views to the Deputies of the Council of Foreign,
- Ministers and then withdraw . Canada should rather play a more active role,
and if possible make an effective contribution to the settlement . Telegramst
had been sent to ' Washington and London, indicating this view, and Mr .
Wrong and Mr . Robertson had been requested to take up with the United
States and United Kingdom governments the question of the form of Canadian
participation in drawing up a German settlement .

Mr. Wrong had indicated that he would discuss this matter with Mr .
Acheson, and had suggested that it might be well to make similar approaches
to the governments of the other members of the Council of Foreign Ministers .
It was the view of the meeting that this action should not be taken pending
the result of representations being made in London and Washington .

The meeting considered the position in which the Canadian Government
would be placed if a favourable reply to the request for active participation
in the settlement was forthcoming . It was agreed that some concrete proposals
should be prepared on the form of association which Canada and other states
which had actively participated in the war against Germany might assume in
drawing up the settlement . Mr. Riddell stated that in his view there were two
positive steps which could be taken. Firstly, an endèavour could be made to
discuss with the Deputies in London in January not only Canadian views on
the German settlement in general, but also the whole question of procedure
for drafting a settlement with Germany. Secondly, at a later stage and after
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the Council of Foreign Ministers had considered the report of the Deputies, 
Canada and the other interested countries might be associated on a functional 
basis in discussions in the worldng committees of the Council of Foreign 
Ministers on those aspects of the treaty for Germany of direct concern to 
them. Subjects of particular interest to Canada might be the economic clauses 
of the German treaty and those relating to the setting up of a central Gerrnan 
government. 

Mr. Wilgress agreed that these two steps seemed worthy of consideration, 
but pointed out that the Council of Foreign Ministers had now a worldng 
procedure for drawing up peace treaties and it was unlikely that Canadian 
representations would be favourably received. Another practical consideration 
was that if Canada were to be associated on a functional basis with the corn-
mittees set up under the Deputies of the Council of Foreign Ministers to work 
out the details of directives passed down by the Foreign Ministers, it was 
unlikely that technically qualified Canadian personnel could be found or 
could be spared for such purpose. 

The meeting then considered what the Canadian position would be if Can-
ada declined to present views to the Deputies or to associate ourselves in any 
way with the settlement. In this connection Mr. Wilgress stated that our real 
contribution in Paris had been very small, although the votes which we had 
registered in favour of certain recommendations and proposals, had had their 
effect in the subsequent deliberations in the Council of Foreign Ministers. It 
was the feeling of the meeting that from a domestic point of view, the Govern-
ment would be open to criticism either if it refused to participate in the settle-
ment or if it participated under the present restrictive terms of reference. 

It was finally agreed: 
(a) That a small departmental committee should be set up to look into 

these questions. 
(b) That a memorandum should be prepared for submission by the Secre-

tary of State for External Affairs to the Prime Minister outlining briefly the 
problem with which we are faced as regards participation in the German 
settlement, and indicating what had' already been done by way of representa-
tions in Washington and London. The Prime Minister might be asked to give 
his directions on this question and to express his view as to whether or not a 
detailed memorandum should be submitted to Cabinet for Government view. 

(c) That if the Prime Minister concurred, a memorandum should be sub-
mitted to Cabinet outlining the main Canadian interests in the German settle-
ment and suggesting the various procedures which might be adopted by the 
Canadian Government for association in drawing up the German treaty or 
alternatively in refusing to participate therein. 

(d) That committee papers should be prepared outlining the committee's 
view on the best methods for Canadian association in discussions on German 
problems and on questions of substance in connection with the German settle-
ment. 

193 
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. CH/Vol. 2087

Aide-mémoire du gouvernement du Canada au gouvernement des États=Unis

Aide-mémoire from Government of Canada to Government of United State s

Washington, December 26, 1946

The Government of Canada has noted the instructions issued by the Coun-

cil . of Foreign Ministers to. their Special Deputies for Germany "to hear the
views of the Governments of neighbouring A ll ied States and of other Allied

States, who participated with their armed forces in the common struggle against
Germany and wish to present their views on the Germ an problems", and "to

consider questions of procedure with regard to the preparation of a Peace

Treaty for Germany" . Note has also been taken of the similar instructions

issued to the Special Deputies for Austria.
When the terms of the Peace Treaty with Italy were first discussed by the

Council of Foreign Ministers, arrangements were made for the representatives
of other Allied States which had been active belligerents to appear before the

Council itself. The Canadian Government refrained from making such an
appearance, on the ground that no useful purpose would be served by the
appearance before the Council of a Canadian representative only to make a
general statement of the views of the Canadian Government, without any
opportunity for further participation at that stage .

The arrangements for the preparation of draft Treaties for Germany and

Austria which have been approved by the Council of Foreign Ministers pro-

vide an even smaller opportunity for other interested Governments to pa rtici-

pate in the early stages of the settlement than that which was provided in the
early stages of the Italian settlement. In the view of the Government of Can-

ada, however, some empirical and constructive approach to this difficult prob-
lem would be preferable to a mere refusal, on grounds of principle, to present

the Canadian views to the Special Deputies . It has therefore been decided to
seek some form of association in the preparation of the Treaties which would
be more in keeping with Canada's contribution to the war. This object could
be achieved, in some measure at any rate, by a flexible interpretation of the
terms of reference to the Special Deputies, so that they would be able not
only to hear a statement of the views of the Government of Canada, but also
to discuss the settlement with Canadian representatives .

The Government of Canada is also of the opinion that it would be useful
for the Special Deputies to discuss with Canadian representatives and with
those of other count ries which are to be heard not only the settlement with

Germany and Austria, but also the questions of procedure which the Deputies

are to include in: their , report to the Council of Foreign Ministers . If this were

done, it might be possible, through reaching agreement on the - official level,

to avoid .the public discussion at a later stage of some of the procedural diffi-
culties of the type which consumed so much time at the Pa ris Conference.

The Government of .Canada also, desires to suggest that representatives of
smaller States should be associated on a functional basis in the actual drafting
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of the Treaties . In" this way, Canadian' representatives might be enabled to
discuss with the Council of Foreign Ministers at an"early stage those clauses
of the Tréaty * with Germany which are of particular interest to Canada, such
as the economic clauses and the clauses on the central government of Ger-
many. On the other hand, the Government of Canada would not particularly
desire to be given an opportunity to be associated in the drafting of the clauses
on such questions as the eastern boundaries of Germany .

The Government of Canada hopes that the Government of the United
States will be able to give support to the views expressed above. In the light
of the extent of the Canadian cont ribution to Al lied victory over Germany, it
is considered that these suggestions are modest in scope .

SECTION D

COMMISSION DES NATIONS UNIES SUR LES CRIMES DE GUERRE

UNITED NATIONS WAR CRIMES COMMISSIO N

97. CH/Vol. 2109

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne aic secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

. . . . . . . . . F . .

High Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 958 London, April 15, 4946
IMMEDIATE . SECRET. My telegram No .~ 934 of Ap ril 11th,t Disbandment of
No. 1 Canadian War Crimes Investigation Unit:

2. Owing to impending disbandment of this Unit and transfer of the remain-
ing work to its United Kingdom counterpart, the question of representation of
Canâda on the United Nations War Crimes Commission arises .

3 . Three alternatives offer themselves :
(a) That. the United Kingdom Tepresentative sit on our behalf on the

ground that our interests will be in their hands . His relationship with the War
Crimes Advisory Committee, and ours also, wi ll then need definition . Access
to War Crimes information could be arranged with him .

'(b) That some other member nation be asked to represent us . You will
agree this is not a suitable course .

(c) That Canada send a delegate as before. The definition of the respective
functions of the United Kingdom and Canadian delegates might prove de li-
cate, and administrative redundancy might arise . If, however, the first alterna-
tive is rejected, it might perhaps be arranged that our delegate should sit
purely as a poli tical observer, the understanding with the United Kingdom
.Government being that we are reluctant to' increâse their burden any more
than .we can help .
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4. Would appreciate your earliest instructions in this matter, together with 
your reply to my. telegram. No. 934. I note that Department of National 
Defence have approved the recommendations of General Murchie. 1  

98. 	 CH/Vol. 2109 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire 
en Grande-Bretagne 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner 
in Great Britain 

TELEGRAM 940 	 Ottawa, May 8, 1946 
SECRET. Your telegrams Nos. 934 of April 1 ltht and No. 958, April 16th. 

Canadian Govemment after consideration has agreed to disabandonment 
[sic] of War Crimes Investigation Unit in London 2  and to transfer of further 
investigations and trials to United Kingdom Military authorities subject to the 
following: 

(A) A Canadian representative should remain on the United Nations War 
Crimes Commission until it is dissolved. 

(B) Canada should relinquish to the United Kingdom authorities complete 
jurisdiction over any pending cases in which there was a joint United King-
dom-Canadian interest. 

(C) The Canadian representative on the Commission should retain the right 
to approve or disapprove the 'listing' with the Commission of persons accused 
of war crimes against Canadians only. 

- (D) Arrangements should be concluded with the United Kingdom authori-
ties whereby before any United Kingdom  trials  were held in. respect of Ger-
mans accused of atrocities against Canadians only a transcript of the evidence 
and any other necessary details would be transmitted to Ottawa for approval 
by the Canadian Government 

(E) It should be made clear to the United Kingdom authorities that the 
Canadian authorities so far as it lay within their power would co-operate fully 
in collecting evidence, providing witnesses etc., but that once a Canadian case 
had been approved for trial the trial itself would be entirely a United ICingdom 
trial. 

196 

1  Lieutenant-général J. C. Murchie, chef 
d'état-major du quartier général militaire du 
Canada, Londres. 

2  Cette action fut recommandée par le minis-
tère des Affaires extérieures et fut approuvée 
par le Cabinet le 6 mai 1946. 

1  Lieutenant-General J. C. Murchie, Chief of 
Staff, Canadiàn Military Headquarters, Lon-
don. 

'This action was recommended by the 
Department of Extemal Affairs and was ap-
proved by the Cabinet on May 6, 1946. 
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99. 	 CH/Vol. 2109 

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire aux Dominions 

High Commissioner in Great Britain to Dominions Secretary 

[London,] May 17, 1946 
My dear Secretary of State, 

You are aware that in pursuance of its war crimes policy, the Government 
of Canada set up a War Crimes Advisory Committee in Ottawa, and a War 
Crimes Investigation Unit overseas. This latter has been a military formation 
attached to Canadian Military Headquarters in London, and entrusted with 
the task of investigating and preparing the cases in which Canada has claimed 
a sole or joint interest. I have myself acted as the representative of Canada 
on the United Nations War Crimes Commission, and it may be assumed that, 
in the absence of any change in policy, my successor will do the same. 
Canada will continue to be represented. 

For pressing reasons, however—not of policy, but of administration—the 
Government of Canada has found it necessary to undertake the disbandment 
of the War Crimes Investigation Unit. In consequence, it will be no longer in 
a position either to complete present investigations or to begin the prepara-
tion of fresh cases. 

This decision has been prompted by several urgent considerations. The 
withdrawal of occupation forces from the Continent will very soon render the 
task of the Canadian field teams extremely difficult. Moreover, the personnel 
of these teams and of the Investigation Unit itself have already remained 
overseas after their right to demobilization and repatriation has long since 
accrued. Their replacement from Canada has proved a stubborn problem. 
Finally, the nature of the Canadian cases which remain to be heard or pre-
pared is now such that only work over a prolonged period will suffice. 

The Government of Canada will accordingly be most grateful for the as-
sistance of the United Kingdom authorities in this highly important field of 
activity. Perhaps you have been informed already that the Judge Advocate 
General's Branch of the British Army has intimated informally its capacity 
and willingness to assume what remains of the work on the Canadian cases, 
and that to this end Brigadier Shepcott, Judge Advocate General's Branch, 
and Brigadier Suttie, Canadian Military Headquarters, have been in com-
munication. 

You will understand the desire of the Canadian Government, in the light of 
its unchanged policy towards war crimes, to suggest one or two conditions 
which it feels to be necessary, and I should like to state these briefly. 

(a) Jurisdiction over pending cases in which Canada and the United King-
dom have a joint interest would be handed over completely to the United 
Kingdom authorities. Canada would relinquish all jurisdiction whatsoever, 
and would therefore be concerned in future with cases where the injured 
parties were Canadians only. 
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: ;(b) . The ,.,right of approval of the listing with the Commission of persons -
accused of war crimes against Canadians only would be retained and would
be exercised in practice by the Canâdian representative on the Commission .

(c) It•would be :desired that .before,:any trials.,were held, a .transcript of the

evidence and of any . other necessary details would be transmitted to Ottawa
fôr *âpproval-by the Canadian Government .

The Canadian autho rities would,,so far ; as it ,lay within- their .. power, co-
._ . . . ,. . :

ô rate "tô' thé full in cectin evidencé, . pr`ôviding , witnesses and other such
.pé. : g
nïâ .tters; -but the . trial itself would. be . arranged ând" conducted by " the United

Kingdom authorities .

As I have said, - the - .British Judge Advocate General has expressed his
informal •consent in order- to allow the Canadian autho ri ties to make practical

decisions, . and -;I should be grateful if you would inform me whether ,the

United Kingdom Government is agreeable to the proposals advanced in this

letter, and to the completion with the Judge Advocate General, of concrete
arrangements based upon these proposals .

Yours sincerely,
VINCENT MASSEY

100.

PRISONNIERS DE GUERRE AU CANADA

PRISONERS OF WAR'IN CANADA

SECTION E

PCO/W-35-2

Le chef, la direction de l'information, au secrétaire du . Cabinet

Head, Information Division, to Secretary of the Cabinet

[Ottawa,] January 5, 1946

REPATRIATION OF GERMAN PS.O .W . '
With -reference to the prospective repatriation of German prisoners of war,

it is suggested that the order in which they should be returned should be as
follows :

(1) White Other Ranks in base camps ;

(2) Grey and dark grey Other Ranks in base camps ;

(3) -Black Other Ranks in base camps ;

(4) It is requested by the War Office in telegram No. 25, Janua ry 3, t
from the High Commissioner in the United Kingdom that "Where possible
arrdeint Nazis should be grouped together and that these groups ` should be
kept separate from other prisoners of war."
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(5) Officers; 	 • 

(6) Working prisoners of war, so far as possible, in the order of white, 
grey and black. 

The principle of returning prisoners in this order of their ideology is, I 
understand, approved by the Army authorities and is the order desired by the 
War Office and the Department of External Affairs. 

This order would also allow the immediate clearance and closing of a num-
ber of white and grey camps. It would facilitate the documentation of the pris-
oners of war which it is very important for the United Kingdom authorities to 
have, and, perhaps a secondary point, it would, in the view of PWC,1  have a 
better psychological effect than the reverse order. It will be observed that it 
would not interfere in any way with the employment of the prisoners of war 
now worlcing. 

T. W. L. M[AcDERmar] 

101. 	 PCO/ W-35-2 

Le secrétaire du Cabinet au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Secretary to the Cabinet to Under-Secretary of State for Exterrull Affairs 

CONFIDENTIAL 	 S 	 Ottawa, January 9, 1946 
Dear Mr. Robertson, 	 • 

You will remember that on December 19th the Cabinet considered the 
question of the return to the United Kingdom of German prisoners of war 
and, at the instance of the Minister of Labour, agreed that prisoners of war 
working in woods operations and on farms should be kept in this country until 
the spring, say April 1st. It was also thought to be desirable that those in the 
camps should be returned to Britain in the order "blacks", "greys", and 
"whites". In the latter connection Mr. MacDermot has drawn my attention to 
three recent telegrams from the High Commissioner in London (Nos. 25 and 
26 of January 23rd,t and No. 27 of January 24tht) and has informed me that 
from the point of view of your department it would be preferable, apart from 
the working prisoners of war, to return first to the United Kingdom the 
"whites" to be followed in that order by the "greys" and the "blacks". This is 
apparently the order in which administrative arrangements have been made 
and accords with the wishes of U.K. authorities. 

This morning I have spoken to the Minister of Labour and to the Minister 
of National Defence. Mr. Mitchell has no interest in the order of return, apart 
from his desire to retain personnel working in the woods and on farms. Mr. 
Abbott is also satisfied to have the order of return reversed so that present 
arrangements may go forward. 

I Psychological Warfare 'Committee. 
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Since Mr. Mitchell and Mr. Abbott are the two Ministers responsible, I can

see no objection to proceeding on the basis and in the order proposed, so long
as the position of the working parties is not in any way affected .

I am sending copies of this letter to Mn Mitchell, Mr . Abbott and Mr.

MacDermot.
Yours sincerely ,

[A. D. P. HEENEY]

102
. PCO/W-35 2

Mémorandum de la direction de l'information au sous-secrétaire d'État

aux A ffaires extérieures
Memorandum from Information Division to Under-Secretary of State

for External A ff airs

[Ottawa,] March 23, 1946

RETENTION IN CANADA OF PRISONERS OF WAR FOR LABOUR PROJECTS ' . •

In view of the world food situation and the pressure presently being exe rted

by ag ricultural groups in Canada, it seems likely that Cabinet may soon be

asked to decide whether prisoner of war labour should be retained in Canada
until at least the end of the summer.

If this should be the case, there are a few considerations which this Depart
ment might wish to bring to Cabinet's attention :

1 . The Canadian Government has undertaken to retu rn all p risoners of war

to the United Kingdom . The United Kingdom was informed that the transfer of

working prisoners of war would begin about Ap ril 1st. If Canada were to

decide to retain these 10,000-odd working prisoners, the a greement of the

United Kingdom would have to be secured .

The United Kingdom o riginally asked that employed prisoners of war should

be the first group.to be transferred, and agreed, only after some deliberation,

to accept the non-working prisoners first . Now that non-working prisoner s
dis-have been evacuated, it might occasion the United Kingdom considerable

satisfaction if Canada were to decide, without full consultation, to retain the

working prisoners of war in this count ry.

2 . The Delegation in Canada of the International Committee of the Red

Cross, is proposing to discontinue its activities among p risoners of war in the

late spring. If any large numbers of p risoners of war were to be kept in

Canada beyond this time, either the I .C.R.C. would have to be asked to

reconsider, or the p risoners of war would be left without the services and

moral support of any neutral agency .

3 . The agreement with the United Kingdom stipulates that officer prisoners
of war will be evacuated from Canada only after the working prisoners have

been moved . Unless the United Kingdom would consent to change the order of
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transfer, some 2,100 German officers would be left in Canada till autumn at
least . The prisôner of war re-education programme of the Psychological
Warfare Committee has virtually come to an end, but it would seem undesir-
able to cease re-education work in the officer camps, if these are to be kept
open for many months, and forfeit whatever benefits - have .been derived from
re-education efforts to date .

L. A. D. .S[TEPHENS]

103. PCO/W-35-2

Mémorandum du secrétaire du Cabinet au Cabine t

Memorandum f rom Secretary to the Cabinet to Cabinet

SECRET [Ottawa,] April 1, 1946

CONTINUED USE OF PRISONERS OF WAR IN CANADA

I. The Minister of Labour, after consultation between officials of the De-
partment of Labour and the Department of National Defence, has presented
the following report and recommendations :

The movement of prisoners of war is progressing satisfactorily and in the
normal course of events all prisoners would be out of Canada by the end of
June. It is suggested that the 9,000 in lumber camps, chiefly in Northern
Ontario, be withdrawn progressively, movement to be completed by June 15th,
thus giving lumber camp operators an opportunity to clear up their season's
work .

At present some 1,100 prisoners are on individual farms-534 in Ontario,
450 in Alberta, 106 in Quebec and 5 in Manitoba . It is proposed that thesé
be retained until the end of the 1946 farming season on the basis that there
will be no new placements or replacements . The farmers would pay $1 .75
per day effective May 1st, and prisoners of war would be allowed a credit of
.50¢ per day .

In respect of sugar beet production, the Sugar Controller wishes that every-
thing possible be done to sustain cultivation and harvesting of a tonnage
equal to last year's production . Since no other labour is available, it is pro-
posed that prisoners be retained for this purpose this year, to form a pool of
2,500 men-1,200 in Alberta, 700 in Manitoba and 600 in Ontario .

II . In this connection the fo llowing considerations have been brought for-
ward by other departments .

(1) The Canadian Government has informed the U .K. government that all
prisoners would be returned to the U.K. beginning April 1st . Any change
would require consultation with the U .K.

(2) The Inte rnational Red Cross delegation in Canada is proposing to
discontinue activities among prisoners in the late sp ring; if prisoners are re-
tained, this situation would have to be reconsidered .
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(3) Relevant financial factors are: 
(a) arrangements  with  the U.K. regarding payment by the U.K for 

prisoners of war in Canada; 
• (b) the advice of the Department of National Defence that retention of 
• prisoners of war as recommended by the Department of Labour would 

demand retention of special army organization and would also involve a 
substantial overall cost to the government of Canada. 

A. D. P. HEENEY 

104. 	 PCO/W-35-2 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire 
en Grande-Bretagne 

Secretary of Suite for External Affairs to High Commissioner 
in Great Britain

• TELEGRAM 778 	 Ottawa, April 5, 1946• 
IMPORTANT. SECRET. Retention in Canada of prisoners of war for farm 
labour. 
• 1. Cabinet after consideration feels it would be desirable  • to retain some 
3500 prisoners of war in Canada till the end of the farming season. 

2. This conclusion was reached in view of the world food situation and the 
shortage of farm labour in Canada, particularly in sugar beet production. 

3. The remaining working prisoners of war will be transferred to the 
United Kingdom as arranged. 

4. Please approach the appropriate United Kingdom authorities with a 
view  to  securing their ,  agreement to this proposed measure. You might stress 
that, although this action constitutes an exception to the agreement for 
•transfer of all prisoners of war from Canada to the United Kingdom, it is 
impelled by the imperative requirements of world food production. 

5. I should appreciate an early reply. 
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Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

High Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 1038 	 London, April 29, 1946 
Reference my telegram  No  977 of 24th Aprilt, retention for agricultural 

work in Canada of 3,500 German prisoners. 

105. PCO/W-35-2 
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Question has been considered by the Departments conderned and the 
position is as follows: 

1. There is an extreme shortage of labour in this country, in particular 
for agricultural purposes, and the United Kingdom authorities had been 
reckoning on the availability for their own harvest this summer of ah the 
German prisoners of war who have been held in Canada and were due to 
be repatriated to this country by the end of May. 	 ' 

2. A further difficulty is that these prisoners must be moved in troopships 
which would otherwise be returning empty to this country from North 
America after transporting Canadian troops and their wives from Europe. 
It is understood that these movements will be completed not later than early 
August, after which it will not be possible to transport these prisoners, since 
the military shipping remaining available is required and has [been] allocated 
for other urgent purposes. s 

3. In these circumstances, the United Kingdom authorities propose that 
these prisoners should remain in Canada until the last troopship sailing 
which, as already indicated, is on present information not likely to be later 
than early August. If these prisoners were transported to the United Kingdom 
by such a date, they would still be available for the lifting of crops in this 
country. 

4. Please inform me as soon as possible whether this meets the Canadian 
request. 

106. 	 PCO/W-35-2 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au Premier ministre.  

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Prime Minister 

' ' 	 [Ottawa,' May 9, 1946 

As  you know, we have been having an argument recently with the United 
ICingdom Government about the 'return to the United Kingdom of some 
thousands of German  prisoners of war who are being used as agricultural 
labourers in various parts of Canada. The United ICingdom wish them back 
in accordance with an arrangement made some months ago and we are trying 
to hold on to them because of the immediate need for their services for food 
production here. 

It has occurred to me that we might kill two or three birds with one stone 
by agreeing to take demobilized Polish soldiers, man for man, in return for 
the German prisoners of war we would be returning to the United Kingdom. 
In this way we would be getting a supply of heavy labour of a type which I 
understand is in considerable demand; the movement, which might run to 
three or four thousand, would make an appreciable beginning on the very 
difficult task of disposing of the large forces of Polish soldiers in Western 
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Europe who, for understandable reasons are unwi lling to_ return to Poland;

the fact that they would be coming in as agricultural labourers or lumber
workers to take the place specifically of German prisoners of war who would
be shipped back, would I think remove the matter from the field of pub lic
controversy .'

In the ordinary course most of the Poles, who are of the type from which
a good part of our useful immigration has come, would probably settle here
as useful citizens .

107. DEA/621-LB-40

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum by Under-Secretary of State for External A ffairs ,
SECRET [Ottawa,] September 17, 1946

GERMAN PRISONERS OF WAR; RETENTION IN CANAD A

At the meeting of the Cabinet on September 17th, the Minister of Labour
reported that representatives of the departments immediately concerned had
met to consider the suggestion that suitable prisoners of war at present in
Canada be permitted to remain in this country on a basis similar to that
provided for a limited group of Polish soldiers .

The Minister of Labour said that, while the committee of officials had
refrained from making any recommendation, it was felt that it would be
unwise at this time to permit ent ry on a civilian basis of enemy p risoners

of wâr when approved persons from Allied countries could not be brought

in. In the circumstances, it was recommended that plans would have to
proceed for the return of the remaining prisoners of war .

The Cabinet, after discussion, agreed that arrangements for return of

prisoners of war should proceed (although such as were will ing to remain
in employment in Canada might be sent back last) .

N. A. R[OBERTSON]

108. DEA/621-LB-40

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires extérieures
au Premier ministre

Memorandum f rom Under-Secretary of State for External A ffairs
to Prime Minister

[Ottawa,] November 30, 1946

GERMAN PRISONERS OF WAR IN CANADA

At present there remain in Canada approximately 2,000 German prisoners
of war who, according to present plans, will be transferred to the United
Kingdom on December 22nd .

1 Voir le chapitre 4, partie 5. 1 See Chapter 4, Part 5 .
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It has recently been.  suggested both in the Press and by various individuals 
that present government policy be altered to allow a select group of these 
prisoners of war • to settle in Canada as potentially useful citizens in various 
industries such as, for instance, lumbering and agriculture.. 

A considerable number of these prisoners of war have expressed a strong 
wish to be allowed to remain in Canada and any of those retained would 
obviously have to be drawn from this group.  • 

I think myself that there is much to be said for retaining a carefully selected 
group of these prisoners. The objections to this course which might have been 
raised . earlier would, I think, not now appear. However, from the 2,000, only 
those, I suggest, should be selected who would become valuable Canadian 
citizens. For this purpose, two tests are essential: 

(1) political soundness; and 
(2) prospective utility to this country. 
In this regard, I am informed by  the  Directorate of Military Intelligence 

that, within a few days of receiving a request to this effect, complete dossiers 
could be provided on up to 200 prisoners of war who are both politically 
sound and potentially useful. All of them have been either anti-Nazis or 
definitely non-Nazis. Many of them have been serving Canada in various 
useful occupations for some lime, and previously ran some risk from the 
anger of their fellow prisoners in volunteering to work. As to economic use-
fulness to Canada, the dossiers prepared by the Directorate of Military 
Intelligence could be forwarded to the Department of Labour for checking. 
I understand that, among the prisoners remaining, there are a small per-. 
centage of specialized craftsmen and technicians, with skills which are not 
to be found in Canada, and which would be particularly valuable here at 
the present time. . Even if we were not able to accept the, say, 200 screened 
prisoners as suggested above, I think that we would be well advised to retain 
the relatively few with these special skills. This could be done by Order-in-
Council. 

I have given a copy of this memorandum to Heeney so that the question 
may be put on the Cabinet Agenda .and discussed at a meeting this week, 
if you so desire. 

109. 	 DEA/621-LB-40 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'eat aux Affaires  extérieures 

Memorandum by Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

SECRET 	 [Ottawa,] December 3, 1946 
• 	GERMAN PRISONERS OF WAR; PERMISSION FOR SELECTED 

PERSONNEL TO REMAIN IN CANADA 

At the meeting of the Cabinet on December 3rd, it was agreed that, 
subject to the concurrence of the U.K. government, up to 200 German 
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prisoners of war, , selected for their usefulness in industries such. as ;lumbering

and agriculture, . be permitted to remain in . Canada on the same : terms as ,
those accorded Polish soldiers presently , entering the country (subject to

security screening) .
It was also agreed that; should further investigation demonstrate that an

additional number could qualify under the above conditions, further con-

sideration be given to increasing .the total to be permitted to remain .

SECRET

PCO/W-35-2

Mémorandum du . sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim

aux Affaires extérieures au Cabinet

Memorandum from Acting Under-Secretary of State

for External A ff airs to Cabinet

Ottawa, December 9, 1946

GERMAN PRISONERS OF WAR ; PERMISSION FOR SELECTED

PERSONNEL TO REMAIN IN CANAD A

On Décember 3rd, Cabinet approved retention in Canada of up to 200

prisoners of war subject to the concurrence of the United
ô he country.

provided they were politically sound and of econom utility t
At a meeting called on December 6th, to work out a time-table and suitable
procedure for selection of these prisoners, attended by representatives of

D.M.I ., the Directorate . of Administration (POW), the Department of

Labour and the Department of Extérnal Affairs, it w as agreed:

1 . From among those prisoners of war who had volunteered, D.M.I .
should draw up a list of those consD~~ber 14 at thelatDesM'I

. estimated
that this list could be completed by

2. The Department of Labour [should] draw up another list based on a

prisoner'of war's potential employment value .

3 . By arrangement between D.M.I . and~~the
D û d~tonbe

Labour these
the

two lists [should] be collated. If ther e
Department of Labour list which were judged to be dubious cases from th e

point of view of -po litical soundness, these cases should be reviewed by D.M.I .

It was recognized that the poli tical reliability of the prisoners of war must be

established by D.M.I . in .each case .

It was also agreed that at least 500 and probably more would be found

suitable both politically and from an employment point of view . The D.M.I.

representative stated that there were 745 prisoners of war who were con-

sidered potentially suitable, though all of these might not want to remain in

Canada . Of these, 738 had volunteered to remain . .
In the light of . the second point .. agreed to by the Cabinet, that should

further - investigation demonstrate that an additional number could qualify .
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under the prescribed conditions, further consideration be given to increasing
the total to be permitted to remain, it is recommended that Cabinet con-
sideration be given to permitting the retention of all prisoners of war from
the above prospective list who :

(a) Volunteer to stay in Canada ;
(b) Are reported poli tically sound by D.M.T.
(c) Are considered economically useful by the Department of Labour.
As movement orders are to be issued on December 10th, and the move-

ment is to begin on December 18th, it is necessa ry that a decision be reached
on this point not later than December 13th .

The Cabinet also stipulated that these prisoners of war be admitted on
the same terms as the Poles . Since all the ex-Polish soldiers were brought to
Canada for agricultural purposes and a number of German prisoners of war
would be useful as craftsmen in certain other industries other than agricul-
ture, it is suggested that prisoners of war be allowed to remain on projects
designated by the Depa rtment of Labour in the contract to be signed by the
p risoner of war .

In accordance with the Cabinet's recommendation, a telegram is being
sent to the United Kingdom government requesting their concurrence in the
retention of these prisoners of war.

It is further recommended that a press statement on retention of prisoners
of war in Canada be issued by the Minister of Labour, and that enquiries
from the press be referred to that department .

These proposals have the support of the Minister of Reconstruction and
Supply .

R. M. MACDONNELL

Ill. PCO/W-35-2

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'Étav
aux Affaires extérieure s

High Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary of Statefor External Affairs

TELEGItAm 2396 London, December 18, 1946
Your telegram No. 2118 of 9th December.t Retention in Canada of

German Prisoners of War.
United Kingdom authorities have today informed me verbally that they

see no objection to proposal but that the matter raises certain questions of
detail and procedure about which they wi ll write me in the next few days .
I will communicate with you further as soon as United Kingdom comments
are recéived .
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PARTIE 3/PART 3 

AUTRICHE/AUSTRIA. 

112. 	 DEA/7-DG 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire 
en Grande-Bretagne 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner 
in Great Britain 

TELEGRAM 1099 	 Ottawa, June 1, 1946 

SECRET. Following for Robertson from Wrong, Begins: Proposed treaty 
with Austria. 

You will no doubt have seen Dominions Office telegram Circular D. 551 
of May 29tht which deals  with  United States proposal for treaty with 
AuStria. 

The following are our provisional comments. If the Prime Minister agrees 
they might be communicated to the Dominions Office. 

We have, of course, repeatedly expressed our objections to the exclusive 
negotiation by the Big Powers of the peace settlements with ex-enemy states, 
and these arguments would apply to the peace settlement with Austria, 
whether it is formally described as a "peace treaty" or not. 

Moreover, we are not very hopefully impressed by the United States pro-
posal as a political expedient to circumvent Soviet obstruction. It seems to 
us doubtful whether any ingenuities in the form of the treaty would induce 
the Soviet Union to become party to it unless it suited her purposes to do so. 

On the other hand, the Canadian Government share the general interest 
in the prompt settlement of peace terms with ex-enemy states, and we would 
not wish to hinder any arrangements with regard to Austria which, in the 
view of the United Kingdom and the United States, hold out the prospect 
of gaining the agreement of the four Powers principally concerned. 

With regard to the proposals 'outlined in paragraphs 3, 4. and 5 of Domin-
ions Office telegram under reference, we should require to have full dis-
cussions to study the terms of the treaty with Austria in order that Canadian 
interests in the settlement may be safeguarded. We consider that as an active 
belligerent in the war against Germany and Austria we, in common with the 
other active belligerents, should sign this treaty provided, of course, that its 
contents are acceptable to us. We are not favourably impressed by the 
United States suggestion that other countries (including Canada) should 
accede to the treaty subsequently or express their recognition of the resulting 
state of affairs by means of a separate protocol. This would, in our view 
constitute a most unfortunate precedent. 

If the arrangements for the treaty are to be proceeded with, it is clear that 
the Canadian, as well  as the United Kingdom, legal position will have to be 
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regularized. The United Kingdom proposal for unilateral declarations by 
those states which regard Austria as having enemy status to the effect that 
they were prepared henceforth to regard her as no longer having that status, 
seem to us unobjectionable, although we have not yet had time to consider the 
legal implications. 

• PARTIE 4/PART 4 
. 

RÈGLEMENT DES COMPTES ALLIES 

SETTLEMENT OF ALLIED ACCOUNTS 

• SECTION A 

RETOUR DES VALEURS / RELEASE OF ASSETS 

113. 	 DEA/614-40 

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au ministre de la Justice 

'Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs to Minister of Justice 

CONFIDENTIAL 	 [Ottawa] January 30, 1946 
RELEASE OF FRENCH AND BELGIAN ASSETS; DISCLOSURE OF NAMES 

,1. Negotiations have been proceeding with representatives of the French 
and Belgian Governments with a view to reaching an agreement regarding 
the release of French and Belgian assets now in Canada under the control 
of the Custodian of Enemy Property. 

2. Draft proposals for the release of French assets have been prepared, 
for presentation to the French Government. The general effect of the pro-
posais  is to require peisons .  resident in France, or who left France after a 
sPecified date (Other than British subjects or Canadian citizens), to obtain 
a certificate of bona fides from the French Government befôre their assets 
will be released by the 'Custodian. • ••

. • •In particular, Clatisé 8 of the draft proposals reads  as follovvs: 
8. The'Clistodian will supply, for the information of the French authorities, 

a list of names in which • French aCcounts are reCorde'd, together with addresses 
in the cases where they are known to the Custodian.- This information will be in 

. addition to the general summary of accounts and broad classification of the nature 
of these accounts earlier supplied to the French Government, which will be sup- 

. plemented from time to time. 

3. Similar draft proposals, with a corresponding Clause 8, have been 
prepared for the Belgian Government. 

4. You will recall that the matter of providing these governments with 
lists of names was raised when you were preparing to proceed to London for 
the first meeting of the General Assembly of the United Nations. At that 
time, you felt that a final decision should be deferred until your return, 
when the matter could be discussed with your colleagues. 
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Both the French and Belgian Governments' have been pressing for the

conclusion of agreements for the release of these assets and are, of course,
most anxious to obtain the lists of names . Since the negotiations have been

proceeding for some time, I wonder whether you feel that the special matter .

of the disclosure of names could now be taken up with Cabinet .

5 . Representations have been made by certain investment houses in
Canada, which hold securities . for French nationals, strongly objecting to the
disclosure of names (supplied by them to the Custodian in compliance with
the Trading With the Enemy Regulations )' to the Government of France .

It has been stated by these houses that some of their clients in France may
not have declared their Canadian holdings to the French Government and
may therefore be subject to confiscatory or other punitive measures . It has .

also been pointed out that some of their accounts have been standing in
their books for more . than forty years and that the beneficial owners,
resident in France, placed their moneys here for security before the . present

war and before the fear of inflation was in the minds of French residents .

6 . It is appreciated that, consideration should be given to the representa-
tions outlined in paragraph 5 above. On the other hand, the date for the

declaration of - French assets held abroad has been extended by the French
Government until March,31, 1946 . Consequently, if the release agreement is
concluded in the near future, sufficient time will be allowed . under French law

for the individuals concerned to make the necessary declarations .

7 . On the positive side, there are a number of cogent reasons for providing
the French and Belgian Governments with the desired lists of names . These

are as follows :
(a) The most practical method whereby the Custodian can quickly release

such assets, and obtain information as to the real enemy assets held by him, is

by obtaining the full cooperation of the particular Government concerned. It

would, therefore,'. seem reasonable to 'comply with requests on the part of such

governments for" the necessary lists of names .
(b) It would seem desirable, at a time when France is in need of Canadian

dollars for purposes of trade, and is seeking commercial credits, to provide
the French Government with the maximum assistance in mobilizing whatever
French assets are available in . Canada . If a Est of names is not provided, it
seems highly likely that certain French holders of assets in Canada will refrain
from applying for their release rather than to ask the French Government for
a certificate of bona fides . In such cases, the French assets may remain frozen
indefinitely in Canada . Similar considerations apply to Belgium.

(c) Proposals containing a clause providing .for the disclosure of a list of
names have already been presented by the Canadian . Government to the Neth-
erlands Government in a formal Note . Moreover, in May, 1945, a provisional
list of names,~as of that date, was actually transmitted to the Netherlands

Minister. A similar disclosure of names has been made to the Norwegian
Government. It would be difficult to deny to the French and Belgian Govern-
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ments information of a nature corresponding to 'that - already :" given to the
Netherlands and Norwegian Governments .

(d) The United Kingdom Government has adopted a policy of complete
disclosure of information to the foreign governments concerned.

(e) There is no provision in the arrangements -which the United States have
concluded for the release of French assets, for providing a" Est of names .
However, the agreement which the United States Government has concluded
with the French Government for the avoidance of' double taxation will result
in the greater part of the desired information being available to the French in
any event . (Moreover, Canada is now negotiating with France an agreement
for the avoidance of double taxation, which, as presently drafted," would even-
tuall y provide the French with the greater part of the requested information) .

8 . This .memorandum has been discussed with the . Under-Secretary of State
who'has expressed his concurrence in the recômmendation that Clause 8, as it
presently appears in the draft proposals for the release of French and Belgian
assets, be allowéd to stand :

N. A. ROBERTSO N

114. DEA/614-40

. . Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum by Under-Secretary of State for External A ffairs

SECRET [Ottawa,] February 7, 1946
RELEASE OF FRENCH AND BELGIAN ASSETS ; DISCLOSURE OF NAMES -

At the meeting of the Cabinet on February 6th this question was discussed
on the basis of External Affairs' memorandum of January 30th to the Min-
ister of Justice.

After Mr . St . Laurent explained the situation, the Cabinet agreed that, the
proposed arrangements for release of French and Belgian assets in Canada be
proceeded with, including disclosure of lists of names to the French and
Bélgian authorities .

115. , . . DEA/614-40

Mémorandum de la direction juridique'
Memorandum by Legal Divisionl

[Ottawa,] December 28, 1946
RE : PROPOSED RELEASING AGREEMENT S

The Meeting was held in Mr. Mathieu's office this morning to discuss the
above proposals . Mr. Burbridge, Mr. Gardner, Mr . Robitaille, Mr. Wrighta nd myself were present.

1 De H. F. Davis . 'By H. F. Davis .
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We began with a detailed examination of the provisions of the proposed 
Danish Agreement but it soon became evident that in the light of experience 
gained in the nine months since the signing of the French Agreement the 
Custodian would be well advised to reconsider whether he should be a party 
to any similar agreement with any other liberated country. So far as we are 
concerned, the proposed agreements were to outline the procedure to be fol-
lowed in releasing technical enemy property. The difficulties and disappoint-
inents arising out of the French Agreement have become so pronounced 
and have posed so Many troublesome administration problems for this office 
that it was finally' agreed that, if possible, no further agreements should be 
concluded. Throughout the discussion reference was made to the procedure 
for release under Part III of our Circular Letter of the 13th January, 1941, 
copy attached marked "A".t That procedure was simple and direct. The 
rnaterial required was as follows: 

(1) Personal Declaration by beneficial owner. 
(2) Certification before a British or Canadian Consular official. 
(3) A statement of bona fides by a Bank, Trust Company or other reliable 

person. 
That procedure had two principal features: 

(1) The entire release machinery at all times remained completely in the 
hands of the Custodian. 

(2) Applicants had to appear in person before the Consular official. 
Under the French Agreement and the proposed agreements with other 

liberated countries two points stand out: 
(1) We are required to give a list of our accounts. 
(2) Claimants are required to produce a certificate from their Govem-

ment, if they are resident nationals. 
The giving of lists to the French Government has embarrassed this office as 

no other single event since the office was opened. At the time the Cabinet 
gave its approval to"the giving of lists it was pointed out that Similar lists had 
been given by Great Britain and the United States. It is uncertain how far the 
British have complied but our understanding is that the United States gave no 
lists, requiring merely certification; for example, by l'Office des Changes 
re French accounts. By giving lists we placed a weapon in the hands of these 
Foreign Governments to pursue their own nationals to apply for a release. 
Thus, we became mere agents of the Foreign Government to assist them in 
collecthig taxes and obtaining Foreign Exchange from their nationals in 
spite of the fact that it is a well recognized principle of English law that tax-
ing authorities have no jurisdiction outside their own particular district. In 
other words, the Govemment of any one of the provinces of Canada cannot 
levy against the property of one of its residents located in another province. 

As to No. 2, our experience under the French Agreement is entirely un-
satisfactory, as we are forced to the conclusion that these Foreign Govern- 
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ments, being interested in . these :agreements in only one thing, namely, the
transfer . of the foreign assets of their nationals to themselves, will, in order to
obtain such assets, sign any certificate required . Questions of interpretation
have also arisen under the French- Agreement, which are most troublesome .
We are, therefore; satisfied that had no agreement , been negotiated with
France, nor any contemplated with the other liberated countries, we would
have released up to date more technical enemy property even to French
nationals in France than we have so far released .

We were also satisfied that the release procedure provided for in Part III
of our Circular Letter of the 13th January, 1941, is much more satisfactory
and much more reliable from our stand point than any provided in any of
these agreements : The original reasons advanced in the beginning of 1945 for
having these agreements have either disappeared or have been found not to
have existed.

It is realized that Part III of our Circular Letter of the 13th January, 1941,
specifically refers to securities . This can easily be amended by adding a para-
-graph to the effect that the material required under this Pa rt applies equally
to all other types of property with the necessa ry changes and alterations .

It is also realized that in many districts there are no British or Canadian
.Consular officials . We have already overcome difficulties of this nature under
this Part by accepting in such cases the best certification possible, in the cir-
cumstances, including Agents designated by the Consular officials . Foreign
Agents of Canadian Banks might be ready to render assistance in this con-
nection .

It must be borne in mind that the - Custodian's principal concern is to have
the claimant properly identified by having him appear persona lly before someresponsible person .

-116.

SECTION B
SECOURS MILITAIRE / MILITARY RELIEF

DEA/2295-AH-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
c3 l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External A ffairs to Ambassador in United States

TELEGRAM EX-229 Ottawa, January 24, 1946

Following for Ritchie from Pierce, Begins : Your WA-32 of January 4tht
and WA-201 of January 11 th.t

I confirm my telephone conversation with you on the subject of the United
Kingdom draft reply to the Netherlands note regarding payment for military
relief supplies .

We agree with the attitude taken and consider that the draft note is a fair
statement of the British position as we know it . We do not think, however,
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that we can send an identical reply to The Netherlands because in our case we 
will wish to point out the special nature of our arrangements with The Neth-
erlands for supplies and services furnished the Canadian Army, in that we 
alone undertook to pay for goods and services received. 

It is our understanding that further discussions in Washington will be neces-
sary before replies are sent by the United States, the United Kingdom or 
Canada and that we should not reply until we hear further from you. 

117. 	 DEA/2295-AH-40 

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in United States to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM WA-850 • 	• 	 Washington, February 19, 1946 
Following for Pierce from Ritchie, Begins: My WA-748 of February 12tht 

and related communiCatiolis concerning Proposed reply to the Netherlands 
note regarding payment for Military Relief supplies, including our telephone 
conversation on this subject late last week. 

The United States and United Kingdom drafts have now been discussed by 
representatives of the United States, United Kingdom and Canadian Govern-
ments here. 1  In these discussions I made known the views expressed in your 
.EX-229 of January 24th and indicated our general preference for the line 
taken in the United Kingdom note. On most points the United States repre-
sentatives appreciated•the reasoning which resulted in mir dissatisfaction with 
their draft but indicated that on several points it would be difficult to secure a 
modification of that draft. At our meeting we developed an abbreviated and 
modified version of the United Kingdom note which each of us undertook to 
refer to our respective Govemments suggesting to them that they construct 
around this incoinplete draft a note which would be satisfactory to them. The 
notes so constructed would then be reported to the particular .  Government's 
représentatives in Washington and each of us would then discuss our propésed 
note with representatives of the other two Governments in order to ensure 
that, hi the absence of agreement on identical. notes, 'one [sic] of the hôtes 
contained elements repugnant to the other .  two parties. 

I should say that both the United States and United Kingdom representa-
tives expressed some concern at the suggestion in your EX-229 that the 
Canadian note should emphasize a distinction between Canada on the one 
hand and the United States and United Kingdoin on the other. The United 
States representatives maintained that the special pàragraph which they had 
Inclukled as paragraph 2 of the original draft, and which they would retain .  in 

1 Pour les procès-verbaux du Comité tri- 	1 For Minutes of the Tri-Partite Settlement 
partite de règlement voir vohune 2157 des Committee see volume 2157, of the Canada 

*dossiers de Canada House. (Archives publi- House files. (Public Archives RG 25 Al2). 
ques RG 25 Al2). - - , 
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any note, was not :intended_to strengthen the::United States position in relationIo the United Kingdom . and Canada, . but to . strengthen all three positionsequa lly. I expressed some doubt that the Netherlands authorities would have
read the language, contained in the Lend-Lease interpretation of April 30th,
to mean that an understanding reached with the United States Government
placed them under an obligation not only to the United States Government
but also to the . United Kingdom and Canadian Governments . I pointed out
that while there had been a remark in that memorandum (see . the quotation
in the second paragraph on page 1 of my WA-748) which might have been
taken to imply a reinforcement of the Netherlands obligation to all three
countries, and not only to the United States, the concluding clause had
related that obligation only to the United States dollar portion of the Bill.The ' State Depa rtment representatives said that while obviously emphasis
had been placed on the United States dollar portion it had been intended
that the memorandum of April 30th should reinforce the obligation to all
three supplying ~ countries . They went on to say that as the Canadians had
been , the principal champions of the joint co llection arrangement, andhad, in * fact, virtually insisted on it, they felt confident that any language
employed in our note drawing attention to the fact that Canada had been
paying dollars to the Dutch would be carefu lly drafted to avoid any implica-
tion that the binding nature of the Dutch obligation to Canada derived from
this fact and that accordingly their ob ligation to Canada was more binding
than their obligation to the United States or United Kingdom . . They recog-
nized that this payment of Canadian dollars to the Dutch was relev ant to the
ability of the Dutch to pay but remarked that, as all three countries seemed
agreed the Dutch could pay in any event, they did not feel that this feature
required particular emphasis in the Canadian note . I am sure you will wish to
take account of these observations by the United States autho ri ties in draftingthe Canadian note .

When a proposed Canadian note has been drafted I should be .grateful if
you would communicate the text to us in advance of transmittal to the Neth=
erlands authorities in order that we might discuss it with the United States
and United Kingdom representatives and avoid any misunderstanding . As in-

1 .1dicated above the . United States and United Kingdom will cl'
ti b ear their texts

wius efore submitting notes to the Dutch .

In modifying the original draft United Kingdom note to * take account of
views expressed by the United States and ourselves some slight changes in
language were made to imply gently that our recognition of the contribution
made by The Netherlands and the hardships endured - by, them extended to
similar contributions and services of other Allied countries in the war . Certain
sentences were deleted as redundant in the sense that their substance had
already been emphasized in the original notes of April 4th and 'that in any
case, they were not particularly relevant in replying to the Dutch representa-
tions . Some words were inserted, at, the . insistence of the United States, to
indicate that account had been taken not only of the representations made in
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the Dutch note but aLso of other circumstances relevant to the ability of thé 
Dutch to pay. In the penultimate sentence the words "that Government" were 
changed to "those supplying Governments" to remove any implication that 
one Government could unilaterally determine the currencies which it would 
accept. In the last sentence the word "however" was replaced by the words 
"of course" in order not to exaggerate the importance which should be 
attached by the Dutch in our willingness to hear representations in regard to 
individual items. The following is the abbreviated text on which there seems 
to be substantial agreement: 

- The —(supplying)—Government has carefully considered the representa-
tions made by the Netherlands Government in their note of 29th of October 
about payment for the cost of civilian supplies furnished to The Netherlands 
through the combined armies of the Allies. It recognizes the great services 
rendered to the Allied cause by the Netherlands Government and people in 
common with other Allied nations, and the great hardships endured by them 
during the course of the war. They recognize also the magnitude of the task 
with which The Netherlands and other ALlied Governments are faced in the 
rehabilitation and reconstruction of their countries. The Government 
after full consideration of the representations of the Netherlands Government 
in the relevant circumstances regrets that it is unable to agree that the claim to 
payment against the Netherlands Government in respect of the civilian sup-
plies furnished under this arrangement should be waived or withdrawn. 
The  Government reminds the Netherlands Government that, as ex-
plained in its note of April 4th, although bills will be presented for the sake 
of convenience in terms of dollars, actual payment in respect of the sums due 
to each of the three supplying Governments will be requested in currencies 
acceptable to those supplying Governments. The 	 Government, will, 
of course, be prepared, in consultation with the Governments of the 	 
(the other two supplying Governments)—to consider any representations 
Which the Netherlands Government may wish to make in regard to particular 
items in the bills as presented. 

118. 	 DEA/2295-AH-40 

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in United States to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM WA-1087 	 Washington, March 7, 1946 
Following for Pierce from Ritchie, Begins: My WA-850 of February 19th 

concerning proposed reply to the Netherlands note regarding payment for 
military relief supplies. 

At a regular meeting of the Tri-Partite Settlement Committee yesterday, 
each of the three sides informed the Committee of the intentions of his Gov-
ernment in respect of this note. 

216 
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For our part, we advised the Committee (in line with the telephone con-
versation which I had with you last week) that the draft note which had been
developed by the informal working party of the Tri-Partite Settlement Com-
mittee, and which had been reported to you in my WA-850, was genera lly
acceptable to us . I indicated my understanding that the Canadian autho rities
would not include a special paragraph referring to the fact that, un like the
other countries, Canada had undertaken to pay the Dutch for goods and
services received (your EX-229 of January 24th) if the United States and
United Kingdom considered, as they had previously indicated on numerous
occasions, that the insertion of such an argument applicable specifically only
to Canada would involve a deviation from the joint collection arrangement
and would imply that the binding nature of the Dutch obligation to Canada
derived from the fact that Canada had undertaken to make certain payments
and that -accordingly their obligation to the United States and United King-
dom was somehow less binding. At yesterday's meeting the United States and
United Kingdom expressed themselves strongly in favour of the omission of
any such paragraph from the Canadian note and observed that if such special
arguments were to be introduced they might equally well refer to the net troop
pay arrangements, lend-lease and reciprocal aid arrangements, etc ., but they
could see no me rit in resorting to such special , arguments when the case could
be established equally for all three countries on more general grounds . Inci-
dentally, I should mention that in the fouirth sentence of the draft text of ' the
note reported in* . my WA-850 the words' "in the relevant circumstances"
should have read "and other relevant circumstances" .

3 . The United Kingdom representatives indicated that their - Government
would wish to submit a note also along the lines reported in WA-850 .

4. The United States representatives informed the Committee that they
could see no objection to the United Kingdom and Canada submitting notes
in the form and language proposed in WA-850 but for their part they would
wish to submit to the Dutch a note stating more explicitly that they were
rejecting the Dutch request not only on the ground that the Dutch had an
obligation to pay but also on the ground that "the representations contained
in (the Dutch note) do not, establish the inability of the Netherlands Govern-
ment to pay" . The following is the text of the draft which the United States
representatives propose to submit to the Dutch, Begins :

I have the honor to refer to Your Excellency's Note No . 7984 of Novem-
ber 29th, 1945 concerning payment for the cost of civilian supplies furnished
to the Netherlands Government and people through the Combined Military
authorities of the United States, United Kingdom and Canada .

Since the inception of the program for the provision of civilian supplies
through the Combined Military Authorities, this Government has frequently
stated that payment for such supplies would be requested from the Govern-
ment of The Netherlands . On August 19th, 1944, representatives of the
Netherlands Government confirmed the understanding that these civilian
supplies would be paid for currently and this understanding was again con-
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firmed by representatiVes of the Netherlands Government On November • 8th, 
1944. The intention of the Government of the United States to request such 
payment was set forth in its note of April 4th, 1945. Payment for these 
supplies was made a specific provision of the Department of State's memoran-
dun), of April 30th, 1945, which interpreted certain sections of the agreement 
reached on that date between the Government of the United States and the 
Govenunent of The Netherlands. 

Thé Goverrunent of the .United States has given careful consideration to the 
representations contained in your note of November 29th, 1945. The, United 
States Government recognized the great services which the Netherlands Gov-
ernment and people in common with other Allied nations rendered to the 
Allied cause, and  the  great hardships endured by all the liberated countries 
during the course of the war. It recognizes .aLso the magnitude  of the task with 
which the Netherlands Government and other Allied Governments  are  faced 
in the rehabilitation and reconstruction of their countries. However, in the 
view of the > Government of the United States, the representations contained 
in your note of November 29th, 1945, do not establish the inability of the 
Netherlands Goiernment to pay the combined bills for the civilian relief pro-
gram , which the Governments of the United States, the United Kingdom and 
Canada are presenting for payment. 

- In view of thé abOve 'considerations, the United 'States GoVemment regrets 
that it is unable to agree that the claim against the Netherlands Govemment 
should be waived or withdrawn. 

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration. 
Ends. 

5. The suggestion at the meeting was tha.t the notes might be presented to 
the appropriate Dutch authorities on March 15th if that date is agreeable to 
the three Govenunents. The United Kingdom will present its note at The 
Hague. The United States will present its note to the Netherlands Ambassador 
in Washington since  ail  previous notes on this subject between the United 
States and the Dutch have been exchanged in Washington. I indicated that 
the Canadian authorities would probably make their presentation through 
The Hague since it was my understanding that our previous exchanges had 
taken place at The Hague. 

6. In these circumstances, can you let us know by Monday, March 11th, 
whether the Canadian position is correctly stated in paragraph 2 above and 
that accordingly you propose to submit the note suggested in WA-850 without 
any formal reference to the special financial arrangements which Canada had 
with The Netherlands during the war. Can you inform us by the same date 
whether it will be feasible and agreeable for you to proceed with the presen-
tation of this note in The Hague or in Ottawa on March 15th. Can you let us 
know also Whether you see any objection to the draft note which the State 
Department proposes to.  submit to the Netherlands Ambassador here. Unless 
the State Department is informed by Mardi llth `that s' dine difficulties have 

218 
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arisen on these or related points ; thë3i wi11~make arrangements to present the
note to the Netherlands Ambassador on March 15th and will assume that you
will be making your presentation on the same date .

-7 . Finally, I should prôbably draw your attention to the fact that .the Dutch'
note to the United Kingdom was . dated October ~'29 th, .and the note to the. . .United States was ' apparently dated November .29th . You., will doubtless wish
to check the date of the Dutch note to Canada, since it may not have been
the same as either of the other two .

119
. DEA/2295-AH-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Ambassador in United States
TELEGRAM EX-744 Ottawa, March 13, 1946
IMMEDIATE . Your WA-1138 of March llth t and WA-699 of Februa ry 9th,tMilita ry Relief Settlement Commi ttee .

, Draft te.-` _ r . - - -
to us:

. ., . - - -: ---- -

,DEA/2295-AH-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au ministre des Pays-Bas
Secretary of State for External A ffairs to Minister of The Netherlands

No.. 32 O

Excellency, - ttawa, March 15, 194 6

The Canadian ' Government 'has carefully considered the representations
made by the Netherlands Government in their note of November 14th, 1945,
about payment for the cost of civilian supplies furnished to The Netherlands
through the combined armies of the Allies . It recognizes the great services
rendered to the Allied cause by the Netherlands Government and people in
common with other Allied nations, and the great hardships endured by them
during. the course of the war . It recognizes also, the magnitude of the task
with which The Netherlands and other Allied Governments are faced in the
rehabilitation and reconstruction of their countries . The - Canadian Govern-
ment, after full consideration of the representations of the Netherlands Gov-
ernment and other relevant circumstances, regrets that it is unable to agree
that the claim to payment- against the Netherlands Government in respect of
the civilian supplies furnished under this arrangement should be waived or
Withdrawn ..,The Canadian Government reminds the Netherlands Government
that ; as explained in its note of April4th, although- bills'will=be' presented for

i
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the sake of convenience in terms of dollars, actual payment in respect of the 
sums due to each of the three supplying Governments will be requested in 
currencies acceptable to those supplying Governments. The Canadian Gov-
ernment will, of course, be prepared, in consultation with the Govemments 
of the United Kingdom and United States, to consider any representations 
which the Netherlands Government may wish to make in regard to particular 
items in the bills as presented.' 

Accept etc. 
N. A. ROBERTSON 

for the Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

121. 	 DEA/2295-AH-40 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 

Secretary of State for External A ffairs to Ambassador in United States 

TELEGRAM EX-794  • 	 Ottawa, March 18, 1946 
SECRET. Following for Ritchie from Pierce, Begins: Italian indebtedness for 
military relief. 

Following your call from Georgia I canvassed opinion in our Department 
and Finance on the informal suggestion from the United States authorities 
that military relief claims against Italy be waived to facilitate acceptance of 
the United States view that Italy should not pay reparations. 

It is our opinion that the claim for civilian supplies is preferred and should 
be first charge against the Italian economy. There is precedent for this view in 
the Potsdam formula that made essential imports first charge against exports. 

If we were to waive our claim for military relief against Italy, we would find 
it most awkward to maintain our claim against our Allies in Western Europe. 
We think it would be easier to differentiate between military relief and repara-
tions than between Italy and, say, The Netherlands, whose request for relief 
from payment we have refused to recognize. 

However, if during the peace talks it becomes evident that Italy is bank-
rupt and that reparations cannot be provided, it may be evident also that 
Italian resources make it impossible for Italy to pay for military relief. There 
might, under such circumstances, then be justification for waiving our military 
relief claims against Italy. 
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1 Le 27 mars, le Cabinet a approuvé un 
accord selon lequel les Pays-Bas annuleraient 
les dettes de l'Armée canadienne et payeraient 
quatre millions de dollars au Canada en 
échange des surplus canadiens aux Pays-Bas. 

1 0n March 27, the Cabinet approved an 
agreement whereby The Netherlands would 
cancel the debts of the Canadian Army and 
pay four million dollars to Canada in return 
for Canadian surpluses in The Netherlands. 
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Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
Secretary of State for External A ffairs to Ambassador in United States

TELEGRA1Vi EX
-813 Ottawa, March 20, 1946

IMMEDIATE . Fo llowing for Ritchie from Pierce, Begins : Your WA-1188 ofMarch 14th, t milita ry relief payments .
We propose including the fo llowing sentence in our settlement notes : "Pay-ment will be accepted in Canadian dollars owned-or accruing to the govern-

ment of the paying count ry or its residents or derived from the sale of gold orUnited States do llars to the Canadian Foreign Exchange Control Board."
We propose asking that payments should be forwarded to the Depa rtmentof Finance and made , out to the Receiver General of -Canada in trust . TheDepartment of Finance can make appropriate arrangements to have the funds

placed in a suspense account if the United States and United Kingdom also
set up suspense accounts. The proposed method . of handling payments will;permit the arrangements . made to conform to the course followed by theother countries .

There are no specific Payments Agreements to which we need refer. Ends .

123
. DEA/2295-AH-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État , aux Afflaires extérieures
Ambassador in United States to Secretary of State for External A ffairs

TELEGRAM WA
-1318 Washington, March 22, 1946

Following for Pierce from Stone ; Begins: Reference my letter of March20th, t Tri-Partite Settlement Committee .
The Secretâriat of the Committee has now computed the actual amounts of

the obligation of the Governments of Northwest Europe to the three supply-
ing Governments in the currency in which payment is to be made in respect
of the combined bills presented through December 31st, 1945

. The figuresare as follows :
Total United States

Dollar Value of Bills
Presented through

Country December 31st, 1945
France 44,872,125.15
Belgium 31,959,283 .84
Netherlands 17,937,489 .36
Luxembourg 926, 430 .1 1
Norway 567,183 .02

Proportion due
to the U.S.A . in

United States Dollars

28,718,160 .10
20,453,941 .66
11,479,993 .19

592,915.27
362,997.13

Proportion Due to
the United Kingdom
in Pounds Sterling

3,669,839 .23
2,613,770 .42
1,467,006 .56

75,767 .52
46,386 .72
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Proportion Due To Canada in 
Canadian Dollars 

-France 	1,480,765.31 ° 
Belgium 	1,054,645.83 
Netherlands 	591,931.22 
Luxembourg 	30,571.88 
Norvvay 	18,716.85 

Ends. 

DEA/2295-AH-40 

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in United States to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM WA-1450 	• 	 Washington, April 2, 1946 

IMMEDIÀTE. SECRET. FOR IMMEDIATE ACTION. Foll.owing for . Pierce from 
Ritchie, Begins- Your EX-794 of March 18th, Italian indebtedness for Mili-
tary Relief. 

State Department officials are most anxious that discussion of this subject 
be transferred from Washington to London and that discussion there among 
the United States, United Kingdom and Canada should commence as soon as 
possible in order that the present views of the three Governments might be 
examined in the light of the difficulties which the negotiators of the Italian 
Peace Treaty have encountered in connection with related discussions on. 
reparations. The United Kingdom officials in Washington have agreed that 
these discussions might more profitably take place in London than here. I 
have been asked, therefore, to enquire again whether you would be willing to 
instruct the High Commissioner's office in London immediately to contact 
Jacques Reinstein through  the United States. Embassy .in  London and 
E. R. Copleston in the United Kingdom Treasury with a view to discussing the 
tentative United States proposal that consideration be given to the feasibility 
of cancelling Italian indebtedness un.der the Military Relief arrangement in 
order to facilitate the discussion of the Italian Peace Treaty. 

There would,  seem to be several points on which the High Commissioner's 
office might request clarification from Reinstein at an early stage in any such 
discussions. 

L Is the United States or United Kingdom expecting tozi receive 'reparations 
from Italy (apart possibly from the proceeds of certain Italian* assets in their 
custody)? It is my understanding of the general United States position that 
they are not claiming reparations and wish to dissuade others from entering 
such claims by demonstrating their conviction that the Italian economy cannot 
bear any substantial reparations or repayment burden. They feel that their 
position in vvithstanding the claims of others for reparations would be sub-
stantially strengthened if they could say not only that they are refraining from 
entering any claim for reparations on their own behalf  but  that they are even 
cancelling their claim for repayment of costs incnrred by them in the provision 
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of Military Relief supplies to Italy . J . understand from Luthringer of the State
Department that the United States negotiators feel they have been manoeuvred
into such a position that they appear to be opposing the claims of the Greeks,
Yugoslavs and Albanians while the U .S .S .R. appears to be championing the
cause of those countries . They are, of course, anxious to extricate themselves
from this position and also to make progress with the general discussion of
the Peace Treaty .

2. Is it considered that the Ita lian economy is incapable of making pay-
ments for Mili tary Relief even if the Military Re lief claim were to be given a
priority higher than any reparations claims (Saving message No . 11 of
October 2nd from the Dominions Office to External Affairs indicated that
the United Kingdom would expect the Mi litary Relief claim to merit a prior
charge on Italian ability to pay)? Conceivably, Reinstein might admit that the
Italians would be able to pay for Military Relief supplies if those claims were
given precedence over reparations claims and yet at the same time oppose the
granting of such priority on the ground that even if such a priority were to be
secured in the negotiations the pressing of the Mi litary Relief claim would
encourage the pressing of reparations claims in such a manner that they
could not be withstood and on such a scale that they would exhaust the
Italian economy beyond hope of recovery . A judgment on the possible imp li-
cations of the establishment of a first priority for Mi litary Relief charges, it
would seem to me, can best be made in London where officials are in posses-
sion.of the statistical facts required and are in a position to judge the probable '
reaction of other countries whose interests are affected .

3 . If either the United Kingdom or Canada were to withhold their concur-
rence in the proposed cancellation, would the United States representatives
nevertheless proceed to state in the Peace Treaty discussions that they intend
to waive their claim against Italy? I should consider that the general Military
Relief agreement and the specific understanding concerning joint collection
and settlement would require the United States to secure the concurrence of
both the United Kingdom and Canada before taking any such action, since
such action by them would prejudice the claims of the other two countries
against Italy and might prejudice the claims of all three countries against other
Governments from which payment is expected. If this is your understanding of
the position you will probably wish to have the High Commissioner's office
inform Reinstein accordingly. As indicated in my WA-4593 of Septem-
ber 19th concerning a note which was to be presented to the Italian Gov-
ernment regarding its liability to pay for Military Relief supplies I had advised
Mr. Luthringer of the State Department in writing of our expectation that con-
sultation would take place on any settlement to be proposed in the Peace
Treaty, discussions concerning the United States or United Kingdom claims
since "any decision of this nature would affect the ability of the Canadian
Government,to secure a settlement of its share of the joint claim and . . . our
interests should be consulted before any action . is taken which might com-
promise our, claim" . I'have reminded - the State Department officials of this
statement of our -understanding. You might consider it desirable that the
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officer concerned in the High Commissioner's office remind Reinstein of our 
position on this point. 

4. Even if agreement were to be reached among the United States, United 
Kingdom and Canada would not the explicit (and possibly public) waiver of 
the claim against Italy at this particular time, when we are at long last pre-
senting bills for payment by the Western European allies, have an adverse 
effect on the prospects of collecting from Western European Countries, and 
might it not even have undesirable political consequences if the public in the 
Western European countries were to feel that Italy was receiving preferred 
treatment? 

If the United States and/or the United Kingdom were to insist that an 
explicit cancellation of their claim against Italy must be made at this time in 
order to facilitate the Peace Treaty discussions but the Canadian authorities 
found themselves unwilling to waive their claim we should presumably have to 
consider what action should be taken to protect our position. The only source 
from which it would seem possible for us to secure repayment would appear 
to be Italian assets in Canada (to the extent that they are not exhausted by 
other claims), possibly the Canadian dollar equivalent of the lire provided for 
the maintenance of Canadian troops in Italy during the war, and possibly the 
Canadian dollar proceeds (if any) of Italian exports. You will doubtless wish 
to consider the possible nature of a Canadian settlement with Italy in the 
event that the United States and/or United Kingdom were to insist on waiving 
their Military Relief claims at this time for reasons of high policy. If your 
consideration were to indicate that Canada might make a "satisfactory" settle-
ment with Italy despite any waiver by the United States or United Kingdom 
you mig,ht be less inclined to oppose such a waiver by them . , Ends. 

125. 	 DEA/2295-AH-40 

L'assistant du directeur, la Commission canadienne d'aide mutuelle, 
au ministère des Affaires extérieures 

Assistant to the Director, Canadian Mutual Aid Board, 
to Department of External Affairs 

Ottawa, April 4, 1946 
ATTENTION: MR. LEPAN 

Dear Mr. LePan, 
In a telephone conversation yesterday April 3rd, 1946, (Mr. LePan—Capt. 

Littlepage) you requested the latest available figures regarding Canadian Mili-
tary Relief Supplies to Italy. The following figures cover shipments from the 
inception of Military Relief through July, 1945, and no further shipments are 
contemplated. 

Wheat 	 $ 27,364,342.92 
Fish, Mining Supplies, School 
Supplies and Newsprint Paper 	806,202.75 

$ 28,170,545.67 
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This is the amount of our claim in Canadian Do llars ' agàinst Italy. Theocean freight, which is paid by and credited to the carrying nation, is in addi-
tion and we are advised by our Washington Office that the total landed cos
in Italy of the above supplies is $32,601,233.00 U.S . Funds. t

s

The amount does not take into consideration (a) Issues from Military
Stocks, (b) issues of Petroleum, Oil and Lubricants, (c) disposal of End
stocks, (d) diversions or losses at sea, (e) diversions from U

.K. stocksoriginally supplied as Mutual Aid and not yet reported by the U.K.The original figure, of around $50,000,000 .00 which was previously sup-plied, was an estimate of supp lies of all natures, based on best availafigures at the time. ble

After the month of May, 1945, we refused to ship further supplies of Wheatand other Foodstuffs to Italy for the reason that it was felt that su lies of thisnature, on and after June, 1945, should be wholly for NorthwePpEurope to
the exclusion of Italy.

126.

Yours faithfully,
A. MURRAY MCCRIMMON

Colonel

DEA/2295-AH-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au ministre de Norvè

Sel
Secretary of State for External Affairs to Minister of Norwayi

No. 1 8

Excellency,
Ottawa, April 10, 1946

I have the honour to refer to my note No
. 12 of April 4th, 1945, whichsets forth the procedures being fo llowed in presenting bi lls to the Governmentof Norway for civilian supplies furnished by the combined military autho ritiesof the United States, the United Kingdom and Canada

. This note states that,although as a matter of convenience such bi lls are being presented in termsof U.S . dollars, payment will be requested from the Norwegian Government
in currencies acceptable to the supplying governments .

By December 31st, 1945, itemized bills totalling $567,183 .02 (U.S. dol-lars) had been presented to the Norwegian Government (or agencies thereof)by agencies of the combined milita ry authorities of the United States, th e
' Des notes semblables furent envoyées aux

représentants à Ottawa des gouvernements de
la Belgique, de France, des Pays-Bas et par
l'entremise de ce dernier au gouvernement de
Luxembourg pour les sommes suivantes (en
dollars américains) : Belgique, $31,959,283.84,France, $44,872,125.15, Pays-Bas, $17,937,-489 .36, Luxembourg, $926,430.11 .

1 Similar notes were sent to the representa-
tives in Ottawa of the Governments of Bel-
gium, France, The Netherlands, and through
the latter to the Government of Luxembourg
for the following amounts (in U.S . dollars) :Belgium, $31,959,283.84, Francc, $44,872,-125.15, The Netherlands, $17,937,489 .36, Lux-embourg, $926,430 .11 .
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United Kingdom and Canada. The identifying numbers, dates of presentation 
and amounts of these bills are shown in. the attached list.t It has now been 
determined that, to meet the Norwegian Government's obligation to each of 
the supplying goverrunents for these bills, payment should be made as 
follows: 
To the Government of the United States in U.S. dollars — 64 per cent. 
To the Government of the United Kingdom in pounds sterling 33 per cent. 
To the Government of Canada in Canadian dollars — 3 per cent. 

From time to time the Norwegian Governraent will be provided with simi-
lar statements of the currency percentages to be used in making payment for 
bills presented subsequent to December 31st, 1945. These percentages will be 
established with a view to providing the amounts of the specific currencies 
required to accomplish final fmancial settlement among the supplying govern

-ments for their respective shares in the programme. 
Payment of the $18,716.85 (Canadian funds) found to be due to the 

Canadian Govenunent should be forwarded to the Department of Finance, 
Ottawa, for the Receiver General of Canada. The Canadian Government 
will accept in payment Canadian dollars available in Canada or accruing in 
Canada to the government of the paying country or its residents, or derived 
from the sale of gold or United States dollars to the Canadian Foreign Ex-
change Control Board. 

Accept etc. 
N. A. ROBERTSON 

for the Secretary of State 
for External Affairs- 

127. 	 DEA/2295-AH-40 

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in United States to Secretary of State for External Affairs. 
TELEGRAM WA-1683 	 Washington, April 19, 1946 
SECRET. Military Relief Indebtedness. The United States authorities have 
been giving consideration recently to the relationship between the settlement 
of military relief indebtedness and their foreign lending plans. Secretary of the 
Treasury Vinson and Assistant Secretary of State  • Clayton have had several 
discussions on this subject during the past week and preliminary consideration 
has been given to it in the National Advisory Council. The view is being 
expressed on the United States side that they cannot hope to collect military 
relief payments (at least in the immediate future) without having to lend an 
almost equivalent amount to such paying countries. As requests being received 
from such countries for reconstruction loans already exceed by a substantial 
margin the present and prospective lending power .of the Export-Import Bank, 
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the United States authorities are considering whether_ the military relief in-
debtedness should not be funded or cance lled altogether in order to make it
possible for liberated countries to devote the limited loans which they can
secure from the United States entirely to meeting present reconstruction re-
quirements . The development of a policy decision on this subject has become
a matter of considerable urgency in view of the relevance of such a decision
to the loan negotiations which are now proceeding with the French and ce rtain
other western European countries . Accordingly, Mr. Collado (Deputy on
financial matters to Clayton), has asked us formally to discuss with him and
other United States officials concerned the fo llowing points as early as possible
next week :

(1) Would the Canadian authorities be prepared to join with the United
States authorities in cancelling 'all military relief indebtedness, possibly in
return for certain intangible benefits (e .g ., agreement on general commercial
policy, etc .)? Collado could not say with certainty that the National Advisory
Council would decide to cancel the United States share, even if Canada and
the United Kingdom were prepared to do likewise . He reports, however, that
the majority opinion in all discussion to date on the United States side ha s
favoured such a cancellation.

(2) If the proposal in the above paragraph proves unacceptable, would the
Canadian authorities be prepared to join the United States in funding the
indebtedness in such a manner that . repayment could be spread over a period
of, say, 30 years on terms which might be similar to those provided in the
"3-C" Lend-Lease Agreements (i.e ., 30 years with interest at 2J per cent) ?

(3) If the Canadian .- authorities are not prepared to join in either cancelling
or funding this indebtedness, would they be prepared to release the United
States authorities from such obligations as might exist requiring some degree
of uniformity in treatment of military relief claims in order that the United
States might either cancel or fund the United States share? Collado appreci-
ates that . the United States authorities are under an obligation not to prejudice
the Canadian or United Kingdom claim by any settlement which the Unitéd
States might make. He recognizes that . the United'States could scarcely pro-
ceed with a cancellation of their share without securing the consent of the
United Kingdom and Canada, since such a cancellation would almost cer-
tainly jeopardize the other claims, evén though the United States arrangement
for cancellation were to include a specific statement that such cancellation '
should be regarded as affecting in no way the validity of the Canadian and
United Kingdom claims. He expressed some doubt, however, that the United
States would be bound to refrain from funding the indebtedness if the United
Kingdom and Canada were to withhold their explicit approval of such action
since, in his view, such a funding would cast no doubt on the validity of the
other claims and would leave the United Kingdom and Canada free to arrange
whatever settlements they could with the debtor country.

(4) In addition to the above points relating to the indebtedness of coun-
tries from which previously payment had been expected, the question of the
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time and manner of settlement with Italy would also require discussion. As 
indicated in previous communications from this Embassy, the original inten-
tion had been that this particular topic should be discussed in London in 
connection with the general discussions which were then proceeding conce rn

-ing the Italian Peace Treaty. In view of the fact that the staffs concerned with 
the general peace treaty discussions have had to intensify preparations for the 
Paris meeting, the United States Embassy in London has suggested that this 
particular aspect of the subject might now better be discussed in Washington. 
We are, of course, familiar with your view in the form originally reported to 
us and in the form communicated to the High Commissioner's office in Lon-
don, but for the purpose of discussing this subject next week we should be 
grateful to lea rn  whether there has been any modification of your view as a 
result of anything that may have been reported from London in the interval. 
Incidentally, we have been somewhat confused by a remark in telegram 
No. 932 of April 1 ltht from the High Commissioner to the Secretary of State 
that "(the United Kingdom) recognize the United States argument that the 
waiver of the claims for military relief would strengthen the claims of others 
for reparations". Our understanding of the United States argument has been 
just the reverse of that stated in telegram No. 932. We had understood the 
United States position to be that while a waiver of the military relief claim 
might strengthen (or at least, not weaken still further) the Italian economy, it 
Would weaken the claims of others for reparations on the ground that if the 
United States were to waive the military relief claim the United States repre-
sentatives could then argue that other countries should fo llow that - example 
and waive their claims for reparations. 

In view of the urgency which the  •  United States authorities attach to a 
decision on these matters, and in view of the desirability of making known 
our views to them at as early a stage as possible, in their consideration of 
the problem we *should be grateful if you would provide us with your pre-
liminary views on the above points as soon as possible next week in order 
that we might discuss them with Collado. 

Collado intimated that the United States had not yet taken up these points 
with the United Kingdom but that he was proposing to get in touch with 
Makins of the United Kingdom Embassy within the next day or two. On this 
point Collado enquired whether we would prefer to have bilateral or tri-
lateral discussions. We refrained from expressing any view at this stage, but 
if it appears that our view is closer to the United Kingdom than to the United 
States, it might be better to have trilateral discussions in order that the 
United States might not play off the United Kingdom against Canada and 
vice versa. However, as we did not wish to anticipate what your views would 
be on the United States proposals, we deferred making any suggestion as to 
the nature of the discussions which might take place until we could learn 
your general views. After we receivé your views we shall, of course, enquire 
concerning the United Kingdom views at the same time as we discuss them 
with the United States. 
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128. DEA/2295-AH-40

Le sous-ministre des Finances au sous-secrétaire d'Éta t
aux A ffaires extérieures

Deputy Minister of Finance to Under-Secreta ry of State for External A ffairs

Ottawa, Apri l 23, 1946

Dear Mr. Robertson,
RE : U .S . ACTION ON MILITARY RELIEF INDEBTEDNES S

We have noted with some ,concem teletype No. 1683 of Ap ril 19th, re-
garding the views of the U .S . authorities on the collection of Military Relief
payments and asking our Embassy to consult with the Department of State
and other U .S . officials on _several points early next week .

We note that the views of the American authorities are that these amounts
owed by the count ries which received Military Relief are so large that they
cannot be paid without necessitating substantial loans either for that purpose
or for other purposes which might otherwise be met by the funds required
to discharge this indebtedness, and .that consequently the U.S. authori ties are
considering whether this Militâry Relief indebtedness should not be funded
or cancelled altogether.

The view of this Department, put very briefly, is that these claims should
not be cancelled or waived, but that we should be prepared to consider any
reasonable proposal for funding the indebtedness of any country which could
demonstrate that immediate payment would cause it substantial difficulty .

We believe that cancellation of these obligations would be a serious and
undesirable move at the present time . We have asked these countries to pay
and indicated clearly that we expect all those who can pay at all to do so .
If at the first sign of difficulty we agree to cancel these .debts, it might well
encourage these countries to expect that other debts contracted at this time
for the purchase of. supplies to feed their people, following Military Relief
activities, or for reconstruction purposes, would in due course be cancelled
or generously adjusted. . We believe that this argument should apply and
appeal to the United States just as much as to Canada .

In our own particular case, we 'are making quite substantial payments to
Belgium and Holland, in one way or another, for supplies, obtained by the
Canadian Army from these -countries, and one of the arguments which we
have used, and expect to use, to justify these payments is that these countries
were charged for the supplies which the Army provides to them . When these
settlements in respect of goods and services for the Canadian Army were
adjusted and arranged, it was expected on both sides that payment for Mili-
tary Relief supplies would be made. Even in the case of Holland, which has
formally requested waiver of these claims, there has been some recognition
of the justification of Canada's maintaining this claim, when she has recog-
nized the claim of Holland in respect of supplies and services furnished to
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the Canadian: forces . This argument, of course, does not - apply as much in

the case of the United States as it does in the case of Canada, but it is one

that we must recognize to a considerable degree in our own case at least.

A further argument on the question of cancellation, and one which I think
would apply to the United States, though your Department . will be better

able to judge this, is that the funds for the purpose of Military Relief have
been obtained from Parliament on the understanding that bills would be
presentedand claims would be maintained in respect of the supplies so fur-

nished . It has been recognized, of course, that some of . the countries, par-

ticularly Greece,- . Yugoslavia and Italy, would likely be unable to pay, but
it has been_expected right along that France, Belgium, Holland and Norway

would be in a position to pay. In our own case, at least, it would probably
be necessary to get specific authority from Parliament to cancel these obli-
gations, and it would be very difficult to justify such . cancellation publicly

and on the arguments put forward in the teletype of April 19th, and, indeed,

for that matter, even .on the argument put forward by the Netherlands Gov-
ernment in their earlier note applying to their own case .

The amounts likely to .be owing to Canada by these various countries, we

understand, will be relatively modest, probably not exceeding thirty or forty
million dollars in all, and perhaps not more than ten or fifteen mi llion in any

individual case, as far as we can tell at this tinie . These amounts of Canadian

dollar payments do not seem large in relation to the foreign exchange assets

of the countries concerned, nor in relation to the credits which Canada is

making available to them. Consequently we would think it is not impossible

for them to pay us even in cash at this time .

On the other hand, the amounts payable to the United States are likely
to be quite large, and those payable to the United Kingdom also large . The

latest information on our files on this matter is a note of the Secretariat of the

Tripartite Settlement Committee, sent by our Embassy on February 1st,
which shows an estimate of $603,000,000 payable to the U.S. and $311

mil lion . payable _(in sterling) to the U .K., 'presumably cove ring the four

Western European countries. These sums are substantial in relation to the

immediate cash ' resources of these Western European count ries .

Iin view of this situation, I think we should be prepared to consider any
reasonable arrangement for funding the indebtedness represented by these
claims, either on a combined basis or on a separate basis to be worked out
by each of the supplying countries with each of the recipient countries con-

cerned. Such funded obligations should, I believe, carry interest at a rate
appropriate to the period over which repayments will be made . I think it

would be well to have repayments commence almost immediately before
these Western European countries have satisfied all their borrowing require-
ments, so that this claim would be recognized by some payment while it is
still very much in the interests of these countries to maintain their credit
and the financial goodwill of the three supplying governments .
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- I assume that it will be possible to arrange any funding that is decided 
upon in such a manner as to carry out the original intention of the parties in 
respect of the sharing of losses. This funding, particularly if it is applied to 
the countries which had not expected to be able to pay, may cause some 
difficulties in that connection, and it may be necessary to do some further 
work in the allocation of payments with this in mind. 

This last point raises a further question to which attention  • ought to be 
given. If we are to agree that even the Western European countries cannot 
pay these bills immediately and that, therefore, we should fund the indebted-
ness, should we not fund also the indebtedness of the other recipient countries 
as well, rather than simply recognize their inability to pay? This may cause 
some difficulty, not only in the allocation of the obligations to the various 
supplying countries, but also in future through burdening Italy, Greece and 
Yugoslavia with heavy obligations which they cannot possibly meet and on 
which they will have to default repeatedly. In other words, it will exaggerate 
the difficulties of collecting from those who can pay and letting off with 
default those who cannot. In all the circumstances, I can see no satisfactory 
answer to this difficulty, however, if immediate payment is out of the question 
for the Western European countries. 

Do you feel that any Ministerial or Cabinet action is necessary on this 
question before the official Canadian views are put forward in Washington? 
If so, perhaps it would be well to have this brought up at a Cabinet meeting 
this week. 

Yours very truly, 
W. C. CLARK 

129. 	 DEA/2295-AH-40 

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in United States to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM WA-1715 	 Washington, April 23, 1946 
SECRET. Our WA-1683 of April 19th, cancellation or funding of Military 
Relief indebtedness. 

As intimated in my previous teletype Collado has now approached the 
United Kingdom with his problem. While the United Kingdom representatives 
here were not in a position to comment formally on the various proposals at 
the time, they indicated their expectation that London would be unlikely to 
favour cancellation of the indebtedness but might find the funding version 
of the proposal less repugnant. 

Yesterday an informal group representing the United States, United King-
dom and Canada examined some calculations which had been made in the 
State Department of the effect which a cancellation would have on each of 
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the three supplying Governments. The results of these calculations are re-
ported in my immediately following teletype (WA-1716). As will be seen 
from the calculations made on assumptions A and B the United Kingdom 
could be the only country to receive any payment if a cancellation arrange-
ment were to be adopted. The United Kingdom representatives asked the 
United States whether the United States Govemment would undertake to 
pay directly to the United Kingdom the amount by which the United States 
contribution to initial financing had fallen short of the United States share 
of the loss resulting from a cancellation. The State Department officials 
present at yesterday's meeting were not in a position to give any such as-
surance. The United Kingdom representatives are referring these calculations 
to London and are asldng London for the United Kingdom Government's 
views. They are asking whether the results which inight be expected on the 
basis of present calculations would be acceptable to the United Kingdom 
if the United States and Canada were to guarantee payment to the United 
Kingdom of their respective deficits. They are asking also whether the 
results would be acceptable to the United Kingdom if instead of being 
guaranteed payment by the United States and Canada, the United Kingdom 
would have to collect (either on its own or with the assistance of the United 
States and Canada) from Governments which had received supplies. 

In considering the cancellation version of the United States proposal re-
ported in my WA-1683, you will doubtless wish to take account of the 
position revealed in these calculations. Although the figures on which the 
calculations were based are subject to change there would seem little likeli-
hood that any changes can be expected which will improve the relative posi-
tion of Canada. If a comparison is being made between the position of Canada 
under any cancellation arrangement and the position as it would be if present 
plans for collection were to be carried through,, it should be noted that al-
though teletype WA-464t and despatch No. 259t had indicated that 
$30,400,000.00 would be collected by Canada, in fact the receipts due to 
Canada eventually probably would be less than that amount by some 
$11,000,000.00 representing trucks which had been contributed originally 
to Military Relief but which, it is understood, the Canadian authorities 
have now sold as surplus outside the Military Relief arrangement. In other 
words the receipts which might be expected if collections were made would 
(subject to such other adjustments as might be required to take account of 
other developments) probably be nearer $20,000,000.00 than $30,000,- 
000.00. If all claims against the receiving countries were to be cancelled 
Canada wduld at least lose these possible receipts. 

If the Canadian authorities are prepared to consider any form of cancel-
lation we should be grateful to know whether in your view the payments to 
the United Kingdom, which would seem to be required on the basis of 
present statistics, should be made by Canada and the United States or whether 
a partial claim should be maintained against the receiving countries to 
finance such cross payments as might be required. 
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You will doubtless have appreciated that one of the factors cont ributing
to the difficulty in which the United States Government now finds itself in
pressing Mili tary Relief claims arises from the fact that the Administration,
principally to facilitate passage of the United Kingdom loan, had given Con-
gress assurance, that all future loans would be made through the Export-
Import Bank' and '' that such loans during the next year would not require
lending facilities in~ excess of $3,250,000,000.00 .

Whether in fact this commitment to Congress was necessary and whether
,if any commitment was to be made it could have been for a larger amount
cannot of course be determined, but if the Administration is to keep - this
commitment it is felt by United States officials concerned, that it will not be
possible for some countries (particularly France) to borrow from the United
States sufficiently large amounts to meet their reconstruction and balance-of-
payments requirements if they are asked at the sanie time to pay for Military
Relief . (Presumably the same reasoning could be employed to demonstrate
that UNRRA cannot make Milita ry Relief payments and at the same time
finance essential current relief and rehabilitation needs for those countries
(principally Greece and Yugoslavia) whose limited supply budgets would
have to be cu rtailed by amounts corresponding to the Mi litary Relief pay-
ments which UNRRA would be required to make on behalf of those par-
ticular countries . )

If it is considered that the pressing of our several Military Relief
claims would, in fact, impose on the Western European countries a
foreign- exchange burden which could, not be niet out of present foreign
exchange holdings, current foreign exchange earnings, and available foreign
loans without prejudicing the meeting of urgent reconstruction requirements
and the restoration of a satisfactory international balance-of-payments, it
might be desirable to consider a form of settlement which would combine
current payment for some part of the Military Relief debt, : deferred payment
for some further part, and possibly cancellation of any remainder, if either
the United Kingdom or Canada finds itself not prepared to participate in a
complete cancellation arrangement . It may well be that the time has come
for a combined (United States, United Kingdom, Canadian) formal examina-
tion of the balance-of-payments prospects and reconstruction needs of the
various debtor countries under the Military Relief arrangement in order that
satisfactory settlements (not necessarily uniform for all debtors or for all
types of expendable and non-expendable goods) might be worked out and
agreed upon, taking account of the extent to which the facilities of the Fund
and Bank might be at the disposal of individual debtor countries .

In a subsequent teletype (WA-1717) t I am reporting certain estimates
concerning the prospective Italian balance-of-payments . These estimates are
relevant not only to the question of further financial assistance required by
Italy but also to the question of the nature (and possibly the timing) of the
Military Relief settlement with Italy.
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130. 	 DEA/2295-AH-40 

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in United States to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM WA-1716 	 Washington, April 23, 1946 

SECRET. Our WA-1683 of April 19th and WA-1715 of April 23rd, can-
cellation or funding of Military Relief indebtedness. Certain calculations have 
been made here of the effect which a cancellation would have on each of the 
three supplying countries. In these calculations use has been made of the 
statistics reported to you in our WA-464 of January 26tht and our despatch 
No. 259 of February lst.t /t is to be emphasized that these figures are imper-
fect in the respects indicated in our earlier communications. Nevertheless they 
are the most satisfactory figures at present available. The only figure that 
has been hnproved since January is that for the UNRRA element in supplies 
shipped into the Balkans. As will be seen from the statistics presented in the 
present teletype, it is now estimated (by the Billing Sub-Committee of the 
CCAC) that UNRRA's debt to the three supplying countries for supplies 
taken over from Mi litary Relief approximates 87.5 million dollars. 

Three separate analyses of these statistics have been made to take account 
of the fact that any cancellation might be made on any one of three different 
assumptions: 

A. On the assumption that no payments will be received from [sic] Military 
Relief supplies frbm any recipient of those supplies, and that resulting losses 
will be shared in accordance with the existing loss-sharing formula. 

(In millions of dollars) 
Contribution 

United States 	 (66 %) 	 $1073.2 

	

United Kingdom 	j: 	(29 	 468.4 
Canada 	 (5 %) 	 76.0 

• 	 
Total 	 (100%) 	 $1617.6 

Distribution of losses 

	

First $400 million 	All-over 	, 	Total 

United States 	(67 %) 	268.0 	(74 %) 	901.0 	(72 cg, ) 	1169.0 

	

United Kingdom (25 %) 	100.0 	(21 %) 	255.7 	(22 %) 	355.7 
'Canada 	 (8-  %) 	32.0 	(5 %) 	60.9 	(6 %) 	92.9 

Total 	(100%) 	$400.0 	(100%) 	$1217.6 	(100 %) 

Payments 	 U.S. 	U.K. 	Canada 	Total 
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$1617.6 

Contribution 	 1073.2 	468.4 	76.0 
Share of loss 	 1169.0 	355.7 	92:9 

0 —95.8 	112.7 	—16.9 Receipts due: 
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In short; neither the United States nor Canada would receive payment fro m
anyone and the United Kingdom would receive payment . to the extent of
only $112,700,000 .00, an amount representing the excess of her initial
financing over her share in the losses . In the event of a tôtal cancellation of
all claims against recipient countries, Canada, in addition to writing o ffamounts already spent, would be expected to pay the sterling equivalent of
$16,900,000 .00 United States to the United Kingdom.

B. On the assumption that $87 .5 million will be paid by UNRRA f or
Balkan supplies but that no other 'Military Relief collections are made, and
that resulting losses are shared in accordance with the existing loss-sharingformula .

(In millions of dollars)

Contributions $1617 . 6
Receipts . 87.5 - from UNRRA

Loss $1530. 1

Distribution of losses

First $400 million All-over Total loss

U .S .- (67 %) 268 .0 (74 %) 836.3 (72 %) 11043U .K. (25 %) 100 .0 (21 %) 237.3 (22 %) 337.3
Canada (8 %) . 32 .0 (5 %) 56.5 (6 %) 88. 5

Total $400.0 $1130.1 $1530.1

Payments U.S. U.K Canada Total

Contribution 1073.2 468.4 76.0 .1617 .6
Share of loss 1104.3 337.3 88.5 1530.1

Receipts due -31 .1 131.1 -12.5 87.5

Under this assumption also, neither , the United States nor Canada would
receive any payment, and the United Kingdom would receive . payment only
to the extent of $131,100,000 .00. In the évent of such a cancellation of claims
against all recipients except UNRRA, Canada, in addition' to writing 11 off
amounts already spent, would be expected to pay the United Kingdom the
sterling equivalent of $12,500,000 .00 .

C. - In the .two . series of calculations made above it 'has been assumed that
the original loss sharing formula would be adhered to . It might be decided
to discard the loss sharing formula, in which event each coun try would lose
the amount which it had put into the financing of Military Relief (except for
such recoveries as might be made from UNRRA if it were decided that the
reasons which seemed to call for a cancellation of claims against western
European countries were not similarly applicable to UNRRA) .

In all the above calculations it has been assumed that any cancellation
would be a complete cance llation. In fact, of course, it would be possible
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to make the cancellation only partial, and to require the countries which hamd

previously been assumed to be prospective payers make
least to render it

mediately or over a period of time) in sufficient volume dom .
unnecessary for Canada and the United States to pay the United Kin g

The retention of such a partial claim might be on the fairly arbitrarybasis

of securing the agreed distribution of losses, or the
for non-expenda-

for expendable supplies could properly be waived, paymen t

bles (e .g., transportation equipment, etc .) should be required. Some calcu-

lations are being made of the amount which would - be paid by the western

European countries if they were to be billed for non-expendabl e
known

itemstheonr
ely .

these calculations are completed it will not be

tention of the claim on this basis would yield even su ~ë ÛnPI ~United States to the
the necessity of payment being made by Canada and
United Kingdom.

All of these calculations have been made without any implication that
either Canada or the United Kingdom is willing to participate in any cancel-

lation of the Military Relief claim.

131.
CEW/Vol. 2154

L'assistant du directeur, la Commission canadienne d'aide mutuelle,, . ..
au deuxième secrétaire, l'ambassade aux États-Unis

Assistant to the Director, Canadian Mutual Aid Board,
to Second Secretary, Embassy in United States

Ottawa, April 26, 1946

Dear Mr . Ritchie;

RE : F.W .D .H.A.R . TRACTORS, TRAILERS AND DOLLIES-CAP NOS . 28 AND 98

Under date of Februarynineteenth I wrote you regarding the above items,
procured by Canada to meet a Military Relief requirement of S .H.A.E.F .1,

being a quantity of„1,498 Tractors and Trailers, and 300 Dollies .

As previously advised, all the Tractors, Trailers and Dollies were called
-forward for shipment by the Theatre Commander and were actually shipped
from Canada prior to the termination of Military Relief . In November, how-

ever, the Theatre Commander cancelled 1,160 of the Trucks originally called
forward after they had been shipped from Canada and unloaded in the

United Kingdom .
In August or September, while I was still in the United Kingdom, some

1,100 odd Trucks and Trailers were reported by the War Office to be in
British Depots throughout England . However, when Mr . Karl C. Fraser

was in the United Kingdom the latter part of March and early April of thi
s

1 Supreme Headquarters Allied Expeditionary Force .
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year, the War Office was unable to locate any of the vehicles. It is, therefore, 
apparent that the Trucks have either been disposed of by the British without 
authority, or else they were delivered as Military Relief. 

In view of the above facts, we propose to show the entire quantity of 
Trucks, Trailers and Dollies as part of Canada's contribution to Military 
Relief and it is suggested that you so inform the proper C.C.A.C. authorities 
accordingly. 

In the event that the British are able to locate the vehicles in the United 
Kingdom and will deliver them to the London representative of the Cana-
dian War Assets Corporation, we will authorize him to sell same and the 
proceeds can be credited to Mi litary Relief and thereby reduce the loss but, 
in the event of failure to deliver the vehicles, then the entire value of these 
items should be shown in Canada's Military Relief commitment. 

In order to assist the British in locating the Trucks, Trailers and Dollies, 
I am attaching hereto two copies of a listt showing T.C. Permit number, 
naine of boat, port of loading, date of sailing, and port of consignment, vvith 
the quantities of vehicles carried in each boat. The fifty Tractors and Trailers 
on the Sam Lister were reported diverted to Rotterdam and turned over to 
the Dutch authorities as Military Relief. We assume that the ten Dollies ac-
companied these Trucks and Trailers. However, we have no specific advice 
on this point and have so far been unable to obtain any information as to 
delivery of the Dollies. 

Yours faithfully, 
A. MURRAY MCCRIMMON 

Colonel 

132. 	 DEA/2295-AH-40 

Le chargé d'affaires aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

Chargé d'Affaires in United States to Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM WA-1798 	 Washington, April 27, 1946 
Following for Pierce from Ritchie, Begins: Military  Relief. Treatment of 

Italian indebtedness. Luthringer, Chief of • the Division of Financial Affairs 
in the State Department telephoned me yesterday to say that Reinstein had 
enquired urgently whether he could expect to receive by last night instruc-
tions which would permit him to announce in the Peace Treaty discussions 
that the United States was cancelling its Military Relief claim against Italy. 
Reinstein had expressed the view that if such an announcement could no-t be 
made immediately, the United States delegation would have to exclude 
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from consideration in the development of their immediate tactics any expec-
tation that a Military Relief cancellation could be used as an argument against 
the claims of others for reparations from Italy and would have to proceed 
with the development of other arguments to counteract reparations claims. 

Luthringer remarked that from the report which he had received on 
conversations in London between Reinstein, Sir David Waleyl and a repre-
sentative of the Canadian High Commissioner he felt there was no hope that 
the United States delegation could assume, or announce, at least for the 
present, that the Military Relief claims against Italy were being cancelled. 
In»  these circumstances he thought it best to let Reinstein know that the 
immediate plans for the Italian Peace Treaty discussions should be made on 
the assumption that the fate of the Military Relief claims will continue to be 
uncertain at .least for some little time and that accordingly other arguments 
would have to be used for the present in combating reparations claims. Luth-
ringer proposed so to instnict Reinstein by telephone immediately unless we 
could inform him at once that the Canadian Government favoured an im-
mediate and explicit cancellation of the claims against Italy. In the latter 
e-vent he would take the matter up again with the United Kingdom authorities 
and if they also were found to be in a position to agree immediately to a 
cancellation of the Italian claim he could give Reinstein at once the instruc-
tions he referred. Unless, however, there had been a favourable change in 
the Canadian position since the discussions in London he thought there was 
no point in hi s pressing the United Kingdom for immediate agreement. In 
any case, on the advices received from London, as recent as Thursday, Luth-
ringer was not particularly hopeful that the United Kingdom would agree 
immediately even if Canada as well as the United States favoured the 
proposal. 

I told him that on the basis of telephone conversations which I had had 
with you within the pre,ceding day or so there seemed to me no basis for 
exiàecting an - iinmediate decision concerning the Canadian position on the 
claim against Italy and certainly no reason to expect that such a decision 
when taken would necessarily be favourable to cancellation. I pointed out to 
him that the recent United States enquiries concerning the possibility of 
general cancellation or funding obviously complicated flirther any decision 
concerning Italy. I remarked that if there was any prospect of a general 
cancellation it would clearly be desirable, from the point of view of our 
relations with the Western European countries to delay an announcement 
of the Italian cancellation until an announcement could be made of a general 
cancellation. I remarked that the word which I had received informally from 
Ottawa indicated, however, little likelihood of our favouring a general can-
cellation at this time. In the event that the Canadian authorities were to 
express a preference for the funding version of the general United States 
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1  Sous-secrétaire de la Trésorerie de Grande- 	1  Under-Secretary of Treasury of Great 
Bretagne. 	 Britain. 
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proposal; similarly it would seem desirable to defer any decision or announce-
ment concerning Italy until the Western European countries could be advised
that their indebtedness also was to be funded. I added that if the funding
version were to be adopted it would be difficult to grant an outright cancel-
lation of the claim against Italy since although the Western European
countries would doubtless be pleased to learn that payments required from
them were being funded rather than demanded immediately . they might
reasonably, maintain that the . ability of a country to pay under a funding
arrangement depended not on the, immediate balance-of-payments prospects
of that country but upon: the prospects over a period extending from now
until some date possibly 30 years hence . Accordingly the Western European
countries (and indeed we ourselves) * - might welL feel that although there
might be some basis for distinguishing between Italy and . the . Western
European countries if immediate payment had been demanded it would seem
rather speculative and even discriminatory to maintain such a distinction
if payment is to be deferred and spread over a period of several years . In
short there would seem to be less reason for distinguishing between Italy and
the Western European countries if the fund proposal were to be adopted
than there is now when we are thinking in terms of an immediate-payment
arrangement. I, said that I would . of course be 'glad to -telephone Ottawa
immediately to ascertain whether any definite decision had been taken on
Italy- if Luthringer so desired . He said that in the circumstances it probably
would be safest to instruct the United States delegation to present their- case
against reparations without making any allowance ~ for the possibility of an
explicit cancellation of the Military Relief claim against Italy. If it subse-
quently appears that no progress can be made in the Paris discussions unless
the Military Relief claim is waived it might be possible by that time to issue
new instructions if the United States, United -Kingdom and Canada have
agreed by then on the Military Relief settlement to be made with Italy .
Accordingly Luthringer said he thought it unnecessary to ask Ottawa's views
at this time but he expressed the hope that the Canadian authorities would,
continue their consideration of the possible necessity for making Italy a special
case, both because of the specially, grim financial prospects for Italy, and
also because of the fact that the Italian claim may have to be disposed of ,
at an early date if the negotiators of the reparations aspects of the Italian
Treaty again reach an impasse .

In connection with the above report on my conversation with Luthringer
you may have noticed in this morning's newspapers an Associated Press
despatch of last night from Paris that the Foreign Ministers meeting in Paris
had agreed that "Italy should pay reparations within her ability to pay",
and that "The United States, which previously had opposed any reparations
from Italy acceded to Russian demands for some payment with the provision
that a Committee of ; experts should investigate the Italian economy to deter-
mine what amount the country could pay". Ends .
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133
. DEA/2295-AH-40 .

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States to Secretary of State for External A ffairs.

TELEGRAM WA-2031 Washington, May 14, 1946

IMMEDIATE . FOR IMMEDIATE ACTION TOMORROW MORNING
. Following for

Pierce from Ritchie, Begins : Reference my teletypes WA-1715 and WA-1716

of April 23rd, your EX-1264 of May 10th, t and related telephone conver-

sations concerning the United States proposal to cancel or fund military

relief indebtedness .
As I indicated to you by telephone on Saturday, Assistant Secretary of

State Clayton and Secretary of the Treasury Vinson had found unacceptable

the . proposal put forward by the United Kingdom on Friday that each of the
three supplying Governments should collect from the . northwest European .

countries aflat : percentage of :their respective claims to yield an amount
sufficient at least to compensate the United Kingdom (and possibly Canada) .

for any amount expended in excess of its agreed share of the loss . Similarly.

the United States authorities considered themselves unable to assure the
United Kingdom that payments amounting to at least 225 million dollars

(i .e . the amount allowed for military relief in the United Kingdom balance-of-
payments estimates discussed in the United States-United Kingdom loan
negotiations) would be forthcoming either from the northwestern European

countries or from the United States directly . Accordingly the State Depart-

ment suggested that a meeting of representatives of the three supplying
Governments should be held on Monday to discuss the matter further .

The meeting on Monday was attended by Mr. Luthringer, Deputy . on

financial affairs to Assistant Secretary of State Clayton, together with mem-
bers of his staff and two officers of the United States Treasury ; Jackling of

the United Kingdom Embassy, Lee and Christelow of the United Kingdom

Treasury delegation ; Bryce, Murray,and myself on the Canadian side . At the

outset of the Monday afternoon meeting the State Department officials
handed formally to the United Kingdom and Canadian representatives a
memorandum, the text of which is reported in a following teletype, WA-2032 .

Mr. Luthringer in handing us this memorandum explained the circumstances,
with which you are already familiar, which gave rise to the United States

proposal. He remarked that the percentage division indicated was intended
to apply specifically to the northwest European bills and need not necessarily
apply to the, expected payments for end stocks in Germany and Austria or
to the expected payments from UNRRA for supplies transferred in the

Balkans. The question of the appropriate division of these, payments could
be left for subsequent discussion, but there was some presumption that the
percentages applied to the northwest European bills might well be regarded
as applicable to these other payments .
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•Although the detailed calculations behind the suggested percentages were 
not discussed at the meeting I was given to understand by the officer who 
developed the percentages that they were based on the following calculations 
(in millions of dollars) : 

Contribution 	 $1617.6 
• Receipts due 	 794.5 (i.e. 605 from northwest Europe; 102 from 

end stocks in Gennany and Austria; and 
87.5 from UNRRA). 

823.1 (including, in addition to supplies shipped 
to Mediterranean area, some 237 assumed 
irrecoverable from northwest Europe as a 
result of loss of receipts, spoilage, pilferage, 
etc.) 

Loss 

Distribution of losses 
First $400 million All-over 	Total 

United States 	 67 % 	268.0 	74% 	313.1 	581.1 
United 1Cingdom 	 25 % 	100.0 	21 % 	88.8 	188.8 
Canada 	 8% 	32.0 	5% 	21.2 	53.2 

100% 	400.0 	100% 	423.1 	823.1 

Summary- 

• United 	United 
• States 	Kingdom 	Canada 	Total 

Contribution 	1073.2 	468.4 	76.0 	1617.6 
Share of loss 	 581.1 	188.8 	53.2 	823.1 

Receipts due 	 492.1 	279.6 	22.8 • 	794.5• 

62% 	35% 	• 3% 	100% 

•You are of course already aware of the imperfections in the basic figures 
on which these, or any other calculations at this time, are based. Parenthet-
ically I might remark that no allowance is made in the State Department 
calculations for the. probable  • transfer of $8 million (Canadian) from the 
United Kingdom contribution column to the Canadian contribution column, 
which would on the basis of the present figures raise the Canadian percentage 
to .4 percent. 	 • 

Needless to say the United Kingdom representatives were quite dissatisfied 
with the State Department memorandum and expressed in no uncertain terms 
their view that the United States proposal would leave the United Kingdom 
position unprotected, particularly in respect of amounts financed by the 
United Kingdom initially in excess of its agreed share in any loss. The United 
States representatives observed that the United States cancellation (or 
offsetting), by relieving the balance-of-payments position of the western 
European countries, might actually improve the prospect for collections by 
the United ICingdom and Canada. The United Kingdom representatives 

Total 
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remarked that while such a development was possible they had to take
account of the alternative possibility that the United States action might make
it impossible for the United Kingdom to collect anything, (despite the state-
ment which the United States will make concerning the continuing validity of
other claims) in which case they would=like to know whether the United
States Government considered itself under any obligation to compensate the
United Kingdom at least for excessive losses . The United States representa-

tives expressed the view that it would be quite out of the question for the
United States Government to secure an appropriation for such payments to
the United Kingdom and indicated their understanding that this difficulty had
been made clear in previous discussions when it had been decided that any

necessary :adjustments would have to be made out of receipts ._ There was

then some discussion of the possibility that payments for end stocks and for
supplies transferred to UNRRA might be available, and might be adequate,
to cover the United Kingdom excess . This discussion came to no definite

conclusion .
At this point Bryce enquired whether consideration might be given to an

arrangement which would enable each of the three Governments to make
whatever- settlement it chose for its share, but which at the same time would
give the United Kingdom a larger proportion of the better claims . Bryce

will be communicating with you later concerning the details of the arrange-
ment which he- had in mind . In brief he thought it might be possible to deduct

from - the figure for the aggregate contribution of the three countries the
amount representing end stocks plus supplies transferred to UNRRA, and
to divide the residual amount (representing claims against Mediterranean
and northwest European Governments) in accordance with the loss sharing
formula . On the assumption that claims against agreed-loss areas (i .e. the
Mediterranean Governments) will exceed $400 million, it follows that claims
against the northwest . European Governments . would be divided among the
United States, United Kingdom and Canada in the proportions 74 :21 :5. The
claim of each of the three Governments against the occupation authorities
and/or UNRRA .would then be determined by deducting the amount repre-
senting each country's share of claims against northwest Europe and the
Mediterranean area from each country's total contribution . The general effect
of Bryce's informal suggestion would, be to increase the United Kingdom
share of claims against UNRRA and the occupation authorities (which pre-
sumably are the "better" claims from the United Kingdom point of view)
and to reduce the United Kingdom share of claims against northwest Europe .

At the same time this possible formula would enable the United States
authorities to accomplish their laudable objectives in northwest Europe more
fully since they would have at their disposal a larger part of the total claim
for cancellation if they so chose . The effect on Canada would be to reduce
our claim against UNRRA and the occupation authorities (which probably
could be settled from our UNRRA contribution without involving us in the
complications which would be likely to . arise in settlement with the occupa-
tion authorities) and to increase our claim against the northwest European

I
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Governments. I should emphasize that Bryce's suggestion was made quite 
informally and merely as a possibility that might be explored by each of the 
three Governments. The United Kingdom representatives expressed the pre-
liminary opinion that this sort of an arrangement might be preferable from 
their point of view to the arrangement proposed by the United States. Both 
the United Kingdom and United States will be examining the possibilities in 
such an arrangement in their further consideration of the problem. 

It would seem to me that the United States memorandum might be 
considered in three stages: 

1. Are we prepared to accept the proposal that, by joint agreement, each 
of us should now proceed unilaterally to àrrange settlements with the north-
west European Governments for our respective shares, on the understand-
ing that those shares will be determined by combined agreement? 

2. We might wish to consider then whether our respective shares (expressed 
as percentages of an aggregate claim of unknown amount) need be deter-
mined at this time, and in advance of our several settlements, or whether the 
determination of our respective percentage shares could be left until a later 
stage when more complete information is available. The United States, and 
indeed some of the recipient countries, will doubtless press for an immediate 
determination of the percentage shares. 

3. If it is considered desirable and feasible to determine agreed percentage 
shares at this time we might wish to consider whether the formula suggested 
in the United States memorandum (modified to take account of the mutual 
aid transfer if agreement can be .reached with the United Kingdom on a 
figure for this item) or the alternative arrangement suggested by Bryce, or 
possibly some other substitute arrangement, would be preferable from our 
point of view. 

At the end of the meeting the United Kingdom representatives handed to 
Luthringer a formal memorandum which had been prepared for submission 
before the contents of the United States memorandum had become known. 
The United Kingdom representatives made it clear that the memorandum 
was not intended as a reply to the preseùt United States memorandum, but 
rather as a statement of their views on the general proposal to cancel or 
fund which the State Department had made orally some time ago. The text 
of the United Kingdom Embassy's memorandum is reported in a following 
teletype, WA-2033.1 -  From a conversation with Jackling of the United King-
dom Embassy after the meeting I gathered that their reason for submitting 
this memorandum even after the State Department's memorandum had be-
come available was to have something on record to which they could refer 
in case the United States were to reach a settlement with any of the north-
west European countries before London could provide a reply to the State 
Department memorandum. With the memorandum in their hands the State 
Department officials, in Mr. Jackling's view, could scarcely assume that the 
United Kingdom would accept automatically any unilateral settlement that 
might be worked out between the State Department and the French before 
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a reply is made to the State -Department's memorandum. It woûld seem to me

that, since the opening sentence in the State Department memorandum
makes the adoption of any unilateral settlement arrangement contingent on
joint agreement to that effect, if the State Department were to proceed on its
own without waiting for a reply we should be in a sufficiently strong position

to c riticize their action without having to submit any memorandum to that
effect until we are in a position to reply to the present memorandum .

You will, of course, appreciate the need for some reply to this memoran-
dum within the next few days if the general financial, negotiations between

the United States and France . are to be completed satisfactorily some time
before the end of the present month and if serious misunderstanding is to be

avoided .
You are of course in the best position to judge what changes might be

required in your proposed memorandum to the Mutual Aid Board to take
account of the precise United States proposals and of the other possible
arrangement discussed above . To my mind your memorandum seems to cover

most adequately the principal question raised by the . United States memo-

randum; i .e ., whether we are prepared to accept the principle of separate

settlement of our respective claims without recourse . So far as the figures

in your EX-1264 are concerned I have checked them against our records
here and find that they are in line with the figures being used in Washington .

However in your first paragraph your language might be taken to imply
that the new adjustment for end stocks involves an increase in the figure
for the Canadian contribution. Since such end stocks were presumably
already included in the original contribution of the three Governments and
represent merely the residue after allowance for deliveries to other recipients
no increase should be made in the figure for the Canadian contribution . Such

end stocks involve an increase in receipts (but not in contributions) to the
extent that they were taken over from a non-paying authority by a paying

authority. Ends .

134 .
'DEA/2295-AH-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States to Secretary of State for External A ffairs

TELEGRAM WA
-2032 Washington, May 14, 1946

IMMEDIATE . FOR IMMEDIATE ACTION TOMORROW MORNING. Following for

Pierce from Ritchie, Begins: With reference to my teletype WA-2031 of
today's date, the following is the text of the memorandum which Mr .

Luthringer, Deputy on financial affairs to Assistant Secretary Clayton handed
formally to the representatives of the United Kingdom and Canadian
Embassies at the meeting on military relief indebtedness on Monday after-

noon. Begins :
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• MEMORANDUM 

The United States Government proposes that the Governments of the 
United States, United Kingdom, and Canada jointly agree that each proceed 
unilaterally to arrange settlements with the northwestern European Govern-
ments for its share, to be. determined by combined agreement, of the com-
bined claims of the three Governments against the northwestern European 
Governments arising from the civilian relief supplies that were furnished 
through the combined military authorities of the three supplying Govern : 

 ments (Plan A). 
The proposed arrangement would leave each of the supplying Govern-

ments free to adopt whatever policy it chose with respect to settlement of 
its share of the claims, with the stipulation that it should inform the recipient 
Governments that its settlement.in  no way impairs the validity of the recipient 
Governments' obligations to the other supplying Governments for the subject 
supplies. Once the shares of each supplying Government in the combined 
claims were agreed upon, each supplying Government would be under no 
obligation to make any subsequent adjustments, of whatever nature, for the 
benefit of either of the other two supplying Governments. 

It is further proposed that the shares of each of the supplying Governments 
in the total of the bills to be submitted to each of the northwestern European 
Goverrunents for such supplies be agreed upon as follows: 

United .States 	— 62 percent; 
United Kingdom — 35 percent; 
Canada 	— 3 percent. 

These percentages make allowance for the financial contribution of each 
of the supplying Governments as indicated by the most aCcuiate information 
available. They are based on the assumptions that Italy and the Balkan 
countries concerned are non-paying countriès, that UNRRA  and the 
Governm' ents 'occupying Germany and Austria Will pay for the  combined 

. stocks  of  civilian .  supplies tub:fed over to thèm, and that there will be addi-
tional losses of approximately $237 million due to lost receipts, diversions, 
and other leakages. 

• In advancin this.  Proposal, the United •Statés Government is motivated 
' by the fact that it finds it impossible to arrange satisfactory.  settlements of the 
war accounts with the northwestern European G6vernments as long as it is 
required to deal with each of these European Governments on a Combined 

•basis. 
Proposals for unilateral settlement have been Under discussion with repre-

. sentatives of the British and Canadian Governments for several weeks and 
this Government is now in a position in which it must act quickly since it is 
about to complete the settlement of its war accounts with France. 

An identical memoranduni is being submitted to the British Government. 
Department of State, Washington, May 13th, 1946. 
Ends. 	 • 
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Le directeur, la direction économique, le ministère des Finances,

au sous-ministre des. Finances

Director, Economic Division, Department- of Finance,
to Deputy Minister of Finance . .

Washington, May 14, 1946

Dear Dr: Clark,
I understand that Ritchie is sending you by wire a copy of the memoran-

dum handed to us yesterday by the State Department, suggesting separate
settlements of the amounts owing to the several . supplying countries by
recipients of Military Relief, and also an account of our meeting yesterday

'afternoon . I wish to •add only .a few comments on the meeting and a few words
about the suggestion which I put forward myself when it appeared to
me that the British and the Americans were heading into serious disagreement.

In substance, it now seems clear that the U.S . will cancel all its claims on

European countries in respect of Military Relief, getting what concessions it
can for them on other matters in settling va rious war claims . In part, its action
in respect of France, which is the key situation, is motivated, as the State
Department emphasizes,, by the unexpectedly small amount it will be paying
France for francs for American troops. This amount was much less than
expected, because of similar factors to those which gave rise to our large

holdings of guilders in Holland . I do not think it is wise to attempt to dis-
suade the U .S . from this policy of cancellation, and in any event they have
made up their minds to proceed with . it and will do ; so within the next few

days. The points at issue now are the arrangements for determining the shares

of the various count ries in the claims on Europe, including those of the U.S .

to be cancelled, and the .mens of. liquidating the claims on UNRRA . and the

occupying forces for inventories turned over to . them at the . end of Mili ta ry
Relief operations, and the use of the amounts recovered or . credited , for such

invento ries in adjusting `the -accounts and claims under . the Military Relief

arrangement .
There are twa main- immediate problems. . The first ~is- to arr ange, some

means of safeguarding the claims . which Bri tain and .Canada wi ll retain on the
Western European countries after American cancellation. The Americans are
prepared to do what they can on this : matter in the wording of their agree-
ments with the French and others, but are not prepared to go so far as to
maintain any token or partial claims for the purposes of making adjustments
or refunds, as the Bri tish wanted them to do. Consequently, it seems to me
inevitable that we must arrive at some scheme of separating the various claims
in such a way that Britain and Canada can deal directly with the • countries
on which they have these claims . The Americans are not prepared to con-
template any joint co llection arrangements, although joint accounting and bill-
ing will continue, of course.
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. The second main problem is to give the United Kingdom some protection
or reimbursement for the excess of the amount she has contributed to the
plan, over and above her share, - based upon the loss-sharing formula. The
B ri tish clearly feel that the U.S: are seriously at fault in proposing now to
cancel their claims and collect nothing, when, in fact, it was the intention that
such collections would be used to safeguard the countries which had over-
procured. During the meeting yesterday neither the U .S. nor the B ri tish
appeared to have any constructive proposals for dealing with this problem
in a manner that the other could accept . The Americans stated that they could
make no collections on behalf of other countries and probably would have no
legal authority to turn over to B ri tain or Canada any ,,amounts that they (theAmericans) might collect, even if they were placed in a suspense account. As
this was the method of readjustment contemplated in the plan up until re-
cently, it seems incredible that the U.S. Treasury and the State Department,
with all the lawyers that there are in Washington, should not have known or
made clear this legal difficulty previously . The U.K., on its side, felt that it
was most unreasonable for it to be left to reimburse itself for over-procure-
ment out of the possibly questionable claims on Western European countries,
following American cancellation: This was really the method which the U.S.
proposed in its . memorandum and is reflected in the high proportion of U.K.
claims in the bills to be submitted to the European governments. The U.K.
said they would have to go into this matter quite fu lly in Parliament if a~solu-
tion along the lines proposed by the U.S. were fo llowèd, and there might be
considerable criticism and resentment over the whole scheme .

In these circumstances and attempting to find a way out of what seemed to
be a difficult and dangerous deadlock, I suggested what seemed to me an
obvious means of adjusting the U.K. over-procurement and leaving her with . a
share of claims on Western European countries that accorded exactly with the
agreed intentions in regard to the sharing of losses . This suggestion was, in its
simplest terms, to apportion the

.
proceeds of the claims on UNRRA and the

occupation authorities in such a manner as .to leave all the participants with
totals of claims and probable losses that were in . proportion to the agreed
loss-sharing formula. The result of this would be that the U.K. would be
entitled to a credit of $145,000,000 out of the, roughly, $190,000,000 claims
on the occupation commanders'and UNRItA; the U.S: would be entitled to
$44,000,000 ; and we would be entitled to $1,000,000, as far as we cari tell
from the present incomplete figures. Under this arrangement I proposed that
we share the claims on Western Europe in the expectation that the other
claims on Europe would be losses, and that, therefore, the . proportions applied
to Western Europe would be the same ones as those in which we share losses
ôver'the total of $400,000,000, i .e ., U.S. 74%, U.K. 21% and Canada 5% .

As compared to the U .S . proposal, this leaves .Canada with a somewhat
smaller share of the claims on UNRRA and the occupation autho rities, and a
somewhat larger share in the claims on France, Belgium and Ho lland. How-
ever, this does not appear a ve ry se rious p rice to pay for agreement between
the major partners, as we can probably co llect something from Western
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Europe ,and We might have  had  sonie  difficulty' Collecting nitich in. respect of 
the inventoriés turned over to the occupation authorities, because we are not 
involved in these directly, as are the U.K and the U.S.  • 

It was evident from the discussion yesterday that there will be some diffi-
culty even in the U.K. and the U.S. managing to settle the claims and counter-
claims between themselves by the use of the credits for inventories turned over 
to the occupation authorities. There was also some mention of the difficulties 
that might arise in connection with the credit due from UNRRA to the Mili-
tary Relief plan. These are to be investigated further, however, by the U.S. 
and the British authorities, in the hope of finding a means of implementing 
the proposal in principle which was suggested. 

In putting forward the suggestion described above, I pointed out that it 
would involve a somewhat larger total to be written off by the U.S. to West-
ern European countries, and therefore a somewhat smaller amount for the 
U.K. and ourselves combined to collect. The U.S. representative did not 
seem particularly disturbed at this prospect. Of course, this result is achieved 
by the U.S. sacrificing a considerable share of its equity in the inventory 
settlement to the U.K. in exchange for a larger share of the claims on 
Western Europe which are to be cancelled. 

As I understand the upshot of the meeting, it was that the U.S. was to 
consider the British note, the British were to consider the U.S. note, and we 

, were to consider both of them in defining our own position. I believe that 
our interest lies mainly in having a clear-cut solution which will prejudice 
as little as possible our hope of collecting from Western Europe, and which 
will leave Western Europe in the best possible position to pay what is owing 
on  this account. I think we should also seek to avoid so far as we can a 
serious disagreement between the two larger parties in the scheme, which 
may nôt only becloud the settlement with the European countries but may 

« also give rise to considerable criticism of the whole arrangement. 
There was considerable' argument oVer the implicit understandings in the 

previous arrangements and  the moral obligations of ,the U.S, and_ Canada to 
see the the British did not bear more than their share of the losses. I am leav-
ing Ritchie_to report on this, as he is the expert on the record. You will recall 
that we asked the,I.I.S. more than a year ago whether they would undertake 

,to make direct paynients to us. in the event that we procured more than our 
share of the supplies, and they ,  said they were not able to give us such an 

_undertaking. The. main issue now is whether, although they were not able to 
make an undertaking of that nature, they should  be  obliged to make such 
.adjustments nevertheless. 

I do not think we need to decide at this time the policy that we should 
follow in dealing with the Western European countries. My own prefer-
ence is for funding. the amounts owed to us, over a_ medium period. The 
Western European countries will no doubt ask us to cancel, as the Amer-
icans are doing. I think we can answer that in the case Of France we do 
not have the same off-setting consideration as the U.S. had in regard to troop 
pay, and in the case of Belgium and- Holland, we can point out that we have 
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been on a different basis to the Americans, with a clear understanding that
we were to settle with them for supplies we obtained from them, and that
they should be prepared to settle with us for our share of these supplies.
Moreover, the U.S. supp lied all these countries with civilian type goods as
Lend-Lease, but neither the British nor ourselves provided civilian suppliesto these countries as Mutual Aid .

You may wish to consider whether or not in funding this debt we would
be prepared to do so on an interest-free basis, or with some sort of waiver
of interest, such as those in the British loan agreements . I do not know that
this sacrifice of interest is necessary, but it would soften somewhat the dis-
tinction between ourselves and the Americans in the policy being followed .
British representatives yesterday made clear that they do not wish to fund
the claims owed to them, as they wish to obtain what receipts they can in the
period when they need them most . This is somewhat inconsistent with the
practice they are following with France, where, as I understand it, the resid-
ual item in the balance of payments is being covered by the sale of sterling
securities by France to Britain .

In the case of Holland, if we are going to collect this Military Relief
obligation, we may expect them to resist very strongly anything but a nominal
settlement for the excess guilders which we have accumulated . I spoke to the
officials of the State Department concerned with the guilder problem which
the U.S . faces., but I have not discussed it yet with Coe in the Treàsury at any,
length, - nor with the War Department. The State Department informs me
that the War Department will press very strongly for full reimbursement to
the U.S. in dollars for these guilders, and that any other result will involve
them in difficulties with appropriations and Congress . The State Department,
on the other hand, clearly feels that the claim for conversion of these guilders
is a poor one and it is embarrassing, therefore, to maintain it . I suspect that
they may ask the Dutch to convert the guilders in full as a condition for
cancelling the Military Relief indebtedness of Holland . In the case of the
U.S., the Military Relief indebtedness will substantially exceed the equivalent
of their guilders, which is about $20,000,000 .

I presume there will'be some Ministerial discussions on this Military Relief
question during the next few days, and that I shall be hearing from you
directly or indirectly . I think at present all that is needed on our side is agree-
ment to the segregation of the claims and the basis on which they are to be
segregated . In fact, I do not see that we have much choice now in this issue
anyway, because of the determination of the U .S.,,and the real issue at the
moment, the formula for segregation, is one to be determined mainly between
the U.S. and the U.K., who are the ones to gain or lose substantially in the
choice of formula.

I am giving my extra copy of this letter to the Embassy here . Could you
see that Mr. Pierce sees this letter or a copy of it .

Yours truly,
R. B. BRYCE
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136. " 	 DEA/2295-AH-40 

Mémorandum du chef, la direction économique 

Memorandum by Head, Economic Division 

SECRET 	 [Ottawa] May 15, 1946 
MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION • WITH A. E. RITCHIE, 

CANADIAN EMBASSY, WASHINGTON, MAY 15, 1946 
I referred to teletypes Nos. WA-2031, 2032, 2033t and 2034t of May 

14th, and said that my calculations on the Bryce formula indicated we 
would receive nothing from end stocks and UNRRA; 3% of the N.W. 
Europe accounts; would bear our share of the irrecoverable loss and receive 
our share of the bad accounts against Italy and the Balkans. He saiçl  that 
there had been some change in the figures, an increase in the amounts 
recoverable from Western Europe, and the Bryce formula would divide the 
end stocks and UNRRA claims as follows: $145,000,000 to the United 
Kingdom, $45,000,000 to the United States and $1,000,000 to Canada. 

I told him that I thought we should avoid declaring ourselves on. the U.S. 
proposal contained in WA-2032 until the British had had a chance to consider 
it and comment on it. We were in the "happy" position of having supplied an 
amount proportionate to our share of the losses and that therefore, the United 
States proposal that we receive 3% of the amounts due was not out of line. 
The British however had over-supplied and might naturally seek a formula 
àuch as informally sugiested by Bryce, giving them a larger proportion of 
the end stock and UNRRA claims. It seemed to me we might reserye our 
influence until the issue is more clearly joined between the United Kingdom 
and United States. I asked Ritchie if he could without embarrassment adopt 
a waiting attitude, indicating nothing more than that we thought a scheme of 
'separate collection would be acceptable and that we would like to be able, 
before submitting it to the Mutual Aid Board, to attach a formula satis-
factory to both the United States and the United Kingdom. Ritchie agreed. 

S. D. PIERCE 

DEA/2295-AH-40 

Mémorandum du chef, la direction économique 

Memorandum by Head, Economic Division 

[Ottawa] May 17, 1946 
Mr. A. E. Ritchie called me from Washington yesterday to say that the 

Americans had put forward two additional provisions -  to their proposal for 
separate collections of military relief accounts: 

(1) If the United States authorities cancel the military relief indebtedness 
of any North West European country to the United States, the country con- 
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cemed will be required to set up a reserve pool of 10% of the total amount 
of its military relief indebtedness to the United States, the United Kingdom 
and Canada, in a form convertible into Canadian dollars or pounds sterling. 
If the United Kingdom or Canadian collections from North West European 
countries in general should fall short, Canada or the United Kingdom could 
then draw on the reserve. 

(2) The United States would agree that what the United Kingdom owes 
the United States for end stocks delivered to the British occupation authorities 
might be used to adjust for losses which the British might sustain above the 
percentage agreed. 

I told Ritchie that this provision of a reserve appeared to our advantage. 
The original United States proposal which would have granted us 3% of the 
accounts appeared reasonable from the Canadian point of view and any-
thing added to it was just that much better. I felt that he could tell the United 
States authorities that Canadian officials considered that the proposal would 
in principle be acceptable to the Government but that, before placing it before 
the Mutual Aid Board or Cabinet, we might wait until the United Kingdom 
and the United States approached agreement. 

S. D. PIERCE 

138. 	 CEW/Vol. 2157 
, 

Mémorandum du gouvernement des Etats-Unis au gouvernement du Canada 

Memorandum from Government of United States to Government of Canada 

Washington, May 17, 1946 

In identic memoranda to the United Kingdom and Canadian Governments 
dated May 14, 19461  the United States Government submitted a proposal 
regarding the financial' settlement for certain civilian supplies. As a result of 
subsequent discussions between representatives of United States, United King-
dom, and Canadian Governments, the United States Government submits in 
the following paragraphs a revised proposal to replace the one set forth in the 
memoranda of May 14, 1946. 

The United States  • Government proposes that the governments of the 
United States, United Kingdom, and Canada jointly agree that each proceed 
unilaterally to arrange settlements with the northwestern European govem-
ments for its share, to be determined by combined agreement, of the combined 
claims of the three governments against the northweste rn  European govern-
ments arising from the civilian relief supplies that were furnished through the 
combined military authorities of the three supplying gove rnments (Plan A). 

Voir le document 134. 	 1 See Document 134. 
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The proposed arrangement would leave each of the supplying governments

free to adopt whatever po licy it chose with respect to settlement of its share

of the claims, with the stipulation that it should inform the recipient govern-
ments that its settlement in no way impairs the validity of each recipient gov-
ernment's obligations to the other supplying governments for the subject

supplies .
In accomplishing settlements with the recipient governments the United

States Government would be prepared, in the event of waiver, to stipulate that
each recipient government establish a reserve amounting to 10 percent of the
total combined bill against that government, this reserve to be used, to the
extent necessary, to make additional payments to the British and Canadian
Governments if settlements made by the British and Canadian Governments
with the recipient governments proved insufficient to meet the amount due
them under present loss-sharing agreements when all collections and losses
have been finally determined by combined agreement . The United States Gov-

ernment is further prepared to stipulate as a condition of effecting settlement
with the recipient governments that this reserve be currently set aside in funds
convertible into sterling or Canadian dollars, or both, at Xates to be agreed in
a trust -account in the name of each recipient government in its central bank .

In addition, the United States would be willing to agree that amounts deter-
mined by combined,agreement as an obligation by the United Kingdom Gov-
ernment to the United States Government for end stocks turned over to the
United Kingdom zone commanders in Germany and Austria would be reduced
to the extent_ necessary to compensate the United Kingdom Government for
losses greater than those it agreed to bear under present loss-sharing arrange-

ments . Once the shares of each supplying government in combined claims
against all recipients were agreed upon no subsequent adjustments of what-
ever nature would be made other than those provided for in this paragraph .

It is further _ proposed that the shares of each of the applying governments
in the total of the bills to be submitted .to each of the northwestern European

governments for such supplies be agreed upon as follows : United States-

62 percent ; United Kingdom-35 percent ; Canada-3 percent.

In advancing this . proposal, the United States Government is motivated by

the fact that it finds it impossible to arrange satisfactory settlements of the

war accounts with the northwestern European governments as long as it is
required to deal with each of these European governments on a combined

basis.
-Proposals for unilateral settlement have been under discussion with repre-

sentatives of the British and Canadian Governments for several weeks and this

Government is now in a position in which it must act quickly since it is about
to complete the settlement of its war accounts with France .

An identic memorandum is being submitted to the British Government .

W. L. C[LAYTON]
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139. DEA/2295-AH-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Ambassador in United States

TELEGRAM EX-1355 Ottawa, May 21, 1946
FOR IMMEDIATE ACTION . Your WA-2120 of May 18th, t mili tary relief.

We have considered the revised United States memorandum and are pre-
pared to accept the plan outlined. A formal reply can therefore be returned
to the State Department indicating that the Government of Canada is pre-
pared to accept the plan proposed in the memorandum of May 17th as sub-
sequently revised, it being. understood that the settlements unilaterally
arranged by each supplying government will in no way impair the validity of
each recipient government's obligations to the other supplying governments
for the supplies in question . We also understand that settlement of the claims
on UNRRA and for end stocks turned over to the occupation forces in Ger-
many is to be arranged in such a way that the share of losses other than any
resulting from claims on Northwest European Governments will be distributed
in the proportions originally agreed upon.

140. DEA/2295-AH-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States to Secretary of State for External A ffairs
TELEGRAM WA-2179 Washington, May 23, 1946

Following from - Ritchie, Begins : My WA-2161 t and 2162t of May 22nd,
Military Relief .

The , memorandum reported in my WA-2161 was based on the guidance
provided in your EX-1355 and was discussed with B ryce on his ar rival in
Washington : The 3rd and 4th paragraphs of that memorandum might require
some comment . In the 3rd - parâgraph the words "agreed losses" were used
in substitution for, or as an interpretation of, the words "losses other than
âny resûlting from claims of Northwest European Governments" employed
in your message. Despite the fact that settlements with the côunt ries of
Northwest Europe are to be arranged unilaterally it is nevertheless possible
that certain losses might be incurred on shipments to Northwest Europe
which might be shared if each and all of the three Governments agree to
such a sharing . Among such losses which might be shared are the losses
resulting from spoilage, pilferage, lost records, and other incidental losses
representing amounts relating to Northwest European shipments but probably
not collectible from Northwest European Governments . Conceivably there
might be other" losses on Northwest European shipments which the three
count ries might on consideration decide to include in the loss-sharing
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arrangement. In any event it seemed desirable from our point of view to leave 
the way open for the inclusion of such losses and not to rule out automatically 
for purposes of loss-sharing all losses "resulting from claims on Northwest 
European Governments." At the time this memorandum was presented to 
the State Department it was made clear orally that the agreement of the 
Canadian Government to the inclusion of any losses arising in Northwest 
Europe or elsewhere would have to be secured before such losses could be 
shared among the three Governments. In other words the language "agreed 
losses" can be as restrictive as the Canadian Government considers reason-
able in the circumstances. 

On the 4th paragraph of the memorandum it might be observe4 that the 
inclusion of some such paragraph seemed desirable to make known our 
expectation that consultation among the three supplying Governments will 
be continued, either through the Billing Sub-Committee of the CCAC, or 
through the Tri-Partite Settlement Committee, or in some other satisfactory 
manner. 

In the informal conversation which followed  the  presentation of this 
memorandum the United States, United Kingdom and Canadian representa-
tives who were present seemed agreed that even in respect of unilateral 
settlements it would be desirable for each of the three Governments to inform 
the Tri-Partite Settlement Committee of the arrangement made with any 
recipient Government in order that the other supplying Governments might 
be 'familiar with the nature of any such settlement in arranging their own 
settlements with the recipient Government. It was noted that if the United 
States Government were to waive its claim against a pasticular- recipient 
Government it would be useful for the United Kingdom and Canadian 
Governments to have in their possession the terms of such a waiver (includ-
ing any understanding conçerning the continuing validity of the other 
countries' claims) in case that recipient country might represent to the United 
Kingdom and Canada that the United States action should be regarded as a 
precedent for similar action by them. If you agree, arrangements might be 
made to ensure that the Canadian member of the Tri-Partite Settlement 
Committee is kept informed concerning the nature of any settlements made 
by the Canadian Government with the various recipient Governments. 

During the course of the same informal conversation the United Kingdom 
representatives observed that it might become necessary (largely as a result 
Of the inability of the United States and United Kingdom Governments to 
maintain the field establishment necessary to assemble and submit bills) for 
the three Governments to agree shortly on the amounts of the aggregate bill 
against each recipient Government without waiting for all bills to be sub-
mitted and acknowledged. The present position is that bills in terms of quan-
tities and prices submitted by the military authorities to the Northwest Euro-
pean Governments total something like 350-400 million dollars. No bills have 
been submitted to the Italian or Balkan Governments. Similarly no bills have 
been submitted formally to UNRRA for supplies . transferred in the Balkans 
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and no precise bill is likely to be forthcoming for some months. In other words, 
of the some $1,600,000,000.00 covered by the Military Relief arrangement 
less than one-quarter has been billed to date. In -these circumstances the pros-
pect mentioned informally by the United Kingdom representative might be 
kept in mind. If the three Governments were to agree on the amounts to be 
billed they might then attempt to get the individual Governments and author-
ities to accept the figures or to agree on some other figures which could then 
be used for settlement purposes. The United Kingdom representative expressed 
the view that the possibility of coming to a settlement with UNRRA required 
particularly urgent consideration since until such a settlement is made UNR-
RA will continue to earmark and immobilize that part of the limited funds 
allocated to Greece, Yugoslavia and Albania considered necessary to pay for 
such supplies with the result that the present UNRRA programs for these 
countries are suffering unduly to the extent that UNRRA may have over-
estimated the amounts payable for Military Relief supplies transferred to 
UNRRA in all or some of those countries. These matters will be discussed 
further at future meetings of the Tri-Partite Settlement Committee. 

Finally it might be stated that the State Department will shortly provide us 
with a communication explaining in greater detail the reserve to be established 
by each recipient Government when,  and if, the United States waives its 
claims against a particular Government. mis communication will be some-
what along the lines of the fairly detailed statement of this provision contained 
in the draft aide-mémoiret to the French which was reported in my WA-
2103t and 2120.t The communication will indicate that the reserve would 
be less than ten Percent to the extent that the Waiver offered to the particular 
country by the United States represented less than 10 per cent of the com-
bined bill. Some 'indication would be given also of the arrangement which 
might be made for rendering some part of the United States receipts dis-
tributable for purpbses of adjusting losses if the United States were to fund or 
collect its total share of any country's obligation although at the time of our 
conversation yesterday the State Department officials had not decided what 
arrangement they might propose. Ends. • 

141. 	 CEW/Vol. 2157 

Le chef adjoint, la division des affaires financières, le département d'État 
des États-Unis, au deuxième secrétaire, l'ambassade aux États-Unis 

Assistant Chief, Division of Financial Affairs, State Department 
of United States, to Second Secretary, Embassy in United States 

Washington, May 31, 1946 
My Dear Mr. Ritchie, 

I should like to refer to one provision of the identic memoranda from my 
govermnent to the British and Canadian Gove rnments which Mr. Luthringer 
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handed to you and Mr. Jackline on May 18, 1946.2 The provision is as

f o llows :
In accomplishing settlements with the recipient governments the United States

Government would be prepared, in the event of waiver, to stipulate that each
recipient government establish a reserve amounting to 10 percent of the total
combined bills against that government with the understanding that this reserve
would be used, to the extent necessary, to make additional payments to the British
and Canadian Governments if settlements made by the British and Canadian
Governments with the recipient governments proved insufiicient to meet the amount
due them under present loss-sharing agreements when all collections and losses
have been finally determined by combined agreement .

I should like to state our interpretation of this provision and its application,
based on our informal discussions with you .

The "10 percent of the total combined bill" would be set aside as a reserve
only in case the settlement made by the United States involved a waiver,
whether or not this waiver was accompanied by offsets . In the event that the
United States waives an amount equal to or greater than 10 percent of the
total combined claim against the country concerned, the reserve will be
equivalent to 10 percent of the combined claim . If the United States waives
-an amount less than 10 percent of the combined claim, the total amount
waived will be set -aside as a reserve . In. either case, the full amount of the
reserve would be deducted entirely from the presently agreed United States
share of 62 percent . No reserve would be established if the United States
funded or collected its total share, of the obligation but it is understood that
receipts would in this case be. available to compensate the United Kingdom
and Canadian Governments for losses greater than those they agreed to bear
under present loss-sharing arrangements .

. - The reserve would be established by the debtor government concerned at

.the time the waiver arrangement became effective and for additional bills at
-the time received. The reserve would be held in the name of the debtor gov-
-ernment in its central bank in funds convertible into sterling or Canadian
dollars or both, at rates to be agreed upon by the debtor government with the
United Kingdom and Canadian Governments .

The reserve would be payable to the United Kingdom and Canadian Gov-
ernments at the time, to the extent, and in such proportions of sterling and
Canadian dollars as the United States, United Kingdom, and Canadian Gov-
ernments may determine by combined agreement to be necessary in order to
comply with the loss-sharing arrangements among the three supplying govern-
ments . Such remaining amounts of the reserve not so paid would revert to the
free disposition of the debtor government upon combined notification by the
United States, United Kingdom, and Canadian Governments .

To illustrate the application of the use to be made of the 10 percent reserve,
let us assume that the United States waived its 62 percent share of a combined

.' Secrétaire, l'ambassade de- Grande-Bretagne 1 Secretary, Embassy of Great Britain in
aux États-Unis . . United States.

' Document 138. -
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bill of $100 million for debtor country X. Country X, upon settlement with
the United States involving a waiver of an amount equal to or greater than
10 percent of the combined bill, would be required to set aside as a reserve
10 percent of total bills already submitted and of additional bills as presented,
or a limit of $10 million, and if this reserve were eventually used in whole or
in part for payments to the United Kingdom and Canada, the United States
share waived would be correspondingly reduced, i .e ., to an amount not lessthan $52 million .

The $10 million reserve estab lished by country X would be available for
use in making payments to the United Kingdom and Canadian Governments
to compensate them for agreed losses, whether arising from failure to obtain
satisfactory settlement from country X or from other sources, greater than
those that the United Kingdom and Canadian Governments agreed to bear
under the loss-sharing arrangements .

A copy of the Aide-Mémoiret which my government sent to the French
Government with respect to the waiver of the United States share of the
Plan A obligation is enclosed .

I am sending a similar letter to Mr. Jackling.

Sincerely yours ,
VICTOR M. LONGSTREET

142
. DEA/2295-AH-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires extérieures à l'ambassadeur de Belgiquei
Secretary of State for External A ffairs to Ambassador of Belgium'

No. 42

Exce llency,
Ottawa, June 19, 194 6

I have the honour to refer to my note No
. 21 of April 10th2 containing

information regarding the procedures being followed in presenting bills to the
Governmént of Belgium for civilian supplies furnished by the combined mili-
tary authorities of the United States, United Kingdom and Canada .

I now have the honour to inform you that the Governments of the United
States, United Kingdom and Canada have by agreement established a pro-
cedure for settlement with the Government of Belgium of their respectiv e

1 Des notes semblables furent envoyées aux 1 Similar notes were sent to the representa-
représentànts des gouvernements de France et tives of the Governments of France and The
des Pays-Bas et par 1'entremise de ce dernier Netherlands and through the latter to the
au gouvernement de Luxembourg

. Government of Luxembourg .2 Voir le document 126. 'See Document 126.
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shares of the combined bills referred to in my note No. 9 of April 4th, 1945, 
for the civilian supplies furnished by the combined armies of the Allies to the 
population of Belgium. Accordingly, the three supplying governments acting 
independently will address separate communications to the Belgian Govern-
ment concerning settlement for their respective shares of the combined bills. 
These shares have been determined as follows: 

To the Govenunent of the United States 	 62% 
To the Government of the United Kingdom 	 35% 
To the Government of Canada 	 3% 
This notification supersedes my note No. 21 of April 10th, and I should 

be grateful if you would see that it is likewise transmitted to the Government 
of Belgium. 

It is understood that the United Kingdom and the United States Govem-
ments are addressing similar communications to the Government of Belgium. 

Accept etc. 
N. A. ROBERTSON 

for the Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

DEA/2295-AH-40 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Ambassador in United States 

TELEGRAM EX-2102 	 Ottawa, September 4, 1946 
SECRET. Following for Murray from Pierce, Military relief, Begins: 

1. With reference to your telephone call yesterday, Mr. Pearson tells me 
that he is unaware of any agreement by Canada at Geneva to a reduction in 
the Balkan stock pile bill to $105,000,000. However, he and others concerned 
here agre,e that if both the United States and the United Kingdom agree to the 
figure we cannot reasonably object since our interest is so much less than 
theirs. 

2. With reference to the intention of the United Kingdom authorities to 
make high level representations to secure all the proceeds from the Balkan 
stock pile, our attitude should be one of neutrality. If the United States agree 
to the British proposal we would also concur. We are not prepared, however, 
to support the United Kingdom's case. Ends. 
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144.
DEA/2295-AH-4 0

Le chargé d'affaires aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État
aux A ffaires extérieures

',,Charge d'Affaires in United States to Secretary of Statefor External Affairs
TELEGRAM WA-3716 `Washington, ' October 17, 1946

Following for Arnold Smith from Murray, Mili tary Relief.
At a meeting of the Tripartite Settlement , Committeé, held'yesterday after-

noon at the State Department, the British and Canadian representatives were
handed . ._a• memorandum initialled by Mr . Clayton, proposing that the
Canadian Government consider, giving a final decision on the settlement of
the bills for civilian supp lies furnished to Italy and Greece (the text of this
memorandum is being forwarded in my immediately following teletype) .

The question of the cancellation of Ita lian indebtedness for mili tary reliefwas previoûsly brought up by the State Department in March (my WA-1450
of April 2nd-your EX-794 of March 18th), at which tüne the "talks were
transferred : to London in order to tie in with the ieparations aspect , of théItalian Peace Treaty (your telegram * No: 762 of April 3rdt to London andLondon's - despatch No. A312 ofApril 16th t' refe"r) :The United Kingdom treasury officials here stated that as a purely personal
view they felt " London would accept - the - fact that, Italy and Greece. could
not possibly pay for the supplies rëceived "(the amount for the two countries
is in - the - neighbourhood of 500 million dollars) ând'that they would, there-
fore, probably agree in pririciple ' to the United- Statés memorandum . They
have referred the matter to London and I don't expect they will have a replÿ;before the next meeting of the Tripartite Settlement Committee, Wednesday,
October 23rd . I said' that in view of Mr . Claxton's statement on the Italian
Treaty, I thought the Canadian Government would give more favourable
consideration to the United States " proposal than ` they had last March andApril . I should be grateful for an early indication of our views " on this
memorandum.

The United States have now, as you know, concluded their overall war
settlemer}ts with France and Belgium. The talks with the Dutch are practically
concluded and they expect to sign their Agreement in ten days or two weeks,
after which they will proceed to talk with the Norwegians . If the Italian and
Greek bills are shortly disposed of in the manner proposed, the United States
will have tidied up their military relief settlements with all countries except
Yugoslavia . At the present time, for obvious reasons, they are not recommend-
ing that the Yugoslav obligation be forgiven .

In addition, the question of the disposition of the 105 million dollar Balkan
stockpile remains to be settled. My WA-3398 of September 17tht referred
to this problem .
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•  I shall be sending you in more detail, tomorrow, what the British intend to 
do to try and obtain, for themselves, all of the receipts from the Balkan 
stockpile. 

145. 	 • 	 DEA/2295-AH-40 

Le chargé d'affaires aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

Chargé d'Affaires in United States to Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM WA-3717 	 Washington, October 17, 1946 

Reference my WA-3716 of today's date, Military Relief. 
I am quoting below the text of the State Department memorandum referred 

to, Begins: 
In view of the importance of preparing for early settlements of War Ac-

counts with the Governments of Italy and Greece, the Government of the 
United States proposes to the Government of Canada that consideration be 
given to • a final decision concerning the policy to be followed with respect to 
settlement of the bills for civilian supplies furnished these Governments on a 
combined basis through the military authorities of the United States, the 
United Kingdom, and Canada (Plan A) and on an agreed basis in Italy by 
the United States and the United Kingdom. 

In all negotiations between the representatives of the United States, the 
United Kingdom, and Canadian Governments concerning the combined 
financial arrangements for settlement and distribution of collections for the 
civilian supplies furnished through the combined military authorities by the 
three supplying Governments to all recipients, the three supplying Govern-
ments have been proceeding on the understanding that the Governments of 
Italy and Greece would not be pressed for payment. In fact, the agreed upon 
shares of the United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada of the corn-
bined claims against the Northwest European Govenunents were calculated 
on the assumption that the combined bills presented to the Governments of 
Italy and Greece would not be paid. 

Since the conditions on which the above combined decisions conce rning 
non-payment by the Governments of Italy and Greece were based remain un-
changed, and since the same conditions and considerations apply to the agreed 
program for Italy, the Government of the United States proposes that the 
three supplying Governments agree that the bills presented to these Govern-
ments for these supplies be formally cancelled. 

An identic memorandum is being presented to the Government of the 
United Kingdom. 
Department of State, Washington, October 16th, 1946. 
Ends. 
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146. 	 DF/Vol. 3412 

Le directeur, la direction économique, le ministère des Finances, 
à la direction économique 

Director, Economic Division, Department of Finance, to Economic Division 

Ottawa, October 25, 1946 
Dear Mr. Smith, 

I have your letter of October 23rd,t enclosing the letter of October 8th 
from Mr. Pierre Dupuy to Mr. Pearson,t and relating to the disposal of 
surplus guilders. 

I think it might be worthwh ile your cabling Mr. Dupuy to inform him that 
Mr. Jockin of the Netherlands Government is expected here on Monday next 
to initiate discussions in regard to the settlement of claims arising out of sup-
plies provided to the civilian population of The Netherlands by the civil af-
fairs branches of the combined military organization. You might tell Mr. 
Dupuy that we very much appreciate having his letter before discussing this 
matter with Mr. Jockin, and we will bear in mind the possibility of getting 
from The Netherlands the right to use the 7,000,000 post-conversion surplus 
g-uilders already in our possession, for various purposes. Already in putting 
up to The Netherlands draft documents for future exchange settlements we 
have proposed that Canada should be free to use for any purpose in The Neth-
erlands balances already on hand. We assume this would cover the new guil-
ders but not the old ones, which are no longer legal tender. 

We have not as yet endeavoured to crystallize our views on the settlement 
for these surplus guilders nor on the settlement for Military Relief claims. The 
Dutch will ask us to cancel or waive all claims in respect of both of these 
items. It will be difficult for us to do this for several reasons. One of the chief 
difficulties will be the settlements reached with the Americans and the British. 
We understand that the Americans are waiving their claims in respect of 
Military Relief, but proposing to collect dollars in a settlement for surplus 
guilders held by the American War Department. We understand that the 
British have returned all the surplus old guilders—a very large quantity in 
their case—without any reimbursement, but are insisting on their right to use 
the accumulation of new guilders which they have on hand. They are also 
asking the Dutch to pay the U.K. for the amount owing the U.K. in respect 
of civil affairs supplies, and apparently the Dutch have agreed to do this, 
although it may be buried in various offsetting transactions. 

In regard to the guilder settlements, we would certainly hope to collect 
some repayment, although it may have to be a small proportion of the nominal 
value of these old guilders, unless we have some unsuspected bargaining 
strength. A complete write-off of these guilders might well lead to difficulties 
in Parliament and criticism over the action of the Government, first in acquir-
i-g them, and later in obtaining no payment for them. 
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As regards the settlement for Mi litary Relief, we must have in mind'thé

need for parallel settlements with Belgium and France and possibly, at least

nominally, with Italy and Greece: The Department, of - Finance is exploring the

possibilities of Canada reqûësting some benefit that will not be a burden on
the present or future balance of payments of these . countries .

toWe would welcome any views which our Legation in The Hague wish b

express on - either of these settlements . It is expected that no decision will
reached next week while Jockin is here, and he will be expected simply to

;present the :views of the Dutch-on the matter , and to hear our initial reactions

- to these proposals .
I might add that we would be interested to know whether you, or possibly

Mr. Pearson himself, would like to be present at a meeting with Mr . Jockin

early next week. We expect that the Deputy Minister of National Defence will
meet with him on this matter, and possibly the Minister and . Deputy Minister

of Finance . I shall be in touch with you by telephone about this when I have
.
more information .

Yours truly,
R. B. BRYCE

147. DEA/2295-AH-40

Le chargé d'affaires aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État

aux A ffaires extérieure s

Chargé d'Affaires in - United States to Secretary of State

. . . : 4ôr . External A ff airs

TELEGRAM WA-3g41 Washington, October 26, 1946

Following for, Arnold Smith• from Murray, Bégins : . My, WA-3716 ., of

.October 17th,, proposed 'cancellation of Ita lian and. Greek indebtedness , for

t military relief supp lies : ;
The meeting- of the Tripartite Settlement Committee, which' w as to have

been held this week, has been postponed at the request of the United King-

-dom` giving us more . time- to fôrmulâte our definite Mews on thë' United States

memorandum.
The United Kingdom âre now proceeding with the preparation of a

memorandum stating their views on the disposition of the Balkan stockpile
settlement, which were mentioned in my WA-3735 .t They have had no word
on London's reaction to the United States memorandum proposing cancella-

tion, but if the United Kingdom vievc~s on the - disposition : of the UNRRA
receipts from the Balkan stockpile are accepted concurrently with their sug-
gestion that each supplying country proceed to make unilateral settlements,
the United States memorandum should then present no special difficulties, as
Canada, the United Kingdom and the United States would each be on their
own. I can get no indication, on the chances of the United States accepting
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'the United Kingdom,view, but I think we -can dèlay the final formulation -of
our views on the United States proposal until we know the outcome of these
particular talks . Incidentally, we will be receiving a similar memorandum from
the United Kingdom .

In the meantime, you will be interested in the reaction of Longstreet andbreithut of the State Department to our ' vièw that we are not disposed tocancel this obligation. Both they and the United Kingdom -agree that there is
no binding legal or physically insurmountable objection to dividing up our
claims on Italy, Yugoslavia and Greece and then proceeding, unilaterallÿ; as
we decided to do with the northwest European Governments this Spring .
They do have, however; major and minor objections to such a proposal which
can be summarized as fo llows :

nôrthwe
The percentages agreed - upon this Spring for the claims against the
st European Governments (62, 35 and 3) were "based on the

assumption that Italy and the Balkan count ries concerned are non-paying
countries ." If we change the basis of this assumption (and I agree that we
would have to regard any receipts from the Italians such as property, lire, as
payment), then the percentages on the no rthwest European countries would
have to be revised:

(II) As you know, the United States have regarded the unilateral waiving
of their claims against such countries as France and Belgium not as a loss but
.as collection in full of their claim. If they were to take a different attitude
towards cancellation with Italy (this is mostly an academic point for th,e sak e, .of argument) it would mean they would be eligible, under the loss sharing
formula, for a larger'share of the recéipts` from the Balkan' stockpile, etc .

(III) The United States, like Canada and the United Kingdom, has done a
very great deal to assist a country which was, after all, formerly a belligerent .
If they continue as they propose to, cancelling these obligations and going

~al~ead ~vith . further assistance while we maintain our claim, it exposes them
(even 'though our claim is, in comparison, a miniature one) to the ever-
present Congressional cry that Uncle Sam is, as usual, footing all the bills .
This, I suggested, was a pretty thinly stretched argument as even if we do
collect a few lire and the odd'Italian ruin, 'these could scarcely, in view of our
record- of assistance to Italy, be regarded as a hardhearted bargain in which
we succeeded owing to the generous United States assistance to Italy . I
pointed out that our Government would probably soon be called upon to give
a full accounting of its, numerous wartime expenditures and that it . seemed

.obvious that someone who had waived his claims, at the same . time as he was

. asking for an appropriation to purchase property in ~ Italy and Greece, would
certainly expose himself to sharp cross-examination .

In March and September, 1945, in communications from A . E. Ritchie
to officials of the State Department, it was very explicitly stated that we did
not intend to press either Greece, Yugoslavia or Italy for payment . In a letter
of March 10th, 1945, to Jacques Reinstein of the State Department, marked
"Informal and Confidential" it was stated "the Canadian authorities are
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agreed also that Greece and Yugoslavia may be informed we do not intend 
to press a claim for payment against them. I understand that the Canadian 
authorities do not regard it as a matter of importance to them whether Greece 
and Yugoslavia receive formal or informal notification of our intentions." 
In a letter of September 12th, 1945, to G. F. Luthringer, Chief, Division 
of Financial Affairs, Department of State, it was stated that "I am instructed 
to inform you that the draft note attached to your letter is acceptable to the 
Canadian authorities and that the oral statement proposed in the penul-
timate paragraph of your letter is also satisfactory from our point of view." 
The paragraph of Luthringer's letter which was referred to is as follows: 

"In view of Italy's present inability to make payments, it is suggested that 
the Italian Government be verbally advised at the time of presentation of the 
note that the supplying Governments for the present do not intend to press 
the Italian Government for payment but they will expect the claim to be 
taken up in connection with the Peace Treaty." 

In other words, we certainly went along, in 1945, with the idea that we 
would not press Italy and Greece and, incidentally, Yugoslavia, for payment, 
and in the Spring of 1946 we argeed to the new percentages for the northwest 
European countries, assuming non-payment from Italy. This, of course, is 
not the same thing by any means as waiving a claim or cancelling a bill, but 
I think we must agree that it does point in that direction. The State Depart-
ment officials agreed quite spontaneously that these statements of our views 
about not pressing for payment are in no way binding on us to now cancel 
our bills. 

I should be grateful for any further views you may have in the light of 
the above comments. Ends. 

148. 	 DF/Vol. 3406 

- Mémorandum du ministère des Finances 

Memorandum by Department of Finance 

Ottawa, November 1, 1946 
RE: DISCUSSIONS WITH DUTCH OFFICIALS REGARDING 

SURPLUS GUILDERS AND MILITARY RELIEF 

On Monday, October 28th, Messrs. Jockin, Soutendijk and Hechtermans, 
representing the Dutch Government, visited Ottawa to discuss with officials 
of the Departments of Finance and National Defence (Army), questions 
arising out of the surplus guilders accumulated by the Canadian Army during 
the period in which it was located in The Netherlands ;  and also the question 
of settlement for Civil Affairs supplies which were provided to the Nether-
lands Government under the Military Relief programme carried out by the 
United States, United Kingdom and Canada. 
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At various times discussions were held between the Netherlands officials
referred to above and Mr. Alex Ross, Deputy Minister of National Defence
and Messrs . R. B. Bryce and S . Pollock of the Department of Finance . The
following is a general summary of the main points discussed :

1 . SURPLUS GUILDERS

The senior Paymaster of the Canadian Army has on deposit in Amsterdam
approximately 41 million pre-purge guilders, which are no longer legal tender
and approximately 7 million new guilders, which are being used for current
expenditures in Holland .

Mr. Jockin emphasized repeatedly in the discussions relating to the disposal
of these guilders that the Dutch Government feels that the line taken in their
note of November 2nd, 1945, is a proper one and that they should not be
required to provide foreign exchange in settlement for any of the guilders .
In his opinion all the guilders were obtained by Canadian troops in illegal
activities in the Dutch black market over which the Dutch authorities had
no control and for which they should not, therefore, be required to accept
any responsibility. Mr. Ross argued that while it might not be possible to
deny the fact that the guilders were acquired illegally, it should be recognized
that the transactions were a two-way proposition, that the Dutch civilians
received goods, admittedly, at highly inflated prices, but which did have
some real value and that the Dutch Government should be prepared to accept
as much responsibility on accoiint of the activities of Dutch civilians as the
Canadian Government should be expected to assume on account of the
activities of Canadian troops . Mr. Jockin denied both these propositions
saying that the accumulation of the guilders was the end product of a vast
number of transactions in which the Canadians received as large an amount of
real goods and services as did the Dutch and that in so far as controlling
the black market was concerned the unstable situation in Holland at the
time had to be recognized as well as the fact that the Dutch Government
had little control over Canadians. A considerable number of detailed argu-
ments were advanced on both sides to support these cases, but on the whole
no conclusions were reached .

Mr. Ross also thought that the Netherlands Government should be wi lling
to extend to the Canadian Government faci li ties for exchanging the old
guilders equivalent to those which it had given its own nationals at the time of
the money purge . In this connection Mr. Jockin pointed out that before any
of the fûnds of the Dutch civilian were unblocked, he had to prove that the
guilders had been acquired lega lly. This he thought could not be proved in
connection with the old gu'ilders accumulated by the Canadian Army .

Mr. Ross pointed out that as soon as it became evident that excessive
amounts of guilders were being accumulated the Canadian authorities had
made determined efforts to stop the illegal traffic and he could not agree that
the Dutch had made the maximum effort on their side to prevent the Dutch
civilians from participating in the illegal transactions . He also stated that
although various approaches might have been made by local officials to the
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Canadian Army with a view to limiting the black market activities, it had to 
be recognized that the Canadians were operating as part of a larger force and 
that so far as he knew no official approach had ever be,en made by the Dutch 
Government to the Senior Commander A.E.F.1 , which might have led to real 
action on an army-wide scale to stop the accumulation of guilders. The Dutch 
officials were not prepared to agree that this was the case. 

Switching to more general 'arguments, Mr. Jockin stated that it would be 
virtually impossible in the light of the method of accumulation of the guilders 
and  the very difficult foreign exchange position of the Dutch economy to 
justify to his countrymen any settlement under which consideration was given 
to Canada on account of the pre-purge guilders. He also stated that the same 
situation would prevail in connection with the new guilders, but he seemed to 
be less 'adamant, and when it was pointed out that these new guilders were 
now being used for payment of dependents allowances to the Dutch wives of 
Canadian soldiers awaiting transfer-  to Canada and for other minor expendi-
tures, he suggested that while he disapproved of this action in principle, in 
view of the limited amount of guilders which were being used in this manner 
the action might be condoned. 

He argued that political  feeling in Holland would make it absolutely im-
possible to compromise on the g-uilder question. Mr. Ross then pointed out 
that similar difficulties would have to be faced in Canada as these guilders 
represent an asset of the Department of National Defence and could not be 
written off without reference to Parliament. He said that his Minister would 
be in for serious criticism in the House if a complete write-off were attempted. 

In this connection Mr. Bryce enquired whether the cost to the Canadian 
tax payers of writing-off all of the old guilders might be considered as an 
expenditure toWard maintaining the morale of the troops during the difficult 
period in which they were awaiting repatriation to Canada. He suggested that 
had the troops not had some outlet for the expenditure of their energies and 
enthusiasm they would have got into considerably more trouble than they did 
and if the vast number of transactions in which they participated kept them 
happy, it acted as a useful safety valve so that a partial write-off might be 
justified on this account. This line of thought was not pursued to any con-
clusion. 

A considerable amount of discussion was directed at attempting to deter-
mine the exact periods in which the guilders were actually accumulated. The 
object (unstated) from the Canadian point of view was to try to determine 
whether any portion might have been accumulated during the period between 
the date the old guilders were ca lled in for new and the date the Dutch note 
was received stating that the Netherlands Gove rnment were unwilling to 
accept responsibility for settlement for these guilders. Information was avail-
able on the old guilders but not on the new and Mr. Ross-undertook to obtain 
from the pay records a statement showing the accumulation month by month 
of the 7 million new guilders. 

I Allied Expeditionary  Force. 
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2: MILITARY~ RELIE F

Mr. Jockin expressed as his general attitude toward settlement for Military
Relief, the opinion that the supplies had been provided to Ho lland during the
period in which they were absolutely necessa ry if the Dutch population wereto avoid starvation . He pointed out the tremendous cost to . Ho lland of theGerman occupation and also emphasized the activities of the Dutch under-
ground, the railway~strike, etc., as a definite contribution to the all ied victory .
He suggested that it was not reasonable that we, who had experienced so little.rea1 suffering in economic . and social terms during the war, should expect the
Dutch Government to _ pay 'for the supplies provided at a time when, from a
purely humanitarian point of view, assistance of this nature was absolutely
essential . He also stated that it was absolutely impossible at the present time
for the Dutch, economy to_ provide foreign exchange to pay for the CivilAffairs supplies . He mentioned the severe rest rictions now operative . againstDutch civilians who .require foreign exchange for current usage .

He also made direct reference to severe damage which was incurred in cer-
tain areas in which the troops had been located and for which the Dutch
Government had assumed responsibility (e.g. Nijmegen Black Country) .

Mr. -Bryce then made certain comparisons between the arrangements made
by the Dutch with the United Kingdom and the United States in settlement for
s'milar situations which existed between those countries and The Netherlands .He said that he understood. that in the case of the United States the Military
Relief supplies had been given as lend-lease to Holland but that the Ameri-
cans were being paid in full for the guilders they held. In the case of .. theUnited Kingdom the opposite was true . Although the United Kingdom had
handed back 150 million old guilders to Holland, the British were claiming
payment in full for the Military Relief supplies : Accordingly, as some con-
cession had been made to each of those countries in connection with their
settlements he thought it would be extremely difficult to justify a complete
write-off on .the Canadian account. Mr. Jockin pointed out that the situation
was simpler in the case of the United States because it was part of an overall
settlement which had made it possible to conceal payment for the guilders . Inthe case of . the United Kingdom he thought that although settlement for the
old guilders .had been waived he thought it unlikely that the British would in
the final analysis receive payment for the Military Relief supplies .

On one or two occasions throughout the discussion Mr. Soutendijk enquired
whether we had some specific offer to suggest as-a possible settlement of these
questions ; but Mr. Bryce thought that this should wait until after the question
had been discussed with Mr. Ilsley .

The discussion ended with no particular conclusions having been reached,
but with each, side aware of the attitude of the other on these questions .
Presumably after further examination we will determine what our policy is to
be and what proposition, if any, we are prepared to make to The•Netherlands .

S. P[OLLOCK]
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149. 	 DEA/2295-AH-40 

Le sous-ministre des Finances au sous-secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

Deputy Minister of Finance to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

Ottawa, November 2, 1946 
Dear Mr. Pearson, 

I am writing in connection with Teletype WA-3841 of October 26th re-
garding the proposed cancellation of Italian and Greek indebtedness for Mili-
tary Relief supplies.' 

We continue to feel in this Department that as a matter of principle there 
should not be a general cance llation of the indebtedness of Italy and Greece, 
and certainly not pending negotiations by ourselves and the British with the 
recipient countries in Western Europe. We do not expect to be paid by Italy, 
Greece or Yugoslavia, except perhaps some nominal payment in their local 
cuffencies which may be used for certain restricted purposes. We do not pro-
pose to press Italy, Greece or Yugoslavia for payment unless perhaps we ask 
them to make some nominal payment, as indicated above. However, we feel 
that any writing-off of these claims should be done only as a result of bilateral 
discussions between the supplying and recipient countries, such as those that 
have already gone on between the United States and the Western European 
countries. 

There is, of course, a difference in regard to settlements with Italy, Greece 
and Yugoslavia in so far as the claims on these countries have been expressly 
assumed to be valueless in reckoning the sharing of the claims on other coun-
tries, and if now Canada should manage to collect something in one way or 
another, or if the United Kingdom should do so from, say, Italy, it would at 
least nominally alter the shares of the claims that should be maintained 
against the other recipient countries. Consequently if by some means anything 
is obtained from Italy, Greece or Yugoslavia, we should be prepared to re-
examine the situation with the United States. However, I do not see why the 
United States should be greatly interested, inasmuch as she is apparently 
prepared to waive all her claims on all recipient countries', and it should 
hardly be a matter of mat concern to her whether the division between one 
group and another is somewhat different from that assumed. What would seem 
of importance is that Canada and the United Kingdom, or either of them, 
should not collect so much from all recipient countries that their losses are 
dearly disproportionate to those of the United States when the United States' 
claims on Western Europe, which she has voluntarily waived, are regarded as 
settled in full, in accordance with paragraph (II) of WA-3841. 

'L'essentiel de cette lettre fut communiqué 	1  The substance of this letter was com- 
à l'ambassade aux États-Unis en réponse au 	municated to the Embassy in United States in 
télégramme WA-3841 (Document 147). 	reply to Telegram WA-3841 (Document 147). 
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It seems to us at this stage possible that we may wish to ask Italy, Greece
and Yugoslavia to pay us in one form or another some amounts in their own
currencies in respect of these Military Relief claims, that we would use in
such a way as not to constitute a burden, or at least any serious burden, on
their balance of payments. We should want to do this, I would think, if we
follow the same or a similar course of action in regard to the Western Euro-
pean recipient countries, because it would hardly seem fair to discriminate too
sharply between one group and the other. Moreover, in the case of Italy we
May-wish to take this Military Relief claim into account in deciding whether
or not to release to Italy the remainder of the Canadian dollar equivalent of
the lire obtained for Canadian troops in Italy . Whether the withholding of this
equivalent of the lire would constitute in any way a settlement of the Military
Relief claim is hard to say, particularly as we are under no binding obligation
in international law to make payment for the lire . However, in one way or
another it is conceivable that we might get some small return or concession or
offset out of the claims on Italy, Greece and Yugoslavia . If this is the case, it
would raise complications, if not difficulties, in connection with the settlement
of the whole Military Relief arrangement .

As an answer to the difficulties outlined in the paragraph immediately
above, it might be worth our having in mind a stipulation that we would be
prepared to re-open the sharing of the claims if Canada obtained from its
claims on all recipient nations a return that reduced its losses to a figure below
that which was assumed when the sharing of the claims on the Western Euro-
pean nations was determined. The effect of this would be that if we collected
no more from Italy, Greece and Yugoslavia than the amount we waived in
respect of Western Europe, we would not have to make any readjustment
with the United States, but if we collected more from the first group than we
waived in the case of the latter group, then it would be necessary for us to
make some readjustment, presumably with the United States . Whether or not
the United States would wish to pass on to the recipient countries any credit
we gave to them out of our collections, I cannot guess at this time .

It seems to me unlikely that we shall be able to co llect in fu ll from the
Western European countries, even in terms of their own currencies, and ex-
tremely unlikely that we shall collect enough from all countries together to
require any readjustment with the United States if we fo llowed the principleoutlined above. It would therefore seem that we would have to proceed on
the understanding that we would be prepared to make such a readjustment if
it were necessary .

I would not suggest you put forward the ideas outlined above to the United
States until there has been a chance for our two Departments to discuss them
together and then perhaps they might be explored informally with the British,
after which we might take them up with the Americans . In the meantime,
however, I think it would be desirable for us to tell the Americans that we
feel unable to agree to a formal and final cancellation of the claims on Italy,
Yugoslavia and Greece . In telling them this, I think it would be well to indi-
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cate that our objections are really objections of principle, and particularly that 
we do not feel we can discriminate between one group of recipients and 
another, and we are not yet prepared to waive all claims against Western 
European countries. 

Yours very truly, 
W. C. CLARK 

150. 	 DF/Vol. 3412 

Le directeur, la direction économique, le ministère des Finances, 
au sous-ministre des Finances 

Director, Economic Division, Department of Finance, 
to Deputy Minister of Finance 

Ottawa, November 19, 1946 

I have not had an opportunity to discuss this Dutch settlement with the 
Minister since he saw the Netherlands representatives, but perhaps now that 
Abbott is back from the West we should have some discussions about it. 
External Affairs rather exaggerated in paragraph 7 the degree to 1,vhich we 
have crystallized our views. I told them I felt we were very likely to get very 
little,If anything, in respect of the old -guilders, in regard to which we had 
a very poor legal and moral claim, and that if we were going to get anything 
out of the guilders, we might well concentrate our attention on the new ones. 
However, that should not be taken as indicating that I have come to that 
conclusion and certainly not that I have found out the Ministers' views on 
that matter. 

I  must  - say that I am-  perplexed about the Military Relief settlements 
and - pessimistic about th& guilder settlement. As indicated *above, I think 
the best we can do on the guilders is to save some useful balance from the 
new guilders that we have accumulated si.nce the "money purge"; If we are 
to try to get anything out of the old guilders, we shall have to put pressure 
on the Dutch from some other direction, and it might, for example, require 
us tô agree to give them more credit next year if we are to get any settlement 
out of them in respect of these old guilders. As far as I know, there was no 
written or verbal understanding regarding their liabi lity to  us for these old 
guilders, and there is no waY that we could prove, so far as I know, that 
they were acquired by legal means. I shall not attempt to expand here on 
the moral claim, except to say that the Dutch certainly regard it as very poor, 
if not non-existent. 

In regard to Military Relief, I would prefer to wait until the division of 
claims in Washington is further ahead, but I think  we  should look at this 
with some care and in some detail, in the hope of deriving from it as much 
as we reasonably can and should obtain from these countries. 

R. B. B[RYcE] 
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Le ministère des Finances au directeur, la direction économique ,
le ministère des Finances

Department of Finance to Director, Economic Division ,

Dear Mr. Bryce,

Department of Finance

Washington, November 19, 194 6

I have hardly come to grips with the Military Relief situation as yet, but I
thought that you. might like to have an interim report indicating the way
the wind is blowing and the prospects for a satisfactory settlement . To begin
with, I should sound a note of warning in case you are expecting this question
to be resolved in the course of the next few days . It seems more likely to
me that taking into consideration the very great divergency between the
British and the American viewpoints--of which evidence is apparent in every
verbal encounter that occurs-that the settlement is, likely to be indefinitely
delayed unless discussions are . taken to a higher level, where major polic
decisions can be made. y

However, on the simpler , question of arriving at firm figures I think that
before this week is out we will' have a fairly good idea of the relative con-tributions of the three countries concerned. Even in this line, judging . by
the results of the first meeting which was held yesterday afternoon, there is` a
tendency on the part of both the Americanss - and the British, but particularly
the latter, to make a knock-down, ' drag-out battle out of every issue if it
appears that in doing so they can improve their bargaining position, no matter
how slightly . Yesterday, for instance, the question of taking into consideration
charges beyond ships' tackle had reached ' a virtual deadlock, but, surprisinglyenough, it was our arguments which finally resolved the issue,, and I think youwi ll' be pleased to know that the charges beyond ships' tackle are tentatively
to be waived, but with the individual countries retaining the right to bi ll therecipient countries, unilaterally; for any charges of this nature which they feel
might have been incûr'red in the movement of the mi li tary relief supplies . I
think that the intention in retaining this right of billing is not so much with a
view to making -collections thereon, but rather to have an effective weapon
ready in case any of the Northwestern European countries come up with some
counter charges which ' they wish to have applied against the main bills forMilitary Relief.

The Tripartite Settlement Committee has not yet discussed, formally, our
request that the Canadian contribution be considered at current exchange
values rather than at pre-July 5th rates . However, this subject has been
broached, informally, to both the British and the American representatives
and although it would appear that we may have some difficulty in putting
across this idea, it would seem, on the surface, that we have a good chance of
doing so . In any event, we have indicated that this is a question on which the
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Canadian Govermnent is adamant and that it is one point in connection with 
which we feel fully convinced of the validity of our case. 

Unfortunately, to date we have been running into interference in view of 
the fact that the discussions on the economic unification of the British and 
American zones in Germany have been going on concurrently with our dis-
cussions on Military Relief. Since a number of the British and American dele-
gates are required to participate in both sets of discussions, we have, from 
time to time, had to give way to the higher priority problem. The result has 
been that we are not quite as far along as might be desired in either the Billing 
Committee or the Settkment Committee. It would appear, however, that the 
American figure for Military Relief contribution will be in the neighbourhood 
of $1,160 million (as compared with $1,073 million in their preliminary 
figures) and that the British contribution will be in the neighbourhood of 
$493 million (as compared with their former figure of $468 million dollars). 
Against these amounts we have tentatively raised the Canadian figure to $93 
million (at current exchange rates). Using these figures, I have made a rapid 
calculation based on both the British and the American formulas and, sur-
prisingly enough, it would appear that we are still in the happy position of 
being able to claim something over $4 million regardless of which view pre-
vails. Of course, neither the British nor the Americans are aware of this fact 
and I think that they are a bit bewildered at our seeming neutrality to date. 
It is possible that they may have an idea of what our final aim is, but I do 
not think they rea lize that we are in the fortunate position of not really caring 
which formula is used for working out the final settlement provided that our 
contribution is included at the figure we are suggesting. 

That is all I have to say for the time being except to add that I have been 
interviewed by Mr. Wrong, who has expressed the hope that we will be able 
to have this matter resolved without having to call on him. I suggested that I 
felt that you were also anxious to see the end of the question and that it was 
hoped that a satisfactory settlement could be achieved without having to call 
on "heavier artillery", but that for the time being at least that possibility 
seemed very remote. 

Yours sincerely, 
S. P{oLLocic} 

152. 	 CEW/Vol. 2157 

Le ministère des Finances au directeur, la direction économique, 
le ministère des Finances 

Department of Finance to Director, Economic Division, 
Department of Finance 

[Washington,] November 21, 1946 
Dear Mr. Bryce, 

Since speaking to you this morning I thought you might be interested in 
more detail than  1  was able to convey in our telephone conversation. 
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Yesterday afte rnoon Dick Murray and myself had a long conversation 
lasting approximately two hours, with Jackling, Christelow and Griffiths 
concerning our suggestion that the Canadian contribution to military relief 
be included at current exchange rates. The impression which they conveyed 
at the outset was one of absolute opposition to our suggestion, but as the 
discussion proceeded it seemed evident that this stand was taken with a view 
to strengthening their bargaining position because as subsequently turned out, 
they suggested that they would be prepared to bargain their support of our 
position as a quid pro quo for our support of their formula for dividing the 
UNRRA receipts. 

Throughout the discussion however, both Murray and I insisted that the 
inclusion of Canadian contributions at parity was not a question on which 
any bargaining could take place. We indicated that the Canadian Government 
was absolutely convinced that the figure which should be used for our con-
tributive share should be one that could be reconciled with the figures appear-
ing in the Dominion accounts and that it would be difficult for us to support 
any settlement computed on any other basis. We also intimated that at the 
present time the acceptance of our position on this matter would permit us 
to remain absolutely neutral in any discussion which might ensue later 
between the Americans and the British. We did not say so in so many words, 
but we indicated that if through the active opposition of either the U.S. or 
U.K., the Canadian contribution were to be included at the pre-parity figure 
it might then be necessary to review the whole question with a view to 
ascertaining what type of settlement would be in the best interest of Canada, 
and on that basis our current position of neutrality, with a certain amount 
of sympathy for the British desire to receive compensation for their over-
procurement, might have to be altered. 

The discussions ran throughout the whole range of politics, accounting, 
economics and mathematics, with the British on the one hand attempting to 
show we were asking for an unreasonable concession and we on the other 
attempting to prove that our position was a reasonable one. I think, however, 
that Murray and myself must have seenied very convinced of the strength 
of our position, and as we were prepared to be as patient as they, the dis-
cussion finally reached the point where they enquired what would be the real 
effect of increasing our figures on Canada's share in the final settlement. We, 
of course, insisted that we did not have sufficient data on the totals of the 
British and American contributions to answer this question, (although as I 
indicated to you in my letter of November 20, we have made à rapid 
calculation which indicated that we would be able to claim something over 
$4 million.) Christelow then indicated that they might be willing to waive 
their opposition to us if it did not mean that in the final analysis Canada 
would be receiving too large a portion of the UNRRA funds. When I 
enquired what figures he would consider to be "too high", he said that any 
settlement in which Canada would retain the 31 million UNRRA dollars 
already held there and possibly some small amount in excess of that amount 
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would seem to be satisfactory to the U .K. However, through the alteration
in our figures it should turn out that we were to receive some large sum,
say between 8 and 9 million dollars, that the U .K. would have to register their

objections [sic] . We then said that we thought that in fact, our share would be
in the neighbourhood of the figure which they had indicated to be reasonable
whereupon the U .K. reuresentatives seemed to be quite satisfied and gave the
impression that when the matter came before the meeting of the Tri-partite
Settlement Committee they would not oppose us actively .

In between the various phases of the above discussions there was some
mention made of the sale of the FWD Vehicles in the U.K. Griffiths for a
time argued that since these vehicles had never actually been delivered as
civil affairs supplies, they should fall outside the settlement and that Canadian
expenditures thereon should be deleted from our contribution . On this basis

any returns from the sale of the vehicles would accrue to Canada . We how-

ever, held that these vehicles had been delivered to military relief pool in

the U.K. and that so far as Canada was concerned they were considered to
be part of our contribution . Jackling agreed with us, saying that so far as he
could see, there was no difference between these vehicles and the other end
stocks in Europe . Since it was pointed out that the major portion of the
$3 million which we expected to receive from the sale of FWD's, would

probably go ~to the U .K. in :any final settlement, the question was dropped,
and I think it unlikely that we will hear any more about it in the Committee
Meetings unless the Americans bring it up, which seems very improbable .

I do not know whether the above outline is entirely clear, but in any event,
as you have indicated that you are likely to be here on Monday or Tuesday
of next week it will probably be possible to go over the whole question with

you in detail . Possibly if you are here when the Settlement Committee meets
again you may be able to find time to attend and present the Canadian case.

However, it seems to me that barring any sudden and unforeseen change in
the attitude of the British and the U .S. representatives on our request for
inclusion of the Canadian contribution at parity, that we have only to sit
on the sidelines and wait for the U.S. and U.K. to reach agreement and on
this basis you may not feel disposed to attend .

Yours truly,
S. P[OLLOCK]

153. DEA/2295-AH-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States to Secretary of State for External A ffairs

TELEGRAM WA-4410 Washington, December 16, 1946

MOST IMMEDIATE . Following for S . D. Pierce from Murray, Begins : Bryce

and I will be meeting the British at 3 :00 o'clock this afternoon to discuss



mili tary relief settlement . and the- United . States proposal, now strongly con-
curred in by the United Kingdom, to forma lly cancel our claims against Italy
and Greece.

We propose to say that we are ready to recommend, subject to the concur-
rence of our Ministers, that we take five per cent of the claims against North-
western Europe. On the basis of the present figures, this would entitle us to
5.5 million from the other receipts . We could then keep the 3.5 mi llion of the
UNRRA money now being held in Canada plus 4/7ths of the $3,500,000
receipts which should accrue from the sale of the F .W.D.'s ca lled forward as
mi litary relief supplies from Canada but which did not leave the United
Kingdom ., Pollock, Department of Finance, knows the background of this
proposal, which arises out of our informal discussions, two weeks ago, with
the United Kingdom officials in Washington .

We will also say that we cannot, at this time, agree to cancelling our claims
against Greece and Italy since we feel that such action would seriously
jeopardize our already slim chances of collection from the Northwestern
European countries . If we were, in due course, persuaded of the desirabi lity
of cancelling these claims, we would prefer to base our action on the fact that
UNRRA had found (and we had tacitly concurred in that finding) these
countries to be unable to pay. Yugoslavia and Albania would be included in
this category; this would mean that, on this basis, we should have to cancel
our claims against a ll four countries at the same time .

I . shall try to telephone you shortly after 2 :30 this afternoon. Ends .

154. DEA/2295-AH-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

' Secretary of State for External A ffairs to Ambassador in United States

TELEGRAM EX-3177 Ottawa, December 17, 194 6
IMMEDIATE . Following . for Murray from Pollock, Begins : Mili tary Relief
Talks .

Following is text of a special delivery air mail letter sent to Mr. Bryce
yesterday concerning the proposed meeting on Wednesday regarding special
audit of Military Relief accounts of which we spoke in our phone conversa-
tion yesterday. Begins :

"I am enclosing a copy of `Data on Canadian Military Relief't prepared
by Littlepage which provides an accurate accounting record from the Cana-
dian point of view of the whole Military Relief operation .

When speaking to Dick Murray this morning . concerning the proposed
settlement, he stated that he thought you would be attending a meeting on
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Wednesday concerning a proposal that the Military Relief accounts be 
subjected to an outside audit and he enquired as to departmental views on 
this subject. 

It has not been possible to discuss this matter with Dr. Clark but I was 
able to run over it briefly with Mr. Pierce and Herb Moran of External 
Affairs, and it is our general consensus of opinion that in view of the accuracy 
of the Canadian record that we would be in an extremely strong position 
should an impartial audit be held. In fact, Mr. Pierce thought that such an 
audit might go a long way toward answering any possible criticisms which 
might arise in future. Presumably, he was referring to Parliamentary criticism 
but the same thing would apply to possible investigation of the expenditures 
by the Auditor-General and in addition might prove a useful reply to North-
west European countries if they were inclined to question the billings sub-
mitted to them for payment. 

Furthermore, according to conversations I had with Mr. Connorl in 
Washington, it seems likely that the figures for contributions of both the 
U.K. and the U.S., but particularly the latter, might prove to be considerably 
in excess of the true values of the commodities they provided for Military 
Relief. I suggested to Dick that it might be very useful to discuss this question 
with Mr. Connor before the meeting in question. 

The only conceivable objection which might be registered against an 
audit of this nature, aside from the cost of the audit, would be in that if it 
uncovered any serious accounting discrepancies it might delay the final settle-
ment for many more rnonths and possibly for years. You might consider 
this eventuality to be so undesirable that you would not be inclined to press 
for the principle of an outside audit. However, Mr. Pierce feels that if the 
facts are as indicated above the effect of the audit could only be to improve 
the Canadian position so that we should, at worst, adopt a neutral position 
in the event that either of the other countries concerned feel that the audit 
is essential. 

I will try to clear this question with Dr. Clark to-morrow morning and 
let you have any further observations that he may make by teletype." Ends. 

I was able to see Dr. Clark this monaing. He stated that in the absence 
of more detailed information concerning the nature and scope of the proposed 
audit and the attitude of the U.S. and U.K. toward it the position stated in 
the letter would appear to be a satisfactory one. He added however that he 
thought that in the meeting the views expressed by Mr. Bryce or yourself 
should be largely tempered by those expressed by the U.K. or U.S. repre-
sentatives. From an accounting point of view we are in a relatively strong 
position and since in terms of overall contributions the U.S. and the U.K. 
were the main contributors to the operation you should feel constrained 
not to oppose them actively if they present a strong case for or against a 
special audit. 

1 D.  H. Connor, représentant de la Tré- 	1 D. H. Connor, Representative of Canadian 
sorerie du Canada à Washington. 	 Treasury in Washington. 
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15.5. DEA/2295-AH-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Ambassador in United States to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM WA-4421 Washington, December 17, 1946

My WA-4410, December 16th, Mi litary Re lief .
Bryce and Murray met Christelow, United Kingdom Tre asury, and Jackling,

British Embassy, to discuss what division of the 105 mi llion dollar payment
from UNRRA we would be prepared to recommend to our Governments .
Bryce produced a new calculation of a possible civil affairs settlement which
I shall forward in my immediately following plain language teletype . In this
calculation, tho N.W. Europe claims were apportioned on the basis of 62, 33,and 5% . The practical resûlt of this is to give us 5 .5 mill ion ; 3 .5 million from
UNRRA and 2.0 million from the F.W.D. trucks. Christelow and Jackling
and, later, Seeman, found this quite acceptable, with one firm proviso ; if the
F.W.D. trucks are sold for sterling, the United Kingdom could not, repeat not,
convert the sterling receipts into do llars . The British will not, for example;
undertake to make any special increase in - their fixed annual allotment of
dollars to Iraq in order to facilitate the sale of some of these trucks to Iraq,
for dollars . Bryce has informed MacCrimmon of the Mutual Aid Board of the
United Kingdom position on the sale of these trucks, but he has not had time
to inform Leonardow of the Amford Corporation of New York that it will be
necessa ry for him to dispose of these trucks . for either, United States or Cana-
dian dollars .

The setting out of these proposals (which are still only what we are pre-
pared to recommend to our Governments) in an agreed memorandum remains
ve ry much dependent on the State Department officials clearing this proposed
plan of settlement .both with their own hierarchy and the numerou s branches
of the Government concerned with military relief .

The Tripartite Settlement Committee will be meeting Wednesday afternoon
at 3, and we hope then to get some indication that progress towards accept-
ance of this settlement is being made in the State Department .

Proposed Cancellation of Combined Military Relief Claims on Greece
and Italy:

On this point, all the British want is our concurrence in their proceeding to
announce their intention to cancel their claims on Greece and Italy. Bryce
indicated that we have no objection to the United Kingdom proceeding to
announce their intention to cancel provided that we are not manoeuvered into
taking the same action, since we have good and sufficient reasons to maintain
our claim. Christelow and Jackling said they would not wish to have our
refusal to cancel our claims result in the United States and United Kingdom
shares of the Italian and Greek claims being entered as losses and our share
entered ,is a receipt, or even partial receipt . We will be discussing this ques-
tion w:th the State Department at tomorrow's meeting.
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156. 	 DEA/2295-AH-40 

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in United States to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM WA-4422 	 Washington, December 17, 1946 

Reference my WA-4421 of today's date, Military Relief. I am quoting 
below the calculation referred to, Begins: 

Settlement 
(Bryce, December 16th) 
(In millions of dollars) 

Contributions Total 	U.S. 	U.K. 	Canada 

1725.8 	1131.7 499.7 	94.4 

Potential Collections 
N.W. Europe 	 350. 
UNRRA. 	 105. 
Zone commands 	 79.3 
French zone 	 7.5 

Total 	 541.8 
Add FWD trucks-say- 	3.5 	 . 

New Total 	 545.3 
Total loss 	 1180.5 
Allocation 1st $400 loss 	400. 	268.0 	100.0 	32.0 
Remainder (74:21:5) 	 780.5 	577.6 	163.9 	39.0 
Total loss distribution 	1180.5 	845.6 	263.9 	71.0 
Total receipts due: 	 545.3 	286.1 	235.8 	23.4 
Less credits from zone 

commands 	 79.3 	41.3 	38.0 	- 
Receipts to be apportioned 	466.0 	244.8 	197.8 	23.4 
(Memo-shares if all procured 

evenly) 	 (466.0) 	(344.8) 	(97.9) 	(23.3) 
One-half NW Europe claims 

apportioned on 62:33:5 
per cent basis 	 350.0 	217.0 	115.5 	17.5 

French zone claims, ditto 	7.5 	4.6 	2.5 	0.4 
Residual shares in UNRRA 

and FWD truck disposai 	108.5 	23.2 	79.8 	5.5 
UNRRA claims 	 105.0 	 3.5 
FWD disposals 	 3.5 	 2.0 

Ends. 
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PEACE SETTLEMENT IN JAPAN

PARTIE 1 /PART 1

OCCUPATION ET CONTRÔLE

OCCUPATION AND CONTROL
157. DEA/50061-40

Le secrétaire* d'État aux A ffaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur des États-Unis

Secretary of State for External A ffairs to Ambassador of United States

No: - 3 Ottawa, January 3, 1946
TOP SECRE T

Excellency,

I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your Note of December 29,
1945 in whi.ch, in the name of your Government and on behalf of the
Governments of the United States of America, Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics, United Kingdom and China, ; . you extend an invitation to the
Canadian Government to participate in a Far Eastérn Commission. I am
happy to inform you that, the Government of Canada accepts with pleasure
the invitation to participate in the Commission on the basis of the terms
of reference contained in your Note .

2. I should be glad if you would inform your Government that the
Govérnment of Canada will be represented on the Commission by Mr . L. B .
Pearson, Canadian Ambassador to the United States .

Accept etc .
W. L. MACKENZIE KING

158. W.L.M.K./Vol. 283

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieure s
au Premier ministre

Memorandum f rom Under-Secretary of State for External A ffairs
to Prime Minister

[Ottawa,] March 6, 1946
The Far Eastern Commission held its first meeting in Washington las t

week as the successor to the Far Eastern Advisory Commission . E. H.
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Norman who represented Canada on the inspection trip to Japan of the 
Far Eastern Advisory Commission a few weeks ago, attended the inaugural 
meetings. The main difference between the old and the new commissions 
is that the Soviet Government is represented on the new body. Norman 
reports that the Soviet representative was not obstructive. 

The F.E.C. is an interesting attempt to define policy towards occupied 
Japan by joint action among the most interested Allied gove rnments. From 
our point of view it is far more satisfactory than the system adopted in 
Germany with power held by the U.S.S.R., U.S.A., U.K. and France alone. 
We should, I think, ensure that Canada is adequately represented on the 
Commission and some of its sub-committees (which number eleven in all ) 
and should pull our weight in the discussions. It is too early to say how 
effective a body the Commission will be but we should do our part to see 
that it becomes an important and useful agency. 

We have been represented on the Far Eastern Advisory Commission at 
its Washington meetings by Pearson who has been accompanied by a civil 
and a military adviser. The new body, however, will require for a time at 
least greater attention than Pearson can give to it without special assistance. 
I, therefore, think that Norman should be temporarily attached to the 
Embassy in Washington to act as Pearson's alternate on the Commission 
and to sit on some of the sub-committees. He is certainly the best man we 
can produce for this work and he is already well known to and highly 
respected by many of those associated with the work of the Commission. He 
is returning to Washington at the end of this week to attend next week's 
meetings. Before he leaves I should like to tell him that he can count on 
staying in Washington for several weeks at any  rate.'.  

N. A. R[OBERTSON] 

159. 	 DEA/8620-M-40 

Mémorandum de la troisième direction politique2  au sous-secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

Memorandum from Third Political Division2  to Under-Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

Ottawa, May 10, 1946 

CANADIAN REPRESENTATION IN JAPAN 
The attached teletype from Washington, WA-1981,t dated May 9, 1946, 

indicates that SCAP has concurred with the suggestion of the State Depart-
ment the representation in Japan be accepted from Gove rnments which are 
"neither neutral or participants". This would apply to Canada. 

1  La note suivante était écrite sur ce 	1  The following note was written on the 
mémorandum: 	 memorandum: 

Approved by PM. J. A. G[insoti] 7/3/46 
2  De G. S. Patterson. 	 2  By G. S. Patterson. 
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You will recall that the United Kingdom and Australia have had repre-
sentatives of the Foreign O ffices and External Affairs attached to their re-
spective military Missions and the suggestion had been made that the estab-
lishment of a Military Mission might be the most effective way to provide for
our representation also. In your letter of April 16th to Mr . Pearson, i you
pointed -.out the advan tage of a civilian liaison mission and the anomaly of a
United States' objection -to a modest political and economic representation . It
now seems clear that a civilian liaison Mission will be accepted and Mr.
Pearson suggests that we indicate to the United States Government our wish
to * send the mission, name the head of the mission with his rank, indicate the
position of other officers in the mission and the number of clerical staff, and
state that housing (i .e . Canadian Legation in Tokyo) is available .

You will recall also that in our request to the United Kingdom Liaison
Mission that they should assume responsibility for protection of Canadian
.interests in .Japan as from April 15th, it was indicated that this would be on a
provisional basis -until a Canadian representative should be appointed .

In order to provide for the services which such a mission should render
(see my memorandum to you of February 21, 1946),t it is suggested that we
now request that a civilian liaison mission be established in Japan with th e
following representation :

1. Dr. E. H. Norman, Head of Mission
2. One or two Commercial Secretaries ,

to be nominated by the Department
of Trade and Commerce

3 . A Milita ry Attaché
4. Clerical Staff

Dr. Norman's qualifications for heading the Mission are well known .
While serving as adviser on SCAP staff and later as Canadian representative
on the Far Eastern Commission, he gained the confidence of General Mac-
Arthur and other leaders in U.S. headquarters to a remarkable degree . This
should make it possible for him to do effective work in the present situation
and enable him to render valuable reports on broad political developments .

If a - person with the qualifications of Lieut .-Colonel A. P. MacKenzie, now
in command of the Canadian Army Japanese Language .School in Vancouver,
could be named as Military Attaché, he would not only be able to maintain
suitable liaison with the U.S. "Army forces in Japan, but would also fill the
immediate requirement of External Affairs for further quasi-diplomatic rep-
resentation . Colonel MacKenzie's familia rity with Japan and unusual know-
ledge of the Japanese language would enable him to supply both N.D.H.Q.
and External Affairs with valuable reports on the rapidly changing situation in
Japan, both from a milita ry and po litical standpoint, and thereby greatly
assist Dr. Norman in his work.

The Department of Fisheries are planning to send a representative to report
on the fisheries situation in Japan as soon as suitable arrangements can be
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made. They would wish him to be attached to the Canadian Mission. If a 
Mission such as is proposed above were established it would be possible from 
time to time to attach to it experts whom we may desire to send to report on 
special phases of the economic situation. 

• There has been considerable delay since the possibility of having Canadian 
representation was first considere d  due to the unwillingness of the United 
States to receive civilians who were not attached to SCAP's staff. In the 
course of these negotiations, the Departments of Trade and Commerce, Recon-
struction and Fisheries have all exprŒsed -their desire to have experts sent- as 
soon as possible. It would, therefore, be desirable if early authorization could 
be given to make the request suggested by Mr. Pearson. 

1.60. 	 W.L.M.K./Vol. 283 

Le secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures 
au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne 

Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs 	 • 

to High Commissioner in Great Britain 

TELEGRAM 1028 	 Ottawa, May 22, 1946 

TOP SECRET. Following from Wrong, Begins: Reference Dominions Office 
telegrams D.508 and 509 of May 18.t . 

We assume that United States proposal for 257year treaty on Disarmament 
and Demilitarization of Japan is before the meeting of Commonwealth Minis-
ters, and therefore that Cabinet consideration here may be at any rate de-

-ferred. From Preliminary examination the folloyving comments arise: -  . 
1. In the United -States drafts - relating both to Japan and Germ-any the per-
petuation for 25 years of the four-power pattern is questionable. 
2. Long-term commitments by the United States along these lines should be 
welcomed. •. 	 r • 
3. The proposal bears on the responsibilities of the Far Eastern Commission 

. and should at an early stage be considered by it if the Commission is to serve 
any serious purpose., 	, 	•• 

4. We have grave doubts whether Canada should seek to be included as a 
-signatory. If, however, all the active belligerents against Japan and Germany 
were asked to become parties to the two proposed treaties, Canadian partici-
pation might be seriously considered. 
5. The effect of the cônclusion of such a treaty on the prospeCtà of develop-
ment of real collective responsibility for the preservation of peace through the 
United Nations must be borne in mind. At San Francisco  it was understood 
that Article 107 of the Charter would apply only in transitional period, but 
this proposal would apparently extend its application until 1971. 
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Please discuss the question with Mr . Robertson and let us know if'further
'immediate consideration here is desirable . We have not yet examined the pro-
posal from the drafting point of view. Ends .

161. DEA/8364-40

Extraits de dépêche de l'ambassadeur aux bats-Unis '
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Extracts f rom Despatch f rom Ambassador in United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DESPATCx 1183 Washington, June 4, - 1946
SECRE T

Sir,

I have the honour to report on the work of the Far Eastern Commission
and to suggest what future Canadian interests in the Commission may be . I
, shall attempt below to review b riefly the activities of the Commission and its
. committees since it became the Far Eastern Commission in place of the Far
Eastern Advisory. Commission, and in passing, to comment on the attitude of
the representatives of the eleven nations sitting in it .

2 . It has become increasingly evident since the inauguration - of the Far
Eastern Commission in February of this year that the United States po licy has
been to shield ~ the- Supreme Commander for the Al lied,Powers . against Far
Eastern .Commission pressure, while at the same time assuring -the ,: Commis-
slon that, provided it does. , not encroach upon details of, occupation adminis-tration, its decisions on broad . policy : would be welcomed by the ,- United
States Government. On the whole, however, the former -consideration, namely
to protect SCAP, overrides the second, and to such an extent that those mem-
bérs .of the Commission who have been working ' most .energeticâlly. to fashion.p61 cy directives for - the Commission às ' a whole .are now .plainly growing
discouraged:, • _ . . . .3 . A problem wiich'continually plagues the ;work ' of the. Commission is thelegalistic manner in which distinction between pô licy and implementation is
asserted by the United States representatives . If 'one insists that the.,FarTastern Commission shôuld ' have' no interèst whatever in the implementation

`ôf occupation policy, will readily becônie apparent that racticall . no li c~practically PO Y
can`bé deviséd which ' could not in some measure be interpréted as implemen-- tation . Another consideration frequently confronting members of the Com-
mission is that th eÿ must exercise the greatest care'in drafting a policy docu-
ment or a request for consultation so as not to graze, much less strike at the
prestige of SCAP. Although members of the Commission 'have on various'occasions expressed ungrudging âdmiration of SCAP, ' and with the possible
exception of the Russians have no' desire to obstruct him in his task, they are
obviously growing 'soméwhat impatient with the continual warning to keep
ever before them the ' sûsceptibilities of the Supreme Commander, 'especially
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when these susceptibilities are, if possible, exaggerated in the fearful imagina-
tions of United States representatives who must have perpetually impressed

upon them by the War Department the dire results which would arise from

thwarting his wishes .

19 . Our own position has been in general not to oppose the United States on
important matters, but at the same time to go along wherever possible with
the majority of the Commission in matters where its own terms of reference
seem to be obviously restricted by the United States fear of offending SCAP .

In economic matters we have tended to follow the United Kingdom rather
than the United States position .

20 . The immediate prospects for the Commission are somewhat gloomy
since it has been made unmistakably clear that the United States policy is to
keep a tight rein upon it . As long as General MacArthur remains in Tokyo,
the United States Government will defer to him on every vital question rather
than to the majority opinion of the Far Eastern Commission. One should

mention, however, that there appears to be an honest difference of opinion
among United States representatives of the Commission, which is particularly
noticeable on committee level . These representatives, mostly from the State
Department, often show misgivings at the somewhat high-handed tactics of
SCAP and are obviously gratified whenever the Commission is able to take
a decision which produces some definite policy. There are even signs of late
that the Chairman himself, the shield and buckler of SCAP against Commis-
sion pressure ; is becoming restive in the embarrassing position in which he fre-
quently finds himself when trying to explain SCAP's attitude toward the

Commission: But on all important matters the War Department policy of
curbing the Commission has won out over the State Department hope of the
Commission discharging its responsibility .

.21 . These observations may be of some interest as throwing some light on
the internal politics in Washington, but the fact remains . that the Commission

is being held very tightly in check by the United States so that it would appear
that the War Department policy is in fact decisive . Thus a sense of frustration

can be noted amongst the more forthright representatives, particularly those
of New Zealand and Australia.

22. Despite these difficulties and frustrations, for the present we should do
what we . can to keep up our representation in the Commission, although
,necessariiy on a reduced scale . In view of the imminent departure from the

Embassy of Mr. Morrow who has been sitting in on the Reparations Com-

mittee, and Mr. Norman's appointment to Tokyo, and in the absence of
additional staff in the Embassy, it is obvious that it wi ll be impossible to keep

our representation as full as it has been in recent months . While we would not

have any intention of pulling out of the Commission altogether, we ought
perhaps to cut our representation on some of the committees, notably Repa-
rations, and Aliens in Japan, but participate' as actively as need be on the

Steering Committee and Commission levels . Our activity on this higher level
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will be greatly aided by constant guidance from Ottawa, particularly on eco-
nomic matters where long range Canadian interests in Japan chiefly lie. As for 
estimating the prospects of Canadian trade with Japan, and in assessing 
overall United States policy for Japan, it is possible that our projected mis-
sion in Tokyo may be able to accomplish as much or more as representation 
in the Far Eastern Commission. 

23. It might be premature to attempt now any final judgment on the pros-
pects of the Far Eastern Commission, although as suggested above, the devel-
opments to date are rather discouraging. As with any international experi-
ment, perhaps the greatest quality necessary for even modest success is pa-
tience, and certainly the Far Eastern Commission has shown that it has a 
considerable store of it. Participation in the organization  bas  given as a useful 
by-product, considerable insight into the policies and tactics of other powers 
in their Far Eastern relations. The Commission itself is an interesting and I 
believe unique experiment in occupation policy, and there is on the credit side 
of the ledger at least the negative merit that the international machinery for 
dealing with Japan has not produced such confusion and tensions as in the 
case of Germany. 

I have etc. 
L. B. PEARSON 

162. 	 DEA/8620-M-40 

Soumission au Conseil 

Submission to Council 
July 9, 1946 

The Committee of the Privy Council have had before them a report, dated 
8th July, 1946, from the Secretary of State for External Affairs, representing: 

That it is expedient to establish a Canadian Liaison Mission in Japan; 
That the purpose of the Mission will Êe to: 

(a) assume protection of Canadian interests in Japan; 
(b) render services as required to Canadians resident in Japan; 
(c) seek recognition and protection for Canadian property titles; 
(d) deal with problems of Allied Nationals and others who may be seeking 

entry to Canada; 
(e) report on political, economic and cultural developments in Japan; 
(f) recommend policies affecting future Canadian trade; 
(g) cooperate with such representatives as the Canadian Government may 

wish to send to Japan from time to time; and 
That the Supreme Commander of the Allied Powers in Japan, General 

MacArthur, has expressed his readiness to accept a Canadian Liaison Mis-
sion, to be headed by Mr. E. H. Norman of the Department of External 
Affairs and to include an Economic Attaché and two stenographers. 
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• The Committee, on the recommendation of the Secretary of State for Ex-
ternal Affairs concuned in by the Minister of Trade and Commerce, advise 
that approval be given to the establishment of a Canadian Liaison Mission in 
Japan accredited to the Supreme Commander of the Allied Powers; the Mis-
sion to comist of Mr. E. H. Norman of the Department of External Affairs 
as Head of the Mission, together with an Economic Attaché appointed by 
the Minister of Trade and Commerce, and two stenographers, and that. the 
Secretary of State for External Affairs be authorized to enlarge the Mission 
as circumstances may require. 1  

A. D. P. HEENEY 

163. 	 DEA/8620-M-40• 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au commandant en chef 
pour les Puissances alliées au Japon 	 • 

- 
Secretary of State for External Affairs to Supreme Commander 

for the Allied Powers, Japan 

Ottawa, July 10, 1946 

Dear General MacArthur, 
•I have beeri  informed by the United States Department of State of your 

willinpess, as Supreme Commander of the Allied Powers, to receive a Cana-
dian Liaison Mission in Japan and of your agreement to the appointment of 
Mr. E. Herbert Norman as Head of the Mission. 

Through his recent experience in Japan as Canadian representative on the 
Far Eastern Commission and as a member of your staff, Mr. Norman bas  had 
an opportunity to learn something of your problems and achievements. Thus, 
while the primary purpose of the Canadian Liaison Mission will be.to  repre-
sent Canadian interests, it is our hope that a renewal of Mr. Norman's cordial 
relations with yourself and with your staff may result in mutual benefits to the 
Governments of our respective countries. 

In commending Mr. Norman to you, I should like to express my personal 
appreciation of the services you have rendered the cause  •  of the Allied 
Powers through the able administration of your Command. May I also extend 
best wishes for your continued success in the arduous and highly important 
duties which you have been called upon to discharge. 

Yours sincerely, 
W. L. MACKENZIE KING 
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La soumission fut approuvée. Voir Dé- 	1  The submission was approved. See Order 
cret du Conseil P.C. 2826. 	 in Council P.C. 2826. 
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164. DEA/4606-F-2-40

Extrait d'un rapport mensuel de la mission canadienne de liaison au Japon

Extract from a Monthly Report of the Canadian Liaison Mission in Japan

SECRET

September 1946
[n.d. 1946]

H . CANADIAN INTERESTS IN JAPAN

In accordance with my instructions among the first questions which I took
up with GHQ related to the entry to Japan of representatives of Canadian
insurance companies and of Aluminum Limited. Although we found li ttle
encouragement for the prospective, entry of insurance representatives, in
general it was apparent that it was SCAP's po licy to discourage as much as
possible the entry to Japan of representatives of any special foreign interests,
economic or financial . I was assured unofficially, however, by Mr . LeCount
of E.S .S., that if all other methods failed, if we attached one representative of
Canadian insurance companies to our Mission in the capacity of a Financial
Attaché or some other title, there should not be any serious objection or
difficulty. In the meantime, as reported in telegrams, we have recommended
that both life insurance and Aluminum, and other qualified and interested
representatives of Canadian business firms, be included on the restitution
teams which we understand will be invited by SCAP to visit Japan. There is
some doubt whether these teams would have to be attached to their respective
missions, but as the tendency is to require each . mission to support its own
nationals, in some cases even when working for SCAP, it is likely that they
would have to [be] based on our Mission, which would present us with con-siderable difficulty in regard to proper billets, transportation and othe r
facilities .

Although this seems to be the best method of meeting the question of get-
ting representatives of legitimate Canadian interests to Japan, if the plans for
forming a team and sending it to Japan remain .unrealized for some time, we
might seriously consider attaching for six months or so, one representative of
Canadian life insurance, presumably the Sun Life agent, to Mr. Kenderdine's'
staff here .

III . CANADIAN NATIONALS IN JAPAN

Since arriving in Japan I have seen and entertained all Canadian nationals
living in the Tokyo-Yokohama area, while Mr . Kenderdine, on a recent trip
to the Kansai, was able .to visit those living in or near Kobe, Osaka and
Kyoto . In time I hope to be able to see all Canadians living in Japan as I get
time to leave Tokyo for any extensive trips . In Despatch No. 2 of August
30t I sent you a revised list of Canadians in Japan and their addresses, to-

1 Conseiller économique, la mission cana- ' Economic Adviser, Canadian Liaison Mis-
dienne de liaison au Japon. sion in Japan.
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gether with an appendix of Canadian officers and civilians working here in 
some connection with the occupation. 

The largest group of Canadian nationals consists of the Franciscans, living 
in the outskirts of Tokyo, whose chief at present is Msgr. LeBlanc, and the 
Dominicans, mostly in or near Sendai, whose senior representative at present 
is Father Dionne. I have had three visits from Father Dionne; because of the 
comparative proximity, I have seen Msgr. LeBlanc quite often. 

Father Robillard, the head of the Sulpiciens, residing in Fukuoka, visited 
the Legation recently. He was the first Canadian to express the need for a 
remittance of funds from Canada. I advised him to adopt the following pro-
cedure. The head of his Order in Montreal should request (I presume through 
the Department and the Embassy in Washington) a licence from the Treasury 
Department for the remittance of a specified amount of United States dollars 
to GHQ here, which in turn will notify and transmit the funds direct to the 
person initiating the request. Although Father Robillard did not expect to 
require funds for his school and church before the next two months or so, I 
offered to expedite the process if he 1,vished by telegraphing the Department. 

The Franciscans here in Tokyo have been experiencing great trouble in 
withdrawing sufficient funds from their b ank account for their normal living 
and to complete the necessary repairs to their building. With GHQ's per-
mission, I was able to accompany them to the Ministry of Finance where 
their full account was unfrozen, allowing them to draw on it as they required. 
This was possible by virtue of a SCAP directive of which Msgr. LeBlanc 
had not known, and which his bank had not seen fit to inform him, permitting 
aliens who were interned here during the war to have their bank accounts 
classified as "A" accounts against which they may draw freely on application. 

The chief problem facing the Dominicans has been the recovery and repair 
of property belonging both to their Order and to the Good Shepherd sisters 
in Sendai. The history of the property is briefly that after the outbreak of 
war the Japanese Army compelled the Catholic Corporation in Sendai to sell 
the buildings and land at a ridiculously low price of approximately Y261,000. 
Shortly after the end of the war when Father Dionne  • attempted to recover 
the property he was told that it was now state property of the Japanese 
Government—a category which made recovery more difficult. In the mean-
time he negotiated with the prefectural authorities in Sendai who took the 
attitude that the original sale was free and that because of the inflated 
currency it should be repurchased at roughly Y680,000. During the war the 
property had deteriorated and many repairs were necessary. Father Dionne 
requested that the Japanese Government pay for repairs and that the cost 
be deducted from the price they were asking, a price which he was inci-
dentally not prepared to pay. The negotiations became more and more com-
plicated, so shortly after my arrival here, Father Dionne came to Tokyo to 
take the matter up with our Mission and the Civil Custodian's Office. Both 
he and I  visited General Tansey, head of the Civil Custodian's Office, and 
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just before Father Dionne returned to Sendai'he had the satisfaction of learn-
ing that the property will be returned as soon as he completes fi lling thenecessa ry documents: - Thére will ' be no" question ' of "repurchase at all from
the Japanese Government., The officers .in General Tansey's :Section advised
him to go ahead with the repairs, paying for them out of the money which
he -still"had- from - the original sale and then later on, when the repairs were
completed, to wrestle with . the question as_ to who, should , bear, the, ultimate
cost of the renovation . Although they, have ~ not ; given a definite promise on
this, there is a reasonable hope that the Japanese authorities would bear
these expenses also. The -. only unsatisfactory - feature' in ~ - the case is that the
Japanese had built a road across one of - the properties . On this matter the
Civil Custodian's Office said they had no jurisdiction and could not compel
the Japanese to changea the road ! and .restore the ;property to. .its status quo
ante .. . . : . : . . . . . . . . ., . _ .: .~ ., : .

Living conditions for Canadians in Japan are far from easy or,pleasant ;
The Japanese Government has been held much more, .strictly„to 'account , in-. - .
supplying extra rations . that foreigners are entitled *~ to buy , from_ the,, Japanesestores ., In many localities,such -supplies are unavailable, or ,very scarce, : -orof
poor quali ty. As I reported last winter, there, is a . wide -difference in ,con-,
ditions according to the locality . In some areas near rich agricultural districts ,. . . . .it .is much better than in those, near large destroyed . urban . areas . Every
Canadian

I
has received in the course of the last two months, two distributions

of . Canadian Red Cross supplies. In 'outlying areas this distribution was done '~ . . .by the British Consular Office and the supplies' were originally . brought , in
by naval or ' other auxi liary vessels ; it is gratifying to us, that these parcels
are of Canadiân origin and much appreciated. All British . natiônals , have
received the same distribution. These dis tributions will continue ;until : the
present suppliés are used up . .

There has been set . up in Yokohama an International Re lief Committee
headed by Mr. C. . H. Moss, who is vested by the United States Army with
permission to se ll basic supp lies to bona fide Allied nationals . In this area
so . far the 'Committee has sold some flôùr and clothing and hopes in ' time
to be able to extend their services to the more remote coun try districts .

I have received in the course of the last week of September three applica-
tions for new Canadian passports for return to . Canadâ . Valid passports are
required by the United States authorities for travel tô the United States .
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PARTIE 2/PART 2 

TRIBUNAL MILITAIRE INTERNATIONAL 

INTERNATIONAL MILITARY TRIBUNAL 

165. 	 W.L.M.K./Vol. 375 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
- 	 au Premier ministre 

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Prime Minister 

SECRET 	 [Ottawa,] January 12, 1946 
FAR EASTERN WAR CRIMES--TRIAL OF LESSER CRIMINALS 

1. Further to my memorandum of January 7, 1946t, with respect  to  the 
trial of the major Far Eastern war criminals, I should like to put fàrward some 
recommendations .with regard to the punishment of particular Japanese 
accused of , atrocities against Canadians. These recornm.endations are con-
ctirred- in -by the  ,War Crimes Advisory Committee and the Deputy Ministers 
of  National  Defence and Justice. 

2: If. the Canadian intereSt in the punishment Of such personS is to be pro-
tected, it seenis to me that these  arrangements  should be concluded as soon. as 
pOssible  1 am  wondering, therefore, if yo-ti feel that thé fôllowing recom-
mendations could be taken up with Cabinet for its apProVal at its next niéeting. 

3. The United. States proposals make  provision for  the trial of particular: 
accused  by  the  'national military  courts  of states "in occupation of areaS' 
fOrmerlY &in:dim:fed by japanr., 

SinCe 'there' is  no  Canadian occupation force in the Fat East, it Would nôt 
be possible under the United States proposals, orimder the War Crimes Regu-: 
lations (Canada), fàr particular accused tà be tried in that  area  by Canadian 
military courts cènvened under the Canadian regulations.-Again, it would 
appear to be impracticable:t6 move Far:Eastern war criminals to Canada (or 
to Other areas: in which' Canàdian. ,military forces are  functioning) • for trial. 
Militar3i,cOurts for the_trial of -particular.persons accused of atrocities against: 
Can.adians would, ;therefore, have to be convened either by the United States , 	. 	, 	_ 
militarST authorities - or:by the United Kingdom military authorities in their 
respective areas of-occupation in the Far. East. 

4. Evidence of Far Eastern war crimes against Canadian nationals and. 
members of the Canadian armed forces is being collected by a War Crimes 
Unit functioning at National Defence Headquarters, Ottawa. The Unit repo rts 
that there is an accumulation of evidence of atrocities committed against 
Canadians, both in the areas occupied by United Kingdom forces (e.g. Hong 
Kong) and in areas now occupied by United States forces (e.g. prison camps 
in Japan proper). In a number of these cases, the accused has been or can be 
identified. If the Canadian interest is to be protected, arrangements will have 
to be made for their trial and punishment. 
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5: In view of the above, it is recommended as fo llows :
(1) That approval be given to negotiating with the Governments of th

United States and the United Kingdom arrangements whereby: e
(a) provision will be made for the trial" of persons accused of serious wa

rcrimes against Canadian nationals or members of the Canadian armed . forcesby military cou rts convened by the United States mili tary authorities where
the accused is within the jurisdiction of the United States occupation force in
the Far East, and by the United Kingdom mi li tary authorities where theaccused is within the jurisdiction of the United Kingdom occupation force inthe Far East ;

(b) mili tary representatives, of a rank not less than that of Lieutenant-Colonel, from National Defence Headquarters, will be sent to Tokyo and
Hong Kong to act in liaison with the United States and United Kingdom, war
crimes offices, respectivelÿ

; such representatives to be vested with and to
exercise the following powers -and duties :

(i) to assist in the collection and collation of further evidence of atroci-
ties against Canadians ;

(ii) to assist in providing the United States or United Kin dom authori-ties with such available evidencé from Canadian sources as ma be con-sidered of value to them ; y
(iii) to request the United States or United Kingdom military authoritiesto convene mili ta ry courts under their respective regulations, for the trial of

particular persons within their jurisdiction against whom, in the opinion of
the appropriate Canadian military'representâtive, a prima facie case of. a,war crime (within the limits of paragraph 4 hereunder) against a Canadianhas been establishéd ;

(iv) to assist in the prosecution - of Canadian cases if' so authorized bthe appropriateUnited .States or United Kingdom authorities ;
by

(v) to act in general liaison with United States and United Kingdom warcrimes offices in the Far East .
(2) That the Canadian mi li tary representatives referred to immediately

above be empowered to request from the United States or United Kingdom
authorities trial of the following persons only :

(a) persons charged with or suspected of having committed a violation of
the laws and usages of war ;

I
and

(b) whose alleged criminality has resulted in the death or perm anent dis-ability of -a Canadian national or a member of the Canadian armed forces or
Whose offence is in other respects considered to be of a most serious nature .l

N. A. R[OBERTSON ]

'La note suivante était éc rite sur cem6morandum: 1 The following note was written on the
memorandum :

Approved . W. L. MACKENZIE] K[ING] 13-1- 4(
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166. 	 DEA/4060-C-40 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Ambassador in United States 

TELEGRAM EX-204 	 Ottawa, January 23, 1946 

SECRET. Trial and punishment of particular Far Eastern War Criminals 
accused of atrocities against Canadians.' 

Would you please ascertain from the appropriate United States author-
ities whether the United States Government would approve an arrangement 
whereby particular Far Eastern wax criminals now in the area controlled by 
United States forces, accused by Canadian military authorities of serious war 
crimes against Canadians, would be tried and punished by United States 
military courts, Canadian military personnel participating, where requested 
by the United States authorities, in the prosecution. Under United States 
proposals, military courts can only be convened by states now in occupation 
of areas formerly dominated by Japan. Moreover, under War Crimes Regula-
tions (Canada) Canadian military courts can only be convened by senior 
officers in command of forces and, since Canada has no occupation force in 
the Far East, no courts could be convened in that area. If the United States 
authorities agree, an officer of a rank not less than Lieutenant-Colonel could 
be sent to Tokyo to exercise the following powers and duties: 

(1) To assist in the collection and collation of further evidence of 
atrocities against Canadians; 

(2) To assist in providing the United States authorities with such available 
evidence from Canadian sources as may be considered of value to them; 

(3) To request the United States military authorities to convene military 
courts -under their respective regulations for the trial of particular persons 
within their jurisdiction against whom, in the opinion of the appropriate 
Canadian military representative, a prima facie case of a war crime against 
a Canadian has been established; 

(4) To assist in the prosecution of Canadian cases if so authorized by 
the appropriate United States authority; 

(5) To act in general liaison with United States War Crimes Offices in the 
Far East. 

It would be understood, moreover, that the Canadian military representa-
tive referred to above would be empowered to request from the United States 
authorities the trial only of persons charged with, or suspected of, having 
committed a violation of the laws and usages of war, whose alleged crimin- 

	

1  Le Cabinet avait approuvé la partici- 	1 The Cabinet had approved Canada's par- 

	

pation du Canada dans les procès relatifs 	ticipation in the Far Eastern war crimes 
aux crimes de guerre en Extrême-Orient le trials on January 16, 1946. 
16 janvier 1946. 
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ality has resulted in the death or permanent disability of a Canadian national,
or a member of the Canadian armed forces, or whose offence against Cana-
dians is, in other respects, considered to be :of a most serious nature .

The United States war crimes authorities in the Far East, under the pro-
posed arrangement, would of course be entitled to determine whether or not
a prima facie case has been established to their satisfaction in any pa rticular
instance and to decide whether or not a court should be convened . It is not
expected that the number of requests for trial would be large .

A similar telegram is going forward to the Canadian High Commissioner
in London with regard to Far Eastern war criminals under United Kingdom
jurisdiction .

Could you please treat as most urgent and ascertain the United States
reply as soon as possible. If the United States agree, you might also enquire
as to the most expeditious means by which the Canadian representative could
proceed to Tokyo .

167. DEA/4060-C-40

Le sous-ministre de la Défense nationale (armée) au sous-secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

Deputy Minister of National Defence (Army) to Under-Secretary of State
for External Affairs

Ottawa, February 15, 194 6

Dear Sir,
FAR EASTERN WAR CRIME S

The Government policy is understood to be that persons to be charged are
those "chârged with or suspected of having committed a violation of the laws
and usages of war ; and whose alleged criminality has resulted in the death
or permanent disabili ty of a Canadian national, etc., or whose offence is in
other respects considered to be of a most serious nature". It is also understood
that arrangements to implement this policy by action are incomplete and
under consideration by the Governments involved .

The persons on the attached lists j- are suspected of having committed War
Crimes within the limits of the policy declared and a request should be made
to the Governments concerned to have them apprehended if not already in
custody, or held in custody if already apprehended, until such time as
arrangements may be made for their trials .

Yours truly,
BASIL CAMPBELL

for the Deputy Minister (Army)
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Le. haut commissaire .en . Grande-Bretagne .au secrétaire d'État -
- aux . A ffaires extérieures

High Commissioner: in . Great Britain to Secretary of State

DEA/4060-C-4 0

for, External 'Affairs
TELEGRAM 521 London, February 21, 1946

IMMEDIATE . SECRET . Your telegram No. 190 of .January 23rd,? Far Easte rn
war , criminals . :

1 . Have received lettert from Sir Eric Machtig, Dominions Office, stating
that the United Kingdom Government gladly agree to the proposals contained
in your telegram for the trial by United Kingdom Mi litary Courts of Far

Eastern war criminals accused of crimes against Canadi ans and for the . par-

ticipation in these trials of Canadian personnel.

2 . The United Kingdom authorities concerned have noted and concur in
the functions which the Canadian Government suggest should be exercised
by their representative at Hong Kong .

3 . The letter çoncludes saying that the Commander in Chief, Al lied Land

Forces, South: Eas t Asia, who welcomes the Canadian Gove rnment's pro-

posal, suggests that the Canadian representative should -visit his Headquarters

at Singapore before proceeding to Hong Kong .

4. Copy of Machtig's . letter follows by bag .

169. DEA/4060-C-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States to Secretary of State fôr'External A ffairs

TELEGRAM WA-898 Washington;, February 22, 1946

IMMEDIATE . Further. my WA-892 of today's : datet , trial and punishment of

Far Eastern war criminals - accused of atrocities against 'Canadians .

Contrary to the advice received this mo rn ing, I have now received formal

memorandum from the State Depa rtment, dated February 22nd, text of

which follows . Begins :
In its memorandum of January 24th, 1946,t the Canadian Embassy made

ce rtain proposals regarding the participation of Canadian mi litary personnel

in the prosecution of Far Eastern war criminals in the area now con trolled by

United States forces, accused by Canadian milita ry authorities of serious war

crimes against Canadians .

1 Ce télégramme est semblable au document 1 This telegram is similar to Document 166.

166 .
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_ 
• The aPpro. priate militarST ,  authorities  and  the DepartMeliff of' -State are in 

agreeinent in approvingthe'Èlioposals' .6ithe Canadian: GOvernMent ôvided 
that the Canadian Government-can. m.ake an officer available to sit on the 
military tribunals.. Such. officer would be in addition to any Canadian per-
sonnel,  participating- in investigations or prosecutions. Based on a recom-
mendation from General MacArthur, it is suggested that, in addition to the 
officer just mentioned, the Canadian Government send to Tokyo two other 
officers and an enliste,d clerk and an enliste,d stenographer. It is recommended 
that _each of .the three officers be possessed of legal backgrounds, that s .one 
be a Lieutenant-Colonel or Colonel, to sit as a member of the tribunals, and 
that the 'other two be Majors, -or -of lesser l'ank - - -tôs assist hùthe' hivêsti,àations 
and prosecutions of crime against -Canadiati:hationals. 

If the foregoing meets with the approval' of, theyCanadian. Government, 
it is suggested that the Canadian aUthorities get in touch with the appropriate 
War_ Department.representatives to arrange details concerning:transportation 
and other matters. Ends. 

170. 	 . 	 - 	 DEA/4060-C-40 

Le haut commissaire  en Grande-Bretagne au,'S ecrétaire-d'État . . 	. 
aux  Affaires  extérieures  

High Commissioner.in Great.Britain to Secretary•of State-
, 	for External Affairs .• 	:,! 	• 	- 

: I have the honour • to refer to my DespatCh No: -A.199. of Igarch . 21stt 
concerning' War Criminals in the FarEaSt, and-tô report àicramendment to the 
letter from the Dominions Office attache -d ,thereto.t • 
' 2. It was then' stated .  that the Canadian officer;to béserit to Hong Kong to 
assist in the investigation  .and prosecution of cases of crimes  against .  Cana.: 
dians wOuld be precluded frOm being: himself the actual prosecutor in any  
case by the fact that under the Royal-Warrant for the trial  of  War 'Crimirials 
the PrOsecutor must be subject tO the Army Act of the•IJnited' KingdOm. 

3. It is nôw pointéd out that this difficulty could bé 6verconie . bY ,atfaching 
the officer to  an  United Kingdom unit. This procedure under the provision of 
the Visiting Forcés (British Commonwealth) Act, 1933, would 'autorhatically 
bring him under the Army Act and so enable him to aèt as proSecut6r. 

.4. Wè are informed that if this course is agreeable to the CanaClian Govern-
ment, the necessary steps will be taken to attach the offiCer t6 an United 
Kingdom unit. 
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5. The above would also apply to the suggestion that a Canadian officer 
should be sent out to sit as a member on the courts trying Canadian cases. 

I have etc. 
H. R. HORNE 

for the High Commissioner 

171. 	 DEA/4060-C-40 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire 
O en Grande-Bretagne 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner 
r. 	 in Great Britain 

DESPATCH 683 	 Ottawa, April 20, 1946 
SECRET. URGENT 
Sir, 

1. I have the honour to refer to Dominions Office despatch W.F. 219/ 
2/24. Secret, dated March 14, 1946,f enclosed with your despatch No. A.199 
of March 21, 1946.t 

2. The two points raised by the Dominions Office were: 
(a) The eligibility of Canadian Officers to serve as Prosecutors in trials 

carried out under the Royal Warrant, and 
(b) The provision of an additional Canadian officer to. serve as a member 

of British Military Courts trying Canadian cases.  • 
3. Regarding point (a), it has been suggested that Canadian Army officers, 

not being subject to, the British Army Act, are not eligible to prosecute in any 
cases which are held under the Royal Warrant as published in Army Order 81 
of 1945. The Royal Warrant and relevant Rules of Procedure have been 
examined by the appropriate officers of the Department of National Defence, 
and it is recommended that the Dominions Office be asked to reconsider their 
opinion in the light of the following: 

(a) Up to now the Department of National Defence has always interpreted 
the requirements that the Prosecutor must himself be subject to Military Law 
generally regardless whether Canadian or British, and there have been in-
stances on.this side of the Atlantic where Canadian officers have prosecuted at 
Courts-Martial conducted under British Military Law. An instance of this is 
the trial recently conducted in Winnipeg, Manitoba, of 7260898 Sgt [ 	 
R.A.M.C. 

(b) The suggestion of the Dominions Office that a Canadian officer sit as a 
member of one of their Courts raises a point whiCh can probably be used to 
strengthen our case regarding the employment of Canadian officers as prosecu-
tors. Rule of Procedure 19(A) provides that "An officer is not eligible for 
serving on a Court-Martial if he is not subject to Military Law". If a Canadian 
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officer cannot serve as a Prosecutor because he is not subject to British Mi li-
tary Law, it is difficult to see how, a Canadian officer can qualify as a member
of a Court. On the other hand, if the Rule is interpreted favourâbly } in the
case of a member of. - a :Court, it should be interpreted equally favourably in
the case of a Prosecutor.

(c) If the officers who have now left for Tokyo and Hong Kong are judged
ine ligible to prosecute, it is submitted that they are, in any event, entitled to
take part in the trials as Counsel . In this connection, it is noted that the Royal
Warrant specifically makes provision for Counsel within the terms of Rules of
Procedure 88 and 93 . All of the officer s proceeding as above - are Barristers-
at-Law, and it seems clear that they come within: the terms of ' these Rules .

(d) It is believed that there will be a number of accused who will be
charged with joint offences against British, Australian and Canadian person-
nel, and in such cases, it would not be unreasonable to'expëct our, officérs to
be chosen as prosecutors . In addition, it is appreciated that in cases where
War Crimes have been committed against Canadian personnel~ alone, it is in
the interests of the Canadian public opinion that the prosecutor be a Canadian.

4 . Regarding point (b), it has been suggested that an additional Canadian
officer be sent to Singapore and Hong Kong to sit as a member of British
Courts trying' Canadian cases . It is noted that this employment wi ll be only
part time and that the officer should not be of - a'rank higher than Lieut .-
Colonel . The Dominions Office has itself suggested that'this additional officer
be not despatched until it is known when the t rials in question may begin. It
will, of course, be useless to send such an officer if he cannot sit as a member
of ' the Cou rt because he is not subject to British Military Law.

5: It * wi ll not `be possible to 'consider Colonel Moss, M.C., who, has` been
despatched to sit on United States Courts because, in the fùrst place, he is of
a rank higher than that requested by the 'British ` and, in fact,' would b'e senior
to'the -British Permanent Présidents and, secondly, bécaûse ' thë iJnited States
authorities have = indicated that. they propose to use the services of "Cblonel
Moss on a full time basis and not exclusively 'in cases 'involving crimes against
Canadians,

. . .

' 6. . It is suggested that',the Dominions Office be advised that such an officer
can be provided when required . In the meantime, Lieut .-Col. J. O. F. H: Orr,
commanding the Canadian War Crimes Liaison - Detacliment, who will shortly
proceed to Hong Kong and Singapore, has been asked to look over the situa-
tion on his arrival and to forward any constructive recommendations in this
regard .

7 . It would be appreciated if you would draw these observations to the
attention of the Dominions Office as soon as nossible .

I have etc .
E. R. HOPKIN S

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs
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DEA/4060-C-40

"L'adjudant général, au quartier général militaire du Canada à Londres

Adjûtant-General . to Canadian Military. Headquarters, London
Ottawa, June 21, 1946

: ;-: . . :i : . . :
. . . - . . . . .

. : ' . :

CANADIAN WAR CRIMES LIAISON DETACHMEN --. . . . _ : . _
; : _ . : : _. _ .. .

FAR EAST VISITING FORCES ACT

As: you will probably : be aware this Headquarters is now represented in

. both Tokyo and Hong .Kong by a"Detachment" totalling 4 officers and

4 warrant- officers . This .personnel are car ried on strength of Commandant

NDHQ ; of these. one offiçer and one WO are stationed permanently in Hong

Kong, : one or more of the remainder travel to and fro and are liable to be in
Hong Kong, Singapore, or elsewhere under the jurisdiction of Commander in
Chief Al lied LandForces . South East Asia from- time to time .

: _ . . :
2 . :In . addition, and actually quite . independently, Major J . T. Loranger has

been: made available to.C in Ç ALFSEA as a member of Military . Cou rt s ; -

=3 . As far back as Mar 46 the Dominions Of fiçe in . London : raised some

question_ as to the eligibility of our o fficers to prosecute in their trials and at a

latendate .,offered,the solution that they should _ be, attached under the. pro-

visions .of :the, .Visiting :Forces Act ., While not objecting to attachment in this

manner, and this . was an afterthought by the Dominions Office, we took the
. . <

view that,there was . no legal_ bar to our officers acting as prosecutors ; the

Dominions Office were so advised through the Department of External Affairs
and the .

H'igh Commissioner in London.• In . this connection External letter

No 683 .. of 20 April' 46 to High Commissioner is relevant, as also a further

:lettér now going forward ., _
~ 4 . The- ;objection -,toCanadian officers serving as prosecutors appeared to

be+bâsed on Rule of Procedurë .24, wherein it is provided the prosecutor must
be; stibject ' to,Military Law. This requirement has always been interpreted in

its - wider sense in this count ry and on a number of occasions Caiiadian Offi-
cers`have served both as members and prosecutors in court-martials convened
under B ritish . Mili tary or. Air . Force Law. In addition to -this, we ., argued that

if inëligible to serve as prosecutors, our officers, all bëing qualified bar risters,

-wereentitled to serve as Counsel'within Rules of Procedûré, 88 and 93, which~
it will b'e noted are sP ecificallY mentioned in the British Regulations for. War
Crimés Trials . We' â.1sa' argued from the fact that a member of a cou rt must

also`' lie' siibjéct4o Military Law, that if one officer can sit as , a' member,' it is

hard to see why another one cannot serve as a prosecutor. As stated below

the War - Office has since` agreed that out officers may sit as members although

this is based on para 5 of tlié B ritish War Crimes Regülations which makes no

mention of being "Subject to Military Law", and this argument may therefore

lose its force .

5 . The subject càiné' . to a head on 11 Jun with HQ Land Forces Hong

Kong asking . ALFSEA when Major Loranger might sit . We made our posi-
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tion quite clear in a message of 14 Jun. However, ALFSEA, on 15 Jun, 
asked the War Office to arrange attachment under the Visiting Forces Act. 
The War Office in their reply of 19 Jun have conceded that Major Loranger 
may sit as a member without being attached, but they still consider it neces-
sary that prosecutors should be attached under the Visiting Forces Act. Copies 
of the a/m cablest are forwarded herewith, and it should be noted no action 
has been asked of us up to the present. 

6. The question has one awkward angle because at least one trial has taken 
place in Hong Kong, at which one .of our officers prosecuted. We would be 
very unhappy to see this particular trial upset due to lack of necessary for-
malities. We do not, hoWever, feel that you should raise this particular ques-
tion with the War Office, but should have it in mind in your dealings with 
them. If an attachment becomes necessary,  are  should be taken to fix the 
date to cover this point and 29 April is the date our officers arrived in 
Hong Kong. 

7. In view of the probability that action to effect an attachment under the 
Visiting Forces Act will be neCessary, there is forwarded herewith a copy of 
a recent memorandum of the JAGt outlining the steps which would be neces-
sary. It is considered doubtful whether the solution in para 1 (b) thereof 
could be adopted as the "Detachment" in the Far East has never been set up 
as a unit. 	 • 

8. By the time this letter reaches you the War Office may have approached 
you, or ourselves, with some request for attachment of this personnel. In any 
event you are asked to make inquiries at the War Office and ascertain their 
views and requirements. 

M. J. GRIFFIN 
Lieutenant-Colonel 

for Adjutant-General 

173. DEA/4060-C-40 • 

Le sous-secrétaire d'État permanent aux Affaires des Dominions 
au troisième secrétaire, le haut commissariat en Grande-Bretagne 

Permanent Under-Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs 
to Third Secretary, High Commission in Great Britain 

FAR EASTERN WAR CRIMES TRIALS 
I am very sorry to have ben  so long in replying to your letter of the 27th 

Junet about the status of Canadian officers in Far Eastern War Crimes trials, 
but I am  afraid that it has taken some time to obtain a final opinion on the 
legal position. 
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I am glad to be able to let you know, however, that the conclusion has 
now been reached that there is no legal necessity for the attachment of Cana-
dian officers to United Kingdom forces under the Visiting Forces (British 
Commonwealth) Act 1933, in order to enable them to act as prosecutors at 
military courts for the trial of war crimes (Army Order 81/1945) in Hong 
Kong. 

The Army Council has declared the military forces of the United Kingdom 
and of Canada, which at any time are serving outside the Dominion of 
Canada, to be "serving together" under Section 4(4) (a) of the Visiting 
Forces Act. Canadian officers serving in Hong Kong, therefore, are to be 
treated as if they were members of the United Kingdom Forces of relative 
rank. They would thus be eligible to sit as members of or act as prosecutors at 
a Field General Court Martial under the Army Act, and consequently, 
pursuant to Regulation 3 of Army Order 81 of 1945 (a copy of which is 
enclosed),f at military courts for the trial of war criminals, although not 
subject to United Kingdom military law. 

I understand that the War Office have already been in touch with your 
military authorities about the matter and have informed them of the position 
as it has now been determined. 

Yours sincerely, 
ERIC MACHTIG 

174. 	 DEA/4060-40 

Mémorandum du ministère de la Défense nationalel 

Memorandum by Department of National Defencel 

Ottawa, September 18, 1946 

WAR CRIMES TRIALS—JAPAN 
It is proposed herein to review the situation in Japan as it affects us with 

a critical eye, and to suggest steps which might be taken to hasten the with-
drawal and winding up of the War Crimes Liaison Detachment and the War 
Crimes Investigation Section. 

2. The main point of criticism is the operational feature but I first touch 
on the administrative side which I feel will influence our decisions 
considerably. 

3. Our overali  participation in the trials in Japan was by invitation of the 
US State Department but this invitation was really concerned with the trials 
of Major War Criminals. The proposal to send a "team" to represent us and 
to assist in the trials of Lesser War Criminals arose out of our suggestion 

	

1  Administrateur, la Section • des investiga- 	1  Administrator, War Crimes Investigation 

	

tions des crimes de guerre, au directeur de 	Section, to Director of Administration, 

	

l'administration, le Bureau de l'adjudant 	Bureau of the Adjutant-General. 
général. 
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which was welcomed by the US authorities . On first arrival in Tokyo our
personnel were found quarters by the US 8th Army and afforded all the
amenities enjoyed by their own personnel. The living conditions were good,
canteens, messes, Post Exchange, etc ., were available. With the arrival of the
B ritish Commonwealth Occupation Force, our people, along with other
foreigners, were ejected from their qua rters and are now denied most of the
other amenities aforesaid . They are quartered and fed under B ri tish arrange-
ments; the British have little to offer, they live "hard" and our people find.,they can scarcely eat the food .

4. I myself doubt whether the above can be treated as a breach of contract
or even as a breach of faith . The development is however, a great surprise
to us and has made our people very uncomfortable . Lt-Col Orr is of the
view that his Detachment are the unintended victims of high level decisions,
to which they would have been exceptions, if they had been thought of at
the time. He has not asked that any efforts be made to remedy the matter ;
he and his staff are . content to _bear it but they are all the more anxious to get
the job over and leave. This matter is covered in detail on HQS ., .8959-9-4
Vol 2; see also folio 36 of this file which in . a few words shows -how bad
conditions have become .

5 . The provision of transport for duty purposes has been the source of
much irritation ; there is even the suggestion that some minor officials are
being actively un-cooperative. Authority has been granted to ship them a
vehicle which should ease the situation but it will be some weeks before it
can get to them . This matter is dealt with on HQS 8959-9-4 FD 78 ; see
also folios 25-27 on this file .

6 . Turning now to the preparation of cases and conduct of trials, a good
summary will be found at folios 14 and 15 . We considered the matter on
7 Aug (folio 18) and decided that it was too early to make any move.
The situation has not improved and is reviewed in folios 34, 35 and 37 ; I
have also a personal letter which you read .

7. From recent correspondence it appears there are over 600 suspectsheld in Tokyo ; new suspeçts arrive faster than c ases are dealt with . There
are actually a hundred cases ready for trial. In April they completed 10
trials, in May 5; other months figures are not available but one trial involving
13 defendants has just finished and lasted 9 weeks . Our own people are
actively interested in about 75 individuals now in custody in Japan ; theyhave filed charges against 25 of these, some will be joined with US charges,
and some are still being prepared . On 5 Sep, nearly 5 months after their
arrival, their first case came on for trial and that as a result of pressure as
described in folio 37 & below .

8 . The cause of all this is laid to cumbersome procedure, shortage of
courts (there are only two sitting), shortage of defending officers, changing of
personnel, and the latitude given to the defence. It may be inferred that some
of those involved have only one interest, i .e . to get home, and that the rest,
many of them civilians on high rates of pay, don't care how long, it lasts .
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9. To show that we are not aloné . in our criticism you are referred to a

letter dated 8 Jul 46 t from Lord Wright (The Chairman of United Nations
War Crimes Commission) on his return from a visit to the Far E ast ; the

letter (folio 31) is âddressed to the JAG of the US Army in Washington

whose 'reply is at folio 32 .t
10. In Tokyo we- have two Warrant Officers, former P .Ws. who returned

out of a sense of duty to give evidence. One, SM Shepherd, was advised his

wife expected a multiple birth; compassionate return was proposed and Lt-Col
On used this situation to force one of his cases to trial in order to use this

ma.n's evidence ; we turned down the application (which involved some

$600.00 extra expense for air travel) when we found that only one child was

expected. This rather cut the ground from under Lt-Col Orr's feet and the
US efforts to accommodate him stopped at once . It is easy to be wise after

the event but in the long run we would probably have saved this money and
more if we had authorized return by air, etc . Both of these WOs still want to

get away and have both applied . Lt-Col On has suggested in the case of
SM Manchester that he leave at latest by 15 Oct, even if his evidence has not

been taken. We have already approved return of SM Shepherd by ship as

soon as he can be spared.

11" . The following action -is now , proposed :

(a) That Lt-Col On be instructed that both his WO witnesses be des-
patched by surface sailing earliest after 15 Oct or before that date, in his

discretion .

(b) That through CAS' Washington we inform the US War Dept : (War

Crimes Office) of the above, instructions and also ask them to procure us an
estimate on when the'Detachment can be expected to complete its work . We

should point out that we propose to instruct our Detachment to work to this

e"stimate "and . that we, propose to withdraw, them at the end of the estimated

time.
(c) In conjunction with (b) offer the suggestion that our personnel be

allowed some of the. privileges previously enjoyed . and ' that if it is not possi-

ble for them to be quartered and fed (on any reasonable basis of repayment)

that they be afforded some relief 'of . diet through use of 'their .cânteens, Post

Exchange, etc .
(d) Discuss this action informally with Department of External Affairs and

forward them copies of our action in due course.

12 . One further point for consideration is whether the 'action proposed i n

(b) and (c) above would be more effective if handled through the Depart-

ment of External Affairs .
M. J. GRIFFI N

Lieutenant-Colonel

1 Canadian ° Army Staff. .
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_PARTIE 3/PART -3 

PEACE SETTLEMENi IN  APAN 

RÉPARATIONS/REPARATIONS 

175. 	 DTC/V61. 295; T10182 

Procès-verbal d'une réunion 

Minutes of a Meeting 	 - 

[Ottawa,] March 18, 1946 
Record of an informal meeting held in Mr. Macdonnell's Office, Room 133, 

East Block, Friday, March 15th, 1946, to discuss the question of reparation 
from Japan. 

Present were: 	 • 
Mr. R. M. Macdonnell, Department of External Affairs 
Mr.  S. D. Pierce,' Department of External Affairs 	 - 	• 
Mr. G. Harvey, Department of Trade and Commerce' 

_ 	Mr. A. Neal, Department of Trade and Commerce 	 • 	, 
Mr.  H. S. Hall, Department of Trade and  Commerce 
M. K. Burbridge, Custodian's Office 
Mr. a Ignatieff, Department of External Affairs • 

- Mr. J. Maybee, Department of External Affairs 
Mr. J. H. Warren, Department of. External Affairs .. 	; 

Mr. Macdonnell explained that the need for the meeting arose .out• 'tlie 
desirability of giving some guidance to Mr. Pearson,  1 Canadian delegate, and 
Mr. Normàn, his alternate, to the Far.Easterû Commission, witly particular.: 
reference to .the work of the Committée on Reparations. set up under the 
Commission which is to meet  in Washington, on  March 21St. , • 

It was pointed out that as the shares of •reparation' from: ,  Japan would 
probably be allocated on .the basis of contribution to the Pacific ,war, the 
Canadian portion would no doubt be relatively modest: ›... 

Mr. Burbridge of the Custodian's Office stated that-the Canadian Gov-ein-: ) 
ment holds Japanese assets to the approximate value of three:million dollars, 
and that claims filed with the Custodiàn against Japan without :advertisement 
amount .to approximately eleven Million dollars. In this _connection Mr. 
Burbridge observed that the total of eleven million dollars probably repre-
sented an inflated figure, since the majority of the claims registered were of the 
nature of statements of property.  and assets held in .Tapan, or in territories 
occupied by Japan, before the war, and may, therefore., bear little.  relation 
td actual damage sustained. It was the tentative vieW of the meeting  that 

 having regard to the excess ,of Claim's over assets held by the Custodian, no 
steps shciuld be taken at this stage to waive any Pitt of the Canadian claim 
to reparation arising out of the war with Japan. In this connection the meet-
ing was told that our delegate to the Far Eastern Commission had already 
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been advised that the Government intends to retain any Japanese assets held
by Canadian Custodian .

Mr. Macdonnell informed the meeting that the question of reparation from
Japan had been taken up by the United Kingdom Government with the various

members of the Commonwealth . The United Kingdom Government had sug-
gested that discussion on the allocation of Jap anese reparations as between

different claimant countries should not, as in the case of reparation from

Germany, be based on statistical estimates of respective war efforts and war

losses . In the United Kingdom view a statistical comparison would be un-

reliable . As an alternative procedure the United Kingdom had proposed nego-

tiation on a political basis. However, in the case of members of the Common-

wealth . some prior discussion might take place using a statistical basis of

comparison (i .e. on the lines of data assembled for German reparations) . .

It was the opinion of the meeting that a reply should be made to the
United . Kingdom, Government .to the effect that, while the Canadian Govern-
ment is inclined to agree that a statistical comparison is difficult with certain
countries, and that to - . some extent the shares of various . claimant nations
might have to be decided-on a broad political basis ; the Canadian Govern-
ment is, nevertheléss ; of the opinion that a statistical comparison would be

fuseful not only as betw.veen members of the Commonwealth but with other

interested countries, equally capable of furnishing reliable- statistics, such as

the United States, The Netherlands, :and France.

The, suggestion that : a Commonwealth - discussion . should be -undertaken

before meeting the other countries was not favourably received by the meeting,

as it was thought, that . such a Conference might give the undesirable impres-
sion that the, Dominions were entering negotiations as a Commonwealth
"bloc", and the opinion was expressed that the Far Eastern Commission was
the most- suitable place-to; pursue this matter.

It was the view of the meeting that some of the factors which should be
taken into account in the preparation of a statistical summary of Canadian
contribution to the war against Japan were as follows :

1 . Mutual Aid . to China, Australia, India.

2 . =Mutual -Aid ~ to U.S.S .R. after May 7th, 1945.

3: Cost ôf,nzaintaining forces in the Far East and on the West Coast of
Canada.

4. Commercial losses in the East attributable to the Pacific war .

5: 'Relief sent to Allied nationals in the Far East during the war .

It was agreed 'that^ thé Bureau 'of Statistics should be asked to prepare a

statisticâl sümms'rÿ of .the Canadian war effort against Japan, along the lines

used ',iin the ,preparation 'of a similar . study regarding the Canadian claim to
reparatiôn from Germanÿ, taking into consideration the factors noted

above.
. . . . . . . ;3 ~ . . . . . . . .- . , . . . . . . . .
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176. DTC/Vol. 295, T10182 • 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au secrétaire aux Dominions 

Secretary of State for External A ffairs to Dominions Secretary 

TELEGRAM 95 	 Ottawa, March 23, 1946 
SECRET. Your telegrams No. 53 and 54 of March 8th, 1946t, reparation 
from Japan. 

We share your view that statistical comparison of war effort against Japan 
and losses experienced attributable to the Pacific war may, in certain cases, 
prove unreliable. 

However, it is our view that, while to some extent undoubtedly agreement 
regarding the allocation of shares amongst certain of the interested Govern-
ments should be reached on broad political lines; consideration should never-
theless be given to using a statistical basis of comparison between the various 
Members of the Commonwealth and other countries equally capable of pro-
ducing reliable statistics. 

For this reason the Canadian Government is inclined to doubt the value of 
any formal consultations  restricted to the Commonwealth prior to entering 
negotiations with others. We feel that the appropriate body. for considering 
this problem in its initial stages is the Far Eastern Commission where members 
of the Commonwealth concerned are represented, and there will, of course, 
be an opportunity for informal exchanges of views. 

177. DEA/8364-040 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 

Secretary of State for External A ffairs to Ambassador in United States 

TELEGRAM EX-930 	 • 	 Ottawa, April 1, 1946 
CONFIDENTIAL. Reference our teletype EX-757 of March 14tht and subse-
quent communicationst regarding reparations from Japan. 

Canadian interest in reparations from Japan has now been discussed by the 
Inter-Departmental Committee on Reparations. The view of the Committee 
is that in drawing up any agreed reparation policy for Japan consideration 
should be given to the following points: 

1. Payment for essential and approved imports should be a first charge 
of the Japanese economy. In particular, proceeds of Japanese exports from 
stocks and current production should be utilized for this purpose. 

2. Remittances from Japariese abroad, which, prior to the war, were a 
considerable item in the japanese balance of payments, should be applied to 
meeting the cost of necessary imports and should, therefore, not be available 
for distribution as reparation from Japan. 
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3: The indemnities paid for property owned in Al lied Countries (e .g .
Canada) to Japanese being repat riated should not be made available for
reparations payments.

For your information, a statistical summa ry of Canadian war effort and
losses att ributable to the Pacific war is being prepared by the Bureau of
Statistics. In addition to the budgetary cost of the war and loss of life in the
forces, this summary will include such factors as

1 . Mutual Aid to China, Australia, India.
2. Mutual Aid to U.S.S.R. after May 7th, 1945 .
3 . Commercial losses in the Far East due to the Pacific War .
4. Relief sent to Allied nationals in the Far East during the war .
5 . Cost of the repatriation of Canadian nationals from the Far East .

A rough estimate of the Canadian position with regard to Japanese assets
held by the Custodian and claims, arising out of the war with Japan, which
have been registered with the Custodian without advertisement is as follows :

1 . Japanese assets (2 to 4 million dollars) .
2. Claims against Japan (Nine to eleven mil lion dollars) .

Further instructions on the subject of Japanese reparations will be sent to
you from time to time as information is made available to this Department .

178.,_. DEA/8364-C-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
â l'ambassadeur aux bats-Unis

Secretary of State for External A ffairs to Ambassador in United States

TELEGxAM EX-1360 Ottawa, May 21, 1946
Your WA-2064t and . enclosure t to your despatch No . 932 of May 2ndt .

FEC Reparations Committee. Division of Shares .
1 . With regard to the United Kingdom's suggestion that it would be advan-

tageous to the Commonwealth count ries to reach an understanding as to the
shares each would aim at securing before the general discussions in the
Reparations Committee "begin, we would draw your attention to the previous
U.K. proposals on this matter (repeated to you in our EX=789 .and EX-790
of March 18th) t , and to our reply to them (repeated to you in our EX-864
of March 25) .t In our . reply we stated that consideration should be given to
using a statistical basis of comparison between the various members of the
Commonwealth and ' other count ries eqùally capable of producing reliable
statistics .

2 . With reference to the division of shares between Allied Nations pro-
posed by the United'Kingdom in their document under reference, we would
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urge thai when any such initial proposal for division of shares is brought 
before the Reparations Committee, the Canadian claim should be presented 
separately and not as a percentage of the British Commonwealth claim. This 
should be made clear at the informal Commonwealth discussions this week. 

3. The "Tentative Estimates of Damage Suffered" in Appendix to U.K. 
document have been noted. In this connection the summary of the Canadian 
war effort and war losses in the Pacific, now being prepared by the Bureau of 
Statistics, will shortly be made available to you. 

4. It should be borne in mind in all discussions of Japanese reparations that 
Canada.'s long term interest is in the peaceful economic recovery of Japan and 
that payments for essential imports should be the first charge on Japanese 
industries and production. 

179. 	 DEA/8364-C-40 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
à l'ambassadeur aux Etats-Unis 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Ambassador in United States 

TELEGRAM EX-1377 	 Ottawa, May 23, 1946 
IMMEDIATE. Your WA-2090t, paragraph 3, Interim Removal Programme, 
items on ball bearings, iron and steel, thermo-electric power, soda ash, 
chlorine and caustic soda. 

1. We incline to the United Kingdom view that a somewhat larger indus-
trial capacity be retained by Japan especially in ball bearing industry since 
further removals will be possible under Final Reparations Programme. The 
limiting factor in the Interim Reparations Programme is that removals should 
not strip Japan of the minimum requirements of a viable economy. Our view is 
that since doubt has arisen on this point, the more  libéral British estimates 
should be adopted. This is especially applicable to producers' goods industries 
serving other sectors of the economy. 

2. Our interest in reconciling where possible divergences on British and 
American views, however, makes us unwilling to press the British case if a 
reasonable compromise can be achieved. The wider object of expediting the 
removals programme with the minimum of delay that the Japanese economy 
may be stabilized and that Japan's ability to trade may be at least partially 
restored should likewise be borne in mind. 

3. We wish to reserve the privilege of nominating personnel to the repara-
tions section' of SCAP pending further information, although it now appears 
doubtful if we shall have strong interest in such nominations. 

4. We would be grateful for three extra copies of Document C1-001. 
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180. 	 CEW/Vol. 2125 

Mémorandum du premier secrétaire, l'ambassade aux États-Unis, 
au délégué suppléant', la Commission de l'Extrême-Orient 

Memorandum from First Secretary, Embassy in United States, 
to Alternate Delegate', Far Eastern Commission 

[Washington,] May 27, 1946 

The following may be of some help in preparing your memorandum on the 
FEC insofar as reparations are concerned. 

The Reparations Committee of the Far Eastern Commission has accom-
plished a considerable amount since it commenced deliberations March 1 lth. 
Two meetings per week have been held and the Committee has accomplished 
three major tasks: 
(a) the consideration and approval of a policy in respect to restitution of 
looted objects; 
(b) consideration and approval of a reasonably extensive policy on interim 
removals; (in this regard the U.K. are bringing forward a suggested policy 
on additional industries, which should be dealt with in the near future). 
(c) a review of the future activities of the Reparations Committee. This was 
raised by the introduction of a proposal to have an Inter-Allied Reparations 
Committee or Board which would be more independent than the present 
Committee. The proposal is strongly opposed by the United Kingdom on the 
ground that the topics to be given this new body, such as division of shares and 
the question of overseas assets, are of basic importance and should be settled 
by the Commission and not by a subordinate body. 

The representatives of the British Commonwealth at an informal meeting 
on May 25 came to the conclusion that the Reparations Committee could not 
proceed much farther until definite decisions had been reached on the sub-
jects of division of shares, overseas assets, and war .  booty. It was agreed to 
recommend to the respective Commonwealth Govermnents that each member 
should now press for early consideration of these matters at the Commission 
level at least, and at a higher level if necessary. 

The general instructions which the Canadian representative has received on 
the subject of reparations are not in any way at variance with the views of 
the United Kingdom. The main point that Canada wishes to have kept in 
mind is that Canada's long term interest is in the peaceful economic recovery 
of Japan, that payments for essential imports should be a first charge on 
Japanese industry and production, and that extraction of reparations should 
be carefully limited to prevent the possibility of it being necessary for the 
Allied nations to assist the Japanese financially or otherwise at a later date. 
The only special interest that Canada has is in connection with the Japanese 
fishing industry, and on this subject Canada's interests and those of the United 
States are similar, namely, to prevent exploitation of the available supplies of 

1 E. H. Norman. 
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fish, which have been the subject of agreements between Canada " and the
United States for the purpose of conservation .

It is the opinion of the representative who has been attending all the meet-
ings of the Reparations Committee that a great deal of time is wasted by such
attendance, and that Canada's interest could amply be protected at the
Steering Committee or Commission level.

GRAHAM MORROW

181. DEA/8364-C-40

L'économiste en chef, le Bureau fédéral de la Statistique,
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Chief Economist, Dominion Bureau of Statistics ,
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

Dear Sir, Ottawa, June 11, 1946

On the subject of reparations from Japan, statistical data have been pre-
pared as requested . In a letter of August 23, 1945, information was submitted
relevant to the reparations claim against Germany and similar categories have
been adopted here . As in the case of Germany, this letter ignores property
losses . It is understood that the Department of External Affairs is obtaining
this information directly from the Custodian of Enemy Property .

It should be noted that the present figures are not as accurate as . the ones
pertaining to Germany, the war effort against Japan having been of smaller
scope and much more "diflïcult to summarize in statistical terms .

(1) Budgetary cost of the war against Japan
(a) Armed Services, $548 : millions .
Data were prepared in consultation with Department of National Defence

and .Department of Finance. Direct costs of war against Japan were included .
(b) Mutual Aid, $294 millions .
This is Mutual Aid to China, Australia, New Zealand and India . The

latter was on British 'account and amounted to $161 -millions of the above
total . Nothing was added for Mutual Aid to U.S.S.R. because C.M.A.B .
officers expressed the view it had little to do with Japanese war . Estimates
were prepared 'by Dominion Bureau of Statistics using Mutual Aid accounts .

(c) Repatriation of Canadians from Japanese territories, $350 thousands .
This is a small item included at the request of Mr . Ignatieff, who pro-

vided it
. The total of the above three items, (1a), (1b) and (1c), is $842 millions

in round figures .
(2) Estimated man-years served in war against Japan

(a) Number of man-years served in the forces against Japan, 147,825 .
R.C.N . 4,940
Army 89,625 .
Air Force 53,260
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Figures provided by Deputy Minister of National Defence to Under-Secre-
tary of State for External Affairs, May 9, were on a basis which could not be
reconciled with the financial estimates above . The figures for the Navy and
Air Force have now been revised downward in consultation with the . Services

themselves .
(b) Number of man-years served in the production of munitions

and war supplies for the war in the Paci fic, 427,073 .

Estimates made by Economic Research Branch, Department of Recon-
struction and-Supply . Seventy per cent of the total is finished munitions : The
bulk of the remainder is essential materials (except foodstuffs) . It was
assumed that all munitions- produced between V-E and V-J Days were for use
in the Pacific Theatre . It was also assumed that shipments to Pacific War Zone
countries after 1942 were for the troops operating against Japan . Some
allowance was made for shipments to the United States and the United King-
dom which might have been destined for use in the Far East .

(c) Number of man-years served in the production of wartime food
exports to Pacific War Zone above peacetime level, 116,373 .

Estimates on same basis as in the case of Germany . .

.(3) Fatal,military casualties, 964 .

This includes fatal battle, deaths whilst P .W., presumed killed and missing .
Wounded and injûred -are excluded .

Le tter from National Defence to External Affairs of Apri1 .29, 1946 .-[

Additional information on shipping losses will ' be forwarded as soon as
possible .

Yours faithfully ,
CLAUDE M. ISBISTER

182. DEA/8364-C-40

Mémorandum de la troisième direction politiquel

Memorandum by Third Political Division l

[Ottawa,] July 9, 1946

MEMORANDUM OF TELEPHONE CONVERSATION

WITH R. E. COLLINS,2 JULY 9, 194 6

Mr. Collins telephoned yesterday, July 8th, to report on a meeting of Com-
mittee No . .3 on ReparationsP held that morning. The contents of his report
are contained in WA-2735 of July 8tht from Washington. After this con-
versation, I conferred with Messrs . Menzies, Maybee, Pierce, Moran and
Warren .

2 De G. S. Patterson. 1 By G. S. Patterson .
' Deuxième secrétaire, l'ambassade aux 2 Second , Secretary, Embassy in United

États-Unis. States.
S Un comité de la Commission de l'Extrême- a A committee of the Far Eastern Coin-

Orient. . mission.
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-Iruour conversation this morning, Collins said that he thought the U.S.S.R. 
would probably veto the proposal of the U.K., which had been forwarded 
from Committee No. 1, namely, that the Far Eastern Commission devise a 
plan for the division of Japanese reparations among claimant countries on 
broad political lines. In case this were not done, he wished to have our 
opinion on three points for his guidance at the Steering Committee which was 
to meet at 10.00 a.m. today. I outlined our views as follows: 

1. Should reparations be dealt with by an Inter-Allied Reparations Com-
mittee, or, as preferred by the United Kingdom, by the Far. Eastern Commis-
sion itself? 

I said we believed that a separate committee seemed to be required because 
of-the ■amount of detailed work involved. The proposals of the U.S.S.R. and 
U.S.A. seem reasonable in that they make provision in the terms of reference 
for the Commission itself to review such questions as division of shares, over-
seas assets and the list of claimant countries which the United Kingdom had 
indicated should be considered only by the F.E.C. Canadian interest, Wow-
ever, in the matter is small and we would be satisfied with whichever body 
the majority wish to have made responsible. 

2. Should the problem of reparations and division of shares be approached 
on broad political lines, as proposed by the  United.  Kingdom, or through the 
consideration of statistiçal data to be provided by the claimant countries? 

Our position has been indicated as favoming the statistical approach based 
on securing reliable and comparable data where  thèse are available. This 
process seems to have been satisfactory in connection with German repara-
tions. The United Kingdom have also recognized the need for such statistical 
data in discussing certain phases of the problem. If, however, the United 
Kingdom believe there are difficulties in applying this method to Japanese 
reparations, and if their argument seems sound, Canada should be willing to 
reconsider the matter. In any case it is not deemed of sufficient importance to 
us to insist on maintaining our position. 

3. Should the proposed division of reparations now take account of Japan-
ese assets outside of Japan? 

We realize that our interest in external assets is small. The Custodian's 
office  reports  some $3,000,000 worth of Japanese assets in Canada against 
which there are claims of some $11,000,000. This amount is negligible when 
compared with the estimated total of Canadian reparation claims of some 
$842,000,000 plus two ships. We wish to maintain our position that the assets 
of Japan in Canada should be left for disposal by us in dealing with Canadian 
claims, as Was the case with German reparations. This amount would be taken 
into account in the final settlement. 

We have no objection to the F.E.C.'s considering the question at this time 
although it seems somewhat presumptuous to do so after having referred the 
matter to the conference of the Foreign Ministers in Paris. 
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183. DEA/8364-C-40

Le sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures
, au sous-ministre du Commerce

Acting Under-Secretary of State for Éxternal ' A ffairs

to Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerc e

[Ottawa,] July 24, 1946

1 . You will recall that on July 7th we forwarded to you a copy of Tele-
type WA-2307 of June 3rdt from our Embassy in Washington in which it

was indicated that we should raise inquiries regarding any industry in which

you might be interested for the purpose of reparations . As was suggested in

Mr. MalloryV letter of June 22nd,t we forwarded to our Representa tive on

the Far Eastern Commission the information that the Aluminum Company
of Canada was interested in the possibility of securing under reparations or
by purchase an aluminum sheet rolling mi ll and an aluminum foil mill from

Japanese surplus plants . Our representative has since informed us that since
the stage in the negotiations when claims for specific items of indust rial

equipment can be submitted has not yet been reached he had not submi tted

your sugges tion as to an aluminum sheet rol ling mill and an aluminum foil

mill to the Reparations Committee .

2. We have noted that other countries have submitted fairly extensive lists
of industries which their Governments desire to be made available for re-
parations allotment. While our interest in obtaining plants and industries from
Japan as reparations is very small, it might increase our chance of obtaining
these two aluminum plants when the time for bargaining comes if we submit
a more extensive list . If you care to reconsider this problem we will be glad
to forward any further information to our Representative on Far Eastern
Commission . If we show an active interest in 'obtaining reparations from
Japan our claim will no doubt be given more serious consideration .

R. M. MACDONNEL'L

for the Acting Under-Secreta ry of State
for External Affair s

184. DEA/8364-C-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux Etats-Unis

Secretary of State for External A ffairs to Ambassador in United States

TELEGRAM EX-1946 Ottawa, August 8, 1946

Your WA-2971 of July 30th .-[ Far Eastern Commission Reparations

Committee.

"G . D. Mallory , président du sous-comité 1G . D. Mallory , Chairman of the Inter-
interministé ri el sur l'équipement industriel. departmental Sub-Committee on Indus trial

Equipment .
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1. You are instructed to inform the Reparations Committee that Canada 
is interested in the following items for allocation as reparations: 

A. Japanese equipment and methods connected with fisheries processes: 
1. The recovery of kelp and sea mosses particularly agars. 
2. Sea oyster culture. 
3. Utilization of fish skins. 
4. Utilization of whales. 
S. Pearl essence processes. 
6. Reduction of fish oils. 
7. Modem canning. 

B. Aluminum Sheet Rolling Mill. 	 - 
C. Aluminum Foil Mill. 
D. Electrolytic Caustic Soda Plant. 

2. Your representative should make clear to the Committee that the 
Canadian Government, in presentin.g this list is doing so on the assumption 
that it will not be prevented from indicating an interest in further industrial 
equipment when more detailed information is available on the nature of the 
equipment to be allocated as reparations. 

185. 	 DEA/8364-C-40 

Mémorandum du ministère des Affaires extérieures 
au Comité interministériel sur les réparations 

Memorandum from Department of External Affairs 
to Interdepartmental Committee on Reparations 

[Ottawa,]  August 8, 1946 

FAR EASTERN COMMISSION 
JAPANESE REPARATIONS 

1. POLICY DECISIONS. 

Work in the Commission on Japanese Reparations has progressed very 
slowly since the last meeting of the Inter-Departmental Committee on May 
31st. 

(a) The Commission has issued a policy statement on the restitution of 
looted property. As this policy refers to objects removed from countries 
occupied by Japan during the war it does not concern Canada. 

(b) The Commission has completed an interim reparations removal pro-
gramme based on the Pauley report. This programme covers the following 
industries: army and navy arsenals, aircraft, light metals, machine tools, 
sulphuric acid, shipbuilding, ball and roller bearings, iron and steel, thermal 
electric power, soda ash, chlorine and caustic soda, and privately owned 
munition plants. 
The Economic Committee of the Commission will probably complete its 
final report on a reparations removal programme for Japan within two months. 
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Since the Reparations Committée 'has failed 'to urrive at a percentage national
share of reparations, the Interim Removal ; Programme as ' sùch will probably
have to be abandoned.

Z. DIVISION OF SHARES .

The Reparations Committee has been unable 'to â.gree to a procedure for
presenting reparations claims or for dividing reparations to be made available .
Statistical data on Canada's losses and expenditures in the. Pacific war have
been obtained from the Bureau of Statistics and . supplied to our representative .
In instructions to our delegate we have advocated â. statistical approach to
the problem of division of shares in so far as ' reliable 'and comparable data
are available .

3'. , EXTERNAL ASSETS.

No . progress has been . made_with this problem since the U.S.S.R. -have
stated that in their view, the question of the disposal of Japanese owned - assets
located outside the four main islands of Japan was not within the jurisdiction
of the Commission under its terms of reference. It was hoped that the Paris
Conference of Foreign Ministers would make a ruling on the competence of
the Commission in this matter, but this did not occur .
4. INTER-ALLIED REPARATIONS COMMITTEE .

Owing to differences of opinion between the United 'States, the United
Kingdom and the U.S.S.R . as ' to the status and function "of the proposed
committee no agreement has been reached . In- instructions to our delegate we
have approved . in principle , the establishment of . an Inter-Allied Committee
since the amount of detailed work involved in settling reparations problems-would warrant - a separate body. We have indicated, however, that as our
interest is relatively small we would . be - satisfied : with whatever body the
majority of the Commission wishes to make responsible for Japanese
Reparations .

5 . All real progress on the main issues has been hindered by the unce rtainty
as to the Commission's competence to deal with external assets . It is .doubtful
if any work of importance will be 'done until this problem has been settled on
a higher level.

E)" REPARATIONS CONFERENCE . .

In order to break the deadlock that has been reached in the Far Eastern
Commission, the United States have now proposed a plan for a Reparations
Conference to be convened on August 15th and to remain in continuous
session until agreement has been reached on all the major problems.. We took
the same attitude with . regard to this conference as we had toward the pro=
posed Inter-Allied Committee, namely that we would be satisfied with what-
ever body the majority of the Commission wishes to make responsible for
Japanese Reparations . Our delegate was notified that we would have great
difficulty in arranging representation at a conference on the West Coast - inAugust, and was instructed to oppose- any move to have - the conference
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loCated' anyWhere lmit Washington or vicinity. He was also instructed to  sup-
portthe United Kingdom position that reparations availabilities should be 
determined after agreement has been reached on a desirable level-of Japanese 
industry. 

7. The' question therefore arises ,as to what instructions should be given to 
the Canadian representatives at this conference. It seems clear that representa-
tion.will have to •be provided from the staff of the Embassy in Washington. 

(a) 'External Assets. Since any agreement reached in the proposed confer-
ence will be subject to ratification by the Far Eastern Commission, the ques-
tion of whether either body is  competent to deal with External Assets will 
certainly arise again. It is, therefore, suggested that our representative on the 
Commission urge that this . matier be settled, if possible, before the confer-
ence is convened. Our representative on the Commission has been informed 
that this Government wishes to have fornial recognition of Canada's right to 
hold and disposé of Japanese Assets under its jurisdiction. The appropriate 
occasion for raising this matter has not yet appeared. The United States mem-
ber of the Reparations Committee, who was informed of Canadian views, 
indicated that they were not out of -  line with United 'States thinking on this 
matter. 

(b) Reparations in Kind. Our representative on the Far Eastern Commis-
sion has already been instructed to maintain Canada's right to other -forms of 
reparation from Japan, since claims_registered at the Custodian's Office exceed 
Japanese assets held. The question  therefore arises as to what type of Japan- 
ese reparation we should attempt to secure. Our representative has so far . . 
indicated only that We are interested in obtaining two aluminum plants (an 
aluminum sheet rolling mill .and an aluminum foil mill) in which the AIL 
minum Company of Canada has expressed an interest. Although it is impos-
sible to  envisage the procedure that will be established for making bids for 
specific plants .it will be advisable. to brief our delegate on Canada'st . interest 
in ot;taining these plants so.  that if required .he will be able to state ou'r .  case: 

(c) Survey of Available Plant. The representative of the  Canadian Manu= 
facturers' Association on the Sub-Committee on Industrial Eq:uipment  bas 

 stated that it is not possible tO indicate fully Canada's interest in specific types 
of Japanese equipment  for  removal  as  reparations until more detailed infor-
mation can be obtained as to  what is' available. Our representative  bas  been 
instructed to inform the F.E.C. Reparations. Committee to this effect. If it is 
decided that we should rnake every effort to secure the two aluminum plants 
a survey of the Japanese aluminum industry would be desirable. It is therefore 
suggested that our delegate be instructed to request that Canada be permitted 
to send one or two technical experts to Japan to make a survey of plants and 
industries likely to be made available for reparations. We would .  have no 
difficùlty in  getting .an aluminum technical expert to go to japan to conduct 
this survey. Information on  other types of industry might be obtained on an 
exchange basis from other Commonwealth countries who are also permitted 
to send technical experts to Japan. 
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186. DTC/Vol. 293, T10110

Le sous-ministre du Commerce au sous-secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce to Under-Secretary of State
for External A f, f airs

[Ottawa,] August 9, 1946
Dear Sir,

In reply to your letter of July 24th, on the subject of reparations from
Japan, I note that no action has. yet been taken to . place the request of the
Aluminum Co. of Canada for a sheet rolling mill and foil mill before the Far
Eastern Commission . I also note the suggestion in your letter of July 31st,t
that a more comprehensive Est of industrial requirements might be submitted
as a means of increasing our bargaining power for the two desired plants .
Unfortunately, there is so little information available regarding the type of
equipment which might be forthcoming under reparations from Japan, that
it is almost impossible, to increase our list with any degree of certainty .

Since we submi tted a request for the two plants mentioned above, the
Aluminum Co. of Canada have supplied a further requirement in the form of
an electric. caustic soda plant of approximately 12,000 ton capacity, with or
without tanks or -motors . This plant is required for immediate erection in
Arvida, and would be used in connection with the extensive chemical pr o-
gramme now in progress there .

Another requirement which might be added in addition to any information
supplied by the Fisheries Department, is a plant . for the production of phthalic
anhydride required by the Dominion Tar and Chemical Company. This re-
quirement is also to be submitted under the German reparations programme .

I also enclose copy of a letter from Mr. Wm. G. Ashdown of Toronto,t
which might possibly be used to further increase our list of requirements .
However, .before including this list, we would like to check further on Mr .
Ashdown's bona fides .

With reference to the third paragraph of your le tter of July 31st, I would
advise that the background of the Aluminum Company's interest in obtain-
ing these two rolling mi lls from Japan, and a rolling mill from Germany,
stems from their enormous ingot capacity at Arvida, together with a ve ry
great shortage of fabricating equipment both in Canada and other countries .
The large demands for aluminum sheet, foil, extrusions and such products
as cooking utensils made from sheet, is needed for both rehabilitation,
reconstruction and normal business . Most of the machinery manufacturing
concerns in the United Kingdom, United States and other count ries are
quoting from 18 to 36 months' de livery on rolling equipment . Meanwhile,
the pressure both from Europe and from the Orient is increasing steadily
for -aluminum and fabricated forms; hence the desire of the Aluminum
Company to increase their fabricating capacity by any means .'
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With reference to paragraph four, we were aware that the Japanese 
aluminum fabrication plants might not be suitable for use in Canada, but it 
appeared politic to not bring out this fact in our claim due to possible 
opposition from British interests. Actually, we understand that the mills in 
question would probably be used in Burma. The Canadian export market in 
aluminum ingots would undoubtedly benefit by any increase in fabricating 
capacity in Burma, South Africa, Mexico, or almost any other country, as 
the Aluminum Company in Canada have adopted the policy of shipping 
ingot to most countries rather than fabricated forms for obvious reasons. 

With reference to paragraph five, Canadian interests and the interests of 
rehabilitation and reconstruction throughout the world would undoubtedly 
be enhanced by any increase in fabricating capacity which could be arranged. 
This improvement would undoubtedly be reflected in the increased value of 
shares held by Canadians. 

If, after examining the information contained in this letter you feel that 
the  list of requirements accompanied by suitable requirement arguments 
should be increased further, we shall endeavour to do so, but would request 
that additional information be provided if possible, on available Japanese 
plants. 

Yours faithfully, 
M. W. MACKENZIE 

187. 	 DEA/104-E 

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Domirzions Secretary to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

CIRCULAR TELEGRAM D. 909 	 London, October 7, 1946 
CONFIDENTIAL. My telegrams Circular. D. 1914 and Circular D. 1915 of 
13th October, 1945, disposal of JapaneSe Fleet. 

At Moscow Conference in December,  1945, M. Molotov raised question 
of Japanese Fleet and reported agreement of Soviet Government to United 
States proposal that larger naval vessels and submarines should be scrapped. 
(Some ships were, in fact, used in Bikini tests). It has since been agreed 
that remaining surface vessels should be ,divided equally between United 
States, United Kingdom, U.S.S.R. and China. Vessels available include 30 
destroyers, 67 escort vessels, 9 transport ships, 4 minesweepers, 12 minelayers 
and other small craft. Discussions with United States State Department have 
made it clear that there is nothing to be gained by attempting to persuade 
Soviet Government to forego part of their share in favour of more equitable 
division among all naval Powers who have been active in naval war against 
Japan. 

2. We are anxious to divide our share with interested Dominion Govern-
ments and Government of India and should be glad to know whether you 
have any requirements. 
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3 . French Government last Janua ry put in a claim for share of Japanese
Fleet and we are replying that we are prepared to offer them - a po rt ion of
our share as was dope ,in case of German Fleet. United States Government
will also allocate a portion of their share to France . Small portion of United .Kingdom share may also be offered to Netherlands Government .

4 . Similar telegram is being sent to India .

188. DEA/104E

Le secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures
aû secrétaire aux Dominions

Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs to -Dominions Secretary
TELEGRAM 393 O ttawa, October 26, 19.46
SECRET. Your Circular D. 909 of October 7. Disposal of Japanese Fleet.

While we appreciate your willingness to divide your share of remaining
surface vessels of Japanese Navy, Canadian Government does not repeat not
wish to acquire any of these ships .

189. DEA/8364-C-40

Mémorandum de la troisième direction politique au sous-secrétaire d'Éta t
aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Third .Political Division to Under-Secretary of Statefor External Affairs

SECRET [Ottawa,] November 5, 1946'
FAR EASTERN COMMISSION : REPARATIONS CONFERENCE

Despite the efforts of the United States to bring . this matter . to a head, little
progress has been made . We have declared our'support for any solution which
would permit the, Conference to get under way and settle the points on which .
some agreement can be reached, leaving the matter of external assets for such
further discussion and negotiation as may be advisable .

While 'the U .S .S .R. *remain adamant in their refusal to recognize the juris-
diction of the Far Eastern Commission over Japanese external assets, there is
some indication that they might be willing to accept a . very small share of
reparations from within Japan . If the matter of external assets is tacitly
ignored for the time being, it is possible that some progress can be made with
the question of allocation of shares along "broad political lines ." Should it
develop that the Soviet claim is sufficiently modest, there would then be a-
basis . for further, action .

The Interdepartmental Committee on Reparations decided last March that
we should support the view that statistical data, where applicable, should .be
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used  as a basis for the allocation of reparation shares. It now appears that the 
United Kingdom, the United States and the U.S.S.R. are all in favour of dis-
cussing the allocation of shares along broad political lines. In view of this, the 
Interdepartmental Committee, at its meeting on November 4th decided that 
we should no longer press for the use of statistical data. 

Our representative has asked us, if and when tentative allocations are pro-
posed, whether we would have any serious objections if our portion were the 
smallest, say, one percent. The Interdepartmental Committee felt that our 
representative should not be authorized to state our willingness to accept any 
specific percentage share at this time, but that he should *maximize the Cana-
dian claim to the best of his ability. 

A draft teletype is attached.t 

190. 	 DEA/8364-R-40 

Le secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires extérieures au haut commissaire 
en Grande-Bretagne 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner 
in Great Britain 

TELEGRAM 2057 	 Ottawa, November 29, 1946 
CONFIDENTIAL. Reference Dominions Office telegrams to External, Nos. 139 
of August 27th,t 169 of October 9tht and 193 of November llth,t Repara-
tions and Restitution Missions to Japan. 

1. The United Kingdom have suggested that five-man teams from each 
Commonwealth Government should be coordinated so that widest coverage 
Péssible be" obtained in survey of Japanese plant and equipment available for 
reparations. They have asked for names and occupations of members of 
Canadian team. 	 • 

2. We replied November 19th as follows: "Canadian team will probably 
consist of three Restitution members, possibly one secretary and one industrial 
investigator  .who  will probably be an expert in aluminum processing and 
fabrication. Name and qualifications of industrial expert will be forwarded 
when appointment has been tentatively accepted. We would be glad to par-
ticipate in discussions on the coordinatkin of Commonwealth teams as sug-
gested in your telegram No. 139 of August 27." 

3. The following information is supplied for background in case you are 
asked to send a representative to participate in discussions on this subject. 

4. After Canadian Government received invitation to send Restitution Team 
to Japa'n, information was passed by Trade & Commerce to Canadian Manu-
facturers Association early in September, so that any industrial conce rns 
interested would be able to put forward names of candidates for teams. To 
date Trade  &.  Commerce have not been approached by any firm interested in 

J. R. MAYBEE 
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obtaining plant or equipment from Japan other than Aluminium Limited, who
wish to obtain aluminum shee t rolling and foil mills and caustic soda plant.
Aluminium Limited have accepted tentative offer of place on Reparations
Team for F. F. Ruthven, their expert on light metals processing and fabrica-
tion. One condition of appointment was that Ruthven should render report of
his survey of Japanese - industry to Canadian Government, whose , property it
would . become.

5 . It is unlikely that another-technical expert to- survey plant available for
reparations will be appointed for the time being, owing to the lack of interest
shown by Canadian industry in Japanese reparations . It is possible the situa-
tion may change when further information on plant and equipment available
has been obtained .

6. Sun and 'Manufacturers Life Insurance Companies both wish to send
representatives to Japan to clear up substantial restitution cases and probably
one place on Restitution Team will be offered them .

.7 . The . remaining three places wi ll be held in reserve until situation with
respect to reparations removals from Jap an becomes clearer and extent of
private Canadian restitution claims against Japan is known . We definitely
expect . to make up our team to full membership of five in due course .

8 . If projected discussions take .place, I suggest your representative make
no commitments on our behalf until we know further the nature and extent of
coordination of Commonwealth Teams proposed by the United Kingdom. We
would be unwilling to substitute an expert in another field for the Aluminum
man, . whose services we hope to obtain, since Aluminium Limited will be
paying his expenses .

191. DEA/8364-C-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External A ffairs to Ambassador in United States

TELEGRAM EX-3036 Ottawa, December 3, 1946

SECRET. Your WA-4208 and WA-4209 of November 27th,t Far Eastern
Commission, Reparations Conference .

1 . We continue to hold the view that the United States scheme to evade
the deadlock with the U .S .S .R. is likely to have unfortunate consequences on
other political fronts, and that a settlement of the reparations question should,
if at all possible, be achieved within the Far Eastern Commission . In so far
as this question cannot apparently be settled to the satisfaction of all con-
cerned unless some account is taken of Japanese external assets, and since the
U.S .S .R. continue to maintain that the Far Eastern Commission is not com-
petent under its terms of reference to deal with external assets, we feel that
the question of the Commission's jurisdiction should be referred to the Coun-
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cil at a later date. 
3. We would apprecia.te your comment on: this- suggestion, either before 

or after you discuss it with ..other ,Comrnonwealth representatives and take 
it up informally and 'confidentiall3i .  with' State -  Departnient officials, so that 

the. suggestion  is favourably regarded, a proposal to refer this matter to 
the Foreign Ministers could be put before the Commission at an early  date. 
You will bear in _mind_ that if such:action.is to be :taken; :it 'will be desirable 
that it should be done before the -.Foreign -  Ministers become preoccupied 
witii. the consideration of a peace treaty for Germany.„ 

4. We  agree with the United Kingdom that the 'most urgent aspect of the 
reparations problem is the stabilization of the Japanese economy at peacetime 
levels. We also feel that this can be largely achievetr withôut a .Coinplète 
settlement of the reparations question. We suggest that the- cfeestion of speed-
ing work on this subject be raised at steering ctimmittee cieconImission level; 
so that methods may:be worked out to reach policy 'decisions- on this Matter 
at the earliest possible date. Mr. Borton's1  suggestion -that the Comssion 
might go into virtually continuous special session to deal with  the  subject is 
worth consideration. 

5 If,  when the' work- on the level' of Japanese indt.istri is' complete, no 
satisfactory ruling on the -question of external assets has yet been receiVed 
from the Council of Foreign Ministers, we would consider the thne'to be 
riper for consideration of the United States proposal to draW up interim 
directives ordering the removal of reparations to needy countries. In this 
Connection, we feel that the urgency of the case of each country which claims 
that the rehabilitation of its economr 'depends on  the acquisition of repara-
tions allotments from Japan should be studied on its merits, with special 
attention being given to the ability of the country concerned to remove, 
absorb and make use of Japanese plants and equipment without delay. For 
your information, we are inclined to agree with Mr. Vincent, 2  for instance, 

	

'Chef, division des affaires de l'Asie' du 	1  Chief, Division of Northeastern  Asian 
nord-est, département d'État des États-Unis: Affairs, Department of State of United States. 

	

'Directeur, Bureau des affaires de l'Ex- 	2  Director, Office of Far Eastern Affairs, 

	

trème-Orient, département d'État des États- 	Department of State of United States. 
Unis. 

cil- of-Foreign-Ministers, *h ~ de*ùpthe 	 terins Of' reference 
in-December, '1945. - You Will iedall that' the -question Of external - -asSets waS 
referred to the Foreign Ministers in PariS - laSt 	but no decision Was 
returned. 	 . 	; 	 z. 

2: We appreciate that the -United States 'h'e, in prolonged negotiations, 
patiently endeavoured to reach' a basis- for agreement- with  the  U.S.S.R.. We 

hoWever, that a fresh *effort along the lines 'suggested woùld be worth 
-While, particularly since Mr.- Byrnes appears .--to. appreciate' the' possible long 
range consequences of the present United States proposals: ,  It: wôüld -be 
preferable for the Commission to refer this matter to the Foreign Ministers 
now rather than for the U.S.S.R.,as an injured.party, to raise it in the Coun-. 	_ 	. 
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that China's internal transportation, - power facilities and technica1 organiza:

tion have not been .sufâciently rehabilitated .to make use of Japariese plants>

at this time,' even if dèliveries were made .

6 . In the meantime, we would not be averse to the settlement of the whole
problem by some- practical face-saving device such as that suggested by the
Australian: representative on the Far Eastern Commission , as outlined in your

WA-4245 t of December 2nd, or the New Zeâland proposal for amending
theterms of reference of the-Conference as indicated in Your WA-3869 of

October 29th. t

PARTIE 4/PART 4

RAPATRIEMENT DES . JAPONAIS

- REPATRIATION OF JAPANESE

DEA/3363-D-40192.

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux :Affhires ~ extérieures- . .
au : sous-ministre -du Travail .-

Under-Secretary of State f or Externat - A ffairs to Deputy Minister of Labour
5,, 1946Ottawa, February

tion . . .It would ~appe, .that one of ; the factors that is probably causing them

Dear Mr .* MacNamara,
With reference to previous- correspondence t concerning financial arrangey-

ments for . the movement ofpersons, of Japanese origin from Canada to Japan,
I am now enclosing herewith a copy of Teletype WA-611 of yesterday's date .
You will - note from this ;that, contrary , to our. understanding, no message has
yet gone from 'Washington: to : the Supreme Commander with regard to .the
financial provisions .

The teletype which I am enclosing raises a number . of. points on which the
United States' authorities would apparently like . to,have -additional informa-

some concern .
is that,' under the arrangements we propose,,, repatriates from

Canada will have a distinctly better arrangement .- than the persons ; who are
bèing_;sent from . the United States . However, this would be the case whether
they were required . to take all their assets with them at - the time of departure
or whether they,were allowed to leave part of the value on deposit in Canada .
- So'.far .as the .question . raised in Paragraph 3 of the teletype is concerned ,

itwould :seem that .Paragraphs 6(1) (b) and 6(2) of P.C . 7355 of-December
15th prôvide a fairly adequate answer . I do not . quite know why they have
got so involved over the question of appreciation or depreciation of property
left .with, theCustodian, since the Order clearly indicates that what the Cus-
todian, is to do is simply sell- the property, and . transmit the , .proceeds. No ques-
tion of advance valuation or of the issuance of 'a yen receipt based on such an. . . : . ,
advance. valuation. a rises.
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..$Q far as Paragraph.,4 is concerned, I assume there is some danger that yen 
receipts might be lost by accident Or through gambling, as is suggested. In the 
case Of loss .through accident, presumably there could be  • some means of 
having the receipts numbered and dùplicates issued under proper precaution-
ary conditions. Loss by gambling would hardly seem to be a concern  of ours. 
If it would help any, presumably we could, as suggested, cable ahead  astate.-
ment of the amounts to the credit of each individual-p.erson, but .I think it 
would still be desirable for the Japanese themselves to. hold some statement 
in evidence of the assets they left behind.  • , 

I an;i  a little .surprised at the suggestion that one of the concems of the 
United States'  authorities is to prevent the Japanese having assets in Canada 
which would be available to them  Jshould  they be permitted at any time to 
re-enter  Canada or should their Canadian-bom children be allowed to return. 
It would seem to be a question entirely for decision by the Canadian authori-
ties ,at a later date whether or not a.ny of the Japanese were to be allowed to 
return and it is a little difficult to see in what respect the United States 
authorities are. affected. I can only- assume that they feel that any concessions 
that are made by us with regard to the retention of title to assets in Canada 
will.affect the provisions. that they will have to make in the United States. 

I am sending copies of the teletype to Mr. Turk of the Foreign Exchange 
Control Board and to Mr. Hodgkin of the Department of Finance. I shall 
appreciate it if you could give me your views as to the reply that should be 
sent -to Washington. 

Yours sincerely, 
[N. A. ROBERTSON 

. [PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au .  secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures .  

Ambassador in United States to Secretary.of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM WA-611 	. 	 Washington, February .4, 1946 

My WA-490, January 28th,t. repatriation of Japanese .from Canada to 
Japan, financial arrangements. 
, 1. On receipt of telephone information this morning from State Department 
that the message to the Supreme Commander has not, repeat not, been 
despatched I arranged for a.repre,sentative of the Embassy to see the State 
Department officials conCerned to enquire the reason for the delay. A long 
meeting was held this afternOon with State Department officials in the Finan-
cial Section and it was learned that it was the State Department and not 
Tre,asury which has held up the despatch of the message. 

.2.. State Department objection was 'that this procedure might contravene 
the policy which .they are endeavouring to carry out that there will be no 
Japanese in Japan with any rights, property or financial, in foreign countries. 
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Theÿ tliérefore wondered whs etherour proposed p"rocedure would " be 1in es-
sence an- exception, -and they would` like 'inf6rmation` Ôn the status Of the-; •
property which- the Japanese wôuld leave in Canada .- This dividés itself into
two,problems : . . .

(a) Cash : or liquid: assets, and. . .. . . .
(b) Assets . as yet undisposed. of.-,-

3 -- I would" . appreciate any , information you can -supply' as to the actual
procedure which will be followed in respect ta - both - types of- assets . For
example; : in - respect to (b) will the title vest- in the Custodian and; . if so,
how - is the property. to : :be valued . Taking . as a practical case a-farm, if it is
valued . - and.,a - yen non-negotiable receipt is ~ issued, then . the farm : may either
increase or decrease in-valué, ,with-the result that o .the . Canadian :autho rities .may
have a: profit or: may have aô ~stand-a' •loss . :

4. The question-of receipts , genera lly- was also - discussed and 'the, State
Department- officials seemed to be coming around 'to the view ,that, 'as receipts
might be lost or gambled, wôùld it not lie be tter to merely cable the autho ri-
ties -in -Japan â -list of--' the` individuals and * thé 'amoùnt of credit in yen' on
which'they -could draw. This amount would,' of course, be` the same' amoûnt
in . each individual case; :as-. would be shown if the : negotiable receipts . were
issued: From this point the discussion: developed that if the -Japanese would
gain .no benéfit in respect to their - property left in - :Canada by. -reason- of
appreciation in value or-change in the exchange rate should the; ;whole amount
to their credit not be cabled : ~Theÿ could . then draw any amount they desired
leaving the :balance : as_: a eredit in Japan . This thought again arises from the
desire of the Ame rican autho rities to prevent Japanese in Japan having assets
in Canada or the United States which would be available to them should they
be permitted at any time to re-entèr 'either of ` thèse countries, or should
their American or Canadian-born children return .. . _: . ; . , . . . -. . . _

5. From the discussion you will appreciate 'that''this matter is far from
being settled . and it is 'difficult for -me to_.press the matter as a final decision
is,necessary only in respect to the repatriates of Canada, because_the repatri-,
ates from the United States can still only take a fixed amount of credit
irrespective of how much property they own.

193. DEA/3363-D-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Ambassador in United States

TELEGRAM EX-425 Ottawa, February 8, 1946

IMMEDIATE . Reference your WA-611 of February 4th concerning financial
arrangements for the movement of persons of Japanese origin from Canada
to Japan.
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upon. reCeipt.  of - your teletype.intimating that no• commtinicar 
:thin had yet been  -sent to the Supreme. Commander in JaPan•With regard tà 
•the- proposed .  financial • arrangements, :the- matter was discùssed with the 
Deputy MiiiiSter  61 Labourand the folloWing is the tekt of a letter frorn 
-him of tordày's date: 
"We have your letter Of February 5th. r 	 ' 
. .We are yery much concerned thàt the completion of financial arranger 

'ments has nét proceeded further than appears to be the..casè and to learn 
that glé proposals which werè formulated by the U.S.. authorities and con 
'firined. by us and which We .understood had been sùbmitted to the Supreme 
Allied -  Coniniander, have not gone forward. The qùeStions raised by the 
U.S. authorities indicate a misconceptiOn of the  situation. As you say, thé 
questions  raised in paragraph three of the teletype are answered by referenée 
to paragraphs 6(1) (b) and 6(2) of P.C.' 7355.• , - • 

The only.receipt which a Japanese Obtains from  the  Custodian is simply. 
a receipt for naOnies .left with the Cuitodian by the Japanese prior' to leaving 
Canada. The'funds so left on deposit with the Custodian together .with the . . . 
proceeds of any 'other real or personal property, which•has not been dispoSed 
of by such Japanese prior to departure from Canada, are simplY held b3'r 
the .Custodian:*for the':credit .. of the Japanese and for subsequent transfer 
'through the pùrchase of suitable foreign .exchange at à later  date: The  function 
of the  Custodian-IS. that simply of . -an official. under the authorit 
cénferred by P.C. 7355... . ': • • - " - • 

'It follows that title to asSets undisposed of would Vest in .  the CuStolan 
•and he:wOùld theni proceed to realize on the proPerty as soon as POSsible at 
the best' Price  possible  and credit the net prnceeds tà the  account of the 
repatriate. This ,amount woùld then be transferred to thé repatriate in Japan 
by purchase of suitable foreign exchange presumably •JapaneSe whenever the 
Custodian found it  possible  to complete  arrangements  to do so. Please  note  
that the ,only yen receipts Which it is propoSed will issue at this  tune  will be 
in  respect of funds which the repatriate takes With hint on repatriation. No 
'yen' receipts will be issued and turned over to repatriates at time of rePatria-
tion in respect to funds' to the credit of the repatriate with the Custodian 
which are left on deposit for later transfer. 	 . 

' With respect. to paragraph four of the despatch, we fully agree with your 
comment that while it would certainly be of assistance to cable 'ahead a 
'statement Of the amount of the yen receip' t to be issued, we are still of  the 

 'opinion that this in itself Would hardly be adequate and that  the issue  Of a 
'yen receiPt in exchange for monies turned in is necessary and .advisable and 
it will facilitate repatriation arrangements. 

We do not' believe that the possibility of loss of receipt is sufficient grounds 
for abandoning the Pràcedure which has been proposed. It should not ,be 
,too difficult to provide for the later issue Of a duplicate receipt in .such 
cireumstances. . - . *. • - 
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We see no . reason : why, however, funds standing to -the credit of . the . repa-
triate with the - Custodian realized by him from sale of assets and which
are not taken by. the repatriate with him could -not be subsequently trans-
ferred by establishing by cable `the credit in Japan which individuals could
draw. The ques tion of re-entry of Japanese into Canada would be - a mafiter
of later Government decision and is not a matter for present consideration.

It seems clear that until this matter . of transfer of funds is settled, this
Department is, not in a position . to fix sailing dates, or requisition specific
phi s . It seems evident that in order to obtain a decision, it wi ll be necessary,
we suggest, for the Ambassador, Mr. Pearson, to take the matter up- directly
with the higher , oofficers of the State Department and Treasury Department
in order to obtain . immediate confirmation of the arrangements which were
put forward by . the United States authorities and .which have been confirmed
by us and ' to obtain also, without delay, the approved form - of yen receipt
which we . can arrange to , issue . Would . you, therefore, take the matter up
directly with Mr. Pearson to this end to ensure ' that this will be done? Unless
'we can get,immediate ' satisfactory action on `this matter, our wholerepatria :-
tion programme may fall through . I know you. : appreciate the - importance
ofihis matter."

The comments in the above, as you will observe from certain references,
are in , general, .in .accord with the views we ' expressed :to the .Department .of
-Labour upon receipt :of your teletype under reference : I have no . doubt that
the primary concern of the United States authori ties in` this matter is that the
applicationhere - of provisions more generous to the Japanese than their own
may .prove an .embarrassment to them. While this maybe the case, , it is also
true that the, policies applied . in other respects, in the two countries have
not been .completely . similar, and the government here would .be subject to
even more severe c riticism . than is at present being received if the financial
arrangements applicable '. to the persons going to Japan were made less gen-
erous than those that have been contemplated and announced . 1 explaine d

general_ the situation with regard tô, this matter in, my EX-161 of January
17th.t

Whatever : may be, the reasons behind the position . taken by : the United
States autho rities on this question, it - seems to me that certain :of the points
raised . by them as set forth in your teletype WA-611 are not of . serious
moment . There is no question of appreciation . or .depreciation .. of - proper ty
left .with _ the Custodian since the. receipts will not 'be expressed in dollar or
ÿen terms: They will . simply be for the article, object or 'piece of proper ty
concerned and the ,amount to the credit of the . person will be ' simply the
price realized on disposition. The question of loss of,receipts or of dissipation
through -gambling does not seem to be a serious consideration . There could
be cabled - con firmation of receipts - given, but it seems clear that there would
be trouble if the Japanese were expected to sail without - any evidence in
their possession of cash or - property left behind. The question of future - re-
entry into Canada for repatriates or their children and of allowing them to
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. 	. 
léee assets in the hope of future re-entry >seems to bé entirely à 'question 
for the Canadian government. 	• 

As Mr. MacNamara points out, the entire . programme for movement, even  
of those Japanèse vvho are anxious ;  to go of their own volition, has to be 
completely held  up until this question can be settled. In the circumstances 
I  think It is important that this matter should be taken uP at à high level, 
if possible by yourself, in order to explain the position '.of the Canadian 
gcivertunent and the urgency of the question.' _ 

DEA/3363-D-40 

L'Ambassadeur :aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in United States to. Secretary of  State,  for  External Affairs 

TELEGRAM WA-829 	 Washington, February 19, 1946 
. 	 . 	. 	• 	• 	, 

Repatriation .of Japanese  from  Canada  to Japan. 
1. We have had..a further discussion with officers of the Finance Division 

d the State Depârtment  and have been informed that they have submitted 
to the Treasury Department for approyal and transmission to the Supreme 
Çommander the following proposal: . 	 • - 	• 	 _ 	 , 
. (a) That Japanese be perraitted to transfer to Japan-all their assets with-
out limit. Such transfer is to be arranged by surrender of their assets to the 
Çanadian authorities, wlio -Will. in turn deposit - same-  in a ,special account 
in'the name ,of thé Supreme. Commander, and will .notify the Amerié- an 
aiithorities of the amount standing to the credit- of eàèh indiVidual expressed 
In yen .at the rate of 15 yen  to $1.00 (U.S.). The United States will then 
notify the Suprême Commander by telegram of the ,amount  of  credit to which 
each repatriate is entitled. If the Canadian authoritieà‘ wish to,.give the 
Japanese a receipt expressed  in yen they  may  do ,so„ but it will  be  the 
telegraphic communication, not the receipt, which will.entitle the ,Japanese 
to obtain funds on arrival in Japan. • . • . •• • 

(b) With respect to property retaine d  in Canada, the State,Department is 
adamant that no instrument should be given to the Japanese indicating that 
they have an interest in property - in Canada. It ià, therefore, suggested that 
any  receipt which might be given to the Japanese for `prépérty left with the 
Çustodian would state that property as described therein  had  been sur-
rendered to the Custodian for liquidation. Any wording indicating  that  such 
property is held in trust for the individual Japanese would not, •repeat not, 
be satisfactory. The State Department officials stressed their desire to have 
balances sent to japan_as soon as liquidation was effected. Transmission of 
such proceeds would follow the same procedure as described in (a) above, 
namely, deposit by the Canadian authorities and telegraphic confirmation to 
Japan. We discussed the possibility of a change in exchange rates between 
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the present time and the time of subsequent .transmittal of funds . No objec-
tion was raised to this provided that the funds are to. be sent to . the Japanese
as soon as liquidation takes places and are not held until a request is received
from the person en ti tled: This: does not make it possible for the Canadian
authorities to carry out their expressed intention of permitting the Japanese
to leave assets: in Canada without limit as to' time, as provided for in Order-
in-Council P .C. 7355 of December 15th, '1945 .

2. I am pressing this matter and will -report as soon as I hear about
Treasury Department's reaction- to the current proposal.

3. With respect to the transportation arrangements, I would appreciate a
reply to my, WA-621 of February 5tht so that this aspect may be completed .

195. DEA/50076-40

Mémôründum ' du" "sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieure s
au. Premier ministre

Memorandum f rom Under-Secretary of State for External A ffairs
to Prime Minister

. . . _.. , . . . . _ . .
1946, .. _ . . , [Ottâwâ;]., February 27,' .

THE CABINET, COMMITTEE ON' THE ' JAPANESE : '

The meeting of the Cabinet Committee ôn the 7apanese problem was held
this mornirig ; as~-plà :nned; to give consideration to the stèps that should now
be taken`in the light of the -Supreme Court decision:"

So far as the decision itself is concerned; Mr. Mitchell and Mr: Mac-_
Namara wereof the opinion that the majority decision with regard to non-
deportation 'of wives and children . might become a véry real - obstacle in the
way of any effective deportation proceedings. The position of the wives would
presént `no difficulty, dué to , the fact that in all cases : they were given the same
opportûnity as their husbands ' to indicate their wishes as to ' movement'- to
Japan. In, the ~casé of, the children, however, it was felt-that many Japanese•
would use the decision. as an opportunity to prevent , their * ôwn deportation by
refusing to take their children with them . Such a move wôuld involve the
consequence of breaking-up families and of leaving it to the government t o

1 Le, Comité, coopératif . sur les Japonais
canadiens, un groupe qui défend ait les droits
des Japonais 'canadiens', avait contesté la
vali dité de trois Décrets . en` Conseil, P.C .
7355, 7356 et 7357 du--15 décembre 1945, qui
gouvernaient le rapatriement des Japonais
canadiens et la suppression de leur * citoyen-
neté canâdienne. La question fut étudiée par
la Cour suprême qui, 'en- général, confirma la '
validité des Décrets en Conseil ., Voir F. . E . La
Violette, The Canadian Japanese and ' World
War7l . Toronto : University of Toronto Press,
1948, p. 258 à 274 .

"The Co-operative Committee on Japanese
Canadians, a group which defended the rights
of Japanese Canadians, had challenged thé
validity of three Orders in Council, P .C.
7355, 7356 ' and 7357 of December 15, 1945,
which governed the repatriation of Japanese
Canadians and the removal of their Canadian
citizenship . The-'issue was studied by the
Supreme . Court which generally upheld thé
validity ; of the Orders in Council . See F. E .

. La Violette, The .Canadian Jirpanese and
World War II. Toronto : University of : Toi-
onto Press, 1948 ; pp . 258-274 : . .

ItA
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prôvide -Maintenance -  fôr  the  Children. *  in  this. • côuntry -  if depOrtation - Were 
darriécrthibugh, or of -allbWing deportatibrf to - lapse.  In thé Circumstances, it 
.WaStagreed by thé Meeting that it would probably bé bseless to attempt to 
carry forward the movement of .any other than voluntary repatriates as long 
as  the decision reniained as atr presenLThis• fact:in itSelf was thought to-  con-
stitute an important argument in faVour  of  allowing an  • appeal to go forward 
to the :PriVy: Council-in. the hope  thàt this  aspect :of the decision .might be 
reversed. . . 

In the light of the aboi,e'situation, it Was felt that, while it Wduld otherwise 
be desirable tb avoid having ani appeal Carried:to the Privy Council, neverthe-
les.s this - probably could  not  be avoided unless the government Were prèpared 
to face thé possibility  that  the  • entire deportation  programme  would be 
blOcked. As an additional Èactor; ifwas felt -that, while it might be possible to 
Secure  agreement  fÉom Mr. Biewin and the Toronto 'Committee,'  that  they 
WOuld not proceed with their .appeal if the -government Policy were modified 
in certain respects as they desired,' nevertheless anisuCh commitment would 
be no guarantee against having appeals carried by other Conimittees through-
out Canada or by - japanesé individuals involved.*In short; there appeared  • to 
be no reasonable possibility of carrying 'through a - sUcceSsful 'policy under the 
terms of the present judgment and, .at the same time, no way of having that 
judgment altered other than by an appeal to the Privy Council. 

After =careful -consideration, the Committee decided that it would reçom-- 
ment to Cabinet that an announcement should be made on behalf of the goy- 

	

. . 	 „ 

	

emment to the folloWing effeCt: 	. • - 	• 	• 
(a) That, in the light of the nnéeitainty'creked in the legal situation by 

the differing.judgments .of the Supreme. Court, the government would facilitate 
the hearing of ,an appeal on the question by the Privy Council. 

(b) That  arrangements would be made at as early a date .'es  possible for 
.any JaPâileSe whci wiShed to 'do s6; io leaVe 'Canada for Japan on a purely 
voluntary.baSis under the 'conditions .  alteady laid dôwn by Order in Council. 
The other aspects. of the deportation. poliey.would.be  held'iniabeyante pend- 

	

ing thé decision' on -the appeal. - 	 : 	— • 	• 
(c) That the apPointment of the Commission  to review the casés of Japan-

ese persons would be deferred until the hearing of the appeal had been comL. 
pleted, and that befOre its establishment :its terms • of reference' 'would 'be 
re-examined'. 

In addition, the CoMmittee decided to recommend (not for announcement) 
that the Department of Labour should take immediate measures to encourage 
dispersal and settlement of the Japanese in Canada as rapidly as possible. For 
this purpose it was felt to be essential that the ban on the purchase of land 
by Japanese persons should be lifted. The Committee was of the view that it 
was highly desirable to have resettlement on as permanent a basis as possible 

•  Le Comité coopératif sur les Japonais 	1 The Co-operative Committee on Japanese 
canadiens. F. A. Brewin était un des avocats 	Canadians. F. A. Brewin was  one. of the 
du Comité, 	 lawyers of the Cominittee. 
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at an :early date since the Orders in Council which enable the restriction : and
control of the Japanese' persons in this count ry. -will lapse at December . 31st
next, with the termination of the National Emergency Transitional Powers
Act.

While the sending of an appeal to London will mean that no hearing can
probably be;completed before June at the` ear liest, Mr. MacNamara was of
the view: that this would not, in reality, involve any delay in: the se ttlement of
the problem .since he felt that,it was likely to,take some months yet before
arrangements could be agreed on with the . . United States authorities and
çleared, with General MacArthur for the details of the movement. There have
been unexpected difficulties with regard to the capacity of the Japanese to
take funds .from Canada to Japan . The United States authorities are being
guite strict in this matter, although they have finally agreed that the Japanese
should be able to take all their funds with them. (At first they were opposed
to their being allowed to take more than a stipulated amount of very modest
size. ) If : this arrangement -seems satisfactory it sti ll has . to be cleared with
General MacArthur, and there is every probabili ty that there will be lengthy

delays: In view of . this it was felt that the time involved in an -appeal might be

an advantage rather than. an embarrassment.
N. A. R[OBERTSON ]

DEA/3363-D-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires extérieures - ..

à l'ambassadeur, aux Etats-Unis

Secretary of State for External A#airs :to Ambassador in United'States

TELEGRAM, 'EX-649 Ottawa, March 2, 1946

Reference your teletype WA-829 of February 19th, concerning financial
arrangements for, the movement of Japanese from Canada to Japan .

The latest United States - proposal, as outlined in. your- teletype under
reference, has now been discussed with the Department of Labour and repre-
sentatives - from the office of , the; Custodian and of,. the Comptroller of - the
Treasury : : After' discussion it has been-, agreed, in view of the , United States
position; to drop the original intention of -allowing the Japanese to leave
sums on deposit in Canada without commitment as to early transmission .
This will meet one of the major United States objections . It is felt, however,
that certain modifications are necessary . in the United States proposal, as
outlined in your teletype, in order to enable the transfers to be handled in a
practical manner . The following modified proposal has been prepared and the
Deputy Minister of Labour has asked that it be brought forward for dis-
cussion at as early a date as possible with the United States authorities .

The text of the proposal is as follows:
"Other deportation ' and repa triation arrangements, are suspended pending

the finding of a satisfactory formula for hand ling the funds of Japanese
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'iépatriates and • the: delay- is Causing éoncern»With 'the:object -  of obtaining 
an early decisiOn which will give effect, so far as circiiinstances permit, to the 
terms of 	'7355; the following- alternative proposal ià submitted -  for 
immediate consideration of the United States: authorities concerned: 	- • 
' A. that, at  or iimnediately prior to deParture, a yen receipt be issùed to 
or for each pet-son who is being deported to Japan in the terms of Section 
No 7 of P.C. 7355 and for the amounts Set out in Sub-Sections "(a) and (b) 
cif that SectiOn only.' The Canadian -  Government will deposit .a sum equivalent 
to the total' Value of yen receipts issued at the rate of 15 yen to $1.00 (U.S.) 
in a special acCciunt in the name àf the Supreme Commander and will notify 
the American authoritieS of the amount so deposited' and provide them with 
details of those Japanese' to whom yen receiptS have been issued. *While we 
cénsider it preferable that all  yen receiins be cashed by any bank in Japan 
and forwarded by the paying bank to the Bank of Japan for ultimate tedemp 
tion or disposition .by the financial' agent of the Supreme Commander, if 
that is - not possible . we agree that the United States notify the Supreme Cm-
mander by • telegram of the amount grantéd to each repatriate in order tà 
enable the Japanese to obtain funds on arrival in *Japan. It is essential that 
evidence of actual . receipt of such funds . by the deported or repatriated 
Japanese to whom théy are 'paid, be provided. to the Canadian authorities. 
To this end it is suggested that the financial' agent for the Suprerne Com-
mander obtain a receipt for all such monies so paid and either transmit a 
copy thereof to  the Japanese Division, Department of Labour, Ottawa,  or 
provide them with a stateMent or statements froin time to time, confirming 
that the payments and the amounts thereof have actually been made to the 
individual Japànese concerned. 

B. that all real or personal property of any kind whatsoever, including 
any money in the possession of or standing to the credit in Canada of any 
person who is being deported, be transferred for his account to the Custodian 
of Enemy, Property. The Custodian of Enemy Property will sell such property 
as has been vested in him as soon as, • in his opinion, it is reasonably 
practicable' to do so, placing the net proceeds realized from such sale to the 
credit of such person. Immediately after such liquidation and realization 
and subject to: 

1. deduction for reasonable handling charges; 
2. deduction, where possible, for amounts advanced under A. above, 

the Custodian of Enemy Property will deposit an amount equivalent to the 
sum then standing to the credit of each person who has been deported to 
Japan in a special account in the name of the Supreme Commander and will 
notify the Anierican authorities of the amount standing to the credit of each 
individual expressed in yen at the rate of 15 yen to $1.00 (U.S.). It is 
understood that the United States will then notify the Supreme Commander 
by telegram of the amount of credit to which each repatriate is entitled. It 
is essential that evidence of actual receipt of such funds by the deported or 
repatriated Japanese to whom they are paid, be provided to the Canadian 
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authorities. To , * this ~ end it~ is : suggested ' that the- firiancial .. agent -- for. ., :the
Supreme Commander •obtain a receipt for all sùch :monies so paid and either
transmit a copy~ thereof Ao the Japanese - .Division, '.Department ôf Labour,
Ottawa, or providé lhem with a - statement :or statements, frôm: time to :time,
confirming that the payments . and the -amounts thereof : have actually been
made to the individual Japanese, concerned."

y yp ht. that . this matterI am aware from- our telet e WA-737 of February 12 t

has been discussed with the Under-Secretary of . State and I assume that this
should lead to , some expedition in the settlement of - the problem. However,
the, entire question has now been under discussion for something over two
months witho..ut . yet getting as far as General MacArthur and, in the circum-
stances ; the anxiety of the authorities here who are responsible for - the solu-
tion of this problem is understandable. It would be appreciated if anything
possible could. be done by yourself persona lly or . in any other .effective
manner to try to ensure that serious and early, attention is given to this
matter. No movement even of persons going volunta ri ly -is possible until the
financial arrangements are settled.

For your ~ confidential information I may say that it is - probable that an
appeal will be carried to the Privy Council by the ' Co-operative Committee
on Japanese Canadians from the decision as handed down - by - the Supreme
Court . In the - circumstances, this may mean that only those Japanese who
are genuine :volunteers may be moved in the near future-possibly along with
certain Jâpanese . nationals . - The government is very anxious, however, to
have any .Japanese who wish to leave Canada do so at as early a date as
can be arranged:

.197: DEA/50076-40

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire dÉtat aux Affaires extérieures

Meinorandicric` by ~ Undér=Secrétary Of Staté j or Extérnal- Affairs

SECRET [Ottawa,] March 6, 194 6

DEPORTATION OF 'PERSONS OF JAPANESE RAC E

At its meeting on March 6th, the Cabinet, upon the recommendation of the
Minister of Labour, agreed :

(a) that, in the light of the uncertainty created in the legal situation by thediffering judgments of the Supreme Court, the government ; facilitate the
hearing of an appeal on the question by the Judicial Committee of the United
Kingdom Privy Council ;

(b) that, pending the outcome of the appeal, arrangements be made at as
early a date as possible for any Jap anese who wished to do so, to , leave
Canada for Japan on ;a purely volunta ry basis ;

(c) that the appointment of the Commission to review the cases of Japan-
ese persons be deferred until - the hearing of the appeal had been completed,
and that before its establishment its terms of reference be reconsidered ; * and
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(d) .that an-  early announcement be made  to the above -  effect. 	' 
It wasfurther agreed-that consideration be given to  the  steps to be taken by 

the  government immediately to facilitate general re-settlement of loyal Japan-
ese persons throughout the country and that, to assist in achieving re,settle-
ment on a permanent basis the prOhibition on the purchase of land by such 

 persons be lifted. 
N. A. KOBERTSON] 

DEA/3363-D-40 

. L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in United States to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM WA-1082 	r 	 Washington, March 7, 1946 

Financial arrangements for repatriation of Japanese from Canada to Japan. 
The following is the text  of a memorandum received from the Department *of 
State 'tôday. In - • a subsequent teletype I will transmit some -comments on this 
Memorandum  arising out of- the•disctiSsion held with State Department officers 
this •morning at the time the note Was delivered. • 

Memorandum 	• 	 - 
Reference is made to the request_of the Canadian Embassy for information 

as to what arrangements in connection with the. repatriation of Japanese 
assets from Canada would,be in accordance with regulations in effe,ct in Japan 
with respect to the importation of property by Japanese being repatriated to 
Japan. • . 

Information' available" to the State and Treasury Departments indicates that 
under existing regulations in Japan, Japanese repatriates-frord Canada will•be 
permitted to take into Japan their personal effects, such as clothing, household 
furniture and jewelry, Yen currency not in excess of 1000 Yen, Japanese 
bank deposit or postal savings books, Japanese securities, and evidences • of 
property in Japan or of obligations of persons in Japan. Consequently, any 
such property permitted -to leave Canada will be allowed entry into Japan. 

' Under present regulations in Japan ;  non-Yen currency, non-Japanese secur-
ities, checks, drafts and payment instructions expressed in non-Yen currencies, 
and other non-Japanese obligations and evidenceS of property outside Japan 
will be permitted entry and will be taken up by •japanese customs officiais. 

 Eventual disposition of such items has not yet been determined. 
It is understood that the Canadian Government desires to permit Japanese 

repatriates to liquidate their property in Canada and to repatriate the pro-
ceeds. Subject to the approval of the Supreme Commander for the Allied 
Powers, which has been requested by cable, it is proposed that the United 
States Govermnent accept for the account of. the Supreme Commander with 
the United States Treasury . the dollar equhralent of the pràceeds of the liqui- 

i 

198. 
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dation, and . arrange for payment of the Yen equivalent upon arrival of : Japan

: will . be accepted from th equidationese _repatriates in Japan: . Proceeds . of, li
Canadian Government in -United States do llars . in unlimited amounts . It is

suggested that the Canadian Government transmit to the Department of State

checks drawn to the order of the Treasurer of the United States, together with
schedules specifying the names of Japanese repatriates on whose . behalf the

dollars are remitted and . the : amounts allocated to the respective repatriates .

The Department of State will unde rtake to - see that approp riate schedules . are

forwarded to the Supreme Commander for . the . Allied Powers, who wi ll in-

struct - the Bank of Japan to. make out-payments in Yen at the military rate of

conversion in effect at the time the dollars are deposited in the Supreme Com-
mander's account with the United States Treasu ry . Bank of Japan representa-

tives will be available at port. of debarkation in Japan to make Yen payments .

In the event that the amount to which a repat riate is entitled exceeds the

amount which he can withdraw in cash under Japanese currency regulations,

there will be no objection to retention of. the excess in blocked accounts in

accordance with those regulations.

It is understood that the,Canadian . Government does not wish to force an
immediate liquidation . of . property by Japanese, and wishes to provide that any

property not liquidated before departure wi ll be retained by the Canadian

Enemy Property Custodian to be liquidated :by him at his discretion, with the

Japanese repatriate being given a receipt recording the fact that the Canadian

Enemy~ -Property -Custodian 1as retained the , described properry . It would be

the intention of the Canadian Government to remit the proceeds ' of -liquidation

as soon as the liquidation is complete& Subject to confirmation by the Su-:

preme Commander; the United States Government has no objection to this

procedure . The Japanese repatriates will be permitted to retain upon ent ry
into Japan the receipts _given them .* by the..Canadian Government,~ and remit-

tance of the proceeds will be acceptable, at any, time under_ conditions iden-

tical with those' specified in the preceding paragraph .

` It , is - understood that the Canadian authorities° will examine . repatriates

before they leave Canada to make certain that théy are- not- carrying. out any

items - which are forbidden entry .into Japan. Thé only . items permitted- to be

carried , . out will -be personal ' effects, ~ Yen-currency, Yen-securi ties, Yen=

obligations, evidences of property .in Japan, and .such receipts as the .Cana-

dian Government may wish to provide to Japanese to record , arrangements.

described in the , two preceding paragraphs .

. , . The Depa rtment of State will notify the Canadian Embassy as . soon as the

procedures outlined above have been approved , by the Supreme Commander .

This memorandum ; 'was prepared prior to . the receipt of the Canadian

Embassy's memorandum of March 5th, 1946 .1 With respect to the first sen-

tence of .paragraph A of that memorandum, it will be noted that the United
States Government does not propose to place any restriction on the amount . of

,1 Voir le texte de la proposition " dans Je 1 See text of proposal in telegram of
télégramme du 2 mars', document 196. . March- , 2, Document 196 . .
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remittances made by the Canadian Governmen t . on behalf of Japanese re-,  
patriates from Canada, either at the time of their repatriation or at a later 
date. 	 • 

The Canadian Embassy's memorandum 'suggests that a sum equivalent to 
the total value of Yen receipts issued at the rate of 15 Yen to $1.00 (United 
States) be placed in à spécial account in the name Of .the Suprem.e Comman-
der. The United States Gov,ernment  suggestion  is tbat'the Canadian Govern

-ment remit United •States.  dollars to the United States Treasury Department 
for deposit in the account of . the :Supreme Commander there, and that the 
Yen equivalent payable to the Japanese repatriate  be  computed on the basis 
of the military rate of conversion in effect at the time the dollars are deposited. 
If this arrangement is not satisfactory to the Canadian Government, it can, of 
course, be re-examined. 

Note is taken of the desire of the Canadian Governmen.t to receive evidence 
that payments have been made to the designated Japanese in Japan. The 
Siipreme Commander will be "asked to' obtain receipts or other evidence of 
payment from the Bank of Japan for forwarding to the Canadian Government. 
Department of State, Washington, March 7th; 1946. 

DEA/3363-D-40 
. 	 , 

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis  àu.secrétaire d'Étai aziX Affaires extérieures , 
Ambassador in United States to Secretary, of State .for External A.  ffairs 

TELEGRAM WA-1 095' 	• 	Washington, 'March 8, 1946 , . 	. 
Further to my WA-1082 of March 7th tranSmitting ,a .Memorandum re, 

ceived from the State Department on the subject of financial arrangements 'in: 
the repatriation of Japanese from Canada to Japan, I wish to make the fol-
lowing-comments on the memorandum. 

1. The only new item in the proposal for ,handling this matter is the ques-
tion of the exchange'rate:'Yôii.will• note that the State  and  treasury Depart-
ments suggest that the yen  equivalent of monies or  property surrendered by 
the Japanese be computed on the basis of the military-rate .of,conyersion. in 
effeCt at the tinie that thé dollars are deli' Osited with the Unitéd States 
Tréa'sury. It is 'appreciated by the American authbrities that' there • may be a' 
variation in the rates received by the .early and late repatriates,. but they are 
agr.  eeable to this rather  than  to ,have a fixed.rate for repatriates  from  Canada 
and another rate for  all other financial.,transactions. From mY -  knowledge Of 
the discussions in Ottawa, this change  in  the proposal would  not appear  to 

 raise, any difficulty in principle., It does, however, raise the Second question, 
riamely, thât of receipts. 	 • 

2. Form of receipts. My representative undertook to ensure that théform of 
receipt to be used would be submitted to the United States  Treasury, officials' 
before its issuance.:,As the Americans are not using a -receipt,.no precedent is 
available,.but,in discuSsinethis matter they suggested that the*wording should 

199. 
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be as general as possible and cannot, of course, now be expressed in, yen. 
Wording to the following effect is suggested and, if acceptable, would cover 
both liquid assets and property left with the Custodian, -thereby avoiding the 
necessity for two types of receipts: 

The Canadian Government acknowledges that 	• (name) 	 
has surrendered property situated in Canada as described on the reverse hereof 
and agrees to remit the proceeds of such property immediately or upon liquida-
tion, if such action is required, to Japan under arrangements made with, and 
approved by, the United States Government and the military authorities in Japan  

The credit so established in Japan will be expressed in yen and withdrawals 
from such credit by the person entitled thereto will be subject to Japanese cur-
rency regulations. 

3: The question of pocket money-for the trip was also discussed. You will 
note from the memorandum that, should the repatriates be in:possession of 
any ,  yen currency, such may be taken with them, up to 1,000 yen, but this 
currency ,will, not,, repeat not, be accepted for expenses during the, voyage. 
There is no objection to the repatriates taking Canadian. or American dollars 
to an amount not exceeding $20.00 for trip expenses, but it must be under-
stood that all such non-yen currency not expended will be seized on arrival 
in Japan..Until it is actually known what type of ships will be used to trans-
port the repatriates, it is not known what facilities w ill be provided, nor, 
therefore, whether pocket money will be necessary. This point could prob-
ably best be covered by the appropriate officials on the West Coast when 
definite arrangements for shipping are being made. • ' • 

4. The American authorities will inform me immediately  an  answer is re-
ceived from the Supreme Commander and, in the interval, I would appreciate 
receiving any comments which you may wish to have transmitted to the 
American authorities. 

200. 	 DEA/3363-D-40 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 	- 
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Ambassador in United States 

TELEGRAM EX-799 - 	 Ottawa, March 18, 1946 

Reference your teletype WA-1095 of March 8th, 1946 concerning financial 
arrangements for the movement of Japanese from Canada to Japan and 
particularly Item 2, representatives from  •  the Office of the Comptroller of 
the Treasury and of the Dep-artment of Labour have discussed the proposed 
form of receipt and' it is their view that two forms will be required, as follows: 
1. 

The Government of Canada ackuoveledges .  that 	(name) 	 
has established a credit of  - Japanese yen, which credit  bas  

• been  transferred to the United States Treastiry by the action of the Canadian 
Gov,ernment in- placing to the credit of the account:maintained_ with ,the _United 

3,36 
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"3tates Treasury in the name - of the Supreme Commander of the Allied Forces
in Japan of an equivalent amount of United States dollars converted from

` Japanese yen at the . exchange rate of . . . . . . . . : . . . . . . . . . . : yen to the United States dollar .
The credit represented by this instrument will be . payable in Japan to the

person entitled thereto, subject to the approval of the Supreme Commander and
to Japanese currency regulations .

amount granted each repatriate under Section 7of P.C. 7355 . .' It will beused =again under a different series of numbers after all assets of repatriates
have been converted into cash by the Custodian of ' Enemy Property to
facilitate transfer of the , amount standing to . the credit of each person deported
to Japan, deposited, in- a:_ special;,account in the name of the Supreme Com-mander. In this latter case, it will be part icularly , : useful for accounting
purposes . . . . . . . . . , . .

Form 2 will , schedule all surrendered property situated in Canada,, .the
net proceeds . of which. are to be remitted upon liquidation in accordance with

The Government of Canada acknowledges that . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : . . . (name) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : . .
has surrendered propérty situated in Canada as described on the reverse hereof
and agrees to remi t the net . proceeds of such property immediately or upon
liquidation, if such action is required, to Japan under arrangements made with,
and approved by, the United States Government and the military authorities in
Japan ; Provided that from , the proceeds of such proper ty . there shall be retained
such amounts as are required to repay advances made by the Gove rnment of
Canada by way , of repatriation grant .

Form 1 ' wi ll, be; used ' first - under one series of numbers to evidence th e

our . previous . proposal . . This form will , be non-negotiable . . and will be so

Both forms will be ve rified ,and signed for the Comptro ller of the Treasury
for Canada and place and date will`be recorded as'required .

The Deputy Minister of Labour has - asked that the . concurrence of the
United States authorities to the use of these forms be obtained at as early
a date as possible. ,

marked.

DEA/3363-D-4 0

No . 119

Note de ,l'ambassade aux États* Unis
au département d'État des États-TJnis

'Note f rom Embassy : in United States
to Department of State -of United States

Washington, March 30, 194 6

The Canadian Ambassador presents his compliments to the Secretary of
State o and has the honour to refer to a . Memorandum of the Department of
State datéd : March 7th in connection with - the- repatriation of Japanese : from
Canada -to : Japan .: and - the . transfer ~ of their assets to Japan..
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The Department of State's memorandum has been studiéd by the Canadian

authorities and w as the subject of a conference in, Washington on March

28th between, representatives of , the , United States, Departnients . of State,

Treasury and War. and the Canadian Tre asury and Labour Departments .

The following memorandum of the conference - was prepared by the Cana-
dian representatives, and Mr. Pearson would appreciate confirmation that it
sets forth correctly the agreement reached at the conference .

MEMORANDUM OF CONFERENCE

Under existing regulations in Japan, Japanese depo rtees or repatriates

from . -Canada will be . ,permitted to take into Japan . their personal effects,

such as clothing, household furniture and jewelry, yen currency . not =in `excess

of 1000 . yen, Japanese bank deposits or postal savings books,, Japanese

securitiès, and evidences of property .in . Japan or of obligations of persons

in Jàpan. Consequently, any such property permitted to leave Canada will be

allowed entry into Japan.

The Canadian Government desires to permit Japanese deportees or re-

patriates to liquidate -their property , in Canada and, to repatriate the proceeds .

Subject to the approval of the Supreme' Commander for the Al lied Powers

which has been requested by cable, it is proposed that the United States

Gbvernment accept for the account ~ of the Supreme Commander - with the

United States Treasury the U.S. dollar equivalent of the proceeds 'of the

liquidation and arrange for payment . of the yen equivalent upôn - -arrival of

Japanese deportees or repatriates in Japan .
._ . . _ ., . .

Proceeds of liquidations,will be .,accepted , from the * Canadian Government
in .United States dollars in unlirriited amôunts . The Canadiâ.n Government

will be inforïned' as ` to. the mechanics of the, actual rtransfer - of Canadian
~

funds to the United States "Government ' as soon as' details have been, worked

out between Mr. D. H. Connor and the United States autho rities .

It is understood that the Canadian Government wi ll provide schedules

specifying the names of Japanese deportees or repatriates on whose behalf
thê: dollars~râre renzitted and the amounts allocated to the respective deportees
and repatriates . The United States Department of State would undertake to see
that appropriate schedüles` are forwarded to the Supreme Commander for
the Allied Powers, whô will instruct the Bank of Japan * to make out-payments .

Payment in Japan to .thé:'deportees and repatriates will be effected in accord-
ance with the following procedure ; where schedules and mônies have been
deposited by the Canadian Government with the appropriate United States.

authorities priori to the - arrival of the repatriates in Japan, remittances will
be effected at the rate of exchange in effect on the date of the arrival ' of

the deportees or repatriates in Japan. If. no rate of exchange has been estab-
lished, , the military rate -of' conversion then in effect will govern . The - Bank

of Japan representatives will be available at, the port of debarkation in
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Japan to make Yen payments;. in the case  of  schedules ,and' MonieS which 
are the proceeds of liquidation of asseis left with the'Canadian 'Enemy 
Property Custodian, and which are deposited with the appropriate United 
States authorities after the arrivai  of the deportees or repatriates in Japan, 
the United _States authorities ,will undertake to see that the . appropriate 
schedules are forwarded to the Supreme Commander for the Allied Powers, 
who will instruct the Bank of Japan to 'make out-payments in yen at the rate 
of exchange in effect at the time the .dollars are dePosited in the Supreme 
Commander's account with  the  United States Government. If no rate of 
exchange has been established, the military rate of conversion at the date of 
such deposit will govern. In both cases, should the amount ,to which  •  a 
deportee or repatriate is entitled exceed the amount which he can withdraw 
in cash under Japanese currency regulations, there will be no objection  to 
retention of the excess in blocked accounts in accordance with those 
regulations. 

It is understood that the Canadian-  Government does -  not wish to force 
an inunediate liquidation of property by Japanese, and wishes to provide that 
any property riot liquidated before 'departure will be 'retained by the Cana- . 	 , 
dian: Enemy Property Custodian to beliquidated by -  him at his discretion, _ 	. 
with the Japanese rdeportee, or repatriate given a.,receipt recording the .fact 
that ,the Canadian Enemy Property Custodian  O lias  retained the described 
property. 	, 	 . ; • 	• 

It:Would - be the intention of the Canadian Government .to remit the pro-' 
Ceeds of liquidation as soon  as  the liquidation is completed.. Subject to  con-
firmation by  the reme Commander, the United States Government has  

n  , 	 . 
no objection té this.préCedure. The Japanese deportees and 	riatéS will be'repat , 	 , 
permitted to retain Upon entry to Japan', the receipts given them by  the 
Canadian Governinent, and remittances of the  proceeds will be  acceptable 
at any time under conditions identical with those specified in the preceding 
paragraphs.- . 	• 

It is understood that the Canadian authorities will examine deportees' 
ad  repatriate's before they leave Canada to make certain that they are 'not 
carrying out any items which are forbidden,entry. into Japan. The only  items 
permitted 'to he i carried out will be personal effects, yen currency, yeri 
securities, yen obligations; evidences of property in Japan, and:slich receipts 
as the Canadian Government may provide to Japanese to record arrange-
ments described in the preceding paragraphs. 

The Department of State will notify the Canadian Embassy as soon as the 
procedure outlined above has been approved by the Supreme Commander. 

It is understood that the United States Government does not propose to  
place any restrictions on the amount of remittances made by the Canadian 
Gévernment on behalf of the  Japanese deportees and repatriates from 
Canada, either at the time of their repatriation or at a later date. 
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The Canadian . Government is of the opinion that two forms of receipts
are required, and the wording of these receipts, which has ; been : agreed to ,

follows :

1 .
'The Government of Canada acknowledges that . . . . . . . . : . . . : . . . . : : (name) . . . . . . : . : . . . : . : :.

has'established a'credit of . . . . . . . : : : . . . .. . : . . . . . in Canadian dollars . This credit is

being transferred to the United States Government for remittance of the yen
equivalent to the person named herein.

The credit represented by this instrument will be payable, in yen in Japan to
the person naméd herein, whose signature appears below, subject .to the approval

of ' the Supreme Commander for the Allied Powers and to Japanese currency

regulations .

Signature of,_Japanes e

2 .
The Government of Canada acknowledges that . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (name) ï. . . . . . . . . . : . . . .. . .: :

has . surrendered property situated in Canada as described on the reverse hereof

and agrees to remit - the yen equivalent of the net proceeds of such property
immediately = or . = upon liquidation, .: if such action is required, . to . Japan under
arrangements ; made with, : and approved . by, the : United - States Government and
the . Military authorities in. Japan; provided that from the proceeds of such

property . there' shall be retained such amounts as are required to repay advances

made ' by the Government - of Canada by way of repatriation grant .

=Fôrm No. 1 will be used first under one series of numbers to evidence the .

amount granted each deportee or repatriate under Section 7 of Order-in-

Council P .C. , 7355; dated December. 15, 1945, as well . as to complete the

transfer of all . funds of individual deportees or repatriates, whose assets are ,
liquid at, the time of : departure. The original of this, receipt will be de livered

to the Japanese deportée or repatriate and will serve for identification pur-

poses as well as for acknowledgment. The amounts therein shown wi ll form
the basis of the transfer of related funds .to the account of the Supreme

Commander. Form No. 1- will also be used under a- different series of

numbers after all assets of deportees and repatriates have been converted

into cash by the Custodian of Enemy Property . Issuance of forms No. 1

Second . Series will facilitate transfer of the amount then . standing to the ,
credit of each person deported or repatriated to Japan and the funds will
be deposited in a special account in the name of the Supreme Commander
in the same manner . as funds resulting from the , grant and liquid assets at

the time of departure . As the deportees or repatriates will have departed

from Canada when form No . 1 Second Series , is issued, it is not the intention

of the Canadian authorities to deliver the original - to the deportees and

repatriates respectively entitled thereto .

Form No . 2 will schedule all surrendered property situated in Canada, the

net proceeds of which are to: be remitted upon liquidation in accordance

with our previous proposal.

Both .forms-will be non-negotiable and~ clearly so marked. They will be

verified and signed for the Comptroller of the Treasury for Canada, and place
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and date will be' :récorded"=as' réquired : ,, The'signatùre of thé Japanese`-béing
'deported . or repatriated will : be obtained t whentlie ' receipt° is: ' issuéd for the
amount of the grant or for liquid assets at the : time of departure. It - is not
-intended to - obtain the, ., signature of . a Japanese. who has been ., deported or
repatriated on the form for the amount placed to his credit after -his departure .

X is further understood :

1 . That payment will be -made in - Japan to Japanese deportees and'repa tri-
ates on the basis of telegraphed advice to the Supreme Commander and that
for purposes . of the United States authori ties neither Form No . 1 or Form
No. 2 will have any force or effect beyond their usefulness for purposes of
acknowledgment and identification .

2 . That for any reason, should payment, be not made within a reasonable
time to the designated Japanese deportee or repatriate by the United States
autho rities in- accordance with - telegraphed advice ` to the Supremé - Com-
mander, the funds so unpaid will be returned to the Canadian Government.

-3 . . That it is the desire , of - the . Canadian Government to. receive evidence
that payments .have 'been ' made to the designated Japanese in Japan. The
Supreme Commander wil be asked to obtain receipts or other evidences of
payment from the Bank of Japan for forwarding to the Canadian Government .

. . r , . _

202.. ; DEA/3363-D-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État ~aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States to. Secrétary of .State , for„External A ,#airs

TELEGRAM WA -1539 : Wàshington, April 8, 1946

My despatch No .~ 666 April 2nd, t 'repatriation of I Japànese from Canada to
Japan. The following is the text of the reply, dated April 5th, received today
from the State Department to my note No . 119 of March 30th on the above
subject, Begins :

The ~Secreta ry of State presents his compliments to'- His Excellency the
Ambassador of Canada and has the honour to confirm ' that the Canadian
Embassy's note No. 119 dated March 30th; 1946, correctly sets forth the
agreements reached at the Conference of March ;28th between representatives
of the United States Departments of State, Treasu ry' and Warand thé Cana-
dian Treasury and Labour Departments, concerning procedures for the trans-
fer to Japan of the assets of Japanese deportees or repatriates from Canada .

An outline of procedures, almost identical with those agreed upon at the
Conference on March 28th, had been sent to the Supreme Commander for
the Allied Powers prior to that Conference, and his approval of that outline
has now been received. It is believed that the Supreme Commander wilt have
-no objection to the minor changes made at the Conference . A'copy of the
Canadian Embassy's note will be sent to the Supreme Commander ; and in the
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absence of any further comments from the Supreme Commander, the Cana-
dian Embassy's note will be considered to constitute the agreed statement of 
procedures for carrying out the transfer of the assets in question. 

It is understood that representatives of the United States Treasury and War 
Department will work-out the mechanics for the mutual transfer -of Canadian 
fun.ds to the United States Governm.ent in consultation with Mr. D. H. Connor, 
representative of the Canadian Treasury in Washington. Ends. 

203. 	 DEA/3363-D-40 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Ambassador in United States 

TELEGRAM EX-1083 	 Ottawa, April 17, 1946 
IMMEDIATE. Begins: Reference your WA-1559 of April 9th,f conceming 
transportation arrangements for persons of Japanese origin proceeding to 
Japan. , 

The following is the text  of a letter that has now been received from the 
Deputy Minister of Labour with regard to this matter: 

"Would ,y9n be good enough to forward, as soon as possible, to the Cana-
dian Embassy at Washington a requisition for shipping accommodation for 
the following Japanese for shipment from Vancouver to Japan, namely: 

Males over 12 years of age 	736 
Females over 12 years of age 	348 

• 	Boys 12 years of age and under 	147 
Girls 12 years of age and under 	155 

1,386 
"The above persons comprise 222 family groups and 466 single unattached 

adults. There may be some minor additions or deductions, prior to sailing, in 
the ab6ve figures of which advice will be given to the U.S. shipping repre-
sentatives at Seattle as these occur between now and the sailing date. All of 
the above persons are voluntary repatriates. 

"It is requested that this requisition be placed immediately with the proper 
U.S. shipping authorities and that instructions go forward from the U.S. 
shipping authorities in Washington to their representative in Seattle with a 
view to completing arrangements at that end with Mr. T. B. Pickersgill, Com-
missioner of Japanese Placement, Department of Labour, 360 Homer Street, 
Vancouver, as soon as practicable." 

I should appreciate it if you could have the above information placed in the 
hands of the proper authorities in order that the necessary measures may be 
taken as soon as possible. Ends. 
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DEA/3363-1140 

Le secrétaire d'État aux A noires extérieures 
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 

Secretary of State for External Affilirs to Ambassador in United States 

TELEGRAM EX-1130 	 Ottawa, April 25, 1946 
INiMEblÂTE. Refeience your WA-1665 of April 18t and further correspOnd-
'encet .  concerning the repatriation of Japanese froni Canada to Japan. 

The following is the text . of a letter which has now been received from 
the Deputy Minister of Labour concerning this matter: 

"Mr. Pickersgill reports that on getting in touch with Mr. Wagner, Seattle, 
he was referred in turn to one A. S. Stanford of the Passenger Section, War 
Shipping Administration, San Francisco,  as the party who had control of 
passenger Shipping • On the West Coast. Mr. Stanford indicated to Mr. 
Pickersgill over the telephone that the only shipping immediately in sight 
was a vessel which would hold a maximum  of  between 600 and 700 pas-
sengers and would require conversion from troop transport accommodation 
to civilian  accommodation and would probably take three weeks, or more 
to , reconvert for-this purpose and that any additional shipping, accommodation 
would. be  some meeks later. • • • 

We, of course, consider it very important that the shipping  of  voluntary 
repatriates be completed by th6 end of May,. if -possible; as delay beyond 
that-date -is quite' likely to change' the picture; . . •: 

Mr. Stanford also SUggested tà Mr. Pickersgill that the'repatriates wOuld 
also have . io have an additional:inoculation  for typhus Tins  was not required 
Under oUr original sbiPping plans and wotild mean going 'through thiS whole 
procedure of inoculation again after the same haS been completed. 

We Would; therefore; like you td have the Canadian Einbassy representa-
tiyes make immediate' direct contact with the War ShiPping Administration 
and endeayoUr to get a specific allocation of ship. ping .  now to complete 
repatt:iation .of voluntary répatriates during the .montli of May : . 	 . 

Unless some direct pressure is put on in Washington for this .purpose, we 
are likely •to run into the sam.e delays that we encountered  in respect to the 
coniplètion of financial arrangements." • 

The government feels that it is particularly important that Japanese who are 
willing • to return to Japan should leave at as early . a date as possible. The 
delay in getting•any movement whatever is proving a source of embarrassment, 
and further delays may lead to misunderstanding and difficulty. I should 
appreciate it, therefore, if you would 'have this matter taken up as soon as 
possible in order to secure immediate arrangements for the movement that 
is contemplated. • 

204._ 
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-205: DEA/3363-D-40

Le chargé d'ajffaires aux États-Unis . au :secrétaire: d'État
aux Affaires, extérieures

Chargé d'A ffaires in United States to Secretary of - State .

for External A ffairs
_

TELEGRAM _ WA=1834 . Washington, Apri1 30, . 1946

CONFIDENTIAL . Following for Gordon Robertson from Morrow, Begins : My

WA-1815 and WA-1827, April 30th,t repatriation of Japanese from Canada

to Japan.

1 . I was greatly disturbéd when I received a report today of the meeting at
the Statè Départment Monday afternoon attended by Mr. MacNamara,

Deputy Minister of Labour . As you know, we have been spending a con-

siderable amount of time on the question of repatriating these Japanese and
have now made what we believed to be satisfactory arrangements in 'respect
to both the financial and transportation aspects. When Mr . MacNamara tele-
phoned on Saturday to say that he would like to come to Washington to dis-
cuss the matter of ' transportation we had received your EX-1130" of April

25th and, in- accordance with' the second to last paragraph, had pressed for
definite information on shipping , dates and ships available by Monday . We

explained this to Mr . MacNamara and arranged a meeting for him for Mon=

-day afternoon.

2: Before ' going to, the meeting he was discussing the rates to be - charged
for the move, which we reported in our WA-1664 of Apri l ..l8th ;t and seemed

to ;be : of the opinion that they were ,rather thigh, but it was explained that - even

if they,were, which we doubted, the desire to move all the repatriates at one, . ._ .
time . and as soon as possible, coupled with the absolute ; scarcity; of shipping,

should justify. the charges . quoted . .

3 . At .the meeting ; Mr. MacNamara again raised the question of the amount
t0' be çhârged, and- fulally. stàtéd that he would like a few days to think over
' the possibility. of cancelling the whole, arrangement. This, as you may imagine,
was a very -distinct surprise to all present and. was, I . may say, well taken by
the American authorities, who merely explained that if they did not know
-86finitely by Wednesdây ,morning at 10 o'clock 'bur' time, they could use the

'ships for other purposes 'and that no further shipping would be available until
late July at the earliest-and then with , no guarantee of any différent rate per
passenger:1

4. Later today I received a further message from the State Department in
which they kindly offered to increase the dormitory or reduced fare accom-
modation as much as possible provided that we could let them know Tues-
dav niRht if such was acceotable . This would be an increase of about 200
from that previously quoted . As Mr . MacNamara could not be reached in
New York, we communicated with Mr . Brown of the Department of Labour
who saw the Minister and obtained a firm ruling that we could take the ships
-the only proviso being that any spare space would be cabin space rather
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than the cheaper ,accomrn.odation. This will not amount ,to very much as :the 
number of repatriates  has  been increased since the las t .  figures  which were 
provided by the Department of Labour. 

5. The whole matter is now settled, but I am making these comments to 
indicate that such a decision as that stated by the Deputy Minister, while it 
may be well-founded in view of the circumstancés in Canada, is certainly 
Most embarrassing to us here, coming as it did in the presence of the State 
Department officers and without any prior warning, and may make it very 
difficultin future for us to obtain any concessions in the way of shipping from 
any part of the world. You are also aware that we are regularly instructed to 
obtain the maximum 'accommodation for Canadian authorized repatriates 
from Europe, which is a very difficult problem, and I feel .  that our effective-
ness in respect  to such mcivenient: may  have been seriously impaired. Ends. 

DEA/3363-D-40 

Rapport du premier officier, ,  le Détachement de liaison 
pour les crimes de guerre, théâtre japonais 

Report by becer-in-Charge, War Crimes Liaison Detachment, 
' Japanese Theatre 

[Tokyo,] June 20, 1946 
, 	 • 	 • 

REPORT ON ARRIVAL OF JAPANESE REPATRIATES FROM CANADA . 	. 	. 
' 	669 EX MARINE ANGEL, 1 BORN DURING VOYAGE 

The ship arrived at Uraya, a port on the Tokyo Bay about 45 miles from 
Tokyo, at 1330 hours, Saturday, 15 June 1946. There is no wharfage at this 
port, ships load and unload by lighter. It was arranged to commence the 
unloading on Monday 17 June: However, after waiting all day and unloading 
some of the baggage, it was decided that the sea was still too rough to transfer 
women and children into the open landing boats. On Tuesday, 18 June, the 
ship was moved over behind the brealcwater where the water was much 
smoother, but this entailed a correspondingly longer trip in the landing 
craft. The passengers all left the ship about a quarter to 11, and duly 
arrived at the reception centre, about a mile from the landing point. The 
'delay of a clay was a benefit, because on Monday the Japanese had no fuel 
to supply trucks, but on Tuesday, some gasoline was obtained and transporta-
tion by truck was supplied from the landing slip to the reception centre for the  
women, -children and the very old.  • 

Thè repatriation centre at Uraya consists of six large camps at varioùs 
points around the peninsula, and a central reception point capable of handling 
and processing  as  many as 10,000 persons per day. The centre is under the 
command of Lt-Col King of the 8th Army, and all steps such as inoculation, 
delousing, customs examination, payment, discharge, bathing, etc. are carried 
out on a mass' production assembly line system. Everything runs smoothly 

206. 
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and there was no hitch in any of the arrangements . The whole operation is

carried out by the Japanese civiliàn ' authorities under the control and

supervision of the U.S. Army.

The Canadian repatriates - were not required to go through all the stages
imposed on ` returning 'troops, for example, their , baggage was not examined
by the customs, nor was any disinfecting resorted to . They , were, however,

each given' a typhus and cholera inoculation `on- landing, And will be . kept in

the camps until tomorrow ; - when arrangements have been made to give them

all railway - tickets to their destinations . The, railway station is about a mile
in, camp and will be transportedfrom, the: camp and the baggage is now . all

to . the railway station _by truck .

The unlôading of the baggage was a big task . The nien, among the repat ri=

-ates worked three shifts 'until 6 o'clock yesterday morning getting it up. It

was hardly possible to commence the payment until after the inoculation
was , over; -but ,the Bank of Japan had a sta ff of four, and payment continued
-until about nine o'clock on the 18th, and at five o'clock on the 19th was
thought to , be All ' finished, but the Bank had "tô make . a final- check to be

sure of this .

There was : no- sickness on the voyage except : a considerable amount of
sea sickness, one female passenger- was a mental case and was handled
as._ such:

A good , many of, the .passengers were persona lly acquainted with ; me, and

they said they.- wished. to express, their thanks -to . the, . Çaptain . and crew of, . . . , : . . . . .
the ship .for the kindness they had received .

., . . . . .
.While lhey . ;a11 understood. the arrangements about excbange, some of, : .

them , were rather.` shocked to' find that the . official `rate` ôf :13+ yen per , dollar

was less than 1/3 of `what the dollar - is .':worth ôn the local markets . A loaf

of, rationed -bread._ made of a mixture ; of barley; wheat, nce polishings, pôta=

toes, :ground silk worms, .etc. costs 21 yen . 10 . sen per 1o:aî (1, kilo) . Ripe of

second- çosts : frorri+ 2 yen 10 sen to 2 yen 30" sen 'pér, kilo~. Fish çôsts

from 2 to 5, yen per pound.

The - majo rity, of the younger- people, especially those jn :their teens were

ôbviously - depressed and desirous of returning as, soon as possible. ! So -far
they

.
have seen nothing of the desolation. of Japan,- and it,was probably

their contact with Japanese -food .that accentuated,this feeling. Most of them

in the -teen age group were unable to pat the food supplied.

It will be seen from the above that the' arrangements - made by 'the Cana=
dian Government worked out smoothly, and so far , no one has made" any
serious complaint.

-M6 following points are submitted for consideration in case any other
shipnïents are being sent :

(1) - The baggage receivés preity severe handling from 'the Japanese work-
inen. I would impress on - all passengers that they should - pack their baggage
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as . strongly as possible, and that : each group shoùld be supplied with two or'three hammers and plenty . of suitable nails for repairing any damaged -boxes;
etc . Sewing machines especially should be packed more securely . than some

- : Le . sous-ministre du Travail au sous-secrétaire d'État
aux A ffaires extérieures

O . .ORR
Lieutenant-Colonel

Ottawa, July 17, 1946
ATTENTION MR . GORDON ROBERTSON . .

We have already completed arrangements for the shipping of a- third boat-load of 1300 Japanese repat riates from Vancouver on the S.S . General Meigs
(sailing'date ~from'Vancouver Aûgust 2nd) and have requested the Canadian
Embassy, Washington, through you - to clear this shipnïent with the U.S. State
Department, Washington :

We have, at the present . time, an additional 500 Japanese who desire to
proceed to. Japan under the same arrangements as soon as. possible. Our
administration at the coast are of the opinion that this number may be in-
creased to at, least 650.

Mr. T. B. Pickersgill, Commissioner of Japanese Placement at 'Vancouver,
has been in touch~ with Mr. Stanford ' in charge of passenger Accommodation,
War Shipping Administration in San Francisco, who has assured : him 'that

knowmg what changes, if any, may have been made . in : the law recently .

much food with them as ~ possible .
(3) The . list of. repatriates should be'sent so as to arrive 'here ahead . of the

shipment . The , list which the Finance people should have had has not arrived
yet, but they paid ~ on the ' certificates .

(4) , Some arrangement should be made .to allow these people ' to send at
least one message back to Canada on arrival here. At present, there is no
method by which civilians in Japan cansend mail to Canada, . and I received
a great . many requests for information on this point . °. If this is .considered
proper, I have no , doubt arrangements at this end could ; be ~ made for ~ one
letter to be sent through this Detachment .

(5 ) Most, of the çhildreri were. born in Canada and have never. been in
Japan. I .. received a good - many: enquiries from teenagers as to their status .
I .would suggest that they be : told exactly what the position Is before they
leave, r because I, was . unable to give them information on this point, no t

(2) Owing to the food situation -in' Japan, I think 'they should bring . as

of, them. on the last shipment.

Deputy Minister of Labour to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
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accommodation for at least 450 repatriates and,poSsibly 200 more can be pro-
vided on a ship sailing out of San Francisco on September 14th at a rate. of 
$138.00 for adults-with the standard reductions fôr childrerfunder 12 years of 
age. The rate for those in excess of the initial 450 on this boat will be $184.00 
with the same standard reductions for children under 12. 

In view of the fact that this boat will carry a large number of first-class 
passengers for Australia, Mr. Stanford advises that the Japanese repatriates 
will have to be loaded at San Francisco. Apart from this ship, Mr. Stanford 
has no other shipping space in sight for these additional repatriates. 

It is proposed that the group to be moved down to San Francisco  will  go 
down by train in bond and will be moved directly from the train to the ship. 
Mr. Stanford requests that confirmation of these arrangements be  • advised to 
him within the course of the next few days. 

Would yon he good 'enough to ask the Canadian Embassy, Washington, to 
advise the U.S. State Department inunediately of the above arrangements and 
ask for their concurrence therein to be received during the current week if 
possible? - 

Our Liaison Officer in Japan reports that the rate of exchange at which 
U.S. dollars are being exchanged in Japanese yen is very.  inequitable  in  its 
effect on thésé -repatriates as this rate of 15 yen  to  the U.S. dollar contraSts 
with the unofficial rate which apparently provides a much higher number of 
yen to. the -dollar.. : 

May this situation be discussed by the Canadian Embassy with U.S. au-
thorities with a view to ascertaining whether any change in the fixed exchange 
rite-  iS-.ufrd'er amediate consideration. 

A. H. BROWN 
for thé Deputy Minister 

208. 	 DEA/3363-D-40 

Le premier officier, le Détachement de liaison pour les crimes de guerre, 
- 	théâtre japonais, au secrétaire, le ministère de la -Défense  nationale  

Officer-in-Charge, War.  Crimes Liaison Detachment, japanese Theatre, 
- 	to Secretary, Department of National Defence 

Tokyo,- December 17, 1946 . 	. 
_ ATTENTION: WAR CRIMES INVESTIGATION SECTION 	- 

JAPANESE REP,ÂTRIAT.ES FROM CANADA. BAGGAGE OF SIEZO YONEMURA . 	, 	_ 
For Department of Labour. 
2. Reference - unnumbered telegramt appàrently dated 11 Dec regarding 

lost, baggage.- This wire is from the Department of National Defence, but no 
doubt had its origin in the Department of Labour: 
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3. A search has been made. at .Kurihamma where the baggage was all 
stored for a short time, and this baggage is not there. It is likely that other 
friends going to the .sanie district arrariged. to  havé the  baggage 'Sent to them. 
Inquiries are under way. ,.Asajiro YOSHIOKA, the consignee mentioned, 
claims that he was told nothirig about anY Of this baggage other than that he 
w•s the .nominal consignee. 

4. This man  • may consider himself very_ fortunate that he decided not to 
repatriate, and if he never reccivers . his baggage he will still be a great deal 
better off than.those who la-s*le returned. In this connection I thirik that proper 
representation should be made to someone to protect any future repatriates 
frorh having the : greater' part of their money taken from them by either the 
American. Government ,or the Japanese Government by way of the exchange 
and banking regulations, the, plain fact of the matter behrg the the money with 
,Which the Japanese repatri_ate,lea'1 ./es Canada Shrinks in transmission to a small 
fia.Cifon of its real valtié, - then  on top of thiS' all exCept 1*,000 yen Per 'head iS 
pleed2in  a, frOzeri bank ;accOinit* by the Japanese Governnient, this latter 
eicpreebnjheaning:that: while the dePositor, gets the bank .  book • shoWing . a 
âedir,: he calm& withcltaW rhOneY'*except at  .a specified monthly:rate, this 
's'Pecified rnorithly 'rate being 'Considerably less than what is required t6 live on, 
and I am not sure whether they are - allowed to 'draw it  out in addition to anY 
Morley' they may be earning. 	' 	 • 

5. I bécasionally come in contact  with some of these lepatriates, and . alsci 
hear froin them_by letter. A great,manyof them are having a hard time to get 
en,Ouih . foc41, otherà, have  been .fOrtunate enough .  to get' emPloynient, with the 
army of Occupation, , etC.; but 'even their employment doéà not help much 
because they .are only permitted to draw a certain part of their salary in cash, 
the rest is takeii into froien bank accounts again. As  the .Tapanese have 
already had one 'experierice with  these so-called "frozen bank accounts" .  they 
now refrain from using banks any more than they can help. * 	• 	• 

6., While it.may be said that what happens to  the repatriate after he comes 
to thiS country'ià no concern of the Canadian Government, my.  understanding 
ii'that many  of the minors are Canadian citizens and from what they Say have 
every intention. 6f maintaining this right in the future if the opportunity per-
hilts. Secondly, it would seem that at the present time Canadian funds are 
being used to subsidize either the U.S. or Japanese Governments. One fact is 
outstanding, namely that a greater part of the money that leaves Canada does 
not in effect benefit the repatriate. - • 

7. While this is strictly not a military matter, I have been in sOmewhat close 
touch with the people, and know many of them personally in fact just re-
ceived a letter from a former employee, telling of the difficulties in obtaining 
food, etc, and I think the information should be passed along. 

O. ORR 
Lieutenant-Colonel 
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RELIEF FOR CANADIANS IN' JAPAN

-.SECOURS POUR LES CANADIENS AU

'Mémorandum du ministère des Affaires extérieures

Memorandum by~Department of External Affairs

[Ottawa,] .February' 20, 194 6

MEMORANDUM 'ON RELIEF OF CANADIAN-, NATIONALS IN JAPAN ' - '
All Canadian nationals on the approved list who are still remaining in Japan

are members - of Càtholic Missions: They are all residing in towns in which
they intend to, continue their religious duties . In those cases where the build=
ings were intact but occupied by the Japanese during the war, they are now
again in possession. To my knowledge all have adequate housing facilities ;
in the case of , Sendai '(one orphanage) and. Nagasaki' (hospital) they are
anxious to rebuild their former mission buildings .

The. greatest problem facing these Canadians in Japan is -securing adequate
food, clothing .and fuel. It, has .been the policy of the United States . Army
to ' insist that the Japanese Government give an additional ration` to Al lied
nationals residing in Japan which, if it could be fully secured, 'would give
each adu1t .2400 calories a day. - In âctual practice, however, the: locaT Japanese
supplies cannot provide the necessary foodstuffs : .In. some cases"such provi-sions, ean` only be purchased 'on :the- black market. Conséquently it is desirable
that those who may, , have to supplement their ordinary rations ,by purchases
on the black ` .market 'shôuld possess a considerable amount of, money. As
most of the missionaries' had ' their - funds frozen during the war they , are now
able to draw , on these ' funds for current expenses', but - it is obvious that ' unless
they can , secure considerable amounts from' their home mission, their present
financial resources mayprove inadequate. Since it might take some time before
the` flow of foreign exchange to Japan can be arrangedI requested the United
States-Army to make available to me, - or any accredited Canadian representa-,,
tive, Japanese funds for distribution ,to Canadians in need of - cash relief . This
request , was granted but only shortly béforé - my `_departure. "Accordingly, in
the absence of any Canadian representative,

I
those funds will-not be available

to Canadians .
However,` frequested the Swiss Legation to furnish such re lief as' they were

permitted toto Y300' a month) in case of appliçation by 'a Canadian .
After March 1, however; the Swiss will drop all their foreign representing
duties, and in the . interim period, until the arrival of a Canadian representa-
tive, it may be necessary to request the British Foreign Office representatives
in Tokyo to disburse cash relief to needy Canadians . Before my departure

only one Canadian Brother, Omer Ruel of Sendai, requested relief. Since
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his request came before permission to draw upon,yen,provided by the United 
States Army was made available, I directed him with a note of recommenda-
tion to the Swiss Legation. The Swiss agreed to pay him the amount of Y300 
until his departure in the early months of this year.  • 

When  the Swiss close up _their foreign interest section they will turn over 
all files and lists of approved Canadians to the British representative in the 
absence of a Canadian official. Thus in the case of any Canadian applying 
for relief it can quickly be ascertained if he is a Canadian national. 

It is recommended, however, that since no specific arrangements regarding 
relief were made with the British before ray departure, a telegram be des-
patched requesting the competent authorities in Tokyo_to disburse such relief 
as may be necessary until the arrival ,of a .Canadian representative. 

E. H. - Mom/IAN] 

210.
" . 	

DEA/7648-40 
,  

re_secrétaire  d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Ambassador in United States 

DESPATCH 261 	 Ottawa, March 6, 1946 
Sir, 

I should be grateful if you would ask the British Embassy to transmit a 
message from us to the Foreign Office Representative in Tokyo relating to 
relief to Canadian civilians in Japan. (I might say that we recently asked 
Canada House to ask the Foreign Office for advice on the best method of 
sending communications from the Department of External Affairs to the 
Foreign Office Representative in Tokyo, and the Foreign Office suggested 
that our best course would be to work through the British Embassy in 
Washington). The Foreign Office said that its chief representative in Tokyo 
is Mr. D. F. MacDermot, the head of the political side of the United Kingdom 
Liaison Mission in Japan. 

Mr. Norman of this Department, who recently returned from Japan, reports 
that the Canadian missionaries who have remained in Japan will probably 
need cash relief when their existing supply of money is used up. This money 
was blocked during the war by the Japanese Government but was made 
available to the Canadians after the Japanese surrender. During the period 
of hostilities the Canadians received cash relief from the Protecting Power. 

Enclosed are three copies of a list of 59 Canadian missionaries remaining 
in Japan.t Apart from the missionaries, there are only two Canadian civilians 
in Japan and we have no reason to think that they will require assistance. 

We would appreciate it if this list of Canadian missionaries could be sent 
to the Foreign Office Representative in Tokyo and if he could be asked to 
give them cash relief if and when they ask for it. The relief should be 
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lim.ited to m~ôriey ~reqi~ired'for° sübsistence ~i :è ., we do not authorize -the .•pay-

ment=of relief for the purpose of rebuilding ' damaged monastèries - o'r "for - 'any

purpose -not- directly connected with . -subsistence .

We assume that the account's and vouchers for such relief- will reach" us

eventually through the-Foreign Office. In view of the :fact that . there is bound

to, be a 1ông~ delay- before the accounts and-vouchers, , reach us, it would be

appreciated 4f- the Foreign Office Representative ,'would," every two • months,

address to the Department of. External Affairs : a brief informal report on the

relief situation . : . . . .

We. do :not , kn.ow when it :may become : possible for the . Missionary-Orders

in Canada to send funds to their members in Japan through - banking channels .

As soon .as -ahat time, comes:ahe. authorization for the granting : of , relief will

lapse . We will at that time inform the Foreign Office Representative that the

autho rizatioiï' is 'at an'~end :

-.

I have etc .
N. A. ROBERTSON

for the Secretary of State
for,. External - Affairs
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IMMIGRANTS AND REFLTGEES

PARTIE 1/PART 1

GÉNÉRALITÉS/ GENERAL

211. CH/Vol. 2112

Mémorandum de la deuxième direction politique '
. _ . , .. _ . ... _ .

Memorandum by, Second Political Divisionl

CONFIDENTIAL Ottawa, January 3, 1946
The, attention of the Canadian authorities is repeatedly directed towards

the problem of refugees not only by the natural concern Canadians may feel
for the thousands of people made exiles by the war and its aftermath, but also
by representations which come : from two quarters . One of these consists of
the international organizations charged with , the care of refugees, and, in
particular the Displaced Persons Bureau of UNRRA and . the Intergovern-
mental Committee on Refugees . The other direction from which representa- .
tions on behalf, of refugees proceed . is within Canada. It comprises the
numerous foreign language organizations and residents of foreign origin who
are seeking asylum for associates and relatives who for va rious reasons cannot
return to their homes in Europe .
_ Concrete proposals for immigration to Canada have not yet been made on

a significant scale in either case . The Displaced Persons Bureau of UNRRA,
is not yet in a position to indicate the number of people within its . charge
who cannot be returned to, their place of origin . Neither has the Intergovern-
mental Committee on Refugees raised the question of immigration with any
insistence. This Comnuttee is concerned with a problem that is still limited
in extent, and that had its origin largely in the anti-Semitic persecutions of
the pre-war years and of the early war period when escape from Europe was '
still possible . As soon, however, as a group of permanent exiles begins to
emerge from the mass of displaced persons in Europe and transportation
across the A,tiantic becomes available for civi lian passengers, the question of
finding homes for refugees in the American hemisphere wi ll almost certainly
confront Canadian representatives on international humanitarian bodies . It
is also probable that, when . these circumstances prevail, members of the
foreign language groups in C anada, who have so far concerned themselve s

'De R. G. Ridde ll. 1 By R. G. Riddell .
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largely with the problem of relief for displaced persons, will begin to ask 
permission to bring large numbers of their friends and relatives to Canada. 
Some representations have already been received to this effect. 

It is difficult at this time to foresee the problem which will eventually be 
created by permanent refugees in Europe, but there are already clear indica-
tions that certain groups will have to be provided with new homes. Ukrainians 
and Poles are the most numerous of these, and each group may comprise 
several hundred thousand persons who will refuse to return to their place of 
origin in Eastern Europe. Amongst the Poles, former members of the Polish 
army in the west and servants of the former Polish Government in London 
will have a special claim to consideration. To these must be added an 
unknown number of Mennonites from the German colonies in the U.S.S.R. 
who escaped- when these communities were disbanded and who are the con-
cern of the strong Mennonite groups on the American continent. It is also 
possible that some of the Germans who are being forced to leave former 
German territories in Eastern Europe will seek refuge on this continent, and 
inquiries have already been received concerning the feasibility of allowing 
further groups of Sudeten Germans to join the Sudeten colonies recently 
established in Canada. There will also be groups of 'political refugees - who 
fled from the totalitarian governments of central Europe in pre:war years 
and who have not yet found permanent homes. Finally, there will be a new 
group of political refugees created by the major political changes which  are 

 now taking place in South-eastem Europe. These will be Roumanians, 
Yugoslays, Bulgarians and perhaps even Greeks, many of whom will - have 
some claim on the sympathy of the western allies becauSe of 'assistance giveir . 

 during the War, and who  are unable to live under the jùrisdiction of the new 
governments in their homelands. 

As  soon as any effort is made to provide new homes for these refugees,. 
the further problem will emerge of distinguishing between the genuine polit-
ical refugee and the political agitator who may have laid himself open to the 
charge' of treachery by collaborating with the enemy during the War. Repre-
sentations have already been received in .  Ottawa on behalf Of a group of 
Ukrainian refugees including such Ukrainian nationalist leaders as Skoro-
padsky and Melnik, who operated from Germany and apparently under 
German auspices in  the  pre-war years. These men are regarded, with some 
justification, as traitors and war. criminals by the Ukrainian' Soviet Socialist 
Republic. There must be numerous other persons, amongst the thousands of 
Ukrainians, Poles, Yugoslays and others who found themselves in Central 
Europe either on the outbreak of war or during the period of. German domi-
nation of the continent, who have similarly compromised their status .as 
refugees by co-operating with the enemy. Extending the right of asylum to 
include these people, especially if they desire to continue their political activi-
ties to their new homes, might have highly undesirable consequences. 

At present, the Canadian Government has made only minor relaxations in 
its immigration regulations as a consequence of the problem of refugees. In 
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the case of Poles, for example, it has been.decided that any member of the-
Polish armed forces who was. a resident of Canada or who is married to a 
Canadian may be admitted to Canada. Entry will also be given to members 
of the Polish diplomatic corps who have some special connections with this 
country, and those now here will not be forced to leave. Permanent landing 
has also been given to some 3,500 refugees who were admitted to Canada 
during the war, and this group includes a considerable number of Poles and 
German Jews. It is the policy of the Canadian Govemment, however, as 
stated by the Minister of Mines and Resources in the House of Commons, 
to defer the consideration of renewed immigration until conditions of employ-
ment amongst returned Canadian servicemen in the post-war period have 
been determined.1  

212. 	 DEA/939-40 

Rapport préliminaire du Comité interministériel sur la politique 
' d'immigration au Comité du Cabinet sur l'immigration 

Preliminary Report of  Interdepartmental Committeè on  Immigration Policy 
to the Cabinet Committee on Immigration 

CONFIDENTIAL 	 • 	 ` , Ottawa, April 4, 1946 
. 1. The interdepartrnental Committee appointed on "March 21st by the 

Cabinet Committee -on Immigration has made a brief review of some of the. 
problems presented by the applications for permission to enter Canada which. 
are ilow.  being made by thousands of 'Pros'pective immigrants. Many of these' 
applications have been received frona British subjects in the United Kingdom 
who are eligible to come to Canada under existing regulations: These persons 
would now be_ able to enter Canada if shipping space could be, secured and 
if other arrangements, such.as  permission to transfer funds, could be satis-
factorily coMpleted. Other applicants are people of continental origin who 
are either çlisplaced.persons or refugees or who are -  anxious to leave their 
homes 'bécause of the unsatisfactory nature of -  post-war conditions. A new 
element of importance amongst the prospective immigrants is the greatly 
increased group of people with téchnical or 'professional training, or with 
business experience, who would normally make a livelihood in commerce and 
industry rather than in agricultnre. Many of these applicants wish to bring 
substantial •funds with them to this continent; although restrictions on capital 
movements will make this difficult for some time to come. 

2. The Committee is of the opinion that it would be desirable, in present 
circumstances, to permit somewhat increased movement of immigrants to 
Canada in the post-war period and that 'a policy governing the selection of 
desirable immigrants should be formulated as soon as possible. There are 

'Voir Canada, Débats, Chambre des Com- 	1  See Canada, Debates, House of Commons,, 
munes, 1945, vol. 3, p. 3614. 	 1945, vol. 3,. p. 3537. 
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however, certain factors which will prevent any early large •scale movement

of people . It is still difficult for the ordinary. traveller to .obtain shipping space

and it is improbable that any large number of immigrants could find p assage

across the Atlantic within the next . eighteen months . The unsettled condition

of the continent will also hinder the re-estab lishment in a short time, of an .
expanded immigration service capable of handling large numbers of appli-

cants. It is the view of the Committee, therefore, that two immediate steps
might be considered in the light of the current situation . The first is the

adoption as a short-term measure, of revisions in the present immigration
regulations, in order to provide for the admission to Canada of such approved

persons as it seems possible to transport and receive within the next eighteen

months. These suggested revisions, which are outlined in paragraph 4 below
have been formulated with a view to admitting immigrants who could be both
maintained and provided with housing by relatives in Canada . The revisions

have also been formulated with a view to going some way to meet the press-

ing demands which are being made r
T
the

heamovement çontempl ted would
who are refugees . or. displaced persons .
not consist entirely of refugees; it would, however, permit theCCanada are
certain number of approved immigrants whose relatives
anxious to provide them with homes .

3 . It is the opinion of the Committee furthe sri uld be taken to maker a
immigration policy is in effect, the oppo rtunity
thorough examination of the general question of immigration with a view to

determining policy . It is not thought that a policy for , the long-term period

should be - formulated without the most careful sc ru tiny of previous experi-

ence, both in Canada and in other countries . Consideration should also be

given to the effect on immigration and emigration policies of recent changes

in social and economic conditions .

4 . The Committee therefore makes the following recommendations :

A. That the following changes be made in existing regulations :

1 . That the occupational regulation (P .C. 695 of March 21, 1921 as
amended) be further amended to provide for the admission of the following

additional classes :
(a) The father or mother, the unmar ried son or daughter, eighteen

years of age or over, the unmarried brother or sister, the orphan nephew
or niece under sixteen years of age, of any person legally admitted to and
resident in Canada, who is in a position to receive and care for such

relative .
The term "Orphan" as used in this clause mens a child bereaved of both

parents .
(b) A person entering Canada with sufficient capital to establish an

essential industry .

B. An inquiry into immigration policy should be immediately authorized,

to be made by some agency of Government especially çommissioned for the
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purpose and provided with the necessary ,resourcés to undertake a thorough
study. A report on this subject with suitable recommendations should be
.prepared within the next twelve months .
Some of the questions to which consideration might be given in the course
of an inqui ry of this nature would be :

(i) The quota system and the possible advantages of applying this
method of selection in Canada, with particular reference to the problem of
oriental immigration .

(ii) The long-term effect of immigration on population levels .
(iii) The extent to which large scale movements of population may be

affected by world economic expansion.
(iv) The relation of immigration policy to employment po licy.
(v) The basis of selecting immigrants in the past and the effect of thesepolicies in practice. The methods of selection to be adopted .
(vi) The position under Canadian social security provisions of prospec-

tive immigrants and the feasibility of working out arrangements for the
transfer from one country to the other of an individual's acquired social
security benefits .

(vii) The character of the immigration service necessary for carrying
out a revised policy.

M. G. GLASSC O

213. DEA/239-40

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires extérieures
au Premier ministre

Memorandum f rom Under-Secretary of State for External A ffairs
to Prime Minister

[Ottawa,] April 12, 1946
The report from the Interdepartmental Committee on Immigration

Policy, which Mr . Glen will be submitting to Cabinet shortly, recommends
two or three immediate amendments in the Immigration Regulations, and
suggests that the larger questions of po licy require a good deal of study be-fore considered proposals can be put up to the Gove rnment .

The report recommends that first degree relatives, i .e ., fathers and mothers,
brothers, sisters and children of persons already established . in Canada, who
are in a position to give them shelter and support, should be eligible for
admission . This, I think, is a wise and humane provision, which might relieve
a good manv hard cases of actual sufféring during the next year or two .

I doubt, however, whether it should be coupled with the next recommen-
dation, which provides for the admission of persons "with sufficient capital
to establish an essential industry". There is provision under the present law

i
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for dealing with such applicants by Order in Council if, (in  investigation, an 
economic case appears to be made out for théir admission. I think it might 
be a mistake to amend the Immigration Regulations at this time to take care 
specifically of this class of possible immigrants, when so many needy and 
deserving people will have to be turned down. 

214. 	 DEA/939-40 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Memorandum by Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

IMMIGRATION POLICY 

At the meeting of the Cabinet on May 9th, the Minister of Mines and 
Resources submitted a report of the Cabinet Committee.' 

, Mr. Glen went on to point out that acceptance of the Committee's recom-
mendations would involve the re-establishment of certain offices in Europe. 
It had also been suggested that the R.C.M. Police should investigate the 
records and backgrounds of applicants. 

After discussion, the Cabinet approved the recommendations submitted 
by the Minister on behalf of the Cabinet Conunittee, with the exception of 
that relating to the entry of persons having sufficient capital to establish 
essential industries, and agreed that the regulations be amended accordingly, 
it  being understood that review of long term immigration policy would be 
undertaken under the auspices of the Cabinet Committee, as recommended. 

R[OBERTSON] 

215. 	 . 	 CH/Vol. 2103 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieu.  res au haut commissaire 
par intérim en Grande-Bretagne 

Sec.  retary of Stcite for External Affairs tO  Acting  Hig*  h Commissioner 
\ in Great  Britain 	* 	• 

_DESPATCH 1155 	 - 	Ottawa, July 3, 1946 

Sir, 	
, 

I refer to your despatch  No  A.237 of April 5t and subsequent cone-
-sp,ondencet concerning a scheme suggested by Lieut.-Colonel R. Morris 
Wilson of, UNRRA for. the transfer of displaced persons from Europe to 
Canada. 

1  Voir la déclaration du ministre des Mines • 	1  See • statement of Minister of Mines and 
et des Ressources sur la politique d'immi- Resources on immigration policy ,  in Canada, 
gration dans Canada, • Débats, Chambre des Debates, House of Commons, 1946, Vol. 2. 
communes, 1946, '  1999-2000. I Vol.• 	pp. 	 pp. 1978-179. 
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2. The Canadian Government has recently received many suggestions
concerning the possibility of immigration` to Canada of similar groups of
displaced Europeans . However at the present date no final decision has yet

'been- taken - concerning Canadian policy towards the admission of refugees
or displaced, persons . The only, information which can be given at this stage
concerns the two recent ~changes in Canadian immigration regulations which
were effected by Orders-in-Council P .C. 2070 and P .C : ' 2071 of May 28
(see my circular telegram of June 3 and my circular despatch of June 13) .t

3 . In replying to Colonel Wilson,-you should emphasize that' the Canadian
Government regards the problem of the :settlement of displaced persons as
being so widespread that it can.only be dealt with effectively by joint inter-
national action . With"this end in view Canada has participated actively in
recent discussions which have been called by the United Nations to consider
the general question of refugees and displaced persons .

I have etc .
R . : G . RIDDELL

for the Secretary of State .
for External Affairs

216 .
: DEA/50028-BD-40

Le directeur par intérim de l'Immigration, le ministère des Mines
et des Ressources, au sôus=secrétàire `d'État aux * ~A ffaires extérieures .

Acting Director of Immigration, Department of Mines -and. Resources; -
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

ATTENTION : MR. N. A. ROBERTSON ! .

In . the absence of - Mr . JollifEe I wish to acknowledge receipt of your con-
.fidential letter of Septèmber lit in connection with ; the request of the United
Kingdom authorities to admit to Canada [ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ]1 who was - employed
by the United Kingdom authorities during the/var in confidential and .;dan-
gerous, work relating to military ôperations and who now finds ' himself in . a

. preca rious position owing to comp lications which have .arisen with the Soviet
authori ties .

Whilst we .would like to meet,the request of the United Kingdom authori-ties, I do not believe than - an exception- could be ~madé on his behalf when
we are receiving daily requests for 'the relaxation ôf ' our laws from others
who allegedly are in danger, all of which we havee-been called upon to refuse.

I am sorry my decision cannot be more favourable .

C. E. S. SMITH

'Nom exclu. 1 Name omitted.
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PARTIE 2/PART 2

LES BALTES/BALTS

217. DEA/5127-C-40

Le président, le groupe d'initiative pour l'émigration au Canada
des Allemands baltes de l'Estonie, de la Lettonie

et de la Lituanie, au gouvernement du Canad a

President, Initiative Group for the Emigration to Canada of Baltic-Germans
from Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania, to Government of Canada

Kônigstein, January 5, 1946

Dear Sirs ,
As representatives of the Baltic-German group of the inhabitants of the

former independent states Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania we apply to you
with the request to permit our emigration to your country and our coloniza-
tion there . In the years 1939-1940 we left on Germany's invitation our native
country which had already been inhabited by our ancestors for 700 years
and emigrated to Germany in order to contribute on our part to the peace
among nations in the East of Europe.

Our people which is of German-Danish-Swedish-Norwegian-Finnish-Rus-
sian origin, living at the borders, has suffered much in the course of his. long
history through continuous wars amongst neighbouring Great Powers, but in
spite of this we have preserved our culture and nationality.

Through great activity and vita lity we succeeded to overcome all difficul-
ties . We belonged to the richest of the Nordic-German nations .

In the years 1939-1940 about 120,000 Baltic-Germans emigrated to Ger-
many. They -had to transfer to the German state the right to dispose of their
property, as fixtures, factories, estates and other values, for which they had
to be indemnified advantageously in Germany . The German State on his
part has made arrangements with the governments of the Baltic * States and
with Russia for the settlement of the accounts for the properties of the
emigrants .

The properties left by us in the Baltic States, for which Germany is respon-
sible; amounts to about 300,000,000 dollars . We want to transfer to your
Government all our claims to Germany on the basis of this arrangement for
the purpose to ensure the final settlement with Germany.

We trust that meantime it will be possible with your mediation to finance
the emigration and the colonization in Canada through an English-American

Bank .
We presume that about 80,000-90,000 Baltic-Germans will have survived

this war and will be willing to emigrate.

Among us being representatives of all professions from the university pro-
fessor and manufacturer to the workman and farmer, we think that our
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colonization and the building up of our new existence in Canada would be 
an extensive one embracing all branches of business. 

The organization of the works with regard to the cultural and economical 
sections will be g-uided and promoted by ourselves in accordance with the 
needs of our people. 

We beg to point out that all of us shall be responsible for the credits 
obtained in Canada for our colonization. The amounts obtained from Ger-
many shall be credited to these accounts and shall serve as securities. 

Our idea is that the colonization would be a closed one, i.e. round several 
small towns which should be erected 5,000-6,000 farms would be founded. 
For this purpose we need good, for agricultural purposes suitable soil, if pos-
sible near railways, waterways a.s.o. 

The colonization should be organized with the help of Canadian firms and 
with our own forces. All shall be arranged in accordance with the demands 
of the present time by means of mutual help. 

In the beginning the emigrants should be placed in great barracks if pos-
sible in the vicinity of the territory allotted for the colonization, where they 
should be nourished in community. 

In case you should agree to this scheme we should like to hear on what 
help we could count on the part of your Government, particularly as to the 
allotment of ground, building of roads, traffic, electrification, for the colon-
ization in towns: calculation of the amount of ground for the constructioiL4 
in the small towns which should be erected, taxes and duties. 

We are interested to become soon subjects of Canada and we beg to re-
quest, in case an emigration should be at  ail possible, to take us already in 
Germany under your protection and to give us corresponding passports which 
would serve as an authorization for the emigration. 

In completion we beg to say that until the years 1939-1940 we have been 
subjects of Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania and since 1940-1941 we have 
become subjects of Germany. 

We are etc. 
W. SCHROEDER 

21 8. 	 DEA/5127-C-40 

Le directeur de l'Immigration, le ministère des Mines et des Ressources, 
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Director of Immigration, Department of Mines and Resources 
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

Ottawa, May 3, 1946 
I have your letter of the 25th ultimo t enclosing copy of Despatch No. 43,t 

dated March 18th from the Consular Section of the Canadian Military Mis- 
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sion in Germany with a petition from representatives from the inhabitants of 
the former states of Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania regarding immigration to 
Canada. 

The proposal is that Canada admit from 80,000 to 90,000 Balts who were 
transferred to Germany in 1939, the Goverrunent to acquire for them 5000 
to 6000 farms with equipment, providing all the requirements for an extensive 
self-contained colony, the immigrants to cede to the Government of. Canada 
their right to reparations from Germany in the value of properties transferred 
to the German State in 1939-1940. 

The Balt problem is so involved and presents so many difficulties that it 
would seem its solution  can  only be sought by international action. In our 
opinion, the plan submitted is altogether impractical. From a settlement point 
of view the creating in Canada of a compact colony of the magnitude pro-
posed would be inimical to this country's development. Further, the heavy 
financial commitments that would have to be undertaken would, we believe, 
rule out any possibility of approval being granted. 

A. L. JOLLIFFE 

• 	 PARTIE 3 ,/ PART 3 

PERSONNES DÉPLACÉES/DISPLACED PERSONS 

DEA/47-B 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures 
au Premier ministre par intériml 

Memorandum from Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Acting Prime Ministerl 

TOP SECRET 	 [Ottawa,] July 26, 1946 
The United Kingdom High Commissioner, on urgent .instructions from his 

Government, left with me today the attached Aide-Mémoire concerning action 
desired to deal with the problem of displaced persons in Europe, and par-
ticularly of Jews. Towards the end of this document the hope is expressed 
that the Canadian Government will take the following steps: 

(a) To co-operate fully in securing a satisfactory international agreement 
on the general problem of displaced persons; 

(b) To make a declaration in this sense before the end of July including, if 
possible, an offer to accept a specified number of displaced persons. 

I told Clutterbuck that it was obvious from the record with respect to (a) 
that we were co--operating fully, pointing out the position which the Canadian 
representatives had consistently taken at the General Assembly in London, 
the Sub-Committee on Refugees and the Economic and Social Council. I 
indicated that a further general statement of our intention to co-operate 

L. S. St. Laurent. 

219. 
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seemed hardly required in the circumstances, since I was sure we would con-
tinue to take the same line at the next meeting of the General 'Assembly and
the further international discussions before then .

With respect to (b) I said that, while I could appreciate that a statement
of readiness to accept a round number of refugees for permanent residence
had a dramatic public effect, it seemed to me from past experience that such
declarations often turned out in the long run to bring smaller results than
changes in Immigration regulations . We had recently considerably widened
the scope of our Immigration regulations largely with an eye to admitting to
Canada displaced persons from Europe who had relatives here, and while it
was hard to dramatize such a change it would undoubtedly involve, as trans-
portation became available, the movement of thousands of individuals, many
of whom come within the description of displaced persons . I added that,
under our Immigration system, it was difficult, if not impossible, for us to
announce that we would receive a specified number of refugees within a given
time. In any event it seemed clearly out of the question for us to make any
such announcement before the end of July, especially as you had just made
public the decision to admit four thousand men from the Polish Forces . I
suggested that he should draw the attention of his Government to the recent
alteration in our Immigration regulations .

We shall have to give some reply in writing to this approach and we are
proceeding to discuss the matter with the Immigration Branch . I am sending
a copy of the enclosure and of this note to Mr. Glen, for his information. '

H. W [RONG]

[PIÉCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Aide-mémoire du gouvernement de Grande-Bretagne
au gouvernement du Canada

Aide-mémoire f rom Government of Great Britain
to Government of Canada

Top SECRET July 26, 1946
As the Canadian Government is aware, the United Kingdom Government

has been engaged in discussion with United States représentatives on the sub-
ject of the recent report of the Anglo-U .S . -Committee which recommended
inter alia the immediate admission of 100,000 Jews into Palestine .

It seems essential, if Arab opposition to any such plan for dealing with
Jews who desire to leave Europe is to be overcome--

(1) that this particular proposal should be treated, not in isolation but as
part of the main problem of dealing with displaced persons and refugees in
Europe; .

'La note suivante était éc rite sur ce 'The following note was written on the
mémorandum: memorandum:

I think reply along lines of verbal one would be in order. ST. L[AVxErrr]
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(2) that it should be made clear that other contributions are being made
towards the solution of that problem .

Further, on humanitarian grounds, in the interests of efficient administra-

tion in ex-enemy territo ries and on account of the political difficulties which

arise from the presence of . displaced persons in the occupied zones in Europe,
it is most desirable that the numbers of displaced persons should be reduced

as rapidly as possible .
It stands out accordingly that the first objective should be to create in

Europe conditions which are such that a substantial number of the displaced
persons can be resettled in circumstances enabling them to live free from

discrimination and oppression. .It is recognized, however, that whatever steps
can be taken to this end, there will still remain a substantial number of per-
sons for whom it will be necessary to provide outside Europe. The Govern-
ments of the United Kingdom and the United States intend to continue their
efforts in the negotiations they are now conducting within the framework of
the United Nations. to promote the establishment of an international organisa-,.,
tion which - will be able to deal effectively with the whole problem. But

creation of this machinery is bound to take time and meanwhile it is impo rt-
ant to proceed at once with measures designed to aid the re-settlement of
displaced persons, including Jews, overseas .

The main elements of the plan in mind are as follows :

(a) It is proposed in the first place that the strongest possible support
should be given to the - appeal which is to be made to the United Nations at
the forthcoming general assembly calling upon all member Governments to
consider what contribution they can make by receiving in territories under
their control a proportion of the displaced persons in Europe, including the

Jews .

(b) The United Kingdom Government has already accepted a substantial
commitment in promoting the re-settlement of Polish, troops unwilling to
return to Poland, the number irivolved being about 228,000 apart from
civilians .

(c) As regards the United States, under existing quotas over 150,000
European immigrants can be admitted for permanent residence each year .

Entry is also available to substantial additional numbers in classes exempt
from quota restrictions . The total of the quotas from European countries from
which the majority of displaced persons originate and of the average number
of non-quota immigrants from these same countries, is some 53,000 each
year, and it is assumed that in the next few years the majority of the immi-
grants will be Jews and other displaced persons . In addition it is understood
that the United States Administration are prepared to seek the approval of
Congress for special legislation for the entry into the United States of 50,000
displacel persons including Jews.

(d) Pending the establishment of an international organisation for dealing
with refugees, the Governments of the United Kingdom and the United States
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will continue to explore through the agency of the Inter-Govemmental Com-
mittee on Refugees the possibility of securing admission of displaced persons 
to other countries and will promote such settlement as far as practicable. 
Active consideration is already being given to a concrete proposal relating to 
Brazil and similar proposals relating to other South American countries are 
being explored. 

It will clearly be of first importance for the success of this plan that other 
countries should also be prepared to make their contribution. In bringing this  
matter, therefore, to the notice of the Canadian Government, the United 
Kingdom Government would wish to stress the importance which it attaches, 
particularly from the point of view of dealing with the Palestine problem, to 
securing a satisfactory international agreement on the general problem of 
displaced persons, and to express the hope that in view of the great value 
which would be derived from co-operative action in this matter the Canadian 
Government will be willing to take shnilar positive steps and to adopt also a 
sympathétic attitude towards this question when it comes before the General 
Assembly of the United Nations. It would be of very great assistance if a 
declaration on the part of Canada in this sense could be made before the end 
of this month, especially if such a declaration could contain a definite offer 
to accept a specified number of , displaced persons (including Jews). The 
United Kingdom Government greatly appreciates the recent action of the 
Canadian Government in agreeing to accept conditionally the admission of 
4,000 Poles to Canada, but it very much hopes that some further contribution 
on the part of Canada towards the solution of the problem of displaced per-
sons in Europe, including Jews, may be found practicable. 

220. 	 DEA/47-B 

Le ministre des Mines et des Ressources au sous-secrétaire d'État 
par intérim aux Affaires extérieures 

Minister of Mines and Resources to Acting Under-Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

TOP SECRET 	 Ottawa, July 27, 1946 

Dear Mr. Wrong, 
I have your letter of the 26th instantt enclosing a copy of a note you 

are sending to the Acting Prime Minister, with memorandum dealing 
with Canadian policy relating to displaced persons.' I examined these 
papers with Mr. Jolliffe this morning and we are in complete agreement 
with the views which you transmitted to the United Kingdom High 
Commissioner, as expressed in your memorandum to Mr. St. Laurent. 

1  See preceding document. 1  Voir le document précédent. 
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We are very defillitelÿ of the opinion that the steps already taken, i .e .,

, the recent widening of - our Immigration - Regulations and the agreement
-to take 4000 Poles, should be considered as =both a positive step- and an

indication of Canada's willingness to cooperate - .in finding a solution to

- the problem of displaced persons and : - that ' any further: individual offer

while possibly , having a publicity value would not influence the securing

of a satisfactory international agreement . .
It is my view that Canada should now only take action with regard to

displaced persons in conjunction with the other United Nations following
,international agreement on the general problem .

Yours sincerely,

J . ALLISON GLEN

221. DEA/47-B

-Mémorandum du .sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim . aux A ffaires extérieures
au, Premier ministre par intérim

Memorandum f rom Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Acting Prime Minister

Top SECRET [Ottawa,] July 29, 1946

The Unitèd "Kingdôm High Commissioner left with me - the attached letter

and draft announcementt which he has addressed to ~ you . on instructions
from London and which conveys the welcome news that the United States
and United Kingdom Governments have reached a greement on the means
to give effect to the recommendations of the Anglo-United States Committee
,on- Palestine . A full statement of the Agreement is included in the draft
F .-

announcement . The b as ic provisions are the separation of Palestine into an
Arab province and .a Jewish province, a district of Jerusalem .and a district

of the Negeb, which is ; now almost .uninhabited but . may be susceptible to

development . The United States will undertake considerable financial respon-

sibilities for the economic develppment of the Ârab province and the States

of the Arab League . Palestine will' - hâvè - a variety of federal governments

with a fairly wide . .measure of provincial self-government extended to both
the Jewish and Ar•ab provinces . Jewish immigrants to the number of 100,000
will be admitted as soon as possible to the Jewish province; the cost of

transport and initial maintenance to be borne by the United States .

In a covering letter the hope is expressed that the Canadian Government

will support the policy outlined in the statement, and will ' indicate publicly

its readiness to do so . Our ' support of .course is particularly required in con-

nection with the general plans referred to in paragraphs 2, 3 and 4 for
dealing with the - poblems of displaced persons . This approach is therefore
a follow-up of the memorandum which I sent you two or three days ago,
and in a sense .it . supersedes the earlier memorandum . You will notice certain
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changes made in pencil in paragraph 4 of the diaft announcement. I pointed 
-out to Sir Alexanderl that the language proposed seemed to imply that 
Dominion Governments, including Canada; had not been doing their duty 
and were being specially singled out as the objects of an appeal to join 
in concerted action. He agreed with this view and is telegraphing London 
suggesting modifications which proposed. 

It is likely in any case that questions will be asked in the House following 
the announcement in London and even if these are not, it would seem 
reasonable that the Government should give some indication of support for 
the proposal. I am having a draftf prepared in the Department which I shall 
submit to you in a day or two. If an announcement is made here, it might 
be timed for Thursday or Friday of this week. I am also having prepared 
a brief background note on developments in Palestine during the last year or 
so, which I shall send to you shortly. Will you let me know if you wish to 
raise the matter in Cabinet so that I may inform the Cabinet secretariat? 

H. W[RoNG] 

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

Le haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagne au Premier ministre par intérim 

High Commissioner of Great Britain to Acting Prime Minister 

IMMEDIATE. TOP SECRET 	 [Ottà.Waj July 29, 1946 

Dear Acting Prime Minister, 	 - 	: 
As you know, the Anglo-U.S. Committee which was appointed to enquire 

into the problems of European Jewry  and Palestine made its report  to the 
United Kingdom and United States Governmènts at the end of April, and 
the recommendations contained in the report have 'since been  und  er close 
examination by representatives of the two Governments. 

Agreement has now been reached between the U.K. and U.S. Governments 
as to the best means of giving effect to the Conunittee's recommendatiOns, 
and I have been asked to communicate to you, foi youf ver3  secret  informa-
tion, the enclosed draft of a compiehensive statem'entf on this subject 
which, subject to the final approval of the two Governments, it is proposed 
should be made in the House of Commons, probably 'on Wednesday next, 
the 31st July. It is contemplated that President Truman would make a 
similar statement in Washington on behalf of the U.S. Goverment at the 
same time. 

I have been asked, in communicating the draft statement to you, to express 
the earnest hope of my Government that they may rely upon the support 
of the Canadian Government in pursuing the policy outlined in the statement, 

'Sir Alexander 'Clutterbuck 
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and to add that they would greatly welcome any public intimation of support
which the Canadian Government may feel able to give when the announce-
ments in London and Washington have been made.

It would be appreciated if in the meantime the contents of the draft state-
ment could be treated with the highest degree of secrecy .

Yours sincerely,

P. A. C[LUTTERBUCK]

222. DEA/47-B

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire . d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures

au .Premier ministre par intérim

Memorandum f rom Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Acting Prime Ministe r

SECRET [Ottawa,] August 5, 1946

The question of Palestine wi ll almost certainly be raised in the House
before the end of the session, particularly if President Truman agrees to

accept the . recommendations of the Anglo-American Cabinet Committee which

were provisionally accepted on behalf of the British Government by Mr.

Herbert Morrison' in his speech in the House of Commons on July 31st .
The delay in making clear the attitude of the United States Government
has made it unnecessary as yet for us to reply to the memorandum given

by Sir Alexander Clutterbuck on July 26th and to his letter to you of July
29th, asking for a public declaration of support from the Canadian Govern-

ment . I think, however, that it might be well to make clear ve ry sho rtly to

the United Kingdom authorities our unwillingness to make a definite offer

to accept a specified number of displaced persons . Both you and Mr. Glen

have -agreed with the line which I took verbally with the United Kingdom

High Commissioner when he put the proposal to me. If we give him something

in writing, it may discourage them in London from repeating this so rt of

pressure, and lead to a better understanding of the possibili ties here . I am

therefore having an answer prepared .2
With regard to the future of Palestine, we can wait to see what comes out

of Washington before deciding what action we must take . I have had prepared
in the Department abackground memorandum, which includes a good deal of
secret information, and I am attaching a .copy of this .t It is, I think, a useful
summary of the stages whereby the present difficult and dangerous situation

has arisen .
H . W[RONG]

1 Lord président du Conseil, leader de la 1 Lord- President of the Council, Leader

Chambre des communes, Grande-Bretagne . of the House of Commons, Great Britain .

2 Voir le document suivant. 2 See following document. -
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223. 	 DEA/47-B 

Le sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim eux Affaires extérieures 
au ministre des Mines et des Ressources 

Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Minister of Mines and Resources 

SECRET 	 Ottawa, August 19, 1946 
Dear Mr.  Gien, 
. I am enclosing a copy of an aide-mémoire which I have handed today to 
the United Kingdom High Commissioner in reply to his aide-mémoire of 
July 26th, concerning policy with  respect to displaced persons. Our answer 
.embodies the position adopted when the matter was discussed in the Cabinet 
.Committee on immigration -  the other. day. You will  note that it commits the 
Canadian Government to nothing except to continue the policy which we 
have followed for some time of working for the establishment of effective 
:international machinery to deal with the problems of displaced persans and 
refugees. 

The main purpose of giving an answer to the United Kingdom proposals 
was to let them know well in advance of the meetings of the Economic and 
Social Council and the General Assembly that it was most unlikely that we 
would fall in With the idea of attempting a "solution" of the problems of 

.refugees through persuading countries to agree in advance to accept definite 

.quotas. 
Yours sincerely, 

H. H. WRONG 

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

Aide-mémoire du gouvernement du Canada 
au gouvernement de Grande-Bretagne 

Aide-mémoire from Government of Canada to Government of Great Britain 

SECRET - 	[Ottawa[Ottawa,] August 19, 1946 
Consideration has been given to the aide-mémoire of July 26, 1946, setting 

forth the views of the United Kingdom Govemment on the steps which should 
be taken to deal with the settlement of displaced persons, with particular 
reference to methods whereby Arab opposition to the admission of further 
Iews to Palestine might be overcome. Note h.as also been taken of the ex-
tende,d reference to this problem which was made by the Rt. Hon. Herbert 
Morrison in the House of Commons in London on July 31st in the course of 
his • statement on Palestine. 
. In the aide-mémoire of July 26th, it was suggested that it would be of 
great assistance if a declaration on the part of Canada could•be made im- 
mediately, setting forth the intention of the Canadian Government to take 
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positive steps to secure a satisfactory international agreement on the general
problem of displaced persons, especially if such a declaration were to contain
a definite offer to accept in Canada a specified number of displaced persons,
including Jews .

The opinion of the Canadian Government that a broad international plan
must be worked out for dealing with the problems of refugees and displaced
persons is a matter of public record . Already this year the creation of an
effective international organization for these purposes has been strongly
supported by the Canadian representatives in the General Assembly of the
United Nations, in . the UNRRA Council, in the Economic and Social Coun-
cil, and in the special United Nations Committee on Refugees and Displaced
Persons. It is the intention of the Canadian Government to continue to sup-
port the early establishment of the International Refugee Organisation. It is
hardly necessary therefore for the Canadian Government to make now -a
further general statement on this subject .

The suggestion that the Canadian Government should at once declare its
tivillingaess- to accept a specified number of displaced persons raises other
issues . The long-established method of regulating immigration to Canada is by
the definition of the categories of persons admissible for permanent residence,
without the * .imposition of numerical limitations . This method cannot readily
be adapted to provide for the admission of specified quotas . The Canadian
Government, late in 1945, agreed to allow many hundreds of persons who had
been granted temporary refuge in Canada during the war . to apply for per-

manent residence. Recently changes were announced in the Canadian immi-
gration regulations by which additional categories of relatives of Canadian
residents were made admissible to Canada as immigrants ; as transportation
conditions improve, it is expected that a large number of people now on the
Continent of Europe, including many in Displaced Persons Camps, will gain
admission to Canada as the result of this alteration and of the simplification
of the passport regulat'ions which : accompanied it. Finâlly,' a few days ago
announcement was made "of the readiness of 'the Canadian Government to
receive up to four thousand veterans of . the Polish Army for agricultural
work in Canada,, on the understanding that all who made good would be
permitted to remain permanently in Canada .

' Whatever may -be the immediate public effect of declaratiôns of readiness
by governments to receive subst antial quotas of refugees ;. it is believed that in

the long run, at, any rate in so far as Canada is . concerned, a more effective
'contribution can be made by the modification of existing immigration regula-
tions . Experience does not seem to show that efforts to secure from a number
of count ries undertakings to admit specified numbers of . persons will have
very productive results, pa rticularly in count ries which do not already regulate
immigration by quota. It may be recalled that at the Conference on Refugees
convened by President Roosevelt at Evian in 1938 pressure on`the part ici-
pating Governments to announce their -readiness to accept numerical quotas
of refugees from Germany brought a respo nse only fzom one small 'Latin
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'American country. This solitary offer has since produced little in the way 
of results. 
' At the recent meetings of the Economic and Social Council in New York, 
the Director-General of UNRRA, in addressing the Council, made a some-
'what similar suggestion. Mr. LaGuardia re,commended strongly that the 
problem of refugees in UNRRA camps should be solved by the acceptance 
in various countries of specified numbers of these people. In the subsequent 
discussion of the problem in the Council, however, Mr. LaGuardia's sug-
gestion was not advocated by any of the members. 

In these circumstances, it is inot likely that the Canadian authorities would 
feel able to support proposals in the Assembly or elsewhere based on the 
conception that the problem of refugees could or should be solved by a 
series of undertakings from various countries to receive specified numbers. 
The Can.adian Government will continue to give its support for the establish-
ment of an International Refugee Organization, and also to explore the 
possibilities of providing for the admission to Canada, within the general 
framework of wdsting regulations or a modification of those regulations, of 
additional numbers of persons for whom new homes must be found. 

224. 	 DEA/5127-40 

, 	Le secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures 
au haut commissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagne 

Acting Secretary of State for External A ffairs 
to Acting High Commissioner in Great Britain 

DESPATCrl 1461 	s  • 	 Ottawa, August 29, 1946 
TOP SECRET 

Sir, 	• . 	. 
	 •  

I have the honour to enclose copy of an Aide-Mémoire submitted to the 
Canadian Government by the United Kingdom High Commissioner on July 
26, 1946,1  concerning the problem of displaced persons in Europe and in 
particular the question of  the  settlement of Jews. This approach by  the  
United ICingdom Government on July 26 was prompted by the Urgency of 
the situation which ha.  d develOped in Palestine. 

2. Towards the end of this document, the hope was expressed that the 
Canadian Government would take the following steps: 	- 

(a) to co-operate fully  in  securing a satisfactory international agreement 
on the general problem of displaced persons; 

(b) to make a declaration in this sense before the end of July including, 
if possible, an offer • to accept a specified number of displaced persons. 

3. I also enclose copy of an Aide-Mémoire ..dated August 19, in reply 
to the United Kingdom's Aide-Mémoire, which was handed to the United 

Document 219. 
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Kingdom High Commissioner by the Acting Under-Secretary of State for
External Affairs on August 19 . In our reply it was pointed out that the
Canadian Government had consistently supported the policy of dealing with
the problem of refugees and displaced persons on a broad international basis .
Canadian representatives at recent international conferences called to consider
this question have repeatedly urged the creation of an effective international
organization for this purpose . It was further stated that it was the intention
of the Government to continue to support the early establishment of the
International Refugee Organization .

4 . Concerning the suggestion that Canada declare immediately its willing-
ness to accept a: specified number of displaced persons, it was pointed out
that the long-established method of regulating immigration to Canada is by
the definition of the .categories of persons admissible for permanent residence,
without the . imposition of numerical limitations . In view of this, it was felt
that in the long run Canada could make a more effective contribution to
this problem by the modification of existing immigration regulations rather
than by -an immediate public declaration of willingness to accept a substantial
quota of refugees .

5. In these circumstances it was stated that the Canadian autho ri ties
would , probably not feel able to support proposals at the General Assembly
and elsewhere based on the conception that the problem of refùgees could
or should be solved by a series of undertakings from various count ries to
receive specified numbers .

I have etc.
R. G. RID DEL L

[for] Acting Secretary of State
for External Affairs *

225. DEA/8296-40

Le chargé d'aflaires de Yougoslavie au secrétaire d'Ét at
aux A ffaires extérieures

Chargé d'A ffaires of Yugoslavia to Secretary of State for External A ffairs

[Ottawa,] November 13, 1946
Sir,

The Assistant Director of the Department of Planning and Development
of the Province of Ontario, who is conducting a survey and preparing a
report for the government of that province on immigration and the oppor-
tunities there are in the province for the establishment of settlers from other
countries, has informed me of her intention to call on me and discuss the
viewpoint of my Government towards the immigration of its nationals and any
regulations which may be in effect . The interview in question is supposed to
take place in Ottawa some time between November 19th and November
21 st. L
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Since this question may assume a political aspect, in view of the present 
situation with regard to 'displaced persons', I feel it my duty to inform you 
of the point of view of the Yugoslav Government, before getting in touch 
with the Assistant Director of the Department of Planning and Development, 
Mrs. E. W. Brownell. 

The Yugoslav Government, as well as the country's national economists, 
are  inclined to consider a subtraction of the working population to be harmful 
for the recovery of so badly devastated a country as Yugoslavia. You will be 
aware that of a population of sixteen million before the war, my country lost 
more than one million seven h.undred thousand people, most of them young 
and efficient in national production. The Yugoslav Government is therefore 
anxious to get back to the country as many Yugoslav workers as can be 
obtained, even from countries where they have every reason to be satisfied 
and happy, and I can assure you that many of them are prepared to do what 
they can to fulfill their indebtedness to their country of birth, in order that 
they may make up for what they were unable to accomplish during and 
before the war. 

On the other hand, there me people who, with reason, feel that they 
have done wrong to their motherland and others who prefer to come. to a 
rich and flourishing country instead of taking up the burden of rebuilding 
their destroyed homes. As a matter' of fact, there are many amongst the 
displaced persons who are responsible for crimes and mischief • and I do not 
believe that they would be a gain to any country, wherever they may settle. 
Apart from that, there are a lot of idle people, of political rather than 
Constructive mind, looldng for an easy way of life. Consequently, I would not 
suggest that any action be taken to transfer those people to Canada, because 
they will be either harmful or useless.for this country. 

As the representative of Yugoslavia, I would not like the great service and 
reputation Of the Yugoslav immigrants in this country to be obscured by a lot 
of people whose moral, political and material usefulness is doubtful. 

I avail etc. 
PERO CABRIC 

226. 	 DEA/5127-40 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au chargé d'affaires de Yougoslavie 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Chargé d'Affaires of Yugoslavia 

No. 19 	 Ottawa, November 22, 1946 
Sir, 

I have the honour to refer to your Note of November 13th, and to ac-
knowledge the account which you have given me of the attitude of the 
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Yugoslav Government concerning the re-settlement of displaced persons, of
Yugoslav nationality. In the discussion of this , question which has taken place

in various conferences of the United Nations during the present year, repre-
sentatives of the Canadian Government have made clear the desire of Canada

to facilitate, as much as possible, the voluntary repat riation of all displaced

persons who are willing to return to their countries of origin . The Canadian
Government has also indicated its wish that steps should be taken to prevent .

war criminals and traitors securing international assistance through refugee
organizations . It is also the view of the Canadian Government that genuine
refugees who do not wish to return to their countries of o rigin should not be

compelled to da so, and should be assisted through international action to

re-establish themselves in new homes .

Accept etc .
L. B. PEARSON

for the Secretary of State ,
for External Affairs

. PARTIE 4/PART 4

SCIENTIFIQUES ALLEMANDS/GERMAN SCIENTISTS

227. W.L.M.K./Vol. 331

Mémorandum du sous-secrétairé ,d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au Premier ministre

Memorandum f rom Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Prime Minister

SECRET [Ottawa,] September 10, 1946

As you know, both the United Kingdom and the United States have
secured the services of a good many German scientists who have been trans-
ferred with their equipment to laboratories in those countries where they are
able to carry forward research projects on which they had been engaged in
Germany. A considerable number of German scientists have also gone to the
U.S.S .R . on a similar footing . Canada has .on a number of occasions been
asked whether it would be interested in securing the se rvices of any German
scientists for research work . Up to now the line taken by the National Re-
search Council has been that the possible po li tical difficulties arising from the
employment of such persons would probably outweigh the scientific advan-
tages which might accrue from their work in Canada .

Dean Mackenzie told me today that he was no longer sure that this policy .
was wise . He felt that in certain special fields we might be losing the services
and skills of men who might make a really important contribution to special-
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ized forms of scientific research for which suitably qualified Canadian scien-
tists are not available. He plans to discuss the whole question again, with Mr. 
Howe, who may wish to raise the matter in Cabinet. 

N. A. R[OBERTSON] 

228. 	 DEA/7-DC 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire 
en Grande-Bretagne 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner 
in Great Britain 

DESPATCH 1797 	 Ottawa, October 18, 1946 

Sir, 
I have the honour to refer to your Despatch No. A-811 of 21st September, 

1946,t and to previous communications concerning the employment of Ger-
man scientists in Canada. 

This matter has now been discussed in the Cabinet, and it has been agreed 
that it would be desirable to bring to Canada a few German scientists for 
work in which no qualified Canadian personnel are available. It is understood, 
of course, that the Immigration Authorities would carefully investigate each 
case from the political and security point of view, and it is envisaged that 
each scientist accepted should be personally known to a colleague in Canada. 

We have been asked by the President of the National Research Council, at 
whose instigation the Cabinet decision was taken, to assist in obtaining the 
services of Dr. Kurt Starke of Heidelberg, Germany. Dr. Starke is an out-
standing scientist and is personally known to Dr. L. G. Cook of the National 
Research Council. He is acceptable from a political and personal standpoint, 
and is to be located at McMaster University where he will work with 
Dr. H. G. Thode who is carrying on important work in the field of radio 
chemistry. 

We are forwarding this request.to the Immigration Section of the Depart-
ment of Mines and Resources for action through their channels, and in the 
meantime would suggest that you take whatever steps are necessary through 
Major Macdonnell of C.A.T.C. to clear this man from Germany for service 
in Canada. 

The question of bringing out industrial scientists for work in Canadian 
industry has,  been considered by officials of this Department and the Depart-
ment of Trade and Commerce; and the view is held that the Cabinet decision 
would cover the immigration to Canada of certain scientists and technicians 
which have been requested by Canadian industry. Dean Mackenzie of the 
National Research Council has concurred in this interpretation. 
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It is anticipated that further requirements for German scientists will be
made known in the-near future, and you wi ll so be advised . I would appreci=
ate being kept informed of what progress ÿou are making in these matters .

I have etc.

229.
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L. B. PEARSON

for the Secretary of State
for External Affair s

PCO/C-20-2

Le secrétaire du Cabinet au ministre des Mines et des Ressources

Secretary to the Cabinet to Minister of Mines and Resources

CONFIDENTIAL Ottawa, November 24, 1946

Dear Mr. Glen,
The Cabinet at its meeting of November 12, 1946 dealt with the following

item of interest to you.
Immigration Po licy; entry of German Scientists and Technicians

The Prime Minister referring to a memorandum t from the Director of
Immigration stated that as a result of investigation by Canadian firms it had
been ascertained that in order to establish new industries in Canada a num-
ber of German scientists and technicians would . be required . Needs already.
known totalled fifteen technicians for Canadian. companies ; this number might
be expected to increase both for technical and for educational purposes .

Since the men involved were German citizens, tempora ry admission would
have to be authorized under Minister's permit, while permanent admission
would require autho rity of the Governor in Council . Careful review from the
point of view of secu rity would be required before individual case s could be
approved .

, The Cabinet, , after discussion, agreed that the decision of October 2nd
which I reported to you in my letter of November 9tht be extended to permit
the temporary admission to Canada of German scientists and technicians
required for industrial and educational purposes ; admission in each case to
be recommended by the President of the National Research Council and the
Director General of Defence Research .

The President of the National Research Council, Commissioner Wooct
R.C.M. Police and Dr . Solandt have been informed of this decision, and I am
sending copies of this letter to Mr. Jackson and Mr. Jolliffe.

Yours sincerely,
A. D. P. HEENEY
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PARTIE 5/PART 5 

SOLDATS POLONAIS/POLISH SOLDIERS 

230. 	 DEA/5127-40 

Le sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures 
au ministre du Travail 

Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs to Minister of Labour 

CONFIDENTIAL 	 Ottawa, May 14, 1946 
Dear Mr. Mitchell, 

1. Before the Prime Minister left for England, the Under-Secretary sub-
mitted to him a memoranduml on the possibility of Canada agreeing to take 
demobilized Polish soldiers, man for man, in return for the Germai' prisoners-
of-war which we would be retuming to the United Kingdom. 

2. As you know, we have been having discussions recently with the United 
Kingdom about the return to the United Kingdom of some thousands of 
German prisoners-of-war who are being used as agricultural labourers in 
various parts of Canada. The United Kingdom wish to have them back in 
accordance with an arrangement made some months ago and we are trying 
to hold on to them because of the immediate need for their services for food 
production here. 

3. It was therefore suggested to the Prime Minister that by agreeing to take 
demobilized Polish soldiers in return for the German prisoners-of-war we 
would be getting a supply of heavy labour of a type which is in considerable 
demand, and that the movement, which might run to three or four thousand, 
would make an appreciable begiming on the very difficult task of disposing 
of the large forces of Polish soldiers in Western Europe who, for under-
standable reasonsi, are unwilling to return to Poland. The fact that the Polish 
soldiers would  be coming to Canada as agricultural labourers or lumber 
workers to take the place specifically of German prisoners-of-war who would 
be shipped back, would diminish or remove the danger of political 
controversy. 

4. In the ordinary course most of the Poles who are of the type from 
which a good part of our useful immigration has come, would probably 
settle here as valuable citizens. 

5. The  •  Prime Minister has approved this proposal in principle, adding 
that it should be made a matter of Cabinet consideration. 

6. I am therefore sending a copy of this letter to Mr. Heeney so that the 
matter may be put on the agenda for early consideration by the Cabinet. 

H. H. WRONG 

1  Voir le document 106. 	 1  See Document 106. 
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231. PCO/P-65- 1

Mémorandum du secrétaire du Cabinet au Cabinet

Memorandum f rom Secretary to the Cabinet to Cabinet

CONFIDENTIAL Ottawa, May 21, 194 6

WOODS AND AGRICULTURAL LABOUR ; PROPOSAL FOR REPLACEMENT

OF PRISIONERS OF WAR BY DEMOBILIZED - POLISH SOLDIERS

Discussions have taken place recently with the United Kingdom government
about the return to the United Kingdom of some thousands of German
prisoners of war who are being used as agricultural labourers in various parts
of Canada. The- United Kingdom wish to have them returned 'on the last
available troop ship which is expected to -leave Canada early in August, and
the Canadian government has . agreed that this will be done despite the fact
that their services are urgently required for food production here . -

Before the Prime Minister left for England, the Under-Secretary of State
for External Affairs submitted to him a memorândum on the possibility of
Canada agreeing to take demobilized Polish soldiers, man for man, in return
for the German prisoners of war being returned to the United Kingdom.
It was pointed out that in this way we would obtain a supply of heavy labour
of a type which is in considerable demand and that the movement, which
might run to three or four .thousand, would make an appreciable beginning
on the very difficult task of disposing of the large forces, of Polish soldiers
in Western Europe who are unwilling to return to Poland . The fact that the
Polish soldiers vvould be coming to Canada as agricultural labourers or woods
workers to take the place specifically of German : prisoners of war- who would
be shipped back, . would diminish or remove the danger . of political
controversy .

The Prime Minister has approved this proposal in principle and has asked
that it be placed before- the Cabinet .

Officials 'of the Departments of External Affairs and Labour havé discussed
the possibility of requiring these Polish soldiers, as â condition of entry into
Canada, to work under direction for a period of possibly two years . It has
also been suggested that "they might be forméd into labour 'battalions which
would be available to work wherever their services were réquired 'and that
,they should continue to be employed in this manner for possibly two years
and not be permitted to drift into the larger, centres of population .where

,they would be in competition with local labour.
A. D. P . - HEENEY .

L
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.232. 	 • 	 DEA/621-PF-40 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'Etat associé aux Affaires extérieures 

Memorandum by Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TOP SECRET 	 [Ottawa,] May 24, 1946 
REPLACEMENT OF PRISONERS OF WAR BY 

• DEMOBILIZED POLISH SOLDIERS 

• At the meeting ,of the Cabinet on May 22nd, this proposal which had be,en 
•submitted to and approved in principle by the Prime Minister before his 
departure, was *discussed and referred for consideration and report to the 
Ministers of Labour and Mines and Resources. 

H. W[RoNo] 

233. 	 • 	 DEA/621-PF-40 

Mémorandum du secrétaire du Cabinet au Cabinet 

Memorandum from Secretary to the Cabinet to Cabinet 

WOODS AND AGRICULTURAL LABOUR: REPLACEMENT OF 

- 	 PRISONERS-OF-WAR BY DEMOBILIZED POLISH SOLDIERS 

The Cabinet on May 22nd, 1946, referred a proposal to replace German 
prisoners-of-war by demobilized Polish soldiers to the Ministers of Labour 
and Mines and Resources for consideration and report. 

The Deputy Minister of Labour and the Director of Immigration have 
conferred On the matter and reCommended as follows: • 
- 1. Apprœdmately 4000 Prisoners-of-War will be used for..agricultural pur-
suits this summer. Practically all of them will be used in the. sugar beet fields 

,of Alberta, Manitoba and Ontario. The only mode of transporting them back 
to England in sight consists of returning troop transports and these ships will 
not be available, if-present schedules are followed,  alter the end of July or 
middle of 'August.  •  

2. A difficult situation will be created when it becomes necessary to with-
(draw the 4000 Prisoners-of-War from agriculture and strenuous protestsYrill 
result, 	 • , 

3. If the demobilized Polish soldiers can be carefully selected and dealt 
with somevhat along thelines indicated hereunder, it is recommended that the 
plan be proceeded  with  and that they be assigned to agriculture to take the 
place of the German Prisoners-of-War. 	 • 

Briefly, the arrangements might be somewhat as follows: 
• (a) The number be limited to 4000; single men only who will agree to 
accept direction to agriculture or similar wOrk for a period of three years 
and enter into an indiVidual contract to this 'effect; • • 
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1
(b) One term of the contract would be that they would be sent back to

B ritain if they failed to carry out the agreement ;
(c) A meticulously careful selection should be made on grounds of medi-cal fitness ; security (no Nazis or agents) ; and suitability for agricultural work,

and in this connection it is proposed that three senior officials be sent to
select them: one from the Mounted Police, to check up on security ; a Medical
Officer and an Agricultural Employment Officer who knows the type of menrequired;

(d) They would be given temporary status until the three year period was
up and subject to good behavior during the three years they could then be
given permanent status ;

(e) Their placement on arrival in Canada would be made from clearance
depots, one in Ontarioy one in Manitoba and possibly one in Alberta, these
clearance depots to be operated under the Farm Labour Plan which is oper-
ated in co-operation with the Provinces . This would have the effect of avoid-
ing any differences of opinion with the Provinces .

The undersigned has no knowledge of . the funds that would be available
to these Polish soldiers on demobilization, but if they cannot pay their own
transportation to Canada possibly the United Kingdom Government would
make provision for their transport . This might be accomplished by the trans-
ports handling the Prisoners-of-War .

If the suggestions carry the approval of Cabinet, it is proposed that a tele-
gram be despatched to the Prime Minister, asking him to make arrangements
with the B ritish Government specifically on the point of obtaining an agree-
ment that the men could be sent back to Great Britain if they failed to car ry
out the contract and genera lly on the whole plan .

In order that the details might be developed a small Interdepartment Com-
mittee might be set up, consisting of the Deputy Minister of Labour, the
Director of Immigration and Commissioner Wood of the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police .

The Minister of Labour and the Minister of Mines and Resources have
approved this recommendation in principle .

A. D. P. HEENE Y

234. PCO/C-20-2
Extrait de lettre du secrétaire du Cabinet au ministre du Travail

Extract f rom Letter f rom Secretary to the Cabinet to Minister of Labour

Ottawa, May 30, 194 6
Dear Mr. Mitche ll,

At yesterday's . meeting of the Cabinet the following items of particular
interest to . you -were• .dealt with :

1 . Agricultural and woods labour;, demobilized Polish soldiers L
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You submitted, as the basis of your letter  tome  of May 24th, the plan con-
curred in by your colleague the Minister of Mines and Resources for the selec-
tion of 4,000 demobilized Polish soldiers to replace prisoners of war in agri-
cultural and woods labour. A cabinet Document (No. 216), on this subject, 
had been circulated. 

O The Cabinet approved the plan recommended and agreed that negotiations 
with the U.K. government be undertaken through appropriate channel. 

I have suggested to Mr. Wrong that he get in touch with Mr. MacNamara 
prior to sending a message to London and that since Mr. Robertson is familiar 
with the matter, he should participate in conversations with U.K. authorities. 

As to the committee to be responsible for administration of the scheme, 
Raymond Ranger who is to be seconded to this Office in place of B. F. Wood 
could act as secretary and I will arrange that he get in touch with Mr. Mac-- 
Namara in this connection so that the project may be pressed forward. 

Yours sincerely, 
A. D. P. HEENEY 

235. DEA/621-PF-40 

Le haut commissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'État 
O 	

aux Affaires extérieures 

O 
Acting High Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary of State 

for External Affairs 
TELEGRAM 1271 	 London, May 31, 1946 
SECRET. Poles. United Kingdom officials have arranged meeting for Monday 
with Robertson to discuss disposition of Polish Armed Forces. It would be 
helpful to know before that time whether you have come to ,any preliminary 
Conclusions concerning proposed acceptance of Poles in place of German 
prisoners. 

United Kingdom proposal that Canada might accept financial obligations 
towards Poles in Canada will also be raised, and we should be glad to have 
any comments you would like to make on this subject. 

236. DEA/621-PF-40 
O 	Le secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures 

au haut commissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagne 

Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs 
O 	

to Acting High Commissioner in Great Britain 

TELEGRAM 1094 	 Ottawa, June 1, 1946 
IMMEDIATE. SECRET, Your telegram No. 1271 of May 31. Polish soldiers. 

1. Cabinet on May 29 approved of a plan to exchange demobilized Polish 
soldiers on a head for head basis for German prisoners of war, and agreed 
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that negotiations with the United Kingdom be undertaken . It would clearly
be best if these negotiations were conducted . in London .

2. The submission to Cabinet stated that about four thousand German *
p risoners of war will be used in agriculture this, summer, practically all, of
them in the sugar-beet fields of Alberta, Manitoba and Ontario. The only -
method of transporting them back to England in sight consists of returning
troop transports and, if present schedules are followed, ' these ships will not
be available after the end of July or middle of August.

3 . The arrangement proposed in the plan considered by Cabinet . is as
follows :

(1) The -number of demobilized Po lish soldiers be limited to 4000 ; single
men only who will agree to accept direction to agriculture or similar . work
for a . period of three years and enter into, an individual contract to this
effect.

(2) One term of the contract,would 'be that they would be sent back to
Britain if they failed to carry out the agreement .

(3) A meticulously careful selection should be made on grounds of medical
fitness, . security : _(no Nazis or agents), and suitability for agricultural work ; :
three senior officials would be sent to select them : one from the Mounted
Po lice to check up on secu rity ; a Medical Officer and an Agricultural Employ-ment Officer who knows the type of men required.

(4) They would be :given temporary status ,until the .three year, period was
up and subject to good behavior during the thrée years they could then be
given permanent status .

(5) Their placement on arrival in Canada would be , made from clearancè
depots, one in Ontario, one in - Manitoba and possibly one, in Alberta, : thes

e clearance depots to be operated under the Farm LabourPlan which is
operated in , co-operation .with the Provinces . This would . have . the. -effect . of
avoiding any differences of opinion with the Provinces.

4: It is, suggested that if the Poles cannot pay their own . transportation to
Canada, possibly the United Kingdom will arrange , for the transportation and'
pay the cost.

5 . It will, of course, be necessary to secure the consent of the United
Kingdom Government to the arrangement, and especia lly to the provision that
the men could be sent . back to the United Kingdom if they failed to carry out
the agreement.

6 . An inter-departmental committee is being set up, consisting of the
Deputy Minister of Labour, the Director of Immigration, the Commissioner
of the R.C.M'.P ., together with a representative of this Department and a
Secre tary from the Privy Council Office.

L
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237. DEA/621-PF-40

Le haut commissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

Acting High Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary of Stat e
for External Affairs

TELEGRAM. 1318 London, June 5, 1946
SECRET. Following for Wrong from Robertson, Begins : Your telegram No.
1094 of June I st . At a meeting on June 3rd with representatives of the
United Kingdom Government Departments concerned, I outlined the con-
ditions set forth in your -telegrâm under which our Government would con-
sider receiving demobilized Polish personnel in replacement of returning'
German prisoners of war and explained why the various restrictive conditions
were felt to be necessary by our authorities .

The United Kingdom, representatives welcomed the proposed arrangement
as the first substantial offer from - any other country of help .in placing the
demobilized Polish , forces . They were, at first, . . inclined to hesitate a bit atpossibility that misfits would be . deported to the United. Kingdom, but on
second thoughts wére disposed to agree that the likelihoôd" of any substantial
group being landed on them ' was slight.

In ensuing discussion, fo llowing points emerged:
(1) United Kingdom recognize that our present willingness to take Po lish

personnel is linked with our loss of prisoner of war labour, but urge that
this relationship be not unduly stressed in any pub licity given these arrange-
ments because of adverse effect it would have upon Polish morale . The bèst-
type of man will probably volunteer for labour service in Canada under
conditions . prescribed- if , early assurance could be given , that sâtisfactory
behaviour would lead to ultimate qualification for Canadian citizenship, but
if emphasis were, put on, their role as relief for. . enemy prisoners of war we
would be less likely tô ' get satisfactory applicànts .

(2) As regards wages and relations with employers genera lly, the United
Kingdom• representatives hoped that the status of Polish persônnel employ-ed in Canada would not be less favourable than that of those to be placed in
employment- in this country. I said I thought that they would receive pre--
vailing wage rates, an d that so long as the y were, in effect, employed under
a contract of indenture, the Departments of Government concerned would
supervise their placement and employment and see - to it that their special
status was not exploited by their employers .

(3) I thought it important that persons selected for labour service in
Canada under this scheme should come as individuals and not as members
of mi lita ry formations . In Canada they would be under civil, not military,
control and there should be no suggestion of maintaining any Polish military
discipline over men once they were landed in Canada. .
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(4) It was thought that a good many men with the qualifications we - 
required could be fo-und in the Polish Army in Italy, which was largely 
recruited from the Eastern Provinces of Poland and contains about 50,000 
farmers and farm labourers as well as a number of lumbermen. 

(5) From an administrative point of view, it would appear easier to 
recruit Polish personnel in the United Kingdom to which the Polish forces 
are being returned for demobilization into the Resettlement Corps. However,' 
there are precedents for demobilization taking place in Italy, and I think 
it would be wise to have the necessary screening done there and the men 
shipped to Canada direct from the Mediterranean rather than via the United 
Kingdom. Otherwise, their movement to Canada would appear to be in direct 
competition with the movement of soldiers' dependents and civilian personnel 
from this country and could give rise to very serious complaints and criticism. 
Viewed from London, the transportation aspect of this scheme is very im-
portant. I put it to the meeting that the United Kingdom should itself 
provide, or get the United States to provide, special  shipping for the moving 
of Polish personnel over and above what is now scheduled for moving 
soldiers and their dependents from the United Kingdom to Canada. 

Further discussions with the United Kingdom authorities can be conducted 
by Canada House which would be glad to have your instructions on the 
points raised in this message. Ends. 

238. 	 DEA/621-PF-40 

Le haut commissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

Acting High Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 1530 	 London, July 10, 1946 

SECRET. Your telegram No. 1279 of July 7th,t Polish -immigrants. Thank 
you for your telegram, which arrived in time for the meeting. Representatives 
of Home Office, War Office, Treasury and Dominions Office, as well as 
Mr. LePan of this office, were present. 

2. As I forecast in my telegram No. 1513 of July 8th,t representative of 
Home Office objected strongly to the Canadian stipulation that Poles who fail 
to carry out the proposed Agreement, should be sent back to United Kingdom. 
He argued that, by sending over a Commission of officials to select the Poles 
for immigration to Canada, we were skimming off the cream of the crop, and 
that it was unreasonable, after we had done that, to expect the United King-
dom to receive back any Poles who proved to be unsatisfactory. He did not 
think it was right for us to claim this double form of insurance. In particular, 

384 
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he declared that a cast iron , guarantee - to take back any immigrants ' whom we
might reject over so long a period as three years, would involve the United
Kingdom autho rities in serious -legal difficulties . Their Immigration regula-
tions, for example, as they stood at present, would not allow them to acceptcriminals or immigrants with contagious diseases . On the other hand, they
would be quite willing to accept immigrants who found the Canadian c limate
too rigorous, or who were unsuited to the work for which they had gone to
Canada. More generally, they would try to find means of accepting unsatis-
factory immigrants whom we wished . to return to United Kingdom, but they
could not guarantee to accept all such men without exception . He pleaded for
the Canadi an Gove rnment to consume some of the smoke which may arise
from this arrangement.

3 . He asked whether the Canadian Government would agree to some such
formula as the following :

It .is understood that the United Kingdom Government would be prepared
to give sympathetic consideration to a request by the Canadian Government
to take off their hands any individuals who are found, by experience, to be '
unsuitable for the purpose for which they were selected .

4 . LePan said that he could not hold out any hope of the Canadian Gov-
ernment relaxing this stipulation to their offer. Immigration was " a ver3r con-
tentious issue in Canada, and authority could be granted for * the entrance of ,
these four thousand Poles only if their admission were presented to the Cana-
dian Parliament as an exception, and it could be made to appear as an 'ex-'
ception only if it were hedged about with safeguards . Of these safeguards, the
most important, in the view of Canadian Government, ' was the 'right to re-
turn unsatisfactory immigrants to the United Kingdom . The selection to be
carried out by .Cânadian officials, it was true, was a form of insurance for the
Canadian Government, but it was equally insurance for United Kingdom
Government . As a consequence of the, selection, we be lieved that it would be
unlikely that there would be any appreciable number of Poles who would fail -
to fulfil . the terms of the proposed Agreement ., He also mentioned the other
points made in your telegram of yesterday's date . t

5. However, we have unde rtaken to forward to you the formula suggested
by the Home Office. In the meeting, LePan stood firmly on the letter of your
instructions, and stressed the importance which you attach to this condition,
but we feel that the difficulties referred to by the Home Office are genuine,
and we would recommend that you consider sympathetica lly how far it is

- possible to go along the lines of the suggested formula in meeting them .
6. Representatives of the War Office raised no objections to the plan, and

indeed thought it excellent. It would be quite 'possible to ship the men directly
from Italy in accordance with our wishes . They did raise four points however :

(a) The movement of the Second Polish -Corps from Italy to the United
Kingdom has begun, and advance parties of units have already arrived in this
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country. If we wished to carry out the work of selection in Italy  •and ship those 
chosen from there, we should move with great haste. The Polish Corps will 
have been entirely withdrawn. from Italy some time in September. The sooner 
the Canadian officials charged with the responsibility of screening applicants 
can be despatched, the better. 

(b) They enquired whether it would be possible to hold out the hope that 
dependents of the Poles selected would ultimately be a llowed to proceed to 
Canada. They realise that only single men would be eligible for immigration 
into Canada, but they were apprehensive that, if the dependents of these 
men—their parents, for example--could not at some later date be granted 
entry into Canada, few Poles would be prepared  to opt for residence in 
Canada rather than in the United Kingdom. This point seems to us to be of 
substance. At the Present time many Polish dependents are in United King-
dom, and even if permission were granted to dependents of those men chosen 
to proceed to Canada," shipping could not be found for them within perhaps 
a year. Because of recent changes in the Canadian immigration regulations, 
it seems to us that an indication that Canadian Govenunent would be pre-
pared to accept applications for immigration from these dependents would 
present no difficulty in principle, and we hope that such an indication may be 
given. This is a rnatter of some urgency, since, if your answer to this query  is 

 favourable, it should be included in the routine order which will be circulated 
through the Polish formations in Italy. . 

(c) They wondered how Polish immigrants going, directly from Italy to 
Halifax would be provided with civilian clothes. Poles demobilized in this 
country, like United Kingdom servicemen, are given Chrilian - clothes on diS-
charge. They do . not receive an allowance for this purpose asis the case with 
Canadian servicemen. The War Office felt that it • would be impossible,' 
adrniniàtratively, to  issue civilian clothes to Poles demobilized in Italy. Pre-
sumably they could be given instead, a cash clothing alloWance with which to' 
buy clothes in Canada. 

(d) They are also doubtful- whether one team of three officials will be ' 
sufficient to complete selection before the Polish Corps lias left Italy. 	, 

7. Representatives of the Treasury raised, once again, the possibility of the 
Canadian Government paying the passage of Polish immigrants' from Italy to 
Canada, and also of paying war gratuities. The 'War Office also suggested that 
we might pay clothing allowance if they are agreed upon. LePan promised to 
refer these suggestions to you, but did not hold out any hope of Canada 
accepting these responsibilities. It is clear that the Treasury will not make 
this issue a stumbling block if you insist that the United Kingdom be responsi-
ble for these payments. 

8. I should be grateful for an early reply to this telegram since the War 
Office must issue a routine order to all Polish formations some weeks before 
our officials arrive in Italy to make the selection. 
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239
. PCO/P-65-1

Mémorandum du secrétaire du Cabinet au Cabinet

Memorandum from Secretary to the Cabinet to Cabinet

SECRET [Ottawa,] July 11, 1946
On May 29, 1946,.. Cabinet . approved. of a plan recommended by the Min-ister of Labour . and concurred in by the Minister of Mines and Resources .

whereby a maximum of 4,000 single, demobilized Polish -soldiers . would beselected and brought to this country to work in the sugar beet fields, under
direction, for a ; period of .3 y,ears, after which . time and, subject to good
behaviour, they could be given permanent status to reside in this. country.

Cabinet further approved that a committee composed of the Députÿ Minis-
ter of Labour, the Director of Immigration, and ` the Commissioner , of theR.C.M.P. would be responsible for the administration of the plan. Theattached submission to council and contractt have been recommended by theCommittee for approval. -'

The submission to council contains three sma ll changes in ' policy (viz, the
reduction from 3 to 2 years, the decision not to concentrate on the sugar beet
fields, but rather in agricultural employment, and the decision to accept .4,000single men . if possible and, if not, to make up any balance from suitably
qualified married men) .

There is also mentioned in the contract to be signed by both the . de-mobilized Polish soldier as an employee, and the employer, a minimum,
monthly wage, rate of $45 .00.

The form, of and authori ty for the order-in-council have been cleared with *Justice by the Solicitor of the Department " of Labour.

A.-D.' P. HEENEY

[PIÉCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE ]

Soumission au Conseil

Submission to Council

The undersigned the . Minister .of Labour and the Minister of Mines and
Resources have the honour to report as follows :

That there exists in Canada an acute shortage of suitable labour for agri-
cultural employment; and

That it is considered necessary to make provision at this time for the early
acquisition of suitable labour for agricultural employment ; and

That the Minister of Mines and Resources proposes to permit entry into
Canada under the authority of the Immigration Act of 4,000 ex-members of

Cette soumission fut approuvée le 23 1 This submission was approved on July'juillet. Décret en Conseil P.C . 3112. 23. Order in Council P.C. 3112 .
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the Polish Armed Forces who served with the Allied Forces engaged in. 
hostilities against the Axis powers and who are presently located in the United 
Kingdom and Italy and are qualified for and willing to undertake agricultural 
employment in Canada; and 

That it is considered desirable that provision be made for the selection and 
examination overseas of men for entry into Canada as aforesaid, to settle the 
conditions  •  relative to their employment in agriculture in Canada, to provide 
for their placement in employment and for their supervision and welfare 
while so employed: 

Now, therefore, the undersigned have the honour to recommend that Your 
Excellency in Council be pleased to approve the following Order: 

1. The Minister of Labour is authorized 
(a) by arrangement with the Departments concerned to send representa-

tives of the Departments of Mines and Resources and Labour and the Royal 
Canadian Mounted Police to the United Kingdom and Italy to interview and 
examine persons of the above-mentioned description for the purpose of 
selecting 4,000 of such persons for agricultural employment in Canada and 
to pay the necessary transportation and living expenses of such representa-
tives while so engaged; 

(b) to make provision as he deems necessary for the placement in agri-
cultural employment of persons so sele,cted and admitted into Canada and for 
their continued supervision and welfare during the initial two-year period of 
employment following entry into Canada including inter alla  provision for 
payment of their transportation expenses from the port of entry into Canada 
to the place of employment, living expenses en route and any necessary 
medical or hospital expenses, and for such purposes, may make use of the 
facilities of the Unemployment Insurance Commission or may enter into an 
agreement with any province or extend the provisions of any agreement with 
any province pertaining to farm labour; 

(c) to pay the costs of return transportation to Great Britain and living 
expenses en route for any person admitted to Canada aforesaid, if required 
to leave Canada; 

(d) to use staff pre,sently employed by the Department of Labour or engage 
such additional staff as may be required by him, for the administration of this 
Order at such rate of remmieration as may be authorized by the Governor 
in Council and to establish such offices as may be required. 

2. The Minister of Labour shall require every person as may be permitted 
entry into Canada by the Minister of Mines and Resources for agricultural 
employment as aforesaid, to complete a written undertaking in form con-
tained in Schedule I heretot or to like effect. 

3. The Government of Canada declares that each person permitted entry 
hito Canada as aforesaid will be granted permanent admission to Canada 
updn due fulfilment and observance by him of the terms and conditions of 
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the undertaking given by him pursuant to Section 2 of this Order and if other-
wise eligible to enter or remain in Canada under the Immigration Act .

4 . Expenses incurred by the Minister of Labour in the administration of
this Order shall be paid out of monies voted by Parliament for the Depart-
ment of Labour.

Respectfully submitted,
[H. MITCHELL]

[J . A. GLEN]

240. DEA/621-PF-40

Le secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures
au haut commissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagne

Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Acting High Commissioner in Great Britain

TELEGRAM 1378 Ottawa, July 24, 1946
SECRET . Your telegram No . 1530 of July 10, Polish immigrants . Order in
Council P.C . 3112, of July 23 was passed yesterday authorizing the admis-
sion to. Canada under the Immigration Act of 4,000 ex-members of the Po lish
armed forces who are qua lified for, and willing to undertake, agricultural
employment in Canada . :These men will be admitted to Canada under two-
year . Farm Labour contracts . At the end of this period they will be e ligible
for permanent residence in Canada . This followed final Cabinet approval .of
this proposal on July 22 .

2. Concerning the points raised in your telegram No ., 1530, the decision
of the Cabinet was as follows :

(1) The Government agreed that the stipulation regarding the return to
the United Kingdom of Polish veterans who proved unsatisfactory should
stand. In passing this on to the U.K. authorities it should be emphasized that
the responsibility of the U.K. Government for accepting these Poles, if
unsatisfactory, extends only during the two-year term of their contract .

(2) Concerning the number of Canadian officiais to be sent abroad to
interview these men, it was agreed that two teams of three officials (a medical
officer, a Farm Labour employment officer and 'an R.C.M.P. security officer)
should be sent to Italy at the earliest date . It is not expected that these teams
will reach Italy for at least two weeks from this date . These men will travel
by air and will be augmented if necessary. ,

(3) Concerning the admissibility of the dependents of the poles selected,
it was emphasized that only single men will be interviewed and selected at
this stage . After the two-year contract is finished, the Polish veterans selected
will be eligible for permanent admission to Canada, and ' as permanent resi-
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dents, their relatives will then be admissible to Canada in the same manner 
as the relatives of any other Canadian residents. (See our circular despatch 
of June 13 on immigration policy.)  f  During the two years of their contract 
dependents of these men will not (repeat :flot)  be eligible for admission to 
Canada. 

(4) Concerning clothing for these men, it was agreed that the Canadian 
Government would undertake to supply each of them with a kit of working 
clothes on their arrival in Canada. The costs of these clothes will be borne 
by the Canadian Government. They will consist of sufficient clothing for a 
farm worker. It was also agreed that it should be suggested to the U.K. 
Government that they might add to the gratuities of each of these men a 
sum equivalent to the value of the "walking out" clothing they would have 
been issued if they had been demobilized in the U.K. 

(5) The Govenunent decided against Canada assuming transportation 
costs for these men from Italy to Canada. 

(6) The Canadian Government also declined to accept the burden of 
paying any war gratuities to th.ese men unless the Polish veterans conce rned 
came under the provisions of P.C. 7516 of January 22, 1946, as former 
residents of Canada. 

3. As stated above, it is not expected that the teams will be in Italy to 
interview these men before at least a fortnight. It is hoped th.at application 
forms in Polish and English will be available for distribution to members of 
the Polish Second Corps before the teams arrive in Italy., In youx telegram 
No  1530 you say that the movement of this Corps to the United Kingdom 
has already begun and the it will be completed sometime in Septeinber. As 
dur teams will not reach Italy until approximately' Augnst 10; we Would 
appreciate receiving full details concerning the speed  of the movement of 

:this .  Corpi. If there are an insufficient number of qualified single  •  men in 
this Corps in Italy from whom 4,000 workers can be selected, it will be 
necessary for our teams to proceed to the U.K. to examine further applicants. 

:This  wouldmèanthat1 ,  transport for these men would be required both from 
-Italy and from the U.K. to Canada. In view of the U.K. Government's reluc-
tance to have these men leave direct from the U.K. to Canada, it-would be 
much preferable if all interviewing and selection could be accomplished in 
Italy before the Corps' repatriation. 

4. You will note that we are assuming that-the U.K. Govenunent is under-
taking responsibility for securing ship transport for these men from Italy (or 
the United Kingdom) to Canada. So far we have received no word on what 
arrangements are contemplated in this regard. 

5. Our teams in Italy will require assistance in solving many administrative 
problems, such as stenographic help, interpreters, accommodation and rations 
for the teams, etc. We will send you a telegram shortly listing the problems on 
which these teams will require assistance and asking for the co-operation of 
the military authorities in Italy. 
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(:- 6.« An airmail despatcht will be sent you tomorrow enclosing copies Of 
(a) Order-in-Council P.C. 3112 of July 23, (b) the application form to be 
filled out by these Polish veterans before their interview, (c) an undertaking 
to be completed by the selected Polish veteran in the presence of the inter-
viewing officer, stating that he is prepared to accept farm labour in Canada 
under the stated conditions, and (d) thé Farm Labour  contract to be com-
pleted between the employer (i.e., the Canadian farmer) and the Polish 
Yeteran concerned at some central distribution point in Canada where the 
'wOrkers'have  been assembled after'their arrival here. This contract will be 
-completed in the présence Of a Labour Department official. 

7. It is eipected that an amionncement on this Subject will be made in the 
"Housé today or toniorroW. 	 , 

, 

241. 	 DEA/621-PF-40 

Le haut commissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

•

• Acting High Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary of State ' 
, 	. 	 . 	for External A ffairs 

TELEGRAM 1644 • 	*- 	' .'",.':• `.: London, July 29, 1946 
SECRET. Your telegram No.  1378 of  July.  24th; Polish .imniigrants. We have 
communicated to the United Kingdom.authorities the decisions taken by the 
Canadian Cabinet in this matter. On the assumption that the .conditions pre-
scribed by the 'Canadian Government will be acceptable tO - tlie United' King-
dom, we have also informed them of the plans which 'are being Made-in 
Canada to implement the scheme. 
-. ? :2.-.You .  enquire - M.paragraph 4 of -your telegrâm what 'arrangements: the 
:United Kingdonl Govemment has in 'mil:4 .for: tranSporting:the menu fo 
Canada.  You are quite right.in ;assuming that the: United KingdoM • Gévem-
ment is willing,to undertake this responsibility. Whatever . ships are.needed will 
sail from  Naples  to any Cailadian .  Olt which , the .Canadian Govemmentrmay 
'designate.- The .War Office intends to usé troOpships and 'wilLprovide ship's 

-staff, an Officer Coninianding trdops, a Medical Officer, etc. The ships 
will probably be Victory Ships acquired from the United States. ,'W& have 
.learned from the, War :Office . that the provision of shipping will cause no 
-difficulty since plans have already been made fto provide , ships to ,bring• the 
Poles from Italy to .  the United Kingdom; some of the shipping allocated for 

-this purpose will simplT bè diverted to carry 4,000 of the Poles to Canada 
instead of to the United Kingdom, in any case, of course, there is no question 
of this shipping reducing the tonnage which.has been promised to the Cana-
dian Government for other• purposes. -;• 
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242. DEA/621-PF-40

Le chargé d'ajffaires au Mexique au secrétaire d'État par 'intérim
aux A ffaires extérieures

Chargé d'Affaires in Mexico to Acting Secretary of State
for External A ffairs

. TELEGRAM 176 Mexico City, July 30, 1946

Reference Canadian acceptance of 4,000 Po lish veterans of the Italian
campaign reported in the Mexican press, July 26th. United States Embassy
. have. enquired, informally, whether we would be prepared to accept as
immigrants any of a group of 465 persons at Polish refugee camp, Leon, State
of Guanajuato, . who are related to Polish veterans now in the United
Kingdom and Mediterranean, some of whom will doubtless be selected by
Canada .

Details regarding Leon refugees and veterans to whom they are related
going forward immediately by airmail .

243, DEA/621-PF-40

Le haut commissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'État
par intérim aux Affaires extérieures

Actirig High Commissioner in Great Britain to Acting , Secretary of State
for External A ffairs

DESPATCH A.660 London, August 7, 1946

SECRET

Sir,
I - have the honour to refer to my telegram No. 1663 of lulÿ 31st,t in which

4 reported that 'the United-Kin.gdom authorities had accepted the conditions
- attached by the Canàdian - Government to their offer to admit 4,000 Po li sh
' ex-servicemen into Canada for agricultural work. In ôrder to provide a 'record
-of the-agreement which has been :reached in this matter, 'I am forwarding
with this despatch three . copies of the correspondence which has been ex-
changed between . Sir Charles Dixon of the Dominions Office and Mr. I:ePan

. of this Office.t
2. On the morning of July 31st it appeared that there was a strong possi

bility that the stipulations which the Canadian Government had ,attached to
their offer might not be entirely acceptable to the United Kingdom inter-
departmental meeting which ° was to consider the question that afternoon. I
tlierefore went dâwn to the Dominions Office ' to see the Permanent Under-

-Secretary, in 'order to make sure that the issue would be considered in the
proper background and perspective . I reminded Sir Eric Machtig that the
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Canadian offer had , come as the result of a personal appeal from Mr . A ttlee
to Mr. Mackenzie King at the time .of the recent Prime Ministers' Meetings .
I also drew attention to the fact that no other member of the Commonwealth
had yet taken any action to lighten the responsibility of the United Kingdom
Government, and I suggested that, if the Canadian offer were to be refused
.because the stipulations attached to it were difficult to accept in view of the
-present immigration regulations of the United Kingdom, the refusal would
have a most unfortunate effect, not only in Canada (where a pub lic announce-
ment had already been made), but also in other parts of the Commonwealth
where parallel offers might be in contemplation . Mr. LePan made similar
representations to the War Office officials who were to participate in the
inter-departmental meeting .

3 . Partly, perhaps, as a result of these representations, it was decided to
accept all the conditions - which the Canadian Government had seen fit to
attach to its offer. I feel that these negotiations have now passed the critic al
point, and should be comparatively smooth from now on. Even before the
United Kingdom authorities had formally accepted 'the Canadian offer, the
War Office had been most co-operative in making practical arrangements for
the visit of the Canadian Interviewing Teams to Italy, and these plans are
already far advanced, as you will have seen from my recent telegrams .

I have etc .
FREDERIC - HUDD

244 . W.L.M.K./Vol. 405

Le haut commissaire par intérim en'Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'État '
aux .A ffaires. extérieures

Acting High Commissioner in Great 'Briiain to - Sêcretar,ÿ of State'for External A ffairs

TEr.EGItAM 1714 London, August 12, 1946
SECRET. My telegram No . 1709 of August 10th, Polish immigrants .

I have learned unofficially . from the War Office that . General Anders re-
gards the scheme with favour and will support it. However, he had cabled
from C.M.F. for further information on the following points :

(a) "Legal status and protection of volunteers from representations of the
Warsaw Government." I understand from War Office that he wishes to be
reassured that these Poles will not be held by the Canadian Government to
be under the "protection" of the representative in Ottawa of the Warsaw
Government .

(b) "Assurance of freedom of religion and freedom in private life to con-
tinue national culture and traditions ."
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(c) "That there is no objection to volunteers remaining members of the 
Polish Corps Ex-Soldiers Association, which has begun in London and is 
comparable to the British Legion." 

(d) -"The possibility of 6 priests [being] allowed to accompany the 4,000 
immigrants for religious and cultural reasons." This enquiry makes me 
suspect that General Anders believes these Poles will be settled in more or 
less homogeneous communities and not scattered among a great number of 
farms. 

(e) "The possibility of some married men being included owing to the 
difficulty of finding 4,000 unmarried persons. Best agriculturists come from 
eastern Poland and many are married with wives in Africa, India and 
Mexico." 

(f) "Details of location of employment and possibility of friends remaining 
together. Will employment be by teams or as individuals." 

2. -It would be useful if the Canadian interviewing teams could be briefed 
on the above points before leaving Canada. 

245. 	 W.L.M.K./Vol. 405 

Le secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures 
au haut commissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagne 

Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Acting High Commissioner in Great Britain 

' 

TELEGRAM 1527 	 Ottawa, August 23, 1946 
SECkET: Your telegram No. 1714 of August 12, Polish Immigrants. 

1. The views of the Canadian Gove rnment on the points raised by Genera/ 
Anders with the War Office are as follows: 	 - 

(a) The status of the Polish veterans in Canada will be similar to that 
of any,other aliens temporarily resident in Canada subject ,to, the conditions 
of the undertaking signed by the Polish veterans in Italy and to the terms of 
the contracts eliterea irito thereunder. The Canadian Government does not 
force any alien in Canada to accept the "protection" of the diplomatic repre-
sehtative in Ottawa of the state of which he is a citizen. 

(b) The Polish veterans will enjoy the full measure of religious and cultural 
freedom that is the right of any resident of Canada (subject to the reservation 
nientionéd in paragraph 2 below). 

(c) The Canadian. Government will not ask any of these Polish veterans 
to surrender his membership in his service organization. In this connec-
tion we would, however, appreciate having further information from you 
concerning  the scorie of the activities of the Polish Corps Ex-Soldiers 
Association. 
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(d)' As these veterans will be placed in employment over widélÿ scattered
areas ; the suggestion that six priests accompany the movement for re ligious
and cultural reasons is not very practicable and cannot be accepted.

(e) It has been already decided not to consider including married men until
it is definitely 'established that the quota of 4,000 cannot be filled with single
men.

(f) The Polish veterans will be placed on farms as individuals, not teams .
Consideration will ~be given to , the possibility, of placing friends on adjacent
farms, but. no .formal commitment can be given in this regard .

2 . With reference to paragraphs (b) and - (c) above, the interviewing teams
wi ll . warn ~. these - Polish . veterans that they must not take part in poli tical
activities on behalf of or against any foreign state . They will not be asked to

. sign, a statement to this effect, but will be warned ora lly prior to signing the
undertaking. We would appreciate having precise information about . the
.action the : United Kingdom Government_ is, taking in this connection with
regard to the Poles demobilized in the U.K .

- 3. Please :transmit~ the - information - contained in this telegram immediately
tc ---- ---~- -- • . . .. . . .

246. DEA/621-PF 40

. Le ministre de :Pologne au secrétaire d'Étâr aux A ffaires: extérieurés

Minister ; of Poland, to Secretary of State for External A ffairs

Excellency, `
[Ottawa,] September 7, 194 6

With reference to the preparations ruade ' by the Department ~ of ' Labor,.and . the Canadian Immigration Authorities to bring to Canada 4,00 0 Polish
~members of the so-called Anders Army, Ï have the honor to inform Your
Excellency of thé position of my governmént in regard ' to the settlement of
Polish citizens in foreign . count ries .

The - Po lish Government is of the opinion that :
1 . Polish citizens who during the war left their country and now are living

abroad, Polish ex-soldiers who fought in the armies of the West, Polish citizens
freed from- concentration camps, and those who were taken by force to
Germali, labor camps are needed in ' Poland to take an active part in the
work of reconstruction of their' country .

2. Certain groups of Po lish citizens who happen to ' be 'outside of Poland
should not be regarded as a human reservoir upon which a foreign count ry
could draw without' the approval of the Po lish Government .
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3. Decision regarding immigration and settlement of Polish citizens in 
foreign countries can be made only on the basis of bilateral agreements with 
the Polish Government. 

I avail etc. 
A. FLDERKIEWICZ 

247. 	 DEA/621-PF-40 

Le ministre de Pologne au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Minister of Poland to Secretary of State for External Affairs , 

[Ottawa,] September 11, 1946 
Excellency, 

By the end of August, I have noticed in several Canadian newspapers, a 
statement attributed. to His Excellency, The Hon. James Allison  Gien, Min-
ister of Mines and Resources, reading as follows: ". . . there are 200,000 
Polish soldiers who foug,ht with our armies and who were fighting against 
Nazism . . . the soldiers cannot return to their home for the very reason that 
they have fought against Nazism and in effect, they are today stateless." 

As I found the same statement in the official record of the House of 
Commons debates of Wednesday, August 28th, 1946,  1 have the honour to 
approach Your Excellency with the request to transmit to His Excellency, 
The Hon. J. A. Gien, the following remarks which I am bound to make on 
that subject. 

, The fight against Nazism was considered in Poland to be a duty to all Poles, 
.no matter where they have been during the war. War against Nazi WehrmaOht, 
against Nazi police, Nazi officials, and Nazi laws was waged in German occu-
pied Poland by Poles in underground movements in which the whole nation 
was involved. There have been Polish Patriots who also gallantly fought 
against Nazism with the allied armies of the West, just as there are many 
thousands of Polish patriots who gallantly fought against Nazism with the 
allied armies of the East. They all are highly esteemed in Poland and would 
be whole-heartedly welcomed upon their return. Anti-Nazi fighting spirit is 
'one of the most important and most obvious criterions of value of the citizens 
.in contemporary Poland. If some of the 200,000 allegedly Polish soldiers 
feel that they cannot return home, it is not because they have fought against 
Nazism, but on the contrary, because they have fought as German soldiers, 
S.S.-men, Volkdeutsche, and various traitors with Nazism, against freedom 
and democracy, not only of Poland, but all the allied nations. 

As I believe that a few facts about the Anders Army and ■also Polish dis-
placed persons in Europe may be of interest to His Excellency, the Hon. 
3. A. Gien, I would be most grateful if Your Excellency could transmit to him 
a short memorandum concerning some members of the Anders Army, which 
I have the honour to enclose. 

I avail etc. 
A. FIDERKIEWICZ 
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[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

Mémorandum de la légation de Pologne 

Memorandum by Legation of Poland 

[n.d.] 1946 

MEMORANDUM CONCERNING SOME MEMBERS OF THE ANDERS ARMY 

Many thousands of the allegedly Polish Veterans of the Anders Army are 
wearing Polish uniforms for a few months only. Most of them have been 
collaborating with the Germans as: 

1. German Soldiers: Out of 68,693 Poles, who according to official British 
sources (Mr. Lawson M. P. Beamish) were either captured or surrendered in 
German uniforms, 53,630 joined the Anders Army in Italy. There may have 
been a certain percentage among them who were not able to escape from the 
German Army, but the majority was loyal to Hitler and for this very reason 
they don't care to go back to their country which they betrayed and aban-
doned. 

2. The Polish "Blue" Police: Many Polish policemen collaborated with 
the German authorities during the war together with Polish S.S.-men, who 
worked. as Gestapo agents. They all left Poland .with the retreating German 
Army and can now be found in the ranks of the Army of Anders. 

3. Swietokrzyska Army: Members of Polish arm.ed units operated in the 
G6ry Swietokrzyskie (Holy Cross MountRins) withdrew together with the 
Germans. Some of them joined the camps of Displaced Persons, others the 
Army of Anders. 

4. 5.5.-men: In the ranks of S.S.-men used by Germans in Poland, as 
guards and murderers in Jewish Ghettos, in jails, and in concentration camps, 
where not only Germans, but also Ukrainians, Lithuanians, and Latvians, 
who volunteered [into] German S.S. units (for instance the S.S. Division 
Galizien). They were welcomed in the Displaced Persons camps in Germany 
and in the Army of Anders in Italy. 

5. V olkdeutsche: There have been in prewar Poland, Polish Nationals of 
German descent, who during the war repudiated their Polish nationality, 
accepted the German citizenship, and served. the Germans as informers, inter-
preters in offices, as managers and foremen in factories and henchmen every-
where. They left Poland with the German troops, flying before the approach-
ing liberating armies. As all of them spoke fluently Polish, they were easily 
admitted into camps of Polish Displaced Persons and from there they eagerly 
joined Anders Units knowing that they are thus escaping trial and punish-
ment. 

6. Various criminals: In Labor and Concentration Camps, the Gestapo 
authorities were helped by "Blockâltesters" (Men in charge of blocks), 
"Capos" (Chiefs of working crews), and "Vorarbeiters" (Foremen.) All 
these men were beating, torturing, and lçilling the imnates of the camps. They 
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are responsible for many deaths, not . only of Poles and Jews, but of other
allied nationals as well. Some of them died in camps, others are to be found in
Displaced Persons camps, and in the Army of Anders .

All the above mentioned people were helping _ to prolong the war . They

were helping the enemy, who killed not only Po lish soldiers and civ ilians, but

also soldiers of all Allied Armies .

248. DEA/621=PF-40

Mémorandum du chef, la deuxième 'direction politique '

Memorandum by Head, Second Political Division

[Ottawa,] Septelnber 23, '1946

SELECTION OF FOUR THOUSAND EX-MEMBERS OF THE POLISH ARMED FORCES_
FOR AGRICULTURAL EMPLOYMENT IN CANADA

1 . As you know, interviewing teams were sent to Italy in August to select
four thousand single ex-members of the Polish armed . forces- for. àgricultural
employment in Canada . : The authority for this was given in Order-in-Council
P.C. 3112 ~of July - 23, 1946.

2. On Septembér 9, the chief of the interviewing unit in' Italy (the

Canadian=Polish :Movement Unit) informed us, that fifteen percent of . the

applicants - were men who had been consc ripted into the German Army or
German work camps after the fall of Poland. He asked whether the Canadian
Government would be prepared to accept these men .

3 : He was informed that under no consideration should any of these men
be accepted.

4. This decision has . caused a good deal of concern among the Second
Polish Corps and in the United Kingdom War Office . The Polish Corps
consider that the discrimination will lower the morale of their members and
state that the loyalty and war service of all their members are equal whether
or pot they had been compelled to serve in the German Army and'German
work camps . The Second -Polish Corps have . asked that the question be put
before the Canadian Government for consideration, and, pending this
consideration, have stated that they could not submit further applicants for
selection . The process of selection has therefore been temporarily suspended .

5 . The War Office fears that the exclusion by Canada of Poles who fought
for the Allies but who were originally in the German Army or German work
camps may become a precedent in resettlement, with the result that a large
percentage of the Corps who might be settled abroad would be left as a
United Kingdom responsibility. The War Office also points out ' that our
decision bars a large number of Poles who fought actively against Germany
and who undertook the additional risk of dese rting the German forces in

order to do so .
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6. The, argument. for our continuing to adhere to our :previous : decision to
exclude Poles who were members of the German Army or German w .ork
camps is that :it would remove the basis for, a good deal . of the, propaganda in
Canada , against the whole scheme. On the other hand, it does make the task
of the United Kingdom in securing resettlement for the remaining . Poles . that
much more ' difficult.

- 7 . Perhaps a compromise 'might be for us to agree hot to bar from the
scheme members of the Polish Army who established ' their bona fides bytaking the risks of desertion from the German Army or German work camps
and by taking part in action before the close of hostilities . This would mean
that _ we would continue to bar two groups of Poles :.

(1 ) Poles who served in the German Army and were taken prisoner by
Allied Forces and then , joined the Polish Corps and . were in action against
the Germans, and

(2) Poles who, served- in . . the -German Army and were .taken prisoner by
Allied Forces after the termination - of war in the Èuropean 'zone and then
joined the Polish Corps.
This would be in accord 'with the terms of the Order-in-Council,- wli'ich
rèfers to, `4;000 single ex-memliers of` the Polish Armed ; Forces who served
with the Allied Forces engaged in hostilities', against the Axis' powers" .

249. DEA/621-PF-40

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État assôcié aux A~`aires éxtérieures
. au secrétaire, d'État aux A ffaires extérieures

Memorandum fr.orit Associate Under-Secretary of , State for External ' Affairs
to Secretary of State for„External A ffairs

[Ottawa,] September . 26, 1946

We . have never . returned a reply to the Polish . Minister's note of Sep-
tember. 11th; in which he took exception to an observation made by Mr.
Glen in the House of Commons on Augùst 28th. I think that a phrase
employed by Mr. Glen was inaccurate and unfortunate and -gave the -Polish
Minister a real cause for complaint . - In his note, however, he sought to
prove too much by including the ridiculous statement that the members of
Anders army who were not ready to return - to Poland fought on the German
side because they were Nazi, sympathizers . This may be true of a small
minority, but it is undoubtedly grossly ' inaccurate and unfair as a general
statement .

It is hard to answer this note in wri ting and both Robertson and I have
felt that it should be dealt .with verbally. Would you consider. asking the
Polish Minister to call on you? It would be useful if you could convey to
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him some expression of regret on Mr. Glen's part for the objectionable 
phrase he employed, while, at the same time, objecting to the language used 
in the Polish Minister's note, the contents of which, incidentally, he has 
made public in a statement circulated to the press. I attach a copy of his 
note. I find that it has not been sent to Mr. Glen. I also attach a copy of 
an earlier note, dated September 7th, stating the objections of his Govern-
ment to our arrangements for bringing former Polish soldiers to Canada. 
This too has not been answered.' 

H. W[RoNol 

250. 	 DEA/621-PF-40 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire 
par intérim en Grande-Bretagne 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Acting High Commissioner 
in Great Britain 

TELEGRAM 1725 	 Ottawa, September 28, 1946 

IMMEDIATE. SECRET. Your telegrams Nos. 1924, September 18th,t and 1926 
and 1932 of September .  19th,t transmitting messages from the Canadian 
Polish Movement Unit. Please transmit the following message to the Move-
ment Unit, Begins: 

1. We have received from you two messages dealing with the same sub-
ject. The first is a message from Shakespeare to the Commissioner of the 
R.C.M.P. which divides members of the Polish Corps into five classes. The 
second is a message from Hare to the Deputy Minister of Labour which 
divides the Polish Corps into seven categories. In order to avoid confusion, 
it is therefore necessary for us to state the position of the Canadian Govern-
ment without specific reference to the five or seven categories. 

2. The following are the instructions of the Canadian Government to the 
Canadian Polish Movement Unit: It is agreed that we should accept persons 
not only from that group of Poles who deserted from German units and 
fought against the Germans in the war, but also from thoSe who took part 
in active hostilities against the Germans after having been . taken prisoner 
by the Allied Forces while serving in the German Army. The criterion should 
be active participation in hostilities against the Axis. Under this, the only 
groups barred would be those who joined the Polish Corps after the end of 
hostilities. This decision required no amendment to Order-in-Council P.C. 
3112 which authorized the admission of "4,000 single ex-members of the 
Polish Armed Forces who served with the Allied Forces engaged in hostilities 
against the Axis powers". 

La note suivante était • écrite sur ce 	The following note was written on the 
mémorandum: 	 memorandum: 

, 	I understand that Mr. Pearson. has seen Dr. Fiderkiewicz who did not raise 
this subject, and presumably he does not wish to press for a reply. D. B. H[Icx.s] 
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3. You should immediately re-commence the interviewing and selection
of these men, on the basis of the above decision . If you are unable to fill
the total quota from the Po lish Corps in Italy, an offer will be made to
complete the quota from the Po lish Corps in the United Kingdom. If this
fails, the Canadian Government may reconsider its decision that married
men be excluded from the scheme .

4. In view of the difficulties . caused here by parallel messages from mem-
bers of the Mission to Ottawa, please be good enough in future to address
all messages from the members of the Unit through the Chief of the Unit to
the Secretary of. State for External Affairs . The Secretary of State for Ex-
ternal Affairs wi ll consult, the Deputy Minister of Labour, the Commissioner
of the R.C.M.P. and the other agencies of the Government which are con-
cerned. Ends .

With reference to your telegram No . 1939 of September 21si, please
transmit this decision immediately to the War Office .

251 . DEA/621-PF-40
Mémorandum de la deuxième direction politique' au sous-secrétaire d'État

aux A ffaires extérieures

Memorandum from Second Political Division " to Under-Secretary of State
for External A ffairs

[Ottawa,] October 17, 1946

MOVEMENT OF 4,000 POLISH VETERANS

TO CANADA FOR AGRICULTURAL LABOUR

1 . When Mr. Robertson and Mr. King were in London in May of this
year, they offered to the United Kingdom authorities to , take 4,000 Poles
from the Polish Army in Italy and United Kingdom, as a Canadian contribu-
tion to help them with the problem of, disposing of the Po lish veterans who
would not return to Poland . (It was also hoped that these Polish [veterans]
would replace .the 4,000 P.O.W. on Canadian farms who were to be repa-
triated this year.)

2. The scheme was finally authorized by Order-in-Council No . P.C. 3112,
dated July 23rd, 1946 . At the suggestion of the United Kingdom autho rities,
we agreed to try to take the whole 4,000 from the Anders' Army in Italy
from where the men should be sent direct to Canada .

3 . A selection team of members of the Department of Labour, Depart- ,
ment of Immigration and R.C.M.P. proceeded to Italy in mid-August and
have been working hard ever since . When it was found that they might no t

1 De D. B. Hicks . . .1 By D. : B . Hicks .
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get the full 4,000 single Polish veterans with agricultural .  experience,  as 
 required, it was suggested that the quota might be completed in the United 

Kingdom. We raised this suggestion 'with Canada House who replied in their 
telegram 1850 of September 6th,t that the United Kingdom authorities 
would be quite agreeable to this, but wanted a definite proposal from us 
before taking any steps. So far we have not made a defmite proposal.  •  

4. At the meeting of the Interdepartmental Committee on Polish soldiers, 
held October 12th, the latest news from the selection team in Italy, had not 
been  received, and it was feared that only from 2,000 to 2,500 Poles would 
be selected in Italy. The question was discussed whether the balance should 
be obtained in the United ICingdom immediately. Mr. MacNamara, the Deputy 
Minister of Labour was very firmly of the opinion that the selection of the 
balance should be delayed until the spring when it would be easier to place the 
men on the farms. 

5. The main reason for Mr. MacNamara's hesitation to select the balance 
now in the United Kingdom is that so far only 2,000 applications had been 
received from the farmers for Polish veterans. The Department of Labour 
has visions of being stuck with several thousand unemployed Poles in hostels 

.w_inter., They could possibly be placed in lumber camps but would then 
be .most unwilling to return to farms at lower wages in  •  the spring. Mr. 
MacNamara realiied 'that we could not go back on our commitment to take 
4,000 altogether, but was very  • strong on his wish to defer the movement 
of the balance of Poles until the spring. 

6. It now appears that they will get 3,200 Poles from Italy who will come 
forward during November. This will leave over 800 to be selected in the 
United Kingdom. 

7. We have never given any promise of a definite date when the men 
should be brought to Canada. Certainly, from our point of view, it will be 
much more convenient to take the balance in March or April. The United 
ICingdom authorities may feel that we are going back on our .promise in 
leaving them to look alter and feed 800 Polish veterans for the winter, until 
we choose to take them in the spring. However, Mr. Ranger, Assistant to the 
Deputy Minister of Labour will arrive in London on Saturday and will be 
able to explain to Mr. Robertson and to the United Kingdom authorities our 
difficulties here. 

8. As Mr. MacNamara feels very strongly on the subject, 1 do not think 
we could get him to agree to take the additional 800 Poles now, 'without a 
battle. Unless you feel equally strongly that we should take them now, 
I think we should agree to the Department of Labour's suggestion and 
complete the operation in the spring.1 

1  Note marginale: 	 1  Marginal Note: 
agreed L. B. P[EARsori] 
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252. DEA/621-PF-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires extérieures au haut commissaire
en Grande-Bretagn e

Secretary' of . State for External A ffairs . to High Commissioner ,.
in Great Britain

TELEGRAM 19 82

Re Po lish Immigrants .

Ottawa, November 19, 1946

1 . X-ray examination of Po lish veterans, which was not possible in Italy,
has disclosed a . few cases of men with signs of Tuberculosis. Two cases of
Syphi lis, which may require lengthy treatment, have also been discovered .

2. Labour and Immigration Departments would like to return such cases
to the United Kingdom .

3 . It appears to me not unreasonable that , we should be able to return
men who for medical reasons arefound ûnfit - for agricultural employment.
Could you please discuss, this, question with. United Kingdom authorities, and
advise me if they woùild 'agree to i6' return to'`the " United' I~ingddrü of such
men. Their ,agreement ; --is ., : most . . , desirable, , as " ., this : question . might have
considerable bearing on possible future movement of Polish veterans to
Canada." ,

2,53 . PCO/P-65= 1

é secrétaire `d'État aux, A ffaires
.
extérieures au ministre de . Pologn e

Secretarry . of, State for External A ffairs to Minister 'of Poland

No..'36

Sir,

Ottawa, November 25, 1946

- It has recently been called to . -my attention that the Polish Legation in
Canada has issued a notice calling upon Polish citizens in 'this country to
present themselves at the Polish Legation for registration . In this connection
I am enclosing a copy of a statement which has been made by'the 'Department
of External Affairs indicating the position of the - Canadian Government. It
has - been the expectation of the Canadian Government that, when the
representatives in Canada of a foreign Government plan to carry out a
registration such as that announced by the Polish Legation, the Department
of External Affairs would, as a matter of courtesy, be informed and consulted .
You will notice, however, . that in the enclosed statement no question has
been raised concerning . the right of the Polish Legation in Ottawa to call
upon Polish citizens in Canada to present themselves for registration . On the
other hand it has been made clear that no resident of Canada may be
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compelled to register with a representative of any foreign Government if he 
does not wish to do so. 

I would be grateful if, in acknowledging this Note, you would be good 
enough to assure me that, when a Canadian Diplomatic Mission has been 
established in Poland, the Canadian Government will be able, if it so wishes, 
to issue notices in the Polish press calling upon Canadian citizens in Poland 
to present themselves for registration at that Mission. 

Accept etc. 
L. B. PEARSON 

for the Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

Communiqué à la presse du ministère des Affaires extérieures 

Press Release of the Department of External Affairs 

No. 55 	 Ottawa, November 25, 1946 

The attention of the Canadian authorities has been drawn to an ann.ounce-
ment made by the Polish Legation in Ottawa concerning the registration of 
Polish citizens in Canada. The Department of External Affairs was not 
consulted by the Polish Legation concerning this registration, and the 
arrangements which the Polish Legation has made are not ones which. 

 normally would require the consent of the Canadian. Government. Any 
foreign diplomatic mission is at liberty to call on citizens of the State which 
it represents to present themselves for registration at  any  time. 

It should, however, be clearly understood that under Canadian law no 
one in this country need present himself for registration at the Polish Legation 
unkss he wishes to do so. There is no law in Canada which compeLs anyone 
to comply with an order on the part of a foreign Government to register 
at its diplomatic or consular offices. This applies equally to the former 
members of the Polish armed forces who have recently corne to Canada and 
to any other persons of Polish origin who are residents of Canada. 

In regard to the former members of the Polish armed forces who have 
been admitted to Canada, it is the expectation of the Canadian authorities 
that these persons, when they have fulfilled the conditions of their entry to 
Canada, will remain in this country, and that in the course of time they will 
qualify for Canadian citizenship. Under the Canadian Citizenship Act 
recently passed by the Parliament of Canada, facilities have been provided 
by which anyone who has been admitted permanently to this country may, 
if he is qualified, become a Canadian citizen and secure all the rights and 
privileges which would belong to him were he a natural born Canadian. 

404 
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254.

405

PCO/P-65- 1

Le ministre de Pologne au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Minister of Poland to Secretary of State for External A f}airs-

Ottawa, November 25, 1946
Excellency,

I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your note of November 25th
and of the statement .of the same date, concerning registration of Polish
citizens in Canada .

Thanking you for the courtesy of this communication, I am glad to find
that the opinions of the Government of Canada, on that matter, do comply
with the respective views of my government .

I also wish to express to Your Excellency, my satisfaction for the interest
shown by the Department of External Affairs to this problem of registration.
Being a technical matter of purely consular routine, this matter did not
appear to me to be of particular interest to Your Excellency and that is the
only reason why it has not been submitted for consideration to the Depart-
ment of External, Affairs . I can assure Your Excellency, however, . that I
shall be very happy to take always into account, the interest you are kind
enough to show me in this instance and I shall not fail to approach Your
Excellency, in the future, with requests for advice and assistance also in
matters of that kind, should there arise any . ,

On behalf of my Govern;ment, T have the honour to assure Your
.Excellency that when - a Canadian - Diplomatic Mission has been established
in Poland, -the . Canadian gove rnment will be able, if it so -wishes, to issue
notices in the Polish Press; calling upon . Canadian -citizens - in Poland to
present themselves for registration at that Mission .

Accept etc.
DR. ALFRED FIDERKIEwICZ

255. DEA/621-PF-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires . extérieures au haut commissaire

en Grande-Bretagne

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
in Great Britain

TELEGRAM 2029 . Ottawa, November 26, 1946
Following for Robertson from Ridde ll, Begins : For your confidential

information, following is account of interdepartmental meeting at which
question of disposal of Polish veterans found from X-ray to have active
tuberculosis was discussed today.
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- 1 . It now appears that out of nineteen hundred soldiers in first shipload
there are seventy-five known cases of active tuberculosis and twenty-four
questionable cases. These men will require at least six months' hospitaliza-
tion. Presumably second :boatload of twelve hundred. will reveal another
sixty cases .

2. MacNamara., Chairman of meeting, urged that the men should be re-
turned to U.K. on the grounds that future plans to impo rt Po lish labour
would be prejudiced if it was `felt that we were accepting a lot of hospital
cases. Dr. Brown, speaking for Dr . Cameron of Health and Welfare, urged
strongly that we should treat these cases in Canada . He pointed out that
U.K. hospitals have been ' overtaxed during the War, and they , hhad no
facilities to 'spare . Mr. Hare, formerly had of selection unit in Italy, was
against returning the men on the grounds 'that we had a moral responsibility

to help the U.K. in dealing with the problem of Polish veterans . Hicks, as

our representative, said that- we had not yet had a reply from you to our
telegram No. 1982, but suggested that we had not realized, when we asked
the U.K. aùthorities if they - would agree to the return of a few men, that the
number involved would be s o large. He supported Dr: Brown's view that

it would be difficult to ` ask the U .K. authorities to accept so many.

3. There have also been found four V.D.S. cases, and ' thirty-nine cases
who have showri positive, serological blood 'tests.* It was âgreed that these

could be treated by Army hospitals here .

4. As a result of discussion it was decided to fin:d out what arrangements
could be made for thé treatmen.t of the tubercular Poles in' Canada, either
through Veierans , Affairs or the provincial authorities if it was decided to

keep them m, Canada . Final 'decision will also be guided by your reply to
our formal telegram 1982 of November 19th, indicating the - fee ling of the

U.K. authorities.

256. DEA/621-PF-40
Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'État

, aux Aflaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary of Stat e
for External Affairs

TELEGRANr .2303 . , London, December 1, 1946

SECRET . Your telegram No. 1982 of November 19th .

1 . Original discussions with United Kingdom in June last, in which Itook
part, contemplated possible return to United Kingdom of Polish veterans who
had in fact proved- themselves unsuitable for settlement in Canada . You will
recall that the United Kingdom accepted this provision with some reluctance
and in the expectation that the number liable to be returned to their charge
would, in any case, be very small in view of our rigid initial' selection . The
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possibility of our wishing to retain [sic] on medical grounds men who had 
been accepted by our examining authorities was never raised. 

2. Preliminary and very tentative enquiries as to United Kingdorn Willing-
ness to receive Polish veterans in Canada now found in need of hospitaliza-
tion indicated that they would find it almost impossible to give such cases 
adequate Medical treatment. Brigadier Melville and Brigadier Warner can 
speak with more.mithority than I can on the - over-strained capacity of United 
Kingdom veterans' hospitals and medical, facilities. 

3. My own strong feeling is that the men in question, who after all were 
fit enciugli .  fo‘ -r , prima facie qualification on examination in Italy, have a 
chance for complete recovery • if  hospitalized in Canada, and a very much 
smaller chance if returned to this _country where food is short and beds ,are 
scaice. . 

257. 	 . 	 . 	 DEA/621-PF-40 

•  Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire 
en Grande-Bretagne  

Secretaiy of State for External Affairs .  to High,Commissioner 
e - 	 . • 	 •• 	 • 

'in'Great Britain• 

TELEGRAM 2131 	 Ottawa, December 10, 1946. „ 
SECRET. Following from Riddell, Begins: Your telegram No. 2303 of •• 	.• 	. 	• December lst- Polisli .. i7etérans. - - 	• • 	• 

My immediately folloWing telegramf contains' text of letter dated December 
9th to Pearson from MacNamara.t • . • 	 ' 

You will see that MacNamara is . riôw willing to have tubercular cases 
_treated, in Canada but wishes United Kingdom Government to be asked to 
bat the 'dost 'Which:will be between eighty thousand and ninety thousand 
dollars. • • • 

In absence of Mr. Pearson, Macdonnell discussed this question this 
Moitting with 'Mr.. St. Laurent. Latter is concerned lest any relaxation of 
gener.al  immigration policy 'should be made • more difficult by accepting 
responsibilitY for hospitalization of these Poles: He has, therefore, asked that 
you . discuss the situation frankly with 'United Kingdom.  anthorities. Mr. St. 
Laurent would take the line that there had been error on both sides, since the 
United Kingdom had nàt provided adequate facilities for complete medical 
ékamination and Canada  had  not insisted on X-Ray examination before 
accepting the Poles. If outcome of such discussions Were a suggestion that 
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Canada and the United Kingdom divide equally between them costs of
hospitalizing tubercular cases, Mr. St. Laurent would probably be prepared
to recommend such a solution to Cabinet . Ends .

258. DEA/621-PF-40
Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires extérieures

Memorandum by Under-Secretary of State for External A ffairs

SECRET [Ottawa,] December 18, 1946

POLISH VETERANS IN CANADA; MEDICAL TREATMENT

At the meeting of the Cabinet on December 18th, it was reported that,
while the first group of Polish veterans brought to Canada for agricultur al
labour under the government plan were satisfacto ry, there were, despite
examination overseas by Canadian doctors, some 74 ac tive and 76 question-
able cases of tuberculosis among the 3,000 .

It was agreed that tuberculosis cases among the Polish. veterans already
in Canada be treated by the Department of Veterans Affairs and that the
U.K. government be requested to share equally with the Canadian govern-
meI}t . the . costs of such treatment .

It was also agreed that the Department of Labour assume the cost of such
treatment if the-, U.K. government were unwilling to assume any share of
the cost, and that categorical instructions be given that a thorough physic al
examination be conducted in the case of all remaining . Polish . veterans
intended to be brought to Canada under the government scheme .

259. DEA/621-PF-4 0
Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires extérieures : .

au sous-ministre du . Travail

Under-Secretary of State for External A ffairs
to Deputy Minister of Labour

Ottawa, December 31, 1946

We have had some correspondence with our Embassy in Washington
concerning the Polish refugee camp at Colonia Santa Rosa, Leon, Gto .,
Mexico, for which the United States has assumed a share of responsibility.

The State Department have forwarded through our Embassy in Washington
the enclosed list of refugeest in this camp who came to Mexico from the

Middle East and who had relatives in the Polish Army in Italy or the

United Kingdom. They would like to know whether any of the soldiers

listed here are included in the Polish veterans brought to C anada from Italy.
I would be grateful to know whether or not it would be possible to provide
this information for the State Depa rtment .
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We have already informed the United States authorities that we would 
not consider admitting any such relatives to Canada, at least until the Polish 
veterans had fulfilled their two years contract and had been granted 
permanent landing. 

R. G. RIDDELL 

for the Under-Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 
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260. DEA/201-B 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Memorandum by Under-Secretary Of State for External Affairs 

SECRET 	 [Ottawa,] January 3, 1946 

UNITED NATIONS ORGANIZATION; CANADIAN DELEGATION; 
INSTRUCTIONS; COMMISSION ON ATOMIC ENERGY 

At the meetingS  of the Cabinet on January 3rd the Prime Minister's 
recommendations for the constitution of the delegation and financial provision 
therefor were approved. Orders in Coun.cil to this effect were subsequently 
passed. 

Mr. King also subniitted the drait instructions to the delegation which 
were read, considered section by section, and approved. 

The Prime Minister also reported upon the invitation received from the 
three Great Powers to have Canada join in sponsoring the resolution for 
establishment of a commission on atomic questions. Action in the sense of 
the draft note of January 3re to the United States Ambassador, which 
wàs-  read tb the Cabinet, was approved. 

261. DEA/201 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
à l'ambassadeur des États-Unis 

-Ottawa, January 3,1946 

• 	 . 	, 
have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your note No. 425 of De-

cember 27th in which you transmitted a communication from the Secretary 
of State of the United States in his capacity as chairman of the meeting in 
Moscow of the Foreign Ministers of the United States of America, the 
Union of Soviet Socialist .  Republics and the United Kingdom, at which 
consideration was given to the establishment .by the United Nations Organiza- 

Voir le document •suivant 	 I See following document 	 , 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Ambassador of United States 

No. 1 
Sir, 
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tion of a Commission to deal with the problems raised by the discove ry of

atomic energy and other related matters .

I have been glad to learn that the Foreign Ministers of the three Govern-
ments represented at the discussions in Moscow have reached agreement

that their delegations, together with the delegations of Canada, France and
China if this is acceptable to them, should jointly sponsor a resolution at
the first General Assembly of the United Nations, providing for the establish-

ment of a Commission to undertake the tasks which were outlined in the
agreed declaration issued by President Truman, Prime Minister Attlee and

myself in Washington on November 15th, 1945 .

The Government of Canada is prepared to join with the Governments
the United States of America, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and

the United Kingdom, as well as with the Governments of France and China

if they so agree, in, sponsoring the resolution of which the terms were set

forth in your note. In accepting the invita tion of the three Governments

represented at the Moscow meeting, the Government of Canada has taken
note of the statement made by the Secretary of State of the United States in

a speech delivered in Washington on December 30th .as follows :

The Security Council can give directions to the commission, and restrain

publication of reports detrimental to peace and secu rity, but such action can be

taken only with the concurrence of all its permanent members. Failure of the

Security Council to act cannot block the work of the commission .

Accept etc.
W. L. MACKENZIE KIN G

262
. DEA-CEW/3

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au sous-secrétaire d'État

aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States to Under-Secretary of State
for External A ffairs

Top SECRET Washington, January 18, 1946

Dear Norman [Robertson] ,
With reference to the meetings of our sub-committee1 to draw up a new

draft Memorandum of Agreement and Declaration of Trust for the Combined
Policy Committee, I am attaching herewith a communicationt from Roge r

"Les membres de ce sous-comité étaient
M. Pearson, Roger Makins, ministre, l'am-
bassade de Grande-Bretagne aux États-Unis,
et le Général L. R. Groves, chef des opé-
rations, sous-chef de la construction, division
de la construction militaire, aux États-Unis,
armée des États-Unis . (Responsable, Man-
hattan Project) .

1 The members of this sub-committee were
Mr. Pearson, Roger Makins, Minister, Em-
bassy of Great Britain in United States, and
General L . R. Groves, Chief of Operations,
Deputy Chief of Construction, Division of
Military Construction in United States,
United States Army. (Officer in charge,
Manhattan Project) .
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Makins on this subject, together with a re-draft of the documents in ques-
tion.t As Makins states, the London changes are merely of a drafting 
character. Therefore, the only outstanding point at the moment is paragraph 
6 of the re-draft of the Memorandum of Agreement, on which we have not yet 
heard from General Groves. Makins believes, and I am inclined to agree 
with him, that Groves will stick to his earlier wording, which implies some-
thing less than 100% co-operation on exchange of information, and that 
*e will then have to submit alternative paragraphs to the Combined Policy 
Committee for their decision. 

We will have one further meeting of the sub-committee next week and then 
turn our drafts over to Secretary of State Byrnes, who will no doubt call a 
meeting of the Combined Policy Committee when he returns. 

All this gives the Government a couple of extra weeks in which to make 
up its mind on the fundamental question of participation in these Agreements 
and in the machinery they set up. As you know, I discussed this matter with 
the Prime Minister when I was in Ottawa and he was inclined to think that 
it would be difficult for us to withdraw now. Notwithstanding earlier doubts 
on the subject, I am inclined to agree with him. In any. event, I think that it 
will be impossible for us to accept the draft Memorandum of Agreement 
without accepting the draft Declaration of Trust. 

George Bateman is going to Ottawa on Monday and I am giving him a 
copy of these documents. He will take them up with Howe, and I hope will 
be able to return to Washington later in the week with a definite decision 
from the Government in respect of the policy questions involved. 

Yours sincerely, 
L. B. PEARSON 

263. 	 DEA/201 

' Le secrétaire du -  Cabinet à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 

Secretary to  the Cabinet to Ambassador in United States 

TOP SECRET AND PERSONAL 	 Ottawa, January 31, 1946 
• Dear Mike [Pearson], 

There was an opportunity of bringing briefly before the Cabinet, yesterday, 
the general question of Canadian participation in the proposed tripartite 
agreements for the Combine,d Policy Committee and the Combined Develop-
ment Trust. You will remember that I spoke to you on the telephone about 
the re-drafted documents t which you sent up to Norman with your letter 
of January 18th, copies of them being made available to me by George 
Bateman when he was here. • 

Mr. Howe had previously been over the documents with Bateman and 
was satisfied that they represented a reasonably satisfactory basis for Cana- 
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dian : participation. As you know he has not been ve ry happy about our ,
recent relations with the U.K. people, particularly as a result of the with-

drawal of Cockcroft' without any consultation with us . After speaking to

Mr. Howe I felt justified in telling you, over the telephone, that for the

purposes of the drafting committee you might take it that the re-drafts were

satisfactory from the Canadian point of view .

The discussion at yesterday's meeting of the Cabinet was pretty perempto ry .

Mr. Howe stated that the revised documents would prôvide reasonable work-
ing arrangements . With .respect to the Trust, it was clear that there was
no financial responsibility on the Canadian government, though we would

become full members with the United States and the United . Kingdom. As a
result, I was able to record the fact that the Cabinet approved Canadian
participation in the Committee . and the Trust, on the basis described by

Mr. Howe andalong the lines of the draft documents referred to .

This represents - a step forward but I am rather concerned, nevertheless,
for, apart from Mr. Howe, none of the Ministers (including the Prime

Minister) has any clear understanding of what is involved. - Certainly, before

the documents are approved for signature there w ill 'have to be a further

discussion in Cabinet. Meantime you at least have con firmation that the
government are satisfied to have the drafts go forward to the Commi tteè.

I confess that I am somewhat baffled myself by our position in the Trust .

We are full members although I take it our voting strength is one out of six,
as compared with the United Kingdom two and the United States three .
We are excluded from liability for the provision of funds under Section 6
and I gather from George Bateman that the Trust is to acquire from Canada
all unallocated materials for which, presumably, we are to be paid by the

Trust.
I should be glad to learn what progress w as made at the drafting com-

mittee meeting last week and when you now anticipate that the Combined

Policy Committee will next meet. Mr. Howe is pl anning to leave Ottawa on
or about February 15th for about a month so that if the meeting takes place

in that period you will presumably, be asked to represent him again . If

final approval of the documents is. likely to be asked'in the .interval, I should

like to, know, at once, so that we may make arrangements .to have fu rther

Cabinet consideration given to the problem .

Yours sincerely;

A. D. P. HEENEY.

1 Sir John D. Cockcroft, un physicien 1 Sir John D . Cockcroft, a British physicist,

britannique, était le directeur de la division was the Director of the Atomic Energy
de l'énergie atomique du Conseil national de Division of the National Research Council .

recherches .
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DEA/201-B

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'Éta t
aux A ffaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary of State
for External A f, f airs

TELEGRAM 358 London, February 7, 1946
Top SECRET . ASDEL No.: -67. Following from Wrong, Begins : Atomic
Energy Commission.

1 . From what :we have -been able to léam here, it does not - appear that
either ~ the United Kingdom or the United States Government has as yet
come to any : very definite ,-. : conclusions regarding arrangements for the
establishment-and , composition of the Atomic Energy Commission . We have.,
however, gathered . from .informal - talks with United Kingdom and United
States officials some . indication . : of their preliminary views on . the subject. , " ,

2. It is not ' now - proposed - to have any organizational meeting of the
Commission in London. The United - States delegation consider that the
earliest probable- - date- for the first meeting of the Commission would be'
April lst : The nomination of the American representative on the Commission
will have to be confirmed by ' the Senate and this is, no. doubt, one cause
for this delay. The first meeting will probably be called on the initiative
of the Secreta ry General . The Commission will hold its meetings at

.
the

Headquarters of the United Nations . , The Americans are quite definite on
this point .

3 . With regard to representation, the United States authorities appèar to
be thinking of Dr . Conant of Harvard as their principal represéntative . He
would combine scientific knowledge with considerable -experience in pub lic ,
affairs. - He would have a poli tical adviser drawn from among the senior
officials of the State- Departnient.

4": The United' Kingdôm Govërnment 'have not, as yèt; come to â.- decision
regarding their representative . It is quite likely that some States may name
scientific experts as their representatives while others may prefer to be
represented by a diplomat or a poli tician .

. 5 . With- :regard- to the relationship between the Security Council and the
Atomic Energy Commission, it seems apparent that there will be very close
coordination in all- matters respecting security. , Indeed, this is provided in
Section 2 (b) of the resolution sett ing up the Commission . It is, moreover,difficult to imagine any important development in the field of atomic energy
which does not have some security aspect. From our talks with American
and United Kingdom ~officials here, it appears that a continuous relationship
between these two bodies is contemplated. The Security Council would givé
guidance and direction to the work of the Atomic Energy Commission .
For its parts the Atomic Energy Commission might be expected to put
before the Security Council -suggestions as to the nature of the tasks upon
which it should embark .
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6. The position of Canada in this connection may call  for further con-: 
sideration in view of the fact that Canada is the only country which is a 
member of the Atomic Energy Commission but not of the Security Council. 
This position will present certain difficulties. We should have no part in 
the decisions of the Security Council when these affect the nature of the 
work to be undertaken by the Atomic Energy Commission, nor should we 
be represented on the Security Council when the reports of the Atomic 
Energy Commission are under consideration, nor when the questions of 
their publication or transmission to the organizations of the United Nations 
and member States are being considered. 

7. In the circumstances, it is for consideration whether .  Canada should 
not participate under Article 31 of the Charter in meetings of the Security 
Council whenever the subject of atomic energy is before the Council. We 
should have a strong case for making such a request in view of Canada's 
contribution to the development of atomic energy. Our special position in 
the matter has, of course, been recognized by our permanent membership 
in the Atomic Energy Commission. We could reasonably argue that this 
is a matter in which the interests of Canada are "specially affe,cted". It 
may perhaps be anticipated that neither the United Kingdom nor the United 
States Governments would be opposed to participation by Canada. It will 
also be recalled that under the Charter the veto cannot function to prevent 
the participation of States whose interests are specially affected by questions 
under discussion in the Security Council. 

8. No question relating to the work of. the Commission is now on the 
agenda of the Security Council. It might happen, however, that the U.S.S.R. 
or some other member might raise the matter in the Council before the 
Commission assembles. If it is felt that we should seek participation, as 
suggested in paragraph 7, we may have to act without much notice and 
it might be well to prepare the ground by making known our views privately 
to several delegations before the Assembly rises. I hope, therefore, that 
consideration can be given to this suggestion as soon as possible. Ends. 

265. 	 . 	DEA-CEW/3 

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

• Ambassador in United States to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM WA-692 	 Washington, February 8, 1946 

IMMEDIATE. TOP SECRET. Following for Robertson from Pearson, Begins: I 
have just received your EX-408f and EX-409f of today's date on the ques-
tion whether we should participate in discussions at the Security Council on 
atomic questions. I think we should request such participation under Article 
31 because otherwise we would be at a disadvantage on the Atomic Com-
mission over its other members whose governments would also be repre-
sented on the Council.  1 do not see how anyone could object to such a 

416 
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request : The criterion for participation under A rt icle 31 is that the interests
of a member are specially a ffected. The fact that we were . chosen unanimously
for membership on the Atomic Commission is a recognition by the Assembly
that this criterion applies . to us . This would also be the case when atomic
questions were being discussed . by,,the Council . - There should, therefore, be
no objection to our participation in Council discussions of this question . I
think the argument (though we could not use it publicly) for such participa-
tion is strengthened by our membership on the Combined Policy Committee .
On the whole, therefore, I think .we would be well advised to take the prepara-
tory . action suggested in the third sentence of paragraph 8 of Wrong's tele-
gram. Ends .

266. DEA/201-B

_ Le ministre de la Reconstruction et des~ Approvisionnements
au sous=secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

. _._ . ,
Minister of Reconstruction and- Supp ly to Under-Secretary . of State

for External Affairs

Top SECRET Ottawa, February 9, 1946

Dear Mr. Robertson,
Thanks for your letter of February 8th,t enclosing copy of telegram No .

358 of February 7, from our High Commissioner in London, regarding the
present state of plans for the establishment of an Atomic Energy Commis=',
sion.

With reference to paragraphs .~7'ând 8; it would seem most uÿ that the
Security Commission would fail to adopt the policies laid down by the Atomic
Energy Commission. Should such an unlikely, event occur, _ it seems to, me
that Canada could then invoke Artiçle 31 .; of the Charter, and demand the
right to attend meetings of the Security` Council whenever the subject of
atomiç energy is~ before the Council . I see no purpose in making, such a de-
mand'at this time. While Canada is in a special position at the moment, other
countries would be able to make similar claims as the years., go by, the net
result being less satisfactory than that which obtains at the moment.

I regard it as important that . Canada continue to work with the - United
States and the United Kingdom on policy matters having to do with atomic
energy . This being so, our po licies will be -ably stated to the Security Council
through our pa rtners, both of whom are members .

Not having been elected to the Security Council, it seems to me that Can-
ada should have a better reason . than that now being advanced for claiming
the right to attend the meetings .

I hope that my views will be helpful in enabling you to reply to the cable
from our High Commissioner .

Yours sincerely,
C. D. HowE
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267. , 	 CH/Vol. 2119 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire 
en Grande-Bretagne 

Secretary of State for External A ffairs to High Commissioner 
in Great Britain 

TELEGRAM 364 	 Ottawa, February 9, 1946• 
IMMEDIATE. TOP SECRET. ASDEL No. 26. Following for Wrong from 
Robertson, Begins: Your ASDEL No. 67 of February 7th. I have consulted 
the Prime Minister and he agrees that you should seek participation of Canada 
in meetings of Security Council under Article 31 of the Charter when the 
subject of atomic energy is before the Council. 

• This is clearly desirable, as otherwise we would be at a disadvantage  iii 
relation to other members on the Atomic Commission who are represented on 
the Council. I do not see how any real objection could be raised to such a re-
quest. The fact that the Assembly has given approval unanimously to our 
membership on the Atomic Commission is in a seil.àe a récognition that the 
criterion of participation employed in Article 31 `applies to us. Ends. 

268. DEA/201-B 

Le représentant, la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies, 
au sous-secretaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures 

Representative,. Delegation to the General Assembly  •  of the United Nations, 
to Under-Secretary of State for Exiernal Affairs 

TOP SECRET 	 London, February 15, 1946 
Dear Mr. Robertson, 	 - 	- 

Following receipt of your telegram  No  364 of February 9th, concerning 
the Atomic Commission, we have consulted a number of delegations to sound 
them out on the de'sirability of Canada being invited to sit with the Security 
Council whenever matters relating to the Atomic Commission are under 
discussion. So far we have not encountered any opposition to this view. Sir 
Alexander Cadogan told me yesterday that the United Kingdom representa-
tive would propose the participation of Canada under Article 31 of the 
Charter when atomic questions came up for the first time, unless the United 
States member took the initiative in the matter. The Brazilian representative, 
who will continue to be Mr. de Freitas Valle, and who  assumes the presi-
dency of the Council on February 17th, cordially agreed that the Canadian 
representative, should be present. 
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419._:, .
We have not spoken to Mr. Stettinius,l but we have discussed the wholequestion of the . operation _ of the Atomic Commission with several ' inembersof the United -States delegation. Mr. Achi lles2 has .promised me that he will

see that our views are made known both to those of his -delegation who areconcerned : with the Security Council, and to the. Department of State . Mr .Wilgress, before he leaves tomorrow, will mention the ma tter, if he can findan opportunity, to Mr . . Gromyko .I am satisfied that we should not put in ,a general request at this stage tothe President of the Council, but should wait until some question relating tothe, work of the .Commission . appears on the Agenda. There has been talk . ofan initial meeting being held in London but I feel sure that 'if this is done itwill- merely be to° settle the . date on- ;which the Commission will begin tooperate
. The whole subject has so far been completely non-contentious a1=

though I, doubt , that: this harmony will endure for very long.
I am sending a copy of this letter , to . Mr. , Massey together with our ex-change ;of telegrams ,on the subject so ' that if a meeting, of the Commissionshould be called before . the Security Council moves to the ï LTnited . States(which Mr. Stettinius -is very anxious to bring about immediately) he will bein a position to follow , the matter up.

269.

Yours sincerely,

DEA/201-B

Mémorandum du secrétaire général, la délégation à l'Assembléé générale des .
Nations Unies, au représentant3, la délégation à l'Assemblée générale

des Nations Unies
Memorandum from Secretary-General, Delegation to the General Assembly

of the United Nations, to Representative3, Delegation to the
General Assembly of the United Nations

SECRET London, February 17, 1946Mr. Wilgress asked me to let yôu know about--the . cùrious dinner partyhe attended, last Friday as Vyshinsky's guest,: at the Soviet Embassy. The
other guests were the Persian, Egyptian, Mexican, Lebanese , Syrian,Danish
and Norwegian delegates . A Brazilian, though not Freitas Valle, was there
and Sir Ramaswami Mudaliar-also attended . The best of relations

,
seemed toexist between the Russians and the . Persians, whô were the guests of honour .Canada appeared to be second and Mexico third.

1 L'ambassadeur des États-Unis aux Nations 1 Ambassador of the United States to theUnies .
; - . United Nations." Secrétaire,` des États-UnisenGrande-Bretagne . 2 Secretary, Embassy of the United States

3 H• H. Wrong, in Great Britain.
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" - M. Vyshinsky.  proposed. 'the toast, "To the great and small powers", upon 
Which-ManuiLsky shotited from his end of the table, "Canada is ,both a,great 
ànd a small power". Mr.  •Wilgress responded to the toast by drinking to 
friendly relations with the U.S.S.R. Thereupon, Al Khoury of Syria proposed 
a toast to Stalin, "who, as the recent sessions of the Security Council have 
shown, is a real friend of the small powers". 

After the dinner, Mr. Wilgress mentioned to Vyshinsky our desire to 
participate in Security Council discussions whenever Atomic Energy  • was 
discussed. Vyshinsky  • was non-committal: "We will think about it", he said. 
Gromyko, with whom Mr. Wilgress also broached the subject took the sanie  
line, but added that first an important question had to be settled—that of 
voting procedure in the Atomic Energy Commission. Mr. Wilgress remarked 
that since the Commission was set up by the Assembly, he assumed that 
the Assembly's voting rules would apply. Gromyko replied, "But not when 
questions relating to seturity arise—in such questions the concurrence of 
the five permanent members is essential". The subject was not pursued any . 

further. I think Mr. Wilgress said that he was under the impression that 
Gromyko's purpose in raising the question of voting was to see whether we 
would be prepared, in return for Soviet support for our position, to support 
the Soviets on voting. 

Gromyko also made a point of telling Mr. Wilgress that he admired "Mike" 
Pearson and that the only reason the Russians could not support him for 
Secretary General was that the seat of the Organization was in North Amer-
ica and that it would look strange to have a North American for that post. 

L. M[ALANIA] 

270. 	 - . 	DEA/201 

Mémorandum du ministre de la Reconstruction et des Approvisionnements 
au secrétaire du Cabinet 

Memorandum from Minister of Reconstruction and Supply 
to Secretary to the Cabinet 

TOP SECRET 	 Ottawa, March 23, 1946 
Thanks for your memorandum of March 20tht re atomic energy problems. 

We have discussed the subject matter of your memorandum, and I believe 
that you know my views. 

This morning a conference was held in my office with the High Commis-
sioner for the U.K., in the presence of Mackenzie, Sir James Chadwick,' 
Dr. Cockcroft and Mr. Stephen L. Holmes, in the course of which the rela- 

1  Physicien britannique. 	 1  British physicist. 
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lions between the Chalk River project and the U.K. were thoroughly dis-
cussed. There seemed to be little difference of opinion between us at the 
conclusion of the discussion. 

In short, it 'was agreed that Canada would be in complete control of the 
Canadian project, just as the United Kingdom will be in complete control of 
the U.K. project. A free interchange of personnel between the two projects 
will be permitted by arrangement with the Directors of each project. It will 
be necessary for Canada to find a successor to Dr. Cockcroft,' who will 
probably leave Canada around the end of June. Consideration is being given 
to the appointment of a Canadian who has been in the United States 
and associated with atomic energy developments there for the past several 
years, as well as to a scientist in the United  Kingdom who is highly recom-
mended by Sir James Chadwick •and Sir Stafford Cripps. 2  Whereas Dr. 
Cockcroft is in the employ of the U.K., it is understood that the new Director 
will be in the employ of the Canadian Government and not responsible to 
any other authority. This is the position which Mackenzie and I have been 
seeking for some time. 

All those present expressed some concern about the United Nations Atomic 
Commission and its relation to existing projects. It is felt that extreme care 
must be taken, in the early stages at least, to make sure that information with 
regard to the projects is not widely disseminated to the United Nations 
Atomic Commission. 

Those present felt that the new Combined Policy Agreement and the new 
Combined Development Trust Agreement would be signed ultimately, and 
that probably these agreements would be filed with the United Nations Atomic 
Commission. The chief difficulty at the moment seems to be that the mem-
bers of the Combined Policy Committee have not devoted the necessary study 
to the atomic energy problems. 

I have asked Mr. Gavsie3  to send you a copy of his draft Bill to provide 
for domestic control of production, research and development of atomic 
energy. 

Regarding an advisory panel for the Canadian member of the United 
Nations Atomic Commission, there seemed to be general agreement that this 
might consist of George Bateman as Alternate, and that the others be Mac-
kenzie (scientific), Pearson (political), Solandt (military), and Heeney 
(External•Affairs) ; this for consideration of the Prime Minister. 

C. D. HOWE 

Voir la note 2, document 263. 
2  Président du Board of Trade de Grande-

Bretagne. 
Conseil général, ministère de la Recon-

struction et des Approvisionnements. 

See footnote 2, Document 263. 
2  President of the Board of Trade of Great 

Britain. 
General Counsel, Department of Recon-

struction and Supply. 
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pprovisionnementsLe ministre de la Reconstruction et des A
au directeur général, le bureau de Washington, .

le ministère de . la Reconstruction et . des Approvisionnementsl

Minister of Reconstruction and Supply .toÇDirector General,

Washington O ffice; Department of Reconstruction and Supply'
-• . , ; . ,
TELEGRAM

Ottawa , April 15, -1946

IMMEDIATE . Top SECRET . Reference meeting of Po licy Committee . - You have

doubtless seen despatches. [sic] from Canadian Ambassador numbered . WA-

1582,t WA-1583 t and WA-1614 . t
From these you will see that our U .K. friends seem to .be moving toward

obtaining control both of the operation of the Eldorado mine and the output

therefrom. Canada cannot agree to this and if there is no other alternative we

would do . well to refrain from .holding a membership in the Trust . ,

Canada has no objection to allocation by the Trust of Eldorado produçtion
after Canadian needs for the product have been filled, but you wi ll .agree that

Canada must be free to operate the mine in 'such manner as Canada, will

décide, hâving .in mind transportation and, other difficulties assoçiatéd with

its operation .
Provided a reservation to this effect can be inserted, I have no objection to

Canada being a member of the . Trust. While we would like .to have the Trust
buy our surplus material, the price for an agreement to do so is too high if
to obtain it we must surrender all Canadian control of the output .

Hope you can guide Pearson, in amending any draft agreement .
'.1. will be at Royal York Hotel, Toronto, . all day ; Monday, wliere you can

telephone me should furthér consultation be desirâble ..

,As, I see the, situatzon, Canada has no particular interest in division of

material: other thanthât produced in Canada . Ends . .,_

272. C.D.H./Vol . '5
., . _

° Le directeur général, le bureau de, Washingto~, le ministère' de la

, Reconstruction et des Approvisionnements, au . -,ministre de, la , - ,

- Reconstruction et des Approvisionnements

Director Genêral, Washington Office, Department of Reconstruction

and Supply, to Minister of Reconstruction and Suppl y

Top SECRET Washington, April 15, 1946

Dear Mr . Howe,
At the meeting of the C .P .C. this afternoon li ttle was accomplished except

to emphasize the fundamental differences between the , U.S. and the U.K. Last

1 Ce télégramme fut expédié par 1'entremise 1 This telegram was despatched through the

du ministère des Affairés extérieures (télé- Department of External Affairs (telegram
gramme EX-1053) . EX-1053).



fall~ the President and the Prime Ministers issued a joint s̀tatement " calling for
full and effective cooperation in the field of atomic energy and authorizing the
C.P.C . to draft plans for following this out . Several . drafts were prepared. and
submitted to the` respective Governments but at the last meeting of the C .P .C.
Byrnes took the position that he'was not in favour of an international agree,-
ment, which would have to be fi led with the U.N . and which might be con-- sidered as ' sabotaging its efforts. In an effort to . overcome this the B ritish pre-
pared a - memorandum, . .copy of which you . have, : which .they , felt might be
simply taken as a minute of the C .P.C . _

At today's meeting it was : generally recognized that the British proposal
was only a subterfuge and that 'no such ' document as had been considered
could be drafted witliout its constituting a new --agreement which - it would be
necessary to file with the U.N .

Pearson suggested that another ' joint memorandum might be drawn up
which would restate the desire for full and effective co-operation in 'the field
of atomic energy under the auspices of the U .N. but point out that as it might
be some time before ZheU.N. would be in a position to function and before
adequate safegûa:rds could be assured, the three Governments would con-
tinue to cooperate as they had in the past .

- The real pressure behind the British desire to have a firm agreement and= a
definition of "full and effective cooperation" lies in the fact that they aredesigning a plant . and need a good ' deal of information from the U .S. on
engineering design, construction and l operation. - They state that since V-J Daythe re has been practically no interchange of information of -any value and in
the meantime they cannot proceed with'the work thëy have undertaken .

There seems to be a great deal of uncertainty as to what the President and
Prime Ministers meant by "full and , effective cooperation" . The British inter.-
pret it as meaning that they should receive the information they want from the
U.S. while the U.S . claim that President Truman did not have in mind - the
construction of another plant by the U .K-: It would appear that the only way
in which the matter could be `settYed would be by an interch ange of letters be-
tween'the President and the Prime '!' Mini"sters stating just what they had in
mind and defining what is meant by "full? and effective cooperation" . It is
quite obvious that the U .S . does not'want io give the U.K. the information
desired and I would consider it ' doubtful if any solution satisfacto ry to theU.K. .will : be found . „
. There was general agreement that, the C .P.C. itself , could not do anythingfurther .in the matter without -more specific instructions ; and more specific
information as to just what the President and :the:Prime Ministers -1ad in mind

. The' other major point taken up at the . meeting dealt with the allocation ofraw materials . The British on ' the : one hand request''that allocations, .
sub-

sequent to V-J Day, should be in accordance with ' the financial, commitment,
that is, a fifty-fifty division . . The Americans'ori the other hand ask for a firm
allocation of' 250 tons per month . 'Receipts ' from'the - Congo are estimated at
330 tons per month, which would leave â ' somewhat uncertain balance of 80
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tons per month for the U.K., which estimates its requirements at 1500 tons 
a year or 125 tons per month. Recent reports from the Congo, which I have 
not yet had an opportunity of going into, seem to indicate a shorter life to the 
mine than was originally estimated, and if this proves to be the case, the 
British might find themselves with a plant calling for 1500 tons a year and 
only have a few hundred tons available. 
- As it was quite obvious that the matter could not be settled at the meeting 
this afternoon, a small subcommittee consisting of two representatives each 
from the U.S. and U.K. was appointed. Canada was asked to appoint a rep-
resentative but as the question involves one of having to do with the purchase 
of materials with Trust funds to which we are not a contributor, we took the 
position that we should not appear in the matter officially. I was, however, 
asked to attend the meetings unofficially and this I agreed to do. I think there 
is a fairly strong possibility that if a solution is not found which is satisfactory 
to the British, they may withdraw from the Trust. 

Yours sincerely, 
G. C. BATEMAN 

273. 	 DEA/201-F 

Procès-verbal d'une réunion de la Commission consultative 
sur l'énergie atomique 

Minutes of a Meeting of the Advisory Panel on Atomic Energy 

TOP SECRET 	 [Ottawa,' April 16, 1946 

FIRST MEETING, APRIL 16, 1946 

The following were present: 
Mr. Heeney, 	 • 
General McNaughton, 	- 

• 	Dr. Mackenzie, 
Mr. Solandt, 	• 

Mr. Ritchie, 
- 	- 	Mr. Ignatieff. 

Mr. Heeney stated that at the meeting of the Cabinet on March 27th, it was 
agreed that an Advisory.  Panel be constituted to consist of apprépriate  officiais  
té advise the Goverœnent on various aspects of atoniic energy problems. The 
Panel includes Mi..Heeney as convener, General McNaughton, as the Cana-
dian representative on the Atomic Energy Commission •of the United Nations, 
Dr. Mackenzie, President of the National Research Council, Mr. Solandt, 
Director-General of Research, Department of National Defence, Mr. Bate-
man, as representative of the Department of Reconstruction and Supply, and 
members of the Department of External Affairs, including the Under-Secre-
tary, Mr. Pearson and Mr. Wrong, and others as seem necessary. Mr. Ignatieff 
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is to act as secretary. It was understood that the Chiefs of Staff and requisite 
scientific advisers would be asked to participate in meetings of the Panel when 
this was deemed appropriate. 

2. Mr. Heeney then outlined developments in the subject of international 
control of atomic energy, as well as plans for domestic control in Canada. 
There was  stil no information regarding the date on which the United Nations 
Atomic Energy Commission was to meet. Mr. Ritchie reported that, according 
to information he was able to obtain in New York, there appeared to be no 
date fixed for the meeting of the Commission.  There was still much uncer-
tainty in the policies of the United States and United Kingdom Govemments 
in relation to the Conunission. 

3. Mr. Heeney said that he had heard from Mr. Pearson from Washington 
with regard to the meeting on April 15th of the Combined Policy Committee. 
The discussion had related to the registration of the tripartite agreement 
under the terms of Article 102 of the Charter, and to the allocation of raw 
materials to the Trust. The discussion had apparently been unsatisfactory 
and no agreements had been reached. 

4. There had been some preliminary study of the problem of the inter-
national control of atomic energy on the part of the United Kingdom and 
the United States -Governments. In the case of the United Kingdom, there 
was the Chadwick Memorandum, which represented a statement of the 
United Kingdom ideas about the operations of the United Nations Commis-
sion on Atomic Energy. This Memorandum, basing itself on the Washington 
Declaration, proposed that specialized information about the practical indus-
trial application of at6mic energy should not be communicated to other Gov-
ernments until effective and enforceable safeguards, acceptable to all nations, 
had been devised. It envisaged, therefore a gradual order of procedure toward 
international control, commencing with the éxchange of basic sCientific infor-
mation. The Panel thoùglit that this memorandum reflected a irerY - cautious 
'approach to the problem which would not be productive of reSults for a 
long time. On the other hand, the Acheson Committee of the State Depart-
ment had noW made public a report of its Board of Consultants  under Mr. 
Lilienthal, which represented a bold and constructive approach to the 'whole 
problem of the international control of atomic energy. It was noted that the 
report had not been adopted as official United States policy, and at this stage 
was regarded only as a basis for discussion. Until the attitude of the United 
States Government had been officially expressed in relation to the report, 
the Panel agreed that it would not be desirable for the Canadian Govermnent 
to express any official view on a matter which was the subject of domestic 
controversy in the United States. It was agreed, however, that the Canadian 
Embassy in Washington should be requested to furnish an analysis of United 
States opinion on the report. 
• 5. General McNaughton said that he was impressed with the Lilienthal 
Report as the most constructive policy which had been suggested in dealing 
with the problem of the international control of atomic energy. As regards 
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.the technical details, he asked Dr. Mackenzie whether he agreed with the

statement in the Report with regard to the denaturing of fissionable materials
so that they could not readily lend themselves to the making of atomic

explosives . The validity . of this premise required confirmation. General Mc-

Naughton refèrred to the supplementary report presented on this, question

by General Groves and -a group of United States scientists concerned with the

Manhattan project . The, opinion of this group confirmed that the denaturing

process, by . nature of the magnitude of the plant and . processing involved,

would be valüable . in adding to the flexibi lity of controls, though it cannot

by itself eliminate the danger of atomic warfare . Dr. Mackenzie stated that

both on the basis of the qualifications of those who had expressed this
opinion, and on the basis of his own experience, this supplementary report
could be accepted .

6. As to the Canadian attitude to the Lilienthal Report, General Mc-

Naughton suggested that it should . be . accepted as . the only . .positive . step

in the direction of effective international control that had been suggested

to date, and that it should be welcomed, as the United States was obviously

the only country . in -a position to take, the initiative towards sharing the

secrets of atomic . energy production . The Panel agreed with this view,' but

felt that until the United States official attitude had been defined . in relation
to the Report, no official Canadian opinion on the Report should be expressed

to the United States Government . However, the Report should be taken into

consideration in defining the Canadian attitude to the international con trol

of atomic energy, and once this had been done, the Canadian view should

be communicated informally to both the United States and the United King-

dom Governments . This was a greed to .

7 . -The Panel thought that work should be put . in hand to define the Ca-

nadian attitude to the problem under the direction of General McNaughton .

Dr. Mackenzie stressed the importance of the Canadian supply position .

Canada had not made any commitment in relation to the supply of raw
material, with the exception of the existing contract with the . United States

Army for, supplies from Eldorado . He did not think that Canada could . be

regarded as party to the Trust arrangements, although Mr . Bateman had been

recently -appointed by. Mr. Howe as Canadian representative on the Com-

bined Policy Committee. The recent United Kingdom proposal to the Com-
bined Policy Committee that raw material should be . shared in the propor-

tion of 50% to the United States and : 50% A o the United Kingdom . and

Canada, should be resisted until the problem of the control of raw material

is - considered - on the basis of long-term international control . It was agreed

by, the Panel that this should be the line of approach to recommend to the

Government.

8 . It was, therefore, agreed that a paper should be prepared in the Depart-

ment of External Affairs, under the direction of General MçNaughton, in-
corporating the general views of the Panel as expressed at the present meeting,
and seeking to define the Canadian attitude to the problem of the international
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control of atomic energy. The paper would take into account the Lilienthal 
Report and the political problems of international control. On the scientific 
side, it was agreed. that Dr. Mackenzie's acceptance of the Groves Supple-
mentary Report on the denaturing of fissionable materials would be accepted. 
The Canadian supply position would also be stated with the assistance of 
Mr. Leslie Thomson of the Department of Reconstruction and Supply. 

9. It was agreed that a brief statement along these lines should be prepared 
by Mr. Ritchie and Mr. Ignatieff and would be available for consideration of 
the Panel .at its next meeting. 

10. On the question of the domestic control of atomic energy in Canada, 
Mr. Heeney explained that a draft bill had been prepared in the Department 
of Reconstruction and Supply, with the advice of the Department of Justice. 
The bill had been considered in draft form by Mr. Heeney and Mr. Wrong, 
and a revised draft was now in the course of preparation. The question was 
raised whether the bill had been considered in relation to the problem of the 
international control of atomic energy. The Panel expressed the view that they 
were satisfied that the bill provided the controls and the mechanisms necessary 
to enable Canada to fulfil its obligations under a system of international con-
trol of atomic energy. It was agreed that the draft bill would be available at 
the next meeting of the Advisory Panel. 	 • 

11. Attention of the Panel was drawn to the final draft  of the McMahon 
Bill which it was understood would be reported in the Senate this week. It 
was agreed that copies of the Bill would be available to all members of the 
Panel before the next meeting. - 

12. In conclusion, it was agreed that the next meeting of the Panel would 
take place on Friday, the 26th April, at 3 p.m. in Mr. Heeney's room. Mr. 
Bateman would be invited to attend from Washington. 

274. 	 DEA/201 

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures 

Dominions Secretary to Secretary,  of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 73 	 London, April 17, 1946 
MOST IMMEDIATE. TOP SECRET. Following for the Prime Minister from the 
Prime Minister, Begins: Pearson will have told you what happened at the 
meeting of the Atomic Energy Combined Policy Committee on April 15th. I 
am very gravely disturbed at the turn which the discussions took for I feel, 
that if we are to . make any progress at all, we must agree on a working basis 
of cooperation between our three Governments at least to carry us over the 
period until we know the outcome of the work of the United Nations Atomic 
Energy Commission. I have, therefore, sent the immediately following tele- 
gramt to President Truman, urging that the Combined Policy Committee 
should make a further attempt to work out a satisfactory basis of cooperation 
and suggesting that as a last resort, the matter should be dealt with by the 
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Heads of' the 'three Governments, each issuing instructions for the exchange of

technical information: I am sure that you will appreciate how important it is

that the deadlock which seems to have developed in the Combined Policy

Committee should be broken -and ' I hope that I may count on your support

in this matter . Ends .

275.
C.D.H./Vol. 5

Le ministre de la Reconstruction et des Approvisionnements

au directeur général, le bureau de Washington ,

le ministère de la Reconstruction et des Approvisionnements

Minister of Reconstruction and Supply to Director General,
Washington Office, Department of Reconstruction and Supply

TOP SECRET
[Ottawa,] April 18, 1946

Dear Mr. Bateman,
Thanks for yours of April 15th, giving me the outcome of the last meeting

of C.P.C. It would look as though the last agreement on this subject has been

signed, and that the U .K. will get very little further information with which

to design their proposed pile .

The U.K. have requested Canada to furnish complete plans and specifica-
tions of the Chalk River development, which we have- declined to do when we
found that we were bound to secrecy on the design and that we cannot

guarantee our U.S. friends secrecy if the plans are sent to the U.K .

I am inclined to think that the Trust agreement will lapse, and if so, no

harm will be done as far as we are conce rned. I feel that, we will always find

a market for our uranium' regardless of the Trust.
uranium metal

Do you think that we should build a plant to manufactur e

for. our own pile or should we continue to depend on the U.S. for this? I am

told that we would have no difficulty in building a plant that will refïne ore

into metal, should this be desirable . Your advice will be appreciated .

Please regard this letter, as confidential between ourselves .

Yours sincerely,
C. * D. HowE

DEA/201
276 .

Mémorandum du chef, la première direction politique,

au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum f rom Head, First Political Division ,

to Under-Secretary of State for External A f,f airs

TOP SECRET - [Ottawa,] April 26, 1946

The information in the attached memorandum has been assembled from

the files in the Department of External Affairs
. The files do not, however,
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give a complete and consistent picture of the complex problems involved. It 
may be, therefore, that at some points the attached memorandum should be 
expanded and corrected. Mr. Pearson's presence at the forthcoming meeting 
of the Advisory Panel on Atomic Energy should give an opportunity to fill in 
some of the gaps in the information available to the Advisory Panel. 

[C. S. A.] R[ITcHIE] 

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

Mémorandum du chef, la première direction politique 

• Memorandum by Head, First Political Division 

TOP SECRET 	 [Ottawa,] April 26, 1946 

CANADIAN POLICY ON THE UNITED NATIONS ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 

The following memorandum makes an attempt to summarize the present 
position of Canada in relation to the international aspects of the problems 
connected with atomic energy. A copy of the resolution of the General 
Assembly setting up the Atomic Energy Commission is attached.t The plans 
simply for setting up the Cornmission are still quite indefinite, but it does 
not seem likely that the Commission will meet in the immediate future. 
Apart from other considerations there are two general explanations for the 
delay in setting up the Commission. In the first place, the drop in confidence 
in relations with  the  Soviet Union makes the present juncture unfa.vorable 
for embarking upon this new experiment in international cooperation. In the 
second place, the United States Government do not appear to have reached a 
decision as to their policy in the Atomic Energy Commission. Meanwhile, 
however, representatives on the Commission have been appointed by the 
United Kingdom, the United States, Bra,zil, Egypt, France, The Netherlands, 
Poland, Australia and Canada. 

So far we have been able to obtain only a limited indication of the policies 
which the United Kingdom and the United States may be expected to advo-
cate in the Commission. These seem likely to favour a cautious approach to 
the issues involved. In the course of informal talks with members of the 
United States delegation during the General Assembly in London in January, 
the Americans expressed the view that the first step might well be for the 
Commission to concern itself with the exchange of general scientific informa-
tion and of scientists. This would be in accordance with paragraph 5 (a) of 
the terms of reference of the Commission. The United Kingdom Govern-
ment, in a memorandumt prepared by Professor Chadwick and forwarded to 
the Department of External Affairs by the Office of the High Commissioner 
for the United Kingdom on March 28th, have adopted the same approach and 
have stated that in their view the attention of the Commission should be 
directed mainly towards the question of the exchange of basic scientific infor-
mation and that "as the prospects of increased Russian cooperation have not 
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improved since these questions =were discussed in Washington ' last year, the

whole -subject must be treated with caution ." Meanwhile, with regard to
the long-term thinking of the United States and Ünited Kingdom Govern-

ments in contra-distinction to the imrnediate policy of caution indicated
above, we have had an opportunity to see two documents : the first, a sum-
mary [of] : a- secret report of the British Joint Planning Staff on the control
of atomic energy with which the British Chiefs of Staff have expressed their
agreement (this document was received in st rict confidence through the Cana-

dian Joint Staff Mission in London)'; and the second, the report on the in-

ternational control of atomic energy, issued by a board of, consultants to the

Department of State . The British Chiefs of Staff plan is based on the principle

that the elimination of atomic weapons , might be achieved by a convention

renouncing the use of atomic weapons and by the estab lishment of an inter-

national inspectorate and control. In the interim period it is proposed that the
United- States nominally as the agent of the United Nations should hold her

stock of atomic weapons . -; . . . . ._ _ . .
The Lilienthal Report issued by the State Department is a . much, more

imaginative and constructive_ document . It rejects the negative concept of

outlawing atomic energy and enforcing such a,,prohibition by. inspection,

and proposes instead the creation of an international agency to conduct . all

intrmsicallYdangerous operations in the nuclear field, with individual nations
~and their citizens .free to conduct under licence, -and a minimum of inspection,

a ll non-dangerous operations . It is ro osed that the international agencyP P.;
zëferrëd to as the Atomic Development Authority should , funçtion under :the
.. ,,
United Nations . It would have the authority to own and le ase property, to

carry . on mining, manufacturing, research, licensing, inspecting, selling _ or

any other necessary operation .

The plan is based upon the be lief backed by authori tative scientific opinion

,that operations in , the field :of, atomic energy can be divided into : those which

are "safe" and "dangerous", and that U 235 and- .plutonium can be denatured

,and kept denatured so as not to lend themselves to the making , of. atomic

explosives but can still be used with no essential -loss of effectiveness - for

,the peaceful applications of âtomic energy . ~ It . is possible both in the case

.of U 235-~and -plutonium to remove the denaturant, , but to do so would

require rather complex installations , and scientific, and engineering .. skill of

an appreciable order for this development .

The proposals contained in this report have not yet been adopted by the

United States Government as the basis of their po licy in the United Nations

Atomic Energy Commission . Moreover, the report itself 'makes it very , clear

that these are long-term proposals . In the words of the report, "the considera-

- tion ' of the steps of transition by which the special position of the ` United

'States may be relinquished involves quite other values . The sequence, the

orde ring, and the timing of these steps may be decisive for the acceptability

-of the international controls, but wi ll not affect its operability, therefore,

they present problems of negotiation between the ' nations within the United
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Nations Organization. In the course of agreeing upon a charter for .the Atomic 
Development Authority such problems of negotiation, in our opinion, are 
separable from the nature of the objective of the negotiation." The report 
goes on to advocate that a limited category of information should be di-
vulged in the early meetings of the United Nations Commission disbussing 
these problems, but that this information should be "of a theoretical and 
descriptive nature and have in large part to do with the constructive aPpli-
cations of atomic energy. In our opinion, they are largely qualitative and 
they  involve almost nothing of know-how." It is, therefore, clear that the 
adoption' by the United States Governinent of this report would not neces-
sarily involve any departure from the principle that the United Nations 
Atomic Energy Commission shorild proceed with caution and that its first 
step should be to consider the exchange of basic scientific information. 

The Canadian Goi/ernment have not as yet adopted any principles of 
Policy for the direction of the Canadian representative on the Atomic Energy 
CommisSion. We have, however, raised informally with the United Kingdom 
and United States Governments the unique and somewhat anomalous, posi-
tion of Canada, as a meniber of the - Atomic Energy Commission, but not a 
member of the Security Council. This position Would mean that Canada was 
excluded from consideration in the Security'Council of matters arising out 
of the work of the Atomic Energy Commission: The United Kingdom and 
'United States Governments have both indicated  that  they - would ' support 
the participation of Canada, under Article 31 of the Charter, in, meetings 
of the Security Council when the subject Of atornic energy  is  before the 
'Council. Unless, therefore, unexpected opposition should arise on the part 
of the Soviet Union (which did not oppose Canada's inclusion in the Atomié 
Energy COmmission), it may be assumed that  Canada  will be able to par-
ticipate in discussions ha.ving to do 'vvith atomic -energy in  •the-Security Council. 
It will be recalled, however, that under the terms of Article 3 .1 , Canada would 
not have the right to vote. 

Another'  aspect  of Canada's relationship to' the problem of atonnic energy. 
 is involved in our participation, in common With the United States and the 

United Kingdom, in the Combined Policy Conunittee Set up under the Quebec 
Agreement. Close cooperation between the three Governments, which- was 
begun ,during the war, is a matter  of  public knowledge, and the declaration 
Issued at Washington last Novernber made it clear that this cooperation,had 
nét been terminated. On the Other hand, the problem arises of reconciling' 
IhiS special relationship  with  the obligations assumed  by  the three Govern-
ments under the Charter of the United Nations. The ,prà-posal to constitute 
new agreements regtilating the position of the three parties to the Combined 
Policy Committee and the Combined Development Trust raises a special 
problem, because all Members  of the United Nations are corrunitted, under 
Article 102 of the Charter, to meter all agreements with the United Nations 
Secretariat for publication. This is .an embarrassment which Canada shares 
with the United States and the United Kingdom in relation to the special 
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arrangements to which we are a party. The Combined Policy Committee is 
now considering a United Kingdom proposal to continue tripartite cooperation 
under the Quebec Agreement, subject to certain adaptations and additions. 
(Under Article 102 only agreements entered into ,after the United Nations 
Charter comes into force are subject to the provision for registration with 
the United Nations.) The United States representative on the Combined 
Policy Committee has, however, opposed the United Kingdom proposal on 
the ground that it would merely be a legal subterfuge, as it would, in fact, 
constitute a new agreement. The United States Government have further 
raised the question whether any new agreement is required and have em-
phasized the undesirability of taking any action which would seem to pre-
judice the United Nations Atomic Commission. 

A further complication has arisen between the United Kingdom and the 
United States Governments in connection with the exchange of information. 
The United ICingdom Government take the view that the agreement signed 
on November 16th last between the President of the United States and the 
Prime Ministers of the United Kingdom and Canada providing for the con-
tinuance in the post-war period of full and  •  effective cooperation involves 
an obligation on the United States to give the United Kingdom industrial 
information necessary for the construction of plants in the United Kingdom. 
The United States Govemment are inclined .  to take the attitude that the 
agreement did not involve the exchange of indu.strial know-how. This ques-
tion is evidently one of crucial importance, and it has been taken up in 'a 
direct communication from Mr. Attlee to President Truman. Meanwhile, the 
United Kingdom Prime Minister has asked for Mr. King's support in this 
m atter. 

In addition to _their difficulties over the . exchange, of information, the 
United Kingdom and. the United States Governments are in disagreement over 
the allocation,of supplies of raw material.-The United Kingdom Govenament 
consider that the United States proposals on this subjeci give them virtually 
no assurance of receiving any of the required material. They have put up an 
alternative proposaLto the effect that the raw material supplies received should 
be divided on a 50-50 basis between the United States, .on the one hand, and 
the United Kingdom ,  and Canada on the other. . 
- Canada's position as a supplier is not directly affected in these negotiations 
as the Material in question -  is produced outside Canada. The total Canadian 
output of uranium is covered by a contract with the United States Army, 
terminable in 1947. 

Canada's relationship to the Combined Policy Committee and even more 
to the Combined Development Trust has all along been somewhat peculiar. 
Our membership in the Combined Policy Committee seems never to have 
been in doubt, and Mr. Howe was in fact appointed a member under the Que-
bec Agreement, but doubt has all along existed as to whether Mr. Bateman 
(the Canadian representative) was a full member of the Trust. There has, 
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moreover ; been considerable reluctance on the part of Canada to become a
full'member of the Combined Development Trust . The Canadian Govern-
ment have not taken-objection to the powers of the Trust to allocate Canadian
uranium, but they have fèlt that these powers should be dependent on an
undertaking that the Trust should purchase any Canadian uranium that was
not sold direct either to the United States or the United Kingdom Govern-
ments . Moreover, the Canadian Government have been anxious to protect the
full. freedom of Canada to operate Eldorado Mine in such a manner as the
Canadian Government may think suitable and not to have the operation of
the mine brought under the direct control of the Trust .

These preoccupations were, however, apparently satisfactorily covered by
re-drafts of,the agreement between the United States, the United Kingdom
and .Canada with respect to the . Combined Policy . Committee and the Com-
bined Development Trust, and on the basis of these re-drafts the Canadian
Government decided . on January 30th, ..1946, that the draft agreements repre-
sented a satisfactory . basis for governing Canada's relationships with the
United - States 'and the United Kingdôm in these matters, and the Cabiftet
approved' Canadian participation in the Committee and the Trust on tha t

It will be seen that Canâda's, relationship to the . problem of international
çontrol of atomic -energy .is a complex one . It is suggested that the Adviso ry
Panel might begin its work by undertaking further study of certain aspects of
the question with a view to clarification of the issues involved . The following
are some of the questions which it seems necessary to study . Others will, no
doubt, suggest themselves .

(1) Should the Canadian Government adopt as the principles to guide its
long-term policy in this field proposals along the lines of those put forward .
in the report of the State Department Board of Consultants ?

~ . . (2) ' When the Atomic Energy Commission is set up, will Canada support
the view which wi ll probably .be advanced by the United Kingdom and the
United States'that theexchange of basic information should - be the first stage
in the Commission's work ?

(3) - Should Canada suppo rt or oppose in the Combined Policy Committee
the conclusion of new Agreements with regard to the Combined Po licy Com-
mittee and the Combined Development Trust?

(4) On the grounds that such arrangements may delay the coming into
force of a genuinely 'international system of control of-raw materials, should
Canada:withdraw from' membership on the Combined- Policy~ Committee and
the'Combined Development Trust?

(5) .- Should Canada 'support the United Kingdom (as requested by Mr.
Attlee) in its case for , obtaining from .the United . States further information
on the knowhow of . industrial production?
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Le conseiller, l'ambassade aux États-Unis, au secrétaire : d'État

par intérim des Etats-Unis
Counséllor, Embassy ' in United States, to Acting ,Secretary of . State

of United State s

Top SECRET Washington, April 29, 1946

Dear Mr.Âcheson,

You will recall that at the last meeting of the Combined Policy Committee

it 'was decided to ask for clarification of the interpretation of the Agreement
of November 16th between the President, the Prime Mi.nister of the United

Kingdom and the Prime Minister of Canada concerning ."full and effective
co-operation in the field of atomic energy" .

- In. the Ambassador's absence in Canada, I am instructed to say .that Mr.

Mackenzie King's" understanding of the Agreement in this respect is indicated

by the fact that the Canadian autho rities, both during the war and in the

postwar period, have provided the United- States authorities with fulll informa-

tion on all Canadian activities in this field . In particular, the United States

authorities have had access to full information as to developments at Chalk

River . In fact, a United States official is stationed there permanently and is
in a position to secure a complete picture of the work going ' forward in the

plant .
Yours very sincerely; --

T. A. STON E

278. . DEA/201-C

L'ambassadeur des États-Unis au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador - o f United States to Secretary of State for External Affairs

No. 490 'Ottawa,` May 6, 1946
,. " . .

. ; , ._ .
CONFIDENTIAL

Sir,
I have the honor to inform you .that the United States Government being

aware of the interest which Canada, as a - nation ; having membership in the
United Nations Atomic Energy Commission, has in the development and

future significance of .the atomic bomb, cordially extends an invitation to the
Canadian Government to designate two observers to witness the atomic bomb
tests (Operation Crossroads), which will be conducted in July and August on

Bikini Atoll, Marshall's Group, subject to -p rior approval by the United
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States Ccingress of the 'éx-Periding of  naval ships for this purPose. The test in 
its entirety is an undertaking of the United States Government and nbt a 
combined or international operation. 

Believing that the press shoiild be represented at the tests, the United States 
Government wishes to invite the designation by the Canadian Government of 
one member of the press of Canada to attend as an additional observer. 

The observers will be transported to the scene of the tests aboard a United 
States naval vessel leaving San Francisco on June 12. Information of general 
interest to prospective observers will be found in a memorandumt attached 
hereto. 

The United States.  Government hopes that the Canadian Government will 
find it possible to accept this invitation. If so, I 'should appreciate being in-
formed at your earliest convenience the names, of the two governmental 
observers and one press observer, together with information regarding the 
mode of travel to the United States, the date and port of arrival and an indi-
cation whether reservations will be desired on . the special train leaving 
Washington for San Francisco on June 8. 

- 	 Accept etc. 
RAY ATHERTON 

279. 	 W.L.M.K./Vol. 234 

Mémorandum de la Commission consultative sur 
l'énergie atomique au Cabinet 

. Memorandum from Advisory Panel 
Atomic Energy to Cabinet 

TOP SECRET 	 [Ottawa,] May 7, 1946 
THE INTERNATIONAL ASPECTS OF ATOMIC ENERGY 

In accordance with  the  decision' of the Cabinet of March 27th, 1946, an 
Advisory Panel on Atomic.Energy haS now been constituted with appropriate 
representatives from the Departments of Reconstruction and ,Supply, External 
Affairs, National Defence, and the National Research Council. Two meetings 
have -alrea.dy been held in which the 'follOwing persons have participated: 
Mr. Bateman (Department of Reconstruction and Supply), Mr. Pearson, 
Mr. Robertson, Mr. Wrong and Mr. Ritchie (Department of External Affairs), 
Dr. C. J. Mackenzie (National Research Council), Dr. 0. M. Solandt (De-, 
partment of National Defence), General A. G. L. McNaughton (Canadian 
representative, United Nations. Atbmic Energy Commission). Mr. A. D. P. 
Heeney was convenor of the meetings and Mr. G. Ignatieff (Department of 
External Affairs) acted as secretary. 
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The Advisory Panel now submit to the Cabinet for approval the attached 
memorandum containing the Panel's initial proposais  concerning Canadian 
policy with regard to the international aspects of atomic energy. 

For the Advisory Panel on Atomic Energy: 
A. D. P. HEENEY 

Convenor 
G. IGNATIEFF 

Secretary 

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

Mémorandum de la Commission consultative sur l'énergie atomique 

Memorandum by Advisory Panel on Atomic Enérgy 

[Ottawa, May 7, 1946] 
MEMORANDUM ON THE INTERNATIONAL ASPECTS OF ATOMIC ENERGY 

UNITED NATIONS ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 

A copy of the Resolution of the General Assembly of the United Nations 
setting up the Atomic Energy Commission is attached (Annex A).t The date 
of the first meeting of the Commission is still unsettled. There appear to be 
two general explanations for the delay in setting up the Commission. In the 
first place, the drop in confidence in relations with the Soviet Union makes 
the present juncture unfavourable for embarldng upon this new experiment in 
international cooperation. In the second place, the United States Government 
have not reached a decision as to their own policy in the Atomic Energy 
Commission. Meanwhile, however, representatives  on 'the Commission have 
been appointed by all twelve member States. 

The Canadian delegation to the General Assembly in London last January 
raised informally with United Kingdom and United.States officials the unique 
and somewhat anomalous position of Canada as the only member of the 
Atomic Energy Commission which is not a member of the Secnrity Council. 
This position would mean that Canada -  was excluded from consideration in 
the Security Council of matters arising out of the work of the Atomic Energy 
Commission. Those with whom the matter was disaissed indicated that their 
Governments would be ready to support the participation of Canada, under 
Article 31 of the Charter, in meetings of the Security Council when the 
subject of atomic energy is before the Council. Unless, therefore, unexpected 
opposition should arise on the part of the Soviet Union (which did not oppose 
Canada's inclusion in the Atomic Energy Conunission), Canada should be 
able to participate in discussions having to do with atomic energy in the 
Security Council. It will be recalled, however, that under the terms of Article 
31 Canada would not have the right to vote. 

So far we have been able to obtain only a limited indication of the policies 
which the United Kingdom and the United States may be expected to advo- 
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cate in the first sessions âf the Com.mission. Both coünt ries sèem ' iikely to
favour a cautious : approach to the issues involved : Tlie : United .States âuthori-
ties have indicated informally that in their . view the first step might be for the
Commission to concern itself with the exchange of' basic scientific informa-
tion and of scientists . This would be in accordance with paragraph 5 (a) of
the terms of reference of the Commission . The United Kingdom Government
favour the,same procedure and take the view that "as the prospects of in-
creased Russian çooperation have- not improved since these questions were
discussed in Washington last year, the whole subject must be treated with
caution" . .(Memorandum forwarded to the Department of External Affairs
by the High Commission for the United . Kingdom on March 28th . ) t
RECOMMENnATION 1-The Advisory ' Panel recommend that the Canadian
representative on the Atomic Energy Commission should support the view
which will probably be advanced by the United Kingdom and the United

States that the exchange of basic scientific information and of scientists should
constitute the first stage in the Commission's work .

LONG-TERM POLICY WITH REGARD TO THE INTERNATIONA L
CONTROL OF, ATOMIC ENERGY.

The Advisory Panel have had before it the, report of the Board of Consul-
tants of the . United . States State Department on the international control of
atomic energy : (the Lilienthal report) . -This report, of which a brief summary
prepared by one of the members of the Board is attached as Annex B, t
rejects the concept of outlawing atomic energy and enforcing such a prohi-
bition by inspection, and proposes instead the creation of an international
agency to conduct all intrinsically "dangerous" operations in the nuclear field,
with individual - nations and their citizens free to conduct ; under licence "and a
minimum of inspection all "non-dangerous" operations. It is proposed that an
international agency, referred : to, as the : Atomic Development Authority,
should function under the United, Nations . It would . be empowered to own
and lease property, and to carry on mining, manufacturing, research, licens-
ing, inspecting, selling,ôr any other necessary operation .

. The plan is based upon the belief, backed by authoritative scientific opinion,
that operations in the field of atomic energy can be divided into .those which
are "safe" and "dangerous", and that U 235 and plutonium can be dena-
tured so as not to lend themselves to the making of atomic explosives, but
can still be used with no essential loss of effectiveness for the peaceful appli-
cations of atomic energy. It is possible both in the case of U 235 and plu-
tonium to remove the denaturant but to do so would require rather complex
installations and scientific and engineering skill of an appreciable order. It
should be added that in a supplementary report issued by a group of outstand-
ing scientists under Major General L : R. Groves, acting in consultation with
the State Department, it is pointed out that

For the various atomic explosives the denaturant has a different effect on the
explosive properties of the materials . In some cases denaturing will not completely
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preclude nlaking ; atomic weapons, but will reduce their . effectiveness by a large

factor. The effect of the denaturant is also different in th~ . peaceful application

of- the materials. Further ' technical information will be required, as will also ~ a
much more complete experience of the peacetime uses of atomic energy and its
economics, before precise estimates of . the value of denaturing can be formulated.

Butit seems to us most probable that within the framework of the proposals
advanced in the State Department report denaturing will , play a helpful part.

The proposals -contained in this repo rt have - not yet been adopted by the
United States Government as the basis for their po licy in the United Nations
Atomic Energy Commission . Moreover, the repo rt itself makes it very clear
that'these are long-term proposals . So far as .immediate United States policy
in the Atomic Energy Commission is concerned, the report advocates that a
limited category of information should be divulged in the early meetings of
the Commission, but that this information should- be "of a theoretical and
descriptive nature and have in large part to do with the construc tive applica-

tions : of , atomic energy. In our opinion they are . largely qualitative . and they

involve almost nothing know-how". .g

RECOMMENDATION 2 -The Advisory Panel were impressed with the Lihi en-

thal report as the most constructive and i.maginative approach yet made
towards the long-term problems of the international control of atomic energy .

It is recommended that if the United States Governmént were to put forward

in the Atomic ' Energy Commission the Lilienthal - report as a basis of "discus-

sion this should have the support of the Canadian representative .

RELATIONSHIP OF CANADA TO THE COMBINED POLICY - COMMITTEE

AND THE COMBINED DEVELOPMENT TRUS T

' A further aspect of Canada's relationship to the problem of atomic energy

arises from our participation with the United States and the United Kingdom

in the Combined Policy Committee set- up under the Québec Agreement . The

tripartite declaration issued at Washington last November made . it clear that

the wartime cooperation between the three Governments has not been ter-
minated. The question arises of reconciling this special relationship with the

obligations assumed . by the three, Governments under the Charter of the
'United Nations . Thé proposal to enter into new . Agreements regulating the

position . . of the_ three parties to the , Combined Policy Committee and the

.Combined Development Trust raises a special problem, because all Members
. of the United, Nations are committed under A rticle 102 of the Charter to

register all 'agreements with the United Nations Secretariat for pub lication :

The Combined Policy Committee is now considering a United Kingdom draft

designed to "continue tripartite cooperation under the Quebec Agreement,

subject to certain adaptations and additions .. The Un i ted States Government

are, however, reluctant to conclude new Agreements at this time . This situa-

.tion raises several questions from the Canadian point of view .
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(a) The relationship of the Combined Policy Committee and Combined 
Development Trust to the United Nations. 

RECOMMENDATION 	was the view of the Panel that the present tripartite 
arrangements do not conflict with obligations assumed under the United 
Nations and would not prejudice progress towards international control under 
the United Nations Atomic Energy Commission. 

(b) Canadian membership on the Combined Policy Committee and the 
Combined Development Trust. 

On January 30th, 1946, the Cabinet decide,d that the draft Agreements 
between the United States, the United Kingdom and Canada with respect to 
the Combine& Policy Committee and the Combined Development Trust 
would represent a satisfactory basis for governing Canada's relationships with 
the United States and the United Kingdom in these matters. Since that date 
these draft Agreements have been at .any rate temporarily put on one side, 
and as stated above, the Combined Policy Committee is now considering a 
new United Kingdom draft. 
RECOMMENDATION 4—It was the view of the Panel that Canada should not 
seek to withdraw from membership in the Committee and the Trust and 
should take no action which would have the effect of breaking up the present 
tripartite arrangements. While Canada should not actively advocate the 
conclusion of new Agreements, there would be no objection to a revision of 
the arrangements provided its terrns did not prejudice Canadian interests. 
It was noted that an important  Canadian interest related to raw material. 
(Canada's supply position is outlined under the heading below "Allocation 
of Raw Material".) Ftirthermore, Canada has a very important interest on 
'general political grounds in the maintenance of United States and United 
ICingdom cooperation in this field until an international system of control 
has been established. 

EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION 

A further complication has arisen between the United Kingdom and the 
United States in connection with the exchange of information. The United 
Kingdom Government take the view that the secret Agreement signed on 
November,16th last (Annex C) t between the President of the United States 
and the Prune  Ministers of the United Kingdorn and Canada, providing for 
the continuance of full and effective cooperation, involves an obligation on 
the United States to give the United Kingdom industrial information neces.- 
sary for the construction of plants in the United Kingdom. The United 
States Govermnent take the attitude that the Agreement does not involve 
the exchange of industrial know-how. This question is evidently one of 
considerable significance. It is being dealt with by direct communication 
between the heads of the three Governments. 

The Combined Policy Committee have been informed that the Canaclian 
understanding of the Agreement is indicated by the fact that we have both 
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during the war and in the' post-wâr pe riod provided the United States

autho rities with full information on all Canadian activities in the field . In

particular, they have access to full information as to developments` at Chalk

River . In fact, a United States official is stationed' there permanently and

is
. in a positionto secure a complete picture of the , work going forward in

the plant .

ALLOCATION OF RAW MATERIA L

In addition to their difficulties over the exchange of information, the
United Kingdom and the United States Governments are in disagreement
over the allocation of supplies of raw material . The United Kingdom Govern-

ment consider that United States proposals on this subject give them virtually
no assurance of receiving any of the required material . They have made an

alternative proposal to the effect that the raw material supplies received
should be divided on a 50-50 basis between the United States, on the one
hand, and the United Kingdom and Canada, on the other .

Canada's position as a supplier is not directly affected in these negotiations

as the mate rial in question is produced outside Canada. In this connection,

the total output of Eldorado is covered by ,a contract with the United States

Army which calls for the delive ry of a specified number of tons by 1947 .

The contract comes to an end when this delivery is effected, at which time

the Canadian Government will be free, if it so desires, to make other

arrangements . . Canadian production of uranium oxide is less th an 300 tons

per annum . Canada's production, while it makes a useful contribution towards

meeting total United States requirements, represents -a comparatively modest

percentage of the total demand of the United States and the United Kingdom .

The United States requirements are at present estimated at 250 tons per

month, in addition. to supplies being received from - Canada, together with

300 tons spot delivery:

It is difficult to obtain a . clear and ; authoritative picture of the world

production situation . It is estiln.ated that the Belgian Congo might be expected

to produce from 3,300 tons to 4,000 tons of
.
uranium oxide in 1946, but

this source . may be exhausted, or much depleted, . in the near future. There

are also possibilities of important deposits being developed in South Af rica

.in the future which may substantially change the supply position . in favour

of , the United Kingdom . It is also reported that there are deposits of the

raw material in South Australia, but no estimate is as yet forthcoming as to

possible production figures .

INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVE ON THE

UNITED NATIONS ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION

The Advisory Panel has agreed that the approval of the Government
should be sought for the views expressed in the above memorandum . It is

proposed to prepare draft instructions to General McNaughton, Canadian
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representative on the Atomic Energy Commission, on the basis of the views 
expressed in this memorandum if these views receive the 'approval of the 
Cabinet. 

For the Advisory Panel on Atomic Energy: 
A. D. P. HEENEY 

Convenor 
G. IGNATIEFF 

Secretary 

280. 	 , 	DEA/50219-C-40 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires  extérieures 
à la première direction politique'  

Memorandum from Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to First Political Division' 

TOP SECRET 	 [Ottawa,] May 16, 1946 

The following questions were considered at the meeting of the Cabinet held 
May 15th, 1946: 

Control Of atomic energy in Canada. 

The latest revision of the draft  bill for domestic control was. submitted. On 
the previous day, the Cabinet had approved the terms of a resolution which 
now appears on the Order Paper. 

Mr. Howe, in recommending approval in principle of the bill submitted, 
observed that appropriate amendments would have to be made so as to enable 
the operation ofthe Eldorado Mine and the Chalk River project to be carried 
on under the new Board. He also pointed out'that certain other minor amend-
ments would probably .be required. - 

The Cabinet, after discussion, approved in principle the draft bill as sub-
mitted and agreed that it be printed for distribution subject to the amend-
ments suggested by Mr. Howe. 

Mr. Ignatieff is  now  engaged in settling with Justice and Reconstruction 
and Supply the terms of the revisions to be made. It is hoped that printing 
can gi forward early next week. 

International aspects of atomic energy. 

The memorandum prepared under the auspices of the Advisory Panel was 
submitted and discussed. 

The Cabinet approved the recommendations contained in the memorandum 
and 'agreed that instructions be prepared accordingly for the Canadian repre-
sentative on the United Nations Atomic Energy Commission. 

1A  C.S.A. Ritchie et G. Imatieff. 	 1  To C.S.A. Ritchie and G. Ignatieff. 
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TOP SECRET [Ottawa,] June 8, 1946 
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It is assumed that Mr. Ritchie and Mr. Ignatieff will now undertake the 
preparation of General McNaughton's instructions in accordance with this 
decision. 

H. W[RoNG1 

281. 	 C.D.H./Vol. 5 

Le directeur général, le bureau de Washington, le ministère de la 
Reconstruction et des Approvisionnements, au ministre de la 

Reconstruction et des Approvisionnements 

, 

 

Dire  ctor General, Washington Office, Department of Reconstruction . 
èmd Supply, to Minister of Reconstruction and Supply 

TOP SECRET 	 Washington, June 5, 1946 

Dear Mr. Howe, 
In connection with the meeting of the U.N. Atomic Committee which 

starts on the 14th, there appears to be some differences of opinion as to the 
order of the topics to be taken up. The original proposal was that the Com-
mittee would begin with the consideration of ways and means of exchanging 
basic scientific information. I understand, however, that Baruch, the U.S. 
representative, might favour taking up first the question of a world survey of 
resources and raw materials. My personal opinion is that to do so would be a 
mistake.. We might find that the U.S., the U.K. and Canada, who  have  con-
trol of most of the raw materials and who have most of the information re-
garding world resources, might be committed to give up a great deal of valu-
able information without getting very much in return, and then find that their 
attitude waS.  nétt reciprocated by other countries. It would seem to me wise to 
deal first with the ways and means of exchanging basic scientific information 
and just what Ihis would involve. This would serve as a test to see the extent 
to which other •conntries 'are-willing to cooperate.  

I do not know the extent to which you may have discussed this with Gen-
eral McNaughton but I thoiight I shôuld give yipu my perional views. 

'Tours  sincerely, . 
G. C. BATEMAN 

Mémorandum de la première direction politique au` sous-secrétaire d'État 
, associé aux Affaires extérieures 

Memorandum from First Political Division to Asso .ciate Uhcler-Secretary 
of State for E.xternal Affairs 

I attach a draft of provisional instructions for the Canadian representative 
on the Atomic Energy Commission. This draft has been prepared by myself 
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in.,, çonsultatiôn' wity Mr. Ritchie,_and covers . the `main issues of substancewhich, according ; to our files, are, likely to come before the Commission : -I am
preparing a separate note-[_ on,, the provisional Agenda and our - attitude on
procedural matters .

In view- of 'the , meeting which has been arranged to take, place in Mr .
Howe's office on Tuesday, June~ 11th, to enable " Mr. Howe and ' Mr. St,,Laurent to discuss briefly the attitude of General McNaughton in the Co

mmission, I presume that:,they would wish- , to see the draft ôf - provisiônal .'in-structions . prior ,, to the. meeting. I have, therefore, . prepared covering notes tfor. your. signature if you approve the., - attached draft- 1

G. I[GNATIEFF ]

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

DRAFT

[Ôttawa,] June 7, 1946

PROVISIONAL- . INSTRUCTIONS - FOR THE CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVE -

f ï Memorandum by. First Political Division

Mémorandum de la première direction politiqu e

INTRODUCTION

ON " THE ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION

The po.liçies .pursued by Canada' as a member of the United Nations AtomicEnergy Commission will necessarily be conditioned . by . ourclose associationwith the United States and United Kingdom Governments in atomic, energy
matters . The United States ' will call the tune in ' the ' Atomic ' Energy Com-mission . As the on1y: possessôr bf atoniic ' weapons; as' thë"' lèader in the con-struction of production, plants, . and a sas, most po.werful iadüstrial nationin - the. world it is the policy, pursued ,by the United States which wi ll, in theend be decisi .ve . .It is .not suggested hat" ;we .should slavishlyafollow• :United, . .. .States policies It, is, to .be hoped thaf .we ,may have .constructive suggestions
to make of our ôwn, but we shall not wish to go further o r faster, than : the
United,, States: ;~ and United Kingdom • Governments are ,-preparing to go in
advocâting internâtionàl control .- 2. . So far , we have . been . able to, obtain only a limited indication of the. . : .
policies which the LTnited Kingdom and the .United States may be expected
to, advocate . in~ .the first sessions of . the . Coznmission. Both countries -seezn
likely to favour a cautious approach to the issues involved . The United States
authorities . have indicated informally, that in' . their view the first . step might
be for the. Commission to concern itself,. with ;the exchange of basic scientific
information and of scientists . This would be in accordance with paragraph

1 La note suivante était écrite sur ce 1 The following note was w ri tten on themémorandùm: memorandum:
OK'd by H. W[rong]. C3. =I[oNATmFF] 8/6/46
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5( a) of the terms' of reference of the Commission . The United Kingdom

Government favour a similar procedure and take the view that "as the
prospects of_ increased Russian cooperation have not improved since these
questions were discussed in Washington last year, the whole subject
must •be :treated with caution" . (Memorandum forwarded to the Department
of External Affairs by the High Commissioner for the United Kingdom on
March 28th) . t

3. If the principle of rotating chairmanship is accepted, the first Chairman
of the Commission may well be Dr . Evatt . This gives an added importance

to the Australian attitude. It is impossible to forecast the attitude which Dr .

Evatt wi ll adopt . There , has been a tendency, however, for the Australian

representative . on the Secu rity Council, sometimes in association with his
French colleague, to assume a middle position in disputes between the Slav

members of the Council and the Anglo-Saxon powers . Australia has appeared

to wish to be a mediator and to read lessons in good conduct to both pa rt ies .

The results of this Australian attitude have not been happy. Australia has

found herself on several occasions in the awkward position of proposing a
compromise formula which in effect gave the Soviet and Polish representatives
just what they wanted and enabled the wave ring nations (France, Egypt,

and China, in pa rt icular) to take refuge in a compromise which blurred the
issue without, as it proved, bringing the question under discussion any nearer
to a real solution. This was particularly evident during the discussions on

Iran. The possibility is not to be excluded that Dr. Evatt will feel that it

is his mission to bring the Russians together with the Americans and British

over the subject of atomic energy . Such an initiative . would be resented by

the B ritish and Americans as an irresponsible piece of meddling. It will be

made use of by the Russians for their own purposes .

TERMS OF REFERENCE OF THE COMMISSIO N

4: The main task of the Commission at its first - meeting will be to consider

the resolution of the General Assembly of January 6th (see appendix) t
and any reports and resolutions a rising from this consideration. The terms

of reference of the Commission are set out in four paragraphs of the Resol-
ution as follows :

(a) For extending 'between all nations the exchange of basic scientific

information for peaceful ends ;
(b) For control of atomic energy to the extent necessary to ensure its

use only for peaceful purposes ;

(c) For the elimination from national armaments of atomic weapons and

of all other major weapons adaptable to mass destruction ;

(d). For effective safeguards ..by way of inspection and other means to

protect' complying States against the hazards . of violations and evasions .

EXCHANGE OF INFORMATIO N

5. The first paragraph .of the : terms of reference deals with the exchange

of basic scientific information . . From information ~, received from the United
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States and United Kingdom Governments it is to:be assumed that one of the 
first substantive. questions which will be considered, by - the Commission will 
be the eXchange of basic sCientific informationfor peaceful ends. Canada as 

I 

one of the three parties to the Washington Declaration has declared its 
Willingness "as a first contribution to proceed with the exchange of funda-
mental scientifiC information; and the interchange of scientists and scientific 
literature for peaceful ends with any, nation that will fully reciprocate". 

6. It is not easy ,  to define precisely the term "basic scientific information", 
and to decide where information relating to basic research ends and infor-
mation about the operation of plant begins. Basic research into nuclear physics, 
however, involves a large amount of precise commercial data. Information 
of this kind is available to the three Governments which are parties to the 
Washington declaration including Canada, but especially to the United States. 
The Canadian representative in regard to this problem should be guided by 
the terms of  the Washington «declaration which Make it clear that the exchange 
of information WoUld be conditional on reciprocity on the part of the other 
nations in each case. 

7. Exchange of printed information, however, may be of less use than the 
interchange of scientists working in - this field. Moreover, agreement to ex-
change of scientists:will provide a more convincing proof of the willingness to 
reciprocate.- Canada as a country with well-developed laboratories and re-
search facilities; has :much to offer in this field. The question arises as to 
whether the research establishment at Chalk River may be regarded for this 
purpose as a research establishment to which acCess may be given to foreign 
scientists, if agreement is reached on the interchange of scientists. The Cana-
dian representative in the discussion of this question should look for evidence 
of a willingness on the part of other countries to reciprocate; In any, case he 
will not, of course, take the initiative in offering any facilities in this regard 
without further' instruction from the Government, and until the position 
of the  United States and United Kingdom representatives is clarified in this 
regard., 

8. The exchane of information relating.to atomic energy may include  ex-
changes  of information about geological deposits of uranium and other sub-
stances which may be used for the release of atomic energy. The Canadian 
position as a source of uranium will need«  to be carefully .  safeguarded. It will 
be recalled that at the present moment Canada's output of uranium is entirely 
committed to the United States Government by contract, and no information 
on materials should be disclosed without the prior agreement of that Govern-
ment. 
' 9. With regard to the general principle of exchange of information the 
Canadian representative should be guided by the recommendatron of the 
Panel, concurred in by the Cabinet, that he should support the view which 
will probably be advanced by the United Kingdom and the United States that 
thé exchange of basic scientific information and of scientists should constitute 
the first stage in the Commission's'  work. 
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10. In addition to the exchange of information, the three remaining terms
of reference deal with the international control of atomic energy and the safe-
guards necessary to ensure that it should be effective . The resolution also

declares that . the work of the Commission should proceed by separate stages,
the successful completion of each of which will 'develop the necessary con-`
fidence of the world before the next stage is undertaken .

The -necessity- of proceeding in stages towards international control has
been recognized not only in the Washington declaration, but by the Govern-
ments of~ the ~United States and the, United Kingdom. The Lilienthal report
clearly envisages a gradual transition through negotiations in the Atomic
Energy Commission of the United Nations towards an international Atomic`
Development Authority .

11 . Meanwhile Canada, as well .as the United States and . United Kingdom,

in view of its spec ial position in relation to materials and ' special knowlédge
with regard to atomic energy and plant, has taken - steps to establish and main-

tain conditions through domestic legislation to ensure the ' effective cârrying

out of any recommendations that- may be made for the International control
of atomic energy . by the . Commission . The Canadian representative should
bear in mind the recommendation of the Advisory 'Panel, concurred in by the

Cabinet, to the effect that the Panel were impressed . with the Lilienthal report

as being the most constructive and imaginative approach , yet , madetowards

the .long-term policy with regard to international control of atomic energy. If

the United States representative were to put forward the Lilienthal report as a

basis of discussion in'the ~ Commission, this proposal should ! have the support
of the Canadian representative .

12 . Should any discussion, however, develop in the Commission of the form
which the world atomic authority might take, the political implications of the

problem should be borne in mind, particularly the possible effect of a world ,
monopoly on the position of secondary powers, particularly if the Big Powers

maintain the right of veto on security matters, and if they concentrate the

location of ' atomic piles in their own * respeçtive territo ries . The,; general posi-

tion should, hôwever, be maintained ' that - Canada desir'es the, international

control of atomic energy and that the Authority , be set up for this, purpose

under the United Nations .

THE RELATION OF THE COMMISSION TO 'THE SECURITY COUNCI L

13 . The following points are of importance in this connection :

.(a) The recommendations of the -Atomic . Energy Commission are to be

implemented by the member states on the - recommendation of the Security

Council.
Thus any action arising out of the decision - of. the Commission depends in

the frrst instance on their . adoption . by the, Security Council and agreement in
the Security Council to forward the recommendations . of the Commission to .
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member states. Such a decision is, of course, subject to the veto of each one 
of the five permanent members on the Security Council. 

(b) The Atomic Energy Commission reports and makes recommendations 
to the Security Council and  • only to the Security Council. Reports, thereforei 
to other organs of the United Nations, such as the Assembly, are to be for.; 
warded only at the discretion of the Security Council. 

(c) The Security Council should issue directions to the Commission in" 
matters affecting security. On these matters the Commission shall be account-
able for its work to the Security Council. As it is difficult to envisage any im-
portant developments in the work of the Atomic Energy Cominission which. 

 will not have a security aspect, the Security Council will have considerable 
power to exercise direction and control over the work of the Commission. It 
remains to be seen how in practice the Council will exercise these powers. 

RELATIONSHIP OF CANADA TO THE SECURITY COUNCIL 

14. Canada as a member  of  the Atomic Energy Commission but not of 
the Security Council is in a somewhat anomalous position which would mean 
that  we were excln ded..from considering in the Security Council matters 
arising out of the work of the Atomic Energy Commission. Accordingly, the 
Canadian delegation to  •the General Assembly in London last January raised-
this question informally with United Kingdom  and United States officiag.' 
Those with whom the matter was discussed indicated that their Governments 
would be ready to support the participation of Canada under Article 31 of 
the Charter in meetings of the Security Council w.hen the subject cd atomic 
energy was before the 'Council. 	. 

15. Unless, therefore, unexpected opposition should arise on the. part àf 
the Soviet Union, Which did not oppose Canada's inclusion in the Atomic 
Energy Commission, it -Would seem that Canada will be able to participate 
in discussions having particularly to do with atomic energy in the Security 
Council. (It will be recalled that under the terms of Article 31 Canada would 
not have the right to vote). In any case Canada's participation in the Security 
Council when discussions having to do with atomic energy are àn the agenda 
should be "pressed by the representative, particularly through  consultation  
with the United States and United Kingdom delegations. 

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE REPORTS OF THE ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 

16. As already «stated the Coinniission cannot of itself make recommend-
ations to .rnember governments, but on the contrary has_ to act through die 
Security Council. The 'Commission, therefore, •would not be in a position 
to inaugurate a system of international çontrol of atomic energy. 

17.The question, therefore, "arises how the recommendations of the Com-
mission as approved by the Security Council are to be implemented in practice. 
Article 24 of the Charter gives the Security .  Council primary authority for 

( 
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the . maintenance of international peace and . security and under article 25
the members of the United Nations agree to accept and car ry out decisions

of the Security, Council . The San Francisco Conference, . however, decided
that the extent of the obligations assumed by the members under A rticle 25
was to be determined by reference to the speci fic ob ligations assumed by
Members in other parts of the Charter . The Charter does not give the
Security Council power to enforce the disarmament,of Member states . The
Security Council, therefore, does not appear to possess authority under the
Charter to set up and enforce a system of international control of atomic

energy, or to enforce the abolition of atomic weapons . from national

armaments .

18 . It would appear, therefore, that action of the Security Council in
implementing recommendations of the Atomic Energy .Commission is limited
to making recommendations to Member states . These recommendations might
take different forms according to whether the recommendations of the Com-
mission required several or joint action by member states for their imple-
mentation . In the former case, if the Atomic Energy Commission recom-,
mended a course requiring action by individual states, the Security Council
could recomménd to member states the implementation of the Security
Council's recommendations . In the' latter case, if joint action `were required,
the Security Council might recommend a multilateral convention for the
signature of the Member states, such as, . for example, the elimination from
national armaments of atomic weapons .

' 19. The representative should, in the course of the discussions in the
Commission, seek to clarify the means which it is envisaged will be adopted
to implement the reports and the recommendations of the Commission, and
ensure that, as .indicated above, Canada should participate in the discussions
of the Security Council when that body is concerned with taking action to
implement the reports or, recommendations of the Commission .

PUBLICATION OF REPORTS OF THE COMMISSION . .

20. Under the terms of the Assembly resolution of the Atomic Energy
Commission, the reports of 'the Commission shall be made public unless -the
Security Council, in the interests of peace and security, otherwise directs .
Thus the Security Council may direct that pub lication should not take place.

Pub lication, failing such direction, presumably would be automatic . The

question may a rise, however, whether the individual veto of the permanent

members of the Security Council could block the publication of the reports

of the Commission. It would seem that it could not-since the motion, under

the wording of the Assembly resolution, should be that publication should

not take place . If the question arises, the Canadian representative should

support this construction, which was accepted as correct by representatives

of the United States and United Kingdom in private discussion during the
General Assembly last January.
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21. This point is, of course, related to the questions considerèd above 
under the head "Relationship of Canada to the Security Council", and that 
immediately following "Implementation of the Reports of the Atomic Energy 
Commission". Here again the representative should seek to clarify the situation 
and press for Canada's participation in the Security Council when the question 
of the publication or transmission of reports of the Commission to member 
Governments is under discussion. 

CONCLUSION 
22. These instructions are necessarily provisional. As it is not possible at 

this stage to draw up instructions in detail and with precision, the foregoing 
is merely an outline of the general 'principles which vvill guide the Canadian 
representative at the first meeting  of  the Atomic Energy Commission of the 
United Nations. It is naturally understood that the representative will not take 
any step to commit the Canadian _Government on any issue of importance 
without further reference to the Government.  

23. It is hoped that in the light of the informal discussions with United 
Kingdom and United States  officials before the opening of the first meeting 
of the Commission, it will be possible to concert the general line of approach 
of the Canadian representative with that of the United States and United 
Kingdom representatives. 

283. 	 DEA/201 .-B 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures. 

Memorandum by Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TOP SECRET 	 [Ottawa.,] June -  10, 1946 

UNITED NATIONS ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION; 
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVE 

At the meeting of the Cabinet on June 10th, the Secretary reported that 
members of the Advisory Panel and the Canadian delegation to the forth-
coming meeting of the Commission at New York had, the previous day, met 
with the Acting Prime Minister, the Acting Secretary of State for External 
Affairs and the Minister of Reconstruction and Supply for the purpose of con-
sidering the instructions to be given to General McNaughton. 

Draft provisional instructions, prepared by External Affairs on the basis of 
the document on Canadian policy had received Cabinet approval on May 
16th, subject to concurrence of the Cabinet. 

Informal conversations were to take place with U.K. and U.S. representa-
tives before the opening of the first  meeting of the Commission. It was hoped 
that it would be possible to concert the general line of approach of the repre-
sentatives of the three countries. 
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The Cabinet, after discussion, noted with approval the . provisional instruc-

tions given to General McNaughton with respect to the attendance of the
Canadian delegation at the1rst meeting of the United Nations Atomic Energ y

Commission . ?

284. DEA/201-B

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures

au sous-secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires extérieures

- Memôrandum f rom Associate Under=Secretary of Stâte for External 'Affo irs

to Under-Secretary of State for . External A Lrairs

[Ottawa,] _June 24, 1946

At the General Àssembly in London we consulted the U.S . .and U.K. dele-

gations informally over the position in .which we should be placed when the

Security .Çouncil was considering matters relating to the work of- thel Atomic

Commission. Those. whom we consulted readily agreed that Canada should be
invited to participate in any discussions of this sort in accordance with Article
31 of the Charter. On the U.K. side I spoke to Cadogan among others . .He,

saw the point readily and answered that he felt sure that the U.K. representa-
tive on the Security Council would propose the admission of Canada if we so
desired. On the U.S . side we spoke to several members of the delegation, and

Achilles told us that the delegation were in agreement with our suggestion and

thâ;t a report to that effect was being sent to the State Department . We had

expressed the view to both delegations that . it would be appropriate for the

U.S . delegation to take the initiative:

It now' looks as though the first occasion , on - which . matters relating to the

Atomiç , Commission would come before the Security Council -will be the

approval of the Commission's rules,of procedure . Under the resolution estab-
lishing

, . .
the Atomic Commission it is ' laid down that thë Security Council shall

approve these rules .' At present acommittee of the Atomic Commission i s
~~~,1~ ~;th~„t the fullworking ori the draft rules and may repor* r^c

concurrence' of the- Soviet representative .

We may,.•thereforé, ' be, faced with a 'situation in which the Security Council,

has béfôre it rules of procedure approved by ' a majority of the Atomic Corn-

mission, and `tfiere
-
is a possibility 'that they will lea.d . tô considerable debate

in the Çouncil and even the app lication of a veto by ihe Soviet member.

Should we take ' steps' now 1o remind the British and' U.S. autho rities of their

agreement that ' Canada ought - to be represented at such a discussion? Our

presence at it would be likely to make no- di fference to the result but it would

serve to establish at the first opportunity our right to participate as a member

1 L'approbation conditionnelle du 10 juin "The conditional approval of June 10 was
fut confirmée par le Cabinet le 12 juin. confirmed: by the Cabinet on June 12 .
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whose interests are especially affected in all actions of the Security anime 
relating to the Atomic Commission. I am inclined to think that we shourd not 
allow the occasion to pass rwjthout seeking to be represented even though the 
debate in the Council turns out to be a pure formality. 

H. W[RoN°] 

285. DEA/201-B 

	

- 	 . 	. 	, 
L'ambassadeur aux  .Éstats-Unis au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures , 	. 	. 	. 

Ambassador in United States to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM_ WA-72613 Washington, June -27,1946 
TOP SECRET .. I 'talked yesterday in New  -York .with" General McNaughton 
and Ignatieff -  regarding the impasse which seeins  th  rbe developing in the 
Momie Energy Commission, as the United States and U.S.S.R. confront 
each other with their own plans, and procedures, which they show no dis-
Position to alter or comproMise. 1  It appears that Baruch is,almost as inflexible 
as Gromyko limself, and' there is not anY evidence that thé State Départment 
has much influence over him and his associates. I made à - suggestion to 
General McNaughton..Which may possibly be of sanie Value in breaking 
through the' developing jam. Would it be  possible to' acCept at once the 
U.S.S.R. proposai to outlaw the use of atàmic energy for destructive purposes, 
and even sign a Convention immediatelS( for that purpose, pending the wOrk-
ing out " of  •  the 'more far-reaching measureS 'to contrât inspection; etc., 
embodied 'in -the United States plan'? This  would meet the Russians up' to a 
point -and 'certainly could do no 'harm, though, of course,  without further 
measures ,outlawry wàtild be of no vaine. The second Russian 'proposai, 'the 
immediate  destruction of existing atomic weapons, .could not of course  be 
accepted in the -same way, but it could be pointed Cmt to the Russians that 
once .atotniC , Warfare was butlawed they had, on the  bàsis of their own 
argument, nothing to 'fear and ihat the situation Would be the,  same as the 
prohibition of gas warfare while retaining gas weapons. As 'the Russians  
themselves -  do not include international sanctions' in their own plan, but seem 
to rely on goàd faith and national punishment, they  could not logically argue 
that the' above proposal for prohibition without immediate destruction of 
bombs was valueless. If it were put forward and' acCepted, it would make- it 

Voir le plan des États-Unis (Plan 
Baruch) dans Nations Unies, Commission de 
l'énergie atornique,.. Procès-verbaux officiels, 
N. 1, première réunion, 14 juin 1946, pp. 
7-14. Pour la proposition de .  PUnion sovié-
tique voir le N° 2, deuxième réunion, 19 
juin 1946, pp. 26-30. 

I See the United States plan (Baruch Plan) 
in United Nations, Atomic Energy Commis-
sion, Official Records, No. 1, First Meeting, 
June 14, 1946, pp. 7-14. For the Soviet 
Union proposai see No. 2, Second Meeting, 
June 19, 1946, pp. 26-30. 
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much more difficult for the U.S.S .R. to object :to the subsequent adoption of

the . United States plan as , a basis for discussion .', ,
General McNaughton seemed interested in the - above ideas and may

attempt to develop them further.

286
. DEA/201-B

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures
, , .

au sous-secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum f rom Associate Under-Secretary of State for External A ffairs

to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

SECRET [Ottawa,] June 28, 1946

Mr. Pearson in his message WA-2613 of June 27th and General Mc-

Naughton in his Atom No . 25 of June 26tht deal with the suggestion that the

proposal made by the U .S .S .R. representative . on the . Atomic . Energy . Com- .

mission to outlaw the use of atomic energy for destructive purposes should, be

takenup, at once. It would appear, from General McNaughton's message that .;

Dr. Evatt may be actively exploring this suggestion with- some ôther delega-

tions . Mr. Pearson endorsed the proposal, but I must confess to grave'doubts

about its utility.
Presumably a convention on the lines suggested would be a very, short

document of only. two or three main articles . The most impo rtant article
em-be to the effect that the contracting parties thereby renounced the

ployment for military purposes of bombs and other weapons making use of

atomic fission . There would have to be some safeguarding clause which at the
least would permit the use of atomic weapons against a state violating the pro-

hibition. Otherwise the United States would be placed. in the, position of break-

ing a pledge if it were to be first -attacked with atomicbombs and retaliated

in kind . Such an agreement would leave the initiative ' in using atomic .bombs

to a violator of the treaty and would deprive the United States of most of the
influence of the possession of the atomic bomb as .a deterrent. Signature would,

doubtless result in a fairly strong demand for the destruction of the existing .
stock of bombs.

What advantages are there? A ll I can see is an effort to find for purposes

of immediate negotiation . some slight compromise with the position taken by

the Russians. From the point of view of American security the Russi an pro- ,
posals reverse the American order of prio~ain that we should nottdo

any
s

plan
embodying such a reversal? I am pretty ce

1 Voir le discours du Général McNaughton 1 See General McNaughton's speech indi-

indiquant son espoir que le plan Baruch soit cating his hope that the Baruch Plan be

accepté comme base de _ discussion dans accepted as a basis for • discussion in Official
Nations Uriies, Commission de 1'énergie Nations, Atomic Energy Commission

,

atomique, Procès-verbaux offi ciels, ' No 2, Records, No. 2, Second Meeting, June 19,

deuxième réunion, 19 juin ' 1946, pp. 19-21. 1946, pp . 19-21 .
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that we should instruct our delegation to hold back. I doubt, in any event, 
whether it would influence the Russians much as a main object of their pro-
posal was to argue that the American bombs should be destroyed. 1  

H. W[RoNG] 

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au conseiller, l'ambassade aux États-Unis 

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Counsellor, Embassy in United States 

TOP SECRET AND PERSONAL 	 Ottawa, July 5, 1946 

Dear Tommy [Stone], 
I have received your letter of July 1stf about your surprising discussion 

with Dean Acheson on atomic matters. The delegation in New York is already 
aware that Baruch is in a position independent of the State Department and I 
think that we need not give them any confirmation of this based on your 
letter. 

In the Department we had already taken the view that it would be a mis-
take to "outlaw" atomic warfare at once and we had some discussion of this 
with Mike2  when he was in Ottawa last week. The only possible advantage of 
any substance that I can see would be a temporary one in meeting the 
Russians on this -point. It might make it easier to carry forward the negotia-
tions for effective international control. The history, however, of recent nego-
tiations with the Russians does not lead me to give much weight to an argu-
ment of this sort. 

In addition to Dean's objections that such a step now would  grossly deceive 
the public, we see here a substantial number of other difficulties. For instance 
if atomic war were outlawed by a sort of single clause renunciation on the 
model of the Kellogg Treaty, we would I think provide a field for vigorous 
propaganda that the U.S. should not only destroy its stock of bombs and stop 
making them but also disclose the processes for the production of plutonium 
on a substantial scale. Such propaganda would appeal not only to Com-
munists and fellow travellers but to a large public as well. It would, therefore, 
be likely to precipitate an intense domestic controversy in the United States 
which would deflect attention from the real work in hand. I gather, in any 
event, that Baruch is inflexible on this point. 

The revelation of the state of affairs in the State Department is certainly 
'distressing and confusing. The Baruch proposals, however, are certainly not 

iNote marginale: 	 I Marginal note: 
I agree. N. A. R[OBERTSON] 

L. B. Pearson. 
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out of line with-those which are associated .with Dean's own name, and the
present isolation of the State Department in atomic matters may: not _ matter

much .
Yours ever,

N. A. ROBERTSON

288: PCO/U-41-A

Le consul général -a New York au secrétaire d'État
ciux Affaires extérieures

Consul General in New York to Secretary 'of State for External A ffairs

TELEGRAM CG-371 - New York, July 5, 1946

ATOM No. 45. Following from Atomic -Energy Commission, Begins :
Following from McNaughton, Begins : Following is the . text of the organization
of Committees of the Atomic Energy Commission, which I proposed to . Dr .

Evatt in response to his request ; as indicated in paragraph 4 of my Atom

No. 41,t Begins :
The Canadian delegation propose the following five Committees ; each

Committee to have power to establish sub-Committees as may be deemed
necessary :

1 . A Committee of the Whole, to review progress and define : further tasks .

2 . A Steering Committee for the purpose of coordinating reports and
studies made_ by other Committees : and sub-Committees ; and to resolve any
particular problems which may be~ referred ~to it :. , .

to prepare recommendations for â draft3 . A Constitutional Committee, '
International Agreement establishing an International Authority "for control

of atomic energy to the * extent necessary to ensure its use only fôr peaceful
purposes": In particular, the Committee would . need to examixie the following :

. . ~ , ., . . .
(a) Rlghts ând obligations

.
of signatory States in relation to the Authorlty .

(b) The relation of the, Authority to the . United Nations '44d, its organ

s (the General Assembly, the Security Council, ' the : Economic and Social

Council, the Trusteeship Council, .the International Court-of Justice, and

the _Secretariat)
•

.(c) The relation . of the Autho rity to non.-signatory States, whether mem-
bers of the United Nations or not . .

(d) The relation of the Authority to National Atomic Energy Control
Bodies .

(e) Provisions "for. the elimination-from national armaments of atomic

weapons and of all other major weapons adaptable to mass destruction" .

(f) Transitional provisions . "
(g) Provisions for signature, rati fication , and amendment .
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4:  Coinmittee on Control and Developnient, with ternas of reference to 
prepare recommendations relating to: 

(a) A survey of world sources of fissionable materials. 
(b) The measures of control' (by inspection, management and license, or 

ownership ) which may be required, and their methods of operation, with 
particular reference to: 

(i) Raw materials; 
(ii) Production of fissionable materials; 
(iii) Manufacture of atomic weapons; 
(iv) Research on military applications of 'atomic energy. 
(c) The means of promoting the use of atomic energy for peaceful pur-

poses, with particular reference to: 	. 
(i) "The exchange of basic scientific information for peaceful ends"; 
(ii) Exchange of scientists; 
(iii) Research and development; 
(iv) Supply of fissionable and radioactive materials for research and for 

medical and other beneficial applications; 
(v) Public information. 
5. A Committee on Enforcement, to prepare recommendations on: 
•(a) Responsibilities and powers of the International Authority. 
(b) Procedures to investigate and determine infringements of the Inter-

national Agreement. 	 , 

(c) Penalties. 
Ends. Message ends. 

289. 	 • 	 •• DEA/201B 

Le représentant, la délégation à la Commission de l'énergie atomique des 
Nations Unies, au président, le Conseil de Sécurité des, Nations  Unies'  

Represerztative, ,Delegation to the Atomic Energy Commission of the 
United Nations, to Pi.esiderit,. Security Council of the United Nations' 

: New York, 'july s, 1946 

•I am informed that Dr. Evatt, Chairman of the Atomic Energy Commis-
sion, has requested that consideration of the Commission's Rules of Procedure 
be placed on the agenda of the Security Couneil for consideration at its meet-
ing on July 10th. 	• 

In this connection I am authorized by my Government to state that Canada, 
as a member of the Atomic Energy  Commission  under the terms of the reso- 
- 

I Le texte de cette lettre fut communiqué 	1  The text of this letter was communicated 
au ministère à Ottawa par téléphone. 	to the Department in 'Ottawa by telephone. 

( 
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lution of January 24th of the General Assembly, desires . to participate in the
discussion of the Rules of Procedure of the Atomic Energy Commission' in

accordance with Article 31 of the Charter of the United Nations . 2

Yours , sincerely,
[A. G. L . MCNAUGHTON]

290. DEA/201B

Le représentant, la délégation à la Commission de l'énergie atomique
des Nations Unies, au président, la Commission de l'énergie atomiqu e

des Nations Unies3

Representative, Delegation to the Atomic Energy Commission of the
United Nations, to Chairman, Atomic Energy Commissio n

of the United Nations3

New York, July 8, 1946

Dear Dr . Evatt ,
I understand that at your request as Chairman of the Atomic Energy Com-

mission the agenda of the meeting of the Secu rity Council called for the

10th July, 1946, will include consideration of the :Rules of Procedure of the

Atomic Energy ., Commission.
This is a matter in which my Government considers that the interests of

Canada are specially affected and consequently that Canada should participate
in the discussion of this question in the Security Council, as provided for by
Article 31 of the United Nations Charter .

I have written to the President of the Secu rity Council in this sense, and I
enclose a copy of this letter for your information .

It occurs to me that .this .is a matter which might appropriately be raised in
the Security Council bythe Chairman of the Atomic Energy Commission, and
if you agree I should much appreciate your taking this action .4

[A. G. L. McNAUGHTON]

? Voir . Nations Unies, Commission de 1 See United Nations, Atomic Energy Com-

l'énergie atomique, Procès=verbaux officiels, mission, Official Records, No. 4, Fourth

N° 4, quatrième rbunion, 3 juillet 1946, Meeting, July 3, 1946, pp . 64-68 . See also

pp . 64-68 . Voir aussi supplément 2 . . Supplement 2 .
2 Les notes suivantes étaient écrites sur 2 The following notes were written on the

la copie dü ministère: Department's copy :

I agree. N . A . R[OBERTSON] 8-7-46

Mr. Ignatieff advised by telephone . 1 P.M. 8 July 46. J. S[TARNES]

3 Le texte de cette lettre fut communiqué 3 The text of this letter was communicated

au ministère à Ottawa par -téléphone. to the Department in Ottawa by telephone .

4 Les notes suivantes étaient écrites sur' la 'The following notes were written on the

copie du ministère• Department's copy :

• I agree. N. A. R[oBERTSON] 8 4 -46
Mr. Ignatieff advised by telephone. 1 P.M. 8 July 46. J . S[TARNES]
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Le conseiller, la délégation à la Commission de l'énergie atomique des 
Nations Unies, au sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures 

Adviser, Delegation to the Atomic Energy Commission of the United Nations, 
to Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

New York, July 15, 1946 
Dear Mr. Wrong, 

In your letter of June 27t you gave us authority to seek participation under 
Article 31 of the Charter when matters relating to the Atomic Energy Corn-
mission corne  up for discussion. 

We have already reported quite fully in our messages Atom 53 and 54 of 
July 10t and 55 of July 11t on the proceedings in the Security Council last 
Wednesday when Gromyko attempted to veto our admission, but was over-
ruled by the Chairman.' 

In this letter • I should like to add a few comments of an interpretative 
nature and to suggest possible developments in the future in connection with 
this 'natter. 

As you know, we decided to make formal application to participate, by 
sending a note to the President of the Security Council. At the same tirne we 
asked Evatt, as Chairman of the Commission, to raise the question in the 
Council, when recommending the rules of the Atomic Commission. 

We had, of course, also been careful to obtain previous assurance frorn the 
United States and United Kingdom Delegations that we would have their 
support. 

Evatt regarded our clahn as an important_ one to establish, not only on its 
merits, but also in the interests of the position of the non-permanent members 
of the Security Council in relation to the permanent members. 

He prepared his tactics very carefully, as I am told by Ralph Harry 2  'with 
whom I discussed the whole episode. Evatt had apparently anticipated- that 
Gromyko would try to exercise his veto, claiming that the admission of non-
members under Article 31 of the Security Council, was a decision of sub-
stance requiring the unanimity of the permanent members. Evatt also felt sure 
that the President, Dr. Najera, would uphold the opposite view and would 
rule accordingly. 

As it transpired, Evatt had planned his tactics admirably for the occasion. 
He put Gromyko in the position of either.having to move that the decision of 

1  Pour le texte complet de ce débat voir 
Nations Unies, Conseil de sécurité, Procès-
verbaux officiels, première année, deuxième 
série, N° 1, cinquantième réunion, 10 juillet 
1946, pp. 2-7. 

' Deuxième secrétaire, l'ambassade de 
l'Australie aux États-Unis. 

1  For the full text of this debate see United 
Nations, Security Council, Official  Records, 
First Year, Second Series, No. 1, Fiftieth 
Meeting, July 10, 1946, pp. 2-7. 

Second Secretary, Embassy of Australia 
in United States. 
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the President be over-ruled, for which he could not obtain the necessary 
majority, or to accept the President's ru ling, which Gromyko did most re-
luctantly giving notice that he reserved the right to raise the question again. 

It is important to noté that Gromyko in claiming that the decision of the 
Security Council on the question of admitting Canada under ,  Article 31, 
was one of substance, said that there were two questions of substance to be 
depided: (a) whether the interests of Canada were specially affected in 
relation to-  the rules of procedure of the Atomic Commission and, (b), sup-
posing that they were affected, how long was the Security Council to con-
sider the Canadian, interest would remain affected by this question? Was it 
to be as long as Canada remained a member of the Atomic Commission? 

We shall probably be faced with another attempt at veto by Gromyko, 
on the next occasion that we seek to participate in discussion of the Security 
Council, when the business of the Atomic Commission is on the agenda. It 
would seem likely that if this were to happen under the presidency of Dr. 
Van Kleffens, we may confidently expect a favourable ru ling. It was Van 
Kleffens . who  seconded Evatt's motion for our admission and one of his 
staff spoke to me personally after the meeting and expressed pleasure that 
we had t-aken the initiative to up-hold the interests of countries .  which can 
only be non-permanent members of the Security Counc il . 

However, after Van Kleffens has completed his month's tenure of office 
as President, he will presumably be succeeded by the Polish Representative. 
The Polish Delegation in the Atomic Commission, I may say, has shown 
itself entirely subservient to the Soviet Representative and seems to vote or 
abstain from voting at Gromyko's bidding. I feel, therefore, rather concerned 
that the position might become reversed if our case comes before the Security 
Council under Polish presidency. - 

Gromyko's effort to exercise the veto against us ,has undoubtedly served 
to stimulate those who would question the irresponsible use of the veto by 
the Russians. Evatt's remarks at the meeting last Wednesday when replying 
to Dr. Najera's statement on the close of his tenure of office, were interpreted 
as indicating his intention to take up the whole issue in the Assembly. 

Anotheia.spect of the veto question, that which relates to the enforcement 
of any international measures of control which might be recommended by 
the Atomic Commission, will help to keep attention directed to the veto 
issue. I attach two copies of a memorandumt prepared by the Baruch Deleg-
ation, dated July 12, dealing with the relations between the Atomic Authority 
and the organs of the United Nations. This  paper suggests that the Big Five 
should renounce their veto on atomic questions, and agree to treat the 
punishment of violators as a procedural matter, except in the case of serious 
Offences; constituting a threat to the peace which would fall under the provi-
sions of Chapter VII (including Article 51) of the Charter. 

This paper will no doubt be placed on the agenda of the Legal Committee 
which was set up by the Worldng Committee last Friday. 
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-I feel sure that - discussions on this aspect of the veto will be carried ove r
into the General Assembly when it meets the end of September. For this,reason, I Would suggest that whoever represents' us in 'the discussion in the
Legal Committee of- the Atomic Commission should be carried over to our
Delegation to the General Assembly.: . : .

I am also enclosing a c lippingt from the New York Times of July 14,
of an art icle by Hamilton which contains an interesting general comment
on the veto question .

Yours sincerely,

G. IGNATIEFF

292
. DEA/201-B

Le consul général' à New 'York âu secrétaire d'État par intérim
aux A ù aires, extérieures

Consul General in New York to Acting Secrétaryof Staté
. . for, External, Affairs

TELEGRAM. CG-420 New York; July 21, 1946
CONFIDENTIAL ." ATOM - No. 66. Following from Ato:mic Energy Commission,Begins : As we were - pressed by Secretariat to, `furnish suggestions for ' a list
of subjects falling within the scope of the 'functions of Committee No . 2in order that - a working schedule for' that Committee could be prepared by
the Secretariat, as indicated in paragraph 4 of our _message Atom No. 62
dated July 17th;t <this . matter was given - careful consideration ' and it wasthought desirable : to draft a topical outline .with a sequence which would
suggest a transition 'of thought from Soviet proposal _ to outlaw use of atomic
energy in warfare to specific controls proposed by the United States and
A.D.A. In this way, the emphasis would be placed - on possible areas of
agreement rather than fixed attitudes of disagreement which were reveale d
in Sub-Committee No . 1 .

2 . Before putting forth suggestions to Secretariat on this subject, it was
thought desirable that matter should be discussed with United States dele-
gation informally and with this in mind a brief paper was prepared in which
it was suggested that discussion-,in the , Committee should be so planned, as
to demonstrate to the Soviet representative that some measures ' of control
are necessary to ensure the observance of international convention for out-
lawing of atomic weapons and prohibition of their manufacture which he
has proposed.

3 . The members of the United States delegation, consisting of Dr . Tolman,
Davis, Gordon and Lindsay, warmly welcomed our suggestion as they had
not yet submitted any topical out line- themselves and frankly admitted . their
concern that a - stalemate might result from discussion of question of whether
or not the A .D.A. should be established as proposed by Mexican represent=J
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. ative for the next meeting of Committee No . 2. They. gladly fell in with our

arguments and together we drafted a topical outline as follows : .

1 . Consideration of measures to prevent use of atomic energy in warfare .

(a) Formal measures, such as an international Agreement outlawing use of

atomic weapons .
( b) Technic al measures to insure observance of such an Agreement.

2 . Consideration of measures to prevent production of atomic weapons .

(a) Formal measure, such as an International Agreement outlawing produc-

tion of atomic weapons .
(b) Technical measure- to insure observance of such an Agreement in relation

to the following:
(1) Plants .
(2) Raw materials .
( 3) Discrimination between dangerous and non-dangerous activities.

(4) Research.

3 . Consideration of instruments to administer controls .

( a) Through existing United Nations Organs .

(b) Through special International Organization.

(c) Through national agencies .

4 . Consideration of measures of enforcement.

4. It was agreed that this topical outline would be p assed on, as a joint

contribution, to Dr. Herrine and that if he agreed he would use it as a basis
for the schedule which he has been charged by the Commi ttee to: prepare, fill-

ing in under each head references to proposals as contained in , statements and

observations made in the Commission, Working . Committee and. Sub-Com-

mittee No. 1 . '
5. United States delegation learned from Herring that, apart from Soviet

delegation who had merely repeated their_ previous proposals, no other dele-
gations had submitted proposals .and Herring was glad,to h,ear about topical

outline referred to above .

6 . The United States delegation also propose to ask Mexiça .n representative

on Monday to withdraw his proposal that A.D.A. be first subject for discus-

sion and that instead he should move that discussion should - proceed ori basis

of above topical outline.

7 . In all, we spent five hours on Saturday in Conference with members of

the United States delegation and they welcomed the idea of fu rther co-opera-
tive efforts of this kind on an informal basis, and expressed hope that other
delegations might co-operate in the same way. Ends .

'Directeur, le groupe de l'énergie atomique 1 Director, Atomic Energy Group of the

des Nations Unies
. United Nations.
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293. 	 DEA/201-F 

Procès-verbal d'une réunion de la Commission consultative 
sur l'énergie atomique 

Minutes of a Meeting of the Advisory Panel on Atomic Energy 

TOP SECRET 	 [Ottawa,] August 28, 1946 

SEVENTH MEETING, AUGUST 14, 1946 

The following were present: 
Mr. Wrong 
General McNaughton 
Dean Mackenzie 

_ - Mr. Bateman 
Dr. Lawrence' 
Dr. Solandt 
Mr. Ignatieff 
Mr. Jarvis' 
Mr. Starnes (Secretary) 

1. General McNaughton gave an account of the Atomic Energy Commis-
sion to date with particular reference to the part played by the Canadian 
Delegation. He was anxious to have guidance from the Panel on the line 
which should be taken by the Canadian delegation during the period of his 
Chairmanship. So far the Canadian line had been to explore every possibility 
in an endeavour to prevent the Commission from reaching a stalemate. Pre-
sumably our principal aim should be to continue to attempt to reconcile the 
almost opposite views of the Russian and the U.S. delegations. If a deadlock 
occurred between the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. which would amount to a public 
recognition that they could not work together, it would be better that such a 
situation should arise either in the General Assembly or at the Peace Con-
ference and not in the Commission. The best course would be to attempt to 
draft proposals in a form in which the Russians could concur if they were 
ever to admit the need for an effective international authority. Mr. Ignatieff 
added to what General McNaughton. had said by remarking on the obviously 
fundamental differences between the Russian viewpoint and our own. Gro-
myko, for instance, had stated that atomic energy should be considered as any 
other problem affecting world security ignoring the fact that the very creation 
of the Atomic Energy Commission proved that the problem is of a very 
special nature. There seemed little hope of compromise and the ,problem re-
solved itself into a question of whether the Russians would accept the U.S. 
proposals for control. 

1  Dr. G. C. Lawrence du Conseil national 	1  Dr. G. C. Lawrence of the National 
de recherches. 	 Research Council. 

Directeur général, section juridique, mini- 	Director General, Legal Branch, Depart- 
stère de la Reconstruction et des Approvi- ment of Reconstruction and Supply.' 
sionnernents. 
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2 . A discussion followed on the various points which might arise during the,,
period of Canadian Chairmanship. It was pointed out that we would be ex-
pected to give leadership in the Atomic Energy Commission . and, it was diffi-
cult to know what to say and in what ways we, could prevent a deadlock taking
place. It was suggested the following points might be developed in this con-
nection :

(1) That it ' might be advisable to stress that atomic energy is .not a weapon
which can be dealt with by conventions ; that it is not just another weapon of
war, and that the terms of reference of the Atolnic Energy Commission
make this clear.

(2) That we might seek to place the problem on a functional rather than
a political basis .

It was agreed that this latter point was a, sôund, line to take as it had already
had the p rior approval of the Government. A question was raised as to
whether any discussion of bacte riologic al warfare had been had in the Com-
mission, whether the question would arise in - subsequent discussions, and if
not, should we raise the question? It was agreed that it would not serve any
useful purpose to raise this question ,as it- might well inject unnecessarily
additional problems for debate.

3 . In discussing the .further staff requirements of the Canadian delegation; .
General .McNaughton said that it would be very useful : to .have Mr: Jarvis in
New York. It might also . be useful if the delegation were .âble to :borrow Mr. :
Bateman when questions of raw materials were under discussion: It was also
pointed out that he might require some further technical advice . ~ on the legal
side when the Charter was under discussion. It was agreed that it would be
relatively easy to : arrange* for -short i visits by persons in Ottawa, including Dr .Solandt and other members of other Government Departments .

4 . Concerning the control of raw mate rials, some, clear definition of the
term "raw materials" was sought . It was agreed - that while there`seeméd'to be
no precise understanding of this term, it might be 'said to be "the material
once it` is raised from the mine ." Some concern was expressed over the con-
tinued and ~rapid rate of loss of a scarce ' material which is at present taking
place, in the process of producing . atomic explosives from uranium. Only a
small fraction was used up and the rest, stock-piled under U.S . ôwnership .
In this connection General McNaughton .thought most of the points 'raised
had been fully covered in his'letter to Mr. Batemant ..the terms of which had
been agreed to by both Dr. Mackenzie and Mr. Bateman . The general terms
of _ this letter would, it was thought, coincide with United States , views, though
at times ithas not been clear whether the United States delegation has been
working for international government or for an international uranium ca rtel .
It was obvious that Canada must submit to a good deal of international
control in this field but we do not necessarily. have to agree . that rates' bf
production at the'mine should be fixed by some international authority . 'The ,
Canadian delegation - had been asked infôrmally~ ~by the : United States if,
as a major' producing nation, Canada would .'be prepared to ' undertake pre-
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paratory work  in the Atomic Energy CommiSsion on» Stildies concerning 
control of the production of uranium. It was agreed that our studies on the 
control of raw materials should be prepared in New York rather than in 
Ottawa. 

5. Concerning the extent of the need for international control of the pro-
duction of fissionable products, Mr. Wrong thought' that  the  scientists might 
ascertain what control is necessary without distinguishing, so  far as they 
were concerned, between national and international control. It vvas agreed 
that it might be useful to stress the dfference between control of material 
as opposed to the control of plants. 

6. Concerning Canadian policy with respect to production and export, the 
point was raised of how the rates of delivery of uranium to  •  the Atomic 
Development Authority by the producing countries and in particular,  by  
Canada, should be determined. It was the opinion of the Panel that, having 
in mind the position. of our own resources and the effective functioning of 
the A.D.A., that we ought to be able to setain control of our ,  own rate of 
production. 

•  7. It was Mr. Bateman's understanding that the plan for establishing an 
Atomic Development Authority was to go into effect by stages. Mr. Ignatiefr 
remarked that the United States delegation are reported to have a plan for 
establishing the A.D.A. so that it would Come into operation in stages. They 
have not so far, been able to produce this paper and it will presumably not 
be forthcoming for some time.  •• 

8. With regard to Canada's position as a leading producer of uranium," 
it was pointed out that it was now technically possible to usé thorium for 
bombs; uranium 235 being no longer required for the actual production of 
the bomb, but only as a primer to start the production of  plutonium.1  This 
obviously would change the importance of ihorium as a source for the produc-
tion of plutonium. As world resources of thorium are rather large this might 
conceivably change Canada's position as a large pioducer of the essential 
raw material used in Atomic explosives. In this connection Dr. Mackenzie 
pointed out that with the establishment of an Atomic Development Authority 
the abolition of the Atomic Bomb would come about; and the "demand" 
would be reduced to the peace.time uses to which fissionable products could 
be put. This raised the point of what in fact constituted "demand" for 
uranium. Mr. Wrong said that presumably it wa.s the production of that 
quantity of uranium in a given period which was considered necessary, for 
peaceful uses throughout the world. 

9. Consideration was given to the question of curtailing our own milling 
operations and whether we should start stock-piling ourselves, or whether we , 
should make a new contract  with  the United States. General Groves had made 
it plain that the United States had no plans in this comiection and that for the 
moment they were not in a position to discuss the drawing up of a new con- 
-

•' Voir le document suivant. 	 'See following document. 
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tract. While it was agreed that it would be desirable to put Eldorado on a
minimum production basis, it was pointed out that this would constitute a
major operation. It was suggested that it might be possible . to curtail produc-
tion and concentrate on development work in the mine without any reduction
in the personnel. In any event, it was agreed that we should not be particu-
larly worried if production ceased . Mr. Bateman pointed out that curtailment
of production was already in process at Eldorado .

10 . The establishment of the Canadian Board was discussed and in con-
nection with our policy with respect to production and export, it was pointed
out that when the domestic Bill on Atomic Energy became operative, specific
regulations governing export would have to be drawn up following the estab-
lishment of the Board. A contract with the United States was probably out of
the question but the possibility of making a contract with the United Kingdom
should not be ruled out. It was agreed that any agreement even of a partial
nature made with the United Kingdom would probably have to be on a tri-
partite basis . It was agreed by the Panel that one ofthe! first tasks to be- taken
up by the Board should be a survey of the Canadian position in order to de=
termine our best course .

11 . Dr. Solandt raised a point in connection with - scientific and technical
intelligence on atomic energy . At the moment he pointed out that the co lla-

tion of such material in Canada was on.an ad hoc basis. So far as he knew all
information from the Manhattan project was being sent to Chalk River . Infor-
mation from Eldorado was going direct to Mr . Howe and information from '
United Kingdom sources was being directed through military channels . He

was of the opinion that this might be conso lidated in - one government agency.
He suggested that perhaps the Board might be the appropriate body. If this
were so, however, it raised the question of whether a strictly civilian body
should deal with military intelligence . The other suggestion might be that

D.G.D.R. might be responsible for collating and filing .all this information. It

was agreed by the Panel that D .G.D.R. would be the appropriate branch to
undertake this task" on an interim basis .

294. DEA/201-F

Le consul général à New York" au secrétaire d'Éta t
aux Affaires extérieures r

Consul General in New York to Secretary of State for External A ffairs

TELEGRAM CG-557 New York, September 4, 1946

SECRET . ATOM No. 100. Following from Atomic Energy Commission,
Begins: Following for Starnes from McNaughton, Begins : Reference top
secret Minutes of seventh meeting Advisory Panel (Atomic Energy) held
14th August, 1946 . I agree with record except paragraph 8, the first sentence
of which should read:

"With regard to Canada's position as a leading producer of uranium, it was
pointed out thatit was now theoretically possible to use thorium, for bombs .
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Uranium 235 would then be no longer required for the actual production of 
the bomb, but only as a primer to start the production of the third known 
nuclear explosive, U-233, for use instead of U-235." Ends. Message ends. 

295. 	 DEA/201-B 

Le représentant, la délégation à la Commission de l'énergie atomique des 
Nations Unies, au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Representative, Delegation to the Atomic Energy Commission of the 
United Nations, to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

- 

SECRET 	 New " York, September 21, 1946 
Dear Sir, 

1. The present suspension in the work of the Atomic Commission arising 
out of the delay of the -Soviet Gove rnment to approve the report of the 
Scientific and Technical Committee, prompts this review of the main issues 
before the Commission, and consideration of some of the possible courses 
which might be followed in an endeavour to give effect to the terms of the 
Resolution of the General Assembly of January 24th, 1946. 

2. From the beginning of the Commission's work it  has  been evident 
that the main problem before the Commission is to try to reconcile the U.S. 
and Soviet positions. 

3. The United States, at present holding a preferred position in relation 
to the development' of atomic energy and its military applications, has made 
it clear that' it is prepared to surrender its monopoly in return for an effective 
international system of control which would ensure that the atomic bomb 
would not be used by some ill-disposed nation in a surprise attack. 

4. On the other hand, the Soviet Union which, as far as it is  • known, is 
not in a position at present to manufacture atomic weapons (at least on 
any significant scale) has beén desirous as an immediate objective of entirely 
eliminating this extraordinarily destructive weapon from national armaments. 
Accordingly, as thé, first stage in negotiations in the Atomic Commission, - 
the Soviet representative proposed a convention which would obligate all 
parties to outlaw the use and manufacture  of  atomic weapons. This conven-
tion would, in effect, only involve action on the part of the United States, 
which would be further obligated to destroy existing stocks of atom bombs 
within three months. 

5. In the first two*  months the discussions in  the Commission and its com-
mittees weré devoted to examination of the United States and Soviet pro-
posais, and although some further light was shed on the United States and 
Soviet positions respectively by supplementarY statements on the part of 
their représentatives,. no progress was made toward agreement. The most 
important points of difference may be summarized as follows: 

(a) The Soviet insistence on the acceptance on the part of the United  
States of their propo-sed convention to outlaw the use and manufacture of 



atomic weapons as the first step : The U:S. position v has been to insis t upon

the simultaneous estab lishment of a system-- of safeguards which-would ensure
that all countries should have ,~ a sense of security that no atomic weapons
will be made .

(b) The U.S. proposal that these safeguards should be operated throûgh-
an,.Atomic Development Autho rity with wide powers, including -freedom .of
access to countries accepting the authority of the A .D.A. The Soviet position,
stressing the principle of national sovereignty, has rejected the conception
of such an', international autho rity having jurisdiction over internal or
national' affairs . The Soviet proposals provide for domestic legislation
as a means of carrying out the terms of their proposed international
convention.

(c) The U.S . proposal that the powers of - the A.D.A. should include

those of inspection especially associated with the close control of raw
materials . The Soviet position in this respect has also been to-reject inspection
by any : international authority on the principle 'that - it -is ' inconsistent with -

national sovereignty.

(d) The United States proposai that in the - event of violation of an y

international agreement on atomic energy there' should, be no veto in so
far as it may relate to this particular problem on' the part of . àny of the

signato ries . The Soviet position has,been that this would be contrary , to the
agreed rule of unanimity on the-part of the -permanent members of the

Security Council and would undermine a basic, principle of . #e , _ United .

Nations Charter . The Soviet proposals provide for -, any enforcement action

to be under the existing -jurisdiction . of the, Security Council and operating

under the rule of -unanimity of the permanent- members ::
-- .

(e) The United States proposal that'there . should be the tightest possible
control of materials and processes ; the operâtion of all dangeroûs activities
to be under "the management, supervision 'and control ' of the Authority" .

The Soviet position has: been to reject any international côntrol over, thei r

resources and industrial activities .

6. Consideration of these main issues, particularly- :in~tiCommittee -No . 2;

revealed that further -discussion could not bé expected to-Tromote agreement,
but rather would result in a sharpening of the major .political differences

between the United . States and Soviet positions. It was,, therefore agreed, to
follow the proposal of the French representative and ask -the ~Scientific • and
Technical Committee to . consider the problem of control' and : to report on
the question of -whether an effective control of atomic energy, were possible,
together with an indication of the~methods by which the Scientific Committe

e believes this could be achieved.

7 . "This Committee, 'aftér eighteen meetings, completed a report which .
carried the opinion of all the scientific representatives ; 'including the Soviet
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representatives, Professors Skobeltzyn and Alexandrov. However, the Soviet 
representatives were not empowered to give their formal agreement to the 
report without explicit consent of their Government, which apparently wa,s 
made contingent upon the approval of the report in Moscow by Soviet 
experts. 

8. The agreement in the Scientific and Technical Committee :was made pos-
sible by complete exclusion of all political considerations. However, by ex-
amining the detail of each process in the normal peaceful applications .of 
atomic energy, as far as they are now known, the Scientific and Technical 
Committee were able. to .agree on an indication at each stage of the possible 
dangers that might arise through diversion, .clandestine activity or seizure, 
whereby atomic energy could be used for other .than peaceful purposes. 

9. Before the completion of my term ,  as Chairman of the Atomic Commis-
sion, I thought it desirable to can.vass the views of the heads of other dele-
gations regarding the.next stage in the Commission's work. 

10. After preliminary consultation with the United States delegation, I sug-- 
gested that Committee No. 2 should develop the 'problem of control to a 
further stage following, as far as possible, the method of informal meeting and 
discussion whiCh had proved so successful  in the Scientjfic and Technical 
Committee. This would necessitate,the setting up of a wôrking sùb-committee 
of Committee NO: 2 which would be able to devote its time to continuous 
detailed examination of the  problein of côntrol on the » basis of the 'Scientific 
and Technical report. The term s.  of reference of such a working sub-commit-
tee, I suggested, might be worded as follows: "To examine the report on the 
specific safeguards  at  each stage in the production and use of atomic energy 
for peaceful purposes required to preven t . that possibility of misuse indicated' 
in the report of the Scientifiç and Technical Committee". 

11. The objectives which I have.in mind in advocating this approach may 
 be briefly summarized as follows: 

(a) To enable the Commission to proceed by the method of agreernent and 
to avoid, the assertion and counter--assertion of the U.S. and Soviet points of 
view respectively, based primarily on political considerations; 

(b) To enable an examination of the facts to be made, leading to". a better 
understanding  of  the technical problems of international control, and to the 
assessment of the feasibility and effectiveness of various alternatives; 

(c) To give an opPortunitY fOr nations, other than those represented on the . 
Commission, to inform themselves of the problem of the international control 
of atomic energy; 	- » 

(d) The informal method of dikussion Would give an opportunity for all 
members, especially the Soviet representatives, to become better acquainted 
with the motives and attitudes of their colleagues; and 

(e) To demonstrate that the' Atoinic Commission ' was  doing everything pos-
sible to reach agreement ôn this difficult problem through the method of 
CO-operation. 
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12. The possibility of making any progress by way of agreement in the

Commission, seems to me to "depend on whether or not the Soviet Govern-

ment accepts the Scientific report as a basis l of further work, by authorizing

its representatives on the Commission to approve the report .

13 . If. that -agreement is forthcoming it would obviously relate only to the

scientific and technical facts contained in the repo rt and would not necessarily

influence the over-all Soviet position regarding the political issues involved .

14 . It is my view that the importance of Soviet agreement to the Technical

report lies primarily in the psychological consideration that we would then

have, as a starting point of discussion, an agreement as to a statement of basic

scientific facts, from which to explore the possibi lities of further agreements

in relation to the measures of control which might be- effective, taking into

account the various possibilities of diversion, clandestine activities and seizure

indicated in the Scientific and Technical report .

15 . My informal discussions with the heads of delegations to the Commis-

sion reveal that there is a general consensus of opinion in ' f avour of develop-

ing discussion along these lines in'Çommittee No . 2, adopting as far as pos-

sible the method of inf ormal discussion in closed meetings 'which proved so

successful in the ' Scientific and Technical Committee .

16 . Although political and non-technical considerations would have to be
taken into account, it is suggested that there should be no attempt to reach

decisions at this stage on the controvers ial political questions and this working

group would submit to Committee No . 2 a repo rt , which :it is hoped would

present clearly the problems of control, and from which the political decisions

required would emerge . Committee No. 2 might th en undertake to formulate

a series of propositions which could either go to the Security Council, or

afford the basis for -a discussion of an international draft treaty .
17

. It is difficult at this stage to project an assessment of the prospects be-
fore the Commission beyond the immediate future. It would appear, however,

that failing agreement to develop discussion on the basis of the Scientific

report, the Commission
. would have to return to discussion of the political

aspects of the problem.

18
. In paragraph 5, I have outlined the main political issues which divide

the United States, and Soviet positions
. It is doubtful whether all these differ-

ences are susceptible of resolution through discussion in the Atomic Com-

mission.

19 . Moreover, there is the difficult problem of the stages which wi ll govern

the transition from the present position of United States monopoly to a system

of international control . This matter has so far not been raised in the Com-
mission, apart from the general references contained in the original Baruch

statement. The relevant passage reads as follows :

When an adequate system for control of atomic -energy, includ~ga

the renunciation of the bomb as a weapon, has been agreed upon
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put  ifltol effective operation and condign punishments set up for viola-
tions of the rules of control which are to be stigmatized as international 
crimes, we propose  that  

1. Manufacture of atomic bombs shall stop, 
2. Existing bombs shall be disposed of pursuant to the terms of 

the treaty, and 	 • 

3. The Authority shall be in possession of full information as to 
the know-how for the production of atomic energy. 

It is understood from the U.S. delegation that at the appropriate time they 
intend to put forward the specific proposals regarding the stages which will 
govern  the transition to a system of international control, but this extremely 
important question may well have to be the subject of direct diplomatic nego-
tiation between the United States and Soviet Governments. 

20. It has sometimes been suggested that a compromise solution might 
be submitted by a third party as a basis of discussion in the Commission. 
Such a proposal would almost certainly invite rejection by both sides, unless 
the ground were thoroughly prepared beforehand through direct diplomatic 
negotiation. 

21. The position maintained by the Canadian delegation throughout has 
been to endeavour in every way possible to further the work of the Com-
mission. We have avoided introducing proposals or arguments which would 
tend to exacerbate the division between the United States and Soviet posi-
tions. Moreover, in view of the community of interests between Canada and 
the United States, every effort  ha  been made to maintain the most cordial 
and close relations with the Unittk States delegation and to develop a spirit 
of mutual confidence between the two delegations. 

22. We have also Constantly .  kept in mind the v.  ery serious consequences 
that might follow in the event of the failure of the present international 
negotiations. For this reason, we have not only maintained the closest possible 
consultation at  all  stages with the United States, but also with the United 
ICingdom delegation, as representative of the two countries with which we 
shared partnership in the development of atomic energy during the war. 

Yours very sincerely, 
A. G. L. MCNAUGHTON 

P.S. Since writing the above I understand that the Chairman of the Scientific 
Committee has called a meeting of the Committee for the afternoon of Thurs-
day, 26th September, and that he has indicated that formal approval of the 
report will be requested from all delegations. I understand that this action 
was taken at the instance of the U.S. delegation. 
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' 296. C .D.H./Vol. 12

Le président, le Conseil national de recherches., au ministre
de la Reconstruction et des. Approvisionnements

President, National Research Council,-to Ministe r
of Reconstruction and Supply

O ttawa, September 26, 1946
Dear Mr. Howe,

On September 18, 1946 Dr. W. B. Lewis assumed the position of Director
of the Atomic Energy Division of the National Research= Côuncil, and I Dr.
Cockcroft formally resigned as Director. This, I take it, formally terminates
the partnership arrangement made in -1943 as between the United Kingdom
and Canada- for carrying out work in atomic energy:

As you know,ï Dr. Lewis is now a member of the National Research
Council.; and the project at Chalk River- wi ll ; be carriéd-oût as a definitely
Canadian-effort . - While we will have the closest liaison and informal coôpera-
tion with Dr. Cockcroft and the atomic energy , work in England there will-from now on be no question of partnership in any official sense ; and all
reports, information and intel ligence that pass from Canada to, Eiigland
should, I feel, go through our normal channels and not through the British
High Commissioner's Office as formerly .

Yours sincerely,
C: J .' MACKENZI E

297. PCO/U-41-A

Le consul -général à New -York -au secrétaire d'État-
aux Affaires extérieures

Consul General in New York to Secretary - o f State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM CG-659 New York; October 1, 1946
ATOM No. 131: Following from Atomic Energÿ Commission, Begins :

Following from McNaughton, . Begins :
1 . As indicated in my message ATOM No. 128, I attended a meeting with

the United King dom. delëgation and the United States delegation to discuss
plans for tomorrow's 'meeting of . Committee No . -: 2, and the ; further work of
that Committee .- Baruch; Hancock, Tolman, Gordon:and Lindsay were there
from the United States delegation, and Cadogan, ' Thompson and Mann from
the United Kingdom delegation .

2 . With few prehminary remarks, Hancock asked me to 'outline our sug-
gestions for the procedure to be followed. I made the proposal that Com-
mittee No . 2 establish a working group, representative of all delegations and
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with,authority to draw, as may seem advantageous to the particular discus-
sion in hand, on appropriate experts in any field related to atomic energy; this 
working group . to rende'.  its findings in thé form of reports to Committee No. 
2 for consideration and decision; and thàt the ternis of reference of this Sub-
Committee be as follows: "to examine and report on the specific safeguards 
reqiiired at 'each stage in the production and use of atomic energy for peace-
ful purposes, to_prevent the, possibiLities of misuse indicated in the Report of 
the Scientific and Technical Committee". 

3. I pointed out thàt the intended discussioni shOuld be exploratory and 
should progress through three phases; the first invoIving measures to prevent 
diversion of materials from use fér pea.ceful purposes; the second phase, 
measures to prevent clandestine operations; and . a final phase, to discuss 
measures to prevent seizure of installations. Since many of the « delegates to 
the Atomic Energy Commission are also delegates to the Security Council, it 
is important that the members of the proposed worldng.group be left to the 
discretion of the delegations' themselVes and that the discussions :proceed in7  
formally without voting, so .that the greatest possible freedom of discussion 
might reSult, as had been the case in the Scientific and Technical Committee. 
I found that all; repeat all, present. were in accord. 

4. Cadogan and Hancock agreéd that my  suggestion  obviated the necessity 
of political decisions at this time, and that if the discussion progressed from 
our present agreement on the Report of the Scientific and Technical Corn:- 
mitte,e, through the various phases I indicated, we might Contrive to reach the 
critical political stages when the general international Situation was more 
propitious. 	- 

5. As a result of our  discussion,  my proposai was accepted and it was 
agreed that I should notify the Chairman of Committee No. 2 that I intended 
to speak on item 5 of the agenda, which is "a consideration of the further « 
work of Committee No. 2 arising out of the Report of the Scientific and 
Technical Committee", and that I would propose a resolution th.ereon. 

6. Incidentally, I leamed that Wallacel had not been reconciled with the 
United 'States delegation; -as indicated in my message ATOM No. 129,f and 
that it was thought thathe intended to make a statement giving his views on 
how the United States delegation should have proceeded and introducing a 
new issue between himself and the United States delegation on the question 
of continued manufacture of bombs. I gather that Wallace'sview is that manu-
facture of bombs should have ceased pending negotiation of an agreement. 
Apart from this, the United States delegation claim that Wallace's new 'sug-
gestions are precisely the same as those made in the Baruch proposais, al-
though Wallace is not prepared to agree. Ends. Message ends. 

1 Henry A. Wallace, secrétaire du Corn- 	1 Henry A. Wallace, Secretary of Com- 
merce des États-Unis. 	 merce of the United States. 

.1 
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_ . . _ . . ,. .298 . PCO/U-41-A
Le consul général à~New York au ._secrétàire . d'Éta t

aux Affaires extérieures

Consul General in Nèw York to, Secretary of State for . External Affairs
TELEGRAM CG-684 New York, October 8, 1946

SECRET. ATOM No. 141. Following from Atomic Energy Commission ,
Begins: Following from McNaughton, Begins :

1 . The seventh meeting of Committee No. 2 took -place t
Tuesday, October 8th. There were two items on the agenda :

(a) Consideration of the Report of the Scientific and Technical Committee ,
and

(b) Consideration of the further work of Committee No. 2 arising out
of. the Report .

2 . Under (a), Professor Kramers, the Chairman of the Scientific and
Technical Committee, read a reply to the question raised by the Mexican
representative, Nervo, regarding the possibility of devising some_less danger-
ous -reactors which could be the subject of national operation and less
stringent international control, leaving the dangerous reactors to international
operation within an international zone. A copy of the reply as given in the
Committee - will be'sent forward by bag.

3. When the Chairman asked whether there were any further questions
arising out of the Report, the Australian -representative said that _ he had
himself -thought of at least fifty questions, that could . be . asked, and sug-
gested that -the important thing ; was to se tt le : the method of a working
programme for the Commission : and then relate the questions to the dis-
cussion in hand: " Gromyko then -made some remarks to the salne effect,
suggesting that the importan decision now - related to ' how ' the Committee
should proceed further in its work on the basis of the Repo rt . He reminded
the Committee that a-resolution on this subject 'had been presented bÿ the
Canadian representative . He suggested that - other member's of *.the Com-
mission might have suggestions to make in` this regard .

4. Taking up Gromyko's remarks, I made a statement amplifying the
proposals I had put forward at the sixth meeting of Committee No . 2 on
Wednesday, October 2nd, and including a second paragraph in my resol-
ution which would incorporate the method of procedure which had been
developed in discussions with the United Kingdom and United States
delegations in conversation with Ignatieff . The full text of my statement
follows in my immediately following telegram .

5. My proposals were fully endorsed by the United States representative,
Hancock, who added the observation, however, that in the present stage
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of the work there was a lack of knowledge regarding possible developments 
in regard to the peaceful applications of atomic energy and that develop-
ments in atomic energy were in a fluid condition. For , this reason, he sug-
gested it was not possible to be specific in the safeguards which might be 
applied and that an international authority would have to be given powers 
to adjust controls according to changing developments. He said that in 
fact the present peaceful uses were mainly working hypotheses devised by 
scientists and, therefore, controls and safeguards would necessarily be of a 
conjectural character. His remarks Were obviously intended to indicate the 
limiting factor in pursuing discussion along the lines we had proposed. 
He added, however, that the 'detailed examination of safeguards we had 
proposed would, he hoped, demonstrate that international control was 
absolutely indispensable. 

6. Gromyko, who followed, said that the Canadian resolution was in two 
parts, the first dealt with the immediate  objectives and terms of reference 
of the Committee, the latter part, as revised, with the question of procedure. 
He said that he was prepared to agree to the first part of the Canadian 
resolution. As to the second, he thought that it was not necessaiy to specify 
precisely the procedure which the Committee might adopt. He expressed 
no specific objection to the procedure, but that it might be left open to 
decision as discussion developed in the Committee to avoid unnecessary 
procedural complications. As to the precise questions which the Committee 
might next discuss, he said that the Canadian representative had made 
certain suggestions in his statement and he thought that each delegation 
might also submit suggestions, keeping them to a few essential points. 

7. Cadogan spoke in support of the Canadian resolution .and • said that 
he hoped the Committee would make a decision on the resolution, adopting 
also the method o.  f work proposed. 

8. The representative of  •  Mexico also spoke in support of the resolution 
and said that the Canadian plan was not only necessary, but he could not 
see how the Committee could advance its work in any other way. He also 
thought that it was desirable that the scientists should participate in dis-
cussions in the Committee, rather  • than  have isolated questions referred 
to the Scientific and Technical 'Committee, which would delay proceedings. 

9. After the representative of Brazil had spoken in support of the resol-
ution, the Chairman suggested that there appeared to be unanimous agree-
ment on the first part of the Canadian resolution. As to the second part, 
there appeared to be agreement as to the procedure but doubt as to whether 
there was need to specify procedure within the terms of the resolution. 

10. Gromyko then said that  he  had no objection to the scientists parti-
cipating in informal meetings, but wished to avoid an excessively restrictive 
wording in the terms of the resolution. He said that the head of each delega-
tion. should be left to decide who should attend meetings of various  Corn- 

1 
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raittees. He also did not want a new Sub-Committee set up and preferred 
that Committee No. 2 should hold informal meetings with scientific advisers 
participating in discussion. ' 

11. Accordingly, he suggested rewording of the second part of the Cana-
dian, resolution which, with slight verbal changes, WaS adopted unanimously. 
The revised resolution, therefore, reads as follows: 	' 

That CoMmittee No: 2 proceed to examine and report on the' safeguàrds 
required at each stage in the production and use of atomic energy for peaceful 
purpose.s to pœvent the possibilities of misuse. indicated in the Report of the 
Scientific and Technical Committee. , , 

That for this purpose the Committee may hold informal meetings as it may 
decide, at which scientific representatives may take part in the discussion. 

12. Gromyko then Said that as regards the agenda for the next meeting 
of the Committee the statement of the Çanadian representative ccintained 
certain suggestions which he thought should be turned over to the Secretariat 
who might prepare a list of topics after consulting other delegations. This 
was agreed. 	 - 

13. As regards the next meeting, it was agreed that the Committee would 
hold an informal meeting next Monday, October 14th, at 3:30 p.m. 

14. The unanimity vvith which our proposal was adopted indicates that 
there is a general meeting of minds on the need to develop exploratory dis-
cussions_ along the lines we have suggested, with a view to indicating the 
degree and form of international control which countries would be required 
to accept to ,ensure that atomic energy is not used for 'other than peaceful 
purposes._ The _meeting was marked by a friendly and cooperative -attitude on 
the part of Gromyko. The basic issues that divide the United States and 
Soviet 'positions, liowever, lui-k in the background, and I have the impression 
that Cadogan and  sonie  members 'of thé United States.  deleiation have the 
feeling that progress along the road whfch -  has -  novV1)een, opened up -  may at 
any time be abruptly cut short..-Ends. Message ends. - . 	. 	_ 

• , 

299. 	• 	- 	• 	 - 	-PC0/1.1741-A 

Le consul  général à New York au  secrétaire. d'État _ 	• 	• 	• atix Affatres exte,rieures 	- • 	• 

Consul deneral in New York to Secretary of State  for  External Affairs 

TELEGRAM CG-685 	- 	 New York, October 8, 1946 
ATOM No. 142. Following from Atomié Energy Commission, Begins: 

FolloWing from - McNaughton, Begins: Reference niy message ATOM No. 
141. Following is text referred to. Text bees: 
- Since the last meeting cif .  Committee No. 2 I  have  had -occaSion to diScuss 
informally with sortie of My lcolleagues In this Comtnittee the résolittion 
which 1 propo§ed -last Wednesday:and in conseqitence,  1  think it might be 
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helpful to the . discussion today if I were to make a few remarks_ at this time
in amplification of the resolution which stands in the name of the, Canadian
delegation .l  This resolution; you will -, observe, deals only . with the suggested
terms of reference which this Committee might adopt in its, discussions ;. arising
from the report of 'the Scientific and Technical , Committee, which we received
iast week .

_ . . : , . _ . .In my. statement -I
.
also, made- reference to a , certain method of , proqedure ,

whicli I felt -would-be, the most appropriate for, advancing our work .in . dealing
with the problem as formulated in the resolution Iproposed:- I suggested
that we should,proceed b y the. method of informal- discussions .._~ . ._ . : . . ., . : . ~ : : : . .

It has been suggested to me that it might be helpful .if. the méthod of, work
which I propose be included in, the terms of .the. resolution ., , . . .♦ , : ,

Iwould therefore propose - to substitute the-,resolution : -which : I-submitted. . . .
last Wednesday with the following resolution :

That_ Commi ttee No. 2 . proceed . to .. examine- and : report ; on the- . safeguards
required at ' e'ach stage, in the production and use of atomic , energy" for peaceful
purposes to prevent the ' possibilities ' of misusé ' indicated in 'the report of theScientifi c and', Technical . Coinmittee .

That for this : purpose, Committee No .' 2 establish an informal workinggroup, composed of . two members of each delegation, one of :whom shall be ascientific or technical . representative,• and with authority . to consult other expertsin any field related to atomic , energy.
That this informal working ' group report its conclusions to Committee No . 2 .. • . ,

You will observe that,the paragraphs I have added .merely incorporate my
suggestions regarding the orgànization and procedure of the Committee and
would not affect its terms of reference. As regards the first paragraph, I have
dropped the word "specific" for on further consideration I think that we arepot in a position at this stage to expect to do more than clarify in our minds
the forms which . safewards might take .

It also occurs to m 8 thàt mconsidering,the further work."of this 'C ommittee,
it might be helpful ifl wëre to elaborate a litflè -on the manriér in which we
might_undertake; as .iriy'resolution, suggests, : "to ~;examine: and - report on the
safeguards required ;at ;eac.h . stage .in,the production, :anti - use of'atomic energyfor peaceful purposes to prevent the possibilities of misuse .. .indicated in . thereport-of thé Sciëntific ànd Téchnical Committee ' .

The work might conveniently be divided into certain "distinct phaseI' `The
Scientific report has indicated three distinct kinds of - possible misusé, namely,
diversion" of materials, *clandestine operations; and seizures ' of material • ôr
facilities .

T would 'sÛggest that' measures - to prevent thesë possibilrties ' of misuse` be
considered separately in 'relatiôn ' tô each stage 7 in ' the production and use of
atomic energy fôr eacèful' ~~~ u ' ôses' -be 'nninP ; p rp , gi g with the mines .. : . . .

'Voir Nations Unies, . Commission de . a See . United Nations,- Atomic Energy Com-Pénergie atomique, Supplément spécial, Rap- - mission, Special Supplement, Report .to the
port au Conseil de sécûïité, annexe 7, pp. Security Council, Annex 7, pp. , 138-140 .138-140.
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Thus in the first phase the discussion might lead to a report on various
possible measures to prevent the diversion" of materials from each activity in
atomic energy for peaceful purposes considered in turn.

Procéeding tothe second phase, the Committee might discuss possible safe-
guards to prevent the clandestine operation of mines and other •activities lead-
ing to the manufacture of atomic weapons . In dealing with this problem it
would, of course, need to take into account the extent to which the safeguards
to prevent diversion of material would in themselves be effective in preventing
clandestine operations .

As a third,phase the Committee might discuss the problem of seizure and
report on the possible measures of safeguatd .

I have sketched these suggestions regarding a plan of work only as a rough

outline. If this approach were agreeable to the Committee these suggestions

would, of course, need to be elaborated in some detail .

To sum up; the ,plan which I propose is based upon the .p rinciple that we

need to explore the facts_ and consider their , implications before we can reach

any useful conclusions. As I suggested, the working group might first examine

the various possible measures of controlling their technical detail . We would

then be in a position to discuss which of these are -practicable 'and necessary

to ensure that atomic energy is used for peaceful ' purposes : only . .

In other words, in this working group I would-hope that we might so clarify
the forms of control that might appropriately be applied to atomic energy,

that we would then be able to discuss more profitably ' the content of an inter-

national agreement. Text ends . Ends . Message ends .

300. DEA/201B

Le conseiller, la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations . Unies,

_ au sous-secrétaire d E'tat aux Affaires extérieures
Adviser, Delegation to the General Assemblÿ - of the United Nations,

to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
PERSONAL AND Top SECRET . New York, October 31, -1946

Dear Mike [Pearson] ,

Last night.,we had a discussion in Mr: St . Laurent's sitting room on recent

developments in . the Atomic Energy Commission with particular reference to

issues arising out of Molotov's speech. There were present McNaughton,

Wilgress, Macdonnell, Ignatieff and myself . At the beginning of the-meeting
Ignatieff gave us copies of the top secret teletypet which he sent you on
October 30 Teporting on the informal meeting of that day in the offices of the
United States delegation on the Atomic Energy Commission .

From what McNâ.ûghton said it looks as if Baruch may very shortly, per-
haps in afew weeks, pull his o riginal proposals down from the shelf and force

a vote on them in their original form .
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The Soviet Union would of .course reject them again out of hand. The 
probable result would be a breakdown d'efforts to control atornic energy and 
a very great increase in international tension. 

It may well be that the break in the Atomic Energy Commission is going 
to come before the end of the year. If it is to come we must surely, however, 
make every effort to ensure that the issue on which the breakdown comes 
is one carefully chosen by us as being best calculated to put the Soviet 
Union in the wrong. If a break is to come, it should be on a vote on 
proposals for control worked out in the Commission itself and not on 
proposals which few, if any, countries could accept in their original form 
without detailed study and negotiation. 

McNaughton is pessimistic about the possibility of doing anything to 
head Baruch off. Baruch reports direct to the President; he tells the State 
Department nothing and refuses to have anything to do with anyone there 
but Byrnes personally when he is available. 

Mr. St. Laurent encouraged McNaughton last night to go on with the 
plan which he has been following both of attempting to postpone a break-
down and of trying to work out a system for the effective control of atomic 
energy which goes no further than is shown by a careful international 
enquiry to be essential. Mr. St. Laurent urged the necessity, if a breakdown 
should come, of the western powers being in a position to demonstrate that 
they had explored thoroughly every possible avenue of agreement with the 
Soviet Union and that the proposal finally rejected by the Soviet Union was 
one which would commend itself to most other governinents as practicable 
and capable of achievement, and went as short a distance as possible in the 
direction of world -government.' 

Yours sincerely, 
ESCOTT REID 

301. 	 DEA/50216-X-40 

Le haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagne au Premier ministre 

High Commissioner of Great Britain to Prime Minister 

TOP SECRET AND PERSONAL 	 [Ottawa] November 28, 1946 
My dear Prime Minister, 

have received a telegram from my Government instructing me to inform 
you that Mr. Bevin recently raised with Mr. Byrnes, in the course of con-
versation in New York, the question of co-operation with the U.S. Govern-
ment in the field of atomic energy. 

	

Voir le discours du Général McNaughton 	1  See General McNaughton's speech in 
dans Nations Unies, Commission de l'énergie United Nations, Atomic Energy Commission,. 

	

atomique, Procès-verbaux officiels, N° 6, 	Official Records, No. 6, Sixth Meeting. 

	

sixième réunion, 13 novembre 1946, pp. 78-79. 	November 13, 1946, pp. 78-79. 
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• , . __ .
Mr. Bevin ; pointed "but to Mr. Byrnes thât although: it had been agreed

by= ' the President that there should be full and effective' co=operation with

the U.K. in regard to atomic enérgy developments, in practice this under-

standing had - 'not been _•given effect, and •it seemed that ' the Act recently
passed by Congress might be a° further obstacle in the way of such co- .
operation. , Mr. Byrnes, in reply, . said that he • did not think that the U .S .

Governm.ent had;-departed in any way from their .undertakings to the U .K.,

and added inter âlia that the document - sign.ed, at , Washington , between the

President, =yoûrself and Mr. Attlee could , apparently be--interpreted in two -
ways, and that•` it, would clearly be difficult for the U.S .; 'without exposing

themselves to a charge of hypocrisy, "to 'enter into an-arrangement for the'

exchange of information with. the U:K. . at a time when they - were : working

for a system of control by : the United, Nations .

Mr . : Bevin' reported this conversation to Mr- : Attlee and, in • reply to his

request for guidance on the points raised by Mr. -Byrnes, Mr . Attlee has

now sent him a message, a copy of which is- enclosed for your personal

information.t It is contemplated that Mr. Bevin should now have a"further

talk with Mr. Byrnes, in order that the latter may not be left with . the

impression that we . accept his arguments, and that thereafter it ' should be

arranged for Lord InverchapeP to pursue the matter , ~at his discretion with
the U.S. authorities .

• : Mr. Attlee is anxious that .you should know . of • these developments . . In

this connection - it will be seen that one - of the points made by Mr. - Byrnes

in~his- talk with :Mr. Bevin" was that the United States and Canada are

opposed ' to the building of a pile in the U.K., .. and I . have been asked to

draw attention to this and to the relevant paragraph in Mr . Attlee's message . ,
Yours sincerely,

P. A. CLUTTERBUCK

3020 DEA/50219-X-40 '
Mémorandum dû secrétaire du Cabinet au' sous-secrétaire d'État

aux ; Affaires .,, extérieures

Memorandum from Secretary to the Cabinet to Under-Secretary , of State
for External A ffairs , _ ._ .

TOP SECRET AND PERSONAL Ottawa, NOvember ; 29, 1946

With reference to Clu tterbuck's top secret and person:al letter to the Prime

Minister dated November 28th and the enclosed copy of Mr . Attlee's mes-~

sage to Mr . Bevin dated November 26th, t the following observations occurred

tome :

1 L'ambassadeur de . Grande-Bretagne aux 1 Ambassador of Great Britain in United
États-Unis. States. •
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1. The tone  •of these'papers appears to be quite contradictory to the reports 
which we heard at the Panel the other day to the effect that the British were 
now pretty well decided not to push forward with development in the United 
Kingdom and that they contemplated sharing in a Canadian effort. 

(Incidentally, Dr. Solandt told me this afternoon that he'had heard that the 
government's atomic programme in. Britain was going very-badly indeed, that 
the scientists were pretty much fed up with the complicated civil service con-
trois and that 'very little progress had been made. He also pointed to the fact 
that the U.K. budget for the next two years in this field had been limited to 
£500,000 which I gather is quite inadequate for the construction and oper:- 
ating of anything effective.) 

2. As_to the.lJnited States "and Canada'', being opposed to the idea that a 
plant be built in the British  isles ,  L know, of no evidence to our having ex-
pressed ourselves in this senge though Dean Mackenzie has certainly done so 
privatery 'on several occasions. Of course, Mr. Howe may have said some- 
thing of the kind to the Americans and we kn.ow, that he is extrem.ely skeptical . 	. 
as to the feasibility of the U.K. plans, at least on anything like their state,d 
timetable. 

3. My own "feeliniis, that the British are correct in-  saying that they have at 
the least "a strong 'moral claim"' and I should have thought that they are not 
stretching the plain meaning of the phrase  "full and effective  co-operation"  in  
interpreting the Attlee-Truman-King document of November, 1945. 

On the other hand, when Attlee pressed thèse arguments with the President 
last June, we felt that there was little or nothing to be gained 1:)j . ' what Normal:il l  
called the exegetical approach. fstill think that they Will gét riow-here -  on this • 	 _ 	, 
tack thoughL havé jSympathy with their.initation. with thé•American attitude. 

- 4. You  will  have  noticed in paragraph 5 bt the 'Attlee message that  thé 
U.K. feel that development in Canada would be . "a wholly, inadequate substr-, 
tute" because . output would_ he "predominantly" under Canadian contrdl. 
Mr. HOwe certainly, gave me the impression that 'when.',Sir 'John Andersbn2  . 	 , 	_ 
was here it was'precisely.'snch a.scherne that he' had in mind. , 	 - 

5. It is not altogether unreasonable for the U.S, authorities to be relnctant; 
to make new arrangements with respect  to  the conimittee and the trust while-
the U.N. Atomk EnergY  Commission  is engaged in discussions of international 
control. On the other hand this does not meet the U.K. argument that they 
have in any event at thé leasta strong inbral claim - td assistance in going ahead 
with their plans.. ,, • • 

Before very long we Should know if there. is  any  prospect of the U.N. 
Atomic Ehergy Commission's labour proving fruitful. It will then be up to 
them, I should think',. to bring  up  the revision of the tripartite arrangements 
contemplated in November, 1945. 

1 N. A. Robertson. 
Le président, le Comità consultatif sur 	2  Chairman, Advisory Committee on Atomic 

l'énergie atomique dé Grande-Bretagne. 	Energy  of Great Britain: 	 ' 
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• Mr. Howe should be asked for his comments. My, own feeling is.that we 
should reply to the British in much the same way we did last summer; namely, 
éxpressing our general understanding of the continuing nature of the agree-
ment to co-operate but at the same time our doubt .  as to the advantage of 
pressing the argument at this time. We should also deny. (assuming that 
we can truthfully do so) that we are opposed to the building of a pile in the 
United Kingdom. 

A. D. P. H[EENEY] 

303. 	 DEA/201-F 

Mémorandum du secrétaire du Cabinet au Premier ministre 

Memorandum from Secretary to the Cabinet to Prime Minister 

SECRET 	 • 	
[Ottawa,] December 3, 1946 

UNITED NATIONS ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION, CANADIAN POLICY 

1. Attached is a progress report from the Canadian delegation to the 
Atomic Energy Commission. This was the subject of discussion at the 9th 
meeting of the Advisory Panel on Atomic Energy (of which Lam chairman) 
on -November 22, • when it was submitted and explained by General 
McNaughton. The report was examined in detail by the Panel and it was 
agreed that in the first instance it should be sent forward to you and to 
Mr. St. Laurent. 

2. In view of the fact that the last occasion when atomic energy matters 
were under discussion in Cabinet was in May of this year, you may wish 
to consider what, if àny, further distribution might be given this document. 
Mr. Howe attended the meeting and will receive a copy in the ordinary course 
as will Mr. St. Laurent. 

3. I am also attaching a paper containing certain reconunendations made 
by the Panel. Would you wish to have these considered by the Cabinet or 
can the delegation be instructed to go ahead on this basis, subject to Mr. 
St. Laurent's concurrence? Mr. Howe is satisfied with them. 

A. D. P. H[EENEY] 

[PIÈCE JOINTE 1/ENCLOSURE 1] 

Rapport de la délégation à la Commission de l'énergie atomique 
des Nations Unies 

Report by Delegation to the Atomic Energy Commission 
of the United Nations 

SECRET 	 November 29, 1946 
1. Canada was represented on the Atomic Energy Commission of the 

United Nations which met for the first time in New York on June 14tb, 

t 
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1946; by General A: G: E. McNaughton, C.H , f- 'E)
accompanied by Dr. G. C. Lawrence, as scientific advisor, and UIr: G: Ignatieffof the-Department of Externa~ ;4tr~ ;r~ . :-

2 . The Canadian delegation ' has been guided throughout bÿ the viéws
expressed by the Advisory Panel on Atomic Energy in its memorandum to
the Cabinét of May 7th; 1946 .

3. Discussion in the Atomic
Energy Commission opened with an addressby the United States delegate, Mr . Baruch, in which he put forward a programfor the international control of -atomic energy closely resembling that of the 'Lilienthal Report . The International Atomic Development '. Authority : pro-posed by Mr . _ Baruch, , however, :;was wider ; in its conception- of . forms . ofinternational control. . The Lilienthal Report placed its main emphasis o dinternational ownership . Acting upon_ endorsement, of the memorandum of,. . .May 7th by the Cabinet 'and' after direct consultation with the Department

of External Affairs, the Canadian representative indicated that Canâdâ süp-
ported the principles upon which these proposaIs were based .4. The Soviet ' plan, .presented on June 19th, differed fundamentally fro mthat of- the~ United, States . It proposed the immèdiâte oütlawry ôf atomic
weapons, ând that all- stocks' of atomic energy weapons be destroyed within'
a period of three months. The proposal ` differed diametrically from theBaruch plan . Moreover,- the Convention put forward by` the U .S.S .R.'. was
essentially the draft of a Disarmâment Agreement relating, -only, to atomic
weapons

. No method was suggested for the -enforcement of the Agreement,
other than the declaration to be _ made by the signatory States that violation
would constitute "a most serious international crime against humanity" : The
discussions which ensued occupied the~ attention of the Commission until
July 31st .

5 . Disagreement on the important principles became apparent between
countries_ which, like •the United States, favoured a system of : effective inter-
national control through an International Authority with adequate, powers
and functions of inspection and control, and the U.S .S.R. which was opposed
to international inspection and control, in principle, as a'violation of national
sovereignty and considered that - the Security CounciT should be the body
under the Charter to undertake any action to enforce a general agreement
not to manufacture nor use atomic energy for military purposes . The Soviet
representative would not acce t an y y proposal which would undermine, in
any degree, the principle of unanimity of the permanent members on all
questions relating to the maintenance of peace and security . Thus discussionon the political issues came to an end with Mr. Grornyko's statement in Com-mittee No

. 2 on July 24th, 1946, that "The American proposals, in their
present form, could not be accepted by the Soviet Union, either as a whole
or in their separate parts" .

6. It. is worth noting that the Soviet representative attempted to use the
veto in the Security Council when . Canada wished to participate in the dis-
cussion of the Rules of Procedure of the Atomic Energy Commission in
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accordance with Article 31 of- the Charter: It was argued, - .however; - by
other members of- the Coùncil that the `admission of ~meIIl.bers-,of ., the United,,. ._ . . . .
Nations when their interests --are specia lly affected under Article,31- . was
a procedural matter and it was so ruled by, the President . Although the
Soviet representative recorded his objection,', the precedent was thereby
established that Canada may participate in discussions in the Securit`y .
Council when the affairs of the Atomic Energy . Commission are on its
agenda.

7. Some members ôf the Commission, including the . Canadian delegation,
felt .that if the discussion could be turned away from' broad --questions of
principle to a consideration_ in more : precise form of the -kinds of inter-
national obligation which countries would be asked to assume = if =an

Ieffectiv e
system of international control were established, this might facilitaté progres s
in .the Commission'.-- .

8 . Accordingly, on July 31st, .1946, Committee No. 2 a.sked the Scientific,
and Technical, Committee "to report on the question of<.whether an, effective
control of atomic energy were possible and, together with an. indication of the

could be . .achieved" . :methods in which the Scientific Committee believes this- ,
The Scientific and Technical Committee submitted its report on ,Ôctober . 2nd, .
1946, and agreed unanimously that ."We: do not -find . any, basis in the avail- ;
able scientific facts, for supposing that effective . control . is not technologically
feasible" . The - Scientific and Technical Committee, however, ..was notable
to give an indication of the methods whereby the e ffective _control of atômic.,
energy - could be achieved, as the Soviet - representatives on this : : Committee -
regarded this as a political matter beyond' the competence of scientists to
discuss .

9 . The preparation of the scientific and technical, report . coincided . with

General McNaughton's 'Chairmanship for August . 14th to : September 14th,

1946 . The activities of 'the other Committees were suspended pending the
completion of the report .

10. Responsibili ty for suggesting the next step in the work of the Com-
mission naturally fell upon the Chairman . After, consulting privately . with .

all . .the delegations of the Commission,, including that of the Soviet Union,
the Canadian representative, concluded that the . next step in the Commis-
sion'sw.ork .should - be to endeavour: to provide an answer to the question
which had been left unanswered by the Scientific and Technical Committee,
namely, the methods by which effective, international control might be

,2.achieved and that this work should be undertaken by Committee No .
11 . The Canadian proposal which was accepted unanimously,' was framed

as follows :

That Committee No. ' 2 proceed to examine and report on the safeguards
required at each stage in the production and .use of atomic energy for peaceful
purposes, to prevent the possibilities of misuse -indicated in the, report of the
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Scientific:and Tech /in—Cal 'Cciminitiee; that  the 'à:imniittee may hold inforMal meet-
I:ings  as  it May deCide, at which scientific representatives may takè .part in the;: . 

discussions 

. 12. The  infortnal  discussions  which féllowed ,proved of considerable value . 	 . 
in clarifying both the fôrm and degree of Control «which needs_ to be app lied., 
The discussion  was divided for convenience into three phases:- The  safe - 
guards to prevent diversion of material being considered first; safeguards 
to preyent clandestine activities, second; and .  safeguard's to :prevent the , 	. 	 , 	 r• 	 , 
seizure of materials and faCilities, last..  

13. In the, discussions,  on raw , materials, the Canadian delegation  was 
 able to _Make, a uSefUl Contribution  by  having. Mr:, C. S. 'Parsons, Chief  of  

the Bureau  of Mines, and Mr. A. H. : Ross of ,the, Eldorado Refinery, describe 
the characteristics ,of  the  processes of the mining, and reftning of uraniurn,-,; 
and lead thé discussion of  apprppriate safegugds...The discussions in the 
inforMal 'conversations  (and 'private talks with :the 'United: States delegation) 
have ,had the effect .  of 'directing thought away from the conception of inter-. 
national ownership .or management 'of mines to that of inspection. In:•the 
case of the refineries, the.:concentrated condition of the material at this 
stage makes it desirable,, in _the view of the United StatéS delegation, that 
the ,Safeguards Should take the form  of  management: father than inspection.. 

14 ,.' The 'United States delegation has been dissatisfied with  • the slow . 
progress and has wished to clarify  the  Soviet position.  'Accordingly,  the 

 Atomic  Commission  was  called in plenary session,  at  two days' notice,- :by 
the Chaifman, (Khalifa—LEgypt),.the day before the Chair passed by rotation . 

 to  the  'representative of France. At  this  meeting on November 13th, 1946, • 

the Chairman proposed that the Commission  .shOtild  report  its prOceedings» 
findings; and reconimenciations to the Security Çàuneil by Deceinber-  31st. 
Preparatory  to  this, Committee -No. 2' shoUld  report  ,to the  Commission in 
plenary session by December 2:1st: This prdpoSat Was adopted, though the 
Soviet representative reserved the position of his Government, and  •  the 
French and Netherlands representatives, eXplained , that they 'accepted, the 
proposal on the understanding that the report would 'Only record the progress - • 

that had been made to date, and would not affect the  discussions  in' the 
Commission. 'At the first meeting after' 'assuming Chairmanship, the  • rep-
resentative of. France reaffirmed that this was his 'interpretation of the 
decision that had been taken. - 

15. It is difficult to assess with ally degree of  assurance  what the -next stage, 
may be. Developments in the Commission may be affected .by the clarification 
of the Soviet attitude in relation to the problem of the international control of 
atomic energy during the debate on the,Soviet proposals for disarmament put, 
forward  by  Mr. Molotov in the plenary session of the: General. Assembly on 
October 29th, 1946. Concurrently with Mr. Molotàv's suggestion that the 
General .  AssémblY consider 'the question" it of general' reductio of armaments, 
and as a priMary objective,. the banning' of the manufacture and uSe of atôniic: 

( 
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energy; for -military pu rposes, Stalin :is,record,ed : as, -havingoxpressed the : view

in. ;the :press in reply_to .questions - put -to, him.by -a representative of ,the- press
that "A strong international control (of atomic energy) is needed" :

= 16. Therc would= ,appear` to- be no grounds,` - however, for expecting any

significant change in ~ the : Soviet attitude, and -the Soviet representative in the

Assembly may merely .reiterate the proposals put forward by the Soviet repre-

sentatives-in the . Atomic Energy,Commission, The Commission may, therefore :

be, expected, to reaffirm the resolution passed by the General Assembly in,

London, and call upon: the Commission to çarry out its terms of reference

"with the utmost despatch" .

17. The next stage in the Commission's work, would seem to depend on the

successful complètion of- discussions on the various` methods of safeguard and
control, relating to clandestine activities and the possibility of `seizures as well
as the diversion of material . Conclusions resulting from these discussions will
probalïly point toAlîe rieed for international inspection and ' control,' and an .

International Authority through which these would operate . It would' seem

logical therefore that in the next stage the Commission should consider - the
functions and powers of an International Authority ' and the relation of such-

an Authori ty- to the organs : of United Nations . Thus the ground would be pre=

pared . for : the drafting'of the terms of an InternationaI Treaty specifying the

obligations which :would be required of signatory states, the functions and

powers ., of the International Authority through .which control would op:erate

and ' the .relation of that Autho rity to the United Nations .

-18 . . There, is in, addition the question of benefits which members would

derive : from - a system of -international -. control of, atomic energy. First, the

degree of security afforded by a system of international control will need to be

examined. Also, the benefits which flow from' the various peaceful uses of

atomic energy, .which are in process of being developed, will have to be con-

sidered. The location of faci lities and the allocation of materials are of : funda- .

mental import ance to both aspects of the problem. Canada, as a country

possessing raw material and a research plant for developing peaceful ~applica- ,

tions of atomic énergy, will . need . to consider carefully the position which may

re'sult -Irom the establishment of an international control system as envisaged

in the 'Baruch proposals.

19 . The immediate objective of the Commission will probably be to con-,
tiriue its work of clarifying all phases of the problems relating to the inter-
national control of atomic energy in an endeavour to carry . out the terms of

reference contained in the resolution of the General Assembly . of January

24th, 1946 . A better understanding ' of the benefits as well as obligations which .

would be involved in an international agreement for. the international control

of atomic energy seems to be essential for this purpose . This process will

inevitably take time, and. may be of little use unless a general political under-

standing is achieved with the Soviet Union .

20 .,The work of the Atomic Energy Commission must, therefore, . be con-

sidered - in terms of - general relations between the 'Soviet Union and the
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'Western World as the Commission' is merely one (thoh 'perhaps one of the 
most important) of a large number of points of contact. A breakdown in these 
negotiations might well precipitate a crisis in the entire structure of the United 
Nations. Even if the ultimate success of negotiations were in doubt (a con-
clusion which at present is premature) it seems imperative that the division 
between the Soviet Union and the Western World should not come as a result 
of a breakdown of negotiations in the Atomic Energy Commission. 

21. The Canadian delegation has made every effort to avoid bringing to a 
head the basic differences between the Soviet representative and the other 
delegations (and in particular that of the United States) in the Commission. 
On the contrary, every endeavour has been made to maintain an orderly pro-
cedure in the negotiationS and to maintain a spirit of cordial relationships. 
This course has been followed not Only to advance the work of the Commis-
sion itself, but also in the hope that ultimately an agreement between the 
Soviet Union and the Western World on the questions arising from the dis-
covery of atomic energy may be achieved on a political plane, if or when the 
Soviet Government believes it advantageous to surrender a sufficient degree 
of freedom of action in this field in the interests of security or for the wider 
:benefits that may be derived from the peaceful applications of this new source 
of energy. 	 . 

22. However, should discussions in the Commission reach a stalemate, it is 
probable that the United States Government will undertake direct negotia-
tions with the U.S.S.R. through the usual diplomatic, channels: Although the 
main responsibility for such negotiations woulçl naturally be assumed by the 
United States, Canada and the United Kingdom may also be expected to par-
ticipate, for in the event of a failure to establish a system of international con-
trol over atomic, energy, the present tripartite arrangements will presumably 
be maintained, though consideration will no doubt have to be given to what-
ever modifications seem necessary to the three partners., - 

[PIÈCE JOINTE 2/ENCLOSURE 2] 

Recommendations de la Commission consultative sur l'énergie atomique 

Recommendations of Advisory Panel on Atomic Energy 

[n.d.], 1946 
In the light ,of the report on the progress of the Canadian delegation to 

the Atomic Energy Commission, the Advisory Panel on Atomic Energy 
recommends: 

(a) That approval be giv,en to the general approach to the problems of 
the United Nations Atomic Energy Cormnission followed by the Canadian 
delegation to date; 

(b) That as an immediate objective the Canadian delegation should 
give support to all efforts to avoid a breakdown of the present negotiations 
in the Atomic Energy Commission; 
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(c) That  th. 	delegation should 'be instructed to continue, to 
giye support to the principles of the ,United States plan for the international 
control of atomic energy  as an ultimate objective; 

(d) That the 'Canadian delegation be authorized io give its support to the 
submission of a piogress report fronl - the Atomic 'Ene'rgy Commission to 

-the Security Council; 
(e) That the Canadian delegation be authorized to take whatever action 

is necessarY to participate in the Security Council, _under Article 31 of the , 
Charter; when the report of the Atomic Energy Coinraission is under 
discussion; - 

(f) That the Ad.visory Panel on Atomic Energy consider the implications 
of the United States plan for the international control of atomic energy as 
they niay affect Canada, and report to the Cabinet thereon from time to 
time in the light of reports from the United Nations Atomic Energy 
Commission. 

- 	. . Le consul .général à New York au secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 	. - 	. 

Consul General in New York  to Sécretary of State 
' 	 - 	- 	for External . A ffairs 

TELEGRAM 522 	- 	' 	- 	New York ,December 5; 1946 
To  SECRET : ' ATOM  No 	FolloWink from Atomid Eneiù  Commission, 
-Beàins:i Follôwing from MéNaughtiiii; Begins: Referendé my  ATOM .Nd. 
185 of December 3rd. -1; At request 61  the  United States delegation to the 
Atomic Energy Commission, Ignatieff and I had a talk with Hancock and 
Lindsay regarding the-proposals which it has been -, indicated 'Mr.  Baruch 
would put before  the  Atomic Energy Commission at the meeting whiclk is 
called for toraorrdw `afternoori. * 

2. Mr. Hancock.gave me a copy of the' statement, text of which is con-
tained in my immediately following telegram.t Hancock told us that a coPY 
had beeri shown to Gromyko and Alexandrov at lunch today, December 4th, 
that  Gromyko had  read it carefully and according to Hancock had made 
the' comnient that, so far as he could see, there was no substantial difference 
in the United States and Soviet positions, if it were accepted that both the 
planning and execution of an agreement relating to atomic energy, as well as 
disarmament, would be vested within the framework  of the Security Council 
and subject to its decisions. Gromyko did not demur in any waY at the 
proposal that this paper be submitted to the Atomic Energy Commission 
tomorrow and was told that there would be no question of a vote on it at 
that time. 
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3. Hancock~ said that the papër would be introducéd persônally by ïlVlr .Baruch . Haricock agreed that ' thé procedure, which no doubt would ` be

followed, woùld be to refer the paper for` detailéd study to Committee No. 2.
4. , As regards the background of the paper, Hancock said that Mr . Byrnes

,personally - was .. of the opinion that the position of the Soviet Union should
be clarifièd as regards both inspection and control, that it was not satisfactoryto permit ., the . Soviet representatives to . get away with , generalizations on. .
these important questions and he had, therefore, agreed with Mr . Baruch
that the maximum clarification should' be sought ' in ' the report to be sub-
mitted . to the Security Council at the end of the year .

- 5. Hancock observed that the conciliatory remarks of Gromyko at
luncheon were characteristic .of . the present development in Soviet attitude .
He suggested that this ' was a result of recognition on the part of the Soviet
that they were likely to have serious unrest in their own country , , unless
-they made more consumer goods available ; to make consumer goods avail-
able it was obviously necessary to restrict armaments .

6 . . I observed - on, my part that, while . any ~ move by the Soviet represent-
atives to meet us -half way should be. welcomed, it should not blind us to
the°fact that agreement on generalizations_-might lead to misunderstand.ing ' if
language were not used precisely . . We referred in-: this regard to - paragraph 3of the. United States Resolution,, and particularly to the second sentence
thereof, which had obviously, enabled the Soviet . Government ;,to "argue- that
they were in agreement with the United States in proposing to invest in the
Security Council the powers fôr' "the working out of proposal to provide
such . practical`_ and :. éfféctive - safeguards in_ connection with the control of
atomic energy and - other limitation or regulation of armaments ."

" '7 I pointed "out that . it had always been understood that, as regards
atomic energy, .:the .r propos* would, .be worked= out in ~the". Atomic Energy
Commission and, after translation .into .the fôrm of a : mult ilateral Convention
would be referred directly to " Governmènts . Iürged that éxtreme care be
taken'to ensure ' that . no 'opportunities ~: for ambiguity should be 1ef t' in iny final
text of a Resolution submitted - for=adoption in the Assembly. In this connec-
,tion I pointed ; out ahat, .if , the situation in Russia had, change d. ,as Mr . .Hancock
had indicated, ~time was now on our side and' there was no néed for
precipitate action.

8 . At the conclusion of our talk, I left . with the United States delegation
several copies of a ,composite draft text of a Resolution on - .disarmament '
prepared by, the advisers . of . the: Canadian delegation to the Assembly, _ on
which the United States delegation .passed very. favourable comment . :

9 . You will . observe that the United States paper, as presented, lacks -the
drastic character which we- .-had been , led - to expect . The fact that in ~its

1 Voir chapitre 8, .-partie 3, section . B, sous-_ 1 See Chapter , 8, Part 3,, section B, sub-section 3. section 3. i
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present form it has only just been made available, may indicate that it was 
revised to meet the counsels of moderation, which we know had been 
expressed by others as well as by ourselves. Ends. Message ends. 

This telegram written December 4th. 

305. DEA/50219-X-40 

Le Premier ministre au haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagne 

Prime Minister to High Commissioner of Great Britain 

TOP SECRET AND PERSONAL 	 Ottawa, December 5, 1946 
My dear High Commissioner, 

I wish to aclmowledge the receipt of your top secret and personal letter 
of November 28th, to which was attached a message from Mr. Attlee to 
Mr. Bevin, dated November 26th, d.ealing with the question of co-operation 
between the United Kingdom and United States Governments in the field of 
atomic energy. 

In connection with the point made by Mr. Byrnes in  • his talk with Mr. 
Bevin that Canada is opposed to the building of a pile in the United 
Kingdom, I  can  assure you that the Canadian Government has expressed no 
opinion to the United States Govemment on this matter. 

I would be grateful if you would convey to Mr. Attlee my appreciation of 
his courtesy in keeping me informed of these developments. 

Yours sincerely, 
W. L. MACKENZIE KING 

306. DEA/50219-X-40 

Le ministre de la Reconstruction et des Approvisionnements 
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Minister of Reconstruction and Supply to Under-Secretary of State 
for External A ffairs 

TOP SECRET AND PERSONAL 	 Ottawa, December 9, 1946 
Dear Mr. Pearson, 

I have your letter of December 2nd,t enclosing copy of a letter dated 
November 28th, from the United Kingdom High Commissioner to the Prime 
Minister, with a copy of message from Mr. Attlee to Mr. Bevin, concerning 
cooperation of the United Kingdom Government with the United States 
Government in the field of atomic energy. 

I fmd on enquiry that the United Kingdom intend to build an experimental 
pile as first planned, and that the message received referred to a diffusion 
pile, which is an alternative method for obtaining the same product. It 
was the latter pile that will not be proceeded with at the present. 
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Régarding Canada's position, we had understood that the United Kingdo m
would join with us in developing the pile at Chalk River, and that this -would
continue to ~ be a joint- undertaking . T have no'- doubt:,that .the United States
were given the same understanding, when agreement was reached that . the
Canadian project would proceed : We were both disturbed when,the'announce-
ment came that the United Kingdom would proceed independently, particu-
larly as it meant the withdrawal from Canada of a large portion of the top
staff at the Canadian project . There was the further fee ling that the United
Kingdom had been using experimental work in Canada not as a basis for a
Canadian development but in re ality for a United Kingdom pile on which a
large part of the design work was carried out at Chalk River .

However, Canada has accepted the situation and as far as we are con-
cerned, we are giving every cooperation to the project in thé United Kingdom .
We have, however, made it clear that the Canadian pile will in future be a
wholly Canadian project under Canadian direction .

The United States have felt, and probably continue to feel, that there is
danger to that country in hâving an atomic energy pile in a locality that can=
not easily be defended. ' Their experience with security has not been good as
far as the United Kingdom is concerned . I know that the military side at least
is dubious about transmitting to the United Kingdom pro cesses that the
United States regard as secret . As amatter of 'fact, the United States will not
give us information on matters that they feel we should work out by ourselves .
We have not complained about the flow of information from the United States
to Canada, but we are well aware that information could have flowed in
greater volume to the -benefit of our project .
- The United Kingdom undoubtedly have as much information as we have;
which should be sufficient to"enable them to get on with their project, although
the time element would be 'assisted by receipt of more complete ' information .

It seems to me that Canada should not be involved in this argunient :`

C. D. HowE

307. DEA/201-Bi
Le consul général à .New York au secrétaire - d'État -

. aux Affaires . extérieures

Consul General in New York to Secretary of State, for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 389 - New York, December 12, 1946

SECRET. ATOM No. 196. Following from Atomic Energy Commission,
Begins : Following from McNaughton, Begins :

1 . At Mr. Baruch's request I went to see him at his home this; afternoon,
Tuesday, December 11th. On arrival he said he wished to tell me that he
proposed to ask the Chairman of the Atomic Energy Commission to call an
open meeting of the Commission so that the proposals which he had put for-
ward at the plenary meeting on 5th December could be put to the vote. He
said that Parodi had agreed to give his support . He was also certain that
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Brazil, Egypt_ and rAustralia wouldgive him their full support. . He said . that
theResolution in its present form would meet, what he called, . the Canadian
objection ' to `the _ownership of- mines by the International Autho rity. (I .re-
minded Mr . , Baruch that the Canadian view on this matter was based on
grounds of practicability and I thought that everyone : in -the Commission was
now of the same mind.) I said also that Canada had consistently ,given - sup-
port in principle to the plan which he had originally put forward. I said I had
no doubt that our interests and those of the United States were closely similar ;
that we both desired to establish a lasting peace in the; world and that, for
this, control . of-- atomic_energy held a key place. I said we did not ,agree with
some of the details of his proposals and i felt that some of the other members
of the Commission would also wish to further examine the imp lications . I said
that it was most important to carry the judgment of the Commission in any
action which might be proposed .

2. I reminded Mr . Baruch of, the discussion on atomic energy in the
Assembly which had arisen in relation to disarmament . I questioned whether
the time was opportune to duplicate this discussion in another place before
agreement, or -at least a conclusion, had been reached in the Assembly . In this
connection, I referred to the proposals made and pressed by the Canadian
delegation which, throughout, - had defended both the Atomic Energy Com-
mission and the essential points in the United States position. -
. 3. Mr. Baruch expressed appreciation of'our action in the. Assembly which,
in . contrast to Sir Hartley Shawcross, he said, had been .very helpful but he
sti ll thought the Assembly should be invited to leave atomic energy to : the
Atomic Energy Commission ,and that now was the timefor a decision. As he
put it, "for all men to stand up and be counted" . He said - that from the dis-
cussion :in the Assembly no one could really understand the Soviet's inten-
tions and , that at this time it was most important - to force a clarification of
their position .

4 . Mr. Baruch , recalled the association of our Prime Ministerand the Prime
Minister of the Uriited Kingdom with the Washington Declaration from which,
thzough,: the_ . Moscow Agreement, was derived the . text o f . the Terms of Refer-
ence to the Atomic Energy Commission as contained in the Assembly Resolu-

arY,1946 : . : _ .tion of 24th Janu
5. He said that the plan which he had put forward went no turther than the

Terms -of Reference given to , the Commission• by the Assembly and that he
was sure that what he, had proposed would commend itself to Mr. King. He
had felt the same as regards - the attitude of the United Kingdom when
Cadogan had been 'their representative on the Commission but now he was
disturbed over the att itude expressed by Shawcross . He referred several times
to this and he is obviously ve ry dis turbed by Shawcross' proposal in the
Assembly Tuesday night - that all armaments, as well as armed forces, should
be subject to - the ve rification o f an International Supervisory Commission. If
this were implemented it might involve disclosure of atomic energy informa-
tion by the United States without the compensating safeguards provided under
the Baruch Plan .
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6. At this:p.oint we were joined by Eberstadt and Lindsay who- had come 
from the Assembly discussion on 'disarmament in the Sub-Committee of 
Committee No. 1. 	, 

7. Eberstadt spoke appreciatively of the amendments to th.e Disannament 
Re,solution proposed by the Canadian delegation to the• Assernbly.:He sald 
that he attached particular importance to our ,  proposed amendnient to para-
graph 2 as it now stands and .he hoped we would accept a proposal that it 
should appear- in the early part of the paragraph rather than  at the end. 
Eberstadt aLso asked for our support to a general protecting clause to the 
effect that nothing in the Assembly Resolution should restrict or limit. the 
Assembly Resolution of 24th January setting up the Commission. I assured 
him that I entirely shared his view. 

8. Eberstadt and Lindsay went into the adjoining room to draft a report 
to Byrnes on the events in the Assembly Committee on Disarmament this 
afternoon. Baruch àald the he would send this himself direct to Byrnes. 
I made no comment. 

9. As I was-leaving, Baruch pressed me for assurances that I would give 
him support in the Atomic Energy Commission. I said I had reported fully 
to my Government and that I had no donbt I would be given instructions 
in due course. 

Le consul général là. New York au secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 	 - 

Consul General in New York to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 409 	 New York, DeceMber 15, 1946 

IMMEDIATE. SECRET. ATOM 201: Following from Atomic Energy .  Commis- 
sion, Begins: Following from McNaughton, Begins: 

• AccOmpanied by Ignatieff, I had a long talk this afternoon;with Baruch, 
Swope  and Eberstadt.  

2. Once again .they endeavoured to prevail upon *me to give support in 
the vote on the proposals which they propose should take place at Tuesday's 
meeting. 

3. They told me that they now had six assured votes, including the United 
Kingdom. Cadogan apparently, on his return,' has agreed to second the 
adoption of the Baruch proposals subject to the following amendments: 1  

(1) Part III, paragraph 3(a), second sub-paragraph, after the words 
"vested in the authority" add a new sentence "Atomic research for peaceful 

Voir Nations Unies, Commission de 	I See United Nations, AtorniC Energy tom- 
l'énergie atomique, Procès-verbaux officiels, mission, Official Records, No. 7, Sevehth 
No 7, septième réunion, 5 décembre 1946, Meeting, December 5, 1946, Supplement 3. 
Supplément 3. 
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purposes - by national_ agencies sha ll  be subject to appropriate safeguards 
established by  the International Authority." 

(2) Part III, paragraph 3(e), second sub-paragraph;' delete "the Perma-
nent membeis of the Security Council" to end of paragraph, and substitute 
"a violator' of the terias of the Treaty shall not be protected from the con-
sequences of his wrongdoing by the exercise of any power of veto." 

4. Thèse  proposals of Cadogan have  been accepted by Baruch, and on 
this understanding we gather that Baruch has been given assurance that 
Ca:clop:1i will second his motion. 

5. Baruch explained  the the findings and recommendations contained 
in his proposals were not intended to be exclusive and pointed out that the 
Resolution which accompanied his proposals stated that "resolved, that Part 
II of the said report shall contain, among others, the following fmdings of 
the Commission." He also explained that he did not intend that the wording 
even in his proposals should necessarily be adopted in the final version of 
the report. He said that his text would be open to drafting changes when 
the report was being prepared. However, he would insist that the report 
should at least include the principles contained in the United States Resolu-
tion. He said that if these principles were accepted by the Security Council, 
the way would be opened for the drafting of a multilateral Convention on 
Atomic Energy as the next step. He did not want to go into too much detail 
at this stage as this might give rise to prolonged debate in the Security 
Council: He thought that some of the principles could be examined profitably 
in detail while in the course of preparation of the draft Convention in the 
Commission. 

6. He urged us most strongly, on this understanding, to give him support 
next Tuesday. I said that I could not commit myself before consulting my 
Government. However, .1 feel that in the circumstances, the wise course 
would be to. "give support in principle to the principles put forward by the 
United -  States delegation, reserving the right to make amendments in the 
course of the preparation of the report. 	 : 	• 

- 7. In the light of these developments, I propose to make a statement next 
Tuesday,' the substance of which will be given in my immediately following 
telegram,f and on which I would like to have your comments and general 
approval. Ends. MesSage ends. 

	

1  Voir Nations •Unies, Commission - de 	1  See United 'Nations, Atomic Energy Corn- 

	

l'énergie atomique, Procès-verbaux offi ciels, 	mission, Official Records, No. 8, Eig,hth 
N° 8, huitième réunion, 17 décembre 1946, Meeting, December 17, 1946, pp. 103-107. 
pp. 103-107. 
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_ . . , _309: DEA/201 "B

Le secrétaire d'Étât ' aux A ffaires extérieures
. au consul général à New York

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Consul General ' in New. York

MOST IMMEDIATE. SECRET. Reference' your ., telegrams 409 , and 410t of
December 16th, following for McNaughton, Begins :. Çoncur in the substance
of proposed statement contained in your Atom ; .No . . 202,t giving support in
principle to proposals put forward by United States Delegation ' while
reserving the right to make amendments in the course of the preparation
of the report . Also agree that report should cover important developments
in the General Assembly relevant to the work of the Commission, and that
adequate - oppo rtunity should be given for full review in the appropriâte
committee before final approval by the Commission .

CEW/Vol. 2155

Mémorandum - de l'ambassadeur aux , États-Unis

Memorandum by Ambassador in United States - ~

SECRET [Washington,] December 17, 1946

With regard to the attached messages from New York,1  I have discusse d
the position in the Atomic Commission by telephone with Messrs. Ignatieff
and Reid and later with Mr. Pearson . I said that there .- .was no chance of
securing- new instructions for Mr. Baruch by making representations at .the
State Department and that I did not think that . the distribution , of the text
of General McNaughton's speech (which had been delayed in transmission
to Washington), would now , serve any useful purpose. I pointed out . that
the issue as presented to the Commission was * procedural and that the best
tactics were to try to meet it by procedural methods, such as= proposing
reference to a drafting committeè . This , would, involve _ consültation with
other delegations before the Commission meets again on Fridày. It would
be . advisable, if possible, to get another, delegation to move : an appropriaté
resolution, and I suggested that The Netherlands would be ' sùitable as Dr.
Van Kleffens had expressed doubt this morning about the 'acceptance now
fin .ally of Mr. Baruch's proposais .

Mr. Pearson was in : agreement with the position I,had adopted . If itwere, necessary to vote on the Baruch - proposals as they stood, he thought
that the -Canadian Delegation should,abstain on the ground that while they
accepted them in principle they felt that it-was not yet time to b ring them
to a final vote in the Commission. On the, other hand, he agreed that the

1 Documents 304 , 307 et 308 . 1 Documents , 304, 307 .. and 308 ."I (
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is"sue,-' which. seems to be forced by Mr . Baruch's desire to get a decisionby,

or 'a while.New Year's, might well be put, off for'-
In the view of our ' delegation I gather that' Mr. ` Baruch, who can

probably secure a majority vote in the - Commission with Russia, Poland

and' France at any. rate :..voting in the, negative, . is taking a aine which. plays

into Russian hânds . Although as presented to the Commission the issue

is a teclinical ône; they consider it in fact an issue of grave' substance, the

decision - on: which` may determine :whether the wdrk° :accomplished . is worth

anything .' If Barûch's-` proposals are carried by a -, majority . only, the . issue

is only'trànsferredtô the Secii'rity, Council and is in no sense . solved .

* DEA/201B

Mémorandum du . sous-- `
au secrétaire d'État , aûx . A ffaires extérieures .

Memorândûm f rom Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs - ' -
to Secretary of State for External A ffairs

SECRET [Ottawa,] _ .December 18, 1946

I, am attaching two telegrams,̀ 451 and 452,t received during the nignt

from New York, on atomic 'ënergy matters . Last evening I had a long talk

w ith Reid, and i found him and-'the. delegation in =a`'somewhat :7 tense `condi-

tion He ~ was Inclined tô enîphâsize that they, -were on , the eve W ,a
y

important crlsis which; if the United . States delegarion forced a vote Friday

might result''in â splif- between -Canada on the one , hand and the : U.S.A .

and the U.K: on the ' other. They are, however, attempting to persuade the-
United States not tô `take any - such forcing ' action, and are hopeful the

they may succeed. I agree that; if the ; Americans , act ' stupldly In :thls ma

and force a vote 'o'n.' the Baruch resolution, ' paragraph' by paragraph, we

inight well abstain,,wliile - accepting the proposal, gènerally, in principlè :
. . .

Meanwlulè, telegrâm No. 451' asks for your révis'ions on a .passage from

a proposed statement to be givenF riday on that part of the Baruch proposal
ly

which deals : with ,sanctions . " My own - view is that this . enters unnecessa ri
f

into the jurisprudence of the Charter, and lays down an interpretation o

the relation ôf ' that Charter ' to the imposition of 'sanctions "collectively"

outside the . Charter which will cause a good deal' 'of questloning: However,

I am hesitant to interfere with what is going on~ in New York, because the

peoplé on the spot ., ought to be the best "jûdges, and also because they are

so Ipressed and exhausted that interference might throw theiri " into com-

plete confusion: On the whole,'I ' think the best thing fôr me to do, if you
a m doubts•

w[RONG ]

agreé,' would b:e ' to tàlk to Reid on . the lelephone : an express y ~

that is, if youu . agree with .,them. â . .
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[PLÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

Le consul général à New York au secrétaire Cl'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

Consul  General in New York tà Secretary of Sitate for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 451 	 New York, December 18, 1946 
MOST IMMEDIATE. SECRET. ATOM No. 207. Following from Atomic Energy 
Commission, Begins: Following for Mr. St. Laurent from ,Reid, Begins: 

1.Discussion by the Atomic Energy Commission of the Baruch Resolution. 
2. My immediately following teletypet gives the text of Section (e) of 

Recommendation  3 in Part III of the United States Resolution which is now 
under discussion in the Atomic Energy.  Commission. 

3 • On Tuesday, December 11th, General McNaug,hton referred, as you will 
have noticed from the text of his address, to the statement  on sanctions which 
you had made in the First Committee of the Assembly.' 

4. References to sanctions in the United ,States Resolution may prove to be 
the only insuperable obstacle to securing by December 31st a unanimous 

, 

report by the Atomic Energy Commission to the Security Council. 
5. From informal conversations which we had after Tuesday's meeting with 

members of the Commission and with newspapermen it is apparent that the 
implications of your statement on sanctions are not, repeat not, generally 
understood. 

6. It would, therefore, - I think, be useful if General McNaughton were to 
try to clarify the problem at the next meeting of the Atomic Energy Commis-
sion which takes place on Friday, December 20th. 	 . 

7. I have prepared a draft of a statement on sanctions which he might 
make. This has been.very hurriedly prepared. General McNaughton would be . • 	• most grateful if you could find time to send us your revision of thts statement. 

8. I have tried to put this in as simple language as possible in view of the 
man3r misunderstanding,s about the problem, both within. the Commission and 
by the general public. I am hoping that, as a result of the meeting of the Com-
mission on Friday, it will become apparent that, if the Section on sanctions is 
deleted from the hiterim report which the Commission is to make to .the 
Security Council by December 31st, we may be able to get a unanimous 
report. Otherwise, there is danger that we will split with the Soviet Union on 
a point which is, as you have said, of no real importance. 

9. I understand that the State Depariment does not take as serious a view 
as we do of the.results of a split vote in the Atomic Energy Commission on 
the report which it is to make to the Security Council before the end of the 

Woir le discours du Général McNaughton 	1  See speech  «  of General McNaughton in 
dans Nations Unies, Commission de l'énergie United Nations, Atomic Energy Commission, 
atomique, Procès-verbaux officiels, N° 8, 	Official Records, No  8, Eighth Meeting, 
huitième réunion, 17 décembre 1946, pp. 	December 17, _1946, pp. 103-107. 
103-107. 
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year. Senator Austin .willbe taking charge of the United States delegation to
the Security Council about January 8th and the State Department feels that
by methods of conciliation in the Security Council, , agreement could be

reached there. Wilgress, however, feels very strongly - and has so told Austin,
that if a break should occur in the Atomic Energy, Commission, it would be
extremely difficult to repair it in the Security Council .

10 . We are going through the United States Resolution clause by clause in
order to find out the precise points at which-

( a) ° It conflicts -with the General Assembly's Resolution on Disarmament ;

(b): It includes . "Findings" or "Recommendations" which are better ex-

pressed in the parallel Findings and .Recommendations of the charter of the

Atomic Energy Commission ;
(c) Passages in the United States Resolution 'are susceptlble of a number

of different constructions, one of which may 'be dangerous to the aims which
_ ._. ,., . .-_ . _

we all have in view.

11 . From a number of telephone conversations this morlung . it has become

apparent that the United States delegation to the Atomic Energy Commission

is beginning to realize
I that they have put themselves in a very embarrassing

position from which they may find it difficult to extricate themselves . They

have been-this morning pressing us to have informal discussions with them .

We are holding them off until we have completed our scrutiny of their Reso-

lution. However; infairness to them-we should like to be able :to give them the

results of our scrutiny tomorrow (Thursday) morning or afternoon .

12: Consequently, we would appreciate it if you could, at your earliest con-
venience, let us have your revisions of the passage on sanctions which reads

as follows :
(1) This Section, as drafted, deals both with violations by individuals and

with violations by nations . These problems require separate treatment .

(2) The Legal Committee of the First Session of the General Assembly has
already given consideration to the problem of . the ' çreation of new crimes
ünder International Law and of the machine ry which should be set up for the

punishment of individuals who commit these crimes . This . is an extremely

difficult and highly technical problem involving as it - does not only inter-

national legislation but national legislation : It will probably involve making

certain new crimes extraditable offences . It may involve the setting up of an

International Criminal Court for the trial of persons alleged to have com
mitted these new international c rimes:

(3 ) The second paragraph of Section :( e) states that "The judicial or other

processes for determination of violations of the . Treaty and of punishment

therefor, should be swift and certain." No one would disagree with this state-

ment . of the objective. There could also be no - possible objection to the sen-
tence which follows and which provides that "serious violations of the Treaty
should be reported immediately by the Authority to the nations party to the
Treaty and to the"Security Council ."
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_ (4) The next sentence, however, raises some .difficulties. It reads as follows 
as amended by the United States on December 17th: 

"In dealing with such -violations, a violator of the terms of the Treaty 
should not be protected from the consequences of his wrongdoing by the 
exercise of any power of veto." This sentence is obscure. 

(5) Article 51 of the Charter of the United Nations states that "nothing in 
the present Charter shall impair the inherent right of individual or collective 
self defence if an armed attack occurs against a member of the United Nations, 
until the Security Council has taken the measures necessary to maintain inter-
national peace and security." This clearly means that a permanent member of 
the Security Council cann.ot protect himself from the consequences of certain 
types of wrongdoing by- the exercise of his veto - in the Security Council. 
All he can protect himself against by his veto is the application of sanctions 
by the Security Council. His veto does not protect him, and could not possibly 
protect him from condign punishment inflicted on him  by the members of the 
United Nations individually or collectively.  • 

(6) Article 51 would appear therefore to cover the situation which would 
arise if a permanent member of the Security Council made an armed attack 
against another member of the United Nations. However, this Article, by 
itself, does not cover 'acts of aggression or threats of aggression which do not 
constitute armed attack. One such act might be the illicit manufacture of 
atomic bombs in violation of the international Treaties or Conventions on the 
Control of Atomic Energy. 

(7) However, paragraph 4 of Article 2 of the Charter reads as follows: 
"All members shall refrain  •  in their international relations from the threat 

or use of force against  •  the territorial integrity or political independence of 
any State; or in any other manner inconsistent with the purposes of the United 
Nations." 

(8) The first of the purposes of the United Nations is: 
"To maintain international peace and security, and to that end: to take 

effective collective naeasures for the prevention and rern.oval of threats to 
the peace, and for the suppression of acts of aggression or other breaches of 
the peace.  f  . ." , - 

(9) The undertaking in paragraph 4 of Article 2 of the Charter is an under-. 
taking by all the members of the United Nations, by the permanent members 
of the Security Council as well as by the other fifty members of the United 
Nations. 	• 

(10) If a permanent member of the Security Council violates its solemn 
undertaking under paragraph 4 of Article 2, it has violated the most impor-
tant provision of the Charter of the United Nations. Any such violation would 
release all the other members of the United Nations from their obli-
gation under the Charter not to threaten or use force against that delinquent 
State. 	• 
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TheY would, howeverf continue tŒ reniain bound bY their -obligafion in the 
Charter to take effective collective 'measures for the prevention andiemoval of 
threats to the peace, and for the suppression of acts of aggression or other 
breaches of the peace: • • 

(11) Let us therefore consider what would actua lly happen if the Interna-
tional Atomic Authority, set up by Treaties or Conventions with hill powers 
of inspection and report, were to report that a permanent member of the 
Security Council Was manufacturing atomic bombs in violation of the Treaty. 
The report of the International Atomic Autho rity would go direct to the mem-
bers of the United Nations and to the Security Council. The members of the 
United Nations might take coercive action immediately or they might wait 
until the matter has been discussed  by  the Security Council. If they chose the 
latter ,cou.rse the permanent member which was illicitly manufacturing atomic 
bombs would, of course, veto the imposition of sanctions against himself. The 
meeting of the Security Council would be adjéurned and the'rn.embers of the 
Security. Council, other than the culprit State, could then meet immediately as 
the Supreme War Council of an ad hoc coalition against the culprit State. This 
Suprenie War Council would have at its disposal the machinery of the Military 
ste Committee from which the members of the culprit State would 'either 
have seceded or have been ejected. They could also, if they so desired, and it 
might  be  _desirable, call a special session of the Assembly which could, under 
the Rules of Procedure of the Assembly meet fifteen days after the call. The 
culprit State would have no veto in the Assembly so that the Assembly could 
immediately constitute itself the legislative body of the  wérld coalition. 

(12) Thus, under present circumstances, little would be ,gained by trying to 
persuade each of the permanent members of the Security Council to give up 
its veto over thé imposition of military sanctions against a State found to be 
committing serious violations of the Convention or Conventions on atomic 
energy. 

(13) This does not mean that 'in future it might not be desirable to deprive 
the permanent members of the Council of their present right to veto the im-
position of sanctions. If, as ive  all hope, we meet with success in the task on 
which the United -Nations is now en-gaged--general disarmament and the 
prohibition of methods of mass destruction—we may,  •  and I hépe we shall, 
reach a point at which the forces immediately . at  the  disposal of the Security 
Council will so outnumber the forces at the, disposal of any State, large or 
small, that the mere threat by the Security Council  to  use its forces against 
th.at State would be sufficient to bring it to terms. Under such circumstances, a 
proposal to deprive the permanent members of the Security Council of their 
present veto over the imposition of military sanctions would become realistic. 

(14) Nor does what I have said mean that the International Atomic Au-
thority should not be given power, under the Convention or Conventions 
establishing it, to impose certain sanctions against States which violate the 
Conventions—and impose these sanctions by the normal two-thirds vote. 
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These . sanctions .might include withdrawal of licences,-cütting -:off of raw mate=
rials; closing. down :of power , plants .in , the territory of -,the: offending State and '
so on." Text Ends .

Please repeat to Canadian Embassy, Washington . Ends . Message Ends:

DEA/201-B

Mémorandum du chef, la première direction politique,
` au sous='secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum f rom Head,,First Political Division,

SECRET Ottawa, Deceinber 19,' 194 6

to Under-Secretary of State for External A ffairs

!, have" gone .over the =Atomic Energy telegram No : 451 (Atom ' No 207). , .
with Mr . : Warren and Mr,,Halstead . . The following points. seem to ; emerge : : . :

(1) The Délegation, is ' afraid - that the : reference to the Veto (page 4;
para . 4) will :prevent agreement-being reached.

(2) *_ . .Tlie Delegation ." therefore .says ' that this= clause isn't really necessary -
because undèr Art . 5 1'and Art. 2; section 4, members of the. United Nations
are bound to take action ' in common against an aggressor , or a violator ~ of
treaty- obligation .

that nations which, because of' violations -:of the Charter, are freed from

(3) This interpretation seems to us to be an expansion,, in the meaning,
of the Charter which will not be -acceptèd , without arguïnent . :-It assumes

obligations .,, not, to take àction; -nevertheless :remain bound to unite agains t
the . violation or ',aggression . 'It , also assumes that they will in fact agree, as
United . Nations ; '~ on an immediate icourse of , action .

DEA/291-B -

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire -d'Etat ` aux A ffaires extérieures
au secrétaire d'Etat: aux .,.Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from ' Under-Secretary `of State for -Externcil A ffairs

to Secretary `of . State for External Affairs

Tor SECRET' [Ottawa,] December 19, 1946
I have had another talk with 'Reid: regarding the two àtomic. , telegrams,

451-and 452.-[ I . pointed-out to him the difficulties which we felt we might

omitted, or at least drastically modifiedalong the . lines which you indicated

R. G. RIDDELL

get into if we laboured . the , argument which . he makes in paragraphs Ï 10
and 1 1, of 451 . 1 . said that 1 : thought these para graphs . really, should be
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to me over  the telephone. Reid feels now that it may not be necessary to 
make a statement, as the United States are at last becoming impressed by 
the impossibility of their present position. If, however, any statement is 
required, paragraph 10 will be modified to make it less categorical, and 
paragraph 11 will be omitted. 

L. B. PEARSON 

314. 	 DEA/201-B 

Le consul général à New York au secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

Consul General in New York to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 457 	 New York, December 19, 1946 
MOST IMMEDIATE. SECRET. ATOM No. 210. Following from Atomic Energy 
Commission, Begins: Following for St. Laurent from Reid, Begins: 

1. My teletype ATOM No. 207 of December 18th. Discussion by the 
Atomic Energy Commission of the Baruch Resolution. My immediately 
following teletypet contains the text of the "Observations" of the Canadian 
delegation on the United States Resolution (Baruch proposals), the text 
of which was sent to you in ATOM No. 187.t This is a complete statement 
with the exception of the statement on sanctions which was teletyped to 
you yesterday, ATOM No. 207. 

2. The representatives of the United States delegation to the Atomic 
Energy Commission will be calling on us at 4:30 this  afternoon and we 
shall hand them in confidence., and as a draft , the part of our observations 
which is given in my immediately following teletype.t If we have received 
clearance from you by 4:30 we shall hand them in confidence the passages 
on sanctions. 

3. It now looks as if the United States delegation will capitulate and 
that they will accept tomorrow (Friday) the face-saving amendment to their 
Resolution which General McNaughton moved on Tuesday. 

4. If they do not, it would look as if we ought to follow the following 
tactics, which I went over yesterday afternoon by telephone with Pearson: 
a very conciliatory brief statement by General McNaughton at the Com-
mission's meeting tomorrow stating that he has studied the United States 
Resolution with care in order to find out the precise points at which (A, 
B, and C from paragraph 10 of ATOM 207) the apprehensions which 
he had expressed on Tuesday had been justified; that he therefore urged 
the United States to accept his amendment of Tuesday. If this fails (but I 
think that the chances are most unlikely that it will) it would then be 
necessary for us to circulate to the Commission immediately our observations 
on the United States Resolution. Ends. Message ends. 
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315. DEA/201-B
. , _ . , .

Le consul général à New York au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

Consul General in New York to Secretary of State for External A ff airs
,

TELEGRAM 459 New York, December 19, 1946

IMMEDIATE . Top SECRET . ATOM No. 212. Following from Esco tt Reid,

Begins :

1 . Dr. . Mann, . the Scientific Âdviser 'to the United Kingdom delegation,
called this morning about 11 :30 to see Ignatieff and, in Ignatieff's absence at
a Committee meeting, . was referred to me.

2 . He had been sent ' to tell us that the . United Kingdom delegation wi ll
inform Eberstadt of the United States delegation at 2:30 this (Thursday)

afternoon that the United,, Kingdom will support . in tomorrow's (Friday's)
meeting of the Atomic Energy Commission the two Canadian amendments to
the United States Resolution under which the words "the draft of the" are
inserted in the two operative . parts of the Resolution. The United Kingdom
delegation will also inform Eberstadt this afternoon that they intend to-
morrow to move the deletion of the eight ivords at the end of paragraph 2 of
section (e) . of Recommendation 3, so that the _ last sentence of this paragraph
would réad: as follows :

"In dealing with such violations, a violator of the' terms of the Treaty should .
not, repeat not, be protected from the consequences~ of his wrong-doing" .

3 . The United Kingdom delegation is considering an improved -version of
our amendment' which ` they ;: may move: It would replace the two operativé
pa rts of the Resolütion ' by words along the, following lines :

"Inst'rùcts Committee No. 2 to include the United States Resolutions- in their
draft report vvhich'they will discuss in detail before transmitting a compre-
hensive report to the Commission" .

4 . Mann also told me with' corisiderablé bitterness of feeling, and in the
'strictest confidence, that the United States delegation to the Atomic Energy
Commission had called a meeting of - seven members of the Commission
(United Kingdom, China, Brazil; Mexico, Australia, Egypt and United
States) on 'Tuesday morn ing, December - 17th, before the meeting of the
Atomic Energy Commission . The meeting lasted, for half an hour. Eberstadt
for the United States, insisted that those present, who constituted a majority of
the Commission, should refuse to accept any amendments to the United States
Resolution and that that Resolution should be voted through at the meeting of
the Commission that morning. When the Mexican representative, who is now
Chairman of the Commission, stated that he would have to maintain a posi-
tion of impartiality, . Eberstadt said that while he could pretend to be impar-

tial, it must be understood that "what we want is a vote" .
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5 •  Dr. "Mann also hèard that it-was as -the reiult of a cable to Dr. Evatt, 
presumably from Baruch, that the Australian delegation received instruc-
tions to vote for the United States Resolntion. - 

6. From what Mann said, I should think it is 'doubtful whether the• United 
_Kingdom has for many centuries had the whip applied to it in this way by 
another Power. 

7. I told Mann, in confidence, that Eberstadt was calling on us at 4:30 this 
afternoon and that we would be handing hhn a nine-page single-space memo-
randum containing our "observations" on the United States Resolution, and 
would be letting him know that we do not, repeat not, intend to recede from 
the amendments which we had moved on Tuesday.: 

8. I also suggested to Mann that, in the unlikely event that the United 
States did not capitulate before Friday's meeting, it might be wise for us to 
comider• whether one of us (United Kingdom or Canada) ought not to move 
a procedural motion deferring a vote on the United States Resolution. I said 
that it would appear to me that there would, by to-morrow morning's meet-
ing, be five certain votes in favour of such a procedural Resolution (Canada, 
Netherlands, France, U.S.S.R., Poland), and four, and.possibly five, certain 
votes against (United States, Mexico, Brazil, Egypt, and possibly Australia). 
The United Kingdom and China might, therefore, hold the balance but, if the 
United Kingdom were to support a procedural Resolution for deferment of 
the vote, it would probably swing China and Australia, so that if it were 
necessary to press the procedural motion to a vote  it would then be passed 
by a satisfactory vote of eight to four. 	 _ 

9. Almost immediately after Mann left, Mr. Pearson telephoned me to state 
that you felt that Canada should not become too in.volved in the argument, 
that the last part of the section on sanctions in the United. States Resolution 
Was not necessary. This is the part which begins "In dealing with such viola- 
tions". Pearson -went over the speech with me by telephone and agreed, sub-. 
ject to further consideration, that if we considered it necessary we might use 

an amended version of the statement at Friday's meeting. 

10. The amended version would differ as follows from the text transmitted 
to you under. ATOM" of today: 

(1) Add at the end of paragraph 2, "In view • of the complexities of the 
problem, it might be wise, at this stage of the work of the Commission, to do 
no more than establish the principle that individuals should be -punished for 
violations of the Conventions. The first 'sentence of this section (with the 
omission of the words "and upon nations") would appear to cover adequately, 
so far as the present interim report is concerned, the problem of violations 
by individuals". 

502 

1  Voir la pièce jointe , (ATOM No. 207), 	1  See Enclosure (ATOM No. 207), Docu- 
Document 307. 	 ment 307. 
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(2)-Change the last sentence of-paragraph 5 to read, ` 'His veto : does nprotect` him and could not possibly ; protect him 'from condign punishmentin flicted ôn him by his' fellow-members of the United 1Vations".(3) Delete paragraph 8 . '- ,
(4) Amend; the . second sentence of paragraph .10 to read "A violation would, belikely to make other members of the United ~Natiôns f elthat they are released from their , obligation under the, Charter, not to threateor,use force. against. .that ::delinquent State", n
(5) Substitute for the. succeeding two paragraphs, which are both nu -bered "11" in , our copyof the teletype (the first of these ara raphs mP g begins"They would however"

; the second paragraph begins "Let, us therefore con=sider"), the following paragraph :
"The mere existence of the veto - in the Security Council would mak epractical difference. :If there came~ about a 'situation wheré it wâs rin

o
felt that it was necessary ~to lake armed measures agâinst a Grea a

lly
t Power

which was threatening the peace of the world, those armed measures wouldbe taken-veto or no veto. There can be `no question of the ri t of c States, veto. or no .veto ; to take - immédiate action in defencehof the rule~glaw': (The quotation is from the : address deliverèd by Mr. Byrnes, the Sècre-tary of State of the United States, before the Gênerai Ass»:13th) embly on.Decembér

(6) We woùld then move immediately to paragra h . 12 which "Thusunder present circumstances". p. y begins ,
(7) The second sentence of the next paragraph would be reworded asfollows : . . . _ . ._ ;

"If the United Nations succee d
general , disar s in the task on which it . is now.engaged-

mament the, ~prohibition of inethods . of mass, desrruction athe implementation of Article 43-the . forces at the disposal of the '
and

Council will be so overwhelmingly supèrior.`to 1he forces of Securit
y

largeor small,
,that the mere threat by the Security Council to. useythosee~forcesagainst that State would be -sufficient to bring it to terms" .11. I' shall telephone Mr. Pearson to-morrow (Frida : mornin a•m. to find out whether you or he havè any further improvements o su gg9 ~ etand _whether we have ' your permission to use the amended statementmeeting of, the Atomic. Energy Commission on Friday, at 10:30 a.m: i f

t
~eour judgment, it , would be useful.l . Ends

. ' in

Pour
le discours du Général McNaughton 1 For General McNaughton's speechProposant l'amendement

à la proposition des moving the amendment to the United StatesÉtats-Unis voir Nations Unies, Commission
de l'énergie atomique, Procès-verbaux o proposal see United Nations, - Atomic Energyciels, No 9 ffi- Commission, Official Records; No. 9, Ninth
1946 ' neuvième réunion, 20,

décembre Meeting, December 20, 1946, pp . 123-126 . . ;
, pp . 123-126.
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316. 	 DEA/201-B 

Le consul général à New York au secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

Consul General in New York to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 469 	 New York, December 21, 1946 
SECRET. ATOM No. 218. Following from Atomic Energy Commission, 
Begins: Following from McNaughton, Begins: 

1. My immediately preceding telegramt contains the text of my statement 
to the Atomic Energy Commission on Friday, 20th December, and of the 
Resolution passed by the Commission by a vote of ten in favour, with Lange 
(Poland) abstaining and Gromyko not taldng part in the vote.' 

2. Before the meeting Gromyko told Wilgress that he had no instructions 
and did not expect to receive any for some days. In consequence, he could 
take no part in the day's proceedings. At the beginning of the meeting 
Gromyko, speaking in a most conciliatory manner asked for a postponement 
of six or seven days as he was unable to speak on the substance of the United 
States Resolution and wanted more time to compare it with the General 
Assembly Resolution of the 14th of December on disarmament. 

3. I spoke immediately afterwards and Baruch accepted my amendment 
stating that he interpreted it as acceptance of "the principles embodied in" his 
Resolution. Cadogan, Hasluck and Alberto (Brazil) also supported it. Parodi 
commended the Resolution for its precise wording and gave our whole 
position the warmest support. He again clarified his position on the veto. 
He said that "minor sanctions" could be provided for within the terms of 
the Convention and might include restriction of the supply of material and 
the withdrawal- of licences. He said the question of "major sanctions" could 
be dealt with either by stipulating that States breaking the terms of the 
Convention should be considered parties to a dispute, or by invoking Article 
51 of the Charter. 

4. Lange (Poland) said that any forcing of a vote which could not be 
unanimously accepted must have the effect, whatever the intentions of those 
who proposed it, of destroying the atmosphere of co-operation attained in 
the Assembly. He begged that we shoufd not now throw this away improvi-
dently and create an atmosphere of disagreement. In what seemed to be an 
effort to get Gromyko's consent, he suggested an amendment to the Resolu-
tion which would merely refer the United States Resolution to Committee 
No. 2, omitting any suggestion of approval of the United States Resolution. 
I said  1  very much regretted that I could not accept this change and Lange 

Wok Nations —Unies,  Commission de 	1  See United Nations, Atomic Energy Com- 
l'énergie atomique, Procès-verbaux officiels, mission, Official Records, No. 9, Ninth Meet-
N° 9, neuvième réunion, 20 décembre 1946, ing, December 20, 1946, pp. 123-126, 136 and 
pp. 123-126, 136 et 140-141. 140-141. 
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then introduced a Resolution of. his own referring the United States Resolu-
tion to Committee No . 2 for consideration.

5 . I immediately announced (on the suggestion of Ignatieff) that I would
be obliged with regret to abstain from voting on the Polish Resolution, and
expressed the hope that Lange would likewise return this courtesy by abstain-
ing . from voting on the Canadian Resolution . Gromyko stated that he would
not participate in the voting, including that on the Po lish Resolution, as he
interpreted it as approval of the United States Resolution .

6 . Gromyko's motion to adjourn was defeated by ten votes to two (Poland
and the U.S.S .R.) . When Lange explained that his Resolution did not imply
any approval of the United States Resolution, Gromyko voted in favour of it.
It was rejected by nine votes to two, with Canada abstaining .

7 . Lange then said that in order to demonstrate that spirit of conciliation
shown by the _ Canadian delegation he would, for . that reason only, abstain
from voting on the Resolution, which enabled the Resolution, as amended
by Canada, to be adopted . with no . contrary votes .

8 . After the meeting, members of the United States delegation, including
Baruch, Eberstâ.dt ; Hancock and Tolman expressed, not = ônly their warm
approval, but also their appreciation of the action taken by the Canadian
delegation . Eberstadt, in particular, made the comment that ' the - results of
the meeting amply justified the work of , the previous evening ' when I gave him

-the substance of the Resolution I was prepared to move : Warm support was
expressed especially by Lange, Parodi, Kramers (Netherlands) and Briggs
(Australia) : Herring of the Secretariat , phoned especially to express his
appreciation of our efforts . Ends: Message ends:

317. DEA/201-B

Le consul général à New York au secrétaire d'Éta t
, aux Affaires extérieures

Consul General in New York to Secretarÿ of State for External Affairs
TEiEGRAivt 474 New York, December 23, 1946
IMMEDIATE . Top SECRET . ATOM 222 . Followin.g .from Atomic Energy. Com-
mission, Begins : -Following from IgnatiefP,- Begins :

1 . Lindsay of the U.S .A. delegation got in . touch with me * Sunday night,
December 22nd, and came to dinner with me. 'In a friendly and conciliatory
aatmosphere we discussed the events - of last -Friday in the~ Atoihic- Commission
and the problem of dealing with the amendments of the U .SA. Resolutions
in the Working Committee.

2. As to the past he was frank in admitting that the Canadian amendment
had helped the Commission out of a most 'difficult situation. He expressedhimself personally and in confidence as having opposed the tactics that had
been employed - by Mr. Baruch .
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- 3. The important points mention.ed were: . 
(a) That in view of what he described as the weak leadership given by the 

eXecutive side of the Government of the United States in recent months many 
had thought it necessary that Mr. Baruch as  one of the few acknowledged 
leaders of the United States should assert this  leadership, otherwise the pres-
tige of the United States Government would suffer at home and abroad. 

(b) That the decision on Friday at least recorded the _fact that ten  nations 
were anxious to get on with . the job, and would nôt aééept tactics of delay 
from  the Soviet representatives. 	. 

(é) That as a result of the displeasure cauSed by  the  tactics of Ebeistadt 
and Swope, Hancock's influence would probablY conié to the fore again. 

4. The question of the interpretation of the Canadian amendment came up. 
I explained that our understanding of the amendrnent WaS that, the principles 
Of which the findings and recommendations.:Contained in the United States 
R.esolutiOn were based, Wduld be inCluded in the draft 6f  the final report from 
the Commission to the Security Council, subject only t:' ,..:ainendments in the 
interest of clarity and precision, except in those cases where these findings and 
recommendations were not, repeat not, in conformity with the Assembly 
Resolution on Disarmament. 
- 5. I pointed out that any reference to the use of veto by the permament 
members  in  the Security Council on atomic energy matters' was a case where 
The United States Resolution would be found, not to - be in conformity viith the 
Assembly ResolutiOn. 

6. Lindsay gave the impression that at least some members of the United 
States delegation accepted this View but thià was an iSsue tc■ wliiCh Mr. Barueh 
personally attached the greatest significance. 

suggested there were really two important principles involved: 
(a) That any nation;  seriously or consistently violating the Convention 

should be subjeéttOliunediate, and condign ijunishment. The iMplementation 
of that principle involved Mea.Sures of Collective  force  by the signatory States 
rather than the rule of unanimity in the . Security: Counéil, : which in this  con-
text was academic (I referred to Mr. St. Laurent's statement in the Assembly). 
" (b) That  no  nation shoùld be  able  to hinder or thwart,  the  International 

- COritrôl and Inspection Authority in its day td day .functionS 'which Might .be 
expected to include the imposition of penalties'ior Min-or infringements of the 
Convention. This wàùld àbvibusly have to be worked but in some detail, tak-
ing into account the statements made by the Soviet representatives dùring the 
diSarmament discussions  in thé Assenibly that the veto would not apply in the 
various contrôl' organs set up under  the ternis .  of the Convention or Con7 
ventions; 

8: Lindsay  asked whether I woùld offer an amendineni to -the United States 
Resolution incôrporating these ideas  and pressed ,mé Several tirnes a.sking to 

'have  it by MéindaV 'night DeceMber 23rd. He gavé me  to understand that 
Mr. Baruch might be persuaded to accept an airiendment Vriiich would iassert 
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~.thé principle of swift and condign punishment -for nations violating the Con-
vention and indicating that the implementation of this principle would require; .
theeframWk res such as the im.mediate application of collective force within

of the United Nations .. _.. ,: .
.9. Since dictating the above I have had another call-from Lindsay . He indi-

catéd that sympathetic,and detailed consideration was being given to the pro-
posed Canadian amendments many of which he thought would not only be
accepted but welcomed by the 'United States delegation.

10. He said that Hancock w as larranging a cocktail partyfor .representatives
from each of the delegations to the Atomic Energy Commission this : afternoon
at' .6 : 00 at the, Union League Club," Soviet and- Polish representatives to b e
included.

11 . It is Ran'cock's intention to provide a cordial and conciliatory atmos-
phere , for all ~delegatés to discuss informally the question of amending the
United States .Résolutions . I natûrally accepted the invitation .' and. will .go
prepared fora general discussion bût not for detailed consideration of amend-
ments . Ends . Message ends .

DEA/201-B

Le consul =générdl à Nëw York au secrétaire d'État
aux A ffaires extérieures1 . ., . -

Consul General in New York to Secretary ôf State : f or Èxternal A 17airs. ~ - -. . _. .- .. , ~. . . . . . .. : :-
TELEGRAM 4ô0 New .York, Decemb 27, 1946er. : . .- .
SECRET ATOIVI Nô . . 225. Followin from A.tomic . Ener. , . . . , g . . , . .. gy ., .Commission
Begins : Following - for .Pearson .- from ; -Ignatieff, Begins : T_.

T the .: twelfth forinal meeting W -Committee 2 :which was 'held 1'hurs-
day, 26t1ï December~; the_> draft, of ,the' first : report ' of. .ahe Atomic Energy
Commission to the Security Council was _ approved by. .tén votes, including
that. .. .of . the .. Canadian reP 'resentative. : Poland abstasned.- and . Alexandrov
(U S .S IZ ) : , did , not . ..participaté . Aléxandrov extended .. Gromyko's ; . state-
ment, in the ' Commission : .aast Friday about needing - more time to caver
thê whole report in its present form .
- . ;2 . Approyal - of : this draft . report in Committee 2 means that, with the
addition of the findings and recommendations of the United States delegation
as they emerge a fter their consideration in the: Working Committee on the
basis of the ;Canadian amendment, it will be incorporated in the final draft
of the report of the Atomic Energy. Commission ,to . the Security Council .• - _

3 . Two copies of the above-mentioned report are . being . forwarded under
separate co.ver .. in

'

which are noted several drâfting =changes , approved ~ byr,. _ .
~~•11iuil IGG . G ., Mnu S . iviessage enos,
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-319. 	 DEA/201-B 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures 

Memorandum by Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

SECRET 	 [Ottawa,] December 27, 1946 
UNITED NATIONS ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION; 

REPORT TO SECURITY COUNCIL 

At the meeting of the Cabinet on December 27th, a reportt was sub-
mitted on the present position of  •  the above matter. The difficulties which 
had arisen were outlined, and it  'was  reported that the Canadian delegation 
had been instructed to the effect that, H the representatives of the Big 
Four powers were agreed in accepting the U.S. proposais in their present 
form, the Canadian delegation were not to press their principal amendment, 
which was intended to achieve uniformity betwe,en the Commission's re-
port on the matter of the veto and the terms of the Assembly's resolution 
on disarmament. 

The Cabinet noted with approval the report submitted. 

Le consul général à New York au secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

Consul General in New York to Secretary of State for External A ffairs 

TELEGRAM 484 	 New York, December 28, 1946 
SECRET. ATOM No. 227. Following from Atomic Energy Commission, 
Begins: Following from McNaughton, Begins: Following is the text of a 
statement which I made in the Working Committee yesterday afternoon 
after it  'had  become clear that there was no hope whatever of persuading 
the United States delegation to refrain from pressing the question of the 
veto to a conclusion. 

"The Canadian 'delegation had hoped that in drafting our report to the 
Security Council we would find language in this important section which 
would make it possible, particularly for all the permanent members of the 
Security Council, to be in agreement on this important issue. That has 
been our paramount consideration with regard to this matter. I note that 
the representative of one of the permanent members is not participating 
in the discussion (U.S.S.R.). Another has expressed reservations (France) 
and another has added some doubts as to the need for particular words 
(United Kingdom). The Canadian delegation takes an objective view. We 

.want a satisfactory* result. We are more concerned with this result than 
with the method and we will, therefore, conform to the views of the majority 
of the Committee on this text. 
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We  have drawn attention in' our memorandum -to the need for consider-
ation to be given to possible action under Article 51 or other provisions 
of the Charter and this idea is now reflected in the draft before us. Thus, 
if this text is approved when theL matter goes before the Security Council, 
the Committee will have provided two suggestions regarding methods of 
dealing with the consequences of serious violations of the Treaty for con-
sideration. If the first is not agreed upon in the Security Council, tien we 
have the other one which, in our view, may offer a practical basis of finding 
a solution to the problem of enforcement." 

2. A full report on the meetitig follows in my next succeeding message. 
Ends. Message ends. 	. 	• 

321. 	 DEA/201-B . 	. 
Le consul général à New York au secrétaire d'État 

. 	aux Affaires:  

Consul General in New York to Secretary of State for E.xternâl Affairs 

TELEGRAM 485 	- 	 New York, December 28, 1946 
SECRET. ATOM No. 228. Following from Atomic Energy Commission, Be- 
gins: Following for Pearson fiom Ignatieff, Begins: 

1. As agreed with Mr. Pearson and General McNaughton by telephone 
conversation with Ottawa, I visited Eberstadt at his request at the offices of 
the United States delegation to discuss with him amendments to the United 
States Resolution contained in AEC/15 December 14th, 1946, in the light 
of the Canadian memorandum entitled "Observations of the Canadian Delega-
tion on the Resolution Proposed by the United States" dated December 19th, 

1. 946  I 	th I
f 
	 ' 	: went over - e United States '  paper paragrap h 2. by paragraph, concen-' 

trating on the more important of the changes suggested in the Canadian 
memoràridum. Eberstadt agreed to a substantial number of useful changes in 
the language of the United States Resolution. 

3. We vvere not, howe'ver, able to reach agreement on Recommendation 
3 (E) which includes the sub-paragraphs relating to the veto question, on 
which I reported separately in my message ATOM No. 223, December 27th, 
1946.t 

4. At the conclusion of our discussion, Eberstadt said that he would incor-. 
porate the changes to which he had agreed in a revised draft of AEC/15 and 
this text, which is transmitted verbatim to you in my immediately following 
message, served as a basis of discussion at a meeting of the Working Com-
mittee on December 27th. 	 • 

5. The changes accepted by Eberstadt  are  indicated by the words which are 
underlined, with the consequent omissions from the United States text placed 
in brackets. 
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6. You will -observe that a note was entered before the beginning of Rec-

ommendation 3 .(E) to the effect that the sub-paragraph was discussed but .

not agreed upon.

7 . A separate message]- will report on the further changes that were agreed
upon in the discussion of this :paper ili~ the Workin:g Committee . Ends . Mes-

sage ends .

322.
PCO

Ottawa, December"30, -1946

12. THE SECRETARY_OF" :STATE FOR :EXTERNAL AFFAIRS, referring to the dis-

cussion at the [Cabinet] . meeting . of : December. 27th, reported upon further
developments in New York . I

:The Canadian Delegation were going to accept the ~Baruch proposals . They

had attempted to have the U.S . representatives "accept some modification "in
reference to the veto, with the object not of protecting the . veto . but of ,

obtaining an agreed text which would achieve wider support . -

The United States, however, were . determined .to hold to, their original pro-

posals" in this respect.- On the other hand, theU.S .S .R. took the attitude,that

the,- U.S. representatives, in. this particular -case, were attempting im.properly,
to change the provisions of the Çharter . For, practical. purposes it was .a mat-
ter of indifference whether the. veto was or was not .reférred to in the report ,to

the Security Council.

13 . THE PRIME MINISTER said that it was evident that the United States

would not undertake to give up, the atomic. bomb . or . enter an international

agreement if a violator were : to be protected by the veto . As the. Minister had

pointed out, the United States had come to regard this as a test of Soviet good

faith . In the circumstances ; the' Canadian. Delegation had been instructed to

support the U .S . position and . vote accordingly on the .report to the Security
Council .l

14. THE CABINET, after discussion, noted with approval Ahe Minister's

report and the course to . be followed by the Canadian Delegation.

'Voir le discours du Général McNaughton ' See General McNaughton's speech in
dans Nations Unies, Commission de l'énergie United Nations, Atomic Energy Commission,

atomique, Procès-verbaux : officiels, N° 10, Official Records, No. - 10, Tenth Meeting, .
dixième réunion, 30 décembre 1946, pp . December 30, 1946, pp: 150-151 .

150-151 .

Extract I rom Cabinet Cônclusions ~

Extrait. des Conclusions du Cabinet;



CHAPITRE VI/CHAPTER VI

AVIATION - CIVILE-

CIVIL AVIATION .
323. DEA/72-RT-40

Le sous-secrétaire - d'État adjoint; lè ministère de - l'aviation civile : :-_
de Grande-Bretagne, au Bureau. du, Conseil privé

Assistant `Under;Secretary of State, `Ministry of Civil Aviation, : . .-. ._ ;- .--of Great Britain, tô Privy Council - Dffice

Mÿ dear John [Baldwin] ,
This is by . way of -an : interim reply "to your letters of 27th December,

1945, and . 3rd January. -1946,t . but,' ,first - may I extend to you the Season's-
Gréetings and best - wishès for .1946 . - '
PORTUGAL

We are proceeding without any more ., formal request to approach th e
Portuguese Governmerit "for the privilege requirèd in Portuguese territory
by the Government 'of Canada,*` and I have'. asked the -Foreign- Office to
discuss with the Portuguese' Government the -best- procedùre for ' negotiatingthe Agreement. I' anticipate no . difficulty in securing the right to exercise
all 5 freedoms in .Portuguese .terri tôry, wi
r-_ _ .1 th " reciprocal rights limitéd to. . . . ..

'Voir les documents 1240,'1241, et `1242. 1 See 116-116'-f- 1240, 1241 and 1242 ."Les cinq : li bertés ~ de l'air sont : -s The five ' freedoms of the air are :le Liberté: La , liberté de traverser un terri- . ;, 1st Fréedom : The freèdom - to : fly across- a ,
toire sans atterrir, territory without landing; "2e Liberté.-, La liberté d'atterrir ; pour des 2nd Freedom : The fre ôedm to land for non-
raisons non commerciales; traffic ' purposes;3e Liberté: La libe rté de débarquer , des 3rd Freedom : The freedom to put down .'passagers, - du courrier et des marchandises passengers, mail and cargo taken . on in the
embarqués sur: = le territoire de 1'État dorit territory of the State whose nationa litÿ the 'l'aéronef possède la nationalité ; aircraft possesses ;4e Liberté: ' L'a liberté d'embarquer des 4th, Freedom : The freedom to take on pas-passagers, du courri er et des marchandises à sengers, mail and . cargo destined for the terri-'
destination du territoire,'. de" l'État dont tory of the State whose nationa li ty the air-
l'aéronef possède la, nationalité; craft possesses;
Se Liberté: La liberté d'embarquer . des 5th Freedom : The freedom to take on pas-Passagers, du courrier et des marchandises à sengers, mail-and cargo destined for the terri-destination du territoire de tout autre État tory of another State and the p rivilege - to -
contractant et le - privilège de débarquer des put :downpassengers ; > mail and cargo comingpassagers, du courrier et des marchandises from any such territory .
en provenance du . territoire de -tout, au tre
État contractant .

London, . Januârÿ 14, -:1946
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As regards rights for R.C.A.F. aircraft, the Air Staff will be pleased to 
take up, on your behalf, any rights you require at the Azores to enable 
R.C.A.F. transport services to continue to operate so long as Canadian 
occupation forces are in Europe. 

AMENDMENTS TO BERMUDA DOCUMENTS 

Our copies contain the same errors as appear in yours, and we will make 
the necessary corrections, taking our exchange of letters as authority. 

There is a further error in paragraph 8 of our copy of the Annex to the 
Bilateral Agreement. In the first sentence reference is made to "to capacity 
to which it is entitled under the preceding paragraph". This reference occurs 
in two places in the sentence. In both cases "paragraph" should be altered 
to read "paragraphs", since capacity under paragraph 5 as well as under 
paragraph 7 is involved. Here again I suggest we amend our respective 
copies. 

EXCHANGE RESTRICTIONS 

Lord Winsterl has written to the Chancellor of the Exchequer representing 
the views, of the Canadian Government, as expressed by Mr. Howe, and 
strongly recomménding exemption from the restriction in the case of air 
passages. We will advise you by telegram when a reply is received. 

WEST INDIES AGREEMENTS2  

The Colonial Office have proposed to the Caribbean Colonies the same 
basis of qualified reciprocity as the Bermudian Government accepted, and 
we will let you have their reactiom by telegram. 

As regards stopping places, it would be preferable if they could be 
specified. Could you not specify all the possibles on the basis of "a route 
from Canada to the West Indian Islands and beyond via Bermuda, including 
all or any of the following stopping places  ,,? 

As regards the Form of the Annex, I suggest that we should open with a 
paragraph in which H.M.G. 3  on behalf of the various Colonies (to be named) 
accords to  T.C.A., as the designated airline in Canada, thé right to pick-
up and set-down traffic in U.K. territories (except for cabotage traffic 
between the Islands South of Bermuda), on a route between Canada and 
the West Indian Islands and beyond via Bermuda, and - calling at all or any 
of the following places. The capacity and frequencies of the services, and 
the tariffs to be charged, shall be agreed • at the outset and On subsequent 
revision, between the Government of Canada and the Government of the 
U.K. on behalf of the Colonial Govenunents concerned. 

This could be followed by a paragraph embodying the Provisions we 
agreed at Bermuda as regards reciprocity. Then continue with a paragraph 

1  Ministre de l'Aviation civile de Grande- 	I Minister of Civil Aviation of Great 
Bretagne. 	 Britain. 

Voir les documents 875 et 876. 	 2  See Documents 875 and 876. 
3  His Majesty's Government. 

AVIATION CIVILE 
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to thé efEect that~ in the event of any of the Governments concerned electing
to exercise the rights of reciprocal, operation in accordance with the provi-
sions of the preceding paragraph, the f ollôwing . provisions shall apply as
regards services between Canada and the territory concerned . Then follow
with those -standard provisions - which are appropriate :

If this suggestion ,. accords with your views we will prepare a . draft on
these lines .

Mr. Howe's point about reciprocal operation from individual Colonies
rea lly need"not give causé for concern . In the first place, the negligible,
capacity to which each individual Colony would be entitled on a 3rd and
4th Freedom basis places- a series _of ' independent Colonial operations beyond
the realms of practical air line operation . In the second place, B .W.I.A.1
is being developed as the chôsen instrument for .the British ' Caribbean, area, '
and ' any reciprocal rights -would be ' exercised by them as the designated
airline of all the Colonies .

Turning to your letter_ of 3rd January about Icel~and,, we have not yet
negotiated , our Bilateral Agreement .with the Icelandic Government . We
would propose, therefore, to deal, ; simultaneously with Canada "and the
U.K. (by separate Agreements), subject- to the proviso that we should not
pursue 5th Freedom rights on ' you "r behalf if Iceland will not grant them
on a non-reciprocal basis : Again, we need no formal request to act as your
agents unless'the Icelandic Government asks for our credentials !

I look fôrward to- our next meeting. I have the happiest recollections of our
talks .at Bermuda. What more proof is needed that complete frankness and a
spirit of 'mutûal accommodation will solve most international problems? 1
hope to have an . opportunity to , pay an early visit to Montreal to see
P.LC.A.O. at work, . and, :while in i Canada I, could not miss visiting your lovely
City !again.

You will probably have . nôticed that,we havë embarked on discussions with
the Americans at Bermuda. Apparently the Americans came forward with the
proposals whilst 'we were in Bermuda, and as they were anxious that con-
versation . should be in progress - when .the Loan Bill is introduced into- Con-
gress, we have met - their . wishes. Hildred has taken my usual place in the
team, and I can only hope that this . Delegation will succeed where their pre- ,
decessors have failed.

My warmest regards to Mr . Howe and. Mr . Symington and to all the Cana
dian team .

Yours sincerely,
W. ' C. G . CRIBBETT

P.S . Do come to the next ' : C .A.T.C .2 meeting .

'British West Indian Airways.
'Commonwealth Air Transport Council .
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324. DEA/72-MK-40 

Le secrétaire  d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Ambassador. in United States 

DESPATCH 144 	 Ottawa, February 7, 1946 
Sir, 

I have the honour to enclose herewith the Instrument of Ratification of the 
Convention on International Civil Aviation.t 

The Convention was approve,d by Resolution of the House of Commons on 
November 26, 1945, and by Resolution of the Senate of Canada on Decem-
ber 5, 1945. The Instrument was executed on February 1, 1946, pursuant to 
Order in Council P.C. 214 of January 26, 1946, which authorized the Secre-
tary of State for External Affairs to execute the ratification and to provide for 
the deposit of the Instrument with the United States Government. 

It would be much appreciate d  if you could arrange for the enclosed Instru-
ment to be deposited with the United States Government, in accordance with 
the provisions of Article 91 of the aforesaid Convention. 

I have etc. 
E. R. HOPKINS 

for the Se,cretary of State 
for External. Affairs 

325. C.D.H./Vol. 97 

Mémorandum du Bureau du Conseil privé au ministre 
•  de la Reconstruction et des Approvisionnements 

Memorandum from Privy Council Office to Minister 
of Reconstruction and Supply 

Ottawa February 13, 1946 
The attached meméerandum represents my own preliminarY reflections upon 

the effe,ct of the new U.K.-U.S. agreement as far as  Cânadal is concerned. I 
have prepared it in some haste because I wanted it to reach your hands before 
you left for the West Coast. 

J. R. BALDWIN 

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 	• 

rariduiri .  du Bureau du Conseil privé 
Memorandum by Privy Council Office 

Ottawa, February 13, 1946 
The new U.K.-U.S. aviation agreement signed in Bermuda  with  its sub-

stantial modification of the previous U.K. policy has a direct bearing on Cana-
dian aviation policy. , 

1 

5. 

fi  
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The new agreement provides for a reciprocal U.K.-U.S. exchange of the 
first five freedoms. While it establishes certain very broad principles regarding -
maintenance of equilibrium between capacity and traffic and protection of 
local traffic, there is no specific mechanism for regulation of capacity or fre-
quencies; apparently the U.K.. is relying on a clause giving it the right to 
register a complaint with PICAO if the U.S. misuses its privileges. 

There are four important considerations for Canada. 
1. The effect of this agreement upon-present work of PICAO. 
2. The advantage,s and disadvantages for Canada in adopting a similar 

policy. 
The possibility  of a Canadian .  grant of the fifth freedom on a limited 
basis  only  

4. The desirability of revision of Canadian agreements with the U.S. and 
U.K. 

I. On the first of these points, PICAO has been studying regulation of 
rates, capacity and frequencies in an attempt to find a satisfactory formula for 
the permanent convention. The lines along which it ha.s been working, ap-
parently:with  sonie success, provide for protection' of fifth freedom traffic 
through a rate differential and adjustment of third and fourth freedom traffic 
on  .a  regular basis. The regulatory features have been more stringent than 
those contained in the U.K.-U.S. agreement. 

Should the U.K.-U.S. formula be taken over by PICAO with a view to 
incorporating it in the permanent convention, along with the five freedoms? 
Generally it would appear that PICAO would scarcely be able to get agree-
ment on a formula more rigid than that now accepted by the two major 
nations, the U.K. and U.S. It is true that 'the lines along which PICAO has 
been  working are preferable to the principles in the U.K.-U.S. agreement 
and there is always the slight possibility that some of the smaller countries 
such as Belgium and Canada will be sufficiently keen on a solution along the 
lines already under discussion in PICAO, and will keep the meter open. On 
balance, however, it is unlikely that the U.S. will accept a greater degree of 
control in PICAO than it  bas in the UX. agreement. Moreover we can 
scarcely expect the U.K., having accepted the Bermuda deal, to strive for 
anything more advanced.  in PICAO now  

Under the circumstances the best thing mig,ht be to ask Mr. McKim to 
sound,  out some of the other Council members, particularly those who have 
been interested hi achieving a satisfactory permanent convention, letting us 
know his opinion on the foregoing points. If it appears that we are con-
fronted with the alternative of either leaving the permanent convention as it is 
or incorporating the new U.K.-U.S. approach then we will have to decide 
whether from the Canadian point of view this would be in our interest. 

II. As for the respective advantages and disadvantages of granting fifth 
freedom rights in Canada, it is difficult to do more than guess at probable 
results. If we are to grant any fifth freedom rights in Canada presumably we 
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would have to make them available to both the U .K. and U.S. at . least. We

might encoùnter the following competitive developments in : respect ouOUr .own"

trafâc position on .certain routes .

(a) We might expect .U.K. and . U.S. :competition on the -route "from the

central and western portion of the U .S . to Europe via Chicago and Montreal .

This would probably be the most serious result of any granting of, .:fifth free-

dom rights in Canada. :
(b) We might expect a limited amount of competition for, traffic between

Eastern Canada and the U.S . Atlantic seaboard and for traffic between East-

ern Canada and the U .K. It is unlikely 'that the U.S . will fly many, planes to

Europe via Montreal . The U.K. has, however, indicated in the agreement with

the U.S . that it intends to operate a route to Montreal and then to New . York,

New Orleans and Mexico; this might siphon off some Canadian traffic. In

general, however, with the possible exception of direct- service to Scandinavia
it might be expected that most of the trans-Atlantic operations to New York

will run directly without making a traffic stop at any Canadian centre and in

consequence any loss to Canada would be s light. (Moreover, any siphoning

off of Canada-U.S . trafC'ic would be, under present arrangements,CaAt the ex-.

pénse of a U.S. air line ., (Colonial) radier than at the expense of T ) .

(c) Some - years hence if the Northwest Staging_[Route] becomes ' a major

arteryto .the Far East fifth freedom rights on this route"-might be important,

particularly for the U .S ., and we might- suffer some loss `of traffic. This, how =

ever, is at least five to- ten years in the future :and is scarcely; an: :immediate

problem .

(d) . Lines operating from Latin America and the`-West Indies to'the U .S .

will want to come"-on to Canada and wi ll want to have fifth freedom right
betwéen Canada and the U.S. This situation might seriously affect the amount

of traffic availablè to Canadian and U.S. lines on border routes if allowed to

develop" extensively: "Presumably Inost of them will want to operate between

major - traffic centres in, Canada and- ' U .S . primarily New ' York, Chicago,.

Toronto and Montreal.
It should be borne in mind that in effect certain U .S . . Liries already have

fifthfreedom rights from Canada to Latin America . For example, American

Airlines operates to Toronto and Mexico Citÿ .and maysell tickets in Toronto
to anyone wishing to travel to Mexico. This is ' an argument we should keep

in mind in re-negotiation with the U:S .

On the other hand certain advantages should accrue to Canada from fifth

freedom rights elsewhere .

(a) Fifth-freedom rights in the U .K. would be"important to us if we should

decide to operate on to the Continent of Europe . Unless there is some mod i-

fication of present plans, however, this would be of little use to us for the

next few years . Ce rtainly if we grant fifth freedorn rights we - should review

our plans in .this connection with a view to getting full " benefit f rom these

rights in the U.K.
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(b) On our Pacific service we would presumably have access to U.S. traffic 
on the West Coast and in Hawaii. This should be a substantial advantage. (In 
fact the advantage might be such as to justify our looking again at the joint 
arrangements with Australia and New Zealand to see whether it would be wise 
to continue on the pooled basis which we have accepted hitherto). 

(c) Fifth freedom rights in the U.S. would be very useful on any route to 
the West Indies and Latin -America. In fact the3r might be sufficiently impor-
tant to justify concentrating more than we have done hitherto on plans for 
development of our southern service, extending its coverage and intensity if 
we can get fifth freedom rights in the U.S. 

(d) It vvould be possible to use the matter of fifth freedom rights as reason 
for the review of the Canada-U.S. exchange of notes, and possible modifica-
tion of policy. First, however, it would have to be clearly determined that 
there would be any advantages for Canada in modification. 

Substantially, modification might be expected to take the line of agree-
ment that on either all or at least the major Canada-U.S. routes . corn-
petitive services would be allowed, subject, of course to rate control. (The 
net effect would be the same since if all routes were opened for competition 
in this fashion it is likely. , that competition would develop only on the 
More heavily travelled routes). In this event the U.S. would probably want 
to put services on between Toronto and Chicago, and between Toronto 
and New York and possibly between *Toronto  and  'Cleveland. We in return 
would probably want to  put services on from Ottawa and Montreal to New 
York and possibly Washington, from Winnipeg to Chicago, would 
presumably wish to straighten our  Toronto-Chicago  run out to include 
Windsor and might wish to run from Vancouver to Seattle. . 	. 

On balance this 'exchange appears relatively even. It should, however 
have the added merit for Canada of allowing the development of certain 
special operations of a particularly economical nature which would be 
advantageons, such as triangular operation between Toronto, New York, 
and Montreal, and possibly triangular operation between Winnipeg, Chicago 
and Toronto and between Vancouver, Victoria and Seattle. 

III. If -  we' should decide to grant any fifth freedom rights would it have 
to be done on a full multilateral basis or could we grant them only to the 
U.K. and U.S.? If the general Bermuda formula is incorporated in the 
permanent convention it may be extremely difficult for us to avoid its 
acceptance, thus making a rnultilateral grant of the first five freedoms. On 
any other basis, however, it might be desirable for the present at least 
to limit any grant of the fifth freedom to the U.K. and U.S. (and possibly 
to any Latin American country to which we intend to operate). We could 
do this without being accused  of  discrimination because we could argue 
that any wider extension of services in our own particular sphere would 
inevitably mean disequilibrium between traffic and capacity., 
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Another possibility which should -be seriously considered is that < even
if -we-grant general or -limited fifth freedom - rights we might make a -- special
reservation in respect- of traffic between Canada and the U .S., reserving
.this solely . for carriage by Canada and U .S. airlines on -the- present basis
of trans-frontier extensions of domestic 'services . . - -

IV. As regards present agreements _comment has already been made
.upon the question, of revision ~of -the exchange of notes with the U.S. We
might also indicate to the U .K. that in our opinion the principles of the
U:K.-U.S. agreement should be taken over and applied to the Canada-West
Indies agreement. I am not certain that we need suggest a similar modification
of the Canada-U.K. agreement at, present although that may have to be
done a little later .

SUMMARY

On balance it, seems to me that if the Bermuda formula is accepted by
PICAO Canada - will probably have to accept it and that in that event we
should certainly seek revision of all our outstanding agreements - including
that with the U.S . . . . .

In the . interim, we , might gain sufficient advantages (1) out of fifth
freedom rights in the U.S . on our Latin American and Pacific runs and (2)
in revision of , our agreement with the U.S., to justify a grant of the five
freedoms to the U.S. and to the U.K. For the present I would be inclined
to try to hold back on any fifth freedom agreements with any Latin American
countries with the -possible exception of Brazil and any other territory such
as Cuba to which we may, plan to operate . I would also be inclined for the
present to reserve Canada-U .S. traffic from the operations of any grant
of fifth freedom .

(It would be even rriore advantageous if for the present we côuid merely
exchange fifth~Jreedom rights with' `the U.S . and not with' the U.K., but as
suggested above-it would be a pretty difficult thing to' do . )

J . R . BALDWIN

326.

Le ministre de la Reconstruction et des Approvisionnements
au Bureau du Conseil privél

Minister of Reconstruction and Supply to Privy Council Office l
February 18, 1946

Thanks~ for your memorandum of February 13th .. .-
Ifseems to me that we should sit tight for the moment and watch develop-

ments . I will be glad if you would have a talk with Anson McKim and give

1 A J. R . Baldwin. 1 Tô J. R. Baldwin.
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-him your views as far as  PICAO is concerned. Personally, I do not see that 
anything can be gained by changing our position vis-à-vis U.S.A. or U.K. at 
this moment. Also I see no reason to make agreements with other countries 
at this time. 

I suggest that it would be well to push Cribbett on the West Indies Agree-
ment and try and get that completed. Also urge him to complete arrangements 
with Portugal. As far as Ireland is concerned, it seems to me that we should 
wait and see what deal is made between the U.K. and Ireland. Arrangements 
with other countries can wait until my return. 

think that there is no doubt that eventually we will have Fifth Freedom 
arrangements with everyone, but I hope that these will come through by multi-
lateral agreements to be supervised by PICAO. Until we find ont whether the 
latter is possible I see no point in making a bilateral agreement other than 
those in hand. I hope that you will urge all concerned to get on with opening 
up Canadian-U.S.A. routes. You will note from past experience that it takes 
a long time to get approval from C.A.A. 1  and therefore no time should be 
lost in filing these applications. 

You can get me at any time by telephone at the Empress Hotel, and I 
expect to be back in Ottawa around the 23rd March. 

C. D. HOWE 

327. 	 C.D.H./Vol. 96 

Le secrétaire d'État par intérim aux  Affaires extérieures 
au haut commissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagne 

Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Acting High Comrrzissioner in Great Britain 

TELEGRAM 1077 	 Ottawa, May 29, 1946 

1MMEDIATE: Following for Robertson from Wrong, Begins: My telegram 
No  1050 of May 27tht Headquarters of PICAO. 

1. Mr. Howe wishes the Prime Minister to know that the choice of the 
permanent-headquarters will probably be made on Monday or Tuesday and 
that at present out of about 38 probable votes the line-up is 18 for Montreal 
and 14 for Europe. The issue, therefore, rests with the delegations which have 
not declared themselves, including the United Kingdom, South Africa and 
New Zealand. He would like to know whether his suggestion reported in my 
previous telegram has been acted on and also whether Prime Minister would 
be willing fo speak to Smuts and Nash in the hope that they mig,ht give 
guidance in favour of Montreal to their delegations. Ends. 

1 Civil Aviation Authority. 
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328. C.D.H./Vol. 96

Le haut commissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'État

par intérim aux Affaires extérieures

Acting High Commissioner in Great Britain to Acting Secretary of State
for External A f f airs

TELEGRAM 1305 London, June 4, 1946

TOP SECRET. Following from Robertson for Wrong, Begins : Your telegram

No. 1050, proposed headquarters of PICAO. Lord Addison, with whom
Prime Minister had previously discussed question, informed Prime Minister
today . that his colleagues and himself had agreed unanimously to support
Montreal . Instructions have been issued to the delegates to vote accordingly .

Ends .

329. DEA/72-ADU-40

Rapport de la délégation à la première réunion de .

l'assemblée intérimaire de l'OPACIl

Report of the Delegation to the First Meeting of

the Interim Assembly of PICAOl
[n .d.] 1946

SECTION II

APPRECIATION OF THE RESULTS AND AN ACCOUNT

OF THE MAIN CONTROVERSIAL ISSUE S

The First Assembly was a successful shareholders' meeting . The Assembly

expressed unqualified approval of the work of the Council and adopted

an extensive programme of Council activities . There was a general recogni-

tion of the importance of the organization, , a , keen interest in its problems

and a determination to establish a permanent organization as early_ as pos-

sible . An acknowledgment of the common objective and a cooperative spirit
were evident in even the most controversial issues . There were no clashes

of personàli ty and no aftermath of bitterness such as .- marred the Chicago
Conference and detracted from its sûbstantial achievements .

The-- session ,was, however, disappointing, even disheartening, to those

who looked to the Assembly for agreement on multilateral conventions,
either on . air transpo rt to complete the task at, which : Chicagô failed, or

on air law or air navigation . - Canadian representatives felt this the most
keenly perhaps because at Chicago the Canadian delegation, had almost

succeeded in reconciling the opposing United States-United Kingdom posi-
tions on an air transpo rt convention .

1 La r6union a eu lieu du 21 mai au 15 juin. I The meeting took place from May 21 to
June 15.
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There were, nevertheless, factors that somewhat mitigated the disappoint-
ment. The Assembly affirmed the opinion that a multilateral convention 
constituted the only solution compatible with the character of the organiza-
tion. Most of the member states tabled detailed  constructive comments. 
There was useful discussion and the Council was charged with preparing 
a multilateral convention for circulation to all members to facilitate con-
sideration by the next Assembly. From the views expressed it was apparent 
also that the problem had great complexity and that there were genuinely 
differing requirements of certain areas that had not yet received full 
consideration. 

On technical matters relating to air navigation, it was recognized that 
civil aviation was still -Undeveloped in many countries.. It would in con-
sequence be a hardship to impose on those countries standards and practices 
which were appropriate for countries where greater progress had been made, 
particularly since the standards and practices were new and might shortly 
be modified in the light of experience. 

On air law, there was no deflection from the objective of ultimate 
unification, but the wisdom of proceeding cautiously and the need for 
further study were generally acknowledged. 

The main controversial issues were: (1) the multilateral convention on 
air ,transport; (2) the selection of the permanent home and (3) the filling 
of the 21st seat on the Council. 

(1) MULTILATERAL CONVENTION ON AIR TRANSPORT 

The issue problem of drafting a multilateral agreement, which promised 
to be the most serious of the Assembly, was unexpectedly quickly resolved 
when it became apparent that the United States opposed the reaching of 
any agreement during thé Assembly meeting and that there was no 
strong support for immediate action forthcoming from any member except 
Canada. The United Kingdom which, from the events at Chicago, might 
have been expected to support the Canadian position, had recently con-
cluded with the  •  United States a bilateral agreement granting the Five 
Freedoms and had thus abandonexl the position she had so strongly supported 
at Chicago. The United States-United Kingdom alignment was perhaps too 
formidable for those countries, chiefly in Europe, which one would have 
thought had much to gain from a multilateral convention. The Canadian 
delegation made clear their belief that postponement was dangerous: that 
the longer the member states followed the course of concluding bilateral 
agreements the less chance there was for securing the adoption of a 
multilateral agreement. Unsaid but implied in the Canadian argument was 
the fear that in the present state of aviation the United States, politically 
powerful and further advanced than any other in its civil aviation develop-
ment, would have a clear field to apply their power and utilize their 
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development to capture the,- major airways : of the world: _ If others shared
this fear, their actions gave little hint of. it .

When Canada bowed . to the inevitable, the meetings became a study
group for serious and useful, . though inconclusive, discussion that left for
the uncertain future, any positive step to impose limitations on the struggle
for supremacy in the air routes of the world .

Australia reiterated its preference for an internationally-owned airline and
the United Kingdom in announcing for the first time its support of the
Australian view furnished perhaps the biggest surprise of the meeting .

The case against deferment was made in the main by the United States
and -Canada and supported by all Latin Ame rican countries . Their argu-
ment, made prima rily on practical grounds, was that the organization could
not be fu lly effective until a permanent -home had been - selected because
of the difficulties of providing facilities and of recruiting personnel . The
French complaint that reaching a decision under existing conditions would
show lack of consideration for war-shattered France was met by pointing
out that the United States and Canada could 'not fairly be charged with

the home of PICAO to offset, in pa rt , this loss .

(2 ) SELECTION OF A PERMANENT HOME

The heaviest argument occurred not on the selection of the site itself
but over the question whether selection should be made during the Assembly
or deferred .

The case for deferment was pressedvigorously by . the United Kingdom
and France and supported by the European states . The main lines of the
argument were that a European site, was preferable to an American site,
but if the decision were taken at the Assembly, the . chance of a European
site being -selected would be prejudiced, since Europe, sti ll suffering from
the devastation of war was not in a position to compete with America in
the provision of 'accommodation, housing and food . It, was claimed that a
European site was readily accessible to most of the members and would
relieve those count ries whose dollar deficiencies were ~ greatest of a drain
on their limited resources. A European site, since it was closer to the
locus of the most complex problems of civil aviation, would induce a better
appreciation - of the-problems and a readier solution . France made a strongly
emotional plea for -the devastated count ries of Europe, _ ürging the location
of PICAO, in Europe on the grounds that international co llaboration in
the air had its beginnings in Paris, where ICAN' and CITEJA2 have for
the_ last twenty years furthered international cooperation . The United Nations
had-located in the new world and it was urged that the old world should b e

'l International Convention on Air Navi-
gation .

2 Commission internationale technique des
experts juridiques aériens .
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want of sympathy for France and her -problems of reconstruction. The voting 
on various resolutions in sub-commission and commission wàs close with 
almost a clear-cut cleavage between Europe and America.  •  

Once it had been decided to select the site, it was comparatively plain 
sailing for Montreal, although a threat arose "in the corridors" from an 
attempt on the part of the Mexicans to have Mexico City nominated. This 
would have split the Montreal vote. However, the MexiCan 'delegation's 
efforts to form a Latin American.group were  unsuccessful. Chile, Venezuela, 
Peru and perhaps others refused to unite in a common front, under Mexican 
leadership, in the face of United States opposition to the Mexican  proposai.  
The final vote on the actual site was 27 for Montreal, 9 for Paris, 4 for 
Geneva and  -1 for China. Mter the vote had been taken the French graciously 
acknowledged " the appropriateness of Montreal and said that their stand 
had been taken on principle, as representing the policy that French delega-
tions were expected to adopt at other international conferences. As for the 
nomination of China by China, some accepted the Chinese statement that 
China was put forward merely as the opening of an offensive to be waged 
in international meetings designed to bring ultimately an international 
organization to China, either permanently or for meetings. Others observed 
that the nomination of .China peimitted that country to avoid making a 
decision. 

(3) FILLING OF THE TWENTY-FIRST SEAT ON THE COUNCIL 

A see-saw struggle was waged over the question of filling the twenty-first 
seat on the Council. At Chicago the maximum size of the Council was set 
at twenty-one. Twenty of the seats were then filled and the twenty-first left 
open in the hope that the U.S.S.R: would join PICAO and occupy the seat. 

Here, as j :  rnatter of selecting a permanent home, the serious dif-
ferences arose not over the Selection of the country but over  thé issue as to 
whether the Assembly shoUld take action. All European 'Members (save 
Spain and 'Portugal) and all Commonwealth countries' urged that the door 
be left open to U.S.S.R. participation. The United States, all Latin American 
countries and Ireland held that the U.S.S.R. had had ample chance to show 
an interest in PICAO and had not done so. There was, therefore, no 
purpose in keeping  the  door open for a guest that had refused many 
invitations and clearly -did not intend to come. The United States -  said many 
countries had made substantial contributions to PICAO and had thus 
earned the right to be elected to the Council. The Canadian view was that 
a Council of twenty was sufficiently large for a membership of forty-four 
and, since there were no strong practical reasons for filling the vacancy, it 
should be left open. 

The United States delegation seemed impressed by the sincerity of- the 
political arguments offered by the European countries, but one member con-
fessed that the United States was committed to nominate Ireland for the 
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vacancy and could not -_abandon the position : taken . In sûb-commission and
commission it was decided to leave . the . seat, unfil ll:ed, but the Assembly re-
versed these decisions by a vote of 20 to 18 .

The selection of the new Council member was a-formality . The rival can-
didates to Ireland were South Africa and Argentina who - nominated them-
selves : Argentina, in - f act, j oine d, PICAO just in - time to nominate herself for
membership in the Council but not in time to participate in any other activity .

South Africa received one vote ; Argentina six, including one has reason to
suspect Spain, Chile, Colombia and Bolivia . The remainder were cast for

Ireland .
The vote clearly recognized the value of the contribution that Ireland had

made to PICAO at the Dub lin Regional Meeting and the very active interest
displayed by, the Irish delegation. Their position was . " not offset by the fact
that Ireland has not seen fit generally to grant even the first of the Five

Freedoms but has made the exercise of it conditional upon foreign aircraft
landing in Sh annon on every flight over Ireland.

330. C .D.H./Vol. 96

Le représentant au Conseil intérimaire de l'OPACI au ministre
de la Reconstruction et des Approvisionnements

Representative to the Interim Council of PICAO to Minister
of Reconstruction and'Supply

Montreal, September 7, 194 6

Dear Mr . Howe,
NORTH ATLANTIC WEATHER SHIP S

. Commander ,Edwards1 writes that he agrees Canada, should participate in
the provision of these stations, but he - advises that no funds are available in
the current year's appropriation and that no financial- : obligations can be

undertaken. He is willing to release Mr . McTaggart-Cowan2 to -accompany me

to the London meetings .starting September 17th•for the technical discussions:

Representatives of thirteen North Atlantic States will draw up an agree-
ment for ratification by their home governments and I think others may be
in the same difficulty as Canada in finding . funds immediately . The U.S.A.

however are definitely prepared to operate four or more stations (their total
share would be about six) and it is probable - that the U.K. and France will
operate at least one each. The possibilities for the remainder will be better
known at the meeting in London and I note from news that reaches , me from

planning levels of D .N.D. Naval that the operation of one station might be

1C . P. Edwards, sous-ministre des Trans- 1 C. P. Edwards, Deputy Minister of
ports. Transport.

1P . D. McTaggart-Cowan de la division 2 P. D. McTaggart-Cowan of the Meteoro-

météorologique du ministère des Transports . logical Division of the Department of
Transport.
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attractive to them in 1947 as part of their training program. Canada under 
this arrangement might even qualify for a financial contribution from other 
North Atlantic States through PICAO. 

If substantially all states indicate their willingness to participate with ships 
or funds it would be embarrassing if Canada were not to go along. 

From sheer difficulty of quickly finding finance, manpower and ships, the 
first year's activities may be small and of course only half our fiscal year re-
mains. Before proceeding to the meeting I would like to feel I had your hack-
ing on the following lines: 

1. If the U.S.A. and a few others will see things through the first year with 
no financing from non-operating states, we will refrain from any undertaking 
for this year. 

2. If outside financing is demanded of, and agreed to, by substantially all 
other participants for less than. the total thirteen stations and for the remaining 
months before March 1947, I would like authority to negotiate up to 
.$100,000 for the current financial year. I think- there is a good chance of . it 
being less. Ratification would, of, course, take place in Ottawa not London. 

3. For next year indicate our willingness to participate in a thirteen ship 
scheme with a financial contribution based-on our share of Atlantic flights and 
taking credit for the.land based meteorological stations we now operate. This 
might be $200,000 to $400,000 a year. 	 _ 

Leave open the possibility of operating- next year. Our Navy has so far 
declined but I have reason to believe that their refusal was based on the 
shortage of recruits for the permanent force, and lack of funds in this year's 
estimates. Both of these objections-  might be overconie if the target date was 
in the S-ummer of 1947, and we might reopen the question With the Navy if 
desirable after.  the London meeting. 

What I am getting at is that I will try to evade any commitment before 
March next year but think it may be too embarrassing to stay out if most 
others are in, but in tliat case I will try to keep, our share as small as possible 
and bring home somethinefor 'ratification which you will be able to justify. 
The'Subject .  is-  unfortunately rather spectacular and Canada as a prominent 
operator might gain undesirable publicity if we alone stood apart. It would be 
hard for me to represent Canada at an international meeting with no statement 
except that we are of the opinion that Canada should participate in the pro-
vision of these stations but that no funds are available and that I must take 
particular care to see that no fmancial commitment is made on behalf of this 
Dominion—to use the words of Commander Edwards' letters. 

In case it may help to serve as a reminder, I attach a note giving in brief 
the reasons why the weather stations are considered justified. 

I will be most grateful for your advice. 

Yours sincerely, 
A. C. McKim 
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[PIÉCE > JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Mémorandum du représentant au _Conseil intérimaire' de l'OPA CI

and deliveries were made in bunches,,of, planes following favourable forecasts .

Memorandum by Representative to the Interim Council of PIÇAO

Montreal, September 7, 1946

NORTH ATLANTIC WEATHER - SHIPS . JUSTIFICATION IN BRIE F

1 . Prior to the war, the North Atlantic was flown by flying- boats, with an
optimum operating lïeight of 10,000 feet and a no'rmal' height`of 'about* 2,000

against head winds . Marginal flying against head ' wind.s was thus, done at
altitudes where surface meteorological charts provided more or -.less adequate

information and of course regularity was ~ unsatisfactory ; in ` f act - it was com-

pletely unscheduled .
2 . Dùring the war ocean weather stations were ôperated by the British, and

subsequently by the U.S: government-twenty-three 'of such ~ statiQns were in

operation- at" one time. Bolnber Command found - it necessary to hâve a very
hIghlY ' organized _uPP er air analYsis section~ -'on, which Air Vice-Marshal Ben=
nett 'places crédit for rriûcli - of his success . -Here ,again service was irregular

3: Our, present' Lancastrians, operating above = 10;000 feet (17,000 "is - the

Constellation flight -level) , have the benefits still of , five ôcean , weather stations

should, bear, out fair share of, the cost .

, , ., . , . ._ .
4 . .Future equipment will operate up to ,30,000 feet . and encounter .;winds

- commonly above 1.00 knots and known - from-time .to time to be 300 laiots .~ At

-these, altitudes it is, impossible to completely ysafe-guard an operation : by ' fuel

resérves and regularity isbound to suffer .if forecasts : ;are not reliable . ,Only an
adequate system of ocean weather stations can . give . proper upper air fore-

casts. , . - .

5. The saving in fuel reserves .carried and the increased regularity expected, . ,, ._ .
will show savings ,that justify the,,cost of the weather ships .

. 6. . If Canada,and, .other . North Atlantic states- are convinced . of this, we

liability ,. of. .f orecasts . .

and have never gone through a winter without at least ;thirteen, whlch is the

scale contemplated. Already . they have . been warned of the, .reducing re-

331., .

Le: haut commissaire -en Nouvelle-Zélande au ministre

~ des A ffcrires - extérieures de Nouvelle-Zélande '
High Commissioner . in New Zealand to Ministe r

-of External Affairs ot . [v ew G eacana
, . . _

No. 1 , [Wellington,] September, 9, 1946

Sir,
I have the honor to refer' tô your lettér of July 15tht extending an invitatio n

to the Goverlinient. ôf Canada on behalf of the other Governments concerned
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332. 

to accept membership on the South Pacific Air 'Transport Council. The in-
vitation contained in your letter  was duly conveyed to the Secretary of State 
for External Affairs at Ottawa, who informs me that in view of the extremely 
large number of international organizations which are developing in the field 
of civil aviation as well as in other fields it would be difficult for Canada at 
the moment to carry out the commitments which might be involved in full 
membership in the Council, in the way of sending experienced representatives 
to meetings. 

Under the circumstances, the Canadian Government would not be in a 
position at this time to assume full membership, and they would not care to do 
so unless they could meet their responsibility. fully. For the present, therefore, 
the Canadian Government would prefer to remain in a position where they 
might have the privilege from time to  tune of sending observers from the 
Offices of the Canadian High Commissioners to meetings of the Council. 

The Canadian Government would -much ,appréciate the opportunity to re-
consider this decision as to their relatioriship to the South Pacific Air Trans-
port Council when they are in a position to inaugurate the Trans-Canada Air 
Lines service in the Pacific. They would then be in a better position to deter-
mine whether they could make arrangements for full and active Canadian 
membership. 

I have etc. 
W. A. 'RIDDELL 

C.D.H./Vol. 96 

Le ministre de la Reconstruction et des Approvisionnements au représentant 
au Conseil intérimaire de l'OPACI 

Minister of Reconstruction and Supply to Representative 
to the Interim Council of . PICAO 

Ottawa, Septeinber 12, 1946 
Dear Mr. McKim, 

RE NÔRTI-i - KfLANTIC WEATHER SHIÉS 

I have your letter Of -Septembet 7th and regret the delay in replYing, 
which is due in part to .rny absence from Ottawa. 

I note that you and 'Mr. McTaggart-Cowan will represent Canada at the 
London meetings, starting September 17th, for -  technical discussions. 

I have no quarrel with the suggestions contained in Your letter, and it 
will be in order to take the stand that you indicate in your letter as reason-
able. You must, however, bear in mind that we hâve made no provision 
for an expenditure for weather shipà in the murent fiscal year, and that it 
will be necessary to obtain specific Govenunent approval before any such 
provision can be made for the next fischl yèar. ( 
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As far as the financial commitment is concerned, I will endeavour to

back up any decision you arrive at . I cannot, however, . make any commit-

ment for the Department of National Defence (Navy), and it will be neces-
sary for you to be cautious about . promising that Canada will place a naval

ship in the . service .
Frankly, I am alarmed at the size of the Government expenditure required

to support the aids to air navigation, a ll of which is non-revenue producing.

I see no indication that earnings of the airline will provide any return on

this huge expenditure .
In the matter of weather, we seem to be going far beyond our immediate

responsibilities and for that reason, if for no other, it seems to me that

others, having a greater density of traffic, should bear the major cost - of

operating the weather ships .

I trust that you and Mr. McTaggart-Cowan will have a most interesting._ . ,and helpful part in the discussions :

Yours sincerely,
C. D. HOWE

333. C.D.H./Vol. 96

Le représentant, au Conseil intérimaire de l'OPACI au ministre
de la Reconstruction et des Approvisionnements

Representative to the Interim Council of PICAO to Minister
of Reconstruction and Supply

Montreal, September 27, 1946

Dear Mr. Howe,
NORTH ATLANTIC WEATHER STATION S

I have today returned from the London 'Conference and- give the fol-
lowing preliminary report on the agreement reached, which I will confirm
with an actual copy of the signed agreement .

All 13 nations participated and the complete project for the 13 weat~h

stations was agreed. Ten States being prospective operators on the North
Atlantic to contribute as follows :

U.S.A .
U.S .A. and Canada
U.K.
Norway and Sweden (with
contribution by the U.K.)
Belgium and The Netherlands
(with contribution from, Ireland)
France

Total

No. of Stations
7
1
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Stations operated by groups of States may be by arrangements which 
do not concern others. The exact wording of the agreement between Canada 
and the U.S. being as follows: 

The United States of America to provide and operate the station. Canada to 
have the option to provide and to operate to the extent of fifty percent of the 
station or otherwise to contribute in a manner mutually acceptable to both 
Governments. 

The agreement will come into force 1st July 1947 and meanwhile States 
are urged to operate voluntarily. It, is almost certain that the U.S.A.. will 
operate 4  and the U.K. 1 station this winter. Notices had been previously 
sent out by our Meteorology-  Department to T.C.A. that forecasts would 
be less reliable this winter and regularity and payload will consequently 
>suffer until the full project _operates. 
, I think you will ,agree we have negotiated a moderate share for Canada. 
Nothing.  is asked from this year's estimate. Next year we can operate a 
ship as  our  share of one-half station, or, if the Navy Still cannot, we can 
pay in cash, or,-  as I think may be acceptable, take over as an off-set the 
'operation of more land-based facilities now operated by the U.S.A. I am 
to attend the Interdepartmental Meteorology meeting in Ottawa next month 
with the benefit of which I will submit a recommendation. 

The signatures to the agreement become binding upon acceptance bY 
home governments. 

Yours sincerely, 
A. C. McKim 

334. - 	 - 	 C.D.H./Vol. 96 

Mémorandum du représentant ail Conseil intérimaire de l'OPACI 
au ministre de la Reconstruction et des Approvisionnements 

Memorandum  from  Representative to the Interim Council of PICAO 
to Minister of Reconstruction and SupplY 

Montreal, October 31, 1946 

MULTILATERAL' AGREEMENT ON' COMMERCIAL AIR RIGHTS 

CANADA'S POSITION IN PICAO DISCUSSIONS 

1. PICAO Secretariat has now edited the papers and discussions of the 
1946 Assembly* on the Multilateral Agreement. Work is now starting in 
a new Committee of PICAO to prepare if possible a .draft for the Assembly 
of April 7th, 1947. 

2. I am chairman of this Committee but with reluctance as I am not 
hopeful of success.. I expressed as a condition of acceptance .that each mem-
ber would undertake to give  his  best* efforts personally -  to -the work and 

*Printed,  book under PICAO Document No. 2089 Oct. .1946 - ' 
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would be honest with the others in expressing his pérsonal 'point of view
when he found himself persuaded by argument even when' . the national
position he had been instructed to take differed from his own . I said that
I fully expected us to . be under pressure to - accept ~' with minimum change
the form of the U.S:A:-U:K . Bermuda Agreement . I felt it had disadvantages
as a`basis for a Multilateral Agreement though it must recéive : serious
consideration as it seemed acceptable to the two largest air operators .

3. There is no use ' persisting with Council's proposal to the 1946 Assembly
for "permissive rate differentials" . as a méans of protecting ,regional lines., .
against ' the inroads of through lines . In fact any formula with , the 4ame,;- .
object seems unacceptable to the U.S.A., they having also declined sug-
gestions `made at Chicago involving limitation on load factor with escalation ,
etc .

Another fundamental of Council's proposal to the 1946 Assembly, was
the granting to an International Board and Council of powers of judgement .
This too was objectionable to the U .S .A. and someb others .. ,,

4. The Transport Agreement which was ratified by only - sixteen States
has now béen, renounced by . the U.S .A. in my . opinion because , it requirés
contracting States not_,to ., allow the operation of .an :airline of a .,contracting; . . ,
State through its alrsp, ace if Council lias judged it to be

-
in default (Ch. XVIII. .. , ,, . ; , . ,

of Convention) .

after taking account of local and,'regional' services:

, , . ., , . . . _.
(c) to ' the` traffic requirements of the area through ; which the airline passe s

destination;
(b) to the requirements of through â.irline operation ; and

5. This b rings us to Bermuda*,* .which is widely commended as the basis
of the future Multilateral Agreement . I do not object to it as a bilateral
agreement, but "I béliève it has factors which make it an unacceptable
basis for what we have considered to be a true multilateral agreement . The
'clausës deâling with capacity are open to misinterpretation and in fact the
British and U .S .A. ~ authorities , have already interpreted . them differently in
public pronouncements ; the,prinçiples , are ve ry vague.-.for i .example,

the interest of the air carriers of the other Government shall be taken into
cônsideration so as` not to, affect` unduly the service which the lattér provides on
all or part of the same routes .

Nobody .seems to .,know. what unduly means .

. shall retain as their pri mary objective the provision of capaci ty adequate to the
traffic demands 'between . the count ry, of ' which `such air" carrier is . a national
and the country of ultimate destination of the traffic .

This seems a satisfactory statement that . 3rd and 4th,,-Freedom~ traffic is
the. primarÿ .basis ; but

.
it -then states tha.t the rights to 5th Freedom traffic-

shall be subject to . the general principle that capacity, :should be . related, .-
(a) to traffic requirements between the country of origin and coun tr ies o f

• . . .A . . . . . . . . . .

**U .S .A: U .K. Air Services Agreement of Feb . 11, 1946 '
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Nobody seems to know exactly what this means nor how much of the local 
traffic could properly be picked up by a through-line "after taking account 
of local and regional services". 

Lord Winster has said- 
. . . the maintenance of a close relationship between capacity operated on the 
various routes of mutual iiiterest and traffic offering can best be put into practical 
effect by providing for an ex post facto review on the basis of this principle. 
Machinery for close and continuing collaboration between the two govenunents 
will be established to this end.*** 

Truman:'  President 	has said- 
Under .  the Bermuda Agreement there will be no control of frequencies and .no 
control  of  so-called 'Fifth Fieedom right's  on  tnmk routes operated primarily for 
through service. It gives to the airline operators ' the great opportunity of using 
their initiative and enterprise in developing air transportation over great areas of 
the world's surface. 

Granting these to be political speeches it would indicate the possibility of 
several interpretation§ should say forty nations be involved_ instead of two. 

PICAO's role in settlem.ent of disputes u,nder Bermuda is only advisory and 
would presumably have only moral effect on the offending state whic,h Would 
then be free to dealwith'its offending-airlines as it pleased.  

For "reasonablY direct  route"  is substituted in Bermuda  an - Annex -  of 
specific routes, and st,opping points. -  Presumably everY 'nation would have to 
negotiate bilaterallY with everY other dit -  routes, to be exchanged, thus the 
apparent liberality of granting five Freedoms to all the `World inight he corn-
'pletely nullified with'all the evils, of bilateràlism involving- possible -ecdnomic 
and politieal'pressuies. inr the gaining of favourable rights. 	' •. 	, 	 • 

In short—Bermuda  translated froni a Bilateral without substantial change r 	, 	• 	, 
w014 not  be:a Mültilateral - but a new formof the standard Bilateral now 
included M thé Chicago' Final' Act., 	 7 

6. Although the  trend  of future  discussions May change our attitude, I put 
forward as the basic stand I should take in PICAO discussions the follow-
ing: ' 

that we cdnsider a multilateral agreement should be a treaty binding on all 
goyernments and ,that it_should_ be tied to the Chicago Convention by refer-
ence or as an•amendment to it; 

that five Freedoms should be granted only_ in conjunction with principles 
that are dearly understandable in offering protection against destructive com-
petition by powerful through-lines or, better still, dperative clauses that set 
forth the consequences of specific acts of such destructive competition; 

that these principles or  •  clauses should be subject to interprétation by a 
Board, by Council or other International Authority having powers of "judge-
ment" rather than "advice" thus 'causing states to take action against the air-
line of an offending State; and 

***Han.s'ardiouse of Lords—V:-139 No. 53 p. .367-8 
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that the rules must be the same for a ll and not include the possibili ty of
bilateral exchanging of Freedoms ;within a framework calling itself a Multi-
lateral Agreement.

Without a Multilateral Agreement having these, provisions in some form or
other, or a new solution which would adequately take their place, Canada
should prefer to continue with bilateral agreements .

I would appreciate any advice enabling me to represent these matters better .

335. C :D.H./Vol. 96

Le ministre de la Reconstruction et des Approvisionnemënts~au ;représentasnt
au Conseil intérimaire 'de l'OPACI

- Minister of, Reconstruction and Supply-to- Representative
to the Interim Council of PICA O

Ottawa, November 11, 1946
Dear Anson [McKim], _ . . : .

Thanks for your memo of October 31st re multilateral- agreement on . com-
mercial air rights . I" am glad to note that you are ' Chairman of the new com-
mittee that will make recommendations for the Assembly of April, 7th, .1947 .

I`fully agree that any,multilateral agreement must be ~definite. in . terms, and
capable of exact interpretation. Otherwise; frictions are bound to develop and
the work of PICAO will become increasingly di fficult.

The U.S.A.-U.K . Bermuda Agreement is fast becoming the pattern for
bilateral agreements .- Canada and the U .S . wi ll meet in, Washington on Decem-
ber 2nd,1 and I- rather imagine that something like the, Bermuda Agreement
will evolve from that meeting. There is no great objection to the Bermuda
Agreement as a basis for bilateral agreements, but I .would dislike to be in the
position, of PICAO if called upon to police a multilateral ag"réement in the
same terms .

As far as Canada is concerned, I doubt if we would be in a stronger posi-
tion under a multilateral -agreement than is our position under a se ries of
bilateral agreements reasonably uniform as to terms . Up to now- we have had
no great difficulty in working out the terms of bilateral agreements , covering
routes in which we are interested . Therefore, 'I will not feel to badly should
it be found that a multilateral agreement is impossible. On the other hand, I
agree with those who believe that everything possible should be done .to obtain
a satisfacto ry multilateral agreement.

There is no difference -between us as to the objectives set out in your
memorandum. I wish you every success in working themout .

With kind regards,
Yours sincerely,

C . D. HowE

1 Voir les documents 1043, 1050-1053 . .` 1 See Documents 1043,A050-1053 .
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CHAPITRE VII / CHAPTER VII 

CRISE ALIMENTAIRE 

FOOD  CRISIS 	. 

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in United States; to Secretary of State for External Affairs. 

TELEGRAM WA-555 	 Washington, January 31, 1946 

IMMEDIATE. Our WA-470 of January- 26tht concerning discussion in the 
UNRRA Cinriniittee on Supplies relating to wheat, rice, fats, etc. 

The sub-Committee referred to in that teletype had an all-&y meeting 
yesterday at which the United States, United Kingdom and Canadian execu-
tive officers .  of the Combined Food Board were present in an advisory 
capacity. At that meeting the following recornmendation was proposed: 

"That the decision taken in mid-1945 to remove wheat and flour from 
formal International Allocation recommendations should be rescinded forth-
with". - - 

As our  discussion  previous to the meeting made it clear that not only the 
receiving countries but also the United States wbuld support  this recommen-
dation, and in fact that Canada (and pOssibly Australia and the United King-
dom although their positions were not made clear) • would be virtually alone 
in opposing the proposed recommendation, we suggested the follèwing as an 
alternative recôrnmendation: 

"That, the Administration  having represented that the placing of wheat and 
flour under formal  International Allocation  would cbntribute to an imprcive-
ment in the availability of sinilies to UNRRA., the Govérmnents concerned 
be urged:  to reconsider .mbSt urgently  the  decision taken in mid-1945 to re-
move Wheat and flout frbm International  .Allocation". 

This alternative proposal was adopted .as a recommendation by the sub-
Committee. It ià clear from the language of the recommendation and from the 
discussion at, the meeting' that the sub-Committee intended to express no 
judgment as to the probable results of the reinstitiition of an International 
Allocation arrangement and that the recommendation was not to be taken as 
necessarily implying any particillar outcome of the proposed reçonsideration 
of the mid-1945 decision. 

The recommendation, if adopted by the Committee on Supplies, does of 
course imply 'that' member Governments concerned would be prepared to 
undertake such a re-examination or reconsideration. I should be grateful for 
guidance from you as to the positibri which we should take on this recom-
mendation in further discussion either in the sub-Committee or in the Com 
mittee on Supplies. 
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A further recommendation relating to wheat was adopted by the sub-Com-
mittee in the following terms:

"That the exporting countries and the Cereals Committee of the Combined
Food Board take into consideration in making a llocations or in programming
exports of wheat and flour, the extent to which the claimants for wheat and
flour have followed the example set by UNRRA and made the maximum sub-
stitution practically possible of other cereals for wheat in both their impo rt
requirements -and in the uti lization of the indigenous grain resources ."

I should be grateful for guidance on this recommendation as we ll .

Poland, China, Yugoslavia and the U .S .S .R. proposed a further recom-
mendation, relating to rice, fats and other foodstuffs as well as to wheat,
which -would have required the allocating agencies and the supplying Govern-
ments to give a first priority to UNRRA's requirements ahead of all other
claimants (on the grounds that UNRRA's customers are Allied be lligerent

countries-.which suffered the greatest devastation during the war, that the re-
quirements originally stated by the Governments had been drastically screened
by UNRRA before submission to the Boards, and that UN RRA is an Organ
ization of the United Nations) . The precise language of the proposed recom-

mendation was :
- ' .'That : UNRRA's stated requirements, after sereening the requests of the

receiving UNRRA Governments, be accepted by the Combined Food Board
as a final determination of the quantities to be allocated to UNRRA and that
no reduction be made in these quantities except by the - Heads of the Govern-
ments of the countries represented on the Combined Food Board after con-
sidering the views of both UNRRA. and the :C.F.B ."

In the sub-Committee this recommendation_ was voted down by the United
States, United Kingdom, France, Australia and Canada, who, proposed a form
of words which would have drawn attention to the dire . needs of the UNRRA
countries and would have urged that the requirements be met to the maximum
extent consistent with the essential needs of other United Nations and con-
sistent with the requirements of Germany and Japan as defined in the Potsdam
Declaration or in decisions of the Far Eastern Commission . Our alternative
recommendation was of course unsatisfactory to the UNRRA receiving coun-
tries and the Polish representative 'indicated his intention to,press his original
recommendation before the Full Committeeon Supp lies .

The .Polish representative - proposed further - .that the ., inability of the
receiving countries to secure adequate supplies through UNRRA be brought
formally- to the attention of the United Nations . Organization. in order that
account might be taken there of the political implications in the -situation

and that effective recommendations to meet the situation might,be developed .

The sub-Committee is to meet again on -the afternoon of F riday, February

-lst and the Full Committeé on Supp lies is to meet for formal -consideration
of these 'recommendations at 3 p:m.; Tue"sday, February 5th . I- 'should be
grateful ' to 'receive instructions concerning the' first two recommendations,
together with any observations concerning the other recommendations .
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I  • should be grateful also to learn from you whether any action is in 
process to implement the willingness expressed in your EX-217 of January 
24tht to forego rice (except for the Oriental population in Canada) 
provided similar action is taken in the United States. If no action is under-
way is it your desire that we report this willingness to the United States 
authorities? In this connection could you Jet us know to what extent steps 
which have already been taken to procure and distribute our 1946 allocation 
of rice would make it impossible for us to release rice in excess of the 
requirements for our Oriental population even if the United States were to 
indicate a willingness to do likewise. 

Mr. Lewis' requests that the sense of this message be reported to Dr. 
Barton in the, Department of Agriculture. 

DEA/4171-40 

Le commissaire en chef, la Commission canadienne du blé, 
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Chief Commissioner, Canadian Wheat Board, 
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

Winnipeg, February 3, 1946 
Dear Mr. Robertson, 

I am attaching herewith the -views of the Board in regard to teletype  No  
WA-555. In . addition to the attached material I think I should rnake a 
few  observations;  

1 J. W. Lewis, officier exécutif adjoint du 	W. Lewis, Assistant Executive Officer 
Canada à la Commission mixte de l'alimenta- for Canada, Combined Food Board. 
tion. 
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in the second instance. Only by breaking down the British p riority on
Canadian wheat could UNRRA or other claiming countries - secure larger
immediate supplies . Our first priority is based upon minimum United
Kingdom requirements . We are reliably informed that at the - present"time

the United 'Kingdom is on the verge of bread rationing, and her situation
cannot improve until the fall of 1946 at the earliest .

While I think Canada should co-operate in every way with other count ries

through the Cereals ~Committee of the Combined Food Board, it is funda-
mental that we do' retain the final decision as to the destination of Canadian

wheat exports . As I see it, the chief exporting countries have to retain control
of their export wheat, but should co-ordinate their efforts' in the light of the
needs as set forth in the records of the Cereals Committee . It is obvious that

UNRRA and certain other claiming countries would like to see a return of

firm allocations of export wheat in the hope of diverting some of the present
supplies from the United Kingdom, and to some extent from Belgium and The
Netherlands to countries whose needs are' in the hands of UNRRA . In the

main, the objective would be to divert part of the flow of Canadian wheat from

north-western Europe to southern Europe .

I might add that I am not at all satisfied with the requirement figures being
submitted by UNRRA and some other impo rting countries . Neither am I

satisfied that many countries now demanding wheat have carried out appropri-
ate procurement policies within their own countries ; certainly not to the extent

the United Kingdom has. We now have a sub-committee of ; the Cereals
Committee working over requirement figures, and I hope - to have this sub-

committee report at the next meeting of the Cereals Committee, which I
believe will be held about Monday, February 11th .

These are observations which I think you should bear, iY n mind .

truly,Yours very ,

[PIÉCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

- Commission canadienne du blé au sous-secrétcüre d'État
. aux A ffaires extérieures

Canadian Wheat Board to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

Winnipeg, February 3, 1946

Dear Mr . Robertson,
RE TELETYPE WA-555

The Board has given consideration to the three main questions raised in this

teletype . These are :

1 . The proposal to discontinue nearby programming and to institute firm

international allocations of wheat over longer periods .
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2. The further recoinmendation on maximum substitution and use of 
indigenous supplies. 

3. The unapproved resolution of UNRRA receiving countries sponsored by 
Poland and slated for submission to the UNRRA Committee on supplies. 

In regard to Question (1) we have the follovving observàtions to make: 
(1) The particular references should be examined in the light of an over-all 

shortage of wheat available to meet stated import requirements. This over-
all shortage for the six months' period ending June 30th, 1946, has been 
estimated at some five million long tons. Therefore, the basic position is that if , 
one claimant is given additional wheat it must be at the expense of some other 
claimant or claimants. 

(2) We firmly believe that there should be co-ordination of effort between 
the exporting countries in the supplying of wheat during this critical period 
and for that reason we are prepared to do everything possible to facilitate the 
work and the objectives of the Cereals Committee. If the correlating medium 
of the Cereals Committee is dispensed with, it seems clear that, for humani-
tarian reasons alone, the Canadian Wheat Board would have to establish 
liaison with the United States as the other principal wheat supplier. Similar 
contact with other suppliers would make distribution more equitable and 
effective and finally, the result would be a loose and rather inefficient system 
of exchànging information that wouldn't have any real inter-govemmental 
authority. For this reason and others, we have become convinced that the 
Cereals Committee considered to have a necessary function in wartime has a 
continuing function in this distressing period of hunger in Europe and short 
supplies in the exporting countries. 

(3) Any practical approach to the problem of distributing wheat supplies 
must take into accOunt the fact that each exporting country has favoured 
customers for commercial, sentimental or,  other reasons. Canada has the 
United Kingdom; the United States has Italy and France; the Argentine 
has Spain, Portugal and certain South American countries; Australia has 
preferred markets in ;the Far East. These natural preferences are difficult 
to eliminate, especially under conditions ',of stress. 

(4) At the present time approximately three-fifths of Canadian wheat for 
export is committed to the United Kingdom for minimum home requirements 
by announced Canadian government policy. This leaves two-fifths of Cana-
dian monthly exports available for distribution among all other claimants. 
We are endeavouring to make a fair distribution of residual supplies, but 
under the circumstances it is only possible to  programme' a lirnited quan-
tity of Canadian wheat to other urgent claimants such as France and 
UNRRA. Therefore, firm allocations of residual supplies of Canadian wheat 
over a longer period would have the effect of reducing the quantities going 
to various claimants. If UNRRA received more 'Canadian wheat it would 
have to be at the main expense of France in the first instance and Belgium, 

( 
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Netherlands, Norway, Czechoslovakia and the London Food Council areas 
such as Malta, South Africa, India, Ceylon, etc. in the second instance. 

(5) The question of firra allocations of wheat cannot be evaluated without 
particular reference to the United States position. -  For 'reasons of internal 
transportation and farm holding tendencies, the United States has not 
demonstrated that they can deliver export wheat on the basis of extended 
allocations. The teletype states that the United States  favours firm allocations. 
At the January meeting of the Cereals Committee a United States rep-
resentative stated that the United States could not programme completely 
•for the month of February. .We believe that the facts of the 'United States 
position are such that that country cannot enter into ,firm allocations for 
an extended period with any reasonable hope of meeting such allocations. 
• •Argentina i  the next largest supplier, has not as yet agreed to be a party 
•to firm allocations and has admitted some prior commitments. Argentina, 
on the other hand, will probably agree to work with • other exporting 
dountries in co-ordinating exports over  and  beyond present commitments 
and natural preferences. 	 • 

The Small Australian surplus of wheat is not a factor in the Eurtipean 
situation and will be largely utilized on advice of the London Food Council. • 

(6) If we felt that this proposal would help the over-all problem we 
,would support it. We believe, however, that firm _international allocations 
over longer periods would not have the eXpected .effect and  would create 
more «problems than they are designed to solve. Moreover, from Canada's 
standpoint, firin allocations covering the first half of 1946 would cause us 
to hold greater supplies of wheat in reserve against sci many outstanding 
commitments. 

(7) For the  foregoing reasons wé' believe that  the  proposal of 'firm alloca-
tions bi ex.  port' wheat o . /e•i.  longer Periods *  through .  the Cereals' Conimittee 
is * nôt practical. At the saine time we believe that  the direction of-Wheat 
exports chiring.  the first half .  of 1946 can • best be determined by tlié co-
ôrdinated action of the four chief expôrtinicountries -  in the -light of existing 
commitments and in the light of "claims and 1  circumstances advanced by 
iniporting cduntries and UNRRA; 

Proposal 2. 	- 
We 'agree With the recommendation in regard to maximum substitution 

and the  maximum usé of indigenous supplies. At the present time we do 
not agree' that  these conditions àré fully *met in the representations • made 
for UNRRA supplied areas. The Cereals Committee is not satisfied with 
requirements  figures  submitted by some iMporting countries and UNRRA. 
A • sub-cbinmittee of the Cereals Committee is now working on a further 
*sèreening of requirement figures. The report of this sub-committee should be 
received and considered before further programming or allocating is done. 
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,Proposal 3 :

53 9

` We do
11
not ' agree 'thât UNRRA's - stated requirements should be accepted

by the Combined Food - Board as a- final ` determination of the - quantities'to
be allocate& to UNRRA : We do not agree that UNRRA should receive' a
No.- 1 priority and we believe that UNRRA's requirements should be
screened to the, same -extent as the reqùirements of any, importing country .
We do not agree; with the suggestion that no reduction be made in UNRRA
quantities excep t by the .' fieads of. the governments of the countries rep-
resented on the Combined' Food Board. This suggestion would _ end the
Cereals Committee, as an - effective instrument of international, policy. We
agree with . the alternative wording proposed on behalf of the United Kingdom,
France ; ; Australia and Canada.

In conclusion we must indicate . that we-are fully aware of UNRRA's prob-
lem and its importance . We are prepared -to do all that we can do for=UNRRA
within the limits . of our commitrnent to the United Kingdo m and our responsi-
-bility to "countries not ; receiving UNRRA supplies . It . must be remembered,
however, that we have been successful in moving Canadian wheat overse as. early in ' the present crop year and when our large movement was under way
last fall UNRRA~ was a relatively small claimant . .The full UNRRA -pro=
gramme was not submitted to the Cereals cCommittee- until .late in December
and by that time more than half of the Canadian exportable surplus of wheat
for the crop year 1945-46 had already been exported .- Wheii we were -advised
of the full UNRRA programme we immediately recognized the new situation
in our February and March programmes; and in our tentative programme ~ for
Ap ril . When stated requirements are further : ; screene& by I the_7 Cereals - Corri-
mittee, it may be possible , forus to provide, more wheat- for UNRRA . . - How-
ever, with our , commitments ; to ; ahe- United Kingdom; other wheat. :- exporting
countries"will have ; to ~: be the chief source, . of supply . for ÜNRRA's . wheat
reauiréments ;. especially if . these .- reqûirements : contiriue - to 'be stated at - a: four
million long ton level ,

Yours very truly,
1- G.- McIvoR .

338. DEA/215

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au secrétài.re .d'État aux A ffaires extérieures

Ambassador in . United States to, Secretary of State f or External A f j`azrs
.. . . . .:

TE
. ~ _

I,EGItAi: vt WA-654 Washington, February ,6, 1946

.IMMEDIATE : Following - for Robertson from - Pearson, Begins : Your teletype
EX-383 of February 5tht and yesterday's from McIvort on the cereal situa=
.tion have been read with -much interest . We had a meeting of the ,Comm;ittee
on -Supplies of ~ UNRRA - yesterday, - in which we adopted the report . of the
Sub-Committee on Supply Problems dealing particularly with cereals and oils
and fats (enclosed with - despatch 295 of February 5th) t . There are figures
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in this report which, though possibly misleading without more explanation, do,
if accurate as they stand, undoubtedly show to UNRRA's own satisfaction,
and also to others', that UNRRA is not getting sufficient consideration by the

Combined Food Board. It is felt here by UNRRA and also by certain Ameri-
can authorities, that in so far as wheat is concerned Canada is largely to
blame because of the separate arrangements which we have made regarding
the disposition of our wheat. This is, a matter which undoubtedly wi ll have to

be given consideration by the Food Board . Normally, I think little exception

could be taken to Canada's po licy, especially in view of the way we have met
our commitments, but because of the highly critical nature of the present
cereals situation, now widely discussed here, I think myself that we should
very seriously consider our attitude . United States officials are now taking a
very dark view of the European food situation, and the fact that they are
somewhat late in coming to their present conclusions does not alter the facts
of that situation or the .necessity for drastic remedies . There is a disposition
here to think that the~ restoration of international allocations may be required,
and though both Ritchie and I at the meeting yesterday warned against over-
optimistic conclusions as to what may be_ expected if this is done, it seems

probable that the . proposal will be pushed by the United States notwithstand-

ing their previous attitude . On the basis of the information which I have,
which- may not be adequate to come to valid conclusions ; I think we should

be very hesitant in opposing international allocation of wheat, especially in
view of our previous opposition to its abandonment and especially if we are

nôw in a minority of one. I appreciate the arguments put forward by Mc-

-Ivor in teletypes EX-3661 and EX-3671 but I - do not think those arguments

take sufficiently into consideration the desperate nature of the , present situa-

tion . We would certainly be open to serious criticism if, in view of that situa-

tion, we continued to talk about favoured - customers for commercial, senti-

mental ' or", other reasons; to say" that natural ' preferences ' are difficult to

eliminate, especially under conditions of stress, and thâ.t ' agreement for co-

ordinated action by the four chief exporting countries must be _ qualified by

existing commitments. Surely we cannot be more insistent on maintaining

those commitinents than their chief beneficiary, the United Kingdom, which
has -already -announced fu rther sacrifices which will make it possible for more

cèreals -tâ go to Europe, in parts of which admittedly the need is now much
greater than in the .United Kingdom . ,. . . . . . ~

2 . My mâ.in concern in all this is that our record, which has been so good,

should 'not' be unnecessarily spoiled ' or that we should be'put ln a position of

appearing .to be less , aware of the immediate dangers of the present situation

than the United States or the United Kingdom . _ Mr. Attlee's telegram to the

P rime Minister and Sir Ben Smith's broâdc as t last night certainly acquit the

United Kingdom of unawareness while there are many, evidences, including, a
this subject and the issuance of a

new. policy
long Cabinet

~statemn
meeting

bY

yesterday
s afternoon which is reported in a

the Presidentt hi
to

.

1 Non trouvé . . s Not located .
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separate message, which show that. the United States authorities are coining 
around to a realistic appreciation of the position, and.which, it is hoped, may 
result in somel  action here to meet that situation. It seems _to me that not only 
a new and careful examination of our position is required, on the highest : 

 political levels, but that some statement probably should be made soon in 
Ottawa along the lines of those which are being made here and in London. In 
this connection, Dean Achesôn's broadcast last Saturday night painted a very 
black picture, and I believe has had considerable effect here. Governor 
Lehman has addressed personal telegrams to the Heads-  of the United States, 
United Kingdom, Australian and Canadian Governments emphasizing 
UNRRA's food difficulties, which threaten to become insurmountable. 
Without substantial improvement, it seems clear that there will be wide-
spread starvation in Europe and the Far East before summer. If that 
assumption is correct, surely -  it is the only basis on which policy can be 
formulated and the only natural preference which can be admitted is that 
of meeting the present desperate need. Ends. 

339. 	 DEA/215 

Mémorandum du Bureau du Conseil privé au secrétaire du Cabinet 

Memorandum from Privy Council Office to Secretary to the Cabinet 

Ottawa, February 7, 1946 
WORLD FOOD 'PROBLEM 

• 

,,The main need is to ,find additional supplies of wheat-for export. 
The meeting felt strongly: 

.. (1) That Canada should not take/any butter from the U.K., for psychologi- 

(2) That Canada should generally match the U.S. programme for increasing 
food supplies for export; 

It follows from (1) above that the ration of butter in Canada will have to • 

be cut, probably from six to 4 ounces per person per week: In this connection 
there is a grave danger ôf a partial break-down of our rationing system but it 
was felt that this danger must be faced. 

More specifically the following measures it was felt should be adopted: 
(1) To launch a vigorous nation-wide campaign for food conservation; 
(2) To adopt measures, with restaurants, retailers and wholesalers, to con-

serve supplies; 
(3) To make a reduction in the amounts of wheat and barley used in the 

production of potable akohol and beer, at least comparable to that envisaged 
bÿ the U.S. 

It is important to have a decision from Cabinet on: 
(a) the extent of the progranune for increasing supplies for export, and 



(b) the selection of an agency responsible for organizing :the campaign to
arouse public support.

. The achieving of an increase in the supp lies of cereals available for export
raised the following problems the answers to which could not at such short
notice be given :

(a) If the wheat .flour extraction rate is raised to 80 per-cent (the proposed
U.S. percentage) with resultant reduc tion in mill-feeds, it is most probable that
the production of dairy .products and beef and hogs will diminish . This raising
of the extraction rate is much more-seriôus for Canada than for the U .S.

since :-
(i) Canada has heavier commitments per capita to export dairy products

of all kinds (butter, cheese, eggs, milk, etc . )
(ii) Canada lacks obvious alternative dairy feeds such as corn .

(b) If an 80 per =cent extraction of flour was decided on, the Government
would probably have to subsidize the movement of pats and low-grade wheat
to make up the deficiencies of mill-feeds .

(c) Assuming Canada could make immediately available increased quan-
tities of wheat, can our internal transport and storage facilities succeed in get-
ting the wheat to the seaboard .

Mr. Pearson, in his teletype, reported that the Americans were anxious to
establish international allocation of wheat as a measure to assist in meeting
the emergency. There are a number of considerations in this connection :

(i) Our wheat is selling at $1 .55 (Can.) per bushel, and U.S. wheat at
approximately $2 .10 (U.S.) per bushel

. (ii) Allocation per se would not increase thé total amount : of supp lies

available for export .

(iii) The U .S . would probably not be able to fulfil its commitments ; it is

our wheat therefore which would be re-allocated to make- good the U .S .

deficiency. .

It was felt, however, that the difficulties in international allocation were not

insuperable and it was important that we should not find ourselves alone i n

opposition to the proposal.
M. G. GLASSCO

340. DEA/21 5

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary of State
for External A ffairs

TELEGRAM 375 London, February 9, 1946 '

MOST IMMEDIATE . ASDEL 74 . Our ASDEL . Nos : 51f and 64 t regarding
draft B ritish resolution on wheat and rice .
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1. The resolution has been revised and the operative sections now read as 
follows, Begins: The General Assembly: 

1. Urges all Governments and peoples to take imraediate drastic action, 
both directly and through the international organizations conce rned, to con-
serve supplies by securing adequate collection of crops from the producers, by 
saving food and ,  airoiding waste and to ensure the maximum production of 
grain in the coming season; 

2. Notes that several of the United Nations have recently announced 
mea,sures to reserve grain supplies for direct human consumption and to secure 
increased production; 	 , 

3. Urges all Goverrunents to publish full information regarding their own 
supplies and requiremnts of cereals and the steps they have taken, or are pre-: 
pared to take, to achieve the objectives expressed in paragraph 1; 

4. Requests thé international organizations conce rned with food and agricul-
ture to publish information in their possession on the world cereals position 
and the future outlook in order to assist Governments in determining their 
short term and long term agricultural policy. Ends. 

2. The .resolutiOn will be discussed in Plenary Assembly on Monday. We  
propose to sp'eak in support, but  lack  information  regarding facts and policies 
necessary to make an effective statement. We, therefore, hope for detailed 
instructions. 

341. 	 - 	 DEA/215 

Le secrétaire d'Étca aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire 
en  Grande-Bretagne 

Secretor)! of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner 
r in Great Britain  

TELEGRAiVI 366 	• 	- 	 Ottawa; February 10, 1946 • 	• 	, 	• 
MOST I/VIMEDfATÉ. ASDEL, ‘29 keferenée your telegram, No 375, ASDEL 
No 74. _ 

In, speaking  to .Resolution re food; Canadian representative in supporting 
resolution 'could inClude following comments:. . 	• 	 . 	, 

"Canada's food position reflects 'developments in Canadian agriculture dur= 
ing the six years of the war. During the war _Canada carried the responsibility' 
of supplying unpreCedented 'quantities of food in accordance with wartime 
needs. 

During the war Canada's agricultural development followed two main lines: 
(1) The maintenance of cereal production -  and the building up of un-

precedented stocks of wheat as a wartime reserve. 	' 
'(2) The expansion of the production of livestock and livestock Products to 

the level of wartime needs. 
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By 1943 Canada% production of: food products: had.reached a very high 
level and the distribution of food products abroad had reached capacity. levels. 
Apart from some reduction in hog numbers (which has resulted In less grain 
being fed in Çanada) the export of food products .remains at practically 
capacity levels and will so remain during the period of the present crisis. 

It will be appreciated that when .a country is producing foodstuffs at a very 
high level and exporting food products at maximum capacity and has been 
doing this continuously for a period of nearly three years, the possibility of 
further increases in food exports is subject to definite limitation. 

We are sure that most countries in Europe and some countries in Asia will 
bear witness to the part which Canadian wheat has played in bringing them 
through to the present time. 

Commencing in the spring of 1944 the great wartime reserves of Canadian 
wheat started to move abroad to the limit of internal transportation and port 
capacities. Since that time Canada has exported an average of one million 
bushels  of wheat (including flour) per working day. In the three crop years 
ending July 31st, 1946, Canada will have ,exported oyer one billion bushels 
of wheat or wheat in the forrn of flour, including her .entire wartime reserve 
and the surplus from 1945 producticin., These shipments of Canadian wheat 
and flOur for the three-year period were sufficient to pro\ ./ide. a normal bread 
ration for 250,000,000 people for an éntire year and provide substantial by-
products for the maintenance of livestock. 

We suggest that had it not been for the persistent export of Canadian wheat 
in recent times, the food crisis now at hand would have occurred much sooner 
and 'Wo.  ld have been of even more serious proportions. 

In spite of all that Canada has clone and is doing to -provide food for im-
porting cciuntries, Canada is again examining-the preserit  position  to see what 
further increase can be made in food Shiffinentà to overseas countries. 

Canada *ill iéeép .  on-shipping wheat at the average rate of approximately 
one million bushels per working'ilày: Irithé first six months of the current 
crop.year wheat exports have reached the figure of 204,000,000 bushels. As 
at Febtuary„ lst, Canada had an exportable surplus of 140,000,000 bushels 
of wheat which will be shipped abroad hefore July 31st, 1946: , 

Every effort will be put forward to speed up the shipment of these wheat 
su. pplies with the object of making as much wheat_as possible available at the 
earliest possible date. Internal transportion is being revieWed With this ob-
jective in 'mind. 

Every effort is being made to speed up deliveries of remaining surpluses of 
Wheat, oats and barley  on  farms in Canada. 

Every effort is being made to explore the possibility of increasing the re-
maining wheat surplus position over and above 140,000,000 bushels. These 
efforts may increase this export supply by from five to ten million bushels. 

Shipments of other food products are at virtually maximum levels, but the 
position of each product will be reviewed to see if quantities can even be 
slightly increased. 
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We'must emphasize that the maximüm~ production of foodstuffs in ; Canadaand 'the maximum shipüient of food pro* ducts during the latter part of the war

was an essential part. of the war effort of the `United Nations : `Consequently, *
when the war ended, Canada was producing and shipping food products to
the extent of her capacity to do so and has continued to maintain this position
up to the present time and will , maintain this position" .

DEA/215

Mémorandum du sôus-secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires extérieures
au Premier. ministre .

Memorandum f rom Under-Secretary of State - f or External Affairs
to Prime Minister

meeting on Saturday with officials of departments concerned with the food
policy. There is of course room for further- exploration and argument about .
each of the methods suggested for increasing the quantity of wheat that can
be shipped abroad -from-Canada this year. Some . of them are probably alterna-
tives, i .e ., if the Government , decided ~ to raise the fiour extraction ratio- .. . , . . ._ ,thereby reducing the supply of mill feeds-it would pzobably, be , impracticable
to release stocks of, low-grade wheat now -held for animal feeding, for human
consumption .

(2) To my mind the . interdepartmental consideration given the general
problem has been inadequate . I think people here have not : realized what the, : .
social- and - political consequences of food sho rtage on the ,threatened .scale
might be ; we are also inclined to rest, a bit complacently,on a very - good
record of past and present performance.

My own view is that the, people of Canada will wish to make new efforts to
help meet a wprld shortage and will expect the Govern ment to give ad.vice . and
direction as to the form those efForts , could most effectively take . -Specifical ly
-if unfairly-they will judge: our action - by two or three fairly arbitrary
criteria . If these criteria are in fact : inapplicable to the Canadian case ' we
should be in a position , to explain clearly why this is so .

For better or worse, our action will be measured alongside what,appears to
be American action ; e .g., if the United States insists on an 80 per cent . ex-
traction ratio as an emergency measure, and the United Kingdom raises its
ratio to 85, it will be difficult for us to hold to a 72 per cent . ratio . Similarly,
it will be hard to justify maintenance of normal grain supplies for the brewers

[Ottawa,] February 13, 1946 -. . : _ . ;
(1) The attached note summarizes the points raised in Mr. Gardiner' s

and distillers in the face of world food needs and specific United States .

I feel too we must be prepared to raise,our wheat target acreage for next
Vear-not at the expense of coarse grain acreage^-but by reducing sùmnier '
fallow .

restrictions .
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Until poliçy is determined on . the questions raised in the attaçhed note it
will not be possible to reply to the messages you have received from
Attlee and Governor Lehman or to issue any useful statement to the Canadian

people .

[PIÉCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Procès-verbal d'une réunion interministérielle

Minutes of an Interdepartmental Meeting

[Ottawa,],February 13, 194 6

WORLD FOOD CRISIS

MAXIMIZING CEREALS AVAILABILITY

A meeting was held of officials with Mr. Gardiner Saturday afternoon,

February 9, to discuss this matter .
It was pointed out that Canada had made a spectacular effort to achieve

maximum exports - of cereals and other ' foods: Th is effort has 'delayed the

crisis, but has not succeeded in preventing it . The record shipment of -a billion
bushels of wheat in the 3 crop years ending July 31, 1946 wi11 `exhaust all the

Canadian reserves: The problem can only be solved by world action and care
must be exercised to see that others, including the recipients of impo rted

supp lies, maximize their home utilization of food ` products . The steps that

were discussed , were :
(1) The grant of priorities on rail transportation of cereal shipments would

permit adding some two million bushels a month to .the export~s on the Atlan-
tic coast. No addition can be made,on the Pacific coast. Exports of these two

million bushels a month before the opening of navigation will only effect a

speed-up of deliveries, but no increase in the total supplies shipped before the

end of the crop year .
(2) Income tax concessions probably in the form of wheat certi ficates ex-

changeable for wheat or its price laterwould.give an incentive to farmers who .

are holding wheat on their farms to make it available.immediately. This would

add a maximum of some ten mi llion bushels to the, total exportable supplies

already calculated at 345,000,000 bushels for the present crop year. Only part

of this increase could be shipped before the opening of navigation .
(3) The possibility of raising the extraction Tatio of wheat will be discussed

with the millers this week. Such action would reduce the amount of feeding
stuffs available and would react adversely on the meat, égg and dairy prod-

ucts production .

(4) The millers will be asked to arrange that invento ry supp lies of wheat

and flour in warehouses and in retail stores be kept to the minimum needed
for satisfaction of the demand .

(5) Reduction in distilling for alcohol production would only produce

a very, small amount of _wheat, since only 600,000 bushels a month are
used for that purpose and 50% of the alcohol is for industrial use .
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(6) A reduction  in the use of • barley for malting would provide alter-
native feed supplies which could make available some 4 or 5 million bushels 
of lower grade wheat for human consumption, which is being kept as a 
feed reserve. 

(7) In addition to the 5,000,000 bushels of oats released for human 
consumption recently, a quantity of up to 12,000,000 bushels could be 
released for seeding in Europe. 

(8) Rice is in many parts of the world a preferred alternative to wheat. 
The demand for rice is just as great and urgent as that for wheat at the 
present time. Canada has restricted its consumption of that product by its 
civilian population to the lowest total of all the war years, reserving the 
largest part of these supplies for the oriental population in Canada; she 
has many times offered to remove rice from the market altogether, if similar 
action is taken by countries in similar position. 	• - 

(9) Since the emergency will last beyond the next few months because 
all reserves of cereals will be exhausted by the end of the present crop yea.i, 
the point was raised of possibly increasing the acreage soven of wheat., 

(10) A publicity campaign which could start with a statement by the 
Prime Minister would be needed to ensure the success of any  iof.  the steps 
taken above and that everybody makes the utmost effort to conserve 
supplies to maximize overseas. shipments. - 	- 

343. 	 DEA/215 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au Premier ministre 

Memorandum from Under-Secretary  of  State for External Affairs 
to Prime Minister 

[Ottawa,' February 19, 1946 

The attached memorandum is the report of the recommendations agreed: 
to at the meeting of officials with Mr. Gardiner. yesterday. I would like to 
add the folloWing points: 

1. The Cereals Committee of the Combined Food Board have met in 
Washington last week and their report is that, statistically, the picture is not 
one of general starvation but of low caloric intake; I say statistically because 
breakdown in distribution of indigenous supplies will leave some groups, 
particularly in cities, with a very low and sometimes a starvation diet. 

The statistical picture is not flush, but will take care of the bare needs of 
the population until the new crop; it will remain tight for at least one year. 

2. I cannot emphasize enough that the most important item in the statistical 
picture is the United States commitment to export 225 million bushels in 
the first six months of this year. If they fail in this, then starvation in Europe 

PRIVATE 

I 	( 
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this year will result and be widespread. It is'.therefore essential that whatever

action we take . does not have the effect of impeding the United . States in

the realization of their program. While the alternative suggested under item

(2) to increasing the extraction ratio in Canada, i .e . reducing the supply

of wheat to mills for domestic milling may be simpler and more productive
of results, as far as Canada is concerned, these results must be weighed
as against the effect in the United States-our program will release 2,500,000
bushels of wheat, the United . States one 25,000,000. Although the United

States have _ not consulted us before setting out their program, any more
than they consulted their own millers, which would have been most sensible,
I suggest that we take this matter up with them urgently, explain our
position and see which effect they consider it will have on theirs before
we reach a final decision. Their program goes into operation on March 1st

and it might be possible for them to reconsider it .

3 . It is also worth pointing out that while the European future is less
dark, the Asiatic situation is no better than it was and starvation looms
tragically in India particularly and in China and other areas to some
considerable extent .

4 . Under distilling, (item 5), no mention is made of reducing the amount
of barley for malting purposes. It was felt that the results would be so

small for the grief created, that no action need be taken ; a brief statement

could be made explaining that action has already been taken in regard to
beer production.

5. Under the same item, it is worth pointing out that the 50% reduction in'
distilling does not deplete stocks but perm .its equal replacement of stocks
released for consumption-its only effect is to prevent increase of stocks .

There should therefore be no real cause for complaint on the part of the dis-

tilleries; nor on the part of the provinces whose revenues will not be affected
because the competition between distillers should make them continue .their

competition, for provincial sales at the present level .

6 . The Items regarding rice in last week's report may be well worth includ-
ing in the program, possibly in a slightly revised form . We did not withdraw
rice from consumption in Canada because the United States refused to do so
and even refused to let the two Canadian mi llers import rice for milling in

bond for export only at the direction of the Combined Food Board .

7 . I understand that. Cabinet decided to leave wheat acreage at the present

figure.

8 . Finally, it was not felt that an extensive publicity program was warranted

given the facts as they are . It would be difficult to have a campaign without

being able to give glaring facts on the situation and low caloric intake does not

have : a striking appeal . Moreover it was pointed out that it would be most
difficult to launch such a campaign unless a particular agency (the Wartime

Prices and Trade Board is the natural choice) was assigned the task and
given

clear directives as to the methods of conse rvation which should be encouraged
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and which they could put forward; most of the suggestions in that line were 
• considered objectionable. It was therefore recommended that no follow up be 

given to the appeal, which you would make when making known the steps 
taken by the Government to assist in reaching these objectives by careful at-
tention to food conservation and the avoidance of waste. 

{PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE} 

Mémorandum du secrétaire, le Comité sur les besoins alimentaires 

Memorandum by Secretary, Food Requirements Committee 

CONFIDENTIAL - 	 Ottawa, February 19, 1946 

REPORT OF FOOD REQUIREMENTS COMMITTEE 
The Food Requirements Committee, at the direction of the Cabinet, con-

sidered at a special meeting held on February 15th, Cabinet Document No. 
156, the draft joint announcement on supply of food from Canada to the 
United Kingdom.1  

The Committee confined its consideration of the document to the implica-
tions in respect to food only. It did not consider the implications in respect to 
general financial and economic policy.  •  

This report of the Committee is predicated on the Committee's understand-
ing that the specific quantities mentioned in the document do not constitute 
firm commitments by Canada but represent desirable objectives; and,that the 
Ministry of Food  is  aware that some of the objectives, notably that for bacon 
and ham, may not be reached. 

On the above assumption the Committee unanimously agreed that it would 
be beneficial to issue the announcement substantially in its present form with 
the changes suggested by the Minister of Agriculture and with the changes 
subsequently suggested in this report. It was agreed that a deg,ree of optimism 
in setting the target figures was justified since the objectives would provide an 
incentive to the producer and an earnest of Canadian intention welcome to the 
Government and public of the United Kingdom. 

The Committee agreed, however, that unless the production of bacon and 
ham is immediately stimulated not only are the objectives for 1947 and 1948 
unrealistically high (possibly by from 100 to 200 million-pounds, dependent 
on the degree of control retained over slaughter and consumption in Canada) 
but Canada will be threatened with the loss of her long-term market for bacon 
in the United Kingdom, since by falling seriously below -the objectives we will 
force the United Kingdom to seek and develop other sources of supply. 

The Committee agreed that the means through which the stimulus on pro-
duction should be. provided were .an immediate price increase of $2.50 per 
100 lbs. on , Grade A bacon at seaboard. This 'would entail a proportionate 
increase in the ceiling price of fresh pork on the domestic market. To be effec- 

•1 Voir le dOtiiinerit 814. • 	 I See  Document 814. 
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tive, this  increase must be an increase relative to the current price level of 
alternative products open to the agricultural producer. If such an increase 
were announced at à very early date it was felt that, given an adequate supply 

- of feed grains, the objectives of 1947 and 1948 might not be out of reach, 
since the upswing anticipated in production would be continued into 1948. 

The Committee was of the opinion that any increase granted in the price to 
the domestic producer should be added to the contract price. Should the Gov-
ernment act on the above lines, the price mentioned in the document should 
be changed accordingly. 

The Committee's agreement on a price increase was reached solely on 
supply grounds. The representative of the W.P.T.B. warned that an increase 
in the bacon price would have a vvide series of repercussions in the agricultural 
products price field. The representative of the Department of Agriculture felt 
that the critical position in bacon justified the increase, which could be de-
fended because prices for other agricultural products were relatively more 
'profitable. 

With such an increase in price, the Committee was of the opinion that it 
would probably not be nece,ssary, in order to approach the contract objectives, 
to retain rationing and slaughter control in 1947 and 1948. It would, however, 
be necessary to retain inspection control and export control. This would in-
clude a virtual prohibition of exports to other destinations than the United 
Kingdom, specifically to the United States. The Committee believed, however,•
that, apart from  the  proposed contracts, controls of quality and power to 
' direct and regulate exports were needed to hold the United Kingdom market 
for Canada. 

It was recognized that it might be necessary for the Agricultural Prices 
Support Board to use the procurement authority now vested in the Board. 

It was agreed that the incentives now represented by hog bonuses and other 
subsidies .would have to be retained through 1948. 

In respect to these incentive payments, the Committee observed that the 
proposed contract does not recover for Canada that element in subsidy pay-
ments which represents the direct encouragement of exports. This observation 
relates not only to the contract prices for ham and bacon but also for cheese 
and  evaporated milk. 

The Corrunittee considered that the cheese objective was well within reach 
but regarded it desirable that an arrangement be made with . the United King  

-dom authorities whereunder it would be agreed that Canada would retain 
approximately.50,000,000 pounds for domestic requireMents.and 10,000,00 0 

 pounds of cheese or the equivalent in dairy products for other export markets. 
It was felt that Canada should not be put in a position of being linable to 
export moderate quantities to other countries. 

The Committee is not reporting on the implications of the cheese contract 
in respect to other dairy products since it understood that the Cabinet has the 
"general question already under study. 

M. G: GLASSCO 



344. . .: __ DEA/4171-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux Etats-Unis

Secretary of State for External A ffairs to Ambassador in United States
TELEGRAM EX-612 Ottawa, February 28, . 1946

Following for Major Boxeri: from Oliver Master, 'Begins : I am authorized
by Honourable Mr . MacKinnon, Minister of Trade and Commerce to send
you the fo llowing message with reference to the .two major questions to be
dealt with at the meeting of the International ' Wheat Cou.ncil, . on March
second .2 Message réads, quote The Canadian, Government approves of the
Amendments, to thé Memorandum of Agreement dated June 27, 1942, by the

.deletion of paragraphs 5, 6, 7,, and 8 thereof .
The Canadian government approves that- invitations be sent to the following

countries to join the Council-Brazil, China, Denmark, France, Holland
(Netherlands), India, Italy, the Union . of Soviet Socialist Republics and
Yugoslavia .

The Canadian Government proposes that Norway be added to the list of
countries to which invitations are to be sent . Unquote .

Mr. MacKinnon has further stated his wish that the position to be taken by
the Canadian representative at the meeting is to be that of -acquiescing in the
proposals, rather than that of initiating them-with the exception that the
suggestion that Norway be included among the countries to be invited is- a
matter on which Canada is prepared to take the initiative . Ends .

345.

Mémorandum du bureau du sous-secrétaire , d'État .aux Affaires extérieures3
au Premier : ministre

Memorandum' f rom O fficeof the Ünder-Secretarÿ 01 Stâte for External Affairs3
to Primé Minister

[Ottawa,] March 4; 1946

A meeting was called on Saturday morning,,March 2, with Sir Ramaswami
Mudaliar, Sir Robert Hutchings, Secretary for Food in the GovernTnent of

" 1 Le Major Boxer ne peut pas être identifié
Positivement : II était probablement un repré-
sentant du ministère du, Commerce qui
assistait C . F. Wilson aux réunions du
Conseil international du blé.

'En réalité, la réunion a eu lieu le 27
févri er.

'J. A. Chapdelaine.

1 Major Boxer cannot be positively iden-
tified. He was probably a representative of
the Department of Trade, and Commerce who
assisted C. F. Wilson at the meetings of the
International Wheat Council.

' In fact, the meeting was held on
February 27 .
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-India and Mr . Ahuja, Trade Commissioner for the Government of India

in Canada. The meeting was presided [over] by Mr. MacKinnon, Minister of

Trade and Commerce ; Mr . Paul Martin ~ was also present . Both Ministers

left shortly after eleven o'clock to attend a Cabinet meeting. As you know,

Mr. Gardiner is still out of town; Dr. Barton had to attend a meeting in
Montreal that morning and in the absence of both, Mr . Shaw represented

the Department of Agriculture. There were also officials from the Depa rt-
ment of External Affairs, Trade and Commerce, Privy Council Office,
Finance, Fisheries and the Wartime P rices and Trade Board .

Sir Ramaswami gave a brief outline of the present food situation in India,

and Sir Robert Hutchings supplemented it briefly . India has, all through
the war, used up its food resources, although it dist ributed them very

spa ringly. Despite the loss of the, impo rts from Burma, India agreed to
produce jute for the United Nations, although it would have been safer
for her to convert more land to the production of cereals . This year India's
crops have failed disastrously, as a result first of floods and later of drought

and she has no stocks to throw into the breach. Cereals, which are the only

diet of a large pa rt of the population, are rationed at twelve ounces per day,

i.e : 1200 -calories ; and the Government monopo lizes all supplies both

imported and those which it extracts from producers, leaving them sufficient
for . their needs . The population which lives on rationed supp lies amounts

to some sixty million people ; the rest of the population are more or less

self-sufficient agricultu rists .

India during the next three critical months, April, May and June, needs

two million ' tons of cereals, i .e . sixty-six million bushels of wheat-in fact

part of this should be rice and therefore her need is for some 1,700,000

tons of wheat . The Indian delegates stated that their need would be just

as great after the emergency pe riod, since no crop is expected in India

unt'il. March 1947, at which time some rice will come forward . During the

two years beginning now, Indian requires from abroad four *and half million

tons of cereals of which she would desire a large share to come f rom
Canada, including particularly 500,000 tons of -wheat as a working rese rve

which she would be prepared to keep - in Canadian or Indian elevators

depending on the general convenience .

Sir Ramaswami did not elaborate on the political conditions in India
.which he assumed were fairly well known, but he wishes that background

to be kept firmly in mind ; he also impressed upon the meeting the im-

po rtance of Commonwealth . solidarity-together in war and together • in

peace; if the Commonwealth can come to the~ assistance - of one of its mem-

bers, the effect in India can be of major impo rtance; the . alternative, even

if disaster is averted through some other assistance, means an end to India

,in the Commonwealth ;I if no relief comes to . India ; from Commonwealth

or other sources, the extent of the disaster cannot be predicted ; not only
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will famine mean wholesale disorders and a breakdown of civil government, 
but the famine will spread further with the 'impossibility of obtaining the 
meagre supplies which are at present received from small farmers: the 
famine this year is expected to be very much more widespread than that 
of 1943. 

Sir Ramaswami stated that they had put their case before the London 
,Food Council who had approved it and agreed to present it to the Combined 
Food 'Board. Their purpose in coming here was to request our support 
before the Combined Food Board and most sympathetic consideration to 
any diversion of supplies which we could undertake in the Canadian program 
set out by the Minister .  of Trade and Commerce. They realized that little 
additional supplies could be found, but urged that if any were found, 
India's claim be recognized, that some supplies be diverted if possible and 
they indicated•that their statement of ne,eds for the next two years would 
make it worth Canada's while from a charitable and also from a business 
point of view to produce as much cereals as she could. Mr. MacKinnon 
assured Sir Ramaswami that we understood the need and would give most 
sympathetic consideration to his plea. The availability of other supplies 
was also canvassed and it is understood that both Mr. Finn, of the Fish 
Products Committee, and Mr. K. W. Taylor, Coordinator of Foods in the 
Wartime Prices "and Trade 'Board, will - be seeing the Indian delegates in 
Washington this week. 

Mr. Gardiner could not be reached on Saturday, Sunday or today. It 
is expected that he is travelling back to Ottawa. In view of the fact that 
Sir Ben Smith is coming to Washington for the meeting of the Combined 
Food Board on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, it may be advisable 
for Mr. Gardiner to join Dr. Barton, who has already proceeded to 
Washington .. 

346. 	 W.L.M.K./Vol. 274 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au Premier ministre 

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Prime Minister 

SECRET 	 [Ottawa,]  March 16, 1946 
The attached teletypet from our Embassy in Washington contains the text 

of a message which President Truman is considering sending to Stalin. The 
question was raised at the meeting of the Combined Food Board in Washing-
ton yesterday whether similar appeals for cooperation in meeting the food 
crisis should go forward from Mr. Attlee and yourself. I expressed the 
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opinion that, at the present juncture, there was better prospect of the -appea l

being effective if it came only from the President. '
N. A. R[OBERTSON]

347. DEA/3265-AS-40

Mémorandum du -sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieure s
au Premier ministre

Memorandum from - Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Prime Minister

[Ottawa,] March 22, 1946

Pearson tells me that the question of inviting the Soviet Union to - join the

Combined Food Board is likely to arise out of the current discussions with
the UNRRA Council, where the U.S.S .R . has made 'itself the spokesman for

the claimant countries. It 'is not thought likely that the Soviet Union would
accept membership on the Combined Food Board, because .this would require

- it_to nmakeavailable to the other members of the Board full information about

its own - supply position in respect : of commodities with which the Combined

Food Board deals .
I told Pearson that I did not think the Canadian Government would have

any politicâ.l objection to the addition of the 'U.S.S .R. to the Board, which

now
.
consists of the United Kingdom, the United Stâtes and Canada, but I

was â. bit worried' lest they accept the ' invitation, and use their position within

the Board to upset existing supply allocations . .If, hôwever, - the United States

and the United Kingdom were prepared to invite the Soviet Union to mem-

bership, I do not think Canada should object to this course, but should as-

sociate itself with the invitation, if one goes forward . 2

'La note suivante était écrite sur ce s The fo llowing note was written on the

mémorandum : memorandum :

I have read this message and covering note to the Prime Minister . He said he

fully agreed and that - he could not imagine - Canadian intervention would be

welcomed at this stage. ,
I may add that I think the statement on Food Policy being given to the

press . today will probably be a more effective way of putting the Canadian interes t

and the Canadian viewpoint.
J . A. G[msoN]

2 La note suivante était écrite sur ce 2 The foll owing note was written on

mémorandum :
. memorandum :

I agree . W. L. M[ncxBrrztE] K[irra] 31/3/46

the
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Mémorandum du secrétaire du Cabinet au Premier ministre 

Memorandum from Secretary to the Cabinet to Prime Minister 

Ottawa, April 2, 1946 
Attached is a draft replyt to Mrs. Rean's telegramt and lettert to you. 
Attached also is a notet of the discussion and conclusions of this mom-

ing's meeting of the Cabinet at which Mr. Gardiner put forward  proposais for 
the food campaign. 

In view of the decision not to proceed with the proposal to establish a 
national emergency food committee under a citizen' of national prominence, 
for the purposes of the campaign, I do not think much more can be said in 
answer to Mrs. Rean's enquiry than is contained in the attached draft. How-
ever, I felt that before it was sent you should see it. 

I should, perhaps, point out that there is a difference of opinion as to the 
value of a voluntary campaign and the organization. for  this  purpose of a 
national committee. It is felt by some that no really effective programme can 
be carried on otherwise. You may wish to raise the matter in the Cabinet 
again. 

A. D. P. H[EENEY] 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Ambassador in United States 

TELEGRAM EX-962 	 Ottawa, April 4, 1946 

I quote for your information copy of the exchange' of telegrams between 
Mr. LaGuardia and the Prime Minister on the subject of food supplies to 
UNRRA: • 

(Telegram from Mr. La Guardia to the -Prime Minister) [April 2] "Wheat 
situation extremely critical. We actually shipped 318,000 tons in the month 
of March when 700,000 tons were needed. The bins of the receiving 
countries will be empty by the end of April, and with the present situation 
we would not be able to provide sufficient wheat for even minimum current 
needs. We must get more wheat from Canada. You can do it. I beg of you 
to allocate 25 million bushels of wheat to  be  delivered in approximately 
equal quantities April, May, June and July. When I accepted this difficult 
assignment, I felt I could depend upon Canada. You and I are too practical 
to be satisfied by extending our sympathy to millions of people who are in 
need of food. Please do not let me down.  1  just cannot continue unless  1  
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can get : food .- I_ want to keep these people alive. Not bury them. In the

name of humanity, give this your personal and usual energetic attention .

F. La Guardia, Director G eneral - UNRRA."

(Telegram to :Mr . ., La Guardia from the P rime Minister) [April 3] "I have

been carefu lly considering with my co lleagues your telegram of yesterday

regarding the extremely critical wheat situation . The plan under which we

have been making allocation of. our wheat supplies to the needy world
is to make known . to, the Combined Food Board through the Cereals Com-

.mittee the total quantity available and, to undertake to supply the whole

of that amount as rapidly as facilities will permit . For the first half of: this

year that was done prior to March. ~fourteenth when the Combined Food

Board - met in Washington and reached agreement on distribution of _ avail-

able supp lies. Canadian . wheat is now being shipped as rapidly as it is

possible to move it . Canada will continue to make every, effort to maximize
its exportable supplies of cereals and other foodstuffs during the critical
months ahead . If, as we earnestly hope, our combined effo rts do result

in; more wheat becoming available, you may be certain that it wi ll be

moved forward as rapidly as it .is possible to have it moved . You will agree,

I am sure, that confusion would result if individual supplying countries
were to attempt to alter allocations agreed upon and already cleared through
the established channels: In these circumstances I would suggest that applica-
tion for additional amounts for UNRRA be made to the Combined Food
Board. Like you I am deeply conce med with the urgent need for food by
starving peoples in other parts of the world and with the practical means

of meeting this need. You may rely on the government of Canada doing
all in its power to assist you in the formidable task you have undertaken
to provide food for those in need. W. L. Mackenzie King."

350. CH/Vol. 2100

, , .
Le secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire

. , en Grande-Bretagne

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
in Great Britain

DESPATCH 610 Ottawa, April 8, 1946

CONFIDENTIAL

Sir,
I refer to the present crisis in world food supplies and to the part which

Canada will play in alleviating hardships due to the deficit .

2 . Though the most acute and widespread shortage is that in cereals,

primarily wheat and rice, its effects are intensified by the weak supply
position in other foodstuffs, notably meat, oils `and fats and sugar, and
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the crisis should be examined as  •  a whole rather than regarded merely as 
affecting cereals. The current shortage of wheat in particular, however, is 
giving rise to numerous requests for additional shipments from Canada, 
the majority of which it is not possible for us to meet. It may, therefore, 
be useful for you to have at your disposal a statement of the facts regarding 
world wheat supplies and the Canadian plans for general food production. 

3. The total requirements of bread grain and flour for the first six 
months of 1946, as stated to the Combined Food Board, are 19.6 million 
long tons. The expected short fall in rice will bring this requirement up 
to about 21 million long tons. Supplies available for export during the 
same period are estimated at 12 million long tons, practicaLly all in Canada, 
the United States, the Argentine and Australia. About 80 to 85% of the 
available wheat and flour is in North America. There is thus an expected 
deficit of roughly 8 to 9 million long tons of bread grain and flour, or 
about 40% of requirements for the first six months of 1946. 

4. It should be emphasized that the shortages in wheat and rice are not 
the result of a fall in production in the major exporting countries, but of a 
greatly increased demand arising from crop failures in areas such as the 
Balkans, the Mediterranean, India and South Africa which are normally 
more nearly self-sufficient, or are even surplus producers. The total amount 
of wheat and flour entering into world trade for the last six months of 1945 
was about 12.5 million tons, as against a pre-war annu•average (1935-1939) 
of about 15 million tons. It is obvious, therefore, that export shipments 
have been much increased. Attached you will find a copy of a report of 
March 1 lth from the Cereals Committee of the Combined Food 13Clard 
which describes the position in greater detail (Enclosure No. 1) t. 

5.With a deficit of these proportions it is evident that it will not be possible 
to meet the needs of all claimants, and that all allocations should be made 
after the most careful screening of requirements and should be of short 
duration in order to meet unforeseen contingencies immediately when they 
arise. In view of the efforts being made in all countries to maximize exports 
during the coming months, there will be no supplies held in reserve at the end 
of the present crop year. It is feared, therefore, that the present serious 
situation may be prolonged over the next year or two or even longer. It may 
be worth pointing out, too, that even if supplies were available in larger 
quantities, the technical job of moving them to  the  deficit countries would 
be almost impossible. The 21 million long tons required to meet the deficit of 
the next six months, exceeding as it does the average annual wheat trade 
of before the war, would place a 'burden upon transport facilities which they 
could not hope to meet. 

6. Turning from the world wheat supplies to the position of Canadian 
wheat stocks, the facts are as follows. In the period August lst, 1945, to 
January 31st, 1946, Canada exported 204 million bushels  of  wheat and 
what flour, leaving only 145 million bushels to meet requests arising during 
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the second six . months of the 1945-46 crop year . In fact all the available
wheat will be . .shipped in the . five months . February- to June.

7. For a summary of Canadian achievements in food production during

(a) Maintenance of the highest possible levels of production in all food

(b) Economy in domestic use, and

the war, I refer you to Circular Despatch No. 389 of March 2nd,t to the
copy of the speech given by the Honourable Paul Martin at the General
Assembly of the United Nations on February 13th1 included in that despatch,
and to the copy of the Prime Minister's statement of March 17tht which you
have already received.

8 . The Prime Minister's statement also expresses our resolve to do every-

thing' possible to tide the deficit countries . over the present crisis . All practi-

cable steps are to be taken to maximize the quantities available for export
and to maintain the very high level of wartime production. Though the bread

cereals programme naturally excites the greatest concern at the present
juncture, it should not be regarded in isolation, but should be considered
as an integral part of a policy which will endeavour also to keep up produc-

tion of :meat and dairy goods, maintain the acreage of feed grains necessary
to achieve this purpose, and at the same time husband the resources of the
soil in the interests - of maximum yields for the period of shortage expected

during the next few years .

9 . Our plans must take into account all these considerations and have

three chief objectives :

commodities, both during the present emergency and in the more prolonged
period of shortage which must be expected ;

(c) Maximizing of supplies available for export during the critical period

up to June 1946 .

10 . In the interests of achieving the highest possible levels of an-round
food production, the Government has recommended that wheat acreage be
kept at the 1945 figure of 23 mil lion acres, 6 million more than in 1943 and

4 mi llion over the 1935-1939 average . A fu rther large increase of wheat

acreage will not be recommended, since it might affect adversely . the pro-

duction of coarse . grains needed for livestock feed and cut into the area of

summer fallow required to keep the soil at its maximum of ferti lity . (There

is felt to be a strong possibility, moreover, that wheat acreage will increase

without official Government encouragement, since the prices are attractive
and the crop is onè which appeals to the western f armers ) . A floor price at

"Le discours fut prononcé le 14 février .

Voir Nations Unies, Documents officiels de
la première partie de la première session de
l'Assemblée générale. Séances plénières de

plénière, 14 février 1946, pp .

. 494-496 'The speech'

l'Assemblée générale. Trente-troisième séance

was given on February 14.

See United Nations, Official Records of the

First Part of the First Session of the General

Assembly . Plenary Meetings of the General

Assembly . Thirty-third Plenary Meeting,
February 14, 1946, pp . 494-496 .
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lakehead of $1 a bushel for No . 1 Northern wheat: has been guaranteed to
the Canadian producer for the next five years and an export price of $1 .55
for the .. current . season . In this connection, it may bë pointed out that the
Canadian Government, in fixing the export price of wheat at $1 .55 per
bushel,. has shown that there is no disposition in this country to take advan-
tage of others' . needs by allowing Canadian wheat to sell at the inflated price
it could undoubtedly command . . For oats, which are as you know the princi-
pal feed grain raised in Canada ; the 1945-1946 programme : is to be con-
tinued and the Government will :guarantee 45 cents per , bushel lakehead for
No. 2 C.W. oats . The - food contracts recently concluded , with the United King-
dom provide for the*continued shipment at close to wartime levels of bacon,
ham, cheese, evaporated milk, roller : dried skim milk . -powder, . eggs, beef
and mutton, hog casings and= sausage - meat . - Provision has been made_ for
extending the majority of contracts into 1948, and in the case of bacon
and ham into 1 949:-To encourage a continued high`level of hog production,
the,return to the producer willbe increased about $3 per hog by .raising the
seaboard price and retaining the Government premiùm, though at a reduced~
rate. For further details - regarding ~ the points touched . on in this p aragraph, I
refer you to the, recent statements in the House of Commons, by the Honour-
able . Mr. Gardiner , and, the Honourable J Mr. MacKinnon ,(Hansard, Volume
LXXXV, No. '4 pages 98-110, No . 8 pages 219-220, No. 9 pages . 263-2;64) .-

11 . To encourage economy in domestic use, the Government is undertak-
ing a publicity campaign urging the, . Canadian people to . avoid waste - in alt
foods, partiçularly bread and wheat. .There is to,be .a 10%; reduction in the
supply of wheat made available for domestic .milling : during 1945 . : It , is
expected that this measure will produce an -extra 2 1 million bushels of wheat
for export before . the end of the cereal crop . year. The amount of wheat
released to distillers is to be reduced by. 50% - of;the 1945 deliveries: .In addi- .
tion to these new measures, announced by the Prime_Minister on .March 17th, .
there is, of: course to be an indefinite continuation : of consumer rationing

. : :which at present app lies to meat, butter ; sugar and preserves . . .
12. In order to increase to the maximum the supp lies of wheat made avail-

able for expo rt , three ,chief steps have been taken . In thé first place, farmers
are to be encouraged to market any wheat they may be holding by the
introduction of a special plan of income tax relief . Producers will be. given
the opportunity of making delivery ., between. April I st and June 30th, 1946,
and taking cash settlement . at their choice in ' 1946, 1947, or 1948, an ar-
rangement which will enable them to spread_ their income for tax - .purposes
in a way most advantageous to them . (Hansard, Volume LXXXV, No . 8,
page 219) . In the second place, it is proposed to keep constantly under,
review supplies of oats and No . 4 wheat, normally used for domestic feed
purposes, with the purpose of making - sôme available . for export . . Third,
efforts will be made to hasten the movement of grain to seaboard by giving
rail priorities to the shipment of wheat . It should also be pointed out in this
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connection that centralized purchasing and distribution through the Canadian 
Wheat Board make possible the most effective disposition of Canadian stocks. 

13. Finally, in dealing with the cereals available for export, it has been 
found necessary to place supplies under a month-to-month allocation until 
at least the end of the current crop year. (The first priority has been given 
to the minimum requirements of the United Kingdom, and a second to those 
of the liberated European countries who were our allies during the war, to 
UNRRA, and to outside areas for the supplying of which the United Kingdom 
is responsible. As regards the remaining countries, particularly those of Cen-
tral and South America, the policy of the Canadian Wheat Board is to ship 
only to the extent that these areas have taken Canadian wheat in recent 
years). For the next four months after the lake navigation season opens, 
almost all the Canadian wheat available at seaboard for shipment will go to 
me,et United Kingdom requirements, as all supplies of wheat programmed 
for other countries will have been pre-shipped in the first three months of 
this year; there will then remain only some flour for shipment to countries 
other than the United Kingdom, including UNRRA.  •  

14. As you know, various appeals and recommendations have recently 
appeared, suggesting the best method of dealing with the world food crisis. 
President Truman has established a Famine Emergency Committee under the 
honorary chairmanship of Mr. Hoover, to lead a drive in the United States 
to increase exportable supplies of food. Mr. Lehman, the retiring Director-
General of UNRRA, has issued a statement containing six specific recom-
mendations applicable to supplying countries: a ll-out production, intensified 
food conservation, control of consumption, increase of extraction rate and 
reduction, in the use of cereals for beverages, examining of livestock feeding 
policies vvith a view to making all possible grain available for human food, 
and finally à modification of the structure of the Combined Food Board. 
Attached is a copy (Enclosure No. 2) of a speech by Mr. L. B. Pearson 
which reviews these recommendations point by point in the light of Canadian 
policy. It will already be obvious from the material contained in this despatch 
that our programme corresponds closely to the procedure recommended by 
Mr. Lehman. One difference which will probably occur to you is that the 
Canadian Government has taken no steps to raise the extraction rate of 
Canadian milled wheat. For a detailed account of the reasons which led to 
this decision, I refer you to the statement made in the Meeting of Heads of 
Divisions held on March 12th.f In brief they are that an increase of extrac-
tion rate would lower by one-quarter the supply of mill feed for livestock, 
that the change in methods would substantially slow up production, and that 
the high extraction flour is more perishable in hot climates than the standard 
type. 

15. I hope that the foregoing statement will serve to set Canada's plans for 
alleviating the food shortage in their proper perspective and will help to 
explain why, many urgent requirements for Canadian wheat cannot at present 
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be fully satisfied and why demands originating in countries which have not 
heretofore been buyers cannot, for the most part, be met during the current 
crop year. 

16. You will note that although certain of the material on which this 
despatch is based is confidential, much of it is not restricted, and I would 
suggest that you exercise your discretion as to the use to which it may be put. 
Copies of this despatch have gone to all our Missions abroad. 

I have etc. 
S. D. PIERCE 

for the Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

DEA/8737-40 
Discours du représentant au Conseil de l'UNRRA 

Speech of Representative to Council of UNRRA 

MR. PEARSON'S SPEECH IN THE COMMITTEE ON POLICY 

OF THE COUNCIL OF UNRRA MARCH 2iST, 1946 

CHAIRMAN (Through Interpreter) : The Chair recognizes the rnember of 
the Côuncil, representative of Canada, Mr. Ambassador Pearson. (Applause) 

COUNCIL MEMBER FROM CANADA: Mr. ChairMan, members of the Council : 
I do not propose to follow my friend, Dr. Rajchman, into the statistical calcu-
lation which he has so impressively made. For one reason, I am not brave 
enough to enter that field. For another, I am not qualified to do so. 

In fact, I am not sure that statistical e'vidence could not be adduced to 
Prove that I am an idiot in that field and in this case, it might not be a 
"statistical lie". (Laughter) 

I do not propose either to talk about the resolution which Dr. Rajchman 
has just tabled and which is a very important one indeed, and which, on the 
face of it, I must say my delegation would have some difficulty in accepting. 

I have no doubt,- Mr. Chairman, that we will be given an opportunity to 
discuss that resolution at some further stage in this debate and that my silence 
on this occasion would not be interpreted later as agreement. 

I want to speak for a few moments on the statement made yesterday by 
the Director General. No one who listened to that statement could fail to be 
deeply moved by Governor Lehman's appeal. 

He has placed before us in terms of unmistakable urgency 'the needs of 
those countries which depend on UNRRA for aid, and he has reminded us of 
the heavy responsibilities which rest upon us if needless human suffering is 
to be avoided. His remarks, eloquent, sincere and straightforward, have 
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called to our minds also the great debt of gratitude we owe - him for his
services to UNRRA. The address to which we listened yesterday is charac-
teristic of Governor Lehman's whole record as Director General, ~ for in it
he combined a thorough knowledge of a technical problem with courageous
and compelling advocacy, of - the means to solve it . I feel sure, Mr . Chairman ;

that the most sincere . tribute which any of us can pay to Governor Lehman
is to face squarely and honestly the situation he has laid before us.

At the conclusion of his speech, Mr. Lehman made seven specific recom-
mendations for action to provide additional food for UNRRA. These recom-
mendations, coming as they do from so authoritative a source and backed by
the experience of, the Administration during these past few months of grow-
ing shortages, compel our most serious attention . It is, therefore, my purpose
to indicate the action that Canada has taken [and] proposes to take in
connection with each of these recommendations .

The first is that all-out production be emphasized this year in the food
production program of every nation. Since the outbreak of war in September
1939, Canadian farmers have been urged to grow .̀more and more food .

Year by year, goals which were moved farther and farther ahead were
achieved and surpassed. At the end of 1945, and the war then being over,
Federal and Provincial authorities of Canada met together and set new goals
for 1946. at levels equal to the highest over-all production of the war years .

Even greater efforts are now to be made, for the Prime Minister of Canada

this week urged farmers to strive for the greatest possible over-all . produc-

tion of foodstuffs . And because we in Canada believe, with the Director

General, that the crisis will last beyond the coming months, the Government

is urging farmers - to make plans for the production of the maximum quantity
of food during the next three or four years . This is, of course, in the circum-

stances, the right and . proper
,
thing to do . It is, however, for a country like

Canada, which lives by foreign trade, the giving of a - hostage to fo rtune .

For there will come a time, no doubt, when our worries will be about sur-

pluses rather than deficits. We have heard it stated ' At this Council session

that the countries whiçh have been the victims of war have the right to

receive help .now .in the form of supplies.

That is true. I hope in the future when those 'countries achieve a happier

position, as I know they will do, that their people will still demand the right

to receive supplies from our country . (Laughter) We at that time will no

doubt be talking about our right to export .

Mr. Lehman's second recommendation is that every country, supplying as
well as receiving, should intensify food conservation measures . Our govern-

ment, along with the government of the United States, -has already put into
effect a publicity campaign urging Canadians to avoid waste -and consume
less food. This will be . supplemented by direct action to reduce inventories
to the lowest possible levels, thus making more food available for immediate
shipment abroad .
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Thirdly, it is recommended that member governments take prompt and 
courageous measures of control to meet the peacetime needs for food, similar 
to those which were justified by the wartime emergencies. Voluntary efforts, 
said the Director General, are not enough, and with these views, we are in full 
agreement. We have followed our agreement by action. In Canada, meat 
rationing was reintroduced last October for the sole purpose of making meat 
available for shipment abroad. Consumers are entitled under the present ration 
to less meat than during wartime. Butter continues to be rationed, and for the 
time being, consumers get just half the amount to which they were entitled by 
wartime rationing. Sugar, of course, is still under ,  strict ration. Equally im-
portant, the Government has been requisitioning at the source and directing 
overseas supplies of food such as bacon and cheese, leaving very limited 
amounts of these products  for- consumption  at home. 

Mr. Lehman's fourth recommendation dealt with the Combined Food 
Board, and I shall leave that for comment at the conclusion of my remarks. 

The fifth recommendation has to do with food collection methods in receiv-
ing countries. While this does not directly" concern Canada, it has a very direct 
bearing on the willingness of our people to take the action necessary in the 
present emergency. We will find it much more difficult to increase our food 
shipments abroad if we are not given every reasonable assurance that every-
thing is done that can be done in the receiving countries to maximize their 
own production; to distribute that production equitably; and to prevent its 
diversion to ends other than human consumption. My own Government is 
doing everything humanly possible to get foodstuffs off the farms and into 
export channels. As an example, the Canadian Government this week an-
nounced steps which are expected to result in the export of several million 
additional bushels within a few months' time—that is of wheat. 

I come now to thè sixth recommendation, which is in two parts: first, that 
where possible, the extraction rates on grain should be increased; and 
secondly, that the use of cereals for beverage purposes should be cut dras-
tically. I will deal with the second part first. No particular significance should 
be attached to that fact. (Laughter) 

Beginning immediately, the amount of wheat released for distilling pur-
poses in Canada is being reduced by fifty per cent. The proposal to increase 
the extraction rate was carefully considered by the Canadian Government. 
The Director General's recommendation about the extraction rate was modi-
fied by the words "where possible", and I think that it is well to bear in mind 
that in Canada the farmers are much more dependent upon the millfeeds 
derived from the production of flour than are the farmers of other countries, 
who have a greater variety of alternative feeds. It was found moreover that a 
more substantial and certain reduction in the use of wheat could be effected 
without an hour's delay by the simple method of reducing by governmental 
action deliveries of wheat to mills. That is a form of rationing of wheat. 

•  In future, therefore, Canadian millers will be permitted to grind for home 
consumption an amount equal to only ninety per cent of the wheat used for 

( 
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this purpose in 1945 . It would be absurd to call this a sacrifice, but it is a con-
siderable additional contribution, and one which can be made effective at

once .

This brings me to . the seventh and final recommendation, relating to live-

stock feeding in both supplying and receiving countries . This is a highly tech-

nical question and one which I am sure you will not expect me to discuss in
detail . The Canadian Government's statement of , this week, however, an-

nouncedthat every effort will be znade to ship abroad oats and lower grades of
wheat that are not absolutely essential for feed purposes .

All these measures will, I hope-indeed, I am sure-result in a substantial
increase in cereal shipments to those parts of the world where they are so
badly needed . Only - from reduction of domestic consumption can we make
that additional contribution, so we are in duty bound to take that way .

Our stocks of wheat which only a few short years ago seemed so enormous
are now so reduced that by the end of July, the end of our crop year, our
surplus for export will have completely disappeared; that surplus which, made

available at controlled and relatively low prices, has already saved millions

from starvation. The disappearance of these stocks also encouraged farmers to
resume their normal cropping practices, and wheat acreage has risen by no
less than 40% during the last two years . I believe it is fair to say, therefore,

that Canada has drawn fully on her agricultural resources in order to con-
tribute to the world supply of cereals for human consumption . The figures

show it.

One billion bushels of wheat, or wheat in the form of flour shipped in the

last 3 years ; a million bushels every working day going forward now . During

the pe riod July-December 1945 Canada shipped more wheat than any other

country.

I have left for the last the recommendation relating to the Combined Food
Board, of which Canada is a member .' Here the Director General makes three
recommendations, first, that the membership of the Board be broadened;
second, that the U.S .S .R. be invited to join the Board ; and, third, that board
allocations be made pub lic. The reasons for the establishment of the Com-
bined Food Board in its present form have always seemed good and sufficient
ones to the Canadian Government, and this conviction has been shared, I
believe, by the other two members of the board. I do not wish to make a
lengthy statement about the operations of the Combined Food Board, but I

should like to mention one or two points about which misunderstanding obvi-

ously exists . I do so in no defensive or apologetic way.

It should be borne in mind that the continuance - of the Combined Food
Board after the end of hostilities anticipated the development of current

world food shortages. During the war the Board recommended action de-

signed to manage .food efficiently as a part of the All ied military effort . To

this end, supplies available to the Allies were related to inland transpo rtation,

storage and port capacity, and ocean freight .
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Even before the ' end ' of the war, however, the need for a common food
forum in the immediate post-war period was evident . - Indispensable relations
had developed between the Board, on the~ one hand, and UNRRÂ; the` mili-
tary occupation authorities and some ofT the countries later liberated, on'the
ôther. In the absence of any other international body capable of grappling
with the growing complexities of the food situation, it- 'was inevitable 'that
the Board should continue to function after the end of hosti lities . The essen-
tially temporary nature of this development has always been recognized. It
is hoped that, as soon as practicable, newer, international organizations will
assume a much larger responsibility in respect of food than does the Board
at the present time .

As soon as it became apparent that the role of the Board had changed
with the advent of peace, steps were taken to adapt it to the new opera-
tions . The membership of commodity committees established by the Board
was expanded as quickly as appeared practicable, and very wisely so . This
expansion was designed to provide as broad a forum as possible for the
interchange of information and discussion leading up to the recommended
distribution of foodstuffs in short supply . The growth of committee mem-
bership is shown in the appendices to the report of the Board, circulated as
Document No . 56 of this conference, and which will, I think exonerate the
board from the criticism that it is a narrow group representing only three
governments .

These measures have altered not only the structure of the Board and its
constituent parts, but also its methods of operation. The expanded com-
modities committees became in many 'respects- completely autonomous .
Their activities were directed more towards the mobilization of - world ,sup-
plies and the determination of valid requirements' than tô considerations
which previously had been dictated by war.

In spite of difâculties, a workable;, if cumbersome, organization continues
to exist . No one is completely satisfied with the organiza tion or its results at
the present time, least of all the members of, the board . It should be noticed,
however, that the widespread interest in the activities of the :Board is a
reflection of an equally widespread_ desire . for more food. The available
supply of food has been' distributed over a wide area in order that ' the
shortage may not bear , too heavily on any one country. Without the Food
Board as it now .ôperates; the world scarcity of food might otherwise have
been drastically concentrated in 'a few areas .

It may be as well to remember that fact when tempted to criticize the
Board and its operations . There has been an -appeal made that the Board
and its committees should trust UNRRA and accept its screened require-
ments . Dr. Rajchman talked about screened requirements . It is quite true,
of course, requirements that come from UNRRA have been screened . It is
equally true UNRRA has no way of relating those requirements, to thè
requirements of other countries and to the world supply position . Therefore,
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I think it is quite reasonable that requirements be screened by UNRRA and 
all the authority of UNRRA should be some outside agency be related to 
other agencies and total supplies. [sic] I hope the question of "trust" can be 
left out of the discussion, but if it cannot, then it might be as well to point 
out that the Board deserves a little trust as well. It is no tyrannical group 
of bureaucrats imposing their will on helpless governments but honest and 
hardworking experts making recommendations which can be accepted or 
rejected by governments, which are designed to ensure that an inadequate 
supply which cannot be divided to satisfy everybody shall at least be divided 
to satisfy nobody. All the nations that come before the Board must have 
equal justification to complain. That I'm afraid is what equitable distribution 
means in the present circumstances. In this process, UNRRA is entitled to 
a fair,  but no more than fair, priority. Its claims must be related to the 
claims of others. In this table of priority the claims of ex-enemy countries 
should be put at the very bottom of the list, and it is imfair to the Combined 
Food Board to suggest, as has been suggested, that this is not being done; 
that the Board is as interested in supplying our ex-enemies as our present 
friends. There is no foundation to that suspicion. It would be a scandal and 
a crime if a Jap, through any action of a United Nations agency, lived better 
than a citizen of China, or if a Bulgarian or Roumanian were permitted to 
have a better ration than a Greek or a Jugoslay. 

The Director General suggested specifica lly that the U.S.S.R. be added to 
the Board, and presumably its committees. As far as I am concerned, I 
heartily approve the extension of membership of United Nations agencies 
to include  ail . United  Nations, especially the U.S.S.R. I am thinking of the 
Food and Agriculture Organization, the International Bank, the International 
Fund, the Civil Aviation Organization, and many others. The U.S.S.R. is 
a great food producing country and the provision of complete information 
regarding its food production, food stocks and food, shipments would, no 
doubt, be of great value to the work of the Food Board and its Committees, 
and make the work of those committees much easier. It would be most 
interesting to the Council to receive the reaction of the Soviet Member to 
this suggestion. 

There is no need, Mr. Chairman, for me to say more. The need is so 
great, the problems of such gigantic magnitude, the implications of failure 
to meet them so terrifying, that only the most heroic efforts on all our parts 
will be of any real help. These efforts  will  require the laying aside of every 
consideration except that of human needs. That is the only consideration 
that guides our Director General and the Administration. It must be the 
consideration, the sole consideration, that guides the council and the govern

-ments we represent. 
Food, Mr. Chairman, was a mighty weapon of war. Food must be a mighty 

weapon of peace. But it must never become a weapon of international politics. 
If it does, it will break in the hands of those who would debase it to that use. 
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To  resolve the, dangerous food crisis ahead, Mr. Chairman, we must  all  
do more than we have ever done before; especially we who live in favoured 
lands. If we do not, we will soon learn that just as once this great nation 
could not live, half-slave and half-free, so today our "one world" cannot 
live half fed,  hall .  starved. 

351. 	 W.L.M.K./Vol. 274 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au Premier ministre , 

Memorandurn from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Prime Minister 

[Ottawa,] April 15, 1946 
Mr. Pearson telephoned from Washington this afternoon to deliver a mes-

sage to you from La Guardia, who had been in conference with President 
Truman during the day. Pearson gathered that the President had made further 
United States action for food relief conditional on assurances that Canada 
would take similar and simultaneous action. Specifically, the President would 
be prepared to make an order diverting 25 percent of the flour now going into 
domestic United States consumption if the Canadian Government would take 
the same action and if the United Kingdom Government would take some 
comparable step. 

When Mr. Gardiner was in Washington last week, I believe he did say, in 
general terms, that we would be willing to match American and British efforts 
in maldng food available for overseas shipment. We have cut down the allow-
ance of flour fôr domestic consumption by 10 percent, but the cut to 25 per-
cent is obviously a much more serious step. If the Americans can take it, 
there is no doubt that we can too. 

I am afraid,if we defer deciding the question on which we are asked for our 
views by tomorrow, there may be a disposition in the White House to back 
out of this offer and blame inadequate American action on the absence of 
assurances that the other supplying countries were prepared to go along with 
them.1  

N. A. ,R[OBERTSONI 

1 La note suivante était écrite sur ce 	1 The following note was written on the 
mémorandum: 	 memorandum: 

Our understanding American  proposal to withhold 25% of flour from bakeries. 
This not comparable on same basis as our absolute withdrawal of 10% or more 
of wheat we control from mills. In my opinion 15% on our basis would be equal 
to their 25 and no one was aware how Americans could carry out proposal. In my 
opinion if they can  demonstrate an action taken we should match it. 

( 
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352. : W.L.M.K./Vôl: 276

Mémorandum du sous =secrétaire d'État, aûx Affaires extérieures . ". , , . . - °
,au Premier ministre

Memorandum f rom Under-Secretary of State for External A ffairs
to Prime Minister

IMMEDIATE [Ottawa,] April 16, 1946
President Truman signed this morning an Order reducing the mi lling of

wheat for domestic use or consumption, to 75% of the quantity so milled in
the corresponding month of 1945 . The Uriited States are not making this
Order public pending consultation with us about the form of the announce-
ment. I expect to receive later in the day a draft for comment of the an-
nouncement the United States propose to make .

I informed the Wartime Prices and Trade Board this morning of the action
the United States is going to take, and they are examining urgently the cor-
responding measures which may be taken here in the light of the Govern-
ment's decision to match United States measures for the relief of the world
food shortage .l

N. A. R[OBERTSON]

353 . DEA/21 5
Le secrétaire d'État aux A flaires extérieures

à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External A f,f airs to Ambassador in United States
. . . . .,., • .

TELEGRAM EX-1069 Ottawa, April 17, 1946

SECRET . FOR IMMEDIATE ACTION . Following for. Pearson from Robertson,

Begins: Herewith is text of my .minute to Prime Minister and Minister of

.Agriculture of my conversation with Stone in which I advised him of outcome

of yesterday's ' Cabinet considerat ion of new measures to increase available

wheat supplies . Quote .

I told Mr. Stone that Cabinet today had agreed that Canada should match
the efforts of the United States to make additional wheat available and that he
could so inform the United States authorities . At the same time he should
make it clear that circumstances might require the application of varyin g

'La note suivante était écrite sur ce 'The following note was written on the

mémorandum: memorandum:

I might add that the first reaction .of Wartime Prices and Trade Board to this
news is that a 25 p .c . reduction in domestic flour supp lies will create immedi ately

a pretty chaotic situation with panic buying and demoralized distribution . ,
R[OBERTSON]
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methods of restriction on domestic consumption. We thought it important that 
there should be consultation between officials about the methods to be used in 
the two countries so that there would be full understanding pf how each 
country expected to reach the desired. objective. I added that I thought it 
desirable that announcement of any measures should be synchronized as 
nearly as possible. Unquote. Ends. 
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Le coordonnateur, l'administration des aliments, la Commission des prix 
et du commerce en temps de guerre, au sous-secrétaire d'État 

aux Affaires extérieures 

Co-ordinator, Foods Administration, Wartime Prices and Trade Board, 
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

Ottawa, April 18, 1946 
Dear Mr. Robertson, 

The Committeel nominated yesterday afternoon by Mr. Gardiner met this 
morning. I understand Mr. Gardiner has left the City and I am therefore 
handing to you the report of the Committee for further follow up and 
action. 

With reference to the draft text of a statement to be discusséd in Washington 
today, our Committee feels very strongly that.no  reference should be made to 
possible further Canadian action unless it is clear that an announcem.ent of 
what, these further plans are can be made almost immediately, (i .e. not later 
than Monday). 

Our concern is that if a statement goes out that Canada will shortly be 
announcing further plans to make more Canadian wheat available there will 
be a tremendous degree of pressure and confusion among Canadian primary 
and secondary wheat users until the actual measures are made public. 

- Yours sincerely, 
K. W. TAYLOR. 

1  Les membres de ce comité ad hoc étaient 
K. W. Taylor, président; le  directeur' du 
service de marketing, le ministère de l'Agri-
culture; le directeur, la direction des exporta-
tions, le service du Commerce extérieure, le 
ministère du Commerce; le secrétaire, la Com-
mission canadienne du blé et le commissaire 
en chef adjoint, la Commission 'canadienne 
du blé. 

The members of this ad hoc committee 
were K. W. Taylor, Chairman; the Director 
of Marketing Service, Department of Agri-
culture; the Director, Export Division, 
Foreign Trade Service, Department of Trade 
and Commerce; the Secretary, Canadian 
Wheat Board, and the Assistant ,Chief Com-
missioner, Canadian Wheat Board. 
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Report of an ad'. hoc Committe e
[Ottawa,] April 18, 1946

Rapport d'un comité ad hoc

[PIÉCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

MEMORANDUM RE PROPOSED FURTHER ECONOMIES

IN WHEAT CONSUMPTION IN CANADA

1 . Significant differences in Canadian and United States wheat consump-

tion are , indicated by the Consumption Levels Enquiry of the Combined

Food Board :
(a) Wheat products constitute 95% . of Canadian . cereal consumption,

but only 80% of the United States' .

(b) Corn consumption in. the United States is 24 lbs. per capita ; in

Canada it is 0.3 lbs.
(c) United States per capita cereal consumption in 1945 was 5% above

1935-39 ;`in Canada it was 4% below 1935-39 .

(d) The 10% cut in Canadian wheat consumption below . 1945, already

in effect, puts total cereal consumption 131% below pre-war, and with no

indigenous cereal alternatives other than oatmeal . The impending 25%

cut in United States - wheat consumption below 1945 would put its total

cereal consumption 15-y'% below pre-war, and with generous available , sup-

plies of cereal alternatives in oatmeal, cornmeal and rice .

(e) United States per capita supplies of pulses are 15 lbs. as against

10 abs . in Canada; vegetables 219 lbs . as against 104 lbs. in Canada .

- Normally Canada is a heavier consumer of potatoes, but this year . w e

have been abnormally short, while the United States has had record sur-

pluses .
2 . In the light of the above,, we do . not feel that Canada can be regarded

as having any obligation, vis-à-vis the United States, , to . make any-. further

mandatory, cuts in domestic wheat consumption . We - also - - feel . that in, Can-

ada the administrative and_ economic objections to a compulsory cut greater

than the present 10% are almost insuperable .
3 . Canâ.dà might; however, make available 1,500,000 bushels of No. 4

wheat within the next six weeks, and possibly another 1,000,000 bushels in

June-July. We might also make available 5,000,000 bushels of oats .

4. If we were to follow a line of reasonable prudence, neither of the above
steps should- be~ -taken until the 1946 crop is assured,- : but, the present

gested:emergency appéars to justify assuming the risks * sug

5. Either of the :two proposals in paragraph 3 would provide additional

supplies of cereals equivalent to what would be produced by an additional

10 Der cent cut . in domestic usage of wheat. for human consumption for a

pe riod of six months; together - they would provide the equivalent of an

additional 20% . cut for six months .
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1. 6. Canada might also express a willingness to cease all  commercial ex-
ports of flour except on a basis of urgent need, provided the United States 
agreed to do the same. Canada's additional contribution under this pro-
posal would approximate 250,000 barrels of flour a month (i.e. equivalent 
to about 1,000,000 bushels of wheat a month). 

K. W. TAYLOR 

355. 	 DEA/8737-40 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Memorandum by Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

[Ottawa] April 18, 1946 

WORLD FOOD SITUATION; FURTHER MEASURES OF ASSISTANCE BY CANADA 

At the meeting of the Cabinet on April 18th, approval was given to 
recommendations submitted regarding the provision of additional supplies 
of grain for export as follows: 

(a) that Canada make available one and one-half million bushels of 
No. 4 wheat within the next six weeks from supplies immediately available 
and, if possible, a further one million bushels during June and July; 

(b) that Canada make available five million bushels of oats from available 
supplies; and, 

(c) that Canada offer to cease all commercial exports of flour, except on 
proof of need, as established by the Combined Food Board or some recog-
nized joint committee, provided that the United States agreed to take the 
sarne action. 

It was understood that a public statement to this effect would be made in 
the near future. 

The _Cabinet also considered a communication from  the Working Com-
mittee of Combined Food Board and UNRRA officials, requesting that 
Canada take up with the countries concerned the diversion of certain grain 
shipments from Norway, The Netherlands and Switzerland to meet urgent 
UNRRA needs. 

Officials of the departments conce rned had suggested that responsibility 
for diversion of these shipments should rest with the Cereals Committee 
of the Combined Foôd Board, in consultation with the countries conce rned 
and that Canada should not be asked 'to deal independently with these 
countries. It was suggested that the government might, however, agree to 
make any diversions approved by the Cereals Committee of the Combined 
Food Board. 

The Cabinet, after discussion, agreed that diversion of Canadian ship-
ments be dealt with along the lines suggested. 

N. A. R[OBERTSON] 
( 
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L'ambassadeur aux Etats-Unis au secrétaire dÉtat adjoint des États-Unis

Ambassador in United States to Assistant Secretary `of Stat e
of United States

Washington, April 19, 194 6
Dear Mr. Clayton ,

I have been asked to convey to the United States Government the view of
my Government that our two Governments could make a further and immedi-
ately effective contribution in the present emergency by cancelling forthwith
all commercial exports . of flour except such exports as can be justified on the
basis of urgent need . The Canadian Government believes that all importing
countries should be required to establish the urgency of their need in respect
of unshipped quantities already ordered as well as in respect of such quantities
as those countries May request during the next critical months . In cases where
the urgency of these needs cannot be satisfactorily established, it is proposed
that flour on order should be diverted to those areas where needs are known
to be great . On the basis of preliminary examination it is our view that sub-
stantial quantities of flour could be diverted from Western Hemisphere and
other destinations to deficit areas if this procedure were adopted by the Gov-
ernments of Canada and the United States .

The policy proposed would require the establishment of a joint United
States-Canadian committee of review to pass on applications for the reinstate-
ment of - cancelled export permits and for the consideration of new applica-
.tions for commercial flour exports . Such a committee would obviously have
to work in very close association with the Cereals Committee of the Combined
Food Board and might well be constituted as an ad hoc subcommittee of that
body. My> Government would be glad to receive the views of the United
States Government on the above proposal, which it is suggested should be put
into effect immediately .

I am sending a similar letter to the above to the Secretarÿ of Agriculture .

Yours sincerely,
L. B. PEARSON

357. DEA/4171-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
a l'ambassadeur aux - États-Unis ,

Secretary of : State for External A flairs to Ambassador in United States

TEI,EGRAM EX-1123 Ottawa, April 24, 1946

FOR IMMEDIATE ION .- 11
Your WA=1726.t Following for Pearson from

Robertson, Begins: You may inform the United Kingdom and United States
members of the Combined Food Board that the Canadian Gove rnment con-
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sents to agreed diversions of Canadian Wheat, flour and bread grain substitutes 
from the United Kingdom to other destinations in which immediate needs 
are found to be acute. 

I understand that at the last meeting of the Combined Food Board, at 
which the Minister of Agriculture was present, he expressly reserved the ques-
tion of the price to be charged to recipients of Canadian wheat diverted from 
the United Kingdom. In view of the position taken by Mr. Gardiner, the 
question of the terms on which diverted wheat should be paid for will have 
to be left in abeyance until he has had an opportunity of discussing it with 
his Cabinet colleagues on his return to Ottawa next week. 

In this general connection I should be glad to know whether there has been 
any agreement reached between the United Kingdom and the United States 
as to the terms on which the United Kingdom is to pay for the United States 
wheat which is to be provided in replacement for Canadian wheat now sub-
ject to diversion. Ends. 

358. 	 CEW/Vol. 2133 

Le directeur général, UNRRA, au Premier ministre 

Director General, UNRRA, to Prime Minister 

[New York,] April 24, 1946 
My dear Mr. Prime Minister, 

I am asking your help, and through you the help of the fertilizer industry 
of your country, in our effort to assure the prompt allocation and delivery 
of fertilizer for the hungry countries of Europe and Asia. Little more can be 
done for Europe this spring because of the lateness of the season, but there 
is an excellent opportunity for increasing food production in Asia. Only by 
a very determined effort can full advantage be taken of this opportunity to-
increase food production for the coming winter. 

My first specific request for help is on behaLf of China. Rice production 
in China can still be increased greatly by prompt action in making fertilizers 
available. Each ton of fertilizer used on time should result in an increased 
production of three to four tons of rice. 

China is requesting a minimum allocation of 500,000 metric tons of am-
monium sulphate and 200,000 metric tons of superphosphate from the 
Combined Food Board for the fertilizer year 1 July, 1946 to 30 June, 1947. 
The Chinese Government is simultaneously appealing for an allocation out 
of the above stated totals of 100,000 metric tons of ammonium sulphate and 
100,000 metric tons of superphosphate to be made 'available for shipment 
in June and July of this year to increase the yield of rice in Formosa and 
South and Central China, which will be harvested in October. It is estimated 
that this 200,000 tons of fertilizer will mean an increased production of . 

approximately 500,000 tons of rice, which is enough to feed 10,000,000 
people for a year. 
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Since the periodof maximum utilization of these ferti lizers in your country
is over for this crop year , it should be possible, if , special efforts are made,
to assure the supply of the 200,000 tons of fertilizers for use on the , second
rice crop. Every effort should also be made now toward utilization of eve ry
fertilizer producing facility to assure that the over-all requirements of China,
as well as of the other famine-stricken areas of Asia and Europee-receive suffi-
cient quantities of fertilizers this fall and next spring to prevent a repetition
of the disastrous famine conditions that face a ll of us now .

I will appreciate deeply your personal help toward achieving our goal for
China now and hope for your assistance in assuring adequate or expanded
production for fall and spring use .'

Sincerely yours,
F. LA GUARDIA

359. CEW/Vol. 2133
.

Le directeur général, UNRRA, au Premier ministre

Director General, UNRRA, to Prime Minister

New York,] May 7, 1946

Effective April 1st of this year your Department of National- Revenue
restricted the quantity of. spirits which distillers could produce from grain or
malt during the twelve months ending 31 March to fifty percent of .the quantity
produced during the twelve months ended 31 March 1946 . Although ' that is
quite ,a reduction, for which I am most appreciative, nevertheless it -permits
distilleries to produce two - and one-half times more than their annual -pre-
war production. To be specific, prior to - April 1st, Canadian distillers used
51,000,000 pounds of grain per month, of which 70 percent, or 35,000,000
pounds each month was wheat, so that disti llers are now using 17,500,000
pounds of wheat each month. May I respectfully submit that here is -a source
where additional wheat and . grain can be obtained for .UNRRA's purposes .

Many of the distillers in your country also have distilleries in the U.S., and
we have reduced them to three days a month operation and supply. I am
certain that Canadian distillers expect a reduction from what I have been
hearing, as I have been associating with distillers the last few hours and
expect a substantial contribution from them.

Wi ll you kindly give this matter your -attention. I am sure it will not be

as painful to the disti llers as it may appear.'
F. H. LA GUARDIA

1 Aucune réponse à cette lettre n'a été 1 No reply to this letter , has been found.

trouvée .
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360. 	 W.L.M.K./Vol. 276 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au Premier ministre 

• Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Prime Minister 

•SECRET 	 [Ottawa,] July 3, 1946• 
Mr. Will Clayton telephoned me today from Washington about the wheat 

position. He had learned from Atherton that we had been disappointed in the 
negative and quite imhelpful attitude he had taken in his earlier talks with 
Strachey and Pearson. He ha.d told Atherton that he would like to think over 
the position again, and would call me direct if he found he had anything to 
add to the views he had expressed in his earlier conversation with our 
Arnbassador. 

Clayton said he had been reviewing the American position with the Secre-
tary of Agriculture, who had just returned to Washington after an absence of 
ten days.. They were both concerned about their whole price policy, and 
realized vvhy we were worried about the effect  of an increase in the price of 
wheat on the general price structùre. With the ending of O.P.A., the United 
States Administration had, at present, no power to control either domestic or 
export prices. If Cong-ress restored O.P.A. authority, they would be in a posi-
tion to consider a wheat agreement. Alternatively, he did not exclude the pos-
sibility of going to Congress for authority to make special arrangements about 
wheat: • He asked if we were equally concerned about the course of their 
domestic price for wheat and their export price. I said that we had been used, 
over the years, to • tariff-made disparities • between domestic wheat prices in 
Canada and the United States and, momover, recognized that, under 
present conditions, it, was the generally higher level of prices in the United 
States which blurred the comparison between domestic wheat prices in the 
two countries. It was the uncontrolled American export price which was . 
prying the lid off •dui export wheat price ceiling.  • - 

I said it was very difficult for us •to justify and maintain 'our present export 
price of $1.55 alongside an American price to the same customers of $2.15. 
At the sanie time, we had to recognize that our present export price and the 
related return to farmers represented a relatively adequate incentive price. 
Any major change in this price would force radical readjustments right across 
the board, which would materially affect our general price control policy. The 
only way we could see, of justifying to our:producers the maintenance of pres-
ent wheat prices lay in giving them some guarantee of a stable income over 
the next three ,or four years. This was the object of the draft bulk purchase 
agreement with the United Kingdom. I told Clayton that the maintenance of 
our export wheat price during the current year had represented, in effect, an 
export subsidy of $140,000,000, which was a very sizeable supplement to the 
assistance we had given Allied countries in the form of loans, export credits 
and UNRRA contributions. UNRRA contributions would probably be coming 
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to an end, but this did not mean that the recipient countries could auto-'
matically put themselves on . a . pay as you go basis . He agreed, and said that
Italy and Austria, in particûlàr, would need substantial relief and assistance in
1947. I suggested the United States consider an agreed po licy of subsidizing a
staple export. like -wheat, as -a means of helping to -bridge the gap between the
real needs of the European countries and their immediate capacity to pay .

Clayton agreed that letting wheat p rices ride without control would have the
effect of stimulating uneconomic wheat production in all so rts of countries,
which it was certainly not in our interest to encourage past the point of
actually averting famine . He seemed to think the risk of world over-produc-
tion in three or four years' time was a serious one, and agre ed that it might be
not only in the long-run interest of the exporting countries but a real aid to
the general commercial policy programme if a staple of -international com-
merce ` like wheat could ' move in quantity and at reasonable prices during this'
period of acute shortage .

In conclusion, he said he would go into the whole position again with
C linton Anderson and get in touch with us again as soon as Congress had-
decided what powers over prices were going to be entrusteti to the Administra-
tion. Altogether, his opinion seemed to have moved a very considerable dis-
tance from the position he had taken in conversations in Washington last .
week .

N. A. R[OBERTSON]

361. DEA/4171-40

Le chargé d'affaires aux États-Unis au secrétaire- d'État
aux A ffaires extérieures

Chargé d'A f}aires in United States to Secretary of State .
for External A ff airs

TELEGRAM WA-2752 Washington, July 10, 1946

Following from : Stone, Begins : Reference my immediately preceding tele-
type . t

The following message is from Wilson to N . A . Robertson, M. W. Macken-
zie and George Mclvor, Begins :

Following is the text of the memorandum to the Executive Committee of
the -International Wheat Council on the scope of a new international wheat
agreement which I propose to present to the Committee this morning, text
begins :

The preamble of the draft convention contemplated a post-war surplus
situation; consequently the provision therein for production control, export
quotas, minimum and maximum reserve stocks . Consideration at that time
was also given to the operation of an agreement under conditions of scarcity,
hence the provision for maximum, as well as minimum :, export prices, and
the provision for minimum, as well as maximum stocks . Notwithstanding, the
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current situation was not fully anticipated, a situation -in which all`limitationS 
would have had • to be suspended on production control, export quotas and 
minimum reserve stocks, thereby leaving the maximum export price provision 
the only one which might now have been operative. To the extent that an 
international wheat agreement is desirable now, a major reorientation of 
approach would be required, particularly in respect of the timing of its several 
provisions. 

In contrast with the 1941-42 negotiations, there is the advantage of dealing 
now with known elements of the current situation. It is evident that the most 
urgent problem is that of immediate recognition by the exporting countries of 
an obligation not to charge "all the traffic will bear" in an acute sellers 
market if there is to he any hope for recognition by the importers of their 
obligation to support a minimum export price level as soon as the market 
situation is reversed. Secondly, there is the problem of the current disparity 
between national export price levels. The immediate choice is between fol-
lowing an unstable export market situation up and down and the securing of 
a long-run measure . of international price stability or, alternatively, a series 
of bilateral contracts between exporfing and importing countries seeking piece- 
meal a similar end. 

If wheat export prices were unlikely to rise further during 1946-47, thereby 
avoiding additional incentives to surplus production, and if there were no 
economic and political pitfalls in the path of "an expanding world economy" 
much could be said for the first alternative. In the absence 'of such assurances, 
the argument shifts in favour of a multilateral approach to a measure of 
stability in prices, production and export markets. Many considerations may 
be adduced in favour of multilateral against bilateral action if the multilateral 
approach can be accomplished. It remains, therefore, to outline the form of 
international agreement which might become operative forthwith. 

Preamble 
A brief recital of the current situation and the need for some degree of 

price stability. 

Article 1.114embership 
Right of all Governments to join on notification of acceptance of member-

ship, on equal terms as net-importing or net-exporting countries. 

Article II—Effective Date of Agreement 

On acceptance of membership by at least three exporting countries and 
ten importing countries. 

Article Ill—Duration of Agreement 

Four years from effective date of agreement. 

Article 1V—Council 
1. Each exporting country to have one vote and each importing country to 

have a uniform fractional vote, so as to equate the collective votes of the 
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importing countries .with the collective votes of the exporting countries . Simple
majority of votes to govern except: where otherwise specified .

2 . Provision for Secretariat .

3 . Finances . Provision for budget and division of expenses; based on size
of votes .

Article V-Executive Committee

Appointment by Council.
N.B. So long as prices remain above minimum levels and non-price pro-

visions are not operative, the Executive Committee could be continued such
as at present . As soon as price equivalents, export quotas, etc., become a
practical issue, then a continuous, salaried Committee will be required, prefer-
ably comprised of individuals experienced in grain business or in grain
administration in their respective countries .

Article VI-Prices
1 . Minimum and maximum f .o .b . prices plus carrying charges at average

cost to be specified for each exporting country .
2. Such prices for one exporting country to remain fixed for duration of

agreement .
3 . F.o.b. equivalents of other exporting count ries to be subject to adjust-

ment as deemed necessary by the Executive Com.mittee upon publication
by the Committee.

N.B. F.o:b. equivalents need not now bé equàted exactly in relation to
c .i.f. markets . Reasonably approximate relationships would suffice until
minimum ,prices are reached . Then very careful adjustments would , be

required .
4- Member exporting countries to undertake to ; sell within the range Ao

member importing countries for the duration of the agreement .

5 . Member , importing countries to undertake not to increase their pur-
chases from non-member exporters *Pbeyond previous average imports from
those exporters when minimum prices are reached .

6. Member exportin.g countries to undertake not to sell below minimum
prices to any destination .

N.B. A four-year agreement maximum and minimum expo rt .prices would
serve the joint purpose of assuring importing countries reasonable prices in
relation to the present situation of relative scarcity and. of assuring the ex-
porting countries, as a justifiable quid pro quo, reasonable prices in relation
to surplus conditions which may develop during the latter half of . the agree-
ment period .

Non-signatory importers should not receive the benefits of the ma .ximum
prices while giving no undertaking in respect of minimum prices,-nor should
signatory importers buy more from non-signatory exporters at low p rices to
the detriment of the - signatory exporters .
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The maintenance of minimum prices to all buyers by the signatory eiporters . 
 would provide a salutary influence against the possible general disintegrafion 

of world wheat prices, and would minimize non-signatory importers from 
taking advantage of signatory importers, particularly in respect of flour trade. 

Article VII — Additional Provisions 

Additional provisions relating to production in exporting and importing 
countries, export quotas minimum and maximum stocks or other provisions 
to be brought into effect on such terms and at such times as may be approved 
by a two-thirds vote of the Council. 

N.B. It is recosnized that many or all of these provisions will be required 
sooner or later during the life of the agreement. The timing is at present 
uncertain, and the exact nature of the provisions can be more suitably de-
termined in relation to the situation as it develops. Therefore, it should suffice 
now to give the Council authority, under a two-thirds majority to take action 
as and at the time required. Text ends. Teletype ends. 

362. 	 DEA/4171-40 

Le chargé d'affaires aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État 
- 	aux Affaires extérieures 

Chargé d'Affaires in United States to Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM WA-2761 	 Washington, July 11, 1946 
Following from Stone for Robertson, Begins:' Herewith Wilson's report 

for Robertson, Mackenzie .and McIvor on July 10th meeting of Executive 
Committee of  International  Wheat Council. Wilson's -document, teletype 
WA-2752 of yesterday's date, was, discussed- at length. The principal sug-
gestion coming from, the American representatives was that proposed Article 
7 relating t6 production, export quotas and reserve stocks Was not sufficient-
ly specific. For example, Wheeler' -regarded it just as essential to reach agree-
ment now with impérting conntries on their wheat production policies as  it 
was  to coMe to an  agreement on prices. .0therwise, .it would be difficult 
subSequently to avoid having.  the Importing countries, Pursue policies of self-
sufficiency in the lack of any 'present cominitment. He also regarded it 
neCessary froin the viewpoint of aCceptance by the American  public  to state 
something more definite regarding export quotas' which he preferred to regard 
in general terms of management Of exPdrt  supplies,  which he consideis neces --: 
sary whether wheat is in short or in long supply. 

Récognizing that it would bé difficult. to get full American  support for a 
price agreement only, Wilson agr' eed to re-draft his document expanding 

1  L. A; Wheeler; président, le 'Conseil inter- 	1 L. A. Wheeler, Chairman, Intertiationak z 
national du blé. 	 Wheat Council. 
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Article 7 in order to recognize the principles involved in these other elements
of the agreement, but still leaving the timing of their operation to a two-thirds .
decision of the Council . Wilson's revised document should be ready by F riday

and will be forwarded by teletype. It was proposed that this document should
be presented as a Canadian submission to the meeting of the enlarged Wheat
Council to be held on Monday, July 15th .

The agenda for this meeting calls for a review of the developments to date
within the Wheat Council for the benefit of the new members. It also calls
for the appointment of a Preparatory Committee whose function would be
to arrive at the precise ternis of an agreement which could be reported back
to the Council and become the basis of -a submission to an International
Wheat Conference to be called by the United States .

The new Governments represented on the Wheat Council will be invited to
appoint a representative to the Preparatory Committee if they s :o .desire and it
is hoped that they will agree to meet as a Committee early next week in order
that the draft Agreement may be drawn up during .the week. It would then be
referred to a second meeting of the Council to be held early in August with
the various Governments having an, opportunity in the interim to examine the
terms -of - the . draft Agreement .

It remains uncertain how soon the International Wheat Conference might
be called, but Wilson's intention is to press for an early date. Ends .

363 . DEA/4171-40 _

Le chargé d'affaires aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État
aux A ffaires extérieures

Chargé d'Affaires in United States to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

TELEGRAM WA-2776 Washington, July. 12, .1946

Following for Robertson, M. W. Mackenzie and George McIvor from
Wilson, Begins : Following is the text of the first,revise of the memorandum
for the Executive Committee of the Wheat Council on the scope of a new
International Wheat Agreement, the o riginal text of which Isent to you in
Embassy teletype No . WA-2752 of July 10th, Begins :

Item 4 of today's agenda calls for consideration of the appointment of a
Preparatory Committee to review the draft convention and to submit a report
to the thirteenth session of the Council . The Canadian member welcomes this
proposal and suggests, for reasons set out in the following paragraphs, the
urgency of the Preparatory Committee's taking up its work forthwith to revise
the draft convention into such form that it could be recommended to Council
and thereby to Governments through an International Wheat Conference as
an- .agreement to become currently, operative . . In order to expedite the review
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of the draft convention, a specific plan for revisions is set out herewith which
might serve as a basis for discussion by the Preparatory Committee .

The preamble of the draft convention contemplated - a post-war surplus
situation; consequently the provision therein for production control, export
quotas, minimum and maximum reserve stocks . Consideration at that time
was also given to the operation of an agreement under conditions of scarcity,
.hence the provision for maximum, as well as minimum, export prices, and the
provision for minimum, as well as maximum stocks . Notwithstanding, the
current situation was not fully .anticipated, a situation in which all limitations
would have had to be suspended on production control, export quotas and
minimum reserve stocks, thereby leaving the maximum export price provision
the only one which might now have been operative . To the extent that an
International Wheat Agreement is desirable now, a I

major reorientation of
approach would be required, particularly in respect of the timing of its several
provisions .

In contrast with the 1941-1942 negotiations, there is the advantage of deal-
ing now with known elements of the current situation . It is evident that the
most urgent problem is that of immediate recognition by the exporting coun-
tries of an obligation not to charge "all the traffic will bear" in an acute sellers
market if there is to be any hope for recognition by the importers of their
obligation to, support a minimum export price level as soon as the market
situation is reversed . Secondly, there is the problem of the current disparity
between national export price levels. The immediate choice is between follow-
ing an unstable export market situation up and down and the securing of . a
long-run measure of international price stability or, alternatively, 'a series of
bilateral contracts between exporting and importing countries seeking piece-
meal a similar end .

If wheat export prices were unlikely to rise further during 1946-1947,
thereby avoiding additional incentives to surplus production, and if there were
-no economic - and political pitfalls in the path of "an expanding world
economy" much could be said for following the market. In the absence of
such assurances, the argument shifts in favour of a multilateral approach to a
measure of stabilitÿ in prices, production and export markets. Many considera-
tions may be adduced in favour of multilateral against bilateral action if the
multilateral approach can be accomplished . It remains, therefore, to outline
the form of an international agreement which might become operative forth-
with.

Preamble

A brief recital of the current situation and of the immediate and long-ter m
need for some degree of p rice stability. `

Article I-Membership

Right'of all interested Governments tojoin on notificatioir of acceptance of
membership, on equal terms as -net-importing'or net-exporting countries .
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Article II—Effective date of. Agreement 
Upon acceptance of membership by a sufficient number of exporting and 

importing countries, in each case, to represent two-thirds of the estimated 
volume of the total commercial international trade in wheat in the 1946-
1947  crop year. 

Article Ill—Duration of Agreement 

Four years from the effective date of the agreement. Should, however, any 
of the Governments of Argentina, Australia, Canada or the United States fail 
to become sfgnatories within six months after the effective date of the agree-
ment, then any of the signatory Governments would be free to withdraw. 

N.B. This proviso recognizes that some Governments may not be able to 
implement the agreement immediately. The effective date need not await 
signature by all interested Governments. However, should any of the four 
major exporting countries fail to sign within -  a reasonable period, the agree-
ment could not permanently become effective. 

Article IV--Council 
- 1. Each signatory exporting country to appoint a member having one vote 
and each signatory importing country to appoint a member having a uniform 
fractional vote, so as to equate the collective votes of the importing countries 
with the collective votes of the exporting countrie,s. Simple majority of votes 
to govern except .where otherwise specified. (As an alternative, the exporting 

- countries to have votes based on their traditional shares in the international 
trade in wheat). 

2. Provision for secretariat. 	 , 
3. Finances. Provision for budget and division of expenses, based on size 

of votes. 

Article V—Executive Committee 
1. An Executive Committee, responsible to the Council, to be appointed 

to maintain general oversight of the operation of the agreement and to 
examine in detail proposals regarding any changes in the operation of the 
agreement. The size of the Committee to be determined by the Council, and 
the individual members to be appointed to the Committee by their respective 
Govermnents. 

2. A price (and quota) Committee to be charged with the administration 
of adjustments in price differentials (and of adjustments in export quotas). 
This Committee would require to be maintained in continuous operation as 
soon as prices reach minimum levels. The Committee would preferably be 
comprised of individuals named by the operating grain agencies in each of 
the countries represented on the Committee. 

Article VI—Prices 
1. Minimum and. maximum f.o.b. prices plus carrying charges at average 

cost to be specified for each exporting country. 
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2. Such prices for one eiporting 'country to remain fixed for duration of 
agreement. 

3. F.o.b equivalents of other exporting countries to be subject to adjust-
ment as deemed necessary by the Executive Committee upon publication by 
the ComMittee. 

N.B. F.o.b. equivalents need not now be equated exactly in relation to 
C.I.F. markets. Reasonable approximate relationships would suffice until 
minimum prices are reached. Theri very careful adjustments would be 
required. 

4. Member exporting countries to undertake to sell within the range to 
member importing countries for the duration of the agreement. 

5. Member importing countries to undertake not to increase their purchases 
from non-member exporters beyond previous average imports from those 
exporters when minimum prices are reached. 

6. Member exporting countries to undertake not to sell below  minimum 
prices to any destination. 

N.B. A four year agreement covering maximum and minimum export 
prices would serve the joint purpose of assuring iinporting countries reason-
able prices in relation to the present situation of relative scarcity and of 
assuring the exporting countries, as a justifiable quid pro quo, reasonable 
prices in relation to surplus conditions which may develop during the latter 
half of the agreement period. 

Non-signatory importers should not receive the benefits of the maximum 
prices while giving no undertaldng in respect of minimum prices, nor should 
signatory importers buy more from non-signatory exporters at low prices to 
the detriment of the signatory exporters. 

The maintenance of minimum prices to all buyers by the signatory exporters 
would provide a salutary influence against the possible general disintegration 
of world Wheat prices, and would minimize non-signatory importers from 
taidng advantage of signatory hnporters, particularly in respect of flour trade. 

Article VII—Management of Export Supplies 

Recognition of the principle of management of export supplies under both 
scarcity and surplus conditions. International programming of short supplies 
is now undertaken by the I.E.F.C. When the I.E.F.C. function is concluded 
there will then be  the  necessity of programming exports which are in long 
supply in order to accomplish an equitable sharing of the available interna-
tional market. 

The Council should decide, by two-thirds majority, when export quotas 
should become operative, and in setting the quotas should have regard td: 

1. The basic percentages  set out in the 'draft convention (Canada 40, 
Argentina 25, Australia 19, United States 16 percent). ' , 
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2. Quotas to be agreed for any other exporting coun tries adhering to the
agreement.

3 . Periodic transfer to other signatory expo rters of the export quota, or
part thereof, unlikely to be shipped by any signatory exporter during its crop
year .

Article VIII-Minimum and Maximum Reserve Stocks

Recognition in principle of the desirability on the part of the signatory
exporters of reaching as soon as is practicable the minimum reserve stocks
as specified in the draft convention and thereafter of maintaining their carry-
over stocks within the range of the minimum and maximum reserve stocks .

The draft convention range in stocks was Argentina 35-130, Austra lia
25-80, Canada 80-275, United States 150-400 mil lion bushels .

To attain the minimum levels would assist in assuring the impo rting

countries of continuity in future supplies, and to preserve the maximum
levels would assist in insu ring the exporting countries against large world

surpluses .

The CQuncil should decide, by two-thirds majo rity, when the minimum

and maximum stocks should become operative . If export quotas were
operative, it would follow , that the minimum stocks provision should be
operative .

Article IX-Productio n

1 . Recognition of the p rinciple that signatory expo rting countries should

regulate the production or delivery from farms of wheat in order to main-
tain their total supplies at levels which, allowing for domestic use and ex;

ports, will maintain their carry-over stocks within the minimum and maximum

range.

2. Recognition of the principle that importing count ries should not pur-

sue uneconomic policies respecting domestic production. Preferably the

import ing countries should not set domestic prices for wheat for each crop
year above the prevailing C.I .F. equivalent prices of wheat imported from

the signatory exporting count ries, and within the minimum and maximum

price range. Otherwise little purpose would be served by the current estab-

lishment . of reasonable export prices to the importing countries if the latter

in turn propose to become in the future as independent as possible of im-

ported supplies of wheat .
Commitments under (1) and (2) to become effective upon the introduc-

tion of expo rt quotas . This recognizes that . under prevai ling scarcity condi-

tions a1l Governments must support maximum production policies: Modi-

fication of production policies will, however, be required as soon as export
quotas become necessary. Ends .
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364. ' DEÂ/4171-40

Le . chargé d'affaires aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'Éta t
aux Affaires extérieure s

Chargé d'A ffaires in United States to Secretary of State
for External A ffairs

TELEGRAM WA-2879 Washington, July 20, 1946

Following for Wrong from Stone, Begins : Reference my WA-2853 of
July 18th .t Following for your, Mackenzie's and Mclvor's information is a
brief report from Wilson, Begins : The Preparatory Committee of the In-
ternational Wheat .Council concluded a three-day session last evening • and
a revised draft proposal for an agreement substantially along the lines ' of
Wilson's document No. 2 has been agreed . This document will be referred
by the thirteen members of the Committee to their respective Governments
with a request that instructions be returned prior to August 15th when . the
Committee will resume its sessions with a view to reporting to the Interna-
tional Wheat Council on August 19th .

Wilson is returning to Ottawa this afternoon with a clean copy of the
revised draft . but the draft will not be available for general distribution until
Monday when further copies will be sent up by bag . Ends .

365. DEA/4171-40

Mémorandum du secrétaire adjoint du Cabinet au . sous-secrétaire d'État
par intérim aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum f rom Assistant Secretary to tlië ~ Cabinet
to Acting Under-Secretary of State for External A flairs

Ottawa, August 1, 1946

At the meeting of the Cabinet held today, the following item of particu-
lar interest to your department was dealt with :

International wheat agreemen t

Mr. MacKinnon submitted a report, of which you have a copy (Cabinet
Document 262) t on a draft international wheat agreement submitted by
the Preparatory Committee of the International Wheat Council to gove rn-

ments represented on .the CounciY and providing for a minimum and maxi-
mum range of prices over a four-year period.

At the forthcoming meeting of the Preparatory Committee it was in-
tended that the Canadian representative continue to work towards an
agreement along the lines indicated ; he would be assisted by advisers to be
nominated by the Minister of Trade and Commerce.
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The Cabinet, after discussion, noted with approval the report of the 
Minister of Trade and Commerce. 

J. R. BALDWIN 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Ambassador.  in United States 

TELEGRAM EX4930 	 Ottawa, August 5, 1946 
Following for Stone from Bryce, Finance. It does not appear likely that I 

will get to Washington again until last week of August. Would yOu please 
pass on the following message to Peter Wright my alternate at Bank,' and 
to Gordon Munro of the  U.K. Treasury in conneCtion with discussions in 
next day or two regarding reaction to proposed FAO report recommending 
establishment of World Food Board with substantial finances and authority. 
Begins : 

1. I have noted Meyer designated me as Chairman of a committee on 
FAO meeting but I will almost certainly not be ,able to get to Washington 
this week and therefore suggest I should be replaced On committee and that 
in view of importance Collado should take chair.  • 

2. Hutton2  telephoned me on subject Thursday and should see this report. 
Lwish to express regrets to him that I cannot get there. 

3 •  Munro showed me the proposed FAO report draft three and it is on 
this following comments are based. I discussed it here with Deutsch our expert 
in trade and commodity arrangements and with Sharp our expert on food and 
farm prices and related financial questions, and later .discussed it again with 
Munro. We are of course not able . to express official view of government 
but three of us here in Finance view proposed report as inadequate and 
dangerOus, coverlookiiig all difficult and practical questions confusing various 
purposes* and functions-  yet because of commendable moral purpoSes and 
wording apt to stir up political interest and support of -a type difficult to 
overcome and to meet with more practical and less dangerous schemes. 

4 •  So far as we know other Canadian officials and ministers have not 
yet -seen this report and no official Canadian view has been formulated. In 
view of importance of matter we shall probably seek to have it discussed 
between departments and an agreed Canadian Government policy or attitude 
formulated for expression at Copenhagen. We three in Finance, and we think 

1: La Banque internationale pour la re-
construction et le développement à Washing-
ton. R. B. Bryce était le directeur canadien. 

2 M. I. Hutton, officier principal, las mis-
sion alimentaire britannique en Amérique du' 
Nord. , 

jThe International Bank for Reconstruction 
and Development in Washington. R. B. Bryce 
was the Canadian Director. 

. 2 M. .1.  Hutton, Senior Officer, British Food 
Mission in North America. 
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External' would agree, believe this 'attitude should be that buffer stock ar-
rangements which are heart of proposal should be considered first at ITO
conference as part of trade and commodity agreements problems and that
they can only be considered at first in respect of individual commodities .
Secondly, we feel that international re lief or subsidies which is another aspect
of FAO proposals is job, of UNRRA or ; whatever arrangements succeedUNRRA and not proper field for action by FAO and ce rtainly should not
be mixed up with buffer stocks and loans . Thirdly, loans by international
agency for agricultural development are obviously pa rt of responsibili ty of
international bank which is making itself ready for -action in this field . . As
a consequence, support should not be given to extending powers and finances
of FAO to cover these fields or to set up a second FAO under another name
to do so. When. FAO has spécific ' and practical advice or information to
offer on any of these subjects other agencies directly concerned would prob-
ably welcome it. I 'feel advancing of proposals of this nature obviously
not thought through dodging difficulties and clearly doomed to frustration is
likely to discredit FAO and. . possibly other .- international organizations as
well to whom greatest danger is pub lic, attitude that they are not really prac-
tical and to be ~.taken seriously but merely forums for speech-making . It is
possible however that ' other Canadian officials or ministers may take a quite
different view and 'therefore this message must be regarded only as my pe r
sonal views and as director of Bank.. '

5. In regard to attitude to be taken by. the Bank I think the main problem
is the diplomatic one of expressing our~ disapproval and disassociating our-
selves without at the'same time interfering in what is not our affair or appear-
ing: to be unsympathetic to réal needs of many countries . I think : the 'sub-
stance , of. our attitude might - include f ollowing points :

(a) -Bank has noted proposals but does - not feel able to support . thernbecause many of them extend,-far beyond _competence of Bank and those
with which we are concerned include solutions to difficult problems of long
standing lo which Bank wishes to give considerable . study before expressing. ~ .
views or taking action .'

(b) The Bank of course expects to make loans for agricultural dèvelopmen t
or reconstruction in due course ' and when it is ready to consider specific
programmes or'prajects it will welcome any detailed technical and practical
information or udvice which FAO 'is , able to provide .

(c) In making loans for . agricultural development or reconstruction the
Bank must have regard to the same sort . of . circumstances and limitations on
its power as in the case of other loans . It must in-particular bear in mind these
provisions in its own articles of agreement which, require it to act prudently
in the interests 'of all member countries and to -have due' regard to the pros-pects that 'the borrower will be in a position tô meet its, obligations under the
loan . The ` Bank must also bear in ' mind~ that the chief •, source of funds for
making. loans , will be`from the, sale ' of secÙrities of `the BaTlk or guaranteed by
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the Bank -and consequently in order to obtain funds for the purposes for 
which it has been created the Bank must be able to convince investors it is•
making sensible loans which will enable the Bank itself to meet its own 
obligations. It can and presumably will incur risks, and charge a commission 
for doing so as required by its articles of agreement, but the Bank clearly 
cannot provide relief or subsidies. 

(d) It would clearly be out of place for the Bank to be the agency pro-
viding the funds which it is suggested should be made available to enable 
countries of great nutritional need to purchase agricultural surpluses of other 
nations on special terms, and which it is observed, would not be recoverable. 
Any such operations would have to be dearly separate from and not asso-
ciated with any operations in which the Bank was involved. 

(e) Although the memorandum is not altogether clear on the point, it 
suggests that the funds required to finance "buffer stocks" would be obtained 
from other sources, either directly from member governments or "financed 
by borrowing on the market against its commodity assets". The Bank wishes 
to make clear that it has no specific authority to make or guarantee loans for 
buffer stocks and no general authority to make loans except to member gov-
ernments or political sub-divisions thereof or business, industrial or agricul-
tural enterprises in the territories of a member and where the member govern-
ment itself is not the borrower it or its central bank must guarantee 
the loan. 

(f) The Bank does not feel able to agree to take part in an executive 
international food and agricultural agency such as that proposed in very 
general terms. Any arrangements to participate in such an agency would have 
to be decided upon by the Board of Governors of the Bank but the Executive 
Directors are not prepared to recommend participation in an agency whose 
purposes include the provision of relief and other subsidies because this 
would be bound to lead to misunderst anding of the essential purposes and 
nature of the Bank's own operations. 

(g) The Bank believes that in assisting in reconstruction and development 
of agriculture,  industry and the economies of member countries generally it 
will be furthering the solution of "long term problems concerned with the 
production, distribution and consumption of food" and that its own actions 
will promote many of the worthy objectives sought by the Director General 
of FAO in this report. It believes however that the most effective means of 
accomplishing these objectives now is to be found in dealing with specific 
questions with the help of governments and existing agencies and not by 
seeking the establishment of more international agencies at this time before 
those already set up have had an opportunity to act effectively. 

I agree that Hutton should take a brief statement to Copenhagen that he 
can make publicly on behalf of Bank in discussing this proposal as well as 
having instructions as to attitude he should adopt in discussion of those 
aspects of the report which directly concern the Bank. Message ends. 
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367. : 	 i -* 	CH/Vol. 2111 

Le secrétaire général, le Comité économique d urgence pour l'Europe, 
au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne 

Secretary-General, Emergency Economic Committee for Europe, 
to High Commissioner in Great Britain 

London, August 6, 1946 ,  
Sir, 

In face of the very seriou.s food situation in Europe and arising out of a 
Resolution adopted by the Emergency Conference on European Cereals Sup-
plies held in London on 3-6 April 1946;  a Standing Committee bas been set 
up by the Emergency Economic Committee for Europe in co-operation with 
the European Regional Office of UNRRA to examine ways and means 
whereby any supplies of food which can be spared in any European country 
might be directed to other European countries faced with the inunediate 
threat of starvation. - 

In a letter dated 6th May 1946, this Committee invited European Govern-
ments to undertake a special survey of any resources which might be made 
available at short notice tô other countries in Europe where emergency con-
ditions existed or developed. 

The purpose of this letter is to make the suggestion that you might wish to 
consider inviting the voluntary relief organisations in your country to co-
operate with the Standing Committee in meeting cases of special emergenc3r, 
in Europe. 

The valuable work of voluntary relief organisations in Europe is well known 
and the Standing Conimittee fully appreciates that the organisations already 
have programmes set up and that their activities are in many cases determined 
by the intentions of their subscribers. Organisations might, however, be 
assisted by the guidance of the Standing Committee in determining the areas 
to which such of their resources as are not committed to some more specific 
object should be directed. In this respect the Committee could transmit to you 
for communication to the societies in_ your country information available to 
the Committee of emergency conditions arising or likely to arise. Similarl3r, 
the voluntary relief organisations could be informed of any foodstuffs reported 
to the Committee as available for acquisition which for one reason or another 
are not expected to be handled through UNRRA or other official procurement 

achinery. 
Attached is a listt 6f supplies notified to the Committee up to the present 

which might be available and of interest to the societies. The Committee can-
not of course guarantee that these quantities will in fact prove to be available. 
If any society in your  country  is disposed to acquiré any of these supplies, I 
would be grateful if you could inform the Committeè of yôur interest. 

The Conunittee would be most grateful if, you would bring the substance of 
this letter to the early attention of any voluntary relief organisations or their ( 
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councils in your country which in your opinion might be in a position to assist
the Standing Committee in its objectives as briefly described above, or woul d
welcome the advice of . the Committee .

I 'have etc .
B. WYNDHAM WHIT E

368. DEA/2145

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures
au Premier ministre par intérim

Memorandûm f rôm Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs .
to Acting Prime Minister

[Ottawa,] August 22, 1946 ,
ABOLITION OF THE TEN PER CENT REDUCTION (ON A 1945 BASIS )

OF SUPPLIES OF FLOUR FOR DOMESTIC CONSUMPTION '
The 10% cut in, supplies of flour for domestic consumption was ordered

on April 1st, in accordance with . the 9-point food conservation programme
announced by the Prime Minister on March 17th . The United States had
already announced a 9-point programme on Februa ry 6th.

On April 15th the United States Government indicated that further action
on its part would depend upon "similar and simultaneous action" on the part
of Canada and proposed a 25% cut in. supplies of flou.r for domestic con-

sumption .

Cabinet on April 16th agreed "that the United States Government be in-
formed that the Canadian Government accepted the principle - of comparable
action to make larger supplies of foodstuffs available for . export, it being
understood that the nature of such action would . in each case be determined
betwéen officials of the two count ries ." In. a letter of April 17th Mr. Pearson
informed Mr. Clayton of the United States State Department that the Cana-
dian Government agreed to the synchronizing of measures affecting the
export of food. Cabinet on April 18th agreed to release specified quantities
of No. 4 wheat and oats ,.for export and to propose to the . United States that
both countries stop commercial exports of flour except on a basis of - proven
need . . . On April 20th, the United States Government announced a further
6-point conservation programme which included a 25% reduction in domes-
tic flour supply. On May 2nd in Canada permits for commercial exports of
flour were centralized under the Canadian Wheat Board .

In a joint release of May 20th issued following discussions with Herbert
Morrison,lthe Canadian and United Kingdom Governments agreed, among
other things, "to continue to consult on measures of major importance that
may be , found- necessary- to 'meet •the present world food shortage . "

. . . . . _ , . . . . ,, _ _ _
1 Lord président du Conseil, chef de la Lord President ôf the Council, Leader

Chambre des cômndunes, Graride-Bretagne . of the House of Commons, Great Britain .
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-Unilateral action :without at,least -prior notification, - let alone consultation,would appear to be contrary certainly to the spirit of our , undertakings .
It should be noted that Canada, unlike the United States and United

Kingdom, has not increased the flour 'extraction rate, although we areunder some obligation tô do 'so by an F .A.O. resolution of May 27th, whichwe accepted.
RECOMMENDATION

It would, be highly desirable •if àctioncould-be deferred until cominents
are received from the United Kingdom and United States authorities . If,
however, it is, essential that action be taken immediately, then I would
suggest that every effort be made to take action of a temporary nature :designed to deal with an --unexpected demand . The restriction might, for
example,- be waived for as 'short' a time _ as is practicable, ' subject to later
review .

Iattacha,.,.~_.~~_ ~, .

Washington . 1

DEA/4171-46 -
Le secrétaire d'État ° par intérim'- aux Affaires - extérieuresau haut commissaire par ~ intérim - en ' Grande-Bretagne

ment suivant: 1 See following document.1 voir le doc

for uce on Apnl l st, 1946, on - the use of :human consumption wheat- to a monthly usage for domestic distribution'- not,,exceedirig 90% of the usage in the corresponduig month of. 1945.2 . There has been an- unexpected .and heavy- drain on our supp lies ans-ing fr om the exceptiona lly 'large . influx of United : States tourists into Canadathis summer : For this and , other reasons current consumption has actua llbeen ru~ing at about 12% above the . _corres andin y
has been maintained by drawing heavily on inventories hich no

w1945
close.to exhaustion. Unless present restrictions are modified bakers will be

forced to restrict output to current flour receipts at the , rate of 90% of
1945, wluch will mean an effective reduction,of 20% below their current
Production

. This would involve shortages of bread and serious diffieulties '

1 . It has'. become ' impossible for the. . Canadian Government to maintainrigidly the restriction introd d

the United Kingdom -âuth
y . F eas

orities the following ;
IATE, CONEIDENTIAL . Would où , 1

Ottawa, August ; 22; 19461M I _
TELEGRAM -1519

to Acting High ; Commissiôner in Great Britain

Acting Secretary . of State . for External Af}airs
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for, bakeries and would result in pressures for price increases. Many bak-
eries are threatened with closure unless their supplies can be increased. 
Complaints are being received daily by the Government and are difficult to 
deal with in the face of the expected large wheat crop and heavy move-
ment of grain. We expect that we shall be forced to take some action in the 
immedrate future. It may not be possible to avoid lifting the restriction 
completely, although we are exploring means of relieving the situation 
without taking this step. 

3. We have similarly addressed the United States Government. 

37O .'.  

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'Etat par intérim aux Affaires extérieures 
au Premier ministre par intérim 

Memorandum from Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Acting Prime Minister 

[Ottawa,]  August 23, 1946 
In continuation of the note which I sent you last night, the proposed 

lifting of the restriction on supplies of flour for domestic consumption, there 
have been one or two new developments of which you should be aware 
before the matter conies before Cabinet, again. „ . 

In the first place, we have received some indication that the United States 
Government is under pressure to modify their owii -  'restrictions. We are 
making urgent enquiries in Washington 'on  this  point. Their current restric-
tion:is to:85% of last. year's supplies; the 25% reduction mentioned in my 
note of yesterday was never intended to be effective for more than a 
couple  of  months. If we act alone first and they follow :suit shortly after, 
either by increasing domestic flour supplies or  by lowering the extraction 
rate, it seenis- fairly clear that we shall be blamed for the change in their 
policy if, therefore; we can synchronize our action with theirs we shall be 
in a much stronger position. The possibility of action on  their part, how-
ever, remains problematical until we get reports from Washington. 

Secôndly, Donald Gordon says that he can deal with the immediate 
problems without the repeal of the current restrictions, provided that he 
knows that the restrictions will be lifted in the near future. He has so 
informed Mr. Abbott. What he wôuld like, therefore, is a decision that ,the 
restrictions will be lifted at some time in the near future, to be set after 
we know more about the United States position. 

Finally, I believe- that if we do lift the restriction, ôur action should be 
publicly announced otherwise we might be accused of secretly departing 
from a declared policy. 

H. W[RoNG] 
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371. 	 DEA/215 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures 
au Premier ministre par intérim 

Memorandum  from  Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Acting Prime Minister 

[Ottawa] August 24, 1946' 
I attach a copy of a letter to Mr. Donald Gordon informing him of 

action taken this moming—apparently quite independently of our own 
problems—by the Secretary Of Agriculture in Washington to ease some of 
the restrictions imposed on domestic consumption of grains in the United 
States. While the steps announced by Mr. Anderson do not correspond with 
the action desired here by Mr. Gordon, it is obvious that they make it much 
easier for us to increase our deliveries of flour to bakers without the danger 
of international repercussions. 

H. W[RoNG] 

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

Le sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures 
au président, la Commission des prix et du commerce en temps de guerre 

Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Chairrnan, Wartime Prices and Trade Board 

- 	Ottawa, August 24, 1946 
I have asked Mr. Pierce to pass on to you by telephone the information 

which I have just received from Mr. Stone in Washington, concerning action 
taken by the United States authorities to ease some of their restrictions on 
the domestic use of grains. Mr. Stone has reported that the Secretary of 
Agriculture has announced this morning that they are immediately reducing 
the extraction rate of wheat to 72%. In addition they are authorizing the 
brewing of 21% more beer and ale and the distilling of 20% more liquor. 
The deliveries of flour for domestic consumption are, however, to be 
maintained on the present basis of 85% of the deliveries in the correspond-, 
ing month of 1945. - 

I may add that Mr. Stone yesterday informed the Department of State 
of our difficulties arising from acute local shortages of flour for baking and 
of the possit;ility that we might have to take immediate action to increase . 
deliveries to bakers. -}le was told at the State Department that any cor-
responding action by the United States authorities was most unlikely and 
that the State Department would oppose any recommendation of this sort. 
The Secretary of Agriculture appears, therefore, to have acted without 
consultation with the Department of State, and possibly without any 
knowledge that the restrictions imposed in Canada might have Ito be eased. , 

I 	( 
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%1_. am informing Mr. St . Laurent of these developments and am sending
copies of this letter to the Depa rtments of Trade and Commerce, Finance
and Agriculture, as, well as to the Acting Secretary of the Cabinet .

H. H. WRONG

372. DEA/9093-40

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire dÉtat associe aux A ffaires extérieures

Memorandum by Associate Under-Secretar-y of State for External Affairs

TOP SECRET [Ottawa,] October 1, 1946 ,
UNFAO ; CANADIAN POLICY REGARDING "WORLD FOOD -BOARD

At a meeting of the Cabinet on September 26th, it was agreed after discus-
sion that a committee be established to consider and to make recommendations
as to the general instructions which should guide Canadian representatives
in questions affecting international trafâc in foodstufFs .; the committee to be
composed of the Secretary to the Cabinet (the Chairman) and representatives
of the - Departments . of Agriculture, External ' Affairs, . Finance (W.P.T.B : ),
Fisheries and - Trade and Commerce.: : . . .

H. W[RONG]

373. CH/Vol. 2111

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
en Grande-Bretagne

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
in Great Britain

DESPATCH 1713 . Ottawa; -October 7, 1946
Sir,

I refer to your "despatch No. A:725 ofAugust 23rd, 1946 ;-[ . concerning a
request from the Secretary-General of the Emergency Economic Committee
for Europe that the Canadian volunta ry relief societies be asked to co-operate
with the Standing Committee of the Emergency Economic Committee in the
purchase of surplus supplies of food in Europe to re lieve emergency condi-
tions. You enclosed a list of supplies available in Denmark and Sweden,
which the Standing Committee thought might be of interest to the Canadian
voluntary relief societies .

This matter was referred to the Deputy Minister of the Department of
National War Services which is concerned with the coordination of the activi-
ties of voluntary relief societies and , we -have now received the following reply :

"As you ' are - aware, the established po licy of this Department has been
that funds raised in Canada for re lief purposes ; should be spent in Canada,
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and that the contributions . , of . Canadian. . voluntary : organizations should . be .
limited - to the: sending of _relief supplies which it may.be .within the economy
of Canada to provide and within the economy of the benefitting count ries to -
accept .

. ."There have been certain . minor exceptions to that policy whereby the
"Save the Children Fund" .: and certain Jewish " .agencies which have been
supporting the welfare programme. in Palestine for a number of years have
been permitted to, export funds . which may, to some extent, have been used
in purchasing available food supplies ~abroad :

"If I am correctly advised, Canada has no . representative on nor interest
in- the Emergency Economic Committee; membership of which comprises
eleven European count ries and the United States . In any event, there would=
not, in our opinion, be any good reason why this supply of foodstuffs should
be brought to the attention of Canadian voluntary . organizations, the more
so as some of the items listed are actually available in Canada at the present
time to overseas- relief societies, and, further, that .- the acquisition of thesé
supplies by Canadian voluntary agencies would not contribute ; materially to
the solution of the general problem."1

In -view of these considerations, I should be gratefull if you would inform
the Secretary-General 'of the Emergency Economic Committee for Europe- ;
that the Canadian Government does not feel that Canadian voluntary relief
societies would be interested in the purchase of any of the surplus supplies in
Europe, as he has suggested.

I ~have etc.
L. B. PEARSO N

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs

374. DEA/4171-40

Le chargé d'affaires aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État
aux A ffaires extérieures

Chargé d'Affaires in United States to Secretary,o f State
for External A ffairs

TELEGRAM WA=3605 Washington, October 9, 1946'

IMPORTANT . This . morning, , at .the request -of Mr. Stillwell . of the State
Department, Mr. Paterson . andand I met with him, Mr. Francis Linville and

1 La note suivante était, écrite sur cette 'The following note was written on the .
dépêche: despatch:

Mr. LePa n

This may be ' a'fair : statement of poli cy . from. Nat[ional] War Services--but it

certainly is not the view that the Wartime. Prices and Trade Board , has maintained.

If the possibilitiés of 'action were larger I should be inclined to ask Ottawa to
reconsider-in ' actüal circumstances however- we might as well let things ' gô forward.

N. : A. R[OBERTSON]
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Mr. L. I. Highby of that Department, and Mr. Glen Craig of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture. My immediately following teletype reports the discus-
sion which we had with these  officiais on wheat exports. 

This message is to report information which Mr. Stillwell gave us -abOut 
a decision which has been taken in the Office of Defense Transportation to , 
divert 14 ships, presently carrying Canadian wheat from ..Fort William to 
eastern ports. These 14 ships will, for the balance of .the season of open 
navigation, be directed to Duluth to move United States wheat east. Their 
normal procedure has been to carry coal from the east to Chicago. In 
Chicago they  • unload this coal and pick up coal suitable for use on  •  the 
Canadian railroads which they carry to Fort William, and on the down trip 
from Fort William they carry . Canadian wheat. An order is to be issued 
directing them to proceed empty from Fort William to Duluth in the future . 
to pick up United States wheat. - 

Mr. Stillwell regretted the necessity of this action. He said, however, that 
the United States was  • faced with a serious shortage (in. the neighbourhood 
of twenty million bushels) of wheat in the east - for domestic consumption 
and that in order partially to meet this shortage the authoritie s.  here had no 
other recourse than the diversion of  these 14 vessels. We estimated roughly 
that for the balance of the navigation season  thèse  vessels, had they con-
tinued carrying Canadian wheat, would have broug,ht down  somewhere in the 
neighbourhood of ten million bushels. Mr. Stillwell said that Mr. Clayton 
had asked him to inform us of this diversion before the order is issued 
which will be done, I gather, today or toinorrow. Ends. 

375. 	 DEA/4171-40 

Le chargé d'affaires aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

Chargé d'Affaires in United States to Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM WA-3606 	 Washington, October 9, 1946 

IMPORTANT. Reference my immediately preceding teletype in respect of 
cereals. 
At the informal meeting held in Stillwell's office, Department of State, this 

morning, attended by Paterson and myself, the question of integration of 
Canada-United States export programs was discussed. The two problems 
facing the United States authorities, and on which they requested our sym-
pathetic understanding and assistance, are: 

(a) Pressure is being brought to bear on the United States Government 
by United States commercial interests on the matter of present flour quotas 
and movement from the two countries. They ,  feel that if they could say to 
the commercial interests that the Canadian export programs are prepared 
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-in. .. collaboration with United 7 States authorities, and that export licenses
are being issued accordingly; they .would-be in a better position to assure the
complainants that the Canadian mills are not exporting purely in the
interest of their -- cômmercial. future.

(b) There is a feeling in some quarters that, notwithstanding Canada's
excellent record . of export movement, Canadian interests are leaving the
major impact on the United States for supplying relief - areas that would
normally not- interest either country as commercial outlets . To be specific,
it is felt that Canada should program during this present period of emer-
gency less cereals for countries like Belgium and Holland, and more to
such deficit ,areas as the United Kingdom zone in Germany, UNRRA and
India . We countered this inferred criticism by stating our wheat and cereals
position in general, and in particular by pointing out that the overa ll quan-
tities. we may have to divide among the many claimants, other than the
United Kingdom, are relatively small . We suggested that perhaps agreement
could be reached at .a .working level for the provision of quantities of wheat
and other cereals from both countries to the commercially potential areas .
We also pointed out that ` Canada's economy was much more dependent
upon wheat and wheat exports than was the economy of the United States-
that normally the United 'States did not export anything ]ike the quantities
that Canada expo rts and that, t.herefore, they were thus in a better position
in this period of emergency,- which coincided with an excellent United
States crop, to care for a major share of what they choose to term the non-
commercial areas. The United States officials said, however, that they were
fearful that eventually they might have , to yield to the . very considerable
pressure now being brought to divert greater amounts of cereals -to coun-
tries offering better future -markets . Were Canada to undertake to ship , some
wheat during the- present crop year to high deficiency areas where the need
is great, but the future- commercial potential sma ll, then' authorities in this
country would be in -a better position to resist pressure . They mentioned the
possibility, for example, of diverting United Kingdom destined wheat to the
United -Kingdom zone in Germany. We said` we could express no views as
to the possibility of doing this, except to say that we understood the
amounts of wheat now ' going into the United Kingdom -just filled the mini-

' mum requirements . of that country and :were any to be dive rted it would
presumably have to: be -replaced by wheat or flour procured elsewhere .

The United States officials expressed the gravest concern about the whole
cereals picture; - and hold the - view that the situation ` next spring will be
considerably worse than it has yet been . They asked us, therefore, 'to report
this informal conversation to you and to , ask for your views . They appreciate
that with our large commitments to the United Kingdom there c annot be
any great flexibility in the disposal of our relatively small surplus available
for other destinations, but they maintained that anything: we could do during
the next ten months to help in supplying such needs as those of India, Ger-
many, Italy, etc ., would materially strengthen their position . at home.
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In anticipation of our meeting with Stillwell this morning, we had yester-
day a long discussion with McNamara of the Canadian Wheat Board, who 
was in Washington. From this it appears that it is the settled policy of the 
Board to ship only to destinations which have already been set up. With 
minor exceptions, these countries all have long range commercial potentials 
for Canada. In the light of our discussions I feel that the announcement of 
this export program would be very badly received here. While the question 
of international allocation was not raised directly this morning, Linville started 
the discussion by stating it seemed to him and his colleagues that the essence 
of the present problem was just how far were purely commercial considera-
tions to govern the allocation of cereals, particularly wheat, to the various 
countries in need of food. 

376. 	 DEA/9093-40 

Mémorandum du secrétaire du Cabinet au Cabinet 

Memorandum from Secretary to the Cabinet to Cabinet 

[Ottawa,] October 11, 1946 

UN-FAO: CANADIAN POLICY REGARDING A WORLD FOOD BOARD 

The Interdepartrnental Committee set up by Cabinet decision of September 
26th, 19461- to consider and make recommendations as to the general instruc-
tions which should guide Canadian representatives at 

(a) the preparatory trade talks in London, 
(b) the general assembly of the United Nations, and 
(c) the preparatory commission on a World Food Board, 

on questions affecting international traffic in foodstuffs, at a meeting held on 
October 1 lth, 1946, agreed to submit its recommendations in the form of 
a report as follows: - - 

1. The Report of Committee I of Commission C of the FAO Conference, 
on which Canada was represented, reads in part as follows: 

•1. Having examined the Proposals for a World Food Board and accepting 
the general objectives of the Proposals namely: 	 • 

(a). developing and organizing production, distribution and utilization of 
the basic foods to provide diets on a health standard for the peoples of 

• an - countries; 	 ' 
(b) stabilizing agricultural prices at levels fair to producers and 

consumers alike, 
it is agreed that international machinery is necessary to achieve these objectives 
and it is recommended that a Preparatory Commission be established to carry 
the proposals further. 

2. The terms of reference of the Preparatory Commission should cover the 
following-  matters: the Director-General's Proposals and any alternative proposals 

Voir le document 372. 	- > 	 1  See  Document .372. 



which may be submitted to it and to prepare concrete recommendations and 
propositions for international action for achieving the objectives as set out in 
paragraph 1. 

2. Since Canada suggested the establishment of a committee to examine 
the Proposals for a World Food Board together with other proposals the 
might be offered, and accepted membership on the Preparatory Commission 
that resulted from these suggestions, it would seem incumbent upon us to do 
everything possible to ensure that all matters brought before the Commission 
are freely discussed and thoroughly examined. To this end it might be urged 
that Canadian representatives on the Commission should be free to discuss, 
on its merits, any matter brought to the attention of the Commission, subject 
to the qualifications set out below, and should arrive at conclusions or seek 
instruction only after all phases of a proposal have been dealt with. It is 
the feeling of the Committee that Canadian delegates to the Washington 
meetings should not be committed to the support or rejection of any particu-
lar proposals, other than those set out in paragraphs 3, 4 and 5 below, in 
advance of their consideration by the Commission. 

This suggestion in no way prejudices the right of Canada to make inde-
pendent proposals. It is fully in keeping with the decision of the Copenhagen 
meeting that alternative proposals be submitted to the Commission. When 
such proposals are made it is of course to be expected that they will be 
endorsed by the co' untries submitting them. 

3. COMMODITY AGREEMENTS - 
The objectives of the World Food Board and the International Wheat 

Council are similar in providing a long-term stability of international wheat 
prices and production, although the methods of accomplishing this objective 
are different. 

Having in mind the Canadian government's policy respecting a world wheat 
agreement and the prospects of much earlier action through the IWC than 
through the FA O, the Canadian members  of the FAO Commission should 
take a position in favour of the early completion of the IWC negotiations (if 
thought advisable by the proposing of an appropriate resolution) as a practi-
cal step toward the early attainment of the FAO objectives in respect of 
wheat. 

In general; the Canadian members of the FAO Commission should do 
everything possible to avoid jeopardizing the success of the IWC negotiations. 

4. INTERNATIONAL TRADE ORGANIZATION DISCUSSIONS 

Apart from the attitude suggested jn paragraph 3 above, and in view of the 
relatively early  conclusion  expected for the Preparatory Conference on Trade 
and Employment beginning on October 15th in London, it would be advisable 
for the Preparatory Commission on the World Food Board proposals to avoid 
reaching premature conclusions on matters related to intergovernmental com-
modity arrangements and allied issues of commercial policy, since any studies 
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by : the Preparatory Commission in this field would require =to be - closely co-

ordinated with "proposals for the establishment of the ITO and in particular

of the Commodity Commission thereof.

. . Accordingly it would be desirable to provide for consultation between the
Canadian .delegations to London and Washington, on the return of the former.

S . INTERNATIONAL RELIEF

The question as to what measures, if any, should be taken to deal with
international relief needs after the termination of UNRRA, was referred by
resolution of the UNRRA Council to the United Nations, and will be con-
sidered at the forthcoming session of the General • Assembly. The Canadian

delegation should, therefore, seek to avoid any debate on this problem at the
Preparatory Commission on the World Food Board proposals, pending action
on this matter by the General Assembly . As post-UNRRA relief policy has

not as yet been determined, the Canadian delegation . to the Preparatory Com-

mission should also avoid any . expressions of opinion which might prove to be
inconsistent with the policy ultimately adopted by the Canadian government
in the light of the deliberations at the UnitedNations Assembly.

6. DELEGATIO N

Discussion of this matter brought out the fact that the opening meeting of
the Commission is likely to be concerned with generalities, including the
allocation of proposals and other matters to committees of experts . With this
in mind it would seem unnecessary to name a large delegation to attend the
first session of the Commission . The Government will be better able to deter-

mine which - experts should be attached to the Canadian delegation after . the

various committees of the Preparatory Commission have been established .

A. D. P. HEENE Y

377. CH/Vol. 2111

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au secrétairé 'général,

le Comité économique d'urgence pour l'Europe'

High Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary-General,
Emergency Economic Committee for Europel.

[London,] October 23, 194 6

Sir,
You will recall that on the 6th August you sent a letter2 to the Acting

High Commissioner. enquiring whether the Canadian Government might
wish to consider inviting voluntary relief organisations in Canada to co-
operate with the Standing Committee which was set up as the result of a
resolution adopted by the Emergency Conference on European Cereal Sup-

? F . W. White.
2 Document 367.
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plies in meeting cases of special emergency in Europe . You :suggested that

Canadian voluntary organisations might welcome the guidance . of the Stand-

ing Committee in determining the areas to which such of their resources
as are not committed to some more specific object should be directed .

Further, you proposed that voluntary relief organisations might be informed
of any foodstuffs reported to the Committee as available for acquisition
which, for one reason or another, are not expected to be handled through

U.N.R.R.A. or other official procurement machinery .

The information and enquiries in your letter were communicated to the
Canadian Government, - and I have now received a reply .

It is the viëw of my Government that Canadian voluntary relief societies
would not be interested in the purchase of any of these surplus supplies in
Europe as you have suggested . Some of the items listed on the first schedule
of available supplies which you sent with your letter are actually available
in Canada at the ~present time to overseas relief societies ; and it is hardly

likely that the acquisition of these supplies by Canadian voluntary agencies
would contribute materially to the solution of the general problem .

In addition, it has been the established policy of the Canadian Govern-
ment, and particularly of the Department of National War Services, which
is concerned with the co-ordination * of the activities of voluntary relief
societies, that funds raised in Canada for relief purposes should be spent
in Canada, 'and that the contributions of Canadian 'voluntary organisations
should be limited to the -sending of relief supplies which . it may be within
the economy of Canada to provide And within the economy of the benefitting

countries to accept . This policy has been adhered to with very few .excep-

tions, and the Canadian Government does not feel prepared to recommend
to the Canadian, voluntary relief societies a departure from it in this case .

I have etc.
[N. A. ROBERTSON ]

378. DEA/4171-40

Le chargé d'affaires aux États-Unis au secrétaire- d'Éta t

aux Affaires extérieures

Chargé d'Affaires in United .States to Secretary of State

for . External A ff airs . _

TELEGRAM WA-3850. Washington, October 28, 1946

Following for Oliver Master, and George H. Mclvor, from Wilson,

Begins : Mr. C. C. 'Farrington, Assistant Administrator, Production and
Marketing Administration, United States Department of Agriculture, asked
me to meet with him this morning to discuss Canadian _and .United States

flour exports .
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The position, as stated by Farrington, is that since last Mardi the United 
States Department of Agriculture has set flour export quotas for all destina-
tions, and, in respect of the commercial destinations, has also set quotas 
for the individual mills. Although the Canadian Government last April 
formally suggested to the United States Government that both countries 
set up quotas for the Latin American countries through the International 
Emergency Council in the interest of saving flour for the more necessitous 
areas, this offer was not taken up by the United States, but in the meantime 
the United States Department of . Agriculture has evidently gone ahead 
on its own with flour export allocations. Commencing August 1st in Canada, 
we have authorized Class 2 flour sales subject to the granting of an export 
permit by the Canadian Wheat Board, but there have been only a few 
exceptions on our part from permitting the mills to sell to any destination 
in the quantities they have desired. 

Meanwhile, the American mills have made increasing complaints through 
the Department of Agriculture  here that they are being restricted on commer-
cial sales to Latin American destinations, whereas our mills are selling with-
out restriction. • . 

Farrington actually took no exception to flour sales the Canadian millers 
are making in large volume to destinations such as China, the Philippines, 
Brazil and Greece, since he regarded these areas as necessitous ones and to 
which his Department would probably be forcing sales by their own mills. 
Since their mills were complaining particularly about their restricted quotas 
in the Latin American countries, he urged that we adopt a quota basis 
with both Canada and the United States taking percentage shares to be agreed 
upon in each market. 

I stated to Farrington that, in my opinion, we would not be prepared to 
adopt a quota basis for these markets. This proposal had too much of an 
element of the two Governments interceding on behalf of the purely com-
mercial interests of the American mills. I also stated that if the problem 
were one of conserving flour supplies for necessitous areas, and if it could 
be demonstrated that  no' one of these Latin American countries was being 
over-supplied with flour from all sources combined, we would be prepared 
to suspend export permits simultaneously with the United States to any 
particular destination. Farrington was not altogether satisfied with my 
proposal nor did he accept it, stating rather that his Department would in 
all probability suspend the quota limitations on these markets which would 
simply mean free competition between the two countries for the business 
offering. It is possible that they will be making an announcernent along 
these lines in the next few days. Ends. • 

CRISE ALIMENTAIRE 

1  Dans un télégramme subséquent, Wilson 	'In  a subsequent telegram, Wilson cor- 
corrigea cette phrase, remplaçant no par any. rected this sentence, replacing no with any. 
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379. DEA/4171-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for. Externat A f j`airs to Ambassador in United States

TELEGRAM EX-2798 . Ottawa, November 8, 1946
IMMEDIATE. SECRET. Following for Wrong from Pearson, Begins : I, have
just received the following disturbing telegram from Robertson on our cereals
position, Begins :

' 1 . Lord Addison told me .that, in Cabinet this morning, - Sir Sholto
Douglas,' reporting on the food situation in the British zone of Germany said
that General . Clay,2 - the Âmerican member of the Control Commission, had
shown him a letter he had received from Washington in which it was stated
that `Canada was sitting on~ 1,500,000 . tons of wheat' ., The inference drawn
was that it was - idle for : the United : Kirlgdom to approach the United States
for additional supplies : of wheat for the British zone so long as Canada was
holding substantial quantities _ off the market .

2 . The United Kingdom authorities know our wheat supply position and
know how - little we have in the. way of reserves but they think it . would be
helpfuL if a story such as .this could be scotched .by an authoritative statement
from Ottawa about our supply position which could be communicated to the
United States Government for the information of the persons responsible for
supply requirements for, the Allied zones .in Germany." Ends .

I think that we should tell the - State Department, probably Clayton, . as
emphatically as we can that we resent Ameriçan official statements -that Can-
ada is sitting on 1,500,000 tons of wheat. I assume that, as General Clay
showedthe Washington letter. toSir Sholto Douglas, there is no reason why '
we should not bring this matter up. Message ends .

DEA/4171-4 0

L'ambassadeur aux bats-Unis au * secrétaire d'État aux ' A ffaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States to Secretary of State for External Aflairs

TELEGRA1vI WA-4012 Washington,'- November 9, 1946

IMMEDIATE . SECRET; ~Following for Pearson from Wrong, Begins :' Your

EX-2798, November 8th, concerning our " wheat position . To set aright
misconceptions on our available supplies, we must, I-am sure, do more

1 Gouverneur militaire de la zone b ritan- 1 Military Governor of the British Zone in
nique en Allemagne . . Germany . ''Directeur du bureau dw gouvernement a Director of the Office of the Military
mi litaire des États-Unis en A llemagne. Government =<of ~ the. United-; States in

GermanY : .
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than tell the State Department emphatically that we resent statements such  is 
 that which General Clay showed to Sir Sholto Douglas. As you know, the 

development of economic policy in the British and Araerican Zones of Ger-
many is to be discussed here next week. General Clay and Ambassador 
Murphy' with a large group of assistants are coming from Germany, and Sir 
William. Strang2  and a high level British group will act for the United King-
dom. Food policy will be one of the major subjects of discussion, and possible 
sources of wheat imports will figure largely during these talks. 

2. Hutton of the British Food Mission has told me this morning that he has 
encountered serious misconceptions about our wheat position in many quarters 
in Washington recently. He thinks that these arise from dislike of our export 
commitments for flour and from a feeling that we are deliberately under-
estimating the amounts of wheat available for export. He says that he has 
constantly defended the Canadian position and has told the Americans that 
if they feel that way about it, they should take up the matter seriously with 
us before despatching misleading statements to American representatives such 
as that quoted by General Clay to Sir Sholto Douglas. 

3. I think that we ought promptly to provide the United States authorities 
with an authoritative statement on our supply  position of the sort suggested 
by Robertson in his telegram from London, and this should include the 
position during the current crop year and for comparative purposes that dur-
ing the preceding crop year. While we have figures here, Paterson and I 
consider that this statement should be prepared in Ottawa and should be 
annotated where necessary to ensure proper understanding by persons not 
very familiar with wheat export questions. If you concur in this, I could pre-
sent the statement to the Department of State perhaps on Tuesday (Monday 
being a holiday  hère) and request that it be drawn to the attention of the 
United States representatives in the discussions on economic policy in the 
Western Zones of Germany. 

4. Hutton remarked to me that he calculated that the United States them-
selves might have six million tons of wheat not yet committed except in their 
own minds, whereas at the outside Canada could be represented as having 
possibly five hundred thousand tons not formally committed.. The irritation 
here, according to him, seems to originate in misgivings over our flour exports 
as mentioned above and also in a belief that we are understating our stock 
position in order to hold something in reserve for the United Kingdom above 
the 160 million bushels provided for in the Wheat Agreement. A statement 

•from us should, therefore, make clear the facts especially on these two points. 
Ends. 

1 R. D. Murphy, le conseiller politique pour 	1 R. D. Murphy, United States Political 
l'Allemagne des États-Unis: • 	 Adviser for Germany. 

2  Conseiller politique du gouverneur mill- 	2  Political adviser to the Military Governor 
taire de la zone britannique en Allemagne. 	of the British zone in Germany. 
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381.. . 	 . 	DA/Vol. ,679 

Déclaration du président, la délégation à la Commission préparatoire 
de 	pour -  étudier les propositions visant la création d'un 

Conseil mondial de l'alimentation (première réunion) 1  

Statement by Chairman, . Delegation to the Preparatory Commission of 
F.A.O. to study World Food Board Proposals (First Meeting)]. 

STATEMENT BY G. S. H. BARTON . . . AT THE 8TH MEETING 

OF COMMITTEE II 

(Section 3 Agenda, Methods and Techniques) 
November. 22, 1946 

We, of the Canadian delegation, are pleased that the United Kingdom 
delegation not only agree with us that commodity agreements and such 
devices as buffer stocks are not mutually exclusive, but also that they have 
shown in their statement how they may be complementary when eraployed in 
combination as well as separately. Emerging from the very helpful paper 
presented by the United Kingdom member and the discussion which has 
followed, are a number of points to which we should like to direct 
attention. 

The assumption that the administration of international com-
modity schemes should be under the general supervision of a Commodity 
Commission,  such as is proposed should be established under the Interna-
tional Trade Organization, has been 'interpreted by some speakers as 
plying the abandonment of the  proposal for a World Food Board. Since 
there is an item on the agenda having to do with machinery, we refer to it 
at this time only because others have done so, but it is not our intention to 
elaborate upon it except to comment that, in our view, some central execu-
tive and administrative machinery would appear to be necessary for pur-
poses of general administration, and of co-ordination not only with respect 
to food 'and agriculture commodity schemes but also as they may relate to 
other commodity schemes which may be developed under I.T.O.; and to 
suggest that the general character of any central authority, whatever form 
it may take, must be such as will command the confidence of food and 
agriculture interests and assure their identity in it. 

In taking exception to the assumption which we have Mentioned and to 
certain other references in the United Kingdom paper the member from 
India stated that in the approach to the problem, food is not to be regarded 
as a mere trade commodity. While agreeing that food has special charac-
teristics from a humanitarian viewpoint, we must point out to the delegate 
from India that in Canada and in other large food producing countries 
where farming is coMmercialized, food must of necessity be treated as a 

1 La première réunion a eu lieu à Wash- 	1 The first meeting was held in Washington 
ington du 28 octobre 1946 au mois de from October 28, 1946 to January 1947. 
ianvier 1947. 

( 
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commerciaT , commodity. A specialized wheat farmer, for example, must
make a substantial cash outlay in the production of . his crop' even before
harvesting has begun. It - is - only by selli.ng the' product at a remunerative
price that he can remain in business . We should also like to point out that
in all countries f armers are among the hardest working groups within the

population. Farming is a long-term occupation and., the farmer's_ average
margin of profit is narrow with the result that he is never among those
enjoying the highest standard of living. In Canada about one-third of our
people obtain their livelihood directly from -food production and income
from farming accounts for a large part of our national income. Our econ-

omy is, therefore, basically dependent on the prosperity of our farmers.

If we understand the member from .India . correctly he suggested that

Canadian f armers expand their, . production of food and that, by virtue of

increased consumption ' in countries with low dietary . standards, they may,

be assured of a greater outlet for such food at a price equivalent to cost
of production. This increased production can . be achieved. only by internal

adjustments in the .economy of ' individual farms or by the bringing into use

of additional land. Since any substantial ~increase in production must bring

in tlie` marginal producer . and the use of margirial land, increased costs of

production must be expected .
The prophecies of the Australian member, may be fulfilled, but I have no

knowledge of any large areas of land comparable with those brought under

production in the last half century that are not considered submarginal and that

can't be brought into production except at what is regarded as excessive cost .

It is a matterof 'grave concern to hear on the one hand, pleas for exporting
nations to increase "their prôduction of food, and on the - other -hand, the

statement made `by the ' Indian delegaté at the Plénary Session on October 29

when he said, "I think that it is essential that each country 'should be made

self-sufficient and self=supporting to meet - all its food requirements" . Other

delegates have also intimated that in their respective "countries developments
in the same direction are contemplated . While we recognize the necessity for
under-developed countries to increase their -food prodûction ; if the . policy .
among nations is to be one of complete self sufficiency I trust that it will be

apparient that any special appeal made to Canadian farmers to increase their
output of food to meet a temporary-.condition on -a cost of production basis,

is not likely to provide much of an inducement. Moreover such a , philosophy

is hardly in keeping with the aspirations of international co-operation nor is
it likely to attain the objectives to which we of FAO have all subscribed .

The Canadian delegation is not unmindful of 'the objectives behind the
World Food Board proposals as -they .rélate to the improvement of diets and
health standards for the peoples of all countries . - `We believe, however, that
if we are to have economic production * in order . that the greatest possible

quantity of food may be made. available at prices reasonable to .the consumer,-

it is essential that we have areas of specialized production and , that the spe-

cialized farmer be assured of some permanency in his market . We alsô bel'eve
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that greater stability in prices is necessary _to • ensure an . increased and more .
regular .supply of food todeficit areas at reasonable p rices and that-the . provi-
sion of reserve stocks is the only effective means of averting famine . We .share
the opinion that provision should be made for the distribution of surplus food-
to needy people . The means by which this might be achieved, however, need
not necessarily be an integral part of the pri_ce stabilization mechanism but
should be co-ordinated with it .

Where `a condition of continuing burdensome surplus is apparent in surplus
producing countries, steps might be taken to make the excess available through -
the central authority to areas in special need and where financial resources,
do not permit the purchase of the commodity at the established minimum .
price . To the extent that this might be done it would serve the double purpose
of adjusting surplus and contributing relief . In other areas, where conditions
are' not sufficiently 'acute to call for actual relief but where diet improvement
is desirable, similar action might be taken . In either case the question of
financial responsibility arises. It is possible that the country ..or countries
possessing the excessive surplus would be prepared and should be prepared .
to assume a definite part of the obligation but, whether on :the basis of relief
or as a contribution to diet improvement, there would seem to be good
grounds for a general sharing of--the financial responsibility .

With regard to buffer stocks, under , the procedure - outlined by the United
Kingdom member, the producing countries, presumably 'the l exportting coun-
tries, would be expected . to assume the initial .. ôbligation to . acquire through
domestic accumulation what are termed surpluses, while at a later stage the
importing countries would be obligated, also to acquire surpluses .. . , , .

We suggest that buffer stocks should be regarded . as .serving two purposes;
a means of insuring reserve supplies for time of need and a means .ôf relieving
a temporary : market condition when 'supplies are excessive. We submit that
under conditions to be expected : in , the near future, the reserve purpose is
naturally and logically the first one to , satisfy . While reserves ; should be pro-
vided for all countries, the countrieswhich are most likely to suffer'because of
their absence or shortage are the importing countriesand, .therefore, it would
not seem unreasonable that the first obligation for reserve accumulation should
rest with them. It may be, however, that some principle of common. status
should be established . Under this procedure no accumulation of supplies
should be regarded as true surplus unless the quantity of necessary reserve
supplies has been exceeded . . ~

It is not unlikely that the continuous maintenance of necessary reserves by
an importing country which is also a producing country, probably on a high
cost level, may afford the necessary assurance ' to allow and perhaps encourage
adjustment in the agricultural production of such country and thus contribute'
to the attainment of desirable reo rientation in production.

The United States representative expressed conce rn that under conditions,
of surplus some ,importing count ries might persist in adding to it by continuing
to produce the commodity irrespective ' of economy of production and regard-
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less of surplus conditions. The United Kingdom representative has proposed 
that the obligation of exporting countries to acquire surpluses  • would vary 
with the extent to which domestic prices exceeded the basic point of the price 
range. Here again it would not seem unreasonable that a similar obligation to 
share surplus should be imposed on importing countries that persist in pro-
ducing a high priced commodity. 

While strongly supporting the combination scheme approach for certain 
commodities, it seems doubtful that any single scheme will prove suitable for 
any large group of commodities. We would, therefore, urge that the utmost 
latitude be allowed in the range of scheme patterns. We concur in the sugges-
tion, made by the member from The Netherlands, that comparatively simple 
schemes may accomplish a great deal in meeting the needs with respect to 
particular commodities. Commodity agreements without buffer stocks, long 
term contracts, special price support provision and what the United Kingdom 
member referred to as ad hoc arrangements, and even buffer stocks with only 
the minimum of agreement attachments necessary for their operation, may 
all have a place by themselves in distribution and stabilization. 

Any international framework for production and marketing which the Com-
mission may approve should provide, subject to the approval of the central 
administration authority, for the adaptation .of schemes to particular com-
modities by commodity administrative units which are expected to assume 
the immediate responsibility of administration. 

Presumably it will be necessary to refer this item of the agenda of Com-
mittee II to a working party for detailed study in the light of the representa-
tions made in the papers submitted and in the discussion. In view of both the 
technical and practical considerations involved in the various proposals put 
forward under this item, we should like to express the hope that after they 
have been sifted and before this Committee is expected to pass final judgment 
on the recommendations that may emerge, there will be opportunity to obtain, 
from the standpoint of commodity application, the reaction of commodity 
committees and the viewpoint of so-calle,d practical people, such as rep-
resentatives of the International Federation of Agricultural Producers, who 
share the desires of FAO. 

382. 	 DEA/4171-40 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire 
en Grande-Bretagne 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner , 

in Great Britain 

TELEGRAM 2027 	 Ottawa, November 26, 1946 

I repeat below the text of my telegram to the Canadian Minister to The 
Netherlands in which I ask him to seek the support of the Netherlands 
authorities to the price proposals developed on Canadian initiative in the 
Preparatory Committee of the International Wheat Council. 
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have sent similar telegrains to  -oid -AnibaSsadors - in eiànc&ând 
As the support is reéruiréd  for DéCenibei 7th:, it  is unlikelY that we Can provide 
them with the necessary  documents and  I  have déCordingly suggested that fhey 
might Cali On you-if theyfreqùire further  information .- -Télégrain Begrns 

Preparatory Committee of the International  Wheat Coùncil, which has 
undertaken to revise the Draft Convention  of the 1942 • Wheat Agreement, 
is striving to obtain by December 7th the views of member governments on 
a proposed agreement on prices which could be -recomMended. tô an inter-
national conference on wheat which Would:be called by the United States if 
there were sufficient evidence of agreement amongst members. The repre-
sentatives on the Committee of Australia, Canada, the United Kingdom and 
the, United- States have agreed to, recommend to the International Wheat 
Cotincil basic minimum and maximum prices of $1.25 and $1.55 per bushel, 
but defmite positions have not yet been expressed to the Committee by  the 
nine other governments, including that of The_Netherlands. For your informa-
tion, Canadian initiative has played an important part in the development of 
the price' propOsals. _ 	. 

The Committee agreed at meeting Of November 12th to make a final 
appeal to those governments and I should appreciate it if you would make 
known to the Netherlands authorities that the Canadian authorities consider 
it highly important and urgent that an international wheat agreement be 
brought into operation as soon .as possible to reduce the wide divergencies 
in export wheat prices'. Please - do, what you can to  have  the Netherlands 
authorities support the proposals by indicating before December 7 through 
their delegates on  the  Preparatory -CoMmittee -their Willingness to .participate 
on the basis of the price range mentioned above in paragraph 1. 

During the Committee discussion it has been suggested as a reason for 
delay that a wheat agreement should await  the  progress-of the International 
Trade Organization and the Food and Agriculture Organization talks. It is 
our view, however, that the type of wheat agreement under consideration 
is one which furthers the broad objectives of the I.T.O. and the F.A.O. and 
can readily be brought under their aegis. On the other hand we believe 
that delay in reaching  agreement  will make it most difficult to reach effective 
agreement later. 

For your information the position taken by the Netherlands delegate on 
the Committee (as set out in I.W.C. document "Communication to Govern- , 
ments from their Representatives on the Preparatory Comrnittee", to which 
reference is made below) is as follows: 

The Netherlands Delegate recalled his previous declaration that his Govern-
ment was prepared to continue to take part in the negotiation of an international 
wheat agreement on the understanding that attention to the need for achieving 
stability in the prices of other agricultural products would be paid by the Prepara-
tory Commission on World Food Board Proposals or the Preparatory Commission 
on the International Conference on Trade and Employment. He added that he 
personally felt that the proposed prices of 125 and 155 cents per bushel were 
reasonable. ' 

( 

! 
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In expressing the Canadian attitude you will no doubt find it useful

to point out, as evidence that we have regard for the- common interest,

that the Canadian export price as of November 22nd was $2 .32 basis No . 1

Northern in store Fort William to all destinations other than the United King-

dom. If the proposed agreement were made effective, this p rice would have

to be cut back by 77- cents per bushel .
We are making similar approaches to the Governments of France, Bel-

gium, China, Denmark and India .

I am 'airmailing you document 26204-14 of the International Wheat Coun-

cil Preparatory Committee "Communication to Governments from their

representatives on the Preparatory Committee t"; a memorandum by the

Department of Trade and Commerce on the general positionl and a copy of
the preliminary draft of the substance of the provisions of the principal
articles of the proposed international wheat agreement .t

I suggest, however, that you should not defer your representations until

the arrival of - the documents . If you require further background than that

given in this telegram, will you please telephone the Canadian High Commis-

sioner in London. Ends .

383.
DEA/4171-4 0

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux Etats-Unis

Secretary of State for External A ff airs to Ambassador in United States

TELEGxAM EX-2986 Ottawa, November 27, 1946

IMMEDIATE . Here follows the text of the final statement on the Canadian

wheat position which you may deliver to Mr . Clayton and use as- you see fit .

It is being referred to our Military Mission in Berlin, to our High Com-

missioner in London . and will probably receive wide distribution to our

offices abroad .
CANADIAN WHEAT POSITION

The Canadian autho rities have learned with concern that, during the recent
discussions of the problem of increasing the supply of food to Germany,
has been said that if Canada were more fo rthcoming in the

be lessened .
with her supplies of wheat the severity of the problem would

One reported statement was that Canada was sitting on 1,500,000 tons of

wheat . Such statements are a serious reflection on Canada's reputation abroad.

We believe that they would not have been made : if the Canadian wheat posi-

tion had been fully understood. We consider it necessary, therefore, to place

the following facts ' before the United States authorities, and to request that

they be made known to the officials concerned .

IVoir le document suivant. 1 See following document.



Canada's wheat crop for the 1946-47 -crop year, according to the latest 
estimate of the Dominion Bureau of Statistics, is 418,800,000 bushels. An 
earlier estimate, which may have been used in some calculations of Canadian 
exportable supplies, placed the crop at 441,000,000 bushels. The latest 
estimate fully bears out independent and usually reliable computations of 
probable deliveries from farms. Adding a carryover on July 31, 1946, of 
70,000,000 bushels,  •  total available supplies for the crop year are estimated 
at 488,800,000 bushels. 

At best, estimates of domestic disappearance are subject to a considerable 
margin of error. It is reasonable to assume, however, that Canadians will con-
sume at least as much wheat as in the previous crop year, if not more. Food 
use will be increased by the return from overseas of large numbers of the 
armed forces and their dependents. While animal population has shown a 
substantial drop and total feed consumption will probably be lower, it is 
expected that at least as much wheat will be fed this year as last because of 
the relative shortage of alternative cereal feeds. Moreover, a higher propor-
tion than usual of this year's crop will be low-grade wheat. Finally, provision 
should be made fôr seeding a larger acreage to wheat in 1947. For purposes 
of these calculations, the total domestic disappearance in Canada hi 1946-47 
is placed at 175,000,000 bushels. 

This leaves available for export and for carryover at the end of the season 
an estimated total of 314 million bushels. Of this total as large a quantity as 
possible will be moved abroad within the croP year  While the canyover on 
July 31, 1946, was one of the lowest for many years and certainly smaller 
than would be considered prudent under ordinary circnmstances, the Cana-
dian authorities do not contemplate adding to the carryover at the end of the 
current jrear as matter of deliberate policy. If the carryover does increase, 
this will be due to factors beyond the control of government. .• 

The chief  factor  now -limiting exports is transportation- Throughout the 
autumn-months the Canadian Wheat  Board  (which has full control of all 
wheat delivered by farmers), working closely with transportation autluirities, 
has made a maximum effort  to mové wheat delivered froni.farms to the Head 
of the Great Lakes and to Vancouver and fronilhe Lakehead east to Montréal. 
The movement of wheat down the Lakes has been hindered however by the 
competing and high priority claims of coal,  ore and pulpwood—hèretofore 
held back by strikes in certain of these industries and on Great Lakes' vessels. 
As an example, some 5,000,000 bushels of Canadian export wheat now lying 
at Buffalo cannot be moved to American seaboard ports because of the with-
holding of permits by the Office of. Defense  Transportation; Full use of the 
Great Lakes fleet is planned between now and the close of navigation in order 
to have a winter supply of wheat in the East for shipment during the winter 
months. There is every prospect that transportation difficulties will be en-
countered in the spring when navigation opens, but the principal limiting 
factor then will be the  availability of wheat itself. , 

Therefore, in spite of every effort, it cannot be expected that more than 220 
to 229 million bushels of wheat can be moved out of Canada within the crop 
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year:1946-47 .-There_will .probably remain thereforeas a carryover on July 31,

1947, -.in alLpositions, some 85 million'bushels:_Most of this carryover will be

in commercial positions. Farmers are delivering freely and in expected quan-
tities and there is no reason to believe that they will hold " àbnormally large

quantities on farms :at the end : of the season . Arrangements' are ' = such that,

from a 'price point of view, there is very little, if any advantage in holding
vvheat on farms unless the farmer is prepared to hold for several years .

These are the facts of the supply situation as they now appear . It may be

that the crop has been underestimatéd : It may be that domestic requirements

wi ll prove to be lower than presently estimated because of the e ffôrts that the

Canadian Government, in common with the Governments of other United
Nations, are makingand will continue to make ' to economise the use of wheat.
In this case, the quantities available for export and carryover will be corres-

pondingly increased .
Canada has an excellent record in fulfilling her food commitments abroad

ând we believe that it` is in the best interests of both supplying .and procuring
countries to make plans on the basis of realistic forecasts of the probable

position as estimated above .
Canada's commitments against available exportable supplies in the 1946-47

crop year are as follows :
Bushels

United Kingdom-Wheat and' Flour 160,000,000 ' ~ .

Flour exports to other areas as explained below , ' 40,500,00 0

ts `t th- amas -11 subject to

- programming by the I .E.F.C. 27,000,000
Wheat commitmen to o ,

Total 227,500,000

It will be seen that with total commitments of 227 mil lion bushels against

an exportable surplus ranging from 220 to 229 million bushels, we have any-

where from 'a'deficit of 7 millions to a maximum surplus of 2 million bushels

of uncommitted wheat at the present time. This margin is, so . small, in view of

the .probable error in the estimate of exportable : supplies, that it would be

imprudent to màke further commitments at the present time. We can make

no new undertakings, therefore, until next spring ,when the position can be

more definitely ascertained .

Included in the present commitments are 160,000,000 bushels to the
United Kingdom under the United Kingdom-Canada wheat contract . This is

the minimum quantity called for under that contract. The minimum import

requirements of the United Kingdom as screened by the Inte rnational Emer-

- gency Food Council, on the other hand, are 202,000,000 bushels, not in-

cluding quantities required for other areas of British supply responsibility.

If the IEFC were to reallocate from the U .K. to other destinations part of

the 160,000,000 bushels contracted from Canada, this would ' only serve to in-

crease the U:K.'s substantial requirements from other sources and would

make no contribution whatever ' to the over-all supply situation.
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As to flour expo rts, ~these .were the. subject of discussion between Canada
and the United States last April, at which time the Canadian Government

offered to co-operate ` in the 'placing of _ quotas on:": commercial markets . The

possible savings, however, from this and other measures covering flour
exports which could be made effective at this time are not likely ,. to be

significant. Throughout the war , and up, to o- the ;present Canada has undertaken

to meet the flour requirements of Newfoundland 'and..,the British_ West Indies,

including British Guiana and British Honduras . Annual , sales to these coun-
tries account , for about 9,000,000 bushels of wheat .in the form of flour .
Within recent months Canada has sold substantial quantities of flour to
China, Brazil, Norway, the Phi lippines, Greece and UNRRÀ, all of which
are recognized as ' coming within the category of unquestioned " need . These

destinations "account for an additional 27,500,000 ; bushels of wheat in the

form of flour . In addition Canada= is likely to ship ' on a strictly commercial

basis some 4,000,000 bushels of wheat in the form of flour to ' other desti-
_---luding Newfoundland and_ . . , .

the British West Indies .
In °sum, therefore, the proportion of flour sales by,, Canada. which might be

put in .the category of "commercial", - accountfor only abôut 10 per cent ,6f!
the 40,500,000 bûshéls 'included in the foregoing table of cômmitmènts .; . . .

To
.
conclude, the position is this . Total supp lies of wheat in Canada are

smaller, than :. earlier thought likely., Whatever the exact , suppiy situation may

be present , indications are ,that exports wi1l., b ebe . . limited to, between 220,

OOO,OOO to 229,000,000 bushels ; including the wheat equivalent of flour .

Of this quantity about .227,000,000 . bushels have already been committed
in conformity with . the principles of the International' Emergëncy . Food Coun

d_ .ci1, leaving anywhere' from a de ficit of 7,000,000 to a margin of 2 ,000,000 .
bushels . In this situation it" is impossible - to consider making: any fùrther

commitments until next sp ring .

In short, Canada is hot "sitting" on .wheat or avoiding her fûll share of the

general`responsibility tô,meet â world shortage .of ceréals .

Le secrétaire d'État aux A flaires extérieures au ministre aux Pays-Bas1

Secretary of State for External A ffairs to Minister in The Netherlands'

384. - DEA%4174-40

TELEGRAM 166 Ottawa, December 19, 194 6

International Wheat Council . At meeting December 9th Preparato ry Com-

mittee of International Wheat Council representatives of Austra lia, Canada ,

1 Des télégrammes semblables furent expé- 1 Similar telegrams were sent to the mis-
diés aux missions à Paris, à Bruxelles, à sions in Paris, Brussels, London, Chungking,
Londres, à Chungking, à Buenos Aires et à Buenos Aires and Washington .

Washington.
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China, Italy and the United States favoured recommending to the Interna-
tional Wheat Conference _basic minimum and,m.aximum prices for a period 
of four years of $1.25 to $1.55 per bushel, basis No. 1 Manitoba Northern, 
in store Fort William. 

Representatives of Belgium, India, The Netherlands and the United King-
dom supported the British proposal that  the  above range be set for three 
years from August lst, 1946, with a fourth year minimum of $1.00 if 
the agreement is to extend for four years. 

The Danish representative said his Government would consider whatever 
range-was generally acceptable. 

Representatives. of France, Brazil  and Argentina reported their Govern-
ments were not yet prepared to support any price range. We expect, how-
ever, that the French  Government will shortly instruct its representative to 
support the above range. . 

With 83% of current wheat exports and 71% of current imports repre-
sented by the countries -whose representatives were prepared to support the 
price range,. the Preparatory Committee reported to the International Wheat 
Council on December 1 lth that sufficient agreement had been reached on 
iirices to warrant the calling of an International Wheat Conference viith 
reasonable prospects of siiccess in concluding  a  new 'International Wheat 
Agreement.. . 

The inability of Argentina to agree at this stage was regretted but study is 
being given by .the Secretariat to a partial agreement which -  could become 
op.  erative if Argentina fails to adhere. 

_The-Wheat Council on December 1 lth accepted_ the Preparatory Coin-
iitittee's report  and  agreed to meet on January 15th. For tlqat meeting  a 
cômplete draft .agreement should be aVailable for consideration  as  well as 
draft  of a partial agreement. 

Council aLso agreed on March 1st, 1947 as a tentative date for the con- 
Vening of the International Wheat Conference. Final  decision on place , 
and date of conference will be made at January 15th meeting. 

The Canadian delegation is highly pleased with the results achieved and 
s,ay -,that the representations which our missions made to the other participat-
ing Governments contributed substantially. 

CRISE ALIMENTAIRE 
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NATIONS UNIES 

UNITED NATIONS 

PARTIE 1/PART 1 

RECRUTEMENT DU PERSONNEL POUR LE SECRÉTARIAT 

RECRUITMENT OF PERSONNEL FOR SECRETARIAT 

385. 	 DEA/5475-H-40 

Mémorandum du chef, la deuxième direction politique' 	 • 

Memorandum by Head, Second Political Division' 

CONFIDENTIAL 	 [Ottawa,]  April 4, 1946 
The attached note by Mr. Malania raises the question of 'whether the Cana-

dian Govemment -should nominate candidates for the United Nations Secre-
tariat and should screen applications from Canadian nationals. Mr. David 
Owen has given Mr. Pearson the impression that the United Nations favours 
the screening process and Mr. Owen regretted that no Canadian applications 
for high posts had been received. from Ottawa.. 

I am disturbed to learn that Mr. Owen is taking this line. Certainly in the 
Executive Committee stage and I think in the Preparatory  Commission  stàge 
there was general agreement on the undesirability of governments screening 
applications from their nationals and the representatives from the British and 
Western European countries were insistent that national governments should 
not screen applications from. their nationals. The representatives of these 
countries also took the line that governments should not nominate nationals 
for posts. 

It is clear that it is going to be much more difficult to establish a truly 
international Secretariat for the United Nations than  for the League of Na-- 
tions. Our hope in London was that we could protect the Secretary General 
against political pressure  by  the rules and regulations and recommendations 
adopted by the Assembly on the Secretariat. However, these rules are not 
going to be of much value to a Secretary General who refuses to act in 
accordance with their spirit. 

1 A. N. A. Robertson, G. Ignatieff, S. D. 	To  N. A.  Robertson, G. Ignatieff, S. D. 
Hemsley, L. Malania et C. S. A. Ritichie. ' 	Helmsley, L. Malania, and C. S. A. Ritchie. - 

( 
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I suggest that Mr. Ritchie be asked to inform Mr . Owen that we stand by
the position which we took in San Francisco and London and which we con-
sidered was supported by the great majority of the Members of the United
Nations, that we realize the difficulties which the Secretary General must en-
counter in recruiting his sta ff, but that we do not think, the way out of these

difficulties is to ask governments to make nominations .

E. REID

[PIÉCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Mémorandum de la deuxième direction politiquei

Memorandum by Second Political Division '
CONFIDENTIAL ` . [Ottawa,] April 4, 1946

The attached correspondence with Mr . Pearson regarding our policy with
regard to appointments to the Secretariat of the United Nations raises a
difficult problem .

It will be seen from Mr . Pearson's letter .; that . officials of the U.N.O . rather

welcome the nomination of candidates for posts by their Gove rnments.

Judging by oùr" experience in London, it is likely that some pressure -is being

brought .to-bear on the Secretary General especially .by the_Latin Americans.

In the elections to the International : Court , for example, some Latin American

andand other delegations„ sent out circulars asking for suppo rt for their candidate s

- . . ,and extolling;their virtues .

There .was- also some feeling among certain members of our delegation that
we were rather backward in pressing our . claims . If it should be felt, when

most of the Secretariat appointments have been made, that Canadians have
not secured - their fair share of them, .especially of the higher posts, the Govern
ment may be-criticized for not having done enough .

Before we do anything about it we should probably hear what Mr .- Ritchie

has found out in New York, but we- should perhaps begin to think now of

what our policy should be if in fact appointments are not being made on as

virtuous a basis"as we would wish . In particular, we might think of suitable

candidates we could suggest to the Secretary General for the intermediat e

posts of°Directors and',Assistant Directors :

1 A N. A. Robertson, E. Reid, G . Ignatieff . 1 To N. A, Robertson, E. Reid, G. . Ignatie ff
et S. D. Hemsley. and S. D. Hemsley. .
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{PIÈCE :JOINTE/ENCLOSURÈ] 

L ambassadeur aux Etats-Unis au sous-secrétaire d'État associé 
aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in United States to Associate Under-Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 	 - 

Washington, April 1, 1946 
Dear Mr. Wrong, 

I have received your later of March 26th t regarding Canadian applica-
tions for the Secretariat of the United Nations. I note that such applications 
should be sent direct to UNO and not through any Canadian authority. I 
think that this is the proper procedure, and my only reservation in regard 
to it is that other countries do not seem to be following it. - 

I discussed this matter last week in Atlantic City with David Owen, and 
he told me that other members of UNO had begun to make nominations and 
forward applications. He gave me the impression the in such forwarding a 
screening process had been adopted. He also gave me the impression that 
UNO had no objections to this; in fact rather favoured it. I am afraid that 
the result will be that Canadian applications may not get the same considera-
tion as those which are sent semi-officially from other countries. Owen, in 
fact, mentioned to me his regret that no Canadian applications for higher 
posts had been received from Ottawa. 

I suggested to Mr. Robertson from Atlantic City ,  that this matter was 
developing in an unatisfactory way so far as Canada was concerned, and 
that Mr. Ritchie should take advantage of his presence in New York to 
discuss the matter with Mr. Owen. I understand that he has done so and I 
shall be interested to hear the result. 

Yours sincerely, 
L. B. PEARSON 

DEA/5475-H-40 

Le chef, la première direction politique,1  au sous-secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

Head, First Political Division, 1  to Under-Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

New York, April 8, 1946 • 
Dear Mr. Robertson, 

I had dinner last night with Mr. Biddle of the United States Bureau of 
the Budget. Mr. Biddle has been acting as the United States Representative 

1m. Ritchie était alors à New York pour 	1  Mr. Ritchie was then in New York to 
assister aux réunions du Conseil de sécurité attend the meetings of the Security Council 
des Nations Unies comme observateur. 	of the United Nations as an observer. 

386. 

I 
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on the Advisory Committee of Experts on, Finance and Administration of

the United Nations . Mr. Biddle has been also acting as Adviser to the Secre-

tary General on personnel' questions . ` My. object - in arranging this meeting
was to talk over questions connected with Canadian personnel for the United
Nations .

Mr. Biddle expressed much the _ same , point of view as that of Mr. David

Owen as; : to the usefulness of receiving from Member States of the United
Nations infôrmatioin as to the quali fied personnel available. He said that he

appreciated fully the view . that National Governments should not, . press ; their

own own candidates on the United Nations,_ but' he thought that any â.vailable

information regard in personne which Member; Gôvernnïents could supply
gper

~If%,ail- hP`vPrv mi icli annreciâted .

that he was "anxiôus to see a . really good ~ appointment as DirectorHe said
of Personnel for-,the Organization, When he returns,to Washington . in the

near füturé, lie woùld leave a United`States .Government ofâçial; Mr. Watson

Thompson, as Acting Director . of .Personnél . He did not ahink that the

Ôrganiza:tion should hurry too much in making the, definitive appointlnent .

The great thing was to get the right- man s for' :the, job Mr. Biddle ' thought

that it woùld be undesirable to -have- â' United States Nâtional , as Director of

personneT: On the other, hand he considered it ve ry necessarythat the Director

should be - familiar with conditions of employment on the North American

Continent He thought that in every way a Canadiân would be _best :for this

position .
He went on to say.that the Organization wasvery short of good financial

experts and administrative personnel generally. They were tlunking ôf making

some. appointments on a, pro . tem basis, and here again . they would be glad
to have any names which we could suggest . The appointments would not be

at a very high level as far,as position and salary were conce rned .

Mr. Biddle said that he
,
thought it would be helpful for Mr. Watson Thomp-

son to talk over these problems with the Department of External Affairs,
and he was going to suggest to him that he should pay a visit to Ottawa for

.,t, .
that purpose:

I then asked whether he could give me some . açcount,. of the position,as

regards the more routiné types of appointment . Would he, forexamplé, think

it desirable that the Departnient of 'External Affairs and Government De-

partments . of other Member- States should' have a supply of application forms
for the United Nations for -distribution Ao their own Nationals who were
applying for ~,positions in, the Organization?

Mr. Biddle said that he thought the desirable position would be, for,, the

Department to refer. all, applicants to the Personnel Division, United Nations

Secrriât. On the othér .hand, : he thought that in ,individual cases it would

bé uséful to have' letters of recommendation from people in a position to

know the qualifications of ' the applicants 'Those letters, could either ,be

forwarded witYi- thè, _ appliçation or could be , addressed separately to the
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Personnel Division. Even if the recommendations came from Cabinet Muns-
ters or Government officials they would not regard these as recommendations 
by the Canadian GovernMent, but woulcl be treated as personal recommenda-
tions. The more the Secretariat knew about the qualifications of the appli-
cants from authoritative sources, the better. 

I think that Mr. Biddle and other responsible people in the Secretariat 
are rather worried about the situation with regard to the employment of 
personnel. In this field, as in others, no defmite policy seems to have been 
laid down by the Secretary General. From what I can learn here, appoint-
ments to the lower ranks of the Secretariat seem to be made on a somewhat 
hit-or-miss basis. 

Yciurs sincerely, 	 • . 	 _ 
C. S; A. RITCHIE_ 

-
387. ..• 

	 • 	 • 	 ''• 

Le secrétaire général adjoint, le département des Services administratifs et 
• financiers, Nations Unies, au secrétaire d'Etat auX,Affaires extérieures 

Assistant,Secretary General, -Department of Administrative andFinancial 11  
Services, « United  Nations., to;Secietary ,of -State -  for 'External AJjazrs  

New York Jilly 1 1946 ,‘. 	 _ 
Dear Sir,.: 	 • . 

Arrangements have now been coMpleted for appOkiting a:representative of 
the United - Nations in Canada;to be responsible . for recruiting foi the staff-of 
the United Nations Secretariat. 

•This  is to_advise you that Mr; W. B..Herbert of' the Canada Foundation, 
56 Sparks Street, Ottawa, has been,selected for this purpose. In brief, Mr. 
'Herbertwill be responsible for all correspondence, enquiries and applications 
ii regard  to • appointments to ,the staff of ;  the United Nations. Through the 
bépartniénts .-of. : Goveinment, and throu`g,h:the- nniversities, tephnical :and 
.profeSsional organizatiôn-S.,' ând i Cither unofficial boClie .S, he will inake icnciwn 
the' staff requirementS of 'the United Nations With the teirns of apPointment, 
'supply application forms and prepare them for 'transmission to' the United 
Nattons. 	 ' 
. Any  questions or enquiries relating' to -recruiting for tins Orgamzation 

, 

Canada,  therefore, shduld.be referred to Mr.- Herbert,. who will coMmunicate 
With your Department: at  an éarly date. We apiireciate very miich any asSi .S7  
tance you care to offer-  to him in carrying out his dutte.s. 

Yours faithfully, 	- 
, • 	MARY SMIETON 
for the Assistant Secretary General 
Department of Administrative and 

Fkancial Services' " 
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DEA/9655-A-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis . au directeur général , suppléant adjoint, -
le département des Finances et de l'Administration,

le bureau régional européen,d'UNRRA

Ambassador in United States to Assistant Deputy Director General;
Department of Finance and Administration;

UNRRA European Regional - Office

Washington, October 1,1946

Dear General Stein,
I have your letter of the 23r4 September,t concerning the prospects for

Canadians now serving with UNRRA to secure employment with other inter-
national organizations .

You mentioned that you had not been able to ascertain how proportionate
'Canadia`n representation is assured on the staffs of international organizations.
There is no method by which the Canadian Government has attempted to seek
a guarantee from international organizations that they would employ such and
such a percentage of Canadians in certain: definite categories of positions. It is

up to each inte rnational organization itself to work out its employment regu-

lations and, as you . can well imagine, the question of getting' the best person
for a particular job and, at the same time, trying to satisfy geographic repre-
sentation is , the most difficult problem they have to, face . The inevitable

tendency of the new international organizations is to , have too high a per-

centage of American, B ritish and Canadian -employees, and one of their prob-
1ems, therefore, is to search. for : properly qualified personnel from Latin

American and European countries .

To help find . such personnel, the United Nations, who, will eventually have

about 4,000 persons in their Secretariat, (the present number is 2,000) have

sent Terry MacDermot, formerly of our Department, on a globe-circling

mission to interview and classify applicants: I do not know the details of his

- itinerary, but as it might be of interest and value to UNRRA employees

scattered throughout many countries, you may be able to get the details from
:the United Nations office in London .

I assume that UNRRA has been attempting to have other international
.organizations grant some preference in employment to former UNRRA em-
.ployees, and although no formal agreement that I : know of has been reached
with these other organizations, I understand that, in fact, quite a number,of
UNRRA employees are obtaining positions . with -other international bodies . I
cannot say that I agree with the principle which would give preference in
employment or any sort of definite priority to those who had served with
UNRRA. If that were done it would mean that 12,000 persons would be
entitled to such preference, and that is twice the number which it is pro-
jected will be employed by all the international organizations now in existence .

It would tend to exclude- persons of equal qualifications who, during the last
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six years, have•  given their services to the military forces, war production 
agencies and other such activities. I feel that the individual should stand 
uniquely on his own qualifications and, to the extent that that is done, and the 
international organizations are free and able to select the best qualified per-
sons, the more certain will be the success of those organizations. Applications 
to international organizations should be directed as follows: 

I trust that this information is what you wanted and that it will be of 
assistance to some of your employees in obtaining positions with other inter-
national organizations. 

Kindest personal regards. 

Yours sincerely, 
L. B. PEARSON 

PARTIE 2 / PART 2 

ÉLECTIONS / ELECTIONS 

SECTION A 

COUR INTERNATIONALE / INTERNATIONAL COURT 

389. 	 W.L.M.K./Vol. 419 

Le représentant, la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies, 
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Representative, Delegation to the General Assembly of the United Nations, 
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

London, February 7, 1946 
Dear Mr. Robertson, 

I think it is'desirable that there should be on record 'a statement of how the 
Delegation voted in the elections to the International Court ofJustice yester-
day. On the fust ballot we supported candidates from Canada, the United 
Kingdom, the United States, U.S.S.R, France, China, Belgium, Brazil, Salva-
dor and Yugoslavia, all of whom were elected on that ballot. In addition we 
supported the candidates from Venezuela, India, Norway, Poland and South 
Africa. We reluctantly decided not .to vote for Bailey on the first ballot since 
it was argued strongly that this might affect Read's chances of elecfion. I am 
glad to say that since Bailey only got eighteen votes on this ballot our lack  of  
support for him was not  in any way responsible for his defeat. 

On the second ballot for the two unfilled places we supported the Indian 
and Australian candidates. Since no candidate in the Assembly secured a 
majority there still remained two places to be filled. 
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-_ .•On_the~ third :ballot, :,sinçe- 'Europe was under-represented"on the Court we

gave .oiù -votes ta`the• Norwegiân' .and `-to: :. .Bâ.iley , and- ., the :.Norwegian. . was

elécted : . We . stuck to Ba.iley: for thé- fourth ballot but he :lost to the Pole .

The result is -that the Court includes only two -judges from the British" Coni- '
monwâlth=McNair of the United Kingdom and Read

. I think a third can-

didate would have been chosen if it had not .been for a ; division ~ of votes

between Zafrullah of India and Bailey. For electoral purposes the British-
even, for the . choice of

Commonwealth is undoubtedly regarded as a group ,

judges, There r are four Latin Americans, on the Court from . ~Brazil, ; Chile,,
Mexico and Salvador, and they very nearly succeeded in . electing an, in-

different candidate from the Argentine as well. In addition. to
.Mc ûaoslavia

are six Europeans on the Court, from France, Belgium, U .S.S.R., Y g ,
Norway and Poland . The four reniaining - seats are filled by the Chinese, Cana-

dian, United :-.States and .Egyptian candidates .
From the little I know of the candidates, it strikes me that a pretty compe-

tent group of judges has been chosen . They still have to determine the length
of the term of each of the judges by drawing lots for those who will sit for

the three and six year terms .
Yours sincerely,

H. H. WRON G

390 .

SECTION -B :

SECRÉTAIRE GÉNÉRAL / SECRETARY GENERAL

DEA/21 1-A
; . . . : : . . _

Le secrétai État, d.'tat aux A ffaires extérieures, au :; haut commissaire

en Grande-tsretagn e

selection on this score .

-
TELEGRAM 3 5 Ottawa, January 5, .194 6

. , . . . `

SECRET AND PERSONAL
. Following from the PrimeEMinister for .the Mi.nister

of justice, ; Begins." n; thinking over` our conversation at Laurier House lust_

before your departûre when wediscusséd pos sible candidates for the Secre-,

tary Generalship of the United Nations Oranizatiôn, am of the opiniong

that Malcolm MacDonald, would in many, .w dybe a stronger and more suit .-

able candidate than those whose names have hitherto been• canvas sed.
high st

qualities : of : judgment: and character which would -fit -him, for this gh po
and his.expérience, which is already long for a . man . of his

g a
,

himph t
tics,_ .public, administration and diplomacy. , It may be argued against
he is ' a national . of . one of the, Great Powers . Wlule:this. ~ftrue ,

the
think.

of
more than bed by his sympathetic understandmg .

associating the smâller couritries wholehëartedlÿ in' the wor ~~tinternational
his

coôperâtion: Certainly we in ° C anada = would ~ have no nu gi gs

Secretary 'o f State f or .~xternal Affairs to., High Commissioner

in Great Britain
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I think you would be -Making a real cothrfbüti6iifothe succëssful 'launching 
of the new Organizaticin if ,you could perSimde the other governments partici-
pating in the Assembly to consider very seriously MacDonald's qualifications' 
for the post 'of Secretary General. Ends. 

391. 	 DEA/211-A 

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires. extérieures 

High Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 118 	 London, January 13, 1946 
IMMEDIATE. TOP SECRET. ASDEL No 11. Following from Wrong, Begins: 

1. There has been very little discussion 'among the Big Five of the choice 
for Secretary General. We may well receive, however, an early request from 
Mr. Byrnes for information whether Pearson is available. He seems to be 
the preferred candidate of the United States and United Kingdom if agreement 
cannot be reached on a satisfactory European. Some members of the United 
States delegation have told me privately that the delegation would like to 
have Robertson but understands that he is not available. At present the most 
that can be said is that Pearson seems the least unlikely choice from a list, 
the selection of any of whom is unlikely. 

2. The Soviet delegation is pushing for the choice of a Slav and their 
candidate is Simich, Yugoslav Ambassador in Washington. I gather that there 
is no chance of his being accepted. If they were to svvitch to a stronger candi-
date such as Benes he might be chosen. 

3. There is no prospect of the- choice of Malcolm MacDonald who would 
be opposed by the Government here. The Russians so far have expressed 
no view in private discussions on any candidate but Simich. 	• 

4. I think Pearson should be informed of the position. Please, therefore, 
repeat this telegram to him. Ends. 

L'ambassadeur auX États-Unis au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
- 

Ambassador in United States to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM WA-258 	 Washington, January 15, 1946 
IMMEDIATE. TOP SECRET AND PERSONAL. Following for Robertson from 
Pearson, Begins: Your EX-123,1  January 14th, U.N.O. Secretary-General- 
ship. In the unlikely event of information being sought as to my availability, 

1 Ce télégramme avait répété le document 	This telegram had repeated the preceding 
orécédent. 	 document. 
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my own views, which you may wish to pass on to Wrong, would be as fo llows .

I would wish further information before I could make a decision, particularly
regarding the terms and conditions of the appointment, preservation of exist-
ing pension rights, etc ., about which I know little. I would wish to know
about salary, allowances, etc., and, even more important, whether the
Secretary-General would be given adequate guarantees of independence and
freedom from outside pressure, and whether the acceptance of the position
is to be a disqualification for subsequent national official employment . I
would also like to know more about the character of the Secretariat, whether
its independence is guaranteed and whether there are adequate assurances
of the preservation of its international character . - I would be worried if there

were stipulations regarding national approval for all appointments to it or

if a substantial . number of those appointments were to be made by the second-

ing of national officials . Finally, I would like to,know whether the Secretariat

will secure immunities and privileges that would be adequate for the dis-

charge of its duties .

2 . It seems to me that it would be difficult for- anyone . to decide whether
or not to accept the post of Secretary-General unless hé had information 'on

the above .points . Some of these matters are, I gather, being, dealt with by. the

Assembly, so such information may possibly be available shortly . . Other points .

have been included no doubt in the report of the Preparatory Commission,
which I take it will soon be available .

3 . I know you will send on by telegraph .anything .you, may .have or , may

secure which throws light on these questions . I hope, . finally, that,the question

wi ll be settled soon and that it will not be postponed until the second meeting

624

of the first session . Ends:

sions. He was not, however, able - to add muc Lu w a
He confirmed that my name had been bandied about a good deal but that first
choice ~would be a European if a suitable one could be agreed on . I told him

that we _also were .iri favour of . a-suitable European and :that we hoped the

solution of the problem could be found along these lines . He thinks it likely

that the Russians will abandon Simich, who would receive little support, and-

DEA/211-A.
L'ambas's'adeur aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État . aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States to Secretary of State for External A f,~airs

TELEGRAM WA
-308 Washington, January 17, 1946

IMMEDIATE . Top SECRET AND PERSONAL. Following for Robertson from

Pearson, Begins : Your EX-156,t January 17th, Secretary-Generalship. I had '
lunch today with Dean Acheson and asked him if they had received anything .

from London which would throw any light on the Secretary-General discus-
h h t Humel has told us .

393.

1 Hume Wrong.
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might, concentrate ; on Lie, - though he does not, consider the latter a very
impressive candidate. . My earlier message, WA-258, for . transmission to
Wrong, need not, go, in its original form in view : of the report I have received .
I realize also that some of the questions I asked in it cannot be answered .
Nevertheless, in the unlikely eventuality of being confronted with an offer, I .
would certainly like to know whether Wrong and others . in London feel that
the independence and. international character of the,, Secretariat . is adequately
guaranteed ; whether appointments to it have to receive national approval and
whether it can be assured of the immunities and privileges adequate for the
discharge of its international functions. For your own personal and ve ry con-.
fidential information, Acheson told me today that they had received reports
from their, delegation in , :London . that the impression had been , given :them .
in the early days of the Assembly that I would ~ not be available if the choic e
fell on me. Ends .

394. DEA/21 1-A
; . . ._ ,. _

Le„haut çommissaire . en :Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire : d'Éta t
: aux, . Affaires extérieures .

High'Côrnmissioner in GrearBritain to Secretary Of State
=. ` for External. A ffairs

TELEGRAM 240,_ London, January 27, 1946

SECRET . ASDEL No : - 30. Following from Wrong, Begins : Secretary-General:

Press reports of deadlock are accurate' and date of agreement in Security
Council cannot be ' predicted . The leading possibilities are 'Pearson and Lie.
Jebb has been suggested, , by the United Kingdom .as their second choice to
Pearson, who continues to be regarded as . the least :tinlikely selection . The
Russians, however, while offering no objectiori tô-Pearson on pérsonal grounds,
claim that his choice . would give too" strong ; an influence to North, America .

They would probably .prefer him' to * Van Kleffens, who " is still mentioned, if
Lie is not'acceptable to the English-speaking countries . Some new candidate ,
of course, may emerge. * Ends .

L'ambassadeur 'aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambcissâd•or in United States to` ,,Secretarÿ of State for External Af,fairs

TELEGRAM WA-497 Washington, January 28, 1946

IMMEDIATÉ. TOP' SECRET. Following for 'Robertson from Pearson, Begins :
I saw Secretary Byrnes this afterrioon to get his, views of the-progress of the~
Assembly~in Londoin, in general and the ' . situation regarding- the Secretary-
Generalship in :particular . ! The Secretary looked somewhat ' tired and was not
as buoyant as usual, which ! is certainly understandable in the circumstances .
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He was not pessirnistfc; however, abdut developrinentà-in London. He did not ,  
go int6 these in .any great detail, but I have heard from another source; very 
cOnfidentially, that-in .an off-the-reCord talk last Friday night with three or four 
correspondents here,' he expressed the view that things were 'going well, that 
the Iran issue was not so serions'as news despatches indicated; that the neW 
Goiiernment of Iran might, in fact, settle it by direct negotiations with Russia 
and that the latter would thereupon withdraw its' Greek and East Indies com-
plaints. (The 'Secretary's well known optimism has let -  him down here). 
Byrnes had added that Stalin had been very frank with him in Moscôw about 
Iran and had admitted that while the U.S.S.R. talked about a  Democratic 
movement in Azerbaijan, what they really wanted was to ensure that no 
hostile Go'vernment in that part of the world was going to «sabotage oil, fields 
in which the Soviet Union ,  had a vital interest. in this connection, Byrnes 
thought that the Russians had a legitimate right to demand peace and security 
in territory contiguous to its own borders. 

2. On the Secretary-Generalship, Byrnes said that they had put forward my , 

name for purely practical reasons. They felt that, as administrative problems 
in the early stages of organization would' involve so. many contacts with 
United States Federal and State authoritieS, the Head of the Secretariat should 
be someone familiar with American practices. At the first meeting of the Big 
Five, the United Kingdom and China supported the United States nomination. 
Paul Boncour put forward Bonnet, and Gromyko put forward Simich. 
Gromyko said that they had no objection to me personally, but they felt that 
the Secretary-General should be an Eastern European because the Organiza-
tion was located in the United States, Byrnes said that he took the view that 
a North American should not be barred on these  grounds,  especially as the 
United States had not sought to have the. Organilation in this cOuntry. If this 
consideration wàs to be advanced continually by the 'U.S.S.R.. and European 
countries, then Perhaps thé Organization sholild'be kcated in .Eastern Europe 
and a North Arnérican selected as Secretary-General. At al second meeting of , 
the Big Five, France agreed to support my nomination; but  Yyshinsky:main-
tained the position  adopted by Gromyko. He 'seemed  a little" w6rried, h6wever, 
b'y Byrnes' suggestion that the whole" question of site might have to be re-
opened and said that he would ask for further inStructions from M6scow. 
Byrnes' view is that the Russians will stick to the position they have adopted 
and:may noW put Lie's name .forward formally as one who would be suitable 
to everybody. If they do this, the Americans will accept him rather than force 
the Russians into.  the position of vetoing me. I told Byrnes 'that I thought that 
this was sensible and that the use of the veto in this matter should be avoide,d. 
If Lie is not put forward by the Russians, they may nominate Masaryk and 
Benes. •- 

3. I think a solution of this problein will be found .along• the above lines 
and that we should take whatever steps possible to remove the impression that 
there is to be a battle to the endletween a Canadian nominated by the United 
States and a U.S.S.R. nominee. We certainly dà not want this question to 
result in a viétory.  or 'a defeatfor any country -  or perSOn. - 
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- 4. I could not avoid: seeing the  prèsà on leaving Byrnes' Office. FOrL:the 
record, told,them that I had been-. seeking for my 'GOvernment from the 
Secretary his views as to how things were going in London in general and that, •  

in particular, as my na.m.e,had been  associated in the press with the Secretary-
Generalship, I was interested to learn from .the Secretary how that matter 
stood. Off the record, I explained that the U.S.S.R. and other members of the 
Council thoug,ht that  the  Secretary-General _should be a European and that, if 
th.ey cônfinued to feel strongly about this, agreement could probably be 
reached on some suitable European nominee. 

5. I should have mentioned previously that after the Big Five discussed the 
Secretary-Generalship, Byrnes insisted that *there should be an infofmal dis-
cussion of the matter with all members of the Security Council. This was 
done, as a result of which eight supported my nomination while three said 
that they ,  favoured a European. -Finally, I told,  Byrnes this afternoon that, as 
he knew, I was not seeking this post, and that if it would ease the situation for 
me to say I was not available, I would be happy to do so. He said that my 
position was understood; that the Can-adian Delegation in London had never 
given the impression that I was a "candidate" but he hoped that I would let 
matters develop and would take no steps to withdraw my name from eon-
sideration. Ends. 

396. 

Le représentant, la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies, 
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux' Affaires extérieures 

Representative, Delegation to the .General Assembly of the United Nations, 
to Under-Secréiary of State for External Affairs 

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL 	 London, January 30, 1946 
Dear Norman [Robertson], 

There is little I can add..to, the telegrams which I have sent concerning the 
nomination of the Secretary *General by the Security Council. There is no 
doubt whatever thàt Pearson -vvas strongly pushed by the British and supported 
by the Americans as their first choice. The Russians, however, were unyielding 
in their insistence that the Secretary General should not come from "the 
Anglo-Saxon Bloc", with the headquarters in the United States and this 
Assembly in London. The French wanted a European and the Chinese prob-
ably tagged along with the majority. 

The American desertion of Pearson was probably caused in part by the 
difficulties which arose at the very beginning when the election of the Presi-
dent of the Assembly was contested between Spaak and Lie. The British were 
very annoyed with the Americans at that dine, as they claimed that the Ameri-
cans had given some assurance weeks before to the Russians that they would 
support Lie while telling the British, that they were completely uncommitted. 
If true, this is the result of a muddle and  not  of any double dealing. In any . 

, 
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event the Americans voted for Lie and he was beaten . This made it harder for

them to hold out against his selection .as Secretary General, however unrelated

the two. posts are in fact .
Noel-Baker told me yesterday that he was very much disturbed over the

prospect of Lie's selection . He. said that he was all right in Norway, where he

was quite a good * Foreign Minister, but that he was not nearly quick enough
or astute enough to tackle the work of Secretary General . He was trying when

Lsaw him to get hold of Bevin in an effort to persuade him to support a last
thatminute move to draft Eisenhower for a couple of years, `wiWasthmade i was

Pearson might have succeeded to the office. If such a mo
blocked by the Americans, who have always said that Eisenhower was not

available .
I am satisfied that there was nothing which the Canadian Delegation could

do to prevent this outcome . We had let it bé known widely that Pearson was

available and all those whom I consulted, with -one exception, were strongly
of the opinion that anything more on our part would be positively harmful .
The exception was Hadow; whose judgementï on this as well As on most

other matters is notoriously unsôund.

As I said in my telegram t this morning, I think in any case Pearson is well

out of it . I doubt that the best man on earth would have much chance of

enhancing his reputation during the initial years . The load placed on the Sec-
retary General is terrific and the pressure for national representation accep-
table to member governments is going to make y the recruitment of a good
working Secretariat a most difficult task . , If the Organization really begins to

work and if Lie proves himself to be a poor Secretary .General, Pearson may

well get another chance in five years , or even sooner .

Yours sincerely,
H. H. WRONG

397
. DEA/211-A

- Le représentant, la délégation à~ l;Assemblée,générale, des Nations Unies, .

au sous-secretaire d Etat aux Affaires extérieures

Representative, Delegation to ' the General Assembly of the United Nations,
to Under-Secretary of State for External. A$airs

,. - . . 'London, February: .7, 1946
SECRET . ,

Dear Mr . Robe rtson ,

I have picked up a little more information about the negotiations leading

up to the selection of Lie , as Secretary General: I gather that ~ Pearson was ,
supported strongly by the United Kingdom and the United States, that China

also supported him and that Paul Boncour for France said that while he had
no instructions he would agree with the view of the majority . The Russians

then imposed• their veto-not formally, but said that --if . a-vote were taken

they would vote against Pearson : .
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' Gromyko came up to Massey and me a day br.  two ago at a party and said 
that he wished to take this opportunity of explaining why the Russians had 
been unable to accept Pearson; and he started by emphasizing that they had 
nothing whatever against either a Canadian Secretary General or Pearson 
personally, but that with the Headquarters in the United States they felt 
unable to agree that the Secretary General should come from. another Ameri-
can country. He said that they would have taken the same attitude in the 
case of any candidate from any country of North or South America. He was 
very friendly in manner and I think that he gave a true explanation, for what 
it is worth. 

Yours sincerely, 
H. H. WRONG 

SECTION C 

CONSEIL DE SÉCURITÉ ET CONSEIL ÉCONOMIQUE ET SOCIAL 

SECURITY COUNCIL AND ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL  •  

398. 	 DEA/211-C 

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

High CoMmissioner in Great Britain to Secretary of State 
for  External Affairs 	- 

TELEGRAM 85 	 London, January 9, 1946 

IMMEDIATE. ASDEL No. 7. Following from Wrong, Begins: 
1.Electioneering is going strong, with elections to the Council probably on 

Saturday morning. There is  said  to be an understanding between Latin 
American and Arab groups for a joint slate. 

2. At Commonwealth meeting this afternoon we were pressed not to stand 
for Economic and Social Council to clear way for election of Australia, India 
and New Zealand. Fraser refused to stand down but South Africa withdrew. 
There is prevalent a feeling that States elected to Security Council should not 
be elected to Economic and Social Council. We did not withdraw and at 
present have support of United States for two or three year term. We took 
line that our record and interest in international economic affairs and organ-
ization made us an obvious choice. This pressure to withdraw will probably 
continue, and if we are chosen for Security Council we may not get enough 
votes for Economic and Social Council. Our membership of Atomic Commis-
sion is also cited as a reason against election to Economic and Social 
Council. 

3. Australian delegation hns been instructed to press for their election to 
Security Council and say they carmot withdraw. Since only one Dominion 
can be chosen they may cut into our Vote, but we should get through. 

I 	( 
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4. Jhe `-`functional principle'.'-: may be " accepted ' in theory, but in electoral
practice it .will mainly be honoured-. fir the. breach: The Commonwealth group
is generally regarded, not only: by foreign countries, but also by ôther Com-
monwéalth Tnembers, as one bloc :to - be represented by rotation - in the same
class as the ~ Latin Ame rican, - Arab and other blocs .

5 . There is serious ~ - talk, especially frotn United States delegation, of - a'Canadian -Secretary-Gener.al, probably Pearson: We may sôon have to consult. _ . . _ : _ . .
you urgently on this . - Ends :

399. DEA/211-C

Le haut commissaire en Australie au secrétaire d'Éta t
aux A ffaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Australiâ ' tô Secretary of State for External A ffairs

TELEGRAM 13 Canberra, January 10, 1946
Top SECRET: 1.' At last moment Gôvernmént here `düe, I think, to pressure,of-press, and public opinion, decided to be represented on Ministerial level -_ at
United-Nations Assembly in London. Honourable Mr. Makin, Minister for
Navy arid :.:Munitions and Acting 'Minister for "Extërnal'•'Affairs' in,, Evatt 's
absence, left this morning by. air tor ,Lôndôn .

2. I called :on. Evatt, yesterday ,to . pay my respects . upon:-';his -.; return to
Australia on Jànuary 7th following _a- trip abroad of four months .

3 . During the conversation, he asked me to convey following .message, to
Mr.' King inforinally.

4. He would like Canada's support for Australia's eléction to, the Secüritÿ
.Council: . He - states jhat Article 23 of ~ the, Charter; provides that, in ° elëction,
due regardshall, be paid to military. ; and .ecônomic power, and .:to geographicai
consideration of election . . . . . . , . - . .~ : . . _. ï_;a! . . _- )_ . . . . ..

5 .1. He says that, . outside of Big -Five, - Canada and :Australia, in. .order::.na.med,
made greatest'contribution to the. war.: and that both-w* erë entitled ~to; electiion
,on - this ! scoré: Then he says that from, geographical considerations Australiâ

. . . . .' . _ , r . . .,. ..r . . . . . . , , . . .. . . . . .was' entitled to a` seat.
.. . . . . . . . , . . ... • . . ._ •- .• , - . . ,.... ' . Y

6.- He` snys that Canada's `election is itïevitable
.

.He `snggests that Canada. . . . ., . . : : ., .., , .
=should have twd yëâr term ànd Australia one- year :, . . . ,, . , .,~. ..- , .

7., Anticipating argument of too great representation of the Cômmonwealth ,
he argues that our nations are . in World Orgariization as: independent sover,
eign States and that membérship in the, Cômmonwealth .-.has nothing tR x .dôwith ; the . case; We would be on Coûnçil as nations, not a& unrts of Common-
wealth or representing same. To take any other stand would be to- admit,
,theoretically, that Commonwealth must ; fûnction as - a unit ; t . . :, ,., . . ., . -- . . .. . . .. .

8 . , He also says t.hat - if we ever admit ;any other contention-,units of tlïè
Commonwealth, ;wil1 find themselves in -:position .of, rotating in rrepresentation
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on the Council, as grew,  up under the League of Nations and that this would 
restrict each Dominion to election to a seat on the Council every eighth year. 

9. Evatt expressed  the opinion that Britain would support either Persia 
or Egypt for election to the Council in preference to unit of the Common-
wealth, other than Canada, for reasons not of world security but for mainten-
ance of her position in the Middle East. This he looks upon as an unfair 
basis for support. 

10. He did not ask for any commitment and I gave none. I told him I 
would be happy to convey 	,representations. Doctor Evatt *added that he 
had discussed the matter, on. a quite informal basis with Mr. Pearson. 

` ,, ; ■j -DEA/21 1-C 

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'État 
.aux Affaires extérieures 

High .ConimisSioner in Great  Britain io Seciàiry  of  State 
for External A ffairs 

TELEGRAM 117 	 London, January 12, 19446 
IMMÉDIATE. SECRET. ASDEL No. 9. Following from Wrong, Begins, : 

1.You have doubtles received ,through the press the results of the elections 
to the Security, Council.,-Yoting kon the first ballot (with 50 valid ballots) gave 
Brazil 47, Mexico, and Egypt 45, Poland 39, Netherlands 37, Canada 33, 
Anstralia 28; With-the remainiiig, Votes scattered ainôn.g‘ 11 States,  none  re-
ceiving more th 6.  This meant 'that' 11 delegatiôns vôtecl for both Canada 
and Australia. We:would have secured the required. 34 votes if one delegate 
had not spoiled his ballot by signing it, since he had voted. for Canada. Under 
the rules, a vote betwe,en the two leading candidates for the  sixt> seat . then 

 took place. Australia. secured 27 Votes and Canada 23., Since Australia lacked 
the required rnajbrity, *à further  vote  w,as held which gave Auàtralia 28 votes 
and Canada 23. We then retired  from  the conted'after a graceful speech  from 

 Mi. St. Laurent. 	* 1-  
2.The election' of Canada Was eippcirted.by the five permanent members Of 

the SecuritY'Council, Canada and Brazil:being the only conntries-  to appear on 
the 'original slates of them  all  Our defeat was due to the unwillingness of 
Australia to withdraw,.their grounds being the necessit-y of achieving equitable 
gêographicardistribution àf the elected .  seats (our prôspective membership of 
the Atomie  Commission  also 'seeins to have  had soie effect). The Prime 
Minister of New  Zealand: this morning, -before the _first' ballot was taken, 
succeeded in .  making two speeches in support of the election,of Australia; this 
probably helped to swing over some smaller Latin American States and the 
Arab group, both.of whom are most anxious to base e elections on regional 
considerations ih'Order.  to ehsure their own.representation. 

3..It is,probably .difficult,to understand the -  result without feeling the pre-
vailing atmosphere  inthe Asseinbly: The election of Mexico on the first ballot 
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'*as  undoubtedly -  respdnsiblé for the preference given to Aiistralia on the 
second ballot because of objection to  they preSence on the Security Council at 
the same, time of three North American countries. 

4. On a vote for the two-year term, Brazil and Australia were first elected 
and  later Poland defeated Netherlands by lot after a tied, vote. While there 

- might be a remote possibility of our replacing Mexico e the next elections, 
it seems more likely that we shall have to await the end .of the Australian 
term. 
- 5. It was, indeed, clear from our discussions with other delegations that if 

we had not withdrawn, we should eventually have been - defeated in further 
balloting. Given these circumstances, the effect of our withdrawal was un-
doubtedly ,fa.vourable. It helped to secure our election to the Economic • and 
Social Coimcil with 46 votes. The balloting for terms on this Council will take 
place on Monday morning. 

6. I shall telegraph separately, tomorrow, about the elections to the Eco-
nomic and Social, Council and the position - concerning the choice of the 
Secretary-Gen.eral. Ends. 

401. 	 DEA/21  1-C 
• 

Le représéntant, la délégation à l'Assemblée :générale:  des Nations Unies, 
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

_Representative, Delegation to the General AsSembly of  the  United Nations, 
to Under,Secretary of State" for External Affairs 

. 	„ 	. 
*SECRET 	 - 	 • 	 Lotichiii, January 13, 1946 

Dear Mr. Robertson, 	. 
The results of the elections to the. Security Council were, I know, a shock 

to you all in Ottawa ..I sent ,a telegram last night giving, a summary • explana-
tion and there:really is not a.:great,deal more to say. The permanent members 
had agreed at meetings between :themselves on their slate except on the, allo-
cation. of, the two-year term between Poland and The Netherlands. Thei r.  slate 
was elected easily except for the substitution  of  Australia ,for Canada. 

As I mentioned in my telegram,  when  the Big Five got together here Can-
ada and Brazil' were the only two countries which :appeared on the lists sub-
mitted •by all of them. They all undoubtedly vôted for us 'on the first ballot 
and we have been told that the United Kingdom, the 'Soviet Union and the 
United States continued to vote for us in the separate 'contest  with  Australia. 
I mil fairly certain that the French also did so but I do not know what the 
Chinese did. 

There were two unpleasant meetings last week of the Commonwealth coun-
tries in Lord Addison's office which Messrs. St. Laurent and Massey and I 
attended: Colonel  Hodgson who is temporarily heading the Australian Dele-
gation told us that he had . the most 'explicit instructions td push for .Australian 
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election. He was : supported at great length by Mr . . Fraser. While I think . that it
was unsound :to base their claim on the necessity of representing the Southwest
Pacific area-a claim which would, rea lly °require the continuous presence on
the Council of either Australia or New Zealand-there was certainly no desire
on their part to keep Canada off the Council . They felt quite rightly that the
crite rion o.f_contribution t6 the maintenance of peace and security justified ;the
election of both countries . They concentrated their pressure on trying to get us
to withdraw from the contest for the Economic and Social Council in order to
clear the,way for the election of New Zealand . .

It was howevèr apparent from the intense lobbying that was going on that
thëre was no chancef Ôf electing more than one member of the Commonwealth .

to the Security Council 'and not more than four including the United Kingdom
to the Economic and Social Council . When this became clear I sent a warning
telegram to O ttawa last Thursday evening. The prevailing view is most defi-
nitely that election to the ' Security Council disqualifies the state concerned for
simultaneous membership in the Economic and Social Council . Indeed The
Netherlands and ' Australia : withdrew f rom the ' contest for the latter Council
immediately after_ the . election to - the Security: Council : :

We `thought, however; that in spite of - Australia's candidature we would
just pull through in the elections. In fact we secured the required two-thirds
vote of 34 on the first ballot, but the- Nicaraguan delegate spoiled his ballot
by signing his, name . and it was properly rejected under the rules . The ru les
then require a separate vote between the two highest contenders and that
meant this unpleasant business of a contest between Canada and Australia .
Before the first ballot, in the course of a discussion on nominations which had
been raisedby Mr. Manuilsky, Mr. Fraser found the occasion twice to speak
in the Assembly in . favour, . of Australia on the, ground .. of equitable, geograph-
ical distribution of the seats . This probably he1ped Australia a little on the
first ballot but its major effect came Jater when the delegations had to choose
between Canada. and Australia . By. this, time; of * course, Mexico had been
safely elected, and especially the smaller stâtes anxious to cling to regional
grouping were -unwilling . to support Canada against another good candidate
from outside North America. - ._. , , .. . : _

I still thought that we would . be chosen and .the Bri tish and Americans both
said that they .vvere sure of the .ôutcome. Mr. de, Frettas-Valle, who is ;the
unoff icial " wHip of the Latin American group, told me' ~thât we could 'çoünt on
the support of his, group` but ' he' was clëarly 'wrong in this

When `the second ballot was r taken, Austra lia secured 27 'votes to our. 23 .
We then adjourned for lunch and someof us did a , little further lobbying.
I think we picked up a' few - votes but we lost just as many, as the third ballot
gave 28 for Australia while we remained at 23 .

Ât I this stâge with the contést between these two countries, there were
undoubtedly some good reasons for preferring Aiïstrâlia to Canada and ' it
was clear :- from ;our, private discussions that if we did not withdraw at thi s

I (



' ereforepôint; more votes would have shiftèd to 'Aùstralià. Mr: St."Laurént th
went to the rostrum and grâcefûlly ' withdrew. A final ballot had to be takén
under the rules an & it gave 46 votes for Australia 'tô 3 unknowns wh&persisted
in voting for ' Canada. ", . -- . , - -- . -

The. _Security Council is to meet on Monday and'' will ~doulitless soon begin
to discuss the question of the Secretarÿ-General . I have jüst explained the

Position , to you on the telephone as your call came throu when I was dic=. : ~ . . ._ . . . .
tating this letter.

For purposes of record, I, should state that the Canadian, Delega_tion voted
for Brazil, Canada, Egypt, Mexico, The Netherlands and "Poland on the fi rst
ballot. :When .it came to the choice of those who would,serve a two-yéar term
we suppo rted Brazil, The Netherlands and Poland. The

,
; great powers, how-

ever, had, agreed to support , us for a,two-year term and, this .word had.-gone
around the delegations, many , ôof which -after our, defeat gave their suppo rt,to
Australia. - There was a , long F-contest . between The Netherlands and Poland

ending in - a tie vote: which- was` resolved undér ! the rules by the , chairman

drawing lots, Poland wàss the winner. We supportëd Poland because we felt
that Belgium - was - .an,obviously satisfaçtory successor at -the end of one ~y.ea r

to The Netherlands.

Yoiirs, `sincerelÿ;

;CH/,.Vol . - .. 210 3

ndüm du représentant, -la délégation à l'Assemblée général e
dés Nations Unies

-Memorândum by representative, Delegation to the General . .Assembly ,
9f.Me .. United Nations,, ,

[London;] -January 13,` 1946

CANADIAN VOTES FOR THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCI L. , . . , . ._ , ,. .- _ . . , _- :. , .

We supported on the .first ballot all those which were elected except: >Cub a

and Lebanon. We vofëd . for Uruguay in place of - Cuba and for Turkey in

place of Lebanon. . When the contest was narrowed to . New Zealand .- and

Yugoslavia for the eighteenth, seat,we continued to,give our support- to Ne w

Zealand on . each of the separate ballots . . ,

Our slate for the -3 year ;term was , Canada, China; France, Peru (chosen )

and Norway and Czechoslovakia (not chosen) . .We : then;'supported these awo

and U.S .S .R., U.K., India and Colombia for the two year term. Cuba. was

chôsen in place of Colombia.,
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Humè %brig. 
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403.• 	 • 	* 	• 	• 	 DEA/5475-1140 

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

High Commissioner in Great  Britain to Secretary of State 
for External' Affairs 

TELEGRAM 130 • 	• 	 London, January 14, 1946 

SECRET. ASDEL  No  42. Follàwing frdin Wrong, Begins: .  My telegram 
ASDEL No. 10,t Economic and Social Council. 

1.This morning we were safely chosen for a three year-term together with 
China, Chile, Peru, France and Belgium. The  two  year terms 'went to the 
Soviet Union, United Kingdom, India, Norway, Czechoslovakia and Cuba. 
This left for the one year terms Greece, Yugosla,via, Ukraine, Lebanon, 
Colombia and the United States which-will,  of course, be re-elected, by  the 
next Assembly. 

2. The deadlock between  New  Zealand and Yugoslavia for the 18th seat 
was resolved by the withdrawal of New Zealand. Mr. Fraser is. understood 
to have received pledges of support for a full term  for  his country -  at the next 
election. 

3. We are making enquiries about the nature of the repre.sentation which 
the leading countries contemplate .on the Economic and. Social Council, and 
shall telegraph later about our own. position'. We assume that we should have 
a Ministerial repreSentative at  the  opening meetings. As the first  session  is 
likely to continue for some time, we shall have to make sUpplementary 
arrangements. Ends. 

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au sous-secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in United States to Under-Secretary of State 
for , External Affairs 

Washington, January 23, 1946 

Dear Norman [Robertson], 

Hume's' very interesting letter of January 13th to you  on the elections 
to the Security Council prompts one  or  two observations on, my part. . 

I was surprised to note in the last paragraph  of his letter that we had ,not 
supported Australia for the Council on the first ballot. I can imderstand the 
reasons against giving such support (if  we  Wished to get on ourselves), but 
-,I.was of the impression that we had promised it. 
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i ' ° The 'implications of the argument for geographical representation, an argu-
ment which Australia and New Zealand seem to have emphasized in London
as much , as they did in San Francisco, are•impo rtant for us : If this argument

is accepted, it ,leaves us in a difficult position. What regional grouping wou ld
include us? If North and Central America, we would take our turn for election

among the six or seven small Central American States. If we are not in that

group, we are presumably in no group, because the acceptance of the

Australian:-New Zealand argument would end the British Commonwealth

group; something which may or may , not be constitutionally desirable, but

which, from the practical point of view of . Canadian representation, has real

disadvantages .for us .

- Our functional principle seems to have been thrown out of the window in

London . In elections to the Security Council it has been subordinated to

the geographical principle, while the acceptance of the view that election

to the Security Council disqualifies a state - f or membership in the Economic
and Social Council prevents, in large measure, its application to that, latter

body . In this connection it is interesting to, note that in London these two

ideas clashed : Though - the geographical-principle was accepted in large part
bythe election of Australia to the Security.Council it was reJ'ected, almost at~
once in elections to the Economic and Social Council, which were decided

in -part on the basis of .-the other .idea that nostate could .be elected, .to both

bodies . '
Î âm afraid that _ the . election pattern. ..which .is . déveloping in UNO, in spite

of our efEorts-at San Francisco and all .our .speeches on functional representa-
tion, willnot be any better, than that which prevailed in Geneva in the âl d

days .

405.

Yours sincerely ,
MIKE [PEARSON]

DEA/211-C

Le haut commissaire en -Nouvelle=Zélande ais sous-secrétaire d'État

aux- Affaires ; extérieures

High Commissioner in New Zealand ,-to Under-Secretary of State
for External A ff airs

Wellington, January 23, .1946

Dear Mr . Robertson ,
I greatly appreciate the information 'which' you f so kindly let . me have con-

cerning the recen t
.

-voting ~at the Assembly of the 'United Nations . It was
. .

. . c F .

naturallÿ- a* ,greatdisappointment to me that Canada should have lost'out to

Australia in the election to the - Security Council . Canada's claim to middle

power status and election to, be+ based ûpon the functional principle might

appear all right in theory at a-time wheri` she was an important factor ' in
winning the war, but I was apprehensive of such claims being, recognized in
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CoinieCtion-With election to the organs of the United Nations once our eneMies 
had surrendered. In the case of UNRRA and one or two other _commissions 
or organizations . where .  Canadian contributions are éSSential  for  their success, 
the enunciation of the functicinal principle might assist in Canada's election, 
but I am very d.oubtful if it will help, in a.ny competitive election to the organs 
of the United Nations. • • - 

It was because of my fear that we were assuming on recognition which, 
while fully justified, would nôt be forthcoming, that I submitted my plan based 
on dividing the nations into categories for the purpose of the eléction of non-
permanent members to - the Sécurity Council. It is probable that the Govern-
ment either did not think they  adoption of such a plan necessary or .even 
feasible. 

At San Francisco, unfortunately, Canada's place as regards - elections:to the 
Security Council was greatly weakened by the incorporation of the. principle 
of "equitable geographical distribution"' in Article 23, Section 1. It was prob-
ably difficult to foresee that with the United States an active member in the 
United Nations, "equitable 'geographical  distribution"  would place Canada, 
if anything, in an inferior position, to  that which  we  occupied as regards 
seleCtion to the Council of the League of Nations. My èXperience at Geneva 
taught me that when the United States ,is represented on an international body, 
Canada's geographiCal Situation for purposes of election to that body lias a 
negative value, and that it is only Whed the United States isfnot a meniber that 
Canada's geographical  situation  hàs real inipOrtance.. 

- It would appeaithatthere is a•verY definite  danger  that the Commonwealth 
system of election tdthe Council  of the League.  will be accepted by the United 
Nations in elections to the Seciirity Council. This  would mean that Canada 
will be in a leSs favourablé43osition, in spite of her claims as regards  -élection 
to  the SecUrity Council, than she  was as regards electiôn to the Council of 
the League. You will recall that  in  1927 We were the first British Common-
wealth country to bè elected to the Council, and the system that the Dominions 
would each be électedto the Council in turn soon became established. The 
result was that Canada cciuld only hope to be eleCted everY 5th term. Eire, 
once she becomes a niember  of the  United Nations,  will  very likely claim  the 
right of election under the 'British Commonwealth scheme, as you Will recall, 
her experience running as  an  independent country in 1926 for a seat on the 
Connell proved a failure, as she received Only 10 votes. Unless the Govern-
ment should be content with this situation, Canada under these circumstances 
Could not hope for anything more faVourable from the United Nations than 
she had in the League. It would seem to me t.hat Canada should announce 
early her candidature for the Mexican seat, on the basis of an important 
North American Country which had made a great contribution to the war, 
and is making a substantial contribution to world reconstruction. 

• 	' Yéurs sincerely, 
W. A. RIDDELL 

( 
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406. 	 DEA/211-C 

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au sous-secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in United States to Under-Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

Washington, February 12, 1946 
Dear Mr. Robertson, 

I was interested to receive a copy of Dr. Riddell's letter to you dated 
January 23rd, and which concerned the election of nôn-permanent members 
to the Security Council. Dr. Riddell has touched on a difficulty to which I 
have already alluded; namely, Canada's position if members of the United 
Nations for purposes of election are divided into geographical blocs. In view 
of the fact that some bloc system is un.doubtedly going to be adopted in spite 
of all efforthT which may be made to the contrary, the alternative for us seems 
to be participation in a Commonwealth or a North and Central American 
grouping. One difficulty in the way of the former may be Australia and New 
Zealand's desire for representation of the South Pacific area  If this principle 
is accepted, then the British Commonwealth grouping disappears. Because of 
that possibility, we should, as Dr. Riddell suggests, consider whether we could 
replace Mexico on the Security Council. PosSibly we might be  •able to estab-
lish a rotation between-Canada, Mexico and the other Central American states 
taken together. There are two difficulties in this regard; one, we would be 
associating ourselves with a Latin American grouping which the Latin Ameri-
cans, themselves  and  possibly * others, might' not desire; two, the smaller 
Central American repu.blics might not like to be lumped together in a way 
Which would weaken their boasted sovereign equality. Another danger is that, 
if our efforts to attach ourselves for purposes of election to -a grouping of this 
kind should fail, it would be difficult  for us  later to rettirn to a British Coin; 
inonwealth grouping. As a result we might find ourselvés Without any affilia-
tion and forced to rely entirely on our  own claims for election on functional 
and national grounds to the Security Council and other siich United Nations' 
agencies. In that case I am afraid we would be elected only on very rare 
occasions as apparently such claims are, not going to loom very large, as a 
qualification for election. 

I think we should begin to give this whole matter very careful considera-
tion. It may require informal approaches to the United States and Mexican 
govermnents and also to the other governments of the - Commonwealth. There 
is, of course, no hurry in the matter, but we should know where we stand 
before- it is too late to do anything to influence that standing. 

- 'Yours sincerely, 
L. B. PEÀRSON 
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407. DEA/211 -C

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissair e
en Nouvelle-Zélande

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner
in New Zealand

Dear Dr . Riddell,
O ttawa, February 26, 1946

Many thanks for your letter of January 23rd on Canada's chance of being
elected to the Security Council .

I agree with you that the reference in Article 23 of the Cha rter to equitable
geographical distribution weakens our claim to election to a Council on which
the United States has a permanent seat . However, the demand at San Fran-cisco for the inclusion of a reference to this criterion was irresistible . The most
we could do, and that only -after strenuous efforts, was to have the geographi-
cal .criterion made subordinate to the functional .

While Article 23 gives rise to a moral obligation on the part of the Mem-
bers of the United Nations, this obligation is not enforceable and experience
at the General Assembly in London has demonstrated that the two factors
which are in actual fact paramount in the minds of most of the delegations,
especially those of the smaller countries, when they are making up their minds
on elections .to the Councils, are equitable geographical distribution and the
sharing of the * honours. The latter consideration was so firmly established in
London that no state (other than,one of the Big Five) was elected to the
Economic and Social Council if it had already been elected' to the SecurityCouncil .

Perhaps in course of time it will be possible~to get the Assembly to agree to
certain fairly precise formulae for measuring the extent of the "contribution of
Members of the United Nations to the maintenance of international peace and
security, and to the other purposes of the Organization" . It is, however, im-
possible to . work out .-a formula until the Organization has been at wrk for
some time .

We should .certainly, as you suggest, try our best to
-
prevent a situation .from

developing in which the other Members of the United Nations tacitly agree
that only one non-permanent seat can go to a Commonwealth country . •

There is much to be said for your view that Canada should stand for elec-
tion to the Council in September of this year, in order, to .make our positionclear. I would not, however, agree with you that we shoûld soon announce
our candidature for the Mexican seat since this would arouse the opposition of
all the Latin American Republics, which insist that two of them should always
be on the Council .

Yours sincerely,
[N. A., ROBERTSON]
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408: . . , . . _ .
. DEA/211-C

Mémorandum du sôùs-secrétaire d'État par intérim aùz A N ires extérieures
au Premier ministre par tint 'érim

. . .
Memorandum f rom Acting Under-Secretary of State for Externàl `A f, f airs

to Acting Prime Minister

CONFIDENTIAL Ottawa, August 7, 1946
You may be interested in learning how the provision inserted under pressure

from us in Article 23 of the Charter appears to be . being carried out in
practice . This provision required that due regard should' be paid, in electing
non permanent members of the Security Council, to . their . contribution to
the. maintenance of peace and other purposes of the Organisation, and so on .
We have already been lobbied by . Colombia for our support . for their election
to the Council in September in place of Mexico, and now the Syrian Repre-
sentative in Washington has approached -our Embassy to ask our support
for Syria in succession to Egypt . We are thus clearly slipping into a geogra-
phical basis of rotation, and I doubt that there is anything we can do to stop
it . .If we were to stand for the Council ourselves-and I am not recommending
that we should do so-we would be regarded as seeking succession to Mexico
and would .doubtless fail of election .

H. W[RONG]

DEA/5475-CX-1-40

Le secrétaire d'État par intérim aux : Affaires extérieures
au haut commissaire- par intérim en Grande-Bretagne -

Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs
to- Acting High Commissionerin Great Britain

TELEGRAM 1570 Ottawa, August 30, 1946
SECRET. Reference Dominions Office telegram: D. " 800 ôf August 28th .t

Foreign Office might be interested to know that both- Syria and Colombia
have sought our support for election to the Security Council, and that Turkey
has approached us concerning election to the Economic and Social Council .
They have allbeen answered in terms similar to those used -by the Unite d
Kingdom to Syria .

2 . Our preliminary views on the elections to the Councils, which have not
yet received Ministerial consideration, are as follows :

3 . Security Council
It is very unlikely that Canada will be a candidate this year in spite of our

strong claim to early election . We are, therefore, inclined to 'support Colombia
to succeed Mexico and Belgium, . if a candidate, to succeed The Netherlands .
Syria's claim to election tests whollyon geographical grounds and cannot be
justified by the principal, criterion in Article 23 . If a Middle Eastern state is to
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be - chosen we -should prefer Turkey but we do not believe that that region 
must always be represented on the Council. 

4. Economic and Social Council 

The United States should obviously be re-elected and we would support 
New Zealand. One Middle Eastern state (preferably Turkey, if, not a candi-
date for the Security Council) might succee,d L,ebanon, and Mexico or Uru-
guay might succeed Colombia. We think the other two places should be 
filled from Eastern and Western Europe, possibly by the re-election of 
Yugoslavia and by the choice of one of The Netherlands, Denmark or Sweden. 

5. Would you discuss the contents of this telegram informally with the 
Foreign Office and let us have_their comments. 

DEA/5475-CX-1-40 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieuv  res au haut commis's:air'  e,' 
par intérim en Grande-Bretagne 

Secretary-  of State for External Affairs to Acting High Cv  ommissionér, - 

410. 

TELEGRAM 1652 -. 	 Ottawa, Septèrnber 13, 1946 

SECRET. Your telegram No. 1823 of September 3. 1-United Nations‘ elections. 
2. Mexico has approached us Concerning its election to the Econoinic and 

Social Council and we have given the usual reply. 
3. We are concerned to learn:that the trend of thought-  of the'officials con-

cerned in the United Kingdom seems to be towards the conclusion  that statei 
should not be re-elected to the EConomic and Social CoUncil with  the excep 
tion of great powers. 

4. In our opinion the discussions in committee at the San Francisco  Con-
ference demonstrated a general belief that if the Council, were to dischârgé 
its duties effectively it would be necessary to have the states of major economic 
importance represented on it and this belief was reflected in the provision 
that retiring members should be eligible for immediate re-election. 

5. The fact that five states have been  accorded permanent membership on 
the Security Council is not in our view relevant to this issue: We should 
hope that over half the membership of the Economic and Social Council 
would always be drawn from the dozen or so states of chief economic 
importance, some of which would be steadily re-elected. 

6. A recent appraisal of the relative economic importance of states is given 
in the United Kingdom suggestions for weighted voting in the International 
Trade Organizations suggested in DO telegram circular D.833 of September 
7 .1* This scale puts the eight principal states in the following order: U.S.A., 
U.K., U.S.S.R., India, France, Netherlands, Canada, China. 

7. Please discuss this telegram informally with the Foreign Office. 
Non trouvé. 	 1  Not located. 

I 	( 
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411. - DEA/5475-CX-1-4 0
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis -

Secretary - o f State for External A ffairs to Ambassador in United States

TnLEGRAivi EX-2175 . Ottawa, September 13, 1946

SECRET . Elections by the Assembly to the Security Council and the Economic
and Social Council .

2. The State-Department might be interested to know that both Syria and
Colombia have sought our support for - election to the _Security Council . and
that Turkey and Mexico have apprôached us .concerning election to the Eco-
nomic and Social Council. In our replies we have not gone beyond saying
that we- shall give their candidatures our sympathetic consideration .

3 . Our preliminary views on the elections to the Councils, which have not
yet received ministerial consideration, are as follows :

4. Security Council. It is very unlikely that Canada will be a candidate this
year . in spite of our strong claim to early election . We :are, therefore, inclined
to support Colombia to succeed Mexico and Belgium, if a candidate, to suc-
ceed The Netherlands . Syria's claim to election rests wholly on geographical
grounds and cannot be justified by the-principal cri terion in Article 23 . If a
Middle . Eastern state is :to be chosen we should prefer Turkey but we do not
believe that that region must - always be represented on the Council.

5 . Economic and Social -Council. The United States : should obviously-. be
re-elected- and we would support . New Zealand . One Middle Eastern state
(pieferablÿ: Turkey, if not a candidate for the Security Council) might succeed
L:ebànon, and Mexico or Uruguay might sûcceed . Colombia . We think . the
bther twô ' places- should be filled from Eastern and Western Europe, possibly
by the re-election of Yugoslavia ,and by thé, choice of one of The Netherlands ,
Uenmark ôr Nwecién .

6. ' We consider it important that the Assembly should establish as soon as
the precedent that states of major economic importance ; should epossible be

immediately re-elected to the, Economic and Social '. Council .
7 . In our opinion the discussions in committee at the San. Francisco Con-

ference "demonstrated a general belief that if the Council . were to discharge
its duties effectively it would be necessa ry to have the states o major economic
importance represented on it and this belief was reflected }nhe provision that
reti ring members should be eligible for immediate re-election .

8 . , The fact that five states have been accorded permanent membership on
the Security Council is not in our view relevant . to this issue . We should . hope
that . over - half the membership of the Economic and Social Council would
always, beu drawn from the dozen or so states of chief economic importance,
some of which would be steadily re-elected .

United'. : . . , -
9. Clearly the States, the United Kingdom and the U.S.S.R. are the

three léading states in economic importance. However, India, The Nether-
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lands and Canada are probably- as important, oi more important, economically 
than France or China.  

10. Would you discuss the contents of this telegram informally with the 
State Department and let us have their comments. 

412. 	 DEA/5475-CX-1-40 

Mémorandum du chef, la deuxième direction politique, 
au secrétaire d'État aux  Affaires extérieures 

Memorandum from Head, Second Political Division, 
to Secretary of State for E'xternal Affairs 	' 

CONFIDENTIAL 	 [Ottawa,] September, 16, 1946 • 
ELECTIONS TO THE SECURITY COUNCIL 

1. At present the six non--permanent members of the Security Council are: 
For two-year term: Australia 

• Brazil 
• Poland 

For one-year term: Egypt • 
• - Mexico 

Netherlands. 
2. The  UnitedNatfons Assembly in October will elect successors to Egypt, 

Mexico and The Netherlands. These states are not eligible for immediate 
re-election. , 

3. The Latin American Itepublics appear to have ,agreed on Colombia. The . 	, 
Arab states-(Egypt,'Syria, Lebanon, Salidi-Arabia, and Iraq) have agreed on 
Syria  and have  secured the concurrence of Ttirkey and Iran. It is widely ex7 

 pected that Belgium will be the candidate of the Western European states for 
the succession  to the seat of The Netherlands though there maY be strong 
opposition to a state being a member at the sanie  time of both the Economic 
and Social Council and the  Security Council. 

4:According to the Charter *(Article 23:1), the primary consideration to 
be taken into account by the Assembly in -elections to the Security Council is 
"the contribution of Members of the United Nations to the maintenance of 
international peace.  and security and to the other purposes of the Organiza-
tion" •  The secondary consideration is "equitable geographical distribution". 

5. In fact, however, at the elections in London in January scant attention 
was paid to the principle' -of functionalism and the  two  governing principles 
were the sharing of honôtirs and  equitable geographical distribiltion. The first 
principle means that a state (other than one of the Big Five) should not be a 
mernber at the same time of both the Security Council and the Economic and 
Social  Council. The séCônd principle Means that variôus groulis of states are 
each entitled not only to a seat on the Security Council but to agree amông 

( 
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themselves on. which of them- should have the seat; Of the six non-permanent 
seats five, in. the minds of the adherents of these principles, are divided as 
follows: - 

Western Europe (1) 
The Soviet zone of Europe (1) 
Latin America (2) 
Middle East (1) 

The sixth seat was at London given to Australia and it is debatable whether 
this seat is considered as belonging to the British Commonwealth or to the 
area lying south of China and the Arab states and including the whole of 
Africa. 

6. Regionalism, combined with the rotation of seats among the states mem-
bers  of the regional groups, will produce a weak Security Council. It has 
already resulted in Syria being chosen as the Middle Eastern candidate. Two 
years from now it may result in. Colombia and Cuba being  the Latin American 
members of the Security Council. The Se three states ha‘ïe *  little military or 
economic force to contribute to the preservation of peace. Their election can-
not be justified under the terms of Article 23 of the Charter. 

7. The present system also means that the non-permanent members of the 
Security Council are not in fact being elected by the Assembly but that the 
Assembly is merely ratifying the decisions of regional groups. Not all states 
are members of any recognized regional group and some states which might 
be useful members of the Security Council will, as a result, be disqualified 
from membership in the Council. 

8. From anada's point of view the situation is especially serious' . Since the 
United States is always on the Security Council, Canada can make no daim 
for membership on the basis of equitable geographical distribution. Canada 
belongs,' moreover, to no organized regional group. If Latin America aiways 
has two seats on the Seclirity Council, Western Europe one  seat, Eastern 
Europe one seat, and the Arab bloc one seat—only one Seat is left over for 
Canada, Australia, New. Zealand, South Africa and India and for the other 
states which do not belong to one of the four regions.. The argument will be 
made that that seat should go to a representative of the vast area lying south 
of China and of the Arab states and including the whole of Africa. 

9. The United Kingdom Govermnent has not yet decided which states it 
should support for election to the Security - Council. We have learned, how-
ever, that the officials concerned  rare.  in favour of supporting Colombia and 
Belgium. The support of Belgium is conditional upon there not being a strong 
move to prevent a country from being a member of both Councils at the same 
time. The officials are inclined to ,accept the inevitability of a Middle Eastern 
representative. Iraq was their first choice but they have been informed that 
neither Iraq nor Turkey wishes to be a candidate. They have therefore decided 
to support Syria as Syria seems to be the chosen candidate of the other Arab 
states. 

. , NATIONS UNIES 
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10. It :is inevitable, in viewôf the-large Latin American vote in the Assem-
bly, that the Latin'American republics can successfully insist on the election
of a respectable Latin American state at each annual . election . Colombia is
respectable and there would be no point in opposing its election .

11 . We would be serving neither our own immediate interests nor the in-
terests of the United Nations if we were to give suppo rt to the view that mem-
bership in one Council disqualifies a state, other than one of the Big Five,
from membership in the other Council. This would mean that Canada would
be ineligible for membership in the . Security Council until its teTm- on the
Economic and Social Council expires in January 1949 (i.e ., Canada could
not . be elected until September 1948 ) . By limiting the choice of candidates for
the Councils it would weaken the Councils since they can do their most effec-
tive work only if they contain the states , which have the greatest contribution
to .make to the solution of the problems with which they . are dealing. Canada
should therefore be prepared to oppose any movement which may develop in
the Assembly to disqualify Belgium from membership on the Security Council
because of its membership on . the Economic , and Social Council.

12 . Syria, next to the Lebanon, is the weakest candidate which the Arab
states could put up for membership on the Secu rity Council . It is weak not
only in military power but in the calibre of the representatives it sends to
international meetings . A -Syrian representative on the Security Council will
help to impair . further the . already badly impaired prestige of the . Security
Council . Thus the present would be a propitious occasion on which to oppose,the principle that the Middle East has not only a right, to be permanently
represented on the Council but a right to be represented by whichever
Middle Eastern state it designates .

13 . Canada might therefore take the . line that, since no Middle Eastern
state which fulfills the first criterion of Article 23 is a candidate, for the
Secu rity Council, Canada does not intend to vote for a Middle Eastern staté .

14 . It might be,ûseful if we were to . indicate our willingness to support
India's election, to the, Council if India wishes to be a candidate . India, is
potentially the strongest state in Asia outside of the Soviet Union and China .
It now controls its own foreign policy . The new government needs first-hand
experience in the difficulties of dealing with the Soviet Union and the process
of its education might be speeded up if it were a member of the Security
Council .

15 . The other possibility,is that Canada, itself, might stand for the Security
Council . . , ; _ . .

16 . One argument against our standing is that our chances of election are
not good. However"they are perhaps not much worse ':tfiis year than next,
since in 1947 the argument "may be âdvanced that Australia's seat shoùld go
to a representative of the vast area lying south of China and of the Arab
states and including the whole of Africa : (i .e ., to New Zealand, South Africa
or India) . Moreover, Syria is a weak opponent and a .number of the Latin
American republics :might prefer Canada to Syria especially sincé ColombiaI C
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is so sure of being , elected ~.that-, the: Latin Américanrepüblics= wi11 ~not' need to
make . a deal with 'the Middle -Eastern bloc - to - guarantee Colombia's election .
With Mexico off the Council the : geographical; argument against Canada is less
strong than it was in January of- this year, when the election of Canada:would
have given NorthAmerica three seats - on: the Council .
--- .17 . Another argument against Canada standing for the . Council is that we
are not 'anxious to add to our already difficult problems of representation by
having to find a representative to a body which is showing itselff-impotent to
discharge its functions . However, though we might not be able to make a
very effective contribution to the work of the Secu rity Council,' we could cer-
tainly make z greater' contribution than 'Syria and by keeping ; Syria off we
would be -helping to stem the decline ' .in the effectiveness of, tho :Council: : . ,

18 . One : of the main arguments for - our standing for the Coûncil (even if
we expect to be defeated) is that`by - so doing we would make clear our oppo
sition to - the acceptance of four undesirable conventions :

(1) The convention that the Assembly can prôperly disregard in elections
to the Security Council the principle of functionalism set forth' in Article 23
of the Charter ;

Q) The convention ' that a state is ineligible , for _election to thé' Security
Council if it is already a member ' of the Economïc'arid` Social Council ;

(3) The convention that a number of region s of the wrld have a right to. , . . . . .
be; represented. on the Council by a state designated by them no matter wha t
the qualifications of . that state may be ; . .

_ .(4) .The convention that only one member, of the British Commonwealth, ,
apart from the United Kingdom, should sit on the Se.cûrity, Council .

19 . If we wait until September 1947 to :stand for the Seçurity-Coùncil and
are elected, this would be: regarded -as confirming the fourth . convention . If
we, admit this doctrine, we shall have either to be content with sitting for not
more than two years out of every ten or , to contest the right bf New Zealand
and South Africa to sit on the ground of the relative smallness of their con-
tribution to the maintenance of international peace and security and maintain
that the "Commonwealth seat" should rotate between ' Australia, Canada and
India . l

' La . note suivante était écrite sur ce 1 The following note was wri tten on the
mémorandum: memorandum:

Mr. Reid

Before I received this, Mr. St. Laurent had brought up the question of our
standing and expressed his firm opposition . There is no likelihood : that he will
change his views - and I cannot myself recommend that we should stand . I should
not like us to be .twice defeated, that would be the probable outcome, and I think
a defeat would strengthen the convention tô which you rightly object . Nor should
I li ke to see us elected in present conditions. I therefore think we are well out of it .
As the Council doesn'.t operate under the' present system,, but has not had time to
show its impotence conclusively, our chance may, come later-or alternatively we
may , attend the funeral as spectator.

H. w[xoNO] ::
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413. 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
à l'ambassadeur aux Etats-Unis 

- Secretary of State for External Affairs to Ambassador in United States 

TELEGRAM EX-2229 	 •- 	Ottawa, September 23, 1946 

CONFIDENTIAL. Your W.A.73399 of September 17t. Élections by  the  Assembly 
to the three Councils. 

1.: Security Council. We note your reference to Lebanon as being the choice 
of the Arab -group. We had been informed that the Arab grouplhad decided 
on Syria. Could you Check whether the State Department officials you say/ 
may have made a slip? - . 	 . 	_ . 	. 	, 	, 	 . 

2. The next time you are:discussing the matter with the State.Departmen.t, 
you might try to get some ftirther elucidation of their opinion that the pàt-
tern.  of geographical representatibn set in the present Security CounCil is a 
good one. You might, for instance, ask them 'whether they think  that  North  
America should be represented by two siates on the  Security, .Council in view 
of the fact that the original Council had on it Mexico and United States. Do, 
they regard Mexico .as Latin American or North Arnerican? What pattern of 
geographical representation does Australia fit into? Is it the geographiCar area 
which lies south of China, and of .the Arab states and includèS  the vvhole Of 
Mrica? Are they prepared to .acdept .  any nominee put forward by a regional 
group? Or are they concerned about the possibility that the Latin American' 
states may follow the principle of .rotation until . finally  the  smallest Latin' 
American states might reach their _turn. In what region does Canada come? 
Their slate appears to give little weight (except for Belgium) tci the  cri-
tenon of contribution included in Article 23. 	 ' 

3. We are glad to note that their preliminary slate for the Security Council 
has Belgium down as successor to The Netherlands, since this demonstrates 
that the United States is prepared to oppose the dangerous view that a state, 
other than one of the Big Five, may not sit at the same  time  on the Security 
Council and the Economic and Social Council. 

4. Trusteeship Council. Some tentative views on the composition of the 
Trusteeship Council were set forth in paragraphs 25 to 29 of the memorandum 
on Non-Self-Governing Territories and Trusteeship which is included in Sec-
tion 1 of Chapter V of the draft commentary (now in course of revision) 
prepared for the Canadian delegation to the Assembly, copy  of  which  has 

 been sent to you. 
5. Since this memoranduni was prepared we have given some hither con-. 

sideration to the recommendation of the ExecutiVe Conunittee  of  the Prepar-
atory Commission that The Netherlands would be a useful .ineinber of the 
Trusteeship Council. The advantage  of  meinbership by  The  Netherl ands 
during the first three years is that they would be able to bring thé eXperience 
of thé Mandates  Commission of the League to bear on  questions  which will 

I 	( 
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come up :during the period of organization of the Trusteeship Council . Baron
van Âsbeck was a most useful member of the Trusteeship committees in
London. On the other hand, the situation in the Netherlands Indies may make
it desirable to support another Western European state in . place of The Nether-
lands. In that case we should be inclined to prefer Denmark or Sweden, either
as a substitute for The Netherlands or as a second Western European state if
the choice of two such states proves feasible .

6 . We are interested to note that the preliminary slate of the State Depart-
ment does not includè a Latin American republic . We had assumed that . the
Latin American republics would demand a seat on the Trusteeship Council .
Perhaps the -State Department has,rèceived indications that the Latin Ameri-
can republics are not interested in one of their number being elected to that
Council .

7 . It might be useful .to have on the Council a . representative of a people
recently accorded independence, and Egypt, the Philippines or Iraq would
come in this category . However, the Philippine representatives at the London
meetings were not of a calibre to lead us to welcome Philippine representation
on an impo rtant body , such as the Trusteeship Council, and if it were a choice
between the Philippines and Brazil we feel that Brazil would be a more ade-
quate member . As between the Philippines, Egypt and Iraq, we would prefer
Egypt or Iraq to the Philippines . ..India is another possibility, and you might
sound out the State Department on this ; there will be, ' however, a large repre-
sentation of B ritish Commonwealth countries on the Trusteeship Council in
any event ; and we should not like to see India -defeàted in an election so soon
a fter. the inauguration of the Interim Government.

8 . Please make. it clear in any discussions that the views expressed above
and in- 'our EX-2175 are tentative and have not yet been considered by
Ministers here .

414. CH/Vol. 2106

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire .d'Éta t
aux ' Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in - Great Britain to Secretary of . State
for, External A ffairs

TELEGRAM 2063 London, October 15, 1946

CONFIDENTIAL .' Reference our Telegram No . 2057 of October 14th .t
1 . United Kingdom Cabinet have .concluded that . their Delegation should be

instructed to support India's candidature for the Security Council. In advising
the Indian . Government of this decision, they are . making it -plain that they
would not - do so if they- felt that India's election in place of Egypt would in
any way prejudice - .the. prospect : of Canada's election at the next ensuing
Assembly. In promising their .support to India at the forthcoming election,
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they are asking the Indian' -Govérnmènt, if ~ defeâted. this time, to agree not
to put - their candidature . forward next year, but to let it stand overjor: two
years, as Canada did when defeated at the First Assembly .

2 . My own view is that the election of India on this occasion wi ll not preju-
dice our chances of election when Australia's term expires,` but that 'if - India is
an unsuccessful candidate this year'and is determined to standagain next year,
.we might,probably have to face a repe tition of the results of the voting in,the
First Assembly. I should not be surprised if Nehru were to reply that' he
could not give any assurance at-this ' tiine as to what thepo licy of the Govern-
ment, of India would be in the : matter next year . In this event, ~ I should think
our best course would be to do everything we c an to see that ; . India is
elected to the Security Council at this Assembly, so that she will not be a
candidate to confuse our own chances of election next .year .

415. TYPA /1qA'71CZ_0'V_1_An

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à la deuxième direction politique'

.. , . _ ~~. ;
Memorandum f rom, Under-Secretary, of State for External A~`airs

to Second Political Division1

[Ottawa,] October 22, 1946

Regarding the attached memorandum on elections to the, Council, I,am not
too happy _ . . . ,. . . .

about the situation in respect of the , Security Cou.nc i1 I do not
see how the Indian candidature can do' anything but hurt Canada's ",chances
in 1948, `whether Indià is succes'sful or `unsuccessful on _ this occasion . . If the
~former ; it seezns to me that it will be more difficult for . Canada. `to replace
Australia next - ear because for - a year there will already' have been two
Commonwealth members . If the latter ; -India mây well repeat her ~ candidature
next year, with harmful results for us . The memorandum states that India
is being supported by the United Kingdom as a : replacement -for Egypt. Cir-
cular D.960 of Octobe"r 21 st-[ from London however, sta .tes ' in` ~paragraph' 4
that India is being supported as a successor to The Vetlierlands. This seems to
me to be entirely wrong . Has a copy of this Circular D.960 gone to our people
in 'New York ?

In the light of the above, you might wish to'reconsider the section of your
memorandum dealing - with the Security CounciL2

L. B. PEARSON

'A R . G . Riddell. ' To R. G. Riddell.
' La note suivante était écrite sur ce - ' The fo llowing note was written on the

mémorandum: memorandum:
Telegram drafted for Delegatiôn leaving decisions on po licy, to them . R. G. RmnELL

October 26.
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Mémorandum du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures à la délégation - à l'Assemblée .générale des Nations  Unies'  

Memorandum from Secretary of State for External Affairs to Delegation 
to the General Assembly of the United Nations' 

'CONFIDENTIAL- 

SUBJECT: ELECTIONS TO THE COUNCILS 

(Supplement to Chapter  Lof the Commentary. 2 ) 

[n. d. 1946} 

650 NATIONS :UNIES 

- - 1. A côpy of the mernorandum on elections by  the Genetal_AsSeinbly to the 
thrée Councils of the United Nations was forWarded to the High -Commissioner 
for Canada in the United 'Kingdom: On -the basis of this inémotandnin *dis-
cussions were held with the United Kingdom officials concerned and the 

'following is , a sununary of their views as received in telegrams up to October 

2. AlthoUgh , the'United •Kingdoin officials  are in  sympathy ,with the prin-
ciples Canada wishes -  to _defend on .the general questions of elections to the 
•Councils, they do not belie,ve the ,United Kingdom Government would be 
prepareit to  Make a strông..Stand hi: the : -ASsemblY if ni6St niernbers think 
otherwise. 

3 The 

 • 
' 	..` 	 • 

United' Kingdom delégati6n  on the deciSion of : the Cabinet has been 
instrticted to support the candidature of India .for, the SeCurity: Council. In 
promising ithis  support t6 s :Indià at the forthConiing election the United:King-
dom iâ --asking the .Indian,iGoreiriment. if :,defeated at  this thnë to  agree' nOt 

;t ■zi 'put  their énrididatnre;forWard neit year  piii.to,lef it:stand  for two years 
order:riot to prejiidice, the prospect of  Canada% éleCtiôii: at  the f6llowing 

Assembly -   
It  may  well be that  the In.dian Government will ,Teply: that no assurances 

;can,be given .at..,this tinie.. as to  what policy will jae- adopted.  in ,the  matter 
next-year: J .4 ,Nyould therefore- appear  to be  in the  Canadian interest to do 
everythhig possible  to  :see: that India  is  elected to  the Security,Council at 

 this Assembly. She would then not be a candidate to  confuse  Canada's chances 
of ,election next year.,,Moreoyer, from. the functional point of view, India 
wôüld be very muCh more desirable than a Middle Eastern State, (reference 
page 16 of the Commentary): 

ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL 

5. Argentina has asked for United Kingdom support for election to the 
Economic and Social,Council and the Board of Trade and Foreign Office; -  whô , 

1  Ce mémorandum n'a pas: été, envoyé à 	'This memorandum was not sent ,to  the  
la délégation. 	• 	- 	 , 	delegation. 	f•  

2  Voir 	dOcizmént 432. - 	" 	" 	-2'See Document  
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Le ,consul général à New Yor,au secretaire clEtat par tnterun 

• „ • • 

Consul General in New York to Acting Seëretaiy of State 
for External Affairs 

" 
New York, November 4, 1946 
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wish to enlist At..  gentina in regular economic collaboration, see Merit in the 
proposal. Because of expected United States intransigence the United King 
dom had not by October 12th decided to substitute Argentina for Uruguay. 
On the basis of our cherished "functional principle" it would seem that 
Canada could properly support Argentina in preference to Uruguay. 

TRUSTEESHIP COUNCIL 

6. If only four of the five adrninistering authorities have concluded their 
trusteeship agreements by the time the election to the Trusteeship Council 
takes place a difficult  situation  may well arise since there would be only one 
member to be elected to the Cotmcil. The United Kingdom prefer The Nether-
lands but consider chances of its election hopeless against the position of the 
Soviet bloc and of Australia and New Zealand. Although a Scandinavian 
country would be highly acceptable, the United Kingdom believe that the 
Arab and the Latin American states will probably agree on one or two can-
didates. In this case, and if Yugoslavia' is a candidate,  the United Kingdom is 
apparently prepared to vote for' one Latin America,n and one Asiatic state in 
order to prevent 'Yugoslavia's election. 

7. It appears that the Arab .bloc has agreed on Iraq as their candidate for 
the Trusteeship Council. India, however, has announced its candidature for 
this as well as the Other two Councils. 

IlVIMEDIATE. SECRET. ASDEL No. 67. Following for Mr. Pearson from Mr. 
St. Laurent, Begins: Elections to the Security Council. 

1. At the delegation meeting on Saturday mo rning, we gave careful con-
sideration to the observations by Mr. Claxton on Belgium's candidacy and 
views on India's candidacy. We felt that the Canadian delegation could not 
properly ignbre the claiins of a North-Western European Staie for membership 
in the Security Council. The possible candidates from North-Western Europe 
are Belgium, Norway and_Denmark. Norway and Denmark would, as mem-
bers of the Council, be even more inclined than Belgium to sit on thé fence 
in disputes between the Soviet Union' and the Western Powers. One advantage 
of electing Selgium is teat it would set a precedent that a State can' he -a 
member,of both Councils at the same  time  Belgium is the most important 
producer of the raw materials for atomic fission and. no.system for control of 
these materials would be effective without participation by Belgium. It is, 
therefore, desirable that Belgium ;become, a .member, of, the ,Atomic Energir , 	. 
Commission by election to the  Council. 	 . 

■ 
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2. We _ are faced with the - fact that , India is . a, candidate for . the Council

whether or not we-support her and that India wi ll probably be-defeated this
year and be. a candidate again next year. Nothing we can do :can . stop India

. standing for the Council this year.

3 . Assistance by the other members of the - Commonwealth to India in - the
election this year would tend to improve relations between India and the other
members of the Commonwealth . Moreover, recognition of India's importance
by electing it to the Council might serve to stabilize conditions` in .India .

4 . My , recommendation to the delegation, with which the delegation con-
curred, 'was, therefore, that we support for "the Secu rity Council Colombia,

Belgium -and. India, Ends . '

417. CH/Vol. 2106

SECRET

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires extérieures .
au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner in Great Britain

Ottawa, November 12, 1946

Dear Mr. Robertson ,
: , _I . am enclosing, for your information, copy of :a b rief note which was pre-

pared in the Department, concerning the policy which the delegation to the
Assembly is planning to follow in regard to elections` to the Security Council
and the Economic and Social Council : This note was originally prepared for

the Prime Minister, who has given his -approval to , the course of action which

it sets forth.
Yours sincerely,

R. G. RIDDELL

for the Under-Secretary of State
for External Affairs

[PIÉCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Mémorandum du . sous-secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires extérieures ,
au Premier ministre

Memorandum f rom Under-Secretary Of State for External A ffairs

to Prime Minister

SECRET Ottawa, November: 7, 1946

1 . The question of elections to the Security Council and the Economic and
Social Council will come before the General Assembly in New . York in the

1 M. Pearson 6tait d'accord avec cette 1 Mr: Pearson concurred with this recom-

recommandation. mendation.
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near future. The main problem involved has been the candidature of India 
for a seat on the Security Council. We have been particularly concerned lest 
India, by seeking election this year, would reduce Canada's chances of elec-
tion next year, when Australia is to be replaced. We were informed by the 
Dominions Office on the 15th October that the United Kingdom delegation 
would support India as a successor to The Netherlands. In promising this 
support the United Kingdom asked the Indian Government, if defeated at 
this time, to agree not to seek election next year, in order to avoid prejudicing 
Canada's prospects at the next Assembly. The Government of India replied, 
however, that they could give no such assurances. 

2. We are, therefore, faced with the fact that India is a candidate for the 
Council whether or not we support her and that India will probably be 
defeated this year and may be a candidate again next year. It is thought, 
however, that assistance by the other members of the Commonwealth to India. 
in the election this • year would tend to improve relations between India and 
the other Commonwealth countries, at this very important moment in India's 
relations with those countries. 

3. The United Kingdom are in a difficult position in that they wish to sup-
port India but they also cannot refuse support to Syria as a candidate of the 
Arab group. However, the Canadian delegation - in New York does - nbt con-
sider that the United Kingdom delegation would be very disappointed. if Syria 
did not succeed and does not feel any obligation to support Syria as against 
Belgium. Belgium is the most important producer of the raw materials for 
atomic fission and it is therefore desirable that Belgium become a member of 
the Atomic Energy Commission by election to the Council. 

4. In view of all these c,onsiderations, our delegation agreed to support 
India, as  well as Belgium and Colombia for election to the Security Council. 
It is hoped that this course meets with your approval. It seems to me to have 
been the only thing to do in the circumstances. 	- 

5. With regard to the elections to the Economic and Social Council, it was 
agreed pro' visionally that support should be given to the following states, 
United States (for re-election), Poland, Mexico or Uruguay as the Latin 
American candidate, Turkey, The Netherlands,. and New Zealand. The effect 
of the election of these states would be to reduce the number of .eastern 
European representatives on the Economic and Social Council by one, and 
to increase the representativeS from the British Commonwealth nations by 
one. 
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Secretary of State for External A flairs to High Commissioner

en Grande-Bretagne
Le secrétaire d'Etàt aux Affaires . extérieures au- haut 'commissair e

in Great Britain

CONFIDENTIAL. Following for your information, is text of tel .' No. 221 of

State for External Affairs, Ottawa, Begins : ASDEL No .-145. Following for
Nov. 20th from Canadian Consulate General New ~ York to Sec[retary] o f

Pearson from Reid, Begins : Election to- Councils .

which is not one of the Big . Five can be a member of both Councils simul-
of the Econoinic and Social Council establishes useful precedent"that a'Stat e

2. The election of Belgium to the Security Council while it is still a member
does not exert ~ much influence : in elections in the Assembly .
on; the first- ballot . The small Indian vote indicates that : the . United Kingdo m
were very disappointed in thé iesults since they had hoped to secure 25 vote s
1 vote each was received by Canada, Cuba, Greece and Turkey. The Indian s
We voted for Colombia, Belgium and India. 7 Norwaÿ received ' 4 votes, and
votes out -of 54, Sy ria 45 and Belgium 41 India - was fourth' with 13 ~votes .
members to the Security Council . On the _first ~ballot, Colombia secured 5 1

1 . Only one ballot was necessaryyesterday to elect -three, non=permanent

taneously.

in-., favour of Yugoslavia. This must clearly have been dône under Sovie t

4. : Yesterday morning, before the, first ballot on the- Economic and Social
Councilwas taken, the Polish delegate informed us that Poland had .withdrawn

support for election to the . Trusteeship .Council.

On Monday afternoon, we were informed :that Mexico and Argentine had
withdrawn their candidates for the Economic and Social- Council in favour . of
Venezuela and that Mexico in return has secured a promise of Latin America n

Economic and Social Council

pressure . :
:. .

5 . The first ballot for the Economic and Social .Council gave the, following
results, 54 votes being cast: -United States 51. Venezuela 46.~ New Zealand 44.

Lebanon 35. Netherlands '33 . Turkey 30. Yugoslavia 27 . Byelo-Russia 25 .

Poland 10. Argentina 5. Scattered 15 . We voted for the United States, Ven-
ezuela, New Zealand, The Netherlands, Turkey and Poland . The United
States, Venezuela and New Zealand were elected on the first ballot .

6 . Before the second ballot was taken, Poland publicly announced that it
was withdrawing in favour of Yugoslavia, but the President of the Assembly
ruled the remarks out of order .
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7. On the second ballot 53 -votes weie' èast.- Lebanon was elected with 41 
votes and the other five candidates received: Turkey 32. Netherlands 30. 
Yugoslavia 27. Byelo-Russia 22. Poland 6. We voted for The Netherlands, 
Turkey and Poland, deliberately throwing our vote a.way on Poland so as 
not to harm the chances of the election of The Netherlands and Turkey. 

8.The results of the third ballot  were  Netherlands 29. Turkey 28. 13yelo-
Russia 25, Yugoslavia 22. We voted for The Netherlands and Byelo-Russia 
after having consulted with the Netherlands delegation on the tactics best 
calculated to ensure their success' . We did not vote for Turkey since the 
election of Turkey on the third ballot *would have made almost inevitable 
the election of a Slav State on the fourth ballot. We voted for Byelo-Russia, 
instead_of Yugoslavia since we thought that Byelo-Russia was more likely to 
succeed, the Soviet delegation having informed us just before the vote in 
answer to an enquiry from us, that if both States could not be elected they 
would prefer Byelo-Rusiia on the ground that Yugoslavia had already been 
a member of the Council. 

9. The fourth' ballot gave substantially the same results as the third vote 
being: Turkey 29. Netherlands 28. Byelo-RuSsia 28. Yugoslavia 19. We 
voted for The Netherlands and Byelo-Russia. 

10.Mr. Spaak then suggesied that further voting be postponed until the 
next meeting of the Assembly and this suggestion was agreed to. 	- 

H. It would appear from the votes for both Councils that the alliance 
of the Latin American Republics, and the Arab States is working extremely 
smoothly. 

12. Though The Netherlands are still optimistic, their chances do not appear 
to be good. Byelo-Russia may be elected on the fifth ballot_ and the sixth 
ballot would then be a test between Turkey and The Netherlands. If the 
Latin American Republics continue to deliver their votes to Turkey, as a 
result of the deal which they seem to have made with the Arabs to support 
both Turkey and Lebanon, either Turkey will be 'elected or a stalemate will 
result. 

13. So far, the elections have strengthened the first, third and fourth of the 
undesirable conventions listed on Page 15 of our printed commentary. 

14. R.eston of the New York Times .is very concerned over the way in 
which the elections have been operated and his article today reflects his 
concern. We are told that the Latin Americans deny his accusations, but their 
denial will not  carry  miich conviction unless a substantial nuinbet -C•f them 
vote for The Netherlands and Byelo-Russia in the next ballot. Ends. 
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PARTIE 3/PART 3 . 	 . 

PREMIÈRE SESSION DE L'ASSEMBLÉE GÉNÉRALE 
FIRST SESSION OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY 

SECTION A 

PREMIÈRE PARTIE 

(10 JANVIER-14 FÉVRIER 

FIRST PART 

(JA.NUARY 10-FEBRUARY  14) 

	

1. 	DEA/5475-L-1-40 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures - 
- 	 au Premier ministre 	 - 

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External A ffairs 
to Prime Minister 

[Ottawa,' DeceMber 5, 1945 

Reports received from Wilgress (especially his telegram No. 3548 of 
December 3rd) 1-  show that it is necessary  to  give consideration at once to 
the composition of the Canadian delegation to -the first General Assembly of 
the United Nations. It is virtually Certain. that the Assembly will open during 
the first week of January and perhaps on January  '1st.  It is expected that it 
will  adjourn after taking the steps necessary to get the Organization into 
operation and reconvene in the spring. 

2. The first part of the session will be a highly important international 
occasion—more important than seemed likely a month ago. At it there 
will be elected members of the Security Council, the Economic and Social 
Co-uncil and the Court of International Justice and also the Secretary General. 
It will be called upon to consider recommendations from the Preparatory 
Commission on a wide range of quéstions of organization. It will establish 
certain committees to develop further plans for consideration at the second 
part of the Assembly. In addition,  it  is now very likely that the 'Washington 
proposal for a special Commission on atomic questions will be brought for-
ward at this meeting of the Assembly. Finally, President  Truman 'bas  publicly 
statéd his belief that the United Nations Organization should at once assume 
many of the responsibilities hitherto 'undertaken by the three great powers. 
There  will  doubtless be an unusual gathering of foreign nainisters and other 
high dignitaries at the opening meeting and also a great concentration of 
press and radio reporters and commentators. 

3. In framing our delegation we should bear in mind (1) the possibility 
that Canada will be elected to the Security Council and the Economic and 

419. 
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Social Council and that .a:,strong delegation will increase our chances of elec-
tion, (2) that Canada should certainly be represented on the special Com-
mission on atomic questions, and (3) that Canada is : likely. to be asked to .
provide one of the important officers of the Assembly . We should also bear
in mind that the Security Council, the Economic and Social Council and per-
haps the specialCommission on atomic questions may begin their meetings
while the Assembly is still sitting and are . all likely to continue meeting du ring
the interval between the first and second parts 'of the Assembly's session . 'We
should, therefore, be in a position to be adequately represented on these
bodies if we are elected to them.

4 . It seems very desirable that the senior, delegates should be members
of the Government and it would be appropriate if you- and Mr . St. Laurent
âs the signatories, of the Charter were able ~ to attend : If three Ministers could
be present, including perhaps one especially interested in the economic ând :
social side, _ so much the better . _In addition, I would suggest that :-the . practice
inaugurated at : San Francisco and followed at the Preparatory Commission,
should be continued and 'that the Leaders or leading members . of . Opposition
parties should be invited to . accompany the delegation. If the- representation
of the 'Senate_ is felt to be„desirable,it is likely that there wôuld : be little. ., . . :difficulty over the 'désignation of a single Senator to- repr"esént that :Chamber ."'

5 . We are limited by' the Charter to Ive delegates . and . it may be, ;unwise -
to seek to keep the Parliamentary representation within this ' figure In that *
event I would suggest that only the' i1lenlbers of the , GovernmentA -be' named

as, delegates and- that other Parliamentarians be designàted alternate dele-
gates . I :think that there should- in any "event be~ : not . less-- than two : French-`
speaking Canàdians among the " delegates and alternate s

6 Among seniôr - officials several of those who were at San Francisco are
rùled . out by thé, demands of .their present positions : This . would exclude Pear'.
son, 'Chipman ; Désy and `General Pope . I assume that * you will wish one of
Wrong or myself to go, and I think if possible Read should go from 'Ottawaf"
as well. Wilgress might be asked to stay_in London for the first part of the
session ; although he should not be away from Moscow beyond the end of
January . Dupuy would, I think, be a useful addition to the delegation . A
military adviser is probably: not, necessary at this stage : although one would
be desirable if we are elected .to the Security .Council . I should be glad to see
Dean Mackenzie included in the ,, list.. as .,, ,I feel we, shall need his advice on
atomic problems `among otliers .

7 . It is essential that we should have an exper f on the economic and social-.
side ànd Rasminsky , wwho `has made a fine name for himself at`San Francisco,
would be the m.ost' useful man . I would strongly recommend the inclusion ofl
Ritchie who is very fami liar with the problems that wi ll come up and did
valuable work at, Sari .Francisco . It is 'inténded that Escott Reid should ~stay
in London for the meeting,as he is more ;competent,than any other Canadian
on the whole,range of problems: of . organization .
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8. Someone should also go from Ottawato work with ' Campbell Moodie

as 'Press Officer of the delegation ' since it is apparent-that there will be more

duties in this field than Moodie alone could accomp lish .

9: We are making enquiries in London about hotel accommodation .and

âre also ' looking into the question of transportation by , sea and air . The

premises formerly - occupied by the Legation to the Allied "Governments in

Berkeley Street wi ll be available for office purposes although they are too

small to meet all the needs of a delegation of the size which seems necessary .

10. To sum up the suggestions in this note on the composition of the

delegation, the . following list is appended :. . . : ,
Delegates : 2 or 3 Members of the Government . .

Alternate_ delegates : Representatives of Opposition parties and possibly of

the Senate .

(The senior officials on the delegation might be designated as - delegates or

alternate' delegates to make up the figure of five delegates and an equal num-

ber of alternates . )
Officials : Either Robertson .or Wrong, Read; Wilgress, Dupuy, Dean Mac-

kenzie, Escott Reid, Ritchie, Rasminsky and perhaps one or two juniors .

Secretaries of delegation : Carter (now a secretary of . the delegation. to the

Preparatory Commission) and one other.

Press Officers : Campbell Moodie and one other from Ottawa .

This sounds formidable but when one considers the work to be . done and the

number of committees . on which we shall be represented and the possibi lity of

election to the Councils, I do : not, see how - we . can get along with a smaller

group than between fifteen -and twenty, plus a stenographic,,cyphering and

accounting staff. Wilgress has reported that he has been told in confidence

that the U .S. delegation will be more than fifty with, subordinate staff in

addition.

420 . 'DEA/5475-L-1-40

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au_ secrétaire d'État .

aux 'Affaires, extérieure s

High Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary ôf . State
for External A jyairs

TELEGRA M
. .3747 London,, December 24,, 1045 :

, . . ï

SECRET- ' AND PERSONAL. Following for, Robertson . from : Wilgress, Begins :

Piëparatory Commission telegram No. 61 . :

1 . Sorry to learn from your telegram of December 22ndt. that Prime Minister

is not- likely- to head - Canadian,delegation [to] the first pârt=of the Irst session
both

- of General Assembly . His presence might help out chances of election to
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Security Council and Economic and Social Council. While we are reasonably 
certain of election to Security Council on account .c)f our participation in 
development of Atomic energy, we cannot count with assurance on election to 
Economic and Social Council. There has developed an unfortunate tendency 
in the distribution of honours. The United Kingdom is proposing to support 
three Commonwealth countries for election to the Economic and Social Coun-
cil. Australia is included to mitigate Australian disappointment in lack of 
United Kingdom support for election to Security Council. India is included 
on account of great contribution made by Mudaliar to the organization of the 
Economic and Social Council. Since the meeting at the Dominions Office on 
December 21st, the South African High Commissioner has received word from 
his Government that South Africa should put forward a claim for election to 
the Economic and Social Council. 

2. I feel that in the jockeying for position, particularly by Australia, it may 
prove difficult to secure the election of four. Commonwealth countries to the , 
Economic and Social Council, particularly as the United Kingdom has pro-
posed to support only one Soviet satellite and one Soviet Republic in addition 
to the Soviet Union. Further, the United'sKingdo.  m is suggesting only three 
Latin American countries  for  election to that Council. Hence, if Canada is 
elected to Security Council, ,we may only be able to secure election to Eco-
nomic and Social Council at the expense of either Australia or India. Ends. 
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.Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires .'extérieures.'.  

Memorandum by Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

SECRET 	 [Ottawa] January 7, 1946 

INSTRUCTION FOR THE CANADIAN DELEGATION TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY 
OF THE UNITED NATIONS 

The attached paper dated December 27th contains general instructions for 
the guidance of the Canadian Delegation on a nurnber of questions which will 
arise during the first part of the session of the Assembly. These instructions 
have been appro'ved by the Canadian dovernment. Since they were prepared, 
further supplementary instructions have been issued on the following points: 

SECTION 2. HEADQUARTERS OF THE ORGANIZATION. 
The choice of a site in the Western United States is now most unlikely in 

view of the recommendations of the Preparatory Commission. The Canadian • 
Government has suggested that the Committee now visiting the United States 
should inspeêt the proposed site at Grand Island in the Niagara:River, as well. 
as sites in the other areas referred to in the recommendation of the Prepara-
tory CommiSsion. The Canadian Gov' ernment is not committed, however, to 
the support of any particular site  in the Eastern United States. ' 

I 	( 
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SECTION : 4 . COMMISSION ON ATOMIC : QUESTIONS

Security Council to act, cannot block the work of the Commission . •
taken only with the concurrence of all its , pernianent Members. ; Failure '-of the
publication of reports detrimental to peace and security, but such action . can b e

The Security Council can - give directions - to the 'Commission, and restrain
30th as follows :
Secretary of State of the United States in a speech de livered on December ,
the Canadian Government formally took note of a statement made by th e
Moscow. In accepting the invitation to act as a joint sponsor of this resolution ,
Ministers of the United Kingdom, the United States and the Soviet Union at
resolution to establish this Commission in the form agreed-to ' by the Foreign

The Canadian Government onJanuary 3rd agreed to join- in sponsoring the

[PIÉCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE ]
, , . ,. , .

Instructions pour- la delegation à 1'Assemblée generale des Nations Unies :`

Instructions f or the, Delegation to : the General Assembly
of the , United*, Nations ' : . .

SECRET [Ottawa,] December , 27, .1945

It is . the intention that the first session of the General Assembly should b e
held in two parts . The first ; 'ôpening in London on 'Januâry 10th, . will 'bë
primarily concerned with the establishment of the United Nations Organiza-
tion and will have before it as the basic document for its consideration the-
report of the Preparatory Commission. The recommendations made in this
report, the elections to various organs of Ihe .United- Nations, the . choice of a
Secretary. General, the selection of the site of the headquarters ; of the . Organ-
ization ' and a host of related matters will coinpose Most of `tlië items on the
agenda of this portion of the session . In addition, it is expected that considera-
tion will be given to the establishment of a commission on atomic questions
as proposed in the Washington Declaration of November 15th' ând` to certain
other resolutions (also relating mainly to questions ~ of international organiza-
tion) sponsored by various ~ delegations . The last group will include a resolù=
tion concerning the meeting_ ,of an international conference 'to consider the
setting up of an International Trade Orgànization - and a- similar resolution
sponsoring the creation of„ an International Health Organization .

It is impossible to :give detailed instructions' . in advance : to the - Canadian
delegation on a large number of matters that will arise . These instructions are
prepared before the report of the Preparatory Commission `is available in'its
complete form . Furthermore, the attitude, to be adopted on a number of con-
tentious questions , :must - depend on the ,situation . which- develops in the
Assembly itself and in its committees . It is necessary, therefore, to leave a
substantial margin of discretion: to, the Canadian delegation. which will, of
course, adopt the normal practice of referring Jo , Ottawa questions of sub-.

stantial importance which are not covered by these instructions . The sections

which follow deal with questions of . some substance on which the delegatiori ,
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. will have to, adopt a definite position. In certain 'cases specific instructions can 
be given , in advance; in others it is possible to set forth the limits within 
which the delegation can operate at its discretion. . 

1. ELECTIONS 

(a) Security .Council. 	, 

Early in the session elections for the six non-permanent seats in the Security 
Council will take place in order to permit the Couneil to hold its first meetings 
and-to organize its Work: There are six places to be filled in-accordance with 
thez criteria laid down in Article' 23 of the Charter. The delegation should use 
its best efforts to secure the election of Canada .to one àf these seats. The 
voting is by secret ballot. and no promises have  been made to support the 
election of any other Government. It is desirable from the Canadian point of 
view that a democratic state of Western Europe should be among those 
; chosen, and the selection of either The Netherlands or Belgium should be 
supported. A state from eastern  or southeastern Europe should also be elected, 
preferably Czechoslovakia with Poland or Yugoslavia as less desirable alter-
natives. The Latin American countries will press for two seats on the Security 
Council and the -delegation should support the daims of Brazil and Mexico. 
The question of the sixth seat presents greater difficulties. There will be 
strong pressure for the choice of a Middle Eastern state,, probably Egypt or 
Iran, and Australia also desires -to secure election. -  The delegation may at 
first vote for .Australia but if -further ballots prove necessâry they may change 
their vote as circumstances indicate. 

Three-  states will be eléeted for two year terms and three for one year 
terms. The  delegation Should*  support the' choice  of Canada, a western Euro-. 
pen country and  Brazil for the longer term. 

(b) The Econômic and Social Çouncil. 
Also- early in the session elections will be held  for the eighteen members 

of the Economic and Social' Council. Six will be cho  sen for a three year term, 
six for a two,year . term, and six for . a ,ône year.term. The delegation will do 
its beSt to ensure the election  of  Canada for at least a tWo year term, at the 
end of which under the Charter Canada Woùld be eligible for re-election. -It 
is desired to have a representative group of responsible states chosen for this 
Council. The United States, United .Kingdom, Soviet Union., France and 
China should be among those selected. In addition, it is desirable that two 
or three western European countries'selected from The Netherlands, Belgium, 
Norway and Denmark should, if possible, be included. From the British 
Commonwealth, in addition to Canada and the United Kingdom, it is unlikely 
that more than two states will be -elected. 'These shOuld include Australia and 
India rather than New Zealand or South Africa, although we would welcome 
the inclusion of the latter two states if possible. The Latin American countries 
will press for not fewer than three seats and possibly four. The Canadian 
choice must depend on the «Situation as it develops' in London, and the dele-
gation may support the election of three from among Brazil, Chile, Mexico, 

I 



- Peru, -~Uruguaÿ; and Colombia . From eastérn Eùrope two states - might be
, selécted frôin-Poland, :Czechoslovakia ; Yugôslavia and Greece'and one Middle
Eastern state should be supported .

If some states neutral in the war are admitted to the United Nations
before these elections take place, the delegation should use, its discretion in
giving its support to one of Sweden, Switzerland ; or, Ireland.

(c) International Court of. Jüstice: . , . . . . . . . . . . .. . . : . . . .: : ~. . . . .
The election of the fifteen judges on the new Court'will take place probably

late in the session . from the lists . of persons : nominated . by_ national . groups.
The elections, are a complicated : process; likely,. to consume considerable time,
as t4qY% require .the concurrence :: of, _both the Security. - Council and . the As-
sembly: The full list of candidates has not yet beën -received and in . any
event under the electôral : system in: force it - would be unwise` to': instruct the
delegation ;to support, a, list of fifteen names. ; The delegation shouldsupport . the - election of wthe * Canadian nominee; , and ;also of judges Who are
nationals ; - of each of the : major .°powers . ; They.i shoüld - use -their best judg+é-
ment, -::.in - consultation :with other -delegations In~ London,? - to bring about

, the :choice .:: of - .a - representative : group. ; of highly quali fied'Jurists. • -~

(d). Secrétary=Gene,rah : . . .
:,

: . : The Se cretary-General is appointed by :- , the General : Assembly ._ : :on : : the
recômmend.ation -, of,, the ï Securi ty Council . - Jf Xanada . : is - not elected -.to the
. Security Council, the delegation will not : have much , part` to play in ' the
choice . Since it , seems to be- fairly- well settled , .that the .headquarters - of `the: .. ,., :
Organization will be , in- the ;United, States, it :,is dn -,,tne~ interests of the
Organization that the first Secretary-General - should : be person veryfamiliar with European problems . . The_ name most commonly mentioned
is M. Spaak of Belgium who possessés mânq of~'the`'`réquir'etl qualities ; - bût it
.is thought .that - his selection may - be "opposed by : the Soviet delegation .
. There -has =been "some talk of the selectiori of a Canadiâ.n as Secretary-_. . . : . .
G ,éneral, and this might be the outcome if agreement' cannot be reàched ôn
a European candidate . The delegatiôn. should' a.dopt . ânëutrâl attitude ia
this connection, andshould report to . Otta

wa on. any such suggestion
. , , . ._~ . . . .. . . . . .~; :. . . . . . .

. HEADQUARTERS OF . THE ORGANIZATIO N

Me - Preparatory : Commission after long discussiôn , .-has agreed that the
heâ.dqua.rt~rs should . be in the . United States, but the :choic.e ;'af an exact site
is left . to -the, General . :Ass,embly ;~Itï :is--not ,.-: necéssary or; : the : Canadis.n
delegation to take a leading :part-rin ,advoçating' any~ :particular : site .although
it, shoul~d do its-; best -. to. see thatïthe : site.:, seleeted : has - the' reqûisite : faciiities•
For. reasons of. convenience in_ ; maintaining-close , contact 'with .ï .thé head-

, qu.arters, a : site-in . the ,north eas tern:..part- of the . United ;States i is preferable .
If .Eurapean çountries strongly. - advocate.,a site ;.,in this-.region , rather than!cn
the, _:west- :.coàst, ; :°the ::-Cpnadiarr . .delegation:. should,give : :them , its support: In
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comparison w • th the distances to be travelled to reach the headquarters 
by representatives of other states, we cannot argue strongly on grounds 
of Canadian convenience for an  eastern as opposed to a western site. It 
is, however, desirable that the site should. be  in a part of the United States 
in which racial discrimination is not marked, and that it should be readily 
accessible and capable of providing for the needs of the Organization by 
expansion of existing facilities rather than by the creation of entirely new 
facilities. 

3. ADMISSION OF NEW MEMBERS 

Since the Security Council must take  the  initiative in proposing the ad-
mission of new members ,to the General Assembly,. the importance of the 
attitude of the Canadian delegation will depend on whether Canada is eleeed 
to the Secmity Council. At San Francisco the Canadian representatives took 
the position that it was desirable to extend the Organization promptly, 

_especially by the inclusion, of neutrals, so that as many states as possible 
•would bé bound by the --obligations of the Charter. The states which may be 
proposed for membership in; London,fall into three classes. 

• 
(a) States neutral in the W ar. „ 	 . 
The Canadian delegation should support the admission of the following 

neutral states, if they desire their admission: 	 . . 
Sweden, Switzerland, Ireland, Iceland and. Portugal. The admission of 

_Spain will not become an issue so long as the present regime is in being, 
'since it is known that the permanent members of the Se,curity Council will 
-oppose it. The remaining 'neutral state is Afghanistan Which Was a member 
of the League of Nations; the Canadian delegation ma3r Support its admission 
if this is recommended by the Security CôtïnciL' - 

(b) Ex-enemy States. 
There1is 	, question• • of the admission at present of eithér Germany or 

--Japan.  Support for the,early admission of Italy, however, was forécast in .the 
Potsdam Declaration provided, that a peace treaty 'with Italy _had been con-
'cludéd. As no peace treaties have yet been negotiated with any.enemy states, 
it is unlikely that  the  'question of their admission. will arise at, the first part 
-of the Assembly's session.. ,If it shoulcLarise, the Canadian  delegation should 
take the ,position that it  fours  the admission tto 'the Organization as soon 

.as conditions .permit -.of Italy, Austria, Hungary, Finland ,  and ,  Siam,- and it 
should not oppose the admission of Rumania and Bulgaria if this is supported 
by the United States and the United Kingdom. 

(c) Admission of Additional Soyiet Republics. 	, 	- 
While nothing °known of Soviet intentions there•may be presswe from 

, the  Soviet Goverjunent .for the admission of further republics, in  addition,- to 
Jhe Plc:rqine and Byelo-Russia. It seems .  likely that in the ,first ,,instance they 

seçk the admission.  of -Estonia Latvia and Lithuania. If such a demand 
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is made and' . pressed to the point at which tlië' Canadian~ -dëlegation must
"adopt a definite - pàsition; instructions - should: .bé` sôught from `Ottawa : The
admission of further Soviet ' republics is = to be discouraged until evidence i s
forthcoming of their capacity to act in fact as distinct international-éntities .

4. COMMISSION ON ATOMIC QUESTIONS .

The Canadian Government is committed to the estab lishment of 'a Unite d
Nations Commission with the general terms of reference set ' forth in the
Washington Declaration of November 15th . The position to be. adopted by
the Canadian delegation is that the Commission should be appointed by the
Assembly, that its membership should be closely related to that of the
Security Council provided . that Canadian membership is assured; and that
since its recommendations would at times require action by the Securi ty
Council, the Assembly, the Économic and Social' Council and , possibly other
bodies, its reports should be referred to the approp riate organs for considera-
tion. The delegation will be instructed as to whether it can join in sponso ring
the recommendation agreed in Moscow by thé Foreign Ministers of the
United States, the United Kingdom, and the Soviet Union:.

The delegation should watch all developments in this field with great care

and should report fully to Ottawa.

5 . REFUGEES .

constitutional and political and humanitarian aspects :

The Preparatory Commission, overruling objections by the Soviet Govern-

, ment, has recommended the inclusion of an item relating ' .to refugees in .the

.agenda of . the Assembly . - The subject is , also . ce rtain - to arise -;early .-in the

.Sessions of the Economic and Social Council . . Consideration of . it- .has both

(a) Constitutional aspects.

The United Kingdom delegation will press for the merging in the United
Nations Organization of. the Intergovérnmental Committee on Refugees _esta-

-blished :, at the Evian Conference of 1938 and ,'will : probably, propose the
establishment of a commission on refugees , responsible to the Economic and
Social Council . Since the Intergovernmental Commi ttee was - created as a .

separate entity mainly .because the United States did . not belong to the League
,of Nations, it' is desirable that international official action with respect to

refugees . should_ now be brought under the umbre lla of the United Nations .

The Canadian delegation may support any reasonable proposal with this end
in view .

(b) Political and Humanitarian Aspects .

The continuing problem of refugees relates to persons who are unable or
unwilling to return to their homelands. (There is, however, a Jewish aspect
which does not fit completely within this formula) . The chief difficulties at
the Assembly are likely to concern the treatment of refugees from Soviet
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territory, especially the Soviet and former Polish Ukraine and. Baltic Re-
publics. The Soviet delegation may be expected to press for the return of 
all such persons and to claim that a large number of those who are still 
"displaced persons" actively aided the Mis powers during the war. A similar 
problem arises with respect to a substantial number of Poles who are unwilling 
to return to Poland because of their distrust of the present Polish regime. In 
addition, questions may arise concerning the expulsion of persons of German 
stock from Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and other eastern European 
countries. 

The Canadian delegation should join in resisting any attempt to secure 
recognition, as a general principle, that displaced persons should be com-
pelled to return to their homelands against their will. It is unlikely that 
during the early discussions by the United Nations Organizations of the 
problems of refugees, matters will be brought to a point at  winch  overseas 
countries will be asked to state whether they will accept refugees for 
permanent settlement. In general the problems of refugees can only be 
solved by the development of stable political and ecônomic conditions 
throughout the world, which in tum will  • allow overseas countries to plan 
their immigration policies. 

In the case of Jewish refugees, the recently appointed •Anglo-American 
Commission of Enquiry has not yet begun its task and the delegation should 
adopt the position that the report of this commission ought to be available 
before the question is considered by the United Nations Organization. 

6. TRUSTEESHIP. 

Canada, lacking colonial territories and being remote geographically 
from all territories which might be placed under trusteeship, has no direct 
interest to protect in connection with the establishment and operation 
of the trusteeship system.  pi-ovided for in the Charter. , 

At this part of the Assembly's session discussion is likely . to center 
around the methods of bringing the trusteeship system into existence. The 
Soviet Government has resisted the wish of a substantial majority of the 
Preparatory Commission to recommend the establishment of a temporary 
Trusteeship Council to direct the inauguration of the trusteeship system. The 
Trusteeship Council provided for in the Charter cannot be elected until some 
territories have  been  placed in trust, and ,the provisions of the Charter 
are deficient in that they prescribe no methods for bringing the trusteeship 
system into operation. , 

The Canadian delegation should in general hold a watching brief in the 
committee of the Assembly dealing  with  trusteeship. It should concern itself 
with attempting to reconcile differences in accordance with the general 
principles laid down in the Charter with respect to the control of dependent 
Peoples and in a manner satisfactory to the United States and - United 
Kingdom. 

( 
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7: QUESTIONS RELATING TO THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS

to the transfer of activities;~' assets ; : and functions nnderinternational instru-
The Assembly will have before it .a number of reco'm mendations relating

ments, of the League of Nations.' - It .is intended that the . arrangements' ap
proved by the United Nations Assembly should be considered, at a final
meeting of the League Assembly to be held after ' the first part of the,
session of the United Nations Assembly has . ended. There are a great
number of technical questions involved in the winding ' up " of the League
of Nations, and it is not possible to indicate more than the general lin e
wnicn tne uanaaian aeieganon snou iu pursi

(a) General. Policy

Canada :has been a member of the League of Nations in good standing
from its inauguration to the ' present . time . : The general` .~ aim should be to
provide for the winding up . of - the League . in an orderly and 'dignified
manner. Much of -the practical * experience on which' the",-United -- Nations
must ~_build ds: derived' from thé . - Leagûe, and the 'United' Nations should
be :regarded in_ .the light : of an heir and . successor' of "the League rather
than a new experiment in international co llaboration:~'The United Nations
should, therefore, ; be encouraged to take over : as much - .as possible . of the
assets- -and- fûnctions of the League and as , little , as possible should , be left
for- .separate liquidation. ~ < <

(b) Transfer of Technical 'Functions .

The Preparatory Commission has recommended that the, United -Nations
should continue certain technical functions .which -have been carried on. . , . _ . . , . .
throughout . the war by the League , Secretariat. These include . the serial .publi-

cations .and-related activities concerned with international finance, economics
and transportation, the service .relating to epidemics, andthe international
regulation of the drug traffic . This transfer . should .be strongly suppo rted by

the Canadian delegation so. as . to avoid a break in continuity. .
-In- connection with,narcotic problems, provision should be made for th e

United Nations to replace the League of Nations: in the -functions performed
by the League , under various treaties and, conventions, especially those relat- '
ing to the Permanent Opium Board-and the Drug Supervisory Body . A new

body will_ be needed to take the place of the . Opium Advisory Committee . It
is desirable that this body should be a . commission under the Economic and
Social Council composed wholly or in the main of the national officials con- :
cerned with the, support [sic] of the trafi'ic in drugs . The. functions . of drug
control are technical and administrative and they . should be kept separate from ,
other matters relating to health and social welfare .. . . _, . . . .

It is desirable that at least some of the , personnel of the League Secretari at

concerned with these activities should be temporarily 'transferred to the
United Nations ,Secretariat . This shâuld; hôwever, be done on aselectivé_ basis
and in a manner which will permit the dropping of individuals who ~ â're` not
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acceptable to the SecretarY-Gen.eral. It is partièularly  important  that the sec-
tion of the Secretariat -dealing with narcotic problems should be carefully 
chosen and should include persons who have the confidence of the national 
narcotic  administrations of the nations which have taken a leading part in 

. 	. 

establishing international regulations. 	- 	- 

(c) International Labour Organization 
The I.L.O. is taking steps to âmend its constitution So as to provide for 

its separation from the League of Nations  and  to permit its attachment as a 
specialized agency to the United Nations. It  is not possible at this stage to give 
instructions on the rnethods - to be supported for financing the I.L.O. The 
I.L.O. buildings at Geneva  •ârepart.  of the material assets of the League-and 
an agreement will- have to be worked out to permit their continued use by the 
I.L.O. within the limits of such, general arrangements as may be arrived ,at 
for the disposition of the material assets of the League. 

g. ' FINANCING OF THE UNITED NATIONS. 

In considering the methods to be adopted to finance the United Nations 
Organization, the Canadian delegation should pay particular attention to the 
methods whereby the scale of contributions is  determined and to the ma-
chinery for budgetary control of .expenditnres". In generâ1 the propTosali 'Made 
by the Preparatory Commission aPpear to be satisfactory. 

(a) Scale of Contributions. 
This will not be settled in the first part of the session, since the plan is to 

appoint a small expert committee to prepare recommendations to be con-
sidered at the second part.,An attempt may be made 'to lirnit - the size of the 
contributions of the largest states on. the ground that if one state were-  to bear 
more than ofie,-quarter or one-third of the cost- its influence would bé likely to 
be too great. This attempt should on the whole be resisted unles s .  the propor-
tion which can bé borne by a single state is set fairly high—perhaps at 40%. 
Otherwise medium states tend to carry more than their fair share of the cost, 
since the Smallest -states are likely to come off lightly in any event. In particu-
lar, with the general shortâge of U.S. dollars and with the headquarters in the 
United States, it is desirable that the United States  'should bear their propor- 

In practice it is not possible to develop exact criteria for allocating ex-.. 
penses among member states. The first criterion must be 'pa.p.acity tô pay, but 
this should not be fixed for the future in thé lig- ht of the  present extreme dis-. 
order in the world's economy. 

(b) Interim Financing. 
Provision will havé to be made at once for 'intérim hinds iô be 'Made avâil-

able to  the  Organiiation before the scafè of - contributions and budget are 
adopted. The proposal is that fundS shoitki be  advanced  by Metnbers to  pro-
Vide  until regular' coniribUtfonS âre'reCeived, and that  the  scale 

( 

tionate share. tionate share. 
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of the Food and Agriculture Organization should be applied to fix the rela-
tive size of these advances. They would be in the nature of loans, and the 
amounts provided would be adjusted later on in accordance with the United 
Nations scale when adopted. It is desirable that at its birth the Organization 
should not suffer from want of current funds and the delegation  may agree to 
a scheme on these lines. 

9. RELATIONSHIP WITH SPECIALIZED AGENCIES. 

Detailed instructions on this subject are not required especially since agree-
ments with specialized agencies must under the Charter be negotiated by the 
Economic and Social Council. There are, however, some matters of general 
principle which are likely to arise at the Assembly. 

In the first place the United Kingdom Government has been pressing for 
the close association with the United Nations of the I.L.O., F.A.O., and the 
new intergovernmental technical organizations now in course of establishment. 
It is in general desirable from many points of view that the relationship be-
tween the United Nations and these bodies should be clearly defined in order 
to avoid overlapping of activities, competition for personnel,  • unequal scales 
of remuneration, and rivalry in particular fields of activity. The pattern of 
association, however, cannot be uniform, although certain standard clauses 
may be included in all agreements vvith specialized agencies. - 

With regard to the financing of the specialized agencies, the arguments in 
favour of a single budget for the major international organizations are strong. 
Such a budget would have separate chapters for each specialized agency as 
well'as for the Secretariat, the Court of International Justice and so on. The 
adoption of a central budget, however, raises the qiiestion-  of the degre,e of 
authorityof the Assembly over the finances of the specialized agencies. The 
general line to be taken is that the .f`fmancial autonomy" of specialized 
agencies is not a real issue, since all of them are, like the United Nations 
itself, established by intergovernmental agreements, and it is primarily the 
responsibility of national governments to see that their delegations are in-
structed to approve fair financial provisions for all the international organiza-
tions to which they belong. This does not mean, however, that the delegation 
should press for complete centralization in the United Nations budget of the 
finances of all the specialized agencies. Some of them, indèed, will be self-
fmancing through charges levied on their own operations, this group would 
include the International Monetary Fund and the International Development 
Bank. For others it may be appropriate, because of the nature of their opera-
tions, that contributions should be assessed on a special scale, thus necessitat -
ing a separate budget. 

10. SECRETARIAT 

At the San Francisco Conference and the Executive Committee and 
Preparatory Commission the Canadian delegations have taken a considerable 
part in developing the provisions of the Charter and the recommendations to 
come before the Assembly which deal•with the character and organization of 



-the ~ Secretariat: - The, lines- of policy- are ,_ already wéll . laid down `and ' it is not
necessary to issue further instructions . The general aim is' tô secure the estab=
lishment of a: competent international , Civil= Service recruited on a wide geo-
graphical basis, with ' its officials freed . entirely from control by their own
governmènts and assured - of reas
tion .

The question of salary scales should be watched with care. With "the head-
quarters of the Organization - in the United States, the basic comparison - should
be with the scales paid in -the -United States public service, allowance. being
made on the one hand for such_ exemptions ; from taxation as may be accorded
and on the other for: the increased :expenditure brought .about:by : expatriation
and related considerationsï . . . . . . -
11 . _ IMMUNITIES OF THE ORGANIZATION AND

AGREEMENT WITH THE * HOST, " STATE '
. . ~

To ensure adequate independence a satisfactory agreement ,must- be. ~ con-
cluded with the state in whose territories the headquarters are, situated. This
reference is . inserted; in these instructions to draw, attention to 1he, importance, . .
of the matter . A draft agreement has :been prepared by the :Preparatory- Com-
mission and . its , contents will require full consideration by legal experts . The

problems, affecting the immunities ,,to . b e - granted ., to the . Organization itself,
to the members , of its staff,. , and to. . represéntatives of governments engaged
on its business also require thorough examination . In general,the aim .should
be.to-ensure that the . immunities,and . privileges ;necessary:,for . efficient .opera-
tion are accorded, and no more' tha.n .this . The growing complexity of inter-
national organization and also the increasing size of national diplomatic
missions make it necessary to watch with care all claims for special privileges
and immuriities .

12. ESTABLISHMENT 'OF ' INTERNATIONAL TRADE'ORGANIZATIO N

It is the intention to bring before the Assembly a resolution favouring the
holding of an ' international conference : to 7 consider the establishment of an
International Trade Organization, in .accordance ..with the proposals published
by the United States Government earlier this month. The Canadian. delegatio n

should support' the pâssàge of this resolution .

13.. : ESTABLISHMENT OF AN ~ INTERNATIONAL HEALTH ORGANIZATIO N

Similarly a resolution will be introduced sponsoring an international con-
ference to consider the creation of an International Health Organization . .This
resolu tion also should be supported by the Canadian delegation .

. . , `J . .

These instructions deal only with questions certain or likely to come before
' the General Assembly. It is the intention that the Security Council . should
meet as soon as it has been elected . Indeed, the Secretary-General cannot be
chosen until the Secu rity Council has agreed upon a nominee for the post .
If Canada is elected to the Security Council, therefore, Canadian - representa-
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tion -on  it  will be essential-during the .sitting of the. Assembly. The Minister 
of Justice should initially act as the Canadian.  representative with:the Associate 
Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs as his alternate. Since the elec-
tion of Canada is not certain, instructions have not been prepared in advance 
for the guidance of the Canadian representative. In the event that Canada is 
elected, on matters requiring instructions from Ottawa advice should be 
sought by telegram. 

Much the same considerations apply to the Economic and Social Councih 
This body may meet in the latter part of the Assembly's session and is likely 
thereafter to hold regular meetings every quarter. If Canada is elected, the 
delegation should use its discretioù  in dealing with matters coming before 
the initial sittings of the Council and should, when necessary, seek instructions 
from Ottawa. 

Canadian membership on the proposed Commission on atomic  questions 
 appears to be reasonably well assured, but it is uncerfain when this Com-

mission will begin to deal with its terms of reference. Instructions, therefore, 
cannot be issued at present.  

There are likely to be other committees and commissions which will con-
tinue to sit after the first part of the session of the Assembly. On some of 
these it will probably be desirable that Canada should be represented. 

To *ensure adequate represenfations  on the Councils and other special 
bodies it may prove necessary to appoint additional advisers, for example, 
the work of the Atomic  Commission  may be such as to require the assistance 
of scientific and military experts. The &legation may thus find it necessary 
to recommend the provision of additional advisers. 

422. 	 • DEA/201-B 

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

High Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary ot State 
for External Affairs - 

TELEGRAM 67 	 • 	 London, January 8, 1946 

SECRET. ASDEL No. 4. Following for Robertson from Wrong, Begins: You 
may be interested in some first impressions based on talks with our own 
people and some of the British. - - 

L The ,elections to the Councils may take place on Friday or Saturday. 
Our election to the Security Council seems likely. Intense lobbying for the 
Economic and Social Council is going on and the outcome is uncertain. 
There will be a meeting tomorrow afternoon with Bevin to discuss elections, 
Secretary-General, and related questions. 

2. There seems to be no leading candidate for Sec' retary-General and I 
think it may be some time before the Security Council .  can agree on a 
nomination. 
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3 . Controversy is expected .-over=the Atomic Commission. - Fraser may .take
lead in ; urging responsibility to _ the Assembly, but the .prospects are that the
resolution will be approved without important changes . Has your note agree-
ing to sponsor resolution been given to the . press? There is no . reason why it
should not bepublished and it might be as well to have it on the public record .

4.` Aûstràliân delegation is headed by Hodgson and the South African
by Heaton Nicholls .

5. The last contingent from Canada arrived'today and we are beginning
delegation meetings tomorrow : morning. Matters have gone smoothly inside

the delegation :- Ends . '

Le haut commissaire en ., Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'Etat
aux Affaires . extérieures

High Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary of State
f or Extérrial A,~`airs

TELEGRAM 131 : London, January . 14, 1946 .

SECRET. ASDEL No . , 13 . Following from Wrong, Begins :

1 . The program for the rest of this week contemplates a series of speeches
in Plenary Session in which probably all delegations will take part . Mr. St :
Laurent expects to speak towards the end of the discussion, not ear lier than
Wednesday and probably on Thursday or even F riday. If there is anything
yoü particularly wish to have said, please let us know- as soon as possible .

2 . The Securi ty 'Council , is not expected'to meet before Wednesday, and
the negotiations over the choice-of the Secretary-General have scarcely begun .
We are letting ' it be known, that . we believe that Pearson . :would .be available
if the choice falls on him. Ends .

424 . DEA/21 1

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
en Grande-Bretagne

, . . .. . . _ .
Secretary of State for External A ffairs to High Commissioner

in Great Britain "

TELEGRAM 135 Ottawa, January . 16, 1946

IMMEDIATE . SECRET . Following for Wrong from Robertson, .' Begins : . Your
ASDEL No. 13 .

Two points occur to us for. ' possible : inclusion in Mr . St . Laurent's speech
in the Plenary -Session . We realize that, you . will, have to . decide how much
Pmphasis to give them In ; atmosphere in which the Assembly : is . meeting.

I (
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1. If the United Kingdom delegation follows - up the Foreign Secretary's 
suggestion of the establishment of some form of world Government as an 
ultimate goal for the United Nations Organization you might give -general 
support to the United Kingdom position within  the limits  of the Prime 
Minister's statement made in the House of Commons on December 17th, 
1945, in relation to the Washington declaration-on atomic energy .  of Novem-
ber 15th. 

2. You will recall that in this speech the Prime Minister also  said  that we 
shàuld, by every means in our power, support and strengthen every agency 
of international cooperation and understanding which can help 'make the 
world community a reality. The opportunity for agréémen.t and effective 
cooperation in the economic field offers the United Nations immediate scope 
for effective action. Especially in view of our election to the Economic and 
Social Council it would be appropriate for the Canadian delegation to em-
phasize the - need for the United Nations.  Organization. -to give a lead in the 
task of world reconstruction. It is not known here whether the United States' 
proposal for an international conference on trade and ,employment, under 
United Nations auspices, has yet been placed on the Assembly agenda. If 
so it should be given warm support. If proposal is not yet formally put for-
ward Mr. St. Laurent could appropriately welcome the initiative thé United 
States has announced that it intends to take and promise, our support  foî 
every effort to try to get international trade moving again in full volume and 
stability. Ends. 

425. 	 DEA/211 

. 	 Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au . secrétaire d'État  
aux Affaires extérieures 

High Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary Of State 
for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 281 	 London, January 31, 1946 

ASDEL No. 41. Following from Wrong, Begins: Since my general report 
of January 29th,t good progress has  been  made in Committees in considering 
Preparatory Commission's report, nearly all of which is being 'adopted with-
out change. Interest has been concentrated on the Security Council and the 
Economic and Social Council, on which we are reporting separately. General 
discussion on refugees continues, and we made a statement yesterday. The 
main point at issue is the form in which the Assembly should ask the E.S.C. 
to consider the refugee problem. 

2. Elections to the Court begin on Monday and Read's chances are good. 
He will be backed by the principal Powers. The only difficulty is that the 
Australians may draw some votes away from him because they are pressing 
their candidate. South Africa and New Zealand have accepted Read as the 
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first candidate - •from~ the! Dominions', and- W is' uncertain - `wheth~.r- Bailey can
also-be elected : - A prolonged contest- for- the -15th. place '- ôn tlie `Court -is , not

unlikely . Ends .

426. DEA/.21 1

Mémorandum du sôus-secrétaire d'État associé aux A ffaares .extérieures
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum f rom Associate Under-Secretary of State for External , A flairs
to Under-Secretary . of State for External Affairs

[Ottawa,], March 2, 1946

I attach a copy . .of a memorandum giving my general impressions on. the
recent Assembly meeting. Ritchie is preparing despatches. to the heads
of missions abroad forwarding this document and emphasizing_, that it, is a
personal venture of my , own and not an expression of the. opinion of, the
delegation, the Department, or the Canadian Government . Reid,aakes a. more
cheerful view than I . do of the proceedings in the Security Council . The
memorandum incorporates some paragraphs on the manifestations of Soviet
policy which were suggested by Ritchie.

I would propose to give this . some Departmental circulation next week and
to send it . to the Ministers who. were on the delegation and to two or three
others such as Mr. Claxton. I shall also send copies, unless, you disagree,
to Clark, Towers, Rasminsky . and two or three others who are interested .

. [P.IÉCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE ]

Mémorandum du' ious-secrétaire d'État associé aux A ffaires extérieures

Memorandum by Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

SECRET Ottawa, February 27, 1946

IMPRESSIONS OF THE FIRST GENERAL ASSEMBLY

OF THE UNITED NATIONS

1 . This memorandum contains some personal impressions of the meetings
of the General Assembly and the Security Council which have just ended
in London. It is 'not a record of the meetings but an attempt to describe
the atmosphere which prevailed and the po li tical factors which gave the
proceedings the form that they took .

2 . The main tasks set in advance for this session of the Assembly, the
Secu rity Council and the Economic and Social Council were accomp lished

without serious friction and in a constructive manner . These tasks con-
cerned the organization of the United Nations so as to bring . all its
organs into effective operation as soon as possible . For the most part the
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work to be done __had been.thoroughly prepared. by the Executive Com-
mittee and the Preparatory  Commission ; In the main the recomm.endations 
of  the  Preparatory Commission were approved, and when changes were 
made after discussion in Assembly committees they were generally im-
provements on the proposais of the Preparatory Commission. Satisfactory 
provision has therefore now been made for the appointment and direction 
of the Secretariat, the initial financing of the United Nations, the legal 
sta.tus which it should enjoy and a large *number of 'other matters. The 
Security Council, the Economic and Social Council and the International 
Court of Justice have been established by the election of their members, 
and the Secretary-General has been installed in office. A decision has been 
taken on both the *temporary and the permanent headquarters. While there 
remain further questions relating to organization still to be dealt with, which 
could not be settled at the initial stage,. the great bulk of this work 
has been accomplished. 

3. The constructive side of the work of the Assembly and the Councils 
was obscured by the protracted public battles which were foug,ht over 
political issues regarded as having propaganda value. The proceedings of 
the Economic and Social Council teceived very little attention in the press, 
although under the able chairmanship of Sir R.amaswami Muclaliar it got 
away to a good start. Controversies. always 'monopolize public attention at 
international gatherings. -  In London; therefore,  the questions on which 
public attention was'fixed were principally the proceedings in the Security 
Council on Iran, Gree,ce, Indonesia and the Levant, and the  proceedings in 
the Assetably and its committee.s concerning refugees, the World Federa-
tion of Trade Unions, trusteeship and the headquarters, together with the 
elections to the Councils and the Court. 

4. The two outstanding personalities Were Mt. Bevin, for his handling 
of the British case in the Security. -Council - in particular, and M. Spaak 
for his effective chairmanship of the AsseinblY. The 'Soviet delegations, 
however, were the dominant influence, exerted in the main by the mouths 
of Mr. Vyshinsky in the Security Council  and of Mr. Gromyko and Mr. 
Manuilsky, chief of the Uktainian delegation, in the Assembly. Mr. Fraser 
of New Z,ealand played a very vigorous part throughout the conference, as 
did also Mr. Noel-Baker  of  the 'United. KingdoM who spoke for his Gov-
ernment on many matters in the Assembly and its committees and in the 
Economic and Social Council. 

5. The tactics of the Soviet delegations were to use the proceedings to 
the uttermost for purposes of propaganda, in an effort to depict themselves 
as the defenders of dependent peoples, small cbuntries, and drganized 
labour. They used every artifice to debate these issues and to force them to a 
vote. They are likely to continue these tactics at future meetings. They 
did not appear to mind being defeate,d, but they wished to make all dele-
gations go on recoid on the proposals to which they attached importance. 
Their arguments often were addressed not so much to the delegates in 
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front of them as : t6% the : : outside world. , They doubtless intend to make use,
through their own channels of propaganda, of the position taken by`va rioùs

delegations. Another motive for . their persistent tactics probably was that
they had rigid instructions from Moscow - and desired to satisfy their gov-
ernment that they had exhaustéd every device, to" execute them.'

6. It is difficult to assess the degree of success which the Soviet delegation
obtained by these tactics . So lar as their effect in the meetings themselves is
concerned, the Russian case was often weakened by faults of presentation
which seemed to arise . from their lack of understanding of western habits of
thought . For example, Mr. Vyshinsky in his,speeches in the Security Council
both bored and bewildered his hearers by interminable . quotations . from news-

paper clippings (sometimes from obscure journals) and from old speeches of
_obscure members of the British House of Commons . He appeared to consider,

these as - constituting serious évidence for the case which he was arguing ;
Another characteristic was the frequent unscrupulousness of the man( :euvres

of Soviet representatives . For- example, Mr . Manuilsky, the astute Ukrainian
chairman of the Political Committee, showed himself- adept ' at nianipulating `
procedure to give every possible advantage 'to his 'friends . Although .other .
chairmen were not above reproach in this respect, there was an effrontery
about Mr. Manuilsky's proceedings which irritated many of - the delegates .

7. Thus one was left with the, impression that the Soviet . Government

regarded this -_opening session chiefly- as an opportunity for propaganda .,The .

result was to strain severely the -effective operation of the Charter at its first~

trial, and to make it apparent that' talk of turning the United Nations into. an

agency of international govérnment, by the delegation to it of a portion of
the sovereignty of the members, is in present conditions wholly unrealistic

8 . An apparent purpose of , the Soviet delegation, especially in the Security
Council; was to blacken the reputation of the United Kingdom Government . .

Although at times they received more -provocation from representatives of
the :United Sates, 'they rarely replied- directly . - Even in . the protractéd discus-

sions on the - World Federation of` Trade Unions (which , consumed, more, ime

than any ôther matter before the Assembly) Senator -Connally, who , spoke
for the United States in the most, vigorous fashion, . .was, handled -far more
tenderly' by the Soviet . representatives than Mr. . Noel-Baker; who spoke

moderately and reasonably for "the United Kingdom .

9 . The causes for 'Soviet hostility to the United Kingdom are no doubt
complex but one senses behind the particular . motives the pressure , of -a
vigorous and expanding power in contact at . many - vital points with the over-

extended British Empire . It seems evident _that the Soviet Government have
abandoned any hope or desire of arriving at a modus vivendi . with the 'United
Kingdom - Government by which each would keep their hands' off the spheres
of influence of the other . It may be that Iran was considered a test case, . and
that - the support which Mr . - Bevin gave to the Iranian Government was a

turning point in. Anglo-Soviet relations. It is not too much to say that : for all
Practical purposes the Anglo-Soviet alliance is at the moment in abeyance:,

I (
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Soviet opposition to the United Kingdom also extends to those western 
European governments which are on particularly close terms with the United 
Kingdom Government. 
• 10. In the long drawn-out duel between Mr. Bevin and Mr. Vyshinsky in 
the Security Council, each side registered both successes and defeats. The 
Soviet delegation was successful in fighting most of the battles on grounds of 
their own choosing. After the end of the hearings regarding Iran, the Soviet 
delegation was always on the offensive, and not the least of their achievements 
was that they succeeded in pushing the Iranian question completely into the 
background and focusing attention on vulnerable points in the British position 
in various parts of the world. Curiously enough, the Soviet attack on the 
United Kingdom appeared least successful in the case of Greece, where in 
many ways they had a relatively strong case. Mr. Bevin's handling of the 
discussions on Iran and Greece was masterly. He gained and held the respect 
of most of the members of the Security Council, as well as the wider audience 
outside it, by his staunch defence of British motives and action. On the other 
hand, he was at his weakest in dealing with the Indonesian question. 

11. The debates on Indonesia and on Syria and Lebanon in the Security 
Council and the discussions in the Trusteeship Committee seem to indicate 
that the Soviet Government have determined to take full advantage of the 
embarrassments in which the colonial powers find themselves involved in the 
Middle and Far East. The overstretched resources of the , British and the 
weakness of the newly liberated French, Dutch and Belgian Governments 
make them peculiarly susceptible to pressures in the colonial sphere. In the 
background is the very real fear of the British, Western European, South 
African and Australian Governments of a tidal wave of racial and revolu-
tionary anarchy which would plunge wide areas of Asia and Africa into 
confusion and disaster. This nervousness was  «quite  apparent in all  the dis-
cussions of colonial questions. It was also apparent that, from the Soviet point 
of view, there may be advantages to be derived from fishing in these troubled 
waters, the more so because it seems likely that colonial questions may be 
those on which there is the best chance of separating the British  from the 
Americans. 

12. One result of the proceedings was to. emphasize and encourage the 
existence of blocs of states for voting purposes. The most consistent bloc was 
the Soviet group made up of the delegations of the Soviet Union, the Ukraine, 
Byelo-Russia, Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia and Poland. The first three dele-
gations always voted together except when the signals got crossed, and on 
nearly every issue Yugoslavia and Czechoslovakia voted with them, although 
the Czechs showed at times slightly more independence than the Yugoslays. 
The Poles on the whole were faithful supporters, but on one notable occasion 
in the Security Council the Polish representative declared, in opposition to the 
Soviet representative, that the presence of British troops in Greece did not 
in his view constitute a threat to peace and security. The Pôles  also sometimes 
used an independent line of argument even when they ended on the saine 
side in the vote. 
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13.The Arab bloc was fairly consistent in  sticking together on all issues. 
It was made up of the five delegations of Egypt, Syria, Lebanon, Iraq and 
Saudi-Arabia. It was generally ready, under Egyptian leadership, to strike 
intricate bargains in order to attain its own ends. It was joined at times by 
Iran, which also operated on the fringe of the Soviet group. 

14.The largest bloc was the Latin American group, but it broke up on 
many occasions. It was able to form a united front on electoral questions in 
order to ensure the representation of Latin America, and it was open knowl-
edge that electoral bargains were struck between it and the Arab group. These 
two groups together, plus one other delegation, could command a majority. 
The Latin American bloc succeeded in the election of two members of the 
Security Council out of six, of four members of the Economic and Social 
Cotmcil out of eighteen, and of four judges of the International Court out of 
fifteen; they very nearly succeeded, indeed, in electing five judges. On political 
issues, however, the solidity of the Latin American group tended to disappear, 
and the bloc was often split in an unpredictable manner. 

15.'There was a tendency, which at present seems to be irresistible, to 
regard the six states-members from the British Commonwealth as another 
bloc of states, although on nearly all issues on which there was a close division 
of opinion the votes of the Commonwealth representatives were split. In the 
negotiations which preceded the elections of members of the Councils and of 
the Court the Commonwealth delegations, in contrast to the members of the 
Latin American, Soviet and Arab blocs, were unable to reach complete agree-
ment on the candidates from their own number whom they would support. 
Nevertheless, we must realize that all the other members of the United Nations, 
however mistakenly, seem still to think of the Commonwealth as a bloc of 
States; and  in the allocation of seats they consider that the Commonwealth 
group is represented properly by one élective member of the Security Council, 
three or at most four-members of the Economic and Social Council (including 
the United Kingdom), and two or at most three judges of the Permanent 
Court. In fact the United Kingdom and Canadian candidates were the only 
ones from the Commonwealth to secure election to the Court, mainly because 
votes were divided between the Indian and Australian candidates with the 
result that both failed of election. 

16.The Latin American, Soviet and Arab groups, with the addition in 
other peoples' minds at least of the Commonwealth group, were the clearly 
defined blocs of states possessing considerable voting strength. At future 
sessions, when the lessons of the London Meeting have been digested, it is 
likely that the technique of electoral bargaining between the blocs will be more 
highly developed. The Latin American, Soviet and Arab groups all succeeded 
both in agrèeing .  within themselves On their own candidates and in sècuring 
th support of one or  more of the other groups by striking eléctoral bargains. 
in consequence, on present prospects, it is unlikely that Canada can expect 
election to the Security 'Council except as the •successdr tà Australia at the 
election which will take place in Septembèr 1947, although there is something 
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to . be, said : for, . Canada's„ standing for election . again , next~ 'September, when
three-new members will be chosen to replace . Mexico-; Egypt, and The Nether-
lands. Furthermôre . Canada . will be expected not to stand . for re-election to the
Economic- and . Social Council; in September, 1948, and it is open to question
whether Mr. Read can secure re-election to the International Court of Justice
when . the places . of those with three-year terms . come to be filled, also in
September, ._1948 ., In' putting forward candidates within . the blocs themselves
recognition to some extent was accorded . to the functional idea of repres,enta-
tion;= but the idea of _ rotatiôn ' and 'of sharing the honours and the feeling that

states . (other -than `thè Big Five) should * not sit at the same time on both th e

Secu rity Council `and"the Economic and Social Council were strongly evident ;

17: The . United States,- France and China cannot,be said to have blocs of
states attached tô them for voting purposes . The United States, however, can
always count _ on . a wide measure of

I
support in Latin America, the B ritish

Commonwealth and. Western Europe at
,
any rate, and can usually rely as wel l

-on securing the votes of the Phi lippine and ,Liberian-delegations . France in

time might bé regarded -as the leader of the Western European group, but at
present 'the four smaller câuntries of Western Europe which belong to the
United Nations (The Netherlands, Belgium, Norway and Denmark) often. . .
look to . the United Kingdom rather than, . to France for leadership whenever: ., , .

. -there. is a difference , of _opinion between thé, British and the French. China

sought to maintain her ' prestige as, one of the ;five . permanent. members of the
Security Côuncil by the performance of balancing feats, with the result that
on âlmost every occasion on -which the ' Chinese representatives took . part in

discussions" :their purpose was to -obscure' real differences of opinion. In par-

ticular, , the -Chinese delegation, and also the French delegâtion, were obvloüsl
y

pained when they had to cast votes on issues on which the Soviet Union on
' the one _ hand and the ' United States and United Kingdom - on the other hand

took different sides . These two delegations, of all those of any influence at the. .
cônference, were~the most frequent âbstainers-from voting:

18 . One effect of the "establishment of the United Nations seems to be to
encourage the` creation'of blocs. These represént in some cases definite spheres
-of influence, notably the Soviet group, and ' in other cases little more than

electoral arrangements . In large measure this is,inevitable in the Assembly,
and as the membership increases in size the tendency will grow stronger . This

is * a consequence of - the equal - voting - power in the Assembly and its com-

mittees of all states large and small. When the Liberian vote can cancel out

that of the Soviet Union, the . Soviet delegation is . almost bound to seek to
secure its proper weight byattaching to itself as many other delegations as -'t
can. This sort of development was not unforeseen during the discussions lead-
ing-up to the signature of the Charter. It will be very apparent when the
admission of new members becomes a live issue, which will probably be in
September. - For instance, the Soviet Government is likely to a gree to the ad-

Portugalmission of a neutral state such as Switzerland, Sweden, Ireland and
only -if agreement, is given to the "simultaneous- admission of an,ex-enemy state

of Eastern Europe such=as, R6umania,, Bulgaria, Hungary . and Finland . They
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mm,-ate a mission of Albania.
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alréad made an eftort in London to strengthen their owny group by sécuring
th d' d

19 . To turn to the operations of the Security Counçil, perhaps the . most. . . . . . . ,vivid impression left on the mind : of,one .who was' present at most of its meet-
ings as an observer is that it ' is unrealistic to talk of the. Security Council asthough it possessed ' in fact,' in thex language. ' of Article : 24' of the Chartér,
"primary responsibility for the maintenance of international peace and se-
curi ty ." The Security' Council, indeed, .has so far shown itself impotent to take
positive action to settle disputes :peacefully under Chapter. VI of the Charter, . . . : _and, therefore, still more to enforce its decisions under Chapter VIL :Unex-
pected responsibilities ' were thrown upon it by : the presentation

.
., . . . to . it of the
appeals from Iran 'and Syria - and -Lebanon, and by the Soviet thrusts directedagainst the United Kingdom's actions in Greece and. Indonesia. The _ discus-
sions concerning Iran ând the situation in the Levant may have some -benè-ficial effect ; at least, . in these cases ;the parties who felt themselves to be
aggrieved themselves brought the issues before the Council . The discussions
concerning Greece and Indonesia were pure propaganda on the part of theSoviet Government a arnst , the United Kingdom, The Netherlands and the
present Greek Government. From the beginning there ' was no'expectation that
the Council would or should take any action . Nevertheless, it became clear inthe course of these -proceedings that the ,Soviet Government would employ its
veto power even to prevent thé adoption by~the .Council of a form of words
indicating thatthe Soviet charges were 'not fully justified. As every dispute' ôf
importance directly or indirectly-involves one of the great powers, it is not toomuch to say that the present role -of the . Security Council is to be an addi-
tional means of publicly ex osin differences between theP g great powers

: 20• The extreme ineptitude of the first'chairman of the. Security Councilhelped to . bring about this result : Firm, guidance from the chair of the
quality which M. Spaak gave to the Assembly could readily have set matters
on a better,course at- the early meetings . .For this reason alone one -heard
numerous- expressions of regret . that Canada had failed of election in place
of Australia

; if Canada had been chosen the inaugural sessions of the Council
would have taken place under the .capable chairmanship of, the Braziliandelegate, Mr. de Freitas .Valle . . ..

21 . In conclusion, it can be said that in dealing with matters without sub-
stantial political or propaganda importance the meetings --in London - showedthat the machinery of- the United Nations under the Charter - could be operatedWith reasonable efficiency ` and despatch . When such matters came before the
Assémbly a majority opinion could be _ secured , which, in spite of blocpressures, represented a sensible decision hammered out by the normal
democratic process of debate . When political issues came before the Security
Council no such decisions could be reached, even though- the discussion ' hadShOWn .-that a substantial majority of the members were - in favour of anagreed autcome . It would be unwise
Seri

in present circumstances to attachous importance, , ta:-thé Security Council as a guardian of, world peace, or
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to consider the obligation under Article 43 to make special military agree-
ments with the Security Council as much more than a formal duty. (I under-
stand that the Military Staff Committee, which met in private, operated in a 
more constructive atmosphere and made good progress at its initial sessions; 
its recommendations, however, will have to be accepted by the Security 
Council). What took place in London has shown that the General Assembly 
and in particular.  the Security Council can be and are being used as instru-
ments in the war of nerves, especially by the Soviet Government. It is debat-
able whether the advantages of open discussion of issues dividing the Great 
Powers outweigh the disadvantages caused by the public fixing of positions 
on delicate questions, with the consequence that the area of negotiation is 
reduced. The Security Council was not meant to be an agency for the prosecu-
tion of psychological warfare or an arena for gladiatorial contests between 
national champions. 'Without  a great alteration, therefore, in the attitude 
towards each other of the great powers—and it should be emphasized that 
this alteration is require d  not only on the part of the Soviet Government-
the first meetings of the Security Council and the Assembly leave open the 
question whether the establishment of the United Nations has in fact furthered 
its primary purpose—the maintenance of international peace and security. 

427. 	 DEA/211 

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au sous-secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

• 	 Ambassador in United States to Under-Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

Washington March 14, 1946 
Dear Norman [Robertson], 	 •  

I wish to acknowledge with thanks your Despatch  No  268 of March 
7th,t enclosing the most interesting and informative review of the recent 
UNO Assembly by Hume.' I was hoping to have the opportunity to comment 
on this before I leave for Atlantic City, but that is going to be quite impos-
sible. The last week or so has been really too busy here; just like all of your 
weeks in Ottawa. Hume's memorandum  • certainly arouses thought, and not 
too optimistic thought, about the future of UNO. I agree with the conclusions 
of his last paragraph. 

I wonder whether we should not begin now seriously to attempt to alter 
the Charter. It is quite 'clear that, wh ile UNO cannot survive without a 
friendly and co-operative attitude on the part of the Great Powers to the 
Organization and to each other, nevertheless that does  hot alter the fact 

that the Charter itself  bas  already be,en shown to require changes. Even the 

Le document précédent. 	 Preceding document.• 
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U.S .A. and the U:K. realize this, but I should tliink it would be much: easier
fôr them if the changes were pressed in the . fir-st Instance by sotne `- of the
smaller powers .

I would like to have a talk with you about this and other related things
next time I am in Ottawa . I hope that will be soon .

Yours sincerely,
MIKE [PEARSON]

SECTION B

SECONDE PARTI E

( 23 OCTOBRE - 15 DÉCEMBRE )
SECOND PART

(OCTOBER 23 - DECEMBER 15 )
SOUS-SECTION i/SUB-SECTION 1

GÉNÉRALITÉS/ GENERAL
428
. DEA/5475-L-40

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires extérieuresdu chef, . la deuxième direction : politique

Memorandum from Associate Under-Secretary of State for . External Affairs
to Head, Second Political Divisio n

[Ottawa,] August 31, 1946
I had a talk with Mr. St. Laurent yesterday evening about the generalIl e . which should be taken at the - Assembly. He expressed himself -asbeing opposed to the Canadian delegation taking an - active part 11 1,

discussion of issues which were unlikely - to result in any decisions of im-
Portance. He felt that we should be actively and competently represented
when budgetary° and administrative . matters , were up but that we ought
~to leave it to others to wrangle over ma tters which were . essentially inPolitical dispute. He is also - opposed to our standing for the Security
Counc'il, as he thinks that Nye could do nothing to make it less im.potent
than it is, now . .

I thin k . your draft resolution on Chapter VI
.
of the Charter is one ofthe matters covered by the view he expressed and we, therefore, should

not discuss it in advance . I return herewith your letter t to Ignatieff. I. ~ am
confident that if an offer were made to have the , Assembly 'gô on record in
this sense it would lead to a prolonged wrangle which . would involve not only
the substance of the resolution but also the competence of the Assembly .Mr . St . Laurent's att itude is that we should keep quiet except whenquestions requiring practical decisions arise . I think that he would be quite
ready to make a statement at the Assembly to this general effect. He is,
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however, very much concemed over the financial aspects arising in this 
connection and feels we shotild be-  thoroughly ready and prepared to be 
active on scales of. contribution, budgetary control, etc. 

H. W[RoNG] 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire 
par intérim en Grande-Bretagne 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Acting High Commissioner 
in Great Britain 

DESPATCH 1652 	 . Ottawa, September 30, 1946 
Sir, 	 ■ 

I enclose copies of a note dated September 24, 1946, to the Se,cretary 
General of the United Nations requesting that the following item be in-
cluded in the agenda of the Second Part of the First Session of the General 
Assembly: "Measures to economize the time „of the General Assembly." 
,The note contains an explanation of this proposal. ' 

2: We are seriously concemed over the large number of international 
conferences which are now being lield. The large nuMber of th.ese con-
ferences and their excessive duration make it difficult for states to be ade-
quately, represented at each conference. We have found it difficult to rnalce 

-specific  suggestions on.how to reduce the number of conferences. We feel, 
however, that it would be a considerable step forward if measures could 
betaken to reduce,their excessive duration. 

We hope that ..the proposals which.we .have .made in this note to the 
,Secretàry General will :be. favourably considered by the General Assembly, 
,and that the General Assembly_ will -agree to our .proposal that it elect ah 
.ad hoc committee to make recommenclations Io it on specific measures which 
'it might adopt to economize its time.i . 
• 4.' I should be:grateful if you would give -  Copies 'of the enClosed note 
to the Government tà which you'are accredited and request the Goirernment 
té give sympathetic'Consideration 'to our proposals: ' 

- 1  Voir la résolution telle qu'adoptée le 15 
décembre 1946 lors de la soixante-septième 
séance plénière de l'Assemblée générale dans 
Naticins Unies,  Risautions adoptées par l'As-
semblée générale - pendant la seconde 
partie de sa première session du 23 octobre 
au' 15 décembre 1946, Résolution 102 (1), 
pp. - 198-199. - - 

I have etc. 
ESCOTT REID 

for the Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

See the resolution as adopted at the 
sixty-seventh plenary meeting of the General 

Assembly on - December 15, 1946 in United 
Nations. Resolutions Adopted by the General 

Assembly During the Second Part of lts 

First Session from 23 October to 15 Decen.1-  

ber, 1946, Resolution 102 (1), pp. 198499: 
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[PIÈCÉ JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 
- 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au, Secrétaire général 
des Nations Unies 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Secretary General 
Is  

Ottawa, September 24, 1946 
Sir, 

I have the honour to request that the following item be included  in the 
Agenda of the Second Part of the First Session of the General Assembly: 

"Measures to economize the time of the General Assembly". 
The large numl3er of international conferences which are being held makes 

it difficult for states to provide adequate representatio n  at each conference. 
This difficulty is increased if the conferences last for a long time. Moreover, 
unduly protracted international conferences diminish the prestige of the 
international organizations which are responsible for calling them. 

During the present period, when new international organizations are being 
formed, it is difficult to reduce the number of conferences which ,must be 
held. It is therefore all the more important to ensure that the various confer-
ences accomplish their tasks as expeditiously as possible. The General 
Assembly of the United Nations should set an example to all other -  confer-
ences by the efficient and expeditious conduct of  its business.:"- - 

It is of paramount importance that the time of representatives in the  Gen-
eral Assembly be economized to the greatest possible eXtent. The General 
Assembly can be successful in carrying out its important tasks only if -dele-
gations include Ministers responsible for the formulating and carrying out of 

 policy. The chances of these Ministers being able to be present during the 
whole period of a session of the General Assembly will be greater if the  
sessions are not unduly prolonged. 

The Canadian delegation will therefore propose under' this item of the 
agenda that the General Assembly, as early as possible in  its proceedings, 
elect an ad hoc çommittee of about fifteen states to  consider and make 
recommendations to the General Assembly on rn.easures it inight adopt to 
economize its time. 

6. It is the hope of the Canadian Government that all the members of the 
General'Assembly will be able, by the time this committee is set ui3; to make 
shpecific suggestions to the committee. The following six specific  suggestions  

ave occurred to the Canadian Government: 
'(a) Each speaker in the opening debate in 'plenary session on the Secre-

tary General's Report might be limited to ten minutes with the right to havé 
his remarks extended in the verbatim record. 

(b) A report of a main committee to the General Assembly should not 
be debated unless one-third of the members of, the cdmm.ittee request a 
debate. 

• 
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(c) The main committees should, at their first or second meetings, estab-

lish a number of sub-committees of ten to fifteen members to study various
questions referred to them by the committee and to report back to it. In order

that these - sub-comittees may meet simultaneously, each sub-committee
should have its own chairman.

(d) The General Committee, in .discussing matters related to the agenda
of the General Assembly, should not debate the substance of a question but
should confine itself to discussing whether or not it should recommend that an
item be included in the agenda of the General Assembly .

(e) The General Committee should be required to submit its report to the
General Assembly on the inclusion of an item in the agenda within, say,
forty-eight hours of receiving a request that the item be included in the
agenda. (The General Committee's report, being a recommendation, is
debatable by the General Assembly but agreement might be reached that the
debate be limited to two hours at most) .

(f) In order to lessen the, danger that committees waste their time on
procedural debates, a number of improvements in the rules of procedure on
the conduct of business might be made . Thus it might be desirable to insert a
new rule on the order in which resolutions, as distinct from amendments,
should be put to the vote. Changes inn the existing rules of procedure might
be required to implement some `of the suggestions made above . It might also

be useful if the Secretariat prepared for the guidance of chairmen of com-
mittees and sub-committees a commentary on the rules of procedure govern-

ing the conduct of business.
Accept, etc.

Louis S. ST. LAUREN T

430
. DEA/5475-AD-40

Mémorandum du chef, la deuxième direction politique ,

au sous-secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires extérieures

Memorandum f rom Head, Second . Political Division,
to Under-Secretary of State for External A ffairs

[Ottawa,] October . 5, 1946
SECRET

1 . The committee on the preparations for the General Assembly is havinS

a meeting on Tuesday, October 8, at 2 :30 p.m., in room 123 . The ,~h
e

business
before the meeting will be to consider the enclosed two documents.

is a text of the speech which Mr. St . Laurent might deliver in t the oP~~d

debate of the Assembly,l . and the second is an introduction to p

commentary .

1 Non reproduit. Un nouveau discours fut 1- Not printed . A new speech a$e r DôC~

préparé après l'ouverture du débat . Voir, le after the opening of the debate

. document 433, paragraphe 4. ment 433, paragraph 4.
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2. Since the Canadian Government has suggested that speeches in the 
opening debate of the Assembly should be limited to ten minutes, we have 
tried to limit Mr. St. Laurent's speech to ten minutes.  • 

3.The introduction to the commentary is divided into three parts. The first 
two parts are a revision of the paper you have already seen on general con-
siderations. 1  I have taken your suggestions into a.ccount in preparing this draft. 
The third part of the introduction is a discussion of tactics in the committees 
of the Assembly. 2 	, 

4. I imagine it would be very difficult for you to spare the time to come 
to the meeting, but if you could come the committee would be most grateful. 

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

Projet de l'Introduction au Commentaire à l'usage de la délégation 
à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies 

Draft Introduction to the Commentary Prepared for the Use of the Delegation 
to the General Assembly of the United Nations 

PART THREE 	- 

TACTICS IN COMMITTEES OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY 

25.Soviet delegations will sometimes deliberately snarl a committee in a 
confused procedural debate. Some Latin American delegations will  do it 
because they seem to enjoy procedural debates. If a committee gets involved 
in a protracted procedural debate relating to a discussion of a question of 
substance, the Canadian representative can do a service to the committee 
and shorten the duration of the Assembly by rising to discuss the question 
of procedure and then launching into a discussion of the question of sub-
stance. If the intervention is well-timed and well-delivered, it may put an end 
to the procedural debate. 

26.Some chairmen of committees will try, after a debate has gone on for 
some time, to rush through a series of votes in a few minutes at the close 
5 a meeting of the committee. Chairmen from the Soviet bloc are particu-
iarlY fond of doing this. The practice is also followed by incompetent 
cha,irmen who allow a meeting to get completely out of hand and then over-- 

Voir le document suivant. 
21,a troisième partie ne faisait pas partie 

du document que les membres de la délé-
gation ont reçu. Cependant, elle est repro-
duite ici parce que M. Reid a communiqué 
son contenu à la délégation. 

See following document. 
2  The third part was not included in the 

document received by the members of the 
delegation. However, it is printed here 
because Mr. Reid advised the delegation of 
its contents. 
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assert their authority at the .very end : of the . meeting.-. If it - looks_ as if the vote

which the chairman 5 : pressing for would - go : .against _ the side - favoured by
Canada, a request might be made that the vote be postponed until the next
meeting. At the close of a long meeting, it is usually ,, possible : to get such a

request .granted . If the Canadian representative feels that it would be unwise
to ask for time. for further , discussion, he might su'ggest that the vote or vote s. .
be taken without further discussion as the first order of business at the next

meeting. Failing all else, a simple motion to adjourn the meeting will very

ôften be successful, especia lly if the usual time for adjournment has passed .

27. Soviet delegations, when they feel that a decision is going to go against
them, will very often follow the tactics described in the preceding paragraph.

When, at the end of . a meeting, they ask for postponément of the vote in
order to give time for further consideration, it is usually wise to support the
request underlining, however, the precedent that is being created since Soviet
delegations, when the roles are reversed, will oppose requests for adjourn-
ment on : the ground that the work of the committee is being held up .

28 . One favourite device of Soviet` delegations is to introduce at the ve ry
end of a conference one or two proposals , which they hope will get througlh

without adequate examination. They very often succeed. Sometimes, in the

last-minute rush of `a conferénce, they will introduce at a plenary meeting

a s lightly modified version of a proposal which has already been rejected
in committee: -T'herefore" all proposals ,introduced ,by the Soviet bloc in the

last week of the Assembly should be carefully scrutinized and no departure

from the rules of procedure on adequate notice, the necessity of examination

by committees, etcetera, should- be permitted .

29 . Some Soviet delegates make a practice,of trying to goad other delegates

into .losing their tempers. They then__ replycoldly - and - suavely. Though a loss

of temper, or . even : a - pretended los s . of temper, :is almost- always unwise, this

does not mean- that' a representative should always be restrained - and un-

emotional . There are times when he,can usefully be forceful, spirited, eloquent

ând ' blunt .

30. If a proposal - supported by Canada is opposed . by the Soviet . states ,

the .Canadian delegation_ should adjust, its tactics to those followed byWthe
Soviet delegations . This' means not only that the delegation should . start

easking
for, more than it hopes to get`but also that it should stubbornly refus

y
to recede from its initial pos.ition. ' Any çompromise. which it eventua ll $nds

necessary to put forward should be put forward grudgingly and of necessity
;

emphasis should be. laid on the extent of the change, which Canada is wllh ag

to make' in an effort to secure Soviet concurrence ; it should be made ~~11

that if the Soviet delegations . do not agree to the compromise Canada

insist on its unmodified original proposal being put to the vote.

31 . In controversies with Soviet delegations over the choice of persons
for

. .
posts, it will

I-
very often be tiseful for the Canadian delegation . to put .forwârd
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as its original nominee some highly qualified person who is unlikely to receive 
Soviet support. Canada can later bring forward its real candidate as a com-
promise. 

32.If the delegation is initiating a proposal either in written form or orally 
it is very often wise to put the proposal, to begin with, in a more extreme form 
than is likely to be generally acceptable. This will make it possible for the 
delegation to compromise without losing its objective. 

33. It very often happens that a constructive oral suggestion should be 
withheld until a committee has just about reached a dead end. 

34.If two British Commonwealth delegations have spoken one after an-
other in favour of a proposal, a Canadian speech in favour of the proposal is 
likely to be more effective if it is withheld until later 'in the discussion. 

35.If the Can.adian representative on a committee‘ has found himseLf in 
fairly constant opposition to  the Soviet representative, it iS useful for him to 
seize any convenient opportunity which dàes present itself to support -con-
structive proposals  made  by representatives of the Soviet bloc. If the Soviet 
representative on a committee is an expert on a question tinder discussion, the 
Canadian representative might help té draw him  out in committee discussions 
and treat his opinion with great deference. (This will usually be the case on 
the legal comMittee and on -drafting committees). 	 . 

36.A question may emerge suddenly at a committee meeting on which the 
Canadian representative will want to consult the delegation before committing 
Canada one way or the other. One way of stalling a vote is to say, after the 
discussion has gone où for some time, that the issue raised is important, the 
discussion has been most illuminating and that, -  in the light of the discussion, 
no doubt all the members of the committee will  want to think the problem 
over and consult with their delegations. If ,this does not work, it may be neces-
sarY to give a forceful brief speech, arguing that the international deliberative 
process is brought into contempt if representatives come to a meeting, li sten 
to hnportant arguments, and then vote in accordance with their original in-
structions without giving themselves and their governments an OpportunitY to 
reconsider the question in the light of the weighty arguments advanced in 
committee. 

37.Occasionally a junior member of the delegation may find himself the 
spokesman of the delegation at à committee or at a sub•committee. Soviet 
delegates are not averse to trying to take advantage of a junior representative. 
A representative should always remember, therefore that, regardless of how 
junior his rank may be in the Canadian delegation, he represents the Govern-
ment and people of Canada—a country with some considerable claim to have 
its voice heard in international meetings: Without being pompous, he should 
be dignified and  firm and at the same time deferential to the members of the 
committee who are senior to  •him in age' or rank; the proper combination*  of 
deference, dignity and firmness will gain him' the respect and s3impatby  of the 
committee. • 
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Introduction au Commentaire à l'usage de la délégation 
à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies 

Introduction to the Commentary Prepared for the Use of the Delegation 
to the General Assembly of the United Nations 

SECRET 	 October 21, 1946 
It has been thought wise to circulate to the delegates this introduction to 

the printed commentary. It contains material of a secret character which could 
not appropriately be included in the confidential commentary. 

The introduction is divided into two parts. The first part discusses the use 
which  •  the Soviet Union has  •  made of the Assembly as a sounding board for 
propaganda and the counter-propaganda measures which the nations of the 
Western world might adopt. The second part contains some suggestions on 
howthe ‘nations of the Western world can, if they are forc,ed to, build up the 
United Nations as an effective instrument for promoting stability, prosperity 
and equality in the world outside the Soviet Union and thus defend themselves 
against the present Soviet expansionist drive. 

The introduction does not contain detailed comments on specific questions 
which may come up at the Assembly. These comments are containe,d in the 
printed commentary. 

This document is the property of the Canadian Govemment. It is only for 
the personal information of the members of the Canadilan delegation. In view 
of its secret character, special care should be taken to guard against the risk 
of its being read by anyone who is not a member of the delegation. 

PART ONE 

THE USE OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY FOR PROPAGANDA PURPOSES 
1. The U.S.S.R., at Dumbarton Oaks and San Francisco, resisted the con-

ception that the Assembly should provide a forum for the free discussion of 
the affairs of the world. They wanted severe limitations put on the powers 
of the Assembly to discuss and to recommend. They did not succeed in  the'  
efforts, and their representatives immediately adjusted themselves to the new 
situation. The Soviet Government had not wanted the kind of Assembly set 
up by the Charter, but, since this was the kind of Assembly which had been 
set up, it decided to use it for all it was worth as an instrument of Soviet 
foreign policy. 

2. Although there do not exist in the Soviet Union political institutions in 
which there is free and unfettered discussion, Soviet leaders are experienced 
in using such bodies for their own purposes. Communist representatives in 
national legislatures, in trade unions, in popular front organizations and in 
democratic parties, have been accustomed to using the meetings of these 
bodies as platforms for propaganda; they have perfected the technique bY: 
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which a small; highly organized and able minority can secure key positions
-and perhaps eventual control-of an organization by willingness to attend
long and frequent meetings, by wearing the opposition down by tedious
procedural debates, and by never admitting defeat . . The Soviet Union is now
treating the General Assembly of the United Nations as it treated these
other bodies in the inter-war period .

3 . The Assembly contains a well-organized, able and vociferous Com-
munist minority, which uses the procedures of , the Assembly to the utmost
for purposes of propaganda in an effort to. depict the Soviet Union :as the
defender of coloured peoples ; dependent peoples, small countries, organized
labour and (at times) ex-enemy peoples . . At the London mee ting of the
Assembly, the Soviet bloc used every artifice to debate these issues and .to
force them to a vote . They did not appear to mind being defeated, but they
wished to make all 'delegations go on record on the proposals to which they
attached importance . Their arguments often were addressed not so much to
the delegates in front of them as to the outside world . Through their own
channels of propaganda, they have since made use of the position taken by
the various delegations in London .

4 . Having met with some success in London? the Soviet delegation is likely
to adopt the same tactics at the next meeting of the Assembly. It will be
presented . there with numerous issues which are : just to its . taste--Spain,
Palestine, trusteeship, India's complaint against South Africa, perhaps the
whole disturbed Middle Eastern situation, perhaps China; perhaps . the
W.F .T .U . A series of propaganda victories for the Soviet Union - at the Octo-
ber Assembly will serve to weaken further the United Nations . It will also
weaken the ability of the democratic countries to resist the, present Soviet
expansionist d rive.

5 . The Soviet Union uses propaganda as a method of defence against
possible anti-Soviet conspiracies by the outside world. This is a hangover
from the real fears of the period when, the Western powers were . intervening
in Russia or trying to establish a cordon sanitaire - around it. The Western
world should therefore patiently make eve ry effort to remove Soviet fears
and suspicions which are impo rtant contributing factors to its propaganda
tactics . Nevertheless, it is important not only to the success of the United
Nations itself but to the legitimate interests of the nations of, the Western
World, that the nations of the Western world should at the same time be
prepared to engage in what is frankly a propaganda- contest with the Soviet
Union. If they do not,~ the . Soviet Union will . be able to pose as the principal •
defender of democratic rights and freedoms and will win a series of propa-
ganda victories through deliberate misuse of language and confusing of issues.%en there is no reply, or only a routine reply, . to a barrage of Soviet
casuistry, the impression is created' in the minds of many people that ` thereis no good answer to Soviet claims and charges . It is important to remove
this impression so far as possible. .Neither by letting thé Soviet Union choosethe ground • for a contest . nor by fighting only defensive actions can the
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Western world succeed in countering Soviet prôpaganda. 'The Western nations
should choose favourable ground and, when required, should be prepared
to take the counter-offensive in appealingto the people in-their own countries
and in the statés bordering on the Soviet . Union` who would otherwise b e
beguiled by Soviet propaganda .

6 . Soviet propaganda is often irresponsibly opportunistic. But it would be
a mistake to oppose that kind of irresponsibi lity with an equally irresponsible
policy of toughness for toughness' sake. There is no merit in opposing Soviet
views merely because they come from the U .S.S.R. Such a policy would only
aggravate the feeling of the Soviet states that they 'are being treated a s
suspects and outcasts. This feeling will be strongly held in any event and
cannot be removed except by~ the most abject renunciation of all principle s
held by the Western nations: Nevertheless; ,only harm will be done by irri-
tating Soviet susceptibilities unnecessarily . What is called for is positive argu-
ment : based on facts '(which the Soviet Union - frequently distorts), on 'democratic principle and- values, and on , the, purposes and principle s
enunciated in -the Charter of, the United Nations . Firmness, fairness and
honesty are the tactics best calculated to meefthe situation'.

7. The effectiveness of aggressive Soviet propaganda campaign may induce
a feeling in some quarters that ~ we should retreat from the concept of 'the
Assembly as a public . forum by demanding, for examplé, more . 'secrecy in
debates , and committee meetings . To give full play to such a tendency would
be a dangerous betrayal of democratic principles, 'and would allow the Soviet
Union to pose as the champion of freedom of '' speech and of the press.It
would also be inefFective in its purpose, since Soviet delegations are adept a t
semi-official "leaks", and reports convenient Ao- Soviet propaganda woul d
inevitably circulate . Distortion of both Western , And Soviet policies would
thus be still easier than at present . Our policy should 'recognize that, whil e
susceptibility to dangerous illusion is the Achilles' heel `ôf :demo.

cracy, yet in
a- widespread and accurate public understanding lies our "greatest strength .

8 . This does not mean that it is advisable to have all -discussions at the. . _ . : .
Assembly conducted in pub lic _: Occasions do arise wherejhere is a-prospec
of - a subject being- examined with some moderation by_ : the' Soviet ` group if
the discussions

.
are carried , on in; private while, if a pub lic discussion take s

place, that group will feel compelled to -. take rigid positions, with the usua l

extravagant declarations, from which they, ,çannot easily retreat . It is prob-
ably'a sound general rule that 'the sub-committees of the main committees o f

the -Assembly' should meet in private ;and that more sub-committees should

be set up than has been the custom in the past. - 1 -
9 . 1f the democracies ; through fear of -controversy 'or diplomatic politeness

or sheer weariness of debate or a mere desire to curb debate, ignore, the
maxim that "truth is great and will prevail" and keep silent' or shun ' the issues,

they ask for more trouble. This has been clearly demonstrated at the Paris

Conference. There the Western delegates curbed their tongues in an e ffort

tô cu rtail debate .' :Far 'from'cûrtailing-debatè; this~~self=denying ordin~~ Save
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the Soviet group unlimited opportunities for propaganda and misrepresenta-
tion which they availed themselves of to the full. It gave the delegates from 
the Soviet bloc the feeling that they could ride roughshod over the other 
delegates. The preponderance of the Slav group in debate made the others 
appear accommodating and timid when they rose briefly to make the formal 
statements that from tim.e to time appeared. necessary. It became evident at 
Paris that long-term controversies of the kind which now divide the Soviet 
world from the western world are not won by allowing the Soviet world to 
have a clear field. 

10. The strategy which underlies the Soviet propaganda campaign appears 
to be based on a belief that anything which stimulates or aggravates disunity 
and discord  between countries or within countries, in the non-Soviet world, 
is useful because it strengthens the relative world position of a zone rigidly 
co-ordinated by totalitarian control. In propaganda designed to agg,ravate dis-
unity and discord, the U.S.S.R. makes peculiar use of such concepts as 
"democracy", "equality", "trade unions'', 'freedom" and "socialism". Sim-
ilarly, great use is made of the ,words "fascist" and "imperialist". Campaigns 
oh these lines are Most successful if they make the Western powers appear 
to be reactionary. 	 , 

11.The effectiveness of Soviet proPaganda reàults partly from .the Soviet 
skill in propaganda but mainly from the fact that the present governing 
classes of the Soviet Union are heirs  of  a great' dynamic revolution which 
loosed  constructive forces on the  world in  the way that the French Revolution 
did and the Italian. 'fascist  and  German' national socialist revolutions did not. 
The 1917 Révolution emphasized économie demderacy :, economic sectirity, 
racial equality, freedom for national 'cultures, state planning; it rejected the 
theory of master races and the doctrine that minority races should be expelled 
from a state; it affirnaed thé 'wisdom and necessity of multinational states. 

12.Towards some of these objectives--notably racial equality and free-
dom for national cultures-the SOviet Union has made real progress. In other 
cases slogans have been substituted for realities and an inspection of the facts 
behind the slogans reveals all the disinal apparatus -  of the totalitarian state. 
But even though the Present governing classes of thé Soviet Union may have 
betrayed the ideals of the 1517 Revolution, they can still rally support outside 
the borders of the Soviet Union by pdsing as defenders of those ideals. What 
is important in the short:rùn is not what the Soviet Union  is but the picture 
of the Soviet Union in the  minds of the discontented of the whole world. 

13.The defence against Soviet propaganda is twofold--fixst, counter-
Propaganda and, secondly, the promotion of stability, prosperity and equality 
iit3t.the non-Soviet world. On the propaganda level, the Soviet challenge can 

est be met by drawing attention to the positive accomplishments of the 
democratic countries, rather than by analyzing the obvious weaknesses of thç 
Soviet system. 	 • 

14.Soviet propaganda should wherever possible be exposed. But Soviet 
sPokesmen are skilled dialecficians and it is unwise to .try to expose their 
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propaganda =ünless one is certain ,of one's facts and is speaking from a care-
fully prepared brief. Refutations of Soviet propaganda are most effective if
given with restraint and backed by detailed - knowledge . (The commentary
which has been prepared for the use of the Canadian delegation to the Assem-
bly contains material which can be used as the basis of such briefs) .

15 . In a propaganda battle the best cards are in the hands of the democra-
cies if they are prepared to use them. Such battles should not be sought, but
if they are forced on us it is possible that a demonstration of effective counter-
attack would lead before long to a diminution of Soviet propaganda pressure,
which would allow the United Nations to get back to its more immediate
practical business at hand . If this is too much to hope for, a firm and deter-
mined defence would at least assure that we hold our own in the - propaganda
battles, which less frank methods , would inevitably lose .

PART TW O

THE BUILDING UP OF THE UNITED NATIONS AS AN EFFECTIVE INSTRUMENT

FOR PROMOTING STABILITY, PROSPERITY .AND EQUALITY

16. It is not, of course, enough for the nations of the Western world to use
the assembly only as a sounding board for -propaganda . In the long . run the

best defence - in the United Nations against Soviet propaganda is for the .

Western nations to use the,Assembly and the other organs of the United '
Nations to the utmost as agencies for promoting poli tical and social stability
and economic prosperity and for realizing racial equali ty and self-government

for ' dependent peoples . The more constructive work which the Assembly, the
Economic and Social Council, the Trusteeship Council, and the specialized
agencies can do, the' greater are ôur chances of 'avoiding war with the Soviet
Union or of winning that war should it break out .

17 . From the gravity of the present international situation and, the sickness
of the United Nations certain conclusions emerge . The first is that for Canada
and, indeed, for all Western nations considerations of immediate national

advantage or of national prestige should' not be allowed to obscure the im-
portance of long-range issues . It should be the aim of the Western democracies .

to strengthen the :authority and prestige of the United Nations (which offers
among other things the most effective protection against the Soviet policy of

expansion), even although such action might entail the giving up of short-run
advantages by, individual Western nations .

18 . The second conclusion is that, since the United Nations is already weak
because of the present strained relations between the great powers, every care
should be . taken to avoid a further weakening as .. a result : of - bad' decisions on

its organization and administration and bad interpretations' of its constitution .

19. Thus it is important that in elections to the Security Council, the Eea
nomic and Social Council, and, other bodies. of limited membership, states
should, as far as possible, be chosen which have -thé 'greatest contribution to
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make towards the effective discharge of the functions with which each body 
is charged. Similarly, it is.important that the chairmen of the committees and 
the sub-committees of the Assembly should be chosen, as far as possible, on 
the basis  of  their personal competence to conduct meetings expeditiously and 
well. Most of the constructive work of an international meeting is done in 
committees and sub-committees. They are the creative bodies on the success 
of which a conference depends and incompetent or unscrupulous chairmen 
snarl their work and lower the prestige and effectiveness of the United 
Nations. 	 , 	, _ 

20.The effectiveness Of the United Nations also depends in large part on 
the effectiveness of the international secretariat. It is therefore important that 
the independence of the secretariat be maintained and strengthened and that 
there be strict adherence to Article 100 of the Charter on the independence 
of the secretariat and to Article 101:3, which makes the "necessity of secur-
ing the highest standards of efficiency, competence and integrity" a "para-
mount consideration" and makes "equitable geographical distribution" only 
an "important" consideration to which "due regard" should be paid. 

21. Since the Charter is difficult of amendment, (and since, as a constitu-
tional document, it is couched in broad and somewhat imprecise terms) 
special importance attaches to the principles-to be applied in the interpreta-
tions of its provisions. A meaning, of course, cannot be assigned to any pro-
vision of the Charter which the language used is not capable of bearing. 
Regard will also have to be had to the context in which provisions appear. On 
the other hand, wherever the precise nieaning of a provision is doubtful, it 
should be interpreted in the manner best calculated to strengthen the authority 
and prestige of the United Nations, to promote its purposes, and to fortify its 
juridical, as distinct from its political or security, character. It is important, 
in these precedent-setting days, that provisions which in form detract from the 
authority of the United Nations are given a restrictive interpretation  and that 
provisions which in form add to the authority of the United Nations or of its 
organs or officers are broadly interpreted. It is, for example,  important  that the 
veto rights of the individual great powers are giVen a restrictive  interpretation 
and that the reservation of domestic jurisdiction is not given too broad an 
interpretation. ConverselY, the Provisions relating to the powers .  of the General 
Assembly under Article 10, or to the rights and duties of the Secretary-
General under Article 99, should be broadly interpreted. Provisions of a 
general character (e.g., Article 102, concerning the registration of treaties and 
agreements) should, of course, be assigned as extensive a meaning as the 
language is capable of bearin g. 

22.There is always a tendency in international bodies to avoid decision 
u_u controversial problems by establishing new committees or commissions 
for the purpose of' study and report to a later session. This practice is often 
useful and indeed essential. It presents, however, in present conditions, 
tspec
he

ial dangers. A novel feature of postwar international planning has been 
conclusion of agreements to establish a wide  range of new international 
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Organizations, at the same time retaining nearly all those in existence before 
the war except .  the L,eague of Nations itself.  Bach  of these international 
organizations in turn operates 'through . a seri« of commissions and com-
mittees. Their multiplication has already 'confused 'even the best • informed 
people and has bewildered the public in general. As the chances of eventual 
success of the United Nations must depend on eontinued public support 
and understanding, it is important that great care should be exercised in 
the reference to specially created bodies of problems on which the As-
sembly has not been able to reach agreement. 

23. -  The United Nations, fifteen months after the signature of the Charter, 
IS very much on 'trial and its intere,sts would not be served by conce -- 
the disappointment_caused by its operations. Some of the specialized.agencies 
which are related to the United Nations such as the WOrld Bank and the 
International Monetary Fund, the International Aviation Organization, the 
Food and Agriculture Organization, and  1 the  World Health Organi7ation, 
have indicated a broad, promise of future, usefulness. (Almost all these 
organizations. have made progress _ without:  Soviet ,  ›membership and with. a 
minimu li  of fruitless debate). The Security Coun  cil, on the other hand, 
has  lamentably -  failed 'So  fax in taking  any  constructive -  steps' towarcl the 
discharge of the vital functions entrusted to it. In the minds of responsible 
people the question must now be present---although it has not yet been 
asked publicly.by any national leader—whether it is worthwhile to continue 
the  draina of frustration which  the  proceedings of the Se,curity Council 
have presented from its first session in London in January onwards. It 
must be recognized that there is no chance of amending the Charter soon, 
and also that, even if it were possible to amend the Charter so as to consti-
tute the Se,ciirity Council on a more effective legal -basis, in the present 
state of strained internationa l.  relations between the great powers this would 
make little difference. The central difficulties in- the operations of the 
Security Council—difficulties present alào in the operations of the other 
organs of the United Nations—do not 'stem from constitutional defects ig 
the Charter. They  arise because  the  PraCticê 'currently followed, not onlY 
by, the Soviet Union and its satellites- but aLso by other governments, is not 
in accord with the purposes and principles on which the Charter is base 
For the effective operation  of the United Nations, therefore, what is needed 
is  a marked .alteration in the climate of international relations. 

24 No  Useful' purPose wOuld.  therefore be served.  by  a frontal attack on 
the veto in this Assembly. The Assembly could, however, usefully review 
the way in which the veto has been used and attemPt' to curb the illegitimate 
use•of the veto. The Canadian delegation', like 'many other delégations at San 
Francisco, swallowed the veto only after it had beeri. sugar-coated by the 
assurances of thé grear-powers that  their special voting position would  
be used with à sense of responsibility and consideration for the  inter
.of smaller states, and that therefore the -veto would be used sparinglY. The 

 'Can:Alan .delegation-,also trusted tha t '. in due course thé decisions of the 
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Counc'il. might,build . up a kind- :of common 1aw which wo_ uld : eventually; be
incorporated : in. the Charter itself, and that in this way more . satisfactory
procedures might come to be estab lished .

25. ; The veto has not been used . sparingly and the decisions of the Council
have built up a bad common .law, not., a: good common , law. TheAssembly -
cannot correct this, development by legislation: The most it can do is to -adopt . in formal terms : a statement of . what the Assembly considers - to be
the legitimate _use of .: the :veto under ' . the .present terms . of the Charter. :It
might also_ . express the hope that in the_ near future :- .theveto should be re-
stricted, by amendment of the Charter, to the one question of the . application
of sanctions :instead ~ .of~•extending, ', as it does now, , to a whôle host of
questions, including. ;peaceful , settlement, Ahe nomination of the Secretary-General and the -.-admission of . :new members .

26 . In the. near : - future_ -thé môst. that .can - be done: 'at , meetings . of :the
United Nations is to strive ' tô. : make the : machinery work as smoothly as
possible by supporting action : alori.g the- general lines suggested above without
eApecting : qùick° results * .or seeking; ideal : solutions . If the General -: Assembly
can be made to function with dignity and 'reasonable despatch ; : and - if it and
other organs . of : the : United - Nations can perform limited tasks recognized as
useful by ~ public opinion and by governments, that ' is all

"
that can be reason

ably expected.

; " DEA=FAH%6-1946%3A. . .- . : ;
Extraits dû 'Commentaire à`Vusage é de la . délégation'-'à la'« 'seconde parti i

de la' première session de l'Assemblée générale des Nations U"nies :
Extracts from thé Commentâry f or:`the Use of the Canadian Delègàtiontoth S

of the . t

ELECTIONS 'TO ` THE COUNCIîS`
,-r -~ _ . . -.. . . : . . . . .. , ,

1• The Latin American states chosén for °both Coùncils were agreed uponby the Latin .' roup w and :supported -by the Big . Five : The , -same is true bf theArab 1epresentation. The 'great power slate for the Secu ri ty Council was ana 1, eed one and was adopted by the Assembly with the substitution of Austra-lia for Canada, The greà
tslate powers' had reached complete agreement on the

for the Economic :and Social Council -except that the Russians success-
fully supported Yugoslavia instead of New Zealand. Before agreement on theelections was reached amongvarious the regional ::groups _ and , among, the- Big Tive

b~rgains were made ,;for future application of all of which we may-, not

econd Part , of the -First- Session of the Genèral Assembly
,_- • . _ i „ . . ,- . ~ .. . . . . . . . . . .



yet be aware. Some of these bargains are expecied -U.) be completed in the 
elections this autumn, and these are referred to below in discussing the 
candidates. 

12. Regionalism, 'combined with rotation of seats among the states mem-
bers of the regional groups, is particularly dangerous to the success of the 
U.N. as well as being contrary, so far as the Security Council is concerned, 
to the express provisions of the Charter. It has already resulted in Syria being 
chosen as the Middle Eastern candidate for the Security Council, and in 
Colombia being the Latin American candidate for the Mexican seat. Both are 
states which have little military or economic force to contribute to the pres-
ervation of peace. The application of this doctrine also means that the 
Assembly is merely ratifying the decisions of regional groups. 

13. From Canada's point of view the situation is especially serious. Since 
the United States is always on the  Security Council, Canada can make no 
claim for membership on the basis of equitable geographical distribution. 
Canada belongs moreover, to no organized regional group, for the Common-
wealth does not constitute a "region".  11 Latin  America always has two seats 
on the Security Council, Western Europe one seat, Eastern Europe one seat, 
and the Middle East one seat, only one seat is left over for Canada, Australia, 
New Zealand, South Africa and India and for the other states which do not 
belong to one of the four regions. The argument will be made that that seat 

should go to a representative of the vast area lying south of China and of 
the Arab states, including South Eastern Asia, Africa, and Australasia. 

14. Both on the ground of the general interest of the U.N. and on the 
ground of Canada's special interest, the developments which are taking place 
in elections to the Councils should be resisted; in particular, the general 
acceptance of the following four Conventions would be undesirable: 

(1) the convention that the Assembly can properly disregard in elections 
to the Security Council the principle of functionalism set forth in Article 23 
of the Charter; 

(2) the convention that a state is ineligible for election to the SecuritY 
CoUncil if it  is  already a member of the Economic and Social Council; 

(3) the convention that a number of regions of the world have a right to 

be represented on the Council by a state designated by them no matter eat 
the qualifications of that state may be; and 	- 

(4) the convention that only one member of the British Commonwealt h, 
 apart from the United Kingdom, should sit on the Security Council •  

OCTOBER 1946 ELECTIONS 

15. It is desirable to leave to the delegation at the Assembly a good deal 
of freedom of action in determining what states they should support for elec: 

tions to the Councils. The succeeding paragraphs seek to indicate what wool ° 
 be a suitable result of the elections, in the light of available informatie* 
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Security Counci l

16 . At present the six non-permanent members of the Secu rity Council
are :

For two-year term . :. . . . . . . . . : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : . : :. . . . . . : . . . :. Australia

Brazil
Poland

For one-year term . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Egyp t
Mexico
Netherlands

The Assembly will elect successors to Egypt, Mexico and The Netherlands .

These states are not eligible for immediate re-election .

17. The Latin Ame rican Republics - appear to have agreed on Colombia .
The Arab states (Egypt, Syria, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, and Iraq) have agreed
on Syria and have ' secured the concurrence of Turkey and Iran. It is widely
expected that Belgium will be the candidate of the . Western European states
for the 'Succession to the seat of The Netherlands, though there may be strong
opposition to a state being a member - at ,the same time of both the Economic
and Social Council and the ,Security Council .

18 . Colombia and Syria have asked us to .support their election and have
been told that, while the Canadian Government will give sympathetic con-
sideration to their request, the Government does not commit itself in advance
to suppo rt any particular state seeking election to an organ of. the U.N .

19 . The United Kingdom Government is understood to have decided to
suppo rt the election of Colombia and Belgium unless new . considerations
ari se before the election. Their support of Belgium , is conditional upon. there
not being a strong - move . to prevent a country from being at the same time a
member of both the Security Council and the Economic and . Social Council.
The United Kingdom is inclined to accept the inevitability of a Middle Easternrepresentative ; while they would have preferred Iraq or Turkey, they have
decided to support Syria since it is the choice of the other Arab states . The
preliminary slate of the State Department in Washington is exactly the same
as that of the United Kingdom . The State Department disagrees with the
view that the Middle ` East ~as a region should not necessarily be represented
on the Security Council. They also would have preferred Turkey, but they
have been informed that Turkey does not wish to stand for election. They are
of the opinion that the pattern of geographical .,representation ..set by the
original elections to the Security Council was a good one .. _ . . :

20. It is inevitable, in view of the large Latin Americ an vote in the Assem-
bly, that the Latin American Republics can successfully insist on the election
of a respectable Latin American state at each annual election . Colombia, is
respectable enough, and . there would be no point in opposing its election.:

21• We would be serving neither our own immediate :,interests nor the
interests of the U .N. if we were to give support -to the view that membership
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in one Council disqualifies a state, other  than  one of the 'Big Five, frOm 
membership in the other Council. This would mearr-that Canada would be 
ineligible for membership in the Security Council until its terrn on the Econ-
omic and Social Council expires in January 1949 (i.e., Canada could not 
be elected until September 1948). By limiting the choice of candidates for 
the Councils it would weaken the Councils. The Canadian delegation might 
therefore oppose any movement which may develop in the Assembly to dis-
qualify Belgium for membership on the Security Council because of its mem-
bership on the Economic and Social Council. 

22. Syria, next to the Lebanon, is the weakest candidate which the Arab 
states could put up for membership on the Security Council. It is weak not 
only in military power but in the calibre of the representatives it sends to 
international meetings. Thus the present might be a propitious time on which 
to oppose the principle that the Middle East has not _only a right to be 
permanently represented  on  the Council but a right to be represented by 
whichever Middle Eastern state it designates. Since no Middle Eastern state 
which fulfills the first criterion of Article 23 is a candidate for the Security 
Council, support might well be given to another candidate, such as India, 
if India is ready to stand. India is potentially the strongest state in Asia oûtside 
of the Soviet Union and China, and it now controls its own-foreign policy. 

Economic and Social Council. 

23. In October 1946, six members will be elected to the Economic and 
Social Council. The memberships  of the 'following will terininate but they 
would be eligible for immediate re-election: 

North America 	 , 	  United States 
Latin America    Colombia 

- 	 Eastern Europe 	  Ukraine 
Yugoslavia 

Western Europe 	 ' 	  Greece 
Middle East 	  Lebanon 

The continuing members of the Economic and Social Council will be: 
For two more years: Belgium, Canada, Chile, China, France, Pertr, 

For one more year: Cuba, Czechoslovakia, India, Norway, U.S.S.R.' 
United Kingdom. 

24. Turkey, Mexico, Egypt and the Lebanon have_ asked us to suPPet 
 tlaeir election and have been given the usual reply. The United States naturally 

expects to be re-elected, and there is no doubt that the United States ought 

to be and will be re-elected. 
25. The successor to Colombia is likely to be either Uruguay or Mexle 

Both the United Kingdom and the United States would prefer UruguaY t°  
Mexico. The reason given by the United Kingdom is that ,UruguaY 

• better understanding of European questions. We could support either, 
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Uruguay probably has sômewhàtthe better claim since, ùnless - it 'is ëlected ,
the predominantly agricultural - states of South America will not be represented`
on the Council.

26 . New Zealand tied ` with Yûgoslavia in the elections which took plac e
in January, 1946, and withdrew in .order to break~a ' deadlock. Both the United
Kingdom and the IJnited .States intend to vote; for New Zéalând. The, Soviet
bloc may also support New Zealand, - since it is believed . that Mr.'Fraser,
secured a promise to . this effecf last January . Canada could support New
Zealand .

27. It is desirable that one member of the Soviet bloc be elected . The
United Kingdom has - agreed ' tô support- Byelorussia as successor to` the.
Ukraine. The United States will' probably support either Poland -ôr .Byelo-
russia . The Soviet Union will probably try to get - Byelorussia el ; and
also one Soviet satellite-either Yugoslavia, Poland or Czechoslovakia-and`
the attempt may succeed . The United Kingdom ~ is firmly opposed to the re-
election ofYugoslavia . It would appear that the best Eastern, European can-
didate for Canada , to silppo rt would be Poland°, .but more information pn - the

line-up is desirable before reaching :a decisio ri.
28 ., The election of.

United States ,

30
. In à Council- of eighteen members it is not unreasonable that th ehfiddle Eastern states should have one representative:- Theleld' is apparentlyfairly wide open `since the Arab bloc have' not yet agreed 'on a -candidate.

The United Kingdom and the United States will probably , suppo rt Turkey,
and Turkey would seem to be the best fitted of the Middle Easternstates .
we could therefore support Turkey, ~ with - Egyptàs an alternative choice .

31 . The - Canadian: contention has been that . over -half of ."the eighteen
members of the Council should always :be .drawn from thé. :dozen or so states

vote, we could switch to Denmark or Sweden.
lands on theï first ballots . If it is unable to secure the-'necessary two-third s

29 . The - N etherlands . is one of the, states -of major economic importance.
It probably rankswith i Canada immediately:after the United States ; the United
Kingdom, the U.S :S .R.India . and France .: Of these ::states The Netherlands is
the only one which is not now a member of the Council : The United States
is prepared to vote for The Netherlands or Denmark: The . United Kingdom
would like to see The Netherlands elected, but be lieves. .that the Soviet Union
would be unlikely to support The Netherlands and might , be prepared to com-
Promise by supporting Denmark or Sweden. In, view of the very strong claims
of The Netherlands for election - to the Council; we might support The Nether-

would leave two seats to be ' filled.

Uruguay or Mexico
New Zealand

Poland, Byelorussia, CzechosIovakïâ or Yugoslavia



of chief economic importance, some of which should be steadily re-elected. 
Otherwise the Council will not be able to discharge its duties effectively. It 
is therefore desirable that the Assembly should as soon as possible establish 
the precedent of immediately re-electing a state which, though of major 
e,conomic importance, is not one of the great powers. The October session 
of the Assembly does not, however, provide an opportunity for creating this 
precedent, as none of the retiring members except the United States is an 
important enough state to warrant re-election. 

Trusteeship Council. 

32. It is possible that a sufficient number of trusteeship agreements may 
be approved  by the General .Assembly to permit the creation of a Trusteeship 
Council composed not only of the minimum of six non-elected members 
required under Article 86 of the Charter but also additional members, includ-
ing perhaps two members elected for three-year terms. If ail  trusteeship 
agreements now in preparation are approved, the Trusteeship Council will be 
composed as follows—including, as will be seen, the five great powers 
(which will have permanent seats) and providing a membership equally 
divided between trustee and non-trustee states: 

Administering Authorities 	 Non-Administering 
United Kingdom 	 United States 
France 	 U.S.S.R. 
13elgium 	 China 
Australia 	 Two elected members 
New Zealand 

• 33. Should the election of temporary members be necessary, some thoug,ht 

should be given to the general balance of interests in the Trusteeship Council. 
The Permanent Mandates Commission of the League was composed, in the 
early thirties, as follows: 
• Nationals of mandatory powers 	  4 

Nationals of colonial powers holding no League 
mandates" 	  4 

• Nationals of states having no dependents 	 3 
.•■•• 

Total 	  11 

34. In the Trusteeship Council the eight permanent seats would at first be 
divided as follows: 	 •  

States administering trust territories (United Kingdom, 
France, Belgium, Australia, New Zealand) 	 5 

Colonial powers not acting as United Nations trustees 
(United States)  	1 

Great powers presenting themselves as champions of 
inhabitants of trust territories (U.S.S.R. and 
China)   •  2 



35 . . To _ establish, a . proper balance in . the'Trusteeship Council`= thé' claims
of the second category : should .be considered. The Executive Committee ofthe Preparatory. Commission . recommended- the election of The Netherlands(a state : in the . second 'category) for a three-year. term because of its long
experience in dealing with dependent territories . If The Netherlands were to
name Baron van Asbeck as its representative on the Trusteeship Council
the Council would also benefit by the presence during its . formative years- of
a man who was an active member of the Permanent Mandates Commission
and who has had valuable expe rience in the technique of examining the
annual reports of mandatory powers . It cannot be assumed, however, that
Baron van Asbeck would be named to the post, and it is possible that the
situation in the Netherlands East Indies might make it desirable to supportanother Western European state in place of The Netherlands . The Canadiandelegation might support the candidacy of Denmark or Sweden, either as a
substitute for The Netherlands or as a second Western European member .
This would give the Trusteeship Council at least one "neu tral" voice. If theLatin American states should pres s for . a seat on the Trusteeship Council,Brazil would probably have the most to contribute in the role of a second"neutral" member.

36. If there is ' a s trong - demand to have in the Trusteeship Council onemember directly representin abeen reco g people whose independence has recentlygn
.ized, the Canadian preference might be for India, Iraq, or Egypt .There will, however, be three B ritish Commonwealth countries on theCouncil in any event and India's name should not be proposed unless there isa reasonable certainty that it would not be defeated. It would be unfortunateif India were defeated in an election so soon after , the inauguration of theInterim Government. L pp• .15-18 ]• . .

THE CANADIAN ATTITUDE ,

durin
g 24. No very strong position was taken by Canada on the veto questionthe San Francisco Conference. Although the Canadian delegationwas against the application of the veto power to the peaceful settlementprovisions of the Cha rter and therefore supported the original AustralianaRlendment,

world it felt that the veto was not too highorga~zation .
'a price to pay for a

sAonsorin When it became clear that the joint statement of the -
of C O g Powers interpreting the Yalta formula was the greatest measure

mpronuse obtainable, the Canadian delegation abstained from voting
on amendments to the text.25 .

Canada shared the desire of the majority of middle and smaller powers
~ at a more flexible procedure be adopted to amend the Charter ~d6~ng not to oppose ~ mvain) that

the Yalta formula, clung to the hope, which provedthe, veto power might be removed from the amending process.



The assurances of the great-powers' that : :the -veto" would: ; be' used ' with a
sense of responsibili ty and the consideration That the importance of formal
voting azrangements for the Council . was . possibly exaggerated appeared to
the! Canadian delegation at the time to justify their decision not to oppos e
the: -Yalta formula.

26. The hope that the veto would be used sparingly continued to be hel d
when the General Assembly met in . London in January 1946; and was voiced
by the Chairman of the Canadian delegation in his speech before the plena ry
session of the Assembly. In defending Canada's , agreement- to the veto
right of the great powers on most important matters, the Canadian delegate -
asked whether the Charter itself was not a ' firm. pledge, on 4hich all the
nations could imp licitly rely, that the great powers would use their priv-
ileged position only as a sacred trust for the whole of ma.nkind: So far
events seem to have given a negative answer to this question .

27. Although it . seems clear, to all observers of the problem that no
substantial progress can be made toward restoring to the Security Council

its primary function of . inaintaining. international peace and , security until
someï means is found . ,.of . avoiding unwarranted use of the veto, it is doubtfal
whether any one of the Big Three is actuall .y wi lling to curtail ; the -veto

power.

.28 . The_ U.S .S .R., of _ course, . can be expected- to .: use all available means
to , prevent any modification of the :voting Iormula. When Mr. Najera of
Mexico spoke to .the Security _Council , at : thë: : end, of his, term as ; President,
he mentioned the growing pub lic opinion in favour of. revising the ' Charter

in order to prevent the veto being extended to cases which do not rea lly
merit so drastic a measure . - The, Soviet delegate replied bluntly that any
hopes that - Mr. Najera might have of - achieving important; results from
his statement were doomed_ to disappointment . Moscow has offi cially . de-

scribed the veto as a safeguard to prevent the U.N. from being used to
"isolate" socialist countries and it appears . fairly certain that the Soviet

Union relies upon this power to .restore the voting . balance in the organiza

tion in its favour. -
29: Although the use of: the veto - to date -has always been agal~t

measures of which the United States- and the 'United Kingdom were ~

favour, it is far from likely . that these states would be willing to forego

the veto privilege at present if they considered , their vital interests threat•
ened by a majority ` of the .- Security Council. ' However, the- United States
plan for an Atomic Development Authori ty, as proposed by Mr. Baruch,

recognizes the - impracticabili ty - of seeking to create an effective , interna-

tional security system unless the veto is eliminated . This plan, dealing

as it does not only. with the elimination of atomic warfare but of W
af

itself, includes as . an - essential and central • feature : the doctrine that opera-
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don of the Atomic Development Authority must not be rendered ineffec-
tive by the right of any single state to block its action. Hence it proposes 
to take the control of atomic energy out of the hands of the Security 
Council, a proposal which has been countered by the equally .  strong Soviet 
insistence that the jurisdiction of the Council should cover atomic energy 
matters. .- 

30.The Canadian Government has supported the United States position. 
In this statement to the House of Commons on December 17, 1945, con-
cerning the Washington Declaration on Atomic Energy, the Prime Minister 
said: 

As political problems affecting the relations of govenunents, the solution of the 
problems presented by atomic energy must be sought in the realm of world politics. 
The more deeply one ponders the problems with which  our wodd is confronted in 
the light of the implications of atomic energy, the harder it is to see a solution in 
anything short of some surrender of national sovereignty. With a limited surrender 
of national sovereignty, there must be instituted some form of world govenunent 
restricted, at least at the outset, to matters pertaining to the prevention of war and 
the maintenance of international security. 

He went on to say that the U.N., as at present constituted, was not a suffi-
cient answer to the present problems of peace  and  security and that the 
nations must not delay too long in welcoming "a measure of world sovereignty 
sufficiently effective to maintain inte rnational security and to end all pos-
sibility of war." 

31.In what has been written above, there has been out lined the develop-
ment of the veto question up to the present time. It does not seem likely 
that the discussions on the veto at the Assembly will brin much in the way 
of results. It would be naïve to suppose that the, Charter would work 
smoothly if the veto provisions were wholly removed—and such a decision 
is out of the question in present conditions. An international  organization 
with effective executive powers to enforce decisions could never be based on 
a voting arrangement in which each state counted as one and no state  as  
more than one. The veto is ,a crude device intended to -ensure in some 
measure that the influende of a greàt power in the organization should done-
sPond to its importance in the world. As the Canadian delegation. conitantly 
pointed out at San Francisco, it was illogical to single oui five powers only 
for this special treatment, and to leave all the rest in the same position under 
the Charter, so that The Netherlands or Brazil or Canada have no more rights 
in the organization than Liberia or Haiti or Byelorussia. The conception that 
the relative importance of states should be reflected in the Constitution of the . 
U.N. has been recognized in the Charter only by the special place accorded 
the permanent members of the Security Council (including both their 
1?enno  anent tenue and their veto right) and in the injunction to the Assembly 
I pay due regard to relative contribution in selecting the non-permanent 
members of the Security Council'. 

32.If an effort to remove the veto now from the Charter were to succeed 
it would destroy the U.N. If it proves possible later to improve these provi- 
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sions of the Charter, improvement will come,  not  from the simple removal of 
the veto power, but from the  • development in its place of some more effec-
tive and acceptable method of making the constitutional authority of the 
Member states inside the organization correspond more closely to their 
authority in international affairs. 

33. This does not mean that it would not be useful to strive now for a 
limitation of the veto. The Canadian delegation, like many other delegations 
at San. Francisco, swallowed the veto only after it had been sugar-coated by 
the assurances of the great powers that their special voting position would be 
used  with  a sense of  •responsibility and consideration for the interests of 
smaller states, and that therefore the veto would be used sparingly. The 
Canadian delegation also trusted that in due course the decisions of the 
Council might build up a kind of common law which would eventually be 
incorporated in the Charter itself, and that in this wa.y more satisfactory 
procedures might come to be established. 

34. The veto has not been used sparingly and the decisions of the Council 
have built up a bad common law, not a good common law. The Assembly 
cannot correct this development by legislation. The most it could do is to 
make more difficult the irresponsible use of the veto. It might, for example, 
adopt in formal terms, a statement of what the Assembly considers to be 
the legitimate use of the veto under the present terms of the Charter. It 
might also express the hope that in the near future the veto should be 
restricted, by amendment of the Charter, to the one question of the applica-
tion of sanctions instead of extending, as it does now, to a whole host of 
questions,  including peaceful settlement, the nomination of the Secretary-
General and the admission of new members. [pp. 31-33] 
• • 

MILITARY STAFF COMMITTEE 
• • • 

9. The Assembly is constitutionally competent to discuss the work of the 
Military Staff Committee since, under Article 10, it may discuss  •anY 
questions or any matters relating to the powers and functions of anY 
organs provided for in the Charter and may make reccemmendations W 
the Security Council on such questions or matters. It is difficult at present, 
however, to forecast what kind of discussion could usefully take place in 
the Assembly on the work of the Military Staff Committee. 

10. In any discussion in the Assembly on the work of the Coraraittee 

Canada might well emphasize that, though the Committee is the sPecial 

responsibility of the great powers, it is not their exclusive concern. Elle 
sis might also be given to the right which other members of the 1.1.N. 

have to be associated with the Committee under Article 47:2 of the 

Charter, and that this right must not be curtailed by the use of en 
 individual great power veto. While recognizing that the members of the secer.,e' 

tariat of the Committee will be charged, if the Committee does any Ilse' 
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work, with dealing with highly: confidential material, the Canadian delega=
tion might : urge that the secretanat of the Committee should fon.n part ofthe Secretariat of the U.N. in accordance with Article 97. The delegation
might also seek for information on the steps which the Military Staff Com-
mittee and the Security Council have - taken on the order given in the
Charter that the special agreements under Article 43 "shall be negotiated as
soon as possible on the initiative of the Security Council" . [p . 38 ]

INDIA'S COMPLAINT ABOUT SOUTH AFRICA

ATTITUDE OF CANADIAN DELEGATION -

29. Too
. broad an interpretation of the domestic jurisdiction reservationis not in the interests of the U.N. If the reservation is given a very broadinterpretation, any member of the . Assembly could veto discussion -by the

Assembly of a wide range of matters of great international importance .
The reservation is in fact one of several "jokers" in the Charter which
could be used to justify violations of many of the declared purposes andPrinciples of the U.N. A refusal to consider the ` substance of India's com-plaint by taking refuge behind this clause of the Charter would leave - thefield to the Soviet Union 'in this round of the battle which is now being wagedbetween the Soviet Union and the'' Western world for the sympathies of
coloured and colonial peoples of the world .

30
. The issue presented by - his complaint is an embarrassing one, es-pecially for the delegations . from- Commonwealth countries. The happiestsolution would be an agreement between . India and , South Africa to settle

the dispute by direct negotiation, and thus to remove it from the z endaeither before or as a result . of - a discussion in committee. > There can be little
doubt that the Indian Government has grounds for complaining over the
treatment in South Africa of persons of Indian race, and they have resortedto the U.N . only after having failed to secure satisfaction by negotiation .
On the side of South Africa it can be argued the Indian complaintto matters within their domestic ju risdiction . Their restrictions on the owners
ship of land by Indians, however much they may depart from the u ose
of the Charter quoted in paragraph 22, are analogous to some of the re-
strictions _imposed on Asiatics in British Columbia and are caused, of
course, by the same racial feelings .31 .

Unless the issue is withdrawn from discussion, the Canadian dele a-tion 4 likely to have to take some delicate decisions. In so far as the
lndian complaint alleges a violation of an inter-governmental agreement onthe part

of the South African Government, it would be difficult to maintain
thet domesti

c this part
at least of the complaint is ultra vires of the Assembly under
jurisdiction - clause. The best course for ; the delegation isana ably to seek to -exercise a moderating influence both behind the scenesin discussion ; and to . try , to persuade both pa rties that they are likely
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to go further and fare better if they refrain from precipitating a battle of a 
nature admirably designed to serve the interests of the Soviet bloc rather 
than their own. [p. 57] . 

SPAIN 

CANADIAN INTERESTS 

28. The United Kingdom Government have kept us fully informed of their 
policy and of their exchanges of views with the other great powers. They 
have not requested our comment an.d we have offered none. Canada voted 
for the resolution on Spain adopted at the San Francisco Conference on 
June 19, 1945, and for the similar resolution adopted by the General Assem-
bly on February 11, 1946. The Canadian Government is thus on record as 
favouring the removal of Franco. 

29. Canada has no diplomatic mission in Spain although there is a Spanish 
Consul General in Montreal. In September 1945, the Spanish Government 
through the Duke of Alba, the then Spanish Ambassador to the United 
Kingdom, approached the Acting Canadian High Commissioner (Mr. Hudd) 
in London on the question of raising the Spanish Consulate General in 
Montreal to be a Legation in Ottawa, stating that the Spanish Government 
would welcome an exchange of diplomatic missions. On October 27 the Act-
ing Ilgh Commissioner informed the Spanish Chargé d'Affaires in London 
that the Canadian Government was not prepared to receive a diplomatic 
mission from the present Spanish Government and that this decision was 
based on grounds of general policy. 

30. Recently the Canadian Government has appointed Mr. L. S. Glass 
as Acting Consul General and Trade Commissioner in Lisbon. Mr. Glass 
was  also nam.ed Trade Commissioner ,for Canada in Spain. The Spanish Gov- 
ernment requeSted that, in addition to being named Trade  Commission
Mr. Glass should be designated Canadian Consul General in Spain. This 
request was refused by the Canadian Government. 

31. In July 1946 informal approaches were again made by the Spanish 
Government. They were informed that there had been no change in Canadian 
policy, i.e., Canada was not prepared to exchange diplomatic missions With 
the present Spanish Government or to appoint a Canadian Consul General 
in Spain. 

32. Canadian trade with Spain ha,s not been a large factor in our external 
trade. In 1945 the value of this trade was as follows: 

Imports from Spain to Canada 	 $4,353,475; 
- 	Exports to Spain 	  $ 991,587. 

In 1935, the last'"normar year, the 'figures were: 
Imports 	  $1,374,755; 
Exports 	  $2,626,984., 

NATIONS UNIES 
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33 . As Canada has -no direct , diplomatic' relations , with Spain, " the ,questionof withdrawing Canadian representatives does not- arise . :Canada's interest 'in
the Spanish problem derives, therefore, from our general interest in the peace-
ful adjustment of an explosive international situation . [pp. 63-64]

CO-OPERATION BETWEEN
THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL AND

THE TRUSTEESHIP-_ COUNCIL

CANADIAN ATTITUD E6 . The Canadian delegation at San Francisco welcomed . the decision ofthe five powers to recommend the creation of a Trusteeship Councü `as oneof the principal organs of the U.N. instead of setting up . a trasteeship com-
mission subsidiary to the Economic and Social Council, which had been theoriginal plan of the United Kingdom delegation. It was felt that the body
which supervised the administration of trust territories should report to thefull

General Assembly rather than to a body composed of only 18 members .
At the coming session of the General Assembly, however, the Canadian
delegation could , support any arrangements which will facilitate close and .smooth working relations between the Trusteeship Council and the Economicand Social Council .7 . In all discussions of the - work, which the Economic and' Socialmay do for dependent peoples it is important to d.istin Çounci

l
the three classifications into which such peoples are divided.le~é

between
inhabitants of trust territories, and for the welfare of all' such peoples tlieTrusteeship Co uncil will assume a special responsibi lity . 'The second ate o 'ofde pendent rypendent peoples, referred to in 'Chapter -XI of the Charter, are inhabi-tants o f °

non=self governing terrntories outside the trusteeship system
. Theco=ordination of reports on the 'welfare of thé people of these isterritoriesof the Secretary-General, who . is expected to

.
rely on the Economi cand Social Councü and the specialized agencies for advice onoc

and assistance in
making the` provisions -of Chapter XI of the Charter effective.
found

The third
~oup , of non-self-governin eo les in

c within the borders of sovereign states No reportsu oncelrnin the development of these gand Eski peOples are required by the U.N. Unenfranchised Indi an smos of Canada fa ll within this category, ` as do unenfranchisedlndians, Eskimos and Negroes in, the United Populationof Algeria and special groups in several other co
majority of the

clud~ng those untries, not ex-
which have a Soviet form ofnot menti government . These groups are

oned in Cha me under th e pters XI, XII or XIII but coof paragraph 3 of Article 1 of the Charter.
provisions

9• A United Kingdom delegate pointed out during the first ar
t Fl~t Session of the,General Assembl that thework p of the

Social ~ouncil ~ y of the Economic and, the I;L.O . .and :the specialized agencies would largely depend
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on. the building up of standards of health, labour, nutrition and education 
and the economic and agricultural development of non-self-goveming peoples 
within the boundaries of sovereign states as well as in colonial dependencies. 
Accordingly, although it is not likely that any firm decision can be made in 
the Economic and Social Council regarding assistance to be given the 
Trusteeship Council before the latter has begun to function, the Canadian 
delegation should not feel that there need be any delay in considering the 
means by which the Economic and Social Council itself can aid dependent 
peoples in the second and third categories mentioned above. [pp. 75-76] 

AGREEMENTS WITH SPECIALIZED AGENCIES 

POLICY OF CANADIAN DELEGATION 
21. It seems that the Economic and Social Council will present to the 

Assembly not "concluded" but "draft" agreements. At the Second Session 
of the Economic and Social Council, Canada supported the Soviet line that 
the agreement with the ILO spelled out in too great detail such matters 
of procedure as exchanges of documents, etc. (see Para. 8). While we would 
not be debarred from raising the issue again at the Assembly (in so far as 
all the agreements are concerned), it may be unwise to reopen the issue at 
the Assembly because it might result in a time-consuming argument in view 
of Mudaliar's attitude in the Council. To raise the issue in relation to the 
ILO  .agreement might be particularly unwise since it might provide the Soviet 
Union with an occasion for reviving the debate on the questions of princiPle 
involved in bringing the MO into relation with the U.N. On the other  band, 
these agreements may set a pattern for future agreements and it is clearlY 
undesirable to put too much detail (which will require amendment) in a basic 
document of this nature. Consequently the Canadian delegation should strive 
for a simplification of the agreements if this can be accomplished without 
long debate and a postponement of the conclusion of the agreements. 

22. The proposais submitted by the Bank' (Para. 19 above) do not 
seem to meet the requirements of Articles 57 and 63 of the Charter sine 
they would not result in bringing the Bank into relationship with the U.N. 
in any real sense. An effort shoùld therefore be made to persuade the Bank 
to accept a compromise between their proposals and the kind of agreement 
negotiated with the ILO, FAO, and UNESCO. This compromise might be 
classed an "interim" agreement. It would certainly be less detailed tien the, 

ial other agreements but it should not be meaningless. The Economic and Soc 
Council could be instructed by the Assembly to continue its negotiations_ 
with the Bank in an effort to bring down an agreement at the. 1941 

 As s embly. • 

Banque internationale pour la reconstruc- 	l'International Bank for Reconstruction an 
tion et le développement. 	 Development. 

NATIONS UNIES 
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• 23. The 'question of relations in budgetary matters is covered by Article 
17(3) of the Charter which states that the Assembly 

(a) shall consider and approve any financial and budgetary arrangements with 
specialized agencies ... and 

(b) shall examine the administrative budget of such specialized agencies with a 
view to making recommendations to the agencies concerned. 

24. The Preparatory Commission was of the opinion that it was not in-
tended that these provisions should confer on the Assembly power to control 
the policies of the specialized agencies, but that their purpose was to en-
courage and develop a large measure of fiscal and administrative co-ordina- 
tion "in the interest of greater efficiency and economy in operation for the 
entire structure composed of the U.N. and of the specialized agencies related 
to it." The Preparatory Commission went on to say: 

Each specialized agency would benefit from a close scrutiny by the General 
Assembly of the administrative budgets of all such agencies. Member Governments 
required to share the increasing costs of international organizations would be assured 
that precautions had been taken against avoidable duplication of effort and ex-
pense. The first part of paragraph 3 of Article 17 envisages varying degrees of 
relationship, from complete financial integration downwards, and the second part ... 
the minimum degree of relationship which should be included in the agreements 
with the specialized agencies. 

25. The Canadian delegations to the Economic and Social Council and 
the Assembly should press for the effective carrying out of the second part 
so that the Canadian parliament and people can be assured that we have done 
all we can to ensure economy and effective control of the expenditures of 
international organizations of which Canada is a member. [pp. 96-97] 

ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL 

• • 
14. If, therefore, the subject of W.F.T.U. participation in the U.N. is 

again raised at the October Assembly,  as the Soviet delegate has indicated 
it will be, the resulting debate — whatever the final decision — is almost 
inevitably calculated to be a propaganda victory for the Soviet Govemm.ent 
and a propaganda defeat for the Western democracies. 

15.Apart from the possibility that  a proposal may be made to alter and 
extend the existing provision for consultation with the W.F.T.U., it is pos-
sible that the Soviet Govemment may directly or indirectly put forward re-
quests at the coming Assembly for participation by certain. non-govenunen-tarinternational bodies with claims to represent very significant international 
groups. There has been evidence of particular Soviet or Communist party 
interest and influence in an international youth organization and an interna-
tional women's organization, and in plans for creating a world association of 
scientists. The intended constituent body in Canada of the latter  is  the 
Canadian Association of Scientific Workers, the Executive of which, accord- 
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ing to the recent repo rt of the, Royal- Commission on Espionage,.: was, com-

posed in large pa rt of secret Communists most of whose names also figured
in the espionage documents of the Soviet Mi litary Attaché's Office .

16 . In general, while the encouragement of genuinely rèpresentative inter-
national non-governmental organizations ' is ' obviously desirable; it will
probably be wise to scrutinize very carefu lly the châracter ' ànd credentials of

all non-governmental . bodies seeking special' recognition or faci lities from

the U.N.

.17. If the question of still more extensive provisions for participation in
, 1 raised,the U.N. for the W.F.T.U. * or other non-govèrnniental bodies is a

and' if the Canadian delegation decides to oppose this, it may be considered

desirable to base this opposition on grounds more explicit and - more forward-
looking than most of the * grounds put forward hitherto : , The following con-

sidera tion may be helpful:

18 . Canada would welcome : propôsals câlcüh.ted to -associate the peoples

of the ' world more ' directly with the activities of . the U.N. and would not

be opposed to such changes in the Charter ,as may be found necessary to meet

new needs in a changing world (see in this connection Mr . . St . Laurent's

speech to the Assembly in
. January 1946, and the P rime Minister's speech in

the House of Commons on December 17, 1945, on the Atomic Resolution) .

The direction in which Canada would wish to see the U .N. develop is towards

an effective world authority with an Assembly representative of the peoples
of the world . se-

19 . Proposals to increase . the special representation in the U.N .
of thelected interest groups on a . corporative basis would_ï appear to lay

foundation for an evolution in a very difEerent direction . An analogous
proposal in the , national field would involve constitutional representation of

occupational groups as such in national legislatures . This was typical of the

fascist so-called "corporative state." The use which the Nazis made of func'

tiona.l organizations in the development of - fascist "fifth columns" Will also
not be forgotten . There is always some danger, in special formal recognitio

n by the U.N. of non-governmental bodies ; . of encouraging the growth o f

propaganda pressure groups, which would offer tempting prizes to the sur-

reptitious growth of tota litarian machine controls . -

20. The U.N. must be careful to avoid being put in the impossible position
of having to assess competing claims and to scrutinize the credent'ials aild
representative character of private organizations claiming to represent various
sections of the world's population . There are not agreed standards for com-

parin .g the membership figures of these private organizations or forrde of ~
ing their representative character or the representative charact e

delegates . Such assessment and such scrutiny could not be carried out

effectively as it would inevitably involve trespassing on the domestâcf~~e

of Member states ., The problem of establishing satisfactory criten
admission of states to membership in the - U:N. is . difficult : and the scrut'lly
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of the credentials àf representatives of states can raise embarrassing questions 
but • these difficulties and embarrassments are . ' not  as great as those which 
would arise in the case of non-govermnental organizations. 

21. While therefore recognizing that non-governmental functional organi-
zations have a useful role to play in international life and that consultation 
with them will from time to time be desirable for appropriate specialized 
organs of the U.N., it seems desirable that caution should be exercised in 
this matter. It is clearly essential that the right of speaking or voting in major 
U.N. organs should in principle be reserved for the official representatives of 
peoples organized on a geographic basis, that is, in the well-recognized 
democratic manner. And while the Economic and Social Council should be 
free at all tinies to consult non-governmental organations, as provided under 
Article 71 of the Charter, ii should not be unduly fettered in advance or 
bound to permanent consultation on any too rigid basis with particular 
non-governmental bodies. [pp. 102-103] 
• 	• • 

REFUGEES 

FINANCIAL PROVISIONS: CANADIAN VIEW 
14.Throughout these discussions  the  Canadian Govermrtent has urged a 

solution of the refugee problem on the basis Of as wide a naeasure of 'inter-
national co-operation as could be secured. Canadian : delegations have taken 
part in the deliberations of all the conferences at which the subject was 
considered during the year 1946, and in these gatherings and in 'public 
statements elsewhere, the Canadian Government has stated that Canada 
would be prepared to support an international body for the solution of the 
refugee problem. The constructive role played by Canadian • delegations in 
these conferences, particularly .by Mr. J. G. Turgeon, the Canadian delegate 
to the Special Committee, was indicated by the electiOn of Mr. Turgeon to 
the chairmanship of the Committee on the Finances of the International 
Refugee Organization which met in London during July. 

15.In practical terms Canadian support for a refugee organization will 
mean the provision of funds and the acceptance of refugees for resettlement 
in Canada. The expenditure of the International Refugee Organization for 
1947, as estimated by the Econom.  ic and Social Council, is $160,850,000; 
$4,800,000 for administrative expenses; $151,050,000 for Part 1 of opera-
tional expenses (i.e., for operations other than resettlement); and $5,000,000 
for Part 2 of operational expenses (i.e., for resettlement). 

16.The major item in the budget is for the care and maintenance of dis-
placed persons in camps. This item is based on an optimistic estimate that 

the year 1947 the number of displaced persons will be greatly reduced 
tra  om the present figure of 830,000, this reduction being due to  normal  shrink-
ge and individual departures as well as to organized emigration, repatriation and re-establishnient. 
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17 . The scale of contributions provisionally , proposed by the Committee

on .Finances called for a Canadian cont ribution of 4 .362% of the adminis-

trative expenses and 4% of the operational , expenses . (These estimates are

not binding on the Governments represented on the Committee .) The Cana-

dian contribution for the year 1947 under this scale would thus amount to

about $6,500,000 .

18 . The suggested percentage scales of contributions for the other principal

states are :
Pa rt 1

Operational Administrative

United States . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 43 24.614

United Kingdom 15 14 .771. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

U.S .S .R. . .. 6.00 6.892

France . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3.20 5.602

China 1.75 6.40 0

Australia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.50 2.875
Argentina . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.65 2.98 3

India . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 4.39 1

. . . .. 2 2.983Brazil . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
South Africa 2 1.989. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

19. In assessing the scale for Part 1 of the operational budget, the Com-
mittee adopted the basis of the UNRRA administrative scale, with adjust-

ments for two factors : relative national and . per capita income; and th e

exceptionally difficult financial situation of states formerly under enemy occu-

pation. This seale was adopted on the understanding that it should be

reconsidered in the light of the decision of the General Assembly on th
e

report of its standing Committee on Contributions .

20. The scale for Part 2 of the operational budget (i.e . resettlement) is

generally based on the same scale as Part 1 . The Committee decided that

should be
countries of origin of displaced persons (i .e., the Slav states.)

assessed a purely nominal contribution of OS % of the budget . Even this

proposal was not acceptable to the Soviet, Po lish and French delegatesbaw o

conted that contributions for resettlement should be on a valuntar y

21. The scale of contributions for the administrative budget was cdomof le
on the basis of the scale of advances to the Working Capital Fun .

U.N. This scale was also adopted subject to the report .of the General

Assembly's Standing Committee on Contributions . , , Pro '
22. There have been complaints from a number of states that t~trava-

visional budget of the International Refugee Organization is far tO°.n11on ha s
gant and that the scale of contributions is not equitable . The oP

also been expressed that the organization is too unwieldy in its present for
m

to th '-23. The Canadian Government has made reservations with regard
for ~oâ~d ~e

suggested Canadian financial contribution. The main reason
the proposed relationship between the contributions of Canada

States . Under the roposals, the ratio between the CanadianUnited Sta P
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United States contributions'is 1 to 5.-6 for administrative expenses and 1 to 
10 for operational and resettlement expenses. The ratio between the popula-
tions of the two countries is 1 to 12 and the ratio of national incomes is 1 to 
16 or 17. It would thus appear that Canada is being asked to bear a dispro-
portionate share of the financial burden, and this disparity is of considerable 
importance in view of the size of the total budget. 

24. The Cana,dian Government, however, did not press its objections to 
the scale of financial contributions during the discussions at the Third Ses-
sion of the Economic and Social Council. It wished to avoid a bitter and pro-. 
tracted debate on finances which would give an opening to those who 
wished to see the organization fail. Moreover, the position of the Canadian 
Government was protected  by  the provision in the report of the Committee 
on Finances that the scales  of contributions for both the operational and 
the administrative expenses .should be reconsidered in the light of the 
report of the Standing Committee" on Contributions as accepted by the 
General Assembly. The Canadian delegation to the Third Session of the 
Economic and Social Council was therefore content to reserve Canada's 
position on the scale and amount of the financial  contributions,  while at the 
same tirne insisting on the necessity of establishing adequate budgetary con-
trol and accounting responsibility. 

25. It is undesirable that a delaY in settling the basis of contributions 
should delay the establishment and functioning of the  • organization. More-
over, some working capital vvill be necessary If the organization is to com-
mence operations. Consequently, the Canadian delegation to the Economic 
and Social Council was instructed to support any reasonable arrangement 
that might be put forward for the intérim  financing of the organization  •  pend-
mg  the final decision on the scale of contributions. It was understood, of 
course, that this interim financing, whether it takes the form of a working 
capital fund or otherwise, should not be considered a precedent nor pre-
judice in any way the basis of contributions to be ultimately decided upon. 
One suggestion which was considered by the Canadian authorities, but re-
jected, was that states which accept refugees and assist them in becoming 
established should be credited with a certain amount per head against their 
contribution to the International Refugee Organization. The disadvantage 
cf this proposal is that it is unlikely that it would influence to any significant 
extent the immigration policy of the various states which may take refugees, 
while on the other hand such an allowance would upset the budget of the 
1.19. and make even more difficult the problem of financing as a whole. 

26.On September 17, the Canadian delegate to the Third Session of the 
Economic and Social Council, the Hon. Paul Martin, presented the Canadian 
13°Int of view on the general question of refugees. Mr. Martin pointed out that 
Canada was willing to assume its fair share of the burden of the I.R.O. but 
rpeserved the Canadian position on the scale and the amount of the Canadian 
naancial contribution. After outlining the action already taken by Canada 



with regard to the refugee problem (see below), Mr . Martin emphasized

Canada's strong opposition to the compulsory repa triation to their countries

of origin . of genuine refugees who are neither war criminals, quislings, nor

traitors ._ Subsequently Mr . Martin was appointed chairman of the Sub-Com-
mittee on Refugees which was charged with considering the draft constitution

of the I.R.O .
27. The . nature and extent of the direct . assistance which Canada should

make to the resettlement of refugees has not yet .been ' determined . Canada

has, however, already taken . some steps which have relieved the refugee prob-

lem. Some 3,500 persons . who had been granted temporary refuge in Canada

during the war were permitted ;by order-in-council in 1945 to apply for per-

manent residence . Changes were recently announced in the Canadian inimigra-

' tion regulations by which additional categories of relatives` of Canadian resi-
dents were made admissible to Canada as immigrants ; as transportation im'

: proves it is expected that a large number of people now in Europe, including

~mâny=indisplaced persons camps, will gain admission to Canada as a resultof

tliese new regûlations; and of a simplication of the passpo rt régulations, which

accompaniedthem . ; Four thousand veterans of the PoliW ,army are also bein g

;admitted for agricultural work in Canada-.on the understanding that all who

,make good will be permitted to remain in Canada . -

28 . The Canadian attitude to the suggestions that states capable of receivin g

immigrants should agree to acçept specific numbers of, refugees is - that ; the

.Ca .n.adian~ method of regulating immigration by the'definition of categories of

. persons admissible, without the imposition of nurrierical -.limitations, would

make it difficult for Canada to agree to specific quotas . Amore effective, con-

- tribution by Canada might be through the modification of-existing regulations

rather , than through participation in a plan-for the acceptance,of quotas of

refûgees . Moreover, while the simultaneous announcement by several states

that they are prepared to accept a specific' nûmber - of refugees would doubt=

less have 'a useful immediate political efféct, the practical effect might N
limited since experience has shown that many states would probably not in

'fact live up to their c.ominitments . [pp: 110-112] .

The International Emergency Food Counci l

21 . The Canadian Government_ has .co-operated fully in the work of the

Combined Food Board and will naturally continue - to support,.its successor,

the International :Emergency Food Council . Our system of centralized marke

ing through the, Canadian Wheat :Board `and the, other eontrols . ;sti ll' in '
rec-

istence 'constitute - an - exceptiônally effective means of ëarrying out the

ommendations of the Council .
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Other Means of Improving World Food Supplies and Their Distribution 

22. International allocation of cereals: Since supplies to meet the deficit 
must come chiefly from North America, and since the marketing methods,  now 
pursued in the United States are not such as to permit of firm programming 
more than a month ahead, the burden of a system of international alloca-
tion would fall chiefly on Canada. International allocation is therefore not 
favoured. The Canadian delegation might take the stand that since it is the 
countries of North America, i.e. Canada and the United States, which dispose 
of the greater part of present exportable surpluses, the close co-operation 
through the International Emergency Food Council and the monthly pro-
gramming now practised ghies fully as good results as would be obtained by 
international allocation. 

23. Increase in acreage planted. to -wheat: At the time when the 1946-1947 
crop was being put in, it was felt that any further increase in wheat acreage 
would be at the expense of coarse grains and consequently have an adverse 
effect on the other parts of the food programme such as meat and dairy pro-
duction. Wheat 'acreage nevertheless did go up from approximately 23+ to 
26 million acres, with the expected effect upon the production  of livestock 
feed. The Canadian delegation would be well advised, therefore, to emphasiie 
the wisdom of all-round planning of food production and point out the 
dangers of one-sided expansion. 

24.Increase in the  extraction" rate for flour: A somewhat se  imilar position 
exists in this case, since an increase in the extraction rate lessens the supply 
of mill feeds for livestock. Moreover, owing .  to the comparati'vely small part 
of the Canadian crop milled in Canada, an increased  extraction rate here in-
creases the world's exportable supply of flour very little. It was owing to these 
considerations that last spring, when the crisis-was at its height, the Canadian 
Government chose to cut down by 10% on  the suppliés of wheat released to 
the domestic trade rather than to 'raise the extraction rate. 
The World  Food Board 

25.If the issue should be raised again at the U.N. As,sembly, the Canadian 
delegation would do well  th stress the interest of the Canadian Government in 
the stabilization of prices and rationalization of supply and to urge the need 

early and full consideration of the best means to achieve this end. The 
world Food Board itself should be regarded as one proposal among the others 

Cu  demand examination. [pp. 115-1161 

TERMINATION OF UNRRA 

SURVEY OF GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS AND PoLiqy 
6 . The course of discussions at the UNRRA Council -meeting in GeneVa, 

d,uring August; .,àt  the  ,Food" and Agriculture  Conference  in  Copenhagen 
‘ SePternber2nd to Septeinber 16th),  in the SUb:-Commission of the EcceMiniic 
and  So'cial Cotiricil• Ori:the' ReccinStrtiCtion  of beVastated -  Areas; and in the 
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Economic and Social Council itself, have indicated that - ..pressure .from needy

countries for some kind of post-UNRRA relief arrangements will be heavy.

It is probable that the United States will suggest thé appointment of a small
expert committee to detérmine re lief needs after UNRRA comes to an end

and will endeavour to discourage a general debate on the procedure necessary

for meeting relief needs, on the ground that this cannot easily be determined

until after the needs are known.

7. The United States Government is reluctant to give consideration to the

machinery which may be required to administer re lief, since it is most

strenuously opposed to anything resemb ling a " little UNRRA"• At the present

time the State Department is prepared to consider nothing larger or more

elaborate than a committee of the three supplying governments, the United

States, the United Kingdom and Canada: The Canadian delegation could

properly support moves intended to secure a major share of control in relief
matters by the supplying countries, but might be prepared to agree to

th e
of

establishment of a small com.mittee,of the Assembly to consider the report
the committee of experts . For that purpose, a committee of seven might be

large enough. The Committee might include only those supplying countries
willing to contribute further to relief when the need is demonstrated and

possibly two receiving countries .

8 . Behind the whole problem of relief lies the political The .- concept
relations

behind
between the Soviet world and the Western world. „_a

UNRRA was essentially that "relief should . be divorce
d co-operation between the

principle based on the hypothesis of close political
two worlds. Many , of the expectations based on this hypothesis have

been
disappointed, with the, practical result that= the Western. democracies

o licies have,
extending charity to states in Eastern Europe whose po litical policie s

the Western point of view, been most unsatisfactory.
rtend tosbecome

over, some evidence to- suppo rt the7 view that these policies
becomes

increasingly hostile to us as the internal position of the Soviet group
la ing

more closely knit . These melancholy considerations are
Whe~e of opin on on

some pa rt in. the evolution in the United States and els adually

relief, and oai the related problem of foreign loans, . and the view is ~ Such

gaining currency that . foreign economic policies, including ôverall st ategic
matters as credits and relief, should not be dissociated from

and political policies [pp ., 119-1201 :, .

TRUSTEESHI P

CANADIAN ATTITUDE

States Directly Concerned semb1Y the
12. During the first part of the First Session of the General ~ consldere d

Canadian delegation proposed that any Member of the
Géeral Ç Wh oin torn

itself directly concerned might so notify the Secretary
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would notify the Member that had declared an intention to place the specified 
territory under the trusteeship system. It would be the responsibility of the 
latter Member to consider any claims it might receive and to report on the 
action it had taken to the General Assembly at the time when it submitted 
the trusteeship agreement for approval. The United Kingdom Government 
is following the course suggested in the last part of the Canadian proposal and 
hopes to reach full agreement with the United States before the General 
Assembly convenes. 

The "Open Door" 

13.At  San.  Francisco the Canadian delegation took the position that in 
dealing with problems of trusteeship on which the United Kingdom and United 
States were divided its general aim should be to help work out an acceptable 
accommodation between their views. If issue was publicly join.ed between 
the two delegations on the question of non-discrimination in trust territories, 
however, the Canadian delegation was to take no part. In principle Canada 
was prepared to forego any special advantages it enjoyed from preferential 
régimes in dependent territories under Commonwealth administration, but 
the Canadian delegation would not participate in any move to force the  United 
Kingdom from a publicly taken position in this respect to which it attached a 
certain importance. The • policy adopted by •  the Canadian delegation at San 
Francisco would continue to be applicable if, contrary to expectation, any 
issue the United States delegation might raise concerning monopolies should 
fail to be settled by direct negotiation. 

Canadian collaboration in general questions 
14.Although as representatives of a non-colonial power Canadians took 

no active part in drafting Chapters XII and XIII of the Charter, they have 
been ready since the San Francisco Conference to expedite the implementing 
of measures to which Canada has now agreed. Thus in the Preparatory Com-
mission it was the Canadian delegates who took the initiative in drafting a 
complete revision of the provisional rules of procedure for the Trusteeship 
Council to bring them into conformity with the rules of other organs. [p. 129] 

PALESTINE 

THE CANADIAN ATTITUDE 
23. The Canadian Government has not intervened in the Palestine contro-

versY. It understands the reasons for the intensity with which both sides have 
put forward their daims—those of the Arabs being based on the L,eague 
Covenant and those of the Jews on the Palestine mandate in which. the Balfour 
Declaration is incorporated. It does not seem likely, however, that a lasting 
settlement in Palestine will be achieved through reliance by either side on 
,ein°tional appeals addressed to the public opinion of the world as aSubstitute 
t°r a study of the realities of the situation in the Middle East. Advocacy by 
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outside nations of the claims- of either side might tend, indeed, to retard in
some measure the establishment of a_ régime . which would bring peace to

Palestine . The increasing activity of moderate .Zionist and .Arab leaders during

August and .September suggests that it may not .be beyond the scope of Arab
and Jewish statesmanship to find with the aid of the United Kingdom a work-

ing arrangement which both communities will accept .
24. Should-the Palestine issue be discussed inany detail in the General

Assembly, the Canadian delegation might support requests which may be made
that a hearing should be given to spokesmen of the three . groups to whom

guarantees were offered in the Balfour Declaration, viz ., the Zionists, the

Arabs and those non-Zionist Jews who may feel that their rights .and position

in any country other than Palestine have been adversely affected.

25 . Any policy for Palestine on which agreement seems not impossible might

be welcomed. It would not, however, seem to be wise to promise support in

advance for any of the particular schemes proposed, viz ., federation, partition,

the principle of bi-nationalism or . a unitary state. Opportunities may arise to

strengthen trends toward agreement among those whose interests are chiefly
concerned, and - there will undoubtedly be occasions for throwing Canada's

influence on the side of moderation and against the publication of inflammatory
statements whose only practical effect is to multiply international misunder-

standings . Unless immediate partition and statehood are- agreed on, it is also
likely that the majority of the delegations will support the early substitution
of a trusteeship agreement for the present mandate, since machinery for the

37supervision of mandatory administrations no longer exists . [p• _1 ]

ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF TH E

UNITED NATIONS SECRETARIAT

THE CANADIAN ATTITUD E

4. Canada, at San Francisco and in London, has urged that the Secretar~~~
should be a truly international civil service and that, to quote from the

report
sta

n cleât-
of the Canadian delegation to the first meeting of the Assembly, "The
language of the Charter, in which the ' necessity of securing the highes t
dards of efficiency, competence and integrity is the paramount consideratiô

n

in the selection of the staff; shoüld be strictly adhered to .'Canadian delega-

tions have taken a leading part in - securing the acceptance of this ~ncthe
in the Charter and in the various resolutions adopted in London
Secretariat and have put forward numerous constructive suggestions in the

form of papers or in discussion.

RECOMMENDATIONS ON POLICY major
5. From the documents, available . it . is not possible to predict any m

issues that are„likely to :engage the .attention of. the Assembly in',
thls field.
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Rather can it be expected that the appropriate committee will be called 
upon to consider a number of questions which, while perhaps of not outstand-
ing importance individually, nevertheless will be of considerable significance 
in the long run when taken together. The problem of the greatest significance 
may well be that of recruitment of the Secretariat, since the policies so far 
adopted have given rise to considerable criticism. The Secretariat is still in 
a formative stage and the decisions taken by the next meeting of the Assembly 
will affect its growth and development to an important degree. The approach 
of the Canadian delegation could therefore be along the following lines: - 

(1) Consistent support could be given to the concept of a truly interna-
tional civil service. 

(2) Because of the importance of this concept and because of the past 
record of Canadian contributions to its discussion, the delegation could be 
prepared to take a leading part in the appropriate committee, putting for-
ward constructive proposals as the occasion arises. 	- 

(3) Particular attention could be 'given to - securing the observance of the 
language of the Charter which provides that "the paramount • consideration 
in the employment of the staff and in the determination of the conditions, 
of service shall be the necessity of securing the highest standards of efficiency,' 
competence and integrity." While "due regard shall be paid to the importance 
of recruiting the staff on as wide a geographical basis as possible", this is 
dearly a secondary and subsidiary consideration. This point is likely to crop 
up from time to time. For example, in the first report of the Advisory - group 
of experts on administrative, personnel and budgetary questions there appears 
the following section regarding recruitment in the initial stages: 

It may be that a ratio of distribution of posts related to the ratio of Members' 
contributions may afford a rougit  "rule of thumb" guide until an effective system 
is evolved. 

This interpretation of the Charter is open to criticism. 
(4) On the other hand, it must be recognized that the long-run interests 

of the U.N. would not be served by insisting that the only criterion should 
be the immediate e£6.ciency and conipetence of a, candidate. The Secretariat 
ought to contain quàfied men from all thé U.N. Every effort should there-
fore be made to get men of promise from such countries , as the Latin. 
American Republics,  the  Slav and 'Ara.b states and China, and train them 
so that they may beco.me efficient. Canada was mainly responsible for the 
Pr°1121,sals in the Preparatory*  Commission's , report on "in-service .training" 
and  °It the  necessity of using modern methods of personnel selection rather 
th  relying  on  old-fashioned written examinations. The Canadian delegation 
could continue to stress the importance of these  proposais.  

(5) Any steps to increase the influence of national govermnents in recom-mending  or vetoing appointments could be resisted as inconsistent with the, 
concept of an international civil service. 
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(6) Proposals for an international civil service commission and for an 
administrative tribunal could be carefully examined in the light of the general 
principles set forth above. [pp. 141-142] 

ANNEX "B" 

LOANS OF CANADIAN GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES TO THE UNITED NATIONS 

1. The Canadian Civil Service Commission is unwilling to approve any 
general policy of giving government employees leave without pay to join the 
staff of the U.N. In their view this would result in a serious drain on govern-
ment departments, because of the higher salary scales of the U.N. 

2. It is therefore up to each department to decide whether it is prepared 
to loan an employee to the U.N. This was done by External Affairs in the 
case of T.W.L. MacDermot. The Department continues to pay him his salary 
and is reimbursed by the U.N. who also pay him the balance re,quired to 
bring his compensation up to the'U.N. level. The disadvantage to the depart-
ment is that no vacancy in the department is created by this arrangement 
and it is impossible to obtain a replacement on its establishment. 

3. It is understandable that individuals should want to combine the higher 
salary scales of the U.N. with the security of a permanent civil service post 
in Ottawa. It is equally understandable that government departments should 
resist this effort to make the best of two worlds, and should take the. line 
that, if civil servants want to work for the U.N., they should sever their con-
nection with the Canadian Government so that they can be replaced. Again, 
the U.N. can plead a valid case that the loan of able civil servants familiar 
with the transaction of public business would.be  of great assistance in getting 
their administration properly organized. In view of these conflicting claims 
it is not easy to formulate a clear-cut policy, but the most reasonable line 
for the Canadian delegation to take appears -to be as folloWs: ' 

(1) We recognize that the U.N. has great need of first-elms people and 
that, although there is the whole world to choose from, there is a natural 
tendency to seek these people from existing government services because they 
are experts in international problems and experienced in the transaction of 
public business, and they are more likely to be personally known in govern-
mental circles than are people from the business and professional world. 

(2) On the other hand, there is an urgent demand in Canada for skilled 
public servants and the Canadian Government depends on a relatively small  
civil service to cope with its difficult postwar problems. 

(3) It is therefore not feasible for the Government to adopt a policy of 
wholesale loans of personnel to the U.N. 	• 	- 

(4) Nevertheless, the Government is anxious to do what it can to a„ssist 
the U.N. and is prepared to loan personnel temporarily in exceptional cases. 
This has alreadY been done. It is also prepared to give sympathetic considera- . 
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tion to proposals that individuals . now in the Canadian public service should
take up positions with the U.N. and other international organizations . . This
has also been done . Although no senior civil servants have gone to the U.N . :,
itself, the Canadian Government has established a good record in releasing"
two deputy minister to specialized agencies-Dr. Finn to the Food and Agri-
culture Organization and Dr. Chisholm to the World Health Organization .

(5) A .continued dependence by the U .N. on personnel from the public
services of Member states is not going to be very productive since most
governments face the same shortages of qualified people. What is really,
needed, and where the long term emphasis should be laid, is better recruite-
ment policies designed to appeal to non-governmental circles . [pp . 143-144 ]

BUDGETARY AND FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION OF THE U .N.

21 . In their preliminary .,discussions the Committee were faced with . the
question of whether a ceiling should be imposed on the contributions of
any Member state . While the imposition of such a ceiling would depart from
the main intention of relating contributions solely to capacity to pay; it was
recognized that undue dependence on any one state, through its cont ributionsof a disproportionate share of the finances, might not make for the most
effective type of . international co-operation . Also, the United States, the . state
most directly concerned, might find it politically inexpedient to contribute -
too large a share of the overall budget.

22 . As it was felt that questions of this type would necessarily have to be
decided by the Assembly, rather than :by the Committee, several_ alternative.
scales showing the effect of . no ceiling and of ceilings set arbitrarily at 25,
30 and 35% were prepared for consideration of the . Assembly, with the fol-lowing results ::

Canadian U.S. Approximate
Ceiling % Contribution % Contribution Rati o

(a) None 2.49 49.07 1 to 19.5
(b) 35% 3.18 35 1 to 11
(c) 30% 3.42 30` 1 to 9
(d) 25 % 3.67 25 1 to 7

The normal ratio of Canada's national income to~ that of the United Statesis l to 16 .

23 .
In the past there has been a tendency to over assess Canada . Under.the I .L .O . scale (now .. up for revision), Canada contributed the absurdproportion of one third of the United States allocation . (The reason was thatthe United States, when it joined the I.L.O . in- 1934, did so on conditionthat it
pay no more than the largest contributor, the United Kingdom) . In

the initial scale of allocations to the working capital fund of the U .N. Canadacontributed - more than one-sixth of the United States' allocation . In its contri-bu fions to other- international organizations, except UNRRA, Canada's share
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has invariably been disproportionate to its relative national income . (The spe-

cial 'problem of the financing of the proposed International Refugee Organiza-
tion is dealt with in the memorandum on refugees.) Accordingly, it will be
noted that if no ceiling is imposed the situation will be a distinct financial im-
provement over the past from a Canadian point Of view. In view, however, of
the strength of the po litical arguments in favour of a ceiling on the contribu-
tion of the United States, the Canadian delegation should feel free to support
the establishment of a ceiling if there develops a general . feeling in the Assem-
bly that a ceiling would serve the interests of the U .N. Since the main concern
of the . Canadian delegation will be to use its . best efforts to ensure that the
Canadian allocation bears an equitable relationship to that of the United
States and other states such as Argentina and Australia, which might
be considered in a position comparable to that of Canada, a ceiling in the
neighbourhood of 40% would seem to be not unreasonable. In any event

the Canadian delegation should oppose a reduction of the United States
contribution to below about 35% . (Comparative .statistics showing the na-

tionaland per capita incomes :of various states are attached as Annext to

this note . )
24. The comparative figures for national and per capita incomes have

already come under cri ticism from the United Kingdom and the U.S .S .R .
who have argued: that, as they were computed on a 1938-40 base, they do
not adequately reflect the increase in national . productivity arising . out of

economic changes which occurred in countries like the United States and
Canada,during the war. While it would be fruitless to deny the validity

of ' this contention, the Committee has used the best information available,
and attempts are now being made to meet this cri ticism.

25: However, this problem emphasizes the type of difficulty which will
probably be encountered when the recommendations of the Committee are

discussed by the Assembly . Even if they are : accepted in principle, efforts

may be made by 'individual states to improve the basis on which' their alloca-

tions have been computed. For instance, in addition to criticisms of the type
already registered, some states may argue that their economic dislocation or
war damage is greater than that of others and justifies their relative positions

in the groupings being altered. In 'other cases, the official exchange rates,
which admittedly do not reflect the relative real purchasing power . of the

various currencies, may come under criticism . However, these are difficulties

inherent in the type of information available . The statistics used werenhe
most reliable that could be obtained, and, therefore, unless the evlde
presented clearly indicates that a state is receiving .inequitable txeatment~o e

Canadian delegation should, in general, oppose revisions designed_ to imp .

the relative position .of individual states .

26. It may be that certain of the states, in order to justify their requeS~ fo
r

With
An alteration in the basis for contributions , may contrast their position :

-

that of more fortunate states such as Canada which, they may say, has becôme
eet

financially and economically stronger as a result of the war . To help m
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such arguments Annexes II. and III .are. attachedt giving as _accurate a com-
pilation as can be made of data on such matters as the budgetary cost of the 
war to Canada, the wartime increase in our national debt, the extent of our 
gifts to other allied governments, the volume of our military relief payments 
and our contributions to UNRRA. It would be unwise to use these statistics 
except as a counter-argument in case the Canadian position is under attack as 
their introduction would introduce material extraneous to that on which the 
Committee on Contributions has based its recomrnendations. [pp. 148-149] 

ECONOMIC SANCTIONS-THE NECESSITY OF CANADIAN LEGISLATION 
1.Article 41 of the Charter states iliat the Security Council may call upon 

the Members of the U.N. to apply measures nôt involving the use of armed 
force to give effect to its decisions. "These may include complete or partial 
interruption of economic relations by rail, sea, air, postal, telegraphic, radio 
and other means of communication, and the severance of diplomatic rela-
tions." 

2. The King, upon the advice of his Canadian Ministers, may sever diplo-
matic relations with any state. However, while it is within the royal preroga-
five to sever diplomatic relations, the prerogative could not be regarded as 
extending to the interruption of economic relations with another state pursuant 
to a decision of the Security Council. Legislation by the Canadian Parliament 
will therefore be required before measures of this nature could properiy be 
taken; the Canadian Parliament is competent to enact such legislation. 

3.Following World War I, the Canadian Parliament passed the Treaty of 
Peace Act, 1919. which provided that the Governor in Council could make 
such Orders in Council and do such things as appeared to him tŒbe necessary 
for carrying  out the  treatieS of peacé including the Covenant of the League of 
Nations, but no such Canadian legislation exists with respect to the Charter 
of the U.N. 

4.There is little likelihood of sanctions being imposed against any state by 
the Security Council in the near future. It seems, however, to be desirable that 
the  government should have power to give immediate effect to any action 
demanded by the Security Council under this article, since we are bound by 
the Charter to do so and delay while awaiting the passage of special legisla-
tion by Parliament would be hard to explain in a time of crisis. 

Itwill therefore be necessary to secure Parliamentary approval for a bill to equip the Government with the necessary authority. 
6 . The United Kingdorn Parliament have' passed the United Nations Act 

19 (Chapter 45 of 9 and 10 George VI) which in effect authorized the Uni
46 

 ted Kingdom Government to discharge its responsibilities under Article 41 of the Charter by the passing of appropriate Orders in Council. [p. 171] 
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PROPOSED INTERNATIONAL PRESS CONFERENCE

RECOMMENDATIONS ON POLICY

12 . There are two main problems . arising from the Philippine resolution for
the holding of an International Press Conference-the timing of such a con-
ference and the nature of its membership.

13 . With regard to timing, the holding of such a conference in the near
future would afford the press an opportunity to state their grievances which,
since 1939, have undoubtedly caused difficulties in the sphere of international
relations. The holding of such a conference would also aid governments in
framing their policy on these questions . On the other hand, an examination of
the statementst and proposals mentioned above indicates the wisdom, before
holding an International Press Conference, `of trying to narrow the existing
profound differences of opinion on the meaning of the terms "freedom of.the

press" and "responsibility of the press" . The Sub-Commission on Freedom , of
Information and of the Press refers to the rights, obligations and practices
which should be included in the concept of freedom of information . The

World Congress of Journalists s tresses press responsibility as well as press

freedom, while Mr. Kent Cooper of . the Associated Press" and Sir Keith
Murdoch at the 1946 Imperial Press Conference stress freedom, apart from

responsibility .

14 . The recent pub lic controversy over the freedom of the .press between
Mr. Byrnes and Mr . Molotov at the Paris Conference is an indication of how
controversial a topic this has become. The demand for the freedom of the
press as voiced . in the West is one aspect of the effort to break through the
"iron curtain" which separates the Soviet ,world from the West . Consequently
an International Press Conference held in the near future, before preliminary
investigations have been made, might well develop into a . bitter and barren
controversy over the degree of freedom possessed by the press in the West
and in the U.S.S.R. At Copenhagen; for example, a Soviet journalist stated

that no country had so much slander written about it as the U .S .S.R. and that

it - was "a false freedom which poisoned, slandered and sowed seeds of dis-,
sension between nations ." He also stated that in the U.S .S .R., freedom of the

press was granted by the Constitution. Soviet statesmen may well regard the
western demand for freedom of the press'-as an attempt to reach the people of
the Soviet Union over the heads of their government in a fashion detrimenta

l

to the rulers of that country .
15 . It might therefore be the wiser course to delay the calling of a n

International Press Conference, possibly until the end of 1947, when the
Sub-Commission on Freedom of Information and of the Press will have
reported to the. Commission on Human Rights' and to the Economic and
Social Council on its examination of the'concept of freedom of information

.

The Sub=Commission might also include in its report the different points of
view of the various Members of the U.N. on the question of the freedom and
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responsibility of the press. The Sub-Commission's Éepott should be prepared 
from the point of view of the proper extent of governmental responsibility 
for the free flow of news and information and should also cover the topics 
listed in paragraph 8 above. 

16.While the Sub-Commission is carrying on its enquiry from a govern-
mental point of view it might also stimulate two other enquiries to be under-
taken simultaneously by foreign correspondents and international news 
agencies respectively. These two groups, in addition to formulating their 
ideas on "freedom of the press", would, of course, have to deal with their 
responsibilities to governments and to peoples, just as the Sub-Commission 
should deal with the responsibilities of governments to journalists, news 
agencies and publishers. 

17.Then on the basis of the reports of these three enquiries the Sub-
Commission on Freedom. of Information and of the Press could draft a 
convention for discussion at an International Press Conference to be held 
possibly at the end of 1947. If this is an intergovernmental press conference, 
the convention approved of by the conference could be submitted direct to 
governments for ratification. However, if it is a conference of news agencies, 
newspapers and newspapermen, the convention drafted by it would have to 
be submitted either to a special intergovernmental conference or to the 
General Assembly of the U.N, and the resulting convention submitted to 
governments for ratification. 

18.Another problem arising out of the Philippine resolution is the nature 
of the membership of an International Press Conference. The  •  Philippine 
proposal is that the conference should be an intergovernmental one, 
in which each national delegation would give "adequate representation 

. to representative -organizations of the press, both manageriat and profes-
sional, of the country of origin". However, it might be argued that it would 
be better if the initial conference was not a conference of governments 
represented by mixed delegations, but rather a professional press conference 
on the lines of those summoned by the League of Nations in the decade 
before the Second World War. A professional conference would  cive the 
press an opportunity to air their gievances and would also assist governrnehts 
in formulating their policy. On the other hand, an intergovernmental con. 
ference, composed of representatives of governments as well as of working 
newspapermen and publishers would have the Merit that it would not only 
Provide the press with an opportunity tO air their grievances, but would 
also force the press to accept responsibility for suggesting concrete practical 
reniedies. An intergovernmental conference would also save considerable 
thne, as pointed out above in paragraph 17, since the convention which it 
aPProves could be submitted direct to governments for their ratification. 

19.Because of existing profound differences of opinion on the meaning of 
the terms "freedom of the press" and "responsibility of the press", it seems 
advisable that a number of preliminary investigations be made before an 
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International Press Conference is held. Theref6re it  seems on the whole 
desirable that the U.N. Sub-Commission on - Freedom of Information and of 
the Press immediately examine what rights, obligations, and practices should 
be included in the concept of freedom of information, and at the same time 
stimulate parallel inquiries by foreign correspondents and international news 
agencies, with a view to drafting a convention for discussion at an Inter-
national Press Conference to be held, possibly at the end of 1947. [pp. 
194-195] 

Le consul général à New . York au secrétaire d'État par intérim 
. 	aux Affaires extérieures 

Consul General in New York to Acting Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

TELEGRANI 56 	 New York, October 29, 1946 
SECRET AND PERSONAL.. ASDEL  No  38. Following for Pearson from Reid, 
Begins: 

1. I am afraid that I have not been doing very well in keeping you in touch 
with developments down here but now that the delegation has shaken down 
I hope to be able to do better in the future. - 

2. On the whole, everything -  is going 'along very well. The delegation 
meetings are harmonious  and the  members as a whole are participating in the 
discussions at the delegation meetings. They are also working hard. The 
clerical staff is working too hard. 

3. We have got our allocations to the Committees settled, at least tempo-
rarily, and the Parliamentary members of the delegation seem each to be 
happy about the assignments which have been given to them. The only change 
made from the last list of assignments which we had prepared. in Ottawa 
was to move Mr. Coldwell from the Administrative and Budgetary Committee 
to the Social Committee and Mr. Bracken> from the Social Committee to the 
Administrative and Budgetary .  Committee. (Côté tells me that he is tele-

typing you today  the  list of Committee assignments)  f The delegation is now 
broken up into Sub-Committees compé)sed of the members of the delegation 
on.  each of the C011 	 • 

	
• 

number of meetings. 
4. The  preparation of Mr: St. Laurent's speech to thé Assembly has  caused  

us quite a lot of headaches. The innocnous speech which We prepared In 
Ottawa might nôt have been too bad if presented in the first 'day or so  of  
plenary séssions, ,  but after the forthright speech of Noel-Baker, there seem 
to be ùnanimity. in the delegation that we ought to -  take a stronger line or" 
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selves . I hope that you agree that the . final version of the speech is a con-
siderable improvement. Côté tells me thathe has teletyped . it to you.1-

5 . I shall be trying to see the B ri tish today- to find , out what their latéstline is on elections to the Councils . A few days ago I got from them a . pretty
distinct intimation that they are t rying. to get 'London to change their
instructions on elections to the Secu rity Council . They are reluctant to vote
both for India and Syria and my present guess is that their slate will be
Colombia, Belgium and India . '

6 . The reason for the Foreign Office decision was clearly, I think, that
the United Xingdom , intend, for understandable reasons, to keep in with
the Arab bloc by voting for Syria, and to keep in with India by voting for it .

7. While the delegation has not come to any final decision and will not
do so, of course, without clearance with you, I think that the general feeling
is that" our 'slate should be Colombia, Belgium and India . ' The arguments
which you have . put forward against India are strong : There are, however,
strong arguments on . the other side. India; if ' defeated this year, will almost
undoubtedly stand for election next'year . Our chances of being- elected '--n éxt
year may, therefore, be greater if India is elected this year . ` The new Indian
Gove rnment, as is apparent from Mrs . Pandit's'speech tô the Assembly, is
goingto try to balance itself nicely between ' the Western , and , Soviet- worlds .
Consequently, it will be difficult to contend a ' year'from - now that India gives a
second .,Commonwealth vote on'the =Security Couricil . Moréover, - India's elec-
tion .would mean that India, South Africa-_and . New Zealand could make . no
claim on geographical grounds next year . for . election to the Security
Council : :

8 . Noel-Baker told us last week that the B ri tish are contemplating sup-

porting the admission to the,United Nations of all the `eight applicant StatesYOU will remember that. the Americans put this proposal up to the Securit y
Council and the British ôpposed it then and it was . turned down . .We discussed
this matter ~this _morning with ' Mr . ~'St. Laurent and .I think ' he feels ' that on
balance we ou t not t ogh give support to the United .Kingdom suggestion. Ifthe

Assembly were to accept the United Kingdom suggestion . it would pretty
well mean that the Assembly ' had .. decided that any. State that applies, for
membership should be admitted. This would be contrary`to the terms of the
Charter . It ; might also make it more difficult for, us to . resist applications
from more of the Soviet Repiibliçs for separaté membërship .in _ the UnitedNations . lViy guess is that the Soviet aim is tô try to secure a one-third vote lII
~e Âssembly so that they, will' be able to , veto in the Assembly a1lproposals '
of importance since all suçh ' proposals require a two-thirds vote .

1VciT Nations Unies, Documents officielsde la seconde Partie d la premièrede l'A

l'
ssemblée généralee Séances plénières tde~Semblée

S` an générale, quarante - .et . . ûnièmece Plénière, 29 octobre 1946, p . 825-829 .

I See United Nations, Official Records of
the Second Part of the First Session of the
General Assembly, Plenary. `Meetings., of the
General Assembly, Forty-first Plenary Meet-
ing, October 29, 1946, p . :825-829.
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9. Our proposal for economizing the time of the .Assembly is meeting with

heavy weather. Unfortunately, the Russians seem to believe that it is aimed

at them. Wilgress may try, in the next day or so to have a talk with Manuilsky
and try to persuade them to take a more favourable view of our proposal .

The General Committee. in its report, which it is making to the Assembly on
the allocation of the items on the agenda to the various Committees, has

allocated our item to itself. It may be that Mr. St . Laurent will, ..in debate in

the Assembly on this report of the General Committee, argue that this refer-
ence to the General Committee is unnecessary and that the Assembly should,
without further reference to a Committee, be asked to vote on our resolution
calling for the setting up of an ad hoc Committee to frame proposals to the
Assembly at this session on how it might economize the time of future

sessions .

that you will be able to stay for more than just a day or so .

10.. Since the Russians have deliberately tried to confuse the issue by pre-
tending that we have formally proposed a number of specific measures to
economize the Assembly's time, we have made it clear in the formal resolution,

which we have had .circulated, that all we. are asking the-Assembly to approve

is the establishment of . an ad hoc Committee . (A copy of this resolution was

teletyped to you yesterday) .t
11 . We have been sounded out by the British on whether we would be

prepared to designate a Canadian to serve on the nine-member AdvisorY
Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions . You will remember

that Hume Wrong was -asked . whether he would not take on the Chairmanship

of .this Committee and had to turn it down. The Department of. Finance told

us some months ago that they could not provide anyone . It seems to me,

therefore, that we will have to stay off the Committee unless we are, in the
near future, appointing, as permanent representative to the United Nations

,

someone who would be a first-class member- of this Committee
. If we were

going to make such an appointment soon then ,I think our interests, as well
as those of the United Nations, would be served by his being a memb~or
-the Committee, since .it would .bring him into - very close touch with th e

of the whole Secretariat .

.12 . I sent you yesterday a letterl about our draft resolution on the Pacifie

Settlement, of Disputes by the Security Council.

13 . I' was delighted to learn from Maryon2 today that you are hoping tO

pay us a visit in the middle of November . I do hope you can make it an
d

14 . I hope that the cares of the Department are not pressing tThâ ~s

on you. Maryon tells me that you . are getting to the office at 8 :45 .
a good idea as long as you do not follow Norman's3 habit of staying unt

t
7 :45 p .m. Ends .

1 Documént . 505 .
2 M-e Pearson.

2 Mrs . Pearson.

s N. A . Robertson.
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Le consul général à New York au secrétaire d'État par intérim 
aux Affaires  extérieures 

Consul General in New York to Acting Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 72 	 New York, October 31, 1946 

ASDEL No. 46. Headquarters site. 
The United States delegation, reversing the position whiCh they took at 

London, intend to take an active part in discussions about the site. They 
feel that, on grounds of expense and of creating adverse public opinion, 
Westchester County would be undesirable. They may take the initiative in 
raising this question and, in any event, it seems clear that the whole problem 
will be reopened. This will permit consideration of alternative sites in the 
United States. The United States delegation is firmly committed to keeping 
the site in the United States. 

The Canadian delegation is taking the line, for the time being, that the 
Assembly has settled on the Westchester area and that we have no intention 
of going beyond the matter of selecting one of the five Westchester sites. 
However, if on grounds of economy and of maldng for better relations be-
tween the United Nations and United States public opinion, there appears to 
be a general desire to consider other sites, we feel that we should not op-pose 
this move. 

DEA/211 

Le secrétaire général, la délégation à l'Assemblée générale 
des Nations Unies, à la deuxième direction politique 

Secretary-General, Delegation to the General Assembly 
of the United Nations, to Second Political Division 

SECRET 	 New York, October 31, 1946 
Dear Mr. Riddell 

1.The Secretary of the South African delegation invited members of the 
Canadian delegation ta attend a small Commonwealth discussion Tuesday 
evening, October 29th, at 9 p.m., at the Waldorf-Astoria. The subject to be 
discussèd was the incorporation of South West Africa. 

de le 
2.At the meeting were present representatives of all the Commonwealth 

gations. Field Marshall Smuts was in the chair and were present, among 
c'thers,  Mr. Philip Noel-Baker, Sir Hartley Shawcross, Mr. Makin (Australia), 
Sir Carl Berendsen (New Zealand), Senator Robertson, Mr. Mcllraith, a 
number  of representatives and advisers from other delegations, and myself. 

435. 
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At thé ôütset, the Field Marshall indicated that in his opinion this lwa s

the first of a . series of ; Commonwealth meeting- to, be held in New York, in
continuation of the 'seriesr'held'at San Francisco and the Paris Peace Con-

ference . He considered that they were a very useful means of interchange of

ideas among that " group of nations which has the greatest experience in

inte rnational collaboration throughout the world. It was not a question of

"ganging up" on other nations but the world situation at the present time is

a most c ritical one and the Commonwealth has to deal with , very serious

matters, a responsibility which it must- discharge in- the. .hope of making a

useful cont ribution . -The- .Commonwealth has a great rôle to play ' and it may be

able to do something towards avoiding a"collision" between the two, greatest

powers . ,

= 4 . The . question of South West Africa was not mentioned (tô his ' dele-

gation's and our surprise), but he discussed Mr . Molotov's speech which he

thought was vèry , "mischief-making"; coming as it does towards the end

of the debate without much of an "opportunity for reply, since the 'United States

(against whom he felt the speech was largely directed) hâd"probably set

their speech and were unable now to change it . (Incidentally; in his conversa-

tion with Sir Hartley Shawcross before the,meeting, he suggested that `possibly

Mr: Byrnes should fly tô : New York :to .make the - speech in rebuttal) .

5 . Mr. Noel-Baker pointed out that the representative of Australia sti ll had

to speak and that, though he had been- pushed, o ff the list by the President

of the Assembly .in order to allow Mr . Molotov "to speak, this may have been

providential as it would allow Mr. Makin, if " he could see his way clear

so to do, to make a reply. Mr. Makin thought that his speech would give soue

satisfaction and he was consulting to, see what changes could be made . Sir

Hartley Shawcross suggested that three points should not go unanswered
:

(a) The challenge by Molotov that certain powers were increasing arma-
ments-the question to ask is, What powers are increasing armaments, cer-
tainly the United States and the United Kingdom have been"•reducing' their

armaments ;
(b) The challenge that some pôwers have expansionist views-the

question would be, What" powers have expansionist views? Soviet Russia,
since the beginning of the war alone, has incorporated into its territories
another 24 million inhabitants ;

(c) The suggestion by the Russians for disarmament and control of ade
âtomic bomb-those have been the suggestions which have beeWhO has
by ourselves before and if we have not been able to achieve them ,

prevented it? arsh~
6 . The meeting was about to break up at the call of the Field rence

when Senator Robertson expressed the view that, without prior r e cOr
n to his delegation, he would say that the best approach would be t ted in the

those policies expressed in Molotov's speech" which we have advoca Irideed
past and which are now forced upon the Soviet by world opinion-
the Chairman of our `delegation had that day spoken on the urgent rïecessitÿ
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for disarmament before Mr. Molotov had mentioned it. The Field Marshal 
disagreed with this view; he said that after the last .war he wa-s a ferVent pro-
poilent  of disarmament but that after 1918, we (speaking of the 'Western 
powers) had thoroughly disarmed while another power had armed. Mr. Noel-
Baker indicated that we are all bound,to reduce armaments under the Charter 
and that the Military Staff Committee must prepare a plan for the regulation 
of armaments. The international control of atomic energy is but one phase 
of the entire regulation of arms. One could not say ,we shall  control. the 
'atomic bomb and allow the,iyPe of wars which have occurred before. (Sir 
Hartley Shawcross, however, seemed to nod approval to Senator Robertson's , 	- 	 - 
suggestions). - 

7. Mr. Makin, however, respectfully differed froni tbe Canadian view, as 
did the Field Marshall who in his rather brusque manner concluded the 
meeting. 

8.I spoke with Professor Bailey (Australia) and he rather agreed with the 
soundness of the Canadian vieW on the subject. My own feeling is that among 
some of the leaders of the Commonwealth group (eipecially from  South 
Africa and Australia), there is a rather strong "diehard" feeling which is not 
sufficiently flexible to permit us to rebut Soviet propaganda and iô -turn their 
arguments to our advantage. 

9. This last view was very much borne out during the general discussion 
in our delegation meeting yesterday morning where the political rnembers 
agreed with Senator Robertson's stand quite thoroughly and Senator Haig 
Proposed that Mr. St. Laurent should .be present at any of these "high-
powered" Commonwealth meetings. 

SECRET 

436. 

Le conseiller, la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies, 
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Adviser, Delegation to the General Assembly of the United Nations, 
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

New York, October 31, 1946 
Dear Mr. Pearson, 

Yesterd ay morning's meeting of the delegation was not unnatura,lly devoted 
almost entirely to a discussion of Mr. Molotov's speech of the previous day. 
Mr. St. Laurent, Mir. Martin, Mr. Coldwell and Senator Haig all participated 
111 the discussion. 

What was significant about the discussion was that they were in substantial 
agreement and Mr. Bracken; although lie did not take part, did not express 
dissent. 
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There was profound gloom about our chances of avoiding war with the 
Soviet Union. However, even on the basis of the most pessimistic calculations 
of the chances of war and the most cynical interpretation of Soviet policies, 
it was .agreed that for the present proposals made by the Soviet Union allegedly 
in the interests of world peace should be treate,d as if they were made with 
sincerity. To reject Soviet proposals which on their face appreared to have 
merit would be to play into the hands of the Soviet Union. 

The Soviet Union was clearly attempting to undermine the loyalty to their 
own governments of peoples in the western world. Their propaganda was 
directed not merely at communists or semi-communists but at liberals with 
a small. "1". The Soviet Union made proposals which emphasized objectives 
which were eminently desirable--such as outlawry of the atomic bomb and 
general reduction of national ,armaments. If the western powers were to appear 
to disagree with those objectives the ordinary person would find it hard to 
understand. 

Therefore the western powers should take Soviet proposals such as those 
on disarmament and expand them. They should demonstrate that it was 
they, the western powers, which were the initiators in making  proposais for 
outlawing the use of modern methods of mass destruction. 

The western powers must reject a narrow conception of strategy based on 
concepts purely of military power. The Soviet Union was hoping that their 
most effective weapon against the western powers in the event of war or 
apprehended war would be divisions of opinion among the peoples of the 
western countries. Mr. Molotov, in his speech to the Assembly, had given a 
clear indication of this and had by implication threatened that if the United 
States dropped an atom bomb on the Soviet Union it would find itself faced 
at home with something close to civil war. We must therefore recognize 
that what we are engaged in is a campaign of psychological warfare with the 
Soviet Union for the minds of the people of the western world. 

In the course of this discussion various suggestions were made about the 
kind of reply which could most usefully be made by the representatives of 
the western powers to Mr. Molotov's speech. These suggestions cover very 
much the same ground as was covered by Mr. Austin in the first part of bis  
speech to the Assembly yesterday.  This  new part uias added  alter  Mr. 
Molotov's speech. I am enclosing a copy of this part of Mr. Austin's  speech. t 

I am told by a member of the United States delegation that agreement was 

made on this additional section by 3:30 yesterday morning. It is a yen" 
considerable achievement of which the United States deserves to be proud 

•-f -eriod 
to be able to secure clearance of this reply to Mr. Molotov in the briu p 0 , 

which elapsed between the conclusion of his speech and the early hours 
the following morning. 

Yours sincerely, 
EsCOTT REID 
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Le secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires , extérieures
au consul général à New York
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Secretary of State for External A ffairs to Consul General in New York. . ,TELEGRAM 61 Ottawa, November 1, 1946
SECRET AND PERSONAL . DELAS":No . 40. Fo llowing for Reid from -Pearson :

1 . Thanks for your teletype No : 56 of the 29th. Glad to know things are
going well . I think Mr . St . Laurent's opening statement was a good one and
comment up here- has been favourable .

2 . I am still worried about elections to the Council . I feel pretty - certain
India will be .defeated this year. If she stands next year and we also desire
to stand, then once again we 7n .ay possibly be squeezed out by another Com-
monwealth State. No matter what the 'new Indian Government may think, I '
feel certain that in the minds of most of the member states, India wi ll be
regarded as a Commonwealth candidate . If she is elected this time, ` out
position is, I think, prejudiced next year . If she is not elected, and ; runs again;
we will also be in a more difficult position.

3 . I agree that the blanket election of all -applicants for membership would
be unwise and I do not see how we can suppo rt the United Kingdom sugges-tion. If Trans-Jordan is eligible for election to the United Nations, any pseudo-
state is, and this will play right into the hand of the Soviet.

4 . I am afraid° that we will °not -be in - -a position to designate a suitable
Canadian to serve on the Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budget-
ary questions if a nomination has to be made at this Assembly . <

438 .

Le consul général à New York au secrétaire d'État
aux A ffaires extérieures

Consul General in New York to Secretary of State
for Extérnal A ffairs

DEA/21 1

TELEGRAM 112 New Y k N -11
SECRET . ASDEL No. 75 .

or , ove er 6, 194 6

1• Mr . Bevin invited Commonwealth delegations to meet him this morning
for an hour's discussion . Spain- and the veto were . considered .2 . Spain. Bevin covered familiar ground in saying that while everyone
detested Franco' we must avoid action leading to civil war and" must tryto stren 'gthen moderate and progressive forces in Spain. 'Breaking of diplo-
matic relations would be a useless gesture, while economic sanctions would
poapla P~ ial burdens on the United Kingdom, as a country which would have

Y large part in enforcing them (re-imposition of navicerts) . More-
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ovér, .: "a decision by the United Kingdom to cut down imports from Spain
would have a serious effect on their economy, particularly as regards iron

ore . We indicated that as' we had,iio diplomatic relâ .tions with Spain and

could claim no special knowledge ôf conditions thére, we were not disposed
to take any action which might embarrass others but .would support whatever

proposals seemed most constructive .

3 . Veto . The United Kingdom believe that the most hopeful line is to
seek agreement among the Great Powers on methods .- of procedure for the

Security Council, including the use of the veto, which could be passed virtually

unanimously by the Assembly. A constructive approach of this sort might
conceivably be accepted by the Soviet Union, -while a mere vote of censure
by small and middle Powers on past practices would do little good. The

United Kingdom are' to produce _ a draft of their ideas and are prepared
to put their proposals to the other Great Powers, after further discussion with
Commonwealth delegations. We agreed that the only hope of real progress

is .to try for a formula acceptable to the U .S .S .R. Australia has presenteda

resolution which merely restricts the use of the ' veto to matters falling
under Chapter 7 of the Charter and which would" clearly be unacceptable to

the U.S .S .R .

439.

aux A flaares exteraeures
Le consul général à New York au secrétaire d'État

Consul General in New York to Secretary of State for External Affairs

New York, November 8, 1946
TELEGRAM 1 42

Begins : With
SECRET : ASDEL No. 96. Following for Pearson from Wilgress ,

further reference .to my teletype No . .137, ASDEL No 85 of Nôvember 8th .t

1 . Later in the discussion on Soviet attitude, Bevin raised the question as be-

fore
or not other Commonwealth . countries, felt, from .what. had gon

fore at the Assemlily ; that the . U .S .S .R. ' was. working to smash the whole

show. Smuts thought that we had not yet enough evidence to answer this

question . Noel-Baker , was unwilling to conclude that the Soviet Union
way

engaged in a deliberate policy of wrecking, though evidence pointed
that

He mentioned Manuilsky's behaviour as Chairman of the First Committee an
d

Vyshinsky's speech on the . Refugee Organization.

2 . My own -view is that it i s: dangerous to conclude from behaviôâ o°
Soviet representatives that they are working to undermine the Orga~ and
Manuilsky's behaviour, as chairman, is what one might expect from him,

~
it is apparently a . reflection of what the Russians were able get away Wia:

in Paris on procedural issues . Vyshinsky's speech on the Re tuogn bC~ghô ld

tion was a-deliberate attem,pt .tô kill that particular Organiza
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not be taken to mean that the Soviet Union desires to undermine the United 
Nations, particularly in the exercise of its main function of the maintenance 
of peace and security. I believe that they have no desire to smash the Organi-
zation but they are determined to use it as much as possible for their own 
ends. Ends. 

W.L.M.K./Vol. 401 

Le consul général à New York au secrétaire d'État 	. 

aux Affaires extérieures 

Consul General in New York to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 148 New York, November 9, 1946 
IMPORTANT. ASDEL No. 101. Following for Riddell from Côté, Begins: 
Following is text of remarks which may be spoken by Mr. St. Laurent in the 
General Assembly on the question of the location of the Headquarters.' Text 
Begins: 

I wish to explain the position of the Canadian delegation on the Resolution 
which has been proposed by the delegation of Byelo-Russia. If adopted, this 
Resolution would direct the Permanent Headquarters Committee to study the 
question of the possibility of choosing a permanent or temporary location for 
the Headquarters of the United Nations in Europe, in particular at Geneva.  • 

When the question of the location of the HeadqUarters of the United 
Nations first  came  up for consideration, Canada held to the view that a site 
hi Europe would best further the interests of the United Nations as well as 
suit the convenience of the majority of the members. We considere,d also that 
the availability of suitable buildings in Geneva would have made the location 
of the Headquarters in ,that city desirable -  from a practical point of view. It 
was for this reason that we cast our vote in favour of Europe. - 

However, a majority of the members decided that the Headquarters should 
be located in the United States of America. Canada. has accepted the decision 
of the majority. Moreover, this decision has suited our own convenience since 
Canada also is a North Arnerican Country. But' it was and 'still is the view of 
the Canadian delegation that the particular convenience of any one member 
should not be a factor in determining this important question. Accordingly, 
we propose to take no further part in the discussion  .on the merits of the 
Resolution proposed by the delegation of Byelo-Russia and we shall abstain 
from  \voting on this Resolution when it is put to the vote. Text Ends. Ends. 

440. 

'Ce discours n'a pas été prononcé. 
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Le consul général: à New York au secrétaire d'Etat
aux Affaires extérieures -

Consul General in New York to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 157 New York, November 11, 1946

ASDEL No . 106 . Following from Côté for Riddell, Begins :

1 . Following is statement which the Right Honourable Louis St. Laurent

might make in Committee 5 on- November 12th1 in connection with the con-

tributions to be paid by various members . This text has been cleared at the
delegation meeting but may be amended before .it is presented.

2 . Text: Begins :
On behalf of the Canadian delegation, I want to offer a few observations o n

this important subject of contributions .
We have heard with interest the views expressed by those delegates who

have already spoken and we have not failed to note the warning voiced by the
Norwegian delegate and emphasized by Senator Vandenberg .2 No one can

deny that in this field of the fin .ancial burdens to be borne by our member
States, we may risk -a reaction among the public and the Governments which
might jeopardize the stable and progressive development of our entire world
organization : .It is also true that in these matters the United Nations must have
the whole-hearted and continued support of our respective legislatures and
peoples at home and when Nye ask them for that support, we must be able to
convince them that the recommendations agreed to here are just and wise

.

We appreciate , the very useful work done by the Committee on Contribu-

tions on the basis of the capacity to pay of the member States . We also know

there were gaps in the information available to them and that, of necessity,

some reliance had to be placed on informed guesses . We feel however that on

the basis indicated in their terms of reference no better job coùld have bee
n

done .

But Senator Vandenberg has argued very. forcibly that capacity to paÿ can-

not safely be made the only cri terion for distributing the burden of the
organization's ordinary administrative budget when the result of-that crite rion

places practically 50 per cent of that burden on one nation alone .

The Canadian delegation agrees that to do this might very well jeopardize
the success of the United Nations, both because it would tend to put a strai

n

' Le discours fut prononcé par M. John
Bracken . Voir Nations Unies, Documents
officiels de la seconde partie de la première
session de l'Assemblée générale, cinquième
commission, vingt-quatrième séance, 13
novembre 1946, p. 102.

' Représentant, la délégation des États-
Unis à l'Assemblée générale .

Jot o
1 The speech was delivered b C1aMReCOrds

Bracken . See United Nations, 0~

of the Second Part of the First ~s aeef
the General Assembly, Fifth 1946,
Twenty-fourth Meeting, November 13 ,

p . 102
. of the U~~Od

Representative, Delegation

States to the General Assembly.
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On the priiiCiple of the soVereign 'equality of all thè  nations  in déaling with 
budgetary problems and becanse the people Of the one nation would`be apt t~ . 

 feel that they were being asked to do more than their fair share. 	- 
Senator Vandenberg therefore argues that a ceiling should be placed on the 

amount to be contributed by any one nation. 
This solution of the political difficulty pointed out by Senator Vandenberg 

tends however to Create like difficulties . for other 'member States. Notwith 
standing the 'gaps in the information 'available to the Contributions Com-
mittee, no one can doubt that if we had on our desks the most complete and 
up-to-date statistics on the annual natiénal inCome of each of our countries, 
they would show two things clearly and beyond 'question: first, that the 
United States has the largest national incorné of any -nation. and, second, that 
in the United States the national income per capita is greater than in any 
other nation. 

Now; to the 'individual tax-payer the second is the important factor: he iS 
concerned with the 'relation Which 'his personal contribution will be as to -the . 	• 
contributions of tax-payers *in .othét countries Whére the 6apacity to pay is 
equal to or greater‘ than his own. It.would not therefore seern. to 'be politically 
realistic to expect any Government or the members of any Parliament to vote 
that their State make a contribution to the ordinary administrative budget of 
this organization higher On a per capita basis, than the -contribution of the 
United States. 

Under the reconimendatiOn of tliè  Contributions  COnimittee this difficulty 
does not arisé and the per capita contribution  of the citizens of the United' 
States would appear to be higher- than that  of  the CitiZens of any other nation. 

The Canadian delegation is not asking -  that this exact relation be con-
tinued but if a ceiling-is to be placed 6n the percentage of the budget to be 
contributed by the United States and that ceiling is substantially below the 
present percentage, it will be necessarir to extend' that ceiling tô all the mein-
her States whose per capita  contribution  would otherwise exceed that of the 
United States tax-payer. 

A ceiling on the total Contribution of any member State necessitates a 
ceiling on the amount the citizens of any other nation are required to pay on 
a per capita basis. 

We recognize, as does the United States delegation, that there is a dif-
ference between budgets for ordinary administration and "operational" bud-
gets to help repair the ravages of war. As regards  the latter category, Canada • 
has in the past aSsumed substantial responsibilities and is prepared to give suerious and sympathetic consideration to other like problems as they arise. 

ut when it comes to the ordinary administrative expenses of the United 
Nations  I submit that we cannot ask the tax-payer in any country to pair more 
per head than the tax-payer in the United States. 
,Senator Vandenberg haS Said, and we agree, that this is not a mere matter 

morleY but a matter of principle. We can all afford to pay anything, in 
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material values, to achieve the goals of the United Nations, if our decisions 
can be regarded as right and -wise, and just as between partners in this  corn-
mon  - enterprise. 

But I am convinced that we would be risking just the kind of reaction the 
Norwegian and the United States delegates warned against if we were to 
accept a scale of contributions which placed on the tax-payers of any other 
country a per capita rate higher than that placed on those of the country 
which is so fortunate as to have for its citizens thé highest per capita income 
of the whole world. 

It is for this reason I venture to say to the Committee—if vve place a ceil-
ing on total contributions we must also make that ceiling applicable on a per 
capita basis. Ends. Message Ends. 

442. 	 DEA/211 

Le conseiller, la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies, 
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Adviser, Delegation to the General Assembly of the United Nations, 
to Under-Secretary of State for E.xternal Affairs 

TOP SECRET AND PERSONAL 	 New York, November 18, 1946 
Dear Mike [Pearson], 

I am sending you some teletypest this morning on the Commonwealth 
meeting with Mr. Bevin which took place at the Waldorf-Astoria from nine 
to ten. In this personal note to you I want to touch on some matters which 
would not be suitable for an official communication. 

Wilgress and I were most disturbed this momin' g by the state that Mr. 
Bevin appears to be in. He did not seem to have a grasp of some of the 
questions which were up for discussion. He was irritable and snapped pretty 
viciously at Noel-Baker a number of times. Wilgress says that Bevids state 
now is in complete contrast with  bis  state in Paris where, though tired, he 
showed a mastery of the problems and was .not irritable. 

A number  of  questions were raised about what the last paragraph of the 
revised draft resolution meant—whether, in particular, it would bar SP* 
from membership in the proposed International Trade Organization. gr, 
Bevin was informed that this proposed International Trade Organization vas 
being set up at the initiative of the United Nations. He said that he had nee 
heard of this before, that he was sure that there was not a Cabinet minute 
to this effect and that the United Kingdom should never put its foreign trad e 

 policy under the auspices of the  United Nations. 
Bevin in the discussions on the veto had emphasized that the only outcome 

of any value would be for the five great powers to agree on a code of eel' 
duct in the Security Council. Noel-Baker put the argument mildly that 
if  the Big Five could not agree, there would be some advantage ill  ha" 

1 
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the Assembly approve by a: vote of say 48 to 5or 6, some broad general
propositions on the measures which the Security Council should take to be-
come a more effective agency of conci liation. This, he thought, might have a'restraining influence on the Soviet Union. Ins tead .of replying to him, in a
reasonable way, Bevin dismissed his, remarks in a cava lier fashion .

These examples by themselves may not appear to be impressive, but if
you had been at the meeting I think you would have been as depressed as
Wilgress and myself at Bevin's behaviour. The pressure of responsibilities
and of work have clearly been too much for him, and have affected both his
ability to master a problem and his skill as a negotiator .

Bevin, seems to be relying almost entirely on Cadogan, and turns to him
for advice instead of his fellow members : of the United Kingdom . Ministryhere-Noel-Baker Shawcross, - etc. He appears to accept Cadogan's memo--ran da after ahasty reading as witness •his. acceptance of the original Cadogan
memorandum on the veto which - was definitely retrograde .and which prob-ably would have gone through except for Mr. St . Laurent's intervention:

Yours sincerely,

ESCOTT RE ID

443.
DEA/5475-BR-40:

Mémorandum du conseiller, la délégation à'l'Assemblée ériérale des
Unies, à la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies '

tions:

Memorandum from Adviser, Delegation to the General _ Assembly of the,
United Nations, to Delegation to . the General .Àssembly of th

e United Nations

1, ~u [New York], December 1, 1946ring the next week or two each committee and T- sub-committee is'goi'1g to be faced with the necessity of some sort ' of closure on debate. Man 'co~ttees will also find themselves involved ° in procedural snaxls - resultinyfrom theinadequacy of the present rules of procedure. g
da ed oyou know, we have sent in to the, Secreta riat a memorandum tvember 27th, on economizing the time of the General Assembly . .11is Will

be circulated as an A/BUR document and will be disc
General Committee's sub-committee on economizing time, ussed by the

3 .
Three weeks before the Assembly opened we asked the SecretGeneral to ary-

Econo put on the Agenda - of the Assembly the item, "Measures tornize the Time of the General Assembly". ~ When our request that thisiterd
be added to the Agenda - of the GeneralGea~ral Co Assembly came up to the'and Mr. M~s

t
ee: it was greeted with scorn` and derision by Mr. Gromykoky.
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4. The line taken by the Soviet representatives is set out fully in the follow-
ing translation of a Tass message from New York, dated October 24th, 
which appeared in all Moscow newspapers of October 25th: 

"During the discussion of the agenda for the General Assembly, opening 
in October 23rd, Vyshinsky proposed to exclude from the agenda the pro-
posais  of the Canadian delegation, fig-uring the demagogic title of: 'Measures 
to economize on the time of the General Assembly'. Among these 'meas-
ures', are such as the proposal to limit the time of speakers at the General 
assembly to 10 minutes, not to discuss the report of the General Committee 
if one-third of the committee members do not demand it, not to discuss the 
essence of questions proposed for inclusion in the agenda, etc. 

•  No doubts were left that the Canadian  proposais have the hidden aim of 
preventing drawn-out speeches at the General Assembly, limiting the free-
dom of speech and hindering the criticism of the anti-democratic character 
of à number of drafts submitted to the Assembly. 

The Soviet delegate, Vyshinsky, drew the attention of the Committee to 
these circumstances, and, proposed, to recommend to the Assembly not to 
include in the agenda the Canadian proposals as limiting the freedom of speech 
and having an anti-democratic character. 

The Chairman, Spaak, stubbornly challenged Vyshinsky's proposal, trying 
to- prove the such recommendations were not within the competence  of. the  
Committee.  But the Soviet delegate advanced such irrefutable evidence of 
Spaàk's incorrect integiretation of the funèticins of the Committee as a num-
ber of procedural rules (rules Nos-. 33, 33(a) and others); dire,ctly binding the 
Committee to assist the, Assembly in drawing up the agenda. The Soviet 
delegation was supported by Norway, China and the.United•States, but three 
hours had to be spent in debate to defend the unchallengeable right of the 
General Committee against the attitude of its Chairman. As a result, a pro-
posai  by Vyshinsky wa,s adopted, to summon a special meeting of the General 
Committee on October 24th to discuss the draft agenda of the Assembly, 
embracing 52 questions, • and in particular the question of the Canadian 
proposals, so as to present their recommendations to the Assembly. The 
General Committee also agreed that  the  General Assembly should not ratify 
the agenda until the report of the General Committee had been presente,d". 

You will note from this that the Soviet arguments against our proposals 
were the the purpose of them was to limit freedom of speech and that they 
had an anti-democratic character. 

5. I would suggest, therefore, that when committees are faced in the next 
week or so with the necessity of limiting debate, the Canadian representative 
on the committee intervene to draw  the attention of the committee to the. 

 fact that Canada suggested at the beginning of this Session the necessity ot 

the Assembly at this Session studying carefully measures to economize the 

time of future sessions of the General Assembly and that the purpose of our 

proposals was to ensure as far us possible that the discussions in the next 
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Assembly should be stream-lined so that time was not wasted and that ade-
quate time was given to the consideration of each important item on the
agenda instead of spending an inordinate amount of time during, the first
three-quarters of a session on one-quarter of the business before the Assembly
and rushing through without adequate discussion, during the remaining quarter
of the Assembly, the remaining three-quarters of the work which the Assembly
had to do .

6 . Suitable quotations could be made from our memorandum of November
27th on economizing the time of the General Assembly, especially the first
two pages and the first two lines of the third page .

7. I attach, for you convenience, a copy of our memorandum as issued in
the A/BUR series, and a copy of our press releaset on the memorandum .

E. R[Em]

444. DEA/5475-BR-40

Sommaire d'une déclaration du conseiller, la délégatio n
à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies

Summary of Statement by Adviser, Delegation to the
General Assembly of the United Nations

[New York,] December 7, 1946

; sUMMARY OF STATEMENT MADE BY MR . ESCOTT REID,

THE REPRESENTATIVE OF CANADA AT, THE MEETING ON

DECEMBER 6, 1946, OF THE GENERAL COMMITTEE'S

SUB-COMMITTEE ON ' IVIEASURES TO ECONOMIZE .THE

TIME OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
The General Assembly has gone through a six weeks' debauch of un-

organized discussion. It is immediately after a debauch that a person is most
likely to make good resolutions . The Assembly now realizes that, during the
first three-quartexs of its time, it got through only orie-quarter of its work . and
must now get through the remaining : three-quarters of its work in the one-quarter of its time which remains to it . The Assembly, therefore, is now in
the mood in which it would be likely to accept proposals for changing its
rules of procedure which might result in a better organization of the work of
the second session of the Assembly .

2 . While my experience of international conferences is very limited com-pared with yours, Mr . Chairman , I have certainly found in the last two
years .in the conferences which I have attended - the Chicago Aviation Con-
ference, the San Francisco Conference and the meetings in London-that the
s ame pattern repeated itself. Each conference started off be lieving that it
Would behave itself but began ~ by wasting its time and ended , by having to
rush decisions through at the end .
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3. I am afraid that if we do not take any action now, but leave it for the 
next session of the Assembly to take action, the same pattern will be repeated. 

4. Mr.  Gromyko  has suggested that it would be sufficient if the Secretariat 
were  •to draft new rules  •  of procedure and present them to the next session of 
the Assembly. The problem, however, of persuading the next session of the 
'Assembly to adopt improvements in its rules falls into two parts—getting 
good rules drafted and getting the rules accepted by the General Assembly. 
-The chances of the Assembly accepting good rules will be much better if 
they come not from the Secretariat but from a committee àf its own members. 

5. Mr. Gromyko's first suggestion was that the Secretary-General's  pro-
posais for revision should go direct to the next session of the Assembly. He 
has since suggested-that they go to the General Committee, which will be 
elected at the next session. The Canadian Government, in its original proposal 
set forth in its letter of September 24th to the Secretary-General, proposed 
that the General Assembly, as early as possible in the second part of the 
first session, elect an ad hoc committee of about 15 states to consider, and 
make reCommendations to it on measures it might adopt to economize its 
time. The General Committee in its wisdom decided to do thià work itself 
and referred it to a sub-committee. The Canadian delegation accepted this 
decision with considerable reluctance since it feared :that the General Com-
mittee was a .m6st inappropriate body to consider.this matter; it was composed 
to a great extent of committee chairmen and these chairmen would be un-
able to give careful consideration to the work of the sub-committee or 
even to attend its meetings since their first responsibility was to the com-
mittees of ,which they wère chairmen. The vacant chairs around the table 
tonight demonStrate that our fearà were well founded. 	. 

6. The proposal that a special committee be appointed by this Assembly, 
with instructions to present a report for circulation to the members of the 
United Nations three months before the opening annual session of 1947, 
-causes Me some embarrassment since the Chairman  of the Canadian delega-
tion, in his address in the opening plenary debate, stressed the dangers of the 
unnecessary multiplication of committees meeting between sessions of the 
Assembly. Moreover, the Secretary-General, I understand, has estimated 
that the cost to the United Nations for a committee meeting between its 
sessions is $1,000. per member. I do not doubt that $15,000 would be 
well spent for this committee, but it would perhaps be better if the committee 
were to meet one week before the opening of.the next session of the AssemblY. 

7. The important thing is  that  the report of this committee should be place d. 
before the second session of the 'General Assembly on the first or second 

day of the session, with a recommendation that the proposals for revishIS 
and amplifying the rules of procedure contained in the report be a,doP. ten 
provisionally,  and  preferably without debate, to apply to the second sessle 

8. Mr. Gromyko has suggested that Canada be asked to submit to tb_e 

Secretary-General all the documentation at its disposai - on measures Iu 
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economize the- time of the General Assembly . The Canadiari 'dëlegation' has

exhausted its reservoir of suggestions -, for economizing the time of the As-
sembly and the Canadian` delegation -hopes - that all the members ` of the
United Nations' will now send to - the Secretary-General their suggestions for
economizing theAssembly's `time . The question is surely of common concern
to all the delegations at-the Assembly . IL is' not One in which there is a peculiar
national interest of Canada .

9 . All of us wish to see the General Assembly,operate with dignity as wel l
as with despatch .'

SOUS-SECTION li/SIIB-SECTION il

CODIFICATION D Ù DROIT 'INTERNATIONAL'
. ., _

CODIFICATION .OF.INTERNATIONAL LA W

445 . DEA/5475-AX-40

Mémorandum du - chef, : la direction juridique

Memorandum by Head. : Legal Division
[Ottawâ.,j August .9, .1946. : . . . _

PLACING .ON•'THE AGENDA- AT' THE :SECOND -SESSION "OF THE GENERAL

ASSEMBLY PROPOSALS FOR THE 'PROGRESSIVE DEVELOPMENT :AND .
CODIFICATION ; 0F * INTERNATIÔNAL . LAW

1 . There has been placed on the Agenda, at the Second Session of the
General Assembly of the United~ Nations,, the question of implementing in a'constructive and practical manner the obligation of the General Assembly,
under Clause 1(a) of , Article .13 of the Charter to :

initiate studies . and make recommendations for- the .purpose of .encouraging th e_ . , itsprogressive development of international law and it codification .
2 . There are fewreferences to international .law in . the Charter apart from

the above-quoted provision. In particular, there. are none which could be con-
strued as conferring on the General Assembly lëgislative power stricto sensu
in the field of international law. Indeed, all attempts at San Francisco to con-
fer upon the Assembly in specific terms power to revise the rules and prin-
ciples of international law were abortive . In the Preamble to the Charter, it is
stated that the Peoples of the United Nations are determined, inter 'alia "to
establish conditions under which justice and respect for the ob ligations arising
from treaties and other sources of international - law can be maintained". In
Article I it is stated that the Purposes of the United Nations include the
bringing about "by peaceful means ; . and in accordance ~ with , the principles of

1 Voir aussi le discours de M . Paul Martin
d~ Nations Unies, Documents officiels deseconde

partie de la première sessionde-l'Assemblée
ances plénières degénérale, sé

l'Ass
emblée générale, soixante-septième séance

plénière , 15 décembre 1946, pp . 1454-1457.

i See_also the speech by Mr. PaulMartin in
United Nations, Official Records of the
Second Part of the First Session of the
General Assembly, Plenary Meetings of the
General Assembly, sixty-seventh plena ry
meeting, Décember 15, 1946, pp . 1454-1457 .
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justice- and international law, adjustment or settlement of international dis-
putes or situations which might lead to a breach of the peace". In general, 
however, both in the Dumbarton Oaks Proposals (in which the expression 
"international Law" does not appear at all) and the Charter itself, political 
and security, rather than juridical, interests predominate. It is open to doubt, 
however, that world peace can be maintained indefinitely in the absence of a 
system of international order based upon law. It would seem essential indeed, 
that all steps possible under the Charter be taken in order to strengthen the 
authority of law in international affairs. 

3. (a) A division of the Legal Department of the Secretariat has been 
established, under the direction of Dr. Yuen-Le Liang, "for the Development 
of International Law". The programme of the Division as reported by the 
Secretary-General consists' of: 

(i) making studies concerning the promotion of international legislation 
in the form of multilateral conventions; 

(ii) examining the possibilities of resuming the process of codification of 
international law and assisting in promoting conferences.  on the codification 
of international law in the future; 

(iii) undertaking research in the work of public and private bodies and 
serving as a centre of information concerning matters offering possibilities 
of codification. Also, within the framework of the activities of the United 
Nations itself, the Division will analyze and record legal principles practised 
by the principal organs of the United Nations in applying the provisions of 

_ the Charter. 
(b) No doübt the abOve-mentioned Division has done useful prelhninary 

work in the field. It is questionable, however, whether the Secretariat itself 
should be primarily charged with such a comprehensive, continuous and 
highly specialized responsibility: its dimensions ,and importance would sug-
gest that it be regarded as 'something other than  a routine function for the 
Legal Department of the Secretariat. At the other extreme, the project might 
be undertaken by an international organization established as a specialized 
agency of the United Nations; however, not only would this be unduly cum-
brous, but such an organization would, not be identified sufficiently closely 
with the General Assembly, the body primarily charged. A via media would  
seem to be indicated. 

..(c) Thé most  effective and appropriate way of discharging this long-te
dbligatidn would appear to be through the establishment, by resolution of the 
General Assembly, of a:subsidiary organ to be known as "The International  
Law Commission". The Commission might be composed of one representa-

tive, fully qualified in the field of international law, from each of fifteen states 
to be elected by the General Assembly. Following the analogy of the  In 

 Court, the states first elected by the Assembly . might appoint rePre -
sentatives as follows: five state's for three years; five states for six years; five 
'states for nine years. After the first election, the respective terms could be 
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determined bÿ lot drawn by the` Secretary=General . Sùbsequènt elections; , a s
.

they fell, due, would be for'nine=ÿear terms . Such, a body - would not be toounwieldly for . effective work, yet ,it would be representative : of . the principal
systems of law currently, in operation. Close liaison would, of `course, have tobe maintained with the Legal Department of the Secretariat, from which pre=sumably some personnel would be drawn by the Secretary-General in provid=
ing suitable administrative staff for the Commission :

4 . (a) One function of the International Law-Commission would be to in=
vestigate and report to` the Assembly on the existing agencies concerned with
the codication of international law, with a view `to making recommendations
for the 'correlation of the work" of such agencies with the 'work of the Com-
mission . Ti- is understôod that some preliminary investigations in this field hav ealready been undertaken . by the Legal Department.

(b) A prime function of the Commission would, of course, be the devel-
opment of a long-term plan for, the, codification of international . law. The
codification, it is thought, might properly take the form of a Restatement,
corresponding to thât undertaken by the Ame rican Law Institute in respect
of United States law, which would proceed progressively and according to
the' aforementioned plan . As particular Sections of the Restatement were
completed, they would be - submitted by the Commission to - the General
Assembly of the United Nations for adoption ; by a two-thirds vote 'of theGeneral Assembly, - as declaratory of contemporary international law : ,

( c) This, of course , would not -be tantamount to legislation. At the sametime, there. would ' seem , to be no doubt that such a Restatement would have
great weight as a declaration of the recognized principles of internâtional law ,;
that it would receive a large measure of acceptance _ as ` an authoritative codeand , that it : would ,go far toward 'strengthening the importance of internationallaw, both'm the conduct of international ~ affairs and in the settlement ofinternational disputes . Law, - of course, depends ultimately on its acceptance
by those,to whom it is addressed ; - and there° have been instances ' in the pastwhere international - agreements have been recognized as authoritative : codes
of international law, even by states not party thereto .

(d) The Restatement proposal would have ' certain ' obvious advantagesover th e traditional method of codifying international law by the nè otiation
of multilateral conventions-lt wou d•ot purport to affect onl . thepartici-Pating states

. It would not be affected by failures or delays, in the depositi nof ratifications g
, approvals or acceptances . Not only, however, . would pro-cedure by Restatement be more expeditious 'but, as avice , quasi-legislative de=tional'tet point the way to further advances in the direction of interna=gi ation .

(e)
The Canadian Bar Association's Committee on Legal Problems oflnternational

Organizatson for the Maintenance of Peace, Toronto, August ;1944) 1ecOnImended that "theré should be ' undertaken a codification of thegenerà,l rules
of international law by such body as may be agreed uPon'
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This recommen.dation did not specify the means by which codification would 
be effected; however, the present proposal would conform therewith. 

(f) It would appear, indeed, that, under the Charter, this is as far as the 
General Assembly could go in the direction of quasi-legislation. It might be 
desirable, in the long run, by an appropriate amendment to the Charter, to 
inirest the General Assembly with power by a two-thirds vote, and with the 
concurrence of the Security Council, to exercise legislative power to codify 
and èven to modify the general rules of international law and to enact new 
rules of international law. This course was strongly recommended by an 
unofficial meeting of North American jurists held in April, 1944. (A copy of 
Proposal 7 is attached hereto)t. However, judging from the experience at 
Dumbarton Oaks and San Francisco, which resulted in the formulation of 
the Charter in its present limited terms, it is doubted whether any useful 
purpose would be served by recommending a specific amendment of such a 
nature at the forthcoming Second Session. The ultimate attainment of legis-
lative power by the General Assembly in the field of international law is no 
doubt an .ultimate goal which should be borne ,  constantly in mind. Neverthe-
less, it Would seem more sensible for the Canadian delegation to content 
itself, at the present stage, with sponsoring the proposals outlined above as 
constituting a ,practical step in the right direction. • 

• - 5: /di:further function of the Céminission, to be undertaken pari passu with 
the Restateinent, would be the initiatién and examination of proposals for 
the progressive_ development or improvement. of international law with a 
view to preparing, in the form of draft conventions or , ,otherwise, specific 
proposals  for the .consideration of the General Assembly. The observations 
contained in the immediately preceding paragraPh respecting codification are, 
of course,  entirely applicable here. Howevèr, .proposals for .the deve/opment 
of  international law differ in kind from proposals for the codification of inter 

 law. Presumably, in the field of international law reform, unless t> 
terms  of the Charter are broadened,. the  Commission  would,  in  practice, be 
limited to the preparation of draft' conVentions , (cérresponding M. form to the 
draft Convention, on:Immunities anct Privileges for the United Nations) 'which 
would be submitted to the' General,Assembly for approval and presented to 
individ.ualstates for approval, acceptance or ratification in accordance Yith 
their,respective constitutiortal procedures. 

, 	 and - 6. The  Commission Might, in addition,  be empowered to examine 
report  upon'any ,question of a legal' nature submitted to it by the General 
Assembly or the Legal' COmmittee  of the  General:Assembly. Routine legal , 	, 	 1 

"âd.ViCe to the Organization and its components would, .of course, remain the 
 primary responsibility  of the Legal Department of the Secretariat. 

7. The Canadian Delegation should not proceed ,to the Second Session. 

committed irre\*Tocably to the foregoing specific proposals. The principal enda  

should be' to ensure that this i basic problem is, dealt with at the Session in 
practical constructive manner; detailed problems affecting the mechanics  of 
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implementation could be dealt with in Committee as they arise. It is, how-
ever, felt that there would be more likelihood of effec tive. attention beingpaid to the problem, if definitive proposais were put before the Assembly.

446
. DEA/5475-AX-40

Le conseiller, l'ambassade aux. États-Unis, au sous-secrétaire d'État associéaux Affaires extérieures
Counsellor, Embassy in, United States, to Associate Under-Secretary of State

for., External Affairs

Washington, September 5, 1946
Dear Mr . Wrong,

In accordance with the instructions contained in your letter of August 21,
1946 t, Mr ., Rogers' of the . Embassy staff had an interview with Miss A . M .McDiarmid of , the, Division of - International . Organization ' AfEairs , in the
State Department, concerning ~ the proposal of the ' United States, to include on
the agenda for the forthcoming Session of the General Assembly of theUnited Nations the . problem of the implementation of the Charter obligation
to encourage 'the progressive development of international law` and its' codi-fication .

Miss 1VIcDiarnlid stated that the United States ' government was ho in _ tohave the . Assembly discuss carrying out its ' obligations under the Charterin this regard . * They hoped that the Assembly might appoint - a Committee
to examine the alternative methods of implementation, but evidently did not
expect that it would go so far as to appoint a body to begin actual work on
codification or revision during the coming session.

The unofficial Canadian * suggestion as set forth in the Departmental, draft2attached to your letter was .explained .to Miss McDiarmid, who expressedsatisfaction that Canada
. appeared to be' willing to go as far as' the UnitedStates or even farther. A copy of the draft was left with Miss McDia:rmid , for

study on the understanding that the draft was so far unofficial and had 'notreceived Cabinet approval.
It was agreed thât Miss McDiarmid should retain the draft for about a week,

and then return it together with a memorandum setting forth the views of the
State Department with respect to its contents. I shall communicate with you
again as soon as further word is received .

Yours sincerely,
' C. P . IUBERT

1R L•R ô
b~sade gers, troisième' 'sècrétaire; 1'am- 1 R. L . Rogers; •Tfiird Secretàz ry, Embassy inVo~, i ao uats-Unis, • United ' States. , , ;ment précédent . '' 2 See preceding document . '
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Le conseiller, l'ambassade aux États-Unis, au sous-secrétaire d'État associé 
aux Affaires extérieures 

Counsellor, Embassy in United States, to Associate Under-Secretary of State 
for Externat Affairs 

Washington, September 16, 1946 
Dear Mr. Wrong, 

On thé 5th of this month, • Mr. Stone wrote to You concerning the recéptiOn 
by the State Department of the unofficial Canadian proposes for the codifica-
tion and. progressive development of International Law.' 

Mr. John Maktos of the Division of International Organization Affairs tele-
phoned to explain that the principal concem of the U.S. Government was 
that the Assembly of the UN. should explore the 'natter in. detail in a most 
informal manner, preferably through a small Sub-Committee of the Assembly's 
Legal Committee. In this manner it would be possible to call experts and to 
take advice from Universities and other private bodies that it might wish to 
consult or that might wish, to be heard. 

It was pointed out to Mr. Maktos that the object of having an outline 
proposal such as that sketched in our draft, was to present the committee or 
sub-committee with a concrete proposal in order to assist it in coming to 
a more rapid decision. Each time this was done Mr. Maktos returned to the 
subject of very informal exploratory conversations by a sub-committee, which 
might continue to sit between sessions. 

It became evident that Mr. Maktos, and Miss McDiarmid, who telephoned 
later, were interested primarily in having the question of how to codify inter' 
national law canvassed at .some length, and were not interested in starting 
the actual work during the present 'year. They did not appear to favour the 
introduction of the Canadian plan during the cominiséssion of the Assembly; 
_though of course it would be appropriate to bring it before the body aP-
pointed by the Assembly to explore the subject. 

Yours sincerèly, 
C. P. HÉBERT 

- 
1 Voir le document précédent. Il n'y a 	1 See precedin.g document. There  

aucune indication sur ce document que M. indication on that document that Mr. 3te" 
Stone en était l'auteur. 	 was the author.- 
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448.. 	- 	 DEA/5475-AX-40 

Mémorandum du chef, la direction juridique, au sous-secrétaire d'État 
aux  Affaires extérieures et au chef, la deuxième direction politique 

Memorandum from Head, Legal Division, to Under-Secretary of State 
for External A ffairs and to Head, Second Political Division 

[Ottawa,]  September 20, 1946 

1. I see considerable sense in the United States suggestion. While it would 
be desirable to get on with the job of codification, it would be wise before so 
doing to have the matter explored thorou .hly  in an informal manner, probably-
through a small sub-committee of the Legal Committee. On the other hand, it 
should be made sure, I think, that any such exploratory work is concluded 
within a measurable period of time so that a decision may be reached by ,the 
Assembly as soon as possible. My original note was prepared against the pos-
sibility that the United States might be pütting up concrete proposals -for 
immediate action at the next meeting of the Assembly. It is according,ly most 
helpful to have an infornial expression of their views at this time. 

2. If you agree, I could: 
(a) re-write the note on codification leaving the door open to the unofficial 

United States proposals and merely outlining the re-statement suggestion as 
one possible solution that might be put forward for consideration at a suitable 
time and place;1  

(b) advise Mr. E. K. Williams2  of the new turn of events and invite the 
informal comments of his Committee on the re'vised note on codification'. 1  

3. Do you think that it would be advantageous to have any further con-
versations with the interested officials of the State Department in this matter?3  

E. R. HOPKINS 

mes légaux de l'organisation inter- Legal Problems of the Intern' ational Organ-
ri„a.ti°nale pour le maintien de la paix de ization for Maintenance of Peace of the 1 As odation du Barreau canadien . 	 Canadian Bar Association. 

notesuivante était écrite sur ce 	3  The following note was written on the 
rnenlOrandUril: 	 memorandum: 

APart from some comments I made at Pierce's party. 
,... I think a consultative committee membership of which c[oul]d be combined 
,with other academic and official employment w[oul]d bring better, men than  a full 
time long term job. * • . s  , . - . . 

R[OBERTSON] 

'Note marginale: 	 1 Marginal note: 
• 

Yes 
'Le Président de l'Association du Barreau 	2  President of the Canadian Bar Associa- 

canadien. Président du Comité spécial sur tion. Chairman of the Special Cœmnittee on les 	• _ 
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449. DEA/5475-AX-40

Le chef,- la direction juridique, .,au . président, le-, Comité spécial sur ,,les

problèmes légaux de, l'.organisation . internationale pour le maintien
de la paix de l'Association du Barreau canadien

Head, Legal Division, to Chair.man, Special Committee ori .Legal Problems

of the International Organization for the Maintenance of Peace

of the Canadian Bar Association

Ottawa, ' September 25, 1946

Dear Mr . Williams,
I wish to thank you for your recent . lettert concerning the codification and

development of international law, and to endeavour ' to reply to your questions .

We now have information from Washington concerning what will probably

happen in New York at the forthcoming meeting of the General Assembly . It

is envisaged by the United States officials who were consulted that the prob-

lem will be discussed most informa lly at New York, probably through a small

sub-committee of the Assembly's Legal Committee, which would sit between

sessions, call experts and take advice from Universities and other private
bodies (including, presumably, Bar Associations) that it might wish to con-

sult or, that might wish to be heard .

-The original . Department Memorandum1 (which I left with you in Wi flni'
peg) was prepared against the possibi lity that concrete proposals .would be

put before the Assembly at the forthcoming meeting . On the other hand, it

would seem desirable that the question of implementing Article 13 of the
Charter be thoroughly canvassed before the Canadian Government or the

Assembly finally approves any specific proposals. The Departmental Memo-

randum has accordingly been re-written so as to preserve our freedom of
action, the Restatement proposal being outlined as one possible solution that

might be put forward at a suitable time and place . 2

In any event, the views of your Committee would be most welcome as to
any of the points raised by the latest Memorandum . Moreover, it seems to me

that you would be free to use the material contained in the Memo ~~é ~ he
whatever discussions you may have with the corresponding Comm

American Bar. On the: other- hand, since the Memorandum itselî is still with-

out Ministerial approval, it would seem unwise to refer to it in any way as an

official document, - or to have :it published or referred to in. Resolutions, etc .

I am . sending, under separate cover, twenty `copies of the most ' recent

Memorandum.

I will gladly keep you informed of new developments in this field can e t

arise and would be grateful !for whatever information you feel that yo
u

1 Document 44:) .
' Le mémorandum révisé ne peut pas ê tre - ' 2 The revised memorandum

trouvé. found.
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me have relating to• the activities - of ' yôur" Committëe .;It seenis to me that ü '
would be Most helpful If we could' keep our. lines from crossing .

. Yours sincerely ,

450

E. R. HOPZCINS

SOUS-SECTION üi/SUB-SECTION ; ü i

DÉSARMÉMENT/DISAR1l1AMENT

• . .DEA/211-F
Le haut commissaire adjoint de Grande-Bretagne au sous-secrétaire d'État

aux Affaires extérieures

Deputy High Commissioner of Great Britain to Under-Secretary of State

1074/70

SECRET

Dear Mr. Pearson,

for Extérnal A ff airs

Ottawa, October 26, 1946

As you will be aware, the Soviet Government have placed on the Agenda
for the General Assembly an item concerning the presence of Allied troops"abroad.

The United Kingdom authorities do not feel able to, accept the proposal
in the Soviet Government motion,' and I enclose for your secret information'the text of a telegram which has been sent by Mr. Bevin to the United King=
dom Ambassador at Washington.

The United Kingdom Government hope thatthé Canadian authorities 'may
see their way to instruct- the Canadian Delegatiôn' at -New " York to -keep in'
tôuch with the United Kingdom : .Delegation there aüd"to` act"with them when .-
the matter comes before the General Assembly .

Yours sincerely,
J. J. S. GARNE R

. _ . ,
[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE ]

Le secrétaire d'État •aux #aires étrangères de Grande-Bretczgnea lanibassadeur de Grande-Bretagne 'aux États-Unis

Secretary, of State for Foreign A ffairs of Great Britain
to Ambassador of Great Britain in United States.

TELE6RAM _ - ,
London, October 1946

SECRET
. I have been considering the line to be taken in the General Assem-bly ln ansWeTing the Soviet item on Allied troops abroad . To ' my mind the"Voir Nati ons Unies, Documents officiels x  See United Nations,de lQ seconde partie de la Official Records ofprem4?,'session the Second Part o

re cormmission, General Assembly,f First
Firstde

blée générale, premiè , oAnnea, P. 333. ,.
. 8a, p . 333 .
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•overriding consideration is th.at in no circumstances can we admit the obliga-
tion to disclose all our troops strengths and dispositions  • abroad. It would be 
disastrous to reveal at the present time the exact strength and composition 
of our forces abroad for the reasons I explained to Mr. Byrnes in Paris. 
Furthermore, to agree under any circumstances that the General Assembly 
has a right to this information would establish a precedent whose conse-
quences require to be carefully thought out. Once the figures of service 
strengths overseas are given to the United  Nations there is nothing to stop a 
recurring request by the General Assembly or Security Council for the 
figures t 9  brought up to date. In other words, every replacement or re-
equipment of land and air units in the Middle East (or Philippines) and 
every movement of naval units outside home waters might have to be noti-
fied. Powers with a high proportion of air and naval forces and scattered 
bases would have far more to lose by publicity of this sort than a land power 
depending mainly on an army inside its own frontiers, a fact which has 
evidently not escaped the Soviet Government. 

2. Similar objections apply to Mr. Byrnes's original  proposai  to which he 
has now reverted, to extend the proposal to cover ex-enemy territories. It is 
quite possible that M. Molotov would jump at  this  offer and provide figures 
whose accuracy, although it might well be highly dubious, we should have 
no means of checking. In exchange the whole- world would know the precise 
strength of British and United States forces in Germany and Austria as well 
as elsewhere, which it is certainly not in our common interest to divulge at 
the present time. 

3. For these reasons I cannot take any line in the Assembly which, even 
if the Russians turned the item down when extended to cover ex-enemy ter-
ritories, would admit the obligation to disclose our ,  ;troop dispositions' abroad. 
Even the Military_ Staff Committee if it were a united and effective body 
would still not be entitled to have this information beyond what is required 
for Article 43, and it seems to me out of the question to concede the point 
at the present time. 

4. I quite agree thaï the difference in procedure between the Security 
Council and the General Assembly makes it impossible to keep the Soviet 
item off the Assembly agenda, as was done in the Security Council. Apart 
from this, however, I would propose lo take 'much the same line as was 

 taken then, namely, that this is a Soviet propaganda move, that British 
troops abroad are not a menace to peace and security and that nobody 
seriously believes théy are: I am of course asSuming, as I thin.k is bound to 
be the case, that the Soviet spokesman in the Assembly will take essent1a11Y .  
the same line as M. Gromyko took in the Security Council. I understand 
that Article 11 will be.  invoked in the Assert-1'1ply  and  this 'Article, though 
more widely draWn, seems to give as much scope for such a Soviet line as 
Article 34 did in the Security Council. I should then meet Mr. BYrnes  
point by observing that the Soviet item specifically excludes those countries 
who cannot• speak for themselves, and yet have to bear the burden  0f a 
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quitë excessive number of Soviet troops . I should also point out that if any,
Governments feel , aggrieved it is up to them to raise the question for them-
selves . The Soviet motion is either an insult to the Governments concerned
or an interference in their internal affairs . '

5 . I cannot be certain that a motion exonerating B ritish and United States
troops would get a - clear two-thirds majority as there might be a number of
abstentions. On the other hand, it is most unlikely that a Soviet motion on
the lines of their Secu rity Council argument would get a two-thirds majority. ,
Our tactics should therefore be to get them to propose a motion which, pro-
vided the United States and United Kingdom delegates take similar line, we
should have no diff'iculty in defeating .

6 . Please convey a message from me to Mr. Byrnes in the sense of the
foregoing, explaining the grave risks I foresee for both our countries if we
give way to the Russians in this matter which I regard as ,a vital point of,
principle . You - should -emphasize that the Russians are attacking us bothequally in this matter and that we must co-ordinate the defence of our com-
mon interests . I very much hope that Mr. Byrnes will agree to the considera-
tions I have :. pût forward: . If not, please urge him to make no move until I
have had an opportunity of discussing it with him further on my arrival in
New York :

451 . DEA/211-F

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
adjoint de Grande-Bretagne

Under,Secretary : o f~State for External A ffairs to Deputy High Com m issiôner
of Great Britain

SECRET Ottawa October 28 1946
Dear Mr. Garner ,

This will acknowledge receipt of your letter of October 26th with a text
of instructions from the Foreign Secretary to the . United Kingdom Ambassador
at Washington, on the policy to be adopted by the United Kingdom Delega-
tion to thé Assembly on the item on the Agenda concerning the presenceOf Allied troops abroad . This has been brought to the attention of the ,
Canadian Delegation in New York, together with the, hope 'of the UnitedKingdom Government that our Delegation may see their way to keep in'touch With the. United Kingdom Delegation on this matter, and to , act with
them when it comesbefore the General Assembly .

Yours sincerely,
L. B. PEARSON
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. 	. 

Le consul général à New York au secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires , extérieures 

Consul General in New  York  to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 108 - New York, November 5, 1946 
SECRET. ASDEL  No  73. Following for Pearson from Reid, Begins: Mr. St. 
Laurent has approved of my showing to the United States and United King-
dom delegations the following possible amendment of the Soviet proposal 
on disemament. We do not contemplate introducing such an amendment 
ourselves but we assume that the United States does intend to bring in a 
Substitute resolution and they might find our draft useful, Begjns: 

1. In the interests of consolidating international peace and security and 
in conformity with the purposes and principles of the United Nations, the 
General Assembly considers a general regulation and reduction of armaments 
necessary. 

2. As an essential step towards a general regulation and reduction of 
armaments, the General Assembly recommends to the Security Council that 
the Security Council, without further delay, negotiate with members of the 
United Nations under Article 43 of the Charter the special agreements making 
available to the Security Council on its call the armed forces, assistance and 
facilities necessary for the purpose of maintaining international peace and 
security. 

3. As an essential step towards the urgent objective of eliminating from 
national armaments atomic weapons and all other major, weapons adaptable 
to mass destruction, the General Assembly urges the expeditious fulfilment 
by the Atomic Energy Commission of  its  terms of reference as set forth in 
Section 5 of the General Assembly Resolution of January 17th„ 1946. 

4. A system for the general regulation and reduction of armaments must 
be based on an international Treaty or Convention on the limitation of 
armaments. This Treaty or Convention should provide two safeguards for 
complying States against the hazards of violation and evasion: 

(1) International responsibility with effective guarantees for the loYal  
execution of the Treaty or Convention; and 	- 

(2) Sanctions against States violating essential provisions of the Tree 
or Convention. 

5. In order to provide complying States with effective guarantees for the 
loyal execution of the Treaty or Convention, it should provide for the 
establishment of a Permanent International Commission of Control with til, e  
power to carry out investigations on the spot in the event of reasonable 
suspicion of a breach of the Treaty or Convention and of subsequent suPPle' 
mentary agreements on the reduction and limitation of armaments, and t°  
appoint for this purpose. special Commissions of Enquiry. 

754 :.NATIONS UNIES 
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6.The General Assembly ,  recommends to the Security .  - Council that the 
Security Council .formulate, .with the . assistance of the Military  Staff  Com-
mittee, plans to be submitted to the members of the United Nations for the 
establishment of a system for the regulation of armaments as is provided for 
in Article 26 of the Charter so that an international Treaty or Convention on 
disarmament - may be concluded as soon as possible. 	 — 

7. The General Assembly calls upon the -  Governments of . all States to 
render every possible assistance' to the Security Council, the Military Staff 
Committee and the Atomic Energy Commission in their pursuit of the ob-
jectives set  • forth in this resolution, confident that the attairunent of these 
objectives would contribute ,greatly to the establishment of stable interna-
tional peace and security and further serve the interests of all the peoples 
of the United 'Nations -  by lightenind the heavy economic burden imposed 
on them by excessive expenditures for armaments which are not compatible 
with peaceful post-war conditions. Ends. Message ends. 

453. 	 DEA/211-G 

Le consul général à New York au secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

Consul General in New York to Secretary of State for External A ffairs 

TELEGRAM 134 	 New York, November 7, 1946 
SECRET. ASDEL No. 90. Following for Pearson from Reid, Begins: My 
ASDEL No. 73 of November 5th, concerning possible amendment of the,  
Soviet proposal on disarmament. 

1. I had a long talk last night with Joe Johnson of the State Department 
who gave me his views on the draft Resolution, emphasizing that he Was 
speaking only for himself. . 2. He was in virtnally complete agreement with the draft  and had , only the 
following minor suggestions to make for its revision: 

(1)The second sentence of paragraph 4 should read as follows: 
"This Treaty or Convention should provide effective international safe-

guards by way of inspection and other means for complying States against the 
hazards of violation and evasion." 

(2)Paragraph 5, after the words "Permanent International Commission 
of Control", should read "with the power to make such investigations as it 
InaY deem necessary to satisfy itself that no breach, etc., is taking place, and to  appoint for this purpose special Commissions of Enquiry." 

(3)Paragraph 6. There might be added after the word "formulate" the 
words  at  the earliest practicable date". 

3 . Johnson confirmed our understanding that the United States does intend 
t: Lbring in a substitute Resolution. The United States has not decided on the 
'ale on which they will bring in the Resolution, but Johnson himself hoPes 
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that it will be early next week; thoûgh the: First Committee of the Assembly
will grobably not be reaching -the item of disarmament for two or three or

more weeks . Ends .

454.
DEA/211-6

Le consul général à New York au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

Consul General in New York to Secretary o f State - f or External A f, f airs

TELEGRAM 165 New York,' November 12, 1946

ASDEL No . 111 . Following for Pearson from Reid,,Begins : Limitation of

Armaments .
The Soviet delegation has formally presented the Resolution on Reduction

of Armaments of which notice was given in Mr. Molotov 's speech to the

Assembly on October 29th . The Resolution reads as follows :

' 1' . With a view to strengthening peace -and international security in con=

formity with the aims and principlès of : ' the United Nations, the General

Assembly recognizes the necessity of a general reduction of armaments .

2. The implementing of the decision conçerning the reduction of arma-
ments should include as, primary object the prohibition to produce and us

e

atomic energy for military purposes .

3 . The General Assembly recommends that the Security Council should
ensure the effective implementing of the principles laid : down in paragraphs

1 and 2 above .

4. The General' Assembly appeals to the Governments of all the States to
've to the Security Council all the assistance necessary ;to enable it to , s~g ive

its responsibilities arising out of this task, the achievement of
lies within the scope of its mission, to establish an enduring peace and main-

tain international security . This task is also in the interest of the peoples wh o

would be :released from the heavy economic burden cavsed` by e~ eRO war

expenditure on armaments which do' not 'correspond to ,peac P

conditions . Ends .

DEA/211-G
455 .

Le consul . général à New' York au secrétaire ,d'Éta t

aux A ffaires extérieures .
airs

Consul General in New York to Secretary of State for External A~` 6

TELEGRAM 219 New York, November 20, 19 ~

CONFIDENTIAL . ASDEL No. :143 . Following for' Pearson from Reid, Be~s '

Armed forces of the United Nations in foreign territories .
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At meeting of First Committee this morning, Molotov accepted the pro-
posal made by Senator Austin in his speech in plenary session that the
original Soviet proposal should be extended to eX enenly countries . He sub-
stituted for the original Soviet proposal, a new draft resolution, the text of
which is given in . my immediately following teletype.

2. The United States and United Kingdom delegations were taken by sur-
prise . Instead of revising his prepared speech in the light of the speech by
Molotov, Senator. Connally gave the speech-which already had been prepared
for him, which was in large part a criticism of the Soviet Union for not being
willing to report on the number of its troops in ex-enemy count ries as well as
the number of, troops at home .

3. Mr . Cadogan, who had hoped to receive instructions from London . be-
fore he had to speak, had clearly not received instructions when his time came
to speak and had to content himself with saying that the United Kingdom
delegation was unable to comment immediately on the new Soviet proposal
since they had •not received any notice of it .

4 . The discussion will be continued tomorrow morning in the First Com-
mittee . The result of this morning's speeches was a clear victory for the
Soviet Union . Ends :

456 . DEA/21 1-F
Le consul général à. New York au secrétaire d'État

aux .Affaires extérieures

Consul 'General in New York to Secreta ry of State for External A ffairs_• _. .~ _ . _ . - ._ . ,
TELECRalvt 220 New York, November 20, 1946

ASDEL No . . 144 . Following for Pearson from Reid, Begins : Reference my
immediately preceding teletype . The- revised proposal of the Soviet delegation
on armed forces . of the United Nations in foreign territories reads as, follows :

The. General Assembly -recommends to the Security Council to take• a de-
11s1011 to the effect that .States-members . of • the United Nations Organizationshould submit the , following, information-- to the Secretary-General_ and the
Security Council within a month : '

1 At what , points in the territory of members of ,the . United Nations- or
other States with the exception of former enemy territories and in ;what num-
ber are armed forces of other members of the United Nations .

2 . At what points ' in the former enemy States and in what number are
armed forces of the Allied powers and other members of the United Nations .

3 . At what points in ' the above mentioned territories are air and naval bàse s
and what is the sizé of 'their garrisons belonging to the armed forces of other
States-members of the United Nations :

4• The information to be provided under paragraphs 1, - 2 and .3 should
refer to the situation as it existed on November 1st ; 1946. Ends .
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457. DEA/211-G 

Le consul général à New York au secrétaire d'État 	, 
aux Affaires extérieures 

Consul General in New York to Secretor),  of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 222 	 New ,York, November 21, 1946 
MOST IMMEDIATE. SECRET. ASDEL No. 146. Following for Pearson from 
Reid, Begins: Reference our telephone conversation of yesterday. Mr. St. 
Laurent has approved of the following text of a Canadiàn amendment to the 
Soviet proposal on disarmament. We would like authority to introduce this 
Resolution if developments in Committee seem to us to make this desirable. 
The time may arise this morning. 

Amendment of the Soviet proposal on disarmament. 
1. With a view to strengthening -international peace and security in con-

formity with the purposes and .principles of the United Nations, the General 
/dxssembly recognizes the necessity of a general regulation and reduction of 
armaments. (First paragraph of Soviet propOsal, substituting -"purposes and 
principles" for "aim and principles" and adding "regtilation and" before 
"reduction"). 

2. The General Assembly recommends to thé Security Council that, as the 
first step towards a general regulation and reduction of armaments, the 
Security Council should, without further delay,,negotiate with members of the 
United Nations under Article 43' of the Charter the special agreements making 
available to the Security Coun.cil on its call the 'armed forces, assistance and 
facilities necessary  for the purpose of maintaining international peace and 
security. (New). 

3. In order that atomic weapons and all 'other major vans adaptable to 
mass destruction be eliminated from national armanients at the earliest pos-
sible date, the General Assembly urges the  expeditious fulfihnent by the 
Atomic Energy Commission of its terms of refefence as Set forth in Section 5 
of the General AsseMbly Resolution' of  January 24th, 1946, by which the 
Commission is required to proceed with the.fjutniost despatch and to make 
specific proposals: 	. 

"(a) For extending between all  nations the  exchange of basic scientific in -
formation for peaceful ends; 	 . 

(b) For control of atomic energy to the extent necessary to ensure its use 
only for peaceful purposes; 	. 

(c) For the elimination from national armaments of atomic weapons and 
of all other major weapons adaptable to mass destruction; 	 - 

(d) For effective safeguards by way of inspection and other means  
tect complying States against the' hazards èéf violations and evasions". (sub-
stitute for paragraph 2 of Soviet proposal). 

NATIONS UNIES 
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4 . A system fôr : the general .regulation and reduction of armaments should
be based on aTreaty or Convention which would be accepted by virtually all
States and which would provide for effective international safeguards by way
of inspection and other means to protect complying States against the hazards
of violations and evasions . There should be set up, under the Treaty or Con-
vention, a Permanent International Commission of Control with power to
make such investigations, including the appointment of permanent Inspectors
and special Commissions of Enquiry,' as it may deem necessary to satisfy
itself that no breach of the Treaty, or Convention and of subsequent supple-
mentary agreements on the reduction and limitation of armaments is taking
place. (New) .

5 . To the end that ' an International
I
Tr~eaty or Convention on disarmament

may be conclûded 'as soon as possible, .the General Assembly recommends to
the Security Council that, with the assistance of the Mi li tary .Staff Committee,
it submit plans at the earliest practicable date, to the members of the United
Nations for the establishment of a system for the regulation of armaments as
is-pjovided for in Article " 26 ' ôf. the Charter . (Substitute for paragraph 3 o f

6 . The General Assembly çalls upon the Governmcnts of all States to
render everossibleassistance to the SecuriY P ty Council, the ; Mi litary Staff
Committeé and' thé ` Atomic Energy Commission to . enable them, to attain
speedily the objectives set forth in this. Resolution. The General Assembly is
confident that the attainment of these ôbjectives, 'would contribute greatly to
the establishment of enduring peacé and the maintenance of international
security. -1Vloreover , it would make possible a rise' in the' standards of living of
all the peoples of the :United Nations by lightening the heavy. economic bur=
den imposed; on them by excessive expenditures for national , armaments which
do notcorrespond to peaceful post-war conditions . (Substitute for paragraph
4 of S oviet proposal) .: Ends:

DEA/21 1-G

Le consul général à New York au secrétaire ,d'État.
. aux Â f}airés éxtérieuré s

: _ .
Consul General in New York , to Secretàry of State for Extérnal Affairs :

. . Ï . .
TELEGRAM 224 New York, November 21, 1946
MOST IMMEDIATE . ASDEL No . 148. Fo llowing for . Pearson from Reid,s The following js the text of the statement on disarmâment . which wil l
beeven by 1VIr. St : Laurent in Committee I either this morning or tomorrow,depending on the progress of the Committce.1 You will see that it. is pretty
much a paraphrase of the . Resolution ' which we" have prepared. If Mr. St.~ . .

Go discours ne, fut pas ; prononcé. ;'Le ,, 'This' speech was not delivered . The texttexte ,est reproduit ici car il présente la ` is `printéd here ' becâuse it states the Cana-position canadienne : ' than position.
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Laurent does not have to give the speech this morning,' it will be possible for 
him to make amendments in it. In that event, I wouldsgreatly appreciate your 
suggestions for revision. 
Text Begins: 

1. The concern of the Government and people of Canada that the question 
of disarmament be discussed at this Assembly was expressed in the speech 
which I gave in the opening debate before the Soviet proposal on disarmament 
was put forward. I then said that, in view of the Canadian delegation, "it 
would be in the interest of all members of the United Nations to see the 
Security Council equipped and ready, in fact, to enforce proper decisions for 
the maintenance of world peace and also to see serious consideration given 
to the reduction of national armaments so that the productive capacity of the 
world thus conserved may be used for improving the living conditions of all 
peoples". 

2. In our view the Resolution proposed by the Soviet delegation does not 
go far enough. It states the objectives in general terms but it does not 
sufficiently point the way to the speedy attainment of these objectives. 
We believe that the United Nations will make progress in disarmament only 
if.  all the members of the United Nations agree to practical measures designed 
to convince their peoples that their nation may be secure through reliance 
upon means other than large national armaments. 

3. How can this be done? First, I submit, by working towards a system 
of world - security which would offer protection at least as effective to the 
members of the United Nations as their own national forces. Secondly, by 
developing such international safeguards as would give assurance to any 
nation that does disarm: that it will not be suddenly attacked and struck down 
by another nation that may have evaded or violated its promises to disarm. 

4. The Soviet Resolution proposes that the General Assembly recognize 
the necessity of a general reduction of armaments. We assume that the Soviet 
proposal includes the regulation as well as the reduction of armaments in 
accordance with Articles 26 and 47 of the Charter. With this proposition put 
forward in the first paragraph of the Soviet Resolution, the Canadian delega-
tion is in cordial agreement, but we ask how it is to be implemented. The 
answer in the Soviet proposal is left vagiie. All that paragraph 3 says is that 
"the Security Council should  ensure the effective implementing of the Oil' 
ciples laid down in paragraphs 1 and 2". 

5. I would recall to the Committee the suggestion contained in my re' 
the marks in the opening plenary. debate "that the Security Council and 

in the Military Staff Committee should go ahead with all possible speed the 
 

constructive work of negotiating special» agreements and of organizing 
military and economic measures of enforcement". 	

tn' 

6. For it is essential, I submit, that beiore nations deprive themselves 
voluntarily of the protection derived through reliance on their ovvn national 
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armaments they should be afforded at least a substantial measure of pro-
tection through an organized collective force at the disposal of the United 
Nations. Moreover, how can nations decide how far they ought to reduce their 
armaments if they do not know what armed forces they should maintain as 
their share of putting world force behind world law? 

7.The second paragraph of the Soviet proposal states "that reduction of 
armaments should include as a primary object the prohibition to produce and 
use atomic energy for military purposes". 

8.Here again, I submit, the means of implementation are left unnecessarily 
vague. All that paragraph 3 of the Soviet proposal says is that the General 
Assembly should recommend that the Security Council should ensure the 
effective implementation of this principle. 

9. I need hardly remind this Committee that the General Assembly at 
 its 17th plenary meeting last January set up the Atomic Energy Commission 

for the express purpose Of recommending the means to implement this very 
objective. 

10.We are all well aware that over the peoples of the world hangs the 
menace of an armament race in atomic and other weapons adaptable to mass 
destruction unless thè means are found for the swift implementation of the 
terms of reference of the Resolution adop' ted unanimously by  •  the General 
Assembly on January 24th of this year. 

11.It is not enough, as the Soviet proposal suggests, tc; prohibit the pro:  
duction and use of atomic energy for military purposes. As my Prime Min-
ister stated in the House of Commons in a speech on December 17th, 1945, 
in explag the Washington Declaration on atomic energy of which he was 
a signatory: "Up to a certain point the processes for releasing atomic energy 
are the same whether the purpose is mi industrial, commercial, or humani-
tarian use, or whether it is that of mass destruction". This statement was 
confirmed by an international group of scientific and technical experts on the 
Atomic Energy Commission in their first report on "The Scientific and Tech-
nical Aspects of the Control of Atomic Energy". In the conclusions of this 
rePcrt it is stated "there is an intimate relation between the activities re-
quired for peaceful purposes and those leading to »the production of atomic 
wealoons; most of the stages which are needed for the former are also needed 
for the latter". • 
th12. This was an essential fact which was fullY grasped when in  • drafting' 
•e terms of reference for the Atomic Energy Commission, it was provided tia„at the' Commission should make specific proposals, among other things 'for  the control of atomic energy to the extent necessary to ensure its use 210  y for peaceful purposes". These terms of reference also ca lled upon the 
u, tumission to make specific proposals "for effective safeguards by way  of  
insPection and other means to protect complying States against the hazards 

vi°1ations and evasions". 
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13. The Atomic Energy Commission ; on which Canada, as one of the

pioneers' in the ' field of atomic energy is ~a member, has been devoting some

time toi-discussions which will 'throw light " on some of the practical means

which may be applied to prevent atomic energy , activities réquired for peace-

ful purposes being diverted to the, manufacture: of atomic weapons.

14. I understand that we may shortly expect a report from the Commis-
sion on" its work to date . I- submit, therefore, that the most practical step
for implementing the second paragraph of the Soviet proposal concerning
disarmament in relation to atomic weapons, is ,to urge the expeditious fulfil-
ment by the Atomic Energy Commission of its terms of reference as set fort h

in the second part. of-the Resolution adopted last January.

15 . Indeed nothing would create - more~ "con fidence in international secu rity
measures than the fulfilment of these ternis- of reference , by ; the - Atomic

Energy Commission . The Atomic Energy Commission : has been . given a job

to do. - When the Commission has done .this Job the public will fee1., that in-

ternational c o-operation is worthwhile.

, 16. Previous efforts - at disarmament, ; as - we .know full well, failed . when
. . .
Powers conspired against,their success- by , secret . preparations for war. If we

are now to •take a step forward towards general, reduction of , armaments, as

suggested by the Minister of Foreign. Affairs of the .U .S .S .R., we should bear

these lessons in mind . Unilateral disarmament does ' not increase • securitÿ~

Disarmament .by a, few nations, does not increase secu rity. To be successful,

â system for .the general regulation and. redüction of armaments ,mûst be

based on an interriationâl• Treaty or Convention on the limitation .of . arma-

ments àccepted and implemented by virtually . all nations ,

17 . We mustensure that all States, which accept such a Treaty or Con

-Unorthe . regùlation and , rèdùction of armaments and comply; with its

terms, are adequately. . protected against the hazards of- violations and eva-
sions. International responsibility for' . security without: large riatio ~e~

ments reqûires" effective international safeguards. International Su

cannot be effective without international inspection .

18 . I propose that with this end in view the Disarmament Treaty should
provide for the setting up of a special International Commission of Control

with effective powers of independent inspection and inquiry to see that an
y

e
programme of disarmament " is car ried 'out faithfully by all nations . ~ âe

powers should include freedom of access to inspect anywhere in any
is-

in order that the Commission may satisfy itself that no breach of the
D

armament Treaty is' taking place .
19 . As a necessary preliminary' to the ,holding of a Conference jo hr he as

Treaty on the limitation of armaments, the Security Council, uued
sistance' of the Military Staff Committee, must prepare plans

: This is reSoviet

of them ünder Article 26 of the Charter . May we not invite our,
et

:colleagues to join us in being more specific on this point . May We n04 f"
m

example, include a recommendation to the Security Council that it for
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At the earliest possible date," plans to - be submitted to the members of 'the
United Nations for .the establishment of a system for the regulation of arma-
ment-s .

* 20 . As regards paragraph 4 of the Soviet proposals, I_ agree that the
General Assembly should appeal to all Governments to give the Security
Council all the assistance necessary to enable the Security Council to dis-
charge its responsibilities 'on disarmament. But, as I have made clear,
member Governments also have the right to appeal to the Security Council,
as well as to the Military Staff Committee' and the Atomic Energy Coinmis-
sion, ' to fulfil' their obligations relating ' to disarmament._ .

: 21. Finally, the Canadian delegation expresses sincere ; agreement with the
sentiment contained in 'the last sentence of paragraph 4 of the Soviet proposal,
that disarmament is "in the, interest of the peoples who ' would be released
from the heavy economiç burden ' caused by the excessive expenditure on
ârmaments" . ' The Canadian ' Gôvernment ' desires 7 most éarnestly that - the
people in all nations be spared the heavy finaricial ~ burdën imposed on them
by excessive_ expenditures .'.:for ' .national * armaments: We want to see the' stàn-
dards ofliving of all the peoples of the world rais ed to ,-the highest ' possible
level . We do not want the productive resources of theworld~ squandered ; on
armaments.=It is for tliis reason that the Canadian delegation has suggested
Practical ways by which immediate progress could be made towards a general
reduction o U -armaments; believing that the Soviet proposal is deficient in
this respect.

22 . In conclusion, Mr . Chairman, I should like to submit an amendment
ôf , the'Soviet proposal on disarmament which incorporates the suggestions
I have made. Text Ends . Ends .

459. DEA/211-G

Mémorandum de la deuxième direction politique au sous-secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from Second Political Division to Under-Secretary of State
for External A ff airs

[Ottawa,] November 22, 194 6
I spoke to Mr. Reid on the telephone concerning the speech and resolution

on disarmament. I told him , that, you had mentioned these to the Prime
Mi*ster, who had expressed a favourable opinion, ;and said that the Delega-
tion should now feel free to go ahead and offer . the résolution, if that con-
tinnued to seem the appropriate action .

Mr. Reid said that the debate on armed forces was continuing and he
thought it unlikely that the delegation would have an opportunity to put its
motion of disarmament . until .tomorrow., or . perhaps., Monday. He, said .thatMr

. Bevin was endeavouring to have the
-
two questions cômb'ined and lad



moved a procedural resolution to that end. The Russians, however, would 
resist this effort and he thought that Mr. Beviri would be voted down. 

Mr. Reid said that the delegation would vote, in the first instance, for Mr. 
Bevin's motion proposing to combine the armed forces and disarmament 
questions. If this were defeated they would then vote for the Soviet motion 
on armed forces as amended by the United States. If this in turn were 
defeated they would then vote for the Soviet motion as originally placed. 
Mr. St. Laurent had expressed the opinion that the Soviet motion, even in its 
original form, should be supported, since it would be taken by the public 
generally to be a step in the direction of disarmament. Mr. Reid said that 
the United Kingdom delegation seemed to have got itself in the position 
where it would have to vote against both. the United States amendment and 
the Soviet proposal. 

Once the armed forces question was out of the way, the debate would be 
resumed on disarmament, and there is to be a Commonwealth meeting on 
the subject tomorrow morning. The Australians, meanwhile, had shown them 
a draft  resolution on disarmament which was essentially ,  a draft prepared by 
the Canadian delegation on November 4th. The Canadians had not yet put 
in their new draft nor had the Australians formally placed theirs. It seemed 
possible that some agreed action might come out of the Commonwealth 
meeting tomorrow. 

R. G. RIDDELL 

• 460. 	 DEA/211-G 

Mémorandum du conseiller; la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des 
Nations Unies, au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Memorandum from Adviser; Delegation to the General Assembly of the 
. 	United Nations, to Under-Secretary of State for .External Affairs 

, [Ottawa] November 22, 1946 
As agreed, I spoke to Escott Reid on the telephone regarding  bis report that 

the Australians proposed to move their amendment of the Soviet proposai  on 
disarmament. 

Escott gave me the following information on how matters stood on the 

disarmament debate: 
(1 ) the United States delegation has succeeded in getting the meeting of 

Committee I, scheduled for Saturday morning, cancelled in order to try to get 
agreement between the British and Soviet positions on the Soviet proposal re-
garding the presence of forces of members of the United Nations on no' 
enemy territories; 

1  G. Ignatieff. M. Ignatieff était alors à 	1 G.  Ignatieff. Mr. Ignatieff v/as then  
Ottawa. 	 Ottawa. 
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(2) the United States delegation  also hope to get the debate on the Soviet 
resolution concerning thè general reduction of armaments postponed in order 
to get an agreed text of amendment of the Soviet Resolution; 

(3) the Australians have indicated that they will not take action regarding 
their proposed amendment until the Commonwealth meeting tomorrow; and 

(4) Escott said that he was sending in a note to Mr. St. Laurent, advising 
him to urge the Commonwealth meeting that there should be an agreed text, 
not exclusively on a Commonwealth basis, but one which the United States 
delegation would also accept and would sponsor. He will suggest that the 
Australians be persuaded not to take action on their amendment, in order to 
avoid having four separate resolutions before the Committee, which would 
necessitate a drafting group, giving the Soviet representatives a further oppor-
tunity of argument.  

I gave Escott to uriderstand ,that you would agree with the United States 
taking initiative on an ameridment, but not Australia. 

461. 	. :DEA/211G
• 	 , 

é cthul général 'à 'New York au secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

Consul General in New York to Secretciry of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 240 	 New York November 23, 1946 
SECRET. ASDEL No. 159. Follo • ing for Pearson from Reid, Begins: Soviet 
resolutions on the presence of armed forces abroadl and on disarmament. 2  

1.Yesterday morning's discussion in the first committee on the presence of 
armed forces abroad,.indicated that it was possible that, if the Bevin resolu-
tion that this question,be considered together with disarmament were put to a 
vote, it might be defeated• and that the Molotov résolution on troops, possibly 
amended to include forces at home, would be carried in spite of United King-
dom opposition. 

2.The United States delegation has had this moming's meeting of the first 
committee postponed until Monday, since they hope over the week-end to 
work out a resolution on troops which will  be satisfactory both to the United 
Kingdom and the U.S.S.R. Bevin is not very pleased with this United States 
moye but is, of course, reserving final judgmènt until he sees the text of the 
11 • tuted States compromise. 

3.Had the l3evin resolution been put to the vote yesterday, we intended to 
vote for it. We also intended to vote for the amendment which we understood 

Voir Nations Unies, Documents officiels 
de la seconde partie de la première session 
de l'Assemblée générale, première commission, annexe 8a, p. 333 •  ' Voir le document 454. 

See United Nations, Official Records of 
the Second Part of the First Session of the 
General Assembly, First Committee, Annex 
8a, p. 333. 

I See Document 454. 
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the United States would introduce to .include forces at home . Even' if this pro-

posed United States amendment were defeated (which was most unlikely),
we intended to vote for the Soviet resolution and so informed the Unite d

Kingdom delegation who themselves intend to vote against it . Our feeling is

that the Soviet resolution will .be considered generally by the public as a step
towards disarmament, and that it would therefore be difficult to explain Cana-

dian opposition to it .

4 . The British Commonwealth meeting will be held Monday morning,

November 25th, .to discuss the question of forces abroad and of disarmament .

On. November 21 st we gave the text of our amendment of the Soviet proposal
on disarmament to the . United Kingdom and United States. On November

22nd we received from the Australian delegation the . text of the amendment
which they had intended to propose and which they are holding pending the
conclusion of the debate on forces abroad . In view of the ,proposed Common-

wealth meeting (which was originally scheduled for this morning), we gave
the text of our amendment yesterday to the other Commonwealth delegations

marked "confidential until released" .

5 . The proposed Australian amendment on disarmament is substantiall of

our original draft of November 4th . It . does not, repeat not, embody any o
the proposals for amendment made in the Australian draft which the Aus-

tralians gave us on November 4th .

6 . The United States informed us yesterday afternoon that they are workinng
out "pretty concrete and specific proposals on disarmament", the major plank
in the proposals being the necessity of effective international ' inspection. The

United States want another week to work their proposals out and intend
to ask for a week's postponement of the disarmament , discussions .

7. United Kingdom hope to receive tomorrow from the United States, the
preliminary draft of the two United States resolutions 'on troops and on ~

armament . The United States 'delegation is~ - holding -a long meeting

morning on the subject . United Kingdom , will' Ïsend us these document t~e-
Co

morrow along with their own draft resolution on disarmament which
will have revised in the light of the United States resolution . The,
monwealth meeting on Monday will ' thèrefore have before it the United States

,

United Kingdom, Canadian and Australian resolutions .

8 . The .line which Mr. St. Laurent proposes to take at the Commonwealth
meeting is, that the chances of a successful outcome ( from the point of view

of the western Powers) of the discussions in this Assembly on disar ôm~ôn

would be materially increased if the United States were to propose a r

so good that none of us would feel it necessary to move
amendment

dûced,
If more than one substitute for the Molotov resolution is intro
Manuilsky, - the Chairman of the Committee; will appoint a' DraftinS Con"~ ds
mittée and the appointment of such a Committee would' play intà ahe h

~

of the Soviet Union. Mr. St . Laurent may therefore suggest that the
. United

S
U

o:
V~
t"
s i

li
lE
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States, United Kingdom, Canada and Australia may try to reach agreement 
on the resolution which would be introduced by the United States. 

9. We are doing what we can to dissuade the Australians from introducing 
their resolution on disarmament. We concur entirely in the views which you 
have expressed and while we are prepared to see the United States 
take the initiative, we are not, repeat not, prepared to have the initiative 
taken by Australia. We -understand that Dr. Evatt's instructions are that 
Australia should produce an amendment if the United States does not. 
If this instruction still stands, the Australian delegation is not bound by 
Dr. Evatt to produce an amendment since it now seems clear that the 
United States will produce one. Ends. 

462. 	 DEA/211-G. 

Le conseiller, la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies, 
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Adviser, Delegation to the General Assembly of the United Nations, 
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs. 

TOP SECRET 	 New York, NovembeÈ 23, 1946 
Dear Mr. Pearson, 

Today Cockram of the Dominions Office asked me ,if we could attend a 
Commonwealth meeting Monday mOrning at 9:00 to discuss the resolution  
on disarmament moved by the Soviet delegation. The meeting would not be 
of heads of delegations but of the members of the Commonwealth delega-
dons on the first (political) committee of the Assembly. The chief United 
Kingdom representatives would be Noel-Baker and Cadogan and the meeting 
would be held at Essex House, not the Waldorf-Astoria. For reasons explained 
below it has now been decided that Bevin will preside over the meeting. 

I spoke to Mr. St. Laurent who said that he was willing to meet any one at 
any time if the meeting was likely to serve a useful purpose. However, he 
doubted whether a meeting would serve a useful purpose if the representa-
tives of one government at it (i.e. the United Kingdom) had so little freedom 
of action that it would be impossible for them to try to harmonize their views 
with those of the others at the meeting. The meeting would, in that event, 
take the form of one side (the U.K.) lecturing the others on why they should 
support the policies which it had determined upon. 
11%h Mr. St. Laurent's permission, I spoke frankly to Cockram along the 
,
ecture 

es  °f Mr. St. Laurent's remarks, leaving out the reference to the 
l. 

.Cockram replied that, as I knew, they had difficulties in their delegation _meth the result that it was embarrassing for them to discuss with Common-
w eh delegations questions of major policy at a meeting where their whole 
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delegation was present . (What he was referring to ' wâs, of course, the open
differences of opinion at Commonwealth meetings between Bevin and Noel-
Baker. )

I replied that while I realized that, it was also embarrassing for us to
attend a meeting with Noel-Baker present and not Bevin and then have our
arguments used by [Noel-]Baker to persuade Bevin to change his mind .

As a result of this conversation the United Kingdom delegation decided
that the Commonwealth meeting would be attended by Bevin as well as
Noel-Baker .

Yours sincerely,
ESCOTT REID

463.
DEA/21=1-G

Le consul général à New York au secrétaire d'Éta t

aux A ffaires - extérieures

Consul General in New York to Secretary of State for External Affâirs

TEI,EGRAlvt 247 New York, November 26, 1946,
SECRET . ASDEL No . 165 . Following for Pearson from Reid, Begins : Troops

and Disarmament.
The Commonwealth meeting yesterday morning spent most of its time dis-meeting

the troops'~problem . Beviri stated that the United Kingdom delegation
had now been - authorized by the Cabinet in, ' London to move a - Resolution

incorporating the - Molotov proposal adding troops at :home_ and a prôcedure

for verification of the returns received. ; Various formulas were suggested by

the United Kingdom delegation and Smuts . The formula proposed by Shaw-
çross, United Kingdom Attorney General, contained the phrase that the e

lishment of satisfactory verification machinery by the Security Council should
be a "condition precedent" for sending in the information .

In the course of the discussion, Mr. St. Laurent expressed the hop e that the

instruction from the Cabinet in London could be carried out without usi ng the

words "condition precedent". The Soviet Union was . being successful inu ~c

suading the public that they were the champions of disarmament. The p

could understand that the information received would have to be verified but
they might find it difficult to understand that a satisfacto ry verification proce"

dure should be condition precedent . He added that should the Ua ~4 ~~d

dom proposal be defeated and the Molotov Resolution be amende d
at home, it might be difficult for Canada to oppose the Soviet ReS

tion as amended. aker
At yesterday morning's meeting of the Political Committee, Noel-

B

gave a telling.speech in favour of the United Kingdom position and ci édlately
a United Kingdom Resolution, the text of which is given in my lmm

succeeding teletype .
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The United States is reluctant to support the last paragraph of the United 
Kingdom Resolution. 

We, of course, intend to support it and may,  speak on Tuesday in favour of 
international responsibility through the verification procedure. Ends. 

464. 	 DEA/211-F 

Le consul général à New York au secrétaire d'État 	 • 

aux Affaires extérieures 

Consul General in New York to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 248 	 New York, November 26, 1946 

ASDEL No. 166. Following for Pearson from lZeid, Begins: My immedi-
ately preceding teletype, troops abroad. 

'Following is the text of the United Kingdom Resolution submitted by Noel-
Baker today, Begins: 

"The Committee considers that items 4 and 5 on the agenda are concerned 
with two aspects of the same question, the reduction and regulation of 
armaments. 

As a first step in a study of this question, and to assist in the implementa-
tion of Article 43, the Committee proposes that the Assembly recommend 
that all members of the United Nations furnish the following information to 
the Secretary-General for communication to the Security Council and to other 
members of the United Nations, and for publication. 

(1) At what points in the territory of members of the United Nations or 
other States, with exception of former enemy territories, and in what number, 
are armed forces of other members of the United Nations, including military 
type formations. 

(2) At what points in the former enemy states, and in what number, are 
armed forces of the Allied Powers and other members of the United Nations, 
including military type formations. 

(3)At what points in the above-mentioned territories are air and naval 
bases, and what is the size of their garrisons, belonging to the armed forces of 
States members of the United Nations. 

(4) What is the total number of their uniformed personnel on the active 
list wherever stationed, at home as well as abroad including military type 
formations •  

This information, which should be furnished not later than January 1st, 
1947, should relate to the situation on that date, and should be immediately 
subjected to an effective United Nations system of verification on the spot by 
a Committee to be established by the Security Council before that date." 
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465. 	 • 	.DEA/211-G 

Le consul général à New York au secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

Consul General in New York to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 249 	 New York, November 26, 1946 
SECRET. ASDEL No. 167. Following for Pearson from Reid, Begins: Dis-
armament. 

My immediately following teletype gives the text of the  November 25th 
version of our amendment of the Soviet proposal on disarmament. 

The Australian delegation informed us yesterday that they were under in-
structions to present their amendment on the Soviet proposal.' We, therefore, 
got in touch with Noel-Baker of the United Kingdom delegation and with the 
Am.erican delegation to find out whether they would be caused any embarrass-
ment by Our submitting our amendment. • 

Noel-Baker was very much in favour of our doing so but the American 
delegation informed us that while certain parts of our Resolution were along 
the lines of theirs, others were not. They stated that they intend to submit a 
Resolution on disarmament "of great importance". Their Resolution will not 
be ready until the end of this week, but they intend to consult us then. They 
expressed the hope that we would put off sending in our Resolution until we 
had a chance to see theirs. They insisted that this hope was in no sense a 
request. 

In the light of this expression of opinion by the American delegation, we 
consulted with the Australian delegation and agreed that we would both ask 
our Governments for permission to withhold our respective amendments until 
we had had a chance to consult with the United States. 

We have also given the United States a copy of our November 25th draft 
and have expressed the hope that their Resolution will be so good that it 
will not be necessary for us to move amendments to it. Ends. 

Le consul général à New York au secrétaire d'État 
- 	- 	aux Affaires extérieures , 

Consul General in New York to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 250 	 New York, November 26, 1946 

SECRET. ASDEL No. 168. Following for Pearson from Reid, Begins: Ref' 
erence my immediately preceding teletype. Following is the November 25th 
text of our amendment of the Soviet proposal on disarmament, Begins: 

i.voir Nations Unies, Documents officiels 	See United Nations, Official Records É 

de, la seconde partie de la première session the Second Part of the First Session of ta.f 

de l'Assemblée générale, première commis- General Assembly, First Committee ,  Alln' 

sion, annexe 9b, pp. 337-38.* 9b, pp: 337-38; 
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.. . . ., . v: .;1 ., .With aview to t sttengthening~ intèrnatiônal peâce and securitÿ in con=formity with ' the purposes and principles .of ' thé United Nations, the GèneralAssembly recognizes the necessity of an early . and : general regulation. andreduction of , armaments . (First paragraph of Soviet -proposal, substituting
"purposes and principles" for "aims and principles" and "an early and gen-eral regulation and reduction" for -"a general reduction" . )

2 . The General Assembly -recommends to the Security Council that, as
the first step towards a general regulation and reduction of armaments,
the Security Council, without further delay ,
bers of the United Nations under Article 43 of the Charter the special ee-
ments making available to the Security Council on its call the armed forcesand other assistance and facilities necessary for - the purpose of maintaininginternational peace and ' security. (New)

3
. In order that atomic weapons and all other major weapons adaptable

to mass destruction shall be eliminated from national armaments at the
earliest possible date, the General Assembly urges the expeditious fulfilment,
by the Atomic Energy Commission of its, task under the terms of reference
set forth in Section 5 of the General Assembly Resolution of January 24th,
1946, by which the Commission-•isi required to' proceed with the utmost
despatch and to make 5the ,following specific proposals :

(a) For extending between all nations the exchange of basic scientific
information for péaceful ends,•

(b) For control of atomic energy to the extent -necessa to ens use only for peaceful purposes; rY ure its., ._ , . .
(c) For the elimination from national armof all aments of atomic wéapons and

other major weapons adaptable' to mass ' destruction ;
(d) For effective safeguards by' vvay of inspection and 'othe rprotect com 1Yin means to

P g States against the hazards jroviolations and evasions .(Substitute for parâgraph 2 of Soviet I proposàl ._ . ., . .
; 4 The

. Genèrâl Assembly reçomtrend~ a . system _for the general re la-tion arid reductiôn of armaments based on,â 'Txeaty, or convention acceptebyvirtuall db- Y all States and provi d ing for effective intérnâtional safeguards
Y way of inspection and other means'to protect c omplying States against the

h~ards of violations and évasibns Tt further recommends tha é setthere bUA* under the Treaty or Convéntion; a~Permanent International t Com
of Control with power to make such investigations, including the a~ssiôIIof Permanent : Inspectors and s . special :. ?Cômmissions of En uir

. pa ointment
deem necessary, -to satis~

q Y~ s it may
and of subse ' itsélf : that no brëàch of the Treaty or I Conventionquent supplementa ry agreements' on the regulation : and reductionof azmaments is= taking place . (New).

s• To the
end-,that an ~internâtional Trdatyy or -Coinvention on disar ~r3* be'concluded :as-soon; as ' ,pb'ssible.; the :_General Assembly% recommends~ Secunt ~ •Com y Council that, with, .! the assistance of ' the ` Mil imittëe, it tary Staffsutimit plans :at,ihe' : earliest practiçable dâte tô the ' -memb•ers
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of the United Nations for the establishment of a system for the regulation 
of armaments as is provided for in Article 26 of the Charter. (Substitute for 
paragraph 3 of Soviet proposal.) 

6. The General Assembly, being confident that the attainment of  • these 
objectives would contribute greatly to the establishment of enduring peace 
and the maintenance of international security, and being convinced that it 
would make possible a rise in the standards of living of all the peoples of the 
United Nations by lightening the heavy economic burden imposed on them 
by excessive expenditures for national armaments which do not correspond 
to peaceful post-war conditions, calls upon the Governments of all States 
to render every possible assistance to the Security Council, the Military Staff 
Committee and the Atomic Energy Commission to enable them to attain 
speedily the objectives set forth in this Resolution. (Substitute for paragraph 
4 of the Soviet propose.). Ends. 

Le consul général à New York au secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

Consul General in New York to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM  285  New York, November 29, 1946 
SECRET. ASDEL No. 194. Following for Pearson from Reid, Begins: Soviet 
Resolution on Armed Forces Abroad. 

1. The discussion in Committee No. I opened yesterday with the amend-
ment proposed by the Egyptian delegation to the Soviet Resolution, quoted in 
paragraph 5 of my message ASDEL No. 186 of November 28th. 

2. Noel-Baker has returned to the United Kingdom, and Shawcross, who 
has replaced  him, argued that the Egyptian proposal was not an, amendment, 
but really a substantive proposal which should be considered on its merits. He 
suggested that, as a substantive  proposal, it should go to the General Commit' 
tee for allotment to the agenda of the appropriate Committee. 

3. Connally asked the Egyptian representative to withdraw his Resolution ,  
and said that, in any case, it would need to be carefully considered as it might,  
for instance, involve the withdrawal of United States troops in the Panama  
Canal Zone. 

4. The Egyptian representative said that it was the intention of the EgYPtien, 
delegation that the proposal be debated fully, and agreed to have the proposal 
considered as a separate 'Resolution. 

5. The question then arose as to whether it would be considered immedi" 

ately in Committee No. 1 or would be introduced as a separate Resolue.11.i 
Shawcross argued that, in its present forrn, it was an amendment to the See:, 
Resolution, and as it had been withdrawn, it was not "appropriate to diseust` 

e ramie at the present time. The Egyptian representative agreed to abide by th  
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from the Chair, and Manuilsky ruled that in its present 'form it had been
withdrawn.

6 . This unexpectedly expeditious disposal of the Egyptian Resolution in
Committee No . l :left only the final voting on the amended Soviet Resolution
on armed forces abroad as a whole.

7. Before the vote, Vyshinsky made a brief statement to the effect that . the
Soviet delegation would vote against the motion as a whole because, as a
result of the amendments which had been adopted the day before yesterday,
the Soviet Resolution on the presence of armed forces of members of the
United Nations on nan-enemy territo ries had been mixed up with the next
item on the agenda, namely, the proposal concerning the general reduction of
armaments.

8 . The Committee then voted 34 in' favour of the Soviet Resolution as
amended by the United Kingdom and United States delegations, 7 voted
against and there were 4 abstentions . Canada voted for the Resolution .

9 . Immediately mfter the vote, Hasluck proposed that the Committee deal
with items 1, 2, and 3 of its agenda, namely, the question of the veto raised
in the Austra lian and the two Cuban proposals . He said that the Australian
delegation had some minor changes to suggest in three original Resolutions,
and that the whole matter might. be dispatched in one or two meetings . Has-
luck's proposal was supported by the United States and United Kingdom dele-
gations. Shawcross, in supporting Hasluck, made an unfortunate remark tothe e ffect that there were only five working days left for the Committee and
that it was therefore time the veto question 'W' as dealt with .

10. However, V shin sadopted b y ky intervened to say that, as . the Resolution just
by the Committee had linked the statement on armed forces with dis-armament, it

was logical to proceed immediately with , the debate on the Soviet
proposal under item 5 of the agenda conçerning the general reduction ofarm .aments

. Not without coincidence, Molotov, accômpanied by Gromyko andhis staff, entered the Committee room at this moment, and Manuilsky from
the Chair proposed that a special day be set aside for a debate on the veto .Kasluck agreed, - and , the Committee proceeded with item 5 of the agenda, i .e .,
the discussion on disarmament which is reported in my immediately follow-ing telegram. Ends .

468,
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Le consul général à New York au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

Consul G eneral in New York to Secretary of State for External AffairsTELEGRAM 286
New York, . November 29, 1946SECRET . AçDELNo. 195 . Follôwing for Pearson from Reid, Be 'ns: Pro oonce

c rning general reduction of armaments. ~ P sal
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.•1,, Molotov opened, the , debatë with a rstatemïerit;which' contâzn~êd little that
had notbeen said in his original statement in the opening debate .in - pleriary
session.

After, emphàsizing~Sovietinitiative lin :introducing the discussion : o n dii =
armament in the General Assembly, he said >that it was important that an
end be put to the -present, armament, race - to . enable budgets to be cut and
f6 ''lift consequent nancial , burdens ~from all peoplés . He emphasized that.
disarmament must .cover not only national armies and navies butt-also all forms
of aimament and equipment . The .recommendations of the .Assembly, he
hoped,E would initiate _ a movement towards _ disârmament .

3 . On the subject: of atomic energy, on : which het placed his`main émphasis ;
he said that disarmaznent should have as the primary objec tive the forbidding

of the: use,- and manufacture of atomic= weapons : :Re recalled the Soviet pro-

posals put forward in the Atomic Energy Commission by Gromyko which,

he said, still représented'Sôv'iët pôhcy .~~He strëssed the argument that atomic

weapons * were' not '-decisive against: - mili tary . forces f but were destructive of

civil: populations. .' It- vsias for , this -reason that the Soviet Government~ prôpôséd
thàt° atomic weapons- be outlawed entirely and their manufacture prohibited
and existmg stocks destroyed He suggested that atomic weapons weré .ana-

logous to, gas .and , bâcteriological methods of warfare which -ha,d been sinularly

banned.

4. He linked disarmament in relation to :the. control of atomic weapons
with other measures of disarmament and said that the ! details would requi re
working out. He quoted Stalin's statement to the effect that strong interna-

tional control is needed .

5. He . then proposed that the Secu rity Council, as the Organ of the

United Nations .•.having primary responsibili ty for the maintenance of peace
and security, should- set up Special Gommissions :

--(a) For the control of disarmament- generally, and

(b) For the control of disarmament in relation to atomic weapons :
. . ,. . . _ : •

Both bodies would have .. powers of inspection and would operate as a

result of special agreements with members of the United,Nations. Having

thus suggested that power and responsibi lity in relation to disarmam~e
generally, and atomic weapons particularly should be entrusted to
Security Council he said , that the Soviet Government for its part would do
all possible to facilitate a practical solution .

6. The suddën énding *of the' debate on the Sovietresolution on armed
forces abroad as a result 'of the withdrawal' of the Egyptian resolution left

delegations unprepared .to enter . into .. the debate . on disarmament .; In p ar-
ticular, the United States delegation ha.d not come prepared to make a state-také
irient todày - and conseqüently Ihéy volunteered that we should no longe

r

into . account their •hope: that we withhold ; our , resolution pending their state=
. t .

ment. : , . - , _ , .
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Accordir•gly, âftérrodi madè:brief ireMârks: -d a gerieral cl-flâne& cin-
disarmament, Mr. Wilgress delivered 'the piepared 7 §tateilleitti -and Movéd 
thé resolution2  in the , form whiCh hai ,. been' â.PProVed: by the Prune Munster 
and Mr. St. Laurent: ,  

. 8. Mr. Wileess' statement was followed bY  Hasluck who had. CoMeuà-
prepared to make a statement' but in view of his strict instructions from 
Evatt to move the- Australian âmendment; hé tabled it with .  a .few gerieral 
observatiOns. r • - "'" , 	• 

9.The United Kingdom was also unprepared for the debate and Shawcross 
also confined himself to a few general observations and reServed the United 
ICingdora position. until the United -Kingdom- delegation hâd an opportunity to 
study the Molotov statement and the Canadian and Australian amendmiits to 
the Soviet resolution which had not been circulated. ' 

10.Owing to lack of other speakers the debate was adjourned until todày. 

11.In conversation afterwards, the United States and United Kingdom dele-
gations expressed relief that we had moved our amendment of the Soviet 
resolution as otherwise there would have to be a request for adjournment of 
the debate which would obviously have been embarrassing. 

12.Text of Soviet amendaient to their own resolution is in my immediately 
following teletype.t Ends. 

DEA/211-G 

Extrait du Communiqué à la presse  .PM/175;  des Nations Unies 

Extract from Press Release PM/175 of the United Nations 

November 29, 1946 

FIRST COMMITTEE 

DELEGATION OF CANADA: AMENDMENT OF THE SOVIET PROPOSAL ON 

DISARMAMENT (A/BUR/42) 29 NOVEMBER, 1946 
The Canadian Delegation accepts the following proposals which are con-

tained in the Australian Delegation's amendment (A/C.1/82) to the Soviet 
proposal on disarmament: 

(1) Add as new paragraph between paragraphs 3 and 4 of the Canadian 

altì The G èndllienetn:  eral As.  sembly conside 'rs that, since the activities in the domain 
and destructive ends are so intimately 

469. 

4. Lool.....uuly 1/4AJIlalli.1/4,1 	I 
àtàlnk eneity leadMg ...to peâceful - 

'Voir Nations Unies, Documents officiels 
de la seconde partie de la première session 
de l'Assemblée générale, première commis- sion, 

trentième séance 28 novembre 1946, PP. 182 -84. 
'Voir le document 466. 

1 See United Nations, Official Records of 
the Second Part of the First Session of the 
Général  Assembly, First Committee, Thirtieth 
Meeting, November 28, 1946, pp. 182-84. 

2  See Document 466. 
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inter-related as to be almost inseparable, the control of atomic energy to 
ensure its use only for peaceful purposes, the elimination of atomic weapons 
from national armaments, and the provision of effective safeguards to protect 
complying states against the hazards of violations and evasions must be 
accomplished through a single international instrument or treaty designed to 
carry out these related purposes concurrently." 

(2) Substitute in the second sentence of paragraph 4 of the Canadian 
amendment for the words "satisfy itself that no breach" the words "detect a 
breach or threatened breach"; and delete at the end of the sentence the words 
"is taking place". 

(3) Add at end of paragraph 5 of the Canadian amendment the following 
sentence: 

"These plans should be co-ordinated with the recommendations which are 
made from time to time by the Atomic Energy Commission." 

Discours du représentant suppléant, la délégation 
à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies 

Speech by Alternate Representative, Delegation 
to the General Assembly of the United Nations 

SPEECH BY MR. L. D. WILGRESS (CANADA) BEFORE 
COMMITTEE I, 30 NOVEMBER, - 1946 

The Representative of the Soviet Union, as well as certain other representa -
tives have been good enough to refer to the amendment to the Soviet proposal 
on disarmament which has been proposed by the Canadian Delegation. 

Perhaps a word of clarification at this point might assist the discussion in 
the committee.  • 

First of all, you will have observed that we have circulated an amended 
version of our original proposal in an endeav. our to carry out the suggestion 
of several representatives on this Committee that the amendments of the 
Soviet proposal should be, if possible, brought into conformity with on e 

 another. 
We have found no difficulty in accepting three points contained in the 

Australian Delegation's amendment which were not included in our  amen 
ment. In other respects the Australian amendment conforms closely to one, 
except that it does not include certain points which we think should be 
covered in an Assembly resolution on disarmament. 

The Canadian Delegation expects that other delegations will put forge:de 

 constructive suggestions. For our part we will welcome the 	
tte 

proposal of 
Philippines Delegation that this Committee establish a drafting sub-commi 

to try to bring together an agreed text. 	

me 
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Mr. Vyshinsky has rightly urgéd that we should not waste our timehaggling
over forms of words. This was far from the intention of 'the Canadian Delega=
tiori in proposing our amendments to the Soviet proposals . We would gladly
yield to the Soviet Delegation the rights of authorship if the `matter of differ-
ence between us was merely a question of words . However ; this is not the
case, as I had hoped the statement which I made on Thursday would have
made clear .

We share Mr. Vyshinsky's thoughts on empty words and pious resolutions
to disarm. We do not wish to see this Assembly adopt a resolution that did
not clearly indicate the, means of its implementation . Mr. Vyshinsky has said
that quote the road to hell is paved with good intentions unquote. Let us also
remember that the road to the last war was paved with pious resolutions .

Mr. Vyshinsky invited us to agree to his resolution in principle . With
much of what he said in principle our Delegation is happy to agree . Principle
and practice, however, are necessarily intertwined .

Mr. Vyshinsky, in his remarks yesterday, I was
the principle that disarmament and security must ~d t t ethere'Itglseed withgo g exactly
for this reason that the Canadian Delegation has submitted a paragraph,
which is lacking in the Soviet resolution, calling upon the Security Council
to proceed without delay in the conduct of negotiations with Members of
the United Nations for the special agreements envisaged in Article 43 of
the Charter. It is evident to us that nations will be unwilling to disarm unless
and until effective collective measures are established which will assure
them of protection against

.
attack. Moreover, how can nations decide howfar

they ought to reduce their armaments if they, do not know what armed
forces they should maintain as their share of putting world force behind
world law ?

Mr. Vyshinsky has also' invited us to accept the Soviet proposal as it stands ;
With the implementation of the decision concerning the reduction of arma=
ments should include as a primary objective quote the prohibition to produce
and use atomic energy for military purposes end of quotation . [sic ]

I do not, think that- any useful purpose woud be served to embark in
this Committee on the reasons, which have - been expounded at length in theCoommic Energy Commission and have been referred to b riefly already in,this

mittee,why a mere prohibition to produce and use atomic weapons, by
itself, is not enough. Suffice it to repeat that the very processes which are
employed for the application of atomic energy to peaceful purposes produce
the fissionable product which can be used directly in the manufacture of theatom bomb

. This essential fact was given recognition in paragraph 2 of the
Australian amendment

. In order to, give more precision to the reason for our
amendment of paragraph 2 of the Soviet resolution, the Canadian Delegation
has been glad to change the text of its amendment to include the elaboration
contained in the Australian amendment to this effect .

wè are faced, therefore, either with , the total prohibition of ' the use of
atomic energy or its control for peaceful purposes only. I need hardly remind
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Mr. Vyshinsky that paragraph 2 of the Soviet proposal is already covered 
by paragraph c of Section 5 of the Assembly resolution, where it  is  stated 
that the proposals of the Commission should provide, among other things, 
for the elimination  of atomic weapons from national armaments. Like Mr. 
Vyshinsky, I do not desire to split hairs over words, and I am sure that he 
will agree that quote elimination from national armaments unquote means 
both the prohibition of the manufacture and use of atomic weapons. This 
is to be part of the plan for the control of atomic energy which the Atomic 
Energy Commission is charged with working out. 

If the new discovery of atomic energy is, as the representative of the 
Soviet Union so aptly says, to be used for the benefit of mankind and not for 
its destruction, measures of effective control must be devised to provide 
safeguards for all nations. The prohibition of the production and use of 
tornic, energy  for  war rnust not result in its prohibition for peace. At the 

present time the Atorhic Energy Commission is ea rnestly engaged (as Mr: 
P.arodi has just reminded us) in devising measures  of.  control which would 
provide effective safeguards. 'It is for  this  reason that  the Canadian. Delega- , 
tion has proposed th.at  the  Assembly shoiild urge quote the expeditious  fui 
fument 	the. Atomic. Énergy  Commission  of its task .unquote--not just ,•• 	- 	 , 	 , 
part of its task but its whole taSk,---as set forth in Section 5 of the Assembly 
résolution of January 24, 1946. If mY  Soviet  `colleague.is  willing to re-affirm 
the stand of.his7Governinent as expressed in the vote of thé Soviet representa- . 	„ 	 , 
tiv_e„on January 24thlast,  as  I am sure he .will he shoul&have  no  ,difficulty; 
tsii.bmit,:in, accepting the ,substitution of the ,  third and fourth paragaphs , 	 . 	 . 	, 
of the revised ;.Çanadian amendment .:tothe. second paragraph. of the Soyiet 
resoluion  

As regards paragraph 5 of the revised Canadian amendment, we are glad 
to find ourselves in agreement with Mr. V,yshinsky that any.'systern for the 
general regulation-and, reduction of armaments should' .be acCompanied by 
provision for inspection. We are.now giealdng, of measureS"of Controtrelatœ-È 

to weapons other than atOrniê'weapons." Paragraph "5•"-of .thereirised Canacliail 
amendment provides : for a permanent. international coinmission.of cOntrol to 
be set up under, the terms  of a disarm' ament treaty, with.,power to make 
investigations  either through permanent inspectors or by 'special commissions 
of enquiry to-, detect. breaches, or threatened, breaches, of -  the disarmament 
treaty. The supplementary proposals submitted by.the - Soviet Delegation cm' 
tained in paper A/C1/83,-of November .  26th,,propose, as, one of two special 
organs of inspection set up.- under the Security r CoUricil, , Ï a commis-sion 

for the  • control  of the execution of the decision - regarding the reduce' 
of armaments. We ,warmly welcome the fact that the -  Soviet Union, accepts, 
in principle Céntrof by. inspection of disarmament" in matters of tro.ops; 

weapons, and general war potential. Thé questioi4 . 'however, has,been raiserae 
by other representatives as .  to the effectiVeness of 'this:principle If it we_ 
applied under the limitation imposed by,the rule of unanimity the Seç, u,1.17.  
Council 
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, ;. . : . . . . .
What do the words quote rwithin the frâmework~ of the Se . curity Council

urtquote' -in the Soviet proposal mean? Are we to understand that ' before an
inspection is . carried out by " such a commission . in . the territory of any one
of the Permanent members, that member :would be able to exercise his veto
to prevent such inspection? Are we tounderstand that - if such inspections were
not prevented by, the exercise of the veto, any action resulting from a re-
port by the inspecting commission would be subject : to veto action by one
of the permanent members7

If thatis what quote within the framework of the Security Council unquote
means, then; ,I °subrnit, the powers of the inspection commission proposed in
the Soviet resolution will be : qüite- insufficient. The_ Permanent International
Commission of Control estâblished under an international;disarm.ament treaty,
envisaged in the revised Canadian amendment would have freedom of access
to inspect anywhere in any state, in order to satisfy itself and satisfy the whole
world that no breach of the disarmament treaty is taking place.
;,~1nd now; let me say a few words of explanation on the subject of para-
graph 6 of the revised Canadian amendment . The discussion of principles such
as those which,liave , been so :usefuliy enunciated by'.:the~ representatives of the
United States and Australia .,are of.:undoubtëd: vaiue as a starting point towards
disarmament. But.I submit that, as envisaged in the Charter, it is essential- that
the members of - the Unitéd' Nations ' should have some concrétè plans pre-
liminary: to the calling ~of a general conference to negotiate an - international
treaty or convention on disarmament . This is provided for,in Article;26,of the
Charter and we suggest, here again, that this Assembly côùld , usefully reçom-nlënd that the' Sectüity "Couiricil; with-the i assistance ôf the Military Staff Com-mittee; ëXpedite its work. We fùlly'rércognize in -this'connection - the importanceof atomic weapons and for this ' rea"son'we have been glad '"t ô âccept , the' suig-
gestion contained in the Australian amendment that the plans of the - Security
Council and,-the Milita, y -StafF , Committee , should ; be co-ordinated with the
recommendations of the Atomic Energy Commission, in this regard . . . .

'The Soviet representative has suggested in a fùrther supplementary,proposalthàt ;the Assembly:- .'should . declare'-itself >in:favour : of ":the ;-:prbposition: that ._all
Members of the United Nations should submit information on armed forcésand .armaments o ntheir territory for submission to , theSSecu rity Council when .eU . : . . . . ,tTlini ng proposals regarding the ,. generâl reduction of armaments . This, is a
proposition" which undoubtedly'. has its : place : :. in the consideration of _'a. :dis :-a mament scheme ~but surely -what we -need first " are -not, -fi gures but plâns,: or,at lèâst the' „outlinë of plans :

First we need a `plan for he éffectivé control of atomic energy
~

for if wesùcceedhere we lay the ~ftîundations for-'~that international confidence whichwiil~makës ,_
rmamént . , ~..disà' pb p~blérun,r#hWe

P
aisoneed lans from

nt `That - is ~~the" côre of the
Milita T P the Security Council andrY Staff 'Commitëe for : the, implementation of A'rtiele- 43 to `~protectnâtions bÿ,collective force 'iri'plâee' of reliance ôn nationâl armnmënts : ;We also
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need plans from the Security, Council and Military Staff Committee for the 
establishment of a system for the regulation of arma-ments under Article 26. 

Until we have plans, what use is there of turning the Security Council or 
any other agency into a recipient of a vast amount of detailed information. 

Let thèse bodies get on with the work of preparing plans which we need to 
put disarmament into effect and when these plans are ready and carry the 
support and confidence of the nations then we may be sure that nations will 
be ready and willing to give whatever information is necessary to put the 
agreed plans into effect. For this reason the Canadian resolution in its final 
paragraph proposes that the Assembly should call upon the governments of 
all states to render every possible assistance to the Security.  Council, the Mili-
tary Staff Committee and the Atomic Energy Commission to enable them to 
obtain concrete and effective proposals. 

Le consul général à New York au secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

Consul General in New York to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 299 • New York, November 30, 1946 
ASDEL No. 202. 
1. Disarmament. At the end of the Committee meeting this morning the 

United States circulated their resolution on disarmament. In succeeding tele-
grams we shall report and conunent on this morning's meeting of the Political 
Committee. • 
" 2. The text  of the United States prdposal is as follows' , Be gins  D 

1. With a view to strengthening international peace and security in con-
formity with the purposes and principles of the United Nations, the General 
Assembly recognizes the'necessity  of  an early *general regulation and reduction 
of armaments. 

2. Accordingly, the General Assem.  lily recommends ihât the Security Coun-
cil give prompt considération  to working out the practical measures, according 

to their priority, which are essential to provide for the general regulation and 
reduction of armaments pursuant to international treaties and agreements and 
to assure that such regulation and reduction will be generally observed bY all  
participants and not unilaterally by only some of the participants. 

3. The General Assembly recognizes that essential to the general regulati°11. 

and reduction of armaments is the early establishment of international control 

of atomic energy and other modern teclmological discoveries to ensure th.elr  
use only for peaceful purposes. Accordingly, in order to ensure that tne 

general regulation and reduction of armaments are -directed towards the me 
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weapons of modern warfa-re and not merely towards the minor weapons the 
General Assembly recommends that the Security Council give first considera-
tion to the report which the Atomic Energy Commission will make to the 
Security Council before December 31, 1946, and facilitate the progress of the 
work of that Commission. 

4. The General Assembly further recognizes that essential to the general 
regulation and reduction of armaments is the provision of practical and 
effective safeguards by way of inspection and other means to protect com-
plying States against the hazards of violations and evasions. Accordingly the 
General Assembly recommends to the Security Council that it give prompt 
consideration to the working out of proposals to provide such practical 
and effective safeguards in connection with the control of atomic energy and 
other limitation or regulation of armaments. 

5. The General Assembly calls upon the Governments of all States to 
render every possible assistance to the Security Council and the Atomic 
Energy Commission in order to promote the establishment of international 
peace and collective security with the diversion for armaments of the world's 
human and economic resources. [sic] Ends. 

Le consul général à New York au secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

Consul General in New York to Secretary of S'tate for E'xternal Affairs 

TELEGRAM'  300 • 	 New York, November 30, 1946 
IIVIMEDIATE. TOP SECRET. ATOM No. 184. Following from Atomic Energy 
Commission, Begins: Following from McNaughton, Begins: 

1.I have been following with the closest personal attention the discussions 
in Committee 1 of the Assembly on disarmament. The delegation to the 
Assembly has, I understand,  • kept you informed of the developments in 
Committee 1 and in particular you will have seen the text of the statement 
which Mr. Wilgress made today in support of the Canadian revised amend-
ment to the Soviet resolution on disarmament.  •  

2.I have, of course, been in close touch with the delegation to the As- .  
seney in relation to disarmament matters and the terms of the Canadian 
resolution and statements in support carry my full agreement. 

3.You will have noted that the Canadian proposal has had the full support 
o_f Great Britain among others. Until today, we  lad  hoped that the United 
Sotrathes delegation would either have taken an initiative which we could follow 

ave given their support .to our proposal. 



except in ternis of' general : principle . in _the early stag
ener

gy or its relations
powers of an International Authority to - control' atomic

attempt to force the ; Commission to go beyon t

e 1

1fully Weexplored will , not, , repeat not ; command majority support .
so ~far only discussed the council aspects of control 1° de ed ;.

vent diversion of materials and clandestine activities . Weeha~he furictin
s.and

10. I feel that * should this marrer be rase agni

'nte , retâtionthat ';the Commission's , report to the Security Council should
~ ~
a progress report not merely . for consistency but because in

my v
d h atters which have been

to - the Atomic: Energy omm. ' . d • n T should hold to the
Cl -se-on

dice the wor o

8 . [sic] You will recall that in the plenary session on November 13 p rthbé

supporting the proposal of the United States delegation that
rendered to the Security Council before the end of the year,ô th

e
made

workeof
that .I, ,understood that report would be a progress report
the' Cominis"sion to date (see my message ATOM No

. 174 of November

14th, paragraph

9. This i

.7) .~
nterpretation of the 'scope ~ of the report to be rendered

before
31st December, 194 .6, . was confirm-ed .by the• Chairman at the first mfor~

conversation of - Committee 2 and is, Ï think, generally accepted
. HoWever,

I do not think that intérpretatiôn is agreeable to the United States
'delegation

k f the Atomic commission in any way .

even go so

:6 . Such ' a development in the United States âttitude would undoubtedly

raise almost' . immediately difficult problems for the Canadian delegations not

only in the Assembly but also - in the Atomic Energy Commission . In- this
the

connection, . Parodi, the : Chairman of the,Atomic Energy Commission for
that

cûrrent . month, stated ° in the course: of his remarks` in Committee 1 today

he ~ intended shortly to call a meeting of the Atomic Commission. He did ;

however, add that he : felt- thâ't the debates in the -Assembly should not preju-

- far as virtua en ors e

General Assembly recommen

sideration to, the report which the Atomiç Energy Commission will make

tô the SécurityCôuncil - before December 3-1 st, ; 1946" . - As a, sequel . we

ma.ÿ . éxpéct. that, the- United-,States., delegation in-the Atomic Energy Commis-

sion will press for conclusions in the Report to the . Security Council that may

1 d ment of the Baruch .plan.

Will e o y Y : . . _.

5.- :In the second paragràph of this - docuniënt it ' is p"roposéd' that ` thè

d that ' the Security' l Council give , first con-

d d t ou b e . delegatio non, to t e ; ss y

; ; .NA~IO~tS~ :Ü~VIE9
7$~2

1 4., However; tov~ards the,.çonçlusion ..of: today's; ;diseussion,'; aUnited States
o osal~ was, , cirçulated in -the ~Çommittee, -the ~text of -which ~ias been . for=

.p.r. p h A embl l' !

to the United Nations . '

1 Voir Nations . Unies, Documents . . offi ciels

de-là seconde partié de la première session

de~-1'Assembléé • généràlë, 'prémière - commis-

sion, annexe 9h, p . 343 .

the Second Part of the First Session
cial Records of

1 .See United Nations, 4~ of the

General ~ Assembly,
First Committée, ~

7 ~
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12. 'A-progress "repOrt, therefore, to the Seanity Côuncil' could hardly Di 
beyond a statenient of certain  of thé technical safeguards that might be 
used. This would not permit important political conclusions to be drawn.  • 

13;I shobld also 'like to draW your attention' particularly to paragraPh 3 
of the proposal of the United States delegation "that the General Assembly 
recommends to the Security Council that it give prompt consideration to 
the working out of proposals to provide such practical and effective safe-
guards in connection with the control• of atomic energy". This provision would 
seem to imply a United States view that the Atomic Energy Commission has 
failed -to produce the results which• they felt to be necessary and that ac-
cordingly the Security Council should be asked by the Assembly to take over. 

14.The rapid developments in the debate on disarmament and its effect on 
the Atomic Energ-y Commission obviously require the moSt careful attention 
and I will keep you fully informed. 

15.In view of the importance of ,this matter, I would appreciate copy of 
this message being passed to Prime Minister. Ends. Message ends. 

Le consul général,à New York au secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

Consul General in New York to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAIVI 306 	 New  York, December 2, 1946 
IMMEDIATE. TOP SECRET. ASDEL No. 208. Following for Pearson from 
Wilgress and Reid, Begins: Disarmament. 

1.Our teletype ASDEL  No 202 of November 30th contained the text of 
the United States proposal on disarmament submitted -  to the political Com-
mittee on November 30th. ATOM  No 184 of November 30th from General 
McNaughton sets forth his appreciatimi of the situation. - 

2.Before sending off his teletype, General McNaughton wà good enough 
on the evening of November 30th, to go over the text of his teletype with us 
and we concurred in it. 

3. It might be useful if we were to summarize the developments to date 
on which we have reported in previous teletypes, letters and telephdne con-
versations with you: 

(1) On October 29th, in the opening debate in the General Assembly, 
IvIr. St. Laurent said: "Canada urges 'that the Security Council and the 
military Staff Committee go ahead with all possible speed in the constructive 
nric of negotiating the special agreements and of organizing the military and 
e.eunomic measures of enforcement. It appears to us that it would be in the interest of ailmemberà of the United Nations to see the -Security Council 
equipped and ready in fact to enforce proper decisions for the maixiteriance 
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of world peace and also to see serious consideration given to the reduction
of national armaments so that .the productive capaçity; of the world thus

conserved may be used for improving the living conditions of all peoples . "

(2) Later, on October 29th, Molotov presented to the plenary meeting of
the Assembly his proposal on disarmament . He ,açcompanied his proposal

with a vicious personal attack on Baruch . Looking back, it seems clear that
the main purpose of this attack was to drive a wedge between Baruch (and
the plan associated with his name) and the "common people" of the western
countries, including the United States. As Molotov put it in his speech, "His
(Baruch's) sentiments are alien to the people who sweat in daily toil" .

.~- (3) On October 30th, General McNaughton and Ignatieff took part in an

informal meeting attended by members of the United Kingdom, United

States, Australian and Canadian delegations to the Atomic Energy Commis-

sion in the offices of the United States delegation to the Atomic Commission,

for the purpose of discussing what line might be taken by the United States,

United Kingdom, Australia and Canada as a result of the Soviet initiative .

Mr. Baruch himself was there ' for part of the discussion
. The m nd-

representatives brought to the meeting a hastily-prepared draft of an a

ment which might be moved to the Soviet proposals. Our draft was accepted

as a basis for discussion. A paragraph included in this draft, urging the early
conclusion of the special military Agreements under Article 43, however,
was dropped on the insistence of Australia .

(4) The text of the proposed draft amendment resulting from this meeting
was sent to you in teletype ATOM No . 167 of October 31st t and, it is to be

assumed that the other representatives present sent the text to their Govern-
ments . We did not : feel that this hastily-prepared draft of October 30th was

•
adequate and we immediately began working on an expansion of

it, thete~t re
of

sult of our labours was our Working Paper dated November 4th ,

which was sent to you by teletype ASDEL No . 73 of November 5th. Mr.

St. Laurent authorized Reid to give this draft of November 4th as a oo~~
ing Paper, which had not been cleared with the Canadian delegation,
United Kingdom, United States and Australia . Reid did so on the morning

of November 5th, giving it to Cadogan, Joe Johnson of the State Department

and Hasluck. natieff the(5) That same day Harry of the Australian delegation gave Ig

Australian d raft of November 4t1I, which reads as follows, Begins :
ament

Tentative proposal for amendment to the Soviet Resolution on disar
m

and atomic energy (A/BUR/42) along the following lines :

- (1) That paragraph 2 be deleted
. 2 and revised to read

(2) That paragraph 3 be re-numbered as paragraph ,

as f ollows: rovide f Or
"The General Assembly recommends to the Security Council to

provide
the practical achievements of the~ objectives set fo rth in the above ment

i paragraph."
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(3) Insert new paragraph 3 as follows: 
"The General Assembly expresses agreement in principle with the pro-

posai  submitted to the Atomic Energy Commission by the Government of the 
United States and supported by the Governments of Australia, Brazil, Canada, 
China, Egypt, France, Netherlands, and United Kingdom." 

(4) After "Security Council" insert "and Atomic Energy Commission." 
Ends. 

We have since learned that this Australian draft had been cabled from 
Canberra to the Australian delegation and that it was the personal product 
of Dr. Evatt. 

(6) This draft contained the suggestion that the Assembly should express 
agreement in principle with the Baruch proposals. The Australian delegations 
to the Assembly and the Atomic Energy Commission, realizing the impossi-
bility of securing general agreement on the Baruch proposals at this stage, 
were gravely concerned and we gather that they immediately cabled Canberra 
our draft of November 4th. 

(7) On November 6th Reid had an informal private conversation with 
Johnson of the State Department, who made certain entirely personal sug-
gestions for improvement of the Canàdian draft of 'November 4th. These 
suggestions we sent you in teletype ASDEL No. 90 of November 7th. 

(8) In our informal conversations from November 4th on with the 
United Kingdom, United States and Australia, we took the line that it was 
in the general interest that a substitute Resolution on disarmament be brought 
before the Assembly by the United States and this for two reasons: 

(a) The Molotov attack of October 29th had been directed in the main 
against the United States; 

(b) A Resolution on disarmament in reply to a Soviet Resolution on dis-
armament would most appropriately come from the State which, with the 
Soviet Union, was the most heavily-armed State in the world. 

Cadogan and Johnson entirely agreed. 
(9) Shortly before November 21st, we were informally told by Harry of 

the Australian delegation that they had received instructions from Canberra 
to introduce a Resolution on disarmament and that their Resolution would 
cmtain material "cribbed" from our draft of November 4th. Reid told 
Harry that, while we had no "copyright" on the draft of November 4th, we 
felt very strongly, for. the reasons given above in sub-paragraph (8), that the 
competing Resolution on. disarmament should be introdùced not by Canada 
or Australia but by the United States; that we had bee'n given by the United 
States every reason to believe that they did intend to send in as soon 
aS possible a good substitute Resolution  on  disarmament; and that, if Canada 
was prepared to forego the prestige of being the first to offer an amendment 
?f the Soviet Resolution, Australia could surely also, in the general interest, 
terego that prestige especially since their Resolution was our Resolution of  November 4th wiih a feW minor changes. 



(10) We learned from you that ,-"yoü "were~: in :.full = agreement with ' our

draft of` Nôvember 4th as amended . by Johnson's , suggestions ., We incor-
porated Johnson's -: suggestions in- our draft, made_; a number of drafting im-

provements and prepared a- draft of November ; 21st . >This text, we gave on

November 21st to the United Kingdom and the, United States . On No-

vember: 22nd ,(as,.we-reported in . our ASDEL No. 159 of November 23rd)

we received from the Australian delegation the text of the amendment which

they ..; intended to propose and which they were holding pending the con-

clusion of the debate - on forces abroad. In view , of the fact that the United

Kingdom had informed us that they hoped to have a Commonwealth meet-
ing on the morning of November 23rd to discuss the two issues of forces
abroad and disarmament, we gave the text of our amendment of November
21st to the other Commonwealth delegations -on November 22nd marked

"confidential until released" .

_(1 1). .The,proposed, Australian amendment which we received on Novem-
ber 22nd from them was substantially our draft of November 4th and for-
tunately did not, repeat not, embody the propos al for an acceptance in p ri n-

ciple of the Baruch proposal which had been contained in the draft which the

Australians had given us on November 4th: The text" of the proposed Aus-

tralian amendment which we ~received on November 22nd was sent to you
under cover of my letter of November : .22nd .t
-`(12) : On November 22nd, the United States informed us that they were

working . out "pretty :concrete and specific proposals,, on disarmament", th
e

Aal
major Plank. :in theproposals being the necessity of effective,, internatsoout

inspection, and - that they needed another week to work their proposal

and intended ~ to ask for a week's postponement of
. the disarmament discus-

sions, i .e ., a postponement until about November 29th. -

_ (13) -In -view, of . the , possibility that we might have to introduce our

Resolution on disarmament, and that in any ~event it would be nece
*~ d sent

us to speak on the question, we preparedr . a speech on disarmament

you the text of this speech on November. ..21st, .ASDEL No. 148 . .

(14) It .was at this point that we received from you by telephone~ l~o

tion that the Prime Minister ..and .yoursélf approved„ of our draft ouOUId

of November 21st ànd .our; draft speech ôf, November 21st, that y. . ,

like us to submit our Resolution immediâtely, but that ,the Prime Mi ânt ~~e

ÿourself would be - preparedï to have us not submit our Resoluti lf

United States ` would take the initiative ., The Prune' .Minister ,~ûd rYos
e

alia alld
were not, repeat not, . prepared ~to have .the initiative taken by that
we -were to send . in our draft ' of November 21st. if ~there was ann

otherwise the Australians would steal - a. march' on us. We, therefore,
ovem-

formed the United States and the United Kingdom that ; our . draft
now been

ber-21st, which had ..previously been tentative and provzsional ,

approved by the Canadian .Government :

-(15)
vario~

On November- 23 "rd, 24th -, and,. 25th,: we exerted, mr°u esent~g

channels, every effort we could to- . dissuade - the •Australians : ;îrom . p .
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their Resolution  on  disarmamen  ::We  ;repeated agaitt. the-. arguments. set 
forth, in sub-paragraph.(8), above .and'informed Australia, the United States 
and the United Kingdom that, in our opinion, the chances of a successful 
outcome (from the,point of view of , the Western Powers) of the discussions 
in  this Assembly on disarmarrient 'would  be  materially increased if the United 
States were to:propose a Resolution sô good that none of us would -feel it 
necessary to move amendents to  it. As a result of theSe 'interventions, the 
Australian delegation sent a cable to .Canberra requesting permission to 
postpone sending in their amendment pending discussions with the United 
States. 

(16)On November 26th, the Australian delegation informed us that they 
veere under instructions from Dr. Evatt to present their amendment of the 
Soviet proposal. We, therefore, as reported in our ASDEL  No  167 of 
November 26th, got in touch immediately with Noel-Baker of the United 
Kingdom delegation and with the United States delegation to find out if they 
would be caused any embarrasiment  bÿ  our submitting our amendment. 
Noel-Baker replied almést immediately that he was enthusiastically in favour 
of our immediately presenting our amendment, but the United States dele-
gation informed us that, while certain parts of our Resolution were alongthe 
lines of theirs, others were not. They intended to submit a Resolution on dis-
armament "of great importance". Their Resolution would not be ready until 
the end of the week i.e.,  about  Friday, November 29th, but they did not 
intend to present it to the Assembly until,Monday, December 2n.d, and they 
lesired to consult us as soon as their draft was ready. They expressed the 
hope th-at we would put off sending in our Resolution until we had a chance 
to see theirs.,They insisted that this expression of hope was not, repeat not, a 
request. We reported this tb the Australian delegatiOn, who said that their 
hands would be  strengthened if they were given the same message by the 
United States. The United States then gave them that message and we 
agreed with the Australian  delegation that we would bdth ask our Govern-
Ments for permission to withhéld our respective amendments until we had 
had -  a chance to consult with the United States. 

(17)13y this tirne, we had made some further drafting improvements in 
our draft of November 2Ist and had prepared a new draft dated November 
25th. 1  This we gave to the United Kingdom and the United States, express-
ing the hope to the United States that their Resolution would be so good 
that it would not be  necessary  for us to move amendments to it 

(18,) Neither we nor the United Kingdom were able to find out anything 
mare from the United States on Tuesday and Wednesday, November 26th 
and 27th. The situation in the United States delegation was, however, ap-
P,arent: no one in the United States delegation' in New York  knew anything 
abput what was taking Place other than that a United States Resolution on 

',1Document 466. 	* 	• 
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disarmament ' was.being prepared on a very high level . Our understanding is

that this high level consisted of Byrnes, Baruch, the :Chiefs of Staff .-and the

President.

(19) On Thursday, November 28th, as reported in our ASDEL Nos. 194

and 195 of November 29th, the debate in the _ Political Committee of the
Assembly on armed forces abroad unexpectedly terminated and the Com-
mittee decided to go on immediately to item 5 of the agenda, i .e ., the dis-

cussion of the Soviet proposal on disarmament . The Australians requested
that the Committee go on immediately to a resumed discussion of the veto
but the Committee decided to put the veto discussions off until December 1st .

(20) The unexpected ending of the debate on armed forces abroad found
the United Kingdom and United States delegations unprepared to participate

immediately in the debate on disarmament; The United States delegation

had still not received instructions from Washington . They, therefore, as

soon as Molotov - began introducing his Resolution on disarmament, in-

formed us that we could now forget our conversation with them of November

25th. This was the conversation in which they had expressed the hope that
we would put off sending in our Resolution until we had had a chance to see

theirs .

(21) We, therefore, iminediately sent a message to the Chairman o

fCommittee that we wished to participate in the discussion and wesubmitted
to the Chairman our Resolution of November 25th . Parodi of France had

asked the Chairman for the floor just before we had made our request so

that we were put as third on the list ' of ' speakers immediately following

Molotov and Parodi. Wilgress then delivered the speech on disarmament

which we had sent you by teletype ASDEL No. 148 of November 21st. The

only changes which he made in , the speech were those which Mr: St . Laurent
had made in it before leaving New York for Quebec City . Other changes
were made necessary because the speech was being delivered by Wilgr ess

and not Mr. St . Laurent, e.g., substituting for "as I said in the opening debate
of the General Assembly", "as the Chief of the Canadian Delegation said,

etc ."

(22) After we, had informed the Chairman of the _Committee that we
but just before

intended to speak and after we had submitted our Resolution,

Wilgress spoke, we informed the .Australian delegation of what we had done
.

and at the same. moment the United States gave them the same
message

which they had previously given us that we , were no longer to take into

account our conversation with them of November 25th.

(23) As soon as Wilgress had given his . speech, Hasluck of Austra
li a
in-

tabled the Australian amendment with a few general observations . He unity
formed Reid afterwards in the st rictest . confidence that the opP

which he had been given to table the Australian amendment had savedfom

from an extremely - embarrassing position since, he had just .received
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Evatt a blistering telegram in which he had been severely reprimanded for 
not having sent the Australian Resolution in before. (Hasluck is not only very 
able and responsible but a loyal civil servant. We should be grateful if the 
information in this sub-paragraph were given the most restricted circulation). 

(24) In informal conversations which took place inimediately after Thurs-
day morning's meeting of the Political Committee, members of the United 
States and United Kingdom delegations expressed to us their relief that we 
had moved our amendment tè, the Soviet Resolution and had given a care-
fully prepared speech on it. The United Kingdom said that otherwise they 
might have had to draft hurriedly at the meeting amendments to the Soviet 
proposal and submit them immediately. 

(25) On Friday, November 29th, we consulted with the United States 
delegation and were told that they still had not received instructions from 
Washington and that it looked to them as if the fight in the Political Com-
mittee would be between the Soviet proposal and the Canadian amendment. 
The United ICingdom delegation said that they were asking London to 
instruct them to support the Canadian amendment. Makin of Australia spoke 
in the debate on Friday morning and made no reference to the Canadian 
amendment. Without consulting Australia, we gave the Secretary of the 
Political Committee, at about noon on November 29th, a formal note, 
stating that we had accepted three proposals contained in the Australian 
delegation's amendment, and we made arrangements for the revised version 
of our Resolution to be issued immediately as a press release by the United 
Nations press office. The release was issued about 2:00 p.m. on Friday.1  

(26) Since the United States and the United Kingdom delegations had 
been given by us our draft of November 4th and it was, therefore, possible 
for them to deduce for themselves that the so-called Australian amendment 
was merely our draft of November 4th with three minor elaborations, Reid 
drew the attention of Shawcross of the United Kingdom delegation and 
Johnson of the United States delegation to this fact' speaking in the strictest 
Confidence. 

(27) In view of the fact that our intervention in the debate on Thursday 
and our substitute Resolution had been given only three or four lines in the 
New York Times and New York Herald Tribune for Friday morning, Novem-
ber 29th, Reid invited Hamilton of the New York Times to have lunch with 
him on Friday. Wilgress and Ignatieff were also present at the lunch. Reid 
said to Hamilton that it looked as if the fight in the Committee would he 
bettveen the Canadian and the Soviet proposals; that Hamilton would obvi-
ously want to check the authenticity of this analysis with the United States 
and United Kingdom delegations; but that, if the analysis were correct, the 
New York Times would no doubt wish to print in full, and preferably in 
parallel columns, the text of the revised Soviet proposal and the text of the 

'Document 469. 
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reiSed. Canadian proposal._ Thé New York  Times,of:Saturday, November 
30th, Printed the complete teit'of the two proposals. 

(28) In order to explain the revisions in our proposàlà and  to reply to 
the Soviet misinterpretations of our proposals in a speech by Vyshinsky on 
November 29th, we informed the Secretary  of the Committee before the 
conclusion of Friday's session of the Political Committee that we wished té 
speak as early as possible in the debate when it was resumed on Saturday 
morning. We were given the second position, immediately following France. 

(29) Before we*left the hotel for the meeting on Saturday morning, Reid 
telephoned Johnson of the State Department to ask whether the United 
States had yet received from Washington • the text of an amendment which 
the United States might introduce. Johnsôn'said,that it was very embarrassing 
for him to•discuss the question. He added that the United States was:not:in 
a position that moniing ,  to indicate support of the Canadian proposal and 
that there seemed "to be a feeling pretty high ,up that. eVen the Canadian 
draft tended to turn attention away too much from the Atomic Energy  Coi  
mission". We were at a loss to understand thiS.remark,since: 

(a) Paragraphs 3 and 4 of Our revised Résohitidn' were deVoted entirely 
to atomic energy; 

(b) Two-fifths of our  speech of Nàvember 28th'waà devoted tà the control 
of atômic energy;  .„ 

(c) The section on atomic energy in our  speech of November 28th  hai 
ended with  the  following statement, "indeed nOthing wonlet create more 
confidence in international seCurity 'measure's' than the fulfilment of these 
térms of reference by the Atdmic Energy Commis'siori. The Atomic Energy 
Commission has been given an important job to do. When the Comraissioïi 
has done this job, the publié Will feel that international cooperation can be 
effective and is worthwhile". 

Over one-fourth of  the  draft .  speech  for Saturday, November 30tly, lfl 

which, at the time Reid spoke to Johnson, We were Making last-Minute re:: 
visions, was devoted to atomic energy, and included the following: 

"First, we need a plan for the ,effective cOntrol of 'atOmic.energy,  for if  

we suççeecl here we lay the fotindations -for that international confidénée 
which will Make . Pbssible further progress in disarmament. That is  the  c° f&  
of the disarmament probleiri". - 

	

' 	dee 

	

soOn as---we. arrived at Lake 	Su.cCess, the Un. ited Kingdoin 
gatiOn infOrined -Us:with Manifest iOleasure that theY had juSt ieceiY ed'.111:74. 
structions ,froni London to support the  revised, Canadian Resolntion àncl : 

 ShavicrosS would Make_ this clear in hispéeCh to the `d;. .niMittee 
ing Wéinform' ed  the United Kingdom .:that...We were going - tO spea.k-sec,b„IYI 
in. the debate. ÀS YOU Vd11  have  'séeit froe the,tekt.of ShaWCross' speeçM': 
reprodiked in fulïin theNëw ork Timis fcifijedén-iber lst, Shavicrose 
sumed that the debate in the Committee was between the revised;Cariadiell 
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améndment and `the'original Soviet propo Ml, and he compared them~.para-

the morning and afternoon, of Monday, December . 2nd, to discuss disarma-

graph, ,-by .paragraph .:

(31) The Committee'iopened its meeting about 10 :45 a.m. It would seem
apparent that at the time . of the . opening . of the debate the United States
delegation : had still not "received "instructions from Washington . However,
while Wilgress was in the middle of his speech, we ; were informed by ; the
United States that the . United States . . was . going to submit a Resolution on
disarmament . This Resolution was circulated to the Committee at the ;very
end of Saturday morning's debate and after . speeches had been given by
France, Canada, China, Poland and the United Kingdom .

4 . We are sti ll not clear about the full implications of the United States
delegation's :proposal on disarmament . The Political Com .m.ittee willmeet in

ment .Senator Connally ;will - be, making . a statement and .,:we hope that he .willmake clear the rneaning : of the second sentence of the , second paragraph ; of
the United States . Resolution: : We shall alsâ have . an opportunity,,;,at ;-Lake
Success of consulting with . someone of the United States . delegation with-sufficient knowledge of -, the background' of their . .proposal: Before :: this dis-
armament issue broke, we had invited the senior members of the United
Kingdom delegation to,dinewith us on Tuesday,,,Deçember. 3rd .->This - dinner
will give us an opportun

.
ity,,of

. .talking over the whole problem ;with them . .,
5•~`We will send you°u. tëletype "on Monday evening, .December 2nd.' Ends :_ , . - . . .

. ., .Consul .General i. n~New York to Seçretary.of.State,for-Èxternal Affaars .,t ;.

Le consul général à New YôrVau, sécrétairë d'Étâ t
-aux, Affaires extérieures `

TELEG iW 312 ;
New York, December 2, 1'946

1MMEDIATE, CONFàDENTIAL. ASDEL ' No. 213. Following for Pearson .fromReid,Begm' s Canadian, proposal on disarmament . "
. , . .,

have b

DEA/21 1-G

for

een working with Mr St Laûrent today on some suggestions I we"ligh t make in the Drafting Committee, wliich is to be 'estabYishéd tomorrow ;

"
The General Assembly recommends to the Secu rity Council that as the

,,Th e

for àmeridin.ents - to oûrResolution in order`t6' incorporate useful suggestionsother Rësolutioris' ând - to mect"criticisms which have been made 'of ourResolution
. The text of these suggestions follows, Begins :

(1) Delete from the beginning of paragraph 2 the following :

S~~teP towards a general regulation and reduction of armaments, the
ty Council,~ , without further de~lay,>; and substitute in its place :

The General Assembly, regarding the problem of security as closely
with that~ of disarmament and in order to .•enablp; :,the Secüritÿ
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Council 'to begin the exercise of its responsibilities under Article 42' of the 
Charter, recommends that the Security Council, without further delay,"; 

(2) Insert at the beginning of paragraph 3 the following sentence taken 
from paragraph 2 of the United States proposai  (A/C.1/90) : 1  

"The General Assembly recognizes that essential to the general regulation 
and reduction of armaments is the early establishment of international control 
of atomic energy and other modern technological discoveries to ensure their 
use only for peaceful purposes." 

(3) Substitute for the second sentence of paragraph 5 the following: 
"It further recommends that there be set up, under the Treaty or Con-

vention, a Permanent International Commission clothed with all the powers 
required to implement such international safeguards and to detect and report 
on any breach or threatened breach of the Treaty or Convention and of 
subsequent supplementary agreements on the regulation and reduction of 
armaments. The Permanent International Commission shall be set up within 
the framework of the Security Council as a subordinate organ of that Coun-
cil under Article 29 of the Charter, but shall derive its powers from the terms 
of the Treaty or Convention and of subse,quent supplementary agreements." 
Ends. 

2. The first suggestion incdrporates a clause from thé French amendment, 
"regarding the problem of security as closely connected with that of dis-
armament". This suggested amendment also would serve to remove certain 
United States objections since they do not consider that the making of 
military agreements is "the first step towards" disarmament. 

3. The first sentence of the third suggestion meets the United States criti-
cism that our attempt to be specific about the powers of the proposed Per-
manent International Commission of Control might have the opposite result 
to that which we intend and might limit the powers of the Commission. The 
second sentence of the third suggestion contains the seven ' words in the 
Soviet proposal to which they attach such importance, "within the frame-
work of the Security Council", but does it .in such a way as not to limit the 
powers of the Commission. • 	• 

4. I gave a copy of these suggesteol revisions today in confidence to the 
United States, the United Kingdom and China. 

5. In a supplementary telegram I shall be reporting on this morning's dis' 
cussion on disarmament in the Political Committee. Ends. Message ends. 

1  Voir le document 471. 	 I See Document 471. 
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Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au Premier ministre l

Memorandum f rom Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Prime Minister1

TOP SECRET [Ottawa,] December 3, .1946
RE : DISARMAMENT PROPOSALS

1 . There are three main proposals on disarmament before Committee 1
of the General Assembly : a Soviet resolution, : a Canadian amendment to this
resolution and a United States resolution. The Australians have also tabled
an amendment similar to the Canadian_proposal : These three proposals differ
essentially only in the way they approach the question of eliminating atomic
weapons and the relation of this question to general disarmament .

2. The Soviet resolution in its present form proposes a general reduction
of armaments and prohibits the production and use of atomic energy for
military purposes . If carried it would be implemented by the Security Council
with the assistance of the Members of the United Nations . It also provides
for international control by means of two commissions with powers of in=
spection, one, for , control of disarmament generally . and one for control ofdisarmament in relation to atomic weapons .

3 . The Canadian . amendment in its final form, which -.incorporates three
proposals contained in the Australian amendment, recommends that the first
step toward ~ a` general regulation and reduction of armaments should be the
negotiations for this purpose making available to the Security Council armed
forces as provided in Article 43 of . the Charter . It recommends that the
Security- Council submit plans, with the aid of the Military Staff', Committee
and in co-ordination with the findings of the - Atomic Energy Commission,
for the regulation of armaments as provided for in Article 26 of the Charter.

I
An international treaty or convention would provide for international control
embodying inspection and safeguards against violation . . According to this
proposal a permanent International Commission of Control would be estab-lished which would appoint permanent inspectors and special Commissionsof Enquiry.

4. In the Canadian proposal, atomic weapons would be eliminated throughthe expeditious f ~
reference . ~ent by the Atomic Energy Commission of its terms of

A single international instrument or treaty would accomplish this
Purpose and provide the necessary safeguards against violation of -atomiccontrol.

imSl The United States resolution recommends that the Securit CouncilP ement a y
general regulation and reduction of armaments but, in the pro-~'Ce n'a pas été envoyé au ' This memoràndum was not sent to thePrec~er Ministre.

P rime Minister.
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Vishins‘ for inspection and control, treats general disarmament in exactly the 
same way as disarmament in relation to atomic weapons. It also recommends 
that the Security Council give first cons-  ideration in the  mâter of general 
disarmament to the report to be made by the Atomic Energy Commission 
before December 31, 1946. , 

6. If proposals for the control of atomic energy for military purposes are 
incorporated completely in the general plans for the reduction and regulation 
of armaments, as the United States proposal would appear to do, the Atomic 
Energy Commission might thus be.  circumvented. The Soviet proposal for a 
special commission on disarmament in relation to atomic weapons might have 
the same result. Both the Soviet and the United States proposais would aLso 
make the inspection and control procedure subject to theiveto , of , permanent 
mémbers of the Security Council. In his teletype No. 300, ATOM No. 184 
of November 30 which is attached, General McNaughton  bas  indicated 
his apprehension over this trend in the disarmament discussions. Also attached 
are the documents mentioned in General ,IVIcNaughton's teletype.. , 

L. B.  PEARSON 	- 

.1' 476e - ' 	 • DEA/211-0 

«•  Le consul général à 7New York au Secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 	 • 

Consul General in' New York to Secretary of State for External Affairs' 

TELEGRAIVI 317 	 New York December 4, 1946• 
TOP SECRET. ASDEL  No  216. Following for Pearson from Reid (written 
December 3rd), Begins: Disarmament. 

1. It had been agreed yesterday by the Political Committee that it would 
discuss disarmament this morning and Spain this afternoon. However, this 
inorning's meeting was devoted to Spain. At the end of the meeting, Manu' 

 

sky announ.ced that sinee . the liàt of speakers was still not exhausted, the after -
noon session would also be dev.oted to Spain. 

2. As you have been informed in ATOM  No  185 of December 3rd,t  WC  
learned yesterday that the United States was going to propose in the Atonic 
Energy Commission, when it meets tomorrow or Thursday, that the report 
to be made io thé Security_ Council by the end of the Year should include al! 
endorsement, in principle, of the main pro.posals contained in the Baruch 
plan . Hamilton of the New York  Times  had got 'hold of this storY'bY late 

 yesterday aftemàon and we :feel fairly Certain ihat the Russians also know 
about it; they may be deliberately stalling the discussion of disarmament  la 
the Political'Coinmittee. of the Assembly until the United States positioi 
the Atomié Énergy Commission ià 'ma.de clear.  »They  would then be able t_() 

 P.q..t4g the Spyi.et.,.Union is _prepared, in, g.spir4,0f_ give ,and, take, to go . a 
long Way td meet tlié vieivsof the.United tat'es . delegatkin as eXpressed 
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their Resolutiônon .• .disarmament' {théy .:xnight eyen : accept it : almost in full .)', ,
but ahat the" United, States has now shôwn. its :hand in, the. .Atorriic:ï Energy
Commission and it was clear that the United States would do nothing ~about
disarmament ;. until- all the other, nations of the world, had accepted the whole
Baruch proposals. :

3 . During :. this morni.ng's ,. discussion in the Political -Committee, Ignatieûspoke in :this sense "to : :the ,United Kingdom delegation. It was probably, :inpart, as a , result of > this : .that .Shawcross, when the . Chairman announced thatthis afternoon's ..meeting:* was tobe devoted to, Spain, protested .that this wascôntrary to yesterday's decision . of the Coinmittee, , ~that _~ no explanation `had
been given by the Chairman why this ~ morning's meeting had-mot been de-
voted to disarmament? and demanded to know who .was-responsible for thesestalling tactics . , Manuilsky - was forced to admit that the Soviet Union had
asked for a postponement of the disarmament discussions, and he . . andGromyko explained that the . Soviet, Union wanted time . to , study the veryimportant United : ,States proposals ,on disarmament .

4 . The disarmament discussiôns will be resumed on the morning , of the4th . The debate on Spain will require: another session and the; veto anothersession. @Ve .assume that disarmament will be referred to . Sub-Committee attomorrow's session but the Russians may secure :. another session in .the fullCommittee .
,5 . After this morning's meeting; 1 ; told Raynor, who is - the State Depart=ment 'Liaison :Officer with- us,-ofof my fear : thât the : Soviet Union'~. mightannounce tomorrow: 1hat it had accepted the United States proposals, that the

United States proposals were dangerously ambiguous=especially the ' secondsentence of paragraph .2 and the second sentence of paragraph 3, that .Con-nally's speech of yesterday : had made - it clear - that the United States ; inter=
pretation of their own proposals was almost entirely ! satisfactory, : but , thatexpedence in previous . Conferences had surely : taught us that the .importantthing was not the ,intent , of the movers of a-Resolution but the meaning Whichthe language could be given by the Soviet Union ~after the 'Resolution hadbeen adopted: '

~• Raynor immediately asked Senator Connally to join our discussion andked Ignatieff ~to .come .over. 'Harry -of thé 'Australi n ' dëlegatïon; , who withIgnatieff was talking to°Shawcross; :also joinéd'us -and we'were :surrounded :bÿsonie half dozen United States advisers . . _ .. - , .7 • L passed the ball to Jgnatieff, who explâined that .wé'were gravely con=cern ed over the effect of the United States putting , before - the Atomic. EnergÿCoin`mission a document 'proposing - the Commissiôn'sF approval now of th6main pnnciples of the :'Baruch plan in :' the findings of the,, Com.inissionV; re=port to the Securimission ty Council . before the examination of • the ;plan . -in - the Com-
had been completed - _

Sh ~ I repeatèd to 4he Sènator the remarks which I liàd made to Raynor. Heed
. a complete ignorance of the _wrk -of - th &., Atoomic - Energy .Coïnmi's '
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sion and considered it entirely reasonable that a show-down shàuld be had 
with  the Russians immediately on the complete acceptance of the Baruch 
proposals. 

9. I gave the usual arguments that, if we were to have a show-down with 
the Russians, we should choose our own ground and choose it in such a way 
as to make it clear to our own people that we had made every effort to meet 
the Russians and that the proposals which we had asked them to accept on 
atomic energy went no further than was absolutely necessary to ensure effec-
tive safeguards against violations and evasions. I said that I feared that, if 
the break-down were to come on the original Baruch plan, we would find it 
dif6.cult to carry all our people with us. 

10. The Senator was certain that all the people of the United States would 
be behind the United States Government if it insisted upon the Soviet Union 
accepting the whole Baruch plan. 

11. Harry of the Australian delegation intervened to state that the Aus-
tralian delegation would be unable to support in the Atomic Energy Com-
mission a proposal to endorse now the principles of the Baruch plan. 

12. Connally seemed to be a little shaken about my remarks on the danger 
of the Soviet Union accepting the present United States disarmament Resolu-
tion.• He asked what I thought was  the alternative. Was it to accept the Soviet 
Resolution on disarmament. I replied that naturally our idea of the alterna-
tive was set forth in our Canadian Resolution, and added that his speech of 
yesterday to the Political Committee was an able defence of the Canadian 
Resolution. His reply was that he had not even mentioned the Canadian 
Resolution in his speech. 	« 
- 13. He then said "what do you think we ought to dO"? I suggested that per-
haps he would be good enough to look at the United States Resolution again 
and compare it With his speech of yesterday and to see whether the United 
States might not think it -wise - to'incorporate into their Resolution the  inter
prtations which he had put on it in his speech yesterday. I a.  dded that I 
thought perhaps he might find that some of the language in the Canadian 
Resolution could, for this purpose, be usefully incorporated in the United 
States Resolution. 

14. Connally ended the discussion by saying to his advisers that they would 
have to talk the matter over with the Secretary of State. 

15. We were encouraged during the whole of the discussion, which must 
have lasted for 15 minutes, with the manifest pleasure which the United 
States .advisers showed whenever we made a point in our argument. I doubt 

whether we have been able to get many of the points over to Connally but 
we hope that we may have strengthened the hands of his advisers. 

16. I should have reported to you previously the conversation which We' 

gress and I had with Joe Johnson of the State Department on Sunday afte 
noon, December lst, after the meeting of the Political Committee. We told 
hitn then very frankly and fully our worries about the construction which 
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could be placed - on the , United .Stàtes Resolution on disarinament : . He himself
was obviously also, very .worried and asked . Wilgress to try to. get in touch
with Senator Austin: .or, failing that, for me to get in touch with Ross of the
State Department . We were unable to get in touch with either but I learned
from Johnson later that -evening that he had given a fu ll report of his con-
versation with us ta Senator Austin.

p n --in er of the Council
had the right to veto the sending of a Committee of enquiry to detect whether
a breach of the Disarmament Treaty was taking place. Mr. St . Laurent, inhis intervention, may also say that' the advisers of the Canadian delegation
had prepared for his use in Sub-Committee a composite draft Resolution
drawn up in an, effort to embody in one resolution all the good ideas fromall the resolutions ; that he was delighted to note how large an area of. agree=
ment there was between the Great Powers on the question of . disarmament;
that so far as the Great Powers were concernedthis meeting - of minds .might
be sufficient even though it was not expressed clearly in the Resolution, :but
that for the other forty-nine members of the United Nations it was essential
that the Resolution as passed by the Assembly express in precise terms the
agreement which had been reached: 'He might be able to work in some refer-
ence to the fact that a considerable number . of the statements in SenatorConnally's

speech were expressed with greater precision in the CanadianResolutio h

17 . Senator Connally, in , his speech on disarmament to the Political Com-mittee on Monday . morning, December 2nd, spoke without a prepared text.
He had before him eight points jotted down just before the meeting hy Joe
Johnson and Lindsay. In framing the eight points which Conna lly was . to
make, Johnson obviously tried to ensure that he meet the criticisms that we
had made the day before . They were all of them met by Connally's speech
except that he did not say that the Atomic Energy Commission was not to be
stampeded .

18 . When the disarmament discussions in the Political Committee resume
Mr. St . Laurent may comment on Parodi's statement yesterday that left the
impression that it would not matter if a ermane t b

n t an in the United States Resolution : Ends .

477,
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'Soviet 1:Uhion. for-  the  'great hoÈre' whieh 'hisnsPe6ch'this' .  moinini-hoIds-  out 
to  us all, and, especially those countries whiCh'like - mine have no armaments 
whiëh can  constitute à Menace or a threat to. th è peace and security of the 
world. 
- I am convinced that this speech of the diStinguished Foreign Minister  of 

 the Soviet Union holds out the hope to  the  world that - we are .attempting  th 
go even further than had been defmitely provided' for in the San Francisco 
Charter. We had in paragraph 4 of Article: 2  of the 'San Francisco Charter 
a provision that all members 'undertake tci refrain in their international re-
lations from the threat or use of  force against the .territorial -  integrity or 
political independence of another state, or in any: other manner inconsistent 
with the - purposes of the United Nations:. We alsd have Article 26 which has 
been read an.d which provides that at some future time  there would be, or we 
might hope that there would be, accepted by all the members of .the United 
Nations an undertaking to reduce  and  to regulate their existing armaments. 
, Now the distinguished representative of the Soviet delegation has held out 
what appears to be a serious hope that we can, at this time, take a great step 
forward in implementing this .general expression of the hope of the members of 
the United Nations that not only would there be an undertaking that armed 
forces would not be used against the integrity or freedom of any other member 
but also that the great powers who have _such tremendous armaments wish 
to reduce those armaments and to put themselves in the position where there 
will not be in existence that which could' constitute a serious menace or 
threat to the peace  and  security of the world. ' 

Wheù this second part of the first session of the Assembly convened in 
New • York, we were all at great pains  in  the opening debate to dispel to 
the utmost posSible:the general feeling of disappointment at the achievements 
of the United Nations Organization: At this time, it appears  tome  that we are 
holding out to the world the 'prospect that not only  will  th--e --high purposes 
provided for in -  the Charter be respected. and lived up to, but that we will 

.m make ore rapid progress than had been anticipated at San Franciscain 
bringing about a general reduction, and regulation of- those instruments Of 
destruction which have proved so disastrous to the whole world. 

As I listened with great interest and emotion to the speech this morn.eg 
of  Mr. Molotov, it appeared to me that we were in substantial agreement as 
to what is desirable for the welfare of Mankind to— accomplish at this tinw. 
I understood him to state thathis Government recognized and asserted the 
desirability of an early and general reduction of armaments..I think with that 

purpose we are all in full agreement. 
understood the honourable 'delegate to say then that his GoveMp le.11t 

 desired  the  early implementation of the terms of reférence, assigned to tile 
Atomic Energy' Commission  which,:  as  he so well pohned'ont,. not only deal. s 
with atomic weapons but with all weaPons 'of mass -désirnctiOn, and that it is 
the desire of his Govennnent that there be  an  early - solution of that proble.oe 
which has been so-  troll-bin-1g àlào Ii,am' sure ever-yOne is'111 
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substantial agreement. That, of course, is' something which cannot be accom-
plished rapidly,because, as Sir Hartley Shaweross has pointed.out, in. dealing 
with atomic energy we not only,have to provide -that it shall not be used for 
purposes of destruction, but we have also to provide that it may be available 
for peaceful purposes and for the improvement of the living conditions of 
humanity. 

That makes it a problem which presents special difficulties and which can-
not be solved merely by a prohibition of the development -  of atomic energy. 

I think we will all agree that the reference to the Atomic Energy Commis-
sion provided that there would be as an outcome a draft convention to be 
submitted to the members of the United Nations fér their acceptance and for 
ratification by their respective parliaments. But the very constructive sugges-
tion from the Soviet delegation is that, while that is being proceeded with, 
preparation be made so that at the same time as the purposes of the Atomic 
Energy Commission can be adopted  hand  ratified in an international conven.- 
tion, there may also be an international convention for the regulation and 
reduction of other ,armaments. 

I am not at all repulsed nor frightened by the existence of the veto in the 
Security Council  in  • that respect, because, if it is necessary that there be an 
international agreement it will be necessary for each state which will become 
a party to that agreement to give its assent thereto; the existence of this rule, 
which requires that the formulation of the plan be submitted to the nations 
shall  have the unanimous support of the five great powers, presents no diffi-
culty or obstacle whatsoever  in the view of the Canadian delegation. 

Now the speech of the Soviet Foreign Minister this morning, as I under-
stood it envisages the necessity of the creation and the functioning of an 
international commission of control and inspection, and as the representative 
of one of the small countries I regard that  as  very important. We want' to 
feel that we are secure. We want to feel that the United Nations is responsi-
ble to us for that feeling of security, ,and the only way,in which we can feel 
th at there is international responsibility is by a system whereby there will be 
some international body that will tell us that everything is all right and that 
every undertaking is being respected. 

No w T think the Charter requites that this body operate within the frame-
work of the Security Council; but 'as  I understood the honourable delegate of 
the Soviet Union he envisages that this international  • commission will be 
clothed with powers  • which they will exercise autonomously and which will 
enable them to take the proper measures to make us feel that the interna- • 
tional,  obligations are being respected' everywhere. It is I think, within the 
general underlying concept of. the Charter that these subsidiary organs will 
Operate within. the framework of the Security Council as being the Organ' of 

nited Nations which has the primary responsibility for the maintenance 
be 	peace and security; and that any sanctions that might have to 

constitu 

nunternational 
adopted against any state which violated or which adopted > a position that 

ted -a -  threat, of violation should.'be - subject to sanctions adopted, by , 	• 	, 
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and applied through the Security~ Council . There, again, the existence of the

requirement of unanimity appears to me to be i n strict accord with the

realities- of the situation . The Security Council is designed . to - have at its dis-

posal 'armed forces, but armed forces cont ributed by the individual members .

Now no one of the large powers can be expected to agree to something where

forces contributed by his nation could be, used against the other forces of his

nation. That is not realistic and we must, I think, admit that if there came

about a situation where it was felt that sanctions would have to be applied

against one of the great powers, it would be a condition of absolute war
whether the opposition of the one power took the form of resistance or took

the form of a veto . The only way in which it could be overcome would be
by the use of force and the use of force against a great power means war.

I think that the smaller powers, those of the catego ry of Canada, and the

like, will realize that in the suggestions we have heard this morning there is

as concrete an effort towards a constructive solution as the rea lities of the day

make possible . When we have it asserted, as it was this morning, that this
international control commission will be clothed with powers that

it can

exercise and that it can report to the Securi
ty Councto t ythent if

world at large, that there is or is being prepared a threat peace,
the members of the United Nations have undertaken to submit to such con-
trol and inspection any great power must realize that any obstacle it puts in
the way of inspection and control would be tantamount to a declaration of

war on the rest of the world .
I think that all of us and all those we represent have now such a horr k~f

unnecessary war that there is . not apt to be any interference with the wor g

of the system which will be designedto give a feeling of security to all those

concerned .
The Canadian delegation is grateful to the representative of the United

Kingdom for his kind references to the draft resolution put forward
by

Canada ; but Canada has no feeling of ownership or feeling of 'national p
ride

basis in the sub-
committee

it. Canada is only too willing to take as a working ation, as
committee to be set up the proposal put forth by the Soviet deleg

recognize that,
modified by the others that have come forward. We wish

Âssembl that the
though we suggested in the opening debate in the General

the agreements
Security Council be as expeditious as possible in concludin g

rovided for by Article 43 of the Charter, we did not at that
time provided

the hope that has been given to is by the attitude of the Sovie
t

there could be so quickly set in motion the machinery required to b
ring

about this reduction and regulation of all armaments which WoWhich
increase

re
and consolidate the feeling of security and trust in each other gone
quired for the reconstruction of the ravages of the years we have

just
through .

We have had prepared for our own use a collation of the va~ eu ~é Su~,

tions that have been put forward, and when this mtance to the Sub-Com~
Committee it may be that the collation can be of assis
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mittee in théir efforts to bring back to this -Committee for recommendation to 
the General Assembly a unanimous resolution which will go far towards 
restoring the confidence of the world at large in the sincerity of all the mem-
bers of the United  Nations in the lofty statements of the purposes and prin-
ciples for which we came together and for which the United`Nations has been 
established. 

478. 	 W.L.M.K./Vol. 413 

Le consul général à New York au -  secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

Consul General in New York to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 325. 	 New York, December 5, 1946 
SECRET. ASDEL  No  219. Following for Pearson from Reid (written Decem-
ber 4th), Begins: Disarmament. - 

1.The morning's meeting of Committee 1 on Wednesday, December 4th 
was devoted to disarmament. 

2.Molotov opened with a statement in which hé accepted the draft of the 
United States delegation on disarmament as a basis for further discussion. He 
said, however, that the United States draft "cannot satisfy' us-"  since "it is 
insufficiently clear and rather one-sided." He therefore moved two amend-
ments' to it, the text of which is given in a following teletype.t 

3.You will observe that in his first amendment to the United States draft 
 Molotov took as his first sentence an extract from the Australian draft amend-

ment, which was taken from our draft of November 4th. He then tacked on to 
the United States draft for paragraph.  2 the proposal that, in addition to con-
sidering the report from the Atomic Energy  Commission  before December 
31st and facilitating the work of the èoMmiSSion, the Securit-y èouncil should 
also "expedite consideration of a draft Convention fôr the prohibition of 
atomic weapons" (he was probably referring to the Soviet Convention out-
lawing atomic weapons which was the Soviet reply to the Baruch proposals). 
To paragraph 3 of the United States resolution which calls upon the Security 
Council in conveniently vague terms to give consideration to the working out 
of proposals to provide practical and effective safeguards in connection with 
control of atomic energy and the regulation of other armaments, Molotov 
tacked on his proposal for two Commissions of Inspection to be set up 
'within the framework of the Security Council". 

4.These amendments were supported ,with a speech in most conciliatory 
tterms. Touching on the subject of the veto, Molotov said that the decisions on 
he reduction of armaments have to be taken by the Security Council, and that 
dei  Laa note suivante était écrite sur cette copie 	I See United Nations, Official Records of 
rA f ensie9nde partie de la première session de the Second Part of the First Session of the 
A 2..s  blée générale, première commission, General Assembly, First Conunittee, Annex 
'wen 9K, PP. 345-46. 9K, pp. 345-46. 
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only unan imity between the Big Powers could
:guarantee such decisions bein g

. ._ _

made. As regards the Commissions of Inspection, he
.said these would have, to

be set up as a result of - agreement in the Security CoûnCô~is
s
that

ons .
once they

were set up they would operate free of veto within the

5 . After Hasluck, on behalf of Austra lia, had stressed that all the proposalsa
made before Committee 1 should be referred atem n h~ W°h inch het

on
also said

Sub-Committee, Shawcross fo llowed with a ointed

that all proposals should be examined by the composite~m~draftt He wel omed
for the purpose of . trying to get an agreed

Molotov's statement , as indicating . that . he had apparently made some con-
cessions, view and hoped that this would indicate
cessions in his originally rigi P •1~ to -, cri-.nt an agreed draft accept-

proposals of the Assembly :

(a) The atomic side . of disarmament must be dealt with in the Atoinic

that the Soviet Government would be wi g

able to the other members of the :Assembly: Shawcross also said that he w as
ad to note that the Soviet representative accepted the

United States
a basis of discussion but reminded the Committee that the
proposal was, as Molotov had himself said, in some points rather

vague,
d in

should be interpreted in the light of Senator H
o

Connally' s
ncluded b

y speech -
(th

ere
pstatement

teletype ATOM.No. 185 . of December 3rd) .t
wished to see embodied in any

of four principles which the United Kingdom

Energy Commission; rin-

(b) No partial sYstem ' of disarmament should be adopted. Un ofr th û éofthe
ciple Shawcross -particularlÿ said that if coming plan'for

into force should . be accom-
atomic weapons were worked out, : its g ons of

anied simultaneously with an agreement to abolish cen d
n

om
otherhas

~ speçially
P articularly - rockets . ,The ~ United g Idpmass destruction, ons shou be
emphasized the;point- that the doing away . • with . atomic -weap ara them

a -ccomPanied with the abolition of rockets
: as they apparently reg

of thisselves exposed- to the possible use weapon by the ~ .Sé ~Ré system of

(c) Any system of disarmament should provide for an ef
f

control and inspection; oWérs to
and an extension of its P veto .(d) Any control and inspection agency ect to the

which may be invented sliould ' not be suâ~ept~ce of the
cove

r 6

. othe
r Connally, o

n weapon
s behalf of the United Stat

and said that his understanding of
Ies, W61comed the

United States draft as a bas is, of discussion by Molotov

Molotov's :speech implied that the .Control CommisonoHe said that the So vint
would not be subject to the,veto in their opera close examinatio
amendments to the United States proposal would be

given
has developed as a

clear, up the misunderstanding which , osal, to
7. In order to wording of paragraph 3 of the United Stat fs30th Novem'

result of the vagu e the for-
which your attention was drawn in message ATOM â h ref rred to

ber,' paragraph 13 ; 'Connally said' that that para~ P

I

]
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mulation of _plans. Such plans on disarmament or  on  -atomic_ energy would 
then be submitted .to the Governments-of the members of the' United Nations 
for ratification according to their constitutional processes. It did not refer to 
any executive powers at the Security_ Council. Finally, Conna lly said the 
United States Government wanted a resolution which would be acceptable to 
all members of the United Nations and suggested that all proposals made 
before Committee I should be studied by the Sub-Committee. , 

8. Mr. St. Laurent then made some remarks, extempore, in which he eX-
pressed appreciation. that Molotov in his statement of that day had given 
hopes to the United Nations that some progress would be made in the matter 
of disarmament. He ,pointed out that the 'Assembly was now trying to go be-. 
yond a statement of general objectives contained in the principles and pur-
poses of the Charter and that if all  the Great Powers had the will  to do so 
we might expect some action toward an early reduction of armaments. 
Action on disarmament would' involve not only proposals on atomic energy 
which is the special responsibility of the Atomic Energy Commission but con-
currently a disarmament Convention should be_ worked out covering othei 
weapons. Any control agency should have powers which would give all  na-
tions a sense of security by making each nation feel that the United Nations 
as a whole had undertaken responsibilities to each individua lly. The powers . 
of such control bodies should give them autonomy. Any serious breach of a 
disarmament Convention, however,- would hardly raise the question of veto 
in the Security Council if one of the*perm.anent members were involved. It 
would be rather a question of a breakdc•wn of the United Nations system or 
war. In conclusion, Mr. St. Laurent referred to a composite  draft resolution 
which had been prepared by  the  Canadian 'delegation as a working paper to 
assist discusSion of the various proposals to amend the Soviet resolution- in 
the Sub-Committee which was to be set .up. 

9.After Molotov had repeated that he accepted the United States proposai 
 as amended by the Soviet delegation as a basis for discussion, Connally  and  

Shawcross both said that  the  Sub-COmmittee should examine all proposali. - 
10.Molotov 'agreed and no vote on this point was taken. 	 • 
11.Byelo-Russia,then proposed. that instead of the slate of thirteen mem-bers for the composition of the Sub-Committee proposed by the Philippines, 

as follows: United States, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the United 
11, itilgdoin, China, -France, Norway, Argentina, Australia, Mexico, Canada,- 

"
eall d, Ukraine and Iran, the slate should be the following: United States, 

Pola 
'of Soviet Socialist Republics, China, France, Norway, Holland, 

'and, Canada India Czechoslovakia Mexico Egypt, Brazil and Auis2Th  ralia , • 
e United  Kingdom and Australia proposed the addition of the tnree, nblieam_bers  uwiy elected to the ' SèCUritir Council, Belgium, Syria and COlom.-; 

11_ itel aetse countries were also added and also Argentina at its own_insistence.' 
e was adopted unanimously. 
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13 .; Committee . 1 then continued _ its debate on Spain . and appointed ; a
.

Sub=Committee in an. effort to work out a .resolution on which general agree- :

ment .could be reached. The: Sub-Comm.ittee 'set up, to consider the various.

proposals on : disarmament will meet tomorrow . morning, . Thursday, Decem-:

ber 5th.

14. It would be unfortunate if the public were to possess too high hopes

as a result of the Soviet move today .on disarmament. The three main issues

still open may be difficult to resolve :
(1) The first Soviet amendment concludes with the words "Convention

for : the prohibition of atomic weapons." The Convention should clearly be

one for the "international control of atomic energy and thereby the elimina-

tion . of atomic weapons from national armaments."
(2) The Soviet propose a "resolution of the Security Council" on general

disarmament and not a Treaty or Convention.

(3) The United Kingdom insist, and quite properly, that the atom bomb
should not be abolished until there is effective prohibition of the manufac-

,

au Premier ministre
Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

479 .
DEA/21 1-G

ture and use of rockets . Ends .

I attach copies of four telegrams : from General Mc au ~

184 of November 30th,~ ATOM No. 185 of December 3rd,t ATOM No. 186
telegr~s

of December -5th2 and ATOM .No . ;187 of :December 5th.t Thèsè are, 'low
refer to the relation between the _ discussions on disarmamentwtomh Bnergy
proceeding in the General Assâm CbJlée~1

M

the work of
cNaught n ish Aconcerned lest the

Commission. You will noticethat or eve
present United States resolution on disarmament may comp

circumvent the work of the Atomic Energy Commission. v h as
In regard to disarmament, the present position is that M. Melotocom-

accepted a United States resolution as a basis for discussion
in a

Canad~~
mittee of twenty States, of which Canada is one. The view of

c1en~Y
delegation is that the wording of the United States resolution is no~é ~ecuntY
precise, particularly at one point where it might imply

that Com-

Council should take over the responsibi lities of the tWasr ~ ended,

mission. Senator Connally~has asserted that no such implication
but the delegation continues to have misgivings .

[O ttawa,] December 5, 19 4 6
SECRET

rT ghton ATOM No .

to Prime Manaster
Memorandum f rom Under-Secretarÿ of State for External Affairs

- 1 Document 472 .
2 Document 304.
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The Canadian - delegation to the Assembly will endeavour to have its own

alternative wording considered in the Sub-Committee . Mr. St.' Laurent has
meanwhile welcomed the agreement between the U .S .S .R. and the United
States on the general terms of the disarmament resolution which will now be
worked out in detail.

It should be added that there seems little likelihood that the present .di8-
cussions at the General Assembly will result in any immediate practical
measure of disarmament, no matter what the terms of the resolution which is
eventually carried .

DEA/211-G

Le consul général à New York au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

Consul General in New York to Secretary of State . f or External A ffairs
TELEORAm

355 New York, December 7, 1946
SECRET . ASDELNo. 240 . Following for 'Pearson from Reid, (written Decem-ber 5th), Begins : Disarmament .

I ., The Sub-Committee on ,Disarmament held its first meeting Thursdamorning, December 5th. Spaak, fortunately, agreed to serve as Chairman: y
2. The three main' issues listed in paragraph 4 of my ASDEL No . (blank)[sic ] raised their - heads. It looks as if the Soviet will agree to a reference in

the Resolution to a Treaty or 'Convention on general disarmament, and atthe next meeting of the Sub-Committee their attitude on the ' other two difficultissues should be made clear.
3
. The Committee has taken as its basis of discussion the United StatesResolution. ' It adopted paragrapli 1 with some . amendments, the chief of

which was the deletion of "pursuant to international Treaties and Agreements"and the addition at the end of a sentence reading somewhat as follows : "Theplans formulated by Security . Council shall be submitted to the members ofthe United
Nations for ratification according to Article 26, of the Charter ."In the discussion Of this - paragraph, Mr. St . Laurent made a convincing inter-

vention, pointing out that there were four stages in general disarmament : the
work Which the Assembly was now engaged in ' of adopting a statement ofgeneral Principles governing disarmament ; the working out of plans by the .SecuritY Council; the approval at a general Disarmament Conferencé of aTreaty or Convention on disarmament ; the'ratification of that Treat b"thè
members of the Security Council and by the necessary nùmbers of the otherM
embers of the United Nations .

~ United
4• The Sub-Comnïittee began * discussion of paragraph

States proposals and the United Kingdom .moved amendment
of

covered substantially the amendments which we had in mind .
. s to it which



• 5. The -discussion -on paragraph 2 will be resiimed' on the- morning of 
December 6th*.' •- 	' 	 *- 

6. We have .'-this 'afternoon sùbmitted. subStitutes for paragraphs 3 and 4 
o• f the United  States Resolntion and a proposed additional paragraph to be 
inserted between paragraphs 3 and 4. These reproduce textually paragraphs 
-5; -7 and 4 of our "Composite draft". 

7. Mr. - St. Laurent and  the  other meMbers of the delegation attached to 
the  First Càmmittee had lunch today with Senators Connally and Austin, 
and Ross of the State Department who is Austin's principal adviser.-We went 
over with them a number of obscurities in their Resolution, and I hope that, 
as a result, the United States at the meetings of the Sub-Committee will be 
haPPy.  tà accept amendments to the text to their Resolution along the lines 
of the ones we haye.suggested. 

8. Paragraph 1 of the American.Resolution. adopted today is still pretty 
unsatisfactory  but the Americans at lunch a.greed that, when we had gone 
throlierthe rest . of  the Resolutiàn, 'We-should return to the first paragraph 
,and try to get it cleaned .up. 

9. Late in the aftern.00n of December 5th, I gave Ross, a-draft of a proposed 
amendment to paragraph 1 which reads as follows: 

"With a view to strengthening international peace and security in conform-
ity.  with the purposes' and principles. of the  United' Nations, the General  As 

 sembly,recognizes the necessity of an early general regulation and reduction of 
armaments. AccordinglY, the .Generat Assembly ..under Article 11  of the 
Charter call.s to the attention of the members of the United Nations and of • , 	. 
the Security Council this Resolution on 'the principles -which shall govern 
disarmament and the regulation of armaments. . 

"The Gen.eral Assem.bly , recommends to the Security Council that, .with 
The assistance of the Military-Staff Committee, it give prompt consideration, 
imder Article 26 of the Charter, to formulating the practical measure, ac-
cording to their priority, which are essential tc; provide for the general regu-
lation and reduction of armaments and to assure the such regulation and 
reduction will be generally observed by all Participants and not unilaterallY 
by only some of the participants. These plans shall be co-ordinated with the 
recommendations which are made from time to time by the Atomic EnergY 
Cominission. 

•"The plans formulated by the Security Council shall be submitted at the 
earliest practicable date .to a .  special -session of the General Assembly. The 
-Treaty or Convention-approved by the General Assembly shall be submitted 
to the members of the United Nations for ratification, and shall come in° 
force upon .the deposit of ratifications by the permanent members of tile 

 Security Council and by a majority of the other members of the United  
Nations." Ends.. 

;.806 NATIONS "UNIES 
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Le consul général à New York au secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

Consul General in New York to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 364 	 New York, December 9, 1946 
IMMEDIATE. SECRET. ASDEL, No  247. F'ollowing for Pearson from Reid, 
Begins: Reference my teletYpe ASDÉL: No. 235 of December 6th.t Dis- 

1.The  Sub-Committee on.-Disarmament held its third meeting Saturday 
afternoon, December 7th, frorn 3:00 p.m.. to 6;30. p.m,..The,results of the 
meeting were inconclusive and disai*ointing. The iSoviet  were •pirepared to 
accept paragraph 3 of the United States proposal provided that their second 
amendment were added  to  it. The United Kingdom put forward' their very 
confused amendment to paragraph 3 of the United States proposal, an.d we 
put forward ours as 'expressing simply and briefly the points 'on Which àll the 
members of the Sub-Comniittee were in agreement. 

2. The Soviet, however, continued  to  insist the their -  text' be taken as the , 
basis of discussion. I think that they were simply playing' for time until they 
received further' instructions froiù - Moscow. It may be that when the fourth 
meeting of the Sub.:Committee  is  held on Monday,. De,cember 9th, they will 
agree to accept substantially the text of our -am'endmeritand We are hbPeftil 
'that the United States and the United 'Kingdom "will alscr agree tô accept  the  
substance of our text. If, -at the beginning of the fourth - meeting, it is impôs-
sible to reach, agreement quickly, on a new. text of, paragraph 3, the matter 
wine referred to a drafting Sub-Committee on this paragraph, composed of 
,the Five Great Powers,. Canada, Czechoslovakia. (rapporteur of the Sub.- 
Committee) and Belgium (Chairman of the Sub-Committee). ..• 

3.We have been telling the-United States during the last two or three 
days that . we felt that there were obscurities and possible pitfalls in the first 
paragraph as adopted on first reading by the Sub-Committee; The United 
States is now, I think, convinced of this and may move on second reading 
tile amendments  we  would like to see.incorporated in it. 

4.One of 'our worries is that the first paragraph as adopted concludes with 
the following sentence: 

Th e plans formulated by" the Security Council shall be submitted. to the , 
States members for ratification in accordance with Article 26 of the Charter". 

This might give  an  'opening to the Soviet Union io  put  forward in' the 
Security Council vague and undefined "plans" similar in general approach to th: draft Convention they proposed . on atomic weapons. Then, when the other 
P.owers say that.this is not-sufficient, the U.S.S.R. would  be  in a good posi-
hon to pillory the other Powers as putting obstacles in the way of early 
disarmament. 

• 
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5. My immediately succeeding teletypet gives the text of the first para-
graph as adopted by the Sub-Committee on first reading on December 5th .

Ends .

482. DEA/211-G

Le consul général à New York au secrétaire d'État

aux Affaires extérieures
Consul General in New York to Secretary of State for External A ffairs

New York, December 10, 1946
TELEGRÀM 38 1

ASDEL No. 256. Sub-Committee; on Disarmament .

Late in the evening of December 9th we circulated to the members of the
.drafting Sub-Committee the following letter, proposing amendments to para-
graph 1 as adopted on first reading :

1`. The first paragraph of the Resolution now before the Sub-Committee
was adopted on first reading .with the understanding that the Sub-Committee
would return to it after going through the other paragraphs .

the
2 . ' The Canadian delegation - suggests that it :would be desirable if

of
second and third : sentences of this paragraph were clarified in the light of
the discussions in the Sub-Committee . Otherwise the intent of these sen-

tences may not .be entirely clear to the -general public.

3 . The Canadian delegation - therefore proposes that the second sentence

of paragraph .1 be amended by adding - after the word `accordingly', the words

"The General Assembly, under A rticle il , of the Charter; , calls . to the at-
tention of the members of the United Nations and of the Secu ri ty Council

this' Resolution on the p rinçiples which shall govern, disarmament and the
regulation of armaments . "

The rest of the sentence would remain unchanged . It would begi

`"The General Assembly recommends 'that , the Security Counc il 81pe
et ceteraprompt consideration to formulating,the prac7tical measures, •' by

This would draw attention to the constitutional basis of the
adoption

the General Assembly of the prop 01
sed Disarmament Resolution . The adop-

tion of this Resolution by the General~ Assembly
,
would constitutetby,~ e

stage in the process of disarmament . The formulation of Plans
Security Council would constitute the second stage in the process of disarma

'

ment.

4. The Canadian ; delegation also proposes that the last ' sentence of the
d underhned) •

paragraph be amended to read as follows (new wor s

"The plans fornmülated by the Security` Council~ shall be sub_t~ by

- Sécretary-Géneral to the members of the Uriited Nations for considerat
Convennons

a special session of the General Assembly . The Treaties or
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approved by the General ASsembly shall be submitted to the sisgnatory States 
(members) for ratification in accordance with Article 26 of the Charter." 

The adoption of this language would make clear the nature of the tffird 
and fourth stages in. the disarmament process. The third  stage is the con-
Sideration by all rnembers of the United Nations of the plans formulated by 
the Security Council. The fourth stage is the ratification and coming into 
force of the Treaties or Conventions approved of -  by the General Assembly. 
The language used leaves it to the Security Council to decide whether to 
embody its plans for clisarmament in draft Treaties or Conventions or in less 
formal proposais. Tlie Security Council would be playing the role of a Pre, 
paratory Commission on Disarmament. The special session of the General 
Assembly would be the equivalent of a general Disarmament Conference. 

5. The first paragraph  as thùi amended would read as follows: 
"With a view to strengthening international peace and security in con, • 

formity with  the purposes and principles of the United Nations, the General 
Assembly recognizes the necessity of an early general regulation and redue-
fion of armaments. Accordingly the General Assembly, under Article 11 of 
the Charter, calls to the attention of the members of the United Nations and 
of the Security Council this Resolution on the principles which 'shall govern 
disarmament and the regulation of armaments. The General Assembly rec-
onunends that the Security Council give prompt consideration to formulating 
the practical measures, according to their priority, which are essential to 
provide for the general regulatiôn and reduction of annaments and to assure 
that such 'regulation and reduction will be generally observed by all  par-
ticipants and not unilaterally  bÿ  only some of the participants. The 'plans 
formulated by the Security Council shall be submitted •by the Secretary. 
General to the members of the -United Nations for consideration at a special 
session of the General Assembly. The Treaties or Conventions approved -by 
the General Assembly shall be submitted to the signatory, States for ratifica- 
tion in accordance with Article 26 of the Charter." - 

	

, 	. 
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Le consul général à New York au secrétaire d'État 
- aux Affaires extérieures 

Consul General in New York to Secretaiy of State for External A ffairs 
TELEGRAM 382 	 New York, December 10, 1946' 
IMMEDIATE. SECRET. ASDEL No. 257. Follovving from Reid, Begins: Dis-
artnament. 

1 . The Sub-Committee on Disarmament held its fourth meeting on Monday, D
ecember 9th, from 10:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. Most of the time was spent on th.  e texts which appear on pages 8 and 9 of our composite draft. The Egypt-

Jans asked for the insertion in the second sentence of the French amendrnent 
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of the -words "and the urgent withdrawal of forces stationed in the territoriese
-member States withouttheir free consent" .«The United States asTreatiestor

of
addition after "free consent" of the words in accordance with
Aéements or otherwise in accordance with 1he principles of the Charter" .
Agreements. _ _ . : _ .

?' Wilgress tried without avail to have our text accepted; n place of.the

t but * we did not press the matter .

in three parts : -' .
the French text;

first sentence _ of _the Frenc tex , - ~
ut ara aPh 4 to the vote

3: - At = the_ request of Brazil it was decided to p p gr

.
6. The draîting Sub-Committee met as soon .

as ain on Tuesday morning

over and sat from 7 :00 P.M. to 11 :00 p:m. and ag

mber 10th from 11 :00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m . It will hold its t~réemmgt Of theDecember
11 :00 a.m. and ~the fifth

December 11th from 9 :30 a.m. resented

Süb-Committee will take place at 11 :00 a .m. on December 12th . I rep

atieff.. S enatorus at these meetings ; accompanied by Ign

7 . At the meeting of the-draftirig Sub-Conimittee on December 9th~ the
in Committee ever aince. 10 :30 in

ost
Connally, who had been . working

morning, was so tired
I
as to be reduced to silence . Shawcr°SS o~ bo bs

entirely concerned with 'getting rockets prohibited as
well as a itfalls

~ . .
and therebY confused the issue on-, atomic energy. Be .. dihnnt see the p

which Vÿshin'sky with the utmost skill was digging fo r

as~ .-over the insistence of Orgthe Soviet ri hou d
.8 . The main d.iscussion w ans Whlc the

Résolution expressly , mention in paragraph, 3 the two o fprohibitio n
disarmament .and one on the con'

be set up-one on general were
ur osés All the Great PoWe s

use-:of atomic energy . for military p p .

Sub-Committee . ~ S~sh discussion was

adopted - unanimously :
ole of thé ' draft Rèsolutionwas then referred to the draftinS

S . The- wh

: : . . .
States proposal. -(see .pages 14 , and 15 -o our ,...p

time we . did not -press for : our own dxaft . and the United States draft was
save

The first sentence . was carned by 11 .to s;, rounds of its irrele-
at first- defeated by 8 to8: we voted against heo~ ~agr ~or the third. part
.va:ncy . Then Spaak poirited out that to :defeat t p delegations,
woûld ' leâd to the defeat of the whôle . paragraph sirice ma.ny

the Soviet; had deçlared. that they woI` j-`6ji put . to theuld only accept the vote graaP,
nmcludmg

if .it containeçl alI thrée pârts . . The second part '
T

was ,
he third part was carried by

abstentions .
a h sub'ect to draftingand Was carried by IS to 3: with 2

14. to- 3 witfi 2â.bstentions and the . whole ; .paragr p ( . i
y

eS , on all
chân és bÿ the ; drafting ,Süb=Commitfeé) by16 to 3.., We votedt

g
these three votes . aPh 4 of the-United

4. The Committee then movedto a discussion of
osite

- paragraph
. In orderao

(2) : The second sentence of the French tex ,

(3) The Egyptian proposal :

7` we vôted . for it . The second was

t . .(1) The first sentence
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tent with language whi. ch would in our view hâve had the effect of makin g
the control body for atomic energy into a"body of inspectors ;for .the enforce-•ment of~the prohibition of atomic weapons, instead of ' a control and develop-ment authority envisaged by - all but the Soviet members - of the Atomic
Energy Commission. More particularly, the P roPoséd Ianguage ôf 'P~ara~aPhs. .. _2,and 3 contained no reference to the control of atomic energy for peaceful
purposes and opened the door wide - to the Soviet to''claim in. the Security
Council that the Generat Assembly had requested the ` Security Council to
go ahead immediately; with the Soviet Convention to outlaw atomic bombs .

9. The Sub-Committee meeting on December 10th was equally unsatis=factory I,finally ,had to reserve the Canadian position ori .paragraphs 2 and

'10. IViV 71'YftYlPr~i74nÎ~i f~~l ..~.l,.« .r'a..7_~W- - -- •~ • Yi' nt ~n , , . • .. . • . . , :c , .--.7r.~,a.• , . ., ..~4~ . ••v.a .. .va. .y[.liuSl.utJilA lr~,J..

1 1an .4 as passed bythé draftmg ;Sub=Committee on Décember ' 10th and, the
text of the amendments ,we have proposed . to, paragraphs : 2 and . 3 .

11 . We are-hopefûl',that the; -United' States delegation will, by-the time the
Sub-Committee- meets , on , December . l lth, see, the oppoxtunity of misinter-
pretation offered by the present language - of "p aragraphs • 2 and 3 . . We ~ arçe .'111
consultation with .the, United States ; , United Kingdom , and Australian delega-tions . The, lattèr are :,stron 1 of the same view as ourselves and may indeed
move a.,revised version of their Resolution â.s a substitute for' the Sub-Ca"mittee's text. Wé: are hopüig that instead of this, they ' '>priat V améndments, to the. Sub-Cômmitt-- --

12 . It will probably be necessary for 'us- to speak at some length at theSub-Cnm mittee meetings on December 11 th in ' order ~to éxplain our amend- ,
1T1an4e L __ A

_••w . .Güus: .

Le consul' général à-New , ;York ; au ; secrétazre d'État
âux, Affaires extérieures: -

Consul Genéral an New Y. ork to Secretary o f Stâte f or External A f}airsTELEGRAM 383 York ; December 10; 19461MME
: .. New
D~TE . ASDEL No: 258. Following from Reid, Begins Disarm.. , . ._ . _ ,. ~ ,. , .MY immedi atel

ament.
3~d 4, b y prèceding teletype . Following is the text 6f paragrhs 2;

_y the Drafting Sub-Committee on .December .10th .2. AS
an èssenu•al step . , ., ,

natio tovvards the urgent objective .6f eliminating fromnal armaments atomia ,. . . . cand all other major ._weapons adaptable,. testruçtion o: mass
cner a'and the early establishment of international çôntrol of atomic

~~d other modèrn scientific discoveries and tech'nical °devéloments to~uTe their üse : ly for péacëfulpur oses; the General~Ass y
p
urges thexPcditious fulfihnent by the Atomic Energy Commission of its t rms of
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reference as set forth, in Section 5 of. the General Assembly Resolution of 
January 24th, 1946. In order to ensure that the general prohibition, regula-
tion and reduction of armaments are directed towards the major weapons of 
modern warfare and not merely towards the minor weapons, the General 
Assembly recommends that the Security Council expedite consideration of 
the reports which the Atomic Energy Commission will make to the Security 
Council and that it facilitate the work of that Commission, and also that the 
Security Council expedite consideration of a draft Convention or Conven-
tions for the creation of an international system Of control and inspection, 
these Conventions to ,include the prohibition of atomic and all other major 
Weapons adaptable now or in the future to mass destruction. 	' • 

3. The General Assembly further recognizes that essential to the'general 
regulation and reduction of armaments is the provision of praotical and effec-
tive safeguards by way of inspection and other means to protect complying 
States against the hazards of violations and evasions. Accordingly the Gen-
eral Assembly recommends to the Security Council that it give prompt 
consideration to the working out of proposals to provide such practical and 
'effective safeguards in connection with the control of atomic energy and 
other limitation or regulation of armaments. 

To ensure the adoption of measures for the reduction of armaments and 
,armed forces and prohibition of the use of atomic energy for military pur-
poses and of other major weapons adaptable now or in the future for mass 
destruction there shall be established within the framework of the Security 
Council, who bear the main responsibility for peace and security, an inter-
national system, as mentioned at the end of paragraph 2, operating through 
special organs, which organs shàll derive their powers and status from the 
Convention or Conventions under which they are established. 

4. The General Assembly, regarding the problem of se,curity as closelY 
connected with that of disarmament, recommends the Security Council w 

accelerate as much as possible the placing at its  disposai  of the armed forces 

mentioned in Article 43 of the Charter. It re,commends to the Governments 
the progressive and balanced withdrawal, taking into account of occupation 
needs, of the forces stationed in ex7enemy territories, and the withdrawal 
without delay of forces stationed in the territories of member States without, 
their consent freely and -publicly expressed in Treaties or Agreements,  
inconsistent with the Charter. The General Assembly further recommen's, 
a corresponding reduction of national forces and a general, progressive an° 

balanced reduction of these forces. 
4 tO 

The following is the text of the amendments which we are m0 41g 
paragraphs 2 and 3. 

1. Add at. the end of paragraph 2 the words "and the control of atonli,c, 

energy to the extent necessary to ensure its use only for peaceful purP°s' 

2. Substitute for the following words at the beginning of the third sentence  
of paragraph 3: 
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"To ensure the adoption of measures for the early general regulation and 
reduction of armaments and armed forces and prohibition of the use of 
atomic energy for military purposes and of other major weapons adaptable 
now or in the future for mass destruction" 

either A 
"To ensure the adoption of measures for the reduction of armaments and 
armed forces and to set up the international system recommended at the end 
of paragraph 2", 

or B 
"To ensure the adoption of measures for the early general regulation and 
reduction of armaments and armed forces, for the elimination from national 
armaments of atomic and all other major weapons adaptable now or in the 
future to mass destruction, and for the control of atomic energy to the extent 
necessary,to ensure its use only for peaceful purposes". Ends. 

485. 	 DEA/21  1-G  

Le consul général à New  .York au secrétaire d'État 
• 	aux Affaires extérieures 

Consul General in NeW York to Secretary of State for External A ffairs 	- 

TELEGRAM 388 	 New York, December 11, 1946 
IMMEDIATE. SECRET. ASDEL  No  261. Following for Mr. St. Laurent from 
Reid, Begins: Disarmament. My ASDEL No. 257 of December 10th. 

1.The Drafting Sub-Committee of the Sub-Committee on Disarmament 
held its third meeting from 9:30 a.m. to about 11:30 a.m. on Wednesday, 
December llth. 

2. The whole time was spent in an effort to reach agreement on the 
Troops Resolution which had been hopelessly confused as the result of 
Shawcross' performance in the plenary meeting of the Assembly on the 
evening of December 10th. Shawcross had in the Assembly agreed that* 
the members of the United Nations should furnish the Secretary General 
with information about their armaments within one month of the establish-
ment of an International Supervisory Comniission which the Security 
Council was to be asked to establish immediately. This meant that  the 

 United States would be called upon to disclose its stock of atom bombs. 
3.Spaak  had saved the situation at the plenary meeting and tried again 

to save the situation at the meeting of the Drafting Sub-Committee on 
Disarmament on the morning of December '1 lth. At .the Drafting Corn:- 
112ittee, he tried to persuade the menibers that the thing to do was to kill 
we Troops Resolution and substitute for .  it a few words in ithe Disaimament 
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Resolution.It~ looked.. -as, if - he;.might; succeed but; Vyshinsky , , asked for time
'd de a entleman's agreement

to . consult with Molotov who had; he sai ; ma . g

with Shawcross the •night- before :

4 . The Drafting Committee was then 'adjourned to meet at three in ' tfie

afternoon, to be followed immediately by. a meeting of the full Sub-Com-

mittee which would itself terminate 'by four when the plenary session of

the Assembly was to meet. Before the , end- of the `Drafting Committee

meeting our amendments to paragraphs 2 and 3,` set forth , in my ASDEL
No

. 258 of December 10th, had been circulated to the mèmbers of the

Drafting Committee . -
. . . . . ,
5. -Immediately, after the ` meeting of the Drafting Committee, the United

Kingdom asked us to attend a- private meeting with themselves, the 1Jnited

States and Australia. , Among those present were Shawcross, Senator Con-
nited States delegation to, the Atomic Energy

nally, Eberstadt (of the U and m The meeting lasted
Commission), Hasluck, Wilgress, Ignatteff myself.
for over an hour .

6 . Just before the meeting, . we gave in confidence to Shawcross, Conna lly,

Hasluck and Spaak our draft of a statement t to be made by the CanadWe

representative,, explaining our amendments, to ;paragraphs 1, 2 : and 3 .
marked this - "Confidential until given: Subject ' to revision".`You Spaak,l~l
received the text of this statement through C.I.S . In giving it to 1VIr. P

expresséd "nîy regrets , that Ihad . not made our . position cleâr at the mé
that he

the: Drafting Sub-Committee on :Monday evening, December 9th, but
wôuld find in this draft statement an explanation of why we coriside~moû t

âmendments to paragraphs 2 and'. 3 : 'ôf the Resolution to be of p~

importance.
United Kin gdom-United Stâ,tes=Australia-Canada discussions bsg~

7. Th
e bâdlÿ: No - one had had a chance to read our statement and SeC ss~ an d

sisted that our amendments to paxagraphs - 2eDisarm~ Resolution.

dangerous . since they might jeopardize the-who 2

FortunatelY, Eberstadt supported i vigorously our amendment to~a~ tgre ehbe

and. insisted that it was essential and that it was also: desuabl~hat no~g in
added at the end of the Resolution a new paragraph stating Atoml~

this Resolution - limits - in any way the Terms of Refe General ~ssembly of
Energy Commission set for th,

Whom I hadf ehad several conversations
January 24~th, 1946. Hasl , 1 mood
before the meeting ; also supported our amendments b so bad that éven

-f
and .was inclined to the opinion that the Resolution was; . . ro os ed it Wou1d

it were amended in .the sense which we and Eberstadt had p P

still be dangerous. after ber.
.: ah2

8. Connallÿ was willing to: go along with us on~ h~e Shawcross . Ho
w

-
stadt's intervention ;` but~ .;it: took an hour of debate t a~at the f0~ States
ever , . .bY,.the- end of, the ,private meetmg, lie, was agree

., _ .
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represented there Would support ,the Canadian amendrnent to paragraph 2, 
and the new EberStadt paragraph. We pointed out that the order ôf impor-
tance was: 

(1) Our•amendment to paragraph 2; 
(2) The Eberstadt paragraph; , 
(3) Our  amendment to paragraph 1; 
(4) Our amendment to paragraph 3. 

9. Much to our surprise, when we arrived at the meeting of the Drafting 
Sub-Committee at three o'clock, we found that it was a meeting of the full 
Sub-Committee. Shawcross immediately insisted that the press and the public 
be admitted. Vyshinsky, before the public was admitted, stated that the 
Soviet could not accept Spook's formula of the morning which would have 
killed the Troops Resolution. We then went on to discuss the Disarmament 
Resolution paragraph by paragraph. 

10.We got no further than the first paragraph to which we moved amend-
ments. Australia and the United Kingdom supported them vigorously, but the 
United States made no intervention. We have learned that Ross (Senator 
Austin's adviser), who attaches great importance to our amendments to 
paragraph 1, had still not even tried to sell them to Senator Connally. 

11.We had hoped before the full Sub-Committee met to have spoken to 
Spaak and requested that our amendments to paragraphs 2 and 3 be taken 
before our amendment to paragraph 1. 

12.The fifth rnéeting of the Sub-Committee on Disarmament lasted till 
about 4:15, when it was necessary to adjourn in order that Spaak preside at 
the plenary session. Before leaving, he said that he would not be able to con-
tinue to preside at the*Disarmainent Sub-Committee after Friday, and scarcely 
before then since he would' be tied up as President of the Assembly. He 
suggested Koo in his place and this was accepted. 

13.The Sub-Committee on Disarmament will hold its 5th meeting tomor-
row morning, 'Thursday, December 12t.h.' Wilgress will state that We consider 
our amendments to paragraphs 2 and 3 as of much more importance than 
our amendments to paragraph 1, and that we hope the Sub-Committee will, 
with very little further debate, vote on our amendments to paragra:ph 1: When 
we finish with paragraph 1, he will make, on paragraphs 2 and 3, a statement 
along the lines of that which you have received from us through C.1.S. 

14.Following the meeting of the Sub-Committee, we got in touch. with a 
number of delegations represented on the Committee, including Parodi, in 
or der to explain to them thé importance of our amendment to paragraph 2. 
I also spoke to a number of the more important  newspaper men who had 
been attending the Sub-Committee meeting so that in their stories, which 
"111 appear before the Sub-Committee meets, they will be able to speculate 
intelligently about the reason's 'behind our amendments to paragraphs .2 and 3. 

15.One point which.I mage this Morning e the secret Four-Power  meet-
ing was that it was 'unlikely* We w6uld be able, to get a ,  good Disârinament 
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Resolution throùgh this Assembly if we were working to the deadline of the
Assembly, ending this .Saturday; that it was standard practice for the Russians

to take : advantage of the desire of other people to get away from . a Confer-

ence in order to persuade them to. agree to an ambiguous text; that, moreover,

experience had shown that the chances of international discussions being
abortive were increased if people were working under the pressure of a few
days' deadline ; that, therefore, it would be desirable if . it were to be announced

that the Assembly could not possibly end on Saturday, December 14th bu t

that it would have to continue until the middle or end of next week . Shaw-

cross agreed and said he would speak to Spaak in this sense .

16. Having carried the ball for the United States and the United Kingdom
for so long, it now looks as if, once Wilgress has made his statement tomor-
row morning on our amendments to paragraphs-2_ and 3, we can leave th e

ball to be carried by the United States and the United King vin .
17. Mr. Martin will, no doubt, be speaking to you about the possibility of

your return to New ' York .' ' I should like, however, tô- add my own personal

plea that if at a ll possible you should return as soon as you can . We may. be

faced in the next few days with a number of extremely difficult decisions .

Ends.

DEA/211-G
486 . :

Le consul général à~ New York au secrétaire d'État

aux Affaires extérieures

Consul General in New York to Secretary of State, for External A ffairs

TELEGRAM.396 New - York, December 12, 1946

SECRET . ASDEL No. 268 . Following for St. Laurent from Reid, Begins : ~

Disarmament. from
1 . Sub-Committee 3 ' of ~ the First Committee held , a meeting

10 :00 a.m: to 2:30 p.m. : o i Thursday, December 12th, and agreed to forw ard
a text of a Resolution to Committee 1 . (Copy of the text as it left the Sub-

Committee is . contained in my immediately following telegram . )

2 . The main feature of this meeting was the adoption of the amendments

to the text offered by our delegation. ara

3. The first amendment was to the title and the first sentence of pe .
graph 1 . An amendment which would include a reference to the ~â~en by
disarmament, namely, the statement of principles governing d e~on
the Assembly under Article 11 was changed at the suggestion of Welli ng
Koo by introducing the idea in the title of the Resolution and in the op

1 La note suivante était écrite sur cette copie . : 1 The following note was wri tten on

1 am :
du télégramme

: copy of the te egr - teleBram,

Note : Copÿ of text referred to in parâ
.[graph] 1 was not sent in the followin

g

but was transmitted via C.I.S . P.H .N .
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words of the firSt sentence•of the first paragraph. This suggestion was adopted 
unanimously. The title therefore reads, "Resolution on the Principles Gove rn

-ing the General Regulation and Reduction of Armaments" and the beginning 
of the first sentence is as follows: "In pursuance of Article 11 of the Charter 
and with a view, etc. . . ." 

4. The second sentence in paragraph 1 deals with the second stage in the 
process of disarmament, namely, the consideration of "practical measures" 
by the Security Council. This was unchanged. 

5. The third sentence in  the  text presented by the Drafting Sub-Committee 
referred only to ratification by members in accordance with Article 26. We 
had proposed as an intermediary step consideration of the plans formulated 
by the Security Council at "a special session of the General Assembly".  • This 
proposal gave rise to some discussion. Our position was not helped by the 
fact that Spaak was quite obviously intent on getting unanimous acceptance 
of the text as it left the Drafting Sub-Committee without any change. Thus . 

 he argued that our proposal to include a reference to a special meeting of  the 
 General Assembly to consider plans from the Security Council on disarma-

ment would have "restrictive" effect and it should be left to the Security 
Council to decide how the Conventions on disarmament could be submitted 
to the members of the United Nations. 	_ 

6. We were opposed also by Parodi, representative of France -, who, like 
Spaak, objected to any change in the text of the Drafting Sub-Committee. 
However, effective support was given to us by Shawcross and Hasluck.' 
Vyshinsky did not speak on. this point. Our amendment was carried by 10 
votes to 9. It reads as follows: 

"The plans formulated by the Security Council shall be submitted by the 
Secretary-General to the members of the United Nations for consideration at 
a special session of the General Assembly. The Treaties or Conventions 
approved by the General Assembly shall be submitted to the signatory States 
for ratification in accordance with Article 26 of the Charter." 

7. The next amendment which we offered was at the end of paragraph 2 
by the addition of the words "and the control of atomic energy to the extent 
necessary to ensure its use only for peaceful purposes". Wilgress made a full 
explanatory statement in support of this amendment, pointing out that in the 
first part of the paragraph in which the objectives of the Atomic Energ-y 
C‘ 0 In miss i9n. are set out it was clearly stated that one of them should  be 
'establishment  of  international control of atomic energy and other modern 
scientific. discoveries and technical developments to ensure their use only for • 
Pdeacefill purposes". At the end of the paragraph however, where the text 

Co 
with the .Conventions which were to be considered by the Security 

uouncil there waS no mention of control "to ensure its use only for peaceful .  
Polithrposes" but only of Conventions "for the prohibition of atomic and all 
„ 1. .111aior weapons adaptable now and in the future to mass destruction" 
ela "international system of control and inspection". The language, therefore, 
of the Drafting Sub-Committee text could be considered as an endorsement 
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of the 'principle that - a mère prohibition 6f the production and use of at6mic 
weapons and the establishment of an international system of cnntrol and 
inspection that would merely supervise« 'and report on the observance or other-
wise of suéh a Convention would by itself be enough, instead of a system of 
control of  all  the processes of atomic energy to ensure its use for peaceful 
purposes only. - 

8. VVilgress reminded the Committee that the Canadian position had been 
reserved on this paragraph and paragraph 3 in the Drafting Sub-Committee. 

9. The Czech representative, who is also the Rapporteur of the Com-
mittee, said 'that, although.'he opposed the amendment in the Drafting Sub-
Corn.mittee, he was prepared to accept it to avoid further discussion. Vyshinsky 
said that he did not think  the  amendment necessary but if there were to be 
an amendment it should be in the exact terms implied in the tenns of reference 
of the Atomic Energy Commission. This was  •  a rather surprising statement 
as the text of our amendment was an exact quotation of paragraph (b) of 
Section 5 of the terms of reference contained in the Assembly Resolution of 
January 24th, '1946.. - • 

10. Spaak and Parodi again opposed any amendment on the grounds that 
the agreed text of the Drafting Sub-Committee s-  hould not be touched. We 
got warm support from Senator Connally.. When the amendment was put to 
the vote, it was passed 10 to 8 with one abstention. 

11. In paragraph 3 we had proposed a consequential amendment to the 
third sentence dealing with the organs to be set up under the Conventions. 
We  had 6ffered two alternative texts as follows: 

A. "To ensure the adoption of measures  for the early general regulation 
and reduction of armaments and armed forces and t6 set up the international 
systeni recornmended afthe end of paragraph 2", 	- 

B. "To ensure the adoption of measures for the early general regulation 
and reduction. ,  of armaments and arrned forces, for the elimination from 
national armaments of atomic and all other major weapons adaptable now 
or in the future to mass destruction, and for the control of atomic energy  to  
the extent necessary to ensure its use only  for  peaceful purposes". 

12. Vyshinsky, -supported by others who were against any changes in the 
text, opposed A but it was passed 10 to 9. However, after it had  been adopted 
in this way, VyShinsky pointed out  that1  he particularly objected to the exclu- 

sion in the Canadian amendment of any reference , to the "prohibitionthat of 
the 

 

use of atomic energy for military purposes". He, therefore , proposed 
Committee should take the Canadian amendment B. Vyshinsky said that he 
would not have an3r objection to this text if- the words, "for the prohibiftione  

of the use of atomic energy for military purposes" were inserted bed.orn 

"elimination from national armarnents". With this change 
amendment to the third sentence of paragraph 3 was adopted unanimodslY. 

the end 
,..-13. Hasluck then MoVed an Australian amendment to be added to 
of paragraph 3 to read 	follows: 	 - 	

the Cana }a 
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"The ; organs- shall : -be, ciothed with all ~ .the ; powers required'to .~implenientinternational safeguards and to . detect- and-. report on anybreach or .threatened

breach of the•:Treaty or Convention and :of . subsequent supplementary agree-
ments ; on the regulation ' and ' reduction ~ of : armaments" .

14 . This proposal of the Australian amendment lirought from ' Vyshinsky
the strongest :. opposition on the 'grounds that it raised the * question : 'of thepôwers; the organs should `have - and what ~ shoiald be the guarantees that they
Would be required4o implement.

15 . Shawcross endeavoured to help'Hasluck~ by suggesting "a compromise"_
by using the wording employed in the Resolution of January 24th ' on atomicenergy, Section' 5, paragraph (d) and prôposed that the amendment should
read as follows :

, "The organs shall be clothed : with . all ! the powers required_ for . .the effective
safeguards by way of inspection and other means to . protect complying States
against .the hazards . of violation and : evasions" . :

Spaak, however, . intervened . :,with an ., appeal lo all the members of . the
Drafting Sub-Committee to keep to the text which had been agreed. This, gave,
Vyshinsky another opportunity, : to, make a statement in , opposition to Has-
luck's proposal in which`he said that the present, text -"a à. compromise and
represented a departure , from the original proposal on- disarmament on which
the Soviet Union had - takent tho initiative: He said thaa;' if other dèlégations
were to put forward ` amendments to the":text the 'Sôviet " Government would
have to reserve ~ its ' riglit to submit new âmèndments also :" He. said that the
Australian amendment re flected doubt on ' the question of : the ' applicability ofthe veto in the subordinate , orgaris in ' the -Commission and also the Soviet
position regarding ' international control. He - recalled ` Stalin's and Molotov's '
statements on these points He 'said that Stalin - had- said " strong internationalcontrol" . This did not mean "national" control . Molotov had `explained thatthe control organs would operate under their own rules as estab lished by theSecurity Council and. that the :veto would not be - . operative : in - the controlbodies . : No t State would, : therefôre, , be able to hamper ; the; operations of the ,
Control Commissions .

16 . In the light, of Vyshinsky's', statement, Shawcross , agreedto withdrawhis amendment noting ; interpretations of the Soviet position - ~given byvyshinsky.

17• Hasluck then said that ,the Australian delegation would vote o not insist on aon their amendment; but reserved their position on paragraph 3 pending
instructions from his Government . Wilgress said that his position was thesaine

as that of Australia.
18 , On paragraph 4 no changes were suggested fo r the first two sentences, the

last sentence which contains the 'recommendation of a reduction "o ~national armed forces, as distinct from - forces 'stationed abroad, Vshinsk ~`
suggested the addition of the words "in accordance with this Re solution" tofollow the words «a; . eneralnation g progressive and balanced';reduction : of theseal armied forces" . When Shawcross,, however, , pointed , out . th : this .
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would have the effect of postponing any reduction or demobilization of 
national armed forces until the various other objectives of disarmament, 
including the working out of the Convention, had been carried out, and 
would negate the whole idea of demobilization of the large armies which were 
no longer necessary in peace-time, Vyshinsky withdrew his proposal and the 
paragraph was adopted with only slight drafting changes proposed by the 
Indian delegation at our request, in the interests of consistency of language. 
Thus "Governments" was changed to "members", "member States" to "mem-
bers" and the word "armed" added to "forces" in the second sentence of 
paragraph 4. 

19. Paragraph 5 which calls upon all members to render assistance, etc., 
was passed with drafting changes of "Govermnents" to "members". 

20. The United States delegation then moved an additional paragraph to 
the Resolution as follows: 

"Notlaing herein contained shall alter or limit the Resolution of the General 
Assembly passed on January 24th, 1946, creating the Atomic Energy Com-
mission". 
• 21. This amendment was supported by a strong statement by Senator 
Connally appealing to all members of the Committee for support, reflecting 
the anxiety of the United States Government and the possible results of 
interpretations which might be placed on the present Resolution by the 
Soviet representatives in the Security Council and in the Atomic Energy 
Commission. Wilgress gave strong support to Connally, pointed out that 
the two Resolutions were of equal validity and that it should be placed 
beyond doubt that under no interpretation of the text of the present 
Resolution could it be argued that the Resolution of January 24th setting 
up the Atomic Energy Commission was modified in any way. 

22. Vyshinsky opposed the amendment, claiming that there was nothing 
ambiguous or contradictory in the present text, but he finally gave way, 
claiming that it was a  • "gesture of compromise", and on the suggestion of 
Spaak, the United States additional paragraph was inserted as paragraPh 5,  
making the paragraph "appeal to Govermnents" paragraph 6. 

23. Finally at our suggestion the Netherlands' representative suggested 
one or two minor drafting changes to make the text conform to customary 
usage of language in the Charter. Shawcross also suggested at our request 

that the text should be split up into more paragraphs and proposed this be 

done by the Secretariat. 
24. Spaak then put the whole text for adoption to the vote. Hasluck and 

Wilgress both indicated their reservation as regards paragraph 3 but the 
full text was voted unanimously for reference to Committee 1 by Sub-
Committee 3. 

25. At the conclusion of the meeting members of the United States, 
delegation expressed very cordial appreciation of our efforts to safeguara 

820 
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the 'interests of the Atomic Energy Commission,, and , the Resolution .̀ of
January 24th ; and it was generally felt that. the text on disarmament as it
now goes to Committee ` 1 does not at least contain any Of the obvious pit-
falls which the Canadian amendments have been intended to expose and
remove. Ends . Message ends .

SOUS-SECTTON iV /SUB-SECTION iV

,AFRIQUE DU .SUD/SOUTH .AFRICA •

487. W.L.M:K./Vol: 337

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au Premier ministre

Memorandum f rom Under-Secretary of State for External A ffairs
to Prime Minister

[Ottawa,] November 27, 1946

India's complaint about the treatment of Indians in 'South Africa is provin g
to be one of the . more disturbing and contentious issues at the meetings of
the United Nations: There can be little doubt that the Indian Government
has grounds for complaining over the treatment in South -Africa of persons
.of indian race -and they , have, resorted to the United Nations only after
having failed , to secure . satisfaction by negotiation . On . the side of South
Africa it can be . argued . that the Indian complaint relates to matters - withi n

which is studying the question to refer the whole subject .
.
to the International

Court of Justice in order to clear "ûp the preliminary- question of - jurisdiction.
~r. St. Laurent, . speaking on November 25," , supported this motion as did
the United States and the United ' Kingdom. No vote has been taken yet but
our Delegation reports there is not much chance of this motion being passed .

If . this motion is lost it 'seems likely that tlie ' Assembly would carry a
motion of censure against South Africa and require her to report at the
next meeting of the Assembly on the removal of the disabi lities againstIndians

. Apparently there is a very strong desire among coüntries with
coloured populations to secure the adoption of a censure motion againstSouth Afri ca . So far only Argentina has come to, the support' of SouthAfrica.

At the moment there is a.motion before the United Nations Committee

their domestic , jurisdiction .

de IQO~ Nations Unies, Documents officiels
I,~se seconde partie de la première session demblée générale, Commission m ixte desPremière et sixième commissions, deuxièmeSéance, le 25 novembre 1946, pp . . 11-12.

1 See United Nations, Official Records of
the Second Part of the First Session of ~the
General Assembly, Joint Committee- of the
First and S ixth Committees, , Second Méeting,
November 25, 1946, pp . 11-12 .
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:- : If â motion of cénsure : is presentéd the Cânâdian Dèlégâtion most likely

will- abstain; taking the view that . in : the ; absence 'of information which the
Court might provide it could not voté on the question:

488. W.L.M.K./Vol. 406

Le consul général à New .York au, secrétaire d'État
aux A ffaires extérieures

Consul General in New York tô Secretàry -of State 'f or External A fj`airs

Vi.ÈGit~ ' 301• • New York, November 30, 194 6
IMMEDIATE . ; SECRET . .. ASDEL No: 203 . Following• for .Pearsôn. from .I-3[opkins,

Begins : India-South Africa dispute .;

1 . At, a . joint . meeting of Committees . 1, and, 6 held today, Mrs . Panditl

withdréw'the o riginal' Ind.iàn,;resolution .'in favour of a joint French-Mexican

resolution, which is contained in `a 'sepa'ràte teletype ?

When='put , to ~a vot6 ; 1 -thê'. French-Mexican resolution was carried by a
vote of 24-19 with ; 6 . abstentions : : Canada i votèd â.gainst Ahe ~~ resolution on :the

=basis , that,it favoured - a :reference to. the Court .for an adviso ry opin.ion• on th'
preliminary question~ . of jurisdiction before the ` Assemblÿ intervenes. Thè

French-Mexicâ.n resolution- was put to - â vôte ; before a joint Swedish~jUitéd
Kingdom-United , States resolution f avouring a reference to the Court had an
ôpportunitÿ' of being so voted on., • Had this latter resolution been put to ~

vote beforè the I -French-Mexican resOlution ',was so put,- it would prob,âbiX

have carried by a slim majority. This would probably have occurred had 'â
Chairman other' than Mr Manuilsky beén presiding '

3. . Before the vote, Canada, in suggesting ± some amendments tO .,~ E

Swedish-United States-United Kingdôrnresolution, wns able to make its ; pôsi-
vâtëd

tion' clear. The question of a reference' to the Court was ' of course not ,
.on the French-Mexicain resolution' having bëen alreadÿ carried.

4 :
Th

e text of .the Swedish United States-United Kingdom resolution Is
talétÿpe : 3given in a separaté

5 . . There is doubt whether. - the ;French-Mexican resolution will obtain a
-- • - ~ - --:~ .:,,+~, that ah~

twc

; ;?~Lâ présidente; la- délégation - de l'Inde à
l'Assemblée générale .

' Voir Nations Unies, Documents officiels
de la seconde partie de la première session

-de .l'Assemblée ? générale; -Commission- mixte
•des • ; première et sixième •. commissions, an-
.nexe lf, .p . 133 .
, ,,! fl :Voir Ibid ., . cinquième• séance, '28 : novem-
bre 1946, p . 43 .,', . . . . . . . :

i- 1 Cfiairmân, ' . Delegation of India
i6 1 . the

General Assembly .
z See United Nations, official Records ot the

Second Part of the First Session of the Gen•
oral ; Assembly; ~•Joint Committee of the Pirst

1946 .` :p '43 .. ï

and Sixth Committees, Annex lf, p
. 133 . `" `

- $ .See :lbid., -:'Fifth - Meeting,
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matter may be referred again to the Joint Committee. In the Assembly, the 
Canadian, delegation proposes to vote against the resolution. Our present 
intention is to do so without cornment. 1  

SOUS-SECTION V/SUB-SECTION V 

ESPAGNE/SPAIN 

489. DEA/5475-CU-40• 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
aU consul général à New York 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Consul General in New York 

TELEGRAM, 39 	 Ottawa, October 28, 1946 

DELAS No. 30.. Following for . Mr. ,St. Laurent from Pearson, Begins: 
Count de Mordes, , Consul  general of Spain . at Montreal, ca' lled at this 
Office this afternoo-  n tO express  • his Government's hope that Canada would 
not take any active. ;  part at. Assembly in advocating.intervention in Spain. 
De Morales stated that Spanish Government considered 'question of Franco's 
removal, was one for. Spaniards to decide and that he had been instructed 
urgently to place 'before you this statement for your consideration. Ends. 

DEA/5475-CU-40 

Le président, la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies, 
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures . 

Chairman, Delegation to the General Assembly of the United Nations, . 	, 
to Under-Secretary State for External Affairs 

PERSONAL 

Deal' Mr. Pearson 
I received the teletype dispatch No. 39 concerning Spain. I am afraid the 

best we would be able to do is to ,abstain from participation in any debate 
atb°ut the breaking. off of relations with Spain basing our action upon the 
ediewing considerations: 

We have no diplomatic relations with the Franco Gownunent at the 
Prescrit time and we do-not feel we know enough about the situation to indi- 

490. 

New-York, October 31, 1946 

cellLe Canada a voté contre la résolution mais 
 a été adoptée -  par l'Assemblée- 'géné-rale, Voir 	Nations Unies, Documents offi- ciels de la seconde partie de la première ses-4ion de l'A.ssemblée générale, 	: Séances nières 
de l'Assemblée générale, cinquante-

11.1061
deuxi4e séance plénière 8 décembre 1946,- 

, 
Canada voted against the resolution but it 

was adopted by the General Assembly. See 
United Nations, Official Records of the Sec-
ond Part of the First Session of the General 
•ssembly, 'Plenary •meetings of 'the  • General 
Assembly, Fifty-second plenary meeting, De-
cember. 8, 1946, p. 1061. 
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cate to others what they should do. The U.K. Government can be regarded 
as quite - sincere in its desire for vvorld stability as we are ourselves. They are 
nearer Spain than we are, they find  it  rather an advantage than otherwise to 
maintain their mission in Spain and we do not think it would be appropriate 
for us to attempt to tell them what they should do. 

We share the fear of many that it would.  not hasten the disappearance of 
Franco to give Spaniards the impression that outsiders were trying to settle 
their domestic problems for them. If we have to speak, we may do so in very 
,getieral ternis inspired by the above considerations. 

• Yours sinCerely, 
• • • Louis',  S. ST. LAURENT 

491. 	 L.B.P./Vol. 6 

Mémorandum du représentant suppléant', la délégation à 
l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies 

• Memorandum by Alternate Representative", Delegation to the 
General Assembly of the United Nations 

[New York,] November 15, 1946 
DRAFT CANADIAN DELEGATION TEXT ON SPAIN ( 1) 2  

The Canadian Delegation does not wish unduly to prolong the discussion 
of  this difficult problem. It is desirable, however, that our views should be 
placed on the record in order that there may be no misunderstanding of our 
position. We do not wish to *run' the risk of having silence mistaken for 
indifference. •• 

In our opinion every proposal regarding Spain should lie judged in the light 
of its probable effect on the welfare of the Spanish people. It is they who were 
the &St and the most tragic victims of the Franco dictatorship. It is their 
immediate and lasting welfare that should  •be the basic concern of all wilo 
profess an interest in the Spanish problem. It is from this point of view that 
The Canadian delegatiOn Will examine all the prOposals that are placed before 
this Committee of the General Assembly. 

In its detestation of the actions of the present ruler of unhappy Spain the 
Canadian Gove rnment shares the views of those who have preceded us in this 
discussion. We do not forget that General Franco and those who established  
and supported him, including the Germany of Hitler and the Italy of 1Vlus-

solini, have brought tragic sufferings to the people of Spain. We know th .a.t  
that suffering still continues. Nor are we unmindful of the fact that botn 

1 H.  L. Keenleyside 
2  La note suivante était écrite sur ce 	2  The following note was written 011  the  

•mémorandum: 	 • memorandum: 
Telephoned my strong objections to this draft Nov[eraber] 16th, 5:30 P.M.—  
to Escot[t] Reid in New York. L. B. P[EARsoN] 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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before and during the war the Franco regime co llaborated closely with those
evil forces that brought Europe and the world to the ve ry verge of disaster.
By his actions at home and by his collaboration with the other - fascist regimesabroad General Franco has defiled the history of a great and noble people .

We recognize also the dangers inherent in the continued existence of organ=
ized fascism anywhere in the world . We know that so long as such regimes
continue in power they are likely to become a source of infection to other
nations and they inevitably constitute a dangerous encouragement to subver-
sive groups throughout the world .

For these reasons, and because the present . Government of Spain
exemplifies in its spirit and, conduct : the very antithesis . of all that the
Canadian and other democratic and humane peoples hold . most dear, we
join in the hope and expectation that there will be an early termination to
the activities of this malevolent regime .

It is because we hold these,views concerning the present Spanish . dictator-
ship that we have recently refused to . establish diplomatic relations with
Spain . We have .,rejected the Spanish .proposals with the definite statement
that we cannot 'consider the exchange of - diplomatic missions so long as
Spain remains under its ' . present' leadership .

Our dislike of the Franco dictatorship, however, does not blind us to the
difficulties facing those who, by the employment .of positive measures, would
endeavour to assist the Spanish people to gain their freedom . ,

In a better. organized .world, in a world free . from the tremendous burdens
of reconstruction and reorganizaüôn which today face us all, and in partic-
ular the countries of Europe, the solution of this problem would .be verygreatly simplified . We might then find, practical means of assisting the peopleof Spain without placing renewed and redoubled burdens on those European
peoples who are still struggling under the accumulated mise ries of . five years
of total war.We must not 'at this tiniè ' by incurring -- new responsibilities, risk the lossof those 'meagre improvements thai have ' been * : a-chieved during the laste1gh'teen months . ` With' chaos sti ll ` aroùnd - üs we must ' not ' run the risk of
creating additional chaos .

Nor would the Canadian Government -be prepared to share in the ' respon-
sibihty for the adoption of - any policy that ~ would ' cause, or be " likely. to
cause, a revival of civil war in Spain. We - `are convinced that ,their great' as arepresent sufferings,

the people of Spain would suffer even more pro-
foundly if their country were to undergo the bitter tragedy of renewed
domestic confl

ict .

It has been proposed that the United Nations should act together in the
severance of all diplomatic relations with the present Gove rnment of Spain.
whether such a step would be likely to , weaken the internal position of the
Spanish dictatorship is, in our, opinion, . open to question . It is possible
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• 1  Note marginale: 

'Note marginale: 

1 Marginal Note: 
What do we think  then? ' 

• - 1 Marginal Note: 
Some policy! 

Within the - confines of this policy we are prepared to collaborate with the 
other members of the United Nations in any course that promises to bring 

relief to the people of Spain, and to release 'the European continent from 
this potential menace to its security and peace.2 

We detest and deplore, the past record and the present policies of the 
Franco dictatorship. 
We hope the the Spanish people may themselves fmd .means to rid . 	 , 	• 	, 	• 	, 	_ 	. 	 , 
themselves of Franco .and to establish a democratic, responsible  an  
enlightened:adniinistration. • 
Because of our sympathy for and interest in the welfare of • the  .people 
of Spain we•shall be glad, to assist in the achievement of this objective 
if feasible and proper means can be found. 
We are not prepared to support any course that would be likely to 
(a) cause renewed civil war in Spain; 
(b) endanger the fragile fabric of European rehabilitation or slow down 

the processes of European recovery. 

That  such an action would convince additional' elements within Spain that 
their country can never, enjoy normal and mutually profitable relations 
with the remainder of the world until it is freed from its present leadership. 

But ,it is also possible that such concerted action might be so exploited 
in the controlled press and radio of an insulated Spain that the dictatorship 
might actually  • bolster its defences by calling to its aid the traditional 
'national pride of the Spanish people. The Canadian delegation is not yet 
.con.vinced that this would not be the more probable result of the proposed 
diplomatic sanction. 1  

It should also be recognized that, once started on the course of ccercion, 
it would be very difficult for the nations concerned to withdraw from that 
dangerous highway. One  step might lead to another with consequences 
'which, in the present state of the world, would  be disastrous to, our plans 
for the early reparation of the ravages of war. • . 
. So far, as the.proposal to break diplomatic relations with Spain is con-

'cerneol,  the  Canadian position is relatively  simple  and its course correspond-
ingly clear. We  have no diplomatic relations with the Franco Government 
and we have no intention of altering that situation. • 

With regard to the Spanish problem as a. whole,,the Canadian attitude 
çan perhaps best be stimmarized as follows: çan perhaps best be stimmarized as follows: 
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Secretary ô f State for Extër.nal A f}üirs to:Consul- General in New York
TÉLÉGxAM 123 Ottawa, ' November .. 16, 1946

DELAS,No.••80 . Following .for-Keenleyside from Pearson, Begins : Our fileshere do ,not definitely show that we ever told any, :Eranco representative thatwe,would not institute diplomatic relations .with ; Spain, as . long as the FrancoGovernment is in , power . ' In the circûmstances, ; therefôre, I`do not think . itwould be wisé to :include any specific reference of this kind in any stâteméntwhichthe Delegàtion rpakes . For one thing, it might maké it more difficult forus hot to send a representative to Spain immediately; if Franco shouldbe over-thrôwn, and we 'might not be in a position at - present to find such a representa-tive. 'Ends:

493 .,,-, "DEA/5475-CLT-40
Le consul - général à .-New , York au secrétaire -d'LEtataux. A ffair.Affaires extérieures ,

id
id

Consul Ge t • '
.

a1119, when they achieve'thât status; the`pe
%1%.1 n emocratic peoples, i

ople of Spain, in the communiOf nations ;

The General Assem:st bly of the United Nationconvincd . that the Franco
Go vernment of Spain, which was imposed by, force u n th eple b y p shànipa . . Y the Axis Powers and which gave material assistance to the Axiswers in the war, does • not represent the Spânish people, ` and is pursuing

policies which make impossiblé the participation' of the Spanish people withthe pepples of the -United Nations in international -affâirs; • p p
clud~lring to secure the, participation of all fr d d '

THEREFORE

nera in New 1 ork to Secretary of 'State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 197 New York, November 18 , 1946Top 'SECRET . ASDEL No. 131. Following for Pearson from Reid Begins :Spain: , is:

The United Kingdom delègatiôn hàs sent us the following revised draft reso-lution which results ,from discussions • betwéen the'United Kingdom delegationand., the United,States State Department and . which supersedes, the, previousdraft which I sent`you . Text begins :
The people ,of ~e Unitéd Nàtions are desirous of welcomingthe people of~pain into, the -United Nations as . soon : as they give proof that - they have aGovernment which derives its power from the Spanish people and , which is:willing ; and able to . meet the., obligations imposed by the Charter * ,upon mem-bers of the United N'
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Recogilizing that it is for the Spanish people to settle the form of their 
Govemment and wishing, by peaceful means, to encourage the re-establish-
ment of democracy in Spain; - 

Places on record its profound conviction that in the interest of Spain and of 
world co-operation the people of Spain should give proof to the world that 
they have a Govermnent which derives its authority from the consent of the 
governed; 

And to achieve that end General Franco should surrender the powers of 
Government to a Provisional Government broadly representative of the 
Spanish people, which should guarantee to the Spanish people freedom of 
speech, religion and assembly and arrange for the prompt holding of a free 
and untrammelled election in which the representatives of all  parties, com-
mitting -themselves to respect freedom of speech, religion and assembly may 
seek free from force and intimidation the franchise of the Spanish people. 

And invites the Spanish people to bring about by this method the admission 
of Spain to the United Nations. 

The General Assembly further recommends that the Franco Government of 
Spain be debarred from membership in international agencies set up at the 
initiative of the United Nations or by 'members of the United Nations, and 
from participation in confereiace or other activities which may be arranged by 
the United Nations or-by these agencies. Text ends. Ends. 

494. 	 DEA/5475-CU-40  

Le consul général à New York au secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

Consul General in New York to Secretary of .State,for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 204 New York November 18, 1946 
TOP SECRET. ASDEL No. 135. Following for. Pearson from Reid, Begins: 
keference my ASDEL No. 131 of November 1 .8th, transmitting the text of 
revised draft resolution on Spain. This wà ;discussed at a Commonwealth 
meeting this morning at which Mr. Bevin was pre,sent. 

1. Bevin stated that the United Kingdom Cabinet had approved of this 
resolution and that he had informed Byrnes that it would, in the United 
Kingdom's opinion, be best if this were moved by a Latin American RePub -
lic or, if not, by the United States. 	- 	. 

2. Makin 'of Australia wished to have a reference inserted to the findings 
of the Sub-Coinmittee of the -  Secürity Council *On Spain, and will senlit  3  
revision to  Bevin for hi's cônsideration: Bevin was cléarly rehictant to con: 

sider this change and*Mr. St. Laurent suggested that perhaps Makin's P° ilit 
 would be met by: a- reference - to the fact that the Secürity Council hadtran_r 

mitted to the Assembly all its records on the Spanish question. No 'one maae 
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any' • other suggestions for the amendment of the draft resolution other than 
on the final paragraph. Smuts asked whether this paragraph as drafted would 
not bar Spain from the International 'Trade Organization, and Mi.  St. Lau-
rent raised the question of its effect on the Aviation Organization. Bevin 
made it clear that the inteilt of the paragraph was to bar .  Spain from member-
ship in organizations set up in future at the initiative of the United Nations, 
and he had not realized that the International Trade Organization was being 
set up at the initiative of the United Nations. Mr. Bevin agreed  that the 
words in the final paragraph "or by members of the United Nations" should 
be deleted. 

3. As a result of this discussion, I hope that this extremely badly drafted 
final paragraph will be revised to make its intent clear. 

4. The Indian representative came out strongly against the ,severance of 
diplomatic relations with Spain or the impôsition of economic sanctions. The 
first was objectionable since it would deprive us of means of influencing the 
Spanish Government. The second was objectionable since it might hdp to 
precipitate civil war  in Spain. 
• 5. If India takes this position publicly, it should be, most helpful since 
India, hitherto, has sided more with the Soviet bloc than with the Western 
Powers in discussions in most questions before the Assembly. Ends. - 

495. 	• - 	 DEA/5475-CU-40• 

Le seciétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures •
au consul général à New York 	 • 	 - 	- 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Consul General in New York 

tELEGRAM 132 	 Ottawa, November 19, 1946 

DELAS No.  • 84. Following for  • St. Laurent from Pearson, ,  Begins: have 
been reading Escott Reid's telegram No. 204, on the U.K. revised draft 
resolution on Spain.  •  I take it that  the  Delegation will be supporting - some 
resolution of this kind. In view of this fact, I think it would be undesirable 
for us to be vigorous in words to ,the point of violence when our action is to 
be so negative. I have had some discussions here (though I have not men-
tioned the matter to the Prime Minister yet), and I feel fairly certain that the 
general view will be that we should draw as little attention as possible to our 
stand on this matter. That being the case, I should  • think the less we say 
about it, the better. If, however, some statement is required, I would hope 
that we would make dear that,  • while we  •  déplore  Franco and all his works, 
particularly his attitude in the War, we have no desire to have a Fascist 
dictatorship replaced by any other kind of dictatorship, Monarchist or Com-
11211n1st; that all  we are interested in is giving the Spanish people an oppor- 

ty freely to  express  their own views on the kind of Government they 
desire. Ends. 
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`. Le secrétaire d'État aux 'Affaires extérieures ~ au-haut - commissaire
, en Grande-Bretagne .

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High . Commissioner
in Great Britain

TELEGRAM 1983 ' Ottâwa, Noyember 20, 1946'

Following for your information . is repe tition of, tel[egra.m] received from
Canadian delegation in New York dated Nov. 17th, Begins :

. ASDEL No. . 128 . . Following for . Pearson from Reid; Begins: A State

Department official informed _ me last night in . confidence that the United

States has decided tô oppose the Polish resolution calling for the severing
of diplomatic relations with Spain . While they do not think that this resolu-

tion is- likely to get 'a two-thirds majority in the Assembly they fear it may.be

passèd ~ bÿ the Political Committee where only a simple majority vote is

required. According to their information the Latin Ame rican Republics are

divided as fo llows : Against the Polish resolution 8, probably against 3, in
favour '5; doubtful 4.

The Polish resolution, will be supported by the Slav Group and by perhaps

most of the other European members though The Netherlands may vote
against and Iceland, Denmark and possibly Sweden abstain . Other States

listed against resolution , are the Arabian States, Iran, Turkey, Liberia and
the Philippines. The United States also hopes that a ll Commonwealth coun- '
tries are going to vote against the resolution ., In view of the possibility that
the resolution may have a majority vote in the Committee the United States
is urging us to vote against' it . `

I said that the , line -, that we :, had, " tentatiyely ,decided: upon ,;was , to . abstain

on the Polish resolution, but that I would put the State Department's argu-.

ments up to Mr. St. Laurent:

We shall be in a better . position to decide on our policy after Common-

wealth meeting on Monday . ' There is no great urgency since the Spa nish

issue will not come up in the Political- Committee until the discussion of the

presence of the Armed Forces of Members - on non-enemy territory and °a

the Soviet proposals on disarmament . ~Ends .

497.
DEA/5475-CU-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affairés ' extérieures
au-consul général à New York

Secretary of State for - External Affairs
tô Consul- General in New Yor k

Ottawa, November 20, 19
4 6

TELEGRAM 136' . . . . _
. .. • • .

.

Top . SECRET . DELAS No . 87 . : Following for .Reid from Riddell, Begins: Y0~

ASDEL No . 135 of November 18th .
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Following ..comment, "which-was discussed and~ agreed by Pearson, Ritchie
and myself, yesterday, may be of use to the delegation in considering action
you should take On Spanish question .

1 . One difficulty against which we should try to protect ourselves is
that brought out in paragraph 2 of your ASDEL No . 135 . of November 18th.
Russians are systematically trying to force western nations to .exclude Spain
from any :international organization even of a technical character, with
United Nations affiliations . As Mr. Martin knows, they have succeeded in
this policy in case of narcotics control, and tried to compel us to put Spain
out of PICAO. We have learned recently that same question has arisen in
regard to telecommunications . U.S .S .R. at four-powers Telecommunications
Conference in Moscow in October stated that they would not be present
at World Telecomunications Conference if Spain. were invited .2 . In many cases, U.S .S .R. desires to stay , out of these technical organiza-
tions in order to avoid measure of international control involved, and Spanish
question is used merely as a pretext. On the other hand, exclusion of Spain
may seriously, weaken effectiveness of technical organization such, for
example, as telecommunications .

We should, therefore, avoid as much as possible being 'put in position
where Russians can embarrass us by charging inconsistency when we oppose
for technical reasons exclusion of Spain from some , particùlar. United . NationsOrgan~zation . Ends .

Le représentant suppléant, la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des
Nations Unies, au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Alternate Representative, Delegation to the General Assembly of the
United Nations, to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

PERSONAL

My dear Mike [Pearson]
New York, November 20, 194 6

Iamsopolic ~y that. you -found my, draft on Spain so out of "line with Canadiany
,
It represented, ' in my opinion, the consensus of the Delegation's viewsincluding those of Mr . St . Laurent who had summed up - by saying that(a ) we would probably have to speak( b) we would go along with anyone in our denunciation of Franco, but,(c ) would not agree to any foreseeable proposals for - sanctions.

1 went over the exact text that I gave you with Sen . Haig, Senator Robertson,and M . J . Coldwell (one from each party) . Haig said that it suited him andwas whatwe
had agreed in committee . Robertson went over it with great carean

d came to the same conclusion. He noted the divergence between condemna-tion and lack of action, but said. that that was , the position "of the Delegationand of the people at home as .well". Coldwell said it was':too wea.k but- that . it. ., , . . . . . ., ., . . . . . _ . . _ .
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was what the Delegation had agreed and was probablY• the-best—or the most, 
I am not sure which—that could be expected.  He  iegretted thatl it could not 
be made more vigorous both in phrasing and in provision of eventual action 
if that should become practicable. 

After this it was a bit hard to be told  bÿ  you that my text was "violent". 
Even Mr. St. Laurent did not go that far! In fact when we reviewed it together 
yesterday he proposed to leave in one or two of the paragraphs that I imagine 
you found open to objection. 

I knew that I was inviting a headache when I took this on and as you can 
see from the foregoing I not only got it but still have it! Coldwell is going to 
object to my new text although it is probably not modified enough to suit you. 
I shall go over it again with Mr. St. Laurent before I send a copy to you. 

We had a dinner for Najera* last night with Paul Martin presiding. It was 
a great success with the guest of honour creating a very strong impression as 
I knew he would. Paul was quite enthusiastic. 

In sumnaary Najera said that it is his view that the Assembly should go 
as far in condemnation of Franco as it can go with unanimity. It should not 
go beyond that point. He would like unanimous intervention but knows that 
that is not possible. He wants unanimity in whatever is done because otherwi,se 
Franco will be able to 'say that the British and Americans and whoever else" 
holds back, are on his side. 

This is, of course, in line with our policy. 
Please forgive the writing. I did not want to give this to one of the girls, 

or to put it on file. 
Yours 

HUGH [KEENLEYSIDE] 

499. 	 L.B.P./Vol. 6 

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au représentant suppléant, 
la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies 

Under-Secretary of State for External Affa irs to Alternate Representative , 

 Delegation to the General Assembly of the United Nations 

SECRET AND PERSONAL 	 Ottawa, Novernber 25, 1946 

Dear Hugh [Keenleyside], 
I have just received your personal letter of November 20th and are 

extremely sorry over the disappointment that my intervention in the Frallo 
draft speech has caused you. I would have much preferred to take this draft 
up with you when you were in Ottawa, but I was not able to do so. There' 

fore, I telephoned New York. I hope that my observations and reactions were 
correctly reported to you. 

. 	s  and 
* H. E. Sefior Don Francisco Castillo Najera, Mexican Minister for Foreign Fi-ualr  

Head of Mexican Delegation to the United Nations General Assembly. 
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In the first plaàe, I 'do not.yield to anyone on the strength of my -  feelings 
about the Franco regime. So far as I am concerned;'the adjectives which you 
use in your draft correctly describe it. I would go as far' as any persôn in 
advising action which would remove that regime, but, as you point out, that 
action must be effective for the purpose indicated and not react against the 
welfare of the people of Spain, who would be its first victims if it miscarried. 

Personal feelings, however, are not important in connection with a statement 
of this kind. There are other more important considerations. One is the posi-
tion of public opinion in Canada and the effect of this on govemment policy. 
Another is the impression created in other delegations by the words which 
we use in a public statement at the United Nations Assembly. As to the first, 
that is a matter, of course, for Govemment decision, but I know enough about 
the viewpoint here to be quite sure that certain people are most anxious that 
as little controversy as possible be created in Canada over this issue. As to 
the second point, I sincerely thought that the impression created among other 
delegations by a statement couched in.the terms of your first .draft, would not 
be a good one. I had in mind particularly the contrast between the strength 
of our language and the weakness of our policy.  1 do not suggest that we 
should adopt any other policy, but in view of its negative character, I per-
sonally did not think it warranted language as strong as that which you used 
in the first page or two. The contrast seemed to me tô be startling. •  

I gather that you do not feel that I was justified in using the wôrd "violent" 
in connection with that language. Possibly it was not "violent" in itself, but it 
certainly seemed violent to me in domparison with what followed. I do not 
argue that we should not say that wé "detest" Franco ând all his actions; it 
may be true that he has "defiled the history .of the Spanish people" and that 
his regime is "malevolent" but all I felt was that these words constituted a 
violent prelude to the soft music which followed, namely, a somewhat com-
plicated explanation that we could not do anything about this malevolent 
fellow because "once started on the course of coercion it would be very (In, 
cult for the nations involved to withdraw from that dangerous highwa3r". If 
Franco is as bad as we have ,painted him, and I am not arguing that he isn't, 
then almost any kind of coercion could be justified, if we desired to justify it. 
We do not so desire, for good and sufficient reasons. Therefore, I .think that 
we should adopt language a little More suited to our justifiable timidity in thiS 
tnatter. That was really all I had in mind. 1  

The delegation in New York may feel differently, and they may be right 
and 1 may be wrong. However, I thought I 'had better give the delegation my 
own frank opinion. In - a nutshell, that opinion is that, as we cannot do any-
thing effective about Franco at the moment, we should say as little as pos- 

Voir la version finale de la déclaration sur 
la position du Canada dans Nations Unies, 
Documents officiels de la seconde partie de la 
Première session de l'Assemblée générale, pre-
'mère commission, trente-septième réunion, 3 décembre 1946, pp. 244-45. 

See the final version of the statement on 
Canada's position in United Nations, Official 
Records of the Second Part of the First Ses-
sion of the General Assembly, First Com-
rnittee, Thirty-seventh meeting, December 3, 
1946, pp. 244-245. 



thing to make it harder for you to ear •

Yours sincerely,
L. B. PEARSÔN

NATIONS UNIES
834

sible; especially_ as : the motives of our îriends the Russians in . this matter are

certainly not above suspicion.
I should end by _expressing to you my sympathy " in this headache that you

have voluntarily contracted. It is certainly that. I would like to give you an

aspirin for that headache, but, as that is not possible, I would hate to do any-
b

500.

Consul General in New York to Secretary o 461 9
TELECRAM 386 New York, December 11,

Follawin for Mr.,St. Laurent from

IMMEDIATE . SECRET . ASDEL_No . .259 . g

Reid, Begins: Spanish Question .

f State for External A ffairs

Le consul général à New York au secretaire
. aux Affaires extérieures

W.L.M
.K412

501 . ~ • d'Éta t

debar Spain from all bodies organized un er

debarred from membership in international aus se P ower

the United Nations, and calling upon General' Franco to surrender his p

to a provisional government .

3• The Canadian delegation has associated itself with criticisms art ~e

Franco Government in Spain . andéhas but not the first partart to w
~ sup

pch would
second part of the United States

A the United Nations.

ticularly on the United Km .gdom. be
2. There is a United States resolution recommending thatnF h~Sa~ of

t u

[Ottawa,] December 4, 1946

The following is a brief summary of the position in regard to Spain before
Th

the General Assembly :

1 . There is a resolution proposed by Poland and Byelo~R
calling for

sanG
the breaking off of diplomatic relations and the imposing of pose

d tions . It is perhaps worthy of note that if economic sanctions were
â d par-

the burden of enforcing them would fa ll on Atlantic naval powers ,

DEA/5475-CU-4 0

Mémorandum du chef, la première direction politique,
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum f rom Head, First Political Division ,

to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
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My ASDEL No. 254, December 10th.t My immediately following tele-
type - gives the text of the Resolution on Spainl adopted by the First Com-
mittee on December 9th and on which we abstained. 

2.This Resolution  may be coming before the General Aisembly tomorrow 
Thursday, December 12th. 

3.I was not at the delegation meeting this morning since I had to attend 
a meeting of the drafting Sub-Committee on Disarmament which began 
at 9:30. I understand, however, that Mr. Coldwell expressed quite strongly 
the view that we should vote in the General Assembly in favour of the 
Resolution on Spain. He regrets that we did not, in the First Committee on 
December 9th, vote in favour of the Sub-Committee's proposal calling on 
the members of the United Nations to break diplomatic relations with Spain. 
He is somewhat mollified by the fact that we did vote for the second para-
graph of the Belgian amendment recommending that a ll  members of the 
United Nations immediately recall from Madrid their Ambassadors and 
Ministers Plenipotentiary. 

4.Mr. Martin has asked me to try my  ,hand  at drafting a statement which 
the Canadian delegate might make in plenary session when the Spanish 
Resolution is up for discussion. 

5.I have spoken to him on general terms about the nature of the state-
ment which we might make which would justify our voting in favour of the 
Resolution presented to the Assembly but he has not seen the draft statement 
which I have just prepared and which follows, since he is now attending the 
Plenary meeting at Flushing. He will, no doubt, be getting in touch with you 
direct on this question. 

6.The text of thé draft statement which I have prepared lees -  as follows: 
"(1) The 'Canadian delegation made clear at ,the'meeting of the First 

committee of this Assembly on Dece-  mber 3rd the attitude of the Canadian 
Government on the Spanish question. I need not, therefore, repeat now  the  
points contained in the statement which we made then. 

"(2)When this Resolution, which is now before the General Assembly, 
was being considered by the First Connnittee on December 9th, Canada 
voted against that part of the Resolution which recommends that the Franco 
Government be debarred  from memSership.  in Specielind Agencies -and from 

. eipation in Conferences or other activities which may be arrange,d by 
the  United  Nations or  bY the Specialized Agencies. 

"(3)We did so because we feel that the question  of the participation of . 
aAnY State which is not a member of the United Nations in any Specialized 
tligencY 

should be•   decided on dine-  .'basis only—the praCtical advantages to 
peoples of the United Naticins of the Government of that State being 
1 Voir 	 ati 	xf • 	• 	 • 	• 	-- 	• Par pAssN c5ls Ines, Résoluttons adoptées 	I See Umted Nations, Resolutions A.dopted 

partie 
de  erblee générale pendant la seconde by the General Assembly during.lts First Ses-

15 déce première session du 23, octobre au . sion, from 23, October to 15 December 1946. 
64.  re 1946. Résolution 39(1), pp. 63- Resolution 39(1)', pp. 63-64. _ 
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fui if the General Committee, acting under Rule 36 of the Rules of Pro-
cedure of this Assembly, should revise the language of this part of the 
Resolution in order to make it clear that the Assembly is not acting uncon-
stitutionally and is not recommending to the Security Council that it act 
unconstitutionally. 

"(11) On the understanding that the necessary drafting changes in the 
Resolution will be made by the General Committee, the Canadian delegation 
is prepared to vote in favour of the Resolution".1  

7. (Please repeat to Mr. Pearson in Washington). Ends. 

SOUS-SECTION Vi/SUB-SECTION Vi 

VETO 

502. 	 DEA/5475-L-40 

Le sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures au 
conseiller, la délégation à la Commission de l'énergie atomique 

des Nations Unies 

Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs to Adviser, 
Delegation to the Atomic Energy Commission of the United Nations 

CONFIDENTIAL 
Dear Mr. Ignatieff, 

We are giving consideration in the Department to the possibility of our 
suggesting, at an appropriate time in the Assembly debates, that the Assembly 
adopt a resolution clarifying the meaning of the provisions of the Charter 
on the pacific settlement of disputes by the Security Council. 

2. One of the reasons why the Seçurity Çouncil has found it difficult 
to carry out the functions assigned to it in. Chapter VI -of the Charter is 
that the provisions of Chapter VI are obscure. An attempt to clarify these 
provisions might therefore help to make the work of the Security Council 
a little easier. 

3. At San FranCisco the Co-ordination Committee realized the defects 
in the draft of ChaPter VI and reached agreement amimig themselves on a 
re-draft. However, it was then too late to secure the Conference's approval 
in view of the pressure to bring the Conference to an end. 

4.1 enclose four. copies of a draft resolution prepared  in the Department 
tor,possible submission to the Assembly. The draft is dated August 27th. 

Ottawa, August 28, 1946 

• 	 , I Cette déclaration ne fut pas prononc ée.  Le Canada s'est abstenu lors du vote. Voir Nations Unies, Documents officiels de la se-
conde partie de la première session de l'As-
semblée générale, Séances plénières de l'As-
semblée générale, cinquante-neuvième séance Plénière, 12 décembre 1946, p. 1222. 

1  This statement was not presented. Canada 
abstained on the vote.. See United Nations, 
Official Records of the Second Part of the 
First  Session of the General Assembly, Plen- 
ary Meetings of the General Assembly, Fifty-
ninth Plenary Meeting, December 12, 1946, 
p. 1222. 
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-5.  Ink it wôuld be useful if You weie .  to shoie thiS draft tà the United 
Kingdom, United' States, and Australian representatives on the Security 
Council, and say thatiWe would appreciate their comments both on the text 
of the draft rescilution and on whether they think it might be useful to have 
such a resolution introduced at the Assembly. From their experience in 
the Council, We know that they will be:able to suggest many improvements 
in  our draft. 

Yours sincerely, 
E. REED 

[PIÈCE JOINTE / ENCLOSURE] 

Mémorandum du chef, la deuxième direction politique 

Memorandum by Head, Second Political Division 
• • 	 • 

.• 	 .• 

[Ottawa,]  August 27, 1946 

DRAFT RESOLUTION CLARIFYING THE MEANING OF THE PROVISIONS 

. OF THE CHARTER ON THE PACIFIC SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES 
BY  THE SECURITY COUNCIL 

Since certain obscurities in the provisions of the Charter on the pacific 
-Settlement:of disputes bY the Security Council have given rise to difficulties 
in their practical application, the General Assembly approves of the follow-
ing restatement of the provisions of the Charter dealing with the pacific 
settlement of disputes by the Security Council. 

1. UNDERTAKINGS OF MEMBERS OF THE UNITED NATIONS 

1. Each Member of the United Nations undertakes  that  
- (1) If it is a party to an international dispute, it will seek a solution bY 

peaceful means so that the maintenance of international peace and security 

will not be endangered. (Article 2, paragraph 3; Article 33, paragraph 1.); 

(2) If it is a party to an international dispute which endangers inter-

national peace and security and it fails to settle it by peaceful means, it vnli 

refer it to the Security Council. (Article 37, paragraph 1.) 

II. METHODS BY WHICH DISPUTES OR SITUATIONS MAY BE 
BROUGHT TO THE ATTENTION OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL 

2. The General Assembly or any Member of the United Nations or the 

Secretary-General may bring to the attention of the Security Council anY 

international dispute or any situation, . provided that the situation is one 

 which Might lead: to  international friction .or give rise to an international 

 dispute. (Article 11,, paragraph 3;  Article  35, paragraph 1; Article 
• to 

3. A state which is not a Member of the United Nations may bfingt  .t  

99.) 

the attention of the Security Council any international dispute to ea' 1 
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is a Party,, provided that 'it accepts in advance; so' far as' this dispûte is
concerned, the undertakirigs of -Members set forth in paragraph `~ 1`abové.(Article 35, paragraph 2) .
III. PROCEDURES . IN SECURITY - COUNCI L

4. As soon as ` a dispute '6r situation* has been brought to the attention
of the Security Council, - it. sha.ll be placed on the agenda of the Securi ty
Council by the Secretary-General and no vote by the SecurityCouncil
sha ll be required in . order, to authorize its inclusion on the agenda . ,

5 . Subject to the exception noted in paragraph . 10 below, -the, Security
Council has the . right to, deal ,with a disputer or . a situation only, if, a, con-
tinuance of that dispute or situation is ' likely to endâ.nger international
peacé and security. Therefore, the first step the Security C.oüncil must take,
once a dispute or a situation- has been brôught. to its 'attention, is to detér=
mine whether a continuation of the dispute or situation is likely to endanger
international peace- and security . This may require a preliminary, investiga=
tion by, the Council : of- . the dispute or'- .situation -but this ; preliminary ;_ in-
vestigation shall be limited to the .question whether the , dispute or situation
is likely to endanger - international peace and . ; security . For . the, purpose
of such a preliminary inve.stigation, the Council may appoint :a, . committeeof enquiry which may,exercise its functions . elséwhere than at . the seât . ofthe United Nations. . (Article 34) .6 . Once the : Council has ; determined -that a`dispute ~ or situation is likely toendanger international - peace ,: and security the ' Counci t has, the , duty to :dealwith it for the Members of. ~ the, 'United Nations 4 have, : in order to ensureprompt and effective action by the United Nations .' conferred ,- on theSecuri ty Council primazyi résponsibility for , the maintenance of internationalpeace and security . (Article 24. Paragraph 1 .) ., ;7 . Having determined that a dispute or situation is one which it, has . the
duty to deal with, the Security Council may , take any or all of the folloing
three courses of action in any order it sees fit :

w

(1) It may remind. the- parties to a. . dispute of thei'r undertaking to settle
it by peaceful means of their own choice (Article " 33, paragraph 2) ;

(2) It may recommend to the states parties to a dispute or concerned in
a situation that they adopt those certain particular peaceful means or methods
of adjustment which, in the opinion of ' the Security Council, seem to bemost likely to succeed (Article 33, paragraph 2) ;
\(3) It may recommend terms of settlement_ to the arties to a dis u(Article 36, paragraph 1). P p te

8• In deciding' between' the three possible courses of action, the Council
should take into consideration :

(a) any procedures for ' the settlement of a dispute which havebee p alreadybeen
ado ted by the par` tiés (Article 3 6, paragraph 2), and that
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- (b) as a general rule, legal disputes should be referred by the parties to 
the International Court of Justice in accordance with the provisions of the 
Statute of the Court. (Article 36, paragraph 3.) 

9. The Security Council shall encourage the development of pacific settle-
ment of local disputes through regional arrangements or agencies, provided 
that such arrangements or agencies and their activities are consistent with 
the Purposes and Principles of the United Nations. (Article 52, paragraphs 
1 and 3). 

IV. DISPUTES WHICH DO NOT ENDANGER INTERNATIONAL 
PEACE AND SECURITY 

, 10. The Security Council may, if all the parties to any dispute so request, 
deal with the dispute even though it is not one likely to endanger inter-
national peace and security and the Council may make recommendations to 
the parties with a view to a pacific settlement of the dispute. (Article 38.) 

V. VOTING IN THE SECURITY COUNCIL  • 	 , 
11. A party to a dispute Shall.  abstain from voting on all decisions under 

!Chaptér VI 'and imder paragraph 3 of Article 52, whether on procedural 
matters or on other matters. (Article 27, paragraphs 2 and 3). 
, 12. Decisions of the Council on procedural matters shall be made by an 
affirmative vote of seVen members. Procedural matters shall be deemed to 
include: , 

(a) de.ciskins  on whether- the Security.  Council has the duty to deal with 
a dispute or situation (i.e.; whethêr the • dispute or situation is likely to 
endanger  international  peace and security), and 

(b) decisions leading up to that decision (e.g., a decision to appoint a 
committee of eriquiry to make  a  preliminary investigation of the question 
whether a dispute or situation is likely to endanger internatiorial peace and 
security.) 	 >, 

13. Subject to the Provisions of paragraph 11, decisions of the Council 
on all other matters relating to the peaceful settlement of disputes shall be 
made by an affirmative vote of seven members including the concurring 
votes of the permanent members. 

503. 	 DEA/2 11'C  

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Dominions -  Secretary to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM CIRCULAR D. 933 London, October 15, 1946  

IMMEDIATE. SECRET. We have been considering attitude to be taken bY, 
United ICingdom delegation if question of voting in Security Council is raisee 
at forthcoming meeting of United Nations General Assembly. 
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2.''Confidence "in' SecurityCouncil has, in ~ our view,
I

been corisiderably
undermined recently, by use made by U .S .S .R. of veto = as tactical weapon inCouncil. This'has been done in spite of ' statemént by sponsoring Powers ât
San Francisco of June 7th, 1945, which concluded : "it is not to be assumed
that permanent members would use their vetowilfully to obstruc t operationof the Council" . This has led to suggestions that right 'of veto ought to beabolished .

3 . As regards* this suggestion, following observations arise :
(1) To abolish veto would, entail amendment to' Charter. Article 109 (2)

provides that for this it is necessary for General Assembly by a , two-thïrdsmajority and Security Council - bÿ a vote of any seven ~members to decide ona' Conference for-purpose. Any amendments recommended by such a Confer-
ence only come into force when ratified by two-thirds of the members of theUnited Nations, including the five - permanent members . In our view, even ifnecessary majorities could be obtained in Assembly and - Council, there is no,
repeat no, prospect of Soviet Government ratifying any amendment to Arti-cle 27.

(2) United States have from the beginning attached,importance to right ofveto
. They might be reluctant to forego the protection which it could in certaincircumstances give them .

(3) . Granting of this right to five permanent members accords . roughly
with their relative position in the world and is formal acknowledgement of
fact that a refusal by one of them to co=operate in enforcement ' action woùldgravely impede, if :it did not effectively frustrate, such action. ~

(4) What has , occurred in the Security Council does not prose that rï ht
of veto is wron gg, though" probably the cases in which. it can be appliéd mightbe reduced by introduction' ; of rules of procedure of kind proposed- in my
telegram Circular D. 283 of March 26th: t What is wrong , is ' misuse bf veto :It has yet to be shown that ' any alternative voting system can be :devisedwhich is not equally open. to .abuse by a State determined,to misuse it . . .

(5) It is byno means .certain that United Kingdom : Government shouldforego nght' of veto.' Circumstances might arise in which a : -majority, on
Security Council voted in ,favour of a course which appeared detrimental tointerests of United- Kingdom or other -members of British Commonwealth .If all decisions were taken by an affirmative, vote of any seven -members itmight be tempting for an ill-disposed country to obtain decision adverse to~us
on a matter where our vital interests were concerned .

,4• If amendment of Charter is ruled out, there appear,. to be only twopossible lines of approach :

for (a) To try to secure agreement between permanent membersrepudiation of five-Power statement at San Francisco and sub eo uent
agreement by them to fresh undertakings 'on use of veto . This, however, - inour opinion has no more prospect of Soviet concurrence than a proposal toam end Charter .
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(b) By introducing rules of procedure, to lay down conditions for defining 
a dispute, thereby limiting occasions on which a permanent member could 
at same time both be a protagonist in a m.atter before Security Council and use 
veto on decisions on that matter. Rules of procedure about submission of 
cases in writing should also be laid down. It seems to us that this remedy 
affords the most promising and practical approach. 

5. Article 30 of Charter lays down that Security Council shall adopt its 
own rules, which are, therefore, not strictly speaking business of General 
Assembly. On the other-hand, Article 10 of Charter. entitles General Assembly 
to discuss any matters within scope of Charter, or relating to powers and 
functions in orgams provided for in the Charter. It would, therefore, appear to 
be in order for United Kingdom delegation to propound its suggestions to 
Assembly. 

, 6. As regards item on General Assembly agenda, proposed by Cuba, for a 
Conference to amend Charter in order to eliminate veto, we are disposed to 
take following' line: 
, (1) United Kingdom Government joined in sponsoring voting procedure 
now included in Article 27 of Charter, believing it to be in accordance with 
distribution of strength  and responsibility aMong United Nations and burdens 
they had to bear during war. • 	. 

(2) We share widesPread disappointment in achievements of Security 
Council to date, but consider it *premature and not necessarily correct to 
make changes in Charter designed to eliminate veto altogether. 

(3) While- we do not  rule out possibility of amending Charter at earlier 
date, it is relevant the Article 109(3) of. Charter already provides for Con-
ference: to be called" dter tenth. annual session. of F General Assembly for pur-

pose of reviewing Charter, and consideration of amendments at this early 
stage in operation of United NatiOns Organization seems premature. 

(4) It does not necessarily follow that any change that might be made 
how would be for the -better. A distinction shciuld be drawn between provisions 
of Charter and use made of them. For our.  part, We feel that, if permane nt 

 members regard  veto as, privilege only to be used when their interests are 
vitally concerned in matters of Major importance, •VetO • will prove to be helP 
instead of hindrance .to Proper functions of Sectirity Council  

(5) We cannot support interpretation of right of veto to cover preliminarY 

	

r 	right  

investigations of disputes or situations, long before there is any question of 

enforcement action. Nor can  we 'support irr.  esPonsible use of veto to prevent 

 Security Council from reaching any decision at all, in cases where cleat 
wishes of majority are not to liking of one permanent  member. At pres 
stage, however,- we would prefer to see permanent members, etaining 

ent 

of veto; if experience  las  shown need of safeguards against abuse, thise 

should be provided by suitable rules of procedure. ' ° 
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7 . If other British Commonwealth Governments have, any comments, we

should be grateful if they could be telegraphed as soon as possible and re-
peated to Washington or New York for communication to United Kingdom
delegation, now on point of departure for New York.

504 .
DEA/211-C

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires extérieures
Memorandum by Under-Secretary ; o f State for External Affâirs

[Ottawa,] _ October 23, 1946

importance in the world
. However, as the Canadian delegation constantly

COMMENTS ON UNITED KINGDOIVI TELEGRAM CIRCULAR D
. 933 ON THE

QUESTION OF VOTING IN 7 THE SECURITY COUNCIL1 . As pointed out in Paragraph 2 of the above telegram, the veto has
provided any-Great . Power under the Cha rter with the çonstitutional - 'meansof blocking positive action :by- the Security Coüncil in, - the discharge of itsPriihary~responsibilities -for ,

- the' maintenance of international peace 'and se-curity . Whereas the main argument ,used: at San Francisco , in favour of theveto was that it~ was 'essential for the ; preservation - of unity :among the GreatPowers, in our view theusë of the veto in the past year in the Securit Coun-cil has - demonstrated and underlined their disunity, y
2. The veto is, in fact, a device - intended to ensure iri some measure that

the influence of a Great Power in the Organization should correspond toits
Pointed ' oût at San Francisco, it was i llogical to single out five powers ôülfor this special trPar,rA,, .a Yuuu LU teave all tne rest in . the same position underthe Charter

3• The United Kingdom observations in Para a
t

hf J(1) and 3(2) aresound; it
does not seem kélY that the discussions~ lie veto at 'the- GeneralAssembly will bring mucli in the way of results, though thére is the pos-sibilitq, or more, that :the Aiistralians will push their amendment (see -telê-gram No
. 13 from Canberra of October 22nd) t to. --a vote. ,If it provespossible later to improve : the : relevant provisions of Charter, we belithat im rovem

but ent will come, not from simple
the,,

of the veto
eve

fromahe : power,development ; in its place of some more effective : and - acceptablemethod of makin g~the~ the constitutional . authority of the member states , insideOrganization correspond more closely 'to their, : authority in internationa laffairs :
4 . The

. , , :. . . ; . . . . .
Canadian° delegatiosryauÔwed n; ~like many other`delegations at' San Francisco',the veto only after it'had ;been sugarcoated b e : assurance ofthe Gréat po
wers that their th

veto power would be usedsparirigl
yass~ae Ca

n
s

af~an delegation also trusted that • in`~due course the decisionsof - the , Council
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might build up a kind of common law which would eventually be incorporated 
in the Charter itself and that in this way more satisfactory procedures might 
come to be established. The veto has not been used sparingly and the de-
cisions of the Council have built up a common law, but, as indicated in 
Paragraph 6(5) of the United Kingdom telegram, it is a bad common law. 
However, in our opinion, this does not mean that it would be feasible, or 
possibly even useful, to strive for a limitation of the veto at this time. 
The most the Assembly could do is to make more difficult the irresponsible 
use of the veto. It might, for example, adopt in formal terms a statement 
of what it considers to be the illegitimate use of the veto, under present terms 
of the Charter. It will be seen from the Australian telegram referred to above 
that they are likely to oppose this as not going far enough. On the other hand, 
such a course might well be favoured by the United States delegation if 
Alger Hiss' views, as reported in Washington teletype WA-3733t, accurately 
reflect United States policy. 

5. The introduction by the Assembly of rules of procedure concerning 
the definition of a "dispute" and the submission of cases in writing, as sug-
gested in Paragraph 4(b), appears to be a desirable measure and the Cana-
dian delegation could support such a proposal. 

6. Paragraph 3(5) of the United Kingdom telegram is a discouraging one. 
The emphasis therein on the value of the veto in the preservation of "national 
interests" is a depressing reminder how far we have had to retreat from the 
ideals and even the language of San Francisco. 

505. 	 DEA/2l1 

Le conseiller, la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies, 
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Adviser, Delegation to the General Assembly of the United Nations, 
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

CONFIDENTIAL 	 New York, October 28, 1946 

Dear Mike [Pearson], 
You may remember that I showed you some time ago a draft of a re-

statement which I had done of the Provisions in the Charter on the Pace 
Settlement of Disputes. Hopkins has prepared a most useful revision of inY 

memorandum. I am enclosing two copies of it. It is dated October 26t1 

You will see that he has put it in the form of a recommendation to the 
Security Council on rules which should govern the treatment by the SeCuri 

Council of disputes or situations brought to its attention. d 
We have discussed the enclosed memorandum with Mr. St. Laurent an ' 

tY 

as a result, I am now going to show it informally to the United King"' 
United States and Netherlands delegations. 
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We are, of course; not, going to do an.ything precipitous about a resolution
of this kind, but it may be that the course of events may indicate a week or
so from now that we would be doing a constructive piece of work if we were
to present a resolution of this character to the first committee of the Assembly
on Political and Security questions .

The British, Americans and the Dutch will no doubt have suggestions to
make about a possible revision of our working draft. I should be most happy
to receive from you any suggestions that occur to you.

There is nothing, I think, -up_to the last paragraph which the Soviet Union
could •legitimately take éxcéption to . Even the ' last paragraph they would, I
think, have been prepared to accept at San Francisco provided, of course,
that it contained the joker that a decision on whether or not a matter is
procedural is a substantive question requiring Great Power unanimity . How-ever, it is barely possible that in two weeks time they might not object too
strenuously .to the passage of a resolution along the lines of ours, since . this
might result in the Assembly not passing a more extreme resolution .

I shall let you know the - result of my _ conversations with the British,
Americans and Dutch .

Yours sincerely,
ESCOTT REID

CONFIDENTIAL

[PIÉCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Mémorandum du chef, la direction juridique .

Memorandum by Head, Legal Divisio n

[New York,] October 26, 1946
DRAFT RESOLUTION ON THE PACIFIC SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES

BY THE SECURITY COUNCIL .
The General Assembly, conscious that difficulties in the practical app li-

cation of the provisions of the Charter relating to the pacific settlement of
disputes have prevented the Security Council from fulfilling adequately ~ thehigh functions if is required to exercise on behalf of the United Nations,
recommends as follows to the Secu rity ' Council and the Members of theUnited Nations :

(1) When a Member of the United 'Nations or a state which is not a
Mernber brings a dispute to the attention of the Security Council, the Membero
r state should • be required to supply to the Council `a detailed statement inwriting showing :

(a) what steps have been•taken by the states concerned to settle the disputeby peaceful means, as provided in paragraph 1 of Article 33 or otherwise ;(Viii what manner the conti
.

, nuance . of the dispute is likely to endanger
the maintenancé of internâtibnal . peace and security.
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(2) When a .  Member ,  of- the -United Nations brings a situation to the 
attention  of the  Security Council,  the.  Member shonlà be required to supply 
to the Council a detailed statement in writing showing: 

(a) what steps•have .been_taken -  by ,the state  or  states concerned to seek a 
solution by peaceful means of its or their own choice.'. 

(b) in what manner the continuance of the situation might lead to inter-
national friction or give rise to a dispute. 

(3) When a dispute or situation - is brought to the attention of the Security 
Connell by a Membér of the United Nations, or by a state which is not a 
Member and which has complied -with paragaph 2 of Article 35, the dispute 
or situation should be placed on the agenda by the Secretary General. No 
vote by the Council should be required to authorize its inclusion. 
- (4) The first step which the Security Council should take when a dispute 

6r situation is placed on its agenda is to determine without delay whether 
the continuance of the dispute or situation is likely to endanger the main-
tenance of international peace and security. 

(5) When the Security Council has determined that the continuance of 
a dispute or situation on its agenda is likely to endanger the maintenance of 
international peace and secnrity, it is the responsibility of the Council, under 
paragraph 1 of Article' 24 of the Charter to take prompt and effective action 
in accordance with paragraph 2 of Article 24, paragraph 2 of Article 33, 
paragraph 1 of Article 36 and paragraph 2 of Article 37. It should without 
delay pursue any one or more of the following courses of action in whatever 
order it sees fit: 

(a) remind the parties to a dispute of their undertaking to settle it by 
peaceful means of their own choice; 

(b) call upon the states parties to a dispute or concerned in a situation 
to adoPt such particular péateful means or method,s of adjustMent as the 
Council considers most likelY to .succeed; 

(c) recommend terms of settlement to the parties to a dispute. 
-(6) In deciding the appropriate course of action under (5) above regard 

should be had to paragraphs 2 and 3 of Article 36 of. the Charter and to 
paragraphs 1 and 3 of Article 52 of the Charter. - 

(7) Where the Charter does not specify what are "procedural matters" 
under paragraph 2 of Article 27, the expression should be interpreted in 
practice in the.manner best calculated to facilitate the adequate accome ll-
ment by the Council of its purposes. "Procedural matters" should, for in .,  

stance, be deemed to include: 
(a) matters falling under the heading "Procedure" in Articles 28 to 32, 

inclusive,- of thé Charter; +ion 
(b) determinations by the Security _Council on the preliminary clues7_, 

whether the Council has jurisdiction-to deal with .  a dispute or situation. (1.c., 
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a'determination whetherk thè' contWuance 'of- - a dispute or-' situation` is likelyto endanger,the maintenance of intérnationat -peace and sëëûrity) ;
(c) decisions leading up to determinations by the-Securityoùncil=ôn thë`

preliminary question of its jurisdiction to deal with a dispute or situation,
(e .g., the nature of any inquiry to determine the preliminary question) ;

(d) decisions by the Security Council on whether a matter brought to its
attent'

DEA j211-C

Le secrétaire, d'État aux Affaires extérieures., .
au consul général à ' NeW ~York '

ion is a dispute ,or . a. situation .

TELEGRAM 76
Ottawa; November 4, 1946

CONFIDENTIAL . DELAS No . 54. Following from' Pearson for Reid, Begins :Your letter nf n,.,„~o« r1oaL --- • .

Secretary of State for External Affairs to ; Consul General in New York

- .-_ vvwVtl Z o vu C011cCrrung proposed recoi
Security Council.

y the Security Council of disputes or , situations brought to its
attention would bé `preferable to procedure as now defined in Charter, itseems to me that difficulties from which the Security Council now suffers are`so deeply 'imbedded in poli tical relations + . amongst ' ~ the Great Powers that
adjustments of the kind you suggest in the instrument may not

L
materiallimprove the situation while these difficulties persist, and , should be 'Putforward only if you feél certain "they will not` make things worse

. 2• Proposals you make underparagraph 3 of your mémorandum withe effect of taking 11 have0~~ agenda. • •~ e~ thisf would undoubt al~t é Côuncil a
ll çontrol over its

ansing from preliminary debate' on whether items shouldebe ~n
cdi,

â ât ~n 'Agenda, I wonder whether in the , long run: .loss of control over its agendamight not be harmful to the Sec'uritÿ `Coûncil. ' `
~-,-.

3• It seems to me also that your paragraph 7 changes from substantive
view s
to proceduraland matters subjects on which the Russians will hold very stron gI should think it unlikely, iwould acce t " n existing circuinstancés, that theÿ

p your resôluhon , even as- an alternative to sômething moreobjectionableJo them. This, however, is a point on which you will be able to
judge more accurately in New York .

4. For these reasons my own view is I
that if there is any likelihood what-ever that 'Your

oPposition
resolution will be carried only by a majority vote against theof ~ the ' Eastern` bloc, 'your proposal should be considered andapproved by Governrrient,before it is pût forward on ' Canadian initiative.

1• While I fully agree that proposed restat etreatme t b ment .of procedure governing

77 !i,
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In the meantime, 1 assume, of course, any discussions on this subject with 
the United Kingdom, the United States or Netherlands delegations are on a 
tentative and noncommittal basis. Ends. 

507. 	 DEA/211-C 

Le consul général à New York au secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

, Consul General in New York to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 115 New York, November 6, 1946 
IMMEDIATE. SECRET. ASDEL No. 78. Following for Pearson from Reid, 
Begins: Your DELAS No. 54 of November 4th, proposed Resolution on the 
pacific settlement of disputes by the Security Council. 

1. Our -hope had been to get the United States to father the, Resolution. 
However, Bevin suggested at Commonwealth meeting this morning that we 
might try to persuade the five permanent members jointly to sponsor a 
Resolution of this character. Cadogan is drawing up a memorandum for 
consideration by the Commonwealth delegates. How far Cadogan's memo-
randum will be based on ours we do not yet know. 

2. Cadogan's next step is to call together a group of officials of the Com-
monwealth delegations in the hope that they can agree on the text of a 
Resolution. This Resolution would then be presented to the heads of the 
Commonwealth delegations. Bevin then contemplates asking the heads of 
the delegations of the Big Five to meet  with  him to consider the Resolution. 
They would probably find it necessary to refer to their Heads of State. 

3. We are in entire agreement with this course of action, which seems to 
offer the only hope of getting a constructive result out of the Assembly 
discussions of the veto and of the failure of the Security Council to be all 
effective agency  for  settling disputes. We are not optimistiC about .the 
Pôssibility of success. We agree with you that  the  value of a Resolution car  - 
lied by the Assembly against the opposition of the Eastern bloc would be 
extremely limited. 

4. The draft ResolUtion 'which we framed for purposes of informal:dis-
cussion has been shown only to the United Kingdom, United States, Aus-
tralia and The Netherlands and on a tentative and non-committal basis-
In my discussions with members of these delegations, I have made clear 

that we do not ourselves wish to propose -the-Resolution, since we feel if 
should be proposed by that country whose initiative would be best calculated 
té, get , it through.  

•  5. Cadogan and Jebb agree with our draft of October 26th and think 
there is a possibility of securing Soviet concurrence in everything but 511h- 
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paragraph (b) of paragraph 7. Van Kleffens agrees with it and I will tomor-
row receive his suggestions for minor revision. I will also receive tomorrow 
from Joe Johnson of the State Department his comments on the draft. 

6. We have prepared a new draft, dated November 4th, a copy of which 
I am sending you today.t It contains two new paragraphs inserted between 
paragraphs 3 •  and 4 of the old draft. These paragraphs reproduce the sub-
stance of Part (a) of Annex IV of the Foreign Office memorandum on the 
right of veto. Paragraphs 4 and 5 of the new draft read as follows: 

"4. In deciding whether a matter brought before it is a dispute or situation, 
the Security Council should hold that a dispute exists: 

(a) Where the State or States bringing the matter before the Council and 
the State or States whose conduct is impugned agree that there is a dispute; or 

(b) Where the State or States bringing the matter before the Council 
allege that the attentions or intentions of another State are endangering, or 
are likely to endanger, the maintenance of international peace and security 
and the State or States which are the subject of these allegations contest some 
or all of the facts or the inferences to be drawn from the facts. 

5. Where a dispute exists which arises from an allegation by one State 
that another State has violated the rights of a third State, and the third 
State supports the allegation, the third State should be deemed to be a party 
to the dispute." 

7.We have also added a new final paragraph in an effort to implement 
the proposal made by Parodi of the French delegation in his speech to the 
Assembly that the abstention of a permanent member should not necessarily 
be considered as a negative vote. The United Kingdom delegation has also 
been trying to work out a formula along these lines and so has M. Spaak. 

8.Our new paragraph reads as follows: 
" 1 . A member of the Security Council, which before a vote is taken, 

makes a statement to the following effect should be held to have cast an 
affirmative vote within the meaning of Article 27 of the Charter: 

"While I am not prepared to support this proposal, I am not prepared to 
prevent its acceptance if that is the desire of the majority. I am willing, in the circumstances, to have my position considered as constituting that degree 
°f concurrence necessary in order that a deciSion may be reached." 

9.,The changes suggested in our proposals on the control of the agenda 
are perhaps more apparent than real. At present, items automatically go on 
the "draft agenda". What we are suggesting is t,hat the decision on whether 
a matter be transferred from the draft agenda to the agenda should be an 
a.nromatic result of a determination by the Council that the continuance of 
the dispute or situation is likely to endanger  the  Inaintenance of international 
Peace and se-curity. Ends. 
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508. DEA/211-C
.- .-. _,, _ . .

Mémorandum du conseiller, ,la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des NationsIl 1
Unies, au président, la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies

Memorandum f rom Adviser, Delegation to the General Assembly o f th e

United Nations, to Chairman, Delegation to the General -Assenably
of the United Nations

SECRET [New York,] November 7, 1946

DRAFT RESOLUTION ON THE PACIFIC SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES

BY THE SECURITY COUNCIL

. I . had a long talk yesterday evening with Joe Johnson of the State Depart-
, said

ment . He is the State Department expert on the Security Council . He
that the views that he expressed were purely his own, since the United States

had not yet decided either . on objectives or on tactics in this part~nar

matter . He said that I-could repeat his remarks to Jebb of the United g
dom delegation but that he would not wish his remarks to go further in th

e

U.K. delegation than that .

2 . He is still opposed to the U .K. proposal which we embodied in para-

graphs 4 and 5 of our draft of November 4 . This relates to the definition ~e
d

dispute . He thinks, and here I am pretty certain he is reflecting the set
views of the State Department, that the more desirable thing is to blur th

e

distinction between dispute and situation in the hope that general agreemen
t

may be reached soon that the states directly involved in a situation as well as

states party to a dispute abstain from voting. He thinks that the United King-
dom proposal for defining a dispute is a narrowly legalistic approach. r~t

3 . He was at first opposed to the statement in paragraph 6 of our
d

that "the first step which the Security Council should take wlien a disput
e

or situation is placed on its : draft agenda is to determine without dela
y

whether the continuance of the dispute or. situation is likely to endanSer

the maintenance of, international peace and security." He had i e~~ IIary;
this to mean an âlmost immediate vote by the Council on this p r

A that it wasee
question . I explained that this was not .our intention and agr

badly phrased. We agreed that a better way of putting it would be ~°mut h~r
as follows :"The first steps taken by the Security Council when a p
situation is placed on its draft agenda should be directed tow ®dssi uat ~n
the preliminary question whether the continuation of the dispute „

is likely to endanger the mâintenance of international peace and sec~s Pa,

4. I said that what had been in the back of our minds in draftis ageS in the
graph 6 was to try to ensure that the discussions in the early It Woul d

Security -Council should be focussed on the one point of jurisdiction• order t~

clearly be necessary for the Council to discuss the facts of the
case, it woulPare-bu t

determine whether its continuance was likely to endanger p ~
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discuss the facts and the charges and-c,ounter- charges,  not in an .effort to arrive 
at a recommendation on the 'settlement of the dispute but in order to decide 
whether it had jurisdiction. - _ 

5.He agreed with Jebb that it would be difficult if not  impossible  to recon-
cile sub-paragraph (d) of paragraph 10 with the provisions of the Four-
Power Declaration at San Francisco. He was also doubtful whether the Soviet 
Union would accept sub-paragraph (b), which provides that a decision by the 
Security Council on whether a matter  is  a dispute or a situation is a proce-
dural decision. I said I thought the Soviet Union would be on extremely weak 
ground if it tried' to oppose this.  The Four-Power Declaration at San Francisco 
was certainly no more than a gloss on the Charter. It could not, therefore, be 
interpreted to override the clear sense of the Charter. Paragraph 3 of Article 
27 stated that "a party to a dispute shall abstain from voting" in decisions 
under Chapter VI. If a permanent member could veto a decision that a matter 
was a dispute or that it was a party to a dispute, this proviso in the Charter 
would in effect -be rendered meaningless. I understoo d  that it was a principle 
of the interpretation of an international document  that  it was to be assumed 
that its provisions had some meaning. 

6.He is attracted by the proposal in the final paragraph of our memoran-
dum under which abstention would count as concurrence. He drew my atten-
tion, however, to the fact that the French version of paragraph 3 of Article 
27, in the reference to the concurring votes of the permanent members puts 
the word "tous" before "les  membres  perm.  anents".-  The same is true of the 
Spanish version. 

7.Johnson showed me what seemed tà be an extremely' useful elaboration 
of the proposals we make in paragraphs 1 and 2 of our memorandum on the 
statement 'which should be made by a state bringing a dispute or situation to 
the attention of the Security Council. I thin.k this  United States proposal 
should be incorporated in any final memoranduni drawn up on this subject. 

8.He does not like the final sentence in paragraph 3 and in paragraph 7 
stating that no vote by the Council should be required to au.thorize inclusion  
in the draft agenda or agenda, respectively, but he did not make the reason for 
lus objection clear to me. 

He thinks that paragraph 9 of the memorandum is unnecessary and I am 
inclined to agree. 

10. The conversation was, I think, useful since it cleared -up a certain mis-. 
understanding in Johnson's mind about the nature.Of and reasons for our pro-
1)0als. I said to him that it had seemed to us that the main reason for the failures of the Security Council in dealing with disputes or situations was of 
course the bad relations between the permanent members but that minor ob-sruta_cles to the success of the Security Council had resulted from its inadequate les of procedure and the àbsctirities in Chapter VI which reSulted in legit-
unat 
Security Council 

e differences of opinion as to what the chapter meant and how the 
should proceed under it. , 
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11.1 reminded him that at 'San Francisco the Co=ordination Committee had

finally reached unanimous agreement on a new text of Chapter VI which
cleared up a considerable number of the obscurities but that it was by then too'
late in the conference to get the new draft açcepted . Our approach to Chapte r

VI was in accord with this clarification agreed,to ;by the Co-ordination Com-

mittee .

12 . Johnson is - still in two minds about the wisdom of trying to bring

greater precision now in the meaning of Chapter VI and in the Rules of Pro-
cedure of the Secu rity Council on peaceful settlement . He has a feeling that it

may be better if the Security Council is left to stumble along in rather a con-

fused way in the expectation that gradually the permanent members will agree

on interpretations which may go even further than the kind of interpretations

they might a gree on today . I said that I realized the strength of this argument,
but that it was also necessary to take into account another consideration and
that was the danger in this Assembly either that the Assembly w .ould pass

extreme resolutions about the Security Council directed against the Soviet

Union or that a long and bitter debate would end in a sense of frustration .

E. REID -

509.
DEA/21 1

Le consul général d New York au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

Consul General in New York to Secretary of State . for External A ffairs

TELEGRAM 140 New York, November 8, 1946

SECRET . ASDEL No . 94. Following for Pearson from Reid, Begins : My im-

mediately preceding teletype.t an on the
Fo llowing is text of memorandum of November 7th by Cadôg

veto . (It may be useful to have a definition of what is meant by the veto . It is

when
submitted that it can be claimed that the veto has been exercised only

the requisite majo rity of the Security Cotincil-` 7 members-have been de-

feated by one or more privileged votes of the 5 permanent members. ô
an he

the worst case is where 'a single permanent member obstructs the Will
other members of the Council, but logically it must be admitted that the veto

is also exercised whenever an otherwise effective majority is defeated by 2~ or

more, permanent members) .

It is generally agreed that there is no possibi lity of amendmen~ ~fon~ÿ

Charter at this stage. Nor would there perhaps be urgent need of i
the Charter could be worked as was intended. tion

The fact is that the veto has been misused . It originated in the ~ â~ ~e

of the fact that à Great Power could not be' expected to accept
ts .In ractiçe, it

decision on'a"matter - which it held to affect its vital interes ; Qsséssor of
has been used to block any proposal not exactly pleasing to the p
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the veto. We have had - cases, for instance, where the Soviet Govermment, or 
one of its satellites, has made a proposal that fails to find support in the 
Council. Some other member has then put forward another proposal, tending 
in the same direction but going, admittedly, only part of the way. The Soviet 
representative has then  •vetoed this latter proposal. This is senseless: it is 
preferring no bread to half a loaf. 

The declaration made by the sponsoring Powers at the San Francisco 
Conference in June 1945 gave the assurance that the veto would not be 
used arbitrarily. But that is exactly what has, in fact, been done. 

A possible remedy, therefore, is to seek agreement among the 5 permanent 
members on certain rules of conduct, if such can be framed. To take the 
extreme case, the veto should only be employed by the permanent members 
in defence of their own vital interests,  •  and they would have to state the 
grounds on which they considered these were at stake. There might be 
other rules less difficult to establish, e.g., that a proposal could not be 
vetoed simply for the reason that it did not go far enough: the vetoing 
Power or Powers would have to state their grounds for holding that the 
proposal in question was detrimental either to their own interests or to 
those of the United Nations as a whole, or likely to endanger the maintenance 
of international peace and security. It might be possible to define other 
rules of conduct. 

If so, their observance would be greatly facilitated if it could be established 
that a permanent member could abstain without vetoing. A permanent 
member may genuinely dislike a proposal, but at present has to choose 
between vetoing and voting for something it dislikes. 

The actual wording of the Charter se,ems 'pretty clear on the point: 
substantive decision "shall be made by an affirmative vote of seven mem-
bers, including the concurring votes of the permanent M embers". It inight 
aPPear, therefore, that an amendment of the Charter would be necessary. 
But is it not possible that an interpretative resolution agreed by all would 
be valid. The United States are in favour of this: the Soviet delegate on 
one occasion abstained without claiming that his abstention vetoed a decision 
which, if pressed, he would almost certainly - have claimed was one of 
substance (it is true that he made a somewhat obscure reservation) : there 
is no reason to suppose that China or France would object. In fact, it 
would not be reasonable for any one of the permanent members to object: 
there is no question of depriving thern of any right: they would merely 
be given the right, if they chose to avail themselves of it, of divesting 
th emselves of a right. But this would be entirely at their discretion. 

If the 5 were agreed on this, there is little doubt that the other members of the Assembly would also agree. 
, It nlight be said that if all were agreed, there would be no difficulty 

‘a,° 011t making an amendment to the Charter in this sense. But, apart from 
[Re Soviet horror of any amendment to Article 27, there is the difficulty 
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that the entry into force of an amendment depends on ratification by all  
5 permanent members and this might not, after all, be fOrthcoming. 

But there is another line of approach to the problem. It is not only the 
veto  that  has been misused but the whole machinery of the Council. The 
primary purpose of the Council is, if other methods have failed, to attempt 
conciliation—at least that should be the first method that it employs. 
But this has never been attempted. A number of questions have been put 
on the Council agenda without any warning or prior consultation. The  
prime object seems to be, not to find a settlement, but to score points and 
to trap and trip up the representative of the Government accused or 
involved. The representative of the Governm.ent giving notice of the question 
opens the discussion in uncompromising terms, and the discussion itself 
leads straight to a vote, engendering considerable heat on the way. 

It is a simple proposition that the fewer -votes that are taken, the fewer 
vetos can be interposed. Might it not, therefore,  be  possible—as it is 
desirable—to • get agreement on certain rules. of , procedure governing the 
conduct of the case by the Council when it comes to handle it? 

For example, might it not be laid down that, except in cases of extreme 
urgency, a preliminary statement should be submitted in writing: this 
document should show in whaÉ way the  • peace was threatened: it should 
include a statement of the steps already taken to reach agreement and 
achieve a settlement? 

It might be  possible  to go further and prescribe- the actual manner of 
handling the matter in the Council when  the  latter. comes to deal with it, 
e.g., it might be laid down that the Council shall , appoint a Rapporteur, 
or a Committee of some of its members,  to  make a further attempt at 
conciliation. • 

A related question concerns the -provision of Article 27, paragraph 3, 
of the Charter, whereby parties  to  a dispute are debarred from voting on 
'decisions under Chapter VI and, Article 53, paragraph. 2. At present, there 
is often a tendency to deny that-a dispute exists, in order to avoid forfeiting 
the right to vote. This might be met in part at least if agreement could be 

'reaChed once and for all on a simple definition of a dispute. A formula has 
already been devised ,in London. 

To summarize, we ought to try to get agreement among the permanent 
members: • 

(1) On the occasions on which it is legitimate to employ the veto; 

• ' (2) Oh the  right of abstention by a permanent m'ëmber without therebY 
vetoing a prôposal; • 	

•• 

•

the Council, (3) On the ne'cessity r presenthig a case in ,  proper forra to 
and only after other means of settlementhave been tried, - 

e, 

(5) On à definition oi à dispute.  

:(4) - "On certain procedur6 to be followedbr  the  Colima in handling a cas 

and 	 • 
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It remains to be considered whether any of the= above suggestions, or all of
them, should be, discussed in the first instance privately with the other per-
manent members, or whether they should be brought forward publicly . It is
suggested that, even if they are negatived in private, it should thereafter be
announced that they had been made and rejected and we should present them
in Committee. We must face the fact that it is very unlikely that the Soviet
Government, in their present mood, will accept all, or indeed any, of them .
But that need not deter us from putting forward suggestions that we consider
reasonable and likely to be effective : we shall have made the best contribution
we can, and the responsibility for opposing, all improvement must rest where
it properly belongs . Ends . .

510
. DEA/211

Le consul général à New . York au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

Consul' General in New "York to Secretary of State for External Affairs
TELEGRAM -147 New, York, November 9, 1946
SECRET . ' ASDEL No : .100. Following for Pearson from Reid, Begins : 1n
speaking at Commonwealth meeting this morning on Cadogan's memorandum
on the veto, Mr. St. Laurent said that it was apparent that a ve ry large
majority of the members of the Assembly were in ~favour of passing a Resolu-
tion on the exercise of the veto . It would . be unfortunate if it appeared that
the smaller States were trying to wrest power from the Big Five which''hadbeen given them by . the Charter and were trying to do this in spite ' of theopposition of the- Big Five . What we' should - aim at, . therefore, should be a
statement to the world of an agreement between the Big Five and the 'other
members of the United Nations about how the veto should be used . Such
a statement would restore confidence in the Secu rity Council.

?• fie
would deprecate any statement coming from the Great Powers

which contained some of the passages in Cadogan's memorandum . Some of'thes e passages . were a retrogression even from the Four-Power statement°atSan Francisco . In that statement, the Great Powers . had said that it was . 41ot
to be assumed that they would use their veto power wilfully to 'obstruct theoperation of the Council. They'also, in the speeches which they gave to `the
San Francisco Conference before 'the veto provisions were accepted ; gave
the impression that they would use the veto 'not to protect their own interestsbut

.to promote the purposes of the whole Organization .3 . Cadogan .had,, .however, said that the . veto "originated in .the recognitionof the fact that a Greâtd Power could not be expected to accept an adverseecision on a ~ Power
matter - which it' °held to affect its vital interests" . The .logicalimplication o

f to this statement was that a Great Power could not be 'ex ecte dgive up its .veto wheri it is I
a party to a dispute . . Yet , the Great Power had*eady : agreed under: the Charter. to . . do *'tliis :
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4 . Cadogàn had also stated that -"the veto should only be employed by the
-permanent members in defence of their own : vital interests" . Mr. St . Laurent
-contrasted this with Senator Connally's statement on June 20th, 1945, at a
meeting of Commission III at San Francisco -that the Great Powers "will
discharge the duties of their office not as representatives of their Govern-
nients, not as representatives of their own ambitions or their own interests,
.but as representatives of the whole Organization in behalf,of world peace and
-in behalf of world security" .

5 . The other Great Powers did not protest the language of Connally's
statement and it was with the kind of assurance which Connally had given,
in mind that the nations which were not Great Powers had signed the Charter .

6 . It would have a considerable reassu ring effect if the Great Powers
included in their proposals to the Assembly a statement along somewhat the
same lines as Connally's .

7. Mr. St. Laurent said that he was concerned over the terms of the draft
Australian resolution . under which the Assembly would state that it "con-
siders that in some instances the use and the threatened use of such power
of veto have not been in keeping either with the general purposes and princi-
ples of the Charter or with the understanding of the United Nations Confer-
ence on International Organization held at San Francisco, and, therefore,

earnestly requests that the permanent members of the . Security Council shall
refrain from exercising this power of veto ; except in cases under Chapter VII
of the Charter." Any request to the permanent members to refrain from

exercising a veto, except under Chapter VII, would open the way to the

-Soviet Union to argue that what they were being asked to do was- t o agree to

a modification of the Charter as they construed it in the Four-Power state-
ment at San Francisco . Mr. St . Laurent referred to the chain of events argu-

-ment in that Four-Power statement . Ends :

51L DEA/211-C

Mémorandum du conseiller, la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Natidns

Unies, au président, la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies

Memorandum f rom Adviser, Delegation to the General Assembly of the

United Nations, to, Chairman, Delegation to the General Assembly

of the United Nations

SECRET [New York,] November 9, 194
6

the

CIFIC SE TT

Dr. Van Kleffens asked me to have lunch with him today . Dr . Van RoiJen

was also present: com-
2. Dr. Van Kleffens read to me a memorandum which he had w t a~~hed

menting on my draft resolution of November 4 . He also, gave me

LEMENT BY THE SECURITY COUNCILPA
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statementt which he prepared some months ago for Possible delivery e a 
Security Council meeting but did not in fact deliver. 

3.On the whole Dr. Van Kleffens is in agreement with the ideas expressed 
in the draft resolution. 

4.His main point of divergence is that he conceives of two stages in the 
preliminary examination of a dispute or situation brought to the attention of 
the Security Council. During the first stage the Council decides whether there 
is a prima facie case and whether the dispute or situation has been brought 
in good faith. If it decides this in the affirmative, the matter is moved from the 
draft agenda to the agenda of the Council. The Council then embarks on a 
discussion of the question of whether the continuance of the dispute or situa-
tion is likely to endanger the maintenance of international peace and 
security. 

5.Dr. Van Kleffens agrees with Mr. Johnson of the State Department that 
it is desirable to retain the provision in the existing Ruks of Procedure of 
the Council under which. a* vote is required to put a 'matter on the agenda 
(as distinct from the draft a:genda, which is under the control of the Secretary-
General). 

6.Dr. Van Kleffens is not satisfied with the definition of a dispute given in 
paragraphs 4 and 5 of the draft resolution. In the first place, he thinks the 
Paragraph 4 shciuld begin somewhat as follows: "In decidhig whether a matter 
which it has jurisdiction to take cognizance of is a dispute or a situation, the 
Security Council should hold that a dispute exists.". He  also -thinks that 
while (a) and  (b)  are  good exam.  pies, (a) and (b) are not an exhaustive 
list of examples and that there is contained in paragraph  5  another definitiim 
of a dispute. 

7.His own opinion on the definition of a dispute is contained in, the 
attached rnemorandumt Which he gave me. It is "that there should be a stated 
clam  and a denial of that claini; the denial being either express or implied." 

8.Dr. Van Kleffens is not satisfied that the examples of procedural matters 
tven in paragraph 10 completely exhausts the list of procedural matters 
implicit in the Four-Power Declaration at San Francisco. He did not, however, 
have any explicit suggestions for addition to this list. 

?. So far as paragraph 11 ls • concerned on - the possibility of abstention 
u‘ eing made equivalent to concurrence, his comment was that this would 
'commend itself  th sine people." 

de  1° •  Dr. Van Kleffens said that The Netherlands would be glad if we so 
„sired to join themselves with us in presenting to the Assembly proposals 
'et the character set forth in the draft resolution. I felt that the farthest I 
f°111,,d go was to say that I was very grateful and to go on to say -that our 
,'eng of course was that We wanted to see proposals of this character put 
ithrorward in the Assembly by whatever state was most likely to get them 
Ki:11g11,.and that it inight be best if either the United States or the United 

gdom were to present  proposais of this character; 	• 
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- 11: Dr: Van" Kleffens 'also suggested the , pôssibility that Australia might

join with The Netherlands 'and Canada, though he had doubts - about the wis=

dom of this, since the Australians so often put things to the Assembly the

wrong way.

12. During lunch Dr . Van Kleffens said, that he hoped Canada would be

able to suppo rt The . Netherlands for election to the Economic and Social
Council . -I said that we had made up a list of those countries we intended to

support and that The Netherlands was on this list . I could not promise that

there would not be changes in the .list but I left Dr. Van Kleffens with the

impression that there was little chance of The Netherlands coming off it.

DEA/5475-BA40
512.

Le conseiller, la délégation à l'Assemblée . générale des Nations Unies ,

= au sous-secretcure d Etat- aux .Af}cures exteraeures

to Under-Secretary of State : for, External A ffaars
Adviser, Delegation to the General Assembly of the United Nations,

New York, November `12, 1946SECRE T
Dear Mr. Pearson

, I enclose a copy of a-draft .paper on the Vetot which has been prepared
by. Sir Alexander Cadogan for possible communication to Mr . Molotov .

The' United Kingdom- delegation has to-day sent copies of this paper to

Mr. J. V. Wilson (N.Z.), Mr. K. H. Bailey . (Aus),- .Mr . - K. P. S. Me""'
(Ind) , and Mr. D. D. Forsyth (S.A.) . We, are to have a discussion boutit

'hCd 'nada orso

the people to whom Cadogan sent hi.s paper .

Mr.-St . Laurent has,copies of both papers .

Yours sincerely,
ES~COTT REI D

wit a ogan i y •
I also enclose three copies of the latest, draft of our own paper on the l~ô

subject. We put the finishing touches on it to-day and I am sendin
g

[PIÉCE JOINTE /ENCLOSURE]

Mémorandum de la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des
.Nations Unies

Memorandum by Delegation to the General Assembl
y of the United Nations 1946

SECRET [New York,] November 12,

RESOLUTION BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY ON PACIFIC SETTLEMFNT
BY THE SECURITY, COUNCIL

of the ,
: Difâculties . in the prâctical application of the -provisions grom
relating to pacific settlement have prevented the- Security Cou c

l
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filling adequately ,the obligations imposed on it by all the Members of. the 
United Nations. The exPerience of the past nine months has demonstrated 
that the provisions of the Charter relating to pacific settlement require *clari-
fication and that the procedures ,followed by the Security Council in dealing 
with the pacific settlement of disputes and situations s.require to be more 
closely defined. The 'approval by the General Assembly of a memorandum 
intended to .assist in the process of clarification and definition would be of 
assistance to the Security Council. 

THEREFORE 

The General Assembly approves the annexed memorandum on pacific 
settlement by 'the.Sedurity. Coüncil; and -requests the Security. Council and the 
Members of the United Nations to give practical effect to the recommenda-
tions embodied therein.' 

[PIÈCE. JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

MEMORANDUM cik PÂCIFIC SÉTTLEMENT BY  THE  SECURITY COUNCIL 

1. By Article 24 of the Charter,. the Memberà of the  United Nations have 
Conferred  on  the Security COuncil priMary responsibility for the maintenance 
of international' peace  and SecuritY and have agreed that, in carrying out this 
responsibilitY, the SeCuritY'Council acis on their behalf. The Security Counal 
is moreover required by Article 24 to act in accordance with the Purposes 
and Principles of the United Nations. The Charter  has thils‘ imposed on each 
individual member of . the Security Council, permanent and non-permanent, 
the obligation: tô exercisevità: rights arid responsibilities as a member. of .the 
Council not on behalf of its own special interests but on behalf of the United 
Nations as a whole. This applies to the votes which a - member casts in the 
Security. Council as well as to its other actions in the Council., 
. 2. The special voting position in the Security Council of its permanent 
members imposes on each of them special responsibilities since failure by 
any one of them to concur in certain decisions supported by the : requisite 
number of other. members Of the Council ,may ›prevent the Council from 
exercising its pp:4.)er functions. In view of these special responsiliilities, each 
permanent member is under an obligation to all the other Members of the 
United Nations licit to; use its speCial voting position wilfully to obstruct the 
work of the Council. Each permanent member' should exerCise its  veto  only 
in the interests of the United Nations as a whole: If a permanent meinber 
decides, after careful consideraticin, to 'exercise its . veto, it should, before 
exercising it, state thé grounds on which it bases its  conclusion  that the in-
terests of the whole Organiiation require that it exercise its veto in this 

 particular instance. Since the requirement of unanimity Of the permanent 
inenibers can be met only if :the: permanent members are Willing to acêept 
th
'Ç°InPromiSes; a permanent member should not veto a proposal on the ground 

at,it - does not go far; enough: 	
• 
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3. In order that a permanent member raay not have to veto a proposai 
 which it feels it cannot actively support, the right of a permanent member to 

refrain from supporting a proposal, without by so doing exercising the veto, 
should be formally recognized. Therefore, a permanent member which, 
before a vote is taken, makes a statement to the following effect should be 
held to have cast an affirmative vote within the meaning of Article 27 of the 
Charter: "While  1 am not prepared to support this proposal, I am not pre-
pared to prevent its acceptance if that is, the desire of the majority. I am 
wffiing, in the circumstances, to have my position considered as constituting 
the degree of concurrence necessary in order that a decision may be 
reached." 

4. All the Members of the United Nations have under Article 33 of the 
Charter undertaken that, if they are parties to any dispute the continuance 
of which is likely to endanger the maintenance of international peace and 
security, they will first of all seek a solution by negotiation, inquiry, media-
tion, conciliation, arbitration, judicial settlement, resort to regional agencies 
or arrangements, or other peaceful means of' their own choice. The spirit of 
this undertaking applies to situations which might lead to international 
friction or give rise to a dispute. Therefore, when a State brings a dispute or 
a situation to the attention of the Security Council, it should submit in writ-
ing a preliminary statement setting forth the *steps which have been taken by 
the states concerned to seek a solution by peaceful means of their own 
choice. 	- 	' 

5. The Security Council ought not to be asked to consider frivolous com-
plaints or complaints which do not appear to be brought in the bona fide 
belief that they involve disputes or situations likely to endanger the main-
tenance of international peace and security. Therefore, a state which brings a 
dispute to  the  attention of the Security Council should submit in writing a 
preliminary statement showing in what manner the continuance of the dispute 
is likely to endanger the maintenance of international peace and security. 
Similarly, a state which brings a situation fo the attention of the Secure 

•  Council should submit in writing a preliminary statethent showing in what  
manner the continuance of the situation might lead to international friction 
or give rise to a dispute. 

6. Apart from disputes brought to its attention under Article 38, the 
Security Council has the right to deal only with disputes or situations the 
continuance of which is likely to endanger the maintenance of international 

 peace and security. The preliminary question to be settled therefore when a 
 dispute or a situation is brought to the attention of the Security Council is 

whether the Council has jurisdiction to deal with the matter, that is to saY 

whether the continuance of the dispute or situation is likely to ndanger the 
maintenance of international peace and security. In order to ensure orderlY 
procedure, the early stages of the consideration of a dispute or situation 11 

the Security Council should be directed towards settling the preliminarY es« 
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tion whèther the continuance of the dispute or situation is likely to endanger
the maintenance of international peace and security . It may be necessary for
the Council in thèse 'early stages to discüss the ~ facts of the case and the claims
and the counter-claims, but the pürpose of this examination should be, not
to arrive at a .recommendation on the settlement or adjustment of the dis-
pute or situation, but to decidè the preliminary question of jurisdiction.

7 . The primary responsibility of the Security Council for the - maintenance
of international . peace and securitÿ was conferred on it by the Members ' of
the United Nations to ensu're prompt an& efEective action by the United
Nations . Therefore once the Secu rity Council has determined that the con-
tinuance of a dispute or situation is likely to endanger the maintenance of
international peace and security, it is the responsibility of -the Council to take
prompt and effective action in accordance with paragraph- 2 of Article 24,
paragraph 2 of Article 33, paragraph 1 of Article 36 and paragraph 2 of
Article 37 . This responsibility can be discharged only if the Council without
delay pursues one or more of the three courses of action set fo rth in these
provisions of the Charter : It may pursue these courses in any order . it sees
fit . The three courses of action ' are (a) to remind

I
the parties to : a dispute of

their undertaking to settle it by peaceful means of their own choice ; (b) to
call upon the ' states parties to a dispute or directly involved in a situation to
adopt such particular peaceful means or methods of adjustment as the Coun-
cil , considers most . likely to succeed; (c) to recommend terms of settlement
to the parties to a dispute .

8 . Under the, proviso of paragraph 3 of Article 27 of the Charter, a party to
a dispute ,shall abstain from voting in decisions under Chapter VI.-This- pro-
viso would be - rendered . of no effect if a permanent member of the Security
Council could veto a decision that a dispute exists or that it is a party to a dis-
pute. Therefore decisions by the Security Council on whether a matter brought
to its attention is a dispute or a situation, and decisions on which are the states
parties to a dispute, should be deemed to . be, decisions on procedural matters
Within the meaning of paragraph - 2 of Article 27 . Similarlÿ, all decisions 'by
the Security Council leading up to determinations ' by it on the preliminary
question of its jurisdiction to deal with a dispute or situation should be
deemed to be decisions on procedural- matters within the meaning of para-graph 2 of Article 27 . 1 `

11J11 texte quelque peu révisé fut présenté 'A slightly revised , text was presented to the
au Secrétaire général des Nations Unies par Secretary-General of the United Nations byM. L. D . Wilgress

le 30 novembre 1946. Voir Mr. L. D. Wilgress on November 30, 1946.Natio ns Unies , Documents offlcielsde la se- See United Nations, Official Records of the
conde partie de la première session de l'As- Second Part of the First Session of the . Gen~-IImeblée générale,

première commission,, an- 'eral Assembly, First Conimittee, Annex 10,10, pp. 348-51. pp: 348-51 .
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Le consul général à New, York au secrétaire d'État
aux A ffaires extérieures

TELEGRAM 172 New York, November 13, 1946

Consul General in New York to Secretary of State for External A ffairs

the Council" . Cadogan did not accept this precise wording but wi ll put m

IMMEDIATE. SECRET. ASDEL No. 114. Following . for Pearson from Reid;
Begins: Cadogan's draft paper of November 12th on the veto .

This paper was discussed this afternoon at a Commonwealth meeting .
Cadogan explained that he considered a paper along these lines as only thefirst step and that if the Russians accepted it it would be necessary for the
five Powers to present to the Assembly an expansion of the proposals made
in the paper.

2. Those who were present at the meeting agreed with the wisdom of
Mr. Bevin presenting a paper of this character to Mr . Molotov. Various
suggestions were made for the revision of the paper which Cadogan said he
would take into account in preparing a new draft for submission to Bevin .
We shall receive the new draft and I shall send it to you immediately by
teletype.

3 . I put the point that great Power consultation under the first suggestion
should take place only after full discussion in the Council in which each
member had expressed its views and unanimity had not resulted. But Cadogan
did not commit himself to accept this suggestion. In any event the language
is capable of'this construction. I supported an Australian suggestion that the
sentence should end "in order to give effect to the preponderant opinion o f

something to meet this point.
4. I repeated our objections, to the reference in,the second sùggestion to

questions "of vital importance to ,themselves" . I said that in our opinion this
represented a retrograde step . and suggested. that the second sentence begin
with "if there is not unanimity it might be agreed that the minority of the
permanent members would refrain from using their veto except in the interests
of the United Nations as a whole" and that a new sentence be added, "it is,
of course, recognized that this principle would not apply to enforcement
measures under Chapter VII" . Cadogan was very disinclined to accept this-
He believes that the United Kingdom might want to use the veto at some
time under Chapter VI in defence of its own vital interests . Though he did
not say so, I think the sort of case he has in mind is a demand from Ireland
that Northern Ireland be transfer'red . to them.',Australia supported my stand,
pointing out that even if .the United Kingdom volunta.rily relinquished the use
of. its veto, under Chapter VÎ in defence, of -its, interests, no recomrnendatio

n

' : :by- all the - other permanentcould be made' against it . unless concurred m
inembers of the 'Coûncil and the . nécessarÿ "number of non=permanent m O"
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bers. I think it is likely that Cadogan will recommend to Bevin that the 
second suggestion be amended by striking out the words in line 4 "to 
themselves or". 

5. Cadogan agreed that the words "in the first instance" in the fifth sug-
gestion might give the impression that the Council  • should not first of all 

 decide whether it had jurisdiction and said that he would make this point 
clear. 

6. On the sixth suggestion I said that there was a strong argument for 
keeping the distinction between a dispute and a situation blurred in the hope 
that the Charter could in time be interpreted to mean that the States directly 
concerned in a situation lose their vote. Hasluck of Australia supported me 
on this and referred to a memorandum presented to the Security Councirs 
Committee of Experts on procedure. This memorandum by Liang had 
argued that the proviso of paragraph 3 of Article 27 should be interKeted to 
mean that a State directly concerned in a situation should abstain from voting. 
I think Cadogan, who has never been convinced about the wisdom of defining 
a dispute, will withdraw this sixth suggestion. 

7. The other suggestions were agreed to without discussion. 
8. Cadogan repotted that he had a talk this morning with Cohen and 

Herschel Johnson of the United States delegation and that the United States 
delegation were in general agreement with the strategy proposed by Bevin 
and that their suggestions were very much the same as those embodied in 
Cadogan's paper. 

9. There was not time at the meeting to discuss our own draft resolution 
of November 12th on Pacific settlement by the Security Council.. 

10.The debate on the veto opens tomorrow. Meetings of the Committee 
will be held on Thursday, Friday and Saturda,y in the Committee room which 
has facilities for simultaneous interpretation. This means that the general 
debate on the veto ought to be completed by Saturday and that we will have 
to speak before the end of this week. The debate is going to cover the three 
items on the Committee's agenda which relate to the veto—the Australian 
resolution, and the two resolutions of Cuba, the first calling for a conference 
to eliminate the veto and the second asking that preparations be made for a 
conference to review the whole Charter. 

11.The progress of the debate this 'week may indicate that we would be.  
Performing a useful service if we were ,to introduce a resolution along the 
lines' of our draft of November 12th. We might introduce it ourselvés or 
introduce it jointly with The Netherlands and perhaps one or two ot.her coun- 
trib  es. Since things will be moVirig e useful if 	

fast tôwards the end of the week, it would 
you could find time to discuss this question with Mr. St. Laurent. 

Our  resolution represents a constructive approach to the prôblem  and  can be 
co renciled with the Fo-Power  Declaration at San Francisco. Ends. 
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514 DEA/5475-BA-4 0
Déclaration du président, la délégation a
l'Assemblée générale des Nations Uniesl

Statement by Chairman, Delegation to the
General Assembly of the United Nationsl

visions of the Charter relatin& to the. voting rules of the Security •CounciL Tha
t

STATEMENT BY THE RIGHT HONOURABLE L .S . ST. LAURENT IN

COMMITTEE I OF .THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, NOVEMBER 16TH, 1946 . . .

The Canadian delegation does not associate itself with any proposal for the
calling at this time of a conference to amend the, Cha rter. We believe that the

Charter in its present form should be given a longer period of trial than one

year. But the Canadian delegation does join in the demand voiced by so manY
other delegations that the veto be employed in future with restraint and in the
interests of the United Nations as a whole . The Canadian delegation feels that

it would, be premature to call in question in this first session of the Generâl
Assembly the rule of unanimity set out in Article 27. What we do call in

question is the manner in which that rule of unanimity has already been

applied .
We have listened with great interest to this debate . It seems to us significant

that no delegation has questioned the , desirability - of unanimity of the perma-

nent members of the Council. Indeed, if only the permanent members could

agree on ' matters of substance and work together the members of the United
Nations would have grounds for rejoicing . All of us recognize that the peace
of the world depends on whether or not the permanent members remain
united in any se rious international crises .

It has been argued in the debate that the members of the United Nations
must choose either to accept the unqualified exercise of the veto by the Great
Powers or, alternatively, to advocate the immediate amendment of the pro-

argument, I submit, is not in accord with the facts as they have been presented

in, several : able speeches in this Committee, notably by the representative of
Australia, nor is it in accord with the letter* or spirit of the Charter.

First of all, it cannot be said that the exercise of the veto depends upon the

mere discretion or will of each of the, permanent members, since that discre-
tion is already restricted by the terms of paragraph 2 of A

rticle 7
s~o

Charter and by the second clause of paragraph 3 dealing with dispute
which one of the permanent members is a party. t g

It is moreover difficult to justify the charge that delegates are attemp

to violate the Charter or are attacking the rule of unanimity, when they urge

1 Pour , le contexte dans lequel cette décla- 3 For the context in which this statemen

t

ration a été faite voir Nations Unies, Docu- was made see United Nations,
offlcial Roco~hde

ments officiels de la seconde partie de la of the Second Part of the First
S~ee°,nl,a,entY•

première - session de l'Assemblée générale, General Assembly,rFoirs~ber~ 6, 1946, pp-
première commission, vingt-deuxième séance, second Meeting,

16 novembre 1946, pp. 111-113. 111-113.
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that the permanent mémberS'of the:SecuritY Council sholild 'exèrcisè their dis-
cretionary power of veto in a manner consistent with -the Charter, that is to 
say, in a manner which will enabre thè procedures of :the' Security Council to 
operate instead of impeding or even preventing their operation. Such delegates 
want to achieve in fact that ›unanimity which has so often been lauded in 
principle, and which will never be achieved by the irresponsible use of the 
veto. The irresponsible use of the veto does not achieve unanimity; it is merely 
disunity writ large. 

The Security Council was 'given primary responsibility for the maintenance 
of international peace and security in order to ensure prompt and effective 
action by the United Nations. But the experience of the past nine months can 
scarcely be said to have demonstrated that the Security Council would be 
capable under its present practices and procedures of taldng prompt and 
effective action. 

In the unsettled state of the world which is the inevitable afterinath of the 
war, situations or disputes may be expected to arise where it would be impor-
tant that the Security Council should be capable of taking prompt and effec-
tive action for the maintenance of peace and security. In such circumstances 
we would all like to feel that the Council would be ready and able to take 
effective action promptly and not after a dispute or a source of friction had 
been fanned into a conflagration; that it would not wait until it is necessary to 
resort to force or until men, desperate from the frustration of waiting for a 
decision, might take whatever action they thought apt to serve their own 
interests. 

None of us wish to see set in motion that chain of events which might lead 
to sanctions—that chain of events on which so much emphasis was laid in the 
statement of the sponsoring powers made at San Francisco. But still less do 
we want to see a chain  of events set in motion which might lead to war. The 
Security Council was given by the Charter the responsibility of trying to adjust 
peacefully those international disputes and situations which unless peacefully 
settled might lead to war. If, through the use of the veto or for some other 
reason, the Security Council should be unable to act effectively as an agency 
of conciliation when occasion requires, the chances of war are increased. No 
one can disagree with the implication of the sponsoring powers statement that 
the members of the Security. Council undertake a heavy responsibility when 
theY agree to investigate a dispute or situation or to make recommendations 
on its settlement. But the members of the Security Council would undertake 
an even heavier responsibility if they should fail to investigate a dispute or 
situation the continuance of which was likely to endanger the maintenance of 
international  peace and security. 

This responsibility rests on all the members of the Security Council. It rests 
with particular weight on the five permanent members since failure by any one 
of them to agree with certain decisions supported by the requisite number of 

I ?the' members of the Council may prevent the Council from exercising its LUU 	 may incycm 	 LL 

functions as the supreme agency of international conciliation. 
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Article 24 of the Charter : states that~ the members of the Security Council in,
carrying out the :primary responsibility of the Council. for the maintenance of,
international peace-and, security act on behalf. of all the members of the United~

Nations . The Council as , a whole acts on : :behalf of all the members . Each

individual member of the Council_ acts on behalf of a ll the members of the

United Nations . Each individual member of the Council : is under a treaty
obligation to cast its votes . and its vetoes not in defence . of its own special

national interests but in defence of the interests of the United Nations as a
whole. If a permanent member decides, after careful consideration, to ex-
ercise its veto, it should, before exercising it, state the grounds on which it

bases its conclusion that the interests of the whole organization require that it
exercise its veto in this particular instance. Since the requirement of unanimity
of the permanent members can be met only if the permanent members are

willing to accept compromises, a permanent member should not veto a pro-
posal on the ground that it does not go f ar enough .

We therefore . join with other delegations in appealing to the Permanent
emembers of the Council to adhere scrupulously to the spirit and the l guag

of the Charter and to refrain from . using the veto except in the interests of

the United Nations as ' a whole . . We are confident that, if the permanent

members take- the view of their responsibili ties which we suggest, the happy

outcome will be that they will not find it necessary to use the veto except

over measures of enforcement -action under Chapter VII of the Charte1~e

We- of course also trust that effect will . be given to the clear intent of

proviso of paragraph 3 of Article 27 . Under that proviso, a party to a disputé

shall abstain from voting -in decisions under Chapter VI . This pro~ Veto

be rendered of no effect if a permanent member of the Council coul
do

a decision that a dispute exists or that it is- a party to a dispute
. The langaa8e

the Secunty
of the Charter is capable of no other construction : Therefore ,

Council should work out agreed procedures to ensure that no State shall be

judge in its own cause . veto
Furthermore, in order that a perm anent member may not have toanent

a propos al which it feels it cannot actively support, the right of a é~~cisin8

member to refrain from supporting a proposal, without by so doin g

the veto, should be formally recognized . Therefore, a permanent member
effect should

which, before a vote is taken, makes a statement to the follo gA rticle 27 of
be held to have, cast an affirmative vote within the meaning 'lot
the Charter : "While I am not prepared to support this proposalorIt am

prepared to prevent its acceptance if that is the desire of the ms cons itud ~

wi lling, in the circumstances, to have my position considered a 1eached. "
the degree of concurrence necessary in order that a decision may b

e

If the permanent members of the Council were 16 use their veto only into
. interestof the United Nations as a whole,' if the veto were not h S apesthe m

to décisions by the : Council' on whether 'a dispute exists and `on whfro
m

are parties to 'a dispüte, and if a permanent member could refrain n ofsth

porting a propos al `without by - sô doing éxercis.ing the veto, ma
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obstacles which have‘ prevented the Security Council from becoming  the 
supreme agency for international conciliation would disappear. 

More, however, is required than this. The Charter contains, especially in 
its chapter on peaceful settlement, a number of rnintentional obscurities 
which have led to honest differences of opinion between members of the 
Security Council on how the Security Council should go about its work of 
trying to settle peacefully international disputes and situations. It is not now 
possible without great difficulty, nor indeed is it necessary, -  to amend the 
Charter to remove the obscurities. It is, however, essential that the rules and 
practices of the Security Council be such as to carry out the intent  of  the 
provisions on peaceful settlement even though that intent is not always clearly 
expressed. 

In the first place, the rules and practices of the Security Council should be 
based on the fact that all the members of the United Nations have undertaken 
that, if they are parties to any international dispute, they will seek a solution 
by peaceful Means of their own choice so that the maintenance of international 
peace and security will not be endangered..Though this undertaking does not 
in precise ternis apply to situations, certainly the spirit of the Charter means 
that, if members are directly invOlved in an international - situation the con-
tinuance of which is likely to endanger international peace, they will 
seek an adjustment of that situation by peaceful means. They should do so 
before appealing to the Security Council, for the Security Council should be 
so majestic a body that it should be regarded ai a court of last resort to be 
used only when all other possible peaceful remedies have been exhausted. 
Therefore, any State which brings a dispute or a situation to the attention .  of - 
the Security Council should submit in writing a preliminary statement setting 
forth the steps which have been taken by the States concerned to carry out 
their obligation un.der the Charter to seek a solution by peaceful means of 
their own choice. 

In the second place, the rules and procedures of the Security Council 
should be based on the fact that the Council's jurisdiction to deal with dis- 
putes and situations is limited. Apart from the special jurisdiction which may 
be conferred on it under Article 38 by all the parties to any dispute, the 
Council's jurisdiction is restricted to international disputes and situations 
likely to endanger international peace and security. It is not merely that the 
Council should not deal with frivolous disputes or unimportant situations. 
The .essential limitation on  the  Council's jurisdiction is.  that it has not the 
right to deal eVen with serious disputes' or situations so long as these do not 
e114nger international peace and security. Therefore the early .  stages of the 
c_onsideration of a dispute or situation' by the Security Council should be 
directed towards settling the preliminary question whether the continuance,of 
the dispute or situation is likely to5. endanger the maintenance of international ptoe

dis '

e and security. It may be necessary-for .  the Council in these early stages 
cuss the facts of ,the. case and the claims and the counter-claim's, but the : 

 O5  of this initial examination should be not to .arrive at a,recomMenda- 
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tion on the settlement or adjustment of., the dispute or situation, but to decide
the preliminary question of its ôwn jùrisdictiori.
. It also follows from this that any State which brings a dispute or a situation

to the attention of the Secu rity Council should, in the written preliminary
statement which it submits, show in what manner the . continuance of the
dispute or situation is likely to endanger the maintenance of international

peace and secu rity .
In the third place, the rules and practices of the Security Council should

be based on a recognition. of the- fact that the Security Council is under an

obligation to deal with those disputes and situations which it . has decided

come within its jurisdiction. This obligation can be discharged only if the
Council without delay pursues one or more of the three courses of action
set forth in the relevant provisions of the Charter . It may pursue these courses

in any order it . sees fit . The three courses of action are (a) to remind the

part ies to a dispute of their undertaking to settle it by peaceful means of their

own choice ; (b) to call upon the States parties to . a dispute or directly in-

volved in a situation to adopt such particular peaceful means or methods of

adjustment as the Council considers most .likely to succeed; (c) to recommend

terms of settlement to the par ties to a dispute.
I have thought that, speaking towards the conclusion of this discussion,

I might t ry to bring together as many specific suggestions as possible for
improving the practices and procedures of the Security Council within the
framework of the Charter as it is, even though some of these suggestions
have already been put forward by other delegations . I put these suggestions

forward in the hope that they may be of assistance to the members of the

Security Council. They, I know, recognize as do the rest of us that di ffi culties

in the practical application of the provisions of the Charter
paci fic settlement have prevented the Security Council
adequately the obligations imposed on it by a ll the members of the United

Nations, that the experience of the past nine months has demonstrated that
the provisions of the Charter relating to pacific settlement require clarification,

with theand that the procedures followed by the Security Council in dealin g

pacific settlement of disputes and situations require to be more closely

defined .
The remarks which I have made may be summed up as follows :

First
The Charter has imposed on each individual member of the Se n ri~

Council, permanent and non permanent, the obligation to exercise its ~

and responsibilities as a member of the Council not on behalf o

f

special interests but on behalf of the United Nations as a whole .

SecoiZd to eRercl~e
If a permanent member decides,, after careful consideration,

its veto, it should before exercising 'it, state the grounds on wh~ hel t~a~ it
its conclusion that the interests of the whole organization req

.- .

exercise its veto in this particular instance .
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Third 

Since the requirement of unmTimity of the permanent members can be 
met only if the permanent members are willing to accept compromises, a 
permanent member should not veto a proposal on the ground that it does 
not go far enough. 
Fourth 

The Security Council should work out agreed procedures to ensure that 
no State is judge_in its own cause. 
Fifth 

In order that a permanent memSer may not have to veto a proposal 
twhich it feels it cannot actively support, the right of a permanent member 
to refrain from supporting a proposal., without by so doing exercising the 
veto, should be formally recognized. 
:Sixth ' 

When a State -bring,s a 'dispute or a situation to the attention of the 
Security Council, it shobld submit in writine a preliminary statement show-
ing in what manner the continuance of the dispute or situation is likely to 
endanger the maintenance of international peace and security and setting 
•forth the steps which have been takeii  by the States 'concerned to seek a 
solution by peaceful means of their own choice. 
Seventh 

The early stages of the -consideration of a dispute or situation by the 
Security Council should be directed towards settling the preliminary question 
whether the continuance of the dispute or situation is likely to endanger 
the maintenance of international peace and security. 
Eigh 

Once 

oce  the 
Security Council has determined that the continuance of a 

,dispute or situation is likely to endanger the maintenance of international 
peace and security, there is an obligation on every member of the Council 
to see that prompt and effective action is taken by the Council in accordance 
with the relevant provisions of the Charter. 

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

, Dominions Secretary to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM CIRCULAR D. 1057 	 London, November 20, 1946 
SECRET. My telegram Circular D. 933 of 15th October, voting in Security 
Council. 

As you will be aware
' 
 discussions have taken place at New York between 

the 'British  •Commonwea lth delegations about the line to be taken on the 
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veto. My immediately following telegra m  contains text of memorandum com-
municated by Foreign Secretary confidentially to the representatives of the 
United States, Soviet Union, France and China as a suggestion of kind of 
thing which would meet wishes of majority of delegations. 

DEA/211-C 
Le secrétaire aux Dominions au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Dominions Secretary to Secretary  fof  State for External Affairs 

-TELEGRAM CIRCULAR D. 1058 

SECRET. Voting in Security Council. 
• 

My immediately preceding telegram. Following is text referred to, Begins: 
It must-be recognized that the use of the "veto" in the Security Council in 

recent months has called forth .almost universal criticism from members of 
the United Nations. 

United  Kingdom Government themselves are amongst the first to admit 
, the necessity-,for the maintenance, of unanimity amongst the Great Powers. 
But the manner in which the*"veto" has often been used takes no account of 
unanimity and its constant use in this way makes achievement of unanimitY 
all the more difficult. 

There can probably be no question of amending the Charter at this stage, 
but are there not some things that conld be done to avoid, in practice, the 
situations that have given rise to so much criticism? For instance: 
' (1) The Powers possessing the right of "veto" might agree amongst them-

selves to consult each other, where possible, before a vote is taken if their 
'unanimity is required to enable the Council to function effectively. 

(2) If there is not unanimity it might be agreed that the minority of the 
permanent  members, mindful of the fact that they are acting on behalf of all 
the United Nations,  would  only  exercise the "veto" where they consider the 
question of vital importance to the United Nations' as a whole and they would 
explain on what grounds they consider this condition to be present. 

London, November 20, 1946 

(3) The permanent members might agree that they will not exercise their 
"veto" against a proposal simply because it does not 'go far enough to 

satisfy them. 	 - 
(4) The permanent members might agree to advoc. ate  rues of conduct for 

the Security Council providing that questions are only brought before the 
Security Council after other means of settlement have been tried and must 

then be presented in proper form to the Council. 	 t of 
(5) The permanent members might agree to support the establisbnlen -

further rules of procedure for the conduct of the Security Council's busin ess' 
e.g., for the consideration of any question, the Council should apPoint a 
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rapporteur ; ' or; 4= Committee ; of- some of its ! members < to make a further at-
,tempt ât conci liation before resorting . to the final discussion and'voting.

(6)- 1t'might - facilitate' the- work of thé,`Security Council. , and'- ensure that
the Charter is `properly applied, if a formula could be devised on4hich all
could agree for the definition of a "dispute".

(7) It wouldbe of great advantage, if it were possible to provide by some
,means that a permanent member could abstain from voting without autô-
matically vetoing .the , :proposal . . Similarly the . mere absence of a permanent
member should, not have the, effect of 'a veto. Ends.

aee, my. immediately ;following telegram .

Le, secrétaire aux . Dominions au secrétaire d'État aux A~`aires extér.ieures

Dominions 'Secreta to Secretary ry of 'State for °Extérnal A ffairs :
TELEGRAM CIRCULAR D. 1084 :-, . LOndOTl, NOVèmber _ 25, 194 6

My telegrams . Circular: D . ;1057.4o .1062 :1 Voting in -the~ Security Council .
Five--Power meeting too k, -place in ~ New ' York on 23rd = Novembér . --Mr.

Molotov was in- the - Chair: '
2 . M. Molotov said that there'were two matters for discussion ,
(1) Possibihtyof revising Charter, and
(2) Methods of applying procedure in Security. Council .
As to no . permanent ~ member suggested revision. ~ Still; question had

been raised in General - Assembly - . and latter - should~."react against ' it"; and
reject any such proposal - as , "untimely" . -As to~(2), Soviet ;view . was 4-U114 :anyproposa,l

; to elaborate existing Rules of Procedure in Security Council should
be Opposed . It 'was impossible - to -base relations . béten countries, andespecially between Great. Powers, on technicalities and formalities: On -sub-stance of proposals - submitted, heconsidered in- first place that no permanentmember of . Security Council had applied veto improperly . It was very un-
desirable to "foment passions" on this subject because they would be harm-
ful to all not only to the Soviet Union : Indeed, it might "tend to restrict the
freedom of action of any Greatits Power in Security Council and in particulart oto express itself freely". This indicated that it was a mistake~"to
tighten up Rules of Procedure either in Security Council or in any otherorgan of United Nations . He then read out a draft : resolution whichhe ~sug-gested, should be pût for"ward in Committee 1Vo . 1 . (Text in my immediatelyfoll oW~g tele91. am) T .~ .~ .

'.Seulementdu D. 1057 et D :'1058"sont~repro-: .` ~ Only D . 1057 and D. 1058 are printe dduits.
~ . .
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.- 3 ;-. Foreign , Secreta ry : said United Xingdom has no Intention - of . suggesting
revision of Charter. We did not necessarily- want more 'rules and regulations ;
.what we wanted was a Code. of Behaviour.,as .between the Big Five designed-
to increase confidence . So mucli depended on, successful working of Security
Coüncif thât this seemed a legitimate- . ambition. In - working out its future
policy, United Kingdom Government had to consider whether- they could

-trust it or not: ,He : had:thought that the consultation whiçh he had ,suggested
ïnight enalile him to tell- the British people thât they .could not build securely
on Security Coûncil : To this end; . it was necessary to improve atmosphere ; in. .
which Security Council 'worked . -M .' Molotov's draft_ resolution, however,
did not help . All that could now•-be done was to explainpositions of each
member in Committee No . 1 and leave decision to Assembly . In reply to an
intervention by M. Molotov, Foreign Secretary said that form of Soviet
resolution did not matter . It was evident that it did not deal with difficulties

:which' .hâd "been raised by United Kingdom and other permanent members .
Nor did it provide hope for ,. the better organization of work of Secu rity
Council .

4. Mr: Byrnes , said - that, :-.as. was' known, United ` States ~ were against a
.revision of Charter but, sympathized, neve rtheless, with view of smaller States
'that Great Powers ' had, ' in ' fact, exercised their veto privilege in a manner
.which had` 'never been dreamed of by -those who - signed Charter at San` Fran-
,cisco: There was clearly.: a serious misunderstanding between permanent mem-

bers as to how the veto should be exercised. For ' their part, United States
believed that .it should . only., be, applied, in connection with enforcement mea-
sures . If declaration to that effect could now be made, criticism of veto would
be allayed; but if it could not, statement on Iines proposed by M. Molotov

would be worse than. nothing.
5 . M . Parodi-supported Mr . Byrnes . It was true that M. Molotov's draft

.involved an impo rtant 'issue, namely, general collaboration of States members .

-But it was ~much toô vague and general. Veto had already caused great emo-
: tion in General Assembly : Submission of M . . Molotov's draft , would o~Y

poison atmosphere .~ In any case, proposals which had been circulated by other
permanent inèmbers were not, repeat not, designed to increase formalities

.

On contrary . they tended to reduce them and to make conduct of business
more flexible.

6 . Dôctor Koo insisted that some Rules of Procedure might suitabl hi h
added to those already existing, notably in regard to other questions

w
might be decided by a procedural vote .

7. M. ' Molotov, still pressed his draft resolution, particularly part of
.it

which condemned revision of Charter . He said that Soviet Government also

- had . not "complete confidence" in Security Counci l. They thought it had

operated against them in case of Persia and generally speaking atmosphere in

Council had been "one sided". submit
8, . Tt was agreed , that each of the Five Powers . should , be free to

whatever resolutions 'it liked in General Élssembly .
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CH/Vol: 21057 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire 
- 	- 	 en Grande-Bretagne 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner . ' 
in Great Britain 

DESPATCH 1971 

SECRET 
Sir, 

I have the honour to enclose, for your information, two copies of a memo-
randum which has been prepared in the Department summarizing the policy 
of the Canadian Delegation to the General Assembly in regard to the dis-
cussion of the veto question. You will be aware that since this memorandum 
was written the veto question was considered by the Big Five in New York 
with a view to arriving at some agreed limitation of the use of the veto power. 
These discussions have now broken down and the matter will, therefore, be 
considered again in the Assembly. 

I have etc. 
R. G. RIDDELL • 

for the Secretary .  of State 
for External Affairs 

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

Mémorandum de la première direction politique' 

 Mémorandum by First Political Division' 

[Ottawa,] November[n.d.], 1946 

MEMORANDUM ON THE VETO QUESTION 
SUMMARY OF DEVELOPMENTS AT THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY 

.UP TO 20 NOVEMBER, 1946 	 - 
1. The question of the veto has been constantly under consideration by 

the Canadian delegation in New York. In general the subject has been 
approached in two ways. On the one hand there have been efforts to secure 
the adoption by the Assembly of a resolution calling upon the 'members 
of 

the Security Council to adopt rules limiting the use of the veto. The 
?,ther approach has been to suggest that the permanent members of the 
ecuritY Council might agree among themselves to restrict the application of the veto power. 

draft resolution on the pacific settlement of disputes by the Security 
was prepared by Mr. Reid on- November. 4th. This resolution, 

'De 
 .1. G. H. Halstead. 	 1  By J. G. H. Halstead. 

518. 

Ottawa, November 25, 1946 

SECRET 
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which it was envisaged might be presented to Committee One for ultimâte
approval by the General Assembly, was aimed at clarifying, within the
present Charter, the rules of procedure involved in Chapter Six . concerning

the pacific settlement of disputes . The main points of tins resolution were :

.(a) The states bringing a dispute or a , situation to the . attention of ' the

Security Council should be required to ' present a detailed statement in
writing showing how the continuance of the dispute is likely . to endanger
peace, and what steps the states concerned have taken to reach a peaceful

solution.

(b) The dispute or situation should be placed on the draft Agenda by

the Secretary-General. '
(c) A specific definition for a dispute or , situation_ and : for a party , to a

dispute should be adopted.

(d) The - detérmination of whether the continuance.' of the dispute or

situation is likely to . endanger peace should be the first step taken by the
Sècurity Council.

(e) If a -threat to . peace is ' established,' - the dispute or situation should

be placed by the Secretary-General on the Agenda without a vote .

(f) The next step should be the adoption by the Security Council of on e

or more of three possible recommendations .

(g) Specific' definitions of procedural matters under Article 27 should

be adopted:
(h) The abstention of a permanent member should not constitute a veto

.

3 . Sir Alexander Cadogan 'of the -United Kingdom delegation drew UP
on November 7th 'a draft . memorandum, .on the ,veto .,, It wàs, intended that

the Commonwealth delegations . should . discuss this draft and formul$e~n
revised memorandûm which could be discussed privately by M r
and thé leaders . of delegations of the other great powers, and

then

could be announcéd publiçly and presented in Committee one . The main
: ~_~ . ; . .•_ ;

points of this memoranduni were :

(a) No amendment of the Charter was ., possible at this time.
power has

(b) The failure has been the ~ mis-use of the veto when a great p

blocked a proposal simply because it- was ; not> pleasing to that power:

(c) The origin of the veto is in the acknowledgement of the
. fact that nô

great power could be expected to accept an adverse decision on a matter
:

which it held to affect : its vital : mterests . . oWers
(d) . A possible remedy would be agreement between the five great p

on rules of conduct, so that thé` veto would be used only in defence of a

great
ent of

vital interests ; and would be accompanied by a statempower's
the rounds on which those . interests were involved .

g
- (e) Abstention by, .a great power should .not constitute a ,veto

. uriC1l '

(f ) , Rules of procedu're for the conduct of a case by the .- Security CO
should be adopted - which include : the definition of a dispute, and
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require a preliminary statement  in  writing by a state bringing a dispute or 
situation to the attention of the Council. 

(g) Agreement is necessary among the great powers on the legitimate 
exercise of the veto, on the right of abstention, on the proper form for 
presenting a case to the Council, on the procedure for handling a case in 
the Council, and on the defmition of a dispute. 

4. The opinion of the Canadian delegation on Sir Alexander Cadogan's 
memorandum was that it did not constitute a useful basis for discussion be-
tween Mr. Bevin and the representatives of the other great powers, and was a 
retrograde step from the position taken by the United Kingdom at San Fran-
cisco. The statement of the origin of the veto (point (c) of the preceding para-
graph) was considered to be particularly bad, and was in contrast to the state-
ment by Senator Connally of the United States that the veto should only be ‘  
used to serve the interests of the United Nations as a whole. Our delegation 
was also doubtful of the advantage of giVing an  exact  definition to  a 
dispute, since in the view of Mr. Johnson of the United States State DePart-
ment it would be better to blur the distinction between a -dispute and a 
situation, in the hope that the usage wôuld develop of barring a' party to a 
situation ai well as a party to a dispute from voting. ' 

a 	 . 5.On November 8th a meeting of the CoMmonwealth delegations was held 
under the chairmanship of Mr. Bevin, at whkh Sir Alexander Cadogan's 
memorandum .was: discussed. A sub-committee was formed to revise this 
draft in the light of the criticisms voiced by Canadian and the other  Common-
wealth  countries  ;Mr.  St. Laurent advocated incorporating into the revised 
memorandum the liberal vie:Qv-point expressed by Senator Connally. It was 
agreed that Mr. Bevin's strategy should be to approach Mr. Molotov after 
the debate on the veto in Committee"Cirie had progressed, but before any 
resolutions of substance' were voted on, and  to suggest to him that the great 
Powers should agree on a code of .cônduct for the Security .Council: Mr. Bevin 
was very hesitant to seek prior agreement with the United States, for fear 
that Mr. Molotov wOuld accuse him of "ganging up". Although Mr. St. Lau-
rent expressed the Canadian delegation's disapproval, the Australian_ delega-
tion announCed thât they were determined to present independently a 
resolution which they had drafted, though they agreed that they would not 
Press it to a vote if circumstances apPeared unfavourable. 

6. Mr. Reid discussed his draft resolution of November 4th with Mr. 
Johnson of the United States and Mr. Van Kleffens of The Netherlands, and 
incorporated some  of .their suggestions in a revised draft. Mr. Johnson 
expressed his uncertainty as to the wisdom of attempting at present  to  clarify 
t,he meaning of Chapter Six on the pacifiC settlement of disputes. He thought 
ihat mistakes might bring their own remedy. He was not in favour of exact 
definition for a dispute as distinct from a situation; and he considered it 
would be extremely difficult to obtain Soviet acceptance of the definition of 
Procedural matters contained in Mr. Reid's  ; draft.  The wording of the para-
graph dealing with the prelim' inary question, of establishing the.,Security. 
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Council's jurisdiction fo deal with a dispute (point (d) of paragraph 2 above) 
was ambiguous to Mr. Johnson, and the paragraph was re-worded to make 
it clear that this preliminary question ,did not involve an immediate vote by 
the Council, but was rather intended as a guide to the purpose to which the 
Council's discussions should be directed. Mr. Johnson was in favour of the 
provision that abstention by a great power should not mean a veto. 

7. In discussing Mr. Reid's draft, Mr. Van Kleffens suggested that there 
should be two stages in the preliminary examination of a dispute or a situation. 
The first decision should be on whether there is a case brought before the 
Council in good faith; if there is, the matter should be moved from the draft 
Agenda to the Agenda. The second stage should .be the discussion of whether 
there exists a threat to the peace. Mr. Van Kleffens considered that a vote 
should be required to put a matter on the Agenda. He was not satisfied with 
the definition of a dispute contained in Mr. Reid's draft, and presented a 
memorandum which he had prepared containing definitions of a question, 
a dispute and a situation. In his opinion, a dispute should involve a stated 
claim and a denial of that claim, either express or implied. He was also not 
satisfied with the few examples of procedural matters contained in Mr. Reid 's 
draft (point (g) of paragraph 2 above), and -thought that more examples 
should be added. He assured Mr. Reid that the Netherlands delegation was 
ready to join with the Canadian delegation in presenting these proposals to 
the Assembly, but he was told that it had not yet' been decided whether it 
would be desirable to present them before consultation between the great 
powers had taken place. 

8. On November 12th, Australia submitted its resolution advocating a 
restriction of the veto to Chapter Seven of the Charter. 

9. On the same day, the revision of Sir Alexander Cadogan's draft 
memorandum was circulated to the Commonwealth delegations for later 
discussion. The main points covered in this revision were: 

(a) Before the possible exercise of the veto, there should be consultation 
among the great powers. 

(b) If unanimity cannot be reached, it should be agreed that the veto 
should be used only if the question is of vital importance to one of the great 
powers or to the United Nations as a whole. 

(c) The veto should not be used against resolutions which are not con-
sidered extensive enough. 

(d) A question should be presented to the Security Council in the Peer 
 form only after other methods of settlement have been tried. 

(e) A rapporteur should be appointed before the consideration of a ques-
tion by the Council. 

(f) A formula should be adopted defining a dispute. veto. 
(g) A great power should be allowed to abstain without exercisi  ng a v 

10. This version of Sir Alexander Cadogan's memorandum was discutisosends 

the next day at a Commonwealth 'meeting, and it was agreed that sugges 
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for revision should go into a new draft : to . be . prepared for Mr., Bevin . The
.Canadian delegation still objected to making questions of vital importance :toa great power a valid reason for that power exercising the veto (point (b) of
paragraph 9 above) . We also objected to drawing up a formula for a dispute
(point (f) of paragraph 9 above) . We advocated that consultation between
the great powers should take place only after fu ll discussion in the SecurityCouncil .

11 . In the meantime, Mr. Reid had revised his original draft resolution of
November 4th, ° and had drawn up a resolution for possible presentation to
the Assembly in which the Assembly would approve a memorandum on
peaceful settlement by the Security Council, and would request the Security
Council to give practical effect to the recommendations embodied therein .These recommendations were :

(a) Each member of the Security Council carries the obligation to vote not,
on behalf of its own special interests, but on behalf of the United Nations as
a whole .

(b) The veto 'should not be used against measures -which do not go far
enough, and the exercise of the veto should be accompanied by a statement of
the reason for its use .

(c) A great power should be.able to abstain without, exercising a veto .
(d) The presentation of a question to the Security- Council should be

accompanied by a preliminary statement in writing on the steps already taken
towards solution of the situation, - and on the way in which the situation or dis-
pute is a-threat to the peace .

(e) The preliminary question in the consideration of a matter should be
the jurisdiction of the Council to deal with the matter, i .e ., whether . the disputeor situation is, a threat .to the peace.

(f ) If this threat is established, it is the responsibi li ty of the Council to take
prompt and effective action of three possible kinds .

(g) Decisions on whether a matter is a dispute or 'a situation, and decisionson the pre liminary question of jurisdiction should be procedural .12. On November 14th, 15th and 16th, the general debate on the veto inCommi ttee One covered three items : the Australian resolution, and two reso-
lutions by Cuba, one to call a conîerence to eliminate the veto, and the sec-
ond, to call a conference to review the whole Charter. The debate was openedby Mr• H

asluck of Australia, and he voiced his country's concern about the
best way of ensuring that the Security Council work within the presentCh a rter

. He advocated moderation in the exercise of the veto, increased con-
sultation and mutual accommodation among the permanent members of theSecurity -Council

, and the development of recognized procedures under whichthe Council'-would discharge its duties . New 'Zealand; Be1 `u.m and El- Sal--vador
referred in their speeches to the necessity of enab ling great power toabstain without exercising a veto . 'There was ~. implicit : in the s ecAustralia , New.Zealarzd- and Bel 'um an ;a

p hes .by
° -- . l~ , .. : . ppeal for,an , agreed , statement by; the
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=five permanent members `of- the Security Council: = The' ;United States repre-

'sentative affirmed that the unanimity of the great ' powers was essential : He

advocated the inclusion of a complete - list of procedural questions in the

Security Council's rules of procedure. Although he considered favourably a
restriction of the veto to Chapter Seven of the Charter, - he thought that this

step should be considered - first by the permanent members . As was to be

expected, the Soviet representative defended the past use of the veto, par-
ticularly in the questions of Syria-Lebanon and Spain,, and claimed that the

absence of Mr. Gromyko during consideration of the Iranian question did not

constitute a use of the veto .

13 . On the morning of November 16th, Mr. St . Laurent delivered the

Canadian statement on the veto question. This statement opposed the calling

at this time of a conference to amend the Charter ; but voiced the widespread

demand that the veto be employed in , future with restraint and in the interests

of the United Nations as a whole. The statement concluded with an eight-
point summary of specific suggestions for improving the practices and proce-
dures of the Security Council within the present framework of the Charter

.

The draft resolution prepared for possible approval to the Assembly (para-
graph 11 above) was not presented by Mr . St . Laurent at this time on the

grounds that the most useful approach appeared to be consultation and prior
agreement among the permanent members of the Security Council concerning
'restriction of the use of the veto .

14 . On November .15th, prior to Mr: St. Laurent's speech in Committee
One, a revised memorandum was communicated confidentially by Mr. $evln
to the representatives of the other four great powers, "as a suggestion of the

kind of thing that could be 'done to meet the . obvious wishes of the great

majority of delegations" . After conceding the necessity of unanimity am0ng

the great powers, and stressing the obstacle to the achievement of this

unânimity that the past use-of the veto had constituted, the mem.orandum

went on to outline seven suggestions for improvements that might be made

-within the framework of the, present Charter. These suggestions nel~ i
s

(a) The great powers should , hold prior consultation when u

required.
(b) If unanimity is not, reached, the veto should only be exercised Iwâ lo S

great power considers the question of vital importance to the Unite d
as a whole, andd - should state the grounds for this consideration . because i t

(c) The veto should not be exercised against a proposal simp1Y

does not go far enough. agreed upon w~ch
(d) Rules of conduct'for the Secu rity.Council should be agr- other meO

provide that questions are brought before the Council only after er forni,

of settlement have been t ried, and must then be presented in prop CounCil's

(e) Further rules of procedure for the conduct of the Secu rity orco

business might bè adopted, such as the, appointment of
.
a rapporteur

mittee for the consideration of the question . :

(f) A formula for the definition- of a dispute should be devised
.
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(g) Abstention by a permanent member should mit constitute a veto. 
The points contained in this memorandum are ahnost identical tolhe previous 
draft of November 12th (liaragraph 9 above). Improvement has been made 
in point (b), with the submission of questions of vital importance to a great 
power, but the insistence on a formula for the defuaition of a dispute (point 
(f)) still remains. 

15. At a meeting of the Commonwealth delegations on November 18th, 
Mr. Bevin reported that this memorandum of November 15th was  to be the 
basis of discussion of a meeting of the five great powers the same day. Mr. 
Molotov had told Mr. Bevin that he did not want more rules for the Security 
Council, but Mr. Bevin replied that what was required was a code of conduct 
,which would place the Security Council in the position of prestige which it 
should occupy. Mr. Bevin hoped that thé great power discussions would make 
clear whether the U.S.S.R. did, in fact, desire to make  the  Security Council 
work or not. On this depended, to a large extent, the'implementation of any 

 disarmament proposals. Mr. St: Laurent pointed out the danger of point (e) 
of the memorandum slowing up the Security Council's procedure. - 

W.L.M.K./Vol. 412 

Le consul général à New York au secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

Consul General in New York to Secretary of S'tate for External Affairs 
TELEGRAM 304 	 New York, December 2, 1946 
ImmEDIATE. SECRET. ASDEL No. 206. Following for Pearson from Reid, 
Begins: Veto. 

1. My immediately following telegramt contains ,  the text of the draft 
Resolution submitted by the U.S.S.R. delegation at the meeting  ,of the .First 
Committee, Sunday 1st December.' The debate on the veto was resumed 
yesterday. On the suggestion of Kaufmann (Denmark), supported by Poland 
and China, the Committee decided .by a vote of 33 to 8 to appoint a Drafting 
Sub-Committee to consider the six Resolutions now before the Committee 
and to prepare a Resolution which might be acceptable to a majority. We 
voted for the appointment of the Sub-Committee. Manuilsky named the five 
permanent members of the Security Council, Australia, Peru, Argentina, Cuba, 
tlie Philippines (the countries which had proposed the Resolutions) and 
Po land, Denmark, India and Venezuela. This Sub-Committee will meet today. 

Nations Unies Documents officlels 	' 1  See United Nations, Official Records of 
de la seconde partie de la première session the Second Part of the First Session of the 
de 1 'Assemblée générale, première commis' sion, General AsSembly, First Committee," Annex 

p.328.  

519. 

annexe 7g, p. 	 'II 
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2. Hasluck (Aus tralia) . opened . the discussion with a review . of the

Aus tralian Resolution in its present form (the text of this Resolution was

given in my ASDEL No. 198 of the 29th November) .t He said :

"The Canadian delegation has circulated a very useful paper developing

its ideas on this subject . The Australian delegation had it in mind to elaborate
its own suggestions in this field, but in view of the pressure of work on the
Assembly will content itself with stating that the suggestions made by the

representative . of Canada come very close to our own views, and, in our
opinion, are deserving of the closest and most careful consideration of the

Security Council . At this stage, we do not ask-and we understand that no
other delegation asks-the Committee to adopt any detailed recommendation,
but simply propose that the General Assembly should recommend to the

Security Council that it . give attention to this phase of the question and that

in doing. so . it should take into consideration the various statements which

.have been. made in the course of the present debate

. Shawcross opened his. r,emarks by saying :

"The United Kingdom find themselves: in general agreement with the

Canadian proposals and we support them."

Connally remarked to Wil gress after the meeting :

"We liked the Canadian memorandum very much. There were some things

, we could not support ; but, on the whole, it was very good . "

Van Langenhove (Belgium) also remarked after the meeting that they

agreed with our memorandum; and wôuld like to have* spoken in support of

it but that he had specific ' insti uctiôns from his delegation not to prolong the

debate by intervening in it.

3 . Belt (Cuba) ., in support of his Resolution to call a~Conference for re-

vision, referred to the "pessimism" caused by Vyshinsky's insistence, in the

discussion on disarmament, that regulation be subject to the control
Security Council . He also asked that the two paragraphs of his. Resolution
JA/C.1/49/REV.1) be voted on separately.

4 . Shawcross' speech was most conci liatory to the Soviet Union . bHe gave
the text of the seven suggestions contained in Bevin 's letter of N in ~y

to the other permanent members . (the text of this letter was given
of theASDEL No . 133 of the 18th November) .t

5. Vyshinsky took particular exception to the second paragraph
voto in

revised Australian Resolution (referring to the applications
ncil béfore that

the past) as a reflection on the report of the Secun y heated

report was under consideration by the Committee . He also ou ethat most
attack on the Cuban attempt to revise the Charter, pointing oint . He
other delegations, among them Canada, had not in .sisoand lfeeble." 140
characterized the United Kingdom suggestions as piou s

~~said•the U.S :S .R.~~had never had~ any objection .to consultation and ~ Ons ~ade

always given explanations of its votes . He ,reférréd to , all the sugge s~~ .-
to the Committee as attempts to '"restrict unanirriity .



6.The atmosphere of the discussion was conciliatory. . 	 _ 
7.Had the Soviet Resolution been pressed to a vote, we would have vote,d 

for it and it would probably have been adopted almost unanimously. It seems 
likely that paragraph 2 of the A.ustralian Resolution would have been defeat-
ed and the Australian Resolution with this paragraph deleted would have 
been carried.  We  were prepared to vote for the Australian Resolution in its 
entirety. 

8. The Australians still appear to be under instructions to press their 
Resolution to a vote. Hasluck is angered by the decision to appoint a Sub-
Committee, especially since it is loaded against him. He will  probably bring 
back his Resolution =amended as a minority report. 

PARTIE 4/PART 4 

CONSEIL ÉCONOMIQUE ET SOCIAL 

ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL 

520. 	 . 	 DEA/5475-B-40 

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'État 
. aux Affaires  extérieures 

High Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary of State 
for ÉXterna 1 Àffairs 

TELEGRAM 286 	 London, January 31, 1946 

IMMEDIATE. Following from Wrong, Begins: Economic and Social Council. 
1.The Economic and Social Council has now held two meetings, in the 

course of which most of the delegations have made general statements de-
fining their attitude to the Council. 

2.Our statement' stressed the following points: 
(a) The importance Canada attaches to this phase of the work and our 

willingness to contribute constructively to overcoming obstacles to co- 
operation. 

(b) The necessity of avoiding any special prerogatives for the Great 
Powers in the Economic and Social Council. 

(c)The importance of giving thorough consideration to the Commission 
and Committee structure of the Council, and 
on (d) The avoidance of either excessive centralization or decentralization 

the part of specialized agencies. This point was stressed because it seemed 
etIVsoociir_iNations Unies, Conseil économique 	1 See United Nations, Economic and Social  
ann6e 	Procès-verbaux officiels, première Council, Official Records, First Year, First 
29 J• ' Prermère session, deuxième réunion, Session, Second Meeting, January 29, 1946, anvier 1946, pp. 25-30. 	 pp. 25-30. 
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to us that the United Kingdom delegate was putting forw.ard an exCessively 
centralist view , of  the  relationships. 

3. In connection  with point (c) above, the position is that the Assembly 
has adopted the recommendation 'of the Preparatory Commission, which 
-provides that the Economic and Social Council ,  should, at its first session, set 
up fi.ve Commissions, namely, Human Rights, Economic and .Employment, 
Temporary Social, Statistical, and Narcotic Drugs. The Economic and Social 
Council is also at this session to give consideration to the establishment of 
Demographic, Temporary Transport and Communications, and fiscal Com-
missions. We suggested- that the nomination of members of commissions 
might, with advantage, . be held over in order to give time to explore the 
possibilities and decide who are the best qualified people. No decision has 
yet been taken regarding the size of the Commissions. We also questioned the 
wisdom of the preparatory Commission recommendation that a majority of 
the members of the Commission should be Government representatives, while 
agreeing that they probably should be Govermrtent officials nominated by the 
Council in their individual capacities. 

4. The Council will appoint small. Committees to consider its rules of pro-
cedure. and, the organization of the Secretariat, and will resolve itself into a 
Committee of the whole to consider: 

(a) Its own organization, i.e., question of Commissions and Committees. 

(b) Relations with specialized agencies, and possibly 
(c) Relations with non-Government institutions. 
5. The first meeting of the Committee on Organization was held yesterday 

and we again put forward the case for deferring the establishment of the 
main Commissions, while saying that we might immediately establish a S'il
ad hoc expert body on the urgent problems of economic and social recon- . 

- 
7. In these circunistances, we may be called upon to decide who shall be 

named as members of the first five Commissions mentioned in paragraph 3 

 above, and possibly the others. Could you let us know by Monday to which 
of these Commissions, in order  of  preference, you consider it desirable that 
a Canadian should be named, and aLso the name of the Canadian you think 
we should put forward in each case. He can be either a Government official 
or an outside expert. Ends. 

struction. 
'  6. This view received considerable support, particularly, from the United 

States, Russian and Chilean delegations, but it is unlikely to be adopted, as 
Mudaliar seems strongly opposed to giving the appearance of delay, and  we  
are not inclined to press in face of determined opposition from hina. 
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DEA/5475-BQ-40
;Le secrétaire d' tat 'aûx Affaires èxtériéurés au haut commissaire

en GrClnde-Bretagnë

Secretary o f State ~ f or External A ffairs- to High -Commissioner
°in" Great ', Britaifi :

, . .
4• Canadi

an membership on standing Commissions of the Economic and
Social Council~woùld require to be at least on the same 1evel as our member-ship in standing technical Committees of the : League . .It is impossible 'to saywho would be available for- U.N.O . Commissions until we know where theyare to be located

. Moreover, Canadian nominations -would require authoriza-6o11
by Order in Council and you will appreciate that it will not be possible

to put forward specific marnes now, as suggested - in the last paragraphof your telegram 1 PA

~ P g eehng in the Council isthat it would be unwise to give appearance - of delay: Perhaps' an ad hoc
arrangement could be agreed upon tohave organizational meetings of Com-
missions in London and await"transfer of these bodies to temporary site ofU .N .O. headquarters before making final arra .n .gements . I agree thât in addi-
tion an expert ad hoc body might be set up - by Council tu consider - pressing
problems of economic and social reconstruction . Canadian - representation forthese bodies will have to be drawn from whoever is available in Londonfor this Purpose.
I

As regards Canadian interest in the Commissions to be set up wewould certainly desire participation,in Economic "and ' Employment -Com-•mission
. In view of our contribution in the narcotics field under the - League,it wo~d also seem desirable to have representation . on the Narcotic'Drugs'Commission

2 . You indicate, however' that thé" revailin f'

in• as g- that . the~establishment of - main. Comm.issions of Economic":and . Social Council bedeferred u.ntil more is known-regarding location of these Commissions andduration of their sittings .

• mic an ocial Council .
We are in agreement with the attitude - you - have taken kin

TELEGRAM 295 O ttawa, Febru~2 ,- .1.946
IMMEDIATE: Your telegram No . : 286 "of January 31 st . : Following for. Wrong,Begms • Econo d S

n s:- ,. ~
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1 522. . 	 DEA/5475-B-40 

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

• High Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary of State 
for External Affairs  • 

TELEGRAM 312 	 London, February 3, 1946 
IMMEDIATE. ASDEL No. 46. Following from Wrong, Begins: Economic and 
Social Council. 

1. At today's meeting of the Committee on organization of the Economic 
and Social Council Mudaliar referred to the strength of the arguments we 
have made for taking time to consider personnel of Commissions and 
proposed: 

(a) That Commissions should now be established with one-year term 
instead of three-year term, and 

(b) That they should be of a nuclear character confined to a few experts 
nominated in their individual capacity and instructed to advise the Council 
-on organization of their work and on names which should be added or coun-
tries which should be invited to nominate experts in order to ensure proper 
representative character. 

We welcomed this proposal, which was also supported by others, but 
Russian attitude is not yet clear and matter will come up for discussion 
.again on Monday. Meanwhile, suggest you give information requested in 
paragraph 7 of our telegram dated 31st January on Economic and Social 
Council. 

2. The United States initiative re Economic and Social Council sponsoring 
the International Trade and Employment Conference, is likely to come before 
the Council early next week. The proposal is: 

(a) That a Preparatory Commission be constituted to elaborate an 
. annotated draft agenda, the major chapters of which are to be those of the 
United States document. The members of the Commission are to be the 15 
nuclear countries plus two other countries members of the Economic and 

, 

Social Council designated by the Council (the Americans tell us privately 
that they would like to see Chile  ami  Norway designated). A representative 
of the Secretariat is to participate in meetings of the Committee. 

 

(b) The President of the Economic and Social Council is requested W 
confer with members of the Council and the Secretary General in order to 
make recommendations to a subsequent session of the Council egarding 
what States, if any, not members of the United Nations should be invited. 

3. Another substantive question to come before the Economic and Social, 
Council is the Polish resolution on reconstruction of countries devastated 
by the war which has been referred to the Council by the Assembly today to 
be dealt with as an urgent matter. The resolution does not call for all 
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aux Affaires extérieures

High ° Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary of State
f or External- A ff airs

TELEGRAM 317 London, February 3,''1946
IMMEDIATE ., ASDEL No . 51 . Following , from Wrong, Begins : Thanks; for -Your telegram No. 295 . of February ' 2nd. Economic and Social Council . ,

1 . Sorry our failure ' to explain in more . : detail . the -position regardingmembership - on Commissions has resulted in some ' confusion.
2 . The Commissions- are to l be continuing: bodies -composed< of expert s'and will meet - periodica lly like the Leagùé Committees and not sit

permanently .
3 . The Preparatory Commission recommended that the majority of themembers

. should be Governmental representatives but that there should
also be individual nomination of experts by the Council . We have expressed
doubts regarding selection of experts . by Governments preferring that
members should be named as individuals by Council after consultation with
Governments in the case of officials . This point has not yet been decided .4. In any - case

. a Canadian might be chosen in his personal capacity asa member of Commission either under ., the Preparatory. Commission'sr ecemmendation or under Muda liar's suggestion repo rted . in our telegramASDEL No
. 46 of February 3rd. It was with this possibi li ty , in mind that

we requested advice regarding names we might suggest informa lly.
5• We would sti ll consider it helpful if you felt it, possible . to Say whatCanadi an should , be suggested if we are asked, to proose someone to : benominated by

""t y Council in; his personal capacity on Economic and : Employ- :Commission. He could, but need not be a Government official . "

definite action by the Council, but it is- likely thâ.t prôposal will be made to
set up an ad hoc Comnüttée on urgent problems of economic and social
reconstruction .

4 . Chinese are sponsoring a resolution approving an Internation al Con-
ference of the :United Nations to consider appropriate machinery for inter-
national action in the field of health .

5 . Finally, the question of refugees will be referred` to the Economic and
Social Council by the Assembly :,

6 . We assume . thàt .y.ôu . will wish 'us' to . support warmly thhe . United ' States
proposal on Trade Conference and, also ta support the establishment of
effective international machinery for dealing with the problems mentioned in .,paragraphs 3, 4 and ' "5 ' âbove . We would appreciate receiving ' any special
instructions on these matters - as soon .as possible . Ends .

DEA/5475;BQ-40 .
Le haut, commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'État

523.
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6. If this situation arises regarding Narcotics Commission-we shall assume 
that Sharman's name should be put forward unless you advise to contrary. 
Ends. 

DEA/5475-B-40 
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire 

en Grande-Bretagne 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner . 

in Great Britain 

TELEGRAM 315 	 Ottawa, February 4, 1946 
IMMEDIATE. ASDEL  No 21. Following for Wrong, Begins: Your ASDEL . 

 46,.Economic and Social Council. 
1. Regarding the nomination of experts to Commissions, Mackintosh' 

wOuld b-e an obvious suggestion for nomination on a personal basis by -the 
Councll for Economic and Employment Commission and Sharman for the 
Narcotics Commission. I propose to diScuss thé -  matter with them and I 
shall reply separately to your ASDEL 51. 	' 

2. Regarding the United States proposal that Economic and Social 
Council should sponsor International :Trade and Employment Conference, 
I think yoii  should give strongest possible support to United States initiative 

this 'matter. It ,was evident in our recent discussions with  State Depart-
mént éfficials, ,  6f which we informed you, that - one  of the most difficult 
aspects of proposed preliminarY - trade talks was ensuring the acceptance' 
by non-nuclear countries of any  agreements that might be reached by .the 
fifteen participating, nations. If the Economic and Social 'Council approves 
the preliminary arrangements by the . United States and,designates the fifteen 
nuclear co-untries as constituting the Preparatory Commission as proposed 
by the United States delegation, it would remove possible objection to the •  
preliminary Conference on the grounds of its, exclusive character. Nee 
we would prefer the preliminary groùp to :reniain at fifteen because 'of 
practical negotiating difficulties, nevertheless if the inclusion of a few other 
States would result in sponSorship being accepted bY, the Economic an , 
Social Council it would be 'Worthwhile, extending the number of participating 
Countries. If it appears likely that the additions vvill exceed the tsvP 
mentioned in your telegram it might bé worth considering an arrangement 
whereby the.countries added to the group' would participate in the non-tariff 
discussions only  It appears to us that the limitation 6f the'group to fifteen 

when tariff concessions are bang negotiated is Justifiable on practical grounds 
but there is much to be said on broader representation' when non -tariff 

 matters are being considered. 
1w. A: Mackintosh, le directeur général, le 	'W. A. Mackintosh, Director Genter  

service des recherches économiques, le mi- Economics ,Research Branch, Departrnen 0, 
nis-tère de la Reconstruction et des Appro- Reconstruction' and Supply. 
visiomiements. 

524. 
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: 3 . We agree that : you should give support to the . establishment of effective,
international machinery for dealing with, the - matters , referred to in para-
graphs 3, 4 and 5 of your telegram. Ends.

525. DEA /5475 W 40`

Mémoraridum du -chef,, 1a deuxième direction politiqu e
V
Memorândum by. Head, ` Second ' Political Divisio n. . :

CONFIDENTIAL [O ttawa,] May 23, - 1946 .

COMMISSION ON HUMAN, RIGHTS

1 . One of the ~ important questions .which will . come,'before the . Economiç;
and Social Council at its . _ meeting in New :York will ., be - the report , ofl: the ,
Commission on Human Rights . Since the Soviet member of the Commission ~

p g people to a declàrraticn of rights is,

3• The usual criticism of a - declaration of the rights ? of than is that it is

1 was possible, to . ensure that they wôùld' be irimplemented . ° Tlieb~ of rights becomes a. goàl ,:which is . eventually achieved: When . a govern-ment dePârts from the"I anti P
rinçiples of the bill, its opponents 'can appeal to them .,,pathy. of some En ish s eakin ~ `

.of ttle value 'without provision for implementation. This argument runscounteT to Britishdevelop traditions 'and useful in the
even before ment of liberties in England to secure agreement on bills of rights

emonstrate that they mtend .. to use, me,organsof the :United Nations ~âs mstrüménts of Soviet propagandà in a warfor men's .
mmds. Already they , hhave met with success in : their efforts to `

pose as defendérs of the rights of smàll natiôns and of `coloüred and colonial
P~pies . The ancesI'l of the Soviet states winning the battle for, men'sare greater if : the° Western world remains , on the defensive: It' -is'
théréfore , desirable''`that the 'Western world 'should gô over *to the offensive`
and should att~ck .the Soviet 'states at - their , wweakest point, their'refusal"' ` to 'concede to their citizeris the~ ordina freedoms of speech, of the °`' 'Press , 'a nd ôf worship arid - their inabihty , to give théir citizen freedom from , want`
and froiri fear The' Western states should ,therefôre``ma .ke :ân immédiate
drive to fonnulaté a declaration ' ~ of the - ri ts of mari: The Soviet " state s~. ~,
would find ~ it embârrassing to oppose such a declaration and, ,if theÿ do'
oppose it, the strength of their propaganda would~ bë'wëakenèd. - Correspond- `1nglY, ~e strength of the propaganda of the Western states would beincrease d

2• The Soviet statës have d

wy- give -rnse to . :controversy , at" the 'E: and' S. and that ' the: Canadiàn '
rèprèséntativé =will ' have to takea a posirion :Z . I I I ., . . . J

. -
.

. -F .•

has taken ;exception~ . to certain of ='the conclusions,- I
agreed to unanimously

by the other members~ and has : abstained~from . voting ôn thé~ provisions forregional conférènces àm nd implèrnentation it 4s, `Probable- that the J report~



ïsà 
. 	. 	. 

I think, a relic cif a nineteenth - century Ausinian" doctrine of .  law whiCh Was 
a temporary aberration in English politicà1 thought.' 

4. The Commission on Human-  RightS' has recognized' that it would be' 
desirable if some sort of machinery were set up to implement a declaration 
of the rights of man. It is possible that proposals for the setting up of an 
organ - of the United Nations to watch over the general observance of human. 
rights may conflict with the domestic jurisdiction clause of the Charter. How- . 

 ever, it seems to me that  the 	states Would be wise' to let the Soviet 
Union bear the onus of raising this point and not get the Soviet Union out of 
an embarrassing positiéti  bÿ  raising it themselves. Moreover, the domestic 
jurisdiction clause of the Charter  is so broad that it could be used, if iiven an, 
extensive interpretation, as a means ,by which many of the most useful activi-
ties of the United Nations could be paralyzed. It is therefore in our interest 
that the meaning  of the domestic jurisdiction clause be narrowed down by 
custom and the developMent of "a sort of case law. Our general line should , 

 be to discourage appeals to the domestic jurisdiction clause.2  
5. At present We unfortunately have té think  in terms  of  political, eco-

nomic, and psychological warfare against the Soviet Union. One source of the 
strength of the Soviet Union in that warfare is that it has allies- within our 
gates—people;  who still -think that Moscow s is .the Mecca of the disenchanted. 
and disinherited of the whole world. We must try to persuade these  people 
that they are misguided. One way to do this Would be to demonstrate that 
the states of the Western yvérld are willing to implement a declaration  of the
rights of man which will give both political and economic .  freedom while  the 

 Soviet Union is unable or unwilling to impleMent such a declaration. 
6. There is one constitutiOnal poirtt which Mr. Malania mentions in his 

mémorandum which is not, I think, of great impértanCe. He states that 
Article 62 of the Charter does not specifically mention the Security Council .  
as an organ to which the recommendations of the Economic and Social Conn-. 
cil May be addressed.' However, under Article 65, the E. and S. C. "maY 
furnish information" to the Security Council. It is therefore constitutionallY 
proper for the Economic and Social Council to include in the information 
which it furnishes to the Security Council information about à violation of 
human rights which, in the opinion of the Economic and Social Council, 
constitutes a threat to peace. 8  

E. R[Em1 
1  Note marginale: 	 1  Marginal note: 

There's a good deal of difference between a national law and an international 
declaration in potential effectiveness. 

2  Note marginale: 	 2  Marginal note: 	• 
I doubt if a new organ would command authority. How could it "implement" 

freedom of the press in USSR—or in Argentina? By proposing sanctions? The 
E[conomic] and S[ocial] gouncil] and the Assembly seem to me the proper organs. 

3  La note suivante était écrite sur ce 	The following note was written on the  

mémorandum: 	 memorandtun: 
I agree with the general line of argument in this memo., but I am not inclined 

to support a Canadian [line] in the E[conomic] and S[ocial] C[ouncil] against the  
U.S.S.R. in current circurastances. 

H. WfRoNol 
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DEA/5475-AB-40. . . . r
Mémorandum de la deuxième direction politique "

Memorandum by Second Pc

[Ottawa,] June 28; 19..4.6
R E : SUB-COMMISSION ' ON DEVASTATED AREAS

On June, 21 st :the, Economic and 'Social Council 'adopted the recomniënda-tion of the "nûclear" Economic -and, Employment Commission toi set ;sub-comini8sion on the up
reconstrüctlon - of areas devSstàted by wâr., Thisisreeommendation .was based:, up on thë resôlu'tion proposed by . Polànd . àndadoptéd by the _ General Âssemblya tat ..the. : first ; part . .of '. the .first session inLondon, which reco , ` N ~gtïized "the problem of fu ll reconstruction of the coûntri sebelonging

.to members of the United Nations which sufferèd substantiâl war
damage as a~grave and urgent matter wluch should be given very high priorit yong po$~,ar problems ." The Assembly résolution requested the ' Economicand `SociâlCouncil to place this subject on the agenda of the 'first meetingas an urLyént n,a++p,. »

and countnes which lace great and urgent - tâsks in this field ;
( 1) to advise on the . nature and scope of the economic réconstrùctiônprobleins of thos

The attached ' draft resôlutiôn]- defines the terms of reference of the sub-commission , Th

TERMS OF REFERENCE

(2) to advise on the progress of reconstruction and the`measures of inter-
national co-operation by -which reconstruction might be facilitated .The Sub-Commission is - authorized to make ' enquiries in these countries"with the consent of the governments concerned" . Its 'prelimina ré ort isto be presented " to the'third ' session of the Economic and :Social Council notlater than September 2nd, 1946 .
MEIITBERSHIP OF THE

COMMISSION
The draftin

name g committee of the Council chose the following countries ;-, torepresentatives to serve on the Commission : Austra lia, Belgium, Can-ada, Chilla , :Czechoslovakia; - Ethiopia, France,, Greece, India °NNew~Zealand Norway, pe~~ .Philippines, Polànd
; e~erlands,

and e United - States, the. U.S.S.R., and~~ YugoslaviUa
.~a~e, United Kingdom,

Ramaswa
~however Mudaliar mominated Canada for chairmanship, bThe 1epre ut this,,

was declined by the' Canadian delegate on the drafting committee .sentative of France, however, ladlChina
Was chosen for vice-chairmanshi g y accepted this honour, and

The sub-co mmi
ssion is to be divided into two wor 'Epe- and Africa, the . other ~ng groups, one • for

for the .. Far East. Presumably the Far EasternMQn a;

1 By :L. Malan.iâ. .
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Working -group is-to be under the chairmanship of China. Canada was named 
a member of both working groups. 

PROPOSED ACTIVITIES 
No clear plan of Work was developed. Et  was generally understood that the 

•sub-commission is to: meet as a body within the next three or four weeks, 
either in New York ,or inEurope  (the .exact place was not named, but it 
might well be London where the United Nations has a branch office), and 

-after the initial meetings break up into the two working groups. The European 
group will  visit western and eastern EuroPe .  and Ethiopia. The Far Eastern 
group is to visit the Far East The latter viSit 'may, however, be postponed 
until after the General 'Assembly. It waS understood that towards the end of 
the Council meeting the Chinese dekgate had decided not to insist on a 
visit to the Far East being giyen high priority. , 	, 

In informal discussions -  among delegates' and *members of the Secretariat, 
two broad courses of 'action  were  envisaged: 

•(a) the sub-commission would not lravel but spend two or three weeks 
discussing its programme of work and would prepare a, preliminary report 
based upon available statistics. (The Secretariat have already assembled a 
considerable amount of data for this report) 
- (b) the sub-commission would take a flying visit throug,h Europe, onlY, 
and would produce a report consisting of an outline of its programme of work, 
,statements submitted by governments, and a summary of official statistical 
.data, together with some  "observations"  by in.dividual members of the sub,- 
commission. " 
CANADIAN MEMBERSHIP  

It would àpPear to bd desirable to nominate to the sub-commission two 

economists with Some 'experience in field research.' One of these should`have 
some knowledge of European and the other of Far Eastern conditions: At 
this stage only the selection of the European expert ,is a matter of urgency. 
We should be receiving an official request from the Secretary-General for oar 
nominee within a short period of time. 

CH/Vol. 2103 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire 
par intérim en Grande-Bretagne 

. Secretary of State for External Affairs to Acting High Commissioner 

in Great Britain 46 
DESPATCH 1205 	• 	 Ottawa, July 1 5 , 

19 
7,-  

CONFIDENTIAL 	 " 

' 527.. 

Sir , 	 • 
— 4.1, sec—fld 

I enclose a copy of an inform' al report on the proceeoungs  
session of the Economic and Social Council of the United Nations, Yee' — 
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hel& in Néw ' Ÿorkr ,from -May', 25th 'to June ~21 st. ' This °=report wa"s prépârédby -Mr. Malania, who was arrieïnber of. tfie Canadian ` Delegation` to theCouncil

I'hàve; etc.

[PIÉCE JOINTE/ENCLÔSURÉ] *
Rapport de ladélégatzon à la deuxième session du Conseil"économique4 _, , :M ,

_ GL JvL AUb'ufSS LVCIIIn"HO / /Hvl~ n
~ ~ . _ . . . . . .. .-. ~~ ~ .~ ~ ~, .. +, ., . ~Report bÿ the Delegation to the Second Session' of the Ecônôritic andSocial Coûncil of . the Unitéd 1Vâti6ns

CONFIDENT
j

IAL full.e 29, 1946

was a bit - "padded" If is trtie that dûring"this period the Council had been

With
the teniporàry headquarters and the poorly . . organized Secretariat-the

At the conclusion oU its second session; Sir Ramaswamk Mudâliar, thePresident, sumined ûp `optimisticallÿ the àchiévements --6f thè Coùncil ~ dùrïngthe past six months
. A number of delegates felt privately° that`the summary

going through a difficult organizational period. There was a tendencyon` 'thePart of many delegâtions - to'- qûibble' ."rather dogmatically.- -over' words - andformulas, which -in practice :would probably - make ? li ttle , difference. : This ten--dency, was inevitable, however; ' since the Council was trying to define on'paper'tthehe composition' and functions of its ., commissions, and the relationship betweenUnited ~ ns and the , s pecialized agencies, withoutbased any '.clear pictureon ex énencèP as to thé practical çonsiderations which would be~involvedin solving these problems . The -effort*to provide on papér'for à11 possible' `con-tingencies led one of the Canadian delegates lo'remark privately that one ofthe most depressing, characteristics of the Council was its apparent convictionthat its cossions would be composed of morons`who hâd to have eve -thing spelled out for them. ` ry
Another di fficulty of the 'Council which was largely res onsisnail-liké p ble for the

pace of its meetings was the very real set of difficulties connected
d is

tance of Hunter College from the downtown hotel'area, thé : iiiadeuatearrangements for transpo rtâtion, the ` shortage of experienced - inter reters theCO IRfusion in the production and dist ribution of documents, the lack of à. suffi-
cient number of committee rooms and the inàdequate distribution of workwithin the Secretariat

. These material difficulties of the initial , or anization 1Phase of
the United Nations were complicated by Sir RamaswamgMudaliar'

determination to maintain a finn control over the work of the Co spresided at all~m uncil. 'He
$ad meetings 'ofof the Council ànd 'of every one of its committées .there been con110 d°ubt 'h current meetings of the I committees; ' the ` Council coulds

;ve~ accomplished "uiore in less time. Sir~ Ramaswami appéared to
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feel a .personal responsibility  fort  the performance of the Council  and he 
yielded his place only on the very few occasions when his absence from the 
Council was unavoidable. This criticism is not intended to imply, however, that 
Sir Ramaswami displayed any shortcomings as a chairman. He was at all 
times most competent and effective. 

PERSONALITIES ON THE COÙNCIL 

The diffiCulties of the Council were complicated by the disappointing cali-
bre of its members. The United Kingdom, the United States, U.S.S.R., Canada, 
and Belgium can be fairly said to 'have had  the  best representation. The 
United Kingdom was represented during the first three . weeks by Mr. Noel-
Baker, who' was -  as usual clear-headed and éloquent, though inclined to be 
dogmatic especially on organizatickal probleins. He  was succeeded by Mr. 
Hector McNeil,-who showed himself a true disciple of.Mr. Bevin;, The teed 
Kingdom.-  alternates. and ,ad.visers were  of first rate Calibre. The United States 
delegation was headed by Mr.  John Winant who had a large staff of competent 
'alternates and advisers. It was obvious that the Canadian delegates had 'con

-‘siderable personial authority.in  the Council and its committees and that they 
enjoyed the respect of:all sides on controversial issues. The Belgian delegate, 
M. Dehousse, spoke rarely and generally to the point. He appeared to be an 
able constitutional lawyer who tempered his knowledge .and experience with 

. common sense. 
The French delegation repeated their poor showing in London. Mr. Bons-

. quet became a positive menace especially towards the end of the sessions 
- when his garrulousness and energy _in pressing "compromises" which were 
:unacceptable helped. to delay the proceedings. He was aided and abetted by 
the Greek delegate, M. Argyropoulos. The Latin Aniericans were represented 
by career diplomats who were not too familiar with the questions under dis-

. cussion and who generally voted as a bloc, the only exception being Colom- 
wh.ose •representative abstained on a number of important votes. The 

Eastern-European bloc was also pretty well united, with \iiigoslavia fre-
. quently taking -  the lead  in  pressing its case and Czechoslovakia acting as 
moderator between it and the western countries. The Chinese delegates 
, appeared to be at sea most of the time. They displayed the familiar tendency 
-to produce."compromise" formulas based upon a rearrangement of commas 
,or the substitution of inappropriate synonyms for the contentious words. 
, The Soviet delegates, Mr. Feonov and Mr. Morozov showed great ability 
,and the usual-rigidity in carrying out their instructions. 

, THE WORK . OF THE COUNCIL 
aed The Council approved draft  agreements for bringing three speciliZ e 

 agencies--F.A.0., LL.0,, and U.N.E.S.C.0.—into relationship with 
United Nations. These agreements are subject to ratification by the Gen a  
Assembly of the United Nations and the General Conferences of the Agencies ' 

negotia- 
- At the request of the International Bank and of the ,Monetary Fund.  , 
tion of arrangements with these two agencies was deferred until the two 
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organizations have° completed their organi7ation and have  begun to operate. 
In the meantime letters outlining a simple scheme of mutual'co-operation are 
to be exchanged- by the President of the Council and the Chief Executive 
officers of the two organizations. 

The Council considered the Report of the Preparatory Committee of the 
International Health Conference and draft observations for transmission to 
the Conference, which the Council convened to meet in New York on 
June 19th. 

The Council also discussed the report of the Committee on Consultation 
with Non-Governmental Organizations. The report was adopted after con-
siderable revision, and a committee of the 'Council was set up to screen 
applications for consultative status from various national and international 
organizations. The committee consists of the President of the Council and 
the delegates of the United States, United Kingdom, U.S.S.R., France and 
China. 

The reports of the "nuclear" commissions of the Council—the Economic 
and Employment Commission, the Temporary Transport and Communications 
Commission, the Statistical Commission, the Commission on Human Rights, 
the Sub-Commission on the Status of Women, and the Temporary Social 
Commission—were considered by the full Council and by two drafting com-
mittees of the Council, one dealing with the economic commissions, the other 
with the social commissions. The full commissions were not, however, con-
stituted. This has been deferred to the third session. 

The Council took the important decision that all members of its commis-
sions shall be representatives of governments and not independent experts 
appointed by the Council itself. 

The Council set up a sub-commission on areas devastated by the war. The 
sub-commission consists. of Australia, Belgium, Canada, China, Czechoslo-
vakia, Ethiopia, France, Greece, India, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, 
Philippines, Peru, Poland, Ukraine, United Kingdom, United States, U.S.S.R., 
and Yugoslavia. The representative of France will be chairman and that of 
China vice-chairman. The task of this sub-commission is to produce a report 
on the problems .and progress of reconstruction in war devaStated areas of 
Europe, Africa and Asia before September ard. 

Finally, the Co-uncil spent several heated meetings in discussing the report 
of the special Committee on Refugees and Displaced Persons. This question 
is dealt with in a separate memorandum.t 

" Se  items of the agenda had to be postponed owing to lack of time. These 
are the ternis of reference and composition of the Fiscal Commission, the D en:Iv-graphic Commission, and the Cb-ordination Commission; the assump-' 
Ilion by the United Nations of the  fun ctions and powers connected with public 
oans 

the 
 with the assistance of the League of Nations; revision of Rules itthand 5 of the Rules of Procedure relating to the calling of special sessions of 

s  e Council by the specialized agencies; arrangements for conferring with the 
ecurity Council and  the Trusteeship Cc;uncil; -  the Belgian proposal to estali- 
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lish -special relations -with the League of - Red Cross Societies ; and the United'~

States .. proposal to grant the International , Chamber~,of Commerce the same ,
consultative :status as has been acçorded. tothe W:F.T.U. and the A.F. of L .

THE REPORT OF THE PREPARATORY COMMISSION, ON THE

HEALTHCONFERENCE

The Preparatory Commission was set up by the Council during its first :

session in London . Dr. G. B. Chisholm was the Canadian representative on

the. Committee and served as its rapporteur. The committee met in Paris . in

March and April, 1946, and prepared a draft constitution for the proposed
World Health Organization and a-draft annotated agenda for the International'
Health Conference .

This was the first instance of the Economic and Social Council cal li ng an

international conference for the purpose of setting up a specialized agency and .

for this reason the procedure followed in this case is of special interest .

In accordance with the terms of the Council's resolution appointing th
Preparatory Committee, the report of the latter body _was submitted to th

e

Council for any observations which it might wish to transmit to the Health

Conference. Apart from comparatively minor drafting changes in the draft
constitution of the W.H.O., the two principal issues which arose in the
Council were (1) the question whether the new Health Organization should
supplant the existing regional Health organizations such as the Pan-Amencan
Sanitary Bureau, the Arab Sanitary Bureau, and the Office Internaüonal

d'Hygiène Publique, and establish regional offices under its own direct con-

trol,' or whether the W.H.O. would use the existing regional health organiza-
tions as its own regional offices, leaving to the latter a considerable degree of

autonomy; and (2) the question whether the World Health Organization
should be set up by the "old method" of a separate - intergovernmental con-

vention which would be signed by plenipotentiaries and- ratified by national
legislatures, or whether it should be set up by the "new" stream lined meth od

of a simple resolution of the General Assembly which` would be •considered
binding upon all Members of the United ,Nations. onal

The United States delegation favoured autonomy for the existing reg
i

organizations in order to preserve the quasi-political functions of the naer

Ameriçan Sanitary Bureau, and the "old method" , of ratification, which u

United States constitutional practice is considered essential to enable Con-

gress to vote its contribution to the Health Organization .

-A debate revolving mainly around these two -issues took place in
the

Council but no vote was tak n . At its conclusion the matter was refe â k
to .

a drafting committee - of the :~Çouncil . -which was çharged with ; the

preparing a summary of the points made during the- debate for transmiss oon-

to the Health Conference. After three meetings the - drafting committee p

duced a resolution which endorsed the recommendations of the PrepHe~~

Committee's report on suçh questions as~ the invitation to attend the
Conference as observers to be~ extended .to sixteen -neutxal ; and for~ner enemy
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states, to the Allied Control Commissions in'Germany; Japan and Korea, and -
to ten world7wide and regional organizations, the activities*of which have some 

 bearing on health, (The proposal to invite P.I.C.A.O. to send representatives 
was carried over the vigorous opposition of the Soviet delegate), and the 
setting up of an Interim Health Commission pending the establishment of . 

the World Health Organization, the Secretariat of the Commission to be 
provided by the United ,  Natiôns. 

The tvvo contentious questions were left  open for decision by the Health 
Conference itself. Mr. Noel-Baker argued vigorously that the Council should, 
make a definite recommendation on these two points. The Canadian delega-
tion supported his proposal that the W.H.O. should be a centralized body , . 
but not his position on the procedure of setting it up. A number of  observa-
tionsmade by delegates were appended to the res'olution for transmission to 
the Conference. - 

On the whole, the procedure followed by the Council in preparing for and 
convening the Health Conference appears to have been successful. The amount 
of time (five full meetings) consumed in Council and in the drafting com-
mittee by the discussions of the Preparatory Committee's report could have 
been reduced to one or two meetings at most, if it had been clearly understood 
at the very outset that the streamlined procedure advocated by Mr. Noel-
Baker could not be accepted by a significant number of states. A valuable 
lesson has probably been taught by the attempt. Pending the possible adop-
tion by these states of enabling legislation under, which resolutions of the 
General Assembly would become automatically binding upon a ll  Members 
of the United Nations it would seem that the most effective method for 
establishing a specialized agency is to have the Economic and Social Council 
set up a preparatory committee and to convene a special conference for the 
Purpose, avoiding as much as possible any detailed discussion by the Council, 
of the preparatory committee's recommendations. A single resolution trans-
mitting the report io the conference should be sufficient. Observations which 
members of the Council might wish to make on the report could best be 
made in the conference. It would seem worth while to recommend that this 
procedure should be followed in establishing the proposed International 
Trade Organization. - 

The procedure in the case of the refugee organization inight be mentioned 
as a contrast. A full dress debate on this question vvas held in the General 
Assembly in February and a brief debate during the first sesion of the Eco-
nomic and Social Council. The various issues were fully debated in the Special. 
Committee on Refugees which met in London in April and May, 1946; The 
repoit of that con-nnittee was then debated again -  by the Council in June, 
when many of the contentious 'issués settled in London were reopened and 
the delicate compromises reached there were upset. These questions will 
almost certainly *be debated again by the General Assembly in September, yin  hich may find it necessary to refer the question of establishing an Inter-
ational Reftigee` Organization *to a-separate  international  conference: These 
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long and profitless debates' might have been avoided if the Council had' 
decided to content itself with setting up a preparatory committee and con-
vening a special conference. 

AGREEMENTS WITH THE SPECIALIZED AGENCIES 

The negotiations with the I.L.O., U.N.E.S.C.O., and F.A.O. consumed 
from two to three meetings of the Negotiating 'Committee for each organiza-
tion. One or two meetings were held by the Negotiating Committee privately 
to consider the draft agreements prepared by the Secretariat in consultation 
with the representatives of the agencies concerned. The Negotiating Com-
mittee consisted of the President, and representatives of Belgium, Canada, 
Chile, China, Colombia, Czechoslovakia, France, Norway, the United King 
dom, the United States, and the U.S.S.R.. Each of the agencies was represent-
ed by a small committee, headed by Mr. Myrddin Evans for the I.L.O., Mr. 
Julian Huxley for U.N.E.S.C.O., and Mr. André Mayer for the F.A.O. The 
actual negotiations were carried on by the President of the Council and each 
of these officials, in the presence of the two  negotiating committees. In the 
negotiations with U.N.E.S.C.O. the spokesman for that organization was 
M. Roger Seydoux. 

The agreements, which are rather more formal than would appear necessary 
in the case of organizations the membership of which is largely co-terminous, 
provide for exchanges of information and docilments, the reciprocal right to 
submit items for inclusion in the agenda, reciprocal representation of the 
United Nations and of the agencies at meetings of the two bodies, pledges 
to consult one another in recruitment of personnel, the establislunent of 
nniform conditions of employment and exchanges of personnel, and under-
takings to co-operate in the exchange of statistical information and the eventu-
al establishment of common administrative services. 

The agencies undertake to assist the organs of the United Nations when 
requested to do so and pledge themselves to carry out so  fax as  possible the 
recommendations of the United Nations. 

On the whole the agreements leave full autonomy to the specialized agen-
cies. In each case the agencies undertake to prepare their budgets in consul-
tation with the appropriate officials of the United Nations. The final budgets 
of the agencies are to be submitted to the General Assembly of the United 
Nations, which may make recornmendations with regard to any item of the 
budget. Representatives of the agencies are accorded the right of participation 
without vote in the deliberations of the General Assembly or of any of it.s 
committees when their budgets are being discussed. A common budget is 

envisaged as an eventual possibility, to be defined by a special agreement. 
" The right to examitie the budgets of the agencies and to make recommen.d a  

tions regarding -any items in them gives to the General Assembly of the Unitied_ 
Nations very considerable powers to control undesirable expenditures b

iaifl 
 

agencies and to effect the necesSary co-ordination in their activities. 

NATIONS UNIES 
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safe ard: of the a encies against '~ g arbitrary chçtation by the, General Assemblyis the fact that .the majority , of the Members of the General Assembly are alsomembers of the agencies.

A committee to recommend methods of consultation between three non-governmental organizations-the W.F.T.U., the A.F. of L., and the Inter-
national Co-operative Alliance-was set up at the first session of the Council
in London. It consisted : of the President of the Council and the representativesof China, Cuba, France, : Greece,'Lebanon, Peru, Ukraine, United Kingdom,
United States, U.S .S .R. and - Yugoslavia . The first report of the committee(E/43) . recommends the setting up of a committee of the Council to act as
the ~ channel for consultation with non-governmental organizations . It alsoproposed the classification of non-governmental organizations into three broadgroups. The first group would include the . W.F.T.U.,. the A.F. of L. and theInternational Co-operative Al liance. Because of the special importance ofthese
organizations broader powers of consultation were recommended for them .The second category included organizations with international interests but in
more narrow fields, and the third category included organizations concernedPrimarily with information. The rights of consultation become narrower from
the first to the third category .
- The main provisions of the first report . were to allow the, :representatives of
the organizations to sit as observers at meetings of the, Council, to submit
written communications to the Secretariat which would be distributed to . the
members of the Council only on request of a member, and on particular mat-
ters to consult with the committee of the Council appointed for this purpose,
if the Council so desired, or the organizations specifically re uested such^consultation. q

CONSULTATION WITH- NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATION S

These recommendations drew a sharp rebuke from Mr ., Hillman of the
W'F'T•U• Mr . Hillman objected in particular to the denial of direct access bthe W,g,T,U,, to the Council and its commissions . Y

The objections of the W.F.T.U.: were supported by the French delegate who
declared that the recommendations of the first report, which, . incidentally , a
French representative helped to draft, "amazed and surprised" hi .m, andbythe

representatives of Belgium and the Eastern-European group . .After a heateddebate the first report was sent back to the committee for revision in the lightof comments made during the debate , and. - the criticism contained in Mr .Hülman's letter. ,
The revised report ' (E/43/Rev. 1) recommënds that "most close consulta-tive'connection"

should be established between the Council and the W.F.T.U.A standing
committee composed of- the President ,of the -Counciland the rep-resentatives o China France, : the United Kingdom, ,the United States and theU- S.S .R, . ~

, assisted'by the :Assistant Secretaries-General for Social and Eco-' nozuic A ffairs, will-review applications for , consultative status . (It was learnedinfornially that over ;200 such applications .,have,alread been receive d. Y . by the
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Secretariat.) The classification of organfzations into three categories is main-
tallied but written communications from organizations  in the preferred cat& 
gory are to be circulated among members of the Council without requiring 
any previous request from any of its members, and the representatives of such 
organizations are given the right, subject to the President's consent, of address-
ing the Council and any of its organs. Much greater latitude is provided for 
consultation with the commissions  of  the Council, and the Secretariat is 
specifically instructed to facilitate such consultations in every way. 

The revised report was adopted unanimously by the Council. A last minute 
attempt was made by the United States delegation to have the International 
Chamber of Commerce placed in the preferred category for consultation. 
Owing to the lateness of the hour, the United States proposal was deferred to 
the third session of the Council. In spite of the substantial victory won by the 
W.F.T.U. the Soviet representative attempted to extend still further the privi-
leges accorded to that organization, but the proposal to give the W.F.T.U. 
virtually,  the same right of participation without vote as was accorded to the 
specialized agencies was defeated by a majority of 12 to 5. The Soviet 
delegate, however, signified his intention of reopening the question at a 
later date. 

COMMISSIONS OF THE COUNCIL 

iS not proposed to give in this memorandum a detailed account of the 
reports submitted by the "nuclear" commissions regarding the functions and 
composition of the commissions. Three of these reports appeared to be 
far too ambitious in scope--thOse of the Human Rights Commission, 
the Sub-Commission on the - Statns of Women, and the Temporary Social 
Commission. 

The most startling  proposai  was that of the Human Rights Commission 
which recommended that this body should act as a temporary "agency of rai-
*plementation" to rebuke governments which failed to live up to the obligations 
of the Charter. It proposed to . set up local centres within the territories of 
Members of the United Nations, which would provide the Commission W1  
information regarding violations by gusiernments of their obligations on human 
- rights. The concéption of a kind of international league of civil liberties' 
associations 'was dear to the heart of Mr. Laugier, the Assistant Secretary-
General for Social Affairs, and to Mrs. Roosevelt who had played a prominent 

part hi the work of that »Comniission. The Social Commission in defining the 

scope of its activities had included almost every subject within the coneeten ce, 
of the Economic and Social Council itself and of many of the existing sPeci" 

.alized agencies. - 	- 	- 	. 
" The reports of the EcOnomié and Employment Commission, the Statistical 

'Commission, and the Transportation and Communications Conunission, cov-
ered more soberly the propOsed 'activities Of the full éomniissions within th,es,, 
fields. The development 6f the actual work Of these comniissions when 

'ha.c.re been  set up will, no doubt, reveal mUch overlapping and the problem °L 
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co-ordinating their . _activities with those of specialized agencies is likely to be
the major organizational,preoccupation of the Economic and, Social Council
for several years to come .

The somewhat ambitious schemes of work outlined in the reports of a ll the`-`nuclear" commissions wi
ll; no doubt, be greatly modified by the decision of

the Economic and Social Council on the nature of the composition of the full
Commissions . One of the major issues debated in all the "nuclear" commis-sions was whether the membership of the full Commissions should consist ofindependent expe rts appointed by the Council from a panel of names sub-mitted by Members of the United Nations, or whether it should consist of
persons named by governments of states elected to the Commissions by theCouncil. The United States representatives advocated the former alternative~
the Soviet delegates insisted on the Commissions being composed of Govern -ment representatives. The United Kingdom. representatives - advocated "mixed".
commissions consisting of about ten experts appointed by the Council and fiverepresentatives named by governments .

By vote taken in a committee,of the whole Council it was decide
d

5 that members of commissions should be representatives of states elected tothe commissions for a period of three years. The United Kin do m
States, Canadian, Belgian and Lebanese representatives voted against thismre~tposal . It was further decided by 9 votes against 7 that the tenure of . office, oncommissions should be on a rotating basis . At the first election one third of
the member states would be chosen for two years, one third for three years ,one third for four, years . Thereafter, terms of office would be three years

.
The decision . as to the length of . tenure would be made bdr 'retirin Y awmg lots. Allg countries would be eligible . for immediate re-election. The Canadiansuggestion that corresponding members - of the commission should be

m'
pendent experts was - accepted with the amendment~moved by the Czecho lde-delegate th

at such experts would be appointed only with the approval of th akgovernments
. It was further agreed, on division ; that governments would haveem

the right to replace their representatives,on the commissions, . but it waserally agreed , that governments should be asked to keep as much As s gen-lblethe same .;persons ;as their representatives on the various
po

This decision on the nature of thé 'compôstiôn of commissionsncom letel ~~
reversed the decision of the Council taken previously in London, that : theCommissions should be primarily bodies of experts . It alters considerably
nature of the activities proposed by the "nuclear" Commission on Huma

nNhts and the Sub-Co mm ission on the Status of . Women; and it will
have a serious effect on the nature of the work of . the economic

ll probablyin pa rticular the Economicd and Em lo commissions
~ision is to P Yment Commission. One ,result of ; theplace much, greater, emphasis . on the impo rtance - of adequateexpertise

in the Secretariat .- 'The .drastic cever, b haracter of - this . decision ,,was- mitigated to some - extent,y
the , how-

General s provision suggested by - the Soviet group that the - Secretary-
hould be authorized to consult with governments of states elected to
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the commissions ~ r`ëgarding the -- • qualifications of their representatives : The
I2ûssians submitted this provision with specific reference to the Transportation
and Communications Commission where need for a balanced group of expe rt s

on various aspects of these fields is most obvious . The identical sentence, how-

ever, was inserted in the final document (E/84) under each of the Commis-

sions. It passed -without debate when the resolution was adopted unanimously

by the Council .
In explanation of their vote in support of the Russian position, one of the

Latin. American delegates stated that the Latin American countries had voted
for it in order to ensure that their experts, who are little known outside of their
own countries, would have the opportunity of acquiring renown on an inter-

national- scale. He - appèared to suggest the fear that on such commissions as
the Economic and Employment Commission, there would be a tendency to-
wards Anglo-American preponderance . On the other hand, it would not be

surprising if the Latin American vote should have been the result of some deal
privately reached between that group and the Eastern European countries

.

After the vote in committee had been taken ; the Belgian delegate raised the

pertinent question whether in view of . the composition of commissions by
representatives Of- states rather than independent experts, these should be paid
by the governments they represented rather than by the United Nations . The

question was not discussed, however, and the presumption is that the members
of commissions will be paid by the United Nations .

One consequence of the decision . may be to reduce the importance of the
Economic and Social Council, since there would seem to be no point in hav-
ing a recommendation agreed to by the representatives of eighteen gove rn-

ments reviewed by the representatives of eighteen governments . Apart) there-
the

fore, from the obvious function of co=ordinating the recommendations of add
various commissions, the Economic and Social Council might find little t
to them and a tendency -might develop in time to refer the recommendations
of the commissions directly to the General Assembly . Whether this. ldchego -

ment takes place or not would appear -to depend on the extent to w
ernments follow the practice of appointing qualified experts as their repre
sentatives on the commissions and allow them full latitude to state their views
without being bound by definite instructions

. third'The first elections of states to the commissions was referred to th
e

session of the Council.

SUB-COMMISSION ON DEVASTATED AREAS (E/66/ Rev.1 )

The only subsidiary body of the Council which was constituted at the sec--The-set
0

e
ond session is the Sub-Commission on areas devastated by the

war.
ting up of this Sub-Commission was recommended by, nuclear E

o ment Commission which will receive the recommendations~T
the

and Empl y members. Au. s
sub-commission . The sub-commission consists of twenty . Greece, India,
Bèlgium, ~Canada; 'China, `- Czéchoslovakia, ~Ethiopiâ., FranCe,

New Zealand, Norway, Peru, Philippines; PolanNetherlands ; d, ~. .
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United Kingdom, United States, U.S.S.R., and Yugoslavia. Canada was named 
by the President for the chairmanship but the Canadian delegate asked to be 
excused, and France was chosen for the chairmanship. The vice-chairmanship 
will be held by China. 

• The functions of the sub-commission are (1) to advise on the nature and 
scope of the economic reconstruction problems of countries devastated by  the 
war; and (2) to advise on the progress of reconstruction and the measures of 
international co-operation by which reconstruction might be facilitated. 

The sub-commission was authorized to conduct enquiries in devastàted 
areas "with the consent of the governments concerned." Its preliminary report 
is to be presented to the third session of the Economic and Social Council not 
later than September 2nd, 1946. 

The sub-commission will be' divided into two working groups, one for 
Europe and Africa, and" another for the Far East: Canada is a member of both 
worldng groups. No clear plan of work was prescribed by the Council, but it 
was anticipated informally that the sub-commission would meet in Europe in 
July and either prépare an outline .of the  more :urgent problem's based 'upon 
official statistics now available, or ina.ke a cursory visit to the devastated areas 
of Europe and submit a tentative account -of its preliminary findings as its 
first report. 

It was generally recognized that the sub-committee could accomplish little 
in the limited time at its disposal. Private conversations with,several members 
of the Council and of the Secretariat revealed that one of the motives which 
prompted the rather hasty setting up of the sub-commission was the desire to 
counteract as mrich as possible the effect of the distiffbing reports .circulated 
by a CongresSional Committee in the United States and by several individual 
Congressmen that the situation in devastated areas was not nearly so serious 
as had been generally believed, and that the generosity of the United States 
Government was being misused. 

coNcrusrom 
. 	. 

The general impression produced on many thoughtful observers by the 
second session of the Economic_and Social Council was somewhat .unfavour-
able. It was felt by some delegates that the reports of the "nuclear" commis-
sions were hastily prepared- and poorly drafted and that the recommendations 
contained in them were far too ambitious. The facility with which the Council 
reversed some of its previous decisions -  gave  rise to private accusations of  
irresponsibility. The slowness of its progress helped to create in some minds a feeling of futility. This general feeling of disappointment was aggravated by 
the material difficulties of life in New York City. Et  would not be surprising if 
at the forthcoming General Assembly a determined effort were made to 
reverse the decision to locate the permanent and temporary headquarters of 
ithe United Nations in the Eastern United States and to move them to San 
, r,ancisco. The Chilean delegation indicated privately that a Latin American 
1°°bY might shortly be organized with that end in view. 
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One of the best ways of strengthening the Council appears to be to 
strengthen the delegations of various countries. But although this might im-
prove the work of the Council, it will  hardly make it more effective until some 
of the outstanding world problems, such as the political settlement of Europe, 
the loan policy of the United States, and the general post-war economic rela-
tionships among the Great and Middle Powers have been clarified. These prob-
lems cannot be solved within the framework of the Council. The effectiveness 
of its work however, is predicated upon a reasonably stable system of inter-
national relations. 

Procès-verbal d'une réunion interministérielle 

- 	 Minutes of an-Interdepartmental Meeting 

CONFIDENTIAL 	 [Ottawa  ,1 July 20 1946 

Minutes of a meeting held on Thursday, July 1 6th, at 1 1.15 in Room 123 
of the East Block, to discuss the work of the Economic and Social Council 
and Canadian participation therein. 

Present were: 
Honourable Brooke Claxton, Minister of National Health and Welfare, 
Mr. Robertson, Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs, 
Dr. W. C. 'Clark, Deputy Minister of Finance, 
Mr. Wrong, Department of External Affairs, 
Mr. W. A. Mackintosh, Department of  Reconstruction and Supply, 
Mr. M. W. Mackenzie, Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce, 
Mr. R. B. Bryce, Department of Finance, 
Mr. L. Rasminsky, Bank of Canada, 
Mr. J. J. Deutsch, Department of Finance, 	. 	, 
Mr. P. Renaud, Department of External Affairs, 
Mr. A. H. Brown, Department of Labour, 
Mr. Paul Goulet, Department of Labour, 
Mr. S. D. Pierce, Department of External Affairs, 
Mr. R. G.' Riddell, Department of External Affairs,  •  

- 	Mr. J. Starnes, Department of External Affairs. 
MR. MACKINTOSH gave a brief review of the activities of the Canadian dele- 

has gation at the second session of the Economic and Social Council which  
just finished in New York. He explained that he was not prepared to give aril 
constructive criticism but rather an account of the work as he saw it. In ie  
experience the work of the Economic and Social Council had been 111a.inlY 
hampered by the lack of a good secretariat. In certain cases the Cominissm. ,ns  

:set up by the Council tended to be large and nil' wieldy as, for instance, ill tn_e  
Case of the Commission on Devastated Areas, which was composed of twerl.,1): 

members, all representatives of Govern«  ments. He was ot the opinion that 47.: 

-only remedy for improving the w' ork of Committees and of the COUlleil 
erally would be to improve the calibre of the Secretariat. 
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- MR. WRONG said':that, while this was' a rather , pessimistic account, it was not.
._unexpected .in view of the reports which we 'had . been- receiving.. ._ ,,

MR : RASMINSKY stated that wh'le, perhaps the difficulties'-ëncountered. in Ne~ww
York were greater than those experienced in London at ' the - first session' `ofthe Economic and Social Council where the work was ~ largely organizational,
he felt sure that subsequent work 'of' the Council- would prove to be e as ier.

MR . CLAXTON said that he too was of the opinion that matters would im-
prove With time . He stressed, however, * the , enormous . physical difficulties in
New York which prohibited any eflîcient organization . He said that as a new-comer to international conferences he found thé 'setting in which such , meet-
ings were conducted to be`somewhat bizarre and that the , effects of Kleig
lights and microphones and the habit of talking to a large unseen" audience
rather than to individual members on the Council created .an unreal , . atmo-sphere. He felt in some ways New York was an .unfortunate choice as the .sitefor the temporary headquarters apart from . the physical• difficulties ; encoun-tered, as United Nations affairs received about the same amount of publicityas those of the Municipal Cou rt- of New York . He too had been disappointed
in the work being done,by ahe Secretariat. .

With the exception of the Canadian had one or two cars at their disposal an d

MR. cLAxTaN added that he had 'been approached :whil.e ~ he was in New
York and asked if Canada would be will ing to have the- Secu rity Council meet
here at its next meeting. Mr: Claxton, at the . time .he . lhad :been: approached,had said that it- was, unlikely , that the Canadian Government' would agree , to
such a propostion and that in any event we would require - at least six months'notice .

MR
. RASMINSKY had said that it might be possible that San Francisco would

once again be mooted as the headquarters•in preference to,New York .MR .
.MACRINTOSx said that in his--opinion it might be a goo d idea if, whitesome permanent- buildings for the United Nations were - in process of construc-tion during the next-few years, Geneva were to be used as .the . tempora ry siteof the Headquarters

MR . WRONG said there was some-indication that Soviet hostility to Genevawas diminishing. His last visit; to Geneva convinced him of the advantages of
using the League of Nations buildings for International .Conferencés .MR. CLAXTON said that one suggestion he would like to make was that ar'a"inlum of two automobiles should be provided for - any; future Canadian
delegations to the United Nations . He had noted that almost eve ry delegation
the United Kin

gdoni delegation had five cars' at their disposal.
MR . WRONG said that some arrangements wère . at present bein made bythe United Nations Secretariat to allocate a number of cars to each delegationfor the duration of the Assembly and he was ho pa total of four~ or eful that we mi ~ t obtaincars,

perhaps from the Department .of National Defence, which~would giveu s
mor
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MR. CLAXTON discussed the proceedings  in the International Health Con-
ference which shoWed conclusively, he said, that the United Kingdom, the 
United States and Canadian delegations were the only ones which had done 
much serious preparatory work. In his opinion,the Economic and Social Coun-
cil might be a useful meeting ground for experts behind the scenes but that 
for the present no great amount of work could be expected to emanate from 
the actual Council itself. 

MR. WRONG pointed out that if such a practice were consciously recognized 
by the member Gove rnments, the,value of the Economic and Social Council 
would ,decline and Governments would be loth to send experts as delegates. 
Be  said that there were three questions on .which he would like some 
guidance: • ,•

- What sort of representation should we have at the next meeting of the 
Economic and Social Council? 
- .2. What degree of preparation 'should we make and was there any general 
in*.e Which we could usefully follow? - 

5:.  Shouid we seek participation in some of the other Commissions? We 
were at present represented on the. EC-m.16'111k' 'and:Employment Commission 
'and, of course; on the Narcotics CommiSSion: The answer to these questions 
•'would'in large .ineasure determine  the type  ôf  the  instructions and the corn:,  
position of the 'delegation which  we  would be sending.' Was it, for Instance, 
felt by the meeting that we should continue to be represented at such meetings 
by:a Cabinet Minister? ' • * • 

MR. MACKINTOSH said that we should be represented by a Minister, for the 
present af least. 

MR. WRONG asked if thé size of the laSt delegation had been appropriate. 
Both Mr. Mackintosh and Mr. Claxton were of the opinion that it was, stating 
.that it co'uld not have been • any smaller. 

MR. CLAXTON said  that  there was . good argument for having a permanent 
representative at the seat of the United Nations who might appropriately he a 
.member of the Department of External Affairs. He had in mind somebody of 
.the rank of First Secretary. In his opinion the Consulate General was not 
equipped to do  this task .and we ought to have one fairly senior person to 
maintain the continuity which was so essential to the work of succeeding 
delegations. 

MR. WRONG said that such a plan was at present under consideration and 
that. at the - present time it was hôped to obtain some separate office space for 

york. the Atomic Energy Commission which was at present meeting in  New  
If possible, it would be desirable to obtain office space in the saine building 

MR. WRONG then. said 'that he thouet it was desirable to have 

might use the 

such t e  

.as the Consulate, although separate from it, in order that they 
same communication facilities. 

MR. CLAXTO/4 endorsed this idea. an 

office in the downtown section of New York. He considered that one of h 
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great âdvantages woi.ild " bé that telekrÿptôn = coriimunicâtion coüld - be .j install=ed eliminating the laborious system of using cypher books which was.- at presentin force . , : .
MR. CLAXTON remarked that in his opinion ~ the , Biltmore Hotel was ' anexcellent place for the actual living accommodation of any Cànadian dele-gations in New York.
MR. WRONG asked if, in the opinion of the meeting, we . should ° continue to

give our support to the practical aspects of the' many problems which would
bé arising at ; the'forthcoming meeting of the Economic and Social Council .
He realized that this question was scarcely answerable .MR• cLAxTOrr was of the opinion that we should continue the ' `line whichwe maintained in San Francisco, and later in London and New York .

MR . WRONG -explained that the strain in keeping up a constant review of
the many problems was exceedingly great and that it necessitated almost.constant interdepart~mental ' consultation which - was becoming increasinglydifficult .

M . CLAXTON
said that the worth of this point of view had been 'proven

MR. xA sMINSKY said that Mr . Wrong's question was a very appropriate
one and that there was only one possible answer, that we should ïnake everyeffort to see

. thât the Economic and Social Council, and ipso facto, the
United Nations, succeeded ` in its task .

MR
. WRONG said that he thought there was a, middle course . That it was

possible, for instance, to limit the amount of work. done beforehand andleave it to" the
. good sense of the delegates as to the course they might take and

the work which thèy ought to do at each Conference .
MR. xAsMINSrcY was in agreement with this .
MR . MACKINTOSH pointed out that it was . necessary to maintain .a steadyeffort in order to have any work done in advance, . particularly , on , some ofthe ~r ~ involved questions such as refugees . He felt that . it might be, usefulwere to attempt, behind the scenes and before actual Conferences took

place, to gain the support of a number of other countries. While our effortsat international
Conferences gained us the respect of theïnaorit of nations,

they considered us as rather unusual and it might perhaps be worthwhilet rying to make a number of converts beforehand .

at the International Health Conference where he hâd been able to swing bothBrazil and Venezuela to our, side 'in informal , talks he had had with themoutside the Conference .
MR` WRONG

said that it was obvious that what was called for was atinuous survey of what should be done and what can be done in these vario nûelds
. ~ It might mean our keeping in frequent touch with five or- us

through our representatives abroad. six countries

MR. MACKENZIE said that wliile , it was quite obvioüs that there : "were anumber of other Government Departments on ` whom the burden would fall,
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it~was; clear that the Department of External Affairs would have to remain
the focal: point .

MR. BRYCE pointed out that Government Departments other than External
Affairs would be more interested when the' various matters under . discussion
became, matters of substance .

MR . WRONG agreed that in this particular period when . most of the matters
under: :discussion : were -ones of procedure, it was - largely a matter for the
Department .° of External Affairs.

MR: BRYCE -suggested that someone present- At'. each Conference should be
charged with the responsibili ty of .preparing a confidential report for the sub-
sequent use of- - .the .. va rious Government Departments and our Missions

abroad . :
MR . WRONG referred again to the question of our, representation on the

Commissions of the Council and enquired whether it was considered that we
should seek representation - on other Coni missions . than the. Economic and

Employment Commission . Was it considered, for instance, that we should
seek . to , be represented on the . Temporary Transpo rt and __Communication s

Commission ?
MRMACKINTOSH said that he ,had raised . this point while he was in New

York. "It ' appeared that the work would be .largely _taken up with European
problems and with the : establishment of separate " agencies, to deal with air
Transport,, telecommunicàtions 'and shipping, it wôuld not be so vital . for us

to be represented on such'a Commission,. . . . . .. - . , .

MR : " CLAXTON remarked on the rapid and alarming multiplication of inter=

national bodies .

MR. WRONG said that he hadmentioned this matter at a previous depa
rt-

mental meeting 'and had suggested that the Prime Minister, in, his opening
address at the United Nations Assembly in September, might draw attention
to this matter, pointing out . that the increasing nûmber `of Confèrençes and
international bodies ' on whicl.1 Governments ' had to be represented defeated

in large measure the value of . the work of those bodies and -resulted in im-

perfect work which- could- only have a deleterious effect in the long rnn
. on

international organization .

MR: CI,AxTON- expressed the : opinion that this, was an excellent idea : and

the meeting was in general assent ori this, point .

MR . BROwN said that it was l important that , I .L.O. and other bodies should

not overlap in their responsibilities and work.

' MR . MACKINTOSH suggested -that, in any reports which were made on the

work of the Canadian delegations at International Conferences, there might

be a paragraph summing up 'the ' results ôf 'the Conference and any conclu-

sions which had been reached . He also considered it would be useful to add

a paragraph containing Suggestions - for' action in ; Ottawa to follow up the

.questions considered : :by the . Conference . ~ %:-~ - '
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529. 	- 	 DEA/5475-W-40 

Le sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures' 
au sous-ministre de la Justice 

Acting thuler-Secretary of State for External Affairs  
to Deputy Minister of Justice 

Ottawa, August 15, 1946 
We have just received from the Secretary-General of the United Nations, the 

agenda for the Third Session of the Econoinic and Social Council, which will  
meet in New York on September 11. One of the important items on the agenda 
will be the election of states as members of the various commissions- Of  the 
Council. There may also be an opportunity for discu.ssing work that it is pro-
posed each cœmnission should do. 

One of the commissions to be set up is the Commission on Human 
Rights. The general, scope of the work  of  this commission is set forth in --the 
enclosed extract froni the report of the Secretary7General  of  the United • Nations. t 

3.Since we are now in the procesS of preparing the material and instructions 
for the Canadian delegation to the Economic and Social Council, wé would be 
very grateful for an expression of your views on the proposed ternis of ‘refer-
ence of the Commission on Human Rights. Are you, for exanip' le,  of the 
opinion that the proposed terms of reference of the commission are adequate, 
and have you an.y views on the relative importance of the various fields of  work 
of the commission? 

4.Would you have any views as to whether recent discussions in the House 
of Commons relative to a proposed national Bill of Rights would have any 
healing on the position to be taken by the Canadian delegation with respect to 
the work of this comrhission? Your comments on  this  point would be much 
appreciated. 	 • 

5. I should be grateful  if you would return to me the enclosed United 
Nations  documents when you have finished with them. « 

•• 	 • 

DEA/5475-W-40 

Mémorandum de l'officier juridique, le ministère de la Justice 

Memoranclum by Legal Officer, Department of Justice 

Ottawa, August 26, 1946 
RE: COMMISSION ON HTJ/VIAN RIGHTS' 

Points to be discussed: 
(a) Are the proposed terms of reference of the Commission adequate? 

530, 
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(b)' 	relative importance of the various fields of work of the Com- 
mission. 

(c) Should the recent discussions in the House of Commons relative to a 
proposed national Bill of Rights have any bearing on the position to be taken 
by the Canadian Delegation with respect to the work  of  this Commission? 

(d) Canada's position with reference to states to be represented on the 
Commission. 

The following provisions of the Charter of the United Nations would appear 
to be relevant: • 

Preamble: "We the peoples of the United Nations determined ... to reaffirm 
faith in fundamental human rights, in the dignity and worth of the human per-
son, in the equal rights of men and women and of nations large and small ... 

Chapter I, Art. 1, para. 3: "The purposes of the United Nations are ...to 
achieve international co-operation . in promoting and encouraging respect 
for human rights and for fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as 
to race, sex, language or religion . . . " 

O Idem, Art. 2: "The organization p,nd its members, in pursuit of the purposes 
stated in Article 1, shall  act in accôrdance with the following ,principles... 
Nothing contained in the present charter shall authorize the United Nations to 
intervene in matters which  are  essentiàlly within the domestic jurisdiction of 
'any state or shall  require the members to submit such Matters to settlement out 
of the present chapter . . . " 

Chapter IV, Art. 13: "The general assembly shall initiate studies and make 
recommendations for the purpose  of.  .. assisting in the realization of human 
rights and fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to race,. sex, 
language or religion." 

Chapter IX, Art. 55: "With respect to the creation of conditions of stabile 
and well-being which are necessary for the peaceful and friendly relations 
among nations based on respect for the principle of equal rights and self 
determination of peoples, the United Nations shall promote . . . universal re-
spect for, and observance of . . . human rights and fundamental freedoms for 
ail  without distinction as to race, sex, language or religion". 

Chapter X: This chapter sets up the Economic and Social Council cons

iûg  of eighteen members of the United Nations elected by the General Assent-
bly. Article 62 provides that the Council may "make recommendations for the 

purpose of prornoting respect fôr, and observance of, human rights and fund> 
mental freedoms for all" and may .  "draft conventions for submission to tile 
General Assembly, with respect to matters falling within its competence.7 

Article 68 provides that the Council shall set up commissions in economic and 

social fields and for the promotion of human rights. 

'§o8 

— 
Chapter XII: This chapter provides for an international trustee,ship sYste‘in 

and provides that the basic objectives of the system shall be inter alla t° 
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encourage respect . for human rights and for fundamental freedoms for . allwithout distinction as to race, sex, language, or re ligion, and to encouragerecognition of independence of the peoples of the world."

By resolution of . the Economic and Social Council of Februa ry .16, 1946, aCommission
; on Human Rights and a Sub-Commission on the Status .Women was established consisting of representatives of Norway, France,~Belgium, Peru, India, U.S .A., China, U.S .S .R . ' and Yugoslavia. This resolu-tion provided that the work of the Commission shall be directed towards sub-Ini tnng proposals, recommendations and reports to the Council regarding :

(a) an international bill of rights ;

(b) international declarations or conventions on civil liberties, the status
of women, freedom of information and similar matters ;

(c) the protection of minorities ;

(d) the prevention of discrimination on grounds of race, sex, lan a e
reli gion. gu g or

The resolution also, directed the Commission to make stud idations and providé information and other services at the es and recommen-re of the Co-cil and authorized the Commission to propose changes in qtseterms of efe
un

r-ence.

On May 24, 1946, the Commission on Human Ri hts made a rCouncil containing recommendations with regard to its work, ePort to the

The Economic and Social Council, by resolution dated June 21, 1946re-
vised and settled,the constitution of the Commission on Human Rights

.~Tothe functions set out in its original resolution, it added the followin :"(e)
any othér matter conceming human r not covere d ` g(b) , (c), and (d),~

rights by items (a),

It further provided that the Commission on Human Ri " t5 shall c~representative of each of the eighteen members of the ~ onsist of on eUnitedby
the CounciL Representatives are _to be nominatedUb Nations selected

the nations selected and confirmed by the Council . The S~e gent of
creta General . isto make arrangements for ry

ing to (a) the compilation and pitblication of a year-book on lahuman rights , the first edition of which w~d usage relat-
declarationsand bills

on human rights now in force in the variôus countries ;
(b~ the collection and publication of information on th S ~Ce~ing hi rights of all organs of the United e actsvitiés con-
(c) the collection and Nations;

ans~g from publication of information conceming human rightstrials of .war. criminals, quislings, and(d) the traitors, and in particularf rom the
Nuremberg and Toky

~ o.trials •
h um

aghts;
preparation and publication of ,],Iri a survey of the devèlo mentP of
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(é) the collection and publication of plans and declarations on human rights 
by specialized agéncies:and non-governmental national and international 'or-
ganizations. 

The Secretary-General has made a report to the Economic and Social 
Council reviewing what has been done from February 14, 1946 to June 30, 
1946. In Chapter II it deals with the . Commission on Human Rights. An 
extract of this portion of the report has been sent to you by External Affairs. 

The terms of _reference are wide enough to include the making of proposais, 
 recommendations and reports on anything relating to "human rights" whatever 

that expression may extend to. I see no reason why they should be restricted. 
If any criticism might be made of the form of the terms of reference, it is with 
reference to the failure*to specifically mention the question of remedies or sanc-
tions. Declarations àf rights are by themselves of little practical value. The 
British experience surely is that human rights are developed and extended by 
laws which provide remedies for the infringement of rights. 

It would be difficult to say that any one of the fields of work of the Com-
mission is more, or less, important than any of the others. It might be, how-
ever, that Canada has a greater interest in the way in which certain matters 
are treated from the point of view of international obligations than others. 
While it is true that there has been considerable agitation recently with ref-
erence to a national Bill of Rights, this is a matter in which all nations pre-
sumably are equally interested. Canada has possibly, however, a greater in-
terest in rules that might be adopted with reference to the protection of 
minorities and the prevention of discrimination on the grounds of race, 
language or religion than most other countries. If rules concerning these mat-
ters were adopted without adequate consideration being given to problems 
peculiar tÉe countries such as -  Canada,  •  Canada might find itself in an em-
barrassing situation. 

A further problem from Canada's point of view  with  reference to the work 
of this Commission arises from the federal nature of our constitution. A 
tary state can adopt and implement proposals or recommendations of an inter' 
national character. A federal state must béar in mind its legislative limitatimis  
When it is adopting Stich Proposes or recommendations. 

Habeas corpus shall not be 'suspended except by Parliament. 
. No one shall be required to give evidence before any tribunal or coirun,a

'  at any time if denied counsel or other constitutional safeguards. (Hansaru  

May 7,- 1946, p. 1342) , 

iDéputé fédéral pour Lake Centre. 	 1 Member of Parliament for Lake Centre' 

I have reviewed the debate in the House of. Conunons arising out of Mr. 
Diefenbaker's 1  proposed amendment to s. 10 of the Citizenship Act by which 
a subsection was to be added as follows: 

(6) Such certificate of citizenship shall be deemed to include a Bill °f  

Rights as follows: ' ,,„ 
1. Freedom of religion, freedom of speech and the right to peaceful asserillw 

are assured. 
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, .
This debâté dois èstablish thât there is" s fairly vocal brody ôf ~opiin,ion°in this

„May 7 1
that
946~er 13hould

be "à bill" of rights , adopted' at'"this'time: (Hansard,Y~ , p 42," May 8, 1946, p. 1370 and May 13 ; ' 1946 ; p. 1516) :
Whether or not it should be of a conventional or constitutional nature is one
of the problems that require consideration . Another problem is to what extentsuch a bill, of rights is within, the legislative jurisdiction of Parliament and towhat extent it is a provincial matter . If, of course, the Bill were, to be an inte-
gral part of our constitution, it would have to be by way of amend .ment to theBri tish North America Act .

It is to, be noted that there is no representative from the Bri tish Empire onthe present Commission. Consideration might be givèn as tô whéthèr , thèreshould be such a representative in view 'of the p ride taken by British people inthis aspect of their history. The constitutional .problems peculiar to Australiaand Canada might make it advisable that such 'representative be from one ofthose two countries and Canada's own special prôblems arising from her racial
groups might make it seem advisable thât the responsibility should be assumed
by Canada.

If Canada were to have a representative on the Commission certain ua li-fications should be kept in mind, e .g. ' q

(a) he should have a thorough knowledge of the constitutional develo ment
of British people and of Canadian constitutional law ; p

(b) he should be fully aware of Canada's .,peculiar problems arising out ofvarious races and religions in Canada; and
(c) he should be a man of common sense who can appreciate" the im=practicabiIity of laying down principles too much in advance of what can beimplemente ri

W. R. J[ACKETT]

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne, au secrétaire d'Éta t
aux A~`aires extérieures

High Commissioner. in Great Britain- to Secretary .,of State

TELEGRA1bI1Rn1 ::

f or External:l4ffairs,

l,ondon, August 29, 1946
~ollowing for Wrong from Turgeori, Begins . ' Your tele am No.August 8t : Sub_Co gr 1445 of

mmission Reconstruction of Devastated Areas.1• Work of Sub-Com mission now resumed following return of tourin co -mittees from" mWestereturn and Eastern Euro e . Plenary g~m of Soüthern 1?.-, sessions will not be held tillEuràpean group next week, but in 'the ' meantime wôrkingcomMittees have begùn &afting reports.
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2. One ~ committee bas approved form of final` report which will include ~a
survey of present 'European economic situation and reconstruction plans of
various governments and recommendations for, international action and assist-
ance .

3 . It is suggested * that recommendations should fail under three heads : first ;

the future activities of the present European working group of Sub-Commis-
sion; second, the creation of a permanent European economic council; third,

other recommendations covering relief and Than needs and measures for re-
storation of multilateral trade . Of these, only second discussed thus far .

4. Committee has before it three largely similar proposals from United
Kingdom, United States and Secreta riat for creation of economic council for

Europe under Article 68 of United Nations Charter . Summary of U .K. pro-

posal in Dominions Office telegram No. 798 of August 26t not unlike Salter

plan referred to in despatch No . A.219 of 13th June, 1945 .t Idea generally

approved -and- although Soviet delegate has expressed no opinion, it seems

Polish Government might support it .

5 . I favour general idea of creating European economic council but feel that
it is wrong to confine membership to European countries . Proponents of plan

argue that interests of non-European countries will be .satisfied. by representa-

tion in subordinate bodies, of council dealing with particular problems such as

food and international trade. They feel that if council, membership broadened

it would encroach on authority and prestige of Economic and Social ..Council

and further if inembership .confined to Europe may encourage more coopera-
tion and self help in reconstruction among European countries and lessen
present tendency to rely on credits from abroad . I * do not think that creation

of council will lessen immediate desire of Europeans for financial assistance
through export credits or otherwise . There is danger of proposals of this type
leading to the creation of regional trade groups and i feel any téndency to

regionalize world trade ought to be avoided . Further, I feel that Canada's in-

terest in Europe by reason of past trade, war contribution, and post-war
credits granted warrants inclusion in council, if created .

6 . I have not intervened in debate because of reluctance ' to commit Canada

too strongly to one branch of this Sub-Commission's recommendations when it
may develop that recommendations on financial assistance wi ll prove,

u p~
able to us . I do feel, however, that this proposal is independent of any finan

recommendations and that without embarrassment we could press for a broad-

ening • of this proposed economic council so as to remove exclusive European
character.

7 . The preliminary discussion .of this proposal is to continue on Saturdd be
August 31 st, and, final decisions will be made early next week . I w0~

grateful for your comments on this matter and your vie w of the advisability of

pressing for Canadian membership in the proposed council . Ends .
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532. 	 DEA/5475-AB-40 

Le secrétaire_ d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures 
au haut commissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagne 

Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs  • 
to Acting High Commissioner in Great Britain 

TELEGRAM 1579 	 Ottawa, August 31, 1946 
CONFIDENTIAL. Following from Wrong for Turgeon, Begins: Your telegram 
No. 1801 of August 29, 1946. Devasted areas. 

It is our view that, though Canadian Government would not be opposed 
in principle, to inclusion of non-European states in Econonaic Council for 
Europe or to Canadian membership, we should not seek membership and 
on the whole would prefer not to be a member. 

2. It is our feeling that extension of membership to include non-European 
states (except United States as an occupying power) might result in conflicts 
of jurisdiction between Economic Council for Europe and other international 
bodies with similar terms of reference. 

3. As far as Canadian  membership is concerned, it seems to us that we 
should not seek membership unless we are in a position to provide expert 
technical personnel for membership on the commission. Demands on people 
with specialized knowledge here are already greater than we can meet. Ini-
tiative on our part might also create impression that we are prepared to 
extend credits to a greater extent than is actually the case. 

4. We are grateful for information which you have continued to give us 
concerning activities of sub-commission. Ends. 

Le haut commissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'État 
par intérim aux Affaires extérieures 

Acting High Commissioner in Great Britain to Acting Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 1865 	 London, September 9, 1946 
ImMEDIATE. CONFIDENTIAL. Following from Turgeon to Robertson, Begins: 
Your telegram 1579 of 31st August, Devastated Areas. 

1.Discussion on proposed European Economic Council resumes Septem-
ber llth. 

2.In discussion on September 7th, U.K. moved that the Sub-Commission 
f°11nally recommend to Economic and Social Council that European Com-- 



Mission*be -created. Lord Pakenham said inter alia that his govenunent was 
willing to leave the door open so that European countries not joining im-
mediately could become members later. 'Soviet delegate did not openly op-
pose creation of Commission but asked that decision be left to Economic 
and Social Council because he had -no instructions for or against from his 
government. Yugoslavia and Czechoslovakia reserved position and Ukraine 
opposed creation on ground that such recommendation was beyond Sub-
Commission's terms of reference. 

3. I spoke here saying that Canada strongly ,favotii-ed creation of this 
Commission, although it meant additional financial expenditure, because ad-
ministrative costs would come from United Nations funds, and stated my 
opinion that recommendation was definitely within Sub-Commission's terms 
of reference. However I pointed out that Soviet delegate did not oppose but 
simply asked question to be left to the Council, and that only the Council 
could definitely make this recommendation to the General Assembly. I 
suggested that instead of voting for or against proposal in Sub-Commission, 
it should be submitted to Council as a recommendation from U.K., U.S., 
and Poland, and that the Council be asked to give matter urgent considera-
tion. 

4. I took this attitude partly because it seemed best and most appropriate 
in the circumstances, partly because it would ease the position of Polish 
delegation which had joined Western powers in this proposal and largelY 
because of Canadian attitude expressed in House of Conamons after espionage 
exposures, of wanting to be friendly as possible with Soviet Union. 

5. Previous to U.K. motion US. delegate Blasdell, acting in Lubin's ab-
sence, stated the matter was important and should be carefully considered, 
and franldy discussed. During recess in session after my speech, he showed 
me draft of suggested amendment carrying out my suggestion for action in 
council instead of Sub-Commission. Lubin arrived in Londoii later in day 
after, Sub-Commission chairman had postponed decision till September 1 lth 
in hope Soviet delegate would then be instructed. Last night Lubin told rne 
he thought Sub-Commission should make decision. He was of..opinion Gen 
eral Assembly will be delayed and that Sub-Commission could postpone 

- 

conclusion of its work till week beginning September 16, and that by tilen 
Russian delegate would be instructed. I think however this matter Will be 

concluded by September 12 in which case Lubin will probably support U.K. 
resolution. 

6. I should be glad to receive instructions as to action if Russian delegate 

is stil without instructions when question finally dealt with. Considering 
everything, I favour maintenance of my attitude but am in position to take  

any action you desire. I fear that forcing of affirmative vote in Sub-Commis-. 

sion before Soviet delegate receives instructions will add to bitterness of 

debate in Council and could be the -factor which would turn Soviet gov ern-
merit against proposal. 

914,  NATIONS UNIES 
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Extraits du projet de commentaire pour la délégation à la troisième session

du Conseil économique et social des Nations Unies'
Extracts f rom the Dra f t 'Commenta ,_. ry for the Delegation to the Third Session of

the Économic and Social Council of the United Nationsl

III APPROVAL OF , AGREEMENTS BRINGING . SPECIALIZED AGENCIES
INTO RELATION WITH THE UNITED 'NATIONS

Policy of Canadian Delegation
21. It seems that the .~Economic and Social . Council, will present to the

Assembly not "concluded" but "draft" agreements . At the Second Session of
the Economic and Social Council, Canada suppo rted the Soviet line that theagreement with the ILO spelled out in too great detail such matters of pro-
cedure as exchanges of documents, etc . (see Para. 8) . . While we would not
be debarred from raising the issue again at the Assembly (in so far as all theagreements are concerned), it may be unwise to reopen the issue at the
Assembly because it might result in a time-consuming argument in view of
Mudaliar's attitude in the Council . To raise the issue in relation to the ILO
agreement might be particularly unwise since it might provide the Soviet Union
with an occasion for reviving the debate on the questions of principle involved
in bringing the ILO into relation with the United Nations . On the other hand,
these agreements may set a-pattern for future agreements and it is clearly un-
desirable to put too much detail (which wi ll require amendment) in a basic
document ôf `this nature. Consequently the Canadian delegation should strivefor a simplification of the agreemen.ts if this can be accomplished without' long
debate and a postponement of the conclusion of the agreements.

22 . Since the agreement . with PICAO is still fluid, tlie Canadian delegationto the Economic and Social Council might try to keep the agreement on broadlines and to leave as much .detail as possible to .be ; ' worked oùt by 44e, chiefadministrative officers of the two organizations .

1 Les parties du commentaire traitant duproblème deste réfugiés, de la sous-commissiontemporaire sur la reconstruction économiquedes régions dévastées ; des ' accords entre les
l a terspécialisées et les Nations Unies, deminaison d'UNRR,A, des accords sur les
stupéfiants, de la conférence internationale surla santé ; du Paiement des membrés des com-

sions, du règlement intérieur . et .des na-vires sur le haut DanuW ne " * sont pas
reproduites parce que l'attitude du Canada
envers ces questions n'est pas indiquée .L'attitude du Canada envers certaines, de cesquestions est indiquée dans le document 537

.

1 Parts of the 'Commentary dealing with the
refugee problem, the Temporary Sub-Com-
mission on Economic Reconstruction of
Devastated Areas, agreements between spe-
cialized agencies and the United . Nations, the
termination of UNRRA, conventions on nar-
cotic drugs, the International - Health Con-
ference, payment of members of the Com-
missions, rules of procedure and vessels on
the Upper Danube are not printed because
the Canadian attitude towards these issues is
not indicated. Canadian attitude towards
s'ome , of - thesé :`issues' is indicated' in Docu-
ment 537 .
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23. The. proposals submitted by the Bank' (para 19 above) do not seem to, 
meet the requirements of Articles 57 and 63 of the Charter sin.ce they would 
not reSult in. bringing the Bank into relationship with the United Nations in 
any real sense. An effort should therefore be made io persuade the Bank to 
accept a compromise between their proposals and the kind of agreement 
negotiated with the ILO, FAO and UNESCO. This compromise  might be 
called an "interim" agreement. It should certainly be less detailed than the 
other agreements but it should not be meaningless. The Economic and Sôcial 
Council could be instructed by. the Assembly to continue its negotiations with 
the Bank in an effort to bring down a more satisfactory agreement at the 1947 
Assembly. 

24. The Delegation to the Economic and Social Council should oppose the 
drawing up of an elaborate face-saving agreement with the Fund so hedged 
with qualifications as to be meaningless. It would be better to have a brief 
"interim" agreement, similar to that suggested in the preceding paragraph for. 

the Bank. 
25. The question of relations in budgetary matters is covered by Article 

17 (3) of the Charter which states that the Assembly 
(a) "shall consider and approve any financial and budgetary arrangements 

with specialized agencies...." and 
(b) "shall examine the administrative budget of such specialized agencies 

•
with a view to making recoimnendations to the agencies concerned". 

26. The Preparatory Commission was of the opinion that it was not in-
tended that these provisions should confer on the Assembly power to control 
the policies of the specialized agencies, but that their purpose was to en-
courage and develop a large measure of fiscal and administrative  coordination  
"in the interest of greater efficiency and economy in operation for the entire 
structure composed of the United Nations and of the specialized agencies 
related to it." The Preparatory Commission went on to say: 

Each specialized agency would benefit from a close scrutiny by the General 
Assembly of the administrative budgets of all such agencies. Member Govern-
ments required to share the increasing costs of international organizations 
would be assured that precautions had been taken against avoidable duplication 
of effort and expense. The first part of paragraph 3 of Article 17 envisages 
varying degrees of relationship, from complete financial integration downwards, 
and the second part ... the minimum degree of relationship which should be 
included in the agreements with the specialized agencies.  •  

27. The Canadian delegations to the Economic and Social Council and the 
Assembly should press for the effective carrying out of the second part so that  
the Canadian parliament and people can be assured that we have done all we 
cari  to ensure economy and effective control of the expenditures of inter" 
national organizations of which Canada is a member. 

• and 
1  Banque internationale pour la Reconstruc- 	l International Bank for, Reconstruction - 

tion et le Développement. 	 Developrnent. 
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Iv LETTER OF' AUGUST '31ST TO' MR . MARTIN:
CONCERNING MEMBERSHIP ON COMMISSIONS

CONFIDENTIAL Ottawa, August 31 , 1946
Dear Mr. Martin,
- One of the most important items on the agenda of the Economic and Social
Council is the appointment of the governments who are to name representa-
tives to serve on the various commissions of; the Council . It will be necessaryfor the Canadian delegation , to decide which commissions of the. Council itwould like Canada elected to.

2 . The Council, at its New York meeting, decided to set up six commissions ;these are referred to in item 12 of the agenda . It deferred to its next meetingthe setting up of three additional commissions ; these are referred to in item 19of the agenda . One of these additional commissions is the Co-ordination Com-mission, which will probably be composed not of government representatives
but of the Secretary-General of the United Nations and the Directors-General
of each of the specialized agencies brought into ' relationship with the UnitedNations .

3 . Thus, at most, the Economic and Soci al Council will have to select themembers of the following eight commissions :
Economic and Employment Commission
Statistical Commission (12 members )
Demographic Commission (number of members no t
Social Commission (18 members)

yet decided)

Fiscal Commission (number of inembers, not i yet decided)
Commission on the 'Status of Women (15 members)Commission, on Human Rights (18 members )
Transport and Communications Commission .(15 members)4 .

It would seem to me that three considerations should be taken intoaccount in determining which commiextent of ssions we should seek membership on : theou direct national interest in . work of the commission; the extentof the'
r contribution which because of special knowledge and ex ce w

emay be able to make to the work of the commission ; our abilit
,

first-class representative. Y to appointa

5 .
There is also the question of how many commiss 'mately expect to be elected to. The only indication we h vesof thecould legiti-

other governments to this question is that the~ Netherlands - Governm
attitude of

indicated its preference for elections to the eight c'ommissions in the foent hasorder
: Economic and Employment, Statistical, Trans ort : and Com

. llowingSocial, Human
Rights Status f y r p munication,

a member lc and Employment Commission, of which Canada was
on this co

,
m

et during the second session: of ' the Council. We. were representedmmission by Dr . Mackintosh: This is probably the most importantcouimi~ian of the CouncilI would think ~ and the one which is of most direct concern to.us ., therefore ~.:that we -ought tobe represented'on :this -.Commission.

~ o omen, Demographic, Fiscal .6.'A nuclear EcQ
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7. The Dominion Statistician and the Governor of the Bank of Canada have 
very strongly expressed the view that we should be represented on the Statisti-
cal Commission. They think that, as we are one of the more advanced coun-
tries in the field of statistics, we would be able to make a valuable contribution 
to the development of international co-operation in statistics. 

8. The Demographic Commission is, like the Statistical Commission, of 
direct interea to the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. The Dominion Statistician 
is of the opinion that demographic knowledge is  well advanced in Canada and 
that we are in a position to make a very creditable contribution in this field as 
well as in the field of statistics. 

9. Dr. Davidson, the Deputy Minister of Welfare, and the Deputy Minister 
of Labour, think that we ought to be represented on the Social Commission. 
Dr. Davidson sa.ys that membership on the Social Commission is particularly 
important for us because of the expanding' responsibility of the Federal Gov-
ernment in the field of social welfare. 

10.Mr. Elliott, the Deputy Minister of National Revenue, thinks we should 
seek election to the Fiscal Commission for two reasons. The first is that we 
have developed in this country specialized knowledge concerning the relations 
between taxation and the movement of capital; the . second reason is that 
Canada has so much material interest in the development of international 
agreements for reasonable and consistent practice in taxation. These views are 
concurred in by Mr. Eaton, the Director of the Taxation Division in the 
Department of Finance. 

11. We have received representations from the Canadian National Council 
of Women and from the Canadian Federation. of Business and Professional 
Women's Clubs, asking the Government to try to secure membership for 
Canada on the Commission on the Status of Women. 

12.The work of the Commission on Hu.man Rights can be very impetallt. 
The section of the United Nations Secretariat \vhich deals with this question is 
headed by Professor Humphrey, formerly of McGill University. I am sure that 

-there are many Canadians who feel that we should be represented on this com-
mission. Mr. Varcoe, the Deputy Minister of .Iustiée, has given us a memoran-
dum' concerning the work of the Commission on Human Rights in which  lie 

 péints out that if the commission is to dci a good job it should include in its 
membership at least one of the nations of the British Commonwealth; other-
wise the peculiar British approach to the problems of the protection of the 
rights of individuals will not be represented in the commission. He adds that, 

if only one Commonwealth country is on the commission it ought to be a 

federal rather than a unitary state in view of the difficulties which federal states 
will encounter in implementing by domestic legislation international agree: 
ments for the protection of individual rights. Mr. Varcoe also suggests th e 

 Canada is concerned in the work of the Commission on Human Rights because 

. 1  Voir le docurnent 530. 	 1 See  Document. 530.  
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of the interest - whicli has been shown in this country in the protection ofminorities and the prevention of- :discrimination on- the grounds of race, lan-
guage or religion.

13 . Neither the Department of Transport nor the Post Office has indicatedthat we should now seek membership on the Transport and CommunicationsCommission : Pôssibly, therefore, membership on this commission might be put
at the end of- any list of preferences which is drawn up.

14 . Before accepting membership on any commission we must, of course, be
sure that the Government is in a position to name a first-class representative.

15 . Dr. Mackintosh has_ been the Canadian representative on the nuclea rEconomic and Employment Commission. I do not know whether any con-
sideration has been given as to whether he wi ll be able to continue on the
commissiôn, but even if he cannot I am, sure that, in view of the importance of
the commission, we would be able to find a first-class representative,from the
Depart ~ient of Finance 'or' the Bank of Canada.

16. Since the Dominion Bureau of Statistics is the government agency pri-marily concérned: with'the work of the Statistical and Demographic Commi"s-siôns, and the Dominion Statistician strongly urgesthat we secure membership
on these commissions, I assume that there wi ll be no difficulty in our appoint-Ing first-class representatives to these two commissions :

17 . Dr. Davidson would be an apmission, and propriate member for the Social .Com-Mr. Fraser Elliott, who was a member of, the =League Fiscal
Commission, would be an appropriate member . of the Fiscal Commission of, : . .the Economic, and Social Council .

18 . .Since the Department of External Affairs has : already had heavy drainson
. its resources, and since the commissions for .the -most part are of moreconcern to other : Departments than to us, I think that we would not wishnor be able to provide representatives for any of the Commissions .,. . Solaras this Department is concerned, however, we would , welcome the appoint-ment of officers of other Departments to commissions since - this would re-lieve us of the , direct responsibili ty of, ensuring that the work of ; these com=missions was being properly followed ~ in . Ottawa.
19. It is obvious that we cannot secure membership on all the commis-sions and that the delegation will have, to establish ; some order

of referencebefore the elections o
are held , at the Council meeting. I thought youraigh

t like to, have time to give the question consideration before you,left
men wa and that you might wish to, consult your 'colleagùes in the Gavern--

20. There is
. one further question concernin themissions membership of these coin-which I , need, inot develop now, and that ' is the question of which

other states the Canadian delegation should support for membership on-theco mmissions . We have consulted the Departments of .Government- chieflyconCemed
. and, are having - a; , note ,prepared for you on this , sCanadahas not had : much success in getting the functional rinciple

subject .
p s applied in prac-
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tice in the elections to the Security Council and the Economic and Social 
Council. We might do our best to ensure that it is applied in the elections to 
the commissions of the Economic and Social Council. 

Yours sincerely, 
H. H. WRONG 

Acting Under-Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

V MEMORANDUM ON "THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
THE INTERNATIONAL BANK AND THE U.N." 

Ottawa, September 6, 1946 
Dear Mr. Reid, 

RE: RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INTERNATIONAL BANK AND THE U.N. 

You will  recall  my speaking to you about this matter since returning from 
Washington last week, and saying that my opinion  . had- changed soMewhat 
since seeing the draft agreement betWeen the Fund and the U.N. I no longer 
feel that the proposals of U.N. to the Fund and the Bank  are mere hollow, 
'deceptive documents, and, therefore, I would.like to change the  comment 

 which I gave you some weeks ago. I had based my opinion too much on 
second-hand knowledge acquired from some of my colleagues in the Bank, 
who  exaggerated  the nature of the proposed contract of relationship. Sir 
James Grigg, in particular, had led- me to believe that the contract which the 
Fund was proposing to enter into was so hedged about with qualifications 
that it was meaningless and soniewhat deceptive. On looking at it, I came to 
the conclusion that while it would . hot bind either party to very much and 
really just" set down on paper a lot of intentions to collaborate and cooperate, 
which might almost be taken for granted, nevertheless it was not misleading 
nor completely useless. 
• The situation as regards the Bank itself is that it has indicated to the U.N. 
its reluctance to enter into a formal agreement at the present time, but that 
it is willing to co-operate on an informal but effective basis pending 
tiine when it can enter into a contract with the benefit of some exPerience  
and knowledge of the matters to be covered by such a contract. 	

the 

As I understand the situation, there has been no real exchange of letters 
Or memoranda even between the U.N. and the Bank setting forth their views 
on the matter, but there have been a number of discussions and verbal as-

surances by representatives of the Bank that they were prepared to coopera_te 

with the U.N. I believe that in fact consultations between the staffs of tle 

'tWo organizations take place when there is a need for it, and the Secrete 
of the Bank, who was only appointed  last month and only recently 0111_.: 

menced his duties on a more or less full-time basis, is endeavouring to .ar  

range for effective working contacts. Whether these informal 'work ing 
contacts will proceed to the extent of the Bank communicating its proPosed  
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budget to the UN at the, time it sends it to its own Board of Governors later
this month, I do not know. I would hope myself that they - might go so faras to send the proposed budget to the U .N. for their information, but I am
not sure that the Bank will itself feel ready to do this as yet .

On the substance of the arrangements between the Bank and the U .N., Ibelieve that the Bank sees no objection in principle to having an a greement,but the President and, to a considerable ' extent, a number of the Directorsfeel that it is too early for the Bank to make an agreement of this sortbefore it has really had any expe rience in dealing with the problems of liai- ''son or, indeed, with its own problems . The Bank is still only, in the processof organization, and all the senior personnel are not yet selected and at work .They have a great many other more urgent matters to think about than a'formal "agreement with the. U .N. In addition to this, however, there are someimportant practical considerations of substance. The most - significant is thedanger that is felt that the U .N. may press on the Bank recommendationsas to the loans ïthat it should make in such a way as would interfere with
the proper appraisal of proposals by the Bank itself. The Bank is not only
an international executive agency, but one which is going to be forced to
reach decisions of- judgement on . rather controversial questions of great ma-terial importance to certain of its members . It must be careful that theexercise of this judgement and the reaching of decisions in which the voting
strength of the members has been carefully related to fairly , objective econ-omic- :criteria, are, not distorted by pressures , exercised ahrough other agen-cies where the .balance of power is . somewhat differently ..-distributed andwhere it may be difficult to, : give . as careful and - objective . consideration

,
tothe issues involved in the proposals put forward . This same argument, of

course, applies to some extend in the case of the Fund, but less strongly; I
believe, because= the Fund's' questions are somewhat ' more technical and' per-
haps of a less controversial and' political nature .In

addition the Bank has a special prôblem of its own, arising from the fact
that it must`borrow in the market or on 'its ' own credit. Its whole succes 's mac-complishing . the, -, purposes for which it was esta.blished wi

ll I
depend . on , itsability to do this

. It is most important that it behave in a - way which wi llenable it to acquire and retain -the confidence of those who must bu itssecurities . For this u yrPose, ,it , must make evident that in the first place it is . areasonabl
pur

y independent and strong organization, controlled, it is true, by thenations who established it, and operated through those whom these nations
have appointed to its Board of Directors and the governing body which meetsannually, but nevertheless having a separate existence in itself and - able to dis-charge' responsibilities and undertakings . If through , entering into a contract of
relationships with the United Nations it confuses in any way ,. ublic opinion
amongst those who are going to buy its securities in such a way as to leadth

em to believe that it will be subject to the controls âr ' ressures of the'
w~ch is a new organization itself ; as- yet un roven : and eatl ' U

. N.,

~it inevitably must be by political rather than economic : and y~uenced asfinancial considera-
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tions, then it will ccinsiderably complicate and increase - the problem of selling 
its securities. For, this reason, it is bound to move more cautiously in associr 
ating itself with the U.N. than any of the other agencies, because they do not 
have this special problem to face. 

My own recommendation would be that the .Canadian delegation con-
cerned with these matters from the U.N. side should understand the position 
of the Bank and should not endeavour to press it to enter into a formai  con-
tract with the U.N. before it feels itself ready to do so. I am inclined to be-
lieve• that the contract of relationship can be reasonably simple, clear, and not 
such as to compromise in any way the Bank's situation from,the point of view 
of the investment market, but it may take some time to put the contract into 
such a form and to convince those in the Bank that in fact it is quite safe from 
their special point of view. In the  meantime, I do - not believe that some delay 
in the case of the Bank need hold up the arrangements with other agencies. 

Yours truly, 
R. B. BRYCE 

, VI NOTE ON MEMBERSHIP OF COMMISSIONS OF THE 
. ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL 

• • [Ottaw[Ottawa,] September 5, 1946 
_ This note is concerneà with the suggestions which'have been rnadè regard-
ing membership of . countries other than Canada on the Commissions to be 
,established by the Economic  and  Social  Council  
1. STATISTICAL COMMISSION: 

The Dominion Statistician considers that the following countries could con-
tribute much to the work of this Commission:- the United ICingdom, the United 
States, Sweden or Norway or Denmark, The Netherlands, France, Australia or 
South Africa, India (which has done _pioneer statistical work  in  conned° 
with illiterate population and would contribute advice concerning the statistical 
organization of other backward areas), Chile (which has a relatively advanced 
statistical organization among South American countries), Brazil or Mexico 
(which are, along with Chile, prominent in the Inter-American Statistical 
Institute). The Governor of the Bank of Canada  makes no specific sugges-
tions, but thinks that presumably some countries which do not yet have  ver 

 good statistics but are anxious to improve should be included. 

DEMOGRAPHIC COMMISSION: 	 • 
,The Dominion Statistician makes the -following suggestions: the United 

 _Kingdom, the United States, Sweden, France, Mexico, Chile. 

3. SOCIAL COMMISSION: 
The Depùty Minister of Welfare, Dr. David -son," acknowledges some denth; 

•culty in - 1(nOwing-  what 'states to suggest for this conunission. Aln° 11g 
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English-speaking countries he ' mentions' New Zealand,

1
the United Kingdom,the United States and Australia. Norway, Sweden and Denmark have all made

outstanding .contributions to: the development of social policy . Czechoslovakiawould have: a great deal to - offer. France, Holland and Belgium could ' make
useful contributions. . Of the~ South Am,erican. countries, Dr. Davidson thinksthat Chile, which has : the reputation of having developed a fairly compre-
hensive social security programme, would serve as well as any other country,
although Brazil and Mexico also have something-to offer and could .perhap sbe cônsidered alternativelyw 'ith Chi,

A memorandum.t prepared in the Departin.ent, of External . Af~airs makesthe following suggestions: the United States, the. United Kingdom, France,China, India Denmark th

6 : COMMISSION ON THE STATUS OF WOMEN'

Mr. Elliott; the Deputy Minister .of National Revenue, has no spëcific sug-gestions to make, but thmks ' that in addition to -the Big Four there should berepresentatives . from "large geographical areas having the best developéd
economic viewpoint. "

S . TRANSPORT ' AND COMMUNICATIONS : COMMISSION :
The Deputy Postmaster General would like to seé rèpresented on theCommission countries which :have important international postal services,' suchas the United Kingdom, the Unifed States,' France : and, Brazil. The UnitedKingdom and the United States are 'also suggested 'bÿ the Department of_Tranport

4 . FISCAL, COMMISSION :
.

I , e U.S.S.R., Yugoslavla, or Greece, Chile . or Brazi~l,
Paland the Lebânon, the Dominican Republic.
~• COMMISSION ON HUMAN . RIGHTS '

No suggestions have been made regarding -membership on this Commission .

VII -TERMS " OF REFERENCE OF COMMISSIONS OF TH E
ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCZL

STATISTICAL
COMMISSION

1• The functions of the Commission , as defined b y Economic - an~ Y d SocialCouncil, are to assist the Council :(a) in Promoting the development of national statistics and the ~improve-ment of their comparability ;(b) in the co-ordination of the statistical ' work of secialized âg enc~"ip es,c) in the development of the central stat.istical services' of the Secretariat ;
(d) in advising the organs of the United Nations on-general questions relat-mg to the collection ; interpretation an& dissemination of statistical information,*
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(e) in promoting the improvement of statistics and statistical methods 
generally. 

2. The Dominion Statistician thinks that the terms of reference are adequate 
and, indeed, very comprehensive. He feels that functions (c) and (b) would 
require priority; (a) and (e) are long-tenn projects and would require a con-
siderable amount of preliminary discussion, while (d) is a function which 
would develop gradually. 

•3. The Governor of the Bank of Canada agrees that the terms of reference 
are adequate. He would give priority to (a) and (c), and suggests that early 
attention be given to compilation by each country of figures of physical pro-
duction and stocks in major lines. He also thinks that it would be very valuable 
to have for each country statistics of the local currency cost of certain stand-
ard family budgets. 	 • 

SOCIAL COMMISSION 	 •  

4. The terms of reference of the Social Commission, as approved by Ihe 
. Economic and Social Council, are: 
•' (a) to advise the Council on social questions of .a general character, and in 
'particular on all matters in the social field not covered by specialized  inter7 
governmental agencies; - 

(b) to advise the Council on practical measures that may be needed in the 
social field; 

(c) to advise the Council on measures needed for the Co-ordination of 
activities in the social field. 

(d) to advise the Council on such international agreements and conventions 
on any of these matters as may be required, and on their execution; 

(e) to report to the Council on the extent to Which the recœmnendations of 
the United Nations in the field of social pblicy are being carried out. 

5. The Deputy Minister of Welfare, Dr. G. F. Davidson, is not ,convince,d 
that these terms of reference are wholly adequate. He feels that the effeCtiVer 
ness of the Commission's work will depend almost entirely on the degree to 
which it can establish satisfactory working relatiénships with the specialized 
agencies already operating. The avoidance of any reference in the report of the 
Interim Commission to social security programmes or economic maintenance 
programmes may be due to an assumption that the I.L.O. already covers th is  
field and will be left with responsibility for it. If this assumption is correct 
Dr. Davidson fears that the Social Commiision will be merely a loose and 
relatively ineffective co-ordinating agency with  certain specialized but minor 

responsibilities. He would prefer to see all the important areas of social policy 

brought within the scope of the Social Commission. With this important ex-
ception, he thinks that the terms of reference are reasonably satisfactory.  • 

• 6. The two pniblems which should be given first attention by the annini_s-
sion, in Dr. Davidson's opinion, are those of picking up the loose ends fr9 111  

-UNRRA and of finding means of resuming the work formerly carried on h7 
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the League of Nations Committee on Social Questions. Other problemS are less 
urgent although probably of greater long-range importance. The Commission 
should at an early date commence the study of professional services forming 
part of social security programmes. 

7. The Deputy Minister of Labour, Mr. A. MacNamara, also draws atten-
tion to the importance of the relationship to be established between the Social 
Commission and the I.L.O. In his opinion, unless there is close co-ordination 
or a dear division of the respective fields between  the two agencies the new 
Commission will not achieve useful results. He feels that the question of 
priorities depends upon the settlement of the first question. 

FISCAL COMMISSION 

8. The functions of the proposed Fiscal Commission, as drafted by the 
Preparatory Commission of the United Nations, are to advise the Council on: 

(a) international taxation problems; 
(b) exchange of information among States on the techniques of government 

finance and on their social and economic effects; 
(c) fiscal techniques to assist the • prevention of depressions or inflation; 
(d) such functions of the Fiscal Committee of the League of Nations as 

the United Nations may decide to assume. 
9. Mr. C. F. Elliott, the Deputy Minister (Taxation) of the Department 

of National Revenue, thinks that these proposed terms of reference are ade-
quate but feels that they should be reconsidered after experience has been 
acquired. He regards the functions of the Commission as of great impor-
tance. Attention should, he thinks, be concentrated on (a) and (b). 

10. Mr. A. K. Eaton, Director of the Taxation Division in the Department 
of Finance, thinks that the question of foreign exchange control should be 
considered by the Fiscal Commission unless it comes within the purview of 
another Commission. 

COMMISSION ON HUMAN RIGHTS 
11. The Economic and Social Council defined the function of this Com-

mission as that of submitting proposals, recommendations and reports to the 
Council regarding: 

(a) an international bill of rights; 
(b) international declarations or conventions on civil liberties, the status . 

of women, freedom of information and similar matter; 
(e) the protection of minorities; 
(d) the prevention of discrimination on grounds of race, sex, language 

or religion;  - 
(e) any other matters concerning .  human rights. 

The Department of Justice' 	a memorandum, notes the, -very wide 
character' of these terms so4f reference and sees no reason for restricting them. 
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The only criticism is that no mention is made of remedies or sanctions . The
Department expresses no opinion about the relative - importance of the var-

ious items. It observes that Canada might be particularly interested in (c )

and (d) .

TRANSPORT AND COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

13. The terms of reference approved by the Economic and Social Council
are

: (a) to assist the Council in its tasks concerned with transport and com-
munications, problems ;

(b) to advise the Council on the co-ordination of the work of specia lized

agencies in the sphere of transport and communications ;

(c) to report to the Council, on its request, on the work of any of the

specialized agencies in the sphere of transpo rt and communications ;

(d) to advise the Council in fields wheré no permanent international or-
ganization yet exists and on problems which concern more than one sphere

of transport or communications ;
(e) to suggest to the Council the creation of new agencies, or . the con-

clusion of new conventions or the revision of existing conventions ;

(f ) on instructions of the Council and when so authorized by convention
or agreement between the parties, to perform the task of conciliation in cases
of disputes between States and (or) specialized agencies, on, problems con-
cerning international transport and communications where not dealt wit

h

by other means ;

(g) to perform . such othertasks as the Economic and Social Council may
require - of it on any question concerning international transport and com-

munications;
(h) to assist the Securi ty Council, if so desired by the Economic and

Social Council, in accordance with Article 65 of the Charter;

(i) to assist the Trusteeship Council, if so desired by the Economic an d

Social Council, in accordance with Article 91 . of the Charter. .

14 . Mr. W. J. Turnbull, Deputy Postmaster General, regards these terms

of reference as adequate. He is not aware of any particular field of work on

which the Commission should concentrate during its first years of exinimum

He notes that the Universal Postal Union wi ll . be : brought into a mi

relationship with the United Nations but will exercise complete autonomy

15. The Department of Transport expresses-no opinion on the adequacy

of the terms of reference . The field of international .telecom ;nunications would

be of most immediate concern toit .

COMMISSION ON THE STATUS OF WOME N

16 . The functions of this Commission are defiried as fo llows .
and Sod al Co u°fields. The

onT o~
epare

tingr wom n~s ~nghts ' ina- polcal,to so
the Economic
cial ; and educatsonl

p
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Commission shall also mâke recommendations to the Council of urgent problems
requiring immediate attention in the field, of women's rights . •

17 . A memorandum prepared in the Depa rtment of External Affairs ob-serves that these terms. of reference seem sufficiently broad and adequate.It suggests that attention should be directed to : (a) the establishment of anExecutive Office ; (b) a survey of laws pertaining to the status of women,
which is a necessary preliminary to fu rther progress ; (c) political rights, sincelittle progress can be made without them ; (d) educational problems; (e) a
Women's Conference, although "this could wait for some time .

DEMOGRAPHIC COMMISSION

18 . The United Nations Assembly decided that ' a Demographic Commis-sion should be established to make. studies and advise the Economic and
Social Council on matters related to :

(a) population growth and the factors determining it ;
(b) the effectiveness of po licies designed to in fluence these factors ;
(c) the bearing of population changes on economic and social conditions ;
(d) the general population and migration questions .
19

. In the opinion of the Dominion Statistician these terms of ,reference
are adequate and give ample .. scope for the consideration of populationproblems .

. ,.: : . , _ . , . .
20

. The United Kingdom delegation have emphasized their conviction that
the establishment of a separate commission for the study of population is
amply warranted by the importance of the problems involved and, also bythe necessity for having fully qualified specialists in this field available toadvise the Council

. They have suggested changes in the terms of referencewhich do not alter :their nature but have the effect of s lightly enlarging theirscope.

VIII THE PROPOSED WORLD FOOD BOARD
STATEMENT . - - ~ ~

OF THE ISSUE

The Economic and Social Council on . June 21, 1946, adopted the fo llow-ing resolution : '

THE EC O
and so NOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL, BEING CONCERNED with urgent economic

ci al groblems and with the t ask of coordinating, the âctivities of specializedagencies;

~V1NG TAKEN NOTE that the Food and AgriculNations, turë Organization of the UnitedW order , to assist gove rnments and international organizations to imple-ment the resolution on wheat and riNations ce . of the General Assembly of the . United
of ' 14 February 1946, convened a special meeting on Urgent Foo dProblems in Washington- D.C., 20 to 27 May 1946, which was attended' by

representatives of twenty-one governments and of five international organizations ;an d
R&VIN

G TAKEN NOTE of the ' report of the Special Meetin and in a '
~e "reco~endatïons on longer-ter~ri machinery" g ' . P rtlcular, of

which ca11 ûpon the Director-
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'General of the Food and Agriculture Organization to make a survey and 
proposals concerning  •  longer-term international machinery, in the preparation of 
which he is requested to maintain close contact with the Economic and Social 
Council;  • 
REQUESTS the Secretary-General to offer all possible assistance to the Director-
General of the Food and Agriculture Organization at all stages, in making the 
survey and in preparing proposals concerning longer-term international machinery 
with reference to food with a view to ensuring that these proposals are in 
harmony with the broad pattern of the United Nations for international economic 
organization and co-operation; and requests the Secretary-General to report to 
the next session of the Council. 

2. The report which the Secretary-General will make to the Economic and 
Social Council will raise some important issues. Discussion will tum on the 
scope, functions and powers of the World Food Board, which the Director 
General of the Food and Agriculture Organization, in accordance with the 
resolution of the , special meeting on urgent food problems, has proposed 
should be set up. 

BACKGROUND  INFORMATION 

3. When the world shortage of food, particularly cereals, first became criti-
cal at the end of 1945, international action was taken to mitigate its effects. 
On February 14th 1946 the General Assembly of the United Nations adopted 
a resolution urging all governments and people concerned to take steps to 
conserve supplies both directly and through the appropriate international 
organization. 
" 4. A special meeting of the Food and Agriculture Organization was con-
vened in Washington May 20-27 to consider both the short-term and the long-
term problems. To meet the short-term problem the Combined Food Board 
was transformed into the International Emergency Food Council with an en-
larged membership and expanded functions though still  on an advisory and 
consultative basis. To meet the long-term  problem the Director General was 
requested to survey existing machinery and submit proposals for any extension 
of the functions of existing organizations or any new organizations which the 
survey might indicate as necessary. 

5. The proposais for a World Food Board, which the Director General, Sir 
John Boyd Orr, has prepared in accordance with this resolution  will  be under 
-consideration at the Food and Agriculture Conference which will open 
Copenhagen on September 2nd. They suggest the establishment of a World 
Food Board with power to: . 
, a) stabilize prices of agricultural commodities on the world markets, 111  

eluding provision of the necessary funds for stabilizing operations; 
b) establish a World food reserve adequate for any emergency that nil 

'arise through failure of crops in any part of the world; 
al oducts  c) provide funds for financing the disposal of surplus agric-ultur pr , 

.on special terms to countries where the need for them is most urgent; anu 
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d) cooperate with organizations conce rned with international credits for 
industrial and agricultural development, and with trade and commodity policy, 
in order that their common ends might be more quickly and effectively 
achieved. 

6. These very far reaching recommendations came as something of a shock. 
The United States Government expressed the opinion that: 

a) the financial obligations entailed might be very heavy; 
b) the type of operation proposed might tend to create the obstacles anci 

 restrictions to world trade which it was the purpose of the future international 
trade organization to remove; and 

c) the suggested functions of the World Food Board would cut across the 
activities of other international organizations. 

7. The United Kingdom Governinent was unfavourably impressed by some 
of the proposals, such as the suggestion that supplies should be distributed as 
relief to needy nations, but indicated that the plans for the use of buffer stocks 
to stabilize prices were in accordance with previous United Kingdom policy 
and should receive the fullest consideration. It suggested, however, that the 
functions of the projected Board fell outside the scope of the Food and 
Agriculture  Organization and, in order to avoid overlapping and confusion, the 
proposals should be considered by the international agency best able to take 
into account the issues affecting all specialized organizations in the field. 

8. At the present time (August 28) the United States delegation to the 
Food and Agriculture Organization Conference has been instructed to move 
that a special committee to examine all the alternative  proposais,  including 
those for a World Food Board, be set up, and that the Conference do nothing 
that would prejudice its work (i.e. that there should be no endorsement in 
principle of the World Food Board programme). The committee  • would be 
asked to report to the Director General at the earliest possible moment, pref-
erably by the end of 1946. 

9. The United Kingdom delegation has been instructed to move the the 
proposals be immediately referred to the Economic and Social Council and 
thence to the Economic Employment Commission for urgent action. If the 
'United Kingdom motion is adopted a debate may arise in the Economic and 
Social Council which will deal both with the substance of the proposals and the 
best method of handling them. 

CANADIAN POLICY 

10. The sweeping character of the proposals has led the Canadian Govern-
ment to regard them with caution. It is felt that though the objectives sketched 
are admirable, the implications of the methods suggested have been insuf6.- 
ciently worked out. Final instructions to the Canadian delegation at the Food and 

 ertainly 
Agriculture Organization Conference have not been dra.wn up, but will 

not include any generatendorsement of the proposals. 
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11. The United Kingdom: Government,has been informed that the ,Canadian
Government would support, the reference .of the . proposals to .the Economic
and Social Council as the best means of ensuring that they are considered in
relation to the other pertinent international problems and in association with
all the agencies competent in this field .

X THE WORLD SHORTAGE OF CEREAL S

POLICY OF THE CANADIAN DELEGATION

18 . The International Emergency Food Council . The Canadian Government

has co-operated fully in the work of the Combined Food Board and wi ll
naturally continue to support its - successor. Our system of centralized market-
ing throug ,h the Canadian Wheat Board and the other controls still in existence
constitute ;an exceptionally effective means of "car rying out the recommenda-

tions of the Council .
19 . The International allocation of cereals . Since supplies to meet the deficit

must come chiefly from North America, and since the marketing methods now
pursued in the United States, are not such as to permit firm programming more
than a month ahead, the burden of a system of inte rnational allocation wouldThe
fall chiefly on Canada. International allocation is therefore not favoured .

Canadian Delegation might take the stand that since it is the countries of

North America, i.e. Canada and the United States, which dispose of the
greater part of present exportable surpluses, the close cooperation through the
International Emergency Food Council and the monthly programming now
practised gives fully as good results as would be obtained by international

allocation .

20. Increase in Acreage planted to Wheat . The Canadian view is that Cana-

dian wheat acreage h as already substantially increased and that any further

extension would be at the expense of the acreage planted to coarse grains and
would consequently have bad effects on other parts of the food programme

such as meat and dairy production .

21 . Increase in the Extraction Rate for Flour. The Canadian position is that

any increase in the extraction rate would lessen the supply of mill feeds for

livestock and, owing to the comparatively small part of the Canadian crop

milled in Canada, would increase the world's exportable supply of flour ve
ry

little .

22. The World Food Board. If the issue should be raised again at the of the
Nations Assembly, the Canadian Delegation might stress the interest
.Canadian Government in the stabilization of prices and rationa

li
zat best

supply and to [sic] urge the need for. early and full consideration of
the

means to achieve this end . The Wor1d Food Board should be regarded as
one

proposal among the others .whiçh demand examination .
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XI REFERENCES' TO THE INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICE 

1.The provisional agenda for the third session of the Economic and Social 
Council includes, as Item 7, the following: 

Request to General .  Assembly for authorization to Council to request advisory 
opinion of International Court of Justice. 

2. It is assumed that this refers to the procedure outlined in Article 96, 
paragraph 2, of the Charter, which provides that other organs of the United 
Nations, which may at  •any time be so authorized by the General Assembly, 
may also request advisory opinions of the Court on legal questions arising 
within the scope of their activities. It would therefore be within the terms.  of 
the Charter for the Economic and Social CounCil to seek the authorization 
proposed. 

3.From the point of view of policy, as it does not appear that the Inter-
national Court will be overburdened at the outset, and as the adoption of this 
method of direct reference from the Economic and Social Council would 
relieve the General Assembly of the labour of passing on each specific refer-
ence from the Economic and Social Council, it is felt that the Canadian dele-
gation should support the proposal to seek authorization to refer legal ques-
tions, within the scope of the activities of the Economic and Social Council, 
direct to the International Court. If in future the International Court should 
become overburdened, this decision could be reconsidered. 

XV TRANSFER TO THE UNITED NATIONS OF NON-POLITICAL 
FUNCTIONS AND ACTIVITIES OF THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS 

• • 

ATTITUDE OF THE CANADIAN DELEGATION 
17.There can be no doubt about the usefulness of the work accomplished 

by the Economic and Financial, and the Transit and Communications Organi-
zations of the League of Nations. This work should be continued, and de-
veloped under the general direction of the interested Commissions of the 
Economic and Social Council. The Social Commission will also take over  with 

 advantage the work formerly undertaken by the League Advisory Committee 
on Social Questions. The data and experience accumulated will be useful to the various specialized agencies. 

18.It is to be hoped that the United Nations will be able to secure. the ser-
vices, of a considerable number of the League officials with long experience and specialized knowledge of the non-political activities of the League. Full 
use should also be made by the United Nations of the records, reports and 
statistical material collected by the League during the past twenty-four years. 
Most of this material is in Geneva. Some of it is at Princeton. The United 
Nations should continue, on a comparable basis, the League series of publi-cations in the economic and social ,  field. 



XVI ARRANGEMENTS FOR CONSULTATION ' BET-WEEN : THE ECONOMIC AND

SOCIAL COUNCIL AND NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATION S

c

raised, and if the Canadian delegation decides to oppose this, it may be con-
sidered desirable to base this opposition on grounds more explicit and more
forward-looking than most of the grounds_ put forward hitherto . The following

United Nations for the W .F.T.U. or other• non-governmental bodies is again
16. If the question of still more extensive provisions for participation in th e

United Nations .
non-governmental bodies seeking special , recognition or facilities from the
ably be wise to scrutinize very carefully the :character and credentials of all

15 . In general, while the encouragement :bf . genuinely representative inter-
national non-governmental organizations is obviously desirable, it -will prob-

17. While Canada would welcome proposals calculated to associate the
peoples of the world more directly with the activities of the United Nations,
and would not be opposed to such changes in the charter as may be found
necessary to meet new needs in a changing world (supporting references could
be quoted from Mr . . St . Laurent's speech to the Assembly in January, 1946)
and from the Prime Minister's speech in the House of Commons on December
17, 1945, on the Atomic Resolution), nevertheless the direction in whiçh
Canada would wish to see the United Nations develop is towards a world gov-
ernment with the Assembly presumably evolving towards a democratic world
parliament directly representative of peoples on a geographic basis and with
direct authority. A ll democratic countries have incorporated this principle of
representation in their constitution .

18 . Proposals to increase the special representation in the United Nations of
selected interest groups on a corporative basis would appear to lay the founda-
tion for an evolution in a very . different direction . An analogous proposal in the
national field would involve constitutional representation of occupational
groups as such in national legislatures . This was typical of the. fascist so-called

"Corporate State" . The use which the Nazis made of functional organizations
in the development of fascist "fifth columns" will also not be forgotten

. There

is always some danger, in special formal recognition by the United Nations of
non-governmental bodies, of encouraging the growth of propaganda pressure
groups, which would offer tempting prizes to the surreptitious gro~ o

f
o

totalitarian machine controls. The United Nations must be careful to av
id

being put in the impossible position of having to assess competing claims and

to scrutinize the credentials and representative character of private org
ang

tions claiming to represent various sections of the world's population .

19 . All the Members of the United Nations have concertedthe most carei~
rnles . of procedure to cover the admission of new Members to the U~
Nations and the scrutiny of the credentials * of the - official representatives of
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Members to the United Nations. No equivalent scrutiny of non-govern.mental 
groups is possible. There are forinstance no agreed standards for comparison 
of membership figures. There are no agreed standards for determining the real 
representative character of non-governmental groups in various parts of the 
world, or the truly representative character of the delegates of such unofficial 
bodies. Such assessment and such scrutiny could not be carried out effectively 
as it would inevitably involve trespassing- on the domestic affairs of member 
nations. 

20. While therefore recognizing that non-governmental functional organi-
zations have a useful role to play in international li fe and that consultation with 
them will from time to time be desirable for appropriate specialized organs of 
the United Nations, it seems desirable that caution should be exercised in this 

 matter. It is clearly essential that the right of speaking or voting in major 
United Nations' organs should in principle be reserved for the official repre-
sentatives of peoples Organized on a , geographic basis, that is, in the well-
recognized democratic manner. And while the Economic and Social Council 
should be free at all times to consult non-gove rnmental organizations, as pro-
vided under Article 71 of the Charter, it should not be unduly fettered in 
advance or bound to permanent consultation.  on any too rigid basis with par-
ticular non-govermnental bodies. 

XVIII LEAGUE LOANS 

8. The first consideration in determining the Canadian attitude on this ques-
tion is whether the functions* and powers of the League in conneétion with 
these loans are of a political or technical character. An examination of the list 
of these functions and powers remaining (as outlined in paragraph 3) makes 
it clear that they are technical. An inspection of the record of the borrowing 
countries shows that Hungary, Greece and Bulgaria defaulted and the bond-
holders had to content themselves with such settlements as the League Loans 
Committee could secure for them; Danzig and Estonia*never defaulted so long 
as they remained politically independent; and default on the Austrian loan 
was avoided until the Anschluss of 1938 on account of thé goVernniental 
guarantors putting up more money. Since the League was responsible in a 
general way for these schemes, although assuming no liability for loss to the 
bondholders, there would seem to be a moral justification for the successor of 
the\ League continuing any ;technical help within its power to salvage these 
loans. Furthermore, it would appear undesirable to allow these functions and 
towers to lapse in view of the new international plans that have been made or the provision of funds for reconstruction and development. In this con-ection, there is the possibility that, in accordance  lwith  the resolution adopted 
bY the General Assembly of the United Nations in London, the functions and 
powers could be assumed by a specialized agency (in this case the Interna- 
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tional Bank for Reconstruction and Development). In any event,  there seems 
a good case for Canada supporting the assumption by the United Nations or 
by some specialized agency which has been brought into relation with the 
United Nations of the League of Nations functions and powers in respect of 
League loans. 

9. None of the League loans were subscribed for in Canada. Canada there-
fore has no direct national interest in proteêting the bondholders. 

XX CO-OPERATION BETWEEN THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL 
AND THE TRUSTEESHIP COUNCIL 

5. A useful outline of arrangements on which such cooperation might be 
based was submitted to the ExecutiVe Committee by thé United Kingdom 

-delegates. ,(See Report by the Executive Committee to the Preparatory Com-
mission, page 63.) The features of this memorandum which are of interest to 
the Economic and Social Council may be summarized as follows: 

(1) Article 91 of the Charter shôuld be construéd to Mean that normally 
-• the Trusteeship Council or the General Assembly will take the initiative 'in 

asking the aid of the Economic and Social Council. This, however, should not 
debar the Economic and Social Council—or any-  of  the  specialized agencies-
from bringing to the notice of the Trusteeship Council any matters arising ,  in 
trust territories which they believe may merit the attention of the Trusteeship 
Council. , . _ . , 

(2) Just as the Permanent Mandates Commission of the League of Nation,s 
invited a representative of the I.L.O. to attend its meetings, the Trusteeship 

- 

	

	Council' might invite a refireseûtative 'of the 'EConornic and Social Council to 
be present during its sessions to serve in an advisory capacity, although without 

, the right to vote. .The Trusteeship Council and the Economic and Social Council 
might draw up an agreed list of subjects in the discussion of which the F.,conoinic 

. and Social Council would be interested. The Economic and Social Council would 
* 	be regarded as having a standing invitation to attend all meetings of the Trustee- 

r ship Council during which these subjects were. to be discussed. It would b e  fo  
consideration whether the representative of the Economic and Social Council 
should be 'present while the Trusteeship Council formulated  its  observations. 

(3) In certain circumstances the Trusteeship Council might ask the Economic 
and Social Council or one of the specialized agencies to make a study of some, 
particular matter arising out of an annual report on a trust territory or out oi 

a petition, in order that the Trusteeship Council may have the results of the studY 

before it when formulating its observations. 
(4) There should be the fullest possible interchange of papers between 

Trusteeship Coun.cil and the Economic and Social CounCil. It will be for M 

Secretariat of the United Nations to work this out as a part of the gene
r,  
e  

machinery of internal coordination. 
(5) An interchange of staff between the Trusteeship Department  ?!,. tilAe  

Secretariat and ,the Economic and Social 'Departments would b e  usetui_ _ 

member . of the staff of the Trusteeship . Department might be 
appointedentsa: 

permanent liaison officer with the staffs of the Economic and Social Depare 

or vice versa. 	- 
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CANADIAN ATTITUDE

6. The Canadian delegation, at San Francisco welcomed the decision of the
Five Powers to recommend the' creation of a Trusteeship Council as one of the
principal organs of the United'Nations, rather than a trusteeship commission
subsidiary to the -Economic and Social Council, which was the original plan
of the United Kingdom delegation. It was felt that the body which supervised
the administration of trust territories should report to the full General Assem-
bly rather than to a body composed of only 18 members . At the coming ses-
sion of the General Assembly however, the Canadian delegation should
support any - arrangements which will facilitate ; close and smooth working
relations between the two bodies .

7 . In all discussions of the work which the Economic and Social Council
may do for dependent peoples it is important to distinguish clearly between
the three classifications into which such peoples are divided . Some are in-
habitants of trust territories, and for the welfare of all such peoples the
Trusteeship Council will assume a special responsibility. Other dependent
peoples are inhabitants of non-self-governing territories outside the trustee-
ship system . These: peoples are referred to in" Chapter XI of the Charter.
The coordination of reports on their welfare is

.
a function of the Secretary-

General, and it ., is expected that the Economic and Social Council and thé
specialized agencies will have amore direct influence on their , development
than will the Trusteeship Council, whose work is to be confined to trustterritorie s

8 . The third grotip of non-self: governing peoples are those who are found
within the borders of sovereign states . No reports concerning their develop-
ment are required by the United Nations . Unenfranchised Indians andEskimos of Canada fall within this category, as do unenfranchised Indians ;
Eskimos and Negroes in the United States, the majo rity of the population ofAlgeria

and special groups in several ~ other, countries, not excluding those
have a Soviet form of government . These groups are not mentioned in,

Chapters XI, XII, or XIII but come ùnder the provisions of paragraph 3 of
Article l of the Charter.

9
. A United Kingdom delegate pointed out during the first part of the FirstSession of the General Assembly that the work of the Economic and SocialCouncil, the I .L.O. and the specia lized agencies would largely depend on thebuilding up

e of standards of health, labour, nu trition and education and theconomic and agricultural development of non-self=governing peoples withinth
e boundaries of sovereign States as well as in colonial dependencies .Accordingly, although it is not likely that any firm decision can be .made in

the Economic and Social Council regarding- assistance to be given the Trustee-ship Council before the latter has begun to function, the Canadian dele ationshould not feel that there need be an ' dela gWhich the Y y in considering the means by
Economic and Social Council itself can aid dependent peoples inthe second and third" categories mentioned above.
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535. DEA/5475-BQ-40

Le consul général à New York au secrétaire d'État
aux A ffaires extérieures.

Consul General- in New .York to Secretciry of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM CG-586 Néw York, September 12, 1946

ECSOC No. 2 : . Fo llowing from Economic , and Social Council, Begins :
Following from Riddell, Begins :

1 . Delegation has considered question of membership on Commissions,
which appears on agenda tentatively for Saturday . Our view is that we should
seek, membership on following . Commissions, in . order shown : _

(1) Economic and Employment .

(2) Statistical .

(3) Social.
(4) Fiscal.

2. United Kingdom has named Canada in its lists for all those Commissions
except Statistical . We are considering suggesting to United Kingdom that they
transfer us on their lists from : Human Rights Commission, where they have
placed us, to Statistical Commission. Before 'doing so, however, Mr . Martin

wishes to know opinion of Mr. St. Laurent as to impo rtance which latter
attaches to our seeking membership also on Human Rights Commission, par-
ticularly in light of remarks made in letter of August 26th t from Mr. Vârcoé

concerning debate in House"on proposed Bill of Rights . Ends . Message ends- '

536. DEA/5475-W-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au consul .général à New York

Secretary of State for External A f, f airs to Consul General in New York ,

TELEGRAM 436 • Ottawa, September 25, 1946

CONFIDENTIAL . Following for Hon . Paul Ma rtin from Wrong, Begins : I have

spoken to Mr. St . Laurent on the question of . our possible membership on
the Human Rights Commission which Riddell has . told me about this morning•

Mr. St : Laurent feels that it would be best for us not to seek initial member-
ship on this Commission in view ' of the great extent of its mandate, ~e
possibility of protracted discussion on vague ,issues, and the uncertainty of

its real usefulness. He thinks that we should see how it develops and only
consider pressing a claim in the light of its experience.

1 La note suivanté était écrite sur ce télé- 1 Thë fo llowing note was written on
the

gramme: - telegram:
Mr. Robertson spoke to Mr. St. Laurent, who held . no strong . views-no reply was

sent to this message. J. S[TntirEs] 20 Sep[tember], 1946 '- ' '
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2. I fully agree with this view and I believe that we should find it very 
difficult to instruct a Canadian member, and to explain to the public our 
position, on the matters which may come before the Commission. Ends. 

DEA-FAH/7-1946/2 

Extraits du Rapport de la délégation à la troisième session du Conseil 
économique et social des Nations Unies• 

Extracts from the Report of the Delegation to the Third Session of the 
Economic and Social Council of the United Nations 

ELECTIONS TO COMMISSIONS. 

14.Because of the decision that members of Commissions should be 
representatives of governments, the election of nominating states for these 
Commissions, which took place during the Third Session, had, in no sense, 
the object of establishing an efficient body of experts. Balanced representation 
of groups of states and geographical areas was the basic consideration in the 
elections, and the best that could be achieved in the application of the 
functional principle was an occasional reference to states with a record of 
accomplishment in sème particular field. Because of the complicated nature 
of the election—eight Commissions with a total of 120 members—the chair-
man postponed the holding of elections as long as possible in order that efforts 
might be made to work out an agreed list. Such a list was produced during 
the last few days of the Session and was accepted in its entirety by most of 
the delegations. Consequently, the results of the voting reproduced exactly the 
slate which had been agreed upon in informal consultation. It appears, how-
ever, that in the voting, some of the Latin American countries transferred 
their votes from Eastern European tc■ other Latin American states, with the 
result that, in the results of each  poil, the votes cast for the Eastern European 
states tended to be less than in the case of those for other states, though 
sufficient to ensure election. 

15.The agreed list on which the elections were based was worked out in 
consultation between the three Great Powers, which, in turn, represented the 
interests of other members of the Council. The Canadian delegation indicated 
to both the United States and United Kingdom delegations its desire to be, 
if possible, on the Economic and Employment, the Statistical, the Social and 
the Population Commissions. At one tinie, the United Kingdom proposed 
th at we should give up our place on the Statistical Commission in order that 
Australia might become a member of that body, and that we should instead 
accept membership on the Human Rights Commission. After consulting the 

o 
DePartment, the delegation re-affirmed the view previously stated that Canada 
wuld prefer not to be on the Human Rights Commission and wished, if 
possible, to be included on the Statistical Commission. When the balloting 
was taken, Canada was elected as a nominating state to all fotir*CommiSsions 
on which she had sought membership. 

537. 
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16. The results of the election, together with the length of term estab li shed
by lot in the case of each state, are as fo llows :

(a) Economic and Employment Commission :

Belgium (2 years), Canada (3 years), China (3 years), Cuba (4 years),
France (2 years), India (3 years), United States (4 years), U.S.S .R. (4 years),

Australia (4 years), Brazil (2 years), United Kingdom (2 years), Czechoslovakia
(3 years), Norway (3 years), Byelorussian S .S .R.`(4 years), Poland (2 years) .

(b) Transport and Communications Commission :

Chile (3 years), China (3 years), France (3 years), . India (2 years), Netherlands
(2 years), United States (4 years), Norway (3 years), United Kingdom (2
years), Brazil (2 years), Egypt (4 years), U.S .S .R. (4 years), Czechoslovakia
(4 years), Union of South Africa (3 years), Poland (2 years), Yugoslavia (4
years) .

(c) Statistical Commission :
China (2 years), France (4 years), India (3 years), Norway (4 years), United
Kingdom (4 years), Canada (3 years), Mexico., (3 years), Netherlands (2 years),

United States (2 years), U.S .S .R. (2 years), rkey (4 years), Ukrainian S .S.R.

(3 years) .

(d) Human Rights Commission :
Belgium (4 years), Chile (4 years), France (3 years), United Kingdom (2
years), Australia (4 years), China (2 years), Egypt (3 years), India (3 years),
Uruguay (2 years), United States (4 years), Philippine Commonwealth (4 years),
U.S.S .R. (3 years), Lebanon .(2 years), Panama (2 years), Byelorussian S .S.R.

(2 years), Iran- (3 years), Ukrainian S.S.R. (3 years), Yugoslavia (4 years) .

(e) Social Commission :
Canada (4 years), China (4 years), Denmark (4 years), France (2 years),
Netherlands (3 -years), Unite & States (2 years), . Czechoslovakia (2 years), New
Zealand (3 years), Peru (3 years), Union of South A frica :(2 years), Colombia

(3 years), . Ecuador (4 years), Greece (2 years), Poland (4 years), U .S .S.R.

(2 years), United Kingdom (3 years), Yugoslavia (3 years), Iraq (4 years) :

(f) Commission on Status of Women :
United Kingdom (3 years), India (2 years),, Australia (2 yeàrs), Denm

ark
(4 years), France (4 years), U.S .S .R. (3 years), United States (3 years),

Venezuela (4 years), Costa Rica (4 years), China (2 years), TurkeY (4 years),

Syria (3 years), Mexico (3 years), Byelorussian S .S .R. (2 years), Guatemala

(2 years) .

(g) Fiscal Commission : ' years),
China (4 years), Colombia ' (3 years), France (4 years), United States (~ba (3
Belgium (2 years), U.S.S .R. (3 years), United Kingdom (4 years), years),
years), Czechoslovakia (2 years), India (2 years), New Zeaeaand)' (~ainiaa
Union of South Africa (4 years), Lebanon (3 years), - Poland (3 , years) ,

(4 years) .

(h) Population Commission: e~) '
France (3 years), Perû (4 years), United States (2 years), `U .S .S .R . (2 United

Australia (3 years), Brazil (4 years), Canada , ,(3 years), China (2 ye~Yugo~avia
Kingdom (2 years), Netherlands (4 years), Ukrainian S .S.R . (3 years) ,

(4 years) • .
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CONTINUATION OF THE WORK OF UNRRA 

69.Discussion of the report of the Sub-Commission. on Devastated Areas 
was understandably associated in the minds of Coun.cil members with pro-
vision for continuing the work of UNRRA. These questions were considered 
together in a set of resolutions brought in by the same Sub-Committee (Docu-
ment E/211). 1  

70.The Eastern European countries were anxious to recommend that the 
work of UNRRA should be continued. The United Kingdom and United 
States delegations, however, were insistent that no recommendation should 
go forward from the Council either for the continuation of UNRRA or for 
the establishment of any agency similar to UNRRA for the purpose of carry-
ing out relief work on no matter how limited a scale. The Council, therefore, 
merely sent forward to the Assembly its éndorsation of the resolution which 
had been carried by the Council of UN'RRA at its Fifth Session in August 
1946.  mis  resolution 'asks the Assembly to establish or designate some 
agency, the purpose of which shall be to review the needs for relief in 1947 
and to make recommendations as to the financial assistance which might be 
required to meet these needs; 

71.The terms of the Council's resolution were discussed between members 
of the Secretariat and the Canadian Delegation and aLso between members of 
the Canadian Embassy in Washington and officials in the State Department 
who are concerned with relief problems. As a result of these discussions, 
an amendment to the resolution was presented by the Canadian  Delegation. 
This amendm.ent requests the Secretary General to undertake immediately 
the collection and analysis of information concerning relief needs  for  the 
year 1947. The purpose of the resolution is to make it possible for the 
Secretariat themselves to commence the studies which will later become the 
concern of the agency nominated by the Assembly. The United Kingdom 
Delegation was opposed to this amendment, fearing that the activity of the 
Secretariat might prejudice the conclusions of the agency appointed .by the 
Assembly to carry out the proposed investigations. 	 • 

72.The Canadian amendment assumes that the preparatory work dime by 
the Secretariat shall be made available' to the agency nominated by the Assem-
bly rather than to the Assembly itself. It is expected that vvhen the Assembly 
meets, it will nominate some existing body or create some new body to carry 
out the investigation which has been recommended. The results of this 
investigation together with any accompanying recommendations  will  then be 
communicated directly to governments for any action which those govern-
ments ma.y think it advisable to take, either directly' through their own relief 
organizations or indirectly through such bodies as the International Bank. » 

e
Voir Nation 	

' 
s Unies Conseil économique 	See United Nations, Economic and Social 

annt 	ialt  , .P.rocès-verbau x officiels, première Council, Official Records, Firs' t Year, Third 
nexe  33 . nis1ame  session, supplément 9, an-. Session, Supplement 9, Annex 33. 	, 
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ADDRESS BY THE HONOURABLE PAUL MARTIN BEFORE THE

ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL ON THE REFUGEE PROBLEM

NEW YORK, SEPTEMBER 17th, 194 6

MR. CHAIRMAN,

1 . -Your decision to permit this discussion to proceed along . general lines
has, I think, on the whole been fully justified because we have had, generally
speaking, thoughtful and constructive proposals . with respect to this matter.
It is encouraging to realize that the wide and'sympathetic interest in refugees,
-which was first shown at the meetings of the General Assembly at the begin-
ning of this, year, has grown and been intensified as the problem has bee n
investigated, and as plans for -the future have been made.

2. It has been, the view of the Government of Canada throughout all of
these discussions that thé question of refugees could be solved only through
co-operation 'amongst the United Nations in the fullest degree possible . The
condition of a million people who have been left homeless in Europe is as
great and pressing a problem of re lief as any of the others that have emerged
after victory . It appears to us that the refugee problem should be regarded
as part .of the larger problem of relief and . rehabilitation, and should accord-
.ingly be so treated. The repatriation of displaced persons who have homes to
.which they could go was accomplished by a phenomenal act of international
co-operation for which the occupying authorities deserve .a large share of the
`credit. The creation of UNRRA dealt with sti ll another general aspect .of the
problem. It has been - suggested in this debaté and elsewhere that assistance
should be given to the resettlement of refugees ' returning to their homeland
in Eastern Europe; , but this relief has ' already - been given indirectly in many
thousands of cases through the operations of UNRRA, which bas helped to

provide the means necessary.for rehabilitation in these areas . The new refugee

organization is now required to complete a portion of the work amongst dis-
placed persons which the . All ied mili tary . authorities and UNRRA are unable
-to carry to a conclusion-that is, the repatriation or resettlement of those
who still remain. If - this work is not done, it wi ll be necessary to tu rn loose on

the cities and roads of Germany and Austria a great company. Of homeless

people of Allied origin . Quite apart from humanitarian principles which make
it imperative to take care of these people, there is also the important practical
consideration that the peaceful recovery of Europe might well be hindered
and delayed indefinitely if a million non-German refugees were to be abandon-
ed to their fate in occupied territory. I do not think that this is a problem
which can be separated from the other two-repatriation and relief-whi II
have now been so largely accomplished, and i feel sure, and my Governm
feels sure, that the demands of our responsibilities towards refugees Win
:command thé same measure of general support as in the case of the others

.

3 . Now, Sir, these decisions which we are taking wi ll involve all of us ;~

heavy financial responsibilities . The Report of the Committee on Finances w
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receive special consideration later on, and it is not therefore necessary for me 
at this moment to consider in detail this question. I will, however, have some-
thing to say later on behalf of my Government in regard to the proposed scale 
of contributions to the budget of the International Refugee Organization, and 
I have noticed that other delegations have expressed concern in regard to 
some aspects of the Report of the Committee. I may say that with regard to 
this fmancial consideration I have to reserve the position of my Government. 
At this stage however I think I should say that we feel it necessary to say a 
word of warning concerning finances. The mounting costs of international 
undertakings is already a cause of concern, and I am sure that if the scale of 
contributions to refugee organizations is to prove acceptable to member states 
it will be necessary to demonstrate that every item in the budget is essential 
and that it is set at the lowest possible figure. For this reaso ii  the proposed 
budget of the new organization should be scrutinized with the greatest care. 
Whatever the final decision, the financial obligation will be a large one for all 
of us. I think it can be met only if the responsibility is fully shared on the 
same wide international basis as has characterized the response to other prob-
lems that have emerged from the war. 

4.I may say that, after listening to the delegate for Peru the other day, I 
shared somewhat the sympathy expressed by Mr. Baker, of the United King-
dom delegation, when he said that without agreeing to the full embrace of the 
Peruvian delegate's speech he found a great deal of common interest and sup-
port in what the delegate from Peru had said, and I may say that I think the 
delegate for Peru has served and made a great contribution in this debate by 
pointing out that perhaps the great objective that we have all in mind, and 
which my Government wants to support, can be effectively achieved•without 
creating unnecessary organization, particularly in the interim period—an or-
ganization which may prove to be more costly than the circumstances warrant. 

5. It will be necessary for the new Refugee Organization and for the 
officials who undertake responsibility for interim measures to secure the fullest 
possible information in regard to the possibilities of resettlement. It may prove 
however that no single method for receiving refugees will be acceptable to all 
countries where immigration is possible. The suggestion has been made from 
various quarters that certain states should express their willingness to take 
sPecified quotas of immigrants. The Government of Canada will be prepared, 
I am sure, to examine in detail any proposals which may emerge in this con-
nection. Immigration by quotas however has not been the traditional method o.  f regulating the movement of people into Canada. In our case, therefore, as in\ the case of some other countries, it may prove that the admission of 
refugees can be arranged more readily through the adjustment of the existing 
runnligration system than through the adoption of measures which cannot eadily be reconciled with that system. In Canada immigration is based on the 
admission of categories of persons, who by reason of their places of origin or their training 
fife. It may most quickly be absorbed into our economic and social 

is true that dming the war, as an emergency measure, some 3,500 
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homeless 'people were "given - temporary -refuge in Canada and that these per-

sons have recently been ; granted permanent landing, together withthe right to

âpply for full Canadian citizenship. It is true- also that arrangements are now

being made to admit to Canada 4,000 veterans of the former Polish Army in

Western Europe who are unwi lling to return : to their homeland. These men,

who will be selected amongst single agricultural workers, wi ll in due course,

unless life in Canada proves unacceptable to them, be eligible to become
Canadian citizens. They will also eventually have the same p rivileges as other

residents of Canada of bringing their close relatives to our country. This

method of admitting immigrants is not however ' the procedure normally fol-

lowed by the Government of my coùntry : We have recently taken other steps
which are in keeping with our immigration regulations and which we expect

will result in the admission of several thousands of refugees . Provision has

now been made for the admission to Canada of certain catégories of relatives
of residents in Canada who can provide the prospective immigrants with
homes and with maintenance. These groups are : mothers and fathers, un-

married brothers and sisters, unmarried - children, nephews and nieces who are
orphans and who are below the age of sixteen years . We are not yet certain

how many people will come to Canada as a result of these changes in add
regulations-changes in our regulations which are now effective, I might
-nor is it certain how many of those who come will be refugees . There are,

however, indications that the numbers will run- into many thousands, and we
know that of these a very considerable number is now in Displaced Persons

Camps. We fully expect that when it becomes possible to move these petude
to Canada we shall be making an initial contribution of some magm
towards the problem of resettlement of displaced persons . In the meantime,

a careful scrutiny of the Canadian immigration system is being made with a
view to considering the policy - which should be followed in the post-war

period .

6. Mr. Chairman, I should like at this point to make one
observation

to the purpose of the new refugee organization . On Saturday morni g

were reminded that repatriation must continue to be the p
rimary objectivewere

of all organizations which were working in the field .of refugees, and we w

reminded earlier last week by the very able speech of Mr . La Guardia of this

fact likewise, and it seems perhaps desirable to recall to the Council's attention
that when the first Assembly of the United Nations was held in

London
ub~e t

this year the Refugee question was on the agenda, and it became That

of long and vigorous debate in the third committee of the Assembly
.

debate revealed a sharp divergence of view concerning the extent ûencel~
aid should be given to people who had been displaced as a

the
in Eastern

the war and who are now refusing to return to their places of o
rigi

ent on the follow-
Europe. There .was, however, it seems to us, general agreem onsibi litY;
ing four points : ( 1 ) the problem of Refugees is an international resp no

n against(2) repatriation should be carried; out to the fullest extent possible ;
genuine refugee should be forced to return to his place of o tors

will ; (4) no aid should- be extended to 'war criminals, Q uislings , or trai
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I think it is important to remember . that 'debate in those decisions . I should
like to assure my Soviet colleague that we are in full agreement that as many
people as possible in Displaced Persons Camps should be encouraged to return
to their countries of national origin. There has already been ample indication
that the full- number of refugees now in Displaced Persons Camps can be,
placed in new homes abroad only with the greatest difficulty. The movement
of large numbers of people across oceans to,new continents and the assimila-
tion of these people in new environments is both costly in money and in
human effort . We are all concerned over the magnitude of this problem and
we have good reason for supporting the view that repatriation must be accom-
plished to the fullest extent possible . I therefore fully concur that wherever
possible obstacles which :stand in the way of voluntary repatriation must -be
removed .

7. In the meantime, with so many decisions of major importance still to
be taken, both in regard to the establishment of the new refugee organization
and in regard to the policies which various countries wi ll adopt towards this
organization when it comes into existence, there is very great need for interim
measures of a kind which have been suggested in the paper presented on this
subject by the Secretary General. We have examined this document with care,
and we are grateful to know that the Secretariat has given so much attentionto it

. The Canadian delegation would be happy to hear a further and more
general expression of opinion in regard to the measures proposed in the
interim period, and would particularly like to see in greater detail the way in
which the work of the proposed interim commission will be integrated with
that of the Intergovernmental Committee on Refugees and of UNRRA . We
must not forget that we have already in existence two .international organiza-
tions charged with the responsibility for work amongst refugees . Would it
not be most unfortunate if, through the creation of the interim commissionWhich

has been proposed, a third international body should now be given ,
responsibility in this field? It would appear to :us therefore that much would
be gained during the interim period by leaving with the two organizations
which are already in existence, the IGC and UNRRA, full responsibility -for'
operations for the maintenance and resettlement of refugees . The activities ofth

e Secretariat would thus be confined with administrative measures prepara-
torq to bringing the new refugee organization into existence and commencingits work

. I know that weare all desirous of seeing the International Refugee
Organization brought into existence at the . earliest possible date, and if we
achieve this end, there will be less need for interim measures of an elaboratekind

. For this reason, and for the reasons so cogently brought to our attentionbY,Mr. La Guardia, if we are to achieve this end, I think there wi ll be less need
for interim measures of an elaborate kind, and if we can avoid over-organ-
ization, or over-expenditure, or over-assignment in the inte rim period, I thinkthat it Will

meet more readily the wishes and the opinions expressed in thisCouncil. For this reason, Mr . Chairman, as well as for the even more com-pelling reason that thousands of homeless people wait for early 'action; I woûldurge upon my
colleagûes here and upon other members of thë LTriited Nations
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that we establish this Body as quickly as we possibly can to meet this very 
great problem, which, I say again, was brought to our attention in such a 
forceful way by Mr. La Guardia. My country is prepared, within the ambit 
of the reservations I have made, of playing its full part as one of the Member 
States in the international community which we are seeking to create. 

APPENDIX B 

ADDRESS BY THE HONOURABLE PAUL MARTIN WHEN THE REPORT ON THE 
NARCOTIC DEtAFTING COMMITTEE WAS SUBMITTED TO THE ECONOMIC AND 

SOCIAL COUNCIL MEETING, NEW YORK, SEPT. 26, 1946 
1. The Draft resolution and the draft Protocol before the Council propose 

measures required for the formal transfer to the United Nations of the powers 
and functions exercised before its dissolution, by the League of Nations under 
international narcotic conventions and also to ensure the continuity of the 
international control of narcotics. 1  

2. This control, based on international conventions ratified by some sixty-
seven govemments, functioned without interruption throughout the war. The 
international administration instituted under these conventions was in a posi-
fion to watch all international and national transactions in narcotics during 
the past twenty years and its endeavours to limit the use of narcotics to 
medical and scientific needs met with a considerable measure of success. The 
work done in this field also proved conclusively that only through the com-
bined efforts of all nations is it possible to control an evil which is international 
in character. 

3. Under the Resolution adopted by the First General Assembly on Febru-
ary 12 last, and the Resolution of this Council on February 16 concerning 
the non-political functions and activities of the League of Nations, the 
Secretary-General was directed "to take the steps necessary to the provisional 
assumption and continuance of the work hitherto done by" the ()Pima section 

of the Leag-ue of Nations and the Secretariats of the Permanent Central Opium 
Board and the Supervisory Body. 	• 

4. It is our understanding that, in pursuance ofthese decisions the Secretary-
General has made the provisional administrative and financial arrangements 
necessary to ensure the continuance of the international control of narcotics. 

5. The Commission on Narcotic Drugs, established by the Resolution of this 
18, Council of February 16 and in accordance with its decision of FebruarY 

of the will carry on the functions of the former Opium Advisory Committee 
League of Nations. 

6. A special Narcotics Division, established by the Secretary-General with-
in the Department of Social Affairs, is continuing the work previously 
charged by the Opium Section of the League of Nations. 

I Pour le texte de  l'adhésion du Canada à 	'For 	the text of Canada's adherence to t.11,e 

ce protocole voir Canada, Recueil des traités, Protocol see Canada, Treaty Series,  
1946, N° 50. 	 No. 50. 
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7. After consultation with the President of the Permanent Central Opium 
Board and the Chairman of the Supervisory Body, the Secretary-General took 
provisional measures to ensure the functioning of these international bodies 
and their secretariats under the auspices of the United Nations as from 
September 1, 1946. 

8. In the desire to simplify, within the provisions of the existing conven-
tions, the administrative machinery of international narcotic control, and in 
accordance with the ideas put forward during the First General Assembly of 
the United Nations, the Secretary-General brought about a fusion of the 
Secretariats of the Permanent Central Opium Board and the Supervisory 
Body as from September 1, 1946. 

9.It will be seen therefore that the United Nations has provisionally assum-
ed full responsibility for the continuance of international narcotic control. 

10.This is a gratifying result and the Secretary-General is to be congratu-
lated upon having, in a relatively short period of time, brought these negotia-
tions to a successful conclusion. 

11.The two draft Resolutions and the draft Protocol now before the Coun-
cil are intended to provide a legal basis for the provisional measures taken 
by the Secretary-General, and to give effect to the decision of the General 
Assembly of February 12 concerning the steps necessary to ensure the un-
interrupted exercise of the functions and powers of a technical and non-politi-
cal character vested in the League of Nations by virtue of international agree-
ments relating to the international control of narcotic drugs. 

12.Canada has given careful consideration to these draft Resolutions as 
they stand [and to] the draft  Protocol and its annex and approves the pro-
cedure proposed therein. 

13.We have been ,asked also to consider a proposal that the Spanish Gov-
enunent should be excluded from the application of the international narcotics 
conventions. Mr. Chairman, we are all agreed that the benefits and privileges 
of the United Nations should not be extended to any nation which has not 
qualifie  for full membership. This is not a question, however, of granting a 
measure of benefit to any particular country. It is a proposal for the continua-
fion of a joint effort to solve a technical international problem. The solution 
of that problem, it seems to me, should be pursued by the most efficient means 
possible, and the barriers which we raise to illicit trade in narcotics should 
be made as high and as extensive as we can make them. Surely this purpose 
will  only  be impeded by the exclusion of any part of the world from the con- 
trols which these conventions impose. This is especially true if we realize 
that these conventions are ones which have been operating now for many 
wyeoarrisd. The arbitrary exclusion of one country will mean that a part of the 

which is now within the scope of these controls will fall outside them. 
w.e adopt this proposal, we shall be saying in the case of this one country, 

13a111, the trade in narcotics shall be free of any of the inhibitions which inter- 
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national action .provides through the medium of the Permanent Central Opium
Board and the Supervisory. Body.

- 14. Canada has always taken an active part in the international contro l
of narcotics and is a signatory to every international convention on the subject .
It seems to us that the exclusion of Spain from the existing international
machinery would be a retrograde step. Without wishing in any . way to give
place or position to Spain -amongst the United Nations, it is my opinion that
no step should be taken which would eliminate Spain from the continuing
activities of the international narcotic control machinery by which she has
been bound for more than twenty years past . l

APPENDIX . C

STATEMENT BY THE HON . PAUL MARTIN, TO THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL

COUNCIL ON THE PRELIMINARY REPORT OF THE SUB-COMMISSION ON TH E

RECONSTRUCTION OF DEVASTATED AREAS, NEW YORK, SEPTEMBER 26, 1946

Mr. Chairman,

1 . Like other delegates, I would like to congratulate the temporary Sub-

Commission and its Secretariat on .the report which they have produced.2
Whatever other impressions we have, I think all of us have been rather
astonished that so good a report could have been prepared in so short .a time.

It hardly seemed possible in June . I am also impressed by the evidence in the
report of a spirit of . co-operation among the nations of Europe and a recog-
nition that they * have a mutual interest in, each other's problems and
prosperity .

2 . A query was made yesterday as to why the United States should be so
anxious to participate so actively in this matter. We heard Mr. Winant's replY
to this question . Apa rt altogether from the reason given by the'U .S . delegate,

I wish to observe that it is a most hea rtening sign to -know that a nation so
important in the world's economy as the United States has played and is pre-
pared to continue to play an important role in this matter .

3 . The questions discussed in this report are not academic or philanthrop~c
questions to my country . It ought not to be necessary to emphasize Canadas
interest in the sound and speedy settlement .of Europe's economic problems•
VETe have had throughout our history a free and mutually advantageou

s with with Europe, except in those days when Nazi Germany strangled the externa
l

1 Le Canada s'est abstenu lors du vote pour
exclure l'Espagne. Voir Nations Unies, Con-
seil économique et social, Procès-verbaux offi-
ciels, première année, troisième session, neu-

vième' séance, 26 septembre 1946, p. 61 .
. Q Voir Nations Unies, Documents officiels

de la deuxième partie, de - la première session
de l'Assemblée générale, supplément 3:

1 Canada abstained on the vote to exclude

Spain. See United Nations, EcoFo~ Ÿ~a
Social Council, Official Records, 26,
Third Session, Ninth Meeting, September

1942 See
.
United Nations, Official Records of

the Second Part of the First Session of
the

General Assembly, Supplement 3.
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trade of Europe, .and .as the. Sub-Commission has said, "bent" the Europeans 
economy to the purposes of war. 	 • • 

4; We were in the war from the beginning to the end, and the part which 
Our 12,000,000 people were able to play in providing men, food, materials, 
and equipment is ample evidence of the realization of the average Canadian 
that the threat to Europe was a threat to him. - • 

5. While the International Bank and Monetary F'und have  been  awaiting 
agreement and building up their organization, the Canadian Government has 
extended credits of some hundreds of millions of dollars to European coun-
tries for needed supplies and reconstruction. 

6.I do not  mention  these facts as a basis for any claim to membership on 
the proposed commission. We are not seeking membership. I mention them 
as a visible evidence of the Canadian interest and of our belief in the advantage 
to us of a settled and prosperous Europe. 

7. I agree with our colleague, Dr. Chang, that matters now before us are 
the "real thing". Particularly, the "real thing" is the work of this Council in 
reconstruction of devastated areas. To me this is the basic task of the Council 
--to seek to repair devastation and to try and restore the working economy of 
the world. Whether it be devastation of human lives, which is the humani-
tarian aspect of the refugee problem, whether we deal with devastation of 
property and services, or devastation of economics and states, by our action 
we are laying the foundation for a lasting peace. • 

8. The measures which we agree upon can be the means of opening the 
gates of the future to millions of people—a futiire largely free  from  the eco-
nomic causes of war. The ,opportunity which we have is the very reason why 
this Council was formed. 

9.Aside from the principle involved here there is little,hope of true security 
for any nation or any people. We all know there is no real lasting gain for any 
nation in fighting a war. Victor and vanquished alike are subject to the 
remorseless reckoning that follows such a conflict. After the moral and 
physical destruction of a war, follows the terrible and lasting effect of loss 
of hope. 

10.We must nourish and inspire nations which have suffered in this war in 
the belief that the conditions which produced it will not again prevail. That is 
ihe positive task of this CounciL Treaties, signatures, words will not suffice. 
We are dealing with the economic reconstruction of states devastated by war. 
Upon what we are able to do and the measures which we are able to put in 
motion, the real hope for the future depends. 

11.The Sub-Commission has made a large number of suggestions and 
c_omments, some of them, I think, are more important and more applicable 
than others, but I do not intend to comment in detail on them. I would like 
t° saY, however, I was particularly glad to see the stress which the Sub-
Commission laid on the need for re-establishing multi-lateral trade and of 
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discouraging the use Of . mere bi-lateral agreements except : as _ the most tem-
porary expedient . Europe has been impoverished by war, by the pressure , of
population, and by the loss of resources . If, . in addition, she impoverishes her-
self by confining her trade to narrow bi-lateral channels she will face a
meagre and haunted future .

12 . It is quite clear that the major question which calls for comment is that
of the proposed Economic Commission for Europe . In this regard there were
a number of things said by the delegate of China, in his vigorous statement,
with which the Canadian delegation would agree fu lly. In the first place, we
would agree that we are now beginning to discuss the "real thing" for which
this Council was created . We believe that we should think of it in real terms
and that we should be prepared to go ahead . I assume from the Sub-Com-
mission's report and from what has been said here that the European coun-
tries themselves are anxious to work together and see important possibilities
of mutual help within the frame-work of this proposed Commission .

13 . In the second place, like our Chinese colleague, we are not prepared to
see the continuing economic work of U .N. delegated to regional councils . This

is not the intent of the Charter, nor is it in accordance with the f acts of world
development. I do not think, however, that the initiators of this proposal had
any such regionalization in mind . The proposal originated in the deliberations
of the temporary Sub-Commission on the Reconstruction of Devastated Areas,
and I assume that the proposal is directed to the purposes of that Sub-Com-
mission; that it is temporary in nature and is concerned with the reconstruc-
tion of devastated areas. If we can agree on these "real things", the question
of name need not be insoluble .

14 . I would extend this remark further . -I assume that the proposed body,
would have the active assistance and co-operation of all the permanent organi-

should want t e organiza ion an s ou •
cil itself will be quite clear that the new organization is to devote itself to
reconstruction, and does not represent the change in the permanent orga~za-
tion of United Nations . We shall want to be assured that the lines are care-
fully drawn between the proposed Commission and the permanent organiza-
tions and agencies of the United Nations, so that the Commission will help
and not thwart the work of the Council. On these assumptions the Canadian

delegation supports this proposal strongly .

zations and agencies of the United Nations. I also assume, however, that it is
not to be set up as the co-ordinator in Europe of the work of the permanent
agencies of the United Nations, nor is its authority to be substituted for the
authority of the Economic and Social Council.

15 . It follows from what I have said that we attach great importance to the
circumstances and conditions under which the proposed body would be set up

.

It is, in our eyes, virtually [sic] important that the'European nations themselve
s

h +1 A h ld mi-an business We assume the Cou
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DEA/5475-BQ-4 0

Mémorandum de la première , direction politique' au sous-secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum from First Political Division' to Under-Secretary of State
for External A ffairs

[Ottawa,] December 30, 194 6

RE : CANADIAN NOMINATIONS TO COMMISSIONS OF THE

ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCI L

1 . At the third session of the Economic and Social Council in New York,
Çanada was elected to the following Commissions for the terms indicated :

Economic and Employment Commission .(3 years )
Statistical Commission (3 years)

Social Commission (4 years )
Population Commission (3 years )

2. It was also-decided at this session that the states elected should-nomi-
nate experts, and that agreement should be reached on such nominations by
consultation between the Secretary-General of the United Nations and the
Governments concerned. Such consultation was to ensure that there should
be on each Commission a proper balance of specialists in particular fields .
The results of these consultations . were then to be confirmed at an ad hoc
meeting of the Economic and Social Council to be held in New York during
the, General Assembly .

3 . . Canada's nominations to the four Commissions . mentioned in Para-
graph ' 1, as communicated to the Secretary-Geiieral, were :

Econornic_ and., Employment Commission-Mr . Stewart : Bates, . Director
General of Economic Research, Department of Reconstruction and
Supplÿ

Statistical Commission -Mr. Herbe rt Marshall, Dominion Statistician
Social Commission Dr. George F. Davidson,' Deputy Minister ' of Welfare
Population Commission-Mr. J . T. Marshall, Chief Administrative

,
Officer,

Dominion Bureau of Statistic s
4. After consultation between the Canadian Government and the Secre-

tarY-General, and as a result of the ad hoc meeting of the Economic and
Social Council in New York on December 10th; . 1946, the above mentioned
nominations were confirmed as Canadian members of thesé Commissions .

'De J. G. H. Halsteâd . By J . G . H . Halstead.~
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PARTIE 5/PART 5 

CONSEIL DE TUTELLE  

TRUSTEESHIP COUNCIL 

DEA/5475-N-40 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au secrétaire aux Dominions 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Dominions Secretary 

TELEGRAM 1 ' 	 Ottawa, January 2, 1946 
IMMEDIATE. TOP SECRET. Your circular D. 2290 of December 22nd, 
International Trusteeship. 

In our view the proposed statement during the first part of the first session 
of the General Assembly with regard to placing lmandated territories under 
the trusteeship system is a wise one. We are impressed with the argument 
that it may be desirable for the United Kingdom Government to take the 
initiative in this matter rather than to appear to act under pressure, and 
we feel t.hat an announcement along these lines at this time would make a 
good impression in the United States and elsewhere. 

DEA/5475-N40  

Le seérétaire aux. Dominions au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieur

- 	Dominions Secretary to Secretary -  of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM CIRCULAR D.38 	 London January 8, 1946 

SECRET. My immediately preceding telegram.t TrusteeshiP. 
Draft agreement for United Kingdom mandated territories in Africa, 

 Begins: 
WHEREAS the territory kn.own as Tanganyika/Cameroons under British 

Mandate and hereinafter referred to as British Cameroons/Togoland under 
British Mandate, and hereinafter referred' to as British Togoland, has beefl . 
administered in accordance with Article 22 of the Covenant of the League n 
Nations under a Mandate conferred on His Britannic Majesty

t  

AND WHEREAS Article 75 of the United Nations Charter signed at San 
Francisco on 26th June, 1945, provides for the establishment of an Interna-

tional Trusteeship System for the administration and supervision of such 
territories as may be placed thereunder by subsequent individual agreements, 

AND WHEREAS under Article 77 of the said Charter the International Tras" 
teeship System may be applied to territories now held under Mandate, - 

539. 

540. 
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AND WHEREAS His Majesty has indicated his desire to place Tanganyika/ 
British Cameroons/British Togoland under the said International Trusteeship 
System, 

AND WHEREAS in accordance with Articles 75 and 77 of the said Charter 
the placing of a territory under the Trusteeship System is to be effected by 
means of a Trusteeship Agreement and by Articles 79, 83 and 85 of the 
said Charter, it is provided that the terms of trusteeship are to be agreed 
upon by the States directly concerned and approved by the United Nations. 
Now, therefore, the General Assembly of the United Nations, in accordance 
with Article 85 of the said Charter, having satisfied itself that the Agree-
ment of the States directly concerned, including the mandatory power, has 
been obtained in accordance with Article 79 of the said Charter, hereby 
resolves to approve the following terms of the tru.steeship for Tanganyika/ 
British Cameroons/British Togoland. 

Article I. 

The territory to which this Trusteeship Agreement applies comprises that 
part of East Africa/West Africa lying within the following boundaries (ref-
erence to be inserted to relevant international treaties defming boundaries). 

Article 2. 

His Majesty is hereby designated as Administering Authority for Tangan-
yika/British Cameroons/British Togoland, the responsibility for the ad-
ministration of which will be undertaken by His Majesty's Gove rnment in 
the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. 

Article 3. 

The Administering Authority undertakes to  • administer Tanganyika/ 
British Cameroons/British Togoland in such a manner as to achieve the 
basic objectives of the International Trusteeship System laid down in Article 
76 of the United Nations Charter, and to collaborate fully with the Trusteeship 
Council in the discharging of all the Council's functions as defined in Article 
87 of the Charter and in the present Agreement. 

Article 4. 	 • 

The Administering Authority shall be responsible: 
(a) For the peace, order, good Government and defence of Tanganyika/ 

British Cameroons/British Togoland,  and 
(b) For ensuring that it shall play its part in. the maintenance of inter-

national peace and security. 
Article 5. 

For the above mentioned purposes, and for all other purposes of the 
present Agreement as may be necessary, the Administering Authority: 

(a) Shall have full powers of legislation, administration and jurisdiction 
in Tanganyika/British Cameroons/British Togoland (for the Cameroons and 
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Togoland only, and sha ll administer it in ' accordance with its own laws as an

integral part of its territory with such moifi of the ' Agreement) . by
local conditions and subject to the provisions Ppresent

(b) Shall be entitled, in order to èffect improvements in the administration,
to constitute Tanganyika/British Cameroons/British Togoland into a
customs, fiscal or administrative . union or federation with adjacent territories

:under its sovereignty or control, and to establish : common services between

such territories and Tânganyika/British Cameroons/British Togoland where
such measures are not inconsistent with the basic objectives of the Inter-

national Trusteeship System .

(c) And shall be entitled to estab lish naval, military and air bases, to

erect fortifications, to station and employ its own forces in Tanganyika/

British Cameroons/British Togoland, and to take all such other measures as

are, in its opinion, necessary for the defence of Tanganyika/B ritish Came-

roons/B ritish Togoland and for ensuring that the territory plays its part in

the maintenance of international peace and secu rity, inclu~tish us e
Camerooons/

tèer forces, facilities and assistance from Tanganyika/B Council
British Togoland in carrying out the obligations towards the Securit

y

undertaken in this regard by the Administering Authori1~masTa
n

well as for
ganyika/

local defence and the maintenance of law and order w

British Cameroons/British . Togoland.

Article 6 . abi-
The Administering Authority ., shall take measures to assure to ~ô e e~vely

tants of Tanganyika/British Cameroons/British Togoland a p
gr

increasing share in the administrative and other services andâ local) and o
ment of the territory (for Tanganyika only, both centre an to

,develop existing means for the expression of .local opinion with a.
C
viewa e,

the Political, development of the inhabitants of Tanganyika/Bntishescribed

roons/British Togoland towards the attainment of the
objective P

in Article 76 (b) of the Charter .

Article 7. Tanganyika/
The Administering Authority undertakes to apply in international

B ritish Cameroons/B ri tish Togoland the 'provisions of any en~ies

conventions and recommendations drawn up by the specia
lized ag

.on of

referred to in Article 57 of the United Nations Cha rter, the application
copduce to the

which would, in the opinion of -the Administering Authority ,

achievement of the basic objective of the Trusteeship System .

Ad'Article 8 . the
In framing the laws relating to the holding or transfer lâWSaana custoos

ministering Authority sha ll take into consideration native resent and

and sha ll respect the rights and safeguard the interests, both p R~ept

future, of the native population . : No native land may be transfe~ed, e
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between natives, save with the consent of the competent public authority. 
No real rights over native land in favour of non-natives may be created 
except with the same consent. 

Article 9. 

The Administering Authority shall, subject to the provisions of Article 10 
of this Agreement, take all necessary steps to ensure equal treatment in 
social, economic and commercial matters for all  members of the United 
Nations and their nationals, and to this end: 

(a) Shall ensure the same rights to all nationals of members of the United 
Nations as to his own nationals in respect of entry into and residence in 
Tanganyika/British Cameroons/British Togoland, freeklom of transit and 
navigation, requisition of property, both movable and immovable, the pro-
tection of person and property and the exercise of professions and trades. 

(b) Shall not discrirninate on grounds of nationality against nationals of 
any member of the United Nations in matters relating to the grant of con-
cessions for ,the development of the natural resources  of  Tanganyika/British 
Cameroon.s/British Togoland- and shall not grant concessions having the 
character of a general monopoly. 

(c) Shall ensure equal treatment in the administration of justice to the 
nationals of all members of the United Nations. The rights conferred by this 
Article on nationals of members of the United Nations apply equally to 
companies and associations controlled by such nationals and organized in 
accordance with the laW of  any mernber" of the United Nations. 

Article 10. 	 • 	 s 
Measures taken to give effect to Article 9 of this Agreement shall be sub-

ject always to the overriding duty of the Administering Authority to promote 
the political, economic, social and educational advancement of the irihabitants 
of Tanganyika/British Cameroons/British Togoland to carry out the other' 
basic objectives of the Trusteeship System and to maintain peace, order - 
and good Govemment. The Administering Authority shall, in particular, be 
free: 

(a) To organize essential public services and works on suCh terms and 
conditions as he thinks Pie. 

(b) To create monopolies of a purely fiscal character in order to provide 
Tanganyika/British Cameroons/British Togoland with the fiscal resources 
which seem best suited to local requirements or otherwise to serve the 
interest of the inhabitants of Tanganyika/British Cameroons/British Togo-
land. 

(e) To establish under conditions of proper public control such other 
monopolies or undertakings having in them an element of monopoly as 
aPPear to it to be in the interests of the economic advancement of the inhabi-tants of Tanganyika/British Cameroons/British Togoland. 
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Article 11 .

Nothing in this Agreement shall, of itself, entitle any member of the
United Nations to claim for itself or for its nationals ; companies or associ-
ations in Tanganyika/B ritish Cameroons/B ritish Togoland the application
of a more advantageous regime than that member itself grants in its own
territory to Tanganyika/British Cameroons/British ' Togoland and its in-
habitants .

Article 12 .

The Administering Authority shall, ensure in Tanganyika/B ritish Came-
roons/British Togoland complete freedom of conscience and the free exer-
cise of - all forms of worship which , are consistent - with . public order and

mora lity . Subject to the provisions of Article 8 of , this Agreement and the
local law, missiona ries who are 'nationals of members of the United Nations
shall be free to - reside in Tanganyika/British ., Cameroons/British Togoland,

to possess property and to erect .religious buildings throughout the temtory .

The provisions ' of this Article shall not, however, affect the right and duty

of the Administering Authority to 'exercise such control as that AuthoritY
may consider necessary for the maintenance of 'peace, order and good Gow
ernment and for the educational advancement of the inhabitants 'ôf Tangan-

yika/B ritish. Cameroons/British Togolând and to take all measures require d

for such controls . °

Article 13 .

The Administering Autho rity :shall : make to the General Assembly: of'the

United Nations an annual report on the basis of a questionnaire drawn UP
by the Trusteeship Council in accordance with A rticle 88 of the Cha rter.

Article 14 .

Nothing in the present Agreement shall affect the right - of the Adinirister-

.ing Authority to propose at any future date the designation of the whole or
part of Tanganyika/B ri tish Cameroons/B ritish Togoland as a strategic are

a

in accordance with Articles, 82 and 83 of the Charter of the United Nations .

Article 15 :
The terms of this Trusteeship Agreement shall not be altered or a nân b~e

except as provided in Article 79 and Articles 83 and 85, as the case Y
of the United Nations Charter .

Article 16.

If an dispute whatever should a rise between the Administering Autho
riryany retation

and another member of the United Nations relating to the interp

or application of the provisions of this Agreement, such dispûte, if it cannot

be settled -by - negotiation or other means ~hall be submitted to the
Nations

tional . "Court of . Justice provided for in Chapter XIV of the United
Charter. Ends.
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Le secrétaire aux Dominions au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieure s
Dominions . Secretary to Secretary. of State - for External Affairs

TEL EGRAM CIRCULAR D. 50

MOST IMMEDIATE . SECRET . Trusteeship .-

London, 7anuary11, 1946

My telegram of January 10th, ' Circular D. 49,t Paragraph 2
. We think it most important to circulate draft : agreement to other Govern-ments (as explained in paragraph 3 of my telegram), before Foreign Secretary

makes his announcement on January 1 .4th, and we should, therefore, be
most grateful if any comments by Dominion Governments on the draft text
could reach`us by evening of January 13th, G .M.T.', at latest.

DEA/5475-N-40
Le secrétaire d État aux A ffaires extérieures au secrétaire aux Dominions

Secretary . of State for External A ffairs - to " Dominions Secretary

Ottawa, January 12, - 1946
MOST IMMEDIATE .. $ECRET. . ŸOUr cllclllar te18gr2
Trusteeship,In our view draft .Agreement generously framed and seems to us t ore$ect the purpose of the Charter. .We . are in agreement as, to, the,advantages
of yoûr retaining the initiative in this matter. We think it important that a
substantial number of mandatory powers should conclude similar agreements
in order to facilitate the early establishment ,of - the International Trusteeshipsystenyunder the U.N.O .

543 .,
DEA/5475-N-40

. ` -
Le haut commissaire en- Grande-Bretagne aù secrétaire d'État

.

aux Affaires extérieures '

High Commissioner in Great Britain 'to Secretary of State

TELEGRAM
External A fJ`airsRAM 273 London, January 30, "1946AS DEL No . 39. Following from Massey, Begins : Trusteeship

1• There has been protracted discussion in the Trusteeshi Committee overthe interpretation of. the phrase "States ï .diréctly cènëèrned'.p in Article 79 of1 . _ . . .
Greettwich Me an Time .
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the•Charter. This discussion' has been further complicated by argument as'to 
whether or not it is within the competence of the Trusteeship Committee to 
defme the phrase. 

2. In order to abridge debate and to suggest Practical steps whereby the 
trusteeship system can be quickly brought into operation, the Canadian dele-
gation has proposed the following resolution: 

"The Fourth Committee has considered the important implications involved 
in the words "States directly concerned" used in Article 79 of the Charter 
and recommends to the General Assembly that, pending the establishment of 
the Trusteeship Council, the Assembly should adopt the following resolution: 

"Until the Trusteeship Council is established and defines the term "States 
directly concerned" used in Article 79 of the Charter, the following steps 
shall be taken. 

"A member of the United Nations which desires to place territories under 
the trusteeship system shall notify the Secretary-General or the Executive 
Secretary of its intention and of the names of the States with which it intends 
to negotiate an agreement. (This notification shall be regarded as a "Declara-
tion of Intention"). The Secretary-General or the Executive Secretary shall 
communicate this Declaration of Intention to all members of the United 
Nations. Any member which considered itself directly concerned and which 
has not been named in the Declaration of Intention, may so notify the Secre-
tary-General who shall, in turn, notify the member which made the Declara-
tion of Intention. It will be the responsibility of the latter member to consider 
such claims as  it  may receive and to  report té the Geller.  al Assembly on the 
action it has taken in this connection when it snbmits a trusteeship agreement 
for approval." 

3. This résolution, along with eight other amendments to the Preparatory 
Commission's report, has now been remitted to a Sub-Committee of fifteen 
members, including Canada. This Committee is charged with the responsi-
bility of threshing out the various amendments and drafting an agreed text 
for submission to the Assembly. Our resolution has the support of the 
Kingdoin and of the United States. We believe that it has been useful in 
focussing discussion and in suggesting a way out of the interminable argu-
ments which seem to overhang the Committee. 

4. The advantages of the proposal, in our view, are as follows: 

(a) It gives a practical definition of the term "States directly concern..ed" 
in order to facilitate the speedy establishment of the Trusteeship Council. 

1  Voir Nations Unies, Documents officiels de 	' 1  See United Nations, Official Records 
 i
.
n
11 

la première partie de la première session the First Part of the First Session of p.  

de l'Assemblée générale, quatrième commis- General Assembly, Fourth 
sion, pp. 15-36. 	 15-36. 	

COMMIttee, P 
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-(b); It is ' àn :interini.' .measure only. When the % Trusteéship Council is estab-
lished, it must then itself ` define .the words in question :

(c) It. settles a procedure whereby all the United Nations are advised in
good time of the proposed actions of other - members in connection with trustee
ship agreements . . : :

`(d) It gives full protection to those rüembers .who may consider themselves
directly concerned, as well as to those members who wish to make a Declara-
tion of Intention. Ends .

CH/Vol . 2104

Le haut ~ commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires ex térieures

High Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary of State
for External_ Affairs

90 London, . January 31, 1946
ASDEL No. 43. Following . from Massey, Trusteeship .
1 . At the first meeting yesterday of the Sub-Committee mentioned in para-graph 3 of our telegram Asdel No. 39, it was agreed that, i.n.~.view of the shorttime available, the Sub-Committee would not a ttempt to . define "states directlyconcerned"

. A gentlemen's agreement was also entered into that this subject
would not be brought up either in the fu ll Trusteeship Committee or on thefloor of the Assembly . An amendment submitted by Iraq, on behalf of the
Arab bloc, which listed some criteria designed to determine "states directlyconcerned" was withdrawn on the understanding that withdrawal would not
prejudice consideration _ of this subject at future meetings of the Assembly . Inan

y case, it was fairly clear that the Iraq amendment would have been de-
feated if it had been put to a vote.

2. The Soviet Delegate then said that, in . his view, it would also be unwise
to try to reach agreement on a provisional procedure for the negotiations of
trusteeship agreements as had been suggested in our amendment. He arguedthat, if the Sub-Co mmittee laid down one mode of procedure, it might, ineff

ect, be adumbrating a definition of "states directly concerned" . ` Th equestions of definition and procedure were intimately linked and if the
otwo
ne

question wereto be left open, no decision shôuld be taken on the other . ThisVièw seemed to us to be not unreasonable .
3
. Several Delegates then expressed their support for the Soviet ro osaland Dulles, for the United States, said that, although he at first had favouredthe Canadian amendment, in view of the course events had taken he -had

.
. . .ch anged his mind and now lielie .ved . thaf thë procedure for

I
ne otiatin aee-ments should not be specified i in the Committee's repo rt. g g ~

TELEGRAM 2
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4. We then decided to withdraw our amendment. We took this step •with 
some regret, since -it seemed to us that the procedure we had recommended 
would be sound and useful. On the other hand, the principal purpose of the 
àmendment had been to head off interminable and inconclusive discussion 
about the definition of "states directly-  concerned" and since the Committee 
had decided against attempting a definition at this meeting of the Assembly, 
our main purpose had been achieved. 

DEA/5475-N-40 

Mémorandum de la première direction politique au sous-secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

Memorandum from First Political Division to Under-Secretary .  of State 
for External Affairs 

[Ottawa,]  February 11, 1946 
With reference to your request for the' file dealing with my attached memo-

randum of January 3 lst,t you will see that the proposal put forward by the 
Canadian members of the Trusteeship Committee of a procedure to deal with 
the question of associating "states directly concemed" as used in Article 79 of 
the Charter, in connection with trusteeship agreements was subsequently with-
drawn, as reported in ASDEL 43 of January 31st. 

I noted in my previous memorandumf that the proposal of the Canadian 
delegation was unobjectionable and suggested, therefore, that no comment be 
sent from here. Briefiy the proposal was that a member of the United Nations 
desiring to place territories under the trusteeship system, should notify the 
Secretary General of its intention and the names of the States with which it 
intends to negotiate an agreement. The Secretary General would then com-
municate this "declaration of intention" to ail  members of the United Nations. 
It would then. be  "the responsibility of any member-state, which considered 
itself "directly concerned" to notify the member maldng the "declaration of 
intention". This would be an interim measure.  until the Trusteeship Council is 
established, and a definition of the term "states directly concerned", as used 
in Article 79 of the Charter, is accepted. 

You will observe that the Soviet delegate argued that by adopting this mode 
of procedure, even as an interim measure, it would in effect, anticipate the 
definition of "states directly concemed". Several members of the Committee 
apparently accepted the Soviet view and Canadian members of the  Commit
withdrew their proposed amendment. No action therefore appears to be 
required. 1  

i La note , suivante était écrite. sur ce 
mémorandum: 	 m 

1 The- following -note was 
emorandum: 

1 agree. N.-  A. MOBERTSON] 	

written 

545. 

G. I[GNATIEFF] 

on th° 
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Le secrétaire aux Dominions au secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires extérieures

Dominions Secretary to Secretary of State for External Affairs
TELEGRAM CIRCULAR D . 246 London, March 18, 1946

IMPORTANT . SECRET . His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom have
been considering whether any formai action should be taken at April meeting
of League of . Nations Assembly to liquidate mandate system . Following pos-
sible courses have been examined :

(a) Termination of mandate , system.
(b) Formal action for transfer to United Nations Organization of League

functions in respect of mandates .
(c) Any other course.
2. Course (a) appears undesirable because, if mandates .were terminatedbefore final arrangements . have been made for future of mandated territories,

doubts might be cast on juridical position of mandatory States. Objections
to a League pronouncement that mandates will be terminated at some future
date on stated conditions are that :

( 1) League would be imposing conditions which it could not enforce,
since it would no longer exist . at the future date .

(2) A general formula covering all existing mandated territories would
be virtually impossible to devise.

3 . In course (b), we see following diffculties . Charter imposes no legal
obligation on mandatory States to place mandated territories under trustee-
ship. Consequently, no .action by League could have effect - of applying trustee-
ship system to mandated territories . If more limited functions of Permanent
Mandates Commission were vested in United Nations and if United Nations
Organization accepted transfer of such functions, effect would be to have twoSystems of United Nations Organization supe rvision running ; concurrently.
It might be possible to distinguish between ob ligations assumed by manda=tory Po~s;ers in mandates and machinery for supervision, e.g., mandatoryPowers might make declarations at Geneva that they would continue to be
guided by general principles of mandates even after cessation of hithe rtoexisting international machinery for dealing with them . There would, however,be practical difficulties even then, because mandates include provisions re-
stricting adequate defence . measures, and A and B mandates in particularimpose rigid "open. door " policy which is qualified

Such a declaration would also not be appropria te to a t rrito (dsuchas Transjordan, which is to become independent of Palestine . Further objec=
tions to transfer to United Nations Organization of League functions in respectof mandates are that it would open way to: p. (1) Claims that it - conferred rights in mandated ' territories on States~mem-bers of United

Nations Organization but not members of . League, and
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(2) Dispute between France and Levant States about contradiction between 
continuance of mandate system and Article 78 of Charter. 

4. In all the circumstances, course which would suit us best, if it had pros-
pects of success, would be to achieve liquidation of League without any specific 
reference to mandate system. Since, however, other delegations may raise 
Subject, question arises whether it is better:  • 

(1) To take initiative by proposing a draft  resolution of our own in order 
to forestall  some embarrassing proposal by other states; or 

(2) To be forearmed vvith such a draft  resolution but to keep it in reserve 
and advance it only if it becomes necessary'. On the whole, we feel that risk of 
embarrassing proposal being put forward by -  others is slight. Neither United 
States nor Soviet Government will be represented and, in any case, Soviet 
attitude might be rather adverse to any ,attempt to'establish continuity between 
League and United Nations Organization. Belgian and Netherlands delegations 
to United Nations Organization Assembly gave some indications that they 
might iadvocatè formal action by League Assembly for sake of legal "tidiness", 
but it is not clear that they had fully considered all implications. 

5. Our provisional conclusion is, therefore, that United Kingdom delegation 
should not, repeat not, take initiative in this matter but, if it is raised by foreign 
delegations, should take line that future of mandated territories is not a matter 
for League (which is on point of liquidation) and has already been subject of 
declarations by mandatory Powers at United Nations Organization Assembly 
which passed a resolution about it. In these circumstances, it would be in-
appropriate for League to do more than pass a resolution on lines of following 
paragraph. 
- 6. Resolution might be on following lines, Begins: 

The Assembly has taken note of declaration in regard to the future of 
the mandated territories under their jurisdiction made at the first session of 
the United Nations General Assembly by States members of the League of 
Nations on whom mandates were conferred. The Assembly, accordinglY, de-
sires to place on record that it welcomes*  the resolutions on this subject 
adopted by United Nations. Ends. 

7. We should be glad to learn at earliest -  possible moment whether other 

British Commonwealth Governments are in general agreement with course 

"suggested in paragraph 5 of this telegram. If so, we should propose to ap-

proach informally Belgian, French and Netherlands Governments to ascere 
whether it would commend itself also to them. In view of United States interest 

in Japanese mandated islands and trusteeship system generally, it might als°  
be useful to ascertain informa lly that United States Government, for their 

part, would see no objection. 
High  • 8. Fuller memorandumt on question is being communicated to 3 ourT 

Commissioner's office here. 	' 
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Le secrétaire .d'Ét,at ;aux : A ffaires extérieures au secrétaire" . aux Dominions
Secretary of State for External A f, f airs to Dominions Secretary

TELEGRAM 90 Ottawa, March 22, 1946
IMMEDIATE . SECRET . Addressed London No . 90, repeated to Canberra No . 7,
Wellington No. 5, Capetown No . 7 .

Your telegram D: '246 of March~ 18th : Liquidation of -mandate' system. '
1 . We are in general' agreement with observations in paragraphs 2 and . 3 of

your telegram . We hope, however, that difficulty concerning the Levant States
mentioned at the end of paragraph 3 may have disappeared . In response to an
enquiry French Ambassador on March 6th informed us that Syria and . Leba-
non were to be regarded as independent , states for * customs purposes .'He added
that the French Government considered that these mandatés were termiriated
on March 28th, -1945 "the date on which, following the recommendation`~ made
by France to the other United Nations 'on March 20th ; these two : states wereâdmittëd 1 as members of , the Unite& Nations ." This- presumably refers tQ - the
adhesion by Syria - and Lebanon '.in- Washington to the ~ Declaration b y UrïitedNations as a prelirriinary to their attending ~ the San Francisco ' Conference :

2 .` In view of this, * would it not be possible for . the . League Assembly' to
confirm the termination of the Syria-Lebanori mandate? Attention might •â.lso
be paid to the possibility of formally disposing of the provision of pâragraph 2
of Article 5 of the mandate which provides for automatic~ -réimposition' ~of thè
Capitulations on its termination .3 . We concur in suggestions in paragraphs 5 and 6 of your telegram. An
Assembly'rêsolution on these lines should provide adequate authority. , foi.
transfers of mandated territories to trusteeship as soon as individual agree-
ments make this possible . Those `mandates, however; which ~were° not covered
by declarations made at the United Nations Assembly (i .e ., the South Africanand Japanese mandates) would seem to be, excluded under , this formula but
nevertheless we have nothing better,to suggest .

548
. DEA/5475=N=46

Le haut commissa-ire par intérim en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

Acting High Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary,of State

TELEGit A lu
I 810 London, March 25, 1946

Your telegrarn No . 90 of March 22nd to Dominions Office, liquidation ofLeague mandates .

1• A meeting of Commonwealth representatives is called for Thursday
afternoon to discuss this subject . If you have further instructions concerning
Canadian attitude~ I should like to have them before Thursday .~

for External Affairs

!~~~
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Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire 
en Grande-Bretagne 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Coin' missioner 
in Great Britain 

TELEGRAM 714 	 « 	 Ottawa, March 27, 1946 
IMMEDIATE. SECRET. YOUr telegram. No. 810 of March 25, liquidation of 
League mandates. 

1. You might ascertain at the meeting of Commonwealth representatives 
(a) what is planned with  regard  to Syria and the Lebanon (see paragraph 2 
of our telegram No. 90 of March 22 to Dominions Office), and (b) whether 
the League Assembly will be aske d  to take note of .the termination of the 
mandate for Transjordan. 

2. The Class B mandates in Africa and most of the Pacific mandates appear 
to be adequately covered by. the formula proposed in paragraph 6 of Circu-
lar D. 246 of March 18. If, however, an attempt is to be made to perpetuate 
the mandate for Southwest Africa as an alternative to annexation, it seems to 
us that somethin.g further will be needed, which might perhaps take the form 
of an endorsement by the League Assembly of paragraph 2 of Article 80 of 
the Charter. This would give the United Nations clear authority, also, to take 
over the islands under Japanese mandate when a trusteeship agreement for 
these has been concluded. 

550. 	 . 	 DEA/5475-AT-40 

Mémorandum de la deuxième direction politique à la délégation 
à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies 

Memorandum from Second Political Division to Delegation 
to the General Assembly of the United Nations 

CONFIDENTIAL 	 October 19, 1946 

SUBJECT: NON-SELF-GOVERNING TERRITORIES 

(Supplemeniary Statement for Section TV/I of the Conunentary) 

The following notes are supplied to members of the Canadian delegation 
to correct and complete page 125 of the Commentaxy: 

Under the heading "Canadian Attitude", in line 7 of paragraph 2, the 
words "and scattered Indian reservations in both Canada and the United 
States" should be struck out. The status of the Indian reservations is more 
precisely described in paragraph 4 on the saine page. 

In paragraph 5 reference.is  made to a memorandum on the status of the 
Yukon and Northwest Territories to be supplied to members of the Canadian 
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delegatiinf. The isSue of 'whether - Canada shbuld submit reports to the United 
Nations on these territories was brought into focus by a decisicen of the United 
States Government last August to submit reports to the Secretary General on 
Alaska as well as on Puerto Rico, the Panama .Canal Zone, the Virgin 
Islands, Hawaii, Guam and American Samba. Although the recent vote in 
favour of statehood within the Union mens  that Alaska will not continue 
long to be regarded as a tenitory to which Chapter XI of the Charter applies, 
nevertheless the fact that one report on Alaska has been submitted makes it 
desirable that Canada should state clearly the position it intends to take with 
regard to the Yukon and Northwest Territories. 

Alaska is a non-configuous tenitory which was purchased by the Govem-
ment of the United States from Russia several decades after the establish-
ment of the Union. The Yukon and Northwest Territories, on the contrary, 
by virtue of Article 146 of the British North America Act have been an 
integral part of Canada since Confederation. 

It is nbt thought that Chapter XI of 'the Charter was intended to apply 
to territories geogaphically within  the borders of member states. This view 
is strengthened by the language of Article 74, which distinguishes between 
"metropolitan areas" and the territories to vqhich Chapter XI is applicable
Thus the degree to which self-govemment has been developed in the Yukon 
and Northwest -Territories is not the determining factor in the case. Since 
both territories are within the metropolitan area of Canada neither comes 
within the scope of Chapter XI of the Charter' 

E. P. M[AcCALLum] 

551. 	 DEA/5475-N-40 

Le secrétaire général la délégation à l'Assemblée générale 	- 
des Nations Unies, à la deuxième direction politique 

Secretary-General, Delegation to the General Assembly of 
the United Nations, to Second Political Division 

New York, October 26, 1946 
Dear Mr. Riddell, 

1. At the request of Mr. Boyd Shannon of the United Khigclom delega-
tion, a meeting of officials of the delegations of Australia, New Zealand,' 
Canada and United Kingdom was held at Essex House at 9:00 p.m. on 
October 24, in order to discuss the . United Kingdom draft agreements on 
Trusteeship. Those present were Mr. Boyd Shannon (Dominions Office) Mr. 

'Voir la déclaration du sénateur W. McL. 
Robertson dans Nations Unies, Documents 
officiels de la seconde partie de la première 
session de l'Assemblée générale,  quatrième 
commission, vingtième „réunion, le .14 novem-bre 1946, pp. 111-12. 

1  See statement by Senator W. McL. 
Robertson in United Nations, Official Records 
of. the Second Part of the First Session of 
the General Assembly, Fourth Committee, 
Twentieth Meeting, November 14, 1946, pp.- 
111-12. 



A.,-, Mï - Poynton; ,_ Assistan .t Undér-Secretary _ of : the :,. Colonial ' Office, Sic
Frederick Puckle ' (Iindia Office),_ MT. A. B . ' Cohen: (Colonial Office) -, Mr.
K. H: Bailey and Mr. W. D.-: Forsyth of the Australian delegation, Mr.
C. L .R. McKay -: and Mr. G. R. Laking of the New Zealand delegation and
Senator Robe rtson and myself of the Canadian , delegation.

2. At the outset Mr. Poynton indicated that, from conversations with
officials of the United States delegation, it appeared they would "underwrite"
the United Kingdom . draft Trusteeship agreements on all the points but
article 10(c) concerning monopolies. He then comm.enced a consideration of
various articles of the agreements .

3. Mr. Gerig (United States delegation) had. told Mr. Poynton that Mr .
Gromyko had recently ëxpressed the view that the five states mentioned in
article 23 of the 'Charter were automatically "states directly concerned" .
In discussing this matter with Poynton, Gerig is repo rted . 'by Poynton to
have stated categorically that this , was not the United States view . On this
point it would appear that the United States and the_ United Kingdom Govern-
ments are at one.

4. Professor Bailey indicated that the Australian Government would be
"unalterably opposed" to a change _ in article 2 as proposed_ by the United
States on the ground`that this wouldbe reversal,of~ the, Charter. You will recall
that the United States Government had proposed; that the

.
Administering

Authori ty should' discharge his : responsibilities - ."on behalf._ .of the, United
Nations" . There was general agreement among the United Kingdom, Austra-
lian and New Zealand : delegations to oppose any such proposal .

5 . In connection with article 5(b), Mr. Poynton indicated that the United
S tates -delegation had agreed not to raise the question of the insertion of the
words "suliject to Trusteeship Council" but reserved its right to support this
viewpoint should - any ôther delegation raise it . Professor Bailey comniented
that the Administering Atithority is entitled, *. by virtue of the Charter and at
its sole discretion, to constitute,such customs ; fiscal or administrative unions
it saw fit under the general supervision of the Trustéeship , Council. Professor

Bailey asse rted that the principle of the Charter governing the administration
of trust territories . is one of "national administration under international
supervision" and not "a mixture of national and international administration "~

6 . . When. the question of , monopo lies . was discussed in connection
wArticle 10(c); it became .apparent that the United_ States and the

United
Kingdom delegations, at the official level, were .absolutely irreconcilable as to
how` monopolies might be granted . Mr. Poynton reported. that the United

States delegation agreed that monopolies might be justified, but that they
should be established, not at the sole discretion of the Adnunistering Au

th or-

ity,_ but under the control of, the Trusteeship Council. The United Kingdom

attitude, on the other ' hand, was that : the granting in trust territories o
f

ted
monopolies to British or foreign capital was essential if it was to be at thce
to these territories ; that * the ' monopolies are , not ; in _ contravention ~

I.T.O. principles but in strict accordance with article 76(d) and article 8U of
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the Charter. Mr. Poynton indicated that it was unlikely that the United States 
delegation would yield on this point and that his delegation's instructions are 
to fight the United States proposal vigorously. His main concern, of course, 
was that the United States delegation could command a large vote and he 
gave the impression that the United Kingdom delegation would fight this 
matter to the "last ditch" and "go down fighting"! At this point he asked what 
was the opinion of the various delegations. 

7. Mr. McKay (New Zealand) indicated that his country had not included 
anything referring to monopolies in the agreement concerning Samoa partly 
because it is a "C" class mandate and partly because the inhabitants of their 
mandated territories, being an intelligent lot, would feel that this was an 
invitation to foreigners to exploit them in contradiction with the basic objec-
tives of the trusteeship agreement which they would -consider as their "Bill of 
Rights". 

8. At this point, Mr. Côté asked Mr. Poynton if he could indicate 'why thé 
United Kingdom government and others were subrnitting draft agreements 
to the General Assembly when the relevant Articles of the Charter 'refer' to 
agreements already concluded which are required to be approved by the 
Assembly. Mr. Poynton stated that while Article 85 of the Charter seerned 
to indicate that the agreements would be concluded prior to approval by the 
Assembly, Article 79 seemed to indicate that the terms of trusteeship for 
each territory "should be agreed upon by the states directly concerned" and 
that this, he felt, did not mean that the agreement should, of necessity, be 
concluded. He admitted, however, that he was on weak ground. In pressing 
his point further, Mr. Côté developed the theme that the agreements, formally 
or informally concluded, must be concluded before the Assembly could 
approve of them. It was true that it was difficult to ascertain which are the 
states directly concerned, but if the United Kingdom government used, as a 
practical guide, the Principal Allied Powers and the states which the United 
Kingdom have recognized as directly interested, it 

the, 
	to him that the 

agreements could be concluded and any question of recognition could come 
up after the conclusion of  these agreements in the Assembly. Unless the 
United States and the United Kingdom could resolve their differences, they 
would most certainly give the Soviet a magnificent opportunity for propaganda 
by splitting the "Anglo-Saxon bloc", defeating the United Kingdom  pro-
posai and "championing" the cause of the inhabitants of trust territories. To 
this Mr. Poynton indicated that Mr. Gerig had said it would be a "tragedy" 
if discussion were to come up on this point. However, it was apparent that 
neither the United Kingdom nor the United States delegàtions, at  the officiai 
!eve, would give in on this point. Professor Bailey then urged that this matter 
be taken up on the highest political level between thé two delegations. ' 

9. Mr•  Côte' suggested that if the 'United States Government were in the sa me position as the United Kingdom Government it would undoubtedly take _ e 
Position 

 view as the United ICingdom Government was now taking and that _he felt confident that if the Matter were taken up by Mr. Bevin with  Mr. 
BYrnes against the background which had been developed in the course of 
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discussion; the :àctual advântages . which' the United . States '.woûld be obtain-
ing from the amendment of such ; a 'clause would be so small, in practice,
that .Mr. Byrnes might well agree to the B ritish contention. Professor Bailey
suggested, however, that a useful "face ~-saving compromise" might be to
delete completely Articles 9, 10 and 11 . In this . manner, the United States
would - seem - to gain its pôint ' while the United Kingdom could rely on the
specific provisions of the Charter (A rticlè 76(d)) which ensures equal
economic treatment - to all Members of the United Nations without prejudic e

to the objectives , of - the -Trus.teeship System.
1 0. It was : agreed by Messrs . Poynton 'and . ~ Shannon that this matter

should be taken :up with London immediately.

11. Ât 9:00` p .m. on Oetober 25th' another Commonwealth meeting *as. . .
held at Essex Hoùse "with the same delegations, India and South Africa
being represented. In addition to those mentioned in paragraph 1, Si r

Maharaj °Singh and Mr . , Banerjee - (Ind.ia) ; Mr. S61e (South Africa), Mr .
Ivor- Thomas ; M.P. ( Colonies ) and - Mr. A. G: - Bottomley, -M.P. (Dominions

Office) were also present :

12 . 'Mr. Thomas statèd that the 'United Kingdom Dëlegation, after minis-
te rial consideration, was prepared to accept an amendment to Article 10(c)

which would provide for "a prior report" _to,the Trusteeship Council befor e

granting a monôpôly. It was generally felt by the Commonwealth representa-
tives 'that this was not verÿ helpful . Mr. Bailey reviewed his argumentation

of the previous evening and Mr. Poynton then "wondéred whether all the

detail 'of articles 9, 10 and 11 could bé dropped" and a: new article referring

to Article 76 of the Charter' inserted . In ~ the course of discussion, Mr. Côté

stated that his delègation's "reaction", 4ithout detailed consideration Of . the

subject, was that it would, be much . better to rely on the Charter than to

insert in the agreement a clause from the Mandates which is bound to râls
e

such a biased discussion. all
13. Sir Maharaj Singh stated that this was a "sound vièw", and

delegations were agreed that articles 9, 10. and 11 should be delet d ~

replaced by one. making a brief referençe to - Article 76 of the Charte

Poynton phoned ; .the. Secretariat to see if the publication of the Unite
d

Kingdom "agreements" could be suspended ; the United Kingdom delegation

would then consult- the United States, the states -directly conce iled an
d

London hoping to. present an agreement which was acceptable to a

14. Mr . Côté urged that in the Assembly any "amendments" to the agr ee-

ments be resisted since the Assembly's sole function at this stage w~
the

approval of the, agreements . (Article 83) . In the course of discussion
thi s

view became generally accepted. ana Mr.
wluvLVnce 1vlr . loLe Spvxe w1ui .~~ iYil •. ~~ ~ ~ •`~-- ~ tg d

Poynton and they agreed' that he might give_ advance notice . of the ô

Kingdom delegation's intentions to . Mr. Sandifer, Executive. O~ the cou
rAll ,se

Austin, - Chairman of the United States delegation. This he did m ~ctober
"ring

of an interview - at the Pennsylvaman Hotel . .on, Saturday - mo.



26th: " It ' is also intendéd that the ` Canadian ^` delegâtion wYll ûse 'its good
offices to put this' point of view to the French delegation ; unfortunately the
terms . 'of . the French agreement - (which also include' an article similar . to
10 (c) ) have been cleared with the United Kingdom ' government and havebeen . published by the Secretariat.

16 . I shall keep you informed of' the discussions in connection with
Trusteeship matters .

Yours sincerely,

E. A. COTÉ

DEA/5475-N-40

Mémorandum de la deuxième direction ; politiquel. . . .. .
. ' . . °

Memorandûm by - Second Political Division '
~[Ottawa ;] : November 6, 194 6Mr . Côté's suggestion (see'paragraph 8 of his letter

,
of October 26) thatthe Principal Allied ; .Powers should be regarded as states directly concerned

in the trusteeship agreements is a reminder _that cer tain material on the filesof the Department which çâuld not, be included,in the Commentary becauseof its secret nature is yet an essential part_ of the ' equipment .of advisers . tothe Canadian Delegation. For example it would "have been helpful forMr.Côté had we provided himwith as fù ll a ' rècôrd as", possible-' of the 'delicateand rather difficult negotiations carried on `from` May to October between
the United Kingdom and United States Governments concerning ~the United
States -claim to be considered a state directly. concerned `in African'trusteeshipagreements .

The United States Governme'nt, which negotia.ted agreements with the
mandatory _ powers in'-Africa during the 20s, claimed last spring "tô ~be a
state directly concerned in the trustééship agreements which are to -super-
sede the mandates . It wanted, however, to establish its * right to be consultedabout the African

. agreements without opening the door to similar Soviet
intervention in the case of the Pacific islands . The United States Government
therefore • suggested certain procedûres which the United - Kin. dom Gôvern=
ment was unable to accept since tn hey would have involved a diminution of
ghts already accordedtô France, Belgium and South Africa as states in anyevent concerned in : the 'agreements. : ,
Confronted with extensive and detailed United States suggestions for the

amendment~ of the African trusteeship agreements,- the Foreign' Office enteredinto long , negotiations '-with the State ~ Department 'and, accepted as man ofthe amendments -as it could. Thus the substance of the United States 'claimwas granted even though formal recogni tion of its right to be ~ consulted or to
sign the agreement's was withheld because it was felt that if the door were

De une E. P .
Riddell. P. MacÇallum to . R
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opened to Soviet intervention on the same scale in Africa consequences would 
be entailed which the United Kingdom Government was not prepared to face. 

Although it is a little late, I think Mr. Côté would find it useful to have a 
complete set of Dominions Office telegrams reporting the negotiations between 
the United Kingdom and United States Governments so that he may familiar-
ize himself with the details of the various procedural expedients which have 
been considered by both Govern.ments as a means of meeting the require-
ments of the Charter without inviting Soviet interference. 

E. P. M[AcCALLum] 

553. 	 DEA/5475-N-40 

Déclaration du secrétaire général, la délégation 
à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies 

Statement by Secretary-General, Delegation to the 
General Assembly of the United Nations 

[November 27, 19461  
INTERVENTION BY MR. E. A. CÔTÉ IN SUB-COMMITTEE 1 OF COMMITTEE w 

CONCERNING THE SOVIET PROPOSAL ON ARTICLE X 

The Canadian delegation considers that Article X of the agreement pro-
Éosed by the New Zealand Government for placing Western Samoa under 
the Trusteeship System is in accordance with the Charter and therefore it does 
not propose to ask the Mandatory Power tore-open  negotiations on this point. 

If we  have  read the Charter aright, all Members of the United Nations 
have undertaken by virtue of Article 43 and others to make available to the 
Security Council,. on its call and in accordance with a special agreement or 
agreements, armed forces, assistance and facilities, including the rights of pas-
sage, necessary for the purpose of maintaining international peace and security. 

In the case of strategic areas corning under the jurisdiction of the Security 
Council under Article 82 (and we understand the New Zealand Government 
to say that Western Samoa or  •any part thereof is not a - strategic area) the 
Security Council has vis-à-vis such strategic areas functions defined in Article 
83 which are broadly similar to those of the General Assembly under Article 
85. In the case of a trust territory which is not considered as a strategic ue a 
the General Assembly has functions defmed in Article 85. In both cases the 
administering authority has imposed upon it a specific duty defined in Article 
84. The administering authority, in both cases may make use of "volunte?r_ 
forces, facilities and assistance from the trust territory in carrying out trer  

obligations towards the Security Council" undertaken by it "as well as for  

local defence .and the maintenance of law and order within the trus 

territory". 
The question seems to be the following: In the case of a trust ter:M. S  1.Y-, 

under the supervision NOT of the Security Council but of the General A 
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sembly,  must : the administering authority Which wishes to •  have forces and 
facilities in the trust territory declare these portions of the trust territory on 
which  forces or facilities may be located as strategic areas? - 

That, Mr. Chairman, seems to be  the  effect of the amendments proposed 
by our distinguished Soviet and Indian colleagues. And I Suggest that, as 
outlined in the SeCretariat's paper A/C.4/40, an attempt was made to intro-
duce this concept into thé Charter at San Francisco, and this attempt failed. 
Now [we] are asked to import this interpretation of the Charter, which was 
rejected by 26 votes to 2 at San Francisco, into a Trusteeship Agreement. The 
Canadian delegation, for its'part, cannot subscribe to such an action. If we did 
subscribe to this interpretation it would inevitably lead (as w as  so aptly put 
by the delegate for France) to the conclusion that all trust territories should 
be declared strategic areas and the General Assembly's paramount role in 
Trusteeship matters would be reduced to naught, a situation which the Charter 
does not contemplate and indeed clearly rejects. 

What then, Mr. Chairman, is the situation pending the implementation of 
Article 43, and following, of the Charter. The Canadian delegation believes, 
as pointed out by most delegations here, that the situation under the Charter 
is radically different from that prevailing under the Mandate System. The 
moment a Trusteeship Agreement is concluded, the administering authority 
has a new duty imposed upon it by Article 84 of the Charter. That duty is "to 
ensure that the trust territory shall play its part in the maintenance of inter-
national peace and security." This is a strict duty which is incumbent upon the 
administering authority and it was inserted quite deliberately in the Charter 
for the benefit of the inhabitants of the trust territories: henceforth they are 
NOT to be left unprotected and they must be develdped progressively to play 
a part in the system of international peace and security. And how, Mr. Chair-, 
man, can this be accomplished? The Canadian delegation ventures to suggest 
that, among other means, the administering authority "may make use: of 
volunteer forces, facilities and assistance from the trust territory in carrying 
out the obligations towards the Secùrity Council" and this, in accordance 
with Article 43. However, if . the Security Council is unable, for any reason, 
to conclude the special agreements 'contemplated by Article 43, and if, there-
fore, the means provided in the second sentence of Article 84 are not at the 
disposal of the administering authority, the administering authority still has 
the specific duty to ensure that the territory shall play its part in the rnain-
ttehnance of international peace and security. If the  administering authority has 

is specific duty, it has a corresponding right to the means of discharging 
duty. 

What then are the means which are contemplated under Article X of the 
Western Samoa Agreement? The beginning of Article X is a recital of Article 84 of the Charter, and it goes on to say: "To this end the administer-
ing authority shall be entitled: 

(1) to establish naval bases, etc." This does not signify that the adminis-
tering authority shall do all things enumerated in this Article—the Article 
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clearly: establishes , the .powers which the -administering- authority. has to dis-
charge the onerous duty imposed upon it .

. To sum up, Mr . Chairman, the Canadian- delegation sincerely be lieves that
if - the Soviet and Indian proposals . were , accepted for the Western Samoa
Agreement, and if this territory were to come within the orbit of the Security
.Council there may indeed be a danger of Western Samoa ~becoming a "block
,house on the road of empires", as was said yesterday . On the other hand; if
Western Samoa remains indisputably under the constant supervision of the
General Assembly - and of the Trusteeship Council, and if the administering
authority , has the power to - discharge ;, the duties , conferred - upon it by the
.Charter, . there is no danger of western Samoa becoming a strategic pawn . .

The second point we wish to :make .(andjhat is why, reluctantly, we cannôt
:subscribe to the Chinese ♦ proposal after this debate) is that: it must be made
"çlear beyond - all doubt that- ;an ,administering authority must have the :."facfl i-
ties" at its disposal to discharge the duties ; it. assumes for :the benefit-,of" the
-inhabitants of the trust . territory .

For- :these reasons, . Mr. Chairman, the Canadian delegation supports Arti-. .
cle X of the agreement for Western Samoa in its present,form .1.

PARTIE-.E ~ PART

DIVERS / MISCELLANEOUS

SECTION A .
ADDITIONS

1
AU RÈGLEMENT INTÉRIEUR DU

CONSEIL DE SÉCURITÉ

ADDITIONAL, RULËS OF PROCEDURE OF SECURITY COUNCI L

554.

Le secrétaire aux Dominions. au secrétai "re d'Étât-aux Affaires exiérieùres`

soviétique et` .1'Inde furént rejetés' : par 'la '- Union and Iridia ' were rejectéd bY'the Suâ1

.Dominions Secretary to, Secretary of State f or 'External Affairs ,

TEI;EGRAM CIRCULAR' D.7282 ' . . London, March 26 ,' 1946

SECRET . Soviet' Governnient's proposal foradditional rules of procedure fo
r

Seçurity Council : Fôllowingis su.mmarY of instructions sent to United King
dom representative 'on `Securityn Çouncil.

(1) Paragraph 1' 7 ofSoviet proposal. We see no ~ objection .
'Les amendements proposés par l'Union ' The . amendments proposed by the snviet

"sous=commission. Voir Natit )ns'. Unies,- Docu-' committee. See - United Nations,, Of~

ments officiels de , la seconde . ; partie de . là ` Records ~ of the Second Part o} the ""t
' générale', Session of thé General Assembly,première session de l Assemblée Fc~

quat rième commission, partie 2, onzième Committee, Part -2, Eleventh Meeting, No-
sé a nce, 2 novembre 1946, p. 79 . Le texte de,.,, vember * 28, 1946, p. 79 . The text cf n x

'1'âniendement" de 1'Uniô"n soviétiqûe. ést' dans Soviet Uniori's amendmént`is in
Ibid., ~

Ibid.;-annçxé 4a, .p :.236.`, . . . . ` :4a;: p:, 236 .
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(2) Paragraph 2 of Soviet proposal.. We are disposed - not, repeat nôt, to 
agree that a member of United Nations Organization, which is not, repeat not, 
a member of Security Council, should have right to make proposals or draft 
resolutions when participating in Security .  Council discussion, but we do not, 
repeat not, attach: great importance to the point. , • 

(3) Soviet' draft  Rule 31. In general,  •  United Kingdom representative is 
strongly to resist any attempt by Soviet Government to widen scope of veto. 
We consider that Security Council should concentrate on defining what is 
meant by a "dispute" in order to end present uncertainty. We had already 
been Considering possibility of countering what we regard as misuse of veto 
during  London session of Security Council and are now instructing United 
Kingdom representative, after prior consultation with United States repre-
sentative, to propose rules in my immediately following telegram. Soviet pro-
posal, however, of draft rules inspired in opposite direction indicates that it 
,may not he easy to reach agreement. , 

(4)' Soviet draft Rule 32. On assumption that this is intended to apply to 
order in which draft resolutionS are taken ôn 'a particular item' of the agenda, 
we think that it might be. besf to leatre Chairman to deCiae as to order. 

(5) Soviet aniendment to ,Rule -40. This seems to 'be aimed at expediting 
discussion of Albanian application.for admission to United Nations Organiza-
tion. United Kingdom representative is to vote *against Soviet amendment. We 
should agree to 'addition  of  following words to draft Rule 40 in S. 6, Begins: 

In these-  cases  Security,Council must take action in time to enable Assembly 
to take its vote  and thérefôre if - Assembly is already in session such questions 
should have a suitable priority. Ends.' 

555. DEA/211-C 
• 

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Dominions Secretary to Secretary Of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRA/VI CIRCULÀR D. 283 	 London, March 26, 1946 
SECRET. My immediately preceding telegram.. Following is text of 2 draft addi- 
tional rules ,of procedure of Security Council referred to in paragraph (3), 
Begins: 

(a) Definition of a "dispute". 
In deciding under. Chapter-VI of the Charter whether • a matter brought 

before the Security Council by a State is a, dispute or a ,situation, the Security 
Coùncil shall .  hold that a dispute arises: 

(i) If the State or States bringing the matter - before the Security Council and the State or States whose conduct is impugned agree that there is a 

disPOili t)e.Whenever  the S.tate  or States  bringing the:matter before the Çouncli eege that the actions 6r intentions of another State are endangering or are 
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likely to endanger the maintenance of international peace and security and the 
State or States which are the subject of these allegations contest some or all 
of the facts or the inferences to be drawn frdm the facts. 

(iii) Further, if a State bringing a matter before the Council alleges that 
another State is violating the rights of as  third State and latter supports the 
contention of the first State, then the third State shall aLso be deemed to be a 
party to the dispute. 
• (b) Submission of cases in writing. 

Any State bringing a dispute or situation before the Security Council shall 
•furnish a full written statement of the grounds of fact and law on which its 
case is based for circulation to members of the Council before the discussion 
is opened. Ends. 

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
à• la British Security Co-ordination' 

Under-Secretary of State for ,External Affairs
•

• 	 ,to British Security.  Co-ordination' 

TELEGRAM NDO 165 	 Ottawa, March 28, 1946 
SECRET. Following for Ritchie2  (U.N.O., New York) .Begins: We received 
from the Dominions Office two telegrams containing United Kingdom views 
on Soviet Government's proposal for additional rules of procedure for Security 
Council. Copies of these telegrams are following by courier bag. 
, 2. We are interested in having as soon as possible opportunity of examining 
- these proposals and of considering our attitude to developments regarding 
the rules of procedure. For this purpose we should have (a) draft of supple-
mentary .rules prepared in Committee of experts and (b) the Soviet GOVerIl-

ment proposals on àdditional rules of proceduré. 
• 3. The United Kingdoin's comment on paragraph 2 of the Soviet propos

reads as follows: "We are disposed not, repeat not, to agree that a mernber 
of United Nations Organization, which -is not, repeat not, a member of 
Security Council, should have right to make proposals or draft resolutions 

1 British Security Co-ordination était l'orga-
nisation qui avait entre autres, coordonné les 
opérations des services de renseignements 

.alliés pendant la guerre. 
2 M. Ritchie a assisté aux séances du Con-

seil de sécurité à New York du 25 mars au 
14 mai comme observateur. M. Ritchie 
envoyait et recevait des messages par l'entre-
inise du consulat général à New York qui 
utilisait la ligne directe de télétype entre 
•Ottawa et la BSC, le consulat et la BSC étant 
dans le même édifice au Rockefeller Center 
à New York. 

British Security Co-ordination was the 

organization which inter alla co -ordinated the 

operations of the Allies' intelligence 
services 

during the war. 
2 NIL Ritchie attended the meetings of th e  

Security Council in New York from Match 25 

to May 14 as an observer. Mr. Ritchie sent 

and received messages through the Consulat°  

General in New York which used the dire,ct  

teletype link between BSC and Ottawa,  ine 

Consulate and BSC being in the saine huile' 

ing in Rockefeller Center in New York. 
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when,participating in. Security Council discussion, but we. do not; repeat not,attach great importance to the point". In the :light of_ our own special-position ;and of the . stand we took at San Francisco, our view is that there should be
no, repeat no, restriction on the right of these members to participate . other
than the restriction on the right to vote contained in the Charter .

557.
DEA/211-C

Le chef, la première direction politique, ' au - saus secrétaire d'Étataux A ffaires extérieures
Head, First Political Division, to Under-Secretary of Statefor External Affairs

z

I am enclosing what I had hoped would be two complete sets of SecurityCouncil documents.' I have had great difficulty in obtaining these and I nowfind that
they arenot entirely complete and that French versions haveJumbled up been ,with, the English . However, . this is the best that the Secretariat

seem able to do, and as the set includes at least one copÿ of all the imortant
documents (with one exception which I shall mentionthem later), I am sending

by the next bag as Inote from your telegram NDO165, March 28th,
that you wish to receive them as soon as possible .

The redraft of the Rules of Procedure as worked out b the 'C m
~tteeof Experts at four meetings held in London, appears to bé 'the basic documenton which the Com mittee has since been working.2 It is No. S- Procedure-8, ofFebruary lst

. The Soviet Government's proposed amendments to that raftWill
be found in S-Procedure-17 of March 22nd. Paragrapli 2 of the latter .document contains the Soviet proposal regarding the ri ht : of a Stateflot a member of the. United Nations to make. proposals or draft. resol thoc

h
when Participating in the Secilrity Council 'Sov s discussions..-You will ns

iet text is closely linked with Paragraph 1 of Article : 35WOf
see that the

and makes no reference to States participating under Article
the Charter

case in which we are presumably principallyinterested, 31, which is the

In this general connection the statement on the Rules of PSecu rity Çouncil submitted ,by the Secretariat S-Proc -xocédure, of the
21 to 24) is of intèrëst .3 It deals with the eneral edure-12, Paràgraphs
~- ` g question of - the participation1 A
documents

,exception*
de, S-procédure-17, ces '-1 7 ,1 Except for S-Procedure17, these docû-

mittistère . pas dans les dossiers du ments are not in the departmental files:
Voir Nations

Procès-verbaux officiels, ~ Conseil de sécurité, 2 See United Nations, Security Council,
~ère série, su

ciels, première ~~ée, pre- ' Official Records, First Year - First Seri es'pp, 3 .6 pplément 1, annexe 1, section 4, Supp lement ,1 . :Annex 1, 4 3-6. ~"Voir ~ ~ ~ pp.-
Dp.8 .15, Ibid.,

supplément 2, annexe 1b,
$ See Ibid., Supplement 2, Annex 1b ; pp ,

Dear Mr. Robertson

8-15 ., e .. . . . .
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of :nonAnember ,  States [in' the: discusgions of :the Secuiity:CoùnciL 'You will 
notice that it is stated in Paragraph: 24 (H),' "There was liowever,, a marked 
consensus of opinion that :ivhatever the power_:by _Virtue of: which a: non-
member had been__ invited, that non-member When ,  adMitted to the Council 
for the purpose of bringing à situation -  toits  attention; should participate, 
the proceedings to the same extent as a non-member admitted under Arti-
cle 31". , 

It is 'further stated in Paragraph 24 (iii) "The view predominated that the 
words of Article- 31 meant. that. the :non-member .should be subject to no 
restriction as td his paitiCipation in discussiân: other than that Of taking no 
part in the vote". It therefôre seeMs that the majority opinion in the Com-
mittee of Expeits is in faVour .of 'Our 'view.. orthe matter._ - 

I am seeing Mr. Johnson, the United  States  Representative on the Com-
mittee of Experts thisafternoon and Mr. Lawford, the United Kingdom , 	, 
Representative, tomorrow, and I intend to take the opportunity of talking 
over this question with them and putting forward, informally, our point Of 
view. • 

You will also be,interested in stùdying the Soviet Government's proposals as 
contained in their Draft Rule 31 which would have the effect of widening the 
scope Of-  the veto by restricting the :rule that a party to •  a dispute' should 
abstain frorà voting to disputes arising under  Article 33 Of the Charter. These 
Proposals aie, of course, being strongly opposed by the United Kingdora and 
presumably aLso by the United States Government representatives in the Com-
mittee of Experts. 

I shoùld also call your attention [to] the Secretariat's note on the Report 
of the Military Staff Comniittee "S-Procedure-14." I have not yet been able to 
obtain a copy for you of the Draft -Statute and Draft Rules of Procedure of 
the Military Staff Cominittee as prepared by the Military Staff Committee 
This is, as I think yoù will agree, when you have read it, a document some-
what dangerous in its implications. The main points open to criticism, are well 
brOught out in the Secretariat's &Procedure-14. For instance, the provision 
in the Military staff Conamittee's Provisional Draft Ruks of Procedure, that 
members ,of the United.:Nations not permanentlY represented on the Commit -
tee should only be associated with the Military Staff Committee as a result of 
the unanimous. approvnl of the Committee, may very well be an infringement 
of the rights under the Charter  of  non-member States. 

Were such a,proposal embodied in the final Rules of ProCedure of the Min' 
tary Staff Committee it inight have an important bearing on Article 
of the Charter as it presumably would permit any one of the powers rePre: 
sented on the Military Staff Committee to veto consultation at a military level 
with a. Member of the Organization concerning the employment of çon,tin: 

44 

gents of _that *member's ,armed forces; Although it seems unlikely that socn 
situation  Would in practice [`1]. 1: 

Cette phrase était écrite à la  main.. " 	This sentence was handwritten. 
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, il id'I have not'yet Iiâd "an- -'oppôrtunity . ôf stùdying the rep.ôrC'ôf "thë Militarÿ ~Staff Committee in detail, but I ~ think: that , some of , its provisions if . :âccéptedwould have a - restrictive effect_ - on: the, rights _ of other members: of,-,the United

Nations, to be consulted in connection with their military obligations under
Article. 43, . Paragraph . 3(Militar.y Agreements) ; , under Article45 and ;possi-bly . under other Articles of . the Charter. In this -connectiôn • yoû .will~ be inter- .th .eested in seeing the . proposeci . ameridmént to the ,propôsed' 1Vlilitaxy Sta,ff-Com-,mittee Rules .of Procedure, put forward bÿ, ; the Austrahan Representative on• .Ï : .-. .j

...-
the Committee of Experts, .;S Procedure 24: The Austrahans . are naturallyprincipally concerned with the position of non=permanent members of the
Secûrity Council and their association`with - the 1Vlilitary`Stâff Cônamittee . Theproposed Australian redraft of Para aph 4 (c) - 'gr 'is"certàinlÿ~ àn,' improvement

"
on the'Military'StàfE Commi ttee's`text. 1 ain . not so sure about their redraft ofParagraph 4(d) ; as :this proposal'for the association-of non-permanent mém=
bers of the Security Council with the work of the Security Staff Committee
does not take into account the _position of States like Canada ~ which are not
on the Security Council at all, but which will in, due, course have to , be associ-
ated with the work of . the Military Staff Committee if they are to - discharge
their responsibilities under the relevant Articles of the Charter .

Owing to the shortage - of copies of the important documents I "have notbeen able to send a copy of thishis . letter .or of the, relevant documents to the
Canadian Embassy in Washington. Perhaps it would. be worthwhile for some~~
of the more important papers to be .copied for Mr . Pearson's information .

I should be glad to receive . your comments and instructions as . to the line, . .. ,which I might follow in informal conversations with officiais of the United
Kingdom and the United States Delegations on'these matters .

I hope to be able to send to you the Military Staf f. Committee's report bythe next courier bag.

;ly ,
C. S. A. RITCHI E

[PIÉCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE ]

Document du Conseil -de sécurité des Nations Unies. , . , _
Document of theSecurity Council .of the United Nations

[New York,] March 22, 194 6

COMMITTEE OF EXPERT S
EIMEND

MENTS TO THE REDRAFT OF ' THE PROVISIONAL RULES OF PROCEDURE
~DR THE

SECURITy COUNCIL PROPOSED BY THE SOVIET REPRESENTATIVE1 . R~e 19 to ~ be transf erred' to Section XIII and to be included in Rule'31 as the second sentence. :I:"he ~ béginning ; of , , this '-: sentence- - shôuld- ' read as
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follows :" "However, an.y recommendation by the General Assembly . ; ."

and further according to the text of Rule 19.

2. A new rule to be included in the Redra ft as Rule 19 which should

read as follows :
"Any Member of the United Nations which is not a member of the

Security Council, if he makes use of the right - given, to him by paragraph 1

of -. Article 35 of the Cha rter, is -invited to participate in debate of the Security
Council on the question raised by him and may make proposals and draft
resolutions relating to the consideration of this question" .

3 . Three new rules to be included in the Redraft after Rule 30 . These

rules should read as follows :

"RULE 31 . Should the Securi ty Council consider - a dispute provided for by

Article 33 of the Charter, a party to the dispute shall abstain from voting in

accordance with paragraph -3-of Article 27 of the Charter .

Should the - Security Council consider a situation provided for by Article
34 or any other dispute which does not fall under Article 33, a ll the members

of the Security Council are entitled to participate in the voting.

The decision of whether the question under consideration by the Security
Council is of procedural nature and also of whether the question under
consideration is a dispute or a situation and whether this dispute is of the ,
nature referred to in Article 33 of the Charter shall be regarded as accepted

if it is voted for by seven members of the Security Council including the

concurring votes of : all the permanent members of the Security Council .

RULE 32 . Proposals submitted to the Security Council shall be voted on in

the order of their submission with exception of the proposals relating to the

Agenda, which shall be considered first.

Any proposal shall be put to the vote
.
by parts if a Member of the United

Nations, which submitted the proposal requests so .

RULE 33 . Amendments to the proposals submitted to the Security Council

shall be voted on first . Amendments furthest 'removed in substance from the

o riginal proposal shall be voted on before other ones .

If an amendment adds to or deletes from an original proposal, the amend-
ment shall be voted on, first . If. it is" , accepted by, the Security. Council, the

amended original proposal shall then be voted on" .

All the following rules to be appropriately renumerated [sic].

4. Rule 40 should be added with the following words to be put after
the

word "which" :"immediately considers, the application in order that of t hhthe
Security Council is holding its session simultaneously with a session

General
Assembly, the application could be submitted to this session of the

Assembly 6r-if the ' Security Council is not holding its session simultane~e

with a session of the Assembly--to, the - next session of the Assembl y
" .

considering the application . the Security Council' : . ." .
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558. DEA/21 1-C 

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
à la British Security Co-ordination 

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to British Security Co-ordination 

TELEGRAM NDO 198 	 Ottawa, April 6, 1946 

IMMEDIATE. SECRET. Following for Ritchie, Begins: Soviet amendments to 
the Security Council's Rules of Procedure. 

1. The new Rule proposed in paragraph 2 of the Soviet memorandum 
should, in our opinion, not be accepted. It would automatically give any 
Member state which brings a dispute or situation to the attention of the Se-
curity Council under Article 35 the right to temporary membership without 
vote in the Security Council. While, presumably, in most cases such a state 
would be granted temporary membership under Article 31 or Article 32, it 
is neither necessary nor wise to make this grant of temporary membership 
automatic. In place of the proposed Soviet Rule, we would suggest the follow-
ing two Rules: 

(1) "A Member of the United Nations which under the provisions of 
Article 35(1) brings a dispute or situation to the attention of the Security 
Council shall be invited by the Security Council to make an oral statement 
to the Security Council setting forth the reasons why it has considered it 
necessary to bring the dispute or situation to the attention of the Council. 
After making this oral statement, the State shall withdraw from the Council 
and the Council shall then decide whether it shall discuss the dispute or situa-
tion and if so; at the meeting in progress or at a subsequent meeting. If the 
Security Council decides to discuss the dispute or situation, it shall before 
proceeding further with the discussion decide whether the State which has 
broug,ht the dispute or situation to its attention should be invited to partici-
pate without vote in the discussion of the question under the provisions of 
Articles 31 or 32". 

(2) "Any State which under the provisions of Articles 31, 32 or 44 is 
invited to participate in a discussion by the Security Council shall, during 
that discussion, have all the rights of Members of the Security Council except 
that a state invited under the provisions of Articles 31 and 32 shall not have 
the  right to vote". 

2. We are of course vigorously opposed to the Soviet proposal that each 
Great Power should have the right to veto (a) a decision that a question is 
Procedural and (b) a decision that a question is a dispute. The five Powers 
in their statement at San Francisco claimed that the Charter gave each of 
them the right to veto a decision that a question was procedural but this 
interpretation has not the force of a provision of the charter. . The 
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second Soviet proposal that each Great Power should have the right to veto' 
a decision on whether a question is a dispute was not raised at San Francisco 
[and] is  acceptable  bedause acciptarice  of the 'proPosal Would appear to frus-
trate the clear intent of the proviso' to 'Article 27(3 ) of the Charter under 
which a Great Power loses its veto if  it  is a party-to- a, dispute. If it is im-
possible in any other way to budge .  the Soviet Union from their demand for 
a veto over a decision as to whether a -matter is a' 'dispute, the Security Coun-
cil might 'consider referring the question to the International Court for an 
advisory . opinion on  •the -interpretation of the relevant Articles of the 
Chartèr. ; 

3. The first sentence of the proposed. Soviet Rule 32 does not seem to be 
objectionable. 
. - 4. The second sentence of Soviet Rule 32; and Soviet Rule 33 reproduce 
General Assembly .  Rules of Procedure 65; 66 and 67 in the chapter on the 
Conduct of Business. The Soviet proposal to include in the Security Council 
Rides -these three .Aàsembly 'Rules on the Conduct of Business appears  to  
us  to be wise.'It raises the question  whether it wôuld be useful for the Security 
Council to adopt some of the other Assembly,Rules on the Conduct of Bus-
iness especially Rules 59 and 60. The adoption of these two Rules along with 
Rules 65, 66 and 67 would make it less likely that the Security Council would 
get involved in procedural snarls. In order to erect a constitutional barrier 
against a filibuster, it may also  be  desirable for the Security Council to adopt 
an _equivalent of General_ Assembly Rules 62 and 63 on the closure of a 
debate. Since the_ Security Council is a small body, its closure Rules would 
not, however, need to be as strict as the General Assembly Rules. The lan-
g-uage of the proposed Soviet Rules on the Conduct of Business seems to be 
t1 .  of an English translation of a Russian Translation of the English 
text of the corresponding Assembly Rules. The language would be improved 
If the English text of the A,ssembly Rules were substituted. • 

5. The only comment which occurs to us on Rules 19 to 40 in S/Pr0-
dedure/8 is that  Rule  34 providing for a record in a single copy of a private 
meeting is silent ôn the question of who should have the right to consult this 
record. If Canada as a non-member took part in the meeting,  the Canadian 
representative'would, under the Rule as it stands, have the right for ten days 

• to see the original draft of the record and suggest corrections. He is  rot , 

 

however, given the right to constilt the record subsequently. It would be 
better from the point of view of MeMbers 'of the United Nations which are  
not Members of the Security Council if a sentence, were added to Rule 31 

reading somewhat as follows: "The represéntatives of these States 'shall a 
all times have the right to consult this record at ;the Secreta riat". 

. 	 dom  the 
6: You may- informally and in confidence, give the United King 

United  States  and Ansttalian representatives a copy  of the above comments' 
Ends. 	 , 	' 
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Mémorandüni -&', Iâ' :deuxième direction :politique : au sous=secrétaire ' d'État
;, associé ; aux- A f j`aires , extérieures - , -- , -~ c ~

Memorandum f rôm. Séc6nd Politacal_Dav isiôn to Associate ~Under=Secrètary' vj 0M

ssem y ., : . .. . ;
When the Soviet request for the inclusion of ; the seven republics 'was firs tmade in 1943, the ~United' . Nations , was still a rather -riebulous ' concept. Iri

Particular, there was no agreed procedure by which a nation became a mem-ber excePt si
gnatureof-the, United Nations D. ..eclarâtion; :presumably :a-,matter

an to' the General A bl
Sàn Francisco d~ ~~ster'of the R.S .F :S .R.'~ -in the `Soviet delegations- to

[Ottawa,] May 6, 194 6
RE ;~ ' SOVIET : REPUBLICS ON U.N . WAR CRIMES COMMISSION

If this is a- 'U~cited -~ Nations Commission it seems logical that Byelorussia
and Ukraine ~should be represented since they are Members of the United
Nations . It also seems logical that the other Soviet republics should not be
represented until such time as they have been admitted-to membership in the
United Nations . Admission to the Commission should not be used as a back-
door by which to sneak in additional Soviet republics into the United Nations,
now that there exists an internationally recognized procedure for acquiring
membership in the United Nâtions .

I still think that the Soviet'-'motive in =asking- for the admission of these
republics is the desire to secure de jure recognition of .their incorporationin theU.S .S .R. which the Western powers have hitherto refused to give . This,
I think, was the original motive. Added ao this . is, probably the desire not to
be outvoted on the Commission and the calcnlation that if these republics are
admitted it would be easierto secure` - their membership in- the United Nations .

From the _constitutional: point of view I can see no difference between trialby the U.S .S.R. and trial by the republics . Either method could be used underthe Soviet constitution, though so far political triâ.ls and trials of war"criminals
have been conducted only by the Union 4authorities . As for , the argument thatunless the republics are .represented separately their, interests . are not fully
taken into account we might ask whether the inclusion of Foreign Ministersof the-Republics ;as .,alternates in the Soviet , delegation :would not ensure , the
protection of their interests-it being understood that the inclusion- of these
Ministers is a urel ~reco p y internal matter for the U.S.S.R. and . does not imply the

gnition of the status, of these Ministers as representatives of the Republicsas such. I~ thinking of the
Lavrentiev F-,,F-

precedent ; set°'by the U.S.S .R . in including'.

3 Russian Sôviet Fedérated~Sociaüst Repûbhc :

RÉPUBLIQUES SOVIÉTIQUES/SOVIET REPUBLICS
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for decision only by the nation wishing to become a Member. Since then  the 
situation has been changed by the acceptance of the Charter as the constitu-
tion of the United Nations. 

In view of the changed circumstances, the following arguments should be 
used to-day: 

(1) the• Commission consists of Members of the United Nations; 
(2) Byelorussia and Ukraine are entitled to membership; 
(3) if the other republics want to be represented, they would be welcomed 

when they have become Members of the United Nations; 
(4) the procedure for acquiring this membership is laid down in the 

Charter.' 
L. M[ALANIA] 

• I concur. 
E. R[Eir)] 

SECTION .0 

REPRÉSENTATION CANADIENNE 

CANADIAN REPRESENTATION 

560. 	 DEA/211• 

Mémorandum du chef, la première direction politique 

Memorandum by Head, First Political Division 

[Ottawa,] April 23, 1946 

MEMORANDUM ON CANADIAN REPRESENTATION TO THE UNITED NATIONS 

• One of the objects of my recent visit to New York was to report as to the 
necessity for Canadian representation to the United Nations, and as to the 
form that such representation might take. 	 • 

•The Charter does not make any provision for states which are not members 
of the Security Council to be represented at the seat of the Organization, 

 although it does provide that members of the Security Council should be rep-
resented "at all times at the seat of the Organization". So far no Department 
has been established in the United Nations to make suitable arrangements for 
the reception of Missions from states not members of the Security Council 
and, in fact, no such Missions have so far been established. Moreover, in the 
present  • disorganized and scattered condition of the Secretariat the Organiza-
tion has no centre where the Head of such a Mission would have an oppor- 

• 1 La note suivante était écrite sur ce 	• 1  The  • following note was written 011  • the 

mémorandum: 	 memorandum: 
• Mr. Hopkins—I think you might draft a brief reply on this basis. - H. WIR0NG3 
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tunity to encounter his colleagues .= All that the Canadian representative to the
United Nations could do in~ existing circumstances` would be to attend the
meetings of the Security Council as an observer, to maintain informal contact
with the delegations of members of the Security Council and to keep in touch
with the United Nations Secretariat. It would, however, be desirable to have a
Canadian representative in New York to perform these functions . Such a
representative would have the fo llowing among his -other duties:-(a) He
would attend the meetings, of the Securi ty Council and report on the proceed-
ings . He would supplement . his official attendance at the meetings of the
Council by maintaining close contact with the British, American and other
delegations (although he would have difficulty in maintaining close contact
with the Soviet delegation) . In this way the Canadian Government should
receive full reports of what is going on, not only in the Security Council but
behind the scenes . There is obviously an opportunity for an important job of
diplomatic reporting to be done in New York . The United Kingdom delega-
tion is small and overworked and we do not seem to be getting through the
Dominions Office very fu ll reports of what is going on in the background of
events in the Security Council, Moreover, questions will arise before the
Security Council which affect Canadian interests more or less directly . The
work of the Committee of experts on rules of procedure for the Security
Council and the Military Staff Committee is a case in point . I was able to bring
the Canadian views on certain aspects of these rules of procedure informally
to the attention of the United . States and` °Unite &Kingdom delegations . Therewill be occasions on which more important and direct Canadian "interests are
affected by the work of the Secu rity Council .

(b) The Canadian representative `would maintain contact with the Mem-
bers of the Secretariat on specific questions as they arise . For example,' whenI was in New York .I was able to arrange with the=Secretariat that the Depart-
ment of External Affairs " should receive a regular supply of all documentsissued by the'United Nations . I, was surprised to find that the Secreta riat took
the view that they were urider' no - obligation to supply member Governments
of the United Nations with documents except those which the Government inquestion specifically asked for.

Questions having to do with the employment of the staff of the Organizatio n
and the recruitment of Canadian personnel are now much to the fore, and I
had a number of discussions concerning these matters with members of the
Secretariat in New York :

The Canadian representative in New York would also be in charge of mak-
ing adequate arrangements for Canadian delegations to the meetings of the
Economic and Social Council and of the Assembly . He would be in a position
to make arrangements regarding accommodation, etc ., and also to ensure that
the Department of External Affairs received full documentation in advance ofthese meetings .

The desirability of having a Canadian representative, at any rate from timeto time, in New York, is much increased by the inadequacy . of the existing
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Secretariat. Indeed, Sir Alexander Cadogap. gave it as his view that it would 
be highly desirable for all the Governments of the Commonwealth to have 
representatives in New York. He thought this essential if they desired to keep 
in touch with the work of the Organization and gave as his particular reason 
the shortcomings of the Secretariat, particularly in the formative months im-
mediately ahead before the Organization is properly on its feet. 

While for , these, reasons it would be useful to have a Canadian representa-
tive in New York, it would ,probably be premature to set up a full-fledged 
Mission to the United Nations at this stage. In the first place the Head of the 
Mission might find himself in a somewhat embarrassing position. As Canada is 
not a member of the Security Council, he would be very much on the out-
skirts of events during the interval  • when neither the Assembly nor the Eco-
nomic and Social Council are in session. In addition, there would be the 
difficult problem of finding accommodation for a Mission. The Head of the 

-Mission would either have to Jive in New  York and commute to the tem-
porary headquarters, 'or, else follow, the. example- of .Sir Alexander Cadogan 
and take a house on Long Island. On the other hand, it would be useful to 
have a senior member.of the Department of 'External Affairs permanently in 
New. York, perhaps assisted by a 'Third Secretary, and installed in modest 
office 'space. It is doubtful whether  accommodation  could be made available 
in the offices of the Consulate as they are already pressed for space. If such a 
representative were appointed, it would be essential •that he should be inde-
pendent  •  of the Consulate. •  The Consul General has not been concerned in 
United Nations matters and it would  'be.  a mistake; both, from his point of 
view and the point of view of the representative  to  the .United Nations, to 
involve their- very, different functions under one jurisdiction. It is my  impres-
sion from my talks with 1VIr.' Scully1  that  .he would .  agree with this view. 

While it would be desirable to have a Canàdian representative permanent 
in New York, it would not be essential, having in mind the shortage of senior 
personnel in the Department of External 'Affairs. The same purpose could 
perhaps be fairly adequately served by frequent visits, on the part of senior 
officers of the Department dealing- with United Nations questions, to New 
York. These visits would obviously be timed to côincide with any important 

 development in the affairs before the Security- Council in which Canada is 
interested, but in any event not too long should be allowed to elapse between 
visits if the Department is to be kept in touch with developments. Such an 
itinerant Canadian representative could presumably continue to be accommo-

dated in the Canadian Consulate. 

1  Le consul général- New YOrk. 1  Consul' General in 'New York. 
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561. DEA/211 

CONFIDENTIAL [Ottawa,] April 25, 1946 

Mémorandum du chef, la deuxième direction politique, 
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Memorandum from Head, Second Political Division, 
to Under-Seéretary of State for External Affairs 

CANADIAN REPRESENTATION TO THE UNITED NATIONS 

(Mr. Ritchie's Memorandum of April 23, -1946) 
1.If it were possible'to find a man who possessed the peculiar combination 

of qualities necessary to fill the dual role of consul-general in New York and 
Canadian represéntative to the United Nations, the combination of the two 
posts might be the best solution to our problem. But the two jobs call for 
such different qualities that I doubt whether the man wdsts. The work of the 
Canadian consul-general in New York seems to be largely representational; he 
gives a large number of public speeches; he attends a large number of social 
functions; the people he mixes with are mainly financial and commercial. (His 
work is  nt  therefore strictly -comparable to the consular work done by the 
;United. ,States consul-general in Geneva before the war). The work of. a 
Canadian representative to the United Nations would be mainly reporting 
and liaison. 

2. Merely fmding the man who could do both jobs woUld, of course, not 
in itself solve our problem. Since he would be able to devote only half his 
tune  to consular work, the consular staff of the office would have to be 
strengthened. He would need, on the United Nations side, one secretary of 
the status of Malania  or' Côté, and probably a junior third secretary to do 
routine work. 	 - 

3.This would involve a complete shake-up in the consulate-general. If that 
shake-up is not to be made I agree-with IVIr. Ritchie the the Canadian repre-
sentative to the United Nations should be a first . secretary or 'counsellor, that 
he should be assisted bY a third Secretary and that he should. not  corne  under 
the jurisdiction of the consul-genet:al. He ought to have office space as near as 
Possible to the Sperry' Gyroscope plant rather than in New York which is 
14 miles away. Perhaps the best solution would b'e what .  I understand is 
Cadogan's---to have his office and residence combked in a house on Long 
Island. If he cannot get office spàce near the Secretariat and has to get it in 
New York, then the advantages of sharing services with the consulate-general 
might outweigh the disadvantages' of being in the same block of offices as the 
consulate-general. 

4. I would give the establishment of adequate Canadiarl rePresentation to 
the United Nations thé highest p-riority- .--alDove India, Sweden etc. If any new 
Post is to be established I think it Should bethat to the United Nations. The 
reporting we Would gét frorn.a United Nations post would be worth many 
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times the reporting from any other possible new post especia lly since we

already get United Kingdom reports from these posts but not from New York.
Our interests are more deeply involved in the success of the United Nations
than in successful relations with any any one of the'' countries in which we are

not now represented . We have an opportunity of exerting considerable in-

fluence on the development of the United Nations ; our influence in many other

spheres of international relations is pretty slight .

5 . Probably also we would increase our chances of being elected to the
Security Council if we publicize our serious interest in the United Nations by

establishing a mission to it . We would also be more effective members of the

Security Council if our representative in it could be advised by someone who
had first hand knowledge of the work of the Council before our election. l

SECTION D

LÉGISLATION AU SUJET DE L'ARTICLE 41 DE LA CHARTE

LEGISLATION WITH RESPECT TO ARTICLE 41 OF CHARTER

562.
DEA/5475-40

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
, .

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires exteraeures

Memorandum f rom Under-Secretary of State for External A ffairs

to

[Ottawa,] November, 13, 194 6

RE: CANADIAN LEGISLATION TO GIVE EFFECT TO

ARTICLE 41 OF THE UNITED NATIONS CHARTE R

1 . The United Kingdom Parliament in April 1946 passed the
United

Nations Act, 1946 which in effect authorized the United Kingdom Gov
ment to discharge its responsibilities under Article 41, of the Charter by the

passing of appropriate Orders in Council . A copy of the Act is annexed.i'
all upon the

Article 41 'of the Charter states that the Security Council may c the use of
Members of the United Nations to apply measûres not involving lete
armed force to give effect to its decisions . "These may include compele
or partial interruption of economic relations by rail, sea, air, postal, lo-
graphic radio and other means of communication, and the severance of dip
matic relations" .

United
"Une représentation permanente aux Na- 1 Permanent representation at the

tions Unies n'a été établi e que le ler janvier Nations was ëstablished only on ton

1948 lorsque le Général A. G. L. McNaugh= 1948 when General A . G. L. MeNauS~the

ton a été nommé délégué permanent aux, was , appointed Permanent Delegate to

Nations Unies: United Nations.
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2. . The King, upon the advice of his Canadian Ministers, may sever
diplomatic relations with any state . However, while it is within the Royal
Prerogative to sever diplomatic relations, the Prerogative could not be
regarded as extending to the interruption of economic relations with another
state pursuant to a decision of the Security Council . It seems, therefore, that
legislation would be required before measures of this nature could . be properly
taken, and that the Canadian Parliament is competent to enact such legisla-
tion . The Deputy 'Minister of Justice in May, 1946, concurred in this view .

3 . Following World War I, the Canadian. Parliament passed the "Treaty of
Peace Act, 1919" which provided that the Governor in Council 'could make
such Orders in Council and do such things as appeared to him to be necessary
for carrying out the treaties of peace including the Covenant of the League
of Nations, but no such Canadian legislation exists with respect to the
Charter of the United Nations .

4. There is little likelihood of sanctions `being imposed against any state
by the Security Council in the near-future. It seems, however, to be desirable
that the Government should have power to give immediate effect to any action
demanded by the Security Council under this article, since we are bound by
the Charter to do so, and delay while awaiting the passage of special legisla-
tion by .Parliament would be hard to explain in a time of crisis .

5 . In July, . 1946, Mr. N. A . Robertson raised in Cabinet the question of
introducing a bill . He left a note on file stating "Cabinet have decided not to
introduce legislation this session".

6 . It seems to me that such a bi ll . should be introduced. If you agree, . Iassume that you will râise the matter in Cabinet.l
L. B. PEARSO N

563.

SECTION E

PASSEPORTS ET. FORMALITÉS' FRONTÀLIÉRES

PASSPORTS AND FRONTIER FORMALITIES

DEA/5475-AE-4 0

Mémorandum de la direction diplomatique2 au chef, la direction diplomatique
Memorandum f rom Diplomatic Division2 to Head, Diplomatic Divisio n

[Ottawa,] October 22, 1946

There is a marked trend at the present time toward a relaxation of travelrestrictions throughout the world . Proposals are coming from many different
quarters running the complete gamut even as far as the complete abolition of
alssport and visa requirements .l Un B '
senté à la concernant 1'Article 41 fut pré= 'A Bill respecting Article' 41 was ' pre-Chambre-des communes en 1947 . sented to the House of Commons in 1947 .La troisième lecture a eu lieu .le 24 juin et Third Reading was on June, 24 and Royal
I'assentiment royal fut donné le 27 juin 1947

. Assent was given on June 27, 1947.'De J. H. Cleveland. ° By J. H. CIeveland.
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A careful study of the Canadian position would, I -think, be desirable as 
soon as possible in order that the various government departments concerned 
and indeed the different members within each department may be fully 
informed and adhere to a single Canadian policy. The following departments 
are concerned: 

Extemal Affairs 

Dept. of Mines & Resources 
Dept. of Trade & Commerce 

Dept. of Finance 
Dept. of National Revenue 
R.C.M.P. 

— Diplomatic Division 
Economic Division 
First Political Division 
Security Officer 

— Immigration Branch 
— Deputy Minister 

Chief, Tourist Development 
-- 	Foreign Exchange Control Board 

Customs  & Excise 

A' dommunicationt was received about tWO riôñtliS - ago" frOm.  the - Secretary 
General of the United Nations concerning a propoSed meeting of experts to 
prepare the ground for the .meethig of a world çonference on the subject of , 	 . 	, 
passports and frontier forrnalitieS._ The meeting was tà be  held before the end 
of  1946 and apparently had in view ,a general meeting ,on the subject some-
time in 1947. _ 

The United ICingdoïn and, French Governments have just concluded an 
agreement providing for the reciprocal abolition of entry visas. We have been 
invited to join.in the agreement but have not replied pending advice froin the 
Director of Tmmigration. I fthink our reply will  have  to be that we do not ivish 
to join in the agreement as  it is premature from our point of view, but we 
cannot overlook the fact that Canadians who hold passports describing them 
as British subjects will undoubtedly be able to enter France without a visa 
under the terms of the agreement between the United Kingdom and France. 
France, I may say, has traditionally been anxious to relax border regulations. 

During the first week of October, there was a meeting in London of the 
International Conference of National Tourist Organizations. Canada was 
represented by an Assistant Trade Commissioner on the staff of the High 
Commissioner in London. Canada was elected to a Committee to discuss the 
formation of a proposed  •  International Tourist Organization to be a sub-
Committee of UNESCO. The memorandum submitted to this Conference hY 
the United Kingdom delegate indicates that the United Kingdom is bent on 
a policy ot letting down the barriers. Such a policy would be in accord with 
Mr. Bevin's description of his foreign policy as "being able to go down .to 

Victoria Station and buy a ticket for anywhere in the world and to hell with 
passports and visas". - 

As I recall, the head of one of our missions in South America reported a, 
year ago that he had -  attended a meeting of representatives of a number ° it 
the South  American Foreign' Offices, and .they. felt favourably inclined towar: 

an easing.  of passport'and visa restrictions. ,A recent unilateral announceme.tt 

by the United States:stated. thatsCanadians n-lighi enter ihe èountre witeu 
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passports  for  periods  U:  six months, which indiéates, I think; that  • their 
general feeling in the matter is beef:lining 'more liberal. 

Two subjects which cannot be tee separate from passports and visas are 
immigration and the provision of haven for refugees. Although Canada may 
in many respects agree with other countries regarding passport and visa 
questions, as soon as the problems of immigrants and refugees are introduced, 
Canada fmds herself largely alone. The countries of Europe are not likely to 
be selected  by  would-be immigrants in such proportions as to have a marked 
effect upon their culture. ,The United States too already has a large population 
and what is more its frontiers have largely disappeared. Canada has a small 
native population, an internal language problem, and its frontier districts are 
still many. Under the circuinstances, Canada m.ay appear in the role of a dog 
in the manger unless the.whole question is handled with great care. ' 

From the point of view of the Department of Trade and Commerce, -espe-
cially the tourist season, abolition of frontier formalities is nô doubt desirable. 

Flistory repeats ifself. 
Prior to the war of 1914-18, I understand that passport and visa foil/minks 

were slight. Durhig the war, largely for reasons of security, the restrictions 
became more and more severe. After:the war with the advent of the Leakile 
of Nations and high hopes for a -vvorld at peace, many endeavours were Made 
to get rid of all border formalities. In fact, restrictions on visas were in some 
measure removed. Pressure was brought to bear  tune and again in order to 
develop a reciprocal arrangement among the nations so that there should be 
the utmost freedôm of travel. There was little endeavour to prevent westerners 
from travelling th  any country in the world except the bête noire of Russia. 
With the outbreak of war in 1939, restrictions' once more became severe. Now 
the reaction is setting in. ' There are many 'natters to be considered before a final policy can be 
decided upon. I feel that as much information as" possible should be obtained 
at once from all Government departments interested. This information should 
be pooled and then an interdepartmental meeting held to make a final decision 
on policy. 

DEA/5475-AE-40 

Mémorandum de la deuxième direction politique 
au chef, la direction diplomatique 

Memorandum from Second Political Division to Head, Diplomatic Division 

[Ottawa,] November 4, 1946 

RELAXATION OF TRAVEL RESTRICTIONS 

(YOUR MEMORANDUM OF OCTOBER 22nd) 1  
1. The position of Canada as a country which is attractive to many would-

129___immigrants from Europe is very different from that of France and Great 
Le document précédent. 

564. 

1  Preceding document. 
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Britain, and we should be in no hurry to abolish the requirements for visas
for all visitors and immigrants coming from Europe .

2. The -main consideration is that of immigration - policy. If visa require-

ments were abolished altogether, or if it was made too easy for anyone to get
a six-months visa, there would undoubtedly be a large number of intending
immigrants who would either ask permission to remaiii in Canada at the end
of their six months, or who would remain without permission . With the re-
laxation of wartime regulations, it will be increasingly difficult for the Im-

migration authorities to locate persons remaining in Canada illegally .

3 . The second consideration is that of security .. Canadian Immigration of:

ficials on the Continent are being instructed to take additional precaution s

to prevent the admission to Canada of persons with criminal records or who

might act as foreign agents. With the abolition of visas, there would be less

means of preventing the ent ry of suspect persons .

4. In this connection, the best we could do towards assisting travel from
European countries to Canada would be to encourage our offices abroad to

deal as expeditiously as possible, and without reference to Ottawa, with re- ,

quests for temporary visas from persons wishing to travel to Canada for

reasons of business or pleasure. The difficulty in these cases will be to

tinguish between persons who sincerely intend to return. to their own countries

and persons seeking a temporary visa with a view to requesting permanent

landing once , they are here . 1 do not believe, however, that it is good policy
to ask every intending casual visitor from Europe to satisfy a ll the requu'e-

ments of the Immi gration Act before being allowed to set foot in Canada .

5 . Early consideration must also be given to alteration of the regulation
s

concerning the granting of temporary visas to persons of "Asiatic race" . Quite
apart from the question of Asiatic immigration, the restrictions on even tem-
porary visitors from countries such as India and China ( and the Middl

e

Eastern countries) are invidious and are resented by those count ries Who
are also members of the United Nations . It might be argued that visitors from

Asiatic countries should be admitted under exactly the Saine conditions as
visitors from other countries, whatever our ultimate immigration policy to-
wards Asiatic peoples may be .

565.

G: L. M[AGANNI
DEA/5475-AE-40

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum : f rom Under-Secretary , of State for External A ffairs

to Secretary of State for External Affairs
[Ottawa,] December 17, .1946

~ted
An invitation has been received from the Secretary-General of the UC n-

Nations to participate in a Meeting of Experts preparatory to a World
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ference on Passports and Frontier Formalities. This meeting will convene on 
March 17th, 1947, at Geneva. The draf-t agenda is flagged at "A".t 

The most important matters on the agenda are those concerning visa con-
trol. Last week we held a meeting at which there were present representatives 
of the Department of Trade and Commerce, Immigration Branch, Department 
of National Health and Welfare and R.C.M.P. It was agreed that we should 
prepare a record of the views of the meeting and submit it to the other 
Departments for concurrence. 

I should like to have your approval of the attached letters', flagged at "B", 
which I propose to sign and send to each of the Departments concemed.2  
Government policy is involved in two matters and I realize that a decision 
cannot be obtained at  once. However, it seems desirable to discuss these mat-
ters at an official level and make recommendations to Cabinet as soon  •  as 
possible. These two matters are: 

1.An endeavour should be made to ease passport and frontier restrictions. 
This applies not only tO aliens visiting Canada; but also to Canadians travel-
ling abroad. We have already been approached by the Ambassador of France 
with a proposal for the mutual abolition of visas on our respective national 
passports. A short paper on the subject is flagged at "C".t 	. 

2. Both Immigration Branch  and  R.C.M.P. -  seek to exercise control over 
visitors. They admit that at present, the control by requiring visas is only 
partially effective, but do not wish to lose  the substance for the shadow. A far 
more effective and satisfactory control could be exercised under. a*Registration 
of Aliens Act. Other countries such as the United States, the United Kingd.om 
and the Union'of South Africa have such an Act. A proposed outline of the 
provisions of such an Act' is flagged at "D".3  Do you feel that such legislation 
can be or should be obtained?1 Personally I have doubts about its  • wisdom, 
especially in.its application to United States residents in Canada. However, if 
you so desire, I can have a memorandum prepared for the information of the 
Cabinet outlining in more . detail the purpose of such legislation.2  

It is desirable to have formal  Cabinet approval before the Meeting of 
Experts in March,2  as it will influence the attitude of our delegates in sug-
gesting the form of any agreements which may be drafted for submission to 
the subsequent World Conference. 4  

L. B. PEARSON 

1  Voir le document suivant. 	 1  See following document. 
'Note marginale: 	 • 	 2 Marginal note: 

Yes ST. L[AURENT] 
3  Voir la pièce jointe du document suivant. 	8  See enclosure to following document. 

La note suivante était écrite sur ce 	4  The following note was written on the 
mérnorandum: 	 memorandum: 

A general registration act with exemptions for British subjects and residents of 
U.S.A. might give occasion for the criticism that we are forming an Anglo-Saxon 
bloc or English speaking bloc against the rest of the world. Are not most of our 
visitors either British subjects or residents of U.S.A.? Do we need an act for a 
relatively small minority of our visitors? 

L. S. ST. L[AURENT1 
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566._ . . .

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au sous-ministre du Commerce .

Under-Secretary of State . for- External Affairs :
to Deputy. Minister of Trade , and Commerce

Ottawa,, December 30, 194 6

Further to my letter dated December . 6th, 1946,t the meeting, of experts
preparatory to â World Conference on Pâssport and Frontier Formalities has
now been postponed from Janû .aiy .14th,

.
1947, to March 17th, 1947. The

following persons were present at a meeting held on Tuesday afternoon,
December . .l0th, 1946, to discuss, matters on the agenda for the meeting o f

experts

NATIONS UNIES

Mr. W. H. Measures
Mr. G. G. Congdon

Dr. C. P. Brown
Mr . Fisher
Mr. D. Leo Dolan
Insp. Parsons
Mr. G. G. Crean
Mr. B. G. Sivertz
Mr. A. E . H. P. Petrie
Mr. J . H. Cleveland

- Dept. of External Affairs, Chairman
- Immigration', Branch, „ Dept. of Mines and .

Resources
- Dept. of, National Health andWelfare
- Dept: ' of Trade and Commerc e
-= Chief, Tourist Development Branch-

R.C.M.P .

Dept. of Exteinâl : Affâirs

makeThe representatives present at the above-mentioned meeting agreed to
the following recommendations to their respective departments :

1 Tt is recommended that Canadian delegates a ttend the meeting of éxpe rts
to prepare for a World Conference on Passports and Frontier Formalities

which is to be held in Geneva on' March 17th, 1947 .

2. It is further recommended that Canada should adopt a policy favouring

the reciprocal abo lition of visas by bilateral a greement under the auspices of

the United Nations Ecônomic . and Social Council. ,
3 . It is further recommended that it be the , condition precedent to entering

into any visa abolition agreements that assurance be obtained that there will
be enacted a suitable amendment of the deportation provisions of the I M0117
gration Act and also an Act providing for the registration .of aliens in Canada .

ofIt has already been ' decided that a representative of the =Departmen
t

External Affairs will attend the' meeting of,Éxperts. It is for the consideration

of the depa rtments concerned to Aecide- ., whether they desire to have defe-

gates present at this meeting or not . -It was the feeling of the representatives
present at=the meeting Tuesday afternoon .that it would be desirable to have

an immigration ôfâcer attend - the meeting - if possible ' but that the other depart
ments would probably not need - to ' be represented_until the world conference

which will take place ;at,a later date .
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I am enclosing a drafG°of proposed instructions ;j-: for the use .of the delegates
at the meeting in March insofar as the matters of travel documents,- visas,
police and health matters are concerned . If you agree, I should appreciate
receiving the npproval of your department in order that final instructions may
be prepared and forwarded to the delegates as soon as possible .

The representatives present at . Tuesday afternoon's meeting felt it was de-
sirable to obtain a Canadian statute with respect to the registration of aliens
in Canada . I am, therefore, enclosing - for - your information and comments a
memorandum setting forth the main provisions which such an act should con-
tain. The proposed Registration of Aliens Act can of course only be con-
sidered for purposes of interdepartmental discussion until Cabinet has indi-
cated whether the introduction of such a measure will be approved or not .

[L. B. PEARSON]

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Mémorandum de la direction diplomatique' l

CONFIDENTIAL

Memorandum by . Diplomatic Division'- .,,
[Ottawa,] December 13, 1946

PROPOSED :.REGISTRATION OF ALIENS ACT.

This act should contain the following provisions :_ .,
1• All aliens (with the exception - of United States citizens) must registerat the port of entry . They will be given an admission card which must be -surrendered on departure. This provision will not, of course, apply to Britishsubjects .
2 . Representatives of foreign governments will be exempted from the pro-vislons of this Act. At the port of entry only a pro forma will be completed

and an application must - be made to the Department of External AffairsWithin 30 days of entry' for a: diplomatic or other identity card.
3 . Aliens must -report at regular intervals (e.g. monthly) to the nearestpost office, immigration or police ,office for endorsement of the card' giventhem on entry.

.. ; .4. The Offices mentioned, in (3), will . inform Immigration Branch of allendorsements .
5 . Persons who have been granted visas will be included in the registration :6 . Immigrants will be included in the registration but-after they : have -beengranted a permanent landing reporting will be on an annual basis only.A~. A Penalty should be provided for non-compliance with the terms of theNon-comp liance , will also be a ground for deportation from Canada.

I

1 De J. H. Cleveland.
1 By J . H . Cleveland.
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8. Special provisions should be made for short term visitors crossing the 
United States border. 

9. The Minister may, in his discretion, exempt certain persons or groups 
of persons from the provisions of this Act. 

PARTIE 7/PART 7 

INSTITUTIONS SPÉCIALISÉES 

SPECIALIZED AGENCIES 

SECTION  A 

ORGANISATION INTERNATIONALE DU TRAVAIL 

INTERNATIONAL LABOUR ORGANIZATION 

Mémorandum du conseiller,1  la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations 
Unies, au représentant,2  la délégation à l'Assemblée générale 

des Nations Unies 

Memorandum from Adviser,' Delegation to the General  • Assembly of the 
United Nations, to Representative, 2  Delegation to the General Assembly 

of the United Nations 

' 	 [London,1 January 11, 1946 

RELATIONS OF THE I.L.O. WITH THE UNITED NATIONS 

When the Prime Minister and Mr. Robertson were in London in October, 
just before the Labour Conference in Paris, I  discussed with Mr. Robertson 
the position the Canadian Delegation should take in the Constitutional Com-
mittee at Paris. He felt then that the Constitutional Committee should tread 
most carefully in matters relating to the. United Nations and his own view 
was that it would probably be better to de-  fer discussion of the question, as 
he feared that an insistent and outspoken demand from the I.L.O. Conference 
for immediate association with the .United Nations might damage, rather than 
help, the I.L.O.'s position. In a brief conversation which Mr. Robertson and 
I had with Mr. King, the impression I got from Mr. King was that he too 
felt that it was better to avoid the issue. 

During the Conference Mr. Robertson came to Paris and I had a further 
conversation with him about the efforts which some of the Delegations at the 
Conference were making to induce the U.S.S.R. to look more favourably on 

the I.L.O. As a result of  this  conversation the following statement was drafted ,  

l Alfred Rive. 
2  Paul Martin. 
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in consultation with Mr. Robertson and later approved by hi m  in a telephone 
conversation after he had returned to London. This statement was • embodied 
in the address of the First Delegate, Mr. Gray Turgeon, in the Plenary 
Session: 

It is the earnest hope of the Canadian Government that the International 
Labour Organization will become universal. We should not, however, despair if 
universality is not achieved immediately. It should be remembered that a number 
of the staunchest of the present Members of the Organization remained outside 
for some years. Their absence, no doubt, limited the effectiveness of the Organ-
ization, but at no time was its existence imperilled. Let us, therefore, carry on 
with the work of the Organization so far as we 'are able, confident that if it is 
well and truly done, our place with the United Nations will be assured by the 
work we achieve, and that eventually the nations outside the Organization may 
be convinced by the practical demonstration of the value of our work that their 
absence from our councils is their loss. Let us take our decision in all  matters 
with regard only to their effect on the achievements of the Organization in its 
proper field, and not with the idea that we must secure more Members at any 
cost. 

You will note also that the statement hnplies that the I.L.O. should not 
press its case for immediate tying-in with the United Nations in the state-
ment—"Our place with the United Nations will be assured by the work we 
achieve." 

Since the Conference I have had further discussions with a number of 
people both in the Secretariat of the I.L.O. and members of national Delega-
tions. While opinion is divided, it is safe to say that the majority feel that it 
would be better, if possible, to avoid the issue of the association of the I.L.O. 
with the United Nations Organization at this time. The reasons officially given 
for this are that the I.L.O. has first to become an independent organization, 
that is to complete its severance from the League, and bas  to achieve the right 
to amend its own constitution. This means waiting until the Instrument of 
Amendment, approved by the Conference and now before Governments, has 
been ratified, and, presumably, until after the meeting of the League Assembly. 

My impression is that the result of the decision of the United Nations to 
put the Headquarters in -the Eastern United States has strengthened the views 
of those who think that the I.L.O. should not press its case before the United 
Nations at this time. They feel that, with the Headquarters at Montreal, they 
are favourably located to keep in touch in an informal way with what is 
going on in the Assemblies, Committee Meetings and Secretariat of the United 
Nations, and to bide their time. 

,I think  1  should add that many people seem to feel that the strongest 
argument against pressing the I.L.O. case at this time--one which cannot be 
used publicly—is  that the Acting Director, Mr. Phelan, is understoo d  to be 
verY much out of favour with the Soviet, Government,  and tha.t the first step 
t°  nePtiations with the United Nations and eventually to securing Russian 
adherence to the I.L.O., must be the selection of a Director who is likely to 
have the confidence of the Soviet Union. 
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I have passed copies of this memorandum to Mn Wilgress and Mr.
Rasminsky, and' I attach two extra copiés in case you wish to pass one to

Mr. St. Laurent.

568. DL/8-2-3-29

Le directeur de l'inf ormation, le ministère du Travail,
au sous=ministre du Travail .

Director of Information, Department of Labour, to .
Deputy Minister of Labour

Ottawa, January 21, 194 6

SUBJECT : CONFERENCE OF THE I .L .O. IN MONTREAL, 1946

As you are aware, the next I .L.O. Conference will be held in Montreal in

September, 1946 '. '
Decision was taken on the place of meeting at the Governing Body meet-

ing following the Paris Conference. It was obvious that the Office, as well as

most of the members of the Governing Body, wanted to hold the next meet-
ing at Montreal: I think one consideration was the particular difficulties in

regard to accommodation for this - convention in Europe, while the fact that
previous Conferences had been held in the U .S .A. rather ruled out that

country .

Mr. Alfred Rive, as your , alternate on the Governing Body spoke on the

subject before the
I
decision was taken . Mr. Rive had precise instructions from

our own department, and following these , instructions he told the . Governing

Body (in effect) that if the decision was to come to Montreal, Canada would
be glad to welcome the meeting. Perhaps as a matter of convenience this was
interpreted as an invitation from the Government of Canada-but there was
no intention of issuing any such invitation in so far as External Affairs was

concerned . Nevertheless, the Convention will be held in Montreal .

Even though the Canâdian Government did not issue a formal invitation,

and even though if is up to the Office to make arrangements for the meetings,

the accommodation of those in attendance, and so forth, I suggest that
the

Govemment of Canada shoüld play some part in making the arrangements,
and should provide something in the way of entertainment. at

I would suggest that it is not too early to move in this ' matter, and ~ o

appropriately the-Labour Department `might set up a committee to
go

the question. -Tthink the committee should include membership from External
Affairs and pôssibiy frôm the - Tourists' Bureau. Perhaps also one rriember

from the Canadiân: Information Sérvice ; `to look after- publicity, would not be

out` of thé way: It does -not ~ occur to me = at ' the moment that any other po-
pminion Government Department should be rèresentëd:
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Whether such a. committee shoiild be made by Order-in-Council; or 
whether it could be set up simply on the motion of the Minister of Labour, is  
a matter to be decided. I should not think an Order-in-Council necessary. 

The committee could first of all study what has been the custom in the 
matter  of  entertaining groups such as this when they meet in. Canada; what 
has been the custom in regard to entertainment of the I.L.O. by host-
governments; and by conferring with the International Labour Office, in what ' 
area should any assistance given by Canada properly lie. 

While it would not really be a matter for the above-mentioned committee 
to deal with, I suggest that steps should be taken to ensure that the Minister 
of Labour would be elected chairman* of the Conference: this is a usual prac-
tice in these matters, and was followed in Paris when the Minister of Labour 
for France was elected Conference Chairman. 

I should be very glad to give any assistance in connection with the above, 
which may be possible. 

V. C. PHELAN 

569. 	 DL/8-2-3-29, 

Mémorandum du directeur des relations industrielles, 
le ministère du Travail, au sous-ministre du Travail 

Memorandum from Director ,  of Industrial Relations, 
Department of Labour, to Deputy .  Minister .of Labour 

Ottawa, February 2, 1946 

With reference to the attached, I agree that the Department might take some 
action along the lines suggested by Mr. Phelan in his memorandum to you of 
January 21. 

realize that during the war years the Department had been too much 
immersed in other activities to pay much attention to I.L.O. affairs, but I think 
that probably the time has come when the Departrnent of Labour should not 
allow the External 'Affairs Department to take the lead in all matters affecting 
our membership in the I.L.O. This wciuld be a good opportunity to make a 
start in that direction, and I suggest that either yourself or one or two of the 
senior officers of the Department might confer with I.L.O. officers on the 
matters brought forward by Mr. Phelan. After this preliminary' conference 
was held, we would be in a better poition then to make the necessary plans. 

Certainly I think we should give 	of6.cers every assistance and support 
in rnalcing arrangements for the general conference next September, and 
otherwise add to-  our rePutation as good hosts to foreign delegations. 

It would also be proper, I think, that we should take steps to see that our 
cnvu Minister is properly honoured by the Conference by election..eithef, â*à 
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Conference Chairman or : Hônorary :Chàirnïan, the latter being suggested in

the - event that the Minister himself does not wish to be continuously in

attendance.

570. DEA/74-Q-4 0

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures
à la direction juridique -

Memorandum f rom Acting Under-Secretary of State for External A ffairs
to Legal Division .

[Ottawa,] August 17, 194 6

In the absence of Mr. Renaud I am addressing this note to the Legal
Division, but if he is to return in the near future, it might be forwarded to

him. The attached communication from the Department of Labour' covers

a proposal of the French Government for an impo rtant structural change in

the I.L.O. The purpose of the change is to give equal voting power in the
International Labour Conference and in the Governing Body to the three

groups of Government, employers' and workers' representatives . At present

the Government representatives have equal voting power with the employers

and workers combined .
This is a drastic proposal, but perhaps not as drastic as it may appear at

first sight. I doubt if there has ever been a case of any importance in which
the employers and workers groups have voted together against the Government

group. Both these groups normally vote solidly, whereas the Government
group is frequently split and is likely to be still more frequently in the future

.

As I recall the I .L.O. Constitution, a majority .of two-thirds is needed for
important decisions, and I should think the adoption of the French scheme
would be more likely to produce deadlock than to result in decisions which a
majority of Governments were unwilling to accept .

It is, however, a matter on which our delegation to the Labour Conference
should be instructed, and these instructions should have the endorsement
the Secretary of State for External Affairs, if not of the Cabinet as a
We should probably t ry to find out what some of the other Governmen~s~s~

to do about this proposal . I am not, however, familiar with the recen is

sions on the subject, and it may be that information on this last Point
already available. indica-

I think that in any case a note should be prepared for consideration ,

ting the appropriate instructions to be given to the Canadian representatives
.

H. w[xoNG]

M. M . . MACI;EAN

" Non tr ouvé. 1 Not located.
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DEA/74-Q-40

Mémorandum de la direction juridique

Memorandum by Legal Division

[Ottawa,] August 30, 1946

29TH INTERNATIONAL LABOUR CONFERENC E

1 . Telegrams have been received from the, United Kingdom Government
(Circular D.802 and 803 of . Aagust 28, 1946) t advising that they are
strongly opposed `to the French proposals of amendment to,the Constitution
of the International Labour Organization to be discussed at the forthcoming
International Labour Conference, and asking for the views = of the Canadian
Government on the matter .

2. The French proposals . are :
(a) that, as regards the General Conference of the Organization, States

members should no longer be represented by four delegates, including two
Government , representatives, one employers' and one workers' representative,
but by two delegates of each category, and further that one* of the employers'
delegates should be selected from among managers of nationalized or muni-
cipal undertakings where such undertakings exist ; and

(b) that, as regards the Governing Body of the International Labour Office,
which consists . of 16 Government, 8 employers' and 8 workers' members,
employers' and workers' members should have two votes each .

3 . These proposals, as originally submitted by the Belgian Government, ina slightly modified form; have already been discussed by the InternationalLabour Conference at its 27th Session held in Paris, last year, and by aDelegation of the. Conference which met in London in January, 1945 .
The Belgian delegate, supported by the delegate of France, argued that

the world had changed greatly since 1919, and representation at I.L.O. meet-
ings should correspond to the economic structure. Of the country concerned .The solidarity of the Big Five was the only basis on which world peace could
be maintained, and the I .L.O. must adapt itself to the changed,circumstances
in order to secure Big Five so lidarity in suppo rt of its activities .

With the exception of the . French Government representative and Mr.Joubaux
; the French workers' delegate, who was absent, the, Conference

Delegation on Constitutional matters, to which the matter was referred. for
consideration was unanimously against the proposals . They .considered "thâtth e,

modification of the system of representation in the Organisation on the
basis of the proposals made at the Paris Session of the Conference would be
seriously prejudicial to the unity and effectiveness of the Organisation withoutaffording any guarantee of the active participation in the Organisation of all
members of the United Nations or of all - sections of the labour movement inall Member States . They would regard . any change in the present proportionsof representatio.n as gravely impairing .the authority, of the Organisation by
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CdiminiS.Iiineihe influence of Governments in its deliberations and decisiOnS, 
and they consider that  it is no Jess true today than it w,as in 1919 that if the 
relative voting povier of the GàVernmenti were tà be reduced 'it might often 
happen that Conventions adopted by .a ..two-thirds majority of the Conference 
would be rejected by the legislatures  of the various States, which would have 

(the .effeCt of rendering'iliéproceedings of the Conference nugatory and would 
quickly destroy its influence.and prestige.' They. also considered that such a 
,change would weaken rather than strengthen the Organisation in its relations 

- With other -international institutiànÉ.” 	." 	 • 	• „ 	. 	 , , 
The main reascins for :which the United. .Kingdom -Govenunent  are 

 . opposed.to the French  propàsals may be summed, up as follows: 
- (a) The adoption of the French proposals would enable conventions and 

recommendations to be passed against the combined votes of all. the Govern- 
ments, which have the ultimate responsibility  for 	implementation. . 	, 	. 

(b. ) It.would encourage the Conference to adopt conventions and recom-
mendations of an iniPracticable nature, which would be rejected by national 
legislatures, with the resUlt that the Conference viill fall into disrepute. 

(c) GovernMent representatives might be oUtvoted on financial matters  by  
parties which have no reSponsibility for raising the nioney or for accoimting to 
the taxpayers who provided the funds. 

5. As regards paragraph 4, point .(a) of flie present memorandum, it should 
be recalleel that, under . the I.L.0.• .- - Constitution, once a. draft Convention is 

. adopted•by  the  Conference, States Members are bound to submit its text to 
their legislature,  and if the text is approved by the legislature, necessarily to 
execute and deposit the instrument of ratification.- 	• 	•• 

It  should also be recalled that the I.L.O.  Constitution May be revised hY 
:..a  - Majority- of two-thirdS of • the votes cast by the delegates preSent at the 
Conference - and that the -améndnients take effect when 'ratified by the States 
whose representative's composé the Council of the League of Nations and by 

- three-fourths of the Members. • • 
6. As regards paragraph 4, point (c), it should be pointed out that the 

. fuiancial regulations as adopted by the Governing Body of the 1 L 0  at its 
last session, subject to ratification by the Conference, provide that th,  e aline 
budget of the Organisation  shall be finally' adopted..by a majority of tWo-thirds 

. of the votes cast by the delegates present at the Conference. 
7. It may be feared that the selection of a second employers' and workedrs 

delegate would lead to great difficulties in certain countries such as Cana a!  
in view of the composite nature of the population, the mixed organisation ot 

labour and the division into states or provinces. 
. Referring to this aspect of the matter, the Conference Delegation on Consti-

, tutional «Questions states in its report: 
• 	 Both àovernment and Worker as well as Employer members of the

of fi 
Delega.ii.senn, 

felt that the Belgian ›prbposals' in regard to the representation 
management in countries with mixed economies anticipatèd rather than re .  d2ts  

trends 'frif development in the 'world as a :  whole, and so far from recognising 

soceteia11..1 
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and setting the International Labour Organisation above conflicts of ideology, their 
adoption would inVolve espousing theories and provoking  an  ideological .  conflict 
which would create a profound division of opinion within thé Organisation ... 
H a separate delegate (were given) to socialised management...one of two 
results would inevitably fo llow: either .  Governments would  in.  practice get an 
additional vote, in which case , the equilibrium between the employers and 
workers which ,was the only basis-  on which ,they cOuld be expected to negotiaté 
with each other in the Conference would be destroyed; or they would not in 
practice get an additional vote, in which case their position in relation to the 
other two groups -would be weakened. • 

The proposal that the number, of Workers' delegates should be increased in 
order to allow representation for minority ,  labour movements was regarded by 
the majority of the Delegations as based upon a misconception and calculated 
to place a preinium on labour disunity throughout the world... It is not uncommon 
for there to be tWo or more organisations in a country representing workers 
or employers, and the rivalry between them is frequently acute and sometimes 
bitter. To establish a reivard for minority trade union moveMents in the form 
of representation at the Conference would tend to encourage minority movements. 
This would be a great disservice to both labour and the community. There were 
further dangers. If national contending parties were brought into the I.L.O. on 
the basis of separate representation, the I.L.O. would become a forum for 
national battles on national problems, and domestic differences would be projected 
into the international sphere and hardened in a manner destructive of national 
unity and labour unity alike.' The participation in committee work of rival 
workers delegates from each country, each with his 'separate group of advisers, 
would impair the unity of the workers' group, thereby both weakening its voting 
strength in the ConferenCe and increasing the difficulty of: , negotiating com-
promise solutions of controversial questions. The doubling of representation 
would also make the whole machinery of the Conference unwieldy. 

8. It is suggested that the United Kingdom Government be advised that 
their views as expressed in their telegrams under reference are shared by the 
Canadian Government, and that the Canadian Government , delegation will 
be instructed accordingly." 

P.-E. RENAUD 

DL/8-2-3-29 

Le ministre du Commerce et de l'Industrie de l'Alberta 
au ministre du Travail 

Minister of Trade and Industry of Alberta to Minister  of Labour 

Edmonton, September 7, 1946 
Dear Mr. Mitchell, 
iL0 CONSTITUTIONAL QUESTIONS-29TH SESSION OF THE I.L. CONFERENCE, 

MONTREAL, SEPTEMBER 19 TO OCTOBER 12 
The Alberta Provincial Government has given consideration to the proposed 

amendment to Article 19 of the constitution of the above organization as you 
La Proposition française fut retirée avant 	1 The  Frénch proposal was withdrawn be- de passer à un vote 	 fore it came to a vote. 
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requested us to do in your letter of August"13, 1946, so that . the views of this
'Province can be ascertained in the submission of the Delegation of the
Dominion Government to the September Cônference of the I .L.O .

We are at a loss to understand why the Dominion Government should
seek to bind the Provinces in ' an International . Agreement in matters over
which the Dominion Government has no jurisdiction under the British North
America-Act .

We would be most wil ling and ready to receive from the Dominion Govern-
ment or other interested bodies any , recommendations :'regarding matters per-

'taining to the moral ; physical or intellectual well being of wage earners at any
time, with a view to, uniformly high standards for Labour . OOur present_legisla-

'tion and regulations bear - testimony ' to that. Never-thé-less the constitutional
responsibility of accepting or rejecting any such recommendations belongs to
the Province and cannot be assigned ; to the Dominion Government .

While we have no objections_ whatever to you reporting, as a member state,

to thee I .L.O. our' Provincial laws
, and practiçes relating to labour whether. they

.are related to a Convention or , a Recommendation of the I .L.O. or not, we do

object to the-rati fication by the Dominion Government of I .L.O. Conventions

that are within the exclusive jurisdiction of this Province before the Provincial

Legislâture has passed the . approp riate legislâtion .

Particularly do we object to the Dominion ratifying a Convention on a
matter lying within the exclusive jurisdiction of the Province if the later modi-

;fication by the Province of any ' legislation so ratified by the Dominion could
bring economic sanctions against'the Dominion of Canada or the province .

'There is another aspect of this - delégâtion of Dominion autonomy to inter-

- national organizations given the power to invoke sanctions upon which tlie
Government of -Alberta holds very definite views which should be expressed

at this time .
We deplore the trend whereby the Dominion Government is-gradually sacri-

ficing Canadian sovereignty to international organizations . If the Dominion

Govexnment has deprived itself of a measure of sovereignty by assigning
. it to

international authorities it should not try to recoup its position by assuming
in whole or inpart jùrisdiction over matters that were granted exclusively to
the Provinces under the British 'North America Act .

We cannot! agree to ,saçrifice the general high standards and welfare of the
labouring class of this Province to any international organization .

Finally we again - protest- most vigorously the consistent and persistent
efforts of the Dominion Government in endeavouring to encroach on the field
of jurisdiction of the Provinces and appropriate piecemeal the powers o

provinces . Premier Manning has recommended more than once at the re
cent

Dominion-Provincial Conference a comprehensive review of the poWers of

both the Dominion and the Provinces in order to enable both to discharge

, more effectively the responsibili ties imposed upon them . We still feel this is

the only way that the Dominion and the Provinces can~ best adjust the prob-
lems of modern days . .
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We  understand that the Dominion Government has already ratified a,cer 7  
tain number of Conventions passed by the I.L.O. If this is the case, we would 
appreciate receiving a copy of the Conventions so ratified. 

• 

C. E. GERHART 

573. 	 PCO/U-41-D 

Le sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures 
au greffier du Conseil privé 

Associate Under-Secretary of State for E.xternal Affairs 
to Clerk of the Privy CounCil 

Ottawa, September 17, 1946 
I have doubts about the need and the 'wisdom of our making this extra 

contribution to the I.L.O. I understand from Mr. Renaud that in putting it 
forward the I.L.O. stated that the United States Government and the French 
Govemment had made special contributions as the host countries toward the 
expenses incurred in holding the last two International Conferences in Phila., 
delphia and Puis respectively. I think to6 that the Mexidan Governinent, 
the Cuban Government and the Chilean Government made' some special 
contributions when regional American labour conferences were held•in their 
capitals during the past ten years. There is, therefore, precedent for the host 
country taking action of this sort. 

Nevertheless there are some reasons against oui folloWing  thèse precèdents. 
First, the I.L.O. has had its temporary headquarters in Montreal for over 
five years and is holding the Conference at the seat of its current activities. 
The suggestion that the Conference should be held there 'came from the 
I.L.O. and not from the Canadian Government; ' whereas in most of the 
other cases cited I recall that there was competitive bidding between various 
countries to secure the holding of the Conference. Secondly, Canada already 
makes an unduly large contribution proportionately to the finances of the 
I.L.O. and, in particular, because the United States is under-assessed (at 
108 units) in comparison with the Canadian assessment of 35 units. We are 
also one of a fairly short list of member countries which  have  'supported the 
I.L.O. financially steadily since its inception, always paying our contribution _ 

I am, therefore, inclined to think that the expenses of converting space in 
the University of Montreal so as to equip it for a conference hall is a charge 
that can appropriately be made from the general funds of the I.L.O. If they 
have not budgeted for this charge it is their own fault as it was settled long 
ago that the Conference would take place in Canada. 

Yours truly; 

, - in full and on time. 

R .W[RoNG] 
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DL/8-2-3-29

Mémorandum du ministre du Travail au Cabinet

Memorandum f rom Minister of Labour to Cabine t

[OttawaJ September 19, 1946

RE : PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE 19 (9) OF THE CONSTITUTION OF THE

INTERNATIONAL LABOUR ORGANIZATION DEALING WITH THE APPLICATION BY

FÉDERAL'STATES OF CONVENTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS ADOPTED BY THE
INTERNATIONAL LABOUR : CONFERENC E

1 . The Constitution of the I .L.O . requires every member thereof to submit
all Conventions and Recommendations adopted by the International Labour
Conference for consideration "to . the authority or authorities within whose

competence the matter lies, for enactment of legislation or other action" .

In the case of a Convention the member State is, if it obtains the consent
of the competent authority, further required to, communicate the formal ratifi-
cation ofthe Convention to the I .L.O . and to take such action as . may b e

necessary to make its,provisions effective .

On the other -hand; a Recommendation is simply designed to plaçe before
the competent authority or~ authorities in the, member countries a recom-
mendation of principles on a subject matter~ which- is considered incapable of
being .reduced to- any ~ universal and uniform mode of application by the
different countries . Such recommendations leave the member States freedom
to consider and apply them in the manner, as suited to their conditions and
do not involve ratification .

2 . - .The practical difficulties involved in the 'ratification of Conventions by
federal States whose power to_enter intoto, Conventions is subject to limitations,

was recognized and met . by the following provision in the . . Constitution as

set forth in the Treaties of-Peace in 1919 ,(see Section 19(9 ) :
In the case - of a federal •State, the power Of, which to enter into Conventions o

n

labour matters is subjecttolimitations, it shall be the discretion of that Government

to . treat a draft Convention to which such limitations âpply as_ a Recommendation

only, - and the provisions 'of . this' ' Article with respect, to Recommendations shall
;. , .,, . -. . .

dpply' in such case .

3 . 'The Canadian Goyernment practice, in the case .of Conventions which
. , . . .
are within provincial jürisdiçtion tô ' give legislative effect to, has been to

forward such .Conventions to the Government of the Province for action or
otherwise, and to report to the I .L.O. from time to time with respect to the

action taken . .
4 . LTnitary m. ember . Stâtes have been dissatisfied with this provision

and
have considered . that a. federâl `State should assume greater responsibilities,
with a view to the ratification and impléirientation of C 1 11 wbich arc
within the' legislative competence of , its component provinces or states•but no

5 . The matter was discûssed at the 1945 Session of the I .L .O .
ested

recommendations -'wère made, pending a conference which it sugg
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should be held between representatives of the I .L.O. and-represeritatives of
the federal member States .' -A Committee of the Governing Body was accord-
ingly appointed to consider the matter and a meeting was held in Montreal
in May last at which representatives_ of the federal member States were
present by in:vitation,'including Australia, Cana:da,India and the United
States .

effective arrangements . -to ensure that Conventions ' and"' Recommendations

In the result, the Committee of the Governing Body dealing with the matter
have submitted for * discussion and' consideration by the International. Labour
Conference a opening in Montreal on . September 19th, an Amendment to
Article . 19 (9) -which would require the federal member States to make

. . .which are within provincial . or local state competence to deal ` -with are
brought before- the ; appropriate provincial autho rities '(i.e . legislativé) withineighteen months; to arrange for periodical consultations -between the Domin-ion . and "the ; Provinces'- to: provide co-ordinated action with respect .to Con-
ventions and Recommendations ; ' tô report to the I.L.O. -on, the, action taken;to report to the LL.O. , where Conventions are not ratified ; ; on theaaw andpractice in Canada , in regard- to the Convention; and, as requested,, to reportto the I .L .O. in regard to any Recommendation which is given _ e ffect , to ; ; or
the law and practice on the subject of the Recommendation .

6 . The text of the proposed Amendment, summarized, above,, is as follows :
In the case,-of a federal State, the provisions of this Article, . shall applysübject fo`the following modifications :

(a) In respect "of' Conventions andRecommendations which the federâl
Government regards as appropriate for federal action, the obligations of the
federal State shall be the same as those of Members which are not federal States;

(b) In respect of Conventions and Recommendations which the federalGovernment regards as appropriate, in whole or in part, for action by thé
constituent States or Provinces rather .than for federal action, the federal Govern-:ment shall

make, . in_ accordance with its Constitution and the Constitutions
of the States or provinces concerned effective arrangements for the referenceof such Conventions' and Recommendations not later than eighteen months
from the closing of the session of the Conference to the approp riate authorities
of the States or provinces for the enactment of legislation or'other action;. . _ , . . - , , _ . ., . ,

(ii) arrange, subject to the concurrence of . .the State bT provincial
Governments concerned, for periodical consultations* between the federaland the State or. provincial authorities with a view to promoting within` the
federal State co-ordinated action to ive effect to the
Conventions and R ecommendations ;

g ive . provisions of ; such
(ii) inform . the Diréctor of the , International Labour Office of themeasures taken in ' accordance with this Article ' to * bring such Conventions

and Recommendations before the appropriate authorities of' its constituentStates or provinces with art Iand p icu ars of the authori ties regarded as appropriateand . of the. action taken by 'them ;
(iv)

. In respect of each such Conve'n'tion which it has not ratified ; reto the Directbr of the Inter po rt
a national Labour Office, at ~appropriaté intervalss requested by . .the Governing Body, thev,position, - of . . its• .1 w; , and prcticein regard 't 0 Ao Convention', .- showing the extent to which e .ffect, has abebeen
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- given, or is proposed to be 'given, to any of the provisions - of the Convention 
by legislation, -  administrative action, collective agreement, or otherwise; 

(y) In respect of each such Recommendation, report to the Director 
of the International Labour Office, at appropriate intervals as requested by 
the Governing Body, the position of the law and praCtice of the various 
States or provinces in regard to the "Recommendation, showing the extent 
to which effect has been given, or is proposed to be given, to the provisions 
of the Recomrnendation and such modifications of these provisions as have 
been fàund or may be found necessary in adopting or applying them. 

7. Representatives of the United States at the meeting in Montreal in May 
last were favourably disposed towards the substance d the proposed Amend-
ment, and representatives from Australia did not believe that the proposed 
Amendment would be objected to by Australia. 

8. This Recommendation was referred to the Provincial Governments on 
August 13th and replies were received from all provinces approving accept-
ance except in the case of Prince Edward Island, which expressed no opinion, 
and Alberta. Alberta set out some objections which are apparently based on 
a misunderstanding of the effect of the change and indicated the difficulty of 
provinces committing themselves irrevocably to an international standard 
ratified by the Dominion. 

9.. RECOMMENDATION. 

It is recommended that the Canadian Delegation to the 29th Session of the 
International Labour Conference, which opens in Montreal .on September 
19th, be instructed to agree to the proposals contained in the draft Amend-
ment.1  

.575. 	 PCO/U-41 -D 

Le sous-ministre du Travail au secrétaire du Cabinet 

Deputy Minister of Labour to Secretary to the Cabinet 

Ottawa, Septernber 20, 1946 

Dear Mr. Heeney, 
. With reference to your letter of September 19t and the attached com-

munication from Mr. Wrong. 
At the time the Recommendation to Council was submitted we did not 

know that Mr. Wrong was not in favour and, as a matter of fact, my infornia. 
 tion was to the effect that he favoured the idea. After the Recommendation 

 was signed I learned that Mr. Wrong held an unfavourable view. I spoke to 
my Minister about it and he was very strongjy in favour of making the grant. 

The reasons advanced are, briefly, as under: 
1. As stated by Mr. Wrong there are many precedents for the host come 

taking action of , this sort. The probabilities are that this will be the last ooea' 

L'approbation du Cabinet fut donnée.  le 	1  Cabinet approval was given on October 2 ' 

2 octobre 1946. 	 1946. 
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sion for a long period of time when Canada will act as the hosting Govern-
ment ;

2. I am not too sure that Honourable Mr. Martin did not invite thé LL.O .
to hold the conference in Ottawa . I was told that such is the case although I
cannot quote time and place .

3 . On. the question of regular contributions being made by Canada, I do
feel that the smaller countries are probably .bearing too large a share but we
have made moves to have this corrected.

4. During the two days I attended the meetings of the Governing Body at
Montreal I found that Canada stood extremely high amongst the nations
attending the conference . I would think it might be inadvisable to refuse this .
contribution under the circumstances .

5 . In using Montreal University for the conference special desks and other
facilities had tobe erected and put in the conference hall and the expense was
quite great . I should think if a request had been made by the I.L.O. that the
necessary structural alterations be made by the Canadian Government the
request might have been looked upon favourably. The contribution we have
Proposed is only~ aboût one-half the expense .

6. The cost of the conference has been budgeted . However, the structural
alterations to Montreal University were not anticipated and one can under-
stand why such is the case .

I am sure the Minister would like to see this Recommendation put through'
and I am still of the opinion that it should be agreed to for the reasons I havestated.'

Yours very truly,
A. MACNAMARA

DEA/74-Q-40

Mémorandum de la direction juridique au chef, la direction juridique
Memorandum f rom Legal Division to Head, Legal Divisio n

[Ottawa,] October 1, 1946

CONSTITUTION

INTERNATIONAL 'LABOUR :ORGANIZATIO N

Mr• Renaud asked me to bring to the Department's a ttention his - views on
I

the proposed amendment to Article VII (3 ) of the Constitution which dealsWith
the declaration of the Governing Body as to, which are the members ofthe Organizàtion of chief industrial importance .

1 M Wrong a retiré ses objections avant quele Cabinet ne donne son a ~ Mr. Wrong withdrew his objections before
pprobation, the Cabinet gave its approval .
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Mr: *Renàud recommended that the Canadian delegation support the 
amendment but felt that there should be an appeal to the Conference from 
this declaration. This suggestion from Mr. Renaud did not at first receive the 
support of the Department of Labour but, according to a copy of a telegram 
which Mr. MacNamara sent to Mr. Renaud (attached.) t dated the 26th Sep-
tember, the Department of Labour now suggests that this amendment be 
placed before the committee for consideration. Mr. Renaud also told me that 
the Legal Adviser of the International Labour Organization was anxious that 
his suggestion receive consideration.' 

H. F. D[Avis] 

577. 	 DL/8-2-3-29 

Le secrétaire, la délégation à la Conférence internationale du Travail,' 
au délégué, 3  la délégation à la Conférence internationale du Travail 

Secretar y, Delegation to the International Labour Conference,' to 
Delegate,3  Delegation to the International Labour Conference 

{IVIontreal,} October 5, 1946 
• 

The attached speech was delivered by Mr. Renaud this afternoon in the 
Constitutional Committee. After Mr. Renaud spoke, Mexico and Australia 
withdrew their amendments in favour of the Canadian amendments, which 
was then unanimously adopted. 

JOHN MAINWARING 

: [PrèCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

Discours du délégué suppléant,4  la délégation 
à la Conférence internationale du Travail 

. , 	Speech by Alternate Delegate,4  Delegation ' 
to the International Labour Conference 

ON ARTICLE 7(3) 	 • 

1VIr. Chairman, • 
I have the honour to move that a proviso be added to the Conference Dele-

gation's proposal. 'Thé English and Spanish texts of the proviso will be found  
in document D.18, and the French Text , as revised in document D.18A. 

- 
1 Les notes suivantes étaient écrites sur ce 	iThe following notes were written on tie 

mémorandum: 	 memorandum: 
Mr. Wrong. 
Herewith Rep -ort II (1) Consiitutional questions with the suggested amendment 

- flagged- Also copy of Renaud's amendment H. F. D[Avis] 3rd Oct 
I haven't seen the text of the amendment and so cannot form  an)'  

H. Mr[a0N01 

" Vingt-neuvième session. 	 2Twenty.jth  session, 
MaôNairiarà.  , 

P. E. Renaild. 
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It is the `Canadian :Delegation's view that, : under, the ;existing-Constitution;
the Conference, and not the Governing Body, is the competent .organ to deter=
mine the States ,Members which are of chief industrial importance .

This .view, based . on both -legal . and historical grounds, was presented to the
Governing Body by the Canadian Government member, on the 31st - January
1934. When the Canadian. member resumed his seat, the Director acknow-
ledged that the speaker had put forward arguments the-force of which, he, the
Director, fully .recognised .

The Canadian delegate first observed,-and his observation remained . un-
challenged, .-that .no provision could be found in the Constitution authorizing
the Governing Body -to fix the list of : States Members of - chief indus trial im-
po rtance. That it was so ; Mr. , Oersted expressly conceded .

The Canadian delegate further pointed out that, under Article 7 of the
Constitution, which lays down the composition of the Governing Body, ; the
members of,each group in the Governing Body were to be selected by their
respective groups as constituted in the Conference,-that is, the Government
members by the Government group, the Employers' members by the Employ-
ers' group, and the Workers' members by the Workers' group . The letter and
spirit of Article 7 were unequivocally to the effect that each group, including
the Government group, should determine its own,representation. This was a
natural consequence and condition of the tripartite character of ,the, Organ-
ization .

After analysing the Constitution, the Canadian : delegate : went on to reviewthe interpretation thereof as .given by the highest autho rities . He first recalled
the advisory opinion of the Secreta ry-General- of the League of Nations, as
set forth in a report to the Council dated 26th June 1922 . This repo rt wasdrawn up -after extensive consultation . Among those~, consulted were Mr.
Anzilotti, judge of the Permanent Court of International Justice,- Mr . Mc-
Kinnon Wood, Legal Adviser of the League Secretariat, Mr.Arthur Fontaine ;
chairman of the Governing Body, and Mr. Jouhaux . In his report the Secre-
tary-General set out that "the first step in the procedure (for , the renewal ofthe Governing Body) must be the . recognition : by, the Conf erence of , a list
of the eight Members of chief industrial importance" .

The Canadian delegate further recalled the interpreta tion, given, by - the
Council of the League of Nations . This was set - forth in -Viscount Ishii's reportadopted by the -Council on the 30th September 1922

.- .This report emphatiçally
stated that "the duty of drawing up the .list of eight chief industrial countrieswas p rima rilythe function of the International Labour Conference" .

Examining the question from the historical angle, 'the Canadian rep-
resentative reminded the Governing Body that the first list of eight StatesMembers of chief industrial importance which wasLL submitted . to the Washing-
ton Labour Conference' of 1919 bÿ the~Organising Committee at a time whenthe Govern ing Body : did not yet ,exist, was definitely fixed by the Conferenceitself

. Commenting upon this observation, Mr . Jouhaux remarked: "The 7 fact
éxists, and it can certainl,y be contended that the action of the Conference
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proves in a certain measure that it is the International Labour Conference 
which is competent to decide the question." 

The Canadian representative finally recalled that in 1922, when the first 
list of the eight States Members of chief industrial importance was revised, 
the Governing Body proposed an amendment to the Conference which, if 
adopted, Would have had the effect of changing the basis of the list. The 
proposed amendment was rejected, and it was important to observe that, on 
this occasion, the Governing Body did not adopt the changes itself, but only 
recommended théir adoption to the Conference. 

This was the only occasion, at the time the Canadian delegate spoke, on 
which the Governing Body could have been said to have taken any action 
in the matter of the eight States Members of chief industrial importance, and, 
on this occasion, it has not assumed the power of revising alone the list of 
eight ,States. 

In 1934, it is true, the Governing Body assumed that power. But, when 
the Legal Adviser of the Office was asked to justify that assumption, he re-
ferred, in a note on the legal situation dated 17 January 1934, to the resolu-
tion adopted by the International Labour Conference on 22nd June 1934 [sic], 
which states that, in the event of a named Government accepting membership 
of the Organisation, the Governing Body was authorized to arrange with that 
Government any question arising out of its membership. This resolution could 
be regarded as an ad hoc delegation of power to meet a quite exceptional 
case. That it is so, is confirméd by the .  Conference Delegation, which states 
in its Report, paragraph 27, that it is "upon a de facto basis" that the Govern-
ing Body in the  subsequent cases, exercised the power of determining the 
members of chief industrial importance. 

Should any doubt remain as to the paramount competence of the Conference 
tà deal with the matter of the eight States, it should be removed by  the exam-
ination of the amendments standing before us. It is obvious that their authors 
consider that the Conference, as sovereign organ of the Organisation, is ab-
solutely free to decide that it belongs io itself as well as to the Governing Body, 
or to both, to determine the 'eight States . Members of chief industrial 
importance. 

But this Committee is not a court which has to decide what the law is. It 
is a constituent assembly which has to declare what the law should be. The 
Canadian Delegation, for reasons of convenience and in a spirit of coopera-
tion is prepared to vote for the text of Article 7 paiagraph 3 as proposed by 
the Conference Delegation on Constitutional Questions, subject, however, to 
a proviso, namely: that, "Any appeal from the declaration of the Governing 
Body as to which are the Members of chief industrial importance shall bhe 

decided by the Conference", and on the understanding that "an appeal to t e 
Conference shall not suSpend the application of the declaration. 

This proviso Will have the 'effect of maintaining, mutatis Mutandis, the righa! 

Of  appeal provided for in the existing paragraph 3 of Article 7, right of aPPe
or  

! 
which was exercised by India and Poland in 19207 1922. The second part  
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the Canadian Delegation's amendment, namely the words "but an appeal tô
the Conference shall not suspend the application of the declaration", is bor-
rowed from a Report on the matter adopted by the Governing Body on the
31st January 1934 .

The object of the Canadian amendment is first to prevent that the Govern-
ing Body be open to the criticism of constituting itself in a closed corporation
pretending to exercise, without any control whatsoever the major privilege of
deciding as to which are its permanent members, when, under the existing
Article 7, it cannot .decide upon such minor questions as the method of filling
vacancies and of appointing substitutes but "subject to the approval of the
Conference

The object of the Canadian amendment is secondly to prevent that some
forty Government delegates to the Conference be denied their birthright to
decide on the permanent representatiôn of their own group on the Governing
Body, when the eight Employers and eight Workers sitting on the Governing
Body lay claim to assume that right . Are Governments thus to abandon lightly
a prerogative based on the very tripartite nature of the Organisation? Do not
the Employers and Workers see that, by derogating'to the firmly established
principle that each group select its own representatives, they create a precedent
which may one day be turned against them ?

The object of the Canadian amendment is finally and above all to - assure
the respect of a principle inserted in paragraph 2 of Article 7 by the * Peace
Conference of 1919, and reaffirmed by the Council of the League of Nationsand the International Labour Conference in 1922, and again by the Confer-
ence Delegation in 1946 .

It will be remembered that when at the Peace Conference of 1919, theoriginal draft of the constitution of the International Labour Organisation was
submitted to the Commission on International Labour Legislation, this draftlaid down that five members ' of the Governing Body were to be selected by
the Governments of the five Great Powers, which were mentioned by name.That clause gave rise to strong objection on the part of Mr . Vandervelde, ofBelgium, who was anxious that Germany should one day be included among
the so-called permanent members of the Governing Body and also to retain
a seat for Belgium

. The result of the incident was the inscription in the
Constitution of the Organisation of the Principle that the perpetual privilege
of sitting in the Governing Body , shall belong to States Members of chiefindustrial impo rtance .

In 1922 the Council of the League of Nations, which had been called upon
to consider claims made to it by India and Poland, adopted a report acceptingt 4at cri terion of industrial im ortance - and ~tion thereof. p ~ giving an autho ritative interpreta-

In the same year 1922, the Governing Body submitted anthe 1922 International Labour Conference in which it was re omm nded that
the five Great Powers'then on the Council of the League, as well as the UnitedStates of America

; should be substituted for the eight States of chief industrialimportance
. That amendment was .opposed by the_ Canadian Dele atio a

l
g n, then



led by the Honourable Ernest Lapointe, Minister of Justice. The Canadian 
Delegation  urged that no seat should be allocated forever to any State, 
irrespective of its industrial importance, and that the principle sanctioned by 
Article 7 of the Constitution that all countries, not only those ranking as 
Great Powers, should have an opportunity to fill the named seats, should be 
maintained. The Canadian Delegation was supported by the Indian Delega-
tion. When the vote was taken, the amendment proposed by the Governing 
Body was overwhelmingly rejected by 62 votes to 8. 

For all these reasons, Mr. Chairman, the Canadian Delegation, jealous of 
the prerogative of the Government group and respectful of the Constitution, 
has the honour to move the adoption of the amendment submitted on its 
behalf. 

- This amendment being of the nature of a compromise between the Con-
ference Delegation's proposal on the one hand, and the Australian and the 
Mexican proposals on the other, should meet with unanimous approval. 

[PIÈCE  JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

ARTICLE 7 (3) 
Text of the Constitution 

Any question as to which are the Members of chief industrial importance 
hall  be decided by the Council of the League of Nations. 

Text of Amendment Proposed by Working Party 
The Governing Body shall as occasion requires determine which are the 

IVIembers of the Organization of chief industrial importance and shall make 
rules to ensure that all questions relating to the selection of the Members of 
chief industrial importance are impartially considered by a committee before 
being decided by the Governing Body. 

SECTION B 

ORGANISATION INTERNATIONALE DES RÉFUGEÉS 

INTERNATIONAL REFUGEE ORGANIZATION 
578. 	 - 	 CH/Vol. 2103 

Mémorandum du secrétaire adjoint, la délégation 
à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies 

Memorandum from Assistant Secretary, Delegation 
to the General Assembly of the United Nations 

CONFIDENTIAL 	

r 	oe 

London, January 28, 1946 

REFUGEES PROBLEM-UNITED NATIONS GENERAL ASSEMBLY 
On January 25th I had a telephone conversation with Mr. F. E. Conn 

Bruce of the Dominions Office about the U.K. proposal on efugeesing
,: 

1010 ; NATIONS UNIES 
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before the Gen.eral Assembly. Mr. Cumming-Bruce had suggèsted in a lettert 
several days before that a meeting of Commonwealth representatives on this  
issue might be useful. I told Mr. Cumming-Bruce the we would  support  "a 

 Commission on Refugees under the Économie and Sècial Council and failing 
that a specialized agency .  I also outlined to him  the situation described in 
Mr. Robertson's letter of January. 14th to Mr. Rive.t I suggested- that 
because Canada would not admit many refugees in the near future, we would 
not play a prominent part in the discussion of thià matter in the General 
Assembly. 

599. 	 DEA/5475-T-40 

Mémorandum de la deuxième direction politique au sous-secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

Memorandum from Second Political Division to Under-Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

SECRET 	 [Ottawa,] May 20, 1946 

In the meetings of the Committee on Refugees, the U.K. delegation, in 
this respect under the leadership of Sir George Rendel, has held out very 
strongly for the establishment of a refugee organization as a Commission 
of the Assembly. As you know, we supported them on this question up to 
the first decisive vote, and thereupon took the line that, for the purposes 
of this conference at least, the issue was settled. The U.K., however, have 
continued the fight, through subcommittees and sub-subcommittees and in long 
repetitive debates on motions, amendments and subamendments, finally 
reserving their position when the vote was recorded against them. Rendel's 
explanation of this action is that the U.K. regards the refugee question as of 
so difficult a character that decision in the proposed refugee organization must 
be constantly subject to reversal by the superior authority of the United 
Nations. 

The policy of the United States delegation seems to be genuinely in favour. 
 of a close working arrangement between the new organization and the 

Economic and Social Council, provided that the autonomous character of the 
organization as a specialized agency is maintained. They have, however, 
become so apprehensive lest the United Kingdom find som.e means of revers-
ing or betraying the decision on relations  with  the United Nations that they 
are determined to define the relationship as narrowly as possible. The United 

 \ States gets full Latin American and Eastern European support on this point, 
and I am not quite clear what the U.K. hopes to gain by prolonging the struggle. 	 , • 	 s 

_Sir George Rendel recently suggested privately that if they could not get a Commission of the Assembly, the U.K. might prefer complete separation of tthhe new organization from the United Nations. This suggestion was made on 
e assumption that the Eastern European group would not contribute to 
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the assistance of refugees, that they would therefore be excluded from the;
new organization, . and that they ought also to be excluded from the possi-
bility of indirect interference through the - Eçonomic and Social . Council. This :
new line may be opened in the discussions at New York .

My own view is that it is worth trying to keep the U .S .S .R. and its neigh-
bours in the new organization even though they contribute nothing but
obstruction, because, as members, they wi ll find it more difficult to denounce .
the refugee body as hostile and dangerous .l The ' Russians may, of course, be
unwilling to accept our minimum terms on such questions as the definition
of refugees, but is not yet clear that they will refuse entirely to cooperate .

The attached copy of tele gram No. 1178 t to O ttawa gives a summary of
the issues between the eastern and western groups of powers at the
Conference .

R. G. RIDDEL L

580. DEA/5475-T-40

Le représentant, la délégation à la deuxième session du
Conseil économique et social des Nations Unies,
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Representative, Delegation to the Second . Session of the
Economic and Social Council of the United Nations,

to Under-Secretary of State for , External A ffairs

New York, June 20,1946 ;
Dear Norman [Robertson] ,

As outlined on the telephone this afternoon, I think you should know
that Gray Turgeon is doing a wonderful job on the . Refugee Committee . ..

He has been chairman for part of the time and has told me of a most interest- ;

ing development which occurred yesterday.
When considering the financial proposals, which were advanced with the

intention of providing funds to deal with the refugees, Russia, the Ukraine,

and Yugoslavia indicated that they were not prepared to go into this question
now, and, in fact, were in favour of not even participating in the discussions..

At this point, Canada explained why we were supporting the measures in
principle and -pointed out that what Russia was .doing was Canada's o riginal

position, but that Canada appreciated that the problem of considering
th e

financial proposals and the appointment of a committee therefor were matters
requiring current consideration.

The result was that Russia and the Ukraine pa rticipated (although they

fought against the U .S. position) ; even though Yugoslavia abstained and, in11
fact, appealed to Russia and the Ukraine not to participate . In other words ,

1 Note marginâle: 1 Marginal note:

I agree . N. A. R[OBERTSON]
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Russia and the Ukraine went against the wishes of Yugoslavia . Following this,the U.S. congratulated us on having not only saved the day but done so in
spite of the fact that it was necessary to prevail on Russia and the Ukraine
to depart from their usual eastern bloc stand .

Yours sincerely,
BROOKE CLAXTON

581 .
CH/Vol. 2103

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires -extérieures au représentant au
Comité des finances de l'Organisation internationale des réfugiés

du Conseil économique et social
Under-Secretary of State for External A f, f airs to Representative to the
Committee on the Finances of the International Refugee Organization

of the Economic and Social Counci l
SECRET

Dear Mr. [R. G.] Turgeon,
Ottawa, July 8, 194 6

We are most grateful to you for consenting to represent . Canada at the
meeting of the Committee of Experts on the Finances of the International
Refugee Organization which is currently meeting in London. I have had some
hesitation in asking you to accept this responsibi lity, because I know thatit will cause you considerable personal inconvenience and also because ' you
have already given so much time and attention , to the ques tion of refugeesduring the past four. months . You have now, however, made yourself sothoroughly familiar with the subject, and have won, in so remarkable a
degree, the confidence of your colleagues on .the committees which you havealready attended, that I felt justified in asking you to givethis`further service .

The discussions on the finances of the International Refugee Organizationwill necessarily be of a technical and detailed nature . It is not possible, at
this stage, to give you specific instructions, since we have had little -indication
as to the course which the discussions wi ll take : ' In general; you shouldendeavour to see that financial responsibility is distributed amongst member
nations on as equitable a basis as possible and that an effo rt is made tosecure contributions from as many countries as possible . You should also
endeavour to have the new Organization, estab lished " on a reasonable andecononiic basis

. In this connection I think you should keep in mind thecurr
ent tendency in United Nations organizations to . adopt administrativeestablishments which are elaborate and costly to a de ee not fullythe needs of the situation. ~ y justifi ed

Süch eStirnates as are at present available indicate that for the first yearof its operations, the International Refugee Organization wi ll require a budgetOf
betWeen two and three hundred ' million dollars . It is not, at the
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moment, clear . what proportion of this total should be accepted by the 
Canadian Government as its  contribution. In  general, however, I think you 
may assume that, if a reasonable budget is established, the Canadian Gov-
ernment will assume responsibility for a contribution which represents an 
equitable share of the total, provided that responsibility is assumed by a sub-
stantial group of other nations on a similarly equitable basis. 

In regard to the scale of contributions, it would seem that allotments 
for operational expenditures based on a percentage of national income, as 
in the case of UNRRA, would be more acceptable for Canada than a straight 
percentage, of the total budget on the United Nations scale. If possible, you 
should prevent the adoption of plans by which the Canadian contribution 
would be proportionately larger than that of the Great Powers on the one 
hand or the very small ones on the other:, ' • « 

In connection with operational expenditures, you may, if you feel that 
the circumstances make it appropriate, put forWard the following suggestion. 
The main responsibility of the International Refugee Organization might be 
regarded as a three or five-year task during which both  repatriation and re-
settlement should take place to the greatest extent possible. In order to 
encourage these objectives, plans might be adopted by which member gov-
ernments would be permitted to subtract from their contribution to opera-
tional expenditure a« per capita sum for each refugee and displaced person 
accepted either for repatriation or resettlement. If the cost of maintaining 
a refugee in camp is correctly estimated at approximately $300 a year, the 
sum to be subtracted might therefore be somewhere in the neighbourhood of 
six to nine hundred dollars per head for each person received. 

A plan of this nature, for the encouragement of resettlement and repatri-
ation  should greatly assist the new Organization in accomplishing its main 
task, that is, the re-establishment of persons now in refugee camps in places 
where they may begin life again under more normal. circumstances. The plan 
also might enable Eastern European countries and the smaller countries of 
Latin America to make contributions which would not be available except 
in this form. The Tiroposal should also go some .distance to meet the objecr 
tions of the Eastern European governments to the fact, that, in the existing 
arrangements, no financial encouragement is being given to persons who 
accept repatriation. Finally, the plan would have the advantage of transfer-
ring to the governments of reception the financing and management of 
schemes for group resettlement. • 

I understand that it is the purpose of the meeting of the Committee of 

EXpérts on Finance to prepare draft financial regulations and that these 
regulations will be -  included in the draft constitution which subsequently will 
be forWarded to Governments of the United Nations for their consideration; 
In these circumstances,  o country which is represented on the Coin
of Experts will be committed by the decisions which are taken there. I think :  
however, that you would be well-advised to communicate with this DeParl. 
ment by cable through Canada House in connection with any general financial 
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proposals which are being considered at the meetings of the Committee
and concerning which you will be . expected to express an opinion.

Let me thank you again for the generous spirit [in] which you have con-
curred in our request that you represent Canada at these meetings .

Yours sincerely ,
N. A. ROBERTSON-

CH/Vol. 210 5

Le conseiller- du représentant au Comité des finances de l'Organisation
internationale des réfugies du Conseil économique et social

à la deuxième direction politique

Adviser to the Répresentativé to the Committee on 'the Finances of theInternational Refugee Organization of the Economic and :Social Coûncil
to' Second Political Division

London, July , 24; 1946
You are no . doubt ~ aware that I have had thé privilege of . assisting Mr.

Turgeon duririg 'the last week at the meetings of the Committee on Finances
at the IRO. The final report of the Committee,t together with an explana-
tory Memorandum prepared by myself,t has already been forwarded to the
Department, and I trust that the two read together. will give an adequate
picture ofwhat . took place at the meetings . ,

I-was immediately impressed by the friendly atmosphere which prevailedat .the Conference . It provided a sharp contrast jo the meetings of theearlier Committee in May. There was no suggestion, at any stage of "ob-
structionism" and on the , whole the representatives from the Soviet Union
and Poland were most co-operative . It is no doubt true that the fact thatall the recommendations of the. Committee are provisional and are to bereconsidered by the Economic and Social Council : had much to do. with _ the
forestalling of prolonged debates on the contentious points which ; arose, but
I do feel that some significance can be attached. to the fact that the Com-
mittee was able to complete its work in the a llotted time and without unduediflïculty.

In my view, the matters which will provoke the most discussion at theEconomic and Social :Cou.ncil will be basis of `contributions to the expenses
of large scale resettlement and the basis upon which allowances in respectof w ar

damage will be made in certain countries in - establ ishing the operationalscales.

1en ee be~mg of the Committee's meetings, . thé Polish delegate chai-the legal and ; constitutional authority of the IRO to deal with largescaie ,resettlements .and it There was not much substance in - his legal . . argumentwas only through ' unfortunate tactics that . he was .. enabled to proceed

Dear Gerry [Riddell],
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as far as  he did with. it. This argument May be raised again but it is more 
likely that the main dif6.culty with respect to large scale resettlements will 
come in fixing the basis of contribution to them. The Committee accepted the•
American proposal that countries of origin be only required to contribute 
a nominal amount of .05 per cent of the total budget for these operations, 
and initially the Eastern Europeans seemed to accept this proposal on a 
provisional basis. At a-later date, however, they put their objections to it on 
record and maintained the position that contributions to such operations 
should be voluntary. France also adopted this view. 

Although the Soviet Union first agreed to the scale of contributions 
established for part one of the operational budget, it subsequently reversed 
its position and put on the record its view that contributions to this part of 
the budget should also be voluntary. 

The scales of  •  contributions were mainly based on those used in the 
UNRRA administrative budget. The Committee had been specifically in-
structed to make adjustments in the light of damage  arising from enemy 
occupation during the war and quite substantial reductions were made in the 
contributions of formerly occupied countries under this head. This work 
was done by the committee of experts who based their calculations upon thé 
first report of the United Nations Committee on Contributions, and the scales 
are distinctly understood to be open to review in the light of the final report 
of that committee. 

The United Kingdom sought to have a reduction made in its contribution 
on the basis of the damage which it had suffered during the war. We supported 
this proposal but it was voted down by the Committee and the United King-
dom delegation specifically reserved its right to raise this  •  point again at the 
meeting of the Economic and Social Council. The Netherlands were also 
dissatisfied with the adjustments made, feeling that due regard had not been 
paid to the extent which its economy had suffered during the war. It seems 
to me that in finally reviewing the scales of contribution regard will not only 
have to be had to the data furnished by the Committee on Contributions 
and losses directly attributable to enemy occupation, but also to the ele-
înents of phYsical war damage, economic dislocation and financial impair' 
ment. The United States delegation Objected to the inclusion of all these 
items in the reconunendation to the Economic and Social Council on the 
ground that they were beyond calculation, but the general feeling of the 
Committee seemed to be that account woirld have to be taken of them 
and if it is, the net result will be a fairly substantial rise in the contribution 
assessed against Canada. 

Mr. Turgeon and myself, in dealing with the estirnated expenditures, both. 
felt that they were bas,ed upon quite inadequate data. The key estimate Ls_ 
that the number of displaced persons in Europe in 1947 will be reduced. 

 from 830,000 to 320,000. This is the key figure because the main item 0! 

expenditure in the proposed budget is that which provides for the care.  and 
maintenance of displaced persons in camps and if, for any reason, this verY 
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Optimistic estimate as to the reduction of personnel in camps during the year 
is not borne out by the facts, the IRO will quite probably not have sufficient 
money to carry out its 'functions. Having no independent data upon which 
to work we felt we had to accept these calculations but did it only with mis-
givings. 

The estimate for salaries and other administrative costs appear to us 
to have been reduced to the absolute minimum consistent with the IRO 
carrying out its functions. All governments represented on the Committee 
were anxious to avoid the building-up of urmecessary administrative and 
supeniisory establishments. 

Before my arrival, Mr. Turgeon threw out for the consideration of the 
,COmmittee the proposal contained in Mr. Robertson's letter to him of 
,July 8th. This was16 the 'effect that a credit should be accorded to countries 
to which displaced persons were repatriated or in which they were . resettleci. 
It .met with some support within the Committee—the Polish delegate par-
ticularly approved of it—but it was not possible in the limited time . to 
develop a full discussion upon it and it may be that it could be raiseCI 
.at the meeting 6f the Economic and Social Council. 

Mr. Turgeon has remained the most popular figure in the Committee and 
even before his arrival, he was unanimously elected as Chairman. There is 
no doubt at all ihat  the confidence which  ail the delegates had in him made 
It possible for him to keep the deliberations going at full speed and to com-
plete the work in the required time. At the last session of the Committee, 
.the delegates froni Poland, France and the United States publicly recorded 
their appreciation of his efforts as Chairman and coupled with their remarks 
a tribute to thé spirit of good will which Canada brings to all international 
gatherings.' " 

. Already there is some speculation as to who vvill be selected as the Director 
General of the new organization. The Polish delegate told me that if Mr. 
Turgeon accepted the position, the Eastern European countries would have 

. no hesitation in joining its work. He claimed to have spoken of this matter 
with the Soviet representatives both at the present and previous meetings. 
Tile members of the American delegation also were anxious to have Mr. 
Turgeon accept the Director General post. They felt that Congress would 
hardly approve such a large appropriation of money unless an American or 
.a Canadian were at the head of the organization. The State Department 
apparently would like to have one of these international organizations

' 
 to 

.which the United States contributes so much financial support headed by a 
non-American and they feel that in view of Mr. Turgeon's great success at th ese meetings that he would receive official support. Mr. Turgeon, at the 
moment, does not feel he could accept this position were it offered to him. 

Yours sincerely, 
D. OE BLAIR 
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' 583. DEA/5475-T-40

Mémorandum du ministère des A ffaires extérieures au Cabinet

Memorandum f rom Department of External A ffairs to Cabinet

[Ottawaj August 12, 1946

ESTABLISHMENT OF INTERNATIONAL REFUGEE ORGANIZATIO N

The Canadian delegations to the third meeting of the Economic and Social
Council in New York on September 6th and the second meeting of the
Assembly of the United Nations on September 25th will have to take a
. definite position with regard to the International Refugee Organization. A

draft constitution for this Organization will be before both bodies suçces-
sively, and when the constitution has passed the Assembly, it should be
ready for immediate signature and subsequent ratification . Financial arrange-

ments covering the first year of operation
.
.will also be, under consider-

ation .
At the series of international meetings at which the refugee question has

been considered during the present year, Canadian delegations have . con-

stantly- advocated that a solution of the problem could only be found . through

broad international co-operation in a refugee organization, and have exerted
their influence to that end., The Canadian delegations to the forthcom .ing

meetings of the Economic and Social Council- and the Assembly should,

therefore, presumably give approval to the draft constitution of the . Interna-

tional Refugee Organization with such amendments as seem , desirable after

detailed study and in the 'light of A he discussion at these meetings .

A Committee on the Finances of the International Refugee Organization,
on which Canada was represented by Mr . Gray Turgeon and of which Mr

Turgeon was Chairman, has suggested a provisional budget , for .1947

, $258,754,000. Of this amount $4,800,000 is for Administrative expe
nses,

$193,954,000 for normal operational expenses (almost wholly for the mal

. tenance of persons now in Displaced Persons Camps in Germany 000
Austria) and $60,000,000 for the re-settlement of approximately 100,
refugees .

The scale of contributions provisionally adopted calls for Canadian con-

tributions . of 4.362%. of Administrative expenses and of 4% of bo %ôaôf

of the Operational expenses . This may be compared with 24.614U~ted

Administrative expenses and 43% of Operational expenses for th e

States and 14.771 % of the Administrative expenses and 15% of Opcrational
ex penses for the United Kin dom. The total figure . for Canada under this

scale of contributions would be $10,567,536 . This budget will not become

effective until the International Refugee Organization holds its first meeting

after its constitution cômes into force . In the meantime, however, the

Canadian - delegations" in New York should know whether they may suppo rt
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financial pluns which may eventually result in a Canadian contribution : ..ofthe ., amount . suggested .

Since the Canadian representatives . are. not . expected to ' be able to make
any substantial proposal for the reception in Canada of refugees and displaced
persons; it is recommended they be authorized provisionally - to accept a
possible financial commitment of this size . If the International Refugee
, Organization . comes into existence, it is likely that its annual expenditures
will be of the genërâl order of $200 or $250 millions for two or three years- and will then decline fairly sharply . '

5 84. CH/Vol. 2105

Le secrétaire -d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire .
par intérim en Grande-Bretagne

Secretary of State for External A ffairs * to Acting High Commissiôner
in Great Britain

TELEGRAM 1605 Ottawa, September 5, 1946
SECRET. Preliminary. examination by the Department of Finance and other s

rYing out these instructions . ' . . . . - . -

Of . the , Report - of the Committee on Finances of the International Refugee,Orga~ation has led to questioning about the size of the suggested Canadian
-contribution. Perhaps the , main reason for- our conce rn is the proposed
relationship between the contributions of Canada and the United States .
Under the proposals the ratio between the Canadian and the United States,Contributions would be 1 to 5 .6 for administrative expenses and 1_. to 10
for operational and resettlement expenses . On the basis of relative population
the ratio between the two countries is about 1 to 12 and on the basis of
relative national income it . -is 1 to 16 or 17. It would thus appear that
Canada is being asked to bear a disproportionate share of the burden and
t~s disparity is of considerable ' importance in view of the size of the totalbudget.

2 .
Since the amounts involved are large, and also since scales of con-

tributions for other international organizations are now . in process of settle-ment, *we contemplate seeking revision - of the proposed scale for the IROwhen the Repo rt is before the Economic and Social Council. Before doing
o we desire to let both the United States and United . Kingdom Governmentsknow

our views on this point . Would you therefore bring the substance ofparagraph 1 to the - attention of the United Kingdom authorities and say
` that we should be glad to .receive their comments before the Economic and'Social Council meets . You should consult Mr. Turgeon in advance . If he is. strongly Opposed to this course o.f action you might telegraph his views- : before car
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Le haut commissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'État 
par intérim aux Affaires extérieures 

Acting High Commissioner in Great Britain to Acting Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 1864 	 London, September 9, 1946 
MOST IMMEDIATE. SECRET. Your telegram 1605 of September 5, Interna- 
tional Refugee Organization. Following from Turgeon to Robertson, Begins: 

1. I see no objection to raising matter of contribution to IRO with United 
Kingdom and the United States Governments. It was clearly understood that 

; the scale of contributions adopted by the committee on finances of the IRO 
was provisional and subject to the approval of the various govermnents. I 
think you might find it helpful to consider the following points in connection 
with this matter: 

- 2. You will note from page thirty-five of the final report of the committee 
that the administrative scale was based on the provisional scale of contribu-
tions to the working capital fund of the United Nations and that it purports 
to take into account the present economic difficulties of some member 
countries. This scale has been worked out by United Nations Secretariat 
experts and is subject to revision by the United Nations committee on con-
tributions and approval by the General Assembly. It was agreed that any 
changes made finally in this scale would be accepted in the IRO administrative 

• scale. 
, 3. The operational scale is based on the UNRRA administrative scale and 
in accordance with the instructions in your telegram 1315 of 15 JulYt we 
accepted this on a provisional basis. You will note on page thirty-eight of 
the report that in accordance with the committee's terms of reference an 
adjustment was  made  particularly in favour 'of countries occupied in the war. 

'In paragraph twenty of the memorandum enclosed in despatch A.609 of 
25 Julyt it was pointed out that some countries including the United Kingdom 
would press for a further adjustment in their favour on the broader basis of 
losses caused by economic dislocation, financial impairment and physical 
damage resulting from the war. If these further adjustments are made it maY 
[be] expected that the Canadian assessment will be revised upwards. 

4. In fixing the scales account was taken not only of relative national 
incomes and populations but also of relative per capita incomes and here the.  

. ratio between Canada and the United States is 412 to 589. You might fula  
it helpful to consider the effect of this factor in seeking a revision. 

5. I wish to draw your attention to paragraph 7 àf the above mentioned 
memorandum which refers to the part that the occupying forces of the United  

States and the United Kingdom in Germ.any will play in the work of the IRO. 

This will represent a further contribution from these governments. This factor 
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hâs not to my knowledge even been discussed in public but is liable to be .
raised if we object to the scale.

6 . Canada should of course insist that the scale of contributions finally
accepted should not be treated as a precedent for other International Organ-
izations because of the temporary character of its work and the special cir-
cumstances surrounding its creation. `

7 . , In paragraph sixteen of the above mentioned memorandum it . wa s
pointed out that in the view of UNRRA and IGC experts the budget adopted
is hardly adequate and if , it is further whittled down it will be difficult for the
IRO to achieve its purpose .

8 . I view with apprehension the present status of the :IRO. I am informed
by an official of the IGC that the United States Government is strongly object-.
ing to both the size of the proposed budget and the scale of contributions .
It seems to me that in view of the Soviet withdrawal from the IGC it will be
difficult to persuade the eastern countries to continue their even limited sup-
port of IRO and I . am afraid that if there is a bitter and protracted debate
over finances the whole scheme will fall to the ground . It must be borne in
mind that the IRO has been constituted because of the insistence of the U .K.,
the U .S .A., Canada and other western powers -and despite the objections of
the Eastern European countries .

DEA/5475-T-4 0
Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires extérieures

Memorandum by Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

[Ottawa,] September 11, 1946

IMMIGRATION POLICY ; INTERNATIONAL REFUGEE ORGANIZATIO N

( a) to accord general support to the estab lishment of the proposed Inter-
national Refugee Organization ; but,

(b) to reserve the Canadian position as to the scale and amount of finan-
cial contribution .

At the meeting of the Cabinet on September 11th, the Secretary reported
that instructions were required for the Canadian delegation to the Economic
and Social Council of the United Nations now meeting in New York with
respect to Canadian participation in the, proposed International Refugee
Organization .

The Cabinet, after discussion, agreed that the Canadian delegation to the
Economic and Social Council of the United Nations be instructed :

N. A. R[OBERTSON]
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587. DEA/5475-T-40 

Le sous-secrétaire d'État associé ailx Affaires extérieures 
au sous-ministre des Finances 

Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Deputy Minister of Finance 

Ottawa, September 11, 1946 
With reference to your letter of August 26th,1  concerning the finances of 

the proposed International Refugee Organization, I enclose a copy of telegram 
No. 1605 of September 5th, to our Acting High Commissioner in London, 
and of teletype No. 2135 of September 7th to our Ambassador in Washing-
ton. t 

2. You will note that we suggested that Mr. Hudd2  should discuss the ques-
tion with Mr. Turgeon in London before letting the United Içingdom Govern-
ment know our views. Mr. Turgeon has outlined his views in the enclosed 
telegram No. 1864 of September 9th from Canada House. A copy of this tele-
gram has been sent to our delegation to the Economic and Social Council. 

3. Mr. Turgeon is obviously speaking in his capacity as Chairman of the 
Committee on Finances, when he expresses his fears that, if there is a bitter 
and protracted debate on finances, the whole scheme will fall to the ground. 
As the question of fmancial contributions to the United Nations will be dis-
cussed in the General Assembly, after the presentation of the Report of the 
Assembly Committee on Contributions, I am inclined to feel that we should 
not press the matter strongly in the Economic and Social Council discussions' 
on the I.R.O. Otherwise there is danger. of two long debates covering much 
the same ground. 

4. You will remember that on pages 35 and 38 of their final report, the 
Committee on Finances of the I.R.O. recommended that the provisional scale 
of contributions for the administrative budget of the I.R.O. should be recon-
sidered in the light of the report of the Assembly Committee on Contributions ,  
which will be submitted to the General Assembly, and that the provisional 
scale of contributions of the operational budget of the I.R.O. should be re-
considered in the light of this report and of further and more detailed infor-
mation concerning the financial situation of some members of the United 
Nations, resulting from enemy occupation, large dislocation and displacement 
of their population at home and abroad and war damage. As I understand 
that the recommendations of the Committee on Contributions will generally 
be favourable to Canada, I would suggest that we might advise our delegation 
to take the line that detailed conSideration of the scale of contributions to the 
I.R.O. be deferred until after the question of the scale of contributions to the 

United Nations has  been  discussed in the n General Assembly. Our  delegation 

1  Le document 584 contient l'essentiel de 	1  Document 584 contains the substance of 

cette lettre. 	 this letter. 
'Le haut , commissaire par,  intérim en 	Acting High Commissioner in 

Gr ande-Bretagne. 	" 	•• 	 Britain. 	

Great 
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at the same time, as you suggest should insist on the necessity of establishing
adequate budgetary control and accounting responsibi lity .

5 . It has occurred to me that one suggestion which our delegation might'
make to - the Economic and Social Council is that countries which agree to
accept refugees and to assist them in beconiing established, should be'
credited with a certain amount per head against their contribution to the
Refugee Organization . I should be grateful for your views on this subject .

6 . Our Embassy in Washington, has stated with regard to our teletype
No. 2135, that they are not familiar with the background of the discussions
on the finances of the Refugee Organization and prefer not to undertake de-
tailed discussions with the State Department on the matter . They have also
pointed out that most of the United States experts on the subject are now in
New York for the meeting of the Economic and Social Council .-We have there-
fore suggested to our delegation that they sound out the United States view in
conversations with their delegates in New York .

7. I am also enclosing a copy of the memorandum on the Refugee Problem
prepared in this Department, j- which has been given to our delegation to the
Economic and Social Council. The question of finances of the I .R.O. is dis-
cussed in paragraphs 11 to 21 . This memorandum does not go in any great
detail into the question of adjustment of the provisional scales of contri-
butions .

8 . As the proposals for the International Refugee Organization may come
up for consideration, by the Economic and Social Council at the end of this
week, I should like to send our delegation some guidance on the attitude they
should take on the question of finances of the I.R.O. They have already had
a copy of your letter of August 26th which summarizes our general attitude.
However, I should like your advice on whether we might suggest to the dele-
gation that they follow the lines indicated in paragraph 4 above that detailed .
consideration of the scales of contributions be deferred until after the con-
sideration by the Assembly of the report of its Committee on , Çontributions .
I should also like to put forward the-suggestion contained in paragraph 5
above, if you think it is practical .

I3. H. WRONG

588 . : - :
DEA/5475-T-40

Le
. sous-ministre des Finances au sous-secrétaire d'État associé

aux Affaires extérieures

Deputy Minister of Finance to Associate Under-Secretary of Statefor External Affairs
Mr. Ottawa, September . 16, 1946Dear Wrong,

In answer to Your letter of,-Sept ember 11th regarding the financing of theInternational Refugee Organization, T : am writing , in the . absence, of Dr. Clark
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to say that we would agree that other aspects of the establishment of this 
organization are likely to be of primary importance in the discussion which 
will be taking place now, and we should, therefore, not press the debate on 
the basis of contribution if that seems likely to give an opening for those who 
wish to see the organization blocked. I -think myself that Canada should do 
what it can to assist in finding a prompt and effective solution to these refugee 
problems, both for reasons of international policy and because a prompt 
solution is likely to be ultimately most economical, as the refugees will need 
to be supported for a shorter period. 

We would, therefore, be prepared to agree with your suggestion that our 
delegation might take the line that detailed consideration of the scale of con-
tributions to the I.R.O. might be postponed - until after the question of con-
tributions to the United Nations has been discussed in the General Assembly. 
However, this delay in settling the basis of contributions should not be al-
lowed, if possible, to delay the establishment and functioning of the organiza-
tion itself, and some worldng capital may be necessary if the organization is 
to commence operations. Consequently, I would suggest that the Canadian 
delegation, while taking the line you mentioned if that seems to be desirable 
in view of the discussion at the meetings, should also support any arrange-
ment that might be put forward for the interim financing of the organization, 
pending decisions about the basis of contributions. It should be understood, of 
course, that this interim fmancing, whether it takes the form of a working 
capital fund or otherwise, should not be considered a precedent nor prejudice 
in any way the basis of contributions to be ultimately decided upon after the 
discussion on this general subject in the U.N. 

On the whole, we would not favour in this Department the idea that is 
mentioned in your fifth paragraph, that is, countries agreeing to ,accept refugees 
should be credited with a certain amount of overhead against their contribu -
tion to the I.R.O. We do not believe that this financial offset will influence 
to any significant extent the immigration policy or the specific decisions of 
the various countries which may take refugees, while on the other  band  this 
allowance would upset the budget of the I.R.O. and make even more difficult 
the problem of financing as a whole. Moreover, it would seem to us open 
to objection by the countries of origin and it might be misrepresented as a 
means by which the countries that were going to take refugees were endeavour-

ing to escape a proper share of the costs of running the organization. 
One other matter occurs to me: I have noted in the papers on this  subie  cts 

 that the bulk of the cost appears to rise from supporting the refugees in earn% 
in Europe. Is there no way in which arrangements can be made that 

t
thesa.  

re:eys j  people can produce while in camps or pending their repatriation or o 
 blishment, and.thus 'contribute, at least financially, to their own support7 louw,  

not know whether there are labour shortages in any parts of Farce  
particularly the parts where these people are held, but if there is an oppo. rt_nhiinuJe  
for them to earn something by doing useful work, it seems to me wortn w 
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exploring the possibili ties in order to keep dovvn the very heavy costs of sup-
porting them .

Yours very truly,
R. B. BRYCE

For Deputy Minister

Memorandum f rom Secretary of State for External . A ffairs to Cabinet

Ottawa, October .12, 1946
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I.A.M./Vol. 99
Mémorandum du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au Cabinet

REFUGEES

At the recent meetings of the Economic and Social Council a further xe-
vision of the draft Constitution and budget of the proposed International Re-
fugee Organization was made and these documents wi ll be presented to theforthcoming meeting of the General Assembly for final approval. The budgetwas radically reduced from approximately 260 mi llion do llars to approximately150 million dollars. The new figures may prove to be much too low, and a
supplementary , budget may be required before the end of the first year'soperations . A scale of contributions to the International Refugee Organization
based on the scale adopted for the United Nations will also be prepared
during the Assembly .

When the Constitution and financial ~ -arrangements have been approved byth
e Assembly, the Canadian delegation will have to consider the followingadditional questions concerning refugees :( 1) Signature of the Constitution . It is hoped that delegations will cometo the Assembly prepared to sib rin • gn, subject to later ratification, the agreement

~ng the International Refugee Organization into existence . Signature ofth
e Constitution would imply acceptance of financial responsibi lity . The scale

of contributions has not yet been fixed, but the Canadian share of the first
year's budget would probably be somewhere between six and seven mil liondoll ars . It is only safe to assume that contributions of an equal amount wouldbe requi

red for the next two or three years, and at a diminishing thou h sub-stantial rate fora number of years thereafter, g( 2) Interim Measures. A proposal will also be placed before the Assemblyfor the crea ti
on of an Interim Commission to make preparations for theestab li

shment of the International Refugee Organization . A document in thisconnection
will also be open to signature, and if the delegation is authorizedto sign a general apresu.mabl

agreement bringing the, I .R.O., into existence, it should,
y, be authorized also to sign this secondary agreement on interimmeasures . No additional financial 'ob ligation will " lie incurred on account ofthe Interim Commission.'
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. (1) Acceptance of Refugees. Delegations at the Assembly will  be  under 
considerable pressure to make known their intentions in regard to the ac-
ceptance of refugees, and proposals  will  probably be put forward for  the  
admission of refugees on a quota basis by receiving countries. The delegation 
might find itself in an'embarrassing position if, in a discussion on the eventual 
disposition of refuiees, it could refer only to Canada's action in the past in 
admitting a few refugees or in revising the immigration regulations so as to 
admit the relations of residents in Canada. On the other hand, if it were 
possible  • to announce a practical plan for the resettlement of even a small 
number of refugees, the delegation might be able to influence in a very con-
structive way the consideration of thé refugee question.  • 

There is good reason to believe that new homes will have to be found 
for at least hall a million refugees now in Displaced Persons Camps. The 
pressure on Canada to re,ceive some of these people will certainly increase, 
and, if we are to take them in the end, there would be considerable ad-
vantage in making a selection of desirable people at an early stage. Three 
methods by which selected groups Of refugees might be admitted to Canada 
are suggested in the following paragraphs. 

(a) The Despatch of Immigration Inspection Teams to Displaced Persons 
Camps. It appears that several thousand persons admissible to Canada 
under recent revisions of the Immigration regulations are amongst the 
refugees in camps in Germany. There are at present no means by which 
these persons can be inspected to confirm their eligibility. A plan for the 
inspection and movement of these people has been given tentative con-. 
sideration. According to this plan, the Intergovernmental Committee  on  
Refugees would locate in Displaced Persons Camps individuals whose rela-
tives had applied for their admission to Canada, and would assemble them 
in appropriate centres. Teams of Canadian Immigration officers would 
then inspect the individuals concerned at these centres and the Intergov-
ernmental Committee on Refugees would then arrange for the onward 
transportation of those selected for admission. The acceptance of this  plan  
would have an immediate practical effect on the refugee problem without 
altering the existing Immigration regulations. 

(b) The Selection of Groups of Workers with Required Skills. The re-
cruitment of 4,000 agricultural workers amongst the members of the Polis  

. The 

Armed Forces might offer a precedent for similar movements. Immigration 
teams, such as those now in Italy, could select groups of workers in camps 

k 	
, 

such as those occupied by Baltic refugees, where .persons were nown 
be located who could meet specific short-term labour needs in Canada 

 to 

movement of these people might be financed, in part at least, by an inter- 
er national agency, such  as the Intergovernmental Committee on Refugees, ,  

later, the International Refugee Organization. 
(c) Admission of Limited N -  mbers from Certain Racial GroùPs: Yares  u  

organizations in Canada, and in particular the Central Mennonite Committee, 
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the . Canadian ;Ukrainian Committee and the Canadian Jewish Congress, . are .
prepared to sponsor and support the movement to Canada of groups of
refugees in which they have a - particular interest. Limited numbers of refugeesmight be admitted to Canada ` in co-operation with organizations of this
nature, which have been pressing strongly for,permission to do something
on behalf of friends , and relatives ' of their members .

PCO
Extrait 'des conclusions du Cabinet

Extract f rom Cabinet Conclusions

[Ottawa,] October 15, 194 6

9. MR. ST . LAURENT suggested that, in the matter of accepting refugees, itwas proposed that the Canadian delegation might take the line that Canada4 had al
lowed 3,500, admitted during the war, to remain in the country ,,000 Poles R,ere being admitted under ascheme alr agri-eady in effect forcultural labour ; immigration regulations had recently been modi fied to permitentry of close relatives of persons already in Canada .The
modification of the regulations would open the way for admissio

of substantial numbers. in addition to the war refugees and the Po lish workers.Until some estimate could be made of, the total involved, it would be dif-ficult for the government to make any further , commitments for the ad-
mission of others, particularly in . view of the serious shortage of housingWhich existed at the present time. The problem would, however, be consideredagain by the government at a later date.

Meanwhile special arrangements would be made for the concentration-
at suitable Points in Europe of persons applying'for admission under the
modified regulations to permit examination for eligibility and general accelera-tion of their movement . . ., .10. THE CABINET after discussion :

O agreed that shoùld an .'internationalorganization be established along
the lines indicated in the revised draft constitution, Canada should partici ate
therein and the Canadian delegation should be authorized ptution; subject to later ratification' b' Parliament; and to sign the consti-

(2) noted with approval the proposals of the Secretary of.State for External
Affairs as to the attitude to be adopted by `the Canàdian dele ation respectingpectmgad mission .of refugées to Canada .

. . . . , . :_ .
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591. 	 CH/Vol. 2112 • 
Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'État 

aux Affaires extérieures 

High Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary of State 
for External A ffairs 

DESPATCH A. 885 	 [London,]  October 18, 1946 
Sir, 

With reference to my telegram no. 2050 of October 12tht regarding travel 
documents for refugees, I have the honour to enclose copy of the final agree-
ment approved by the Conference arranged by the Intergovernmental Cora-
mittee, together with copy of the Final Act of the Conference.' 

2. You will observe in Article 1 that a travel document "shall be issued 
by the contracting gove rnments to refugees who are the concern of the Inter-
governmental Committee". This phrase, imposing as it does a definite obliga-
tion, was given very careful consideration by the group of experts responsible 
for the initial draft of the agreement,  •  and Article 16 was expressly included 
to avoid any implication that the refugee would be entitled to receive greater 
privileges than the national of the issuing country. It may be noted at the 
same time that, although there is no specific reference to it in the text, ultimate 
appeal in cases of questionable eligibi lity can be made to the Intergovern-
mental organisation as the case may be. 

3. Initial uncertainty in regard to the Canadian suggestion that the words 
"transit through" should be included in Article 16 gave way to appreciation 
of the necessity of such a precaution, especially in view of the mandatory 
nature of Article 11. The United Kingdom delegate in particular did not 
conceal his anxiety that this country might otherwise become a waiting-room 
for refugees whose final settlement arrangements in the country of destination 
had not been completed. 

4. Within the meaning of Article 16 and Sub-Section 1 of Article 15, 
which override all other provisions, an alien refugee not having Canadian 
domicile and returning to Canada in possession of a valid travel document 
issued by the Canadian authorities would be exempt from an immigration visa 
as now required under paragraph 2 of P.C. 3016. Nothing in the agreement ,  

however, appears to conflict with Canadian immigration statutory law aPPli-
cable at the port of entry, and it seems that the travel document could be 
recognized as meeting the requirements of paragraph 4 of the same Order-in-
Council. 

5. To provide for the possible acceptance of the present accord bY 
Intergovernmental Com'mittee's successor, a new Article 20 has been insertede  

Phrased in deliberately vague terms, it'is designed to apply to whatever tyP 

1 Voir Canada, Recueil des traités, 1946, 	1  See Canada, Treaty Series, 1946, No 

N° 47. 
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of organisation is ultimately adopted, whether it be an agency of the United
Nations, an agency estab lished under the auspices- of the United Nations, or
a separate and . unaffiliated body.

6 . As the bulk of the refugees and displaced persons are now in Germany
and Austria, considerable attention was devoted to the possibility of extending
all arrangements to the various zones of occupied territory . For legal and
technical reasons, it was not found possible to make the appropriate reference
in the main body of the agreement . You will note, however, that there is a
recommendation in the Final Act, put forward originally by the United King-
dom delegate and warmly supported by France and the United States, which
leaves the way open to negotiations between the three countries .

7 . .'The' Polish delegate endeavoured unsuccessfully to introduce an amend-
ment to cover persons of Polish extraction whereby the consulate of the coun-
try of ; origin of the ,refugee would be consulted at the time of issue of the
document. At the same time, he objected that the categories of refugees
benefitting by the present agreement are not adequately defined and that
insufficient attention is paid to the exclusion of war criminals and similar
elements .. The original explanation of Sir Herbert Emerson' outlined in my
telegram under reference apparently had not met his requirements and he
pointed out in private conversation with our representatives that there are
minority views in the draft constitution of the International Refugee Organisa-
tion to be taken into consideration . In his opinion, Articles 1 and 2 of the
present agreement should be deleted and the text in this way so confined to
the character of the travel document as to avoid raising contentious refugee
problems which are properly the sole responsibility of the United Nations .
In the circumstances, Poland, and .possibly Czechoslovakia, if only for reasons
of sympathy, cannot be expected to sign the agreement.

8 . It may be added in conclusion that .while many of the delegates present
were experts in their own particular field of immigration, several did not
appear to be fully conversant with the international implications of the refugee
question. As a result, they were inclined to approach the matter , of a travel
document from the technical point of view and perhaps at times without due
consideration for the political issues involved .

I have etc .
[N. A. ROBERTSON ]

'Le
directeur, le Comité intergouvernemen- 1 Director, Intergovernmental Committee ont al sur les réfugiés . Refugees .
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592. 	 " 	 - DEA/5127-40 

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Ajjaires extérieures au conseiller, 
_la délégation à l'Assemblée générale des Nations Unies 

Under-Secretary' of State for External A ffairs to Adviser, 
Delegation to the Genèral Assembly 'of thé United Nations 

SECRET - 	 ' 	 Ottawa, October 29, 1946 
Dear Mr. Reid, . 

In. regard to the question of refiigees, it _seems to me that the delegation to 
the Assembly will have adequate information in the relevant sections in the 

-Commentary and in thé report on the Third 'Session of the Economic and 
Social Council. The Chairman of the Delegation himself is familiar with the 
decisions which were taken in Cabinet as a résult of discussions following the 
return of the delegation to the Econoinic and Social Council. It might, how-
ever, be useful if I were to recapitulate the situation as it now stands and 
forward one or two additional papers which may be •  of use to you. I should 
be grateful if you would draw these matters to the attention of the Chairman 
of the' delegation. 

When the question of refugees was considered in Cabinet on October 15th 
it was agreed that,, should an international organization be established along 
,the lines indicated in the revised Draft Constitution of the I.R.O., Canada 
.shbuld participate therein, and the Canadian delegation should be authàrized 
to, sign the Constitution subject to later ratification by Parliament. As a con-
Sequence of this decision steps are nôw being taken by the Department to 
issue to the delegation the necessary authOrity for signing the document when 
it is approved by the Assembly. I understand that in the discussion which 
tdok . place in Cabinet, it .wai felt that the decision to participate in the I.R.O. 
shàuld be conditional upon a general 'acceptance of the Constitution by a 

.number of responsible nations. In view, howeVer, of the fact that the Constitu-
tiO will not come into effect until it has .been signed by fifteen nations, it 

-wduld not appear that Canada could become a member of the Organization 
unless there were adequate support from other nations. 

The question of subscribing to the Agreement for Interim Arrangements was 
also mentioned in the memorandum which the Secretary of State for External 
Affairs placed before Cabinet. No formai decision in this regard is recorded 
but I think it may be assumed that, if Canada is to sign the Constitution of 
the I.R.O. it will also sign the Agreement for Interim Arrangements and the 
necessary authority is also being secured for the delegation to act in this hare-

spect. You may wish to confirm with Mr. St. Laurent our understanding t 
it is the intention for the delegation to sign both documents. 1  

The attitude- which the delegation should adopt towards proposals for the 

resettlement of refugees was also discussed in Cabinet. I understand that in 

Voir le Décret du Conseil P.C. 4630. 	I See Order in Council P.C. 4630. , 
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this 1VIr. St.! Laurent suggested that no further 'revision of the Tmmigra-regard
tion regulations , in the interests of admitting , rèfugees should now be contem-
plated, but that steps should, be . taken to facilitate the admission of refugees
under existing regulations ." We have, therefore, proceeded with plans for th e
immigration inspection of refugees in the occupied zones of Germany and, as
you know, it is hoped that an announcement in this respect will be made
within the next few days .

The budget of the International Refugee Organization will also be under
consideration in the Assembly. In the memorandum to Cabinet a round figure
of $150,000,000 was given as the approximate budget of the I .R.O. for the
first year of its operations: The figure as eventually determined in the Eco-
üomic and Social Council was, however, somewhat closer to $160,000,000
and there may be some further adjustments in the budget before it is finally
passed by the Assembly. I think, therefore, it would be useful to keep before
the delegation the size of the financial obligation which will be incurred by the
International Refugee Organization; particularly in view -of the fact that a
budget of even $160,000,000 may. prove to be inadequate .

As you know, the question of contributions was not .considered at the'Eco=
nomic and Social Council : A scale of contributions wi ll , therefore, have to be
worked out during the Assembly, and in this connection I am attaching a copy
of letterst containing the comments of the Deputy Minister of Finance on the
provisional scale of contributions which was worked out by the Committee on
Finances of the I .R.O. in July .

The financing of the I.R.O. was discussed . in: general terms at the Economic
and Social Council, and a number of . countries then showed a disposition to
reduce their financial commitments - to, that Organization or to escape from
them altogether. I think that the provisional. budget of the I.R.O. was set at
an artificially low figure in order that countries might not be discouraged from
participating by the size of the contributions for : :which they would be asked
in the first instance.

The Constitution of the I .R.O. will also be -given its final revision by the
Assembly before adoption. In this connëction I am - attaching a memorandumt
which gives some account of the way in which â"`number of important re-visions were wri tten into the Constitution during ; the third session of the
Economic and Social Council as a result of agreement amongst the UnitedKingdom, United States and U .S .S .R. delegations . These revisions were
adopted without examination in the Committee and at the time the Canadian
delégation expressed misgiving 'in connection with two or three of- the'-changeswhich were made." You will notice however "that in the attached m.emoran-dùm it is suggested that these points should be ' raised and discussed in thëAssembly only , if the-Constitution `undergoes' 'a'further general . revision. 'In
other words, if there is a eneral disposition on th

e Assembly to accept theConstitution part f the General
It ôn as it now stands, it would seem preferable
for the Canadiàn delegation to forego any discussion` of the points mentioned .

would also be unfortunate if the delegation were to press our opposition on
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these points to the extent that the U.S.S.R. withdrew its acceptance of other 
points in the Constitution on which agreement has been reached. 

Yours sincerely, 
L. B. PEARSON 

SECTION C 

ORGANISATION INTERNATIONALE DU COMMERCE 

INTERNATIONAL TRADE ORGANIZATION 

593. 

Procès-verbal d'une réunion 

Minutes of a Meeting 

• INTERNATIONAL MEETING ON TRADE AND EMPLOYMENT 

A meeting of officials was held on April 5th, 1946, in Room 123, East 
Block to con-sider what should be done in the way of preparation for the 
international discussion. The following were present: 

N. A. Robertson, in the chair 
Dr. W. C. Clark 
Dr. Barton 
David Sim 
M. W. Mackenzie 
Graham Towers 

• H. B. McKinnon 
• W. A. Mackintosh 

R. B. Bryce 
L. Rasminsky 
J. E. Coyne 

• S. D. Pierce 
H. R. Kemp 
F. A. MacGregor 
D. Harvey 	 • 

J. Deutsch 	 • 

J. A. Chap delaine 
• M. G. Glassco 

Mr. Robertson stated that the preliminary meeting of the participating 
countries was expected to be held in England starting September 1st, 1946. 

The number of participating countries had been increased by the addition 
of Norway, Chile, and Lebanon. The United Kingdom authorities had pro -
posed a pre-preliminary conference 6f Commonwealth countries to start about 

six weeks before September 1st and the New Zealand government was most 
anxious to have Mr. Nash take part in these earlier discussions. The at-
tendance of Mr. Nash at these Commonwealth talks was awkward because 
.(1) the starting date had had to be moved forward to July  ' 1 st  to accom- 
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modate him; and (2) courtèsy would compel the presence at these meetings
of United Kingdom ministers ; this in its turn would affect the character of
Canada's pa rticipating delegation . Furthermore, if the Commonwealth dis-
cussions were held at a ministerial level the wider preliminary discussions
would probably fo llow on as ministerial discussions .

It was the fee ling of the meeting that Canada should indicate at the out-set that, even though New Zealand wished to be represented by a minister,
these pre-preliminary discussions should really take place at the official
level .

Mr. Sim felt that the Commonwealth talks would inevitably develop into
very wide discussions, and in the eyes of other nations these talks would have
the appearance of a caucus .

Mr. Kemp wondered whether it would be appropriate to consider how
large a reduction in the United States tariff would be necessary to balance
the advantages gained by a reduction of a given amount in the British pref=
erence. Mr. Robertson pointed out that since the United States under their
existing legislation cannot put articles on the free list nor can they reduce
their tariff by more than 50 per cent, it would follow that the United States
could not expect to have preferences completely wiped out .

Mr. Towers suggested that Canada might be prepared to make broad
multilateral tariff concessions, but since the United States was not able,
without legislative action, to make very substantial concessions in return, it
might be advisable or necessary to make a special Canada-United States sup-
plementary agreement . Mr.- McKinnon agreed with this view . Mr: Robert=
son felt that this question might better' be brought up after a certain stage
in the multilateral negotiations had been reached: , ...

Mr . Sim was worried by the experience of Canadiaa exporters in their at=
tempts to export goods to the United States . There were many procedural
and administrative barriers to the easy ~ flow of Canadian goods . Mr. Robert-
son felt it was important to have a full and complete dossier on the short-
comings of the United States tariff administration . Mr. Kemp believed that
most of these shortcomings were legislative in character rather than adminis-
trative .

Mention was made of the preparatory work being done by the Depart-
ment of Trade and Commerce in preparing lists of commodities on which
Canada wished to secure concessions . In reply to a . query by Mr: Bryce as towhether or not there was any indication,as to the manner in which Canada
might alter her economy, Mr . Robertson stated that if the United Statesdid not go fu rther in making concessions than they were now . permitted bylegislation to, do, then it was not probable that Canada would make any
radical changes in her economy . Dr. Mackintosh suggested that there mustbe maa,y industries in Canada which could not adapt themselves to anyappreciable tariff concession without a fairly , ddrastic' reorientation . Mr. Mc-
Kinnan stated that to judge from the briefs which had been submitted to
the Trade and Tariff committee practically all industries were willing to' have



a regime of free trade, provided they were given three years in which to make 
necessary changes in their industries. On the other hand reciprocal reduction 
in tariffs was felt to be of little value because of limitations on what the 
United States could offer along these lines. 

Mr. McKinnon felt that the delegation to the preparatory talks should 
have as its chairman a "neutral" person and indicated that he could not 
really be so described. 

It was decided that those present should consult together in order to 
establish six or seven small committees to collect material having reference 
to each of the committees which wi ll  probably be established at the prelim-
inary international meeting. 

M. G. GLASSCO 

594. 	 . 	 DEA/ 8378-40 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
, • 	 au Premier ministre 

Memorandum by Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Prime Minister 

I 	fOttawa,] April  24,'194  

We have just had word from the Washington Embassy that the Unite,d 
States feel obliged to propose yet a further postponement  for the proposed 
preliminary talks on,commercial policy. As you know, we have been proceed-
ing on a programme that these talks would commence in London about the 
beginning of September, and would be preceded by conversations on tariffs 
and preferences between Commonwealth countries. The United Kingdom 
has sùggested that these talks might begin about July lst. 

The United States authorities feel that the slow Congressional prbgre,ss of 
the United Kingdom Loan Agreement, which has to be disposed of before 
formal preparations for the commercial policy talks can be begun, now makes 
it necessary for them to revise the whole timetable on which they have been 
working. They fear that the publication required under Trade Agreements 
Act procedure of the very lengthy list of tariff items on which the United 
States would be prepared to negotiate reductions would throw the 
commercial pblicy programme into the November Congressional ele whol

e 
ctions, 

They are now planning to publish these lists after the elections are out of the 
way. This will mean that the preliminary talks will not get started until Marc 
or April, 1947. 

h 

This is a serious and disappointing decision, which the United States appear 
to have reached without consulting any of the other countries affected. MY, 
feeling has been that we had a real opportunity immediately after the elcl 

of the war and during the first phase o ,  for drastic and relativele  

painless , tariff revision.: The longer this operation  is  postponed , . the  ni°F' 
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[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

~ Mémorandum du directeur, - la direction des Ïrnportâtions,
le ministère du Commerce : "

difficult it will be to carry out, because new special interests, in abeyance in
thewar years, are . rapidly getting re-estab lished .1

595. DEA/8378-40

Le sous-ministre du Commerce au sous-secrétaire d'État par intéri m

In my office at 4 . o'clock on Tuesday, May 28 .

aux A ffaires extérieures

Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce to Acting Under-Secretary of State
for External Affairs

CONFIDENTIAL Ottawa, May 18 , 1946.

Dear .Mr. Wrong,
In an endeavour to clarify our thinking in this Department on the general

question of commodity , policy in its relation to the United States Proposals
for International Trade, Mr . Dennis Harvey, Director of our Import Division,
has prepared the attached memorandum. This memorandum is, . of course;
intended , solely. as .- a - basis for discussion and not for circulation outside - a
small' group of -government officials . - It does suggest ; , however, : the. possibility
of certain suggestions - now being made .which might influence the course of
the trade discussions at the Preparatory Commission meeting . . .

I should like to arrange for a general discussion of the subject matter ; of
the attached _ memorandum , and it is hoped that you, could attend a meeting

mémorândiun note was written on the:

1 La <
nt

;

e suivante était é crite sur ce , 1The following

y eteriorate to a dangerous degree:in the :me~.nwhileï ,. .

Department of Trade and . Commer`ce
Memorandum, by. Director, Import. Division,

INTERNATIONAL TRADE ORGANIZATION

[n:d. ]

Appraising the likely effects 'of postponement of the -, Trade : and Tariff
Conference until April, 1947; -serious concern is felt' that without , some tan-gible Prà gress .towards an International Trade Oanizatio nrg , the general situa-tion mâ d

THE PRESENT POSITION :

memorandum :

Yours faithfully,
M. ` W. MACKENZI E

. I agree. K[iNO] :294 -46~ -~
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The situation upon which it was  hopedtol establish 'a freer basis of multi-
lateral trading under I.T.O. is in fact- deteriorating. At the International 
Cotton Advisory Committee Conference foreign delegates showed that they 
were observing closely the policies adopted on certain issues by the two major 
proponents of the I.T.0.—U.S.A. policy on wool subsidy in the face of a 
world surplus; U.K. bulk purchasing monopoly on controlled Sterling Area 
low cost sources of supply; U.S.A maintenance of export subsidy and at the 
same time abandonment of production control on cotton; U.K. selective 
release of sterling convertibility on Coffee trading. 

In the face of this experience and in recognition of where the control of 
joint purchasing organizations really rests, it is not to be expected that Latin 
American countries should show signs of relaxing their restrictive applications 
of exchange control, etc. The primary commodity producing countries recog-
nize the "buyers' cartel" nature of these orgailizationg. Recent pleasures such 
as the re-application of shipping space controls to restrict the use of Latin 
American leathers and imposition of O.P.A. ceilings at this late date on 
"basils" must smack so much of cracking the 'whip  that  it cannot be calculated 
to encourage a warm-hearted respon.se to Proposals for ExparriOn of World 
Trade and Employment among economically weaker powers. Within an 
I.T.O. no major power can resort to "veto" action without a reaction on 
the whole system. 

On other accounts also, particularly in the area of Tariff discussions and 
in the area of promotion of imports, the U.S.A.- may be  • suspected of givhig 
lip service only to the principles which are' advocated. Even in the field of 
Commodity Agreements and Commercial Policy it is significant that the 
U.S.A. is prepared to advocate an agreement on Cotton while meeting a 
Joint Organization for disposal of the wool surplus with domestic subsidy and 
expansion of production. 

That time is against any success with I.T.O. at a later date is also obvious. 
Unfortunately it may now be anticipated that foreign government Credit pro -
grammes will run for two years and be materially consumed before the benefit 
of Tariff adjustment can be obtained. 

The U.S.A. no longer enjoys a position of leadership and prestige in 
or commerce to the extent that she did nine months ago, and in the interim 
tendencies towards Nationalism abroad do not appear to have weakened in 
any degree. 	

politics 

WEAKNESSES OF THE "PROPOSALS": 

On re-examining the Proposals for Expansion of World Trade and Employ-
ment there appears to be today a definite lack of appropriateness in inanY 

phases of their approach to  the  problems. One cannot expect anything better 

than lip service to set principles which are not economically feasible in view 
of political and other commitments. 
• It is obvious that there must be a basic conflict betvveen the prinoiPles °n  
Commercial Policy and specific national interests. An example is found in the 
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problem of British Colonial , Policy where the : alternative exists between dis-
criminative; application of price support under bulk purchasing or extension
of parliamentary grants in aid . At the International Cotton Advisory Com-
mittee Conference it was disclosed that every major producing country and
others besides are, or have recently been, support ing domestic prices . The
whole of the U.S. commodity parity price programme could be presented as
being at odds with certain of the Proposals .

There is perhaps also another and more fundamental weakness in the Pro-
posals . Comparably in some measure with certain earlier attempts towards
international political organization, the Proposals purport to define a set of
principles which are universally applicable regardless of the vast differences
in the state of economic evolution of countries which, it would be expected,
are to observe them. "Ethiopia" may well debark [sic] upon a course of expe-
diting domestic industrialization by tariff, exchange control or any other
convenient machinery . There are vast differences between the economic orga-
nization of various trade spheres, each of which within itself may contain a
limited basis for building sound freer trading systems. The integration of
Western Europe becomes more practicable by areas (e .g . separate customs
unions) than on a wholesale basis .

Extensive study of Commodity Policy reveals similarly that the "whole-
sale" approach has definite weaknesses . There seems to be relatively few
commodities in which a universally applicable commodity agreement would
be feasible. There seems to be a vast number in which variously modified
forms of agreements would greatly improve the stability of international trade .
Regional agreements in certain spheres would seem to be desirable for the
same purposes . The conceptions of short fixed term agreements as the cure
and of war-expanded production as the basic cause of surpluses are unrealistic
(e .g . sugar, since the Paris Convention in 1864) .

Under any short term agreement scheme either on commodity or commer-
cial policy, the advantage of independent action by one or two non-subscribers
is altogether too great. (e.g. failure of Chadbourne Sugar' Scheme, position
of non-members of Joint Hides Committee, etc .)'. The, premium on the
"wholesale" approach goes to the non-subscriber.

A NEW POLICY OF APPROACH :

It appears essential to strike a note of realism and to search first for what-ever broad bases 'of agreement may actually exist . It would be essential for
this that there be a clear appreciation that these bases of agreement may differ
between several groups of countries, colonies and protectorates which are' atcomparable levels of economic development . Similarly, bases of agreementmay,

be substantially broader for instance between countries in the Western
Hemisphere generally and again between count ries in No rthern Europe thanbetween cou ries in East Asia and between count ries in the Mediterranean .
This condition is fundamental and to disregard it will be disastrous .

The more important causes of dissension : and breakdown within the frame-work of the I .T .O. scheme centre principally upon trade in primary commodi-
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lapse and manipulation. 
In the mid 1930's, despite the exceedingly low prices for these commodities 

then obtaining, coffee ranked fifth in importance in international trade in 
foodstuffs and was exceeded in value only by wheat, sugar, pork products 
and butter. In the same period of course cotton ranked alone in its importance 
as the primary textile fibre. 

It is essential for the sake of stability to agree wherever agreement can be 
reached, whether it be on extent of subsidies, on permanent intention of bulk 
purchasing, on methods of state trading, on exchange control applications, 
on tariff policy, on conversation of domestic productive capacity, on treat-
ment of buffer or reserve stock holdings or on national price support pro-
grammes generally, etc. 

It may appear retrogressive to ackn.owledge that in the field of Commercial 
and Commodity Policy the White Paper has set forth objective principles 
which subjectively are not susceptible of universal application but that is 
precisely what must be done.  to discover, by regions and by trades, what 
tolerances may have to be accepted as essential to any real acceptance of the 
set principles in the first place. 

To commence with, the tabling of national intentions is required for the 
purpose of exploring the possibilities of agreement. In the field of commercial 
and commodity policy the most appropriate medium for such a development 
would be provided in immediate action to establish the I.T.O. Commodity 
Commission and to bring under its a.uthority the various existing international 
committees and study groups concerned with inter-governmental agreements 
on primary commodities. 

There are now in being commodity study groups in one form or another 
concerned with present or future agreements on wheat, coffee, cotton, rubber, 
tin, wool and potentially sugar and tea. Other commodities subject io varYing 
forms of agreements immediately before the war included beef and lumber; 
also agreements were under investigation on copper, sisal and copra. In the 
future one can visualize pressure for agreements on a further list of which 
vegetable oils, hides, jute and other fibres, cocoa and coarse cereals might 
be cited. 

con- Accordingly it is considered vitally important that the preparatory 
ference to be held under the auspices of the Social and Economic Council ef 
the United Nations should take measures to establish the I.T.O. CommoclitY 
Commission withàut further ado. The Commission would then immediate 
call fôr proposals from member nations for exploratory conferences on we-
cific commodity .  problems. 

ties. It is international* trade In basic foodstuffs and indiistrià1 raw materials 
which provides the purchasing power essential to . trade in Manufactured goods. 

It is also a fact that these primary commodities rank -  first in importance as 
providing basic purchasing power for all international commerce and as basic 
freight for international shipping, insurance, etc. They are, e the same time, 
the commodities which are most susceptible to surplus production, price col- 
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The'meansvould thén be provided - for a`realistic:approach to`-the under=

lying issues which' are basic to " subsequent' - exploration of the pos'sibilities of
tariff agreements . In certain -cases also the means of meeting dissension on
commodity and commercial po licy within the I .T.O . framework `may be found
within the orbits of the I .L.O., the F.A.O . and the World Bank which it must
be appreciated are already in existence. il .
THE APPARENT NECESSITY, FOR . ACTION :

It may be disastrous to allow the preliminary conference under the Social
and Economic Council to concern itself only with . discussion of "principles" .

A primary objective is now to avoid an early failure of a too inclusive
attempt . Public appraisal of the increasing divergence between Western and
Soviet viewpoints suggests the urgent necessity of providing an early expres-
sion of some unifying and regenerative in fluence. Unless some unifying in-
fluence on a realistic level can be brought forward in the trade field within
a short period, time will be against any real success of I.T.O.

In view of the initial source of the Proposals, it seems that it will remain
with some country other than U.S .A. or .U.K. to suggest a new approach. It
is believed that it will not be long before realistic proposals will be very
welcome .

Initially the offer of tariff concessions was understood in Washington to
present adequate attraction for compliance, on other accounts, with the pro-
posals . They are beginning to be disabused on this score. On the score of
commod.ity policy they are beginning to discover that their agricultural floor
price plan is being exploited by other countries without any compensating
commitments and that under such conditions they cannot put up the I .T.O.

Canada is not now committed A o the same . extent as the U.S .A. and the
U.K. to the existing proposals . Nor is Canada stigmatized with direction of
joint purchasing arrangements of the Combined Boards, etc . . Her position is
perhaps uniquely favourable .on many grounds for development of â .. new
àpproach .

umbrella .

Four meetings in all were held on August 8th and 9th . : Mr. R . Macdonnell,
Department of External Affairs, took the chair.. Mr. David Sim, Deputy Minis=
ter of National Revenue (Customs and Excise) ; Mr. H. B. McKinnon, Chair-
man of the Commodity Prices Stabi lization Corporation ; . Mr. Hubert Kemp

MEMORANDUM OF DISCUSSIONS REGARDING THE PROPOSED WORLD

TRADE TALKS, CARRIED ON BETWEEN CANADIAN AND UNITE D

STATES OFFICIALS IN OTTAWA ON AUGUST 8-9, 1946-

Mémorandum
Memorandum
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and Mr. Dennis Harvey, Department of Trade and Commerce; Mr. John 
Deutsch, Department of Finance, and Miss D. Burwash, Department of 
External Affairs, attended all the meetings. Mr. E. A. Côté, Department of 
Extemal Affairs; Mr. Brown, Department of National Revenue; Mr. Meredith 
Glassco, Privy Council Office; Mr. Whiteley and Mr. MacKeigan, Combines 
Investigation Commission, were at certain meetings of particular interest 
to them. 

The United States officials who attended the discussions were Mr. Winthrop 
Brown, Mr. J. Leddy and Mr. D. D. Kennedy of the State Department; Mr. 
Homer Fox and Mr. Edward Dow, Jr., of the United States Embassy in 
Ottawa. 

The talks had two chief purposes, first to discuss the timing, agenda and 
procedure of the Preparatory Committee meetings to be held in London on 
October 15th and of the tariff discussions tentatively scheduled for March 
15th, 1947, and second to consider the draft charter for an International 
Trade Organization prepared by the United States Govemment. 

A. DISCUSSION OF TIMING AND PROCEDURE FOR PREPARATORY 
COMMITTEE AND TARIFF TALKS 

Mr. Winthrop Brown and others of the United States group indicated that 
copies of the draft charter for the International Trade Organization prepared 
by the United States had been made available on a confidential basis to all 
members of the Preparatory Committee. It had been put forward, not as an 
expression of the final views of the United States Government, but purely as 
a starting point for discussion. The United States Government was anxious to 
do everything possible to advance preparations for the talks and to expedite 
agreement among the drafting countries. Mr. Winthrop Brown himself was 
proceeding to Australia and New Zealand to discuss the draft and general 
plans, and other United States officials were visiting various of the "drafting 
countries". 1  

The preparation of the draft had raised questions of policy and timing on 
which the United States and the United Kdngdom were not in complete agree-
ment. The British felt that early publication of thé draft would be premature, 
in that it would immediately call forth opposition and give that opposition a 
chance to crystallize. They had indicated that if the charter were published 
prior to the Preparatory Committee talks they would feel obliged to make a 
public statement reserving their position. The United States Government 
wished to avoid any appearance of forcing the draft charter down the throat 
of the Preparatory Committee, but felt in the first place that publication vvould 
have a valuable effect in stimulating general interest, especially in the United 

1  Des représentants du Canada et des États-
Unis avaient discuté de ces propositions lors 
de réunions préliminaires officieuses tenues à 
Ottawa le 21 et 22 jànvier 1946. Voir le 
procès-verbal de cette réunion dans les dos-
eers du ministère du Commerce, Archives 
publiques du Canada, ITC-71B2, boîte 13. 

Representatives of Canada and the United 
States had discussed these  proposais  during 

informal preliminary meetings held in Ottawa 

on January 21 and 22, 1946. See the minutes 

of this meeting in Department of Trade and 

Commerce files, Public Archives of Canada
,  

ITC-71B2, box 13. 
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States where - a good' deal of pessimism is at . present being evinced. Miscon-
ceptions of the State ,Department's position on a .number of points are wide-
spread, and the State Department feels that these could be largely-cleared up
if the draft charter were published. Secondly, they believe ' that publication
would help greatly in speeding up preparations for the World Trade Con-
ference . At the present . time the draft charter had not been placed on the
tentative draft agenda for the Preparatory Committee meetings, which con-
tained reference only to the :Proposals .

The Canadian officials were of the opinion :
1 . That early publication of the draft charter (say at the end of September)

would be advisable. Mr. J. J. Deutsch indicated that a similar problem had
arisen at the time of the Bretton Woods discussion and that as it turned out
the publication of the experts' plan had done nothing but good .

2. That it would be desirable to have the draft charter accepted as the basis
for discussion at the Preparatory Committee meetings .

The United States delegates circulated a copy of the tentative draft agenda
(attached) t which the Canadian officials were to examine with a view to sug-
gesting any additions or revisions that might occur to them .

Turning to consideration of the date for the "drafting countries" meeting,
Mr. Winthrop Brown explained that the notices of proposed tariff revisions
which were a statutory requirement in the United States could not all be got
out until November 15th. In view of this delay the United Kingdom had sug-
gested that the meetings originally scheduled for March 15th, 1947, should
not open until March 31 st . No objection was raised by either the United
States or the Canadian representatives to this change . The Preparatory Com-
mittee would decide on a date and site, and it was the understanding of the
United States representatives that the French Government would offer to act
as host.

A question was raised 'whether . the list of countries to be asked to attend
the World Trade Conference in the late : fall of 1947 had yet been determined .
It was agreed that this was a matter which would be- decided at ;the Prepara-
tory Committeee meetings in October.

Finally, mentionwas made of the fact that Norway, Chile and Lebanon had
recently been included in the drafting group. The United States proposed, in
view of this fact , tosuggest that they enter into tariff discussions on the same
basis as the original group . The United Kingdom had no objection .to thissuggestion . and the Canadian officials indicated informa lly that the Canadian
Government also would be prepared to agree to the suggestion.

B
. CLAUSE BY CLAUSE CONSIDERATION OF THE DRAFT CHARTER FOR I .T .O.'

In accordance with a prior agreement among the Canadian officials, the
Uni ted States representative interested in each particular section was asked
to lead the discussion on that section . Mr. Winthrop Brown accordingly
took the lead in the more general 'discussion ; Mr . : John - Leddy handledtariff questions arising under_ Chapter IV, General Commercial Policy, and
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Chapter VII, Organization; Mr..D. Kennedy matter relàting to Chapters V 
and VI, Restrictive Business Practices, and International Commodity Ar-
rangements. 
-- Detailed consideration of the charter revealed that there was a very large 
measure of agreement on general principles. The Canadian officials indicated 
that ihey might have certain drafting changes to suggest and that there were 
some points, though comparatively few, in the draft charter that might give 
rise to administrative or economic difficulties. The chief points of interest 
which arose in the discussion are noted below. 

Chapter  J.  Purpose 

It was brought out by the United States representatives that Article 1:3, 
regarding assistance to under-industrialised regions, had been added to satisfy 
the demands expected from such countries. This Article and Article 60:1 
were meant to take the place of the reference in the Proposals to "equal 
access to raw materials" and to the Industrial and Mineral Unit, which had 
been dropped from the charter. United States officials realized on reflection 
that they could not explain what "equal access to raw materials" meant. 

Chapter II. Membership 

No comment. 

Chapter III. Employment Provision 

Mr. Winthrop Brown indicated that this section had been added in an 
attempt to meet the Australian views on employment policy. 

Chapter  IV.  General Commercial Policy 	• 

Article 8:2 having to do with the elimination of preferences was sub-
jected to criticism. It appeared that the 'United Kingdom Government had 
indicated some objection to the reference to July 1st, 1939, which it was 
felt might give the' charter retroactive effect. Mr. Sim and Mr. Deutsch 
pointed out that the word "eliminate" might raise unnecessary political dif-
ficulties - since the Article did no more than start into action a gradual process 
of elimination. • • 

The objection waS noted by  the United States  representatives. • 

. Article 10, transit rights: it wa.s pointed out by the Canadian representa -
tives that section 5 would clash with our direct shipment provision. This led 
to a brief discussion of shipping matters and the United States representative s 

 reiterated their views, put  • forward in earlier talks, that shipping should be 
covered by a separate agreement and should not be dealt with by the I.T.O. 

It was noted in passing that nevertheless the United States were asking us t°  
make a shipping concession. 
' Article 12:2a: the term "vahie for duty purposes" gave rise to discussion,  

but the 'feeling of the meeting seemed eventually 'to be that-it would not'be 
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practicable to z include in an' instrument of this kind a general definition of
value . It was concluded that the rationalising of customs valuations would
have to be tackled as a separate question related to the problem of customs
formalities . . . . . .

Article 18.1b : Mr. McKinnon pointed out that taken with Article 8 :2, it
appeared that the' charter froze' the tariffs of 1946 and the preferences of
1939. In Canada this distinction might give . rise to . political difficulties, since
we should be obliged ` to let stand~ the tariff concessions made to foreign
countries_ during the war, . but should have to wipe out the concessions in
preferences to Commonwealth countries. It was- agreed .that - consideration
should be given to redrafting this Article and possibly to omitting the . specific
reference to dates here and in Article 8 :2 .

Article 20, Restrictions to Restore Equi librium in the Balance of Pay-ments : Mr. Winthrop Brown indicated that the United Kingdom had
objected to the provision that such 'restrictions should be non-discriminatory .
Mr. Deutsch commented that, given this escape clause, members would tend
to impose quantitative restrictions on trade in anticipation of an adverse
balance of payments position . Mr. Leddy and Mr. Winthrop Brown acknow-
ledged that this was so and indicated that efforts to establish objective
tests of an adverse balance had not been ve ry successful .

Article 25, General Undertaking regarding Subsidies : Mr. Winthrop Brown
explained the United States attitude towards the protection of infant in-
dustries, which was that quantitative restrictions and tariff protection should
be frowned upon and members urged to resort to subsidies instead . The
United Kingdom attitude was somewhat the . same. The Canadian ofâcials
indicated that they would take a similar view . It was, agreed, however, that
no general rule could be applied here and that concessions 'would have to
be made during the tariff talks .

Article 26, state trading : there was a general feeling that this most dif-
ficult article should be capable` of improvement, and both

I
sides undertook

to do some thinking about it.
;. .,

Article 29, escape clause : it ..was noted that the state invoking the . escap e
clause cannot take discriminatory action, and must withdraw 'concessions
made to all countries . A retaliating statë, on the othér hand, can apply
discriminatory sanctions, and suspend concessions in the case of the escaping
country alone .

Chapter V. Restrictive .Business Practices ;_ .Article 34 :2, Mr ., Kennedy pointed out that the charter'went further thanth
e Proposals in that it named specific business practices ' which were con-

sidered as ipso facto réstrictive :`The United 'Kingdom had already objected
to this Article. Mr. ~ Deutsch pointed out that many arrangements' already
in existence would be condemned ~by ' the chartér ' and enqüired - whether
these would have to be abolished immediately . It was replied that members
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had a general obligation under Article 34 to consider whether existing ar-
rangements were consistent with the spirit of the charter, but that a complaint 
had to be lodged before the abolition of any arrangement could be required. 
Mr. MacKeigan pointed out that English patent law would make Article 34:2f 
largely inoperative. Mr. Kennedy replied that in that case an obligation would 
rest upon the United Kingdom Government to change thè law. 

Chapter VI. Intergovernmental Commodity Arrangements 

. Mr. Kennedy, in his analysis of this part of the charter, emphasized that 
the United States was traditionally .opposed to commodity arrangements and 
that the clauses in the charter were a somewhat reluctant acknowledgment 
of the necessity for them. Two points must be borne in mind regarding the 
United States attitude. In the first place, great weight was attached to the 
provision for representation of consuming nations in commodity discussions, 
and in the second place it was felt that commodity agreements should be kept 
to a minimum. Mr. Kennedy's answers to specific questions should be viewed 
in the light of these general principles. 

Mr. Deutsch remarked that the criterion provided in the charter of need for 
a commodity agreement was a "burdensome surplus" or threat of a surplus. 
In this connection he pointed out: - 

1. That in present world conditions at least a deficit might be a cogent 
reason for a commodity arrangement. 

2. That equitable commodity arrangements were easier to achieve in periods 
of scarcity when producers were often wi lling to accept less than the price 
their goods commanded in the open market in return  for a guaranteed market 
during surplus periods. 

Mr. Harvey in the same connection: 
3. Observed that there were some commodities which, owing to the struc-

ture of their industry, appeared to be in permanent surplus and to require 
therefore a permanent commodity arrangement to regulate their mar-
keting. 	 •  

4. Enquired whether the "commodity study groups" provided for by the 
charter would be set up to study surpluses which were still very much in the 
future. Mr. Kennedy, in answer to these enquiries, replied: 

1. That the charter did not provide specifically for the deficit situation, but 
did not rule out action on these grounds. 

2. & 4. That there could not be permanent study groups in all commodities,  

but that the Commodity Commission would be expected to keep the situation 
under careful review. 

3. That the United States did not accept the necessity for permanent com-
modity agreements, but expected rather that countries whose industrial sue-

ture suffered from the disequilibrium referred to should take corrective ma' 
sures. 
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ansWer tà a question put by Mr. Deutsch, Mr. Kennedy indicated that 
commodity arrangements would not. be  discussed simultaneously with the 
tariff negotiations, since it would be difficult to arrange for a sufficient number 
of officials and representatives to handle both and since it would make the 
discussions impossibly complicated. A partial exception had been made in 
the case of wool, which was to be discussed at the Preparatory Conamittee 
meetings. 

The Canadian officials were of the opinion that if this were the case some 
commodities, such as sugar, might have to be excluded from the tariff talks, 
since some participating countries might feel that the tariff concessions they 
would make were dependent upon assured markets and good supply. 

It appeared in general from this part of the discussion that the United 
States officials admitted the need for commodity arrangements only very 
grudgingly and were inclined to interpret the Canadian officials' remarks as 
meaning that they were eager for numerous long-term commodity arrange-
ments. It was pointed out to them the this was by no means the case. 

Chapter VII. Organization 

Mr. Leddy introduced this chapter by observing that the International Trade 
Organization would stand midway between organizations of a purely advisory 
type like the Food and Agriculture Organization and those like the Inter-
national Monetary Fund and the International Bank for Reconstruction and 
Development which had extensive powers. The draft aimed at increasing the 
power of representatives of states and reducing that of the Secretariat. 

Article 53, Voting. Mr: Leddy indicated that the United Kingdom pre-
ferred weighted, voting on the lines of the Fund and the Bank. The United 
States was not unsympathetic, but considered that it would be difficult -  to 
establish criteria. The Canadian officials agreed that this would be extremely 
difficult and indicated that they were prepared to accept the principle of one 
nation, one vote. 

Article 56, Interim Tariff Committee. Mr. Leddy explained that this Com-
mittee, which had not appeared in the Proposals, would consist originally of 
the drafting group, other countries being added as they made substantial 
tariff concessions. The prospect of membership would thus, it was hoped, offer 
an incentive to countries to carry out tariff reforms. 

Article 57, Executive Board—membership. Mr. Leddy pointed out that 
the Proposals' arrangement for permanent seats' on the Board had been drop-

,ped. He suggested that there would be pressure both to enlarge the Board 
and to give undue weight to the principle of geographical representation. The 
United States hoped to resist these presures. The Canadian officials indicated 
th 	

States 
 policy too would be strongly opposed to  'them.  

The meetings were then concluded with the discussion of timing and pr4:>• 
cedure  for» the trade talks which has been described in Section A of the 
pres ent m emorandurn.. 
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. Le secrétaire aux Dominions au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Dominions Secretary to Secretary of State for External Affairs
TELEGRAM CIRCULAR D. 818 London, September 3, 1946

IMPORTANT . SECRET . My telegram Circular D. 535,t commercial policy .
1 . We have now heard that invitations have been issued for Preparator y

Committee of the Economic and Social Council to meet on the 15th October
as contemplated. Way is, therefore, clear to' fix ' the date for the Common-
wealth meeting which is to precede it . We% think that ten days is the very
least Aime which will be ''reqùiréd for the ' Com.monwealth meeting and we
should, therefore, like to suggest that. overseas representatives should be in
London to start discussions on the :3rd :October :.

2. The .United Kingdom delegation to 'the ' Commonwealth talks will be
substantially the same as the delegation taking part in the Preparatory Com-
mittee meeting . It will be in the general charge of Mr .. ,Marquand, the Secre
tary for Overseas Trade . Under him the Second Secretary' (Ovérseas) of the
Board of Trade (Mr., Helmore) will - be :: the : .official :.head of the ;delegatïon
with' about seven other . members- representing the. Departments : chiefly con=

cerned. (We may bring in specia lists " as the subject- matter demands) .

' 3 . The agerida- for the Commonwealth talks"should clearly be bâsed on
what, 'the Preparatory Committee will be disctissin'g-there will, of course ;

be no actual tariff negotiating=-and as the original ' directions to the , Prepar-
atory Committee in , fact set out the main heads of the United States propos-l-
(CMD 6709) though without actually nientioning. them, it can be assumed
that the agenda "of the Committee will be those main heads. The United States
authorities have recently : sent . us a tentative outline of an' agenda . The'first

item -- on this is .consideration: of the United States= procedural memorandum

of looking to agreement on :

(a) the objective of drafting the Charter of the,I .T:O. of United,Nations ;

(b) : the objective 'of negotiating ,a Multilateral . Trade Barrier Agreement

(including selective, tariff reduction's, quotas, exchange - restrictions, State

Trading, etc .),; .

(c) procedure preliminary
I
to lariff ~ negotiations and procedûre at th e

negotiating meeting ; =and . .t
(d) ~ the relationship- between: the meeting of , the Preparatory Committee

and--:the World - Conference on Trâde 'and Employment.
I
(This would- include

discussion of: the tréatment' =to be' accorded to the trade of countries outsidë
the Mûltilate'ra1 Tradé Agreement) : The-United States- suggestions also inclùde
the establishment . Qf Drafting Sub-Committeès ~"to ' carry f orward the work of
drafting ; the- I T.O . ;Charter,:,be.tween,, the', first - meeting, of.- the, PreparatorY

Committee and tbe .-negotiating, meeting'-' . : The : second :main item on the aug-
gested agenda is the examination of the principles to b .e... incorporated in the
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Charter . and the. following headings are enumerated-employment, trade
barriers,, cartels, commodity agreements, organization: The United States of
America would propose to . suggest that the points set forth in the proposals
be taken as a -basis for , starting discussions .

4 . We are in agreement with the general lines of this suggested agenda but
we have some doubts about the proposal for Drafting Sub-COmmittees to work
between the Preparatory Committee meeting and the drafting countries'
meeting .

5 . We shall be glad to .know, as , soon as possible, that your, Government
will be able to send a delegation for Commonwealth talks on the 3rd October
and the number and, if possible, names of delegates and supporting staff, in
order , that the necessary administrative arrangements can be made . We should
also ~ be glad to have, any cômments regarding the scope : of the discussions .

, Le secrétaire d'État aux; Agaires, extérieures y
, ~au chargé, d'affaires aux Etats-Unis ;

Secretary of State for Externat Affairs
to CharQé d'Affaires in United States" '

DESPATCH :1 074
SECRET

Sir,

posaLs . The , interdepartmental ' group, of ofâcials charged with preparing
Canadian part icipation in the~ LT .O: has . süggésted that wé ask .yQU to explorebi . Washington .the , possibili . .. , . ._ : .

ty - of inviting the Argentine to participate inthe.March 1947, negotiatiôns. ,While ; we appreciate that .an . invitation . at,this
late date,. to , the', Argentine might . be somewhat . embarrassing, it ~is . felt that
the advantages might outweigh the di fficulties. -

It is considered that in general eligibility for I .T.O . membership should
be determined on functional principles subject to the proviso that the
Charter should not , be seriously weakened merely to persuade reluctantnations to` join .' It 'is 'in'general desirable that I .T.O. membership should
be as wide as possiblé to estâblish the maximum base of multilateral trade.The poli fical qûëstiôn ~of"'âpproval or disapproval of any given country'sregime or Policies in fields other than international commerce would seem
to be irrelevant to the question of I.T.O. membership, subject of courseto the provis iNations on to avoid conflict with any sanction proposed by the United,

I have the honour to refer' to the International Trade Organization pro
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We realize . that it is probably intended to invite the Argentine to the 
full I.T.O. Conference in the aut-umn of 1947, but the Argentine .Government 
is . somewhat touchy and it may be that Argentine participation would be 
more likely if she took part in the drafting cônference. The Argentine is 
a • very important international trader and particularly so to Canada since 
she is a major exporter of some of the same basic products . and therefore 
interested to some extent in the same markets as ourselves. 

Again, the application of the "principal supplier" doctrine by the United 
States would, in the absence of the Argentine, inevitably limit the scope of 
the March tariff reductions and postpone reductions on certain important 
items until at best some time in 1948. This delay might present many of the 
negotiating countries with a new set of complications. 

Moreover, whatever the provisions finally decided on for, obtaining from 
non-drafting members tariff and quota concessions comparable with those 
previously arrived at by the drafting countries, they are likely to involve 
delay. In the case of such an important international trader as the Argentine, 
this could be more serious than in the case of most other non-drafting 
countries. 

Presumably the Argentine' Was omitted from the original list of drafting 
nations for political reasons. But we feel that • the principles affecting, for 
example, election to primarily prestige, positions .in the United Nations are 
not applicable to the proposed I.T.O. and.  should not be allowed to override 
the principle of functional efficiency. And if the Argentine does not par-
ticipate in the -I.T.O. there is danger that the Organization will be seriously 
weakened as the Argentine would be forced to tempt member nations to, 
various forms of state trading deals. 

To sum up, we would have no political objections to Argentine participa-
tion, and see considerable practical advantages. We would therefore like 
to see the Argentine associated ,with the projéct at the earliest feasible stage. 
While the pressure of time itself 'might make impossible  Argentine  participa-
tion before the >March meetings,- it may be thought possible that they could 
be represented informally at the October talks.  by an observer. This might 
help t,hem appreciably with their own 'preparations for the March meetings. 

We would be grateful if you could explore this matter informally with the 

appropriate officials in Washington and let us know their reactions as soon 

as possible. 
I have etc. 

N. A. ROBERTSON 
for the Secretary of State 

for External Affairs 
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599. 	 . • 	••• 	- 	DF/Vol. 3607 

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Dominions Secretary to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 367 	 Ottawa, September 14, 1946 

SECRET. Reference Circular D-8334 Voting procedure for proposed I.T.O. 

We also have been giving some consideration to question of voting pro-
cedure and are inclined to feel (without however being committed to any 
defmite view) that some. system of weighting might be preferable to the one-
state-one-vote principle. Unless there is some 'method of ensuring that major 
trading nations have a voice in the Conference and the  Executive Board 
commensurate .with their powers and responsibilities, the Organization is 
likely to be Weak, without effective sanctions and with an excessive number 
of escape clauses. 

2. The constitutions of Bretton  •Woods, various trade union organizations, 
including W.F.T.U., and the International Labour Organization all provide 
partial precedents; so does the charter of the United Nations, but the veto 
system is the least desirable of the various possible methods.. If, therefore, a 
suitable method of ensuring weightéd representation can be found, not only 
may there be more hope of getting a strong and effective Organization and 
Charter, but also the new precedent thus established might encourage a uSeful 
trend in international organizations generally. 

3. We would not, however, be prepared to press these views at cost of 
jeopardizing wide agreement on the commercial provisions of the Charter. 

4. We have no comments to make at this stage on the partic -ular weighting 
formula you suggest. If, however, you have worked out the votes your formula 
would yield to Latin America and other countries, we would be grateful if 
you would send us the figures. 

PCO/U-40-3 

Le sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires  extérieures 
au greffier du Conseil privé 

• Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Clerk of the Privy Council 

Ottawa, October 4, 1946 
Enclosed, for your information is a copy of a memorandum on certain 

political and public relations aspects of the International Trade Organization 
project. This memorandum is intended to supplement the more specialized 
nrking papers on particular aspects of the United States draft Charter. It 

600. 

SECRET 
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wàs, h'owéver; prepared after the delegation left for the Preparatory Con-
-A

. . . . , . . . , . . . . . . ; . .
mental Committee.- `
ference in London, and thus . does not have the blessmg of Lite, Inteepar -

ARNOLD . C . SMITH .

for the Acting Under-Secretary of State
for External Affairs

[PIÉCE JOIN TE/ENCLOSURE]

SECRET

' - -E __L' . :L ..4 i .n ruc++T1/~*P~7 ne mnch as vossible.

; : ;( a) .; Regulations for m erna io _
pxoject: However : the draft- regulâtions Tare ; in large, part phrased negativ ea as

"Thou shalt not . . ." Even where- positive :,constructive' action ; is . erivisa g

- in the Commodity Councils, . the wording of,_the U.S ., draft Charter is such as
, ..

to imply - that> these Councils are xegrettablÿ neçessary exceptions, the forma

I . Apart from, tariff . reductions, the International Trade Organization .Char=

,ter, as envisaged at present-in ;the .U.S . draft, is, based,on three main concepts :
' t t• nal commerce This - is 'the hard core of the

SOME GENERAL OBSERVATIONS ON THE . U.S.' DRÂFT CHARTER `

Mémorandum du ministère= des Affaires extérieures

Memorândum bÿ Department of External Affairs

. _ ,. .
INTERNATIONAL TRADE ORGANIZATIUN PROJEC T

•was .included as . .a secondary.,objectiv m • ; p,. for, the
pansion of trade and employment"), apparently .,to assist. in securing

commercial proposals a good public reception. However the Economic~s of

Social Council of the U .N. put employment as the ~tIiT
ô

oC~ ~er as the

reference of the Preparatory Conference, with a

~ast .item: elatively ~'
(c) Superimposed also is the whole question of developing r_- . . but wss

industrialized coûntries . This did `not figure in the U.S. proposals ,

added as a"special consideration" 'bÿ
-
'the ~ Ècônomic and Social b~o sly

Relatively undigested references * to this, roblem were~ then inserted,

o

as an after-thought, in the `.`-PûrPoses"P~ "Runctions", and "Powers"
clauses

. .
of the U .S . draft Charter . : the

II . It already ' seems' likely that an all-ôut attack may be , made on
weeks , ag°

I.T:O: project _by Communist parties thoughôut thé world: A feW ounted

~Iùmünité in Paris - damned the proposals on the grounds that ' they am, . trëet
eeonomic

in-fact to a programme: forexpanding . the- field of domin ance"I o~eWal l
ând "bigbùsiness" . Molotov took a' very similarhne in attackwg

L ivu v~ . .,, L...+ .a. 19 Ti11 S

:(b) Suposed ôn this côncept is 'the problem of "émploÿinent,, , .1 1,
' the U S ïoposals ("For,theéx-
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provisions advocated by the democratic powers for the Italian peace treaty, 
and Vyshinsky more 'recently took a similar line in Paris in connection with 
other  'draft  treaties. While this attack is probably inevitable, the conception 
and wording of the I.T.O. Charter in the U.S. draft is such as to make the 
project unnecessarily vulnerable to criticism from all sections of the ."left", 
and to embarrass many leaders of labour or left-wing parties who wish to sup-
port the project (e.g., in France, South America, and even to some extent 
in the U.K.). 
- III. The dangers inherent in the Communist attack;_which should not be 
underestimated, can be largely avoided if sufficient care is' taken to' present 
the I.T.O. project in a constructive and forward-looking light, calculated to 
appeal to "progressive" circles with traditions of internationalism and of 
planning and with socialist or semi-socialist philosophy. Indeed, ›it is quite 
possible to present the project in-such a way as to carry the attack into the • . critics' own camp. 	. 

IV. To do this, the whole project can and should be presented with the 
emphasis not negative,  but positive. The draft Charter is in a real sense an 
attempt in the field of international commerce to create "one world", or to 
go as far in that direction as proves possible, by coordinating the commercial 
policies of as many countrie.s as can be persuaded to cdoperate. Multilateral, 
ism is a positive internationalist principle. The J.T.O.,project can be presented 
above all as an attack on econ.omic chauvinism; this phrase if • jucliciouSly 
used  can  perhaps be made to stick. The I T O  principles are in  no sense 
incompatible with progressive methods  of  economic planning. They do mea n  
a serious effort to avôid the dangers of eéonomic warfare, and atteMpt to 
restrict the use of certain trade techniques of the type developed by Dr. SChacht 
for essentially totalitarian purposes: such techniques, as the history of the 
1930's showed, constitute a dangerous :threat to the integrity «and independence 
of small countries. 	 ' 

V. These lines , of . thought will be relevant chiefly in ,public relations 
policy—fôr press releases and interviews; public' Speeches,  speeches of dele-
gates at  open sessions of the various Conferences, for any general debates on 
the subject 'which may take placé in the United Nations AsSeinbly  or  . the 
Economic and Social  Council, etc. The importance of the main'lines chosen 
for public presentation of the . I.T.O. project Should not be underestimated. 

VI. It will probably also . be desirable tO rephrase the U.S. draft Charter 
hi certain particulars to improve its chances of widespread public acceptance. 
Much of the verbiage of the U.S. draft, for example, has a strong flavour of 
'the philosophy of private capitalism and laissez-faire. This flaiiour is quite 
unnecessary to the actual obligations suggested. And this sort of language 
unnecessarily begs a controversial qùestion and thus tends needlessly to 
alienate potential supporters in various parts of the world. The actual coni-
In.  itments envisaged can be derived equally logically from . tlie "progressive" 
internationalist principles suggested in Paragraph IV. The U.S. officials pre-
sumably had Congress very much in mind when drafting the proposed Charter; 
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but : it will probably be good tactics to modify the wording in such a way
as to obtain a wider acceptance by public and political parties elsewhere
both of the whole concept of the I .T.O . and, of the,- actual commitments
desired .

VII. Ce rtain modifications in substance would also seem desirable by the
same token . These modifications are, ' -however, minor . For example, the U.S .
draft implies that trade associations and "cartels are prima facie harmful
though no mention is made of large private firms with comparable monopoly
powers, and naturally the right of a member Government to maintain state-
owned monopo lies or . state control of `industries is protected. This discrimina-
tion is illogical . Our Working Paper on "Business Restrictions" suggests that
~"undue" or "unreasonable" abuses by cartels should be . prevented, rather
than the forms of organization themselves . Another example is the U.S.
draft's curious attempt to restrict international commodity agreements to cases
of oversupply or under-supply, etc . Presumably the Canadian delegation .vvill
press for freedom of Governments to estab lish commodity agreements when-
ever this seems desirable, though with suitable safeguards to prevent abuses ;
one -suitable check could be the need for approval by the I .T.O. Executive
Boârd in each case. But it is unwise for the Charter to seek to prevent, in
advance and in principle, the use of international commodity agreements for
purposes of stability or for purposes of assisting backward peoples . It is

unnecéssary for the I .T.O. concept to appear out of sympathy with the .ideals

of, for example, Sir John Orr's World Food Board project whatever vie w,
may be taken of its practical details . Moreover, it may eventually be found
desirable to use machinery under the I .T.O. Commodity Commission to
accomplish some of the objectives now envisaged for the projected Worl d

Food Board .

VIII. The inclusion of the "Employment" aspect in the I .T.O. project

may also involve ce rtain problems from the public relations and political

point . of view. . Though originally included in the objectives ap parently to

improve the public attractiveness of the scheme, it could conceivably have
exactly opposite results . The "employment" aspect might, for example, dis"
tract attention from the international commerce aspect, and might facilitate
irresponsible criticism and disruptive efforts on the grounds that the major
problem and objective is being virtua lly disregarded. Again, some nations

may press for "outs" on employment -grounds which would have the eff ect

of weakening the serious commercial provisions of the Charter .

IX. Our Working Paper on "Employment Provisions" of the U .S . dr aft
Cha rter suggests certain lines along which these provisions may be greatly

improved without affecting the real commitments envisaged. The main

responsibility for dealing with a threat of widespread unemployment is to be
passed back to the Economic and Social Council, which can make appropn"

' ate recommendations to all the various specialized agencies concerned
: while

.the commercial provisions of the I .T.O. Charter are explicitly recognized to

-assist the "full-employment" objective by restricting national measures
cal-
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culated to P p Yment~ '
, . .international

to
international

ex ort
trade

. unem lo as well as by encouraging the expansio n

X. The "industrialization of undeveloped areas" concept is potentia llyperhaps the most important single aspect of the whole I .T.O. project. That
the advanced democracies should assist the development of more backward
areas of the globe is obviously desirable in principle on humanita rian grounds .-
Moreover this need is likely soon to be recognized also . as a vital matter of
strategy for the security of . . the democracies ; unless we see to' it that social
and economic levels of the masses of people in South America, the Middle
East, and Asia are raised, these areas will inevitably be an inviting, and
fertile field for agitation . Further, it is of supreme impo rtance ' in the longterm that the . national . evolution of India and China should be toward in=creasing . cooperation . with the . western democracies .rather than toward
participation in a possibly hostile totalitarian block; to ensure this, . western
assistance in their economic development will probably be essential. And
the timetable of history is probably such that "the long term" is not so
long as that.

XI. ,The "industrialization" aspect was superimposed on the I .T.O. conceptat â, relatively - early stage, and the few clauses (four or five in all) in' theU.S. draft Charter referring to it appear to be merely hasty and undigested
after-thoughts tacked on for appearance sake .

The problems involved are so vast that it will be essential to approach
them with caution. Perhaps agood fïr.st step will be ' to have a fourth Com-
mission-for the development of relatively unindust rialized areas-incor-porated in the machinery of the I .T.O. It seems possible that the U.S.delegation intends to suggest or support some such amendment tô theirdraft.

It will be a useful beginning if these . "industrialization" problems' are
recognized as essentially international, and ' with international machineryset up to deal with them. It ~ is important however that in the dispositionof .what is after all our know-how and our capital, the Western democra-cies retain freedom to , determine the beneficiaries .without : being restrictedby prior high-sounding internationalist principles (such ~ as :"take relief outof po li tics" ) . There must be no repetition of the anomalies of UNRRA .•

XII . Apart frorri' the problem - of special measures to assist' the industrialdevelopment of our potentiaY , friends, there will doubtless be.,demands fromsoi ne . of the less -industrialized - nations for exceptional treatment in thetariff clauses
. It will no doubt be urged, with some plausibility, that theU .S .A . and Canada first developed strong industries behind . high tariff wa llsan

d only now seek , a general acceptance of low tariffs-to t .he„detriment, ofPoorer nations still at an éarlier stâge of,economic evolution . It may also,be
urged that rich capital=exporting countries `shol.ild ~ in th' e-`nature ''of tliings
lower their tariffsmore than poorer capital-importers, to encourage a satis-factory

solution to balance-of-payment problems .
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While all ,the,se factors .will naturally , play their: part in,  the actual tariff-rate 
negotiations, it is dâubtful if they should be allowed to create : a series of `outs". 
to.weaken the general commercial commitments of the Charter itself. 
. This factor niaY alào—by way of "liYpocrisy" .  charges—be used by those 
Who wiSh to diSciedit the whble  1 T 0  project. Probably the be'st answer will 
be to contrast the freedom from discrimination and untoward pressures inher-. 
ént.in  the multilateral approach with the threat td.sovereignty and the political 
and economic : vassalage of Small nations inherent in the most obvious prac- „ 	. 	. 	. 
tical alternative, the bilateral techniques practised' ,  by Hitler and other 
totalitarians. 
. XIII. With all its weaknesses, the I.T.O. project is an inspiring international-
ist approach to world-trade problems, and the Charter represents perhaps 
the most ambitions  and  far-reaching project .cif hitérnational legislation yet 
attempted: 

601. 	 DEA/8378-40 

Le sous-ministre du Commerce au sous-secrétaire d'État 
aux  Affaires extérieures 

Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce to Under-Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

Ottawa, October 15, 1946 
I refer to your letter of October 10tht and the attached copy of a note 

from the High Commissioner for South Africat in Ottawa respecting the 
concessions which Canada will request of each of the countries at the forth-
coming international trade conference. 

2. The only list of such concessions that has so far been transmitted to the 
government of which the concessions are requested is that submitted to the 
United States. I have pleasure in enclosing copy of this list,t which you might 
like to send, in confidence, to the South African High Commissioner. PerhaPs 
in return the High Commissioner might obtain for us a copy of the list of 
requests submitted to the United States by the Union of South Africa. 

3. With regard to our prospective requests of other Empire countries, our 
thinking has been govemed by the terms of the proposals in this connection 
put forward by the United States and agreed to in principle by the 
Kingdom. 'They are as follows. 

Th a) at no existing margin of preference be increased. 
b) That no new margins of preference will be created. 	

United 
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, c) . That- all. reductions in most-favoured-nation rates will automatically, , 
operate to reduce the margins of preference. 

4. We question whether it will be desirable or expedient in these circum-
stances for the Empire countries to include in their requests from other Empire 
countries any item on whicli a preferential margin is now enjoyed. If further 
reductions in the 1  tariff  rates are made with respect to items now subject to 
preferential margins, corresponding reductions would have to be made in 
the rates applying to the United States and to all other non-Empire countries. 
If any rate to a non-Empire' country were to be reduced, a corresponding re-
duction in the rate to Empire countries would, we believe, be incompatible 
with the provision that the reduction in most-favoured-nation rates should 
operate automatically to reduce margins of preference. It seems to follow that 
any concession which might be granted by any  Empire  country to any other 
Empire country on an item on which a preference is now enjoyed would be 
compatible with the proposals as they now stand  only  if the preferential mar-
gin is eliminated and a new most-favoured-nation rate is established lower 
than the existing preferential rate. 	• 	• 	• 

5. In view of the above considerations, our requests of South Africa will 
probably be very small. We hope to be able to indicate specifically what they 
will be soon. If the proposals are not implemented to an extent sufficient to 
bring the provisions mentioned in paragraph 3 above into full operation, 
Canada might be under the necessity of revising and extending its requests 
in the light of the changed circumstances. In particular, and without prejudice 
to the possible necessity of other requests, we might ask for treatment equal 
to that extended to the United Kingdom with respect to the items in the South 
African tariff in which Canada enjoys  a preference over most-favoured-nation 
countries but is not extended treatment so favourable as that extended to 
the United Kingdom. 

6.In addition to any specified tariff reductions, Canada would like to retain 
existing preferential advantages except insofar  as  the); might be relinquished 
at the request of some non-Empire country and in return for appropriate 
compensatory concessions elsewhere. 

7. Should the international confenence not reach any general conclusion 
respecting the determination of value for duty, Canada might find it necessary 
to make some special requests of South Africa in this connection. 

8. Canada would like to continue to enjoy free entry for the items now 
free of duty when imported from Canada and would like to share the advan-
tages of any tariff reduction that may be granted to other countries, eiiher 
within the Empire or elsewhere, so far as this is not inconsistent with the 
charter for the international trade organization which may be accepted by 
the conference. 

M. W. MACKENZIE 
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DEA/9100-A-40

Procès-verbal d'une réunion .

Minutes of a Meeting

London, November 2, 194 6

NOTE ON A MEETING IN " THE HIGH COMMISSIONER'S

OFFICE ON 2ND NOVEMBER, 1946

Present :
. Mr. N. A. Robertson (in the Chair)
Mr. Brooke Claxton
Mr. H. B . McKinnon
Mr. D. Sim
Mr. J. J. Deutsch _'
Mr. H. R. Kemp
Mr. D. V. LePan

1 . Mr. Robertson explained that the meeting had been arranged to inform
Mr. Claxton of what progress had been made in the Preparato ry. Committee
on Trade and Employment.' He invited Mr. McKinnon as Head , of the Dele-
gation to outline the work of the conference.

2. GENERAL COMMENTS ON THE DELEGATIONS . Mr . McKinnon said that
the preliminary stages of the conference had been disposed of quickly and
harmoniously and that so far the conference had been animated by a desire
to'reach conclusions which would make the draft Charter submitted by the
United States Delegation a satisfacto ry and effective instrument . The good
atmosphere of the conference was perhaps partly to be explained by the
absence of the Soviet Union (which was the only one of the eighteen count ries
invited which was not attending), but even more by the positive interest and
goodwill of the delegations which were present .

(a) . Australia . It had- been expected that the Australian Delegation might
be as pugnacious and as difficult to deal . with as `Dr. Evatt had been at Paris .

In point of fact, however, the Australians had . proved conciliatory and con-
structive . It was clear that Dr. H. C. Coombs, the head of the Austra lian

Delegation, was doing his best to see that the Charter would be such that

it could be accepted by the Australian Government . Mr. McKinnon expressed
the view that Dr. Coombs had proved himself the most outstânding person-
ality at the conference and this opinion was supported by the other members
of the Canadian Delegation :

(b) 'India. The Indian Delegation,however, had been a stumbling-block
They liad come with a great number of objections 'to , the draft Charter and

'La Commission préparatoire de la Confé- 1 Preparato ry Committee for the Interna'
rence internationale du Commerce et de tional Conference on Trade and EmpIOY nent.

1'Embauchage .
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on many points  • it seemed impossible to meet their wishes without emasculat-
ing the Charter entirely. However, in the last few days their attitude had 
softened somewhat. A member of the United Kingdom Delegation had sug-
gested in confidence to Mr. McKinnon that, although Mr. Nehru, who is the 
leader of the Indian Delegation, was proving difficult, the Indian Govern-
ment would not necessarily support him in all of his objections. It was the 
belief of the United Kingdom Delegation that the authorities in Delhi might 
be rather more amenable. 

(c) United States. The United States Delegation had been remarkably 
tolerant and open-minded. Although their draft Charter had been taken as 
the basis for the work of the conference, they had not expounded it in a 
dogmatic way and had been willing to consider suggestions from all sides. 
Mr. Robertson said that he had been rather afraid before the conference 
opened that the United States Delegation might come in a crusading spirit as 
propagandists for free enterprise and that such an approach would make it 
impossible for the Labour or Social Democratic governments in Western 
Europe to accept the Charter. Mr. McKinnon said that there had been no hint 
of such a crusading spirit. In fact, he sometimes thought that Mr. Harry 
Hawkins, who was perhaps the chief sponsor of the Charter, was overly 
indulgent in considering amendments and amplifications which were incon-
sistent with its cardinal principles. 

Conflicting evidence had reached the Canadian Delegation as to what effect 
Republican successes in the United States elections might have on the fate 
of the draft Charter. Mr. Clair Wilcox, Head of the United States Delegation, 
Mr. Hawkins, and Mr. Edminster had all expressed their confidence to Mr. 
McKinnon that the Republicans would support this United States initiative 
wholeheartedly. On the other hand, the Hon. William Johnson, in conversa-
tion with Mr. Sim, had been more skeptical. He thought tha.t, should the 
Republicans be successful, the United States would continue to participate in 
the work of putting the Charter in final form but Washington would be so 
permeated by a different philosOph3r, by a different outlook on international 
trade, that the Charter would probably remain a dead letter. 

(d) The French, Czechoslovak Lebanese, Chilean and Peruvian Delega-
ions had all raised many objections. But Mr. McKinnon thought that  the  
essential reason for this was that they had not participated, as we had, in all  
the Preparatory work which lay behm.  d the draft Charter. Many of their 
objections were being withdrawn as the mists of ignorance were dispelled. 

3• FULL EIVIPLOYMENT. The most notable feature of the conference, Mr. 
McKinnon said, had been the great emphasis laid on full employment. The 
importance of this subject had been urged by the Australians ever since the 
first conversations looking towards an international trade organization began 
more than three years ago, and they had been successful in securing a larger 
and larger place for it in successive drafts which had been prepared. It seemed 
that they would have a similar success at this conference. k 1943 'during the 
talks on commercial policy in London the United States proposals contained 
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no reference to full employment whatsoever . As a result of Austra lian pres-

sure at that meeting a , reference was included to full employment at the end

of the document . During the discussions in 1944 this reference was expanded
a separate chapter. In 1945 this chapter was brought up to the very fore-

front of the Commercial Proposals . The present conference was now consid-

ering an entire convention on the subject of full conventio n
empwhich loyment

U'nd
d

th e
separate from the trade Charter . This draft
signatories to collaborate in taking international action to avoid . the creation

and spread of unemployment. The Australian approach, Mr. McKinnon

explained, might be put in this way: "All the rest of you, including thevi rtuouds

Canadians, take the view that full employment will follow from eXp an
d

international trade . We, on the other hand, take the view that, if the nation s
standard

of the world manage to maintain fu ll employment and create
tasko breaking

of living, world trade will be expanded automatica lly and th o~ant,"
down trade barriers and restrictions will become comparatively Ç

~ ~tmènts
The Australians for this reason were diffident aboutt accepting

depend to
which would deprive them of weapons on which they feel they must.

maintain employment in Australia and prevent the export
of the Intemrnat

from other countries . In particular, they claim that m organ of
tional Trade Organization should be permitted to hail before

some
,

the ITO any country which they believed to be exporting unmploymen
t

and if need be as a last resort, discriminate against that country .
write

4. Mr . Robertson said that in his view it would be a mistake t
othou ht

a
separate convention on full employment . It would -~be t~~

tradebar gers
to keep the obligations with respect to full employment and

1o ment
yoked together in the same document . A chapter on full

afraid that, if two
would give the Charter more popular appeal . He was also

separate documents were prepared, some countries,
' Australia for exaniple

trade
might ratify the full employment convention without rat ying lo ment

Charter . He . was also doubtful whether a separate ~conventionao bmWas con-

côizld be passed through the United States .Congress. This rivatelyp
firmed by Mr . McKinnon, who said that Mr. Wilcoxe

a n
coroamd in the

that full employment provisions would have to b
Charter to be acceptable to Congress . important alteration

$ . UNDER-DEVELOPED COUNTRIES . Tm
ade in

the most
conference' Mr .

in the draft Charter which had . been of uader-

McKinnon said, was a se ries of provisions to protect , the position camp

raft
had

countries which wish to become industrialized . This d

ad been led by the Indian Delegation. From their , point Û~~ea Sta éS and

Charter appeared as an attcemhad reachedn aehigh~lg eveldom, of indus trializatian,

Canada, all,countries which la ed a large
to force théir goods on markets abroad . Tariff protection~ t é Indian Vien ;
part in building up these'~ countries industrial strength,

eriarity by denyl g
now they wished to perpetuate their' own industrial

themselves.. PârentheticallY ,

toto other countries the weapons they- ha
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McKinnon remarked - thâ.t - it was very noticeable how often Canada wasreferred to - in :. the course of the meetings ' as a rich, powerful and highlyindustrialized country and how often it was classed . in the, same categoryas the United Kingdom and the United States . The Indian Delegation - claimedthat India must arrogate to itself the . right to use the devices which hadbrought wealth and industrial strength to other countries . They were almostprepared to argue that any industry in India is an infant industry and there-fore deserving of protection. Mr. McKinnon reported that it .had now becomefairly generally recognized in the conference that these pleas by the Indian
Delegation on behalf of under-developed countries would have to receive
some satisfaction and, accordingly, Dr. Coombs had been - asked to draft
a new chapter in the Charter to deal with this question ., The sinceri ty- andearnestness with which he - was devoting himself to the work of the con-ference could be gauged from the fact that he had - produced a :draft whichwent a long way_ towards . meeting the wishes of the Indian Delegation but
nevertheless allowed for many fewer let-outs and escape clauses and was
much more in keeping with the tenor of the Charter:_ ., .6. WAR-TORN . COUNTRIES . Some countries, notably France and Czechoslo-
vakia, had been disposed to argue that , their economies had been so , devastatedby the war that they , should be classed with under=developed countriesfor the purposes of , the Charter. , Both these , coüntriés were anxious to
prolong as far as possible the transitional period during which quantitative
restrictions could be imposed . The., Czechs for example ' had suggested, thatthe transitional period might , be as long as from thi rty to fifty years . Perha p s
this suggestion was not intended to be taken too seriously and was morethe nature of a 'bargaining counter• but it revealed in an e treme form the d e~
sire to use the transitional period for all it is worth . .7 . Mr. McKinnon declared..that the twin subjects of 'full employment andindustrialization of under-developed countries were rapidly usurping the
place of greatest importance in the conference and that the Charter was
in grave danger of becoming so riddled with exceptions introduced a to meet
the objections of many countries on thesé two scores . thaf the final documenmight well be almost useless. t

far . Mr. Robertson thought' that we should, consider " 'we should be very carefu lly how
was the prepared to see the Charter loosened and weakened . Itsame problem as had confronted the Leagtié of Nations : whetherto foi*lfi

a loose but comprehensive organization which might rove 'in-
effective or a tightly knit but narrow bod which could peater uni y probably act with~with
thetrade ~ of pu~ose: If-it ' seemed impossible to secure wide adherence forCha rter wimout so : watering it down that it would be of verÿ ' littleuse in freeinwise g the ~channels of trade, Mr. Robertson ~, thought it might beto abandon thé attempt and start instead from - the other end of =thescale

; The United ' States ,United Kingdom and Canada for exampleprobâbly canclude ~ couldan effective and significant agreement along the lines
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of the present Charter, which other countries would most certainly want to 
join. If a tripartite Charter or convention of this sort were left open, it 
would soon attract many new adherents, he thought.  •  

9. Enquiring about  •  the Australian position, Mr. Claxton asked if what 
they were advocating was not simply a policy of autarky. Mr. McKinnon 
replied that he thought it was, although with a difference. Mr. Robertson 
said that, as he understood the Australians' point of view, they held that an 
underdeveloped country should be allowed to develop its infant industries 
behind a high protective wall and select for itself which industries could 
be maintained to the country's economic advantage. They claimed that the 
result of this process would be the same as the result of free international 
competition; in both cases an international division of labour would be 
created. It was a plausible argument but showed a great neglect of human 
nature and of political history. Mr. Claxton said that the vital objection to 
it in his view was that it left the way open for sky-high tariffs. 

10. Mr. McKinnon reported that the United Kingdom officials generallY 
and Mr. Helmore in particular were loyally supporting the United States 
Delegation in searching  for  formulae and devices which would protect the 
core of the Charter and yet give some satisfaction to countries which were 
seeking exceptions to enable them to maintain full employment. On the 
other hand, Mr. McKinnon was somewhat concemed by the attitude of the 
Labour Government on this question. He mentioned, for example, a confiden-
tial conversation which he had had with Lord Addison in which he had told 
the Dominions Secretary that the work of the conference was being focussed 
more and more on full employment; Lord Addison had replied that the whole 
trend of commercial policy must move more and more in that direction. Mr. 
Robertson thought that the attitude of the United Kingdom Government 
towards the linked topics of trade and employment, which in general was 
very similar to that of the United States Govermnent, was, however,  qualified 
by two factors: 

(a) In the first place the phrase "full employment and a rising standard 
of living" falls  with a welcome and perhaps seductive sound on the ears of 
the Labour Government; and 

(b) the United Kingdom can never entirely forget that it is a colonial 
power responsible for the well-being of a number of territories which are 
underdeveloped industrially. 

11. COMMODITY POLICY. Mr. Deutsch reported that it was intended in the 
draft  Charter to block in commodity policy only in the most general outlines 
and for this reason, the work of Committee IV, which was dealing with eel-
modity policy, had gone comparatively smoothly. However, there was some 
difference of opinion, or at least of emphasis, among the members of the 
Committee. The Australian and Netherlands Delegations wished to include as 
many commodities as possible within the scope of this chapter of the 

draft Charter, while the United States Delegation wished to includ e  as 
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few commodities as possible. In general, our Delegation had been supporting 
the United States view but had urged that rather more flexibility should be 
introduced. With the exception of this one point of difference the Committee 
had rapidly reached substantial agreement. For example, the Committee had 
been convinced by the Canadian argument that commodity agreements would 
be useful in dealing with shortages as well as with surpluses. The Committee 
had also given some consideration to the question of buffer stocks. Although 
many members held that the creation of buffer stocks would involve grave 
administrative difficulties, they had not been ruled out as a proper sphere of 
activity for the ITO. There had been very general agreement that a single 
commodity regime should be established under thé ITO and that the FAO 
should not be given authority to supervise commodity agreements for food-
stuffs. The Canadian Delegation had not yet talèen up an official position 
on this question. • 

12. COMMERCIAL POLICY. On commercial policy in the strict sen,se, Mr. 
McKinnon said that there was not yet much of substance to report. This was 
a highly detailed and technical field in which most of the key decisions would 
not be taken until next March when the tariff and preference negotiations were 
going forward. The M.F.N. article of the draft Charter had been considered 
by Committee II and it appeared as though agreement on this article would 
be reached early next week. Mr. McKinnon wished to bring to the Minister's 
attention a serious and special problem which cOnfronted the Canadian Dele-
gation alone. He  recalled that during the war the Canadian Government had 
unilaterally reduced both British preferential rates and M.F.N. rates on a 
wide range of tariff iterris. -According' to the draft Charier, preferences could 
not be increased "above their level on July 1st, 1946". Unless Canada could 
restore the tariff and preference Cuts which it had voluntarily 'made during 
the war, we would be in a poor bargaining position in the negotiations next 
spring. Mr. McKinnon thought this was an extremely serious problem, proba-
bly the most serious, which would have to be urgently considered as soon as 
he retumed to Ottawa. In the meantime, the United States Delegation was 
showing considerable sympathy with the peculiar situation in which the 
Canadian authorities found themselves. 

13. RESTRICTIVE BUSINESS PRACTICES. Mr. McGregor, who is representing 
Canada on Committee III, which deals with restrictive business practices, 
was not able to be present because of the meeting of a sub-committee; but 
Mr. McKinnon said that the work of this 'Conimittee had not been so . smooth 
as had been reportêd. The 'draft' Charter Md  gone beyond the Commercial 
Proposals and had listed specific monopOlistic practices which would be 
outlawed by the ITO. It would likely prove difficult in the Committee to 
come  to an agreement as to whether all of these practices should be 
proscribed. 

14. ORGANIZATION OF THE ITO. Mr; Pierce said that the two most con-
tentious issues on the agenda of Committee V, which is considering the 
organization of the .ITO, were the questions of membership and of voting. 
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,The Canadian - Delegation had -taken the position: that membership : of -, the

Organization should be as wide as possible and .-, should , even. include the

ex enemy countries, which might be represented by the respective Control

Commissions 1 if ; need 1 be. On the question of ;voting; the draft Charter had

provided that in the :conference .of the Organization; each country should have

one vote: The Canadian Delegation had been inclined to thinkthat some

system of _weighted voting should be devised but had .not been able to secure

.much support, for this idea . The -United Kingdom . Delegation also would

•favoûr such a system . LJnfortunately, : ; however, - they were bound by the

,general support which they , had given. : on : all points of impo rtance to the

: United States Commercial Proposals in which the principle of one country-
.one vote had appeared . Apart from the United Kingdom, : no .,country had

spoken in favour of the principle of weighted voting•- Mr. Robertson expressed

anxiety over this development. He said that it led him to be lieve that many

of -the countries represented at the _ present çonference were simply t rifling.

" If you intend," he Said, "to transfer real " power to the ITO, you must have

ïfunctions related to responsibi li ty. And that means weighted voting .

1 5 . FUTURE TIMETABLE AND PROCEDURE . The Committee of the He ~d ~df

~Delegations had decided that the repo rt of -the Preparatory Commrttee s

, be in two parts . Part A would simply be a narrative of meetings of the various

committees and sub-committees: Part ~B , would define the areas of agreement

. and of disagreement. In addition, an : appendix would be compiled which

would consist of the : United States draft Charter plus agreed amend cCom-
mittee

appendix would provide the basis for the,work of_ the Drafting -
mittee which it had been decided would ~be : set up by the Preparatory Com

mittee . and ;would begin its sittings on the 1st January or , shortly after, that

date, either in New York or Geneva . It had been agreed' that .the next meeting

of the Preparatory Committee, which would be convened :about 1st March,

.would be . held in . Geneva. -
; ~ .

DE~1/8378-40
~603 .

Discours du haut commissaire, en Grande-Bretagne ,

Speech bÿ High Commissioner - in Great Britain

REMARKS BY MR. N. A. ROBERTSON'AT THE CLOSING PLENARY SESSION
ENT

OF. THE PREPARATORY COMMITTEE-ON• TRADE AND,
.EMPLOYM

LONDON, NOVEMBER 26

Mr. Chairman,

Now that the confere
possible, to loek

nce is comisg~ to Van SnWi
h
I thi~ derable satisfaction .

back over the work of the past ~~nducting
When the conference opened, many felt that if it succeeded 'only béfore

, a preliminary reconnoitre of the steps which would havWO~â nô ~â e been

.an'.International Tradé . Organization could -be set up, it
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a failure. The problems to be solved were so complex, and the economies 
of the various countries represented were so diverse, that it seemed unreason-
able to expect much greater progress than that. In the upshot, those modest 
hopes have proved too timid Not only have the main problems been explored, 
.but a wide area of preliminary agreement has been reached between delega-
lions. Our governments will now have before them agreed drafts of many 
articles of a trade charter, and we turn over to the Interim Drafting Com-
mittee a wealth of concrete proposals. Differences, of course, remain. But 
after the thorough discussions which have taken place here, it ShOUld be 
much easier to  compose  them when the Committee me,ets at Geneva. 

This wide measure of agreement on the official level appears all the more 
gratifying when account is taken of the varying economic situations in which 
the countries represented here- find themselves. .Some of th.em have been 
devastated by the war; others have escaped unravaged. Some of them are 
mature industrial economies, anxious to find expanded  markets for their 
,manufactures, others are underdeveloped industrially, and wish to diversify 
and increase their industrial productiôn. Some of them believe in wide 
schemes of Government ownership of industry; others put more reliance on 
the initiative of private enterprise. Out of this diversity might well have come 
merely confusion of tongues and confusion of counsels. That instead there 
has emerged such wide preliminary agreement is a tribute to the goodwill 
and hard work of the delegates. Even more, it is a confirmation of the 
fundamental attachment of the Governments represented here to the purposes 
for which this conference was called. Differences remain over emphasis and 
methods; but ail are  agreed that Governments must take. concerted action to 
free the channels of trade and to maintain a high and stable level of 
çmployment. 	

• , 	. 
,During the past wee.ks members of all delegations have had to thread 

the mazes of a great number of intrica' te special subjects. To moSt of the 
public, perhaps we should remind ourselves, these mazes remain MYsterious 
and occult. To the uninitiated, the problem, for example, of confin.ing the 
use of quantitative restrictions to balance of payment grounds is as much 
a riddle as the quantum theory. So that it is wise, I think, occasionally to 
recall the consequences which would follow if the work begun here should 
end in failure, and on the other hand the brighter future we can look forward 
to if these efforts succeed. 

During the inter-war 'period, many of the problems which have. been 
discussed here were considered, although never so comprehensively, at inter-
national conferences. Those conferences were abortive. Economic dislocations 
and depressions set in, which had not a little to do with producing the morbid 
political and psychological culture in which the seeds of war could sprout. 
We must see to it that that melancholy course of events is n,ot repeated. 

.th if'on 
the other hand, we can create an institutional structure to outlaw 

ose practices which have had such a harmful effect on world trade in the 
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, past, and to settle recurring commercial difficulties, we will have done much
to rid the peoples of the world of the fear of insecurity, want and unemploy-

ment. All countries are affected by changes in the volume and pa tt e rn of
world trade-my own country not least of a ll. We must see to it that such

trade is expanded as much as possible. If goods can be . made to pass freely

and in good volume through the arteries of international trade, this lively

-current will ultimately have a tonic effect on the fortunes and well-being of

individuals all over the world .

For` the success which has been achieved already, Mr . Chairman, the

Canadian Delegation feel that you have been in no small measure responsible .

Your long experience and unfailing tact have been . constantly at the service

of the conference, and have helped it over many difficulties. We are also

ind.ebted to the hospitality of the United Kingdom Government, which has

done so much for the comfort and convenience of the delegates . Nye would
like to pay a"special' tribute . to the . initiative . of the United States Delegation

in, presenting to the conferençe such .. a caréfully : prepared drâft charter for

its consideration . I .feel_certain that .no .such rapid progress could have been

made if the conference had not been able to .take. the United States .draft as

the basis for its discussions. It is usually held to be a parent's prerogative to

dote,. on his children. But the United . . States Delegation have looked on

unflinchingly while, their offspring has beeri probed and punched . Parenthood

can seldom before , have .reached such heights of tolerance and forbearance .

It is, a spectacle which has. commanded our admiratiôn . We only hope that

as a result of this hardening process which has begun so early , the infant

. will grow up to a long : and lusty lif e .

We have made a good start . But much still remains to be accomplished,

and I am , sure that there is - no one here who is , in danger of falling into

complacency . The Canadian Delegation take the preliminary agreement .which

.has been reached . here as a good_ augury for final success when we continue

, ôur work next year.

DEA/9100-A-40
604:

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

-Memorândum- by Under-Secretary of State for External A ffairs

.SECRET [Ottavcia,] December 27,
194 6
ET

INTERNATIONAL TRADE ORGANIZATION ; FORTHCOMING MEETINGS
; CABINET

AND INTERDEPARTMENTAL COMMITTEES ON EXTERNAL TRADE POLIC the
At the meeting of the Cabinet on' December 27th, it was agreed

that
procedure recommended by the Secretary of State for External Affairs (se

e

matter
External Affairs memorandum, December 23rd, 1946) in the of a
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base date for tariff negotiations,  • restoration of -1939 tariff levels by pro-
clamation and notification to _other Commonwealth governments and the 
United Nations be approved.  r . 

It was also agreed that a Cabinet Committee on External Trade Policy be 
established, to consist of the following Ministers: 

Secretary of State for External Affairs (Chairman); 
Minister of Agriculture; 
Minister of Trade and Commerce; 
Minister of Finance; 
Minister of National Revenue; 

the Cabinet Committee to establish a subordinate interdepartmental ad-
visory committee of nominees of departments represented on the Cabinet 
Committee and a representative of the Bank of Canada. 

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

Mémorandum du ministère des A ffaires extérieures 

Mernorandum by Department of E'xternal Affairs 

[Ottawa,] December 23, 1946 

MEMORANDUM RE MULTILATERAL TARIFF NEGOTIATIONS 

AT LONDON AND GENEVA 	 . 

At the recent meeting in London of the Preparatory Committee on .Trad.e 
and Employment, Canada undertook, along with the other Commonwealth 
countries, to inform immediately the U.N. Secretariat as to the base date 
in respect of which preferential margins will be made subject to negotiation. 
This undertaldng cannot be honored, and prep'arations here for the negotia-
tions cannot be put in hand, until a policy decision in the matter has been 
taken by the Canadian Government. 

In its expressed willingness to consider substantial reductions in its customs 
duties in return for, inter alia, the substantial narrowing of margins of 
preference in those countries possessing preferentia i  regimes, the United 
States has in mind the margins of preference as they stood immediately pre-
War, i.e.—those of 1939. In most of the Commonwealth countries, the 
margins of today are those of 1939; in Canada, however, the operative 
margins throughout almost the entire Customs Tariff have been materially 
increased by reason of the reductions in duty unilaterally accorded to the 
United Kingdom under the provisions d the War Exchange Conservation 
Act. Under this Act, duties against United Kingdom imports were completely 
removed on many important items forming a schedule to the Act; on prac- 
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tically all other items in the tariff, the duties were reduced by discounts
ranging from 25 to 50% . These greatly widened de fàcto preferential margins

are still operative, no action having been taken by the Government to

terminate the Act under which they were created . The termination clause

in the Act reads as follows :

This Act shall be deemed to have come into - force on the second day of

December, one thousand nine hundred and fo rty, and. to expire on the date of

the issue of a proclamation under the wAR MEASURES ~ncr declaring that a state

of war no longer exists or on such earlier date as may be fixed in a proclamation
of the Governor in Council.

Apart from the fact that notifica tion as t6 the base period must be given

at once to all interested countries, the situation is one that must be clari fied
, ._ . -

in order that those responsible for the complicated tariff negotiations 'now., ~ . . .
envisaged' may know what is their,bargainin.g position.' If 'they are to proceed

toward negotiating ' reductions of 1939 preferential margins - in, relation to the
actual War Exchange Act duties applicable today to United Kingdom goods,

it follows : . that (1) they have no bargaining power in respect of the U.K .

or other Commonwealth countries, and (2) the narrowing of the margins

can be achieved only by ;reduçing drastically the ,duties app licable to the

United States and other most-favoured-nations . An extreme, but actual,
illus tration is that of a :mâjor ,. Canadian , industry whose . protection against
foreign competitors might, by the application of this formula, be reduced

from a rate of 30 p .c . to one of 5 p .c., ad valorem .

: From' =a strictly technical" ând purely negotiating point of
vi

eW be with-
drawn

desirable that the war-time reductions in duties on U .K . good s
drawn by l)rder=`n=Côuncil, effective immediately . It is recognized ,

h° eneral
that such action would present extreme' difficulties in respect of g,

that the
policy toward the United Kingdom . ," It ~is suggested, therefore ;

Governor in=.Coûncil do now by 'Order authorize the issuance of a proclama-

rovidin for ' tlie . termination ." of `the relevant
on as of June 30, 1947, p g cas, ..

provisions of The' . War Exchange Conservatiôn Act. Shoûld it be the

PP, ; ro,a& ; of the above-mentioned date,, the multilateralnt~
that , at 'the a . , .
negôtiations are still not compléted ând the . Govern., ment be of, opmi

o continued in
the, reduced_,duties agains~tU K . importhP hould ~ emPemarily ~

bthee date of issu e

- effect, . anôther Ord e

of the proclamation . restore

Action : along the lines_ of , the âbove suggestion would autoinatica avoid the

our bargaining position vis-à-vis all countries. It would, S oÛ~te~ ~ngdom

~immediate~ re-imposition of :the .former higher rates .ag~n effective basls

imports and permit ' time and scope for negotiations . on an

with both' Commonwealth and . other. countries . - Canada's new tariff e ~f the
with the United , Kingdom could : then be- determined by the outc o

fôrthcoming ' multilateral negotiations .
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SECTION D 

ORGANISATION POUR• L'ÉDUCATION, LA SCIENCE 
ET LA CULTURE DES NATIONS UNIES 

UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC 

AND CULTURAL ORGANIZATION 

DEA/5582-H-40 

Mémorandum du chef, la direction de l'information, au sous-secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

Memorandum from Head, Information Division, to Under-Secretary of State 
for E.xternal ffairs 

[Ottawa] January 30, 1946 
At Mr. Claxton's request,  1 am sending him  the attached memoranda on 

UNESCO and expect to-supply him with,at  Jet one more. 1  He is giving 
some consideration to the possibility of raising the matter of the ,National 
Commission, as called fin-  'under th; Constitut1on, 2  at some stage 
of the Dominion-Provincial Conference, because if su ch a body is decided 
upon by the Federal Govemment it wOuld preiumably,haVe to be set up  in  
conjunction with the provincial go‘;ernments so  far as its educational aspect 
was concerned. The idea of a continuing Dominion-Provincial committee, 
serving theqiational purpose in this way might appeal,to the Provinces now. 

T. W. L. M[AcDERmar] 

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENÇLOSURE] 

Mémorandum du chef, la, direction de l'information 

Memoranduin by Head, Information Division 

[Ottawa] February 2, 1946 [sic] 
- 

NATIONAL COMMISSION - FOR UNESCO ' ; 

A Nation' a1 Commission, brOadly rePresèntative of the educational, scien-
tific and cultural interests of the nation,. is an intégral part of the UNESCO 
machine ry in each country 'member. It would sPea.k for these interests and 
advise the government from this point of view. Through its head, office and 
sècretary, the work of UNESCO could be transinitted to all Parts of Canada by the government. 

Such-a  body,  however, has.  other useful posSibilities. 

aueio
ci..  Seulement un des mémorandums est repro- ' 1  Only.  one of the memoranda is printed v  

IN° IR Ir 
 Canada  Reçue:1 deS. traités; 1945, 	. 2 See Canada, Treaty Sertes, 

' :fiere. 
1945, No 18. 

605. 
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information. therece,Apart from these immediately practical needs for a
scattered ~telleC~al

is also need 'for a medium through which the rather members ,
and cultural life of Canada might be brought together . to be

and English speaking, -provincially divided, . and o rablemss ~~
finâncially strong, would, by meeting ând- discussing common p

(d) requests for information about special instruction, courses, degrees

available in Canada.
.

Increasing stress is laid by our representatives on the potential value to

'Canada, in cultural and in commercial terms, " of developing these aspects of

our national life . A particulâ:r `example is'the eXchange of scholarships which

bring foreigners to our , shores under the most favourable conditions for

studying 'the count ry and returning home with an understanding of its institu-
tions, and with numerous personal friends and acquaintances for future

contact . There are few more lasting ways of laying foundations for the

development of Canadian trade ; industry and applied science, and the

extension of Canadian influence abrôad.
The growth, in variety and volume, of this- interest in Canadian inte llectual

and cultural possibilities is ' of course, a direct outcome of the growth of

Canada itself as a natiôn among nations . The fighting power, the industrial

expansion, the financial initiative, the political contribution in international
affairs, and the now considerable diploniatic service developed during the war,
have created a world-wide interest in Canada . On most lines we are nationally

equipped to respond to that interest and to satisfy it . On the intellectual and

cultural side we are not. through
There is no central office, far less a Government Department, ~za-

which our educationai ;institutions, and , our .scientific and cultural orga

tions, can be collectively informed of the international interest in them , or

through which they can reach other nations and governments . Independent

effort, and private unde rtakings, are endeavouring to do something . But they

have neither the resources nor the administrative means to deal with the

matter on the scale it - has now reached. ose,
The Office of the National Commission could serve a most useful Pur

therefore . To it enquiries could be referred, and from it
suggestions and

projects approved by the universities, or-the artists, or the adult
a~ âad.

tionalists, etc. of the country, could be obtained for transmission p~e

'It could facilitate special arrangements, conduct correspondence, co

m

(c) requests for Canadian music, written and recorded

NATIONS UNIES

At present, the Department of External - Affairs, alone, receives a consider-

able number of inquiries and requests through its diplomatic offices abroad,

and from other - qüartérs, - concerning , cuitùral, ' scièntific, and educational
_ . .. . . . . . ., .

matters . These include :

(a) offers of scholarships to Canadians by foreign governments
(b) exchange of professors, lecturers, scientists, orches tral conductors, etc .
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the Commission, gradually acquire à national outlook shared by all, and 
could develop a technique for co-operation. In the early stages many prob-
lems would arise, for example, in the appointment of members of the Com-
mission. But if the main purpose was made clear, and a tentative, experi-
mental approach to creating a national body was followed, beneficial results 
might be expe,cted to follow. 

606. 	*- 	 CH/Vol. 2104 

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

High Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary of State 
for Ex-  ternal Affairs 

TELEGRAM 398 	 London, February 11, 1946 
MOST IMMEDIATE. Preparatory Commission UNESCO. 

Financial and staff arrangements will be discussed Tuesday moming. There 
is much confusion in the minds of many delegates' as to proper source of 
income and expenditure and proper expenditures. Understand United States 
delegates insist on budget for administrativ'e expenditures only and that while 
UNESCO should advise on the expenditure of funds from voluntary agencies 
or Governments they should not accept responsibility for collection of such 
funds or for accounting for them. I understand this is your view but would 
welcome draft statement for use if necessary. 

Peruvian delegate this morning proposed that UNESCO should, solicit 
funds by sale of special stamps in the schools of all countries. 

CH/Vol. 2104 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire 
en Grande-Bretagne 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner 
in Great Britain 

TELEGRAM 375 	 Ottawa, February 11, 1946 
IMMEDIATE. Your telegram 398 of February llth, Preparatory Commission 
UNESCO. 

In 
 ' 	
our view you should. avoid, if possible, taking a prominent part in the 

discussions on financial and staff ,arrangements for UNESCO. As you lmow, 
our view accords in general with the United States attitude as described 
in your telegram under reference and 'it wOuld seem that initiative might 
aPPropriately be left in the  hands of the United States delegation. 

• 2. However, should you find it necessary to support United States position 
you might take the line that Canada appreciates the pressing'needs of Europe 
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608. CH/Vol. 2104 

in the jèducatiônal -  fields: and: the high aimg ;uNgsco. :Several agencies are 
already,active rendering assistance - ificluding UNRRA, 'and, pending a clearer 
definition of the relationship between these agêncies, inter se, and to _the United 
Nations Organization, it is desirable to avoid having Governments already 
committed to heavy financial contributions to existing agencies face d  with an 
additional charge in relation to an organization still in its preparatory stage. 

Le Secrétaire d'État aux. Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire 
en Grande-Bretagne, 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner .  
- in - Great Britain 

TELEGRAM 485 	- 	 Ottawa, February 22, 1946 
Your 425 of February .  14th.f Preparatory Commission UNESCO. 
It would appear from the enumeration of sections in Paragraph 4 that a 

somewhat elaborate administrative machinery for UNESCO is planned. We 
should be glad to have a report on. the size of  the staff anticipated and the 
type of work which each section proposes to do. It is our view that, parti-
cularly in its early stages, UNESCO should proceed gradually imtil its func-
dons are quite clear and its relationships with other United Nations activities 
under the Economic and Social Council have been determined. While interest 
in UNESCO in this Country is keen in many quarters, the manner in which 
it will operate and the scope of its interests have an important bearing on 
our active participation in ,it. It is to be remembered that in educational 
matters, in any case, it must be clear from the outset that recommendations, 
even reports, criticisms and suggestions bearing on education which emanate 
from UNESCO, must not in any way, as far as Canada is concerned,' be 
allowed to encroaçh on this provincial field.. 

We - are also interested in. ,the course  of the discussion on National Com-
missions, their functions, form and câMposition. - Has any progress been made 
in any Member State ,  teiwards, setting up a National Comnaission? Australian 
procedure is particularly relevant in this connection. 

DEA/5582-A-40  

Mémorandum du chef, la direction de l'information, au sous-secrétaire d'État  

aux Affaires extérieures 

Memorandum from Head, Information Division, to Uruler-Secretary of State 

for External Affairs 

609. 

[Ottawa,] April 20, 1946 

The Prime Minister's notes would suggest that he is not very much in 
favour of bringing UNESCO before Parliament for agreement and later 
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executive action by Counc'il. unless there develops-a fairly vigorous Commons
clamour on the subject .

If the matter remains - as quiet as it is now; -then the Constitution could bé
accepted bÿ;Council without Parliamentary reference ~-a procedure to which
Mr. Hopkms- tells 'me there is no legal objection . .

I have B.F.'d the file for April 29 .
T. W. L . :M[ACDERMOT]

[PIÉCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Mémorandum du saus-secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires extérieures
au Premier ministre

Memorandum f rom, Under-Secretary of . State for External Affairs
to Prime Minister

Ottawa, Màrch 27, 194 6

FORMAL ACCEPTANCE BY THE GOVERNMENT OF CANADA OF THE

CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL,

SCIENTIFIC AND CULTURAL ORGANIZATION

1 . Under authority of Order-in-Council P.C . 6634 delegates from Canada
attended the United Nations Educational and Cultural Conference in London
in November last, when a Final Act, a Constitution, and an Instrument estab-
lishing a Preparatory Commission, were drafted for a specia lized agency., of
the United Nations to be - known as the : United Nations Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organization (hereinafter'referred to as UNESCO) .

2 . These documents were tabled in the House of Commons .at- the opening
of the present Session and it is now recommended that the. Cabinet give con-sideration ;to the participation, of Canada in this Organization and the accept-
ance by Canada of the attached Constitution .f As .is indicated in the Report
submitted by the delegation to the Prime Minister, the Constitution Wasagreed upon by., the

'
.4

'
2 nations at the Conference . It : will come into effect

when 20 acceptances have been received . It 'has been advised that the UnitedKingdom .has alreâdy formally accepted Membership . '
3 . The primary . . .

purpose of the Organization iso promote peace and inter-
national understanding by helping to restore the cultural and scientific life of
Europe, and, at a longer range, by providing an international agency through
which nations may - interchange personnel : and information, : reports and
studies, concerned with the- educational, scientific: and cultural life of eachbther t, o their mutual advantage.

4. It is a pravision of the Constitution of UNESCO, Article I, para . 3, thatwith
a view to preserving the independence, integrity and fruitful diversity of

the cultural and educational systems of the State Member's . : : the 'Organizà=tion . is prohibited from : intervening ' in; matters which ' are . ' essentially withindomestic ~ '. »~ unsdletion .
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5 . It was similarly made clear by the Canadian Delegates at the Conference,
under instruction, that no constitutional or administrative ~ arrangements estab-
lished by the Organization should have any application to matters of an edu-
cational character in Canada, which belong solely to the jurisdiction of the

provincial governments . The Articles of the Constitution relating to optional
action within each Member State make full allowances for this proviso .

6 . In addition to the general responsibility of all Member States to consult

and collaborate by means of the Organization, the specific commitments under

the Constitution of UNESCO may be summarized- as :-
(a) The responsibility of sending a delegation of not more than five mem-

bers to the General Conference of UNESCO after consultation .by the Govern-

ment with a National Commission, if established, or with ' educational, scien-

tific and cultural bodies . It would also be necessary to nominate a delegate to
the Executive Board on any occasion when Canada was elected to that Board ,

(b) The obligation of each Member State to submit UNESCO recom-
mendatipns or conventions to its competent authorities within one year from
the close of the session of the General Conference at which they were adopted .

(c) The responsibility of each Member State to make such' arrangements
as suit its particular conditions for the purpose of associating its principal
bodies interested in educational, scientific and cultural matters with the work
of the Organization, preferably by the formation of a National Commission
broadly representative of the Government and such bodies. (Article VII) .

(d) The obligation of each Member State to report periodically to the
Organization on its laws, regulations and statistics relating to educational ;

scientific and cultural life and on any action taken on the submissions re-
ferred to under (b) above .

(e) No direct financial commitment is involved under the Constitution
.

The General Conference of the Organization is to approve and give financial
effect to the Budget and apportionment of financiâl responsibility among the
Member States, subject to arrangements yet to be made with the, United

Nations -Organization .

7. Since the Organization of the Conference of Allied Ministers of Educa-
tion, and particularly since the November Conference of UNESCO itself, the
Government has received and - continues to receive a number of communica-
tions from organizations and individuals from all parts - of Canada (see
attached list), urging Canadian participation in this Organization and drawing
attention to the benefits that would accrue from such Membership

. It would

appear also that through such an Organization the Government could have
some means, not now available, of 'dealing with cultural and scientific ex-
changes with other countries for which there has been increasing need as the

international stature of . this country has grown during recent years .

RECOMMENDATION : • e
That approval be given to acceptance by Canada 'of the Constitution

and ~o
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural .Organizatio ,
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Canadian participation in the Preparatory Commission of the Organization 
established by an Instrument signed in London on the 16th day of November, 
1945. 

8. It is not thought that legislative action is required prior to acceptance. 
However, if the above recommendation is approved, direction is sought as to 
whether or not, before a formal submission recommending Canadian accept-
ance is made to Council, the Constitution should be submitted to Parliament 
for approval by way of Resolution which is the usual procedure.' 

N. A. R[OBERTSON] 

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

LIST OF CANADIAN ASSOCIATIONS WHICH HAVE URGED ACTIVE CANADIAN 
PARTICIPATION IN THE WORK OF THE UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL, 

SCIENTIFIC AND CULTURAL ORGANIZATION (UNESCO) 

The Canada Foundation 
The Canada and Newfoundland Education Association 
The Canadian Association for Adult Education 
Canadian Library Council 
Canadian Teachers Federation 
Canadian Committee on Intelledual Cooperation 
The United Nations Society in Canada 
Canadian Association of Scientific Workers 	, 
Canadian Arts Council, Liaison Organization for the following groups: 

The Royal Canadian Academy of Arts 
The Royal Architectural Institute of Canada 
The Sculptors Society of Canada 
The Canadian Society of Painters in Water Colour 
The Canadian Society of Painter-Etchers and Engravers 
The Canadian Group of Painters 
The Canadian Society of Graphic Arts 
The Federation of Canadian Artists 
The Canadian Authors Association 
La Société des écrivains canadiens 
The Music Committee 
The Canadian Society of Landscape Architects and Town Planners 
The Dominion Drama Festival 
The Canadian Handicrafts Guild 
The Canadian Guild of Potters ' 
The Arts and Letters Club 

British Columbia Federation for Education and Democracy 
British Columbia Music Teachers Association 
Labor Arts Guild of Vancouver 

mélniLoaranndouinte  : suivante était écrite sur ce 	The following note was written on the 
memorandum: If necessary—better drop for present. If not, O.K. W. L. M[AcKENziE] K.[ING] 

9-446 
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University Women's ' Club ;
I
Vancouver '; :

Vancouver School Board
Toronto Secondary School Masters' Wives Association

Vancouver Art Galle ry
The, Soroptimistic Group of Greater Vancouver
The Dickens Fellowship, Vancouver

NATIÔN5`AN1tS

The Vancouver-New Westminster and District Trades & Labour Council

Vancouver Labor Council
Dock and Shipyard Workers' Union, Vancouver

International 7éwellery - Workers' Union, Local No. 42
U.A. Plumbers and Steam-fitters, Local No. 17 0

Amalgamated Association- of- -Street, Electric . Railway and Motor Coach

Employees, Vancouver
Vancouver District Metal and Chemical' Workers' Union

Hotel and Restaurant Employees' Union, Local No. 28
Boiler-Makers ~ and Iron Ship-Builders Union, Local No . 1

The Vancouver Women's Music :Group

W.L.M.K./Vol . 419
610. _

Le secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures
au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne

Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissionér in Great Britai n

DESPATCH 879 Ottawa,
May 20, 1946

Sir ,
I have the honour to refer to the meetings of the Committees of thee 29~

parato ry Commission of UNESCO called between ~May 24th and Jun

(UNESCO/Preparatory Commission/Executive Committee/ 10 March 18
,

1946 .) .
It is hoped that Mr . Huddl may be .able to attend some of these meetings

and that arrangements may be made for . representation~ at the others . It might
h

be possible, for example, to invite Dr . Malloch of , the Nationaln
Na

t esear
~cal

Council to assist, particularly in connection with tlie' Comnutte e

Sciences, and Mr. Moodie of Canadian Information Service might help with

the work of the Commi ttee on Media . of Mass Communication:

It is realized, however, that it may be difficult to provide representation

for all these meeetings and I should be glad to know , what arrangemen~ can

be made.
follow indicate the eneral p rinciples that

should
The observations that fo ll g ent stage.

govern our attitude towards the organization of UNESCO in its pres "
They are deliberately couched in somewhat cautionary or.negative ternis, Prill
ci all as ~â. corrective to what appears to be the present dominant tendency

P Y Com nlissiôn

11,P secrétaire ' par intérim,' haùt conlmis-
"'Acting Secretary, High

sariat-en Grande-Bretagne. Great Britain.
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to expansion. It is ,  assuined througlioût that the first reqnisite is  That  Whatever 
UNESCO undertakes to do, shmild be done efficiently. Only in this way can 
it inspire confidence in the judgment and capacity of its Secretariat. 

-Intanada, aphrt from a question 'concerning the -purposes of UNESCO no 
attention hàs been giVen to the Constitution, of UNESCO in the House of 
Commons. A - very _considerable amount of public discussion of the matter, 
hoWever, has been taking Place in the press, and amôngst such bodies as the 
Canadian Arts Council, the Canada-Newfcyundland Educa.tion Association, 
and the Canadian Association of Scientific Workers, and on various platforms; 
while further discussion is plannedly other 'organizations during the next two 
or three months. The Government has also received a number of letters on 
the subject. 

In general, this discussion and correspondence has been in favour of 
Canadian membership in UNESCO. But it is clear that the Provincial gov-
ernments are watching developments closely. They are naturally much con-
cerned with the educational implications of the Organization. It is important, 
therefore, that we, shoul d  be kept fully informed of the discussions in the 
Preparatory Commission, the Executive Committee, and the Sub-Committees, 
not only that we may be in a position to answer questions submitted in 
the House of Commons and by letter, but that we may be able to form some 
judgment of thescope and practicability of UNESCO itself.  •  

With regard to the aims of UNESCO adumbrated in documents already 
received, we appreciate the potential value of an organization through which 
the educational, scientific and cultural  • pursuits of member states can be co-=. 
ordinated and their fruits exchanged with mutual benefit. A centre through 
which the normal .activities of nations in these fields might be made more 
easily accessible would be of great value. It would  also  serve the purpose, 
particulady important at this time, of using the resources of more  fortunate 
nations to assist in the intellectual and cultural rehabilitation of comnmnities 
seriously daMaged by war . in this' respect..  

It is possible, however, -that in the enthusiasm, that the opportunities offered 
by such an organization engender, desire may outrun performance. Plans, 
Projects and progranunes are easier to conceive than to finance and - administer, 
and at this stage in the organization of UNESCO it will be for the advantage 
of UNESCO itself if a severely practical test be applied at every stage to the 
proposals raised in the Preparatory Commission. 

Until the relationship of titis specialized agency vvith the United Nations 
has been clearly defined and tested; until UNESCO itself has brought together 
and trained a staff; and until the capacity of the Organization to provide a 
reasonable range of essential services is proved; it is our view that the recom-
mendations of the Preparatory Commission should lay the strongest emphasis 
on efficient organization and strictly limited immediate aims. 

or  example, such projects as those .put forward for an international tini-
versitY, a text book of world history  for  universal use, and the establishment 
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of institutes for special purposes urged  by  the Belgian _ government, would 
seem to be premature, not to say too ambitious, for consideration at this 
time. 

The first restraining factor is that of finance. There is a danger that inter-
national planning will assume such proportions and call for such large expen-
ditures that there may be  •  a reaction against international responsibilities of 
all kinds. It is essential that the. financial commitments of each specialized 
agency be viewed in the light of all others. Governments called upon to vote 
grants to a consolidated United Nations budget, or to a number of individual 
budgets, will nanowly scrutinize them in the light of what the return will be. 

Budgetary considerations, therefore, should be a  •  major factor at every 
stage of the deliberations of the Preparatory Commission. The aim throughout 
should be to keep the budget as small as possible without crippling the effi-
ciency of the Organization, and to examine the work projected from the 
point of view of its actual and predictable value to the Canadian people. 
_ In this connection it is desirable to have defined early in the proceedings 
and before any large numbers of staff commitments are made the adminis-
trative divisions of the Secretariat of UNESCO, and the precise purpose of 
each. It may be necessary to forego the establishment of some of those 
indicated until the financial resources of the Organization are settled. 

From another point of view, certain functions suggested in the proposed 
terms of agreement with United Nations appear to overlap with those of 
the Information Department of the latter Organization. The preparation and 
distribution of information material may quickly become a costly and elab-
orate, and not always useful, operation, and UNESCO should be on its 
guard against entering this field unnecessarily -or at points already attended 
to  by  other organizations. 
* A second restraining factor is the shortage of the trained and efficient 
personnel required for the administration of international organizations. Al-
ready demands are being made for staff by the Secretariat of the United 
Nations which cannot easily be met -. In an organization like UNESCO where 
by its very nature less 'priority perhaps is given: to practical and financial 
limitations than they must have, plans should be approved only if they call 
be effectively paid for and worked out. 

The first statute of UNESCO, therefore, should be one of limitations for 
its own good and for its success in gaining support by participating gov-
ernments. 

Another consideration that will .be of iMportance, particularly in this 
.country,  is the part the National Commission will play in the development of 
UNESCO. The Preparatory Commission might well examine in some detail 
the exact functions of these bodies, and their relationship with governments ,  
and With UNESCO. While the ultimate decisio n  on these points rests with the 
governments, it  will  be useful to havé the views of other governments on this 

point. For Canada such a body would be without precedent, and its 
composition and functions are as.yet not.clearly perceived. 
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As a - guiding : p"rinciple, UNESCO may be regarded primarily as an :~ôr=
ganization to facilitate operations already under way in the educational,
scientific - and cûltùral' field, or- operations ' which - govern:ments' and other
bodies are now contemplating. The 4nterchange of students, the diffusion of
scientific, and other knowledge, the development . of art exhibitions and cul-
tural exchange of all sorts, are, all aspects of normal national life . Without
embarking on any extensive new projects UNESCO could further such ac-
tivities in many ways and in so doing discover the techniques of interna-
tional co-operation in the intellectual- and cultural field, on which : it may
build later .

I have etc.
H. H . WRON G

for the Acting Secreta ry of - State
for External Affair s

DEA/5582-A-40
Le haut commissaire par intérim en - Grândé-Bretagne au secrétaire d'Étataux A ffaires extérieures

Acting High Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary of State-

TEi,EGRAM 1S

for External A;Q`airs '
04 . London; July 6; 1946

My despatch No . A. 486 of June 19th,, UNESCO Constitution.
In the opening address at today's meeting of the P .C., ' E llen Wilkinson2

announced that 15 countries, including Brazil ; China, Dominican Republic,
France and Iran, have now accepted the UNESCO Constitution . She also
urged that other member Governments should_give very serious, considerationto the possibility of taking this step at . an, early date . Please advise whetheryou can report any Pro~ ess on this as far as Canada is concerned .-

2. Huxley's report - added little to
I
what is already known. It is apparent,however, that, the UNESCO Secretariat are in favour of a scheme of wide

decentralization of UNESCO inainly through United Nations regional offices .
As this will be the subject of discussion next week, I should be grateful if you
would inform me whether you approve of the principle and, if so, to whatextent you think it should be put,into practice .

3 . The draft Agreement between UNESCO and the United Nations, as
signed in New York by Mu.daliar and Seydoux,'received unanimous approval,
although, of course, it has still to be presented to the General Assembly, in

~September and subsequently to the November UNESCO Conference in Paris .4
. I hope on Monday to take the opportunity of expressing the Canadian

attitude to the general, question of UNESCO policy as outlined in your recentd`atches
1 Preparatory Commission .
Présidente de la commission` préparatoire

de l'U1vFSCO,
,

a President of the Preparatory Commission
of UNESCO.
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612. DEA/5582-A-40

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au Premier ministre

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External A ffairs
to Prime Minister

" : 4: It has previously been recommended , that 'a Resolution recommending
acceptance of" the UNESCO Constitution- be submitted to the House during

Commonwealth ; have now accepted .

2. These documents were. tabled -.in the •House of Commons at the opening
of the present Session. The !Constitution was • agreed upon by the 42 nations at
the Conference . Rt. , Hon. `Vincent 1Vlassey signed this, document for Canada .

3 . UNESCO will come into being when the acceptances of. 20 countries
have been' received . Fifteen nations including the other count ries of the

and Culturai:Organization (UNESÇO ) . :

[Ottawa,] July 8, 194 6

ACCEPTANCE BY THE GOVERNMENT ÔF CANADA - OF THE CONSTITUTION

OF THE UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTIFI C

AND CULTURAL ORGANIZATIO N
1 . Under authority of Order-in-Council P .C. 6634 delegates from Canada

attended the United Nations Educational and Cultural Conference in London
in November las t, when a Final Act, a Constitution, and an Instrument Estab-
lishing_ a Preparatory Commission, were drafted for a specialized agency . of
thé'Ünited Nations to be known as the United Nations Educational, Scientifi c

4th : : It is assunied 1 that 20 acceptances wiIl~ -have been, received- by that time

and the-Organization, may formally -come into, existence. . If Canada bas not

accepted . the Constitutiqn by that time she wi1T not_be a Member . The-Lega1

Division of the Departnient is of the opinion that, in this case, Canada c~~t
attend the General Conference as of right. However, it is •possible, even likely;

,that, arrangements could :.be .made , to permit Canadian delegates to attend
th e

. . ..
Conference as non=voting .observers .

Government that . Canada . should accept the UNESCO, Constitution at the
_ , . . , .. , .

earliest opportunity.r

;(b) The General;Conferencé of UNESCO is to meet in Paris on November

this Session :
(â.) ' iZepeated reqüests from UNESCO itselfand from~the United Kingdo m

activities to have the Resolution submitted in the House_at-this Session .
, , :_ . ., ..
On the ôther hand, ' there are a-number , of arguments , tô f avour acceptance

make if desirable to defer the introduction of .the UNESCO Resolution . .
In favour of deferment it may reasonably be maintained that it is nôt abso=

lutely, ëssential to Canada's, ' continued, if limited, participation in UNESCO

It is now: understood that - pressure of other . Parliamenta ry business may
the present Session .
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(c) The pressure of a, formidable number of organizations in Canada which 
have urged the Government to accept the UNESCO Constitution without 
delay. 

11[OBERTSON] 

DEA/5582-A-40 
, 

Le secrétaire d'Étai aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire 
par intérim en Grande-Bretagne 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Acting High Commissioner 
• 

Ottawa, July 9; .1946 

stitution at this Session. 
2. There s is no objection to the 'plan to establish regional 'UNESCO offices 

If,  these ;offiçes are restricted in number and funetion to, ,praCtical essential , 
requirements.,Strong opposition should be asserted to any attempt to establish _ 
regional offices for purely political purposes of prestige, etc., 

We should stronglysupport Article XII of the Draft 'Agreement •between 
UNESCO - and the United Nations providing that, so far as practicable; 
UNESCO regional offices be. closely associated with. sucli. regional offices .as 
the United Nations may establish. . . 

We are seeking advice  as  to what regional offices the United Nations may  
plan to establish. 

614. 	 ' 	 CH/Vol. 2104 

Le haut commissaire par intérim en Grantle-Bretagne au secrétaire d'État 
tiux  Affaires  extérieures 

Acting Fligh Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

TE'LEGRAM 1561 	 London July 13 1946  • 

The largest single item on the agenda for , the,UNESCO Preparatory Com- 
mission was the discussion of the report on the work of the Programme Com-
mittees and further proposals of delegations, to which three dayS had l'nen 
àllocated. The first day and a half, however, was taken up with the question 
of general principles as,enunciated by various countries, and little real progress 
was made. It was obvious that there was widespread support for some system 
of priorities, the necessity  of  which had previously been pointed out by the 
Canadian Delegation in my statement *Meaning the attitude of Canada , to-
wards UNESCO. To direct the discussion  back to the subject of the above 
report, therefore, the Canadian Delegation sug,gested the following priorities: 

613. 

TELEGRAM ,  1281 	 - 
Your 1504 Of July 6th—UNESCO Constitution. 
1. Yoni: para. 1. Due to  pressure of Parliainentary business, it is not . cer.7  

tain'thà'GoVernment will be able to effe,ct aèceptabee of UNESCO ' Con- , 	_ 
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(a)' First --projects designed to advance the recoüstruction - and rehabili tation

of the educational-systems devastated bythe war (b) Second=projects'already
under way or contemplated by governments and other bodies, which UNESCO
might facilitate (0-Third-projects of immediate importance which UNESCO
is not yet equipped to unde rtake but which it could b ring to the attention of

member governments or private institutions for their action in cooperation

with UNESCO (d) Fourth-projects for which UNESCO . itself may wish

to assume full financial and administrative responsibility; the majority of these

being set aside for the present and placed in the`lowest , category .

2 . It was suggested at the same timè , that the meeting .m ight: proceed t o

discuss, either singly or by groups, the items '-put forward by the Secretariat

in the light of the deliberations of the Programme Committees . This apparently

induced the Commission to begin its examination of the report and proposal s

were individually graded in the following order of importance :-(a) First-

those on which the Secretariat is authorized to begin preliminary work prior

to November, 1946 . It is understood that these projects -have immediate ur-
gency, but that work on them before November, 1946, - does not necessarily

constitute a permanent UNESCO commitment after that,date : All projects

are to be reviewed - by the General, Conference in -November (b) Second-

those to be placed before the November Conference as - desirablè, for action
during the first year of -permanent UNESCO -(c) Third- thôse to be placed

before the ' November Conference with recommendation for their development

in the second or later years of the, existence- of permanent,UNESCO `as seems

desirablè and feasible in the light of developing- conditions :

3 . Proposals involving assistance to -war-devastated, countries wereautoma-
tically given the highest prio rity .

4 . From the foregoing you will observe that the projects suggested by the

Secretariat , as a result of the deliberations of the Programme Committees have

been vi rtually rubber-stamped and referred to the November Conference whic é

will have to make the final selection as tothe importance and timing~ :of th

various operations which might be unde rtaken by UNESCO .

DEA/5582-A-40
615 .

-Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures

au ministre de la Santé nationale et du Bien-être social

Memorandum f rom Acting Undér-Secretary of State for External A f f airs

to Minister of National Health and Welfare
946[Ottawal July 19, 1

ACCEPTANCE OF UNESCO CONSTITUTION BY GOVERNMENT OF CANAD
A

In November, 1945, an Educational and Cultural Conference in Paris
drafted aConstitution for a United Nations Édücatiônal, Scientific,an

d
f", nada.

Cultural Organization . Mr. Massey signed this draft Constitution for a
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U.S.A. 
France 
United Kingdom 
Australia 
South Africa 
New Zealand 
India 

China 
Brazil 
Mexico 
Denmark 
Iran 
Dominican Republic 

The UNESCO Constitution was tabled in Parliament at the beginning of 
the present Session. A copy of Treaty Series 1945, No. 18, containing the 
UNESCO Constitution is attached.t 

The Constitution provides that the Orga-ni7ation shall come into being when 
the Accepta.nces • of twenty member states shall have been received. Sixteen 
nations, including all other countries of the Commonwealth, have now ac-
cepted. A partial list of the countries that have accepted is attached.  •  

The Canadian Government has received recommendations from the Gov-
ernments of France and the United KingdOm and from the Preparatory 
Commission of UNESCO urging that Canada should accept the UNESCO 
Constitution at the earliest opportunity. ,. 

The pressure from organizations and individuals in Canada for speedy 
acceptance of the Constitution has become quite formidable. A list, of socie-
ties that have urged full Canadian participation in UNESCO is attached. 
In addition to considerable news coverage, there have been some thirty or 
forty editorials in newspapers from all parts of Canada recommending Cana-
dian participation. I am informed that thé Toronto Globe and Mail intends 
to devote a full page to the subject  • sometime this month.  •  A number of 
members of Parliament have expressed their interest in and sought informa-
tion about UNESCO. The Provincial Ministers of Education have informed 
us that the Canada and Newfoundland Education Association will repre-
sent their views in regard to UNESCO. This Association has strongly urged 
acceptance of the Constitution. 

In November, the General Conference of UNESCU.will meet. It is almost 
certain that the required twenty acceptances will have been recèived by that 
tune and the Organization can officially cdine into existence. If Canada 
has not accepted by that time she will not be able to attend thè Conference 
as a voting member.1  

M. W[RoNG] 

[PIÈCE JOINTE 1 ENCLOSURE 1] 

LIST OF COUNTRIES THAT HAVE ACCEPTED UNESCO CONSTITUTION 

(Sixteen countries in all  have now accepted. We are not at present informed of 
the identity of the three countries not mentioned in this list.) 

 randum:note suivante était écrite sur ce 	The  following note was written on the memo  memorandum: 
Given to Miss Walls, P.C. office to be handed to Mr. Claxton when he comes 
to Council at 12. 
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[PIÈCE :  JOINTE. ;2 ./ ENCLOSURE> 21 

LIST OF CANADIAN ASSOCIATIONS WHICH ,  HAVE URGED ACTIVE CANADIAN 

PARTICIPATION IN THE WORK:OF THE UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL, 

' SCIENTIFIC AND CULTURAL ORGANIZATION (UNESCO) 	, 
_ 

The Canada Foundation 
The Canada and Newfoundland Education Association 
The Canadian Association for Adult Education - 
Canadian Library Council 	• 
Canadian. Teachers' Federation 
Ca.nadian Committee on Intellectual Cooperation 
The United Nations Society in Canada 	. 
Canadian Association of Scientific Workers - 	 - 
Canadian Arts Council, Liaison Organization for the following groups: 

The Royal Canadian Academy of Arts 
The Royal Architectural Institute of Canada 
The Sculptors Society of Canada 	 , 
The Canadian Society of Painters in Water C,olour 
The çanadian Society of Painter-Etchers and Engravers 

- 	The Canadian Group of. Painters 	 - 
• The Canadian Society of Graphic Arts 	, 

The Federation of Canadian Artists 
The_Canadian Authors Association 
La Société des écrivains canadiens 	 _ 
The Music Con-unittee 

• The Canadian Society of Landscape Architects and Town-Planners 
The Dominion Drama Festival 

, The Canadian Hanclicrafts Guild 
• The Canadian Guild of Potters 	 -• 

The Arts and Letters Club 	 - 

British Columbia Federation for Education and Democracy 
British Columbia Music Teachers Association 	 • 

Labor Arts Guild of Vancouver 	. 	-•
University Women's Club, Vancouver 	- 

,. Vancouver School Board 	- 
Toronto Secondary School Masters' Wives Association , 
Vancouver Art Gaii .cry 
The Soroptimistic Group of Greater Vancouver - • 
The Dickens Fellowàhip, Vancouver 
The Vancouver Women's Music Group 
The-Vancouver-New Westminster and District Trade & Labour Council 
Vancouver Labor Council 

•Dock and Shipyard Workers' Union, Vancouver ' 	 .• 

International Jewellery Workers' .Union, Local No. 42 • • 

U.A. Plumbers and Steam-fitters, Local No. 170 Coach 
Amalgamated Association of Street, Electric . Railway and Motor• 
Employees, Vancouver 

•Vancouver, District Metal and Chemical Workers' Union  • • , •

Hotel and Restaurant Employees' Union, Local No. 28 	 ; 
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Boiler-Makers and 'Tron S1iip-Builders Union, Local No . ., l . . . . : _ . :
The Canadian Council • of Professional Engineers and Scientists, which is a

--, Cou.ncil of the Presidents of the undermentioned :
Agricultural Institute of Canad a
American Institute of} Electrical Engineers, Canadian Section
Canadian Assn. of Professional Physicists
Canadian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy
Canadiari institute of Surveying
Canadian Society of Forest Engineers
The Chemical Institute of Canada
Dominion Council of Federated Professional Employees
Dominion Council of Professional Engineers
Institute of Radio Engineers .
Royal Architectural Ins} ituté Of Canada.

Canadian Psychological Association
Fédération nationale -St-Jean-Baptiste ' .. -
The National Council of - Çanadian Universitie

s Ontario Teachers Federation
The Can.adian, Federation of Home and School
Saskatchewan Teachers' Fed

,
eration

New Brunswick Teachers' Association

616 .

' Le , secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures
aü haut commissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagne

Acting Secretarjï of Stàte for Externàl Affairs
to Acting High Commissioner'in Greàt Britdin

DESPATCH1324,• ,,., . _ , , - , , . .
, ,Ottawa, August 3, 1946

I'should liké -to refer , to my Despatch No. 942 of May 28 t acknowledgingYour Despatch No. A.411 of May .18 t transmitting an invitation from theDeputy Executive Secretary of UNESCO - to the Government : of ~ Canada toloin in the UNESCO , Month celebrations being held in :Pàris in connection
.with the First General Conference, of the United Nations Educational; Scien-tific and Cultural , Organization ;

The Deputy Execûtive Secretary should mQw be i.nfôrmëd that the Govern-ment of Canada will be glad to take part in such - a program o and that furtherdetails ,
regarding the form of Canadian participation will be - transmitted assoon as possible. 1 1

For your own information you might like to note that the extent ' of outgarticipatiaii will
largely be determined by whether or aot the UNESCOonstitution has been ratified by the Canadian Parliament. A resolution seek-lug the approval

of Parliament has been placed on the Order Paper and it ispossible` that it ' may be introduced bÿ the Acting Secretary of_ State for Exter-nal A-ffairs some time next week, in which case approval might .' be-secured by
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the end of the present  Session. The House timetable,is so crowded however 
that discussitnn of the resolution Cannot  be  considered as certain. I shall be 
glad to advise you further as soon as any information is available on these 
matters. 

I have etc. 
H. H. WRONG 

for the Acting Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

CH/Vol. 2104 

Le secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures 
au haut commissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagne 

Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Acting High Commissioner in Great Britain 

TELEGRAM 1441 	 Ottawa, Augnst 7, 1946 
Yesterday the House of Commons, without recorded vote, approved resolu-

tion for Canadian Membership in U.N.E.S.C.O. Similar action expected by the 
Senate shortly. 

617. 

618. 	 DEA/5582-H-40• 

Le secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures au 
secrétaire-trésorier, l' Association canadienne de l'Éducation 

Acting Secretary of State for E.xternal Affairs to Secretary-Treasurer, 
Canadian Education Association 

Ottawa, Augu.st 30, 1946 
Dear Sir, 	 ,• .•

I am writing to acknowledge the receipt-of your letter of August 24,t 
which ,  you describe thé interest of the Canadian Education Association in 
-the .  work of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Or- . 
ganization, and refer to the provisions of the Constitiniôn of that body winch 
-relate to the establishment of a National Commission and consultation 
with educational; scientific and cultural bodies. 

Since the passage of the resolution adopted by both Houses of Parliament 
recommending the participation of Canada in UNESCO there has not  ben 

 time for the development of plans bÿ.  the Government for the establish-
ment of a National Commission and for the method of selecting the Cana-
dian delegates to the first Conference of UNESCO. These matters are now 

under active consideration and I can assure you that it is the intention of 

the Government to consult the Canadian Education Association before a 
final decision is reached. 

1084 
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The principal' fields of . activity_ in . which UNESCO will begïn its . opera-:

tions cannot be : determined until ;. after the. first General Conference` has :
met, at which time we should be in a,better position to determine _the most .
desirable composition of a Canadian National Commission . This will requiré
further study, -as it will not be an easy task to establish such a body:
in a form which will satisfy a ll Canadian organizations which are active in
the very wide range of activities ~included within the scope of UNESCO . As
an interim measure, it may therefore prove to be the best course for an
ad hoc committee to be established with which the Government could con-
sult on the selection . of the representatives to the first General Conference
of UNESCO. Such a committee might also be of assistance in making sug-
gestions to the Government on , the composition and organization of a Cana-
dian National Commission when the time comes to establish this body on a
regular basis . The Canadian Education Association will be consulted in
any event.

I think it would * be helpful if you were to let me know the name of the
person whom the Directors of the Canadian Education Association have
selected as suitable to act as a representative at the General Conference
of UNESCO .

Yours sincerely,
Louis S . ST. LAURENT

619
. DEA/5582-F-40

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures
à la direction de l'information'

Memorandum f rom Associate Under-Secretary of State for External A ffairs
to Information Division' '

I have not had time to study closely the report of the UNESCO Budge-
tary Committee but acursory examination-causes a good deal of alarm at the
size of the expenditure 'contemplated. I think that the report should be
sent to the Department of Finance . I am quite sure that we should have somedifficulty

in getting approval for a Canadian cont ribution of this size .
The question of the sc ale of contributions will , of course, come up butthere is nothing. .much; we can do about it until after the General Assembly .I beli

eve we should not concur in any scale which assesses us at one-sixthor one-seventh of the U.S . . contribution. The areas in which a reduction
of estimates seems to be needed - at the present time are : to some degree : in
the provision of personnel , but particularly under the headings of "Studies

1 A L A . : D . Stephens 1 To -L. A. D. Stephens - ,

[Ottawa,] September 20, 1946



and Surveys", "PublicatiOn and Production",  'Grants-in-Aid and Awards" 
and "Consultation and_Field Services". I observe that a line has been drawn 
through the classification of projects, implying, I suppose, that it is sub-
ject to considerable revision. I do not feel that it is essential at the first 
cOnference to go in for such questions as "Creation of a Foundation  for 

 Writers", "Establishment of Scholarships .for Poets", "Prize for. Children's' 
Books", "Publication of Abstracts of Museo-g,raphical Publications" and a 
good many more plans of this nature. 

These comments are not inspired by hoStility to UNESCO itself but 
by a strong feeling that it will go further if it starts more slowly and builds 
up support for its activities by doing fewer selected jobs of considerable 
popular appeal and of utility to governments before it branches out into 
more exotic fields. I am afraid it will connut hari-kari if it begins on this 
scale and plan. A secretariat  hall the size, and a list' of projects ;If as long 
would be much wiser. 

H. W[RoNG] 

620. 	 DEA/5582-M-40 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Memorandum from Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

[Ottawa,] September 24, 1946 

Less than two months will elapse before the first general Conference of 
UNESCO opens in Paris and we must push on with the preparations without 
delay. I attach a memorandum which, if you approve, might be circulated 
to members of the Cabinet On the steps which it seems necessary to take 
immediately. If you will let me know whether the proposals in this memo-
randum are acceptable, I shall institute whatever further steps are required. 

I am afraid that we are going to have a good many'headaches over our 
relationship with UNESCO, partly because its field of operations is very 
broad and interests large nurnbers of people outside governmental circles 
and partly because - the plans, which are being developed by the interim secre-
tariat of UNESCO and various preparatory committees, seem to me to con-' 
tain a good deal of gas. • 

You may remember that you signed, last month, a letter addressed to the 
Canadian Education Association, in the course of Which it was stated that 
consideration was being given to the appointment of an interim advisory 
board to consult with the government before the Conference took place. 

The list of names àttached to the enclosure represents a departmental effort 

to establish a body of reasonable size which is, at the same time, PirlY_. 
representative. It occurs .to me -that it might be desirable to add Mr. Vincent 

1086 NATIONS UNIES 
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Massey to this list " and perhaps to ask him to act as 'Chairman,l but fi
thought -it better to put this to you"rather than= to include the suggestion in"
the-draft memorandum for Cabinet .

As I expect that there will be complaint over whatever ~course is adopted,-'
it has seemed to me that Cabinet should take the decision even on, the es-tablishment of a short-lived interim body.

H. W[RONG]

[PIÉCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE ]

Projet de mémorandum du ministère des A ffaires extérieures au Cabinet

Dra f t Memorandum f rom Department of External 'Affairs to Cabinet

[Ottawa,] September 24, 194 6
PROPOSED INFORMAL COMMITTEE ON UNESC O

The Canâdian ratification of the Constitution 'of UNESCO has now been
deposited in London and the first General Conference will open in Paris
on November 19th. Some interdepartmental preparations for ,this Conference
are now in,progress but under the Constitution Member States are require&
to establish and - maintain .- contact with non-official bodies in their countries
which are concerned with educational ; scientific and cultural' questions. This .obligation relates both .to the,. appointment of the : delegation and . to : consulta-
tion on matters arising in ' the operations of UNESCO .

2 . Under Article IV of the UNESCO Constitution, Canada is ob ligated to
appoint a delegation to this .Conference "after consultation with the National
Commission, if established, or with , educational;' ` scientific andculturalbodies" . As a National Commission of UNESCO

I
has not yet been established

in Canada, it is necessary to find some * other means of consultation with
representative organizations in Canada with a view to appointment of a
Canadian delegation to the November Conference .

3 : A closely a llied problem is raised by Article VII of the. UNESCO :Constitution :

In the second clause the words ."shall act in an advisory capacity to their

(1)
Each Member " Stâte shall make such arrangements as suit its pa rticularconditions

for the purpose of associating its principal bodies interested in educa-
tional, scientifie' and cultural matters with "the work of the Organization, prefer-
ably by the formation 1 of 'a National Commission broadly representative of the
Government and such bodies .

(ii) National Commissions or national co-operating bodies, where they.exist,
shall àct in an advisory capacity to . their respective delegations to theGeneral Conference and to their Governments in matters relating to the Organiza-'

tion and shall function as agencies of liaison in all matters of interest to it .

respective delegations"" are intended to mean, not that the National Com---_.
1 Note marginale : 1 1VA arginal . note :

No
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missions or other bodies should go to the General Conference as advisers to 
the delegation on the spot, but that they should be consulted in the course 
of preparations for the General Conference and should be kept informed 
of what is going on. 

4. The appoin.tment of a Canadian National Commission presents great 
difficulties and the appointment of any body of reasonable size (say 20 or 
25 hi all) is likely to give rise to complaint that various interests have been 
overlooked. So far as is known at the moment, the only country which 
has as yet appointed a National Commission is the United States, which 
has established by statute a Commission of 100 members, with a smaller 
steering group. It has been learned informally that the Australian and New 
Zealand Goverrunent do not contemplate taking steps for the present to set 
up National Commissions, and that probably Australia will not establish such 
a Commission at all. No information has yet .been received on what is being 
done in the United Kingdom or in other countries. There has not been time 
to develop plans for a National Commission since Canadian participation in 
UNESCO was approved by Parliament last month. Furthermore, the chief 
activities which UNESCO will undertake at the beginning will not be known 
until after the first General Conference, at which there is likely to be con-
siderable difference of opinion on the range of activities and order of priori-
ties. It seems wise, therefore, to postpone any decision on the form of do-
mestic organization until after the Ccmference. 

5. Especially because the field of potential operations of UNESCO is 
very wide and will touch in Canada on matters within the competence of 
Provincial Governments as well as on activities of the Federal Government 
and of many non-official organizations, it is important that Canada should 
be represented by a competent delegation, the membership of which should 
be acceptable to public opinion. It is also necessary, if we are to abide by the 
terms of the Constitution, that non-official agencies should be consulted as 
soon as possible. 

6. The recommendation is, therefore, made that a temporary advisory 
committee of mixed official and non-official composition should be established 
at once. The terms of reference of this Committee might be: 

(D To make recommendations on the composition of the Canadian dele-
gation to the General Conference of UNESCO in November, and 

(ii) To make recommendations on the means whereby the principal 
Canadian bodies interested in educational, scientific and cultural matters 
may best be associated with the work of the Organization, by the formation 
of a Canadian National Commission or by other means. 

7. A list of suggested members for this interim committee is attached 
hereto. If this recommendation is accepted, the committee should be sum -
moned as soon  as possible. Non-official members resident outside Ottawa 

should presumably be paid their expenses of attendance. A session of tw° 
or three days in length might suffice. 
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[PIÉCE 'JOINTE/ENCLOSURE ]

AD HOC COMMITTEE TO ADVISE GOVERNMENT ON UNESCO MATTER
S

Dr. J . E. Robbins-Education Branch, Dominion Bureau of Statistics.
(Adviser to UNESCO delegation, November 1945)

Charles E. Phillips-Secretary, Canadian Education Association (This Asso-
ciation is authorized to represent provincial- Departmentsof Education )

Senator L. M. Gouin~
Dr. C. N. Crutchfield--Secretary, Canadian Teachers' FederationDr. R. C. Wallace-Principal, Queen's University (Member of UNESCO

delegation, November 1945 )
Dr. Marius Barbeau-National Museum of Canad aMr. H. O. . McCurry-Director, National Gallery of Canad aDr. C. J. Mackenzie (or nominee)--President, National Research Council

.
Edmond Turcotte-Editor, recently Director of Public Relations of UNESCO

Preparatory Commission (Member of UNESCO delega-
tion, November 1945)

Herman Voaden (or nominee) -President, Canadian Arts Council (The A rt s
Council represents 16 federated nationalartists

nadian Librar
y organizations . )

Miss Margaret Gill-Secretary, Ca
AssociationWalter B. Herbert-Director, The Canada . FoundationG. C. Andrew-Director, ' Canadian Information Service1 or 2 representatives-Department of External Affairs .

DEA/5582-H-4 0
Le sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures

au directeur, l'Université Queen s
Acting Under-Secretary of State for External A ffairs

to Principal, Queens University

Dear Mr. Wallace Ottawa, September 30, 194 6

Consideration is being given to the early appointment of the Canadiandelegation to the first General Conference of the United, Nations Educa-tional, Sciemtific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) which is to be helin Paris commencing on the 19th of November, 1946 . In. accordance ' dthe UNESCO
Constitution, which has , been accepted ' by the . Canadiand

Government, each State is to appoint its delegates "after consultation wi ththe National Commission, if established, or with educationâ.lscientificcùltural bodies ." , and

In view of the fact that no National Commission for Canada has been~-- the Canadian Government has decided to invite a representa-
fut remplacé
un par le nom de Paul Émile Côté, out and replaced by the name of Pau l
été _déput

e acceptée
. fédéral

. Cette suggestion n'a pas • Émile Côté, a Member of Parliament ., This
suggestion was not accepted .
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tive group to serve as a temporary  • advisory body and would be pleased 
if you are able to serve as a member of this conamittee. 

The main functions of this committee are: 
(a) To advise the Government on the composition of the Canadian 

delegation to the General Conference, and, 
(b) To make recommendations on the mean.s whereby the principal Cana-

dan bodies interested in educational, scientific and cultural matters may best 
be associated with the work of the OrganizatiOn, by the formation of a 
Canadian National Commission or by other means. 

It is felt that the work of this committee might be completed in two 
days, and that, in view of the necessity for early action, the committee should 
meet in Ottawa on Monday, the 7th of October, 1946. It is intended that 
the first meeting will take place in Room 268, House of Commons at 
10:30 a.m. 

It would be appreciated if you could inform Mr. L. A. D. Stephens, De-
partment of External Affairs, Ottawa, as soon as possible by telegram or 
telephone (telephone 9-5317) whether you are able to serve on this com-
mittee. 

In the hope that you can accept, and in order to give you some additional 
information concerning UNESCO, I am enclosing copy of a Progress Re-
portt which has been prepared by the UNESCO Secretariat , . and a copy 
of the Final Act of the Conference for the Establishment of UNESCO.t 
I also attach a list of those who are being invited to serve on the com-
mittee. - 

The Government will meet your travelling expenses and cost of accom-
modation while in Ottawa. The Department will arrange to obtain the 
necessary accommodation for you when advice of acceptance is received.' 

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

AD HOC COMMITTEE TO DISCUSS DELEGATION TO 
UNESCO GEi•TERAL CONFERENCE, NOVEMBER 19TH 

Dr. J. E: Robbins--Education Branch, Dominion Bureau of Statistics 
— Senator L. M. Gouin 

Charles  E.  Phillips--Secretary, Canadian. Education Association 
. 	Dr. C. N. Crutchfield—Secretary, Canadian Teachers' Federation 

Marius Barbeau—National Museum of Canada.  • 
Edmond Turcotte--Editor "Le Canada" 
H. O. McCurry—Director, National Gallery 
Miss Margaret Gill—Canadian Library Association 
Dr. J. G. Malloch—National Research Council 
	 Hennan yoàden—President, Canadian Arts Council. 

d 

	

1  La copie de cette lettre dans les dossiers 	a The copy of this letter in the -ePart- 

du ministère n'est pas signée. Les initiales" de mental files is not signed. The ec)PY 
M. St Laurent y sont apposées, mais ceci initialled by Mr. St. Laurent but this eel,  

	

indique seulement qu'il, a 'approuvé le texte. 	indicates that he approved the text. 
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Walter Herbert-Director; Canada Foundation
Dr. R C. Wallace, Principal, Queen's University.G. C. Aridrew, Director, Canadian Information ServiceDr. H. A. Inn.is-.President Roya1 Societ f

1091;;

o CanadaDr. Augustin Frigon-General Manager, Canadian Broadcasting Corporation .Ross McLe an-Acting Commissioner; National Film BoardErnest A. Côté--Department of External Affairs .L. A. D. Stephens--Department of External Affairs.,

DEA/5582-F-40
Le sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures

au sous-ministre des Finances , ~
Acting Under Secretary Of State for. Externat A ffairs

to Deputy Minister- of Finance

Ottawa; October 3, 1946

Canada is asked to bear. It . would be 'apprèciated if this could

I enclose copy of despatch No. A.766 of September , 11th,t from theActing Canadian High Co~ssioner in the United Kingdom enclosing
a

copy of a Report of the Budget ' Committee]- on, the proposed Pro isional ;'Budget of UNESCO
submitted at a meeting of the Executive Çommittê~ 'of the UNESCO Preparatory Commission. e

°
. - ,You will note that the . total of the proposed budget amounts to $7,565,,000 .and that the Canadian contribution would be 4 .807% or :4.362% of total. the .

After You have had an opportunity to . examine theI should be obliged for your opinion.,on,the ro osed ttached,
. documénts,~Of it which C P P budget and the share .

receivé . ,your early attention as it ; will be necessary in .the near future to draw :UP instructions for the Canadian delegation to the UNESCO Geence in November neral Confer-

DEA/5582-H-40
Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures. ..
Memorandum f rom lJnder-Secretary of Staté for External A ffairs

to Secretary of State for External A ffairs

[Ottawa,] October 19, 1946

CANADIAN DELEGATION TO THE UNESCO GENERAL ASSEMBL
Y

After a good deal of consideration and discussion with th osuggest that the followi~i se concèrned; `Î-

Çonferen~ ~ Parisopening~ont1Nav mbe r19th :t'Th
the ~ESCO. Genèial
names recommended>
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below are taken from the panel of 18, submitted by the Temporary Com-
mittee called together  on  October 7th and 8th to 'ad-vise the Government 
on UNESCO matters: 

Delegates 
Chairman—Mr. Doré, if he goes to Brussels, 

otherwise General Vanier. 
Dr. G. Fred McNally 
Mr. Herman Voaden 
Mr. Edmond Turcotte 
Dr. Floyd Willoughby 

Alternates, 
Misi Elizabeth W. Wood 
Miss Margaret S. Crill 
Dr. Larmour . 

Advisers 
Mr. Paul Beaulieu, Second Secretary, Canadian Embassy, Paris. 
Mr. L A. D. Stephens, Department of External Affairs. 

(Stephens is the official of this Department who has done most of the 
preparatory work for this Conference and is the natural choice for Secre-
taryship of the Delegation, if he can be spared from the Department. I think 
myself we should let him go, as he would be a most useful member and it 
would be good experience for him as an officer of the Departnaent.) 

The delegation mentioned above is smaller in number than that submitted 
in my memorandum to-  you of October 15th.t We have omitted Dr. Bruchési, 
as it was considered undesirable to send Members of Parliament or Provincial 
officials. We have made Dr. Willoughby a delegate and Dr. Larmour an 
Alternate, and have omitted Dr. J. E. Robbins from the list of advisers. 
Therefore, instead of the 12 on our original list, we now have 10 only. I think 
that this is possibly the minimum which we should send to Paris. Comments 
on the above list are attached.t 

If you could possibly wire me Monday that the above names are ac-
ceptable, I would -then have an Order in Council drafted. The matter is 
urgent as the delegation should sail within three weeks. 

624. 	 DEA/ 5582-F-40  

Le sous-ministre des Finances au sous-secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures  

Deputy Minister of Finance to Under-Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

Dear Sir, 
I am writing in reference to Mr. Wrong's letter of October 3rd, enclosing 

despatch No. A.766 from Canada House, regarding the budget of UNESCO, 

Ottawa, October 23, 1946 
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sations on this matter with Mr. Stephens of your Department, and yesterday

and the further letter- of October 8tht from your Department enclosing acopy of .that budget. Mr. Pollock of this Department has had several conver-
Mr. Bryce discussed- it with Mr. Stephens . and Mr. Edmond Turcotte, who
was on the Canadian delegation to UNESCO and .has served for a time on
the staff of UNESCO in charge of publicity work . We have had the benefitof seeing Mr. Turcotte's memorandum t on the Secretariat and its pians, andthe Report of the Drafting Committee of Preparatory . Commission (Docu-ment58 of July 12, 1946) . We have not, however, any other information orreports on UNESCO and its work and purposes, and, in particular, no con-fidential appraisals by your Department of its real value, fqnctions aiid prob -lems. In the absence of ~ careful appraisals of this kind by those more directly
in tou.ch with the subject, it

I
is difficult to form a proper judgment of whât

:budget is really, required .and justified in present cir .cumstances: However, it
.is necessary to deal with the matter now as best we can for. the, guidance ofthose who wi ll represent Canada at the meeting In November.

In general, I feel that it is very difficult to 'justify a budget of $7;565,000
this year for UNESCO to use for the various types of work and projects
set forth in Document 58, which, so far as I know, gives the only description
of the real purposes forr-which the money will' be -used. Many of these pro-jects are no doubt worthy ones in themselves . Som, 'of ' them would, I thinkbe appropriate for -action by individu al Governments ; others - would appear to
me to be more appropriate for action by private . philanthropic organizations
or by non-governmental international - organizations of those primarily inter-ested . Some of them, I believe, would be appropriate projects for UNESCOto carry out in later years when personnel and expenditures, are not 11 so urgently
requued for other more immediate international purposes . How far irrevo=
cable decisions have been taken in regard to 'tfie nature of the programs and
purposes to which UNESCO is going to devote"its main efforts, I do notknow. If, ' however, the consideration of the budget is to have any real ~signif-
icance, it would not seem too late to raise the . important question of just
what purposes the funds and efforts of UNESCO will be directed towardduring the next year or two . in, my view, these effo rts should be concentratedlu 194

7 upon assisting in the urgent task of rehabilitating and re-establishing
educational and scientific life in the devastated areas and creating the essentialskeleton of o r
problems g

anization for dealing later with the less immediate and urgent
which merit international action through an agencyof this kind .lFrom what documents have been made available to .this Department,and thediscussions with Mr . Stephens and Mr. Turcotte, it does not' â. .~ ear tha tPP t this

Plau ._to Marginal, note:
at Gen[eral e$100,000,000 approved by rec[onstruction' and) rehab[ilitation] committe ebudget . ] Co~[erence] of UNESCO

Nov[ember] 25/46-nôt to be part of, UNESCOT. W. L
. M[ACDERMOT ]

1 Note .margnal
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'CA:indentation. of 'effort On Urgent' taSkS and .thé' Creation' of  the 'niininium 
riecessary .organization are likely to take place unless 'a strong  effort is made 
at  this Conference to accompliSli that objectiVe. 

It would, therefore; be appropriate from the point Of view of this Depart-
ment to request the Canadian delegation to the Conference to press strongly 
for the concentration of the efforts and .activities of UNESCO in 1947 on 
'urgent immediate problems; such , as those involve-  d in assisting in the re-
:habilitation and reStoration of education and science in the devastated areas. 
They should also, I think, press for deferment of viork on_ Most of the 1:;rojects 
4isted in-Document 58, even. under ResOlutions' No 1 and No 2. From the 
very brief description of these projects that is given, it is difficult, if not 

' impossible,  to regard most of them as at aT urgent in 'face of the present 
problems facing the world in international affairs, and particularly in the 
coiintries that have suffered severely froin the war. On our own• side, We 
have very heavy financial demands in connection>with international organiza-
fions, as well as in connection with action . whiôh Canada itself is taking 
,in the international sphere, for example, in making available credits to other 
,countries. Under these circunistances, we feel that any expenditure on inter-
:national organizations can only be justified if it produces important immediate 
.results, or if it is .absolutely essential to create the nucleus of an organization 
->at the present time that wiW be of real importance in the long run. 

It is impossible for us under these circumstanCes to attempt to say just what 
figure would be appropriate for the budget of UNESCO for 1947. It Would 

7certainly seem likely to be sUbstantially below the figure of $7,565,000 recom-
mended by the Budgetary Committee, unless at the Conference it is con-
sidered possible and necessary to do much more work in the field of relief and 
,rehabilitation in respect of education and scientific and cultural life in the 
devastated areas. I-note thàt the delegate from Czechoslovakia suggested that 
a figure d $5,000;000 should be the maximum budget for 1947 and ap-
,parently got some support,- though not enough to carry his point. I gather 
that the American delegation at this ConferenCe is apt to press for at least the 

:budget that has been'recommencled, and possibly a higher one. 

In regard to  the formula for aPportioning the costs among various coun-
tries, I think the scale that is deçided upon for the United Nations should he 

'the basis for use in UNESCO itself, with one .qualification. In the case of thde 

'United Nations it may be decided thatit is important not to have the Unite t  

States contribute more than a certain spedfied percentage, because that nigh 
be considered as helping to give the United States a disproportionate influence 
in the organization. I doubt if the same danger exists in the case of UNES09! 
and therefore contributions could be based on the United Nations formula bo.t 

ability to pay, without the qualification of a ceiling. However, it would pro 
ong ably be best to reserve.  our 'position on this division of the budget costs am 

,countrieS until we see 'what is happening on this subject in the United Nations 

Assembly discussions. 	 . 
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'' VVè would expect .tlie Canadian delegation to UNESCO to press for and to
do their,best to exercise -a careful control over the details of the budget of the
organization as well as over its general magnitude and nature, to which I have
addressed my remarks above . It- will be difficult to provide any sort of
budgetary or fiscal expert from Canada for this purpose at the UNESCO Con-
ference . It seems to me that UNESCO is a case where it would be particularly
valuable to have the budget reviewed in the appropriate portion of the United
Nations organization to ensure that the scales of sala ries, etc ., are appropriate,that proper financial control is being exercised, and that there is no unde-
sirable duplication of activities bètween this and other international organi-
zations .

I think our delegation should also be aware of the budgetary and financialimp lications in the selection of the senior officials of UNESCO . This organiza-hon . in particular; I believe, will be a difficult one in which to combineideali
sm and imagination, on the one hand, with practicality and good judg-ment, on the other. If possible, the Director General should be, as Mr . Tur-

cotte suggests, a man of high 'personal attainments, who is both , a man ofvision and imagination and also a sound administrator . It may, be difficult tofind one man possessing a balance of the qualities desirable, but at least thegroup of ,men at the top, taken together, should have the, proper balance ofthese virtues. They should be the kind of men, I think, who will ensure thatUNESCO con fines its activities to projects and programs where it can really
accomplish something and not dissipate its funds and efforts in ill-consideredand ineffective projects of a worthy. but impractical nature.

I noted in. iVlr, Turcotte's report that he draws a distinction between the
"loose constructionists"; who wish to bring in all so rts of projects and pur-poses under UNESCO, and the "strict constructionists", who wish to confine
its activities to what can and should be properly done by an organization of
this kind within its constitution. Mr. Turcotte himself be lieves a "strict con-struction" is the wiser course, and I would certainly think that the _Canadiandelegation as a whole should be asked to take that view, particularly at thistime.

I realize it may be difficult to have the Canadian delegation carry at the
Conference the points and policies outlined above . However, it seems to me
that the instructions to the Canadian delegation should be definite and clear-
cut on these points, so that we can make quite clear to our own Parliament,
who may criticize the UNESCO program'and expenditures, the views held and
advanced by the Canadian delegation .

i
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625. 

IIMMEBEIM 

NATIONS UNIES 

DEA-FAH/8-1-1946/1A 

Extraits du Commentaire à l'usage de la délégation à la première 
session de la conférence général de l'UNESCO' 

Extracts from the Commentai-y for the Use of the Delegation to the 
First Session of the General Conference of UNESCO' 

CHAPTER 1 

SECTION 1 

DISCUSSION OF GENERAL POLICY 

1. The Government of Canada attaches geat importance to the successful 
accomplishment of the formidable tasks which UNESCO has undertaken. The 
Government considers that UNESCO is potentially one of the most valuable 
agencies to be established by the United Nations. 

2. Precisely because of this earnest desire for UNESCO's success, the Gov-
ernment is deeply concerned that the first General Conference of UNESCO 
should establish a firm, if modest, groundwork upon which the future edifice 
may be raised. If the Organization is to be viable and effective, it must pro-
ceed at the Conference and during its first year of existence in such a way as 
to command the respect and confidence of its Member States and their 
peoples. 

3. To accomplish this aim the Organization must direct its energies and 
resources not only towards the pursuit of its important, long-term objectives 
but aLso, the more particularly, to the achievement from the outset of short-
term, urgent projects, the value of which will be immediately apparent to the 
peoples of the world and to their governments: 

4. The principle of concentration of UNESCO's activities must be main-
tained. If the Organization were to undertake in the near future all the projects 
which have been suggested for it, it seems probable that this dissipation of 
effort and funds must result in a consequent absence of full success in any one 
field. If, however, effort can be directed to a smaller number of pressing 
projects, the Orgànization may hope for very solid successes calculated to 

1  Le Commentaire contenait aussi des expli-
cations détaillées des questions qui seraient 
discutées dans les commissions des  program-
mes suivants: (a) l'éducation, (b) les beaux-
arts, (c) les sciences naturelles, (d) les 
sciences sociales, les humanités et la philoso-
phie, (e) les bibliothèques, les archives, les 
publications et les musées, (f) les média 
de communications et les relations avec les 
autres organisations internationales. Des rap-
ports sur les activités des ces commissions 
sont dans le rapport de la délégation (voir 
DEA-FAH/S-198-1). 

1 The Commentary also contained detailed 

explanations of issues which would be dis-
cussed in the following programme commis' 
sions: (a) education, (b) creative arts, (o) 

natural sciences, (d) social sciences, human-

ities and philosophy, (e) libraries, archives, 
Publications and museums, (f) media of 
communications and relations with other 

international organizations. Reports on the  
activities of the commissions are in the dele-

gation's report (see DEA-FAH/S-198-1). 
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convince the most skeptical of UNESCO's practical value . On this basis of~
limited, demonstrable achievement UNESCO will be able to go forward,
stage by stage, to confront the innumerable challenges that will arise .

5 . It should be kept in mind at all times that UNESCO is but one of a
growing body of organs of the United Nations . It has common frontiers with
the fields more specifically granted to other agencies-the Food and Agri-
culture Organization, the Sub-Commission on Human Rights, the U .N.
Department of Public Information, etc . Continuing coordination of activities
must be sought to reduce to a minimum the real possibility of overlapping
and duplication of effort .

6 . Emphasis must be given to the facilitative nature of UNESCO's task .
Wherever possible it should avoid becoming a direct operational agent and
should endeavour to inspire, encourage and assist existing organizations,
private and official, to execute the projects upon which it has determined .
It is recognized that there are no existing organizations in some of the
fields in which UNESCO must work and here UNESCO will clearly have to
do the work itself until such time as new bodies can be developed to meet
the need .

7 . Certain further remarks on general po licy are contained in the part ofthe commentary dealing with the budget.

CHAPTER 2

SECTION 1

ELECTION OF PRES IDENT AND VICE-PRESID ENTS

1• The _ election of the President and Vice-Presidents of the General Con-
ference appears as Item 5 on the Provisional Agenda .

2 .

normal procedure to elect as President of a Conferenceth
e head of the delegation of the receiving count ry. Such a precedent wasset for

UNESCO when Miss Ellen Wilkinson was made President of the
1945 Educational and Cultural Conference and of the UNESCO Pre ara-tth eQr3' Commission

. Advice would indicate that the French will put forward
d len~e of their delegation leader, probably Léon Blum . The Canadia~a

gation could appropriately support such a nomination.
4• In the election of the Vice-Presidents the concern of the delegation

should be to urge the necessity of representation for the fields of endeavour
all seven and for geographical, po li tical or cultural .groups. For exam l e

n Vice-Presidents should not be scientists but should include sci .en-

o ce unt~l the close or the session at which they ' are elected:The Vice-Presidents shall be elected on the basis of ensuring the - representativecha~c~r of the General Com~mittee . in accordance with Rule 25.3. It is quite

• Rule 20 of the UNESCO draft rules of procedure states :
The General Conference shall 'elect a President and seven Vice-Presidents,Who shall hald, ffi
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t'ists, educators, artists, etc. Probably one Vice-President each should be 
elected from the United States, United Kingdom and Chinese delegations. Of 
the others, one might be drawn from eastern Europe, one from Latin 
America, one from the mid-East and one from the Commonwealth. 

SECTION 2 

ELECTION OF THE EXECUTIVE BOARD 

1. The composition and functions of the Executive Board are recited in 
Article V of the UNESCO Constitution. 
• 2. Section 2 of this Article oùtlines the considerations which should guide 
the Conference in the election of this eighteen-man Board. 
• 3.-  While the Canàdian Government would not refuse election to this 
Boaftl, no active effort 'should be made by the delegation to seek support 
fôr the nomination of Canada. 

SECTION 9 

ADMINISTRATIVE, FINANCIAL, LEGAL AND EXTERNAL 
AFFAIRS COMMISSION: BUDGETARY QUESTIONS 

BUDGET FOR THE YEAR 1947 
1. The proposed UNESCO budget was submitted to the Department of 

Finance for consideration. The general- feeling was that it was difficult to 
justify a budget_of $7,565,000 this year for UNESCO to carry out the various 
projects whiçh have been suggested by the Preparatory'Commission. Many 
tif:iheSe-  projects; 'though intrinsicilli worthy. , 'coUld be postiened till later 
years. The Canadian delegation shoUld-therefôre urge that funds be expended 
upon the most:  :pressing tasks facing. the organization - and highest . priority 
should be given.to  the task .of rehabilitation of the educational, scientific and 
cultural life of the devastated countries. It should further  urge the  'deferment 
of many of the projects sùggestéd- by the Preimratory Commission'. " 

2. Canada is  faced with heavy • finaneial demands in cônnection with mallY 
international organizationS and With other action in the international sphere-
extension. of. credifs,::etc. Therefore, it:is felt that any • eXndituie on inter-
natién.al orianiiations can be justified only if it produces important immediate 
.resultS'or if it IS absolutely essential to create the nucleus of an organization 
at the présent iime that will be of real  importance in the long run. 	. 

3. It is ' impossible  under the circumstances to attempt to say just what 
figure wouldbe appi:ôpriate for the • budget of UNESCO for 1947: It wàuld 
certainly:sewn likely to be substantially beloW the figure of $7,565,000 rec-
ommended.  by the BUdget * Cominittee, unless the Conference should 'consider 
it necessary to increase thé work  of relief and rehabilitation. It is noted tha! 
thé tepresentâtive of Czechoslovakia .on the PreparatorY Commission pressed 
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for a budget of $5,000,000 and received some support: Subject to develop-
ments at the Conference, the Canadian delegation might support some such 
figure. The American delegation will probably urge a large budget and will 
be supported by France, Australia and some others. 

CONTRIBUTIONS OF MEMBER STATES 

4. In regard to the formula for apportioning the costs among various 
countries, the scale decided upon for the United Nations should be the basis 
for use in UNESCO, witlrone qualification. In the case of the United Nations 
it may be decided that it is important not to have the.United States contriblite 
more than a specified percentage, because that might be considered as helping 
to give the United States a disproportionate influence in the Organization'. It 
is doubtful that this same danger exists in the same degree in the case. of 
UNESCO and therefore contributions to UNESCO could be based  on ability 
to pay without the qualification of a ceiling. However, it will be necessary to 
reserve the Canadian position on division of budget costs among count ries 
until instructions are received, based on discussion in the U.N. Assembly. 

FINANCIAL AND ACCOUNTING RULES 

5.The Canadian delegation will be expected to press for and do its best 
to exercise careful control over the details of the budget as well as over its 
general nature and magnitude. It would be particularly valuable to have the 
UNESCO budget reviewed in the appropriate portion of the United Nations 
organization to ensure that the scales of salaries, etc. are appropriate, that 
Proper financial control is being exercised and that there is no undesirable 
duplication of activities between this and other international organizations. 

6.The delegation should lalso be aware of the budgetary and financial impli-
cations in the selection, of the senior officials of UNESCO. 

SECTION 12 

ADMINISTRATIVE FINANCIAL, LEGAL AND EXTERNAL 

AFFAIRS , COMMISSION: NATIONAL COMMISSIONS 

1. Article VII of the UNESCO' Constitution reads as follows: 
NATIONAL CO-OPERATING BODIES 

1. Each Member State shall make such arrangements as suit its particular 
.

Conditions for the purpose of associating its principal bodies interested in educa- 
lional, scientific and cultural Matters with the work of' the Organisation, preferably by the formation of a National Commission broadly representative of the Govern-
ment an 

2. National Commissions or national co-operating_ bodies, where  they  exist, 
shall act in an advisory capacity to their respective delegations to the General 

Ilference and to their Governments in matters relatkg to the Organisation  and 
 'nail function as agencies of liaison in all Matters of interest to it. 	« 
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3 . The Organisation may, on the request'of a
.
Member 5tate, delegate, either

temporarily or permanently, a member of its Secretariat to serve on the National
Commission, of that State, in order to assist in the development of its work.

2. The words, "such arrangements as suit its particular conditions" were
introduced into this article particularly to ease the problem of states with
federal constitutions .,'. The fact that education in Canada falls to the jurisdiction
of the Provinces must condition to some extent the manner of Canada's
participation in the activities of UNESCO, particularly , any activities under-
taken in Canada. However, the arts, sciences, and a considerable field of
educational endeavour (e.g. adult . education) are beyond the jurisdiction of

any single administration and constitutional consideration need not, perhaps,
weigh heavily in regard to these fields .

3 . In order to fulfill its obligations under the UNESCO Constitution to
âssociate principal bodies interèsted in educational, scientific and cultural

matters with the work of UNESCO, the Government called together a tem-

porary 'committee on October 7th and 8th to â.dvise the Government on

may best be associated with the work of the. Organization by : the formation

matters" relating to UNESCO. The, main purposes of this committee were :

(a) to advise the Government on the composition of the Canadia n

delegation to the General Conference of UNESCO ; and

(b) : to ` make recommendations on the means . whereby the principal

Cà.nadian ' bodies interested : in . educational, scientific and cultural matters

of a Canadian National Commission or .by other : means.

4. There had been neither adequate time nor experience in UNESCO
inatters to permit the' Governrrient, at thé` . outset, to appoint a Canadian

National Commission dealing with°- the very wide range of topics which
come within the general - field of UNESCO. It was felt that ~there was some

obscurity in Article VII of the UNESCO Constitution. The Canadian Govern-
ment does not interpret Article VII (2) to mean that the national, ço-
operating body would attend the General Conference as advi'sers to the
delegation . The advice and consultation is to be given at a prior stage and

is to be used in the framing of instructions for the guidance of the delrgation .

The instruction of the delegation is, of course, a government responsibility
Similarly, the Government understands that the words, "which function
as agencies of liaison in all matters of interest to it" (the Organi .zation)

do not mean that the National Commission or co-operating
but

intended to act as liaison between the Gove rnment _ an
d

rather as liaison between the Government and the p rincipal bodies interested

in educational, scientific and cultûral matters .

5 . The adviso ry Committee resolved, "that this committee
is of

opinion that it is desirable to establish a National Commission of C~
in Canada." The committee considered that the objects of a National
mission in Canada would be: SCp

. . ..(a) To advise the Government of Canada in matters relating t ô~ ada ;
and in a ll ma tters-referred to the Commission :by the Government
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(b) To act in a consultative capacity with regard . to the ; appointment
of the Canadian delegates to the General Conferénce of UNESCO ;

(c) To advise the delegates of Canada to the General Conference of
UNESCO with regard to the participation of Canada in the work of the
Organization ;

(d) To serve as an agency of liaison with the principal bodies in Canada
which are interested in matters directly relating to the activities of LJNESCO ;(e) Genera lly to promote the objectives of UNESCO in Canada.

6 . After a very full discussion the advisory committee agreed that no
final decision on the functions and constitution of a National Commission
could be reached until after the General Conference of UNESCO had
clearly determined the programme of the Organization. Accordingly , the
committee recommended that it be called again at an early date after the
conclusion of the November Conference, and that those who had been
delegates to the Conference should be invited to attend this second meeting
of the committee .

,

CHAPTER 3

WORK OF THE DELEGATION
ASSIGNMENTS

1• As wi ll be noted from the timetable to be found as Appendix Atto this Commentary, the General Conference is ' scheduled to go in.to ' com-mission meetings on Novembér 23
. With the approval of the Chairman

of the delegation the delegates and alternate delegates will be assigned
to these various commissions and sub-commissions ,` accordin to their
sPeclahzed or technical knowled e in g assi g particularfields . A . list' of thes eg nunents will be announced by the Secretary of the delegation .2. The advmiss iser to the Canadian member of a commission or su -ïon will usually be a member of the Department of External Affairs .3

. The members of the delegation serving on each commission or sub-commission will be expected to consult together as often as required
concerning , t11e problems before the commission and to keep the delegation
as à Wholè fu ll
roble

y informed of the progress of their commission and of theP ms likely to come up .4.
The adviser on each commission and sub-commission wi ll be re- "spons i
ble for keeping a daily journal which wi ll contain the main decisionsOf the comm issionhese or sub-commission,, the votes cast for and a ainstt decisions g

dele gatian
and a note of the position adopted by the Canadian.

S• Thé adviser on each commission or sub-cômsible for mission will b 'e ~ rèspon-prepanng a final anal
and sub-commission during thel c

cal-
onference . These ~epko of

each commission
. . . ,rts should , be sub-
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initted; as soon  • as possible after each  commission I  or sub-commission  has 
completed its , work, to the Secretary of the delegation for incorporation 
into the general  confidential report of the delegation. 

DELEGATION MEETINGS 

6. It is proposed that the delegation should meet every weekday morning 
at 9:00 o'clock when policy decisions on questions expected to arise during 
the day can be made and such instructions as may be sent by the Depart-
ment of External Affairs can be conveyed to the 'delegation. At such meetings 
it has been found useful for the members of the delegation to Wye a brief 
summary of the discussions of the commissions or sub-commissions on 
which they are sitting. 

7. After the regular delegation meeting the members will probably spend 
the day at meetings of the Conference and afterwards will me,et informally 
in the delegation lounge to discuss the work of the Conference. Often 
they will attend a reception or give a reception to other delegations in the 
evening. 

INFORMATION SERVICES 

8. There will be a Canadian Information Service officer attached to the 
delegation. His role will be two-fold. He will  handle all press and radio com-
mitments; he will also provide an information service for the delegation. 

9. Press Summaries of the Canadian Information Service will be available 
as  well as copies of various Canadian, American and British newspapers. 
• 10. In order.to keep Canadian newspapermen and others informed of our 
general policy and to provide them  with some background material, it will be 
useful to arrange to hold daily press conferences at a regular morning hour, 
perhaps after the delegation meeting. The press conferences are usually given 
by the Chairman of the delegation or a deputy designated by , hirn. The 
arrangement of these conferences will be the concern of the C.I.S. repre-
sentative. 

626. 	 DEA/5582-M-40  

Mémorandum de la deuxième direction politique au sous-secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

Memorartdum from Second Political Division to Under-Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

[Ottawa,' November 26, 1946 

RE: CANDIDATES FOR THE POST OF DIRECTOR-GENERAL OF UNESCO  

The  question of candidates for the position of Director-General  of 
UNESCO has, according to the  Canadian delegation in Paris, now reached a 
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point where a decision might usefully be made as to whether we should giye 
support to one of the candidates already put forward or should nominate a 
candidate. 

2. The United States has officially proposed Attorney General Biddle and 
has approached both the New Zealand Government and ourselves for support. 
Mr. Archibald MacLeish expressed the view that "while Mr. Biddle lacked the 
broad intellectual qualifications of Huxley for the post, he was his superior in 
powers of organization and administration". Mr. Wrong endorses this judge-
ment and is of the opinion that on the whole the Canadian delegation should 
support Mr. Biddle against Dr: Huxley unless suitable candidates -from other 
countries appear. The Canadian delegation. in Paris reports, however, that a 
few European countries are strongly opposed to Mr. Biddle on account of his 
attitude at the Nuremburg trials. 

3.The British delegation to UNESCO has received instructions to support 
Dr. Huxley, however, the Canadian delegation is of the opinion that in spite 
of these instructions they are not as individuals thoroughly in favour of Dr. 
Huxley's candidature and may easily yield at any strong sign of opposition. 
The United Kingdom view is that Mr. Biddle cannot compare with Dr. 
Huxley as far as intellectual capacity and driving force are concerned. They 
admit, however, that Dr. Huxley has a number of short-comings, not the least 
of which are a lack of administrative talent and a somewhat mercurial tern-
perament upon which members of his staff have commented at times. The 
United Kingdom also has no wish to have any difference of opinion with the 
United States representatives who are known to have misgivings about Dr. 
Huxley. 

4. Although Mr. Biddle and Dr. Huxley are the only two names so far 
officially nominated, other lesser known men have been mentioned. Mr. Mac-
Leish has been rumored as a last minute compromise candidate but such a 
nomination would appear to be out of order since he has been nominated by 
the United States to membership of the Executive Board. Anoiher possible 
candidate is Howard H. Wilson, at present Deputy Executive Secretary of the 
UNESCO Secretariat. The delegation have asked us for instructions regarding 
this candidate (Telegram No. 743 UNESC No. 2 of Nowmber 25 attached) t 
but there is no information available here as to  bis qualifications. He was 
Previously the United. States Secretary of the joint Canadian-US.  Committee 
oI1  Education, until a year and a hall  ago was a member of the Faculty of 
Education at Harvard and subsequently joined the Carnegie Endowment. 

• With regard to a possible Canadian candidate, the French delegation' 
have approached our delegation with the suggestion that a Canadian would 
be particularly acceptable for the purpose of avoiding a deadlock between the 
United States and the United Kingdom nominees. Dr. Omond Solandt, at 
present Director General of Defence Research, was tentatively suggested and 
.r_our delegation has asked for immediate instructions (Telegram No. 745, 
uINESC No. 3 of November 26 attached) .t 

R. G. RIDDELL, 	- 

I 
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627. DEA/5582-M-4 0
. . .

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures à l'ambassadeur en France

Secretary of State for External A ffairs to - Ambassador in France

TELEGRAM 653 Ottawa, November 27, 1946

SECRET . ESCUN No. 3. Following for Canadian Delegation, Begins : Your

UNESC No. 3 of November 26th.t
1 . Dr . Solandt would certainly not be available for post as Director General

in view of heavy responsibilities which he now has in Ottawa . We are unable

at present to suggest any alternative Canadian candidate .

2 . We are enquiring infdrmally from Canadian delegation in New York
how the United Kingdom Government rates Huxley as candidate, and will let
you know results of these enquiries . Meanwhile, if vote on Director General
is taken, you `should use your own judgment, bearing in mind the great im-
-portance at this stage of UNESCO having a Director General with marked
administrative talent . Ends .

628. DEA/5582-F-40

L'ambassadeur en France au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieure s

Ambassador in France to Secretary of State for External A flairs

TELEGRAM 765 Paris, December 5, 1946

IMMEDIATE . CONFIDENTIAL . UNESC No. 6 . UNESCO budget .

1 . Proposed UNESCO budget is 7,565,000 dollars .

2 . Proposed supplementary appropriation for cultural reconstruction and

rehabilitation is 434,000 do llars.

3 . A further supplementary appropriation to cover costs of Preparatory
Commission and general Conference is 950,000 dollars .

4 . Total amount sought is 8,949,000 dollars .

5 . Canadian delegation is considering proposing that items for 43 4,00
0e-'dollars and 950,000 dollars be accepted as they stand but that budget

duced by an amount equal to the sum of these two, . i .e ., 1,384,000 dollars.
be

This would mean a Canadian proposal that the actual UNESCO budget
reduced from 7,565,000 dollars to 5,181,000 dollars .

6 . Would this proposal have your approval or do you consider the pro-

posed cut too drastic? Would appreciate reply as soon as possible .
ES

CO
_

7. Contributions of member States . It is tentatively suggested by UN
-Secretariat that contributions be on United Nations scale, modified by aritli
metic required because of fact that United Nations has more members t

hall
UNESCO: Do you consider this satisfactory?
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8. UNESCO wishes to set up revolving fund (working capital) as soon as 
possible. Contributions would be refundable to member States. Scale of 
contributions to be same as for budget. It is proposed that revolving fund 
should equal 3,000,000 dollars. Assume Canada will be prepared to make 
appropriate contribution to this fund. 

629. DEA/5582-F-40 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures à l'ambassadeur en France 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Ambassador in France 

TELEGRAM 687 	 Ottawa, December 9, 1946 

IMMEDIATE. ESCUN No. 8. Your telegrams No. 765 December 5th and 
768 December 6tht UNESCO budget. Reference para[graph] six telegram 
765. We would strongly approve of the cut which we do not repeat not 
consider too drastic. Comment on para[graph] seven and eight and telegram 
768 will be forwarded shortly. 

630. DEA15582-F-40 

Le sous-ministre des Finances au sous-secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

Deputy Minister of Finance to Under-Secretary of State 
for .External Affairs 

Ottawa, December 11, 1946 
Dear Sir, 

I have received teletypes numbered 765 and 768 t (UNESC Nos. 6 and 
8) concerning proposed UNESCO budget on which you are requesting depart-
mental comment. 

With reference to para 6 of teletype No. 765, I do not consider the pro-
posed cut (outlined in para 5) to be too drastic and feel, therefore, that the 
proposal should be approved. 	• , 

I do not, however, consider the suggestion of the UNESCO Secretariat 
that "contributions of Member States be on the United Nations scale, modified 
bY arithmetic required because of the fact United Nations has more members 
than UNESCO," to be satisfactory. Although the United Nations scale  bas  not 
yet been finally determined, it appears certain in the light of discussions now 
taking place in the General Assembly that a ceiling will  be imposed on the 
United States' contribution. The imposition of this ceiling will have the direct 
effect of reducing the United States' share relative to those of other countries. 
Since UNESCO seems to be a case where payn-ient of too large a share of 
the budget by any one nation should not create any serious problems, I do 
not feel that the reasons which dictate the necessity for a ceiling on contribu- 
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tions for the United Nations need â.pply-at least not - for.:the first two or three
years of UNESCO's , existence . .

However, although I would not recommend acceptance of the United
Nations scale as a bas is for apportioning the expenses of UNESCO, I do not
see that similar objections could be registered against the scale recommended
by the Committee on Contributions to the General Assembly in Document
A-80 dated 11th October, 1946 . 1 This latter document which recommendsw
a scale of contributions purporting to re flect relative "capacity to contribute"
sets the Canadian share at 3 .1% as compared with a U.S. share of 49 .80% .
I feel that after modification to take into account the sma ller number of
members in UNESCO ; this scale -could be accepted as a suitable basis for
UNESCO contributions .

Regarding the Revolving ,Fund, I feel that the sum contemplated is ex-
tremely large in relation to the proposed first budget of the organization and
I would suggest that the efforts of the ' Canadian Delegation should be directed
toward ing the overall size of this Fund. The scale of contributions
to this Fund should be based on the same considerations as are referred to
in the para graph above.

Yours very truly,
W. C. CLARK

631 . DEA/5582-F-40

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux A ffaires extérieures
au chef, la - direction de l'information

Memorandum f rom Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Head, Information Division

URGENT [Ottawa,] December 11, 1946

The insistance of the Department of Finance in apportioning contributions
to the UNESCO budget on straight capacity to pay may get us into difficulties .

It is certainly inconsistent- with our recognition at New York of the ïcase for
a ceiling on United States contributions .

~ It seems to me that a good deal depends on what the Assembly decides in
New York . If the United States contribution to the U:N. budget is to be of

the order of forty to forty-five percent, the principle of 'a ceiling is estab lished

which at the same time reflects very largely the abi li ty of the United States

'Le document A-80 n'est pas reproduit
dans la série de documents officiels pub li ée
par les Nations Unies . Cependant, le rap-
po rt d'une sous-commission qui a étudié le
document A-80 se trouve dans Nations'
Unies, Documents officiels de la seconde
partie de la première session de l'Assemblée
générale, cinquième commission, annexe 6,
pp . 318-22 .

'Document A-80 is not printed in th e
series of official records published by the
United Nations. However, the report of a

sub-committee which studied document A-8
0

. is in United Nations, official Records ofGen-
era l
Second Part of the First Session of

eral Assembly, Fifth Committee, Annex
6,

pp . 318-22.
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to pay. Our concern, then, is to make sure that the per capita contribution of 
the United States citizen is not lower than that of the Canadian citizen. 

Would you please.get in touch with the Delegation by telephone this after-
noon and see where matters stand  with  regard to the budget. I would hope 
that the United States has rmwillingly agreed to a high enough figure to enable 
us to authorize its use for UNESCO as well. Please discuss the results of 
your talk to N[ew} Y[orki with  Finance and see whether they would agree to 
a revision.' 

R. M[ACDONNELL] 

632. DEA/5582-F-40 

Mémorandum du chef, la direction de l'information 

Memorandum by Head, Information Division 

[Ottawa,] December 12, 1946 

UNESCO Conference closed on December 10th, so that it was impossible 
to forward a reply to telegrams  No  765 and 768t of December 5th and 6th 
respectively. It was the intention, however, to advise the delegation that the 
`U .N. scale of contributions would be acceptable. 

T. W. L M[AcDERmar] 

633. DEA/5582-F-40 

Le président, la délégation à la première session de la conférence générale 
de l'UNESCO, au secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures 

Chairman, Delegation to the First Session of the General Conference 
of UNESCO, to Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs 

DEsPATcx UNESC. 10 	 Paris, December 12, 1946 

CONFIDENTIAL 
Sir, 

I have the honour to report on the adoption of a budget for 1947 by the 
General Conference of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cul-
tural Organization. 

2. This matter was dealt with by the Administrative and Financial Sub-
Commission, on which Mr. Stephens represented the Delegation, in place 
of Mr. Doré who usually had to attend sessions of the Executive Board at 
the times the Sub-Commission was meeting. 

3. You will remember that before the General Conference the advice re-
ceived by the Department  indicated that the United States, supported by Aus- 

'La note suivante était écrite sur ce mémo- 	1  The following note was written on the 
randum: 	 • memorandum: 

I failed to reach Mr. Armstrong by telephone. Reported this to A[cting] Under-Sec[retary] 
Macdonnell. T. W. L. M[AcDEamar] 11.xii.46 
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tra lia and a few other countries, would seek a "large". budget for UNESCO
and would be opposed by some European count ries and the United Kingdom .
In the event, almost the reverse a lignment appeared . The United States
urged with great force and apparent conviction the substantial reduction of
the draft budget . The United Kingdom, on the 'other hand, pressed to the last
the adoption of a budget only very slightly less than that proposed by the

Preparatory Commission. .
4. In the Sub-Commission the Canadian Delegation was prepared to intro-

duce an amendment reducing drastically the draft budget but- unfortunately
did not receive approval from Ottawa in time to do so . As a result the Cana-
dian Delegation contented itself with voicing its support of the lowest esti-
mates put before the Sub-Commission .

5 . The Sub-Commission was faced with three propositions: a motion by
the United Kingdom, an amendment by Czechoslovakia and a further amend-
ment by Australia.

.6 . The. United Kingdom moved adoption of a budget amounting in total
to $8,561,13.9 . This total,consisted of the actual budget for 1947 of $7,611, .-

139: which was to include $434,000 . recommended by the Preparatory Com-
mission as a supplementary budget for purposes of cultural reconstruction and
rehabilitation. In addition, $950,000., the estimated expenses of the Prepara-
tory Commission, Czechoslovakia proposed a grand total of $6,950,000.,
composed of a budget of $6,000,000, plus $950,000 for past expenses . This

is the-figure eventually adopted by the Conference.

7. The Australian amendment sought adoption of a total of $6,650,000 .,

composed of a budget of $5,700,000 . and. $950,000 . . for past expenses.

8 . On the vote, the Australian amendment supported by the Unite d

States and Canada, was * defeated, by 10 to 8 . Twelve countries were absent.

9 . The Czechoslovak amendrrient
.
was adopted by a vote of 10 to 9

(eleven countries absent) and the United Kingdom proposal, . therefore,

did not come to the vote.

10 . When the decision of the Sub-Commission was reported to the General
Conference, the United Kingdom again led the struggle to increase the

budget. Mr. . Hardman, leader of the U .K. Delegation, supported his motion

in two dramatic speeches which unfortunately tended to cast aspersions on
the goodwill of those who urged a smaller budget . The words "skinflint"

- and "cheese-paring" were among, those employed by Mr . Hardman to
characterize the attitude of those who had expressed opposition to the
United Kingdom amendment. Before speaking, Mr. Hardman called upon

the financial expert, Sir Cecil Kisch, for 'a few words of expert advice'

Thereupon, Sir Cecil proceeded to assure the meeting that in a ll probability

contributions to UNESCO would not have to be made in hard currency.

Thereupon, Mr. Hardman made 'his speech.

11 Th Un it d States Dele ation was discouraged by ~ Mr . Hardinan'se e
ingeneral approach and was quite incensed by his manoeuvre' introducmg
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Sir Cecil Kisch's irrelevant assurances at that particular point. Mr. Benton 
delivered a very strong plea for the smaller budget and asked that the 
Conference reject any suggestion that those urging a lower budget were in 
any way less interested »in the successful accomplislunent of the tasks of 
UNESCO. After Mr. Hardman's second speech, Mr. Archibald MacLeish, 
in a considerable state of emotion, expressed his deep concern  and dis-
appointment at the lamentable level to which the debate had descended. 

12. It was the opinion of the Canadian Delegation that the technique 
used by the United Kingdom in pressing their view had only succeeded in 
alienating the vote of a number of countries that might otherwise have 
supported them. 

13. The amendment of the United Kingdom was lost by a vote of 20 
to 8 with two nations absent. 

14. A compromise resolution from the French Delegation to raise the 
figure proposed by the Sub-Commission by $550,000. to a total of 
$7,500,000. (i.e. one million less than the U.K. figure) was defeated by a 
vote of 18 to 10, with two countries absent. It was our impression that the 
French Delegation had no strong interest in pressing this compromise. 

15. The final figure of $6,950,000., as recommended by the Sub-Com-
mission, was adopted by a vote of 26 (including the United Kingdom) to 
0, with two countries absent and two abstaining. 

16. I might add that the Commonwealth proved conclusively on this vote 
that it did  nt  act as a bloc. India alone voted with the United Kingdom. 
Australia, New Zealand, South Africa and Canada were opposed. 

I have etc. 
L. A. D. STEPHENS 

, for the Chairman . 

SECTION E 

ADMINISTRATION DES NATIONS UNIES POUR 
LE SECOURS ET LA RECONSTRUCTION 

634. 

Dear Mr. Robertson, 
I have recently had one or two informal talks with Makins and Tyler 

Viood of the State Department (he looks after UNRRA matters there now) 

UNITED NATIONS RELIEF AND REHABILITATION ADMINISTRATION 

DF/Vol. 3396 

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au sous-secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 	 • 

Ambassador in United States to Under-Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

Washington, January 16, 1946 
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concerning the future of UNRRA. As you know, the operations of the
Administration are due to cease in Europe at the end of 1946 unless a
decision to the contrary is taken at the next Council meeting which opens
on March 15th . Such a decision will of course depend primarily on the
attitude of the United States . It is perfectly clear that the need for UNRRA's
activities will not have disappeared by the end of this year . It is far from
clear, however, whether the United States Congress will vote further funds
which would make its extension possible . I do not know whether the Canadian
Government has any views on this subject, but we should make up our
mind before the March meeting . It is therefore not too soon to begin
considering the matter now. As I see it from here, there are the following
alternatives .

(1) Extension of UNRRA in its present form, for six months or .a year .
This will require a further vote by Congress of one-half percent or one
percent. This seems highly unlikely in present circumstances. Spectacular
achievements by UNRRA during the next three or four months, coupled
possibly with new and popular appointments to the top posts, might make
it possible, but this, in- its turn, is unlikely. Wood, whose judgment on
these matters is as good as anyone's, feels that. it will not be possible: to

secure a further large approp riation from Congress for UNRRA in its

present form, and that the very . most that could . be secured would be two

or, three hundred million dollars for . straight "soup kitchen" re lief on proof

of special need to cover - a pe riod of two or three months.

(2) On the termination of UNRRA'sEuropean activities in 1946 what-
ever functions require to be continued : should be transferred to the appropri-
ate agencies ï of the United Nations Organization. This - would mean that
the displaced persons operations, which will increasingly tend to become
refugee problems, might go to a United Nations specia list agency. Agricul-

tural rehabilitation activities might be taken over, under a special arrange-
ment, by F.A.O. Straight relief might be dealt with under the Economic and
Social Council . Industrial rehabilitation , might have to be assisted out of

credits from the United States and any 'other Governïnent which cares to
supply them. This solution would be . untidy, and would require special

financial assistance from the United Nations-more particularly from the

Unite& States-for the United Nations agencies concerned. It would, how-~
ever, have the merit of giving the United Nations responsibi lity for what is,

after all, a United Nations' job. Somè of the people in the State Department

would support this alternative'- on the grounds' that it would strengthen the

United Nations Organization, and would, avoid . the necessity- of going to

Congress for a further contribution for ~. Others in the State De-

partment support the next alternative .

(3) ` Displaced persons operations to be taken over by a United Nations
refugee agency; agricultural rehabilitation by F.A.O., with'relief proper' the

respônsibility of the United' States' Government, which would set up a purely

Ame rican. relief agency which would : coordinàte the. work of private United
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States relief and humanitarian organizations and secure funds from Congress 
for additional relief supplies, to be distributed by a U.S. agency formed from 
those members of UNRRA who would be willing to transfer to such an 
agency. 

If alternative (3) were adopted, other countries would have to work out 
their own methods of contributing to European and Asiatic relief. In the case 
of Canada, it could be done, for instance, by food shipments to particular 
countries, such as Greece or Poland, to be distributed by those countries or 
through a Canadian agency, such as the Red Cross. 

The whole subject bristles with complications and difficulties, but some-
thing will have to be done about it; especially as UNRRA itself is likely to 
end without much diminution of the needs which brought it into being. If 
some decision is not reached at the March Council meeting, the supplying 
and receiving governments will not know where they stand, while UNRRA 
itself will lose much of the efficiency it has now, in places, acquired because 
of the uncertainty of the immediate future, and the demoralizing effect of 
this on its personnel. 

Yours sincerely, 
L. B. PEARSON 

635. DEA/2295-R-40 

Le secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires extérieures au haut commissaire 
en Grande-Bretagne - 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner 
in Great Britain 	• • 

TELEGRAM 168 	 Ottawa, January 21, 1946 
SECRET. ASDEL No. 13. Your No. 182.t Following for Wrong. Begins: 

1. Canada's financial contribution and active interest in UNRRA. makes 
it important that it support United Kingdo' m resolution. 1  We have already 
circularized our missions in Latin America to join with United States and 
United Kingdom in urging completion of first contribution and making 
additional contribution. I would not see any difficult coastitutional questions 
hi instructing Secretary-General to obtain UNRRA reports, if his instruc-
tions are to discuss matter with Dirctor-General, explain position to him 
and arrange for coordination of information with a view ultimately to possible 
transfer of staff, since this would be in the interest of UNRRA. 

2.\ Status of second Canadian contribution to UNRRA is as follows: 
Canadian Government has undertaken to make a second contribution of 
$77;000,000. To implement the undertaking, an amount of $25,000,000 

cle7°Ir Nations Unies, Documents officiels 	a Sec  United Nations, Official Records of 
9 première partie de la première session the First Part of the First Session of ,the 
A 	générale, deuxième commis- General Assembly, Second Committee, Annex 

slon, annexe 1, pp. 23-24. 	 1, pp. 23-24. 
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was included in the estimate of expenditures under the War Expenditures
and Demobilization Act approved at the last Session, for use between now
and the end of the fiscal year. Should more than $25,000,000 be needed
before March 31st, the Government could and would provide the supplies
requested . It is not prepared, however, to make available a larger proportion

of the Canadian contribution than~ the United States Government has ap-
propriated of the second United States cont ribution. This amounts to some

$43,000,000, since the United States have approp riated $750,000,000 . The

Department of Trade and Commerce, which is the procurement agency for
UNRRA in Canada, has on hand the $25,000,000 mentioned above and is
autho rized to enter into commitments on behalf of UNRRA up to that
amount and if need be, up to $43,000,000 . It is unlikely that more than

$25,000,000 will actually have to be disbursed before the end of the fiscal

year .

3 . Points which could be made are :
(a) disparity between needs of liberated areas and the assistance which

UNRRA can give because of limitations of its purse; screened requirements

of liberated areas for 1946' : based on UNRRA standards which are very
conservative have had to be cut to anywhere from 60% to 40% to fit in with
the present UNRRA budget.

(b). Present expectations are that re lief needs will last beyond the end

of 1946 and to meet them, assistance wi ll have to come not only from the

relatively few who have contributed handsomely, but from many others ;

every penny counts and the larger the number of contributions, the better
assistance can be provided to those who sorely need it .

4 . Will cable figures on wheat for Greece later today .

636
. DEA/2295-R-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis aû secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGxAivl WA-458 Washington, January 26 ; 1946

Your EX-4281 of December 20th re second Canadian contribution to

UNRRA .
1 . Allen' has reported that procurement against the CanadiansC~â

contribution has reached a stage . where it would be desirable for th

e

dian Export Board to be given procurement authori ty beyond the $25 ml

lset up to provide for Canadian supplies by the end of March of this
year.

The fo llowing tentative figures as of January 23rd are the best estimate
s

available.

' S. V. Allen, secrétaire commercial, l'am- 1 S . V. Allen, Commercial Secretari '
bassade aux États-Unis. . b assy in United States. - --
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(a) 'Requisitions which have cleared UNRRA and have been mailed to
Canada, total-$16,766,25 1

(b) Requisitions in process of clearing UNRRA not yet mimeographed
or mailed, total-$10,921,82 3

(c) Over and above requisitions in these categories there are a large
number of requisitions which will reach the central Procurement Co-ordina-
tion Division of UNRRA from the various Commodity Divisions within the
next week or so, as a result of Canadian availabilities lined up by Allen and
others concerned during the past week . These items conservatively might
amount to between 15 and 20 million dollars .

2 . At the present time there is considerable competition between the va riousdivisions of UNRRA for Canadian funds which on the basis of program-
ming may amount to as much as $110 mi llion over and above the items incategories (a) and (b) above . This will, of course, have to be pared down
initially to the full amount of the Canadian cont ribution, and I merely
mention the figure because it indicates that there is a possibi lity of Canada
again getting free fund orders assuming the Canadian contribution is used
as speedily as now seems likely.

3 .
May I,- therefore, suggest that apart from action to make our effective

contribution proportionate to the United States, consideration should also
be given to, provision for the ExportBoard to accept requisitions up to the
full amount of Canadian $69,300,000 'and with provision for our, cor-
responding contribution to the free funds pool .

4 . Allen has informed me confidentia lly that Wadley of the Export Board
has been somewhat pessimistic about the acceptance of further orders beyond
the $25 million limit now imposed on him and it seems to me very desirable
that we should dissipate any impression that UNRRA may have that they
should withhold requisitions until Wadley has procurement authority beyondthe present limit . As Allen is advising all UNR]EtA officers to allow their
orders to go forward, we are anxious to ensure that the Export Board has
no excuse for withholding action, and thus delaying Canadian procurement
on UNRRA account .

5
. In considering the above suggestion you may wish to know that present

United States plans according to Wood who is in charge of UNRRA mattersin the '
State Department, envisage the initiation of Congressional action on

the remaining $600 million of the United States second contribution early
in February

. Wood has not yet completed arrangements for initiating suchaction and recoin Febru ~es that the rather full timetable confronting Congress

that
ary

may make it difficult to commence and complete action duringmonth . Nevertheless, it is his present 'view that the imminence of the
next Council meeting and the rapid rate at which UNRRA is exhaustingthe Presently

available part of the United States contribution make the com-
pletion of action almost imperative by mid-March .
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637. DEA/2295-R-40  

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
à l'ambassadeur aux Etats-Unis 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Ambassador in United States 

TELEGRAM  EX-517 	 Ottawa, February 16, 1946 
Your WA-458 of January 26 regarding second Canadian contribution 

to UNRRA. On receipt of the above, a request was made to Treasury Board 
for making available a larger share of the contribution, at least up to 
$43,000,000 immediately and for advice as to whether the amounts avail-
able under the war appropriation and the war expenditure and demobilization 
appropriation would permit a further increase before the end of the fiscal 
year, if it proved true  as in the case of the first Canadian contribution that 
an early exhaustion of the Canadian contribution would have the effect of 
bringing to Canada large amounts of orders to be paid with UNRRA free 
funds—other reasons for the use of free funds in Canada are the relative 
availability of supplies and the straightforward arrangements for UNRRA 
purchasing. 

However, since almost all of the UNRRA free funds will come out of the 
United States contribution, and since there is a strong drive to use that 
contribution for the disposal of surplus United States assets, the conditions 
existing in the case of the first contribution may not arise again and I would 
appreciate your advice on this point before another approach is made to the 
Treasury Board. 

The Treasury Board have now replied that they have approved an increase 
in the amount for UNRRA from $25,000,000 to $43,000,000 for the present 
fiscal year (the amount proportionate to the appropriation under the United 
States contribution). Regarding the possibility of a further increase, the 
-Board stated that when an application came their decision would be  affecte d 
by the desirability of keeping the Canadian contribution in line with the 
United States contribution and on the availability of the necessary fundS 

under the current appropriation. 

638. DTC/Vol. 263,34221  

Mémorandum de l'agent exécutif principal, la Commission canadienne 

d'exportation, au contrôleur et secrétaire, le ministère du Commerce 

Memorandum from Chief Executive Officer, Canadian Export Board, 

to Comptroller and, Secretary, Department of Trade and Commerce 

Ottawa, February 20, 194 6  

RE: UNRRA FINANCES 
I am working under very consiclera.ble pressure due to the fact that I am 

unable to encumber any monies be-yond the $43,000,000 which  bas  afro* 

NATIONS UNIES 
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!!'ll I 	! 

been allocated 'for the use of this  Board in making purchases on behalf of 
UNRRA. It has been nécessarifor me to advise UNRRA officials  in  Wash-
ington that I will be unable to sign any further requisitions, for the purchase of 
goods in Canada until such time •  as the balance of funds has been  made 
available. In fact, in checking over the requisitions which I have already 
signed, I find that I - have contracted to purchase over $48,000,000 worth of 
goods against a net credit of about $39,000,000 exclusive of free funds. I 
have advised UNRRA in Washington that it will be necessary for me to 
block certain of the requisitions which I have signed in order to keep myself 
within the limits of the funds available. 

As an instance of the somewhat embarrassing situation which arises as a 
result of this limitation, I was yesterday advised by telephone from Washing-
ton that UNRRA's requisition for transformers valued at about $750,000 
would have to be withdrawn from Canadian requirements and the order 
placed in the United States due to the fact that no funds were available in 
Canada for the purpose. 

You will appreciate that I am not in a position to discuss with UNRRA 
officials in Washington as to the disposal of free funds which they may have 
in their possession and which we think they could use to their advantage here 
in Canada. I can only suggest that they supply free funds for these purposes 
but I cannot go to thé point of asking them for free fund business as I know 
that their reply will be to the effect that they wiLl discuss free fund business 
immediately the Canadian contribution has been completely expended. 

ERNEST W,ADLEY 

639. 	 DTC/Vol. 263,34221 

Mémorandum du contrôleur et secrétaire, le ministère du Commerce, à 
l'agent exécutif principal, la Commission canadienne d'exportation 

Memorandum from Comptroller and Secretary, Department of Trade and 
Commerce, to Chief Executive Officer, Canadian Export Board 

Ottawa, February 22, 1946 

RE: UNRRA FINANCES 	 " 

I have for acknowledgement your memorandum of February 20, and 
have carefully read your remarks cbncerning UNRRA finânces. I am in-
formed that External Affairs have made it quite clear to  the officials at 
Wàshington that it is not the intention of the Canadian Government to 
Pay more than half their contributio n. during the present  fiscal year. The 
$43,000,000 commitment authority which we have is slightly in excess  of  
half our total promised and you need have no embarrassment whatever in 
refusing further orders until the new fiscal year. 

Your statement that you have contracted to purchase over $48,000,000 
worth of goods is vieWed with some concern and we will be very pleased if 
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you will confirm that you have found it possible to block certain requisitions
in order'to bring your commitments within the $43,000,000 which have been
allotted.

You will recall that 10% of our contribution is to be kept as free funds .
This will necessitate your reducing your requisitions to approximately
$38,700,000 . I am very pleased to learn from you of the intention of UNRRA
to supply $10,000,000 free funds for wheat and grain purchases .

FINLAY SI M

had reached the requisition stage except for the equivalent of approxima
$1,000,000 United States funds . The following rough computation made by
UNRRA represents the position (all figures in equivalent United State s

two full contributions would have been exhausted by requirements which
el

640. DEA/2295-R-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States to Secretary of State for External Affairs
TELEGRAM WA-979 Washington, March 1, 1946

Your EX-517 of February 16th regarding second Canadian contribution

to UNRRA .
Members of my staff have now had the opportunity of discussing with

officials in UNRRA the problems created by the limitation to $43,000,000
of Canadian funds available (up to the end of March) for procurement in

- Canada . In issuing requisitions UNRRA has already had to disregard the
limitation placed on Canadian funds at their disposal . As of February .23rd

the records of the Procurement Co-ordination Division of UNRRA indi-
cated that the total of non-convertible Canadian funds represented by th e

Earmarked for Balkan m tMy re e

Stockpile 1;350,000 21,950,000.00

(of which $2,000,000 at present allo-
cated for shipping) $12,600,000

Earmarked non-convertible for ship- .
ping and transportation 8,000,000

ili li f

funds ) .
(a) Total amount to be provided

under the two full Canadian contribu-
tions

. . . .

- for commodities . . and , shipping
services, i.e ., allowing for non-supply
functions such as share of administra-
tive expenses- $137,400,000.00

(b) Deduct: . Canadian free - funds

Total $21.,950,000
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Balance available from non-con-
vertible Canadian funds for supplies to 
be provided from two full contribu-
tions-- - $115,450,000.00 

(c) Supplies already purchased in Canada from the first contribution plus 
orders now being processed by Canadian Export Board and requisitions 
cleared by UNRRA now en route to the Canadian Export Board total about 
$114,000,000.00. 

Thus to all intents and purposes the two full Canadian contributions would 
be exhausted if action could be taken immediately on requisitions already 
cleared by the UNRRA Administration. (The balance of $115,450,000 
available from non-Convertible Canadian, funds does not represent the total 
resources available to UNRRA in Canada because our free funds were re-
turned to us in the case of the first contribution for procurement in Canada, 
and similar action will doubtless be taken on the free fund portion of approxi-
mately $5,000,000.00 of the second contribution in addition to the special 
provision for payment of ocean freights in free funds already made). Detailed 
breakdown of Item C is being prepared by the Administration for our infor-
mation and will be communicated to you as soon as it is received. 

In view of the situation reflected in the above figures, UNRRA has already 
placed new free fund orders in Canada, including a recent one for 
$10,000,000 to cover wheat and milling products to the end of June. When 
questioned about the feasibility of providing further free funds to bridge the 
gap between the $43,000,000 and the amount necessary to complete procure-
ment of the orders already cleared, UNRRA officials indicated that at the most 
the free funds now available to them would amount to around $15,000,000 
and probably were considerably less. They will, therefore, have to review the 
orders already cleared in order to limit them to the resources now available. 
This would entail screening on a priority basis of specific needs and consider-
ation of relative availabilities in Canada and elsewhere, ,particularly in the 
United States. (This operation must be undertaken forthwith, and two offi-
cials of UNRRA are leaving Thursday for discussions with the Export Board 
in Ottawa). 

While UNRRA has already indicated its willingness to place free fund 
orders in Canada, and would doubtless do so in isolated cases even in the 
present circumstances, we cannot expect UNRRA to place substantial free 
fund orders in the near future, and we maY in fact be faced with a substantial 
reduction in the volume of orders Which UNRRA is in process of placing In 
Canada. 

In brief, the present position in respect of possible free fund business either 
now or in the future would seem to be roughly as follows. Unless the balance 
of the second Canadian contribution is made available fairly soon there is 
likely to be a significant reduction in the placing of orders in Canada. To the 
extent that such a reduction promiseS to be only temporary we presumably 
would not be concerned at the prospect. However, since there are types of 
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requirements (particularly for foodstuffs) which must be satisfied immediately

or not at all, and since some cance lled_ orders, might be switched to sources,
of supply other than Canada, a substantial pa rt of the reduction would prob- :

ably be permanent . As such a permanent reduction would inevitably mean a :
reduction in the total volume of orders placed with Canadian supp liers over

the entire period of UNRRA's operations, the margin - between the reduced :

total volume on the one hand and the total amount of the two fu ll contribu-
tions to be made by Canada on the other hând would accordingly be reduced.
To the extent that this margin is reduced the volume of possible free fund
business for Canada is correspondingly reduced . In- short , the making of the

full second contribution now would encourage UNRRA to procure maximum
quantities from Canada and would ensure that Canada would receive the
maximum volume of free fund payments out of the limited amount of free
funds now available and the larger amount of free funds to become available

when ' the United States completes action on the approp riation of the balance

of its second contribution. This analysis of the position would seem to be va lid
not only arithmetically but also psychologically and politically, since there
would be less objection to the placing of free fund orders in Canada in the,
subsequent period if UNRRA could say that the full amount of the two Cana'
than contributions had been exhausted .

In addition to the "commercial" considerations set forth above, there
would seem to be a number of new factors of a more general nature of'
which account might well be taken in determining the desirability of making
available at this time the full amount of the second Canadian contribution .

Of the new factors, probably the most significant is the action taken
by the United Nations . Assembly in urging the completion of the second

contribution and in establishing a special Committee on UNRRA .

A further factor of which you wi ll be fully conscious is the effect which
action by Canada might have in f acilitating action by the United States,
Congress, or perhaps I should say the effect which apparent inaction bé

Canada might have in delaying and making more difficult action by
t

United States Congress. It is recognized that the United States Congress

does not always respond to examples set by Canada, and it is of course
true that Canada cannot be expected to follow a course of action which
could not be justified on other grounds merely

1
to set a good example for

the United States . Nevertheless you will appreciate that an unduly cauti
oattitude on the part of the Canadian authorities would provide anargument

of which full use would be made by certain members of Congress andmi
ght

create a rather significant stumbling block for the Administration in on

attempt to ' secure action' on the second instalinent of the second

tribution . On this question of possible action by Congress we find no doubt
expressed in any. qua rter that Congress will eventually make the

appropria ,-

tion required to ' implement the- authorization already * given. There is,
however, considerable uncertainty as to the - time of such apbéo ~taated -
action . The State- Department is hopeful that some action can
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at least by the time of the Atlantic City Council meeting ' on March 15th. In.view of the present: crowding in the Congressional calendars there ' will beconsiderable difficulty in getting early consideration of the UNRRA ap-
propriation, and accordingly in order that the funds might be available at
the earliest possible time the State Department is anxious that everything .
possible be done in advance to ensure a speedy passage of the necessary :
appropriation bill as soon as it can be in troduced .

Action by the United Kingdom Government on its second contribution
might be regarded as creating a new factor in the situation since the time
when the Minister of Finance made a statement in the Canadian House
of Commons relating action on the Canadian con tribution to similar action
by the United States and "other contributing nations" . As you doubtless '
are aware, the United Kingdom Government has informed Par liament that
it has undertaken to make available a second contribution to UNRRA
which, when taken , with the first contribution, would represent 2% of the
national income of the United Kingdom in 1943 . It is true that after March
31st when the wartime "Vote-of-Credit" arrangement lapses and peacetime
procedures are restored any balance of the second United Kingdom con-
tribution which has not been committed by United Kingdom Supply Depart-
ments wi ll require specific consideration and action by the United KingdomParliament . -United Kingdom Treasury representatives here inform us that
this change from wartime to peacetime procedures should not be regardedas affecting, in any conceivable circumstances, the will ingness or ability ofthe United Kingdom Government, to carry out its undertaking to provide'
the remainder of -the second contribution if and when the Administration
may call for that contribution in the manner stipulated in UNRRA Council
Resolution 80. In , essence both the United Kingdom representatives here
and the ofï'icials of UNRRA regard the full second contribution from the
United Kingdom as available for utilization by UNRRA .

In conclusion it should be remarked that we have found some difficulty in
eAplaining satisfactorily the reason for tying the availabi lity of the Canadian
contribution to United States appropriation action: If it had been decidedby

the Canadian authorities (and such a decision would probably have been
impossible to administer) that expenditures under the Canadian cont ributionshould be related to expenditures from the United -States contribution the
position could be explained more satisfactorily since we could have . argued
that our decision was based on our desire to, avoid a situation at the termina-
tion of UNRRA in which the part of the .Canadian contribution which *had.
been utilized represented a larger proportion of the amount determined as'apprôpriate for our total contribution than expenditures from the United
States contribution represented of the total amount determined by theUNRRA Council to,_ be appropriate for the United States contribution . We
could point out that if such a situation were . to exist at the end of UNRRA
we should then have in effect over-contributed in relation to, the UnitedStates. The same safeguard against , a possible over-contribution - is, not, in
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our judgment, provided by the stipulation that Canadian appropriations for 
UNRRA should be related to United States appropriations sinc,e even if 
appropriations are kept in line expenditures might well proceed at different 
rates in the two countries. Since the condition attaching at present to the 
availability of the Canadian contribution does not seem to provide such a 
safeguard the only basis on which the imposition of such a condition can be 
explained would seem to be the existence of a doubt as to the likelihood 
of the United States implementing the authorization which Congress has 
already given to make a full second contribution. As mentioned above, we 
find no inclination here, (on the part of the United States officials, UNRRA 
officials or United Kingdom officials) to doubt that the United States Congress 
will eventually take the appropriation action necessary to implement this 
authorization. Accordingly we are finding some difficulty in giving a reason 
for the reluctance of the Canadian authorities to make available the full 
second contribution for use by UNRRA on the terms stated in Resolution 80. 

DEA/2295-R-40 

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in United States to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM WA-1145 	 Washington, March 12, 1946 
My WA-979 of March 1st concerning second half of Canada's second 

contribution to UNRRA. 
At a meeting of the Committee on Supplies yesterday, a lengthy report 

on the operations of the Bureau of Supply was submitted, of which I am 
quoting the two most important paragraphs concerning the ability of the 
Administration to carry out its 1946 program, Begins: 

The Administration believes that two immediate steps are essential to 
enable the Administration to carry out its 1946 program: 

1. The supplying Goverrunents must take most urgent steps toward making 
their appropriations on their second 1 percent as quickly as possible. The 
longer these appropriations are delayed, the greater is the danger of failure 
in carrying out the program of operations. 

2. The contributing Govermnents should immediately review their pre-
scribed procedures under which procurement for UNRRA is undertaken bY 
them. This review should be made with a view to achieving a condition where 
UNRRA will not be required to tie up its fimds far in advance of contracts 

and where the national agencies would undertake to carry on their own books 

the amounts required for advance procurement of bulk commodities and 
scarce supplies such as wheat, meat, fats, coal and POL (petroleum ,  oil, 

 lubricants). Ends. 

641. 

NATIONS UNIES 
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The Committee urgently requested the members of all supplying Govern-
ments to bring these paragraphs to the attention of their Governments with 
the minimum possible delay. 

The second paragraph, dealing with the procurement difficulties created 
for UNRRA by the necessity of tying up funds far in advance of contracts, 
refers primarily to purchases in the United States. The Department of Agri-
culture in particular requires an extremely long advance commitment of 
UNRRA funds. The member for the United States and the Deputy Director 
General conce rned with supplies both indicated that they expected this situ-
ation would be greatly improved in the near future. 

642. 	 DEA/2295-R-40 

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au sous-ministre du Commerce 

Under-Secretary of State for External A ffairs 
to Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce 

Ottawa, March 19, 1946 
Dear Sir, 

With reference to Washington teletype WA-979, copy of which was 
referred to you on March 5, regarding the second Canadian contribution to 
UNRRA, I enclose copy of a further teletype of March 12, No. WA-1145. 

These teletypes show the urgency, if UNRRA is to accomplish the most 
good, of making the whole Canadian contribution available to it at the 
earliest possible date. UNR_RA has committed'the whole of the $43,000,000 
made available to it to date for procurement of supplies  •  in Canada and is 
anxious to place in Canada further orders. 

Already some "free funds" commitments have been made in Canada, but 
UNRRA is not in as good a position to commit "free funds" if Canada is 
holding back part of its contribution. To all appearanCes, the appropriation 
of the whole Canadian contribution to UNRRA will give incentive and make 
it easier for UNRRA to place in Canada orders payable with its "free funds". 

The success of the work of UNRRA as well as the Canadian interest in 
brinffing "free funds" orders, both militate in favour of Canada making 
available its total contribution as soon as possible, which would mean the 
release of the additional $34,000,000. I understand that the Department of 
Finance is prepared to recommend to Treasury Board that this $34,000,000 
be released in whole or in part, provided there is enough money available un der the war appropriation. 

This Department is prepared to concur in any recommendation which you 
would present to Treasury Board for release of the last part of the contribu-
tion; and if such action is taken, there would be a publicity advantage 
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in action being taken in time to advise the Director General while the Fourth
Session of the Council of UNRRA is in session .

contribution ofCommitments on amounts under the second . Canadian
$77,000,000 Can . should not, however, go beyond a point
not retain sufficient funds to pay the Canadian share of the administrative
budget of UNRRA for 1946, which is éxpected to be $390,000 U .S . More-

over, although they are expected to be and in fact are used in Canada, funds
amounting to one-tenth of the Canadian contribution of $77,000,000 should
be available for transfer on request to UNRRA . as Canada's share of the

"free funds" pool of that organization . This $7,700,000 Can . includes the

$390,000 .00 U.S. contribution to the administrative budget which is ex-'
pected to be approved by the responsible committees of UNRRA in the near
future and will therefore become payable in the very near future .

Yours sincerely
N. A. ROBERTSON

643.
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Décret en Conseil

Order in Counci l

P.C
. 1/1208 [Ottawa,] March 28, 1946

TRADE AND COMMERCE

The Board had under consideration a memorandum from the Honourable

the Minister of Trade and Commerce reporting :

"That at the first session of the Council of UNRRA held in Atlantic City
in November, 1943, the Government of Canada undertook, to make a

contribution to UNRRA of the value of $77,000,000;

That in 1944 the Parliament of Canada approved Canadian pa
rticpation

in, and a Canadian contribution to, UNRRA by the UNRRA Act, 8,
1 Act 1944,

George VI, Ch. 12 and by the War Appropriation (U.N.M.A.) '
8 Geo. VI, Ch. 15; Eng-
land,

at the third meeting of the UNRRA Council held in London,
land, August 1945, Canada undertook to make a second contribution of

$77,000,000 ;

That of. March 7, 1946, the powers, duties and functions Of
by P.C. 767 rocuremen

the Canadian Mutual Aid Board, insofar as they relate to the p Were

of commodities, services and the equipment required by UNRRA

transferred to the Minister of Trade and Commerce, effective November l'

1945 ;

' United Nations, Mutual Ai
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That by P.C. 2/7443 of December 21, 1945, $25,000,000 was made
available to the Department of Trade and Commerce for UNRRA procure-
ment as the first portion of the second contribution and that by P.C. 217/446
of February 8, 1946, commitment authority was given to the Department of
Trade and Commerce, for an additional $18,000,000 for UNRRA procure-
ment purposes ;

That there now is an urgent need for additional supplies and funds toprocure them, UNRR A having requested a ll contributing countries to paytheir full contribution as soon as possible in order that these supp lies may be'
purchased and sent forward immediately ;

That it is expedient that the balance of Canada's second contribution to
UNRRA be made available immediately and for this purpose it is advisable
that an additional allotment Of $52,000,000 be provided forthwith from the
War Expenditure and Demobilization Appropriation 1945; and that it,together with any -unspent balances (already provided) at the close of the
business day, March 25, 1946, be transferred to the credit of UNRRA, inthe Bank of Canada for purchases in Canada, with the proviso that in ac-
cordance with the UNRRA Financial Plan an amount of $7,700,'000 which
is 10% of Canada's second contribution, may be conve rted into foreignexchange for use by UNRRA outside of Canada, if required.

The undersigned, therefore, with the concurrence of the Secretary of State
for External Affairs, has the honour to recommend that :

1• That the balance of Canada's contributions . to LTNRRA be made avail-able to UNRRA forthwith and for this' purpose that an amount of $52-,000,000 be allotted from the War Expenditure and Demobi lization Appropri-ation 1945; and
2.

That the Min,ister of Trade and Commerce be authorized to transfer tothe credit of i;fNRRA in, the Bank of -'Canada the aforementioned $52,-000,000, together with any balance remaining unspent or
I
not transferred :to UNRRA

from previous allotments for the purpose of. making contributionsto UNRRÀ

' on conditon that UNPURA agrees to transfer to the Government,
of Canada sufficient funds to cover commitments incurred on . behalf ofUNRR

A and agrees to convert no more than $7,700,000 of , the moprovided to it, into foreign so
gn exchange for use outsidé of Canada . "The Board, having approvedWar A the estimate of expenditure chargeable to the

ppropriation and the War Expenditure and Demobi lization Appropria-tion, and the allotment of the necessary funds, concur in the above repo rtand recommendation and submit the same for favourable consideration .

A. D. P. HEENEY

Clerk of the Privy Council
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644. DTC/Vol. 263 

Le ministre du Commerce au directeur général, UNRRA 

Minister of Trade and Commerce to Director General, UNRRA 

Ottawa, March 29, 1946 
Dear Sir, 

As you are aware, the officials of your organization have urged the 
contributing countries to give serious consideration to fulfilling their com-
mitments to UNRRA at the present time. I am happy to advise you that 
the Canadian Government, mindful of the great need which exists for 
immediate action, has been pleased to place to the credit of your organization 
the necessary funds to meet the whole of Canada's undertakings. 

I am, therefore, pursuant to Order-in-Council No. 1/1208 of today's date, 
transferring to your account in the Bank of Canada $93,558,170.62, which 
will provide for the balance of our total commitments. A schedule showing 
the basis on which this amount has  • been determined is attached. 

The services of the Canadian Government departments and agencies will 
still be made available to you for procurement in Canada. The same 
procedure and protection in the commitment and expenditure of funds which 
you have enjoyed, will continue as in the past. 

It is our understanding that you will transfer to the Receiver General 
of Canada from your account in the Bank of Canada, such amounts as 
are required from time to time to coy.  er  the commitments entered into or 
to be entered into by the Government of Canada on your behalf, and 
that you will not transfer from your account in the Bank of Canada to 
other accounts or persons, without my agreement. It is estimated that we 
shall require $60,000,000 to cover the commitments we have made on your 
behalf and which are presently outstanding. We, therefore, request you 
transfer this amount to the Receiver General of Canada immediately.' 

On our side, we are prepared to agree at any time to transfer from your 
account in the Bank of Canada, such amounts as are necessary to discharge 
our undertakings in accordance with the UNRRA financial plan, to make 
available a portion of our contribution in a form which can be used outside 
of Canada. 

Yours very truly, 
J. A. MACKINNON 

1  Ceci fut fait. 	 1  This was done. 

NATIONS UNIES 
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645.
L.B.P./Vo1 . 11

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au rédacteur en chef du Winnipeg Free Press

Ambassador in United States to Executive Editor of the Winnipeg Free Press

Dear George [Ferguson],
Washington, April 1, 1946

I found your letter of March 25tht awaiting me on my return from the
UNRRA meeting at Atlantic City. It was a good meeting in the sense that
there was a sense of reality and a facing of facts about it ; straight talk
without abuse, and a realization that unless something effective is done
soon by all Governments, not only will we be facing famine conditions in
the next few weeks in Europe and the Far East, but conditions not much
better next year . Certain people here and in Canada may say what they
will about a short-term emergency, but if the facts of the situation are as
they were given to us at Atlantic City, the emergency is likely to be of
pretty long duration. :It will require far more effective action than the
short-term voluntary measures now so popular with the Administration in
Washington .

I wish I knew the answers to your questions about the future of UNRRA
.There are four possibilities :

1• To continue UNRRA in more or less its present form through 1947.This would require a further 1% assessment. Such an assessment might be
secured by some countries, but certainly not, from Congress unless there
is a complete change of sentiment in that body . Without further funds from
Congress, however, UNRRA could not continue .2.

The transfer of certain UNRRA functions, such as industrial
rehabilitation, agricultural rehabilitation, displaced persons, to other UnitedNations agencies, retaining for ITNRRA for another year the limited jobof food relief

. This would also require further funds from Congress, but asmaller contribution might be enough and might possibly-though my StateDepa rtment friends doubt this-be secured. The appointment of La Guardia
may make it easier to get a further appropriation .

3• Same as 2 above, except that the retained food relief, functions wouldbe performed bthou y a U.S . agency . UNRRA itself would come to an end,gh its organization in the field might be taken over by the United StatesGovernment . Other jobs, if the ~R~ governments could . then take on special relief
"01 to y so desired. For instance, Canada might wish to help by sending

Greece, thereby relieving the United States agency of that area .This Would be an awkward and ineffilcient way of doing business
~~l fically nothing to commend it except that by acting throughaadU.Ss
relief agency more funds could be secured from Congress to carry on the

work now being done on a United Nations basis .
ail4 ts~RA to come to an end this ear or in the spring'continuin y of 1947, with

g relief activities to be taken over by - UNO. This would
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mean in.fact that the UNO would take over also that part of the UNRRA 
organizat.ion in the field which was required, but any funds voted by 

'Congress or Parliaments would be voted to UNO, and not to UNRRA as 
such. I think this last course is the one most likely to be followed unless 
La Guardia's appoint-ment introduces such a change in sentiment in Congress 
that further funds for UNR.RA on its present basis could be secured. If 
course 4 is adopted, displaced persons might be taken over by the Refugee 
Organization; food relief by an organization under the Economic and Social 
Council; rehabilitation and reconstruction assistance would have to be given 
by the International Bank or by governmental credits. 

One thing is quite clear, however, that, though UNRRA itself may come 
to an end soon, the needs which brought it into being will continue for a 
year or two more; possibly longer. Therefore, anything you can do to 
publicize this continuing need would, I think, be very helpful.. There is a 

•-UNO committee dealing with this question, the future of 'UNRRA, etc., 
but I am • afraid it is not going to be a very effective agency unless it 
*gets a good deal of prodding. Something, however, must be done, 8,nd 
soon, to make the governments on the Economic and Social Council aware 
of the problem and the necessity of creating some machinery to deal with it. 
To let UNRRA disappear without having prepared plans and machinery to 
take over its unfinished work would be disastrous. Yet the time is short for 
.such • preparation. Unfortunately, the Economic and Social Council, which 
,should take responsibility for this, is taking a long time to get into acon. 

.From my point of view; personally and officially, it is grand news that 
you are, coming to Washington in September. That really does cheer me up, 
and these are days when a- little cheering-up is needed. I feel certain that 
you will fmd enough to do here to keep you interested. You will always 
'find a warm welcome at this feudal palace known as the Embassy. For 
some time now we have been needing advice  as  to -what pictures to hang 
on its panelled walls! . 

With personal regards, 
Yours sincerely, 

L. B. PEARSON 

'646. 	 » DEA/2295-R-40  

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in United States to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM WA-1531 	 Washington, April 6, 1946 

Your EX-831 of March 21stf enquiring concerning expected replY to  
despatch No. 72t relating to private donations of money to UNRRA. 

Our enquiries indicate that UNRRA can accept, and welcomes, cash dole-
tions. However, UNRRA has deliberately refrained from soliciting such dona -

tions in view of the fact that Congressnien or Parliamentarians might criticise 
the Administration if,  at  the s'ame time as it is receiving substantial contrite 
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tions from Governments indirectly contributed by the people, UNRRA were to
exhort the people to contribute additional 'amounts directly. UNRRA feels
that if private donations were to be solicited their chances of securing Gov-
emmental contributions might be adversely a ffected .

Despite the absence of any campaign UNRRA is receiving almost daily
cash contributions from private citizens . In most cases, even though the do-
nations originate outside the United States, the cash contributions are made
directly to UNRRA Headquarters in Washington . The officials with whom we
have spoken have indicated a preference for the making of such donations
directly to UNRRA in. Washington, since they claim that there is an advantage
in having such contributions accumulate in a common pool here on whic h the
Administration can . draw for financing special projects outsi& the regular
procurement which might be proceeding through Governmental channels. We
have mentioned` to them that in the' case of contributions ' from Canadiansthere may be a foreign exchange problem involved in the converting of Cana-
dian dollars into United States dollars which would make it desirable from
our point of view to have the contribution converted into goods in Canada . We
have added that the retention of ;such donations in 'Canada would not, in our
view, lessen the Administration's co'ntrol over the expendituré, of such funds
on special projects, except insofar as .. some~ goods might , possibly not ~ be - avail-
able in Canada . ' We indicated that if ; for foreigri . exchange` reasons, : it seemednecessary or desirable to retain : such donations in Canada- the Canadian
authorities receiving the donations could probably advise thé ~-UNRRA
Headquaxters in Washington of `each . donation as I t comes, in ,and UNRRAReadquarters- could direct the - expenditure, : of :such, donations i through - therQquest-to-su 1y" .

pp • mechanism ... already, estab lished for UNRRA procurementin Canada .~ : . . . . . : ;, . . . . .
In thesé circumstances it•would seem necessary to have, answers~^to ~the fol-lowing questions . before proceeding , further ; with our enquiries : : > ~ , r
(a) Does the resent foreign ~P exchange, position render= it i'desirable thatprivate . cash donations be, retained for , expenditure in . Canada

? (b) If such is the case, would.it be - feasible for, the Canadian Custodian of
these donations to establish some arrangement for advising UNRRA of indi-
vidual contributions as they are received? When we have this information .wecan give you a complete answer to your despatch within a day or so.

647.
DEA/2295-R-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-UnisSecretary of State for External Affairs to Ambassador in United States

TELEGRAM $x-1111
Ottawa, April 20, 1946

Your WA-1531 of April 6 regarding 'private donations of mone~ 'to%RA. Y
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The following is the message received from the Foreign Exchange Control 
Board on this subject, which indicates that there would be no objections from 
a foreign exchange point of view to donations being transferred to UNRRA 
Washington: 

"In the last paragraph of this message the Canadian Ambassador asks 
whether the present foreign exchange position renders it desirable that private 
cash donations to UNRRA be retained for expenditure in Canada. Under rou-
tine instructions the Canadian banks are now authorized to sell up to $100 in 
United States funds per applicant per month for the purpose of making 
benevolent remittances abroad. Remittances to UNRRA would fall within 
this category and it would appear that the limit  of $100 is high enough to 
take care of the great majority of cash donations. Moreover, the Board has 
recently decided that favourable consideration should be given to applications 
for cash remittances in excess of $100 to countries to which Canada is ex-
tending credit. The reasons for permitting these remittances to UNRRA are 
just as strong as for permitting them to individual countries and the Board 
will accordingly be prepared to give favourable consideration to applications 
for United States funds to make cash donations to UNRRA in excess of the 
amount of $100 which the banks are authorized to approve. 

In view particularly of the large amount of free funds which UNRRA has 
spent in Canada, there would appear to be no reason frOm'a foreign exchange 
point of view why the use of such donations should be restricted to purchase 
in Canada." - 

It may be, however, that since UNRRA expends certain free funds in 
Canada, they would prefer not to have the money transferred to them as, to 
the extent that contributions are made that way, they lose the 1% exchange 
when re-transferring the money to Canada. However, unless such voluntary 
contributions increase  iii  number and size, the loss would be insignificant. 

At the time when this matter was taken up with you, the thought existed 
that contributions of this nature would come in fairly large nunibers, but this 
anticipation has not materialized. The whole  question  which I raised appears 
therefore to be very much of an aCademic one. 

648. 	 DEA/2295-R-40  

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au chef, la direction économique 

Ambassador in United States to Head, Economic Division 

• 	 Washington, June 8, 1946  
Dear Mr. Pierce, 	- 

I am enclosing a memorandum from Mr. Cairns the Director of the Food, 
Division of UNRRA to Mr. La Guardia concerning UNRRA's problem 0, 1  
financing food shipments. There is only a short time available before todayi! 

diplomatic bag closes and I will therefore have to wait until early next weee 
to teletype our comments on the information contained in this memorandum. 
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The most important fact for Canada arising from UNRRA's present diffi-culties in financing their food requirements is that it may become necessary
for UNRRA to ask that we cancel $6,000,000 worth of fish and $6,000,000worth of meat which they have already contracted for in Canada .

This information was given to me on a purely personal basis by Mr . Cairns
and I have his permission to forward this memorandum on an informal basis
to Ottawa . Mr. Cairns discussed the possible Canadian cutbacks referred to
with Mr. Karl Fraser of the Mutual Aid Board when he was in Washington
this, week.

I shall try to have, all the necessary information on why UNRRÀ may
have to request these cutbacks available to you before the next meeting of
the 1Viutual Aid Board.

Yours sincerely,

J. R. MURRAY
For the Ambassador

[PIÉCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Mémorandum du directeur, la division de l'Alimentation d'UNRRA,
au directeur général, UNRRA

Memorandum from Director, Food Division of UNRRA,
to Dirèctor General, UNRRA

May .30, .1946

THE PROBLEM OF FINANCING FOOD SHIPMENT S

INTRODUCTION

1 . The Food Division, has been a most consistent rebel against the Ad-
mnistration's conception of 'a program of operations because it has always
held the view that at least one-half of UNRRA's îunds, amounting. in an toabout $3 .2 billion dollars, should - have been reserved for the procurement . offood. However,-because of the scarcity of food and . in` order toget on withth e job, the Food Division reluctantly. acquiesced in a :program' of operationsfor the period ending 30th June 1946 . based on the tentative àssumption: thatoRlY about one-third - of the Administration's total funds , would be . spent : onfood

. The Division then proceeded to buy, at the' lowest possible prices, allthe,
basic foods it could get, regardless of how quickly the $1 .1 billiontentatively allotted to it was spent. As you will see from Table I . attached, t

We eRpect to ship by the end of June 1946 about $0 .9 billion worth of food,
leaving a balance of only about $200 million of the aforementioned tentativethe tr,a ent ,

Moreover, in order to avoid losing allocations made to' UNRRA,Food Division has already commi tted the bulk of that balance for foodto be shipped in the third, quarter of 1946 .
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-. 2. In order to capitalize on the fruits ,of, Govemor Lehman's and your 
crusade for more food for UNRRA the Food Division assumed that as a 

f result of the recent discussions in Washington with the representatives of 
our Missions the allottment of funds to the Food Division would be increased 
to at least $1.6 billion. But largely because of commitments already made to 
procure supplies other than focid, the Food Division's allotment was increased 
to only $1.2 billion. The Administration is, therefore, faced with the pros-
pect of cancelling, in so far as possible, commitments already made to buy 
dairy products and meat in order to provide'iunds to bùy as much as possible 
of the grains and fats which it expects shortly to be allocated  toit.  More-

, Over, unless -steps  are  teen inunedia.tely greatly to increase the funds avail-
' able to 'the - Food Division» the allocations of -grains,' fats, .and other basic 
foods already made, or about to be made to UNRRA will be gravely en-
dangered. One of the disastrdus - consequences of this anomalous position 
will be the _abandonment of the child feeding program which you proposed 
in your 29th`April cable:to all UNRRA receiving countries. 

3. The situation with respect to the last half of 1946 revealed in the above 
paragraphs is grave, but the position in the first six or eight months of 1947 
is less grave only in the sense that there is more time to prepare for it. 
Several 'UNRRA receiving coùntries will continue to need large imports of 
food at least until the 1947 harvests are available. -It is manifestly impos-
sible for the successor, if any, to UNRRA effectively to take over control 
prior to 1st January 1947. And unless financial and other arrangements are 
made at *a very early 'date to provide for a continuation of food shipments • 
after the turn of the year the' pôsition Of the countries now dependent upon 

*UNRRA will be gravely prejudiced, especially with respect to allocations, 
firm requests, for which, backed by irrevocable financial arrangements, must . 	. 
be made at least three and in mOst cases six months' in advance of the period 
of shipment. 

- 	 REQUESTS FOR ALLOCATIONS 
: 

, 4. On 10th April 1946 UNRRA requested of the Combined Food Board 
allocations of food, from all sources of supply, for shipment during the six 

. month period July-December 1946, valued at about $825 million. In re' 
sponse to the USDA's' request that we submit by 5th April our requirements 
.of food from the United States in both the third and fourth quarters of 1946, 

we submitted requirements valued at about $600 million. 

AVAILABLE SUPPLIES 

5. During the series of meetings with representatives of UNRRA's Mis' 
sions, the Food Division estimated the value of the foods already allocated 

by the CF13 and expected to be allocated by the International EmergencY 

I United States Department of Agriculture., 
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Food Council to UNRRA for shipment to its receiving countries in July-
December 1946 at $545 million, sub-divided as follows •.

Millions of dollars

Meats 106

Dairy Products 52

Fats 64
Rice 52, -
Bread grains 209

Other foods`--` 40

Total

AVAILABLE FUNDS

$546 mn.

6. On the basis of the total UNRBA budget for each count ~which theAdministration has decided to recommend for the consideration of he Central
Committee, the representatives of - the ; .UNRRA Missions who took part inthe recent series of meetings in Washington have informed the Food Division
that the following sums will' be available for the procuremènt of .foôd to be
shipped'àfter 30th,June 1946 :

. Albania
. Austria
` Byelorussia -
Czechoslovakia' . .
Dodecanese Islands
Greece

, Italy
Poland
Ukraine
Yugoslavia •
China -

21,76Q
65,378
50,053
30,088-11,325

111,373 .

391
13,51 5

662 -
13;485
5,85 4

323,884

7
. PRESENT DISTRIBUTION BY COMMODITIES OF $324 MILLIO N

THIRD QUARTER 1946 FOURTH QUARTER 1946

Millions of dollars
57

' 15
12 -
32 . .
92
14
37

0
37
0
8 .
7
10
3

Totals 259 65
Note : The foregoing distribution is lar el dic
~nds already made for dairy product~ meatstafish baad other

m
foods naftef~ r



allotting $52 *million for the rice we hope to get from China the balance 
of $74 million has been allotted' to procure only a fraction of the grains 
and fats which the Food Division is confident will be allocated to UNRRA. 
Pending a determination of such commitments as may be revocable, it is 
impossible for the Food Division to respect the present food priorities 
indicated by the Missions within their present budgetary limitations-
examples: 

MISSION'S SUGGESTIONS 	FOOD DIVISION'S COMMITMENTS 

Millions of dollars 
Bread Grains 	 163 	 0 
Rice 	 52 	 0 
Fats 	 43 	 9 
Dairy Products 	 27 	 40 
Meats 	 40 	 92 
Fish 	 9 	 24 

SUMMARY 

8. To sum up, unless action is taken very quickly to increase the funds 
a.vailable for the procurement of food by UNRRA, (a) revocable contracts for 
basic foods such as milk and meat will have to be cancelled; (b) allocations 
to UNRRA will be adversely affected; (c) procurement activities in supplying 
countries may well be relaxed because of a drastic reduction in so-called 
"effective requirements", (d) food that should be shipped to UNRRA 
countries will go elsewhere; (e) UNRRA countries will be deprived of sorely-
needed food by the end of the third quarter of this year; and (f) the case 
of these countries for an equitable share of the world's pool of food 
supplies in the last quarter of 1946 and in the first  hall of 1947 will be 
gravely prejudiced. 

9. On the basis of the above facts I recommend for your urgent con-
sideration: (a) that you should reply at once to Secretary Anderson's' letter 
of 24th May that (i) subject only to the appropriation by Congress of the 
outstanding $465 million, UNRRA will earmark, over and above the funds 
already submitted for food, exclusively for...the procurement of food in the 
United States, to be shipped in the third quarter of 1946, the sum of $250 

million, and (ii) as soon as the amount of food allocated to UNRRA fen 
hY the United States approaches the amount of UNRRA money now  held  

the USDA together with the aforementioned $250 million, UNRRA Will  
place additional funds at the disposal of the USDA; 
(b) assuming that it will be possible to follow the course advocated in (a) 
immediately above, it is nevertheless necessary that you should instruct the_ 
appropriate officials .of UNRRA to make an immediate determination of 

what funds already committed for non-food procurement are, in fact We' 
vocably committed; otherwise some receiving countries face the possibilitY 

of having so little food in the last quarter of this year as to lead to starvation; 
e 

. 1  C. P. Anderson, le secrétaire d'Agriculture 	1 C P. Anderson, SecretarY 
des États-Unis. 	 of the United States. 	

d Agricuitur 

.11à2 NATIONS UNIES 
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(c) that you should immediately instruct the staff of UNRRA. that 
pending the completion of arrangements to finance food shipments during 
the third and fourth quarters of 1946, now estimated at $545 million, no 
funds shall be committed for the procurement of any non-food items unless 
it is specifically approved by you personally; 
(d) that you should instruct, in the light of the findings in (b) above, the 
divisions of UNRRA concerned to cancel all of the procurement contracts 
determined to be revocable; 
(e) that you should inform the United States Congress during the UNRRA 
hearings next week that appropriaton of the outstanding balance of $465 
million will be quite insufficient to provide for the minimum exports of food 
during the third and- fourth quarters of 1946, allowing nothing for the 
procurement of other supplies such as transport, coal and petrol; 
(f) that you should request the Govermnent of each UNRRA receiving coun-
try to exert every possible effort to (i) secure the necessary credits to finance 
the procurement of non-food items for which UNRRA has irrevocably 
committed funds, thereby releasing money for the procurement of food by 
UNRRA, and (ii) place at UNRRA's disposal by letter of credit the sup-
plementary funds required to procure, so nearly as available supplies will 
permit, the minimum food import requirements in both the third and fourth 
quarters of 1946; and 
(g)that you should immediately notify the members of the UNRRA Coun-
cil of your intention to place on the agenda of its August meeting the propo-
sition that the subscription to UNRRA of an additional contribution of not 
lower than $750 million (i.e. about 0.5% of the national income of the 
contributing countries) to be spent exclusively on the procurement and 
shipment of food to the UNRRA receiving countries during the period ending 
31st August 1947 is a prerequisite to putting these countries on their feet in 
a fit condition to do their work in the new world. 

DEA/2295-R-40 

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in United States to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAm WA-2406 Washington, June 11, 1946 • 
IMMEDIATE. Following for Pierce from Murray, Begins: Reference our letter 
°f June 8th concerning UNRRA food financing problems and possible 
cutbacks affecting UNRRA commitments in Canada. 

The main reason for UNRRA's desire to withhold or cut back procure-
ment in  Canada and the United States of foods such as meat and fish is 
that they feel they would not be able to withstand criticism for failure to 
suPPly the more basic foods, cereals, and fats and oils; their extremely tight 

649. 
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financial -situatiôn,- coupled with- comparatively large~ availabilities,. of cereals '
and fats and oils, have made - these shifts in food procurement desirable .

In the United States, UNRRA has been able - to- reach an- agreement with
the Department of Agriculture, who in some mysterious way are going to
finance the set asides (to the extent of approximately $50,000,000) which
UNRRA had been scheduled to purchase : It is anticipated that countries
who still urgently wish to acquire these supplies will have to make their
own financial arrangements to purchase them either through the Export-'
Import Bank or otherwise . As far as Canada is concerned, . UNRRA wish
to have this contingency known to the officials concerned in Ottawa and
they have no intention of proceeding with, any cutbacks , before knowing
our views. As I said in my letter, Karl Fraser of the Mutual Aid Board
discussed this problem with Mr . Cairns . In addition, I understand that Mr.
Wadley of the Canadian Commercial Corporation has been informed of
the possible cutback on fish which may .amount to $6,200,000.00 and
that he is expected to come to Washington to discuss this question, possibly
accompanied by Dr. Finn.l

UNRRA fully appreciates that, having encouraged the fishermen to the
greatest possible efforts, it would be very embarrassing to the Canadian
Government to have UNRRA'S fish commitments seriously cut back .

UNRRA has made it clear that they will not go ahead with these proposals
if the Canadian Commercial Corporation has entered into a definite corn-
mitment . I believe that . any additional information you . may wish for
tomorrow's meeting of the Mutual Aid Board could be obtained from either
Mr. Wadley or . Mr . Fraser. Ends :

DEA/2295-R-4 0

Le sous-ministre du Commerce au sous-secrétaire d'État pàr intérim
aux Affaires extérieures

Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce to Acting Under-Secretary of State, ,. . for External A ffairs

650.

, Ottawa, June 18 1, 1946

Dear , Mr. Wrong,
Please refer to your letter . of June 12 t regarding the potential cutback

ôf - UNRRA requirements for meat and fish .
I have been in touch with the Department of 'Agriculture and the Deputy

Minister . of that Department is- writing to you- directly in regard to meat .

With respect to fish, the~ following was allocated- to UNRRA, the first

two ; items by the Combined Food ' Board, Washington, and the remainder
by the, Canadian Fôod = Requirements Committee, on the recommendâtio

n

"Le sous-ministre des Pêcheries . 1 Deputy Minister' of' Fisheriés .
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of the Department of Fisheries, Ottawa, after consultation with officials of
[TNRRA a d th dn e tra e . .

QUANTITY TYPE
XIMATE

30,000,000 lbs. Canned Fish, TOTAL ` 'COST

SOURCE OF SUPPLY

Approximately
22,000,000 lbs.
West Coast
Approximately
8,000,000 lbs.
East

4,950,000 .0 0
oast3,000,000 lbs. Dried Salt . Cod, East Coast

65,000 bbls. Pickled Fish, 480,000
.00

East Coast 845;000.005,000 tons D ried Salt Herring West Coas
t 75,000 cases Bloaters, 440,000 .00

East Coast 150,000.00

UNRRA has been in\touch with the Department of Fisheries with respectto the 30,000,000 lbs . canned fish, and UNRRA is perfectly willi
ng totake this quantity if . it * cannot be allocated elsewhere. Therefore, on theadvice of the Depa rtment of Fisheries, the Canadian : Commercial Corpora-

tion is awarding contracts for the canned fish on the understanding thatif all, or any por tion of it cannot be allocated, elsewhere UNRRA willaccept de livery.
The 3,000,000 lbs of Dried Salt Cod can be cancelled without inftictinany hardship on the trade as this type of fish can be disposed of elsewhereg.

However, this is not the case with respect to the Pickled Fish, Dried Salt
Herring and -Bloaters

. While, requisitions for the latter two items have .not .
yet been received by the Canadian Commercial Corporation, the su 1 in
of these types of fish to pP y gUNRRA has been treated as a matter of . prime,importance, the Canadian industry having. been encouraged to make spécialefforts to increase their productiôn. For the same ' reason, . the -Corporationhas already opened preliminaxy , negotiations with the lrade for this su 1
and, although- no irrevocable `commitments have been . . made; severe ï hard-shipship to the trade and 'considerable embarrassment - to the Canadian' Govern-ment would result from any attempt to cancel 'these , items. Hôwevei ' asin ,the. case of the canned fish, ' it ma y be 'of the. Y possible "Id'. place elsewherë' 'sqme

quantities of dry salted herring, and, pickled fsh .. now âllocâted toft~, and if this can be . done,' the UNRRA contracts will be Teduced
. It is therefore strongly urged that

Proportionately
IJI~TRRA réquest`= the3anadian

Commercial Corporation to proceed with the' urchâsé .
ms in accordance with the "agreement whicfi . theq reà héd with offic alsof the Department of Fisheries .

This matter has been discûssed' with officials ofFisheries and tliey concur in the foregoing, the Department of

As requested, I am returning the,,papers which accompanied your letter .

Yours very truly,
M. W. MACKENZIE
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651. DEA/2295-AJ-40 

L'ambassadeur en Chine au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in China to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

DESPATCH 711 	 Nanking, June 25, 1946 

Sir, 
CANADIAN REPRESENTATION ON UNRRA FAR EAST COMMITTEE 

I have the honour to submit herewith the first paragraph of a letter 
which has just come to hand from Miss Eleanor Hinder, one of the British 
Government representatives on UNRRA in the Far East. Miss Hinder and 
her associates in UNRRA are anxious to have Canadian representation. 

2. The absence of Canada from the Far East Committee has caused 
rather widespread comment. Mr. Gilpatrick of the U.S. Embassy has been 
definitely outspoken as have been a nuznber of others both within and 
outside of UNRRA. Mr. Pearson made a great impression, and partly 
because of his personality UN-RRA has learned to expect important con-
tributions from Canada. 

3. I would support Miss Hinder's suggestion without hesitation, were I 
in a position to make a considered recommendation. For the moment I do 
not see any recommendation which I can make, and so I leave the problem 
with you. 

4. The remaining paragraphs of Miss Hinder's letter did not touch upon 
LTNRRA. Instead they were recommending to me certain of her friends 
with  whom she wished me to become acquainted. The paragraph of Miss 
Hinder's letter to which I have referred to above is as follows: 

I was so glad to have had the opportunity to have a talk with you while 
I was in Nanking. I hope you will let me repeat quite unofficially my hope that 
now that the Committee for the Far East is established in Nanking, you will raise 
with your Gove rnment the possibility of. Canada being represented. I know verY 
well the mediating role you have played so skilfully and successfully in China 
since you came. I have been the witness too of the very splendid contribution 
which Canada has made in the meetings of the UNRRA Council, particularly 
at the meeting of the Council held in London last year when Mr. Pearson was 
at his bést. There are at least twelve, possibly more, months in which UNRRA will 
continue tà 'operate in China and in which Canadian supplies will continue to be 
used. Nothing would give me greater pleasure than to have a Canadian repre-
sentative to sit with the Committee for the Far East. If your Goverrunent accedes 
in principle, all it has to do is to communicate with the UNRRA Washington 
Headquarters and to nominate a Canadian member. 

I have etc. 
VICTOR W. ,ODLUIVI 
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652. 

PERSONAL 

DEA/2295-Q-40 

Le directeur général, UNRRA, au Premier ministre 

Director General, UNRRA, to Prime Minister 

Washington, July 3, 1946 
My dear Mr. Prime Minister, 

It is none of my business, but seemingly I am always attending to some-
body else's business, yet  1 am very much concerned over the coming Council 
Session of the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation rAdministration to 
be held in Geneva August 5th. I have just heard that there is a likelihood 
that Mike Pearson may not attend. It so happens that he is now the dean 
of the UNRRA delegates. He not only has a store of knowledge and 
information from the very beginning of UNRRA, but is always most helpful 
in deliberations. 

At this Conference the future of UNRRA will have to be decided and, 
vvhat is more important, the policy of relief for needy countries in 1947. 
I hope that the situation will be such that we may have the benefit of Mr. 
Pearson's helpful and sound advice. 

With kind personal regards, I am 

Very sincerely yours, 
F. H. LA GUARDIA 

DEA/2295-AJ-40 

Le sous-secrétaire d'État par intérirn aux affaires extérieures 
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unie 

Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Ambassador in United States1  

Ottawa, July 30, 1946 
Dear Mr. Pearson, 

General Odlum has sent us three despatches Nos. 626 of June MA' 
645 of June 12tht and 711 of Jtme 25th (copies attached) reporting on 
the work of the Far East Committee of UNRRA which has been meeting 
in Nanking and urging that consideration be given to Canadian representa-
tion' on the Far East Committee. 

You will be familiar with the extent to which Canadian goods allotted 
t° UNRRA make up shipments of relief to China. In addition, there are 
quite a number of Canadians working on the staff of UNRRA in China. 

Pour 
. Pearson se rendait alors à Genève. 	1  Mr. Pearson was then on his way to 
assister à la cinquième session du Geneva to attend the fifth session of the 

Conseil d'UNRRA. 	 Council of UNRRA. 

653. 
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Canadians have also taken an active part in voluntary relief work in China . ,
I understand that the $5,000,000 aid given to China by the Canadian Red
Cross and the Chinese War Re lief Fund compares favourably on a per
capita basis with contributions from other countries . ~

I should be glad to have your views on the advisability of our arranging
for a member of our Nanking Embassy to sit on the . Far East Committee

of UNRRA. You may feel that you would prefer to withhold your comment
until after the Geneva conference gets under way and you are able to see
whether some international organization will be .set up to continue UNRRA's

work and the extent to which Canada will be expected to continue to provid e

relief supplies to China .
Yours sincerely,

H . H. WRONG

654. DEA/2295-R-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieure s

Ambassador in United States to Secretary of State for External Affairs
TELEGRAM WA-3520 Washington, September 30, 1946

CONFIDENTIAL . Following for Dr. W. Clark, Department of Finance, from

R. B. Bryce, Begins :

1 . UNRRA has enquired whether Canadian Government would be pre-
pared to provide supplies to UNRRA for a reimbursement subsequently by
several Latin American countries who would make balance their contribu-

tions to UNRRA in this manner. These countries say budgetary difficulties

prevent immediate payment remainder of contributions, but they are pre-

pared to complete contributions over period of several years . Because

UNRRA is ending next year, they cannot make use of such later cont ribu-

tions unless it is possible to discount now .

2. While it is quite unlikely that Canadian Gove rnment would be pre-

pared as a matter of policy to enter into arrangements of this kind, we woul d

like to know whether it would not be debarred on purely legal grounds .
Only , authority we know of under which action would be taken would be
Export Credit Act and closest application to legal .position,here would be for
Canada to make loan to Governments concerned to enable them to purchase
supplies in Canada to transfer to UNRRA . We assume, however, that even

this would be contrary to law.

3 . Would suggest you provide copies of -this tô Johnson if back and fail '
ing him, : to Mundell or Coyne and obtain - their opinion . on matter. W9O
External Affairs as well and say LJNRRA .plan. to :,write : formally to Am

bassador here. Ends
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655. 	 DEA/2295-R-40 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
à l'ambassadeur aux Etats-Unis 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Ambassador in United States 

TELEGRAM EX-2482 	 Ottawa, October 2, 1946 

CONFIDENTIAL. Following for R. B. Bryce from W. C. Clark, [Begins:] 
1. Have considered suggestion raised in your cypher teletype WA-3520. 

You may advise UNRRA that we have no legal authority which would 
enable us to enter into the financial arrangements suggested in your teletype 
designed to enable certain Latin American countries to extend their contri-
butions to UNRRA over a period of years. We believe it would certainly be 
completely contrary to the spirit and probably to the letter of the export 
credit insurance act to use that legislation for discounting the notes of 
countries wishing time to meet their international obligations. 

2. Have advised Mr. Wrong who agrees. 

656. 	 DEA/9255-40 

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures' 

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs' 

SECRET 	 Ottawa, October 19, 1946 

Dear Mr. St. Laurent, 
Relief needs in countries which have suffered from the war will be under 

consideration in the General Assembly.  it  is now clear that the decision to 
terminate UNRRA activities in Europe on December 31, 1946, and in the 
Far East on March 31, 1947, will not be reversed. The Council of UNRRA, 
at its last meeting, referred to the United Nations Assembly the problem 
of post-UNRRA relief needs, dividing this question into two parts: 

(a) The determination of relief needs after UNRRA comes to an end, and 
(b) Means for satisfying the needs so determined. 	 • 
The Economic and Social Council has also adopted a resolution support-

ing.the UNRRA Resolution, with the addition of an amendment put forward = 
by the Canadian delegation as follows: 

The Economic and Social Council "requests the Secretary-General to under-
take immediately the collection and analysis of information relating to the sub- 

.., 1 M. St. Laurent se rendait :alors à New 	1  Mr. St. Lanrent was then on his way, to 

l 
,r
a

0r 
pk rePour participer à la seconde partie 'rie. New York to attend the second part of the 

mière session de l'Assemblée générale first session of the General Assembly of the 
des Nations Unies. 	 United Nations. 	- 
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jects enumerated in paragraph 1 above with a view to the submission of this data
to the agency or agencies to be established or designated by the General Assembly,
and recommends that other - international organizations and governments provide
all possible assistance to the Secretary-Gener al in the performance of this tas k ."

We have under consideration in the Department the way in which the
discussion of relief questions is likely to develop in the Assembly and also
the attitude which should be adopted by the Canadian delegation towards
these problems . I . am attaching a draft telegram to the - Canadian High Com-
missioner in London . This draft telegram contains, in paragraphs 2 to 6,
an account of what we understand to be the intention of the United States
delegation in regard to the discussion-of relief needs in the Assembly. Para-
graph 7 of the telegram gives some indication of the difficulties which we
feel may arise as a result of the procedure which the United States delegation
is considering . Paragraphs 8 and 9 give, in general terms, the attitude which
we think the Canadian delegation should adopt during the discussion of
these questions in the Assembly .

I would be` grateful to know whether or not you approve of this telegram,
either in its present form or with revisions . If you concur, we shall despatch
the telegram at once to London for comment, and will send a similar tele-
gram to Washington, also with a request for comment . It will then be possible,
also, to regard paragraphs 8 and 9 of the draft telegram as a general state-
ment of Canadian policy on relief problems.

Yours sincerely,

L. B . PEARSON

[PIÉCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Projet de télégramme du secrétaire d'État aux Aflaires extérieures
au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne

Draft Telegram f rom Secretary of Statejor External Affairs
to High Commissioner in Great Britain

TELEGRAM Ottawa, October 18, 1946

SECRET AND IMPORTANT. Reference International Re lief questions after the
termination of UNRRA .

1 . As you know, the UNRRA Council in Geneva referred to the United
Nations Assembly the problem of post-UNRRA relief needs, dividing the
question into two parts :

(a) The determination of relief needs after UNRRA comes to an end,
and

(b) Means for satisfying the needs so determined .
The recent session of the Economic and Social Council adopted a resolution
supporting the UNRRA Council resolution with the addition .of an amend`
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ment put forward by the Canadian Delegation, requesting the Secretary
General to undertake immediately the preparation of a factual analysis of
needs .

2 . We have learned in confidence that the United States delegation to the
General Assembly intends to propose the estab lishment of a committee of
the Assembly, to examine and report on relief needs in 1947-that is, needs
plus inability to pay. This committee will, it is intended, be exclusively a fact-
finding body, and will make no recommendations regarding methods for
satisfying these needs. The preliminary fact findin workg prepared by the
Secretariat and similar material available from other bodies (e .g . UNRRA)
on relief needs in 1947, will be made available to this Assembly Committee .
The United States authorities apparently hope that this committee of Govern-
ment representatives will act as a committee of experts . The State Department
wants a United States representative on this committee sufficiently authorita-
tive to carry weight with Congress and United States' opinion .

3 . The United States is apparently confident, on the basis of analyses
prepared by its own experts, that .any objective analysis will show (a) that
the total relief needs in Europe will amount only to some $500,000,000, and
(b) that only Italy, Austria, and possibly Greece, will need supplies for
which they are unable to pay.

4 . The United States hopes that no problem of relief for Asia will be raised
to confuse the issue during this Assembly. The Chinese will presumably be
persuaded not to make any claims now by a promise that their needs will be
considered later. UNRRA's Far East activities are to continue until the end
of March 1947.

5 . Mr. Tyler Wood has informed Mr. Pearson that the State Department
hopes that the figures found by the Assembly's fact-finding committee wi ll
not at once be made public, 'and that the report of - this committee to the
Assembly wi ll be referred - a.t once to some .other committee of the Assembly,possibly. the' already existing ("Bloom")_. Committee on UNRRA. If thissecond committee gets the facts in time, it wi ll report back to the Assembly
with recommendations regarding methods of - meeting the needs determined
by the fact-finding committee. There would then be an Assembly debate on
the whole topic .`If the Committee's work is'riot finished before the Assemblyends it will carry on and make its report to the, Secretary' General for sub-mission to governments .' 6 . The United States intention is that the Assembly will then refer the
report of the second ("Bloom"?) Committee to a committee composed ex-
clusively of nations which ex ress their willingnessP to contribute to relief,!Upplies in 1947

. This committee, the United States intends, will not interferein any way with the control by a supplying nation over the destination of
such goods as it may supply . These goods will be distributed by the receivinggovernment.
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7 • . Comments: 
(a) It is perhaps a gamble to assume that the fact-finding committee, 

especially as it is composed of government representatives, will report 
needs as restricted as the fmdings of the United States experts suggest. In 
any case, it may be expected that there will be a minority report stressing 
large relief needs by certain Slav countries. Similarly, the second Assembly 
committee may also bring in a majority and minority report. 

(b) Figures from the fact-finding committee -  may leak out prematurely. 
With' or without this leak, there may be an Assembly debate before the refer-
ence of the first committee's report to the proposed second committee. 

(c) The State Department appears to entertain some hope that the 
fact-finding committee's _work may not be ready _in time for debate by the 
Assembly. If there is an _Assembly debate before this report is completed, 
the United Nations can take the position that no decision can yet be reached. 

(d) If the majority report of the fact-finding committee and con,sequently 
of the second committee, finds no relief needs (plus inability to pay) on 
the part of countries in the Soviet zone, the U.S.S.R. may be expected to 
stay out of the suppliers' committee. Even if the U.S.S.R. comes into the 
suppliers' committee, the United States will insist on retaining full control 
over the destination of its own supplies. 

(e) Reports from Washington indicate that Congress  wilil .  be  at least 
reluctant to vote any free United States supplies to any country in the Soviet 
zone -of Europe. Mr. Tyler Wood has told Mr. Pearson that if the fact-
finding committee does in fact find relief needs and inability to pay on the 
part of Poland, the State Department would be prepared to ask Congress 
to vote funds for Poland. The State Department may, in fact, be counting 
on a refusal bY Congress. 

(f) It may not be possible in fact to exclude , ,entirely from the debates 
relief claims in Asia. Though China may .  be  Persuaded to say nothing, 
India may assert need for relief goods from the dollar-countries. 

(g) The United States probably intends to make relief shipments avail-
able to Austria and Italy—the former through army funds, the latter 
presumably by a special vote after Congress meets. The needs of Greece 
may have to be met chiefly by the United Kingdom. Canada may be asked 
to help in Greece and to some extent in Italy. 

8. While it is proposed that the Canadian Delegation: give general support 

to the main lines of United States tactics on relief problems at the General 
Assembly, we will bear in mind the desirability of simplifying the procedure 
wherever possible, so that if a general relief debate in the Assembly see 

inevitable, at least two Assembly debates can be avoided. 	
ms 

9. Canada would attach importance to the establishment of the "Cothm; 

mittee of Suppliers", which would presumably ,  work along the lines of. 
 Combined Boards and the International Emergency Food Council. It is in 



our view most desirable that some degree of international coordinating 
machinery be retained, both as a matter of general principle and for 
efficiency in making allocations. 
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SECRET [Ottawa] October 24, 1946 

657. 	 DEA/9255-40 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au Premier ministre 

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Prime Minister 

[Ottawa] October 22, 1946 

I am enclosing herewith copy of a letter which I sent to Mr. St. Laurent 
on forthcoming discussions at the United Nations Assembly on relief and 
rehabilitation questions.' Attached to this letter is a draft telegram which 
outlines the polic3i on this matter which is likely to be adopted by the  United 
States delegation at the Assembly and -which, in its last two paragraphs, 
suggests that the Canadian delegation 'should give general support to that 
policy. Mr. St. Laurent has telephoned that he is in agreement with all of 
this draft telegram except paragraph 9, which he would like to discuss 
with you tomorrow. That paragraph emphasizes the desirability of retaining 
some form of international coordinating machinery in relief matters. Mr. 
St. Laurent is not so sure about this. 

My feeling in 'flaking this particular recommendation was that, without 
some international coordinating machinery, the present trend toward making 
relief an adjunct of molitics would be intensified. My view is that if relief 
is required in 1947 (land that is a matter yet to be determined), there 
should be some international supervision over the whole question, both in 
order to minimize political considerations and to ensure that a dispro-
portionate share of the burden is not borne by any one country. 

L. B. P[EARsoN] 

CH/Vol. 2105 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 2  

Memorandum by Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 2  

658. 

UNITED STATES RELIEF POLICY AT THE FORTHCOMING ASSEMBLY 
1. The probable United States policy on relief matters at the United 

Nations Assembly, as indicated to us, is of importance to us. It seems 
l Le document précédent. 	 1  Preceding document. 

tio 
1Ce mémorandum fut envoyé à la déléga-: 	2  This memorandum was sent to the Dele- 

le limàorcAtosbserme bile46.générale des Nations Unies gation to the General Assembly of the United 
Nations on October 26, 1946. 
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that the Americans wi ll not agree to the further allocation or distribution
of re lief supplies by an international agency over which the United States
might not have adequate control . This will avoid, it is hoped, the use of
American funds by an international agency to finance the conso lidation of
regimes or policies with which the United States is not in sympathy. This
po licy also emphasizes that relief and rehabilitation should give way as
smoothly and,rapidly as possible to reconstruction, and that national govern-
ments should receive every encouragement to work toward self-supporting
economies in their respective countries .

2 . On the other h and, this policy may make the western nations vulner-
able to attack on the progaganda front in Europe . The emphasis, in the
winding up of relief, on the return to "normalcy" and to "regular business
methods" can easily be misinterpreted as a lack of sympathy on the part
of the western democracies with the real needs of European peoples . Any
western denial of claims by certain countries that they are unable to pay,
can and probably will be presented to the peoples of these countries as
denial of, or indifference to, their shortages and hunger-which wi ll no
doubt be' real enough. This policy may give effective propaganda weapons
not only to the press of Soviet-dominated regimes but to the Communist
press in Italy, Greece and Austria . It may also to some extent serve to
discourage and demoralize the moderate elements in Europe .

3. Already a major line of Soviet propaganda in Europe, the Middle
East, and South America, is that Western policy is inspired prima rily by
strictly commercial ambitions and a capitalist desire to "exploit" . A second
line, in Europe, is that the rich Western nations are incapable of appreciat-
ing, as Russia does, the real needs of poor peoples. A Weste rn relief po li cy

ostensibly based solely on narrow interpretations of "ability to pay" can
easily be misinterpreted to support this campaign, the effectiveness of which
should not be underestimated . Majority and minority reports of Assembly
committees on relief will moreover give an opportunity to the U .S .S.R.
delegation to pose as more generous and realistic than the West .

4 . The United States decision to terminate UNRRA has been based, in
part, on a feeling, held particularly in Congress, that certain aspects of
UNRRA policy have involved the use of American surpluses for political pur-

poses contrary to the interest of the western democracies ; that considerations

of relief have been subordinated in certain receiving countries to considerations

of politics . The argument would . run that sending UNRRA supplies to, for

instance, the Ukraine and Byelo-Russia has inevitably faci litated in proPe rti on

the use of the Soviet national income for armaments and the use of Soviet
mannower for the maintenance of large occupational troops in eastern Europe,
and has thus assisted thé consolidation, of "undemocratic" regimes in this area

.

The delivery of UNRRA supplies to the Yugoslav Government, and possibly
the Polish Government, may also be considered in this light .

5 . To the extent that the decision of the U .S .A. - to , terminate UNRRA is in

fact motivated by considerations such as these, (or by appreciation of the
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reluctance of Congress to vote funds, which may come to the same thing)
reticence .about the motives may tend to confuse public opinion both in No rthand South America and in Europe . Iri the public opinion field, this reticence
may, it can be argued, lose the opportunity otherwise provided to stiffen
moderate elements in Europe, and in fact may cont ribute to their gradual de-moralisation .

6 . On the other hand, any public declaration that the above considerations
should determine relief policies would be an open avowal that relief is to be
used by supplying countries as an agency of politics . Certainly no Canadian
delegation could associate itself with such an avowal, no matter what ad-
vantages might seem to lie in bringing this matter out in the open .

7. If this is true, then the best po licy would seem to be a strict adherence
to the line that relief is outside politics; but it will be granted only to nations
which demonstrate beyond doubt their need and their financial inability to
look after themselves . Any receiving nation which uses the relief so granted
for political ends does so on its own responsibi lity.

8 . It may be true, as pointed out above, that this will give the U.S .S .R .material for propaganda . We will, however, have to accept that risk adopting
counter-propaganda tactics, if necessary, to neutralise as far as possible itseffects

. The western democracies certainly do not have to remain on` the
defensive in so far as relief policies are concérned, both as to what they
have done - in the past and are prepared to do in the future when the need
is demonstrated :

L. B. P[EARSON]

659.
DEA/9255-40

Le consul général à New York au secrétaire d'État par intéri m
aux Affaires extérieures

Consul General in New York to Acting Secretary of State

TELEGRAM 3Q

for External ' A ffairs

New York, October 27, 1946
SECRET . ASDEL No. 22 Following for Mr. Pearson from Mr. St . Laurent,he~ns: Your letter of October 19th, 'concerning - international relief

. I have discussed this matter with the Prime Minister. Our feeling is that
the Canadian Government will wish to take the same attitude towards re liefproblems as has been adopted . with regard to the International RefugeeOrganization

. That is to say, if an international solution can be found,
Canada would not wish to shirk any' responsibi lity from her membership inthe United Nations

. If, however, the United States tactics described in the
draft telegram enclosed with your letter, were to result in a decision toleave the

means and methods of satisfying 1947 relief needs entirely toin dividual Governments, this delegation is not authorized to make an y
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advance commitment, even of a general nature. I should, accordingly, sug-
gest that the last two paragraphs of your draft telegram might be revised 
as follows: 

"8. The Canadian Government would be prepared to give an assurance, 
through its delegation to the United Nations, that Canada would be ready 
to bear her fair share of meeting 1947 relief needs if this is to be done by 
cooperative international action to discharge what would, in fact, be recog-
nized as a responsibility of the United Nations. If the problem is to be left 
to individual Governments to handle as they see fit, the action to be taken 
by the Canadian Government would be a matter for decision after the position 
of the United Nations, with respect to its responsibility had been made clear. 

9. The Canadian delegation is disposed to give general support to the 
main lines of United States tactics so far as they are directed towards the 
setting up by this Assembly of a Committee of Experts to examine relief 
needs. The establishment of a Committee composed of Nations who have 
been the principal suppliers in the past, which would presumably work along 
the lines of the Combined Boards and the International Emergency Food 
Council  and  would thus furnish international coordinating machinery, may 
be desirable. We • would point out, however, that we are not in the same 
position as the United States Goverrunent (described in paragraph 7 (G) 
of your draft telegram:) The Canadian.  Government has no army funds 
which could be used for relief and has not yet decided to recommend to 
Parliament the voting of funds for relief purposes in addition to the votes 
that may be s  required for discharging Canada's obligations under the United 
Nations." Ends. 

DEA/9255-40  

Le chargé d'affaires aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

Chargé d'Affaires in United States to Secretary of State 

660. 

TELEGRAM WA-3899 

for External Affairs 

Washington, October 31, 1946 

IMPORTANT. My WA-3854,t October 28th, and previous teletypes concern-
ing post-UNRRA relief. 

Dallas Dort, State Department adviser on Relief and Rehabilitation, 
 formed Murray, yesterday, that the State Department is now ready to enter 

into detailed talks with us on relief measures for 1947. Dort said that although 
this invitation was made as an informal request, nevertheless, it is a request,  

and they would like to start these talks, "preferably on a high level", as soon 

as possible. 
We indicated that, provided it is possible for Mr. Bryce to fit this jot° 

his already heavily overcrowded time-table, the preliminary talks might start 
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some time during the ~first half of the coming week. At that time, the State
Department is ready'to give us all the information they have as 'well as what
they plan to do and, of course, what they wish to have us do. They would
hope that at a later date, when we had given full consideration to their sug-
-gestions, we would enter into final talks with them .

We have, for some little time now, been telling the State Department
people that it is very unlikely that the Canadian Government would enter
into bilateral relief arrangements which would involve de finite and, perhaps,
fairly considerable commitments by Canada . We have said that it is more
likely that we would be prepared to shoulder our share of any obligation
which was agreed upon on an international basis . Assuming this to be our
position, we may soon find ourselves attacking the United States for, bilater-alism in relief while they continue to attack our bilateral trade deals .

I should be. glad to know whether you consider that detailed talks with
the United States are timely, and if so whom you wish to have take part in
_these pre liminary talks and what dates would be satisfactory .

DEA/9255-4 0
Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

à l'ambassadeur aux bats-Unis
Under-Secretary of State for External A f, f airs , to Ambassador in United States

Dear Mr . Ottawa, November 4, 1946
Wrong ,

With reference to your teletype No . .WA-3899 of October 31st and previous
correspondence in regard to international relief, : I am enclosing, for your

DEA/9255-4 0

Le secrétaire d'.État aux Affaires extérieures
à -l'ambassadeur aux bats-Unis

.1, 1
Secrétarÿ-ôf - State for"-External Affairs to Ambassador in United States

TELEGRAM EX-2752
Ottawa, November 2, 1946SECR$T.` Following for Wrong from Pearson, Begins: Your telet e WA-3854,t Post-L1NR1tA_ relief talks .. YP

I think we should treat with great caution any . United States efforts to get
us to commit ourselves to ' meeting any ' deftnite proportion of relief needs in1947 . It- is : one thing to -participate in the United' Nations relief effort ; it isquite another to associate , ourselves with the U.S. and U.K. exclusively inany arrangement ; especially 'as U.S . relief policies now seem to be determinedto a cônsiderable extent bÿ po litical considerations : It is - to be hoped there-fore that in any talks in Washington you, will not "make any coinmitments of
any kind either in principle or in detail .



information, a memorandum to the Canadian Delegation to the General As-
sembly concerning international relief questions after the termination of 
UNRRA.t This memorandum was based on the enclosures contained in my 
letter of October 19th,t and in particular on a draft telegram to the Can-
adian High Commissioner in London on relief questions. 1  The draft tele-
gram was discussed by Mr. St. Laurent with Mr. King in New York, and the 
last two paragraphs of the memorandum are the result of Mr. St. Laurent's 
comments. You will notice that changes have been introduced in the early 
part of the memorandum in accordance with suggestions which we have re-
ceived from you. We have also learned from the delegation in New York 
that the United States delegation is determined that Congressman Bloom's 
committee of the United Nations on UNRRA shall not, if possible, be asked 
to consider relief questions at any stage of the discussions. 

The enclosed memorandum will now replace the draft telegram to the 
High Commission as a statement of Canadian policy on relief questions. I 
am grateful for the comments which we received from your Embassy in reply 
to my letter of October 19th. These have helped us materially in clarifying 
our understanding of the American position. 

Yours sincerely, 
R. G. RIDDELL 

for the Under-Secretary of State 
for External Affairs. 

663. 	 DEA/9255-40  

Le consul général à New York au secrétaire" d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

Consul General in New York to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 107 	 New York, November 5, 1946 
SECRET. ASDEL No. 72. Following for Pearson from Reid, Begins Post 
UNRRA relief. Following our telephone conversation of yesterday afternoon, 
I have given Mr. St. Laurent the following memorandum, Begins: 

Following our conversation at lunch today, I telephoned Mr. Pearson 

: 	- 

at 5.00 o'clock this afternoon. He is glad to learn that you approve heartilY 
of the warning which he gave Mr. Wrong in his teletype to Washington. 

He tells me that he has already sent to Mr. Wrong the text of the 

memorandumt to the Canadian delegation which was sent us in DELAS 
No. 51.t He also talked to Mr. Wrong over the telephone today and he is 

going to phone him again today to ask him to make it clear to Clayton 
that the Canadian Government is not in a position to go along with   
United States in the kind of proposal which they are making for a tripartite 

Voir la pièce jointe, document 656. 	1  See enclosure, Document 656. 
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664. DEA/9255-40 

arrangement. Mr. Wrong will rnake certain that Clayton is under no illusion 
about the Canadian position if the United States goes ahead with its present 
proposal for a tripartite conurdtment. 

I pointed out to Mr. Pearson that we, no more than the United States, 
could provide funds for relief in 1947 until our legislature had met and 
approved the necessary appropriation. 

I also passed on to him  the idea that if relief funds for 1947 were to 
be met by co-operative international action under the auspices of the United 
Nations, it might be possible for the General Assembly to authorize an 
advance from the working capital fund to cover at least part of the relief 
needs until the Parliaments concerned had passed the necessary 
appropriations. 

Finally, I said that after Mr. Wrong had got Clayton's reaction to our 
warning, we might be in a better position to decide on our future course 
of action. One possible course of action, which you might perhaps wish 
to consider after we have Clayton's reaction, would be for us to tell Clayton 
informally that we can see no way out of our own special difficulties, except 
by the establishment of a temporary International Relief Organization for 
1947. The Convention establishing such an Organization could contain a 
provision that it would not come into effect until ratified by a certain 
number of States whose contributions totalled a certain percentage. More-
over, it should not be impossible to draw up the Convention establishing 
such an agency in such a way as to meet some of the United States de-
siderata. Thus each contributing State might be given the right, if it so 
desired, to distribute every item of goods purchased by its contributions. 
Each State might also be given the right to select the States to which the 
goods purchased by its contributions go. The United States would presumably 
wish to exercise these two rights. Other States might not wish to exercise 
them. Ends. Message ends. 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Ambassador in United States 

TELEGRAM EX-2768 	 Ottawa, November 5, 1946 
SECRET. Follovving for Wrong from Pearson,' [Begins:] Your teletype 
WA-3899, post-UNRRA relief. 

I agree that the talks with the United States authorities, to which you 
refer, should take place as soon as possible. For that purpose, I hope that 
You and Bryce, when he arrives, vvill be able to see Clayton and possibly 
dispel some illusions about our position on post-UNRRA relief which • he 
still seems to entertain. This position is quite clearly outlined in the memor-
andumt to our delegation concerning this subject, a copy of which you 
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have received, and there is little likelihood of the Government departing
from that position. There is certainly no disposition here to enter into any
bilateral or tripartite relief arrangements by which we will bear a fixed
share of the cost . If the United States authorities, because of Congressional
difficulties, can have nothing further to do with even informal international
action in respect of relief matters, that is their concern. It would be equally
difficult for us to participate in any other kind of arrangement. The alter-
native to ' accepting responsibi lity as part of a United Nations effort, is
for Canada to do what it thinks best as the situation develops. In any
event, it will be as difficult for us as for the United States to provide relief
funds before the necessary legislative appropriation has been made, nor
have we any Army funds for this purpose . I wonder whether Mr. Clayton
might react sympathetically to a proposal for the establishment of som e

temporary international relief committee - for 1947? The convention
establishing such an organization might contain a provision that it would

not come into effect until ratified by a certain number of states, whose

contributions totalled a certain percentage . Furthermore, it should be pos-
sible to draw up such a convention in such a way to meet some of th e

United States desires . For instance, each contributing state might be give n

the right, if it so desired, to distribute every item of goods purchased by it s

contributions. Each state might also be given the right to select the state s

to which the goods purchased by the contribution go . The United State s

would presumably wish to exercise these two rights, though other states

might not.
I have some doubt whether Clayton will react very favourably to a

proposal such as the above, . but you might try .it out on him .

665. DEA/925 5-40

Mémorandum du directeur, la direction économique, le ministère dès Finance s

Memorandum by Director, Economic Division, Department of Finance

Washington, November 9, 1946

MEMORANDUM ON DISCUSSION TODAY WITH AMERICAN S

AND BRITISH REGARDING POST-UNRRA RELIE F

I discussed this subject first today, before lunch, with Hume Wrong and

Murray at the Embassy and we went over the main lines of Canadian po lieY

and the main problems as shown in the various messages now on our files-

In general, we noted that the Canadian Government policy was that, all that
we could say at this time would be that Canada would be ready to bear her
fair share of meeting 1947 relief needs, "if this is to be done by

international
action to discharge what would in fact be recognized as a responsibi li

ents
the United Nations", while if the matter is to be dealt with by governm
individually the question would have to be decided by the government later

.
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We agreed however, that . we should find out what we could from the
Americans of their intentions, and what they wished us to do, and should
explain to them the position of our government, so far as it is yet determined,
along the lines indicated above, and point out the difficulties that we
should face, for example, in connection with appropriations and indicate
that Canada's action would be helped if a number of other countries, as
well as the U.S . and U.K., were wil ling to participate . We noted Pearson's
suggestion of a temporary International Re lief Committee for 1947, and
thought this might be explained at some stage if it seemed likely that the
Americans might be interested.

It was not possible to arrange a meeting with Clayton today due to . his
illness earlier in the week, and his very crowded agenda . Mr. Tyler Woodand Mr. Dallas Dort -had asked however, if we could see them and it was
agreed that Murray and I should do so at 2 :30 this p .m. It was also
arranged that we should see Mr. Roger Makins of the British Embassy
later in the afternoon at Wrong's office .

The discussion at the State Department from 2 :30 to 3 :45 p.m: wasmost interesting and useful . The Americans first asked us what our present
position was and I endeavoured to - tell them, explaining the Government's
attitude so far as it had been determined as indicated above, explaining that
we did not have sufficient independent information to come to independentjudgement regarding relief needs, but that broadly speaking we did not-
see any objection to the estimates of requirements for relief being prepared
by the Americans so far as we know them. These figures were discussed
later and included estimates of relief requirements (aside from the require-
ments that might be reasonably fùi,anced' by loans) :of-

$150 to 200 million for Italy

135 to 150 million for Austria

75 to 100 million for Poland
and say, - 50 million for Greece .

1 told them of our problems regarding appropriations and discussed with
them the timetable that might be conceivable if our Government were
Poepared to go ahead . In answer to their questions I indicated that under

me circumstances it might be possible for us to make some shipments
very late in March out of further supplementary appropriation s cunent fiscal year. I told them that ehad no appropriationsons now fr meWhich we could finance any relief sums . I indicated that in general, our -
Government would favour dealin with thisnational or g problem through some inter-

ganization or agency, rather than by independent action by the
various governments, and that such international action would make it
easier to get an appropriation from our Parliament.
wen ter getting a pre liminary idea of our situation the ~Americans then

on to tell us of their plans and hopes . They had come to the con-
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clusion that not only should UNRRA terminate, but any future relief should 
be provided directly from the supplying financing governments to the 
receiving governments and be covered by a specific agreement between the 
two of them. They did not wish therefore, any international agency or 
organization involved and would be prepared explicitly to oppose any such 
agency being set up. They did wish very much however, to see other govern-
ments also providing relief and indeed, felt that funds could hardly be 
obtained from Congress unless it was possible to assure Congress that other 
governments were also taking action along this line. They wished to consult 
with other governments about the matter, to exchange information and t,o 
concert their efforts with others, and if possible, reach some sort of agree-
ment on the size, nature and direction of the relief that would be granted 
by the various supplying countries. They hinted, at least, that they would 
plan to discuss this even with the USSR as a possible supplying country. 
They said they had already been talldng to the British about it. They had 
also been talking to the British about the means of approaching still other 
potential supplying countries, particularly the Swedes, Swiss and Argentine, 
and they were anxious to see these in as well as other potential supplying 
countries, such as Australia and Brazil. They thought the best means of 
approach would probably be to have the countries in need take the initiative 
in approaching these other potential suppliers and then the U.S. and probably 
the U.K. could approach those third countries about the overtures that had 
been made to each of them by the countries requiring relief. I emphasized 
that from our point of view it would be advantageous to have as many 
countries in as possible from the supplying end and they quite agreed that 
the same would be true from their point of view. They feel that they are 
going to have a bard  time getting funds from Congress for relief at all 
and that it would be simply impossible, particularly with the Republicans 
now in power in Congress, to get relief for distribution through an inter-
national agency. They believe they will have a harder time now than they 
had in getting appropriations for UNRRA and that they on13'r hope to get 
anything at all by being able to assure Congress that the U.S. Government 
itself will be in complete control of the operation and then get direct e-
surance regarding the distribution and use of supplies from U.S. Embassies 
abroad who will observe the use made of the supplies provided. TheY 
apparently feel that there is some hope of getting support from those who 
favour direct relief arrangements, and from those who looked with dis-
favour upon UNRRA. In addition they feel that an agency like UNRRA 
would find it almost impossible to give relief only to countries which it is 
now thought need aid, i.e. the ex-enemies and Greece which is unpoPular 
with all the other Eastern countries and possibly Poland. Moreover, there 
would hardly seern to be time to get a new organization established 
operating quickly enough to have shipments made in the months of Mara 
April and May when they are most urgently needed. 

The U.S. would like to have the Canadian Government indicate its willing' 
ness to share the relief burden and provide supplies to countries needing 
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them in action parallel to that of the U.S. They would like to discuss with 
us, as indicated above, the value and nature of the supplies we might 
contribute in relation to the needs of the various countries. They would 
hope that we could ta.ke action soon enough so as to help meet the urgent 
requirements in. March, which would be the difficult period for them to 
meet if they have delays in Congress. I explained that as yet, of course, 
the Government had not considered the sort of questions which they had 
put up to us and quite apart from the view our Government might take 
on the substance of it they might be reluctant to take action on the matter 
before it is known if the U.S. Congress will approve an appropriation. Mr. 
Wood and Mr. Dort recognized our problems on this point and said that 
with Congress meeting early in January it might be possible for us to have 
some knowledge of Congress' reaction before the Canadian Parliament 
had finally to commit itself. They hoped that any actual waiting on Congress 
could be left for our Parliament, and that our Government could express 
its intentions of recommending this action to Parliament before Congress 
acted. 

I asked the Americans if they would see any insuperable political difficulties 
in granting relief. to Poland if Poland showed evidence of needing relief. They 
said this matter of policy was not yet iettled but they did not believe there 
would be any insuperable objections. I noted that it was a happy coincidence 
that there was no evidence of real need on the part of Yugoslavia and they all. 
laughed. Congress of course would find it very hard to approve relief to Yugo-
slavia now. I asked about Hungary and they thought some share for her would 
not be out of question if the reparations problem and related problems were 
straightened out and they had some hope that this might be possible. From 
remarks which they made in other connections about Czechoslovakia I gath-
ered that there was no question of her being in need. It should be noted how-
ever, that from what these men said and from what I was subsequently told, 
Wood and Dort, particularly the former, are probably the men in the State 
Department most keen on dealing with this problem on a humanitarian basis 
and keeping politics out of relief. Makins later told me (see below) that the 
State Department seemed now to be planning to go to Congress for funds for 
relief for Italy, Austria and Greece, "and perhaps Poland if real need should 
develop there." 

When I asked about procurement for these relief supplies the Americans 
s, aid theY hoped they could estab lish dollar accounts for those countries and 
'et them do their own purchasing and arrange their own shipping. They ad-
mitted however, that while Italy, for example, might be able to do this it was 
quite possible that Greece and Austria at least, would need help in procure- 

ent and shipping. Murray enquired whether the U.S. would see grave objec-
"mns to funds provided by U.S. being expended elsewhere. The Americans 
thought that under present circumstances their Government and Congress might not object to expenditure being made elsewhere. 
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Murray enquired as to the State Department's =views on the UNRRA esti-
mates of expenditure and the Americans said they considered they were not

reliable at all. This question arose:-first in connection with the Yugoslav re-
quirements and Dort said that UNRRA had simply taken figures which the
Yugoslavs had prepared, using first round figures for imports which they then
broke down into various items that looked reasonable to them .

I asked whether, in such cases as that of Greece, the Americans would in-
sist upon any evidence of improved handling of economic affairs in the coun-
try as a condition of giving relief. They thought no condition would be attached

éxcept to see that the relief itself was properly distributed, but I asked what

consumption standards they had in mind in deciding upon relief needs and

they said that the scale they were . using was based upon 2000 calories a day,

at least for urban residents . This was lower . : than the UNRRA objective,

although perhaps no lower than what UNRRA had actua lly been able to

achieve in most of the countries they were assisting. It was not the minimum

possible standards to support life, as witnesses the standards in Austria and
Germany, but they felt it was low enough to set as a standard for the purpose

we have in mind.
After leaving the State Department, Murray and I went directly to Hume

Wrong's office where we met him and Roger . Makins,of the British Embassy

I described rather briefly and frankly our discussion at the State Depart m nt
understanding that the British were being informed of the State Depart

views on the matter. Makins commented on his views of the matter and fllled

in some of the details, particularly about questions which they had taken up

explicitly. He said in particular, that the U .S. had suggested that the U .S.,
U.K. and Canada should agree to assume financial responsibility proportionate

to that which they had assumed from UNRRA, but that he had, on instruc-
tions from his Government, told the State Department that the U.K. could not

now afford to carry such a substantial portion of the burden . He had told

them that the U.K. felt that it would be able . to provide some wool and possi-

bly some other commodities to countries such as Austria, including coal from
Germany, if production permits,-that it might find them some items from

U.K. surpluses and that it might extend to Austria ; for example, a modest

sterling credit, but that it could not undertake in advance to make a fina ha

contribution in the way and in the proportion to that wâ â~e disCsion

made to UNRRA. I told him that I had dehberately avoi any e

with the Americans at this stage about the relative magnitude of the
to de de

would undertake in this matter, as I felt it was still necessary fo r

upon the principle and upon the general nature of the arrangements . Mica
went on to say that the approach which they had discussed withthe AM
would be to suggest that Italy should approach the Argentine to get somehel

p
ell

and that Greece and Austria should approach Switzerland and Sweden as w

as the three of us. After this had been done the U.S: and U.K. coulâ then
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approach Switzerland, Sweden and the .Argentine,referring to the requests that 
had been made to each side by the country in need. Makins said their 
ministers in Sweden and Switzerland had reported ,that those comitries already 
felt they had done enough. At this stage I did  nt  ask where Poland fitted in 
but after indicating that this seemed a practical arrangement I enquired why 
they were not thinking of Australia. Makins seemed to feel that Australia 
should not be expected to help, for some reason that was not altogether clear to 
me, but it may be because they feel that Australia could only help by buying 
dollars from the U.K. for sterling with which to purchase supplies. He said 
that Australia did not have supplies available for shipment to Europe at 
present, but they were shipping all the wheat they could to India. I said I 
thought we should not let these physical , supply difficulties stand in the way 
of a reasonable sharing of the financial load and said that we for example 
might find very real physical difficulties in supplying wheat, but that  I  thought 
that should not be a reason for Canada not participating. He admitted that 
Australia was not, as far as he knew, carrying any relie f.  responsibility in the 
Southeast Asia area. Wrong asked him about Egypt and 'Makins' did not be-
lieve that much could be done with Egypt. There was a brief allusion by 
Wrong to Australia contributing from some of its sterling in London but this 
was not followed up. We enquired about the possibility of bringing in South 
Africa, but Makins said it had been difficult to get them to contribute even to 
UNRRA to which they had not made a second contribution and they  were  
short of food supplies themselves. I pointed out their favorable financial posi-
tion and suggested light-heartedly that they might make a contribution in gold, 
that being one of their major products of which they had an ample supply on 
hand. 

Makins said that the U.K. now as well as the U.S. did not wish to meet 
this problem through an international agency but rather, somewhat along the 
hues proposed by the U.S. (doubtless with suitable modifications to reduce 
the U.K. share). He said Bevin, in the House of Commons, had indicated 
officially that the U.K. felt the proper machinery for relief should no longer 
include an international agency such as UNRRA. 

Following this discussion it was agreed that Wrong would not ask to see 
Clayton immediately, as we now had a fairly good idea of each other's position 
in the matter and it was desirable for Canada to consider the whole question 
farther. I said it would be hard to get any definite opinions,.much less decisions 
oat of our Minister at present, but that we might be ,  able to get some initial - 
r,eaction and find out what further questions they would like us to explore 
°,.efort we come to any decision on this matter. We did not consider it prac-
!Ica" to put forward, at this particular stage, the suggestion which Pearson 
nad raised of an Emergency Relief ComMittee for 1947 because it now 
asPPears as though neither the British nor Americans would be prepared to 

tative body of 
. 111;9()rt any formal organization that would not be more than just, a consul- 

 supplying,.countries. 
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- 1t was agreed- that . I would attempt to discuss this -question with Clark and

Pearson again - next week and also endeavour to get pre liminary views of

Ilsley and Mr. St . Laurent who is - expected to be back in Ottawa for a time

next week from New York .

666. DEA/9255-40

Le consul général à New York au secrétaire d'État

aux A ffaires extérieures

Consul General in New York to Secretary of State for External A ffairs

TELEGRAM 167 New York, November 13, 1946

IMMEDIATE. SECRET . ASDEL No . 113. Following for Mr . Pearson, Begins :

Post-UNRRA relief.

1 . I give below the summary of recent developments in the relief question
which you may wish to discuss with .Mr. St . Laurent and Mr. Martin.

2 . Mr. R. B. Bryce of the Department of Finance has had a number of

conversations with Mr. Clayton and others in the State Department on this
subject and reported to us last Saturday night (November 9th) . At that

time, the State Department was quite determined on opposing any inter-

national agency to meet relief needs in 1947 . At this General Assembly they
proposed to concentrate on securing the nomination of the "Committee of
Experts" to examine relief needs which would report, not to the United
Nations, but to individual Governments . They recognized that there wo uld
be relief needs in 1947 and proposed to approach Congress with . the sug-

gestion that the United States should make an appropriation to meet them,

not, however, . through any, international agency . As a reinforcement of their

position, they thought that it would be useful if they could say, when Con-

gress was approached in January, that the Canadian Government was also
requesting funds from Par liament for relief. They might, therefore, attempt

to secure some kind of advance assurance that the Canadian Government

would be prepared to .request an appropriation at an early stage in the session.

3 . Mr. La Guardia in his speech to Committee No . 2 on November 11th,

Astrongly condemned this approach and offered instead . a plan for a United

Nations Emergency Food Fund of four to five hundred mi llion do ll ars .

summary of his plan is given in the New York Times of November 12th.
o

It
seems inevitable that the _U .S .S .R. will welcome the : proposal and thus t,~

recogn
upon the United - Nations -. the onus of appea ring to refuse any recognition

lies as a
to the needs- of deficit countries, and to intend~-to use food sup p

political weapon. li , to date)
4. The plan would be fully consistent with the~ Canadian .po embers

provided the United States were wi lling to cooperate. Talks with m
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of, the United States delegation here in New York, however, indicate that
the United States Government would be most firmly opposed to the establish-
ment of the 'suggested fund . Informal enquiries made - of Mr. Tyler Wood
of the State Department have elicited a similar and very decided answer . State
Department policy is based upon the unshakeable conviction that Congress
will never consent to vote relief for distribution by an international agency .It appears ; therefore, that we may be called upon, possibly fairly soon, to
indicate what the attitude of the' Canadian Government would be. towardsthe proposal outlined in paragraph two above . . Ends .

667
. DEA/2295-AJ-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Àmbassador in United States toSecretary of State for External A, ffairs

TELEGRAM WA
-4056 , Washington, November 14, 1946

Canadian membership on the '. Committee of the Council of UNRRA forthe Far East.

I am quoting below the text of an airgram received by the Department of
State from their Consulate General at Shanghai, on -the desirability of having
Canada represented .on the Far Eastern Council . Begins :

General Odlum, retiring Canadian Ambassador, is reported in . recent
press interview to have stated in response to direct enquiry, that question
of Canadian membership on the UNRRA Committee for the Council of
the Far East had never been raised and that Canada did not participate in
the activities of the Committee because it had not been invited to do so .
The membership of the Committee is established by Resolution of the UNRRA
Council, and when the Committee was last reconstituted by Council action
at the third session in London, Canada was not included .

This matter was specifically though informally raised with General Odlunmby the UNRRA Liaison Officer of the Consulate General in Nankin lastJune. The latter , observed that Canada had been very active in UNRRAactivities else`where and that it, therefore, seemed desirable to propose Cana-
d membership in the Far Eastern Council at the August meeting of the~ Council

. General Odlûm demurred- on the, ground that healread
had more responsibilities . than he could effectivel ca y
actioikWas, therefore, not initiated. y ny~ and the proposed

It is suggested that in view of the matter having been raise
d Canadian Ambassador in Washington be consulted' and that Canâ.da'

ai
n
, the

bership on . the Far s mem.
Resolution Eastern Counc il be approved by Central Committee
Possible . pnor to the scheduled CCFEl meeting on November 13th,° `ifEnds . '̀ , .

1 C
0mmittee of the Council for the Far East .



I believe that General Odlum repOrted ome time - ago on reqùests which 
he had received to have Canada become a 'member of the Far Eastern Council, 
so that we could take a more active part in UNRRA activities in China. 
As UNRRA shipmênts will be :going to China until late in 1947, the Far 
Eastern Council will, presumably, be active for quite some time. If we wish 
.to seek this membership we should inform the Administration at an early 
date so that oùr 'application  could be placed on the agenda of the Sixth 
UNRRA Council now scheduled to meet1  in Washington on December 10th. 
I should be grateful for -your,instructions. Teletype ends. 

DEA/2295-AJ-40 

Mémorandum de la troisième direction politique au. sous-secrétaire d'Etat 
aux Affaires extérieures 

Memorandum from Third Political Division to Under-Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

• Ottawa, November 16, 1946 

CANADIAN MEMBERSHIP ON THE COMMITTEE OF THE 
COUNCIL OF UNRRA FOR THE FAR EAST 

, Teletype  No  WA-4056 of November 14 quotes the text of an airgram re- 
•ceived by the Department of State from their Consulate General at Shanghai 
raising the question of Canadian representation on the Far Eastern Council 
in view of recent statements made to the press by General Odlum. 

You may reCall that we sent you on July 30 copies of three despatches 
from General Odlum urging that consideration be given to Canadian repre-
sentation on the UNRRA. Committee of the Council for the Far East. We 
asked for your views on the advisability of our arranging for a member of 
our Nanking Embassy to sit on the Council. We do not appear to have 
received a reply. For your convenience I attach a copy of our letter 
together with the enclosed despatches. 

I think there is a good deal to be said, now that the matter  bas 
 raised by the United States Government, for our seeking membership. It 

would not be inconvenient for Dr. Patterson to attend meetings in Nanking. 
He already is a member of the Advisory Committee in China for the Cana-

dian Red Cross and Chinese War Relief Fund so is quite familiar with th e  
important part Canada.  has played in voluntary relief in China. Membe been rship.  

on the Committee should not involve us in any further-  commitments and 

would at least make our Chinese friends and others more aware of the  

magnitude of Canadian contributions both in relief supplies, molluY
— and 

personnel to UNRRA. , 

-1158 NATIONS UNIES 
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I attach a draft teletype- to Washington'. -requesting them to-inform the 
Administration of UNRRA- that we would be glad to accept membership on 
the Council of UNRRA for the Far East. 2  

A. R. MENZIES 

669, 	 DEA/9255-40 

Le secrétaire  d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au consul général à New York 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Consul General in New York 

TELEGRAm 124 	 Ottawa, November 16, 1916 
DELAS No. 81. Following for Reid from Riddell, Begins: Your ASDEL 

No  113 of November 13th, Post-UNRRA relief. 
1. This question  has been discussed here  bÿ Pierce, Bryce and myself 

and we have agreed on the following views, in which Mr. Pearson concurs. 
Subject has not, however, been discussed with either Mr. St.. Laurent or Mr. 
Martin. 

2. In regard to paragraph 2 of your telegram un.der reference, we feel 
that Canada should withhold decision on United States proposals until ques:- 
tion has been dealt with by the Assembly. In the meantime Delegation should 
continue to support view that matter is one which shciuld be dealt with by 
appropriate international agency. This view is strengthened by  report  frcim 
Mr. Wrong that Acheson is not as completely opposed as Clayton to some 
form of international action. 

3.If Mr. La Guardia's plan for a United Nations Emergency Fund is pre-
sented to the Assembly in the fonn of a resolution and opposed without 
compromise by United States and United Kingdom, question will then arise 
whether Delegation should join U.S.S.R. and Eastern European countries in 
supporting this resolution. It is our view that if United Kingdom and United 
States indicate that they will oppose resolution for establishment of a United 
Nations Emergency Food Fund  or  any equivalent organization, Canadan 
delegation should state that proposal is obviously impractical if two most 
imPortant supplying countries are opposed to it, and that it will, therefore, 
abstain though in prin.  ciple Canada is in favour of an international agency. 

4. If United States proceed with their suggestion  that  discussion of relief 
needs should be referred to committee of, Experts appointed by Assembly, 
question may arise of Canada being member of that Committee. It is  oui  view 
that since Canada will be important supplying country it cannot refuse 
membership on this Committee of Experts even though findings of committee 

1 Voir le document' 671. 'Note marginale: 
See Document 671. • 	

' 2  Marginal note: 
agreed L. B. P[EARsoN] 
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may be of little importance. Delegation should, therefore, accept -membership
even though it may be difficult to appoint a Canadian representative on Com-
mittee who is fully conversant with food "and relief questions . Ends .

670. DEA/9255-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States to Secretary • of State for External A flairs
TELEGRAM WA-4058 Washington, November 17, 1946

SECRET . I had 'a b rief - but interesting conversation this . . afternoon ,with the

Acting Secretary of State concerning relief problems in 1947 . Mr. Acheson
confirmed that the United States Government was strongly opposed to the
adoption of Mr. La Guardia's proposals' of, earlier this week . He made th e

following points against the La Guardia schenïe : :

, ; (1) The pledges given to Congress that .the, last UNP-,,RA appropriation
would be the final one and the. .impossibility,' of seçuring any funds from

Congress for the distribution of re lief . by an international agency composed
of both suppliers and consumers . (2) The fallacy that re lief was not an inter=

Governmental matter: He said . that La Guardia put forward his plan as a

nieans of fulfilling an international obligation to feed starving people . In fact,

the problem was now essentially a question of balance of payments and wha t

was .required was to aid - those countries financially which could not , find

by any other . means the requisite foreign exchange for . the purchase of es-

sential supplies. (3) The impossibility . of keeping China out of any schem e

of the type advocated by La-Guardia . He said that on the basis of thes e

proposals China could advance enormous claims for relief supplies, whereas
the Chinese situation was entirely different if one looked at it from the poin t

of view of balance of payments . They could secure a Me hundred million
dollar loan from the earmarked funds here if they were "sensible" and agreed

to spend their resources wisely.
He then outlined their own plans with which you are genera lly familiar.

They were ready to seek an appropriation from Congress of perhaps ôri ~
million dollars and proposed to discuss the whole question with Congress i

leaders before the opening of the Session . They would tell them that the
funds were needed primarily for Italy, Austria and Greece which had other-
wise insoluble balance of payments problems during 1947 . They would,

however, seek to be left free both to assist other countries where need wa
s

established and to spend some at least of the appropriation for procuremen
t

'outside the United States . I asked him about Poland . His view was that i
f

the Poles would ship the.ir coal westwards in return for foreign
exchanSe

instead of sending it eastwards they ought to be able to finance their deficits
.

Alternatively, they could in if they sold. their coal to the Russians fo
r

gold instead of giving: it away.. "He did not exclude thé possibility, however
,

of some aid for Poland.
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I told him 'that our position was in many ways the reverse of theirs, in. 
that it was a great de,a1 easier for us to contribute to an international relief 
agency. I said that we were ready to meet our fair share of relief in 1947 
if it were done by international action. We would be reluctant, however, 
to enter into any scheme of bilateral or tri-partite relief. I asked him 
whether he thoug,ht the United States would agree to join in setting up some 
sort of an international agency limited in membership to supplying countries. 
Rather to my surprise he answered that he saw no objection to this and 
felt that the United States would be perfectly ready to participate in a 
group consisting of countries such as Canada, Australia, Argentina, New 
Zealand and any others ready to assist--even Russia if she were prepared 
to be a contributor and not a claimant. He doubted whether the United 
Kingdom would be able to do much and appeared to envisage the possibility 
that the United Kingdom would not join such a group. The functions of this 
agency might be in general to seek to agree on what countries ought to be 
assisted, on the extent of assistance needed, and on whence the assistance 
could best come. He said that he would be glad to go into this matter 
further together with Mr. Clayton, who was at present in New York. 

It occurs to me in the light of this conversation that you might consider 
a slight alteration in the instructions given to the Canadian delegation in 
New York on this subject. These  instructions  included the statement that 
Canada would be prepared to do her fair share in 1947 "if this is to be 
done by international action to discharge what would, in fact, be recognized 
as a responsibility of the United Nations". It seems to me that it would be 
preferable if the last phrase were altered to read, "as an international 
responsibility", since it is certain that the United States will not co-operate 
in any Body including countries other than the suppliers.' 

La Guardia is certainly far frorn popular in the' State Department and 
Acheson said that they had done their bee to dissuade him, from putting 
forward his proposals in the form he adopted. He also remarked that his 
suggested surn of four hundred million dollars would be wholiy ina.deqnate 
if relief were to be conducted next year on the lines advocated by La Guardia 
and that probably not less than a billion dollars would be needed. 

Acheson's emphasis on the balance of payments aspect of relief for 1947 
was new to me. He appeared to regard the balance of payments position 
as the sole criterion which should be applied. This carried with it the 
inference that if a country could find foreign exchange by re-directing 
exports (such as Polish coal) or could secure loans by meeting reasonable • 
Conditions laid down f)37 the lender (as in the case of China), no assistance 
would come from United States funds until the desired action has been 
taken. This would amount, of course, to a potent form of political pressure. 

	

.:0La suggestion de M. Wrong fut accueillie 	1  Mr. Wrong's suggestion was favourably 

	

rablement mais il n'y a pas eu de suite 	received but not acted upon because of cause d'événements subséquents. • 	 subsequent events. 
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671. ; . DEA/2295-AJ-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieure s
à l'ambassadeur. aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs ta Ambassador in United States

TELEGKAM EX-2890 Ottawa, November 19, 1946

of UNRRA for the Far East. .-
Zip on the Committee of the Counci l

2 . As the United States has raised , with yoû now the question of our

membership on this Committee, and in ,view of the substantial contributions

Canada is making toward' UNRRA . activities in the Far East, we consider
it would be appropriate for you to take up witli'the UNRRA Administration
the question of placing on the- Agenda of the Sixth UNRRA Council Sessio n

scheduled for December 10 in Washington, the application of Canada for
membership on 'the- Committee of' the Council of UNRRA for the
Far East .

.3 . Kindly, inform us when this matter has-been approved by the LTNRRA

Council in order that we may advise our Embassy , in Nanking to nominate

an _ ofâcér to attend : future meetings .

Le secrétaire général, la délégation à l'Assemblée généralé des Nations
Unies, au sous-secrétair.e d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Secretary-Genëral, Delegation to the General Assembly . of the Uriited Nations,

to Under-Secretary of State for. External A.U`airs

SECRET
New York, November 20, 194

6

Dear Mx-Pearson, ~e dele-
1 . .I thought y,ou might, like to have some information concerning entred

gation meetings which were held on November 15th and 16th . They
C

around the discussion on post-LTNRRA relief .

_2 . Preliminary discussions were held in the delegation on November 15th
on the draft speech prepared, for Mr. Martin by Mr. Mackenzie, in the course

of which Mr . R. D. Murray made an excellent exposition of the caseosoH~g

bilateral relief arrangements proposed by the c~ nd with the con lusio
agreed with the general tenor of the draft spee f~r

Despite this situation, . I . can say that Canada stands ready to contribute its
share of a concrete plan- for meeting relief needs in 1947, if such a plan ~s
adopted by this Assembly, and . is international in its form and scoPe•
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At the end of

this meeting it was decided, on the suggestion of Senator Haithat Mr. Murray and Mr. Mackenzie should revise the statement. g
,

3. When the matter was discussed with Mr. 1Vlariin after his return fromOttawa on November 15th, Mr . Martin at first agreed with the revised draft
speech, but on second thought and in view of certain Cabinet `discussions, he
wondered whether it was in accordance with government po licy . He, therefore,spoke with Mr . St. Laurent who told him that his understanding of the de=cision ,ofCabinet was tliat ; if the General Assembly decided to solve the ost-UNRRArelief problem by an~international organization under the auspices ofthe United Nations, '

then the' Government of Canada would be prepared ' toassume its fair share of -the obligation ; the delegation should, however, in noway press- for the establishment of .~ such an international organization . Mr.St
. Laurent -then agreed that the matter should be -thrashed out at the delega-

tion meeting in the morning

its form and scop
:e, Canada, to the -extent, that prevailing conditions permit, .,will

for
the discussion of Cabinet's views and the formulati o

4• At the delegatiôn meetmg Mr: 'the St. Laùrent stated his understandin of
viéw as it is gwen above Senator Haig entirely agreed w ithgth fposition as summed up by thë Chairina

.n and said thatwe should remain silenton this issûe . He thought that we were plàthatit ying with "political dynamite" and
wôuld be much better to say nothing.

5
. Some members of the delegation, however, argued that under bilateral

arrangements, the Canadian taxpayer stood to lose more moneÿ than under .anmternational . : relief organization sponsored by . the' United Nations . Othersargued that it would be inappropriate . for Canada, .as the third largest 'con-tributor to UNRRA, to., remain silent . in . this general . debate onquestion. the relief
Moreover, by stating our views at this point in, tfie, debate, we might

pave the way for a compromise solution- .,
6• After these comments Mr. St Laurent started , examining the speech i ndetail and made certain cha.ng es notablydrafted to read :. ~

in the conclusion, which was finally
Des'Pite the situation if, a conerete' United Nations Plan' for ting end' relief nee~ in 1947 is adopted by this Assembly andisin fact internationali

nParticipate
in, its_ implementation .

7' Some members of the delegation seemed tocussions that they had led to a split,delegstion on one Point
oel; 611 reviewing these dis=

at least, - in the :Canadian
~tY

fo, considered that thé ineetings had, afforded a .real =oppor=

accordancé with them and had, in îact, marked a trend
n of a policy

tive st ànd b towards a more posi-
Y the Canadian delegation in matters in which Canada is interested .

Yours sincerely,
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Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au consul général à New York 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Consul General in New York 
TELEGRAM 162 	 Ottawa, November 25, 1946 
SECRET. DELAS No. 105. Following.for Martin from Pearson, Begins: Your 
teletype No. 2424 United States draft resolution on post-UNRRA relief. Con-
fuming our telephone conversation, I should tell you that Tyler Wood phoned 
me this morning from Washington, emphasizing that this was as far as the 
United States delegation could possibly go in this matter and that they had 
only secured approval for this draft resolution from certain Congressional lead-
ers with great difficulty. I have no reason to believe that he was misleading nie 
in this matter. I am worried, as you are, about the position in which this places 
us. I think our stand on relief questions at the Assembly has been an intelli-
gent and logical one up to the present, but I can see difficulties ahead. If we 
oppose this resolution and it is defeated, which I suppose is quite possible, 
will  it not be difficult for us to refrain from voting for a relief resolution em-
bodying La Guardia suggestions? This may be carried against the vote of 
the United States and the United Kingdom. As a result, there may be estab-
lished a relief f-und under United Nations auspices without the two largest 
Contributors. We might, therefore, be expected to make a larger contribution 
to that fund than would otherwise be the case. The distribution of that fund, 
including our contribution to it, would also involve grave difficulties in the 
absence of the United States and the United Kingdoni. Without those to 
countries, relief policies under the fund might • be dominated by the U.S.S.R. 
and other receiving countries, and we could be put in a position where em 
contribution would be used by any Committee directing the fund almost ex-
clusively for relief in Eastern European territories on the ground that Greece, 
Austria and Italy were being looked after by the United States and the United  
Kingdom. This would place us in an impossible situation and would, as you are 

in a better position than I to judge, be very bady received in this country. I 
should think that, at almost any cost, we ought to avoid such a development.  
If, of course, the United States resolution is carried, 

ir 

notwithstanding 

u

nur 

e,  

ition, vote, then the difficulty would not arise and we would be in a strong pos 
both at home and at the Assembly. Similarly, if the La Guardia proposal were 

 defeated, in spite of our support, our position would not be so unsatisfacto rY_: 

I do not know what are the chances of either of these results being obtaine d 

'De " No doubt you have also carefully examined the present United States 

with a view to seeing whether it could not, by a liberal interpretation
brought within the scope of our instructions that relief must be international in

,_N. 

form and scope. In any event, if the United States proposal is rejected, I 111,e  
myself, that we will not have to vote for any resolution based 
La Guardia plan, which would be obviously quite unrealistic without 
States and United Kingdom participation. Ends. 
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Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au Premier ministre 

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Prime Minister 

[Ottawa,' December 6, 1946 

POST-UNRRA RELIEF 

The instructions to our delegation in New York on relief are as follows: 
The Canadian Government would be prepared to give an assurance through 

its delegation to the United Nations that Canada would be ready to bear her fair 
share of meeting 1947 relief needs, if this is to be done by co-operative inter-
national action to discharge what would, in fact, be recognized as a responsibility 
of the United Nations. If the probleni is to be left to individual governments to 
handle as they see fit, the action to be taken by the Canadian Govenunent would 
be a matter for decision after the position of the United Nations with respect to 
its responsibility has been made clear. 

In accordance with the above instructions, we have been pressing, in 
New York, for some international agency to deal with relief needs as and 
when they are determined. The United States, and the United Kingdom have, 
however, been strongly opposed to any international agency for relief, feel-
ing that this should now be left to unilateral arrangements between sup-
PiYing and receiving governrnents. While maintaining our position, we have 
accepted the fact that any resolution providing for an international agency 
would be ineffective and dangerous without the United States and the United 
Kmgdom. Therefore, we could not support such a resolution. Another 
reason for this attitude was the fear that the U.S.S.R.. and their friends might 
use this situation for propaganda purposes. Meanwhile, the United States has 
produced a resolution' which, while not setting up any international agency, 
recommends that relief activities found necessary should be cleared through 
the United Nations Secretary General, who would be kept informed of what 
individual countries were doing. This resolution has been attacked as 
inadequate, while there is no possibility of what is now called the La Guardia 
resolution, 2  prOviding for an international relief fund, being acceptable to 
the United States and the United Kingdom. 

A message has just come from New York which indicates that  •the. 
Americans could now go somewhat further and would be willing to accept 
an amendment to their resolution prOviding for the appointment of a technical 

Voir Nations Unies de la seconde partie 
de l'Assemblée généralee 

n, Annexe 8d p 202 
Voir ibid., Ânnexe 

Documents officiels 
la première session 
deuxième commis- 

pp. 197-98. 

1  See United Nations, Official Records of 
the Second Part of the First Session of the 
General Assembly, Second Connnittee, Annex 
8d, p. 202. 

2  See ibid., Annex 8, pp. 197-98. 
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cômmittée of experts representing eight countries, who would investigate
relief needs, and make recommendations for outside assistance in respect
of those countries who will require help . .

This does represent a considerable concession by the Americans and they
are anxious for us to put forward the amendment, as our reputation in
these matters stands very high in New York at the moment . Mr. Martin,
who is handling this matter, feels that, if he is to do this, he will need you r

approval .

I think that this would be a useful initiative on our part . It does not mean

that there will be an international relief agency, but it does emphasize the

international character of the relief . problem. If Mr . Martin puts this forward,

I think he should take advantage of the opportunity to re-emphasize that ,

as long as relief . obligations are to be determined unilatera lly and not as

part of an international ob ligation, Canada must maintain her reservation

that acceptance of any such resolution does not mean acceptance of any

commitment to contribute to relief. With such a statement, I think ou r

position would be completely safeguarded, while we would be doing a useful
service to the United Nations Assembly in moving and supporting the amend-

ment in question. With this amendment, the United States resolution should ,

I think, be carried unanimously .

6750 DEA/9255=40

Le secrétaire d'État . aux A ffaires extérieures

au consul général . à New York

Secretary o f State for External A ffairs to Consul General in New York

TELEGRAM 219
Ottawa, December 5, 1946

MOST IMMEDIATE . DELAS No . 136. Following for Hon . Paul Martin, from

Pearson . Begins : The Prime Minister agrees, subject to Mr . St. Laurent's

concurrence, that it would be appropriate for you to move the amendment
to the United States resolution on post-UNRRA relief, which you describe

d to me over the telephone. We assume that the resolution, as amended,
W dfeels ~at

receive practically unanimous support . The Prime Minister
otthough this may im ply a certain additional moral commitmenWe yaô the

addition is a very small one as we have been emphasizing that

shirk our international obligations in this regard . The Prime Minister a~o

feels that, in moving the amendment, a short statement, to the effeC ~hat wé

maintain our position in regard, to making no commitments as to
ationalintern

.can do in relièf matters unless they are handled through an,
agency, would be desirable. Ends.
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Le consul général à New York au secrétaire d'État 
- 	aux Affaires extérieures 

Consul General in New York to Secretary of State for E.xternal Affairs 

TELEGRAM 360 	 New York, December 8, 1946 

ASDEL No. 243. Following for Alan Field, Director of Information 
Service,' West Block, Ottawa, from Frances Godsoe, Begins: 

1.Following is text of a statement made by the Honourable Paul Martin 
yesterday morning in Conimittee II on the subject of post-UNRRA relief. 
First, I will outline partial statement made by  'Mr.  La Guardia in which he 
challenged Mr. Martin to produce a compromise solution to the relief 
problem. The meeting was very dramatic particularly when Mr. Martin 
accepted the challenge and at the end of his speech produced an amendment 
which is being favourably commented on. The meeting was adjourned, 
before many delegates expressed an opinion, to be continued Monday. 

2.Partial text of statement by Fiorello La Guardia: . 
"I have been working very closely with the Government of Canada for 

the past six years. They too, like Australia and New Zealand and other 
countries, have responded always to every call, but what is more, they do 
it graciously. I have never heard Canada brag about it, and mark you, a 
country with only 11 or 12 million people. In repeating what I said then, 
I will take any compromise offered by the delegate from Canada sight 
unseen. I will take my proposal and tear it up. No, I have not the powers 
of an X-ray, I will say to the delegate from Australia, to see what is in 
men's minds. But I can judge what is in their hearts when I talk to them, 
and there is a great- desire around this table to come to an Agreement. We 
have two safeguarding clauses in the U.S.-U.K. and Brazilian proposal 
that help greatly. I hope the delegate from Canada will come forth with a 
suggestion so that we can have no doubt that somewhere, somehow, there 
will be an impartial assessment of needs with a -suggestion of proportionate 
contribution. We know it is entirely advisory, it is not mandatory. , We 
know, under our form of Government and most Parliamentary Governments, 
that it will require legislative action. That was  brought out yesterday when. 
it was suggested that the United States had already procured (wheat). That 

•is impossible. The Government has no power to procure or purchase any-
thing unless it is so authorized by Congress and, no such authority exists 
at this time. It will take no longer, gentlemen, to get action from Congress, 
with the plan I suggested than it will take with the plan that the U.S., 
the U.K. and Brazil have suggested. I am not concerned, gentlemen,  with  

s  Le service d'information du bureau du 	Information Service of the Custodian of 
.€,_clutaestre des biens ennemis. Le secrétaire_ Enemy . PropertY. The Secretary of State, t, M. Martin, était le séquestre. 	Mr. Martin,  ' was  Custodian. 
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anything except when I step out or when I report to the Council that I
can say, I fulfilled my mission . I can't do anything more than that and
once more I appeal to .the United Kingdom and United States if they will
not at least listen with a receptive mind to a suggestion for any compromise
coming from any source and I again appeal with all the sincerity that I
can muster, with all the earnestness at my command ; to the delegate from
Canada if he please will not step into the breach and help in this situation . "

3 . Following is text of statement made by Honourable Paul Martin :

"It has been suggested during the course of this debate that we have
reached a serious impasse, . . that the future of international organization and

international solidarity has been seriously impe rilled. The fact is that we
are all of us, 54 nations, meeting around this table this morning, as we have
at various previous meetings, for the purpose of providing the most effec-
tive method, in our judgment, by which we can bring relief to those peoples
and those countries who require relief and assistance . That fact in itself,

the fact that we are discussing : a method by which , we can give effect to
our programme of relief is, I think, a demonstration of the extent to which,
following the last Great War, we have developed the process of inter-
national action and international approach . Consequently if those of us who

have expressed our belief in international Organization to meet this particular
problem are not fully satisfied none of us should draw the conclusion that
failure, in that particular, means the breakdown . of inte rnational solidarity . I

repeat, we are meeting here today and have been meeting now for some
days to discuss, with the supplying and with the receiving nations, a method
or methods to deal with the great problem so eloquently po rtrayed for us

by the Director of U .N.R.R.A .

4 . I think another word should be said lest those who follow the procedure
of the Assembly of the United Nations come to wrong conclusions as to

our good faith to , make international processes work . This Committee has
assiduously in Sub-Committee, in plenary session, in informal talks by

of
members of this Committee, been di ligently applying itself to the job
trying to arrive at a satisfactory settlement of a great issue .

5 . -It is not a question of not being willing to contribute assistance
. No

country around this table has said, acknowledging the necessity for relief,

that it ' refused to provide relief. The United States, the main supp lier and

United Kingdom have not said that they would not provide relief . What they

have said is that they be lieve at the present time the most effective way of

dealing with relief is through the method which they have suggested in the

combined proposal of the U.S., U.K. and Brazil . I think that whatever We

do, and I hope we can now agree upon something, no one should say that

this Committee . has been frustrated or that it has not really achieved

something very worthwhile in the field of international relations . We have

heard from that vigorous and sincere man, Mr . La Guardia, the background

of UNRRA, which is perhaps the most successful example of international
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collaboration that we have made for many, many years, an Organization 
whose members have been contributing over 99 percent of their commit-
ments. This is a record the like of which should encourage all of us to 
believe that the process of internationa lization is by no me ns lost or 
weakened. My country did not hesitate to express at the outset of this 
debate what it believed was the right method of providing Post-UNRRA 
relief. I stated our attitude in my first statement on the first day of this 
debate. I said that if a concrete U.N. plan for meeting genuine relief ne,eds 
in 1947 is adopted by this Assembly and is in fact international in its form 
and scope, Canada, to the extent that prevailing conditions permit, will 
participate in its implementation. I repeat that that is again our position, 
we believe that international organization in the sense thus envisaged would 
be the desirable way, but we recognize I think all of us what the facts of 
the situation are. Denmark stated its attitude particularly in the Sub-Com-
mittee, in a very impressive and I think a memorable speech. I should say 
that Canada's position was somewhat the position taken by Denmark. 
Denmark following the consistent discussion that we have had in. this Com-
mittee has come to the conclusion that there are certain facts that must be 
acknowledged, facts that are irrevocable seemingly. It has now indicated 
that it does not propose to pursue the original Resolution standing in its 
name. Now what are the facts. The facts are that the U.S. and the U.K. 
have, I think, in the best of faith—certainly all their acts have indicated 
that they do take the United Nations Organization seriously, come to the 
conclusion that the way to deal with this problem was other than that put 
forward by Denmark, initially by the Director of UNRRA, by Canada and 
some other countries. We take the view that no organization would be 
international in scope and in form in this particular matter if the United 
States and the United Kingdom withdrew their membership and action. 
Consequently, we are faced with the situation that since we all want to 
provide relief to those who stand in need of it, we must take into account 
the realities of the situation. It was for that reason that I urged upon my 
colleagues not to decide the matter by taking a vote. I felt, and I received 
support in that from Mr. La Guardia and some others, that in view of the 
particular attitude of the contribdting nations to this particular problem a 
vote would not settle anything. It might do more harm than good. I was 
glad to hear that Mr. La Guardia, who has faced this problem, took the 
same view. • 
, 6. Now before I do try to meet the challenge put forward to my country 

ll 
bY Mr. La Guardia I want to say one more thin.g which should be said in 

ca 
a fairn.ess that regardless of attitude as to method, no one in my judgment 

take issue at all with the good faith of the United States or of the 
united Kingdom, but I do think this should be borne in mind, because the  has been countercharge and charge in this Committee. Further, no 
,,011. e can 
uirector 

question the good faith of the former Mayor of New York who as 
of  UNRRA has succeeded another great American, and who has 
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made a great contribution to the cause of international collaboration..If on•

occasion, during our deliberations here his point of -view expressed in 
vigorous form has touched sensitive spots, I think it was only because 
we must recognize in him a man of great conviction and one whose con-
viction is expressed in a vigorous manner. I am sure all of us around this 
table are grateful for his contribution, grateful for what he has done as 
Director of  • UNRRA and grateful for helping to bring this question into 
proper perspective. 

I repeat, the question is not whether needs shall be met but how they 
shall be met. The United States and the United Kingdom have unequivocally 
declared that they have recognized the nature of the needs and they do hot  
propose to sit back. The only issue has been as to the method, and we are 
anxious—as the Mayor has said this moming—to arrive at unanimity in 
this Committee. Unanimity may not mean that we have got what each of us 
undoubtedly believes to be most desirable, but it does mean that after rnuch 
discussion expressed in good faith we have arrived at a formula which will 
work and I trust that we will be able to achieve just that. 

The Mayor has throughout the discussion thought that the words 
"when" and "where" were important and the United States delegate, Mr. 
Stevenson, in a very able speech yesterday indicated that the United States 
was prepared to accept those words. They have in fact been incorporated in 
the revised resolution, and because no one would want to enter into dollar 
diplomacy Mr. La Guardia pointed out how important it was that the 
relief assistance be free from political considerations. The United States, 
United Kingdom and Brazil have included in their proposal the phrase 
"free from racial, religious and political considerations" and if for no other 
reason I am sure the Director of UNRRA can feel that in the joint debate 
he has made a great contribution. Now he has put upon my country a re-
sponsibility. A few days ago speaking of what Canada had done in performance 
of its duty, he said he was prepared to accept a solution from Canada. Ile 
paid us the remarkable tribute of saying that he would do so blindly. Speak- 

But we are now faced with a situation whereby those of us who believe 

ing in the name of Canada I can only say to him that we are very gratefu l 
to him for the estimation he has of our country. I may say to him that we 
reciprocate in our high opinion of him. 

in one method must recognize the impossibi lity of solving the problem 
the way we advocated. Consequently, my Government, not without a greaL 
deal of consideration, has come to the conclusion, expressing the reservations 

 which every Government of course in this matter must express, that i.t 
prepared to support the Resolution now standing in the name of the.  Unitel  
States, United Kingdom and Brazil. It suggests, however, an amendment t° 
that Resolution which it strongly commends to the three sPollerillg 
Powers, to the Director of UNRRA and to those who shared the vie ws 

 expressed by Denmark and Canada, as a compromise Agreement that ihs 

worthy of respect, that is effective, and that does indicate a means bY 
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fwè, can- effectively deal with a problem that may be described as interim
but one requiring urgent attention . With that - in . view, Sir, we suggest thefo llowing amendment :

1 . Immediately preceding the paragraph numbered 1 insert the fo llowingtwo paragraphs :
"Establishes a special Technical Committee whose functions shall be;
(a) To study the minimum import requirements of the basic essen tialsof life, particularly food and sup cou

n
plies for agricultural production of -tries which the Committee believes might require assistance in the prevention

of - suffering or economic retrogression which threatens the supply of these
basic essentials .

(b) To survey the means available to each country concerned to finance
such impo rt s,

(c) To report concerning the amount of . financial assistance which i tbelieves may be required in the light of (a) and (b) "decides that the, I Com-mittee shall consist of eight experts in the field of finance and foreign trade
to be designated by the Governments of Brazil, Canada, China, France,
Poland, United Kingdom, United States of America and Union of SovietSocialist Republics to serve in their individual capacities and not as repre-
sentatives of the Governments by which they are designated

; and urges each(3
overnment to select a person of outstanding competence to service on the`Committee . "
2. In the paragraph numbered,.1, strike out the words "all members of

United Nations and international Organizations conce rned" and inse
rt the

their , place the words "the Committee . "3 .
Immediately preceding the-paragraph numbered , 2, insert a new , para-graph reading as fo llows : "Directs the Committee .to submit its report tothe

Secretary-General for submittal to member Governments as soon as
possible but in any event not later than January 15th, 1947 . "Mr. Chairman, in suggesting this : amendment to the United States, UnitedKi

ngdom and Brazilian Resolution, we do so having in mind amon otherthings the point of view expressed by Mr. La Guardia, the naturegof thediscussion, and the realities of the situation. We do urge upon all nations
who have given this matter over these weeks their honest and com lete
attention, to resolve this problem as quickly as we can, so that we can start
at once the job of providing relief for those nations and ' those peoplesof the world who stand in urgent need of ita Ends.

1 Cet amendement fut accepté â l'urianimité 1 This amendment was unanimously ac-(la Yougoslavie

'déce s est abstenue) le 9 cepted (Yugoslavia abstained) on December
mbre lors dé la dernière réunion de la 9 at the last meeting of the Second Com-deuxième com~nission.

mittee .
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677. DEA/2295-AJ-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM WA-4408 Washington, December 14, 1946

Your EX-2890, November 19th . Canadian membership .- on the Committe e
of the Council of UNRRA for the Far East .

Despatch No. 2355,t December 14th, (going forward by . today's bag) on
the proceedings of the Sixth UNRRA Council, includes a paragraph o n
Canada's election by unanimous vote to the Far East Committee . The nomin-
ating resolution was moved by Dr . Li Choh=Ming, Deputy Director, Chinese
National Relief and Rehabilitation Adminis tration, and seconded by Sir Girj a

Bajpai, Indian Chargé d'Affaires . A copy of this despatch is being sent to

Ottawa to go forward by air bag to Nanking, but, as Dr . Li Choh-Ming is
returning to Shanghai by air, it might be advisable to inform our Embassy
by cable of our election to this Committee and to suggest that they nominat e

an officer to attend the Committee meetings, which are held in Shanghai .

678. DTC/Vol. 729

Extrait d'un Rapport'
Extract f rom a Report '

SECRET

SECOND PART OF THE FIRST SESSION OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY

FINAL REPORT OF [SiC] THE SECOND COMMITTE E

ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL

PART 1 WORK OF THE COMMITTE E

B . PARTICULAR ITEMS

2. The report f rom the Director-General of UNRRA on relief needs remaining

after the termination of UNRRA

This was the most impo rtant and controversial subject dealt with by Com-

mittee 2 . In all, ten meetings of the main committee and the drafting sub-
committee number one'were devoted to the matter . The existence of relief

needs in 1947 was never seriously contested, nor was there any discussio
n

of the amount likely to be required. Debate was almost entirely concerned
with the method of dealing with such needs as might exist . The two extreme

1 L'auteur de ce rapport n'est pas indiqué - 1 The author of this report is . not ident'fie
d

sur le document. on the document.
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positions in this matter were clearly stated at the beginning. On the one 
hand, the United States proposed a system of bilateral relief arrangements 
with no more provision for international collaboration than an "invitation" 
to contributing governments to "consult informally" regarding their respective 
programmes (A/C2/64). On the other hand, three resolutions were intro-
duced, by Mr. La Guardia (A/C2/ 38), by Denmark (A/C2/57) and by 
Brazil (A/C2/56), which called for substantial degrees of international con-
trol. La Guardia's plan for an Emergency Food Fund would have called for 
complete international allocation and control of relief supplies up to the 
point of their shipment by the receiving governrnents. The Danish proposal 
was a more detailed statement along the same lines; the Brazilian, though 
considerably modified, still called for an internationally administered pool of 
relief supplies. The Canadian policy in this question was influenced by the 
Government's unwillingness to approach Parliament for a special relief ap-
propriation. In view of the very heavy tax burdens borne by the Canadian 
public and in view, also, of an expected post-war reaction against further 
international commitments, the Government wished to be able to represent 
any obligation to assist in meeting relief needs as one which sprang from 
Canadian support of the United Nations. For these reasons the Canadian 
delegation was instructed to support an international relief plan, and IvIr. 
Paul Martin accordingly made a statement in favour of such a plan at the 
meeting of November 16th. Mr. Noel-Baker, in a speech delivered on Novem-
ber 18th, made a great effort to reconcile the two points of view, and em-
phasized the lengths to which the United States was prepared to go in meeting 
1947 relief needs. His speech gave the impression that the United Kingdom 

 would be obliged, by force of circumstances, to follow the United States' 
lead, but was -reluctant to abandon international control. Several days later, 
however, a State Department press release contained the information that 
at a closed meeting on relief problems Mr. Bevin had advised Mr. Byrnes 
that Noel-Baker did not speak for the United Kingdom government. In this 
startlingly ruthless way the position of the United Kingdom was made clear 
and from then on there was no doubt that it was fully behind the United States 
POlicy. 

It was obvious from the first that there was a majority in favour of an in-
ternational relief plan. Nineteen delegations made statements in support of 
such a plan. The U.S.S.R. was not slow to seize this opportunity and came out 
in favour of a relief plan as much like UNRRA as possible. Only The Nether-
lands publicly supported the type of bilateral arrangement proposed by the 
'United States and the United Kingdom. In these circumstances, it would have 
beenpossible, at any time before the full committee meeting on December 
5th, to press the question to [a] vote with the assurance • that the United States 
P lan would have been voted down. In avoiding this outcome Committee 2 

gave an interesting and valuable demonstration of the way in which  interna- 
na l action can crystallize out of diverse and warring elements. At four 

Points in the development of this process, the Canadian delegate (Mr. Paul 
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Martin) gave it a decisive impetus . The _ first such opportunity came in the
meeting of the drafting sub-committee . on November 29th, when Mr. Martin
made- a statement emphasizing that any ;plan developed without the coopera- .
tion of the United States . and the United Kingdom would not in actual fact be
international and urging the Committee to develop a reasonable solution based
on acceptance of this consideration . This was undoubtedly a bitter pill, . partly
because there were expectations . that Canada, . as the third .major supp li er,
would lead the d rive for an international relief plan . The. general reaction .was
probably . best expressed by Dr . Ording of Norway, who stated that such a
policy would amount in fact to the acceptance of an. "economic veto." The
first .evidence that the logic of facts would triumph came, nevertheless, at this
same meeting, when the Greek delegate (Mr. Argyropoulos), aware that
Greece would , be cared for under any plan, urged the committee to accept the
United States proposal . as a basis of -discussion, and when the Brazilian dele-
gate withdrew his resolution in favour of a ve ry mild amendment, to the U.S.
proposal (A/C2/73) . .The next point at which Canada intervened was in the
meeting of the drafting sub-committee -on: December 2nd.'Towards the end - of
this meeting it was clear , that an impasse had developed, the United States
delegate, Mr . Adlai Stevenson, having declared that his government would not
be bound by any vote calling for . international- control either in assessment 'of
needs or, in allocation of supply. : The United States at this - point wished to
push matters to a vote, as did : the Soviet bloc, :though for different reasons .
Mr. Martin stepped in, however, and urged the sub-committee to repo rt back
to ":the main committee with a statement of the réasons why it had : béen un-
able to reach agreement . 'This proposat was seconded by the Chinese an& on
being put to the vote, was'adopted 9-6 . At the full Committ'ee of December
5th Dr. Ording ' delivered his report, which farfrom being a bare factüal

statement, was a very able presentation of the case for internationally managed

relief. It was clear, however, that the rout had now begun . Mr. La Guardia put
forward a much modified 'proposal - calling for an international` board with
recommendatory 'powers only (A%C2/87 ) ' and ' the Danish delegate, withdrew
the ' Danish resolution . Moreover, La Guardia offered to' take any plan .0
forward by Canada "sight unseen" . In the interests of developing some kind
of compromise , solution, the United .States delegation inow 'suggested privately
to Mr. Martin that he might introduce a ; modification of . the ' joint U.S .=U- K•7
Brazilian draft providing for a technical committee of experts to assess-:needs

and report to member governments . This idea had been part of their original
plan before the opening of the General Assembly . : After Mr . Martin had con=
sulted Mr. Pearson and received an assurance that - the government was pre-
pared to move from its original position -and to ask .parliament for a separate
re lief approp riation, he felt able to falL in with the United States suggestion'
The third decisive - intervention by the Canadian delegation was thus the
troduction of amendments . to this effect at the meeting of December 6 th
(A/C2/96) . At the. same meeting Dr . Ording of Norway indicated a retreat

from his earlier , position by putting: forward as an amendment to the jOillt
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resolution a Norwegian proposal that all the workers of" the world be urged to 
contribute  one  day's earnings to the satisfaction of relief needs (A/C2/95). 
The process of developing a unanimous resolution  was by now almost com-
plete. So far as the minor protagonists in the struggle were concerned, the 
urge towards acceptance of the U.S. position was certainly strengthened by a 
radio speech made by the Acting Secretary of State Dean Acheson on Decem-
ber 8th, in which he declared that the United States would provide relief only 
to • nations which could prove need and were not wasting their resources on 
large and unproductive armies (vide New York Herald Tribune, December 9 
p. 1 col. 3). At the meeting of December 9th Dr. Rajchmann of Poland, with 
his usual acumen, put his finger on the crucial point regarding the "committee 
of experts" by asking whether it was expected  ta report once and then dissolve 
or whether it would continue in existence to assess needs throughout 1947. 
The United States' plan for this committee had, of course, always been that it 
should cease upon the midnight of January 15th and depart into the limbo of 
forgotten things. Mr. Stevenson of the United States delegation wanted to make 
this unequivocally clear. Mr. Martin felt, however, that such a declaration 
would seriously prejudice the chances of the joint resolution and intervened 
for the fourth time to persuade Mr. Stevenson to make a much milder state-
ment to the effect that the committee would report once, but stay in existence 
to be called upon if need for it were shown. The U.S.S.R. now made a short 
statement indicating that the Russian Government would support the joint 
resolution, though considering that the plan proposed was not the best way of 
handling relief problems and putting the responsibility for its shortcomings 
squarely on the shoulders of the western powers. A vote was then taken on the 
joint resolution, which was adopted unanimously except for an abstention by 
the Yugoslav delegate. Before the General Assembly, too, the Yugoslav dele-
gate protested against the resolution which was, however, accepted without 
vote (A/237). 

In view of the importance of the debate on relief problems, it is perhaps 
worthwhile here to assess the gains and losses, both of the way in which the 
discussion was handled and of the final solution achieved. The advantages 
won were important. The arrangements for meeting 1947 relief needs are 
such that the western powers (particularly the United States) can retain 
complete control of supplies and can indirectly exert considerable political 
pressure by their allocation. This is a gain in terms of real politik and of the 
immediate situation both at home (once more in the United States) and 

oad. The disadvantages are more from the long-term point of view and 
c°nsist of ground probably lost in the war for men's minds. In the first place 
the U.S.S.R. has been given an excellent opportunity to pose as the champion 
of international action, and will undoubtedly capitalize on this fact when and 
where the shoe begins to pinch. In the second place, many of the smaller, 
comparatively independent countries such as Norway, Denmark, Sweden, 
an.d.  Belgium undoubtedly feel some resentment at this use of what Dr. Ording ca 

lied the "economic veto", and the bitter aftertaste will linger for some 
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time. From the Canadian point of view, disappointment- at our: refusal to lead
a revolt against the LJnited States-United, Kingdom position may well be
counterbalanced by gratitude to us for producing a face-saving compromise
which could in a pinch, be gracefully accepted by everyone .
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OFFICE INTERNATIONAL DES EXPOSITIONS 

BUREAU OF INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITIONS 

679. 	 DEA/12490-1-40 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures à l'ambassadeur en France 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Ambassador in France 

DESPATCH 878 	 Ottawa, November 12, 1946 
Sir, 

I have the honour to refer to your despatch no. 672 of July 22ndt and 
my despatch no. 603 of August 15tht on the subject of the propose,d revision 
of the convention regarding International Exhibitions of November 22nd, 
1928.1  

The proposed revision has now been considered by the appropriate  officiais 
 of the Department of Trade and Commerce and it is considered the amend-

ments proposed to articles 2, 3, 4 and 10 of the convention correct the weak-
nesses to which we have previously referred. As you are aware, we considered 
the interval of 6 years between uniVersal exhibitions of the first category to 
be too long. We also considered that it was necessary to have clearer defini-
tions of exhibitions of the first and second Categories. 

"unout giving any.  commitment I think you may indicate that Canada 
would be Prepared to consider reaffirmation of the convention revised as 
ProPosed by the International Bureau. You should point out, however, that 
Canada denounced the convention not only for reasons of deficiencies as we 
c°11sidered them in the text of the convention but also 'because the operation 

1,101  ,\;" Canada, Recueil des traités, 1934, 	1  See Canada, Treaty Series, 1934, No 7. 
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of the convention was not effective largely because of the fact that too few
countries were adherents . Notably the United States was not an adherent
to the convention .

Before we shall be in a position to make a firm decision on the questio n

of reaffirmation of the convention we shall wish to ascertain the attitude of
the United Kingdom and the United States and whether or not there wi ll be
sufficient adherents to make its- operation effective .

.' I have etc.
SYDNEY--D . PIERCE

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs

680. DEA/12490-14 0
Le secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires extérieures au haut commissaire

:- en Grande-Bretagne-;

Secretary of State for External Affairs .to High Commissioner

in Great Britain

DESPATCx:1967 Ottawa; November 21 ; `1;94 6

Sir ,
I have the honour to refer to My despatch No. 878 of November, 12th to

the Canadian Ambassador to France on the subject of reafôrmation by

Canada of the convention regarding International Exhibitions of Novembe
r

22; 1928; a, copy of which is atta:ched.t .

2 . ' Canada denounced this convention' following the lead of the United

Kingdom in July 1944 for the reasons stated in my dëspatch to which I have
referred . You will note we are now satisfied with the amendments which
the International Bureau proposes to the text of the convention, but befor

e

coming to : any decision with regard to reaffirming the convention we wis
h

to ascertain the attitude of the United States and the United Kingdom•
Specifically, we would like to know whether or not the United States an

d

the United Kingdom have decided to adhere or would, be prepared to con-
sider adhering to the revised convention. We feel that the convention

still not be effective without their adherence .

3 . I would-be-grateful if you will endeavour~ to obtain this information fo
r

me from the appropriate United Kingdom authorities .

4.-I am sending a similar despatch to the Canadian Ambassador to th
e

United States .
I have etc .

for External .A$airs
for the : Secretary of State

SYDNEY D. PIERCE
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681. 	 - 	 DEA/12490-140 

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in United States to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

DESPATCH 2299 	 Washington, November 28, 1946 

Sir,  
I have the honour to refer to your despatch No. 1450 of November 2 1st, 1  

(together with a copy of your despatch No. 878 of November 12th to the 
Canadian Ambassador to France, on the subject of re-affirmation by Canada 
of the convention regarding International Exhibitions of November 22nd, 
1928. 

2. This subject was discussed informally with the State Department by 
'Mr. Wallace2  who pointed out that while Canada was now satisfied with 
the amend.ments which. the International Bureau proposes to the text, in 
the Canadian vim the convention would not be effective without the 
adherence of the 'United States and the United Kingdom. , 

3. Mr. Wallace was informed that the State Department favoured the 
principle of an International Exhibitions Convention, but that the United 
States Governnaent is not prepared to adhere to this revised convention. 
The principal reasons for this attitude are that the United States wish to 
keep down the number of their international commitments and would like 
to see the International Exhibitions Convention taken over by the United 
Nations' Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Orpnization. 

4. It was mentioned, however, that in view of the fact that the United 
States is not a party to the existing International Exhibitions Convention, 
they are not in a position to make a recommendation that the United 
Nations' Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization should take over 
the work of the International Exhibitions Convention. 

I have etc. 
H. H. WRONG 

1 Voir le document précédent. 	 I See preceding document. 
 ad 

'W. D. Wallaçe, sec`rétere commercial 	7tr. D. Wallace, Assistant Commercial 
ioint, l'ainbassade aux États-Unis. 	 Secretary, Embassy in United States. 

.1179 
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FONDS MONÉTAIRE INTERNATIONAL ET BANQUE
INTERNATIONALE POUR LA RECONSTRUCTION

ET LE DÉVELOPPEMENT

INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND AND INTERNATIONAL
BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

L'ambassadeur des États-Unis au secrétaire :d'État ,aux-•A ffaires extérieures

Ambassador of United States to Secretary of State for External A ff airs ;, . ~_ , ~. . .
No. 439

Sir,
At the direction ' of my Government * Ï ' have the honôr to transmit thé

following communication :
The articles of agreement of the International Monetary Fund and the1 1

International Bank for Reconstruction," and Development have come into
force and the Government of the United States as the member having the
largest quota in the fund and the largest number of shares in the bank
has the honor of inviting your Government . to arrange for your Governor
of the fund and of the bank to attend the first meetings of the Boards of
Governors . The meetings will be held at Wilmington Island near Savannah,
Georgia, on March 8, 1946, for the purpose of estab lishing the two
institutions .

It is the expectation of the Government of the United States that the
business of the Boards of Governors can be concluded within . a two week
period and arrangements have been made for the accommodation of the
Governors and those who accompany

,
them for that period of time. Shortly

after the conclusion of the meetings of the Boards of Governors it is expected
that the executive directors of each institution will begin to function at or near
the site selected for the principal office of the fund and the bank .

My Government intends to suggest the . adoption of a resolution by the
Board of Governors of each institution permitting the admission to member-
ship during a limited period of time of those countries listed in Schedule A
of each of the articles of agreement on the terms set forth in the articles
of agreeement. It is our hope that some or all of these Governments may
be in a position to become members of the fund and the bank with sufficient
speed to permit them to participate in the first meetings of the Boards of
Governors and. we are inviting them to have observers in attendance a

t

ht V,-se meetmgs .
The Government of the United States would appreciate it if you CO~dGovern

advise us promptly as to the number of ' persons representing your -
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ment who wi ll attend the first meetings of the Boards of Governors, as we ll
as the date and place of their arrival in the United States .

Accept etc.

RAY ATHERTON

-DEA/6000-H-40
L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au - secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires extérieures
Ambassador in United States to Secretary of State for External Affairs

TELEGRAM WA-807 Washington, February 16, 1946
My WA-704 of February 9th, t Bretton Woods :
1 . Of the two memorandat referred to in the first paragraph of my tele-

type it would appear from the letter of February 8th from Shillock of theU.S. Embassy to Mr. Robertsont (of which a copy was sent to us under
compliment sheet,of February 9th) that only the first one may have been
comrnunicated to you by the U.S. Embassy. The second memorandum,
which had been attached to the routine note from the State Department to
this Embassyt (and which according to that note had already been trans-
mitted to the Governments concerned through the respective U.S . Missions
abroad), dealt with exchange of information regarding arrangements for the
meetings of the Boards of Governors of the Fund and the Bank. If, in fact,
you have not received this memorandum we shall be glad to teletype its
contents to you

. If you have received this memorandum, you will note the
request in the last sentence that the State Department be notified of the
name of an individual with whom informal liaison may be maintained. We
should be grateful to learn whether it is your intention that someone from
this Embassy should perform this function, in which event we should ap-
preciate the necessary information and guidance from you.2. We have been asked informally by an official of the Export-Import
Bank whether it is proposed by the Canadian authorities that paper ofBretton Woods Institutions should be marketed in Canada and if so whatarrangements

are being made to open the Canadian money market to the
Bretton Woods Institutions . We understand from this official that Secre-t ary of the

Treasury Vinson is most optimistic concerning completion of the
arrangements necessary to ensure acceptance of such paper by the U .S .market

. In particular, it is reported that changes required in federal and
state regulations (including necessary changes in the fiduciary laws of New
York State) can probably be completed within something like three months .This official remarked that there would be much merit,'from the point of
view of the attitude of other Governments to operations of the Bre tton WoodsInstitutions if the 'U.S. and Canadian Governments were t(simultaneousl o announce
açce y if Possible) that arrangements were being made for theptance of the :paper of these institutions ; in the money markets of thetwo countries .
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-• - 	DEA/6000-H-40 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Ambassador in United States 

TELEGRAM EX-619 	 Ottawa, February 28, 1946 
Your WA-807 of February 16th, para. 2, acceptance of Bretton Woods 

paper. 
There are no legal obstacles to the purchase of paper of Bretton Woods 

institutions by Canadian chartered banks, by individuaLs or, we think, by 
most business corporations. 

Insurance companies, however, will probably not be able to make such 
investments except in the case of issues sponsored by the International Bank 
and guaranteed by a government. The govermnent guarantee is the feature 
of importance so far as insura.nce companies are concerned. This aspect is 
being further investigated here. 

The question as to whether banks and others who are legally entitled 
to do so would in fact be willing to buy the paper cannot be answered at the 
present time. Much would depend on the rate of return. We consider the 
only practical procedure is to await the setting up of the Fund and Bank. 
Officials of these organizations, presumably acting with or through Bank of . 

Canada officials familiar with the market, could then take the necessary 
soundings. 

Referring to the suggestion that the United States and Canadian Govern-
ments might announce (simultaneously if possible) that arrangements were 
being made for acceptance of the paper in the money markets of the two 
countries, we feel we should be very careful about the form of any such 
announcement. If it were the Government's decision to amend the Insurance 
Act, a statement to that effect would, of course, be appropriate, but an an- 

paper would 
be purchased in considerable volume in Canada would be premature. Ends. 
nouncement that the Government had reason to believe that the 

685. 	. 	 DIW6000-11-40  

Mémorandum de l'adjoint du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Memorandum from —Assistant to the Under-Secretary of State for External 

Affairs to Under-Secretary -  of State for External Affairs 

[Ottawa,] March 7, 1946  

PERUVIAN APPROACI1 FOR VOTES AT SAVANNAH 

• Mr; Pardo de Zela of thé Peruviàn EmbassT came  to see  me  late yesterday 

afternoon. 

684. 
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,He, stated that the Ambassador had just received a telegram from hisgovernment, but had not succeeded in laying the matter before you : The
Peruvian Government suggests that in exchange for the : Canadian vote for
a Peruvian in the election to an executive position in the Board of Gover-
nors of the Bank for Reconstruction and Development, the Peruvians
would undertake to vote for a Canadian to a position in either the Bank
or the fund, as we preferred.

I informed him that it was not the po licy of the Government to pledge
votes or exchange pledges, but that I would put the matter before you . '

_. < , . . ,
J. A. C[HAPDELAINE]

'DEA/6000-H-40

Mémorandum du gouverneur de , la Banque du Canada

Memorandum by Governor of Bank of Canada
CONFIDENTIAL Ottawa, April 2, 1946
NOTES ON THE INAUGURAL MEETING OF THE INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUN

DAND THE INTERNATIONAL
BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT,

SAVANNAH, GEORGIA, MARCH 8-1 8 , 1946 2

The main questions at issue were the site of the Fund and the Bank, and
the functions and remuneration of the Executive Directors and their
Alternates .

As soon as we arrived at Savannah, we found out that the Americans were
going to insist on Washington as the site, and on full-time Executive
Directors who would . not hold other positions . It soon became evident that
the Americans would also press for full-time Alternates .

;The United Kingdom were strongly against all these proposals . A number
of Western European countries shared their views, but apparently did not
wish to argue against the United States . So far as I am aware, the Latin
American and Middle Eastern members-and China-did not seriously objectto the U.

point of view, and indeed in some 'cases welcomed the op-
portunity to have full-time Executive Directors and' Alternates stationed
at Washington.
~ . ,

"La note • , , .mémorandum• suivante était écrite sur ce I The following note was written' on the
~ memorandum :

' Pour ApProved. W. L. M[AcxENZrE] K[nvG] 13 .3 .46
une esquisse de cette réunion voirJ K. 2 For an outline of this meeting see J . K .Horsefield,

The International Monetary . Horsefield, The International Monetary FundFund 1945-1965 :
national Alonetar

Twenty Years of 'Inter-' 194S-i965 : Twenty" Years of International
Intèrnational y w Çooperation. Washington : Monetary. . Cooperation. , Washington : ; - Inter-1 Monetary"Fund, 1969, Volume nàtiônal Monetary Furid, 1969, Volume 1

;
~ UA. 121-36.

pp . 121-36.
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The Canadian attitude was expressed in private conversations with Vinson 
on two occasions, and with Clayton, Harry White and Collado on still 
another occasion. It was also expressed at Committee meetings. 

Our opinions can be summarized as follows: 
(a) On Site 

We felt that an important commercial and fmancial centre was the ap-
propriate site for the Fund and the Bank—if n.ot New York, then Boston 
or Philadelphia. If a political capital were chosen instead of a more natural 
site, it would be suspected that the intention was to have the National 
Advisory Council and the American Executive Directors dominate the 
activities of the Fund and the Bank. This would have a particularly un-
fortunate effect in the Fund, the success of which will depend so much 
on full co-operation of members. Questions have already been raised in 
various Parliaments—including that of Canada—as to whether membership 
in the Fund involved any loss of sovereignty. That suspicion is bound to 
be heightened by the sight of the Fund nestled under the Capitol. 

It must also be remembered that the staff of both Fund and Bank are 
expected to be international officers owing allegiance only to the new 
organizations. If they are located in Washington, it is much more likely 
that these individuals will associate mainly with people from their own 
countries stationed at the various Embassies and Legations, and will have 
much greater difficulty in developing the international attitude enjoined 
upon them by the Articles of Agreement. 

It soon became apparent that Mr. Vinson could not listen to objections 
to Washington as a site without becoming extremely annoyed. This matter 
had been settled by President Truman and the National Advisory Council, 
and was not open for discussion. We did not carry on the argument for 
long, but reserved what strength we had for the discussion on Executive 
Directors and Alternates. 
(b) Executive Directors and Alternates . 

Here we pursued the line that the Articles of Agreement set forth the 
powers of Executive Directors. They are obviously responsible for decisions 

on matters of policy, and they must make themselves available to the full 
extent necessary to fulfil their responsibilities. We did not believe, however , 

 that an Executive Director need spend all his time working for the Fil_ned 
or the Bank: nor cd we be'lieve that the Executive Directors should 
prevented from holding any other position. In fact, we felt that it was  jUC 

better that Executive Directors should hold positions of importance inh+eiiirp  
.114.i. J—/dI.S.,/ %.4. V 	 1-0W1L 	 •••■•.- 	 — 

own countries so that they could bring to the Fund and the Bank the 

continually renewed experience derived from their administrative functions 

at home, with all that such experience implies in the form. of first-hand 

practical contact with dome'stic affairs and with their own country's relatio 
ships with others. n' 
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We pointed out that the Executive Directors were not international officers
in the sense that members of the staff of the Fund or Bank must be . True,they must concern themselves with the good of members as a whole-but
they must pay regard to the views of their own gove rnments . Moreover,
Executive Directors will be changed possibly quite frequently . For all these
reasons, Executive Directors cannot be expected to participate in administra-
tive work, nor could they, particularly in the case of the Fund, visit count ries
other than their own with any expectation that they could command confi-
dences . We pointed out that the development of confidence in the Fund in
its wisdom and discretion-was very important . The management and sta ff
needed to develop independence and prestige-without in any way diminishing
the responsibili ty of the Executive Directors in matters of policy. We feltthat there was much less likelihood of the organization growing along these
lines if it appeared that a number of Executive Directors were in fact running
things from day to day.

Finally, we felt that the creation in the two organizations of twenty-four
Executive Directorships and twenty-four Alternate posts at substantial salaries
was something in the nature of a scandal .

In our conversations with the Americans, we came repeatedly to the ques-
tion of how a ll the Executive Directors and Alternates would occupy theirtime throughout .the year. The invariable answer was that they would bekept busy "studying trends"

. So far as could be seen, we did not succeed
in shaking the opinion of the senior Americans, although there were some
in the American group who thought the proposed setup was uq ite wrong .Finally- .at the meeting with Clayton, White and Collado-I expressed ver
frankly the view that the Americans could force the ado ti yon pro-posals, or indeed any others which they supported . Some coun troiestwould beindifferent

; others would fear to argue because they had so many fish to frythe United States . If, however, the big shareholder continually his
views on others, the prospects for success of the Fund were poor

. It wouldbe wise for the Americans to give weight to the views of the minority, evenif they did not share those views . Subsequently the Americans agreed to thecompromise of Executive Director and Alternate between the being con-tinuously available. This was apparently the best which could be secured.
The Americans came to Savannah after having discussed their programmeon
these matters with the President and the National Advisory Council, andafter havi

ng named their Executive Directors on Fund and Bank. Probathey had discussed salaries with these individuals, and the Act of C blyhad stipulated that the U.S. Government should ongress
uneration . Harry not pay any part of theirre

themTreasu y White, for example, had made up his mind to leavery
, and was looking forward to his job as Executive Director. It~t o~hght that Vinson was quite content that White should leave

r words, subject to minor compromises, the whole thing ase a fai taccompli .



(c) Remuneration of Executive Directors and Alternates 
Once the decision had been taken that Executive Directors and Alternates 

might be full-time (for "might" read "should" so far as the U.S.A. is con-
cerned) and that they should be men of high competence, it was obvious that 
substantial salaries would be proposed. Mr. Ilsley and Lord Keynes,' as well 
as the writer, argued against the salaries in the Committee and Sub-Com-
mittee on Remuneration, but in the end the American proposals of $17,000 
tax free for Executive Directors, and $11,500 tax free for Alternates were 
adopted. 

At the final session of the Boards of Governors of the Fund and Bank, 
Keynes announced that he had instructions from his Government to vote 
against these salaries. He pointed out that he was not complaining of the 
amounts involved in so  fax as they related to remuneration for any one 
individual, but that his Government felt that an unnecessarily elaborate 
oreanization, with an excessive overhead, was being set up. I thought that it 
was necessary at this meeting to define the Canadian position in the following 
terms: 

Our views had been stated in the Committee by the Canadian Governor 
for the Ftmd and Bank, Mr. Ilsley. He had made it clear that his remarks 
were not directed to the worth of any individual performing full-time and 
important services for the Fund or Bank, but that he could only contemplate 
with dismay the creation of forty-eight high-salaries posts in these organi-
zations, in addition to the administrative staff which would be necessary. 
the end, Canada had reluctantly agreed to the compromise by which both 
Directors and Alternates could serve part-time provided that one or the 
other was continuously available. It was also agreed that Executive Direc -
tors or Alternates serving part-time should be paid proportionately.  Th"s 
some latitude was allowed for each country to act as it saw fit. Canada was 
therefore fairly close to being in a position to stick to her original opinions 
in so far as her own arrangements were concerne,d. In these 'circumstances , 

 we had reached the conclusion that we had to give weight to the opinions 
of others who intended to follow a different course, and would not register 
a vote against the proposals. 

Harry White followed with remarks of a rather unpleasant character 
directed against Lord Keynes. He suggested that, whether by design or n°,_t,  
Keynes remarks were directed to the sabotaging of the Fund and the Bau 
through placing the remuneration of Executive Directors and Alternates at a 
level which would make it impossible to command good men. Keynes was 
remarkably restrà-ified-,- and did not reply. 

G. F. T[owERs] 
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1 Membre du Conseil consultaiif du Chance-
lier de l'Échiquier de Grande-Bretagne. 

1  Member of Chancellor of the Exchequer's 

Consultative Council in Great Britain. 
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DEA/6000-K-40
Le sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures .au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieuresl
Associate Under-Secretary o f State for External Affairs

to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs'
PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIA L

687.

Dear Norman [Robertson],
Ottawa, May 22, 194 6

The Department of Finance has grown very concerned over Ritchie's2departure from the Was hington Embassy . One of their immediate problems
is that there is no one now to name in Washington to act as alternate toRasminsky and Bryce on the boards of the Fund and the Bank . -As theseboards are supposed to be in continuous session-a phrase which should be,
used with greater caution than has been exhibited recently-it is necessa ry to :have someone available in Washington on short notice .

They have not as yet discussed this matter directly with me bu t I have beenkept inform
ed by Pearson of discussions going on in, Washington and betweenBry ce, Rasm.insky, Clark and Towers. They have their eye on Parkinson now-with the WP
TB whom they probably would like to name both as alternate onthe boards and Financial Attaché at` the Embassy. I do not know him nor doesPearson but I gather that he is quite a good man . ' In any case he is notavailable until September at earliest . '

The latest idea was reported to me by Pearson this mornin
. Thi s we should brin g was that~

matter of ag
Le

Pan back from London immediately-I gather within a
week or so--and send him to Washington as Financial Attache .I told Pearson to tell Bryce flatly that LePan was not available for this duty,out that Canada House was losing both its head and its second

,
manand

that until a new regime was established there we could not removeI~o think that LePan should do a tour of du in Ot moveeau release h' ty tawa when . we,
im from London which would I hope be by the end of this year .As the immediate

Bryce, to leave p
urp

ose of these negotiations is to permit Rasminsky and
Washington and as they act in Washington under the instruc-ho jls of the financial authorities here, I think that , wefavouri

te phrase of yours that "they skin their own sku
must insist to use a

us when we are so des eratel nks" and not t ry to robP y pressed . ..
Yours sincerely,

H. H. WRONG

'M• Robe rtson était alorsBretagne. en Grande- 's Mr. Robertson was then in Great
Britain .

E' ~~ e, le deuxième secrétaire, . ..~bassade
États-Unis . 'A . B. Ritchie, Second Secre t

in United States. ~' Emb assY
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688. DEA/6000-K-40 

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim 
aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in United States to Acting Under-Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

Washington, June 14, 1946 

My Dear Hume [Wrong], 
The International Monetary Fund has now taken to sending Tommy' copies 

of the minutes of a11 meetings and copies of odd papers which are circulat&I 
among the executive officers. In addition, they have instituted the practice 
of telephoning to the Embassy before  each  meeting of the Executive Directors 
to ask if Mr. Stone will be representing Mr. Rasminsky. It is, as you know, 
impossible for Mr. Stone to represent Mr. Rasminsky three or four times a 
week, and it is not only embarrassing, but I do not think it is good for the 
reputation of Canada generally for us to keep saying "No". Tommy is clear-
ing with Lou2  as to what he should do  with  the papers which are of no con-
ceivable interest to anybody except an Executive Director of the Fund. 

This all arises from the fact of Tommy having attended one meeting. You 
will remember that I told you that Lou thought that there would be a 
knock-down drag-out fight over personnel questions at this meeting and that 
he would be letting Gutt down if he was not represented. This particular 
meeting was, in fact, charged with explosive discussion for a little while, 
but it ended up as emicably as a church social. 

I realize that the appointment of alternates for the Bank and the Fund is 
not the business of either the Embassy or External Affairs and that there is 
probably little that you could do about it. I think I should have it on record 
again, however, that it is quite impossible for any officers of the Embassy to 
devote more than the barest minimum of time to these matters. In these 
circumstances it is embarrassing, as I said àbove, that any idea should exist  
in the minds of the officials of the \Fund that an officer of the EmbassY is 
acting as an alternate of our Executive Director. If a suitable opportuaitY 
should present itself I think it would be useful if you would draw this to LOU  
Rasminsky's attention again.. . 

Yours sincerely, 
MIKE [PEARSON] 

1  Thomas A. Stone. 
2  Louis Rasminsky. 
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DEA/6000-F-40

Le président suppléant, la Commission de contrôle du change étranger,
au ministre des Finances

Alternate Chairman, Foreign Exchange Control Board, to Minister of Financ e

Dear Mr. Il sley,
Ottawa, June 18, 1946

As you are aware, the International Monetary Fund has received applica-
tions for membership from Syria, Lebanon, Turkey and Italy . The first three
countries mentioned are members of the United Nations and their applications
for membership do not appear to raise any important question of principle .

I am enclosing herewith a copy of the note by which Italy applied for
membership .t You will recall that at the Savannah meeting the United States
Governor stated that his Government supported the application from Italy
as well as those from the other countries mentioned . On the other hand, the
Greek Governor opposed the application on the ground that it was improper
to consider an application from a former enemy country with which a treaty
of peace has not yet been completed and he was supported in this attitude
by the Yugoslav Governor. The application was referred, along with the
others mentioned, to the Executive Directors for study and report to the
Board at a later date .

While the final decision regarding .the Italian application for membership
rests with the Board of Governors, it may be the case that the Executive
Directors will wish to make a recommendation in one sense or the other.
The issue of Italian membership is primarily a political one and I would be
grateful if you would instruct me in this matter.

Yours very truly,
L. RASMINSKY

690.
DEA/6000-K-40

Le président suppléant, la Commission de contrôle du change étranger,
au sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures

Alternate Chairman, Foreign Exchangè Control Board, to Associate
Under-Secretary of State for External A ffairs

Dear Hume [Wrong]
Ottawa, June 21, 194 6

Z have
14th regardingyour letter of the 18th-~ enclosing Mike Pearson's letter of theTommy Stone 'and s troubles. I can't say that I blame the Embassy
for Tommy f or being annoyed . Tommy kindly àgreed to attend one meetingme and then, when I went into default on my obligation, Tommy finds
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himself treated by the Fund like a defaulter. I have written the Secretary of 
the Fund to make it clear that the Fund has no claim against Tommy or the 
Embassy. 

That will dispose of Tommy's headache, but not mine.' 
Yours sincerely, 

L. RASMINSKY 

DEA/6000-F-40 

Le sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures 
au sous-ministre des Finances 

Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Deputy Minister of Finance 

Ottawa, July 17, 1946 

Dear Mr. Clark, 
I should like to refer to your letter of July 2ndt conceming an aPPli-

cation by Italy. for membership in the International Monetary Fund. 
I think that in the circumstances Mr. Rasminsky might be instructed to 

support Italy's application for membership in the International Monetary 
.Fund, particularly as it would appear that the United States Govemment 
will be taking the initiative in this matter. 

Yôurs sincerely, 
H. H. -WRONG 

692. 	 DEA/60004140  

Le chargé d'affaires aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État 
aux A eireçextérieures 

Chargé d'Affaires in United States to Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM WA-2913 	 Washington, jer  23,  1946  

SECRET. Following for Dr. W. C. Clark and Louis Rasminsky from BrYce ,  
Begins: Re: International Monetary Fund. 

691. 

1  La question ne fut résolue que lorsque 
Joseph F. Parkinson fut nommé adminis-
trateur suppléant canadien du Fonds moné-
taire international et conseiller, financier de 
l'ambassade aux États-Unis en novembre 
1946. 

The issue was resolved only when Joseph 

F. Parkinson was appointed Canadian Alter-

nate Executive Director of the International 

Monetary Fund and Financial Counsellor of 

the Embassy in United States in November 

1946. 
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1 . You have already seen and there is at my house a copy of the memo-
randum by the Legal Division of the Fundt on obligation to consult regard-
ing any proposed changes in exchange rates prior, to determination, of initial
par values .

2. As I told Rasminsky on phone last night this matter was again dis-
cussed at meeting all yesterday afternoon in- general terms not all Canada,
but Canada was naturally cited as an example on several occasions . I made
several comments on legal situation along lines we discussed Sunday, that
:is that general obligations were to collaborate not to consult and that specific
-obligations were not clear or at all definite. There was very little, if any,
support for this view from others . There were a few questions by others
which indicated some uncertainty and some reluctance to accept a hard and

,fast interpretation . Even . White was reluctant to agree that Board could
make a definite interpretation of law but he wanted some action implying
interpretation as indicated below.

3 . 1 raised the point of policy discussed by us Sunday, that is, that Fund
should avoid involvement in preliminary adjustments of rates and secondly
that if consultation is to take place suitable procedure should be arranged
insuring speed and secrecy. Some slight -support for me on second point
but not much on first. I raised question as to whether Directors would report
proposed action to their Governments but there was no discussion ' of this
and I did not press it as I did not wish to 'provoke any commitments on
this matter.

4 . White suggested memorandum be included in minutes with notation
that Board agreed in general . No active objection to this proposal and I
did not desire to have recorded my formal disagreement without consultingyou

. I did raise question and delay decision on matter.
5 . Luthringer, United States alternate, then proposed motion as follows :
The Executive Board directs that the Fund request each member of

the International Monetary Fund, in consideration ' of the provisions of
Article I, Article IV, Section 4, paragraph (a), and Article IV, Section 5,paraara h (b )~ p of the Articles of Agreement' to consùlt the Fund at least
48 hours in advance of making any change in the par value of the mem-
ber's currency during the period before the member and the Fund haveagreed upon ' an, initial par value for the member's currency .
ac ~ White suggested we consider this before next meeting . I suggested such

should not be taken without Gutt . White was prepared on this and saidthey Planned to cable Gutt and get-his approval . Matter was placed on agendafor Friday
. I feel definitely that Rasminsky or I should be here unless Wedeli

berately wish to absent ourselves as matter of policy which I would no t

1 Voir J . K. Horsefield, The InternationalMoneta ry Fund:
1 See J. K. Horsefield, The International

International 1945-1965 . `Washington : Monetary Fund: 1945-1965 . Washington :
3, pD . 185-214 onetary Fund, 1969, volume International Monetary Fund, 1 069, Volume

3 . pD. 185-214.
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recommend in view of atmosphere of meetings. Consequently I am plan-
ning to be here as I understand Rasminsky cannot get down. 

7. I have talked to Grafftey-Smith, Crena de Iongh and Coe about 
security dangers if all Governments to be informed proposed action and 
said this seems mad to me. They were all inclined to agree but not will-
ing to do anything about it. Grafftey-Smith said that he thought they 
could arrange to have Gutt and United Kingdom and United States 
Directors and possibly one other as Committee of Board to consider 
these very secret matters but he doubts if White would agree and I do as 
well. Grafftey-Smith, of course assumes that British and Americans 
would and should be consulted; and it will be difficult to justify selec-
tions on other than grounds of trustworthiness. 

8. I will call about further instructions in regard to action on resolu-
tions. Rasminsky may wish to cable Gutt privately on views. Unless Gutt 
intervenes or objects I think motion almost certain to go through. We 
could modify wording for example to indicate at beginning there had 
been some uncertainty as to precise obligations of members during pre-
liminary period and the preparedness of Fund for consultation. Do you 
wish me to press for such modification before meeting? If resolution is 
to go through, do you wish me to record our formal dissent from its 
approval? Do you wish me as well to record our formal dissent from 
the implied legal interpretation? I would be inclined to think we should 
record in minutes that we believe the legal obligations are not clearly 
defined, and that as a matter of policy the Fund should not intervene in 
adjustment of rates prior to agreement on initial parities. However, this 
is debatable and I would like to discuss it with you by phone. Ends. 

693. 	 DF/Vol. 4283 

Mémorandum de l'administrateur canadien du 
Fonds monétaire international' 

Memorandum by Canadian Executive Director of the 
Internatiorial Monetary Fund' 

\\ August 1, 1946  

ESTABLISHMENT OF PAR :VALUES AND RELATIONS OF 
MEMBERS WITH THE FUND 

The question has arisen whether a Member is required to consult the Fund, 
with reference to changing its exchange rates before the date when the Flue 

 has reached agreement with that Member on the initial par value for that 

1  Voir J. K. Hdrsefield, The International 	1  See J. K. Horsefield, The Internati0na.1 

Monetary Fund: 1945-1965. Washington: Monetary Fund: 1945-1965. Washi_liti; 
International Monetary Fund, 1969, volume International Monetary Fund, 1969, v° 1"»." 
1, p. 157. 1,  P.  157. 
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Member's currency. This involves the further question as to when par values
of currencies may be said to exist for the purposes of the Agreement, and sev-
eral other questions as to the relations between the Fund and its members .
1
. TIME AND MANNER OF ESTABLISHMENT OF PAR VALUES OF CURRENCIES

FOR THE PURPOSES OF THE AGREEMENT

The concept of the "par value" of a currency is fundamenta:l to the wholeFund Agreement . Exchange rates involving any two currencies must be "basedon parity", i.e., on the par values of the currencies involved (IV-3) . All pur-chases and sales of gold must be based on par value (IV-2) .- The primary
obligation of a member is to consult the Fund before making any change
whatever in the par value of its currency (IV-5 (b) ) . "All computations relat-ing to currencies of members for the purpose of applying the provisions of this
Agreement shall be on the basis of their par values" (IV-1 (b)) .

It would be expected that in a matter of such importance the Articles of
Agreement would describe what was meant by "par value" of a currency for
the purposes of the Agreement, and how, the par value of any particular cur-
rency is to be ascertained, and when such a par value first comes into exis-tence for the purposes of the Agreement. This is in fact the case-a ll threepoints are explicitly dealt with in the A rticles of Agreement .In the first place, it is apparent that the expression "par value" has a defi-nite meaning for the purposes of the Agreement. Article IV-i (a) requiresthat "the par

value of the currency of each member shall be expressed in terms
of gold as a common denominator" or "in ' terms of the United States do llar ofth e weight and fineness in effect on July 1, 1944". There are some countries,
members of the Fund, which do not express the par value of their currency ineither of these ways ; they must do so, by the Agreement, and until they do so
the other provisions of the Agreement cannot be app lied. Moreover even
countries whose currencies do have a gold par value under domestic law maybe required to establish a different gold par value for the pur oses of theAgreement . For example, some members of the Fund have a currency with astatuto

rY par value based on gold at $20 .67' an ounce, but have for someye
ars been enforcing or permitting exchange rates which reflect the $35.00Pri

hecFundo~d
.
By Article XX-4(a), each Member is required, after request by

,which request has not yet been made) to communicate to the
Fund "the par value of its currency based on the rates of exch anvailing on ,, October 28, 1945. ge pre-

Th e par
value of a currency for the purposes of the Agreementmay be,

and in some cases will be, quite different from the re-exist n
erefore,

value
con ce, if any, of the same currency under the domestic p g

par
rned. law of the count ry

Aow, then, is the par value of a particular currenc for th eA~eement to be ascertained and established, so y
purposes of the

concerned, but the Fund and the other members which wish toyhave
countrytions _in

that currency and quote exchange rates involving that currencya maaY
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know what its par value is? This is dealt with very clearly in Article XX-4, 
paragraphs (a), (b) and (c). A defmite procedure is laid down, which is to be 
set in motion by a positive act on the part of the Fund when the Fund is ready 
for such action. By paragraph (a), "When the Fund is of the opinion that it 
will shortly be in a position to begin exchange transactions, it shall so notify 
the members and shall request each member to communicate within thirty 
days the par value of its currency based on the rates of exchange prevailing 
on the sixtieth day before the entry into force of this Agreement." 

What is the effect of such a communication? This is dealt with in paragraph 
(h) which provides that "The par value communicated by a member whose 
metropolitan territory has not been occupied by the enemy shall be the par 
value of that member's currency for the purposes of the Agreement unless 
within ninety days after the request referred to in (a) above" either the 
member or the Fund gives notice that such a par value is unsatisfactory, in 
which event "the Fund and the member shall, within a period determined by 
the Fund in the light of all relevant circumstances, agree upon a suitable par 
value for that currency." It is clear, therefore, that no par value exists "for 
the purposes of the Agreement" until the 90-day period has expired or until 
the member and the Fund reach agreement. In the absence of such agree-
ment, indeed, "the member shall be deemed to have withdrawn from the 
Fund," in which case, clearly, no par value ever came into existence for the 
currency of that country. 

As if to .emphasize that par values come into existence only at a certain 
time and only after a certain procedure has been followéd, paragraph (c) 
provides that the right of a member to buy frorn the Fund currencies of other 
members arises "When the par value of a member's currency has been estab-
lished under (b) above either by the expiration of ninety days without 
notification or by agreement after notification." 

The language of paragraphs (b) and (c) is so clear and precise that it 
is impossible for any par value for the purposes of the Agreèment to exist 
or be ascertained, or be. acted upon, until the time and as a result of carrying 
out the procedure therein specified. 

2. TIME WHEN OBLIGATION OF A MEMBER TO CONSULT 
THE FUND COMMENCES TO OPERATE 

The first question is, what is the subject-matter of the consultation? It 
should be noted that there is no obligation on members in the Fund Agee' 
ment to consult with reference to exchange rates,—and no provision for tile 

 Fund either to agree or to disagree with a proposed change in exchange  rate," 
Article IV-3 provides that exchange rates shall not differ from "ParitY7 
more than certain margins, and "parity" is to be computed on the bags ° 
the par values of the currencies involved—IV-1(b). Article 

 plicitly imposes an obligation on each member to observe the specified 
gins in its exchange rates. Once par values exist, the obligation with orreef, 
to exchange rates is absolute and unconditional, without consultation  
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agreement; it is .: not even subject to transitional=period exemptioris underXIV-2, or to gradual application under VIII-3 .
The obligation with respect to exchange rates, being based on'par values,

cannot arise until par values exist for both the currencies involved in any
particular exchange rate. Thereafter, -any change in the par value of either
currency must automatically " be accompanied by equivalent alterations in all
exchange rates involving that currency. It is the change in the par value which
requires consultation with the Fund, as set forth in Article Iv-5 (b), as fol-
lows : "A change . in the par _value of a member's currency may be made only
on the proposal of the member and only after consultation with the Fund ."What . is the "par value" here . referred to? Obviously it can only be . the"par value of - that member's currency for the purpose of this . Agreement"referred to in Article XX-4 (b ) and (c) . This is fu rther indicated by the
language of paragraph (c) of Article IV 5, fo llowing immediately after (b)above-quoted, as - follows : "When - -a change is proposed, the Fund shall firsttake into account the changes, if - any, , which have - already taken place, in the' initial par value of thè member's currency as determined under Article XX,Section 4 . "

It can scarcely .: be argued that , the "changë . in the par value" referred to
in paragraph (b) of this Section as requiring consultation, is any differentfrom the "change in the par value" which paragraph (a) , of the same Sectionsays a member shall not propose except to correct a fundamental disequ 1 b-riu;n

; or any different from the "change" which, when prôposed, the Fund
is to consider in accordance with paragraph (c) and subsequent paragraphs
of the same Section .

It is clear that the procedure provided under IV-5 cannot be followedthe initial untilpar value, has in fact been determined under XX-4, and " thatconsultati
on is not required until a change is contemplated in a par valuewhi

ch has been previously determined under XX-4. Indeed consultation,within the terms of the Agreement ; is : impossible until such a determinationof par value has taken ' place :

3• IMPOSSIBILITY AND IMPRACTICABILITY OF ANY OTHER

MEANING OF "PAR VALUE" OR OF ANY
.OTHER TIME FOR

THE INITIAL ESTABLISHMENT OF PAR VALUE .
That the provisions of the Articles of Agreement do notpar values do not exist before t t admit of any doub t

has been followed as provided in XX-4; maemay also bes én b
y

And the procedure

~possible situation which would exist today if an y considering the
such as the y view were adopted,1945 view that "par values" for all currencies existed on October 28 ,, or on December 27, 1945, or at any time before the time specified inxX-4 ,

as
(

1
) Thus IV-2 , entitled "Gold purchases based on par valufolloWS . "The Fund shall prescribe a margin above and beloes" provide

sfor transactions in gold by members, and no
w par value

member shall buy gold at a
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price above par value plus the prescribed margin, or sell gold at a price 
above par value minus the prescribed margin." If it be said that par values 
exist today, then the Fund is at fault • for not having yet prescribed the mare 
for purchases and sales of gold. Moreover, every member which has bought 
or sold gold since the Agreement came into force is in default for not awaiting 
a prescription of the margin by the Fund—or else, which is even more absurd, 
it must be held that members are free to buy and sell gold at any price they 
please notwithstanding the "existence" of par values in terms of gold. 

(2) Again, by IV-3 and IV-4(b) each member must regulate exchange 
rates involving its currency and the currency of any other member, on the 
basis of the par value of each currency involved and within stated margins 
(1% on either side of parity, for spot transactions). If par values already 
exist, it follows, for one thing, that every member which has permitted or 
enforced a spread between buying and selling rates of more than 2% is 
in default of its obligations; and a number of members have in fact had such 
a spread. But what is worse, if par values "exist", the situation is completely 
unworkable, for how is any country, even assuming it knows its own par 
value, expected  to know or ascertain the par value of every other member? Is 
every member expected to exchange notices with every other member? When? 
Why was no provision made for this in the Articles of Agreement? Surely 
it is because no such procedure was intended, or is necessary, and because 
a special procedure of a much simpler and more authoritative character was 
provided in Article XX-4. Until that procedure is followed, it is impossible 
for any member to ascertain the par value, for the purposes of the Agreement, 
of the currency of any other member for the plain reason that no such par 
value exists. 

(3) Article W-3 (ii) provides that the margin of variation from paritY in 
the case of forward exchange transactions shall not exceed the margin fer 
spot exchange transactions "by more than the Fund considers reasonable." 

' 

exist, the Here the argument of case (1) above applies again. If par values 
Fund is in default for not prescribing what it considers reasonable  mar in 
for forward exchange transactions. And Members .are all in default for

gaging in forward transactions at all, or the absurdity arises that any member 
 en- 

notwithstanding the existence\  of par values, can buy and sell forward ex 

change  at any rates whatever because no limits have been prescribed. 

4. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DATE OF THE FUND'S REQUEST 

FOR COMMUNICATION OF PAR VALUES 

The document as prepared  bÿ the Legal Division of the Fund, Executivee  
Board Document No. 28, dated July 18, 1946, suggests on its first P at 
that, whatever may be the case before the date of the Fund's request  toe 

made under XX-4(a), the occurring of that event makes the obligate d 
consult conclusive. The same thought is expressed on page 6 of the 

gt 
B°.a

'
.,res 

Document. Examination of the provisions of the Articles of Agreement , 

no support whatever to this view. There is nowhere any suggestion rhat 
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request by the Fund has any other effect than to set in motion a ce rtainprocedure, and require a"communication" by each member within thi rtydays .

The Board Document says (page 1) "it seems clear that a member maynot change the value
of its currency between the date when the communi-cation of the par value is requested and the date when exchange transactionsbegin, without consulting the Fund ." The only authority cited is XX-4 (f )which makes no reference whatever to the time of such request .

Use of the phrase "the value of its currency" in this place and elsewhere
in the Board Document, including its title, is no doubt a careless s lip, for"par value" is the matter under consideration . To speak of a "change" inpar value, however, begs the question whether any par value yet exists, and
so assumes the very point which has to be proved for the purpose of the
Board Document .

The Board Document is careless in its use of language in other respectsas well
. Thus on the first page it says that "Other provisions of Section 4describe the procedure to be followed. after, such communication to adjustparities and begin transactions" . Neither the word "adjust" nor the word"parities" occurs anywhere in the Section, separately or in combination.phrase "changes in par values" does not . occur until paragraph (d) (iii) ,which deals only, with enemy-occupied territories ; and the phrase occurs inall

two times, which would scarcely justify the description "several refer-
ences" used on page 1 of the Board Document .

5
. THE SIGNIFICANCE OF PARAGRAPH (F) OF ARTICLE xx-4.

The Board Document relies almost entirely on an alle e 'XX-4 (f ) for,its thesis that the ob ligation of a membe g d~plication in
exists before the determination of initial par values under ~ 4 bt andFund

It is to be noted that paragraph (f) itself does not purport to d al (c )the time or manner of establishment of par values or of sbse uent c withhangesin par values
. It is concerned with the effect of certain changes on t positionof a member of the Fund when a further proposed change, subsequent to thechanges referred to, comes to be considered under IV-5(c) . Articlreads in full as follows: " e XX-4(f)

Changes in par values agreed with the Fund underthis Section shall not be taken into
. account in determininposed change falls within 1 g whether a pro), (ii )(ii) or (iii) of A rticle IV, Section 5(c) . "

The Board Document says (page 1) that "Only' those changesagreed with the Fund are excluded from the operation of Article
which aretion"

5(c)» and that therefore "any change made . durin
, Sec-

having g~s period withoutaA~
rticleeement been reached between the member and the Fund underXX

, Section 4" is subject to IV-5 (c) and requires consultation .its
If,

as is apparently the case, this statement is intendedappli
cation than the case of changes in to be broader in

values specifically coveredpa
rin XX-4, namely

the case referred to in XX-4(d )What
has to be proved

. It is clear that there cann
(iii), then it again assumes
ot be a change in "the ini- .
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tia1 par value" of a member's currency until them exists a par value, and if 
there is no par value in existence for the purposes of the Agreement, there 
is nothing to consult the Fund about. 

The Board Document next deals with this question with reference to "the 
period of time between the establishment of the Executive Directors as a 
functioning body and the date when the Fund requests the communication 
of par values". Under the heading "II. Specific Provisions" it concedes that 
the obligation to consult under  •  IV-5 does not exist "during the period in 
question" if "par values within the meaning of this Section are not yet in 
effect. Accordingly the fundamental problem is to determine when a mem-
ber's currency first has a par value within the meaning of the Agreement." 
(page 4). 

For some reason, no such point was entertained on page 1 of the Board 
Document when dealing with the period subsequent to the Fund's request 
for communication of par values; apparently it is only considered relevant-
though a "fundamental problem"—for the earlier period. 

The Board Document then argues that XX-4(b) can be read either way, 
that (a) and (f) indicate a pre-existence of par values, but that (c) "sup-
ports the contention that a member's currency does not have a par value 
within the meaning of the Agreement until ninety days have elapsed from 
the date when the Fund requests the communication of par values, or until 
the Fund and the member have agreed on the par value." 

For reasons already outlined in the earlier sections of the present memo-
randum, paragraphs (b) and (c) clearly establish the time when par values 
"for the purposes of this Agreement" are first determined, and Article IV-5 
expressly recognizes this when dealing with the obligation to consult. 

The argument based on paragraph (a) of XX-4 is of no great importance. 
Even if some verbalistic interpretation would require the "existence of 
some kind of metaphysical "par value" in order for it to be "communicated" , 

 that does not constitue a par value "for the purposes of the Agreement  (to 

quote a significant phrase from paragraph (b) which the text of the Board 
Document ignores). Paragraphs (b) and (c)*make it quite clear that para-
graph (a) is merely procedural, and indeed they provide that there is not 
any par value for the purposes of the Agreement until a certain ti lle, and 
that such a par value is only etablished by the expiration of 90 daYs after  
the Fund's request, or by the reaching of an agreement between the Fund and 
the member conce rned. 

There remains to consider whether paragraph (f), on which the nerd  
Document lays the most stress, introduces any ambiguity, and what effect 
should be given to it. • 

In the first place, as already noted, paragraph (f) does not  des l with 
the time when par values cbme into existence, which is the 	 dealS 
part of the subject-matter of paragraphs (b) and (c). Paragraph (f) 
with something else entirely, and no argument drawn from it by a Si  

can override the clear, words of (b) and (c). 
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In the second place, one of the two uses made of (f) by the Board Docu-
ment rests entirely on a negative inference, always a process of doubtful valid-
ity. (The paragraph commences: "Changes in par values agreed with the Fund 
under this section. . ." The Board Document (page 1) seizes on this as 
implying that other changes, not made by agreement with the Fund under 
this Section, must also be contemplated by the Articles of Agreement, and 
contemplated as occurring during the period which the Board Document 
says is in question, and that if changes are possible, something must exist to 
be changed, and that therefore notwithstanding (b) and (c) par values must 
pre-exist the times specified in (b) and (c).) 

In the third place, the Board Document suggests that the words "changes 
in par values agreed with the Fund unCler this Section" refer to the agree-
ments between the Fund and members under. (b) and (c), that is, that such 
agreements represent "changes" in pre-existing par values. The obvious 
answer is that (b)  and (c) do not speak of "changes" at all. Paragraph (b) 
says that the par value based on October 1945 exchange rates communi-
cated by a member in response to the Board's request, "shall be the par 
value of that member's currency for the purposes of this Agreement unless 
within ninety days after the request" the member or the Fund gives notice 
that it is unsatisfactory. Obviously, no one can tell what is going to be the 
par value until ninety days have elapsed. If notification of dissatisfaction is 
given before the ninety days are up, what happens? The par value is not 
"changed" because it does not yet exist. Paragraph (b) goes on to say that 
in such event the member and the Fund shall "agree upon a suitable par 
value." Similarly paragraph (c) speaks of the par value, not as being changed, 
but as being "established . . . by agreement." And Article IV-5(c) speaks of 
the "initial" par value as that which has been "determin.ed under Article DOC, 
Section 4." 

In the fourth place, there is no need for paragraph (f) of XX-4 to qualify 
IV-5(c) so far as concerns par values established or determined under (b) 
and (c) of XX-4, and it therefore would be superfluous and without effect if 
it were to be so interpreted. 

In the fifth place, there is a clear need for (f), and a clear application of it, 
with reference to enemy-occupied territories whose par values have been 
"changed" under (d) (iii) of XX-4. This, indeed, is the only place in DOC-4, 
prior to (f), in which "changes . . . made by agreement with the Fund" are 
mentioned or provided for. Paragraph (f) refers to changes made "under this 
Section" and it is to this case therefore, by the ordinary rules of construction', 
that \paragraph (f) must have reference, in the absence of evidence to the 
contrary. 
w.F.inallY, there is the legislative history or drafting history of paragraph (f), 

Cd is dealt with at great length in the Board Document. As is correctly 
stated in the Board Document, the ' substance of paragraph (f) in an earlier 
draft appeared in sub-division (d) with reference only to members wliose terri tories had been occupied by the enemy. Later it was removed and set uP 
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separately as paragraph (f) . The Board Document says (page 6) : "This
change clearly indicates an intention that the currencies of all members should

have par values before the procedures set forth in A rticle XX, Section 4 have
been car ried out in full . It speaks of changes in par values taking place under
Article XX, Section 4 . There could be no changes in par values under this
Section unless each member is considered to have a par value for its currency
before it becomes eligible to buy currencies from the Fund . "

The last sentence quoted is, of course, faulty in logic . The reference to
"each member" is entirely unnecessary as paragraph (f) is fully meaningful in
reference simply to the members whose territories were occupied, whose par
values may in fact be "changed" as provided in paragraph (d) .

The Legal Division's account of the legislative history of paragraph (f) is
based entirely on the written texts and, no doubt for this reason, it omits any
reference to one of the main considerations present in the minds of the draft-
ers . It will be recalled by those who took part in the drafting that the repre-

sentative at Bretton Woods of a country whose territory was then occupied
by the enemy objected to the ear lier draft as likely to give the impression that

his country's initial par value was only provisional, and that it could be

changed more or less freely-though by agreement with the Fund-for an
indefinite period without using up the usual latitude for changes in par value
under IV-5 (c), and that such an impression would have undesirable effects
and repercussions which would render more difficult thé task of restoring eco-
nomic order and stabi lity after the liberation. In response to his request, it was
decided to tone down the impression to which he objected, and in this process
the clause in question was removed from (d) and placed in a separate para-
graph (f) . There was no intention to introduce by such a back door any
wider application of the clause than it previously had with reference to cur-
rencies whose par values were changed by agreement with the Fund under
paragraph (d) . This would, indeed, have been a major change of substance
beyond the competence of the Drafting Committee to make . On the other

hand, the clause could be set up as it now stands precisely because it could not

have any other effect, i .e ., though generally worded it would not operate (be-

cause of the clear effect of (b) and (c) of XX-4, as well as IV-5(c) ), and
would not be needed, in respect of currencies other than the currencies of
count ries referred to in (d) -.

The reason why (d) and (> ,~peak of "changes in par values" of such c lir'
rencies is quite plain . These are the currencies of members which are to be
permitted to buy other currencies from the Fund before the expiration of the
time specified in paragraph (b) (as extended pursuant to (d) ) . In order to

buy other currencies, to compute the respective amounts of each currency, par
values must be used-IV-1(b) . Accordingly, for these countries, and these
alone, the par value communicated under paragraph (a) of XX-4 med
become an operative par value, and may be changed and the chang
par value may in . turn become an operative par value, before

the
expiration of the 90 days or longer period allowed

. In this
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the initial par value for the purposes of  1V-5(c)  may come into existence 
and be used and then changed, so that it may not be finally settled 
for some considerable time, and perhaps only after a number of changes by 
agreement with the Fund. These are the "changes in par value agreed with the 
Fund under this Section" which are referred to in (f). For other countries there 
cannot be any such changes—either the commtmicated par value or the agreed 
par value becomes established once and for all as the initial par value before 
the member becomes eligible to buy currencies from the Fund; after such par 
value is established (and not before) Article IV-5 comes into operation. But 
for a country which was enemy-occupied, there may be any number of agreed 
changes in the operative par value, and it is necessary to provide, if not in (d) 
itself then in a separate paragraph such_as (f), that such changes shall not be 
subsequently considered under IV-5 (c) as having any bearing on the question 
whether a subsequent proposed change in par value comes under (i), (ii) or 
(iii) of IV-5(c). 

6. THE EFFECT OF CERTAIN GENERAL PROVISIONS 

OF THE ARTICLES OF AGREEMENT 

The Articles of Agreement set forth a number of general purposes or ob-
jectives of the Fund in Article I, and certain "undertakings" of members are 
expressed in broad general language in Article IV-4(a), which reads as fol-
lows: "Each member undertakes to collaborate with the Fund to promote 
exchange stability, to maintain orderly exchange arrangements with other 
members, and to avoid competitive exchange alterations." This the Board 
Document takes to mean that a member would be ignoring its undertaldng if 
it "altered the value of its currency without consulting the Fund regarding the 
advisability of such a step." 

Ordinarily, it would be thought that the specific provisions of Article IV-5 
with regard to consultation on changes in par values (after they have been de-
termined under XX-4) would govern such a matter. The collaboration en-
visaged in IV-4(a) is very broad, and covers a much wider field than exchange 
rates (specifically dealt with in W-3 and IV-4 (b ) ) and par values (IV-5). 
Specific obligations and procedures are set out in the Agreement for consulta-
tion with respect to par values, and the general language of IV-4(a) cannot 
be held to override the more specific provisions. 

Collaboration in any event does not necessarily imply consultation on the 
initiative of the members. The subject matter of collaboration and the appro-
priate techniques must necessarily vary from time to time in accordance with 
the stage of organization of the Fund itself. 

An important feature of "collaboration" is that it involves two parties. Col-
laboration between a member and the Fund depends on the ability  of the Fund 
to take part, no less than on the willingness of the member. At present the 
Fund is in no position to collaborate, or to be "collaborated with", with re-
spect to proposed changes in exchange rates. The Fund has not yet determined 
whether "consultation" is to takeace 1 * with the Managing Director only, or p  
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with a subcommittee of the Executive Directors, or with the whole Board . If
the Executive Directors are to be consulted, the question at once arises whether
they are to be free to communicate information so received to the Govern-
ments which appointed or elected them, or to the national supervisory com-
mittees which in some cases control their actions ; and if such communication
is to be forbidden, no decision has yet been taken as to how provision for
secrecy and security is to be made effective .

This is a matter to which members are entitled to attach the greatest im-
portance and it is unreasonable to expect them to disclose to the Executive
Directors their plans regarding alterations in exchange rates before the Ex-
ecutive Directors are in a position to assure them that the fullest possible pro-
vision has been made to safeguard the security of the information .

The character of the collaboration which the Fund is entitled to expect of
members, particularly collaboration which goes'beyond the specific provisions
of the Agreement, must depend upon its own arrangements for collaboration
with members . The Fund is at present in an organizational stage and no mat-
ter how willing or anxious members may be, to collaborate with ' it, they can-
not be expected to lose sight of this fact . Article IV-4(a) can only be reason-
ably interpreted in the light of these considerations .

694. DF/Vol. 4283

Mémorandum de la Banque du Canada '
Memorandum by Bank of Canada'

CONFIDENTIAL [Ottawa,] August 30, 1946

INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND

POSITION PRIOR TO ESTABLISHMENT OF INITIAL EXCHANGE RATE S

Rasminsky telephoned today and repo rted a conversation with Gutt
yesterday. Gutt said he had examined the various memoranda and believed
the Canadian memorandum was absolutely correct as a matter of law. He
said, however, that a number of Executive Directors were sti ll a little dis-,
turbed, and were particularly anxious that the Fund should be consulted
about any further changes- ,' f exchange rates after the date on wch the
request is made for commnication of the October, 1945, rates . It was
intended to send out that reqûest ve ry soon, and it had been suggested that
it should be accompanied by a further letter saying that the Fund was now
prepared to consider and deal , with matters affecting changes in exchange
rates and wished that members should consult the Fund before making ally
further changes .

'? L'auteur de ce mémorandum est probable- , 1 The author of this memorandum tantment, J. . E . Coyne, l'assistant administratif probably J. E. - Coyne, Executive Asss
des gouverneurs, Banque du Canada. to the Governors. Bank of Canada .
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' Rasminsky said that clearly there was no legal right on the part of the Fund
to make such a request . At this stage the Fund should not attempt to push
the obligation to consult any further than the Articles of Agreement provided .
Moreover there was a real risk of being rebuffed by some members .

He also said that to send out such a request might appear as an assertion
by the Fund that it had a legal right to do so, whereas that question had not
been thoroughly discussed or decided by the Board .

Gutt said that the Legal Division had prepared a further memorandum as,
a result of the submission of the Canadian memorandum, but that he had
not yet circulated it. The new memorandum confirms the original view , ofthe Legal Division but on different grounds . It drops entirely any reliance on
particular Articles of the Agreement, and bases its argument on the general
provision for consultation and collaboration with a view to maintaining ex-
change stabi lity.

Rasminsky said that if this document were circulated, and if the r uestmentioned above were sent out to member , countries, it would seem to cast
a cloud over the Canadian action, and he would have to ask for a recorded
vote on a number of specific propositions and, in the event of an unfavour-
able decision, to appeal the matter to the Board of Gove rnors under Article18 .

Gutt, of course, deplored the prospect of any such action and said it would
lead to endless argument over what was really an academic issue. Rasminsky
then agreed to consider whether it would be possible to drop the matter
entirely if the Legal Division's second memorandum were not submitted and
if the special letter by the Fund to members were not sent. In such event
the understanding would be that Gutt would say he had discussed the
matter with various directors and the consensus was that no further action
should be taken, and that the resolutions would be regarded as withdrawn,
as also would be the request for a second memorandum by the Le gDivision . al

I discussed this matter with the Governor , and honed Rasminsky sa y later .Y we agreed with his vi eto ws. I suggested he be sure and have the text
of the letter from the Fund requesting communication of initial rates settled
before the other matter ;is completely disposed 'of. He said he thoughtt thatwould be done within a day or two . He . raised the point whether itould
be enough for our purpose to have the special request by the Fund -dropedand

allow the Legal Division's memorandum to be set before a meetin of
the Executive Directors

. I said I thought not, because th
gtinuation of the procedure which had been started at previous pm etin soof

the Board, and that it would be much better and cleaner to insist that nofurther ste s
took an y whatever be taken, with the implied threat that if anybody elsey further step we, in turn , would then proceed to fig,ht the matter allthe way up to the Board of Governors . He agreed.
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Rasminsky said White had argued that the proposal would not seriously 
interfere with the expression of views by governments because an Executive 
Director would be constantly discussing questions affecting balance of pay-
ments and exchange rates with his government and would know its views. I 
replied that I thought such a situation was quite impossible, as under such 
circumstances an Executive Director would, on occasion, either have to, in 
effect, give away information as to what was happening at meetings of the 
Board or refuse to discuss something which would itself indicate to the 
government that the exchange rate of a particular country was under con-
sideration. 

2. On the other hand an Executive Director should not be bound hand and 
foot by his government, and it would be desirable in practice for each of them 
to have some discretion with regard to communicating information to his 
govern.ment, especially as regards timing, so that he would not have to refer 
back to his government before each vote or expression of. opinion. This, 
however, would be for each government to decide for itself. 

3. The Board should make it clear to the Managing Director that he had 
authority to discuss exchange rates and other matters with member govern-
ments informally and on a confidential basis if desired, that is, that the Man-
aging Director (and his staff) could (undertake, when consulted informally 
by a member, not to pass on any information which he received to the 
Executive Directors. This, of course, would only apply prior to the formal 
submission by the member country concerned of a proposal for a change in 
exchange  rates. 

4. With respect to a formal proposal of a kind not requiring the Fund's 
concurrence but merely requiring formal notification or consultation, it should 
be recognized by the Executive Directors that any member country concerned 
would take a very narrow view of the time interval required to satisfy its 
obligations in this regard, unless perhaps the Managing Director could be 
given some authority in such a case, even though there were a formal  pro 
posai,  to discuss matters with the member country before passing on the 
information to the Executive Directors. 

5. In the case of a formal proposal for a change in exchange rates requiring 
concurrence or dissent by the Fund within 72 hours, it was our view that 
the intention was to give 72 lours' notice to the full Board of Executive 
Directors, or approximately thai\length of time. The technical requirements 
of the Agreement could probably be satisfied by notice to the Managing 
Director, but it would have to be expected that he would pass on the word tn 

the Executive Directors iMmediately, or at any rate first thing the following 

morning. 
6. In the case of a formal proposal not requiring action by the 

within a specified time limit, or in the case of any other matter to be dean 
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with by the Executive Directors, the Board should give considerable latitude 
to the Managing Director to exercise his own discretion as to when to bring 
a matter before them and in what form. He should be free to agree to a 
request by a member government not to reveal such a matter to the Execu-
tive Directors until the member government gave the word. 

7. When a matter such as a proposed change of exchange rates comes 
before them, it was our view that the Executive Directors should endeavour, 
as a working rule, to hear the application expounded by the member con-
ceme,d, and to hear the views of the Managing Director and any information 
or recommendation which he might provide, and then to have some prelimi-
nary discussion in the Board meeting before, in most cases, feeling under any 
obligation to consult their governments. In particular, it should be • clearly 
understood that no Executive Director would communicate with his govern-
ment on such a matter before notifying the others of his intention to do so. 
We felt, however, that this was as far as the Board could go in the matter, 
and that no rigid rule could be laid down with respect to the thne at which, 
or the circumstances in which, an Executive Director would be free to 
notify or consult his government. 

8. It was also felt it would be useful for Rasminsky to point out to the 
Board the manner in which a member desiring to change its exchange rates 
more than the first ten per cent would probably proceed. Since the Fund 
could, if necessary, delay a decision for 72 hours, and since it would be 
impossible to guarantee complete secrecy, the member country concerned 
would have to either choose a period in which there were three consecutive 
holidays, or would have to declare a special holiday or holidays, at least 
as regards foreign exchange transactions and stock market transactions. In 
the latter event, the member would be in effect giving public notice to its 
own people and to the world at large that a change in exchange rates was 
being discussed with the Fund, although it would not say in what direction 
the change would be nor how great it would be. 

9. I also remarked that it would considerably help any member in such a 
position if the Executive Directors endeavoured, wherever possible, to dis-
pose of the matter in less than 72 hours. In all fairly clear cases which 
had been discussed in confidence with the Managing Director in advance, 
it should be possible to do this, and indeed in such cases Executive Directors 
might not feel it necessary to consult or inform their govenunents until 
after their decision had been made. LikeWise in cases in which an actual 72- 
hour time limit was not imposed by the Articles of Agreement, it would 
ntvertheless be desirable for the Executive Directors to endeavour to render 
a decision as promptly as in the previous case. It should be remembered that 
the basic information would be available in the Research Department, and 
tbhat at least the possibility of a change in the rate would probably have 

een discussed with the Managing Director in advance of communication 
of a formal proposal. 

1205 
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695. DEA/6000-H-40

Mémorandum du gouverneur de la Banque du Canadai

Memorandum by Governor of the Bank of Canada'

CONF IDENTIAL Ottawa, October 23, 1946

MEETINGS OF BOARD OF GOVERNORS OF INTERNATIONAL FUND AND

INTERNATIONAL BANK, WASHINGTON, SEPTEMBER 27-0CTOBER 4

The meetings of the Fund2 were . mainly taken up with the formalities
ôf agreeing to recommendations of the Managing Director and Executive
Directors on by-laws, admission to membership of Italy, Lebanon, Syria and
Turkey, revision of quotas for Paraguay and France, rules and regulations,
election of officers and place of next meeting .

The only dissenting voice raised during these meetings was that of Yugo-
slavia, which objected to the admission of Italy . They lost the day .

A resolution concerning silver was buried in verbiage .
Behind the scenes, there had been some difficulty in regard to France's

application for an increased quota. At Bretton Woods, the statistical method
of arriving at quotas -would have brought France out with something in the
neighbourhood - of -$ 650 millions. France's political position at that time
being by no means strong, she was whittled down to $450 millions . The
United States was unwilling to agree to an increase of more than $75 mil-
Iions, and one of the arguments which they used was that a larger increase
would too seriously disturb the relative position of various countries decided
upon at Bretton Woods. It might even have brought France ahead of China .

This assumes 'that the Bretton Woods meetings established a hierarchY .
One would hardly agree that changing conditions in various countries should
not justify upward or downward revision of their respective quotas, but that
no doubt is a matter for the future . France expressed her thanks for the
increase in her quota, at the same time reserving her right to reopen the
question at some future date . China noted that she was refraining from asking
for an increase, in her quota at this meeting, but gave no guarantee that simi-
lar restraint would be employed in the future ..

Our main concern during the meetings was to reverse the recent decision of
the Executive Directors that the Managing Director had no discretion in re-
gard to withholding from Executive Directors information which he received
in the course of informal discussions with members-particularly informatio n

' M. Towers avait été le représentant sup-
pl6ant aux réunions du Conseil des Gou-
veraeurs.

s Les procès-verbaux de ces réunions sont
reproduits dans First Annual Meeting of the
Board of Governors: Report of the Executive
Directors and Summary Proceedings, Sep-
tember 27 to October 3, 1946. Washington :
Fonds monétaire international. 1946 .

1 Mr . Towers had been the Alternate RePro-
sentative at the meetings of the Board of
Governors.

' For the proceedings of these meetings

see First Annual Meeting of the Board Of

Governors: Report of the Executive Directors
and Summary Proceedings, September 27 to

October 3, 1946. Washington : International

Monetary Fund, 1946 .
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in regard to members' thoughts on the subject of changes in rates. I saw
Clayton the day after I arrived in Washington, and put before him the ob-
vious and familiar arguments : that anything told to Executive Directors
would reach their governments and become public property : that members
would tell the Managing Director nothing if they knew that what Managing
Director heard would be transmitted to Executive Directors : that the Fund
would then receive information in regard to change of rates at the very last
moment : that the intention to change a rate would be publicly known at the
time of application and a government would have great difficulty in reversing
its stand: that any chance for the Fund to exercise some moderating influence
in advance, or to prepare material for the Board to consider at the time of
formal application, would be gone.

Clayton simply said that the arguments which were put forward were com-
pletely unanswerable, and that he would work on his colleagues to get them
to agree to the exercise of discretion by Managing Director. We subsequently
saw White together, and White said that he had no objection to expunging
from the record the adverse decision of the Executive Directors, but that the
Managing Director would still know that representatives of various govern-
ments expected him to tell them everything. Clayton said that got us nowhere,
and was not the intention of the U .S . Government . White then said that he
would agree on the exercise of discretion provided the Managing Director said
nothing to any member of his staff. Clayton said that was nonsense: the Man-
aging Director and his staff were one person . It was finally agreed that the
Managing Director should exercise discretion in the sense we had in mind,
provided that if he imparted information in regard to a proposed change of
rate to one Executive Director he would at the same time tell them all.

It was finally agreed with Clayton that at the next meeting of the Executive
Directors, when the minute of the previous meeting came forward for con-
firmation, Rasminsky would say that he had been giving the minute fresh
consideration-and that he understood others had been doing the same-and
would move for unanimous agreement in expunging the minute from the
records of the Board. Gutt would then make an appropriate statement indi-
cating how he intended to carry on. This procedure was followed, but White's
ill-considered intervention resulted in the previous minute standing, and the
agreed arrangement being recorded as an amendment of the earlier decision
of the Executive Board. This, of course, strengthens the position we had been
defending .

Throughout the proceedings, we were in touch with the representatives of
Belgium, Holland, France, U.K. and Czechoslovakia, all of whom shared our
views. Dalton, who felt most strongly on the subject, spoke to Snyder on more
than one occasion. Ï

International Ban k

The subject of main interest which I discussed outside of meetings was the
practicability of the Bank selling substantial amounts of its debentures in the
U .S. market.
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I said to Meyer that I had not had any talks with investors or financial 
people in the United States, but that I had considerable doUbts in regard to 
the ability of the Bank to sell substantial amounts of long term securities. I 
thought that institutional investors—on whom the Bank must rely—would 
picture the issuance of very large amounts of debentures, would fear that 
political and economic developments would make it impossible to collect loans 
made to a number of countries in U.S. dollars, and would then look to see what 
protection was afforded the debentures by the commitment of members of the 
Bank to pay up. They would not give much weight to the obligations of coun-
tries other than the United States and Canada, and would therefore hesitate to 
buy the securities. If these assumptions were wrong, I would be very glad. If 
they were right, would it not be a good thing for the Bank to let it be known 
that they did not expect to operate on a really large scale. As matters stood, I 
feared that some prospective borrowers had exaggerated notions about what 
the Bank could do. Prospective lenders might also have these exaggerated 
notions about what the Bank would try to do. Both sides, and the Bank itself, 
would be better off if the thinking got closer to what I believed to be the 
realities of the situation. 

I added that I did not hold the views that the Bank could not make any 
issue in the U.S. market. If it allowed itself to be persuaded to put out short 
term  obligations—say up to ten years—I had no doubt that a number of 
institutional investors would play along once for reasonable amounts. But that 
would not be a very satisfactory way of doing business. 

If it turned out that my guesses were right, it might be necessary later on to 
consider a change in the limitation on guarantees and loans of the Bank-
bringing it below the 100 per cent figure referred to in Article III, section 3. 

Collado, in discussing ability of the Bank to borrow in the United States, 
was quite optimistic, referring to the co-operative attitude of the New York 
State Savings Bank, Giannini and others. He totted up prospects amounting to 
some hundreds of millions of dollars after appropriate changes were made in 
laws. But it was all very vague. 

I happened to see Neville Ford of First  Boston  Corporation when in W5s.11-  . 
mgton. He is a member of Meyer's  informai  Advisory Committee of financi  
experts headed by Harold Stanley, and was in Washington to discuss these 
matters with Meyer. He told me that nOthing conclusive had come from tile 

. discussions. 
In conversation with Grigg, I expressed views similar to those which I gave 

to Meyer. - 
Condo felt that if the Bank was to get going at all, they could not restrict 

themselves in ail cases to specific project loans: that they would have to do 

something for countries such as France, Holland, Poland, Czechosolvakia and 

Denmark based on a general programme of reconstruction. He had in nlin,Aci  
such amounts as $200 millions for France, $50 millions Poland, $34Pw 
millions Denmark, and so forth. By coincidence, the amounts would be verY 
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similar to credits extended to a number of these countries by Canada. I thinkthat Collado is right although the Bank wi ll no doubt wish to obtain informa-
tion which is as convincing as possible in regard to the machinery and mate-
rials for reconstruction which these countries wish to obtain from the proceeds
of loans .

Meyer had one or two private conversations with Bryce and myself. He is
embarrassingly enthusiastic about Canada, no doubt because of his contacts
with those of our nationality who are associated with the Bank and the Fund .

G. F . TOWERS

W.L.M.K./Vo1 . 334
Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire - d'État aux A ffaires extérieures

au Premier ministre

Memorandum by Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Prime Minister

Top SECRET AND PERSONAL [Ottawa,] December 7, 1946
With reference to the attached telegram, I should mention that, shortly

before its arrival this morning, Mr. Atherton called to see me to te ll me
that he had been asked to approach, on a personal and con fidential basis,Mr. Towers with a , view to ascertaining whether he would be availableto succeed Mr

. Eugene Meyer as President of the Bank. Mr. Atherton wasmost anxious that there should be no leakage in this matter, as it was beinghandled in Washington on the very highest level, and neither -the Americanson the Bank or in the Treasury knew anything about this approach . Ap-Parently the President and the Secretary of ~ State were very concerned to
obtain the best possible successor to Mr . Meyer, and felt that Mr. Towerswas the man.

I went to ~Mr Towers' office later in the morning with Mr. Atherton,latter 's request, when the United States Ambassador asked
at the

Mr.
Towers if he would be available and explained to him why they wereanxious to have him . Mr. Towers said that he would think, the matter over,
and indicated to me later that he would like to. have a word with you about it.

The British apparently would like to support Mr . Gordon for the post,on the assumption that Mr
. Towers would not be willing to accept t . Ihave mentioned this to Mr . Towers. He was

.
aware tha.t''they hoped tosecure Mr

. Gordon, but he is also quite aware of the fact that if he himselfwere Willing
to accept the post, he would have their support .

On the whole, it appears that both the United States and the UnitedKingdom consider Mr,second. Towers their first choice, and Mr. Gordon their
This is quite a tribute to the calibre of the two men .

L. B. PEARSON
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[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE1 

Le haut .  commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

High Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 2347 	 London, December 6, 1946 
SECRET AND PERSONAL. Following for Pearson from Robertson, Begins: 

1. Sir Wilfred Eadyl has asked me as a matter of urgency to asce rtain 
whether the Prime Minister and Mr. Ilsley would feel that Donald Gordon's 
.name could be considered as possible President of the International Bank 
in Place of Eugene Meyer. 

2. The United Kingdom authorities are very concerned about the way 
the Bank organization has developed during the brief period of Meyer's 
Presidency, and even more worried about what might happen should  bis 

 successor prove unequal to what they regard as a really pivotal post in 
the world economic set-up. They see no hope of a really strong American 

•nomination such as Clayton or Acheson, and fèar that a weak candidate 
-such as Snyder may be put forward. In these circumstances they think 
.the only way ,  of getting the Bank properly on its feet is to find a really 
first class Canadian as President. Towers, ,they know, is unavailable but 
.they hope that Donald Gordon might be willing to consider the post and 
mig,ht be acceptable to the United States., .., 

Eady feels that the role.  and responsibilities of the International Bank 
have been greatly increased in recent months by developments in general 
'American policy, and that the need for strong and trusted direction of its 
'operations has increased accordingly. The ending of UNRRA, the decision 
against expanding the lending capacity -of the ExpOrt-Import Bank, the 
political difficulties which will preclude the Administration from asking for 
Congressional approval ,  of further direct foreign loans, all tend to make 
.the position of the International Bank more difficult and more import
than at first seemed likely. I gathe r  than the British view is thÉ MeYeese  
administration has largely lost the Bank the 'co-operation and support  
the New York financial agencies which had been promised, and which Is 

 essential if guaranteed loans are to be marketed at reasonable rates. TheY 
feel that the ground lost\can be regained but only if a really first-class  
man is found to replace Meyer. and they hope very 'much t,hat Gordon 
would be available and willing to tackle the job. Ends. 

of 
1  Deuxième secrétaire conjoint, la Tré- 	1  Joint Second Secretary, Treas il'i 

sorerie de Grande-Bretagne. 	 Great Britain. 
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TELEGRAM 1897 

DEA/9173-40 

Le haut commissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagne 
au secrétaire d'Etat aux A ffaires extérieures 

Acting High Commissiorzer in Great Britain 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

London, September 13, 1946 

1' 
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PARTIE 3/PART 3 

CONFÉRENCE INTERNATIONALE DE L'ÉTAIN 

INTERNATIONAL TIN CONFERENCE 

697. 	 DEA/9173-40 

Le secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures 
au haut commissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagne 

Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Acting High Commissioner in Great Britain 

TELEGRAM 1572 	 Ottawa, August 30, 1946 
Reference Dominions Office telegrams D.777 and 778 of August 19.t 

International Tin Conference. 
1.Although Canada is not a member of the International Tin Committee 

and has not been invited to the Conference as an important consumer, the 
Minister of Reconstruction has informed us that in view of the high impor-
tance of tin imports to the Canadian economy he considers that Canada 
should participate in the Conference. The Department of Trade and Com-
merce shares this view and in general is anxious that we should participate 
in commodity discussions of this nature. 

2.We recognize that there may be reasons :why it would not now be possible 
to extend an invitation to Canada to participate as a member of the Con-

,ference,'but in that case we would like at least to have a Canadian observer 
at the meetings. Please therefore approach the United ICingdom authorities 
informally with the suggestion that an invitation should  be  extended to Canada 
and if you encounter difficulties in this fall back on the proposal to send an 
observer. Since we would need some time to prepare  for the meeting we 
should be glad to have an early reply. 	 • 

Your telegram No  1572 of August 30th. 
1. United Kingdom authorities have given very careful consideration to 

our representations but explain that they would bé faced with very great 
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difficulties if the Canadian authorities were to press for representation at
forthcoming Tin Conference.

2. In deciding which countries are to be invited, a line has to be drawn
somewhere and in this case it was felt that a normal pre-war consumption
level of 10,000 tons per annum provided the best criterion . If Canada were
to be represented it would be necessary to invite three or four other countries
with equivalent claims and United Kingdom authorities are very anxiou s
that such an extension should be avoided .

3. They agree it is most important that the interests of Canada should
receive every consideration and repeat that it will be of great help to be
kept informed of Canadian views on questions as they come up for discus-
sion by the Conference. At the same time, United Kingdom delegation wil l
be able to keep us currently in touch with events through informal discussions

as described in my telegram No. 1733 dated August 15tht and to discuss

Canadian position further if some permanent organization is contemplated .

In all these circumstances, United Kingdom -authorities hope that Canadian

requests for representation at the Conference wi ll not be pressed .

PARTIE 4/PART 4

SOCIÉTÉ DES NATIONS

LEAGUE OF NATIONS

699. DEA/65-T-40

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux A,ffaires extérieures
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum f rom Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Under-Secretary of State for External A ffâirs

CONFIDENTIAL [Ottawa,] March 30, 1946

I attach two copies of a memorandum which I am taking with me to
Geneva dealing with questions that may . arise at the forthcoming I-ea8ue

Assembly. You may wish to send a copy to the Prime Minister . I am also
circulating a copy to the First and Second Po litical Divisions and the 1-egal

Division for information. If instructions have to be sought during the Assem-

bly, it may facilitate matters I if I am able to refer to the numbered sections
in this memorandum. I , think that no formal instructions to the delegation
are required at this point unless objection is taken to some of my suggestions

.

I shall have no secret means of my own of communicating between Geneva

and Ottawa. For security reasons I do not want to take a book cypher with

me and there is no suitable confidential code to use in its place. I have of ~e

Canada House to enquire whether in case of need I can avail mySelf
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cypher facilities of the United Kingdom delegation or the British Consulate. .
Unless things go badly this need should not arise . I do not propose to report
currently by telegram on what goes on except perhaps to send an occasional
message en clair.

My own movements are as fo llows :
I leave Montreal on April 1st and . should reach London on the 2nd or

3rd. I have an air reservation for Geneva on the 4th . The Assembly opens
on the 8th and is due to end by the 18th. I think that I shall go to Paris
over Easter (the 21st) and thence probably back to England, returning here
before the end of the month. In Geneva the delegation's address will be the
Hotel de la Paix. If secret communications have to be sent to me there, they
should probably be transmitted through Canada House and . the ForeignOffice .

H. W[RONG]

[PIÉCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux A ffaires extérieures

Memorandum by Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
CONFIDENTIAL [Ottawa,] March 28, 1946

THE TWENTY-SECOND ASSEMBLY OF LEAGUE OF NATION S

1• The documents setting forth the provisional agenda of the forthcoming
League Assembly contain no indication of the more difficult problems which
may arise

. The central purpose of the Assembly is to authorize on behalf of
the states members of the League of Nations the taking of the steps required
to terminate the League's existence. The chief document to be considered is
the agreement negotiated between the Supervisory, Commission of the- League
and a committee of the United Nations which was approved by the United
Nations Assembly in London. This main agreement deals with the transfer of
the property and other material assets of the League of Nations to the UnitedNations

. The League Assembly will also be asked to give effect to other reso-
lutions of the United Nations Assembly concerning the assumption by the
United Nations of certain non-technical functions of the League and of certain
duties and responsibilities placed upon the League by numerous internationalconventions .

2 .
MEMBERS OF THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS .

The current list of states members of the League includes all those which
were members when the Council and Assembly last met in 1939 less a number
of states which have resigned since then from the League on giving the two
years' notice required by the Covenant . Forty-four states appear in the list, butof those the three Baltic Republics have lost their 'independent existence and
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the position of Albania is dubious. Not more than forty states will, therefore, 
be represented at Geneva, and it is probable that several of those still shown 
as states members (especially 'perhaps some which are heavily in default on. 
their financial obligations) will fail to put in an appearance. Thirty-two of 
these forty-four states are members of the United Nations and their delegation 
voted in the United Nations Assembly in favour of the agreement referred to 
in the first paragraph. Of the remainder, five retained their neutrality through-
out the war; these are Afghanistan, Ireland, Portugal, Sweden and Switzerland. 
Three on the League list fought on the side of the Axis powers during  the  
war; these are Bulgaria, Finland and Siam. Among the forty states which may 
be represented there are only nine of the twenty Latin American states, the 
rest having all resigned from the League. There are, however, no fewer than 
eighteen European states on the list—a contrast with the under-representation 
of Europe in the United Nations Assembly. 

3. DELEGATIONS. 

Little is known as yet about the composition of the delegations, except that 
the United Kingdom will be represented by a strong team including possibly 
Mr. Bevin and certainly Mr. Noel-Baker, Sir Hartley Shawcross, Mr. Glenvil 
Hall and perhaps Lord Cecil. The French are said to intend to send a delega-
tion headed by a Cabinet Minister. Mr. Unden, former Swedish Foreign 
Minister, is expected to head the Swedish delegation. It is not unlikely that, 
among the neutrals, Sweden and Switzerland at any rate will desire to be 
strongly represented, so as to take the opportunity of sitting once more as 
equals in an international conference. 

4. ARRANGEMENTS FOR LIQUIDATING THE LEAGUE. 

It will be necessary for the Assembly to pass a large number of resolutions 
in order to give effect to the agreement with the United Nations and to take 
the necessary steps to terminate the activities and interests of the Lèague which 
fall outside the scope of this agreement. Exact instructions on these matters 
do not seem to be required by the Canadian delegation. At the United Nations 
Assembly we supported the basic plan; and what is to be done in Geneva is 
to approve this plan on behalf of the other party to the agreement and to make 
provision for its execution. This will include the appointment of a Liquidating 
Committee to complete the task of winding np the affairs of the League as soon 
as possible. Decisions of the Assembly will require unanimous consent, but 

 unless political difficulties  aride,  serious trouble in achieving unanimitY is no t 
 anticipated. 

The accumulated effect of the detailed decisions to terminate the functions 
and dispose of the possessions of the League of Nations will end the existence 
of the League de facto. Certain formal general resolutions will also be re" 
quired to make clear in simple terms that the League has ceased to exist  an  

that member states are released from their obligations under the Covenant. 
No drafts of these resolutions have been received. One resolution be' 
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needed to dissolve the Permanent Court of International Justice . Another, and ;
probably the final resolution of the , League Assembly, should announce the
dissolution of the League . It is believed that such a resolution (provided, of .
course, that it secures unanimous consent) is the only effective means whereby,
the Covenant can be formally terminated through its simultaneous multilateral
denunciation by all members .

5 . POSSIBLE POLITICAL . PROBLEMS .

A state or group . of states bent on making trouble . will, however, have
opportunities for doing so . It is not possible to seek guidance in advance
on the position to be taken if such difficulties should arise . Some of the
possibilities are as follows :

(a) The countries which may be represented include three Allied states
within the Soviet sphere and also two ex-enemy states from that region .
These are Czechoslovakia, Poland, Yugoslavia, Finland and Bulgaria . If
the Soviet Government is looking for another means of making trouble, it
could, through the mouths of this group of clients, upset the plans for
liquidation. It is also conceivable that the Soviet Government might attempt
to make use of this last opportunity of reversing the, condemnation .-passed
upon it by the Assembly at the time of the first Soviet-Finnish war in
December 1939, . and of expunging the finding of the Council "that by its
act the Union of . Soviet Socialist Republics has placed itself outside the
League of Nations" . The validity of the expulsion of the . U.S.S .R. from the
League has frequently been contested by international lawyers, not only .by those from the Soviet Union .

(b) Another problem affecting, the U.S .S .R. is more likely to arise :
whether they are entitled to be credited on the books of the United NationsWith their proportionate share of the material assets of the League whichare to be transferred to the. United Nations. At the General Assembly in
London a member of the Soviet delegation intimated informally that his
Government would expect to be so credited ; the matter was not pursued
then as it could only be decided by the League. States which have with-drawn from the League, and have thus by their own de liberate decision
renounced their obligations and rights as League members, would seem to
have no equitable claim to share in the distribution of League assets .
Indeed, if their claim were to be admitted, it would be necessary to credit
Germany, Japan, the Axis satel lites and Spain with a substantial share ofthe assets

. It could be argued, however, that a " state expelled from theLeague (and the U.S.S.R. is the only one) is in a different position . If
such a proposal comes up, it might be left to the,discretion of the CanadiandelegateS whether in the prevailing circumstances they should support it .(c) The Position of the Baltic Republics may create some difficulty.Although th

e 1939 Governments of the three Repub lics still have certain
agents abroad who claim to speak in their name, , the Governments them-selves have disappeared

. Some of these representatives abroad have aP-
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proached the League Secretariat with an. intimation that they expect to be 
invited to represent the defunct regimes; no invitation, however, has been 
extended to them and it is unlikely that any serious issue can arise in this 
connection. 

The three Soviet Socialist Republics which have taken the place of the 
independent Baltic states have asked that the share of these states in the 
value of the League assets should be credited to the U.S.S.R. The Baltic 
Republics would seem to be entitled to claim their share, but there may 
be difficulties over agreeing that the U.S.S.R. should get the benefit of the 
small financial advantages which accrued to the Baltic states before they 
were swallowed by Russia. 

(d) The Albanian Government has not been invited to send a delegation. 
Albania was not stricken from the list of League members following the 
Italian occupation before the war, as this would have constituted recognition 
of an act of aggression. While the situation of Albania in some ways 
resembles that of  •the Baltic Republics, it differs in that an independent 
Albanian Government has now emerged which is not yet recognized by 
most of the League members. There would seem to be no very strong 
reason why the seating of an Albanian delegation should be resisted if one 
turns up with adequate credentials and demands admission. 

(e) Little difficulty is expected from the possible presence in Geneva of 
delegations from the three ex-enemy states of Bulgaria, Finland and Siam. 
They are still all controlled by armistices or terms of surrender, and if theY 
prove uncooperative it might be feasible to invoke the armistice conditions 
in order to compel compliance. If this were to happen, Bulgaria rather than 
Finland or Siam would probably be the trouble-maker. 

(f) The Austrian Government has indicated to the United Kingdom 
that they would like an invitation. Their request has been turned down for 
good reasons, as Austria formally ceased to be a member of the League 
when her annexation to Germany was generally recognized. ' 

6. MANDATES. 	 • 

Special problems are presented in connection with  the termination of the 
mandates system. These have been the subject of telegrams recently ex-
changed with London. While no item referring to mandates appears now on 
the agenda of the Assembly, it is to be expected that some action by the 
Assembly will be required. In the case of the African mandates (exeeP, t 

 Southwest Africa) and the Pacific mandates (except the Japanese mandate s)  
the mandatory powers havé all declared at the United Nations Assembly 
their intention of enteiing into trusteeship agreements to replace the man-
dates. In the cases of Syria, Lebanon and Transjordania the transition to 

independence has been or is about to be achieved. In the case of Palestine 
the report of the Anglo--American Commission of Enquiry is awaited he: 
its future status in relation to the United Nations can be determine° 
The continued refusal of the South 'African Government to consider placing 

, 
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Southwest Africa under trusteeship may cause very difficult political - â;ndlegal problems, - especially if - their -, .alleged intention is fulfilled of :issuing: adeclaration that .the South s , African , Government : wi ll continue .. : to. ~ .observe _the terms of the League :Mandate :after the . disappearancè of the , League . ,Doubts over , the future of ; Jap anese mandatescenter mainly . around thedesire of certain elements in the War : and Navy: Departments in Washingtonto annex outright - ce rtain . of the islands . These problems will not be- settledat Geneva ; indeed, ahey>, cannot r_be settled : without,_ the concürrence: of theUnited States.

7 . CONTINUATION OF TECHNICAL FUNCTIONS .

'-While 4August 1st, 1946, is set as the approximate date for the transferr
of League assets to the United Nations, it will,be . necessa tovision for-the teïrlporary continuation of certain techrucâÎ functiàns until
the United Nations is prepâred tô'assume them `It is particularly importantthat the administrative - .work ,.undertaken by -the League "Seéretariat underthe international conventions'~.

deâling=-with I thé` control of narco 'should not
:be interrupted until the United Nations is ready to take it. Q égsIt is also important that the group of pre-war refugees whosponsibili

ty of the League High Commissioner for Refugees shoûdnothavehis services,withdrawn until
;the projected United Nations machinefor deal-~g with refugees is ~in .being: The, transfer of„ these :andotherrcontinuing'technical activities .to the agencies of the United. .Nations ought to bepleted by the end of the year., The League should by that time- have om-

pletely disâppéared or be in the ultimaté stage of li quidation .

g . DISTRIBUTION OF
.LEAGUE _ ÀSSETS .

It is proposed that each League member should share in the assetLe a gu
e in accordance with the proportion ' that its

assets
contribution bars to thetotal contributions . to the League during' its entire existence . Anyreniainin Y liquidg afterdisfribufed all current obligations have been discharged would ' bedirect to : member states . The material assets 'to be t°

e
to the United Nations (mainly the buildings and land at Geneva are v ~edat about twelve . m' ) aluedillion dollars . The agreement - with the United Nation s
provides that each League member which _ is, also a member of the United
Nations should be credited with its share on the books of t

h The United Nations Assembly would itself decide when and how these credit
s

w
This is an equitable scheme, and the difficulties in itsapplication are those of detail . First, there will doubtless be argument overthe determination of the proportionate shares of League members .fact that numerous states - are in arréars in their Lea

. Secondly, .
Will lead to

ddmands for special ad'ustménts . Thirdl
gu

e contributions
y, provision must be

made for crediting in some waÿ withtheir sharès the states whic hbers of the League but not of the United Nations are mem-
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9. FUNERAL ORATORY. 
In accordance with the ancient and honotired custom whereby eulogies 

are delivered when men and institutions pass away, the closing ceremonies 
at Geneva are likely to be devoted • to a succession of funeral speeches. It 
will doubtless be appropriate, even though unwelcome to him and his 
audience, that the head of the Canadian delegation should make a short 
speech on this occasion. Perhaps it can be left to him to determine what 
should be said, in not more 'than ,five minutes, with propriety and without 
political embarrassment. 

DEA/65-T-40 
• 

La délégation à la Société des Nations au secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

Delegation to the League of Ncitions-to Secretary -  of State 
for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 1 1 	 Geneva, April 19, 1946 

My telegram No. 1 0:1" 
1. Closing session yesterday went peacefu lly and without much inspiration, 

except for moving speech by Noel-Baker and Hambro's closing remarks. 
The League of Nations, therefore, ended its existence today. 

2.. Unanimous solutions, were found by Sub-Committee on which I sat 
for two most ticklish questions—the possibility of giving Russia a share 
in the assets and the composition of the Board of Liquidation. The mandate 
question gave little trouble and was the subject of unanimous solution; 
Egypt abstained. 

3. It was agreed that admission of Russia-  to share in the assets would 
raise intricate problems such as .claims of Brazil, Chile, Austria, and other 

former members. Assembly merely adopted resolution recognizing the 
fundamental contributions of Russia to the Allied- victory and welcoming 
Soviet collaboration in the United Nations. 
• 4. Liquidation Board of nine, including safe majority of responsible 

persons, was appointed with instructions to wind up the affairs of the League 
as soon as possible.1 	 • 

5. Lengthy final resolufion providing for the dissolving of the Leugue' 
appointment of Board of Liquidation, separation of International Labour 

700. 

r ? En juillet 1947, la Commission de liqui-
dation décida que la part du Canada, dans 
les valeurs liquides était d'un crédit de 
745,040.10 francs suisses et 3,116,503.54 
francs suisses en valeurs matérielles, , 

In  JulY  1947, the Board of Liquidation 
decided that the Canadian share of the liquid 

assets was a credit a 745,040.10 Swiss Francs 

and 3,116,503.54 Swiss Francs in material  

assets. ,
• 
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6 . There was no evidence of desire to make po litical.' difâcûlties thrôuno-out the proceedings . The discussions,- concerning Russia were clearly tinspired from Moscnw -1

Officé,'transfer :;to ' lInternationalx Labôui :4ffice .of:-Pénsions ' Funds; Wor~gCapital 'Fund- and some: other i (joint sëivices, : was then adopted on roll-call=without abstentions

DEA/7305-A-40 '
Le sous-secrétaire dLEtat aux Affaires, extérieu~ resà l'ambassadeur aux. États-Unis ,

Under Secretary of State for External Affairs to Ambassador in United StatesSECRET

Dear Mr. Pearson, ~ .-, : . . .
You will recall t1z t fr •a flm the ' Ume' Of the San Francisco Conference there 4,have been occasional references to -the ssibihsignatory to possibility of Canada becoming a

the inter=Arnerican defence treaty- which, it was agreed at Cha- 'pultepec, should be entered into after the war . by the AmeI enclose a co rican Republics.`
attached pY of an informal - letter that Mr. Hickerso.n sent met and '. the
in DecembelP

o
S~s ;for a treaty which were sent out by thé State Departmént `. . .

We have •given this sodisc me thought in the Departmentussed it and have recently
nent

Joint With the
Chiefs of

Staff
and the Canadian Section of the Perln

~ti Board on Defence as a problem related to the forthcomof Canadian_United States defence plans . Theré is eneral
in g révisio

nat the present~time the best course is to remain on the sidelines
. agreement thatas we see it is almost entirely The problem`the advanta es politiçal. `So far as. our own defence is concerned,the saine) g~d liabilities accruing to Canada wo`uld probably be about `whether~ . weer w were a signatory to an intercontent to -American defence trea

eiCe concert our arrangements with the United States alone as

1 V0hl
a

Rapp des délégués '
.._

~~gt et canadiens " àunièm e assemblée ' de la sociétéd~ Nations d
1~6 No ~ térieure

s ans a
s,Recueil
Canada" stère de

~des .
conferencess

1 See Report of the Canadian Delegation
to the Twenty-first Assembly of the League
of Nations in Canada, Department of Ex-
ternal Affairs, Conference Series, 1946, No . 2.
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, In:considering the.political arguments, it seemed.to.us  that case for joining . 
the negotiations could be made out. if theUnited States were particularly 
anxious to see us come in, or if Canadian public opinion felt strongly that -
the cause of peace and security would be served thereby. Neither of these 
conditions appears to be present. Indeed, recent upheavals in Latin America 
have probably dampened enthusiasm for association with the affairs of the 
republics. While it might be argued that Canada could make a contribution 
to world security by broadening and strengthening a regional system in this 
hemisphere, we feel that it would be preferable to work out military staff 
agreements under the United Nations Charter first and then consider what 
regional supplements are requfred. We do not see any danger to the security 
of any American Nation in thus revising the Chapultepec timetable. 

We think it would be particularly difficult to enter into regional treaty 
negotiations with the other American count ries at the present time when there 
has been no exchange of views between British Commonwealth countries • 	• 
regarding the fiést-war defence arrangements. The question would at once be 

 raised, both in Canada and elsewhere in the Commonwealth; why we could 
sign an inter-American treaty  and  could not do the same with a Common- 
wealth agreement. . 	. _ 

It would not be easy to explain our reluctan' ce to the State Department or 
to the public, since our principal reasons for hesitation are a belief that an 
inter-American treaty would be largely meaningless in terms of. defence 
advantages and liabilities, and an unwillingness to complicate the problem 
of Commonwealth defence relationships. It has been suggested, however,,in 
our discussion with the Defence Departments that we should ask you to 
tell the State Department that, for the present, we do not intend to ask for 
representation at the negotiations (and would not be disposed to accept an 
invitation) on the grounds that we would like to tackle first the question of 
military staff agreements under the Charter. Indeed, we wonder whether_this 
course would not be preferable for all the American Nations. If the United 
Nations Organization  is to be a success, there is an advantage in having* 
general security arrangements take precedence over regional plans which 
could be completed a gàod deal more intelligently when the outlines of the 
general agreements are known.  You rnight put this point to the State DePart-

ment and try to find out how firmly they believe in the importance of driving 
ahead with a hemisphere treaty before the larger plans are  neg~t1ate 

 attitude towards a hemisphere treaty Might be rather different if it followe_d 

rather than preceded, the military ,  agreements contemplated under Artide 4j  

of the Charter. 

Your sincerely, 
N. A. ROBERTSON 
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702. 	 DEA/7305-A40 

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au sous-secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in United States to Under-Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

Washington, January 18, 1946 

Dear Mr. Robertson, 	 . 
Your letter of January 7th dealing with the proposed inter-American 

defence arrangements to be negotiated at the forthcoming conference in 
Rio reached me an hour or so before Dean Acheson came to lunch with me 
at the Embassy. During our ta& after lunch I had a very good opportunity 
to discuss with him informally sorne of the questions which you raised in 
your  communication. He  had already received a message frdm Mr. Atherton 
dealing with some of these questions. This message, in fact, had tolcl him 
that we did not wish to attend the Rio Conference, or to become a party at 
this time to the treaty. Since Mr. Acheson seemed to know so much about 
our attitude, I thoug,ht it might be desirable to go a little further into the 
matter. than I would otherwise have done  on  the basis of your communica-
tion. I told him, therefoie, that Mr. Atherton may have been somewhat more 
positive in this matter than the situation justified. I explained this by  point-
mg out some of the difficulties, to which you referred in your letter and which 
made the formulation of a Canadian policy not easy; and which made it 
necessary to weigh the advantages and disadvan.tages of any particular 
attitude. I mentioned particularly our feeling that the United Nations might 
vvell first work out its military staff arrangements before regional supplemen-
tary arrangements wer. e concluded; also the fact that 'within the Common-
wealth there were no military' agreements as binding as that which the draft 
proposals (attached to your letter) seemed to enVisage. Mr. Acheson quite 
understood our position, and thought thai this position was well met b3r the 
draft proposals in question which, by referring to Am.erican States and not 
American Republics, made it possible for our accession to the treaty if and 
when that seemed to all concerned to be desirable; without making specific 
mention of Canada which might at this moment involve some of the difficul-
ties to which I had alluded. 

Remembering a - conversation I had had On this subject with Senator Van - 
 denberg some time ago during which he expressed a desire to ensure that 

the proposed treaty should make specific provision for Canada's accession, I as
sked Mr. -Acheson whether Vandenberg had discussed the matter with the tate Department'. I was told that he had; that his interest in Canada's re- 
ationship to _the treaty was well known to the Department, but that when 

of the difficulties were pointed out to hirn, Senator Vandenberg agreed ofat, both from the Canadian and U.S. point of view, ,any specific mention 
Canada might be undesirable at this time, though the treaty should be 
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;cïrafted in such-
."a way as to make Canada's accession possible without` too

much difficulty if and when the proper time for it arrived .

talk with Mr . Acheson, I doubt whether it is necessary
In view of my

for me to take any further measures at this time .

Yôurs sincerely,
L. B. PEARSO N

DEA/2226-40
703 .

Le secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires extérieures

. à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unisl -

cretarY of State for External Affairs to Ambassador in United Statesl
Secretary

1395, = Ottawa, November 12, 194 6

CONFID ENTIAL

Su, luncheon
On November 4th the Right Honourable Vincent Massey, in a

referred to Canada's interest
addréss before the Canadian' Club of Winnipeg,

expression of private views, and is
in the Pan American Union. This was an xp et5 seen

In no way a statement of official views . This Department has not y
`the text of Mr. Massey's remarks .

A
. portion of his despatchesll, ~çh

address , . as : reported by Canadian Press

however be of interest to yoü, in case you have not otherwlse se
e

.reports . Mr. Massey ' was' reported as saying : W
It is argued- that our membership iti the Pan- ee

o
can

oU~ ff~t
enhance our;status, In my, view it would have precisely PP

s. It mi$ht
ered"Membership in the Union might embarrass us in - several way b

well have a restrictive-effect on - our- freedom of action. It musrtl
ânr~3st m w

as
w
that; before Peâr1 Harbôur . the çhief aim .of. . the . Pa.n- e

neutrality its,members, and neutrality Was m~-
Tthe preservation of ty

tained
pan-

,positive, would flow. from our , membership ~ ake p~
disadvantage s

'Ainerican Union. If we joined it we would find l.t necessary to the

man American bodies . Some of these, dealinS wrth
in the activities of y use to us,
special problems with Latin American states; would be of little or noissues fre-

"In the political çonference of the. .union we would , find . many are htde

uently sharply divide American .. Republics, issues wi âV â~quently sides .
. of a

concerned . . . . As a member of the Union we could no~e estab lishment Pan.-
"It would be a very odd . thing if, after opposing oined the

;permanent secretariat for the ~ Eritish . Commonwealth, we ]

_---^-- I Similar . déspatches were sent
. to all.. ~

1 Des dép"echés semblables furent envQy6es sions_in , Latin America.
A'à toutes les' missions en mén9uelatme.
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DESPATCH 245 

CONFIDENTIAL 

Sir, 

Rio de Janeiro, December 13, 1946 

, 
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American Union; àn organiZation  of  foreign states which Carries  on  its 
affairs through centralized machinery in Washington. 

"We have always avoided strategic commitments abroad. If this is our 
policy, it would be very inconsistent to subscribe to a security pact so 
explicit as that signed in Mexico City last year. 

"I would say the advantages of our participation are illuSory and more 
than doubtful, and the risks and disadvantages considerable and concrete." 

The views of Mr. Massey have received some comment in Canadian news-
paper editorials, but apparently without making an extensive issue of the 
question. 

The official attitude of the Canadian Government continues at present to 
be that of holding the question of membership in the Pan-American Union 
'in abeyance. 

• I have, etc. 
K. P. KIRKWOOD 

for the Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

L'ambassadeur au Brésil au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires, extérieures 

Ambassador in Brazil to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

Replying to your despatch No. 294 of November 12th, 1  I desire to com-
ment on the views expressed by the Right Honourable Vincent Massey, in an 
address before the Canadian Club of Winnipeg. , 

2.I do not know what Mr. Massey mens when he says that our member-
ship in the Pan-American Uniôn would not enhance our status and, in fact, 
would have precisely the opposite effect. To suggest that joining any inter-
national organisation would detract from our status is difficult to understand. 

3.Mr. Massey's second point was that membership in the Pan-Americàn 
Union might embarrass us in several ways. It would certainly not embarrass 
us any more than our membership in the United Nations; and, in fact, our 
fallure  to join the Union is alieady somewhat embarrassing in our relations 
with the other Americàn countries. 

4.Mr Massey sàys that it would be a positive disadvantage to have to tthake part in the activities' of many AMerican bodies. -  The answer to this is 
at we have already taken p,art in numerous technical Organisations ,Whi.oh 

are part of the PanAnieiiCan system. 
1  Voir le document piécédent.' 	I 	1  See Preceding ci°c11' 111' ént.«  
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5. Mr . - Massey says that we ;would be unable to .avoid taking sides in issues
which might divide the American Republics. He. seems - to ignore the fact
,that we are an American nation, and that we are concerned with the issues
confronting the American Republics . We are sufficiently adult to take sides in
issues that arise in the United Nations Organisation. Surely, it .is our duty to
have views on international affairs and to express them .

6. Mr. Massey says that it would be strange if, after opposing the establish-
ment of a permanent secretariat for the ,British Commonwealth, we join an
,orgainisation of foreign states which carries on .-its affairs through centralised

nïachinery in Washington. Our objection to the establishment of a secretariat
for the British Commonwealth _was that it . would ~lead to the establishment
of. a joint foréign, policy .for a1l members of the British Commonwealth, and
that that policy woûld be the policy of the United Kingdom . . Joining the
Pan-Ame rican Union would not involve any similar danger . Nobody would
suggest that the foreign policies of the American Republics are formulated
by "centrahsed machinery` in Washington" . So far as the American Republics

have been âbTe to agree on foreign policy, such agreement has been hammered
out at intërnational ' conferences .

7 . Mr. Massey thinks that we might have to depa rt from our policy of
strat .gic : commitments abroad if we join the Pan-American Union . It is

true that there is talk of a regional security agreement ; but such an agreement

would - come within- the framework of 'the:' United * Nations, ` and it would be

quite logical for Canada; as a . country of the American- region, to subscrib e

to it .

8: I âm sending copies - of this despatch to our missions in Latin America
and in Washington.

705.

I have etc .

L'ambassadeur au Mexique au secrétaire d'État par intéri m

-aux A ffaires extérieures
Ambassadôr in 11

Mexico, December 18 ; 19-4 0

I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your confidential despatch of
`November 12, 1946, Na 396,1 in which you summarize the points m Tee~e

'the Right Honourable Vincent Massey .at a luncheon address befo

Canadian Club of Winnipeg, in which he" argued vigorously agains t

proposal that Canada sliould become a member of the Pan-American Un10II
'

~ See Document 703,.Voir le documen~ , 7Aj . , _ : ` .
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I observe that  in  his address Mr. Massey was giving "an expression of 
private views" which was "in no way a statement of official views". For 
this reason, and because my own point of view has frequently been expressed 
and is undoubtedly on file in. the Department, I do not intend to comment 
on the particular points made in Mr. Massey's address. I would not wish 
my silence, however, to be interpreted as accepting all, or indeed any of the 
points suimnarized in-  your despatch as being valid arguments against Can-
- adian participation in the work* of the Pan-American Union. There is, I 
think, an element of truth in some of the arguments advanced by Mr. Massey, 
but there are omitted in each case the weighty considerations that could be 
advanced on the other side. 

I do not feel that there is any urgency about the development of a doser 
relationship between Canada and the Pan-American Union, and I realise, of 
course, the real importance of the attitude of the State Department in 
Washington towards this matter. The purpose of this despatch is merely to 
express my regret that Mr. Massey has placed the weight of•  his authority 
behind the point of view, which seems to me to be unwise. 

I have etc. 
H.. L. KEENLEYSIDE 

PARTIE 6/PART 6 

CONSEIL CONSULTATIF CONJOINT 
SUR LES QUESTIONS MARITIMES 

UNITED MARITIME CONSULTATIVE COUNCIL 
706, 	 DEA/8794-40 

Mémorandum du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au Cabinet 

Memorandum from Secretary of State, for External Affairs to Cabinet. 

Ottawa, October 10, 1946 

MEETING OF THE UNITED MARITIME CONSULTATIVE COUNCIL 
IN WASHINGTON, OCTOBER 24TH-30TH 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
The United Maritime Consultative Council is to meet in Washington 
(1) to consider a draft charter for an international shipping organization of an advisory and consultative character, and 
(2) to make provision for an interim organization which will bridge the 

gaP between the termination of the U.M.C.C. itself on October 3 1st and the establishment of whatever permanent organization may be decided upon. 
It is proposed that if the charter meets with the approval of the Council it will  be referred to  the  participating governments for acceptance. 

.1225 
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This draft charter, -a copy. of which ;is attached;t- was -drawn, up by a

sub-committee of ~the U.M.C.C. pursuânt to a request . ; from the Secretary

Génëral of the United Nations : that the Council study the advisability of

setting up an international mari time organization functioning as a specialized

agency and reporting to the Economic and. Social Council under Article 57

lof the,United Nations . Charter.

Since : shipping _matters _are left outside the'scope of the ;proposed Inter-

national Trade Organization, it_was felt advisable to consider fill ing the gap .

CONSIDERATIONS

1 . The draft charter was drawn up by a sub-coinmittee of the U.M.C.C.
. ;of. ..which. Canada :was, a member and- has been examined by the :Legal

. . . . , . , .
Affairs, .,which , considers it a•suitable!,.Division, of tlie Department; of External_ . . ..~ .:- : ..._ . . .- .

_basis ,for . discussion .

-2: The :- organization - envisaged . :would be : on a ~ ~small scale . ' as; - regards

: administrative =, framework.' and : financial- cominitments,, but : would perform

a useful function : .first,_ .by -providing withinf .~thé~ .frarrïework of the United
Nations an expert body of referenceç for the consideration of such shipping
problems as may be submittéd ~ tô" the United Nations; secondly, by ensuring

that the ~ greatest- meâsure .-'of responsibility for the solution of shipping
problems rests upon those nations which are the major suppliers and users
of shipping services (this çonsideration .,is, -in close agreement with the
Canadian views regarding a functionàl àpproâch to international problems) ;

and thirdly, by assisting . in- the, exchange . .of -technical information and the

solution of probleriis , arising in that ; field,:`e g: fsafety; of life'at sea, in which it

is desirable to facilifâte the developmënt of stândards o n ''-an international basis .

RECOMMENDATIONS
; ~, . :: • . •

It is accordingly recommended

(1 :) , that. ,the following - persons be aûthôrized ~~ to ~ attend the meeting of

the United Maritime Consultative Council to be held in Washington October

24th to 30th, 1946, in the capacities iüdicated :

Representativès---Mr . A. " L. W. MacCallum, Canadian Shipping -Bo ard'

, Chairman of the Delegation,.

-Mr. A . . L . Lawes ; .Canadian Shipping Board.

-Mr. H. A. Scott, Commercial Counsellor ,
Canadian Embassy, 4Vashington .

,, . . . :, . .
Advisers --Mr. H. W. Dodwell, ,Canadian .Shipping Board

--1VIr. J . F. Frederickson, .Canadian Shipping Board

/(2) that; -the Canadian representatives be authorized to support
'ally

resolutions or -recommendations , adopted by the abovementione ~Co-

relative to the establishment , of an international ., advisory maritime g ~e

tion . ,and . to =: the interim, arrangements therefor, subject . to . final acCeptaa

by the . .Government of - Canada 0.,-:,
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707. 	 , 	 DEA/8794-40 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d' État , aux Affaires extérieures 

Memorandum by Under-Secretary of. State for External Affair's 

■ ; 

LC 

it 
s . 

Y 
il 

UNITED MARITIME CONSULTATIVE COUNCIL; WASHINGTON MEETINGS; 
CANADIAN DELEGATION • 

At the meeting of the Cabinet on October 17th, it was agreed that 
Canadian participation in the- proposed meeting .« the United  cMaritime  
Consultative Council be approved, representation to be arranged by the 
Secretary of State for External Affairà - in consultation with the Ministers of 
Trade  and ..commerce and Transport. 

It was -also agreed that the Canadian delegation be instructed to consult 
the government before committing itself in support of proposals for the 
establishment of continuing international shipping machinery. 

708. 	 - 	 DEA/8794-40 

Le sous-seerétaire d'Etat aux Araii.ej exterieures àii`Président, la 
délégation au Conseil conSultittif colediht .  sie les questions maritimes 

Uhder-Secretary  of  State for External Affairs to Chairman, 
pilégâtion to United Maritime Consultative  Council  

SECRET 

Dear Mr. MacCallum, 
This letter is to inform you that the Canadian Government hàve approve 

Canadian participation in the forthcoming meeting of the United Maritime 
I 4 	Consultative Council, beginning in Washington  on Thursday, October 24th. 

% 	The delegation is to consist of yoursell, as Chairrimm and the following 
delegates: 

Captain. E. S: Brand, oU the Department Of Reconstruction.; 
. 

Mr. A. L. Lawes, of the Canadian Shipping Board; _ 
Mr. F. M. 1Viaclennan, of the Department of Transport; 
Mr. H. A. Scott, Of the Canadian Embassy, Washington; 

and the followin.g advisers: 	
, . 

Mr. H. W. Dodwell, of the Canadian Shipping Board; and 
, Mr. J. F. Frederickson, of the Canadian Shipping Board. 
The Government has decided that the Canadian Delegation be - instructed 

to consult the Government before committing itself in support of proposals 
for the establishment of continuing international shipping Machinery. This 
means that the delegation is not authorized to sign the draft constitution or 
even any draft agreement setting up any interim orgonization. The delegation 

Ottawa,' October 21,-1946 
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is -not aüthorized to sign such instruments even subject to ratification, as the
Cabinet has decided that a new reference to Cabinet wi ll be necessary before
even conditional signature can be authorized .

In view of the necessity of referring back to Cabinet, it . seems unlikely that
authorization. to sign the instruments will be given before the delegation leaves
Washington.

You should, therefore, keep us fully informed, through our Embassy in
Washington, of the course of the negotiations, and seek instructions as
envisaged in the decision of. the Government.

I~am enclosing an official letter,t to be .used as credentials for the delega-
tion at the conference . Yours sincerely,

[L. B. PEARSON]
.
709.

for External A ffairs

DEA /8794-40

Le chargé d'affaires aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'Éta t
aux Affaires extérieures

Chargé d'A ffaires in United States to Secretaryof Stat e

TELEGRAM WA-3812 Washington, October 24, 1946

SECRET. Referring to your EX-2663 of October 22nd t on United Maritime

Consultative Council meeting in Washington, Scott ascertained from Maç-
C

a
llum this niorning that the latter has just received your letter of 0 ûb~t

21st, and now wishes, as Chairman of the Canadian deiegation, to s

_ the following -.views to you; .
. . ,
~ Quote : .

"On my . arrival Washington this morning I : rèceived your . letter of October

.21 st conveying Canadian Government instructions to me as Chairmô;~°e

the Canadian delegation with respect to pa rticipation in the meetIng

United Maritime Consultative . ,Council - which opened ia Washington ~

morning . . . . .
. ental

"The proposals before this meeting for aa continuing Intergb~d Y~
Maritime Consultative Organization-a consultative and advisory . Y

have been under consideration by the. Canadian . Shipping Board- for some
r~time and through the Minister of Trade and Commerce by the Cana

Government in Ottawa for the last four weeks . Prior , to that time, the
the 'formation of the proposed Intergovernmental Mantime

sultative Organization had been referred to the . Department of Extern~o ~~

and, so far as I know, had been - approved in principle, subjec t

-points of detail.

resen
tueP~lby

"Since the draft plan of the proposed new organization was drawn

a committee of the UMCC-a committee on which Canada was rep
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and since the' plan has been generally agreed in principle by practically ail 
countries that are represented in UMCC, the sole object of the present, 
Washington Conference is to secure general agreement to this plan for the 
new Intergovernmental Maritime Organization subject, of course, to ap- _ 
proval and/or ratification by the Governments concerned. 

"Your letter of instructions dated October 21st places the Canadian dele-
gation in the position of observers rather than participants, in that your 
delegation has no powers to agree with the other Government delegations 
as to the principle of setting up the proposed new organization. I would 
reiterate that such organization is advisory and consultative and will be, in 
effect, an international shipping advisory adjunct of UNO. 

"Under these circurnsiances, I would strongly urge that your delegation 
be empowered at least to agree in principle to the proposed organization.  • 
During the time this matter has been under consideration by Ottawa, I have 
not heard of any objection to the principle  of  setting up a suitable inter-
governmental organization on the lines of the draft plan now before the 
Wa.shington meeting. My understanding is that none of the Government" 
delegations here will be expected to sign any -agreement: they will; undoubtedly' 
be requested to indicate if 'their Governments agree in principle to the forma-
tion of the new Organization subject always to final approval or ratification 
by the home Government." Unquote. 

In the circumstances, as outlined above by MacCallum and in line with 
the-instrnctions conveyed to us in paragraph four of your teletype of October:t 
22nd, could you please indicate whether or not the Canadian delegation is 
empowered tb agree_  m  Principle to the formation of an Intergovernmental 
Maritime Consultative Organization bn  the  lines of the draft plan of which 
you have a copy. , 

It would be appreciated if we could  have  your instructions not later than 
Saturday morning, October 26th. 

DEA/8794-40 

Le chargé d'affaires aux États-Unis all secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

Chargé d'Affaires in United States to Secretary of State 
for  External Affairs 

TELEGRAM WA-3820 	 Washington, October 24, 1946 
b4MEDIATE. SECRET. Since sending you our WA-3812 on United Maritinae 
Consultative Council meeting, the Canadian delegation attended this after-noon's session which, after quickly disposing of the other  V  minor items on 
the agenda, came to a general consideration of the draft plan, and the Chair-man asked for an expression of opinion from each of the Govenunents repre-
sented. With the exception of New Zealand and Yugosla.via, both of which advised the meeting that they'were awaiting instructions from their, respective 

710, 
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Governments,  ail  - delegations present indicated that their Governments fa-
voured the plan in principle, although making reservation on points of detail. 

When asked for Canada's attitude, the Chairman of the Canadian delegation 
made the following statement: 

Quote: 
- "Just at this moment  I cannot say that the Canadian Government approves 

of this plan for an Intergovernmental Maritime Consultative Organization. I 
am awaiting a directive from Ottawa in this connection. All I can say at this 
juncture is that Canada sent a representative to the Working Party Meeting 
in London where the plan was drawn up, and the Canadian Shipping Board 
has recommended the plan in principle to the Canadian Government." 

Unquote. 
After receiving this statement, the Chairman of the meeting said the C,oun-

cil would like to have some indication of the Canadian Governmenes views 011 
the principle of the proposais  by tomorrow, if possible. The same request was 
made to the New Zealand delegate. 

Whereas in my immediately preceding teletype we asked for your instruc-
tions not later than Saturday morning,  in  view of this afternoon's develop-
ments we would be grateful for a definite directive tomorrow. 

Le président, la délégation au Conseil consultatif  conjoint sur les 
questions maritimes, au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Chairman, Delegation to United Maritime Consultative Council, 
- to Under-Secretarj, of State for ExternalAffairs 

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL iviontreal, No'VeMber 0946 

Dear Sir,. 	 , . 
In accordance with your letter of instructions dated October 21, Canada 

was represented at the' second session of the Unitéd Maritime Consultative 
C,ouncil, held in Washington froni October 24-30; 1946, by a delegation Co' 
sisting of: , / 

Mr. Â. L'. w. MâéCallum 

Mr. A. 14::Lawes 

Mr. H. A. Scoti 

•Mr. F. M. Maclennan 

Captain .  É  S Brand  
, 	. 

•Mr.• J. -  F.-  Fredenckson• 
-.:Mr.' -•":11:.-. WY-Dodviell- ' 1 •: -  • 

(Chairrnan of Delegation) 
• Representative in Washington, 

Canadian Shipping  Board  
Commercial Counsellôr -,- 	- 
Canadian Embassy,. Washington 
Assistant Deputy, 'Minister 
of Transport 
Depar-tment Of ' Reconstruction 
and .SuPply 
-Adviseri 

Chairman, Canadian Shipping Board 
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Seventeen other nations were represented- at th

123i

V session .Australia, Brazil, Belgiûm, 'Chile, Denmark, France, Greece, India, 1 .1The `Netherlas, ' New ' Zealând, Norway, Poland, Sweden, the Union'"of SouthAfricà ; the United Kingdoin, the United States and Yugoslavia .
You may recall that the United Maritime Consultative Council was estab-lished upon the termination of : the United Maritime: Autlïority on March 2 )1946, in order to maintain for the eight months' "transitional period

", endin`October 31, 1946, a simplified and limited control over international ship-
thé
ping t o

essential
ensure the availability of 'vessel tonnage for UNRRA shipments and

import programmes of various European governments . TheUnited Maritime, Consultative Council at its first session held in Amsterdamfrom June 18 to 24, 1946, was- asked by the - United Nations, throu theSecretary General, for its :views on "the question of establishing a world-wideinter-governmental shipping organization - to deal with technical matters". Inconsidëring this question thé United Maritime Coüsultative Council made thefollowing résolütions ând qûoted theIn in its reply to the Secretary Genéral:The Council took note of the view enerallmental body is to . g Y exprèssed thaf ân .inter-govern=likely be requlred to provide for consultation o ` all matterssuitable -for inter-governméntal
n discussion as regards 'shipP'appoint a co~ittee: ing, and `ièsolved ' to

(1) To consider, in : more detail the .possible ~ constitution, scope and, proçedure ofsuch a body, and
(2) To draw , up a dra ft rèp

Coiincil: ort. of these subjects for further consideration by the

The Committee appointed pursuant to these resolutionsmeetings in subsequently.,heldand prep London, which were attended by aCanadiaa representative,ared a draft Plan for ;* an Inter-GovOrgamzation ._ ernnïental Maritime Consulta 'tive
Consideration of this draft Plan, together with' the Committee's :re ort-upon it, Was ,the mam, , itemof the of business on the agenda: of the second ; sess ôUnited,, Maritime ' Consultative . Council; held. .in Wash'n24 30, .~19.46. The Plan :provides,fo

. .
. or.. establishment, of an Inter Go ernmentMan ~ ale Consultativé Org `~ , . , : . .

of all '~nembër `Zation, çonsisting of an Assembly - of, delegates
governments, aCounciÎ of sixteen, governments electë d

the byAssembland a smy~ a. Maritime Safety Çommittee Of twëlve melriber governments;allSecretanat. g~d cadviso The Proposed or anizati on is purely Consultative?ÿ, out execûtive powers : Its purpose is to ° prôvidè mac in theintérnah with onâl shipp~g field for âtion ~ongcourag em' ~ent ' of th -removal of' coo
r

1 m
.ents, en-

discrimin ât o
go' .

~Ô~ation, and ' consideration of maritürie ro Pract
icés;~ exchange ôf

At the Co p lems genéra lly 'f the nference almost all
of the delegatiôns fâvored'the estab lishment,sultation

propose d,
as a , mediumand cooperation rnter-governmental ton-

~e: seo ~ P~ticularly in the technical field ,which pe could~ of be
' the org settled ~ization ' woûld Mot - involve interfèreri~~n dnfiâtérsrig ~e .S y normal- commercial prôcesses in iN nternâtiônalshippi wedish

;' br*eglan, and --Dânish délégations' wëTë "•'p~articularly
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insistent upon restricting the organization to a consultative role and limiting 
its scope to the technical field.•  After extensive discussion and numerous 
revisions of the original draft Plan, a version was worked out which was 
generally satisfactory to the various delegations. Some delegations, however, 
felt obliged to reserve the position of their governments upon some features 
of the proposed organization; the Indian, Brazilian and Chikan delegations, 
for example, submitted statements to the Conference which proposed certain 
revisions in both principle and detail. 

At the conclusion of the Conference, the various delegates agreed to 
recommend the Plan in its final form of a draft  Convention to their govern-
ments, as a basis for the establishment of the proposed organization as a 
permanent "specialized agency", under Article 57 of the Charter of the 
United Nations, and also to recommend -to their governments the creation 
forthwith of an interim organization based on the draft Convention, to be 
effective from the termination of the United Maritime Consultative Council 
on October 31, 1946, until the establishment of the permanent body. The 
Chairman of the Council was authcerized to inform the Secretary General 
of the United Nations that these recommendations .  ,were being made to 
member governments. A Resolution was also passed that each member 
government be requested to: 

(a) inform the United Kingdom Government, as soon as possible, whether 
it accepted the agreement for the interim organization; ' 

(b) authoriz.e the United States Govérnment -to forward to the Secretary 
General of the United Nations, not later, than ,December 1,..1946, the 
Convention for a permanent 'organization; 

(c) request the Economic and Social Council of the United Nations to 
convene a conference of all interested gove rnments to adopt a constitution 
forr.the permanent organization. 

The Canadian delegation considers that the proposed interim and per-‘  
marient organizations would perform a useful and valuable function as a 
forum for discussion among governments of - technical and certain general 
shipping problems, and is also of the opinion that the suggested procedure-

in establishing thé permanent ôrganization as a specialized agency of the 

United Nations is desirable. The  proposed, organization is strictly eon -
sultative and advisory. As a meniber, Canada Would undoubtedly be 
entitled to a seat on both the Colima and the Maritime Safety Committee 
Because' of Canada's substantial .merchant fleet and  ber  position in inter-
national trade, it is, in :the opinion of  the  Canadian delegation, bighlY 
desirable that Canada participate. - 
- I am enclosing herewith copies of the following documents,:t 
U.M.C.C. - 	 ' 	 , 

e 2/39 Recommendations of the United Maritime Consultative Council to wal, 
Triter- 

. -2/29 goverrunents to which  is  attached rthe  draft Convention for an 
Goverrunental. Maritime Consultative .Organization. 



2/38 - Resolution, of the United : Maritime Consultative Council regarding- trans-
th thmission . rough e medium of the _ Umted States Government of it s

recommendâtions to the Secretary General of the United Nations by
December 1, 1946 . . .

(b) that appropriate action be taken tQ .request the Economic _and Social :
Council of United "Nations` to 'convene, a conference of interested govern-
ments for adoption of a: constitution for the proposed organization on .the
basis of thé' draft Convëntion (UMCC 2%29 ) ; and

(ç) that the Government of the United Kingdom be , informed of Canadian
acçeptanceof ,the ;,agreément for a provisional organization (UMCC 2/35) . ;

I have sent a : :coPy. of this letter, together with the documents attached; ::
to the -Minister ;of~ Trade &•Commerce, .and .to each member. ofjhe. Canadian ._
delegation, including Mr. Harry _Scott, ; Commercial Counsellor ; to the ï Cana-
dian Embassy in Washington, who has already submitted to you an interim
reportt upon the Conference. Approximately ' twenty sets of the documents
af thë Conference, including a ll minutes and papers, are being forwardedtd
the Department of . External Affairs from Washington, and :each member
of the delegation will ' also receive

; -copies.

(a) that the, United States Government be . informed before
I
December 1,

1946, that Canada 'accepts the recommendations of the United Maritime
Consultative Council- (UMCC Paper 2/39) ;*

The Canadian delegation, therefore, recommends :

2/35 ' Draft Agreement , for Provisional Maritime Consultative Council.,

2/40 . Copy of . atelegram to . be ' dèspatched forthwith by ' the United Maritime
Consultative Council to the Secretary General of the United Nations ; ;
stating that the . United Maritime, Consultative Council has agreed torecommend to niémbér governments that an interim and a permanent '
organization be established.

Yours very truly, .;
A. L. W. MACCALLU M

DEA/8794-4 0

Le secrétaire d'État ; aux Affaires extérieures au-haut , commissaire
en Grande=Bretagne

Secretary of State : -for External A jffsirs ` to High Cômmissionér
in Great Britain

T -LEGRA M 2034 Ottawa, November 27, 1946
The United Maritime Consultative Council at its second and final sessionheld at Washington October 23rd to 30th adopted inter alia the followingresolutions :

(a) In view of the fact that United Maritime Consultative Council wi llcease
to exist on October 31st 1946 a Provisional Maritime Consultative
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Council shôuld be set up in accordance with the agreenient (ânnéxed tâ the
rèsolution)~for the ' establishment of a' Provisional Maritime Consultative
Council .

(b) Government members of the UMCC . should adopt as, soon, as possible
the agreement for a Provisional Maritime Consultative Council by notification
to the government of the United Kingdom in accordance .with Article V(1) .

thereof.

2 . Please inform the United :-Kingdom government : that Canada accepts
the agreement for a Provisional Maritùne Consultative Council in accordance
with the recommendation of the UMCC .

3 . You may also, advise.. United Kingdom Government ✓ ;(a) that Canada
accepts recommendation' of UMCC for the- establishment of a permanent

Maritime Organization as descrilied in the ' draft convention for an Inter-

governmental Mari time Consultative Council adopted " by the UMCC at
the same session ; _(b) , Canada will not'repeàt not ' however take action re~
questing Economic and Social Çouncil to, convene conference ._ of all inter- .
ested governments for the purpose of" àdopting a constitùtion , for an Inter- '
governmental Maritime ~ . Consultative' Organization which action was also

recommended by UMCC. Reasons prompting this"decision are that Cana=

dian Government feels the initiaaivé" in this - matter could niore appropriately,

be taken -by nations" having leading interest ; (c) that ! the United States gov-

ernment is being advised by concurrent telegram .

. . . ., ,. : _. . .
CH/Vol. 2102

713 .

Le secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires,`extérieures au haut commissaire "., _ . . . . .z ;
en - Grcinde=Bretagrie

Secretary of State for Èxternal Affairs to High Commissioner
•in Great Britain

TELEGRAlvt 2035 Ottawa, November 27, 1946

SECRET .". Please refer to my telegram 2034 and particularly to paragraph,

3 (b)
. .

For yôur'personal informatiôn ônly, :Cabinet , has.`soine'misgiving in'gen~ar
concerning multiplication of ' international, °' Organizations and in partic

is doubtful4f , so _ large . an Organization ,. as .. that prqposed is . necessary for

handling maritime matters.
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COMMONWEALTH RELATIONS 

,Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires  extérieures au haut commissaire 
en Grande-Bretagne 	 • 

, Secretary of State  for  External Affairs to High Commissioner 
in Great Britain 

TELEGRAM 695 	 Ottawa, March 23, 1946 
CoNFIDENTIAL. Yoür telegram  No 621 of March 4th.t Press reports re-
garding meeting of Prime Ministers. 

We are concerned over the possibility that  the character and importance 
of the consultations to be held in London,  are being over-emphasized in the 
United Kingdom. We assume that this is due to three main causes. First the 
profound anxiety over Soviet policy together ,with the inevitable uncertainty - 
about  the continued Etrnmeis of the policy, of the United States, produces a 
desire to play up the combined strength' of the Commonwealth as a whole 
and to lay stress ,upon the capacity of Commonwealth GovernMents to,take 
concerted aCtion. Secondly .  the Labour - Governinent is anxious. to give  no  
ground for'éharges that it iS not an 'éffectiVe guârdian of Imperial interest. - 
Thirdly, the waning faith in the capacity of the UNO to be an effective 
gifaidian. oUpéace and security gives rise to renewed interest in the militarY: 
Power  of the.Çommonwealth. Much the same  or pf ta& about the need for 
Conunonwealth''so/idarity* 'Wâi 'evident in. the 'earbr '1920-S after thé United 
States deserted Wilsonian poliCies and differences' arose between France and 
the United Kingdom. » 
, 2. With  respect to CommohWealth Defence, no general proposals for 
post-war Co-operation have been made since Cranborne advanced :his , _ sug-,  
gestions in June 1944 at the end of the Prime Ministers' meeting although, 
a number of plans have been put forward for co-operation in particular 
tasks. In the language used occasionally by British Ministers and in papes: 
which . 4ve been p« repafdd by British.Militàry 'adviseirs thereare ,  indications 
of a desire thât 'iorne 'new Coninionweàlth'ôtgakizatiOn shdùid be'creâted 
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plan and direct 'Imperial defence'. (This is a phrase that we should like to 
see dropped from the curient vocabulary as it leads to unnecessary mis-
understandings and irritations and has little value in relation to the strategic 
realities of to-day). Canadian responsibility for the defence of Canadian 
territory, together with our responsibility for defending in collaboration with 
the United States the approaches to the Northern part of this Continent, is, 
of course, a very important aspect of the defence of the British Common-
wealth quite apart from our proven war potential in the event of general war. 
Canadian public opinion, however, in defence questions is not based on 
the conception of defending Imperial interests as such, a conception which 
carries with it the ideal of the acceptance of a share of responsibility for 
defence in areas as remote from Canada as the Persian Gulf and the Bay of 
Bengal. We are, of course, deeply concerned that the security and strength 
of the whole British Commonwealth should be maintained but we cannot 
ConéeVe this as being effectively safeguarded by exclusive Commonwealth 
arrangements. The strategic interests of the Commonwealth are so diverse 
that their protection requires the co-ordination Of defence before [sic] individ-
ual Commonwealth countries and foreign states. This is obvious in the case of 
the United Kingdom- when one considers British defence interests in Western 
Europe. In some quarters in London there is difficulty in realizing that it is 
also .obvious elsewhere. _ 

3. With respect to questions of trade, we have no information that these 
atterS-  will be b-rought- iip during the discussions between  the Prime Ministers 

in London, nor would it seem appropriate* that this should occu.  r in view of 
the carefidly - prepared programme leading up to the general Conference 
on International Trade due late this . year or early in 1947. You already 
know that the date now set for preliminary Commonwealth talks in the 
United Kingdom is about the  middle of July, in preparation for the Con-
ference of the drafting Countries now expected about September lst. 

4. While there is nothing in this telegram of which you are not already 
aware, it may be useful to you as a guide in dealing with enquiries concern- - 

 ing the consultations between Prime Ministers and related matters. 

715. 	 / 	 CH/Vol. 2118 

Le haut commissaire en 0.ande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

High Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 	 , 

DESPATCH A.281 	 London, April 8, 1940  

ÇONFIDENTIAL 

Sir, 
-I have the honour» to report on a few current aspects of Coramonwealth re7 
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)2 .' In :. vâ.riôus telegrams to , you , on this subjeet T have . described the con--siderâ.ble-interestwhich hasbeen taken-in the propose &meeting, both :in press=and . Parliament, -and the confident expectation_ that -matters of defence and
trade would be the p rimary matters for consideration : Ireported to you . alsothat, as was expected ;' Mr. Attlee's announcement that it was impossible to
arrange a . single series of meetings was met with some expression of disap-
pointment, pa rticularly by the Opposition in Parliament . -There has, however,beeri no recrimination on this subject, or attempt to blame one or other mem-ber of the Commonwealth . - It is perhaps not surp rising that interest in the-fo rthcoming meetings has somewhat dec lined since this announcement, andthere has been less tendency to count upon it as a major factor in the formula-
tion of general post-war policy .

3 . In your telegram No . 695 of 23rd March you analysed the reasons for
the emphasis in the United Kingdom on the importance of these consultations .While .I should agree with your analysis of the motives for the current interest
in matters of Commonwealth defence, I think it is . necessary to bear in mind,
as I pointed out 'in my telegram No . 846t, that those . in charge of policy in
the present Government have not .shown any disposition:to encourage the be-
lief that the Commonwealth ; Prime Ministers _ would, or should, formulate
tightly-knit plans for:"Imperial defence". There are many Empire-minded ele-

flot be forgotten" Also that Mr. Bevin, Mr . Attlee, Mr. Noel-Baker, and mostof
their colleagues belonged to the school of thought which placed its faith

ments in the Labour Party, but partly through prejudice, partly through lack,of interest, :partly through anti-impe rialist habits of thought, and partly be-
cause of internationalist idealism, the Labour Party do not think in terms .of anIinperial orientation of policy as readily as do the Conservatives. Even those
elementswhich have been showing great interest in an Imperial economic bloc
do so largely because they conceive of ' it as a Socia list bloc opposed to the
"relctionlry capitalisIIl" of the United States . In matters ' of defence, eco-
nomics, and general ` politicaldirection, they are as much interested in close
association with the Social Democratic countries of Western Europe as withthe other Commonwealth côuntries . .The Labour Party .are, as you point out,anxious' to make it clear that the y â.re effective
They have been under heâ pressure : from the Opposition .~o.. hold an

interes t
Im-perial Conference" at which the ' Commonwealth association çould .be placedon a firmer :.

. y P y p y : .. basis in man s heres. The would robabi not oppose mutually
agreeable plans for close co-ordrnation of Commonwealth defences and a gen-
eral tidying-up of the alliancè. :for the gratification of the British eo ,tle but
this is not the sort of prbject which is apt to preoccupy their minds Ishould

in inte rnational rather than Imperial institutions, and that these spokesmen areStill
looking forward to world federation rather than Imperial federation.

4
. On the other hand there is a revived interest among the general publicon this subject . The' rèâsons for - this revival are not hard to estimatePThis

country is conscious of its material , weâknèss as corripared w ith the other two
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- Great'Powers:::One of .  these' Powers,  the: Soviet  _Union, is proving hostile. 
While"it is widely recognized here that the security : of the British Empire'de- 

•pends- upon 'friendly collaboration with the United States, there is—as the 
British reaction to Mr..Churchill's speech proveel—great reticence about an 

. association with the United States which might in fact mean a surrender .  of 
. initiative to the stronger partner. The British want to stand on their own feet. 
One should not overlook the resurgent nationalism :which is characteristic of 

- this country in its post-war mood. It is a peculiarly internationalist or non-
Isolationist form of nationalism which  is quite as strong among young Socialists 
as among young Tories. It is recognised  • that:British strength must rest in the 
leadership of like-thinking peoples.,-r–on the `Wliance potential".--Britain,, it is 
thought, cannot, for varying reasons, be allied ,  tdo closely:with the U.S.S.R. 
or the U.S.A.: Everyone wishes a close .association With France,,but_France is 
in a _parlous state  and  may even  swmg •Mto 14e Soviet Camp.' All exceptl,the 
eXtreine left Want a close association  With th-é WeSteriiEuropean..democradieS, 
but no one  Seems to know just hàw thiS. can be aChieed: It iS inevitable that  

	

- 	 • 

' in this Mood attention . should be tUrned to the 'niost rehable  alites, the  other 
nations of thé ConnhonWealth» 	 ' ' ' 	• 	" 

should:not wish to  underestimate  the  ecbliornie, factors in  the  pres4it 
. *COncere, with  the Empire and  Commonwealth,  althôue. I do n.ot propose 
tà dwell  .on this  aspect m  thiS *despatch.' The ' aente'ProbletnS_ faCed by  this  

r Country are responsible not onlY for the'attentiôn•being paid' to the ,resourCes 
- of the Empire, 'biit 'are . alsô respcinsible fôr a'good- deal bi  the aversion  to 
clôse association *with-  the United States. If the Soviet  Union is the potential 

- ,antagoniSt in- the sphere  Of  i defence,' it is the United States whieh is the 
potential antagonist in the Sphere of economics. In this connection it,might 
be noted that thè: Canadian loan--which has been :received with everr more 
warrn.th than çould have beeu expected—has helped considerably to .mpind 

,,people in this  country  that the, wealthiest:partner -  in..the Commonwealth 
conld not take part in those. bégniling 'sçiiemei  for an Empire  econonic 
bloc which  have  fascinated,..sectiàns  of  both thé Labour  and COnservatilie 

' parties. Although  it is widely asâti`méd, in the press ,that Itnrierial Prefèren.O 
•will be  one  subject of discussion  at the - forthcoming meeting of Pride 
"Ministers,  1  believe that the„Onited Kingdom ,Goierriment ,shares the Çana-
. dian vieW that this subject Should.be left for the  conference of experts being 
arrangect for that specific/purpOse. If Field Marshal  Smuts,  Mr. Chifley,,Qr 

. Mr., Nash wish to take advantage of their:  stay, in London to talk..ahe 
economic matters with ,approptiaté persons;*th' at is,:of course, another mattà. 

,6..The following 'are, - briefly, the principal suggestions for Imperial defeno 
co-ordination which have appeared recently: 

1. Use of facilities in less exPosed Parts of the Empire for training nnd 
establishinÉ réserves. - The lessons of the British Commonwealth Air Training 

. Plan are naturally not forgotten.. - • • 
2.. Sharing with the Dominions* a wider respo'n.  sibilitY"for the upkeeP °f  

bases and protection of communications. 
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3 . Çloser : association -with the Dominions . in - defence planning. It isvariously - suggested that the Committee of Imperial " Defence . should, bereconstituted on a truly . imperial, basis or that Dominions representatives
should in- some way be associated .with it or with some new defence planning
organisation, for which there are many suggestions .

4 : . Collaboration of a technical . . nature along the lines of the "Common-wealth Scientific Centre" mentioned in your despatch No . 400 of March 4th.t7. It is perhaps 'natûral that' the talk now, as compared with that ofseveral yéars ago, is more of trade and défence than of a cômmon foreignpohcy. The argument' over " a common " foreign policy has, I think, beensettled . Thosé~ who tended to- feel that the failure to agree on' the,desirabilityof a i" conirrïon policy wâ,s the responsibili ty of , Canada `cannot' fail ' to 'beimpresséd` ' .the `fact that the most marked evidence of dissidence has, come I from"Aù"stralia. Whatever~Mr: Curtin once ped has been forgottënin , the , impression :* . of, what Dr. Evatt now - proclaims . *' There -is incrëasingrealization ' here; I- think; 1' of the - dangers', for this country of a"commânforeign pohcy~; especially- in ' thè Foreign 'Officè; - where_>the idea that UnitédKingdom : policy towards`.~Indonésia, - for example, .might_havé - to' be adjûstédto c,onform .~ .yyith-,,:the . views . of~ the : Australian .Government ; . is ; .admittedlyobnoxious ., ..I : understand that Dr. - Evatt recently demanded that ,the .British
'
. _ _.Ambassador in Madrid make violent -pr . otest, against the execution of certainSpanish ' democrats,'. The Foreign Office was aware. of the fact that theparticulàr cases mentionéd by Dr. Evatt were . the inventions: of I ;éft-wirigpropagandl. They were

not disposed to have thei'r Ambassador make .afool of Iimseltby objecting tô mythical " éxecûtions: ' It is incidents of thiskind which : are;'leading ': to a- greater appreciation, ', I think, of' the ". moreresponsible attitude : adopted;. ; by the Çanadian . Government as for examplein'. the United, :Nations :
8 . .` What I"think can be accepted :as - an' : âuthoritative -statement ~ of theGovernment's : views :on°ahe proposals for an Imperial Council -once associated`with Mr. Curtin's . n ame ; May befound in .the remarks of the Lord Chance llorln' a debate' in the House lof: Lords on 23rd - January. The Lord Chancellorhad been .pressed JO say: something about- -co-operation with the Dominions .

TT

My advice wbuld ; be to 90 .,ramer carefully before altering the, . existingmachine. 1Kaÿ I'remind Yoursaid ' Lôrdships of what a : very Wise . Empire , statesman'
spe~ng ~ this building not very' long ago.

: . . . , . . , . . - ... . . : . . ~•
Lord Jowitt then went on ta, quote those sections of your. addres s. at , :West-minster in

1944 in which you praised the present methods of consultation , and. warned against losing the substance by changing the form . These words ofyo~s were referréd to again in thé House of Lords at a later d
Tweedsmüir in a discussion on Commonwealth relations, ate by Lord

9' It might .be'noted at this, point that, one of , the ,subjects which has been,, _, . , .mentioned several times in recent parliamenta ~ discussions on Common-
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wealth affairs is the position and status  of he :High. ..Cdinmissfoners'. In  the 
- debate in the Lords on the machinery of government on the - 23rd Januarjr, 
to which I referred above, Lord Templewood made a strong plea for stiength-
èning the position-  of the High -Commissioners in the Dominions and enhanc-
ing their general status.. He eXpressed the present opinion-  that the post of 

- High Commissioner in Canada was not unequal to the .post. of Ambassador in 
Washington. The High Commissioners, Lord Templèwood said, should have 
at their disposal a m.uch more comprehensive m.achinery. They should not 
be considered  as  principally trade posts, for they were the posts of "our 
most important Ambassadors in the whole of the world". If these officgs,were 
strengthened, the United Kdngdom could depend much more than hitherto 
h.ad been the case upon the man on the spot. Looking to future developments 
in.  the British Commonwealth, Lord Templewood thought that the more that 
that took place, the better it would be for everybody concerned. In reply, the 
Lord Chancellor agreed with Lord Templewood that the High Commissioner 
fulfalled a most important function. - to-day. If that function could be stressed 
or underlined by any alteration in status he would be very g,lad to do it. 
Lord Jowitt referred to the fact that he had raised this question at the Im-
perial Conference in 1931, but at that time the matter waS dropped at the 

.request of the Dominion Prime Ministers. So far as the Government was 
concerned they would be very glad to look into the matter at any tim* e, 
because they fully realized that these. High Commissioners were playing, 
and had played, a most important _part in the happy _relationship which 

_fortunately existed to-day between, this country and the Dominions. 
10. This - questiOn was again raised by Lord Tweedsmuir in a subsequent 

debate in the Lords on 27th February, in whiCh he . complàined that  while 
Britain had six representatives in Canada Norway had seventeen.' He wished 

. to àdd his voice  to thése voices that had been-  raised so 'Often  in the Past 
to urge a raising of the status -of High Commissioner ,  to scimething aPlece 

- imating to that of. an -Ambassador. Lord TweedSmuir's point was unfortunately 
- misinterpreted by Lord .  Bennett,  :who  did nôt like • the idea àf exchanging 
.Ambassadors' within the Commonwealth. I.note that , according to a Canadian 
press report in The Montreal Gazette of 'February 28th, a rather too literal 
interpretation of Lord Twe/edsmuir's recommendation was said to have been 
commented up.  on -  adverseli by  "official  circles" in Ottawa. Lord Tweedsmuk 
was personally concemed at this Misinterpretation, and càlled upon a member 
of my staff to explain that by Suggesting that the status of High Conunissione 
be raised  to  equal thaï of an Ambassador, he had not suggested that High 
Commissioners should in future be called Ambassadors. 

11. The departure  of  Mr. Malcolm MacDonald, and the appointment nf 
Sir Alexander Clutterbuck, as well as the appointment of Mr. E. J. Willialli„st  
as High Com.missioner in Australia, have been responsible for some coulee' 
on the position of Éigh Conmissioner. The long vacancy in the High C°111. -  

- missioner's office in Canberra was the subject of very critical comment in 
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many quarters. Considerable anxiety was also expressed about the appoint-
ment to so important a post as Ottawa of a relatively unknown career civil 
servant. The Manchester Guardian protested openly about the latter appoint-
ment The criticism of Sir Alexander Clutterbuck's appointment is, I think, 
unfair,  but  it does provide interesting evidence of the increasing recognition 
of the importance of the High Commissioner's post. 

12. Some reference might appropriately be _made to a new intereSt in 
the British Commonwealth on the part of younger elements in this country, 
and impatience of the outlook characteristic of the Royal Empire Society. 
A good deal or the inspiration for this interest comes from young men 
•who have been associated with forces from other parts of the Common-
wealth during  the  war, and are genuinely interested in  the maintenance of 
closer relations, on a basis of mutual friendship and understanding.. The 
statement on Commonwealth affairs in the House of Lords on 27th February 
by Lord Tweedsmuir is characteristic of the attitude of these younger men 
in that the emphasis was almost entirely on the increase of personal relations 
• nct wider understanding or each other's habits and ways of life. Their chief 
concern is not with Commonwealth machinery but with - what they.consider 
to be ,a deplorable- lack .of knOwledge about the Commonwealth in this 
country. They have a tendency to assume that there is. no such ignorance 
in other parts of the  Commonwealth, although Mr., Alastair Buchan, in a 
recent article in The  Spectator deplored the laCk of interest on the ,part of 
the citizens of  any  one  country  Of the Commonwealth in other parts of the 
Commonwealth except the United Kingdoin. One subject in which these 
younger men are  Much interested is the prospect-of wider interest on the 
part of the 'DominionS in  the Colonies. This interest arises not from a 
desire to shift the- burden--beCause people of thiS school of _thought have a 
-strong sense  of mission  with -regard to dependent peoplès—but rather 
from  a sincere belief that thé full develoïjment of these dependent peoples 
is a task beyonethe -capacities of the depleted reSources  and  population 
of  this  country. Sonie -  recent endeavours have been made to create  an  
organisation out of those who feel that the Empire has been the special 
hobby (4 the --tyro' ng people. While there is no lack of good intentions  011 the  
part of these people, I fear  that  this g ood cause Will need a little more 
precision of thought on the part of some of its principal exponents. 

13. In reporting to you in the past on British plans for India and Burma 
nave expressed some concern over confusing interpretations of "dominion 
eatus". While I dô not think there has been, any - reasonable doubt of the 
intentions of the United 'Kingdom Government fo alloW India, and in due 
time Burma, to choose 'any international stattis they' Wish, official and non-
official - statements' made this purpose seem cloudy and encouraged the 
belief that dominion status was not only a lesser form  of  independence but 
implied automatic .association in plans for imperial defence or. commerce. This .situation. has: been. greatly clarified  by  Mr. Attlee's ,Wise and sensible 
statement in ee House of-Commons:on March 15th-fo die effect that India 
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- might elect tô remain in or out of the British " Cômmonwëaltli,
.
but if she

electéd to stay in it must be of her own free will , because the British Com-
monwealth was not bound together by chains of `external compulsion . Whâ.t

was perhaps even more impressive ' than Mr. ; Attlee's stateinerit was the
complete acceptance of the entire implication of 'that 'statenent in all parts

of the House. Indeed, the attitude of Conservative spokesmen has been the

.sübject of many , tributes in the Liberal and , Left-wing press . The wisest

.part of Mr: Attlee's statement was that he did "not talk about "dominion

.status"-a phrase which must be singularly -una ttractive- to Indians-but

about association : with , the Commonwealth and : Empire:` Whether India

-remains associated with the Commonwealth or not, her relations with the
United Kingdom will

.
be governedby

.
a treaty .' Although in this her position

- might resemble ~ that of the one-time Dominion of - Ireland, it is very un like

that of the classical ~dominions . These latter have themselves been evolving
since the time when their ,. position was ~défined as that of dominion~ status,

although their association with the Commonwealth is' none the less close .

,The old conception of the Empire as consisting of the Mother Country

plus from four to six "dominions" . India, and the Colonies, 'may be expected

to give way to `a conception of the Empire , and '- Comnmonwealth as a

congeries of `âssociated -British states, ~ no two of which .,are in quite the
- . ;

`same relation to the United Kingdom or . each other:

14. There is, one important feature of, the current talk of Empire which

should: not be forgotten . Colonel Blimp is dead. (In Low's cartoons he

regularly . appears, now-: crying . "Gadski Tovarich" , at - Molotov's ! elbow) . The

war-has not surprisingly ., - broûght . about a much " wider 'comprehension on

;the part of the' people of - this - country of, the ' statüs and stature of othér

-parts of the Commonwealth : . Old conceptions: , may 'liriger "in. such conser-

_yative strongholds ,as ; 7the , War : -Office,, . the .̀ Admiralty, ~ - the -Royal, Em06
.Society,-and the Trades' Union- Congress•, -but-the implications of°the ~Statute

..of Westminster ,are .unquestioningly . accepted in . quarters ,which jmatter. Those

,mer i,, Anthony,-Eden R. A . Butler, .and Sir, Ârthur . Salter, ; Who are
urging çloser integration of defence completely understand the constitutio e~
positionof the other : .pârts of the Commonwealth and are sensitive cf th

nada
views . It is because they I are conscious of the relative strength, of Ca

persons ofand Australiâ and ~ the relative" -weaknéss of this 'country that
other

-both major parties - âre sayuig: that -the' time :has' come when the ~sf r

~gôverning 'parts of the Cômnionvvealth .-must share -- the , responsibility
ew,

Jmperial ' dëfence. - It ~may be , argued; froni thé - Canadian point'' o f ' and, that - these ~ proposals would ' in fact ~nïean : subôrdinatiori- to a' çontrôl
but it should

.strategy which would inevitably have, â: Londôn., perspective ,

be recognised that the proposers quite sincerely" think~ :that this would ' ho•t

-necessarily be thè"case . the
I think, ~I 5. In"méeting tlus vie to make it clear, t

o
w it is • desirable, 1S IIot

othér Commonwealth Govemniénts and their peôples that Canàda ared

`réfusing to ~co=operate in'tlie :dëfenceôf 'the Comrrionwe âltfi , but'is prép
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to àssume increased iesponsibility for an important sector of it. The proposed'agenda for the : Prime, Ministers' meetings and-Lord Addison's 'statement in
the Lords that ~ there were problems of defence of 'a regional character in
which Dominion co-operation was esséntial suggest the line which the United
,Kingdom may be ; expected to take on the subject of defence collaboration.Many people here readily admit - that the Empire cannot ' defend itself or
keep its lines of - communication open without foreign assistance . They point
out, however, that their , worldwide system of bases has got to be main-aained, abandoned, - or , left in the inadequate state of Singapore in 1941 .- They
admit that the Canadian and Australian Governments have no responsibi lity- for, policy towards _these areas, . but, ask- whether the Canadian Governmentconsider it to - be in the interests of . Canada that these , bases should changelands . This argument might be met on Canada's part by an offer to assume
:wider responsibility. for the. upkeep and garrisoning of Newfoundland,
:Bermuda and the West Indies, In, view of the, -permanent estab lishment 'in
the Western Atlantic islands of United States bases, their . further guarantee
by Canada should~ involve little additional provision. It might well be con-sidered a legitimate , co-operative enterprise for defence of .the continent- to.be planned by . the Permanent Joint Board on Defence.. (The major :problem.woùld, of course,, be the- divorce .of, .militâry from ; civil responsibility. InJâmaica, for éxa.mple, civil disturbances are not infrequent, and the - use .ofCânàdian troops to mâintain order could not be wise when the Canadian
Government would have no political responsibility) : What is, of course, a-much more impo rtant cont ribution to "Imperiat défence"' is the maintenance
of the Royal Canadian Navy and the Royal Canadian Air Force to prôtect.the . North Atlantic shipping . route which is . . .unquestionably the : lifeline, - ofEmpire . - During the past war the . United ; Kingdom and the Commonwealth- carried on -, for over two .years •. without - the (Mediterranean : route, but 'it is
doubtful if they could have lasted - a few months with~ "the ' North Atlantic,closed : For those: who- do not : consider the ` defence - of Empire communica-
tions a legitimate preoccupation - of : Canada; : it *~ may, of course ; - be ' arguedthat the protection : of the- North Atlantic is , now recognized > as a vital I Ameri-Za.R interest . ,The development in, Canada of facilities : for, ..producing _ in timeof emergency . .food - and armaments and- for transporting these vital neces-sities to the

United Kingdom is no, mean contribution to "Imperialdefence "

16 . The view expressed in your tèlegram No. 695 'that the strategic
interests of the Commonwealth are so diverse that their protection reqûi es,the. , C

o-ordination of defence between individual Commonwealth countriesand foreign
states, can be made to seem a refusal on the 'part of Canada to'shâTé responsibili ty for the defencè of the Empire, or it - can be made to

appear a serious contribution to the strategy of the Empire . 'I realize that
there are elements of the population, of Canada who would prefer that itseern to be the former

. But presented in a positive rather than a negativefashion, it coûld `nor~onlÿ -remove the widespread suspicion in other ,. Com-
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monwealth countries of . Canadian -  motives,  but  aLso help to wean others 
away from less sound theories of "Imperial defence". It is a point of view 
which, as I suggested in my telegram No. 876 of March 28th,t might well 
be supported by the present leaders of this country. 
- 17. In conclusion, it can be safely said, I think, that Canada is in a 

--ver3. r good position now to withstand criticism on the score of her attitude 
to the Commonwealth because her prestige is higher than it has ever been. 
The belief is very strong that both in her loan and her food policy Canada 
has shown a sympathetic understanding of the needs of the United Kingdom 

•in particular and the suffering world in general—an 'understanding which is 
everywhere contrasted with what is believed to be the more selfish attitude of 
the United States. Because of these -tangible evidences of brotherly love, 
Canada is forgiven for her alleged reluctance in the field of "Imperial 
defence". The proposed withdrawal of Canadian occupation forces from 
Germany has attracted little, if any, critical comment in the press---although 
it was not well received in official circles. It should be reinenibered also that 
the public in  this  country is much more conscious of  the  Canadian contribu-
tion to the war in Europe and the defence of Britain than of the views of the 
Canadian Government' on  i'Imperial defence". TyPical of this attitude is 
the comment of the -DiPlomatic  Correspondent of The Scotsman, who, after 
describing what* he says is your reluçtance to  come to , join the other 
Prime Ministers in London .because yàu, did not wish to commit Canada to 
general agreements on the main questions likely to come up for discussion, 
concludes: 

On the othei-  hand, no Dominion has exceeded Canada in the generosity 
of economic help 'given to Great Britain .... In the circumstances the British 

— Government could scarcely do less than' 'accept the special position of Canada 
in regard to inter-Empire [sic] discussions. 

-(The Diplomatic Correspondent is being given some further and ,more ac-
curate information concerning your London  • visit.). 

1 8 1 am enclosing the following supplementary documents :t 
1. Copy of an ai-ticle entitled "Issues for Empire Statesmen" by Anthony 

Eden, in The Yorkshire Post for  March 9th (before the announcement of 
the form of the Prime Ministere meetings). 

2. Text of a question and answer in the House of Commons on  13th 
March in vvhich Mr. Attlee described the present system of Commonwealth 
consultation. 

19. Copies of this despatch have been sent  to  Dublin, Cape Town,  Call-
berra, Wellington, Paris, Brussels, Moscow, Athens, Chungking, The Hague, 

 

Oslo, and Berlin. 
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716. 	 » 	• 	 DEA/65-G: 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au secrétaire aux. Dominions 

Secretary of State for External Affairs .  to Dominions SecretarY 

TELEGRAM 148 	 -Ottawa April 18 1946, 

SECRET AND PERSONAL. Following for the Prime Minister from the Prime' 
Minister, Begins: 

1.I have beerthôping that it Would havé be,en poisiblé,before this to havé, , 
liad a:definite date fiiéd: for__MY viSit to London which it Was thànght could 
innnediatelY PreCede the C6nférènCd.Ce Paris  1  shall hay6-..,tà combine,, 
one absence frôni'Çaitada,:lny, participation inr the prime MinistérS", talc's -  in;  
London and mY attendance:it  the Paris .Çonféréiïçé..Thé delay m ià -ining 
invitations" fôr that Conferenée Will make it, I shbilld think, very diffiCultto; 
bring the two together before the end of May or the beginning  of  J.--4no: s-
sipning  the Conference will not be d.elayed . beyond' June:1,  1 am tentatively_ 
planning to leave on the 00,e«. --Mary on May 12th wiiich woùld bring me 
to London  about May 18t1i: This timetable will preclude-  my being in Eiagland 
while Chifléjris'there;biit it Will, I hope, enable him io 'spend a: day with Me 
in Ottawa  after he has cOnclnded his conversations in London. 

2. I have not felt it necessary to offer any comment on the suggestions of 
tôpics 	which might be discussed during the series of Prime Ministers' meetings, 
but  1 have been glad to nOte the consensus  of opinion that no formal agenda 
is required or appropriate. I have been proceeding on the assumption that 
the meetings in London will pràvide a useful opportunity for an informal 
exchange of views on the main questions of mutual concern to our several 
Governments, but that thé proceedings will not go beyond this  This latter 
is important as with Parliament in session here I am anxious to avoid bring-
ing with me to London and Paris any larger number of officials than may be 
absolutely necessary. Ends. 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au secrétaire aux Dominions 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Dominions Secretary 

TELEGRAM 155 	 Ottawa, April 23, 1946 
IMMEDIATE. SECRET AND PERSONAL. Your telegr.  am No. 76 of April 21st.t 
Following for the Prime Minister from  the Prime Minister, Begins: Thank 
you for your message. I fully appreciate your desire to have the Prime 
Ministers or their representatives in London together. We had all hoped that 
the exigencies of our various tiMe-tables would have permitted such a meeting 
but after examining the position very carefully we had, I thought, agreed 
reluctantly that a meeting of Prime Ministers could not be arranged this 
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year.Jn its, stead we have had to be content with a series of conversations '
which may to some extent overlap .

Since the receipt of - your ? last message 1"have once more asked mÿself'
whether I could so postpone or rearrange my commitments here . as to be in
London by the time you suggest . I am afraid however that it is quite impos-
sible`for me to do so. The Dominion-Provincial Conference, which is openin g
at the end of this . week, is of critical impo rtance for Canada, and the shape
of the Budget that we shall have to bring down in the first weeks of May,
wi ll be determined in large part by the outcome of that . Gonference . Dis-
cussion of* Budget issues will be closely linked ,with: the Parliamentary dis- :
position of the United Kingdom loan Agreement and I feel that I should`
be. here until they"are satisfactorily settled. 1 should be very glad to be inLôn- '
don early in May, but I am afraid that, in the 1ast analysis, I must take the.,
responsibili ty for deciding whether or not I can be absent from Canada at
that time .

As you know, I have been hoping to combine in one absence from Canada ;
conversations with you and attendance at the 'Paris Conference. In view of;
the present u.ncertainty_ as to when that Conference will meet, I think it,
might be wise to defer finalizing plans for my visit to London . Perhaps after
the Council 'of Foreign Ministers have, met and discussed

.
their problems and ;

have agreed on a date 'on which the Paris Conference should meet, we could
arrange a mutually convenient date for our meeting, which might conceivabl y

follow instead of preceding the Paris Conference .
With regard to paragraph 2 of your telegram regarding the ' meetin.g 'of'

the Foreign Ministers in Paris, I realize that the members of the Council of ;
Fôreign Ministers will attempt to come to broad agreement on some of the'
outstanding questions before the Conference begins . As I shall not be able to
be in London at that time, I should appreciate being kept fully informed as
to developments at the preliminary meeting-

Asto the course of events at the Paris Conference; it is_ 'my understand4
and I have so informed Par liament, that all states invited - to the Conferencé
will have full opportunity to examine the draft• treaties on their me ri ts and

to express-their views and to put forward suggestions for amendments . ; 11~'

this way we would hope that the final treaties would reflect ,a real consensus
of view of the countries ` participating. This ' procedure makes ` it all the more '
important that the members of the Council of . Foreign. _Ministers should agree
to give full weight in drafting the final text of the ' treaties ' to the views eA- .

pressed by the other states represented in the Conference . If these couritries'
views were to be ignored, it might; make it difficult for the, governments,
concerned to secure the support of their par liaments and peoples for the :
fïnal peace treaties .

;. . In any event, there . does not at this stage appear to ;be _ any alternative to
the procedure already agreed between the Big,T hree , at :Potsdam: Ce rtainly j
know you will agree that it would not be . possible or_indeed desirable :tQ lay

dôwn in advance â Commonwealth,policy .which: the. United Kingdon?_ FQreign`
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Secretary could advance at the meeting of the Council. in Paris prior to  the 
 general Conférénce'at which the countries of the Commonwealth will be 

separately represented. You will recall that a somewhat similar procedure was 
suggested at the time of the first meetings of the Council of Foreign Ministers 
in London in September last, and that the procedure propoSed did not work 
out very well. I see only new opportunities for misunderstandings if  an 

 attempt is made to revive this procedure now. Ends. 

CH/Vol. 2118 

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Dominions Secretary to Secietary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 998 	 London, April 24; 1946 

IMMEDIATE. SECRET AND PERSONAL. Following for Robertson from Wrong, 
Begins: Machtig showed me today the Prime Minister's telegram of yesterday 
concerning his visit to London. He expressed great concern over the absence 
of Mr. King from the latter part of the consultations as now planned, and 
said Attlee, Bevin and Addison were  ail  very anxious for Canadian representa-
tion. He had not had time to secure Attlee's views on Mr. King's telegram 
but he thought that he would welcome temporary Canadian representation 
by another Minisier or 'even a senior official until the Prune  Minister could . 

 come. 
said that I thought no temporary substitute could be sent to London  at  

this stage, adding that the consultations had been arranged in a confusing 
and inconsistent manner and that the Prime Minister was sticking to the 
original understanding for a meeting before the Paris Conference. 

I gather that their major but not sole • concem here is over the effect on 
public opinion of a meeting attended by Smuts, Chifley, Nash and Evatt, 
with no Canadian present. Smuts advanced his departure for London becanse 
of the convocation of the Council of 'Foreign Ministers. It is 'mainly their 
own fault that things have gone this way, but nevertheless it is causing 
considerable embarrassment. 

Two  points made to me have substance. First the Council of Foreign 
Ministers may be protracted, lasting even as long as six weeks and we may 
not know until its close when, or even whether, there will be a Paris 
Conference. Secondly, in spite of the assurances given us by London and 
Washington, the Big Four are now unlikely to consent to any departure 
at the Paris Conference from the main decisions of the Foreign Ministers 
on the  Peace Treaties. -  The deterioration of the general situation means 
that these decisions will be reached only after prolonged bargaining. The 
real Peace Conferen.ce may therefore be the Council of Foreign Ministers, 
and the côuntries invited later to Paris may only have a choice between 
. igning and no  t signing the Peace Treaties. The present, therefore, may-
be the thne tO exert influence on the results. Ends. 

718. 
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719.

~ Mémoraridûm _ dw ;cabinët du , 'Premier ministrel

Memoràndum by Office of - the Primë Mirüsterl _Ï

SECRET [Ottawa,] Ap ri l-, 25, 1946
NOTE ON PROPOSALS FOR A MEETING-OF PRIME MINISTERS

OF THE BRITISH COMMONWEALTH, LONDON, 1946

Â:'GENÈRAL'ARRANGEMENTS AND TIMING .

1 :Ï . The . : earliest .notice -o.f . the proposed -:: :meeting 'l .is ' in , a .meinorandum

from Mr. Wrongdated December 19, 1945 . ,

The intention then was' that -a meeting of Prime Ministers might be held

in-cnnjiinction} -with~the"proposed Commonwealth discussions on comrrieréial

questions . The probable-time suggested;was;thelatter-.part_of ;,lVlarch : .,(1946),`.

. Mr .: .Wrong - noted the ûnlikelihood of .. alti the 'Commonwealth T rim e

Ministers being able -to ~be-:iri London- at that . tinie. :

= 2 . Official intimation of - the proposed meeting 'came in a .~ telegrâin from

Mr: Attlée on Februâry 4, '1946 (No '26) t .

` Mr. Attlee - thôught 'the'', time ` hâd come when it would be of ; "great .

advantage" to arrange a meeting He appreciatëd the `difficulty of Mr King

bëing ' absent for any length of time from Canâda, but added that in any.

event Mr . King might think it . desirable. to represent Canada at the meeting

in Pa ris of the Peace . Conference, which, in accordance with the Ivioscow

Agreement, was due to ne -arranged tor lvlay .

Mr. A 'ttlee's suggestion therefore was that . they should , try to arrange a

meeting in London a week. or ten days -be f ore the time fixed . f or the ôpening

o f the Paris Con f erence . ._

This message , wâs sent also ~to - Mr : Chifley and Field M arshall Sm4ts.

Mr . Fraser was ~ at . the niôment in London.

3 . Mr. ' King's reply of February 10 (N6. 26) t welcomed the suggestion

that a meeting might be arranged in London . in May, and expresseâtténd
King's intention to arrange Parliamentary business so that he could

both the -London m 6eting and the Paris Conference . d
4. Mr. Chi ey's _reply .(of .Feb.. 8, repeated to Ottawa as No . 2 ) t

hen

a visit to London would only be possible immediately after Easter w

Commonwealth Parliament would be ~-in recess . He did not int~ed n at gé

to, the Paris Conference ; Dr . Evatt would be Commonwealth Rep

at this latter meeting. - ' London as
5. Field Marshal Smuts'- reply _(of Feb. 9; repeated from L Ce

No. 377) t welcomed the - proposed meeting before the, Paris . Conferen

hs were added to

1 De J. A. Gibson. Des paragraphes furent ~ By J. A. Gibson., Paragrap

ajoutés à ce mémorandum après le 25 avril
. this memorandum after April 25

.
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6. Mr. Attlee sent a further message (Feb. 13,  No 33) t suggesting 
April 29 for opening date, and  that an attempt should be made to ensure 
the Peace Conference opening about "ten days thereafter. 

He also sent a draft of a statement intended to be made in Parliament 
in London on Feb. 18.t 

7. Mr. King's message of Feb. 15 (No. 32) -t stated that arrangements 
already made for the resumption of the Dominion-Provincial Conference 
in Ottawa on April 25 would prevent his being in London on April 29. He 
feared he could not change these plans to involve an absence from Canada 
earlier than the middle of May. 

8. On receiving this message, 'Mr.  Attlee postponed  bis  proposed state-
ment pending further consideration of dates. • (Feb. 16,  No 36)t 

9. In a further message (Feb. 20, No. 38) t Mr. Attlee asked if to meet 
Mr. Chifiey's commitments to leave London not later than May, 5, Mr. 
King could re-arrange his timetable to make April 29, or at any rate, May 
1, possible. 	 . 

10.Mr. King's reply (Feb. 21, No. 34)t pointed out that malters to bé 
considered by the Dominion-Provincial Conference were "of first importance" 
to the federal as well as the nine provincial governments concerned, also 
that the the Budget could not be presented to Parliament until thé results of 
the Conference were known. 	 • 

Mr. King asked if it might not be arranged to have the meeting of 
Commonwealth Prime Ministers held immediately after the Paris Conference. 

11.Mr. Chifley next suggested (Feb. 23, repeated to Ottawa as No. 3)t 
a meeting in two stages, one as soon as possible after Easter, the second 
series of consultations at a later date. 

12.To this Mr. Attlee agreed as the best that could be achieved: i.e., a 
preliminary meeting with Mr. Chifiey and any other Prime Minister who could 
attend, shortly after Easter, and a subsequent meeting either before or after 
the Paris Confexence as might prove convenient. (Feb. 25,  Cire. D.154) t 

13.Field Marshal Smuts telegraphed it would be practically impossible for 
him to attend before April 29, but he did not wish this to delay an earlier 
meeting of other Prime Ministers. (Mar. 5 repeated to Ottawa as No. 3) t 
(Note: in the event, he reached LondOn on April 28). 

14.On March 5 Mr. Attlee informed Mr. Chifley (Circ. D:197) t that the 
United Kingdom govt. would be ready to begin meetings with him on 
April 23. 

15.Mr. Fraser informed Mr. Attlee on March 7 (repeated to. Ottawa as 
that Mr.'Nash expected to be available in London at the sarne time 

as Mr.Chifley  
16.Ir.  Attlee again prop‘osed a public announcement (March 117, ,Circ. 

D.214, D.215) t ex- plaimn.ing that th›-  e first  meetings  would-  be with Mr.., Chifley 
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and Mr: Nash; with . the,Prime Ministers of Canada and South Africa joining
in-discussions as soon thereafter as they were free - to . do so.

17 . Mr . King, . commenting on this draft announcement expressed doubt
whether the gathering could be called a meeting- of Commonwealth Prime

Ministers, and suggested that it be definitely stated that it had not been possi-
ble to arrange a meeting at which all Prime Ministers .of the Commonwealth

could be present simultaneously .

Mr. King added that he felt the idea of associating the time of the meeting
with the Paris Conference should be adhered to . - Unless this were done, it

would necessitate either a long wait , in London, or two separate visits Ao

Europe which it would be most difficult . to arrange . ~(March 11, No . 67)t
18. In a .telegram of March 12 (repeatedtô Ottawa as No. 4) t F. M. Smuts

used almost identical language.

Mr. Attlee thereupon postponed - his announcement. March 12, Circ .
D.233) +

19. Mr. Chifley concurred in the altered form of announcement .(March 13,

repeated to Ottawa as No . 6)t, and so - also did Mr. Fraser (March 13, re-

peated to Ottawa as No . 7) +

The announcement, in agreed terms, was therefore made in the . House of

Commons at Westminster on the afternoon of March 18 .

20. There is no further reference to a time of arrival in London of the P ri me

Minister of Canada until Ap ril 11 . Mr . Attlee's telegram of 'that date (Circ.

D.348) t refers to a third. week of the Conference, "when we hope Mr. Mac-

kenzie -King will have arrived". (On the time-table specified for the first and

second week, the third week would begin on May -7 ) .(See also Mr . Massey's

tel . of April 12, No . 937) t
~ .21 : In a telegram to Mr. Attlee on April -18 .(No . 148) Mr. King mentioned

that he would have to combine in one absence from Canada his particlpatioll
in the talks in London and his attendance at the Paris Conference . Assumin 8

he had
that : the latter would not be delayed beyond the beginning of June ,

made travel arrangements which would bring him to London about May 18
.

(This would préclude Mr. King's being in London while Mr . ChifleY w as there,

b see Mr. Chifley in Ottawa on the latter'sbut Mr . King hoPed he might
return journey from London to Australia . )

22. Mr. Attlee's reply (April 21, No. 76) t suggested there could be no

clearer idea of the date of the Paris Conference unti l after the Foreign M ill.-
isters had met in Pa ris (Ap ril 25) . He added :

the
We should be very unhappy if the contingency of postponement e~l le

Paris Peace Conference resulted in your missing personal contact with us
,

'
It

Marshal Smuts, and the representatives of Mr. Chifley and Mr. Fraser . . . . . . if
bli opinion in this country s
u e M~lsterwould be a great disappointment to us and to p c

it were found impractical to hold some . meetings . . . . with all the PriYn

or . their, representatives present .
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Mr. Attlee appealed for Mr. King's arrival by May 6 a the latest if at all 
possible. 

23.Mr. King sent a reply on April 23 (No. 155),t indicating that after 
consideration with his colleagues whether he could postpone or rearrange com-
mitments to ma,ke possible arrival in London by May. 6, all were agreed it 
would be quite impossible for him to do so. 

Mr. King also detailed the questions necessitating his being in Ottawa for 
some days (e.g. the Budget, United Kingdom Loan legislation). He thought it 
might be advisable to defer making final the plans for his visit to London; 
but once a date had been fixed for the Paris Conference, it ought to be possi-
ble to find a mutually convenient date for a meeting in London, which might 
perhaps follow instead of precede the Paris Conference. 

J. A. G[IBsoN] 

24.In a message dated April 26t Mr. Attlee stated that the situation re-
specting meetings in London had been changed (a) by the fact that F. M. 
Smuts would be in London  at  the same time as Mr. Chifley and Mr. Nash, 
and (b) by the decision to hold a meeting of the Council of Foreign Ministers 
in Paris. He added: 

The result is that we must, we feel, discuss with the three countries who 
are represented here a number of questions* which are really of very direct 
interest to Canada. We can postpone these until the week beginning May 6th 
but hardly longer, as it looks at if it would be necessary to bring the present 
consultations to a close at the end of that week. 
*questions referred to included: atomic energy general policy towards Germany 

"clearly inappropriate" to discuss without Canada being present 

Mr. Attlee thought it would be "very unfortunate" if the present discussions 
were to close in the middle of May without a Canadian representative 'having 
taken part; and he hoped Mr. King would be able to send someone to repre-
sent Canada at any rate in the discussions beginning May 6. (no difficulty 
about conferring with Mr. King after the Paris  conference, but this would not 
meet difficulty of week of May 6). 

25.Mr. King told Mr. Attlee, in a message dated May 1t, that the Cabinet, 
after consideration, had decided that no one of the Ministers who might take 
Mr. King's place could be spared. All things considered, Mr. King felt best 
course was to proceed on his original plan to leave (on May 12 (13) without 
waiting for date of Paris Conference to be fixed. 

Mr. King added that he was glad to know that some of the Commonwealth 
representatives were likely still to be in London during the latter part of 
MaY, and he looked forward to joining in exchange of views with them on 
questions of mutual concern. If other questions emerged on which a prelitni-
n_ary indication of the Canadian point of view might be helpful, he hoped 
Ivir Attlee would feel free to continue to raise them through the usual 
channels. 
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26. In a communication of . May 7 t Mr . Attlee stated it was intendedto
adjourn the first series of talks on May 8, and to resume them alter Mr.
King's arrival (May 20 suggested) .

At the same time, "papers" covering- discussions thus far on
Council of Foreign Ministers, Paris
Peace Treaties with Italy -'and satellite states
Ruhr and Western- Frontier of - Germ.a.ny
Atomic Energy ,

had, been forwarded for Mr . King's information.

27. Mr. Attlee added . that on certain' questions, particularly those relating
to defence, he would like to have the ôpportûnity of separate discussions

with Mr . King .

28. Mr. ~ King's - reply , to Mr. Attlee's message of May 7( dated May 10

and communicated through . Earnscliffe) - s.tated,- that, the records of pro-
ceedings so far received - iridicated,_ a. .- purpose and method of procedure
completely different from . anything, he . had been . led to expect . Reviewing
earlier exchanges of messages, Mr. 'King recalled that the agreed announce-
ment of March 18 had specified that the proposaT for a meeting of Prune
Ministers (as such) had been abandoned, and instead arrangements had then
been made to hold "a séries of consultations" .

Mr. King felt that the printed papers carried with them "in form and

substance all the responsibilities -that would fall on the shoulders of a Prime
Minister at an Imperial Conference." (This . would ordinarily involve an
agreed agenda circulated in advance for study and discussion at home, plus
ministerial represèntation in addition to Prime Minister, together with expert
advisers ) .

Mr. King said frankly he was not in any position to assume an obligation

of this kind on behalf of Canada . He had assured Parliament,(as he noticeâ

F. M. Smuts had assured the South African Parliament before leaving th e

Union) that he expected . the discussions to be informal, explorcatory, a nd
confined to major matters of mutual interest ; in which the repreéenntakept
would be free to speak their minds without verbatim records being (

Mr
and without reports being given .out to the press from day to . day .

King) would greatly hesitate to/participate in proceedings of a more forma
l

character .

Further, he had felt it necessary to let Parliament . know, before
his de

parture, exactly the extent to which he might be expected to speak for
Canada

on any matters which might, to' appearances or in reality, commit Canada

to any so-called Commonwealth po licy either on defence, . trade preferences,

1392-1393
[or] international treaty ,obligations, May=9, 1946 Hsard, pp• d

He thoûght it desirable tQ _ be. equally explicit about the position he t~°d ~
ec

o

have . to maintain - in any consultations in which <he might be eAp
, . . . .; . , . : , . , ._ v; . _ .

participate .
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720. 

SECRET 

W.L.M.K./Vol. 324 

Mémorandum du cabinet du Premier ministre'  

Memorandum by Office of. the Prime Minister'  • 

[Ottawa,] April 26, 1946 

	

NOTE ON PROPOSALS FOR A MEETING OF PRIME MINISTERS 	 •  

OF THE BRITISH COMMONWEALTH, LONDON, 1946 

B. 2. COORDINATION OF COMMONWEALTH DEFENCE 

(a) reported by High Commissioner, London, as a "principal subject" 
figuring in press reports following Attlee announcement (Mar. 4, Tel. 621) t 

(b) subject had been mentioned in White Paper on Defence (Feb. 21, 
CMD 6743). One extract from Section viii reads: 

His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom acknowledging to the 
full the  • tremendous efforts put forward in the common cause by the whole 
Commonwealth and Empire, earnestly desire to continue in peace the full 
partnership established in war. It will  be necessary to consider with the govern

-ments of His Majesty's Dominions and India the way in which  •  the lessons 
of the war can be applied to promote consultation and collaboration in defence 
matters  • during peace. 

(e) The Political Correspondent of the Sunday Times (London) on 
March 3 wrote that he understood " 

...particular  •  attention is being given to devising an  • improvised (sic) 
system of consultation and co-ordination for defence. . . .  (One  method under 
consideration is) the establishment of an Organization, cOmparable with the 
Military Staffs Committee of the United Nations, with appropriate  • functions 
in relation to Imperial defènce. 

(d) Other press reports spoke of a co-ordinated plan for Imperial defence 
said to have been drawn up by Field Marshal Alanbrooke as a result of his 
recent tour (through the Mediterranean, India, Australia and New Zealand, 
but not to Canada, which he last visited in September 1944.) 

(e) On this question (as on the related question of Commonwealth trade), 
Mr. Massey suggested that the public, on  • the basis of • press speculation, 
might be "led into great expectations" of the Prime Ministers' meetings., and 
said it would be useful to have any guidance the Departrnent might 'offer in 
case the subject attracted still more attention. 

(f) The Department's reply is in Tel. 695 of Màrch 23. It expresses con-
cern over the possibility that the character and importance of the consultations 
in Prospect for London were being over-emphasized in the United Kingdom. 

It assumed this might be due to three main causes 
t _ profound, anxiety over Soviet policy inevitable uncertainty about con-
inued firmness of U.S. policy both producing desire to  •  play up strength of 

	

e .j. A. Gibson. Des paragraphes furent 	By J. A. Gibson. Paragraphs were added to 

	

ajoutés à ce mémorandum après le  26 avril. 	this memorandum after April 26. 
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Cominonwealth ., as, a whole and lay stress on capacity of Commonwealth
governments . to take conce rted action

ii . Labour government anxious to givé no ground for charges it was not
an effective guardian, of Imperial interests

iii . waning faith in capacity of United Nations Organization to be an
effective guardian of peace and securi ty had given rise to renewed interest

in the military - power of the Commonwealth .

(g) On question of Commonwealth defence, it was recalled, that no general

proposals for post-war co-operation had: been made since Lord Cranborne's

suggestion at end of P rime Ministers' meetings in London in June, 1944;

some plans had been put forward for co-operation in particular tasks
(cf. defence research) ;

official language of U.K. Ministers and in documents, which Aept . had

seen indicated some desire' to see created an organization to plan and direct
"Imperial Defence" (suggested that phrase should be dropped from current
vocabulary because of ' unnecessary . misunderstanding and irritation,' . and

because it had li ttle value in .relation to strategic realities today) ;

(h) Summary , of other reactions' contained in Department's reply : ,
quite apa rt from proven war capacity in event of .general war, Canadian

responsibi lity,for defence : of Canadian territory (together, with responsibility

for defending in collaboration with U.S:, the approaches to northern part of

this continent) . was a .ve ry important aspect . of the defence of the Britis h

Commonwealth ;

Canadian opinion does not +1,,,,I, in ter.. of " defending Imperial interests

as such (i .e . sharing responsibility for defending areas remote from Canada)

Canada, was deeply concerned that,security and strength of whole British

Commonwealth should be maintained, but . could not conceive this as being

effectively safeguarded by, exclusive Commonwealth .arrangements; their
The strategical interests of the Commonwealth were so diverse thatCom-

protection required the co-ordination of defence between individua l

monwealth countries and foreign states
. South

Note: Following an enquiry from - the Actingl High Commissioner was, on
Africa, a memorandum containing the substance of this reP1Y ersonal
direction, communicated . toField Marshall Smuts , for_ his P

information. ( Apri l 12, No . 46). -[

. (j) [sic] Suggeste (I by Mr. Attlee (March 27, Circular D . 285)t
zealand~

defence questions affecting part icularly U.K . Austr`alia and New
especially U.S . request for bases in Paci fic Islands of

: rms suitable or the different circumstances
def ence co-operation in f o f

the various 'members of the Commonwealth
Telegr~8 4 6) t

On this latter question, were under pres ure ~from :manY sides
that although the U.K. Governmènt we
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"to urge on other Commonwealth 'countries a tightly-knit system of Com-
monwealth defence", Government spokesmen had "consistently fought shy 
én giving this conception positive support." 

(Attention was called to a debate in the House of Lords on March 28, 
in which close integration of defence planning for the Commonwealth had 
been urged. In reply, Lord Addison had said: 
"...Therel  are regional groups of problems in the consideration of which 
everyone is willing to co-operate. But it is very • different from having a 
group of high-powered, superior persons at the top, who might be tempted 
to give orders to those nations. That would not work .. ." 
(k) Field Marshall Smuts told Acting High Commissioner for Canada at 

Capetown (April 10, Telegram 33)t he thought U.K. sources might, in 
interval between his own and Mr. King's arrival in London, try to influence 
him to modify his attitude so that when Mr. King arrived there would be a 
lack of uniformity; between South African. and Canadian ideas on Common-
wealth defence. 

He asked for a memorandum setting out points, mentioned in *paragraphs 
f, g, h, above. This was, on authorization from Ottawa, done. 

(1 .) Atterition was called (in Mi. 	telegrani No  1026 .of April 
27)t, to a Times article on .``Next Phase of Empire Defence"---reporting a 
purported plan which included 

dispersal of military and industrial resources throughout ithe Common:- 
. wealth; and 

redistribution of manpower for new planning and directive organizations 
When Mr. Massey enqUired at the Dominions ,Office as to the  credence to 
be attached to this report, it was stated to be "unfortunate"; there was in 
fact no quesfion of  .a prepared plan. being put forward as a formal submission 
td Commonwealth Ministers. It would be open to Mr. King when he arriired 
to say whether he wished to discuss the particular subjects under reference: 

(in) The subject of Commonwealth Defence does NOT figure in the pro-
visional timetable circulated by Mr. Attlee (on May 10) for the meetings 
from May 20 through May 24. 

1 3. COMMONWEALTH TRADE AND THE FUTURE OF EMPIRE PREFERENCE 

_ (a) reported by High Commissioner, London, as a "principal subject" 
figuring in press reports following Attlee announcement (March 4, Telegram 
621).t 

(b) High Commissioner, London, was informed on March 23 (telegram 
No. 695) that Department had no information that these matters were to 
be brought up in London. 

Such a course did not seem appropriate in view of carefully prepared 
Program leading up to general conference on international trade. (late 1946 or early 1947). Preliminary Commonwealth talks in preparation for con-
ference of drafting countries were scheduled for mid-July. 
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(c) Field Marshal Smuts suggested (April 3, H.C.L. telegram 882)f an 
exchange of , views on trade barriers and Imperial preference 

Mr. Attlee's comment (April 6,  Cire.  D. • 326) t Was that discussion of 
economic subjects at London meetings had not been contemplated because 
Of later meetings on commercial policy. 

(d) New Zealand Governnient stated (April 8, repeated to Ottawa as 
No. 12) t that they would welcome "a general exchange of views on trade 
barriers and Imperial preference." 

(e) During the first series of talks ending on May 8, both F. M. Smuts 
and Mr. Nash had• suggésted it would be "useful" to have "a general talk 
about commercial policy and imperial preference". Mr. Attlee had explained 
that it was suggested that the technical issues involved should be the subject 
of expert meetings a little later; but it was the general feeling that a brief 
discussion of principles on the ministerial level would be helpful. 

(f) In his message to Mr. Attlee of May 10, Mr. King mentioned that lie 
did not expect any general discussion on commercial policy or imperial 
preference to be of much value without the presence of the Canadian Minister 
of Finance. 
• (g) In the timetable circulated  on May 10, commercial policy questions 
are put down for Thursday, May 23, at 3:45 p.m. 	 •  

4. PEACE TREATIES (see aLso Section  • 6) t 

• (a) Suggested by Mr. Attlee for third week of talks (April 11, Circ., D. 
348) t 

(for /st week, see Sec. 1) 
• (for 2nd week, see Secs. 6, 8) t 
. (b) referred to again by Mr. Attlee in following extract  • (April 21, No. 

76) t 	 , 
. . . the meeting of the four Foreign Ministers in Paris may be impelled to 
reach what may in effect be conclusions, to which we shall  be committed, about 

some of the major issues to be settled at the Paris Peace Conference, and this 
renders it particularly desirable that we should be in the closest touch with 
you here while the meeting of the four Foreign Ministers is still going on . 

(this latter meeting began on April 25) 	• 
(c) Mr. King's reply to this point was as follows: (April 23, No.  155)1,  

(d) Commenting on this situation, • Mr. Wrong telegraphed the under-
Secretary on April 24, (No. 998). Of representations made to him bY 
Dominions Office, he 'remarked: 

. . . in spite of the assurances given us by London and Washington, the Big 
Four are now unlikely to consent to any departure at the Paris Conference 

• from the main decisions of the Foreign Ministers on the peace treaties. The  

Voir les deux derniers paragraphes du 	See last two paragraphs of Document ill. 

document 717. 
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deterioration of, the general situation means that these decisions will be réached
only after prolonged bargaining. The real Peace Conference may, therefore,
be the Council of Foreign Ministers, and the countries invited later to Paris
may only have a choice between signing and not signing the peace treaties .

.The present, therefore, may be the time to exert influence on the results .
(e) Comment by Mr. Attlee in his message on April 26t (gray) .

. . . there is of course no idea on our part that the Foreign Secretary should
advance a "Commonwealth Policy". What we have in mind is that it is of the
greatest value to the Foreign . Secretary in putting forward United Kingdom
views, to know how far these are in harmony with the general views of the
other members of the Commonwealth. So far as we are concerned we fully
agree with the view which you /Mr . King/ have expressed (in telegram No.155 of April 23) that each country concerned must have a full opportunity
at the Paris Conference of expressing its views, but we cannot disregard the
probable line that other countries will take at the Council of Foreign Ministers .

(f) The subject was proposed for discussion also in Mr. Attlee's messageof May 7 as

the proceedings of the Council of Foreign Ministers at Paris, and the
question of the peace treaties with Italy and satellite states .

(g) The subject appears, as described above, in the timetable circulàtéd
on May 10, with the addition of treaties with Roumania, Bulgaria, Hungary
and Finland, for discussion on Monday, May 20, at 3 :45 p .m.

PCO/U-10-1 1

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'État ' '
aux A ffaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary of State for External A ffairs
TELEGRAM

1035 London, April 29, 1946
CONFIDENTIAL . My telegram 1026, April 27th.t Conversations with PrimeMinisters.

From informal conversations we gather that Dominions Office are con-cerned about
question of keeping Canadian Government informed on matter s

discussed with other Commonwealth Ministers . They had not planned to
send us the papers presented at the first series of discussions because it was
assumed that all this ground could be covered during the meetings at whichYou would be present.,

2• As the Dominions Office Staff which normally prepares reports forother Commonwealth Governments is so busily engaged on current conver
=sations, it has not been possible for them to do special summaries for the

Canadian Government.

in
3 .

t
o

This
mo

rn
mg Holmes was . shown the papers and minutes of the meet-g date and allowed to go through them at the Cabinet offices . His at-tention was particularly directed to .

the papers on defence with the suggestion
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that he might see for himself how they differed. from the imprèssio
Idgiven by

The - Times . (My telegram -No. 1026) . He . will be .able;'to ' see the papers
regularly, and I shall endeavoùr to keep you posted on the basis of this and
other information . Hudd is also in frequent çonversations with Machtig .

W:L:M:K:/Vol. - 406

Le Premier ministre au haut conimissaire adjoint de Grande-Bretagne_ . . . . . }; , . .
Prime Minister to -- Deputy High Commissioner of Great Britai n

My dear Mr .-Holmes ,
I would .be grateful .if you would send,to Mr. Attlee the fo llowing message

in reply to his message, contained in your letter to me of the 7th.of Mayt, :

As you % are aware, I ; am most- anxious to , be as helpful and co-operative
as possible in all matters which are . of . general concern .to the governments
ofthe .countries of the British Commonwealth and, I might .add, in particular,

to your government and our own .

Your message. of May 7th and the. record ; qf the proceedings ,which have
so far taken place and which I have just seen for the first time, represent,
however, a conception of the . purpose and method of procedure so different
frojR. what .I, .have been led to understand were the purpose and nature 9f
thé consultatiôns to be had in London that I feel I should let you kriow
at once,1ow completely they, differ from . anything, I have .either understood

or anticipated. :~ : . .
You will recall that, _ commenting . on a draft announcement . with respect

to th'ë propôsed - gâthering' of 'Prime' Ministers ` in 'London; '(my telegrairi

.No: - 67 of - March : 1'1,),,t I expressed doubt whether the gathering çould be

called a meeting of Commonwealth Prime Ministers, and added that I
it

thë idea of : associating " the -time of ineeting ' with - that of the Paris Peàce

Conference should be adhered to. I had not seen at the time I sent that
message- to you the message t which came to you almost simultaneously
from Field Marshal Smuts and . which was in almost identical languagé~ It
was thereupon . decided ' that . the prôposed announcement respecting a meet-

ing of Prime Ministers should be altered and both Mr . Chifley and Mr .

Fraser agreed to the alteration. . Thereaftér~an announcement in agreed terms
was made in the House of Commons at Westminster on March 18th .

In this- agreed announcement (your telegram Circ . D.234 of Marc

h it it was made clear that the proposal for a meeting of Prime Ministers ha
d

-de ; to
been abaridoned and that instead arrangements had then been m
« 1 ,~hold a series of consu tations e it clear

- The records of proceedings which I have thus far received mak that
that these proceedings have not béen in the nature of consultations

, as th y
wôrd is, generally understood, and as I have interpreted it. In

;realit3',
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carry with them in form and substance all the  • responsibilities that would 
fall upon the shoulders of a Prime Minister at an Imperial -  Conference. 
Where an Imperial Conference is held, there is an agreed definite agenda 
circulated months in advance to permit study and discussion at home 
with one's own colleagues. At the Conference, certain colleagues as well as 
the Prime Minister himself, are expected to participate, and to be accom-
panied by expert advisers. 

I must tell you quite frankly that I am not in any position to assume, on 
behalf of Canada, an obligation of this kind. As I have told you, it will not 
be possible for me to bring any of my colleagùes with me on this occasion; 
nor can I take away from the administration of the public service the senior 
officers whose expert advice would be essential if I am to attempt, with others, 
a serious examination of the major questions mentioned in your message. 
Specifically, I would not expect  any  'general discussion on defence matters, 
or on commercial policy or imperial preference to be of very much value with-
out the presence of my Ministers of Defence and of Finance. Nor can I see 
much to be gained at a meeting of Prime Ministers from even a preliminary 
discussion of problems of the nationality of married women. 

I have assured our Parliament, and I note that.Field Marshal Smuts did 
the same in his Parliament before leaving South Africa, that I expect 
the discussiorm to be' informal; ékploratory and confined to major matters of 
mutual interest in respect of which it would be helpful for us to know how 
the Prime Ministers of the several Commonwealth countries were viewing 
them. 

'What, in a word, I have assumed would be the manner.  in which consulta-
tions "woùld bé carried  on, and any r-  esults arrived at,-• and-recorded, is 
something similar to -the:consultations held ,at Washington betWeen President 
Truman, Mr. Byrnes, yourself and myself, at which we were free to speak 
our minds without . verbatim records being kept and without reports being 
given out to the press from'day to day: I am prepared to confer with your-
self and other Prime Ministers, or their representatives, in a iririlar manner, 
but would greatly hesitate to participate at this time in 'proceedings of a more 
formal character. 

As I have made very clear in the several messages I have sent to you, I am 
taldug great risks in being absent from Canada at this time while Parliament 
h still confronted with a heavy legislative programme, and with the situation 
as it exists through some of the problems which face the Administration. ,

In my message of May 1 st,i-  I indicated that I was planning to leave frora 
New York on the Queen Mary on May 12 and expected to be in London on 
the 18th. I now learn that the ship is not sailing until the 14th, so that the 
.e:stimated time of my arrival in London should be put forward accordingly. 
Y ou may wish to have this in mind in arranging the time of our first meeting. 

You will realize, I am sure, that I am most anxious to avoid adding in 
an y way to your present anxieties. Conditions here, however-, have rendered 

necessàry for me to let Parliament know before I leave, exactly the extent 
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to which I may be expected to speak for Canada on any matters which may,
in appearance or in reality,- commit Canada to any so-called Commonwealth
policy either on defence, trade preferences, international treaty obligations,
or the like . I feel it may avoid, after my arrival in London, embarrassment
to all concerned were I ; before leaving Canada, to be equally explicit towards
yourself and the other 'Prime Ministers or their representatives as to the
position I shall have to maintain in any consultations in which I may be
expected to participate .

I need not add how much I . am looking forward to seeing you and several
of your colleagues again, and of having with you an opportunity to talk in
the freest manner possible over some of the many problems with which we
are becoming increasingly concerned . Message ends .

Yours sincerely,
W. L. M[ACKENZIE] K[ING]

723. DEA-FAH

Extrait du procès-verbal d'une réunion des Premiers ministres

Extract f rom Minutes of a Meeting of Prime Ministers

Top SECRET May 21 , 1946

SIXTEENTH MEETING

•` MR. MACKENZIE KING said that he had been much impressed by Mr . $evin~s

clear review. His own views were, in general, completely in accord with those

expressed by Mr. Bevin .
He felt strongly ' that Germany must be . maintained as a whole. If any

other policy was followed grave problems would be sure to arise in the future
.

A policy of "splitting'the côuntry up would be foredoômed to failure. Germany

would remain * an entity by the s trength 'of her national sentiment . H~
not think that the German people as a whole, as distinct from certain gro p
would want war, if they had work .

wHe was in entire agreemént as to the importance of getting Ge rinall
dustrial production under way . as soon as Possible . Until that was done

Europe
should have continual demands,for relief of one kind or another. Once cen
began to supply itself with its own needs and exchange of commodities
Germany and other countries bégan again, many difficult prob

find a natural solution .

Mr. Mackenzie King- expressed his full concurrence with the mel
that

there must be complete reciprocity between the zones ; if, for exa U~ted

Russians were to have any voice . in the. affairs of the B ritish zone, t
e ' said

' one splitKingdom must have an equal say in the : affairs of. the Russian Zand
that the choice clearly lay between; a . world .based on good will
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into two groups, Communist Russia and the rest. -A striking illustration of 
Russian methods had been afforded by the recent unearthing in Canada of 
underground activities on an unsuspected scale. Individuals in positions of 
confidence had been involved. Some of them may have been motivated by the 
highest ideals, although they had failed to realize the true character of the 
system they were supporting. If an impression should get abroad that the 
democracies were displaying impatience and lack of understanding in their 
relations with Russia, they might find among their own people sympathy of 
surprising magnitude with Russian. ideals. 

Reference had been made by Dr. Evatt at the previous meeting to the un-
fortunate fact that important decisions on the post-war settlements had been 
taken during the war without the participation of Commonwealth Govern-
ments and those of other lesser powers. Mr. Mackenzie King was also sorry 
that that had been necessary, and he thought that the United Kingdom Gov-
ernment shared this view. But he recognised that, at times, decisions had had 
to be taken in the light of pressing current situations. No doubt if the end of 
the war could have been foreseen different decisions might have been taken 
in one or two cases, but, as it was, we were bound by them. He was also very 
sympathetic with the view of Dr. Evatt that the Peace Conference regarding 
Italy and the Balkans should not be a mere formality; the participating Gov-
ernments must have an effective opportunity to express their views. He sug-
gested that British Commonwealth Governments probably attached no less 
importance to this issue than European countries concerned with the Peace 
Conference; the latter were so fully occupied with their own immediate prob-
lems of reconstruction that he did not think that' they expected to be more 
fully consulted at this stage. In all the circ-umstances,, he was inclined to the 
view that it would be a mistake to hasten the final settlements. Time was a 
healing influence. The apparent lack of success of the meetings of the Council" 
of Foreign Ministers was no  doubt unfortunate. Nonetheless the delay had its 
advantages. For instance it had made it possible for the Prime Ministers of ,the 
British Commonwealth to meet United Kingdom Ministers. They could now 
speak with knowledge not only of the facts of the situation but also of the 
way in which Mr. Bevin was dealing with them. Mr. Bevin, for his part, would 
be aware of their views and the United Kingdom Government's policy in the 
settlement would be influenced by the views of Commonwealth Governments. 

At the same time, he sympathized with the views expressed by Mr. Nash as 
tbo the inconvenience of the indefinite dates for the Conference. It would have 
  preferable for the British Commonwealth consultations to have been 

held immediately before or after the Peace Conference or possibly, as some- times Gene-va in the past during the session of the Conference. 
peMr-  Mackenzie King was doubtful as to the wisdom of trying to hold a ace Conference without the prior general agreement of all the four Powers. 
If the Council of Foreign Ministers could not reach agreement, there was little 
Prospect of agreement emerging from the wider Conference He was becoming doubtful as to the efficiency of open conferences as a medium of international 
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negotiation in. its early stages. The reaction against the methods of the old 
secret diplomacy had, he thought, gone too far. It was difficult for Govern-
ments to recede from positions which had been publicly taken up. There were 
thus advantages in some degree of secrecy until general lines of agreement 
were apparent. A happy mean must be found. 

Mr.  Mackenzie King felt strongly that, if there should be an eventual break-
down of negotiations owing to Russia's attitude, negotiations should be so con-
ducted that it should be manifestly Russia who was in the wrong. He believed 
that if at every meeting she raised difficulty after difficulty, other nations would 
become increasing,ly impatient and that that circumstance, in its turn, might 
influence Russia's own attitude. Admittedly there was the risk that delay would 
enable her to consolidate her position in occupied territories. Nevertheless he 
did not believe in haste. It was at this moment most difficult to distinguish 
which movements in current affairs were important. With the passage of time 
this would become clearer. He believed that the balance of advantage lay in 
caution. The settlement, when reached, would govern the world situation for 
years to come. If there was  no settlement, the future was dark indeed. A pone)/ 
of consistent, cautious and patient effort might in the end bring success. 

724. 	 DEA-FAH 
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SEVENTEENTH MEETING 

NATIONALITY OF MARRIED WOMEN 

1. The meeting had before them memoranda by the South African Delega-

tion (P.M.M. (46) 28) and by United 1Cingdom Ministers (P.M.M. (46) 30) 
on the nationality of married women. • 

FIELD-MARSHAL SMUTS said that forceful representations had been made to 

the Union Government to the effect that the nationality of a wife should not 
be affected without her consent either by the mere fact of marriage or by anY 

to 
change in her husband's nationality. The Union Government were disposed 

agree that a British woman should retain her British nationality on marriage to 

an alien unless she explicitly declared her desire to acquire  ber  husband's 

nationality; and that, similarlY, a British woman should be allowed to retain 
her British nationality if her husband, having been a British subject at the tinlie 

of the marriage, subsequently became an alien. The Union Government he' 

however, wished to ascertain the views of other members of the British Coin" 

monwealth on this question. In the memorandum by the United Kingdom et 
isters (P.M.M. (46)30) it had been pointed out that provision had airerà 

been made in the laws ,of. the United Kingdom and of the Dominions (ne 
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than South Africa to'give,effect ;to the principle- that . the .:naturalisation_of the
husband during marriage shall not :involve a change in . the nationality ' of the'
wife except with her consent . The nationali ty laws . of theseparts of the B ritish
Commonwealth ; also enabled a B ritish. woman, on marriage with. an a lien, to
retain her British nationality in all cases where she did not acquire her hus-
band's nationality under the law of his country. . B ritish nationality law would,
however, be profoundly affected by a new Nationality Bill now . under con-
sideration by the Canadian Parliament ; and the United _ Kingdom Government
had already , suggested to all . Dominion Governments - that - a - conference of
experts should be held to consider what changes should :be made in the
nationa lity , laws of the other self-governing parts of the Commonwealth, or
whât other action, should be taken, to preserve the common status of . British
subjects, :,in the light of the new approach to the question of British nationality
which was made in this Canadian Bi ll. . The United Kingdom Ministers had
therefore suggested that this conference of experts should now . be invited to
study, not 'only ' the issues ' raised by the Canadian Bill, but ' also the detailed
questions which would arise if the principle of equality of the sexes were
generally accepted by all countries of the Commonwealth as the basis ' of their
law relating 'to 4he nationality of married women.

Field-Marshal Smuts said he recognised that this was a technical subject
which called for detailed study by, experts; and he supported the suggestion
that it should be remitted for deta iled investigation by the conference of
experts on nationa lity law which had been proposed by the United Kingdom
Government.

MR . MACKENZIE KING said that the Canadian Government agreed that such
a conference should be held and would be glad to nominate legal expe rts totake part in it . He also agreed that the questions which Field-Marshal Smuts
had raised about the nationality of married women should be included among
the subjects to be discussed at the conference . While he agreed with the sub-
stance of what was said about the new Canadian Bi ll in paragraph 10 of thememorandum by United Kingdom Ministers (P.M.M. (46) 30) he asked that,
if reference were made to this in any public statement, it should, take : thefollowing form:

In view of the fact that the Canadian Bill introduces certain new principles
in nationality legislation, the United ' Kingdom Government has suggested the
desirability of holding a meeting of legal experts to . , examine the possible mod-ifi cations in the general status of B ritish subjects that would result from it and
which may make desirable corresponding changes in the legislation of the other,
countries of the Commonwealth.

.ï . _ :LORD ADDISON said he readily accepted the amended version . of this state--ment proposed b yy Mackenzie King . . . , :DR . EVATT said that, as stated in paragraph 4 of P .M.M. (46) 30, theAus tralian, law already provided ~ t.hat aBritish woman marrying an alienshould retain : the ri ts : and obligations ; of a British subject . in - Australia, eventhough - she acquired by her marriage the, nationality- of her~ husband: The .
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Australian Government desired, however, that such rights conceded by the

laws of one part of the B ritish Commonwealth should be recognised in other
parts of the Commonwealth ; and they theref ore - favoured discussion of this

problem on a Commonwealth basis . They also desired similar discussion of the
new situation created by the Canadian Bill though they were themselves dis-
posed in principle to favour the changes proposed by that Bi ll . All these mat-
ters raised, however, a number of complex legal issues, which required detailed
examination by experts ; and it would be inexpedient for Governments to ex-
press their final views until a conference of experts had been held and its

report had been considered.

MR. NASH said that his Government favoured the view that the law relating
to the nationality of married women should be based on the principle of
equality of the sexes . At the same time they recognised that difficult legal issues
were involved and he supported the proposal for the holding of a conference
of experts to consider these problems relating to the nationality of married
women, and also the wider issues raised by the Canadian Nationality Bill .

MR . MACKENZIE .xING said that the Canadian Government were anxious to
bring their new Nationality Bill into operation on the 1st January, 1947, and
on this account they would be glad if the proposed conference of experts .could

be held at an early date.

Further discussion showed that there was general agreement that the con-
ference, of experts should be held in London during the course of the next few

weeks .
It was agreed that Lord Addison should discuss with the Lord Chancellor

the detailed_terms of reference for the proposed conference of expe rts on

British nationality law and should thereafter take steps to convene the

conference in London ' at the earliest date convenient to the representatives

of the various Dominions .

SOUTH-WEST AFRICA

2. FIELD-MARSHAL SMUTS said he wished to take this opportunity of
dis-

cussin gcussing with representatives of other parts of the Commonwealth the propos
of the South African Government for the future of South-West Africa .

South-West Africa was now held by the Union of South Africa under a

"C"-class Mandate . It was, however, different from other territories in that
class in that geographically it was part and parcel of South Africa. Indi~ ~é

was only by historical accident that it did not form part of the Union.

scramble for Africa, Germanÿhad acquired this barren country in 1886 and
built up a colony with immigrants from Germany . These German settlers

caused the South African Government considerable trouble during the

1914-18 war.
At the Peace Conference after the last war President Wilson had been sYm"

pathetic to the idea that the territory should be annexed by South Africa
. A

statement had, however, been included in the Fourteen Points which precluded
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annexations of territory. A way out of this difficulty was found by the creation 
of the special "C"-class Mandates, which could be administered by the Man-
datory Power as integral parts of its territory. South-West Africa had been 
administered accordingly ever since, but there was a strong feeling in South 
Africa that it should now be incorporated in the Union. South Africa had been 
troubled again before this war by a Nazi movement among the settlers in 
South-West Africa, and it had been necessary to send from the Union a strong 
police force to keep the peace in the territory. 

The white population in South-West Africa, numbering some 31,000, had a 
local Parliament of their own. It had, however, no jurisdiction over the native 
population, as the Union had responsibility under the Mandate for native 
policy. The local Parliament had passed unanimously more than one resolu-
tion that the territory should be incorporated in the Union. The Union Gov-
emment had consulted the native population; this numbered some 350,000, 
consisting in part of scattered and disintegrated tribes, with very little tribal 
organisation, but for the most part of more highly organised and virile Bantu 
tribes. These were governed practically on the principles of indirect rule vvith 
their own chiefs and councils. While it had been rather difficult to consult the 
scattered tribes, consultation with those who had their own cou.ncil had been. 
easier and it was possible to say that some 80 per cent of the native popula-
tion had agreed that the territory should be incorporated in the Union. 

Field-Marshd Smuts said that in San Francisco he had given notice that he 
would apply to the United Nations Organisation for their approval of incor-
poration. He recalled that the objective of the trusteeship system was the' 
development of self-government. It seemed to him that this objective could be 
reached equally well by making a mandated territory -independent and by 
making it, at its own request, part of a neighbouring independent territory. He 
proposed to raise the matter, therefore, at the Assembly in September next. 
He quite appreciated that there might be criticisms Of the proposals in the 
Assembly, because other Powers holding Mandates were accepting trusteeship 
arrangements. There would be opposition from those who, for one reason or 
another, were not in sympathy with the policy of the Union Government and' 
from those who objected in principle to the colonial system or imperialism. In 
these circumstances, the South African Government were anxiouà for such 
assurances of support as they could obtain and naturally they turned first to' 
their friends in the Commonwealth. The argument was often put forward in 
South Africa the she derived status and strength from membership of the 
kunensely powerful association of the Commonwealth. If now she received 
support from the other members of the Commonwealth, that would be strik-
ing evidence of the truth of the argument and would be of very great assis-
tance in promoting the causes they all had at heart. 

LORD ADDIsorr said that the United Kingdom Government had given much 
thought to this matter. They recognised the great force of the considerations 
to which Field-Marshat Smuts had referred and they were clear that geo-
graphically South-West Africa would naturally be associated with the Union. 
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Indeed Walvis - Bay, its port, was-already part of the Union . On the other

; they were alive to the difficulties which were likely to arise in discussionhand
of this matter at the United Nations Assembly . The chief çoncern of the
United Kingdom Government had been whether incorporation would be sup-

ported by the inhabitants of the territory . They had concluded that, on the

understanding.that it was so supported, they would themselves give the South
African Government their support . It seemed clear that the white ,population

was heartily in support of incorporation . As to the natives, they understand

that a section of the Herreros did not favour it but that a very large majority
of the remainder were in favour .

Lord Addison said that the view of the United Kingdom Government had
been reached after full consideration and detailed discussion as to the facts of

the situation .

MR. MACKENZIE KING said that , if he had been in Fièld-Marshal Smuts's

place, he did not doubt that he would have taken the same view of the matter .

He had not had . an opportunity of discussing it with his colleagues but be

thought that they, would share his opinion . .He assumed that it would not .

advisable to make any declaration of the attitude of the other members of th
e

Commonwealth before the matter was brought before the United Nations

Assembly.

FIELD-MARSHAI, SMUTS agreed with this. He thought , that any prior ex-

pression . of solidari ty by countries of . the Commonwealth would be very

undesirable.

725
. DEA. FAH

Extrait du procès-verbal d'une réunion des Premiers ministres ,

Extract f rom Minutes of a, Meeting of Prime Ministers
•

TOP SECRET
May , 22, 1946

.

EIGHTEENTH MEETING

UNITED KINGDOM DEFENCE OBLIGATIONS

° 2 . The meeting had before them a memoràndum by Lord Addison (1'•M -M'

(46) 31) summarising the present military and financial commitment out the
United Kingdôm. : The memorandum showed that, in order , to carry YiDg-
military cômmitments .essential to an "effective foreign -policy, the United . .0 ~,

dom would need to maintain in ' 1947 forces varÿing betwéen 1,194,000
strength at the .beginning . of the year and 1 ;077,000 at the end . There would

se~ce
be no -alternative to the maintenance of lengthy compulso ry milit~Y w~

over the next five years ., Total military . expenditure in .the -current ye of the
£ 1,200 million plus - additional charges arising from the ; termination
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war.  of £576 million which would be largely .  non-recurrent. Of the figure of 
£1,200 million some £250 million would be incurred overseas. Particulars 
were also given of other inescapable overseas expenditure to a total of £195 
million to indicate the strain imposed on the United Kingdom's balance of 
payments. 
• LORD ADDISON, in recalling the previous discussions on responsibilities for 
Commonwealth defence, said that United Kingdom Ministers desired to bring 
to the attention of. the Dominions the heavy burden now being borne by the 
United Kingdom. This short -factual statement had therefore been prepared to 
focus attention on the magnitude of her military and financial obligations. 

1 1 	MR. BEVIN said that in the past the United Kingdom had, to a great degree, 
assum.ed the responsibility of the provision of forces to maintain the security 
of the Commonwealth and for that matter of much of the rest of the world 

1 also. She h.ad been able to bear the cost of this largely out of the income 
derived  from foreign investments. To-day the position had changed. Her in-
come from foreign investments had been very greatly reduced and, in 
order to earn foreign exchange-  to Make good the loss of revenue from foreign 

e  I investments, she must increase her exports of manufactured. goods. This in its 
tum involved a most serious strain on her man-power, for it had been esti-- 
mated that it would entail an increase of approximately 500,000 in the labour  
force required  for the export industries.  •  The supply of civilian goods to the 
home market must also be severely cu rtailed for some years to come. There 

Y 1 1 was also the problem of  • finding funds for the repayment of the American 
loan—if it was granted—over the next 50 years. Mr. Bevin thought  • that it 
would have a disastrous effect in the sphere of foreign  affairs if the United 
Kingdom defaulted on her obligations under the loan. 

i  I I 	In these difficult circumstances the question arose m the mind of. United . ( 

Kingdom Ministers whether some relief could not be obtained for part of her 
defence burden, in respect of both man-power and finance. He did not suggest 
that there should be contributions to a common pool, nor was he suggesting 
any modification of the present freedom of action of the different members of 
the Commonwealth. Butf there might perhaps be some redistribution  •  of re-
sponsibilities so  that  each member assumed special obligations in respect of 
that part of the world in which it was  • chiefly interested. We could not afford 
to return to the position of 1939 when the United Kingdom had had forces of 
only•500,000 and there had been no really co-ordinated plan of action in a 

le 	I 
common war effort Having regard to the very great di fficulty of maintain 

. 
ing the British position in foreign affairs, it would be a great reassurance 
to him if he knew that each member of the Commonwealth had a certain 
force ready which at the direction of the responsible Government could in•

. ' - 

an emergency  be  speedily mobilised and concentrated to take the strain in a 
ld 	 particular  area  :e • 	Referring to  the  measures necessary -r, maintain the strength of the armed . 	_ 

	

as 1 I 	forces in'the  United  Kingdom, Mr. Bevin pointed out that for the first time  in  le  • 1 	her history she would have  to  resort to compulsory  military service in peace-. 
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time. The adolescent life of the country would be gravely affected by this 
measure, at a time when it was the universal desire to improve the standard 
of life and of education. 

The Dominions could assist the United Kingdom in meeting her heavy obli-
gations by direct or indirect means, and an overall review of the Common-
wealth defence obligations seemed desirable, so that the burden could be ap-
portioned in an equitable manner. 

DR. DALTON emphasised the magnitude of the financial commitments of 
the United Kingdom. Sterling balances to a very large total were held by 
many countries, both within the Empire and outside it. India's holdings 
accounted for approximately half the total; Egypes holdings were also very 
large. As indicated in the memorandum military expenditure during the finan-
cial year 1946-47 would amount to £1,776 million, of which £1,200 
million was recurrent. There were also other heavy commitments in overseas 
expenditure, such as the United Kingdom contribution to U.N.R.R.A., the 
expenditure in foreign exchange for Germany, expenditure in Greece and for 
Polish refugees, the relief and rehabilitation in Far Eastern colonies which had 
been overrun by the Japanese, and expenditure falling on the British Ex-
chequer for peacetime developments in the Colonies. 

MR. ATTLEE made four points. First he wished to take this opportunity of 
acknowledging the very generous financial assistance already provided by the 
Dominions and especially by Canada. Secondly, he pointed out that, with the 
development of the United Nations Organisation, the United Kingdom would 
be called upon to make a contribution to the military forces to be put at the 
disposal of that Organisaticin: This would place an added burden upon this 
country,'which would have to be met. Thirdly, he emphasised thé magnitude 
of the military tasks in Europe which were the responsibility of British forces; 
those would continue for some time. Lastly, the United Kingdom was faced 
with the provision of forces for the protection of world-wide lines of communi-
cation; while in the past the Royal Navy  'had  been able to carry out this task, 
air and ground forces were now also necessary. With the development of 
weapons, the quality and number of men required had increased, involving 
a greater strain than ever before on our resources of both man-power and 
finance. The future, therefore, gave cause for grave concern. 

MR. MACKENZIE KING said that he lad read the memorandum with great 
attention. He would have liked to be able to make a positive contribution to 
the discussion but, as he had warned United Kingdom Ministers before he 
came, it would be quite impossible fcir\  him . to discuss in any detail questions 
of defence or finance. His .Ministers for Defence and Finance were not with, 
him. He would be happy to make sure that the memorandum was made 
known to his colleagues and carefully studied by them. The matter was indeed 
one which required careful study and he was not in a position to make anY 
ccimmitment at the present time. There-  were many considerations to be taken 
into accoun' t. Canada'S own obligations were already very much greater thani 
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, theyhad been before the:war and 'the United Kingdom was not alone in having
liabilities for the objects specified in the paper . It - had also to be remembered
that any contribution made ,to the military forces at the disposal of the United
Nations Organisation must affect the decision on the extent of the Canadian
contribution in the field of specific Commonwealth obligation. He added that
the United States had vast resources . Had not the time come to ask them to
assume greater security responsibilities in Europe ?

DR . EVATT said that he found the memorandum a most impressive . docu-
ment . The figures it contained were to him most significant and he could quite
understand the great anxiety which Mr. Attlee and his colleagues had on
account of them. As in the case of the United Kingdom and Canada, Austra-
lia's expenditure on defence was already greatly increased, but . Mr. Chifley
had indicated at their earlier discussions that, in future, Australia must accept
a permanent obligation greater than any . that she had had before the war . It
was worth taking out an insurance in peace-time against .finding ourselves in
the future as embarrassed as we had been in 1939 : It had been the general
view at the previous discussion . that the problem could not be solved by the
old method of a direct contribution by Dominion Governments to the cost of
the United Kingdom services. Such a contribution to the Royal Navy had
beensuggested before the war. But this would be out of harmony with the
temper of opinion in the Dominions . It seemed' to him that each Dominion
should rather assume obligations to provide forces under its own control for
the defence of its territory and. region. This was, in effect, a pooling of reserves .
That was, indeed, the way that matters were developing in the Pacific . He
added that greater decentra lisation of control necessitated improved methods
of military liaison . That matter had been discussed at an earlier meeting and
he regarded it as very important. It was virtually true to sayr that there had
been no Commonwealth plan for defence in, 1 .939 . We :had had to improvise
and in the result very 'effective arrangements had been worked out . He thought
it would be most unfortunate if the foundations of this organisation were not
kept in being. For instance, the Air Training Scheme had been a very impor-
tant factor leading to victory . He would like a framework to be retained,
which could be quickly , revived if need be.

Dr . Evatt thought it worth, mentioning that it had seemed to him more
di fficult in this war than in ;the previous war for officers from Dominion forces . torise to the most senior commands in the Empire, as General Monash had done .
This might bé due only to a difference in personal qualifications but it might
also indicate some deficiency in the machinery for co-ordination of effort .

He noticed in the United Kingdom memorandum a reference to the * fulfil-ment of commitments in the Netherlands East Indies . He hoped that Bri tishsoldiers would . not be kept there to maintain , the Dutch position against theIndonesians
. Quite apart from considerations of finance, he thought that

politically this would be most -unfo rtunate .
Finally, Dr; : Evatt . said that he would show this impressive document toMr
. Chifley who would study it most, sympathetically with : the desire'to help
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in every way- possible . Whatever could be done to-. lighten the burden -on the

United Kingdom should be, done .

MR. NASH said that on the figures given it looked as though members of

the Commonwealth other than the United Kingdom should . bear some part
of the cost at present being borne by her . But" there were other factors which
must also be taken into account and, as others had said, the subject required

study. Dominion Governments, - too, had' 'their ~overseas expenditure : for

-instance, on the army. of occupation in Japan and on contr ibutions to

U.N.R.R.A.

He suggested that it - would be very useful' if figures, could be got out to` show

what was the cost in môney and main-power 'of the ~_defence - of the whole

Commonwealth . On that~ basis it wôuld" bd possible 'to 'cônsider - how the cost

- should be divided. * -Even'if each 'Dominion w'ere made,' responsible for the

'defence"-of its own region=and New Zèaland .'wôurd be willing to take thei'r

share in the Paci fic ~=tlüs - would
•
still le

;

ave the United -Kingdom responsible

for the lines of communication ;'., '
:'Ç ?

Mr. Nash feared "that New Zealând'scontributiori çôuld riot in any event be

.large, .* compârèd.tô the very large figures of the United Kingdom : Her'ôw I
expend ghbourhood ofiture defence purposes had been in the nei

£ 1,000,000 before the war. It .wàs `„this year. of the order ' of '£ 30,000,b00.
. ; . , . . i.:.• :

FIELD-MARSHAL SMUTS said that he- found the :memorandum a very 'alarm-

ing - document : At the end~ -of ; the last- war .there : was much talk: of ;disarmament.

We no" longer thought disarmament possible, but it; was "melancholy to think

that the responsiliilities , set out in- this paper ' were the fruits : of. ; victory` -aud

.only the first fruits ; what the future, held In store no one could tell .
The members of thé British " Commonwealth had `undertaken undefined

obligations - to the United Nations Organisation, but they had at least as great

an- ôbligationA o the B ritish group of nations as they had to -the United Nations..
If they were'prepared to' suppoff the former, how much more should théy b e

prepared to -support their own group? Everything depended on maintainin
g

strong and intact the influence of this group. In this dangerous world it was

one of the great buttresses of world order. If it went,what would~ remain? '
Field-Marshal Smuts said that he coirld not see what' decisions could b e

taken at the moment in the light of this memorandum.` They must take home

the facts given in it and ' study' them. Those façts 'would be a great shock to

the people ' of ' the Dominions if ' theÿ became known"and would, he feared,

lead to a greater sense of frustration -than already existed. One thing, how=

ever, appeared to him quite clear -that the, burden on one - member of the

group was we ll nigh intolerableAt was unfair t0 'look to the B ritish Isles,

after, the sacrifices made during the war, to continue ' to pay for the peace at

the rate now indicated: The Dominions had been very proud of the record

of the United Kingdom as well as of"their on war- efforts, but they had not

perhaps thought of the burdens she bore . These : matters had not been brougbt

out, but they must now be, considered very carefu lly . .: : . :
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Field-Marshal Smuts said that there were many difficulties with which 
Dominion statesmen had to reckon: For instance, any help given could not be 
in the form of "tribute." The United Kingdom would not expect that. There 
was in the Dominions a strong sense of nationalism. But there was also a 
strong national self-respect; they would realise a duty to carry part of this 
burden. 

Field-Marshal Smuts said that the objective of every member of the Com-
monwealth must be the support of our group of nations as a great Power. The 
United Kingdom alone was no longer a great Power; it could not be so in the 
nature of things. Its power was now spread over the whole group . and we must 
all adjust  .pur  view-points to this new situation. But it would require a great 
deal of education before people throUghout thé Empire would realise this 
fundamental change in the balance of power. Certainly the public ,in the 
Dominions, and he thought also the public in the United Kingdom, were not 
educated on these. inatters. 
'MR  MACKENZIE KING hoped that  it  would not be misunderstood if he took' 
,a somewhat reserved  •  attitude on a paper of this importance. The question 
whether it would not be best to have a Commonwealth defence policy with 
allocation of specific liabilities was a recurrent one. Suggestions on this sub-
ject had been made as early as the Imperial Conference of 1923 and again in 
1926., Th.ere had been strong Dominion opposition to the proposals, for while 
there werè military and financial advantages in such a system, there were 
also politicaLconsiderations which no Dominion Minister could afford to 
overlook. The best plan in the world was of no value if the people would 

Mr. Mackenzie King said that, in his view, the surest way to win' the 
support of the Dominions was to trust them to accept the obligations which 
they believed to be natural and right. The experience of the war had proved 
the wisdom of this course. If there had been a highly centralised policy there 
might have been a very  différent  responSe from the Dominions. But if every 
liberty was at stake, they could be trusted to  •respond wholeheartedly to the 
call. 

Mr. Mackenzie King believed in the closest co-ordination and closest under-
standing which could be achieved, but he was not in favour of reversing the 
tendencies of the last 20 years. 

DR. EVATT felt that none of the views expressed had been in any way 
inconsistent with the principles stated by Mr. Mackenzie King. He did not 
disagree  with  anything that the Prime Minister of Canada had  said  There 
was, he thought, general agreement that there could not be a rigid  plan, based 
on centralised methods. 

DR. DALTON said that he much appreciated the response of Dominion 
representatives to the statement of the United Kingdom Government's obliga-
tions. He shared the view of Field-Marshal Smuts that, when the public lmew 
the facts of the heavy 'burden that rern.ained as an aftermath of the war on the 

not accept 
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Commonwealth as . a whole, they would be shocked by them . It would, he said,
be of great assistance if figures comparable to those of the paper under
discussion could be made available in respect of each Dominion . Not only
would these be of great interest for comparisons within the Commonwealth,
but they would also give the outside world an adequate picture of the position .

MR. ATTLEE agreed that this would be very useful .

FiEI.n-MARSHAL SMUTSalso agreed that such figures would be useful . He
was not for a tighter organisation but he had a profound belief in the impor-
tance of educating public opinion, and he could vouch from his own reaction
to the United Kingdom figures now circulated that the facts were little known .
. . . _ •

LORD ADDISON said that there was unanimous support among B ritish Com-
monwe alth Governments . for` the political principles enunciated by Mr .

Mackenzie King. These were of the first importance : There was much slip-
shod thought on the subjéct of Commonwealth relations and it was not
generally realised that the Commonwealth was an association of independent
States living and working according to common ideals . As Field-Marshal
Smuts said, it was impo rtant that public opinion should be educated on these

matters .

726. DEA-FAH
Extrait du procès-verbal d'une réunion ' des Premiers ministres .

Extract from Minutes .of a Meeting of Prime Ministers

-TOP SECRE T

NINETEENTH MEETING

May 23, 1946

ARRANGEMENTS FOR' CONSULTATION BETWEEN GOVERN M ENTS

2 . LORD ADDISON said that he would like to discover from Dominion
Ministers whether they had any suggestions to make to improve the present
arrangements for consultation between Commonwealth- Governments. The

arrangements in practice were founded on the resolutions of the Impe M
Conferences of 1926 and 1930 . The Conference of 1930 had summansed
the main points of the system of communication and consultation in relation

to * foreign affairs ' as follows :
(1) Any of His Majesty's Governments conducting negotiations sbôul

d

inform the other Governments of His Majesty in case they should be
. interested

and give them the opportunity of/expressing their views if they think that their

interests may be affected .
(2) Any of His Majesty's Governments on receiving such inform~ude

should, if it desires to . express any views,' do so ' with reasonable proan p

(3) None of His Majesty's Governments . can take any ; steps which might

involve the other Governments of His Majesty in any active obligations rvith°ut, _ .
their definite assent.
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In commenting on - (1), the Conferen.ce had said: , 
The application of this is not confined to treaty negotiations. It cannot be 

doubted that the fullest possible interchange of information between His Majesty's 
Governments in relation to all aspects of foreign affairs is of the greatest value 
to all the Governments concerned. 

Lord Addison said that a very large number of telegrams and despatches 
were now sent by the United Kingdom Government to Dominion Govern-
ments to keep them informed of developments in world affairs. In rnany 
cases the messages  were confmed to factual information. Others also gave 
the views or comments of the United Kingdom Government. In such cases 
the United Kingdom Governmént proceeded on the assumption that, if a 
Dominion Government wished to offer any comments of its own, it would 
not hesitate to do so. When no comment was made by a Government, they 
assumed that it did not wish to express any views on the subject. - 

Lord Addison said that in his opinion the system worked very weLl. But 
he would welcome their comments or suggestions for improvement of it. 

MR. MACKENZIE KING said that he thought that the system worked ex-
cellently. The Dominions Office kept Dominion Governments very fully 
informed, and the arrangements had worked with remarkable efficiency both 
during and since the war. The Canadian Government agreed with the state-
ment of principles mentioned by Lord Addison. When, on receipt of in-
formation from another Commonwealth Government, they offered  •no 
comment, neither acceptance nor rejection of the points made in the com-
munication was imPlied by the absence of comrnènt. In siich a case thé 
position was -  Merely that the Canadian Government had been informed. He 
suggested that ir was necessary carefully to distinguish the two processes, 
first, of informing and, secondly, of consulting other Governments. Consulta-
tion placed an immediate responsibility on the Government consulted. But 
he observed that, in the case of messages addressed by the United ICingdom 
Government to all four Dominion Governments it was not the invariable 
practice of the Canadian Government to send a reply even Ii.vhen comments 
were invited, since it often was apparent that the subject Was of concern to 
others of the Dominion Governnients addressed rather than to the Canadian 
Government. 

Mr. Mackenzie -King considered that the system of exchange of com-
numications between Governments, supplemented by the contacts main-
tained by High Conunissioners, was now of great efficiency. He had been 
a strong advocate  of the method of consultation by written messages. This 
en,abled the Minister concerned in each country to discuss the subject with 
his Govenunent colleagues. Under the present ,system, therefore, there 
was, in effect, a continuous conference  of the Cabinets of the Commonwealth 
capable of dealing with all questions by Governmental decisions. As he 
had explained, he hesitated to express opinions at Commonwealth meetings such as, the present, -because lie  could not consult his colleagues. It  was, 
moreover, valu.able to have the writien record of the views expressed on each 
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side which resulted from an exchange ôf" messages . By this means, also, :all
B ritish Commonwealth Governnients could be * képt informed ; for where

the subject of a communication was of interest to more than one Common-
wealth Gove rnment, the Canadian Government usually "communicated their

reply to all the Governments concerned .

DR . EVATT doubted whether the summary of : points made by the 1930

Imperial Conference now entirely covered the ground ., He gave as an instance

the development of Dominion responsibilities in international affairs . Far

Eastern affairs were of. vital concern to Australia, and the Australian

Government wished to have immediate -information- . of ' .developments . As

regards the general . arrangements for consultation, during the war there
had been occasions when under the, stress of circumstances, decisions of

great impo rtance to Dominion Governments had been taken without any
consultation with them, but that was not the case now . . As to the. principles,

he considered that the proposed communiqué to be~ issued after the meeting

summed up the position -well. The` alternative to the present system would
be the establishment of some centralised machinery ; but such - a step might

impose : a strain on inter-governmental : relations . It -would 'lead to ; a very
difficult : sitüation if 'relations -, between British Commonwealth ' Governments

became .-a matter of ;party po litics ' in any coüntry iôf the Commonwealth ~ and

he hoped that this sitü ation`"wôu?d
.
not a risè. He thôught that Lord Addison

and his Department =' were to' " lie compliménted on their work ; Dommion

Dominion Government to another or to the :, Umtéd Kingdom Government.

Governments were, ' he was sure, most grateful to aheni.. , :., . . :, . . . . ~ . ; ,~ : . . . :~ . . . . .
MIt . . :NAS"H said ~ that he endorsed the, views" • expressed by_: Mr. Mackenzie

King. ,-He considered that the; system♦ worked. very t ;well in. general, but lie

oyould :like ;to :make four .points . First,h,e suggestedthat ;sometimes informa=:

tion might be supplied.-to Dominion Governments. earlier . Second1y, .he

thought that there . could usefully be an extension of, the ;practice of repetition;

to, other ' .Çommonwealth 'Governments ôf thé messages addressed by one
. , ,

Thirdly, there might be scope for Dominion Governinents on their side tO
imprové . their own arrangements for consultation with'other Commonw Nealth
Governments, ând he` referred to the 'negôtiation of- the Australia

Zealand Agreement of 1944 as a case in point . In such cases Dominiori

Governments should; he suggested, see tliavother members of the Common'

wealth were informed , of the progress of events . `Finally, he suggeSted that

Dominion Governments might supply - to the United ' Kingdom Government

information received from their representàtives in foreign capitals .

MR. ATTLEE.said that reports of` his kind received from"Dominion Govern'

ments during the war had often been found most useful. e~

FIELD-MARSHAL 'SMUTS , said'that : in his view : the present system. work

admirably . He did not see how it ~ could be improved at present. Indeed
m

Dominion Governments were , kept so fully informed by the United ~gd e

Government that it . was sonietiines ': difficult ".; to ' absorb ' the ' inf orman0n' "H
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distinguished bétween the classes of messages. Telegrams imparting informa-
doh were 'of .  great *value as a background for Commonwealth cd-operatioà; 
these did not necessarily ,call for acknowledgment. Another class required a 
response from Dominion Govermnefits.  I The South African Government 
endeavoured to reply promptly  and  dealt in complete fratikness with the 
other members of the Commonwealth. In addition to the telegranis exchanged 
between Govermnents, each Government was in constant touch with its 
High Commissioner, who supplied valuable supplementary information. This 
representation should, he suggested, .be extended between all the Govern-
ments of the Commonwealth. When they all had High Commissioners in the 
capitals of the other members of the Commonwealth, then he thought that 
the present machinery for consultation could not  . be further improved. 

Field-Marshal Smuts said that ,it [was  recognised that, during the war, 
certain decisions had had to be treated with special secrecy: Certainly, since 
the end of the war, the fullest information had been supplied in a most 
efficient manner, and he expressed his gratitude to Lord Addison and the 
Dominions Office. 

He  thoùght that few people realised how constant and close was the 
contact  at  present maintained between Commonwealth Governments and 
he suggested that s  it Would be very usefitrif Mr. -Attlee or Lord Addison . 	, 
could make a public statement' on  thé subject, possibly in connection vvith 
the discussion 'at that meethig. 	 * 

MR. ATTLEE and LORD ADDIok-  s-aid that they would certainly consider 
this suggestion. 

727. ,  

• . 	 s 
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CH/Vol: '2118 

- Le haut commissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires e.xtérieures 

Acting High Co*  mmissioner in Great Britain to Secretary of State 
for External A ffairs 

TELEGRAM 1221 	 London, May 24, 1946 
SECRET. Meeting of Prime Ministers. Following from Robertson. Begins: As 
you will have noted there has been next to nothing in the press about cur-
rent meetings of Prime Ministers until the release last night of the final 
communiqué. 

. I 

1 It was suggested by Attlee* that in view of highly.  Confidential nature of 
1 	discussions when Bevin was present, only a brief statement be issued to the 

effect that such a discussion had taken place. Bevin hidicated that he did 
not want a statement which suggested that agreed decisions had been reached 

i'•, 

' 

; 
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on - pôlicy., - because - this made .it difficult - for him to explain to the other
Foreign Ministers that he was speaking- only for the United Kingdom . The
Prime Minister said that from the Canadian point of view it was equa lly
desirable that the nature of consultation be made clear. He explained the
embarrassment he had been caused by the misrepresentation ; of the nature

of the meetings in the British press . Attlee expressed agreement. He said

that they found it ve ry difficult to control these speculations in the press . He
and Addison emphasised their disagreement with thosé who constantly put
forward schemes for imperial organisation:

The press has not been very happy about the paucity of information .

Francis Williams repo rts that he had persuaded The Times not to publish

an edito rial comparing unfavourablÿ the information given to the press at
the Council of Foreign Ministers in Pa ris with the complete silence when the

heads of democratic countries meet , in London.

728. PCO/U-10-1 1

Le haut commissaire . par intérim en Grande-Bretagne aû secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

Acting High Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary of State
for External Affairs

TELEGRAM 1228 London, May 25, 1946

Tor SECRET . Following from Robertson, Begins: P rime Ministers' meetings .

At concluding meeting, Lord Addison raised question of arrangements for

consultation among Commonwealth Governments . He thought existing sys-
tem worked well, but would welcome comments or suggestions for im

provement. '

2. Recalling resolutions of Conference of .1930 regarding expressions of

views, he said that of ve ry large number of ~ telegrams now sent from London
to the four Governments,, many were confined to factual information . Others

also gave views or comments of United Kingdom Government. Latter pro-

vided on assumption that if a Dominion Government wished to offer any

comments of its own, it would not hesitate to do so . In absence of comment,

United Kingdom Government assumed . the Dominion did not wish to e x'
press any views on the subject .

3 . Prime Minister said Canadian Government agreed -with principles men-

tioned by Addison. The arrangements made by Dominions Office had worked

with remarkable efficiency during and . since the war . - Absence of comment
on receipt of information from another Commonwealth Government im'

plied neither acceptance nor rejection . Position merely was that Canadian

Government had been . informed. =
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4. Prime Minister suggested necessity of distinguishing two processes (a) 
informing, (b) consulting, other Govermnents. Consultation placed an 
immediate responsibility but it was not invariable practice to send a reply 
even when comments were invited, especially where it was apparent subject 
was of concern to Govermnents other than .Canada. 	 ••

5. Prime Minister also stressed usefulness of written communications as 
enabling Minister concerned in each country to discuss subjects with his 
Cabinet colleagues. In effect, there was at present a continuous conference 
of Cabinets of the Commonwealth capable of giving Governmental decisions. 
This explained his hesitation to express opinions at present meetings because 
he could not consult his colleagues. Exchange of messages (which were 
frequently repeated to all Govemments concerned) were useful as a con-
tinuous record. 

6. Evatt cited occasions during war when decisions of great importance to 
Dorninibù GovernMents had been taken without any consultation, though 
this was not the case now. Alternative to present system would be establish-
ment of some centralized machinery, which might impose strain, on inter-
Governmental relations, situation which he hoped would not arise. -  

7. Nash, endorsing the Prime Minister's views, suggested earlier informa-
tion, more consistent repetition of telegrams among all Commonwealth Gov-
ernments and also transmission of information received from Dominion 
representatives in foreign capitals. 

8. Smuts alluded to rounding out of exchanges by Hig,h Commissioners 
as final level of effective consultation. He suggested usefulness of Attlee or 
Addison making public statement on close and constant character of present 
arrangements because the public did not seem to understand what an efficient 
system obtained at present. 

9. From our point of view, this discussion was hiely satisfactory. Repre-
sentatives of all Governments, including the United Kingdom, made perfectly 
clear their satisfaction with present methods and their opposition to the 
establishment of centralized machinery. This attitude was spelled out in 
the final communiqué, the text of which you have no doubt seen in the 
papers. 

10. Evatt issued his own private communiqué along the same lines, a 
somewhat egregious step which should, nevertheless, be of educational value 
to those who persist in believing that Australia strongly favours an "Empire 

, Council!' but that Canada vetoes the project. Evatt -  has gone out of his way 
to praise the policy of the Attlee Government on the subject of Common-
wealth consultation. His purpose, I think, is largely in order to spike the 
guns of the Tories whose. defence of 'Australia's right to be consulted over 
Egypt he did not welcome., On several occasions during the meetings, he has 
expressed his displeasure at the treatment of Commonwealth consultation 
as a political issue in the United:Kingdonz Ends., 	,...; 
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729.

Le haut commissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagne au-secrétaire d'État
aux A ffaires extérieures

Acting High Commissioner in- Great Britain to Secretary of State
for External A flairs

DESPATCH A.439 London, June 3, 1946

CONFID ENTIAL

Sir,
I-have the honour to review the meeting of P rime Ministers and other Min-

isters of the British Commonwealth which took place in London between

23rd April and 23rd May .

2: There were - a total of nineteen meetings, which might be , divided into

three series :
(i) Meetings 1 to 5, from 23rd April to 26th Apr il , ' attended by the P rime

Minister - and :other United Kingdom Ministers, the Prime Minister and Minister
for External Affairs of Australia, and the Deputy Prime Minister of New Zealand.

The Agenda was as follows :

(a) Review of foreign policy,
(b) Regional organisation in the South-West Pacific,

(c) Strategic position in the British Commonwealth ,

(d) Milita ry bases in the Pacifie,
(e) Egypt ,
(f) Organisation of Commonwealth defence, '
'(g) Responsibilities - for Commonwealth defence . -

(ii) Meetings 6 to 14, from 28th April to 8th May, 'attended by the Prime
Minister and other United Kingdom Ministers, the ' Prime Minister of Australia
(until 11th May), the Minister of External Affairs of . Australia; the Deputy .

Prime Minister of New Zealand, and the Prime Minister of South Africa . The'

Agenda was as follows :

(a) Council of Foreign Ministers,

(b) Disposal of Italian-- colonies,
(c) Revision of the Anglo-Egyptian Treaty

, (d) Trusteeship,
(e) Palestine,
(f ) Policy towards Germany,

(g) Disposal ; of the, Pôlish Armed Forces,

(h) ' Military - bases in the Pacific ,

(i) Atomic energy,
(j) Regional ~ organisation in South-West Asia and the South

Seas,
(k) Procedure in the peace settlement,

(1) India, :

(m) Draft peace treaty ~ aiith Italy.. :
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(iii) Meetings 15 to 19, from 20th May to 23rd May, attended by the 
Prime Minister and other United Kingdom Ministers, the Prime Minister of 
Canada, the Minister of External Affairs of Australia, the Deputy Prime Minister 
of New  Zealand, and the Prime Ministe-r of South Africa. The Agenda was as 
follows: 

(a) Council of Foreign Ministers, (Draft peace treaties with Italy 
and the Balkan countries), 

(b) Policy towards Geimany, 
(c) Nationality of married women, 
(d) South-West Africa, 
(e) Atomic energy, 
(f) United Kingdom defence obligations, 
(g) Commercial policy, 
(h) Arrangements for consultation between governments. 	, 

3.The effort to arrange the meetings ran into numerous obstacles from the 
first, and the fact that they came off without any serious dislocation of Com-
monwealth relations, and with at least some advantages in improved under-
standing is in itself an achievement. This achievement is due, I think, to the 
atmosphere of mutual goodwill. The time-table went seriously astray at a 
number of points---primarily because of developments beyond the control of 
any of the Govemm.ents concerned. All the overseas representatives had 
counted on attending the meetings in Paris to .settle the peace treaties with 
Italy and the satellite states. Mr. Nash had coimted as well on attending the 
Commonwealth talks on commercial policy proposed for June. In view of bis  
double cause for disappointment it is not surprising that his dissatisfaction was 
expressed somewhat more vigorously than that of the other representatives. 
It must be admitted, however,. that some of the confusion was' due to the in-
expert handling of the preliminaries by the 'United Kingdom Goverment. The 
absence of a strong hand in the Dominions Office was notable. §ome mis-
understanding was probably caused -  also by the anxiety of the United King  

-dom Government to represent these meetings as something more in the nature 
of a formal conference than was in fact the case. On occasions they suc-
cumbed to constant pressure from the Opposition which was tending to blame 
the Government for not producing a full-dress Imperial Conference. 

4.It should be noted that the Government at no time sought to blame other 
Commonwealth Governments for the difficulties over -time-table, and made an 
effort to explain in particular the validity of the reasons which kept the Cana-
dian Prime Minister in Ottawa. On this subject there was little recrimination 
in the press, in spite of frequent expressions of disappointment. A few papers 
such as The Economist and The Sunday Times suggested that Mr. King was 
remaining at Ottawa in order to avoid Commonwealth commitments, but this 
view was never developed extensively. In some cases it was suggested that the 
Canadian Prime Minister was showing a quite understandable disinclination to 
be involved in an "Imperial Conference", and that if he felt this way that was 
his own concern and not a matter on which  hé  should be criticized. There 
was, perhaps, insufficient appreciation of the fact that the failure to arrive at • 
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mutually agreeable dates was quite as  much IVir. Chiffey'S respons-  ibility as 
Mr. King's, in that he had an immovable deadline  for  the conclusion of his 
visit  winch  was as much a handicap as Mr. King's inability to *leave Ottawa 
before a certain date. 

5. In some respects the holding of bi-lateral or tri-lateral conversations has 
advantages. There are subjects which are of concern only to two or three 
members of the Commonwealth, in particular matters pertaining to the South-
West Pacific, on which progress can be made more rapidly in Meetings of the 
interested parties. Certain difficulties and some misunderstandings did arise 
during the first series of meetings because of the problem  of keeping the repre-
sentatives of the other Commonwealth countries informed. It was not sug-
gested that during the first series of meetings the High Commissioners from 
the countries not represented by their Ministers might attend either as partici-
pants or observers, although the United Kingdom Government would, I think, 
have been prepared to accept such a suggestion coming from the countries 
concerned. The High Commissioner for South Africa was unhappy about the 
failure to keep him posted at the first series of meetings,. and after his inter-
vention with Lord Addison copies of the documents were placed at his  dis 
posai. At the conclusion of the first week's meetings the suggestion was made 
informally by the Dominions Office that a member of my staff might go 
through the papers and minutes if we so wished. Henceforward Mr. Holmes 
made regular visits to the Cabinet Offices in order to see the papers and pre-
pare the reportst which were sent to you by telegram. At the same time I kePt 
in touch with the Under-Secretary of State at the Dominions Office concerning 
general matters of policy. 

6. The following were from our point of view the principal subjects dis-
cussed. I 'do not propose to summarise the discussions on these subjects, but 
only to mention those aspects which concern Commonwealth relations. 

(I) COMMONWEALTH DEFENCE 

7. Although the subject of Commonwealth defence was not originally em-
phasized by the United Kingdom Government as one of the principal subjects 
of discussion, it was a raatter which, as I reported to you earlier, occupied a 
good deal of attention in press speculations. There was, I think, some differ-
ence of opinion within the United Kingdom Government on this subject. The 
Chiefs of Staff were undoubtedly anxious to sound out the Commonwealth 
representatives on proposals which they had prepared. I have good reason to 
believe that some of the earlier press speculation on this subject emanated 
from the War Office. The Dominions Office and Mr. Attlee had a better 
appreciation of the politicalspects of the subject, and sought to play down 
any suggestion that the Commonwealth representatives were to be present ed 

 with a cut and .dried scheme  for  integration of the defence of the Empire. I! 
SIould be remembered:of  course,  that although defence Was not a subiee  
which the Canadian Government wished to discii§s; and which the Prime live', 

e ister made plain  he  was not iire'pared to disengs, nevértlieless Oiher Conid 
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wealth Governments were, anxious to cover: at .least certain aspects of the sub-ject. For this reason most , of the discussion on the subject took place during
the first and second -series of meetings, and the matter was broached only in-
directly during the period of Canadian participation. In all, there were five
memoranda presented by the United Kingdom on the subject (not includingthe specialised subject of military bases in the Pacific), and ce rtain specialised
papers by Australia, New Zealand and South Africa . The Chiefs of Staff sub-
mitted papers on the strategic position of the~ British Commonwealth and on
the responsibility for Commonwealth defence . The Secretary of State for
Dominion Affairs submitted a memorandum on . the Organisation for Common-wealth defence ; and in the light of discussions on this paper a subsequent
memorandum was presented by the Chiefs of Staff .

8 . This is not the place to . outline in detail the proposals made . It might bewell to note, however, that although the proposals as they ' stand may not be
acceptable to--the Canadian Government, they do incorporate certain signifi-
cant developments which distinguish them from proposals which have been
made in the past . In the first place they recognise the fact that no centralisedImpe ri

al body for the direction of Commonwealth defence is practicable, and
that any arrangements must make it possible for mémbers of the Common-
wealth to conclude their own arrangements with foreign count ries-in par-ticular with the United States . It is specifically recognised that in any futurewar the Commonwealth would have to rely on the active assist ance of the
United States, and that any Commonwealth defence system must therefore
include machinery for co-operation with the United States . The memoranda
go a long way also toward recognising the fact that Commonwealth defence
can be organised only 'on a regional basis, and that the contribu tion of the
member countries can best be made in their own respective regions . Thepapers do not recommend an Imperial Planning Staff in London, but simply
the exchange of Military Missions between members of the Commonwealth in
order that as much co-ordination as possible might be achieved . It is em-phasized that the model for this type of co-ordination is the Combined Chiefs
of Staff in Washington and that there would be no question of the Staff Mis-
sions being in a position to commit their Governments . The Chiefs of Staff
Paper went a great deal further in recommending the dispersal of - industriesand manpower than the Government in .this country is prepared to go . , TheAustralians : naturâlly seized with some delight upon the suggestion that UnitedKi

ngdom Industry might be transferred to Austra lia, and it was necessary for.L o
rd Addison to explain that the Chiefs of Staff were speaking for themselvesomY; and that there were serious economic and po litical considerationsthe Gove whichrn

ment would have to consider before arriving at any such conclusion .Arrangement for defence liaison was the one subject on which the United King-dom
Prime Minister indicated that he would be- glad to reach some kind ofagreement with the Commonwealth representatives while they. were in London .This none of them was prepared to do . Mr: Nash - showed more sympathy Ahan
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the other representatives . , New. Zealand 'and Australia are -obviously interested
in improving the co-ordination . of their, defence arrangements with -the United
Kingdom, although -at the moment Australia seems . more interested in em-
phasizing her right to direct impe rial defence east of, Suez. Field-Marshal
Smuts, although probably personally sympathetic, made it clear that he would
have to be very hesitant about going so far even as to exchange Servic e
Missions .

9 . During the concluding series of discussions a paper was presented out-
lining the serious position in which the United Kingdom finds itself because of
its defence commitments abroad . Overseas obligations of the United Kingdom,
even after settlement of immediate post-war expenditures, wi ll be £ 250,-

000,000; the total annual military expenditure over £ 1,000,000,000 . Com-

pulsory mili tary service for two years will be- necessary, and over a million

men will be required in the forces at, the end of 1947 . This, drain on finance
and manpower will seriously ;affect the, ability, of the country to rehabilitate

its economy and develop its overseas trade . . It was . not. suggested that the
other coun tries, of the Commonwealth should -cont ribute to a common pool,
but it was hoped that they might accept defined regional obligations which
would reduce to some extent the obligations of the United Kingdom . The,

representatives of Australia, New Zealand and South Africa expressed sur-,-
prise and concern over this situation. They . said that they would bring the

matter to the attention of their . Goverriments, although they ,. were not in a

position to promise any action .

( II) . CONSULTATION AND CO-OPERATION .

10. Although the machinery of Commonwealth consultation and co-opera-
tion was the subject of considerable interest in the press, only a sho rt time at

the concluding meeting Was actually devoted to .the subject by the Common-
wealth Ministers. The reason was the remarkable degree of agreement among

the representatives of the Commonwealth . The final communique, a copy of

which is attached, f made it perfectly clear that members . of the Common-

wealth consider the flexible methods now practised to be preferable to any
centralised machinery which it was believed would not facilitate, but mi ght

even hamper, the effective - co-operation which is the essential characteristic
of the B ritish Commonwealth. -

11 . It should be emphasized that this expression of opinion did not repre-
sent simply the triumph of the, Canadian point of view against opposition . The

United Kingdom and other Commonwealth representatives made their satis-
faction with the present system emphatically evident . Field-Marshal Smuts

rinexpressed the hope that something might be done in order to lnfotiothe
n

public as to the efficiency of present methods in order to forestall the agi
which is constantly taking place for new machinery . Mr. Attlee and Lord

Addison expressed their entire lack of sympathy with those who were con-
stantly wishing to re-organise the Commonwealth . In his own personal com-
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muniqué Dr. Evatt underlined his support of the general view, thereby con-
tributing to the education of those who continue to believe that Australia is 
devoted to the conception of a Commonwealth Council and that only Canada 
stands in the Way of such a development. I am enclosing a copy of Dr. Evatt's 
communiqué. t 

12.The whole question of Commonwealth consultation was, of course, 
dramatized during the course of the meetings by the controversy in this 
country as to whether the countries of the Commonwealth had been adequately 
consulted over  the  decision to withdraw forces from Egypt. As this contro-
versy was to some extent outside the meetings themselves, I propose to deal 
with it in a separate despatch.t It might be noted, however, that during the 
course of the controversy two interesting statements were made by Mr. 
Attlee and one by Dr. Evatt on the machinery of consultation. In both cases 
the core of the argument was the view which has always been urged by the 
Canadian Government: that although one nation of the Commonwealth may 
inform the others concerning its policy, and listen to their opinions, that 
nation must have the right to decide for itself on its own responsibility what 
action it wishes to take. Dr. Evatt went somewhat further and defined various 
situations in connection with matters which were of direct concem to more 
than one member of the Commonwealth. A copy of his broadcastt in which 
this definition occurs is attached, along with a copy .  of Mr. Attlee's statement. t 

13.Of course the argument over machinery dies hard in certain quarters; 
The perennial advocates, Mr. Lionel Curtis, Mr. H. V. Hodson, who is now 
editor of the Sunday Times; and Lord Beaverbrook express 'their disappoint-
ment. It is worthy of note, however, that the Labour Government has now 
committed itself publicly against centralised machinery. What is perhaps 
more important is that the controversy over the Eg3rptian issue has strength-' 
ened opinion in the Labour Party on this subject. The Daily Herald,. which' 
is perhaps representative of the bulk of Labour opinion in that it rarely 
expressed much interest one Way or the other about Commonwealth relations, 
has taken up the cudgels against centralisation because it conceives of the 
arguments for better methods of consultation as being simply a "Tory 
imperialist" ra.mp to embarrass the Government. This naay not be very sound 
reasoning, but its effect on Government policy would not be unwelcome. On 
the other hand, it would be unfair to suggest that the Conservative Party as 
such is going to campaign for new machinery. Mr. Eden accepted Mr. 
Attlee 's definition of the principles of consultation. Whatever some of his 
back-benchers might say, he and Lord Cranborne, the Conservative leader 
in the House of Lords, can be counted on to prevent this matter from becom-
ing a Party issue. 

(III) FOREIGN POLICY. 

14.In paragraph 7 of my despatch No. 'A.281 of 8th April I expressed the 
In 

 that the argument over à common -  foreign policy had been 
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settled. The meetings now concluded will, I think, reinforce this opinion. It 
follows from the views of the United Kingdom Government on consultation 
that they likewise subscribe to our views on the impracticability of a "com-
mon foreign policy". 

15. Perhaps the most valuable part of the meetings just concluded was the 
review by Mr. Bevin of developments in Paris at the Council of Foreign 
Ministers, as well as his outline of British policy towards Germany. Mr. 
Bevin explained United Kingdom policy, and in the case of Germany put 
before the meetings alternative courses which the United Kingdom had in 
mind. He did not suggest at any time that he expected the Ministers assembled 
to vote on these matters or to express the considered views of their Govern-
ments. At one point, after he had reported on the Paris meeting, he expressed 
the wish that a statement to the press on what had taken place be very care-
fully worded so as not to suggest that the representatives of the Common-
wealth had met to agree on'policy. He said that such misunderstanding would 
embarrass him at meetings with the Foreign Ministers, where he had to make 
it clear that he was speaking for the United Kingdom alone. There is no 
doubt that Mr. Bevin would like to feel, in his discussions With other Great 
Powers, that he is expressing opinions which are generally in line with those 
held by other Commonwealth Governments, and as a result of these meetings 
he will have a right to feel that, at least with regard to the Peace Treaties 
and with regard to Germany, United Kingdom policy is generally in line with 
what the other Commonwealth countries think to be wise. It is only natural 
that Mr. Bevin will not want to take action which would be unlikely to find 
favour among those whom he would hope to be his allies. It is for the same 
reason that he follows the consistent policy of consulting with the United 
States in order to make sure that he is not far out of line with American 
wishes. 

(IV) PROBLEMS OF THE SOUTH-WEST PACIFIC.. 

16. In certain special cases specific agreements were reached at the Prime 
Ministers' Meetings which did not, however, affect the general character of 
the meetings. The instances were connected with the United States request 
for the use of bases in the Pacific, and proposals for an Economic and Welfare 
Organisation in the South Pacific. In both cases these matters had been the 
subjeCt of continued discussion and negotiation between the United Kingdom, 

 Australian and New Zealand Goverrmi.  ents, and it was the wish of the Goveln-
ments concerned to make use of this • opportunity to reach certain agreed 

Conclusions. 

(V) NATIONALITY OF MARRIED WOMEN. 

17. The question of the nationality of married women was raised at the 
request of Field Marshal Smuts because of the agitation on this subject bY 
women in the Union. It was quickly realised that this was a subject for di,s; 
cussion among experts.. Accordingly, It was arranged that this matter vinInu 
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be considered by officials of the various countries who were meeting after the
conclusion of the Prime Ministers meetings to consider the, questions of
British nationality consequent upon the passing of the new Canadian citizen-
ship Act .

(VI) COMMERCIAL POLICY .

18 . On no aspect of the recent meetings was there wider confusion in the
press than on the subject of commercial po licy, primarily because it suited the
wishes of the Beaverbrook press, and even of certain more respectable organs,to create .the impression that the Commonwealth Ministers were meeting to
strengthen their devotion to . the principles of Imperial Preference . The view of
the Canadian Government that questions of Imperial Preference are at this
point proper subjécts for - discussion only among experts, was shared by the
United Kingdom Government and to some extent at least by the South Africanand Australian Gôvernments : Mr . Nash,,,howevèr, who is his Government's
expert on these matters ; - was disappointed that the "proposed Commonwealth_ .discussions on ' commercial po licy were- not to take place in.June as previouslyarranged, and he pressed for some ' discussion=during the meetings of Prime
Ministers . Field Marshal Smuts was alsot 'réible :for-raising thé issue, as
he wished to know what in' general wâs the policy ôf the Commonwealth Gov-
e rnments . It was made clear in the discussions that all Commonwealth Gov-
ernments are agreed that Imperial Preferences might have to be reduced orremoved in . the .interests of wider international trade, but that they would be-
surrendered only in exchange for appropriate tariff concessions on the part of
the United States and other countries . Discussion of commercial po licy occu-pied only part .of the time at the concluding meeting . ,

19
. In conclusion a word should be said about the press treatment of thesemeetings . This was the most unsatisfacfory

to which it would be wise to give çons deraPon before any
le affair, and one

take future meetingsplace . Both before and du ring the Prime Ministers meetings the articlesappea ring in most of the United Kingdom press were ill-informed and _ .mis-leading
. For this situation thè United Kingdom Government pan be held re-aponsible, I think, in a negative, rather than a positive, way. When complaintswere made to the Dominions Office, or when a complaint was made byPrimé Minister during his first meeting in London, thé reply was that the yres s

was free, that much of ` it was opinionated and that there was little that ould
be done about what was admittedly deplorable .

20 . It is Perfectly true that a .good deal, of the press exploited .the meetingsin accordance
Ex ress

with their own views on Commonwealth :policy. : The Dailyp and The Daily Mail as usual made little attempt to report the, factswith any degree of accuracy. Their most outra.geous exploit was, to announce,on the evè of the first series of meetings, that Mr. . Walter Nash had proposed
the establishment of an Imperial "Super Cabinet", a suggestion which : wasvehernently repu diated by Mr . Nash. What was more unfortunate was that the
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two véry , influential Sunday papers . continued to publish what sounded' like
authoritative reports of plans for close 'Intpérial defence, Imperial Councils,
-and radical changes in general, which were said to be under consideration . It
so happens that the editorial policy of the Sunday Times in this respect is now
largely directed by Mr . H. V. Hodson, and that of the Observer by Mr. David
Astor, both of whom have strong views of the neo-Milnerian school . Lord

Kemsley's papers likewise reflected the- strong Empire-mindedness of . Lord

Kemsley, although it must be said that The Daily Telegraph preserved its
higher standard of integrity in reporting the meetings. Even The Times, which

customarily rejects the centralist theory, at least in its extreme form, allowed
'itself to be'deluded by the talk of plans for Imperial defence .

21,This unfortunate reporting is deplorable,because I realise that ' it created

impressions in Canada which were a,sourçe of embarrâssment,to the Govern-

ment . At.-the same - time, ' there are, I think, certain features of the present
situation with regard tothè United Kingdom press which should be borne in
mind: In the first - place, it should not belorgotten .that the press of this coun-

try . -is by, no ï means as representative of: Government opinion as it was : a year

ago. There isonly one,daily, paper in the United Kingdom-The Daily Herald

-which might be,considered to reflect Government opinion, and thë,Herald

was _at no time guilty of the misdemeanours described ,above. Althoügh it is

true thât The'Times and The News Chronicle, and particularly their Diplo-

iriat'ic Correspondents; are frequently "inspired" ; one 'must • always be careful

in concluding'that=théy are speakingfor the Government . This is a verÿ dif-

fererit . situation from ' that which - existed when there was a Conservative` or

-Coalition Government; and thé editors .of -most of the great paperswere in

close and sympathetic communication with ~members of the Government
. It

should also be remembered that the excessive, pre-occupation . of organs of,the

press with Commonwealth défence and macliinéry represents the . pre-occupa-

tion of that small group in this,country which is interested in the sublect
. The

vast üiajority are not greàtly interested in the Commonwealth except generally

to think that it is à good thing and worth preserving .

22. A principal complaint which might be laid against the Government was
that it did not give adequate guidance . Mr. Francis - Williams, adviser oil
Public Relations, attended the meetings of Prime : Ministers and held press
conferences . The Dominions Office tended to blame Mr.. Williams for some of

the misunderstandings on the grounds =that , he wa sas . not sufficiently well ae-

quainted with the issues to define them clearly. On the other hand, he is a man

well disposed to our particular point of view, which he made a
consid er oc

effort at times to expound. His . handling of press conferences was the s
j

of commendation by Canadiari press correspondents in London, includln eMi sll

a
g

B. T.' Richardson, of the Winnipeg Free Press, who I - think you wl
well informed'on the general Canadian attitude . Mr. Williams' pôsition was

not made too easy during the third series of meetings because of the W~ sun-

'to'tellthe press nothing except that discussions had taken place . I t

fortunate that although this decision was taken on the recommendation of Mr'
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Bevin and Mr. Attlee because  of  the -  very confidential  naturei  of the matters 
discussed, there was some tendency , on the part of the press to assume that it 
was a change of policy connected with the arrival of the Canadian Prime 
Minister. "• 

23. It should, I think, be kept in mind that if the press is not given ade-
quate information on these meetings it will be driven to invention. While some 
of the errors in the press were due to deliberate policy, or were the result of 
prejudices, some of thern were due to carelessness or ignorance. It is impor-
tant that Commonwealth matters should be better understood, and this can be 
done, I think, if not only the United Kingdom' authorities, but also the Cana-
dian authorities, are 'willing to go out of their way to provide information and 
positive 'guidance. - 

24. I am sending copies of  this despatch to Dublin, Canberra, Cape Town,  
Wellington, Paris, Moscow, Brussels, Athens, The Hague, Oslo, and Berlin. 

I have etc. 
FREDERIC HUDD 

'S4crioN B 

' COMMUNICATIONS', 

730. 	 -  DÉA/ 808 5-40 

Mémorandum du secrétaire le Comité interministériel sur 
la politique des télécommunications, ,au Cabinet 

• Memorandum from Secretary, Interdepartmental Committee on 
Telecommunications Policy, to Cabinet 

[Ottawa,} January 24, 1946 

COMMONVJEALTHI TELECOM1VÉUNICATIONS CONFERENCE, 1945; ' 
FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS 

1. The Commonwealth Telecommunications Conference, held in London 
Iasi summer unanimously recommended . 

(a) the public ownership of telecommunications services of all the Corn- 
inonwealth governments- , 

(b) replacement of the Commonwealth Communications Council by a new 
body , with wider functions representing all the governments of the Common-
wealth; and 

(e) financial arrangements involving a commitment by Commonwealth 
governments for the maintenance and use of the cable system. 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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2. The 'Cabinet, at tliéir "nieetings of October 17th, 1945, considered the

Conference report and on the recommendation of the Interdepartmental

Committee on Telecommunications Policy, reaffirmed their willingness to

nationalize external telecommunications services and agreed to subscribe to

interim working arrangements for the transition period immediately ahead.

They also deferred consideration of the financial aspects of the proposals until

the results of the United States-Commonwealth talks at Bermuda were known .

- .3 . The Agreement which emerged from the Bermuda Telecommunications

Conference is forming the subject of . a separate memorandum to the Cabinet .

It may be said, - however, . that the outstanding differences between United
States and Commonwealth interests , were settled -on~ a mutually satisfaçtory
basis and if, as is to be expected, the Agreement is accepted by the various

governments represented . at the Çonference, a, substantial measure of co-
operation between the two systems may be anticipâ.ted:

4. Prior to the Bermuda Conference all Commonwealth governments,
except the Canadian, had accepted in full the recommendations of the London
Conference--and the removal of major uncertainties as to the future Common-
wealth organization contributed materially to the successful outcome of the

Bermuda talks . The only reservation made by Canada with regar

d

reorganization plans had to do with the proposed financial arrangements
. In

the view of the Committee, government policy on this aspect shoul h~oÔ her
clarified so that the Canadian position may be made known t o

partner governments before proceeding to nationalization . A further question
which might be clarified at the same time is the timing of the nationalization

process in Canada. "

5 . Brie fly, the financial arrangements recommended by the London Con-

ference involve joint.,responsibility by all partner' governmentsafor the
m ble

tenance of the Commonwealth Telecommunications Board and
dom corpo-

network. No charge would be made initially by the United King

ration to the various ' Commonwealth corporations for the use ~~~~ é thelr

system. Instead the Commonwealth corporations would co n

annual net revenues to a central fund from which would be met :
ich has

(a) the' .çurrent annual expenses of the Board (the creation of w h

already been accepted by Canada) ; and .
(b) any deficiency in the net revenues derived from the external t~ec~ost

munications of the United Kingdom up to an amount not eedin
g

of cable maintenance and provision for renewals for the year .
6 . While the * Canadian corporation -would contribute the full amount~f ~able

net revenues to the central fund in the first instance, the net co

maintenance and renewals would be shared by the various corporation
s

inatirig
(excluding the United Kingdom) in proportion to the volume of orig share
traffic in each country . If revenues contributed by Canada exceeded ~ ûld be
of the expenses for the purposes described above the balance It Is
rebated,-thus preserving a very necessary incentive towards eff

iiciency
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anticipated that revenues would be more than sufficient to cover expenses but 
further recommendations will be made by the Commonwealth Board if a 
deficit should appear likely vvhen the scheme goes into operation. 

7. No useful estimate can be made at the present time of the net cost to 
Canada of participation in this scheme as available figures on past operations 
are quite unsatisfactory for this purpose. It should be borne in mind, however, 
that if Canada were not a participant in the central fund, charges would be 
made by the owners of the cables in respect of messages originating in Canada 
and transmitted over them. The Committee is satisfied that Canada will not 
be called upon to pay a disproportionate share of the net cost of maintaining 
the cable system, having in mind particularly the offer of the United Kingdom 
to pool its net revenue derived from telegraph and telephone services to 
Europe which amounted in 1939 to £400,000. Moreover, Canada through 
its representation on the Commonwealth Telecommunications Board, will 
naturally have every opportunity to scrutinize details of the scheme before 
they are put into operation. 

8. The Canadian delegates to the London Conference proposed an alter-
native which would have limited Canada's commitment to the maintenance 
of cables terminating in Canada but after full discussion they were satisfied 
that this proposal was essentially unworkable if the flexibility, which is an 
important feature of the present system, is to be retained. • They believe 
that the present proposals are at once fair and simple, have much the same 
effect from a financial point of view, and offer the Most -pràctical  solution  
to the problem. 

9. Nationalization of Canadian exte rnal telecommunications facilities 
involves acquisition of such facilities of the Canadian. Marconi Company, 
a majority of the shares of which are owned by Cable and Wireless 'Limited 
of the United Kingdom. The United Kingdom government is now negotiating 
to acquire the parent company in the course of which there will be an op-
portunity to discuss the transfer of the Marconi shares to ,the Canadian 
government. In the light of these facts and the satisfactory relationships 
existing between the Canadian government and Canadian Marconi, there 
does not appear to be any necessity for immediate action by the Canadian 
government. 

10. The Interdepartmental Comrnittee on Telecommunications Policy 
accordingly recommends 	- 

(a) that the general financial arrangements proposed in the London 
r port  be approved in principle subject to further examination as to details 
by the Department of Finance; and 

Ca(b) 
that any action to nationalize exte rnal telecommunication services hi 

nada be delayed pending the outcome of negotiations in the United 
Kingdom 

EVAN W. T. GILL 
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DEA/8085-40 

Mémorandum  dû secrétaire, le Comité interministériel sur 
la politique des télécommunications, au Cabinet 

Memorandum from Secretary, Interdepartinental Committee on 
Telecommunications -  Policy, to  Cabinet 

. 	' 	[Ottawa,] January 24, 1946 
. 	 UNITED STATES-COMMONWEALTH TELECOMMUNICATIONS 

■ 	 - 	CONFERENCE 1945–AGREEMENT 
1. The Cabinet, at -their meeting of November 7th„ 1945, instructed the 

Canadian delegation tO the , Bermuda Conference along the following lines: 
(a) On rates questions 
G). that Canasia's interest is in the attainment of a low world  flat rate 

and  that  in order to further this objective, the Canadian government is 
prepared to agree to the narrowing and possible elimination of the Empire 
preference and simplification of the, rate structure, generally; 

(ii)' that the adoption by the United States and Commonwealth of a 
uniform  press- rate .be supported, as a step towards a world rate, with 
provision by .which • newspaper organizations could, if they so wished, lease 
private wires or private time for their own purposes; and 

(iii) that the adoption of a system of charging and accounting on the 
dollar sterling basis be supported., 

(b) On the direct wireless circuits between the United States and 
Commonwealth points . 

(i) that, except in the cases of oveniding political necessity, direct wire-
less circuits àhould be jüstified on a basis of terminal traffic and service 
needs and that the routing of transit traffic over such circuits should be 
resisted as far as possible. , 	, 

2. A dopy of the Agreement signed by the various delegations at the closing 
session of the Conference is appended heretot and the following comments 
are submitted on matters directly affecting,Canadian interests: 

(a) general agreement was reached on a ceiling rate between the United 
States and British Commonwealth areas of 300 (U.S.) per word for ordinarY 
messages and 200 (U.S.) per word for code, on the understanding that these 
arrangements should not involve any increase in existing rates; 

(13) a ceiling of 6-10 (U.S.) for press traffic between the United States and 
the,countries  of  the British Commonwealth was agreed on the understanding 

ress that this would fin/dive no increase in existing rates—the existing pennY p 
rate within the British Commonwealth is  to  be retafiaed and may be extended 
by agreement tà press traffic between the countries of the British' Common" 
'wealth and any other .  country;* 

(c) no agreement was reached on the question of reducing the 'es categon 

of telegrams or on the abolition of reduced rates for government messages (as 
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a ccnsequ"ence the Canadian government will continue to enjoy the special
half-rate now in efEect) ;

(d) â general" forniula was ' accepted to govern the establishment or retention
of direct wireless circuits based upon the volùme of traffic and efficiency of
service : : Within, the; terms of. this formula, agreement , was reached as to which
circuits, old or new, should • be permitted : : .Furthermore, a general formula
was . accepted for controlling the type of traffic to be handled by direct wire-
less circuits so thât'the unrest ricted use of these circuits would not seriously
affect the cable system , of the-Commonwealth ; and : . - '.1-111 1

(e) the duplex do llar (U.S.)-sterling basis for the tariffs' and the settle-
ment of accounts between the l United States and the count ries of the British
Commonwealth was adopted in . place of the gold franc system - which has
proved unsatisfactory in present conditions: Provision was also ,made fôr . anynecessary adJ'ustments in the üew system shôuld the ;international monetary
fûnd provided foririthe Bretton Woods Agreement be established :`. . ,. .~ ... ,_. ., . ,•_

gT3. The a eement, reached on "Exclusive ;Arrangements" is of sale . concem
to the United Kingdom. and United States- ; and no observations on this, are. ..required . It .is .of-interest to note , .,however, that the Conference .recorded -their
recognition of the important : pa rt played by cables in an integrated telecom-
m u. ., .nications . network.The relevant, section_of the Âgreement states : ;.. . . . : . ,

in view.. of the important strategic rôle which câbles as well as radio
play m :a cô-ordinated telecominûnications "system reséarch ' and developmentwork in both cable, and radio communication shall , be fôstered-and prômoted-'`aud . . . .

. .inasmuch as the trans-Atlantic- cables ' form • an ~integral part of ' a world
telecommunication s stemuniform• Y , procedures and techniques . shall be adoptedin their - operâtion.

4.,This agreement has been examined by the Interdepartmental Committee
on Telecommunications~.Policy. with respect to its terms and by the . LegalAdviser of the; Department of External Affairs with ; respect to the means of, implementation . The terms of the Agreement are of primary impo rtance . toCanada in that they.:offer a satisfactory-solution of the outstanding .,telecom-
munications problems between the United Kingdon. and : the United Stateswhich threatened 'to compromise the relations between these two coüntries . . Onthe,other. hand Canada does, not stand . to benefit greatlÿ from the new rate
structure since ~we are in the fortunate position that some 90% of oûr ex-
ternal traffic is alreâdy carried * at rates below the proposed ' ceiling A' lowerrate will, however, be effective on traffic to the British 'West Indies .

5. The Interdèpârtméntal Committee on Telecommunications Po licy accord-
ingiy recomrnend that the Agreement be approved by the Canadian govern-
ment and that a formal statement to this effect be signed by the Secreta ry of
State for External Affairs and be transmitted to the United Kingdom gov-ernment .l

EVAN W. T. GILL
No .

Voir Canada , Recueil d6 traités, 1950, 1 See C an ada, Treaty Sè'riés;2 1950, No. '2 .
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732.

The mt g
1947 would be £30,000 of which it is prepared to contribute 70%

. It sug-

gests that the remaining 30% should be shared equally by Canada, Australia,
New Zealand, South Africa, India, and Southern Rhodesia

. This would in-

volve for Canada an expenditure of £ 1,500 .

In view of `the fact that " we agreed - at the meeting of the ' Cômmonwealth

Communications. Council last July to support the proposed Comm ~~~~h
~Telecommunications Board, which will eventua lly supersede the
wealth Communications Council, it appears reasonable that we should com-.
ply with this request .~ The

.
Depa rtment of Transport' has been consualt~ff~d

l
approves of this recommendation. Sirice the 'Department of Extern

'usually in.cludes' in' its estimates appropriations for Canadian contshould

'Commonwealth and International Bodies, I think that the appropriation
be charged to thisDepartment's estimates. 1 may be

May we have your approval of this proposal in order that a rep y dom
prepared as soon as pôssible to this telegram, .to which the United I~rig

In Dominions Office telegram Circular D. 103 of January 28,t of which a

copy is attached, the United Kingdom Government asked for our agreement

in. the various Commonwealth Governments financing frorii . April 1, 1946,

the upkeep of the Commonwealth Communications Council . This body and

its predecessor were previously financed by Cable and Wireless Limited, but,
in view of that company's impending nationalization, both the Company and
the United Kingdom Government think it desirable that its maintenance from
-April 1, 1946 should be made from Government funds .

Ui' ed Kin dom Government estimates that the upkeep for 1946-

COMMUNICATIONS COUNCIL

DEA/6231-40

, , .
Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'Etat aux A ffaires exteraeures

au Premier ministre

Memorandum f rom Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Primé Minister

[Ottawa,] January 30, 194 6

REQUEST BY UNITED KINGDOM GOVERNMENT FOR THE CO-OPERATION OF

CANADA IN FINANCING THE MAINTENANCE OF THE COMMONWEALT H

Government asks an urgent answer . .

N. A . R[OBERTSONI

' Note marginale-' . 1 Marginal Note:

Approved. W. L. M[AcKE vzlE] K[irrG] 2-2-46
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Le secrétaire du Cabinet au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Secretary to the Cabinet to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

Ottawa, February 7, 1946 

Dear Mr. Robertson,' 
The Cabinet, at their meeting of February 5th, considered and approved the 

recommendations of the Interdepartmental Committee on Telecommunications 
Policy as contained in their memorandum of January 24th, 1946, that the 
Bermuda Telecommunications Agreement be approved by the Canadian 
government and that a formal statement to this effect be signed by the Secre-
tary of State for External Affairs and transmitted to the United Kingdom 
government. 

Yours sincerely, 
EVAN W. T. GILL 

for the Secretary to the Cabinet 

734. 	 DEA/7767-40 

Le sous-secrétaire d État aux Affaires  extérieures 
au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne 

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to High Commissioner in Great Britain 

SECRET 	 Ottawa, March 4, 1946 

Dear Mr. Massey, 
I wish to refer to the policy taken by the Canadian Government in imple-

menting the decisions made at the Commonwealth Telecommunications Con7 
 ference in July.  1945, at which you were the Chairman of the Canadian 

delegation. 
As you may recall, on the 20th of October last we informed the United 

Kingdom that the Canadian Government decided: 
1. To re-affirm their willingness to nationalize external telecommunications 

facilities and to accept the principle of a change to public ownership of tele-
communications facilities. 

2. To subscribe to the supplementary agreement between the partner gov-
ernments as set out in the Annex to the Report to cover the interim period 
before the full scheme can go into effeCt. 

M. Robertson était alors le président du 	1  Mr. Robertson was then the Chairman 
Comité interministériel sur la politique des of the Interdepartmental Committee on Tele-
télécommunications• 	 communications Policy. 



3.. To. give ftuther consideration to the detailed recommendations of the 
report in the light of the conclusions reached at the Bermuda Conference. 

As you know from our airMail letter to yoù Of February 22,f the Canadian 
Govènunent has given forme approval to the Bermuda Agreement. When 
the Bermuda Agreement was approved by the Cabinet, they were also asked 
to *consider a memorandum prepared by our Interdepartmental Committee 
on Telecommunications Policy, asking for a decision on the principal recom-
mendations of the • London Conference, :which, had not been previously dis-
cussed. A copy of this memorandùm is encloSéd. 1  

After considerable discussion the Cabinet . 
(a) approved in prinCiple the general 'fmancial arrangements proposed in 

the London report involving payment Of the net (i .e. surplus) revenues of the 
Canadian corporation tà the central fund, tà Meet èanada's share of 

(i) the cost of maintaining the central body, and 
the.cost of. using.and maintaining the cable system, 

it being -understood that this decision involved no commitment regarding pay-
ment of any overall deficit; and, 

(b) agreed that any action to nationalize communication services in Can-
ada be delayed pending the outcome of negotiations in the United Kingdom. 

I should be grateful  if you would inform the appropriate authorities in the 
United Kingdorn of the action taken by the Government. We are not circular-
izing the other Commonwealth Governm.ents- on this question at the present 
time, since the Interim Agreement has. still to be signed by all partner govern-
ments and the  action .èontempfated on the main portion of  your Report does 
not seem imminent. As I interpret the 'decision of the Cabinet, they are not 
Prépare«d at 'this stà -ge .  tos  commit the Canadian Government to assuming any 
share of the cost of maintaining the Commonwealth Telecommunications 
Board and the cables .system in excess of the net revenues of Canadian Cor-
i)oration. This attitude does not conflict in any wa'y with the pràpôsed finanCial 
arrangements since  the  Conference Report noted that the means of meeting 
an ŒVerall defiat was to be left over for subsequent discussion by the new 
Commonwealth Telecommunications Board. Naturally, the Cabinet decision 
doés not preclude Canadian.- participation hi any examination of this problem 
which may take plaçe or possible participation in arrangements that may be 
evolved by the Board

We would welcome any further \information that your staff may be able  to 

secure on the development of United Kingdom policy in nationalization of 
del& and Wireless. In view of the satisfactory relations that have always 
existed between Canadian Marconi and àurselves, we do not feel ,disposed to 
hasten negotiations for the nationalization of that'Comp.  any and the acquisition 
of cable terminals from Cable and Wireless. It is rather our intention to vi,alt 

. 	. 
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1  See Document 730. 1  Voir le document 730. 
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until the United , Kingdom , Government has completed - its -, ; purchase ,of the,
assets of, Cable and .Wireless Limited, - which ;will' involve, control bf Canadiao
1V12üGVlll. ' . .

Yours sincerely, ;
, N. A. ROBERTSON-

735.

au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

CH/Vol . 2114

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires extérieures

to High `Commissioner in' Great Britain

Dear Mr. Massey,:
Ottawa, March 28, 1946

On February 7; 1946, :: an, agreement~ :was % signed-between .the :United States
of America and the, : British Commonwealth and Empire concerning radio dis-
tance indicators, of which I enclose a copy.t The agreement was signed by
four officials on behalf of the United States and by Sir Robert Watsdn`-Wat ton behalf, of, the British .,-Commonwealth and Empire: : We -were; not awaré" ofthe signature of this agreement -. until . after ,it.: had - taken place . and discoveredthat no , authority had ever been , granted by the Canadian r .Government , forsuch asignature :; It is, , of: course,- quite, inconsistent, with constitutional . prac-tice that - any official should ~ sign : for the British ; :Commonwealth and Empire
a title which, as you are aware, has not been authorized for . use in -officialdocuments :,The . reason for, the? curious methodof headinz the document andsigning . it appears to _ havé . been the f â.ct th. at - the : ofâcials : concerned weretechnical experts," and the ' title of the document was based upon the fact that
there has been in existence a Commonwealth and Empire Radio for Civil
Aviation series of conferences . Our Embassy in Washington informs us thatthe .author;of the text on the ' United ;S.,tates_side was a member of the Telecom-
munications Division,,who referred,to the documents . of- the Second Common-wealth and Empire Radio for Civila Aviation. : as . a precedent. : The text of the
document was not checked ; by legal -and protocol experts in the State Depart-ment, while it didnot come tô . our, attention until some time after signature.

The State Department is . apparêntly :willing to _ cônsider the ~ . agreémentcperative, liut is : equally ready to have a new text - drawn up and signed in any
form acceptable to all concerned . Although this agreement is not an important
one it does provide an embarrassing precedent for the future . it is certainlynot one which we could table in Parliament as - binding for Canada and forwhich we could~ seek ;the , approva t of Council: In view- of the . circumstances ,would appreciate if you côuXd:take up as :soon . as possible with the appro=priate officials the ;problem created ;by .. the wording-'and signature of ,. thisdocument . VVe`,yould , like ;you .to point out ;that :we -are strongly, of the opiniônthat :tbc

. document should be re-drafted as ?,soo.,n j as-possible :,withh provision
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for separate signatures on behalf of the various Governments, with the expres-
sion "British Commonwealth and Empire" deleted throughout. We suggest 
that agreement on the form of the document be reached in London through 
consultation with the various Governments affected. When this has been done, 
the revised text should be circulated for approval by the Governments and 
then submitted to the United States. 

Yours sincerely, 
N. A. ROBERTSON 

736. 	 DEA/6327-40 

Mémorandum du président, le Comité interministériel sur les 
télécommunications, au ministre de la 'Reconstruction 

et des Approvisionnements 

Memorandum from Chairman, Interdepartmental Committee on 
Telecommunicatiorzs, to Minister of. Reconstruction and Supply 

[Ottawa,] December 19, 1946 
GENERAL 

The telegramt from the Chairman of the Commonwealth Communications 
Council to Mr. W. A. Rush, Canadian Member, regarding the proposed 
meeting of the said Council to be convened in London some time during the 
month of February was referred to you by Mr. Baldwin. Pursuant to your 
instructions, the Interdepartmental Committee on Telecommunications met 
this morning to consider: 

a) whether Canada should participate in the proposed meeting; 
b) if (a) is answered in the affirmative, then who should act as Canadian 

representative or representatives. 

SHOULD CANADA PARTICIPATE 
• 

- It was unanimously agreed that Canada should be represented at the next 
meeting of the Commonwealth Communications  Council, and the following 
are the principal arguments which prompted such decision: 

a) Canada has formally accepted membership in, and has duly appointed 
a representative to, the Commonwealth Communications Council, and as this 
organization is the administrative body for Commonwealth telecommunica-
tions matters, it is considered that the Canadian member should attend all 
meetings. 

b) Reports of the Moscow Telcommainications Conference indicate that 
the United States of America may sign the Telegraph Regulations. In such 
event, certain of the Commonwealth countries including Canada, who have 
not signed these Regulations, may find it desirable as a natural consequence 
of United States signature to also become signatories. This meeting will  P° 
vide an opportunity for representatives from these various countries to discuss 
the problem generally, as a result of which the Canadian representative Will 
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be in a better position to make a recommendation to the approp riate autho ri-
ties in this country;

c) : One- of the agenda items is the formation and method of operation of
the Commonwealth Telecommunications Board, which will come into being
when nationalization has been completed throughout the Commonwealth. As
Canada will be a . member of such Board, it seems desirable that we should
have a voice in its structure and, take advantage of this opportunity of pre-
senting our views in that connection ;

d) Although it is Canadian policy to delay any action on nationalization
of cable,and wireless until 'such time as the United Kingdom has completed
its programme and has taken over the shares and assets of Cable and Wireless
Limited, we will nevertheless be required to tie in to the overall nationalization
programme at some point . Therefore it seems important that we obtain first
hand information as to the procedure being adopted and the schedule being
followed in the other countries of the Commonwealth . The United Kingdom
Government will acquire 51 % of the shares of the Canadian Marconi Com-
pany, and this meeting would appear to provide us with the opportunity of
obtaining helpful information regarding the future plans of the United
Kingdom ;

e) The report which is to be rendered at this meeting by the Secretary of
the Commonwealth Communications Council, who attended the Moscow
Conference, will undoubtedly assist us in the preparations which we are ' mak-ing for- the World Telecommunications Conference iwhich is to be convenedin 1947 .

You will recall 'that in a letter dated November 15th, 1943, which You
directed to the Prime Minister, you recommended that the Controller of
Radio, who was then Mr. W. A. Rush, be designated as the Canadian Member
on the Commonwealth Communications Council . When Mr. Rush later
retired from that appointment, the recommendation was approved that hecontinùe`

.as Canadian representative until March, 1947, when the situation
would be reviewed .

The Committee agreed that Mr . Rush should attend the coming meeting
of the Commonwealth Communications Council, not only because he is the
duly authorized Canadian member, but also because his experience and back-
ground knowledge will undoubtedly be of considerable assistance .

In addition, it was . the opinion of all the members present that it wouldbe
desirable to have also in attendance an individual who is still actively

connected with the Canadian Government and who is completely up to
date on Government- policy in the matter of nationalizàtion. As Transpo rt
is the Government Department most directly concerned and most familiarWith our national ' and international telecommunications interests, it was
considered that the second representative to the meeting should be selectedfrom that Depa rtment .
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DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE INTERESTS , 

It iS obvious that our nationalization procedures will involve somewhat 
*detailed fmancial arrangements in which the Department of Finance will be 
principally concerned. It was felt that it would be helpful if an individual 
from that Department who has had some contact with this subject could 
accompany rthe two Canadian representatfves to the meeting, primarily to 
discuss with the United Kingdom authorities and-the representatives of 
the other Commonwealth countries who will be present in London, the 
overall financial programme and obtain details ,which can  be more satis-
factorily handled by personal liaison than in official correspondence. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Interdepartmental Committee 
recommends for your consideration 

on Telecommunications respectfully . 

a) that Canada be represented ai this meeting of the Cômrnonwealth 
Communications Council;- 	 ' 

b) that the delegation be composed of 
i) the present Canadian member, Mr. W. A. Rush, 

. ii  ) a selected official frorn the Department of Transport; 
- c) that consideration be given to the desirability of having an appropriate 
official from the Department of Finance accompany these two representatives, 
not to attend the ,meetings officially, but to take advantage of this opportunity 
of liaising and holding discussions with representatives of all the Common-
wealth countries who will be in attendance on the purely financial implica-
tions of nationalization. 

H. M[oRAN] 

: SECTION 

DÉFENSE/D-EFENCE • 

737. 	 DEA/8371-40 

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au sous-ministre 
de la *Défense  nationale pour r Air 

Under-Secretary of State. for External Ajjairs to Deputy Minister of 

Natibnal Defence for Air 

I 	 . 	' Ottawa, January 1 .  , 1946 

I am enclosing a letter_ dated January. 8t1i, from the United Kingdom Higu 
Commissioner, concerning the proposal that the Canadian Government 
should participate in forming a Route Squadron made up of Air . 

Forces 

from the Commonwealth countries. should .  be  glad tc; have your views on 

this proposal. , * 
'N. A. *  RosErosoN 
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I [PIÉCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Le haut commissaire de, i_Grande-Bretagne au; .,sous-secrétaire d'État
aux A#aires extérieures ,. :,-. . .: . . _,High Commissioner of Great Britain to Under-Secretary of Statefor Externat A ffairs '

1085/10 Ottawa, January 8, 1946
Dear Mr. 'Robertson,

With a view to" extending ' the close co-operation between the Air Forcesof the British Commonwealth, the United Kingdom authorities have been
considering the possibility of forming- a Route . Squadron, composed " of

11
personnel from ~ the Air Forces of the ' Commonwealth , countries : ; I have
been asked to enquirè 'if the Canadian authorities would '.be prepared - to
participate in such a : -scheme.' ._ . ~l . .

. It is felt that the, formation of such a sqüadron would follow . appropriâ.tely:
upon the estab lishment of the Central Flying School and Air Navigation
School in the fiéld of air trânspôrt; i .e. movement ând su 1 bPP Y Y air ° offorces of all threë 'arms ' and fiight delivery' of aircraft ' frôili ° production `'to:
any point in-an- - emergency, it is considered particularly desirable that a
common technique' - shduld be `dèveloped : l

The purpose of the Squadron, which would bë equipped with the latest
and best types -"of transpôrt aircrâft -woûld=-be :±"

(a) To provide for the 1Air' Forces of i all' the Commonwealth countries
aircrew with experience of flying difficulties in all parts of the world. Theseairmen would .form, a, nucleus of highly trained aircrews whose skill and
knowledge would b'e ` invâ.luable.

(b) To flight-test aircraft in all conditions of weather and climate and
thus , improve design and efficiency of British mi litary aircraft .

(c) To provide air transpo rt for personnel of military services travellingbetween:variôus parts,, of ,the Commonwealtli - and attending various specialist
courses which wi ll be mecessary', :to eriàble ,,`service .' personnel to keep abreastof scientific development .

Before giving further examinahon to this proposal the United Kingdom
authorities would be glad to know whethër it commends itself to the Cana-
dian aüthorities ` - and , whether they would be willing to participate in sucha joint unde rtaking and to bear a, share of the, cost . Questions, of the locationof the squâa.ron, .the 'routes to be opérated and the share of cost to be bo rnebY each country would be " discûssed at a later' stage if it is agreed' that theproposai shoûld be further éxaminèd : ~

Yours sincerely,
MALCOLM MACDONAL D

1 La note suivante était écrite sur cettelettre : ;
Mr. Robertson

'The following note was written on the, letter'
This will need to be_ looked .into. vèry ; carefull y beforeW. L . M[âCxErrz-] K[nvOj

.
.22-1-46 . ~ ; , ! any commitment made.

-7
li
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DEA/8371-40 

Le sous-ministre de la Défense nationale pour l'Air 
au sous-secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures 

Deputy Minister of National Defence for Air 
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

Ottawa, january 24, 1946 
With reference to your communication dated 17th January, -  1946, concern-

ing Canadian participation in the'formation of a route squadron made up of 
Commonwealth Air Forces. 

Although the aims of the proposed organization are considered to be of 
great importance and would serve a definite need, it is not considered feasible 
at the present time for the R.C.A.F. to participate. With the multitudinous 
problems and considerations that must be met during the interim stage  be- 
tween war and peace, and the numerous extraneous commitments which have 
to be filled by the 'R.C.A.F., any aCtivity of this nature is, Unfortunately, im-
practical. There is no doubt, however, that at some future date, the R.C.A.F. 
will wish to have its own transport squadrons carry out flights to all portions 
of the world, and at that time could co-ordinate their effort with such an 
activity as has been suggested. 

It would be appreciated if the above views could be transmitted to the 
High Conunissioner for the United Kingdom in Canada. 

JAMES SHARPE 
for the Deputy Minister 

739. 	 DEA/7-DA 

Mémorandum du secrétaire, le Comité de défense du Cabinet, 
au Comité de défense du Cabinet 

Memorandum from Secretary, Cabinet Defence Committee, 
to Cabinet Defence Committee 

[Ottawa,] February 2, 1946 

CANADIAN PARTICIPATION IN COMMONWEALTH ROUTE SQUADRON 

1. The United Kingdom High Commissioner in Canada has advised that 
his government have been conidering the possibility of forming a "Route 
Squadron" comprised of personnel from the Air Forces of the Commonwealth 
countries. He has inquired if Canada would be prepared to participate in such 
a scheme. 

2. In the view of the United Kingdom authorities, the formation of such a 
squadron would develop a uniform technique for the movement and supPlY 

by air of military forces, and flight deli-very of aircraft from production to'any 
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point in an emergency: The purposes of the squadron, which would' be
equipped with the latest and best types of aircraft, would be :

(a) to provide. the ;Air Forces of all the ' Commonwealth countries with, ex-
perience of flying difficultiesin -all parts of the world ;

(b) to flight-test aircraft in all conditions with a view to improving their
design and efficiency ; and

~ . . .(c) .to provide air transport for military personnel travelling between Com-
monwealth coùntries .

3 . The question of thé location of the squadron, `the routes to be operated
and the share of cost to be borne by each country would be discussed at a
later stage if it is agreed that the proposal should be further examined . In the
meantime, the United Kingdom authorities wish tô know whether we would
be willing to participate in such a joint undertaking and -whether we would
be willing to bear a share of the cost .

4 . The Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs ' referred the matter to
the Department of National Defence for Air who have reported that :

The aims of the suggested ' organization are felt ` to be of greât importance
and would meet a definite need. ` However, with the many probléms relating
to the transition from war to peace conditions,' it ~ is not , judged to be feasible
at the present time for the R .C.A.F. to - participate in such a joint : undertaking .It is . certain, however, that at some future date the R .C .A.F. will desire to have
its own transport squadrons - carry fli

I
hts to all Y g parts of the, wôrld,` and it

is probable at that time ' the R:C.A.F . - would co-ôrdinâté their effort with theplan now suggested by the United Kingdom . '
5• The views of the Cabinet Deferice Commitfëé have been sougfit bèforeâ

reply is made to the United Kingdom High Commissioner .

E:W:T.GiLL

DEA/8371-40

Le secrétaire, le Comité de défense du Cabinet, au sous-secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures "

Secretary, Cabinet Defence Committee,-to Under-Secretary of State
for External Aff -

Ottawa, ' February 20, 194 6May I draw your attention to the decisions taken on the - following matters
by the Cabinet Defence Committee at their 13 th meeting, held on February18 th , which require action by your department :

1• Air Force ; participation in Commonwealth Route SquadronTour file on this subject is . returned herewith. It was the feeling of the
Cabinet Defence Committee that in notifying the United " Kingdom authoritiesTthat] Canada' would not participate in, this joint unde rtaking, no referenceshould . be made to the - possibi lity of some co-ordinated effo rt at ~ a later date.
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This would réquire deletion of the ultimate sentence in your draft reply to 
Mr. MacDonald. 	 1• 	° 

2. Imperial Defence College courses; financial arrangements 
3. Victory celebrations in the United Kingdôm; Canadian participation 

EVAN W. T. GILL 

. DEA/8371-40 

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au haut commissaire de ,Grande-Bretagne 

•Under-Secretary of State for External A ffairs 
to High Commissioner of Great Britain 

Ottawa, February 21, 1946 
Dear Mr. MacDonald, 

I am writing with reference to- your letter of January 8th in which you 
informed us of the proposai under consideration. in London for forming a 
Route Squadron composed of personnel from the air ,forces of the Common-
wealth countries and enquired whether the Canadian authorities would be 
willing to participate in such a Scheme.. 

The matter° has now been carefully Considered and it is recognized that 
the aims of the proPosed organization are important and would meet a 
definite need. It is felt, however, that it is not feasible for. the Royal Canadian 
Air,Force to participate in a joint undertaking of this nature. The principal 
reason is the extent and nature of the problems relâting to the transition of 
the R.C.A.F. from war to peace Conditions and the character of the various 
commitments which  must  be met by the R.C.A.F. 

Yours sincerely, 
N. A. ROBERTSON • 

, 
Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État associe aux Affaires extérieures 

au Comité 'de défense dû Cabinet " 

Memorandum from Associate Under-Secretary 'of State for External Affairs 
to Cabinet Defence Committee 

SECRET • * 	'}. 	 '114à-c:h 5, 1946 

PROPOSED INFORMAL COMMONWEALTH CONFERENCE 

, 	ON„DEFENCE SCIENCE 	 • 

1: The United Kingdom • government. have prdposed that a short and 
"entirely informari  Conimônwealth conference on defence. science  should be 

held in London bétween June Ird andlune 15th.' An.uriofficial conferelice 'of 
CoinmonWealth scientists don.vened by the Royal Society ,bas been called te 
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meet in London on . June 17th . and it : will be followed, during the month of
July by a Commonwealth : sçientific official conference. The ; invitations to
participate in these two scientific conferences have already been accepted and
the Canadian representatives have been tentatively chosen .

2, When,these. arrangements were under . discussion in the middle of 1945,
the United Kingdom' governmen.t stated that questions of liaison between
Commonwealth governments on 'secret ' defence science might , be left ',for
separàae ` considération, since they raiséd special issues . They have now ,. pro-posed, however, that advantage should" be taken of the , presence of" so manysciets from [sic] London `this ' summer to arrangé for discussions on defence
research:' : : .:

3 . The detailed programme suggested in a letter from the United KingdomH6 Cômmissionér, datèd February.21st, is asfollows : .'The United Kingdom, authorities have been giving some consideration to
the question of what subjects might be considèred; ,by the meeting . I havebeen a5ked to let, you know that it is suggestëd that the' first twô items o nthe agenda should be:

(a) to consider how best to distnbutethe necessary programme of defenc e
research throughout the British Commoïtwealth in such a way as to ;.mâké
the best possible use of available and potential facilities, and staff in eachcQuntry, and :

(b) .to cônsider what machm .ery may be reqüuëd for the cn-ordinationand périodical review of such à programme .:
The United Kingdom authorities are, convinced from the ,y future, trend ofdefence research which : has ~ already become . discernible, ,that : there is , animmense task,to, carrÿ out on - the research and development required:. Theyfeel that the resources. of : the,-, United Kingdom alone are, not likely to-beSufficient tot c- .ope with such , a . programme >and ~that in,any case .the- ;UnitedKingdomti is not suitable, ; geographically. or climatically, . for: ~ a full investiga-a4 of man,y problems involved. : Moreover, they feel . that a dispers al, of the

research centres would be desirable to provide some . ; measure of protection.
Apart from the subjects mentioned . above; : which would constitute the prin-

çipal items on the agenda the, United Kingdom authorities would like to dis-
cuss the location of testingï and research faci lities ;for :. . . W . r,,_ . ._ . :(a) ; full scale' development : andlesting of guided and propelled missiles and. tlrn;e..f :7,._ r_ ,,I

(b) testing supersonic pilotlessâircraft ,, . :
(e) testmg facilities for weapons ànd equipirient under various climati cconditions ,
(d) , testing of shore : : and , ship-based aircraft under full Arctic and full

tropical conditions ,
~

(e) investigation of local under-water acoustic and magnetic conditions
with special reference to techniques for submarine detection, .: . :, ,
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(f) testing arid deelopment of vehiblés and , A.F.Vs, 1  
(g) large scale testing facilities for concrete 'structures for use in attack and 

defence, and 
(h) chemical and biological warfare problems. 

It has been arranged that the scientific conference and the meeting of the 
Royal Society should begin on June 17th. The United Kingdom authorities 
•think that a fortnight should suffice for the informal conference on defence 
science and accordingly suggest that this should open -  on June 3rd. 

The United Kingdom authorities would like to reach agreement on the sub-
jects for the agenda by March 1st and, if this can be done, they would hope 
to be able to circulate papers before the end of March to the authorities con-
cerned so that visiting delegations would have' ample time to consider these 
subjects before leaving for the United Kingdom. 

The United Kingdom authorities would hope to be`able to arrange visits to 
United Kingdom research establishments wOrking on defence matters, if pos: 

 'sible to coincide with similar Visits -  proposed during the course of the official 
and Royal Society conferences, but they feel giat advantage might bè taken of 
any spare days for this purpose during the informal conference' On defence 
science. . 

I should be glad if you would let me knàw as sobn as possible whether the 
Canadian authorities are willing to take part in the proposed infOrmal Con-
ference on defence  science If so, I shoUld also be Very 'glad to know whether 
they concur in the suggested agenda as set out in this letter and if they have 
any comments or additions  to suggest; in that event it Would be very helpful if 
they 'could be  made available by-  March lst Perhaps y'oU.' would also i 11  chic 
course be good enough to let Me know Whether  the  timertable ab ove  
would be acceptable and whether the suggested -Starting" date Of June 3rd  for  
the informal conference on défencè  science  would be convement  The United 

 Kingdoni authoritiés Would -alio' appreciate information at  as  early.  à date as 
possible as to the composition of  any Canadian delegation so that accOrruno -
dation can be arranged." 

4. There are obvious advantages in continning the close scientific relation-
ships on defence questions which have been developed during the war, both 
between Commonwealth countries and with the United States. l'here is, there-
fore, a strong case for accepting the United Kingdom proposal and arranging 
for Canadian representation by a small team. It is, however, most important 
that close cooperation in this respect inside the Commonwealth should neither 
.prejudice  the  intimacy of ()Ur official scientific contacts with the United States, 
nor give rise to any assnmPtions in the United Kingdom that we are accepting 
political commitments for Commonwealth defence at this stage. The emPhasi s  
placed by the United Kingdom government on the complete informality of the 

the meeting may be a sufficient safeguard, but it might be well in replying to  

1  Armoured Fighting Vehicles. 
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invitation to draw particular attention to the plans now under way for fuller 
collaboration in peacetime between Canada and the United States on all de-
fence questions. 

5. It is also for consideration whether we should bring up at this stage the 
form which any conclusions reached by the conference might take. Some of 
the items on the suggested agenda have strong political implications, such as 
the distribution of defenCe research stations throughout the British Common-
wealth and the location of testing and research facilities for various types of 
military equipment. If the conference were to make definite recommendations 
on these subjects which were acceptable on political grounds to all the gov-
ernments of the Commonwealth except Canada, the Canadian government 
may find itself placed in an awkward position. 

W.L.M.K./Vol. 237 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures 
au Premier ministre 

Memorandum from Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to  Prune  Minister 

SECRET 

As you know there will be held in London next summer a series of meet-
ings of Commonwealth scientists 'of which the 'n-lost important will be an. 
unofficial conference convened by the Royal Society. Canadian participation 
in this and in a smaller and later meeting of official scientists has already been 
approved. The United Kingdom Goverment suggested  sonie  weeks ago that 
the Royal Society's Conference might be preceded by an informal and secret 
conference on defence research. They communicated more detailed sugges-
tions for this meeting through Earnscliffe toward the end- of last nionth •and in 
particular they suggested that the first  items on the agenda should read as 
follows: 

(a) To consider how best to distribute the necessary programme of de-
fence research throughont the British Commonwealth in such a N'  v a y as to 
make the best possible use of available and potential facilities and staff in 
each country, and 

(b) To consider what machin.ery may be required for the co-ordination and 
periodical review of such a programme. 

The proposals were referred to the Chiefs of Staff and the National Re-
search Council for their views and the opinion was expressed that an informal 
meeting on ,defence research might well be profitable, especially to avoid 
duplication  of effort, provided that our participation did not imply acceptance 
of a single Commonwealth  •programme in this field and that our, interests with 
respect to the United States were safeguarded. 

[Ottawa,] March 19, 1946 
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The question was considered by .the Defence Committee of the Cabinet - on
March 16th at which a draft reply was : discussed proposing that the invitation
be accepted provided that alterations were made in the items of the agenda
quoted above. The , Defence Committee - approved this . draft with minor

changes and I attach a copy of the letter,which bas been sent, to Mr . Stephen

Holmes following this discussion. This contains a suggested redraft of the

agenda so phrased as to remove the possible centralist imp lications of the

United Kingdom proposal .'

SECRÉT ,

[PIÉCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Le ' sôus-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au. haut commissaire adjoint de Grande-Bretagne

Under-Secretary of State for External A ffairs

"t.
o - Députy High Commissioner of Great Britain

Dear Mr . Holmes,

Ottawa, March 16, 1946

Consideration'has now beèn given to the detailéd information containéd i n

your letter of February 21 stf about the' suggested informal conference of

,Eommonwealth . countries_ ~in London next June on the subject of defence
research. .Itwas not possible to . send you an ear lier answer as the. proposal

nr of intricate technical
rè:quired { iriterdepartmental consïderation of a
qûestions .

The Canadian aüthontiés arel zn .ful1. agreement yvithJthe United Kingdom

aûthorrties . that , there . is an. immense task -to. be . çarried. r out in the field of

defence . research ., and development, and they shnre .,th eir. , desire that the . close

relâtionships : on these qûestions, which . have been developed during ,the war

should be .çontinued.~, • ~
They find ; dif~iculty, however, in . agreeing to the first two items of the

agenda in the form in which they are expressed in your letter . As . phraSed,
they appear to contemplate the adoption- of a single programme of defenc

e
central

research .for the,British , Commonwealth, directed and coordinated by aliZe
machinery yet to be estâblished. It is,felt here that an attempt so to form

arrangements for secret defence -research and "dëvelopment might, result i
n

stem
inflexibility and prove,to be less,effective than . a,looser and.less fôrmal sy

of coordination and liaison :

Furthermore,- it is o f great . importance to all . the, countries of, the Brlnth

Çommonwealth, and of : a rt icûlar• importance to, Canada, that the most

~mate possible .relationship in this .- field should bermaintained with the Unite
d

.States . As, you are aware, . the . - Permanent Joint .,B,oard TofPnCp is now

1 Note marinale• 1 Marginâl note:

• OK. W. L . - M[ACKENZIE] `K[114à] 31-3-46



Yours sincerely, 	, 
N. A. ROBERTSON 
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developing a scheme for the closer coordination of défence planning between 
Canada and the United States; and the ,Canadian authorities attach special 
importance to the maintenance and extension of their direct contacts with the 
United States authorities in defence research and development. 

While agreeing, therefore, that an informal conference should take place 
in London between June 3rd and 19th and that there might usefully be dis-
cussed at this Conference the location of testing  and  research facilities for 
the  eight projects mentioned in your letter, the Canadian authorities propose 
that the first two items on the agenda should be reworded, as follows: 

(a) to consider the tasks which might be undertaken in 'defence research 
by British Commonwealth Governments in such a way as, to make the best 
possible use of available and potential facilities  and staff in eaCh countrr; 

(b) to consider the means whereby the programmes of defence research 
undertaken by British Commonwealth Governments might best be coordinated 
and periodically reviewed; and 

(c) ,to,exchange views on methods of co-operation in the field of defence 
research and de\',élopment with the United States of America and other foreign 
governments. 	 ••' 	 . 

It is felt here that the value of holding a conference of this  nature  at present 
is that it will provide an opportunity for the exchange of views .and experience 
between technical 'experts, and that the aim should not be to iïresent to Com-
monwealth Govemments geneial recormnendations for their consideration. 

anadian experience; which we believe to be parallel to that of other coun-
tries of the Commonwealth, has shown that, especially, in dealing with the 
United States, 'satisfactoiy  contact in tliis field is best ,  maintained by direct 
arrangements on spèêifié -proposals; sometimes concluded at the departmental 
level, rather than under an overall agreement neetiated between governments. 
An overall intergovernmental agreement on these matters, indeed, would of 
necessity involve far-reaching political implications, and  its negotiation might 
in fact result in limiting the extent ,and utility of close liaison and cooperaiion 
in matters of defence science. 

744, DEA/50255-40 

Mémorandum du secrétaire, le Comité de défense du Cabinet 

Memorandum by Secretary, Cabinet Defence Committee 

SECRET 	 [Ottawa,]  March 22, 1946 

COMMONWEALTH CONFERENCE ON DEFE/•ICE SCIENCE 
Following is an extract from the minutes of the 14th meeting of the Cabinet 

Defence Conimiftee held on March 16, 1946. 
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"THE COMMITTEE, after further discussion :

(a) agreed that Canada should be represented .at the informal Common-
wealth conference on defence science, and that the reply to the United King-
dom invitation be in the terms of the draft submitted, subject to minor changes
emerging from the discussion ;

(b) that the composition of the Canadian delegation be settled by the
Minister of National Defence on the advice of the President, National Re-
search Council, and the Director General of Defence Research ; and

(c) that the _Chiefs of Staff Committee prepare and submit for considera-
tion recommendations as to '.the policy which should govern : in matters of
defence research arrangements with Commonwealth and other countries "

745. DEA/50046-B;-4 0

Le secrétaire, le, Comité de défense du Cabinet, au sous-secrétaire d'État
; _ . , .

r ~âssôcié aux A ffaires extérieures
.

Secretary, Cabinet Def ence Committee, to Associate Under-Secretary of State
for External A ffairs

Ottawa, May 2, 1946

You will recall that Cabinet -Defence Committee recently discussed the

financial arrangements that should obtain in the postwar period for Canadian
and U.K. Service personnel interchanged . on courses . The Chiefs of Staff

favoured a continuation of reciprocal arrangements that have been in e ffect

during the war, and by which ' no charge was made for the courses, but each

government was responsible for pay - and allowances of their personnel attend-

ing such courses . Before promoting this plan with the U.K ., you ' sked for

further details as to how such a schemé would affect U .K. and Canada.

The C.A.S. now advises that, effective April 1st, 1946, the R.C.A.F . must

pay for all courses that R.C.A.F. personnel undergo at R.A.F. schools . He

considers this contrary to the views expressed at Cabinet Defence Committee,
and .suggests that the question be reopened with a view to making representa

.=

tions to the U .K.

I have consulted Navy and Army in this'matter, and they both indicat
e

rses
that they expect to. revert, to the' prewar arrangement and pay for cou

.

They are exploring the matter now with U .K. autho rities .

I am not inclined to put the matter before Cabinet Defence Committee
this time, but I would welcome'your observations so that I may make a

report
:, .

to - the , C.A.S . , . . . _ . , a ,
EVA N W. T. GILL'
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PCO/D-19-15 

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

High Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 1052 	 London, May 2, 1946 

TOP SECRET. Defence of the Commonwealth. 
2. Two papers have been submitted by United Kingdom on defence 

matters for consideration of Commonwealth Ministers. One is a Chiefs of 
Staff paper and the other is a paper by the Secretary of State for Dominions 
incorporating views of Chiefs of Staff. It was intended that these  • papers 
should 'be shown to you on your arrival in London. They have not yet been 
seen by Canadian Joint Staff Mission who are, nevertheless, endeavouring 
to secure copies. Following is a summary of principal features of these 
papers based on a brief reading.  •  

1. Chiefs of ste paper. This is based on designation of 4 "main support 
areas"—United Kingdom, the American Continent, Southern Africa, 
Australia and New Zealand. In addition, there are designated "other areas 
of strategic importance" in which British influence should be maintained 
in order to protect main support areas. These are western Europe, Iberian 
Peninsula, North-West Africa, Middle East, India, South-East Asia. (The 
designation of the Middle East as an area of strategic importance but not a 
main support area is interesting. Du ring the course of discussions on other 
subjects with Commonwealth representatives, Bevin made  • it clear that 
problem was that there was no area in the Middle East which could be 
regarded as politically dependable for a base, and consideration was being 
given to the possibility of shifting emphasis to Kenya). The Chiefs of Staff 
recommended the following principles for Commonwealth defence. 

(a) Each member of the Commonwealth should accept responsibility 
for the development and defence of their Main support area and the strategic 
zone round it (For Canada this would presumably mean responsibility ,for 
the American Continent and, to some extent at least, North Atlantic com-
munications.). In defining areas of strategic importance it was pointed out 
that the security of western Europe has been proved of direct interest to 
Canada. 

(b) There should be acceptance of the principle of joint responsibility 
between parts of the Commonwealth concerned for protection of the lines 
of communication between the main- support areas. 

(c) Members should agree that it is in their strategic interest to assist, 
both political_ y and militarily, in maintaining the British position in those 
protective areas which directly affect the security of their territory and 
communications. 

746. 



, 
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The 'Menitirandum stresses the desirabilities of co-operation in training' 
and research. It is suggested, however, that the Dominions would maintain 
their own training facilities but that these should be' of a kind which could 
be expanded in time of ' emergency for Combonwealth purposes. This 
principle would be applied to Commonwealth air training facilities. In-
dividual membèrs would agree to maintenanc e . of bases in their regions and 
maintenance of stores and facilities. Emphasis' is placed also on vulnerability 
of United Kingdom and desirability of dispersal of resources and population 
throughout the Commonwealth. 

2. Dominions Secretary% memorandum. This memorandum pays more 
attention to political considerations and is primarily - concerned with 
machinery for consultation and co-operation. The views expressed are as 
follows. _ 

(a) A centralized system for Commonwealth defence is unlikely to be 
generally acceptable, and might restrict the freedom of action of individual 
members of the Commonwealth in making bilateral arrangements for co-
operation with other countries. In any future major war, the Common-
wealth must depend upon the active assistance of the United States, and any 
Commonwealth defence organization must include Machinery for co-operation 
with the United States. Stress is also Placed on regional co-operation with 
other countries such as France and The Netherlands. 

(b) The Commonwealth should set up somelooser system for co-ordination 
which should be based on the national defence organizations. As meetings 
of-Prime Ministers -cannot be held frequently, some arrangement is required 
by which decisions can be taken and implemented and preparatory work 
undertaken without holding a meeting of the Heads of Government. Never-
theless, such an arrangement must be based on the principle that responsibility 
for decisions rests with the various Governments. 

(c) The essence of the proposal is that the United Kingdom should 
maintain Joint Staff Missions in each Dominion, and that the Dominions 
should maintain Joint Staff Missions in London and in any other Dominion 
capitals in which they consider they have sufficient interest. It is suggested 
that the Joint Staff Missions should be attached to the High Commissioners 
office and act as Service Advisers to the High Commissioners. It is em-
phasized that consultation will take place not only in London but also in 

any Commonwealth capital. It seems intended, for example, that the present 

Staff Missions in Melbourne should be developed as principal co-ordinating 

body in the South-West Pacific. It is hoped that the flexible system would 

remove fears of centralized control by the United Kingdom. 

(d) It might. not be possible to bring this system fully into operation 

immediately, but provided there is agreement upon the essentials as set out 

above, the necessary framework would be available on which a full organic-

tion could grow. 



131 ;1

At ' discussions of - these" papers, : Alanbrooke' emphasized that the. .whole
scheme is based on the principle of the Combined Chiefs of Staff, in Wash-ington, the .British members ` of which ~ make -.recarnmendations on . matters:
of major policy to the . Defence Committee which, if ,necessary, can refer
them to the fûll Cabinet . By stressing the parallel of collaboration between
two foreign countries ; - Alanbrooke- argued that no encroachment on the
sovereignty of the Dominions was intended. It was further hoped that each
member would play the major part in ..his area .

In the discussions which followed, Nash indicated general acceptance
provided there was assurance of adequate political consultation at an levels,
and that it was agreed, that the centre . of the scheme need not be in London.
He expressed some feârs that the co-ordination of policies of 5 Govern-
ments would . not, be as ` easy as that of the United States and the United,
Kingdom .

The Australians, while not rejecting 'the scheme, did not seem disposed
to accept it out of . hand . _ Chifley and Evatt . both raised many questions
of detail. Chifley said ` he was anxious lest ~ the proposal should involve
centralized control of defence policy, which he was sure would be 'politica lly
impracticable . Evatt was . more worried - lest, consultation. on mi litary level
would mean that agreements would be reached which would be difficult , to
change when they reached Ministers .

The, United Kingdom - Ministers were anxious to have the matter thrashed
out here and some . agreement , reached before Ministers dispersed . Nash
seemed anxious to take advantage : of . present ,opportunity, but Aus tralians
seemed disinclined to be rushed and, stressed that,the proposals, would have
tabe considered bY. . e . the Australian. Governmeüt..

I understand that further consideration wi ll be given : .to the subject ' this
week in view of_Smuts' arrival. : .

Mémorandum du sécrétairé, le Comité des chefs d'État-major ,
au Comité de défense du Cabinet

Memorandum from Secretary, Chiefs of Staff Committee ,
to .Cabinet Def ence Committee

Ottawa, May 8, 194 6

EXTERNAL POLICY ON DEFENCE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMEN T

1• The Cabinet Defence Commi ttee, at their meeting of March 16th, de=cided that the Chiefs of Staff Committee should prepare and submit reco7n-mendations :as to the policy which should govern in matters of defence researcharrangements with Commonwealth and,other countries .



r 
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2. The Chiefs of Staff, at their meeting of May 7th, concurred with the at-
tached recommendations of the Director General of Defence Research, and 
agreed to recommend this policy to the Cabinet Defence Committee. 

J. W. C. BARCLAY 
Acting Lieutenant-Commander 

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

Extrait du mémorandum du directeur général de recherches pour la défense 

Extract from Memorandum by Director General of Defence Research 

SECRET 

PART II 

[Ottawa, May n.d., 1946] 

A SUGGESTED POLICY TO GUIDE EXTERNAL RELATIONS ON 
DEFENCE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

(Note: From the viewpoint of external relations, Service research and 
. development are inseparable; hence this part, unlike the others, covers 

research and development and has important implications conceming 
production policy.) 

13. Frora a small beginning before the war, Canada has developed Service 
research and development facilities of considerable scope which have made an 
important contribution to the technical and scientific progress' of the Allied 
forces. In some fields of purely Service research Canada has taken the initia-
tive in developing original ideas, in others she has been largely dependent upon 
the United Kingdom or the United States for the initiation and even the direc-
tion of research. It is in the interests of all  three nations that Canada should 
gradually assume a greater degree of independence in this field. This does not 
mean that collaboration would be any less close than it has been, but rather 

reSearch with the other contries, but would limit her activities to those fields in 
artner the reverse. Canada would, in effect, become.  a fully participating p 

which she has important original ideas or special interests, facilities, or I6 
sources.  Work in these fields would be done on Canadian initiative and at 
Canadian expense but with the fullest exchange of ideas, men, and materials, 
with the UK and USA. This general principle might be elaborated as follows: 

(a) Canada wishes to have free and full inteichange of information on 

defence research and development  with  the United Kingdom and the United  
States. 

(b) Canada intends to dà\ote sufficient effort to defence research and de-, 

velopment to produce results which will be of substantial value in this inter-
change. 

(c) Canada wishes to co-operate with the United Kingdom and the U—nited  
States in any way that' may be considered mutually desirable. Consult-ens 
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would be welcomed and are considered essential but Canada must maintain
the initiative in originating her own defence research po licy and programme .

(d) Canada is prepared to undertake full-scale research and development
only on those items for which we have special facilities or interests and which
are within our financial and other resources.

(e) Canada is particularly interested in extending co-operation for technical
and operational testing, under Canadian climatic and topographical conditions,
of equipment developed by the UK or the US, which are suitable for employ-
ment by UK - Canada - US Forces .

(f) Canada desires access to information on defence research fields in
which she is not herself actively engaged . In this connection, she would wish
to train a limited - number of experts among her own personnel for this pur-pose, and to attach these to estab lishments in UK and USA where they could
acquire the requisite knowledge and skiff .

(g) Defence research arrangements with other count ries would depend on
considerations of security po licy, in which Canada would act in closest consul-
tation and association with the United Kingdom and the United States .

(h) In respect of other Commonwealth Countries than the United King-
dom, and with due regard to the aforementioned secu rity policy, defence re-
search arrangements would be entertained by Canada under conditions similar
to those applicable to the United Kingdom .

(j) Other external defence arrangements may be expected to develop in
accordance with the growth of comparable agencies and activities in the
United Nations Organization .

PCO/D-19-15

Mémorandum du secrétaire, le Comité des chefs d'état-major,
au secrétaire du Cabine t

Memorandum f rom Secretary, Chie f s of Staff Committee, to
Secretary to the CabinetTop

SECRET - Ottawa, May 9, 1946

I pass you herewith for your Top Secret and personal information, thefollowing papers and messages received by the Chiefs of Staff from the Cana-
dian Joint Staff Mission, London .\ (a) Memorandum CJSM (5-1) of 2 May 46, together with the followingPapers :

(i) Strategic position of the British Commonwealth ;
(ll) Organization of zones of strategic responsibi lity;(iii) Responsibilities for Commonwealth defence.

(b) Message- CJSM 80 of 6 May 46, t 'from the Canadian Joint StaffMission, London, in reply to message CSC 1058 of 4 May 46;t
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(c) Message CJSM 81 of 6 . May . 46t from the Canadian Joint Staff
Mission, London, concerning the paper on organization of zones of strategi c

responsibility.
J. W. C. BARCLAY

Acting Lieutenant-Commander

[PIÉCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Le secrétaire, la mission interarmes de l'état-major- canadien à Londres,

au secrétaire, -le Comité des chefs d'état-major

Secretary, Canadian Joint Staff Mission, London,
to Secretary, Chiefs of 'Staff Committee

CJSM (5-1) London, May 2, 1946

Reference is made to para 7 of CJSM 79 . t

The Canadian Joint Staff Mission were given an opportunity to peruse the

following papers :
(a) Strategic Position of British Commonwealth .

(b) Organization of Zones of Strategic Responsibility

(c) Responsibilities for Commonwealth Defence .
and enclosed herewith are the substances of these papers for the information

of the Canadian Chiefs of Staff .
R. L. RAYMON T

Lieutenant-Colonel

[PIÉCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Extraits de mémoires de la mission interarmes
de l'état-major canadien a "Londres

Extracts f rom Papers by Canadian Joint Staff Mission, London

TOP SECRET

STRATEGIC POSITION OF THE BRITISH . COMMONWEALTH

1. This appreciation of the stratégic position of the B ritish Commonwealth

is wri tten in the light of its resources and the modem conditions of warfare

and is concentrated on the preparations in peace and defence uThe
those areas and communications which are vital to the

Commonwealth
implication is that these are :,

(a) The U.K. . ~
(b) The American Continent
(c) The White Dominions .

2 . In considering the strategic position of the British CommonW~h~h~e
conflict with Russia is the only situation, in which it at present seems
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British Commonwealth might again become involved in a major war. In such 
a conflict it would be vital to obtain the early and wholehearted participation 
of the United States on the side of the Commonwealth. The consideration of 
the strategic position is therefore made having particular regard to the possi-
bility of a war in which the British Commonwealth and the United States, with 
such allies as they could obtain, were confronted by Russia and her satellites. 

3. If Russia be taken as the potential aggressor, the following must be 
considered: 

(a) Main support areas on which the war effort of the Commonwealth 
must be based, and which it is therefore -  essential for the Commonwealth to 
hold, and the communications between them. 

(b) Other areas of strategical importance in which it is desired to retain 
Commonwealth influence in order to protect ' the main support areas, and 
ensure that the Commonwealth does not start a future war in an unfavour-
able strategical position. 

In considering the above, it must be borne in mind the relative position of 
the Commonwealth and Russia as regards man-power and war potential 
which will result from the maintenance or loss of the Commonwealth position 
in any particular area 

4. The term "main support areas" means those areas which contain con-
centrations of man-power, industrial potential or sources of food or raw 
material, such that they are essential to the war effort. 

5. It is clear that the following will be the main support areas: 
(a) The United Kingdom. 
(b) The American continent, including South America. 	, 
(c) Africa south of the Sahara including East Africa. 
(d) Australia and New Zealand. 
The position. of the United Kingdom is peculiar in that it contains 63 per 

cent of the white man-power of the British Commonwealth and an even 
greater proportion of its industrial potential, but is at the same  tune in a 
highly vulnerable position geographically. Eventu.ally it may be possible io 
build up the war potential of the  Dominions to such an extent that the rela-
tive importance of the United Kingdom will be diminished, but short of mass 
emigration and the wholesale transfer of industry which at present appears 
impracticable, the contribution of the United Kingdom in war-making poten-
tial will remain so high that, in spite of its vulnerability, it must continue to be 
classified as a main stipport area  

6. The position of India also requires consideration. Uncertainty as to, her 
political future makes it unwise, at the present time, to regard her as a main 
support area.  The  airfields in' North-West Indià are of great importance, and 
have  great offensive possibilities. India is, however, with the excePtion of the 
United Kingdom, more expôsed to air attack than the other main 'support 
areas. 



On the other hand, her geographical position, together with the proportion 
of the man-power of the Commonwealth which India is in a position to pro-
vide is so high and her industrial and supply capacity, which is already in-
creasing, is potentially so great that it is considered that it will undoubtedly be 
of the greatest importance that India should remain in or closely allied to the 
Commonwealth and take her place as a main support area in the future. 

India has not been included as a main support area in the present review, 
but it is considered essential that the country should be so developed and the 
political situation stabilised so as to allow her to take her place as a main 
support area at the earliest possible moment. 

7. Communications between the main support areas will mainly be by sea 
through. the Atlantic, Pacifi.c and Indian Oceans. These are of vital im-
portance. In particular, if the war potential of the United Kingdom is to re-
main available it is essential that her Atlantic sea communications are kept 
open. 

. The use of the sea and air communications through the Mediterranean may 
be of very geat importance owing to the saving both of shipping and of time 
thereby achieved. Although, from the point of view of broad strategy, this 
route cannot be classified as vital in the same way as are the Atlantic com-
munications, the extent to which freedom of action is and must remain de-
pendent upon limitations of shipping makes it of very great value. 

It must also be pointed Out that the security of the alternative shipping 
route via the Cape, which serves either the Mediterranean or the Far East 
theatre, depends almost entirely on South African co-operation. 

EFFECT OF WITHDRAWAL TO MAIN SUPPORT AREAS 

8. It may be argued that preparations in peace should be concentrated upon 
the preservation of main support areas only and of the communications be-

tween them, and that outside these areas our commitments shOuld be cut to 
the minimum. Such a policy might claim the double advantage, not only of 
reducing commitments, but also of placing between ourselves and the potential 
aggressor very considerable areas, thereby lessening the chance of conflict. 

9. It is suggested, however, that it would be fallacy to suppose that, where 
territories of strategic importance are concerned, hiatus areas would exist for 
long between zones of Russian interest and those of Commonwealth interest. 
If commitments were cut and the predominant position of the Commonwealth 
in such areas lost thereby, these areas with the war-making potential theY coIl-

tain will, sooner or later, be dominated by Russia. If the Commonwealm 
moves out in peacetime, Russia will move in, pursuing her policy of extending 
her influence ,by all meanS short of major war to further strategic areas. 

10. A policy of concentrating upon the defence of main support areas 
would result in adding to the Russian controlled' area and therefore to the 
war-making potential at her disposal, the following: 

(a) All Europe less the United Kingdom 
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(b) North-West Africa

(c) The Middle East and North East Africa .

11 . These additions to Russian-contro lled territories would have a far-
reaching effort [sic] on the secu rity of Commonwealth sea communications.
The communications between the main support areas of the Ame rican conti-
nent and Southern Africa and Australia could still be maintained, though those
in the Atlantic would be threatened from bases in No rth-West Africa . Com-
munications to the United Kingdom, however, would be gravely threatened
through the possession 'by the enemy of the entire Atlantic coast line from the
North Cape to French Morocco. The Mediterranean communications would,
of course, be cut.

Because of the great distances involved, air communications would be
severely restricted in war and the ability to reinforce by air with the shorter
range types would be lost .

Under the circumstances, it is doubtful whether the industrial potential of
the United Kingdom could be sustained'The threat to its sea communications,
coupled with the, direct threat by air attack and long-range bombardment from
the mainland of Europe, would introduce a grave risk that the United King-
dom would be reduced to a Malta-type existence, :contributing little to the
main war potential .

12 . Should the U.S .S .R. dominate all the areas given in paragraph 10, she
would gain immense additional resources in man-power . As well, she would
approximately double her steel-making capacity and acquire substantial addi-
tional oil production .

13 . It is therefore clear that a policy of withdrawal into the main support
areas would produce the following results :

(a) Itwould render the position of the United Kingdom, if not untenable,
at least one of the utmost gravity in which the industrial potential of this coun-
try wouid, to all intends and purposes, be lost . Both India and SouthernAfrica would be threatened .

(b) It would add considerably, perhaps even decisively, to the man-power
and war potential'at the disposal of Russia.

In addition, it would greatly reduce the possibility of carrying out offensive
operations against areas of importance to the enemy, would add greatly to the
depth of his defences and would correspondingly reduce the depth of Com-
m'onwealth defences, thereby depriving us of the time necessary to organizedefence.

14
. If a war with Russia should occur, the Commonwealth is certainly

hkelY to have to give ground in some of these areas, but it should on no
account weaken itself in peacetime by surrendering influence in areas - of majorstra.tegic importance,' in - advance 'of a war .
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AREAS OF STRATEGIC IMPORTANCE OTHER THAN THE MAIN SUPPORT AREA S

15 . From the preceding section it is clear that, if preparations in peace are
concentrated upon the -main suppo rt areas only, the Commonwealth would be
at a very grave disadvantage from the start of a con flict. It is therefore neces-

,sary to consider the extent to which the Commonwealth should maintain in-
fluence in additional areas which will enable it to :

(a) Ensure the security of the main support areas.
(b) Ensure that at the sta rt- of a con flict'the ' Commonwealth has sufficient

depth in front of its vital areas to allow -the necessary time both to mobilize
the Commonwealth forces and for the resources of the United States to be
brought into play.

(c) Deny to the probable• enemy the, opportunity of developing in peace

important additional resources and war potential.

(d) Attack areas of importance to the enemy at the outbreak of war.

- 16. In considering , the strategic . requirements forward of the main support
areas, the main factor to be taken into account is the ve ry . great numerical

supe rio rity in -1and , forces which the, Russians would be likely to enjoy in the

event of war .
In face of this two main factors will have to be relied upon :

(a) The maintenance of our lead in the scientific and technical fields .

,(b) Commonwealth sea and air power. -
' These factors caupled with Russia's' geographicàl position and economic

self-sufficiency lead - to the consideration that threat of attack by air , or long-

range weapons will be our one effective mi litary deterrent, to, Russian aggres-

sion. It is therefore of the greatest importance that control should be retaine d

of the necessary bases to render such attacks possible . Of the main supp°rt

areas at present assured to the Commonwealth only the United Kingdom is so

placed that it could constitute a base for this purpose, but it is obvious tha
t

the United Kingdom~ alone is clearly insufficient .

_SUMMARY

24. Our strategic requirements in addition to the security of our main sup-
,port areas and the communications between them may therefore be sum-
marized as the establishment and maintenance of our position in :

Western Europe, including. Scandinavia

The Iberian Peninsula and, North-West Africa

The Middle East, particularly Egypt and Palestine

India and South-East Asia.

25. It - is not suggésted that in all the above areas a display of military f
in peacetime is éssential in order to prevent the . spread of Russian u~ue
Our influence can be established and maintained in varying ways, by P°liae

al
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action, and by our eCon.omic policy as well as by the presence of armed forces. 
In some cases political action may be all that is possible or required, in others, 
the actual presence of armed forces may be necessary. 

It does not, therefore, follow that our strategical requirements as set out 
above result in the maintenance of large-scale forces which it is quite clear the 
country cannot afford to maintain in peacetime. 

26. The requirements set out above are based  solely upon strategical con-
siderations. It is pointed out, however, that the political and economic con-
siderations of the Commonwealth position, particularly in the Mediterranean 
and the Middle East, are as follows: 

(a) From a political point of view our presence in the Mediterranean is 
vital to our position as a great Power. On it depends our influence on Spain, 
France, Italy, Yugoslavia, Greece and Turkey, and with that goes all that  we  
stand for as the last bastion of social democracy. 

(b) We have strong interests in Egypt and in Iraq, where the oil is now one 
of our greatest economic assets. 

(c) It is essential to maintain the Mediterranean as a trade route and as a 
trade area, to utilize both and to maintain the principles of Western civiliza-
tion in that area. 

(d) It may be necessary to develop within the United Nations Organization 
a "Western Zone" including Scandinavia, the Low Countries and France. The 
ability to bring such an organi7ation into existence will depend upon our re-
taining our position in the Mediterranean. 

The above considerations show that as regards Western Europe, the Medi-
terranean and the Middle East, the political, economic and strategic require-
ments coincide. 

CONCLUSIONS 

27. It is concluded that: 
(a) The main support areas upon which the war effort must be based will 

be the United Kingdom, the American Continent, Southern  Africa and 
Australia. The security of these areas is essential. Every effort should be made 
to develop and stabilize India as an additional main support area. 

(b) The sea and air communications between our main support areas in the 
Atlantic, Pacific and Indian Oceans are of vital importance. Communications 
through the Mediterranean, though not vital, are .of great importance particu-
larly in relation to economy of shipping. 

(e) By concentrating in peace upon the main support areas only, the Com-
monwealth would place itself in an unfavourable strategic situation at the start 
of any future conflict. We must, therefore, establish and maintain our influence 
in other areas of strategic importance since it must be .assumed that, if we do 
not, our influence will be supplanted by that of Russia, which must at present 
be considered as our most probable potential enemy. 
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(d) These additional areas are Western Europe'including Scandinavia; the

Iberian Peninsula and North. West Africa ; the Middle East, particularly Egypt

and Palestine ; India and South-East Asia .

If these areas were to fall under Russian domination :

(i) the security of the United Kingdom would be directly threatened .

(ii) Our vital sea communications, particularly those in the Atlantic would
not be secure .

(iii) we should lack the essential depth in front of our vital areas to allow

the necessary time both for the Commonwealth to mobilize its own forces and
for the resources of the United States to be brought into play.

(iv) We, should have relinquished to Russia important sources of man-

power and war_ potential .
(v) The Commonwealth would be deprived of bases outside the United

Kingdom. from which the threat of air action would be a deterrent to Russian
aggression and from which we could, at 'the outset of, a war, conduct offensive
operations, which might indeed be the only effective means of defence open
to us ."

28 . Our main strategic requirements are based principally upon facts of
geography and the distribution of man-power and natural resources which do
not

.
change . It is considered therefore that the basic principles of our strategy

set out above will not be radically altered by new developments in methods
or weapons of warfare .

ORGANIZATION OF ZONES OF STRATEGIC RESPONSIBILIT Y

OBJECT

The object of this paper is to consider an organization of zones of strategic
responsibility designed to simplify and co-ordinate the control of defence of
areas of strategic importance to the British Commonwealth .

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

2. It is considered that each Zone should consist of areas of strategic im-

portance in which the interest of the three Services, and the interests of the

civil organizations, - so far as possible coincide. Zones should not be so large

that a system of co-ordination within each could not operate effectively
.

Furthermore, it would be impossible to devise zones which would be s
tra-

tegically independent of each other, and some overlapping of interests is there-

fore inevitable .

3 . The Middle East and the Mediterranean Areas form a strategic whole
.

Experience during the last war .has shown the value of a unified system of

control throughout this area . Therefore it is considéred that a Middle East
Zone on the lines of that aiready in existence will be required, unless the
present policy with regard to thé Middle East is radically altered .
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4. As regards Australia and New Zealand, it is considered that these 
Dominions would not accept an arrangement whereby they were included in a 
British defence zone covering South-East Asia and the Pacific; nor will their 
resources allow them to accept overall responsibility 011 behalf of the Com-
monwealth for the Defence of British interests in S.E. Asia. It is considered 
that Australia and New Zealand must form either a single or two separate 
zones, which would include the adjacent territories to the north and east which 
are of primary strategic importance to them. It would be for the Dominions 
themselves to decide whether the area should be divided into two separate 
zones or combined to form a single zone. 

5. As regards the area lying between the Middle East and the Australia/ 
New Zealand zones, the creation of a single zone covering the whole area 
would have the advantage of ensuring that the strategic problems of India, 
S.E. Asia and the Western Pacific would be considered as a whole. Such an 
arrangement would however involve either the control of forces in India by 
a headquarters outside that country or establishing the zone headquarters in 
Delhi. The first alternative would be unlikely to be acceptable to the Indian 
Government; the second would also it is considered, be unsatisfactory since 
a headquarters in Delhi, necessarily deeply concerned with the internal situa-
tion in India and the defence of lier land frontiers would be mentally and 
physically remote from the problems of the Western Pacific and to a lesser 
extent from those of S.E. Asia. 	 • 

Therefore it is considered that the area between the Middle East and the 
Australia/New Zealand zone should be divided into an Indian zone and à 
South-East Asia zone. 

6. The whole area under consideration would thus be divided into the 
following zones: 

(a) The Middle East 
(b) Indian 
(c) South-East Asia 
(d) Australia/New Zealand. 

PRINCIPLES OF DEFENCE ORGANIZATION WITHIN ZONES 

7. it is considered that within each zone there should be established 
(a) An inter-service headquarters, or similar organization, for co-ordina& 

ing military matters within the zone between different services and,  where 
necessary, between different commands. 

(b) Machinery for co-ordinating civil and military requirements in each 
zone. 
Both the above organizations would also be responsible for liaison with 
similar organizations in neighbouring zones. 

8. The inter-service headquarters, would comprise the senior military 
authorities within the zone. The nature of this organization would depenct on 
circumstances peculiar to each zone. It is not considered that responsibility 
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for ôverall - command need necessarily be vested in the organization ; in certain

zones this would not, in any case, be feasible .

9 . The machinery for co-ordinating military and civil requirements in each

zone should in our view take the form of a . Defence Committee, consisting of

the representatives of the civil administrations and the mi litary autho rities

within the zone. The actual . organization . and composition of the Defence

Committee in each zone would vary according to the an
d

nature of . the civil

administration and . the organization of the military comm .

The responsibility in respect of foreign territories in these zones can only
be exercised within the framework of instructions from His Majesty's Gov-
ernment or' of such defence agreements as . might be concluded between His

Majesty's Government and theJoreign governments concerned .

10. The planning of our overall strategy and po licy for the defence of .the

Commonwealth must, it is considered, be carried out in London and the

Dominions - capitals, since the overall picture in regard to resources, political

information, ', intelligence: and scientific developments - will not be avâilable to

individual zonés ., The defence organization in each zone would perform a

cômplementary. function to. the higher . defence machinery in "London and
and

Dominion capitals, and would be responsible for providing information
advice on which overall policy would be based,, and for co-ordi~ting ~e

measures, particularly administrative arrangements, necessary for ,~p.

mentation of this policy .

RESPONSIBILITIFS FOR COMMONWEALTH DEFENCE

INTRODUCTION
~e

In this paper is examined in broad terms the measures necesposition
to on of imp

ment the conclusions reached in the
ôn the allocation of~stratsgic respo~i-

British Commonwealth, and the views ont these
bility as between members of the Commonwealth who are carryin g

measures. onwealth
In. the paper dealing with the strategic position of the British

ill â~ nd upon
it was shown that the " war record of the Commonwealth ~e~

four ~main support areas and on the lines of communication betweouthe~
Thése areas are the United Kingdom, the Ame rican Continent, S

Africa :'and Australia and New Zealand. This paper'therefore examines the

requirements of a main support area and the ste swhich the members of
we

Commonwealth should take to render their territo ry capable of acting .as a

main support area .

REQUIREMENTS OF A MAIN SUPPORT ARE
A

Industrial Facilataes

The UK which is geogiaphically the most vulnerable area in lthe ,s Co~non-
industtY

wéalth possesses an unduly high proportion of - the Commonwea
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and war potential. In a future war the position of the UK is likely to be 
even more difficult than in the last war and it may even be neutralized. The 
Commonwealth would then only be able to continue the fight if it had 
developed adequately the industrial potential of the remaining support areas. 
The development of heavy industry, and in particular the shipbuilding and 
aircraft industries, in the Dominions is therefore a task to which the Com-
monwealth should give the highest priority which economic conditions will 
allow. Each main support area would also require a main naval base with 
fully developed docking and repair facilities, both for ships and for naval 
aircraft. 

Man-power 

Each main support area requires in war an adequate reserve of man-power 
for the services, and sufficient skilled industrial workers to support the war 
effort. At present the United Kingdom contains 63%; of the white man-power 
of the Commonwealth and Empire; On  strategic grounds it is clearly desirable 
to spread this man-power more evenly throughout. the Commonwealth by 
encouraging overseas settlement in the Dominions to the greatest possible 
extent. So far, ai economic conditions in the UK will allow it is considered 
therefore ,that emigration should be encouraged. The Dominions should as 
their contribution, encourage overseas settlement. 

Accumulation of Materials and Supplies 
The vulnerability of the United Kingdom makes it undesirable to hold there 

the main concentration of supplies and materials for the Commonwealth war 
effort. The Dominions might therefore assist by making available storage 
facilities into which may be fed reserve stocks of arniaments and service 
equipment of all ldnds. Facilities for. the ,production in the Dominions of 
specialized war stores and equipment should also be developed, so the 
replacement of stocks could be carried out, thus avoiding the holding of large 
reserves of material which may quickly become obsolete. By this means up to 
date materials would be available to equip the forces in each support area, 
and so allow the necessary time for each Dominion to mobilize its industry 
Or war. The possibility of stationing in the Dominions ships of the Royal 

NavY, in reserve, should be considered. 
Training Facilities 

Although in peacetime reasons of economy and man-power shortages will 
not allow the Commonwealth training facilities to be spread evenly between 
the. i\nain support areas, it Would be desirable to see the Dominions maintain 
the own service training establishments, in.cluding those for combined oper-
ati°11s, on such a basis that they could expand quickly and easily to receive and train UK man-power in the event of war. 
E  In  Particular though it will not be possible in peacetime to keep alive the 

111Pire Air Training Scheme by providing personnel for training from this 
c°11ntrY, air training throughout the Commonwealth should be developed 
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along homogeneous lines and airfields, which could be rapidly developed.should be maintained, if only on a care and maintenance basis . Without such a

basic skeleton neither •the R.A.F nor the Fleet Air ,Arm could hope in war to

provide the training facilities required by their rapidly expanding forces . In

addition, it is considered desirable to see certain training schools and facilities

set up in the Dominions by the Royal Navy during the past war, maintained

on care and maintenance .

Research and Dévelopment

Though there has been very close co-operation during the war in the field
of scientific research between the Dominions and this country, it has, in gen-
eral, been on little more than an ad hoc basis.

- The necessity for formally correlating Commonwealth research in allmat-

ters concerning defence has now been accepted, and pre liminary talks to see

how far this can be achieved will shortly be taking place in this count ry.

Arrangements are in hand with the Dominions to make available for joint
use areas suitable for carrying out development trials of such new weapons
as cannot adequately be tested in the United .Kingdom, i .e . atomic weapons,

long-range rockets and weapons connected with bacteriological and chemical

warfare.
Intelligence for

It has been proposed that Joint Intel ligence Bureaux, to be•responsiblence

the collection, collation and where approp riate, the appreciation of intellige

of an inter-service significance such as topographical, economic, airfields abe

ports, and for the production - of geographical handbooks on such sub j ects,

established in Australia, Canada and the United Kingdom. Such Bureauxe
would be the main production centres, while collecting centres w°lalltb~

established in South ~.Af rica, as well as in the Middle East and India .
intended that there should. be a free interchange - of material and p

between the Bureaux throughout the Commonwealth .

DEFENCE OF MAIN SUPPORT AREAS AND
COMMUNICATIONS

Defence of Main Support Areas

The UK and the four -great Dominions themselves form the main forp~e

areas for the Commonwealth war effort . The primary responsibiliity neCes-

onWealth-security of each of thèse areas and for the .maintenance in peace of the
sary forces therefore falls naturally upon the member of the Com~

concerned. include 1e`
It is considered tha6his résponsibility should :be extended to easureS

sponsibility for the stra~egic co-ordination of Commonwealth d els thé heart•
throughout - the strategic zone of which each main support
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Protection of Lines of Communication between Main Support Areas

Commonwealth Defence depends largely on the maintenance of safe com-
munications . However highly developed a main support area may be, it will be
of little value to the Commonwealth if its resources cannot be uti lized when
and where required .

In the past, the protection of sea communications devolved to a great extent
on the UK, though as the last war proceeded, the Dominions made increasing
contributions to this commitment .

The increasing vulnerability of the United Kingdom under the threat of new
weapons makes it unlikely however that this country will be able in future to
provide as large a portion of the effort as in the past .

It is,therefore considered that the security of the main Commonwealth com-
munications linking the main support area should be accepted as the joint
responsibility of the members immediately concerned in each case. ,

To this end it is proposed that there should be discussion on a staff level,
of the following problems :

(a) The maintenance of nucleus naval forces, including Naval aircraft,
backed by adequate reserves .

(b) The maintenance of suitable' air forces backed by adequate reserves
organized with a view to expansion and reinforcement in War or emergency .

(c) The retention of repair and maintenance facilities for the above . -

(d) The retention and development of air and naval operational bases .

(e) The maintenance of staging posts and terminal bases on air routes .
(f) The maintenance of reserves of ammunition, torpedoes, equipment and

stores, etc .

(g) Areas in which the members of the Commonwealth would assume joint
responsib ility for sea communications, , And delineation of command boun-
daries .

CONCLUSIONS

It is concluded that each member of the Commonwealth should :

(a) accept responsibility for the development and defence of their Main
Support Area and the strategic zone around it .

(b) accept the principle of joint responsibility between members of the
Commonwealth concerned for the protection of lines of communication be-
tween Main Support Areas .

(c) agree that it is in their strategic interest to assist both po litically and
militarily in maintaining the Commonwealth position in -those protective areas
w 'ch directly affect the securitÿ of their territo ry and communications .
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DEA/50255-40 

•  Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures 

Memorandum by Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TOP SECRET 	 [Ottawa,] May 24, 1946 

DEFENCE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT; EXTERNAL POLICY 

At the meeting of the Cabinet on May 22nd, the recommendation of the 
Cabinet Defence Committee, nam.ely that part two of Dr. Solandt's paper be 
accepted as a statement of interim policy and taken as a guide to the delega-
tion to the forthcoming Commonwealth Conference in London in June, was 
approved. 

It was understood. that the question of policy would be reviewed upon 
the return of the Canadian delegation. 

H. W[RoNG] 

750. 	 DEA/7-CM-1 

Procès-verbal d'une réunion 

Minutes of a Meeting 
TOP SECRET 

COMMONWEALTH DEFENCE 

NOTE ON A MEETING HELD AT NO. 10 DOWNING STREET, 
ON FRIDAY, 7TH JUNE, 1946 

The Right Hon. C. R. Attlee, M.P., 
Prime Minister of the United Kingdom 

The Right Hon. W. L. Mackenzie King, 
Prime Minister of Canada 

The Right Hon. Viscount Addison, 	 • 

Secretary of State for Dôminion Affairs 
General Sir Hastings Ismay, 

Office of the Minister of Defence 

MR. ATTLEE said that the existing organisation for military liaison between 
Canada and the United Kingdom consisted of the Canadian Joint Staff 
sion in London on the one hand, and the military advisers to the United 
Kingdom High Commissioner in Ottawa on the other. He asked Mr.  Mac-

kenzie King for his views as to whethér this Organisation should continue. 
MR. MACKENZIE KING said that he favoured the continuation of this orgalli-

sation, provided that it was clearly understood that the work of these Missions 

was primarily informatory and that there was no question of their entering in_it°, 
commitments. It would/be better, he thought, that the arrangements shnniu 
not be too formal. -  I • • • 
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•  LORD ADDISON intervened to say  that  this very point had been raised at their 
recent discussions with the other Dominions and that it had been agreed that 
the officers. in question should be called "Liaison Officers" rather than a 
"Mission". 

MR. MACKENZIE KING said that he would consult his Ministerial colleagues 
and the Chiefs of Staff in Canada before taking a definite decision as to 
whether the existing organisation for Anglo-Canadian military liaison should 
continue. In saying this he did not qualify his general inclination to favour its 
continuance as previously expressed. 

He then referred to the work of the Canadian-U.S. Joint Defence Board. 
This Board had no executive authority, but referred all their conclusions to 
their respective Governments. During the war their conclusions had generally 
been accepted without much ado, but  •  more recently, .the Canadian Govern-
ment had felt it right to ask for more time to consider the various proposals 
remitted to them.  •  The United States Govenunent were concerned about the 
possibility of attack via Canada, and were anxious to have certain rights and 
facilities in that country. Their requests were being considered. Meanwhile, 
everything went to show that collaboration between the U.K. and Canada on 
military matters would have to take into account the necessity for close col-
laboration between the U.S. and Canada. 

751. 	 W.L.M.K./Vol. 405 

Mémorandum du deuxième secrétaire, le haut commissariat en Grande- 
Bretagne, au secrétaire par intérim,1  le haut commissariat en Grande-Bretagne 

Memorandum from Second Secretary, High Commission in Great Britain, 
to Acting Secretary,' High Commission in Great Britain 

SECRET 	 {n.d.} 

COMMONWEALTH DEFENCE SCIENCE CONFERENCE 

Dr. Solandt called on me in accordance with a suggestion made by Mr. 
Robertson to describe the Conference which has recently taken place among 
Commonwealth representatives on Defence Science. The technical 'aspects of 
this matter will, of course, be reported by Dr. Solandt to the Department of 
National Defence, and it was only the political aspects which we discussed. 
Dr. Solandt said that the Conference, as expected, had agreed to recommend 
to the Governments concerned the appointment of a Commonwealth Defence 
Advisory Council. This would be a purely advisory body with no executive 
Powers which would co-ordinate information concerning the work of defence 
science in various parts of the Commonwealth. Dr. Solandt expressed the 
Opinion  that the Council would be more valuable for Australia; New Zealand 
and South Africa, than for Canada. However, he considered that it would be 

Frederj Hudd. 
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very useful for Canada, as it would assist in the planning of Canadian research
to know what was going on in other parts of the Commonwealth. Dr . Solandt

was obviously pleased with the political aspects of the Conference . There was

no suggestion from the United Kingdom authorities of a desire to control or
plan the work of the ,Commonwealth . They did not suggest maintaining their

own establishments in Canada, for instance. Their aim in this matter was part

of their general intention to disperse the scientific brains and capacities of the

Commonwealth . Such an aim would, of course, be in keeping with
theprinciples enunciated in the Chiefs of Staff paper which was presented at

recent meeting of Prime Ministers .

An interesting feature of the Conference was the presence of United States

observers . Apparently this arrangement was made without the knowledge of

the State Department. The , suggestion that there be Ame rican observers

originated out of the very friendly relations between the United States Mili-

tary Attaché in London and the United Kingdom Chiefs of Staff. The Military

Attaché. secured the approval of the United States War Department and some

of the observers came from Washington. Presumablÿ the State Department

learned later what was happening through the Embassy . There is no evidence,
however, that they made any complaint . United States observers, at the

suggestion, did not attend the meeting of the Central Committee but
they

attend the meetings of the Sub-Committees which discussed the
details

scientific research . Apparently the relations between the observers and
the

British Commonwealth representatives could scarcely have been G
more cordial .

overnment
The members of the Conference agreed to recommend to thei r

that the fruits of all Commonwealth defence scientific research be made

aable to the United States without asking any counters or making
any bargains .e

The United Kingdom representatives stated that the other membllss~â ~e
Commonwealth could do what they wished in this regard but that admitted
established principle on which their Chiefs of Staff worked. They

thethat Americans did not follow the same principle entirely, but nevertheir v
s

iew
Chiefs of Stafff were determined to continueh~ United Statest bu

was
t that on the

that the Commonwealth would never f

i

other hand would find it necessary to fight with the United States
c~lce of ha ng

war and that therefore they had nothing to lose from this
practice

I asked Dr. Solandt if there was any nervousness lest the Ameri laé ~ôn had

British inventions for commercial purposes . He said that
had agreed that the

been raised but that all Commonwealth representative s

United States was possibly the most reliable country in the world with regard

to the protection of patents .

As a matter of minor . interest, Dr. Solandt stated that aétshoeugh the
Canadian and South African representatives expressed

wehel suggested, they
operate with the United Kingdom in any proj
did not wish to be told by the United Kingdom what to do . Theea ~rigd m

and New Zealanders, however, expressed the desire
they would like Australian

Government tell the Australian Government
I
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and New Zealand defence kientists to undertake. Dr. Solandt agreed with 
my suggestion that in the case of Australia this was a reflection of the 
differences which exist between the Australian Government in Canberra 
and the Australian Chiefs of Staff in Melbourne. He said that the Australian 
representatives were frank in saying that unless the United Kingdom Govern-
ment put pressure on the Australian Government, nothing would be done. 
In this connection, it may be worth mentioning that when Dr. Evatt and 
Mr. Chifley were in London, they expressed their surprise to the United 
Kingdom authorities at the way in which the United Kingdom Chiefs of 
Staff were allowed to express their opinions on political matters as they 
did in their memoranda. The Australians seemed to feel that Chiefs of 
Staff were rather dangerous people who must be kept in their place and 
not allowed to do more than they were specifically asked. 

Dr. Solandt stated-  that it was unanimously felt in the Conference that 
the next meeting should not be held in the United Kingdom and that the 
obvious place was Canada as Canada alone had the facilities. Another 
reason was that there was a desire to continue co-operating with the 
Americans and that for this reason a meeting in Canada would be appro-
priate. The understanding apparently was that if Canada would have a 
Conference of this kind, the Canadian Goverrunent could feel free to invite 
as many Americans as it wished to play as active a part as they wished in 
the Conference. I suggested to Dr. Solandt that although a conference of 
this kind including the Americans would probably be more acceptable 
to Canadian public opinion, nevertheless it might not be acceptable to 
United States opinion in view of the alarm expressed in many quarters over 
Mr. Churchill's suggestions at Fulton of a Commonwealth-United States 
alliance. We agreed that this sort of co-operation is perhaps best carried 
on without too much advertising. In fact, the meeting in London attracted 
very little public attention and the proceedings were not reported in the 
Press. 

J. W. H[oLmEs] 

W.L.M.K./Vol. 389 

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Dominions Secretary to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

CIRCULAR TELEGRAM D. 866 	 London, September 21, 1946 
IMPORTANT. TOP SECRET. Following for thé  Prime Minister from the Prime 
Minister, Begins: It is intended to publish shortly before Parliament reas 
sembles on the 8th October a White Paper' on our central organization 
for defence, which will announce certain changes in the existing organization, 
including the appointment of a Minister of Defence. A summary of the 
Wl»ite Paper will be telegraphed to you for your information in the near 
tuture, but in the meantime I should be grateful if you would consider four 

'Central Organization '  for Defence: Proposals *  and Organization for Collective Defenée. 

752. 
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paragraphs on Commonwealth collaboration which form part of the section

of the White Paper called "Organization for Co llective Defence" . The text

of these paragraphs is contained in my immediately following telegram. If

you have any comments to make on these paragraphs,
e of the month,

have them as soon as possible, and at the latest by the endn

since arrangements for printing must be made then . Ends .

753. W
.L.M.K./Vol . 389

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Dominions Secretary to Secretary of State for External A flairs

London, September 21, 1946
CIRCULAR TELEGRAM D. 867

IMPORTANT. SECRET. Following for the Prime Minister
Defence . Follow-

ing
Minister, Begins : White Paper on Central Organization for

ing is text of paragraphs on Commonwealth collaboration,
ofBcollaboration

Paragraph , 36. Commonwealth collaboration. Method s
between the various members of the Commonwealth are governed by the

principle enunciated in the Statute of Westminister. Even befor e
e resentative

conception that there should be a central authority in London P

of all the self-governing members of the Commonwea~t'~hdtomr the whole
questions and prepare central plans which would be g on even
Commonwealth and Empire was never recognized as practicable ,

if it were desirable. Admittedly, the Dominions have a clos e
hole nbut each

problems that affect the Commonwealth and Empire as a w ~

of- them has a special and distinct outlook on world affairs depe~ent~ aits
geographical position and its political and economic

env eration in
Dominion Governments must retain full liberty of action. ra t°al form of
Commonwealth defence has, therefore, always taken the p

training and equipment of military
promoting uniformity of - organization,
forces, the closest possible touch between Staffs and the interchanag~ai

Of
officers -to promote a common doctrine - and outlook in military of
Collaboration between the naval, land and air forces fromdi

ffe~â ege~ve .
the Commonwealth and Empire in war-time has thus been eY of

Paragraph 37. Since 1923, . the natural tendency of thedistandp~~t

the Commonwealth to view problems from their own
individual

to

has become more marked . During the recent war, no attempt wa
sa~em~made, the

revive the Imperial War Cabinet of 19 17-18, , but' this did no t oll,
maintenance of a very close touch between the Governments of the Cb~een

wealth, not only by - telegraphic means, but by constant meetings
it was possible to

Ministers, officers and officials on all levels: In this way, unitions

make common plans for military -action for the coordination of in e~

production and for the cooperation of scientists and techniciao fs~û~ai côn .
roblems

and development
. T~ e~ectvleand itm~wa

of handling
s the bjec of study at the recent

cern bas proved - very ~ .
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discussions in London in the sprint of 1946. The attitude of the Assembled 
representatives of the Governments of the Commonwealth is illustrated by the 
communiqué issued at the conclusion of those discussions. Though this was 
concerned with consultation with the Dominions generally, it is fully appli-
cable to our existing methods of consultation on defence questions. The 
following is an extract from that communiqué: 

"At the conclusion of the meetings, the assembled representatives of the 
United Kingdom, Canada, Australia, New Zealand and South Africa place 
on record their appreciation of the value of this series of consultations which 
exemplify the system of free discussion and exchange of views that char-
acterizes the relations of the countries of the British Commonwealth. 

"The existing methods of consultation have proved their worth. They 
include a continuous exchange of information and comment between the 
different members of the Commonwealth. They are flexible and can be used 
to meet a variety of situations and need‘s, both those where the responsibility 
is on one member alone and where the responsibility may have to be shared. 

"They are peculiarly appropriate to the charter of the British Common-
wealth with its independent members who have shown by their sacrifices in 
the common cause their devotion to kindred ideals and their community of 
outlook. While all  are willing to consider and adopt practicable proposals 
for developing the existing system, it is agreed that the methods now practised 
are preferable to any rigid centralized machinery. In their view, such 
centralized machinery would not facilitate and might even hamper the 
combination of autonomy and unity which is characteristic of the British 
Commonwealth and is one of their great achievements." 

Paragraph 38. The natural starting-point for future progress in Common-
wealth defence has been the idea of regional association. Geography largely 
decides which problems most directly concern the separate members of the 
Commonwealth and it is the aim of the various Governments to recognize and 
take advantage of this fact by arranging that regional questions shall in the 
first place be studied in the appropriate regional centre. His Majesty's Gov-
ernment in the United Kingdom have proposed that there should be estab-
lished in the Capital of each of the Dominions United Kingdom liaison 
officers who could join with the Dominion Chiefs of Staff in studying regional 
security problems. Similarly, théy have propoSed that Dominion Govern-
ments should appoint liaison officers in London. It has been suggested that by 
this means regional studies can be directedbY .  the Govermnent most immedi-
ately concerned with the help of a team' of joint advisers. The fruits of these 
studies can be made available in London and in the other Dominion CaPitals 
and in this way that measure of coordination which is nécessary can be 
secured. The exact method of organizing the interchange of Missions will 
depend upon the varying constitutional practices in the different parts of the 
Commonwealth. 

Paragraph 39. These proposals received a favourable hearing at the dis-
cussions in London in the z.  spring and His Majesty's Gdvernments in the 
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Dominions are studying them in detail . There is reason to suppose that in

the main. :they will prove acceptable and that they will pave the way for

machinery which, .while giving full play to the independence of the member

States of the Commonwealth, will be effective as a means of consultation and

collaboration .
This regional method of organization will also fit well into any regional

schemes evolved under , the aegis , of the United : Nations in which other States

will join ' with members of the Commonwealth in appropriate geographical

areas . , Ends . Message ends .

754. I .A.M./Vol. 99

Mémorandum du secrétaire, le Comité de défense du Cabinet, au Cabinet

Memorandum f rom Secretary, Cabinet Defence Committee, to Cabinet

SECRET [Ottawa,] September , 23, 19.46

DEFENCE SCIENCE ; REPORT OF INFORMAL COMMONWEALTH CONFERENCE

1 . An informal Commonwealth Conference on Defence _Science was held
in London last June for the purpose of furthering collaboration in the field of
defence science within the Commonwealth . The conclusions and recommenda-
tions emerging from these discussions are contained in the report of the
Conference., and the various participating governments are asked to say
whether ~ or not they are in agreement with the policy stated .

2 . Canada was represented at the Conference by Dr. O. M . the
Director General of Defence Research, assisted by Service and technical
specialists . The United States accepted an invitation to attend, and their
representative was present for most of the discussions .

3 . The Conference attached great importance, from a security standpoint,
to maintaining technical initiative, and considered that special arrangements
for the general coordination of work should be set up to achieve this end

.

They accordingly recommended:

(a) that a Commonwealth Advisory Committee on Defence Science should
be formed for coordinating and liaison purposes, and that meetings of this
Committee should be held annually; and

(b) that the Committee should be served by a permanent working parh' in
the United Kingdom, consisting of representatives of all members of the Com-
monwealth, and a secretarial staff to administer its affairs .

the
4. The Conference also exchanged views on methods of ' cooperta d lôther

field of defence research and development with the United States
foreign governments, and they agreed that collaboration with the th e United

it
was of the utmost importance '' though they recognized that for Present

must, for political reasons, ' remain on an informal basis . They accordinglY
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recommended that all results of research in the Commonwealth should be 
made freely available to the United States without bargaining or restriction. 

5. The Conference set up a series of sub-committees to study specific 
aspects of the subject, and in their reports Canada is asked: 

(a) to consider what work she could usefully undertake on guided and 
propelled missiles, with special reference to low temperature testing facilities; 

(b) to consider whether existing or proposed establishments for the testing 
of guided missiles and projectiles would be suitable for the testing of super-
sonic pilotless aircraft; 

(c) to consider the continuation of investigations of biological warfare 
problems; 

(d) to consider the continuation of present arrangements for de-icing work 
in Canada—great importance being attached to this subject; and 

(e) that consideration should be given to the possibilities of using the 
area of the experimental station at Suffield for the testing of large concrete 
structures. 

The Conference recommended that these reports be accepted as a basis for 
further discussion. 

6. At the conclusion of the Conference, it was proposed that the first 
meeting of the Commonwealth Advisory Committee should be held in Can-
ada in 1947, and the Canadian representative was asked to indicate whether 
this would be acceptable to his government. , 

• The report has been considered by the Cabinet Defence Committee, 
in.  consultation with the Chiefs of Staff, and it has been agreed to recommend 
to the Cabinet: 

(a) acceptance of the conclusions and recommendations contained in the 
report of the Informal Commonwealth Conference on Defence Science; and 

(b) that no decision need be taken at this time on the question of holding 
the 1947 meeting of the Commonwealth Advisory Committee in Canada. 

E. W. T. GILL 

W.L.M.K./Vol. 389 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire 
en Grande-Bretagne 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner • 

in Great Britain 

TELEGRAM 1728 	 Ottawa, September 30, 1946 
IMMEDIATE. SECRET. Reference Dominions Office telegrams D. 866 and 867 
cf September 21st, White Paper on Central Organization for Defence. 

We shall have some comments on Paragraph 38 of the draft paper, but we 
shall not be able to clear these for despatch before the Middle of the week. 

755. 
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Will you please so inform the Dominions Office, . expressing regret that we

cannot ofEer our - observations by the end of the month as requested .

756. PCO/C-20-2

Extrait de lettre du secrétaire adjoint du Cabinet
au président, le Comité . des chefs d'état-major

Extract of Lettër from Assistant Secretary to the Cabine t
to Chairman, Chie f s of Staff Committee

Ottawa, October .3, 1946

Among the items dealt with by the Cabinet at their meeting of October 2nd,
the following are of interest .to , the -Chiefs of Staff Committee :

Dear Air Marshal Leckie ,

Defence Science; report of informal Commonwealth conference

(1) the conclusions and recommendations contained in the report of the
informal Commonwealth Conference, on Defence' Science be accepted ; and,

(2) that no decision be taken at present on the holding of . the 1947 meeting

of the Commonwealth Advisory Committee in-Canada.

be establishéd for co-ordinating and liaison purposes and .that the Committee

be served by'a permanent working party composed of Commonwealth repre-

sentatives. Canada was asked to , - consider undertaking investigation and re-
search in a number of specialized fields .

The Cabinet approvéd the recommendations of the Cabinet Defence Com-

mittee that

The conference recommended that a Commonwealth Advisory Committee
Kingdom .

. The Minister of National Defence presented a report on the informal Com-

monwealth ' conference on defence -science recently held in the United

O ttawa, October 3, 19 4 6
TELEGRAM 379 . , , .

MOST IMMEDIATE . SECRET. Following for Prime Minister from Prime ~

ter, Begins : Your, telegrams D. ~ 866 and D. 867 of-. September 21 ,

Paper on Central Organization :for Defence .

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Dominions Secretary

RELATIONS AU SEIN DU COMMONWEALTH

Yours sincerely,
J. R. BALDWIN

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures -aû` secrétaire aux Dominions
757.
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We should welcome complete revision of paragraph 38 of this Paper, which 
appears to us open to misinterpretation concerning both the place and plan-
ning of regional defence and the functions of liaison officers in Commonwealth 
capitals. 

2. In the first place the paragraph might read as implying an intention to 
organize regional defence on a Commonwealth basis without the participation 
of other countries. In the case of Canada it is obvious that the defence of 
North America must, for the most part, be planned by the United States and 
Canada jointly, and your Chiefs of Staff are.  with the plans now under 
discussion- between ourselves and the United States. We think, therefore, t.hat 
emphasis on the term "regional defence" is misleading as there will be great 
variety in the methods adopted by various Commonwealth Governments, in-
volving close co-operation in some cases with foreign governments. 

3.With regard to the,proposed liaison officers, the description in  this para::  
graph appears to contemplate functions of a representative character which 
would  be  on a distinctly higher level than was contemplated in paragraph 7 
of Paper P.M.M. (46) 20,t from the United Kingdom Chiefs of Staff sub= 
milted at the meeting of Prime Ministers earlier this year in London. In par-
ticular the paragraph apPears to imply that the liaison officers in each capital 
would regularly sit with the Chiefs of Staff concerned for the purpose of 
regional planning sb that -  the, GovernMents of. each ,  Commonwealth country 
would be furnished with joint advice. We consider that our own Service 
representatives to be appointed in London and perhaps in othèr Common-
wealth capitals shOuld not be empowered to enter into commitments, although 
we would expect them  to  have access to the Chiefs of Staff in the capital in 
which they were stationed . when instructed to take up particular matters. Their 
functions would be to act as a channel of information and liaison. 

4.We are ,now giving consideration to draft instructions for the Canadian 
Service representatives in Landon which would be in line with the views set 
forth in the preceding paragraph. 

W.L.M.K./Vol. 389 

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

High Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 2005 	 London, October 3, 1946 
MOST IMMEDIATE. Your telegram No. 1728 of September 30th, White Paper 
on Central Organization for Defence. 

1. I communicated at once to Dominions Office regret at our inability to 
make desired comments, and I have received an immediate note from the 
Under-Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs, informing me that, as forecast 

758. 
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in telegram Circular D. 866 of September 21st, it was found necessary to fix

12 :00 noon, October 2nd, as latest time for sending the White Paper to
printer in order to ensure that it be published on Friday next before Parlia-
ment re-assembles, a matter to which great importance is attached here .

2 . Matter was brought to'the_ attention of the Prime Minister, so that he
might consider whether in circumstances . any alteration of timetable was
possible, but he felt compelled to adhere to present arrangements for reason

mentioned.

3 . I am informed it is, therefore, unfortunately unavoidable that White
Paper will appear in its present form, before opportunity is had of considering
observations on paragraph 38 which your telegram indicates you desire to

make .

4 . Dominions Office express regret that timetable difficulties should have

been so compelling and request me to explain circumstances .

759.
W.L.M.K./Vol . 38 9

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
en Grande-Bretagne

Secretary of State for External A$airs to High Commissioner
in Great Britain

Ottawa, October 3, 1946
TELEGRAM 1746

MOST IMMEDIATE . SECRET . Following for Robertson . from Wrong, Begins :
Your telegram 2005 of October 3rd, concerning White Paper on

Defence,

was received just as we were despatching our comments on paragraph 38 .
I was only able to clear these this morning and I hope , that they wil to ome

'able to . make some changes. ."le ;tY~e. language of paragraph 3 9

degree qualifies the -general statements inparagraph 38, I feel that we may

encounter some difficulties in Washington unless our suggestions for revision

are adopted, in addition to any problems arising from miM sdMissions . Ends .
inside the Commonwealth on the functions of Service Liaison

760.
DEA/7-CM- 1

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Greât Britain to Secretary of State
-for External Aftairs

1946
TELEGRAM 2017 London, October 4 ,

' ~,: your
IMMEDiATÉ . SECRET . Following for Wrong from Robertson, $eo ~etober

telegram No. 1746 of October 3rd, and your telegram No. 379

3rd to ' Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs .
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1. I spoke to Brook and Machtig this morning. The former had already 
seen Attlee, who is replying direct to the Prime Minister's message.' As 
you will see from his reply, tlqp United Kingdom Government feel that they 
cannot at this hour withdraw their White Paper on the Central Organization 
for Defence. Its publication will herald an. important and long-awaited 
Cabinet reshuffle, the announcement of which Attlee feels he cannot defer. 
Copies of the White Paper have already been communicated to the leaders 
of the Opposition, arrangements have been made for a preparatory press 
conference at four o'clock this afternoon, and everything is set for publica-
tion in tomorrow morning's newspapers. From the importance which the 
United Kingdom Govemment attach to the timing of this announcement, 
one might infer that it was not unrelated to the Blackpool Conservative 
Conference, and to Churchill's speech tomorrow night, with which it will 
share the Sunday papers. 

2. I told Machtig, whom I saw later, that, apart from the two specific 
points in paragraph 38 to which your telegram  took exception, the tone 
and apparent implications of the whole passage relating to Commonwealth 
cooperation in defence matters might be found misleading in Canada and 
would perhaps compel our Government to make it clear that it had not yet 
committed itself to any particular Methods or  • Machinery for furthering 
cooperation in defence questions, and  that  the measures outlined in the 
United Kingdom paper were simply proposals that commended themselves 
to the United Kingdom Government and were now being examined by the 
Canadian Govermnent. 

3.Machtig said that none of the other Commonwealth Governments had 
objected to the terms of the proposed United Kingdom statement, though 
Chifley had intimated that its publication might make it ne,cessary for him 
to make a public statement of the Australian position along the lines of 
his statement in the Prime Ministers' meetings in May last. 

4. I told Machtig that I thought that the whole business was an instruc-
tive illustration of the dangers that lay in the United Kingdom's propensity to 
keep issuing public statements about aspects of Commonwealth relationships 
that rea lly did not need further explanation or embellishment. Their publica-
tion 2 this time of the conception of cooperation in defence matters which 
theY would like to see estab lished might well prejudice progress in practical 
worki lig arrangements, in which our Government had always shown its 
readiness to cooperate. 

5. Specifically it seeMed to me to be a serious Political mistake to attempt 
t° inflate the functions and status of the liaison officers whom they wished 
t° see appointed. Their tendency to play them up might compel other 
countries to play them down, to nobody's advantage. I reminded them that 
t_hoe attachment last spring of service advisers to the United Kingdom High 

Inmissioner  in Canada had been accepted as a perfectly normal office 
'Le document suivant. 	 1  Following document. 
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routine analogous to the appointment of Service Attachés to the Ameri can,

French or Soviet Embassies. For , all formal, diplomatic and public purposes

the status of the - several Milita ry : Attachés ~ in relation to the Canadian
Defence Departments was identical. Neither the United States Government
nor our Government would feel any public purpose was served by publicizing
the private fact that working relations between our Defence Departments
and the American Service Attachés, and between American Service Depart-

ments and our Joint Staff in Washington, were on -a much more intimate
and confidential footing than the nominally similar relationship maintained

with the service representatives of certain other countries . Public insistence

on the closeness and intimacy of these liaisons might be the one sure way of
making them difficult if not impossible . More or .less similar considerations
should be taken into account in considering .how:: liaison in defence matters

between Commonwealth countries could be improved. ;

6 . I also mentioned to Machtig Pur . fear that the publication at this time
of the United Kingdom Government's ideas about methods of Commonwealth
liaison in defence matters might have a bearingon pur Government's con-

siderations of . the . - timeliness of publishing the P.J .B .D.'s , recommendation

regarding the bases of Canadian-American cooperation in Continental
defence. This was a major - question of Governmental policy , and one that I

hoped would . not be prejudiced by the .premature pub lication- of the Unite d

Kingdom Government's proposals .

7. Machtig said that he very much ' regretted that the text could not now
be revised in the light of our observations and if they had been received
a few days earlier .he had no doubt that the text would , have been amended

accordingly. In the . circumstances; he would , - do his best to' have the Gonl-

monwealth aspect of the -White Paper played down ;in° this afternoon's press

conference . The - emphasis in United Kingdom press •, treatment would
undoubtedly , be on the, Ministerial ; reorganization which the statement mfore-
shadows, and he was hopeful that •paragraph 38 would not receive as

attention or cause
.
as ; much, embarrassment 4s. .I thought it possibly might

Ends .

761.

Le secrétaire aux Dominions wu secrétaire d É'tat aux,A fj`aires extérieures

Dominions Secretary to Secretary of State -for External A ffairs

TELEGRAM 164 London, October 4,
1946

• ~gter

MOST IMMEDIATE . PERSONAL .AND PRIVATE . Following for Prime NI ~

from Prime Minister, Begins: Your telegram No. 379 of October ?rd.ments
explained to - your Acting High Commissioner . on October 2nd, a~~g

e

had already been made'for publication on October 5th of the
White Paper

on Defence Organizatiori\These arrangements for publication had been
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timed to fit in with thé announceinent of certain changes which I am making 
in my Cabinet. The White Paper had been forma lly laid before Parliament 
and the final text was being printed. In these circumstances, I am sure you 
will understand that I could not delay publication while amendments to 
paragraph 38 were discussed. 

2. That paragraph is, in fact, no more than a factual statement of the 
proposals which the United Kingdom Govermnent put before the meeting 
of Prime Ministers in the spring for study in detail. It does not purport to 
state decisions. • I doubt, therefore, whether it need give rise to the mis-
interpretation which you fear. I shall, however, take special care to see 
that in eXplanations of the White Paper given here, both to the press on 
publication and thereafter in debate in Parliament, the position on both 
points made in your telegram is made quite clear. This should avoid any 
risk of misunderstanding. We will lay spécial emphasis on the final sentences 
of paragraphs 38 and .39, respectively. 

3. I should much have preferred to have been able to agree to text 
with you, but I am sure that you will rea lize my difficulties. The other 
Dominions have  not suggésted amendments. Best wishes. Ends. 

W.L.M.K./Voi.• 389 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au secrétaire aux Dominions 

Secretary of State for E.xternal Affairs to Dominions Secretary 

TELEGRAM 381 	 Ottawa, October 5, 1946 

SECRET. PERSONAL AND PRIVATE. Following for • the Prime Munster  from 
the Prime Minister Begins: Your telegram No. 164 of October 4th. , 

I appreciate the circumstances which made it difficult  for  you,  at  this 
stage; to delay publication of your  r White Paper. It is unfortunate, never-
theless, that the arrangements made for publication did not permit a more 
adequate period for consultation on those passages which relate to Com-
monwealth defence. We have been giving anxious consideration to defence 
questions and it was not possible to comment constructively immediately 
after receipt of your telegrams of September 21st. You will recall that at 
our discussions in London it was understood that further consideration and 
consultation with colleagues and advisers would be needed before a definite 
decision could be taken on the nature and extent of continuing military 
liaison. 
' 2. The criticisms made in my telegram No. 379 of October 3rd relate 
to points of substance to which we attach serious importance, particularly 
in view of our relationship with the United States in matters of regional 
defence. We feel, therefore, that, apart from any problems which may arise 
from misunderstandings' within the Commonwealth  on the functions of 
Service Liaison Missions, the matter may cause some difficulties in Washing- 

762. 
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ton. I shall, of course, make no public reference to the matter here unless
public comment màkes it necessary that I should make our position clear .
All good wishes . Ends .

763. DEA/7-DA

Mémorandum du Comité des chefs d'état-major
au Comité de défense du , Cabinet

Memorandum from Chiefs of Staff Committee to Cabinet Defence Committee

[Ottawa,] October 10, 1946

SERVICE LIAISON ARRANGEMENTS wITH THE U .K .

1 . In accordance with the direction given, at your meeting of July 24th,
we have considered the question of future Service liaison arrangements with
the U.K. and our proposals are submitted hereunder :

ORGANIZATIO N

2. We propose that the Canadian Joint Staff Mission, London, which was
constituted by Cabinet War Committee decision of January 8th, 1945, be
superseded_by a liaison staff composed of senior officers of the three Armed
Services and Defence Research, who will act individually as liaison officers
and advisers to the Canadian High Commissioner in the U .K. and collectively

as a joint liaison staff . In this latter capacity, the senior officer will be respon-
sible for advising the High Commissioner and for maintaining a link with the
U.K. Chiefs of Staff Committee on matters of a joint service nature .

3 . Draft instructions to organize the liaison staff along these lines are

attached as Appendix "A",-[ and submitted for approval .

4 . Attached as Append ix `B" j- is the proposed establishment for each

service and Defence Research .. These establishments total 21 officers, made
up of 5 Navy, 8 Army, 3 Air Force and 4 Defence Research, to gether with

one officer drawn from each Service in - rotation to act as secretary to the

senior officer. For this staff appropriate administrative and stenographic per-
sonnel are provided .

5 . In addition to the Naval liaison staff, the Navy have a comm~ m

the form of the depot ship, H .M.C.S . Niobe (establishment shown in pPendiA

"C"),t which will be required while H.M.C. ships are being built in the

United Kingdom and comparatively ' Iarge numbers of officers and men
are

employed in the U .K. either on loan or under training. In order to create as

. Ifeconomical a plan as possible, the Navy desire that, for
accommodation

purposes, this staff be housed in the same - building as the Joint Liaison Staff,

so that the Naval advisers to the High Commissioner can also assume
the

duties of Commanding Officer, H.M.C .S . Niobe .

6. Similarly, the R .C.A.F. requires technical and operational officers to
maintain contact with R .A.F. operational and technical establishments, in

order that up-to-date information on R .A.F. procedures and developments is
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available to the R.C.A.F. in Canada for future planning, operations, training 
and technical requirements. Duplication of these R.A.F. facilities in Canada 
would require very extensive manpower and financial commitments. These 
officers will constitute the R.C.A.F. liaison group and, in order to achieve 
maximuni  economy, it is desired that, for accommodation purposes and 
unified direction, this group be housed in the same building as the Joint 
Liaison Staff. (For details of liaison group, see Appendix "D".) t 
• 7. These personnel would, of course, be provided within presently author-

ized Service manpower ceilings, and no increases would be involved. Also, 
all duplication of functions with regard to administration, operation of motor 
transport and communications has been eliminated, one Service being desig-
nated to assume the responsibilities for all in each of these fields. 

8. The provision of motor transport, on the scale shown—i.e. 14 passenger 
cars, is considered essential to enable the officers of these staffs to visit the 
many headquarters and technical formations within driving radius of London. 
This transport is provided primarily for this purpose and not for conveyance 
within London. 

9. These establishments will of course be kept under periodic review with 
a view to reduction when and where possible. 

ACCOMMODATION 

10.A survey has been made by Canadian Joint Staff Mission in London 
to locate suitable accommodation. Adequate space, centrally situated, has 
been found at 31/32/33 Charles Street, Mayfair at a yearly rental of 8,000 
pounds including rates. Subject to your approval of the organization outlined 
above we propose that action be taken to conclude the lease on the property 
and organize the Joint Liaison Staff at that location. 

RECOMMENDATION 

11.We therefore recommend for your approval that: 
(a) the Canadian Joint Liaison Staff, London be organized on the basis 

outlined in this Memorandum and that instructions to this effect be issued 
along the lines of the attached draft; 

(I)) the liaison staff be established at a joint headquarters in central 
London and the Departments of National Defence be authorized to negotiate 
for the leasing of the Charles Street property for this purpose. 

0. M. SOLANDT 

• H. E. REID 

• Vice-Admiral 
• CHARLES FOULKES 

Lieutenant-General 
• W. A. CURTIS 

• Air Marshal 
- 	for Chief of the Air Staff 
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Le secrétaire aux Dominions au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Dominions Secretary to Secretary.  of.  State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 191 	 London, November 9, 1946 
TOP SECRET AND PERSONAL. Following from Prime Minister for Prime 
Minister, Begins: Am sure that you would wish to know at once that we have 
come to the inescapable conclusion that it is necessary for us to have a per- 
manent scheme of compulsory national service for. men. You will, of course, 
be hearing full detaiLs in due course, but the main features of the scheme are: 

(i) That it is to include every able-bodied man, regardless of class, trade or 
occupation. 

(ii) That the term of embodied service is to be  1  years, and that there-
after every man is liable to 51.- years' service in the auxiliary forces, i.e., a total 
of 7 years' service in all. 

(iii) That it is to be introduced on 1st January, 1949, the date to which 
our present compulsory service scheme would remain in operation. 

2. You will realize that the economic, industrial and financial implications 
of this decision are very grave. In the economic field, for example, it is quite 
clear that the maintenance of forces of the size we contemplate under the 
scheme will make heavy inroads on man-power  which would otherwise be 
employed in helping to restore the economic life of the country. On present 
forecasts, it looks as if the gap between availability and requirements in men 
for all our purposes will be very wide indeed, and we can hardly see how it 
can be bridged. Similarly, in the financial field, we calculate that the main-
tenance of our forces under the scheme will cost about 750 million pounds a 
year. When compared with our average pre-war expenditure on defence, 
which was not much more than 100 million pounds a year, you will realize 
what this means.  

3. You will remember that during the Conference of Dominion Prime 
Ministers last April and May, a paper was 'circulated (p.m.M. (46)31) 
summarizing the military commitments of the United Kingdom, and the eco-
nomic and financial implications of the drastic measures that it had been 
necessary to take in order to fulfil them. It seemed clear from the discussion 
on this paper that you were much impressed by the burden which this coun-
try is bearing in the field of defence, and you agreed to consult your Ministers 
and technical advisers as to how you could help. We await your views on this 
point with the utmost interest. 

4. You will remember also that a paper by the British Chiefs of Staff 
(P.M.M. (46)20) on the machinery for inter-Commonwealth collaboration 
in defence matters was discussed at considerable length during the Conference 
(see in particular, the Minutes of P.M.M. (46) 10th meeting of 2nd Mg). 
'There was general acceptance of the broad principles at issue, and all the 

. 	 the Dominions' Ministers who were\  present at this meeting agreed to discuss  

1342 	 RELATIONS AU SEIN DU COMMONWEALTH 
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matter with their. Ministerial colleagues and technical advisers on their re-
turn to their respective countries. We have not yet heard anything further
from you on this matter, and I need hardly say that we are most anxious to
have your views .

5. I am sending a similar message to other Prime Ministers .

765. W.L.M.K./Vol. 389

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'Éta t
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary of State
for External A ffairs

TELEGRAivr 2206 London, November 13, 1946

TOP SECRET . Fo llowing for Pearson from Robertson, Begins : Reference my
telegram No. 2203 of November 12th.t

1 . I took advantage ' of Ismay's presence at the meeting in Machtig's office
to bring up Lord Hankey's public criticisms in the press and in the House
of Lords of the Government's Defence White Paper . I said that I thought
it surprising that men with Hankey's intimate knowledge of how - the pre-
war machinery of the Commonwealth Defence consultation had actua lly
worked, and who knew where it had failed to work, should be pressing
publicly and with such vigor for the reestablishment of . the pre=war Com-
mittee of Imperial Defence eo nomme . It was perhaps even more surprising
that he should be lamenting the lack of provision in the Government's White
Paper for regular meetings between the Secretary of St ate for Dominion
Affairs and the Commonwealth High Commissionersin London, as if sûch
meetings had -been, or could be, useful or approp riate occasions for côn-
certing consideration of defence questions . More disturbing, because funda=
mentally more important was his insistence on always b ringing discussion
on United Kingdom defence po licies under the rubric of "Imperial Defence",
and his assumption that other countries of the Commonwealth were natural-
ly determining their respective defence policies in the light of this= general
conception. I mentioned ` Lord Hankey ' and Lord Alanbrooke pa rticularly,
though the line of argument they have .been putting , forward publicly
recently, has been repeated fairly frequently by less : well-informed speakers
in Parliament here, and has found a responsive echo in the Australian and
New Zealand press .

2. I said that in my private opinion, continued harping on the "Imperial"
aspects of defence policy in this country tended to- defeat its own purposes,
at least so far as cooperation in defence matters between Canada and the
Uriited Kingdom was concerned : In the course of the next few months our
Government would probably have- to face more 'difficult decisions o n
questions of-defence policy than it hàd ever had to do in peace time, and

that consideration of ' ' these - major questions arising out of our No rth
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American position could only be made more difficult by the everlasting
public emphasis in this country on the Imperial aspects of defence which
were not central or even really relevant to the problems of defence po licy
with which our Government was confronted .

3 . I thought that it would be a good thing if some measure of the tact
and discretion which the United Kingdom authorities had learned to use
in all, public discussions on defence arrangements or understandings with
the-United States, was employed when Canadian interests and preoccupations
were involved . Ismay agreed that the United Kingdom's best hope of main-
taining the Combined United Kingdom-United States C .O.S . arrangements,
to which they attach absolute importance, lay in their saying nothing what-
ever about them, least of all not boasting about the 'accretion of _ strength
which could come from. such understandings with the United States. I
thought very similar considerations should be kept in mind in our case .

4. I am afraid I did most of the talking during a fairly lengthy meeting.

Ismay insisted that I was preaching to the converted as far as he was
concerned, but he protested that he was powerless to discourage the kind

of public discussion that I thought was mischievous . He led tries to dis-

suade Hankey from c riticising the - Defence White Paper, but Hankey took

a proprietary personal interest in pre-war defence set-up as he had left it,
and kept a blind eye for its sho rtcomings in the pre-1939 period, and
refused to recognize the extent to which wa rtime developments had made

it obsolete . He felt that the Opposition would use any stick to beat . the

Government with, if they felt they could get votes and popular suppo rt by

accusing the Government of being slack and unenterprising in seeking

cooperation and assistance from the Commonwealth count ries, they would

do so without any qualms of conscience.

5 . Machtig said that the Dominions Office recognized the reasonableness
from the Canadian point of view of the line I had taken, but said that they
were continually being assailed from the other side by Australia and NOV
Zealand, and consequently found it very di fficult to devise a general formula
that would not create di fficulties in their relations with one or other of the
Commonwealth countries .

6. I made it clear at the beginning and end of the meeting that I was
voicing p rivate worries about recent public developments in the discussions
of defence questions over here, and had not been instructed to make any
communication to the United Kingdom Government along these lines~~ the
same time I was probably expressing what would be the general ` i
of the Canadian Government on these q uestions . If this general line of argu-
ment carries, your judgment, I shall continue to pursue it informally on what
seem to be appropriate occasions . I do not think anything should be said

publicly at this Aime about the general Canadian attitude toward
defence

questions, but I do feel strongly that there are some pretty serious rnisunder-
standings about our position in the minds of people who are responsible for
formulating general United Kingdom policy in these matters . Ends .
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766. , 	• 	 W.L.M.K./Vol. 389 

. 	 Le secrétaire aux Dominions au Premier ministre 

Dominions Secretary to Prime Minister 	 - 

SECRET AND PERSONAL 	 [London,] November 14, 1946 

Dear Prime Minister, 
I hope that you will not think it unbecoming if I take advantage of our 

friendship to send you a personal message with regard to the unfortunate 
events and -misunderstandings connected with defence probkms that have 
recently emerged. 

We are as disconcerted as yourself at the Reuter 's despatch about Laycockl, 
which contained not only misleading accôunt of the purpose of his visit but 
also other information the publication of which is hiely injurious. The same 
applies to the earlier Press report about standardization. 

I have been greatly' upset by these incidents and I would like you to know 
that we are instituting the most searching enquiries as to their origin. We 
regret them exceedingly. 

I can well understand that the entirely accidental coincidence of these 
Press reports with the Prime Minister's telegram of the 9th November, 
No 191, has made things more difficult. I can appreciate the point as to the 
misunderstanding of the wordin.g of the concluding part of paragraph 3 to 
which exception is taken, but I would like to assure you  that the sole 
purpose of the enquiry was to ascertain the extent to which. your Government 
had been able to consider the papers put before the Prime Ministers' Meet-
ing in May, with a view to being helped here by the knowledge of your 
reactions to those papers. There was nothing more in it than that. If there 
is any action that I can take at this end which wffi be helpful I should be 
glad to be advised. . 

Sincerely yours, 
ADDISON 

767. DEA/7-CM-1 

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne 

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to High Commissioner in Great Britain 	— 

CONFIDENTIAL 	 Ottawa, November 18, 1946 
Dear Mr. Robertson, 

As you know, Mr. Barrington-Ward, the Editor of The Times, was in 
Ot tawa for a few days a week or so ago buring that time he was given an 

Major -général temporaire R. É Laycock, 	1  Temporary Majbr-General R. E Laycock, 
chief 
B .  

des opérations cdinbinéeï; Grande- Chief of 'Coinbinee Operations, - Great 
retagne  Britain.. 	 ' 
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ofâcial= dinner by the Government, at which the Prime Minister presided ;
while there were many officials present also at the dinner given for him by
Mr. Ingli s . On both occasions Mr. Barrington-Ward was given a very warm
welcome, but at the same time advantage was taken of his presence to let him
know discreetly that a good deal of embarrassment and indeed, some anxiety
was felt here over the revival in London of the old "Imperial defence" agi-
tation . Indeed, in his after dinner talk at the Country Club, Mr. King, in a
very friendly, but none the less significant way, referred to the dangers of this
kind of talk . I do not think the point was .lost on Mr. Barrington-Ward . In
any event it was reinforced at Mr . Inglis' dinner the following day, when as it
happens, Mr . King, ' Mr. Heeney, and I, all mentioned the matter to him in
private talks we had with him. after the dinner . I was the third in this suc-
cession and found Mr . Barrington-Ward impressed to the point of surprise
with the fact that, we all had brought up the same subject . He, of course, is
an understanding person . in these matters and I think will go back to London
convinced of the undesirability of loose talk in London on such matters . In
the talk I had with him I recall - a suggestion J made that if The Times could

drive home to its readers that the old concept of "Imperial Defence" was
completely unrealistic in present circumstances, and that even the words
should now be abandoned in favour of something like "international defence",
it would be doing a great service .

When Mr. Barrington-Ward went to Washington, he had a talk with Mr.

Wrong, in which reference was made to his discussions , here . It appears from
the attached lettert from Mr. Wrong to me that our remarks here were
reinforced in Washington .

Yours sincerely,
[L. B. PEARSON ]

768. DEA/7-CM-1

Le secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires extérieures au secrétaire aux Dominions

Secretary of ' State for External A flairs to Dominions Secretary

TEr;EGRAM 406
.

Ottawa, November 19, 1946

Top SECRET- AND PERSONAL. Following from Prime . Minister for Lord

Addison, Begins :
My dear Lord Addison : I thank you warmly for your characteristica lly

kind personal message of November 14 received through the United Kingdom
High Commissioner . I confess that much ' that has taken place in the last
few weeks in connection with defence problems, as related more particularly

to the organization of defence within the ' Commonwealth, has caused me a

good deal of concern.
I thought that at the meeting of Prime Ministers in Ap ril and May last

it had been agreed by all that, to use the words of Field Marshal Smuts,
."we should be very cautious , about setting,up any new formal machinery ,
that "all that was needed was Liaison Officers from the services to be



appointed to the staffs of High Commissioners". Equally, to quote the words' 
of the text of the final communiqué issued  t , press on May 23rd, it was 
definitely agreed: 

"While all are willing to consider and adopt practical  proposais for develop-
ing the existing system, it is  agreed that the methods now .practised are 
preferable to any rigid centralized machinery. In their view such centralized 
machinery would not facilitate and might even hamper the combination of 
autonomy and  • unity which is characteristic of the British Commonwealth 
and is one of their greatest achievem.ents." 

I thought, too,  it  was agreed by all, that for very obvious reasons as 
little as possible in the way of publicity should be given to the defence 
developments within the Commonwealth, and that above all nothing shoilld 
be said which again to use the words of Field Marshal Smuts, might create' 
at the present juncture of international affairs, a wrong impression both 
in and out of the Commonwealth, as to a "ganging up" against any possible 
future antagonist, or as to any lack of confidence in the United Nations' 
organization. 

Some recent speeches and public criticisms deriving special significance 
from the sources and occasions on which they were made contain doctrines 
which are wholly contrary to those forma lly agreed to at the Conference. 
Already they have given rise to controversy in our press. The emphasis which 
M. these quarters has been placed on the machinery of Commonwealth 
Defence, which obviously presupposes rigidity of central control cannot prove 
other than prejudicial to effective co-operation in defence. The secret of our 
security lies in close co-operation of a completely flexible character.  Each  
nation of the Commonwealth must be free tc■ contribute in its own way 
not merely on the basis of a particular group of countries, but in co-operatiOn 
with all the others and with the United States, towards a general system of 
security throughout the world. Both within. and without the Commonwealth, 
emphasis on what is called "Imperial Defence", with all the machinery of 
Imperial Conferences, combined staffs and centralized policy, will only, I 
believe, serve to create antagonisms in quarters where every effort 'should be 
tnàde to further the utmost that may be possible in the way of co-operation. 

In reply to Attlee's telegam of the 9th instant' I have felt it necesSary 
because of the record to make it clear that no commitments of the kind it 
seems to imply were made by Canada at the meeting of the Prime Ministers. 

have no desire to add to the many anxieties with which he and you and 
other ministers of the government are faced. My sole aim, as you and he . 
well know, is to occasion for all of us as little in the way of embarrassment 
Ile and later as may be possible. 

Kindest personal regards.' 
W. L. MACKENZIE KING 

Ends. 

100cument 764. 
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769. ; :DEA/7-CM-1

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire
en Grande-Bretagne

Secretary of State . f or External Affairs to High Commissioner
in Great Britain

TELEGRAM 2014 Ottawa, November 23, 1946

TOP SECRET AND PERSONAL. Following for Robertson from Pearson, Begins :

Following is the reply from the Prime Minister to . Mr. Attlee's telegram

No. 191, Begins :

"No. 405.1 Top Secret and Personal. Following from Prime Minister for
Prime Minister, Begins : I have read your telegram No. 191. of, November 9th

with much interest and some surprise :
The wording of the telegram would seem to imply that as the United King-

dom Government's decision to introduce a permanent scheme of compulsory
national service for men will make heavy inroads on manpower and involve a
considerably increased financial outlay, there is some obligation on the Cana-
dian Government, as yet unfulfilled, to meet the burden of defence thus
created. There is, in addition, the implication that arising out of discussions of
Paper PMM ( 46 ) 31 at the Conference of Prime Ministers in April and May
there has remained and is now some obligation on the part of Canada t

e thein meeting the military commitments of the United Kingdom and that a

United Kingdom is awaiting .the view of the Canadian Government on .these

points , with the utmost . interest .

Your reference in para graph 3 to my reaction to Paper PMM(46) 31 is ,1

think, based on a misunderstanding of what took place last May. When this
paper, summarizing the mili ta ry commitments .of the United Kingdom, Was

brought forward at .the Prime Minister's meeting on May 22nd last, my posi-
tion as stated in the Minutes of the meeting, was that I could make no CO m'

mitments of any kind in regard to - the matter it dealt with and that I would be
required to take a somewhat reserved attitude with regard to it. I "h

d not
be

that time say anything which could be interpreted as promising P

cause the question of "help" did not a rise. I re-
Immediately upon _my return from the meeting of prime Ministers,

po rted fully to my colleagues on the subjects discussed, and on the matters
requiring consideration by our technical advisers as well as by the Cabinet

.

The whole question of our defence responsibilities has since been receiving

very close attention, especially as they relate to the Arctic regions
. I shall, of

course, be glad to communicate any decisions of interest to the United King'
dom Government in this regard just as soon as they are reached

. Be auo~°~.f

the number .and magnitude of the çonsiderations involved and possible p

cal implicat'ions, ifhas nôt beén possible thus far to reach final conclusions'
1 Ce télégramme fut expédié le 19 'This telegram was sent on November 19~

novembre .
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As to the other question which your telegram raises, machinery for intra-
Commonwealth cooperation, I thought I had made clear while in. London that 
our government would be prepared to appoint service liaison officers attached 
to our High Conamissioner's office in London, and equally would be prepared 
to have liaison officers of the United Kingdom services attached to the United 
Kingdom High Commissioner's office in Canada. Already steps have •been 
taken on our part to carry out what was then agree,d upon. It is apparent, 
however, that the exact relationships and functions of these officials will have 
to be more clearly defined. I hope to be able to let you have very shortly our 
views on this matter. • 

I feel that I should add that unauthorized reports which have been coming  
out of London on "Imperial defence" matters have caused considerable em-
barrassment to us here and made the whole position more difficult." Ends. • 

I sent a copy . of this reply to Clutterbnck,  and  he called on me yesterday 
to express his worry and disappointment concernini >it. He thought that, after 
his talk  with Mr. King and the personal  message  from Lord Addison, that 
misunderstandings has been removed. The Dominions Office had giv'en what 
was practically an apology for the manner in which the telegram was drafted 
and had also thought that they had removed any suspicions from the Prime 
Minister's mind that there was a "plot" or that any sinister implications could 
be read into the telegram. Hence their disappointment over paragraph 2 of 
Mr. King's telegram. Clutterbuck thinks they will  now have to return to the 
charge and deny that such implications could be read' into the earlier tele-
gram. I told Clutterbuck that it would be unfortunate if this exchange of 
telegrams continued, but he felt that there was now no alternative. He would 
do his best to see that the United Kingdom reply was short and not un-
friendly, merely pointing out that no such implications were intended as those 
mentioned by the Prime Minister. In that case, I hope that the Prime Min- 

er's answer to this will be merely an acceptance of the London explanation; 
However, no one can be sure. If you have an opportunity to put in a word 
against any further reply from London or, if this is,  inevitable, in favour of as 
soft a one as possible, it will be helpful.. Message ends. 

770. 	 W.L.M.K./Vol. 389 

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au secrétaire d'État aux  'Affaires extérieures 

Dominions Secretary to Secretary of State for External Affairs 
TELÈGRAM 228 	 London, December 13, 1946 
Top  SECRET AND PERSONAL. Following from Prime Minister for Prime Min-
ister, Begins: Thank you for your message in telegram No. 405 of the 19th 
November. I am glad to see that you hope to be able shortly to let us have 
Your views as to the relationships and functions of the Service Liaison Officers 
wil°111  You have attached to your High Commissioner's Office in London. 
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I shall also be~ interested to receive from you ✓ an account of any conclusions

reached by . thé Canadian Government : on Canada's - defence . responsibilities

which .you consider are likely to be_ of üiterest : to us .
I am sorry if our correspondence oil this subjéct has been the source of

any difficulty or "embarrassment to you. No one regrets more than we do the

difficulty which is :from time to time created in these matters by wholly . un-

authorized - and - misleading statements . In so far as these appear to , derive

from leakages of official information, we are having the most searching inves-
tigations made . But I am sure that you recognize the difficulty that always
exists in tracing the source of such leakages . On the more general question

of statements made here, I-feel' sure that you realize as well as I ' do the

difficulty of preventin& persôns, whether in. * Parliament or . outside,' from
making irresponsible statements, but I can only ~ .assure you that neither I

-nor any of my colleagues nor anyone holding a .responsible position in the

service .here fails fully to- .appreciate the Canadian attitude- in this matter or

is lacking , in an earnest desire, to display the utmost consideration and under-
standing. : Ends ..1 1

771.

Le secrétaire dÉtat aux Affairés . extérieures au -secrétaire aux Dominions

Secretary of State for ; Ex ternal Affairs, ,to Dominions Secretary .

have given further consideration to the question of Canadian Servicen ôrs

fions to our Liaison " Officers in London who will be known P orCe) ,

TELEGAA1vI 444 ' Ottawa, December 23, 1946

SECRET AND PERSONAL . Following from 'Prime Minister for Prime Mi
nister,

Begins :
1 . With reference to your telegram No . 228 of December 13th, the Cabinet

r esen
tation in London and to the relationship and funetions of the Liais o

to be âttached to our High Commissioner's Office .

2 . We have come to the conclusion that if our. Liaison Officers are in~eu~eâ

in the terms set out in paragraph three of this message they will ortant
,position to- performY effectively and to our mutual advantage the im

p

functions contemplated without their appointment involving any
ofthe meetings

difficulties to which Field Marshal Smuts and I drew attention at t

with Commonwealth Prime Ministers last spring .. ~

3. Accordingly, the Cabinet have this week approved the fol~oeSw ~gi~~~

Liaison Officer (Navy),-Liaison Officer (Army), Liaison Officer (Air F
.

, ~ by
(Defence Research) . Text instructions begi

~

and Liaison Officer of stitute
The Canadian Joint ' Staff Mission " in London which was "conWill termibate its

Cabinet Wâr' Committee décisiori ` of Jânuary ' 8th; ~'1945, Armed

activities and be superseded by a . Liaison Officer from each ' of 'the'
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Services and from Defence 'Research who will be attached, to the staff of 
the Canadian High Commissioner in the United Kingdom.' 

These officers vvill be responsible for keeping the High Commissioner 
informed on matters concerning their respective Services; they will provide 
liaison, on matters of mutual interest, between their respective Services and 
the corresponding Services in the United Kingdom. , - 

It will be incumbent upon the Liaison Officers to consult together in matters 
of joint interest to the Canadian Armed Forces with the object of submitting 
Joint reports on such matters to the High Commissioner and to the Chiefs 
of Staff Committee, Ottawa. The principles and procedure to govern in the 
performance of such joint functions will be determined in consultation with 
the High Commissioner. Text ends. 

4. Steps are being taken forthwith to appoint our four Liaison Officers to 
the Staff of Canada House on the above basis and we feel sure  that  the 
functions which they will be able tO perfornh  will do much to facilitate the 
traditional cooperation, and co-ordination in defence matters betvveen the 
Services of our two countries. , 	 • 	- 	• 

5. We have over the past few weeks given a good deal of attention to 
defence questions, particularly in relation to our joint plans with the United 
States and before long I 'expect to be in a position to let you know  of the 
conclusions which are reached whiCh are likely to be Cf interest to  you  In 

s I 	this connection you may know that Mr. St. Laurent and Mr. Bevin  had  a 
word together recently - in New York. 	 » 

6. The unauthorized publicity which has appeared in the press on both 
sides of the Atlantic; over recent weeks, has of course been 'embarrassing 
but I appreciate fully the difficulties involved in dealing effectively with tilis 

SECTION D 

COMITÉS IMPÉRIAUX/IMPERIAL COMMITTEES 

DEA/8490-40 
Le sous -ministre par intérirn du Commerce au chef, la direction économique 
Acting Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce to Head, E'conomic Division 

Ottawa January 4, 1946 
Dear Sir, 

reviewing 
Further to our letter of December 19, we have now had an opportunity of 

our files relating' to.  the  activities of the Imperial Economic Com-
d g mittee and the Imperial Shipping Committee. 

kind of thing. 
• 	; 

1 I 
L., 

 May I conclude by thanking you for what you have said in your Message 
concerning the Canadian attitude in these matters, and for your oW-n con-

s 	skieration,and -understanding. Ends. 
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The Imperial Shipping Committee, first appointed in June '1920, made a

considerable number of investigations at the request of the Canadian Govern-
ment or of the Canadian representative on the Committee . The p rincipal items

of- Canadian interest dealt with by the Committee were-
(a) Canadian marine insurance rates,
(b) Rates of freight on Canadian flour ,

(ç) Certain aspects of th, e'Canadian cattle trade ,

(d) Rates of freight on Canadian apples to the U.K . ,

(e) Questions relating .to the shipment of grain through the Canadian ports

of Halifax and Saint John ,

(f) Hudson's Bay marine insurance rates .

The results of ~ investigations of Canadian problems by the Committee have

been helpful : In the case of Hudson's Bay marineinsurance rates, these were

reduced- and, as I recall , the extra insurance rates on hulls . of vessels trading to

Saint John were 'eliminated, i.e. ; Halifax and Saint John were put on a par

with U .S . Atlantic ports in the matter of hu ll insurance rates .

It is our view that thé Imperial'Shipping Committee'has rendered good ser-
vice to the Commonwealth, and we would be .in favour of its continuation, as

it has accumulated much data-and expërience in shipping problems affecting

position to judge whether,'by reason of-the scope and, character of th
e

the' Commonwealth . Apart from the investigations which it made on Canada's
specific initiative, it covered a wide field of other studies, many of which wer

e

of general interest to Canada.

With regard to the Impe rial Economic Committee, is difficult at th e

moment to judge to what extent there will be a.renewed need for the services

that this Committee is capable of providing, and whether such services, ~

continued, are likely to be of specific and substantial benefit to Canada.
changed conditions of world trade wi ll make it necessary to consider car

the duties that any reconstructed Imperial Economic Committee might best

undertake. A good deal will depend upon the manner in which the fun.ctions

of the F.A.O. are developed, as well as the. functions. of other internset up

trade organizations, which are, or--sho rtly will be, in process of being

fron, scra
Our immediate view is that it would certainly be wise to r~ittee unt 1 iti s

ping the machinery provided by the Imperial Economic Co

clear that there will be no real need for retaining it. We would a Ga11 dl~o y
recommend that the continuation of the Committee be sympatheti y
sidered, if such is the desire of the other Empire countries, but that its bera-etter
tions should be kept at a' minimum for a

.
year or two until we are in aUnitedon

Nations organizations, there would be any explicit advantage in carrying
the Imperial Economic Committee .

Yours . faithfully, '
OLNER =1VIASTER
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773• 	 DEA/8490-40 

Le sous-ministre de l'Agriculture au chef, la direction économique 

Deputy Minister of Agriculture to Head, Economic Division 

Ottawa, February 20, 1946 
Dear Mr. Pierce, 

regret that reply to yours of December 17th, with respect to the future 
of the Imperial Economic Committee, has been overlooked. . 

In the light of developments in the international field, and particularly the 
establishing of the Food and Agriculture Organization, I am doubtful that 
there is any special need for continuing the Imperial Economic .Committee. 
Its work, in the latter stages particularly, was not too well defmed and while 
some useful reports came to this Department from time to time I am inclined 
to think that similar information can readily be obtained through various 
other sources, both' national and international. Many of the .nationalservices 
have been expanded and developed since the time the Imperial Economic 
Conunittee commenced work and naturally more informatiOn available 
'through them than used to be the case. 

It would appear to me, therefore, that it would be difficult to justify con-
tinuing the Imperial Economic Committee .  from the standpoint of either 
ilecessity or the character of the work which it might be expected to under-
take. 

Yours very truly, 

774. DEA/8490-40 

Le haut commissaire par intérim en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'État 
•par intérim aux Affaires extérieures 

Acting High Commissioner in Great Britain to Acting Secretary of State 
for External A ffairs 

DESPATCH 1307 

Sir, 
I have the honour to refer to your despatch No. 2235 of the 12th Decem-

ber, 1945, concerning the Imperial Economic Committee. I have now 
rçceived a request from the Secretary of the Committee for assistance from 
Canadian Government in finding personnel. 

2 . You will recall that in my despatch No. 1840 of 18th September, 1945, 
I communicated to you proposals for the resumption of activities by the 
Imperial Economic Committee. At the same time these proposals were alsb 
transmitted to the other member governments. Replies accepting these pro- 

London, August 23, 1946 
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posais have now been received from nearly all the governments concerned
and a start has been made in the recruitment of staff and the collection of
material necessary ' for the Committee's work. Progress however largely
depends on the recruitment of staff of suitable calibre to replace those who
either have resigned to take up other empl~yment or have been killed on
war service; the extent to which this is necessa ry may be seen from the fact
that only one of the five former Section Officers and not more than one or
two of the former . Grade A Assistants seem likely to become available .

3 . You will appreciate that :it is not~ easy at the present time to secure - men
who have been trained" in the type of work which the Committee will have to
undertake. The Finance : Comm'ittee -are therefore seeking the assistance of
member governments in :this matter and' have requested me to - enquire whéthér
,the ., Canadian . Government would cooperatè'-by making available, on at any
rate a temporary basis, ' the services ; of any : ; of their, officers who by . their
experience might be,qualified for the Committee' & employment . The Secretary
has represented : to me that not . only would 'this be consonant with the consti-
tution of the t Committee but also that the experience gained by such officers
while serving for a time with the .Committee should be valuable to them when
they return to serve under their own government : I am attaching a trief

notet which sets out the - charaçter of, °the, employment under the Committee
and the qualifications . or experience_ ; desirable .

-4. In . paragraph 5~ of '.my- despatch No. 1840 of 18th September, 1945 ;

I expressed the opinion that the activities of the Imperial Economic Com-
mittee would inevitably become more'redundant as time went on, particularly
in view of the creation of new agencies charged with comparable responsi-
bilities . I can think of no grounds for modifying that opinion . I might add

that I was the Canadian representative on the Imperial Economic Commrttee
for a number of years, in my capacity as Chief Trade Commissioner in ,the
United Kingdom, and my experience on the Committee does not lead me to
expect that its continuance would be of value to Canada.

5. However, I gather from your despatch No . 2235 of 12th December,
1945, that a decision has been .taken to continue participation in the work of
the Imperial Economic Committee. In view of that decision, I should be
grateful if you would inform me how it is proposed Canada should be repre-
sented . The Secretary has written to remind me that under its constitution
the membership of the Imperial Economic Committee includes two members
nominated by the Canadian Government. At the present time, according of
the records of the Committee, I personally am one of the representatives
the Canadian Government, while ;the other Canadian seat is vacant .

6 . Several times in - the last - few months I have been invited tI attend
meetings at which plans have been considered to resuscitate the Perial
Economic Committee. In each case : because of shortage of staff in this office

, it' proved impossible for me to be present or send a representative
. So far as

. I: can see., the pressure on the available staff here is not likely , to be relieved
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in the near future. In the light of this continuing situation I should be obliged 
if you would give me some guidance as to the degree of importance which 
you attach to the work of the Imperial Economic Committee. 

I have etc. 
FREDERIC HUDD 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire 
par intérim en Grande-Bretagne 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Acting High Commissioner 
•  in Great Britain 

Ottawa, September 4, 1946 

Sir, 
I refer to your despatch No. 1307 of August 23rd, on the subject of the 

Imperial Economic  • Committee, in which you ask whether we could make 
personnel available for 'the Committee and the degree of importance we 
attach to its activities. 

We are unable to supply personnel largely because of the heavy demands 
made on us • for international conferences. Most of the Govenunent Depart-
ments are  understaffed in the type of men which the Committee would 
require. 

In replying to the enquiry which you received, I feel you might well go 
further and point out with some vigour that the Imperial Economic Com-
mittee ought not to try to map out a substantial programme and to recruit a 
staff of any size until the new international organizations in the economic field 
have defmed their position. It is more than probable that a range of the activi-
ties of the Economic and Social Council, a good deal  of the work of F.A.O., 
and much of the field to be occupied by the I.T.O. will impinge on the work 
hitherto attempted by the Imperial Economic Committee. . 

Thus, while we have not attached a great deal of imponance to the work of 
the Conunittee in the past, we expect that there will be less useful work for it 
to do in the future. You mention that in our despatch No. 2235 of December 
12th, 1945, v.ve had decided to continue participation in the Committee's work. 
This decision reflected our unwillingness to take the definite position that it 
should be discontinued, but it did  • not indicate that we placed any great store 
on its activities. Our general line now is that we are not yet ready to suggest 

dis its continuance but we  • shall certainly not "strive officiously to keep a live." 
We would like to  • be able to revert to the question of its continued utility M a 
year or two. 

DESPATCH 1472 



On the subject of our representation at méetings, we should 'prefer if at all
possible to leave matters much as they now stand.

I have etc .

SYDNEY D. PIERC E

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs

776. DEA/5720-40

Mémorandum du secrétaire, le Comité interministériel
sur la politique pour. la marine marchande

Memorandum by Secretary, Interdepartmental Committee
on Merchant Shipping Policy

CONFIDENTIAL [Ottawa, ] December 27, 194 6

IMPERIAL SHIPPING COMMITTEE ; CANADIAN PARTICIPATION

The following'is a copy of the telegram sent by the Department of External
'Affairs to the High Commissioner for Canada in . the United Kingdom, in ac-
cordance with the decision of the Interdepartmental Committee on Merchant
,Shipping Policy at its meeting of December 19th, (Minutes, para . 4) :

Ottawa, Decèmber 21, 1946 .

1 . Question of Canadian attitude toward revival of Imperial Shipping Co m

mittee was discussed by Interdepartmental Shipping Committee Decembe r

c19t 1946 .

2: Committee considers (a) that while I .S .C: has done good work in the

past it is very doubtful whether in changed conditions it has either present or
future usefulness for Canada ; (b) that in the absence of evidence ' to contrary

. there seems danger of confusion and duplication of function between I.S.C• )
J .L.O., Inter-Governmental ' Maritime Consultative Organization and even

Caribbean Commission . We are aware that the last named have for sonie time

had underway study of all forms .of transportation in Ca ribbean area ; (c) that
..in view of our doubts expressed above and evident interest of United King-
dom in revival of I.S .C. onus ' is upon United Kingdom to demonstrate general
need and to outline future. work envisaged for the resuscitated body having in
mind activities of organizations mentioned above .

3 . If you agree you. might approach . United Kingdom autho ri ties and sug-

gest that members be given opportunity to discuss the need for resuscitatinS
I.S .C. before that action is finally takèn . If on examination it is found that m

' fact, there is useful ' work in prospect and there is general
Commonwealth

- support for continuance, we would be willing to consider further our contin
ued participation .
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4. If the Committee is to be continued (a) Sir Clement Jones would be 
acceptable to us as Chairman (b) we would not raise objection to £1,200 
per annum or a little more for Chairman. We would be willing to canvass 
possibility of filling one or two of the vacant Committee seats. 

SECRETARY OF STATE FOR EXTERNAL AFFAIRS" 
M. MCCLUNG 

SECTION E 

NATIONALITÉ/NATIONALITY 
777. 	 W.L.M.K./Vol. 244 

• 
Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

au Premier ministre 

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Prime Minister 

[Ottawa,' April 19, 1946 

RE PROPOSALS FOR A COMMONWEALTH MEETING ON NATIONALITY 
Last fall, and again during the time Mr. Martin and Mr.  • Read were in 

London for the meeting of the United Nations assembly, the United Kingdom 
authorities raised the question as to the possibility of holding a meeting of 
Commonwealth representatives to give consideration to what they think are 
aspects of general Commonwealth interest in the new Canadian citizenship 

The proposal of last fall was made to me verbally by Mr. Stephen 
Holmes. I tried to discourage it at that time, and 1 am attaching a copy of a 
notet that was prepared on our conversation giving the details. The original 
proposal for a conference has now been somewhat narrowed to a suggestion 
for a "meeting of legal experts". The *essentials of this proposal are contained 
in the attached dispatch from Londôn.t The idea is to hold the meeting after 
our Bill passes but before it goes into effect. 

In general, the United Kingdom view is that the Canadia,n Bill represents 
a departure in principle from the existing scheme of nationality legislation in 
the countries of the Commonwealth. At present we, the 'United Kingdom, 
Australia, New Zealand, South Africa and Newfoundland have legislation that 
provides virtually identical definitions of "British subject". (Ireland is an ex-
cePtion. Under her 1935 legislation an. Irish citizen is not a 'British subject at 
all). The general scheme was agreed on in 1914 and con-imon recognitiân of 
tile status accorded by naturalization in any of the countries vvas then and has 

	

Projet de loi  • sur la citoyenneté, Bill 	1  The new citizenship Bill, Bill No. 20, was 
MUfl '  fut présenté à la Chambre des com- presented to the House of Commons for first 

1 	
_Pour première lecture le 22 octobre reading on October 22, 1945. The Bill was 

Veau 	
Bill fut modifié et présenté de nou- 	modified and again presented to the House in 

assa e  a Chambre au printemps 1946. Il 	the Spring of. 1946. Third reading was on 
Vojr ioindtroisième lecture le 16 mai 1946. 	May 16, 1946. For Act, see Statutes of Can- 

VI, chapitrall
esi5Statuts du Canada, 10 George ada, 10 George VI, Chapter 15. 
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since been based on the community of definition. This basis has proved un-
satisfactory, since it meant that there was practically no room  for  fl "Flity t eXI I 	0 
Suit the peculiar needs of any particular country. In another aspect, the 
scheme meant that the basic nationality status was that of "British sùbject", 
and any nationality definition .associated with a particular country could only 
provide for a subordinate and relativer unimportant status. To avoid this 
difficulty a different method of approach has been adopted in the new Bill. 
Instead of having the old common definition of "British subject", we have 
defined "Canadian citizen" in terms that depend basically on the same factors 
but which involve certain departures that we thought desirable. We then say 
that "a Canadian citizen is a British subject", and, on the other hand, we 
recognize the status of British subject that is accorded by another country of 
the Commonwealth • to one of its citizens, no matter how such status of British 
subject may be defined by that country. In short, it might be said that the old 
basis was one of identical definition, while we have adopted a basis that might 
be called mutual recognition of pôssibly disparate . definitions. 

We have sent copies of our Bill to  all  countries of the Commonwealth 
(October 12, 1945 ands March 23, 1946) and none but the United Kingdom 
has evin.ced any particular interest with regard to the question of the status of 
British subject. It is suggested in the  attached dispatch that Australia may 
follow our example and on April 9 a press dispatch, stated that the Australian 
Cabinet "approved the principles" embodied in our Bill. Mr. Hearne, the 
Irish High Commissioner, has expressed personal intérest in the effect of the 
Bill on the status of Irish citizens, but there have been no representations from 
the Irish government. They, of course, have no interest in the status of 
"British subject". 

Thé United Kingdom suggestion for discussion is based on the conclusions 
of the Imperial Conferences of 1930 and 1937. The relevant conclusions of 
the Conference of 1930 were as follows: 

2. That, if any changes are desired in the existing requirements for the 
common status, provision should be made for the  maintenance of the common 
status, and the changes should , only be introduced (in accordance with present 

• practice) after consultation and, agreement among the several Members ot the 
Commonwealth. 

3.. That it is for each Member of the Commonwealth to define for 	itself its 
own nationals, but that, so far as possible, those nationals should be person; 
possessing the 'common' statuS, 'though it is recognized that local conditions o 

other special Circumstances ,  may from time to time necessitate divergences fora 
this general principle. 

the 
4. That the possession of the common .  status in virtue of the law fo.rt  

time being in force .  in any part of the Commonwealth should carry with .tile.  

recognition of that status by the law of every other part of the Commollwea tin  

At the 1937 Conference .the following were the relevant conclusions: 
1. It is for each Member of the British Commonwealth to decide mil' n  

ognize 
persons have with it that definite connection—which would enable it to rec  
them as .members of its community. It is desirable, however, 
possible uniformity in principle ... 	

to secure as far  as  
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. . . it is recommended that any . member ' contemplatfng passing a *: Îaw on themembership of itscommunity, should submit the proposals to the other members
of the Commonwealth so as to enable them to offer observations thereon, ifthey feel so inclined.

We have fully met the latter obligation. We sent an outline of our Bill toall countries of, the,Commonwealth on September 27, 1945, and copies of theBill on October 12.='We also sent copies of the -Bill as revised for its recentintroduction on March 23 . The British, however; feel that paragraph 2(above) of the 1930 conclusions requires "consultation and agreement" in
this case, since- our Bill, affects "the . existing -requirements for the commonstatus" . In actual fact the change- in the "requirements" under, our Bill arevery slight and in almost all cases represent a tightening of qualifications .
We have pointed to these facts and to the fact that no other country has
expressed a desire tô' hold a meeting. We

'
have not argued the point, but. ifit seemed dèsirable as a matter of po licy, we might perhaps' take the viewthat the 1937 decisions supersede those of 1930, and thâ,t : consultation isnot strictly aecessary.

Acceptance of the United Kingdom suggestion for a discussion mi t_`ve
rise to a number of difficulties. It is clearly impossible to hold ppurely~"legal" discussion on this inatter. Even if our approach were unanimously
accepted there would still be questions of political po licy that would conflictwith strict legal considerations in -many instances. However, the prior ques-tion of the entire basis of approach to the. nationality question is one ofPolicy and not of law

. There is, moreover, possible difficulty in the very factof holding a conference. It would vitiate the psychological and olitical valuof Pur Proceeding to , Canadian nationali throu p e
Again, if there is disagreement, or attempt to secure amendment

s national action.
which we do not" wish to make, there is the pôssibility of raising a domestic
controversy on imperial issues-a controversy that has thus far been com-pletely avoided.

On the other side is the 1930 report and also the fact that it is now public101 owledge that the U.K. has suggested a Commonwealth discussion . Thematter became pub lic on April 9 when Prime Minister Chifley of Australi alia
that his Cabinet had approved their being re resented"at a BritishCommonw

ealth Conference to discuss proposed legislation on one natio a litoperating generally in B ritish Comonwealth countries", yAPart from these basic problems in the , pro osal arother points there;to considèr: p ~-• are . a number of
1 The

Ireland
p°Sition of Ireland. The British apparently contemplate not havingPresent

. Certainly there could be no unanimity if Ireland were there,but it seelns undesirable tof a 11011- o leave Ireland out of the first technical discussionquestion between members ,of the Commonwe cussion2 . The alth.
South

Place °f meeting. If a meeting is to ' be held ; New Zealand andnd
~dca would prefer it to be in London because of- transportation con-. Australia. has - also suggested that the meeting be held in London
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"possibly in June, immediately after' the Peace Conference in Paris" . The

United Kingdom would probably prefer that, but would be willing to come

to Ottawa. If London is the locus, a meeting after the consultations with
Prime Ministers in May might be relatively obscure and not attract too much

attention . A meeting in Ottawa would have the merit of avoiding the appear-
ance of our going to London to have blessing given to the new Bill, but it
would attract more attention and might rouse some domestic controversy
over imperial and national issues .

3. The time of meeting. If we are to attend any meeting, it might be well

to hold it soon, so as to clear the matter up as quickly as possible . The Bill

has had a desirable domestic reaction, and should go into e ffect fairly soon .

4. Canadian representation . The meeting„ sought is a technical one and
it would be undesirable ,to give it the emphasis of representation by a Cabinet

minister. Our representatives would have to be aware of the poli tical con-

siderations that are involved in the new Bill, and at the same time , fully

conversant with the complex details of nationality legislation . Mr . . Read

would have made an ideal representative, but he .is no longer available. "
The im.mediate'questions, for decision are :

1 . Whether we should agree to a meeting at all .

2 . If we agree to a meeting-
(a) whether it shoûld be . in London after the Prime Ministers' meet-

ings, or after the Paris discussions; or when.
(b) whether we should try to have it held in Ottawa, and if so ,

The United Kingdom had hoped that- we would let them have our answer
before this, but other problems have been more immediatély urgent

. In view

of the publicity that has, been given- to the proposal we- should, however,

try .to send an answer at an early date . N . A. R[OBERTSON]

[London,]' June 6,

As I m 1946'formed you yesterday, the meetings which have been held â~ g
the last week to discuss nationality problems have now ~concluded in a m
which is, I think, quite, satisfactory from our point of view .

M Ce of

" De R. G. Robertson du ~ cabinet du
Premier ministre . au Premier ministre . Le,
Premier ministre- et le groupe qui l'avait
accompagné à la réunion des Premiers minis- ;

tres du Commonwealth fin mai, dont R. G .

Robertson, étaient encore à Londres à cette

date .

Mémorandum '
Memorandum l

1 From R . G. Robertson of the M~ter.

the Prime Minister to theer ~ cup wh'ch
The Prime Minister and thof

the
had accompanied Nin to the Meeting May,

Commonwea lth . Prime Ministers
in

including R. G
. Robertson, were , sO

London at this time.
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The first meeting, which was held on May 30th, was the most important 
of the series, and established the main conclusions that were arrived at. At 
that meeting Sir Alexander Maxwell, for the United Kingdom, said that they 
felt that the Canadian Bill represented an entirely new approach to the ques-
tion of nationality within the Commonwealth and that, for  that  reason, it was 
very desirable to have its implications examined by the other countries which 
would have to give new consideration to their own nationality laws. He added 
that the Canadian basis of approach involved certain problems for the United 
Kingdom which did not mean that the approach was undesirable but which 
did suggest the necessity of having careful consideration given to the whole 
matter, so that the best possible adjustment could be made. He then called 
for comments of the representatives of the other countries. 

Mr. N. A. Robertson explained the general background of our Bill and 
enlarged upon certain features of it, to which I gave further explanation at 
subsequent meetings, when specific questions were raised. After Mr. Robert-
son's statement, Professor Bailey, the new Solicitor General of Australia, 
spoke on their behalf and said that the Australian Govemment not merely 
approved, but was enthusiastic about the principles embodied in the Cana-
dian Bill. He felt that the psychological approach in the Canadian measure, 
which gave primary emphasis to the local nationality, was sound and met 
many of the problems which Australia had in common with Canada. He 
thought that the Bill embodied no serious difficulties or dangers and demon-
strated an approach that would be desirable for general adoption. 

The New Zealand and South African representatives expressed views in 
accordance' with those of Mr. Bailey, and Dr. Wessels,' for South Africa, 
expressed the opinion that the general trend had to be in the direction of  the 
principles embodied in the Canadian Citizenship Bill. 

In the light of the above comments, Sir Alexander Maxwell said that it 
seemed clear that it would be desirable to have a full conference of experts 
at a later date to give thorough and detailed consideration to the way in which 
the principles of the Canadian Citizenship . Bill could be adapted for general 
aPPlication by the other countries of the Commonwealth as well. He felt that 
the mô St useful approach would be for the matter to be considered carefully 
by  the responsible officials of each Government and taken up with their 
Ministers, in order that a full exchange of views might take place, which 
could lead to an exhaustive examination at the later meetings and to definite 
C°11clusions. He recognised that no substantive amendments could be made 
in the Canadian legislation. 

Mr. Robertson felt that on the basis proposed, in which the objective of 
,the new meetings would be to secure the general adoption of the Canadian 
°asis of legislation, there were no serious problems or difficulties involved in 
0.11r agreeing to attend such a meeting, and said that he would report favour-
a.ly on the matter. The other Commonwealth representatives were strongly nb 
1  favour  of ' aving the meetings  as  suggested, some time in the Fall. 
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It was agreed that no publicity-whatever should be given to the fact of the
present meetings or to the intention to hold further discussions later this year .

I am attaching hereto a copy of the Minutes of the first meeting-j- in case
you wish to examine them .

R. G. R[OBERTSON]

779. DEA/8204-D-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires extérieures au haut commissaire
en Grande-Bretagne

Secretary of State . for External A ffairs to High Commissioner in Great Britain

TELEGRAM 1775 Ottawa, October 11, 194 6

Following for Robertson from Pearson, Begins: Dominions Office Circular
D. 862 of September 18tht concerning postponement of conference on
nationality. You will recall that at the Prime Ministers' meeting last spring
there was a discussion of the new Canadian Citizenship Act, as a result of
which it was agreed that a meeting of Commonwealth countries should be
held in London to give technical consideration to the possibility of general
revision of citizenship legislation. The -United Kingdom have now suggested
January 1947 as an appropriate time for this meeting. Mr. Martin, who
would like to attend, will not be able to be in London at that time and is
anxious to have a further postponement, even though he might not be able
to go later in 1947 . Could you find out whether such a further postponement
would arouse much opposition in London? If not, we will go ahead on that
basis . If there is opposition, then we wi ll have to consider possibility of
alternative representation for Canada at the January meeting . Ends.

SECTION F

DIVERS/MISCELLANEOUS

780 9 DEA/3796-A-40

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au sous-secrétaire d'Éta t

aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Great Britain to Under-Secretary of State

for External Affairs

Dear Mr. Robertson ;
In your despatch No . 359 of February 25tht you authorised us to consider

with the Foreign Office the estab lishment of regular channels of commun' ca"

tion for the handling of consular matters in countries 'where Canada is not
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directly represented. We have attempted to analyse present procedures used 
by various departments in Canada House and to make Some recommendations. 
I am attaching a copy of a draft memorandum which has been prepared for 
preliminary and informal discussion with the Consular Department of the 
Foreign Office. It represents only the tentative suggestions of , members of 
the staff, and the Foreign Office understands that it is not an expression of 
the views of the Canadian Government at this stage. A copy has also been 
sent to the Canadian Immigration Officer for his consideration. There may 
be some further delay before we aie able to send to you the results of our 
discussions with the Foreign Office on this matter, and in the meantime you 
may wish to see a copy of this 'preliminary draft. 

I am attaching to the draft a paragraph concerning the question as to 
whether the Foreign Office representative should be expected to give the 
Canadian Governrnent advice. For obvious reasons this was not included in 
the draft which has been sent to the Consular Department. 

Yours sin.cerely, 
VINCENT MASSEY 

[PIÈCE JOINTE 1/ENCLOSURE 1] 

Projet de mémorandum du haut commissariat en Grande-Bretagne 

Draft Memorandum by High Commission in Great Britain 

London, [n.d.1 1946 

THE HANDLING OF GENERAL CONSULAR MATTERS IN COUNTRIES 
WHERE CANADA IS NOT DIRECTLY REPRESENTED 

Sine the end of hostilities in Europe there has been a large increase in the 
number of matters of a general consular nature arising in countries where 
Canada has no direct representation. No doubt because of the development 
of special war-time practices and the interruption of pre-war methods there is 
at present considerable confusion as to the thann.els of communication. In 
some cases these problems are dealt with by direct comm>  unication from the 
Department of External Affairs to the British Mission on the spot. In other 
cases they are handled through Canada House, and in still' other *cases by 
direct communication from External Affairs to the Dominions Office. It is 
highly desirable that confusion be avoided by the establishment of regnlar 
iules of procedure. The chief purpose of these rules should be to speed up 
communications and to remove unnecessary work from both Canadian and 
United Kingdom authorities. 

2. The following seem to be the principal alternatives to be considered: 
(1.) It might be established as a general rule that the Departnient of 

External Affairs should communiCate direct 'with the British Missions on thé 

1363 
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spot, and the British Mission should be instructed to communicate direct 
with the Department of External Affairs. 

(ii) All communications 'night be channelled through London, that is, 
External Affairs should send communications to Canada House for trans-
mission to the Dominions Office or direct to the Foreign Office to be sent on 
to the British Mission on the spot. 

(iii) Either of the above methods might be supplemented by the use, where 
possible, of Missions in Ottawa of countries in which Canada is not directly 
represented—for example, Sweden, Switzerland, Poland, Czechoslovakia, 
Turkey, Yugoslavia and Italy. (Such procedure has been suggested by Ottawa 
in despatch No. of - [sic] for seeking information about persons be-
lieved to be ill-treated.) 

- 3. For a number of reasons the first alternative seems to be the most 
practical. Transmission through London is unnecessarily slow because of the 
pressure of work' in Canada House and in the Foreign Office. As far as 
Canada House is concerned, such an arrangement as No. (ii) would neces-
sitate an increase in the staff. There are objections, furthermore, to the intro-
duction of a third party in matters which are better solved by communication 
between two parties. It is believed that the Foreign Office themselves prefer 
direct communication. The use of No. (iii) method along with No. (i) is a 
matter on which the Department of External Affairs is better able to decide. 
It would serve to relieve the pressure on British officials. It may be doubted 
whether equally good results could be obtained by a Minister in Ottawa as 
by a British official on the spot. On the other hand, foreign representatives in 
Ottawa might be amdous to press the matter in order to be helpful to the 
Government to which they are accredited. 

4. If direct communication from Ottawa to the Mission is adopted as the 
general rule it is possible that there might need to be certain exceptions which 
would require hand ling through Canada House. The following seem to be the 
principal exceptions: 

(i) The Repatriation of Canadians from Europe. Charnels for handling 
these matters have been developed during and since the war by the Special  
Section, and there seems to be no good reason for changing them at a Unie  
when the number of repatriates is greatly diminished. 

• (ii) Property Claims. Up to date claims by Canadians for properties in 
enemy and formerly-occupied Europe have been handled through Canada 
House. This special procedure has been adopted because of the necessity Of 

working through the agencies set up by the United Kingdom Government in 
London to handle such Matters. It has also been necessary because the chan-
nels for handling such matters have had to be evolved in consultation between 
Canada House and the United Kingdom Departments concerned. Now tha t 

 these channels are more or less established, consideration might be given tià  
the possibility of direct communication. If it is necessary to have a Canadian 
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representative in London keeping in touch with United Kingdom authorities
on these matters this responsibility might be transferred, to the London Repre-
sentative of the Custodian, whose Department in Ottawa is responsible for . the
registering of all claims. (It should be kept in mind that although property
claims in Germany are now handled through the Canadian Military Mission
in Germany there are an equal number of claims in Austria, Czechoslovakia,
Poland and other countries which are sti ll handled through Canada
House ) .

(iii) Immigration and -Naturalization . The Commissioner for European
Emigration in London, because of his responsibi lity for all Europe, may wish
to handle, or at least be kept informed, of a ll cases concerning immigration
and naturalization arising in Europe .

5 . There will always becases in which some direct communication between
United Kingdom and Canadian officials is necessary. This will be particularly:the case when political considerations are involved . Although B ritish Consuls
or other representatives may be acting for His Majesty's Government in Can-
ada it will be difficult to ask' them to follow policies inconsistent with those
which they would fo llow when they are acting on behalf of His Majesty's
Government in the United Kingdom. Recently a case of a Canadian being held,by the Polish Security Police was handled directly between Ottawa and War-
saw. In view of questions ' of high policy involved, -however, it was considered
necessary for the Foreign Office to intervene by personal communication with
Canada House.

6 . If direct communication between Ottawa and the Mission on the spot is
agreed upon as a general rule, the question arises as to whether copies of all, correspondence should be sent to both UnitedKingdom and Canadian repre-
sentatives in London. At the present time United Kingdom policy in most of
these cases seems to be to instruct their representatives to send copies to the-Foreign O ffi ce . The Foreign Office in turn, provides copies to Canada House .
Copies of telegrams between Ottawa ' and the British Mission which pass
through the Dominions Office come to Canada House. On the other hand, it is
not the policy of the Department of External Affairs normally 'to send toCanada House copies of its communications - to, British Missions, and in few,cases is there

.a complete fi1e in Canada House on any of those cases handleddirectly . In this matter , it would be proper for the Canadian Government tofollow the wishes . of the Foreign Office, whose representatives . are handling
, these matters on, our behalf. In view of the probability of personal discussions
in London on any particular sùbject there would be advàntages in, having,. etther .. at Canada . House or at the Foreign Office, but not necessarily in both
places, a complete file of correspondence of all cases. The Foreign -Office may,
of course, wish to have a record of the work being handled by its agents . .In
any case, it,would be desirable to ask the Foreign Office how many copies ofvarying kinds of documents it requires, so that in no case should the Foreign"
Office have to make copies of document s on our behalf.
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PRESENT CHANNELS OF COMMUNICATION : WITH UNITED KINGDOM

the War Office rather than the Foreign Office . Communications from Canad a

DEPARTMENTS ON CONSULAR MATTERS :

'7.' Germany : In spite of the estab lishment of ' the Canadian Military Missio n

in Germany there are" still several matters which are handled through Canad a

House, for example :
(i) Reports on property claims initiated through United Kingdom authori-

ties before the establishment of the- C.M.M. in Germany.

(ii) Final stages in the repatriation of Canadians .

(iü) Matters concerning distressed Canadians in the French and Unite d

States Zones . (It lé' expected that these will be transferred shor tly to th e

C.M.M. 'Questions concerning the Russian Zone are being handled both

through the Canadian Embassy .in Moscow and through - the C.M.M . )

8: Correspondence concerning "property claims is 'â.ddressed to Miss J. M .

Wardale in the, Dominions - Office . Special Section correspond direct with

UnitedXingdom Consular Representative - in: Germany : Other general matters

concerning Germany may be handled . by direct : communication with the

Control Office , for; Germany and Austria, Norfolk House, -St. James's Square .

Austria, Bulgaria, Roumânia : In view of- the fact that the B ritish Nfis-

sions,in these countries are still of a military nature, relations are handled b y

House , on general matters, : including property . claims, go . to the Domons

Office . Special Section,` .however, corresponds direct with the United Kingdo
m

Consular Representative in Vienna . L. is expected that Roumania will shortly
become the responsibility of the Foreign Office in view of the recognition o

f

the Roumanian Government.

10 . Bulgaria, Finland, Siam, and. other Inn er neutral - or allied States:

Relations with these countries are handled through the Foreign Office
. ~ular

municâtions, therefore, should be addressed to Mr . G. C. Allchin, CQ

Section of the Foreign Ofilce, or in the, case .of property claim~ to 1VIr . C . J.

Edmonds, Consular Section, Foreign Office. It is believed to be the desire of

the Foreign Office that communications shoûld be with the. Consular Section

rather than the Political Division concerned, unless political po licy is involved.

11 . Japan: No consular matters with regard to Japan have come t ~o~

this Office and the channels used by the Canadian Government are no
0

12 . The Foreign Office request that three copies of all docume~~ Dô~.

of an accompanying despatch. or letter should be sent to them. rovided
ions Office ask, however, . for only one copy of each document,

P don.
another copy is' available in this office "if required for reference in

London.
'ne single valid copy of any legal document, however, should be retained

in
Ottawa or in this Office, as neither the Foreign O ffice nor the Dominion~

office
wishes to be responsible for forwarding it unless it is needed on the sp

o

13. Limited postal communications have been re-established with all u~e
on

pean countries, including Germany. In view of the . very great pressure
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United Kingdom Departments concerned, no request should be made to trans-
mit documents unless there is some valid reason why they cannot be trans-
mitted by ordinary post. Claimants are expected to communicate with their 
own attorneys in the country concerned, by post, and not -through diplomatic 
bag. In some cases this will mean cutting off facilities for those who, at an 
earlier stage, were granted special privileges because of the absence of postal 
communications and the troubled situation on the Continent. It is not possible 
to establish .definitive rules on this matter, but discretion should be used in 
making requests. For example, it might be assumed that documents have .a 
better chance of reaching, Czechoslovakia than Bulgaria, and the Foreign 
Office might be asked to transmit documents to the latter country which it 
should not be asked to send to the former. Only if there is some urgent reason 
should personal letters be sent by diplomatic channels. On the other hand, the 
Foreign Office is prepared to send along documents which will assist them in 
protecting the property of a British subject. 

14.The question also arises as to the handling of consular matters of this 
kind which originate in applications direct to Canada House. Such applica-
tions come sometimes from Canadians in the United Kingdom and sometimes 
from Canadians in Canada who apply direct to the High Commissioner for 
assistance. If there is some urgency about these cases it may be necessary to 
act upon them without reference to Ottawa. It is desirable, on the other hand, 
that action should not be taken which is inconsistent with policy being fol-
lowed by External Affairs. Furthermore, as a general principle it is desirable 
to use the standard channels at all times in order to avoid confusion. 

CONSULAR MATTERS IN INDIA AND THE COLONIES 	 • 

15.Canadian consular matters in parts of the British Empire where there is 
no direct Canadian representation are frequently handled through Canada 
House in direct communication with the India Office, the Burma Office, or the 
Colonial Office. In the case of the West Indies, and possibly elsewhere, the 
Department of External Affairs communicates at times with the Colonial 
Secretary. Consideration might be given to ways and means of establishing 
more expeditious means of communication, particularly with India and 
Palestine. 

[PIÈCE JOINTE 2/ENCLOSURE 2] 

Paragraphe omis du projet de mémorandum 

Paragraph omitted from Draft Memorandum 
The question as to whether a United ICingdom Mission should seek to give 

advice to the Canadian Government on matters which it is asked to handle is 
one which requires some consideration. Some time ago the United Kingdom 
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Ambassador in Venezuela was asked to take action by the - Canadian Govern-
ment . He indicated to the Foreign Office that he did not agree with Canadian
policy in this matter, and wished to let the Canadian Government have his
views . The Dominions Office refused to 'allow, his advice to be passed on to
the Canadian Government on the ground that it was not his place to express
opinions as to Canadian po licy. While it would obviously be undesirable that

~a United Kingdom official should give advice simply because Canadian policy
was not advantageous to United Kingdom policy, nevertheless the advice of
the British representative on the spot might frequently be helpful . This is
obviously a matter on which general rules can scarcely be laid down . Advice
of this . kind might best be given informally by the Foreign Office to Canada
-House . It might also be agreed that the Department of External Affairs should
specifically ask for the advice of the British representative if it considers this
would be helpful.

781.
1

Le deuxième secrétaire, le haut commissariat en Grande-Bretagne,
au sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures

Second Secretary, High Commission in Great Britain ,
to Associate Under-Secretary o f State for External A ffairs., .

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL, .. London,
May 1, 194 6

Dear Mr. Wrong ,
Recently I have - been somewhat disturbed by thé attentiôn which has been

paid in the press here to the significance of recent developments with regard
to Commonwealth representation in the ,Pacific . Iri ïnany of the editorials on

' Commonwealth relations which there have been- in the . past month or more,

reference has been made to the appointment of an Australiàn to represent
the Commonwealth , or at least part of if, . in Japan . You were, I believe,

rather, unhappy at the time about possible implications, although we were
not in a very good position to protest if other parts of the Commonwealth
wished to choose an Australian to represent them .

The Australians - are apparently welcoming this development as a triumph
for Dr. Evatt's particular theory on Commonwealth policy : that is,, that the
Commonwealth might well be dividéd - into regions in each of which the

Commonwealth country with predominant interests should be the mouthp1ece
of the whole Commonwealth . This facile theory is very attractive at fnst

glance, but quite impossible as a general principle . Sensibly applied in a

limited way, and ad hoc, it might have some value. South Afrca's 0021.y
interests in Africa, and Australia's and New Zealand's primarÿ intereSt in

; the South-West Pacific need not be emphasized . The suggestion, however,
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that Canada should speak for the Commonwealth in the Western hemisphere, 
or that the United Kingdom should speak for the Commonwealth in Europe 
are quite as unacceptable as any suggestion that Dr: Evatt's principle should 
be carried to the extent that Australia would speak for all in Indonesia, or 
India, or China. 

I have always suspected that Dr. Evatt's  support of Canadian arguments 
against a common' foreign policy was dangerous because it was based on 
entirely different motives from Our own. He was concerned only with securing 
a louder voice for Australia whereas we, although we were perhaps rationaliz-
ing on the basis of Our own political and geographical situation, have evolved 
a theory of Commonwealth relations which we think is as much in Australia's 
as Canada's interest. Tc) secure his end Dr. Evatt would use any argument. He 
would even suggest that if Australia could largely determine Commonwealth 
policy in the Pacific he would be prepared to concede the United Kingdom 
the same priority to decide Commonwealth policy in Europe. However, in 
practice he has rarely been willing to concede Dominion status to the United 
Kingdom, and it seems doubtful if he would play fair. He is raising quite a 
fuss about Australia's rig,ht to an independent voice on the settlement in 
Trieste, for example., and it would be interesting to see what would happen 
if we claimed a right to interfere in United States-Australian relations. 

It now looks, however, as if Dr. Evatt, far from being an ally in the dis-
cussions on a "common foreign policy".is going to be a very difficult adver-
sary. I have this morning had a brief look at a document presented by the 
Australian Government at the current meetings here sununarising Australian 
External Affairs policy in general. Its conclusion is somewhat alanhing. After 
referring in glowing terms to the satisfactory nature of the present arrange-
ments for Commonwealth representation in Japan, the document states that 
this new concept tends to reconcile full Dominion autonomy with full British 
Commonwealth co-operation. The machinery of the Commonwealth, it states, 
has.now reached the stage where a common policy can be carried out through 
a chosen Dominion instrumentality in an area, or in relation to a subject 
matter, which is of primary concern to that Dominion. This principle is said 
te be capable of extension, and to suggest the possible integration of British 
Commonwealth policy at a higher level by a new procedure. 

The implications of such a policy are, I should think, totally unacceptable 
o t us. h goes Without saying that this unitary conception of the Commonwealth 

is not made more attractive to us, and is probably less so, because some other 
country than the United • Kingdom might on occasion speak for us all. If this 
view is pressed by Dr. Evatt, and I should think it very well might be, it could 
revive again this whole unhappy question.' Dr. Evatt's suggestions have a 
specious attraction, and will carry a good deal of weight with many well-
ind  ealling people in this country because they come not from the United King-
°In  but frOin one of • the  enfranchised nations.- 1 do not know whether the 



Australians are aware of the 'fact that this theoryis- not likely to be received
by us with any favour, or whether, if they did, they would be impressed by
our objections . However, you might think it ; advisable to disabuse them as
quickly as- possible of any misconceptions which they might have . I have not
discussed this matter with officials here, although I had an_ opportunity on
several occasions to point out the objections to the policy when it was raised
by private individuals . I cannot imagine that it is a policy which the United
Kingdom Government could view with much favour, - as they, in view of
their world-wide interests, would be the principal sufferers .

It is always a little ticklish getting any information from the Dominions
Office about 'relations between Ahemselves and , Australia. I gather, however,
that there are a good _many misgivings in .the Dominions Office and more
particularly in the Foreign Office about the present arrangements in Japan,
according to which Mr : MacMahon Ball' speaks for the Commonwealth . The
view taken here, quite informally, seems to be that Mr . Ball may be a fine
academic type, but has much too little experience of diplomacy and negotia-
tion. His first major act in Japan was apparently to - aend a telegram to Can-
berra saying that the Americans and .the Russians seemed to be at opposite
poles with regard to po licy in Tokyo, and he assumed that it was his function
to mediate between them. He also listed a number of points which were being
discussed and -asked foi instructions with 'regard to only one of them. This
message was passed on to the Unitéd ' Kingdom ' by 'Dr . -Eva tt, who said that
itwas - his intention to instruct Mr: Ball to .:proceed as'he had ' suggested :,The
Foreign Ofâce, needless to say, reacted with considerable violence . A telegram
was sent to Canberra rejecting Ball's suggestion and saying that at the outset,
and until the position was clear, the .United Kingdom, would prefer that Mr.
Ball request instructions in all cases . The. telegram went on _ to say that the
United Kingdôm were disturbed. by the . suggestion that the role of the British
representative might be to mediate between the Soviet and United States points
of view in Japan. United Kingdom collaboration` with the 'United States in
other parts of the world ; (for example at this juncture in the Middle East, and
at the forthcoming Council of Foreign Ministers) was of such outstanding
importance that they were not prepared to be committed in advance to a
general 'policy of inediation in Japan . This might well fail to achieve its pur-
pose in Japan, and at the same time cause friction with the United States
Government . The Australian . Governmentwas requested to point this ou

t

L0 Mr . Ban for his guidance, and emphasize the importance which the United

Kingdom attached to it . . .

• It'is interesting in this connection to compare the attitude of the Australians
towards United Kingdom views on United States bases in the Pacific

. theythe United Kingdom, for obvious . reasons, want to use the advantages they
hold in the Pacific for bargaining with the Americans on a world-wide scale

,

1 Conseillér po litique de-1'Australie au Con- 1 Political Adviser of Australia to oed

seil allié au Japon . z-" Council , Japan.
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the Australians are not disposed to concern themselves with the implications 
of their policy outside their own sphere. I think their irresponsibility is going 
to do a great deal to win our point on Commonwealth foreign policy. It is 
certainly helping to win us support in the Foreign Office. 

Yours sincerely, 
J. W. HOLMES 

• 782. 	 DEA/6 13 3-40 

Le sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures au 
deuxième secrétaire, le haut commissariat en Grande-Bretagne 

Associate Under-Secretary of State for External A ffairs 
to Second Secretary, High Commission in Great Britain 

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL 	 Ottawa, May 8, 1946 

Dear Mr. Holmes, 	 • 
This will ackn.owledge your interesting and admirable letter of May 

dealing with the doctrine of Commonwealth relations which the Australians 
have been developing especially since the 'Present arrangements in Japan 
came into effect. I have given copies of your letter to Mr. Robertson with 
the suggestion that he might seek to discuss it with the Prime Minister while 
en route to London, as Mr. King may find himself involved in discussions 
with Dr. Evatt soon after his arrival. 	- 

In this conne,ction I think that Canada House has received a copy of 
despatch No. 244 of March 26tht from the High Commissioner in Australia 
which comments on the motives which prompted Dr. Evatt to speak in 
optimistic terms of Soviet policy in the Australian House of Representatives. 
You will note from this despatch that Mr. Davis suspects  that Dr. Evatt 
sees himself cast in thé role of mediatbr between the Soviet Union and the 
Western powers. Thus the proposals of Mr. MacMahon Ball from Tokyo, 
which you mention in your letter, not -unlikely were favourably received by 
Dr. Evatt. 

I am inclined to agree with your unsympathetic ascription of motives and  
to think that the elevation of the practice adopted in Tokyo to a new theory 
of Commonwealth relations is only another example of  the  Australian desire to 
have their cake and eat it. All the members of the Commonwealth—and 
ourselves and the United Kingdom not least--at times exhibit this desire but 
the Australian manifestations have recently  been  specially blatant. 

Yours sincerely, 
H. H. WRONG 
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PARTIE 2/PART 2

PAYS DIVERS

INDIVIDUAL COUNTRIES

SECTION A

GRANDE-BRETAGNE/GREAT BRITAIN

SOUS-SECTION i/SUB-SECTION 1

AFFRÈTEMENT DE NAVIRES CANADIENS

CHARTERING OF CANADIAN SHIPS

783. DEA/4929-U-40
: . . . _ . :

Le haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagne au sous-secrétaire d'État
par intérim aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner of Great Britain to Acting Under-Secretary of State .,
for External Affairs

915/290 Ottawa, June 14, 1946

Dear Mr. Wrong ,
I have been asked by the United Kingdom Government to take up with the

Canadian authorities the question of the negotiation of an agreement with
regard to the charter to the United Kingdom of vessels owned by Canada .

During the war, as you will be aware, the Ministry of War Transport had
on bareboat charter a number of "Fort" ships. As a result of an agreement
signed on the 17th August 4astl these ships were put at the disposal of th e
1Vlinistry, on Mutual Aid terms .

When Sir Cyril-Hurcomb, Director-General of the Ministry of War Trans-
port, was in Canada last October he obtained Mr . Howe's agreement that the
United Kingdom Government should retain these "Fort" ships on bareboat
charter for a period of two or three years . It was agreed that the terms
should be discussed and that a new agreement should be drawn up . It was
also agreed that hire at a rate of 10% per annum on a valuation of 500,000
Canadian dollars, per ship should be paid in respect of all the "Fort" ships
other than sixteen of them which had beqn operating on Admiralty service .

These latter ships would be free of hire for so long as they remained on naval
service .

'Voir Canada, Recueil des traités, 1945, 1 See Canada, Treaty Series, 1945, No• 9•

N° 9.
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Negotiations took place earlier this year between the representatives in 
Montreal of the Ministry of War Transport and the Park Steamship Company 
acting on behalf of the Canadian Government and in March the Ministry 
were informed that the Canadian Government wished the new agreement to 
be signed in Ottawa on behalf of the two Governments in the same way as 
the agreement of the 17th August, 1945, had been signed. 

When Mr. Hynard (the M.W.T. representative in Montreal) returned to 
the United Kingdom in April, he took with him a new draft of the agreement 
which had been prepared by the Canadian authorities. There are certain 
points in the new draft which the Ministry of Transport do not feel able to 
accept and they have now prepared for consideration a redraft of which I 
enclose a copy.f The nature of the suggested alterations, and the reasons 
for them, are set out in the memorandum and a copy of which I also 
encloset. 

As the memorandum points out, the Canadian authorities have asked that 
the United Kingdom authorities should redeliver the oil burning "Forts" 
which they have on charter and take in exchange coal burning ships. I under-
stand that the Ministry of Transport have pointed out to the Canadian 
authorities the difficulties in which this would involve the United Kingdom 
authorities but, in accordance with the Canadian Government's wishes, the 
Ministry are proceeding with the exchanges as fast as they can and expect 
to be able to complete the change by the 1st October, 1946. But they trust 
that the Canadian authorities will  understand that it would not be possible 
to redeliver the oil burners at sixty days' notice, since most of the ships are 
in a position or have commitments, which make this impracticable. 

I have also been asked to mention that, in agreement with Mr. Howe, the 
Ministry of Transport have entered into contracts for the subcharter of the 
"Forts" on bareboat terms for the period of the agreement. The United 
Kingdom authorities hope, therefore, that the agreement -between the two 
Govermnents may be signed in the near future so that the contractual right 
of the United Kingdom authorities to the services of these ships is probably 
[sic] established. 

I should be grateful  if you could arrange for the enclosed memorandum 
and revised  draft agreement to be considered by the appropriate Canadian 
authorities. If any elucidation of any particular points is required, I should be 
grateful if you would let me know as I am sure that the Ministry of Transport 

London will be very glad to supply any further information desired. 
Alternatively if the Canadian authorities would prefer to have a discussion 
on the subject I should be very glad to assist in whatever way may be thought 
convenient. 

Yours sincerely, 
P. A. CLUTTERBUCK 
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DEA/4929-U-40
Le sous-ministre des Finances au sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim

aux Affaires extérieures

I Deputy Minister of Finance to Acting Under-Secretary- of State
for . External Affairs

Ottawa, July 29, 1946

Dear Mr . Wrong ,
I regret that we did not reply directly to you when you sent us on June 28th

the letter which your Department received from the High Commissioner for
the United Xingdom regarding the charter to the United Kingdom of vessels
owned by Canada. Mr. Bryce of this Department had spoken to Mr . Gavsie,
of the Department of Reconstruction and Supply, about the one point in which
we were directly concerned, and he thought that that Department would take
up the matter in consultation with you . I note, however, in the comments for-
warded by you to Sir Alexander Clutterbuck on July 17th,t you have taken
the line originally suggested by the Department of Reconstruction and Supply
but with which we are unable to agree, and consequently I think it is neces-
sary to make our position clear, to you, as Mr . Bryce endeavoured to do to

Mr. Gavsie on the telephone.

It is the view of ' this Department that the agreement on the settlement of

war claims, dated March 6, 1946,1 covers the amou nts owing by the United

Kingdom in respect of the charter of these vessels up to February 28th, and
that the amounts owing to Park Steamship Company or the Crown in the right
of Canada in respect of the period prior to March 1st of this year should be
debited to the United Kingdom General Settlement Account, just as other
amounts owing by the United Kingdom under that settlement are charged . I
note that in your "Comments", presumably following the original views of the

Department of Reconstruction, you have stated that the agreement refers to
the settlement of war claims, and it was not intended that it should affect the

charter for the ships under discussion . In fact, however, the agreement, as its

text clearly indicatés, covers a ll claims whiçh arose "on or after September 3,

1939, and prior to March 1, 1946, in respect of supplies, service, facilities and

accommodation delivered or furnished during that period" . This wording

seems clearly to cover, an item for the hire of'. ships during that period . P

sumably in saying that it referred only to war claims, you had in m
ind the

preamble, where it speaks of all accounts arising out of the war . This, however,

has not been taken to limit the more general wording of the first Article, wh ich

is the effective clause in the agreement . We believe it is fair to say that th
e

ent
claim for ship charters was intended-to be included at the time the agr~

m

1 Voir Canada, Recueil des traités, 1946, See Canada, Treaty Series, 1946, No. 10.

No 10.
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was negotiated. A figure was included for this  possible claim in reckoning as to 
whether or not we could be satisfied with the offer of $150,000,000 made by•
the United Kingdom. 

Mr. Bryce spoke this morning to Mr. McNaug,hton of the Department of 
Reconstruction and Supply to ask if he could arrange to have the charges in 
respect of these ship charters prior to March 1st put through before the 
Dominion Government books are closed at the end of this month, as we would 
like, if possible, to get them into the books for the last fiscal year, where nearly 
all the adjustments under this agreement come. It would seem to me, how-
ever, from the state of the correspondence with  the United Kingdom, that it 
will be difficult to settle on the text of the charter agreement before that time, 
and presumably, therefore, it may be necessary to hold this matter over until 
definite agreement is reached with the United Kingdom or at least the points 
of principle involved in the charter agreement are settled. 

Yours very truly, 
W. C. CLARK 

785. 	 DEA/4929-U40 

Le haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagne au ministre 
de la Reconstruction et des Approvisionnements 

High Commissioner of Great Britain to Minister of Reconstruction and Supply 

915/290 [Ottawa,] August 28, 1946 

Dear Mr. Howe, 
As you know, correspondence has been proceeding through the Department 

«External Affairs with a view to the conclusion of an Agreement between our 
two Governments for the charter to the United Kingdom of certain vessels 
owned by Canada. The latest position is that in reply to my letter of the 14th 
June, I received from Mr. Wrong on the 17th July a notet setting out the 
comments of the Canadian authorities on the revised draft of the Agreement 
proposed by the United Kingdom Ministry of Transport. This note I passed 
onto London for consideration by the United Kingdom authorities concerned, 
and I have now received a telegram from my Government containing the text 
of a personal message to you from Mr. Barnes, the Minister of Transport. I 
enclose this message, and am sending a copy to Mr. Wrong for his informa-
t1011  with reference to my previous correSpondence with him on this subject. 

Yours sincerely, 
P. A. CLUTTERBUCK 
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[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

Le ministre des Transports de Grande-Bretagne au ministre 
de la Reconstruction et des Approvisionnements 

Minister of Transport of Great Britain to Minister 
of Reconstruction and Supply 

[London,] August 28, 1946 
1. You will remember that on the 14th June, the High Commissioner for 

the United Kingdom submitted to the Department of External Affairs a redraft 
of the proposed Agreement between the two Governments relating to bareboat 
Charter of "Fort" and "Park" ships. I have now received the note setting out 
the comments of the Canadian authorities which was forwarded to London by 
the High Commissioner. This note contains a proposal involving a funda-
mental alteration in regard to the period for which the ships may be retained 
on bareboat charter by the United. Kingdom. 

2. You will recall that in drafts of agreements which have been prepared 
from time to time it has been consistently envisaged that the charter would be 
for a period of two years, with charterer's option to exercise for a further 
period of twelve months, subject to giving due notice of intention to exercise 
option before expiration of first two years. Further, there was to be an addi-
tional period of twelve months beyond the period of two years or three years, 
as the case might be, during which ships might be re-delivered in instalments. 
The note now received proposes that thirty of the ships shall be re-delivered 
between 1st September, 1947, and 30th November, 1947, twenty in the fol-
lowing three months, a further twenty in the next three months, and the 
balance between 1st June, 1948, and 31st August, 1948. As period from 
which the charters are deemed to begin dates from 1st September, 1945, it is in 

effect now proposed to curtail the optional period of the charter by one year. 

3. This programme of re-deliveries would be incompatible with my obliga-
tion under sub-charter of these ships to the United Kingdom ship osvners under 
my disposal scheme.  1 have entered into the contract with United Kingdom 
ship owners for a minimum charter of two years certain. You will remember 
that in my telegram of 5th Januaryt I consulted you before entering into  the 

 contracts and you were good enough to agree. In all cases sub-charter runs on 
beyond 31st March, 1948, and in some ,cases beyond 31st August, 1948, 
depending when ships were delivered. 

- 4. 1 am sure you will understand my position as, apart from my memoran  
dum contract with the United Kingdom ship owners, I have been planning 11 

tain tins tonnage resources on the assumption we would have the option to re 
tonnage for the full period envisaged, and it would be impossible for me ornei 
wise to fulfil my commitments. 

5. I hope, therefore, that you can agree to let original proposal as to perind  

of charter stand and will be m'cist graeful to hear from you as earlY 
possible. 	_ 	' 
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DEA/4929-U-4 0L
e haut commissaire adjoint de Grande-Bretagne au sous-secrétaire d'État;

par intérim aux Affaires extérieuresDeputy
High Commissioner of Great Britain to Acting Under-Secretary

of State for External Affairs
915/290

Dear Mr . Wrong,
Ottawa, September 27, 1946

In his letter to you of the 28th August the High Commissioner sent you a
copy of a message which he had received from the United . Kingdom Ministerof Transport for Mr

. Howe about the draft agreement for the charter to the
United Kingdom of vessels owned by Canada .

Mr. Howe subsequently sent a .further message to the Minister of Trans-port and Mr
. Barnes has now sent a reply which has been communicated toMr. Howe

. I enclose'a copy of these two messages for your information.

Yours sincerely,
J. J. S. GARNE R

[PIÉCE JOINTE V ENCLOSUREENCLOSURE 1 1
Le ministre de la Reconstruction et des Approvisionnements au ministre

des Transports de Grande-Bretagn

e Minister of Reconstruction and Supply to Minister o f
Transport of Great Britain

[Ottawa,] September 9, 1946
I have received your message transmitted through office of High Com 'sioner on August 28th with reference to period of charter for Fort ships. The

reason for my suggestion that the period of charter be shortened is due to
shortage of shipping in Canada and our . need to have some of the ships re-turned as early as possible

. In addition, the previous draft was too indefinite
as to the number of ships to be returned in Class "A" vessels . Am anxious tohave the

return of up to 35 ships as early as possible and to have aPeriod for the remainder
. Having regard to fact that you have made c

fini te

mitnlents to sub-charterers with respect to a ll the shi s am re are om-that ori ' P p p d to agreeginal proposal as to period of charter stand, provided you agree thatCanadian Government shall have right to nominate up to 35 ships to be
~rned upon expiration of presently existing sub-charters . We of courseto be ourse would

given information with respect to existing sub-charters . Am ex-ue~elY an.xious to have this matter settled and would ~ appreçiate cabled reply.
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I
[London,] September 24., 1946

1 . Thank you for your message about the period of charter for "Fo rt"

ships. I appreciate your helpful decision and agree that we should provide
for the re-delivery of .up to 35 ships upon the expiry of the existing sub-
charters . These will begin to run out during the summer of 1948, the earliest
being about April . I understand your proposal to be that we agree forthwith
upon a definite schedule of re-deliveries with approximate dates . This schedule
would provide for some as you require to be re-de livered during the summer
of 1948, re-delivery of the remainder to be spread over the period ending

September, 1949 . As I ' shall be very tight for tonnage on the estimates of
requirements during 1948 I hope that it wi ll be possible to defer the delivery

of a good proportion of the ships till 1949 .

2 . Since'we are agreed - upon this principle, I feel sure we shall be able to
settle the details of this matter without difficulty but they are somewhat
complicated to arrange by exchange of telegrams . Hurcomb will be in Wash-

ington in late October for the U .M.C.C. Would it be convenient if he came
up to Ottawa thereafter, that is early November? He could bring with him
all the details of the sub-charters so that the schedule could be completed .

I shall bé glad to know that'this suggestion will meet your wishes .

3. Some of the ships 'which have been exchanged against oil burners have
not yet been sub-chartered . I am just offering these for sub-charter on, the

same terms, that is for a minimum period of two years . This will not affect

our re-delivery arrangements, for the sub-charters will run out in good time
for re-délivery within the schedule .

787. DEA/4929-U-40

L'avocat-conseil, le ministère de la Reconstructio n
et des Approvisionnements, au sous-secrétaire d'État

aux Affaires extérieures

General Counsel, Department of Reconstruction and SupplY ,
to Under-Secretary of State for External A f f airs

Ottawa, November 27, 1946,

[PIÉCE JOINTE 2/ ENCLOSURE 2]

Le ministre des Transports de Grande-Bretagne au ministre
de la Reconstruction et des Approvisionnements

Minister of Transport of Great Britain to Minister
of Reconstruction and Supply

Dear Sir,
ATTENTION : MR. S . D. PIERCE

NGDOM
RE: AGREEMENT FOR CHARTER OF 92 "FORT" VESSELS TO UNITED K

I

You will recall that Mr. Howe, in his letter of July 6, 1946 to Mr
. Robert-

son,t suggested that if the United Kingdom authorities in Canada felt that 8
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meeting would expedite this matter, our Deputy Minister would be glad to 
arrange for such a meeting. 

Sir Cyril Hurcomb of the British Ministry of Transport was in Ottawa 
several weeks ago and discussed with officials of this Department and Park 
Steamship Company Limited the terms of the proposed agreement. The terms 
which have been agreed upon are set forth in the enclosed draft.' 

You will note that the agreement refers only to 91 vessels rather than 
92. I understand that one of the vessels, the "Fort Colville", is being used 
by the Admiralty and the Minister has agreed that this ship should be ex-
cluded. I should also point out that the underlining under part of paragraph 3 
is of no special significance, and can be eliminated. 

The Minister had requested me to forward this draft  to you with the request 
that you arrange for execution thereof. I suggest that it might be well to indi-
cate that this agreement shall be deemed to have been as of the lst day of 
September, 1945. 

Yours very truly, 
CHARLES GAVSIE 

DEA/4929 -U-40  

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Memorandum by Under-Secretary of State for External -Affairs 

SECRET 	 [Ottawa,] December 27, 1946• 

SHIPPING: AGREEMENT FOR CHARTER OF VESSELS TO THE UNITED KINGDOM 
At the meeting of the Cabinet on December 27th, approval was given a 

recommendation to authorize an agreement with the United Kingdom govern-
ment for the charter of ninety-one cargo vessels originally made available 
under Mutual Aid, an Order in Council to be passed accordingly. 

SOUS-SECTION ii/SUB-SECTION  ii 

DÉFENSE/DEFENCE 

788. 

Mémorandum du ministre de la Justice 

Memorandum by Minister of Justice 

[London, January 22, 1946] 
This 22nd January at 5 p.m. at Mr. , Attlee's request Messrs Gardiner, 

G_,i1)80/1, Martin and St. Laurent attended at 10 Downing Street. There were 
eso present with Mr. Attlee, Lord Addison, General Ismay and one other 
°facer. Mr. Attlee said he and his colleagues had been much disturbed at the 

14/: ir Canada, Recueil des traités 1946, 	I See Canada, Treaty Series, 1946; No  44. 
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Canadian decision to withdraw our Canadian forces at a relatively early date
and wished us to know the extent of the obligations falling upon the U.K. as a

result of the victories . He enumerated the forces used in the various occupation

theatres, on the sea and in the air amounting in all to :

p rmy . 1,130,000 men

Navy 375,000
19

Air Forces 563,00 0
Total 2,068,000 men

~~
He stated that could hardly be reduced below 1,900,000 . within a year
required. inn addition a six months intake in training and the retention
tween 500,000 and 600,000 in munition industries; a very heavy burden on

the manpower so urgently required to restore U .K.'s exporting capacity.o k~

I pointed out our difficulties resulting a/ from the fact that we had p

CMHQ in England going as long as we had any men here and that it was a
machine built up to take care of a comparatively large army

c meant aadis
not

p bo-
substantially cut down to fit the force

could not substitute a new system for
the

portionate overhead. I added w
short time occupation forces might be required b/ from the, f

~eful job since
were under the impression they were not doing any very had no
V.E. day and those who returned gave the public the impression

a
there

nd were ent
been anything useful to do c/ they had been away a. long

titled to be demobilized d/ we would have to recruit and train new
e in g~-

thus have to keep our training camps operating e/ might have trouble,
ting transport ships later on etc .

I suggested the only thing which might be useful would be to senadions

P.M. through the usual channels a full account of wha~e
we~te~a bco~t,

incumbent on the U.K. not for the continuation of P

ments but as obligations to the United Nations ,
to us what were the corre'

I suggested it might also be useful to point, out and what forces

sponding obligations the U.S. were required to discharge
~

would thus be required from them .

~r. Attlee said that when the Commonwealth acted together
U .Kbâ one

!' M
divisions numbers comparable to the other two .great powers, but

was quite out of proportion. had a fe~

I told him. the po licy of one voice and one army for the Empire
orters in Canada but they were the minority . It was a matter of

Whsupporters o osed to it .PPpolitics with us and the party led by Mr . King was
we did act in h '"ne with U .K. and othèr Dominions it was because it w as
the interest of Canada to take that line .

I also pointed out Mr. King's views were those expressed
in' London bef°re

both Houses of Parhament
, • that during war decisions were made b t~

Churchill' and Mr. Roosevelt and afterwards by
n
them nMrin Stp

eahn
,ace t~e

carried out by us all . But that such pattern. could
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That we could not have responsibilities arising out of commitments or deci-
sions in which we had no part as a separate state. That was the reason for our 
amendment to Security Council provisions at San Francisco. 

I pointed out that the San Francisco charter seemed to be founded on the 
understanding of the four great powers at Moscow in 1943 to continue their 
co-operation for the prosecution of the war to the end and for the organiza-
tion and maintenance of peace and security and left with them the respon-
sibility for joint action on behalf of the organization until the Security 
Council was prepared to take over. We realized there were duties to be 
performed but we had not been consulted as to the portion accepted by the 
U.K. which no doubt had become more onerous than it appeared to be when 
so accepted. 

We gave no encouragement to the suggestion for a Commonwealth meet-
ing, but stated that in these international jobs we felt we should be acting 
on our own even though our action was parallel with that of the U.K. and 
other Commonwealth units. We pointed out it would take a long time to have 
the Security Council in a position to do the work of maintaining order in 
liberated or conquered lands. 

The big 5 would have to determine what was necessary, how much each 
of them was going to contribute, make arrangements with each member and 
have him get ratification of the arrangement and then train the forces he 
was to supply. That it should be pressed on as vigorously as possible so they 
might realize that UNO did not mean only peaches and cream but stem 
duties and contributions as well. 

DEA/1174-39C 

Décret en Conseil 

Order in Council 
P.C. 624 	 Ottawa, February 21, 1946 

The Committee of the Privy Council have had before them a report, dated 
15th February, 1946, from the Minister of National Defence for Air, repre-
senting that under financial arrangements made between Canada and the 
United Kingdom in connection with the operation of Royal Canadian Air 
Force Squadrons Overseas and reflected in the Agreement of April 20th, 
1943, (Order in Council P.C. 2898 dated April 8th, 1943), Canada paid 
the United Kingdom  for' initial issues of aircraft and engines, and, when the 
Squadrons were re-armed with new type aircraft, received full credit for the 
aircraft and engines returned and paid for the new aircraft and engines 
obtained. On the other hand aircraft spares and engine spares were paid for 
on a consumption basis; 

That since the types of aircraft in Royal Canadian Air Force Overseas 
Squadrons were, from necessity, in accordance with the operational dictates 
of the moment, they were not generally suitable for the Canadian post-war 

790. 
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'force . In any * case, had it been desired to b ring any of them back to Canada,

it would have been necessary to buy a range of spares from Air Ministry.

Accordingly, on the conclusion of hosti lities, many aircraft and engines from

Canadian Squadrons disbandéd Overse as were returned to the Air Ministry

'for disposàl, the matter of financial adjustment to be dealt with later . Some

of the aircraft were of use to the Royal Air Force in their post-war arrange-

ments and -some had a sale value at p rices greatly reduced from cost ;

That when it was ascertained that the Air Ministry could provide opera-
tional aircraft, engines and spares of the type required in the post-war Royal

Canadian Air Force of , which there were none available, from stocks in
Canada, discussions took place between Royal

I
Canadian Air Force Overseas

-Headquarters and the Air Ministry as a result of which the approval of Air

Min2stry and the British Treasury has been received to a proposal which will
:allow the proçürement of certain aircraft, engines and spares of the types

'desired for the post-war Royal Canadian Air Force on an exchange basis

for ihose aircraft turned in: from the disbanded Squadrons . The basis of the

proposal has béen`'reviewed by the Deputy Minister of Finance and approved
by him; and

That~ while Câriada ' would be required to pay an estimated amount of

~$2,000,000:00 for the transportàtion and packing costs involved in the mov-

~ing 'of these aircraft to the approximate number of 350, it is ' considered that

`the , proposal presents' a niost attractive méans whereby the Royal Canadian

-Aïr Force could obtain thé .* requisite aircraft without the
"
necessity of a major

capital outlay. °
The Committee, therefore, on the recommendation of the Minister of

r~,ational;Defence for Air, advise that authority be granted :

(a) To
.
indicate to the United Kingdom that the above proposal is accep-

table to Canada ;

(b) To bring to this country the : requisitp, aircraft, engines and spares on

;.an exchange .basis for aircraft and engines returned to the Air Ministry ~om

disbanded ' Canadian Squadrons Overseas at an estimated cost of

$2,000,000 .00 to cover the cost of transportation and `packing, an item

-for which, funds hâ.ve been providéd in amounts of $500,000.00 in the

I945-1946 - Estimates' and $1,500,000 .00 'in the 1946-1947 EstimafeS of the

Department of National Defence for Air ; and

(c) . To use the ', aircraft so obtained for the equipping and/or re-equabli h

of Royal Canadian Air Force post-war Squadrons and training est
.

ments.1 Canada
1 Selon cette proposition, le Canada aurait 1 According to this proposal

,

obtenu 329 Spitfires Mk. XIV, XIX et 22 et would, have obtained 329 Spit
fires Mk• ~'

^ 36 Austers plus 136 Jeux de 'modification XIX and 22 and 36 Austers plus 136 mo
0'

t~d
pour des Mosquitoes de fabrication cana- cation sets for , Canadian C~ad oequ~

uutoes•

dienne. Peu après cependant, le Canada a Shortly afterwards however, itfires ~d used
demandé un crédit au lieu des Spitfires ~ et a a credit instead of the Sp

utilisé .ce crédit pour l'achat dé •85 .,nouveaux this credit for the purchase of 85
VII,

.chasseurs .. àréaction, du type .Vampire •de la jet fighters from . Great Britain•

Grande-Bretagne.
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DEA/7-DA 

Le haut commissaire adjoint de Grande-I3retagne au sous-secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

Deputy High Commissioner of Great Britain to Under-Secretary of State 
for External A ffairs 

950K/14 	 Ottawa, April 1, 1946 

Dear Mr. Robertson, 
As you may be aware, a Ministry of Supply Mission under the leadership of 

Sir Graham Cunningham, visited Canada last December and January, and had 
some discussions with the Canadian authorities concerned about various mat-
ters in connection with the supply of material for defence purposes. 

The Mission have now returned to the United Kingdom and have reported 
to the Minister of Supply. We have been asked to take up with the Canadian 
authorities certain matters in continuation of those discussions. These concern 
particularly the eXperimental establishment at Suffield, Alberta. 

The United Kingdom.  authorities are anxious for confirmation that, as they 
greatly hope may be the case, the Canadian Government intend to retain this 
valuable establishment as a permanent postwar arrangement. They feel that, if 
so, the Canadian Government may in any case wish to be Wholly responsible 
for its maintenahce and they have asked me to explain that they would not 
themselves be able to share the maintenance expenses. For their part, the 
United Kingdom authorities are, of coursé, maintaining research and develop-
ment establishments in Britain in the resuits of which all members of the 
Commonwealth are invited to share. 

On connected matters the United Kingdom authorities have asked me to let 
You know that they would be very 'willing to exten.d an invitation to the Cana-
dian Government to send representatives to the United Kingdom at an early 
date to take part in a general survey of policy as to postwar research and 
development on questions of chemical and biological warfare. As a result of 
such a visit, it is hoped that the Canadian authorities might decide on certain 
items of such a research and development  programme as suitable for develop-
ment in Canada. It is also hoped that it would be possible to coordinate any 
such work undertaken in Canada with the corresponding work to be under-
taken in the United Kingdom. 

The United Kingdom , Government would also be willing to lend a small 
number (say six or seven) of scientific and technical chemical and biological 
warfare staff. If the Canadian authorities agree, they suggest that this should 
be done on an interchange basis and that the Canadian Government might 
wish to send such technical staff of their own as can be made available to 
work at Porton. It is not suggested that this proposal should interfere in any 
waY with the present arrangements whereby the Canadian Government send 
officers for training in experimental g-un firing at Shoeburyness. 
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The United Kingdom authorities have further asked us to say that, when .-

ever . work requiring weapons or other stores of United Kingdom manufacture
is being carried out at Suffiéld, they would be very willing to supply such
stores free of charge.

I should be grateful if you would let me know what are the views of the
Canadian authorities in this matter ; if you wish to discuss the matter at any

time I should be very happy to do so .

Yours sincerely,
STEPHEN L . HOLMES

792.

TOP SECRET

CH/Vol. 2021

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires extérieures
au haut commissaire adjoint de Grande-Bretagne

Under-Secretary of State for External A ffairs
to Deputy High Commissioner of Great Britain

Ottawa, Apri l 18, 194 6

Dear Mr. Holmes ,
On April 1st you wrote me concerning research and development on ques-

tions of chemical and biological warfare .
At the present time my reply on one of the points raised in your letter wi ll

have to be in the nature of an interim one since the matter of policy for de-
fence research is under Cabinet consideration. A decision has, however, been
made to maintain the experimental station at Suffield as a Canadian establish-
men.t during peacetime .- Also you will be glad to learn that we are in agree-
ment concerning the exchange of scientific personnel in the field of chemical
and biological warfare, referred to .in paragraph 5 of your letter . '

With regard to paragraph 4 of your letter Dr . O. Maass, Director of Chemi-

cal Warfare and Smoke, and Dr . O. M. Solandt, Director General of Defence
Research together with other Government scientists will be in London this
summer attending the informal 'Commonwealth Conference on defence re-
search and it is hoped that the general problem of chemical and biological
warfare will be discussed at that time . While my reply on this point is rather
tentative in view of Cabinet consideration of defence research yet the pro-
posal in your letter of April 1st is in keeping with our present ideas on the
development of defence research in Canada.

Yours 'sincerely,
N. A. ROBERTSON

1 Voir la section C de la partie 1 de ce 1 See Section C of Part 1 of this chapter .

chapitre.
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793. W.L.M.K./Vol. 389 

Le secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures 
au haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagne 

Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to High Commissioner of Great Britain 

No. 68 	 Ottawa, August 31, 1946 

Sir, 
I have the honour to refer to your note No. 44 of August 2nd,t concerning 

the recruitment of Royal Canadian Air Force personnel for service with the 
Royal Air Force. 

This matter was referred to the Department of National Defence for Air 
which has now replied that the proposals contained in your note of August 
2nd are satisfactory. 

Wing Commander M. Lipton of the Division of the Air Member for Per-
sonnel, Department of National Defence for Air, has been nominated as the 
Officer with whom members of your staff should discuss more detailed arrange-
ments. 

I have etc. 
H. H. WRONG 

for the Acting Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

794. W.L.M.K./Vol. 389 

Le ministre de la Défense nationale pour l'Air au secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

Minister of National Defence for Air to Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

Ottawa, October 18, 1946 
My dear Colleague, 

At the meeting of Cabinet yesterday the Prime Minister raised objections 
to a Press Release issued by my Department announcing that applications for 
service in the R.A.F. would be received from Canadians, and pointed out 
that any such agreement should have the approval of Cabinet. 

At that time I expressed the.view that the negotiations had been conducted 
bY External Affairs, to which statement I felt you rather took exception. 

On going over my file in this matter, I find that the High Commissioner for 
the United Kingdom made certain proposals to your Department in Despatch 
No. 44, dated 2nd August, 1946,t and in a letter dated the 13th of Augustt 
ray Deputy Minister was asked whether these proposals were satisfactory to 
this Department. In the reply from my Deputy Minister, dated 27th Augustt 
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I

he - stated that "the' proposals as modified are considered satisfactory", and
in your letter to the High Commissioner for the United Kingdom, Despatch
No. 78, dated 30th September, t you stated that "the terms of the proposed

inter-governmental agreement are satisfactory to the Canadian Government .

It is agreed that your note and this reply shall place - on record the acceptance
by our two Governments of the conditions as set forth in the Agreement . "

While my Department expressed a willingness to co-operate, and took no

objections to the terms ' of the proposal, we had no part in negotiating the

Agreement that was . entered into .

.'The reason-that -a ?Press~.Réleasé ,.was issued by -m"y. :Department was because

the Agreement contemplated the. terms of. service* being brought . to the notice

of members and ex-members of the R .C.A.F .

I -wôuld,point out thâ.t - further negotiations are- at present under way ,:con-

cerning'..the acceptance of , àpplications_ of Canadian candidates to enter the
Royal Air Force College at Cranwell, for five University graduates for perma-
.nent -commissions, and twenty-four aircraft and - administration apprentices .

My .:Deputy Minister, in a letter to the, Under-Secretary of State for External

Affairs, dated . October 15th,t.., has indicated- that . there : is no objection, in
principle to Canadians joining the R.A.F., and st~ting the 'willingness of the

R.C.A.F. to co-operate . In view of. the. remarks of the Prime Minister, it
would appear, that these proposals should be brought to the attention of
Cabinet before„thé United Kingdom proposal is accepted .

Yours sincerely,
COLIN GIBSON

795.
PCO/C-20-2

Extrait, de lettre du secrétaire du Cabinet au président,

lé Comité des chefs d'état-major

Extract of Letter :from Secretary to the Cabinet to Chairman,
Chiefs of Staff Committe e

SECRET, - Ottawa, December 23, 194 6
. Dear Air Marshal Leckie,

The following items discussed by Cabinet on December 19 wi ll, I beheve'

be of interest to you .

Canadian Service Representation in the United Kingdom ; instructions

:.- d d aft tructions to seven liaiso
n

The Pnme Mmister submitted reve r ms ~o~
officers attached to the High Commissioner's office in London . The ~ t
of these Service representatives were to be , confined to liaison and wo~~â a

include participation in planning of any kind. It is appreciated, however, rela-
limited subordinate staff and - a number of experts in the different .lines
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tion to which the United Kingdom was an important source of information to 
the Canadian Services, would be required. 

Cabinet approved the revised instructions, it being understood that the 
Minister of National Defence would limit the personnel involved to the mini-
mum number essential for effective liaison purposes. Copy of the draft in-
structions is attached.t 

Sincerely yours, 
A. D. P. HEENEY 

SOUS-SECTION iii/SUB-SECTION  iii  

FINANCES/FINANCE 

Le haut commissaire adjoint de Grande-Bretagne 
au sous-ministre des Finances 

Deputy High Commissioner of Great Britain to Deputy Minister of Finance 

915/442 	 • 	Ottawa,-  Ja.nuary 25, 1946 

Dear Dr. Clark, 
I write in confirmation of our telephone conversation this mornin.g and with 

reference to the recent interview which the High Commissioner and myself had 
with Mr. Ilsley on the subject of prospective dates for the forthcoming fmancial 
discussions to be held in Ottawa between representatives of the Canadian and 
United Kkgdom Governments. 

In accordance with the plan proposed by Mr. Ilsley a party will be -leaving 
England, by air for Dorval, on Friday, February 1st. -• 

The party will consist of Sir Wilfrid Eadyl, Mr. C. F. Cobbold, Mr. A. T. 
K. Grant, M. Edgar Jones (Treasury) Mr. Bridge (Bank of England) aml 
secretarial staff. 

On arrival at Dorval Sir Wilfrid Eady and Mr. Cobbold will proceed di-
rect to Washington to discuss certain outstanding questions there. The re-
mainder of the party will proceed direct to Ottawa with the idea of being able 
to start in on preliminary statistical work with ydur Department on Monday, 
February 4th. 

It is proposed that - Sir 'Wilfrid Eady and  Mi. Cobbold will arrive on about 
Friday, February 8th, with the idea of being available for the main discus-
sions to begin on Monday, February 1 lth. 

It is suggested that it would be apprOpriate to issue a statement for the press 
(simultaneously in London and Ottawa) some time next week before the 
arrival of the party in Canada. 

- Deuxième  secrétaire conjoint, la Trésorerie 	1  Joint Second Secretary, Treasury of Great 
ue Grande-Bretagne. 	 Britain. 
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I attach a proposed draftt of this which has been prepared by the Treasury 
and shall  be glad to know whether you find it suitable. If so perhaps we could 
agree for a date when it could be simultaneously published, and in this con-
nection I would suggest say Thursday of next week (January 3 1st). 

I am sending a copy of this letter to Mr. Norman Robertson for his infor-
mation but, as I think we agreed in our conversation this morning, I am 
assuming that you are keeping the Department of External Affairs informed. 

I am writing this letter to you as following up the discussion which we 
previously had with Mr. Ilsley. 

Yours sincerely, 
STEPHEN HOLMES 

797. 	 DEA/154 

Le directeur, la direction économique, le ministère des Finances, 
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Director, Economic Division, Department of Finance, 
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

[Ottawa,] February 2, 1946 

The attached notes, as indicated at the beginning, are suggested only for 
some use in discussing the line to be taken with the United ICingdorn Treasury 
and other officials in the meeting later this month. 

Dr. Clark hopes to arrange a meeting some time in the first half of the week 

of February 4th to discuss this general subject, and I thought these notes-

which I regret to say are only my own rather rough ideas at the time—nlight 
serve in part as a basis for such discussion. 

I would very much appreciate any comments, criticisms or suggestions which 
you could give me before the meeting as to alternative or additional points for 

consideration or amendment. 
R. B. BRYCE 

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

Mémorandum du directeur, la direction économique, le ministère des Finances 

Memorandum by Director, Economic Division, Department of Finance 

[Ottawa,' January 31, 1946  

PROPOSALS FOR DISCUSSION RE LOAN AND OTHER FINANCIAL 
ARRANGEMENTS WITH THE UNITED KINGDOM 

fi Nee 
The following proposals are put forward at this stage, not as rm 

 

mendations, but as suggested basis for discussion out of which some rec°111' 
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mendations might emerge for use in the negotiations with the U.K . They cover
only the major items concerned, and do not attempt to go into details re ard

ithe Army, Navy and Air Force settlements. g g
1 . NEW LOAN

It is suggested that the new loan offered to the U .K. should be on the sameterms as the U .S . loan in . so far as interest, waiver and
.
repayment provisionsare concerned

. It should also include an agreement on the part of the', U .K.not to discriminate in trade, exchange control or the issue of import licences
against Canada in favour of any other country,Article VII of the International Monetary Fu dAgreement

.a It is sug estedthat the other conditions of the U.S. agreement need not be included, i .e .,those relating to ster ling area exchange arrangements, other exchange arrange-ments, or accumulated sterling balances . We will get the benefit of the Ameri-
can stipulations in this regard, and as long as we are sure that the U

.K. doesnot discriminate against Canada, we should be amply protected
. This shouldenable us in some measure to escape the censure which the U

.K.-U.S . ment encountered because of the serious anddetailed conditions that itimposed on the U.K.

It is suggested that the Canadian dollars provided to the U.K. undercredit should be freely available to the U.K. for any,purpose ex et theacquisition of assets abroad, and may be transferred in settlement of currentaccount balances to any country outside North, Central and South Ame ' a(Possibly South Africa and the U.S .S .R. might be included here, onrt ~ground of their being leading gold producers .) Alternatively, we might makethe funds usable for a nsolel y purpose whatsoever, without restriction, and rely
y upon the safeguards in regard to the amount of the funds which can be

used in any one year, suggested below.
The amount of the loan, it is suggested, should be eithercover the estimated requirements of the U.K. alone $1 billion to

or $1+
billion to cover the requirements of the U.K. Cpl su Ast aliaonNew

Zealand and India, if it is considered desirable not to lend direc tlatter . As a safe ly to thethe U K guard, and to ensure that in fact , the loan is used to finance
and sterling area requirements rather than other, it is suggestedthat

the amount of the line of credit which can be utilized in the first million,
if it is for the U.K. only, in the second ear 30 ,

st year be
in succeed' Y $ 0 million, and~e re mg years $200 m

., or some such series, while if it is to cover as well
quirements of Australia, New Zealand and India, the amounts migh t

and~ the m' higher in the first three years . The selection of amountsrate at which they could be released will, of course,thes
e

depend upona more detailed examination of the prospective U .K -
paYments and related figures • The question of whether or not we should pla n

the Australian, New Zealand and Indian requirements in the loanto the U.K .
will be the subject of a separate memorand uNote m•

marginale ;
Marginal note :W[oul]dn't an m.f .n . clause achieve the same result?
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We 'will. prèsiimablÿ ' wish to "-request the U.K. to meetpart of its require-
ments in Canadalin gold or* its equivalent:

.
I would suggest that we endeavour

to keep this to the simplest possible provision . We might' start by asking the
U.K. to do essentially what we have asked Belgium, Ho lland and China to
do. This might take the form of requesting the U .K. to sell us either quart erly
ôr' annually an amount of gold equal to 20% of the line of credit drawn upon
dûring that period, and'tô use the proceeds of such gold sale for meeting
its Canadian -requirements . In practice we might agree later to accept sales

of U:S: dollars in lieu of gold, but I think it would be desirable from the
American angle to put the formâl'ôb ligation in terms of gold rather than any~ , ., ., . _ . . : . .
other currency .
, - _ 7;i• . . .
2. CONSOLIDATION OF OLD. LOANS

It is necessary to deal with the amount outstanding of the 1942 loan, which
is approximately $540 ni ., and the accumulated- liabili ty of the U .K. for its

share in the Air`Training Plans; 'in so far as this is not covered by de liveries

in kind or other means, which is estimated now to be approximately $435 m .,

including about $10 ' m. in respect of the Third - Plan, covering operations
since April 1, 1945 . We are apparently free from formal restriction on what

we may ask of the: ;U.K. in '. settlement of these obligations in so far as the

U.S.-U.K. agreement is concerned, but the U .K. would nodoubt feel that they
would seriously prejudice their position in the U .S. if they agreed with us on

a very favourable interest . rate and repayment basis for these wartime obli-
gations .

Inasmuch as these old loans are essentially war loans, not post-war loans, it
is suggested that we should be prepared to consider carrying them for an,
other 10 years at least on an interest-free basis, as long as some reasonable
arrangements are made to ensure their repayment and not their indefitute
postponement on this basis . I would suggest that the most effective and de-
fensible repayment arrangements are already at hand in the character of the
loans and the arrangements already made in respect of them .

In regard to the 1942 loan, I would suggest we consider continuing the
present arrangement under which it is repaid automatically from the proceeds
of sale ex-U .K. or redemption of the Canadian securities held by the m n~
its residents . This arrangement is already resulting in fairly rapid r Pay
of the loan; and if continued for another 10 years, may almost complete
repayment of it .

In the case of the .Air. Training liability, the bulk of . the debt has arises

because the deliveries in kind by the U .K. from its own production or froiti

Lend-Lease sources have fallen far short of the U .K. share of the costs .les

suggested that in effect we give the U .K. a much longer time to make ~

deliveries in kind to. Canada, and that we agree that some fraction Of 'C
ada's requirements of defence and military supp lies of all kinds from th e

in future years should be , delivered' in repayment of this obligation. The frac'
tion to be selected would give some scope for negotiation and would control
among other factors•the . rate 'at which thedebt :wouid be repaid . Alternatively
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it might be agreed that any delive ries of military and defence supplies and 
equipment in excess of some annual figure would be applied in reduction of 
this loan. This arrangement would prevent repayment of the loan being a 
burden on ordinary commercial trade. It would. leave Canada with some in-
centive to obtain equipment and supplies for its armed services from U.K. 
sources. It would, to some degree, amount to assistance by Canada to the 
U.K. in maintaining strategically necessary industries in the U.K. in which 
Canada has a security interest. It might, it is true, conflict somewhat with the 
technical desirability of having Canadian equipment on U.S. rather than U.K. 
specifications and designs, but it seems likely that some reconciliation of 
designs and specifications will be desirable, if not inevitable, on broad security 
grounds. 

The disposition of the amount of each of these old obligations remaining in 
1956 could be deferred until that time, with a provision that if agreement on 
any other means of settlement cannot be reached, the amount would be added 
then to the amount of the new loan in course of repayment, subject to interest 
and waiver. 

The alternative  • means of dealing with these old loans would appear to be 
simply to add them to the amount of the new loan and put them on .  the same 
terms as the new loan. It would seem unreasonable to exact more onerous 
terms on these loans provided in the first instance for, war purposes than we 
are exacting on loans provided for post-war purposes. On the other hand, we 
should not perhaps lose sight of the theoretically possible alternative of grant-
ing the new loan on a completely interest-free basis, but repayable over a 
shorter period than the American loan, while asking sufficient interest on the 
old loans to compensate us for the extra generosity on the new. This would 
be taking advantage of the technicalities of the American agreement to escape 
the restriction that it was intended to apply in our case. It would, of course, 
give the U.K. some real incentive to buy in Canada rather than elsewhere, as 
the marginal debt so incurred would carry no interest. However, it would 
seem quite unlikely that the U.K. would be prepared to agree to such' an 
arrangement, and it is doubtful whether we could adequately explain the 
arrangement to our own'Parliament without getting into severe difficulties with 
the U.S. 

3. ARMY, R.C.A.F. AND N. & S. SETTLEMENTS 

The U.K. would like to be able to clear up and settle with finality all  the 
outstanding claims and counter claims arising out of the war, as they did in 
the U.S. If is suspected that.they hope in such a broad and final settlement to 
secure more generous treatment than they would if the individual items were 
dealt with separately over the balance of the fiscal year or next fiscal year. 

I would suggest that because  of the difficulties that will be encountered in 
reaching agreement upon the facts involved and disentangling and settling 
the accounting problems, we should not agree to such a lump sum final 
settlement during.the month of February, but we should instead be prepared 



to agree upon alnhe outstanding questions of principle involved on such 
settlements and shoid:1\then leave the amounts to be determined in accordance 
with such principles during the ensuing months. It is further suggested we 
should agfee to make payments on account or payments subject to later 
adjustment in respect of all these major items before the books have closed 
for the current fiscal year. In the case of the U.K., this would apparently 
limit us to the date of March 31st. We should also be prepared, I would 
suggest, to adjust the amount of the new loan to reflect any divergence 
between the final result of the settlements and the result as anticipated in 
February. 

The following list of items may be noted as an illustration of the range 
and complexity of the issues still to be settled: 

1. Capitation rate for Army operations. 
2. Canadian share of Army reserve stocks. 
3. Canadian share of Air Force reserve stocks. 
4. Settlement, if any, in respect of Ram Tanks. 
5. Rebates in respect of Lend-Lease settlements with U.S. 
6. Possible rental and operating charges for Longue Pointe Depot. 
7. Adjustment of capitation rates for Belgian and Netherlands payments. 
8. Settlements for transfers of Mutual Aid supplies. 
9. Wind-up and setfiement of Inspection Board. 

10. Settlement of U.K. equity in D.M.S. funds. 
.11. Clean-up of U.K. Cash Receipts Account and Suspense Account. 
12. Financing Indian locomotives purchases. 
13. Agreement on settlement for lire, marks and other currencies for 

R.C.A.F. 
14. Use of sterling from sale of Canadian surpluses in U.K. 
In addition to the list of items noted above, on which soine agreement 

in principle is needed, there are a substantial number of accounts to be 

cleared up and settled in respect of which there are no questions of principle 
outstanding that I know of. In addition, it is likely that the U.K. will have 
lists of items which they wish to include in the settlements. It has not yet 

been possible to get any list of items from the British which they would 
like to have on the agenda. 

4. TRADE AND IMPORT QUESTIONS 

It appears that the U.K. strategy is likely to be to keep the discussions so 

far as possible on financial matters and away from trade questions, perhaps 
hoping that the agreement already reached with the Deputy Minister of 

Trade and Commerce can be regarded as the main concession to be made in 

respect of immediate conditions, and that the other matters should wait over 
for discussion in connection with the I.T.O. nuclear group and conference 
discussions. It is suggested that the following, however, might be put forward 
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as Canadian requests for U.K. agreement as conditions of the loan, either
expressed as conditions or carried through to make the atmosphere
appropriate :

(a) that U.K. will not discriminate -against Canada in favour of any other'country or group of countrres in 1946 and later in commercial policy,including import licensing (or programming) ,
other exchange control policies . This would be subject Pôrc

h
an
asing, orin

under Article VII of Bretton Woods, in the event that Canadia
n
exception

dollarswere declared to be a scarce currency ;
(b) that U.K. would agree not to rest rict imports into the U .K. either forreasons of protection or to balance its international payments

of goods until 1951 (or, alternatively, as long as Canada is no cha rging interest on the debts accumulated du ring war, which would be at leastuntil 1956 under the above proposals) :
(i) grains ,

(ii) non-ferrous metals (excluding precious metals)
(iii) lumber (and possibly pulp) .

This might appear at first sight an unreasonable restriction on their freedom
of action in the pursuit of austerity where it is needed . It is suggested, how-
ever, that these three classes in which Canada has a very direct interest are
such basic imports to the U.K. that they cannot in fact -gain very muchanyway by endeavouring to restrict their import and they have a real interestin securing suppli

es of them for their domestic requirements and exporttrade, at as low prices as possible. It seems un likely that the woulin much in the way of protection or austerit y d engage
and to ask them to agree not to do so may not be reqpuiri

ng ctsa in any event,
substance while

at the same time securing something that
~eat deal in

would look like areal
safeguard to Canadian trade in staple products .(c) that the U.K. would

by c
~

ing agree that in any restriction of im

p
orts b li

or quotas, whether for protective or balance of a ents reasonsor the number of licences issued will be provided p to an amount
, quotas

equal to 10% of the estimated U .K. consumption of the goods at least
gories of the goods in question, and that Canada under or the cate-
t'011tio clause, will have a fair opportunity to com ete

with non-discrimina-
for a share of this quantity. p h other exporting

The Purpose of this provision would be to ensure that at least aam0 Uut of imports is allowed 'in all categories; the consum tio tokenperrnitted in the U.K . If for reasons of real austerity the U.K .nwishes co i
sof,which

Pletely to exclude both imports and consumption, they would b e mfreeso. They would also be free to decide that austeri ty required 90% oftthei
r

consumption to be produced ~
agreeing at home: On the other hand, the y

bethat no import trade would be completely throttled byy restrictiunless it were in " a quota -that the U.K. simply cannot afford o onconsume .
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This conditiôn~should be limited . in application either to the period extend-
ing until 1951 or,tlie longer period suggested under (b) above .

(d) that the arrangements already made with the Deputy Minister of
Trade and Commerce ' in respect of historic trade should be continued for as
long a period as possible under the circumstances. It may not be possible
to continue them beyond 1946, inasmuch as it would appear to be contrary
to the U.K.'s undertakings not to discriminate in the issuance of import
licenses . Perhaps, however, it could be continued in the form of an under-
taking to grant import licences up to a level equal to 20% by value of pre-
war imports in the categories in question.

It is suggested that the above trade considerations .would represent a
reasonable set of demands from Canada to the - U.K., at this time, particularly
if they are linked with the period during which the credit to be provided is
being utilized . In effect they can then be defended as bea ring upon the way in
which the credit is to be utilized for purchasing in Canada . On the other
hand, to our other borrowers wecan point out that the U .K. has had to make
very substantial concessions in its policies, which justify the ' lower interest

rates given to it and not to others.

798:

R. B. BRYCE

DEA/154
Mémorandum du chef, la direction économique, au sous-secrétaire d'État

aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum f rom Head, Economic Division, to Under-Secretary of State

for External Affairs

SECRET [Ottawa,] February 7, 1946

LOAN AND FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS WITH THE U.K.

I understand that at the meeting you attended in Clark's office yesterday
there was a discussion of the terms and conditions of the proposed credit
to the U.K.; that it was agreed that the terms would be those of the U .K;

U:S . fmancial agreement but that it has not yet been decided what conditions
we should seek to attach to the Canadian, credit .

I suggest that we ask no more than the U.S. has obtained .

The U.K. emerged from months of gruelling negotiations with the U -S'
with an agreement that was bitterly rese hted in the U .K. as a cruel bargai~
and accepted because there was no alternative. Are we to propose an
arrangement, on terms equally severe, under which , we reap not only benefit

of the U.S. conditions but of a few m.ore for good measure? Any more

exodentist ry on the U.S. gift horse and the poor beast will be toothl6s '
The British hope that we will be, more generous. They may have made it
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impossible for us to be so by their agreement with the U.S. but I would 
think they have cause to expect us to treat them with at least as much 
generosity as did the U.S. 

The case for pulling a few more teeth is (a) that we need to assure 
ourselves of markets in the U.K. for our goods and services and (b) that 
we will  have to overcome serious opposition in the House. 

On (a), I doubt the effectiveness of conditions written into the loan. Our 
hope of continuing markets in the U.K. lies in the speedy rebuilding of U.K. 
export potential and in a retum to multilateral trade. If these do not occur, 
conditions written into the loan won't protect us. Canadian dollars will be 
short and the U.K. will have the right to use restrictive devices under Article 
VII of the International Monetary Fund Agreement. 

Further, by writing more conditions in the Canadian credit than there are 
in the U.S. credit, we prejudice the successful passage of the U.S.-U.K. agree-
ment through Congress since it is likely that we will put our credit through 
before Congress is finished with the U.K.-U.S. Agreement. 

We deprive ourselves, nioreover, of the preferred position we enjoy vis-
à-vis the U.K. This position enables us to obtain concessions from the U.K. 
in ad hoc negotiations that the U.S. cannot obtain. Max Mackenzie's recent 
success in the import licencing matter is good evidence. He obtained obvious 
discriminatory treatment in respect of the colonies and disguised discrimina-
tory treatment in respect of the U.K. The motives that promPted the U.K. 
to so act were perhaps as much of political inspiration as of economic. The 
U.K. will give weight to their political interest in dealing with our joint 
economic problem.s, but we do not want to put them in a position in which 
they must openly avow it. 

As to (b), the political aspect, surely we can defend in the House extend-
ing treatment to the U.K. as generous as that given by the U.S. The disposi-
tion of the House last session was clearly favourable to export credit. There 
was no important opposition-  to the extension of credit facilities to 
$750,000,000. If we can provide $750,000,000 for countries normally. taldng 
less than 10% of our exports, surely we can defend a credit of a billion 
dollars -  or more for the U.K. which took 39% of our exports during the 
three pre-war years. Surely, if there was no objection to a loan of 
$242,500,000 to France to whom we exported about $8,000,000 a year in 
the three pre-war ,  years, we can defend lending four times as much to a 
country which took over forty times as much from us. Aside from trade 
Considerations, the comparison of the war efforts of France and the U.K. 
would justify the loan of a billion to the U.K.  • 

- There will be opposition from scirne members but why embarrass the U.K. 
for no practical gain because of the prejudice or low I.Q. of a handful in the 
House? 
s It is anticipated that there will be opposition to lending [to] the U.K. because 
she has over a billion dollars in Canadian investments; but wouldn't the U.K. 
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be a worse ris-,if she were broke? We propose lending tothe U .K. because

she is not destitut~,, because she is . still in business, because we want her to
stay in business, retain her investments and to keep on trading with- us .

S. D. P[IERCE ]

799.

SECRET

Procès-verbal de réunions

Minutes of Meetings

DEA/15 4

ANGLO-CANADIAN LOAN NEGOTIATIONS

Monday, February 11 ;1946

Morning

The first meeting of the group conducting the negotiations for a Canadia n
loan to Great Britain met in Room 123, East Block at 11 :00 a .m., Monday,

February 11, 1946 . The British delegation was headed by Sir Wilfrid Eady
accompanied by C. F. Cobbold, Deputy Governor of the Bank of England ;

Right Hon. Malcolm MacDonald, British High Commissioner for Canada and
Messrs . Brand, Grant, Jones, Bell, Holmes, Monroe and Bridge .

Right Hon. W. L. Mackenzie King, Prime Minister of Canada was an
observer on the Canadian side . The Canadian chairman was the Right Hon .

J. L. Ilsley and he was accompanied by Rt. Hon. St. Laurent, Minister of

Justice and Mr . J . Gardiner, Minister of Agriculture ; Mr. 'G. Towers, Gov-

ernor of the Bank of Canada; Mr . N. Robertson, Under-Secretary of State for

- External Affairs ; Dr. W. Clark, Deputy Minister Of Finance ; Mr. M. Mac-

kenzie, Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce and Messrs . Mackintosh,

Coyne, Bryce, Kemp, Smith and Wheelock .

MR. ILSLEY welcomed the U.K. delegates . Mr. Malcolm MacDonald re-
ferred to the many real difficulties on both sides, but said that in his opinion
the loan had three characteristics : it was a vital concern to the U .K., it was a

vital conce rn to Canada and the world as a whole was vitally concerned with

the outcome of the negotiations .
SIR WILFRID EADY then spoke at some length introducing the argument for

the U.K. He said that the U.K. delegates came in the spirit of complete
frankness and that any information which they .had would be freèly available

to the Canadian side . The main object at stake was to restore the rebe
vertibility of sterling and that in this connection~ . these negotiations migh

t regarded as a second step. The first step haU been the prolonged negotiation s

in Washington and the third step would be British negotiations with the
sterling area. These three steps were essential in clearing the position of the

U.K. to take her full share in a freely expanding world trade .

The present B ritish position is based on two facts . First, Britain's debts are

war debts and have left behind them no productive assets . Second, 13 ritain
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cannot meet her liabilities from her present resources. These two facts mean 
that Britain can only pay off her external indebtedness by an excess of exports. 

The problem then is essentially that of a balance of payments on current 
account. The following figures are indicative of the position in May 1945 as 
compared with the year 1938: 

	

1938 	1945 
In millions 

Employment 	 20. 	 21.5 
Armed forces 	 .6 	 5.2 
War Industries 	 1.4 	 4 plus 
Directly employed in export trade 	1.3 	 .4 

At the end of the wUr Britain had only 30 per cent of her pre-war employ-
ment in the export trade; of her pre-war tonnage and 4  her pre-war income 
from overseas investments. It was not generally realized that Great Britain had 
expended $6 billion in cash before the lend-lease programme, Mutual Aid and 
Canadian Govemment gifts became effective. Another table indicates the ratio 
of liquid reserves to quick liabilities: 

Liquid Reserves 	Quick Liabilities 
Millions 	 Millions 

1938 	 £605 	 £473 

April 1941 	 £3 
Mid 1945 	 £450 	 £3,600 

Another result of the war was the great increase in British indebtedness to the 
sterling area. It is set forth in the following table: 

June 1939 	 September 1945 
In Millions 

All of this indebtedness is a charge on current production. Sir Wilfrid argued 
that the weight of these charges on current production must be equitable to 
be repaid. This equity was conceived to be a long term equity and he thought 
that it should not be extended for more th  an two generations. Great Britain 
would expect each sterling creditor to make some adjustment of the burden of 
indebtedness so that it becomes reasonable. With regard to the Indian bal-
ances, he said that they represent the sterling equivalent of rupees bought for 
British troops in India in accordance with a pre-war agreement. No one had 
foreseen the extent of the war effort in the Far East. He thought that the 
Indian Government could have contributed very little more (possibly £50 



million a year) than they had in fact done. Negotiations with India would be 
complicated Èfy, the -political relationship between the U.K. and Indian Gov-
ernments. Sir 'Wilfrid said-that in Egypt sterling balances were largely held by 
a small number of very wealthy men. In Egypt internal  inflation  was hopeless. 
Prices of the principle staples, wheat and cotton, -were far too high. Negotia-
tions would also be complicated because revision of the Anglo-Egyptian treaty 
is scheduled for this year. The question of ownership of the Suez Canal would 
also undoubtedly be raised. 

SIR WILFRID then went on to discuss briefly the attitude of the U.K. toward 
the 1946 balance of payinent picture. One of the most troublesomeitems was 
the expenditure of £300 million on government aCcount overseas. Two-thirds 
of this, he said, would be military, expenditure and the rest expenditures in 
Germany, contributions to UNRRA and so on. Britain has at_present two mil-
lion men overseas, many in the Far East, 250,000 in Germany and 45,000 in 
Greeçe. This menditure raised difficult pmble-ms of prestige. He referred to 
Britain"s great reSPOnsibility in the maintenance of law and order and pointed 
Out  that  unless Britain. was financially strong abroad,'it would not be possible 
for her to be politically strong in her external:relations. He referred briefly to 
the spirit  • Of the British people at homei  -remarking that war weariness had 
been very notieeable during the present winter. He thought, however, that the 
weariness was a'ccompanied by a grim, but optimistic determination- to set their 
own house in order. In this regard he thought that the government had shown 
its hand in the three important respects. First, the Bank of England had been 
nationalized, second, the coal mines bill had been passed and third, they ap-
peared determined to maintain their import polidy in all-its rigour. With re-
spect to the coal_mines bill he  pointed out that before the war the coal mines 
had been a source of g 100 million of foreign exchange ammally, whereas 
now they were not producing enough to satisfy their home needs. 

SIR WILFRID went on to speak briefly of the figures in the proposed balance 
of payments and said that they hoped to obtain equilibrium by 1949 and 
equilibrium plus in later years. He referre,d to the large existing liability of the 
U.K. Government in Canada and said that in making his request he spoke 
with a sense of full responsibility as an official of the U.K Government. 

He said that it was their desire to borrow as little as possible: and  at the 
same time, to borrow enough to meet their needs. He, therefore, requested, on 
'behalf of the U.K. Government, a loan of $1,250,000,000 interest-free. 

Monday, February 11, 1946-3:00 p.m. 

The meeting opened with Right Hon. f. L. Ilsley in the chair. 
MR. COBBOLD, Deputy Governor of the Bank of England, continued from 

Sir Wilfrid Eady's morning remarks, a further elaboration of the worldng of 
the sterling area and the dollar pool. He said that all present would be 
familiar with the problems of financing purchases in North America and with 
the various devices by which these problems had been met. He thought, 
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however, that he might . show some further light - on the problem of sterling
area financing.: The sterling area, he said, was a natural growth . It had
developed over the last one hundred years . as a result of the habits of inter-
national traders and the bankers in maintaining freely convertible balances
in the U.K. There was nothing mystic or sinister -about the dollar pool . It
was merely a part of the mechanism of the international balance of payments ;
but during the war of course it had become necessary to control payments
from, the dollar pool very stringently so that maximum wartime use could be
made of the limited dollar resources of, the sterling area. This . control, which
had carried the voluntary support of members of the sterling area in wartin~é,
would be difficult or impossible to maintain~now that the unifying compulsion
of 'war had ceased to be, present. He regarded the sterling area as having both
virtues "and defects . Its principle virtue was that it had :been a forced stabilityover a verÿ wide area . .One of its defects was that it had made too easy _ân
accumulation of enormous U.K. indebtedness to various members of thearea . : The weight of; debt was_ very heavy and there was extreme diversity in
the nature of the debt. Not all

I
of it was held by governments or central banks .In Australia and New. Zealand it was government money by legislation . InIndia a large part of it was a . counterpart of the note issue . -In Eire almost'a.ll of it was in the form of private holdings . This was due to the fact that

during the war trade between Eire and Great Britain had been almost entirely
one-way trade. Apart from the balances, there 'were many current account
debits to be met. Very heavy war expenditures `were still going on in the
Middle East and in the Far East. Britain too is very close 'to Europe and
stability in the pound sterling meant that it was a focal point for general
European stability. Two essential conditions, however, must be met . First, the
liquid reserves of the sterling area must be sufficient, and . second, there mustbe no'. extravagance on the receipts and payments side . During the war liquid
reserves had, at times, been perilously low, but they are at the present time
in a reasonably satisfactory condition .

MR . ILSLEY asked what- would be the consequence : if the American loanfailed to pass Congress .

SIR WILFRID EADY said that the consequence would . be disastrous . Hesummed them up as . (1) collapse of the Bretton Woods agreement (2) rever-sion by the U,K: to a po licy of "Schachtian bilatera lism" and (3) starvationfor the British people .
MR• ILSLEY - pointed out. that for Canada to make a loan along the lines ofth
e one requested would have very serious consequences for Canada too if

the' American loan should fail to pass Congress . Under such circumstancesthere would be no consideration whatever on the U.K. side for whatever
assistance Canada might be able to give . He had not thought, he said, of
f~eg the present agreement conditional upon the acceptance by Congres s

Anglo-American Agreement, but he had thought of postponing these
discussions entirely until Congress had taken final action on the Americanloan.
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wIR B RAIVD expressed the opinion that the proposed .American loan would
not be rejected by Congress . The American Government, he thought, re-
garded itself as committed to ensure its passage and had undertaken an
extensive educational compaign to "sell" the loan to the American public .
The only circumstances in which he envisaged its failure would be those in
which Congress might attach conditions to the loan which would prove
unacceptable to the British Government .

SIR WILFRID EADY -added that there were certain conditions which might

conceivably be attached to the loan by Congress which the British Gove rn -
ment would not and indeed could not accept .

M R . ILSLEY then asked what would be the disadvantage for the U.K. if the
loan at present under consideration should be limited to that required by the
U.K. balance of payments position . only and separate loans negotiated with
other countries in the sterling area on commercial . terms .

SIR WILFRID EADY promised that a detailed breakdown of the U .K . figures
would be prepared for discussion at a .later date .

MR . ILSLEY said that there were two difficulties in his mind which might be
clarified by discussion. The first one was that the terms of the American loan
prohibited the acceptance by the British Government of terms more favour-
able to the lender than those embodied in the American agreement . The

second question which he thought would be po litically difficult was raised by
very large U.K. holdings in Canada.

SIR WILFRID EADY, speaking to the second question, thought that if it became
necessary for the U .K. Government to liquidate their holdings of Canadian
securities it could only be done by selling them in the highest market . This,

he thought, would be- New York. The consequence, he argued, would be

merely to transfer the present British interest in Canadian enterpri ses ' to

Ame rican owners .

MR. ILSLEY asked : what would be the position of the Canadian Government

if a loan agreement were made .

The negotiatiôns continued on Tuesday morning, February 12th
in Room 123 of the East Block at 11 :00 o'clock.

MR. ILSLEY reverted to the question of U .K. security holdings in Canada

saying that they proposed [sic] a grave political problem for the Canadian

Government .

ivlR. COBBOLD said that he had prepared figures of British holdings of

American securities as promised and gave them as follows :

The collateral for the R.F.C.1 loan of $250,000,000 had a present market
value of approximately $675,000,000 . This meant that the excess of asset

s

"Reconstruction Finance Corporation.
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pledged against the R.F.C. loan was approximately $425,000,000. In addi-
tion the U.K. still holds in the United States $166,000,000 of more or less 
marketable securities and about $300,000,000 of what he described as "odd-
ments". Thus the total value of British owned securities in the United .  States 
approximated $875,000,000. 

In Canada the U.K. held Canadian dollar securities to the aggregate value 
of $770,000,000; Canadian sterling securities to the value of $480,000,000 
and had a direct investment of from $200,000,000 to $300,000,000. The 
U.K. had repatriated in the early days of the war United States secu.rities to 
the value of $800,000,000 United States dollars and Canadian securities to 
the value of $900,000,000 United States dollars. The total liquidation of 
overseas investments which had occurred during the war amounted to approxi-
mately four and a half billion dollars. The present value of the British over-
seas investment still held was hard to calculate, but the annual income from 
this investment was about $390,000,000 net or $675,000,000 gross. The 
$390,000,000 net included the figure of $44,000,000 net as income from 
securities held in Canada. 

MR. ST. LAURENT said that he would like to consider the effect on the 
Canadian budget of British failure to repatriate their Canadian securities. 
The government, he pointed out, was already committed to an annual transfer 
payment of approximately $500,000,000. To this must be added the net 
payment to the U.K. of $44,000,000. It would be asked why interest should 
be paid by the Canadian Gove rnment on monies borrowed by the U.K. 
Government in addition to the assistance which Canada had given during the 
war and the further assistance contemplated in the present negotiations. He 
recalled that at the time of the $700,000,000 interest free loan, prices of 
U.K. held securities were unduly low and it was thought that it might be 
unfair to require the owners to part with them at the then current price. 
Market values have, however, risen substantially since that time and he had 
no doubt that the investors who retained their securities are now happy to 
have clone so. However, now that the market is high it is difficult to avoid 
dealing with this problem. The easy way would be to wipe out the indebted-
ness, but this would involve requisitioning the secu rities and the Canadian 
Government was not anxious to be put in the position of forcing this move. 
lie wondered if arrangements could be made to wait for U.K. investors to 
realize gradually on these securities and to use the proceeds of such realiza-
tions to reduce the amo,unt of the indebtedness. Meanwhile, the U.K. Govern-
ment might pay the equivalent of the interest on such holdings to U.K. 
investors in pounds sterling. When Canada wishes to make capital expenditures 
in the U.K. or in the sterling area, it would do so from the balance of the 
securities so held. Under the plan as she envisaged it, the U.K. would not have the $44,000,000 annual interest. The Canadian Government would have it 
as interest on the existing liability and would, in turn, be paying the interest 
ca all U.K. liabilities in Canada. The difference between the existing liabilities and the realized or realizability value of the British holdings in Canada would 



.be-the amount of the Canadian loan to the U.K. It might be in the neighbour-
hoodof $500,000,000. 

MR. ST. LAURENT went on to say that if what the U.K. delegation were ask-
ing for was really a contribution and not a loan, in his opinion, the Canadian 
people would prefer that it be called a contribution and not a loan and that 
it be defended in these terms. During the war, in his opinion, Canada had 
gone the limit out of current taxation, paying 50 per cent of all war costs as it 
went along. There has been a large carry-over of continuing costs for future 
generations. Now that the war was over he was not sure that the Canadian 
people would be prepared to make additional contributions towards its cost. 

THE PRIME MINISTER remarked that the political difficulties in the way of 
accepting the U.K. request should not be minimized. . 

SIR WILFRID EADY said that, although the fighting was over, the war was not 
over for the people of the U.K. Many direct war costs will still be borne in 

-1946 and subsequent years. He agr.  eed that what was suggested yesterday 
would be a burden on the Canadian tax-payer. There was a continuing bur-
den on the British tax-payer, not only as a tax-payer, but also as a consumer. 
He  pointe,d out that any reduction in British o.  verseas assets would decrease 
the purchasing pbwer -  of the U.K.  Ail  old liabilities here are not of the same 
ldnd. The air training plan had not worked out as the British had thought that 
it would. They had hoped to examine that liability. They had never expected 
to pay interest on it. When they had said yesterday that the magnitude of their 
needs for new money pointed to the reasonableness of an interest-free loan, 

'they had expected that difficulties might be raised, but they had never ex-
'pected to have to disCuss interest paYments for liabilities accumulated during 
the war. 

MR. ILSLEY stated that it had always been in his mind that after the 
war interest-free loans would bear interest. In defending in the House of 
-Commons the fmancial provisions of the air training plan, he had always held 
it as a thought in the back of his mind that the British held a large block of 
securities in Canada. He had defended Mutual Aid on the 'ground that we were 
making-a contribution to a common cause. . • 

SIR WILFRID EADY said that what had happened was that the overseas Pa3fr 
-inent position of the U.K. is infinitely .  worse than any one had foreseen. It was 
sharply worse, but only temporarily so. He was very much disturbed with  the 
‘suggestion that the Canadian Government might regard it as necessarY to 
charge interest on the liabilities which had arisen as a result of direct wane 
expenditure. 

MR ILSLEY remarked that the United States had charged $650,000,000  t° 
 wind up Lend-Lease. 

SIR' WILFRID EADY pointed out that this charge was a governmental rather 
than  a Congressibnal arrangement.  He  thought that the American Goverment 
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had been most generous and estimated that the U .K. had received new assets,
including food, to a value of at least double the price charged for final settle-
ment .

'MR . ILSLEY observed that the possibi lity of government actions were lim-
ited by a thought of attacks which might be made upon their action . He didnot anticipate- that such attacks -would come from the official opposition, but
rather from the C.C.F. and certain members of the government party .

SIR WILFRID EADY asked what the U.K. might say to Australia, New Zealand
and India if Canada was determined to charge interest on the old debts .

MR. ILSLEY inquired whether the U.K. is now paying interest to countries
sin the Middle East, to India and, to Burma .

MR . COBBOLD
answered that they were paying 2 per cent, the Treasury

Board rate, on the great bulk of that _debt .
MR. ILSLEY said that Canadian pub lic opinion might hold that it was" badenough that ' sterling area - countries did not give mutual aid, but that it was'in'tolerable for them to pile up huge balances and then charge interest on

them .

SIR WILFRID EADY said that he had no comprehensive answer. Australia had
given about one-sixth of her national income as mutual aid to the support ofUnited , States troops . .New Zealand had altered her whole industrial economy,
not necessarily to her own advantage, and sôld her goods to - the U.K . ,very,cheaply

. Regarding South Africa, it was difficult to make a convincing case,
but it must be remembered that . South Africa went into the war by a majorityof . only three votes . A favourable case could not be made, he thought, forIndia.

U.K. capacity to pay would depend o n
1 . The structure of their current balance of payments and2 . .Negotiations with the sterling are a

MR. ILSLEY remarked that in the . circumstances our assistance would seem
to be a speculative assistance-a noble experiment .

SIR WILFRID EADY said that after consultation with his colleagues they had
decided that it would not be possible to recommend to their Government that
the Proposed loan agreement be made conditional upon acceptance by Con-
gress of the American agreement. However, he was quite willing to recom-
mend that a consultative clause be embodied in the agreement . It should beon the record

. They would agree to immediate bilateral consultation if the
American loan should fail . Conditions would be so different that the bargain, could not go on .

MR• ILSLEY asked if they would be prepared to have such a statement made
in the House of Commons.

SIR WILFRID EADY said yes . He thought it would be proper ' to exchange
lettërs agreeing that in such an eventuality it would •be proper to review the
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,whole position. Sir Wilfrid pointed out that many of the U.K. sterling area 
creà. ors are not politically sympathetic to the U.K. If Canada does not ex-
tend the maximum assistance possible, who could be expected to do it? 

MR. MALCOLM MACDONALD remarked that the U.K. negotiators had gone 
to Washington hoping for a $5 billion interest-free loan which they regarded 
as a minimum request. Washington hopes had not been realized. Thus the first 
stage of the efforts to clear the U.K. position had been disappointing. If re-
sults of the second stage of negotiations were also disappointing it was in-
evitable that in the third stage the results would be even less satisfactory. At 
that point it might appear that the whole situation had reached a level so 
much lower than what was regarded as a workable minimum that the British 
Government would have to reconsider the whole matter. He thought that it 
was necessary at the present time for all to share in meeting the present diffi-
culties. Two of the main costs  ' to'  the U.K. were the- austerity programme and 
the support of British military establishments abroad. He urged that Canada 
make a financial contribution to the rehabilitation of the world. 

SIR WILFRID EADY agreed that essentially the British request was a request 
for the Canadian tax-payer to share in the burden of world rehabilitation. He 
added that whether the British had any right to make any such request he 
did not know. - 

DR. CLARK expressed the opinion that the real argument in support of the 
British request was the cost of any possible alternative. 

MR. ILSLEY asked how many U.K. securities had been repatriated by the 
.Governments of India and the sterling areas. He said that he recalled debates 
in which he had had to argue that Canadian repatriation was not feasible be-
cause of the effect of the example on India. 

MR. COBBOLD stated that U.K. policy in this regard had not changed since 
1942. 

It was agreed that the meeting would adjourn and meet again on Wednes-
day morning at 11:00 o'clock. 

800. 	 W.L.M.K./Vol. 403 

Mémorandum de la délégation de Grande-Bretagne 

Memorandum by Delegati9n of Great Britain 

[Ottawa,' February 13, 1946 

U.K.-CANADA FINANCIAL DISCUSSIONS 

1. If the understanding of the United Kingdom delegation is correct, the 
suggestion made by Mr. St. Laurent at yesterday's meeting is as follows: 
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(a) The United Kingdom investment holding in Canada (amounting to
approximately Canadian $1,500 million) should be valued and a loan equiva-
lent to this value extended to the U .K. Assuming the value to be $1,500 mil-
lion as estimated above, there would be offset against this loan the $560 mil-
lion of the Old Loan outstanding, the $425 million for the Air Training
schemes and the net balance on war and other remaining liabilities . After all
these claims have been offset against the loan, any balance up to $1,500 mil-
lion would be available to the United Kingdom as new money towards meet-
ing their Canadian dollar requirements . This sum would clearly be inadequate
and the method of financing further requirements would be for later dis-
cussion.

(b) On this loan of $1,500 million interest wouW be paid equivalent
to the income received by the United Kingdom from . their existing invest-
ments in Canada (estimated at approximately Canadian $55 millions per
annum ) .

-(c) The securities would be left in .private ownership but provision wouldbé,made (as-in the case of the Old Loan) for proceeds of any- sales of the
securities- to be=used in repayment of the loan .

2 . The United Kingdom delegation fully appreciate the validity of Mr. St .
Laurent's arguments about the internal political difficulty of any séttlement
which does not take account of U.K . investments in Canada and of the in-
come deriving therefrom . At the same time they feel that there are most
cogent reasons why the proposal would not be in the best interest of either
country . These reasons fall under three main headings : first, the effect theproposal would have on U.K.-Canadjan trade; second, its effect on parallelnegotiations between the U .K. and other countries ; and third (arising in large
part from the, second) its effect upon the common approach of the U .K. andCanada to post-war world-wide economic problems .

3 . The triangle of U.S.A.-Canada-Sterling Area payments has for manyyears
shown a chronic surplus of Canadian earnings in sterling against adeficit in U.S . dollars . In a perfect multilateral world this position might cause

no preoccupations, but in the troubled world which we must foresee for many
years to come neither Canada nor the United Kingdom can neglect it . IncomeOn U.K . investments in- Canada has helped in past years to narrow the gap inU•K :-Canada payments, and even on its present reduced scale it would sti llbe valuable help in years to come. To hypothecate this income and dry up its
source in the settlement of an exceptional position arising from the war must
àggravate rather than alleviate future U .K.-Canadian problems and can only
reduce the imports which the U.K. can take from Canada or alternativelyincrease Canada's accumulating sterling surplus.

4 . Besides the current negotiations with Canada the- U .K. have two mainsettlements to : complete, one with the U.S .A. and one with the sterlingcreditors . -
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(a) ' U .S.A.
~Thq U.K. have outstanding in the U.S . the following U .S . dollar securities :

U.S.$ millions
estimated
' current
values

Pledged against R.F .C. .loan, current value (of ,
which_ under . 400 . are marketable securities) 675

Less amount of.loan outstanding_ 25 0

Other marketable securities held in U.K.
Miscellaneous assets including trusts under

U.S . law etc . largely unrealisable and of
Prôblemâ.tical valuation, say

425
166

290

881

Acceptance of Mr. St. Laurent's suggestion would give - rise to immediate
demand for, hypothecation of all these secu rities and of the full interest deriv-
ing therefrom (whereas in the . recent negotiations no demand. was made be- ,
yond the original R.F.C. arrangements) . Moreover, a proposal on these lines
would represent terms more favourable to the lender than in the recent Wash-
ington agreement `â,nd would force the U .K. to re-open negotiations with the
United States on a new and even more difficult basis .

(b) Sterling Creditors.
The United Kingdom's debt in sterling, arising almost entirely out of the'

war, amounts to some Z 3,600 millions. Any settlement of this debt which is
to give a prospect of early progress towards world-wide economic prosperity
must allow both for adjustment of the total balances and for a neg li gible or
nil rate of interest . A settlement with Canada which not only required the
U.K. to repay in full existing debt arising directly out of the war but also
secured it against the U.K.'s remaining pre-war. Canadian investments and
loaded it with a . heavy interest burden, would destroy any prospect of a
reasonable. settlement with the sterling creditors .

5 . But - the fundamental difficulties seen by the United Kingdom delegation
in Mr. St. Laurent's suggestion are on a much wider plane. In the various
discussions held in recent years between U .K. and Canadian representatives
thère has been a common view that an early return to greater freedom of trade
between nations and to multilateral convertibility of currencies is not only an
ideal but an 'essential pre-requisite of the expansion of world trade which we
all desire . The proposal to valorise fully a wholly unproductive war debt, to
set aside as security for this debt the remains of the U.K.'s commercial invest-
ments in Canada, and to charge the debt a heavy rate of interest, appears to be
in direct contrast with this approach. If the United Kingdom were to be
forced to shoulder burdens of this sort in respect of war debts (and the exam-
ple of a settlement with Canada would inevitably react on settlements with
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the rest of the world), they could not in any honesty un.dertake at an early 
stage the risks and obligations involved in the policy which both the United 
Kingdom and Canada believe to be in the best interests of the world and 
therefore of every great trading nation. At the meetings during the last two 
days the U.K. delegation have endeavoured to explain the balance of pay-
ments difficulties which face the U.K. during the transitional period, the im-
portance which they believe a stable sterling currency has for the world, and 
their sincere desire, if they can obtain sufficient help to tide over the next 
few years, to adopt forthwith policies which will expand and not restrict 
world trade. 

6. The United Kingdom delegation, whilst they fully recognize the Govern-
ment of Canada's preoccupations, firmly believe that both on its merits and in 
the lead it would give elsewhere, a settlement on the lines indicated by them-
selves would greatly advance the prospects of wise and practicable all-round 
settlements of debt arising directly and indirectly from the war, settlements 
which would be in the interest of every trading country, creditor no less than 
debtor. Indeed, they see in these negotiations with Canada, which has above 
all other coun.tries shared the 11.K.'s approach to these questions and shown 
a very full appreciation of the long-term interests involved to all concerned, 
the best and perhaps the last opportunity for establishing a precedent for 
dealing with the direct and indirect financial consequences of the war in such 
a way as not to prejudice the financial and commercial prospects of peace. 

801. 	- 	 PCO/C-20-2 

Extrait d'un mémorandum du secrétaire du Cabinet 
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Extract from Memorandum from Secretary to the Cabinet 
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

[Ottawa,1 February 15, 1946 

The following items of p'articular concern to -  the Department of External 
Affairs were discussed at meetings of the Cabinet held on February 13th and 
14th, and the following conclusions were reached: 
• • 	• 

5 Financial  discussions  with the United Kirzgdom; progress report 

The Minister of Finance reported upon discussions with U.K. officials, the 
substance of which is known to you ..  In this connection the Prime Minister 
emphasized the necessity of finding some method of providing assistance 
which could be understood by the Canadian public as being of direct and 
prompt benefit to this country. 
. • . 

A. D. P. InEENEY1 
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802 .
DEA/154

Le chef, la délégation de Grande-Bretagne, au ministre des Finances

Head, Delegation of Great `Britain, to Minister of Finance

Ottawa, February 16, 1946

Dear Mr . Ilsley ,
As arranged with you, I enclose copies of an aide-mémoire covering the

representations we made to you yesterday afternoon .

You will see that the note contemplated merging the outstanding balance
of the old $700 million loan with the new credit. In our discussion it was
represented that it would be much more satisfactory to leave the present
arrangements in connection with that loan undisturbed, that is that it might
continue as an interest-free loan, and that the proceeds of any sales or

redemption of U.K.-owned Canadian securities should be devoted to its repay-

ment. We should be very willing to agree to this, provided that the proceeds

were net, that is after allowing for U .K. residents who hold Canadian securities
to sell for the purpose of switching the proceeds into some other Canadian

security.
I should of course make it clear that in recording this conversation we

are not implying that you were in agreement with our general position on

the treatment of the loan . You reserved your attitude and said you would

have to consult your colleagues .
You also asked me whether in the event of the Government of Canada

reaching an agreement on the lines we had proposed, we could suggest any
action on our part which would (a) hold out prospects of immediate b~ake
to Canadian manufacturing, producing and commercial interests and (b )

it plain that we would follow up the decisive_ lead given by Canada and
expect our other'creditors to recognise their obligation to assist in the task
of early improvement of financial and trading conditions .

On the first point we would of course examine any specific instances you

or your colleagues- had in mind. But meanwhile if you thought that itwoo td

help you if we could proceed with the plans about manufactured ~P

which were worked out between Mr. Mackenzie of the Department ~é rs of

and Commerce and the Board of Trade, an early expression of the

Canadian Ministers would be helpful .

On the Second- I have no doubt that if the agreement were on the linty

s uggested, the Chancellor of the Exchequer would make an oppo
immediately on the publication of the agreement to announce in

Parliament
b t~

the significance which the,U.K. Government attached to the agree m

in relation to the trade interests of Canada, and also to the pa ttern that &
U.K. Government would expect to arrange in its negotiations with its

st eg
creditors . We should of course wish to consult you on the form of

any sta

ment made.
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I hope that this will assure you of the wide significance, quite apart from 
its direct interest to U.K.-Canada trade, which we should attach to a satis-
factory agreement with Canada at this stage, as a decisive instrument of policy 
for the immediate future. 

Yours sincerely, 
W. EADY 

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

Aide-mémoire de la délégation de Grande-Bretagne 

Aide-mémoire by Delegation of Great Britain 

We understand Ministers feel th.at they may not be able to meet the hope 
we have expressed that a new credit could be made free of interest, and that 
if there is to be any significant cancellation of the existing war indebtedness 
of the U.K. to Canada,  they  would expect account to be taken of the value 
of U.K. investments in Canada. 

On the terms of a new credit the Government of Canada must be the final 
judges of what it is possible to offer. We should, however, be failing in our 
duty if we did not express strongly the view that if it is felt necessary to insist 
on the same terms as in the Washington Agreement, a great constructive 
opportunity will have been missed. The burden of interest in the entirely 
exceptional circumstances which give rise to the need for this credit would be 
out of tune with the underlying realities. No one who knows the whole posi-
tion would seriously dispute this comment on the Washington agreement. 
The plain fact is that if a new loan has to be charged with 2% interest, opinion 
in the United Kingdom will be that Canada has felt obliged to follow the 
American pattern. Ministers know what was the public judgement in the 
U.K. on the terms of that Agreement. It was not that the terms were regarded 
as harsh in themselves, but that they were felt by everybody to be very different 
from what had been expected, which was a final act of partnership in war. 
None of the other victorious Allies will have to shoulder, as a result of victory, 
a new and vast burden of external debt. The debt the U.K. must redeem: over 
the life of two generations, largely in payment io its partners in that victory. 

We recognise the sincere effort to meet our difficulties represented by the 
ideas which Dr. Clark mentioned to us as having been discussed by Ministers. 
Nevertheless, if the suggestion about the U.K. investments in Canada is that 
they should be sold in order to finance our purchase of food, etc. in Canada 
over the next two years, we are certain that such a proposal would be rejected 
by public opinion of all  kinds in the United Kingdom. Apart from the loss of 
essential income for our balance of payments that the sale would immediately 
cause, many of these investments have their roots deep in the history of 
Canada's industrial and political development. To force their liquidation 
because of the temporary financial difficulties of the United Kingdom caused 
bY the war, would be to tear up established ,associations which have enduring 
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significance for the long-term interests of both countries . We believe that both
p~ tically and commercially this would be very grave .

Further, we should be reintroducing, at the end of the war, the compulsory
vesting and forcible sale of overseas securities . We should be reopening claims

in the U.S.A., India and South Africa which we have successfully resisted so
far . The immediate consequences to the prospects of the Washington Agree-
ment might well be fatal . We could not in any circumstances recommend such
a proposal for the consideration of our Government .

The settlement for which U.K. Ministers hoped, and one which would be
consistent not only with the- facts of the case which we have presented to you,
but also, as we see it, with Canada's need, in the interests of her own trade,
for an early contribution by the U .K. to economic confidence and the pro-
motion of recovery in its widest sense, would be as follows :

The claims and counter-claims as at 28th February, 1946, should with the
major exception below, be cancelled . The balance of the interest-free loan,

although strictly a war debt and thus wholly unproductive, should in view of

its special nature and origin, not be included in the general cancellation, but
be carried forward and merged into a new credit .

$1,250 m. of new money would be provided and $500 m . (the balance of
the existing loan) would be carried forward, the total being free of interest,
and repayable in 50 equal annual instalments beginning 31st December, 1951 .

Ministers have been frank in telling us of their difficulties and we fully
appreciate them . Yet we earnestly beg you and- your colleagues to consider
again whether a settlement on these lines could not be presented to Canadian
opinion as a constructive and far-sighted act of leadership and enlightened
self-interest for Canada, and,would not in fact be so envisaged in Canada and
indeed in other parts of the world . Throughout the war the . U .K. people have
felt that they share with Canada the closest community of view on the eco-
nomic and political problems of the peace . As we have already stated, we see
in these discussions a real opportunity, and perhaps the last, for setting a basis
for sanity in the. final clean-up of the financial consequences of war .

, In our previous conversations with you we have endeavoured to develop
fully the vital importance of general settlements which will ensure stability to
sterling, a factor of immediate and wide significance to the French, Dutch,
Belgian and other European Governments as well as to the sterling area itself,
and which will give -the U.K. the necessary elbow room to move quicklY
towards the policies in which we believe. Canada's direct interest in a stable
U.S. dollar-sterling rate and in convertibility of sterling is, from the nature of
her trade, both deep and lasting, and her indirect interest, by way of the
stability and convertibility of currencies allied to sterling, is little less . We do
not wish to go over this ground again, beyond emphasising the importance of
a quick rather than a gradual and laboured return to economic sanity, with all
the risks which delay implies of falling back towards economic chaos or
"totalitarian" developments in economic policy .
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The difference between an interest-free credit and 2% interest (qualified  by  
a waiver clause) can have little effect on Canadian economy since the interest 
payable will mean that in the long run the U.K. can buy that' much less from 
Canada. For us it means much more; it is an addition to the already heavy 
annual debt payments we must make. But its importance is greater than its 
amount. We have very heavy defence and security expenditure overseas which 
we must continue to discharge if the peace is to be made safe. We have re-
sponsibilities towards Europe if we are to prevent the spread of economic dis-
order and the political dangers which follow it, dangers never more grave than 
at this time. Our policy in such matters can only be hesitant and incomplete 
if all the time we are haunted by anxieties over our overseas financial posi-
tion. 

	

803. 	 PCO/C-20-2. 

Extrait d'un mémorandum du secrétaire du Cabinet 
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires  extérieures 

Extract from Memorandum from Secretary to the Cabinet 

	

• 	 to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

[Ottawa,]  February 22, 1946 

At a meeting of the Cabinet held yesterday, February 21st, the following 
conclusions, of particular interest to your department, were reache,d: 

2 Financial arrangements with the United Kingdom 

The Cabinet agreed that proposals on the following basis should be made 
to representatives of the U.K. government: 

(a) an agreement between the two governments under which Canada would 
agree to provide a loan of new money to the United Kingdom in the amount 
of $1,250 million, on the same terms as the loan agreed with the U.S. govern-
ment; 

(b) an extension of the interest-free feature of the 1942 loan to the date 
upon which interest would begin to run under the new loan agreement, it being 
understood that, meantime repayments on principal would continue to be 
made from the sale and  redemption of U.K. owned Canadian securities and 
that any interest on any unpaid  •  balance would be agreed, at the time, at a 
reasonable rate in the conditions then existing; and, 

(e) an understanding that, while the government could not, at this  time 
 accept cancellation of remaining U.K. liabilities under the B.C.A.T.P. Agree= 

ments, they would be prepared to accept conversion of this debt into sterling 
and to review the position at a later date and accept eventual settlement •  
thereof on a basis not less favourable than that accepted by other Allied 
sterling creditors of the United Kingdom. 

A. D. P. H[EENEY] 
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804. PCO/C-20-2

Extrait d'un mémorandum du secrétaire du Cabine t
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Extract of Memorandum f rom Secretary to the Cabinet
to Under-Secretary of State for External A ffairs

Top SECRET [Ottawa;] February 26, 1946

Of the items discussed at a meeting of the Cabinet held yesterday, the fol-
lowing items are of particular concern to your. department :

1 Financial arrangements with the United Kingdom

The Minister of Finance reported that the proposals_ approved by the
Cabinet at the meeting of February 21st had been discussed with the U.K.
Treasury representatives the following day when it had been evident that a
satisfactory agreement on that basis would not . be possible .

The Cabinet, after considerable discussion, agreed that the proposals ap-
proved at the meeting of February 21st be amended by deleting paragraph (c)
thereof and substituting therefôr cancellation of remaining U.K. liabilities

ùnder the Air Training Agreements on condition that agreement was reached
between the two governments on the basis of paragraphs (a) and (b) thereof
(involving a new $1,250 million loan on the U .S. terms and a five year

extension of the balance 'of the 1942 loan without interest), it being under-
stood that the United Kingdom would undertake cash settlement for the net
amount owing upon post V-J Day purchases in Canada .

. i .

805. DEA/ 154

Le secrétaire d'État , aux A ffaires extérieures au haut commissair e

en Grande-Bretagne'
Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner

in Great Britirinl

TELEGRANI 553 . Ottawa, March 2, 1946

.,SECRET. . United Kingdom-Canadian finaücial discussions .

by Sir Wilfrid Eady, which have been under way during most of FebruarY ,

1 Des télégramlnes . semblables : furent expé- Similar telegrams were sent to the

diés aux ambassades à W ashington et à Paris . sies in Washington and Paris .

1 The financial discussions with the United Kingdom delegation leade
d

A. D. P. H[EENEY]
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have now taken conclusive form and we are hopeful that agreement may 
shortly be reached. 

2. The negotiations have been complex, involving a variety of proposals 
related to four main constituent elements, and as the ground shifted almost 
daily 1 did not feel that 1 could give you much useful information about the 
progress of the talks. Following review of course of negotiations is for your 
own confidential information. 

3. The main elements were the terms of the proposed new loan; the United 
Kingdom's indebtedness on the Air Training Plan of about $425,000,000; 
the 1942 interest-free loan of $700,000,000, now reduced to about 
$500,000,000; and a miscellany of claims and counter-claims arising out of 
the supply during the war of goods and services, the amount of which has 
not yet been definitely determined. 

4. There was little difference of opinion as to the amount of the new loan. 
It was accepted ear& in the talks that the amount should be $1,250,000,000. 
This is the amount which the United Kingdom has requested to cover its 
requirements from us of Canadian dollars until 1951. 

5. On the tenns .there was, however, a wide variance between the United 
Kingdom and Canadian views. The United Kingdom delegates presse,d for an 
interest-free new loan on about the same grounds that they advanced in their 
negotiations with the United States. Though we recognized the inadequacy 
of the United States terms, we maintained that the United Kingdom-United 
States Agreement in preventing us from receiving better terms than the 
United States-United Kingdom terms, made it politically impossible for us 
to accept worse terms. We felt that the United States Agreement had set a 
general pattern from which it would be difficult to depart particularly since 
the United States interest rate which we are ready to give is about one-third 
less than the Canadian Government long-term.  borrowing rate. 

6. We were concerned, too, about the United Kingdom holdings in Canada 
of about $1,500,000,000, for it was expected that questions would be raised 
in Parliament of the need for lending the United Kingdom while that country 
still possessed such substantial holdings in Canada. We explored the possi-
bility of linking repatriation of these holdings with the amortization of the 
new loan and much of the earlier discussion centred on this aspect. We have, 
I think, now come to recognize that any such proposal would be unacceptable 
to the United Kingdom and perhaps that it might not be in our interest to 
press too hard for it. 

7. A great man– y combinations were considered involving different treatment 
for the four constituent elements. Now, however, the United Kingdom is 
willing to accept an arrangement Which represents from our point of view a 
great improvement over the earlier United Kingdom proposals. This is, in 
brief:— 

(a) A new loan of $1,250,000,000 on the terms of the United Kingdom-
United States Financial Agreement; 
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(b) The cancèllation of the United Kingdom's indebtedness under the Air
Training Plan ;

(c) A continuation of the existing arrangements for the 1942 loan for a
period of five yéars, with discussion at the end 'of the period on repayment o f

any balance outstanding and on the question of interest ;

(d) Payment by the United Kingdom of $150,000,000 in cash in satis-
faction as of 28th February 1946 of all claims and counterclaims between
the two Governments .

We have at various times expressed our willingness to offer United States
.terms and to cancel the Air Training Plan indebtedness, although out approval
was related to overall proposals that differed from tlie one' now presented to

us. We are examining the magnitude of the adjustment involved in (d), and

estimate veryroughly, indeed that the payment proposéd by the United

Kingdom is within. $50,000,000 of the net amount involved .

We have. not ' yét âgreed nor discussed to any extent the conditions of the

new loan . I think it likely that we shall propose the inclusion of a clause

that would accord Canada treatment as favourable as that accorded to any:
other . country 'in' réspect to the app lication of exchange controls and restri c...-

tions on' payïnents and transfers for current transactions and in respect to the

administration of quantitative import restrictions .

DEA/154
Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires extérieures

Memorandum bÿ. Under-Secretary of State for External A ffairs

`SECRET
[Ottawa,] March 2, 1946

FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS WITH THE UNITED KINGDOM

At the meeting of the Cabinet on March 2nd, the Minister of Finance re-

ported . the -. .reply : received from the United Kingdom government to the
.amended proposals which had been put to the United Kingdom Treasur9
Delegation as agreed at the Cabinet meeting of February 25th .

The Cabinet; after further discussion, agreed that the Minister of Finance
be authorized to conclude an agreement with the United Kingdom government
on the basis of the reply received from the United Kingdom delegation, unless,
in the light of further information upon the items involved, he wishes to have
further consideration given to the proposed cash settlement of outstanding
liabilities between the two governments .

. R[OBERTSONJ
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807. DEA/154 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Memorandum by Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

Ottawa, March 8, 1946 

FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS WITH THE UNITED KINGDOM: AGREEMENTS 

At the meeting of the Cabinet on March 6th, approval was given to the two 
draft agreements' with the United Kingdom, submitted by the Minister of 
Finance, also the letter to the Chancellor of the Exchequer regarding suspen-
sion of certain conditions pending action by the United States Congress, and 
the agreed press statement, issued on March 7th. Appropriate Orders in 
Council were enacted authorizing signature of the agreements by Mr. Ilsley. 

808. DEA/1893-40 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire 
en Grande-Bretagne 2  

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner 
in Great Britain 2  

DESPATCH 520 

SECRET 

Sir, 
I refer to the Financial Agreement between Canada and the United King-

dom, signed at Ottawa on March 6th, 1946, and related documents, which I 
forwarded with my despatch of March 8th. 

The arrangements were generally welcomed in Canada and also • in the 
United Kingdom. It had been forecast that the similarity of the terms and 
conditions of the Canadian and the United States credits would result in a 
reception in the United Kingdom having some of the chill if not all of the 
bitterness that was accorded the announcement of the United States-United 
Kingdom Agreement. In the event, the differences between the two arrange-
ments appear to have been taken as sufficiently substantial not only to offset 
the distastefulness of the similarity but to elicit enthusiasm. Then, too, it was 
accepted more rapidly than had been anticipated that Canada was compelled 
for internal political reasons to apPly the United States formula on exchange 

Ottawa, March 23, 1946 

'Voir Canada, Recueil des traités, 1946, 
Nos. 9 et 10. 

'Des dépêches semblables furent expédiées 
à toutes les missions à l'étranger. 

1  See Canada, Treaty Series, 1946, Nos. 9 
and 10. 

2  Similar despatches were sent to all missions 
abroad. 
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--_____~and import res trictions . If that prescription was bitter, the United States and

not Canada was its author .

The Canadian credit differs impo rtantly from the United States credit in the

following respects :
The amount is adequate, meeting in full the United Kingdom request for

Canadian dollars considered sufficient, with other resources, to meet the
United Kingdom requirements till 1951 . The British did not receive from the

United States the amount which they requested and considered necessary to
meet their needs of American dollars for the same period .

The Canadian lôan is, moreover, larger when regard is taken of the differ-
ence in the Canadian and United States economies . As the Economist of

March 9th puts it : "The free cash that Canada is to provide is rather more
than one-quarter of that afforded by the United States loan yet Canada's
national income is hardly one-twentieth of Ame rica's ."

While the rate of interest of 2% which Canada is charging the United

Kingdom is the same as the United States rate, the cost of Government bor-
`rowing is about 2 to 8 of 1% higher in Canada than in the United States .

Hence, the rate is less _ favourable to .the lender than in . the - United States

Agreement, and is considerably below the cost of domestic borrowing.

There are too, some differences in form which perhaps give the Canadian

Agreement a better complexion than the United States' . The Canadian Agree-

ment does not spell out the conditions in respéct of British Exchange control

and import restrictions. It was this perhaps that led one United Kingdom

commentator to say that we had not imposed "far-reaching limitations on
freedom of action in economic policy" though the Agreement does, in. fact

assure Canada of the benefits of the conditions which the United States im-

posed. Article 5 gives us the right to treatment as favourable as that accorded

any. other Government with which an agreement has been made . It has more-

over been recognized by both Governments that if the United States loan is
not approved by Congress, we shall have to discuss what changes need be
made in the Agreement . As you know, Articles 5, 6 and 7 do not become
operative until it is known that the United States Agreement will be approved

by Congress .
On the other, hand, if the Canadian loan is approved by Parliament before

the United States loan is approved by Congress, the British will be free to

draw on the .Canadiân credit . If Congress does not approve the American 1oan,
'it is likely that the Canadian credit will stand, though with new ternis and

conditions .
The Canadian Agreement states in specific terms the amount of debt owing

to Canada by the United Kingdom which is to be cancelled . The total indebt-
t~edness was $500,000,000 outstanding on the interest-free loan of 1942

$425,000,000 owing under the Commonwealth Air Training Plan. Of this
of $925,000,000, Canada wrote ofF, conditional upon the passing of the United
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States loan in Congress, about 46% or $425,000,000 . This should consider-
ably assist the United Kingdom in the second phase of its financial negotia-
tions, that is, in its dealings with India, Egypt and other holders of sterling
balances . The United States Agreement, on the other hand, obscures, perhaps
for domestic political reasons, the cancellation of indebtedness . It is believedthat a very substantial . cancellation is, in fact, concealed in the settlement of
United Kingdom indebtedness to the United States at $650,000,000 . We know
from British comment that the concession involved in this figure was so gen-
erous, that it led the British negotiators to agree to terms and conditions on the
new money that would otherwise . have been unacceptable. (You will have
noted that in the War Claims Agreement, which . we concluded with the
United Kingdom, we are to accept $150,000,000 -in7 cash in settlement of all
claims and counter-claims. This does not represent any concession to the
British since the amount is an approximation of the claims and counter-claims
outstanding as at February 28th of this year) .

The Canadian negotiations were comparatively short, lasting only three
weeks, and were free _from , the newspaper crises that arose repeatedly
during the lengthy negotiations in, the United States . What negotiating
difï'iculties there were in Ottawa were settled between the negotiators without
pub li city .

It is our earnest hope that the Agreement will not only assist in resolving
mutual problems but will contribute to the realization of the common objec-
tive of -an expanding world trade and thereby to the peace and security of a llpeoples .

I have. etc . .
S. D. PIERC E

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs

809. ; '
DEA/8548-A-40

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Dominions Secretary to Secretary of State for External A ffairs

TELEGRAM 8
9 London, May 31, 194 6

Now that Financial Agreement Act has been passed by Parliament of
Canada and has received Royal Assent, I desire to express to you, and
through you to the Government and people of Canada, how deeply the Gov-
emment and people of this country appreciate this mark of generosity andfriendship

. It is indeed an encouragement to us at this difficult time to know
that we have the goodwill of Canada and that in peace, as in war, she- is
ready to give practical effect to it .
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DEA/154 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Memorandum by Under-Secretary of State for External A ffairs 

SECRET 	 [Ottawa,] December 19, 1946 

U.K. HOLDINGS OF CANADIAN DOLLAR SECURITIES; 
DISPOSITION OF PROCEEDS OF SALES AND REDEMPTIONS 

At the meeting of the Cabinet on December 19th, it was agreed: 
(a) 1  that U.K. residents who now held Canadian dollar securities should 

be allowed to accept new securities offered in exchange of the old securities 
in a reorganization, rather than being forced to accept a cash offer if one 
were made. 

(b) that Canada allow Canadian _dollar securities held by U.K. residents 
to be transferred to heirs on the occasion of settlement of estates; 

(c) that Canada allow new direct investments to be offset against sales of 
market securities for the purpose of calculating the amount which should 
•be applied  on the 1942 loan; direct investments for this purpose to include 
the development of new enterprises or companies in Canada and the expansion 
of U.K. owned enterprises in Canada. 

811. 	 DEA/864-A-39 

• Le président suppléant, la Commission de contrôle du change étranger, 
au chef, la direction économique 

• Alternate Chairman, Foreign Exchange Control Board, 
to Head, Economic Division 

Ottawa, December 21, 1946 
Dear Mr. Pierce, 

Referring to our telephone conversation of yesterday, I am enclosing here-
with a 'memorandum setting out the two main  changes in exchange control 
procedures which have been made as a result of the new foreign exchange 
control regulations. It is important to note  that  the partial convertibility of 
sterling involved in the new regulations does not of itself result in any 
improvement in Canada's over-all foreign exchange position as the bulk of 
the sterling area purchases in Canada will for the time being continue to be 
financed out of the proceeds of the Canadian dollar credit. Its immediate 
significance is, therefore, mainly as an additional convenience to traders. 

In addition to the two major changes outlined in the attached memorandum, 
 there have been various minor changes which I do not think would be of 

particular interest to our missions abroad. These involve general increases in 
exemptions from completion of forms, etc. with a view to simplifying exchange 

 control procedures for the public to the greatest extent possible consistent 

810. 
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with the maintenance of effective control and a number of other changes of 
an administrative nature directed to the same end. If you feel that the details 
would be of any interest we shall, of course, be glad to supply them. 

Yours very truly, 
L. RASMINSKY 

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

Mémorandum de la Commission de contrôle du change étranger 

Memorandum by Foreign Exchange Control Board 

[Ottawa,] December .  21, 1946 

MEMORANDUM RE NEW FOREIGN EXCHANGE .'CONTROL ItEGULATIOlgS .  - 
1. The present  distinction  between the sterling area and the other countries 

iS eliminated and the Regulations authorize, the carrying on of trade between 
Canada and the rest of the Wàrld on the basià of payments in U.S., dollars, 
sterling  or  any foreign .,currency which, inaY be freely coriverted into either 
Of those cùrréncies. At presenrtrade witlithé sterling area-ià -  carried  on  'solely 
On a sterling or Canadian dollar basis and with  the  rest of ,the World :  .Solely 
on a U.S. dollar basis. The general effect. of : this: change will be to simplify 
the operation of eXChange Control  for  exporters and importers to the extent 
that paYments may be accepted and made in  any  foreign currency for trade 
with other countries. 

The basis for this chaiige is that the United Kingdom is committed under 
the Anglo-American Financial Agreement to permit sterling arising from cur-
rent transactions to be freely transferable between residents of other countries 
by July 1947, and is now commencing to take certain steps towards achieving 
this result. As of January 1, 1947, when the Foreign Exchange Control Act 
comes into force, the United Kingdom has agreed to make sterling transfer-
able betWeen Canada and the United States and Central and some Soùth 
American countries. Initially, therefore, payments of sterling from and to 
Canada will be limited  to transactions with those countries and with the 
sterling area but the list will be added to from time to time as the United 
Kingdom makes arrangements with other countries until complete transfer-
ability is 'achieved by July 1947. 

The effect of sterling being transferable from Canada to the United States 
is that surplus sterling which Canada may acquire may be Converted into 
U.S. dollars by sale in New York although during the period when the United 
Kingdom is financing its deficit with Canada from the Canadian credit, Canada 
is unlikely to have any substantial aniount of sterling available for conversion 
into U.S. dollars in this manner. The fact of sterling being transferable from 
Canada to the United States means, however, sterling becomes the equivalent 
of U.S. dollars and it therefore becomes necessary to exercise control over 
sterling transactions by Canadian residents in the same manner as the control 
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is exercised over U .S . dollar transactions. Similarly, it is- necessary ' to exercis e
control over transfers of Canadian dollars from Canada to the - sterling area
in the same manner as to other countries and to exercise supervision over
payments for imports from the sterling area and to ensure that payment is
received for exports to the sterling area .

2. The Regulations make provision for trade and other payments between
Canada and the sterling area and the various European countries to which
Canada has extended export credits , may be - made in Canadian dollars as an
alternative to payments in foreign exchange . At present such payments may
be made in' Canadian dollars only between Canada and the ster ling area.

This change arises from the fact that Canadian exports , to the countries con-
cerned are being paid for to a large extent out of the Canadian expo rt credits
which are, of course, in Canadian dollars . Up to the present the purchases in
Canada have . been made principally through Government channels and have
been handled under a special exchange control procedure . Most of the pur-
chasing countries wish to permit purchases against the credit to be made
through private commercial channels and the Export Credits Insurance Act
has been amended to enable .the use of the credits for this purpose. The
change in the Foreign Exchange Control Regulations is designed to faciliate
this ' private trade . The countries involved are France ; Netherlands, Belgium,
Norway and Czechoslovakia.

The countries concerned are designated . in the Regulations as ' special

arrangement ' countries" and arrangements have been or will be made, with

' thém to undertake that their nationals will not acquire or dispose of Canadian
dollars in the unofficial exchange .market in the .United States .

SOUS-SECTION WSiJB-SECTION lv

CRISE ALIMENTAIRE/FOOD CRISIS

DEA/21 5

' Le secrétaire aux Dominions au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Dominions Secrëtary to Secretary of State f or External A ffairs

TELEGRAM 27 London, February 4, 194 6

IMPORTANT . SECRET AND PERSONAL . Following personal from Mr . Attlee for

Mr. Mackenzie King, Begins : We are very gravely concerned over the critical

wôrld shortage of wheat and rice . The allocations drawn• up during Sir Ben
Smith's recent visit to Washington were based on the estimate that during the
first half of 1946 world import requirements would exceed by about five and
a half million tons the total export available from the four main exporting
countries . That was a grim prospect, but since then the situation has become
~ even worse owing to decreased estimates of exports and increased demands

especially from India.
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2. To bridge the gap it will be necessary to cut demands to an extent which 
will cause real suffering in. many countries, and famine in some. Our own 
allocation here will fall short of our requirements by at least 215,000 tons. 
The consequences of this will be very serious for us. We shall have to reduce 
our stocks far belovv the safety level, a.nd run the risk of interference with 
internal distribution of flour and bread if there is any irregularit3i in the 
arrival of imports. We shall have to increase our extraction rate from 80% to 
85% and return to the darker bread which we accepted as a wartime necessity 
but hoped we had discarded with the end of hostilities. We shall also have to 
reduce our fats ration from 8 ounces to 7 ounces a week, which is lower than 
at any time during the war. This last is a direct consequence of the wheat 
shortage; India fears a recurrence of famine worse than the Bengal famine of 
1943 and is unable to rely on the imports of wheat and rice which she needs. 
Consequently she will have to use for food in India ground nuts which she 
would otherwise have exported to us for fats manufacture. 

3. The decision to increase our flour extraction rate, coupled with the de-
cision taken at Washington to divert coarse grains from animal to human use, 
will substantially reduce dur supplies of meat, bacon and eggs. Our plans for 
re-establishing our livestock herds will suffer a heavy setback and a con-
siderable slaughter of pigs and poultry will be inevitable. Finally, we shall 
launch a vigorous publicity campaign to economize to the utmost . all food and 
particularly bread. 

These further sacrifices will be a severe strain on our people, who have been 
looking forward to some relaxation of the standards of austerity which they 
have cheerfully accepted throughout the war. 

4. Moreover, when we look further ahead the outlook is little better. Even 
after the next harvest, European production will be far below pre-war figures 
and the demand from Far Eastern countries will not be reduced, and export-
able world stocks will have been exhausted by our efforts to meet the crisis in 
1946. It follows, therefore, that everything possible must be done, not only 
to economize in consumption, but also to increase world production of cereals. 
We, here, shall take immediate steps to encourage increased sowings this 
sPring of crops to be harvested this summer. Burthe world must look mainly 
to the big producing countries for substantial increases in supplies. 

5. I am sending a personal telegram to Mr. Truman and Mr. Chifley  urging 
them to take all possible measures to increase the output of wheat. I know 
that both have already set on foot a number of measures with this object. I 
am asking Mr. Truman to consider, in particular, whether he can increase the 
flour extraction rate in the United States, the wheat acreage for the next 
harvest and restrict rice consumption. I should be grateful if you would con-
sider whether Canada, who has done so' much throughout these difficult years, 
could help still further by taking similar steps to increase the quantity avail-
able to meet the world's needs. 

6. An increase in the extraction rate in all exporting countries would pro-
vide a major increase in supplies. Our own rate, as I have said, will  have to 
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be raised to . 85%, and all countries in Europe will have toadopt a figure of at

least 80% and in many cases higher.

7 . An increase in acreage would reduce the anxiety for next year . Carry-

over ,stocks will be small and I can,see no possible chance of farmers, finding

themselves left next year with an unsaleable surplus .

8 : As to rice, the wheat and rice situations are, of course, inter-related . It

is certain that there will be ar grave, rice shortage this summer. We have de-

cided to continue our policy of not issuing rice for the civil population in this

country and we- are urging European countries to do the same, If you could

make some contribution, it would be of great assistance .

9: The world-will'pass through a period of great strain andhardshipbefa e

we see the next harvest . I fear that thousands may die of starvation and my

ni ore thoüsands may ' sufferseverely' from hunger . It is for these reasons that

I make ,this earnest appeal for your continued help in mitigating the disasters

which threaten the. world . Ends.

DEA/21 5
813. -

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires extérieures

Dominions Secretary to Secretary of State for External A ffairs
, . , . : . . 5, 1946TELEGRAM 28 London, February

IMPORTANT . SECRET AND PERSONAL . Following personal from Mr. Attlee to

Mr. Mackenzie King, Begins : I 'understand that, in'connection with the plan-

ned programme 'of wheat shipments from 'Canada to Britain during the first

half of' thisyear, the Canadian Wheat' Board have found it necessa ry to

stipulate that any wheat not' actua lly loaded by us by, the end of a given month

will be reallocated to other claimants .

11 gather that, .in practice, the wheat Board h as not so far imposed this

condition in respect of - cargoes for ships which actually arrive at a Canadian

loading port before the end of the month. Even with this modified interpreta-

tion, however, the stipulâ.tion is çausing us considerable difficulty and may

se riously. prejudice. some of our wheat supplies during the next two or three
h~s

critical months . ,As you know, we .have substantially reduced our stock
~

country - and are..working;on very slender margins . Failure .to receive even one

or two cargoes would have disastrous results .

- 3 . - I should ; ' therefore, be grateful foryour personal interest in ~f u~g

som:e- modification of this condition about shipments 'for the purpose
~ eci-

us greater flexibility in the operation of tonnage . You will , I am sure, app
l

ate .that ;in present conditions it is impossible to guarantee :the arrival of ships

by given ;dates ..àfter:long ballast•voyages ; 'especially in winter mon
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4. We are taking every . possible step to . see that sufficient ships are pro- "vided each month to load all the wheat that Canada can make available to
us, and I hope you will be able to help , us by agreeing that, so long as ships
are definitely advised to the Wheat Board and are known to be en route ' to
Canada for wheat, they should be assured of cargoes even though this may
mean that some wheat technically allocated as part of one month's programme
is not actually loaded and sailed from Canada until the early days of the
following month.

5 . We shall do all in our power to prevent vessels s lipping back. Ends .

814 .
PCO/D-10-1

Mémorandum du secrétaire du Cabinet au Cabinet

Memorandum from Secretary to the Cabinet to Cabinet

Ottawa, February 12, 1946
RE : CANADIAN FOOD EXPORTS ; CONTINUING ARRANGEMENTS

WITH THE UNITED KINGDOM

DRAFT

SUPPLIES OF FOOD FROM CANADA TO THE UNITED KINGDOM

JOINT ANNOUNCEMENT OF UNDERSTANDINGS REACHED IN DISCUSSION S
BETWEEN REPRESENTATIVES OF THE UNITED KINGDOM AND OF

CANADA AT THE MINISTRY OF FOOD, LONDON, JANUARY 194 6

During their visit to London Mr. J. G. Gardiner, the Canadian Minister of
Agriculture, and Mr . J . A. MacKinnon, the Canadian Minister of Trade and
Commerce, together with officials of their Departments had discussions with
Sir Ben Smith, the United Kingdom Minister of Food and_ officials of the
Ministry of Food regarding British requirements and Canadian supplies ofthe major foodstuffs . The discussions took account of the recent announce-
ment of the U.K. government policy in regard<to home agricultural production
and of the long-term prospects regarding supplies of the different foodstuffs .2

. This exchange of, views has resulted in understandings on the matters
set out below .

BACON AND HAM

which~e United Kingdom is prepared to . purchase the maximum supplies,
Canada can provide in 1946, 1947 and 1948 . Canada has agreed todo its utmost to ma.inta.in'these supplies at the highest possible level .

4. It was - agreed that the present contract for, the calendar ; year 19. 46 ,
should be extended to cover the, import of : a minimum of 350-,million lbs .•-



into the United Kingdom in 1947 and 400 million lbs. in 1948 at current 
contract prices in both years. 

5. It was agreed to have further discussions before January 1947 to con-
sider the possibility of assessing the prospective requirements of the United 
Kingdom for 1949 and of negotiating a contract for that year. 

CHEESE 

6. The present contract for the supply of 125 million lbs. of cheese to the 
U.K. each year expires on 31st March 1947. It was agreed: 

(a) that the present contract for the season ending 31st March, 1947, 
should be extended to 31st March 1948 at the same prices. The contract 
should cover 125 million lbs. 

(b) that for the season ending 31st March, 1949, the U.K. would take 
100 million lbs. of cheese from Canada at prices to be fixed at a later date. 
(Elimination suggested) 

(c) that the U.K. and Canadian representatives should review the arrange-
ments before January 1947. 
(Add "with a view to determining what could be arranged for 1948-49") 

EVAPORATED MILK 

7. It was agreed that a contract at current basic prices should be concluded 
to cover a minimum of 600,000 cases per annum for the two seasons ending 
31st March 1947 and 1948. 

ROLLER DRIED SKIM MILK POWDER 

8. It was agreed that the U.K. should purchase 3,000 tons from the 1946 
production of Roller Dried Skim Milk Powder. 

EGGS 

9. The United Kingdom desires to obtain increased quantities of Canadian 
shell eggs during the months from October to April inclusive. (Add "and 
more especially during the months from October to December inclusive"). 
Owing to difficulties in handling supplies in the United Kingdom during the 
summer months Canada was requested to cease shipments of shell eggs by 

ist May each year diverting the summer surplus to the production of frozen 
melange and/or sugar dried eggs. 

10. It was agreed that the current contract which expires on December 1st, 
1946 should be extended to cover the supply to the United Kingdom of 

1,750,000 cases of shell eggs and 5,000 tons of dried eggs in 1947 at the 
current basic prices for the shell eggs. 

11. The United Kingdom has agreed to furnish to Canada by the autumn 
of 1946 (preferably by October) an indication of the requirements of eggs 
in shell and dried or frozen form during 1948. 
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MEAT 

12. In order to maintain the wartime carcass meat ration the United King-
dom will require all the beef and mutton which Canada can spare in 1946 
and so far as can be foreseen at present, in 1947 and probably 1948. It was 
agreed to continue discussions of the extension of the current contract to 
cover supplies for 1947. 

13. The United Kingdom will be ready to purchase all the hog-casings 
which Canada can provide up to 1948.  Off ais and tongues will also be 
required and these will be the subject of further discussions. 

14. The United Kingdom requested an increase in the export in carcass 
form of meat suitable for sausage manufacture. 

APPLES 
15.It was agreed to have further discussions before the end of May, when 

crop prospects in both countries would be better known, as to the quantities of 
apples which could be imported from Canada in 1946, in the fresh, dried and 
canned forms. In the import of fresh apples priority would have to be given 
to dessert over cooking apples and imports would be needed most in the 
months of October to April. 

(Elimination of sentence "In the 	 to April" suggested). 

OTHER PRODUCTS 
16.The United Kingdom representatives gave the following information: 
(i) The United Kingdom would be prepared to contract in March for the 

purchase of tomato puree in 1946. This would enable the necessary advance 
arrangements for the planning of output in Canada to be put into effect. 

(ii) The United Kingdom hoped to import substantial quantities of rasp-
berry, strawberry and greengage fruit pulp from Canada during 1946. 

(iii) The subject of honey was under consideration with a view to the 
resumption of imports from Canada. 

(iv) The United Kingdom would probably require certain supplies of dried 
apple pomace in 1946. The position regarding liquid apple pectin was under 
review and a statement as to possible requirements would be made in May. 
In any event requirements would probably be below prewar levels. 

(v) The United Kingdom representatives undertook to consider the pos-
sibility of importing Canadian poultry. 

Ministry of Food January 1946 
NOTE: The amendments shown in brackets are as suggested by the Minister of 
Agriculture. 

A. D. P. HEENEY 
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815. DEA/215

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au secrétaire aux Dominion s

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Dominions Secretary

- TELEGRA1vI 30 Ottawa, February 15, 1946
SECRET AND PERSONAL . Following personal from the Prime Minister for the
Prime Minister, Begins: With reference to your telegram No . 28 of February
5th, I have had careful enquiries made first into the stipulation of the Cana-
dian Wheat Board that wheat not loaded by the United Kingdom at the end
of a given month would be re-allocated to other claimants and, secondly, into
the practical effect of the stipulation .

I am informed that the stipulation was imposed because it was considered
that in the face. of the first priority we had given the wheat requirements of
the United Kingdom over those of other countries, a seriously embarrassing
position would be created for both the United Kingdom and Canada if the
United Kingdom authorities did not move out their programme in a regular
manner and if, in consequence, stocks of wheat were held in Canadian ports
while many countries were pressing urgently for additional quantities of Cana-
dian wheat . Failure of the United Kingdom to lift its requirements monthly
would be taken as an indication that the United Kingdom need was not
critical . .

Moreover, in order to maximize Canadian wheat exports during the winter
months, it was necessary for us to plan for the most effective use of trans-
portation, port elevators and loading, berths . This could not be done unless
the United Kingdom programme was moved on schedule .

The Canadian Wheat Board had understood from its London representative
that the -United Kingdom wheat authorities fully appreciated the reasons for
imposing the stipulation.

As to the practical effect of the stipulation I am informed that the Cana-
dian Wheat Board has not cancelled any of the United Kingdom programme
due to delay in arrival of your ocean tonnage .

In November, although sufficient tonnage did not arrive to lift the full
United Kingdom programme, the Board did not cancel out the unshipped
balance : ' In Decembér once again sufficient tonnage did not arrive but the
Board agreed that the unshipped December programme of nearly 70,000 tons
would be carried into January . At the end . of January, although the United
Kingdom still had unshipped wheat " at Atlantic and Pacific ports, the un-
shipped January programme was not cancelled .

You will, I know, appreciate that we have done vhat we could to meet
British 'réquirements and resolve existing difficulties even at times when it has
not been possible for the British authorities to meet the shipping stipulation :

I need not assure you of our intention to continue our co-operation wherever

possible. I'müst, however, emphasize that in our common interest, Canadian
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wheat supplies for.  the United Kingdom should move out as scheduled. It is 
extremely difficult for us to hold stocks of wheat at seaboard for the United 
Kingdom when supplies are so urgently needed in other countries. Ends. 

816. 

PERSONAL 

DEA/1286-40 

Le ministre de l'Agriculture au Premier ministre 

Minister of Agriculture to Prime Minister 

Ottawa, February 20, 1946 

Dear Mr. King, 
I would judge from discussions yesterday that it is considered advisable 

not to hurry consideration of food agreements with Britain. I agree that they 
are more or  •less closely associated with the financial arrangements. 

I would judge also that vvhen and if agreements are reached it is desirable 
that the price should cover all that is involved in supplying hogs to Britain. 
H more must be paid tà get pork products moving toward Britain, the United 
Kingdom Government rather than-. ours should pay. But these conclusions pre-
suppose free movement of food without controls which are necessary because 
other markets are closed. 

The fact is that in 1940 we closed the American boundary against the ex-
port of pork products and by 1942 when we closed it against exports of beef 
cattle we had closed it against the export of nearly all food products. This left 
the Canadian farmer only one market for his surpluses—the British market. 

In my opinion, the question which must be decided before long-time agree-
ments or policies can be'reached is: are we, and if so when, going to permit 
Canadian food.  to move into the United States without Canadian restriction? 

If we are going to do that immediately then United Kingdom agreements 
and subsidies will at once be both unnecessary and useless, to accomplish 
what we introduced them for during the war. 

If we are going to do that two or three years hence, then in the meantime 
the United Kingdom market is absolutely essential to the marketing of our 
surpluses. In this case it will be helpful to have agreements to take our sur-
pluses at reasonable prices. 

If we are not going to open the American market for an iinlimited period, 
then we require all the British market we can secure for an unlimited period. 

If we do open the American market there is a question as to how long the 
Americans will leave it open. There is no indication that they would leave it 
open for anything but cattle and some doubt, with the number of Mexican 
cattle going in, as to whether they would leave it open. 
- This ,all mounts up, in my opinion, to the conclusion that we had better 
hold on to the British market for at least two years hence and the surest way 
of doing thàt is on an agreement basis: 
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The agreements presented are for the prices in the current contracts and for
comparable quantities to those marketed under agreements during the war at
about the 1942 level :

There is no doubt that the farmer believes that he should receive the
present p rice plus the subsidies or that better the subsidies should be added to
the price . His reason for that is that the subsidy is looked upon as part of the
return given to remunerate him for the loss of the American market. He main-
tains that so long as he is deprived of that market he should have the subsidy,
and that even if the American p rices go down should have it for a time
suf ficiently long to remunerate him for lesser returns than were available
earlier .

If, as Mr. St . Laurent suggests, these subsidies were added to the British
price and paid _ on Canadian consumption, that would remunerate the Cana-
dian farmer to the, same extent as any other policy .

The only reason for taking that position would be to avoid increasing the
costtof living in Canada by retaining p rice and wage control .

I think that if we were to do that we would be introducing into our trading
policy an element of protection in a form much more reprehensible than any
customs duties .

The proposal made yesterday was that we settle the question now that in all
these agreements subsidies must be incorporated in the price to Britain but
that on foods consumed in Canada the premium or subsidy would continue to
be paid from the treasury.

Applying this policy to bacon, it means that we would purchase an bacon
under the new contract at $25. a hundred . We would add another $2 .50 a
hundred to that which goes to Britain to make them pay the premium and we
would deliver the trade in Canada on a basis of $25. a hundred. We are going
to charge the British consumer $2 .50 more for our bacon plus a ll the costs
of getting it to his market than we charge our own consumer .

In my opinion, if the British Government went to their people with a story
of that kind their people would say, tell Canada to keep her bacon .

- In my opinion, we should say our bacon is worth $25 . at St . John, whether
consumed in Britain or in Canada, and then we should deal with the premium
on its merits . I think this should be done at once on bacon whatever we do on
other products .

My reason for this last statement is that pork prices are entirely out of hand
in, Ontario now. Dealers all over Ontario are paying higher prices for hogs than
our British agreements or our ceiling prices permit of. If an attempt is made to
stop them we at once raise an issue which I do not think this government can
raise successfully at this time .

If the Ontario market is a better market than the British and we cannot get
the hogs, ând we are not getting them, we cannot deliver to Britain . If we can-
not deliver to Britain and we cannot enforce the ceiling prices on pork, it is
only a short time until we cannot enforce them on, other commodities .
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I think we must meet the question shortly, if not before the session then 
in it, as to whether we are going to keep the American market closed. If we 
are going to keep it closed then we must have a reasonable substitute. The 
only substitute is the British market. 

On the long-time issue, I think we should retain the British market until 
there is much more reason for believing we will be permitted to hold a better 
place in the American market for food than we have had up to the present. 

I am enclosing a statementt prepared by Dr. Barton on the bacon position. 
I hope the argument that budgets must balance each twelve months rather 

than at the end of long epochs is not going to be the governing principle in 
finance as suggested by some other than the Finance Minister yesterday. 

Yours sincerely, 
JAMES G. GARDINER 

817. 	 CH/Vol. 2099 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire 
en Grande-Bretagne 

Secretary of State for. External Affairs to High Commissioner 
in Great Britain 

TELEGRAM 915 	 Ottawa, May 3, 1946 

SECRET. For your secret and confidential information only the following letter 
delivered to Sir Andrew Jones to-day, Begins: 

We wish to refer at this time to the conversations that have taken place 
between Sir Ben Smith, the  Honourable James A. MacKinnon and the Hon-
ourable James,  G. Gardiner on the subject of a long-term Wheat Contract 
between the United Kingdom and Canada. The latest proposal was made by 
Sir Ben Smith during a meeting at the Ministry of Food, London, England, on 
April 10th. This proposal was submitted to the Wheat Committee of the 
Cabinet here and we have been asked to say, that it was not considèred as 
a suitable basis for a contract, being too indefinite as to both price and 
quantity. 

The Wheat Committee has instructed us to submit to you for the con-
sideration of your Government a contract with the following basic provisions: 
Period-5 years, August 1, 1946 to July 31st, 1951. Price—(A) One dollar 
and fifty-five cents per bushel basis No. 1 Northern in store Fort William-
Port Arthur or Vancouver; for the crop years 1946-47, 1947-48 and 1948-
49.  (13) Not less than one dollar per bushel on the same basis for 1949-50 
and 1950-51, with the actual price to be determined a year in advance. 
Quantity-180 million bushels each crop year, including a stated percentage 
of flour, the latter figure to be negotiated. 

We would be pleased if you would cable the above to your Gove rnment 
and advise us. 
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- There would, of course ; be many details to be negotiated apart from the
basic provision and yoûr .. Government may consider it necessary to send
over experts to discuss these matters and the contract as a whole . Message
ends. Ends .

818. PCO/D-10-1

Le secrétaire d'État par intérim aux . Affaires extérieures
au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne

Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs
to ' High Commissioner in Great Britain

TELEGRAM 1142 Ottawa, June 7, 1946

Top SECRET . Contracts with the United Kingdom Ministry of Food for
cheese, bacon and eggs .

T! ,These contracts , the details of which are given below, received Cabinet,
approval on May 29th . Mr. Gardiner repo rted that by separate arrangement
the United Kingdom Government, had undertaken' to bear the increased
cost resulting from the additional subsidy .

(1) Cheese~-The Cânadian Government would -undertake to supply 125
mi llion pounds of cheese from current production during the period April

ï 4,-1947 to March 31, 1948 . The price delivered f.o.b. factory shipping
point would be : :

' First . grade-20 cents per pound
Second grade-19 Z cents per pound'
Third grade-19 cents per pound

(2) Bacon-The Canadian Government would undertake to supply not
less than, 350 million pounds, of .,Canadian bacon and ham during the
calendar year 1947. .. The price of Wiltshires Grade A, 45/80 pounds, would
be $25 per 100 pounds ; f .o .b .- Canadian seaboard . .

(3) Eggs-The Canadian Government would undertake to supply
1,750,000 cases of shell eggs and 7,500 long tons of sugar d ried whole
eggs for delivery in the calendar year 1947 .

819. DEA/8925-40

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au Premier ministr e

Memorandum f rom Under-Secretary . ôf State for External Affairs
to Prime Minister .

SECRET AND IMMEDIATE [Ottawa,] June 17, 194
6

I think the . Government is drifting into a very - difficult position in the

discussions for the negotiation of a bulk wheat contract with the United
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Kingdom, which are now taking place in Ottawa. The initiative in these 
negotiations has been taken by our Government, which originally desired 
to conclude an agreement with the United Kingdom under which the latter 
would take 180,000,000 bushels of wheat each year for the next five years, 
at fixed prices negotiated in advance. I enclose a note showing the present 
status of the negotiations. 

I feel very strongly that the conclusion of such a contract is not in the 
long-run interests either of Canada or the United Kingdom, and would be 
in direct conflict with the general policy of freer international trade to which 
the Government is committed. The officials who have been entrusted with 
the negotiations on our side share most of my misgivings, but feel they are 
under direct instructions from the Cabinet to press forward the negotiations. 
I cannot think that the Cabinet, in authorizing the negotiations, had  •  the 
full implications of this decision put before it. It has been said that a long-
term  bulk purchase contract with the United ICingdom is the only alternative 
to a drastic increase in the price of wheat, which in itself would have a wry 
serious effect on the maintenance of our present prices and wages policy. 
The situation is admittedly an extremely difficult one, but I think every 
effort should be made to find some third course which would not have the 
really disastrous consequences I foresee from either of these alternatives. 

I shall try to do a proper note on the subject for tomorrow. In the mean-
time, I thought I had better put in this immediate word, as Strachey of the 
United Kingdom Ministry of Food is arriving in Ottawa tomorrow and, 
according to his broadcast from London last night, expects to return here 
next week, after the Combined Food Board meeting in Washington, to sign 
a concluded contract. 

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Memorandum by Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

[Ottawa,] June 17, 1946 

UNITED KINGDOM-CANADA WHEAT TALKS 

The status of negotiations is as follows: 
1. DuRATIoN OF CONTRACT. Canada wants five years; United Kingdom 

four. 
2. QUANTITY. Canada wants 140,000,000 bushels per year for five years; 

United Kingdom wants two years , at 150,000,000 and two years at 
120,000,000 per year. Canada has emphasized that a uniform quantity is 
essential and that we would prefer 120,000,000 bushels for five years rather 
tuait a varying quantity. In effect, the United Kingdom has a choice of a 
uniform quantity within the range of 120,000,000 to 145,000,000 bushels 
per year. 

SECRET 
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3 . PRICE . Canada wants three years at $1 .55 per bushel and two years
at , $1.00 per ' bushelininimum, with the actual price to be negotiated a year
in advance . The United Kingdom agrees to $1 .55 for the first two years but
has offered $1.25: minimum for the third year, with the actual price to be
negotiated in advance, and $1 .00 minimum for the fourth year, with the
actual price to be negotiated in advance .

4. OTHER CONDITIONS :

(a) Canada has agreed to allow the United Kingdom the right to resell .
We feel that the quantities discussed would not enable the United Kingdom
to resell other than small quantities .
(b ) The United Kingdom has asked for a fall clause under which the con-
tract price would be lowered proportionate to any sales made by Canada to
other countries at less than the Canadian-United Kingdom contract price . We

are unwilling to accept such a clause but have agreed that, if we sell wheat
under contract at a price lower than the Canadian-United Kingdom contract
price, the United Kingdom will get the benefit . As to spot sales, however, the
Canadian position is that such sales may be made at any price without affect-
ing the United Kingdom-Canada contract. .

820. DEA/8925-40

Le sous-ministre du Commerce au ministre du Commerce

Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce to Minister of Trade and Commerce

[Ottawa,] June 19, 1946

RE: PROPOSED WHEAT CONTRACT WITH THE U.K .

As I am leaving to-day, I will not have an opportunity of discussing with
you further the policy implications of the proposed wheat contract with the
United Kingdom. Therefore, I am setting forth these notes, albeit incomplete,
of some of the policy considerations that I see in the proposed contract . I do

not want to thresh old straw and repeat all the arguments that have been
.advanced in memoranda that have been produced over the last few weeks,
particularly the Wheat Board's memorandum entitled "Observations on Pro-
posed United Kingdom Wheat Contract", dated April 26,t and another
memorandum entitled "Complications and . Problems of the United Kingdom

Contract", dated June 18,t which Dr . Wilson will put before you on .your

return. My comments, therefore, are not intended as a complete review of
the proposal, but I believe they cover some of the more important considera-
tions insofar as the development of Canada's international trade is concerned

.

1 . I seriously question that a series of bilateral contracts such as proposed
will ensure to the Canadian producer, particularly in the latter years of the
contracts, a return for his wheat substantially higher than the price at which
wheat is then being offered by other suppliers . To put it another way, the

greater the disparity between the contract prices and world prices, that is 011
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the face of it the greater the benefits to Canada, the less chance there is of 
contracts being carried through without important modification. 

2. Embarking on a series of long-term contracts, knowing that we cannot 
contract for our total exportable surplus because of variations in the size of 
the annual crop, means that the Canadian Government is adopting a two-
price basis in marketing its wheat. Under to-day's conditions of short supply 
we will undoubtedly have to discriminate in favour of certain countries and 
against others in deciding to whom contracts will be given. 

3. Presumably, fulfilment of contracts would have to take priority over 
what might be called spot sales of wheat at current market prices, so that a 
good cash customer who had purchased Canadian wheat over many years, 
or a new market that we were cultivating, would be forced into making a 
long-term contract if it wanted to assure supply. Unless the buying country 
did so the hazard would be that its supplies would be cut off in a year of 
short supply, when its need was greatest. 

4. Contract marketing of wheat obviously has an immediate and direct 
effect on the marketing of flour (in fact, the problems are so serious that they 
suggest the ultimate nationalization of the milling industry either in fact or 
by close govemment regnlation). But more important is the fact that it 
affects the whole of our commercial policy and relationships with other coun-
tries. It is, I believe, a serious blow to the proposals for the elimination of 
discrimination and the expansion of world trade in which Canada has pro-
fessed its faith and dependence. 

5. By abandoning the open market Canada is committed to governmental 
price determination. There is reason to believe that other wheat producers will 
follow Canada's example, and that price determination by government nego-
tiation  will become the rule, not the exception. By abandoning the "open 
market", or even a market Controlled between a floor and a ceiling, the gov-
ernment will be exposed to a full measure of political pulls and pressures in 
making its decisions. 

6.I recognize that a chaotic condition would result from an immediate lift-
ing of the present controls and that unless something is done to give the 
wheat farmer "stability" there will be an undeniable demand to "cash in" now 
on the present world shortage, with a consequent abandoning of the present 
stabilization policy. However, it is quite possible that the United States, in the 
interest of furthering its proposals for the expansion of world trade, would be 
willing to reduce its export price of wheat to a point that would make an 
international wheat agreement possible. 

Without attempting to discuss the full  merits of a wheat agreement, it does 
seem  to me that there are four main objectives which could thereby be 
achieved. Furthermore, there probably never was a time more suitable for the 
conclusion of such an agreement than the present condition of world short 
suPPly. These four 'objectives can be stated as follows: 

(a) A real measure of stability to the Western farmer, by giving importing 
countries, collectively, an o. pportunity noW té share in world supplies at con- 
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trolled prices for a period of years, followed by the importing countries under-
writing a floor price in the latter years of the agreement ;

(b) Complete avoidance of discrimination inherent in adopting a two-p rice
structure, and in having now to select a sma ll group of countries to whom we
are prepared to sell our wheat ;

(c) Provision of anonymous price determination in the open market within
an agreed range, and thereby the avoidance of political price determination ;

(d) The bringing of other exporters into line on prices and thereby avoid-
ing the problems inherent in any major discrepancy between our price and
theirs .

I feel sure that such a course should be earnestly explored before a decision
is taken to, sign the proposed contract.

I have not attempted in this memorandum to cover the impo rtant domestic

considerations which I be lieve should be taken into account in making the
decision to enter into the proposed agreement, because the formulation of
'-views in .these matters is primarily the concern of other Departments . It should

be observed, however, that the proposals have most important consequences
on problems of domestic price po licy as well as on the foreign lending pro-

:gramme, both of which 'are closely related to the present , plans for trade

development .
M. W. MACKENZIE

821. PC®/D-10-1

11, L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
y, , . • : ,. _

Ambassador in United States to Secretary of State for External Affairs
1946

TELEGRAM WA-2518 . Washington, , June 19 ,

IMMEDIATE. TOP -SECRET. FOR IMMEDIATE ACTION . For Robertson from

Pearson, Begins: After our telephone conversation this afte rnoon 1 informed
the

the State Department thatthe Canadian, Government was considering wit h

United Kingdom Government a wheat contract along lines which you indi-

cated to me and that there was every likelihood of an early conclusion of this
negotiation. The Acting -Secretary of State, Mr . Acheson, the Assistant SeCre-

tary, Mr. Clayton, and Mr. Hickerson all expressed alarm and disappointment

at this information. They had had no knowledge of the matter as apparently

Mr. Wilcox had not yet delivered to them Sir John Magowan's note on
the

subject and which I referred to in WA-2501 of June 18th .~ In any event, this

note was more general in terms than the information I gave them
. Clayton

urged in strong terms that we hold up our signature until they have had
of

opportunity to talk the matter over with us. ,He felt that an a.nnounceme

an agreement of this kind at this time would seriously prejudice the B ritish
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loan which now is about to reach the House of Representatives for final 
determination. I pointed out that this is a matter of more concern to the 
United Kingdom than to us and that no doubt they would take this aspect of 
the question up with Mr. Strachey. Mr. Clayton referred to the recent dosing 
of the Liverpool Cotton Exchange which had antagonised the cotton bloc 
in Congress. If the wheat bloc were also to be antagonised, the effect on the 
loan would be deplorable. 

Insofar as international trade proposals are concerned, the State Depart-
ment officials thought that our proposed Agreement with the United Kingdom 
would cut right across the middle of the whole multilateral idea. I pointed out 
that they had largely themselves to blame for this because of the uncertainties 
and delays of their own policy. There was general appreciation of this, but it 
was nevertheless felt that a wheat contract of this kind would knock the props 
from under anything we all might hope eventually to accomplish. They were 
also worried about the effect of an arrangement of this kind on their own 

• plans for food relief and feared that, notwithstanding escape clauses, it would 
be felt here that the United Kingdom were going ahead to safeguard their own 
position at any cost and that Canada was lending itself to this policy. They 
felt that an arrangement of this kind would make difficult and possibly impos-
sible, United States plans for directing wheat in the future to high deficiency 
areas. I think their fears in this regard are exaggerated, but they are certainly 
not to be dismissed as completely groundless. I pointed out that price and 
other policies in this country were largely responsible for efforts being made 
by other countries to protect their own economic positions in the present 
difficult circumstances and that, if the United States had given a stronger and 
speedier lead in international economic pblicies, such contracts as the one 
under discussion might not have been necessary. The Americans, while 
'recognizing the force of this, still remain highly disturbed at our proposed 
contract and feel that they should at least be given a chance to see if some-
thing could not be worked out which would make it unnecessary for us or the 
United Kingdom to proceed along these lines. 

I am passing on this information to the United Kingdom authorities here. 
Ends. 

822. 	 DEA/8925-40 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Memorandum by Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

Top SECRET 	 Ottawa, June 19, 1946 

LONG-TERM WHEAT CONTRACT WITH THE UNITED KINGDOM 

At the meeting of the Cabinet on June 19th, the conclusion reached by the 
Cabinet, when the Prime Minister read a message which had been received 
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from the Canadian Ambassador in Washington (WA-2159 of June 19 )1 was
as follows :

It was agreed that, in the circumstances, action upon the proposed U .K.
contract be suspended . temporarily, pending discussion in Washington be-
tween the U.K . Minister of Food and U.S. authorities of the considerations
raised in Mr. Pearson's message ; the government would be prepared to give
consideration to any alternative proposals which might be worked out in such
U.S.-U.K. discussions ; if, on the other hand, no other course satisfactory to
Canada were to be suggested, it was recognized that, before Mr. Strachey
returned to B ritain, Canada might have to conclude a contract with the United
Kingdom along the lines . proposed :

It was also agreed that Mr. Pearson should be instructed to get in touch
with Mr. Strachey at once and inform him of the government's attitude and
that the whole question would be considered again at a meeting early next
week .

(The Secretary of the Cabinet has sent a teletype t to this effect to the
Canadian Ambassador in Washington) .

N. A. R[OBERTSON ]

823. W.L.M.K./Vol . 409

Le commissaire en chef, la Commission canadienne du blé ,
au ministre du Commerce

Chief Commissioner, Canadian Wheat Board,
to Minister of Trade and Commerce

Ottawa, June 22, 194 6

Dear Mr. MacKinnon,
I feel that in consequence of the turn of developments during the past week

in regard to the proposed United Kingdom contract, you should have the
Board's résumét and their views on this subject .

On April 3rd, 1946, you wrote to Mr. Huntting asking for the views of
the Board in regard to the proposed wheat contract with the United King-

dom.t After consideration and study on the part of the Board, we prepared a
documentt containing observations which the Board felt the Government
should take into consideration in arriving at a decision in regard to the con-
tract . In that document, copies of which were forwarded on April 28th, 1946,
to the Wheat Committee of the Cabinet, and the inter-departmental Win'
mittee established to consider the contract ; we tried to weigh the pros and cons

of the proposed contract . We felt that such a contract would provide a
measure of price and market stability for the wheat farmers during th

e 'Ceci est une erreur. Le télégramme en 1 This is an error . The telegram in question

question est WA-2518 du 19 juin, le document is WA-2518 of June 19, the preceding
précédent. document.
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certain years which would be covered by such a contract. At the same time, 
we made it clear that there were important difficulties involved in a long-term 
wheat contract with the United Kingdom. We pointed out that the implement-
ing of such a contract required the continuation of a monopoly Wheat Board 
in Canada and that very grave doubts existed as to the legal and constitu-
tional basis of such a Board in peacetime. 

We pointed out that the proposed contract was not in line with the general 
desire to promote broad international trade as between Canada and other 
countries and that there would be international repercussions. We indicated 
that wheat producers in the Prairie Provinces were interested not only in the 
price they received for their wheat but in the goods and services which their 
wheat income would make available to them. We also indicated that such a 
contract would lead the Dominion Government in the direction of further 
nationalization of grain handling facilities and services. 

In spite of the many disadvantages of the proposed contract, the Board, if 
called upon to do so, was prepared to approach the matter in a realistic 
manner and felt that it was not impossible to arrive at a contract which would 
be advantageous to wheat producers for the next four or five years. The 
Board felt that if such a contract could be obtained the immediate and basic 
difficulties would have to be worked out in the general interest of the wheat 
producers of the Prairie Provinces. 

On May 2nd, 1946, the Board was advised by the Wheat Committee of 
the Cabinet that it was the intention of the Government to open negotia-
tions with the United Kingdom, looking towards a long-term wheat contract. 
I was instructed to convey a proposal to the United Kingdom Government 
on behalf of Canada in a letter to Sir Andrew Jones. 1  This letter was 
forwarded on May 3rd, 1946, after consultation with Mr. Mackenzie, 
Dr. Barton and Mr. Shaw. The United Kingdom replied on May 16th, 
1946 with a counter-proposal and suggested that experts of the two countries 
meet together for further discussion. On May 20th, 1946, I advised Sir 
Andrew Jones that it was the desire of the Canadian Govenunent that the 
United Kingdom send representatives to Canada to open negotiations on 
the basis of the Canadian proposal of May  • 3rd, 1946 and the British 
counter-proposal of May 16th, 1946. 

On Friday, June 14th, Canadian representatives met with the United 
Kingdom representatives in Ottawa and commenced the task of negotiating 
a contract. The Canadian representatives consisted of members of the Board 
and officials of the Department of Trade and Commerce, the Department 
of Agriculture and the Department of Finance. 

In the negotiations with the British representatives, we, and I believe 
Departmental representatives, were firm in respect to three important ele- 

1  See Document 817. Volt' le document 817. ' 
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ments , in the ' proposed contract. We - proposed that the 'contract should ,
include the following . basic considerations :

(1) That the quantities of wheat involved in the contract should be the `
same in each year covered by the contract ;

(2) That the quantities involved in . each year should be . moderate and'
not such as to prevent our continuing (a) to sell Canadian wheat in other
traditional markets, and (b) to maintain our floûr exports ;

(3) That the $1.55 price should be effective for the fïrst, second and.
third years of the contract.

In regard . to - (1) the Board felt that it would not be wise to commit
larger quantities of wheat to the United Kingdom in 1946-47 and 1947-48
than in succeeding contract years . We felt that it would not be wise for,
Canada to withdraw from other traditional markets for the next two crop
years and then have to re-establish a position once again in these outside
markets . We .thought that this point was important, especially in view of the
general outlook for 1946 wheat production and our present extremely loi
stock position.

In regard to (2) we felt that the annual quantity of wheat involved in
the United Kingdom contract should be in terms of a quantity which would
permit us to continue to supply other traditional markets and to maintain
our position in these markets for the duration of the United Kingdom
contract. We - also felt that . if the United Kingdom contract were signed,
Canada should be in a position to negotiate similar contracts with other
countries .

In regard to (3) the Board was of the opinion that advantages under the
contract would probably pass from the United Kingdom to Canada in the
third year. We know that wheat producers have received much less than
the world price for wheat during the present crop year . We be lieve that

the $1.55 price will be less than the world price in 1946-47 and probably
for part or even all of 1947-48 . We felt that adequate stability and some

recompense for income given up by producers in 1945-46 and in the first
. two years of the proposed contract demanded the continuation of the $1.55

p rice in the third year of the contract.

These three points were being pressed by the Canadian representatives
in the negotiations with the B ri tish delegation, and to protect these elements
in the contract we offered to reduce the period of the contract from five

years to four years .
On Wednesday, June 19th, however, the proposed contract became a

matter of Cabinet discussion. I was asked to attend Cabinet discussions
on Wednesday morning and in the course of these discussions advanced
the points : which. were being stressed by the Canadian negotiators . 01,

Wednesday afternoon the Hon. J. G. . Gardiner, Minister of Agriculture ;

asked for a meeting with Mr . Shaw and myself and advised us that the
Canadian representatives were instructed to negotiate with the British
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representatives on the basis of a four year contract as follows: For the 
first two years of the contract the quantity was to be 160 million bushels 
and the contract price was to be $1.55 per bushel. For the third and fourth 
years of the contract the quantity was to be 140 million bushels in each 
year. The contract price for the third year was to be not less than $1.25 
per bushel  • with the actual price to be negotiated not later than December 
31st, 1947, and the price for the fourth and final year of the contract was 
to be not less than $1.00 per bushel with the actual price to be negotiated 
not later than December 31st, 1948. 

These were the terms that we were asked to place before the British 
representatives. The Canadian representatives had no alternative but to 
abandon negotiations on the basis of the discussions of the preceding four 
days. 

As far as the Board is concerned, we feel that these instructions do 
not constitute an adequate basis for a contract with the United Kingdom. 
As a Board, we do not agree that the quantities should be variable; we 
think the quantity of wheat included for the crop years 1946-47 and 1947-48 
is too high, especially in view of our lack of reserves at the present time, 
and we feel that the price basis for the third year of the contract is not 
satisfactory from the prodUcers' standpoint in view of the sacrifices in in-
come which producers will  have  made by the time the third year of , the 
contract is reached. 

My colleagues and I, having been asked to take part in the negotiation 
of the proposed contract, feel that it is our duty to place our views before 
you at this time. 

Yours very truly, 
GEORGE MCIVOR 

W.L.M.K./Vol. 276 

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au sous-secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in United States to Under-Secretary of State 
for External A ffairs 

SECRET 	 Washington, June 27, 1946 
Dear Mr. Robertson, 

am attaching herewith a memorandum of our discussion at luncheon 
,,t°daY with Mr. Clayton and Mr. Hickerson on the proposed Canadian-
u.K. wheat contract. 

Yours sincerely, 
L. B. PEARSON 

824. 
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[PIÉCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Mémorandum de l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Memorandum by Ambassador in United States

[Washington,] June 27, 194 6

Mr. Clayton and Mr. Hickerson lunched at the Embassy today with Mr .
Maclvor and Mr. Stone and myself .

In the course of the luncheon Mr. Maclvor gave Mr. Clayton a brief re-
view of Canadian Wheat Policy during the past 15 years and the role therein
of the Canadian Wheat Board . We then discussed the proposed Canada-U.K .
wheat contract.

Mr. Clayton put forward his views on this contract in no uncertain terms
and with strong feeling: Our discussion of the contract was long and I can
only indicate below, briefly, the views which Mr . Clayton put forward at
greater length.

I have already reported the views of the State Department in respect of the
possible adverse effect of an announcement of the signing of the contract on
the British loan. Mr. Clayton went further today . He said that he would re-
gard the conclusion of this contract as a violation of the spirit, at least, of the
U.K. loan agreement . He added that there were some people in the State De-
partment who would regard it as a violation of the letter of the loan agree-
ment and while he was not yet prepared to go so far himself, further study of
the matter was being made . In any case, he said he felt that the loan agree-
ment, in spirit, was designed to make unnecessary exactly this sort of uni-
lateral arrangement. He felt this so deeply that if the contract were to be
signed he could not, in all conscience, in his discussion with members of Con-
gress use any more the argument that the passage of the loan would dissolve
the Sterling Bloc, open British markets to all comers, and make hard cunency
available to the United Kingdom. This was, moreover, one of the strongest
and most effective_ arguments that they had put forward. While he did not
wish to over-emphasize the adverse effect of this contract on the loan (as he
said before, he would regard it as just another serious obstacle to the passage
of the loan about which he is not over-optimistic at the moment), he repeated
his views as to the contract's violation of the spirit of the loan agreement,
views which would naturally hold even if the contract were signed after the

passage of the loan by Congress .

Mr. Clayton's next and perhaps most emotional argument against the con'
tract was that it would be con trary to the whole multilateral trade idea en-
visaged and supported by all of us, including particularly the United Kingdom,
in the proposals for an international trade organization . I observed that

inin this - connectiori were not going ahead very fast and that, in the meantinl e,

the United Kingdom had a natural desire to assure its supplies of reasonably
priced wheat and we had a natural desire to assure our sales of wheat at such
a price in the :three or four difficult years ahead .
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Mr. Clayton then went into the possible international trade programme. He 
foresaw the nuclear countries completing their preliminary Work in about three 
months from their first meeting, that is to say, April or May of 1947, and 
he thought that this preliminary work would, in effect, put the stamp of 
approval on the general idea of lower tariffs, multilateral trade and open 
world markets; an idea to which any Canadian-U.K. unilateral wheat con-
tract would be definitely contrary. He foresaw the meeting of the full inter-
national trade organization as coming about late summer or early fall of 
1947, and he allowed some months for the ratification of the various agree-
ments arising out of this conference. In view of past experience, I am 
inclined to accept any United States estimate of timing in these matters with 
a grain of salt and I implied as much to Mr. Clayton. He stood his ground 
however. 

I asked Mr. Clayton what his feeling would be if the wheat contract, in its 
terms, took into account (as in fact I believe it did, although I was not sure 
of the text) the possibility of the organization of wider international trading 
arrangements during its life. He was not impressed with the idea and did not 
see how any contract of this kind could be "fitted in" nor how it could carry 
any cancellation clause which would become operative on a date which would 
be as difficult to determine as this date would be. 

Mr. Clayton also holds strong views as a trader and as an economist 
on the proposed wheat contract. As a trader he could see nothing in it but 
a large scale and long-term guess on the markets by two governments. As 
an economist, he regarded it as a weak instrument for stabilizing prices 
and he thought that what it hopes to achieve in this respect could be much 
more adequately and easily *achieved by other methods. He was a little 
indefinite as to what these other methods might be in Canada and ahnost 
equally indefinite as to what they could be in his own country in respect 
of which he could only say that the United States is trying to maintain 
control. He referred, several times, to the effect on the contract of a wide-
range inflation and the world price of wheat going up to, say, four or five 
dollars. We pointed out to him that the United States price of wheat was 
already fifty cents above the Canadian price and that the Argentinian' wheat 
was being bought at $3.15 now and that our farmers seem to be prepared 
to accept a lower present return which is accompanied by a guarantee of 
a future minimum. He argued that this present attitude of the farmers 
would not stand up against really high world prices and that, while the 
Western farmer might not worry much about a wide discrepancy between 
his price and an Argentine price, he doubted that he would stand for a 
verY much higher differential than already exists between the Canadian 
and thé United States prices. s 

Mr. élaytori had no alternatives to offer. He made it quite clear, for 
instance, that he considered any world wheat agreement as impracticable 
and unenforceable .. Hé said that the State Department has always held this 
view but that they were pushed into the advocacy of a world wheat agree- 
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ment , some time ago by Agriculture . When ' we told him that Agriculture
now had apparently abandoned this advocacy, he seemed re lieved .

Mr. Clayton emphasized' .two or three times that he was not considering
the proposed Canadian-U.K. contract from any selfish point of view but
that he was looking at it in the light particularly of the general world
picture and its effect on the possibility of our achieving in international
trade those objectives of an expanding and free economy towards which
we are all working so hard .

825. PCO/C-20-2

Extrait d'un mémorandum du sécrétaire adjoint du Cabine t
au sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux A ffaires extérieures'

Extract f rom Memorandum f rom Assistant Secretary to the Cabinet

to Acting Under-Secretary 'of State for External A ff airsl

[Ottawa,] July 18, 1946

Of the items dealt with at meetings of the Cabinet held on July 16th and

July 17th, the following are those of particular concern to External Affairs :

4 . Long-term wheat contract with the United Kingdom

It was reported that it had been ascertained that the United Kingdom
had as yet made no reply to the representations addressed to them by the

U.S. government . ;
'The Prime Minister submitted and read draft preamble and a redraft

of Clause (7) of the Heads of
I
Agreement of the proposed contract designed

to meet U.S. objections to the 'effect of the contract upon future multilateral

trade discussions .

Mr. MacKinnon referred to - the desirability of early decision upon the

p rice to be paid for Ontario . wheat.

After considerable discussion, the Cabinet agreed :

(a) that the agreement with the U .K. government . be not concluded until
word had been received of the reply made by the United Kingdom to
U.S. representations :

(b )~ that, before any -agreement were signed, it should be amended to
include a preamble and an amended Clause (7) along the lines suggested
by the Prime- Minister; and ,

(c) that in respect of Ontario wheat, 'payment of $1 .40 a bushel be

authorized, to be made up, subject to the approval of the Wartime Prices and
Trade Board, of -an increased ceiling price of $1 .35 and a participation

payment of 5¢.
J. R. BALDWIN

3 H. H. Wrong
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PCO/D-10-1' 

Le secrétaire adjoint du Cabinet au ministre de la Justice 

Assistant Secretary to the Cabinet to Minister of Justice 

Ottawa, July 18, 1946 

Dear Mr. St. Laurent, 
I understand that Mr. Wrong has sent to you a reportt on his conversa-

tion with the U.K. High Commissioner this morning regarding the U.K. 
reply to the U.S. representations. 

In addition, the Minister of Trade and Commerce and the Minister of 
Agriculture at the end of Council ,discussed briefly the situation respecting 
flour exports under the proposed contract. The U.K. has suggested that the 
flour to be supplied should be 500,000 tons the first year plus an extra 
140,000 tons if available, 400,000 tons the second year plus an extra 140,000 
if available, with amounts for the third and fourth years to be negotiated 
subsequently, but in no case to be less than 300,000 tons for the third year . 

and 250,000 tons for the fourth year. 
Trade and Commerce officials are very strongly opposed to this arrange-

ment of a large initial quantity diminishing each year and claim that we 
should have a set figure of a minimum of 416,000 tons for each of the four 
years. Their arguments, I understand, are based on the fact that the overly 
large quantity at the beginning would force us to deprive our regular custo-
mers of flour exports and in later stages we might not be able to recover these 
markets; also, it appeared that the U.K. was trying to establish a situation' 
whereby it would gradually reduce its imports of Canadian flour, replacing 
them from domestic or other  sources  to the long-term detrirnent of our 
trade. 

Mr. Gardiner, as a compromise, suggested that the minimum in the fourth 
year might be increased to 300,000 tons, but Mr. MacKinnon did not appear 
satisfied with this suggestion. 

Mr. Gardiner also reported that he had received a direct communication 
from the U.K. Minister of Food, Mr. Strachey, asking if Canada could in-
crease its commitments for the present year's exports somewhat in order to 
allow the U.K. to postpone introduction of bread rationing. Mr. Gardiner 
apparently has given a discouraging reply in this connection. (I would point 
out that this was a direct request which did not come through the normal 
diplomatic channels of External Affairs.) 

The foregoing is for your information in connection with the discussion of 
this matter which will take place at Cabinet tomorrow. 

Yours sincerely, 
J. R. BALDWIN 

826. 
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827. PCO/D-10-1

Le haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagne au sous-secrétaire - d'Éta t

par intérim aux A ffaires extérieures

.High Commissioner of Great Britain to Acting Under-Secretary of State
for External A ffairs

Dear Mr. Wrong, -
-PROPOSED WHEAT CONTRACT

Ottawa, July 22, 194 6

I am obliged to you for your letter of the 19th July-[ informing me of the
âttitude of the Canadian Government on the question of the minimum quan-
tities of flour to be accepted by the United Kingdom under the terms of the

proposed contract.. I immediately communicated the contents of your letter to the United
Kingdom Government ' and I now happy to inform you that, while they feel

that a commitment ' to accept a minimum quantity of 300,000 tons of flour

in 1949-50 may be embarrassing, they are prepared in the circumstances to
agree to this quantity. They accordingly ' accept the revised proposals put
forward in your letter, and agree to the insertion of the fo llowing figures in

the contract :
A. 1946/47-500,000 tons as a minimum, with an additional quantity not

exceeding 140,000 tons to be determined by negotiations in the light of the

out-turn of the crop .

B . 1947/48-400,000 tons as a minimum, with an additional quantitY
not exceeding 140,000 tons to be determined by negotiations in the light of
the out-turn of the crop .

C. 1948/49-300,000 tons -as a minimum, the actual tonnage to be

negotiated by the 1st July, 1947 .

D. 1949/50-300,000 tons as . a minimum, the actual tonnage to be nega

tiated by the 1st of July, 1948 .
Yours sincerely ,

A. CLUTTERBUCK

PC
O

/
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Extrait d'un mémorandum du secrétaire adjoint du Cabine t

au sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux A ffaires extérieures'
Extract f rom Memorandum f rom Assistant Secretary to the Cabinet

to Acting Under-Secretary of 'State j or External A ffairsl

[OttawaJ July 24, 1946

The following items of particular interest to you were discussed at
yesterday's meeting of the .-Cabinet : ,

r•«•~_- '~' ^' ~.. ._ . _ . .., . , .1 H . x. wro
im
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1. Long-term wheat contract with the U.K. 

The Acting Prime Minister submitted and explained final revisions in 
the proposed wheat contract with the United Kingdom. 

The Assistant Secretary reported that revisions in the proposed announce-
ment of the contract had been made as indicated by Cabinet the previous 
day and that it was probable that the time set for announcement in Ottawa 
would be Thursday morning, July 28th. 

The Cabinet noted with approval the reports submitted and approved 
signature of the wheat contract with the United Kingdom' agreeing that an 
Order in Council be passed accordingly. 

J. R. B[ALDwiN] 

CH/Vol'. 2099 

Le chef, la mission alimentaire de Grande-Bretagne, au ministre du Commerce 

Head, Food Mission of Great Britain, to Minister of Trade and Commerce 

[Ottawa,] August 28, 1946 

Dear Minister; 
I have been asked by Mr. Strachey to communicate to you the following 

message: 
"I would like to take this opportunity to thank you for your co-operation 

in the negotiation of the recent Wheat Agreement between our two centers. 
I am convinced that it will prove of lasting benefit to us both. 

"1 have been reviewing our total requirements for the 1946/47 crop year. 
For the United ICingdom itself, and for the other areas for which we are 
responsible (excluding the needs of the British Zone of Germany and India) 
I estimate that if Canada could provide us with 200,000,000 bushels between 
1st August 1946 and 31st July 1947, we should just cover the needs of the 
United Kingdom and Colonies. 

"The Contract itself requires Canada to supply the United Kingdom 
during the current crop year with 160,000,000 bushels. During the negotia-
tions we recognised that this was a minimum figure and we actua lly pressed 
for the inclusion of 200,000,000 bushels in the Contract. We appreciated 
your difficulty in agreeing to this. Nevertheless, both sides agreed that if 
Canada enjoyed a good harvest this year, more than 160,000,000 bushels 
would be supplied. Fortunately our hopes of a good harvest lookiIike 
being fulfilled. Would it be possible for you, in the circumstances, to 
guarantee to supply us with an additional 40,000,000 bushels, making a 
total for this year of 200,000,000 bushels? 
1410V30o.ir Canada, Recueil des traités, 1946, 	1 See Canada, Treaty Series, 1946, No. 30. 

1445 
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"I appreciate that such an undertaking might limit your ability to increase
your carry-forward during 1946/47, a plan which I realise you regard as
desirable, so that should your 1947 crop prove disappointing you would
.have sufficient supplies : in-reserve to met the 1947/48 Contract requirement
,of 160,000,000 bushels.

"We all hope that your 1947 harvest will be at least as good as your
1946 harvest seems likely to be. But, to meet the possibility of its being dis-
.appointing, I would be prepared to agree to the extra 40,000,000 bushels
,to be supplied during 1946-47 (provided you are able to agree to it) being
treated as an advance of your 1947/48 , commitment of 160;000,000 bushels
to the extent to which your 1947 harvest fell short of 320,000,000 bushels .

"Thus, if :your ,. crop were only 300,000,000 bushels, your 1946/47 com-

mitment would be ' 140,000,000 bushels; if your crop . were 280,000,000
bushels or less your commitment would be 120,000,000 bushels . I mentioned

,this - suggestion tentatively to Mr . Gardiner last week and he thought it
•might ' be given sympathetic consideration. I explained to him our special
•difâcultiés during this current yéar --.'and he 'feels that if Canada can assist
,us your people would be -very ready, to ,make a further special effort on the
lines sùggested .

."I shall be vérÿ - glad to`learn your reaction as soon as possible so that
we can plan our 1946/47 program . The 200,000,000 bushels would enable
us. to . . de-ration bread in a, few weeks' time and we are naturally most
`ànxious to give this re lief to our hard-pressed British people . It would be

a wonderful thing if we could te ll them that Canada had enabled us to do
Jthat .`

Yours sincerely ,
[SIR ANDREW JONES]

t

~-• ~

`830.
DEA/8925-A-40

- Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires exterieures
~Memorandum by Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

Ottawa,] October 1, 1946'Top SECRET [

FOOD CONTRACTS, WITH THE, UNITED KINGDOM--BEE F

At a meeting of the Cabinet on September 25th, approval was given tothat
the proposed beef contract with the United Kingdom and it was agree d
an Order in Council should be passed accordingly ; it being understood tha

t

no pub lic announcement would be made in this connection pending deCision
on the continuance of meat rationing . ., .
c , , H. W [RONG]
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831. 	 DEA/4171-40 

Le ministre du Commerce au chef, la mission alimentaire 
de Grande-Bretagne 

Minister of Trade and Commerce to Head, Food Mission of Great Britain 

[Ottawa,]  October 7, 1946 

Dear Sir Andrew [Jones], 
Your letter of August 28, 1946, containing a message from the Right 

Honourable Mr. Strachey has received my careful attention and has been 
considered by departmental officials and the Canadian Wheat Board. We 
have taken the necessary  tune  to examine the proposais  submitted by Mr. 
Strachey in the light of our whole wheat position and more especially from 
the standpoint of supplies of wheat which we will  have available for export to 
the United Kingdom and other countries during the 1946-47 crop year. 

I would like to express my persond appreciation of the frankness of the 
United Kingdom in making available to us all the pertinent facts in regard 
to the British wheat position at the present time. Having this information at 
our disposal, we can fully appreciate the seriousness of the United Kingdom 
position in respect to supplies of wheat for the present crop year and the 
many consequences of this position for the people of the United Kingdom. 
Knowing your position as we do, it is the desire of the Canadian Government 
to assist the United Kingdom in respect to wheat supplies to the greatest 
possible extent. 

In examining the proposals contained in your letter of August 28, we have 
found ourselves subject to a distinct limitation in the volume of Canadian 
wheat which will be available for export  Win .  1946-47. As you know, our 
vvheat crop suffered considerable damage during the growing season through 
drought, sawfly and frost. More recently, frequent rains have unduly delayed 
the harvesting operations in central and northe rn  Alberta and northwestern  
Saskatchewan, and have caused substantial damage to crops which matured 
in good fashion. While the Dominion Bureau of Statistics officially estimates 
the wheat crop of Western Canada at 420,000,000 bushels, we are not at all 
certain that the final autturn will reach this figure, and we now know that we 
will have a very considerable volume of low grade wheat which will not be 
suitable for milling purposes. 

Along with this less optimistic opinion of 1946 wheat production in Can-
ada, I must draw attention to the low level of reserve stocks of wheat in 
Canada at the beginning of the present crop year. In an • effort to meet the 
urgent demands made upon us in the first half of 1946, wheat producers in 
the Prairie Provinces delivered a substantial amount of wheat which other-
wise would have been retained on farms. It will be quite natural, therefore, 
for wheat producers to endeavour to build up their farm reserves to some 
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extent out of 1946 production . You are also aware that stocks of Canadian
wheat in export positions were at a minimum level by the time our new crop
came along. As a matter of fact, we have not yet succeeded in rebuilding our
Eastern and Pacific Coast wheat stocks to proper working levels .

_ Taking all these factors into consideration, we are not prepared at the
moment to estimate our exportable surplus for 1946-47 at more than
250,000,000 bushels, including flour . We expect that our mi lls will use
65,000,000 bushels of wheat in the production of export flour . This means

that our . surplus wheat for export as wheat amounts to 185,000,000 bushels .

Our , contract with the United 'Kingdom involves the shipment of about
142,000,000 bushels of wheat (not including flour), or 143,000,000 bushels

of' wheat including the carryover on" non-contract wheat . You will see, there-

fore, 'that outside of the United Kingdom contract Canada has about
42,000,000 bushels of wheat available for all other markets . During Sep-
tember and October we have programmed through the International Emer-
gency Food Council a total of 13,500,000 bushels of -wheat to other count ries,

including nearly 4,000,000 bushels to India, South Africa and Eire . As at

November lst, 1946, we will have 28,500,000 bushels of wheat for disposal

over , and, above the United Kingdom contract. You will appreciate, therefore,

that for the balance of the crop year Canada has . ve ry little wheat with which

to meet the obligations which will devolve upon her as a result of participation

in the International Emergency . Food Council. This is a serious position and

one which should be carefully considered by both the United Kingdom and

Canada in respect to international obligations which must be discharged
during this c ritical pe riod.

Beyond the limitations placed upon us as a result of our supply position,

we. are facing a critical . position in respect of internal transpo rtation. This
position cannot be relieved before the opening of navigation in later April

or early May, 1947 . At the moment a shortage of transpo rtation is prevent-

ing us from moving expected quantities of wheat from Georgian Bay ports

to the St . Lawrence. We have not sufficient lake boats available for the move-

ment of grain from Fort Wil liam and Port Arthur to Eastern lake ports . We

have not sufficient rail
.
transportation to move expected quantities of wheat

from country points in Western Canada to Fort Wil liam and Port Arthur and

to Pacific Coast ports . As a result of this situation, we have failed to meet
our Septèmber export programme by some 9,000,000 bushels, and it will be
impossible for us to provide sufficient wheat at seaboard to meet our October

export programme, as well as the September carryover .

We regard this situation as being very se rious from our standpoint and

from the standpoint of the United Kingdom and other countries receiving
Canadian wheat du ring the fall months. For the first time since the out-
break of war in 1939 Canada is in the position of not having adeq

supplies of wheat in - export * position to meet export commitments . At the

close of navigation we will do well to have one-half of a normal Eastern
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stock position and this will mean that exports of wheat via Atlantic ports 
during the December-April period will be at a minimum level of perhaps 
5,000,000 bushels per month. I am compelled tc; emphasize that from now 
until May, 1947, transportation is the limiting factor upon the volume of 
Canadian wheat available for export. Even if we had more wheat available 
frOm 1946 production, our export position would still remain within the 
limits of available transportation. From the standpoint of the United King-
dom, this means that until the opening of inland navigation next spring, 
you will receive all the Canadian wheat which our transportation facilities 
can make available to you, and the position until May, 1947, would not 
be affected one way or another by any enlargement in our commitment 
to the United Kingdom. . 

In regard to the specific proposals outlined in your letter of August 28, 
I feel that these proposals should be discussed at a later stage in the present 
crop year, assuming that we will provide the United Kingdom with as much 
wheat as transportation will permit during the next eight months. Later 
in the crop year we will have a much better idea of the volume of wheat 
which producers will market during the crop year. We will have a better 
idea of our whole export position. If it turns out that we can enlarge our 
export programme for the crop year 1946-47 and thereby substantially 
increase our wheat exports in May, June and July, we will be only too 
glad to examine our commitment to the United Kingdom in terms of these 
new factors. I must impress upon you, however, that any enlargement of 
the Canadian programme for the United Kingdom could only be effective 
in the final three months of the crop year, and perhaps in August of 1947. 

I have tried to outline our position to you in an objective manner and 
no doubt the facts as outlined in this letter will be disappointing to those 
charged with the enormous task of providing bread supplies for the people 
of the United Kingdom and for areas for which the United Kingdom is 
responsible. I want to assure you, however, on behalf of my Department 
and on behalf of the Canadian Government, that the United Kingdom still 
enjoys a first priority on Canadian supplies of  export wheat and it Will be 
the policy of Canada to enlarge the United Kingdom programme for 1946-47 
if and when our supply position makes such an enlargement possible of 
fulfillment. It is our hope that later in the crop year we shall see our wheat 
Position in Canada in more optimistic terms and that it will be possible 
for us to meet in part at least the proposals set forth in your letter of 
August 28. . 

rwould appreciate  your  communicating this letter to the Right Honourable 
Mr. Strachey. 

Yours sincerely, 
JAS. A. MACKINNON 
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DEA/ 1286-40

Le haut commissaire adjoint de .Grande-Bretagne au sous-secrétaire d'État .
aux Affaires extérieures

Deputy High Commissioner of Great Britain to Under-Secretary of State
for External Affairs

SECRET AND PERSONAL Ottawa, October 8 , 1946

Dear Mr. Pearson,

I think that you . should know that the High . Commissioner , has received
a telegram from London asking him to communicate apersonal message
from Mr. Strachey to Mr. Gardiner on the subject of bacon supplies .

In Mr. Gardiner's absence, I have communicated the message to Dr .
Barton and I now ençlose à copÿ herewith ' for ÿour` 'information .

I`also enclose `a tablet containingan estimate of United Kingdom supplies ;

utilisation, and stocks' of bacon during the' period January , 1946 to June,
1947.

Yours , sincerely ,
J . ~ J : . S . GARNE R

[PIÉCE; . JOINTE,/ENCLOSURE],

Le ministre des 'Aliments de Grande-Bretagne au ministre de l'Agriculture

Minister of Food of 'Great Britain to Minister,of. Agriculture

October [n .d .] 1946SECRET AND PERSONAL
The'~ Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs has telegraphed to the

United Kingdom High Commissioner today about a repo rt we , have had

from the British Food Mission at Ottawa that the Canadian Cabinet is likely,
on Wednesday, to take a decision about the continuation of meat rationing

in Canada . The High Commissioner will be able to give you full details
of the effect which fall in shipments, likely to follow- from such a decision,
would have upon our total supplies of bacon, upon our stocks, and upon
the United Kingdom bacon ration.

' Before the war the consumption of bacon in the United Kingdom was
about 61 ounces (boneless) per head per week.' Throughout the war we
were able to maintain a 4 ounce ration, and, even for a very sho rt period,

to go up to 6 ounces. Moreover, there were supplies of American fat

bacon available which we were able to distribute from time to time in
addition to the ' ordinary ration . These additional supplies have long . since

been discontinued. On the 27th May, 1945, within a few days of the end
of , the war with Germany, we were driven mainly by a reduction in supp lies

from America to reduce the ration to ,3 ounces per week and now we are
faced, unless you can help us, with going down to 2 ounces, before th e

end of the year .~
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This comes on top of a long series of changes for the worse, since the 
end of the war, in the food supplies of the people of the United Kingdom. 
Early this year we were compe lled to reduce the cooking fats ration to 1 
ounce only per week. The soap ration, which of course is dependent upon 
the general supply of oils and fats, has had to be cut twice, the combined 

 effect being to reduce it to less than 60 per cent of pre-war consumption. I 
have lately had to bring the cheese ration down to 2 ounces per week 
and the butter ration to 2 ounces per week. Our meagre meat ration of 1/4d 
per week has to be made up to, the extent of one-eighth by the issue of 
canned corned beef, and the proportion of the latter will undoubtedly have-
to be increased in the new year. For the first time in the history of this 
country, we Were a few weeks ago forced .to ration bread.lrhe animal feeding 
stuffs supply, owing to the world shortage of cereals, is so much diminished, 
that our pig and poultry population is serioUsly threatened, and already 
our home supply of bacon has been diminished by 1,000 tons per week, 
and the cereals situation here will undoubtedly be worsened by our deplorable 
harvest weather. 

At the present time our people are faced also with heavy seasonal dec lines' 
in the supply of milk, the present ration of which for ordinary consumers 
has been reduced to two pints per week, and of fish. 

I realise, of course, that the <Canadian people are anxious to get rid of 
war-time controls as rapidly as possible and that the recent removal of 
meat rationing in the United States makes it difficult for your Government 
to continue it in Canada. Nevertheless, I do hope that you will find it possible 
in some way to arrange for shipments of bacon to be made to the United 
Kingdom for the rest of this year and during 1947 upon something like 
the scale referred to hi the heads of the agreement come to by my predecessor 
with  you  earlier  in the year. A reduction in the bacon ration on top of 
all these other restrictions would be yet another blow to the British 
housewife. 

833. 	 DEA/8925-A-40 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires extérieures 	- 

Memorandum by Under-Secretary of State for External A ffairs 
SECRET 	 [Ottawa,]  October 8, 1946 

FOOD CONTRACTS WITH THE UNITED KINGDOM; BEEF; MEAT RATIONING 

At the meeting of the Cabinet on October 8th, it was agreed: 
(a) that meat rationing be discontinued, sometime early in 1947, à 

soon as present undertakings to UNRRA and needy areas had been fulfilled; 
announcement to this effect to be made forthwith; 
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(b) that in connection with the supply of hogs for the domestic market, 
-two or three weeks before the lifting of meat rationing the Meat Board to 
:relax its hog requisitioning programme to permit not less than 50,000 hogs 
per week on the domestic market; hog slaughtering quotas to be dropped 
witli the lifting" of meat rationing; licencing of all slaughterers and the 
stamping of carcasses to be continued, however, as an essential part of price 
control but licenses to be issued freely  on application; the price of hogs 
on the Toronto and Montreal markets to be accepted as the test of adequate 
supply of hogs on the domestic market. If the average price on these 
markets were to tise 500 above the equivalent of the domestic ceiling, it 
would be considered that requisitioning had reached the danger zone; if 
and When theseaverage prices rose $1.00 over the domestic ceiling equivalent, 
requisitioning to be relaxe,d promptly and progressively until prices dropped 
to the domestic ceiling equivalent; 

(c) that the beef contract with the United Kingdom be ann.ounced forth-
with and simultaneously with the announcement in connection with meat 
rationing. 

DEA/ 8925 -A-40  

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Memorandum by Under-Secretary of State for External A flairs 

[Ottawa,] October 9, 1946 

FOOD CONTRACTS WITH UNITED KINGDOM (BEEF); 
MEAT RATIONING; ANNOUNCEMENTS 

At the meeting of the Cabinet on October 9th, it was observed that an-
nouncement of the beef contract had already been made and the question was 
raised of the timing of a public statement of the government's intention with 
respect to meat rationing. 

The Cabinet agreed: 
(1) that the decisions taken at the meeting of October 8th regarding the 

programme for the lifting of meat rationing be confirmed; and, 
(2) that announcement of the government's intentions in this respect be 

deferred to such occasion as the Minister of Finance deemed appropriate, it 
being understood, however, that Ministers would be free to indicate that the 

, ;conclusion of the new. U.K. beef contract would not affect the government's 

course of action. 

834. 

SECRET 
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CH/Vol . 2099

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary of Statefor External Affairs
TELEGx ,Am

2035 London, October 10, 1946
SECRET 1 . Lord Addison and Mr. John Strachey asked me to see them thismorning about the United Kingdom's . desire for an assurance that they can
count on a further 40 million bushels of wheat from Canada during the cur-
rent crop year, over and above the 160 mi llion bushels promised under theWheat Purchase Agreement

. I had not seen the text of the original United
Kingdom request,1 which took the form of a message from Mr. Strachey toMr. MacKinnon transmitted through Earnscliffe ; nor of our reply2 to this
request, which had reached them by the same route.

2. As you will see from the text of the United Kingdom memorandum,
which is contained in my immediately following telegram No. 2036, t they
are very anxious to get an assurance now that an additional 40 mi llionbushels wi ll be available for their requirements before the end of the current
crop year, and to this end are- prepared, if price is a controlling considera-tion, to pay the world price for wheat for this supplementary quantity.Strachey hop ed that even if we could not make an additional forward com-
mitment with the United Kingdom now, we would at least re frain from en-teri

ng into any commitments with other buyers, which would in fact pre-
clude us from fu rnishing the United Kingdom with the • additional 40 mi llion
bushels if our general supply position in the spring made such action seem
feasible .

3 . I had been briefed by Biddulph3 on the Wheat Board's views about
probable claims against this year's wheat supplies, and explained that Ithought it would be very difficult for our Government to agree to an ex portallocation in excess of 160 million to the United Kingdom from the total of250 million bushels likely available for expo rt from Canada to all destina-tions du ring the current crop year. - I promised, however, to transmit their
representations and to explain that the Government here attaches great im-
Portance to them. They are anxious to remove the bread ration, but fear to
do so unless their su l position for the balance of the crop year is assured .They dare not take t off and put it on a
pletely dependent on week to w'eek American ~allocations durin

g wish
the summermonths of 1947 . At the same time they are ve ry concerned about the dis-

'VoirVoir le document 829 . 'See Document 829 .ment 831 .
' Le co nuni ssazre en Europe, la Commission ' European Commissioner, Canadian Wheatcanadienne -du W.

Board. 4
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bharge- ~of l responsibilities they have taken for the provisioning areas within

their control-in particular the British Zone in Germany, Malaya and Ceylon .

They are going to press Washington for an allocation, for their Zone in Ger-
many comparable with that tentatively made for the American Zone, but are
not budgeting for its needs in .their request for 200, million bushels from

Canada.

836.
< , W.L.M.K./Vol. 27 4

Mémorandum du secrétaire du Cabinet au Premier ministre

Memorandum f rom Secretary to the Cabinet to Prime Minister

CONFIDENTIAL O ttawa, November 12, 194 6

RE : BUTTER RATIONING ; IMPORTS OF BUTTER

You will remember that on October 30th; : in deciding - that the butter

ration should not be further , reduced, the Cabinet agreed that the Depart-
Went of Agriculture should approach , the U.K. government with a view
to obtaining up . to . 15 million pounds of , butter from New Zealand and

Australia, after the, turn of the year .
In reply to . a routine "follow-up" of . this decisio.n which goes out

automatically from this office, .the Deputy Minister . of Agriculture has

reported as follows :
"The Chairman of the Dairy Products Board, Mr. J. F. Singleton of this

Department, has aproached the British, Food Mission in Ottawa with a view

to obtaining 15 ;000,000 lbs . of butter from New Zealand and Australia for

disposition in Canada under the direction of the Wartime Prices and Trade

Board .
After reference to the British Food Ministry . the 1Vlinistry say that as

they have purchased the entire exportable surplus of butter from Australia
And New Zealand, less specific quantities agreed for other markets, the two

Doininions are not free to se ll butter to Canada and would have to refer

to the Ministry for approval of any such action.

In the light of this, the Ministry wish ûs to inform you that your proposal
would prove very embarrassing. The over-all United Kingdom fats position

is far , from satisfactory, and recently the butter ration had to be reducedto two ounces; although it is being increased to' three ounces again next

i6onth, supplies for 1947- are not assured. Further, with the record droughts
in Queensland and New South Wales, shipments of butter to the U.K . may

be reduced by 15,000 tons .
In the above circûmstances, therefore, the Ministry hope that you Will not

press your proposal further. "
In sending forth this report Dr. Barton says that no further action is

c;ontemplated by- his,. Department until there is an, ,opportunity of consulting

Mr. Gardiner who he says expects' to return toward the end of this week
;
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Dr. Barton anticipates seeing him in Toronto prior to Mr. Gardiner's 
return to Ottawa. 

A. D. P. H[EENEY] 

P.S. I have just heard that the Wartime Prices and Trade Board are very 
much concerned at the effect of this development upon the butter ration. 
With Mr. Ilsley's authority, therefore, the item of butter rationing is being 
put on the agenda for this aftemoon's  meeting. As the Acting Minister of 
Agriculture (Mr. Bertrand) is out of town, I have asked the Department 
of Agriculture to let me have a note for you of the Departmental view of the 
question. 

837. 	 PCO/C-20-2 

Le secrétaire du Cabinet au ministre de l'Agriculture 

Secretary to the Cabinet to Minister of Agriculture 

CONFIDENTIAL 	 Ottawa, November 13, 1946 

Dear Mr. Gardiner, 
At yesterday's meeting of the Cabinet, the Minister of Finance, at the 

instance of the Wartime Prices and Trade Board, raised the question of  •  the 
attitude to be taken as a result of the negative reply received from the U.K. 
Food Mission regarding imports of sufficient butter from Australasia to 
maintain the existing ration. 

In your absence and that of the Acting Minister of Agriculture, I had 
requested the Chairman of the Dairy Products Board to prepare a 
memorandumf on the question for the Prime Minister. This was submitted 
to the Cabinet. It reported the reply received from the U.K. Food Ministry 
to the effect that they hoped that the proposals for imports to Canada would 
not be pressed further. It also set out the statistical supply position and 
calculated that it should be possible to maintain a 5 ounce ration without 
imports unless an unanticipated decline in production occurred. 

After considerable discussion, the Cabinet confirmed the decision taken 
on October 30th and agreed that, with a view to the early conclusion of 
arrangements to obtain the necessary quantities of butter to maintain the 
present ration, the Dairy Products Board be instructed to urge upon the 
U.K. Ministry of Food the importance of supp.  lementing Canadian domestic 
supply by imports from New Zealand and Australia. 

. After this decision was taken, the Prime Minister saw Mr. Singleton and 
instructed him personally that the Cabinet wished him to take the matter 
uP vigorously and at once with the U.K. Food Mission. 

I am sending copies of this letter to Dr. Barton and to Mr. Singleton for 
their guidance. 

Yours sincerely, 
A. D. P. HEENEY 
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838. PCO/D-10-3

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'Éta t

aux A ffaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary of State

for External Affairs

TELEGRAm 2229 London, November 19, 1946

CONFIDENTIAL. 1 . I attended a meeting in Lord Addison's office this after-
noon, at which Minister of Food and the High Commissioners for Australia
and New Zealand were present . Addison said that the Canadian Govern-
ment's request for 12 million pounds of butter had been considered by
United Kingdom Cabinet that morning . United Kingdom Government, hav-
ing in mind the support and assistance that they had received from Canada

in so many matters of supply, were for their part prepared to agree to the
diversion of this quantity of butter, provided ,that they . could be assured by

Australia and New Zealand that the diversion of butter from United King-
dom to Canada would not affect the future rate of de liveries from those

countries to United Kingdom. They were mindful of the difficulties that had

developed last spring when United Kingdom Government had agreed to the
diversion of a certain quantity of New Zealand butter for the provision of the

United States Pacific Fleet. There had been a good deal of mischievous

political *criticism of this transaction in New Ze aland, and some consequential

falling off in the rate of New Zealand deliveries of butter to United Kingdom .

They thought that if our present requirements were properly put up to the

Governments of Australia and New Zealand, this kind of c riticism could be

avoided and future United Kingdom supplies kept unimpaired .

2 . I explained the operation of our butter rationing system and relation-
ship between the controlled domestic consumption of butter and the main-
tenance of our cheese éxports to United Kingdom, and said that I knew that
our Government must be very concerned about the possible effects of a
failure of the butter ration on the general price and supply structure in
Canada before making this, approach. That structure had been subjected to
new and severe strains by the abandonment of all comparable American con-
trols, and it would be very difficult to maintain it if a basic commodity like
butter fell short of the ration .

3 . It was agreed that it would, be helpful if the United Kingdom approach

to Australia and New Zealand for their concurrence in the proposed diver-

sion were supported by direct representations by our representatives in
Canberra and Wellington . I was asked to furnish a statement of the Canadian
position which could be used as the basis of an identical approach from us

and from United Kingdom . The Australian and New Zealand representatives
thought it would be helpful if such a statement made clear the rationing
trol of butter and fats in Canada, the pe riod for which these controls had

been in force and their relationship to the provision of supplies for United
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Kingdom. They thought that their Govemments would agree to meet our 
request, but would find it necessary to handle the public announcement of the 
deal very carefully. Particularly they would wish to distinguish sharply be-
tween the position of Canada and the United States as claimants for butter, 
stressing our domestic rationing and cooperation in meeting the United 
Kingdom needs. With the New Zealand elections a week away, it was 
stressed that nothing whatever should be said in the meantime about the 
possibility of diverting any New Zealand butter from United Kingdom to 
Canada. 

4. All the countries represented made heavy weather about the difficulty 
and delicacy of explaining this transaction to their respective publics, and felt 
that we should concert public announcements pretty carefully. Strachey in-
timated that it would be helpful in United Kingdom if we could say that the 
diversion of butter to Canada at this time would help us maintain, and if 
possible increase, cheese deliveries to United Kingdom. He also asked if there 
was any possibility whatever of our being able to give them some quantity of 
cooking fats as a partial offset to butter diversion. 

5. Please telegraph memorandum of Canadian position requested in para-
graph 3. 

839. 	 PCO/D-10-3 

Le haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagne au Premier ministre 

High Commissioner of Great Britain to Prime Minister 

CONFrDENTIAL 	 Ottawa, November 21, 1946 

My dear Prime Minister, 
You will remember that in the course of your talk with me on the 14th 

November you mentioned the difficulty in which the Canadian Government 
were placed over butter, and the approach which had been made to the 
U.K. Government with a view to the purchase by Canada of some of the 
butter which under our contracts with Australia and New Zealand would 
form part of the U.K.'s supplies. 

I immediately reported to London the anxiety which you had expressed 
to me, and have no  w received a telegram informing me that the matter has 
been urgently considered by the Cabinet, who found themselves in an acute 
dilemma; for, on the one hand, they are greatly concerned over the gravity 
Of our own fats position in the U.K. and the maintenance of our supplies, 
and, on the other hand, they are equally concerned that everything possible 
should be done to assist Canada to tide over this temporary period of short-
age. In this difficult situation the Cabinet decided that, little as the U.K. 
could afford any contraction in the supplies coming forward from Australia 
and New Zealand, the immediate needs of Canada should in this emergency 
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(1) The High Commissioner for Canada would telegraph to the Canadian
Government informing them of the discussion and . wôuld ask for a full state-
ment of the Canadian position .

(2) On receipt of this statement, Lord Addison, after consultation with
the three High Commissioners, would telegraph to the Australian and New
Zealand Governments explaining the position and seeking their concurrence
in the arrangements proposed ; and it was suggested that it would be helpful
if the Canadian Government were to arrange for a simultaneous approach
to Australia and New Zealand themselves .

(3) No publicity of any kind should be permitted until there had been
full agreement between the four Governments, who would consult together in
drafting any public statement .

I expect that you will already have received a report of this discussion from
your High Commissioner in London, and very much hope that the arrange-
ments proposed will be satisfactory to . you, and wi ll enable the difficulties
here to be successfully surmounted . .

Yours sincerely,
A. CLUTTERBUCK

following procedure was arranged : "

RELATIONS AU" SEIN DU COMMONWEALT H

be given priority over our, own needs, acute as they are . They therefore agreed
to take the risks involved in the making over to Canada of the: supplies
needed by her, provided that the arrangements were such as to prevent
future supplies to the U.K. from Australia and New Zealand" from being
prejudiced and on .the understanding also that Canada would be ready to
join the U.K. in seeking the concurrence of the Australian and New Zealand
Governments in the, diversion, proposed . .

The telegram fiirther, indicates that, following on the Cabinet's décision,
Lord Addison and Mr. Strachey have seen the High Commissioners for
Canada, Australia and New Zealand and have explained the position to them.
As a result of this talk, in the course of which the High Commissioners for
Australia and New Zealand emphasized . that the matter would "have to be
very carefully handled in their countries if the impression was to be avoided
that the U.K. is not in the same extreme need for butter as hitherto, the

. - ., -

CH/Vol : 2101840 .

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au sous-secrétaire aux Dominion s

High Commissioner in Great Britain ' to Dominions Under-Secretary

I am enclosing copies of a statement of the Canadian - butter position as
approved . by ' the Cabinet. We have been asked to ascertain whether thi s

Dear Sir Eric [Machtig],
CONFIDENTIAL London, November 28, 1946
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statement would be acceptable to the United Kingdom authorities as the basis 
for an identical approach by the United Kingdom and ourselves to Australia 
and New Zealand. 

Yours sincerely, 
N. A. ROBERTSON 

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

Déclaration du .gouvernement du Canada 

Statement by Government of Canada 

November 28, 1946 

The rationing of butter in Canada commence,d on December 15th, 1942, 
at a ration of eight ounces weekly. This rate was maintained during 1943 
and 1944, but was reduced to seven ounces weekly during 1945. In January 
and February 1946 the rate was six ounces per week; from March lst to 
May ,15th, four ounces weekly; and from May 16th to June 6th, five and 
one-third ounces weekly. Since June 7th the ration has been six ounces 
weekly. 

2. Evaporated milk is ra.tionecl in all areas where field milk is reasonably 
available, and coupons are supplied only for infants and oii  medical cert-
ificate. The area under ration has been extended, and the rationing procedure 
made considerably more restrictive within the past six weeks. 

3. The rationing of both butter and evaporated milk has been necessary 
on account of sharply increased exports during recent years of cheese and 
evaporated milk to the United Kingdom and parts of the Empire, such as 
the Middle East, Newfoundland and British West Indies, etc., all in con-
formity with the IEFC programme. 

4. Shortening and cooking fats are not rationed to consumers, but have 
been under allocation control at manufacturer and distributor levels since 
January 1943 at 80 percent of 1941 usage. -This level was reduced to 70 
percent during the summer and autumn of 1946, and we have experienced 
acute difficulties in meeting these rates. Lard production in Canada has been 
materially reduced, partly on account of heavy shipments to the United 
Kingdom of Wiltshire sides. Lard production in 1946 is estimated at 52 
percent of 1941, and not over 60 percent of 1935-39 average. 

5. The following figures are a careful summary of current statistical 
trends (all figures in millions of pounds) : 

- Stock in hand, January 1st 1947 	 40 
Production, Jan., Feb., March 	 27 
Total available supply 	 67 
Total required to meet current rate of ration 	72 
Minimurn working stocks, April 1st 	 10 
Total requirement 	 ,. 	82 
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This shows a deficiency of 15 million pounds . We think we can . get by -

with imports of 12 million pounds by using extreme care . You should note
that April is also a deficiency month in butter production, and it is not
until we get into May that current production begins to equal and eventually
surpass current consumption .

6. With the removal in the United States of a ll controls and rationing of
dairy products, fats and oils, it will be most difficult if not impossible to
continue controls in Canada if they are compelled to reduce ration level of
butter below six ounces. From their . experience last March and April, they
believe that a cut below six ounces this winter would almost ce rtainly b ring
about administrative collapse of the whole rationing programme. Removal
of controls in Çanada would almost certainly result in less cheese and
evaporated milk being available to United Kingdom account du ring 1947 .

7. Cooking fats in Canada are in ve ry short supply, and it would be
impossible to restrict distribution further to make any quantity available for
export.

. 8 . Taking butter into consideration, the Canadian per capita consumption
of edible fats is the lowest in histo ry ; and with a 'six ounce butter ration;

just on a par with that of the United Kingdom.

9. The Canadian authorities ask whether assurances can be given that
a maximum 12 million pounds will be available as required, and whether
an indication can be given as to the maximum time between the request
to the United Kingdom Ministry of Food and actual de livery at a Canadian
port. If availabili ty of the 12 million pounds is certain, the Canadian Gove rn-

ment can give assurance that the request wi ll not be made earlier than
necessary to have the butter in Canada when it is required to sustain the
six ounce ration, and that the amount requested will be determined on a
basis of the statistical position at the time. The actual production and dis-
appearance from November 1st, 1946, and the stocks as at the close of the
last preceding month, will then be known. .

841. PCO/C-20-2 '
Le secrétaire du Cabinet au ministre de l'Agriculture

Secretary to the Cabinet, to Minister of Agriculture

CONFIDENTIAL Ottawa, November 29, 194 6

Dear Mr. Gardiner
, You will recall that Cabinet at its meetings of November 26th and Novem-

ber 27th dealt with the following items of interest to you .

(a) Butter rationing; imports of butter .
You reported that as a result of a further approach made to the United

Kingdom Government, word had now been received that they were prepared
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to divert' to *Canada sufficient quantities of butter from Australia and New 
Zealand, provided that deliveries from these sources to Britain were not 
prejudiced, and on the understanding that Canada would join in seeking 
concurrence of the Australian and New Zealand.Govemments in the proposed 
diversion. It had been decided that the Canadian Government should provide 
a full stàtement of the Canadian position for communication to Australia and 
New Zealand. It had also been agreed that no publicity of any kind should 
be permitted until there had been full agreement between the four govern-
ments who would consult together in drafting any public statement. 

You then submitted a draft telegram to the Canadian High Commissioner 
in London setting out the detailed statement of the Canadian supply position 
requested by the United Kingdom Government. 

The Cabinet, after discussion, noted with approval your report and 
approved the draft telegram submitted for despatch to the Canadian High 
Commissioner in London. 

I have been informed that the telegram was sent on November.  27th. 
(b) Bacon contract with the United Kingdom; price adjustment 

You reported on November 26th that it was being strongly represented 
that the recent increase in wages in packing plants made it necessary to author-
ize some increase in the  returns on pork products. It had been suggested that 
the desired result might be ,achieved by payment of a subsidy on bàcon for 
export to the United Kingdom. 

Consideration was being given to an adjustment in the contract with the 
United Kingdom to bring it more into line with the United Kingdom contract 
with Denmark by providing higher immediate prices and possibly some down-
ward adjustment in the guaranteed floor two years hence. 

The Cabinet agreed that it did not appear desirable to pay a - subsidy on 
bacon for export, and deferred consideration of the question of adjustment in 
contract prices with the United Kingdom. 

At the meeting on November 27th you reported that the question of an 
adjustment in contract prices had been taken up informally with representa-
tives of the British Food Mission but that no reply had yet been received. 
The Chairman of the Wartime Prices and Trade Board had stated that he had 
no objection to the action proposed. • 
, The Minister of Finance suggested that no final commitments in this regard 
be entered into until full examination of the relationship between the proposed 
increase in prices and inCreased costs in packing plants had been made. 

The Cabinet, after discussion, agreed that negotiations with the United 
Kingdom should not proceed beyond the present informal stages pending 
further detailed examination of the question by the Cabinet. 

I am sending a copy of this letter to Dr. Barton. 

Your sincerely, 
A. D. P. HEENEY 
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842. CH/Vol. 2101 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire 
en Grande-Bretagne 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner 
in Great Britain 

TELEGRAM 2105 	 Ottawa, December 6, 1946 
IMMEDIATE. CONFIDENTIAL. Your telegram  No  2315 of Dec. 3rd,t Canadian 
Butter requirement. Following is teXt of telegram I have sent today to our 
Mission in Australia. A similar telegram has been sent to the Canadian 
High Commissioner in New Zealand. Begins: Canadian Butter Requirement. 

1. We,face a deficiency Of 15 million  pounds in our requirements of butter 
On  the basis of the following figures (all in milliôns of pounds) which are a 
careful projection of the current statistical trends; stock on hand Jan. 1st 
1947, 40. PrOduction Jan. Feb.  and  March 27. Total' available supply 67. 
Required to meet current rate of ration 72: Minimum working stocks 
April 1st 10. Total requirement 82. These figures show a deficiency of 15 
million  pounds but we.think we can get by with imports of 12 million pounds 
by using extreme care. It should be noted that April is also a deficiency 
month in butter, production and it is not until we get into May that current 
production begins to equal and eventually surpass current consumption. • 

2. With•removal in United States of .all controls of rationing and prices of 
dairy products fats and oil it will be most difficult if not impossible to continue 
controls in Canada if it becomes necessary to redu.ce the butter ration below 
the present level of 6 ounces per week.  From  our experience last March and 
April we believe that a cut below 6 ounces this winter would almost certainly 
'bring about a.dministrative collapse • of the whole rationing programme. 
Removal of controls in Canada would almost certainly result in less 
cheese . and evaporated milk being available to United Kingdom account 
during 1947. 
. 3. Rationing of butter in Canada commenced Dec. 15th 1942, at a rate 
of eight ounces weekly. This rate .  maintained during 1943 and 1944 but 
reduced to seven ounces weekly during 1945. Jan. and Feb. 1946 rate six 
ounces per week; March 1 to May 15 four ounces weekly; May 16 to 
June 6 five and one-third ounces; since June 7 ration has been six ounc,es 
weekly. 

4. Evaporated milk is rationed in all areas where fluid mi& is reasonably 
available and coupons are supplied only for infants and on medical certificate. • 	• 
The area under ration has been extended and the rationing 'procedure made 
considerably more restrictive within the past six weeks. 

5. Rationing of both butter and evaporated milk has been necessary on 
account of sharply increased exports during recent years of cheese and 
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evaporated milk to the United Kingdom parts of Empire such as Middle East
Newfoundland British _ West Indies etc ., all in conformity with IEFCprogramme .

6
. Shortening and cooking fats not rationed to consumers but under alloca-tion con trol at manufacturer and distributor levels since Jan . 1943 at 80percent, of 1941 usage

. This level was reduced to 70 percent during the
summer and autumn of 1946 and we have experienced acute diflîculties inmeeting these rates

. Lard production in Canada has been materially reducedpartly on account of heavy shipments to the United Kingdom of Wiltshiresides
. Lard production 1946 is estimated at 52 percent of 1941 and not over

60 percent , of 1935-39 average.
7. Taking butter into consideration Canadian , per capita consumption of

edible fats lowest 'in history and with six ounces butter ration jùst on arwith ;that , of United Kingdom . : p
8 . After a~ full discussion in Cabinet we -approached the United Kinauthorities tfirou gdomgh our High Comm ithe ssioner in London for their agreement todiversion of up to 12 -mill ion pounds of butter from the supp lies to theUnited Kingdom from Australia and ' New Zealand. - The ' United Kin domCabinet urgently considered our `request . Although greatly concerned overthe gravity of their own position they agreed on the necssi of 'd 'possible ; to tide us over our ~tem or period of shortage and are willinto make, over to us . the supplies we need provided the arrangements gsuch as to .prevent future supplies to the United Kingdom from Australia andNew Zealand from ' being prejudiced and . on the understanding also that wewill
join the United Kingdom in seeking the concurrence of the, Australianand New Zealand Governments in the diversion proposed.9. Would you therefore urgently approach the Australian authorities onthe basis of paragraphs 1 to 7 inclusive of this telegram and seekthat a maximum of 12 mi llion pounds will be available as required . Pleaseconvey to the Australian , Government the assurance of the Canadian Gow

ernment that requests will not be made earlier than necessa ry to havethe butter here when required to sustain the 6 'ounce ration and tha tamount requested will . be . determined on the basis of our statistical positionat the .time . V e shall know then the actual production and disa earafrom ist Nov. 1946 and our stocks as at the close PP ncemonth: of the 'last preceding

10, ,
. ,.

For, your information the United Kingdom Government intendsinform the Governments of Austra lia and New Zealand of the United K
p

. toconcurrence
in our request for the diversion to us of up to 12 million o ndsOf butter subject to the receipt of assurances from Australia and

the fact of this diversion will not in any way re ûdi eNthe oe~~d
exportablesu P J ver-a1lze~~â ~ rpluses ofbutter from these countries . The Australian and Newgh Commissioners in London who have been parties to the discus-
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sions therè will support -thé United Kingdoni message in direct tele grams to
their Governmeïlts urging the desirability of prompt decisiôn on the` Canadian
request .

11 . We are sending a similar telegram to oür :Mission in New Zealand.

843. DEA/ 1286-40

Le haùt commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'État
aux A ffaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary of ' State
for External A ffairs

TELEGxAM - 2389 London, December 14, 1946

IMMEDIATE . CONFIDENTIAL . I am informed that Minister of Food will an-
nounce in Parliament on Monday, December 16th that the bacon ration is
being reduced - from three ounces .to, two ounces a week. He will probably
issue, at same time, ,a statistical note on the supply position which wi ll make
it clear why this action has had to be taken . . I have had a private crack- at
the draft statement and hope to get its. reference to the short-fall in Cana-
dian deliveries put in more or less acceptable terms.

2. I have not yet told Ministry of Food that meat rationing will shortly
come to an end in Canada . I hope there may be an interval of two to three
weeks between the cut in bacon ration here and the .lifting of our control
in which case the press are less likely to link the two decisions, or to attempt
to establish a casual [sic] connection lietween thern :

844. 'CH/Vol . 210 0

Le haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagne au 'secrétaire aux Dominions '
High Commissioner of Great Britain to Dominions Secretary

TELEGRAM 1757 Ottawa, December 18, 1946

MOST IMMEDIATE . Punic 1587. Your Punic 1123 .t To Broacüeyl from

Lyons2. Bacon. Discûssed your cable with Taggart3 and Gardiner . Their

views are as fo llows .

1 . Your paragraph three sub-sections A, B and C. Subsidies and control

of barley - under discussion - with Cabinet :now, and Gardiner expects ap-
proval shortly, but till then cannot offic ~ally agree . Sub-section (D) has t o

I H . . Broadley, deuxième secrétaire, le 1 H . Broadley, Second Secretary, M illistry

ministère des Aliments de Grande-Bretagne . of Food of Great ' Britain.
•

2 A. P . C. Lyons, chef adjoint, la mission 2 A . P. C. Lyons, Deputy Head, Food Mzs

ali mentaire de Grande-Bretagne . - . sion of Great Britain ., '
$ J . G . Taggart, président, la Commission de 3 J. G. Taggart, Çhairman, Meat Boar

d

là v̀iande . . .
. . .
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be voted annually by Parliament. No reason to suppose it will not be 
continued, in fact legislation is being drafted to make premiums statutory. 
Sub-section (E) reasonable supposition, no objection to its inclusion. Sub-
section (F) and (G) agreed. Final paragraph of paragraph 3 also agreed. 

2. Your paragraph 4 [Bacon] sub-sections A, B and C as they stand are 
agreed. Sub-section D. Gardiner of opinion that floor price of 25 dollars too 
low in relation to 1947 and 1948. Actually, A, B and C only give farmers from 
September 1947 to December 1948 to take advantage of the full increased 
price, and seeing the big drop in 1949 they would think twice before in-
creasing their 1947 and 1948 production. He would like 1949 floor raised to 
27 dollars fifty cents even if this was done at the expense of a reduction in 
1947 and 1948; As a second suggestion, he proposed  that  no reference to 
1949 prices should be made except that they would be negotiated during 
January 1948. 

3. Your paragraphs 5 and 6 agreed. 
4. Having expressed the above views, Gardiner added that he was strongly 

in favour of the baSis Of the agreement and would do all he could to see that 
it was carried out. 

5. Will 'advise you re barley decisions as soon as known. 

845. 	 CH/Vol. 2100 

Le ministère des Aliments de Grande-Bretagne à la mission alimentaire 
de Grande-Bretagne 

Ministry of Food of Great Britain to Food Mission of Great Britain 

TELEGRAM London, December 18, 1946 
MOST IMMEDIATE. 1. Your Punic 1587 Bacon discussions. Thank you for 
your prompt and helpful cable. Gardiner's co-operative attitude much 
appreciated. 

2. In - view of Gardiner's attitude regarding 1949 prices and because of 
our own anxiety regarding our foreign exchange position in that year we 
feel that our purchase for 1949 might be dealt with in a separate exchange 
of letters, limiting the new contract to 1947 and 1948. 

3. Treasury are very worried about our dollar position in 1949 and they 
are afraid that we sha ll  have to review the whole of our import programme 
for that year at a date nearer to 1949. 

4. We therefore suggest that our 1949 arrangement for buying bacon from 
the Canadian Government should be embodied in an exchange of letters 
reading as follows: 

13egins. It is the intention of the United Kingdom Government to purchase 
400 million lbs. of bacon in 1949 at a price to be determined in negotiation 
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they might decide to, make use only , of the figures contained in it.
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between .the two Governments during :January 1948. It is understood that
if .the United .Kingdom- Government having regard to its other commitments
has .not available sufficient dollars to purchase the -whole of this quantity
in 1949 at the price agreed in January 1948 further discussions will take
place with the Canadian Government before the beginning of 1949 regarding
any adjustments that may be necessary in regard to the implementation of
the intention set out above . Ends .

5 . We should of . course assume that Canadian Government would make
use of information contained in this exchange of letters so that farmèrs
would know it was U.K.'s intention to purchase 400 mil lion , lbs. of bacon
in 1949 if this was at all possible . Should Canadian Government ' decide
to publish the text . of the - letter we should have , no- , objection. Alternatively

tomorrow, (Thursday) .

Begins . The . Canadian Government takes note of . the .fact that the British
Ministry of Food will be prepared to purchase from Canada during the years
1947 and 1948 the qüantities specified in parâ . 5 below. Ends. Omission of
all reference to 1949 in clause 4 and clause 5(including deletion of 4(d)
and reduction of target figure for 1948 in para. 5 to 350 million lbs . ) .

7. Should be glad if you could rush through your comments on this sug-
gestion after discussing with Tagga rt and Gardiner as quickly as you sent
your comments on our Punic X1123 . Next meeting 4 .30 p .m. (our time)

tence of Clause 2 to read as follows .
6. In further discussions we also suggest fo llowing modification' first sen-

846. DEA/.1286-40
. , ,.~. .

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'Éta t

2. I do, however, . think it important that we should, not ' commit our-

selves publicly to; a ; target figure for : exports if , there ~ is any : risk Vhateve r

will be fo rthcoming under the new Agreement .

TELEGItAM 2401 London, December ' 18, 194 6

IMMEDIATE . . SECRET AND, PERSONAL . Pearsall has just shown me the draft
heads of the Agreement for a new bacon' contract which has been cabled
to Ottawa through the ~ United Kingdom Ministry of Food. There is' no doubt

in my mind about this countr.y's need. for all the bacon it can get from
Canada "during the 'next two years and no third country com:plicatiow
stand in the way of our making a bplk sale ' contract - for our exportable
surplus . I have no information on which to , base a comment on the appra
priateness . of. the proposed prices or : of the quantities which it is hop d

High 7 Commissioner in Great Britain .: -to ° Secretary of State
for External A ffairs

aux Affaires- extérieures
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that we shall fall short of it. I also think it advisable to spell out in an 
agreement with the United Kingdom the whole devious system of direct 
and indirect subsidies and of consumption and export controls whereby 
we hope to make the promised quantities available for export to the United 
ICingdom. 

3. As regards duration of the contract, I see no advantage in pressing 
the United Kingdom to guarantee prices beyond the end of 1948. The real 
guarantee of our agricultural price structure lies in our own floor price law. 
On this aspect of the new bacon contract you may find file on last summer's 
wheat negotiations relevant. 

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'État 
aux  Affaires "extérieures 

High Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 2419 	 London, December 21, 1946 , 
PERsoNAL AND CONFIDENTIAL. Following personal for Pearson from Moore,1  
Begins: My telegram  No  2401 of 18th December, bacon contract 
negotiations. • 

1. I am sorry to see by this morning's papers that our Minister of Agri-
culture and the United Kingdom Ministry of Food have agreed on an an.- 
nouncement of our hope to supply .  350 million pounds of bacon to the 
United Kingdom in 1947, when the experts in both countries believe that 
Canada will be doing remarkably well if she succeeds in exporting 265 
million pounds next year. A high target figure may have its uses in eliciting 
additional production and it may also help to support our claims for a 
larger proportion of the United Kingdom market than we enjoyed before 
the war. On the -other hand, it must be remembered that it is a very ,easy 
slope from "hope" to "estimate" to "undertaking" and 1 am afraid that 
this time next year we may find ourselves trying to explain away a short-
fall of 75 to 100 million pounds in bacon deliveries. 

2. My feeling is that we should keep our bulk sale commitments to 
quantities we can be reasonably certain of delivering, and that we should 
try not to project commitments in respect of either quantity or price too 
far forward into the future. A two year programme covering prices and 
quantities seems to me defensible and in the mutual interest of both Canada 
and the Unite,d Kingdom. For the third year, I should be content with an 
indication of the United Kingdom's readiness to take Canadian bacon up to 
'some agreed rnaxiMum. If the domestic hog production programme requires 

1 Cette personne ne peut pas être identifiée 	1 This person cannot be positively identified. 
Positivement. 



longer assurance of remunerative prices, then we have machinery available 
under the Floor Prices Act to give a domestic guarantee of hog prices for 
1949 and 1950 if need be. By combining the techniques of bulk contract 
and domestic price g-uarantee we can hope to keep control of the expansion 
and maintenance of this important sector of our agricultural economy. It 
should not be left to depend indefinitely on the vicissitudes of the United 
Kingdom exchange position. What I should like to see us do is work out 
a domestic policy in terms  of hog production supplemented by a marketing 
policy for bacon deliveries to the United Kingdom, reserving exhortations 
for the domestic field and keeping the bacon contract on a strictly business 
basis. Ends. 

848. DEA/1286-40 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires  extérieures 

Memorandum by Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

SECRET 	 [Ottawa,] December 30, 1946 

UNITED KINGDOM BACON CONTRACT; NEW AGREEMENT 

At the meeting of the Cabinet on December 30th, it was agreed that, 
subject to the deletion of any reference to arrangements for 1949, the draft 
Heads of Agreement, submitted at this meeting for consideration, for re-
vision of the bacon contract with the United Kingdom be approved, the said 
agreement to provide for an increased price of two cents per pound effective 
January 1st, 1947, and a further increase of two cents per pound effective 
September lst, 1947, to the end of 1948; an Order in Council to authorize 
the conclusion of the said agreement to be passed forthwith. 

It was also agreed that announcement of the new prices provided in the 
agreement should be made at a date to be agreed on, having in mind the 
necessary arrangements to be made by the Wartime Prices and Trade Board 
for conse,quential adjustments in the domestic price ceilings and, on the 
.other, the desirability of informing producers at the earliest possible date. 

849. CH/Vol. 2101 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire 
en Grande-Bretagne 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner 
in Great Britain 

TELEGRAM 2211 	 Ottawa, December 30, 1946 

IMMEDIATE. SECRET. Canadian Butter Requirements. We have not yet re- 
ceived a defmite indication from our representatives in Australia and New 

1468 	 RELATIONS AU SEIN DU COMMONWEALTH 
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Zealand whether those Governments are prepared to agree to the diversion
of butter which we have requested

. The last word we have had is containedin tel . 278 of Dec
. '20tht from our Acting High Commissioner in Australia

which we referred to you advising that Australia intends to inform ` the
Dominions Office that she- agrees in- principle . I think. there is need for
centralising these, negotiations between the four countries and it would be
helpful if this could be done through you

. If Australia and New Zealand
agree ` to the diversion on the conditions set out in the D .O. tels. 3 8 6 toAustraliat and 297 to New Zealandt of Dec

. 7th then the centralisation
would relate mainly first to publicity arrangements and secondly to the
handling of our specific requests

. There is the possibility indicated in tel . 278of Dec
. 20th that Australia's acceptance will contain a new condition which

will have to be discussed with the United Kingdom
. Will you please advise

me whether it " is feasible to have the negotiations centralised in yourhands .

In the meantime following the suggestion contained in para. 2 of ~our t2315 of Dec. 3rdt .I can advise you that the Dairy Products Boar el
.

asked us to make a firm request for 5,600,000 pounds, (that is for 100,000boxes of 56 net pounds each) to be shipped as soon as possible from which-ever of the two Dominions can make ear liest delivery to any of the follow-ing ports : Vancouver, Halifax or Saint John . The butter should be shipped tothe Dairy Products Board . at the port of discharge and invoiced to the Dairyroducts Board, Ottawa

. We are referring this telegram at once to our representatives in Australi
aand New Zealand for their 'information . Until we hear from you we are

not however asking them to present the specific request to Australia and
New_Zealand .

850.
PCO/D-10-3'

Le haut commissaire par intérim en Australie au secrétaire d'Éta t
aux, A ffaires extérieures

Acting High Commissioner in Australia to Secretary of Statefor External Affairs
TELEGxA M 283 Canberra, December 31, 1946SE~RET, : My telegram No. 278 of December 20th butter .

We have today received from External Affairs~ a notetralia's telegram to Dominions :Office a eein summarizing Aus-
butte"r to ~~ g~ principlè to diversion of

Canada but, stating the decision to divert suppliés must be made by
United Kingdom Government .
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SOUS-SECTION V/SUB-SECTION V
. . .,

CRISE DU PAPIER/PAPER SHORTAGE

851. DEA/240,

Mémorandum du - sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux-Affaires extérieures

au sous-secrétcüre d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum. f rom Associate Under-Secretary of State for, External Affairs
to Under-Secretary of State for External A ffairs

[Ottawa,] October 5, 1946'
The Prime Minister sent to me this afternoon the attached personal letter

from Mr. Bevin, which-he received via Clutterbuck last night . He commented

that he did not think this letter ought to go on the files and that it was
probably a matter which should be taken up with Mr . Howe. The Wartime

Prices and Trade Board is also, pretty directly involved. I think probably the

way to deal with it is to take it up with Mr . Howe in a letter, simply indicating

that this has been brought to the Prime Minister's attention by a high level

approach ' and that Mr. King feels thâ.t the request should be carefu lly;

investigated. It would be necessary to paraphrase most of the letter .

H. WRONG

[PIÉCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires étrangères de Grande-Bretagne
au Premier ministre

Secretary of State for Foreign A ffairs of Great Britain to Prime Minister

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL
London, September 25, 1946

Dear Mackenzie King ,
When we spoke in Paris you were good enough to offer to help us on

speçial matters whenever possible . Such a - case has arisen. We are desperatelY
shorf ôf 'paper and pulp to meet the needs of the British Zone of Germa*'

It is essential to have more German papers . Byrnes_has told me the Americans

are also going
.
to step up both press , and, radio publicity 'in their Zone. I want

if at all possible to do the same. The reâson 'for this needs no explanation.

But our present supplies are not enough, , to cover German paper require-

ments even at their present low level . We aredoing all we can to help from

stocks and by manufacture in mi lls over here. To meet the present emerg~~t

in the Zone, we are hoping to supply immediately 4,000 tons of newsp

But such supplies can only be sent at the expense of - our own needs w 0~

are still very far from being - met, and shortage of paper is, as you ~

seriously hampering our own post-war recovery. Walter Layton of our News-

print Purchasing Mission at present in * your country can let you have fu
ller,

details of the .position.
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There is also a serious shortage in our Zone of "strong" paper for industrial 
packing purposes. The critical food situation makes this an urgent need. 

Could you help us out by making available, on an emergency basis, over 
the three months October to December, 1946, 2,000 tons of sulphite pulp 
and 2,300 tons of sulphate pulp per month? In addition, would it be possible 
for you to replace the 4,000 tons of newsprint which we are sending from 
this country to meet the immediate needs? 

I hope that the supply position in 1947 will be somewhat better but we 
might have to appeal for help again. I would be grateful for anything you 
can do in this matter. 1  

Yours sincerely, 
ERNEST BEVIN 

852. 	 W.L.M.K./Vol. 326 

Mémorandum du cabinet du Premier ministre au Premier ministre 

Memorandum from Offi ce  of the Prime Minister to Prime Minister 

[Ottawa,]  October 15, 1946 
Mr. Garner, the Deputy High Commissioner for the United Kingdom, 

telephoned thià afternoon with regard to some discussions which Sir Walter 
Layton has been having on behalf of the United Kingdom goverrunent with 
the officials of the Pulp and Paper Association concerning the shipment of 
newsprint and paper to the British Zone in Germany. I understand that 
these discussions resulted from a letter written to you by Mr.  Bevin  making 
a special request for additional shipments. Mr. Garner stated that the talks 
had been helpful and sympathetic on the whole, and the officials of . the Pulp 
and Paper Association would be meeting representatives of all the paper 
companies some time toward the end of this week with regard to the tonnage 
to be shipped and other points of detail. 

While Sir Walter Layton feels quite well satisfied with the discussions with 
the producers, he has been asked by his government to discuss, at the Minis,. 
tefial level, some of the political aspects involved in the question. He is 
coming to Ottawa tomorrow and will be meeting Mr. Howe in the morning. 
If it could be arranged, he would very much like to have not more than 10 
Ininutes of your time to speak to you, if it would suit your convenience. 
I understand that Sir Walter will be here all day tomorrow. 

I told Mr. Garner that I did not know whether you would feel that you 
should become directly involved in this matter, especially since Mr. Howe 
had it in hand, but he asked to have the request placed before you for your 
decision in any event. 

R. G. KOBERTSON} 
'La note suivante était écrite sur cette 	1  The following note was written on this 

lettre: letter: 
I-"etter given me by hand by High Commissioner at Earnscliffe evening of Oct[ober] 	' 
4/1946. W. L. M[ACKENZIEJ K[ING] 
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853. 	 • DEA/240 

. 	Le ministre de la, Reconstruction et des Approvisionnements 
au sous-secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures 

Minister of Reconstruction and Supply to Under-Secretary of State 
for External Affairs' 

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL 	 Ottawa, October 16, 1946 

Dear Mr. Pearson, 
have your letter of October 9th,t conveying a request for sulphite pulp, 

sulphate pulp and newsprint.  The  political urgency of the' matter is noted 
from your letter, and from a subsequent talk with Sir Walter Layton, who 
had been asked to make representations here by a senior member of the 
United Kingdom Government. 

I have been doing my best to obtain this material, and thought that the 
matter was well in hand. However, there has been general resentment that 
the demands of Sir Walter Layton had not included these items, and that 
Canadian industry, which is already badly oversold, should be called upon 
by the Government for large commitments of the character contained in 

your letter. • 
There is the additional fact that Sweden has cut off all supplies of sulphite 

pulp to United States to further break O.P.A. ceilings. ,  The feeling among the 
trade is that they should get this from Sweden. Sir Walter Layton will cable 
me the answer to this suggestion. 

I am leaving the City for ten days, but I am asking the Timber Controller, 
Mr. T. F. Flahiff, to keep in touch with you about further negotiations with 
the industry. In the meantime, I will  do my best to get confirmation of this 
additional quantity. 

I understand that you are having a talk with Sir Walter Layton about the 

situation. 
Yours very trnly, 

C. D. HOWE 

854. 	 DEAI2 40  

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au Premier ministre 

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Prime Minister 

TOP SECRET 	 [Ottawa,] October 17, 1946 

On receipt of a copy 61 the letter to you from Mr. Bevin regarding nee 

print for the British Zone in Germany, I took the matter up with Mt Howe 
by letter and by telephone. Mr. Howe said  he  would do 'whatever he ould 
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to meet Mr. Bevin's reqnest. He =phoned inèt today, 'however, to say that he
was encountering certain diflîculties, as the newsprint situation is, of course,
extremely tight at the moment

. However, he still had hopes that somethingcould be accomplished . At Mr. . Howe's request, I saw Sir Walter Layton
yesterday morning, when he explained the situation to me and expressed the
hope that, as a result of the intervention of the Canadian Government, the
newsprint manufacturers might be able to divert supplies from present cus-
tomers to the British Zone in Germany

. I understand that Sir Walter alsosaw you -yesterday afternoon ; ;so he no doubt emphasized the importance thatis attached by the United Kingdom . Government to this request. From thepoint of view of the re-education of the German people, it is, of course,
importânt that the Germans in the Russian Zone should not be in a better
position insofar as information from press, periodicals and .books is concerned,than those for which the western`democracies have accepted responsibility .If the United States metropolitan publishers would agree to suspend theirSunday supplements for only one edition, I should think an adequate supply
of newsprint would' be available for both the United Kingdom and United
States Zones in Germanÿ for some time .

855.
DEA/240

Le haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagne au sous-secrétaire d'Éta
taux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner of; Great Britain to Under-Secretary : of State

Dear Mr. Pearso
f or External A ffairs

n' O ttawa, November 5, 194 6
NEWSPRINT AND PULP FOR THE BRITISH ZONE OF GERMAN

Y
In the note enclosed in Mr. Garner's letter of the 21st October it was

stated that an amplified statement would be sent as soon as possible in
Justification of the appeal which has

: been made to Canada for assistancetowards meeting immediate needs .
I have now received from my Government by telegram the enclosed

statement setting out the position in. detail, and have been asked. to com-
municate it urgently to the Canadian' aùthorities in support of the case which
has been put before them.

As will be seen from the statement, the situation is causing great anxiety,
it would be of the utmost assistance if the matter could be dealt with

as speedily as possible . As stated in Mr. Garner's letter, my Governmentwould ver y much welcome a visit by a
I
Canadian expert to , the B ritish Zone

ln Germany for the purpose of studying conditions, on the spot, .
but, theymuch .hope

I
that it will be found possible in the meantime to proceed with theassistance needed .to meet the, present emergency .

Yours sincerely,
A. CLUTTERBUCK



[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

Déclaration du gouvernement de Grande-Bretagne 

Statement by Government of Great ‘Britain 

[n.d.] 1946 
A. Chemical pulp generally (excluding pulp for textiles). 
1. Total production in Germany in 1937 was 1.43 million tons of which 

the present Soviet Zone and territories lost in the East provided two-thirds, 
the American Zone one-quarter and the French and British Zones provided 
small balance about equally. Exports and imports were comparatively small . 
(under 200,000 tons) and approximately cancelled out. Estimated 1937 
consumption in British Zone area was nearly hall a million tons. Production 
in same area was 65,000 tons, hence this area was anything but self-sup-
-porting. 	 ' 

2. 1946  production in British Zone may reach 20,000 tons at the  most 
 Only obtainable imports have been 16,000 tons ex-Sweden last spring. 

Further imports are absolutely essential  but  none are obtainable from  Con-
tinental sources apart from small'import referred to in paragraph 2 of part B. 

B. Sulphate pulp. 
1. Pre-war sulphate production capacity was 110,000 tons per year-

all in Eastern parts of Germany, none in British or American Zone areas. 
Sulphate  is  urgently, required for lime,  fertiliser and 'grain sacks, strong food 
wrappings, cable papers, binder Wine, emery base, etc. 

2. Sole import to the British Zone since the war ended has been 10,000 
tons. Total stock on 1st October was 3,000 tons. Total imports in sight are 
500 tons pulp, 3,000 tons kraft paper; hence the total possible availability 
for last quarter of 1946 is 6,500 tons. Minimum requirement for the same 
period is 13,400 tons. If Canada could supply the deficit of 6,900 tons, 
this would  be  allocated on basis of 5,800 tons for sack paper, 950 tons for 
cable paper, 150 tons for emery base. 

3. Requirement figure of 13,400 tons in three months is only one-third 
of the esfimated pre-war quarterly consumption in the same area and there-
fore most meagre. -  

C. Sulphite pulp. 
1. All Germany 1937 produced about 1.32 million tons of sulphite PuiP 

and after allowing for small exports estimated consumption was about 1.15 
million tons. Assuming consumption is evenly spread over the population,  it 
is estimated that annual consumption in the area of the present British Zone 
must have been nearly 400,000 tons. Total . 1946 availability at present fore -
seen is 30,000 tons (20,000 indigenous, 6,000 ex-Sweden last spring,  
1,500 ex-U.K. purchases in Sweden coming in No-vember, 2,500 tons in 

form of finished paper from U.K. and Austria delivery expected this 
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quarter), ; that is less than one-twelfth of pre-war consumption. This indi=cates straits to which the Zone is reduced .

2 . Present position (i .e . that for last quarter of 1946 )
minimum requirements are 13,500 tons of sulphite pulp of whi hawe cannothope to find . at best more than 7 ;500 tons (indigenous 6,000,', import, 1,500) .
This leaves balance of 6,000 tons which appeal is made to Canada to supply .
In order to assist towards bridging the gap pending reply from Canada to
this appeal, the United Kingdom, out of its meagre resources, has despatched
1,500 tons (as stated in paragraph 1 of part C . above ) . It might . be thought
that having tided over first month of last quarter of 1946 this requirement
of 6,000 tons could be .reduced, but the U.K . : authorities feel it necessary to
have at least one month's import supply in hand by end December as they
have so,far not been able to make any arrangements for 1947 (actually they
are .trying to secure option on 25,000 tons Swedish sulphite and equal amount
of sulphate for 1947) ,

.3 . From 13,500 tons sulphite would be made about 40,000-tons . finished 'paper of which one-quarter would be cardboard, one-qua rter writing, typingand printing, one-fifth . crepe, M .G. papers and wrappings, nearly one-eighthnewsprint,
.one-eleventh roofing felt base, and balance miscellaneous essential,technical papers .

4 . Small indigenous sulphite production is due to (a) war damage and( b) shortages of pulpwood, coal and electricity . War damage is : slowly beingrepaned
. Pulpwood shortage is complicated . by demands on timber, transport

and labour for timber export programme for United Kingdom housing ;needs .Grim coal position is well known to' you and 'electricity is diréctly dependenton coal .
5 : Merger of British :and American Zones may improve indigenous supplyeventua lly, but the Americans will have no surplus unless and until easing of

pulpwod and coal position allows them to reactivate further-capacity . ,
D . Newsprint.

1• Sir Walter Layton has already explained the position. Supply of news-papers
.per head of population per week is 2 .37 in Soviet Zone, 1 .18 inAmèrican Zone and 0.65 in B ri tish Zone Population of latter is estimated at.

nearly twenty-three millions.
2 . Present indigenous newsprint production 1,400 tons per `month. Interim

British Zone target is 3 000 tons newsprint per month . Authorities responsibl e
for German re-education ask for more than double this plus 2;000 tons bookPaper .

The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs attaches great importanceto this'part of the programme .
E.

In conclusion it is desired to stress the extreme . urgency of the present"mum demands . Should the import programme from Sweden referred tô :
ln paragraphs l and 2 of part C above not be fulfilled, : the position as re ards -1947 requirements will become still more - serious .: g
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856. DEA/ 240 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au Premier ministre 

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Prime Minister 

[Ottawa] November 6, 1946 
NEWSPRINT AND PULP FOR THE BRITISH ZONE OF GERMANY 

The Department of Reconstruction and Supply have been discussing the 
United Kingdom request, made through Sir Walter Layton, with the industry 
in the light of a message  from the United Kingdom, giving certain further 
information desired by the Canadian authorities. This message was not very 
satisfactory, but a further message came from the United Kingdom High 
Commissioner today, which I am sending to Mr. Howe, and which may be 
more illuminating. 

Meanwhile, the industry feel that they would not be justified in diverting 
supplies from existing contracts, with the possible risk of violation of such 
contracts, unless there was a directive issued as the result of a Government 
decision, based on the representations already made. 

If you feel that such a directive should be issued, I would be able to pass 
this on to the Department of Reconstruction and Supply. Alternatively, Mr. 
Howe could bring the matter up in Cabinet, when a decision could be reached. 

I think, myself, that the issue is an important one, as it involves, in part, 
the re-education of the German people in the British zone, and would ensure, 
to some extent, that they are not placed in an inferior position in this regard 
to the Germans in the Russian zone. I do not think the United Kingdom 
authorities have handled the matter very well, but, notwithstanding, I feel 
that everything that can be done should be done to supply the comparatively 
small amount of pulp requested. 

857. DEA/240 

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au ministre 
de la Reconstruction et des Approvisionnements 

Under-Secretaiy of State for External Affairs to Minister 
of Reconstruction and Supply 

Ottawa, November 8, 1946 

Dear Mr. Howe, 
Yesterday I sent a letter to Mr. Flahiff of your 'Department (eoPY en.' 

closed) t on the United Kingdom request for neWsprint and Pull) for their 
zone in Germany. I also . had a talk with the Prime Minister about this matte 

 yesterday and he expressed the -view that for broad reasons of international 
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policy we should help the United Kingdom in this matter, if we possibly can .
Unless there are technical or legal reasons which require a more specific
directive than this from the Government, Mr . King would be glad if you
could go ahead on the basis of this expression of his own opinion. If, how-
ever, such technical or legal reasons do exist, then he thinks that possibly
you might bring this matter up in Cabinet with a view to seeing what action
can be taken.

It has occurred to me that one way of avoiding the difficulty of possible
breach of contract would be for the Government to purchase the supplies in
question through the Commercial Corporation and then sell them to the
United Kingdom authorities . I do not know if there `is 'anything in this idea,
but I thought I might pass it on to you.

You will note that I mentioned to Mr. Flahiff the possibility of a talk with
the President of the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association on Monday or
Tuesday of next week .

Yours sincerely;
L. B. PEARSON

DEA/240

Le ministre de, la Reconstruction et des Approvisionnements
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Minister of Reconstruction and Supply to Under-Secretary of State
f or External Affairs

Dear Mr, ' Pearson,
Ottawa, November 9, 194 6

Thanks for your letter of November ` 8th, enclosing copy of letter dated
November 6th to Mr. Flahiff.

I have asked Mr. Flahiff to arrange a . meeting with the President of theCanadian
Pulp and Paper Association for Monday or Tuesday of next week,

when he will discuss the possibility of an order being placed by the Com-
mercial Corporation . I will then be prepared to discuss the matter in Council
on Tuesday.

YOU will appreciate that the fact that this demand from- the U .K. came
concurrently with the negotiations of Sir Walter Layton for increased sup-
plies of pulp and paper for the U:K. press, and the further fact that Sweden
are Withholding their supplies from export in order to ; obtain a better price,
have made procurement of these additional quantities 'most difficult . How-
ever, it may be possible to work out a'solution without resort to expropria-
tion, although it is quite probable that Canadian newspapers may have to
bear part of the impact .

Yours sincerely,
C. D. HowE



CONFIDENTIAL Ottawa, November 18, 1946 
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859. •DEA/240 

•Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire 
de Grande-Bretagne 

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner 
of Great Britain 

Dear Sir Alexander [Clutterbuck], 
I am sending you herewith a copy of a communication 'which the Prime 

Minister has addressed to Mr. Bevin, concerning the United Kingdom request 
for sulphite pulp and sulphate pulp .to meet the needs of the British Zone 
in Germany. 

We have been discussing this matter with the pulp and paper industry, as 
•a matter of urgency, and they have emphasized to us, through their respon-
sible officers, their desire to meet any reasonable requests which the Govern-
ment might make. How"ever, as they point out, pulp supply is, at the present 
time, far short of demand. All  pulp production is fully sold and, indeed, it is

•Aecessary, for mills  to ration supplies to their existing customers. In these 
cir‘cuiristances, the industry feel that, however anxious they may be to help, 
it is legally and practically impossible, on a volun.tary basis, to comply with 
the request for shipment of emergency PulPs to occupied Germany.  • The 
•alternative .i.s.soine compuLsory or directive action on the part of the Govern-
ment which' W-Ould be binding  on the  industry.. Before taking any such action, 
the Government is naturally anxious to be certain that it would achieve the 
desired object of providing- more printing paper for Germany; that there were 
not other quicker and better ways of obtaining the pulps in question.  • 

•Relevant to the above is the  • difficulty which has already been indicated 
io you of the *inadequacy of our information as to the  facts of the case and 

•the practical steps  that  can be taken to fmd  a solution. • It is true that Sir 
Walter Layton,  in  his discussions with the Canadian authorities concerned, 
produced certain general  information as .to the comparative, amounts of 
paper propaganda in the Russian and British Zones of Germany. This 
information was supplemented by that contained in the note attached to your 
•letter to me of November 5th. However, we have not yet received anY 

• defmite information as to manufacturing conditions in the British Zone or as 
to steps taken • by the Control Commission .  to provide paper and paper 
products in that Zone. Nor have we yet  any  knowledge of the duration of this 
request, based on • the present position, • or of any, plans 'formulated ot meet 
.1947 requirements.. Certainly' we would like to know whether this request is 
likely to be follbwed by other *similar ones. Nor have we any evidence as 
to efforts to get these supplies froin other sources, except a reference to the 

Swedish position, which indicates that Swedish supplies have  been stoPPed 
because of a dispute between the Swedish mills and the Swedish Govern; 
ment. Sweden, of course, is a logical source of supply for these pulPs,  and 
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adequate quantities of Swedish pulps 'are reported to be in existence: ! The
dispute in Sweden ~ to which I referred above may now have been settled .
In fact, we have received reports to that end. -Therefore, that source`=ôf
supply might now be open. It is estimated that Sweden will export to the
United States in the last quarter of this year more than 100,000 tons ; of these
same : grades of pulp. If Canadian producers are compelled to ship - this
emergency tonnage' to Germany, it wi ll have to be taken from. contract
customers in the United States and :Canada. It seems unrealistic. to have
Swedish pulps coming to North America to replace tonnage taken away from
customers here to be shipped baçk across the ocean to Germany . : The only
possible benefactors of such a programme would be the shipping companies
and possibly the Swedish producers, who may gain long-range contracts at
the expense of Canadian producers.

I would also point out that the request is for unbleached sulphite and
unbleached sulphate pulp, not for printing papers and containers . Both these
pulps require manufacture before they can be converted into printing or
packaging materials . The , ünbleached' sulphite "rriust ,' be mixed with five or six
times as much groundwood pulp and run through newsprint machines . before
it can be ' used for p rinting purposes. We know nothing of the availability of
machines, skilled labour and coal for this 'purpose in the B ritish Zone, or
whether plants could be rehabili tated to : run such limited ., quantities , for atemporary period .

It is clear that compulsion of supplies to Germany can only be * achieved
by taking the pulp away from contract customers in Canada and : the ` UnitedStates . The Canadian Government, has~ already compelled the pulp:'producèrs
to supply greatly increased supplies to Canadian consumers . at prices that are$2040130 below:world prices . Canadian shipments have increased fromanaverage-of 85,000 tons per -year pre-war to, 180,000 . tons per , year during thewar; and in-1946 (under Wartime Prices and Trade Board . orders ) to 240,000tons . Notwithstanding these : increases, : Canada is still very short- of com-
modities made from pulps such :,as toilet -tissues, .magazine papers, wrappingI .1i ,well ;sup-paper, shipping cases and . multi-wall sacks. Although Canada ;is asplied with pulp products as any country in~ the world, it seems-likely that a
diversion of pulp,tonnage from the Canadian supply would create shortages
in this country:

l3efore taking any action which would result in these shortages, we would
certainly like to be certain that the action taken . would achieve the desiredend

. That is why it is difficult to send a"definite reply to Mr . Bevin's requP~f
until further information is available .

I have not mentioned previously the dange r of, establishing a precedent ft
this request is met which will subject the Government to strong pressures .
There are innumerable shortages in other countries that are able to make
claims on the basis of need and political importance which differ only ' inSlight degree from the present claim . Severe shortages of pulp and paper ar eWn to 'exist in : Greece, India,, Egypt, . France and Holland-to mention



only a few. If this Govemment undertakes to provide pulps to Germany, it 
is difficult to see how it could refuse similar requests from other needy coun-
tries, many .of which were our allies in the war. 

I hope you will not mind me bringing these points to your attention. I 
assure you that there is no lack of appreciation here of the importance of the 
request or of the issues involved. I am sure, also,  that  you appreciate our 
difficulties in meeting  this  request and our:anxiety to be perfectly certain 
that, if we do, it will make an immediate and effective contribution to the 
end desired and one which could not be more easily and as effectively made 
in some other way. 

Yours sincerely, 
L. B. PEARSON 

- 	[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] , 

Le Premier ministre au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires  étrangères 
de Grande-Bretagne 

Prime Minister to Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs of Great Britain 

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL 	 Ottawa, November 13, 1946 

Dear. Mr. Bevin, 	 • 
Some time ago your High Commissioner here forwarded your letter of 

September 25th, wherein you inquired whether it would be possible to supply 
certain quantities of sulphite pulp and sulphate pulp to meet the needs of 
the British Zone in Germany. I must apologize for my delay in writing to you 
about this, but there has been no-  delay in the consideration which we have 
given to your request, the importance of which is appreciated. 

In this connection we have had the advantage of discussions with Sir Walter 
Layton when he was in Ottawa. As a result of these discussions, we have 

. requested certain supplementary information which would help us in making 
a decision. I may say that, as you doubtless know, the pulp and newsprint 
situation in Canada is extremely tight and that every ton of production in 
this country is already committed by contract. Without a reimposition of 
Government controls or without Government purchasing it is difficult to see 

how, apart from other considerations, your request- can be met. Nevertheless 
the question will be further investigated in the light of the additional informa-

tion which we hope , to receive and I wi1l. let your High Commissioner here 
know the result. I can assure you that if we are un-able to meet this specific 
request, it will  be  because circumstances make it impossible, and not because 
we do not appreciate the importance of the issues involved. 

Yours sincerely, , 
" W. L. MACKENZIE KING 
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NO.
INDE/INDIA

148 1

.
. DEA/555040

Le délégué commercial de l'Inde au sôus-secrétaire d'Éta taux Affaires extérieures

Trade Commissioner of India to Under-Secretary of Statefor External Affairs

Dear Mr . Robertson,
Toronto, January 18, 1946

I am more than grateful to you for the kindly way- you received me the
other day, as also for the co-operative and sympathetic mannèr- in which youdiscussed the points I raised concerning the Canadian Nationality Bi ll No.20 . 1

2 .; As you
. very kindly agreed, I am re-stating below the more important

points we discussed in order that you may favour me with your confirmation
and/or comments in; writing, for sake of record and for information of the
Government of India.

3 . My reading ,of ,.Bill .No.- 20 is that
; (a) Under Section 4( a) . l and ,S(1) (a) and - (b), all . East Indians natural-born in . Canada or may . be natural-born of East Indian parents, alreadydomiciled in' Canada; àfter the coming into force of this Act, are or will benatural-barn Canadian citizens .

(b) Under Section 8(l) . all East Indians , not born in Canada : but lé àl
domiciled in Canada af the time of the coming' into . 0 rce of this - Act willbecome Canadian citizens and will thus enjoy the rights ' ~.nd obligations ."ofsuch citizenship as laid ~down under Section 26 . of the Act .413 As the Bill No. 20 would only repeal the Nationalization Act, Cha te8 of the Revised Statutes of Canada . 1927, -and the Canadian N' p rAct, Chapter 21 of the Revised . Statutes of Canada 1927, but wo~ ~nals
repeal or otherwise amend in any way the provisions of the existing,Domini o

not
nfranchise or elections acts nor would it affect in any ' manner the soverei

gcontrol of the provinces over their respective Provincial Elections Acts, Ipre
Sume that the East Indians domiciled in the Province of British ' ColumbiaWho

do not at present enjoy the provincial vote under the British Columbia
Provincial Elections Act R .S :B .C. 1936, Chapter 84, . Section 2 ,after attaining ~ y, even
pétent to Canadian citizenship, be still disqualified or rendered incom-

vote in the provincial elections . I further presume that as theDominion vote is at present dependent upon the provincial vote, such East
Indians who may attain Canadian citizenship, on the coming into force of Bill-~.

'Voir la note, document` 777. 1 See note, Document 777.



No. 20, but are still debarred from  thé. use of the provincial vote, will be 
disqualified and rendered incompetent to vote in the Dominion elections. 

5. As under Interpretation, Section 2(g), "Country of the British Com-
-monWealth"- means a country listed in the First Schedule to the Act, and as 
in this list, of "countries in the British Commonwealth" India is not men-
tioned, my preSumptiOd ià that; under Section 27 of Bill No  20, East Indians 
residing in or visiting Canada, 'other than those who may have attained 
Canadian citizenship, shaknot be recognized, in Canada as British .Subjects. 

6. You very kindly assured- Me that' such was not the intention of the 
Dominion Government . and that you would be pleased to have this point 
thoronghb'r éxamirieà, inCluding my request for the inclusion of India in the 
list of "countries in the British Commonwealth", as included .in the First 
,Schedule to Bill No. 20,,.in, order tc:1,rernove all possibilities 23f discriminatory 
treatment in Canada' of Indian Nationals. 

M. R...AHUJA 

»861. 	 DEA/5550-40 

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 	- 
au délégué commercial de l'Inde 

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Trade Commissioner of India 

Ottawa, January 31, 1946 
Dear .  Mr. Ahuja, 

I should like to refer to your letter of January 18th concerning certain 
points in the Canadian Citizenship Bill which are of interest to the Govern-
ment of India. Perhaps it wonld be satisfactory for me to comment on the 
various points in the order in Which you raised them. 

Your understanding of Sections 4 and 5 of the Bill as set forth in paragraph 
3(a) of your letter is 'correct Children born of East Indian parents outside 
of Canada after the passing of the Act will, of 'course, be subject to the 
provision of Section. 5(1) (b) and 5(2) with regard to registration and 
retention of citizenship.' 

Your interpretation of Section 8(1) as set forth in paragraph  3(b) of your 
letter is also correct East Indian British subjects who have "domicile" in 
Canada at the time the Act comes into force will become Canadian citizens. 

With regard to paragraph 4 of your letter, the position is as you suggest-- 
 namely, that the coining into force of the  ,Proposed Act will not affect in anY 

way the legislatiye provisions that now exist with regard to the exercise of 
the provincial or federal franchises in Canada. 

In  paragraph 5 of  your  letter you refer to the effect of Section 27 of tile  
, 

Bill, read  in conjunction  with  Section 2(g) and the First Schedule, upon tile 
recognition of East Indians as British subjects. There has not been an opPe 
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The matter ' will- be given careful -attentidn:

the disadvantage of
.your country or your people and conse ue n

tunity yet to give -this matter the careful study that it will require. From apreli
minary examination, I do not think that a strict legal interpretationwould give the result you fear, . since the controlling definition with regard

to the status of British subject so far as India is concerned (other than for
purposes of purely internal status resulting from naturalization) is, I believe,
the British , .Nationality and Status of A liens Act of the United Kingdom,
rathér than the Indian Naturalization Act of 1926

. However, whatever màbe the correct., interpretation of the Section as it now stands, I can ,, assureyou that it was not at all the , intention . of . the Canadian government to have
East Indians omitted from the category of British subjects under our law.

As a related point, you réferred ûn ' Paragr . Ph 6 of your letter to theôinissiôm of India. .:frôm_̀the -côuntries listed in the First Schedule of~ - the ~ Bill:As~ ;Mr.. R G.- Robertson, mentioned . at the time of our conversation, this . list, . .,was established to serve .a purpose,sim .ilar to that of the "List of Dominions"
in the First Schedule of the present Naturalization Act, which, set forth- -,thecountries, of ,,, the , . Commonwealth , that had . adopted Part : II ; of the BritishNâtionâli ty and Status of Aliens Act or that had passed para ll el legislation ofthéir own: Under the new Bill the uose is much, the same, namely ~ ,to. ' =clùde the countries which have thei ron legislation according,natiortal tu sof general recognition . In the case of ., India, I . helieve that, , at present sthereis no specific nationality legislation- other than the Indian Natura lization Act1926, which deals only.; with naturalization: rather than with nationali

,
ingeneral, and section . 7 of which provides that the status accorded by nato al-ization is an internal status only

. This being so, India was not included inthe list, although under section 2(g) provision was made, with the ositioIndia , specificall , p n of
l~ation. y ~~d . for the addition of further' countries by proc-

With the above explanation I think you will appreciate wh the compositionOf the text,is what it is . It is the character of the nationality é'slatimposition
particular-country and not of its general status . that was - the determining factory
and for the purposes of the Bill there could be no other criterion than that .at .It may bé that the heading 'of the schedule-"List of - Countries in theBri

tish Conmmonwealth"-is misleading if the list is not related to itsspecific purpose
. It was used because it is a bit difficult to get any otherphrase,for use throughout the Bill to include a ll the countries which have

nationality legislation which we wish ' to recognize as according the statusBri tish subject for purposes of our law. The only alternative that occu
of
rreadily, and it is an awkward one, is : to use, in section 27 and elsewhereSFirst Sformula such : as " . ., . under ~ the laws of an countr ; liste 'I " Y Y d in thechedule to the Act . . .

think .
.that from what I have said you will appreciate the reaso '~ed the present drafting of the Bill. Technically, I think it is accurate,

be-
g

q tly the



Bill will be re-examined with care to see if it mig,ht be modified to avoid the 
implications that might be drawn from its present form. 

Yours sincerely, 
• N. A. ROBERTSON 

862. 	 S 	 DEA/5550-40 
Le consul général à New York au secrétaire d'État par intérim 

aux Affaires extérieures 	• • 

Consul General in New York to Acting Secretary of State 
for External A ffairs 	. 

TELEGRAM 83 	 New York, November 1, 1946 

CONFIDENTIAL. ASDEL No. 52. India's complàint against South Africa.' 
'Keenleyside has today given me the following memorandum. Begins: The 
India and South Africa problem.  •  

I discussed this matter with Mrs. Pandit and Mr. Menon and Mr. Saptu 
of the Indian delegation, with Cadogan of the United Kingdom and with 
Raynor - and-Alliion of the United States. The  following information was, I 
believe, accuiate as of October 29th. 

(a) Saptu and Menon were of the opinion that the Indians would be pre-
pared to enter into renewed discussions with South Africa outside the Assem-
bly' if they Could be convinced the there was any slight hope of the South 
Africans being "reasonable" in their attitude toWards this prOblern. Alterna-
:tively, they would be prepared to  support a reference of the legal aspect of 
the problem to the World.Court, or any other competent legal body. Either 
of  these sieps would be 'valnable to the extent that it would be likely to 
postpone the issue for another year. The Indians were not hopeful that the 
South Africans "would agree to either proposal because they did not think 
that, under the leadership of Field Marshal  Smuts, South Africa would be 
prepared even to consider any useful concession and they are convinced that 
South Africa recognized that if the legal issues were ever placed before 
a competent court, the decision would be in the favour of India. In these 
circumstances, the Indians felt that they must press on with the issues 
•the Assembly. 

(b) In the course of our discussion, the Indian delegates referred to the 
*position of their compatriots in Canada. They said that while they do not 
like the way in which we have placed civil disabilities on Indian residents 
in Canada, they do not feel outraged in our action as they do by the stePs  
that have been  taken by South Africa. This is due, in part, to the wee  

	

Lors de 'la quarante-sixième séance 	At the forty-sixth plenary meeting  
plénière de l'Assemblée générale des Nations General Assembly of the United Nations.o_ 

Unies le 31 octobre, la question des droits October 31, the issue of the rights of Inde" 

'des immigrants indiens en Afrique du Sud immigrants in South Africa had b,e."7 

avait été soumise à une commission mixte de referred to a joint committee of the re' 
la première et de la sixième commissions. and Sixth Committees. 
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smaller dimensions of the problem, but in part also to the fact that SouthAfrica has taken its recent seriously retrograde steps after the promulgationof the United Nations Charter
. This action has aroused a great deal of angeramong the Indians .

(c) The United Kingdom is very worried about the India-South Africa row .They do not know what line to take and are praying for "something to turnup" . They would be thoroughly delighted for any excuse which would post-pone the
issue and would support any move to have it dealt with o s ide

the confines of the United Nations
. They would be happy to see Canada takeany possible initiative designed to bring the two disputants together

.
(d) The attitude of the United States is similar to that of the United

Kingdom, except that they do not take so much interest in the problem
.They also would like to see it settled outside the Assembly and seem to think

that some Canadian initiative to bring the other members of the British Com-
monwealth together would be appropriate and might be successful

. Ends .
863.

DEA/5550=40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

, au consul général à New York
Secretary of State for External Affairs to Consul General in New

~
York

TELEGRAM 70
CONFIDENTIAL _DELAS No. 48 . . For the C

n

Ottawa, November 2, 1946

Assembly, Begins : Your Telegram No. 83,India's-Dcomplaintta t~sGS~ ralAfrica . A Canadian initiative which could bring the two disputants to etuthand keep the question out of pub lic controversy in the Assembly v, g hercourse, be helpful . It - should not be forgotten, however, that Ca ad
s ould; of

tion in regard to the status of East Indians here is not above critic s posi-
we are at the present time receiving communications protesting it and
would be unfortunate, therefore, if we took any initiative which Itconcentrate attention on , our own position and extend the co trovers

y
d toinclude us

. This is an aspect of the matter which you no doubt are keepingmind. Ends. eeping

864.

Le secrétaire
~ le département des Relations avec le Commonwealth de l'Inde,au secrétaire d'.État aux Affaires extérieures

Secretary, Department of Commonwealth Relations of India,
to Secretary Of State for External Affairs

Sir, New Delhi, December 6, 1946

DEA/5550-40

INDIANS IN BRITISH COLUMBIA-FRANCHISE

am directed to address you on the question of confer rin DProvincial and '1Vlunicipal franchise on In ' g °~mon,dians domiciled in the Province of
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British Columbia in the Dominion of Canada: As you are aware, about 1,300 
out of the 1,500 Indians resident in Canada live in the Province of British 
Columbia. By virtue of Section 5 of the British Columbia Provincial Elections 
Act, Indians there are disqualified from voting at elections and are debarred 
from having their names inserted in any list of voters. By the operation of 
Section 30(1) (g) of the  Dominion ElectiOns Act, they are also  denied the 
federal franchise. This discrimination against a class of British subjects 
domiciled in a Dominion of the British Commonwealth has long been a 
grievance among Indians in British Columbia and Canada and is regarded as 
a humiliation to India. 

2. In this connection it will be recalled that at the Imperial Conference 
ot 1921, a resolution was adopted and agreed to by the representatives of 
Canada, which while affirming that each community of the British Common-: 
wealth should enjoy complete control of the composition of its OWII popula-
tion by means of restriction on immigration from any of -the other communities, 
recognised that there was an incongruity between the position of India as an 
equa1 member. of the British Empire and the existence of disabilities upon 
British Indianà lawfully domiciled, in some other parts of the Empire. The 
Conference expresSed the opinion  that in the interests of solidarity of the 
British Commonwealth it was desirable that the rights of such Indians to 
citizenship should .be ,recognised. The late' Right Hoieble V. S. Srinivasa 
Sastri, who represented India at the Imperial Conference of 1921, visited 
Canada in August, 1922, to  secure the practical application of the resolution 
inentioned above. Mr.. Sastri, « however, found that there' was  a very strong 
current of opinion in British Columbia against the grant of provincial and 
municipal franchise to Asiatics as the economic riValry between the white 
and non-white races (particularly the Japanese and Chinese) was more 
acute in that Province than in any other 'part of the Dominion. At the Imperial 
Conferenée of 1923, the representatives of Canàda pointed out that the 
Dominion Government were  averse  to taking any action which might have 
a semblance of dictating to the Provincial Governments. The position in 
respect of Franchise Law in British Columbia, therefore, remained unchanged. 
The Dominion of Canada Elections Act came under' revision by Parliament 
in 1925, but as the Committee on Privileges at Eleètions came to the con-

clusion that no change in the 'existing law' could be made, the position in 
regard't6 the Dominion Franchise law also remained the same as it was in 

1921. From time. to time, thereafter 'informal discussions • have taken place 

between various Indian leaders, e.g., the late Sir Mohammad Shaft, Sir Mill 
 Chandra Chatterjee, Sir Muhammad Zafrulla Khan and Sir Ramaswaini 

Mudaliar and the Canadian Prime 'Ministers. The latter generally wer e 
 sympathetic and appreciated the Indian view-point, but no concrete action 

has so far been taken to redress the long standing Indian grievance. 

3. In view of the magnificent part played by Indian troops during the last 
war and the fact that Indians fought side by side with s the  Canadian soldier!! 
the:Indian position hàs become still  more  incongruous than it was in 19'11 



I  have etc: 
A. V.  • PM 
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by the continuance of the old disabilities. Men who can be regarded as 
suitable comrades in arms should deserve to be treated as comrades in civil 
life. This position has been recognised by the United States of America by 
enacting recently legislation, which makes provision not only for the grant of 
full citizenship rights to Indians, but also permits Indian immigration into the 
United States of America on a quota basis. 

4. It  is  now  understood that in British Columbia an Elections Act Com-
mittee has been set up by the Legislature to consider the provisions of the 
Provincial Elections Act. The Committee are expected to make their recom-
mendations very soon for discussion at the next session of the .British  
Columbian Legislature in February, 1947. The Government of India would, 
therefore, urge upon the Dominion Government the desirability of persuading 
the British Columbian Government to avail of the present opportunity and 
take steps to confer franchise on the small Indian community in that Province 
and thus rectify the present anomalous position which is a source of hinnilia-
tion -  to Indian's. 

DEA/1617-A-40 

Le sous-secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures 
au haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagne 

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to High Commissioner of Great Britain 

Ottawa, December 20, 1946 

My dear High Commissioner, 
Last year and in 1944 we had some correspondence with your predecessor 

regàrding the exchange of High Commissioners between Canada and India. 
I think the last communication was Mr. Wrong's letter to Mr. Malcolm Mac-
Donald of November 5, 1945. In this connection, the Government of 
Canada have appointed Mr. John Doherty Kea rney, M.C., K.C., as High 
Commissioner for Canada in India. 
- Mr. Kearney is at present our Minister in Norway and Denmark. Prior 
to that apps ointment he was High Commissioner for Canada at Dublin. 

We have informed the Government of India that we propose to announce 
Mr. Kearney's appointment on Monday next, December 23rd, at 6.00 p.m. 
Ottawa time. It is our understanding that the Government of India desire to 
reciprocate' by appointing a High Commissioner in Canada. We have sug-
gested that, in making a simultaneous announcement of Mr. Kearney's ap-
pointment, the Govermnent of India may wish to include a reference to their 
desire to reciprocate. 

865. 

pONFIDENTIAL , 
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I should be grateful if you would regard the information of Mr. Kearney's

appointment as confidential for the time being .

Yours sincerely,
L. B. PEARSON

866.

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures à Foreign, New Delhi, Indial

Secretary,of State for : External Affairs to Foreign, New Delhi, India'
TELEGRAM Ottawa, December 23, 1946

IMMEDIATE . Following for member-in-charge, Commonwealth Relations

Department. Begins : . I am glad to learn from Mr: Ahuja, India Government

Trade Commissioner, Toronto, that our proposal for reciprocal exchange of
High Commissioners is agreeable to the Government of India .. Our approach

through Mr . Ahuja was official and I have received with much pleasure
your intimation through him that the Government of India intend to appoint
a High Commissioner in Canada as soon as possible .

Accordingly our announcement of the appointment of Mr . John Doherty

Kearney will be made at 6.00 p .m. Ottawa time, today, December 23rd . I

will ' télegraph later information regarding the approximate date of Mr .

Kearney's arrival in India . As you know he is still in Oslo and it may be

some time before he can arrive at his new post . Ends .

DEA/ 1617-A-4 0

SECTION C

867.
IRLANDE/IRELAND

DEA/72-ZU-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire d'Irlande

Secretary of State for External A ff airs to 1High Commissioner of Ireland

-No . 2 Ottawa, January 7, 1946

Sir,
I have the honour to refer to your note of January 27th, 1945, in whic h

you informed us that the Irish Government would be willing to participate in
consultations and discussions relative to the operation of air transpo rt ser-

vices over the North Atlantic, . and to negotiate an agreement with the Gov-

1 Le télégramme .fut adressé ainsi afin de

pa rvenir à la section (=Foreign Depart ment »
ou «Foreign Office») du Gouvernement de

l'Inde qui s'occupait des relations extérieures.

À cette date, cette section avait deux sous-
sections, le département des Affaires exté-
rieures et le département des Relations avec

le Commonwealth.

I The telegram was addressed in this way
in order - to reach the section ( "Foreign De'

partment" or "Foreign Office") of the . Gov-

ernment of India which was responsible for
external relations. At this time, this section
had two sub-sections, the Department of
External Affairs and the Department of Com-
monwealth , Relations .
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ernment of Canada of the nature envisaged in Recomrnendation VIII of the 
Final Act of the International Air Conference at Chicago. 

The Canadian Government's plans for trans-Atlantic air services have now 
been developed to a point where we feel that discussions can usefully take 
place. We would be pleased to receive an indication of rights required in 
Canada by the Government of Ireland for international air services, and also 
such rights as your Government would be prepared to grant us in Ireland. 

So far as the Government of Canada is concerned, we would be prepared 
to grant full terminal rights in Canada and we would appreciate learning 
what traffic rights the Irish Government could grant in return. I should like 
to point out that for the time being we do not contemplate operating a 
special service to Ireland, but would hope to carry Irish traffic in available 
space on the present commercial service between Canada and the United 
Kingdom. 

I have etc. 
N. A. ROBERTSON 

for the Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

W.L.M.K./Vol. 241 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au Premier ministre 

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Prime Minister 

[Ottawa,] October 30, 1946 
I am enclosing a copy of a communication  which I have received from the 

High Commissioner for Ireland, relative to the appointment of Judge Turgeon 
as our new. High Commissioner in Dublin. Mr. Hearne expresses the pleasure 
of his Government at the appointment, and then, on instructions, raises the 
question of the official title of the appointee. He suggests that we should 
abandon the title "High Commissioner" as a relic of Colonial times, and that 
Mr. Turgeon should be designated either (1) Ambassador, or (2) "Canadian 
Representative" or "Representative of Canada". 

Mr. Hearne's Govermnent feel that either of the above titles would be 
not only- more appropriate than High Commissioner, but would also make 
it easier for the Irish Govermnent to give the Canadian representative the 
degree of ceremonial honour ,that they now give non-Commonwealth repre-
sentatives. Mr. Hearne also points out that the recently appointed Irish repre-
sentative to Canberra has, by  agreement  with the Australian Government, 
been designated "Minister Plenipotentiary of Ireland in Australia." 

We have, however, heard from our Acting High Commissioner in Dublin 
that, if the proposed change is unacceptable to us, the Irish Government will 
not insist on it. 

868. 
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My own view is that the title "Ambassador'' :, is out of the question at this

time, but that there is much to be said for acceptingthe Irish proposal that the

High Commissioner be called "The - Representative - of Canada in Ireland" . '
In the past; when the designation "High Commissioner" has been criti-

cized, we have taken the position that we could not change it in one part of
the Commonwealth without, at the same time, changing it everywhere else,
and also that we should not make such a change without consulting other

parts of the Commonwealth . I do not think that 1 either,of these arguments

is necessarily- conclusive . As to the first, if _we feel . "Representative" a better

title than,"High Commissioner", we could ça ll all our ; representatives by that

name. Certainly in .. connection with any first appointment to India, "Repre-

sentative" might be - more -suitable than "High Commissioner", nor is there

likely to be any objection from .South Africa if, we , should later,wish to make a

change there ; or, indeed, from Australia, in view of the action which they
have just taken with regard to the Irish appointment . 2

As to the second objection, there is not, I believe, any actual obligation
to consult: .,When,the United Kingdom made their first appointment to Dublin,
Sir John Maffey, was .,called- `•`Representative", and there was no prior con-
sultation with other parts of the Commonwealth, nor was there consultation
in the case of the Australian appointment referred to above . However,

if ' -weare making- changes of this kind, possibly we should tell the United-
Kingdom authorities in advance .2 : -

It might also be argued, by certain groups, in Canada, that this change
of title was a further step in the breaking of Commonwealth ties and tradi-

tions .3 On the other -`hand ; there are many Canâdians-,who would àpprove

the change, while I doubt, myself, that . the transition from "High Commis-

sioner'.' to ."Representative" would really cause much general concern .

: .Arising:out of the suggested change of title,. Mr : - Hearne has also made a

request that,, when Mr. Turgeon came to Dublin, he might present ,a letter

which would serve as credentials . This need not, of course, .be in the form

used for presentation to . heads of foreign states, but could . be a letter from

the Secretary of State for External Affairs to the Minister of ExternallA~abe

in Ireland . I do , not . see any particular .-objection to this ; ; in fact,, it m gh

done with the change of . title if : it would give the Irish Government " any.

satisfaction . 2
My own, feeling is ,, that we might agree . to the Irish proposal that our

High Commissioner should .be called ; "Representative of -Canada in Ireland"
and that consideration might be given to a- similar change in,the title of our
representatives ,in other parts of the B ri tish Commonwealth .-

2 Note marginale : 2 Marginal note : •
I, agree . W. L, M[ACKENZIE] K[ING ]

3 Note marginale : 3 Marginal note: ~
nonsense

o e gi
I agree . ,W: L. M[ACKENZiE] K[ING] 2-11-4 6

L . B . PEARSO N

1 N t mar 'nale• 1 Marginal note :
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' 	 [PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

Le haut commissaire d'Irlande au sous-secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

s 	High Cornmissioner of Ireland to Under-Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

250/5 	 Ottawa, October 28, 1946 

Dear Mr. Pearson, 
duly received your letter of the 23rd Octobert in which you were so good 

as to inform me that the Canadian Government have nominated Mr. Turgeon 
2 the new Canadian representative in Ireland. Please accept my sincere 
thanks for letting me know of this appointment at the same time as you  did 
the Acting Canadian High Commissioner in Dublin. 

Since receipt of your letterI have been instructed to inform you that the 
Irish Govermnent are grateful to the Government of Canada for appointing 
so distinguished a Canadian as Mr. Turgeon to the Dublin post. I am to add 
that Mr. Turgeon is assured of a very warm welcome to Ireland. 

I ha.ve also  ben  instructed to approach you on the question of the official 
title of your new, representative. 

As you are aware, Dr. Thomas •Kiernan, former Irish Minister to the 
Holy See, has recently been appointed to Canberra as head of our first Mis-
sion there. Dr. Kiernan presented Ministerial credentials to the Australian 
Government and the Australian Government agreed that his title should be 
"Minister Plenipotentiary of Ireland in Australia". 

The title "High Commissioner" is a colonial title and in practice its appli-
cation to Commonwealth representatives has had the effect of relegating them 
to a place lower in prestige and public estimation than non-Commonwealth 
representatives, whereas the logic of the situation is that they should have 
the special status of Ambassador. These considerations have special force in 
Ireland where it has long been felt that the continuance of colonial forms, 
which are utterly inappropriate to the facts of free association place an undue 
strain on the Commonwealth relationship.  The  title of "High Commissioner" 
is such a form. 
- The Irish Government feels, moreover, that Commonwealth representatives 
in Dublin should be received with at least the same degree of ceremony and 
honour as non-Commonwealth representatives, namely, a formal reception 
in Dublin Castle, mounted escort, exchange of speeches, salute, etc. This 
imPlies some form of credentials and it is suggested that a form of letter 
similar to that which Dr. Kiernan presented at Canberra might be appropriate. 
1 have not yet received a copy of br. Kiernan's letter. It is, I understand, on 
its way to me by airmail. I shall send you a copy the moment it arrives. 

I am sure you will agree that the more we desire to emphasise the special 
relationships between our countries the more anxious we should be to remove 
the anomaly whereby non 7Commonwea1th representatives are received with 



dignity and honour while - the  arrivai of Commonwealth representatives is 
given no appropriate official notice and formality. Public opinion in Ireland 
inevitably tends to rate the importance of Commonwealth representatives, 
and, indeed, the whole Commonwealth relationship, accordingly. 

I am, therefore, to request you to agree to a change in the title of the 
Canadian representative in Dublin. My Governm.  ent feels that, whatever his 
title in his home service, Mr. Turgeon should in Ireland have the title of 
"Ambassador", or, at least, that of "Canadian Representative" or "Repre-
sentative of. Canada". Sir John Maffey's official title is, as you are aware, 
that of "British Representative". I am to express the earnest hope that the 
change suggested will be agreeable to the Government of Canada and that 
the head  of the Canadian Mission in Dublin should be received with full 
diplomatic ceremonial which has now been resumed after suspension during 
the war. 

Yours sincerely, 
•JOHN J. HEARNE 

869. W.L.M.K./Vol. 241 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au Premier .ministre 

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Prime Minister 

[Ottawa] November 2, 1946' 

DESIGNATION OF CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVE IN DUBLIN 
The United Kingdom High Commissioner saw me yesterday and expressed 

a hope that we would continue to call our representative in Dublin "High 
Commissioner". They themselves' had only accepted . the designation "Repre-
sentative" with great reluctance as an unsatisfactory compromise, and One 
which they would like to alter' to "High Commissioner" on their next ap-' 
pointrnent. Sir Alexander agreed that "Representative" did not have the 
diplomatic implications of "Ambassador" or- "Minister". He thought that if 
we changed to the latter there was an obligation to consult within the Com-
monwealth as it would signify a change in Commonwealth relations. 

The Irish High Commissioner telephoned this morning to say that the 
actual title now being used by their Representative in Australia was "Minister 
Plenipotentiary, Representative of Ireland in Australia". Apparently the 
Australian Representative in Dublin is stil known as a High Commissioner 
although I gather the Irish are trying to get this changed. Mr. Hearne thought 
that in view of the Australian precedent it might be , desirable to designate 
our Representative as "Ambassador, Representative of Canada in Ireland". 

This is a rather tiresome business, and I hope that it will not be permitied 
to hold up the announcement of our fivé or six appointments which we will 
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be able to make - next week . I talked about this matter to Mr. St. Laurentyesterday and he agreed with me that rather than do anything _ to necessitate
this delay, it might . be better

(a) to appoint Mr . Turgeon as High Commissioner, an d
(b) to tell the Governments of the Commonwealth at the same time, and

possibly make a public announcement, that we were suggesting an informal
meeting of Commonwealth Representatives to go into the whole question
of the designation and status of Representatives within the Commonwealth
itself. 1

L. B. PEARSON

.870. DEA/3011-A-4 0
Le secrétaire d'État aux . A ffaires extérieures
au haut commissaire par intérim en Irlande

Secretary of State for External A ff airs
to Acting High Commissioner in Ireland

TELÈGRAM 76 Ottawa, November 8, 1946
CONFIDENTIAL . Reference my telegram No . 71 of October 23rd-[ concerning
appointment of Turgeon. .

1 . High Commissioner for Ireland in- Ottawa has expressed his Govern-
ment's pleasure at the appointment and also raised the question of the official
title. Irish Government, through their H[igh] C[ommissioner] here, suggested
Turgeon be designated either (1) Ambassador or (2) Canadian Representa-
live- ;or ~Representative of Canada . High Commissioner pointed out that . (1)
Sir John Maffey's official title is "British Representative" and (2) Dr . T. J .
Kiernan had presented Ministerial credentials to Australian Government and

latter agreed that his title should be "Minister Plenipotentiary Representative
of Ireland in Australia . "

2 . After careful consideration it was agreed here that rather than delay
the announcement of our five or six appointments (press speculation was in-
creasing and becoming embarrassing) and in view of the desirabi li ty of gen-
eralizing change of title if such a change is desirable, we would appoint
Turgeon with , the title of High Commissioner while indicating at the same.tune that the whole question of High Commissioners' titles and status was
to be reconsidered and that we might suggest at an early date a Common-
wealth discussion of this matter . 'An important factor in,this decision was

'La,
note suivante était écrite sur ce ' The fo ll owing note was written on themémorandum : dmemoran um

This is the preferable course in view of an objection being raised by Br[itish]
Gov[èrnmen]t. V. L. M[ACKENZIE] . K[rnrG] 2-11-46 (after preceding memo)
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your statement of the -Irish Government's ' decisiôn that if the proposal for a
change vas, unacceptable; Ireland would not insist.

3 . At Press Conference yesterday, _ P rime Minister, after ,- announcing ap-
pointments including that of High Commissioner to Ireland, said High Com-
missioner was ." not a : completely satisfactory title : as in . many cases people
bearing this title were sent : here, for instance, by .U.K. on special missions
to Africa or some' place~ofthat sort, in order to discharge-.a particular func-
tion, . without being governmental representatives . on the same :. basis as diplo-
matic representatives . This led to certain amount of misunderstanding' . and
it might be desirable for some new term to be used such as "Representative
of the Canadian Gôverninent" or something of the sort . Prime Minister par-
ticularly stressed fact that post of Ambassador is not in any sense superior
to that of High Commissioner . Canadian High Commissioner .in London is
.in every ' Waÿ * ".,as important a representative abroad - as we have-perhàps
more important than .any other . From this it should be clearly rea lized, the
Prime Minister continûed ; . that-the move of 1VIr. Turgeon from Ambassador
to High Commissioner was not `in, any degree or in any way â move to a lesser
rank. In expressing doubts , about the title; of 'High . Commissioner, the Prime-
Minister said it was :a- problem for all -Commonwealth countr ies . Hence, it
was .felt unwise to make any unilateral . change in title at the present, time.
Prime - Minister 'said an- opportunity - would be sought to have the matter
discussed at some time in the near. future.

4 . Nye are considering what would be the most effective means of making :
this whole matter a subject of. informal Commonwealth discussion, , possibly
in London .

DEA/301 1-A-40
Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux. Affaires extérieures

au hciut commissaire d'Irlande

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissioner of Ireland

Ottawa, November 8, 194 6

Dear Mr . Hearne ,

With reference to your letter of November 2ndt and our recent telephone
conversations, a telegram has been sent to our Acting High Commissioner in
Dublin on the appointment of a new High Commissioner . In that telegram
reference is made to lhe suggestions made by your Government, through you,
that Mr. Turgeon should be designated by some other title than High Com-
missioner, for the reasons which you indicated in your ,letter of October 28th .

This wholè question~ was given careful consideration both here and by the
Secretary of State for 'External Affairs in New .York. .It was .felt, however, that
any change in title • of Canadian representatives 4n , other- parts of the Com-
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monwealth should be made general, and not restricted to any particular post; 
that, therefore the title  of  High Commissioner should be retained in Dublin 
for the time • being. , 

As you know, a change in the official title of Commonwealth representa.- 
tives raises not Only constitutional problems but possibly legal and conven-
tional ones as well. A unilateral change in the title might also involve different 
treatment being accorded to the representative of Ireland in Canada. For 
these and other reasons it is our,desire to give the matter further consideration 
before making a change, and, in any event, to make any such change appli-
cable to all posts. You will note from the statement made by the Prime 
Minister at his press conference yesterday that an opportunity would be sought 
to have the question discussed at some time in the near future. The possibility 
of having an informal meeting of Commonwealth representatives for this 
pùrPoè iS, being explored, and the whole question will, I hope, be the subject 
of further correspondence. , 

Yours sincerely, 
L. B. PEARSON 

P.S.: I am sending you a further, communicationt in the near future regarding 
the procedure followed in respect of this appointment, concerning which you 
expressed yourself so emphatically on the telephone yesterday. 

872. -  -. 	, 	. . 	 DEA/3011-A-40• 

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Dominions Secretary to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

CIRCULAR D. 465---sAvING 1 	 London, November 19, 1946 
We have recently considered the question of the proper style to be accorded 

to High Commissionen 'representing one country of the British Common-
wealth in another such country. Various suggestions have been made in the 
past but hitherto all have been felt to present .certain difficulties. 

We have come to the conclusion that the best course would be to adopt 
for High Commissioners the designation "His Excellency the High Com-
missioner for . . . ." which is now universally accorded to diplomatic Ambas-
sadors and Ministers. The title "His Excellency" as applied to an Ambassador 
is of very long historical tradition and its application to Ministers of foreign 
countries also is a recent development for which the King's approval was 
obtained a few years ,ago. Its application to High Conunissioners would, 
therefore, similarly be subject to His Majesty's approval. 

We shall be very ready to take action accordingly so far as concerns High 
Conimissioners in London, but in  the  first instance we should be g,lad to know 

Ceci indique que le message a été envoyé 	1  This indicates that the message was sent 
Par valise diplomatique. Le message est par- by diplomatic bag. The message was received venu à Ottawa le 26 novembre. • 	 on November 26. 
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the views of other British Commonwealth Governments on this suggestion :
If it is generally regarded as acceptable, the best procedure for obtaining the
King's approval would appear to be that each of His Majesty's Governments
should submit .for His . Majesty's approval the style to be accorded to High
Commissioners for other -Commonwealth countries stationed at its capital .

The matter would seem to be one for concerted action, and it would there-
fore be desirable that no 'Government should take action of this kind until
it has been ascertained that the proposal meets with general approval . We
shall accordingly await the views of the other Governments concerned before
taking any further steps .

873. DEA/3011-A-40

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to High Commissiôner in Great Britain .

SECRET Ottawa, November 28, 194 6

Dear Norman [Robertson] ,
Your efforts to avoid attending a conference in London on the titles and

status of High- Commissioners are understood . Our efforts to avoid a similar
conference here will, I, am sure ; be equally understood :by . you. It has occurred
to us thatpossibly the best procedure would 'be to have ' a 'preliminary meeting

here of .',an informal and ` exploratory_ :, character;: after - which- we - can decide
-where .the, more formalI . talks ; will be held . For that purpose, I. will be asking
the High Commissiôners to ' meet me next week, after which I will report to
yôû again on the subject : I am enclosing . a copy of a * letter .of November 25th
from Clutterbuck]- inquiring , -about the arrangements for the more formal
exchange of views on this subject together with a copy of my letter in reply,t
in which I suggest that decisions with regard to thèse arrangements might wait
until after our preliminary talk in Ottawa- Meanwhile, I am sending YOU
herewith a memorandum which Charles Ritchie has- .done on the subject and
which will be of interest to you .

You will have " noted that the British have launched a diversiona ry attack
on what they no doubt consider to be the High Commissioners' weakest
flank, by suggesting that all troubles will be over if they can be given the title
"Excellency". This is, I know, a solution which ' will particularly appeal to
you, but I doubt if it will avoid the main engagement . I hope you will fight
as hard for your status and prestige as an "Excellency" as you would as plain
"Mister" .

Yours sincerely,
MIKE [PEARSON]
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[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

Mémorandum du chef, la première direction politique, 
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Memorandurn from Head, First Political Division, 
to Under-Secretary of State for External A ffairs 

SECRET 	 [Ottawa,] November 27, 1946 

OFFICIAL TITLE OF COMMONWEALTH REPRESENTATIVES 
Presumably, the view of the Department is that the title and status of 

Commonwealth representatives should gradually be assimilated to those of 
diplomatic representatives of other countries. With this eventual objective .in 
mind, there appear to be at least three possible alternatives. 

1. The adoption by all Commonwealth countries of the title "Representa-
tive" instead of "High Commissioner." It cannot be said that this in itself 
would be a -very significant change. It would have the advantage of getting 
rid of a clumsy title which often causes misunderstanding. This change might 
be coupled with raising the precedence of Commonwealth representatives to 
that of "Minister" or even "Ambassador". 	 • 

2. The title "representative" might be adopted and the •personal rank of 
minister or ambassador might be given to the representative. This appears to 
be the arrangement adopted by Eire in appointing their new representative 
to Canberra. The representative would, so far as his own govermnent is 
concerneçl,.have the rank of Minister but would not be treated as a Minister 
by the-government to which he was accredited. It is a little difficult to see the 
advantage of this uneasy compromise. We have been informed by Sir 
Alexander Clutterbuck that there is no question of a new Irish representative 
to Canberra being accepted as Minister or Minister Plenipotentiary by the 
Australian Government. 

3. Commonwealth representatives might be assimilated now to the ranks 
of other diplomatic representatives. It appears to our view, however, that this 
step would be premature at the present time. In your memorandum of 
October,30,th,_you state in connection with the appo' intment of our representa-
tive to Eire that "My own VieW is that the title "Anabassador" is out of the 
question at this time." The Prime Minister has initialled his agreement to this 
Paragraph in your  memorandum. Mr._King, however, has, at his press con-
ference on N6Vember 7th,:stated that it might be desirable for some new 
term to be used such as "RePresentative of the Canadian Government• or 
something of the sort." 

Mr. Robertson has suggested that in the event of conversations on this 
subject with  the United Kingdom Government and the other Commonwealth 
governments, the United Kingdom would probably be prepared to raise the 
precedence of Commonwealth representatives and even to use another style 
'rather than High Commissioner but that they would "be disposed to maintain 
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the badges which distinguish' intra-Cômnionwealth representatives from diplo-
matic representatives generally ." In these circumstances, it may well be that
full dress Commonwealth discussion at this time would not obtain the objects
which we have in view . The United Kingdom would take a strong stand
against any tendency in the direction .of the assimilation of intra-Common-
wealth representatives to other diplomatic representatives, while Ireland
would, no doubt, argue strongly in favour of such a development in the
immediate future. An awkward situation for other Commonwealth govern-
ments might thus arise . We might find that , the .discussion . had ceased to be
a debate on the merits of certain common sense changes of style, and prece-
dence for intra=Commonwealth representatives and that aquestion of prin-
ciple had arisen . It is quite likely that both the United Kingdom Government
and the Government of Eire would be prepared to make something of an
issue of this question , which might then assume proportions out of keeping
with its intrinsic importance .

It is ' suggested that : it might : be desirable, in the first instance, to have a
preliminary meeting of the Commonwealth High Commissioners in Ottawa

with i the: Under-Secretary'of State to explore this whole°:qùestion:- This is the
more desirablé as we have no, very clear indication of where the go'vernments

of Australia, Soùth Africa and-New Zealand stand in the matter:
• . ;,--

If ' this course 49* approved ;
informeCd .

DEA/3011-A-40

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au haut commissaire désigné en Irlande

Ottawa, December . 23, 194 6

Under-Secretary of State for External , A ffairs .
to High Commissioner Designate in Ireland

Dear Mr . Justice Turgeon ,
On your arrival in Dublin, the .-Irish authorities will expect ,you to .present

the equivalent of a Letter , of Credence as a token .of recognition of iheir

desire .to accord to Commonwealth Chiefs of Mission the formal courtesies

.which are generally, in,Commonwealth countries, reserved for Ambassadors

and Ministers Plenipotentiary.

I do not think we are yet ready to go as far as the Irish in regard to

the title - and status of High Commissioners, but in order to_ meet them, so to
speak, half-way ; I am sending to- you, with this covering note, a letter ad-

,dresséd to the Prime Minister and ' Minister for External Affairs at Dublin ,
,It. is signed by= the Secretary : of State- for Exte rnal Affairs . The énclosed letter

does ' not mèntion the word - "credénce", but it is ' a ' close approximation `of
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the letter which Mr. de Valéra gave to Dr. Joseph Thomas Kiernan when he 
left Dublin in August to represent Ireland in Australia. 

Yours sincerely, 
L. B. PEARSON 

[PIÈCE  JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au premier ministre 
et ministre des Affaires extérieures d'Irlande 	 • 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Prime Minister 
and Minister of External Affairs of Ireland 

Ottawa, December 23, 1946 
Sir, 	 -

• 

•I have the honour to inform you that the Canadian Government  •  have 
appointed the bearer of this letter,  •  the Honourable W. F. A. Turgeon, Mem-
ber of the King's Privy Council for Canada, as High Commissioner for 
Çanada in Ireland. 

I am fully confident that by his personal qualities and his long diplomatic 
•expérience, Mr. Turgeon is eminently fitted for the mission entrusted to him. 
In this confidence, I commend Mr. Turgeon to you, and, on behalf of the 
Govemment of Canada, I ask you to afford him every co-operation and as-
sistance for the fulfillment of his high mission in strengthening the friendly 
relations which have always existed between our two countries. 	 •  

I have etc. 
Louis S. ST. LAURENT 

SECTION D 

•ANTILLES/WEST INDIES 

DEA/72-RT-40 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au secrétaire aux Dominions 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Dominions Secretary 

TELEGRAM 332 	 Ottawa, August 10, 1946 

Following for Lord Winster, U.K. Minister of Civil Aviation from the 
Right Honourable C. D. Howe, Minister of Reconstruction and Supply. 
Begins: You will recall the discussions which we had in Bermuda last 
December on the question of a Canadian air service to Bermuda and the 
Caribbean area. Our understanding was that following these discussions the 
U.K. government would undertake to obtain the riecessary permission from 
Trinidad, Jamaica, Bahamas and Bermuda. 

1499 
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, , The last official -word 'wh'ich we received from the, United Kingdom through
diplomatic channels was to the effect that , the necessary legislative clearance
had been obtained in Trinidad and Jamaica and that as soon as Bermuda
and the Bahamas had granted clearance we could proceed with the bilateral
agreement. Subsequently we have been informed directly from Bermuda that
clearance has been given and it is my understanding, based on private com-
municationst from the Bahamas, that . no difâculty exists there either .

As you may imagine, we are under considerable pressure from the islands
to initiate air service at the earliest possible date and we are anxious to
start the operation as soon as circumstances may permit . I have received a
direct communication from Bermuda t requesting us to arrange for dis-
cussions for the .conclusion of a bilateral agreement with the . Bermuda Trade
Development Board . It had been my understanding, however, that the
necessary rights for the Canadian government in all the islands would be
provided through a single bilateral agreement between Canada and the United
Kingdom government, rather than by four . separate agreements negotiated
directly by Canada with . the four different colonies . We are, of course, pre-
pared to follow any course which may be acceptable, and are in particular
anxious to, make immediate arrangements with Bermuda for - the early
establishment of a T .C.A. service .
. B ef ore, however, replying to the formal communication which I have
received from Bermuda, I considered it desirable to consult further with you
with respect to the course which we might follow, having .in mind the various
circumstances referred to above. With best personal regards . Ends .

876. DEA/72-RT-40

Le secrétaire aux Dominions au secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires extérieures

Dominions Secretary to Secretary of State for External Affairs
TELEGRAM 137 London, August 24, 1946

Following for Mr. Howe from Lord Winster . Begins : Your telegrams Nos :

332 and 342.t I am sorry that I have been unable to send you an earlier

reply to your message of the 10th August on subject of Canadian air service
to Bermuda and the Caribbean area.

2 : The-, conclusion of the Agreement on the lines discussed at Bermuda

has involved reference to individual Colonies and discussions in local L .egisla-

tures, but I confirm that general clearance has now beeri obtained in Trinidad,

Jamaica, Bermuda and Bahamas .

3 .` - Certain Colonies have made - detailed reservations . Main reservation is

that made by the Bahamas which is prepared to .waive reciprocity for th ree

years only, and only subject to the proviso that the Canadians will operate
a direct Montreal-Nassau service .with a minimum capacity of forty seats per
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week during the period from the.7th of January to the 7th of April of each of 
the three years in which reciprocity is waived. 

4. The question of stop-over privileges requested on behalf of the Canadian 
air line  bas  given rise to some -difficulty and we hope that you would be-pre, 
pared not to pursue this matter. 

5. I confirm your understanding that rights for Canadian Government in 
all  the Islands should be provided in single bilateral agreement between Gov-
emment of Canada and Government of United Kingdom acting on behalf of 
Colonies concerned. Draft  will be sent to you for your consideration through 
Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs. Meanwhile, we should be happy 
to see T.C.A. service start in advance of formal conclusion of agreement 
provided that you are willing to accept the conditions made by the Colonial 
Governments concerned and as soon as we have cleared with the United 
States the position over the use of Kindley Field. 

6. Negotiations with the United States governing the commercial use of 
leased air bases (including of course Kindley Field) are not yet concluded. 
I understand that the Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs will be com-
municating with your Govermnent about this in the near future. 

7. As regard  § your message of the 22nd of August,t His Majesty's Gov-
ernment have already informed the Bermuda Government that the conditions 
on which the Canadian air service will operate to and through Bermuda and 
the other Colonies concerned, will be embodied in a single agreement between 
the United Kingdom and Canadian Governments and not in a series of Agree-
ments with each Colonial Government concerned. We hope, therefore, that 
you will not conclude a separate agreement with the Bermuda Government 
though there is, of course, no objection to your discussing with that Govem-
ment detailed questions relating tà the operation of the service to and through 
Bermuda. My best wishes. Ends. 

DEA/10407-40 

Le ministre des Transports au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Minister of Transport to Secretary .  of. State for External Affairs 

Ottawa, October 17, 1946 
My dear Colleague, 

As you know, the 1926 West Indies Trade Agreement provided for the 
payment by the Colonies concerned of subsidies of varying amounts towards 
the maintenance Of the Canadian National (West Indies) Steamship service 
between Canada and the said Colonies. 

During the'war years the Canadian National were unable to give the service 
'c'oliteniPlated by the  Agreement, because some of the ships becaine war 

877. 
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çasualties : ôr were. re4uisitioned ; .byr the Government. : Following represènta-.=
tions by certain of the Colonies some of the subsidies were'either substan-
tially reduced or discontinued.

The : following ,table shows the amounts payable under the Agreement and,the present position :

Amount Under. Present
Agreement Payments

Eastern Service
~ Bermuda
Leeward Islands
Dominica (a) :
Barbados
Windward . Islands
Trinidad
Bri tish Guiana

Western, Service
Bermuda
Bahamas ' Reduced to £1000 for 1942 and

discontinued since then. .

, :E1500 . Discontinued 1942
2000- , .. £2000 :
500' Redüced in 1945 to £250

5000 £5000
.2500 .- Reduced in 1944 to £1250-

: 7500: £7500
8500 Reduced in 1945 to .£850

2000

Jamaica 12000. £12000 .
Bri tis

. . ~. . A ~ ~ ~ . .

(a)

Nov. 17, 1945

When the Canada-West Indies Trade Agreement,went into effect Dominica
formed a part of the Leeward Islands Group,' but in recent years-for
political and custo= :purposes -they' have become afhliated- with th e
Windward Group and a separate contribution has been made by that Island.

, .I have just received a lettert from Mr. R. C. .' Vaughan, Chairman and
President of the Canadian National Railways, in which he states that their
operating costs have increased very materia lly since the war, and that these
costs cannot be met with the present cont ributions. He points out that the
service to the so-called Eastern Group of Islands will certainly be very
znaterially improved within the next six months or so . because by that time
they will have in operation the three ' new diesel vessels and also, it is to be
hoped, the refitted Lady, Nelson . and : Lady Rodney . These three diesels are
modern vessels , and will provide . a much better - and f aster, service than was
possible with~ the older so-câlled "Vâgabond" ships. Âttached is a copy of the
tentative schedulet upon, which it is proposed to operate the fleet as it wil l
exist next Spring .

_In the circumstances Mr. Vaughan feels' that the : time is now opportune
to. acqûaint .the various West Indies . Islands with the views of the Steamship
Management concerning. the restoration . of these , contributions.

Dealing first with the Eastern Service, the Màriagement , are of the opiniàn
that all of these Islands should pay the amount-set forth in the-Trade Agree-
ment. In the case of the Leeward Islands, the Barbados and Trinidad, this
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would mean continuing the existing contributions of £2000, £5000 and 
£7500, respectively, and changes with respect to the other Islands as 
follows: 

Bermuda 	-L-• Restore the contribution of £1500 which has 
been discontinued since 1942. 

Dominica 	— Increase its contribution from £250 to £500. 
Windward Islands — Increase from £1250 to £2500. 
British Guiana 	--- Increase from £850 to £8500. 

As to the Western service, the Management are not able to give these 
Islands the service which they enjoyed prior to the war, and the Bahamas—
and Bermuda with respect to the Western service—may oppose the sug-
gestion that,there be a full restoration of the treaty contributions. The Man-
agement consider, however, that both the Bahamas and Bermuda should be 
asked to contribute at least 50% of the former amounts. As each Colony was 
obligated to pay £2000, this would mean a contribution of £1000 from 
each. 	 . 	 • - , 

Mr. Vaughan is hopeful that Jamaica will continue its present contribution 
•of £12000, •  and he thinks.  it would be as well if this was not brought up 
at the present time. A forrnightly freight service is now being operated to 
that Colony and if conditions warrant this may possibly be increased to a 
twelve-day service from Halifax during the winter months. Having only two 
passenger vessels and'these being slated for the Eastern service, the Company 
is un.able to maintain a passenger service to Jamaica or a bakana service 
northbound. 

Regarding British Honduras, there is little possibility of service being 
resumed, and the Management are of the opinion that further contributions 
should not be required of that country. As shown in the table above, the sub-
sidy payable by British Honduras in 1946 was waived on November" 17, 
1945. 

Mr. Vaughan Understands that the Bermuda, House of Assembly recéntl3r 
sent a message to the Governor suggesting that the Canadian Government be 
approached with the proposal that it call another conference to discuss the 
subject of the renewal of the Canada-West Indies Trade Agreement With all 
the Islands interested. He appreciates that the question of whether there 
should be such a conference is one of Government policy, but he does think 
that the views of the Steamship officials as to what they feel to be  the  
inadequacy of the present payments should be brought to the attention of the 
Colonies concerned and he asks if such action might be considered by the 
Government. 

Mr. Vaughan stresses that the steamship service has been maintained with 
considerable difficulty, and that during the war they had over thirty vessels 
in. operation. He believes that the Canadian National (West Indies) Steam-
ships were a useful implement in keeping contact between the West Indies 
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ând the : Dominion, and -mentions that, they were largely the ` means of ké"ep =
ing the islands fed during the war and that . they also keptCanada supplied
with sugar, molasses, etc.

I thought, I , should place Mr. Vaughan's views before you, and perhaps
you may think it advisable to draw them to the attention of the Minister o f
Trade and Commerce .

8786 DEA/10407-40
Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au. secrétaire - d'État

aux Affaires èxtérieures

High Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary of Stat e
for External A f}airs

DESPATCH 1602 London, October 24, 1946

Sir,
I have the honour to refer to previous correspondence concerning subsidie s

payable by certain of the West Indian Colonies-under-the terms of the Canada-
West Indies - Trade Agreement. In particular, I draw your attention to your
telegram No. 390 of the 13th February, 1945, in which you communicate d

the agreement of the Canadian Government to a reduction in the steamshi p
subsidy payable by British Guiana for 1945 from £ 8,500 to £ 850 .

2. I have now been informed by the Dominions Office that the Governor

of British Guiana has approached the Secretary of State for the Colonies
enquiring whether the Canadian Government would agree to the payment of

the Colony's subsidy for 1946 at the reduced rate of . £ 850 . I have been
requested to ascertain whether the Canadian Government would be willin g
to continue for the present, year to extend to British Guiana . the concession

which they granted in 1945 .

3. I have also been informed that the Secretary of State for the Colonies

has received an enquiry : from the Governor of the Bahamas - whether any

information is yet available as to the date by which the prewar service would
be . resumed by the Canadian Governmeiq t . The . Governor has stressed the
importance of the service to the•Colony's food supply . I should be very grate-
.ful for any indication which you may be able to give me as to the probabl e

date of resumption of the service .

N. A. ROBERTSON
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879. 	 - 	- DEA/104074.40 

Le sous-secrétaire d'Etat aux Ajjaires extérieures 
• au sous-ministre du Commerce 

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
•to Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce 

Ottawa, November 5, 1946 

Further to my letter of October 22t on the question of the restoration of 
certain subsidy payments I;;37 the West Indian Colonies towards the mainte-
nance of the steamship services provided by the Canadian National, Steam-
ships between these Colonies and Canada, I now enclose a copy of despatch 
No. 1602 of 24th October, from our High Commissioner in London on this 
subject. 

You will note that in paragraph 2 of the attached despatch the Dominions 
Office has enquired whether the Canadian Government would agree to the 
payment of the British Guiana subsidy for 1946 at the reduced rate of £850. 
In view of the proposals which have been made by Mr. R. C. Vaughan, 
Chairman and President of Canadian National Railways, for the restoration 
of the subsidy payments by certain of the West Indian Colonies. I should be 
glad to receive your comments on fh's matter. I might add that I am also 
asking the Departments of Transport and Finance for their views. 

With regard to the inquiry concerning the steamship service to the Bahamas 
contained in paragraph 3 of this despatch, I should appreciate your placing 
me in a position to reply to our High Commissioner on this point. 

H. O. MORAN 
for the Under-Secretary of State 

for External Affairs 

880, 	 DEA/10407-40 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire 
en Grande-Bretagne 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner 
in Great Britain 

TELEGRAM 2173 	 Ottawa, December 19, 1946 

hi/MEDIATE. Reference your telegram No. 2349 December 7, 1946.t 
1 . We are confident that £850. for year 1946 only, from British Guiana 

will be acceptable. For your own information question of payments for 1947 
from all Colonies affected is now under consideration of Inter-Departmental 
ShiPphig Committee on basis of 1947 service to be rendered in relation to 
our ,  obligations under the West Indies agreement. 
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2: It. is not possible at this stage to say when pre-war service to Bahamas

will be resumed . For 1947, however, it is intended to maintain fortnightly
freight service from Montreatin 'summer and Halifax in winter, to Bermuda,
Nassau and Kingston, Jamaica, - returning direct from Kingston to Montreal

in summer, and to Maritime port or ports in~ winter .

3 . We do not expect resumption of Belize-Jamaica service in near or dis-

tant future . For your own information, even if vessels were available, Cana-_
dian National Stèamships would be most . reluctant to resume a service which

has - always been a losing proposition. We very .muçh hope we shall not be

required to resume the service' in , fulfilment 'of , our commitment : under the

West Indies agreement .-
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PARTIE 1 / PART 1

EAUX LIMITROPHES / BOUNDARY'WATERS

DEA/8010=40
Le; sous-ministre - de la - Reconstruction et des Approvisionnements -

au sous-secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires extérieures
Deputy, ' Minister of Reconstruction and Supply
to Under-Secretarÿ of Stâte for External Affairs

Dear Mr. Robe rtson,
Ottawa, January: 21, 1946

ATTENTION : MR. E . R. HOPKINS

RE : POLLUTION ;OF THE -DETROIT AND ST. CLAIR RIVERS
AND LAKE_ ST. CLAIR

This will acknowledge yours of the - 1$thf instant re above. I do not thinkthis department would be justified in' demanding changes in the manufactur-Ing processes of 'the Polymer Corporation until an investigation has estab-
lished that the situation demands such action. My understanding is . that
there is at present no proof that the contamination complained of by the
city of Detroit originates wholly, or principally, from ' the operations of theCorporation or, indeed, that it all 'comes from the Canadi an' side of theide of the.

The matter is now before the Inte rnational Joint Commissibelieve on whic
, proposes to undertake an investigation very shortly. The Commis-

sion would hold hearingswhich .would bring to light all the facts of thecase in an impartial way . This department is of the opinion that the pro r .procedure is
: to await the Commission's report.

pe
Yours faithfully,

v. W. SCULLY
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882. 	 DEA/8010-40 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
à l'ambassadeur des États-Unis 

Secretary of State for'External A l'airs to Ambassador of United States 

Excellency, 
I have the honour to refer Io the proposai which you have, submitted for 

a joint reference to the International Joint Commission to deal with the re-
ported pollution of waters of the St. Clair River, Lake St. Clair, and the 
Detroit River. 

After consultation with the International Joint Commission  at the October 
meeting in Ottawa, and at a subsequent meeting held in Washington on 
Oçtober .19, ,the matter was discussed with the Legal Adviser of the State-. 
Departineht. 

The International Joint Commission, in the côurse of the consultation 
witli regard to the terms of reference, had raised the-question as to whether 
it was desirable for the governments to proceed with the completion of the 
negotiation of a spécial convention déaling with pollution of boundary waters 
and waters crossing the boundary. 

It :wil be remembered that a reference was made to the International 
Joint Commission in 1912 and that extensive studies were carried out under 
the supervision of the Commission during .the years 1913-1918. A final re-
port of the Commission  'was •  made on April 12, 1918 and, among the 
recommendations, was one that it was advisable to confer upon the Com-
mission jurisdiction to regulate and prohibit pollution of boundary waters 
and waters crossing the boundary. In 1919, the two governments requested 
the International Joint Commission tô prepare a draft convention. A draft 
was submitted to the govemments in 1920 and was the subject of negotiations 
during the next eight or nine years . 

In the course of the consultations,  both at Ottawa and at Washington, 
it became clear that ityvas desirable that the governments should give fur  - 
tuer consideration Io the matter, and, accordingly, studies are being made 

of the draft convention and it is likely that further discussions will take place 
between the two ,govérnments in the course of the next few months. 

ln the meantime, it seemed to be desirable to go ahead at once with the 
proposeereference dealing with the St. Clair River, Lake St. Clair, and the 
Detroit River.' . 

There seems to be general -agreement 'flat it will be desirable to exten 
the scope of the ReferenCe 'tOE cover other parts of the Great Lakes System 
and the Internatiopal;Section of the St. Lawrence River. It was thought to be 

• expedient, however, to confine the immediate reference to the waters d 
the St. Clair and Detroit Rivers and Lake St. Clair. It will be possible W 
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extend the scope of the Reference from time to time either by supplementary 
Letters of Reference under Article IX of the Convention, or by action under 
the new Convention if, in the meantime, it has been signed and brought into 
force. 

Accordingly, a copy of the draft Letter of Referencet as submitted 
by you is enclosed, together with a draft Lettert intended to accompany the 
L,etter of Reference, explaining the present situation to the Commission. 

In the event that these meet with your approval, it should be possible 
to arrange for the presentation of identical Letters of Reference by the two 
Governments on an agreed date. 

Accept etc. 

N. A. ROBERTSON 
for the Secreiary of State 

for External Affairs 

883. 	 DEA/8010-40 

Le secrétaire d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures au secrétaire, 
la Commission mixte internationale 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Secretary, 
International Joint Commission 

Ottawa, April.  1, 1946 
Sir, 

I have the honour to advise' you that the Governments of the United States 
and Canada have beeninformed that the waters of the St. Clair River, Lake 
St. Clair, and the Detroit River aie being polluted by sewage and industrial 
wastes emptied into those waters. Having in mind the provisions of Article IV 
of the Boun.dary Waters Treaty signed January 11, 1909, that boundary 
waters and waters flowing 'across the boundary shall not be polluted on 
either 'side to the injury of health or property on the other side, the ,two 
Governments have agreed upon a joint Reference of the matter to the Inter-
national Joint Commission, pursuant to the provisions of Article DC of said 
Treaty. The Commissioner is requested to inquire into and t6 report to the 
two Governments upon the following questions: 

(1) Are the waters referred to in the preceding paragraph, or any of 
them, actually being polluted on either side of the boundary to the injury 
of health or property on the other side of the boundary? 

(2) If the foregoing question is answered in the affirmative, tcL what 
extent, by what causes, and in what localities is such pollution taking place? 

(3) If the Commission should find that pollution of the character just 
referred to is taking place, what measures for remedying the situation would, 
'in its judgment, be .most practicable from the economic, sanitary and other 
Points of view? 
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(4) If Ahe.Commission. should find-that the, construction or maintenance
of remedial~ or preventive works is necessary to render : the : waters sanitary

, and suitable for . domestic and other . uses, it should indicate the nature, loca-
tion, and extent of such works, and the probable cost thereof, and by whom
;and in'what proportion, such cost should -be borne.

For the purpose of assisting the Commission -in making the investigation
and - recommendations provided for in this .:.Reference, the two Governments
will, upon request, make available, to the Commission the services of en-
;gineers and other speçially qualified personnel of their governmental agencies,
and such information and technical data as, may have been acquired by such
agencies or as may be acquired by . .them during the course of the investi-
gation .

The Commissiôn: : -- should. - submit : its report and . recommendations to the
two Governments as soon . as practicable:

I have etc.

884.

N. A. ROBERTSON

for the Secretary of State
for'External Affairs

'Mémorcindum'ydu sous-secrétaire- d'État - aux A ffaires extérieures
au Premier ' ministre

Memorandum f rom Under-Secretary of State- for External A ffairs._ . . . _ . , ._ . _
: . . . to Prime Minister

On 27th ' January, 1942; the International roint Commission .made an

at the. international boundarÿ between the Unïted States and Canada .

Ordér ,of Approval in, the, matter, of ,; the . appliçation of the City of Seattle for

' autho rity tô raise the water level of the Skagit River approximately .130 feet

It was a condition of this . order that the water should not be raised
beyond the height at which it ;would reach British ; Columbia unless and until

abinding agreement had . been entered into between the City of Seattle and
the Government of British Columbia providingJor indemnification of British
Columbia and private interests in British Columbia for any injury that might
be sustained by reason` of the City's operations on the Skagit River .

Though , no formal representations have yet been niade by the City Of

Seattle it is understood that the City has attempted to negotiate with the Gov-
ernment of British Columbia . -These attempts at negotiation have met with no

success and :the City has been given to understand that the Governm~nt~°e

British Columbia is not:prepared to enter into ; any agreement cover g

flooding - of - lands in B ri tish 'Columbia .
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The ; City of Seattle may possibly file a new app lication stating all : the- factsand requèsting authority to raise the water level as origina lly planned.This matter involves serious po litical considerations -on both. sides ofthe border which it , is .difâcult to disregard .
You may wish to discuss this matter with the Premier of British Columbia

when he is in Ottawa, and to let him have the attached lettert on the subject .
If not, you may wish to make some observations~ concerning a more opportune
moment for further discussions of this subject .'

N. A. R[OBERTSON]

DEA/259-4 0
L'ambassadeur des États=Unis au secrétaire d'État

aux Affaires extérieures
AYiZbR~cc n'.l.,a. „,t

IN0 . 52 1

Sir,
Ottawa, Aune 20;~ 194 6

Under . instructions of my Government I have the honor , to inform you ofthe, receipt by ., the Secretary of Stàte . of a letter from the Secretary of theInterior . proposing, reference : to the . International Joint Commission, - estab-lished under, the, terms of the,, Boundary Waters Treaty between the ~ United
States and Great Britain of. January , 11, 1909, of a number . of problems aris-ing in con:n.ection, with .,the distribution .,of waters of the international rivers
alqng the Canadiàn boundary, particularly those ; which risè in the State : ofMqntana.
~My attention has been called to the report of the Canadian , St. Mary and

Rivers Water Development Cammittee, appointed by, Order-in-C .ounci idated February 17, 1941, wherein a comprehensive _ plan was proposed, : at.an estimated cos t of over $15,000,000 based on pre-war prices, forCanadian . us'e' of . Canada's share, of the water of the . St. ,Mary ,
ng

River asl~essential part; ,of the plan, I, ., understand, is to • utilize the waters' of .-theWaterton ând .Belly Rivers both of whichlike the St . Mary, are internationalrivers, rising
. in the Glacier National Park in Montana and flowing into the

Oldinan River in Alberta. Since these rivers have not been' involved in earliersettlements of water disputes in . that area, the Department of the Inte rioris of the opinion that a' new situation has arisen which makes feasible . anddesirable a . reopening of the question of the over-all division of the watersof the St . Mary-Milk River systems. Unless action on this matter is takennow it is maintained tha t the present Canadian plans wi ll, if carried out,forever preclude the United States from obtaining its just share of the wateravâilablë in the area . . The opinion has also been expressed that more
1 La note suivante 6tait 6crite sur ce 1 The fo ll owing note was, written on themémorandum ; memorandum :

signedand delivered by hand to Chat auLaurienr, 4/5/46 T. A. G[iBsoN]
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coniprehénsive planning will not only 'permit the claims of the United States 
to be met, but will aLso in fact provide more adequate supplies of water on 
the Canadian side. Such planning cannot at present be accomplished, as it 
would require activity on both sides of the border not now authorized. 

In this connection, I am enclosing a copy of a memorandumf on this 
subject prepared from information supplied by the Bureau of Reclamation of 
the Department of the Interior. This memorandum outlines the history of 
the St. Mary issue and discusses in some detail the present situation. It 
will be noted that the further point is made that Canada stands to profit 
greatly by a proposed diversion of the waters of the Missouri into the basin 
of the Souris River which drains north into the Canadian Province of 
Manitàba. It would appear that Article III of the Boundary Waters Treaty 
of 1909 would require that this latter issue be referred to the International 
Joint Commission. 

I have been instructed to say that my Government is of the opinion that it 
shonld be possible by joint action lb work out a - solution of these problems 
advantageous to  •  Canada and to the United States, though obviously this 
cannot be done without authorization for an investigation and report on .a 
broad basis. 

Accordingly; .I have been directed tŒinquire whetheithe Canadian.  Govern-
ment is willing to refer the entire question to the International Joint Ccim-
mission in accordance with the provisions of Article IX of the'Treaty of 1909. 
In  doin`g.  'this, I have alSo been directed to subniit the following tentative 
draft  of  terms of reference, for your consideration.: ' 

"In pursu.ance of Article IX of the Boundary  Waters  Treaty of,January 11, 
1909;  between Great Britain and the United States, the Governments of the 
United States and Canada have agreed to refer to the International Joint 
Commission the following matters' for examination and advisory report, 
including recommendations and conclusions, -viz: • , 

"(1) TQconduct necessary investigations and to prepare a comprehensive 
plan or plans of mutual advantage to the two countries for the conservation, 
control, and utilization of the water resources which are of common interest 
along or in the vicinity  of  the international boundary.  from the  Continent
bivide on the west to and including the Red River of the North on the east. 
The engineering plans shall be formulated on the basis of physical conditions 
and other pertinent considerations without taking into account political 
boundaries, to the end that the most advantageous use of water may be 
attained. 

"(2) In the event such comprehensive,plan or plans are considered by the 
Commission to be mutually advantageous, desirable,  and  advisable, to make 
advisory recommendations concerning division between the two countries 
the flow of said streams necessary to accomplish the comprehensive plan or 
plans and concerning allocation of the cost involved in the execution thereof. 

"(3) To ascertain what change of levels" or ems of said streams would 
result from construction of all 4z)r any part of the. recommended plan or plans 
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and if deem,ed :advisable, conditioned on adoption- .of said plan or -any - partthereof, to' authorize or , approve such change or changes in , levels or flows,
pursuant to the terms and conditions of Articles IV and VIII of the Boundary'Waters Treaty of January 11, 1909.

"(4) In the conduct of its investigations and otherwise in the performance
of its duties under this reference, the Commission may utilize the services of
engineers of the Bureau of Reclamation, United States Department of the
Interior, together with other specially qualified personnel . of the technical
agencies of Canada and the United States and will so- far as possible make
use of information and .technical data heretofore acquired by such technical
agencies, or which may become available during the course of the investi-
gation . "

I should greatly appreciate receiving at an early date the views of your
Government on this subject .

RAY ATHERTON

. DEA/259-40

Le ministère des Mines et des Ressources, au sous-secrétaire d'Éta t
aux A ffaires extérieures

Department of Mines and Resourcesl to Under-Secretary of Stat e
f or External Affairs

Ottawa',_. June 29, 1946
RE ST. MARY AND MILK RIVERS

Referring to your letter of . June 25thr- requesting comment on .Note No .
521 of June 20th from the United States Embassy, I would submit the fo1-
lowing as a preliminary discussion .Briefly the United States note draws attention to the Repo rt of the Cana-dian St

. Mary and Milk Rivers Water Development Committee in which itis proposed to utilize the waters of the Wate rton and Belly Rivers and* sug-
gests that from this a new situation arises which makes feasible and desirable
a reopening of the question of the over-all division of the waters of theSt . Mary_Mqk Rivers sy.stem. The note also refers to an enclosèd memo-ran

dum from the Bureau of Reclamation pointing out that Canada stands toprofit greatly
by a proposed diversion of the waters of the Missouri River

into the Basin of the Sou ris River which would appear to require a referenceto the
International Joint Commission under Article 'III "of the BoundaryWaters Treaty . of . 1909 .---_ , :

'Le contrôleur, le bureau fédéral des eaux et de l' 1 Controller, Dominion Water . and Powerénergie
; la direction des levés et du Bgé me. ureau, Surveys and Engmeenng Branch.
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The note states' that' the United States  • Government is , of• the opinion it 
should be possible to work out a solution of these problems advantageous 
to both countries and suggests an over-all reference to  the  International Joint 
Commission under Article IX of the Treaty for exaraination and report of 
all the water resources which are of common interest from the International 
'Divide hi the West to the Red River of the North hi the East 

The objective of this proposed reference from the United States standpoint 
is evidently contained in paragraphs 7 and 8 of the memorandum accompany-
ing the note. Investigations made by the Bureau of Reclamation indicate that 
full development àf  the  Milk River and Marias Basin in  •  Montana require 
232,000 acre-feet in-addition to the wàter now allocated to the United States 
under the Commission's Order of 1921. It is stated that the only place where 
this water can  be  obtained is from the international streams—the St. Mary, 
Milk, Belly, and Waterton Rivers. , 

The memorandum refers to the Canadian plan of development recom-
mended by the St. Mary and Milk Rivers Water Development Committee 
in 1942 and suggests this constitutes a new condition not contemplated at 
the date of the Commission's Order in  • 1921, and is sufficient ground for a 
revision of that Order. This has reference to the request of the United States 

. Go'vernménf in 1927 that the Commission's final order be reopened and ta 
the reply of the Canadian Goverrunent, which was argued before the Com-
mission in 1931 to the effect that any such reopening could only be justified 
by new conditions arising which were unforeseen at the date ,of the Order 
in 1921. , 

The development recomménded by the Water Development Committee, 
now under construction, is planned to make full use of all the water allotted 
to Canada under the Commission's Order plus the water available in the 
Belly and Waterton Rivers. This is not in any sense a new condition. Pre-
liminary surveys for this project were made in 1915 and the results of these 
surveys, including details of the lands requiring irrigation in Canada, the 
Source of water supply, and the proposed method of development were pre-
sented at the Conunission's hearings prior to the Order of 1921. 

With respect to the Waterton and Belly Rivers, these two streams have 
their source in Glacier National Park in Montana and flow north into Alberta 
as tributaries of the Oldman River. Within the United States they are sepa-
rated by mountain ranges from the St. Mary and Milk Rivers and cannot be 
economically diverted to irrigate lands  in  Montana except by a long round-
about route through Canada. The Bureau of Reclamation suggests sharing 
the cost of the development from these rivers in Canada and in effect pur-
chasing a portion of Canada's presently allocated water. 

The present situation in Canada is that plans have been completed and 
construction has commenced on a project designed to irrigate an  addition
345,000 acres using all of Canada's share of the St. Mary and Milk Rivers 
and all  of the water available in the‘Waterton and Belly. Rivers. As shown (111  
the Plan accompanying the 1942 Report of the St. Mary and Milk Rivers 
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Water Délielo"Pinent Committee, it was necessary to eliminate at least 100,000 
acres of irrigable lands from this project for which water is not available. 
There is no other economic source of water in Canada for the project now 
under construction and • any additional water allotted to the United States 
from these international streams will mean a corresponding additional re-
duction in the area it is now proposed•to irrigate in Canada from this source. 

The note suggests than Canada stands to profit greatly by a proposed 
diversion 'of the waters of the Missouri River into the basin of the Souris 
River draining into Manitoba. The _thought here is evidently that additional 
water granted to the United States from Canada's share of the  St. Mary and 
‘Miik' .Rivers' could be exchange,d  for  water, from the Missouri delivered to 
the Smiris River at the Manitoba boundary. The effect of this arrangement 
would be to deprive irrigable lands. in Alberta of an urgently needed water 
supply in return for an additional supply to the Province of, Manitoba where 
Irrigation is' nôt reqùired. Sublf a propoSal-,Would apPear td bé: very detri-
mental to the -Cana,didnInterests and Could not bé 'contemplated WithoUt 
thé concurrence' of  the Provincial GovernMents concerned. Further the 
Souris River matter is already before the Commission and the effect of the 

 proposed Missouri diversion will  no doiibt be considered by the Commission 
under the terms of the present Souris Reference. 

The result of . the propOsed over-all reference under the draft terms se-
mittecl would be to reopen the St. Mary and  Milk Rivers' -Case which ,has 
been considered finally settled by the Conunissicen's Order of 1921. Since. 

 that date Canada has been proceeding in good faith io con.struct the necessaty 
storage and diversion Works to use its share of these waters. If the case is 
reopened it would invite another long drawn out dispute, which is not in 
the best interests of the friendly relations now existing between the two 
comities. It 'would endanger the Water supply for the present projects and 
probably halt the construction now in progresS and further development for 
many years. • 

In my opinion the Over-all planning reference as proposed does not offer 
any advantage to Canada and if considered *desirable should be based on‘ the 
apportionments already established in the various watersheds. 

A further, and most important point is that the Canadian portion of the 
water resources under considerafion are vested in the three Prairie Provinces 
and it is suggested that the views of -the Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba 
Governments should be invited before a decision is reached on the reply to 
be made. 

I, am attaching a copy of the Report of the St. Mary's  and  Milk Rivers 
Water Development Committee referred to in the note. 1  - • 

V. MEEK 

lettre: 
 La note suivante ' était écrite sur citte 	1 The following note was written on the 

I 'don 't think this necessary if our decision is' :a refusal of the U.S. _proposition., 
` M. W[Easxme] 
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' . DEA/1268-K-40~887. : : : . ,

Le. premier . ingénieur, . génie général,, le ministère des Transports,
. au - sous-secrétaire d'Etat associé aux Affaires extérieures

Engineer-in-Charge, General Engineering, Department of Transport ,
to Associate Under-Secretary of State for External A ffairs

Ottawa, July 15, 1946

ATTENTION : MR. R. M. ' MACDONNEL L

Further to your note of June 29th t and my reply of July 3rd, t I wish to
present - the following in connection with . the two matters raised therein :

1 . DIVERSION OF. ' WATER AT NIAGARA FALLS

I,am enclosing, herewith, ~a ' copy of . a letter,.dated July 11th t from Dr .
Hogg, Chairman of'the Hydro-Electric Tower Commission, in regard to the
continuation of authorization for the temporary d'iversion, of water for power
purposes from the Niagara River .

1 . agree , with, Dr-Hogg's, .views, as set ,forth in the last paragraph of his
letter, that the continued diversion ,by Canada of water from the Niagara

River for . power, . as authorized by the .1940, 1941 and 1944, exchange of
notes, is of very conside rable importance and that the termination of these
authorizations would' virtually give : rise to an emergency. Therefore, in view
of the uncertainty çonce rning . the 1941 authorizations and the, lack, of ` con-
firmation by the' United States . Senate of the 1944 authorization, it is, believed
they should. all receive the most çarefùl consideration and if it should

'appear .. that they are no_, longer in effect immediate steps should be taken

, to make.them effective for as long a 'period as can be arranged,, on the under-
standing that the need for continuing them would be reviewed annually .

At the present time we are in a period of high lake run-off with consequent
.high water levels and the effect of the increased diversions on the scenic
beauty of the Falls is negligible. In case a low water cycle should occur it
might be , wise to stipulate that under , these conditions the amount of the
increased diversions might be curtailed if considered necessary in the interests
of ` preserving the scenic beauty of 'the Falls. Curtailment of 'flow for these

periods would only be necessary during the open water periods, at which
time the 'power demand is usually not at its . maximum . ,

II . LEVELS OF LAKE ST . FRANCI S

1have talked this, matter over with officials bf the Beauharnois Light, Heat
and Power Company,' .the Company that benefits from the existing arrange-
ment with the United States in regard to the regulation of the low water
levels of Lake St . Francis, and they are of the opinion, with . which I agree,

that permission- to- raise the low water"level, as provided for in previous
notes with the, United . States, should be continued . The arguments advanced

in this regard are similar ; in many respects, to those advanced by Dr . . Hogg
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in regard to the temporary diversions from the Niagara River . The demandfor power from Beauharnois is increasing allthe time and the coal shortagewill increase this demand this winter. This demand comes from the UnitedStates as well as from Canadian power- users .
During the past two years the actual levels of Lake St

. Francis have been
such that it has not been necessary to raisethe levels except during the winter
months, but how long this condition will continue no one can say.

If the existing arrangements in regard to these lake levels are extended,I believe provision should be made for review - of the situation each year ashas been done in the past .

G. A . LINDSAY

DEA/259-40

Mémorandum du secrétaire adjoint du Cabinet au Cabinet

Memorandum from Assistant Secretary to the Cabinet to Cabinet

[Ottawa,] . Augûst 1, 1946
WATER DIVERSION, WESTERN PROVINCES ; U.S . REQUEST FOR

REFERENCE TO INTERNATIONAL JOINT ,COMMISSION1• The United States has requested a broad reference to the International
Joint Commission covering international streams from the Continental Divide .to the Red River : of the North; this request is based fundament-ally theU.S. desire' to get additional water from the St . Mary and Milk Rversorother sources for the development of the Marias valley in the United States .Reference is made also to possible quid pro quo such as. U.S . financial
participation in Canadian development and such as additional water that ma
be made available to Canada in -the Sou ris River from the Missouri y

n
verdevelopment

. Reference is also made to the fact that Canadian plans i use of water from the Waterton and Belly Rivers which have not been d alt 'with by any international award .2 .
This matter has been discussed by officials -of the Canadian sectionthe International Joint Commission, the Department of Externalthe Department 1 Affairs and

of Mines and Resources (Dominion Water and PowerBureau) . The fo llowing notes present the facts upon which these officialsthe government should base its decision . s
3 . As far as use of the waters of the Souris River is concerned, thisis al re

ady before the International Joint Commission. In any
cmatter

scarcely be considered a quid pro quo for concessions to the United St tesin respect of water from Alberta, since, the proposed diversion from t
Missouri to the Souris is of benefit only to Manitoba . The heValley develo General Missouri

1 pment is not of particular interest to us apart from this .According y the'he question of the Souris waters should be dealt with as atPresent, and need I
not=be'tied in with any broader reference.
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4.  1M  far as the St. Mary-Mil.k Rivers are concerned, it is felt strongly 
that the ,1921 awarçi  of the. International Joint Commission should not be 
interfered with in any way or reopened. In this connecfion it is difficult to 
accept the U.S. contention that conditions, have so changed as to indicate 
the desirability of reopening this question. Any reopening would work to the 
detriment of , Canada which is now proceeding with its plans for utilizing its 
share of these waters. 

5 •  There remains, therefore, the question of the Waterton and Belly Rivers. 
Water from these livers ,will be used _in connection with the present plans for 
development in Alberta. These rivers rise in the United States and cross the 
boundary into Canada. They are nt  boundary waters as defined in the 
Boundary Waters Treat); of 1909, but are streams crossing the boundary which 
are referred to in Articles 2 and 4 of this Treaty. Since the proposed diversions 
from  the  Waterton and Belly Rivers in Canada will have no effect on their 
flow within the United States, their use in Canada would appear to be a 
domestic matter, not subjec t.  to the - Boundary Waters Treaty. Legally, there-
fore, unless the United States can , divert water from these streams vvithin its 
own territory, there would appear to be no grounds for the United States 
sùggestion that since these waters have not been dealt with by a previous 
award, they must now be divided between the two countries. External Affairs 
is considering further the question of the legality of this point. 

6. On the other hand, the U.S. may be able to put up a case in equity for 
use of some of the waters from the Waterton. and Belly. -  There can, of course, 
be no objection to their use of these waters vvithin U.S. territory, but because 
of difficulties of terrain this apparently is not possible of easy solution and 
the question becomes really one of diversion to the United States from within 
Canada. 

7. Since the present terms suggested by the U.S., for a reference to the 
Commission are unacceptable, the mâtter becomes one for choice by the 
government between: 

(a) complete rejeetion of the U.S. request,- (a course which would appear 
to offer consiclerable difficulties) ; and  • 
• (b )  further 'discussions in which the Canadian position would be along the 

lines indicated in paragraphs 3 to 6 above,' in an attempt to see if a more 
limited reference can be wOrked. out. 
It should be kept in mind that even if a limited reference is accepted it might 
result in the award of certain waters to the United States, and corresponding 
reduction in irrigable land in Canada; acceptance of ieference to the Com-
mission need not mean that some water Would be made available to the United 
States but might be taken as an implication of our willingnesà to see this result. 

It is also pointed out that, should the government decide to attempt to work 
out  a limited reference the governments of the three  Prairie Provinces  should 
be cimsulted before any furthet action-is taken vis-à-vis the United States. 

.J.-R. BALDWIN 
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1J.t✓A/259-40

Mémorandum du secrétaire adjoint du Cabinet au sous-secrétaire d'État 1par intérim aux . Affaires extérieuf°es
Memorandum from Assistant Secretary to the Cabine t

to Acting Under-Secretary 'of State for External A f jairs ,
TOP SECRET

Ottawa, August 6, 194 6, Of the . items dealt with at the meeting of the Cabinet held today, the fol-lowing is of particular interest to your department.
'Western Canada; international waters; U.S .for reference t request

o International Joint Commission
The Assistant Secretary reported that the U.S .that govërnment had suggested

the Canadian government join in a reference to the International Joint
Commission' in respect of division of waters from international streams inwestern Canada between the Continent al Divide and the Red River of theNorth .

The request appeared to be bâsed üpon U.S . desire for additional water fromthe, St . Mary and Milk Rivers or other Cànadin sources . Special referencehad been made to the proposed use by Canada of water . from the Watertonand Belly Rivers, not hitherto dealt with by any international award .Following discussion by the officials concerned, it had been suggested that
the 1921 award of the International Joint Commission in respect of theSt

. Mary and Milk Rivers should not be re-opened ; the question of diversionsfrom the ;
Souris River, in connection with the Missouri River development

was already beforethe International Joint Commission and need not becomePart of any broader reference .
The Waterton and Belly Rivers, while originating in the United States, weredifficult of access except in Canadian territory; the point at issue was whether

Canada should consider a limited reference to the, Commission in respect ofthese rivers which might lead to the diversion of water from within Canada,to the United States; any such diversion would reduce the amount of water
available for irrigation purposes in Canada . . . ;

An explanatory note,l of which you have a copy ( Cabinet Document 267)Was circulated.
: ~ .

The Acting
Prime Minister suggested that, while the provinces need not beconsulted at ithis stage,- in any further discussions with the United States it

should be made clear that the Canadian government could not commit itselfwith respect .to any reference . to -the International Joint Commission withouconsultation with the provincial authorities concerned . t
The Cabinet, after further discussion, agreed that a reply along the linessuggested be sent to the United States, indicating that the Canadian govern-

1 Le document ré éd_- %, ent• i Preceding document .
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ment could not accept the suggested terms of reference and was not pre-
pared to re-open the question of division of water from the St. Mary-Milk 
Rivers; but that, without committing itself in respect of any reference to the 
Commission, the appropriate Canadian officials would be prepared to enter 
into discussions with U.S. officials should the United States consider that the 
possibility of a more limited reference to the Commission might usefully be 
explored. 

J. R. BALDWIN 

890. 	 DEA/8010-40 

L'ambassadeur des États-Unis au secrétaire d'État par intérim 
aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador of United States to Acting Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

No. 552 	 Ottawa, August 13, 1946 

Sir, 
I have the honor to refer to the letters of reference dated April 1, 1946 

to the International Joint Commission, United States and Canada, whereby 
these Governments requested the Commission to conduct an investigation 
into reported pollution of the waters of the St. Clair River, Lake St. Clair, 
and the Detroit River, and to submit a report containing their recommenda-
tions with regard to this subject. 

The Stream Control Commission of the State of Michigan has adopted a 
resolution recommending that the scope of the investigation conducted by the 
Commission be extended to include the waters of the St Mary's River from 
Lake Superior to Lake Huron. According to a communication dated July 16, 
19461-  from the Chairman of the United States Section of the International 
Joint Commission, this resolution has been endorsed by the Public Health 
Service of the United States. It is also stated that the engineers and expert 
scientists of the State, Provincial, and Federal Governments now a,ctively 
engaged in investigating this pollution consider it not Only advisable but 
tiecessary that the scope of the investigation be extended to cover the waters 
mentioned. 

I am instructed therefore to propose that the letters of reference dated 
April 1, 1946 under which the Commission is now investigating pollution of 
certain boundary waters should be amended by the insertion of the words 
"and the waters of the St. Mary's River from Lake Superior to Lake Huron" 
in the first paragraph of the letters of reference. 

If the Canadian Government agrees to thià suggestion it is requested that 
consideration be given to an amendatory letter of reference which would 
read substantially in accordance with the draftf transmitted herewith and 
which if approved by the Canadian Goverm-nent would be forwarded simul-
taneously by the two Governments to the Chairman of their respective sec-
tions on a date to  be agreed.:upon. 
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In view of the desirability of conducting investigations of the whole area 
simultaneously it would be appreciated if early consideration might be given 
this matter. 

LEWIS CLARK 
for the Ambassador 

891. 	 DEA/259-40 
Mémorandum de la direction juridique 

Memorandum by Legal Division 

[Ottawa,] August 15, 1946 

RE: ST. MARY AND MILK RWERS 
The Government of the United States is endeavouring to re-open the 

question of the St. Mary and Milk Rivers by proposing a new Reference 
to the International Joint Commission. 

The first official intimation we have had of this is the United States Am-
bassador's despatch [note] No. 521 of June 20. 

The Ambassador refers to the Canadian St. Mary and Milk Rivers Water 
Development Committee and their report on a plan for increasing our use 
of the St. Mary River water. He understands a part of this plan to involve 
the utilization of the Waterton and Belly Rivers which rise in Montana and 
flow into Alberta. "Since these rivers have not been involved in earlier settle-
ments of water disputes in that area" (that area presumably being Montana), 
the Americans endeavour to infer that a new situation has arisen, making 
desirable a reconsideration of the division of the waters of the St. Mary and 
Milk Rivers. It is argued that the carrying out of the Canadian plans would 
permanently preclude the Americans from obtaining their just share of the 
water in the area. The United States Ambassador further argues that more 
comprehensive planning vvill provide more adequate supplies of water on the 
Canadian side, but he omits to state that these more adequate supplies of 
water would be supplied in southern  Manitoba where the rainfall is much 
more adequate, and that the United States would obtain part of our share of 
the water in southern Alberta, which is a drought area. 

In his despatch, the United States Ambassador proposes terms of reference 
which are not acceptable, and he annexes to his despatch a memorandumf 
supplied by the Bureau of Reclamation of the Department of the Interior. 

This memorandum outlines part of the history of the St. Mary and Milk 
Rivers and gives "the new conditions which have arisen and were unforeseen 
at the time of the apportionment of the waters of these rivers". The new con-
ditions appear to consist of the fact that the only feasible source of additional 
water for the United States is by importation of water from Canada through 
use of waters flowing into Canada in the Waterton and Belly Rivers and the 
unused portion of the St. Mary waters. This would mean an exchange of 
the American share of the Waterton and Belly waters for a like amount from 
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the : St . Mary River or . by financial - participation in our development of : the

St . Mary and Milk Rivers . Water : Development Committee Plan. This - is set

forth in the light of a "purchase of some or all of our share of the water of

the Milk River" . The Canadian plan is looked upon as a rather extensive,
and not heretofore contemplated, use of the Wate rton and Belly waters . The

Bureau of Reclamation argues that these two streams were not apportioned
in the Treaty of 1909, nor by the Commission's Order of 1921, because at .

that time, it appeared to be impracticable to divert .them within the boun-

da ries of the United States . As Canada's plan involves full utilization of our

share of the St . Mary water and, in addition,' the ~ Waterton and Belly waters,

the United States may be precluded forever from the use of the latter :waters

unless some new agreement is made. Therefore, these new conditions make

necessary a re-opening of the whole question. A - joint undertaking is urged

whereby the United States could utilize ;its `.`just" share of the Belly and

Waterton waters and Canada would, in ' the long-run, benefit to a much

greater degree than can now be foreseen.

The Bureau . of Reclamation sees the issue as involving three problems-

(1) The United States claim to a share in the hithe rto unused waters of

the : Waterton and Belly Rivers ;
(2) An investigation of a plan for the general utilization of the inter-

national waters in the area ;
(3) The question of diversion of the waters of the Missou ri into the Souris

and Red River of the North Basins .
The Bureau of Reclamation sees these three problems as closely inter-related
and proposes a broad investigation to develop a plan for the best possible
utilization of the waters throughout the whole area .

The Dominion Water and Power Bureau sees no possible advantage to
Canada arising out of this proposal and, on the contrary, sees great detriment
resulting from the fact that the waters we might give to the United States
would be taken from a drought area and replaced in an area where irriga-

tion was not required .
As an incidental fact in the broad picture, it might be pointed out that

Senator Stanley, United States Chairman of the International Joint Commis-
sion, wrote to the Honourable Charles Stewart, Canadian Chairman of' the

International Joint Commission on July 11 t , stating that acquiescence in the

United States proposal' in nô ~ way involves the waters now , in the St. 1Vlary

and- .Milk Rivers, and previously apportioned, without the full and complete

concurrence of the Canadian Section ! of the International Joint Commission .

The Stanley letter is couched in the - most gentle and encouraging terms, but

it should be borne in mind -that .it is a purely private communication.

The Cabinet has taken an active interest in this matter and has stated that ,
e

while the provinces need not be consulted at this stage ; it would be made
clear to . the United States authorities ; in any further discussions, that

Canadian Government . could not commit, itself without consultation with the

provinci al, authori ties . The . Cabinet ., further .:agreed that a reply be sent, to the
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United -States, indicating that the CanadianGovernment could not °accept the
suggested terms of reference and was not prepared to re-open,the questionof the diversion of water, in the St : Mary and Milk Rivers, but that, without
committing itself in respect of any Reference to the International Joint- Com-mission . : the Canadian officials should be prepared to enter , in.to' . discussions :with,United States officials should the United ' States consider that the possi=
bility , of a more limited Reference to the . Commission might usefully beexplored.

As a final item of interest, it might be added that the plans for the con-
stxuction~-of the St. MaryRiver main dam have been completed and tenders
have been called - for its' construction. One of the auxiliary' -rèservoirs - of the
Canadian , project has been constructed by the Province of Alberta on the
understanding that -the Dominion would proceed with the main, reservoir . . 'From the foregoing, it would appear that the United States ro osal is a
fiirther endeavour on their part to obtain from . °Canada some of he' badly'
needed water in the - drought area by re-opening the St . Mary and Milk Rivers
question . The' United States terms of reference are ôbviously much ' tôo
broad and, `if we are to accede to a reference of any kind, the terms must
necessarily be greatly rest ricted .

L. C. A[UDETTE]

892
. DEA/259-40

Le secrétaire d'État aitx A,ff aires _èxtérieures
à l'ambassadeur des États-Unis

Secretary of State for External A f, j`airs , to ; A mbassador of United : States
No

. 117 Ottawa, September 6, 1946
Excellency,

I have the honour to refer to your Note, No. 521 of 20th June concerning
the distribution of waters of certain international rivers along the United
States boundary and more particularly concerning the St. Mary and MilkRivers

. The long history of the discussions concerning the distribution of the
waters of thé St . Mary and Milk Rivers System was brought to a close by the
Boundary Waters Treaty of 1909 and the International Joint Commission
Award of 1921 .

There has, been correspondence on this subject on several occasions sincethe, Award of 1921 and the Government of Canada has invariably , expressedits concerǹ tliat -the- integrity ' of the system * created "by the Treaty of 1909and the Award of 1921 should be maintained . Relying on the principles
established by the Award, the Government of Canada is proceeding to make
fu ll use of the waters âllotted to it and the developmént recommended by theSt . :- Mar.y, ~ and, Milk Rivers _Water ; Development : Committee is now ' under
construction.
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The Canadian authorities find it difficult to accept the view that the lack 
of a settlement concerning the Waterton and Belly Rivers is productive of a 
new situation making feasible or desirable a re-opening of the question of 
the overall division of the St. Mary and Milk Rivers System. They find it 
even more difficult to see why the Canadian undertaking of the development 
recommended by the St. Mary and Milk Rivers Water Development Com-
mittee should be considered as a new condition; preliminary surveys for this 
project were made as early as 1915 and the results of these surveys, including 
details of the lands requiring irrigation in Canada, the source of water supply, 
and the proposed method of development, were presented at the Hearings of 
the International Joint Commission before the 1921 order was issued. 

The Canadian Government is anxious to insure a maximum quantity of 
water from the - rivers in question for users on both sides of the boundary. 
However, the present suggestion, urged by the Reclamation Bureau, of com-
pensation to Canadian interests for loss of water from the St. Mary and Milk 
Rivers by waters from the Missouri diverted to the Souris, takes no account 
of the fact that the waters suggested for United States use are to be diverted 
from a drought area in Canada and those suggested for Canadian use as 
compensation would be supplied in an area of adequate precipitation. 

Thé Canadian Government is, therefore, unable to agree to the suggested 
terms of reference and is very reluctant to re-open the question of the 
apportiomnent of the waters of the St. Mary and Milk Rivers. However, if 
the Government of the United States feels that the possibility of a more 
limited reference might usefully be explored, I would suggest that discussions 
might be undertaken by the officials of both Governments with this object 
in view. 

If such discussions are undertaken they would, of course, be without 
prejudice to the rights of either Government; should they result in agreement 
concerning the terms of reference, the Canadian Government, before com-
mitting itself finally to such a reference, would wish to discuss the matter 
with the Provincial authorities concerned. 

Accept etc. 
N. A. ROBERTSON 

for the Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

893. 	 DEA/259-40  

Mémorandum de la direction juridique au chef, la direction juridique 

Memorandum from Legal Division ta Head, Legal Division 

[Ottawa,] October 10, 1946 

, RE: ST. MARY AND MILK RIVERS 

On Tuesday October 8th  Mt. King of the State Department called on nie 
in company with Mr. Shillock of the United States Embassy. 
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The real object of this visit was to discuss the American Ambassador's 
'Note No. 521 of -20th June proposing a rather -  broad reference to_ the Inter-
national Joint Commission and our Note No. 117 of 6th. September in reply 
thereto. 

Mr. King apparently construed our Note No. 117 as being even more 
reluctant than it is. He seemed to feel that it shut the door upon all further 
discussions. 

I assured him that as stated in our Note we would be glad to undeitake 
discussions  to try to arrive at satisfactory terms of reference. I did not conceal 
,from Mr. King my apprehensio.  n lest we lose valuable water in a drought 
area in return for a perhaps equivalent or additional supply of water in an 
area of adequate precipitation. Mr. King based most of his arguments on 
the nature of the proposed undertaldng of the Americans. It was his view that 
if the American plans were carried out, more water would be available for 
irrigation on both sides  •  of the bordèr in those areas requiring it Most 
urgently. 

Though Mr. King was a trifle better equipped to do battle than I was 
(he had marshalled a great store of facts and figures before coming to my 
office, and I was unaware of the purpose of his visit) I still believe that 
he laboured under the same technical handicap as myself in discussing the 
engineering aspects and the factual background of this problem. 

I made it quite clear ,  to Mr. King that we were very reluctant to part 
with our share of the meagre waters available but that we would be very 
glad to hold a round-table discussion, where a more detailed exposition of 
the American plan might readily result in Agreement on terms of reference 
which would safeguard our position and allow the exploration of plans which 
might be mutually advantageous. 

L. C. MUDETTE} 

894. 	 DEA/891-40 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Ambassador in United States 

DESPATCH 1483 , 	 Ottawa, November 28, 1946 

Sir, 
I wish to refer to our EX-4034 1  conceming the water levels of Lake 

St. Francis. 
2. The question of the desirability of renewing the wartime agreement 

conceming the levels of Lake St. Francis has been taken up with the Depart- 

'EX-4034 du 27 novembre 1945. 	 'EX-4034 of November 27, 1945. 
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-ment• :of -Transport:~~It :~has `been ,concluded that permission to raise the low
-water level, ; as provided .- forin :previous noteswith the-United States, should
be. continued:

3 . For your information I am enclosing copies of a Departmental mèm=
orandum of June 29 and extracts from a memorandum -from the Department
of Transport of July 15 .

4. I should be grateful if you would take up this ,matter informa lly with
the State Department ' and â.scertâin whether they are agreeable: to `the con-
tinuation of . the wartime -`a.greement . If so, we shouldbé glad to have their
views on how this continuation might best be effected. You will understand
that at this stage no commitmént may be made . Before an exchange of notes
ôr other forin of agreement is eftected, ministerial approval wi ll be' required .

5 . In this connection please réfer , to the related, subject of the diversionof,water .at Niagara Falls on which, a . separate despatch is being ; sent .

fox .External Affairs

[PIÉCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Mémorandum du ministère . des A ffaires extérieures

Memorandum by Department .of External Affairs

[Ottawa,] June 29, 194 6

MEMORANDUM ON THE LEVEL OF LAKE ST . FRANCIS

An exchange of notes on November 10, 19411 between Canada and the
'United States provided that the United States would not object to the main-
tenance of the level of Lake St . Francis at 152 during the low water periods .
The purpose of the agreement : was to enable the ` Beauharnois Company to
maintain-its supply of water to the aluminum factory at Massena, New York .

The notes have -.been . extended, from time to time. The last extension was
made in the fall of 1944 . It provided that the 1941 agreement should be" continued for the duration of the emergency, subject to review prior to
October 1 of each year."

In November, 1945, the Power . Control.ter reminded this Department
that the agreement was subject to reconsideration and asked what had
been done. On 'November 27, 1945 the . Embassy in Washington wasasked to .discuss the matter informa lly with the State' Department "and

1 Voir Canada, Recueil des traités, 1941, 1 See Canada, Treaty Series, 1941, No. 19 .
N° 19 .

K. P. KIRKWOO D

for the, Secretary of State
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if' : the.y - are agreeable, . you : ; would be -justified in .providing for continuanceof :;' . status! quo preferably. without formal exchange of notes . "
The Émbassy reported on December 14 that the matter was being

explored by the : State ~ Department . This is . the last which . was heardfrom Washington and no further action was taken from this end .
It is, to say thè : least, . doubtful whether the "emergency" contem-plated in the . 1944 notes is still ' in existence. It would appear . if ' theagreement is to be kept in force, some action should now be taken .Mr. Marr, of the Dom'riion Water and Power Bureau, recently ad-

vised that the "natûral level of Lake . St. Francis had been so high that it
had not been necessary even in low water periods to use arti ficial means toraise the level to 152 . However there is no assurance that this condition wi llcontinue very long.

895. DEA/1268-K-4 0
Le secrétaire d'Ét~t aux Affairés- extérieures

à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis
Secretary of State for. External Affairs to Ambassador in United States

DESPATCH 1484 '

Sir,
Ottawa, November 28, 194 6

, I wish to refer to, our EX-4035 of November 27, 1945 with referenc eto the diversion of ,vater of Niagara Falls .2 . The question of the desirability of - renewing the wartime agreementson this subject has been taken up with the Depa rtment of Transport. It is
considered that the continued diversion by Canada of water from theNiagara, River for power, as authorized by the - 1940, - 1941 and 1944 ex-change •of .' notes, is of : very . considerable importance and that the termi-nation . of _thesè authorizations would vi rtua lly give rise to an , emergency.Therefore, "in view of the uncertainty concerning the 1941 authonzatiônsand

. the 'lack of confirmation by the United States Senate of the 1944 au-
thorization, ' it is believed they should receive careful consideration . If A tshould appear that they are no longer in effect immediate steps should betaken to make' them 'effective for as long a period as can be arranged, onthe understanding that the need for continuing them would be reviewedannually :

3 . For your ' information Iam enclosing , a copy of a Departmentalmemorandum of - June 291 and , extracts from a znemorandum from the
Department of Transport of July 15 on this subject . '

4. I should " be grateful if you would take up this matter informa lly withme State 'Department and. asce rtain whether they are agreeable to .,_the
1 Voir le document précédent . 1 See preceding document .
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continuation of the wartime agreement. If so, we should appreciate having 
their views on how this continuation might best be effected. You will under-
stand that at this stage no commitment may be made. Before an exchange 
of notes or other form of agreement is effected, ministerial approval will 
be required. 

5. In this connection, please refer to the related subject of the levels of 
Lake St. Francis on which a separate despatch is being sent. 

I have etc. 

K. P. KIRKWOOD 
for the Secretary of State 

for External Affairs 

896. 	 DEA/1268-K-40 

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au sous-secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in United States to Under-Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

Washington, December .  21, 1946 
Dear Mr. Pearson, 

I am replying to Despatch No. 1484 of November 28th by letter, because 
of the informality of the reply from the Department of State which we have 
had, having taken up with them verba lly the  • subject matter of this despatch. 
You will  • recall that the despatch under reference is concerned with the•
diversion of water at Niagara Falls, and the question of  •  the desirability of 
renewing wartime agreements. 

• Mr. Stone discussed this matter with Mr. Parsons at the State Department, 
who gave him a verbal reply yesterday. Mr. Parsons said that officers of the 
State Department have discussed the thing informally with Mr. Leland Olds 
of the Federal Power Commission, and while they do not wish to give us a 
formal reply, they are able to state that they have no .intention whatsoever 
of changing the amounts of water diverted under the exchanges of notes of 
1940, 1941 and 1944. All United States authorities concerned hold the view 
that this water should be continued to be provided for Canadian power 
purposes. 

The Federal Power Commission has scheduled a study commencing in 
January of the whole question of diversion at Niagara including its overall 
effect on the St. Lawrence project. In accoldance with the practice of the 
Commission they will soon le getting in touch with the Ontario Hydro Elec-
tric Commission in connection with this study, out of which they would boPe 
that the emergency diversions provided by our exchanges of notes would be 
replaced by permanent arrangements based on the aniount of water required 
at different times of day to maintain the scenic beauty of the Falls. I gather 
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that theFederal Power Commission holds the view -that considerably larger
diversions, than are now being made, will be possible at certain =times of the
day and particularly during the night time.

In so far as the actual status of the notes exchanged is concerned, Mr .
Olds "of the Federal Power Commission feels that the President will maintain
the emergency (he says that this is just one man's opinion), and that the
notes of 1940 and 1941 wi ll , therefore, remain in force : 'There is a possibili ty
of some slight embarrassment in connection with the notes of 1944 for two
reasons . In, the first place, they have not, as you know, been ratified by the
Senate, 3 and in the second - place, they provide, unfortunately, that the diver-sions specihed . should be - made until "the end of hostili ties" . The UnitedStates authorities feel, however, that since relatively small amounts of waterare dealt

.,with in these notes, and since both sides are willing that the diver-sions
; provided should continue, and since it is proposed to keep the notes off

the Senate Calendar, there is no imminent danger of embarrassment arising.
In short, the Federal Power Commission clearly desires to protect the status
quo .

In °view of the above, I feel that we can now await the outcome of the
study which the Federal Power Commission are proposing to make, and 'ofwhich they propose to keep the Ontario Hydro Elec tric Commission currentlyinformed: Mr. Parsons said, that at any time the State Department would be
glad to inform the Embassy of progress in this study.' In the meantime, theyare anxious ; to avoid, if possible, putting anything in writing in connection
with the three exchanges of notes under which present diversions are being
made at Niagara.

PARTIE 2/PART 2

EAUX CÔTIÈRES/COASTAL WATERS897.

Mémorandum de la direction juridique

Memorandum by Legal Division
CONFIDENT I

DEA/12015-40

IAL Ottawa, March 27, 1946
PROPRIETARY INTERESTS (INTERNATIONAL) IN CONTINENTAL SHEL F

1• A Presidential Proclamation of September 28, 1945, asse rted the juris-
diction of the United States over the natural resources of the continental shelf
under the high seas contiguous to the coasts of the United States and itsterritories . The, continental '; shelf was described generally as . meaning "sub-merged land contiguous - to the continent which is covered by no more than1 00 fathoms (600 feet) :of'water". It wâs , made ' clear that the Proclamation
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had in view the mineral resources of the shelf, that the ,fight-of free , naviga-
tion was not to be impeded, and that the Proclamation was not regarded as 
extending the present limits of the territorial -waters of the United States. 

2. The several questions of international law involved were  examined in 
the Legal Division in July, 1945. The conclusion then reached was that inter-
national law and custom did not at present recognize that a coastal state 
had any proprietary interest in the continental shelf contigtious to  its  shores. 
The further opinion was expressed that, while the matter was not free from 
doubt, authority existed in international ,  law  and  pra,ctice for the view that 
the bed of the sea (which would, of course, include the continental shelf) 
could be effectively occupied, at any rate in so far as the occupation did not 

,seriously affect general rights of navigation. , 
The - LegarDiviSion also eXpressed the vie* the, as a matter  of  policy, no 

objection should be taken to an extension of the principles of international 
law to provide for the  recognition of Proprietary interests in the continental 
shelf in accordance, with the Presidential : Proclamation. It Was felt, however, 
the any such extension should be accomplished by agreement rather than by 
unilateral declaration.:The further view was -expressed that the recognition of 
effective  occupation of  the -bed' of the  sea (whether by mining or drilling oil, 
or by works which-would actually Come above the sûrface of the sea, such 
as the building of jetties and lighthôuses), for which- authority exists, should 
be supported ‘by the Canadian> GoVernment. • - 

3: These views appear, from. thé file, to have been referred' to  the  interested 
departments for their comments: No replies have been' ieceived. 

4. It was pointed out_at the.same -time-that the coastar provinces  (Le. 
Nova Scotia which has leased subinariiie coal areas beyond the three-mile 
limit) would have-  an important interest in the recognition of the doctrine. 
It was not thought, however, the there would be any necessity of consulting 
the provinces unless it was proposed to block the United States policy. 

5. On November 1, 1945 a Note was transmitted to the United States 
Ambassador to Canada• in which we stated that the -policy outlined in the 
Presidentid Proclamation was still under review here, but that "this delay 
does not indicate that the proposals . . . are regarded,with any disfavour by 
the Canadian Government." 

6. It is suggested that the text of the 'Proclamation, together with a coPY 
of the views of the Legal Division and of a draft Note to the United States 
Ambassador to Canada, be once more referred to the interested departments 
for their concurrence or observations. 	, 
• The draft Note should; it is thought, indicate that the Canadian Govern-
ment favours the policy outlined in the Proclamation, but wonders whether it 
would not be desirable to place such matters, in which a reasonable doubt 
•exists as ,  to the position under international law; on the Agenda of UNO,  
where the formulation of a suitable multilateral convention could be con-
sidered by its Legal Committee. r(At the same time, the Canadian views as 
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to effective occupation, while they do not bear directly on the Proclamation, 
might usefully be outlined). 

7. In support of the above recommendation, the following is submitted: 
(a) Article 13, • paragraph 1.a. of the United Nations Charter charges the 

General Assembly with "promoting international cooperation in the political 
field and encouraging the progressive development of international law and 
its codification?' 

(b) In the common interest, the development of international law should 
be accomplished in an orderly fashion, by agreement and through the instru-
mentality of the appropriate international agency, rather than by unilateral 
action. 

(c) In view of the fact that UNO was not functioning when the Procla-
mation wa.s made, it would seem that these suggestions might now be made 
at this time to the United States Government, without appearing to criticize 
the Proclamation. 	 - 

(d) .As presently drafted, the Canadian reaction to the similar Presidential 
Proclamation regarding the conservation  of fisheries beyon'd the three-mile 
limit takes the same general line as is recommended above. 

E. R. HOPKINS - 

DEA110471-40 

	

Mémorandum de la direction juridiquel 	 - 

Memorandum by Legal Division' 	 • 

[Ottawa,] May 1, 1946 

BOUND,ARY QUESTIONS AFFECTING CANAbIAN WATERS IN THE PACIFIC 

1. Two main questions are  outstanding: 
(a) The boundary at Dixon Entrance, a question 'unsettled for more 

than forty years. 
(b) The boundary within the Strait of Juan de Fuca 
2. For the last five and • a half yêars, the United States Government have 

been  actively pressing for a solution of our differences in this sphere. On 
'September 13, 1945, the Cabinet approved a settlement of the two boundary 
questions on the basis of the draft Notet (flagged) prepared by External 

fl 

 Affairs subject to assurance being obtained as to the attitude of British 
Columbia. Mr. Read was to get, in touch with Mr. lan Mackenzie and no 
action was to be taken until Mr. Mackenzie was satisfied on this point. 

3. Nothing has been done since the Prime Minister gave assurances, in 
reply to a telegram from the Premier of British Columbia,t that no action 

1 À  E. R. Hopkins. 	 1 To E. R. Hopkins. 

898. 
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would be taken'with regard to the boundary questions without the provincial
government being given the oppo rtunity of making representations . Subse-
quently, Mr. Ian Mackenzie advised Mr . Read that Mr. Hart had stated
orally that the "Government of British Columbia is un al terably opposed to
the suggested changes" .

4. On April 24, Mr. Lewis Clark, Counsellor of the United States Em-
bassy made oral and informal enquiries as to whether anything had trans-
pired which could be reported officially to his government . He was advised
this matter was being considered actively and would be taken up with the
Deputy.

5. The file does not disclose that . Mr. Hart has ever been given the Qp=
po rtunity of making representations . Assuming - this to be the case, it is felt
that the following steps should be taken :

(a) A copy of- our draft Note could be sent, to the Premier of British
Columbia by the Prime Minister, with a request for the Premier's views .

(b) Consultations' could bearranged with the Province to ascertain what
common -ground and what -differénces .exist .

(c) After furthër 'consideration by thè Cabinet, we woûld be in a position
to give a final reply to the United States government .

(d) In the meantime, the United States Embassy should be advised of the
standing of this matter .

6 . ' Do you agree? '
E. A. C[ôTÉ]

899. DEA/10471-40
Mémorandum du chef, la troisième direction politique,

au chef, la direction juridique

Memorandum jrom Head, Third PoliticalDivision, to Head, Legal Division

[Ottawa,] May 18, 1946

In his notet on my memorandum of May 15,t Mr. Wrong asks whether
Line A-B can wait until the Prime Minister's return. In my opinion, the

.pressure being brought by the United States Embassy is of a fairly mild and
routine nature and does not make it imperative to take the question up with
British Columbia at once .

*1 La note suivante était écrite sur ce ' The following note was written on the

mémorandum: memorandum:

Deputy :
It seems to me that we . should take some such action . I know that Mr . Clark

has l3een made aware (informally) of the B[ritish] C[olumbia] difficulty . On the
other hand, he wishes some formal note, for his Government . I have discussed this -' '
memo with Mr. Coté .

E. R . H[OPKINS]
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I . would therefore:-recommend that : . the-,question- of approaching BritishColumbia be deferred until the. Prime .-.Minister's return; but,. that in.the mean-time, we tell Mr . Clark : informally what the. situation is : : It would be sufficientto tell him :(as evidence : of the fact that the question is under serious con-

sideration) that the Canadian -Government does ;not feel itself in a : positionto ; reply - to the United - States Government until . consultations have takenplace with British ; Columbia; and , that, in view. of the somewhat delicate.-situation with respect to Dominion-Provincial relations, it is felt advisable ,to await the Prime Minister's return .l

DEA/ 12015-A-40

" Le sous=secrétaire d E'tat`aux A ffaires extérieur~s -
aù~'sous=ministre" dës Transpo'rts2

Undér-Secretary : ôf 'St`ate f or- =External . Af}àirs`
tô ,Députy *'Mi'nister b t Trànsport2

CONFIDENTIAL O ttawa, Juno 24; 1946
RE : . UNITED STATES PRES IDENTIAL . PROCLAMATION, ON CONTINENTAL SHEL F

Attached is a draft note to the United States Ambassador ~ to C anada onthe subject of ' the Presidential Proclamation" of 28th September, 1945,
extending the territo rial ~ jurisdiction of - the United States to. cover : the subsoil
and bed of the ocean in the contznental shelf . :

The principles enunciated in the above-mentioned Proclamation appear
to be ones which the Canadian Government should espouse . On the other l
hand, it is not clear- that these 'principles are recognized by customary inter-
national law. It is theréfore proposed that these principles be considered bythe- United Nations so that they may receive, if possible, multilateralacceptance .

Would you let me have your views as to the effect- that the recognition ' of
these principles "migh't have on the activities supervised by

,
your Department?

I should be particularly interested in your observations on what appears t o

"' Les notes suivantes- étaient écrites sur ce ' The following notes : were writteri ' on themémorandum
: memorandum: -

If you concur, - .please refer to Mr . Wrong, R. M[ACnorrrrELL]
Mr . Wrong,

This "matter has waited - many - years . It can wait ànother month. ' I - liâ.ve beenin `.touch with Mr: Clark informally on this"' matter; and would be, glad to. have', a! -word with~~ him a long .the lines of the . above, unless R. . .M . M[acdonnell]. or , yourself ; ~Would urefer tb' do so. ` . , .

E. R . 'H[OPKINS]
_OKH .W[x N ] -o c

a Des - lettres semblables furent, etlyoyées„ aux Z Similar : Jetters were sent, tof the Depart-
mlrustères des Pecheries et des Mïhes et des ' ments of ~ishéries and, 1Vlines azrdRésources .Réssd~réés: . . _ .' :, _ . . ._, . . ~ _ . . . . _. ~t .. . . . . _. .~ _ :
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be «an arbitiary limitation of the continental shelf to areas in which the water 
does not exceed one hundred fathoms in depth. It may be that this limitation-
has sonne baiis in scientific fact, but the reason for selecting this particular 
depth is not obvious to me. Your comments with regard to the proposed note 
to the United States Ambassador would also be appreciated. 

You will recall that a similar Canadian approach is under consideration 
with respect to the.  Presidential .Proclamation of 28th September, 1945, con-
cerning the regulation of coastal fisheries. 

- N. A. ROBERTSON 

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

Projet de note du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
à l'ambassadeur des États-Unis 

• Draft Rote from Secretary of, State for External A ffairs 
• to Ambassador of United States 

Exçellency, 
I have the honour to refer to my note of 1st November, 1945, in which 

I informed you that the Proclamation of the President of the United States 
concerning the policy of the United States with respect to the natural 
resources of the subsoil and sea bed of the continental shelf was being 
examined by the appropriate authoritiés of ,  the Cartadian Government. 

The Canadian Government is inclined to favour the policy outlined in the 
Proclamation. On the other han.d, the rights of coastal states to the land 
masses appurtenant thereto beyond territorial waters have not hitherto been: 
clearly defined in international law.. It would seem that principles such as 
those embodied in the Proclamation, which may involve the extension of an 
existinà right ,or the development of a principle deemed .advisable by reason 
of scientific and economic advancement, should be incorporated in inter-
national law, where possible, by multilateral agreement. • 

The United Nations Charter (Article XIII, Paragraph 1(a)) charges the 
General Assembly with "promoting international cooperation in the political 
field and encouraging the progressive development of international law and 
its codification". It is only after the issuance of the Presidential Proclamation 
that the United Nations has begun to exercise its functions. 

Since an appropriate mechanism for obtaining general recognition of an 
uncertain principle or a new development inintemational law is now available 
in the new organization, the Canadian Govenuhent would suggest that the 
principles outlined in the Presidential Proclamation might usefully be placed 
on the agenda at the next meeting of the United Nations so as to provide 
an opportunity for general consideration -and approval. 

It would be much appreciated if you could let me have an expression of 
the views of the United States Government with reference to this suggestion. 
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DEA/12015 -A.40  

Mémorandum de la direction  juridique'  au chef, la deuxième direction 
• 	politique, et au chef, la troisième direction politique 

Memorandum from Legal Divisionl to Head, Second Political Division; 
and to Head, Third Political Division 

[Ottawa,] September 13, 1946 

RE : THE UNITED STATES PRESIDENTIAL PROCLAMATION ON 

THE CONTINENTAL SHELF AND ON COASTAL FISHERIES 

The Presidential Proclamation on the Continental Shelf has been put before 
the.Departments of Mines and Resources, Transport and F'isheries and there 
is no disagreement on the substance of the proclamatiàn. These Departments 
share our view that the-proclamation might properly be putlefore the United 
Nations for discussion and that broad acceptance would be preferable to 
unilateral action. This is a criticism of the method adopted in the Proclama-
tion rather than of its 'substance and would apply equ'ally to the Presidential 
proclamation of the same date on Coastal Fisheries. 

2. You will recall that on 15th of March 1946, a letter2  was sent to  the 
Department of Fisheries asking for  the agreement of the Minister to a sub-
mission to Cabinet drawn on the basis of conclusions reached at a meeting 
of officials held on the 4th of March to discuss the Proclamation ôn Coastal 
Fisheries.  Bÿ  letter dated 3rd September,t the Deputy Minister has expresed 
the agreement of the Department of Fisheries to conclusions (a), (b), and 
(d) of the draft submission (flagged). That Department felt, however, .that 
further consideration should be given to conclusion (d) which suggested that 
the question be examined by the United Nations Organization or other appro-
priate international body with a view to reaching general agreement on the 
rights to be exercised by States in respect of the conservation of high seas 
fisheries in waters contiguous to their coasts. It was also felt that further 
consideration should be given to Section (a) of paragaph 4 which raises the 
question of Canadian fishermen being barred from, or discriminated against, 
in conservation zones established by the United -States and other countries. 

3. The Deputy  Munster  stated that  the  Department of Fisheries is in 
agreement with the points made by Dr. Keenleyside in his despatch of 
April 1t (flagged) in which he commented on the draft submission to 
Cabinet, and stated that some method of exclusion and discrimination may 
be necessary in order to afford adequate protection to fisheries carried on in 
waters contiguous to the east and west coasts of Canada. This is at variance 
with conclusion (c) of the draft memo to Cabinet which recommended 
against exclusion or discrimination. 

4. The Deputy Minister did nôt say 'vhether  the  draft memorandum for 
Cabinet had been put befôre the Minister. Nor did he suggest precisely what 

2  Do 'ilinent 1064. 

901. 

■ ', 
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he ..thought the next step should be. He enclosed with his letter technical
memoranda on the fisheries on the Pacific and Atlantic Coasts .

5 . This whole question is one . of considerable. importance and it is no doubt

desirable to attempt to make some real pro gress . (Your attention is drawn to

the attached excerptst from speeches on- this . subject made in,-the .-House . of

Commons on 28th August by' .the , member for New Westminster and the
member for Queen's-Lunenberg) . It might be useful at this point for com-

petent officials of 'the Department of Fisheries to discuss on a technical level

with the United .States Depa rtment . of Fisheries. - specific problems and ways

and means of solving them .. - As it . ~is now we have . nothing but a gener al
expression of the necessity oftaking some undefined action to protect Cana-
dian interests . - It would ` be helpful if the Department of 'Fisheries wQu ld

outline in precise, terms what action it would recomrnendT to' protect C anadian

Fisheries . We would theri 'be'in a position to reply fullyao the United States
on' the points raised by the Presidential Proclamation both on thé matter of
substaace:and:. of. form. Our çomments on thè.;form of the. Proclamation could

be , made to apply equâllÿ tô the Proclamation 6n the Continent al Shelf :
. . , . ~ , : : . .

6. If you agree, the advisability, of . having teçhnical discussions ;with .the

United States should be taken up with Fisheries . Fisheries, Transport and

Mines and Resourcés should alsà be ' told that our proposed' note to the 'of
States Ambassador on

I
the Continental Shelf which ' raised the question of the

method not of substance would be delayed until we are in a position to discuss
the similar proclamation on Coastal Fisheries :

. :- .
DEA/3199-40902. .-

!'!J !

i
~

(

Le sous-secrétaire. d'État par : intérim aux A$aires extérieures

al b d rin the last four . years .

au conseiller, l'ambassade des Etats-Unis ;

Acting Under-Secretary of State for External A flairs
to Counsellor, Embassy of United States

Ottawa, October 3 ; .194 6

Déar Mr. Clark,
As you know, for many years privileges have been extended by Canada

to United States halibut fishing vessels on the Pacific Coast. In 1918 there

was reciprocation in these p rivileges in United States ports, but this arrange- .

ment was terminated in 1921 when United States war legislation ceased to

be effective.. In 1942, the United States agreed to .extend to Canadian h~éd

fishermen - the same . p rivileges in Alaskan ports which : Canada gives United
States fishermen in British Columbia fishing ports : This reciprocal arrange-

ment has contmued on an annu asis u g. rocal
,The . Canadian- Government would welcome - a continuation on a recip

basis. of these poxt.privileges in .1947. Accordingly, we should:be glad t°-1ea~`

whether the United States Government wishes to renew the present,arrange"
ment in order that the necessary action may be taken in respect ofa .Canadian
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ports. I may add that the Canadian authorities are anxious  that  any per-
mission which may be given should be granted in both countries sufficiently 
in advance of fishing operations to avoid the difficulties experienced in 1945 
by Canadian fishermen who wished to use Alaskan ports. 

Yours sincerely, 
R. M. MACDONNELL 

for the Acting Under-Secretary 
of State for External Affairs 

903. 	 DEA/10471-40 

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures" 

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
- 	to Secretary of State for External Affairs' 

Ottawa, November 6, 1946 
Dear Mr. St. Laurent, 

Two main questions are still outstanding affecting Canadian waters in the 
Pacific in connection with the Canadian-United States boundary. Th.ey are 
the boundary, at Dixon Entrance between Canada and Alaska and the 
boundary in the Juan de Fuca Strait between Vancouver Island and the State 
of Washington. 

The United States authorities have been pressing for a solution of this 
problem for the last six years. 

On 13th December, 1945, Cabinet approved a settlement of these two 
questions in. the manner described in the draft notet attached to the en-
closed letter to Mr. Hart. The actual text of this note was submitted to 
Cabinet and approved. 

On December 14, 1945, the Premier of British Columbia requested that 
no action be taken without an opportunity being given to his Government 
to make representations. By letter of December 19th, the Prime Minister 
gave to the Premier of British Columbia the assurances he had requested. 

By a confidential letter of 22nd December to Mr. J. E. Read, the Hon. 
lan Mackenzie informed Mr. Read that the Premier of British Columbia was 
"unalterably opposed" to the suggested changes. 

At that time it was decided to let these questions stand for the time being. 
In May, 1946, the subject was raised again and it was deemed advisable 

to await the return of the Prime Minister who was then absent. 
Though there have been no developments since May, it would seem 

inadvisable to allow this matter to remain dormant indefinitely. I am 
attaching a letter to the Premier of British Columbia enclosing a draft note 

m. St. Laurent était alors à New York. 	1  Mr. St. Laurent was then in New York. 
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approved by- Cabinet . This letter is submitted for your consideration and
signature, and I would be grateful for any comments you may wish to make .

For your information I am attaching a copy of the note for consideration
by the Cabinet which was submitted with the draft note, the text whereof
is annexed to the letter to Mr. Hart . l

Yours very sincerely ,
L. B. PEARSON

[PIÉCE JOINTE 1 /ENCLOSURE 1]

Le secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires extérieures
au premier ministre de Colombie britannique

Secretary of State for External A ffairs

to . Prime Minister of British Columbia

Ottawa, November 6, 1946

My dear Premier,
May I refer to Mr . King's letter of 19th December, 1945, concerning

fishing rights and possible boundary modifications on the west coast of
British Colûmbia.

J am attaching hereto for your information copy of a draft Note t to the

American Ambassador concerning the boundary questions in the Dixon

Entrance and the Strait of Juan de Fuca .
I would be grateful if you would examine this draft Note and let me

have your comments .
.If you should not be in -a greement with the attached draft, I would be

glad to ascertain this . at your early ' convenience and possibly consultations

could be arranged to : discuss • any differences that may exist.

Yours sincerely ,
L. S. ST. LAURENT

[PIÉCE ,JOINTE 2 /ENCLOSURE 2]

Mémorandum du ministère des A ffaires extérieures au Cabinet

Memorandum from Department of External, A ffairs to Cabinet

[n .d . ]

BOUNDARY QUESTIONS AFFECTING CANADIAN WATERS IN THE PACIFI
C

1 . For the last five years, the United,State s* Government have been pressing

for the settlement of long-standing bounda ry questions affecting Canadian

waters , in the Pacific.

1 La note suivante . était écri te sur ce "The' following note w as written on the

mémorandum: memorandum:

N .B . Only Comment : Draft"note omits "to the north thereof" after words
,all land"

in para[graph] 3 line 5 . L. S . . ST. L(AURENT]
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2. An informal approach was made by the United States Minister in 
October, 1940. Preliminary examination of the United States proposals took 
place, following which negotiations were inten-upted in the face of opposition 
to the Canadian counter-proposals on the part of the Attorney General of 
British Columbia and the press of that province (August, 1942). 

3. Negotiations were later resumed, however, alter the United States had 
requested that the Canadian authorities reconsider their decision to postpone 
the matter. 

4. The questions involved were carefully examined by an interdepartmental 
committee composed of representatives of the Department of Fisheries, the 
Department Of Justice, the DePartment of National Defence for Naval Ser-
vices, the Departrnent of Mines and Resources (International Boundary 
Commission, the Office of the Surveyor General, and Chief of the Hydro-
graphic Service), and the Department of. External Affairs. The committee 
has drafted Canadian proposals in the form of a draft note, copy of which 
vvill be found in Appendix "A"t to this memorandum. 

5. The proposals deal with two main questions. The first one is concerned 
with the waters of Dixon Entrance and is dealt vvith in Article I of the draft 
note. This matter has been pending between the two countries for the last 
forty years, ever since the Line AB (see map in Appendix "D") t was estab-
lished by the Alaskan Boundary Tribunal in 1903. This Tribunal decided 
that all lands north of the Line AB would belong to the United States while 
lands south of the Line would belong to Canada. While Canada has repeatedly 
claimed sovereignty over the whole of Dixon Entrance (P.C. July 6, 1909; 
and P.C. May 14, 1904), 1  the United States have consistently refused to 
accept that contention. On the other hand, while claiming sovereignty over 
Dixon Entrance, Canada never enforced its sovereignty by exercising juris-
diction over that area in such matters as customs and fisheries. The Canadian 
courts, including the Supreme Court of Canada, have taken it for granted 
that the waters of Dixon Entrance were subject to the standard rule of inter-
national law whereby sovereignty can only be exercised within a three-mile 
limit from the coast. It must be said here that, from the point of view of 
international law, the Canadian contention cannot be substantiated. 

6. In the light .  of these considerations, it is proposed that the waters of 
Dixon Entrance become historic or national waters of the United States and 
Canada respectively with a line of demarcation marked B-1-2-3-4, constituting 
the boundary between the two countries. A precise description of the Line 
B4-2-3-4 will be found in the second paragraph of Article I of the draft 
note. Waters north of the proposed boundary would become national waters 
of the United States, while waters south of it would become national waters 
of Canada. However, all waters outside the three-mile limit would be open 
to vessels, aircraft and nationals of the two countries, while each country 
would exercise exclusive jurisdiction over the three-mile lhnit. 

Note marginaie: 	 marginal note: 
May 4, 1914? 
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7. The second . question dealt with in the draft note under Article II re-
lates to the waters of the Strait of Juan de Fuca . The United States have
proposed that the international boundary which separates the ma ritime ,
belts of the two countries within the Fuca Strait be continued from Turning
Point 12 (see map in Appendix "C") t at the base line at right angles thereto
with an initial bearing of north 86°, 26, 40" west to the high seas . This pro-
posal was deemed acceptable and was approved by the interdepa rtmental
committee .

8 . In considering these two questions, it should be borne in mind that
the disposition of the Dixon Entrance question might be difficult to justify
if challenged by a third government . If challenged, the Çanadian Govern-
ment would be in a position in which it would have to defend the boundary
line as established regardless of whether the challenge was directed against
this Government or against the Government of the United States . Similarly,
the United States Government would have to join in defending it even if the
challenge were directed against the - Canadian Government . It is a matter in
which the compulsory jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice could
be invoked. There does .not seem to be very much likelihood of a challenge in
the immediate future owing to the pre-occupation of Japan . The disposition
of the question relating to the Strait of Juan de Fuca is easier to justify
under recognized p rinciples of international law .

9 . It is desired to know whether the Canadian Government is agreeable to
the outstanding boundary questions in the Pacific being settled in the manner
described in the draft note attached.

904. DEA/3199-40

Le conseiller, l'ambassade des États-Unis, au sous-secrétaire d'Éta t

aux A ffaires extérieures

Counsellor, Embassy of United States, to Under-Secretary of State
for External A ffairs

Ottawà, November 22, 1946

Dear Mr. Pearson ,
The contents of the letter dated October 3, 1946 from the Acting Under-

Secretary of State for Externat Affairs with respect to the continuation on a
reciprocal basis of *, the port', privileges extended to * Canadian halibut fishing

vessels in Alaskan po rts and to United States halibut fishing vessels in
British Columbia ports were brought to the attention' of the Department of
State at Washington.

I am now informed, in reply, that the authority. under which the United
States has, since 1942, granted certain privileges in Alaskan port s to Canadian .

halibut fishing vessels is. found in the Second War Powers Act .of March 27,

1942. Under an Act of June 29, 1946 . *(Pub lic Law 475, 79th Congress, 2d
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Session) the pertinent provision of the Second War Powers Act and the 
amendments to the existing law made under such provision shall  remain in 
force only until March 31, 1947, or until such earlier time as may be fixed 
by the two Houses of Congress by concurrent resolution, or by the President. 
Therefore, under present legislation the United States cannot extend port 
privileges in Alaskan ports to Canadian halibut fishing vessels beyond 
March 31, 1947. 

The Department of State would be glad to recommend to the appropriate 
authorities of the United States Government that these privileges be extended 
to Canadian halibut fishing vessels until March 31, 1947, if the Canadian 
Government wishes to request the privileges for that period. It is, of course, 
possible that the applicable provision of the Second War Powers Act may 
be extended in effect beyond March 31, 1947, but the Department does not 
know at this time whether such action will be taken by Congress and, con-
sequently, is not able to assure the Canadian Goverrnnent that the Depart-
ment will be in a position to request the appropriate authority of this 
Government to grant port privileges in Alaska to Canadian halibut fishing 
vessels for the 1947 season. 

It is regretted that while the Department of State understan.ds the Cana-
dian desire to ascertain whether privileges in Alaskan ports will be extended 
to Canadian halibut fishing vessels in 1947 it is not in a position to give a 
definite reply at this time. 

Sincerely yours, 
LEWIS CLARK 

PARTIE 3/PART 3 

DÉFENSE/DEFENCE 

SECTION A•  

SOUVERAINETÉ DANS L'ARCTIQUE/SOVEREIGNTY IN THE ARCTIC 

905. 

Dear Mr. Macdonnell, 
The US Army Air Forces, Air Transport Command, has requested au-

th°ritY of the War Department to institute a regular air transport service of three round trips per week as soon as a standard operating procedure can 

DEA/50220-40 

Le représentant principal de l'armée américaine, CPCAD, 
au secrétaire, la section canadienne, CPCAD 

Senior United States Army Member, PJBD, 
to Secretary, Canadian Section, PJBD 

Washington, April 30, 1946 
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'be established between - Meeks - Field, Iceland, ''and Ladd Field, Fairbanks,
'Alaska ~ ( total distance 3,200 statute miles) .

the State Department, and clearance has been obtained from the Iceland

This' service has been approved in principle by the War Department and

Government.

This letter is written in order to request the concurrence of the Canadian
Government. Will you kindly present this matter to the proper authorities
and give me, as early as practicable, the concurrence of your Government?
It,is not expected .that any Canadian airfields will be used in this regular ser-
vice, but, of course, Canadian territory would be flown over., .

. .
; The purpose . of establishing this air transport route, which has been desig-

nated "Polaris,". using three (3) B-29 airplanes, is as •f ollows:-
a: To gain. operation . experience' in the Arctic .
b . To, determine navigational difficulties and procedures for overcoming

same .
c .To investigate the reliability of communication s.
d . . To- analyze polar air . masses.

- e : . To study, air mass , circulation in -Polar - regions .

906. DEA/7-DA

Mémorandum du secrétaire, le Comité de défense du Cabinet ,
au Comité . de déf ense ..du . Cabinet

Memorandum f rom Secretary, Cabinet Defence Committee,
to Cabinet Def ence.. Committe e

SECRET [Ottawa,] May 3, 1946

EXTENSION OF LORAN PROGRA M

1 . The following extract from the Journal of the Permanent Joint Board on
Defence, dated, April 29th, 1946, is ' submitted for the consideration of the
Cabinet Defence Committee :

"Major General Henry, Senior United States Army Member, presented a
request that the Canadian government authorize the continuation until May,
1947, of the experimental program for low frequency Loran in Northern
Canada initially set up to assist in air and ground navigation for Exercise
Musk-Ox. A copy of his memorandum# is attached as an Appendix to th

e

Journal . , (copy appended hereto )

' The B d d th ' 1 d h t n of the present
t at &U is program mvo ve t e opera iooar HUM;

; three transmitter stations at . Dawson Creek, Hamlin and Gim li , continued
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flights of the U.S.A.A.F. B-29 aircraft presently stationed at Edmonton and 
operation of the necessary monitoring stations as might be agreed upon be-
tween the Canadian and United States representatives. The present monitoring 
stations are shown below: 

Yellowknife 
Norman Wells 	--operated by R.C.A.F. 
Edmonton } 
Baker Lake 	--operated by Canadian Army 
Churchill 1 
Ottawa 5 	—°perated by R.C.N. 

Fairbanks, Alaska --operated by United States 

Under present arrangements, the United States provides all equipment, the 
personnel to man the transmitter stations and the complete operation of the 

.monitoring station at Fairbanks. Canada undertakes the operation of the re-
maining monitoring stations and messing, housing and transport of the United 
States personnel at the transmitter stations. 

The Board agreed that the continuation of these joint tests of low fre-
quency Loran was essential in that  they were not only of the utmost impor-
tance in the development of long range aids to navigation but also valuable in 
the development of early warning systems, long range guided missiles, etc., 
and recommended approval of the United States request. 

The Secretary of the Canadian Section undertook to transmit the United 
States requ' est, along with the recommendation of the Board, to the Canadian 
government for consideration and decision and, in so doing, to stress the 
necessity of such decision being reached by May 15th." 

E. W. T. GILL 

907. 

IMPORTANT 

DEA/9061-A-40 

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au sous-ministre des Transports 

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Deputy Minister of Transport 

Ottawa, May 4, 1946 

enclose two copies of a memorandumt left with this Department on May 
1st by Mr. Lewis Clark, Counselor of the United States Embassy, proposing 
the establishment of Arctic weather stations. The immediate objectives are: 

(a) In 1946, or as early as practicable, a weather station central to the 
western Canadian Arctic archipelago. 
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(b) In 1947, or as early as practicable, three weather stations on island s
along the western portion of the Canadian Arctic archipelago .

In amplifying this memorandum, Mr. Clark explained that while the United
States Government would be prepared to establish, maintain and operate these
stations independently (and, indeed, were making such a proposal to the
Danish Government with regard to a station in Greenland) they assumed that
this would not be desired by the Canadian Government in view of its general
policy of retaining control of establishments in Canadian territory . The United
States Government would therefore be glad to cooperate along either of the
following lines :

(a) The United States to establish and to assist in maintaining the stations
which would be under Canadian operation . .

(b) Canada to establish, ôperate and maintain the Stations . '
In either case, the United States would expect that Canadian technical stand-
ards would meet United States requirements and that United States personnel
could be posted to the stations to .. acquire experience .

Mr. Clark emphasized that his Government wished to work out a pro-
gramme on a fully cooperative basis and had no thought of interfering in
any way with Canadian sovereignty . In view of the need for arriving at an
early decision to permit of arrangements being made for supplies and
personnel, he asked that the matter be treated as one of urgency. Finally,
he said that technical representatives of the United States Departments
concerned could come to Canada at short notice to discuss details of these
proposals .

It appears to this Department that it would be unwise to allow these
stations to be set up entirely under the control of the United States and that,
on the other hand, the Canadian Government would not be justified in as-
suming the whole cost of the programme . Consequently, it appears desirable
to work out a compromise under, which Canada would retain operational
control and

I
make a contribution to the programme, while the United States

would provide equipment, supplies and personnel. Before any final decision
can be reached, however, it seems, essential to have a meeting of technical
officers from both countries .

I would suggest that the United States Embassy be informed that the
Canadian authorities are prepared to .give favourable consideration to these
proposals but, before submitting the question to the Government, would like
to have a meeting in Canada at an early date with United States officials .

I should be glad to have your views and, if you agree, I should like to know
the earliest date at which officials of the meteorological service could meet a
group from the United States.

N. A. ROBERTSON
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908. 	 DEA/9057-40 

Mémorandum du chef, la troisième direction politique, 
à la direction juridique 

Memorandum from Head, Third Political Division, to Legal Division 

SOVEREIGNTY IN THE ARCTIC 

A recent paper which has come to our attention prepared by an inter-
departmental committee in Washington (the Air Coordinating Committee) 
indicates the interest displayed in some circles about establishing United 
States claims to sovereignty in the Arctic. The following extracts are from 
the report of the Standing Subconunittee on the Arctic: 

(a) "Region west of Grant's Land. The region north of Prince Patrick 
Island and west of Grant's Land is largely unexplored, but several Arctic 
authorities believe that if any undiscovered islands exist north of Canada 
they lie in this area. Sir Hubert Wilkins, in searching by air for Levanevsky 
in March, 1937, reported 'ice islands' about 300 miles northwest of Prince 
Patrick Island and `paleocrystic ice' at about latitude 84°, longitude 130°, 
with a lead 150 miles long in the ice, as evidence of nearby land. Recon-
naissance flights from Alaska to these regions could doubtless settle the 
question. 

A primary weather station on any newly discovered island in this vicinity 
would be a valuable source of information because of its proximity to the 
North Pole and it would serve as a communication point for trans-polar 
flights. It would, however, be very difficult to establish and maintain. Sur-
face vessels have never reached this area and aircraft would have to fly 
comparatively long distances. Employment of gliders to establish and service 
the base would be desirable. 

The sovereignty of newlY discovered land in this area would require careful 
consideration by the State Department. Mr. Stewart, on June 10, 1925,' in 
speaking before the Canadian House of Commons, dermitely and officially 
stated the Canadian claims to include everything, known and unknown, west 
of the Davis Strait—Baffin Bay—Smith Sound—Robeson Channel-60th 
Meridian, east of the meridian that divides Alaska from Canada (141°W), 
and north of the Canadian mainland up to the Pole. The U.S. may not have 
recognized these claims." 

(b) In discussing aircraft ffights from Alaska-Canada-Greenland quadrant, 
it 

 

i

(b) 
 stated that the following could be 'accomplished inter alia: 

"Afford opportunity for experienced Arctic observers to study the condi-
tion of Arctic ice floes for possible evidence of undiscovered land. Only men 
who have walked over the ice, as well as flown over it, are qualified to obtain 
adequate data in this manner." 
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(c) The following recommendation is put forward :

"Weather Station on possible Undiscovered Land in, Canadian quadrant .

(Discussion, Par . 11 d and 16 . )
It is recommended that the ACC ask the State Department whether re-

po rted Canadian claims of sovereignty over all known islands and lands that
may be discovered in the sector west of Greenland and east of meridian
141 W. northward to the pole, have been officially asserted by that govern-

ment and, if so, whether , the official, position of the United States would

be to support any claims by this country if land is discovered,and occu-

pied by the United States west of Grant's Land, site `(d)' of recommen-

dation #1 .

If it is the policy of the United States to suppo rt such claims, it is recom-
mended that the Armymake fiights over the unexplored area west and north-
west of Grant's Land to determine whether (as many Arctic autho rities be-

lieve) islands exist which might be claimed by the United States . In case new

claimable Iand is found, it is reçommended .that .the proper agencies, of the

Department of ï Commerce take . action to establish a- primary weather and

magnetic station."

Obviously we sha ll have to examine carefully the whole question of Arctic
sovereignty . In the meantime, it seems to me that two problems require im-

mediate consideration and I should be grateful for your opinions :

(1) We are discussing with the United States the estab lishment of weather

stations in the Western Arctic Archipelago . In view of the discussion men-
tioned above of whether the United States could claim sovereignty to newly
discovered land in this region; I should like your view as to whether, if such

land were newly discovered by a United States party, the, United States could

put forward a valid claim to it .

(2) We have been asked for permission for flights of U.S . Army aircraft
between Iceland and Alaska. In view of the discussion mentioned above about
looking for possible evidence of undiscovered land, should our permission be

qualified in any way to rule out claims based on exploration? (The same ques-

tion, of course, applies to (1) above.)

Arctic problems are coming more and more to the forefront and it can'be
anticipated that within the next few years there will be extensive programmes

of no rthern exploration and development in which the United States wi ll either

be part icipating with Canada or will have been given permission to act in-

dependently . I am wonde ring whether, at the outset, we ought not to discuss

the sovereignty question with the United States And endeavour to secure their

agreement to our claims . about Canadian sovereignty.

R. M[AGDONNELL]
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909.' DEA/9057-40 

910. 

Mémorandum de là direction juridique au chef, la troisième direction politique 

Memorandum from Legal Division to Head, Third Poliiical Division 

[Ottawa,] May 8, 1946 

SOVEREIGNTY IN THE ARCTIC 

Further to our conversations of May 7th concerning the above, It is my 
view that we should not raise any question concerning our sovereignty in the 
Arctic in advance of necessity. I say this for two reasons: 

(a)•h would not be wise to indicate that we entertain any doubts  with  re-
gard to our sovereignty; 

(b) We should take steps to consolidate our knowledge of the position 
before inviting any conversations in the matter. ' 

As suggested yesterday, it would seem that conversations should be had 
with Mines and Resources and with any other interested Departments  with  a 
view [to] ensuring that we have available in consolidated form all material 
relating to our position in that area. 

E. R. HOPICINS 

SECRET 

PCO/C-20-2 

Extrait d'un mémorandum du secrétaire du Cabinet 
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures - 

Extract of Memorandum from Secretary to the Cabinet 
to Under-SecretarY of State for External Affairs 

[Ottawa,], May 10, 1946 

The following items' of particular concern to External Affairs were dealt 
with at the meeting of the Cabinet held on May 9th. 

3 Extension of Loran programme in Northern Canada 
The Cabinet approved  the recommendation of the Cabinet Defence Com-

mittee on this subject, namely that the U.S. request for continuation until May 
1947 of the joint experimental programme be accepted. 
• 	. 	. 

A. D. P. H[EENEY] 
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911. DEA/9061-B-40

Le secrétaire, la section américaine, ~ CPCAD, ,
au secrétaire, la section canadienne, CPCAD

Secretary, American Section, PJBD, to Secretary, Canadian Section, .PJBD

RESTRICTED Washington, May 14, 1946

Dear Mr. Macdonnell,
I am -writing to you with reference 'to the desire of the United States Navy

Department to engage in certain Arctic operations (outlined 'below) in the
territorial waters of Canada . The objectives of these proposed operations-
which have been designated "Operations Nanook"-are (1) the training of
U.S . naval personnel in Arctic operations, (2) the recording of detailed hy-
drographic, meteorological and electromagnetic propagation data, and (3) the
conducting of, other scientific investigations .

As you know, the United States Weather Bureau is interested in the estab-
lishment of Arctic weather stations in the Canadian Arctic Archipelago, and
a further objective would be the provision to the . United States, Weather
Bureau of operational and logistic support in the establishment of these
weather stations if approved by Canada . It is, however, the desire of the Navy
Department to conduct the Arctic operations described below regardless of
Weather Bureau participation in the weather stations envisaged .

Since it is understood that the Canadian Government desires to supervise
magnetic work in the area, any work of this nature undertaken by the United
States will-be performed under Canadian supervision . Accordingly, a Cana-
dian observer qualified to make magnetic observations, with such assistants as
necessary, will-bd invited to accompany the : expedition . It isdesired further to
extend an invitation to two Canâdian naval officers to participate as observers .

The approximate periods of projected operations will be from 1 July to

1 October in the years 1946 and 1947.1t is planned to conduct such pre-
liminary . reconnaissance and investigation of land and sea areas in th e

Viscount Melville Sound-Lancaster Sound area as, practicable during the
summer of 1946, to aid in planning more extensive-operations in the summer
of 1947 and to obtain information of value to the operating forces relative to
Arctic operations .

Captain Richard H . Cruzen, USN, will command the expedition . Ships and

their commanding officers - are listed below :

CGC .North Wind, U.S . Coast Guard Ice Breaker,
Captain' Richard Hoyle, USCG, Commanding

USS Whitewood, Small net 'layer altered for Arctic duty,

Lieutenant Commander William H. Daly, USN, Commanding

USS Alcona, AK'
Captain Robert J. Esslinger, USN, Commanding

1 Cargo . ' Cargo ship.
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USS Beltrami, AK 
Commander Gerald L. Ketchum, USN, Commanding 

USS Atule, Submarine, 
Commander John B. Maurer, USN, Commanding 

If additional ships are designated at a later date, separate requests for 
diplomatic clearance will be submitted. 

Shipbome aircraft will operate from at least two of the ships and will be 
used to conduct reconnaissance of ice conditions and to obtain data on flight 
operations in the Arctic. 

I would appreciate it if you would bring this matter to the attention of the 
appropriate authorities as urgently as possible in order that the time schedule 
above-mentioned may be adhered to if this matter is approved. Should a meet-
ing in Ottawa between Canadian and United States officials on the proposed 
weather station program be held, it would be arranged for Navy Department 
representatives to be present although, as above mentioned, it is our desire to 
carry out the operations outlined in this letter irrespective of decisions reached 
on the weather program. 

Yours sincerely, 
J. GRAHAM PARSONS 

912. 	 DEA/9061-A-40 

Le ministère des Mines et des Ressources1  
au chef, la troisième direction politique 

Department of Mines and Resources1  to Head, Third Political Division 

CONFIDENTIAL 	 Ottawa, May 20, 1946 

Dear Mr. Macdonnell, 
I have just received the minutes of the meeting held last Friday to discuss 

the United .States proposals to establish weather stations in the Canadian 
Arctic. I realize, that as intimated at the close of the Canadian section of the 
meeting, these minutes are intended only to be a brief sununary of what was 
said. I am, however, a trifle worried over the condensation of my own remarks 
about the question of sovereignty. It would appear that this has not been 
given sufficient emphasis in the minutes. 

Following the meeting, while the matter was still fresh in my mind, I dic-
tated the enclosed report for our Director, on page 5 of which are set forth 
the views I expressed in compliance with instructions given me before at- 

Le superviseur par intérim de l'est de 	1  Acting Superintendent of the Eastern 
l'Arctique, le bureau des affaires des Terri- Arctic, Bureau of Northwest Territories and 
toires du nord-ouest et du Yukon, la direc- Yukon Affairs, Lands, Parks and Forests 
don des terres, des parcs et des forêts. Branch. 
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tending the meeting. In transmitting My report to his Deputy Minister (Dr .

Camsell ), the` Director 'added the' following commeiit :

"We share your view that C anada should estab lish and _operate any neces-

sa ry stations even if U.S. official publications admit Canada's sovereignty.

This looks like one of those defence(?)~ proposals thatseem as though we
were getting everything for nothing at the beginning and then we wake up

after a while to find that the U.S . Senate has turned 'everything upside down
and that the U.S . diplomats are back again to ask us to pay , for work we could
have done better and more cheaply ourselves . "

I-am furnishing you with this information in order that you may see that
this Depârtment takes ~a rather more serious view of the sovereignty aspect
connécted with the establishment of the proposed, weather stations than
appears in the official minutes of the meeting.

Yours very truly, .
J . , G. WRIGHT

• , , [PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Mémorandum du ministère des Mines et des Ressources'
Memorandum by the Department of Mines and Resources '

Ottawa, May 18, 1946

Yesterday I attended a meeting'in Room 123, . East Block, which convened

at 3 : 00 P.M., to discuss with - representatives of the United States Govern-

ment . a proposal to establish weather stations' . in the Canadian Arctic. Mr.

R. M. Macdonnell of External Affairs was Chairman . Other Canadians

present included Mr. A. Thompson, Assistant Contro ller, Meteorological

Service and Mr . Kennedy of the same service; G/C Bradshaw and one other

officer from the R.C.A.F., two officers and a civilian from the Cans ~d

Navy; Mr .
.
Moore, Department of Transport; Mr . J . M. Wardle, SurveY

Engineering Branch. ` The American representatives were Mr . L. Clark
Counsel[lor], U .S . Embassy ; Colonel Woods, Assistant Military Attaché,

U.S . Embassy; Colonel Hubbard, . Technical Adviser of the U.S . Weather

Bureau; Mr. . Moxon, Chief U.S. Weather Bureau ; Captain Cruzen, U .S.

Navy; and a Colonel representing the . U.S.A.A.F.

Mr. Macdonnell . outlined the purpose of the meeting which was apparently

called on rather short notice and asked the Americans to state their case
.

Mr. Clark ' made a . few •introdûctory. remarks and introduced Colonel 140 '

Il Du superviseur par intérim de l'est de
l'Arctique, le bureau des affaires des Terri-
toires. du nord-ouest et du Yukon, la direc-

des ï terres, des parcs et des forêts, autién
directeur, là direction des terres, des 'pares
et des forêts.

1 From Acting Superintendent of the
Easte rn Arctic, Bureau of Northwest Terri'
tori es and Yukon Aff airs, Lands, Parks and

Forests Branch ; to Director, Lands, Paria and

Forests Branch.
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bard who, he said, had a very full grasp of the whole subject. (It will be re-
called that Colonel Hubbard has been interested in this subject for some 
years and has made several trips to this office. It is understood he was 
largely responsible for getting the Bill through Congress covering the establish-
ment of weather stations in foreign countries.) The remarks which follow are 
not verbatim and are  intended only as a summary of what each speaker said  

Colonel Hubbard spent some time outlining the great need for additional 
weather stations in the Arctic. These are necessary to improve the forecasting 
service, particularly for the North Atlantic, to assist long-range forecasting, to 
provide essential  information for aily flying in the Jar north and for general 
scientific meteorological studies. The Russians have carried on extensive 
studies in this field on their side of the Polar Basin and it is highly desirable 
that something be done on the North American side. It was proposed to 
establish two main stations in the north which would provide a complete range 
of meteorological records including upper air studies. One of these would be 
at or near Winter Harbour, Melville Island, and the other would be at Thule, 
Greenland. In addition, he suggested three advance Weather stations sup-
ported entirely by aircraft which would operate in conjunction with the main 
stations. .0ne of these would be on north-west Banks Island, one on Prince 
Patrick Island and the other on the west side of Ellesmere Island, or possibly 
on Axel Heiberg Island. ' 

The American Navy has offered to lay down all supplies and equipment at 
both Thule and Winter Harbour this summer and the Air Force has agreed to 
do the necessary flying including the installation and servicing of the advance 
stations. The Congress Bill authorizing the United States Weather Bureau to 
seek the co-operation of foreign governments in the establishing of weather 
stations did not provide any funds. However, there are some funds available 
in several appropriations during the present fiscal year and for the early part 
of 1947. Alter  that the future is uncertain. The American authorities are 
anxious to use the available funds now when they exist. This is the reason for 
the urgency in deciding the issue at this time. The American Navy is ready to 
operate this season and put in the supplies and the Army Air Force is ready 
to start at once on reconnaissance ffights to determine suitable locations'. All 
supplies for this expedition must be ready by July 1, hence the reason  for 
haste. 

Mr. Moxon (Weather Bureau) The U.S. Weather Bureau is all  for  co-
operation and would be glad to see the proposed venture undertaken as a joint 
operation. The main use of the Arctic weather stations would be in the science 
of meteorology and extending the term of weather forecasts. 

Mr. Macdonnell What reason is there for doing this now rather than in 
1948 or 1950? 

Col. Hubbard Funds are aVailable now and everyone agrees on the -  de-
sirability of more stations in the Arctic. We now have the support of the U.S. 
Army and Navy and opportunity is knocking; the Budget situation for the 
future is uncertain. 
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Mr. Clark The international political situation At the present time is impor-
tant . Those on the other side of the Arctic . are very active . Because of this we
can get funds at the present time and later this may not be possible.

Dr. Thompson. Such stations would be of great value to meteorology but
not necessarily of immediate value for forecasting in the south . They would
be good for trans-polar flights and local flying and, possibly, for trans-
Atlantic flights .
Are the staff and suitable instruments available for such an extensive project?

Col. Hubbard The first year would be largely experimental . The start would
be made as a sort of beach-head for the whole operation based on experience
gained at existing northern stations . The Melville Island station would require
ten men consisting of an Officer in Charge ; three meteorologists ; two fore-
casters ; two -radio operators ; one ~ mechanic ; one cook. The three advance
stations would require a total of 80 tons to be flown in by air to outfit them
for the first eighteen months . The staff at each advance station would consist
of two meteorological and two radio men and one cook .

G/C Bradshaw (R .C.A.F.) expressed some differences of opinion in regard
to the weight of supplies required for each station supported by air . He said
the movement of aircraft in the Arctic was controlled by weather forecasts .
Trimetrogon photography in the Arctic will depend largely on such forecasts .
In the past, many flights have been useless .because the weather was unsatis-
factory for photography when the plane .reached the scene of action.

Dr. Thompson We know little about Arctic meteorology . The proposed
stations would provide basic information. Can the United States get the per-
sonnel?

Col. Hubbard and Mr . Moxon We have many war-trained men available .

Mr. Macdonnell Can you give us any budgetary figures?

Col . Hubbard A Bill has now passed Congress and is on the President's
.desk authorizing $265,000 in the next two months . The Weather Bureau also
has some funds, probably $100,000, for salaries. War supplies and equipment
will be made availablè without cost . The Navy will contribute . the transporta-
tion of equipment and supplies and the Seabees will do the construction .

Capt . Cruzen (U.S .N .) The U.S . Navy is carrying on cold weather research
and is sending ships to the Arctic for this study. Vessels have recently been
operating off the coast of Greenland and , propose to enter Baffin Bay . These

studies require weather service to operate efficiently. For establishing the two
main weather stations it is proposed to use two cargo ships, 7,000 tons each,
an ice-breaker, a small aircraft carrier, and a submarine .

Col. Woods Colonel Woods travelled with "Operation Musk-Ox" and saw
Captain Larsen of the St . Roch at Cambridge Bay. Captain Larsen expressed
the opinion that he could take the St . Roch to Viscount Melville Sound any
summer .
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U.S.A.A.F. rep. B-29's would be used for reconnaissance and photography 
and C-54's for supplies. Catalina's for sounding and scouting for sites. These 
planes would operate from Alaska. For work on the Thule station the planes 
would operate from U.S. bases in Greenland. There will be a formal request 
for R.C.A.F. representatives to accompany the flights in the Canadian Arctic. 
The United States would look after all air rescue work. 

Colonel Hubbard suggested Bellanca planes for scouting for landing sites 
for large planes. 

Mr. Macdonnell What steps would be taken immediately if the project were 
approved by Canada? 

Col. Hubbard There are only forty-five days in which to carry out all pro-
curement. They would start Monday. The ships would have to be loaded and 
get to Melville Island about August 20 to get the station built and the ships 
out by about the first week in September. Weather observations would start 
about six weeks afterwards. The Air Force would fly reconnaissance before 
the ice fails this spring, that is, at once, covering north-east Banks Island, 
Prince Patrick Island, and Grant's Land, studying the topography, lakes, 
beaches, etc, for suitable sites for the weather stations. In August it would 
be possible to get in by ship and make more intensive studies of the potential 
sites selected. If Canada can supply the personnel for these weather stations 
it would be satisfactory. 

Mr. Davis (R.C.N.) thought there should be an ionosphere station at 
Winter Harbour. 

Col Hubbard agr' eed but thought that this would not be possible this year. 
Radio Communications from Winter Harbour would go through Fairbanks. 
The Thule station would communicate by beam radio through Winter 
Harbour. 

There followed a lot of technical discussion about the methods of equipping 
and operating the stations and about 5:00 P.M. Mr. Macdonnell closed the 
discussion by thanking the Americans for their very able presentation of the 
subject. He pointed out that as this subject had come up very hurriedly, 
Canada would require a little time to study 'the matter. He promised as 
prompt a reply as possible. He asked the Canadian representatives to remain 
for a further discussion after the Americans left. 

The Canadian session lasted from 5:00 to 6:00 P.M. and Mr. Macdon-
nell called for an expression of views. I stated that while I had said nothing 
on the matter while the Americans were present, the Northwest Territories 
Council was conce rned about the aspect of sovereignty in these remote sec-
tions of the Canadian Arctic Archipelago since most of these stations were 
going to areas where our daims on the basis of actual occupation were very 
weak. The sector principle on which our claims are largely based has never 
been accepted internationally and the Council has always taken the view 
that any projects involving residence in these northern  areas should be 
operated by Canada. In the case of The Arctic Institute of North America 
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we had decided to erect the necessary research stations ourselves so that
we would have the complete control over foreigners using them. In .the case
of the American air bases in ,the Arctic, Canada recently spent some $31,-
000,000 presumably to extinguish any American rights and it would seem
rather unwise from the- point of view of sovereignty to autho rize the Ameri-
cans to enter into independent : occupation of these weather stations. It was
felt that the stations should at least be manned,and .operated by Canadians
as part of a co-operative effort even although the United States might be
permitted to contribute a large pa rt of the cost of the project .

G/C Bradshaw hoped that the pr'oject would not be turned down on
the basis of the sovereignty question as he felt there was very great need of
these stations for -air activity in view of the rather disturbing political situation
at the present time . Dr. Thompson also hoped that the project could ~ be
gone ahead with but doubted very much as to whether Canada could find
sufficient' qualified personnel to man the stations . "I suggested that if we
scraped the bottom of the barrel and secured`the co=operation of the Meteoro-
logical Service and the Army,, Navy and Air 'Force,"wé could ' surely get
enough techniciâns to take care of the matter . I felt that the sovereignty
question shoûld` be definitely kept in mind in 'reaching any decision on this
project .

It was decided that Dr. Tfiompson would , obtain further particulars from
his American confreres in the evening in regard to the nature of the person-
nel which would be required and report back to Mr. Macdonnell this morning .
Mr. Macdonnell would have brief minutes prepared of the meeting and a
draft of the proposed reply to - the`Americans for circulation to,the various
departments interested . . Each department would be asked to express their
opinion on the proposed draft before - it was . submitted for the consideration

of the Cabinet.

913.

" J . G. WRIGHT

DEA/9057-40

Mémorandum du chef, la troisième direction politique, au sous-secrétaire
d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum f rom Head, Third Political Division, to Associate
Under-Secretary of State for External A ff airs

[n .d.]

There .is attached a paper
.
which the Army has done on sovereignty ln

the Arctic. I understand that it is largely the "work of General Spry . This

paper is- to be considered 'by Cabinet Committee when the question of Arctic
weather stations is discussed along with the paper' prepared by this Depa rt-

ment .'
; i Voir : le document suivant: : ;' 1 ', . 1 Seer. fo llowing document .
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•I am in agreement with the conclusions in paragraphs 27 and 28, although 
I am afraid that the Government may regard them more as "ideal" than as 
"working" solutions. If Canada provides the real, estate, the fixed installa-
tions and the administration of northern defence projects, leaving to the 
United States the provision of equipment and supplies, it will give us some 
voice in the course of events. Otherwise, we will be faced with very strong 
pressure from United States to allow them to move in and do as they please. 
Unfortunately, even the relatively modest "recommended working solution" 
is likely to involve heavy expenditures which will increase as the years 
go . by unless the international situation improves. The decision is essentially 
a` political one, but I should say that the Govermnent's wartime policy 
(which dates from about the beginning of 1944) of accepting financial and 
other responsibility for United States defence projects in Canada has met 
with general approval. 1  

R. M[ACDONNELL] 

SECRET 

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

Mémorandum du ministère de la Défense nationale 
au Comité de défense du Cabinet 

lllemorandum from Department of National Defence 
to Cabinet Defence Committee 

SOVEREIGNTY IN THE CANADIAN ARCTIC IN 
RELATION TO JOINT DEFENCE UNDERTAKINGS 

[nid.]  

INTRODUCTORY 
1. The United States Government have recently requested Canadian ap-

proval for an Arctic Weather Station programme which they have put for-
ward. This and other US proposals in connection with defence may involve 
the question of Canada's daim to sovereignty over territories lying within the 
"Canadian sector" of the Arctic. 

1  La note suivante était annexée à ce 	1  The following note was attached to the 
mémorandum: 	 memorandum: 

In glancing through the memorandum I am inclined to think Spry under-
estirnates the amount of action taken in the past to fortify Canadian claims in the 
Arctic. ODS2, with  the Interior Dept., gave the matter a lot of attention, say 
from 1925 to 1930. The Minister of the Interior made a public statement about 
1925 claiming the sector to the  •  Pole; the Canadian Government made a saw-off 
with Norway' by which we pensioned their Capt. Sverdrup and they accepted the 
view that the Sverdrup Islands are Canadian4 ; and there was a lot of activity by 
R.C.M.P. and Post Office and Interior in setting up posts on Ellesmere Island, 
touring the country and making U.S. explorers get permits. 

M. McK[ErrziEJ 
2 0. D. Skelton, sous-secrétaire dÉtat aux 	2  O. D. Skelton, Under-Secretary of State 

Affaires extérieures de 1925 à 1941. 	 for External Affairs from 1925 to 1941. 
Voir le volume 4, pp. 947-979. 	. 	3  See volume 4, pp.. 947-979. 

4  Note marginale: 	• 	 4  Marginal note: 
They declined to accept the • sector theory,  I  see. 
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The various proposals which have to date been advanced fall into two dis-
tinct categories, i .e. ,

(a) Establishment in the Arctic or Sub-Arctic of static installations .
These include installations such as those contemplated in the Weather Station
programme, or installations such as might be developed in conjunction with
the proposed Arctic Experimental Station based on Churchill .

(b) Proposals to carry out manoeuvres- or training exercises by United
States troops on Canadian territory . .

Permission has been requested for 500 US Army troops to .conduct a training
exercise during the coming winter under sub-Arctic conditions in some train-
ing area similar to Shilo . The most recent request is for a clearance to permit
the landing of a party of approximately 28 US Marines for a pe riod of about
one month during the summer of 1946 in the vicinity of North Devon Island,
in connection with Operation NANOOK.

OBJECT OF THIS PAPER

2. This paper briefly considers the : possible effect of such proposals on
Canadian sovereignty over her Arctic Territories, in order to determine how
United States requirements in the Arctic may best be met without consequent
infringement of sovereignty .

NATURE OF SOVEREIGNTY CLAIMED

3 . Sovereignty itself may be roughly defined as power, right or authority
over a clearly defined and delimited area . In the case . of the Canadian Arctic
definite sovereignty is asserted, in right of Canada, over all known land masses
and islands within the "Canadian sector" of the Arctic . However these claims
are largely- based either on contiguity to continental Canada, or on original
discovery and exploration, (principally by British explorers) . Due to the
desolate nature, of the areas in question, these claims have little support on the
grounds of effective occupation, settlement or development . Thus, while Can-

ada's claims to sovereignty to these regions have not heretofore been seriously
challenged, they are at best somewhat tenuous and weak .

POSSIBILITIES OF FOREIGN INTRUSION

4. However, the fact that these claims have not been seriously challenged
in the past does not mean that this fortunate situation will -continue indefinitely
into the future . In the past these regions represented little but empty space,
and their very isolation preserved them from any significant intrusion . Today

they have become suddenly transferred into regions of strategic importance,
not to Canada alone but to such great powers as have frontiers within the
Arctic circle . At the same time it should be borne -in mind that the Canadian .

Arctic represents only a relatively small sector of the . en tire Arctic regions .

The larger part of the remaining area lies within a"sector" based on the con-
tinental land mass of one other great power.. ,
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5. Moreover, the strategic importance which these regions have assumed is 
not of a purely military nature alone. The Arctic seems destined to become a 
crossroads of strategic international civil air routes, which may in itself stimu-
late the commercial exploitation of latent resources in this area. 

6. From the military standpoint, the strategic value of the Canadian Arctic 
is not significant only from the standpoint of the defence of the North Ameri-
can continent. Its strategic value would certainly be given full recognition in 
any designs which may be made by a great power developing hostile intentions 
against this continent. It is not unreasonable, therefore, to anticipate that, even 
in peace-time, attempts may be made by foreign interest to gain foot-holds 
(perhaps on a commercial basis) within this region, or to secure information 
of military value. 

7. Thus commercial developments consequent upon civil aviation activities 
may lead to foreign intrusion. For to the extent that commercial flying over 
this area increases, and commercial development is stimulated, so will there 
be a corresponding requirement for the establishment of facilities of one sort 
or another in these hitherto neglected regions. It is not outside the range of 
possibility that the growing need for such facilities rnight be seized upon by a 
foreign power as a pretext for making demands for right of entrance into the 
Canadian Arctic or for the establishment of settlements or for other conces-
sions. While ostensibly such undertakings would be for purely civil or com-
mercial purposes, once they were established they could readily be exploited 
for military purposes connected with possible offensive designs. 

8. A further possibility of foreign intrusion lies in the fact that although 
Canadian sovereignty is assumed over the entire "Canadian sector" of the 
Arctic considerable portions of this theoretical "sector" remain totally un-
explored. With the development of Arctic aviation and the employment of 
radar search methods there is a possibility that hitherto unknown islands 
may be discovered within the Canadian sector by a foreign power, and claim 
laid to them by right of discovery and primary occupation. Canada might, 
in this case, find it most difficult to successfully contest such claims. 

9. Moreover, even in the case of islands in the Canadian Arctic Archipel-
ago already discovered and at least partially charted, it cannot be assumed 
that Canada's claims to sovereignty will continue to go unchallenged. It is 
true that the United States tacitly acknowledges Canadian sovereignty over 
these discovered islands, as implied by the considered and consistent prac-
tice of the United States Govenunent in employing, in official correspondence 
with the Canadian Government such terminology as "the Canadian Arctic 
Archipelago". 

10. However, it does not follow from this that another great power pos-
sessing strategic interest in Polar regions would under all circumstances nec-
essarily accept Canada's claims. Any step which would constitute a clear-cut 
and initial compromise of Canadian sovereignty in the Arctic, such as a 
real intrusion of the United States might be made the occasion of similar 
claims or demands by another great power. 
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11 . Thus ' it is of great -importance "that Canada' should carefully safegüard
her sovereignty in the Arctic at=all - points and-at alllimes; lest the ' acceptance
of an initial -infringemeiit of her ~ sovereignty invalidate 'her ` entire : claim, and
open the way• to the _ intrusion ` of - foreign interests of a - nature 'which might
create an ultimate threat to national . security: 'At the same time it should not
be forgotten that the Canadian Arctic is . an : integral part of the North
American continent and her exclusive claims to sovereignty> must be fitted into
the overall réquirements of continental security and defence . This Arctic area
is considered as vital to the United States. as a defence-frontier as to Canada,
and its military security requires closely coordin.ated action.

12 . It follows from this that essential facilities must be permitted to the
United States to enable them to practise during peace-time the tasks which
it may be jointly agreed they would undertake in war . Such facilities involve
not only . the estab lishment of static installations of a mi litary or quasi-
military type, but al-6 the conduct of military~ exercises and manoeuvres on
Canadian territory in the Arctic .

13 . However, careful attention should be given to thé form in which such
permission is granted and to the manner in which such undertakings are
carried out. The introduction of foreign permanent establishments (even those
of the United States) would be attended by a consequent weakening of Can=
ada's sovereignty,-a contingency which cannot be acçepted in view of the
corresponding weakness, of military security which would result .

14 . The problem is thus seen to devolve into finding -a suitable modus
operandi . This must permit the granting of essential Iacilities . and rights to
the United States, without any consequent infringement of Canadian sover-
eignty of a nature . which would give an opening . to another power . (not
associated with Canada in the defence of the North American continent) to
make similar demands .

15 . The solution' appears to he in the ' application of the principle of
regional defence, in consonance with the spiri t of 'the UNO Charter, to such
concessions as may be granted to the United States . At the same time Canada
should retain title and control of a ll ; military establishments on her own soil,
and the . "joint" nature of all ; cooperative undertakings should be given due
emphasis at all times. This ; should effectively debar , similar demands
which might be preferred by another power, as the fundamental basis of
agreéd- arrangements with . the United States in North American continental
defence, which is - by its nature exclusive .

16 . It must, however, be admitted that joint defence undertakings for
the purpose of regional- defence may impose a heavy financial burden upon
Canada. The United States will not easily be'deterred from putting forward
demands for the- establishment ,of whatever military installations she deems
necessary in the interest of . her own vitâl security ; on a scale more suited
to her vast resources and scale of operations' thad . to Can.ada's . ' It can thcré
fore be anticipated, that in the interest of- maintaining . friendly relationships
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with the United States, and thus safeguarding her own sovereignty, Canada 
will be forced by gradua lly increasing pressure to accept financial and 
manpower conunitments which may be considerably ,  above the scale of what 
is considered to be necessary from the standpoint of Canadian defence 
alone. 

FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES FOR MAINTAINING CANADIAN SOVEREIGNTY 

17. To summarize the foregoing argument:—it may be laid down as a 
general principle, that, if continuance of Canadian sovereignty over her Arctic 
territories is to be guaranteed, no foreign military or quasi-military instal-
lations should be established in peace-time within such territories. 

18. In view of the weakness of Canadian  cla ms  to this region, this prin-
ciple' should be ap'plied consistently even to a power with which Canada may 
share relationships of a most friendly and enduring nature, such as the 
United States. In any concessions which may be made the greatest care should 
be taken to fully safeguard Canadian sovereignty, as otherwise another great 
power may be presented with sufficient and justifiable grounds for pressing 
siinilar demands. • 

19. However, Canada can no longer rea.sonably expect to maintain her 
Arctic territories in state of vacuum, and hope at the same time to preserve 
her sovereignty over them in absentia. If her somewhat tenuous claims to 
these territories is'io be guaranteed in the face of the direct and urgent interest 
which the United States has expressed in the development of facilities in this 
region considered by her to be essential, then it follows that she must be 
prepared to carry out sùch development by herself or with a calculated degree 
of assistance. In brief, Canada must now either herself provide essential facili-
ties and services in her Arctic territories or provide them cooperatively, or 
abandon almost all substantial basis to her claims upon •them. 

THE THEORETICALLY  IDEAL SOLUTION 

Q.  A  continued guarantee of Canadian sovereignty over her Arctic terri-
tories may thus entail the satisfaction of legitimate demands for the develop-
ment in these regions of essential facilities and services.  Insofar as probable 
United States requirements are concerned, it may be safely anticipated that 
these will involve weather stations, early-warning systems, and possibly mili-
tary air bases. 

21. The Canadian Government has already indicated that it desires to be 
presented with a coordinated picture of United States requirements in the Far 
North. This is being compiled in the form of a schedule of tasks and annexes, 
now being developed by the Canadian-United States Joint Planners. This plan, 
if and when it is approved by the two governments concerned, will then 
represent those developmenis considered as "essential". 

22. However, it may well be that the provision of such essential facilities 
in Canada will be so heavy a burden as to be literally beyond purely Cana-
dian resources. 
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23. - If such is the case, the ideal solution, as outlined above will not be
feasible .

RECOMMENDED WORKING SOLUTION

24. This raises the question of the extent to which a compromise with the
ideal may be possible, which being based on a cooperative unde rtaking would
still eli ïninate any actual foreign intrusion of a nature which would constitute
an invasion or infringement of Canadian sovereignty, and would at the same
time offset possible demands by a power other than the United States .

25 . If United States requirements are to be effectively met on the basis of
cooperative undertakings this should be' done in the form of joint defence
measures. The nature of certain of the proposals already made, (and those
anticipated) precludes the possibility of maintaining the fiction that they are
purely "scientific" or "research" programmes .

26. It is suggested that measures such as those proposed should be frankly
carried out as part of a Canada-United States Joint Defence undertaking
constituting a regional defence arrangement within the framework of the
United Nations Organization . To this end, an appropriate statement based on
Recommendation Thirty-Five of the .Permanent Joint Defence Board (when

ultimately approved) should be tabled with the Security Council of the UNO .
This would make it clear that such Joint Defence measures were intended as
a contribution to world peace and were being placed under the aegis of the

UNO .

27. However, at the same time, Canadian sovereignty in the Arctic shoul d

be carefully safeguarded by the adoption of the following principles and their
consistent practice .

(a) In the case of,Static .Installations
(i) Should any base or military or quasi-military establishment be set up

in the Canadian Arctic at the request of the United States, full title and
control should be retained by Canada, and this fact should be well publicized .

(ii) While acceptance of United States facilities and equipment and the
assistance of United States technical personnel might be, necessary in order
to establish and develop such projects, a majori ty of the personnel employed

should be Canadian .

(b) In the case of Troop,Manoeuvres and Exercises
(i) Before any body of United States Army, Navy or Marine Forces are

allowed to conduct manoeuvres or training exercises or given right of transit
upon or through Canadian territory, specific permission should be obtained
of the Canadian Government in every instance .

(ii) Such exercises should, in every case, be of a joint nature even though
Canadian representation is largely in token form .l

1 Note marginale : " Marginal note :
Some of the "tokens" may not be very convincing . R. M[ACnorrNELr.]
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(iii) Due emphasis should be paid in public statements to their "joint" 
nature. 

28. In the specific case of the Arctic Weather Station programme, for 
which approval is now requested by the United States, it may be necessary 
in the intial stages to make very considerable use both of United States 
facilities and equipment and United States technical personnel in order to 
establish them. However, from the very first a certain number of Canadian 
personnel should be included, and United States personnel should be gradu-
ally replaced by Canadian personnel until United States personnel represent 
a minority. 

914. 	 DEA/7-DA 

Mémorandum du ministère des  Affaires extérieures 
au Comité de défense du Cabinet 

Memorandum from Department of External Affairs 
to Cabinet Defence Committee 

SECRET 	 [Ottawa,] May 30, 1946 

UNITED STATES PROPOSALS FOR AN ARCTIC WEATHER STATION PROGRAMME 
1. On May 1st, the United States Embassy left with this Department a 

memorandum requesting Canadian approval for an Arctic Weather Station 
programme. The objectives of this programme are: 

(a) "The establishment by means of surface ships and with air support 
as necessary, during 1946 or at as early a date as practicable of a weather 
station central to the Western Canadian Arctic Archipelago; this station to 
requfre an initial .basic weather station staff of ten persons, with provisions 
for not more t,han ten attached specialists and additional provisions for 
transients engaged on specific operations as below; and to consist of housing 
and camp keeping facilities, meteorological parts, radio equipment and avia-
tion supplies. 

(b) "The establishment by means of air transportation and by surface 
shipping or other means as niay be found practicable, during 1947 or at as 
early a date as practicable, of three weather stations on islands along the 
western portion of the Canadian Arctic archipelago. These stations are to 
requise a basic weather staff of five persons with  provisions for not more 
than five attached specialists; and to consist of necessary housing and camp 
keeping facilities, meteorological parts, radio equipment and aviation supplies. 

2. The memorandum stated that it is the view of the Department of 
State that the establishment of the proposed Arctic Weather Stations is 
necessary to improve weather forecasting in the United States, Canada and 
the North Atlantic area generally, for domestic purposes and for international 
civil aviation activities and also for the purpose of meeting the requirements 
of the Service Departments of the two Governments. 
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3 . * On May 18 a meeting was held : in Ottawa of Canadian and United
States representatives to discuss these proposals. Mr. C. J. Hubbard,
,(U.S.A.), who has, been, credited with stimulating interest in the Arctic in
.both the Weather Bureau ~ and in Congress, outlined the plan in some detail .
It is proposed that two main stations be estab lished one in Greenland and
one in Canada, .the Canadian Station to be on . Melville Island close to Winter
Harbour. Small advance statioas . would be placed on Banks Island, Prince
Patrick and on either . .Ellesmere or Axel Heiberg. He estimated that
$465,000 .00 would be required annually to finance the project . Sufficient
funds are now available in the United States to carry out this year's plan .
The United . States Weather Bureau has available more than enough trained
personnel to man all the proposed stations .

4. If the main station of Melville Island is to be established this year, ships
must be ready to sail _not -later than July 15. Before that time ae rial recon-
naissance would have to be carried out in the general area where the stations
would be set up . Owing to this difficult time table, the United States is press-
ing for an early answer` to their proposals . '

5 . The United States recommendations have been discussed by representa-
tives of the Departments of Mines and Resources, Transpo rt , National
Defence (Naval Services, Army and Air,) and External Affairs . The Depart-
ment of Mines and Resources has expressed considerable concern about ade-

, quate guarantees of Canâdian sovereignty ! in areas where our claims on the
:basis . of occupation are :very wéak. - They'! feël that :it woùld be advisable to
have as large as possible , -a ., representation of Canadian personnel on ' the
:weather - stations although , the . Department~of Transport ~bëlieves that' it would
be difficult to find ; on-short notice : more - than : very : f ew : metéor` ologists -trairied

1or, this -work: All Depârt rnents :- are Ï agreed :'on- !the âdvisabilitÿ of more~ corn-
; plete--weathèr - information the . Arctic :' where- . herefofôre , Ahere: has been
.,almost complete ignorance 'of inetéorological . pheriomena. : .

A. Advcintages of the, United States Plan

-1-It would supply meteorological information which is needéd now - for
-civil-aviation . ~ 3 . , ; ., .. .. . _ _ . . . . . . . . + .

2--It would supply, meteorological : inforination, which will be needed ' in the
-future should any : of the *Service Departments unde rtake exercises In the fa r

-North. .
3-Weather Stations.in the Arctic would supply'a base- from which general

topographical and other information on the Arctic could be gainéd; at present
" much of this area is little known or not known at all .

4-Canadian occupation of the Arctic .areas would forestall encroachmént

,by foreign .powers .

B: Disadvantages of the United States Plan-

1=Should- the United; States carry,. out . their programme "without Canadian
participation, Canadian sovereignty might be diminished if not endangered by .
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(a) claims by the United States to territory which is assumed to belong to 
Canada under the Sector Theory. 	 •  

(b) claims to air rights on the basis of development: such claims were 
widely voiced in the United States when that country built airfields in Canada 
during the war. 

2—Extensive Canadian collaboration in the plan would involve consider-
able expense. 

C. Possible Courses of Action 

1----Approval might be given for the United States to carry out all of its 
,programme alone. This would appear to be undesirable on the grounds of 
sovereignty. 

-2-7-Canada might offer to undertake the entire programme herself. The 
great expense involved would appear to make this impracticable. - 

3—Canada might refuse permission to the United States to undertake the 
programme. If this were done the obvious need for further 'meteorological 
,information in the Arctic as well as the present active interest in this area 
wôuld probably result in strong pressure from the United States, which would 
,be difficult to ignore.  

.4—The United States might be informed that Canada wishes to defer 
action.until the Joint Planning Groups established by the P.J.B.D. are in a 
position to make recommendations on all  phases ofcollaboration between the 
United States and Canada. It should be noted here, that if a decision is not 
given in a short time, it will be impossible to carry out any part of the pro-
gramme during 1946. Both for budgetary reasons and because of current 
public interest in the Arctic which is in part attributable to the international 

i sitiïâtion  if  would appear to be more difficult for the United States to Start 
the programme in 1947 than now. - Deferring a decision at this time would 
therefore have many of the disadvantages of refusing the United States per-
mission to carry out any of the programme at all. 

5—Approval might be given immediately for the United States to carry out 
this programme with the stipulation that it should be a joint project with the 
participation of as many Canadian experts as can be made available by 
July 15. Although only a token number might be available, it would make 
it easier for Canada to insist on equal representation from the two countries 
in 1947. Such a compromise proposal would not involve Canada in as much 
expense as the assumption of entire responsibility for the programme, but 
would safeguard the Canadian interest. It would also give the Department of 
Transport time to find and train skilled meteorologists before next year. Dur-
ing the coming months, the Service Departments could explore means of • 

 cooperation in the programme by such measures as the provision of ships or 
aircraft which would increase Canadian participation without assuming liabil-
ity for a greater share of the expenses than we could reasonably bear. 

6--The Department of Transport, the Departments of National Defence, 
- (Naval Services, Army and Air) and this Department recommend that course 
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of action No. 5 should be adopted. The Department of Mines ' and Resources
also agrees to this recommendation subject to the fo llowing provisions :

the stations should be recognized as Canadian established under a co-oper-
ative effort, with the United States furnishing equipment and undertaking
construction on the understanding that no vested interest or claim for re-
imbursement is thereby established by the United States ;

United States personnel may be used with the distinct understanding that
they are to be replaced by Canadians as soon as such become available ;

the annual cost of maintenance should be shared on a basis determined
by the relative advantages to both countries ;

foreign scientists'on the stations would be subject to the ordinances of the
Northwest Territories ;

in the event of the United States withdrawal Canada reserves' the right to
discontinue the stations or operate them on a reduced scale .

The Department of Mines and Resources also suggests that a clear and
definite understanding should be made that the establishment of the stations
does not affect Canadian sovereignty. The United States 'has repeatedly given
the oral assurance that' Canadian sovereignty is not, and will not, be ques-
tioned because of the establishment of these stations. It is, therefore, the
view of this Department that it would be unwise to insist on a formal assurance
of respect for Canadian sovereignty in this area at this time lest it give any
indication of doubt on our, side of the validity of our claim to any part of the
undeveloped lands in the Canadian sector .

915 . DEA/7-DA.
Mémorandum du secrétaire, le Comité des chefs d'état-major,

au - Comité de défense du Cabinet

Memorandum from Secretary, Chiefs of Staff Committee,
to Cabinet Defence Committe e

Top SECRET [Ottawa,] June 3, 1946

P.J .B .D . ; UNITED STATES REQUEST TO ESTABLISH

AIR TRANSPORT BETWEEN ICELAND AND ALASK A

1 . In accordance with the direction of the Cabinet Defence Committee at
their meeting of May 8th, 1946, the Chiefs of Staff, at their meeting of
May 21 st, 1946, discussed the United States request to fly over Canadian
territory in the establishment of an air transport 'service between Ladd Field,
Fairbanks, Alaska and Meeks Field, Iceland .

2 . They considered that, since these proposed flights would be prirnariXY
concerned with gaining experience in the operation of long range aircraft
in the Arctic and the investigation and analysis of matters relating thereto,
the establishment - of this air route would prove advantageous in the de-
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velopment of Arctic flying and therefore, Canadian interests would benefit 
by experience gained by the United States in this field. Since, in the past, it 
has been considered that exercises conducted in the North have been over-
publicized, they considered it advisable to curb publicity on these proposed 
flights as much as possible. 

3. The Committee therefore recorrunends to the Cabinet Defence Com-
mittee 

(a) that permission be given to the United States to fly over Canadian 
territory on the proposed flights between Ladd Field, Fairbanks, Alaska and 
Meeks Field, Iceland; 

(b) that, as far as practicable, these flights should be regarded as a matter 
of routine and publicity restricted to a minimum; and 

(c) that the United States authorities be advised that Canada would wel-
come the opportunity to have observers participate in these flights, as ex-
perience,  gained in this field would be of considerable mutual benefit. 

J. W. C. BARCLAY 

Acting Lieutenant-Commander 

916. 	 DEA/9061-A-40 

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim 
aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in United States to Acting Under-Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

Washington, June 5, 1946 

Dear Mr. Wrong, 
I have received your letter of June lstt with the mernorandum for the 

Cabinet Defence Committee on the United States proposals for an Arctic 
weather station programme,  which I have read With much interest. 

From every political point of view I should think it would be desirable 
that the Canadian Government construct, finance and maintain all meteoro-
logical stations on  its  territory which it considers to be required. The memo-
randum states that the great expense involved would appear to make this 
impracticable. I am unable to comment on this because there are no figures 
in the memorandum as to what this amount would be. All that is given is an 
estimate that $465,000 would be required annually to finance the project; 
that is, I suppose, to maintain the stations when they are constructed. No 
amount for capital cost is suggested. 

I think that the preoccupation of the Canadian authorities with the effect 
on Canadian sovereignty in the area • in question of a programme carried out 
by the United States, or even jointly by the two:governments, is wise and 
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understandable. I am wondering whether we could not take advantage of the
present situation to secure from the United States Government public recog-
nition of our sovereignty of the total area above our northern~ coasts ; based
on the - sector - principle: The memorandum feels that this is not necessary ;
and even possibly inadvisable, because insistence on , a formal assurance
of respect for Canadian sovereignty might indicate doubt on our side . of the
validity of our claim to such sovereignty . Without attempting to insist on
anything, I think . we might persuade the United States . authorities that it
would be in their own_ interest at this time to'. reinforce our claim to the area
under the sector principle . Their hesitations in - the past have been inspired,
no doubt, by a feeling that they might conceivably wish at some future time
to occupy some of this area themselves, or at least to establish certain facili-
ties thereon, which would be more difficult if our sovereignty had been for-`
mally recognized by them: Nevertheless, it might be pointed out to them that,
as long as this question remains undetermined in international law, there is .
always the possibility of some other country , notably Russia, -estab lishing
meteorologiçal and other stations in that area on islands that have not been
used or occupied by , any other country. An open and formal statement on
some suitable occasion by the United States that C anada's sovereignty over
this area is recognized might remove the possibi lity of such a contingency ;
or at least make it more difficult to bring it about . The deterrent effect that
this would have on other states would, it could be argued, be of much greater
value to the United States than keeping the position uncertain because of a
possible desire on its own part to exploit that uncertainty. in, the future. I
feel that if I were authorized to mention this matter informa lly to the State
Department there would be a good possibility of prevailing on them to adopt
this view and take the necessary action . If you agree, therefore, I would be
glad to try this on an entirely exploratory and informal basis . If it were
done in this way, I do not see that we would have anything to lose and ther e

might be something to gain.

917. DEA/50220-40

Le secrétaire, la section canadienne, CPCAD, au représentant principa l
de l'armée américaine, CPCAD

Secretary, Canadian Section, PJBD ; to Senior United States
Army Member, -PJBD

Dear General Henry ,
In your letter of April 30 you enquired whether, the Canadian Governm.ent

would concur: in a proposal that the United States Army Air Forces institute
a regular air transport service between Iceland and Alaska .
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I am now able to inform you that the concurrence of the Canadian Gov-
ernment has been given. The Government regard it as desirable, however, that 
the flights be treated as a matter of routine and that publicity be kept to a 
minimum. 

In addition it would be appreciated if an opportunity could be provided for 
the participation of. Canadian observers in the flights in order to gain ex-
perience of mutual benefit. 

Yours sincerely, 
R. M. /VIACDONNELL 

918. 	 PCO/C-20-2 

Le secrétaire du Cabinet au président, le Comité des chefs d'état-major 

Secretary to the Cabinet to Chairman, Chiefs of Staff Committee 

SECRET 	 Ottawa, June 14, 1946 

Dear Air Marshal Leckie, 
Among the items dealt with by the Cabinet at their meeting of June 12th, 

the following decision is of interest to the Chiefs of Staff: 

Canada-U.S. joint defence; U.S. request for Arctic weather stations 

The Secretary presented a request subnaitted through the U.S. Embassy for 
permission to establish an Arctic weather station at Melville Island in the 
Canadian Arctic, as the initial part of a programme developed by the U.S. The 
second part called for the establishment,  during 1947, of three small advance 
stations in the Canadian Arctic Archipelago. 

The 'Cabinet Defence Committee had considered the proposal and had 
favoured delaying decision until next year. If, however, the U.S. government 
pressed the matter, the Committee had recommended that the govermnent 
authorize the U.S. to proceed, subject to the following conditions: . 

(a) that the project should be recognized as a joint undertaking carried 
out under civilian rather than military auspices, and that the United States 
furnish equipment and accommodation; - 

(1)) that the majority of personnel employed in the operation be Canadian 
and, if these are not available in the numbers required, that U.S. personnel be 
used with the understanding that they may be replaced by Canadian [person-
nel] as ,soon as such become available; 

(e) that Canada should have the right to take over the installations at any 
time upon payment Of the cost involved; 

(d) that U.S. personnel on the stations be subject to the ordinances of the 
Norflawest Territories, and that the requirements of the Department of 
National Health and Welfare for the protection of the health of the Eskimos 
be met; and 
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i (e) that this authority be regarded as a temporary one, and 'that the whole
matter be subject to review in conjunction with the joint Canadian-U.S . de-

I fence plan.
The Cabinet, after considerable discussion, agreed to defer a decision in

this. matter until the nextregular meeting.
I am sending copies of this letter to the Chief of the General Staff and the

Chief of the Naval Staff for their information.

Yours sincerely ,
A. D. P. HEENE Y

919. DEA/9057-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au sous-secrétaire d'État associ é
aux A ffaires extérieure s

Ambassador in United States to Associate Under-Secretary of State
for External A ffairs

Washington, June 18, 1946

Dear Mr . Wrong,
I have just received your letter of June 13th t forwarding a copy of a letter'

you have sent to the Minister of National Defence dea ling with my suggestion
that the United States might unilaterally agree to issue some declaration con-
firming their recognition of Canadian sovereignty in our Arctic territo ri es . I

fully appreciate the difficulties and possible disadvantages in the way of

carrying. out this suggestion, and in view of what you say I suppose it would
be inadvisable to proceed even along the lines suggested in my earlier letter .

However, there may be a suitable occasion in the near future when, in the
course of conversations with someone like Acheson or. Hickerson, I might
drop a casual remark, the reaction to which might throw some light, on State
Department thinking on this matter .

Yours sincerely,
, L. B . PEARSO N

• DEA/9061-B-40920.

Le secrétaire, le Comité des chefs d'état-major,
au secrétaire, la section canadienne, CPCAD

Secretary, Chiefs of Staff Committee, to Secretary, Canadian Section, PJBD

RESTRIÇTED Ottawa,
June 19, 194 6

UNITED STATES REQUEST TO . CARRY OUT NAVAL OPERATIONS

IN NORTHERN CANADIAN TERRITORIAL WATER S

The Chiefs of Staff, with Mr. Heeney and Mr. Wrong, at their meeting

held June 7th, 1946,' considered the United States proposals to engage In

1 Non trouv6. 1 Not located.
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Naval operations in the • Northern territorial waters of Canada which were 
contained in letters from the Secretary, United States Section, Permanent 
Joint Board on Defence of. 14th and 27tht May, 1946. 

The Chiefs of Staff agreed to recommend to the Ministers of National 
Defence that- 

(a) permission be granted to the United. States authorities to conduct the 
proposed Naval operation; 

(b) in order to avoid undesirable publicity, the United States authorities 
be asked, if possible, to consider this exercise as a normal Arctic cruise, 
rather than calling it "Operation Nanook"; 

(c) , publicity ,on this matter be restricted to a minimum and, if and when 
it is - considered 'desirable to make a release, this should be done jointly; 

(d) the United States authorities be informed that we would prefer the 
landing of the Marines to take place in Greenland, but if this did not meet 
with their plans that, as a second alternative, they should be permitted to 
land in our territory at the site of a Canadian outpost. In this regard, it is 
understood that there is a Canadian. outpost near Dundas Harbour; and 

(e) in additidn . to . the 'United States invitation fo include a Canadian rep-
resentative qualified to make magnetic observations and two Canadian Naval 
observers, the United States authorities be approached to allow R.C.A.F. 
and Canadian Army observers to accompany this expedition. (one of each 
has been suggested). 

The Ministers of National Defence have approved the project on the basis 
recommended by the Chiefs of ste and it is therefore in order for , you to 
inform the United States authorities •accordingly. -  

J. W. C. BARCLAY 
Acting Lieutenant-Com mander. 

DEA/9061-A-40 

Mérnorandum dû sous-secrétaire d'État associé auxAffaires extérieures 
au secrétaire du Cabinet 

Memorandum from Associate Under-Secretary of State for External A ffairs 
to Secretary to the Cabinet 	 . 

SECRET 	 [Ottawa] June 24, 1946 
I hope that the U.S. request Concerning the establishment of Arctic weather 

stàtkies thià summer will be considered by Cabinet this week as they are 
using a nuniber of different channels in an effort to extràct a prompt and 
favourable decision. I think Myself that we should agree to the request 
under the conditions mentioned in the Cabinet Defence- Committee. If the 
discussion in Cabinet gives rise to argument Over Canadian 'SovereigntY in 
the unoccupied islands,:sit Might be well to point out that our refusal to co- 

921. 
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operate might have the effect of stimulating somecha llenge to our sovereignty.

The present position, it seems to me, can be summed up by saying that
Canadian sovereignty in all territories in the Canadian sector is unchallenged

but not uncha llengeable . We, therefore, must bear in mind two risks which
appear to be rather contradictory- ( 1 ) if we allow the U.S. to operate in

these islands the presence of U.S . estab lishments (or even possibly of joint
establishments) may be construed in some quarters as indicating that our
sovereignty is not complete ; (2) if we refuse cooperation with the U.S. in

establishing posts to which they attach a high degree of impo rtance, they
may seek to obtain their ends eventually by claiming sovereignty themselves

and treating some of the islands-especia lly those far from police and trading

posts and not covered by ' Canadian patrols ,-as their' own territory by right

of. occupation .

922. W.L.M.K./Vol. 344

Mémorandum du secrétaire du Cabinet au Premier "ministre

Memorandum f rom Secretary to the Cabinet to Prime Minister

CONFID ENTIAL

RE: U .S . NAVY CRUISE IN NORTHERN CANADIAN , WATERS

1 . Some time ago the Cabinet Defence Committee considered a request put
forward by the .U.& Navy ' through the Permanent Joint Board on Defence for
permission to have certain vessels carry oût training exercises in the Canadian
Arctic. The Committee concluded that there would be no objection to the pro-
posal, provided that undésirâble pub licity was avoided and that an intended

landing of some twenty Ma rines on Canadian territo ry be at Dundas Harbour,

where there is an R .C.M. Po lice post. It was also felt that a few Canadian

Service ..of icers . should be attached.

2 U.S. Naval "authorities have now informed our Embassy in Washingtôn

that they " are prepared - to meet the 'stipulated 'conditions . They wish to make

a brief factual press release, ' on the subject, before any undesirable leakage

takes place . -
3. A simultaneous announcement in Ottawa and Washington has been sug-

gested, in terms to be agreed. However, Mr . Abbott is inclined to feel that it
would attract less attention and be received more in the way of a routine
cruise if the announcemént were made in Washington . only, : in approPriate

terms . Attached are two- alternative draft' releases,t the . one to be used if a
joint statement is issued, the other if release is made only in Washington . The

United States wish to have the statement made by June 30th .

d the matter to be put betore you for decision.

A. D. P. HEENEY
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923. DEA/9061 40 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Memorandum by Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TOP SECRET 	 [Ottawa,] June 28, 1946 

U.S. REQUEST FOR ARCTIC WEATHER STATION 
At the meeting of the Cabinet on June 27th, this matter was again dis-

cussed, having been considered previously at the meeting of the Cabinet on 
June 12th. 

The Prime Minister emphasized the importance of 'considering, as a whole, 
all projects relating to the joint defence of northern North America, and sug-
gested that this particular proposal should not be dealt with separately; the 
general problem would require most careful consideration as involving major 
policy; it could not be expected that the government would deal with the ques-
tion finally until after the session. 

Th . 	after discussion, agreed that the United States request for 
authority to establish a weather station in the Canadian Arctic could not be 
approved for the present season and that the United States government be so 
informed; requirements for weather stations in Northern Canada would be 
examined in relation to the general problem of North American defence. 

The Secretary of the  Cabinet w-ill send to the Department of External 
Affairs a copy of a personal note which he is writing Mr. Howe on the 
subject. 

N. A. RjOBERTSON1 

924. DEA/9061-A-40 

Mémorandum du chef, là troisième direction politique 

	

• 	Memorandum by Head, Third Political Division 	- 

[Ottawa,' June 28, 1946 
Following the Cabinet meeting on June 27, Mr. 'Heeney told me that the 

Cabinet had turned down the United States request to establish weather sta-
tions  in the Arctic this summer. It  was  felt that, so far as defence considera-
tions went, it Would be necessary to await further progress in joint defence 
planning, while so far as civil aspects are concerned, there is a need for care-
ful study of Canadian needs and capabilities. 

I told Mr. Lewis Clark by telephone that Canadian approval could not be 
obtained this year and added that we would send them a written replyt in 
due course. 

As could be expected, the United States authorities are considerably upset 
and are faced with the problem of what to do with the stores and equipment 
which had been Isiaded at Boston the hope -that a favourable reply would 
be f -°--couLing -  from the Canadian Goverrunent. At the request of the State 
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Department, Mr. Clark telephoned this morning to say that the U.S . Weather
Bureau was wondering whether they should gamble on approval being ob-
tained next year and take advantage of .the naval cruise to get their stores as
far as Greenland.,They have permission, of course, from the Danish Govern-
ment to establish a station in northwest Greenland . and they were considering
the possibility of storing there material which could be used in the Canadian
Arctic if Canadian Government permission were later obtained.

I told Mr. Clark . that no one could possibly attempt to predict what the
views of the Canadian Government might be in a year's time . However, it was
my understanding that the Government's decision did not rule out future con-
sideration of the project . It therefore appeared to me that the decision as to
whether to ; keep the supplies in the United States ' or ship - them to Greenland
would have to be made by the, United States authorities on their own re-
sponsibility.

R. M[ACDONNELL]

925. DEA/2403-40

. ~ Mémorandum du contrôleur par intérim, le service météorologique,
le ministère . des Transports, au sous-ministre des Transports

Memorandum f rom Acting ' Contrôller, Meteorological Service,
Department of Transport, to Deputy Minister of Transpor t

USAAF WEATHER STATIONS IN EASTERN CANADA

1 . It is desired to -report 'to you the following state of the weather station s
in, Eastern . -Canada operated by the USAAF.

2. Early this year most of these stations were discontinued due to the dis-
charge policy adopted by the, United States,Government, which enabled most
of the observers stationed at USAAF ..w.eather stations in Eastern Canada to
obtain their release :

" 3 : Ï It has now been_ reported to me that the USAAF are taking steps to re-
establish these stations. :

4. An American staff is already back in at - Mecatina, - Quebec; Upper
Frobisher Bay, Baffin Island (Crystal II) is to be reestablished as a USAAF
radiosonde weather station early in August ; they are already taking radiosonde
ascents at Goose Bay; Mingan is to be reopened as a radiosonde station within
the next month or so; and Fort Chimo, Quebec, (Crystal h), I understand, is

also contemplated for reopening; first ; for surface observations, and, possibly ,

for further development as a radiosonde station later . . . -
5 . The USAAF are running a training program at Goose Bay for their staffs

to be - posted : to these stations . All personnel being trained are United States
Army Air Force permanent force .

6 . Further informatiôn will be sent as it becomes available .-
ANDREW THOMSON ~
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926. DEA/2403-40

Mémorandum du secrétaire, la section canadienne, CPCAD, .
au secrétaire, le Comité de défence du Cabinet

Memorandum from Secretary, Canadian Section, PJBD,
to Secretary, Cabinet Defence Committee

CONFIDENTIAL [Ottawa,] August 31, 1946

ARRANGEMENTS WITH THE UNITED STATES RESPECTING FORT CHIMO, P .Q .
1. By an exchange . of notes of August 22, 1941, the United States was

authorized to establish at,Fort Chimo a weather and emergency station which
included an airfield and related facilities . The Canadian Government agreed
to the request "'as embodying arrangements of a temporary and emergency
character, and on the understanding that no question of a lease or expendi-
ture by Canada. is involved ." The Canadian Government also reserved the
right to replace the station by a Canadian weather and emergency station
when they werein a position to do~so . Fort Chimo was one of the . bases on
the Crimson; Route and extensive construction work . was carried out :by the
United States forces .

2 . The exchange of notes of June 23-27, 1944, under which Canada re-imbursed the United ; States for expenditures on airfields in Canada included
an item of .$8,686,470.00 for Fort Chimo. Any doubt which might have
existed as to title or future rights was thereby put at rest, but responsibility
for maintenance, operation and defence remained with the United States .

3 . On May 29, 1945, Major General G . V. Henry, Senior United StatesArmy Member, of the -Permanent Joint Board on Defence, wrote that theWar Department wished to abandon the Fort Chimo air base except for use
as a weather station, the United States to continue the operation of the
weather station with United States personnel . He further stated that "theWar Department sees no postwar need for the Fort Chimo air base" . The
Canadian Chiefs of Staff agreed that the faci lities at Fort Chimo were of nofurther mi litary usefulness . In July 1945, through Permanent Joint Board
an Defence channels, the Canadian Government gave its decision that it
would be desirable for the United States to be responsible for the safeguard-
ing of the facilities at Fo rt Chimo, exclusive of the airfield, for which - Canadahad paid. It was not suggested that the airfield itself be maintained, but it
was Pointed out that the United States had an ob ligation to safeguard therest of

.the facilities until they had been turned over to Canadian custody.
This, the United States agreed to do in addition to continuing to operate
the weather station.

4 . The position therefore is that United States forces were asked byCanada
to stay on at Fort Chimo for custodial purposes and their desire

to continue operating the weather station was approved . They have notbeen asked to give up their wa rtime rights to occupy the base and, indeed,



'ffie'sribject .  ha's not been raised by either Govermnent. The United States 
authorities would therefore appear to be justified in assuming a certain 
freedom of action at the base. In view of reports which have reached the 
Canadian authorities about increased United States activity at Fort Chimo, 
it is open to consideration whether future activities there should not be dis-
cussed with the United States Govemment. The same applies to Frobisher 
Bay where a similar situation exists. 

927. 	 DEA/7-DA 
. Mémorandum du secrétaire, le Comité de défense du Cabinet, 

- au Comité de défense du Cabinet 

Memorandum from Secretary, Cabinet Defence Committee, 
to Cabinet Defence Committee 

SECRET 	 [Ottawa,]  September 9, 1946 

WEATHER STATION REQUIREMENTS IN CANADIAN TERRITORY , 
7 1. Tli'è 'United-Stàtes authorities, - throirgli the Permanent Joint Board on 

Defence, have recently requested: 
(a) that permission be grnnted to reopen stations previously operated by 

the U.S. Army Air Forces Weather.  Service at Padloping Island, Baffin 
Island, and Indian Horise' Lake, P.O2; and 

(b) that the Canadian 'Weather Service furnish certain observations at 
River Clyde and Arctie Bay, Baffin Island. 
In addition; the U.S. authoxities have  indicated that their Army Air Forces 
Weather Service intend to continue operation of weather stations at: 

(a) Mingan, P.Q.; 	. 
,(b) Fort Cho  (Crystal I), P.Q.; • - 
(c) Frobisher Bay (Crystal II), Baffin Island; 
(d) Cape Harrison, Labrador; and 
(e) Mecatina, P.Q. 

2. These proposals have been referred to the Department of Transport, 
who state that they are not in a position to assume operation of the stations 
at Padloping Island and Indian House Lake, and that their programme for 
the River Clyde station calls for much more limited observation than that 
desired by the U.S. Army. They accordingly recommend that the United 
States be authorized to operate those stations until such time as Canada is in 
a position to assume full responsibility. The state further that the operation 

of the Arctic Bay station is provided for in the present Canadian programme ,  
and the reports sought by the U.S. can be made available to them. TbeY 
recorrunend, therefore, that this station remain a Canadian responsibY . 

 Transport's suggestions for dealing with the U.S. requests are support  ed bY 
External Affairs. 
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3. It may be remembered that last May the United States sought per-
mission to initiate an Arctic weather station programme, and on tha.t oc-
casion  the Cabinet decided that action along the lines proposed should be 
postponed. It was felt at that time, however, there were possibly certain 
advantages, from a purely Canadian point of view, in establishing additional 
weather stations in the north, and that this question might be considered in 
the light of both military and civil requirements. 

4. The Chiefs of Staff Committee, with Messrs. Heeney, Robertson, Pear-
son and Wrong, have reviewed the situation, with particular reference to 
the recent U.S. proposals, and they recommend: 

(a) that in the circumstances, the U.S. requests be accepted, but on a 
temporary basis only and on the explicit understanding that Canadian per-
sonnel, at the discretion of the Canadian government, be included on the 
staff of any station operated by the United States, with the object of eventual 
operation by Canada, and that U.S. authorities be asked to employ civilian 
weather bureau personnel rather than military personnel in the operation of 
these  stations ,  

(b) that the Interdepartmental Meteorological Committee (with the ad-
dition of a representative of Defence Research and such assistance as might 
be found necessary) be instructed to undertake immediately a complete 
examination of present and future requirements for the establishment and 
operation of weather stations in Canadian territory. 

E W T GILL 

928. 	 DEA/2403-40 

Le secrétaire, la section canadienne, CPCAD, au représentant principal' 
de l'armée américaine, CPCAD 

Sécré,tary, Canddian 'Section, PJBD, to Senior 
United States Army Member, P.TBD 

Ottawa, September 24, 1946 
Dear General .Henry, 

I am replying to your letier of August 14t on the subject of weather 
services in Northeastern Canada. You will recall that this subject was dis-
cussed informally at the meeting of the Board in New York on September 20. 

The questions raised in your letter have been considered by the appropri-
ate au.thorities and I am now able to inform you of the Canadian Govern-
ment's decision. Permission is  granted to the United States to re-open the 
stations at Padloping Island and at Indian Lake House, and to continue the 
operation of stations at River Clyde, Mingan, Fort Chimo, Frobisher Bay 
and Mecatina in order to provide additional observations desired by the 
United States. With regard to Arctic Bay, the programme of the Department 
of Transport calls for observations very similar to those desired by the 

SECRET 
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United States authôrities. It is therefore believed desirable that their pro-
gramme be continued without United States assistance, pa rticularly since staff
accommodation is so limited * that additional observations could not be
ûnde rtaken. The station at Cape Harrison, Labrador, is not in Canadian
territory or territory leased by Canada .

The approval given in the previous paragraph is given on a temporary
basis only and on the understanding that 'Cànadiân personnel at the dis=
cretion of the Canadian authorities may be included in the staff of any
station with the object of eventual operation by Canada . In addition, the

United States authorities are . requested to employ ; civilian weather personnel
rather than military personnel as far . as possible, if not . .completely.

I may add that a complete -survey of present and future requirements for
the establishment and operation of weather stations in Canadian territory
is : being initiated .

Yours sincerely ,
R. M. MACDONNEL L

929. DEA/9061-A-49
L'ambassadeur des États-Unis au secrétaire , d'État , ciux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador of United States to Secretary of State for External Affairs
No. 592 Ottawa, November 6, 1946

SECRET AND URGEN T

Sir,

I have the honor to refer to an informal, memorandum dated May 1,

1946,t which was left in the ' Department of External Affairs by an o fficer

of the United States Embassy and which set forth certain views of the United
States Government concerning the establishment of meteorological observa-

tion stations in the Arctic region of the Western Hemisphere for the purpose
of improving the weather forecasting service within the United States and on

-irïternational civil . air transport routes., from the United States .

At that time it was 'pointed out that a great gap exists in the network
of Arctic aviation facilities, including weather, magnetic, and ionospheric
stations, air navigational aids, communications and air fields ; that this gap

extends from Spitzbergen westward over mo~t of . Greenland, the Canadian
Islands, and the Arctic Ocean to Siberia, and results in a serious lack of
knowledge for interpolating meteorological data across the Polar area, for
forecasting the southward surge of cold Arctic air masses, for the prepa-
ration of suitable aeronautical charts, for the study and prediction of radio
conditions, and generally for safeguarding air operations.
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At that time  mÿ  Government propcised to your Government a prograrri 
for the establishment in Arctic areas of certain meteorological reporting 
facilities. 

After due consideration your Govermnent in a memorandum of July 2, 
1946,t took the position that there had been insufficient time to give ade-
quate consideration to a project of such importance, but intimated that fur-
ther consideration would be given to the proposals of the •  United States 
Govenunent. 

It will be re,called in this connection that similar requests were made of 
the Danish Governnient which were granted and there was established at 
Thule, Greenland, facilities for reporting .,meteorological information. 

I have now been directed to reaffirm and to stress the interest of my  Goy-
crament,  in this program  and  to urge upon the Canadian, Government the 
necessity of proceeding without delay toward the establishment in the northern 
areas of this hemisPhere  of  adequate meteorological and other reporting 
stations. In contrast to the situation last year there is now, as a result of the 
construction and operation last summer of a station at Thule, Greenland, 
definite assurance that northern weather stations are valuable and practical. 

May I suggest that if your Government approveS the principle of the 
establishment of such stations it would be desirable for technical personnel 
of our two Governnients to consult and agree upon the details. In thiS con-
nection I have been direCted to say thàt the interested officials of the United 
States Weather Bureau and of the Coast and Geodetic Survey are prepared 
to come to Ottawa àt any time. 

RAY ATHERTON 

930. 	 DEA/52-C 
:( 

Mémorandum du représentani -principal de l'armée américaine, 
CPCAD; à.la CPCAD, 

Memorandum from Senior United States Army Member, PJBD, to PJBD 

Washington, November 14, 1946 

SUBJECT : LORAN COVERAGE OF THE NORTH AMERICAN ARCTIC 
1. With inçreased aerial, weather, mapping and other activities in the North 

American Arctic, the Army Air Forces  believe there should be an installation 
of low frequency loran stations in  this  area tô furnish long distance naviga-
tional ,fixes in support of the activities just enumerated. This subject has  al7 
ready been studied in a general way in the preliminary planning discussions of 
the Joint Subcommittee on Air Navigational Aids for Defence. As a-tentatie 
propoial, the  United  States  believes that a long ranie':prègram should .  be  
adopied for the einplaCement of six .(6) stations;- three: (3) of which - woUld be 
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in Canadian territory, two :( 2) in Greenland and -one (1) in Alaska. The
tentative locations for the three Canadian stations are as follows :

Port Brabandt, Northwest Territories

Cambridge Bay; Victoria Island

River Clyde, Baffin Island

niannèd by approximately "thirty=five persons . `

tentative program to the Board at this time in order to secure its favourable
recommendation . The Air Forces hope . that one or possibly two of the pro-

posed .Canadian statiôns could be installed ~ during the summer of, 1947 and

the remainder , during the summer of 1948, eitherby . the Canadian Govern-
ment, jointly, or by the b.8 : Armÿ ' Air I Forces . The method adopted will, of
course,- depend upon the apprôvalând`desires of the Canadian Government
and, in ' the càse of the United- .States, the availability of `. funds and personnel

to the Army Air` Forces . ' The iùstallation 6f-six stations would provide two

integrated operational units of three ' stations each. Each station would be

2 The
,
U S Army Air Forces have requested that .1 present the above

3: In,ordér that the U .S . Army Air. Forces may. .plan for, the- future, it is
requested that the Canadian Section obtain,the following information :

.,, .
a,,Doesthe . Canadian Government approve of the. prograrn?. .,. . : ;. , . - ,_ _: . . . . , . .
b. If so, would ,Canada desire to install and. . operate, the stations, . or have

. ,. : .
the United States . AAF. do , so, or, carry, ôut the, . program , as a cooperative

_ . .. . _ : a _ . , : .
measure? , F .. :t., .._ . , , _ . : . .. . _ . . .

c. Under the conditions laid down in b above, • .will the Canadian Gov-
ernment approve of the installation of a station in the vicinity of Port Bra-

bandt, Northwest Territories,•~and'
.
Cambridge Bay, Victoria Island, during

the summer of 1947?
Guy V . HENRY
Major General

SECTION B

DISPOSITION, DÉ I:'ÉNTRÉPRISE CANOL

DISPOSAL OF CANOL PROJECT

931.

to Chairman, . Crown Assets Allocation Committee

, : .
Associate Under-Secretary of .State for External A ffairs

DEA/463-N-40

Le sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux A ffaires extérieures
au président, lé Comité d'allocation des biens de la couronn e

The-United- States,..Government has, at length made a ,proposal for the dig-
position •of the Canol Project :and 1 enclose two . copies of a proposed- note

Dear• Sir
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which was given to the Departnlent today <by Mr .- Lewis Clark of the United
States Embassy.

maintenance ' of the -Project during the war, it being understood that the Unted

For convenient reference, I am quoting the sections of the previous Agree-
ments which are referred to. Paragraph 3 (b) of the note of June 7th, 1944 1
(referred to in A) ',reads as:follows : .

That after the _United States disposes of .(the Canol Project) the owners and,
or, lessees thereof will be granted adequate enjoyment of the sites, rights of
way, and riparian rights required for satisfacto ry utilization and that the Canadian
Government or , its assigns will . permit the aforesaid works, installations, and
facilities to be used, on equitable terms, for the transportation and . refining of
crude petroleum purchased by the United States in the Northwest * Territories
for the distribution of such petroleum and the products . thereof both within and
without the boundaries of Canada .

Paragraphs 4 (b) and (d). of the-note of June 27th, 1942? (referred to inB) read as follows :_ . . ,, . . . .
4. For its part, my Gôvernment asks the Canadian . Government to agree
(b) To waive durin th, g e war, impo rt duties, sales taxes, territorial taxes,

license fees or other similar .: charges on all equipment and supp lies to be used
in . the execution or maintenance of the ' Project- by the United States and a llpersonal effects of the., construction personnel.

(d) To take _the necessary steps to facilitate the admission into .Canadaof ~. such United States ' citizens as may be employed on the construction, or

States wi ll undertake to repatriate at its own expense any such persons if the
contractors • fail Io do, so.
. -
~e paragraphs `dealin , g wi .th the Permanent Joint Board on Defence areregarded as satisfactory . Siiice the military authorities of both countries re-

gard the Canol Project as having no further defence value, it is agreeable to
us to cancel 'the provisions for seeking the approval of the Board :

It was explained to us that the final paragraph, - which appears to contem-
plate the possibility of amendment to the agreement after ' signature " but-before
the effective date, Is required by the ' terms of , the Surplus Property Act of
1944 .

We should ,be glad to fiave your views as to the acceptabi li ty, or -otlierwise,
of this proposal :

Yours sincerely,
R. M. MACDONNELL

for the Associate Under-Secretary
of State for External Affairs

]'Voir Canada, Recueil des traités, 1944,N°16 . 1 See Canada, Trea ty Series, 1944, No. 16 .
'vou Canada, Recueil des traités, 1942, ' 2N' 23; See Canada, Treaty Series, 1942, No. 23 .
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[PLÉCE *JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

Projet de note de l'ambassadeur des États-Unis 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Draft Note from Ambassador of United States 
to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

CONFIDENTIAL 

. I have the honor to refer to your note no. 83, dated .August 31, 1945; and 
to my note no. 366, dated September 6, 1945, in regard to the crude oil 
pipeline from Norman - Wells, Northwest Territories; to , Whitehorse, Yukon 
Territory, and the refinery at Whitehorse, which, together with equipment 
pertaining thereto, have been referred to as the crude oil facilities of the Canol 
"Project. My reply of September 6 Confirmed the understanding that the United 
States would at a later date submit to the Canadian Government plans for the 
disposition  of ,these facilities. • 

In accordance with the understanding referred to, there are set -forth in this 
nôte proposed plans for disposal whiCh, it is  • hoped, will prove acceptable to 
your Government. These proposals have been drawn up to give effect to the 
_underlying principle, that, as military considerations are no longer paramount, 
disposal should be accomplished in a manner designed to recover the fair 
.monetary value of facilities.- 

It will be recalled that in the exchange of notes of Ellie 27-29, 1942, the 
two Governments agreed  that  if neither the Canadian .Govemment nor any 
private company desired to purchase the crude oil pipeline and refinery, the 
disposition of both facilities should be -referred to the Permanent Joint Board 
on Defense for consideration  and  reeommendation. It Was further agreed in 
.the same exchange of notes that the two Governments would not themselves 
order- or allow the -dismantling of ,either, the pipeline .or the-refinery unless and 
until approval. for dismantlement should be recommended by the Permanent 
Joint Board on Defense. 

In the foregoing connection I understand that it is .the view of the compe-
tent military authorities of our two countries that the crude oil facilities of the 
Canol Project no longer have defense value. Accordingly, it seems apparent 
that the above referred to provisions relating to the Permanent Joint Board 
are now unnecessary and should be annulled in order that the disposal au -
thorities may have maximum freedom of action. My Government hopes that 
the Canadian Government will Concur in this view and will agree to the 
annulment of those provisions, thereby permitting dismantlement of the 
facilities if that course should be desirable by the United States authorities or 

its successors in interest. In the event that the Canadian Government concurs 
In the foregoing', my Government further desires  to  Propose the following 
plans to cover the , disposition of the crude oil facilities of the Can°.1  
Project: 
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1. It is proposed to advertise the sale of the crude oil facilities in the press 
of both Canada and the United States. The following general principles will 
be observed in selling and disposing of the facilities. _ 

A. The United States Government may, if it so desires, transfer title to the 
facilities or any part thereof ,to private ownership subject to the la.ws of the 
Dominion of Canada but exempt from import duties and excise taxes and 
with the further provision that the new owner or owners shall enjoy the rights 
set forth in paragraph 3 (b) of my note of June 7, 1944. No owner, however, 
would be obligated to operate the facilities. 

B. If the United States Government does not dispose of any or all of the 
facilities under the terms of paragraph A above, the Government, its agents, 
or its successors in interest may remove from Canada such of the facilities as 
they may elect to remove for use in the United States or elsewhere. It is 
understood that if the United States, its agents, or its successors in interest do-
elect to remove any or all of the facilities, the Canadian Goverment will 
facilitate such operations by providing for continuance of the rights referred 
to under paragraphs 4 (b) and 4 (d) of the United States note of June 27, 
1942. It is not intended to give either A or B above precedence or priority 
over the other since the governing factor will be the amount bid. 

C. The Government of Canada may purchase from the United States 
through the appropriate governmental agencies such of the facilities not dis-
posed of under A or B as that Government may desire to obtain for its own 
use or disposition. 

D.Any of the facilities not disposed of under paragraphs A, B, and C above 
shall be transferred to a desig,nated agency of the Canadian Government 
and shall be sold or disposed of by such agency, the proceeds to be paid to 
the Government of the United States, provided that the United States Gov-
ernment shall be represented in such sale or disposal by an officer designated 
by it for the purpose, who shall have an equal voice in the setting of prices, 
the allocation of priorities, the assessment of legitimate sales costs and other 
details of the sale or other disposal of the items concerned; and provided 
further that any such items remaining unsold at the end of two years from the 
tune  they are transferred to the Canadian agency concerned shall either be 
declared of no value and the account closed or, at the option of the United 
States, shall be removed from Canada by the United States authorities. 

2. In view of certain provisions of the -Surplus Property Act of 1944, it is 
proposed that the provisions of this note and your reply agreeing thereto con-
stitute an arrangement between Our two Governments effective at a date mu-
tually to be agreed upon, such date to be not less than thirty days from the 
date of your reply. It is further proposed that the arrangement shall be effec-
tive only if neither Government has, before the date referred to in the pre-
ceding sentence, expressed a desire for any change in the lettered paragraphs 
A through D above. 
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DEA/463-N-40932. :

Le président, le Comité d'allocation des biens de la couronne,
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires -extérieures .

Chairman, Crown Assets Allocation Committee, to Under-Secretary of State
fi _ . .. ' for Exfernal. Affairs
CONFIDENTIAL Ottawa, March 20, 1946

Dear Sir,

I have your letter, of . March 15th attaching two copies of a proposed
note passed to your Departrrient by the U.S . Embassy and dealing with the
disposition of the Canol project :

I am 'generally ,in agreement with the. contents of the note, with the ex-
ception . of para . D. of Section 1, which deals with the facilities not disposed
of.,under previous proposals, and suggests that any such facilities so remain-
ing shall be passed to a Canadian Government agency for sale :

I am of the opinion that this proposal is not practical and would involve
the Canadian Government agency in considerable - expense if the agency
had to take custody , and provide safeguards against the . loss or misrepre-
sentation of the surplus facilities that were passed to it.

I think the only practical way of doing this is to request that on com-
pletion of disposal under paras. A, B, and C of Section 1 that the U .S .
be requested to transport to one location to be adjacent to points at which
the Canadian Government disposal agency is operating such items which
they : consider have salvage value, and the Canadian agency would then try to
sell this surplus paying the net proceeds to the U .S . Government and pro-
viding that any items remaining . would, at - the end of two years be transferred
to the, Canadian agency concérnedas of no value or removed to the U .S . at

their option .
The balance of the equipment whiçh, was, not removed and put in a suitable ,"storage 'place would be considered ' as ' abandoned by 'the U.S . Government .

' J . H. BERRY

DEA/463-N-40

Le chef, la troisième direction politique, à l'ambassade des États-Unis

Head, Third Political Division, to Embàssy of United States

[Ottawa,] March 25, 1 91 4 6
PROPOSED RE-DRAFT OF. 1D OF UNITED STATES

DRAFT NOTE - ON' CANOL DISPOSITION
D A- n* of the fàcilities nt' dis osed of under paragraphs A B, and C

Yours very truly, ,

• Y .
above which

1
are - regarded :by the United` States " Government as hav i-0S'

salvage value shall be transferred to a designated agency of the ' Canadian
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Government,' after having been brought to locations adjacent to  places 
where the Canadian Government has facilities for safe-guarding surplus 
materials, and shall be sold or disPosed of by such agency, the proceeds to be 
'paid to the G6vernment of the United States, it being understood that items 
not brought to the agreed location shall be considered to have no salvage 
value and to have been abandoned by the United States Government, pro-
vided that etc. etc. 

934. DEA/4634N-40 

Le sous-secretœre  d'État aux Affaires extérieures 	- 
au conseiller, l'ambassade des États-Unis 

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Counsellor, Embassy of United States 

Ottawa, April 24, 1946 
Dear Mi. Clark, 

In connection with our discussion about the disposition of the Canol 
Project, I handed Mr. Shillockl a proposed re-draft dated March 25th of 
Section 1D of your draft note. At the same tirne, I informed him that we had 
taken up with  the Department of National Revenue the proposal in Section 
lA that the facilities be transferred to priVate ownership, exempt from import 
duties and excise taxes. 

We have been informed by the Deputy Minister of National Revenue 
(Customs and Excise) that he is prepared, with a view to facilitating,negoti= 
ations, to recommend to his Minister that Council be approached for authority 
to waive payment of the duty and taxes otherwise applicable on the dis-
position of these facilities. 

We 'should be glad to receive in due course the comments of the United 
States authorities on our proposed re-draft of Section 1D. 

Yours sincerely, 
R. M. MACDONNELL 

for the Under-Secretary of State' 
for Extemal Affairs - 

935. DEA/463-N-40 

Le chargé d'affairei des États-Unis au chef, la troisième direction politique 

Chargé d'Affaires of United States to Head, Third Political Division 

Ottawa, July .19, 1946 
Dear Mr. IVIacdonnell, 

You will recall that on March,15 I left with you a draft of a proposed note 
on thé disposition of the facilities of the Canol Project. On March 25 you 

1  Le  deuxième secrétaire r 
amassae s  b 
	d de 	1 Second Secretary Embassy of United 

tats-Unis. 	 ' 	 States. 
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handed us a proposed re=draft of paragraph 1'(d) of our note and-on April 24
you informed us _that the Depûtÿ_Minister of National .Revenue (Customs and
Excise) was prepared, with a view to facilitating negotiations, to recommend
to his Minister that Council be approached for authority to waive payment of
the duty and taxes otherwise applicable on the disposition of these faci li ties.

There were further `informal discussions of this matter between Colonel
Gould Jones and Mr. J. H. Berry, during which, I understand, Mr. Berry
expressed his informal approval of a compromise amendment to paragraph
1 . (d), as follows :

"In the event the Government of the Dominion of Canada is called upon
to sell for the account of the Government of the United States any portion of
Canol, before undertaking such sale, the appropriate representatives of the
Dominion Government and , the Government of the United States will join in
a determination - as to whether the expense of such 'sale, including all such
costs, such as ent ry , delivery, advertising, etc., will exceed the amount that
might be realized for such a sale . If 'determination of . the representatives of
the two Governments is that it is not reasonable to.expect that such. a sale will
produce an amount in excess of the sales cost, the Government of the United
States will then abandon it under that portion of paragraph 1 (d) which refer s

disposal, the monetary recovery to the United States compared with the
original cost will be verÿ small . Iri view of this fact, we would not be willing
to consider, any part of the facilities of the Canol Project abandoned until
every effort has been made to dispose of it . Should we take any other stand
the repercussions in the United States would no doubt be far and great . How-

ever, if after a lapse of two years from the initiation of a vigorous program of
disposal no substantial progress has been made in its liquidation, we would
be receptive to considering itlabandoned.

Although our file is not clear upon . the subject and although we would
prefer - to keep; the phraseology - originally suggested in paragraph 1(d), i,
neverthelessgather that the intention of Colonel Gould Jones and Mr. Berry
was that the above suggested paragraph form the final paragraph of our
o riginally proposed paragraph 1 (d) . If this be so, may I suggest that we take
the libe rty , of revising the phraseology somewhat and I suggest the following :

"In the event the Government of Canada is called upon under the provisions
of -this paragraph to sell for the account of the Government of the United
States any portion of the facilities of the Canol Project, before undertaking
such sale, the appropriate representatives of the Canadian Government and of
the Government of the United States will join in a determination as to whether
the expense of such sale, including all costs incurred in connection with such
sale, such, for instance, as entry, delivéry and advertising, will exceed the
amount that might be realized' for such a sale . If the, determination of the

The difficulties under which . the .Canol Project was constructed are a fair
measure of the many problems which may be encountered in salvaging and
disposing of the property, and under the most favourable and flexible plan o f

to abandonment ."
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representatives of the two Governments is that it is not reasonable to expect 
that su.ch a sale will produce an amount in excess of the sales cost, the Gov-
ernment of the United States will then abandon it under the provisions of this 
paragraph." 

I should appreciate it if you would let me know the views of your Govern
-ment in this regard. 

Yours sincerely, 
LEWIS CLARK 

936. 	 DEA/463-N-40 

Le sous-secrétaire d'Etat par intérim aux A ffaires extérieures 
à l'ambassadeur des États-Unis 

Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Ambassador of United States 

, Ottawa, July 26, 1946 
Dear Mr. ,Atherton, 

I wish to refer to Mr. Clark's letter of July 19 on the subject of the disposi-
tion of the Canol Project. The proposals contained in that letter have been 
submitted to the interested authorities for consideration. 

There is another point on which we should like to suggest the addition of 
clarifying language. Paragraph 1A would give to the new owner or owners 
certain rights set forth in an earlier note. In the view of the Canadian au-. 
thorities, it would be wise to state with some exactitude the steps which the 
Canadian Government is prepared to take by way of making rights available 
and I enclose copies of a redraft for consideration by the United States 
authorities. 

You will note that the Canadian Government would be prepared to make 
available, on equitable terms, any  • rights in its possession, but where neces-
sary rights are not in its possession it could only acquire them, at the pur-
chaser's expense, if he were unable to make satisfactory arrangements with 
the owners. It will be recalled that the Canadian Government did not to aily 
large extent become the owner of the property invOlved in the Canol Project. 
The procedure followed Was for the Government to obtain possession of the 
property under leases after which the United States Government were granted 
licenses to Occupy the property. 

You will appreciate  that  it would be difficult at this stage for the Canadian 
Government to undertake to purchase property and it is believed that the 
Proposals contained in our redraft will give a new owner the requisite assur-
ance of the rights necessary for operation. 

Yours sincerely, 
R. M. MACDONNELL 

for the Acting Under-Secretary of 
State for External Affairs 	' 



[PIÈCE .: JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Nouveau projet de . paragraphe 1A du projet de note de l'ambassadeu r
des États-Unis au secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires extérieures

- Redra f t of Paragraph 1A of Dra f t Note f rom Ambassador of United States
to Secretary of State for External Affairs ,

A. (i) The United States Government may, if it so desires, tr ansfer the

crude oil facilities of the Canol project, or any part thereof, to private owner-
ship, subject to the laws of the Dominion of Canada and Territory or Terri-

tories in which such facilities are situate, but exempt from import ' duties and
excise taxes, provided that the land, rights of way, ripa rian rights and other
easements supplied by the ' Government of Canada or . any person during war,

and required for the satisfactory ut il ization of the f acilities, . must be leased

or acquired by the purchaser or purchasers of the facilities from the Govern-
ment of Canada or the owners thereof under the laws of such Dominion and

Territory or Territo ries .
(ii) The facilities, together with the lands, rights of way, riparian right s

and other easements leased or acquired by the purchaser or purchasers shall
be held and, if operated, shallbe operated under the laws of the Dominion of

Canada and the Territo ry or Territories in which -they , are situate, but no

purchaser shall be obligated to operate the fa.cilities . :

937. DEA/463-N-4 0
Mémorandum du chef, la troisième directiôn politique, au, sous-secrétair e

d'État par intérim aux A ffaires extérieures
Memorandum f rom Head, Third Political Division, to Acting Under-SecretarY

of State for External A ffairs

CONFIDENTIAL [Ottawa,] August 16, 194 6

DISPOSAL OF CANOL FACILITIES

This letter to Athertonl is a counter proposal . The U nited States suggestion

was that if they could not find purchasers, the stuff should: ;be turned over to

War Assets Corporation with representatives of the two Governments decidin g

whether the expenses of a proposed sale would exceed the proceeds receivabl e

by. the United, States Government .

Berry and I are in agreement on two points :

(1) There is no justification for the Cagadian Government risking th e

political dynamite involved in being party to a decision to sell or not to sell .

( 2) If United States authorities, with ..an economy-minded Congress at the1r

heels, cannot find purchasers for Canol, it is a certainty that War Asset s

Corporation will be no, more suqcesdul .
'Le document suivant .: 1 Following document.
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We therefore propose to eliminate all resort to War Assets Corporation, 
give the United States authorities every opportunity to sell the facilities to 
anyone in the world and, if they fail, to make them remove what they want 
or declare it abandoned. It is altogether likely that a great deal of the material 
will not be sold and there is no reason why the Canadian Government should 
be responsible even for its custody at any stage. 

Berry writes that he would lice to withdraw from the Canol negotiations 
and leave them to us. If War Assets Corporation is to be eliminated from the 
Agreement, this is sensible and I attach a letter of concurrence .t 

If you ‘ agree to the ternis of the letter to Atherton, I should be glad if you 
would sign it and return it to me. I will then hand it to Lewis Clark with some 
oral comment along the lines of this note which would not be entirely suitable 
for inclusion in an official communication. 

R. M[ACDONNELL] 

• DEA/463-N-40 

Le sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures , 
à l'ambassadeur des Etats-Unis 

Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Ambassador of United States 

Ottawa, August 16, 1946 
Dear Mr. Atherton, 

On July 19 Mr. Clark wrote to Mr. Macdonnell about a proposed re-draft 
of  'paragraph 1(D) of the exchange of notes on the disposition of the Canol 
crude oil facilities. The Canadian authorities have been giving this considera-
tion and would like to put forward another suggestion which, in their view, 
would provide a more satisfactory method of disposal. 

Briefly, our proposal is that 1 (D) should be re-drafted so as to eliminate 
all resort to a Canadian Goveinment disposal agency. This could be done by 
means of the following language: 

"D. Any of the facilities not disposed of under paragraphs A, B, and C 
above within two years of the coming into force of this Agreement shall either 
be declared of no value and abandoned or, at the option of United States, 
shall be removed from.  Canada by the United States authorities." 
, We have two main considérations in mind in making these counter pro-
Posals. In the first place, we .doubt the necessity or desirability of having the 
Canadian Government join in a decision as to whether the expenses of a sale 
would exceed the proceeds. We believe this to be a matter which the United 
States Government must decide on its own responsibility. Secondly, we ques-
tion the advantages to be derived from turning over Canol to War Assets 
Corporation as a làst resort. Under A and B of your proposals, the United 
States  Government would have the widest OpPortunities to dispbse  of the 
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facilities to : Canadian or United States citizens, for operation: or non-opera-
tion, in whole ' or. in part, in Canada - or elsewhere. In your draft proposals it
is . stated. "It is proposed * to advertise the sale of the crude oil . facilities in the
press of both Canada . and the United States" . It can be assumed, I am sure,
that .every : effort wi11 be made by .the United - States authorities to interest
possible purchasers in other ways as well . Should the-United States Govern-,
ment not receive offers which . it regards as . satisfactory, we do not think that
there would be any likelihood of War Assets Corporation being more success-
ful . We therefore feel that the most satisfacto ry solution is for the United
States Government to have the widest latitude in seeking to interest pur-
châ.sers and. to liave . the unsold residue, if any, removed from Canada or

declâ.red, abandoned at the option of the United States Government after th e

elapse of a reasonable period .
Your proposal to advertise in the press of Canada would introduce an

exception to the understanding that neither Government will sell surplus in
the territory of the other. We are prepared to agree to this exception so that
the Canol facilities can be offered for sale directly to Canadian nationals by
the United States authorities . Should your Government desire it, we would be
willing to insert specific language to this effect, although, I think the point is
already covered in the Embassy's draft of March 15 .

I should be glad to learn as soon as possible whether the language proposed
in this letter is -agreeable to your Government .

Yours sincerely,
H. H . WRONG

939. DEA/463-N-40

L'ambassadeur des États=Unis au sous-secrétaire 'd'Éta t

aux Affaires extirieurek
Ambassador of United States . to . Under-Secretary of State

. f or External Affairs
CONFIDENTIAL Ottawa, September 13, 194 6

Dear Mr. Robertson,

In Mr. Wrong's letter of August 16, 1946, he made further suggestions

in respect of the proposed exchange of notes on the disposition of the Canol
crude oil -facilities. The Canadian proposals contained in that letter were
brought to the- attention of the Depa rtment of State and I have now received
A - reply.

In the course of a number of exchanges of views which have taken place
this year, the text of the note covering the Canol - may have become some-
what obscured because of the numerous revisions made . Accordingly, I am

enclosing a consolidated draftt upon which : it . is hoped final : agreement may

be secured . It will be recalled that Mr. Macdonnell , in a letter . to Mr. Clark
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of July 26, 1946, proposed certain changes and additions to paragraph 1 (A) 
of the text. These additions have been approved by my Gove rnment and 
are incorporated in the enclosed draft. 

The second, and more difficult, point requiring adjustment relates to 
Paragraph 1 (D) of the draft. Mr. Wrong's letter proposed a change in the 
draft of paragraph 1 (D), the intent of which was to eliminate all resort to 
a Canadian Government disposal agency in the event of any of the facilities 
not  being disposed of within two years under the provisions of paragraphs 
A, B, and C. I am now informed that this proposal has been given serious 
consideration by the Office of the Foreign Liquidation Commissioner, and 
Mr. Charles B. Jones, Field Commissioner for Canada and the North Atlantic 
Areas, by memorandum to Mr. Parsons of the Division of British Com-
monwealth Affairs, dated August 29, 1946, has made the following 
statement: 

"It is noted with considerable satisfaction that the Canadian Goverment 
has taken an extremely liberal attitude toward the disposal of the Canol 
Project property and is willing to help us in any way possible in working 
out the most favorable plan of disposition. Further, it is noted that the Cana-
dian Government desires to eliminate the involvement of a Canadian Gov-
ernment Disposal Agency in the disposition of the subject property, should 
this office be unsuccessful in disposing of same within a period of two years. 
The desire of the Canadian Government to leave all matters concerning 
the disposition of the Canol Project property in the hands of our Govern

-ment is fully appreciated, and the position she has taken in this connection 
meets with the approval of this office. However, should our efforts in dis-
posing of all or part of the subject property be unsuccessful during the period 
of two years, it is felt that a new plan of disposal should be formulated at 
that time, rather than project into the future a decision, the wisdom of - which 
may be altered by intervening events. Should a new plan of disposal envelope 
alternatives other than abandonment or removal of the property, to the United 
States, the Canadian Goverrunent would, of course, be vitally interested in 
reviewing and considering the matter and their con.tinued participation would, 
therefore, follow. 

"Considering the above, it is suggested that the proposal making it manda-
tory that the Canol Crude Oil facilities be abandoned or returned to the 
U.S. if not disposed of in a period of two years, be rejected and the wording 
of paragraph 1 (D)  be  altered, as follows: 

"Any of the facilities not disposed of under paragraphs A, B, and C 
above, after a period of tWo years from the date of this agreement, shall 
be the subject of a survey and study by the U.S. Government which will in-
clude the advisability of abandonment or return of the property to the 
U.S., but not be necessarily limited thereto. The resultant plan of disposal 
thus formulated shall be submitted • to the Canadian Government as a 
basis for further agreements between the two Gov' emments covering dis-
position of any-  remaining property." • 
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The draft of paragraph 1(D) suggested by Mr. : Jones has been incorpo-
rated in the enclosed re-draft of the proposed note . j- ' I have been directed to
say that it has been approved by Major General Guy V. Henry, Senior Army
member, Permanent Joint Board on Defence, and , by members of the
Petroleum Facilities . Coordinating Committee .

If the enclosed re-draft is acceptable to .your Government, may I request
that I be informed in order that I may obtain over the ~telephone final clear-
ance for it in the Department of State. In spite of the fact of previous delays
the matter is still deemed of urgency, as it is understood the Field Commis-
sioner for Canada 'still, hopes to be in a position to ' initiate disposal action this
autumn.

Sincerely yours,
LEWIS CLARK

for the Ambassado r

940.

.RELATIONS AVEC. LES I;TATS-UNIS .

DEA/463-N-40

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur des États-Unis

to Ambassàdor of United States
Under-Secretary of . State for External Affairs

CONFmENTtAL' O ttawa; September 17, 1946

Dear :Mr. Atherton ,

I am replying to your letter of September 13 enclosing a consolidated draft
of the proposed exchange of notes on ' the disposition of the Canol crude ORfacilities.

We have given careful consideration to your suggested version of para-
graph 1 .(D) which is the only section on which agreement has not been
reached. We feel ' that it woùld 'be desirable to state 'rather more - clearly than
does your September 13 draft .that the final disposition . will ' be by removal or
abandonment unless in ' the meantime a be tter plan. can be agreed upon . We
therefore propose the following l anguage for the paragraph in question which
we hope your Government will regard as a satisfactory compromise between
.our draft of August 16 ,and your draft of September 13 .

"1.D. Any of the facilities not disposed of under paragraphs A, B and C
above, after a period of two years from the date of this Agreement, shall
either be declared of no value and abandoned or, at the option of the United
States; shall be removed from, Canada by the United States authorities . How-
ever, should the United States Government, before the end , of this two year
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lieriod, Wish to pràpose a different basis for the final disposition of any re= 
maining property, the Canadian Government will give careful consideration 
to such proposals." 

Yours sincerely, 
R. M. MACDONNELL 

for the Under-Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

941. 	 DEA/463-N-40 

•Mémorandum du chef,  la troisième direction politique'  

Memorandum by Head, Third Political Division' 

CONFIDENTIAL 	 [Ottawa] October 8, 1946 

• DISPOSITION OF CANOL FACILITIES 	 -•

On October 9 we will  be  meeting representatives of the State Department 
to discuss the draft exchange of notes on this subject which has been under 
consideration for many months. The only point to be resolved is paragraph 1D 
which is intended to describe the procedure which will be followed in dis-
posing of any material that the United States authorities cannot sell to private 
purchasers. 

United States officials show an understandable reluctance to agree to any 
final settlement. Whatever .understanding may be reached with Canada, the 
fact is that the monetary return to the United States Government will be 
exceedingly small and the settlement is bound to provoke political criticism 
in the -United States. Each official who has anything to do with the subject 
sees "him*  self being called before a Senate Committee to explain his  actions  
and is therefore anxious to defer the final day of reckoning as long as possible. 

I learned from the United States Embassy that the State Department is 
troubled over one aspect in particular. If our proposals were accepted, the 
United States would have  • two years in which to sell the property and after 
that they would have to remove the unsold residue or declare it of no value 
and abandon it. (In our final compromise suggestion we were prepared to 
consider any alternative scheme which the United States might put to us at the 
end of the selling period.) The State Department claims to be worried lest 
possible purchasers would refrain from malting bids during the selling period 
in the hope that when that period had expired they could move into the North-
west Territories and help theniselves to property which the United States 
would have abandoned. The only set of circumstances in which this could 
happen would be the discovery  of .a  large new oil field in the Mackenzie Valley 

Ce mémorandum était adressé à R. A. J. 	1  This memorandum was addressed to 
Phillips de la troisième direction politique et R. A. J. Phillips of Third Political Division 
au Wing Conunander A. M. Cameron du and to Wing Commander A. M. Cameron of 
bureau du Conseil privé. the Privy Council Office. 

+-1 
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which, presuniably, cannot bé excluded from - the range of possibilities . but is
not likely to occur at the earliest for many years . To guard against such an
eventuality, the United States would apparently like to retain some title to the
property even after the end of the sell ing period.

I cannoa , see that we would be justified in agreeing to this . The policy of
the Government over the last few years has been directed towards getting
the United States out of the various defence projects set up du ring the war
(air fields, highway, landline system, weather stations, etc .) . Canol is the one
remaining big project where this has not occurred . If the United States were
allowed to remain there indefinitely, criticism from the Canadian public couldbe anticipated on the ground that the United States were retaining a vested
interest in the .Canadian North . Oil, defence and po litics form a combination
that is particularly attractive .to newspapers and I think that we would do well
to avoid it. There might be~ some justification for' â llowing thé United States
to keep. the- Canol crude, oil facili ties if they really wanted them for defence
purposes and put up a strong argument that they were impo rtant . However,
the United States authorities holdno such views ; their only concern is to avoid
pub lic criticism of .the ' _way in which they dispose of one of the rriore contro-
versial of their wartime projects .

It seems to me that we would do well to insist that the 'agreement on the
disposition of the Canol crnde oil facilities contains something pretty def nité
in the way of a cut-off date and I am inclined to think 'that we ' ôught not to
go much further than the last compromise which we suggested to the United
States Embassy .

R. M[ACDONNELL ]

-DEA/463-N-40

Mémorandum du chef, la troisième direction politique

Memorandum-by_Héad, .Third Political Division

CONFIDENTIAL [Ottawa,] October 14, 1946

DISCUSSION ON' CANOL DISPOSITIO N

On Wednesday, October 9th, 1946, at 4 .00 p .m. in Room 123, East Block,
there was held a meetirig' to discuss the disposal of the Canol crude oil facili=
ties with particular reference to paragraph 1D of the proposed exchange Of
notes. -The following were present :

Mr: R. M. Macdonnell, External Affairs,
Wing Commander A . M. Cameron, Privy 'Council,
Group Captain W . W. Bean,- Privy Council,
Mr. L. B. Phinney, Acting _Special Commissioner for

Defence Projects in Northwest Canada ,
Mr. R. A. 7 . . Phillips, Extérnal Affairs,
Mr. Lewis Clark, Counsellor, United States Embassy, :'.
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Mr. Charles B. Jones, Office of Foreign Liquidation 
Commission, Department of State, 

Mr. James King, British Commonwealth Division, Department 
of State. 

2. Mr. Jones stated that the chief concern of the United States was over the 
word "abandoned" in our proposed paragraph 1D. He said that the use of this 
word gave rise to two difficulties: 

(i) The possibility that a potential buyer, after sitting out a two-year 
period, might take Canol property without payment when it is abandoned. 

(ii) The possibility that the value of Canol equipment might be increased 
by future oil developments in the Norman Wells area at a time when the 
United States had abandoned all claim to compensation. 
•. 3. It was  ltOE  eliminate the first contingency, which. .was considered 'the 
more probable, that the United States wished to avoid announcing a defmite 
date for abandonment; they therefore had been proposing the 'principle  of 

 review in two years. 
4. Mr. Clark suggested the possibility of lengthening the period beyond 

tvvo years now, or of making provision for lengthening it at the end of two 
years. Mr. Macdonnell pointed out that, although the Canadian authorities 
were aware of the advantages to the United States of making the period for 
attempted disposal as in.definite as possible, it was equally important to 
Canada that this date should be quite definite. 

5. Mr. Clark offered the suggestion that paragraph 1D be omitted and a 
confidential supplementary exchange of notes be substituted. Mr. Macdonnell 
felt that we should endeavour to e liminate confidential arrangements if possi-
ble, and pro-duce àfinal Solution to the -disposal problem which would answer 
public criticism in both countries. 

6.Mr. Jones said that the needs of the 0.F.L.C. would be met if an arrange-
ment could be made whereby the United States could obtain some return if 
anyone used Canol equipment after a two-year period during which no dis-
posai  was made. Mr. Macdonnell replied that this was reasonable in principle 
but it might involve some difficulties in practice. The Canadian autho rities 
were anxious to avoid any custodial responsibility, and did not want to take 
title to Canol. Mr. Clark stated that the United States had no desire for 
Canada to act as a custodian. They merely asked for the right to seek fair 
Payment at any time from any agency or company which might use Canal 
equip:neut. He suggested that a waiver of custodial responsibility might be 
expressly included  •  in paragraph 1D. Mr. Phinney pointed out that such a 
waiver would almost certainly be regarded by local residents as an invitation 
to help.  themselves to Canol property. While appreciating this point, Mr. Clark 
said that the United States was interested mainly in significant items such as 
tanks and the actual pipeline. It was agreed, however, that it would be 
'advisable to' omit direct mention of custody if pôssible. 
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7 . Mr. Jones -: sâid' that if it were possible to estàblish : â principle of com-
pensation to the, United States for beneficial use after ` two years the United
States would be preparéd to drop the proposal for review~ after that period .

8 . Mr. Macdonnell then submitted the, following paragraph 1D :
"Any of the facilities not disposed of under paragraphs A, B and C above,

after a period of two years from the date of this agreement, shall, at the
option of the United States, either be removed from Canada by the United
States authorities or ' hall be left in situ and regarded as 'of no value unless
put to beneficial use . The principle is recognized that if any' such prope rty
should thereafter be put to beneficial use the United States Government
should receive - fair . .compensation . "

9. After further discussion the draft was accepted by those present. It
was 'decided to take up the proposal in , Ottawa and Washington with ' a view
to effecting an early exchange : of the notes proposed by ~ the . ..United States
Ambassador on March 15th :

R. M [ACDONNEI.L ]

. DEA/463-N-4 0

e s p-y s-ministre . des ; Mines et ' des RessÔurces ' a sous-secrétaire d'ÉtQt,~~ - . .. .
aû.x ~Af}aires extérieures

Deputy Minister of Mines- and .Resources; ;to -Under-Secretary of State
for External .-A ffairs

, . . . . . .. . : . . . .. . . . ~ ~ 4 ttawa, ..November 22, , ,1 .9,4 6

-Dear Mr: Pearson ,
T. have : :for_ ~ acknowledgmeint y ouur .-memorandat :of : November 1 13 : and

November , 19, 1946, each transmitting a . :çopy, _ of ,Note No . : 593, ~dated
November . 7 ; 1946, X addressed, to The Right . Honourable, The Secretary, of

. State . for . External .AfÎairs, " Ottawa, ,from the . Honourable ' Ray' Atherton,

United States Ambassador and dea ling with the proposed disposition of
,the_Canol crude oil facilities .

This note from the United States Ambassador has been examined by our
officers and certain : points have been raised . as follows :

- Paragraph Awould appear to be satisfactory and the interests of Canada
-properly protected . However, it should be appreciated that Clause (III)
implies that the Canadian Government will expropriate and transfer to the
purchaser or purchasers at his or their . expense any land, rights of way,
riparian rights and other easements required,for the satisfactory utilization
of - the crude oil facilities if such purchaser or purchasers are unable to lease
or acquire such land, rights of way, riparian rights and easements on equitable
terms- from the owners . Under, this clause it is possible, although highly im-

1 Voir Canada; Recueil des . traités, 1946, 1 See Canada, Trea ty Series, 1946 No . 41.

No 41 .
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probable,` that the Canadian Government would have to exprop riate ninety-
nine acres of the oil refinery site at Whitehorse, Yukon Territory, from the
British Yukon Railway Company.

Paragraph "B'-' reads in part "It is understood that if the United States,
its agents, or its successors in interest do elect to remove any or all of the
facilities, the Canadian Government will facilitate such operations by pro-viding for continuance of- the rights referred to under paragraph 4(b) and
4(d) of the American note of June 27, 1942". That note stated that the
rights would continue "during the ' war". It is now proposed to continue
these rights but no time limit has been mentioned and it would seem to be
advisable to limit the enjoyment of such rights to a definite period.

There would appear to have been. some difficulty experienced in phrasing
Paragraph D to meet the wishes of both governments . In our opinion the
phrasing `of Note 593 does not sufficiently protect the interests of Canada .It would 'seem that the United States Government is reluctant to use the word
"abandoned" or to contemplate the - condition of abandonment in connection
'with' the crude oif faci lities : Eventually the unsold part or parts of the facili-
ties must be considered as abandoned - and the problem is rea lly reducible
to a consideration of the date this abandonment wi ll be acknowledged .

Until this acknowledgement is made some authority wi ll need to be recog-riized as the, custodian of the property and some organization recognized
as the authority for establishing valuations for the sale of sma ll parts of the
facilities to possible tardy purchasers . The Canadian Government does not
wish to assume these responsibilities at any time, and the United States
Government wishes to rëliëve ' itself *of them at the expiration of a two-yearperiod, but at the` same time to benefit financially from any subsequent sale
or disposal without further financial responsibility.

It. must be realized that the longer the crude oil faci lities and equipment
lie unattended the less attractive they will be to a buyer . They will becomerusted , and obsolete in type and - deteriorate in quali ty. Equipment is, stored
in buildings which when erected were only intended to be temporary in
nature and which even now are becoming adversely affected by the weatlier,
bears and rodents . Roofs and the buildings genera lly will admit rain and
snow to an increasing degree as time goes by and already some of the build-
ings are in bad shape: Furthermore, the Canol Road is deteriorating rapidly
and the , problem of getting equipment out will soon involve a major "road-
building operation .

We have been advised by a competent geologist of this department thatthe Possibility of increased future oil development in the Norman We ll s
region appears to be so remote that Canol equipment wi ll be' so deterioratedand antiquated ' and the Canol Road so deteriorated, that they will be value-
less by thé time such development comes to pass .

The land ôccupied by the crudè oil facilities is all Crown Land except abouthinety-n ne acres' of the oil re finery site at Whitehorse and the place where the
piPe-line crosses the White Pass and Yukon Rôute, the latter two p rivately
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owned parcels of land being owned by the British Yukon Railway Company, 
a subsidiary of the White Pass and Yukon Route. 

The Department of Mines and Resources has leased ninety-nine acres of 
the oil refmery site from the railway company and granted a Permission to 
Occupy to the United States Government. If the refinery is to be operated, 
the operator will need to make an agreement for the site with the railway 
company. If the refinery is not to be operated the Department will wish to 
terminate the lease within a reasonable time and not be obligated to continue 
the lease for an indefinite or long period while the plant remains idle and 
gradually disintegrates. This means that if the refinery is not to be Î operated 
some arrangement should be made for dismantling and disposing of the plant 
and cleaning up the site preparatory to returning it to the railway company 
within a certain time limit. The responsibility for this work should be defined. 

The last sentence of Paragraph D reads "The principle is recognized that if 
any such property should thereafter be put to beneficial use the United States 
Government should receive fair compensation". The wording of this sentence 
might be interpreted as leaving the Canadian Government liable for fair 
compensation or at least it does not clearly relieve the Canadian Government 
of liability if a trespasser or person who has no right puts the property to 
some beneficial use. 

The point of the whole matter seems to be that the United States officers 
have been endeavouring to improve their position, whereas the feeling here is 
that there is no justification from the Canadian standpoint for further con-
cessions. 

Yours very truly, 
C. W. JACKSON 

for the Deputy Minister 

944. 	 I.A.M./Vol. 99 

Mémorandum du ministère des Affaires extérieures au Cabinet 

Memorandum from Department of External Affairs to Cabinet 

[Ottawa,] November 30, 1946 
DISPOSAL OF CANOL CRUDE OIL FACILITIES 

1. By an exchange of notes in June 1942 the United States Government 
were given authority to construct a pipeline from Norman Wells to White-
horse, to drill additional oil wells in the Norman Wells area, and to construct 
at Whitehorse a refinery and storage facilities. It was then agreed that at the 
termination of hostilities the facilities would be' valued jointly and the Cana-
dian Government would be given first option to purchase at the agreed 
valuation. If the option were not taken up it was the understanding that the 
facilities would be offered for sale publicly—the agreed valuation to be the 
reserve price. In the event that no purchaser could be found disposition 
would then be referred to , the Permanent Joint Board on Defence, for an 
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opinion on the continuing defence value of the project, and dismantling 
would not be allowed until recommended by the Joint Board. 

2. In February 1945, the Canadian Government agreed that the United 
States might terminate or modify operation of any or all of the Canol facilities 
when military considerations needed no longer to be taken into account, and 
that action to evaluate the facilities be initiated within a reasonable time 
following notice of termination. 

3. Later in 1945, the Canadian Govenunent waived their option to pur-
chase and it was agreed between the Governments that plans for joint valua-
tion should be abandoned and that provision for a reserve price should be 
dropped. The United States Authorities undertook to submit plans for dis-
position at a later date. 

4. On November 7, 1946, the United States Government, ,in note No. 593 
(attached), submitted these plans. In view of the opinion of the military 
authorities that the Canol Project is no longer of defence value, they suggest 
that the question of disposal should not be referred to the Joint Defence 
Board. Instead the Unit&I States propose to advertise the sale of the crude oil 
facilities in the press of both countries with a view to sale to a private com-
pany. If unsuccessful, the United States propose that they be permitted to 
remove any of the facilities. The Canadian Government may purchase from 
the United States any of the facilities not disposed of by sale or removal. In 
the event that the facilities are not disposed of in any of these ways the fol-
lowing procedure is suggested: 

ID "Any of the facilities not disposed of .  (under paragraphs A, B, and C 
above), after a period of two years from the date of this agreement, shall, at 
the option of the United States, either be removed from Canada by the 
United States authorities or shall be left in situ and regarded as of no value 
unless put to beneficial use. The principle is recognized that if any such prop-
erty should thereafter be put to beneficial use the United States Government 
should receive fair .compensation." 

5. One provision of the agreement grants exemption from import duties 
and excise taxes on any portion that may be sold for operation in Canada. 
The Department of National Revenue concurs in this. It is unlikely that much, 
if any, of the project will be bought for operation in Canada, but the United 
States Government attaches ,importance tO including the provision to help 
them in explaining and defending the agreement. A similar policy has been 
followed in other agreements relating to war surplus. 

6. The United States has proposed that the provisions of the agreement 
shall come into force on a date to be mutually agreed. This stipulation is to 
comply with their law which requires that certain surplus property disposal 
agreements must be before Congress for 30 days before becoming effective. 

7. The section quoted above is designed to satisfy the United States by 
avoiding the use of the word "abandoned" and to answer Canadian require-
ments by the elimination of any suggestion of Canadian involvement in dis- 
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po:sal . The ,Unitedï States - naturally wish - to ~guard .against the~ possibility either
of a potential, buyer "sitting . out" a two- year period or . of a discovery of
additional oil increasing the v alue of . Canol after the United States has aban-
doned claim. In order to- clarify . further Canada's ' position, the United States
has . agreed to an exchange of letters firmly establishing the p rinciple that the
Canadian Government has no custodial responsibility and takes .no responsi-
bility for the payment of fair compensation if the facilities are put to beneficial
use by private users .

8 . Accordingly it is recommended to the - Cabinet that they accept- the
United States proposals on the understanding that Canada assumes no respon-
sibili ty for custody of or compensation for the 'Canol facilities'.
945. DEA/463-N-40

- Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires extérieures

Memorandum by Under-Secretary of State for External A ffairs

SECRET , [Ottawa,] December 3, 194 6

DISPOSITION OF CANOL CRUDE OIL FACILITIE S

At the meeting of the Cabinet on December 3rd, it was agreed that the
United States proposal for . disposition of the . crude oil facilities of the Canol
projeçt be approved, on the understanding that the Government assume no
responsibi lity for custody or compensation . '

SECTION C

• STRATÉGIE DE DÉFENSE/DEFENCE PLANNIN G_ , .

946. DEA/52-C

SECRET January 5, 194 6

REVISION OF ABC-22

With, regard to, the. ; revisioh of the, Joint Canadian-United States Defence
Plan (ABC 22), the 'following proposals are submitted by the Canadian

Section of the ' Permanent Joint Board "on Defence :
1 . It is desirable that both countries should a gree on certain fundamental

principles for planning including the following :
(a) INFORMATION AND INTELLIGENCE . The>e, should be a free and unre-

st ricted exchange of information and intel ligence in so far, as it affects the
forces, of North America and this free . flow of information should receive the
riecessary'security, safeguards .

1 Voir échange supplémentaire de notes .sur 1 For supplementa ry exchange of notes on
la disposition du projet Canol dans Canada, the disposal of the Canol Project see Canada ;

Mémoirandum de la section, canadienrie, . ÇPCAD

Memorandum by Canadiàn Section, PJBD

Recueil des traités, 1946, N° 41, Treaty Series, 1946, No . 41 .
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(b) ALL EMBRACING PLAN. The plan for the defence of North America 
should be all embracing, i.e. it should not only cover Alaska and northern 
Canada, but Newfoundland, Greenland and Iceland; and any early warning 
system which may be part of the plan should be a uniform system -throughout. 

(c) STANDARDIZATION OF EQUIPMENT. The early warning and communi-
cation equipment (radar, wireless, etc.) should be standardized across the 
whole of the fronts. 

(d) COMMAND AND ORGANIZATION. It iS felt that the principle of Command 
should remain as simple as possible, i.e. as long as the troops of only one 
nation are stationed in an area, to remain on national lines, but as soon as the 
forces -  of both nations are involved the Command should be a designated 
Command, designated by the Governments concerned. 

(e) RESPONSIBILITY FOR MAPPING AND SURVEY. This responsibility should 
remain with the country concerned, and each country should provide the maps 
on the scale desired by the other partner. 
• (f) TERRITORIAL.  CONSIDERATIONS. The stationing of troops in the other 
nation's territory should be avoided until war is imminent. Construction of air-
fields, camps, installations, to be carried out by nationals concerned. 

PROCEDURE 
2. Combined planning committees of the two countries should meet to-

gether, alternately in Washington and Ottawa as required, with the object of 
producing a common appreciation and plan. 

AP PRECIATION 
3. The first responsibility of these combined planning committees should be 

to prepare an appreciation  of the problem along with an outline plan. This 
appreciation and outline plan should be submitted to the Board after consul-
tation with the respective Chiefs of Staff and, if approved, should be submit-
ted by the, Board to the two Governments. 

• IMPLEMENTATION OF THE OUTLINE PLAN 
4. On acceptance of the Plan, the Board should consider its implementation 

over a definite period. 

947. 	 W.L.M.K./Vol. 249• 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au secrétaire aux Dominions 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Dominions Secretary 

TELEGRAM 	 Ottawa, January 16, 1946 
IMMEDIATE. TOP SECRET AND PERSONAL. Your telegram D.2230 of Decem-
ber 14th. United States proposals for bases. 	 • 

1. We have given preliminary consideration to the general issues involved 
111  these proposals and are continuing our examination. On broad grounds we 
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would welcome the assumption by - the United States of responsibi lity . for th e

Soviet government to. make undesirable demands .

W. L . MACKENZIE KING

requests which they have put forward especially as they may encourage the

United States should have extensive rights and responsibi li ties outside her own
territo ries. However, we also are dubious about the timing of some of the

3. In short, we regard it as in the interest of . Canada and in the general
interest of the Commonwealth and the United Nations Organization that th e

Iceland, would directly affect any revised plan which may be worked out .
tablishment of such U .S . bases, particularly in Newfoundland, Greenland and
governments, at the Board's instance . It is clear that the maintenance or es-
revision of the existing defence plan which was adopted in 1941 by the tw o
States Permanent Joint Board on Defence, joint . discussions with a view to
nection we are about to institute, . under the auspices of the C anada-United
suitable outlying bases in the North Atlantic and North Pacific . In this con-
North American defence that the United States should have effective use o f

2 . It is, of course, of special interest to Canada from the point of view o f

of wartime rights and the adoption of long-term arrangements .
however, it seems important that there should be no gap between the lapsing
have been established in foreign terri tories during the war (e .g. the Azores) ,
by the United States to secure rights at this stage . Where military facilities
of the United Nations Organization should be prejudiced through pressur e
at certain .points . At the same time, we appreciate your anxiety lest the position

that they were to be made available on acceptable terms to the Security Coun-
cil and that equitable arrangements could be reached for civil aviation facilitie s

maintenance of. a far-flung chain of bases in the Atlantic and Pacific, provide d

Memorandum by Secretary, Canadian Section, PJB D

ToP SECRET [Ottawa,] January 18, 1946

NOTE ON PERMANENT JOINT BOARD ON DEFENCE

MEMORANDUM DATED JANUARY 17TH, _ 194 6

This memorandum was worked out at meetings of the Board on January
16th and 17th using a paper presented by General Henry dated December
21st, 1945; as a basis for discussion . It includes all the points which the
Canadian Chiefs of Staff and the Canadian Section of the Board wished to see
incorporated .

At the earnest reqûest ' of General Henry, this paper was not made à formal
recommendation ; of the Board and is not attached to the - Journal : General

948. DEA/52-C

Mémorandum du secrétaire, la section canadienne, CPCAD
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Henry felt that the distribution of the Journal in the War Department is so 
wide that if proposals for joint defence planning were included with it, they 
would come to the attention of too many officers not conce rned with the 
problem. 

The memorandum wi ll  be presented to the War and Navy Departments by 
the United States Army and Naval Members. If it is approved (and this is 
expected) a United States planning group will  be designated and General 
Henry will  advise the Secretary of the Canadian Section, suggesting a date for 
the Canadian planning group to come to Washington for the first joint 
meeting. 

It will be noted that the Canadian suggestions as to procedure were accept-
able to the United States Section of the Board. Joint planning groups will 
meet alternately in Washington and Ottawa (this is not spelled out but it is 
understood) and will report progress to the Board. Eventually, it is con-. 
templated that the Board will submit a plan to the Governments for their 
approval. 

R. M[ACDONNELL] 

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

Mémorandum de la CPCAD 

Memorandum by P.TBD 
TOP SECRET 	 January 17, 1946 

The Permanent Joint Board on Defense has for some months been studying 
and discussing the postwar collaboration of Canada and the United States. 
At the meeting of the Board in New York on November 7th and 8th, 1945, 
the Senior United States Naval and Army members presented to the Board 
joint memoranda from the Secretaries of their respective departments request-
ing these Senior members to enter into discussions with the Canadian Section 
looking toward a revision of the basic Canada-United States Defense Plan 
(ABC 22). At the meeting of the Board in Quebec, on January 16th and 
17th, 1946, the Canadian Section informed the United States Section that the 
Canadian Govenunent had agreed that the revision of this basic defense plan 
was advisable and should be undertaken and had designated a Committee to 
work with the Board and an appropriate United States Committee to develop 
the details of such plan. The Board is of the opinion that more than a de-
velopment of a basic defense of security plan is needed, and that the armed 
forces of the two countries should now take action to assure that they are 
Prepared to act promptly in carrying out any security plan in case of emer-
gency. The Board presents in this memorandum its recommendations as to 
the measures which should be adopted by the armed forces of both countries 
forthwith, and also presents its recommendations as to the general principles 
which should be incorporated in any revision of a Joint Security Plan. 
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PRINCIPLES PROVID ING FOR JOINT- - COOPERATION- OF

CANADA-UNITED -STATES ARMED _ FORCES

•AND FOR •

THE CANADA-UNITED STATES SECURITY PLAN (CA-1 )

SECTION I

PREAMBLE

The armed forces of . the United States , - and Canada, realizing that any.
danger to the security of the North Ame rican Continent will involve the .

armed forces of ; both countries, deem it desirable to provide . for the close
cooperation of . Canadian and United States armed forces and to . revise the,
Joint Canadian-United States Defense Plan (ABC-22), in order to insure the
seciïrity of the twô countries .- This revised plan will be known as "The
Canada-United States Secürity Plan," (shorttitle,-CA-1) .

SECTION II

COOPERATIVE - MEASURES

In order to prepare their respective armed forces for joint action, the fol-
lowing principles are adopted-forthwith :

(a) Canada and the United States will . jointly- prepare an all embracing

plan to preserve the secu rity of the* two countries .

(b) There will be free and cômprehensive exchange of military information

and- intelligence: insofar as it affects the security of the two countries . Each'

country will respect the. security classification of the other and in particular
will undertake to observe all restrictions . on circulation specified by the,
originating country. .

(c)_ Personnel ,of the armed forces of . one count ry : may be assigned to the

armed. forces of the other country in such numbers and upon such terms
as may be agreed upon from time to time ' by the respective military, naval

and air autho rities .

(d) The ' principle of standardization in arms, equipment, organization,
methods of training, and new developments will be applied as far as practi-
cable: ' Appropriate joint groups will be organized to study and make recom
mendations on these matters .

(e) Joint manoeuvres and joint tests of material of common interest
should be encouraged.

(f) The agreement for the reciprocal transit . of military aircraft and public
vessels now in effect should be continued, and the mi litary, naval, and air

facilities of each country will continue to be made reciprocally available to
thé armed forces of- the "other country .

(g) Each country will be responsible for mapping and surveying its own
territory and will provide maps on the scale required for agreed needs .
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(h) In order to develop a Joint Security Plan, joint groups will be estab-
lished to study and recommend to the PJB for reference to the two Gov-
enunents the military, naval, and air installations, bases, meteorological 
services, communication services, and industrial facilities needed, together 
vvith the forces required and their specific responsibilities in connection  with 
the security of both countries. Their studies should be revised from time 
to time. 

SECTION III 

GENERAL PRINCIPLES , TO BE INCORPORATED IN 

THE CANADA-UNITED STATES SECURITY PLAN (CA-1) 
Purpose 

, This Security Plan is prepared to provide for the Joint Operation of 
Canadian and United States 'Armed Forces in case  of danger to the seciiiity 
of the North American Continent. It will  be placed in effect by the Chiefs 
of Staff of Canada and the United States when so directed by the Canadian 
and the United States  Govenunents. 

General Provisions: 

1.In tinie of emergency a United Canada-United States Chiefs of Staff 
(CANUSA.) will be organized- and located. at a place to be mutually agreed 
upon. CANUSA will  be charged with the implementation and strategic 
direction of this plan. . 

2. As far as _practicable each nation will provide within its own territory 
such installations and facilities and will develop such forces as are necessary 
for the iMplementation of this plan. 

3. So far as practicable each nation will make available its own bases, 
harbors, repair and other facilities for use by the forces of the other. 

4. A unified command may be established for any Canada-United States 
forces operating in any area or areas or - for particular Canada-United States. 
forces operating for a common' purpose: 

(a) Upon direction of CANUSA, or 
(b) When the immediate commanders of the Canada-United States forces 

concerned agree that the situation requires the exercise of unity of com-
mand, and further agree as to the Service that shall exercise such com-
mand. All mutual agreements shall be subject to confirmation by CANUSA, 
but this provision shall not prevent the immediate establishment of unity 
of command in case of emergency. 

5: Unity of command, when established, vests in one commander the 
responsibility and authority to coordinate the operations of the participating 
forces of both nations by the setting up of task forces, the assignment of 
tasks, the designation of objectives, and the exercise of such coordinating 
control as the commander deems necessary to ensure the success of the 
oPeration. :Unity of command .does not authorize a commander exercising it 
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to control the administration and discipline of the forces of the nation of
which he is not an officer, nor to issue any instructions to such forces beyond
those necessary for effective coordination .

6 . The assignment of an area of responsibilty to one nation shall not be
.construed as restricting the forces of the other nation from temporarily
extending appropriate operations into that area, as may be required by par-
ticular circumstances.

7. For all matters requiring common action, each nation will require its
commanders in all echelons and services, on their own initiative, to establish
liaison with and cooperate with approp riate commanders of the other nation.

Joint General Mission :

To provide for the security of the United States and" Canada against
armed attack .

A. G. L. MCNAUGHTON

F. H. LA GuARDIA

949. DEA/52-C

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieure s

- Ambassador in United States to Secretary , of State for External A ffairs

TELEGRAM WA-502 Washington, January 29, 1946

FOR IMMEDIATE ACTION . Top SECRET. I have received from Mr. Macdonnell
a Top Secret memorandum of January 17th prepared by the Permanent Joint
Board on Defence. The implications, political and military, of the proposals
in this memorandum are, of course, very far-reaching, and it deserves much
more consideration than I have yet been able . to give it, but I thought that
you might like to have my first reactions, tentative though they are.

In the first place, I am struck by the forma lity of the proposed document .
It is almost in treaty form, whereas one might have thought that at this stage
something more in the nature of a statement of general principles would have
been sufficient . This, however, is a point of form rather than substance . More
important; j think, is the omission of any reference to the United Nations
Orgànization, its provisions, and the machinery set,up by them for the securitY
of its members . Surely we cannot work out separate defence arrangements
without relating them somehow to general international security arrangements .

In this connection, the arguments which you advance in your letter of Janu-
ary 7tht concerning Canada's association with the proposed Inter-American
Secu rity Agreement to take the place of the Chapultepec arrangement applY ,
to some extent at least, to the proposals of the memorandum. I recognize that
these proposals can, without difficulty, be related to any wider arrangements,
but should this not be made clear in the earliest drafts? For instance, in para-
graph' 1 reference is made to` the respective armed forces acting promp tlY
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"in carrying out any war plan in case of emergency". Some limitations or 
qualifications naight be included here to make clear that the only war ,  plans 
which could be carried  •  out would be those within the terms of the United 
Nations' Charter. A similar insertion might be made to Section III (purpose), 
after "in case of danger to the security of the North American Continent". 

Do the arrangements contemplated in this document go further than any 
similar undertaking with respect to. defence relationships ,within the British 
Commonwealth of Nations? If they do, and it seems to me that this is the 
case, then if the document were ever made public, criticism would certainly 
be directed to that aspect of it. Am I right in thinking that our arrangements 
within the Commonwealth for coordination of defensive measures have always 
been strictly between the services and we have resisted their inclusion in any 
inter-Governmental agreement? If you substituted the United Kingdom for 
the United States of America in the proposals in question, would they be 
equally satisfactory? If not, you can visualize the criticism  which would follow 
in certain quarters. If this is a difficulty, could it not be overcome in part by 
leaving out the preamble altogether with its reference to Governments? This 
would make the agreement one between the services of both countries only, 
to be brought into effect when Governments determine. Section III (5), pro-
viding for unity of command is, of course, widely drawn, and no doubt neces-
sarily so. By giving the single Commander 'power to issue any instructions 
necessary for effective coordination, he could, I suppose, do pretty well what 
he wished. 

950. 	 DEA/52-C 

Mémorandum du secrétaire du Cabinet au sous-secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

Memorandum from Secretary to the Cabinet to Under-Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

TOP SECRET 	 Ottawa, February 1, 1946 

RE : JOINT PLANNING WITH THE UNITED STATES 
1. I have again gone over the P.J.B.D. memorandum. of January 17th and 

the attached paper, being the Board's "recommendations as to measures which 
should be adopted by (the armed forces of) both countries forthwith" and 
"the general principles which should be incorporated in any revision of a 
Joint Security Plan". In my opinion, these documents should not be taken as a 
basis for joint planning without full Cabinet discussion and approval; further, 
I believe they should undergo substantial revision, both as to form and sub-
stance, before they are submitted to the government. 

2. The objections to these documents emerged during our discussion in 
Your office earlier this week. Mr. Pearson, in his Teletype WA-502 of January 
29th, has also drawn attention to the two most important, viz ,  the omission 
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'of any' reference io• the United Nations security arrangements under the 
'Charter, and the relationship of the proposed undértakings - to our position 
within the Commonwealth. ' 

The  fact is that thé Board's proposals go far beyond a working paper for the 
instruction of joint planners. They take the form of à basic security pact and 
'contain a statement of fundamental Military obligations. 

3. We had expected something quite ,different. On the basis of proposals 
.reported at an earlier meeting by the U.S. Section of the Board, and said to 
have emanated from. the U.S. Secretaries of War and Navy,  the  government 
,were invited to approve the institution of joint defence planning under the 
.Board's auspices r . On December 19tb., 1945, the Cabinet accepted a recom-
.mendation 6f thé Cabinet Defence' Committee tb this effeét,  on the under-
standing that any new plans for joint defence would be submitted to the gcw-

. eminent for decision. At the same time, it was agreed the the Chiefs of Staff 
Committee, with the addition of appropriate civilian officials , . would be 
given responsibility for co-ordinating Canadian participation in the prepara-
tion of joint plans. " 

e  The conclusions of the  P.H.P. 1  Advisory-, Committee's paper on postwar 
_defence relationships with the United States were accepted as general terms of 
.reference for Canadian  planning  groups, and reservation was made in respect 
of any proposals involving a substantial 'departure from - current plans for 
Canada's postwar forces. 

We thought that no further action by the govemment would be required 
until actual planning had advanced at least some distance and that, mean-

;.time; the ›planners could be instructed on the basis of these discussions, and 
decisions in the Cabinet Defence Conunittee and in the Cabinet. 

4. However., the  Board have produced the recônimendationS of their 
memorandum of January 17th, as arnended by their supplementary menlo-
rand= of January  • 25th,t and the irrunediate  question  -is  how these docu-
ments should be dealt with and how joint planning can be instituted without 

My suggestions are as follows: 	 • 
(a) That appropriate steps be taken to defer action by the two govern-

rnents .upon the Bôard's recommendations, on the ground that in their present 
form they are inappropriate and premature. 

' If necessary, it might be suggested to the Board that their memoranda be 
'withdrawn for consideration at a later date in amended forrn. 

(b) That the two Sections of the Board agree upon written instructions to 
, the planners in thé form of a *working . papèr from the Board on the basis of 

-Policies already settled. 
In the case of Canada, it would not be difficult to include most of the points 

,made in the Board's memoranda as flowing naturally from Ministerial dis-
cussions and - from-the contents of ABC-22. - 

Pot-Hostilities .Problems. 
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(Mr . - Macdonnell's revision of Janua ry 29tht goes some distance to meet
this suggestion, but would, in my opinion, require further substantial -modifi-
cation before it satisfied these conditions . )

The eventual product of the planners of the two countries as submitted to
the Board and - recommended to the two governments might well include a
draft "Canada-U.S. Security Plan" and could then be considered and dealt
with in relation to our commitments to the United Nations and as a member

.of the Commonwealth . Meantime, 'planning could go forward without hin-
drance, and the nature of Canada's other security obligations may have be-
come clearer.

5. I shall send you shortly a note of amendments which might be made to
Mr. Macdonnell's memorandum of January 29th.

A. D. P. H[EENEY]

951.

au secetazre, ta, section canadienne, CPCAD

DEA/52-C
Le représentant principal de l'armée ' américaine ' CPCAD,

Senior United States. Army _Member, _ PJBD, .
to Secretary, Çanadian Séction, PJBD, _. . . .

SECRFT r

Dear Mr. Mâcdonnell;
waslûngton,,Fèbrùarÿ 7, 1946

, „ . .. . . ;
At the meeting of the PJB 7=8 November 1945, the Canadian ervice

the Canadian Chiefs of Staff recommended-that the practice of interchange

Members stated that as a .practical measure_ of continuing collaboration an d
to assist in coordinating the Armed Forces of the United States and Canada,

of Canadian-Untted States officers within selected positions should be' dé-veloped. ; . . . . .. . : .,
The Board agrëed"with this and the United States Navy and Army mem-- bërs undertook to seek the approval of their Chiefs of Staff - to this proposàl .I am pleased to inform ÿou that the Joint Chiefs ' of Staff have indicated that.they consider the interchange of Canadian and United 'States officers withinselected positions in their - respective services is desirable as 'a practical

measure of continuing collaboration and to assist in coordinating the armed
forces of -the two natiôns : ' The Joint 'Chiefs of Staff suggested that details of
the interchange, such as ' number of officers and selection of positions, be
arranged between the milita ry services concerned.

As the arrangement of the details has been left to the mili tary services con-cerned, the Secretary of War has directed the undersigned to handle theinatter in this casé as far as the War Depa rtment is concerned . I am therefore-taking the. matter up dirëct with General Letson and Air Vice-Marshal ' Curtis,
the Senior Canadian Army and Air Force Representatives on the PermanentJoint Board .
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It is believed that you will receive from the Senior U.S. Navy Member a 
similar communication in the near future. 

Very truly yours, 
Gu Y V. HENRY 
Major General 

11. 

952. 	 DEA/52-C 

Mémorandum du secrétaire, la section canadienne, CPCAD, 
: 	- 

 
:'au Comité de défense du Cabinet 

- PERMANENT JOINT BOARD ON DEFENCE 
• 

Discussions in the Permanent Joint Board on Defence have resulted in a 
draft 34th Recommendation a copy of which is attached. The Canadian and 
United States Sections of the Board undertook to ascertain whether a Recom-
mendation along these lines would be acceptable to both Govemments. The 
United States Section is anxious to hold an early meeting of the Board at 
which the Recommendation would be formally adopted. They are strongly of 
the opinion that useful and intelligent defence cooperation between the two 
countries would be assisted, at their end, if a clear statement of principles had 
been adopted as United States Govenament policy. 

The Chiefs of Staff Committee have approved the draft 34th Recommenda-
. rima in principle and there are political considerations in its favour which are 
regarded as important by the Department of External Affairs. Both the Cana-
dian and United States Governments have assumed an obligation under the 
Charter of the United Nations to register all agreements with the Secretariat. 
It is true that it would not be desirable to make public a detailed defence or 
security plan, but this is not called for. What is proposed is the registration 

, and publication of a number of very general measures of cooperation. If this 
were done, both Governments would be justified in taking the line that any 
detailed security or defence plan which might later emerge wa.s simply a 
practical implementation of the agreement already registered and would not 
itseN require registration. 

Because of the desirability of avoiding anything in the nature of a trearY 
or convention, the Board agreed that the best method of procedure would be 

to make a Recommendation which would be approved by both Govenunents. 
It could then be announced simultaneously by both Governments at an appro-
priate time and a valid and effective agreement would thus be entered into 
which could be registered with the United Nations. 

1608 

Memorandum from Secretary, Canadian Section, P.TBD, 
. to Cabinet Defence Committee 

TOP SECRET 	 [Ottawa,] April 16, 1946 
nreApT 14Tu TerrnmiurNmerrnm nw TT.= DRAFT 34TH RECOMMENDATION OF THE 
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Another argument for a public agreement lies in the possibility of premature
disclosure of the current secret discussions. In the view of the Board, public
attention will almost inevitably be drawn to the fact that plans for defence
cooperation are being discussed-indeed some newspaper comment has al-
ready appeared-and it is desirable that the two Governments should forestall
rumours and speculation by announcing agreed measures of cooperation which
are simple and straightforward.

It is learned that the United States Section may wish to suggest that sub-
paragraph (f) dealing with the exchange of military information should be
put into a separate and non-public Recommendation. They are fully prepared
to exchange military information but they feel that the publication of this part
of the Recommendation would put them under great pressure from many
other countries to enter into the same exchange arrangements, a course which
they would not be prepared to follow. It appears that a separate and non-
public Recommendation if strongly desired by the United States would be
acceptable to the Canadian authorities .

[PIÉCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE ]

Projet de la trente-quatrième recommandation de la CPCAD

Draft of Thirty-fourth Recommendation of the PJB D

TOP SECRET April 16, 1946

Discussions which have taken place in the Board have reaffirmed th e
importance of continuing to maintain, in peacetime, a close relationship
between the armed forces of Canada and the United States . It is submitted
that the obligations of the Governments of Canada and the United States
under the Charter of the United Nations for the maintenance of international
peace and security would be fulfilled more effectively through such a relation-
ship. The Board, accordingly, makes the following as its 34th Recom-
mendation :

In order to make more effective provision for the security of the northern
part of the western hemisphere, the Governments of Canada and the United
States should provide close cooperation between their armed forces in all
matters relating thereto and, in particular, should provide for the following
measures of cooperation :

(a) Assignment of personnel of the armed forces of one country to the
armed forces of the other country in such numbers and upon such terms as
may be agreed upon from time to time by the respective military, naval and
air authorities.

(b) Encouragement of the adoption, as far as practicable, of common
designs and standards in arms, equipment, organization, methods of training
and new developments, with due recognition being given in the special cir-
cunstances prevailing in each country .



7 (c) Encouragement of joint manoeuvres
'common - interest . t6. the. . ârmed forces :
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and joint .tests of . material o f

.„ .. , , , , . . _
(d) ' ° Reciprocal extension of its • military, naval'` and air' facilities- by each

çountry to the , arined forces of . the~ other country with each country con-
tinuing to provide ïreciprocally for transit through its territory and territorial
waters of military àircraft and public vessels of the - other country .

(e) Allocation of responsibility to each country for mapping and surveying
its own territôry ând providing ',niaps to the " other country on the scales
required for agreed needs .

(f) Free and compreYiensive exchange, of mili tary.. information insofar as it

'affects the seçûrity of .,tlie two countries, the , circulation of which shâll b e
subject y country.sto,such restrictions as ma y speçified bythe originating

953.

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux A ffaires extérieures
du Premier mihisire

Memorandùm f rom - Associate ,Under-Secretary .. of State for External A ffairs
to. Prime Minister

. . , .. . . . _ . _ ,
,Tor SECRET [Ottawa,] May 2, 1946

In its meeting on April 29th, the Permanent Joint Board on Defence
closely themade two recomrriendations : which are attached. Thesé . follow

! drafts: considered earlier by Cabinet Defence Committee and by, yourself.

, .The Recommendations have,been sent to Cabinet Defence Committee .
: _ _. . . . :

As regards- the 34th Recommendation dealing with - the exchange of

mili tary information; neither country desires that ', it be made public . When

it has been approved by both Governments it wi ll simply be put into effect
and no question of publicity will arise. This Recommendation is of con-
"siderable - value to-thè Canadian armed services sincè, until it is approved,

they are refused ~ access to a~ wide range of United States military information,
partic.ularly :, on ., research . and development, , which they are anxious to

'- obtain . '
. :

It is proposed that . the .35th Recommendation should be made public
on an agreed date in Ottawa. and Washington . . I think ! that publication should

- take place - under cover of a joint statement by the President and yourself,
which could give a fuller and less formal explanation of the purposes, than
can be incorporated in the Recommendation itself . There wi ll also be certain

points not suitablefor incorporation in the joint statement which ought to be
made here, especially with respect .to . the bearing . , of the agreement on our

own cooperation with members of the :British -Commonwealth .



The joint statement might play up the relationship of the Recommenda-
tion to the United Nations Charter and particularly to the first paragraph 
of Article 52 on regional arrangements. We must face the prospect that in 
some quarters both at home and abroad there will be a tendency to interpret 
this Recommendation as equivalent to the conclusion of a defensive alliance 
between. the United States and Canada directed against the possibility of 
attack by Russia. Such an interpretation may well be placed upon it in 
the U.S.S.R., while in the United Kingdom, and to some extent elsewhere in 
the British Commonwealth, it may be regarded by some people as impeding 
cooperation with other Commonwealth countries. 

I think it might be well, therefore, before agreement with the United States 
on a date for publication, to inform the United Kingdom of what we are doing 
and to tell them that we are willing to make an agreement with them in 
similar  ternis.  We could thus establish our position  clearly as prepared to 
cooperate closely with the United Kingdom in defence matters while ru ling 
,out sçhemes=  of exclusive Commonwealth defence arrangements. 

The State Department are inclined to favour early publication. They  • think 
that the international 'scene is now as propitious as it is likely to become and 
that it would be well to have the agreement a matter of public record before 
any new tensions arise. I understand that they will not secure formal approvàl 
of the Recommendation' from the President until the eve of publication, so 
that they cannot be accused Of keeping secret the fact that they have entei:éd 
into a defence arrangement with Canada. 

Froni  our own point of view I am satisfied that the agreement is useful 
and oug,ht to be welcomed by other Commonwealth countries. The problems 
to which its publication may give rise relate to the interpretation which may be 
placed upon it and not to its substance. 

[PIÈCE JOINTE 1/ENCLOSURE 1] 

Trente-quatrième recommandation de la CPCAD 

Thirty-fourth Recommendation of the PJBD 
TOP SECRET 

The Board considered its First Recommendation made August 26th, 1940, 
approved by the two govermnents and now in effect between the two Sec-
tions of the Board and through them transmitted to the armed forces of the 
two countries. This recommendation reads as follows: 

"It was agreed that there should be a full and complete exchange of mill-
tarY, air and naval information between the two Sections of the Board, with 
the understanding that each Section would bé free to convey to its government 
any information they received." 
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The Board decided that it was advisable to substitute for the First Recom-
mendation, the following Recommendation: 

Subject to the national policies of the two governments, there shall be a 
free and comprehensive exchange of military information in so far as it 
affects the security of the two countries, the circulation of which shall be 
subject to such restrictions as may be specified by the originating country. 

[PIÈCE JOINTE 2/ENCLOSURE 2] 

Trente-cinquième recommandation de la CPCAD 

Thirty-fifth Recommendation of the P.173D 

•TOP SECRET 

Discussions which have taken place in the Permanent Joint Board on De-
:fence, established' on August 17th, 1940, have reaffirmed the importance 
of continuing to maintain in peacetime a close relationship between the 
-armedlorces of _Canada and the United States. It is submitted that the obli-
gations of the Governments of Canada and the United States under the 
Charter of the United Nations for the maintenance of international peace 
and security would, be fulfilled more effectively through such a relationship. 
The Board, accordingly, makes the 'following Recommendation: 

In order to make more effective provision for the security of the northern 
, part of the Western hemisphere Canada and the United States' should pro-
" vide for cl6se*Coopei-ation,between their armed forces in all  matters relating 
thereto; and in particular, -through the following measures: 

(a) Interchange of personnel between the armed forces of both countries 
in such munbers and upon such terms as may be agreed upon from  tune 

 to time by the respective military, naval and air authorities. 
(b) Adoption, as far as. practicable, of common designs and standards in 

arms, equipment, organization, methods of training and new developments to 
be encouraged, due recognition being given by each country to the special 
circumstances prevailing therein. 

(c) Cooperation and exchange of observers in connection with exercises 
and with the development and tests of material of conunon interest to the 
armed services to be'encouraged. 
• (d) Reciprocal provision of its military, naval and air facilities by each 
country to the armed forces of the other country; each country continuing 
to provide reciprocally for transit through its territory and territorial waters of 
military aircraft and public vessels of the other country. 

(e) Allocation of responsibility to each country for mapping and surve 
ing its own territory and providing maps to the other country in accordance 
with agreed needs. 

1 

' 11 

0.  
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DEA/7-DA
Mémorandum du secrétaire, le Comité de défense du Cabinet,au Comité de défense du Cabinet

Memorandum from Secretary, Cabinet Def ence Committee,
t C

SECRET

U abmet Defence Committee

[Ottawa,] May 3, 1946
`AIR BASE REQUIREMENTS IN NORTHERN CANADA AND LABRADO R

1 . The following extract from the Journal of the Permanent Joint Board
on Defence, dated April 29th, 1946, is submitted for the consideration of theCabinet Defence Committee :

"The Board discussed at length the question of immediate air base require-ments in Northern Canada and Labrador. It was recognized that, although theUnited States at the conclusion of the war in Europe had declared the Crim-son Route in Northeastern. Canada to possess no continuing defence value,this declaration was based on then existing considerations. In general, the
Board were agreed that final decisions could not be reached until the joint
Canada-United States planning
It was felt, however, that the contemplhad , ated studies ot uld reveal~a nee d

dations .

number of air bases in the North and that considerations of prudence
for

and
economy indicated the desirability of maintaining these bases since to close
them down and later. to bring them back into operation would involve . con-siderable additional . expense . . The Board stressed the importance of the main-
tenance of bases required for the completion of the programme of photog-raphy for air charting and mapping. The Board 'agreed upon the following
conclusions and requested the Secretary of the Canadian Section to bring th

eto the attention of the appropriate authbrities :(
a) the Northwest Staging Route, including the a.irwa s s .stem - '~~Way and landline communication system, is vital to the defence of Canada

,
and, the United States . The operation of this Route " should not be reduced
below a level which will provide at all times for the safe transit of largebers, of military aircraft of, ail types . These faci lities \will be of little val

num-

not inunediately available for use on a large scale as no warning can be e ifpected of any future attack; ex-
(
b ) the facilities of the Mackenzie River Air Route should be retainedp

ending assessment of the defence value of all parts of the system b the
United States-Canada combined plannin y
maintained in an operating condition ins

g
o~~uas they are crequired fard theProgram

of trimetrogon photography and air chartering ;(
c) the aerodromes of the Crimson Route, including The Pas, ChurchillCoral Harbour ,

considered
(Southampton Island), Frobisher Bay and Fo rt Chimo, are

which to possess great strategic importance, the exact assessment o f, however, must await the findings of the Unifed States-Canada jointona~inggroup. Meanwhile ; these facilities should be retained and maintained
a fully operational basis insofar as they are required by the program of



h
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trinïetrôgoni photography and air charting. The full operation of Churchill !
however, is considered necessary., regardless of photographic requirements .

(d) Goose Bay is considered ;vital to the ..defence -`of the -United'States an d
Canada and should be maintained as a military bàsè~ on such a scale as t o
provide fox. .the. :statibning . of,operationa.l , squadrons as required ." . ;

E:' W. T . GILL

DEA/72-AN-4 0

Le secrétaire - du ,, Cabinet,- au secrétaire, la section canadienne, CPCAD -

SECRET ` . . . : . , : . . - Ottawa; May 13, 1946

Secretary to the Cabinet to Secretary, Canadian Seçtaonj PJBD

., , . . . .
Among the items

;
dealt withby the Cabinet at ahéir meeting of May 9th, :the,

following decisions .areof interest to the Canadian Section, Permanent Joint
Board on Defence :

Northerii de f ence facilities; =''maintenance of airfields
The Minister of National Defence reported that the Cabinet Defence Com-

mitteé had exaniiried the conclusions of the Permanent Joint Board respecting
air base requirements in northern Canada and Labrador, and had agreed as

follows :
(a) that .present arrangements for the maintenance of the Northwest Stag-

ing Route and ancillary facilities, under Service auspices, provided for the

operation of these facilities in accordance with the recommendation of the
Board ,,,- . , . .

(b) to recommend to the Cabinet :
(i) that . the_ .airfields on. the. .Mackenzie River'Route be maintained in an

operating condition until Octolier 1st, 1946, by ;the :Department .of Transport,

to. the standard required for the conduct of the air photography programme ;

H) that the - airfields at Churchill and The. Pas, . on the Northeast Staging,
Route, be maintam. e& in an operating,condition until October- 1st, 1946, by
the Department of Transport, to the standard required for the conduct of th e

air photography programme, and that the airfield . at Southampton Island be

maintained on a caretaker .. basis ; . - .. - - - ; :
A ii) that, in making : Churchill , airfield serviceable, the Department of

Transport, look- into the possibility - of{ making temporary repairs using local

labour ; :
~(iv) that the Air Force ..continue to, operate Goose , Bay airfield and that,

necessary, the : personnel required- for, this purpose (estimated at 500) b e

additional Ao presentty authorized ; establishments ;
(v) that the construction of married quarters for 25 men be authori zed, at

a cost not to - exceed $100 p00 ,• 'and

the light ., of. ;current' Canâdian-United :*States defencè. plànning . . .

.
: : . (c) that, the. whole'positiôn with• : respect .to :~ these airfields be reviewed in
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The Cabinet approved the recommendation submitted by the Minister -on 
behalf of the Cabinet Defence Committee on the understanding that Air 
Force operation of the base at Goose Bay would be continued without increase 
in presently authorized establishments. 

- 
Defence cooperation  with  the United States; 

P.J.B.D. 34th and 35th Recommendations 
The Minister of National Defence reported that the Cabinet Defence Com-

mittee had examined and 'discussed at length these Recommendations of the 
Board and recommended that the former be approved and that the latter be 
amended as to paragraphs (d) and (e) in order to make it clear that recipro-
cal provision of facilities and respon.sibility for mapping and surveying be 
subject to agreement between the two governments. 

The Cabinet agreed: 
(1) that the 34th Recommendation (exchange of military information) be 

approved; and 	- 
(2) that, in view of the important  considerations of policy involved, action 

upon the 35th Recommendation (measures of cooperation between the Armed 
Forces of the two countries) be suspended pending its further examination in 
relation to current defence discussions with other Commonwealth countries. 

Extension of Loran programme in northern Canada 
The Minister of National Defence reported that the Cabinet Defence Com-

mittee had also considered the Board's recommendation for approval of a U.S. 
request for continuation until May, 1947, of the joint experimental programme 
for low frequency Loran in relation  to navigation and for defence purposes. 
The Committee had agreed to recommend approval of this request as recom-
mended by the Board. 

The Cabinet approved the recommendation submitted by the Minister on 
behalf of the Defence Committee. 

E. W. T. GILL 
for the Secretary to the Cabinet 

A.G.L.M./Vol. 288, 1-5-2-1 

Mémorandum du Comité conjoint canado-américain de coopération militaire 

Memorandum by Joint Canadian-United States 
Milititry Co-operation Committee 

TOP SECRET 	 May 23, 1946  
REPORT OF PROCEEDINGS AT WASHINGTON, D.C., 20-23 MAY 1946 

1. The Joint Canadian-U.S. Military Cooperation Committee met in Wash-
ington, D.C. Monday, 20 May 1946 to Thuisday, 23 May 1946 inclusive in 
Room 3 E 673, The Pentagon Building. 

956. 
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= 2.a . The following :named ; :initially.- appointed : members of. the Committee

were present :
CANADIAN SECTION

Air Vice-Marshal W . A. Curtis Air Member for Air Staff

Maj . Gen. Daniel C. Spry Vice-Chief of the General Staff
Commodore H. G. DeWolf Asst. Chief of the Naval Staff

Air Commodore C. R. Dunlap Deputy Air Member for Air Staff

Mr. Ronald . M. Macdonnell Secty, Canadian Section, PJBD

Col. John H. Jenkins - Dir . of Mil . Ops. and Planning

Capt. H. N. Lay Dir . of Naval Plans and Intell.

Mr. E. W. T. Gill Secty, Cabinet Defence Committe e

U.S. SECTION

Maj. Gen. Guy V: Henry Sr. U.S. Army Member, PJBD

Rear Adm. M. R. Greer Jr. U.S. Navy Member, :PJBD

Mr. J. Graham Parsons, Secty, . U.S .- Section, PJBD

Capt . G. W. Anderson, Jr. Representative of the Navy Planner

Col. Robert J . Wood Representative of the Army Planner

Col. Elliott~ Vandevanter, Jr. Representative of the Air Planne r

b. The following named initially appointed U .S. members of the Com-

mittee were absent :
Rear Adm. R. E. Schuirmann, Sr ., U.S . :Navy Member, PJBD

Col . Chas H. Deerwester, Jr., U.S . Army Member, PJB D

3 . The following named additional, personnel participated in the meetings :

CANADIAN . SECTION

Group Capt : W. W. . Bean Directorate of Air Staff Plans

Col. W. A. B. Anderson Dir . of Military Intelligence

Lt . Col . F. Le P. T. Clifford Directorate of . Mil . Ops . and Plan .

Wing Commander R. F. Miller Secty, Canadian Planning Team

Lieut . Cmdr. E. F. Sheffield Directorate of the Nav. Plans and Int.

U .S . SECTION

Lt. Col . Stanley W. Dziuban Strat . & Policy Gp ., Operations Div .

Lt. Col . Francis E. Timlin Air Staff Plans

4. At the beginning of the opening meeting, the 34th Recommendation of
the Permanent Joint Board on Defense, Canada-U .S., which has been ap-
proved by the two governments, was read for the information of the Com-

mittee by Maj . Gen. Henry, who sat as Chairman :

Subject to the national policies of the two Governments, there shall be a
free and comprehensive exchange of military information in so far as it affects
the security of the two countries, the circulation of which shall be subject to
.such restrictions as may be specified by the originating country .

It was stipulated by both Canadian and U .S. Sections of the Committee that
such information as might emanate from each Section .during the meetings,
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either written or oral, should not be transmitted by the other Section to any 
third party, but should be restricted to essential Canadian and United States 
agencies. 

5. Views of the Canadian and U.S. Sections on diverse matters relating to 
the security of Canada and the United States and to the general subject of 
continuing military cooperation between the two countries were presented 
and discussed. 

6. The papers attached hereto, entitled as follows, were drafted and 
approved by both Canadian and U.S. Sections of the Committee for presenta-
tion to their respective Chiefs of Staff as the broad basis for the continuation 
and development of active military cooperation between the armed forces of 
the two countries: 

a. An Appreciation of the Requirements for Canadian-U.S. Security. 
(No. 1, 23 May 1946) 

b. Outline of Joint Canadian-U.S. Basic Security Plan.t (No. 1, 23 May 
1946) 

7. The Committee adjourned on 23 May 1946 for further study and 
examination by each Section of the matters in hand as a preliminary to further 
action thereon through the Permanent Joint Board on Defense, Canada-U.S., 
or at the next meeting of the Committee. 

GIN V. HENRY 	 W. A. CURTIS 
Major General, USA 	Air Vice-Marshal, RCAF  
Senior U.S. Member 	 Senior Canadian Member 

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

Mémoire du Comité conjoint canado-américain de coopération militaire 

Paper by Joint Canadian-United States Military Co-operation Committee 

May 23, 1946' 

AN APPRECIATION OF THE REQUIREMENTS FOR CANADIAN-U.S. SECURITY 

I: JOINT SECURITY MISSION OF THE U.S. AND CANADA 
1. To defend the territory of Canada, Newfoundland and the United 

States, including Alaska, and to protect the vital sea and air communications 
associated therewith, in order to insure the ultimate security of Canada and 
the United States. 

II: CONCEPT OF SECURITY MEASURES 
2. In the past North America has been coraparatively immune from heavy 

attack by a hostile power, due to geographical barriers created by the Atlantic 
and Pacific Oceans and the frozen wastes of the Arctic. Technical develop-
ments in the art of warfare occasioned by scientific progress have lessened this 
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immunity and portend that it - will diminish progressively. Hence we are now ,  
confronted 'with the necessity. of modifying our concept of defense for the 
United States and Canada. The principal advancements in the science of war ,  
responsible for this change are: 

a. The increased range of application of destructive power and armed force 
resulting from the development of modern aircraft, amphibious technique, 
guided missiles, and advancement in technique of submarine warfare. 

b. The increased destructive capacity of weapons such as the atomic bomb, 
rockets, and instruments of biological warfare. 	 , 

III: ANALYSIS OF THE INTERNATIONAL SITUATION 
3. It is impossible to estimate firmly the likelihood of a major war or when 

it might 'occur. It is reasonably certain that - no nation desires  to  become in-
volved in a war now, and that no major world power_has as yet developed an 
economic potential considered adequate to support a major war in opposition 
to à combinatiOn of p.  Owers which woUld include the United States  and  Canada. 
However, the possibility exists that a major world power might precipitate war 
or might extend its pbliCies to a point . which Canada and the United States, in 
their own  vital  security interest, cmild no longer 'tolerate.  This  possibility is 
emPhasized ,  by the present delicate inte rnational situation Which is character-- 
ized by the divergent tendencies in several critical' areas each of which con-
tain the seeds of possible' global conflict which could germinate with unusual 
rapidity. r .  

4. A major war involving  the United States and Canada may have as its 
inception an outbreak of war between European powers which would involve 
Great Britain, and with the eventual intervention of Canada and the United 
States on the side of Great Britain. It is possible ihat an alignment of certain 
nations:might overrun the European continent. Such hostile powers however, 
could not ignore the war-making potential of the United States, Canada and 
the unconquered members of the British Commonwealth of Nations which 
might therefore become targets for attack. Hostile powers would not forget 
that in World Wars  1 and II this potential was the decisive factor. 

. 	: 	. 	. 
IV: ENEMY CAPABILITIES AN-  D INTENTIONS 

5. Any power or.  Combination of 'powers capable of oVerrunning Europe 
woùld,  of necessity pôssess a gréat superiority  in nianpower and in organized 
ground' and tactical air. forces. It is reasonable to assume that such power 
Would also have' a' submarine' force which could be readily expanded bY 
modern production methods and could embody technical improvements 
developed by German scientists. However, there would still be certain weak- 

- 

nesses in such a war machine. No European 'or AsiatiC nation, with the ex-
çeption of Great -Britain, now possesses an adequate strategic air force, 
effective naval  -citface forces including, carrier striking forces, amphibio 
lift and support,  or the .  atomic bomb'.. It must -therefore be expected that anY

us  

War-ininded nation would make 'every effort to overcome'these, weaknesses 
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prior : to,; thë .,,commencemenf :'of hosili ties . Two factors which must be ac
corded appropriate consideration :in the development of any joint security plan,are . (a) .'the .enemy's determination to overcome these- weaknesses and (b) -the time interval involved in : rehabili tating war-torn industry and developing'European scienti fic: talent (including that of Germany) .

6. While the rate of reorganization and development of the war potential ;of Europe would affect th e time for the possible precipitation of a war, thecontinued reduction of U,S. and Canadian armed forces tends to improve
the relative abili ty of any other nation to wage war against our coû:ntries :

7 . Although enemy capabilities for offensive action against the U .S: and~Canada 'a"re limited , in 'lhe' immediate future, they wi ll progressively increase
as ostensible weaknesses ~ are overcome-attaining culminating proportions',when any potentially= hostile power has available a weapon of the destructive
effectiveness of the atomic bomb. Prior to overcoming these .weaknesses, : itis reasonable - to assume that any war-minded nation ;would ,attempt maximumgain by' all : methods short of a major war.

8 . On the other hand, - the completion of a vigorous program of economicand industrial- development plus possession of the atomic bomb would
change the picture . With such a weapon, any war-minded power would feel -confident of the abili ty to inflict significant damage to Canadian and . U.S.war-making abi lity and the will of our,people. to fight . It is the consensus,ofinformed scientific . thought that it will . . probably, require three to five years
for any pôtentiàl enemy to develop and produce the atomic bomb .A ,major invasion of Canada and the United States wi ll be beyondenemy capabili ties for at least several, years and would not be attempted:prior . to_ securing local ;air and- . naval superiority. However, an enemy mightattempt a limited invasion of Alaska, northern. Canada or other positions inthe'northern part of the Western Hemisphere for the
further o eratioais . against vital or more` densely purpose of projecting

populated areas of the
United States and, Canada . "'An enemy wouldundoubtedly initiate a vigorous

P ~,.submarine cam ai - includmg the use of mines; against U.S. and Canadianshi • . gPPm . Sabotage of ' U.S. and Canadian industry on the largest possible,s cale would likewise : be a practical certainty. The introduction of speciallytrained sabotage 'teams by air-or submarine, must be expected. Capabili ties
of potentially hostile powers to , conduct sustained long-range air operationswould .be s light inttially, but limited .long-range air attacks are possible . Astrategiç air o ffensive; against the United States and Canada would -probably ,be initiated as soon .as suitable, means were available. Pending availability of
the atomic bomb this air offensive would include-conventional type bombing,
and mine-laying in coastal or inland waters .

10. The extent Tof a' -threat of 'sabbtage and subversion in North Americadannot be fully estimated . It is evident, fiowevër, that - a serious threat existsin' this field which should diminish , as `our : nation s niobilize for war. Sabotageand industrial -~ slowdown , -throùgh~ subversion and demora lization_ would - be
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highly effective. Because of the difficulties of identifying and taking action 
against subversive groups in the United States and Canada such operations 
may be difficult to check. This threat is  •  one which offers great military ad-
vantages to an enemy with a minimum expenditure of military .  effort. It is a 
problem which merits the most thorough evaluation and countermeasure 
planning by the responsible civil and military agencies in the United States 
and Canada. 

11. Summarizing, it is estimated that the capabilities of foreign nations to 
undertake offensive actions against the United States and Canada will include: 

a. Initial capabilities in the next three to five years. 
(1) Sabotage in Canada and the United States by subversive groups and 

agents, some of whom may be introduced by air or submarine. 
(2) Destruction of United States and Canadian shipping by submarines 

including use of mines. 
• (3) Aircraft attacks of limited strength against our peripheral bases and 

facilities in Alaska and Northern Canada or minor harassing attacks at longer 
range against interior areas of Canada and the United States. 

(4) Occupation in limited strength of outlying positions in Alaska, 
Northern Canada or Greenland. 

(5) Biological warfare. 
b. Additional initial capabilities beginning about 1950. 
(1) Attacks with guided missiles, rockets, or aircraft launched from sub-

marines. 
(2) Very Long-range air bombardment of vulnerable areas of the United 

States and Canada possibly with atomic bombs. 
(3) Seizure of objectives in the 'subarctic regions of Canada, Alaska, or 

Labrador for purposes of: 
(a) Launching attacks by guided missiles, rockets or , aircraft against 

vulnerable areas or aerial mine laying in coastal or inland waters. 
(b) Launching airborne operations against vital strategic targets. 

- 12. Distinguished from the initial offensive actions against the United States 
and Canada set fôrth above, any power which had overrun the continents of 
Europe or Asia would have certain progressive capabilities. A series of air-
bOme or amphibious operations could result in the seizure of bases in Ice-
land, Greenland, Labrador or Newfoundland in the east, or in Alaska and 
northern Canada in the vvest. Should such operations be successful, the sub-
sequent development of these bases as springboards for the projection of  
further air and surface attack would constitute a serious menace to the security 
of Canada and the United States. 

V: PROBABLE ENEMY OBJECTIVES IN NORTH AMERICA 

13. Obviously the primary intention of an enemy in attacking the United 
States and Canada, would be to effect the greatest reduction of our war-mak-
ing capability and will to continue the war. In the selection of targets, de- 
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cision probably would be :based on their indispensability (a measure of their
importance to our war effort), and their susceptibility to being made ineffec-
tive by the means of attack at his disposal .

14 . Examination indicates that objectives in the following classes represent
significant segments of our war potential .

a. Nerve centers of executive, military and industrial control vital to war-
time mobilization. Washington, Ottawa, Montreal, New York and Chicago, forexample, are the -locations of the principal concentrations of governmental,
military and industrial administration neutralization of which, in the early
months of a war, by any weapon of mass destruction or temporary paralysis' by subversive activity would cause extensive demoralisation and confusion .b. Concentrations of industry, transportation and communications essentialto our tivar potential . Broadly speaking, the economic system of the Unite d
States and Canada is so extensive that effective neutralization in the initial
phases - would be - extremely difficult . Therefore, we may expect that initial
enemy attacks of a military nature would be directed against the most profit-able or highly concentrated industrial areas: The major industrial areas of theWestern Hemisphere are the , North . Atlantic Seaboard area stretching fromNova Scotia to . the Chesapeake and the Great Lakes region running from
Quebec to Chicago . However, sabotage pan be anticipated against all ele-•ments . of our national economy. In addition, there are a limited number of
precision targets, the Ioss of which would -have a serious effect upon our
ability to carry . the war to the - enemy. Outstanding in this category are the
atomic bomb factories, and the uranium mines at Port Radium .

c . Concentrations of populations . The shock . effect on the will of the people
to continue a war of a devastating attack directed against the largest cities of
Çanada and the United States might be, calculated by the enemy to be of
sufficient military value to prompt such a course of action .

VI :" PROBABLE AVENUES OF APPROAC H
15 . From examination of . the polar projection map- on the northern portionof the' Western Hemisphere, it is obvioùs that for an, attack on Canada and

the United States the only possible routes of approach are by sea or air from
either the east, west or north, or combination of these approaches . The
shortest approach to the northern part of the Western Hemisphere from th ecenter of gravity of the world island (Eurasia-Africa) is via the polar cap.
Feasibility of direct assault and entry by enemy forces from the north is com-
plicated by logistical problems which render :these operations by any but smallforces difficult . However, it is from this direction that the major air effo rt ,including a missiles attack, would probably come . It is considered that no
`world power, with the exception of Great Britain, has the capability of a
major assault by sea . It is concluded, therefore, that the most probable hostile
effort would be via air from the no rthwest, the north or the northeast with the
last named being the most likely approach of an attack in force in view of itsforming, the shortest route from the industrial heart of Eurasia . The stepping
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stones provided : by, such :locali ties a•s -Spitzbergen,- Icelànd,- Greenland, . and : the
-northern : Canadian islands would facilitate such: an approach : : :

VII : SECURITY MEASURES • REQUIRED. _ _ . . . . . . . _ , .
16 . The increasing capabilities , of _a , potential : : enemy to inflict ; serious

• damage on _ numerous targets of vital importance to . the military . strength of
. the , United States and. Canada ;indicate the firm : necessity ,. of, .keeping our
measures for security ahead of, his capabilities. The most . essential element. of security ~ wi ll be. provided -by preparedness for . effective- offensive action
designed . to 'carry the war to the ; enemy thus . to keep . the- areas , of, actual
conflict far removed from our centres . of,, population, and ;industrÿ. Neverthe-

. less, military forces must, in any, case, be provided for the , protection of the
most vital elements ''of our national ` economy and oùr` facilities 'for prosecut-. . , . . ; : . :, . .

.i . ~. . . : . . .. ,. .i , , .. ..
. :~~ .; - . . . ~. .

.

ang the warlo a successful conclusion. ._ ~. . : ~, . . . . . . . . .. . . . ::; _ . . . ._ ~~- .. .
17 . ,In :providing ; :for the security "of . Çanada and k the sUnitèd' , States, it isconsidered that _ measuresfor the initiation ; of offensive, action are beyond

the:scope of this , paper. Precautions agâinst~ sab .otage should be thè xesponsi-
bili ty of Canada , and the United States for their .respective .territo ries .~ . . . _ . . . . .., . , .

18 . Hence, the ~militarÿ tasks in the formulation of a joint Canadian-U.S., . . ~- . _. . . . . . , ,d . _ . _ , .
security plan must include provision for :

a.- An effective air defense system composed of the following iutegrate d
elements :

(1) A comprehensive air .warning, meteorological - and , communication
system. .

(2) A network of air bases . with facilities, and .supplies for the accom-
modation of adequate, numbers of interceptôr aircraft and so located as
to cover all avenues of approach at the maximum practicable distance

c. . Air and surface surveillance of all . critical areas , in order to provide

from vital strategic areas . :
(3) Adequate . numbers of interceptor aircraft in- ..:a mobile status de-

. ployed at air bases as required. ,
(4) Adequaté antiaircraft defenses in localities' of. strategic importance .

.'. b. A program of air photography and surveys designed to produce the
necessary maps and, ,charts ; topographic, . hydrographic and, other essential
information for Canada, Newfoundland and Alaska.

timely - warning of infiltration,- estab lishment of enemy basés or -âctual attack .

d . An antisubmarine force to protéct shipping and to seek : out and destroy
submarines which in the future may attempt , to launch airçraft or guided
missile attack ; and means for the control and routing of shipping .

e . Naval forces to 'control - the sea ' approaches-~. to 1, the-North - American

continent.
, f. Garrison forces of reasonable strength 16 ' defend coâstal ' areas, bases
and installations and,~ acting- in"conjunction - witli mobile forcés, to deny th e
enemy lodgment: in - the northdrn -:part ~of 'the Western Hemis`phere .
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g. A command structure capable of insuring prompt action, jointly where 
necessary, under emergency conditions. , 	, 	, •  

19. It is estimated that by 1950 the -offensive capabilities of a potential 
enemy  against the Western Hemisphere can assume menacing proportions. 
In view of the considerable time required for detailed planning and for the 
completion  of•  the above undertakings, it is essential that certain elements 
of these tasks be initiated hnmediately. Most urgent projects which require 
speedy attention are: 

a. The investigation of and establishment of essen.tial elements of the air 
'defense system. 

b. The program of air mapping and photographing. 
c. Collection of vital Arctic experience and scientifi.c data. 
4. Familiarization of, appropriate personnel, of the Armed Forces of both 

countries in military operations under extreme climatic conditions. 

VIII: JOINT TASKS OF THE ARMED FORCES 
I 

20. The joint tasks of thè.anned forces of Canada and the United States 
which may be reqiiired -  to carry out the joint Cinadian-U.S. defense plan 
are listed on pages 	to 	[sic] of the draft plan. , 

IX: REQUIREMENTS FOR COORDINATION AND INTEGRATION 

21. The fulfillment of the foregoing tasks will require action on the part 
of both govermnents and the implementation of joint detailed plans to meet 
security requirements. -Realization of the possible tempo of enemy action, 
particularly air, in event of hostilities emphasizes the necessity for the im-
mediate establishment of provisions for insuring effective unified action in 
time of war, the principal features of which are set forth in the attached 
Basic Security Plan (Annex A) (Revision of ABC 22). 

DEA/52-è 

•  Plan de sécurité de base canado-américain 

Joint Canadian-United States Basic Security Plan 

957. 

SECTION 

INTENTION 

1. This Plan is intende,d to provide for the co-ordinated or joint action of 
Canadian and United States amied forces in the defence of the territory of 
Canada, Newfoundland and the United States, including Alaska, and the pro-. 
tectioll of the vital sea and air communications associated therewith, in order 
to ensure the ultimate security of Canada and the United States. 
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SECTION II 

CONCEPT 

2. In the past North America has been comparatively immune from heavy 
attack by a hostile power, due to the geographical barriers created by the 
Atlantic and Pacific Oceans and the frozen wastes of the Arctic. Technical 
developments in the art of warfare occasioned by scientific progress have 
lessened this immunity and portend that it will diminish progressively. Hence, 
we are now confronted with the necessity of modifying our concept of defence 
for the United States and Canada. The principal advancements in the science 
Of war responsible for this change are: 

a. The increased range of application of destructive power and armed force 
resulting from the development of modern aircraft, amphibious technique, 
guided missiles, and advancement in the technique of submarine warfare. 

b. The increased destructive capacity of weapons such as the atomic bomb, 
rockets, and instruments of biological warfare. 

3. To counter these changes in forms and scales of attack possible against 
North America, co-operative action of Canadian and United States armed 
forces will be required for purposes connected vvith: 

a. The protection of vital areas of Canada and the United States against 
air attack. 

b. The defence of Alaska, Canada, Newfoundland (which includes Labra-
dor) and the United States. 

c. The protection of essential shipping within the northern portions of the 
Western Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. 	 • 

d. The protection of land, sea and air lines of communication in Canada 
and the United States. 

SECTION III 

JOINT MISSION OF THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA 

4.. To defend the territory of Canada, NeWfoundland and the United States, 
including Alaska, and to protect the vital sea and air communications associ-
ated therewith, in order to ensure the ultimate security .  of Canada and the 
United States. 

SECTION IV 

JOINT TASKS 

5. To accomplish the joint mission, the 'tasks set forth in this section are 
those which will be undertaken jointly by the armed forces of Canada and the 
United States; 

JOINT TASK ONE: Protect vital areas of Canada and the United States 

from' air attack. 
JOINT TASK TWO: Defend the northern area of Canada and  Labrador

protect the land, sea and air communications associated therewith. 

1624 
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JOINT TASK TIME : Defend Alaska and protect the land, sea and aircommunications associated therewith .
JOINT TASK FOUR : Defend Newfoundland (excluding Labrador) and pro-tect the land, sea and air communications associated therewith .
JOINT TASK FIVE : Defend eastern Canada and the northeastern portion ofthe United States and protect the land, ' sea and air communications associatedtherewith .
JOINT TASK six

: Defend western Canada and the northwestern portion of
the United States and protect the land, sea and air communications associ-
ated therewith .

JOIN T TASK SEVEN : Protect overseas shipping in the northweste rn Atlantic .
JOINT TASK EIGHT : Protect overseas shipping in the northern Paci fic.

SECTION VI

IMPLEMENTATION
14 . This plan will-be placed ine$ect by the Chiefs of Staff. of Canada andthe United Stâtes when ' so directed ° by the Governments of Canada and theUnited States .

SECTION VII

PREPARATORY MEASURES
15 . Certain measures wi ll. require implementa tion immediately order ~-

ensure the proper functioning of the Plan in the event of emergency . There~fore, implementation of preparatory measures will be effected by
agreements which will be embodied in annexes to this Plan when approvedby appropriate authorities : Preparatory measures of particular urgency in-clude :

a . Investigation and establishment of the essenti al elements of a commonsystemi -of air defence.
b . Program of air photography, mapping and charting . 'c
. Conduct of tests of equipment, clothing and supplies under Arctic con-

ditions and collection of scienti fic data in Arctic regions.d. Familiarization of appropriate personnel of the armed forces of bothcoun tries in military operations under Arctic conditions . ,e
. Collection of strategic information necessary for military operations inCanada, Newfoundland and Alaska.

SECTION VIII

CO-ORDINATION
16. Co-ordination of the mi litary efforts of the United States and Canshall be e$éctèd b3' " adadete mutuai co-opera tion except where unified command i snnined ' tô be apprôpriate . The forces of each nation shall be assigned
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tasks for whose execution• such:_forces -  shall be primarily responsible. These 
tasks may be as assigned in this Plan or by agreement between the Chiefs of 
Staff concerned. 

17. When operating on a basis of mutual co-operation, the forces of each 
nation shall aid and support to their ut.most capacity the appropriate forces of 
the other nation.- During such • operations, the Chiefs of Staff of each nation 
will retain the strategic direction and command of its own forces. 

18. Unified:commancl ,may be established over- any United States,and Cana-
dian forces operating in any area or areas, or for a particular operation: 

a. When agreed upon by the Chiefs of Staff concerned; or 
b. When  the  Commanders' of the Canadian and United States fàrces con-

cerned agree that the situation reqUires the exercise of unified command, and•
further agree as to the service that should exercise such command. All such 
mutual agreements shall be subject to confirmation by the Chiefs of Staff con-
cerned, but this provision shall 'not pfévent the irmnediate establishment of 
unified command by local commanders. in cases of emergency. 

19. Unified command, when. established, shall vest in one commander the 
responsibility and authcerity to co-ordinate the operations of the ,participating 
forces of both nations by the setting up . of task forces, the assignment of tasks, 
the désignation of objectives, and the exercise of such co-ordinating control 
as the commander deems necessary to ensure the success of the operations. 
Unified command shall authoriie the commander concerned complete freedom 
ohnovement of -all forces of either nation or any service und.er his command 
,to any .area 'within his jurisdicfion. Unified command, however, shall not au-
, thorize a commander exercising it to control the administration and discipline 
:of the fàrces. of the nation of which-he is not-an ;  officer, `nor 1to  issue any 
.instructions  to -such -forces IDeyond those necessary  for effective .co-ordination. 

20. The assignment of an area of responsibility to one nation shall ncit be 
construed  as  restricting -  the  r forces 'of the other nation 'from *temporarily ex-
tending appropriate operations into that area, as may r be mutually agreed 
between commanders 'concerned. 	- / 

, 

SECTION  

• CO-OPERATION AND LIAISON 

21. For all matters * requiring' comino.  n ractjon,  each' nation shall require 
'ifs commanders to establish liaison with and cà-àpérate with appropriate com-
manders of the other nation. 

22. Each nation will seek to provide within its own territory the base be-
ties necessary for the implementation of this Plan. So far as practicable, each 
nation will make available these • bases, harbours, and repair facilities for use 
by the forces of the other._ . 
' 23.. Arrangenients for mutual use- d areas and facilities during peace for 

:training, :.tests; manoeuvres or  'exercises will  be Made by special' agreement. 
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'Similar nrrangements will be made by special agreement for stationing of com-
bat forces- during peace . in the territory of the other nation ., -

24 . To . facilitate - com.mon , decision and action, Canada and the UnitedS tates will establish ;in Washington and- O ttawa, respectively, officers ' of an.Services who , will be charged with the duty of representing - their mi li tary,Services, vis-à-vis the appropriate mili tary service of . the other nation. They
will also arrange to assign liaison officers where needed for effecting direct
;co-operation . between commanders - of forces in the field .

SECTION X

REVISION. ,. _, , . .
- _ 25 . ..

_

This plan will be subject to any necessary revision annua lly, or atlesser intervals, if required . It wi ll be the responsibility of the Canada-UnitedStates Permanent Joint Board on Defence to initiate this review not laterthan JuIy l st of each year. This review will include the preparation of a jointappreciation . r

SECTION XI

26: Preparatory measures; mili tary forces and failit iorganization and ces ta be provided ,command responsibilities, and communication principlesrare seu-forth in annexes ; to the- Plan . These annexes . . will be revised- fromlime tâqime: as necessary : . ... _ . . . :
(Annexes are, under preparation and when approved by appropriate Cana-dian ' and United States ' authorities will be included in the Plan.)

DEA/52-C

have been at _work with the - object of producing for their respective govern-

, . ,.Mémorandum dù secrétaire dù Ca.binet au Premier ministre
Memorandum f rom Secretary to the Cabinet to Prime Minister

.TOP SECRET
Ottawa, June 12, 1946

RE : DEFENCE OF NORTH AMERICA ; CANADA-U .S . JOINT PLANNIN G
1• You will remember that . on May 9th , last the Cabinet, on the recom-

mendation of the Permanent Joint Board on Defence, approved the re-
vision' of the existing Canada-U.S. joint plan for the defence of NorthAmerica . Since that date, Canadian and U.S. military and civil representatives

ments - a joint appreciation and joint plan upon -which defence policies canbe based and joint :projects undertaken:
2 . z This planning is now taking shape. . At meetings with Our officers heldiu Washington :May 20th to 23rd, the U .S . representatives submitted a draft

appreciation which• had previously beenapproved by the U.S. Chiefs of Staff.



This was àmended somewhat to meet points raised by the Canadians and 
is now before out Chiefs of Staff. It is to be followed by a draft joint plan. 

3. The conclusions of the draft  appréciation are grave. • They may be 
modified somewhat by the Canadian Chiefs of Staff but they are unlikely 
to undergo any material alteration before being submitted to the goverrunent. 

Very briefly the conclusions are as follows: Estimated capabilities of the 
only potential aggressor (unnamed), taken with possible developments in 
long-range guided missiles and the atomic bomb make it unsafe to assume 
that North America will be free from attack for more than five years—beyond 
1951. Such an attack could not assume the proportions of invasion by 
substantial sea-borne land forces until a later date, but the danger within 
this short period is of an order as to call for the construction of an 'early 
warning" system and other installations in the Arctic regions before long, 
the North being the vulnerable aspect of North American defence. 

4. The nature of the draft joint plan which will follow is forecast in the 
draft appreciation. It will clearly involve heavy expenditures of money and 
effort on the part of Canada or the_United States, or both jointly. Its nature 
had already been forecast in numerous unrelated requests from U.S. authori-
ties for permission to establish weather stations and the like in Northern 
Canada, and for the undertaking of exercises and experimental projects _ 
of varying magnitude. 

5. There is no doubt that, from several points of view, these developments 
'will constitute one of the most difficult and serious problems with which the 
government will have to deal, within the next few years. The initative bas 

 been wholly that of the United States but our own military advisers will 
certainly, on purely defence' grounds, reach similar conclusions. They may 
feel, however, that, on all the evidence, we have more time than U.S. 
authorities have estimated. It is, I think, likely that the importance which the 
U.S. government attach to acceptance and implementing of joint plans will 
be emphasized by an approach on the highest level. 

In these circumstances, the government will probably have to accept the 
U.S.7the'sis in general terms, though we may be able to moderate the pace at 
which plans are to be implemented and to some extent" the nature of the 
projects which are to be undertaken. 

6. At the moment the Chiefs of Staff are examining the draft joint appreci-
ation. They will meet next week, with Wrong and me (whom they have kept 
in constant touch with developments) to decide what advice should be ten-
dered thereon to the govemment. Subsequently they intend to submit both 
draft documents to the Cabinet Defence Committee prior to recommendations 
going forward to the Cabinet. 

It is intended that the principal intelligence and planning officials should 
present their views of the situation to the Cabinet .Defence Committee. The 
hope has been expressed that you vvill be able to attend a second meeting of 
.the Committee when the essential details could be pre'sented. 
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7. One of the difficult features has been "the submission by U .S . .authoritiesof miscellaneous. and, in many cases, : unrelated requests . The Chiefs of Staffwould like to defer action upon all such separate items unti l the . government
have had an opportunity of deciding upon the general problem and given their
decision upon the joint appreciation and joint plan. This morning the Cabinetdeferred decision, upon a U.S. request to establish a weather station on
Melville Island, until you were presen t and the general political problem could
be discussed.

8 . . This matter might be given priority on Cabinet agenda once the Budget
proposals ; are out of the way .

A. D. P. H[EENEY]

959
. DEA/52-C

Mémorandum du représentant canadien principal, le Comitéconjoint canado-américain de coopération militaire,
auomité'dés chefs d'état-major

Memorandum from Senior Canadian Member, Joint Canadian-United States
Military Co-operation Committee, to Chiefs of Staff Committe e

TOP SECRET June 18, 1946

JOINT CANADIAN-UNITED STATES BASIC SECURITY PLA N
1 . In accordance'with the decision of the Cabinet of December 19, 1945, a

Canadian planning team has met with a United States planning team to form
the joint Canadian-United States Military Co-operation Committee for the
purpose of revising ABC-22 .

2. Attached is a draft of a Joint Canadian-United States Basic Secu rityPlan which has been prepared jointly by Canadian and United States Plan-ners, and agreed to by the Canadian Section of the Joint Canadian-Unite dStates Military Co-operation Committee. Agreement from the United States
Section of this Committee has been sought . When a reply has been received
from them, it will be communicated to you.

3 . The Plan is based on the "Appreciation of the Requirements - for
Canadian-United States Security No . 1, 23rd May, 1946" which has already
been submitted to you .

4. It is desired to bring to your attention that, like ABC-22, ' this new basicSecurity plan is a war plan, providing for a series of Joint Tasks to be under-
taken by Canada and the United States in the event of an emergency. How-
ever, unlike ABC-22, certain preparatory measures (e .g., provision of facili-
ties and forces required ' in time of peace in order that the tasks may becarried out , in time of war) are included in the Plan and it is felt that these
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deSérve special comment. In parti  cular, •  a clear distinction' must be drawn 
between the Joint Tasks in Sections IV and V and the Preparatory .  Measures= 
in Section VII. , 

5. Section IV and V of the Plan outline the Joint Tasks to be performed in 
time of war. This delineation of tasks would be required in any defence plan 
for Canada but in this case specifically relates. the Canadian tasks to those of 
the United States. These are normal tasks for, and the normal responsibility-
of, the Canadian defence forces. 

6. The tasks as presently set out in'broad terms' in the basic plan do not, in 
themselves, commit Canada to any immediate .increase  in  -present military 
establishments. : _Each task will, however, require to be developed in detail in 
an appropriate.  amiex.. The annex, or annexes, will show the forces and facili-
ties necessary, indicating any changes in present forces and facilities required, 
and each annex will, of course, require separate Government approval. 

7: The preparatory measures on the other hand do imply in certain instance s 
more immediate com.mitments, -but they .-,are- joint, :United States-Canadian 
commitments and - as stated in  Section  VII will only_ be imple-Mented "by 
specific agreements which will be embodied' in annexes to this Plan when 
approved by appropriate"an thorities".  Bach  preparatory measure will there-
fore require specific agreement by either or both Governments as appropriate' 
and approval' of the basic Plan at this stage does not include of itself approval 
of specific measures involving expenditure of funds or raising of forces. 

8. When the particular preparatory measures listed in. Section VII are ex-
amined it will be seen *  that  'only those listed in para.' 15, sub-paras. (a) and 
(b) are likely to require any substantial additional appropriations; those listed 
in sub-paras. (c ) , (d) and (e) are normal Canadian defence requirements' 
and Should not involve, certainly not during the balance of the fiscal year 
1946-47, any additional appropriations. 

9. The measures in sub-para. (a), namely, "investigation and establishment 
of the essential elements of a common system of air defence" will involve 
considerable expenditure for forces and facilities. Further„ these preparations 
will require a relatively long period to complete and since, in accordance with 
the Appreciation, they must be completed by 1950, the initiation of the 
necessary measures is a matter of urgency. For the balance of the current 
fiscal year, however, no additional expenditures are anticipated as the detailed 
investigation and planning required for the preparation of the appropriate 
annex or annexes will undoubtedly take considerable time. 

10. Similarly, the measures in sub-para. (bj, namely, "the programme Of 

air photography, mapping and charting", will not involve additional expendi -
tures for the current fiscal year since the 1946 programme is already under-
way and could not be expanded before next summer. 

11. It may be said, therefore-, that no additional appropriations will be 
required for the implementation of ariy preparatory measures before the fiscal' 

l'63OE 
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year 1947-48, but in the interim detailed proposals can be worked out and'
submitted to the Government for consideration .

12 . It is therefore requested that the basic Plan, if acceptable, be approved
at an early date . Early approval Of this" Plan will facilitate the necessary joint
discussions and the detailed planning necessary for the preparation of the
annexes referred to in Section XI . It will also provide a basis for consideration
of various United States proposals for specific projects in Canada .

W. A. CURTIS

Air Vice-Marsha l

. 960.
DEA/52-C

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au sous-secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

`Ambassador in "'United States to Under=Secretary of Statefor External ~ A ffairs
TOpSECRET

Dear Norman- [Robertson],
Washua.gton, June . 21, 1946 ,

I had lunch today : with Mr. Acheson . and Mr. Hickerson, Mr ._ Stone wasalso present . . I took advantage of this opportunity to discuss very informally
with them certain aspects of our joint defence problems .

I expressed the hope to the Acting Secretary of State that the War De a rt-ment would, not press us too hard with urgent requests for quick action in thefield of defence in the north . I said that, while developments in the north were
perhaps relatively small . items in the defence plans in this country, they were
for us matters of great importance, s trategically and politically . In this con-nection, I said that I sometimes wondered whether the Joint Defence Board
might not develop a tendency, on occasion, to become a determining instru-ment of high policy . In addition, I thought that it - was sometimes a little
difficult to keep track of all the activities of the Board because of the fact
that some of its communications pass between the two secretaries while others
pass direct-from General Henry to Canadian service autho rities .Mr. Acheson and Mr: Hickerson seemed sympathetic to the point of view
which I put forward and will, I think, give some consideration to it .I think this will be helpful. I also think that as a result of my talk with theActing Secretary of State today he will put himself more into the joint defencePicture . Hithe rto he does not seem to havè had time to follow it very closely .
He was definitely interested, however, in what I had to .say to him and i feel
sure that he will manage in the future to keep himself more closely informed
as to what is 'actually going on .

doe

s

We spoke also .about the Board's 35th Recommendation. Mr. Hickerson -
not share my concern as to the possible serious . poli tical implications~
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inherent in this Recommendation. He argues that practically everything that 
the Recommendation proposes is now, in fact, being done—interchange of 
personnel, exchange of rights and facilities on military installations, etc., 
—and the approval of the Recommendation would be merely the confirma-
tion of a situation which now exists and a good way of tidying up the loose 
ends. As it now stands he regards it as an excellent document. Mr. Hickerson's 
agreement with this Recommendation is, indeed, significant as normally he 
has a profound distrust of the military mind and all of its works—a distrust 
which he does not hesitate to express in no uncertain terms. 

Yours ever, 
MIKE [PEARSON] 

961. 	 DEA/52-C 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures' 

Memorandum by Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs' 

TOP SECRET 	 [Ottawa,] June 28, 1946 

THE POSSIBILITY OF WAR WITH THE SOVIET UNION 

(in connection with the Joint Appreciation of the Requirements 
for Canadian-U.S. Security and Joint Basic Security Plan) 

1. The purpose of the Basic Security Plan is to make effective provision 
for the defence of North America in the case of outside attack. While the 
Joint Appreciation names no anticipated enemy, it is obvious that the Soviet 
Union is the only possible enemy which has entered into the calculations of 
its authors. In the Joint Appreciation the conclusion is reached that the 
U.S.S.R. could undertake air raids, sabotage and submarine warfare against 
Canada and the U.S. within the next 3-5 years (paragraph 11a), and that 
after 1950 "the offensive capabilities 	 against the Western Hemisphere 

• can assume menacing proportions." (paragraphs 11b and 19). Whereas it 
'is  the  duty of the military advisers of the Govemment to assess the military 
capacities of the Soviet Union to attack the North American continent, it is 
the responsibility of the Department of External Affairs to estimate the 
possibilities of the outbreak of such a war. 

2. We can dismiss the idea that Canada alone might be involved in war 
with the U.S.S.R.; even in the very milikely event of an unprovoked Russian 

Des modifications furent apportées à la 
main, probablement par M. Wrong, sur la 
copie de ce mémorandum dans la collection 
des documents de M. Wrong (Archives 
publiques du Canada; MG 30 D94). Les 
principales modifications sont indiquées dans 
les renvois en bas de page. 

Handwritten amendments were made, 
probably by Mr. Wrong, to the copy of this 
memorandum in the collection of ivir• 
Wrong's papers (Public Archives of Canada; 
MG 30 D94). The principal amendments are 
shown in the footnotes. 
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attack on Canada, we could rely on the immediate  and full support of the 
United States. We cannot dismiss the possibility that at some future date 
the U.S.S.R. and the United States will be at war with each other, and we 
must recognize that in such circumstances it would almost certainly prove 
impossible to preserve Canadian neutrality. We cannot altogether dismiss 
the possibility that in the event of a European war involving the U.S.S.R. 
on the one side and the United Kingdom on the other, we might find ourselves 
at war with the U.S.S.R. while the United States was still neutral; in that 
event, however, it is likely that the U.S.S.R. would refrain from attacking 
any North American territory, with a view to encouraging the United States 
to stand aside as long as possible.' 

3. The circumstances in which the defence plan would become fully 
operative can, therefore, for practical purposes be limited to the outbreak 
of a war involving both the United States and the Soviet Union. Such a war 
might begin by the deliberate choice of either the Soviet or American Gov-
enunents. While it is improbable that the United States Government would 
ever decide that it was in their national interests deliberately to provoke a 
war with the Soviet Union, such a decision is not entirely out of the question, 
especially if friction at many points of the globe should continue, accom-
panied by subversive activities in the United States. So long as the United 
States is the sole possessor of atomic weapons—and particularly if they were 
to believe that the Soviet Government was on the verge of similar or equally 
overwhelming discoveries---there might grow up a wide-spread popular 
sentiment that war with the Soviet Union was inevitable and should, there- 

t 1 1  fore, be undertaken at a time of their own choosing, while they possessed 
the enormous advantage of the atomic bomb. 

t 

3 

c 	I 	
1 Ceci était ajouté à la fin de cette phrase: This was added to the end of this 

L; 	 sentence: 
 

e 	 or would at an early stage attempt to paralyze the U.S. by a devastating attack on 
industrial and administrative centres. 
or  twenty" rayé. 	 2  "or twenty" crossed out. 

4. It is no more and probably less likely that the Soviet Union would in the 
next few years deliberately provoke war with the United States.  Should the 
Russian leaders ever feel confident that they have developed military strength 
superior to that of the United States and the United Kingdom, they might 
then, in order to attain their ends, consciously risk the involveraent of the 
United States in war against them. Although it is apparent, both from secret' 
intelligence and from public information about the plans for Soviet recon-
struction and development, that they intend to continue to concentrate effort 
on the building up of their military potential, nevertheless most well-informed 
persons agree that devastation, war weariness and the needs for raising stand-
ards of living make it highly unlikely that the Soviet Government will de-
liberately seek involvement in another great trial of arms within the next 
fifteen or twenty2  years. 
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5: The great danger , for the shorter term -lies in the possibi lity that general
war may~ arise out of some local conflict of interests, against the wishes of ,the
great powers concerned ; For, example, the .breakdown of four-power control
in Germany, the outbreak of bitter civil war in northern China, or a coup
d'état in, Trieste, might lead to fighting which, once begun, could not be
stopped: There are acute friction points all round the limits of the Soviet zone
of influence in Europe and Asia. The blundering diplomacy and inability to
compromise of the Soviet - Government seem almost certain to lead to som e
local confl agrations.

6 . During the next ten years or so, therefore, the danger of attack on Nort h
America is most likely to come as the result of the spread of some local con-
flict until it involves the great powers in such a way that they could not stay
out if they would. Such, a danger, although not imminent, is . present today . It
seems more likely to increase rather than diminish -during the next few years.
This is because there is little prospect of a satisfactory meeting of minds
between the Soviet Union and the western powers . If in time the ~ restraints
arising from the -sole possession of the atomic bomb by the United States ar e
removed, the danger may rapidly increase:

7. Furthermore, one of the chief causes of the present . strains . and stresses
cannot be removed by any process of negotiation . It arises from the funda-
inental difference in outlook towards the rest of . the world between Moscow

and. the western powers . The hopes have waned that the , years of al li ance
against Germany and the partnership in establishing the United Nations were

closing the gap. A troubled and uneasy world suits the Soviet book. Theyl are

not se riously interested in international trade and are taking steps to make
their . economy still more self-contained . While their policy continues to be
supported2 by a crusading zeal for the spread of Communism-a zeal kept

-alive at home by the carefully-preserved ignorance 'of the Soviet peoples about

the outside world-=it is essentially self-regarding and nationalistic . The Sovie t
leaders are unmoved by the humanitarian considerations which exercise a

powerful influence on opinion in western count ries. The more the rest of the

world is distraught the safer they feel within their own zone .

`8 . In essence, however, Soviet policy is * defensive . While there is a re-
semblance in technique between the diplomatic practices of the Kremlin and
those used by Hitler, it would be most misleading to push the comparison

far. For instance, the Soviet Government completely controls one-seventh o f

the earth' & surface and alreadÿ possesses, unlike Nazi Germany, a vast field
for inte rnal development. The Russian peoples also do not share the Germa n

illusion that they are a master race . Their leaders, however, have determined
that it is in their interest to wage a constant' war of nerves . So long as thi s

1"They" remplacé par "The Russian 1"They" replaced by "The Russian leaders" .

leaders" .
2 "at home" ajouté après "suppo rt ed" . 2 49at home" added after "supported" .
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frame of mind prevails we shall ° have recurrent I
crises, no sense of security,and the risk of uncontrollable local outbreaks

. There is no indication that itis likely to change.

962 .
DEA/50220-40

Le représentant principal de l'armée américaine, CPCAD
,

au secrétaire, la section, canadier;ne, CPCAD

Senior United States Army Member, PJBD,
to Secretary, Canadian Section, PJBD

Dear Mr. Macdonnell, Washington, July 3, 194 6

Thank you for your letter of 8 June 1946 t informing me of the 'con-currence of the Canadian Government for the United States Army Air Forcesto institute a regular air transport service between Iceland and Alaska.It is contemplated to start initial experiment al flights preliminary open-ing this service from Ladd Field, Fairbanks, Alaska, about 1 Au sto 1946.The duration of these flights will increase as crew members obtain elexperienceand as the necessary data indicating navigational difficulties, reliabili ofcommunications, and analysis of Polar air masses, has been obtained ànd
sufficient photographic reconnaissance made showing land masses navi-gational landmarks along the route and areas adjacent fromrhih navi-chart

s may be constructed and other safety precautions developed . As son
fligh

astthese preliminary flights indicate that the route can be flown with reasonablesafety, the regular service will be instituted .
As requested by the Canadian Government, pub licit in this mat tera y ter will bekept minimum

. The Army Air Forces invite six Canadian representa-
tives to participate in this prelimina ry work and wi ll also include Canadiobservers after the re an gular
it is suggested that .individuals are

the f°ll wm For the pre
liminary wark, '

but this a mere suggestion and this matter is left entirely in the hands of thetproper Canadian authori ties :

2 Pilots
2 Navigators
1 Specialist in electronics
1 Weather specia lis t

These
individuals can be replaced from time to time as the Canaties deem expedient

. It is further suggested that any Can
d

.dian authori-

u1

y bservers
selected report at Ladd Field, Fairbanks, Alaska, between 25 J1`~ugust 1946, and, if ~practical, the names, ranks and qualifications

and
individuàls be furnished this office prior to 25 July in order that of th

e
the Com-
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manding Officer, Ladd Field, may be notified and the necessary arrangements 
made for their reception. Any data acquired on these flights will of course be 
made available to the Canadian Government. 

Hoping that the above is satisfactory, I remain, 

Sincerely yours, 
GUY V. HENRY 
Major General 

963. 	 DEA/231 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire 
par intérim en Grande-Bretagne 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Acting High Commissioner 
in Great Britain 

Sir, 
In your recent despatch No. A. 453 of June 13t you referred to certain 

=defies aroused in London by plans being prepared in Washington for 
Western Hemisphere defence. You also mentioned in the closing paragraph 
of the despatch some speculation concerning Canada's relationship to those 
.proposals being indulged in by those who tend to be critical of what they 
consider to be Canadian aloofness to plans for Commonwealth defence. 

O 
2.. As you are aware, there has been speculation from time to time in 

Canadian and U.S. newspapers as to whether or not there is any comiection 
between Canada and Inter-American defence arrangements. 

3. The answer is, of course, that Canadian-United States and Inter-Ameri -
can or more accurately United States and Latin American defence  arrange-
'ments have been kept in water-tight compartments. This has suited both 
Canada and the United States, since on Canada's part there is not felt 
to be a demonstrable need for extending our defence responsibilities in a 
southerly direction, while on the part of the United States there has been a 
recognition of this fact and perhaps no great desire to see Canada intervene 
in a Pan-American organization which they regard as functioning under 
United States leadership. Occasionally voices are heard arguing that hemi-
sphere defence is a single problem calling  for a single plan and common 
action, but no support for this geometrically attractive theory has come for-
ward in political or military circles in either Canada or the United States. 
The implicit basis of understanding on both sides • is that Canada and the 
United States will see to their common defence interests, leaving it to the 
United States, acting in concert with the other nations involved, to take care 
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of the remaining areas in the hemisphere, such as the Caribbean, the
: âp-proaches to the Panama Canal, the bulge of Brazil, and so forth.

4 . It is true that within the past year we have had tentative enquiries from
Washington as to whether we would care to associate ourselves formally
with future Pan-American defence conferences and agreements

. There was
clearly no strong ,desire on the part of the United States that we should
adopt this . course, and when we indicated that we would prefer to take no
action for the time being the matter was dropped .

5 . Some interest has been aroused and a question was asked in the House
by the Leader of the Opposition concerning the Inter-American Military Co-
operation Bill recently submitted to Congress by President Truman, since the
administration had explained that its provisions would apply to Canada

. Aswas pointed out in Mr . St . Laurent's reply, we were not consulted about thedrafting of this measure
. (Through the Permanent Joint Board on Defence,

we knew informally about its eneralg provisions and objectives) . It is es-sentia lly enabling legislation which will authorize the United States Govern-
ment to do a good deal in the way of fu rnishing other American Governments
with weapons, supplies, technical assistance, training, etc

., on favourableterms
. Its object, of course, is to bring about a high degree of milita rystandardization, if not of efficiency, in the hemisphere . It is unlikely to affect

Canada except to the extent that our armed forces may wish to procure
equipment under its terms from the War and Navy Departments. This traffic,might perhaps develop in time into something substantial but not until de-
cisions of principle have been taken with, regard to whether United States or
United Kingdom patterns should be adopted . For the immediate future, itseems probable that transactions with Canada under the Bill will be confined
to relatively insigni ficant amounts of equipment.6 . If there is any conclusion to this despatch, it is that those - who are :troubled over Canadian pa rticipation in Inter-Ame rican defence - are con-iunng up, a ,bogey that does not exist . Occasions arise when this can be tact-fully pointed out. To critics . of the nature of Canadian-United States defenc e relations,the only answer is that they are logical and - inescapable . As a StateDepart

ment official once remarked, the United States would want clos ewith Canada even if, instead of being inhabited by de lightful people, it werepopulated by baboons . The reverse situation would also be true. Given thefacts of geography, aviation and - modern technol otions~ gy, a close defence rela-p is inescapable
. What must be emphasized to critics is that this

relationship need not and should not be exclusive .

I have etc.

N. A. ROBERTSON
for the Secretary of State

for External Affairs
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964. 	 DND/193 009(D53)  • 

Mémorandum du Comité des chefs d'état-major 
au Comité de défense du Cabinet 

Memorandum from Chiefs of Staff Committee 
to Cabinet Defence Committee 

TOP SECRET 	- 	 [Ottawa,] July 15, 1946 

CANADIAN-UNITED STATES JOINT APPRECIATION AND BASIC SECURITY 
PLAN; COMMENTS THEREON BY THE CHIEFS OF STAFF 

- 1. We have considered the draft Canadian-United States Joint Apprecia-
tion and Basic Security Plan, and submit the following comments thereon. 

2._ It must be recognized that there are considerable difficulties in present-
ing  •  a Joint Appreciation and Plan where the particular conditions of each 
country have to bè carefully considered. While it may appear desirable to 
change the construction and wording of many paragraphs in these papers, 
we do not recommend such action provided the general principles are 
acceptable. 

JOINT APPRECIATION 	- 

3. Intelligence material on which the Plan has been based was obtained 
mainly from United States sources and  • supplemented by what little Intelli-
gence was available' here from United Kingdom sources. R.A.F. Intelligence 
has, however, confirmed that the basic assumptions on the air side in the 
Appreciation are in line with those being . made in current United Kingdom 
planning. 	- 

4. Our Canadian Intelligence" organizatio n  is not sufficiently developed to 
be able to produce viry much material from its own sources, nor is it yet 
capable of assessing the value of Intelligence  from other sources. Therefore, 
this paper is based largely on the United States assessment of the scales and 
probabilities of attack 'against this continent. Further; the Chiefs of Staff are 
not in a Position to offer useful comment on the Intelligence background on 

Which this Appreciation is based. This situation is now being remedied as a 

result of recent reorganization of the Service Intelligence Directorates, re-
vitalization of the Joint  Intelligence Committee, and opening up of direct 
Intelligence - channels with « the United Kingdom and the United States. 
Matters will imp.  rove within 'the next few months and by the time this Plan 
is due for revision (within the 'nekt year), the Canadian Intelligence organi-
zation should be able to, produce an independent and well balanced Intelli-
gence Appreciation. 	• 

5. In the light of these observations, the Appreciation leading up to the 
Plan has been carefully 'reviewed and the following comments are made: 

(a) the Appreciation is considered a sound basis on which to develop the 
Plan, bearing in mind our observations above regarding the sources of In- 
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telligence . However, we feef thé conclùsion that , the , pot 'éntial` enèmy ~will. =be
in possession of the atomic bomb, in~ operational quantities within the next
three to five years may be open to question . The Chiefs of Staff are not in a
position to either confirm or to refute this assumption . Be this as it may, we
agree 'that the probabilities of the- 'potential eriemy are such that air raids of
considerable magnitude, on our country, carrying the atomic or improved
conventional type bombs, will be possible within the period of three to' five
years ; :

(b) we ' also consider it possible that extensive submarine warfare, in--
cluding bombardment with_ V-type mi ssiles by submarines ;" is feasible within
the same pe riod;

(c) the threat to vulnerable areas in * this country by attack from seaborne
guided missiles is a possibility within the next five years, but it is not con-
sidered that attacks with land-based guided missiles or rockets are much' of
a -pôssibility within ' the next :five years ~unless ~ based on North American
territory ; and'

• _(d) the threat by subversive internal elements is not considered' as alarm-ing as is shown in the Appreciation. However, it is felt that this 'activity is'one :
which is foreign to - the Canadian way of life and is a method of attack with
which we have had very, li ttle experience but at which a-potential enemy may
be most adept.- ;Therefore, - ,the- question of a Fifth Column within this country
is quite possible , and does warrant careful consideration during the days of
peace. It may ; well,be remembered the disastrous effect of the Ger anmethods with `their Fifth Column in France, Poland :and. Norway in, 1939-40 .
These activities may ' be only' too readily forgotten and" it is drawnto attention
that, in the opinion of the - senior German Commanders who have recently
béeri i.nte'rrôgated,- they considered their_ own Fifth Column activities to be° .no
match whatever, for those of . the potential enemy. :

THE PLAN

6 . The Plan in, general appears to be sound, adequate .and feasible . How-
ever, it would add to the clarity in the paper and aid in further planning if the
primary responsibility for each Task was clearly stated . In the case of TaskNo . 1 (the air defence of the continent), it is not easy to decide - at the outsèt
who is the primary or predominant partner . It is felt that the following factors
should be considered :

(a) the size and extent of the vulnerable areas to be protected in each ,country , and the proportionate financial and manpower resources of each
country ;

(b) The need for the standardization of equipment and procedure in many
cases, which will no doubt require the use of United States equipment and
procedure in . the whole : scheme ; and

(c) the necessity of safeguarding the sovereignty2of .Canada .7 . Therefore, after consideration of the above factors, we : feell that, the
United States should be the' primary partner in Task No : 1, and :that Canada'
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should be the secondary partner, assisting the United States in the air defence 
Of the continent. Canadian sovereignty might be safeguarded by allowing the 
United States to contribute the bulk of the equipment required for installations 
in Canada without Canada relinquishing control of these installations. Can-
ada's share in the undertaking would be proportionate to the size and extent 
of the vulnerable areas to be protected and the financial manpower re-
sources of each country. 

8. We recommend that there is some urgency in advancing the establish-
ment of the air defence scheme, as the Task is of such magnitude it will take 
a number of years to accomplish. While we appreciate that no large scale 
invasion of this country is possible for a considerable number of years, no such 
assurance can be given that air raids of considerable magnitude or attacks by 
small airborne forces are not possible within the next three to five years. 

9. We accordingly recommend to the Cabinet Defence Committee that the 
Appreciation and Plan should be approved and that our Planners should be 
authorized to continue negotiations, subject to the approval of the American 
government, to complete the annexures which will indicate the scope and 
responsibilities of each country adopting this Plan. 

• - 	0. M. SOLANDT 	 C. C. MANN 

Director General of Defence  Research 	Major-General 
for Chief of the General Staff 

H. E. REID 	 • 	ROBERT LECKIE 
Vice-Admiral 	 Air Marshal 

. Chief of the Naval Staff . 	Chief of the Air Staff 

965. 	 A.G.L.M./Vol. 287 

Le secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures 
au consul général à New York 

Acting Secretary of State for E'xternal Affairs  • 
to Consul General in New York 

TELEGRAM' 368 	 Ottawa,  August 30, 1946 

SECRET. Following for General McNaughton from Macdonnell, Begins: We 
have received a most interesting proposal from the United States Section 
which  •r have communicated to the Service members in a memorandum, the 
text of which follows: 

Memorandum from the Secretary, Canadian Section, Permanent Joint 
Board on Defence. SeCret. The Secretary of the United States Section  bas 

 inforMed me that at the next 'Meeting of the Board the United 'States Section 
expects to propose for discussion the draft 36th Recommendation quoted 
below. It would be appliCable to co-operative measures Which might ulti-
mately be' agreed to under the -provisions of thé , 35th,  ReCommendation and 
it 'shotild; therefore; be read in .Conjunction. with .  that 'Recommendation. The 
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United States; Section think it' `would - help ' to make the position clear toOfficérs associated with any 'future agreed'projects as well as to others inter-ested. The draft has received preliminary approval in the - State, War and
Navy Depa rtments :

Draft 36th. Recominendation :
"Recognizing that in time of peace the joint construction or maintenanceof military projects, the carrying out of joint tests or exercises and` the use bycountry of military facilities in the other country should be governed,byycertain principles, to be applied on a basis of reciprocity, the Board adopted

the following as its 36th Recommendation .~
(a) Military `projects or joint tests or exercises located -within the te"rri-tory of one country, or the terri tory leased by one country, should be underthe supervision of that country provided that this ' supervision shôuld not be

exercised in such a way as to prevent the effective carrying out of the project,
.test or exercise agreed to by both countries :

`(b) Publicity in regard to military projects, or to joint tests or exercislocated within the territory of one coun es
count try, or the' territory leàsed by onery, should be the responsibility of that count ry an& releases desired bythe ather country should be fully cleared in advance with t hcountry. ë responsible

`(c) Military projects, tests or exercises in one country, or in the territoryleased to one country, whether carried out jointly by both countries or wholly, by . the other. country should give to the other country no rights and .nostatus, tem.porâry or permanent, other than as agreed upon by the a' p` ro=priate officials .of the : two countries in authorizing the project, test or exercisein quéstion.' "

From the point of view of the Department of External Affairs, this draft
recommendatiôn is regarded ` as very desirable: If adopted; it would help~ toset u ,Test certain doubts that 'have been expressed about real or apparent
impairment of Canada's soverei nt throughg Y participation by United States~forces in joint defence measures . Ce rtain drafting changes may be su estedi by Exte rnal Afiairs .but the substance is regarded as satisfactory . Ends .g
966 .

A.G.L.M./Vol . - 287
Le consul général à New York au secrétaire d'État par intérimI aux Affaires extérieures

Consul General in New York to Acting Secretary of Statefor External Affairs
TELEGRAIVt CG-552 New York, Se temb

e
-SECRET. Following for R. M. Macdonnell from McNaughton,

p r 2, 1946

Begins :
1• Your teletype No . 368 dated 30th August received .
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2. I fully agree .as to desirability of establishing the principles given in the 
draft of proposed 36t1 Recommendation as submitted by U.S. Section, Per-
manent Joint Board. 

3. In proposing drafting changes please consider the following: 
First, Preamble insert after "other country" following words "comma as 

agreed ,by the proper officials of both countries comma"; also alter "on a 
basis of reciprocity" to read "on a reciprocal basis". In the above connec-

, tion consider it important to have "agreed" in preamble in view of deletion 
suggested in. para. (a). 

Second, Para. (a) Delete "provided that this supervision should not be 
_exercised in such a way as to prevent the effective carrying out of the project, 
test or exercise agreed ,to by both countries". In this connection I think it 
would be-  unfortunate-  to include words which suggest a doubt of good faith 
in the canying out of any agreements which mig,ht have been made. 

Third, Para. (c) Delete "no rights and no status, temporary or permanent, 
other than as agreed upon by the appropriate officials" and substitute "only 
such temporary rights and status as are agreed upon by the officials". In this 
connectioii the wording as suggested by the U.S. implies that permanent 
rights can be acquired through agreements with officials. I think that any 
such implication would be most unfortunate. Ends. 

967. 	 W.L.M.K./Vol. 389 

Mémorandum' du  représentant principal de l'armée américaine, 
CPCAD, à la CPCAD 

• 
Memorandum from Senior United States Army.  Member, PJBD, to PJBD 

SECRET 	 Washington, September 9, 1946 

SUBJECT: DISCUSSION OF CANADIAN-UNITED STATES MILITARY SITUATION 
1. Since the last meeting of the Board, our Cooperation Committee has 

drawn up an Appreciation of the Requirements for Canadian-United States 
Security, and in addition a Basic Security Plan. At present it is at work 
on the Air Anriex 'thereof. . 

2. This Joint Appreciation has been approved by both the Canadian and 
United States Joint Chiefs of Staff. Therefore, we must consider that these 
high ranking military officials consider the Appreciation sound, and one on 
which the Security Plan should be drawn. 	• 

3. The outstanding feature of this Appreciation is that in a period of 
approximately five years hence, a potential enemy will be able to inflict 
serious damage on .the vital areas of Canada and/or the United States by 

aerial bombardment froin long-range aircraft or by various other types of 
aerial guided missiles, or-other new weapon attack employing atornic bomb 
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warheads. This is a new and 'révolutionary:idea in warfare and ' the main ' dutyof our Joint Cooperation Committee is to' produce a sensible- plan that willgive maximum Protection against these new and devastating means of attack .This period of five years is being questioned . . The United States be lief is that,for planning purposes, - this period should be taken, and is considered a c -servative, proper estimate. The time may be a little too short, but certainlynot overly short, if a potential enemy puts his energies and capabili ties ontype of attack. this
4. Military, principles have in-the past laid down that the best defensethe offense . The United States considers thi snew principle holds true isunder thi sconception of aerial warfare, but the subject~ of the strategic offense isbeyond the . scope . of the Joint Canadian-U .S: Security Plan ;andmust, of necessi be that PlantY~ . primarily a defensive one .5 . The Joint'Appréciation also shows that an aerial attack a 'North American continent will almost certainly come over the Polarg~st the

which
;due to Canada's geographical position, means over Canadian erri~to ry~~This places Canada In . a pecu liar 'position. First, her vital areas' are within~range of devastating aerial attacks, and second, the Canadian territory Will bethe path for aerial attack on the United States no matter what m ÿ be theCanadian belligerent situation at the time in question . Further, security Canadian

will be largely dependent on United States installations in Alaska,
Newfoundland, Greenland, Iceland, and elsewhere

; and conversel UnitedStates securi
ty will be largely- dependent upon installations in Y' mted

ritory stretching from the Atlantic to the Paci fic . Such a situation has n ver.before been .true for either country, , nor ever before has the securit ofNorth American continent been in- jeopardy . From now on, ho ev y
the

er, withinthe foreseeable future, the. security of the .homeland of both Canaa and theUnited States is unalterably bound up one with the other and will re uire theutmost of coordination between the armed forces and the milit policiesthe two countries
: It is fel~t that both countries must look upon thi .s new • o

f
tary problem in that light. mili-

6• I am positive that in carrying out his ' view; the Hi CommUnited States in nothan ri way wishes ~to infringe on Canadian soh verei
and of the

ghts, nor in an y tm y Cana-Y y interferé with Canadian tie sB ritish or obligations to theCommonwealth. That High Command looks upon it urel as at~Y problem, the efficient solution of which will require a more i timate~andicomplicated . Joint cooperation than has heretofore been achieved between theforces of the two sovereign nations .
7.

An effective air defence will require a comprehensive air
warningmeteorological and communications system with air bases for interceptor

,
air-craft, all placed at the maximum practical distance from vital strate areas .

For the local defénse of the North American continent this mean sStates installations in Alaska, Greenland and Iceland, and eith United
milarCanadian or joint United States-Canadian installations in Canada, Labradorand Newfoundland .
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Thé United States expects to deploy extensive forces in Alaska and hopes 
to do the same in Greenland; and it is hoped that the Canadian public will 
realize that these U.S. deployments are essential to the security of Canada. 

The air routes to these outposts lie across Eastern Canada and the North-
weit Staging Route, and it is felt that the military traffic over these routes will 
be. so extensive that small United States servicing detachments at certain 
Canadian airfields along the same will be mutually advantageous to both 
countries. 

8. Strategically, the United States Air Forces wish to push out on the 
perimeter as far as practicable. Harmon Field, Newfoundland, a United States 
leased base, is too close in to be strategically well situated and is too con-
tracted to hold the garrison already approved for this general area. U.S. Air 
Forces would therefore like to station tactical groups at Goose Bay Air Base, 
:Lalrador. 1  The tactical groups presently contemplated would consist of one 
(1 ) very heavy bombardment group and one (1) fighter group, together with 

, the necessary supporting trooPs, leaving at Harmon Field one (1) very heavy 
bombardment group, one (1) fighter group and one (1) all weather fighter 
squadron, plus one ( 	very long-range reconnaissance squadron, together 
with the necessary supporting troops. 

9. The Canadian Government has asked the United States Government to 
clarify the position of the United States troops at Goose Bay, and it is be-
lieved that  at  an  appropnate tinie the State Department will enter into  dis-
- cussions vvith thé Canadian  and  Newfoundland .Governm.  ents regarding this 
"matter. 

. However, the above are the desires  of the  US. Army Air Forces and these 
_would 'appear  in  line with the recommendations of the Board at its 29 April 
11946 meeting, of which the following is a quotation: 
"Goose Bay is considered vital to the defense of the United States and Canada 
.and should be maintained as a military base on such a scale as to provide 
for the stationing of operational squadrons as required." 

This is also in accord with the statement  bÿ. the Joint Canadian-U.S. Staff 
Planners dated 19 June 1946 which reads: 	 . 
"The Planner Section deems it appropriate to point out to the Members of 
the Joint Canadian-U.S. Cooperation Committee the outstanding significance 
of  this base (Goose Bay) in future 'defense plans. 
"While the detailed plan has not yet progressed to a .degree whereby a definite 
statement of future requirements at Goose Bay can be presented, the vital 
necessity for the utilization of this base in any defense system for the northern 
portion of the Western Hemisphere has already'become obvious. It is believed 
that the necessity for thé military utilization of Goose Bay is of such Unix'''.  
tance as to warrant the forwarding at this time of this information to the 
Canadian Chiefs of Staff Cortunittee. It would certainly be desirable if final 
arrangements would permit of the presence of *United States units at this 
base." 
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' 10. ..As the members of the Board know, : the United ' States Weather Bureaurequested, through diplomatic channels, autho rity to, install certain weather.stations in the Canadian Arctic. This request was purely civilian. It does,however, fit into the milita ry picture and is one , step in the meteorologicalcoverage for the ' military security of North America as contained in a Com-mittee report submitted to the Board by memorandum dated 4 Se te1946. The United States Joint Chiefs of Staff, 'in approving the Basic Se ub t
,

yPlan, ordered the U .S . Joint Intelligence Committee to prepare a tentativeout line for Canadian-United States intelligence collaboration for considerationof our Joint Cooperation Committee . The Army Director of Intelligence hasalso made a recommendation that a long-range comprehensive intelligenceplan for joint . Canadian-American development of information ~telligenceconcerning
the geographic ad environmental features, of the Pa arelre ence

and its natural resources be undertaken, this plan to include an extensivemapping and photographic . project and the estab lishment of a network ofobservation stations for recording weather, magnetic and other basic informa-tion, together with a series of expeditions throughout most of Arctic Canadaand Alaska .
11 . The United States Joint Chiefs of Staff, in commenting uponStates defense matters in general, state in substance that they United

most
matters of this kind relating to Canada and the United States wili be

worked out through the medium of the Joint 1Vlilitary Cooperation Committeeand the Permanent Joint Board on Defense,
Canada-United States .12 . I thinlc all

the Board members realize that there are difficulties oboth sides of the border in solving this very complex proble nm of the securiof the North American continent. under present foreseeable military condition s,but if our Appreciation of the ability of a potential s'accurate, the problem must be worked. out, a d I believe camn so b e themutual benefit of both ` countries. e done to

Guy V. HENRY
Major General

968 .

Mémorandum du Comité des chefs d'état-major
au Comité de défense du Cabine t

, , . . . ., .

. DEA/7-DA

Memorandum from C,hiefs of Staff Committee
to Cabinet Defence Committée~ '

SECRET- .

[Ottawa, September 9, 1946]
ESTABLISHMENT OF JOINT SERVICE EXPERIMENTAL STATION : CHURCHIL L1• We have had `under review the matter of research, ' devèlô menttesting of service equipmèrit under conditions -of extreme cold p

and
and we con-



sider that a Joint Services .  Experimental* Station should be established at 
Churchill for testing purposes. This memorandum seeks approval of a short 
term  plan to permit the conduct of tests during the coming winter. 

2. At the present time the airfield at Churchill is being maintained in an 
operational condition by the Department of Transport but that arrangement 
terminates at the end of September when plans call for its maintenance on a 
considerably reduced scale. 

3. Some time ago the U.S. authorities approached us through the Per-
manent Joint Board on Defence with the request that a permanent joint 
U.S.-Canadian Arctic Experimental Station be established at Churchill or 
some other suitable locality. The provision of facilities, as now proposed, is 
intended to meet these joint requirements during the coming winter. If ap-
proved, the project will be carried out under Canadian control and with U.S. 
participation invited on a somewhat smaller scale than that they originally 
suggested. This limitation of U.& participation arises from the restricted 
quarters which can be made habitable for the coming winter.' 

4. Accordingly we have agreed to recommend to the Cabinet Defence 
Committee a short term plan for the administration of the Churchill station 
as set forth in Appendix "A" attached.t The implications of this proposal 
are that: 

(a) Army would assume the responsibility for the camp at Churchill (ex-
clusive of airfields, hangar, control tower and associated equipment and 
facilities)  on  October lst, 1946, and would finance the necessary repairs in 
connection therewith; 

,(b) Air Force would assume the responsibility for the airfield, hangar, 
control tower and associated equipment and facilities, (less radio range and 
meteorological facilities) on October 1st, 1946, and would finance the 
necessary repairs in connection therewith; 

(c) Department of Transport would continue to operate the radio range 
and meteorological service; and 

(d) Existing buildings such as hangars and living quarters would be re-
paired, and owing to the remoteness and rigorous climate of Churchill, a 
limited', number of the present living quarters would be converted into mar-
ried quarters. 
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O. M. SOLANDT 
Director-General of Defence Research 

CHARLES FOULKES 
'Lieutenant-General 

Chief of the General Staff 

H.  E. REID 	 ROBERT LECKIE 
Vice-Adiniral 	 Air Marshal 

'Chief of the Naval Staff 	 Chief of the Air Staff 
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Le secrétaire d'État aux A ff aires . extérieures
au consul général à New York

1647

DEA/52=-C

Secretary Of State for External. Affairs to Consul General in New York

TELEGRAM 429 Ottawa, September 10, 1946
SECRET . Following

for Macdonnell, Permanent Joint Board on Defence, fromWrong, Begins :
1
. The Cabinet Defence Committee did not end its meeting yesterday after-noon until too late for me to communicate with you last night. Major-General Mann,-'

however, was present during the discussion of the items of
chief concern to the PJBD and he has doubtless informed the

: Canadian Sec- ,tion of the results .
-, 2 .- The following were the chief decisions :
(a) The short term plan on, joint services experimental - station"at Churchillto permit the conduct of tests next winter was approved

. This provides forparticipation by the United States Services to the extent of 100 all ranks out
of a total personnel of 560 ;

(b) . The recommendations of the Chiefs "of Staff concerning weather sta-tions in Canadian territory were also approved .. These include reopening by
the United States of their stations at Padloping Island and Indian House Lake,
for continued use of five other stations in Eastern Canada now o eratedthem and joint use of the River Clyde station to provide additional observa-tions desired by the United States . Approval is given on a . tempo r ary bas s :only on the understanding that Canadian personnel, at our discretion may beincluded in the staff of any station, with the ob ject of eventual operation b yThe United States authorities are also to be asked to em o civiliany
weather bureau personnel rather than military personnel as far as ossibl

enot completely. The Interdepartmental Meteorological Commit tee is in-,strueted to initiate at once a complete survey of prèsent . and future re uire-ments for weather stationS in C d qana ian terntory . Ends .

970. .
DEA/52-C

Le sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux A flaires extérieuresau :secrétaire, .le Comité des chefs d'état-major •r
Associâte `Under-Secretary of State for External A ffairs

to Secretary, Chiefs of Staff Committee
SECRET Ottawa, September .28;: 1946At the :

meeting of the Permanen t Joint Board on Defence, Sépteinber 1~9-2Ô ;the Board considered further its 35th Recommendation . The fo llowin isextract from the Journal: g an-_ _ , . . . _ . .
'Vice-chef de-1'état-mâjor ' général. 1 Vrce-Chiéf of the `(iéneral Staff. ' ``
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"2. On the initiative of the United States Section, members of the Board 
have been considering the desirability of recommending certain principles' 
which should govern the carrying out of joint defence projects in the future. 
The Secretary of the United States Section suggested that the adoption of such 
principles would provide guidance to Commanding Officers connected with 
such projects; would facilitate the negotiations of the procedure to govern 
future projects; and would provide safeguards of value to both Governments. 
Reduced to their essence, the principles suggested by the United States Section 
would provide that: 

(a) Defence projects should be under the supervision of the country in 
whose territory they are carried out; 

(b) Such projects would confer no permanent rights or status to the other 
country, and only such temporary rights and status as were agreed upon for 
the project in question; and 

(c) While public information on such projects should be the primary 
responsibility of the country whose territory' was being utilized, all public 
statements should be made by mutual agreement. 

The Chairman of the United States Section suggested that inasmuch as 
these principles would be related to the Recommendation made by the Board 
on April 29, 1946, to provide for a close co-operation between the Canadian 
and United States Armed Forces, it would seem desirable to incorporate the 
principles in that Recommendation by an amendment thereto. The Secretaries 
of the Board presented a draft text embodying such principles as an amend-
ment to the 35th Recommendation. After discussion a text was agreed upon' 
which was thought to be satisfactory and it was decided to consider the matter 
and discuss it with appropriate officials in Ottawa and Washington prelim-
inary to adopting the amended Recommendation when the Board next meets." 

I attach five copies of the proposed 35th Recommendation as amended.' 
Sub-paragraph (f) contains the new material. 

This amendment was proposed by the United States Section. They believe 
that it might be of value if these principles which have been implicit in United 
States policy were officially stated and publicly recognized. There is no desire 
on the part of the United States to question Canadian soverèignty or Canadian 
capabilities and the amendment to the 35th Recommendation would make 
this clear to all. - „. : , 

- In the view of -this Department -it Woùld be in the Canadian interest to have 
this amendment adopted and approved since it underlines the right of Canada 
to be mastei in her own house: Moreover, the 'addition of these principles as 
part of the 35th Recommeridation Makes it clear that nothing in the earlier 
parts'. of the ' Recommendation can be interpreted as impairing Canadian 
sovereignty in any way. . 

Voir le document 952. 
2  Voir la pièce jointe, document 973. 

See Documènt 952. 
2  See Enclosure, Document 973. 
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I hope that this question can be considered by the Chiefs of Staff at an 
early date with a view to sending their Recommendations to Cabinet Defence 
Committee. 

H. H. WRONG 

971. 	• 	 DEA/52-C 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures 
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Memorandum from Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

SECRET 	 [Ottawa,]  October 8, 1946 

The Chiefs of Staff Committee this morning considered the revised text of 
the 35th Recommendation of the P.TBD. I took the line that this should come 
before the next meeting of the Cabinet Defence Committee and that, at the 
same time, there should be submitted some minor alterations in the language 
used in paragraphs (d) ànd (e). The revision of the 35th Recommendation 
was merely to add paragraph (f) to the old text. When the first version was 
before the Defence Committee changes were proposed in paragraphs (d) and 
(e), designed to preserve the authority of the governments in making military 
facilities available to forces of the other country, in providing reciprocal 
transit rights and in determining responsibility for mapping programmes. It 
was unfortunate that these rev.  isions were not made in the text when para-
graph (f) was added by the Board, but I think that they can be cleared quite 
readily in Washington and approved by the Board when it meets next, about 
mid-November. The Chiefs of Staff agreed to this course. 

I also raised the question of publication. From the purely domestic point 
of view, it would be a good thing to have the recommendation a matter of 
public record, and publication would be a full answer to any charges of the 
conclusion of secret military agreements. From  the  international point of 
view, the recommendation would be treated as the announcement of a de-
fensive. alliance against the USSR. That, indeed, is what it is in essence, 
although not in form. Since it was drafted, the beam of Soviet propaganda 
has been turned on defences in the far North and undoubtedly publication of 
the recommendation would provide a further occasion for attacks on us and 
the United States. The decision must be essentially a political one and I am 
not clear what we should do. On the one hand, Soviet propaganda does not 
need much in the way of fuel and the addition of a little more may not make 
much difference. On the other hand, publication would make it more difficult 
to carr- y out even modest and essential work in the far North without giving 
rise to alarmist reports. 

H...W[RoNG] 
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972. DEA/7-DA

Mémorandum du secrétaire, le Comité des chefs d'état-major ,
au Comité de défense du Cabinet

Memorandum from Secretary, Chiefs of Staff Committee,
to Cabinet Defence Committee

SECRET [Ottawa,] October 10, 1946

P.J .B .D . ; 35TH RECOMMENDATION (REVISED)

1 . The Permanent Joint Board on Defence, at . their meeting of September
19th-20th, further considered their 35th Recommendation .

2 . The United States Section suggested that it would . be desirable to estab-
lish the principles under which joint Canadian-United States defence opera-
tions or projects should be undertaken . They therefore put forward for con-
sideration a revision of the 35th Recommendation by the addition of certain
clauses which would establish this p rinciple .

3 . Attached is a copy . of the 35th Recommendationl with paragraphs (d)
and -(e) revised, in accordance with the decision taken at your` meeting of
May. 8th, 1946, and with paragraph (f) added to incorporate the revision
proposed by the Permanent Joint Board on Defence .

4 . The Chiefs of Staff Committee considered this matter at their meeting of
October 8th, 1946, and agreed that the proposed revision of the 35th Recom-
mendation was desirable and would aid in safeguarding Canadian sovereignty .

5 . The Chiefs of Staff, therefore, recommend :

(a) 'approval of the proposed revision to the 35th Recommendation ; and

(b)" that considerâ.tion .be given to the question of making the text of the
35th Recommendation :. public at a suitable time .as âgreed * between the two

countries . .

J. W. C. BARCLAY

Acting Lieûtenânt-Commander

973 . DEA/50218-A-40

Mémorandum du secrétaire, le ' Comité de . déf énse du Cabinet, au Cabinet

Memorandum f rom Secretary, Cabinet Defence Cômmittee, to Cabinet

[Ottawa,] October 21, 1946

PERMANENT JOINT BOARD ON DEFENCE, 35TH RECOMMENDATION * (REVISED)

1 . Submitted`herewith is the `35-th Recommendation of"the Permanent

Joint Board on Defence in the form of a revised draft.
. Y,. . . . .

1 Voir le document 'suivant. 1 See following document .
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-2. The original Recommendation, which set forth certain principles of 
cooperation between the Armed Forces of the United States and Canada, 
was placed before the Cabinet at their meeting of May 9th. At that time, 
it was agreed that, in view  •  of the important considerations of policy in-
volved, action be suspended pending its further examination in relation to 
current defence discussions with the Commonwealth countries. 

3. On the initiative of the United States Section, the subject was reopened 
at the September 19th meeting of  •  the Joint Board. Certain amendments to 
the original Recommendation were then proposed, which are designed to 
safeguard the sovereignty and protect the interests of the country in whose 
territory joint exercises are undertaken. In essence, the added clauses pro-
vide that: 

(a) defence projects should be under the supervision of the country in 
whose territory they are carried out; 

(b) such projects would confer no permanent rights or status to the 
other country, and only such temporary rights and status as were agreed 
upon for the project in question; and 

(c) while public information on such projects should be the primary re-
sponsibility of the country whose territory was being utilized, all public 
siaternents should be made by mutual agreement. 

4. The Canadian Section of the Board undertook to bring the draft 
Recommendation, in its amended form, to the attention of the Canadian 
authorities. It has been considered by the Chiefs of Staff, who favour its 
acceptance, and by the Cabinet Defence Committee, who agreed that, because 
of its importance, it should be considered by the full Cabinet. 

5. It was previously intended that this Recommendation, upon being 
approved by both countries, be made public as a regional arrangement within 
the framework of the United Nations Organization. If, therefore, the revised 
draft is accepted, the Cabinet may wish to consider-  whether or not it should 
be published. 

E. W. T. GILL 

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

Trente-cinquième recommandation de la CPCAD 

Thirty-fifth 'Recommendation of PJBD 	• 

Discussions which have taken place in the Permanent Joint Board on 
Defence, established on August 17th, 1940, have reaffirmed the importance 
Of  contin.uing to maintain  in peacetime a close relationship between the 
Alined Forces of Canada and the United States. It is submitted  that  the 
Oligations of the governments of Canada and the United States under the 
Charter of the United Nations for the maintenance of international peace 
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and security would be fulfilled more efEectively : through such a'relationship .
The Board, accordingly, makes the following Recommendation :

In order to "make more effective provision for the security of the northern
part of the western hemisphere, Canada and the United States should provide
for close cooperation between their Armed Forces in all matters relating
thereto, and in particular, through the following measures :

(a) interchange of personnel between the Armed Forces of both coun-
tries in such numbers and upon such terms as may be agreed upon fro m

time to time by the respective military, naval and air authorities ;
(b) adoption, as far as practicable, of common designs and standards i n

arms, equipment, organization, methods of training and new developments t o
be encouraged, due recognition being given by each country to the specia l

circumstances prevailing therein ;
(c) cooperation and exchange of observers in connection with exercises

and with the development and tests of material of common interest to the

Armed Services to be encouraged ;
(d) reciprocal provision, by mutual arrangement, :[between the govts]i

of its military, "naval and air facilities by each country to the Armed Force s

of the other country ; each country continuing to provide reciprocally fo r
transit through its territory and territorial waters of military aircraft and publi c

vessels of the other country ; *
(e,) subject to any special arrangement which may be _entered into, each

country wi ll be primarily responsible for the mapping of its own territory
and for the provision of maps in accordance with"agreed needs ; *

(f), in time of peace certain principles should govern the joint construc-
tion or maintenance of military projects, the carrying out of tests or exercise s

and the use .by one country of military facilities to the other country, when
such activities have been approved by the appropriate authorities of both
governments, and these principles should be app lied on a reciprocal basis a s

follows :
(i) military projects or joint tests or exercises undertaken within the terri-

- tory of oné country , or the territory leased by one country, should be under

the supervision of that country ;

(ii) military projects, tests or exercises, agreed to by both countries,

whether jointly .conducted or' not, 'are "without prejudice to the sovereignty of

either country, confer no permanent rights or status upon either. country, and

give only such temporary rights or status as are agreed upon by the appropri-
ate authorities

I
of the two. countries in authorizing the projects, tests or exer-

cises ; , and

These paragraphs are worded in accordance with views of Cabinet Defence Côminitte e

when this Recommendation was . previously . considered .

1 Les amendements entre crochets furent 1 The amendments in brackets were aP'_ .
1 4approuvés par le Cabinet le 14 novembre. " proved by, the Cabinet on November •
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y er mutualagreement between the approp riate authorities of the two countries .
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'(iii) . public information in regard to mili tary projects, tests or exercises ,
jointly conducted or conducted by one country in the other country, or in the
terri tory leased by it, should be the primary responsib ility of the country whoseterritory . is utilized . All pub lic statements,shall be - made [onl ]1 aft

974.
DEA/52- C

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum f rom Under-Secretary of State for External A ffairs
to Secretary c if State for External A f, f airs

Top SECRET
Ottawa, October 23, 1946

The United States Ambassador called to see me this mo rning on his retu rnfrom Washington . While there, he had a talk with President Trum an , whobrought up, as he did with me - the .last time I saw him, the question of
Canadian-United States cooperation in northern defence . The President obvi-
ously has this matter very much in his mind . Mr. Atherton mentioned to . the. President that -any ::discussions between the two Governments on this subject
should now be on a high' political level, and the Président agreed . For that- purpose he would be very pleased indeed to have the Prime Minister, if pos-
sible accompanied by you, visit' Washington . However, 'if such a visit-is to takeplace in the near future,_ it would have to be early next week, as the President
is leaving on Wednesday. for Missou ri . What this means- is that, if , the PrimeMinister and yourself ..went to : Washington next Monday for the purpose, of
lookrng at Embassy properties, the President would be available for a talk on
this other question; would, in fact, welcome such a talk . They would be glad
to put the Prime Minister up at Blair House . Mr., Atherton added that the
President's progranime on Monday and Tuesday is rapidly filling up, and that
it would be almost essential to know today if the Prime Minister were coming
in order to arrange an appointment with President Truman on Monday or
Tuesday. That is why I ventured to phone you about this matter today at, I
am afraid, some inconvenience to yourself.

Mr. Atherton also added some observations of his own as to the importance
of this subject and the desirability of high level political discussions concern-
ing it

. I think he has returned from Washington with instructions to do what
he can to ensure . that satisfactory arrangements are reached between the
two Governments, at an early date, for joint defence cooperation in the
Arctic

. The emphasis and tone of his remarks led me to believe that, in this
matter, he had received a new mandate.
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975.. 	 DEA/52-C 

Mémorandum de rambassadeur aux États-Unis au Premier ministre 

Memorandum from Ambassador in United States to Prime Minister 

TOP SECRET 	 Washington, October 26, 1946 

I attach a hurriedly prepared memorandum on questions of North Ameri-
, can defence which are likely to be raised in general terms with you by the 
President. This has been done partly from memory and may therefore contain 
some minor inaccuracies. Mr. Pearson passed on to me on my arrival in 
Washington yesterday your suggestion that a memorandum on these lines 
would be useful. We have learned from the State Department that defence 
questions are the only matter on which they have sent material to the Presi-
dent in preparation for his discuSsion. with you. 

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

Mémorandum de l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au Premier ministre 

Memorandum from Ambassador in United States to Prime Minister 

TOP SECRET 	 Washington, October 26, 1946 

The intense interest displayed by the  United1  States authorities in making 
effective provision for North American defence has led to the presentation, 
since the end of the war, of a series of proposals and requests to the Canadian 
Government. These may be placed in three categories, as follows: 

• GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF CO-OPERATION IN DEFENCE. 
Last April, the Permanent Joint Board on Defence addressed a recom-

mendation to the two Governments on the general principles governing 
co-operation between Canada and the United States. This recommendation 
was •approved by the U.S. Chiefs of Staff and the President, but after discus-

. sion in the Cabinet, Canadian approval was deferred. The intention at the 
time was that the recommendation should be made publie, if approved by 
the Government. Since then, Soviet propaganda has been directed towards 
military activities in the Arctic, and new considerations affecting publicity have 
arisen. It cann•  ot be doubted that the acceptance and publication of a recom-
mendation along these lines would be generally regarded as the conclusion 
of a binding defensive alliance between Canada and the United States. 

At its last meeting in September, the P.J.B.D. reconsidered the recom-
mendation and recommended certain additions 'designed especially to fortify 
the sovereign rights of Canada in connection with any joint activities under-
taken in Canadian territory. These additions go a long way to meet the 
objections -raised in Cabinet to the original draft. The revised text has not yet 
received formal consideration by either Gove rnment. It is not very likely that 
the President will mention the recommendation to you. If so, I think that 
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the line to take is that the question of the wording, timeliness, and possible 
publication is now under consideration in Ottawa. 

2. NEW JOINT DEFENCE PLAN. 

The P.J.B.D. was requested not long after the end of the war to prepare 
a new joint defence plan to replace ABC-22 and a committee of Staff planners 
was appointed to prepare a draft. A draft general plan was produced early 
this year, together with a joint appreciation of the dangers of attack on North 
America. While no potential enemy was named, the U.S.S.R. was the only 
enemy to which consideration was given. The conclusions in the appreciation 
were that there was danger of long-range air bombardment in about five years 
and that the possibility of a general war after ten years or so had to be seri-
ously taken into account. The purpose of the plan was to allot between the 
two countries responsibility for defence and to provide means for developing 
detailed plans of defence on a regional basis. 

After  discussion in Cabinet Defence Committee, the joint planners were 
authorized to proceed with detailed planning, special attention being paid to 
the installation of long-range air raid warning equipment so as to protect 
from surprise attack the main industrial regions of the continent. Nearly all 
such installations would have to be situated in Canadian territory somewhere 
between the national trans-continental railway and the Arctic Ocean. The 
planners are now proceeding with detailed planning and a series of their 
recommendations is likely to come up for consideration fairly soon. 

3. SPECIFIC REQUESTS. 

We have in addition received a large number of specific requests, usually 
passed through Service channels, for co-operative defence activities on Cana-
dian territory. Of these, the latest and most important (and the one which 
is likely to be Mentioned to you by the President) is their desire to maintain 
substantial permanent air forces at Goose Bay. This request has so far only 
been informally discussed through P.J.B.D. channels, and the first that we 
heard of it was at the meeting of the P.J.B.D. in New York in September.' 
We have, of course, permitted the U.S. to maintain forces at Goose and 
ancillary services at outlying points in Canada in connection with their Army 
of Occupation in Germany, but up to the present these arrangements have 
been on a temporary basis. Now they are asking whether we would agree to 
the stationing of a very heavy bombardment group and a fighter group at 
Goose, a force which might amount to 10,000 men. They have told us that 
their own . air base in Newfoundland, at Harmon Field, will not contain all the 
air forces that they consider neeeSsary for defence, and we also understand 
that they propose to maintain forces of szWer 250,000 men in Alaska. Given 
the organization of continental defence on this scale, it seems obvious that 
they feel the necessity for large permanent forces not Only in Goose, but else-
where in Canadian territory. It will be necessary, before any agreement can 

• be reached, for both Canada and Newfoundland to agree to give the U.S. 
contintiing rights in Goose. 
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I think it likely that the President may mention Goose to you ' in .* a general
way. Our feeling has been . that further general discussions could take place
best between the Ministers concerned or through diplomatic channels, rather
than through Service channels .

Apart from the proposals respecting Goose, we have hada series of requests
this year relating to such matters as the opening of new - weather stations in
the Arctic islands, the . continued operation by the U .S. of existing weather
stations in Northeastern Canada, the mainten ance in a serviceable condition
of far northern air fields, the operation of the Northwes t Staging Route,
and the provision of faci li ties for various exercises and training programmes
in Canadian territory. We have permitted the U.S. to continue to operate
(and in some cases to re-open) weather stations and some air fields estab li shed
during the war . We have deferred consideration of their request for the estab-
lishment by them, , or jointly, of new far northern weather stations . We have
made provision for a small U.S. force of approximately 100 to be stationed
for training at Churchill next winter, and we are maintaining, of course, the
Northwest Staging Route . We have also agreed not to dismantle a number
of air fields and air strips pending some general agreement on what is needed .

There is somewhat greater realization in the United States of the difficulties,
both po litical and military, which attend full- Canadian agreement in plans
of the scale and variety, put forward. - There is a greater appréciation for the
need for respecting the rights of Canada in her own territo .rÿ-rights which
were not infrequently neglected by U.S . Service authorities during the war.
There is still , however, a lot to be learned in Washington about our positio n
and our problems .

The development . of elaborate air defences and air-raid warning syste m
across Canadian territory would raise in an acute form - and on . a long-term
basis the issues which caused so much concern .during the war. The scale of
installations would be so great that it would strain our capacity to provide
and man them from Canadian resources. Furthermore, if we undertook our-
selves to equip and maintain these installations, it would probably, mean that
our military activities were 'concentrated almost wholly on the protection of
North America from the possibility of sporadic bombardment from the air. It
is most unlikely that, if there is another, war, it will be fought on North
American territory . It is much more likely to be fought in Europe, North
Africa, and perhaps the, Far East . The United States may be able to maintain
in peacetime great forces for continental defence and also forces capable of
despatch overseas. Canada can hardly do this in view of the area to be covered
at home . Some eminent military authorities, including, I believe, Field Marshal
Montgomery, take the line that the empty Arctic is a better defence than an
Arctic equipped with air fields, which might be seized as advance bases by
an enemy and would be difficult to defend .

In any event, the current proposals necessitate the re-examination of our
policy of paying for and maintaining permanent military- installations in Caaa-
dian territory . We may find some half-way house through the provision of
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equipment by the U .S. and its operation by Canada, or through 'joint opera-tion of certain installations under Canadian control
. From the. points of viewof the budget, military manpower, and political effects, problems of thegreatest importance are raised for Canada by these proposals

.
It has been felt, therefore, that the general problems and possibilitie

s
be discussed at this stage on a high level and that acceptance by us of particua
lar proposas of any substance should be deferred until some over-all under-standing has been reached

. The future of Newfoundland and the responsibili-
ties there of both countries are an integral part of the problem and one i
which we must, of course, tread warily. The n
made by the United States, sometimes from Servicerto Service and

hitherto
through the P .J.B .D., has created embarrassment on our side becaus

e usually
have not been able to assess or consider U .S . defence planning as a who weWe have heard, for instance, that they are establishing a new air base far le
the western coast of Greenland, but that is about all that we know _abo t it

.uP
In the State Department they understand fairly well our position inBritish Commonwealth. In the . Services, this is not well understood . It is like

l the

that if we are again involved in war, we shall have both the United ' y
and the United States as partners, and this has led us to give cordial supportto the standardization

of weapons and equipment between the three countries.Field Marshal Montgomery is an ardent advocate of standardization,General Foulkes has this week been in London attending a conference atwhich both Montgomery and Eisenhower are present to further this aim
: Ineed not mention the impact of other aspects of Commonwealth relations on

our defence relations with the United States, and it'is doubtful whether t
h President would bring up these matters in discussion with you, e

The deterioration of the hopes which attended the founding of the UnitedNations is illustrated by the fact that I have not felt it necessary thitherto our obligations under the Charter. Whatever we may do in on ûncntion with the United States in the development of regional defences ~brought within the scope of the Charter in one way or another. One Article of
the Charter needs to be borne in mind in considering the nature of such agree-ments as we May reach, and that is the obligation to register all internationalagreements with the Secretary-General. Some of the proposals put forwardare clearly not for public consumption

. Recommendations by the P.J.B.D.,
however, when accepted by both Governments, do not constitute an inter-
national agreement in the strict sense, and we can therefore use the Board as
a medium for recording joint decisions without infringing the obligation to ,register a ll formal agreements .

To sum up, I think that the general line which might be taken with the
President is somewhat as follows :

I
. If he mentions the 35th Recommendation ;you might say thathearty agreement with . its general purpose of ensuring ose : and effective e~operation in defence . matters while safeguarding the sovereign rights of thetwo countries

. I think it safe to promise early consideration of : the revised text



in the very near future and to add that our hesitations have only been matters 
Of form rather than of substance. 

2. With respect to the joint defence plan it might be said that whenever 
the joint planners have completed the draft annexes to the plan (these will 
be bulky documents) we shall be in a position to determine the respective 
shares of the twô countries and the priorities which should be given to the 
various installations required for continental defence. It would be well, I 
think, to bring up the political and other difficulties • inherent in a very 
heavy early commitment by  Canada. 

3. With respect to Goose, I am not sure that the President will mention 
this specifically. If so, I think the most that can be done at this time is to 
agree to the importance of effective air defences on the Northeast and to 
point out the problems arising from the situation of Goose on Newfoundland 
territory. It might be well also to put forward the idea that it would be well 
to emphasize the training uses of northern  air fields rather than their utility 
as defence bases. 

4. With respect to standardization of weapons between  the  U.K., U.S., 
and Canada, you might heartily endorse the idea of making 'progress as 
quickly as possible and express appreciation of the action of the U.S. and 
U.K. Governments in recognizing the need for Canadian partnership in plan-
ning measures of standardization. 
, 5. You might finally express the hope that we shall be taken fully into 

the confidence of the U.S. authorities not only on their plans for continental 
defence, but also on their appreciation of the dangers of war and their 
estimates of the international and  strategic situation. They have been more 
forthcoming in the last year or so, and this might be recognized. They still, 
however, have some way to go before we can - ourselves assess the bases on 
which they are doing their own planning and seeking our active co-operation 
With them. . 

976.
• 	

DEA/303-J 

Mémorandum du comité mixte de planification 
au Comité des chefs d'état-major - 

Memorandum from Joint Planning Committee tà Chiefs Of Staff Committee 

TOP SECRET 	 Ottawa, October 29, 1946 

DEFENCE PLANNING-CANADA-UNITED STATES 
DISCUSSION WITH THE UNITED KINGDOM AUTHORITIES 

1. The Canada-United States Military Co-operation Conimittee held its 
first combined meeting iñ  Washington on 20th-23rd May 1946 for the 
purpose of initiating the revision of ABC-22. At this meeting an appreciation 
of the requirements for Canadian-United States security was drafted, to' 
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gether with the first combined draft of a "Basic Security Plan'..: To ensurethe. security of existing and subsequent information and plans, the followingundertaking was agreed to by both Sections . . and included in the minute swhich were signed by the Senior Members of both the Canadian an dAmerican Sections :

"It was stipulated by both Canadian and United States Sections of the
Committee that such information as might emanate from each Section during
these meetings; : either written or oral, should not be transmitted by either
Section to any third party, but should be restricted to essential Canadian and
United States agencies ."

2 . Further detailed planning in the preparation of Appendices of the
"Basic Security Plan" has made it apparent that in a future war the United
Kingdom would have the same mission in providing base facilities for Cana-
dian-United States forces as during the last war

. These would probably be
equal in importance to similar bases in the Azores, Iceland, Greenland, Cana-
dian Arctic Islands and Alaska and would be essential as outposts in the
defence of the North American continent.

3 . The Joint Planning Conunittee have recently reviewed a number ofpreliminary draft Appendices to the "Basic Security Plan" prepared byCanadian Sub-Cômmittees appointed to - assist in this task. It becomes in-creasingly evident from . these that certain aspects of the Canadian-United .States defence planning will be directly affected by corresponding present orproposed plans of -the ' United Kingdom services .- For example, the Sub-Com-mittee at present draftin an Appendix
requested direction as to ~he volume of shi ~a~

m
may

abe eMeasures" ha s
Atlantic in the event of any future emergency, and what wi ll be thereS ~ the
roles of the British, Canadian .and United States Navies in the rotecPon vesuch shipping. P of

4. It is evident, therefore, that some _ planning discussions should be co -
ducted with the .United Kingdom authorities . Since the Joint Planning Com-
mittee has been -intimately concerned with the revision of ABC-22 and is,
aware of the many aspects of the planning involved, it is considered that
the Joint Planners, either individually or collectively (preferably the latter
should carry out these discussions . The month of February 1947 ' ),gested as a tentative date for the

. initiation of these talks as detailed plannm
with the United States is expected to be well advanced by this date . g5. It is understood that the United Kingdom Chiefs of Sta ff have beeninformed of the defence planning in progress between Canada"and-the UnitedStates

. In this connection, it is doubtful if any mention concerning the Canada-
United States "Basic Security Plan" could be revealed to the United Kin dom
Planners during any discussions without violating the security agreementreferred to in paragraph one above

. In any case, this should not reclthe Joint Planning, p ude
Committee discussing problems of Commonwealth : defenceox of a

: service nature with the United Kingdom'authorities .
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6. It is -therefore recommended that: 
(a) The Joint Planning Committee should conduct defence discussions 

with the United Kingdom Planners early in 1947. 
(b) Direction be given as to whether and to what extent mention should 

be made of the "Basic Security Plan" during such discussions. 

S. W. COLEMAN 
Group Captain 

H. N. LAY 
Captain 

J. C. PANGMAN 
Colonel 

977. 	 DEA/303-J 

Mémorandum du Comité mixte de planification 
au Comité des chèfs d'état-major 

Memorandum from Joint Planning Committee to Chiefs of Staff Committee 

TOP SECRET 	 [Ottawa,] October 29, 1946 

COMBINED CANADA-UNITED STATES INTELLIGENCE APPRECIATIONS 

1.In the past, whenever combined Canada-United States organizations have 
required intelligence information, this has, in the majority of cases, been 
provided exclusively by the appropriate United States authorities. For 
example, at the first meeting of the Military Co-operation Conunittee in 
Washington, the United States intelligence authorities presented an apprecia-
tion for the benefit of the Committee. Similarly, it has been the practice for 
the same authorities to present up-to-date intelligence briefs or appreciations 
at Permanent Joint Board on Defence meetings. 

2. It is considered that when such intelligence information or appreciations 
are presented to a combined Canada-United States committee or board these 
should be prepared and presented by a combined Canada-United States intelli-
gence team. It is appreciated that the majority of this information will emanate 
from United States sources. Nevertheless, it is considered that it should be 
interpreted and presented on a combined basis. In a similar manner it would 
be desirable for representatives of the Department of External Affairs and 
the United States State Department to prepare a combined diplomatic appre-
ciation. 

3. It is therefore reconamended that: 
-( a) The Directors of Intelligence for each of the three Services meet with 

the United States military intelligence authorities to prepare combined mili -
tary appreciations as required. 
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(b) The Department of External Affairs arrange to meet with the United 
States State Department to prepare combined diplomatic appreciations as 
required. 

(c) That both these combined military and diplomatic appreciations be 
presented at future Permanent Joint Board on Defence meetings. 

S. W. COLEMAN 
Group Captain 

H. N. LAY 

Captain 
J. C. PANGMAN 

Colonel 

978. 	 DEA/52-C 

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in United States to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM WA-3862 	 Washington, October 29, 1946 

TOP SECRET. Following for Pearson from Wrong, Begins: Confirming my tele-
phone conversation with you yesterday afternoon, the following brief account 
of the Prime Minister's discussion with the President may be of interest. As 
they were alone together, this is based on what the Prime Minister told Stone 
and myself immediately after leaving the White House. 

The conversation lasted about an hour. After some talk on various topics, 
the President brought up the subject of continental defence. The subsequent 
discussion was in general terms and no specific proposals were put forward. 
The President and Mr. King agreed that there must be the closest possible 
CO-operation between Canada and the United States in the interests of effi-
ciency and economy, and that this co-operation should be based on the fullest 
exchange of information between the two countries  and  also with the United 
Kingdom. 

The President mentioned Goose Bay stressing the need for maintaining 
strong air forces there as a necessary part of the defences of the north-eastern 
approaches. It was agreed that further discussions on this and related matters 
should be conducted initially between the Ministers concerned or through 
diplomatic channels. Mr. King emphasized the necessity of observing the 
greatest care and fullest consultation over any publicity given to defence 
arrangements between the two Governments, and with this Mr. Truman was 
fully in accord. 

In connection with relations with the United Kingdom, the Prime Minister 
said that he would wish to inform the United Kingdom Government of any 
agreements or arrangements made with the United States. Mr, Truman raised 
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no objection and , went on , to ' refer with 'apprâval to Field .Marshal Mont-
gomerÿ's recent discussions -in Washington on standardization of military
equipment.

The question of the 35th Recommendation of the P.J .B.D. (on which we
had learned that the-President has,been b riefed by the State-Department) was
not brought up by the President nor mentioned by the Prime Minister, nor
did they disçuss .the basic defence plan .

The President said that he had seen the United States Ambassador to the
Soviet Union that 'môrning and gave Mr. King a summary of his views on the
possibilities of -offensive action by the Soviet Union . These were very closely
in accord ,with-those expréssed by Mr. Wilgress . Their general tenor was that
the Soviet Government would be in no position to participate in a great war
for a considerable period, and that the aggressiveness of Soviet foreign po li cy
might well be caused in part by the desire of the masters of Russia to main-
tain a feeling of s train and insecurity at home so as to diminish discontent wi th
the rigours of the existing regime .

This summary, I think, covers the salient points . ' Thé'l general effect is `to
clear the way for further conversations, still_leaving -in the hands of .the United
States Governinent the initiative as to timing and choice of channel . Since we

,lack safe hand means of communication with New York, you may wish to pass
on this report to Mr. St . Laurent . : I am sending you by bag a copy of the
memoranduml which I gave. Mr . King on his arrival . Ends .

' 979. DEA/52-G

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires extérieures
au Premier ministre

Memorandum f rom Under-Secretary of State for External A ffairs
to Prime Minister

Tor SECRET Ottawa, October 30, 1946

When Mr . Atherton called on me this- morning, he left .the attached "oral
message" which, I understand, the President read to you on Monday, and
which concerns Canada-United States cooperation in defence matters . A
copy of this "oral message" was also'handed by the State Department to our
Ambassador in Washington. In doing so; Mr. Hickerson said that the
"message" had been prepared in the State Department with a view to its
possible presentation to you . Howéver, following his discussion - with you,
the President had spoken to-the Acting Secretary of State, 'and told him that
he had read the document 'to you, but had notp given . you a copy. He the"
told Mr. Acheson that, on reflection, he thought it would be ~ a~ good thing
if the paper were given to you . it was then sent ; to Mr : Atherton for that
purpose .

1 Document 975 .
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From the above, it seems clear that both the President and the State De-
partment attach considerable importance to the statements of policy and 
the proposals included in the document in question. It is, indeed, an im-
portant statement; especially that part of it beginning on page 4, which sug-
gests the desirability of decisions by the Canadian Government on the fol-
lowing problems: 

1. Further Canadian Goverment endorsement of joint planning now in 
progress; 

2. Approval of the 35th Recommendation of the Permanent Joint Board 
on Defence; 

3. Stationing of United States Army Air Forces at Goose Bay. 
I understand a copy of this "oral message" has been sent by Mr. Wrong 

to Mr. St. Laurent. Should a copy not go to Mr. Abbott also.' 
Would it be your wish to have consideration given to the questions raised 

in the "oral message" in the Defence Committee of the Cabinet prior to their 
consideration in full Cabinet?' 

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

Message oral du Président des États-Unis au Premier ministre 

Oral Message from President of United States to Prime Minister 

TOP SECRET 

The Government of the United States is grateful to the Government of 
Canada for the favourable consideration which the latter has given to  pro-
posais  relating to joint defence. In no case has any military project which 
this Government considered urgent been delayed by any lack of cooperation 
on the part of Canada. 

Because of the extreme importance in an unsettled world of continuing 
and reinforcing measures of joint defense it is believed that the considera-
tion of these matters, hitherto primarily in military hands, should also now 
be taken up directly by the govenunents. In suggesting this course, the Gov-
ernment of the United States is determined that the actions taken in no way 
be inconsistent with commitments under the Charter of the United Nations, 
full support of which is the cardinal point of United States policy. The de-
cisions which the govenunents take and the further advancement of North 
American security through the recommendations of the Permanent Joint 
Board on Defense must always accord with the framework of the United 
Nations. 

Eady in 1946, pursuant to views expressed by the Joint Board, the two 
Governments decided to collaborate as partners in drawing up a basic security 

'Note marginale: 	 1 Marginal note: 
Yes. W. L. M[ACKENZIE] K[ING) 
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plan for the United States and Canada. A Joint Appreciation of the situation
was prepared and planning has progressed satisfactorily. It may, however,
not be practicable to proceed much further without assurances of support
from the highest authorities of both Governments . Such assurances could
take the form of concurrence in the Appreciation. Meanwhile, events at
Paris and in the international field generally have not lessened the anxiety
of those charged with assuring the security of the United States . Moreover,
in the opinion of this Government, those events have demonstrated that
decisions in the field of home defense should be taken now and implemented
as rapidly as practicable . Only by being secure at home can Canada and the
United States strengthen the United Nations and discharge their responsibility
for contributing to world order and security .

Under these circumstances, it appears to the - Government of the United
States that close collaboration in defense matters with the Government of
Canada must be carried forward actively . It believes this for the following
reasons :

Two world wars have demonstrated that an ag gressor must destroy the
power of North America or be defeated .

Due to post-1945 technological advances, North America is no longer
adequately protected by geography . .

Canadian and ~ United States milita ry advisors agree that in five years
North America must be prepared to meet major enemy capabilities .

While the peaceful foreign po licies and intentions of Canada and the United
States are clearly defined, there can be no guarantee

that the governing officials of the U .S .S .R. will make decisions on the
basis of a'correct appraisal of the world beyond Soviet borders, o r

that the long - term policy of the U.S .S .R. is not one of unlimited
aggrandizement .

For the foregoing reasons North American nations henceforth must be
prepared at home just as less fortunately placed nations have had to be in the
past. Furthermore, under conditions of modern technology, defenses must be
as far out from Canadian and American industrial centers as possible .

If within only five years another major power wi ll be capable of jeopardiz-
ing No rth American secu rity, action should be based on realization :

. That Canada and the United States lag in cold weather knowledge and
experience ,

That, because of this lag and because of the expense involved, defense plans
will take years to implement .

That, to be efficient in an emergency affec'ting North American territory,

the Canadian and American forces should have the experience of working
together, experience of the north, and increasing uniformity of equipment and
methods .

The United States Government realizes that close collaboration with Canada
in basic defense matters presents both governments with new problems of
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great complexity and difficUlty. The responsible United States officials are 
aware of the special problems that face Canada, a member of the British 
Commonwealth of Nations. They have been instructed that the sole purpose of 
close military collaboration is defense, that every precaution must be taken 
to protect the tradional relations of the two countries and the position which 
each, respectively, enjoys. 

The United States Government is also aware that the question of the fman-
cial cost of defensive measures is most serious for both Governments. It must 
not, however, be permitted to delay the planning of security at home and 
should not delay the attainment thereof. While no final commitments can yet 
be made by either Government, it seems clear that the Joint Defense Board 
should recommend and the two Governm.ents should negotiate some equitable 
means of sharing the financial burden of any defenses agreed to be necessary 
around the northe rn  perimeter of the continent. Possibly the United States 
might agree to assume an equitable proportion of the cost of any facilities 
jointly found to be necessary on Canadian soil if the Canadian Government 
were tà take into account that United States expenditures in Alaska and 
Greenland, for instance, contribute to Canadian as well as United States 
security. 

Alth.ough many problems remaiii  for future determination, the United 
States Government believes for  •  the reasons set forth in this memorandum 
that decisions by the Canadian Government on the following existing prob-
lems would be timely and would enhance the security of the Canadian and 
American people: 

1. Further Canadian Government endorsement of joint planning now in 
progress would assure the United States authorities of continuing Canadian 
cooperation and an adequate measure of joint action between Alaska on the 
west and Greenland on the east. 

2. Approval of the 35th Recommendation of the Permanent Joint Board 
on Defense would help to define the relations between the armed forces of 
Canada and the United States and would provide authoritative guidance as to 
the nature and limits of the collaboration desired by.both Governments. 

3. It is hoped that the Canadian Government, with Newfoundland con-
currence, will permit the stationing of certain United States Army Air Force 
units at the Canadian 99-year leased base at Goose Bay, Labrador. Recipro-
cally, (as soon as the present congestion can be relieved), the United States 
authorities will be agreeable to a similar arrangement at United States bases 
in Newfoundland proper. While remaining an important feature of the defenses 
of the northeastern approaches to  the  continent, these latter bases are, how-
ever, too close to Canada and the United States to provide adequate protec-
tion against ultra-modern high speed aerial attack. Moreover, they do not 
afford as would Goose Bay, a highly favorable situation for the acquisition by 
United States and Canadian Air Force units of the experience of training 
together under cold weather conditions, of testing northern equipment and of 
coordinating their respective methods and tactics. Filially, arrangements of 
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this kind at Goose Bay and the other bases would be- consistent with, the joint
responsibilities which the two Governments have discharged' in the past for
the defense of Newfoundland .

In conclusion, the United States Government reiterates that it has been
gratified by the cooperative attitude of the Canadian Government and by the
informality, frankness and mutual trust which have prevailed during discus-
sions of the delicate and momentous problems of joint defense . It believes
that final decisions, not only on the three points just mentioned, butalso on
others in this field can be reached without necessity of any more formal
documentation 'than . has been customary since establishment of the Perma-
nent Joint Board on Defence in 1940 . There is no doubt that public "opinion
firmly supports effective collaboration with Canada and, in the view of the
United States Government, this is a strong and satisfactory basis for joint
action .

980. DEA/52-C

Le sous-secrétaire , d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur des bats-Unis

Undér-Secretary of State f or External Affairs
to Ambassador of United States

Top SECRET Ottawa, November 1, 1946

Dear Mr . Atherton,
As requested, I have given to the Prime Minister the "oral message" from

Mr. Truman, on which the President based certain of his remarks to Mr. King
last Monday, which concerned North Ame rican defence questions . This mes-
sage was not read to Mr: King by the President, but the Prime Minister
agrees that, though his talk with the President was in general terms, most of
the subjects in the "message" were touched on . He is agreeable that this mes-
sage should be used as a basis for discussions between the two Governments .

In this connection, agreement was reached at the White .House last Monday
that these discussions should .be on the political and diplomatic level. It is

hoped that they may result in ..some form of written agreement covering the
principles on which defence cooperation between our two countries should be
based. Mr. King feels sure that such an agreement can be reached between the
two Governments which will preserve their rights and safeguard their legid-
mate interests, without conflicting in any way with the letter or the spirit of
their obligations under the United Nations Charter . The previous record of
our two Governments in discussions of this kind is an earnest to Mr . King

that such an understanding is possible .

Yours sincerely,
.. L. B. . PEARSON
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981. 	 DEA/52-C 

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in United States to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM WA-3961 	 Washington, November 6, 1946 

TOP SECRET. Following for Pearson from Wrong, Begins: Your EX-2753 of 
November 4th,t North American defence. I thought it well to have, at this 
stage, an entirely non-committal discussion at the Department of State before 
consideration by the Defence Committee in Ottawa of the suggestions made 
by the President to the Prime Minister on October 28th. Stone and I, there-
fore, spent some time this morning with Hickerson and Parsons. The more 
interesting points made in the discussion are as follows: 

1.We considered what sort of written agreement (as suggested in your letter 
of November 4th to Atherton) 1  might cover the principles of defence co-
operation. Hickerson and Parsons  thought that the revised 35th Recommenda-
tion of the P.J.B.D. would constitute the only agreement required on general 
principles, if it were accepted by the two Governments. If an agreement were 
recorded in any other form, the question of its registration with the United 
Nations would present difficulties, and this would, of course, involve publica-
tion. The 35th Recommendation, however, could be registered if it were found 
desirable. 

2. We  then considered publicity, to which Hickerson said he had given a lot 
of thought. We went over the arguments for and against it, and the matter was 
left that, in present circumstances, the publication of the 35th Re,commenda-
tion, if accepted, seemed on the whole undesirable, although this position 
might change. If we were to agree on publication, Hickerson thought that the 
Recommendation might be made public by the two Governments and later 
registered with the United Nations. He suggested that the P.J.B.D. should 
cease numbering their recommendations and merely date them, so as not to 
give rise to possible enquiries for the publication of the whole series if it be-
came known that a certain numbered Recommendation had been accepted. 

3. We then discussed possible methods for continuing the negotiations 
initially through political and diplomatic channels. They feel here that there 
are difficulties in the way of Ministerial talks in Washington, largely because 
of the reticences of the United States Services towards the civilian Chiefs of 
their Departments. They felt that it would be most productive if discussions 
were pursued through Atherton or mysell, with the assistance of special 
advisers. I said that I was inclined to think that progress might best be made 
in Ottawa, where Atherton could meet the Ministers and senior officials 
concerned without attracting any special notice. I made it clear that this 

l Le document précédent. Une copie de la 	1 Preceding  document. A copy of the letter 
lettre avait été envoyée à l'ambassadeur le 4 had been sent to the Ambassador on 4 
novembre. 	 November. 
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was a personal view and that I might be able to put forward other sug-
gestions after the Cabinet Defence Committee had considered the situation .

4 . At this point I said that I was a good deal worried over the possibility
that .we might be strongly urged to devote so high a proportion of . our
available funds and manpower to northern defence against sporadic air
attack that we would have too little left over for other military activities .
If war came within, ten or fifteen years, it would not be won or lost in opera-
tions on this Continent, and I was nervous lest too great concentration on
home defence might leave Canada, and to some extent also the United States,
ill prepared for military action in the decisive Theatres . Parsons, interjected
that he understood that the planners had modified their original conceptions
so that the proposals which they would put forward in the Air Annex to the
basic defence plan were likely to be far less costly than had once been thought
probable . We did not enter into any discussion of possible division of costs,
but I took the occasion to say that the Canadian Government could not
reach an intelligent decision on the proportion of its military resources that
should be devoted to Continental defence except in the light of global strategy .
I, therefore, felt it necessary, that there should be a very frank exchange of
views on general strategic conceptions of the course of another war before
we went much further .

5 . Hickerson thought that such an exchange of views could only be ar-
ranged between the Chiefs of Staff without the participation of po litical or

diplomatic representatives . We fully realized that the Canadian Chiefs of

Staff were not in the same position as ' the United States Chiefs of Staff, but
the latter would only be prepared to expound their views of global strategy
to Service representatives .

6 . I made some enquiries about their request for stationing forces at
Goose Bay. It appears that the two groups which they wish to place there
would have a total strength of four or five thousand, all ranks . They desire to
rotate personnel rapidly so as to give a large proportion of their air crew
experience in northern conditions, and they would like to reach an agreement
as soon as possible . I mentioned the somewhat deliçate situation involved
in discussing the - matter with Newfoundland at this transitional stage in the
form of Government there : Ends .

982. DND/ 112.1 (D 178) CGS BDF 16-4-2

Mémorandum du chef de l'état-major général
- au ministre de la Défense, nationale

Memorandum from Chief of the General Stajy to Minister of National Defence

Top SECRET [Ottawa,] November 9, 1946

1. I have studied the paper marked "Oral Message" and I beg to offer the

following comments :
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2. As you will remember theDefence Committee Joint Appreciation was discussed a

meeting in July, and later I pre ared my t~eon the Joint Defence Plan which were subsequently adopted
by

Chiefsents~
efs ofStaff and presented to the Defence Committee later in July.

3• At the 21 st meeting of the Cabinet Defence Committee, on 2
4the following decisions were taken-it was agreed that Canadian arn' J~y'

in the detailed joint plannin P cipation(the eparationdraft Basic Security Plan), be' author zed and a of the Annexures of thepprof the General Staff to inform the United Kingdomo Chi~s en to the Chie fcontents of the Plan . Therefore, as far as we are concered O
the JO

of the
preciation and Plan has been approved by the Defence CommitteéJoint Ap-
as far as it should be approved at this time. , which is4.

I am informed that the Joint Planning Committee had se
tSub-Committees for the purpose of continuing Defence planningup certain

United States, and that the preparation of the Annexures is well with the
but has not yet reached the stage where they can be discus ll under way
of Staff: In other words, it is my o sed by the Chiefsp* - 0
ing as fast as is practicable, and I have

t
ot~aWilnt planning is proceed-

part
icular Canadian reason that the planning is slow. Untilhthe

it is for any
sare received by the Chiefs of Staff no fu rther progress can be m~,e Firstprogress report of Joint Planning Committee is attached as Appendix5 .

On page three, the American authorities have
"Canada and~e United States lag

in Cold Weather knowled
stated that

be effi
cient in an emergency the Canadian and Â

and experience, and that to
experience in working together, experience of the Norctah~ aIIdc~~ hould haveformity in equipment and methods". The only comments I heasing u~-these statements are as follows : have to make on

Cold Weather Training-As
you know, it is our purpose to trainPermanent

Brigade Group in Cold Weather Training s the Canadian
Pe O°n as practicable,
i .e

., as soon as they have recruited up to sufficient ~~eIIpleted their basic train - gth.Further, the Cold Weather Exp and have com-
Churchill has been opened this year and cold weather training~nental Station at

c~s will be commenced this year
. I do not plan to dog f

with
urt

the ~er1
Exercises this year but I have, under consideration her Winter
exercises for on further Winter trainingthe year

1947-48, and it is my intention to invite Americanparticipation .

6• In regard to increased uniformity of equipment and methis matter must now be left open to the much wide thods, I feel thatbetween
United States, United Kingdom and Canadar field of standardizationinvestigation . atthe , ; which is under activepresent time.7

' The question of financial 'cost of the defeferred 'to on pàges three and four nsive measures, which is re-
of the paper, I feel that this should~ forim the
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basis of a discussion on the highest level on the basis of my original recom-
mendation which is contained in paragraph seven of the memorandum to the 
Cabinet Defence Committee, dated 15 July---"Canada's share in the under-
taking would be proportionate to the size and extent of the vulnerable areas 
to be protected, and the financial and manpower resources of each country". 
In any case until the Annexures are completed and approved by the respective 
Chiefs of Staff there is very little action that can be un.dertaken about the 
division of costs. 

8. In regard to the decisions which the Americans request, enumerated on 
page four, I submit the following comments: 

(i) As the Defence Committee has already agreed in principle to the joint 
planning, I see very little else that can be done until the Annexures are ready 
for discussion, unless you feel that Cabinet approval•is necessary. I am of the 
opinion that perhaps Cabinet Defence Committee approval and the Prime 
Minister's concurrence should be sufficient until financial matters are intro-
duced. Exactly what is meant by "an adequate measure of joint action be-
tween Alaska on the West, and Greenland on the East" is not quite clear. 

(ii) The approval of the 35th Recommendation has already been given by 
the Cabinet Defence Committee, and will need no further comment. 

(iii) The question of the Americans remaining in Goose Bay would appear 
tO be a foregone conclusion, and while this does not affect the Canadian Army 
manpower situation, there is no doubt the Air Force will feel that this com-
mitment should be outside their ceiling. 

C. F[ouucEs] 
Lieutenant-General 

983. 	 DEA/52-C 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au Premier ministre 

• 	Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Prime Minister 

TOP SECRET 	 [Ottawa,] November 12, 1946 
. 	 DEFENCE DISCUSSIONS  • 

Defence questions cannot, of course, be effectively Considered outside the 
frainework of eneral international developMents.* The nature and extent of 
Canada's defence forces are, or should be, determined by the general world 
political situation, and Canada's relation to it: The crux of this situation is 
whether the United Nations can be made - into an effective agency to guarantee 

1.670 
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security or, if it cannot, whether the national policies of the Great Powers, 
now developing outside the United Nations, are likely to result in conflict 
between -them. 
. As to the first, the United Nations is not now, and is not likely to be for 
many years, in a position to preserve the peace and punish the big aggressor. 
We should have, I think, no illusions about this. Most of us thought, after the 
last war, that the League of Nations meant peace and co-operation, and that 
we could relax our national defence efforts. We know this time that little con-
fidence can be placed in the ability of the United Nations to guarantee 
security, until it can reflect friendly relations between the Great Powers them-
selves. We should, of course, continue to work for a strong United Nations, 
with every member nation making its contribution to the preservation of peace 
by international action. But we know that this ideal is not going to be achieved 
for many years. 

The main reason for this lies in the relations between the Great Powers, 
and especially between the U.S.A. and the U.S.S.R. 

If the relations between those two powers deteriorate to the point of con-
flict, we in Canada cannot escape from becoming involved at once. If we think 
that such a result is probable, or even possible, we would be negligent if we 
did  not plan our defence policies with that end in vie. The U.S.A. is cer-
tainly not going to provoke such a conflict and will not consciously shape its 
policies in such a way that they might be interpreted as aggressive and pro-
vocative, though it will make many mistakes and may even on occasion adopt 
bellicose and unreasonable attitudes. But what about Russia? Is it possible 
for the western democratic world to work out, if not a friendly, at least a 
tolerable relationship with a state, organized on a police basis, governed by 
ruthless despots, inhabited by millions of fighting men to whom life is hard and 
cheap, and with a dynamic communist ideology. 

The best short statement of the position of Russia that I have recently 
read is the leading article in the Economist for November 3rd, "Reason and 
Russia", which I attach herewith.t A longer statement of the Russian problem 
is contained in a brilliant lecture by a London Foreign Office official, which 
I am also attaching.t He gave it, off the record of course, to a conference of 
military intelligence people in London. It is certainly worth reading. 

16  1 My own view, for what it may be worth, is that without some fundamental 
Change  in the Soviet state system and in the policies and views of its leaders, 
the U.S.S.R. is ultimately bound to come , into open conflict with western 
democrac... y This, of course does not mean that war is inevitable, because 
changes and collapse do take place. But without them,--and there are few 

)f• 	• ce'nvincIng signs of them in Russia—the end must be conflict. The Russian 
Id 	leaders  themselves insist on this. We should not make the mistake we made 
is 	with Hitler, of refusing to take seriously the words those leaders utter for 
I home consumption. 
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Any such conflict will be as sudden as Pearl Harbour and a hundred times
more devastating. The next war will certainly be "short, nasty and brutish" ; '
no country will be given warning by the next aggressor; no country will be
given time, in this day of atom bombs, bacteria and guided missiles, slowly
to gather together its strength . This has, it seems to me, a bearing on our
own defence policies. It would be folly to expect any warning of war, but a
greater folly to prepare for a type of war which may be as out of date as the
Macedonian phalanx.

All this does not mean war today or tomorrow. I cannot believe that
Russia-even crediting her with the most evil intentions =would be ready
to strike within five years or ten years . But the way the world is now going,
there can only be one ultimate result-war.

The fact that, before we have even made peace after the last war, we can
derive a measure of comfort from talk about a ten years' interval before the
next, is an alinost shattering revelation of the difference between our thinking
now and in 1919 . Who then would have dared to say that by 1929 we would
be slaughtering each other again?

Nevertheless, the .present world situation and particularly the . position of
Russia, makes it both wise and rea listic to limit our thoughts of peace to a
short period of time.

The U.S .A. and the U .K. have to bear the, main defence burden resulting
from a development of this kind . Canada, however, cannot escape the conse-
quences of its own position in the strategy of any future war and its own
importance in defence of the freedom loving world, which is our own defence
as well. With. the centre and pivot of that world the U .S.A., there is no isola-
tion for us, or for the U .K., which must act as the advance base of western
civilization . We will probably be asked by others to do more than we can,
or ought, in defence of the things for which we have already fought twice in
thirty years . Careful thought and planning on our part now will have, as one
of its most useful results, the forestalling of unreasonable requests from
Washington and London later . But the inescapable, facts of the world situation
dictate close co-operation with both those countries in working out combined
plans based on sound principles . This may, for us, result in obligations wcb)
economically, will-be difficult 'to carry .

If I have diàgnosed the situation accurately, it seems to me to suggest the
following :

(1) We should organize our national strength in the most effective possible
way to meet difficulties and dangers ahead

; (2) This requires combination aud co-operation with others, primarilY,
I think, with the United States "of America ;

(3) We should examine, with the greatest possible care, our defence plans,
to make sure that they fit . into our proper place in , this combined effort an

d are not dictated by merely traditional and possibly outworn concepts.
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984. 	 W.L.M.K./Vol. 389 

Procès-verbal d'une réunion du Comité de défense du Cabinet' 

Minutes of a Meeting of the Cabinet Defence Committeel 

TOP SECRET 	 [Ottawa,] November 13, 1946 

The twenty-fourth meeting of the Cabinet Defence Committee was held  in 
the Privy Council Chamber on Wednesday, November 13th, 1946, at 3 p.m. 

Present: 
The Prime Minister (Mr. King) in the Chair 	 • 

The Minister of National Defence for Air (Mr. Gibson) 
The Secretary of State for External Affairs (Mr. St. Laurent) 
The Minister of National Health and Welfare (Mr. Claxton) 
The Minister of National Defence (Mr. Abbott) 
The Minister of National Revenue and National War Services (Dr. McCann) 
The Chief of the Air Staff (Air Marshal Leckie) 
The Chief of the General Staff (Lieutenant-General Foulkes) 
The Chief of the Naval Staff (Vice-Admiral Reid) 
The Assistant Chief of the Naval Staff (Commodore DeWolf) 
The Director General of Defence Research (Dr. Solandt) 
The Secretary, Chiefs of Staff Committee (Group Captain Bean) 
The Secretary to the Cabinet (Mr. Heeney) 
The Under-Secretary of State for Extemal Affairs (Mr. Pearson) 

• The Special Assistant to the Prime Minister (Mr. Pickersgill) • 

• The Secretary, Cabinet Defence Committee (Mr. Gill) •  

OFFICE OF THE SPECIAL COMMISSIONER FOR DEFENCE PROJECTS  •  
IN NORTHWEST CANADA; CONTINUATION OF FUNCTIONS 

1. MR. HEENEY submitted proposals for the continued operation of the 
office of the Special Commissioner for Defence Projects in Northwest Canada 
after the end of the current year. 

As he had indicated at the previous meeting, arrangements were being 
made for the temporary appointment of a successor' to Mr. Phinney, who 
vas  retiring on November 15th, and for the office to remain in operation 
until the year end under the auspices of the Privy Council Office. If it were 
to continue after that date, it should be transferred to some other govern-
ment department—the Department of National Defence had been suggested. 
It wouid then be necessary for the administering department to seek new 
authority for the office upon the termination of the Emergency Transitional 
Powers Act. 

i La reproduction au complet du procès-
verbal de cette réunion fut jugée plus utile 
au lecteur que la présentation d'extraits se 
raPPortant exclusivement au sujet de cette section. 

The printing in their entirety of the 
minutes of this meeting was considered more 
useful to the reader than the reproduction of 
extracts dealing exclusively with the subject 
of this section. 
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',,,An: explanatory memorandum had been circulated .
(Memo to Cabinet Defence Committee of October 15th, 1946-Cabinet
document D-86) . t

2. THE CHIEF OF THE - GENERAL STAFF, with the Minister of National De-

fence in agreement; saw a continuing need for the office, but expressed the
opinion that, in view of the responsibility which Mines and Resources would
eventually assume in connection with the Alaska Highwâ.y, it would seem
more approp riate for them"to assume control of the office when it was trans-
ferred from the Privy Council Office .

3 . THE COMMITTEE, after further discussion, agreed that Mines and Re-
sources be approached to asce rtain whether they were prepared to assume
responsibility for the administration of the office of the Special Commis-
sioner for Defence Projects in Northwest Canada from January .1st, 1947 .

DEFENCE POLICY ; GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS ;

JOINT PLANNING WITH THE UNITED STATE S

4. THE PRIME MINISTER, referring to recent discussions in the Cabinet, sai d
that the purpose . of the meeting was to review. in a preliminary way current
questions of defence policy, . including the estimates ; of the defence depart-
ments . The Cabinet would devote the next two days to these important
problems .

Following his conversation with President Truman in Washington on
October 28th, 1946, during which certain defence matters of mutual interest
to the two countries had been discussed, an "oral message"' had been re-
ceived through the U .S . Ambassador in which ce rtain 'specific proposals had
been made . It had been argued that these should be discussed initia ll y be-

tween the two governments on , the diplomatic level.
It would be useful, "as a background to ministerial consideration of these

questions ; to have the advice of the Chiefs of Staff on the general strategic

situation, and their report on the progress of current joint planning with th e

United States .
5. THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF pointed . out that the risk of attack

upon this country had been assessed in the joint draft appreciation which
had been prepared , as a preliminary to joint planning by the Canada-United
States- Military Cooperation Committee .2 This document had been sub-
mitted to the Defence Committee on July 9th, 1946, and explained by
Intell igence officers . It would be recalled that this document had conclude d

that the North American continent could no longer be regarded as immune
from attack and that, after a few years, the capabili ties of a potential ag-
gressor would be increased considerably through possession of the atomi c
bomb and other modem weapons . .The resulting draft "Basic Security Plan"
had also . been explained to the Defence Committee on that occasion and,

'Voir la pièce jointe, document . 979. 1 See Enclosure, Document 979.
'Document 956 .
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subsequently, detailed planning on the various aspects of continental defence 
had proceeded through appropriate joint sub-committees. The most im-
portant, and immediate, of these detailed plans was the air defence scheme. 
This had not yet been presented to the Chiefs of Staff, but he had had an 
opportunity of examining it in a preliminary way. He was very much con-
cerned at the extent of the undertakings which it envisaged, particularly 
their financial implications; nor was he altogether satisfied with the strategic 
concept upon which it was based. , 

The intelligence upon which the draft appreciation was founded had been 
drawn largely from United States sources. The military view in Washington 
was that, in any future war, an aggressor would attempt to neutralize the war 
potential of this continent before embarking on a programme of expansion 
elsewhere. He did not altogether share this view, and felt that any attacks 
which might develop would be of a diversionary nature which would not 
warrant the establishment of an elaborate defence scheme employing our 
resources in a static role. With this in mind, and, in view of the immense 
financial outlays involved, it might be  more  appropriate to adopt measures 
of more modest proportions. 

6. THE CHIEF OF THE GENERAL STAFF agreed that plans intended to provide 
complete protection against sporadic raids would not be justified. It was, 
however, important in future planning to bear in mind that the continent was 
no longer free from attack. Moreover, realistic planning should provide the 
means of offensive action as well  as for more static defence. 

While the appreciation was based primarily on U.S. intelligence, the U.K. 
Staff's assessment of risk did not differ materially from that contained in the 
joint Canada-United States document. • 

7. THE CHIEF OF THE NAVAL STAFF said that, in present planning, the  role 
of the Navy was of somewhat lesser importance than that of the other Services. 
The Canadian •Navy was being organized so as to provide defence of coastal 
waters and for escort duties in both the Atlantic and Pacific approaches. It 
would also be capable of providing a force to cooperate, as the occasion 
required, with the British and United States Navies. In any future war, anti-
submarine measures would constitute the most important and difficult Naval 
task, and it was as yet not clear as to what means would prove effective in 
this department. 

.8. MR. KING observed that the reports and s views of the Chiefs of Staff 
concerning the present stage of joint planning with the United States empha-
sized the need of early discussions between the two governments of the very 
important questions involved. Meantime, the Cabinet should be given the 
fullest information on all phases of the problem and should consider most 
carefully the immense national issues at stake. 

9.  THE coMmITTEE, after considerable discussion, noted the reports of the 
Chiefs of Staff, agreeing that these questions would be submitted fully to the 
Cabinet the following day. 
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UNITED KINGDOM-CANADA-UNITED STATES; 
STANDARDIZATION OF EQUIPMENT; DEFENCE COOPERATION 

10. THE CHIEF .  OF THE GENERAL STAFF reported upon the progress of 
discussions concerning the standardization of military equipment between the 
three countries. 

Following recent preliminary meetings in the United Kingdom, tripartite 
talks at the Service level were now under way in Washington. It was now 
intended that these discussions would be broadened to include basic strategic 
and tactical factors and the adoption of joint measures in peacetime. Cana-
dian officers were participating in the current talks on a basis of equality with 
the U.K.—and the U.S. Service representatives. 

11. THE COMMITTEE, after discussion, noted the report of the Chief of 
the General Staff on this subject. 

COMMONWEALTH DEFENCE COOPERATION; 
SERVICE REPRESENTATION IN LONDON 

12. THE PRIME MINISTER said that, among the subjects discussed at the 
'Prime Ministers' " Conference in London earlier in. the year, was that of 
future arrangements for military representation within the Commonwealth. 
On that occasion, it had  been  made quite clear that, while the appointment 
of Service liaison officers attached to the High Commissioner's establishments 
would be acceptable, no centralized defence organization could be counte-
nanced. This had been the expressed view of Field Marshal Smuts, with 
which he had categorically agreed.  It  should be quite clearly understood 
that Service officers stationed in London should form part of the High Com-
missioner's staff, that their functions were limited strictly to "liaison", and 
that they would not constitute a "mission" in any sense. The numbers involyed 
shduld be only those required for these limited purposes. 

13. THE , CHIEFS OF STAFF AND THE DIRECTOR GENERAL OF DEFENCE 
RESEARCH reported the approximate numbers of the respective personnel re-
quired in London for liaison purposes. These . involved, respectively, Air 
Force, one Air Vice-Marshal and some five officers, Army, one Brigadier and 
five officers, Navy, one Commodore and 'five officers, a small group for 
Defence Research, and necessary subordinate personnel. 

The liaison duties to be performed were described; these related largely to 
having advance notice of U.K. Service developments on equipment and 
training. 

14. THE COMMITTEE, after further discussion, noted the reports made, and 
agreed that the question be considered by the Cabinet at an early meeting. 

• 	SERVICE PROGRAMMES; AIR FORCE AND ARMY 
15. THE PRIME MINISTER observed that, in the discussion of joint planning 

with the United States, the principal emphasis appeared to be on air defence. 
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This raised the question of the relative strength
the current programme in comparison with those of-ete a o~e~ Air Force in.

that of the Army. Services, par-ticularly
16 . THE CHI

EF OF THE GENERAL STAFF explained tha
torganized within the authorized manpower ceiling of 25e to mT wasoperational troops of ,0Osome 7,000. The remainder were to providep°~de

quarters staffs, administrative units, and training establishments for Acti
head

and Reserve components . The p rincipal function of the Active Force vewasensure the immediate security of Canada and a brigade grou `,~,as con t
o

to be the smallest formation capable of erform.i.n
p sideredp g this task.

tions
17: THE COMMITTEE, after discussion, noted the Prime Minister'stions and the statement of the Chief of the General Staff, agreeing tha t

observa-
would be considered by the Cabinet in reviewing the curr thisgrammes :grammes : of the three Services. eIIt pro-

AMERICAN DEFENCE
; 35TH RECOMMENDATION

OF THE PERMANENT JOINT BOARD ON DEFENC
E18 . THE PRIME

MINISTER, referring to President Truman'son joint defence policy, asked the Committee "oraI ~ message "
mendation of the Permanent Joint Boarhich outlined c

the 35th Recom-'ertaincooperation between the Armed Forces of the United States and Canada .
of

Since previous
discussion of this Recommendation b Canada .

been amended on the initiative of the United States S y~e Cabinet, it had
the object of safeguardin ection of the Board, wit

h count gthe sovereignty and protecting the interests of tha
try in whose territory joint projects of a defence nature were und eIt was flow submitted in draft form to determine its a rtaken.Canadian authori ties. ~epiability to the

If its terms were generally acceptable, there was th

e
its disposition. In this connection, it had been su este secondary question of
and be registered with the United Nations Organization as a ébe made publicment. (Memo from Secret glonal arra.nge_
October 21 st, 1946 ~, Cabinet Defence Committee, to Cabinet,

-Cabinet document 316) 1
19

• THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR EXTERNAL AFFAIRS suggested onthis supplementary question of disposition be d f ~ed ~ted that de-
outcome of discussions now in progress in, the United Natio pending theWith

a view to drafting rules for the registration of reSi'on ns
Organization

20• THE Cp al agreements .
Cabinet :

MM ITTEE, a fter further,discussion, agreed to recommend to th
e

(a) acceptance of the Board's 35th Recommeminor .. amendments of the text ; and ndation, subject to certain(b) that the `question of pûblicit andment y possible registration of the docu-~. with the United Nations Organization be deferred .'Document 973 .
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Aide-mémoire du gouvernement de Grande-Bretagne'
Aide-mémoire by Government of Great . Britain'

Top- SECRET
UNITED STATES BASES IN CANAD A

We appreciate the importance to Canada of close po li tical and military
co-operation with the U.S.A .', especially in matters of . defence . This is of

almost equal importance to ' the United Kingdom . On the other hand, we
should be very careful to avoid-Soviet .reactions . such as would tend to retard

the setting up of a genuine. international security - system under U .N.O .

2. We should also try not to embarrass the Dominions in . the Pacific by

allowing `a situation to develop which might -. make them feel ' that their
own position was prejudiced, without any compensating guarantee of defence
from the U.S .A.

3 . We recognize that even if Canada should wish to , temain neutral her
geographical position, and the disparity between her population and that of
the U.S.A., would make it difficult for her to do so if the U .S . were to be

attacked from over Canadian territory. This consideration applies whatever

defensive arrangements may be set up . Since Canada is likely to be drawn
into any war in which the United States was attacked from over Canadian
territory, and. since in these circumstances Canada would look to the United
Kingdom for help . the United ' Kingdom is deeply concerned about the U .S .

proposals for bases in Canada.

4 We suggest that the matter , is one that ' should not be hurried . Although

four or five years is little enough time in which to set up a defensive system
in the Arctic regiôns and in which to train personnel, it does leave sufficient
time for the matter to be given the close study which it deserves . In-particular

the following points should be considered :
(a) The importance that both Canada and ourselves should co-operate

with the United States in matters of -defence and that we should not appear
to rebuff their present advances .

(b) The grave danger of provoking Soviet reactions which would tend
to divide the world into two armed camps, especially at a time when We
aré endeavouring to set- up a world system . for ensuring security.

(c) The danger of embarrassing other members, of the . British Common-
wealth, particularly in the Pacific, who might feel that their own position wa

s

prejudiced without any compensating guaranteè of United States co-operad4n

" Cet aide-mémoire fut donné à M . St: 1 This 'aide-mémoire 'was given to Mr - St,

Laurent par M. Bevin le ,13 novembre à Laurent by 'Mr. Bevin on November 13 . ~

New York où -les deux participaient aux New York : where they were both pa rt1C1patu'g

réunions de l'Assemblée générale des Nations «: in the meetings' of the General Assemb1Y.°f

Unies. , the United Nations.
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(d) Whether the proposals can be held to come within the spirit and 
intention of the Atlantic Charter regarding regional arrangements for 
defence. 

(e) The need that we should beware of military measures which, because 
of their unfavourable reaction on political sentiment, make themselves the 
more essential. This is a vicious circle which leads inevitably to war. Conse-
quently, nailitary measures, however great their technical advantages, should 
be subordinate to political considerations. 

(f) The question of sovereignty over any bases which might be set up. 

986. 	 PCO 

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet 

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions 

TOP SECRET 	 [Ottawa,] November 14, 1946 

DEFENCE POLICIES; COMMONWEALTH RELATIONS; JOINT PLANNING 

WITH THE UNITED STATES; SERVICE PROGRAMMES 

1. THE PRIME MINISTER, referring to the decision taken at the meeting of 
November 5th, reported that the Cabinet Defence Committee had now given 
preliminary consideration to important and urgent questions of defence policy , 

to which it was now desired that the Cabinet address their earnest attention. 
In particular, consideration should be given to problems of defence rela-

tionships within the Commonwealth and to the current programmes of. the 
Services in terms of manpower and finance in relation to developments within 
the past few months, especially in connection with joint planning with the 
United States. Further, questions of government organization for defence 
including the appointment of a single Minister, the functions and personnel 
of the Cabinet Defence Committee, the position of the Chiefs of Staff and 
departmental machinery required careful examination. 

Matters of immediate urgency were those arising out of joint planning 
with the United States. In this connection it was expected that discussions 
between the two govermnents on the diplomatic level would take place 
before long. 

As a preliminary to consideration of these problems, the Chiefs of Staff 
had been asked to attend the present meeting, to describe the present strategic 
situation and the background against which decisions would be made. Intelli-
gence officers of the three Services would explain a draft appreciation and a 
draft basic security plan which had been prepared jointly by Canadian and 
U.S. officers as a- preliminary to  joint detailed planning for North American 
defence. These documents had been submitted to the Cabinet Defence Com.;.. 
mittee after concurrence therein of the Chiefs of Staff. 
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("An appreciation of the Requirements for Canadian-U.S . Security" No. 1,
May 23, 19461; "Joint Canadian-United States Basic Security Plan, June 5,
1946"'2.)

2 . THE CABINET noted with approval the Prime Minister's observations .

NORTH AMERICAN DEFENCE ; JOINT DRAFT

APPRECIATION AND BASIC SECURITY PLAN

3 . THE SERVICE INTELLIGENCE OFFICERS, at the request of the Chief o f

the Air Staff, explained at length (with the aid of maps and charts) the joint
draft appreciation and commented upon the intelligence upon which the
conclusions of this document had been based .
-- Their exposition included a description of the strategic concept of conti-

nental defence which the joint planners of the two countries had accepted,
and assessment of the capabilities of potential enemies, estimates of the time
elements involved, an indication of possible objectives in North America and
an assessment of probable forms and scales of attack.

4. THE CHIEF OF THE GENERAL STAFF explained the purpose of the joint

appreciation. While it was based primarily on intelligence from U .S. sources ;

the conclusions suggested in it were generally supported by intelligence from
the United Kingdom . There was, however, some difference between the
American and British estimates of the time element involved .

The appreciation had led to the formulation of a draft basic security plan
for North American defence in which were set forth the several tasks to be
undertaken by the armed forces of Canada and the United States . These
included, in the first instance, an air defence scheme also an extensive pro-
gramme of air photography and mapping and Arctic tests and training.

After careful examination of the draft joint appreciation and plan the
Chiefs of Staff had concurred in those documents as a satisfactory basis for
detailed planning. After their submission and explanation to the Cabinet
Defence Committee, further joint planning with the United States had been
authorized (with the concurrence of the Prime Minister) . and draft detailed

plans were at present in course of preparation .

5. THE DIRECTOR GENERAL OF DEFENCE RESEARCH commented upon th
e

draft appreciation and plan from the point of view of the technical and
scientific development of weapons .

In these fields a satisfactory basis had been laid for collaboration with the
United Kingdom and the United States.

6. THE CABINET noted the reports of the Service Intelligence Officers and
the observations of the Chief of the General Staff and the Director General
of Defence Research .

The meeting adjourned at 1 .15 p.m. and resumed at 3.00 p .m.

1 Document 956.
2 Document 957.
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DEFENCE POLICIES; JOINT PLANNING  WITH  THE UNITED STATES 

7. THE PRIME MINISTER commented upon the presentations made by the 
Chiefs of Staff and by the Service intelligence officers that morning. 

The questions raised by the draft joint appreciation were of the highest 
importance. There could be no doubt that North American defence had to be 
considered as a whole. The defence of Canada was inseparable from that of 
the United States. This had been accepted policy in both countries since be-
fore the war. It was questionable, however, how far the government should 
accept, in any event at this stage, the strategic concept upon which the con-
clusions of the joint draft appreciation had been based. 

8. MR.  KING  said that, arising out of his interview with President Truman 
on October 28th, three immediate questions required consideration---the first 
related to the draft joint appreciation, the second to the 35th recommendation 
of the Permanent Joint Board and the third to the stationing of further U.S. 
forces at Goose Bay, Labrador. 

The importance and urgency of the issues involved emphasized the necessity 
of early discussions between the two governments at the diplomatic level. This 
procedure had, in fact, been agreed between the President and himself. One 
of the primary purposes of these discussions would be to consider the subject 
matter of the appreciation, with a view to reaching agreement on the basis 
upon which further joint planning should proceed. 

Meantime, the Chiefs of Staff had been invited to return to the meeting to 
explain the current programmes of their respective Services with particular 
reference to the present stage of joint planning with the United States. 

9. THE CABINET, after further discussion, deferred further consideration of 
these questions. 

DEFENCE POLICIES; SERVICE PROGRAMMES 

10. THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF observed that preliminary reports upon 
detailed joint plans in course of preparation indicated that the air defence 
scheme when submitted would be very extensive and involve very large finan-
cial commitments. It was unlikely that it would be fu lly supported by the Air 
Ste. 

11. AIR  MARSHAL LECKIE said that the R.C.A.F. was presently organized as 
a nucleus upon which rapid expansion could be based in time of emergency. 
The current programme provided for only eight operational squadrons requir-
ing personnel of some 4,000 and headquarters, administrative and training 
units, all of which would come within the approved ceiling of 16,100. At 
present, the strength of the permanent force was approximately 12,000. The 
estimated cost for the next fiscal year was $21 million capital and $79 miffion 
reclining.  

12. THE CHIEF OF THE GENERAL STAFF stated that the Army was organized 
with two principal objectives, viz. the provision of a small fighting force for 
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the immediate security of Canada (involving some 7,00 0-men) and appropri-ate headquarters and training establishments as a basis upon which to develop
the Reserve Army in the event of an emergency. The total would fall within
the approved ceiling of,25,000 men and would involve ' annual recurring ex-
penditures of approximately $70 million . The present active strength of the
Army .was about 11,700 men .

13 . THE CHIEF OF THE NAVAL STAFF described briefly the role of the Navyin providing for the defence of coastal waters and for escort forces in co-
operation with the United Kingdom and the United "States . The units planned
would involve total manpower within the authorized ceiling of 10,000. The
estimated cost of this programme for the current fiscal year :was estimated at
$73 million . At present there were 7,000 men in the permanent force and
2,000 in the interim force .

• . -
14. THE DIRECTOR GENERAL OF DEFENCE RESEARCH described plans now in

hand for the organization of scientific and development work in connection
with the three Services. The Canadian Armament Research and Development
Establishment at ' Valcartier and the. Suffield experimental station were being
taken over from the_ Army. Research,of common interest to the three Services
would . be conducted under - the joint organization. Close collaboration with
both the United Kingdom and the United States would be a prima ry element
of policy.

Personnel would likely reach some 800 when control of the Valcartier
and Suffield establishments was assumed . With respect to finance, the current
vote of $15 million would not be expended this year . It might be anticipated
that a similar amount would be required for the next fiscal year .

15 . THE CABINET, after discussion, noted the reports of the Chiefs of Staff .

DEFENCE POLICIES ; 35TH RECOMMENDATION OF THE

PERMANENT JOINT BOARD ON DEFENC E

16. THE PRIME MINISTER requested reconsideration of the 35th reconl-
rrièndation of the * Canada-U.S . Permanent Joint Board on Defence. This had
first been submitted to the Cabinet at the meeting of May 9th last, when
decision- thereon had been deferred . ~ . .

The recommendation was , in draft form only. It sought to set out
appropriate principles for cooperation between the forces of the United
States and of Canada : Yt had now been requested that the government accord
it favourable consideration .

The draft had been amended ' `since its earlier submission, with a view
to the safeguarding of sovereignty - and the protection of the interests of the
country in whose territory joint operations were unde rtaken. In this form it
had been considered l)y the Cabinet Defence Committee and . was recom-
mended for apprôval.- : ; ~T
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(Memorandum, Secretary, Cabinet Defence Committee, Oct. 21, 1946 
and annexed draft recommendation of the Board—Cabinet Document 316.) 1. 

17. THE CABINET, after considerable discussion, agreed that a recommenda-
tion along the lines of the draft submitted would be favourably considered 
by the government and that the Board be informed to that effect. 

A. D. P. HEENEY 

987. 	 DEA/52-C 

L' ambassadeur aux États-Unis au sous-secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in United States to Under-Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 	 , 

TOP SECRET AND PERSONAL 	 Washington, November 14, 1946 

Dear Mr. Pearson, 
With reference to your letter of November 2nd2  and my WA-4020 of 

November 12th,f I was surprised, as you were, to hear of the breadth of the 
territory to be covered during the tri-partite staff talks in Washington. To 
some degree I share your hesitation over our participation on a nominally 
equal footing in these discussions. On the whole, however, I am inclined 
to think that we should do so. 

The more I think of it, the more I am convinced that a joint appreciation 
and forecast of the global strategical situation, developed by our two great 
prospective Allies in another war, would be of great value in reaching intel-
ligent decisions on our own domestic po licies, provided that it is well done 
and carries conviction. If these talks fulfil their purpose and the results 
are accepted in London and Washington, it seems to me that we shall have 
to accept the conclusions as a matter of practical necessity. Unless we run. 
the risks involved in junior partnership in the formulation of the strategical 
concepts, I am fairly certain that there would be greater difficulty in securing 
consent in Ottawa on the political level, since the advisers of the Govern-
ment would not be able to explain fully the processes whereby the conclu-
sions were reached. 

To illustrate this, it seems to me that we cannot reach a sound decision 
on such problems as the proper scale of air defences of North America and 
Our appropriate share of responsibility therein except in the light of some 
authoritative appreciation concurred in by both the U.S. and the U.K. of 
the conditions and theatres in which another war is likely to be fought 
and decided. One could multiply illustrations of this sort. 

Document 973. 
'Non trouvée. 	 2  Not located. 
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It is possible that we might have a small positive contribution to make
if we can manage to be represented by good men and to have them we ll
instructed . You mentioned in your letter that you and Arnold' were not
much impressed by the quality , of some of the political arguments put for-
ward in the War Office memoranda which Foulkes read to the Chiefs of Staff .
You know very well the tendency here for the Services to hold aloof from the
State Department. If our representatives can be kept closely in touch with
the views of the political advisers to the Government, we might be able to do alittle to improve the result of the discussions .

I assume that the talks began earlier this week, but I have heard nothing
from the Canadian pa rticipants . I fully agree that it would be useful if they
could keep me personally informed of what is going on, but I think that
they will have to be told so by their Chiefs of Staff . No one but myself in
the Embassy knows anything about the nature., of these talks ; and George
Wait "tells me that he is the only member of the Joint Staff who is informed .
He is in the picture apparently only because the R .C.A.F. sent him to London
with Foulkes and not because he is the Chairman of the Joint Staff here . He
was dubious about talking to me about the London discussions until he found
out how much I already knew.

Yours sincerely,
H. H. WRONG

988. B.C ./Vol. 122

Déclaration du ministre de la Santé nationale
et du Bien-être social au Cabine t

Statement by Minister of National Health and Welfare to Cabinet

Top SECRET [Ottawa,] November 15, 1946

Yesterday aftern,oon, the Chief of the Air Staff told us that the Unite d
States took the view that the main attack would be launched against them,
with the object of crippling the productive power of the United States .

He went on to say that this was not the view either of the U.K. or of the
Canadian General Staffs, who felt that any attack on this continent would be
diversionary, that is, intended to prevent our assisting in the defence against
the main attack . Only when the latter was pushed home, would the fu ll re-
sources of the rest of the world be turned against this continent.

My present purpose is not to indicate'a preference between the two views,
but to point out, indeed to emphasize in the strongest terms, the fact that
there is a fundamental difference in the concepts of the American and Cana-
dian Staffs .

This - would vitally affect the whole scale of the defence measures wluch
should be established .

"A . D. P . Heeney.
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Further, this fundamental difference of view arises out of a joint apprecia-
tion. On the basis of that appreciation the Americans say that they are to be 
the object of the main attack, and we say that at the outset we would be 
the object of a diversionary attack. 

On the basis of this appreciation, the Military Co-operation Committee 
of Canada and the United States (generally called "The Joint Planners") have 
been drawing up a plan for submission to the General Staffs of the two coun-
tries. In anticipation of this, so that we might better appreciate the situation, 
Air Vice-Marshal Leckie has described to us this plan, and it appears to be 
based on the American concept. He has added that, having regard to the 
defence needs of Canada and the resources of Canada, he would not be likely 
ta  recommend the adoption of this plan when it comes 'before him. 

I mention this as the background against which we should now consider 
the  President's request that we should endorse the joint planning and that 
this endorsation should take the form of approval of the appreciation. 

That is, we are asked to approve an appreciation when it is a fair assump-
tion that the Americans draw a conclusion from it totally different from that 
which our expert advisers - are likely to draw. 

Secondly, we are asked to approve the continuation' of joint planning which 
we now know is going forward on the basis of the American interpretation of 
the appreciation and which is designed to attain an object which our advisers 
will probably say is entirely beyond our capacity, even if it is desirable, 
nainely the achievement of a Maginot line across the north of Canada. 

It seems to me that . in these circumstances and against this background, 
our approval of the appreciation and endorsement of the joint planning that is 
now going on could not but mislead our American partners into the belief that 
we were going along with them in their concept.  • 

It seems to me that each day that we allow them to continue along the 
present course will commit us further to acceptance of that course. 

It seems to me that as this proceeds we will fmd that in their view at least 
we will have acquiesced in the action they have been  taking, so that all that 
remains will be to settle the details and allocate the cost. 

Moreover, if it comes down to this, we will be in a weak bargaining posi-
tion, at least in a much weaker bargaining position than if we were to say to 
them now, "We simply don't agree with your concept. We can't afford to 
allocate any considerable proportion of the defence appropriations we can 
make in support of it. If you insist that this is necessary for your defence, then 
we would expect that you would contribute a large proportion of the cost." 

Wouldn't it be better now, rather than to approve the appreciation and 
endorse the planning, to enter into the discussion with the Americans at the 
top political level and clarify the ground there before committing ourselves by 
allowing a chain of events to appear in the minds of the Americans to com-
mit us. 
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- Shouldn't our reply to the President therefore . be that while we agree
emphatically that there should be joint planning on the basis of an apprecia-
tion to be agreed to by the political representatives of the two countries, we
feel that the best way to proceed would be to have the discussion at the politi-
cal level at once and then to give instructions to the Chiefs of Staff and the
Joint Planners .

In that way we would be reserving our position and not giving away any
bargaining power or committing ourselves to something that, frankly, seems

to me to be totally~ unacceptable .
Obviously this is a matter of great urgency. I think we should ask our

' Chief s of Staff tô givè us at once, . and - without waiting for any further develop-

ments, aJoint comment on the appreciation and at least the outlines of a plan
-of defence- which would at once co-ordinate the activities -of the three services
and relate their combined effectives to a workable - plan of joint action with
the United States which would meet two requireménts, first, joint action with

.the United States for the defence of this continent, and , second, the other

defence needs_ or military, objectives of Canada .
With that and some estimates of the cost, our political representatives

could, after discussion . with the Cabinet, enter the political discussions with a

,view to securing . an understanding by the political representatives of the
United States of- the defence needs of Canada . and of the means available to

meet them .
In this way- we would - not enter upon - the most important action in the

peacetime history of the country on the basis of a possible misunderstanding.

989. - W.L.M.K./Vol . 389

Conclusions du Cabinet'
Cabinet Conclusionsl

Top SECRET Ottawa, November 15, 1946

A meeting of the Cabinet was . held in the Privy Council Chamber on

Friday, November 15th, . -1946 at 11 .00 a.m. The meeting adjourned at 1 .00

p.m. and resuméd at 3 .00 p .ni .

PRESENT :

The Minister of Reconstruction and Supply (Mr. Howe),

The Minister of Agriculture (Mr . Gardiner )
(present during latter part of the afternoon meeting) ,

The Prime Minister (Mr . King), in the Chair,

The Minister of Veterans Affairs (Mr. Mackenzie) ,

1 Les :conclusions de cette réunion du_ 1 The conclusions of this meeting of the
Cabinet sont reproduites au complet pour . Cabinet are printed"• in their entirety to ind'
démontrer la préoccupation, du -Cabinet à cate the Cabinet's preoccupation at this date
cette date avec les problèmes de défense et with defence and other problems of ia
de politique internationale en général . national politics .
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The Minister of National Defence for Air (Mr. Gibson), 
The Minister of Justice and Secretary of State 
for External Affairs (Mr. St. Laurent), 
The Minister of Public Works (Mr. Fournier), 
The Postmaster General (Mr. Bertrand), 
The Minister of National Health and Welfare (Mr. Claxton 
The Solicitor General (Mr. Jean), 
The Minister of Transport (Mr. Chevrier), 
The Secretary of State (Mr. Martin), 
The Minister of National Defence and Minister of 
National Defence for Naval Services (Mr. Abbott), 
The Minister of National Revenue and Minister of 
National War Services (Dr. McCann), 
The Minister of Fisheries (Mr. Bridges) . 
The Secretary to the Cabinet (Mr. Heeney). 

REDISTRIBUTION REDISTRIBUTION 

1. THE MINISTER OF VETERANS AFFAIRS reported on behalf of the Cabinet 
Çommittee established at the meeting of November 12th. 

Discussions in respect of the different Provinces were being carried on and 
maps were being prepared. A detailed report for Cabinet consideration would 
be available before long. 

2. THE CABINET noted the Minister's report. 

NATIONAL WAR MEMORIAL 

3. THE PRIME MINISTER, referring to the discussion at the meeting of No-
vember 12th, reported that a communication had now been received from the 
Dominion Command of the Legion in support of the proposal to have refer-
ence to the recent war included by a suitable inscription on the National War 
Memorial. 

4. THE CABINET, after discussion, agreed that the Department of Public 
Works should have an architect examine the situation and report as to what 
might be appropriately done. 

DEFENCE POLICIES; CANADIAN SERVICE REPRESENTATION 

IN THE UNITED KINGDOM 

5. THE PRIME mimsTER observed that the government had as yet reached 
no final decision as to the form of military representation. in London. 

At the "Prime Ministers' meetings in London the previous spring, this 
question had been discussed and it had been recognized, as a result, that any-
thing in the nature of a centralized organization for "Imperial" defence was 
unacceptable and inappropriate to the relationship which existed between the 
nations of the Commonwealth. This was quite evident from the record of dis-
cussions at the time. Furthermore, the establishment of any executive ma-
chinery in London would be contrary to long settled Canadian policy and, in- 
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deed, to the principles' of .the Statute of Westminster and :the recorded con-
clusions on the subject of recent Imperial Conferénces .

In opposing the establishment of a military mission in London on the part
of South Africa, on grounds similar to the above, Field Marshal Smuts had,
on the other h and, supported the appointment of " liaison officers" to the
staffs of the High Commissioners. This proposal was deemed - appropriate and
desirable as a means of facili tating the traditional cooperation and coordination
in defence matters between the nations of the Commonwealth . The functions
of these officers would be confined to liaison with the U.K . . Services and
would not include participation in planning of any kind . The Prime Minister
had expressed agreement with such an arrangement and' its imp lications, from
the Canadian point of view, had been under consideration by the Services here
and recently by the Cabinet Defence Committee .

The Cabinet would observe that recent proposals relating to the organiza-
tion of Commonwealth defence to . which publicity had been given in B ritain
and in this country were quite contrary to that for the appointment of liaison
officers to which reference had been made .

6 . THE CABINET, after considerable discussion, agreed to Canadian Ser-
vice representation in the United Kingdom by the attachment to the High
Commissioner's office in London of approp riate liaison officers; the personnel
involved to be settled subsequently on the basis of the approved requirements
of the three Services .

DEFENCE POLICIES ; JOINT PLANNING WITH THE UNITED STATES ;

COMMONWEALTH COOPERATION

7. THE SECRETARY : OF STATE FOR EXTERNAL AFFAIRS. . observed that. ap-

proval of the 35th recommendation of the Joint Defence Board which set

forth the principles of defence cooperation with the .United States involved

the question of its ' relationship to comparable arrangements within the Com-

monwealth.
'The Board's recommendation would constitute, in effèct, an agreement

between Canada and the United States ' for regional defence which might
evoke comparison with the relatively undefined defence relationships between
Canada and other parts of the Commonwealth. It would be recalled that the
Commonwealth itself was commonly cited as a typical and desirable regional
arrangement such as was contemplated under 'the Charter of the United
Nations .

8 . THE PRrME MINISTER observed that Commonwealth defence coopera-
tion rested upon a basis of understanding and tradition independent of any
regional arrangements and requiring no precise agreements . This was the
unanimous conclusion of the Imperial Conference of 1937 . Further, the prO'
posed arrangements with the United States for No rth Ame rican defence were,

in a sense, a substantial contribution to the Commonwealth, since a first tenet
of United Kingdom foreign policy was the maintenance of the closest f ri end•

ship with the United States .
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Appropriate reference to the Commonwealth defence relationship might 
well be made when the 35th recommendation of the Board was made public. 

9. MR. KING drew attention to the reference in the so-called "oral message" 
of President Truman to the desirability of early approval of the Board's 
35th recommendation. 

The President had appreciated our desire to keep the U.K. gove rnment in-
formed of the progress of our joint defence arrangements with the United 
States and the Secretary of State for External Affairs had discussed the matter 
with the U.K. Foreign Secretary in New York. Mr. Bevin had subsequently 
given Mr. St. Laurent an aide mémoire containing certain observations from 
the United Kingdom point of view. This aide mémoire (which Mr. King read) 
emphasized the importance of calculating Soviet reactions to joint defence 
measures in the Arctic, also to the effects of special Canada-U.S. arrange-
ments upon other Commonwealth defence relationships. 

(United Kingdom aide mémoire, undated) 1  
10. THE CABINET, after further discussion: 
(a) confirmed the decision taken at the previous meeting respecting ap-

proval of the Board's 35th recommendation; 
(b) agreed that the text of the Board's 35th recommendation be com-

municated to the United Kingdom; and, 
(c) agreed that, at such time as publicity were given to defence arrange-

ments with the United States under the Board's 35th recommendation, appro-
priate public reference should also be made to similar cooperative defence 
arrangements with the United Kingdom under long standing Canadian policy. 

DEFENCE POLICIES; NORTH AMERICAN DEFENCE; 

JOINT PLANNING WITH THE UNITED STATES 

11. THE PRIME MINISTER again read the text of the "oral message" from 
President Truman, drawing attention to the fact that it contained three specific 
proposals: 

(i) endorsement of joint planning now in progress with particular reference 
to joint measures in the Arctic (such endorsement, it was suggested, might 
take the form of approval of the draft appreciation prepared by Canadian and 
U.S. staffs); 

(ii) approval of the Board's 35th recommendation; and, 
(iii) consent to the stationing of substantially increased U.S. forces at 

Goose Bay, Labrador. 
The second proposal had already been dealt  with  The first and third re-

mained for consideration. 

'Document 985. 
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`(President's` "oral ' message"= to the Prime Minister=undated-handed to
Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs by U .S . Ambassador, Oct. 28,1946 .) '

The meeting adjourned at 1 .00 p .m. and resumed at 3 .00 p .m .

NAVY;,, SIZE OF POSTWAR FORCE

12. THE PRIME MINISTER made reference to a report of a recent speech b y

the Chief of the Naval Staff, in which Admiral Reid was stated to have ex-
pressed the view that the Canadian Navy should be a good deal larger than at
present planned. It was quite improper for a Chief of Staff to express himself
publicly on matters of government policy .

13 . THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE said that the impropriety of hi s

conduct had already been drawn to the attention of Admiral Reid .

14 . THE CABINET noted with approval the remarks of the Prime Minister
and the Minister of National Defence .

DEFENCE POLICIES ; NORTH AMERICAN . DEFENCE ; -

JOINT PLANNING WITH . THE UNITED• STATES . ,

15. THE,PRIME MINISTER .referred again to President Truman's "oral mes-
sage" and the .two specific .~decisions therein suggested which remained for dis-
position, viz:, endorsement of joint planning and consent to increased U .S .
forces at Goose. Bay .

It was suggested that endorsement of joint planning now in progress (which
had particular reference to measures of joint action in the North) might take
the form of concurrence in 'thé draft joint âppreciation which had been ex-
plained in detail 'tô ' the Cabinet the previous day by Intel ligence Officers of "
the •three Services . While -assurances might be given in general terms of Cana-
dian. support for the continuance of joint planning along agreed lines, con-
currence in the conclusions of the draft joint appreciation involved policy
considerations of the thighest . importance and could not properly be given by
the .government, at _ least at this stage. In due, course ,. an agreed appreciation
would have to be ' formulated as . a basis for joint measures . Such an overall
appreciation, however, would have to be prepared with the greatest care and
only after full discussion between the two governments on the diplomatic
level .

With respect to Goosé Bay; this was ` also a matter for discussion on 'the
diplomatic level . It involved directly the U .K. Government and Newfound-

-land, and no . decision on the subject could be taken. immediately.
It was proposed that discussions between the two - governments~ would be

initiated at an early date on the basis of the President's "oral message" ; the

1 Voir la pièce jointe, document 979. 1 See Enclosure, Document' 979 .
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Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs had  been authorized to com-
municate with the U.S. Ambassador to this effect. 

It had been suggested that the discussions could best be conducted in 
Ottawa between the U.S. Embassy and the Department of . Extemal Affairs, 
with the participation of appropriate Service officers and advisers on both 
sides. They would cover an appreciation of the political and military factors 
involved, the position of the United Kingdom in relation to North American 
defence, responsibility for agreed joint measures as between Canada and the 
United States (specifically the difficult matter of- finance), specific U.S. 
proposals such as the suggested increase of forces at Goose Bay and the U.S. 
programme for Arctic weather stations, as well as all other major aspects of 
the whole problem. 

(Letter, Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs, to the U.S. Ambas-
sador, Nov. 1, 1946.) 1  

16. THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE drew attention to the fact that 
the Chiefs of Staff had concurred in the draft  joint appreciation.. They had 
not, however, examined detailed joint plans which were still in course of 
preparation within the framework of the draft basic security plan which had 
been explained by the Chiefs of Staff the previous day. 
, It would be premature for the govemment to accept the draft basic 
security plan until the Chiefs of Staff had submitted their comments thereon. 
Meantime the Chiefs of Staff might be instructe4 to prepare jointly a purely 
Canadian appreciation and plan for early consideration by the Cabinet in 
relation  to thé-  govérnrnent's immediate programme. 
. 17. THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR EXTERNAL AFFAIRS agreed that the 
government should not, in any  event at this stage, concur in the draft  joint 
4preciation. As the Prime Minister had pointed out, its conclusions were 
based on complex political as well as strategic considerations. It was necessary 
to distinguish between what was  possible technically in a military way and 
What was probable from other points of view. The time factor was also 
diffi.cult to estimate and upon this there was some difference of opinion. 

As to specific projects, for example Goose Bay, the U.K. Foreign Secre, 
tary had offered the opinion that, from the political point of view, it would 
be well to proceed as far as possible on a civilian basis. The development 
of airfields for civil and commercial purposes could be carried a considerable 
distance and at the same time serve the military purpose. 

As to cost, consideration might be given to recent discussions at the United 
Nations and the principles which were being examined there. In this con-
nection the criterion of comparative per capita cost was being studied and 
was not irrelevant to the present problem. . 

18. THE CABINET after considerable discussion, agreed: 
(1) that while general endorsement could be given to the principle of 

ipint defence  planning  with the United States, the government could not 

Document 980. 
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concur in the draft joint appreciation submitted through the Canadian and
U.S . Chiefs of Staff, pending the outcome of forthcoming discussions between
the two governments on the diplomatic level ; as a result of these discussions
it was hoped that a general appreciation, taking account of all relevant
factors, would be agreed between the two governments ;

(2) that no decision could be taken respecting the U .S . government's
proposal to station additional forces at Goose Bay, Labrador, pending the
forthcoming discussions with the United States, and pending discussion of
this subject with the U.K. government and Newfoundland ;

(3) that joint defence planning with the United States should not proceed
beyond the present stage, pending the forthcoming discussions and pending
agreement between the two governments as to the lines upon which further
planning should proceed and joint measures be undertaken ; -

(4) that the Chiefs of Staff be directed to prepare fo rthwith a joint defence
programme for the immediate future-including a joint appreciation and joint
plan, due weight being given therein to :

(a) the course of joint planning with the United States ; and,
(b) other relevant factors from the Canadian point of view (e .g . local

defence, Commonwealth relationships, possible United Nations ob ligations) .

DEFENCE POLICIES ; SERVICE PROGRAMME S

19. THE PRIME MINISTER pointed out that the Cabinet, during the past
year, had authorized the Services to proceed with plans for the active ele-
ments of Navy, Army and Air Force, on the basis of certain manpower
"ceilings" _ and, during the past Session, Parliament had been so informed .
Financial estimates for approval of permanent establishments within these
manpower figures were at present under consideration .

At the meeting of November 5th the Cabinet had agreed, however, that a
general review of peacetime establishments should be undertaken in the light
of -developments since the earlier decisions had been taken . It was necessary,
therefore, to scrutinize carefully the authorized, figures for the three Services
in order to determine whether a correct proportion existed between the three,
particularly in relation to the course of joint planning with the United States
in the matter of Arctic defence .

In this connection it appeared that the defence responsibilities of Canada
would involve a very high proportion of air strength . Possibly the numbers of
men allotted to the Air Force was out of line for this reason .

20. THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL DEFENCE observed that the . Arri1Y pr0-

gramme involved a trained fighting force of only some 7,000 men . The remain-
ing 18,000 were requiréd for Headquarters and administrative purposes and
personnel assigned to train the Reserve Army. These 'figures would be re-
examined and consideration given to their readjustment to meet present
circumstances .
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It should be borne in mind that the Reserve Army (the former Non-
Permanent Active Militia) formed the essential framework of the traditional 
Canadian defence scheme. It was based upon the assumption of a citizen 
Army whose fighting would be done abroad to keep the war away from 
Canada. Possibly some means might be found to effect adjustments in this 
programme in the light of the new North American requirements. 

As to the Navy, it was intended to re-examine the necessity of having the 
second carrier in the present programme. 

21. MR. KING emphasized the importance of having National Defence esti-
mates submitted at the earliest possible date. These should be examined in the 
light of the joint programme which the Chiefs of Staff were to prepare. 

Expenditures for defence would have to be considered carefully in relation 
to the whole national budget and in particular to the government's social 
security programme. Large expenditures upon defence would inevitably entail 
reductions in the amounts available for social purposes. 

22. 'THE CABINET, after discussion, noted that the Army and Navy pro-. 
gramme would be re-examined as indicated by the Minister and agreed that, 
at an early date, the Cabinet would consider National Defence estimates with 
the joint programme to be submitted by the Chiefs of Staff. 

■ , 

DEFENCE POLICIES; ORGANIZATION; MINISTRY; DEFENCE COMMITTEE 

23. THE PRIME MINISTER referred to the announcement made some months 
ago of the intention, at an appropriate time, to organize the Department of 
National Defence under one Minister. There was no doubt that by this means 
a greater measure of co-ordination could be achieved between the three Ser-
vices and substantial administrative economies effected. 

It would have been observed that in the United Kingdom, a Minister of 
Defence had recently been appointed and the Cabinet Defence Committee 
reorganized with a view to maintaining an effective coordination in strategy 
and in administration. The question of the place of the Cabinet Defence 
Committee in Canada was one which should also be reexamined. 

Other related questions of great importance were—the desirability of 
appointing a single Chief of Staff, the position of Parliamentary Assistants, 
and that of the Deputy Ministers. 

24. THE MINISTERS OF NATIONAL DEFENCE both expressed agreement with 
the Prime Minister's view that a single Minister of National Defence was 
desirable. 

25. THE CABINET, after discussion, agreed that one Minister of National 
Defence should be appointed' and that other questions of defence organiza-
tion, including that of the Defence Committee, the Chiefs of Staff, Parlia-
mentary Assistants and Deputy Ministers should receive early consideration. 

1  Brooke Claxton fut nommé le ministre 	1 Brooke Claxton was appointed Minister 
de la Défense nationale le 12 décembre. 	of National Defence on December 12. 
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ESTHONIAN REPUBLIC ; RECOGNITION OF INCORPORATION IN U .S .S.R.

26 . THE ' SECRETARY OF STATE FOR EXTERNAL AFFAIRS reported that it was
necessary in connection with certain judicial proceedings arising out of the
sale of an Esthonian vessel by a Canadian Admiralty Court to reach a decision
with respect to the status of the Esthonian Republic . The Republic now
formed part of the Union of Soviet Socialist Repub lics .

The U.K. Government had accepted the Esthonian Repub lic as the de facto
government of Esth nia but had as yet refused de jure recognition . The U.S.

government had no recognition and the U.S. Secretary of State com-~ ~
monly issued certificates to that effect to Courts and to li tigants .

As yet the Canadian government had given no recognition to the acquisition

of Esthonia by the Soviet Union. This question should now be decided as
should that of the procedure to be followed respecting certificates of national

status . (External Affairs memorandum, Nov . 14, 1946 . t)

27 . THE CABINET, after discussion, agreed that Canada should not extend
de jure recognition to the Esthonian Republic_ but should recognize it as the
de facto government of Esthonia; also that a reply to that effect should be

given on the 'formulation of an enquiry by a court of law.

UNITED NATIONS ASSEMBLY ; USE OF THE VETO ; SOUTH-WEST AFRICA

28 . THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR EXTERNAL AFFAIRS reported on the

progress of events at the current meetings of the Assembly .

An immediate question arose as to the attitude to be adopted by the Cana-
dian delegation on the proposals being put forward respecting the use of the
veto by the Great Powers . On the one hand, it was felt that the Great Powers ;

in particular the Soviet Union, had undoubtedly abused the veto provided by
the, Charter for the protection of their vital interests . To this extent, the dele-
gation agreed with current proposals to limit its employment . On the other

hand, it was felt that it was not helpful to raise this issue now. It was hoped

that a compromise solution would 'be accepted which would not have the
harmful effects of the more drastic résolution supported by Australia and
many of the smaller powers. To this end the delegation had had discussions
with the United Kingdom and other Commonwealth countries and it was pro-
posed to express in the Assembly the Canadian view along these lines .

Another difâcult question was that of South Africa's expressed intention to
annex South-West Africa . While the Canadian government were prepared to
accept as correct the information presented by Field Marshal Smuts as the
wishes of the local population, nevertheless exception was taken to the method
which South Africa was employing. For this reason, the delegation proposed
to abstain from voting when the South African proposal came up for decislon
in the Assembly.

29. MR. ST. LAURENT spoke generally of developments in New York and
in particular of the attitude of the Soviet Union in the Assembly and
Council.
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30. THE CABINET, after discussion, noted with approval the Minister's 
report. 

"CITIZENSHIP WEEK" 

31. THE SECRETARY OF STATE, at the Prime Minister's request, described 
the ceremonies planned for the first week in January in connection with the 
granting of certificates to new citizens under the new legislation. 

The purpose of these ceremonies was to impress upon the new Canadians 
the importance of the privileges and obligations which they were under-
taking as citizens. A central ceremony had been planned for Ottawa in which 
it was hoped the Prime Minister would participate. 

32. THE CABINET, after discussion, noted with approval the Minister's 
report. 

ENACTMENT OF A "BILL OF RIGHTS" 

33. THE MINISTER OF VETERANS AFFAIRS referred to an undertaking which 
he had given in the House of Commons at the last Session to have the gov-
ernment give consideration to the enactment of a "Bill of Rights" to guarantee 
the fundamental rights of all Canadians. This was a question which would 
have to be decided before the House met again. 

34. THE CABINET, after discussion, deferred decision on this question. 

990. 	 DEA/52-C 

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagne 

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to High Commissioner of Great Britain 

TOP SECRET AND PERSONAL 	 Ottawa, November 18, 1946 
Dear Sir Alexander [Clutterbuck], 

I am enclosing herewith a copy of the 35th Recommendation of the Joint 
Defence Boardl, to which the Canadian Cabinet gave approval, in principle, 
last week. The Recommendation lays down the principles of co-operation 
between Canada and the United States in defence matters, and I was instructed 
by the Prime Minister to send you a copy for transmission to your Govern-
ment. Mr. St. Laurent has also taken a copy of the Recommendation to New 
York, where he will show it to Mr. Bevin. 

Mr. St. Laurent has recently had a talk with Mr. Bevin in New York 
on the general subject of Canadian-United States defence relationships. As 
a result of that talk, a memorandum was left with Mr. St. Laurent, making 
suggestions on this matter. A copy of that memorandum is attached. 2  

Voir le Document 973. 	 See Document 973. 
'Document 985. 
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The Cabinet decided, last week, that discussions should now be initiated
between the two Governments on the diplomatic level, with a view to going
into this whole question. A suitable basis for these talks was agreed on by
President Truman and Mr. King during their recent meeting in Washington.
It is hoped that they may result in an agreement between the two Govern-
ments on this important subject .

I shall, of course, keep you informed of a ll developments in this matter
which will be of #Iterest to the United Kingdom Government.

Yours sincerely, ,
L. B. PEARSO N

991. DEA/52-C

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur des États-Unis

Under-Secretary of State for External A ff airs
to Ambassador of United States

TOP SECRET AND PERSONAL Ottawa, November 18, 1946

Dear Mr. Atherton,
Confirming our telephone. conversation of Saturday on forthcoming talks,

on the diplomatic level, about defence relationships between our two Gov-
ernments, it was agreed, at Cabinet discussions last week, that these talks
should begin as soon as possible, and it was suggested that they might be held
in Ottawa. It was also decided that the "orat message" from the President to
the Prime Minister during their recent conversation in Washington might
be used as a basis of discussion. In this connection, we agreed on Saturday
that we might meet, possibly on Thursday of this week, to work out an
agenda, based on that "oral message"..

The Cabinet has also decided that if a 35th ' Recommendation of the
Permanent Joint Board on Defence is submitted in the form of the present
draft, it would be acceptable to the Canadian Government .

We agreed, on Saturday, that, for obvious reasons, the Board, as such,
should not be associated with the fo rthcoming talks, which will, no doubt,
cover subjects outside the terms of reference of the Board . The two Govern-
ments will, of course, be quite free to call on any individual members of the
Board, as they see fit, to participate in the discussions, on the understanding
that these members are responsible officials of the Government concerned,
and are acting in that capacity.

We will do 'our best * here to maintain secrecy about these discussions,
for we regard this as of first importance. I feel sure that we can count on yo5
fu ll co-operation in this respect .
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I would be glad to discuss with you at what hourmight have our preliminary discussions on ~~sdayand at what place we

Yours sincerely ,
L. B. PEARSON

992.
DEA/52-C

Mémorandum du chef, la première direction politiqu
e

Memorandum by Head, First Political j)ivisio
n

TOP SECRET [OttaWa
~

MEMORANDUM ON THE AGENDA FOR CANADA-UNITED
November 21, 1946

NITED STATES DEFENCE TALK SThe United States "Oral Message" has been accepted b~e Und -
tary in. his note of November .1st to the United States by er-Secre
for discussions between the two Governments ." A r as "a basis

The oral message speaks of "assurances of Supportthoritiesthorities of both Governments" and goes on to sa ~at ~~from the highest au-
»the form of concurrence in the appreciation y ~e such .assurances could

wi th the draft joint appreciation would , therefore, be .~°ral message, together
discussions might well be based. ° documents on which

It will be recalled that the draft joint appreciation is lar el y militment.ment. It has been acceptéd by the Canadian Chiefs of Staff ~ amilitary docu-
for detailed planning", but the Cabinet decided " satisfactory

November 15th that "the Government could not` con at its meeting on
appreciation submitted through the Canadian , and United~r

in the draft joint
Staff pending the outcome of forthcoming discussions b States Chiefs of
ernments on ' a diplomatic level . - As a result of these disc

u

~een
~ssions
the two Gov

that a general appreciation taking account of all relev it was hoped
agreed between the two Govermm ~ts" . The present discussions might, there-gm with consideration of the analysis on which the recommendations
contained in the draft joint appreciation are based. This . discussion wouldamplify and perhaps modify he draft 'oint a1 ppreciation. in the light of politicalconsiderations . The fo llowing are some of the points

W~ch h ldamined at this stage of genèral discussion. s ou be ex-
An, estimate of Soviet intentions (as distinct from Soviet military ca abili-ties)
. Such an estimate would be based on the olitical ' p

possession of the two Governments . p ~o rmation in the
2 .

On the assumption that the threat of Soviet âggressi
ocussion might then turn on the question as to (a) where
n exists, the dis-

and might be expected to arise. Under the first
(b) when such

would be important to raise the general question as to wf these headings it
threat of war is likely to arise in Europe or whether an hether the principal
the North American continent is a probability . It ma y

t~`a1l-out attack on
y that the appreciation
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over-estimates the likelihood of such - an attack and under-estimates the 
probability of the United States and. Canada becoming involved in a war 
principally, if not exclusively, waged in Europe. The United States representa-
tive on the Permanent Joint Defence Board has stated that offence is still, in 
the United States view, the best mode of defence. The question might be raised 
as to the implications of this statement in terms of North American strategic 
planning 

i Under the  second  heading of when aggression might be anticipated, it would 
be necessary to e amine the time factor suggested in the draft joint apprecia-
tion in the light of most recent political information. This would, of course, 
have a direct bearing on the tempo and scale of our defence planning. 

In this connection we should wekome more information about the general 
United States conception of their global strategy. 

Such a discussion would lead to consideration of the importance which the 
United States attach to the position , of the United "Kingdoin, the countries of 
Western Europe and the Mediterranean and Middle  East in  the defence of the 
North American continent. • 

The further question of the importance of support for the British Common-
wealth in the general scheme of North American defence might be expected 

The relationship of regional defence planning for North America to our 
obligations under the United Nations might also be discussed at this stage. 

This fi.rst phase of the discussions might result in certain agreed  conclu-
sions  of a general character. In the light of these, conclusions the recommenda-
tions of the draft joint appreciation should be examined and some modifica-
tions may suggest themselves. 

. If general agreement could be reached on these conclusions the discussion 
might tum to the more particular questions raised by the United States in their 
oral message. 

1. Financial arrangements; 

2. Goose Bay (at this point it is for consideration whether representatives 
of the United Kingdom and Newfoundland should be brought into the dis-
cussion). In this connection it should be necessary to consider whether the 
Goose Bay project as well as other plans could not be inaugurated under 
civilian auspices rather than under military auspices. At this or some other 
point in the discussions it would be necessary to consider the relationship ef 
United States-Canadian defence planning to United States defence planning 
in Greenland and Alaska; 

3. The 35th recommendation of the Permanent Joint Board on Defence. 
There need not be much  discussion on the substance of the recommendation 
whiclhas already been approved by the United States and Canadian Govern' 
ments. Discussion would turn on whether publication and registration with 
the United Nations would be a desirable course at this stage. 

to arise from this discussion. to arise from this di.% cussion. 
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• In this -  connection Mr. Hickerson. appears to have suggested, in 	inter- 
view with Mr. Wrong on November 6th, that "the revised 35th recommenda 
fion of the P.J.B.D. would constitute the only agreement required on general 
principles if it were accepted by the two Governments". Presumably, therefore, 
the United States would not welcome an exchange of notes arising  out of 
the current conversations. It may be that agreed minutes of the meeting 
initialled by the heads of the two Governments would be in the form in which 
any agreement arising out of these governments niight be incorporated. 

993. 	 • 	 DEA/52-C• 

Mémorandum du chef, la troisième direction politique 

Memorandum by Head, Third Political Division 

TOP SECRET 	 [Ottawad November 26, 1946 

RECORD OF CONCLUSIONS 

INFORMAL CANADA-UNITED STATES MEETING; NOVEMBER 21 
An informal meeting was held on November 21 to discuss procedure and 

agenda for the inter-Governmental discussions on Joint Defence planning 
which the two Governments had agreed to hold in the near future. Those 
present were: 
FOR CANADÂ: 

The Under-Secretâry of State 
for External Affairs, 
Mr. A. D. P. Heeney, 
Mr. R. M. Macdonnell, 
Mr. C. S. A. Ritchie, 
Mr. E. W. T. Gill. 

FOR THE UNITED STATES: 

The Ambassador, 
Mr. Lewis Clark, 
Major General G. V. Henry, 
Mr. J. G. Parsons. 

1. PROCEDURE AND ORGANIZATION. 

(a) It was agreed that the United States would let us know when they 
would  be ready to hold the discussions which would be as soon as possible. 
On the Canadian side the participants would be much the same as at the 
present meeting representing the Department of External Affairs and the 
PrivY Council Office, with the possible addition of service advisers. The 
United States would also be represented along the lines of the present meeting 
with the possible addition of a further War Department representative to 
present broad strategic considerations. There was also agreement that it might 
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be desirable if a member of the Canadian Cabinet could a ttend the concluding
sessions of the discussions . . Finally, if agreement is reached, in order to sur-
round that agreement with as much authority as possible, there might later
be a meeting between the . Prime Minister or the Secretary of State for External
Affairs and the Secretary of State or Under-Secretary of the United States .

(b) Joint Secretaries should be appointed and . an agreed record of con-
clusions drawn up and approved .

2. AGENDA .

(a) The ollowing items were agreed upon :
(i) Review of Joint Appreciation.

(a) Poli tical considerations.
(b) Military . considerations .

( ii) Publicitÿ with regard to Joint Defence projects.
(iii) Recommendation of November 20 . 1

(a) Procedure .
(b) Publication and registration .

(iv) Finance.•
(b) If time permitted, any papers which, each side might prepare were to

be exchanged between the Under-Secretary and the United States Ambassador
in advance of the discussions .

3 . PARTICULAR QUESTIONS . '

A number of questions were mentioned on which each government would

like to have the considered views . of the other, e.g. :
(a) Estimate of Soviet intentions (the United States would welcome a

Canadian estimate which was promised) ., .

(b) Reaction of the U.S.S.R . . to:North-A, mericàn defence measures .

(c). Overall strategic concepts with 'particûlar .reference to considerations
affecting western Europe, the Mediterranean and the Middle East. ;

(d) Extent to which the ear lier requirements of northern defence plans
could be met on a civilian basis .

(e) Relation between defence .activities in Canada on the one hand and
those in Alaska and Greenland on t h e : other .. - . '

(f) Possibility of having an exchange of notes recording approval of the
Recommendatiori of November 20 ; registration with the United Nations;

advantages and disadvantages of pub licity generally.

(g) Relationship of the United Kingdorri to Joint Defence planning with
particular reference to Goose Bay .

(h) Possible methods of sharing financial costs .

1 La trente-cinquième recommandation de 1 Thirty-fifth Recommendation of the PJBD,
la CPCAD, pièce jointe, document 973 . . . Enclosure, Document 973.
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4. GOOSE BAY. 

At the request of the United States, this question was tentatively omitted 
from the agenda given in paragraph 2. It was thought that, alternatively, the 
United States proposals might be discussed at a separate meeting held in con-
junction with or after the general talks. Canada would wish to leam United 
States views with regard to the balance between military advantages and 
political disadvantages insofar as international relations are concerned, as 
well as the effect on the Newfoundland domestic situation. 

5. GENERAL. 

The meeting, which was entirely informal, touched on a wide range of 
topics. The following notes sum up the more important of these: 

(a) Strategic Offensive. 

General Henry gave it as a personal view that the strategic offensive 
remained the best defence. Should war come within five or six years, he 
thought that very little of the basic security plan would have to becorne 
operative and by far the greater part of Canadian and United States forces 
would be available for use in theatres outside North America. However, if 
technological advances continue to be made at the expe,cted rate, it was his 
view that within  about eight years the basic security plan would tie down a 
large part of the short-range air forces of both countries to the tasks of 
North American defence. He did not think that this  would appreciably affect 
the ground or naval forces of either country, or their strategic air forces, 
which would continue to be available for service ,abroad. 

(b) Greenland. 
Mr. Parsons explained that no conversations had yet been held with the. 

Danish Government on the subject of facilities in Greenland. So long as 
Soviet Forces were in Bornholm it was felt that the time was not right for an 
approach to the Danes. Recent indications suggested that the latter might 
no  t be averse to discussing the problem. In this connection, General Henry 
pointed out that a successful strategic offensive calls for bases as far from 
home and as near the enemy as possible. Bases of thg sort in Greenland were 
regarded as most important. 

(c) It was agreed that, until the outcome of the Inter-Governmental dis-
cussions was known, no new Joint Planning projects should be undertaken, 
but that work already initiated on annexes to the basic security plan should 
proceed. It was further agreed that no question arose as to the role of the 
Permanent Joint Board on Defence which would continue to function as at 
present. 

(d) United States requests for defence projects. 

The United States was advised that it would be in the general interest to 
examine with some care the timing of any requests for new defence projects 
in Canada which they might be contemplating. 
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(e) Claims to Arctic Territory . . . ;
There was - a brief i discussion; of the attitude that might be taken if attempts

were made by the U.S.S.R. : to take, possession , of territory in,the Canadian i
Arctic on the basis that itwas unclaimed .,The United States may have some- ;
thing to say on this - later.

994.
J' ' 1 '

DEA/52-C

Documents de travail en vue des discussions avec les ,États-Unis

Working Papers for Use in Discussions with the United States

TOP SECRET

CONTENTS

Background and Purposes .
.2. Political Appreciation .

Civilian 'Operations in Support of Defence Projects .t
Publication and Registration of November 20 Recommendation . t
Sharing of Defence Costs .
Position of United Kingdom in . Relation ao. Canada-U.S . Defence
Planning. .
Goose-Bay . t

TOP SECRET

The purposes of the . forthcoming discussions, insofar as . - the Canadian
Government is conceméd, can be stated briefly as fo llows :

(1) : To consider, on the . official level, and without commitment on either
side, the poli tical aspects of potential threats to . North . American securitY
and on the poli tical .implications of various steps that might be taken to meet
these potential threats .

-(2) To obtain the views of the United States as to what military and naval
steps, on a global basis, they regard as -esseritial or desirable for the mainte-
nance of security .

,. . .
(3) To consider whether any inter-Governmental agreement, or other

document, is required in which the two Governments might record their de-
cision to co-operate in the defence of North America, and, if so, what shoul d

be the form and substance of such agreement:

,(4) To' enable the officials ' concertied to make repo rts to their respective
Governments which- might be , useful in connection with any discussions on a

higher . political level which might - later : take- place :
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POLMCAL APPRECIATION OF THE OBJECTIVES 
OF 'SOVIET' FOREIGN POLICY 

TOP SECRET 	 November 30, 1946 

IMMEDIATE OR SHORT-TERM PROSPECTS OF SOVIET AGGRESSION 

On such information as is available to the Canadian Government, it 
appears most unlikely that the Soviet Union would be in a position to wage 
another major war in the near future, and for this reason it is highly im-
probable that the Soviet Government would run the risk of deliberately pro-
voking such a war. As a result of the last war, the Soviet Union has suffered 
so heavily in terms of a general disorganization of its economy, material de-
struction and loss of manpower that a breathing space seems clearly indi-
cated as a main objective of Soviet policy. It is not possible to do more than 
guess at the period of time which will elapse before the Soviet Government 
consider that they are in a position to wage another major war should they 
desire to do so. It may be that the completion of each of the three five-year 
plans now contemplated will be considered necessary before the Soviet Gov- , 

 emment feel strong enough for such a struggle. On the other hand, there is 
no doubt that the Soviet Government will spare no efforts to strengthen its 
economy and build up its war potential (already very powerful) at the 
earliest possible date. 

To this estimate of the short run danger of Soviet aggression,,three qualifi-
cations should be made. 

(a) The possibility of the develdpment and production in large quantities 
by the U.S.S.R. of atomic bombs or of some new weapon of mass destruc- .  

t-i°11  (b:  ) The situation tha't might arise in the event of Stalin's death. It seems 
unlikely that the transfer of power from Stalin to his successor would affect 
the power of the Communist party in the U.S.S.R. or change the 'form of 
Soviet foreign policy. On the other hand, .there is always the possibility,that 
the transfer of such immense political power as Stalin wields may not take 
place smoothly. Personal ambitions may operate ,to prevent the orderly 
transfer of power and to produce a crisis in the Soviet Union. However, in 
our ignorance of the present relationships, motives and ambitions of the 
members of the ruling group in the Soviet Union, it would be idle to pursue 
such a speculation. The preservation of the present regime and the advance-
ment of Soviet interests abroad are likely to govern  the policies of the Soviet 
Government, whoever succeeds Stalin. 

(e) There rernains the possibility that either some agent of Soviet policy 
(e.g. a Soviet general commanding troops in an area of friction) or more 
probably the Government of one of the states forming part of the Soviet 
bloc (e.g. Yugoslavia) may precipitate a war. It might be that the Soviet 
Go •Vernment would be unwilling for reasons of prestige to withdraw from 
the position to which it had been committed and thus be drawn into war-' 
fare at 'first loCal in kale but 'afterwards beconiing 'a world wide struggle: 
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T E LONG-TERM THREAT OF SOVIET AGGRESSIO N

While, the efore, we do not consider there to be imminent danger of Soviet
aggression, it must be recognized that there are powerful forces at work
which may in the end precipitate the struggle between the Soviet Union and
the Western World .
' One of these is the idea which is a basic pa rt of Marxist philosophy that an
ultimate struggle between - communism and capitalism is inevitable and that
communism will emerge victo rious . It is difficult to say how much the present
rulers of Russia are affected by this concept but it is ce rtainly not without
influence on Soviet po licy. It may be assumed, however, that Soviet foreign
policy wi ll be dictated less by ideological considerations than by a rea listic
estimate of Soviet interests as they are understood in the Kremlin .

At the same time the Soviet Union is a po lice state in which individu al
liberties and democratic methods of government, as these are understood in
the West, can hardly be said to exist . Between such a state and the Western
democracies a fundamental cleavâge inevitably exists . This conflict of prin-
ciple runs deep in all the relations of the Soviet Union with the Western
World. Moreover, the insecurity which makes it necessary for the Soviet
Government to rule by such methods, also makes it essential that the people
of the Soviet Union should not be exposed to the unsettling effects of contact
with the Western democracies or their nationals . The Soviet Government;
therefore, not only keep their people in ignorance of our conditions of life,
but employ unceasing propaganda to instill into the population fear and
suspicion of the intentions of the Western democracies . In addition, there will
always be a tendency,, when things are going badly in the Soviet Union, for
the Soviet Government to distract popular attention from their own short-
comings by starting a campaign of abuse and misrepresentation directed
against one or other of the Anglo-Saxon democracies . Such methods are
obviously dangerous to international peace .

Apart from- the desire to further world revolution, the Soviet Government
may be led in the direction of war by two other motives . One is the desire for
expansion-perhaps for eventual world domi,nation-and the other is fear of
a threat to Soviet security by the Western powers .

It is perfectly obvious that the Soviet Union is an expanding power. The
Soviet Union has : anaexed Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, the Koenigsberg dis-
trict, Eastern Poland, Carpatho-Ukraine, Northern Bukovina, Bessarabia,
Tannu-Tuva, Pôrt Arthur, Karaputo and the Kurile Islands . It has taken tbe
Petsamo and Viborg areas from Finland. It is attempting, with considerabl

e

While this is a. possible eventuali ty, it may be regarded . as unlikely . The
Soviet Government have not in the past hesitated to disavow either po licies
or individuals embarrassing to them, nor have they hesitated to retreat into
inglorious security when they felt it wise to do so . It seems, therefore, im-
probable that the U .S .S .R. will become involved in a major war started by
any one of the agents of Soviet policy against the wi ll of the Kremlin .
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success, to establish a zone of exclusive Soviet influence beyond these  terri-
tories,  in Poland, the Soviet zone of Germany, Austria, Hungary, Roumania, 
Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Albania, Persia, Azerbaijan, the Mongul People's 
Republic, Northern Korea, Dairen, and the trunk railways of . Manchuria. In 
Czechoslovakia, Soviet influence is strong but not as yet exclusive. 

These represent formidable acquisitions of power and influence; and there 
are no signs that the Soviet Government is willing to set bounds to its 
appetite for further expansion. There is, perhaps, however, a valid distinction 
between àdmitting Russia's expan.sionist tendencies and attributing to her 
schemes for world domination, although the distinction may be rather one 
of method than  of  eventual objective. It seems unlikely that the Soviet 
Government is contemplating grandiose schemes for world domination of 
the kind which fascinated the restless dictators of the thirties. The Soviet 
rulers have always despised what they term "bourgeois adventurism". The 
gambling spirit that is willing to take great risks in the hope of immense 
returns seems to have little appeal for the Soviet Government. On the record 
of their past policies, it is rather difficult to imagine the rulers of the Soviet 
Union unleasing at a stroke a world struggle. It seems more probable that 
the Soviet Government will pursue a course of deliberate and cautious con-
solidation of positions already acquired together with a process of probing 
for the weak spots in the adversary's positions. Such a policy might operate 
on the political, economic or military planes. We have already had ample 
experien.ce of these methods in negotiation between the Soviet Government 
and the Western powers. The tactics are familiar—the spun-out negofiation, 
the bargaining price, the war of nerves, the manipulation of facts for propa-
ganda purposes, the abrupt change of front and the retreats pour mieux sauter. 
These have become the commonplaces of Soviet diplomatic .methods. 
- Behind these tàctics, the strategy of the Soviet Government seems to be 
emerging with increasing clarity. It is to undermine the position of the Western 
powers,  and  to weaken and divide them at every opportunity. In piirsuit of 
these aims, the Soviet Government are anxious to prevent the formation of 
any Western bloc  of  powers. They strive to separate the United States from 
the United Kingclôm and to isolate the latter in difficulties over soine issue in 
which*they hope that the support of the United States may not be forthcom-
ing. Moreover, the Soviet Government, in its role as defender of the oppressed 
is carrying on propaganda against "imperialist" powers in general and against 
the British and American democracies in particular. In this capacity, - the 
Soviet Government claims to be the champion of the poorer classes in all 
countries and of all racial minority groups. 

In our estimation it is no longer possible to doubt that the Soviet Govern-
ment aim at dividing the Western world against itself and increasing discord 
and instability. Such policies are plainly incompatible with friendship or 
ooperation as we understand  thèse  ternis. On the other hand, they could be 

pursued for a prolonged period by the U.S.S.R. without implying that the 
Soviet Government intended to precipitate a:World war. They may very pos- 
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sibly be carried to the length of fomenting civil war in certain countries in
which the U.S .S .R. would give under-cover , support to its,adherents (e .g. in
China and Greece) .

The Soviet Government will inevitably, whatever their own ultimate objec-
tives, be influenced in their policies by the reaction which they encounter from
the Western powers . They have a healthy respect for the immense indust rial
resources of the United ; States and for its war potential . ; They are , aware of
the attraction which western democratic ideas exercise over the minds of
peoples all over the world. The are alarmed at th eY possibility that the
socialist e~eriment may succeed in B ritain and that the example of this
alternativé to Communist revolution might undermine their influence among
the industrial working -classes of Western Europe., So long as they think the
western democracies and in particular the United States and Ahe United King-
dom are strong and uni ted and so:long as. firm but fair-minded policies are
pursued by those powers ' in dealing with the ;Soviet Union; :.the Soviet Govern-
ment may be disposed to proceed with caution.

If, however, they see signs of weaknesses 'in the internal -economies of the
western democracies (or instabi li ty"in the 'conduct of their foreign afEairs)
they may be tempted to follow more aggressive policies . They will certainlÿ
seize upon any evidence of appeasement as an e ncouraging sign of weaknem'
On the other hand, should they become convinced _(perhaps . as the result of
inaccurate reports from their representatives abroad) that the Western powers
have aggressive intentions against the Soviet Union, they might feel impelled
to provide in haste for their securitÿ by further annexations of territory or
infiltration into countries in strategic positions .

In assessing the possibi lity of war with the Soviet Union, ' it can be assumed
that the United Nations, in its `present - form, will not provide the effective
means . of preventing such a struggle. While . the United - Nations may be com-
petent to , prevent minor wars between smaller nations, it cannot under its
present Charter effectively curtail the complete freedom of . action of a Great
Power. It. cannot be assumed that the, world disarmament plans now under
consideration; in New York : will eventually become realities or that the effec-
tive :control of atomic energy on -a world scale may be instituted . The Cana-
dian : Governinent for, its part will ce rtainly do its utmost to work for these
objectives through the ,United Nations. But the existing international machinerycannot be relied upon as a deterrent to aggression by the Soviet Union.

Thus while the threat of immediate aggression seems slight, there is little
prospect of 'sincere cooperâ:tion with the Soviet Union., A period of déteriorat-
ing relations between the Soviet Union and the- Western ° world is to be an-
ticipated. :It is all too probable that this situation may end in war . The best
likelihood ;of averting such a catastrophe would be for the Soviet Government
to be- convinced of the -strength and unity of the western democracies and at
the same time persuaded that they have nothing to ; fear from -them: It is pos-
sible, that -they might . then postpone indefinitely - the -accomplishment of their
ultimate aims and ; the . world might settle. into a period of .uneasy peace
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If this analysis is correct, we cannot afford to risk being unprepared in the 
event of war. The danger that Soviet policies may end in aggression cannot 
safely be ignored and it becomes essential in self-protection to consider the 
defensive measures entailed by the possibility of Soviet aggression. 

SHARING OF DEFENCE COSTS •  

TOP SECRET 	 December 6, 1946 

1.No estimates of the total cost of any Joint Defence plan are available or 
are likely to be available for some time. It can be taken as certain, however, 
that if the two Governments agree that a threat to North American security 
exists and further agree to take steps which would offer some substantial 
degree of protection against that threat, the costs will be very high. At the 
present time the sub-coinmittees which are working on the Air Annex are 
thinking in terms of a plan which, when completed, would run into hundreds 
of millions of dollars. This, of course, would be spread over a period 
of years. 

2. It is obvious that Canada could not assume the total cost. We should 
therefore endeavour to work out with the United States a formula which will 
give adequate recognition to such factors as the following: 

(a) The relative capacity to pay of the Canadian and United States people. 
(h) The relative benefits to each country which will be afforded by the 

defence measures undertaken. 
(e) The desirability of retaining Canadian control over activities on Cana-

dian territory. 
(d) The relation  between  northern defence costs and total defence costs. 
3. If it is obvious that Canada cannot foot the whole bill, ,it seems equally 

obvious that the Canadian people would be unwilling to adopt an entirely 
passive role and leave it up to the United States to establish whatever inStal-
lations - they thought' desirable in Canada. Some point betvveen these tWo ex-: 
tremes,must therefore be found. During the last  var  it eventually (1943-44) 
became the policy of the Canadian Government to assume financial responsi-
bility for everything deemed to be of permanent value such as airfields, flight 
striPs, buildings and radio stations. It was thought desirable to avoid ha.ving 
any fixed installations in Canada belonging to a foreign government and this 
extended to the leasing of land. Thus, if the United States desired to lease land 
for defence projects, the Canadian Government undertook to acquire the land 
at its own expense and make it available stoi the United States. 

4. If we are to avoid the disadvantages of having foreign bases in Canadian 
territory, (disadvantages which would be felt by both Canada and the United 
States) it appears important to continue the policy of providing whatever land 
and buildings are jointly agreed upon at Canadian expense. To this should be 
added the cost of providing for Canadian' administration and càntrol. This 
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was not done; of course, during the war but a different set of considerations
.now applies, : and tlie' Recommendation of November : 20 provides that mili-
tary projects should be~under the supervision of the " country in which they are
carried out : ' These: two items of : éxpense will of course be a~ relatively small
fraction of the total bill since the major expenses w ill be incurred in providing
equipment and supplies (particularly electronic devices and aircraft) and ser-
vices such as air transport .

5. Varioû~ formulae for dealing with these expensive items suggest them-
"selves . We/Could - use-a yardstick of 17 to 18 to one representing the ratio of
the two national incomes. We could divide costs : twelve to one on a. popula-
tion basis . We could, perhaps, using one or , other of the ratios just mentioned,
assign to Canada a certain-proportion, of the total costs of northern defence,
including measures taken in Greenland and Alaska . The difficulty about any
numerical ratio is that it may be hard to adapt to - individual projects . On some
projects it may well , be that a fair Canadian share . is fifty percent or seventy-
tve percent or even a hundred percent . The Alaska Highway and the North-
west Staging Route are instances where Canada at the present time is bearing
the , total cost of what are primarily defence installations . On the Northwest
.Land-line System it is expectéd - that .Canada will bear . more than half the cost.
On the other hand, there will undQubtedly , be. projects. where a. fair division
would give the United States. the main .responsibility.. There are .difficulties also
in the way of lumping together what is being done in . Alaska, Canada and

-Greénland and ' alloting ' Canâda a certain pércentage of. the total . This might
work if there were any prospect of our dealing with a comprehensive plan

-which would' be ., improved and impleménted as a unit .' .
Whât is much more

likely, however, is that individual projects (such as the Loran stations) will
come before the. Gove rnments for approval from time to "time . Decisions may
therefore have to be reached as to how the costs .for those individual projects
can , most fairly be divided .

6. The most practicable way might be to agree that each country would
- provide the supplies, , équipment and personnel and services which originated
in its own terri tory. As applied to a Loran station or a radar establishment, it

- would work out something like this :

.(a) Canada would : supply the site and buildings . .
(b) Canada would provide thé administration and housekeeping facilities .

(c) Canada might supply some or all of the operating personnel .
(d) The United States would supply the technical equipment .
(e) Air transport might be shared but as the United States possesses a great

deal more than Canada it would be reasonable for them to contribute a pre-
ponderant share .

" 7.- Such a plan. 'would avoid payments from one count ry to another for
services and matërial used in their joint defence, and - would make the sh ali'19
of costs follow as closely - as possible the sharing of the physical burden. If
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this were done it would have to be decided from time to time whether Canada 
would be prepared physically to supply certain services or to manufacture cer-
tain equipment. 

8.In considering any plan for apportioning costs, the reactions of both the 
United States Congress and people and of the Canadian Parliament and people 
must be taken into account. If joint defence plans are to command general 
approval in the United States, they must contain a respectable Canadian con-
tribution while if they are to command support in Canada, they must be within 
our means and bear a reasonable proportion to the resources of the United 
States and their very direct interest in effective North American defence. A 
programme under which Canada provided fixed installations, general adminis-
tration, and such equipment and services as are available in Canada (e.g. air 
photography, preparation of maps, weather stations, personnel and such air 
transport as is available) might meet these tests as well as anything else that 
can be devised. It seems clear that whatever formula is adopted, the expensive 
technical equipment will have to come from the United States. 

9. Great care should be shown in accepting any principle or criterion for 
sharing defence costs without knowing exactly what the application of the 
principle or criterion will mean in practice. 

10.Finally, in any comparison of defence burdens and defence expendi-
tures, it should not be forgotten that the United States is a world power and, 
as such, must accept the financial implications of the intemational position it 
has assumed. Canada, on. the other hand, is a small power; is not a principal 
in policy or performance, and should not be expected to bear a proportion of 
any collective defence expenditures merely because that proportion would be 
reasonable if the influence of the two countries on international developments 
were in equal proportion. In the sharing of defence costs between the United 
States and Canada, it is for the former a case of puissance oblige. 

POSITION OF UNITED KINGDOM IN RELATION 

TO CANADA-U.S. DEFENCE PLANNING 

TOP SECRET 	 December 6, 1946' 
1. There is, of course, no general agreement of any kind between the gov-

ernment of Canada and the government of the United ICingdom which in-
volves military commitments. We have nothing of this nature more formidable-
than the conclusions of Imperial Conferences respecting consultation and pri-
mary responsibility for local defence. On the other hand, each country regards 
the other as a potential ally in the event of a general war and our day to day 
conduct reflects this fact. 

•  2. The historical relationship between Canada and the United Kingdom, in 
war and peace, provides the general basis for close military co-operation be-
tween the two countries in many spheres of real practical importance. These 
include the organization d armed forces on common lines, a large range of 
common arms and equipment, and the exchange of Service personnel and 
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military information 'on'an-extensivë~scale: Frôm maliy':points . ôf-viëw the re-
sult~approaches an unwrittén_military_ alliance , of i a peculiarly intimate kind.

3 . In a few instances Canada has specific ob ligations to the U .K. govern-ment in -rélation -to defence . These include .

(a) reciprocal use of defence facili ties such as ports and bases ;

(b) co-ordinating,arrangements for the defence of Newfoundland; and
(c) co=operation in the field of defence : science. .

_ . . . ,_. , ;
4. The~closest kind of military co-operation with the United ' States is a

salient ;characteristic of present U .K: government, poliçy: Since the war U.S .
representatives have participated in discussions of defeace' questions with the
United Kingdom and Canada. The - Canadian government * have accepted as
essential from our viewpoint the closest possible collaboration between the
United Kingdom and the United States . Recent examples of defence talks in
which all three nations have participated are the Commonwealth conference
on defence science -held in Britain during the summér and the very important
"sfandardization". meetings which took , place ,. a short, time 'ago , in . Washington.

5 . While the close relationship between Canada and the United Kingdom
in military matters is based, for the most part, on general considerations
which it is difpicult and even undesirable to define, there is at least one
specific sphere of, common interest to both, namely, the defence of Newfound-
land - and Labrador and the protection of the Atlantic approaches to North
Ame rica. (This is . also, of course ; a defence interest in common with the
United States,) - For us this is at the least a feature of local defence ; for the
United Kingdom , it represents- maintenance of essential lines of supply .

6 . In the recent conversations between the Prime Minister and President
Truman,' it was .. agreed that , it . was to the interest of both the United States
and Canada - that the U.K. government` be kept informed of Canadian-U.S.
planning for joint defence of the Continent .

7 . The recent conversation. of Mr. St . .Laurent' .with,,Mr. Bevin in New
York followed the Prime M inister's'tallc with Mr . Truman. Mr. St. Laurent,
invited• thë U.K: 'Foreign Secretary's observations and it is evident from the
response that the 'U .K.- government - have a-generaL:-interest in relation to
defence. problems elsewhere; as ; well as a particular interest in ;Newfoundlan d
and Labrador.

8 . This question was raised at a recent meeting of the Canada-U .S . Perma-
nent :Joint Board 'on Defence . U.S: représentatives, apparéntlÿ ; saw no objec
tion' to informing 'the- United -Kingdom in generàl - terms : of: ~what was being
done but it was felt that details of the joint plans should , b e, passed on . onl Y
in those matters in which co-operation :with,the United Kingdom was essen .64

0 .' It49 . clearly in : the Canadian 'interest that,U.K. authorities 'be kept c~r,
rentlÿ 'informed -.on â.ll aspects of> our defence planning with : the United Statès.

ând that, in particular.; they. should ~be 'consulted closely' on , everything affecting
the"dèfence' of Nârth=eastei`ri - North Aniérica . . ` Specificâ.llÿ, Goose Bay and
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arrangements for Newfoundland and Labrador will require U.K. concurrence. 
It is only reasonable that they should be brought into this phase at an early 
stage. 

995. CH/Vol. 2084 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au haut commissaire 
en Grande-Bretagne 

'Secretary of State for External Affairs to High Commissioner 
in Great Britain 

TELEGRAM 2114 	 Ottawa, December 7, 1946 

IMMEDIATE. TOP SECRET. Your telegram No. 2344 of 6th Decembert Visits 
of Naval 'Vessels. 

L. We share your scepticism concerning the value of a meeting with the 
Secretarjr of State for Dominion Affairs to discuss this question but the facts 
are clear. We have worked out with the United States at their initiative the 
same sort of arrangement that has been accepted by the United Kingdom. 
Visits of Naval vessels between Canada and the United States will be arranged 
directly between the Naval Authorities and the Diplomatic Channel will not 
be used. This is of course simply a continuation of wartime practice. Because 
of the exceptional secrecy attached to this question by the State Department 
there has been no exchange of correspondence and the arrangement rests 
on an oral understanding. 

2. The draft thirty-fifth recomraendation of the Permanent Joint Board 
on Defence (now the recommendation of Nov. 20th) includes no specific 
understandings but would provide general authority for special arrangements 
of this type. Wartime arrangements with the United States regarding flights 
of military aircraft continue in force and visits back and forth are arranged 
by "local notification" without resort to diplomatic channels. Ends. 

996. DEA/52-C 

Mémorandum du chef, la troisième direction politique 

'Memorandum by Head, Third Political Division • 

TOP SECRET 	 [Ottawa,] December 10, 1946 

I gave Mr. St. Laurent this morning a set of the working papers prepared 
for our defence discussions with the United States and I suggested that he con-
sider whether theY could profitably be shown to the United States participants 
before the meetings. » 

He took the view that it would make for more intelligent discussion if the 
Uffited States people had,an opportunity to look over our papers beforehand, 
but he thought that we should loan the documents rather than give them. He 
is anxious to a' void the possibility that these very tentative working paPers 
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should. get on files in Washington and be regarded either now or later as ex-
pressions of Canadian Government policy . He sees no objection, however, to
our loaning the papers to the United States and allowing them to make what-
ever notes they like, provided all the sets are returned to us .

R. M[ACDONNELL]

997. DEA/52-C

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States to Secretary of State for External A ff airs

TELEGRaIVt WA-4357 Washington, December 11, 1946

Top SECRET . Fo llowing for Macdonnell from Wrong, Begins : Your ietter of

December 7th,t enclosing working papers for Defence Discussions . I notice
that none of the papers : deals with the relationship between our Regiônal
Defence arrangements and obligations under the United Nations Charter.
Indeed, the only references to the Charter are concerned with the question of
the registration of any Agreements . In view of the emphasis given by the
Canadian delegation in New York to the importance of- the conclusion of mili-
tary Agreements under Article 43, and in view also of the frequent statements
that Canadian po licy is guided by our obligations to - the United Nations, it
seems to me that this aspect should not be omitted in the discussions with the
United States, even if the purpose of inclusion is only to secure a fran 1c state-

ment of the importance, or lack of . importance, now attached by the United
States to the relevant provisions of the Charter .

2 . My own view is that the terms of the Charter should make no difference
in our negotiations with the United States . When we reach the time for pub-
licity, however, with the consequent need .for clear public explanation, these
matters will have to be taken into account, and they should therefore not be
overlooked in the course of the conversations . Ends .

998. DEA/52-C

Procès-verbal d'une réunion entre . des représentants
du Canada et des États-Unis1

Minutes of a Meeting bétween Representatives
of Canada and the United States1

Top SECRET [Ottawa,] December 21, 1946

An informal meeting between representatives of the - United States and

Canada was held in Ottawa December 16th=17th, 1946, for the purpose o f

1 Le 'dossier DEA/52-C contient également " File DEA/52-C also contains the M~utes
le procès-verbal préparé par le secrétaire prepared by the American Secretary .
américain.
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discussing polifical questions arising out of joint Canadian-United States 
defence planning. 

PRESENT: 

UNITED STATES 

The Honourable Ray Atherton, Ambassador of the United States of America 
(U.S. Chairman) 

Mr. Kennan, State Dept., Washington 
Mr. Parsons, State Dept., Washington 
Major General Guy V. Henry, War Dept., Washington 
Rear Admiral Jones, Navy Dept., Washington 
Brigadier General Lincoln, War Dept., Washington 
Captain Anderson, Navy Dept., Washington 
Colonel Van Devanter, War Dept., Washington 
Mr. Dow, U.S. Embassy, Ottawa (U.S. Secretary) 

CANADA 

Mr. L. B. Pearson, Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
(Canadian Chairman) 

Mr. A. D. P. Heeney, Secretary to the Cabinet 
Mr. R. M. Macdonnell, Dept. of External Affairs 
Commodore H. G. De Wolf, Dept. of National Defence for Naval Services 
Major General C. C. Mann, Dept. of National Defence 
Air Vice-Marshal W. A. Curtis, Dept. of National Defence for Air 
Mr. E. W. T. Gill, Privy Council Office (Canadian Secretary) 

1. MR. PEARSON welcomed the United States representatives and explained 
briefly the purposes which these talks were designed to serve. 

The Joint Appreciation and Basic Security Plan which had been agreed 
by the Chiefs of Staff of both countries had been submitted to the two gov-
ernments. While the Canadian govemment had not taken any decision in 
connection with these documents, they ha.d been impressed with the extreme 
importance of the political considerations involved and felt it desirable that 
discussions should be held with the United States on the official and later 
possibly on the political level before further consideration was given joint 
defence plans. These official discussions were, of course, non-committal  and 
exploratory. 

Specifically, the Canadian authorities were interested: 
(a) in considering the political aspects of potential threats to North 

American security and the political implications of measures that might be 
taken to meet such threats; 

(b) in securing the views of the United States as to the relationship be-
tween continental defence and global strategy; and 

(c) in discussing whether any decision of the two governments to co-
operate in defence matters should form the subject of an inter-govermnental 
Agreement; if so what form and substance it should take, and what publicity, 
if anY, might be given to it. 
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• A number of unofficial wàrking papers had been prepared and made avail-
able to assist discussion. 

2. MR. ATHERTON said that the United States representatives would attempt 
to give as accurate a picture as possible of the United States point of view 
in these matter's. The prbblems which faced the two governments in co-
operating for the security of -North America were serious ones. In his view, 
"possible" as well as "probable" action on the pàrt of a potential aggressor 
should be aken into account and the timing of  any  defensive measures was 
of grea importance. He recalled that the chief reason for inaction by the 
United Kingdom and United States in the years Preceding the last war 
was the fear of unfavourable international reaction to firm measures and he 
hoped that this same fear would.not exert undue influence  now  

POLITICAL APPRECIATION OF THE OBJECTIVES 
OF SOVIET FOREIGN POLICY 

3. THE CANADIAN CHAIRMAN ; said that some preliminary views on this 
subject had been set forth in a...memorandum prepared by Canadian officials. 
This estimated that, subject to. certain, qualifications, there was only slight 
risk of aggressiàn . on the_ part of any potential enemy, such as the Soviet 
Union, in the near future. It was to be expected, however, that the U.S.S.R. 
would spare no efforts to strengthen its economy .and build up its war po-
tential. As an expanding -power its policies  were  aimed at dividing the 

western democracies and one could not disregard the danger that these 
policies might lead, through a miscalculation in the near future or through 
a deliberate move.  in the long term, to war. Prudence demanded, therefore, 
that the °democratic countries make preparations for their security since, if 

War threatened, the United Nations as presently organized would be  in 

effective in  maintaining peace. 
4. MR. KENNA/•1 expressed himself as being in general agreement with the 

conclusions of the Canadian memorandum. 
. It •  was important to • 'realize the basic aggressiveness . of the Soviet pro-

gramme'-though one .need• not be  to  Pessimistic' about the ability of the 

democratic countries to exert some influence on this programme. We should, 
therefore, strive to limit their expansive programme  to  "non-provocative" 
advances, and to prevent them attaining by ag,gressive policies those things 

it was essential to deny-them.  • • 
It should be remembered also that in the U.S.S.R., deciSions were made by 

the Communist Party.  , and not by the_ government. Some influences in the 
party were known to favour a more moderate foreign policy than others.  1ie 
problem of the democracies-  ,was to be sufficiently firrn to, provide encourage -
inent for the Moderate,element (who would be encouraged by.'strength, ne, 
weakness) and  at  the  sanie .iirrie give  the more  • anti-western grouP no ulla 
neééSsary opportutlity td  charge  thai : the fôreign policies of the dernocracie5, 
were aggressive and provocative. • 
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Defensive weapons in the Arctic were a logical security development and ,
the U.S .S .R. would expect precautions of this nature -' to be taken . These ~
should, however ; - be carried out in such a way as to minimize the possibili-
ties of their being exploited as a threat to'peace . They should be treated as
co-operative arrangements of a continuing nature: and not as indicating a ' new'
po li cy .

5 : MR . . HEENEY remarked that the Canadian government were not satisÎle d

that there was not bound to be some element of provocation in the vert
planning of joint defence measures in the Arctic . Any , political disadvantâ,ge
on this score had to be balanced against the deterrent element in the` policy
of firmnëss whichhad been referred to and, of course, the accepted reqûire=
m,ents from the ' military point of view . In any event the government felt that
it was desirable to have - preliminary ' defénsive measures carried on ünder
civi lian auspices so far as practicable. '

6. CONCLUSION . It was the general feeling that there was no. substantial
"

difference betwëen the viewpoint of the U.S . and Canadian representatives às
to the objectivés of the" Soviet Union and as to the effect upon the "Sovfet
foreign policy of undertaking joint Canadian-U .S . defence measures .

RELATIONSHIP ,OF NORTH AMERICAN DEFENCE TO GLOBAL, STRATEG Y

7. THE CANADIAN CHAIRMAN sought the views of the United States side on .

the relationship
.
of North American defence to their general strategic planning .

It was of great importance to Canada 'to - have some knowledge of , the11
essential-'featurés 'of 'the wider picture in making her own plans .for co-opera-

tion in continental defence.
8 . GENERAL LÎNCOLN stressed the uncertainties of peacetime military

planning as compared with wartime .planniag. In .,the "fog of peace'.' political
and economicfactors exerted much greater influences .than in the "fog :of war" .
Peacetime planning had a dual purpose-to prevent war by acting as : a deter=
rent- to aggressioa . and to make. victory attainable if . war - should come .

In attempting to estimate probable dangers it seemed reasonably ;, clear :tliat~
the Soviet intentions were to expand either, territo rially or ideologically. These
intentions must be countered by maintaining' `the war-making capacity of
North ï America and thereby pe "rmittirig; in - the ' event of ' war ," offensive - action
which:would have a reasoriable chance of breaking dowri' the ' Soviet positionï

Present planning was directed towards the first of thesè generâl objectivés ;
i .e ., maintaining'the'war-making capacity of North America-this might be
described as "military posture" . If the "mili tary postüre" of `North Ame rica
was strong, it wôûld acf~ as"â deterrent to~war and would add strength to :the
United Kingdom and the democracies of western Europe in- their adherence
to,firrn foreign policies :• ~ .. . . ..• . , .., . . .

Whilé it was not possible to . .
say where a war,wauld bre~k out or .at whât'

stage in the strügglé` the Vnitéd States woûld becomé invcilvèd ; oné' of the



first strategic„principles was to ensure the secu rity of the vital home base,
and defensive measures in North America were directed to this end .
- For psychological and strategic reasons there could be little or no North

American participation in fighting overseas or in a large scale offensive outside
the continent unless security; which of course would not be 100%, was
provided.

In planning it was not feasible to consider offense separately from defence
--a more appropriate distinction would be "inside North America" and
"outside orth America" . In the event of war a strategic air offensive might
be un ertaken in the early stages and, in such an event, we would have to
accept calculated risks in defence and to expect losses in the .offensive .

9. GENERAL HENRY commented on the Miculty in- attempting to estimate
how Canadian and United States military effort should be divided between
North American defence and mili tary action outside North America: It
seemed reasonable,, however, to say that if war came within the next five or
six years a relatively -small percentage would be tied down to ' North America
but this proportion would tend to incre ase thereafter, part icularly as regards
the air forces .

10. REPRESENTATIVES OF THE U.S . STATE DEPARTMENT, in discussing th e
relationship of United States foreign po licy to the problem under discussion,
gave assurance that geographical limits or "stop lines" to Russian expansionist
po licy had in fact been set with the fu ll realization of the implications
involved. Two examples of - a"crystallization" of U .S . policy along these lines
would be found in recent events abroad.

"Stop lines" should, however, not be considered merely geographically but .also in an ethical sense .
11 . THE CANADIAN CHAIRMAN expressed appreciation for the frankness

with which the U .S . side had discussed these questions and hoped that Canada
would in future be kept informed` on ' those aspects of U.S . planning in the
wider field of global strategy which particularly affected North American
defence plans .

12 . CONCLUSION . The views of the U.S . representatives on these questions
were noted .

JOINT CANADIAN-UNITED STATES DEFENCE PLANNING

13 . REPRESENTATIVES OF THE U.S . WAR DEPARTMENT, referring to the diS-

cussion on strategic questions, pointed out that the following factors . had been
kept in mind when drafting the joint Basic Security Plan :

(a) defensive measures, if kept ahead of enemy capabilities, would act as a
deterrent to aggressiveness

; (b) considerable time was required for the establishment of some of the
static defence facilities ;

(c) the importance of offensive action was fully realized and the plan was
drawn up togive maximum use of facilities for offensive purposes ; and,

(d) - the Appréciation and Plan were- subject to periodic review.
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The Military Co-operation, Committee at their, recent meeting had recom-
'mended that the U.S. and Canadian authorities in considering these planning 
reports should make a sharp distinction betvveen the Basic Security Plan (and 
annexes) and implementation programmes. The former, it was thought, should 
be considered as a purely military plan which did not commit either govern-
ment to ahy specific action. Implementation programmes, on the other hand, 
were intended to serve as a basis for definite action and each progressive stage 
Would be a matter for government decision  in the light of the world situation 
at the time. 

14. MR. HEENEY observed that in lus  view the Canadian government were 
unlikely to regard the Appreciation as a document for actual acceptance (or 
rejection) by the Cabinet. Rather, the government's decisions on joint defence 
questions would likely be taken as and when implementation programmes 
_were put before them from time to time. 

15. CONCLUSION. The meeting took note of these remarks. 	 - 

CTVILIAN OPERATIONS IN SUPPORT OF DEFENCE PROJECTS 

16. THE CANADIAN CHAIRMAN asked the meeting to consider to what extent 
preliminary defence measure' s in Northern Canada could be carried out under 
civilian auspices. 

In the Canadian view there was a good deal to be said for following such a 
policy in the early stages and among  the  activities which suggested themselves 
as being susceptible of  this treatment the following were cited--mapping and 
photography; weather station programme; Loran, programme; operation and 
extension or construction of airfields. 

17. UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVES regarded the problem  as a purely 
Canadian one and, while it might tend to complicate U.S. participation in joint 
undertakings, they thought that certain measures, particularly those to which 
priority was attached, might be undertaken on a civilian basis, and the U.S. 
authorities would do what they could to meet Canadian wishes in this matter. 

O 

 With reference to 'current planning there were some immediate measures on 
which proposals had been made or would shortly 'be put forward. These in-
cluded: 

(a) projects related specifically to the Air Defence Plan such as—(1) re-
search on air warning equipment; (2) a survey of certain sites for airfields; 
(3) maintenance on a caretaker basis of certain airfields which might other-
wise be abandoned; (4) training of persOnnel for air defenFe duties; 

(b) projects related to general planning such as—(1) mapping programme; 
(2) weather coverage; (3) Loran programme; (4) joint tests at Churchill. 

Of these various immediate measures, certain ones, such as research and 
*training, would not be undertaken in the North and presumably did not fall 
-into the category of those which might be civilian in character. Others, such 
as survey and maintenance of airfields and weather stations, might be treated 
as primarily civilian. 
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18. • CONCLUSION. It .was- generally agreed that, there might be ; advantages to
_carry. ing out certain of the . earlier parts of the , projeçted; programme under
civilian auspices, and wherever this was practicable the United States would
co-operate to, that - end .

JOINT DEFENCE ; PLANNING ; .-FINANCIAL--ARRANGEMENTS

19. THE CANADIAN CHAIRMAN asked the meeting to consider the possibility
of wor~in' g out an agreed set of - principles for determining the propo rtion of
the-cost of 'oint defence ro'ects which shoul d jointp J be borne by each country.

While the Canadian side had''nô specific proposals: to put forward on this' important ,, aspect of ~defence=planning, they had, .hôwever`; ! in their memo-
rândum on the subject, suggested how the problem might be approached.

It might, for instance, .be desirable to follow a policy whereby the Cana-:than government would provide, at their expense, ' land and' buildings re-
quired in Canadian territo ry for joint defence purposes with the U.S . provid-
ing the equipment.

20 . CONCLUSION .: The méeting concluded :
(a) thât it would - bè premature at this stâge to draw up principles which

could be recommended for general âpplicâtion ' in the allocation of cost of joint
defence projects undertaken in Canada ;

(b) that, as ' an alternative, annual programmes submitted in implementa-
tion , of ~ any agreed joint plans should be examined jointly by the appropriate
,financial authori ties of each country who should make joint recommendations' on the allocation of cost to both governments ; and

(c) that for this purpose the two govérnlnents shouldconsider the establish-
ment :of a standing committee .

P.J .B .D . RECOMMENDATION OF NOVEMBER 20TH ;' PUBLICATIO N

AND REGISTRATION WITH
I
UNITED NATIONS ORGANIZATION

21. THE CANADIAN - SIDE . raised the . question of pub lishing the P .J .B .D.
Recommendation of~November ' 20th.., . : , . .

In the Canadian view, a statement of some sort was to be desired as itwas
inevitable .that. ;in the forthcoming ;session of Parliament - the government would
:,9d on • tô , say . something ,on defence arrangements with - the United
Statés . Apart from this, there .had been considerable publicity in connection
with Arctic . defence; some of . which was sensational and inaccurate, and a
statement would . do; .much to correct any .wrong impressions that, might have
been cre

.
,ated .

Several alternatives were open to the governments if , they should decide to
make .an anriouncement. ; The Recommendation-itself could be published, or
some statement describing in ; general terms the . principles of co-operation in-tluded in the Recommendation but not -âdhering to , the, text: In any event care
should be exercised to avoid giving the impression that the' arrangements h ►'
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dicated the adoption of a new policy, and it was also important to relate the 
arrangements to the United Nations. Also, it might be deemed desirable in 
Canada to add something on Canada's future co-operation with other British 
Commonwealth countries. 

A related question was whether or not acceptance of the Board'S Recom-
mendation by the two governments constituted an International. Agreement 
within the meaning of Article 102 of the U.N. Charter. In this connection, the 
question of its registration with the United Nations should be considered. 

There was the further question of whether acceptance of the Board's Rec-
ommendation by the two countries should be followed by an exchange of 
notes or acknowledged by some more formal means than had been the case for 
previous recommendations of the Board. 

22. THE U.S. SIDE felt that the reasons advanced by the Ca.nadians for 
publication of the Recommendation or for announcements in agreed terms 
were sound, although the view had been held in the State Department that â.ny 
public statement was unnecessary. 

They favoured a statement of a general nature related to the Ogdensburg 
Declaration and United Nations obligations and emphasizing the fact that 
present arrangements were a natural continuation of wartime co-operation. 
Such a statement might be communicated for information to the United 
Nations although it should be made clear that there was no legal obligation to 
do so under the Charter. 

23. CONCLUSION. The meeting were in general agreement: 
(a) that publicity of sorne kind would have to be given to the arrange-

. 

ments embodied in the Recommendation of November 20th; 
(b) that this might appropriately take the form of an agreed statement 

which would contain the substance of (but ùot quote) the P.J.B.D.'Recom 
menclation and which would make suitable reference to the relationShip of 
these arrangements to the Ogdensburg Declaration and obligations under the 
United Nations; , 

(c) that such statement should not be registered with the United Nations 
but might, be communicated to the Secretary General for information; and, 

(d) that  the governments' acceptance of the Board's Recommendation 
of November 20th should be in the manner normally followed by the two 
governments in approving Recommendations of the Joint Board. 

POSITION OF THE UNITED KINGDOM IN RELATION TO 

CANADA-LJNITED STATES DEFENCE  •  

24. Mi. PEARSON clreW attention to the desirability of keeping the 
authorities informed of relevant aspects of joint Canadian-Unifed States 
planning. Indeed, it was necessary to consult them on questions arising froin 
the planning which .affected Newfoundland territory. 

• 
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Following the Prime Minister's recent conversation With President Truman, 
the subject had been discussed by the Permanent Joint Board on Defence. 
The U.S. representatives had seen no objections to informing the United 
Kingdom in general terms of what was being done, but they had felt that 
details of the joint planning should be communicate& to U.K. authorities 
only .after final decisions had been reached or in respect of those matters in 
which co-operation with the United Kingdom was essential. 

25. CONCLUSION. The meeting took the view that any formal agreement 
o -i iatter of this kind was undesirable and concluded that the policy 
outlined in the journal of the November 19th-20th meeting of the Joint 
Board provided a suitable basis for further action. 

GOOSE BAY; U.S. PROPOSAL TO SECURE MILITARY RIGHTS OF AIRBASE 

26. COLONEL VAN DEVANTER read a United States memorandum on the 
strategic importance of Goose Bay and proposing that the United States 
be granted military rights for the peacetime utilization of the airbase. 

Current U.S. planning had indicated the need for outlying bases some 
distance from the vital areas and in the probable route of approach of any 
air attacks that might bé mounted against this continent. Goose Bay, because 
of logistical and other considerations, was probably the most strategically 
important base on the continent and its development for Very Heavy Bom-
bardment operations was an important element in the plans to provide for 
the security of North America. The United Statés hoped that an early 
decision could be reached on this question. 
, 27.- CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVES pointed out that Canadian rights at this 

base had been secured by long term lease from the Newfoundland govern-
ment, and the rights which the United States now sought would require the 
concurrence-  of the Newfoundland and (by viitue of its present_ political 
,Status) the U.K. governments. 

Owing to the uncertainty regarding the constitutional position of New-
foundland, the present was regarded as an unfavourable time to open the 
question, but it might be useful to have a preliminary conversation with 
the United Kingdom High Commissioner on the subject.  • 

If the concurrence of the U.K. and Newfoundland govermnents was forth-
coming, it might be desirable for Canada to be conceded certain reciprocial 
rights at United States bases in Newfoundland so that the arrangements 
could be regarded as an exchange of rights. If the training side of the under-
taking could be emphasized, this might also be helpful in concluding the 
arrangements sought by the U.S. 

28. CONCLUSION. It was agreed that the U.S. proposals to secure military 
rights at Goose Bay should be discussed informally with the United Kingdom 
High Commissioner in Canada and that U.S. and Canadian representatives 
would meet with him later in the day for this purpose. 

E. W. T. GILL 
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999. DEA/52-C

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieure s
au Premier, ministre

Memorandum f rom Under-Secretary of State for External A ffairs
to Prime Minister

Top SECRET [Ottawa,] December 26, 1946

I am sending you, herewith, a memorandum on the talks which were held
some days ago between officials of the United States and Canadian Govern-
ments on joint defence questions . Also a record of the conclusions reached in
those talks . The meeting was, of course, informal and non-committal, and on
the purely official level, but I think it served a useful purpose in giving those
concerned on that level an opportunity to exchange views. I .am sending a
copy of these documents to Mr . St . Laurent and to Mr . Claxton, as repre-.
sentatives of his Department attended the talks .

You will note that reference is made in my memorandum to certain work-
ing papers which were prepared for the use of the Canadian officials . I am'
also sending you a copy of these papers . These working papers were sent to
the .Canadian officials concerned .

[PIÉCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires extérieures
au Premier ministre

Memorandum f rom Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
to Prime Ministe r

Top SECRET [Ottawa,] December 23, 1946 .

DEFENCE DISCUSSIONS WITH THE UNITED STATE S

1 . In accordance with instructions from the Cabinet, discussions were
held with a delegation from the United States on December 16 and 17 in
Ottawa on the subject of Joint Defence planning . I attach a record of these,
talks which was prepared by the Canadian delegation ; it has been discussed
with the United States Embassy who agree that it represents an accurate
account of the topics covered in the talks . By way of supplementary comment
you may find the following notes to be of some value .

2. The United States delegation made a .very good impression. They were ,
well informed, reasonable and moderate in their approach to the problems
discussed. There was no effort on their part to over-emphasize dangers , or
underline necèssities . They gave a well-balanced and carefully wrked

-
out ,

statement of the facts as they appeared, to them, and allowed us to draw our
own conclusions,

3 . The most fran k and cordial atmosphere prevailed throughout . There
was no attempt . on the part of the United States representatives to present,
demands or , to insist on,certain things being done-an attitude that has., some-,
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fiinés ` lieën; ascribed to them in speeches and articles . Happily, it is some
years since there has been any table-pounding in defence discussions , betwee n
the two countries . .Tt`would be fair to say that While the United States repre-

sentatives were naturally anxious to see the principles of a joint defence pro-
gramme * agreed, and, - the programme itself initiated, they were fully , aware of
the political and practical difficulties . for Canada in embarking on any such
programme . They recognized that because we are a much smaller country
than the United States and because most of whatever is done will take place
on ûr own territory; it is harder for Canada to reach decisions in these matters
- an for the United States. The examination given'to each problem was frank
and thorough and few differences in viewpoint'appeared, as to the steps which
should be recommended. General Lincoln who had not previously taken pa rt
in any Canada-Unitëd ; States meetings privately told'the United States Ambas-
sador afterwards that these ,talks had been a revelation to him of profitableand constructive'' discussion .

4. It was made quite clear, to the United States representatives from the
beginning that these talks were purely exploratory on the, official level and
that no commitment implied or expressed would result ; from 'anything that
was said . Our sole object was to havë an exchange` of views which might put
each delegation in a better position to advise their Governmeat of what action,'
if any, was required in respect of the .matters under discussion.

5. SOVIET SOREIGN POLICY "
The meeting was fortunate in having present Mr. George Kennan of the

State Department; - orie of 'their leading experts on the 'iJ .S.S:R:, -whose knowl-edge is extensive and whose judgments givè the impression of being carefu lly
considered; sensible and to ' the point . He holds in high regard the . views of
the Canadian Ambassador in Moscow, Mr . Wilgress, . and,it :is clear that these
two observers are agreed . on most important points . with regard to Soviet1 .1 1
policy. There was general agreement with Mr . Kennan's' view that if th e
western democracies demonstrate a reasonable'degree of . firmness and mi li-
tary strength, there is .no need to be too pessimistic about the future . .Without
such firmness and strength one could only anticipate - continued Soviet expan-
sion which` --might well lead eventually to a world war. The Soviet Union,
however; can. be "contained" by non provocative defence measures and by
diplomacy, based on firmness and fairness . This would s trengthen the hands
of those elements in the politburo which want an understanding with the
West . Weakness on our part would merely weaken the hands of this grouP
since . it would only encourage the messianic zeal of the more doct rinaire com-_
munists and the more' aggressive nationalists. 'The only arguments which
the moderates can use successfully are that the West is strong .and that its
policies 'are suppo rted by that strength . If they are given these arguinents'
there is - some chance that 'these mode "rates , can discredit' their more ardently
expansionist comrades: and bring about a`long period of peace .~ It is impor'
tant,-of course, that western strength should be clearly non-provocative 'and
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non-aggresSive- and that wbatever steps are taken'to maintain it should "be' 
treated wisensationally, as normal and matter-of-fact developments. 

• 6.- UNITED S'I‘;eiTES STRÀTEGIC CONCEPTS 

4 is worth noting that in these defence discussions the representatives of „ 
the United States emphasized that their main objective in. any future war . 
would be tci develop the maximum fire power at the greatest effective distance 
away from North America. They do not wish to be regarde d  as unduly,"Con-
tinental-defence-minded". They believe that the strategic offensive remains the 
best defence. But since such a strategic offensive cannot be undertaken unless 
the home base and its productive capacities are secured, it is of vital impor-
tance that this should  be done..Twice in our lifetime the aggressor would have 
succeeded if that "home base" had not remained inviolable. 

It was also brought out in these talks, however, -  that the United States does 
not favour the enormous diversion of resources that would be needed to pro-
vide one hundred percent protection for North America. They feel that we 
will have to accept calculated risks and that in the event of war this con-
tinent will suffer damage. What is required, therefore, is a defence which will 
convince public opinion that.there is a reasonable degree of home protection, 
without tying up so much in the way of resources that the enemy cannot be 
defeated abroad. 

General Henry, in an attempt to strike a balance between defensive and 
offensive requirements, gave his views in the following terms. He appreciated 
the importance to the Canadian Government and people of deciding whether . 

 Canada could plan effectively, for continental defence and still  shaVe forceS 
available to fight overseas. It was his opinion that in any war which might 
develop in five or .six years, the threat  toi 'the physical security of North 
America would be so slight as to necessitate the tying down' of relatively few 
of Canada's forces. It should therefore be possible to uSe almost all of. these 
in any way desired by the people and Government of. Canada.' After five or 
six years, because of technological developments, we could expect a greater 
threat to North American security, to insure against which would call for a 
higher proportion of total Canadian resburces, prilnarily air forces. 

There was a certain hesitation on the part of the United States Service 
representatives on the first day of the talks over any mention of the details of 
their strategic planning. We, however, made quite dear that we were not ask-
ing for such details. We were only interested in the principles on which their 
Planning was based. On the Tuesday, however, they volunteered some very 
important information. We had been talking on the previous day about "stop 
lines" beyond which the United States çonld not allow the U.S.S.R. to ad-
vance. On the next day, General Lincoln made it clear that the stand taken by 
the United States delegation at diplornatic conferences in the last six months 
gave a very clear indication of where that "stop line" was; that it moved 
thiciugh 'the centre of Germany to Trieste; and from there through Greece io 
the .:Dardanelles  The United States however made a:very sensible distinctifjn 
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between a geographic and an ethical stop line; in other words, it was not 
merely a question of an advance of the U.S.S.R. beyond a certain line so 
much as whether this advance was made with the genuine consent to the 
people concerned or aggressively and against their wishes. A concrete example 
would be Trieste. If the people of that city of their own free will decided to 
attach themselves to the Yugoslav Federation there could not be any objec-
tion on anybody's part. It would be quite another matter, however, if that 
change took place by aggressive action against the will of the people. 

discussing this matter, we made it quite clear to the American repre-
sentatives that in expressing our interest in this matter we were not influenced 
merely by idle curiosity. As our relationship to the United States was so close 
and becoming doser through force of circumstances; and as it would be 
difficult, if not impossible, for Canada to avoid becoming involve,d in any 
major conflict in which the United States participated, naturally we wish to be 
made aware of the circumstances which would involve that country in war. 

7. NATURE OF DEFENCE PLANNING 

There Was general agreement as to the nature of defence planning. Rigidity 
must be avoided and fiwdbility preserved. No plan, however excellent, could be 
approved by governments in the sense that commitments for any distant fu-
ture could be made. All defence plans must be regarded as somewhat utopian 
and as goals to be attained in the event of emergency. Their degree of imple-
Mentation has to.be decidéd step by step and the rate of implementation must 
be under  contant  review so that it can be accelerated or slowed down in the 
light 'of intematiénal developments. A firm distinction must therefore be 
drawn between governmental acceptance of a plan as a goal towards which to 
work and the governmental decisions that will have to be taken as to whether 
certain aspects of the plan should be put into effect at any given time. The 
governments thus retain completelreedom to say at what rate the plan should 
be translated into action. 

8. PUBLICITY 

There was probably a greater initial difference of opinion on the question of 
publicity between Canadian and United States representatives than on any 
other topic. The State Department was obviously inclined to the view that any 
public reference to the Recommendation of November 20 was unnecessarY 
and undesirable. Indeed, the opinion was expressed that the only document 
which required publication was the Ogdensburg Declaration of 1940 which set 
up the Permanent Joint Board on Defence. The Canadian representatives sue-
ceeded in convincing the United States reeresentatives that because of the 
interest that had been displayed by the public in northern defence problems, it 
would be impossible to avoid some sort of statement at the forthcoming 
Session of Parliament. This being so, it seemed desirable to make public the 

substance of the .Recàmmendation since, if this were not done, there would be 
no satisfactory . answer to the inevitable question—"What arrangements have 
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been entered into with the United States?"- There was a fairly protracted dis-
cussion of the arguments pro and con publication but in the end, as the record
of conclusions shows, it was agreed that we should recommend to our govern-
ments that parallel announcements should be made in Ottawa and Washington
which would give the substance but not the text of the Recommendation of
November 20. It was also the view of all present that these statements should
avoid sensationalism or anything savouring of the provocative, and should be
as matter-of-fact as possible.

9 . I feel that these talks were most satisfactory and that the officials on both
sides have now a better appreciation of the questions discussed .

1000.

SECTION D

PERSONNEL MILITAIRE/MILITARY PERSONNE L

DEA/1539-B-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DESPATCH 193 Washington, January 23, 1946

Sir,

I have the honour to refer to the ;subject of apprehension in the . United
States of deserters from the Canadian armed forces, and their return to
Canada .

2 . The Air Attaché, on instructions from Air Force Headquarters, which
were in turn, received from the United Kingdom Air Liaison Mission, re-
quested the United States military authorities to apprehend and return to
Canada one LAC Banazkiewicz L P706284, a deserter from the RAF in
Canada. The case was very involved in that this airman had been in the

` United :Stiàtes ' for some time, and had obtained from the Department of Ini=
migration permission to remain in the country. This permission has expired,
but he has already made' an app lication for extension of the period he may
remain in the United States . As a result, the Army authorities, although they
arrested the airman, - went , into the - matter further and came . to the, con-
clusion that they could not properly hold him or return him to Canada' under the circumstances.

3 . This particular case has directed the attention of the Ame rican authori-
ties to the general practice of returning deserters without reference to, or
use of Immigration Department authority , and channels . We have some reason
to believe that the current prac tice, which has been working satisfactorily
the past few years under an informal arrangement with the War Department,' and which is set out .iri War Department Circular No. 258 of June 24, 1944,
may , possibly be suspended . Such suspension would be on the ground that
the exigencies of the war, which justified the procedure, are', no- longer
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. applicable and,  •from a strictly legal point , of view, there is no question 
that,the  procédure  cannot be supported. However, from the point of view of 
convenience to both the Canadian Services and the Immigration Department 
of the United States, the longer the present procedure is kept in force, the 
better, as it ensures the return. of Canadian deserters much more promptly 
than would be the case if they were deported under Immigration proced.ure. 
,An additional factor of interest to Canada is that of expense. The Canadian 
authorities, I ;believe, are responsible in the first instance for the cost of 

rehension and transportation, as well as interim board and lodging. 
Should it be necessary in each case to go through deportation proceedings, 
some time would elapse and thé expenses for board and lodging would 
increase appreciably. 

4. I understand that an exchange of notes on the question of return of 
deserters took place with the United States authorities during the Fall of 1945, 
and I would like to mention that neither the Embassy nor the Service Attachés 

• 
 

have  réceived cOpies of these notes. I am therefore not in a position to state 
whether the expected, cancellation  of the present procedure would, or would 
not be permissible under the agreement reached by the exchange of notes, 
and I would appreciate copies of the notes to complete my files.* 

5. I do not propose to approach the American authorities on this matter, 
feeling that it would be more advisable to let them make the first representa-
tions. However, I would appreciate receiving in advance your authority to 
discuss  the  matter of return of deserters generally with the American au-
thdrities  as and when the question arises. In the interval you may think it 
advisable to inform the three Services of the possibility of a change in the 

,present arrangements.. 	, 
I have etc. 	 • 

THOMAS A. STONE 
for the Ambassador 

1001. 	 DEA/1539-B-4 0  

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 

Secretaty of State for External Affairs to Ambassador in United States 

DESPATCH 114 	 Ottawa, January 31, 1946 

Sir, 
• I wish to aclmowledge your despatch  No. '193 of January 23rd concerning 
the apprehension in the United States of deserters from the Canadian armed 
forces. 

* With respect to the notes requested, I now refer to your despatch No. 52 of January 19, 
 1946,t forwarding Treaty Series 1945, Supplement  No  10, containing an exchange of note.s 

betvveen the United States of America and Canada concerning desertérs frora the Armed 
Forces, and dated June 13 and October, 26, 1945 respectively.. 
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The three Services have been informed of . your belief that the ; currentpractiçe; _under which the United States army apprehends Canadian deserters
and turns them over to the Canadian armed forces, may possibly be sus,
pended . The. comments of the Services have been requested .

Since_ the initiative in the matter of the exchange of Notes of June 13th and
October 26th, 1945, was taken by the United States War Department, . webelieve it desirable that the initiative in proposing any 'changes in curren.t
practice should be left to the United States authorities. You are accordingly
authorized to discuss the question if it is raised by the, United States authori-
ties, but it is not desired that the Embassy make any approaches in the matter .

Since the exchange of Notes provides that the military authorities of the two
countries shall co-operate to the fu ll extent provided by existing laws and
regulations, it would be possible to depart from the existing practice without
.violating the agreement on the ground that current laws and regulations no
longer provided for the apprehension of deserters from the other country .
Until the views of the Services are obtained, it is not possible to be specific on
this point but it seems altogether likely that if the United States mi litary au-thorities could no longer pick up Canadian deserters, the Canadian Services
would wish to terminate ~ their responsibility for , apprehending United Statesdeserters. During the period from June 13th, when the United States Note was
sent to us, to October 26th, when the Canadian reply was sent (the interval
was required to obtain the necessary Order-in-Council) the United States
Embassy here displayed considerable interest in the subject and sent a num-
ber of informal reminders to the Department. Therefore, until October of last
year at least, the War Department was evidently anxious to have Uni ted
States deserters in Canada apprehended by the Canadian Services . Althoughthe situation may~ have changed •since that time, this information is provided
for your guidance , in case the subject should be, raised by the United States
authorities .

I have etc . '
R. M. MACDONNELL

for the Secretary of State
for External Affair s

1002.
CEW/Vol. 2153

Le représentant principal de l'armée américaine, CPCAD, '
au secrétaire, la section canadienne, CPCAD

Senior United States Army Member, PJBD,
to Secretary, Canadian Section, PJBD

SECRET

Dear Mr. Macdonnell,

Washington, February 7, 1946

At the meeting of the .PJB 7-8 November, 1945, the Canadian Service
Members stated that as a practical measure of continuing co llaboration and to
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assist in coordinating the Armed Forces of the United States and Canada, the
Canadian Chiefs of Staff recommended that the practice of interchange of
Canadian-United States officers within selected positions should be developed.

The Board agreed with this and the United States Navy and Army members
undertook to seek the approval of their Chiefs of Staff to this proposal . I am
pleased to inform you that the Joint Chiefs of Staff have indicated that they
consider the interchange of Canadian and United States officers within selected
positions in their respective services is desirable as a practical measure of con-
tinuing collaboration and to assist in coordinating the armed forces of th e

_~wo nations. The Joint Chiefs of Staff suggested that details of the inter-
change, such as number , of officers and selection of positions, be arranged
between the military services concerned.

As the arrangement of the details has been left to the military services con-
cerned, the Secretary of War has directed the undersigned to handle the mat-

-ter in this case - as far as the War Department is concerned . I am therefore
taking the matter up direct with General Letson and Air Vice-Marshal Curtis,
the Senior Canadian Army and Air . Force Representatives on the Permanent
Joint Board .

It is believed that you will receive from the Senior U .S . Navy Member a
'similar communication in the near future .

Very truly yours ,
GUY V. HENRY

Major General

1003 . DND/193 .009 . (D53) CGS Vol . 51 1946

Mémorandum du ' sous-chef de l'état-major général (A )
au chef de l'état-major général

Memorandum_ f rom Deputy Chie f of the General Staff (A)
to ' Chièf of the General Stafl

CONFIDENTIAL [Ottawa,] February 18, 1946

INTERCHANGE OF OFF[ICE]RS WITH U.S. ARMY

1 . CSC (26 Oct 45) agreed in principle to the adoption of a policy designed
to extend the interchange of officers with the U .S: and the implementation of
this policy be a matter for action by each service .

2 . U.S . Joint Chiefs of Staff have now indicated that they consider the inter-
change of Canadian and U .S . officers within §elected positions in their respeo-
tive service is desirable as a practical measure of continuing collaboration and
to assist in coordinating the armed forces of the two nations . The Joint Chiefs
of 'Staff suggested the details of the interchange, such as numbers of officers
and selections and positions, be arranged between the military services con-
cerned .
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3. The Permanent Joint Defence Board (8 Nov 45) agreed that the con-
iin.uance of the exchange of officers between the U.S. and Canadian Army, 
Navy and Air Force was desirable and the selection of positions to be inter-
changed should be left to the Chiefs of Staff concerned. 

4. Insofar as the Army is concerned, it is considered that the following 
policy should apply in the development of arrangements for interchange:  •  

(a) The object of the interchange policy is to achieve a better understand-
ing and knowledge of each other's armed forces so as to ensure increasing 
coordination between the respective forces. It is particularly desirable that the 
field of common knowledge be expanded in respect of equipment, staff pro-
cedure, organization, training doctrine and tactical employment of troops. 

(b) The Canadian Army desires to maintain liaison officers in U.S.A. to 
cover four basic fields: 

(i) Research and development of equipment; 
(ii) U.S.WD.1  General Staff practice and procedure, 
(in) Training and tactical doctrine; 
(iv) Intelligence. 
(c) As a working basis,  there should be one Canadian officer of the average 

rank of Major from each arm, major service  and equipment development di-
rectorate stationed at the appropriate camp or development centre in U.S.A. 
These officers would, in most cases, be charged with liaison on matters of 
equipment, organization and training aspects affecting their own arm, service  
or equipment interest.  They  should not be committed to any full-time task on 
behalf of the U.S. Army so that they may be free to observe and report gen-
erally on matters of interest to NDHQ. However, without prejudicing that 
freedom, these officers should take every opportunity to assist in the day-to-
day work of the establishment to which they are attached. It is recognized 
that a portion 6f these liaison officers might be more appropriately located 
in Washington at U.S.W.D. rather than at U.S. camps or development 
centres. 

(d) The Canadian Army desirès to take advantage of appropriate vacancies 
at U.S.A. Command, staff and other courses to the extent that suitable Cana-
dian officers are available and will be.prepared to supply Canadian instructors 
from time to time at U.S.A. schools and courses. • 

(e) The Canadian Army feels there would be mutual advantage in having 
suitable staff officers from its forces attached for duty and instruction to 
U.S.W.D. and will arrange reciprocal opportunities for U.S.A. officers at 
N.D.H.Q. 

(f) In respect of Military Intelligence, the Canadian Army will be prepared 
to supply, as officers become available, up to four officers.in  the rank of Cap-
tain or Major to U.S.W.D. G.2 Branch for full-time employment on specific 

United States War Department. 
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tasks, and an additional senior officer in that branch for broader liaison and 
coordination purposes should this be considered necessary or desirable by 
U.S.W.D. 

(g) All  Canadian Army officers so employed in U.S.A., would be paid by 
the Canadian Army, there being no intention of seeking remuneration from 
U.S.A. even when officers are fully employed in the latter's behalf. 

(h) Length of normal tour should be not less than twelve months and 
subject to review at the end of every six months' period thereafter. 

(i) All  such officers to be administered by Cdn Army Staff, Washington, 
ànd will report to NDHQ through Cdn Army Staff, Washington. , 

5. It -  is proposed that Cdn Army Staff be requested to explore with 
U.S.W.D. what establishments consistent with the foregoing policy would be 
appropriate as locations to which Canadian liaison officers could be posted 
and to determine the numbers consequently to be involved and supplied as 
they become available. 

6. It is further intended that the development of reciprocal arrangements 
in Canada should be initiated by Cdn Army-  Staff, Washington,  who will 
explore with U.S.W.D. and determine to what Canadian  establishments 

 U.S.W.D. would wish to attach U.S.A. officers. It is recognized that U.S. 
Army would not wish to send as many officers to Canada as the Canadian 
Army might send to the U.S.A. 	 , 

7. Although the detailed policy of interchange was to be developed by the 
services concerned, it is suggested that basic policies be organized on a 
common inter-service basis. 

8. For this purpose you may wish to discuss the foregoing in C.S.C. 

L. M. ,CHESLEY 
Brigadier. 

1004. 	 DND/193.009 (D53) CGS Vol. 51 1946 

Mémorandum du chef de l'état-major général 
au sous-chef de l'état-major général (A) 

Memorandum from Chief of the General Staff 
to Deputy Chief of the General Staff (A) 

[Ottawa,] March 4, 1946 

The following extract from Minutes of the 344th meeting of Chiefs of Staff 
Committee held'at 1500 hours Thursday,28th February, 1946, is passed for 
your information and retention: .  - 

"Interchange of Officers with U.S. Army 

1730 
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11 . C:G.S . presented a memorandum which, ` subject to cancellation ofpara . 4(c), set forth Army policy for the interchange of officers with the
United States .

It was intended to cover four basic - fields,-research and develo ment
General Staff practice and procedure, training and tactical doctrine and, at
a later date, intell igence. The normal tour of duty ,would be for twelve monthsand

it was hoped that reciprocal arrangements would be made whereby each
government would be responsible for pay and allowances of their own officers .

This information was submitted for the use of other Services in formulatintheir plans. g
(Army memorandum HQC 8932 Vol. 2- of 18 Feb. 46-CSC 9-4-122 Feb . -46) +
12 . The - Committee noted the C.G.S.' , memorandum." , '

[CHARLES FOULKES ]

Lieutenant-General

DEA/ 1539-R-an
L'ambassadeur. aux États-Unis au secrétaire

~
d'État' aux A ffaires extérieures

Ambassadôr in United States to Secretary of Statè for External A~`airs_
TELEGRAM WA-1552

Washington, April 9, 1946
Reference telephone conversation between the . Under-Secretary of. Stateand myself on the s'of apprehensionasubject of . deserters from the armed forces

of Canada `and the United States and their return to their respective countries .A meeting has Just been held with the three Service Attachés to asce rtaintheir views on the . proposal to cancel the arrangement now existing.As you are`aware; an.informal arrangement has existed for a number ofyears whereby : United . States Militâry Police apprehended and returneddeserters to, Canada. At no time were American citizens serving in the
Canadian forces returned under this informal procedure which was, set out in
War Department Circular No . 258 of : June 24th, -1944. (You will be inter-ested to kn.ow that the instructions contained in ' that - Circular have beenrenewed by War Department Circular. No. 52 . of 21st .February, 1946,, andare, subject to earlier, cance llation, to remain in e ffect until 21st August,1947) . During ! the -period, October . 1943 .to April 1946 some 390 Canadi anArmy deserters have been reported as returned by American military . au-
thorities and numerous others are also believed to have been returned . AirForce and Navy deserters figures are not available at the moment, but run
about 12 per year for each service .

It was most unfortunate that, by exchange . of notes, an attempt was madetoforniâlize the informal arrangement, which had ëxisted here, 'without,re&erence to this . Embass .y; .(,This ; aspect has, .alr.eady b.eenraised. :in mÿ despatch
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No . 193 - of January 23rd . ) . I feel that had the Service Attachés here . been
given an opportunity to comment, the present difficulty, which a rises from the
fact that the exchange of notes did not correctly interpret existing arrange-
ments, and in particular did not limit return of persons to deserters in the
pe riod of the recent hostilities, might • well . have been avoided . -

The Service Attachés inform me that there is -no expressed intention
on the part of the American autho rities to cancel the present informal ar-
rangement and that it would .presumably remain in . force unless it is specifi-
)cally mentioned in the proposed cancellation of . the formal Agreement as
set out in United States Note 332 of 13 June, 1945, and the Canadian reply

No. 104 of 26th October, 1945 .

You. may be interested in the present procedure for dea ling with cases
of deserters from the Canadian forces known to the Service Attachés .

(a) If the man is_ apprehended by the American authorities, our Service
Attachés are notified and check with their respective headquarters to asce rtain
whether the man has been " declared a dese rter by the Service concerned .

If so, the American authorities are requested to have him returned to the
border .where . he is picked up by the Canadian Service authorities .

(b) If we know that the individual is working in a civilian capacity in the

United States, we notify the Department of Justice who investigate to see
if the man is deportable . If such is the case, the Depa rtment of Justice, in
turn, notify the American' mili tary authorities who apprehend the man and
return him in the same, manner as deserters apprehended in . uniform. The
only case, to our knowledge, - where the American authorities have actually.
refused to co-operate on a specific request is that of Gunner Shea, who is an
'American citizen and is wanted for manslaughter in connection with the
death of a Canadian nurse as a result of a motor accident in Italy, when
Shea was serving as a driver in the Canadian forces . In this case both Justice
and the American mi litary authorities felt that they were not on secure
ground as the charge conce rned a civil matter rather than the mere charge
of desertion . - Otherwise, we have had no formal . objection to the return
even of American citizens serving in the Canadian forces, but have never
pressed for their retu rn on the ground that as long as - their uniforms were
collected there was nothing to be gained by their return to Canada, par-
.ticularly now that hostilities have ceased .

Pending further instructions we propose to allow the present procedure
to continue, feeling that it is undesirable to have dese rters . apprehended by
the civil authorities and detained for a long period pending formal deporta-
tion proceedings .

~ La note suivante était écrite sur ce ' The following , note • was written on the
document : document :

The notes are alright ; . it's the P.C. that went too far. R. M[ACDONNELL]
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1006. 	 DEA/1539-B-40  

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
à l'ambassadeur aux Etats-Unis 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Ambassador in United States 

TELEGRAM EX-1039 	 Ottawa, April 11, 1946 

Your WA-1552 of April 9th. Apprehension of deserters from the Armed 
Forces. 

2. P.C. 6577 was revoked by Order in Council on April 9th. We informed 
the United States Embassy in advance that this was going to take place and 
have since sent them a copy of the new Order in Council. A copy of our 
lettert  is going forward to you by bag. 

3. In this letter we pointed out that in our view the revocation of P.C. 6577 
did not affect the validity of the exchange of notes of June 13th and Octo-
ber 26th, 1945, which provided that each country would use whatever legis-
lative powers it possessed. We concluded by saying the Canadian authorities 
would be glad to discuss at a later date the best method of dealing with the 
deserter problem in peace time. 

4. While we would be in no position to insist on it, it would certainly be 
to our advantage if the United States military authorities were prepared to' 
continue the apprehension of Canadian deserters. We therefore concur with 
the final paragraph of your message. You should not, however, take any 
steps to urge the retention of the present procedure. 

1007. 	 DEA/1539 -40  

Le secrétaire  d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures 
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 

Acting Secretary of State for Exterhal Affairs 	 , 
to Ambassador in United States 

TELEGRAM EX-1399 	 Ottawa, May 28, 1946 

Re position of Canadians under United States Selective Service Regulations. 
2. Your WA-1248 of March 19tht indicated that the end of hostilities 

has brought no change in the applicability of the draft law to Canadians. We 
are starting to get inquiries from Canadians in the United States on this sub-
ject and wish to review it carefully with your assistance. 

3. Will you please send copies of thé exact relevant provisions of the Act 
and Regulations now in force. 

4. Please confirm our understanding that there has been no change in the 
Provisions of the Act relating to the drafting of neutral aliens. The last copy 
of the Act we have contains the following provision relating to neutral aliens: 
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"Provided, That: any citizen or subject of a neutral country shall be relièved
from liabili ty for training and service under this Act if, prior . to his induction
into the land or naval 'fôrces, he has made 'application to be relieved from such
liability in the manner -prescribed by and in accordânce , with rules and regu-
lations prescribed by the .President, but .any,person who makes such applica-
tion shall thereafter be debarred from becoming a citizen of the United
States ."

5 . : If you :see , no objection, you . might - have a .preliminâry informal discus-
sion of the subject with the State Department . We would be interested to
know whether the United States Government h as, since the- end, of hostilities,
giveii any real consideration . to the . question of whether . Al lied aliens are to
be, drafted in peâcetime

6. As you know, we never conceded that the United Stàtes had a legal
right to call up Canadians in the absence of an agreement with the Canadian
Government allowing such ' drafting . I[, there, was doubt as to the legal- right
of the United States to act . unilaterally in wart iine, . the doubt is obviously
much greater in peacetime. We do not at the-moment wish to make any
representations but I- can see no harm in your discussing the, subject frankl y
and informally.

7 . No action has been taken to terminate the .exchange of notes of March
and. April 1942 under which Canadians ca lled up in the United States coul d
opt for service in the Canadian forces . However, there are in fact no facilitie s
for opting at the .present time and, when the exchange of notes _took place,
we were certainly not thinking of a period beyond the . end-of hostilities .

1048 . . DEA/15P - 40
Lé- chargé d'affaires aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État

aux Affaires - extérieures

Chargé 'd'Affaires in United States to Secretary,of State
for External - Affairs '

DESrATCH * 1341 . Washington, June 29; 1946
Sir,

I have the honour to refer to your teletype_No . . EX-1399 of May 28 re-
garding the position of Canadians under ;United States Selective Service regu-
lations, and to my reply: No. WA72479 . of June 17 .t

2. We have discussed this general question informally wi th both the appro'
priate officer in Selective Service administratio n- and with the State Depart•
ment . "So far as the facts are concerned, the present situation appears to be
that the following categories of Canadians are . adequately safe-guarded under

the present regulatiôns :

.(a) Government ofâcials . . :
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(b) TwentyLnine day visitors. (It is impossible to  rester formilitary sr-
vice  until one has been in the country for 'thirty days.) 

(c) Students (either under student visas or on 3(2) visas, if registered  at  a 
school recoknized by the Adjutant General). Students are required, however, 
to obtain a Certificate of Noni-Residence after their arrival. 

(d) Persons working teMporarily in the United States under a Labour Exit 
Permit from Canada, or under  an  approved "Training Prokram".,TheSe are 
raôstly trainees or apprentices Who are being paid from Canada. (The Cana-
dian M-114 form is apparently tionoureçl in the saine way e a Certificate of 
Non-Residence in the  case of stedents.) We understand that the "Trag 
Program" procedure' might cover person-s assigned from a Canadian firm to 
work with a U.S. parent company, subsidiary or affiliate. The ' maximum  
period for such a "program" is 'two years; and payment from the U.S. corn- . 
pany is limited to $180 per month. 

(e) Temporary representatives of Canadian_firms,'who are paid. froni Can-
ada. These presumably would enter on a 3(2) visa since they are not "gain-
fully employed", and may apply for a maximum exemption of 6 months wider 
a certificate of non-residence. This application must  be submitted within 90 
days of entry. 

3. 'While not completely - safe-guarded by the regulations, persons who have 
already had military service in the Canadian armed forces are automatically 
placed in a special deferred category (1-G), and each case is handled indi-
vidually by the local Draft Board. Although this is, therefore, to some extent 
discretionarY,s the usual practice is to honour twelve months service as suffi-
cient for permanent deferment and a shorter time may be recognized if it 
consisted mostly of active combat duty. 

4. Those who are liable for call-up, therefore, include: (a) visitors on 3(2) 
visas, and (b) Canadians on  permanent visas. In both cases, the actual opera-
tion of the Draft cannot take place until after the person involved has been 
in the United States for 90 days. Temporary visitors are consequently 5afe 
for a three month period. After this time, however, they are liable for service, 
andthe length of time spent  in the United States is cumulative over a succes-
sion of visits. In other words, a Canadian of draft  age at the present time can 
only make one visit of three months duration 'without being liable for service. 
If he returns at a later date, he is subject to call-up at any time after the total 
length of time spent in the United States exceeds 90 days. 	, 
- 5. For the most part, it would appear that these regulations do not impose 

an undue' hardship upon Canadians in the United States. As you are aware, 
the hostilities are not officially concluded as Yet, and in practical terms the 
United States is still committed to find manpower for her occupation forces. 
Under the circumstances, I doubt whether we should have much justification 
for protesting against the drafting of Canadians who, by obtaining permanent 
visas, have indicated their intention to reside  and  make their living in the 

1735 
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United States. During the course of our conversation with the State Depart-
ment, it was indicated that this is definitely the view of the United States 
authorities.' 

6. The main group for whom we might feel that the regulations should be 
altered would probably be the 3(2) temporary visitor. It might be argued 
that such a person, even though he wishes to remain in the united States for 
longer than three months, is definitely not maldng his living here and 
presumably must eventually return to Canada. Under the circumstances, 
especially with reference to persons who wish to return to the United States 
again after having used up their 90 day period of grace, I feel that we should 
be in a fairly strong position if wé wished to make representation on behalf 
of the temporary visitor. 	 •  

7. The State Department are in no position at the present time to forecast 
what future policy may be, and assume that the current regulations will apply 
as long as the Draft Law is extended and until the natural expiration of the 
1940 legislation. If there are any definite points which you would like to have 
raised with the State Department, therefore r  it would be advisable for us to 
have our position quite clear before approaching them again on the subject. 
In particular, it would be useful if you could let us know whether there are 
any other categories, beyond those dealt with above, concerning whom you 
wish . further information or on whose behalf you feel that  exemptions might 
properly be made. 

I have etc. 

THOMAS A. STONE 

1009. 	 DEA/2818-40 
• 

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au sous-ministre de la Défense nationale (Armée) • 

Under-Secretary of State for'External Affairs 
to Deputy Minister of National Defence (Army) 

Ottawa, July 4, 1946 

' RE: JURISDICTION IN CRIMINAL MATTERS OVER MEMBERS 
OF THE UNITED STATES FORCES IN CANADA 

On 20th December, 1943, by Order in Council P.C. 9694, the Governor 
General in Council under the authority of the War Measures Act gave to the 
military courts of the United States jurisdiétion to try all members of the 

United States forces in' Canada for offences allegedly committed by them. 
The regulations established under the above Order in 'Council were also put 

Marginal note: 
' F agrée: II. ,  M[AÇDOgNELL] • 

. 	 , 

1  Note marginale:" 
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into,forëe in .the United . States in:-connection with members of~;.the CanadianArmed Forces charged with having - committed offences in United . Statesterrit .ory: . .

The Committee nn Orders in Council is now considering , the advisabili ty ofcontinuinthis ; jurisdiction of g United States . milita ry courts or reverting to thenormal practiee of trying all offenders before the civi lian courts.
As this 'quéstiôn is one which interests you, I would be very grateful foryou r, comments before any recommendations are made by this Departmentand before -- the subject is discussed with the appropriate United States`

authorities .

Similar letters have been written to the Deputy .lVlinister of National De-
fence• for Air, Deputy Minister of National Defence for Naval Services, . the
Jùdgë Advocate'Genéral and the Deputy Minister of Justice .

N. A. ROBERTSON

1010.
DEA/2818-40

au sous-secretaare d'Etat aux Affaires extérieures

Deputy-Minister of National .Defence (Army)
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs

Ottawa, September 16, 1946

Le sous-ministre de la Défense nationale (Armée),` -

RE :' .-:JURISDICTION IN CRIMINAL MATTERS OVER ;

1VIEMBERS ÔF - THE U.S . FORCES IN' CANADA

F'Reference your letters of 4th July, 1946, concerning the above-noted mat-
ter, addresséd`to the Deputy Ministers of National Defencè for Air and Naval
Services and to the under-signed .

It is expected that an American Force of approximately 100 All Rankswill be proceeding to Canada in the next few weeks to take part in certain
Winter Trials at Churchill , Manitoba . If Order-in-Council P.C. 9694 of 1943
is revoked, it woüld appear that no provision will exist for the discipline of this
Farce, and ~of other United States' Forces, which it is expected will be inCanada from time to time .

This matter has beén considered by the appropriate Service Authorities and
in thèir opinion P.C. 9694 should not be revoked until provision is made bymeans of ari_ Açt of . Parliament , or Order-in-Council for the discipline of
Américan Troops in Canada .

. . If you, concur, it is suggested . that informal discussions might be held atonce between the vCanadian and American Service Authorities with a'view toarriving . . .
at a solution to this

. matter, and also the * matter of discipline of
Canadian Forces présent in the U.S .A., which would be satisfactory to bothcountries and- that ; when a- workable solution has been arrived at, the matter
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should:be submitted thrôugh the regular diplomatic channels`for- the necessary
action on the part of both Governménts . . '

The contents of this ` letter are . concurred - in by _ the Deputy Ministers ofNational Defence for Navàl 'Sërvicës and Air . ,It may, 'therefore, be considered
as a reply to the communications addressed by you to them in this connection .

A.-.Ross. ..__~ _

DEA/2818-40
M- d _14- Lemoran "rit u c ef, la dcrectton Juridique,

- au, chef,~ la troisième direction politiqué :

Memôrandum' f rôrn ; Head; Legal Divisiôn, : to Head, Third * P_ ôliticul Divisio n

[Ottawa,] September 27, 1946

JURISDICTION IN CRIMINAL MATTERS OVER

MEMBERS OF THE U.S. FORCES IN CANADA

I refer to your memorandum of 29th J,unet. on this subject .
The three branches.' of National `Defence, :,the Judge Advôcatë General and

Justice were asked 'fôr their opinion on this rüâtter . By lettèr of 8th Julyt
Justice took the view .that the Order-in-Council should be . :revoked. By letter
of 9th July t the .-Judge Advocate General took the. same view

. By letter of ,15th Julyt the Deputy Minister (Navy) stated that, he had n o
objection to the revocation of the Order-in-Council . However, in view of the
joint letter from .the three branches of. National Defence referred to in the next
paragraph I feel this,letter from Navy should be- discounted .

By letter .of .16th September from , the Deputy Minister of National Defence. .
(Army), with the concurrence .- of the . other - two branches - of the Arm,ed
Forces, the Department of National Defence has expressed the opinion that the
Order-in-Council . should not be revoked until provision is made by means of
an Act of Parliament, or Order-in-Council for the discipline of America n
Troops in Canada.

You, will observe from : the file that on 17th August I wrote to the High
Commissioner for Canada in London t asking for the United Kingdom views
on this -subject . No answer has been received .

From National Defence letter of . 16th September, it would appear that the
number of American troops in the country is _going to . be very smâll .. and my
personal - view is that. there is no reason to change - the opinion expressed by
you on 29th June. However there are political implications in .this matter on
which I would be grateful for your comments

. I think there is some urgency inthis matter and I 'feel that whatever your
decision is, we should communicate with the Americans without delay .

L. C. A[UDETTE]

E: R. , H[orxrrts]
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1012. 	 ; 	DEA/2818-40 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
à l'ambassadeur des États-Unis 

--Secretary of State for External A ffairs to Ambassadôr of United States 

No 136 	* 	 Ottawa, October 19, 1946 

Excellency, 	 - 
I have the honour to refer to the jurisdiction of service courts of the Armed 

Forces of the United States in Canada. 
On April- 15, 1941, by Order in COuncil P.C. 2546 passed under the 

authority of the War Measures Act, the naval, military and air force courts 
of the United States forces were authorized to exercise within Canada, in 
relation to members of the United States forces in matters of discipline and 
intemal administration, all powers conferred upon them by the law of the 
United States. On December 20, 1943, by Order. in Council P.C. 9694, 
also passed under the authority of- the War Measures Act, exclusive criminal 
jurisdiction within Canada was given to the naval, military and ,  air force 
courts of the United States Forces over personnel of such forces for offences 
allegedly committed by them. 

Under the legislation presently in force in Canada, the Orders in-  Council 
on tliis subject will automaticàlly lapse on March 31, 1947, and may even be 
brouet to an end e an earlier date by the legislative action of the Canadian 

Accept etc. 

L'ambassadeur des États-Unis au secrétaire d'État aùx Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador of United States toSecretary of State fôr External Affairs 

Ottawa, November 15, 19.46 
Sir, 

I have the honor to refer to your note No. 136 of October 19, 1946, con-
cerning jurisdiction over offences committed by members of the armed forces 
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Parliament.' 
I would bé grateful if you would *bring this matter to the attention of your 

Government. It is suggested that informal discussions inig,ht usefully take 
place between Canada and the United States service representativeS together 
with any other persons whose participation niight be helpful hi arriving at a 
satisfact6ry solution. 

No. 598 
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of, the-: United' States in Canada, in which you suggest that informal dis-
cussions of this problem might now usefully take place between Canadian
and United States Service representatives .

Your note was brought - to the attention of my Government and I have
now, been directed to say that my Government çoncurs in your suggestion
concerning the usefulness of such discussions and will be g lad to arrange
for representatives tô' take part therein at such time and place as may be
convenient to the Canadian Government .

I would appreciate hea ring fu rther from you in this regard.

Accept etc.
RAY- ATHERTO N

DEA/2818-40

Procès-verbaux de réunions

Minutes of Meetings
CONFIDENTIAL

Minutes of ineetings held in the Department of External A ffairs on 11th,
12t4 and 13th December 1946 pursuant t9 . an exchange of notes between
the Department of External ..Affairs and the . United States Ambassador to
Canada initiated by External Affairs despatch No. 136 dated 19th October
1946 for the purpose of considering the ju risdiction to be exercised by United
States service courts and authorities in Canada in respeçt of United States

forces and the members thereof lawfu lly present . in Canada.

PRESENT :

Brigadier R . J. Orde, CBE, Judge ' Advocate General, Department of National

Defence CHAIRMAN Lieutenant-Commander (SB) J . P. Dewis, RCN, SECRETnxY

CANADA

R. M. -Macdonnell; : Esq., Acting Under-Secreta ry of State for External Affairs ;

Chief of Third Pôlitical. Division, Department of External Affairs

M. H. Wershof, Esq ., Legal Branch, Department of External Affairs ,

G. V. Beaudry, Esq . ; Third Political Division, US Section, Depa rtment of

External Affairs .
L . C. Audette, Esq ., Department of External Affairs

C. - Stein, Esq., Acting `Assistant Deputy Minister of Justice
Commodore G. R. Miles, OBE, RCN, Chief of Naval Personnel
Commander (SB) P. R. Hurcomb, RCN, Judge Advocate of the Fleet
Brigadier A. B. Connelly, CBE, Deputy Adjutant General

Air Commodore D. E. Mackell, CBE, Deputy Air Member for Personnel
Flight-Lieutenant V . . Mulligan, Director of Personnel Division, Royal Canadian

Air Force
UNITED STATE S

Raymund T. ' ;Yingling, Assistant to Legal Adviser, Department of State (USA)
Colonel Archibald King,, Judge Advocate General Depa rtment, US ; ArnzY _
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Commander William C. Mott, USN, Judge Advocate General Department. 
(Representing Navy Department) 

Lieutenant-Colonel John S. Gerety, US War Department General Staff. 
(Representing War Department) 

Major William G. Downey, (Inf.), Judge Advocate General Depa rtment. 
(Representing War Department) 

Colonel R. E. S. Williamson, GSC, Military Attaché, United States Embassy, 
Ottawa. 

Edward A. Dow, Jr., Second Secretary, United States Embassy, Ottawa 

The first meeting was called to order at 2.30 p.m., 11th December, with 
Brigadier R. J. Orde in the chair. He pointed out that pursuant to the notes 
exchanged, the meetings were for the purpose of informal discussion between 
Canadian and United States service representatives and other persons whose 
participation might be helpful and that for this reason the Department of 
National Defence had intimated that he act as chairman and that Lieutenant-
Commander Dewis act as Secretary. CSM W. J. Crone acted as reporter. 

There was provided  for each representative a folder containing the relevant 
Canadian Orders in Council, United States Public Law 384 of the 78th 
Congress and a memorandum setting out briefly the historical situation. A 
copy of this memorandum is annexed as Schedule `A.'-i" 

Meetings were held on Ilth, 12th and 13th December at which there Were 
present the officials hereinbefore mentioned or their accredited representatives: 

After much discussion it was agreed that 'a memorandum in the terms of 
that annexed as Schedule '13' should, through the appropriate channels be 
submitted by the Canadian representatives for the consideration  of their 
superiors and that such menforandum should be forWarded by the Chairman 
to the Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs for appropriate action. 
It was also agreed that copies of the said memorandum should be sent to the 
American Embassy for transmission to the United • States , representatives. 

It was unanhnously agreed by all representatives that these minutes and 
annexures should be classified as "Confidential" and that the reporter's short-
hand notes should be destroyed. 

The meetings were concluded at 4.30 p.m. 13th December, 1946. , 

J. P. DEWIS 	 R. J. ORDE 

Lieutenant-Commander (SB) RCN 	 Brigadier 
Secretary 	 Chairman 

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

Mémorandum 

Memorandum 
Ottawa, December 13, 1946 

SCHEDULE 'B' 
1. Pursuant to an exchange of notes between the Under-Secretary of State 

for External Affairs of Canada and the United States Ambassador to Canada, 
an informal discussion was held in Ottawa 011 1 1th, 12th and 13th December 
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.1946 between representatives of Canada and the United States for the  purpose 
of considering the extent to which United States servicecourts and authorities 
'Would,: in peacetime, exercise juriSdiction presentlyiauthorized by the Foreign 
Forces Order, 1941.  (PC 2546 dated 15 April 1941) as applied by Order 
in Council PC 2813 dated '6 April 1943  and as extended by Order in Council 
PC 9694 dated 20 December 1943. 

2. The United States representatives at the meeting stated that they were 
desirous of having continued the same status and powers Of .United States 
service courts as exist under the foregoing Orders. 	. 

3. This would mean that such United States service .  courts and authorities 
would permanently be permitted to exercise criminal jurisdiction in matters 
involving members of the United States forces present in Canada to the 
exclusion of Canadian courts of criminal jurisdiction. 	. 

4. The attention of the United States representatives was called to the fact 
that under the constitution of Canada, while the 'Canadian Parliament is vested 
with exclusive legislative jurisdiction over criminal law and procedure, the 
administration of criminal justice lies with the provinces. The United States 
representatives fully appreciate ihis constitutional situation. 

5. The Canadian service representatives observed that so far as they were 
concerned, they felt that in respect of members of a Canadian "force" which 
is in the United States they were quite satisfied to havé the jurisdiction relat-
ing to that force  • limited to matters of internal service discipline and that 
offences of a criminal nature committed by any member of such force against 
non-members of any such force should be dealt with by the appropriate 
criminal court in the United States. 

6. Having regard to the views expressed by the representatives of the 
respective countries the Canadian representatives are prepared to recommend 
to their appropriate superiors that in respect of  any  member of any United 
States force which is lawfully present in Canada legislation be introduced to 
give effect to the following:• 

(a) United States service courts.and authorities shall have exclusive jurisdic-
tion in respect of all offences under United States military. or naval law com-
mitted by any such member and which are not offence's under thelaw of Canada. 

(b) United,StateS service courts and 'authorities sha.11 Ifave:exclusive juris-
diction in respect of 'all offences under United States "militnry or naval law 
committed by any such:member which are also offences under the law of 

Canada and which involve only .members of any such force, their property or 
property owned or controlled bSi the Government of the United States, pro-
vided, that in any such cases jtiriséliction may be waived by the appropriate 
United States authorities. . 

(c) United States service colitis' and authorities may exercise jurisdiction 
respect of all other offences committed  by  any such member in those cases 

wherein the appropriate Canadian authority does not wish• to.  exercise Os' 
'diction. • , , 
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(d) Provisions to enable the United States service courts,and authoritiesfully to exercise the aforesaid jurisdiction .
For the purposes of this paragraph `member' shall mean a person who , is bylaw of the United States of America for the time being - sub'ect to themilitary or , naval law of that country, ~
connection with any , such force , not being aiNational of the United in

.Amernca shall be deemed to be a member of such force unless he entered intottiat employment outside of;Cânada .
7
. The, Canadian representatives intimated that the foregoin proposai s not.intended

.to extend to the situation which might subsist wh n- Canada ar
e

,the
: United States is at war, in which event the whole matter, should be -ma or

the subject - :of re=examination . . de
8. The Canàdian representatives took into consideration the provisions ofthé Foreign Forces Order

; =1941- (PC 2546 -`dated 15 April 1941) and what
they are prepared to recommend is consistent with the terms ' of that ` Order
and with the provisions of -the Visiting Forces (British Commonwealth) Act~1 933, . with, the extension of jurisdiction as, set out In para 6 above: Such .ex ~tension is substantially in accordance with the majority- decision of the Sup me,Court of Canada on the reference as to,whether members of the military ornaval forces , of the United States of America are exempt from cri ' ryceedings in Canadian criminal courts, (1943 ) .S .C.R. 483, al.thou~ ~al pro-ues-tion submitted to the Court related . to the situation ' un.der war-time conditions .-'

SECTION E

ACCORD RUSH-BAGOT ~ RUSH-BAGOT AGREEMENT

W.L.M.K./VoL ~33 A
Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire dÉtat aux Affaires extérieures

au .Premier ministre
1l4emorandum . from Under-Secretary of State for - External A ffairs

to Prime Minister

[Ottawa,] Februa ry 14-.,'-1946
POSSIBLE REVISION .OF THE .RUSH-BAGOT AGREEMENT OF 18 :1 7Naval Services wish to send four ' or five small training vessels to tLakes this summer and havé inquired whether the ~De artment

the Great
woùld be pre-pared to seek the approval of P the'United States , Government. Sùch 'a stepwould, li

ke many others that have been taken, involve a breach- of the - RushPBagot Agreement and woùld require still ànothér, interpretation of the spiritt
1 La . note suivant émémortart écrite sur ce "The following note was written on theandum : . . memorandum :

Approved for submission to Council . L . : S . ST . L[AUxurrr]
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e s ry
.(b) The existing Agreement is so unrelated to modem conditions that

scarcely one of its provisions is in force . If international agreements are t O

th hi to of both countrie s

On the other hand, there are two arguments in favour of a new Agreement

which may have even greater weight :

(a) A new Agreement might possess even ' more sentimental value if ap-

propriately conceived and properly launched : The old Agreement was, despite

its undoubted value, based on mutual suspicion and the need to keep a watch-

ful eye on naval armaments . A new Agreement could be based on the com-

plete confidence that exists` between the two countries . It would be based

on mutual trust, not on mutual suspicion . ' Indeed, a naval limitation Agree-
ment seems inconsistent with joint defence and the responsibi lities entrusted

to the Permanent Joint Board on Defence under the Ogdensburg Agreement
.

A new understanding based on these considerations would be a l andmark il

between - Canada and the United States.
hundred and thirty years' standing and a monument to the excellent relations

(c) Provide for complete exchange of information on all activities under

(a) and (b) above perhaps through the Permanent Joint Board on Defence.

The principal argument against a new Agreement is the great sentimental
value that attaches to this historic document . It . is -. a landmark of nearly one

ever agreements on naval limitations may be binding on eac party .
purposes mentioned in (a) above, as well. as for ocean use, subject to what .-

h

(b) Permit the, construction of such vessels As each country requires for
training purposes and for police work.

(a) Permit `each country to maintain such vessels as it requires for nava l
Such 4:an .Agreemént might cover thé following points :

the United States .

RELATIONS AVEC LES ÉTATS-UNË

~of that arrangement . This raises the question which has been under-considera-
tion in the Department for some time of whether it would not be in the general
interest to replace the Rush-Bagot Agreement .with something more suited to

present conditions . l
Both Governments have agreed during the war to disregard the limitations

on naval armaments on the Great Lakes contained in this Agreement and its
prohibition of naval construction. 'It appears questionable, however, whether

it is wise to retain an Agreement which is so unrelated to present conditions

that its main provisions must be constantly violated. Even with the war ended,

it can be expected that both countries will wish to have naval vessels in these

waters and there seems no reason why they should not. It therefore- appears

appropriate to consider whether the time hast not , come- to , suggest to the

United,States .that the Rush-Bagot :Agreement -be replaced by a new Agree-

ment which would . take .account . of present day. relations between Canada and

" Note marginale :. 'Marginal note :
No nôt `at that immediate time . K[INa] 14-2-46
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command general respecf, it does not appear to be sound policy to retain 
agreements which havé become out of date and which are continually violated. 

On balance, it is suggested that a new Agreement, far from destroying 
something of historical interest and moral value, would be a document com-
manding great interest and respect in its own right. If you agree with these 
considerations, I would suggest that an informal approach be made to the 
United States either through diplomatic channels or through the Permanent 
Joint Board on Defence.' 

N. A. RjOBERTSON] 

1016. 	 DEA/3306-40 

r- Mémorandum du Cabinet du Premier ministre au Premier ministre,,, 

Memorandum from Office of the Prime Minister. to Prime Minister 

[Ottawa,] February 15, 1946 

A third reason which might perhaps be advanced for a new agreement is 
that the Rush-Bagot agreement was negotiated by a British plenipotentiary 
for Canada (Sir Charles Bagot, who was later (1841-43) Governor Gen-
eral). 

It would surely now be appropriate to have a new agreement negotiated 
between a Canadian pleriipotentiary and his United States .counterpart. This 
could be carried out with due ceremony, and perhaps with due reference .to 
collaboration in defence during the war years; to a continuing concern. for 
.the requirements of joint defence in peacetime, and to creating a new  land 
mark in Canadian-United States cooperation. 

J. A. GIBSON 

1017. 	 DEA/3306-40 

Le secrétaire, la section canadienne, CPCAD, 
au secrétaire, la section américaine, CPCAD 

Secretary,• Carzadian Section, PJBD, to Secretary, American Section, PJBD 

Ottawa, May 15, 1946 

Dear Mr. Parsons, 
You will recall that at the March 21st meeting, the Board discussed, (para-

graph 14), the stationing of naval vessels on the Great Lakes for training 

1  Note marginale: 	 1  Marginal note: 
Please speak to me of this. K[ING] 14-2-46 



purposes..The Journal states that "it was agreed that the inembers from the 
State Department and the Department of Exte rnal Affairs would un.dertake to 
study jointly whether.  any further -interpretations of existing Treaties bearing 
_on this matter would be necessary." 
• I believe that it was agreed informally that the Department of State would 

look into this question and I am wondering whether any opinions have yet 
been expressed. 

Yours sincerely, 
R. M. MACDONNELL 

1018. 	 • 	 DEA/3306-40 

Le secrétaire, la section américaine, CPCAD, 
- au secrétaire, la section canadienne, CPCAD 1  

• Secretary, American Section, P.TBD, 
to Secretary, Canadian Section, MD' 

Washington, June 25, 1946 

Dear Mr. Macdonn.ell, 	 - 
I refer to your letter of May 15, 1946, in which you asked me if any 

opinions concerning the possibility .of amending the Rush-Bagot agreement 
.had as yet been expressed by -us here. As you will recall, it was stated at the 
March 1946 meeting of the Permanent Joint Board on Defense, United States-
Canada, that the United States Navy wished to have certain naval training 
vessels operate in the Great Lakes for training purposes, and it was decided 
that the secretaries of the Board would look into the matter of amending the 
Rush-Bagot agreement if necessary . 

The Rush-Bagot agreement as drawn up has long since been out-dated, and 
its observattce-  has for many years been a matter of adhéring to the spirit of 
the agreement rather.  than to its letter. In 1939, 1940 and 1942 exchanges of 
notes amending the -agreement  werê coniPleted, and understanding was . 	. 
reached concerning -(1) the number and size of the vessels each country was 
to have on the Lakes, (2) the dispoàition of these..vessels, (3) their functions, 
and (4) their armaments. Both the United States and Canada have worked 
6n the basis that the spirit of the  agreement was observed when any deviation 
from its terms was made by mutual consent. 

*.The United States  Navy Wishe s.  to maintain.  on the Great Lakes a small 
number of operative 'minor war vessels, to be used exclusively in the training 

1  Cette lettre fut expédiée le 3 juillet. . 	1  This letter was sent on July 3. 
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of Naval Reserve personnel . I am-ençlosing ;a list:.of these .:ships' .and the :lake;ports, at which they would -be based, as well as a : description of the types ofships _concerned . t It is my;opinion that it would be consistent with the Rush-
Bagot agreement, as it has been interpreted heretofore, for the United States
and Canadian Navies to undertake operations of this sort when such opera-
tions are undertaken with full knowledge of the other's plans and mutual
consent théreto . The Permanent Joint Board on Defense provides an informal
channel for the exchange of information of this sort . If you feel, however, thata fu rther exchange of notes on this subject is required, I shall be happy to
discuss this fu rther with you .

Sincerely , yours ,
J . GRAHAM PARSONS

1019. .
DEA/3306-40

Le secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures
au chargé d'affaires , aux États-Unis. .:

Acting Secretary ôf State for External A ffairs
to Chargé d'A ffaires in United States

ange of notes, the way was . open to discuss this course o
actinn

The question of. stationing naval vessels• on the Great Lakes for training
purposes has been discussed by the Permanent Joint Board on Defence. Pa"ra=
graph 14 of the Board's Journal for the meeting of- March 21-22 - records thediscussion. There has been subsequent correspondence between the Secretariesof the board andI enclose a copy of a letter fro m the Secretary of the UnitedStates Section dated June -25. Mr. Parsons exprèsses the opinion that it would
be consistent with the Rush-Bagot Agreement for the Canadian and the UnitedStatës Navies to station vessels on the Great Làkes so long as .they kept each.other . fully - informed . He stated,,"however, that .if the Canadian •autho ri tiesdesired an exch

DESPATCH 931
Sir,

2. It is the view : of this Department that a further interpretation of the
Rush-Bagot Agreement is called for : The 'stationing of additional naval vessels
on the Great Lakes would, in our view, be in contravention of the terms of
the Rush-Bagot Agreement and since va rious precedents already exist for . .re-rriterpreting the spirit of that Agreement; it ' séems t o us desirable to keep the
record straight by an exchange 'of notes which could be published .
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3. With this in mind, we have drafted a note from the Embassy  to  the State 
Department, copies of which are enclosed.t You should discuss this with 
the State Department whose comrnents we will be glad to receive in due 
course. 

I have etc. 
H. H. WRONG 

[for] Acting Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

1020. 	 DEA/3306-40 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures 
• - - 	au Premier ministre par intérim 

Memorandum from Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Acting Prime Minister 

[Ottawa,] August 5, 1946 
We have. been approached by the United States authorities rather urgently 

for concnrience in a fairly extensive programme of naval training on the Great 
Lakes. Our consent is- necessary because the execution of this programme will 
involve the maintenance of a number of minor war vessels for training pur-
poses which would far exceed the ancient limits established by the Rush-Bagot 
Agreement of 1817. In fact jusi 'before and dUring the war we exchanged 
notes with the United States on a number  of occasions, 'modifying the terms 
of the Rush-Bagot Agreement, and this is only a continuation of what has 
alrèady.  been undertaken. Our various exchanges with the United States on 
this subject have been published in the Canadian Treaty Series. We should 
have, of  •  course, to publish also any exchange on the subject of vessels for 
training purposes. 

I see no objection to this proposal or to the language in the attached draft.t 
Our own Naval people want to follow a similar course, and this exchange 
would give them authority to do so. The State Department was inclined to 
think that a formal exchange of notes was unnecessary, but as explained in 
Mr. Macdonnell's explanatory memorandunit attached tci the draft, our own 
legal people take a .  different -view, and I agree with them. 'What we really 
already have done is to alter the Rush-Bagot Agreement out of all recognition, 
but there is distinct political and practical value in attaching to this ancient 
document (itself only an exchange of notes) au subsequent  Agreements  
relating to naval armament on the Great Lakes. 

As we are under some pressure to get this matter settled, I should be glad 
to know whether you agree to the course proposed. 1  

" H. W[RoNG1 

1 La note suivante était écrite sur ce 	'The following note was written on the 
mémorandum: 	. 	 memorandum: 

I agree. 6-8-46 L. S. ST: L[AURENT] 
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DEA/3306-40 .
L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au secrétaire dÉtat aux A ffaires extérieures

Ambassador in - United States to ' Secretary of State ' f or External ' A ffairs
DESPATCH ,191 7

Sir,

I have the honour to refer to your despatch No . 931 of August 3rd lâstconcerning the question of a further interpretation of the Rush-Bagot Agree-ment. .

2. I discussed informally with the Department of State the draft of a note,
the text of which you sent with your despatch under reference ; and I am now
informed by the Department that the text of this draft is completely . satis-facto ry to the United ' States authorities concerned . The Department of State;
therefore, is prepared to proceed with the proposed exchange of notes at ourconvenience .l Before proceeding, I sha ll await your further instructions .

I have etc .

THOMAS A. STONE

for the Ambassador

SECTION F

STANDARDISATION D'ÉQUIPEMENT

'EQUIPMENT STANDARDIZATION

1022.
W.L'.M.K:/Vol. 307

Mémorandum du- secrétaire Au Cabinet au . Premier ministr e
Memorandum f rom Secretary to the Cabinet to Prime Minister

TOP SECRET Ottawa, September 6, 194 6
RE : STANDARDIZATION OF MILIT'ARY EQUIP M ENT BETWEEN'

THE UNITED .KINGAOM, THE UNITED .STATES AND CANADA .

1• The Chief of the. General - Staff und .erstands . that, when Field Marshal
Montgomery2 sees you in Ottawa on , Monday, he " wi ll raise the question of
standardizing equipment and -weapons as between British, Canadian and
United States forces . . .

2 . This morning, the Chiefs of Staff Committee, with Robertson, Pearson,
Wrong and myself, considered a papèr on this question approved by the U .K.
Cabinet Defence Committee and forwarded to External Affairs through Earns-

1 Voir Canada, ,.Recueil des traités, 1946, .. . 1 See . Canada, Treaty Series,, 1946, . No. , 40 .N° 40 .
2 Chef de 1'état-major général impérial . I Chief of - thë "Imperial Géneral Staff - ~
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cliffe :Tli'e pa.per; which is in the form of a repo rt by the U .K. Chiefs of Staff;
recognizes the , desirability of standardizing equipment, between the Armed
Forces of the three ' countries, outlinës the difficultiés which ' the implementing
of such a policy invôlves and -concludes .by - recommending"the joint approach
to the U.S. Government on the- part of the United Kingdom and Canada . The
object would be to persuade . U .S. authorities to àdopt a policy of immediate
cooperation with a view to eventual adoption of weapons and equipment of
common types :

~3 . Canadian milita ry âuthorities have, for sôme time, ~ recognized that the
adoption of standard equipment as between the United Kingdom and the
United States would - be . directly in the interest of Canada. , Our industrial
standards are ..for- the most part North American ; on the other hand, tradi=
tionally, our Navy, - Army and Air. Force have been equipped on the British
model, though the recent war modified this ;to,- a: considerable , degree. As in .sô'.
many other fields,' our objective ; it is felt,' should be to bring .the British and
Americans togethèr . . . .. s . "

4. Field Marshal Montgomery intends : to discuss this subject informa lly not
only with General Eisenhower, but apparently with the President . If you agree,
we. thought th dt~ there wvould ' be no harm in your saying to the Field Marshal
that he might intimatein Washington that he had approached the Canadian au-
thorities informally and had learned that .they were,in general agreement with
the U.K.'s views.

5 . On the other hand, : .we did not think that .the objective could best be
achieved by a formal approach by the U.K. government on the political level ;
nor did we feel that the ' Canadian-government should be a party to a joint
approach. -as- is suggested in the U.K. paper. It was our view that a less formal
initiative by the U .K. staff to their opposite numbers in the United States would
not be so likely to éncounter political difâculty . Sô far as Canada is con-
cerned, the joint planning now.-.being carried . on, under the auspices of the
Permanent Joint Board on - Defence has already given an opportunity to our
officers to express a view favourable to standardization . Any further initiative
which might be taken on our part,might, we- felt, remain -on the ' Service level.

.6 . It was thought Aat you might wish to have our views on this subject
before you see Field Marshal Montgomery . and I have, therefore, prepared
this note rather hurriedly in order that you may have it i .n. good time . it has
been seen by Robertson and Foulkes, both, of whom concur.

7 . General Foulkes tells me that he is to have a word with you p rivately
before you . see Field Marshal 'Montgomery.

A. D. P. H[EENEY]

P.S. I have just been informed that the U.K. government now feel that anY
"joint appr.oach" be left in abeyance until the results of Montgomery's infor-
mal discussions are ,known . . ,
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1023. n 	 DEA/5025640 

Le sous-seérétaire dEtat aux Affaires extérieures 
au haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagne 

Under-Secretary.  of State for External Affairs 
to High Commissioner of Great Britain 

Ottawa, September 20, 1946 

Dear Sir Alexander- [Clutterbuck], 
- I am -writing with reference to  your  letters of August 22ndt and September 

5th,t concerning the report by the United Kingdoni Chiefs of Stafft enclosed 
with your letter of August 22nd, entitled "Standardization of Equipment be:. 
tween the United Kingdom, United States and Canada". . 	 • 

This report has been considered by thé appropriate Canadian authorities: 
and I am noW able to inform you that the 'policy - outlined in it accords  with 

 their views and is acceptable to them' as a general basiS for planning. Indeed; 
you may be certain that Canadian rePresentatives wili take every opportunity 
in  their "contacts  with  U.K. and 'U .S. officers  of  ‘advanbing: the  psinciples of 
standardisation" ofiequiprnent betvveen the forces  of the  three countries,"  
' In  your  letter Of September 5th; you' stated that the U.K. authOrities felt - 	 , 	_ 
thatthe question Of a Joint  approach to the U.S. authOrities should  stand  Over 
until the results of Lord Montioniery's discussions in the United States were 
known. Wehaye considerable doubt here  about  the  value  of a joint approaeh 
in Washington and Our -view is that prdgress is - inore likely to be maintained 
if the discussions  with  Ü.S.. authorities are conduéted on the Service level. 
Furthermore, We feel that,there would be objection to any proposal having in 
view any formal Or even informal inter-governmental agreement. We believe 
that it is lilcely, in fact, to  be  easier to sectire the 'execntion  of parallel policies' 
in the three çountries by less formal methods developed between  the  various' 
officers and officials. We feel also that such methods would reduce  the danger 
of unwante,d publicity. 

You areaheady doubtless familiar with the results of. Lord Montgomery's 
discussions on questions • of standardization with the Prime Munster, the 
Minister of National Defence and the Canadian Service authorities during his 
visit to Ottawa. 

TOP SECRET 

Yours sincerely, 

N. A. ROBERTSON 
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1024. 	 DEA/50256-40 

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affairês-extérieures 
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Ambassador in United States 

[TCIP SECRET] 	 Ottawa, November 2, 1946 

Dear Hume [Wrong], 

I am sending you for your top secret and personal information, a memo-
randum from Arnold to the Prime Minister, dealing with recent staff conver-
sations in London on standardization. Attached to that memorandum is a 
letter to Arnold from General Foulkes. There is a special obligation on our 
part to maintain sebrecy in this matter in view of the fact that apparently 
United States Service authorities are not telling the State Department - anything 
about it.  We  are also keeping it very close here. 

I must say I am worried somewhat by the implications of the London talks. 
They went further than we had expected here, in establishing a political basis 
for Service cooperation between the three countries.  At  the last Chiefs of Staff 
meeting, Foulkes read one or two memoranda done by the War Office people 
on this political aspect of the problem and néither Arnold or I were much 
impressed by the quality of the argument put forward. 

We are also somewhat.worried about our participation in the Washington 
talks, even though these' are to be purely exploratory and on -the technical 
Service level. General Foulkes has emphasized  to  us that no commitments-
even Service commitments—will be made at these Washington talks; but we 
know, of course, how difficult it is to avoid., at talks of this lcind, the establish-
ment of positions from which it is sometimes later difficult to withdraw. The 
danger in this case is increased by the fact that the representatives we are 
Sending to Washington are not likely to have much influence on the establish-
ment of such positions. I am wondering again whether in discussions of this 
kind it is not better for us to withdraw as principals and be called in whenever 
our special interests are affected; to maintain, in short, the position we had 
vis-à-vis the Combined Chiefs of Staff in Washington

In the forthcoming talks I think it almost certain that there will be a ten- 
dency on the part of the U.S. and U.K. participants to stray into forbidden 
fields. There will also be some delicate balancing required by our representa-
tives of their Commonwealth and North American positions. You could cer-
tainly be of great help to them in this and in other respects if you are given 
that opportunity. I indicated this to General. Foulkes at the last Chiefs cf 
Staff meeting and I hope that the idea has penetrated. I can very well imag-
ine the U.K. people at the Washington talks referring to "us", as against "you"; 
meaning Commonwealth on the one side and the U.S. on the other. Foulkes 
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seems to have handled this particular situation very well in London, but _ it is
doubtful whether the Service men in the Washington talks will be equally
skillful . We shall probably hear in a day- or two who they are .

Yours sincerely ,
[L. B. PEARSON]

[PIÉCE . JOINTE/ENCLOSURE ]

Mémorandum du secrétaire du Cabinet au Premier ministre

Memorandum from Secretary to the Cabinet to Prime Minister

IMPORTANT, TOP SECRET AND PERSONAL Ottawa, October 31, 194 6
RE: STAFF CONVERSATIONS ', UNITED KINGDÔM-CANADA-UNITED STATES

STANDARDIZATION OF EQUIPMEN T

You will remember that, when Field Marshal Montgomery was in Ottawa,
you discussed .with him and with the Minister of National Defence and theChief of the General Staff U.K. proposals for the standardizing of mi litaryequipment . At that time, you indicated that the Canadian government were
prepared to cooperate in measures ; designed to promote uniformity in thesematters . Subsequently, after Montgomery had visited Washington, you heard
from him that the President had also expressed . agreement as to the desira-
bility of the Services of the three countries working together to this end .

On September 26th, you reported these developments to the Cabinet and
it was agreed that the process of standardization should be worked out
by stages on the Service level, but that there should be no question of any
formal inter-governmental agreement on the subject. The Cabinet Defence
COmrnittee had previously approved a recommendation in favour of stand=
ardization from the Chiefs of Staff and this was reported to the Cabinet
at the same time by Mr . Abbott.

On Tuesday last ; Pearson and I were invited to a meeting of the Chiefs
of Staff to hear General Foulkes' ; account of subsequent developments . This
made it quite clear that . the British and Americans contemplate joint planning
over a much broader field . than that of standardization - of equipment . Indeed;the draft agenda prepared for discussions which are to . begin in Washington
on November 11 th indicates that both the -U.K. and the U.S . Staffs are look-
ing forward to a complete examination of the over-all strategic problem .
in the light of estimated Soviet intentions .

Canadian autho rities had not known in advance of the nature of . the
recent talks which took place in England between Eisenhower and Montgom-
ery , and - their Planners: Foulkes has now been brought into the picture fully,however, and at present , is considering with his : Naval and Air Force co1-
leagues the briefing -of the , Canadian .Service representatives who will attendthe tri-partite meetings in Washington' on Novembe r. 11th, He agreed, : with.
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me that yoii shduld be informed.  at "ono& of  the turn' of* events. Since the 
Minister  is  away (Mr. Gibson is not, I think; aware of what has transpired), I 
asked Foulkeà to",write me a brief statement of the 'salient features of the 
position in a personal letter, a copy of which is attached. 

My impression is that, while the U.K. government are fully aware of the 
extent of the propdsèd conversations with the United States, the same may 
not be true in Washington, though presumably the President has been in-
formed. Naturally, the hig,hest i degree of- secrecy-is-being maintained. 

A. 	HEENEY 

[PLÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 
. 	 ' 

Le Chef de l'état-major général au secrétaire du Cabinet 

Chief of the General Staff to Secretary' to  the Cabinet 

Ottawa, October 29, 1946 

Dear Mr. HeeneY, 	 . 	 • 
' Following my discussion nt this morning's Chief 'of Staff Meeting you men-
tioned that it might be advisable • for  you  to  have à word with the  • Prinie 
Minister to inforin him of the progress of the tàlks with the British Planners, 
and the nature of future discussions to take place in *Washington commenc-
ing- 11 November. • It would be helpful, perhaps, if J  biiefly •review the back-
ground which- has 'led up to. . - the present situation. - , 

You will recall that following Field Marshal- Montgoincry's brief visit  with  
the Prime  'Minister; it Wàs agreed - that Canada shônid:participate  in  conversa 
tiOnS; on a Military level, with  the  United  States and Great Britain  on  cpieSL 
tiOns, of current strategy  and  Standardizatiori;  as  ontlined by Field Marshal 
Minitgomery. • After- the *Field Màrshal's vgit to  • Washington I receiVed à 
lettert in which the Field Marshal mentioned' the he had seCUred the 
ainiroval Of President Truman tO the proposal of Tri-Partite talks on a Mili-
tàrY. level. He also mentioned that the American Chiefs of Staff had agreed 
that thé talks" should include. :alt mutual  • defence matters, and not onlY stan-
dardization:I .réceived a similar messagét from General Eisenhower, advising 
that the talks Would 'take place in Washington early in •October. 

On the 11th of October >I receiVéd a lettert from  the Field Marshal in 
Which he explained that the British and Arilerican Planners  had  held a pre-
liminary meeting in London, and had drawn up *a tentative Agenda for the 
further meetings which  are  to be held in Washington in November'. He 
explained further that for reasons of security he had thought it ,advisable 
not to invite the Canadian participation but  to  inform us later of their 
discussions, and he suggested further that à. team' of Canadian Planners 
should arrive in London about the 20th of October to discUss with the British 
Planners this Agenda 
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I- discussèd _ that• niatter with - Mr. Abbott;ï and où.r 'first~ reactiori . was one of

considerable- annoyance that preliminary talks had . been held : :without : our
participation. However,, we felt that perhaps this~,was . a ' good ôpportunity : of
registering our objection- to .. such '- procedure and, of _ stating Canada's ,case .
Therefore, with . the Minister's approval I-proceéded with - ' the -team to' the
United Kingdom . On the morning . of Monday, 21 st October, I had an inter-
view with Field Marshal Montgomery, when he out lined the. previous meeting
with the. Americaris, and he mentioned that he considered it desirable to have
a common Commonwealth front in this matter before meeting the Americ ansin Washington .

I took exception to this proposal and reminded the Field Marshal that we
were upset that these: talks should have been held without Canadians being
present, and that I could not agree to any such thing as acommon _Com-
mônwéalth front . when dea ling with these matters . He emphasized that - thepreliminary United States-Great B ritain talks were mainly in çonnection with
the future of the Occupation Forces in Germany in which ; of course, we were
no longer interested, and that nothing had been decided except the tentative
Agenda had been drawn up . - .

It was finally agreed that there would be no preliminary talks, either in
Ottawa. or Washington, . between the British and the Canadian teams, nor
would we put up, at any time, a common front to the Americans . The Field
Marshal now fully understands that during these talks Canada must be treated
in the-same .manner as the other two participants .

o review , the Agenda and the preliI undertook t minary papers which are ;to
form the basis- of . . the discussions in Washington, ', .and fu rther - to' brief the
Canadian team before they proçeeded ,to Washington. I later; met the members
of : the - B ritish1,,team to discuss with them the : composition of the .,, Canadianteam and the Agenda. ,

` ' The British' are -very -anxious that agreement ' be ': reached . on' the' strategical
concept, which is to fôrm .`the' basis of the planning for cooperâtion on all
mâttèrs : in the :- evént of war; and they; âre to present a paper in Washington
giving -their -'views ;ôn;'the : strategical .concept ., They feël that until coinmon
agreement is reached on the-strategical concept it would 'be . unsound to :discuss
ways and means of. standardization of opérational,procédure ; weapons, andequipment . . • . , ~ . .

It 'was ' further agreed that - thé Plânners would : bring in ,recommendationsas to what mutual tasks ' should , be undertaken in peace - time; and the ways
and means in which these-tasks would be carried out. A report of the Plannersis, to be forwarded to the respective Chiefs of Staff Committees . before furtheraction -is undertaken .

I have agreed to arrange for a " Canàdian Planning group ; on Brigadierlevel, to met the British and United States groups for these , talks in Washing .-
ton commencing 1lth November. It is clearly , understood by ~all concerned
that these , talks: .:are pùrely exploratorÿ: and do- . not màke" or accept ; any'
commitments whatsoever. I-~fëel that it ' is of considerable .importance thàt`:wé
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send down the best possible representation for these talks; not that we can 
contribute very much to talks on Allied grand strategy, but it appears impor-
tant to me to be adequately represented so that we can be kept completely 
in the picture and to ensure that Great Britain does not again consider that 
she is talking on behalf of Canada in any matters whatsoever. 

Yours sincerely, 
CHARLES FOULKES 

PARTIE 4/  PART 4 

TRANSPORTS / TRANSPORTATION 

1025. 	 W.L.M.K./Vol. 278 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au Premier ministre 

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Prime Minister 

CONFIDENTIAL 	 [Ottawa,] January 19, 1946 

PACIFIC COAST HIGHWAY TO ALASKA 

The United States Department of State have approached us informally and 
confidentially on the subject of constructing another highway to Alaska. A 
number of groups in Washington and Oregon, whose vigorous spokesman in 
Congress is Senator Magnuson of Washington, have long urged the construc-
tion of a highway from Prince George through British Columbia to Alaska 
which would provide direct road communication between Alaska on the one 
hand, and the Vancouver-Seattle-Portland area on the other. The location of 
the present Alaska Highway east of the mountains is criticized by these groups 
on the ground that it links Alaska with the central part of Canada and the 
United States to the disadvantage of the coastal area. A similar feeling exists 
to some extent in British Columbia and the Pacific Northwest Trade Associa-
tion, with membership on both sides of the border, has for some time been 
urging the construction of a new road. 

Senator Magnuson has succeeded in obtaining some support from President 
Truman. It will be recalled that last summer, while in the State of Washing-
ton, the President was reported in the press as terming the proposed road 
"absolutely essential". Because of this White House support, the State Depart-
ment feel obliged to take \ the question up with the Canadian Government 
although they appreciate the difficulties of their position. They are Droposing 
a project whose economic soundness is far from proven and which, in any 
event, is a matter entirely within Canadian jurisdiction since it is not possible 
to justify another highway on grounds of defence. (It is open to question 
whether a financial contribution from the United States Government :would be 
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acceptable to Canada, but, there aré: good- grounds for . doubting that .Congresstivould . be prepared to appropriate for another higliway in Canada) .-'
The alternative courses mentioned by the State Department in order of

preference are as follows :

(1) Establishment of a joint investigating body consisting of three members
from each country to recommend whether or not a new highway is justified .
If this were done, Senator Magnuson would be the principal United States
member and would be in a position to see that no arguments in support of a
new highway were overlooked .

(2) Having Senator Magnuson come to Canada to argue his case and to
attempt to persuade the Canadian Government of the soundness of his views .` It is difficult to reply to this informal approach without knowing the views
of British Columbia . If the Provincial Government is disposed to undertake
a substantial portion of the construction costs, the Canadian Government
might consider making up the balance . On the other hand, if B ri tish Columbia
is,unwilling to take this step, it is doubtful whether the Canadian Government
would want to assume sole responsibili ty for the project. In either case, it isprobably desirable to arrange . a meeting - with : representatives of the United
States Government, including Senator Magnuson, at which the positions of theCanadian and B ritish Columbia Governments ~could be explained . If this is not
done, there may be a risk of a press campaign in the United States charging
us with lack of cooperation .

As a first step, you might write to the Premier of British Columbia on the
general question of building the road and also on the advisability of arranging
a meeting with Senator Magnuson and representatives of the United States
Government .

Copies of this memorandum have been sent to Mr. Howe, Mr . Glen andMr . Mackenzie .a

N . A. R[OBERTSON]

1026
. W.L.M:K./Vol. 411

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External ' A fj`airs to Ambassador in United States
TELEGRAM EX-238 Ottawa, January 25, 1946

Reference our EX-174 of January 19tht and our despatch No. 61 of
January 21stt dealing with,Parsons' conversation with Macdonnell on thesubject of constructing a Pacific Coast Highway to Alaska .

1 Note marginale : ' Marginal note :
I agree.

' La note suivante était écrite sur ce 2 The following note was written on themémorandum
: memorandum:Better be brought up in Council and discussed with Hart of B.C . when he is here.W. L. 1VI[ACKENZIE] K[ING] 20-1-46 .



Please tell the State Department informally that the question has been 
considered at a meeting of the Cabinet. The Government is unable to agree 
to undertake the project in question since, in their opinion, no requirement 
has been established for a second highway to Alaska. 
_ 3. You should add that ,neither the proposal to establish a joint investigat-
ing commission nor the suggestion that Senator Magnuson come to Ottawa 
for , discussions was regarded as practicable by the Government. It is clearly 
the feeling of Ministers that the whole project is so impracticable that no 
useful purpose would be served by pursuing the matter further at present, 
or for some time to come. 

4. Sh.ould the United States Government feel obliged to embody their 
proposals in a formal Note, we should give  :the  same answer in our reply. 
It would seem.  preferable to us, however, to keep the exchange of views on 
an informal basis. . 

• DEA/48-FS-40 

•Mémorandim du chef, la troisièrne direction politique 

Memorandun; from Head, Third Political Division 

{Ottawa,' March 6, 1946 

. TRUCKING-IN-BOND 

I had a call today from Mr. S. L. Springsteen of Windsor. who represents 
the Michigan Truéking .  Association and is - Vice-President of the Canadian 
Transit Company which owns the Canadian share of the Detroit-Windsor 
Bridge. • • • • •••• 

Mr. Springsteen had no new arguments or evidence to present except that 
he had a number .of recent letters from shippers stating that they were con-
tinuing to use trucks in preference to railioads, even though the longer south 
shore : route  had .to ,be employed. A number of such letters were presented 
to the Joint Committee on customs procedures at its first meeting on Febru-
ary 5th, but à they were dated in the early part of January it was the feeling 
of Canadian officials  that  they would'carry more weight if written after longer 
experience with the necessity of shipping via.the south shore. It appears that 
such letters are continuing to come in and a good many substantial shippers 
are prepared to say that they have always used trucks and will always use 
trucks. This greatly weakens,  if it does not demolish, any argument on the 
part of the railroads that they gain business across the Ontario peninsula 
if trucking-in-bond is prohibited. - 

Mr. Springsteen has also spoken to Mr. Sim. He is aware that the obstacles 
in the way of trucldng-in-bond are primarily political  and  he is going to 
endeavour to convince the Cabinet Ministers most directly concerned of the 
desirability of trucking-in-bond. He claims that Mr.  Paul. Martin  is prepared 
to sùpport the proposal and that Mr. Howe has agreed noi to oppose it. 

1027. 
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Lé .ministré 'des Transports au Premier ministre

Minister Of Transport to Prime Minister-

My Dear Prime Minister

1759

The Transport Controller has brought to my attention the difficult situationnow existing in Canada . with respect to railway freight movements by reason
of the shortage of :available _box cars . This shortage has become critical by aprogressive increase in, the. nümber , of box cars, held in -the...:.United States: forfreight movements within that .:Country : My information is that on March Yst
there were 26,226 Canadian box cars in the United States which is an increase
of 2,417 since February ,1 st . As _ against this number of Canadian box carsin the United States on March 1"k, therë were 16,111 United States box cars
in Canada `which 'shows an unfavourable balance against Canada of 10,115
box cars . As the total box cars owned by Canadian Railways is 112,801,you wi ll see that this unfavourable balance of 10,115 is a large
proportion .

The Canadian Railways have been operating under the handicap of the
shortage of freight cars for some time, and will have to find a way to incr.èaséthe supply of box cars -. on their: western divisions :' if .ihey are to take care of
the heavy movements of grain and . foodstuffs which are consigned forexport .

Representations 'haveU~ been made by the Transport Controller to Col . J . M.
Johnson, Director, Office of Defense Transportation, Washington, also toMr. W. C. Kendall , Chairman, Association of Ame rican Railroads., Wash-ington, but the . response to the request from . Canada for the return of
Canadian box cars promptly has,not .met with the desired result, .Mr. Kenda llhas taken actiôn `to Aeliver some substitute box cars to "the Canàdiari Pacific
Railway and the Canadian National Railways, but . while . 'this , has . brou htsome relief many of the substitute box cars are of a l~wer cate og~
are not suitable for grain or high~class freight. g~Y. ratmg• arid
, , . . . . .. , `, . . ..,

It appëars that'an order .has been issüed by the Inter-State Commerce
Commission to the United States Railroads based on a directive from Presi
dent Truman which, in effect, requires the United States Ràilroads to 've
preference over all =other orders . in -suPP1Y~ing emPtYbox cars for the move-
ment of wheat,` çorn, meat and other. essential foodstuffs for relief programs
for exportation-via United States ports on Atlantic, Pacific or Gulf Coasts .

It is the feeling of the Emergency Grain Transportation Committee that, in
view of the Presidential message and the I.C.C. order, the inclination ofthe United States:..Railroads would be to retain Canadian highclass , box carsas long as possible, which, will no :doubt mean .that a portion of the UnitedStates' relief foodstuffs will be moved in Canadian _box cars to United StatesPorts for export.
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This . question of the return of Canadian box cars was referred to Mi
George Mclvor, Chief Commissioner, Canadian Wheat Board, and he under-
took to make his own representations to Mr . McVeigh of the State Department
as otherwise Canada would not be able to fulfil its obligations under the
joint re lief program with the United States .

In the circumstances, I consider that the question of the prompt return
of Canadian box cars is one of sufficient importance to be taken up with the
United States Government on the diplomatic plane, and I would suggest .for
your consideration that representations . might be made by the Canadian
Ambassador in Washington to . the United States Government with a view
to having this unfavourable situation remedied . _ I believe that the Minister
of Trade and Commerce will concur in this view .

Yours faithfully,
LIONEL CHEVRIE R

1029. PCO

Extrait des conclusions du Cabine t

Extract f rom Cabinet Conclusions ,

[Ottawa,] April 17, 194 6

TRUCKING IN BOND ; UNITED STATES-CANADA

.13 . THE MINISTER OF NATIONAL REVENUE, referring to the establishment
in 1945 of a . joint Canada-U.S. committee on simplification of customs
procedures, reported that it had become evident that the main U .S . interest

in this committee had been to obtain permission . for trucking in bond across
Canadian territory. Before the committee proceeded with further discussions,
it would be necessary to reach some decision in order that Canadian repre-
sentatives might be instructed .

The administrative problems involved could probably be met and the
concession was regarded as of value to the United States . On the other hand,
there was strong objection to such action on the part of Canadian railway
employees and on the part of communities affected .

An explanatory note had been circulated.

14 . THE CABINET, âfter considerable discussion, agreed that it was not
possible at present to grant to the United-States the concession of trucldn8
in bond through Canadian territory.
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1030. 	 DEA/48-FS-40 
Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au sous-ministre 

du Revenu national (Douanes et Accise) 

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs to Deputy Minister 
of National Revenue (Customs and Excise) 

Ottawa, April 23, 1946 
With reference to the problem of trucking-in-bond, we have received from 

Mr. Parsons of the State Department and from the United States Embassy a 
number of affidavits and letters from shippers in the Detroit area, including 
large concerns such as the Ford Motor Company and The Dow Chemical 
Company. While some of these letters merely indicate in a general way the 
dissatisfaction of shippers at the slower service resulting from using the south 
shore route, the majority of the correspondence states clearly that the business 
in question is trucking business which will not be given to the railroads in any 
circumstances. 

I had intended to send you copies of these affidavits and letters. However, 
leamed from the Cabinet Secretariat that the question of trucking-in-bond was 
discussed recently by the Cabinet who decided that it would be inexpedient to 
grant the privilege desired by the United States authorities. In the circum-
stances, it hardly seems worthwhile to have copies made of the shippers' sub-
missions, though we will be glad to h.avethis done if you would like copies for 
your records. . 

It is clear that the Cabinet's decision will affect the work of the Joint Corn-
mittee on customs procedures and we sh.ould be grateful for your views as to 
the line that should be taken in approaching the United States Section.' 

R. M. MACDONNELL 
for the Under-Secretary of State 

for External Affairs 

1031. 	 DEA/48-FS-40 
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

à l'ambassadeur aux Etats-Unis 

Secretary of State for External A ffairs to Ambassador in United States 

TELEGRAM EX-1382 	 Ottawa, May 24, 1946 

IMMEDIATE. The following press release was issued today by the Department 
of National Revenue for immediate use: 

The Honourable J. J. McCann, Minister of National Revenue, announced 
today that during the present emergency the transportation of goods by motor 

La note suivante était écrite sur cette 	The following note was written on the 
lettre: 	 letter: 

The representations which did not come from the U.S.. Emba,ssy were given to 
me by Mr. Parsons during the trip to Whitehorse for the taking over of defence 
projects. R. M[ACDONNELL] 



truck will be permitted in bond to interior ports. In addition, United States 
trucks will be permitted to make use of the shorter routes through Canada 
from Sarnia and Windsor to Fort Erie and Niagara Falls carrying goods in 
bond. 

1032. 	 DEA/48-8-40 

L' ambassadeur aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in United States.to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM WA-2408 	 • 	Washington, June 11, 1946 
SECRET. Re your EX-1494 of June 8tht concerning the future activities of the 
Joint Canada-United States Committee on Customs Procedure, a memoran-
dumt was left with the State Department 'this, morning by:,Scottl in accord-
ance with your instructions. 

.Parsons is on.vacâtion but lais assistant, .King,  who is. familiar-  with this sub-
ject was keenly disappointed to learn that ha our view* thé trucking-ha-bond 
problem should be considered at the international discussions on trade and 
tariffs: This is the - interpretation -which King has put on that section of your 
EX-I494 reading  as  follows: 

"Similarly in Canada it has been found hnpracticable to meet the United 
States request for trucking-in-bond without opening up a broad range of ques-: 
tions of Customs  administrative procedure. The Canadian Government has not 
found it possible to permit trucking-in-bond at the present time except in 
emergencies since this:problem cannot be considered apart from -the general 
question of the revision of Customs administrative practices in both countries. 
The terms of reference of the Committee are not sufficiently comprehensive to 
cover this subject, and since it will be considered at the international discus-
sions on trade and tariffs which will talce place at a later date, it appears 
desirable that the Committee should not concern itself with this field." 

King informed Scott that the above expression of opinion was anticipated 
as it conforms' with the reports of diScussions which officials of the United 
States Embassy in Ottawa had with Macdonnell. 

King pointed out that if we insist on this point of view it would mean the 
trucking-in-bond problem would have to be left in suspense for probably 
another twelve months and that the State Department was finding it increas-
ing,ly difficult to -Understand why, in the face of the mounting evidence they 
have accumulated, there should be continued resistance on our part to accede 
fo their request for trucking-in-bond privileges. 

It was, therefore, intimated that the State Department would be reopening 
this subject in the near-  future and, although King did not specifically say so, 
- - 

, 1 Le conseiller commercial, l'ambassade 	1  Commercial COunsellor, Embassy in 
aux États-Unis. 	 United States. 
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it would seem reasonable to expect that the approach will be made through
the United States Embassy in Ottawa.

As to prolonging the life of . the . Committee on the basis you suggested,
leaving trucking=in-bond to be dealt with through other channels, King ex-pressed the`informal opinion, subject to further consideration by the Depart-ment, that if the Committee continued it-would be on - the basis that we desiredto maintain its existence . While at first sight this attitude might appear incon-
sistent with the view ' which it is understood Parsons expressed to Macdonne ll,namely, that the-Committee should be kept alive for the time being as a_face-
saving measure, Parsons probably had in mind the trucking-in-bond problem .
With this subject removed from the agenda, however, it is felt that . Parsons is.likely to become °quite as indifferent as King regarding this Committee . Infact, he expressed himsélf along such lines informally to Scott in the coursè of
a casual conversation some ten days ago.

In spitë of theforegôing,
1 .
however, King seemed to feel that one more meet-

ing in Ottawa could probably be arranged for discussions to take place on the
lines suggested by you. It was agreed, however, that there is no urgency about
setting a date and in any case it seems obvious that the initiative will have to
be taken by our side in view of the American .indi.fference resulting from our
attitude over the trucking-in-bond issue' .

Le sous-ministre du Revenu national (Douanes et Accise)
au sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures
Deputy Minister of National 'Revenue (Customs and Excise)

to Acting Under-Secretary of State for External A fj`air s

Ottawa, June 17, 1946 .

It is noted from your letter of June 15th t , that Mr . Lewis Clark, Counselor
of the United States Embassy, has spokén to you about the message receivedfrom 'Colonel J. M. Johnsonl regarding an extension of trucking-in-bondbeyond June 15th.

My Minister replied to Colonel Johnson in the following terms :
"Your teletype twelfth received Stop Our Government has not found it possi-
ble to permit trucking-in-bond at the present time except in emergencies since
this problem,cannot be considered apart from the general question of the
revision of customs admiriistrative practices in both countries .

J. J . McCann"

Dear Sir, :

Yours faithtfully, .

'Le directeur, le bureau des transpo rts 1 Director, United States Office of' Defense'Pour la défense des États-Unis : Transportation
. Office of Defense
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1034. 	 DEA/48-FS-40 

Le sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures 
au sous-ministre du Revenu national (Douanes et Accise) 

Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Deputy Minister of National Revenue (Customs and Excise) 

Ottawa, June 27, 1946 

We have received renewed representations from the United States Govern-
ment on the subject of trucldng-in-bond in the form of an Aide-Mémoire left 
with me by the United States Ambassador. I enclose a copy, together with a 
copy of a note which has been sent to the Prime Minister. 

R. M. MACDONNELL 
for the Associate Under-Secretary 

of State for External Affairs 

[PIÈCE JOINTE 1/ENCLOSURE 1] 

Aide-mémoire du gouvernement des États-Unis au gouvernement du Canada 

Aide-Mémoire from Government of United States to Government of Canada 

June 19, 1946 

The question of trucking-in-bond of goods of American origin to interior 
points in Canada and particularly the in-bond transit of goods by truck 
across the Ontario peninsula between points in the United States has long 
been tinder consideration by the Governments of the United States and 
Canada. During the war and as a temporary measure the Canadian Govern-
ment permitted the in-bond transit of goods by truck across the Ontario 
peninsula between points in the United  •  States, but terminated this au-
thorization De-cember 31st, 1945. During the months preceding this termi-
nation of the in-bond transit of goods by truck across the Ontario peninsula 
between points in the United States, the Government of the United States 
made several efforts tô obtain the continuance of the traffic on a permanent 
basis. These efforts led to the creation last December of the Joint Committee 
for the Simplification of Customs Procedures at the Border, which was to 
consider the simplification of Customs procedures in general and trucking-
in-bond in particular. It was generally conceded at that time that there were 
no technidal obstacles  • to the trucking-in-bond in question and that the 
principal objection to the operation came from the railways, from labor and 
from local communities in the Ontario peninsula. It was, nevertheless, under-
stood that the matter would be considered on its merits alone with no 
thought that a quid pro quo would be sought by the Canadian Government. 
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The memorandum of June 1 0, 1946, 1- on the subject of the Joint Coin =mittee for the Simplification of Customs Procedures at the Border, which
was presented by the Canadian Embassy in Washington to the Department of
State, throws a somewhat different light on the subject, however, in that it
contains the following language :"The Canadian Government has not found
it possible to permit trucking-in-bond at the present time except in emer-
gencies since this problem cannot be considered apart from the general
question of the revision of customs administrative practices in both countries ."
The import of this language seems clearly to mean that trucking-in-
bond must be regarded as the most promising means at the disposal of Canada
for inducing the United States to make ce rtain changes in customs legislation,regulation and ' procedure, and that consequently ; it will be held in reserve forthe trade and tariff negotiations scheduled for next year . In other words, it
appears that the Canadian Government does now in fact desire a quid pro quo
in return for permitting the trucking-in-bond of goods of American . originto inte rior points in Canada, and the in-bond transit of goods by truck across
the Ontario peninsula between points in the United States .

It seems unnecessary to review in detail the history of the trucking-in-bond
issue. Since the trucking industry attained matu rity in the United States the
failure of Canada to offer to this form of transportation non-discriminatory
treatment as compared with railroads in the matter of in-bond transit has
been a source of protest from substantial interests in the United States . That
this failure imposed a handicap upon the most efficient utilization - of the
national resources of the United States was explicitly recognized when Canada,
as part and parcel of the merging of the efforts of the two countries to obtain
maximum production during the recent war emergency, tempora rily ,. granted
the privilege of trucking-in-bond across the Ontario : peninsula . Having thus
publicly established that the most efficient uti lization of the national resources'
of the United States re uired trucking-in-bon dq across the Ontario,peninsula,
it should be obvious that in the absence of proof of substantial harm to'
important Canadian interests the refusal to permit this operation in peacetime
cannot fail to create hosti lity to Canada among some of the many interested
American citizens .

In the discussions on this subject the United States accepted the obligationof
presenting proof, both of its real interest and of the absence of .substantial

danger to Canadian interests . Considerable evidence collected to fulfil this
obligation was presented to the Canadian Government through the medium
of the Joint Committee for the Simp lification of Customs Procedures . There
has been no denial of the substantial interests of the United States in this
matter, nor has there been any definite proof of injury to Canadian interests .
On the other hand, evidence has ~been submitted indicating (1) th 'at : the
Present Canadian practice imposes a burden upon United States industry

1 Non reproduit. Le télégramme du 11 juin ,
dôcument - 1032, ' cite ~' ùne partie- de ce Document

'Not rin 1~.ZThe telegram of June°'11;'
mémorandum. quotes part of the

memorandum.
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without affording compensatory . benefits to any Canadian interest, and
(2) that the charge that trucking-in-bond would be accompanied by a number
of abuses was without foundation . The period of emergency trucking-in-bond
from July 16, 1942, to December .31, 1945, has made it possible to speak
with confidence on both these points . In the first place, there seems to be no
doubt that the type of merchandise which travels by truck uses that form
of transport whenever it is available, even though it means travelling by a
longer, route, whereas other kinds of goods are more suited to railway trans-
port and are so handled regardless of the availability of allegedly rival means
of transportation. Goods which p rior Ao July 1942 moved from Detroit to
Buffalo via Cleveland, during the emergency period moved directly across
Ontario and are now again moving by . the longer route . . In the second place,
no evidence has been submitted to refute the contention that the emergency
expe rience proved"the feasibility of control and .administration . Charges that
smuggling. and othèr disorders would result did not mate rialize . Nor has it
been charged that damage to the roads of Ontario was substantial, nor that
the number of highway accidents was excessive. In 'short, there can be no
substantiation for the allegation that responsible trucking companies with
long experience of operation within the United States, able and willing to bear
their fair share , of any costs imposed by théir operations upon the com-
munities through which they operatè, are a danger to Canadian interests .

In this ' connection it~ seems also pertinent to recall that the Hyde Park
Agreement,' which operated so beneficially to the interests of both countries
during the war emergency, was continued by an exchange of notes of May 7,
1945, and still remains in effect . In keeping with the . spirit of that agreement
the United States and Canada are pledged to coordinate their economies
during the period of post-war rehabi litation. As recently as May .14, 1946, the
Canadian Government invoked the Hyde Park Agreement to preserve its
highly favorable position in the matter of the expo rt allocation of United
States-produced wheeled tractors . It would seem inconsistent to argue that
an economic situation - which wi ll justify the United States in maintaining an
arrangement ,which clearly discriminates against the rest of the world in the

supply of wheeled tractors is yet so nearly . normal that the Government of
Canada should, refuse to permit the resumption of . trucking-in-bond between
points in the United States . In making mention of this` fact, however, there is
no intention of associating the request for the recognition of trucking-in-bond
solely with .the Hyde Park Agreement or with any other emergency or tem-
pora ry arrangement or condition. The principle embodied in the Hyde Park
Agreement is nevertheless sound and apposite in - respect of trucking-in-
bond .

The Government of the United States 'believes that trucking-in-bond of
goods of American origin to interior points in Canada and in-bond transit
of goods by truck across Canadian territory between points in the Unite d

1 Voir Canada, Recueil des. traités, 1941, 1 See Canada, Treaty Series, 1941, No. 14.

N°14.
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States should be permitted as a matter of justice and no t in return  for some 
other consideration. The denial of trucking-in-bond iS a discrimination 
between forms of transportation which denies to the United States the most 
efficient utilization of its national resources. As such it Constitutes a source 
of constant irritation, resulting in repeated protests from United States citizens 
whose interests suffer thereby. Accordingjy, in the absence of any substantial 
Canadian interest to the contrary, it is believed by the Government of the 
United States to be a matter of no more than friendly cooperation between 
the two countries that trucking-in-bond be authorized on a permanent 
basis. 

[PIÈCE JOINTE 2 / ENCLOSURE 2] 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au Premier ministre 

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Prime Minister 

Ottawa, June 27, 1946 

The United States Ambassador has left with me a long Aide-Mémoire on 
the trucldng-in-bond situation, a copy of which is attached. I am sending 
copies also to the Deputy Minister of National Revenue (Customs and Ex-
cise) and to Mr. Heeney. 

This question was raised by the Minister of National Revenue at the meet-
ing of the Cabinet on April 17. The Cabinet agreed that it was not possible 
at present to grant to the United States the concession of trucking-in-bond 
throug,h Canadian territory. This decision was communicated to the United 
States Government and they have renewed their representations in pretty 
vigorous language. 

So far as can be judged from the evidence available, their principal 'argu- 
ments are sound. These are that: 	 • , 

1. The present Canadian practice imposes a burden up -oil United States 
industry without affording compensatory benefits to any Canadian interest. 

A convincing  case  has been made by the truckers that no àdditional busi-
ness accrues to the railroads (the chief opponents  of tru.cicing-in-bond) 
through our refusal to permit the practice. What happens is that goods con-
tinue to be shipped by truck at greater expense and inconvenience via the 
longer route from Detroit to Buffalo around the south  shore of Lake Erie. 

2. The practice does not give rise to abuses. 
Our customs authorities are satisfied on the basis of wartime experience 

that trucicing-in-bond presents no administrative difficulties and that com-
pliance with all customs laws can be .adequately secured. 
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This is an irritating problem of relatively little intrinsic importance to 
Canadian interests which has involved repeated representations from the 
United States over the years, and the Canadian position is difficult to justify. 
I wonder whether you might wish to bring the matter before Cabinet again 
with a view to disposing of one of the few points of condition [sic] between the 
Canadian and the United States Governments. There is a prospect that other-
wise the Canadian Government will become the target of a campaign of press 
criticism in the United States with the matter also being raised in Congress. 

N. A. R[OBERTSON] 

1035. 	 PCO 

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet 

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions 

[Ottawa] July 11, 1946 

TRUCKING IN BOND; U.S. REPRESENTATIONS 
9. THE SECRETARY, referring to the decision taken at the meeting of April 

17th, reported that the Department of External Affairs had received further 
representations from the U.S. government. 

Reference had been made by the U.S. Embassy to the continuation of the 
Hyde Park Agreement and its application also to the handicap placed upon 
U.S. industry by the refusal to permit trucking privileges, and to the dis-
crimination shown by Canada in favour of the railways. 

The United States suggested that trucking in bond should be permitted as 
a matter of justice and not in return for any other consideration, and that 
the granting of the privilege would not harm any .  Canadian interests. 

An explanatory note had been circulated. 
(Secretary's memorandum, July 5, 1946—Cabinet Document 244) t 

, 10. MR. HEENEY pointed out that the question of U.S. trucking in bond 
had arisen in connection with movement between United States and Alaska 
over the Alaska Highway and movement into and from Alaska over the 
Haines Cut-Off and had been made the subject of the forty-seventh recom-
mendation of , the current report of the Special Commissioner for , Defence 
Projects in Northwest Canada. 

(Special Commissioner's report, June 30th, 1946).t - 

11. THE CABINET after discussion, ,  deferred further consideration of this 
item. 	• 	• - 	• 	• 	• 	 - 	• 
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DEA/48-FS-4 0

Le chargé d'A ffaires aux États-Unis_ au . secrétaire d'Éta t
aux Affaires- extérieures

Chargé d'Affaires in United States to Secretary of Stat efor External A ff airs

TELEGRAM WA-2763 . Washington; 'July 11, 1946

Referring to my WA-2408 of June 11th concerning the future activities o f
the Joint Canada-United States Committee on Customs Procedure ._ The -fol-
lowing memorandum, 'dated July 9th,- has been received from the Depart -ment of State :

"The Department of State has considered the matters discussed in the
Canadian Embassy's memorandum of June 10th . . The Embassy's memoran-;
dum dealt with the future of the Joint Committee on Customs Procedure -
and with the subject of the United States request for trucking-in-bond .

``The interested authorities of this Government agree with the Canadian
point of. . view that, in the light of its achievements to date, the principal,
value of . the Committee lies in the opportunity afforded to the two customs
services to meet and consider problems of mutual interest . This being the
case, the State Department is ;inclined to the opinion that, rather than main-
taining a, Joint Committee with inter-departmental representation for the
purpose, simpler arrangements might be made . The State Depa rtment . would
be glad to promote at any time direct contact between the Commissioner
of Customs, and the Deputy Minister for Customs and Excise, or their
représentatives, on administrative matters of mutual : interest . However, th e

Department notes with pleasure that the United States Section . may expect'.
to receive an invitation to meet with the' Canadian Section in Ottawa At à
later date and it is disposed to await the recommendâ.tions of the Committee
itself before finally determining its attitude with respect to the continuation
or termination of the Committee's existence .

"The problem of trucking-in-bond has been the subject of renewed repre- .-
sentations ~ by the United States Ambassador in Ottawa under instruction,
from the Department . While it is believed preferable to confine the present
discussions of the subject to that channel, the relationship of the Committee
to the subject seems worthy of comment in view of statements contained : in
the Embassy's memorandum under acknowledgment .

"The formation of the Committee was directly related to the long stand-
ing problem of trucking-in-bond. Its creation was first suggested, by a
Canadian official as a possible means of viewing trucking-in-bond in a context
inclusive of other problems. It was the understanding of the Department of
State that this context was conceived as being solely at the administrativelevel. The agreed press releases of the Committee and a ll communications
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between the Depa rtment of State and the pub lic have maintained this con-

ception. It was believed that the Department of External Affairs had taken
a similar line . It would appear, therefore, that the position now taken by
the Canadian Government : in the memorandum under reference constituted

a depa rture from the position taken when the Committee was set up, since
it is now maintained that trucking-in-bond cannot be considered except in a
new context in which changes - necessitating United States legislative action

are envisaged. The reference in this connection to "regulations in long stand-
ing" does not alter this conclusion, it being evident that such regulations are
regarded as li ttle less susceptible of alteration than the law itself .

"The Department of State cannot but regret that the Canadian Govern-
ment has seen fit to adopt this position. It should be unnecessary to repeat

that, in ,the view of this Government, the denial of trucking-in-bond is open

to
.
s trong objection solely . on its . merits . It constitutes 'discrimination between

forms of transportation which, in view of the fact that United States practice

accords equal treatment .to : a11 forms of transportation, is difficult for United

States citizens to understand, and which, since no substantial Canadian
interest has been shown to have -been - benefitted thereby, places an .unreason-

able burden on the most efflcient utilization of United States resources. This it

does by in fact lengthening the routes travelled between points in the United

States for certain types of merchandise which normally are transported by

truck. Further, it constitutes failure on the part -of Canada to reciprocate in

a 'privilege from which Canada i.ndubitably de rives benefit, namely the allow-

ing of trucking-in-bond across the United States and into the United States

to interior customs ports of entry .

"The implication in the Canadian Embassy memorandum under reference,

that trucking=in-bond 'will be thrown into the negotiations preliminary to the

Trade and Tariff ._ Conference scheduled for next year, cannot fail to add to

the concern of the Department of State. Such a possibility necessarily envi-

sages a: ' long delay,`in the settlemént of an issue already long overdue for

se ttlement , The "United States adheres firmly to the opinion that trucking-in-
bond is a local Canadian-Ame rican problem arising out of . the geographical

relationship ' of the two countries, having the peculiar : characte ristic that its

primary effects .are upon theinternal trade. of the United -States and, as such,

should be .settled on its own, me rits . This course ,has been proven by experi-

ence' to be in the best interests of the two peoples . The alternative course by

which- settlement of a local problem. is withheld to force a concession on
some other unrelated problem is difficult to defend on grounds of equity .

Such a course would be, moreover, at variance with the spirit of the Hyde

Park Agreement to which . both côuntries , are ' pledged . It would lead . . away

from the high degree of cooperation developed in recent years and encourage
instead the consideration of local problems in the light of possible retaliato ry
measures."
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1037 	 :PCO 
Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet 

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions 

Ottawa, July 17, 1946 

• 

TRUCICING IN BOND; U.S. REPRESENTATIONS 

5. THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY, referring to the discussion in Cabinet On 
July 11th, 1946, reported that further communications making reference to 
this matter had been received from the United States through the Canadian 
Embassy in Washington. - - 

In addition to repeating arguments already advanced, attention had been 
drawn to the fact that the United States had granted to Canada the privilege 
of trucking in bond across U.S. territory and to U.S. interior ports of entry, 
and additional reference had been made to the importance to the United States 
of similar privileges in the Canadian northwest. 

(Teletypes, Nos. WA-2763, WA-2782,t Canadian Ambassador, Washing-
ton, to External Affairs,_July 11, 1946, July 12, 1946). 

6. THE CABINET, after discussion, note,d this report and agreed that no 
change should be made in existing policy. 

1038. 	
_ 

DEA/48-FS-40 

Mémorandum du cabinet du Premier ministre 

Memorandum by Office of the Prime Minister 

SECRET 	 [Ottawa,' July 20, 1946 

At the meeting of Cabinet on July 17th, the question of trucking in bond 
across Southern Ontario was considered. After discussion, the Cabinet agreed 
that no change should be made in existing policy. 

R.G. KoBERTSON] 

1039. 	 DEA/48-FS-40 

Mémorandum du chef, la troisième direction politique, au sous-secrétaire 
d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures 

Memorandum from Head, Third Political Division, to Acting Under-Secretary 
of State for E.xternal Affairs 

[Ottawa,' July 24, _1946 

• TRUCKING IN BOND 

•I attach for approval a brief and unsa. tisfactory Aide-Mémoirel in reply to 
the one presented by the United States Embassy on June 19. I find from 

1 Voir le document suivant ." 	 15  following document. 
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Mr. Baldwin that none of the Cabinet's objections to trucking-in-bond aresuitable for inclusion in diplomatic correspondence and it seems preferable
to return a blunt negative than to attempt to invent further reasons for our
refusal . In our discussions with the United States Embassy and the State
Department we will have to continue to point out that lumping the trucking-
in-bond question with =the Customs side of the International Trade talks is the
only way in which progress can be made and that too much in the way of high
pressure represeritations ' inay deféat its own ends.

If you agreè,l I will- give the Aide-Mémoire to Lewis Clark with a word to
this - effect. 2

1040. DEA/48-FS-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieurés
à l'ambassadeur aux -États-Unis -

Secretary of State for External A ffairs to Ambassador in United States

TELEGRAM EX-1859 O ttawa, July 25, 1946

Your WA-2782 of July 12 t and previous correspondence on trucking-in-
bond . _

1 . Following Cabinet consideration ; an Aide=lVlémoire was sent to the
United States Embassy today in the following terms :
QUOTE :_ In an Aide-Mémoire dated June 19 the United States Embassy com-
municated certain views with respect to the question of trucking-in-bond
across the Ontario peninsula . These views Were submitted to the appropriate
Canadian authorities.

After consideration, the Government has reached the conclusion that no
change ' should .be made in existing policy which contèmplates that this prob-
blem will be reviewed at a later date in connection with other Customs ad-
ministrative practices . UNQUOTE .

Note marginale: 1 Marginal note:
ÔK H . W [RONO] .

' La note suivante était écrite sur ce z The following note was written on the
mémorandum: memorandum:

Done with Mr . Dow, in Mr . Clark's absence. R. M[ACDONNELL] Pol III July 25
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DEA/463-AF-40 

RELATIONS WITH THE UNITED STATES 

1041. 

Le commissaire spécial aux projets de défense dans le nord-ouest du Canada 
au secrétaire du Cabinet 

Special Commissioner for Defence Projects in Northwest Canada 
to Secretary to the Cabinet 

Edmonton, September 14, 1946 

Dear Mr. Heeney, 

RE: SHIPMENT OF GOODS IN BOND OVER THE ALASKA HIGHWAY 

1. It is again desired to bring to your attention the Customs regulations 
which apply to through traffic to Alaska. That country is suffering from a 
shortage of shipping and it is felt that Canada might well take steps which 
would allow fuller use of the Alaska Highway as a carrier. • This would un-
doubtedly help Alaska at a time when such help is most needed. The de-
velopment of better transportation facilities to Alaska would reflect benefit 
upon the Canadian Northwest. 

2. In my June report for June 1946, page 730, Recommendation No. 47, 
I mentioned the advisability of framing reg-ulations to permit bonded traffic 
by road. In the light of present developments that recommendation was prob-
ably not broad enough, as it mentioned only transportation companies: it is 
possible that private individuals may require help. 

3. The wartime provisions for the trucking of bonded merchandise have 
expired. A Customs Merno D (revised 1946), Section 7, "Carrying Goods in 
Transit Only", might possibly be made to apply to the Alaska Highway, but 
local Customs officers think this very doubtful. It may therefore be said that 
it is not permitted, without special authority, to truck bonded goods through 
Canada from one part of the United States to another. 

4. It would seem thât thèse regulations are working a hardship  1 on the 
Alaskans. The agreement between the United States and Canada was ‘that 
the Highway would be used freely and equally 13Sr both peoples. It is suggested 
that, to honour fully the spirit of this agreement, Canada might well be pre-
pared to permit the passage over the Highway of bonded goods. 

5. I have said that coastwise traffic is  stil  inadequate to the needs of 
Alaska, and it is felt that it will be some time before there are enough of the 
right type of ship to fill all needs. The smaller coastwise ships can take the 
inner channel to Skagway: their cargoes must then go by road through 
Canada. To reach the ports of Anchorage and Valdez requires ships capable 
of sailing the very bad open waters of the northern Pacifie, and there is little 
such shipping in that area now. I am told that the state of U.S. shipping to 
Alaska is chaotic. The Highway will always be useful for the through ship-
ment of certain goods, its free use today would undoubtedly bring great relief 
to the people of the North. 
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6. Examples of goods, other than settlers' effects, which cannot pass under 
the present regulations, are: 
A mechanic moving to Alaska wishes to take with him his tools and his shop 
equipment. 
A manufacturer in the U.S. wishes to truck crated aircraft to Fairbanks for 
assembly. Through trucking will save the great possibility of damage in the 
several transshipments of the water route. 
Transportation companies wish to truck refrigerated fruits and vegetables, by 
a quick route to Alaska. 

7. Memo D, Section 7, mentioned in para. 2 appears to allow through 
bonded traffic in areas not served by railways. It might be argued that this 
condition applies. There are, however, railways as far as Dawson Creek, 
there is rail traffic into Whitehorse and to Fairbanks, so no doubt any dis-
cussion as to the applicability of this Section 7 would be lengthy. 

8. It is therefore recommended that consideration be given to allowing 
bonded traffic on the Alaska Highway and the Haines Road. As a full study 
of this question will take time it is proposed that temporary arrangements be 
put into force as soon as possible, as a measure of relief to Alaska. All the 
factors can then be studied with a view to drafting final regulations. 

Yours truly, 
L. H. PHINNEY 

1042. 	 DEA/463-AF-40 

• Le secrétaire du Cabinet au commissaire spécial aux projets •
de défense dans le nord-ouest du Canada 

Secretary to the Cabinet to Special Commissioner 
• for Defence Projects in Northwest Canada 

Ottawa, September 20, 1946 
Dear Mr. Phinney, • 

I have discussed with the Department of External Affairs your letter of 
September 14th, concerning shipment of goods in bond over the Alaska 
Highway. 
• This question raises a number, of difficulties, as it must be considered in 
connection with trucking-in-bond in other parts of Canada, particularly in 
southern Ontario. The problem as it affects that area has been under active 
çonsideration by the Cabinet in recent months. As you may know, the prac-
tice was allowed during wartime by virtue of 'an Order-in-Council passed 
in 1942, but the privilege was withdrawn at the end of. 1945. 
• Representations were made by the United States Government to have the 
privilege established on a peacetime basis. After considerable discussion it 
was decided that trucking-in-bond could not be considered apart from the 
general question of customs administrative practices in both countries. A 
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decision has therefore been deferred for the present
. It is possiblé that someprogress will

.be made during the multilateral discussions on internationaltrade and tariff policies which will soon begin.
In view of this, you will appreciate that to allow shipment in bond over the

Alaska Highway while denying the right in other areas of the country would
place the Government :in a very difficult position. Consequently, I think thatall that can be said

.at present is that the matter of shipment in bond over the
Alaska Highway will be kept in mind when the general problem of trucking-
in-bond is given further consideration .

Yours sincerely,
A. D. P. HEENEY

RELATIONS WITH THE -UNITED STATE S

1043.
C.D.H./Vol. 97

Mémorandum du secrétaire adjoint du Cabinet au ministre ,
de la Reconstruction et des Approvisionnements

Memorandum from Assistant Secretary to the Cabinet
tg Minister of Reconstruction and Supply

Ottawa, October 11, 1946
INTERNATIONAL CIVIL AVIATION

; RELATIONS WITH THE UNITED STATE SMr. Roper, the U.S. Civil Air Attaché, called on me yesterday to make cer-tain informal inquiries which had obviously been sent on to him from theState Department in Washington .
I attach herewith certain notes on the points which he raised, some of whichare of considerable importance:

Agreement with Mexico
Canada-West Indies agreement
Revision of Canada-U.S . air agreement

J. R. BALDWIN

[PIÉCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Mémorandum du secrétaire adjoint du Cabinet ~ '
Memorandum by Assistant Secretary to the Cabinet

Ottawa, October 11, 1946
AGREEMENT' WITH MEXICO

Mr. Roper stated that the U.S . had learned from Mexican sources that a
bilateral agreement was likely to be concluded between Mexico and Canada
in the near future and asked whether this was true . I . informed him that theposition as far as I knew ' it was that last winter, as he knew, the Mexican
government had asked for permission for a Mexican airline to land . in Canada:
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We had at that time informed Mexico that prior to the operation of any 
specific airline from Mexico to Canada there must be a bilateral agreement 
between the Mexican and Canadian governments and that we would be pre-
pared to discuss this with appropriate Mexican representatives; and that we 
had heard nothing further from Mexico since that time. 

Mr. Roper then referred to the aviation discussions between Mexico and 
United States which broke down some weeks ago and attempted to find out 
whether, in. the event that an approach was made, Canada would proceed with 
discussions with Mexico, and if so, whether we would enter into a bilateral 
agreement with Mexico based on division of services, quotas, etc., i.e. the 
points which United States had refused to accept when proposed by Mexico. 
He was obviously suggesting that the United States would not like Canada to 
go ahead with an agreement with Mexico before the United States did, and if 
this did happen the U.S. would be even more irritated if we did sign an agree-
ment including principles along the lines of those contained in our present 
agreement with the U.K.,- since the U.S. had refused to accept these principles 
when proposed by Mexico. 

I informed Mr. Roper that as far as I knew our offer to discuss the matter 
with Mexico was still open and if they approached us we would presumably 
give consideration to the appropriate time and place for these discussions; at 
that time we would also consider the form of bilateral agreement which 
seeme,d appropriate to suit the circumstances. 

This raises a•  policy question which I think we will have to settle shortly, 
are we henceforth to accept the formula of:_the Annex to the U.K.-U.S. 

Bermuda agreement for all our future bilateral agreements, or are we to 
follow such form as may _seem appropriate to the individual treaty under con-
sideration even if this means a more rigid control than that in the U.K.-U.S. 
agreement. The U.S. obviously wants all nations to accept the Bermuda 
formula but I see no reason why we should commit ourselves at present, even 
though the United Kingdom has given  in  to the U.S. on this matter. Nor can 
I see why, if a foreign Country wants to have an Annex similar to that in our 
present' agreement with the U.K. providing for equal division of frequencies, 
we should refuse to accept it unless it is considered that the danger of irritat-
ing the U.S. by this action is so great that we would harm our own civil air 
relations with the U.S. 

In view of this situation, there may be some merit in trying to clear up our 
bilateral agreement with the U.S. before tackling some of these other agree-
ments. 

REVISION OF CANADA-U.S. AIR AGREEMENT 
Mr. Roper said that, having heard that the State Department would vvish 

to reopen the Canada-U.S. agreement at an early date, he was trying to 
obtain official information on this point; I would not be surprised if the 
matter was raised with us this month or next month with a request for early 
discussions. He was obviously trying to ascertain what the reaction of the 
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Canadian government would be to a suggestion from the United States that
the present .Canada-U.S . agreement be amended to conform with the present
U.K.-U.S . Bermuda agreement ; this would mean primarily a revision of the
Annex to the present Canada-U .S. agreement to make it conform with the
U.K.-U.S. Annex, which contains certain principles to govern the opera-
tion of international air services .

He made it clear, as well, that the U .S. would hope at the same time
that the Annex would be changed as far as specific routes were concerned, to
give the United States fifth freedom' rights in Canada and Canada fifth free-
dom rights in the United States. I did not press him for information on this
point but I gathered that they might like to ask for fifth freedom rights for
one air service crossing Eastern Canada and one air service crossing Western
Canada (presumably in addition to any rights already exercised by Pan
American) .

I see no objection to inclusion of the principles of the U.K-U.S . Annex in
our agreement with the United States if they so desire, but in this connection
we will probably have to consider the point raised in my earlier note on
agreement with Mexico, i .e. whether we would commit ourselves to use this
form in all other agreements: Further, we will also have to determine what
our position will be regarding fifth freedom rights . Offhand, I would be in-
clined to say that if the United States would grant us fifth freedom rights
in New York and in Honolulu in return for fifth freedom rights for one
American airline at Montreal and one American airline at Edmonton (thesefifth freedom_ rights possibly to exclude the carriage of traffic between Canadaand the United States but to apply on a ll other fifth freedom traffic) we would
get the best of the bargain; my fear would be - that the -United States might
want more than this .

CANADA-WEST INDIES AGREEMENT

1VIr . Roper said that the State Department feared that the agreement
covering Canadian service to Bermuda and the West Indies would be a
monopoly agreement excluding all other services . I pointed out that this was
not true and that all that was happening was that in accordance with the
Chicago standard formula Bermuda was asking Canada to exercise for it
rights granted to Bermuda under the agreement for a specific term of years ;
this would have no bearing on service which other countries wished to oper-
ate in Bermuda .

Mr. Roper then asked whether a rumour that the Canadian government
would 'object to carriage of traffic between Montreal and Bermuda by
Colonial Air Lines was true . I stated that as far as I knew, if Colonial Air
Lines by agreement with Bermuda, obtàined permission to operate a service
between New York and Bermuda we should scarcely be in a position to
object to the carriage of traffic by Colonial from Montreal to New Yor k

'Voir la note 3, document 323 . 'See note 3, Document 323 .
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on its present line and on from New York via its new service to Bermuda
any more than the United States could object to carriage of traffic via
T.C.A. from Chicago to Montreal and then on to London . I did say, how-
ever, that we would undoubtedly object if Colonial wished to operate a direct
service from Montreal to Bermuda as distinct from the two separate opera-
tions, Montreal to New York and New York to Bermuda .

1044. DEA/463-AF-40

Le consul général à New York au secrétaire d'État par intéri m
aux A ffaires extérieures

Consul General in New York to Acting Secretary of State
for External A ffairs

TELEGRAM 59 New York, October 29, 1946
Following for Phillips from Macdonnell, Begins : We have noticed pres s

references to the campaign which Senator Magnuson is waging with respect
to - trucking in bond on the Alaska Highway.

I do not remember whether this point is mentioned in the files, but Keenley-side states positively that the question of trucking in bond was discussed in
the Board when the Alaska Highway project was first considered .' There was
agreement on both sides that the formula eventua lly arrived at for non-dis-
criminatory use of the highway by United States civilian traffic did not include
trucking in bond . The understanding was that the highway would be'open to
United States vehicles on exactly the same basis as any other pa rt of the
Canadian highway . system, which obviously did not then and does not now
include trucking in bond. Keenleyside discussed this thoroughly with Hicker-son at the time and feels confident that the latter wi ll have the same recol-lection. Ends .

I
1045. DEA/463-AF-40

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au sous-ministre adjoint
du Revenu national (Douanes )

Vnder-Secretary of State for External A ffairs to Assistant Depu ty Minister
of National Revenue (Customs)

CONFIDENTIAL ~ Ottawa, October 29, 1946

Dear Mr. Young,
Confirming our telephone conversation of a few moments ago, I am sending

you herewith a copy of a memorandum2 prepared by our Legal Division on

' La CPCAD avait étudié pour la première
fois le projet de la grand-route de l'Alaska en
1940. M. Keenleyside é tait alors le secrétaire
de la section canadienne et M. Hickerson
était le secrétaire de la- section américaine.

'Voir le document 1047.

1 The PJBD first considered the Alaska
Highway project in 1940 . Mr. Keenleyside
w as then Secreta ry of the Canadian Section
and Mr. Hiqkerson was Secretary of the
American Section .

'See Document 1047.
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"Trucking-in-bond on the Alaska Highway". The basic agreement referred 
to in this memorandiun is, no doubt, in your files. The supplementary exchange 
of notes is enclosed herewith.' 

In view of the exchange of notes between the Canadian and United States 
Governments of April 10th, 1943, 1  I think you will agree that the United 
States authorities have some ground for the complaint which they are making, 
and which I referred to over the telephone. Certainly we should not make 
any public statements on this matter which cannot be substantiated by the 
terms of the Agreements. 

When the United States Ambassador saw me about this matter yesterday, 
he emphasized the anxiety of his Govermnent to get the question cleared up 
quickly and in a way which would carry out the agreements between the two 
Governments. He added that the United States authorities would propose as 
entry points for the exercise of this trucking-in-bond privilege, the following: 
Eastport, Idaho; ICingsport, Alberta; Lauriette Pass, Montana; Coutts, Al-
berta. I told Mr. Atherton yesterday that we would try to get this question 
settled one way or the other as soon as possible. I would be glad, therefore, 
to receive the views of your Department conceming it at the earliest possible 
date. 

Yours sincerely, 
L. B. PEARSON 

1046. 	 DEA/463-AF-40 

Le sous-ministre adjoint du Revenu national (Douanes) 
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Assistant Deputy Minister of National Revenue (Customs) 
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

CONFIDENTIAL 	 Ottawa, October 30, 1946 

Dear Mr. Pearson, 
This will acknowledge receipt of yours of -yesterday's date, enclosing 

memorandum prepared by your Legal Division on Trucking in Bond on the 
Alaska Highway, together with copies of the supplementary exchange of notes, 
copies of which were not on our files. 

In the circumstances, it is the opinion of the Department that we must 
ac .cept the interpretation of the basic agreement as contained in the exchange 
of notes in April 1943. 

Accordingly, we are proceeding by way of a recommendation to Council 
for the establishment of the privilege Of the transportation of goods in bond 
by motor vehicle over the Alaska Highway by routes entering Canada via 
(a) Eastport, Idaho, and Kingsgate, B.C., and (b) Sweetgrass, Montana, and 
_ 1 Voir Canada, Recueil des traités, 1943, 	1  See Canada, Treaty Series, 1943, No. 17. 
No 17. 



Coutts, Alberta, (these names differ from those cited in your letter but they 
are the proper names for the Canadian and United States frontier ports of 
entry at the ports indicated.) 

It is our hope that this recommendation to Council will be prepared this 
afternoon ready for the Minister's signature in the morning, so that it may be 
presented to Council at its meeting to-morrow, Thursday, October 31st. 

Yours faithfully, 
P. L. YOUNG 

1047. 	 DEA/463-AF-40 

Mémorandum du ministère des Affaires extérieures au Cabinet 

Memorandum from Department of External Affairs to Cabinet 

CONFIDENTIAL 	 [Ottawa,] November 4, 1946 

TRUCKING-IN-BOND ON THE ALASKA HIGHWAY 

On October 28th the United States Ambassador to Canada made strong 
oral representations to the Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs on 
the subject of trucking-in-bond on the Alaska Highway, contending that the 
terms of the agreements which were signed when construction of the road was 
undertaken gave to the United States permanent trucking-in-bond privileges 
on the Highway in the postwar period. 

This interpretation has been examined by the Department of External 
Affairs and the Department of National Revenue. The basic agreement is the 
exchange of notes of March 17 and 18, 1942,1  which states in part: 

"3 (d) Agreed that at the conclusion of the war that part of the Highway 
which lies in Canada shall become in all respects an integral part of the 
Canadian highway system, subject to the understanding that there shall at no 
time be imposed any discriminatory conditions in relation to the use of the 
road between Canadian and United States civilian traffic. 

4 (b) [The Canadian Government agrees] [sic] to waive import duties, 
transit or similar charges on shipments originating in .  the United States and 
to be transported over the Highway  to  Alaska, or originating in Alaska and 
to be transported over the Highway to the United States," (The remaining 
five paragraphs of Section 4 all relate to the construction period.) 

A strict legal interpretation of this agreement taken by itself would not give 
the United States the right in the postwar period to se4d trucks in bond to or 
from Alaska. However, a further exchange of letters of April 10, 1943,2  
clearly assumed that both the paragraphs quoted above extended to the post- 

	

1  Voir Canada, Recueil des traités, 1942, 	I See Canada, Treaty Series, 1942, No. 13. 
N° 13. 

	

•  Voir Canada, Recueil des traités, 1943, 	'Se  Canada, Treaty Series, 1943, No. 17. 
N° 17. 
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war period. These letters also make it clear that the United States was assumed
to be entitled by, the original "agreement to have postwar trucking-in-bond
rights. on the Alaska Highway . The following appears in a letter of April 10,
1943, from the : Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs to Mr. LewisClark of the United States Embassy :

" I have received your letter of April 10th, on the question as to whether
the 'two phrases ~ . (quoted above) found in the American-Canadian exchange
of notes of March 17-18, 1942, regarding the postwar use of the Alaska
Highway, apply equally to the use of the existing Canadian highways which
would have to be used in order,to reach, the southern terminus of the Alaska
Highway from the United States ."

"You'havestated in your letter that although it was originally intended that
most of the traffic over the Alaska Highway would be routed to Dawson
Creek, British Columbia, by railway, it has been found expedient to send
certain vehicles and transport certain supplies by highway from the United
States to Dawson Creek en route to Alaska . My Government agrees that it is
the natural inference from the language quoted above that United States
vehicles should be allowed to use the roads leading from the boundary to the
Alaska Highway under conditions and for purposes similar to those governing
the use of . the highway. itself. (It may prove necessary, however, for adminis-
trative reasons, to designate certain specific roads to be used inthis way. It
would not be practicable, for example, that United States trucks should be
able to enter Canada at any point and still receive bonding privileges on the
assumption that they intend eventually to proceed along the Alaska Highway
to United States territory) . "

In the opinion of the Legal officers of the Department of External Affairs,
the combined effect 'of the exchange of notes, 1942, . and the interpretation
placed thereon by the subsequent .exchange of letters referred to above is
to establish the right of the United States to enjoy trucking-in-bond privi-
leges on the 'Alaska Highway.

A review of the relevant Cabinet records does not 'indicate that the subject
of trucking-in-bond was specifically considered by the Cabinet War Com-
mittee when it approved the exchange of notes on March 5, 1942, or when it
approved a supplementary exchange of notes on March 23, 1943 .- During the war years the Canadian Government granted the right to truckin bond in ce rtain parts of Ontario, but this right lapsed when the Order-in-
Council under which it had been .granted expired on December 31, 1945.

As a result of a recommendation made by the Joint U .S .-Canada Com-
mittee on simplification of customs procedure, the Cabinet considered the
general problem of trucking-in-bond on April 17, 1946, and reached the
decision that no trucking-in-bond privileges could be granted at present .
This decision was twice reviewed during the month of July as a result of the
representations received from the United States Government referred to
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above, and on ':July 17 Cabinet confirmed the decision reached on- April '17 : ,
In these Cabinet discussions , during July, while specific reference was made to
the question of trucking-in-bond on the Alaska- Highway, no consideration
was given to commitmènts which might a rise out of the 1942-1943 exchanges .

1048. DEA/463-AF-40

Mémorandum de la_ troisième direction politique au sous-secrétaire d'État
aux, A,~j`aires extérieures

Memorandum from Third Political Division , to Under-Secretary of State
for External. Affairs.

[Ottawa,] November 4, 1946
TRUCKING-IN-BOND ON THE ALASKA HIGHWAY

I informed Mr. Lewis, Clark by telephone this morning that the designa-
tion of Sumas, Washington, Noyes, Minnesota, and Portal, North Dakota
as ports of entry for trucking-in-bond on the Alaska Highway is out of the
question at present. Mr. Clark agreed that Noyes was not a very reasonable
port. He said- that the Department of the Interior anticipated that a large
proportion of the trucking - would go through Portal if it were designated
as a port of entry . I said that it was felt that even Po rtal, which is more than
five, hundred miles east of Lethbridge, is . contrary to - the - spirit of the
exchange -of Jetters of April 10, 1943.-1 suggested that if there were a large
volume of trucking from North Dakota . it might rèasonably , use United
States roads And enter Canada at Coutts, Alberta, rather than make extensive
use of Saskatchewan roads . He did not contest this view. Mr. Clark admitted
thafthe nomination of Sumas was done for political reàsons ; looking to the
time when the British Columbia govérnment had . put through a good con-
nécting highwâ.y. I`suggested that, -under these circumstances, Sumas should be
considered when the B.C. highway is completed :- He agreed that this was
reasonable, but suggested , that some mention should be made , in our press
release of -the ports of entry. He felt that Eastport and -Sweetgrâss should be
mentioned and -a statement ' included to the effect that consideration might
be given, to other .towns as conditions warrant .

I outlined ' this conversation 'to Mr. P. L. Young who is in complete
agreement with the position which we have taken . ' He said - that ~ when the
B ri tish Columbia highway is put through it would be reasonable to a llow

Sumas to - be - used as a port 'of entry, but at present it :would be foolish. He

agreed to a statement in the press - release - along the lines suggested in the
previous paragraph .

Accordingly, , I attach, together with our press release,t a separate para-
grapht dealing with ports of entry . If your approve of - its insertion it might
be put at the end of the statement . The only changes which I have made in
Mr. -Clark's release are the deletion 'of the phrase, "when they (the U.S .)
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were in control of the road", and the addition of one sentence and the altera-
tion of another in order to emphasize that the road is not now open for un-
restricted traffic. The remaining changes are merely in form. 

R. A. J. PHILLIPS 

1049. 	 0 	 PCO 

Extrait des conclusions du Cabinet 

Extract from Cabinet Conclusions 

Ottawa, November 5, 1946 

O 	 U.S. TRUCKING IN BOND; ALASKA HIGHWAY 

11. THE PRIME MINISTER, referring to the discussion at the meeting of July 
17th; reported that representations had been received from the U.S. Ambassa-
dor to the effect that the agreements entered into between the Canadian and 
U.S. governments in 1942 and 1943 with respect to the construction and use 
of the Alaska Highway gave the United States permanent trucldng in bond 
privileges on the Highway. 

The Departments of External Affairs and National Revenue, upon exami-
nation of the relevant. doctiments, had reached the conclusion that the United 
States must be assumèd to be entitled to postwar trucking in bond privileges 
on the Alaska Highway. The terms of the exchange of notes and subsequent 
correspondence had not been considered when the question had been before 
the Cabinet on previous occasions. 

Accordingly, it would appear necessary to admit the U.S. contentions on the 
subject and a_ draft press announcement had been prepared for joint release 
by the twô governments; this was submitted for consideration. 

An explanatory memorandum had been circulated. (External Affairs mem-
orandum--Cabinet Document 3217 and draft  press release,t November 4, 
1946) . .  O  00  

12.THE CABINET, after discussion: 
(a) agreed that, in the circumstances, authorization be given for the ship-

ment of goods in bond between points in the United States and Alaska over the 
Alaska Highway  and  connecting roads 'under appropriate regulations by the 
Minister of National Revenue; and  an Order -in Council be passed accordingly; 
and, 	- 

(b) approved a joint announcement along the lines of the draft statement 
submitted by the Prime Minister, subject to the inclusion of appropriate refer-- 
ence to the regulatory authority of the Minister. 
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1050. DEA/9330-40

Le ministre de la Reconstruction et des Approvisionnements
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Minister of Reconstruction and Supply to Under-Secretary of State
for External A ffairs

Ottawa, November 9, 1946

C. D. HowE

External Affairs will be accepted .
I will appreciate an early reply giving your views .

Yours sincerely,

Dear Mr. Pearson,

Mr. Roper, of the United States Embassy, has .phoned me on two or three
occasions, pressing for a meeting 'at Washington- to discuss civil aviation mat-
ters with a view to revision :of the 'Canada-U.S . agreement. Mr. Roper has now
suggested that December 2nd would be a suitable date for a meeting to be
held in Washington.

While Canada is not particularly anxious to revise the Canada-U.S . agree-
ment at this time, I think that we should meet our friends in . the U .S . in . their
desire .to discuss the situation. Provided the Department of External Affairs is
in agreement and is prepared to send a representative on the date mentioned,
I will advise Mr. Roper that an invitation from the State Department t o

1051. C .D.H./Vol. 97

Mémorandum du secrétaire adjoint du Cabinet au ministr e
, de la Reconstruction et des Approvisionnements

Memorandum f rom Assistant Secretary to the Cabinet
to Minister of Reconstruction and Supply

Ottawa, November 13, 1946

In an attempt to clear my own mind with regard to the various points which
may arise in the aviation talks with the U .S. on further exchanges of traiilc
rights, I have prepared the attached memorandum ; its conclusions may need
considerable revision but I thought it might be useful as a starting point for
discussion for yourself and Mr . Symington to at . least have something on
paper .

J. R. B[ALDWIN]
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[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

Mémorandum du secrétaire adjoint du Cabinet 

Memorandum by Assistant Secretary to the Cabinet 

[Ottawa,] November 12, 1946 

CANADA-U.S. CIVIL AVIATION; REVISION 

OF THE PRESENT BILATERAL AGREEMENT 

In the forthcoming conversations the United States is likely to suggest an 
exchange of fifth freedom rights. We have, however, no indication whether 
they will suggest many changes in the present pattern of trans-border services, 
which are all third and fourth freedom routes; we do know of their desire to 
extend the present Great Falls-Lethbridge service of Western Air Lines on 
to Calgary and Edmonton. 

On the assumption that some discussion of the present Canada-U.S. routes 
will take place we should assess the changes that might be sought by each 
country in the present division of trans-border routes and the fifth freedom 
rights for through international services which might be exchanged. 

BORDER CROSSINGS 

There are no new routes which could usefully be opened up at present. 
Any changes, then, come down to the opening up of present routes for 
competitive operations by the services of both countries, and to the extension 
of present routes farther into one or the other country. 

In any opening of routes for competitive operations, the main benefits to 
Canada would be on the Montreal-New York route and on the Vancouver-
Seattle route which would become more valuable if extended farther into the 
United States. 

There might also be some benefit in permission for T.C.A. to operate on 
the Winnipeg-Minneapolis route although I think this would probably depend 
at present on whether this route could be extended to Chicago, allowing 
T.C.A. to develop a Winnipeg-Chicago-Toronto triangular service. 

Of the border routes which the United States operates at present, I can 
not think of others which T.C.A. would wish to operate for some time, 
although it is possible that in the long run the Boston-Montreal run might be 
useful. 
NOTE (Vancouver to Honolulu might be considered a trans-border third and 
fourth freedoni route but  since it forms one leg of a Pacific route I deal with 
it later when the fifth freedom . is  discussed.) 

The U.S. on the other hand would find it a defuiite advantage to get a 
direct Toronto-New York service and while neither Toronto-Cleveland nor 
Toronto-Chicago have yet proven heavy traffic lines for' T.C.A., I think it is 
quite possible that at least the latter will develop substantially while one 
U.S. airline has shown .a definite interest in the former The U.S. might gain: 
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considerably in the future if it were a llowed to operate on these routes . Off-
hand, I believe . that the result of . a .general opening of all trans-border routes
to operation by the lines of both countries might, for this reason, be slightly
more valuable to the United States than to Canada. . For this reason any
general - opening up of routes should be balanced as far as Canada is con-
cerned by agreement on other mutual concessions including the extension of
certain existing routes .

Turning to extensions of routes the U .S. wishes to extend its Lethbridge
service to Calgary and Edmonton. There is reason to believe they might be
interested in obtaining the right for Colonial Airlines on its New York and
Washington runs to serve Montreal and Ottawa on the same flights . The
present limitation which compels each Canadian city to be served by a dif-
ferent flight is apparently a severe handicap for the operator, particularly in
view of light traffic out of Ottawa .

It is possible as well that if the United States is allowed a service from
Chicago to Toronto and the question of extension of services is raised, the
U.S. might ask that its service be from Chicago to Toronto and Montreal,
although the route pattern which has already been established in the United
States makes this somewhat unlikely at present .

Canada, on the other hand, might benefit by the right to operate a service
from Winnipeg to Minneapolis and Chicago . We would also benefit if a
Seattle route could be extended to San Francisco and possibly Los Angeles
although this last city is so far inside U .S. territory that it is unlikely that
it would be opened to . a Canadian line .

Canadian interests would also be served by removal of the limitation which
prevents the T .C.A. Toronto-Chicago service from coming within 50 miles
of Detroit.

FIFTH FREEDOM

In the matter of fifth freedom rights the United States has certi fied three
° lines across the North Atlantic and, to avoid _ any charges of discrimination

between them, it is possible that the U.S . would ask for fifth freedom rights

for all of them in Canada . One, Pan American, already has third, . fou rth
and fifth freedom rights at Moncton on - a twice weekly service . The amount
of traffic available would scarcely justify diverting a trans-Atlantic run out
of New York to have -'it call at Montreal. Montreal would, however, be a
natural stop on a trans-Atlantic run out of Chicago, while Moncton would

â' be - the normal stop on the New York run. The loss of traffic at Montreal in
the event of granting. .fi fth freedom rights woùld not, I-think, be very heavy,
particularly if frequent service to the U.S. is offered by both T .C.A. and
Colonial Airlines out of Montreal. Moncton is less important since it is not
a great traffic centre.

In the West, the C.A.B.'s Pacific decision indicates that the United States
would .like fifth freedom rights for one airline at Edmonton and possibly,
Winnipeg as well . Traffic loss to Canada is li .kely to be of little importance,
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we mig,ht be prepared, before the negotiations are over, to meet U.S. desires 
on this point. Canadian movements to Asia over the Northwest Staging Route 
will not be substantial for quite a long time. 

Canada's interest in fifth freedom rights in the United States arises out of 
the proposed T.C.A. Caribbean and Pacific routes. It would be to our 
advantage to have a traffic stop at both New York and Miami on alternate 
Canadian routes to the West Indies and a traffic stop at San Francisco and 
Honolulu as part of altematè routes to the Southern Pacific. In this con-
nection the U.S. might inquire whether we would be prepared to allow a U.S. 
airline to operate between Honolulu and Vancouver and I would assume that 
our answer would be yes. 

Perhaps it would be a good thing in the negotiations to suggest that for 
every traffic stop in Canada allowed one U.S. airline, we should be a llowed 
a traffic stop in the United States, so that three U.S. airlines with traffic stops 
in Canada would mean that T.C.A. would be allowed three traffic stops in 
the U.S. Probably the U.S. could not accept the principle completely because 
much more traffic originates in the U.S., but the principle would help us in 
negotiation. We might, for example, say that we would grant traffic rights in 
Montreal or Moncton and that we would ask in return fifth freedom traffic 
rights e New York and Miami and possibly a third city such as Boston or 
Washington. 

Similarly on the West Coast we could exchange full traffic rights in respect 
of the Honolulu-Vancouver route and in return for allowing fifth freedom 
traffic rights at Edmonton we could ask for fifth freedom rights at San 
Francisco. 

Turning to trans-border routes, I think it might be preferable to open up 
only specified routes for competitive operation, on the principle that routes 
where traffic had been very heavy would be opened in this fashion but other 
routes would not. 'On this basis we would suggest that Montreal-New York, 
Toronto-New York and Vancouver-Seattle be opened up. If the US. wished 
to broaden  this  somewhat to give them another route we could add Victoria-
Seattle. 

I would not, however, be unwilling, if the U.S.' preferred, to allow every 
route . to be open to competitive operation, but I would only accept this 
position if the United -States were willing to make additional concessions both 
on trans-border routes and on fifth freedom rights, which we required. 

Additional concessions which may be used for negotiation on each side 
would probably cover the fèllowing six main points as far as trans-border 
routes are concerned. 

1. Extension Of Vancouver-Seattle lin.e to San Francisco and possibly 
Los Angeles. 

2. Permission for. Toronto-Chicago service to serve Detroit as well. 

3. Possible opening of a Canadian service from Winnipeg to Minneapolis 
and Chicago. 
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4. Permission to Colonial Airlines to serve Montreal and Ottawa on the
same füght .

5 . Extension of Western Airlines from Lethbridge to Calga ry and
Edmonton .

6. Permission to the U.S. to run a Chicago-Toronto-Montreal ftight . (Not
a request, I imagine, which they would expect to have accepted) .

A further point which also needs to be considered is the position of third
and fou rth freedom traffic rights on international routes where fifth freedom
rights are granted. If we obtained fifth freedom rights at, say, San Francisco
for T.C.A. on the through service to Australia but did not get a local trans-
border route from Vancouver to San Francisco, under such circumstances
third and fourth freedom rights on the through service might be useful . On
the other hand. third and fourth freedom rights in the U.S. for our through~.

services would be of little benefit to us at New York since we would have
traffic rights at New York anyway on the revised bilateral agreement .

On the other hand, third and fourth freedom rights in Canada for the U.S .

through international service making a fifth freedom stop at Edmonton would
not be particularly serious ; it would be more important at Montreal but I
would not be particularly worried in view of the much more frequent service
which will be offered by local airlines. As a general principle I am inclined
to think it would be difficult to refuse third and fourth freedom rights where
you are granting fifth freedom rights .

There may be something to be said for going much farther than the U.S .

expects at the opening of the discussions by making a very broad offer which
they would be a lmost certain to refuse, i .e. suggesting that we would be pre-

pared to have all trans-border routes opened for operation by both lines, all
present restrictions on these routes such as the fifty mile Detroit ban and the

Montreal-Ottawa one flight ban removed, all airports named on these routes
opened up for fifth freedom traffic by the scheduled airline of either country

without any attempt to define specific routes for these lines, and new

routes added from Vancouver to Honolulu and Vancouver to San Francisco .

I think the U.S. would find it impossible to accept this broad an offer in
respect of fifth freedom rights and we would then have placed them in the
position of trying to restrict the fifth freedom. Moreover, having made a ve ry
broad offer ourselves and having had it faid- we could then ! move to the other

extreme and make a rest ricted offer in respect of opening various trans-border

routes for operatiôn by both countries and in respect of an exchange of fifth
freedom rights .

To sum up, I would be inclined when the time comes for us to make our
first concrete suggestions in respect of routes and traffic rights to suggest that

the New York-Montreal and New York-Toronto, services be opened up for
competition and that the same treatment be accorded to the Vancouver, Vic-

tôria and Seattle services. We might also suggest that we would be ' prepared to

consider extending the U .S . service to Lethbridge on to Calgary and Edmonton

1
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and to allow Montreal and Ottawa to be served on the same flight, if in 
return the U.S. was willing to give us a service from Vancouver to Los Angeles 
and to allow us to serve Detroit and Chicago on the same flight, (possibly 
T.C.A. officials may feel that a Chicago-Winnipeg route would be preferable 
to either of these Canadian requirements). 

As regards fifth freedom rights for through routes we might then suggest 
that we would give the U.S. fifth freedom rights for one airline at Edmonton 
on the Northwest Staging route and fifth freedom rights for one airline at 
Montreal and another at Moncton in return for fifth freedom rights at New 
York and Miami on a South American route and at San Francisco on a 
Pacific route. We could then as well offer to exchange rights at Vancouver for 
rights at Honolulu. 

J. R. BALDWIN 

1052. 	 C.D.H./Vol. 97 

Mémorandum du ministre de la Reconstruction et des Approvisionnements 
au secrétaire adjoint du Cabinet 

Memorandum from Minister of Reconstruction and Supply 
to Assistant Secretary to the Cabinet 

Ottawa, November 21, 1946 

Thanks for yours of November 13th, enclosing a summary of your thoughts 
on aviation talks with the U.S. 

Reference border crossings, I agree that no new routes need be discussed. I 
am reluctant to have more than one traffic stop in Canada for an American 
operation, as I am reluctant to ask for more than one stop for a Canadian 
operation in the U.S. However, we may find it worth while to modify this 
view. On the other hand, I would not object to opening up Montreal-New 
York, Toronto-New York and Vancouver-Seattle for international compe-
tition. 

I have never seen much advantage to TCA in a Winnipeg-Chicago ran. It 
seems to me that the non-traffic run presently arranged, which can stop at 
Minneapolis, meets all our requirements. However, TCA may be able to 
Convince us otherwise. 

We require Fifth Freedom rights in Honolulu. If we can get Fifth Freedom 
rights in New York for our Bermuda and Caribbean run, I would have no par-
ticular objection to opening up Méntreal for Fifth Freedom traffic. Perhaps a 
more valuable concession would be to open either Sydney or Moncton as an 
international airport with Fifth Freedom rights. I doubt if Miami would be of 
great benefit to us, as we must look for major volume of traffic in the North. 

With regard to U.S. objections to competitive route from Chicago to New 
York, via Toronto, we can point out that  we have competition between 
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Winnipeg and Vancouver .' by Northwest Airlines, which actually quotes a

cheaper rate for the long ride .

For Canadian traffic reasons, we should try to remove the Detroit restriction
on our Toronto-Chicago service .

I would see no objection to allowing Northwest Airli.nes a traffic stop at

Edmonton, but I think that this should be the Only traffic stop in Canada .

I see . no great ôbjection to permitting Colonial Airlines to serve Montreal

and Ottawa on the same flight :

I am not impressed with * the advantages of a Vancouver-San' Francisco run,
either as a separate operation or as one leg of the Austra lian Service .

It would seem that our ideas do not differ greatly .

1053. , DEA/9330-40

, Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures .

Memorandum by Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs
SECRET [Ottawa,] December 10, 1946

CIVIL AVIATION ; AGREEMENT WITH THE* UNITED, STATES '

At the meeting of the Cabinet on December 10th, it was a greed that the

Minister- of Reconstruction and Supply be authorized to car ry on conversa-

tions with the United States in connection with the negotiation of a revised
bilateral agreement . It was also agreed that the Minister be authorized to sign,

on behalf of the Government, such agreement as might result, subject to sub-
sequent report to the Cabinet and ratification .

RELATIONS AVEC LES E`TATS-UNIS

PARTIE 5/PART - $

TRAITÉS ET. ACCORDS/TREATIES AND.AGREEMENTS
SECTION A

EXTRADITION

1054 . DEA/12216-6-40
Mémorandum du chef, la troisième direction politique,

au sous-secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires extérieures

Memorandum f rom Head, Third Politïcal Division,
to Under-Secretary of State for External A ffairs

[Ottawa,] March 18, 1946

The Cabinet considered -the question of the" Extradition Treaty with the
United States 'at a .. recent meeting and directed that steps be taken to revis e

a,
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it. Alter discussion with the Legal Division and Mr. Read, it has been 
agreed  that we will have to start all over again and put forward proposals 
for important amendments, the chief one being the inclusion of the principle 
of dual criminality. Mr. Audette is preparing for an inter-Departmental 
meeting and Mr. Read feels that this should be followed by consultation with 
the Provincial authorities. 

The Legal Division has asked the Third Political Division to handle the 
correspondence with the United States Government and I attach a teletype 
to Washington instructing them to let the State Department know informally 
what we are doing. Although the State Department will undoubtedly have had 
reports from their Embassy here about the External Affairs Committee 
report,' we  have  not communicated with them since the report was brought 
in and it seems advisable to tell them the subject is under active consideration. 

R. M[ACDONNELL] 

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Ambassador in United States 

TELEGRAM EX-797 	 • Ottawa, March 18, 1946 

Your despatch  No  359 of February 16tht and previous correspondence 
concerning the Extradition Treaty. 

2. You will  recall that a report on this question was made to the House 
of Commons by its Standing Committee on External A.ffairs at the last 
Session of Parliament. The Committee reported as follows: 

"Your Committee is, however, of the opinion that the Government should , 
consider the advisability of clarifying the Extradition Act in general, and in 
particular with respect to sub-sections 26, 31 and 32 of Article III, Article 
IX and Article XII of the Treaty and of Section I of the Protocol in accord-
ance with evidence adduced before the Committee. 

Your Committee further recommends that the Treaty and Protocol thereto 
be reconsidered." 

3. In view of this report, it is the opinion of the Canadian authorities 
concerned that further discussions will have to be undertaken with the United 
States authorities. Please advise the latter informally to this effect and let 

Voir Chambre des Communes, Comité 
Permanent des Affaires extérieures, Procès-
verbaux, 1945, N° 9. 

1  See House of Commons, Standing Com-
mittee on External Affairs, Minutes of Pro-
ceedings, 1945, No. 9. 
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them know that steps are under way to have the problem considered by

the interested Departments of the Canadian Government. Consultation with

Provincial â.uthorities will then be necessary, after which it is hoped that
proposals for revising the Treaty and Protocol can be submitted to the
United States .

1055. DEA/ 12216-6-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État aux Aflaires extérieure s

Ambassador in United States to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DESPATCH 725 Washington, April 6, 1946

Sir,
I have the honour to refer to your teletype EX-797 of March 18 . on the

subject of the Extradition Treaty between Canada and the United States .

As instructed, I notified the American authorities informally of the con-
tents of your message and have now received the following informal reply :

"I have received your letter of March 20, 1946t concerning the Extradi-

tion Treaty of 1942. You advised me that it was the opinion of the interested
Canadian authorities that, in view of the report of the Standing Committee
on External Affairs, further discussions would have to be undertaken with
the United States authorities .

Re-opening of , the discussions upon the pending Treaty and Protocol
would be somewhat embarrassing for this government . With the understand-
ing that with the addition of the Protocol the Treaty would be ratified by
the Canadian Government, the Protocol has been submitted to our Senate
for its advice and consent to ratification . Since, however, the controversial
provisions of the ~ Treaty are considered by our authorities to be of great
importance, we will be interested to learn what your government wishes to
propose concerning revision of the Treaty and Protocol. As you know, it

is the opinion of this government that there is no need for revision of the
Treaty and Protocol for the reason that, under the provisions of the Protocol,
actual fraud must be shown and, under the Treaty, the Canadian authorities
are the judge as to the sufficiency of the proof in those cases where the
United States requests extradition . We will be glad to hear the proposals of
your government in this matter, and we will consider the question of under-
taking further discussions upon the matter at that time ."

I have etc .

THOMAS A . STONE

for the Ambassador
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1056. 	 DEA/12216-6-40 

Mémorandum de la direction juridique au chef, la direction juridique 

Memorandum from Legal Division to Head, Legal Division 

[Ottawa,] August 9, 1946 

RE : EXTRADITION COMMITTEE 
I have read Mr. Wrong's memorandum to you of 7th August.f As a 

result of the Report of the Standing Committee on External Affairs to the 
House of Commons dated December 11th, 1945, recommending that the 
Extradition Treaty and Protocol thereto be reconsidered, the interdepartmen-
tal committee dealing with this subject met under my chairmanship in June. 
No decisions were reached nor were any reconunendations made, but various 
departments were to examine certain features of this affair and the committee 
was to convene again. This has not yet been done due to pressure of other 
matters but I anticipate being able to call a meeting in the near future. 

Mr. St. Laurent may then see fit to say to the House that this subject is 
being considered by the interested departments with a view to determining a 
suitable method of approach to the United States authorities and to determin-
ing proposals of amendment to the Treaty as it now stands in order to make 
it acceptable to both countries. 

L. C. A[UDETTE] 

• SECTION B 

AMITIÉ, COMMERCE ET NAVIGATION 
FRIENDSHIP, COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION 

1057. 	 • 	CEW/Vol. 2154 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Ambassador in United States 

DESPATCH 292 	 Ottawa, March 14, 1946 

Sir, 

•Periodically, for a number of years, consideration has been given to nego-
tiating a treaty of commerce between Canada and the United States. The 
question cannot be regarded as urgent since the absence of a treaty does not 
appear to impose serious hardships upon Canadian nationals doing business 
in the United States. It is, nevertheless, true that legislation in various States 
imposes disabilities on aliens and such legislation can only be overridden by a 
treaty. A case in point is the provision in the laws of a number of States that 
licences for the manufacture and sale of alcoholic beverages are restricted. to 
United States citizens. To take another example, certain States forbid the 

1793 
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ownership of real property by aliens. In both cases these laws are understood
not to apply to the nationals of countries which have treaties with the United
States of which there are said to be .between twenty and thirty. Such treaties
usually also define the status of consular offices and consular property in such
a way as to provide ce rtain immunities and exemptions * not accorded in the
absence of a treaty.

2 . The Department was told informally some time ago by the United States
Embassy that the State Department would be prepared to negotiate a standard
treaty on . commerce, friendship, and consular rights . During the war it was
regarded as impracticable to enter into such negotiations because of the more
urgent matters that required attention, but the time has come when the De-
partment can devote some attention to the problem . To assist us in consider-
ing its various aspects we should be grateful for the observations of the Em-
bassy based on any relevant matters which may have come to its attention . A
copy of this despatch is being seat to the Consul General in New York with a
similar request for comment.

3 . I should add that the Department has received ; very few representations
on t.his -subject . Cases involving licenses to sell alcoholic beverages have occa-
sionally been raised by the Embassy and there was correspondence some time
ago which made . it clear that- the Consul General in New York could not be
exempted from certain State taxes in the absence of a treaty . We. have recently:
received representations -,from the legal firm of Lash and Lash in Toronto on
the subject of alcoholic beverage laws and a copy of this letter t dated
Februa ry 23rd is enclosed for yow information . This is the only specific re-
quest for action which has been received by the Depa rtment and we have re-
plied by stating that the question of aegotiating a treaty is under consideration
and asking for any indication that can be given of , the' extent to which State
laws in practice impose disabilities on Canadians .

I have etc .

R. -M. MACDONNELL
for the Secretary of State

for Extèrnal ' Affairs

I

1058. CEW/Vol. 2154 .

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States to Secretary of State for External Affairs

15ESrATCx 570 Washington, March 20, 1946

Sir ,
I have the honour to refer to your Despatch No . 292 of March 14, regard-

ing the question of negotiating a treaty of commerce between Canada and the
United 'States .

H
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2. We do not- have sufficient data on the effect of the various disabilities 
imposed on Canadians in this country by the lack of such a treaty to afford 
the basis for a considered opinion on this aspect of the question. However, as 
you know, we have had a good deal of correspondence with our Consul 
General in New York regarding the difficulties which he  bas  encountered, 
and I feel that this problem will inevitably increase as our consular repre-
sentation is expanded in this country. In this regard I would refer you to my . 

Despatch No. 2754 of November 26, 1945. 
3. While, as you say, this probably cannot be regarded as an urgent mat-

ter, I cannot see what disadvantage there could be in negotiating such a 
treaty and, particularly on the consular side, there would appear to be definite 
advantages to be gained. 

I have etc. 

THOMAS A.  STONE 
for the Ambassador 

1059. 

Le conseiller, l'ambassade des États-Unis, au sous-secrétaire d'État 
_ aux Affaires  extérieures 

• Counsellor, Embassy. of United States, to Under-Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 	- 

Ottawa, July 11, 1946 

Dear Mr. Ràbirts.  oh; *- 
You will recall that a couple of years ago the question arose of negotiating 

between the United States and Canada a treaty of friendship, commerce and 
navigation. At that time you said, as I recall, that a lack of personnel made it 
seem inadvisable to attempt the negotiation of such à treaty during the war, 
but that after the war you thought it would be a good idea. Recently an 
officer of the Department 'of External Affairs indicated informally to me that 
the time might now be appropriate to proceed to the consideration of such a 
treaty. 

Having reported this matter to the Department of State, I have now been 
supplied with a draft treaty of friendship, commerce and navigationt together 
with an explanatory memorandum.t I am: enclosing four copies of each for 
your convenience. 

In handing you these documents I have been directed to say that my Gov-
ernment feels that the negotiation of such a treaty between the United States 
and Canada at as early a date as possible would be highly appropriate and 
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desirable 'as a means of consolidating .on a long-term contractual basis the
treatment of each other's citizens .and products and the belief of my Govern-
ment that such a treaty is also desirable as a means of giving formal recogni-
tion to the friendly political and economic relations between our two coun-
tries, which have never been closer or more cordial . I have been directed to
add that, should the Canadian Government desire, representatives of the
Department of State are available to visit Ottawa to discuss informally the
objectives and substance of the proposed treaty . When you shall have had
an opportunity to study the enclosed draft and memorandum, I should
appreciate being informed of your desires in this regard .

'Also, in presenting this draft treaty, I have been directed to stress that the
draft is submitted as a basis for discussion only and that my Government will
feel free to propose changes in the text of the articles including new provisions
at any time prior to the signature of the treaty . For instance, I am told, we
may wish to propose the inclusion in the treaty probably as a new paragraph
in Article XIV of something along the following lines :

"Articles the growth, produce, or manufacture of any third count ry which
may be imported through the territory of either High Contracting Party into the
territory of the other High Contracting Pa rty shall not be subjected to other or
higher duties or charges or to other conditions, prohibitions, or rest rictions than
the duties or charges and the conditions, prohibitions, or restrictions, respectively,
which would be applicable to such articles if they were imported directly from the
country of origin ."

As there seems to be a real need for a treaty between Canada and the
United States such as that proposed, I should , appreciate receiving your re-
action to the enclosed draft in the near future.

I

Sincerely yours,

LEWIS CLARK

1060 . CEW/Vol . 2154

. Le chargé d'affaires aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'Éta t
aux A ffaires extérieures

Chargé d'A ffaires in United States to Secretary of State
for External A ffairs

DESPATCH 1665 Wàshington, August 14, 1946,
Sir,

I have the honour to refer to your despatch No . 852 of July 12tht and to
other correspondence concerning the suggested treaty of friendship, commerce
and navigation between Canada and the United States .
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2. This afternoon the Commercial Counsellor and I had an informal talk, 
at their request, with Dr. Robert R. Wilson and Mr. Constant Southworth of 
the Commercial Policy Division of the Department of State. In requesting 
additional copies of the draft on receipt of your teletype EX-1955 of 
August 8th,f I told the State Department, by way of explanation, that you 
might wish to send copies to the provincial governments. This is one point 
which Dr. Wilson wished to discuss with me. He was a little, though not too 
seriously, concerned in the matter of security as in a treaty of this ldnd the 
State Department have to work under a secrecy regulation which can only be 
rescinded on the wish of the Senate. He was also slightly concerned by the 
thought that submission of this very tentative draft to the provinces might 
serve to freeze some of the wording or some of the clauses and might make, 
future changes rather more difficult. I reassured him on both points and said 
that if you were to submit the draft to the provinces it could be done under 
secret cover and with adequate emphasis on the fact that it was a draft. 

3. Dr. ,Wilson enquired, however, whether it might not be better to submit 
the second draft which might result from the first informal meeting of experts 
on both sides and which might be more definitive than this present working 
draft. I said that I would put the matter up to you and let him have your 
views. 

4. In this informal conversation with Dr. Wilson and Mr. Southworth, I 
enquired as to the views of the State Department on the possibility of includ-
ing in this suggested treaty a consular clause. You will recall that I mentioned 
this matter in my despatch No. 2754 of November 26, 1945 and again in  my, 
despatch  No  570 of March 20, 1946. In reading over the United States: 
draft I noticed that there was no mention of the position of the consular 
officers of each country, in the other. I suggested to Dr. Wilson that as a 
model for preliminary consideration, we might take article 14 of the treaty 
of friendship, commerce and navigation between the United States and Siam 
of 1938, or article 8 of the Franco-Canadian convention of 1936. This second 
suggestion seemed to appeal to Dr. Wilson and while the Commercial Policy 
Division has nothing to do with the negotiating of consular treaties, he thought 
that if a clause like article 8 of the Franco-Canadian convention were to be 
inserted in a treaty of friendship, commerce and navigation between the 
United States and Canada that our two countries might then proceed with 
the negotiation of a consular convention modeled on the convention concluded 
between the United States and Mexico in 1942, copy of which I have already 
sent to you. I venture to suggest that thought might be given to this possibility 
in the Department. I would emphasize that the conversations which took place 
hi the State Department this aftérnoon were, of course, of a most informal 
nature. 

I have etc. 

THOMAS A. STONE 
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, Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
nbassadeur aux Etats-Unis - '

Secretary ô f State- for External Affairs to Ambassadôr - in United States

DESPATCH 1082 Ottawa, September 11, 194 6

CONF IDENTIAL

Sir,
the draft Treaty of Friendship, Commerce .and Navigation between .Canada

I should like to refér to your despatch No. 1665 ofAugust f4th regardin g

2. Wé shall , not - definitely decide whether we wish to send copies = of, th e
dra ft treaty ;to the Provincial Governments until we have received the . views
of 'the ' Department of -Justiçe- on the- ability -of , the Parliament of Canada to .
give'effect to' certain clauses of the-draft treatq . If we should`rlecide that we
wish to` send - copieS of the draf t treaty to the Provincial Governments, we will
first let you -know in-- order that you may obtain the concurrence of the State .
Department . If the draft treaty should be sent to the Provincial Governments,
it would be made clear that the draft is confidential ; `and I am sure that its
cônfidentia.l nature would be_respected by the Provincial Governments .

3 . On the question - of the possibili ty of including consular clauses in the
draft treaty, I- am inclined to think that it would be more satisfactory to keep

the, cônsular question .- separate from * the draft Treaty. - of Friendship, Com-
merce and Navigation. If we: réally wish to negotiate a_consular treaty with
the United States it might be a :ve ry lengthy document .(if one-may judge from

the. Consular Convention between the United States and 'Mexico) and it would

not .:be feasible tô incorporate it in-thé draft Treaty of'Friendship, Commerce
and Navigation: Whether there is a need•-for a. Consular Convention,: and

whether it should precede or follow the establishment of more consular offices

in the United States, are questions that require further consideration .

4. You suggested"in your despatch the possibi lity of including in the draft

Treaty- of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation, an article along the lines of
Article 14 of the •United States-Siam Treaty of ;1938 or along ' the lines of

Article 8 of the Canada-France Convention of 1936 .

5 . It would not be` feasible at present for us to accept an article along the
lines - of Article 14 of the United States-Siam Tréaty, because we are not at
present in a position to grant tax exemption for consular proper ties in Canada .

6. There would be no objection from our point of view to including an
article along the lines of Article 8 of ,the Canada-France Convention, if you
think that such an article would confer any benefit on Canada . Indeed there

might be an advantage in . securing most favoured nation treatment for our
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consuls with respect to immunities and privileges . If You agree, it would be inorder for you to discuss this informally with the State Department .

I have . etc.

N. A. ROBERTSON

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs '

DEA/ 8924-4 0

Mémorandum de la direction juridique au sous-secrétaire d'Éta t
aux Affaires extérieures

Memorandum f rom Legal Division . to ;Under-Secretary ,; o f-State- _for External A f, f airs ,
CONF IDENTIAL

RE : DRAFT TREATY OF FRIENDSHIP, COMMERCE AND: NAVIGATION
BETWEEN CANADA . AND THE UNITED, _ STATE$ . ,

1 . Annexed is an important letter dated October '8th from the Deputÿ Mi .n=ister. of Justice regarding . this draft treaty. Before discussing the` letter it . may
be useful to summarize :what this Department has .been doing in relation to the
draft treaty.

2. On July 11th, 1946, , the United States Embassy in :Ottawa wrote . usenclosing the . draft treaty and suggesting .that negotiations regarding it shouldbe started. A copy .of the draft treatyt is annexed to this memorandum for
convenient reference. : ` On ! August : 31st we sent - a circulai lettert (copy of
which:is . flagged on file)'to all 'the departments of the Canadian Government
which might be interested . in various articles of -the treaty. At the same timewe sent a special letter to the Department of Justice asking for their views - on ,
the legal power of the Canadian -Parliament and Government to carry out
such ~a treaty .

Our letter said :

"If the draft treaty, should be, signed, it will - be the . second treaty of this .type
negotiatad by Canada. The ' first was the Commercial Convention-with France
of . May 12,, 1933, (Canada .Treaty Series, 1936, No. . J8) . The Convention
with Francé was, of course, signed long before the Privÿ Council judgment ofJanuary 28, 1937, in the Reference relating to the I .L.O. Conventions .

Several articles of the draft Treaty deal with matters which normally wouldappear to fall within ' the exclusive legislative jurisdiction of thè Provinces. Ishould, be gratefut for . yoûr opinion . as to whether : the. .Canadian . Governmentcould carry out such articles : of the Treaty. : If you. feel that, in the light of
existing P rivy Council judgments, the Canadian Government could not, by



itself, undertake to carry out such articles, would you favour our asking the 
Provinces whether they approve of the articles in question and whether they 
would pledge co-operation in giving effect to these articles?" 

3. We have received replies from most of the Departments circulated. The 
replies are generally favourable but I have not yet prepared an analysis of 
them. 

4. The Canadian Embassy in Washington suggested that detailed consular 
clauses should be included in the draft treaty. We informed the Embassy 
in despatch No. 1082 of September 1 lth (a copy of which is flagged) that 
we are not in favour of including detailed consular clauses in this treaty and 
that it would be better to negotiate a separate consular treaty if it were 
thought desirable and feasible to have such a treaty. 

5. The inter-departmental committee which was set up to prepare for 
the world trade talks is of the opinion that we should postpone action on 
the draft treaty with the United States until after the International Trade 
Organization situation is clarified. I understand that the reason for this 
opinion is that many of the provisions in the draft treaty with the United 
States duplicate provisions in the proposed constitution of the International 
Trade Organization. 

6. Mr. St. Laurent has not yet been briefed regarding the draft treaty with 
the United States. He had not been appointed our Minister when the draft 
treaty was first given to us in July and I was waiting until we had the views 
of all the other departments before attempting to draft a memorandum for him. 

7. In view of the fact that the inter-departmental committee on trade talks 
is in favour of delay, and the fact that Mr. St. Laurent is leaving in a day or 
two and will be absent for many weeks, I would suggest that we let the matter 
stand until his rettim and then submit to him a detailed memorandum. 
Apart from the desirability or otherwise of concluding the draft treaty, 
the most important question (in the li ght of the letter of October 8th from 
Justice) is whether the Government will wish to make a test court case 
out of this treaty. It would be possible to do so, in the hope of getting a 
judgment of the Privy Council to the effect that the Parliament of Canada 
may, for the purposes of carrying out a treaty, legislate on matters ordinarily 
within the exclusive jurisdiction of the Provinces. On the other  band, it is 
possible that the Govenunent may not wish to have such an important 
court case at the present time; if that should be the view of the Government, 
we. would necessarily have to request the deletion from the draft treaty of 
all provisions which deal with matters normally within the exclusive legis-
lative jurisdiction of the Provinces. 1  

M. WERSHOF 
• 

1 La note suivante était écrite sur ce mé- 	1 The following note was written on the 
morandum: 	 memorandum: 

I agree, but we will certainly have to face this "Provincial" issue shortly in 
respect of treaties .of this kind. Consulting the Provinces on this one would be 
a bad precedent. L. B. P[EARsoN] 

1800 	 RELATIONS AVEC LES ÉTATS-UNIS 
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[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

Le sous-ministre de la Justice au sous-secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

Deputy Minister of Justice to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

CONFIDENTIAL 	 Ottawa, October 8, 1946 

RE: DRAFT TREATY OF FRIENDSHIP, COMMERCE AND 
NAVIGATION BETWEEN CANADA AND UNITED STATES 

I acknowledge your department's letter of August 31 stt last with ref-
erence to the above draft treaty in which you ask my opinion as to whether 
Parliament could • implement this treaty if executed and also whether, if 
part of the Treaty could only be implemented by provincial legislation, I 
would favour the Canadian Government asking the provinces to pledge their 
co-operation in giving effect to the treaty. 

I may say that I have some difficulty in determining the precise limits of 
the obligations which the treaty, if executed, would impose on the Govern-
ment of Canada. I presume that in the course of negotiations alterations 
would be made in the text and I have not, therefore, attempted to form an 
opinion with reference to each particular Article.  • 

Looking at the problem from a general point of view I have to advise as 
follows. 

1. Such provisions of• the Treaty as require implementation by legislation 
relating to the status of United States citizens in Canada or relating to 
such subject matters as foreign exchange, defence, Dominion taxes, inter-
national trade, immigration or international communications may be imple-
mented without the assistance of the provinces. Provisions which may be 
implemented by legislation giving United States corporations the same 
status as Dominion companies may also be implemented.  by Parliament. 

2. While some provisions of the treaty relate to matters ordinarily regu-
lated by provincial legislation, the present state of the provincial law may be 
such that no legislation would be required to carry out Canada's obligations. 
As to such provisions, they might be included in the treaty relying on the 
Federal power to disallow provincial legislation  in  order to ensure that 
Canada would not be placed in default. 

3. There is some doubt as to whether the provisions of the treaty which 
relate to matters ordinarily regulated by provincial legislation and not 
falling within the enumerated heads of section 91 of the British North 
America Act, for example, provincial taxes and the legal position of partner-
ships and associations, can be implemented by Parliament. The better opinion 
would appear to be that, if Parliament is of opinion that the implementation 
of the treaty is necessary or advisable as a matter of international relations, 
it may be implemented by legislation designed to carry out Canada's obliga- 
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tions under the treaty. As the validity of - such legislation is not free from
doubt, if the treaty as finally executed contains provisions that require to
be implemented by such legislation, it might be considered advisable to ob-
tain a decision of the courts thereon before ratification of the treaty .

4. While it is a matter of policy as to whether the provinces should be
consulted before the Treaty is executed, it should be borne in mind that
a practice - of . consulting the provinces with reference to Treaties may give
rise to a constitutional convention which would hamper Canada in its
conduct of international relations . Serious consideration should also be given
as to whether Canada should undertake obligations to another state if such

obligations can only be carried out by legislation of all nine provinces .

-If in the course of negotiations you require - a further _ opinion with ref-
erence to • some specific problem, I should be glad - to give . consideration

thereto.
F. P . VARCOE

1063 . DEA/1539-B-4 0
Mémorandum, de la direction juridique
au chef, la troisième direction politiqu e

Memorandum f rom Legal Division to Head; Third Political Division

[Ottawa,] . November 19, 1946

RE: DRAFT TREATY OF FRIENDSHI P, COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION

WITH THE UNITED STATES-SUGGESTIONS RECEIVED FRO M

THE . DEPARTMENT OF NATIONAL DEFENCE (ARMY )

Annexed is a letter of October 30th from the . Deputy .Minister of National

Defence .. ("y) .. suggesting ,that some new matters relating to the armed
forces tie included in the draft treaty . For convenient reference, I attach

copies of Articles XIII and XXIV of the draft treatyt to which reference is

made in - the Utter.
I-think it would 'be a great mistake ' to deal , in a treaty of friendship,

commerce and navigation . with ~ the matters suggested by National Defence .

It would be much better to have aseparate agreement or exch ange of notes

covering all such matters relating to the armed forces . In that case it might be

desirable to, remove Article XIII from the .draft treaty . and put . it in the sep-

arate agreement relating to the armed forces .

Article XIII which deals with conscription by one country of the nationals

of the other country, is trad itionally a,matter , dealt with in treaties of,

friendship, commerce and navigation and I personally see no harm in leaving
it in the draft treaty. However, if National Defence wants to deal at the
same , time with - - other . problems: . relating - to the armed forces, I think that : ;

this-,draft, treaty, :is the wrong place for such matters. :
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I hope that you will discuss this point with the Under-Secretary and 
perhaps you might take it up informally with National Defence. 

One of the problems which National Defence suggests should be included 
in the Treaty is the matter of the disciplinary powers of the armed forces. 
As you know we have proposed to the United States Embassy on File 
2818-40C that discussions be held shortly on this particular problem.' 

In general, I should like to repeat what I said to you a few months ago, 
namely that in my opinion it would be better if the 3rd Political Division 
were to assume primary responsibility for the handling of the file relating 
to the draft treaty. There is, of course, work to be done by the Legal Division 
and we will be glad to do it, but -I cannot see any sense in the Legal Division 
being primarily responsible for this file. I should be glad to have your 
comments on this point. 

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

Le sous-ministre de la Défense nationale (Armée) au sous-secrétaire d'État , 
aux Affaires  extérieures 

Deputy Minister of National Defence (Army) to Under-Secretary of State 
for External A ffairs 

Ottawa, October 30, 1946 

DRAFT TREATY OF FRIENDSHIP, COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION 

. 'BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA 

With reference to your letter of 31 Aug 46,t much consideration has been 
given to the memorandum thereto annexed. 

2. It is noted that under date 13 Sep 46, you were advised thàt on the part 
of the RCAF, the provisions of Articles XIII and XXIV were considered to 
be desirable and that no changes therein were necessary. However, so far as 
the Army is concerned and this may apply in some degree to the Navy, there 
are certain points to which it is suggested some consideration might be given,' 
bearing in mind -  that as between the armed forces Of Canada and the USA 
there will during the post war period, be some 'degree  of  integrated training 
and interchange of personnel doubtless involving USA forces being present 
in Canada and vice versa, likewise, there rnay be some interchange of tech-
nical and other equipment resulting from the research and development 
activities of the respective countries, all of which it is considered should be 
admitted free of duty 	customs charges. 

3. Having regard to the foregoing, it is suggested for consideration that 
the proposed treaty should contain provision covering the following points: 

(a) Dispensation of the taldng of an Oath of Allegiance by persons who are 
nationals of one country offering themselves as candidates for enlistment in or 

Ces discussions ont eu lieu en 1947. 	1  These discussions were held in 1947. 
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appointment to the armed forces of the other country if by taking saidOath,
they would relinquish their citizenship or nationality in the country to which
they belong;

(b) Reciprocal exemption from customs dues in respect of equipment re-
quired by the armed forces of one count ry which can more advantageously be
obtained from the other count ry than by having it manufactured in the country
requiring the same ;

(c) Authority whereby the armed forces of one country lawfully present in
the other country , may through their own Service Courts and Authorities, ad-
minister discipline under the Service Code of the . country concerned with
ancilla ry provisions in the matter of temporary custody, arrest, etc. In a
word, it is felt .that there should be some provision in relation to the US forces
similar in principle to that contained in Visiting Forces (British Common-
wealth) Act 1933 in relation to a "Visiting Force" as therein defined, lawfully
present in Canada.

4. With particular reference to item (c) as set out in the foregoing .para-
graph, it is not considered to be either expedient or constitutionally sound to
seek any legislation designed to perpetuate ' or ' continue the provisions of
Order-in-Council -P.C. , 9694- of 20. Dec 1943, ' giving' to. US. Service Courts
Jurisdiction (to the exclusion of the Civil Courts) in criminal cases so that
consequently,, any jurisdiction which might be considered as suitable to be
conferred on US Courts and Authorities should be limited to what might be
termed service. as opposed : to civilian offénces . The purport of the foregoing
has been discussed :with the D.M. 1. (Navy) who agrees therewith .

A. Ross

SECTION C,

PROTECTION DE LA PÊCHE EN HAUTE MER .

1064.

CONSERVATION OF FISHERIES IN THE HIGH SEA S

DEA/5134-D-40

Le sôits-secrétaire d'État ciux Affaires extérieures
au sous-ministre des Pêcheries

Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs .
to Deputy Minister of Fisheries

Ottawa, March 15, 1946

Following the meeting in Mr. Macdonnell's office on March 4th to discus s
the conservation of fisheries in the High Seas, a memorandum was drawn up
in this Department embodying the conclusions reached by the officials present .
I. enclose a-copy and should be glad to have your comments .

1 Deputy Minister.
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It seems to me that the next step should be to have the memorandum, with
any revisions which may appear desirable, submitted to your Minister . If
he approves of the position taken, I should like to put the question
before the Prime Minister with a view to having it submitted for Cabinet
consideration.

N. A. R[OBERTSON ]

[PIÉCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE ]

Nouveau projet de mémorandum du ministère
des Affaires extérieures au Cabine t

Revised Draft Memorandum from Department of External Affairs to Cabinet

[Ottawa,] March 14, 1946

CONSERVATION OF FISHERIES IN THE HIGH SEAS

On September 28th, 1945, the President of the United States issued a
Proclamation in the following terms :

"The Government of the United States regards it as proper to establish
conservation zones in those areas of the high seas contiguous to the coasts
of the United States wherein fishing activities have been or in the future may
be developed and maintained on a substantial scale

. Where such activities
have been or shall hereafter be developed and maintained by its 'nationals
alone, the United States regards it as proper to establish explicitly bounded
conservation zones in which fishing activities shall be subject to the regulation
and control of the United States. Where such activities have been or shall
hereafter be legitimately developed and maintained jointly by nationals of the
United States and nationals of other states, explicitly bounded conservation
zones may be established under agreements between the United States and
such other States ; and all fishing activities in such zones shall be subject to
regulation and control as provided in such agreements . The right of any State
to establish conservation zones off its shores in accordance with the above
principles is conceded, provided that corresponding recognition is given to
any fishing interests of nationals of the United States which may exist in
such areas".

The views of the Canadian authorities had been sought by the United
States Government prior to the issuance of the Proclamation. However, after
discussions between officials of the Departments of External Affairs and
Fisheries, it was decided,that no cômments should be offered until Ministerial
approval had been obtained, since it was felt that acceptance of' the principle
of fisheries conservation zones in the High Seas would mark a new develop-
ment in international law. It did not prove practicable to submit the question
to Ministers before the United States Government announced its position .
Since then, the subject has received further official consideration and the
view has been taken that it would be desirable to obtain an expression of
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Government policy at this time, in view of the fact that discussions may 
-have to be held with the United States authorities in the near future. 

The establishment of conservation zones in the High Seas is designed to 
prevent over-fishing and the depletion of fishery resources. Although the 
Presidential Proclamation was expressed in general terms, it is •nderstood 
that the United States Government is primarily concerned with conservation 
in the Pacific, and that it has particularly in mind the manner in which 
Japanese vessels operated before the war in waters off the Alaska coast. These 
fisheries had been built up by the United States and there was believed to be 
serious danger that unregulated Japanese operations might seriously deplete 
them. It is possible that other countries will wish to launch large scale opera-
tions in the Pacific which would have a harmful effect on the fishery resources 
adjacent to North America. 

The principle of the conservation of High Seas fisheries is considered to be 
sound and in the general interest. Moreover, the method of ensuring conserva-
tion outlined in the Presidential Proclamation seems both reasonable and 
practical, so long as: 

(a) the regulations laid down are not discrurunatory or exclusive; and 
(b) due regard is had to the desirability of reaching agreement with 

neighbouring states as tà the appropriate measures of conservation in respect 
of fi.sheries in which there is a joint interest. 

• The most desirable course might be to reach agreement on the above 
principles through an appropriate international body. The matter might, for 
instance, be placed on the agenda for the next meeting of the General 
Assembly of the United Nations, for reference to the Legal Committee thereof, 
having in mind the formulation of an appropriate Convention. 

The direct interests of Canadian Fishermen appear to be: 
(a) To avoid being barred from, or discriminated against in, conservation 

zones established by the United States and other countries (e.g., off the 
Pacific coast States and Mexico). 

(b) To support the principle of conservation in areas adjacent to Canada 
in order to prevent their being depleted by unregulated operations on the 

part of foreign nationals. 
The following courses appear to be open to the Canadian Government: 

• (a) To make no comment on the Presidential Proclamation. 
(b)* To express disagreement with United States policy. 
(c) To accept and endorse United States policy without qualification. 

•(d) To express conditional agreement with United States policy. 
It is recommended that the last of these alternatives be followed, since 

there appears to be no doubt that the long-term interests of Canadian fisher-
men would be best served by the adoption of a policy of conservation. 
However, we should make the point that no State or States establishing a 
conservation zone in the High Seas should have the right to exclude or other- 
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wise discriminate against the nationals of foreign States who are Prepared to 
abide by the regulations. Moreover, it is in the interests of Canada, and in 
the general interest, to support the development of international law by 
agreement between States rather than by unilateral declaration on the part 
of any one State. It is therefore proposed that the Government adopt the 
following policy, to be communicated to the United States Govermnent at an 
appropriate time: 

(a) Agreement with the principle of conservation zones which Canada 
might wish to establish in areas off the Canadian coast where substantial 
fishing activities are carried on by its nationals alone. 

(b) Readiness to discuss with the United States the establishment of joint 
conservation zones in areas where nationals of the two countries maintain 
fishing activities. 

(c) Emphasis on the importance of not excluding or discriminating against 
nationals of other States; such foreign nationals should be permitted to fish 
freely in conservation zones so long as they observe the regulations; and no 
discrimination should be practised either directly or indirectly through such 
devices as excessive licensing fees. 

(d) In order to remove any doubts as to the propriety of this position in 
international law, it would be desirable to have this question examined - at the 
earliest possible by the United Nations Organization or other appropriate 
international body with a view to reaching general agreement_ on the rights 
to be exercised by States in respect of the conservation of high seas fisheries 
in waters contiguous to their coasts. 

1065. 	 DEA/5134-D-40 

Le sous-ministre des Pêcheries au sous-secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

Deputy Minister of Fisheries to Under-Secretary of State 
for External Affairs - 

Ottawa, September 3, 1946 

Dear Sir, 
RE PROCLAMATION OF POLICY OF THE UNITED STATES WITH RESPECT 

TO COASTAL FISHERIES IN CERTAIN  AREAS OF THE  HIGH SEAS 

This will acknowledge your letter of August 16tht and refer to letter of 
March 15th with which a memorandum on this subject was enclosed. 

The memoranduM has been studied and discussed and this Department 
agrees with 'sections (a), (b) and (d) of the last paragraph. However, it 
suggests that further consideration be given to section (d) of that paragraph 
and section (a) of paragraph 4 so that proper protection may be afforded 
by Canada or the United States, or both, to the particular fishery, or fisheries, 
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that are common to only one of these countries, or to both, and that have
up to the present been developed and conserved by either, or both, at con-
tinuing expenditure of substantial amounts of public funds, and on which
large numbers of the nationals of these countries are, and wi ll continue, to
be dependent .

In respect of the protection of such fisheries, it may be necessary to con-
sider the use of some method of discrimination and exclusion, although it
may not be necessary to use such terms . In view of the need of affording
adequate protection to such fisheries as are carried on in waters contiguous
to the East and West Coasts of Canada, this Department is pretty,well in
agreement with the points made by Dr . Keenleyside in his despatch of
April lst .

The Canadian fisheries just referred to are the following, and memorandat
are attached dealing in some details with each such fishery :

(a) Pacific Coast

1 . Halibut

2. Salmon

3 . Trawl Net

4. Pilchard

5. Tuna

(b) Atlantic Coast

1 . Lobster

2. Scallop

3. Haddock and other ground fish

4. Halibut

5. Swordfish

The situation with respect to Canadian fisheries on the Pacific and . the

Atlantic Coast is somewhat different. On the Pacific Coast the fisheries are
almost entirely utilized by Canada, or by Canada and the United States and,
therefore, there would seem to be [no?] need of developing such controls in
the 'off-shore areas as might be interpreted to be discriminatory or exclusive .

On the Atlantic Coast, while other count ries apart from the United States and

Newfoundland, such as France, Portugal and Spain, have operated seasonally
on the Grand Banks, and more recently on the nearer-to-shore banks with
more modern fishing equipment, there now appears to be growing need of
some regulatory measures that will not only provide for adequate conservation,
but wi ll afford reasonable protection for the maintenance and development of
the Canadian interests in the fisheries ' off the Atlantic Coast on which the
Canadian Atlantic fishing industry has depended for by far the major portion
of their required supplies of raw material, and to which it must look for main-
tained and increased supplies as the industry develops .

Yours very truly ,

D. H. SUTHERLAND

for Deputy Minister
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DEA/5134-D-40

Le sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures
au sous-ministre par intérim des Pêcheries

Acting Under-Secretary of State for External A ffairs
to Acting Deputy Minister of Fisheries

CONFIDENTIAL Ottawa, October 1, 1946
I wish to acknowledge your letter of September 3 on the subject of th e

United States Proclamation relating to coastal fisheries in certain areas of the
High Seas . We have read with interest your memorandat on the various
Pacific and Atlantic Fisheries and have noted your view that some measure
of discrimination and exclusion may be necessary to protect Canadian in-
terests.

We should like to suggest for your consideration that a stage has been
reached where informal discussions with the United States might be of value .
While the United States Proclamation has been in effect now for a year, the
Canadian authorities have no knowledge so far as this Department is aware of
what practical steps the United States authorities may have in mind . The latter
have shown some desire to cooperate as far as possible with Canada and the
time may have come when an exchange of views would be helpful to both
sides .

If such a meeting were arranged, we might open the discussion by saying
that we were in agreement with the United States on the principle of estab-
lishing conservation zones, although from the point of view of international
relations we were somewhat concerned about discrimination and exclusion,
and also about the advisability of having an international body consider the
whole matter with a view to reaching .a generally acceptable agreement . We
could then suggest that a discussion of the practical problems raised by eachfishery in which Canada and the United States had a common interest would
show what issues needed to be faced and might thrôw some light on the steps
which the two Governments could profitably take .

It seems to us that an informal discussion of this sort dealing with concreteproblems would help us to approach the question on a less theoretical basis
than we have so far been using.

If there should be agreement on this programme it would first be necessary
for officials of our two Departments to meet and discuss the line to be taken.
In particular, it would be desirable to determine what the Canadian position
should be on :I

(a) Rights which Canadian fishermen should have in conservation zones
which might be established by the United States (where we would presumably
be opposed to discrimination or exclusion) -
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ii (b) Exclusive rights which should be reserved in Canadian zones to Cana-
dian fishermen or to Canadian and United States fishermen (where we would 
support the principle of discrimination and exclusion). 

I should be glad to have the views of your Department. 

,,--------- 1067. DEA/5134-D-40 

Mémorandum du chef, la troisième direction politique 

Memorandzim by Head, Third Political Division 

MEETING TO DISCUSS CONSERVATION OF FISHERIES IN THE HIGH SEAS 

1. The meeting convened at 10.00 a.m. in Room 123, December 13, 1946. 

	

. . 	Present: For the Department of Fisheries.  

Mr. D. H. Sutherland, Assistant Deputy Minister 
Mr. R. G. McKay, Director, Eastern Fisheries 
Mr. Ian S. McArthur, Chief Economist 
Mr. S. V. Ozere, Departmental Solicitor 
Mr. -  A. W. H. Needier, Director of the Atlantic 

• Biological Station 
Dr. J. R. Dymond, Biologist, Research Board, 

Department of Fisheries. 

For the Department of External Affairs 

Mr. R. M. Macdonnell 

	

, 	 Mr. M. H. Wershof 
Mr. H. F. Davis 
Mr. R. A. J. Phillips 
Mr. G. V. Beaudry 

• 2. The meeting was called with a view to making recommendations to 
Ministers on policies which the Canadian Government might adopt regarding 
the establishment of conservation zones on the high seas. 

3. There was a general examination of this problem which is complicated 
by a number of factors. For one thing, a different situation prevails on each 
coast. On the East Coast  .a number of European nations have long traditions 
of fishing in waters near Canada (which would have to be taken into account 
in setting up any conservation regime) while on the West Coast only Canada 
'and. the United States have such  historic rights, except' for Japanese encroach-
ment which it is desired to limit. Again, adoption of similar conservation 
policies by Canada and the United States might affect each country differently. 
The United States fisiiing industry operates to a considerable extent off Cana-
dian waters while Canadian fishermen operate to a limited extent only off 
United States waters; thus Canadian fishermen can claim only limited historic 
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•rights off United States waters and might be prevented from entering such 
areas by the United States policy of exclusion. This applies particularly to the 
tuna fisheries. 

4. The suggestion was made that an extension of territorial waters from 
three miles to twelve miles might help solve the problem. However, it was 
recognized that by far the greater part of the fisheries which .require conserva-
tion are beyond the twelve-mile limit and that the practical benefits to Canada 
of such a doctrine would not justify the long-drawn-out international argu-
ments that would inevitably take place if such a claim were made by the 
Canadian Government. 

5. On balance, it was the view of the meeting that a policy similar to that 
,of the United States was in the Canadian interest. Since both the United States 
and Mexico have publicly announced their conservation policies, it appeared 
desirable that Canada should take similar action, perhaps, early in the forth-
coming Parliamentary Session. The meeting then reviewed the draft memo-
randum to Cabinet of March 14, 1946. This memorandum was acceptable in 
principle to the Department of Fisheries with the exception of sub-paragraph 
(c) of the last paragraph dealing with exclusion or discrimination. The point 
was made that no measures of conservation would be acceptable to the indus-
try if foreigners, w.ho had made no contribution to the ,conservation or devel-
opment of a fishery, were allowed to come in and reap the benefi.ts of a 
Canadian 'conservation policy which had  limited the take of Canadian fisher-
men. The size, of the fishery would  n. 	be increased and the general 
objective Of conservation Would be attained but the Canadian' share would 
not necessarily be increased and might even be diminished so that public 
support for such a policy could not be obtained. It was recognized that dis-
crimination and exclusion are inconsistent with the broad principles to which 
the Govemment has subscribed of lowering barriers to commerce and making 
thé resources of the world available to all on an equal footing. Nevertheless, 
it was thought that since a policy of establishing conservation zones is in the 
Canadian interest and since such a policy would not be effective without a 
measure of exclusion or discrimination, the inconsistency must be accepted and 
Ministers advised accordingly. It was decided to redraft this sub-paragraph so 
as to set forth the arguments for and against exclusion with a recommendation 
in favour of it. 	 - 

6. There was also discussion of sub-paragraph (d) of the final paragraph 
which urged consideration by an international body. On the one hand, the 
view was expressed that it was to the long-term disadvantage of Canada 
tô have international law modified by unilateral declarations such as that of 
the United States. Holders of this view could argue logically that Canada 
should object to such a step on the part of the United States and should not 
itself take such a step even if it meant giving up short-term advantages in the 
form of fish. On the other hand, it was felt that the time had passed when a 
protest by Canada would have much validity. To carry any weight, such a 
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protest would have to be . made shortly after the announcement of United
States . policy , and already fifteen months have - elapsed without any objection
on the pa rt of Canada . It would not look particularly impressive if we were
to say publicy that it had taken a year and a half to discover a principle in
the Presidential Proclamation to which we objected . Moreover, it might be
found preferable to . suppôrt the present and future interests of the Canadian

~ ► i fishing industry rather than the more shadowy concept of the development of
international law . . It was decided to redraft this sub-paragraph so as to set
forth the arguments _ for and against international action as opposed to
national action, and to favour in more general terms than the March 14th draft
the principle of international action .

7 . It was agreed that the draft should be revised by External Affairs as out-
lined above and also in such - a way as to make it a recommendation as to the
announcement of a Canadian policy rather than as a commentary on United
States po licy. This revised draft will be sent to the Department of Fisheries
and, if approved by officials there, will be submitted to the Minister of
Fisheries .

SECTION D

CHASSE AU PHOQUE PÉLAGIQUE/PELAGIC SEALING

1068. . DEA/387-40

Le chargé d'affaires aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures

Chargé d'A ffaires in United States to Secretary of State
for External A ffairs

DESPATCH 2029 Washington, October 21, 1946

SECRET

Sir,
I have the honour to refer to your despatch No . 1220 of October 15tht

in which you ask for some indication of the date when the State Depa rt-
ment expects to submit to Canada and the U .S .S .R. their draft of a new

Pelagic Sealing Convention .

2 . On taking this matter up informally with the Staté Department today
I have been told that they have not been able to make much progress to date
in the preparation of their draft . Resulting from 'the discussions held in
Ottawa in September, 1945, the subject under reference was reviewed in
Washington among the several Federal Government agencies concerned and
subsequently a cable was sent to the United States Mission in Moscow asking
for further views . The reply received apparently was rather cryptic and did
not contain very much information .
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3 : The State Department also asked their Mission in Tokyo to look into
the Japanese Government files with the object of finding out what biological
data the Japanese had in support of their demand for the abrogation of the
1911 agreement on the grounds that the navigation route employed in fur
sealing was damaging the Japanese salmon fishing industry. A report has
been received on this subject from Tokyo but there has not been time to
digest the information furnished and the opinion was expressed that the
American draft will probably not be ready for discussion in any formal
sense much. before the middle of 1947 . Meanwhile, however, renewed as-
surance - was given that the State Department . would keep this Embassy
informally advised from time to time regarding the progress on the draft
itself.

4. From the foregoing it would seem clear that the Department of Fish-
eries will not have to consider introducing legislation during the next session
in order to -supplant= the Order-in-Council confirming the present agreement
between Canada and the United States .

I have etc .

HARRY SCOT T
,for the Charge d'Affaire s

1069
. DEA/387-40

L'ambassadeur .aux . États-Unis au secrétaire d'État - aux A ffaires extérieures
Ambassador in United States to , Secretary of State for External Affairs

DESPATCH 2192 Washington, November 16, 1946

Sir,

I have the honour :to refer to your despatch No . 1384 of November 13th,t
with reference to the drafting of a new Pelagic Sealing Convention .

2 . I am afraid that my despatch, No . 2029 of October 21st was somewhat
misleading-and I think the explanation was my failure to realize that in order
to keep the regulations under the existing agreement in force, legislation or a
new Order-in-Council under some other statute would be required .

3 . On re-opening the subject yesterday with the State Department, the in-
formal opinion was expressed that the present agreement between Canad a and
the United States would continue until the two governments jointly declared
the end of the - war for the purpose of the Sealing Agreement . In other words,
the United States government consider that the Agreement is still in force
and, moreover, it was made clear that the State Department would view with
considerable apprehension any lapse of the existing . Agreement. Indeed; ifYou have any reason to feel that any difficulties are going to arise with regard
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to maintaining the existing Agreement, pending the negotiation of a new Con-
vention, the State Department would be desirous of conferring with the Cana-
dian authorities to see what steps might be taken to avoid such a lapse. 
By the same token, if any legislation is enacted by Congress which would, 
in the view of the State Department, jeopardize the status of the existing 
Agreement, the State Department have undertaken to inform this Embassy 
with a view to working out an arrangement which would take care of such a 
contingency. 

- 4. It would, therefore, seem clear that the only - action required for the tùne 
being at least, is a new Ôrder-in-Council, or other legislation which will 
maintain the present Agreement on the expiry of the National Emergency 
Transitional Powers Act. 

I have etc. 
[H. H. WRoNo] 

SECTION E 

RENONCIATION AUX RÉCLAMATIONS NÉES D'ABORDAGES 

WAIVER OF CLAIMS ARISING FROM MARITIME COLLISIONS 

1070. - • 	 DEA/3953-40 
• 	• 

" Mémorandum du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au Cabinet 

Meinorandum from Secretary of State for External Affairs to Cabinet 
. 

[Ottawa,] April 15*, 1946 

EXTENSION OF MARITIME ICNOCK FOR KNOCK AGREEMENT 

BETWEEN CANADA AND THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

1. At its' meeting of December 19, 1945, the Cabinet ccinsidered Document 
No. 114 concerning .a request from the United States Department of State for 
an extension of the present AgieementletWeen Canada and the United States 
of America: (for the waiver of claims arising from collisions *between vessels of 
war) which  was  embodied  in an Exchange of Notes dated May 25 and May 
26, 19431. The„alternative courses of action suggested to the Cabinet were: 

a: Not to enlarge the present Agreement; : 
b. To enlarg: e .the present Agreement io include*  all  ships .  and Cargoes at the 

ultimate risk of :Canada and the United States of America (subject, possibly, 
to the exclusion of the Canadian National -Steamships); . 

1  Voii Canada, Recueil des traités, 1943, 	1  See Canada, Treaty Series, 1943, No 12. 
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c.- To enter into an agreement of arbitration concerning a ll ships and car-goes at the ultimate risk of the Governments of Canada and the United States

of America .

2. The Cabinet agreed that, as a matter of policy, it was desirable to extend
the "Knock for Knock" Agreement to include all ships and cargoes at the ulti-
mate risk of the two governments and that, subject to the concurrence of the
Minister of Reconstruction, Canadian representatives should seek this end in
negotiations with the United States ; it being understood that, if the agreement
were so extended, the Navy should compensate Park Steamships to the extent
of their claims against the United States :

3 . The Minister of Reconstruction, subsequent to the Cabinet meeting of
December 19, 1945, signified his concurrence in the decision referred to in
paragraph 2 above .

4: On April 10,. 1946; the Minister of Transport indicated that officers of
the Department of External Affairs differed with officers of the Departmentof Transport and . Justice as to whether or not it was intended by Cabinet
that vessels of the 'Canadian National Steamships should be . excluded from
the proposed extension ` of the ."Knock for Knock" Agreement . This dif-
ference . arose in connection with claims by the Canadiann National Steamshipsagainst the United States ; for damages sustained in a col lision, in the amount
of $119,000.00. The Cabinet has requested that representatives of thes eDepa.rtinents should examine the question and submit a memorandum com-
bining the, views ~_of , the interested Departments and making specific recom- : ;
mendations for the consideration of Cabinet.

5. On April 13, 1946, ' representatives of the Departments of ExternalA ffairs, Transport, Justice, National Defence (Navy) and Reconstruction and
Supply met to consider the matter . They came - to the conclusion that the,proposed. extension of the "Knock for Knock" Agreement should apply onlyto public and war. vessels in the possession inand service of _ each country,
accordance with the A.nglo-American interpretation of International Law, ,
rather than to all vessels at the ultimate economic or financial risk of each'
government. Jt was ' the. feeling of these representatives that this view is
consonant with International Law and could be readily - applied. It wasPointed out that each major vessel of the .Canadian National Steamships is
owned by .a: separate limited company, the, stock of which is owned by the
Canadian National' Steamships Company Limited, whose stock, in turn, ;is
owned by the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway, whose stock is owned by the
Canadian National Railways . Thus, while it might be said that vessels of the
Canadian National Steamships are at the "ultimate economic or financial risk
of the Canadian government", these ships are really owned and operated by
a limited company ând cannot be considered in the legal sense as "pub lic
vessels in the possession And service of Canada" . It was therefore agreed'
that vessels of , the Canadian National .Steamships should , be excluded fromthe proposed extension of the "Knock for Knock" Agreement .
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6. The re.presentative of the Department of National Defence (Navy) 
pointed out that steps had been taken by that Department to make provision 
for the possible indemnification of the existing claims of the Canadian. Na-
tional Steamships in the amount of $119,000.00 and he was apprehensive 
that the negotiations for the extension of the "Knock for Knock" Agreement  
might be prejudiced if the vessels of the Canadian National Steamships were 
not included in it. A representative of External Affairs who was in Washing-
ton at the time of the preliminary negotiations of September 19, 1945, felt 
that the exclusion- of these vessels would not affect the negotiations; he sug-
gested the Cabinet's policy should exclude these vessels subject to a further 
reference to Cabinet should the negotiations with the United States Depart-
ment of State become deadlocked because of the née-inclusion of Canadian 
National Steamships.  vessels. 	 .- 

7. Since the Cabinet meeting of December 19, 1945, it has become ap-
parent also that the United States of America niay have a claim against 
Canada by reason of a collision of a Canadian war , vessel and a United 
States.  flying boat in the  possession and service of the United States govern-
ment. It appears also that the United States may halie,a claim against Canada 
arising out of the docking of two United States, pnblic -vessels in a drydock 
owned by the Canadian' Government.  The  United States. ,Government is 
anxious to have these claims included in the proposed extension. It is the 
opinion of the representatives of the five Departments ccinCerned that these 
claims should be included in the Agreement providing the drydock and 
flying boat  • concerned were in the possession and service of  • each  Gov-
ernment. 

8. Accoidingly, it was agreed to recômmend that Cabinet 'sluiuld establish 
the following policy for the Canadian representatives in the course of their 
negotiations with those of the United States of America: 

"As a matter of policy, the Canadian representatives should seek to in-
dude in the extended Agreement only those legal maritime claims by either 
govermnent against the other government or any servant, agent or instrumen-
tality of the other government or any vessel, flying-boat or drydock in the 
possession and service of the other government in respect . of damages by 
reason of collision, salvage, general average, negligent navigation or negli-
gent management of the said vessel, flying-boat or drydock; subject, how-
ever, to appropriate provisions for adjustment of matters arising out of any 
insurance carried by either government.  • • 

"In negotiating with the representatives of the Govenunent of the United 
States of America, the Canadian representatives should make clear the 
reasons for the non-inclusion of vessels of the Canadian National Steamships 
and, if required, should resist any attempt to have them included until such 
time as it appears that negotiation§ are likely to fail due to the lack of such 
inclusion; in which case the matter shall be referred for the further considera-
tion of Cabinet": 
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1071. 	 DEA/3953-40 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Memorandum by Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

[Ottawa,' April 17, 1946 

CANADA-U.S. KNOCK FOR ICNOCK AGREEMENT 

At the meeting of the Cabinet on April 17th, the recommendations set out 
in the memorandum to the Cabinet of April 15th, prepare(' in the Department 
of External Affairs, were considered and approved. It was agreed that the 
Canadian representatives should proceed accordingly. 

The Secretary of the Cabinet asks that he be informed, in due course, 
whether or not the United States are prepared to conclude an agreement along 
these lines. 

R[OBERTSON] 

1072. 	 PCO/C-20-2 

Le secrétaire du Cabinet au ministre des Transports 

Secretary to the Cabinet to Minister of Transport 

Ottawa, April 18, 1946 
Dear Mr. Chevrier, 

At a meeting of the Cabinet held yesterday the following item, of particular 
interest to your department was discussed: 

Canada-U.S. knock for knock agreement; Canadian National Steamships 

The Cabinet agreed: 
(a) that as a matter of policy the Canadian representatives, in negotiations 

with the United States, should seek to include in the extended agreement only 
those legal maritime claims by either government against the other govern-
ment or any servant, agent or instrumentality of the government or any vessel, 
flying-boat or drydock in the possession and service of the other government in 
respect of damages by reason of collision, salvage, general average, negligent 
navigation or negligent management of the said vessel, flying-boat or dry-
dock; subject, however, to appropriate provisions for adjustment of matters 
arising out of any insurance carried by either government; and, 

(b) in negotiating with the representatives of the U.S. government, the 
Canadian representatives should make clear the reasons for the non-inclusion 
of vessels of the Canadian National Steamships and, if required, should resist 
any attempt to have them included until such time as it appears that 
negotiations are likely to fail due to the lack of such inclusion; in which case 
the matter should be referred for further consideration of the Cabinet. 

Yours sincerely, 
A. D. P. HEENEY 
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DEA/3953-40

Le secrétaire d'État par intérim «aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux Etats-Unis , „ .

Acting Secretary of State for External A ffairs
to Ambassador in United States. . . . t

i DESPATÇx 712 Ottawa, June 13, 194 6

Sir?
1 . I refer to iny despatch No. 690 of June 11 t in - connection with the pro-

posed extension of the Ma ritime Knock .for Knock Agréément.

2. At the meeting : . pf June, 13 , 1946, the Departments of Transport, of
Reconstruction and Supply and of External Affairs, as well as the National
Harbours Board, . were :represented. I enclose two copies of the draft note for
the extension of the Agreement which was agreed upon at this meeting .

3 . -I would. be grateful if you would bring this draft note to the attention -of
the State Department and ascertain whether . that Department would be willing
to use this draft as the basis upon which to negotiate

,
an Agreement between

both countries .

I have etc .

E. R. HoPxiN
S for the Acting Secreta ry of State

for Extemal Affairs

[PIÉCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

Projet de note- du secrétaire , d'État par intérim aux,A ffaires extérieures
à: l'ambassadeur des bats-Unis

. . .. . . . . . . . . . ..Draft Note f rom Acting Secretary . o f State' f or External Affairs
to Ambcrssador of ' United States. ,_ .

Ottawa, June 13, 194 6

Exce llency,
With reference to the . exchange of notes of May . 25 ,and 26, 1943, , be-

tween the Governments of Canada and of the United States of America
recording an agreement for the waiver of claims from 'collisions between
vessels of war, ' I have the honour to inform you that the Government of
Canada. is prepared to give effect to an agreement in the following terms :

ARTICLE 1

In this Agreement the 'expressiôn "Government vessel" means a vessel
(including ~ a vessel of war), flying-boat or drydock owned by or under

0
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bareboat charter to, requisitioned by, demised to, or otherwise operated by,
either - Government, its servant, agent or instrumentality on bareboat terms
or chartered to - or otherwise opèrâted by or for such Government on terms
which authorize such Government to make this Agreement effective - with
respect to such vessel, flying-boat or drydock ; it includes a vessel operated
under the supervision of the War Shipping Administration or Park Steam-
ship Company Limited, but does not include (a) a vessel, flying-boat or
drydock on-bareboat charter or otherwise on demise by eitherGovernment to
a Government other ~ than a contracting Government; or to any person, firm
or corporation otherwise than as the . servant, agent or instrumentality of
either contracting Government; or (b) a vessel owned by Canadian National
(West Indies) Steamships Limited, Canadian National Steamships Company
L,imited or assoçiated,or subsidiary .companies.

The Government_ of Canada and the Government"of the United States of
America agree that each shall waive a ll those legal maritime claims by either
Government against the other Government or any servant, agent or instru-
mentality of the other Government -or any Government vessel in respect
of: .collisioin, salvage,' general' average ; negligent navigation or -negligent man-
agement of the -said . Government vessel or in respect of the loss ; or salvage of,
damage to, or general average in connection 'with, cargoes carried . in the said
Government vessel ; subject however .to the provisions of Articles 3 and 4.

ARTICLE 3

Where in . any . case claims arise which are not required to be waived by
this Agreement : in addition to or in . .conjunction with - claims which are so
required to be waived and it is necessary in any proceedings including pro-
ceedings for the limitation of liability that claims be marshalled or for theproper assessment of any salvage or general average that values should be
estimated, the provisions of this Agreement shall not apply but claims which
wpuld .otherwise be required to be waived under this Agreement shall bèasserted. Any recoveries, however, shall be waived by the Government
entitled to such recoveries or at the option of such . Government , shall be
dealt with in such other way as will give effect to the purpose of this
Agreement.

ARTICLE 4

1 . In order to carry out the full intention of this Agreement each Govern-
ment wi ll so arrange in connection with bareboat cha rters or demises to it or
requisitions by it that neither . the owners, nor the persons, firms or corpo-
rations interested through such owners, shall have or assert any claims of
the character specified : herein .

'2 . Each Government represents that in no case in which a legal maritime
claim arises under any insurance that has been or will be effected on or in

0



respect of any Government vessel or cargo carried therein shall any rights 
that can be exercised against the other Government be subrogated to the 
insurers concerned insofar as the insurers' liability relates to a claim which is 
required to be waived by this Agreement. 

ARTICLE 5 

Each Government shall facilitate the assertion by the other Government 
of sovereign immunity in relation to any Government vessel. 

ARTICLE 6 

This Agreement terminates the agreement contained in the exchange of 
notes of May 25 and 26, 1943, and it shall apply to legal maritime claims 
arising since December 7, 1941 but remaining unsettled on the day this 
Agreement enters into force, as well as in respect of claims arising on or 
after such day and during the period in which the Agreement shall remain 
in force. 

ARTICLE 7 

This Agreement shall remain in force until the expiration of six months 
from the day on which either Govenunent shall have given notice in writing 
fo the other Government of an intention to terminate the Agreement. 

I have the honour to inform you that if an Agreement in accordance 
with the above terms is acceptable to the Government of the United States 
of America, it shall be considered by the Govermnent of. Canada to have 
been concluded and to be in effect as of the date of a corresponding note 
from you indiçating that the Government of the United States is prepared to 
give effect to the Agreement. 

Accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration. 

1074. 	 . DEA/3953-40 

Mémorandum de la direction juridique au chef, la direction juridique 

Memorandum from Legal Division to Head, Legal Division 

[Ottawa,] October 8, 1946 • 

RE: KNOCK FOR KNOCK AGREEMENT WITH ,THE UNITED STATES 

On 15th April a memorandum was submitted to Cabinet recommending 
that: 

"As a matter of policy, the Canadian representatives should seek to include 
in the extended Agreement only those legal maritime claims by either govern-
ment against the other government or any servant, agent or instrumentality of 
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the other government or any, vessel, flying-boat or drydock in the posses-
sion and service of the other government in respect of damages by reason of
collision, salvage, general average, neg ligent navigation or negligent manage-ment of the said vessel, flying-boat or drydock; subject, however, to appro-
priate provisions for adjustment of matters arising out of any insurance car-ried by either government.

"In negotiating with the representatives of the Government of the United
States of America, the Canadian representatives should make clear the reasons
for the non-inclusion of vessels of the Canadian National Steamships and, if
required, should resist any attempt to have them included until such times
as it appears that negotiations are likely to fail due to the lack of such in-
clusion; in which case the matter shall be referred for the further consideration
of Cabinet" .

At a meeting of the Cabinet on April 17th, the recommendations set out in
the memorandum to Cabinet of 15th April, were considered and approved . .
It was agreed that the Canadian representatives should proceed accordingly .

The secretary of the Cabinet asked that he be informed, in due course,
whether or not the United States are prepared to conclude an Agreement
along. these lines .

On 13th June a draft Note was forwarded to the Canadian Ambassador in
Washington concerning the extension of the Knock for Knock Agreement. The
Ambassador was requested to "bring this draft Note to the attention of the
State Department and ascertain whether that Department would be willing to
use this draft as a basis upon which to negotiate an Agreement between both
countries." By a teletype dated 28th Septembert the Ambassador advised us
that . at the request of the State Department he had officially transmitted in a
formal Note the text of the draft Agreement origina lly forwarded as a basis
for negotiation.

On 4th October -we requested the Ambassador by teletype t to confirm our
understanding that the draft was to be used as "a basis for negotiation" onlÿ,
and not as a formal Agreement .

In reply to this teletype, the Chargé d'Affaires stated that Mr . Yingling of
the State Department had advised him informally that a draft Agreement was
acceptable to the United States Government . He had therefore transmitted to
the State Department a formal Notet signed by the Ambassador informing
them that the Government of Canada was prepared to give effect to the
Agreement based on the draft text.

This set of facts produced some appréhension that action might have been
taken a little hastily.

At a meeting in the Legal Division Conference Room this afternoon, the
following persons . met under the chairmanship of Mr . Audette of this Divi-sion: Mr. G. M. Jarvis, Director General of the Legal Branch of the Depart=
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ment of . Reconstruction and Supply, Captain .1(err of the DepartmenL of 
Transport, Mr. Finley, Counsel of National Harbours Board, Lieutenant Com-
mander Dewis and Mr. Watkins of Navy, and Mr. Foote of this Department. 

After a thorough discussion of this question it was the general feeling of the 
Committee that the situation was defmitely advantageous, and that having 
submitted a draft Agreement to the United States Government, it would be 
extremely difficult to do anything but carry on with it if the Americans ap-
proved, even if it were felt the proposed draft was not to our advantage. 

Mr. Finley of National Harbours Board was somewhat apprehensive about 
their position in this Agreement, as the Canadian Government owns a number 
of jetties which occasionally suffer damage from ships coming alongside and 
the United States apparently does not own similar jetties. However, he did 
not feel that this was a sufficiently serious consideration to warrant any action 
on our part. 

To sum up, I think that our proposals, having been accepted, and none of 
the intereste,d Departments having raised any objections to them, our position 
is as good as we could ever have hoped for even if Washington moved more 
quickly than we anticipated. 

On the question of procedure and Cabinet approval, I have chatted with 
Mr. Baldwin who does not feel we need to go back to Cabinet. The meeting 
was in accord with this view which I shared with Mr. Baldwin and put forth 
for discüssion.1  _ - • 

L. C. A[UDE,TTE] 
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.1075. ..DEA/3953-40 

L'iiinbassadéUr aux .  États-Unis au seCrétaire d'État 
par intérim des États-Unis 

Ambassador in United States to Acting Secretary of State of United States 

Sir, 
I have the honour to refer  to  your note of November 13, 19462 , regarding 

the proposed agreement between the Governments of Canada and the United 
States of America for the waiver of certain daims involving vessels of the two 
govermnents and to Mr. Pearson's note No. 348 of September 28, 19462, 
containing the text of said proposed agreement. \ 

Note marginale: 	 Marginal note: 
I agree. 

2  Voir Canada, Recueil des traités, 1946, 	2  See Canada, Treaty Series, 1946, No. 42. 
No 42. - 
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I also note that your government wishes an addition to be made to the text 
of  Article I of the said proposed agreement, namely, that after the words, 
"War Shipping Administration", there should be added the words "and United 
States Maritime Commission". 

This addition to the text of Article I is acceptable to the Canadian Govern-
ment. It is understood, therefore, that the agreement is in force from the date 
of this note. 

Accept etc. 
H. H. WRONG 

PARTIE 6 / PART 6 

DIVERS / MISCELLANEOUS 

1076. 	 DEA/679-38Ç 

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in United States to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM WA-913 	 Washington, February 25, 1946 

IMMEDIATE. Following for Pierce from Ritchie, Begins: Your letter of Feb-
ruary. 20tht concerning the draft first chapter of proposed report to Congress 
by the Export-Import Bank. 

Maffre*y  h n.ow giiren: me the latest version ofthis chapter which has been 
re-drafted to take account ôfthe point's 'raised in your letter and in our 
previous telephones conversation. On all, points he .was, of course, ,anxious to 
meet our 'wishes,' and accepted our proposed. language willingly On the refer-
ence to consultation between our two Governments concerning foreign lending 
plans and operations, Maffrey was keen on having some such statement in' 
his report and hoped that we would not be unhappy if the report were to state 
that "the Canadian and United States Governments have kept each. other in-
formed at all  tunes  Of their foreign loan activities under the Canadian Export 
Credit Insurance Act on the one hand, and through the Export-Import Bank 
on the other". Since this'Proposed language would seem to be in line with that 
suggested in paragraph 4 of your letter as the version which would be least 
objectionable to you  if Maffrey was particularly anxious to have some refer-
ence to this co-operation, I would propose to tell Maffrey that the revised 
version is not objectionable to us. As they will be reading proofs almost im-
mediately, Maffrey has asked me to let him have our reaction not later than 
Tuesday, February 26th, on which date I would propose to indicate our 
informal agreement with this section of his report unless I am advised by you 
to the contrary by Tuesday noon. Ends. 
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1077. CH/Vol. 2127

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au directeur adjoint, le bureau des Affaires
européennes, le département d'État des États-Unis

Ambassador in United States to Deputy Director, Office of European Affairs,
Department of State of United States

Washington, March 6, 194 6

Dear Jack [Hickerson],
There are times when I despair of the future, especially when I read the

following in the Congressional Record from Senator E llender of Louisiana :

"This Nation owes that much more money than does the British Empire .

In other words, our national debt today is over twice as much as that
of Great Britain and a ll her possessions . Included in her possessions are, of

course, Canada, Australia, New Zeal and, and British South Africa . "

If Senator Ellender knows so little about Canada, it might be desirable to
invite him to come around and see us sometime at the Embassy when we wi ll
do our best to convince him that we are the possession of nobody but our

people, our government, and the Soviet Mili tary Attaché !

Yours sincerely,
L. B. PEARSON

1078. DEA/9322-40

Le haut . commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au sous-secrétaire d'Éta t
. . . . .
aux A ffaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Great - Britain to Unde~ `r-Secreta ry of State

for External Affairs
CONFIDENTIAL London, November 4, 194 6

Dear Mr. Pearson,
I had a call today from Colonel Eric Phillips of Toronto, who spoke to

me about difficulties his Fiberglass Company, at Oshawa, Ontario, is en-
counte ring in getting its platinum requirements from the, U .S. It appears that

the U.S. Government has repossessed itself of all platinum stocks which

had been rented out to indus trial processors, in wartime, by the Metals
Reserve Corporation, and now refuses to proviçie any to processors located
outside the continental United States . In the case of Phillips' company, they
have not only turned down his request for additional quantities of platinum,
but have asked . him to return the quantity be is now using as lining for his

glass furnaces, and have suggested that he meet his requirements out of

Canadian platinum . The catch in this is that virtua lly all our platinum go es
from Sudbu ry to Huntingdon, W. Va., for refining, and thence into the
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American supply stream. Phillips was wondering whether he could make
arrangements over here to rent platinum from the United Kingdom supply
authorities on the same basis as he had been procuring it from the U .S .during the war .

I told him that I thought the situation which he described was one that
our Government could quite properly take up with the U.S. Governmentand with the International Nickel Company. I see no objection to-in fact,
I should welcome-efforts of the American Government to maintain an
adequate strategical stockpile of platinum, and think their scheme for keep-
ing this stockpile in active use by renting it to industrial processors is a
sensible one ; but I see no valid reason why they should exclude processors
located in Canada from access to platinum under the same conditions as
American operators .

I suggested that Phillips take the question up with Mr . Howe or with
the Department of External Affairs, to determine what action the Govern-
ment could take to help him, and have written Mr. Howe (who had sug-
gested that Colonel .Phillips come to see me) giving him the foregoing
account of the platinum set-up .1

Yours sincerely,
N. A. ROBERTSON

1 Les dossiers ministériels contiennent
plusieurs documents comme celui-ci qui se
rapportent à des cas où l'assistance des re-
présentants à l'étranger fut demandée . Faute
d'espace, il n'a pas été possible de reproduire
dans ce volume une sélection de documents
qui auraient permis la rédaction d'historiques .

1 The departmental files contain many
documents like this one which deal with
cases where the assistance. of representatives
abroad was requested . Because of space
limitations, it has not been . possible to print
in this volume a selection of documents from
which case histories could be written.
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PARTIE 1 / PART 1 -

ARGENTINE / ARGENTINA
' DEA/836-BG-39C

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au secrétaire . d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Ambasstidor in United States. to Secretary of State for External A ffairs`

DESPATCH 36 Washington, . January, 7, 1946
Sir,

I have the honour to refer to your despatch No . 1436 of December 28th
with enclosed copies of the list of commodities which could be removed from
export control at this time, and which would be removed from control .if the
action taken would not be considered as a failure on Canada's part to
co-operate- with the United States Government''in controlling shipments to
Argentina.

2 . I am enclosing a copy of a memorandum which was left with State
Department on January 2nd, along with a copy of the list of commodities
under réference,t' with the object of providing a basis to discuss with the
United States authorities informally their reaction to the proposed removal .
of these items from Canadian export control.

3 . On January 3rd Mr. . Scott was invited to attend a ,meeting in the StateDepartmént, presided - over by Mr. Parsons . Others~ present :included Mr.Gilmore, who took the lead in the discussions reported on in my despatchNo. 2717 ' of November 21st, Mr. James Farris of'th e- `International Re-
sources Division, also present at this previous meeting, Mr . Frederick Exton
of the Munitions Control Section, . - and Mr. Shaetzel, representing Mr. Clair
Wilcox, Director of the Office, of International Trade Policy.

4 . The meeting held on January 3rd covered substantia lly the same ground
explored in November last, 'except that the urgency of this problem from
the Canadian point of view , was further emphasized ; and it was morevoer
stressed that the removal of the items in question from the Canadian positive
list would not ; in our view, draw pub lic attention to Canada's more liberal
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policy toward Argentina to the extent which the American officials feared, 
since our announcement would primarily be directed toward informing the 
Canadian export conununity that the commodities in question were no 
longer subject to export control except to very few destinations. This argu-
ment was not convincing to the Americans, who contended that our proposed 
action would seriously embarrass their position not only vis-à-vis Argentina, 
but would also lead to criticism from United States exporters who would 
claim that Canadian firMs were in a position to expand their business with 
Argentina at a time when American firms were being handicapped. This 
American view was expressed in spite of the fact that for some considerable 
time past exports have been freely licensed to Argentina, except for strategic 
materials and those in short supply, the only limiting factor being the re-
quirement of an individual licence as distinct from the privilege of exporting 
to what is called the K Group of countries without licences for all com-
modities not specifically listed. 

5. Attention was also drawn by Mr. Exton, who is responsible for the 
control of exports of armaments, munitions and aircraft, to the inclusion of 
toluol, an ingredient for the manufacture of explosives, and aircraft parts 
in our list. As regards the aircraft parts, Mr. Exton pointed out that the list 
did not show any distinction between military and commercial, and therefore 
in his opinion the status of aircraft parts was rather unsatisfactory. The op-
portunity was taken at this point in the discussion to enquire if the United 
States authorities would feel that their difficulties could be overcome by 
our removing certain items from the list. This suggestion brought forth no 
specific comment. 	 • 

6. The American attitude throughout the meeting was substantially the 
same as the views recorded in my despatch No. 2717 of November 21st. In 
other words, they are stil determined to retain Argentina in the E Group 
of countries under the United States export licensing system, pending the 
outcome of the conference of American Republics proposed for March 
of this year. Whereas in November no intimation was given that Canada 
would not continue to co-operate along similar lines, the intimation given at 
,this meeting that we propose removing from export control the commodities 
on the list submitted upset the Americans considerably. Our view that the 
removal of these items from our export control would really have little 
effect on the volume of goods moving to Argentina was unconvincing. 

7. In fairness to the opinions expressed by the Americans at this meeting, 
it should perhaps be mentioned that Mr. Farris in particular took several 
occasions to draw to the attention of his colleapies the fact that, to use his 
own words, "time had run out on the American export policy toward 
Argentina", and that for several months past they had not been able to offer 
any practical help to our export control authorities in regard to our 
operational problem. The opportunity was taken of Mr. Farris' support 
several times during the meeting, when a tendency developed for the 
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Americans to inject the political aspect of this problem into the discussion, 
to emphasize that what we were trying to solve was the operational difficulty 
which results from the nature of our administration of export control, and 
not, on this occasion, to become involved in a debate on the political issues 
affecting Argentina. It was, as you will appreciate, difficult to keep the two 
separate, but the American officials present freely conceded their knowledge 
of the Canadian point of view, namely, that the United States was not 
effectively accomplishing its political objective vis-à-vis Argentina by means 
of economic restrictions. 

8. It was also pointed out to the Americans that there were no effective 
measures to prevent the re--export from other Latin American countries to 
Argentina of a wide range ,of commodities no longer subject to the United 
States individual licensing system. They had no effective answer to this 
argument. 

9. Reference was also made to the fact that other countries, notably the 
United Kingdom, have not seen fit officially to apply restrictive measures in 
their export control to Argentina. 

10. At the conclusion of the meeting, although Mr. Parsons indicated that 
the matter would be further considered in the State Department, it was quite 
obvious« that the United States reaction to these proposals was going to- be 
unfavourable. 

11. On January 5th Mr. Parsons informed the Embassy that the Pan-
American Section of the State Department had shown serious concern -re-
garding the Canadian proposal, and that in view of the urgency which had 
been attached to the latter from the Canadian standpoint, instructions were 
being sent to the American Ambassador in Ottawa to ask the Canadian au-
thorities to defer momentarily our proposed action to provide time for 
the State Department to prepare a note to me which it is expected will re-
iterate the views reported in my despatch of November 21st last, and at the 
same time express the hope that the Canadian proposal can be deferred for' 
at least sixty days. It is apparently the American -  hope that within sixty • 

days they may be able to finalize their attitude toward Argentina, following 
the outcome of the forthcoming elections in that country. Mr. Parsons ex-
plained that no reference would be made in their note to the informal 
memorandum left with him, but that the note will indicate that the United 
States authorities understand certain actions regarding Canadian export 
control toward Argentina are under contemplation. 

12. Mr. Parsons conveyed the impression that the action which the State 
Department had decided upon resulted from the reaction of IVIr. Spruille 
Braden to our proposals on having them brought to his attention on 
January 5th. 

13. The highlights of Friday's meeting were conveyed verbally in a tele-
phone conversation which Mr. Stone had on January 5th with Mr. Pierce.. 
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In - addition Mr. ; Scott also - reported informally by telephone to Mr . Engli sh
in the Department of Trade and Commerce, with respect to certain of the
operational -details involved . Both these conversations- took place before
hearing from Mr. Parsons late on the morning of January 5th .

- I have etc .

THOMAS A. STON E

for -the Ambassado r

[PIÉCE . JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]
, . .

Mémorandum de l'ambassade aux ltats- -Unis au département. d'État ,
des États-Unis

Memorandum f rom Embassy in United States to Department of State
of United States

Washington, January 2, 1946

Thé . Canadian Embassy wishes to draw the attention of the Depa rtment
of State to informal discussions ° which have been carried on for some time
with . the- United . States ; authorities concerned in regard to the modification
in the control of exports to Argentina .

Attached to this memorandum is . a list of commodities which Canada
could . remove from export control, and which . it is desired to remove from
such control if . the action taken would not be considered, as 'a failure on
Canada's part to co-operate with the . United. States Government in controlling
shipments to Argentina.

• The Canadian authorities responsible for the administration of export

control are under constant . pressure from the Canadian , export community

to. reduce: the number of items under export con trol, but such - action cannot

effëctivelÿ be taken : under the 'Canadian : regulations without specifically

listing the Argentine along with the . blockade and former enemy countries .

It is the feeling of the Canadian authori ties that the removal of the items
on' the attached list from Canadian export control

.
would - really have very little

éffect _ on the volume . of . goods moving to . Argentina . ~ On the other -hand ; it

would greatly simplify the administrative work of the Canadian Expo rt Permit .

Branch. Even with the proposed changes Canada -would still be retaining
an adequate control over the movement of all strategic materials to Argentina,

for example, within the last three weeks an export permit application covering

two. hundred parachutes for Argentina was refused as' it was obvious : thes e

parachutes would be used in the training of Argentine airmen .

It is also proposed to amend Clause 5 of the Canadian Export Permi t

Regulations by adding to the list of countries exempted from requi ring

export permits~ on all shipments . Clause 5 now reads in part-
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"No person shall export any goods to any country,
the British Empire or the Western Hemisphere without first having obtainedan export permit, except as provided inRegulation 31 .
this Order, the Western Hemisphere is defined as embracing all l~d ose of

west of.longitude 30 0 -east and west of the International Date Line".
, Under the new proposal Clause 5 would read--

"No person shall export any goods to an y country, other than to partsof the British Empire ; 'destinations within the Western Hemisphere and Pos-'sèssions and Protectorates of the Unitèd States ; Belgium, France; The Neth=eilands and their Colonies and ' Protectoratès; ' Czechoslovakia, ' Denmark,Greece, Luxembourg; Norway, Poland, Turkey, 'U.S .S .R., 'Vatican City,Yugoslavia, China, Egypt, Iran, .Iraq, without first having obtained an , export
permit issued by or on behalf of the Minister of Trade and- Commerce . "This arrangement .would have the effect of allowing goods ., in free supplyto move . to the liberated areas without export permits ; :however, as in thecase of Argentina, -even . with ,these prop osed changes there would stilladequate control over the movement of a ll strategic materials.In the circumstances as : recorded above, the Canadian . Embass wouldwelcome the views of. the State Department on the proposed modifications inthe Canadian export ..,control regulations.

1080.
DEA/836-13G-39 C

L'ambassadeur aux , États-Unis au secrétaire d'État aux A$ r ~ airesextérieures- ; Ambassador in United States to Secretary of State for External AffuirsTELEGRAM
WA-116 Washington," Januâry 8, .1946 .~

SECRET . Reference . my despatch No. 36, of Janaa ry 7th. which should -reachy.ou : tomorrow, and,other communications, concerning the control of ex orts,
to, the Argentine . . p

2 . Mr. Stone and Mr. ' Scott of this Embassy went , to the State Departmentthis morning to receive . from Mr. Braden, Assistant Secretary offollowing note, Begins: State, the

I have the honour ~to refer to information which has been received by thisGovernment
to the effect that the Canadian Government intends very sho rtlysubstantially to modify its present expo rt controls . . It is understood that . as

a result of the proposed modification a substantial list of products may be
exported to Argentina without the necessity of individual licences .

In this connection I desire on the part of the Government of the ' United
States to express keen appreciation of the consistently cooperative attitude'
which has been displayed throughout the war by all officials of the CanadianGovernment in the joint solution `of the manifold problems of trade controlWhich have arisen . However, the implications at this time of the -proposed
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change of procedure upon the control of exports to inimical interests in 
Argentina are viewed by this Government with a great deal of concern. 

An election campaign of unprecedented bitterness is now in progress in 
Argentina. This circumstance counsels the greatest caution in adopting any 
economic meastires .  which may be interpreted by public opinion, both in 
Argentina and throughout the hemisphere, as an endorsement of the policies 
and actions of the present Fascist-type Argentine regime. It was for this 
reason that the Govemment of the United States retained Argentina among 
the Group E countries, for which individual licences are required, at the 
time the United States export control regulations were relaxed in September. 

Under present circumstances it would be entirely impracticable for the 
Government of the United States to consider any further relaxation of its 
export ccmtrols affecting shipments to Argentina, and it is hoped that as a 
further measure of cooperation Your Excellency's Govemment would be 
willing to postpone its projected action until the present situation shall have 
become further clarified by the forthcoming.  elections. Ends. 

3. In handing this note to the representatives of this Embassy, Mr. Braden 
said that he could not over-emphasize the importance which he attached to 
the maintenance of preSent Canadian controls over exports to Argentina. 
He reviewed at some length the present political situation in that country and 
said that any relaxation of controls would be used by Mr. Peron as an 
argument in his favour in the present elections which there was still a 
possibility, although not a strong one, that he might lose. He stressed the 
psychological effect of the present controls .rather than their actual effect on 
Argentine eConomy,. which, exceptin the case of armaments and materials of 
war,..is not  great in Vievi .fif' the fact that a reasonably free licensing policy is 
being followed by both Canada and the United States. I might say in this 
regard that Mr. Braden, in the first instance, implied that the licensing policy 
of this country was to allow only those exports to go forward which were 
required for the health and well-being of the people of Argentina against 
whom, he said, he had nothing. IVIr. Braden's implication was  bluntly re-
futed later in the conversation by one of bis  assistants. 

4. It was pointed out to Mr. Braden that in effect what we were being 
asked to do was to maintain an administrative machine which was out of 
line with our general policy of the relaxation of controls of materials in free 
supply and to continue to exercise control over a long list of commodities to 
a great many countries, merely to maintain a control over these commodities 
to the Argentine. It was added that the effectiveness of the assistance which 
such Canadian controls afforded the United States in its economic policy 
vis-à-vis the Argentine, was very doubtful. The alternative would be to relax 
our controls to every country except the Argentine, which would mean singling 
out one of the United Nations and maintaining a discriminatory policy vis-à-
vis that nation on the eve of the first meeting of the Assembly, or during it, 
which would probably be regarded as politically undesirable. Mr.  Brader"  
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said that he would, of course, welcome such a step from his point of view. He 
went so far a.s to add that the time might come when the Argentine would 
not be one of the United Nations. It was further pointed out to Mr. Braden 
that it was primarily on the insistence of the United States Government that 
the Argentine had become one of the United  •  Nations and that he could 
readily understand that this fact, coupled with present United States economic 
policy vis-à-vis that country, in which they were asking us to cooperate, led 
to some confusion in our minds. Mr. Braden expressed his thorough em-
barrassment that, as a result of United States insistence, the Argentine was a 
member of the United Nations Organization, in which expression he was 
joined by the other officers of the State Department present at the discussion. 

5. In the course of the discussion it came out  that  the main desire of the 
State Department is that we should maintain our present controls at least until 
alter the elections in Argentina as is stated in the note quoted above. Mr. 
Braden was asked what would be the policy of the United States Government 
after the elections in the event that Peron is successful. He said that political 
action would be taken of such importance as to over-shadow the economic 
action, although he hoped that the present economic policy would be main-
tained (a divergence of views on this  point between some of his advisers and 
himself was quite apparent). As to the nature of the political action, Mr. 
Braden has apparently two things in mind; first the publication of certain 
documents incriminating the present regime in Nazi plots, and second, a re-
fusal by the United States to participate in the Rio Conference with the 
Argentine represented by Percm. 

6. Mr. Braden was told that the request of the State Department would be 
sent at once to the Cànadian Government and considered by them and that it 
was hoped that a reply would be forthcoming in the very near future. 

7. While there is certainly not unanimity within the State Department itself 
on policy towards the Argentine, and while there are some who believe that 
the present economic policy, exception made of the control of armaments and 
materials of war, is not effective, I think that there is general agreement that it 
would be helpful to present United States policy if Canadian controls were to 
be maintained until February 24th at least, and I should report to you that 
there is no doubt in my mind that a refusal on our part to do so would be 
taken with very bad grace. The point was made this morning that the revisions 
proposed in Canadian controls would, in all likelihood, pass unnoticed in so 
far as the Argentine is concerned, in view of the fact that they would similarly 
affect many other countries. To interpret this, therefore, as a Canadian step 
to assist the present regime in Argentina would be pretty far fetched. Mr. 
Braden could not agree. He contended thaf Peron could very easily and would 
so interpret it. Et  is not too strong to say that Mr. Braden is ahnost fanatical 
on the subject of Argentina. He showed no disposition either to regard our 
administrative problems with any sympathy or to relate the question of the 
Argentine to any other international problem. 
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8 . As a postscript to this message I might add that certain other points
came up in this morning's discussion which I feel are adequately 'covered in
my despatch under reference.

9 . I shall be in Ottawa tomorrow and shall hope to . have an opportunity of
discussing this rather vexed problem with you .

1081 .' _ : . . DEA/836 BG-39C

. L'ambassadeur en Argentine au secrétairé d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in Argentina to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DESPATCH 22

MOST SECRET

Sir,

RELATIONS AVEC DIVERS PAYS

Buenos Aires, Janua ry 17, 194 6

I have the honour to acknowledge your . two secret telegrams Nos . 3t and
4~ of January 12th * regarding the interview with Mr. Braden on export con-
trols .

2 . One of the troubles with such a decision as that requested by the State
Department is that it is almost bound to be more than provisional . Mr. Braden
himself practically concedes the election of Colonel Per6n, and although .I
continue to meet some lonely optimists, and while democratic stock is slightly
up this week, the general feeling is that a Perôn victory is a foregone con-
clusion . If, as I doubt, to trade with Argentina free of controls when there
may still be a chance of a Per6n defeat is to give him a handle, then to free
the controls 'after a .Perbn victory would be to approve it .

3 . I take it that Mr. Braden must have been misunderstood when in para-
graph 5 of telegram No . 4 he is quoted as saying that the publication of the
inc riminating White Paper would not take place until after the election . I have
been told by Mr. Cabot,2 and this' is in accordance with your enclosure
No . : 180 of December .24th of the Washington teletype WA-6327, Decem-
ber :2lst; that it would be pub lished~this month . Dr . Leguizam6n told me this
morning that he understood it would be sent to the Foreign Minister either
today or tomorrow . There is also some mention in the papers today of a pro-
posal to-.bring it up ïat the United Nations meeting .in London. It may then
introduce a new factor, that possibly may affect the . results . If not, it is diffi-
cult . to see how after the election we shall be able to withdraw . from the stand .
now taken. Further, it is suggested around here that the results of the election
may not be known for some time after February 24th.

4 . However dressed up, what we have been invited to do is to convert our
general "wartime controls into a special policy of Argentine ostracism, in itself

' Ce télégramme a répété A e 1 élégramme 'This telegram repeated Telegram WA-116,
WA-116,• le document précédent . the preceding document.

2 Le chargé d'affaires des États-Unis *en 2 Chargé d'Affaires of United States- in
Argentine. Argentina.
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a form  of intervention. We may not be able to stop at that, but may find our-
selves involved in more. 'What Mr. Braden has in mind it is difficult to say, 
possibly because he himself is quite uncertain how far he can go, and how far 
he can count on even a majority support from Pan-American States. Mr. 
Cabot, with whom I had, on the 8th of January, a conversation on the 
Uruguayan Note,—though careful to point out that he was only speaking for 
himself, and tentatively,—seemed to think that the action contemplated by it 
would stop at a declaration. He also, however, referred to bis own view that 
you could not make a people democratic by compulsion, and that if anything 
more than a declaration were in question, it would have to be based on the 
interests of the interveners, and they would have to be prepared for all the 
consequences. There seem to be many tangles ahead for the State Department 
—tangles with the Senate, tangles with the Pm-American States, tangles,with 
the United Nations  • organization, with always the possibility of a change of 
pilot and direction. For us there are other embarrassments, and there is not 
much time, and certainly not much help from the State Department, for think-
ing them out. How free shall we be to guide ourselves after the event? 

5. I have referred to some lonely optimists, and it would not be fair for 
your thinking to overlook their points. Dr. Leguizam6n is one. He considers 
the democratic sentiment overwhelming. To him, the significance of the three-
da3r lockout, which came to an end last night, is that people have shown that 
they are not afraid to assert themselves against the Government and the 
Police. He aLso tells me that in the British Railways, for which he is counsel, 
employees have purchased for 20 centavos apiece 120,000 tickets supporting 
the democratic cause. Also, the effects of the recent Decree, on bonuses and 
salaries are not all favourable to Per6n. Government servants do not like hav-
ing been left  out of it, and the numerous persons retiring on pension are also 
complaining about its effects on prices. Dr. Leguizam6n thinks, in addition, 
that scandals recently revealed will have considerable effect. He referred par-
ticularly to the case now being ventilated of the Federal Interventor of the 
Province of Buenos Aires, General Albarifios. He was given the sum of 
420,000 pesos by the Jockey Club of the Province, apparently for some char-
itable purpose, and is said to have made payments -out of it not only to him-
self but to certain Perón  newspapers. Dr. Leguizam6n further mentioned an 
incident in a country town during the last three days. A policeman went up 
to one of the dosed shops and called upon the proprietor to open it. When 
he refused, the policeman began the preparation of an act to establish the 
refusal., and called upon the bystanders to sign as witnesses. Not one of them 
would sign. All  these things are important, and Dr. Leguizam6n must know 
his country far better than I can; but the general opinion at the moment, sub-
ject to vague hopes regarding the White Paper, is against his view. 

6.Speaking merely in terms of future trade between Canada and Argentina, 
we are already late in laying the foundation, and a further delay may have 
negative effects for a long time to come. Canadians who come down here are 
as greatly impressed with the value of the market that awaits us here as they 
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are concerned about the apparent apathy of the Canadian . exporter . We note

an announcement of a prospective visit from representatives, of the Indiana

Chamber of Commerce; and the political situation does not seem to have in-
terfered with the visit to the United States of a military mission supposed to
be for the purpose of buying equipment for the new airport .

January 18th.

7. Mr. Cabot yesterday gave to the press what may be perhaps only an in-
stalment of the proposed revelations. It was interesting as showing that some
of those who were lending themselves to German propaganda during the war
are now connected with Perôn newspapers . Mainly, the information is the dot-

ting of "i's" and the crossing of "t's" on something already known . More im-

mediately significant is the effect of the Albarinos affair . According to this

morning's papers, the Minister of Marine, Admiral Pantin, and the Service
Admirals stationed near Buenos Aires, had a long interview yesterday with
the President, protesting that the Government promises of neutrality were

being continuously violated . One of the Admirals who was to supervise the

, elections in this district has resigned, on the ground : that while General

Albarinos remains in office the election cannot be fair . The Minister is sup-

posed to have tendered his resignation, although this is officially denied . The

protest is given more point by the resignation of Colonel Mercante as
Secretary of Labour because of his nomination as candidate for the Vice-

Presidency.

8. In fairness to Mr. Cabot, I would not like my quotation of his remarks

to be passed on .
I have etc .

WARWICK CHIPMA N

1082.
DEA/836-BG-39C

Le sous-ministre par intérim du Commerce au sous-secrétaire d'Éta t

aux Affaires extérieures .

Acting Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce to Under-Secretary of Stat
e

for External A jù airs

Ottawa, January 17, 1946

ATTENTION : S . D . PIERCE, ESQ.

Dear Mr. Pierce, -
May I refer to your letter of January 10th,t enclosing a copy of teletype

No. WA-116-, dated January 8th, relative to control of exports to Argentina .

I note that it appears desirable to you 'that Canada should defer any re-
laxation of export control affecting exports to Argentina, at least until Feb-

ruary 24th .
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The position of this Department in this matter is  one of very serious 
difficulty.- Export industry in Canada is extremely restive over the retention 
of the export permit system on commodities for which there is now no 
obvious and clearly understood reason for continuing control. Our course 
has been to eliminate the e#ort permit requirement in every case as soon 
as we could obtain clearance for such action from the Wartime Prices and 
Trade Board, Department of Munitions and Supply, or sUch other bodies as 
were instrumental in the first instance in having the export permit require-
ment imposed. 

We have now reached a stage  •  in which we have been advised either by 
the Wartime Prices and Trade Board or by other organizations that many of 
the commodities placed under control  at  their request need no longer, for 
their purposes, be continued under such control. 

Perhaps the clearest way of indicating the way in which the consequences 
of our consistent co-operation with the United States in the present policy 
toward Argentina have closed in on us is to point out that, solely for the 
purpose of maintaining such co-operation, we are now keeping under export 
control approximately 340 commodities on which Canadian exporters are 
being compelled to obtain permits on all shipments except those to Empire 
countries and to the United States. We are actuaLly denying Canadian ex-
porters the freedom of access to many foreign markets which is vital to 
their aggressive prosecution of expo rt  business. Meanwhile, the United States 
itself has gone-  ahead very rapidly with the removal of export controls on a 
wide list•of commodities, retaining the controls only with reference to named 
countries, such as Germany, Japan, Spain and Argentina. 

Our system of export control does not lend itself to the method of re-
moving controls except in the case of named countries. The result is that we 
are being forced into the practice of holding a lengthy and steadily increasing 
list of commodities under export control solely to cover the Argentine case. 
Our whole system and procedure leaves us no practicable alternative. We are 
already issuing blanket licences, but this expedient meets the problem only 
in a very inadequate way. 

We feel very ,  strongly that this situation should not be allowed to continue. 
Otherwise, the anomalous position in which we are now placed is bound 
to become steadily worse, with Canadian exporters becoming still more re-
sentful over the retention of control on shipments of many products to many 
different countries that should not be involved in the application of a policy 
aimed specifically at Argentina. 
• Further, I should point out that the United States' request is that we should 

retain our controls, at least until February 24th. There is no assurance that 
we shall not be asked to prolong our controls for a further indefinite period. 

While I realize that other and very important considerations must enter 
into the decision as to the course that Canada should now take, I cannot over- 
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Yours faithfully ,
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1083 .
Mémorandum du sôus-secrétaire d'État aux

Affaires extérieures

au Premier ministr e

Memorandum f rom Under-Secreta ry of State for External A ffairs
.to Prime Minister
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to vary his journey, I should see no objection to his flying across Brazil to 
Peru, and thence returning up the west coast through Mexico, where he wishes 
to visit Keenleyside. 

N. A. 11[OBERTSON] 

1084. 	 A.G.L.M./Vol. 268 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures à l'ambassadeur au Brésil 

Secretary of State for External A ffairs to Ambassador in Brazil 

TELEGRAM 27 	 Ottawa, January 31, 1946 

SECRET. Following for General McNaughton from Prime Minister, Begins: I 
understand from Canadian Ambassador in Buenos Aires that you have been 
considering possibility of paying a private visit to Argentina. In present cir-
cumstances I am afraid purely private character of such a visit could not be 
effectively observed. Argentina is desperately seeking evidence of foreign 
interest and approval and mischievous political implications would be read 
by Argentina into any visit which might  be  paid at this time by any one who 
would be regarded as a representative of Canadian Government. Moreover 
it is also almost inevitable that in view of attitude Canada had felt obliged to 
take, along with United States and United Kingdom, towards Argentina, a 
visit by yourself, following your visit to Rio de Janeiro in an ambassadorial 
capacity, might be misunderstood by both the United States and United 
Kingdœn. 

Should you wish to vary your return from Rio de Janeiro, there could be 
no objection to your returning by way of Peru and Mexico but as matters stand 
I cannot but feel that a visit to Argentina at this time would be unwise. 
Kindest regards. Ends. 

1085. 	 DEA/836-BG-39C 

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in United States to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

DESPATCH 271 	 Washington, February 2, 1946 

Sir, 
I have the honour to refer to your EX-299 of January 30t containing your 

instructions on the reply you wish made to the note which I received from the 
Secretary of State on the control of Canadian exports to Argentina, and which 
was transmitted to you in my WA-116 of January 8. 

2. From the enclosed copy of the note which I left yesterday with Mr. 
Spruille Braden, Assistant Secretary of State, it will be observed that the 
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phraseology was changed slightly from the instructions contained ithyMr
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ments to Latin America, we had on no occasion been given any opportunity 
to express our views on proposed American shipments. 

8. I think Mr. Braden sensed that in mentioning aircraft I had in mind the 
whole question of our co-operation with the United States Government in 
export policy matters and he assured me that steps would be taken by his own 
branch of the State Department to see that we were better informed in the 
future. 

9. Having laid the groundwork for a further approach to the State Depart-
ment toward the end of February on this subject of Canadian export control 
to Argentina, after you have had an opportunity of considering further our 
position I would appreciate having some guidance as to what attitude should 
be adopted in future discussions with the State Department. 

I have etc. 
L. B. PEARSON 

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État des États-Unis 

Atnbassador in United States to Secretary of State of United States 

No. 35 	 Washington, January 31, 1946 

Sir, 
I have the honour to refer to your note of January 8tht on the subject of 

the proposed relaxation of Canadian controls on exports to Argentina. In 
response to the wishes of your govenunent, the Canadian Government pro-
poses to retain until the end of February its present control over exports to 
Argentina. 

It remains the belief of the Canadian Government nevertheless that the 
proposed relaxation which would greatly lessen the administrative burden on 
Canadian officials, remove unnecessary obstacles to trade with other countries 
in a great number of commodities, would, at the same time, confer no sub-
stantial practical benefit on Argentina. The Canadian Govemment remains  
most anxious to relax the existing controls at the earliest possible moment. It 
would be appreciated, therefore, if your officials would give further study to 
the practical effect of the proposed relaxations. It may be that, if certain items 
such as toluol and other products which can be put to war use were retained 
under control, several hundred other items of a purely commercial nature 
which are now moving freely from both countries under permit to the 
Argentine might be removed from  formai control. 

, Accept etc. 
[L. B. PEARSON] 
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phraseology was changed s lightly from the instructions contained in your
EX-299 - following a telephone conversation which Mr . Stone had with Mr.
Pierce on Janua ry 31 .-

3 . When handing this note to Mr. Braden I reiterated that it was with some
reluctance that our government had agreed to the wishes of the United States
authori ties to retain our existing control of exports to Argentina until the end
of February in view of our belief that the proposed relaxation would not result

inany practical * benefit to Argentina, and moreover, that on account of the
nature of our proposed general relaxation-of expo rt control we did not feel

that it . would provide Colonel Peron with the psychological argument that
Canada was favou ring Argentina .

4 . I inferred that Mr . Braden felt differently on the psychological 'aspect of

this ; problem, , and he confirmed again that in his view Colonel Peron would

read ily seize the,opportunity provided by our relaxation of expo rt controls to

draw attention to - a'relatively more friendly attitude on the part of Canada

toward Argentina than the United States .

, 5. Mr. . Brâden went out of his way to express his gratitude for our con-
tinued co-operation in this matter. Indeed on this occasion, contrary to the

attitude hé adopted when presenting the State Department's note to Mr. Stone,

he conceded that our retention of expo rt controls to Argentina imposed a

heavy administrativé burden considering that these expo rt controls involved
so many other count ries in addition to ' Argentina .

6. In the absence of any spécifie indication from you I felt it would be
undesirable to create any apprehension , in Mr. Braden's mind that we might
be unwilling to continue the present controls beyond the end of February. At

the same time I+said that we would probably want to re-examine this prob-
lem with the, State Department .when the time approached, in the hope that

the political situation in Argentina would have improved to the . point where

it could be considered no longer necessa ry for the United States Govenvnent

to inaintain its present - export policy vis-à-vis Argentina. In response Mr.

Braden expressed the hope, but I am afraid without much expectation, that
such a development may materialize .

7: The gopportunity was taken to draw Mr. Braden's attention to the diffi'
cult position our authori ties have been placed - in fromAime to time through
not being kept informed on the United States policy toward Argentina . it was

explained that in the ' particular case of aircraft it was embarrassing that ex-
ports of commercial aircraft from the United States to Argentina had been
approved by the State Depa rtment when no - advance information had ben

conveed to this Embass of the American intention to appr~e such r
méntsy It was hinted tô Mr.Braden that this example could be app

l e
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and that whereas the State . Department had from time to time
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I have etc .
. L . B. PEARSO N

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

; L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'L4`t
Ambassador in United States to Secret at des États-Unis

No. 35 ar1' of State of United States
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[L . B. PEARSON]
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1086. 	 DEA/836-BG-39C 
° 

L'ambassadeur aux Etats-Unis au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
. Ambassador in United States to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

DESPATCH  561 	 Washington, March 19, 1946 

SECRET 

Sir, 
• I have the honour to refer to my despatch No. 271 of February 2nd on the 
subject of Canada's cooperation with the United States in the control of ex-
ports to Argentina. -- 

2. Yesterday Mr. Stone; accompanied by Mr. Scott, called on Mr. Spruille 
Braden, Assistant Secretary of State, for the purpose of leaving with him a 
copy of thé Amendment of March 4, 1946 to the Export  Permit Regulations, 
along with the annex containing a list of commodities exempted from requir-
ing an Export Permit when shipped to the countries listed in the Amendment 
under reference. 

3. Although the State Department officers* concerned had already learned 
informally through Mr: Scott of this development, yesterday's meeting with 
Mr. Braden was the first official advice to him concerning this amendment to 
our reelations. 	 . 

4. As Mr. Braden was most profuse in his appreciation of this latest evi-
dence of co-operation with the United States in their export policy vis-à-vis 
dttigentina, the oPportûnity Was taken to remind him again of the importance 
of our being kept closely ,and continuonsly informed of any changes in their 
policy  

5. Mr*. Braden said he fully rialized our position, and indeed at yesterday's 
meeting he asked one of his assistants who was present to have a memoran-
duni circulated among' all côncerned in the Department conveying instructions 
thâtthis Embisiy was ià.be:kept fully" informed on all developments affecting 
AMerican exp'ort policy to Argentina.  

TMt, 	 t 	 "TM 

6.-When questioned:as to how Colonel Per6n's now conceded victory in 
the.Presidential* electionï might affeet the Anierican policy under reference, 
Mr.' Braden" was noncom' mittal, and gave the impression that the State De-
partrient was 'xidopting  a  "wait and see" attitude. Mr. Braden did, however, 
remark that any thôught  of  economic 'sanctions was out of the question in 
view of Europe's dependence on Argentine foodstuffs. 

I have etc. 

THOMAS A. STONE 
for the Ambassador 
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SECRET 
Washington, April 2, 1946 

RELATIONS !WITH INDIVIDUAL COUNTRIES 

,DEA/836-BG-39C •  

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in United States to Secretary of State for External A ffairs 

1843. 

1087. 

Sir, 
I have the honour to refer to my despatch  No 561 of March 19th on 

the subject of Canada's co-operation with the United States in the control 
of exports to Argentina. 

2. The opportunity was taken of articles on Argentina appearing in the 
news and editorial columns of this morning's Washington Post, copies of 
which articles are enclosed,f to have Mr. Scott approach informally Mr. 
Gilmore of the River Plate Division of the State Department with a view to 
ascertaining, in the absence of any word from the Department itself, whether 
any new developments in the United States export policy vis-à-vis Argentina 
were contemplated. 
-A. It might be . appropriate to mention at this point that Mr. Stone and 

Mr."Scott were asked to attend a meeting with Mr. Spruille Braden, Assistant 
Secretary  of State, on March 25th, which meeting was postponed at the last 
moment. Beyond implying that the subject was to be Argentina, no details 
were even as tO r the reason for calling this meeting. 

4. On drawing Mr. Gilmore's attention to the article in this morning's 
Washington -  Post, and the postponement of the meeting under reference, he,. 
volunteered the information that the State Department had hoped to inform 
this Embassy Cof a new development in regard to their policy on exports to 
Argentina; but that  on  further consideration they found themselves not quite 
re'ad3-T to discuss  the  matter. 
) 5. As a result of Mr. Scott's Call in the State Department this morning, 
h_nwe'Crer, Mr.:Gilmore was authorized to reveal for the first time to this 
Embâss'ia* copy of a letterf which the State Department proposed to send 
to ,the Department of Commerce. This draft letter, Marked confidential, 
!hic. 1111--ari the signature of Mr. Willard L. Thorp, Deputy to the Assistant 
Secret.nrY:  for *Economic Affairs in the State Department, is addressed to 
Mi*. Arthur Paul, Assistant to the Secretary, Department of Commerce, the 
contnts of which are quoted as follows: 

.1 	writing at this time, in accordance with previous correspondence 
ana- conversations, to inform you of proposed revisions of United States 
exPort policy towards Argentina. These revisions are dictated by a number 
of  important developments—the impossibility of securing multilateral coopera-
'011  in a program of economic pressure; the rapidly increasing worldwide 
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availability: of goods, expanding international commerce, with concomitant
though gradual relaxation of national controls; the spread of famine condi-
tions through Asia and Europe with consequent emphasis upon maximizing
food shipments from Argentina ; and the current poli tical situation . You should
therefore consider that this letter supersedes the Department's previous state-
ment on export po licy towards Argentina as embodied in my letter to - you
of December 29, 1945 .

It is the recommendation of the Department that with respect to economic
con trols Argentina should now , be placed on an equal footing with the other
American Repub lics. Implementation of - this revised po licy will involve
careful consideration of Argentine requirements for contro lled materials and
non-discriminato ry review by the Department of Commerce of license ap-
plications, such review to, be, made in so far, as possible on the basis of
cri teria used in screening shipments . to the other American Republics .

This policy will - mean, in - specific , terms, removal of Argentina from
Group ; "E". and her transfer to the Group "K" catego ry. Furthermore, no
special controls " or restrictions should be retained for shipments to Argentina
in the case of raw stock film and ' oil field drilling and refining equipment.
Current special restric tions on toluene and light coat tars should be eliminated .

Arms and munitiou of war will be . restricted primarily through the au-
thority, delegated the Department of State : by . the President's . Proclamation
on April 9, 1942 based on, the _ Neutrali ty Act of November 4, 1939. It is

the Department's intention to discuss the scope, and implementation of
this control with the Departments of War and Navy . Should these discussions
indicate * that proper controls - would

I
necessitate authority and techniques not

âvailable under the President's' Proclamation, I sha ll be pleased to com-
municate with you ag

With respect to consignee control, it is requested that the Department of

Commerce review license, app lications only against specifically listed firms

and individuals and discon tinue the practice of referring - to the Embassy
in Buenos Aires the names of unknown consignees and government entities .

a The Department considers it to be of great importance that this . revised
policy be given as a little publicity as is administratively possible . Although
the necessary removal of Argentina from the Group "E" ' category will inevit- .
ably receive ' considerable attention both in the United States and elsewhere,
we nevertheless request that the Department of Commerce join this De-
partment and refrain from making any public statement or announcement
with respect to this change in po licy."

6. It will be observed that the State Department is now proposing to the
' Department of' Commerce, a very dras tic modification in the United States

export policy to" the Argentinê. Indeed this proposal calls for placing Argen
tina in~ the same category as all other Ame rican Republics, which in effect
will remove from individual licensing to Argentina a huge list of commodities
now free to move . to what is known as the "K" Group of count ries which
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includes, in addition to the Latin American Republics specifically mentioned, 
all  other destinations except Group "E" .  countries comprising the neutrals 
and ex-enemy territories. 

7. It is expected that this draft letter will be sent to the Department of 
Commerce within the next two or three days, and allowing for a reasonable 
amount of time for discussion on details between the two Departments it is 
hoped that this new policy can be put into effect  sanie  time within the next 
week or so. 

,8. It will be noted from the last paragraph of the draft letter that the State 
Department considers it to be of great importance that this revised policy 
be given as little pub licity as is  • administratively possible. To this end it is 
proposed to incorporate in a public release, probably in one of  •  the Export 
Control Bulletins, a statement removing Argentina from the Group "E" list 
of countries to the Group "K" category with the briefest possible explanatory 
comment. The State Department hopes that it will be feasible to include this 
reference to Argentina.in a list of other current changes in the United States 
export control regulations, obviously in the hope that it will not attract too 
much public attention. This does not mean, of course, that the State Depart-
ment will necessarily escape having to provide further explanations to the Press 
following 1,vhatever original announcement is given out. 

9. Mr.- Scott took the occasion to emphasize to Mr. Wright, Special 
Assistant to Mr. Braden, and also to Mr. Gilmore, the importance of our 
being given adequnte advance notice of the proposed official announcement in 
whatever form it may take in order that the appropriate Canadian  authorities 
will  have  the »  opportunity of announcing publicly any revision in our own 
regulations which may be decided upon as a parallel step to the removal of 
the American restrictions vis-à-vis Argentina. It was agreed informally that for 
obvious reasons it would probably be undesirable to issue a joint announce-
Ment.,On the other hand, by giving us sufficient notice in advance it should 
be -possible to issue a statement from Ottawa announcing a revision in the 
Canadian export regulations which would have the effect of including Argen-
tina in the list of countries mentioned in the amendment of March 4th to 
the  Export Permit Regulations. 

10. Mr. Scott was given a definite assurance by the State Department that 
this Embassy will be informed immediately the proposed change in policy has 
been finalized as between the Departments of State and Commerce, and more-
over that ample notice will be given of any public statement of this change of 
Micy to enable the Canadian authorities to make whatever changes may be 
considered desirable in our own regulations and at the same time issue a 
Parallel statement for the benefit of Canadian exporters. 

11 ; It may be of interest to record that Mr. Wright made a particular point 
in his conversation with Mr. Scott this morning of saying that the State Depart-
intent was not at this time informing  the United Kingdom of this proposed 
Change in their policy, but that in view of the whole-hearted co-operation 
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which Canada had~ given iri this matter it was felt desirable to let this Embassy
know in advance of . these United States proposals :

12. Mr. Wright went on to add that it was for the purpose of informing us
along. these lines that. Mr. Bradén had hôped' to hold the meeting last week
with - 1VIr.: Stone , and Mr. Scott. The fact remains - that it was only through the
initiative taken . in this Embassy on the , strength ' of the publicity given the
matter, in this morning's :Washington Post that the foregoing information was
ascertained from the State Department .
, 13. As and .when further developments take place : you will be promptly
informed. Meanwhile, in view of the immediate interest of - the Expo rt Permit
Branch in this . matter from a purely administrative standpoint, . this contem-
plated : change in . the 'American - policy : is being : transmitted informally to
W. F. Bull, Director . of the Expo rt Division in the Department of Trade and
Commerce .

I have etc.

DEA/261-40

'L'ambassadeur en Argentine au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
, , .

Ambassador in Argentinâ to Secretary of State for External Affairs

- .,, . . .
CorrFiDErrriÀL

Buenos Aires, Apri13, 1946,

Sir,
The' election . of Colonel Per6n is now beyond question, subject to thetheoretical p'ow'er of the, electorâl college to choose someone else ; and I have- the e honour to' suggest that we should be considering our future attitude

towards the ` new régime. ' , Sô far ' the dates variously, suggested for its
inauguration ar~-May lst '(Labour Day), June 4th (The Anniversary of the
Revolution), and June 20th (The Day of the Flag) '. Dr. Shaw, whom we saw
yesterday, is inclined to expect a ' late day in June. ' '

2. ' A local paperûnder datéof1Vlârch 30t1i 'cames' an item from the United
Press to the following effect:.. . . ,

., ,, expressions in
. ., , .; > .• , . - . . . , . . . . . . .

"Accordmg ato Government circles, the*, Canadian Govern-.
ment will maint'ain nôràlaldiplomàtic ielâtions with the new Government of
Colonel Per6n : :=. Thé DominioII ôf Cànâd~ hàs maintained its Ambassador
in -Buenos Aires froal- tl;e month` of - October last' year - and the relations

, between , the •two countries have - not , been modi fied, since the agreement of
July last to raise the respective Missions to the rank of Embassies .

It is - said . that the ~ Government "considers that' no problem of recognition
arises since it * tre.ats -' the coming of Colonel Per6n to thé Presidency of the
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Nation as a normal change in the direction of the Government and similar to 
wliat happens in every country under the system of universal suffrage." 
I would guess that, even if wrongly attributed, this represents the view of the 
Government, but would be glad to have your confirmation. 

3. Meanwhile, for the purposes of discussion I should like to suggest the 
following principles of conduct: . 

. (a) We should have a policy of our own, uncompromised by  the oscilla-
tion.5 id Washington, and unaffected by the bias that seems to prevail in so 
much of United States thinking, official and unofficial, when directed to this 
quarter? I cannot help believing that pride and prejudice play there a larger 
part than judgement, and lead to a confusion of thought and interpretation 
that can hardly serve as a basis for sound policy. Not sharing the ends, we 
should noi be embarrassed through sharing the means. 

,(b) We should deal with Argentina as a fellow-member in good standing 
of the United Nations Organization, to be judged by her current conduct. If 
we enquire afresh into the credentials of the various members of the U.N.O. 
on the grounds of their conduct anterior to their admission, we shall be in for 
soine 'awkward inconsistencies. For instance, a Blue Book about Russian deal-
ings with_the Axis prior to the German attack, wo'uld make much more lively-
reading- than artything that Could be said about Argentina, and would have far 
more justification. While we may not approve of the régime and may not con-
sider it democratic, however elected, we should let it prove itself; and it may 
well be, as we thought in San Francisco, that surrounding it with a normal 
atmosphere may be the best way of turning it to a normal course. There is 
much to be said for the view that if the San Francisco policy had been con-
sistently followed out, the cause of democracy here would have been better 
served. In any event, our concern should be with the future actions rather than 
witlfthe anteiïdents of the coming Govemment. 	 • • 

l(e)We'should therefore maintain normal, courteous, and unreserved rela-
tions, strictly refraining from any cold-shouldering, interference, or pressure. 
We'rnay.  wonder at the Argentine people for having voted as they did: but 
they have:voted. A course of conduct, appropriate to a prolonged and extra-, 
(,)r..dniaryelection period and inspired by a desire to avoid any political 
Plications, ii 'née longer suitable. We should in future not distinguish in treat-, 

e.en Argentina and other countries of the Continent Any missions) 
c6urtesyr yisits going to neighbouring countries should also come here. We .  

SIÇ%.111C1 'so act and .speak that there will be no room for any suspicion that we 
i'ré'iitChful Critics rather than disinterested neighbours and friends. 

r , 	. 
C,Ishonld be glad to  have  .your views. 	• 

4.. 	 I have etc. 
Pf 

	

r- • 	 • 	 WARWICK CHIPMAN 
s 	• ' le • 

	

“ote =tinge. 	• 	 1  Marginal note: 
, 	 - 	How simple! 
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DEA/261-4 0. . ; . . . . ~ ~ . ,- _
.

Le sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux A ffaires extérieures -,
à l'ambassadeur en Argentine-

Acting Under-Secretary of State for External A,$airs .

CONFIDENTIAL

to Ambassador in Argentina :

Ottawa, May 16, 194 6

Dear Mr. Chipman,

In your despatch No . 96 . of April 3 you quoted an item from the United

Press which stated that "âccording - to expressions in Government circles the

Canadian Government will maintain normal diplomatic relations with the new
government of Colonel Peron. '~ The despatch went on to say that the Cana-

dian Government considers that no problem of recogni tion`would arise from

the accession of Colonel Peron . as President. I believe- you -. are correct in

assuming the accuracy .af this forecast . ;
Yôur despâtch also asks for our ' views ôn ' the following principles of con-

dùct; which- yoü suggest should govern our future policy towards Argentina :

a. "A policy of 'our own,f uncoinpromised by the osci llations of Washing-

tion, and unaffected by the bias .of United States thinking, official or unofficial,

when directed to this quarter."

b. Dealing with Argentina "as a fe llow member in . good standing of the

United Nations Orga :Dization to" be judged by her current conduct."

c' The" maintenance of "normal,- courteous and unreserved relations strictly
refraining from any cold-shouldering, interference, or pressure ."

. towardsAs regards -(a), IthinY ^ it may
. be fairly said that our palicy

Argentina has been our own and wi ll continue to remain so. At the same time,

any CanadiaiGovernment must .give due consideration to the views of the
United States on the questions in which they claim a deep interest . That is, an

ëlement to be taken into account in determining our po licy towards a third

country . must be the , naturé ând the vigour of the policy of the United States

towards . the count ry in question . To reduce justification of such an attitude t o
andematerial terms, our economic stake in the cooperation of the United States

Canada -is so much greater than our interest in coopera tion with any o

country of this hemisphere that we cannot remain indifferent to the views of
the United States when strongly expressed . For' nearly three years, under two
Presidents and three Secretaries of State, the United States have taken a strong
line towards Argentina because of their conviction that if Fascism were roo ted

in that count ry it might become a menace to the rest of the hemisphere . We

have recognized American since rity just as the United Kingdom h as done,

and like it have endeavonréd to 'shape our policy accordingly . On the otaer

hand, we have not slavishly followed United States policy nor have we always
approved of the means by which Washington attempted to secure its ends .
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With point (b), I ain in full agreement. Argentina now has an opportunity 
to justify her admission to the United Nàtions and nothing would now be 
gained by enquiring into her credentials. The time for that was San Francisco. 
We sincerely hope that Argentina will become a valuable member of the 
United Nations. I cannot draw any useful conclusion from your argument re 
the war records of the U.S.S.R. and the Argentine. You suggest that "a Blue 
Book about Russian dealings with the Axis prior to their attack would make 
much more lively reading than anything that could be said about Argentina, 
and would have far more justification." For its policy between 1939 and 1941, 
Soviet Russia could claim some justification because of the course of Euro-
peân diplomacy in the Munich period. The period of uneasy alignment with 
the 'Ails Powers was followed by a period of suffering and heroism on the 
part of her people in this war which few nations can equal. 'In contrast, 
Argentina defied the wishes of the other nations in this hemisphere by declin-
ing to break with the Axis after the Conference of Rio de Janeiro. Her be-
haviour towards Nazi Germany was, to say the least, compromising and only 
began to change when it was clear that the Axis had lost the war. There is 
no record of the heroism of the Argentine people to place beside the U.S.S.R. 
record:Furthermore, there still seem to be indications of Nazi activities in 
Argentina, which those countries, including our own, that fought in this war 
are justified in resenting. - 

With point (c), I also fully agree. We do not intend in future to distinguish 
betWeen Àrgentina and the other countries  of Latin America. We are arrang-
mg, as you are aware, for your accreditation as Special 'Envoy to the' 
Inauguration of Colonel Peron as President. Yet, in view of Colonel Peron's 
past record, I can see no reason why we should not continue to cock a watch-
ful eye in Argentina's direction. Such a watchfulness does not, of course, pre-' 

as which you favour. 

Yours sincerely, 
H. H. WRONG 

1090. 	 DEA/50000-D-40' 

Le sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures 
au sous-ministre du Commerce 

Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce 

TOP SECRET. 	' 	 Ottawa, June 6, 1946 
• 

TENTION: 1111. WM. FREDERICK BULL, DIRECTOR, EXPORT DIVISION 

y
refer to,your letter!' of May 13th regarding a request received from the 

' anadian,Power Boat Company, Limited, Montreal, that they build certain 
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motor torpedo boats for the use of the Argentine Navy. Enclosed, as requested,
is the correspondencet from this firm which was attached to your letter .

Cabinet'recently considered the generâl question 'of Canadian'po licy regard-
ing the expo rt of aims "and reached the decision that each case would require
consideration on its meri ts. .
In view of the piesent' dôubiful political status of .the Argentine, I do .not

feel that we can recommend that the request of the 'Argentine Government be
given favourable consideration by Cabinet . * I suggest, therefore, : that the
Canadian 'Power Boat' Compan}i be advised ' against ' entertaining any bidsfrom the A'rgentine ' Govèrnrrient * for war' vessels, such . as motor torpedo bôats.
These considerations would not, of ' coiirse, apply to commercial craft, which

I

cazL be sold t m - the ordulary way of business. .
, . .
. ~ - -H.- .H. . WRONd

:Le secrétaire dttat aux A flaires extérieures * * *
° Seeretary 'of State 16r External ABairs to Ambassador in United States

à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis - *, . ~

DESpArcx 1441,

`•

' RELATIONS AVEC DIVERS PAY S

• Ottawa, November 20, 1946

We have been informéd confidentiallÿ ,by our Ambassador in Buenos Aires
that the newly-appointcd Argentine` Anlbassador to Canada, Sr. J . C. Rodri-
guez, recently Under-Minisier- ofof Foreign Affairs, told him, on the eve of
his departure for•Cânada, that a great extension of Argentine diplomatic and
consular 'activities in Canada is contemplated for the immediate future .

According to this informa tion, the new Ambassador expects to be joined
before the end of the year by a Counsellor, a First Secretary, a Second Secré-
tary, an Attaché ungraded, and specialist Attachés for press and culturai
relations; âgricultüre,~ labôur, .'mediciné,` and înines; ii 'Mil as three Service
Attachés and a Commercial Secreiaïy.''Six cypher and general duty clerks
are also expected to be assigncd. • .'' •
: In addition, tha'present Argentine` Consul at' Quito eapects to arrive at
Toronto to open a new Consulate there next month ; and the Ambassador
will have 'a Vice-Consul in Ottawa in addi tion to the other members of 1~, . . . . , _ ,large staff. '', "

-~ .The number, oof , these proposed appointeës sécros unusual and dispropor• .
tionate, not only to the Interests - between Argentina and Canada, but also t o

Sir;
.. ~ . ; :

. .r . . :,, .
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the Argentine establishments in. 	foreign countries of corresponding 
importance. As the Embassy of the United States in Ottawa has twenty 
officially recognized officers and attachés, and the Embassy of the U.S.S.R. 
in Ottawa has  only  twelve officers and attachés diplomatically listed, the 
Pro' p'osed.  " Argentine establishment would become second in number  of • per-
sonnel of diplomatic status in Ottawa. 

We have confidentially asked Mr. Chipman for his views as to the reasons 
underlying this unusual proposed expansion. 

If you aie. 'in«a position•diSereetly to get. any further light on ihis pi-oposal, 
we should be glad to have your observations. 

>-C. 1 ' 	 • 	I have etc. 

L. B. PEARSON 
• for the Secretary of State 

for External Affairs 

DEA/261-746 
. 	. 	. 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 

Sea.  etàr; of  Staie for External Affairs ti) Ambassador in United States 

TELEGRAM * EX-2980 	 .• - Ottawa-, November 26, 1946'• 

C91••?' .1 riAL.'Argentine representation..You wili!zse interested in thelollow-
jag  message  which has-_ just Come froin our Ainbass— ador:in:..Biens'as Aires, 
whoni We had asked whether he cOuld throw any light on tlie increased .repre-
seni.,ktfoi„,'Of .Aigéiitina here; Mr. Chip' man.  telegram states. ; Begins: , -.,•: r- 

- ifGreat increase in the Argentine Embassy and' ConsUlar'pèrsonnel is tak: 
ing place' step  by -step in  most :countriei.': Seé, for instance,' establishinent*, 

 aplir,ôveefor . Embissy in , MoSco-w  as  given .  in 'niy-; despatch' No  351  of  
Octoliier 9t1L -1- . ÉIaturally, in thoSe countriei which.  res" ern' ble Argentina geo-, 
graPhicàlyr; the 	are  greater aialspecial effort  is  being made to ::  . 	. 
4:21)411 useful informa-tion abi-o-ad to assist in .working of President's five year, 

.:A i secondary-  motive is that Argentina is seeking to call attention to her 
inerdT.tance":às a nation by‘ sheer weight of numbers of her- diplomatic Mis-
sions àlïroad: Note, in this respect, fact that Argentine Mission now en route 
t° Mexico  for  Presidential inauguration there is eighty strong and recent 
Mission to Chtle.  was-  iiinost as large." Ends. 

Y9u  have  not already done so,. I think it might be just as well not to make -
anY inqUiries 'of the State Department on this matter.. 	 •;-'-- - 
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PARTIE 2 / PART 2 

AUTRICHE/AUSTRIA 

1093.- 	 • • W.L.M.K./Vol. 235 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État zux Affaires extérieures 
• au Premier ministre 

. Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Prime Minister 

• Ottawa, January 18, 1946 
The re-organized Govenunent of Austria has now been formally recognized 

by the U.S.S.R.; the Unifed States, the United Kingdom and France. There is 
no evidence yet thàt any other  country  has taken action to recognize the new 
Austrian Goventmént, but there has been comment in the press about the pos-
sibility of other cotintries, including Canada, following the lead of the Big 
Four. 

• One possible course for us to follow would be to defer the question of 
Canadiadrecognition until it was raised automatically by some development; 
such  as à request for the exchange of diplomatic Or consular representatives. 
This policy would  have Iwo possible  disadvantages; One, that we would be 
falling to give encouragèment tô a politiCal development in Austria which 
appears to be favourable; the other, that we will probably be under pressure 
to take action front organizations.  suclias.  the»  Free Ausirian Movement, and it 
would be regrettable if our eventual recognition were to appear to be the 
result of these representations. 

- If, for these reasons, you,would prefer some action to be taken at the pres-
ent thne, it ocCuri tà me that we need do no more than simply "take note" of 
the re-establishment of an independent Austrian Gove rnment. The precedents 
established  in  thé recognition of the Czechoslovak and Polish Governments 
are not very helpful in the case of Austria, and I do not see any reason for 
going further than simply >acknowledging the existence of an independent 
Austrian Government. With this in mind, I attach a draft press release(' for 
your consideration. If it were decided that such a press release should be 
issued,1  I presum-e that a copy could be sent in advance to the High Com-
missioner for Canada in London, With the suggestion that appropriate steps 
shOuld be. taken to see that' it is drawn informally to the attention of the 
Aiistrian authoritiei.`This latter step' should be taken, I think, in order that the 
Atiitriati GovernMent may receiVe word of 'oiti action through some  channe  

otheethan the local Free Austrian MoVement. 

N. A. R[013ERTSON] 

ccelinunique de .  Pius. 
30 limier. 	 fut  (»ads  le 	The press release was issued on Pinar/ 

— 	 30. 	. 
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DEA/8447-4 0
Mérrtorandum du sous secrétaire d

'État associé aux A ffaires extérieureseuresPremier ministre
Memoranduin fr`ôm Associate Under SecretarS

t7' Of ate for External A ffairsto Prime Minister

[Ottawa,] June 21, 1946
During your absence Dr.-. Kleinwachter, Re res eWashington, visited Ottawa p ntative of Austria inPrincipally for financial discussions with -theDepartment of Finance

. He had, however, a second ur o 'that before he left Austria in January to go to W
purpose He said

appointing him as the Austrian Representàtive ~~ ~ven awell as in the United States . He had - delayed in taking up this m érda as

letter officially
he could . pay a , personal • visit to Ottawa as he did not wish to unti

l
letter until he knew

.whether we would be prepared to accept hi
presént hisOf coirse, had' a 'number of applications for dual re r m' We have,and

hitherto we have consistently refused them for reasons which~n of this sort
to Dr. Kleinwachter. He advanced a new reason as app licable toehpsa~ édwhich , currently has a good deal of force

. He said that the . Au ~eGovérnm'
ent is so desperately short of foreign exchan e that they~e gréatest di$icul g y were havingty- in furnishing him with enou Ame rican dollars tomaintain his very small establishment in Washington . His Government'desire . was to a s

position eased
appoint a separate representative in Ottawa as soon as . _this

exchan e of
and they hoped that we would in due course : agree to ang e

I promised to see that his request was consideredand to.let him know the result through the Ambassador in Washington
I am inclinèd to think that for the present what we should tell Dr . Klein-

wachter is that we have no objection to his being employed as a• channel ofcommu nication between the Aust rian and Canadian Governments but thwe would ' at
prefer him not to present his official letter appointing him asAust rian representative here.' I

° In addition to our standard reasons for refusing such requests in t
there are the added reasons that Austria is still occupied the past,

terr~llY• an enemy state and the Control Council in
Vienna territory and techni-li

ne that it would be an infringement of their prerogat vlegif v,ellgave
the

IKleinwachter even by courtesy an official standing in Ottawa withou e Dr
.knowledgè, Yoù ma t theirYears in y perhaps remember him as he se rved for a couple ofCanada ' as Austrian Consul General before 1938: He has spent anumber of Years

since then in a concentration camp and I think that person-

lLes notes cernémo 4 suivantes é taient écrites sur 'The fo llowing notes were written on thrandum; ememorandum :
. . I agree. W. L. lWAcxErizm] K[rxo] 29/6/46

I agree . N. A. R[OBERTSON]
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'ally -.he' would be an acceptable Austrian representative . He knows Canada
fairly we ll and he showed a lively appreciation of the anomalous position
of the Austrian Gôvernment:

,H . W[RONG ]

PARTiE 3 / PART '3
BRÉSIL/BRAZIL

DEA/9265-40

Le -secrÉtaire- d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures
• à l'ambassadeur au Brésil

, , : , . . . .
Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs to Ambassador in Brazil

DESPATCx 206< Ottawa, August 28, 1946_ , . . . . .

Sir,
My telegram No. :117 of today t, dealt with the taxation problem raised by

the President of Brazilian Traction and the general question of a tax conven-
tion betweén Canada and Brazil .

, : 3 . . . , . .. . . . . . . . . . _ . ... .. .. . . , , . . . .

~ :2. . For< your records; I . enclose copies of ~ a letter from the President of
Bra 7ilian .Trac tiorr dated August 23t which sets forth the Company's views at
some length and a , copy - of our . reply.t The subject was discussed with the
Deputy Minister of National Revenue (Taxation) who feels that the Govern-
ment should, do - everything possible to assist the : Company: The Canadian
Incôme Tax authori ties recognize that it is in the general interest to encourage
participation ôf local capital in undeveloped countries along with money from
capital exporting countries : If this is to be effective, the tax laws of the capital
exporting country should not bear too heavily on the dividends payable to the
foreign . nationals concerned-in this - case Brazilians . The problem was dis-
cussed at various times by the Fiscal Committee of the League of Nat ions and
inay well bef eaaàiined by the 'Fiscal Commission of the United Nations. In

any event, it is' one of which the Canadian "autho rities are prepared to discuss
wsÿmpatheticallÿ with the Brazi lian authorities :
•=,,-3 : ;In our view, however, any, agreement on this question should be oz~~
part of a broader income tax convention. There is a continuing trend tow
the negotiation of such .conven tions between states whose nationals are doing
business in each other's territory and they are found advantageous in develop ,
ing international tradeAn recent years, for example, Canada has concl~~
âgrèements with thé United States` and the United Kingdom ; and the C~a
authorities be lieve that othér , agreements can be ne otiated to mutual ad-
vantage in the case of countries with which Canada has considerable present

1
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or prospectivè trade or investment relations. Such agreements usually cover a 
wide field including provisions for the taxation of foreign individuals, foreign 
companies -with permanent establishments, agencies, shipping profits, airline 
profits and so forth. The Canada-United States Convention of 1942 (Treaty 
Series 1942--No..-2) indicates the type of subject that can be included in 
Such an agreement. 

4. I shall be glad to have a report when you have been able to discuss this 
question with Mr. Bordenl and subsequently with the Brazilian authorities. ' 

I have etc. 
H. H. WRONG 

[for the] Acting Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

. , 	 DTC/Vol. 280,36367 

Le sous-ministre des Finances au sous-secrétaire d'État associé 
aux Affaires extérieures 

, Deputy Minister of Finance to Associate Under-Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

1096. 

Ottawa, August 31, 1946 
Dear, Mi. Wrong, 
T. Several Weeks ago the Brazilian AmbassadOr discusied with Mr. ILsley the 
possibility of obtaining from Canada a $50 million credit for the purchase 
Were ,of steam locomotives, freight railway cars, ships, shinels, drag-lines and 
çranes, sagricultural Machinery and certain other miscellaneous articles. I was 
not present at the interview but apparently the orders for the above articles 
were to be placed this year for delivery chiefly during 194748 and it was 
.suggested.that the credit would be for a term of eighteen years at 3%. It Was 

iSo .itated that the ciedit mould bear the guarantee of the National Treasury 
and the Bank of  Brazil. 

11-e 

 

Président,  Brazilian .Traction, Light 	I president,  Brazilian Traction, Light and 

- " er  Company Limited , 	 Power Company Limited. 
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•emment's attitude towards any increase s in its export commitments at the 
present time.'In the case of applications from South American. countries, or 
indeed from any country the economy of which  bas  not suffered as a result of 
the war, I think the attitude of the Canadian Govenunent weuld be even more 
negative. Mr. Ilsley, I believe, advised Dr. Paes that while consideration would 
be given to his request he theught the answer would be in the negative; I think 
.he.went.so far as to say that it would be almost as appropriate for Brazil to 
'Make  aloan to,Canada" as for Canada to make a loan to Brazil. The memo-
randum referred to above* shOws that Brazil's holdings of external assets are 
perhaps not as great as we had - thought and that their need for such assets is 
perhaps larger than we had assumed. It is also true that the United States is 
apparently willing to give export credits to Brazil and other South American 
countries. When the officials of the Export-Import Bank were here a few 
weeks ago, I asked Mr. Maffrey whether they were considering making ex- 
• ort credits to South American countries. He said that they were considering 
applications and would undoubtedly be making a loan-  to Brazil in the not dis-
tant future. He admitted that Brazil's cash position .was fairly good but he 
said there were other coniidèrations Which had to be taken into account from 
the United States point of vieW.-  • * 	• 

I am sure that the GovémMent ̀ would not wish to increase its export-  credit 
commitments at this time and particularly not in relationship to a country 
,which had not been disrupted by war. Furthermore, our own supply situation 
whiCh was an important factor when the Govemment changed its general 
point of view towards export credits two or three months ago, has now be-
'conic considerably worsened as a result of the series of prolonged strikes and 
also the shortage of Coal which' will be acute' this winter. I have talked the 
'problem over with the Acting . MinIster who igrees that the Government 

.shôuld not co-  nsider favouiibly the application from Brazil for the reasons I 
have  already mentioned. We' felt that  the  most appropriate thing to do would 
be 'te have the reply go threugh External Affairs and the explanation given 
fer failing to grant the credit should be based largely on the magnitude of our 

' 	 ' 	

' 'os.vn financial commitments and the serious difficulties of our supply position. 

I think it is prob-ably not necessary to have formal consideration by Council 
but it wonld be desirable to have any letter you send out approved bY the 
'Acting Prime Minister. Mr. Si. Laurent is very familiar with the considerations 
which led tO the reduction' of a number of applications for export credits last 

Spring. 

Yours sincerelY. 
W. C. CLARK 

sep.ltemUnbereslOte à cet effet fut eavoyée le 9 s I A  Note to this effect was seat on SePtere 

bet 9. bet 9. 
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1097.

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures à I~
DEA/6993-C-40

SECRET. ' Export credits. We have informed
Ottawa, January 3, 1946

dollars derived '
fronm the sale to • Canada of gold and United States -dollequsl to 20 per cent of the amount of the credits utilized; We have •• ar

s

the Chines e,that we would be prepared to include purchases made b md~câte d

. - . Secretary Of State for External A ff

airs ambassadeur en Chin e

TELEUR,~ 6 , to Ambassador in China

Supply ency in Canada, that we are r ~,g'
Director,

CheseAgency
for $35,000,000 in accordance with pro p

p ed i
n

to enter into loan

Governmen

t be agreed with Department of Trade and Commerce dof prôcurement topared as well to extend an additional credit of $25,000,000
that

for wu
are

p~suppli
es originally requested as Mutual Aid as and when the variou rchase ofof those Supplies are shi s categoriespped by mutual agreement. The understanding h asbeen reached that weapons and munitions included in the •pïogi~e of military supplies wi ll not be purchased or shio npp

originalat Mutual Aid
thepresente~ The items on the Mutual Aid Programme '~shiPPed are trucks and used indust rial e ui men w

hich wi ll be procured and

mately $15,000,000 out of the $25,000,000 earmarked for Mutual Aid approxi-
The loan will be made on condition that supp

lies .

m~otry or by Chinese importers through commercial channels vid Govern-p ed satis-~~gements can be made for obtaining records ,i ~, :we are-prep~.ed to acce t repaymen t.mencin • P in thirty annual instalments, com-
g~ 1948 with interest-at 3 per cent .

We have indicated our willin ess alsotees
for credits obtained in Canada to consider the provision of guaran-

projeC~, for the financing of specific industrial

.1098.
~. . ' ~, • 4

. .
. . . ' . .

Le secrétcrired'État
DEA/5068-B-40

aux 'Affaire. extérieures d l'ambassadeur en ChineSecret"ry oOf State for External Affairs to Ambassador in China
DESPATCH 33
~oxF ' Ottawa, January 31, 1946
' IDENTIqÏ;

I have the
.honour to refer to your des atch No . 465in

Which you urge that renewed study p of October 9, 1945
;should be given to the question" of
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Chineie immigration's° that an understanding might be reached on a recipro-
cal basis while Canada's position in China continues to be favourable and 
before the issue may become impoitant in' the eyes of the Chinese. 

2. I can assure you the authorities here share your concern over this  ques-
tion.  Since the receipt of your despatch, a good deal of thought has been given 
to the matter by members of the Department and by the Director of Immigra-
tion. As a result of their study, the enclosed memorandum has been prepared 
reviewing_the negotiations leading up to the presentation of the Draft Treaty 
to the Chinese Govemment, and to their decision that the principle on which 
the Treaty was' drafte'd was unacceptable. 	' 

3. You,will,note that in the course of. the studies.  conne.cteil with the draft- 
•ing of the Treaty, it was recognized; that .all. immigration measures involve 
some  form of discrimination.  It  may  be  noted here -that the immigration 

'measures now 'effective. in Canada' include the following forms of discrim-
ination: 	 . 	; 

• • 	 • 	 • 	 , 	 . 
,.. 	 • , 	 ,. 	 • 	 • 	 .• 	 • 	 • 	 • 	 . 

• (a) Under; the' Chinese Immigration  "ACt entry, to Canada of persons of 
;Chinese origin or  descent "ii:Cônfined: to• Meinbers of the  Diploinatic Corps, 
'children born  in Canada of  parents  of  Chinese race Who have temporarily left 
-Canada; merchariti and stndents.  • •  . 	. 	 . 
• ,(b) P.C. 2115 of September ‘ 16, ; 1930 ,embodied.  in the Immigration Act 
'an&Regtilatiàns, p-rohibiii the landing.  in ' Canada:  of  'any. ,immigrant of any 
Asiatic  race 'excel).  t  the  Wives-  and çhildren 'under 18 years of, age of Canadian 
citizens resident in Canada. ; 
-.:1 (c) Under P.C; 695; March- 21,' 1931,'imended June 30; 1944; the landing 
iniCanadà of immigrants* of all'classeà and occupations is prohibited except 
for  

(i) :Britishiktibjects froni Great Britain' or - Northern Ireland, the Irish 
Free State, Newfoundland, United States 'of 'America,  New  Zealand, Ms .- 

or thé Union,àf'Séùth•Africa 	-; 	' 	-;'• 

(iii) wives, children and fiancés of residents of Canada 
çiy) ..AgricUlturists 

C v)NO'n"grants who have been honourably discharged from the 

	

Canadian armed, forces:. 	 .. 	' 1 , 	,••• 
4.  Ji,  was believed, that discrimination ,  would have its least unfavourable 

effects . thriidigli à tréaiïr  of the  » Icind .-suggested based on the principle of red-
proCity.rAs notéd inAhe memorandum, however, the Chinese Goverment 
indicated that the principle on which the Treaty was drafted was unacceptabl e 	t 
to them. Since that time, June 1944, it has been our assumption that the next 
step must come from the Chinese. Among the alternative forms of ace' 
which the memorandum suggests to. be now open, there is included ,  beg' 	si 
everi,possible, reconsideration:of the Treaty:itself;:, . 	. 	 G 

. ' • 	 - 
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18395. The alternatives as noted in the closin 'on Conclusions are the following ; g ~c~o~ of the memorandum
Reconsideration of . the ternis ; .t.

e Trea

opinion
in Canada and by the Government of C '

2. Na~g of a quota of ~'Chinese to be ac3 cepted - as -immigrants :. `Ente ring into a Gentlemen's Agreement bywould be admitted. y h a lim.ited number
6. Before proceeding wi th further considerationit would be important to of any of these alternatives ;try to estimate how they

would be regarded by. public
if you will indicate which, if a• It - will : be appreciatedtheset aken up for serious conside

any,
ration,

of
us

alternativeses
your

you ~believ
eent

s should begeneral position
. In the meantime of course, it is understood thatare to be initiated with the on

the
sations Chinese either in Chungking or in Ottawa

.
I have etc.

N. A. ROBERTSON

for the Secretary of Stat e
for External Affairs

[PIÉCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]
Extr

w
t d'un mémorandum du ministère des Affaires extérieuresExtract

CONFIDENTL,UI, . ,. ,
[Ottawa,] January 28, 1946

PROVISION FOR CHINESE IMMIGRATION
TO CANADA

CONCLUSION S
~IliS .

m~ew SuggeS~ three practicab lR e courses of action nowEçôNSInERa:~ku-;,., left open: ;

sPecial • ,~_atteIIilOII m)v •~l~
1 Zx1v5 OF THE TREATY~

under ~yhich C l~t begiven to the possibi li ty of eliminating Articlea~an citizenship is withheld from any, child born hereafter;VI11 C~a~`hosé~lâther is a Chinese citizen. If serious consideration is to beP int, it would involve :theirst discussion With~se fro members of the Canadian Government, particularlym B ri
tish Columbia, as to the probable reception of the pro osal in

Caùada:
. -r - . : p

~ond,• an mfoimal a ~ . . .such; pproach to the Chinese Ambassador to discover whetherGoVer~e to ment ao
. the Treaty would be likely . to cause the . Chine se

it favourable consideration. s
e

from Memorandum by Department of Externat Affairs, . .
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2. THE NAMING OF . A QUOTA . 	• 

This alternative could be provided for under Section 38,C of the Immigra-
tion Act. The Order-in-Council would have to be stated in terms of prohibiting 
entry beyond a certain number, but a .defmite number could be indicated. 
Presumably the size of the quota would be determined through consideration 
of the proportion of Canada's population which Chinese now in Canada 
represent and, possibly, through reference to the proportion which the quota 
of 105 Chinese provided for in the United States quota bears to the popula-
tion of  that  country. The chief objection indicated is the opposition East 
Indians would make to the proposal. This objection could be met by naming 
simultaneously a' quota for this national .group also. 

•, 
3. A GENTLEMAN'S AGREEMENT 

.- This would have the same practical effect as the naming of a quota but 
would avoid the difficulty imposed by the necessity of naming a quota in terms 
of a prohibition of general Chinese immigration. The device proved difficult 
to apply in the case of the Japanese and might not find favour with the 
Canadian Government It would also probably meet with the same objection 
from East Indians  as in the case of the "named quota". This objection could 
be met, however, as easily as under the "named quota" alternative by entering 
into a Gentleman's Agreement with the East Indinns also. 

CEW/Vol. 2143 

Le ministre des Finances à l'ambassadeur de Chine 

Minister of Finance to Ambassador of China 

Ottawa, February 7, 1946 
Dear Sir, 

At the time of signing today with you the agreementl for the provision 
of a credit of $60,000,000 to the Government of China under the Expert 
Credits Insurance Act, I desire to place on record our understanding ree 
gardine certain points in connection  with  the use of the credit and about 
purchases which China will make in Canada, to be financed by Canadian 
dollars acquired from the sale of gold or foreign exchange convertible into 
gold.• • 
:7•In paragraph 4 'of the agreement it is specified that the Government of 

China  will  expend the moneys received by it under this agreement for the 
purpose of purchasing Canadian-produced goods in accordance with a pro' 
gram to be agreed from time to time by the Canadian Minister of Trade and 
Commerce and myself on the one hand, and by representatives of the Gov: 
ernment of China on the other. In this connection I wish to place on rear° 

.'Voir  'Canada, Recut!l  des  trais!:,  1946, 	See Canada, Treaty Series, 1946,  NO  21 
N' 20.  

1099. 
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that it 1861

is our understanding that $25,000,000 of the $60,000,000
provided

in the credit will be reserved for the purchas ein pr°ducti in of supplies and equipmentwhich had been requested by China from Canada as Mutual Ai d ,Canada at September 1, 1945, which ~d' other itemsdiandian requirements, and also certain items of used inde surplus to Cana-
China had sought to purchase from Canada t ustnal equipment

of reconversion and completion of such equipment~ for her with the costs
preparation for shipment . ' Chinese use and its

The rem'aining $35,000,000, it is understoodcâ g
inequipment, supp lies and services desiredw b y available for pur-
i Y the Government ofCanada for recons truc tion and other Post-war purposes itewhich are to be agreed from time to time with the ~ ms of

of Trade and Commerce and of Finance, as s ecifi Canadian Departmentshave
noted your request to be permitted to use the cre ~•

the
a~eement. Iof tra

.nsporting goods from Canada to China in Can adihanm p
aYmg the costships . At presentour legislation and the regulations under it do not makecredit possible but the legislation and the re

this use of the
his regard, and if that is done, m y may be changed M`
Commerce, and I will be y e

, the Minister of Trade andthe inclusion in the program
re
ofa the cost~svof shi pane~c

. consideration to
Canadian vessels . PP g goods to China in

I wish also t6 record that I am prepared to agree to the rp~a~aPh 10 of the agreement, of the bonds to be
'ven ~P

tion, underth the,
agreement, out of any Canadian dollars accruin~ accordance
from current account transac tions between Canada and ~~â Î en

tam~eprepar~ to . agree to .he use in the re a ment' of the
ment o fCanadian or for redemption under paragraph 1 0edits advanced

' anadian dollars acquired by China from th
e e repaymen

of
e t'of

tMonet ee-F~d °r the International -Bank for Reconstruction ~also to confirm our understanding that the Foreign
and Development. I wish

(or its successor agency) Exchange Control Board-U~ted cY) wi ll sell to,China Canadian dollars in exchange forStates dollars at the official rate in force on the day of transactioâ~e~e P,~pose of making repa ents of n'
ment sigQed today.

ym the credit provided under the
ish - also Ato record that it is -a Certain ro the intention of the two Govenunents that ,be P portion.

of the Canadian dollar requirements of China - shall .coveréd by th
e purchase from Canada of Canadian do llars fun~~. excbange convertible into gold . or gold or ,

~t°°d, that the Government of China will dvn
enortâls intention, it ishalf `' '°' g at the end of each,year durin

Pon,
,
~o~u g which the credits referred to in this letter are being drawn -by- th- se :, ., mencing with the first half of 1946, acquire _ Canadian do llars .

~~ a~e to Canada of gold or foreign exchange convertible m'dur
, mount not less than twenty to gold .

g each such half_year . It is understoodtthat thenCanad ~credit drawn
acquued will bé used f o-meet the current r n dollars so

equirements of China in Canada,
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including purchases  of the Govenunent of China or,its, agencies, and includ-
inj Canadian .shiPPing  services and marinë:iniurance charges. Any purchases 
of Canadian  dollars for gold Or foreign ,exchange convertible into gold during 
the first halrOf. 1946 prior .  to .the signing of this ,  agreement .  shall be regarded 

"..do-ming.  Within the arnéunt of such require-a. purchases' during the first 
half ,of that agr,eed pùrchases of. Canadian' dollars for gold or 
féreign-  exchange:cOnvertible into gold shall be reduéed by. . an:amount equal 
iô .  the 'Canadian* dollar équivalent of any United s  States.:dollars. or .other 
foreign ,exchange_çonyertible into .  gold paid ,byChinese im'pérters for imports 
frOM Canada during .éach lialf-yearin.questiéniprévided that  the • GoVeminent 
of China supplies •satisfâàtt o' ry 'evidence of /such' payminti_an• d they.  are verified  
by,..thé' Foreign "Ricbange,IControl, Board of Canada'  In case the amount 
of  such:, Chinesé; imports „ from  Canada in  any hale.year' exieeds the  reqiiired 
PurchaSeS, of Canadian :dollars' foi:that t lieriod;',thè -eiCess. shall be carried, 
over tO r the succeeding,half7y,èar Period or periods.' - 

Would apPieciate. it , if you would confirm. the  understanding set forth 
abOve, and also  if  -SiOn -Wôuld infcirM nie from  to tinie ..of • the repre-
sentaiiVèS Of the. Governnient of China Who will agree with the.Departments of 
Trade and Cominerce and bf,Finanéé upon the prograin of purchases to be . 	. 
éovered undér this 'agreement: 	_ 	r. 	, • 	- • 

Yours very truly, 	. • • - 
- 	-•• 	-.J.. L. ILSLEY • • 

1100; . ' 7 '' 	 • 	 • 	 ` • '` 	 CEW/Vol. 2143 
- • 	 - 	 • 

.:''L'anibàsiadeur-de Chine au ininistri des Finances 

it , ...,.,47:bâssadoi,of China to .Mitiiiter  of Finance  
I 	 r •r,q 	 • 	:" 	 Oitawa; Febniary 7, 1946 

Déïr Sir, 	• • - - - 	- • 
I fake, pleasure .  in 'acknowledging .  receipt of your letter of today's date rela-

tiye to:the ,agreement signed today.forthe provision of a credit of $60,000,00 0 
 to My Goverrunent under  the  Export Credit Insurance Act, in which you were 

good enough to place on record our understanding reÉarding certain points in 

cionnection' with  the use of the ''crédit and about piirchases .which China wu  

liiàke in Canada, 'io bé - financed by 'Canadian dollars acquired from . the sale , 
6f;eid br. fo.  reign exChinge COnyértiblelnto gold - 

In 

, 	
-Fi 	

. 	. 	. , 	 e 

0'  thé nanie Of nie 	I wish to cOnfirrn the understanding referr 
to aboVe. I shall b.è pleas' ed to-inform' yOu frém tirne to time of the naines o 

Government's representatives who will agree with the Departm ents 
f 

of 
Trade  and Commerce and of  Finance  upon the program of purchases to b 

eovered under this  agreement. , .• 

. Yours very truly, 	• : 	- 

	

; 	 • 	. 
Lni  Sum  

SHUN 
• 	 ••*, 	 -•  

. 	 • 
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1101." 	̀'i 	/ 	 . 4  DEA/6993-C-40 
- 	 - 

sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 	 • 

au ministre de la Reconstruction et des Approvisionnements  

Under-Sec-  retaty of State for'Exterrial Affair:r 	 ; 
to Minister of Reconstruction and Supply 

SECRET :7,:` 	 Ottawa, February 7, 1946 

Dear Mr. Howe, 1  
You enquired at yesterday's meeting of the Mutual Aid Board as to the 

views of this Department on the shipment to China of the munitions covered 
giaï)*W•iiina-tely $25,000,000 of the export credit of $60,000,000 which We'- 
are to extend to _China. 

. 	t 	1") 	" 	 • 	 " •, 

The $25,900,000 was reserve4 for the purchase of suppliesand equipment 
requested liy*Chinh fioin Cana—da as Miitual Aid,:for:  other itemiin Prôduction 
in.Canada ,  at September .1945 which are surplus to Canadian requirernents r 
and  alici for *Certain items  of  used industrial equipment. Included  in the sup-
plies and equipment are munitions, and it had been agreed between  the 

 Chinese authorities and ourselves that theselnunitions would.not be shipped 
without our concurrence. 

	

) 	 . 
The internal political situation in ,China has improved,markedly in recent 

weeks and I; do not now feel that we*can reasonably object to the shipment of 
the  munitions in qüestion so long as present conditions continue. ' 

Yours sincerely, 
.N. A. ROBERTSON 

. 	 • 

• , 
' 

' 	 • 	 .DEA/69937C40 

Le ministre' de la Reconstruction et des Approvisionnements y  
 au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

. .:Minister'of Reconstruction and Supply 	. • 

	

= 	= to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 	'= 
• 

	

aEcitEr- 	 ' 	 . 	. 	Ottawa, February 9, 1946 
. 	. 	,  . 	. ar 	r. 	obertson, - • - .. 	• ' 	' 	

. . 	. 
,,..1111Mks  for  your letter of February 7th, regarding the. views of your Depart- 

n1  
lu

,73..",,d,ii the shiim'ent - to China of munitions covered b.y' approximately $25 
..1
,.! n of the export  Credit which we are to.  extend to China. •. 	, '.:,,„;-"J... ;%;;;,,,,, 	; 

, , i .".  ... e.,),) c'' - 	• 	 , „ 	
. . 	

, 	. 	 . 

• "1  "ewe était le president de la  Corn- 	I Mr. Howe was Chairrnan of the Mutual : 
mission de l'aide mutuelle. 

• 	
Aid Board. 	•

. . 	_ 
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Ï T am glad to note that your Department does not object to shipment of the
munitions in question, so long as the present conditions continue . This will
enable us to clear our warehouses of a volume of material which we would
gladly get rid of.

I hope that arrangements . can be made accordingly.

Yours sincerely,
3 . . I C. D. HowE

1103. - DEA/9030-40

L'ambassadeur en Chine au secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires extérieures

Ambassador in China to Secretary of State for External Affairs
Chungking, March 5, 1946

TRADE AND COMMERCE OFFICE IN 'SHANGHAI

from China . '

DESPATCH 287.
Sir, ,

I have the honour to send you herewith copies o f
(a) ` Ale tter fiom ' Côl. 1Vioore ' Cosgrâve, dated Februa ry 25, 1946.t

(b)' A' listt .of .Commodities .which Col . Cosgrave says Canada can take

All this mate rial will, .of course,- go direct from Col. Cosgrave to Trade
& Commerce ;' but I would like you to have this fresh light on the situation
in Shanghai. It may either confirm, or cause you to amend, the impressions
you have gained from what I have been writing. -

2. Everyone who has studied the situation in China is as convinced as .

aûi fthât thcrà lis â real opportunity for Canada in China, on the higher level .

Captain Palmer, Col. Cosgrave, Mr., Campbell, and now. General Cohen (who
called this morning after a trip to'the coast) . .' All say that there is an open'ng
for substantial Sino-Caaâdian trade, and that Canada is in a preferred posi-
tion, everything else - (such as quality , and p rice) being equal . The re ason u

° not hard to seek. There is a psychological bias in favour of Canada becauSe
she is a small but technica lly advanced nation . Against B ri tain there is resenR-,
aién4l a' heritagé ° from the past ; in the case of the United States, the re Is a
feeling that it is too masterful, too over-powering ; and so, by pure reverslon,

we get our oppohunity.. , . . , s ~ . .; ., , . ; . . . . . . . . . . , ,
- 3.; China s need for goods, tools and : machine ry is great. On the surface?be

China ' looks like a dangerous, ' an uncertain market. But it should not
forgotten that Chi"' has a' hard 'econoaiic '66re . The 25,000,000 substana al
~ t , . buried almost out,of , sight in the mass of 500,000,000 sh°~a

never be forgotten .

1

1
`
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•~,~ . -. . , ..~~, ._ ~ ,

1865~` "4 . I ain sendin ~g you, separately, copies of letterst from Campbell . He féèlscert
ain that the Embassy will require a permanent office in Shanghai

. Ioclined to âgree with his op~on, * but I wi ll not feel certain until after havevisited the coast
: ' What Campbell says about available office accommodationave

is, çorrect.; -There is none.. I would like to see the "Canadian", office enlarg~~~nby renting additional • rooms, so that, the .full Canadian representation 'be available at one place
. But that is not feasible just now. However it o•uldgôal 'at `which - we might• , ls aaim. It is hard for me +n firp ~, +,- _&

have etc.

1104. . . : ; .__ ~
~i .. . . .~ . .

;, . . ï Mémorandum du .M,.rs é• ,

Memorandum f rom Under Secretary of State for External Affairs'~~-,•t:• . , . .,. n-: . . . .

[Ottawa,] Ap ril 9, 1946

f0! the ` preIimi n

The Chinese Ambassadorof came to see me yesterday about the '~ ssib''
négoda~g a~mmercial agreement between Cana ~ lh~one of the ~ few remainin ~~d China. China is

g countries whose exports are still subject :to them aximwn Canadian tariff rates, although Canadian exports receivefavoured nation* treatmënt. What the Ambassador h to China` e
~pedaSreement' which wôuld •prôvide for the exchan e of mo for was ' an

treatment on a basis of reciprocity, g st favourèd nation

I told him that the Government had looked forward to concludinagreement with g such anChinares China once the end of hostilities in the Pacific had madeTPt'on of normal trade possible. We did not wish to embark on substan-ërcial "treaty negotiations p rior to the preliminary meetin of 'the~~~ng - ~ountries in England in September, but would pr bably gto ~e negoua tion of an interim arrangement with China a long not objecttheWe~ had ~just - concluded with Mexico . At the same time, lines of thegl ad to recëive from the Chinese Government a schedule of Canadi ould b
e%on wluch the an tariff~

meeting of the dy~~t ~sh to negotiate reductions during the prelimina
ryrafting countries . The Ambassador did not appear to havebeen

kept ~ormed by his Government of the preparationsg couniriés had been asked by the United States Government to make
Washington to ary meeting, and I suggested he ask ' the Chinese Embassy in

that he get him a çopy of . the United States memorandum on procedure `so would

ecr taire d État aux Affaires extérieures ~.
au Premier ministre

DEA/9030-A-4 0

111 te ' be famuLar with the general background against which anyn114 Canadian-~ Chinese trade negotiations would have to take place . ~~
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Chungking, April 19, 1946 

, 

No. 428 of April 18t, I have 

m'II of a memorandumt band
•byDr. T. V. Soong.1 With hira 

• . 
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1105. ,.- 	 „ _ • 	. . 	•, 	DEA/6993-C-2-40 
_ 	 . 

Le chef, la direction économique, au contrôleur principal del'immigration 
chinoise, le ministère des Mines et 'dèsRessources 

:Head, EconoMic Division, to Chief Controller of Chinése Immigration, 
' 	Department of 'Mines and Resources 	' 

• • • • 	it 	• - 	• 	 • 	f 	 . ; 	 : 	 • 

CONFIDENTIAL. 	- 	 - • 	 Ottawa, April 17, .1946 
I have your memorandum of.April 11 t  making enquiry concerning Mr. 

Lu Tso-fu, and the Ming ,Sung"Indtistrial Corporation. 

	

. 	.• 
Negotiations have been carried on for over a year now between the 

John Inglis Company, the'Departments of Finance and Reconstruction, the 
Canadian Embassy in Chungking and this Department on the one hand, 
and the Ming Sung Industrial Corporation and the Govemment of China 
on-the other; with a view to concluding a $15,000,000 contract involving 
purchase by .the Ming . Sung Corporation of eighteen vessels for use on the 
Yangtse. The'.contract.'ivould be Concluded tinder 'the guaraiitee provision 

. of the Export Credits Insurance Act (8 'George VI, Part II, Clause 22 
*,)•.-,‘- 	' 

The Canadian Govemment- in :April 1945, indicated that it would be 
prepared to consider faxourably the guarantee of the credit to be extended 
to the(Minj . Sting Company provided that the Govérnment of China were 
prepared to suarantee the: credit as, well. and to:request the Government 
of Canada •to _give iti:guarantee...The proposed contract was approved by 
the Executive, Yuan, -and the Chinese Foreign. Office have requested the 
Càhadiai eovernment . to' . act 'as surety. • .. 
r t is,hoped-that duringthe.course of- Mr. Lu's scurrent .visit certain still 
outstanding details ,relating , to the contract; will ,be , ironed out and ,the 
Agreement sVill be fOrmally concluèled. 

S. D. PIERCE 

1106. 	• 	 { 	 • 

.L'ambassadeur, en Chiite -au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in China' to Secretari of State for External Agairs 

	

1.4•, 	E- fr 
DESPATCH .453 «,,,: ri-; !  

Sii,
—L I  

re 	. 	• 	• -t - 	 ' 

• .With -,reference to 1. my• cypher telegram 
the honour to enclose for you herewithin a 
!o., me ,on ,Thursday,(April 18th) at noon 

t)" 
'Premier ministre de le Chine.: 	; a Prime Minister of China. 

f=1 
• 

C 
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to 
on 
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àthemomnt '*as the General Manager of the China Merchants Steam-
Navigation Company. .Dr. Soong .  said chtegorically, that: 	. . 

(a) the Goyemnient of China would guarantee the contract if a contract 
were made; - •*'‘ 	— 	 - 	• 	. 

(b) the  ships required were intended to be of à high quality;  and  ,• - 
(c) if the Govenunent of Canada intimated it was prepared to finance 

the contract under the terms of the Export Credits In.surance Act, the 
China Merchants Steam Navigation Company and the Chinese Government 
would jointly-send two experts to Canada for the purpose of completing 
the :détail negotiations.' 	* . 	. 	• 

2.It  is:now nearly..a. yeas and a hall  since Imet  the  officials of . the 
China Merchants .  Steam Navigation.  Company.  I realisedlionithe beginning 
that *this firm waS .the most important Chinese shipp' ing firm. in China. If 
it had 7at itS head a Man of the Calibre  of  Lu Tsé-fu,' it would be -oUtstandine 
Even  as  it ii," in :vie*  of  its full...Government backing, • it is h.  s conCein* of 
inaj6i hïijiàrtaride;-Ità  management  is . gOod  and  it  bas an  eqiiipinent''whiCii. 

 Canrick' be Matched by7  any other. -company': It : is the . fortunate -  Pois'eSsi>'r. 
of docks and godowns at all important points in this It haS great adiiinta'gé 
over the'Ming 'Sung  Co 	 • 	• 	 • 
....3.,‘Dr.'-SoOng. told 7 nie ,that the  Chinese Govenunent had already backed- 
thë ,).Chinh • Merchanti Steam, Navigation Company  in . secUring-  a , Munber‘ . 	 „ 	. 
of hastily : bet cargo vessels from the United, States -. The first need  of  the 
Government and' :of the Company  was  for tonnage that could be im-
tnediately.:  delivered  and  this tonnage was acquired through " AnieriCan 
cbannels.'.When; however,' it  came  to arranging for, the bUilding of its 
better'Class shipping, they turned to Canada: They 'believed that _Canadian' 
fInns 'éould do' bettei work in this * class than could the Ameiieks. They 

 WOuld katurallY ici•  to GreatBritain, the home •Of high grade ship-building: 
but the British yards are not prepared to take orders. 

àni 'just 	that this pi  roferred.COntract should r receive con-.  
sidératiciii'as I *Was-  that yOu should entertain the project of Lu Tso-fti.'. I 
Put nil,  back behind -these two things and the introduction of Chinese . raW 
silk into Canada  1 have failed with the raw silk,. I understand accOrding 
to a destatcht which came in today; but the Lu Tso-fu transaction is well 

11  its waY, and now I am anxious to see you give to the China Merchants 
etealnWavigation‘ Company the same careful, thoughtful attention that you-
have giym, to  ,,mr; Lu Tso-fu. 

I have etc. 
VICTOR W. ODLUM 
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1107. DEA/4558-Q-40

L'ambassadeur en Chine au secrétaire - d'État aux Affaires extérieures- , .m . , .,. , ,. . . . .~ . _ . .
Ambassador in China to Secretary of State for External A Jffairs

DESPATCH 530 Nanking, May 14, 1946
- _ _, . . . . . . ; . . . . . . . . ,_. . , . . . . . . . . , . .Sir, : .. ~

RONNING .ON . `•`PEACE"' IN- CHUNGKIN G

I have the honoür to - send tô"ÿou herewith a copy ' of a letter which I
recently received from Ronning. From it you can deduce a good deal .
Before sending it, : I ' should - have submitted - to-you a "sob sister" story
of the kind of .lifewe led in Chungking. In the Embassy itself things were
comparatively, peaceful and the daily routine was orderly. But outside of
the Embassy building and within the compound wa lls there was considerable
turmoil. . . Babies appeared in fairly rapid succession and . each added a
shrill note to a chorus which

.
was already almost deafening.

.
I cannot say

that the babies, appeared unexpectedly, for we genera lly had a fair warning;

but the . results were; just the same.. ., :
2. Outside the compound

.
we were hemmed in by dogs,- pigs, hens

(particularly and most audibly roosters) and,human beings of diverse types.
Within twenty feet by "measurement from ' my 'window was a building
occupied as a rooming housé for, rickshaw men and' stone masons. The
term rooming house is a misnomer, for - there were no rooms; just one big

opéâ space . They all - piled ' in there and some Of them tried to get bits of
their . rickshaws in ; so . as to protect them during " the night. They talked

until ve ry late " hours . and they commenced , spitting at a very early hour.

Chinese of, this , class never speak in - soft sweet tones . Even when standing
. .

within a few feet of each other, they shout . The origin of this shouting,

donot . know. I have asked many questions but .I - never got a reasonable, . . .
answer. . ° ' . : . • .

. for3. Chinese dogs have . one peculiarity-they choose the night time
their, greatest interest, and . activity'. in life . They have a sort of signal system
which - works almnst unfailingly. One, for some reason known to it and
unknown; to us, commences to, . bark and ~ in, due course. others take UP
the alarm and pass it on. Each one incites the others to greater . fury ~a

at times I used to become - very much annoyed - that I wanted to get up

use my revolver.- .But while Chinese dogs are not loved, there would be a

great resentment if one were slaughtered; and so l held my hand.

4. At several points around us were eating houses where the "band

game" was played. The "hand . game" is not, as you might imagine, a pet tinos

game under , the table. It is a very noisy guessing game . Each one tries

beat the other to â correct estimate of the number of fingers jointly displayed

The Chinese get `a great deal of fun out of it and at times I can be COlle
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quite interested; but when I am not a participant and am trying to sleep 
the din tends to disturb me. • • 

5. Taken all in all, noise was a principal feature of our life in Chungking; 
the noises of animals, of fowl and of men, the latter term including women 
and  babies. You will notice that after the rest of us came away, the babies 
disappeared and Ronning waxed eloquent in his ecstasy. It is true that 
the other noises remained but the silence of the babies was so startling 
that it drowned out what would otherwise have been deafening overtones 
and undertones. 

6. I - only send you this despatch and this letter from Mr. Ronning so 
that you may catch a g,limpse of the life we have been leading in Chungking. 
I feel sure that even with tbis glimpse you will scarely appreciate the 
troubles which have disturbed our souLs. You may, however, be somewhat 
entertained and if you are, I will be rewarded. 

I have etc. 

VICTOR W. ODLUM 

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 	• • 

'Le premier secrétaire, l'ambassade en Chine, à rambassadeur en Chine 

First Secretary, Embassy in China, to Ambassador in China 

Chungking, May 5, 1946 
Dear General, 

This 'is Sunday morning and I should be meditating upon my sins of 
commission and, you may perhaps justly say, upon my sins of coat-hanging 
omission. That is out of the question this fine Sunday morning. I am too 
enthusiastic to meditate even upon much more pleasant things than my 
sins. In fact I cannot wait for breakfast before sitting up to the portable  
to Painfully pick my way with two fingers and a thumb to the end of this 
ePistle.  1 have a feeling that I should not have dignified it by including it 
in my regular series to you. Nor should I have started numbering the 
ParagraPhs as I shall probably not be able to confine myself to merely 
one topic in each. 

2.  1  feel certain; General, that if you realized that your Embassy building 
bc°uld ` reallY be  as tranquil as it was last night, you would have stayed to 

e °311vinced regardless of the departure of Government and Diplomats. I 
illust not Wax too eloquent about the new order of things as pu might be 
LetaPted to retum and that would never do. Liao was too stingy with the 
H:larraalade. He left me only one measly little jar and if you should suddenly 
aecide to ; inirade the domain in which  1 have been the sole master since 

1869 
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your departure, Iwould have to share the meagre ration ; which Chen doles
out to me each morning so 'that it wi ll spread over, the,weeks I may still
be . tied up here.

1-1 should not keep you, in suspense any, longer regarding the cause
of the .tranquility. that has descended upon the old Embassy, buildings. It
is so important in my estimation and I am ce rtain that you will agree with
me that it deserves a much better introduction than I have time to prepare.
I shall, therefore, without, further ado make a long story short and come

to the point. You will approve, I am certain, after your .many nights of
entertainment, if I emphasize the importance of the point by assigning it to
a new paragraph. Here it is !

,~. . . . The babies have gone !
, ,• .~ , .

THE BABIES HAVE GONE !

THE BABIES HAVE GONE!
, . .

1 :

5 . A whole and complete night without a squak! Of course your favorite
canine barkers were on the job as usual but their nightly ac tivity was as
soothing as the distant . rumble. of a thunder, storm that has passed when
it was unaccompanied by the sound effects of servants' babes piercing the
night,with angry . wails . Oh yes,= there were sti ll the drums and gongs and
the howling hawkers but it was symphonic without the bawling of the brats .

Truly it is a pleasure to sleep in the Canadian Embassy building of Chung-

king. And we have , sold, it for the paltry sum of $20,000,000. One night

spent in your ' old bedroom under present conditions would tempt you to
* dispose of your fine estate in B ritish Columbia and decide to retire in your
ôld• age'.to the. perfect ' peace and "huo-p'ing", ; Chungking . I admit that

~quantities of dog strychnine are sti ll-necessary to make it a slumber paradise .

i . .s .l' . . . ..
~_• . .e . t . ia . . ... _, . . . , . . ,

7. You will ' remember I reported to you that''was having trouble moving

out the, faâiilies living in the rear compound because ' it was r ~n d

Chinese did nôt tnôve . In). the rain' but, they; promised to ' take their p re
atwhen the suâ shone flgâin: t did, âot expeet, iII spite of this guarantee, tb

the first ' day of ' sunshlne would bring about" the exodus but, wonder Of
wonders ; F it did. Plâguéd Pharoah 'could ~ not have been, more . p

witness the departure of the Israelites: You need not fear that I h 1 1 by
-a chan e . -of heart and, ursue the ; de arted hosts only to be engulf
thé .Red Sea. The servants', ' quarters' are deserted. The last echoes of the
tumult - and " the shouting :- have died . - The former Embassy buildings
fit for'the - abode even of an Ambassador.

Y #t'Il ir . . . ours respe c
+ f ~ C

. A. RONNING
, . ..` ; , . . . . .'i . . . . . ~
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L'ambassadeur, en ' Chine au secrétaire dÉ
DEA/4558-Q-40

Ambassador. in China to Secretary
tat aux Affaires extérieures

DESPATCH :.545
of ~State for External A flairs

.

1108.

Sir, Nanking, May 14, 1946'
SHIPPING DIFFICULTIES • IN CHINA

The enclôsure I am sen '

have the honour to send t 0 You herewith ~ 'Pa rt of a letter I have just as an enclosure a c oimmediately after he had
recei v
a rath

from Mr. Ronnin . PY of a
found er ha g It was writtenhimself suddenl nYmg experience. Mr, Ronningwaichiaopu foreign y mission a

llotte
d flights ce

rtain accommodation on one of theto scrâpe togéther , from Chungking to Nankinghe could find • g and he hadthe
°Pp°~tY• He had a bag received in Cw~ch to take advantage of

~baSSY - and hè decided to send it to hungking from the . BritishRicker, ' a'Canadian who was on her wayaf~ng by
giving space to missreturn tO Canada Mr.• Ro y from Chengtu to Shanghai forbâggage andâ~ ,• ~g. bundled Miss Ricker, the bag, Miss Ricker's

records ln~ lbe ' p~~e~ but befor of our own wooden fi les packed withtorn to shreds. e he - got them there his soul was nearly
2' It

Ro' would be quite wrong for me to attemptaning hàs to say. NO ~ro~ of mine could takeo ~ticipat etraught what Mr.ngony' ~en
. I wrote to Mr. Ro the place of his . dis-

I eXPréssed' mY ~ ng after I received his letter ,gratitude to him
; first, for the work he had done so we lland second for the , factand a that he had sprobable fa1L aved ' me a great trial, a temptationr~o~.~ I '

am sure that I would not have been as patient and asful
as ` wâs Mr• Ronning .' I . explained to Mr.ae •not -

done the work he was doing • Ronning that had
and chattels " in connection with - the ' Embassy, goods~at r p I ' would have had to do it myself; and that while I bI wO~d -have su elievehave been ~eded, I feel sure that the experience would not, a pleasant one fôr me:3 . .`I • . _ :

Permanent You °Ught * to put this experience ofwork
'
,It • redit

. He and Brigadier Bostocki have done~rema rnkab too
hi sIs, true.

Cliun • that I have had to remain at the centre of things inof -~~g and grind out the daily~nd theY. have carried'bread; but they have been on the fi eldthrough successfully .
but=it ~ng you, like many others, does not call forat •least enrich your records .

I have etc .
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[PIICE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

Le premier secrétaire, l'ambassade en Chine, à l'ambassadeur en Chine 
: First Secretary, Embassy in China, to Ambassador.  in China 

Chungking,  May 11, 1946 

7. I hope Miss Ricker arrived safely with the diplomatic bag and the boxes 
today. I thought I had had just about every ‘ experience there was to be 
enjoyed in getting off airlift shipments but I was disillusioned this morning. 
Miss Ricker has perhaps already told you about it but I cannot refrain from 
giving you a brief sutnmary for the sake of the record of- our move 
to Nanking. •• 	 • 

8. Miss Ricker' and I were up at four. .We had breakfast at four-thirty. 
While we were fmishingthe last bit of  marmalade,-  it started to rai.  It Poured. 
We were ready-àt five  for the arrivàl cif the truck which I had engaged to-
gether with the French Embassy. We waited until six. The plane was due to 
leave Nine Dragons at that hour. Then 'a French representative arrived and 
said that thé truck was having' trouble and could not come all the way. We 
must bring our boxes to the truck. Fortunately he had room  for Miss Ricker 
in his passenger car. They departed to inform the Airport authorities that we 
were arriving. 

9. I determined that this was not the proper occasion for Mohammed to 
go to the mountain. I ordered Chen to go down to the truck and tell them 
to come to the Embassy for our goods. He returned driPping like à drowned 
rat . ciirsing and calling upon ,"Omeitofu". The truck driver refused to c,orae 
any further than the second back-alley intersection' with Fairy Grotto from 
our premises. Mohammed went to budge the Mountain. It came. In the 
meantime, I had the servants load up our car with the boxes . just in case 
the truck driver could'not be persuaded to change his mind. When the truck 
arrived and I looked Under:the canvas, I found that it was full of people 
and baggage. What to do? The people refused to step out into the pouring 
rai  and it was imperative to completely reàrrange everything if our stuff 
was to be taken on. Chen and I crawled in over the top of it all. An old amah 
had two French dogs in 'à basket. She refuied to let us move the miserable 
little hounds. She was afraid they would get wet. We pushed and shoved and 
packed in one after another of our boxes, pails and bed racks. Two boxes re-

mained.'We could not get them in. I asked our driver if I might place them 
on the front,fenders. He said absolutely not. So I got our boys to lift them 
up on the fenders and tied them on myself as the boys were afraid to aP: 

proach too close. I was lavish with rope as I did not intend to have them fai! 
off. Everything was set. But there was no place for me. I asked if I  CO 

 squeeze into the cab. The ansWer *was, "Nol" But said the driver you Illus. 1 
 sign a statement that we called here under protest. I said I would Sinn 

after we came back from the airport. He said: "But you may not be here. 

It 
hi 
fu 
as 

tb 
It 
iva 

ton 
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I told him to have no fears as I intended to go out with him and he could 
see Ao it himself that I retumed to sign .his statement. In the meantime I 
climbed into the cab. The,co-pilot who was dry as he had not gotten out of the 
cab said I could not 'sit by him as I  •was soaldng wet. I asked him what 
Province he was from. He said that he was Szechuan. Well, I replied I am 
from Hupeh. We are neighbours. Move over. He did. We had as uneventful 
a trip to Nine Dragons as is possible with a driver who steps the acceler-
ator down as far as it will go that he may devote his full attention to keep-
ing the rampaging truck on the slippery road. We arrived safely if not entirely 
sanely. 

10. We were not too late though it was nearly eight o'clock. No one was 
woriying about us. It took me some time to locate anyone wlio would accept 
responsibility. I was informed at last that we must wait for a weather report. 
It arrived and the coolies began unloading the truck and carrying the stuff 
around, the building and through corridors to a small room at the back. 
I could not understand this but before I could get a satisfactory explanation, 
the coolies started to carry the whole business back again to the truck. Now 
I deraanded an explanation. I was told our plane was not leaving from this 
Airport but from  Pal  Shih Yi, forty miles on the other side of Chungking. 

• 

:ii. No one-  Seenied.io be very much disturbed. It was very casua lly ar-
ranged to' crank  ùp  a plane and ferry the whole  entourage  to  Pal  Shih Yi. 
I made certain' that  all our stuff, bag and baggage not to forget our acting 
King's Messenger, was safely on board. The plane took off. I watched it dis-
aPpear over the hills and looked for my French friend anticipating a ride 
back in the pasienger car. But he had also disappeared. He seemed to be so 
glad when he found that the extra hop was not to cost the French Govern

-ment, any additional expense, I decided that he had gone to cable Paris. At 
any rate I had to look for a ride as I had signed the statement required by 
the tiuck .  drivér and sent him off with my blessings thanking him for his 
many, courtesies after admonishing him that politeness was  an ancient 
Chinesé virtue which it would be ' well even for truck drivers to cultivate. 
I accosted a dumber of people and sat around for some time before I got a ride. 
It' took me as far as Chialing House. From there I called up Chen and told 
him to send the car for me. Then I remembered our gasoline had been thought-
fullY rePlaced with water. So I asked the chauffeur to come to the phone 
asking  him  if  there was enough gas to come to fetch me. He said there is 
about one 'gallon but the gravity feed would prevent the car from climbing 
thy  hill. I had my first bus ride in the reeking diesel wagons of Chungking. 
it was ev'eti Worse than I thought. But I got home and Chen had the bath 
Water drawn' and dry clothes laid out. Then I joined him to finish the pack-

ir2g: al.e, ready for the passage to Nanldng. 
12: ,Two men came from the Ming Sung Company today to estimate the 

tonnage.-They .  say there are about thirty tons by measure. It is packed 
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and ready to • go .' I hope you do not think it : is too much although it exceeds
our original expectations. Please let me have your . comments in this regard .

Yours respectfully,
C. A. IZONNIN G

~ DEA/8260-40

L'ambassadeur en Chine au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador in China to Secretary of State for External A ffairs

DESPATCH 548 Nanking, May 15, 1946

Sir, -
, STUDENTS FOR CANADA

has been advanced to some time between the end of July and the beginning of

I have the honour to ' quote herewith a news item which appeared this
morning in the Central News Agency Service . It deals with the despatch of
Chinese students for. overseas education . It indicates that the Chinese Depa rt-
ment of Education has for the time being at least given up the idea of any
reciprocal arrangement with Çanada. The despatch runs :

- Chungking, May 13 (Central) : Two hundred fo rty Chinese coll ege graduates
will get a chance to make advanced studies on scholarships abroad either by going
through selection - or , competitive examinations to be given by the - Diinistry of
Education not later than the beginning of August, according to, a spokesman of
the Ministry of Education.

Of the 240 scholarships 1 00 are to be given by the Chinese Government,150 donated - by the United States Government, 20 by the B ritish Government and
the rest of the - 20 Chinese " students 'to be selected by the Aiinist ry of Education
for advanced studies in England and SO students in exchange,with the same number
of French, students. , . , , ►1

" ' The date for the examinâtions which was' o rigina ll y scheduled for Sept. 10,

August . % s .« s

2. This of course is a great 'disappointment to me . For two years now I
have i been pressing, for ' an arrangement under which a number of Chinese
students would be taken to Canada caçh year .for post-graduate work . As you
inustibe awâre;I have'pressed throughout not for a po licy of ' cha rity to
China,~ but rather for a Canadian , investment in overseas economic contacts .

I have stressed the point that the Chinese who have returned from education
in the United States, Britain, France,' and Germany, now occupy key positions
in gôvern ment and industry;_and that whenever their duties call,upon them to
inake purchases abroad; or to recommend such purchases to others , they
variably'think of the outstanding 8rms and products of the . countries where

they have been educated.
3. I have been convinced that in no way could Canada get so pe rnlanent

and so economical a field force in China as through the expenditure of money
on the advanced education of outstanding young Chinese . The first investment
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is the last. The young men will return to China full of enthusiasm for, and 
knowledge of Canada and her industries; and will devote a whole lifetime, 
without.  pay, to promoting Canadian interests in China and Chinese con'tâcts 
with Canada. 

4.  The  failure to take action along the lines I have so strongly recom-
mended, and which I know have been supported by others is a great dis. 
appointment to me. I am aware that the fact that there has been no action up 
to the present does not mean that there will be no action in the future. On 
this point my confidence continues. But it would be very wrong if I were not 
to let you know how I feel on the subject. I am sure that a great opportunity 
has been lost, not permanently, but at a critical time in the development of 
Chinese 'industrial and trading life. China is today, as far as world economics 
are concerned, at the point where the little streams in the hills of Canada are 
to be found—that is, at the headwaters of the currents which eventually will 
form the great rivers. The directions now ffiven to the currents will have a 
great bearing on the future of the courses they will follow. 

I have etc. 

VICTOR W. ODLUM 

• DEA/5068-B-40 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures 
---", rau secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures 

— 
` Memorandum from Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

to Acting Secretary of State for External Affairs 

CONFIDENT-  IAL 	 [Ottawa,]  June 7, 1946 
Attached is coPy of a note from the Chinese Embassy, dated May 31, 1946, 

with reference to the bearing of Order-in-Council No. 2071 of May 28, 1946 
on the question of Chinese immigration into Canada. 

,It is,suggested that instead of sending a formal note in reply, a representa-
tive -Of the Embassy should be asked to call, to whom it should be indicated 

a:the,Orderin-Council has been passed to meet conditions which have no 
relation. whatever' to the question of immigration from the Orient. 	' 

It should then ,be suggested to the ,Chinese representative that in view of 
the expianiti. _.- un given of the 'reasons for the Order-in-Council, the Embassy 
nlight wish to consider withdrawing the note. 

It  s ,an intemperate and unfair document, and if not withdrawn we shall 
have to give a stiff answer. 1  

iniltataoranndournte 	était écrite sur ce 	I The following note was written - 

- memorandum: 
Approved. Sr.  LEAu1ENT1 
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[PIÈCB JOINTE/ENCLOSURB]

Deputy. Dcrector, Chlnese Government Supply Agency,
~ 11 a to Minister of Reconstruction and Supply

No. 2591 : Ottawa, June 17,1946

Dear Mr. Howe, ° . ,
We are ne tiatin the urchase of eleven M ates now in the West Coast of

-,L'ambassadeur de Chine au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Ambassador of China to Secretary of State for External Affairs
35-E539 .Ottawa, May 31, 194 6

The Chinese Ambassador presents his compliments to the Secreta ry of
State for External Affairs and has the honour to state that he has noted with
the deepest regret and keenest disappointment the announcement made bythe Honourable J. A. Glen, Minister of Mines and Resources, on May 29th,
of the Order-in-Council, dated May 28th, permitting the relatives of persons
legally admitted to and resident in Canada to enter this count ry, but ex-cepting from } the opera tion , of the new regulations immigra tion from the
Orient.

Ever sincé thé pâssing of the Chinese Immigration Act in ' 1923, the ques-
tion of Chinese immigration into Canada has been a source of great dissatis-faction. It has also formed a subject of considerable discussion between the
two Governments . But, in spite of the offer of the Canadian Government to
solve the qùestion ;' unfortunately, it has not yet seen its way to meet the
wishes of the Chinese Government and nothing has come of the negotiations .
As a result, hardly anything has been done to rectify the anomalous situation
which has e~cistéd in relation to this matter.

What is more deplorablè; the Canadian Government has, in the above-
mentioned Ordèr-in-Council, given'evidence of a ' further attempt to discrimi-
nate between [sic] the people of a count ry which has been Canada's faithful
ally4

during a long period 'of stress and strain . .
' . The Chinese Ambassador has transmi tted to his Government the contents

of the 'âew Order-in-Council and awaits instructions to communicate further
with the Secretary of State for External Affairs on the subject .

ta Chine,'au ministre de la Reconstruction et des Approvrsconnements

' RELA?IONS AVEC DIVERS PAY S

üü. v. PCO/M-3a2
. } . ' : - . . .. .

. A ' . * _ ,

Le directeur adjoint, CAgenee des approvisionnements du gouvernement de
. . .

Class B without armament. : Tàe Government of China intends to U111,Canada from~War Assets Corporation. There are four C1ass A and seven
theSe
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ships as customs patrol vessels, and it is their desire to have t
hment such as four-inch guns and mountin

~
e~~a-with the approp riate number of rounds of ' oerlikon guns, bofor guns, all

~ We have been advised b y De u ~~~on
.

Service, that the y P tY Minister of National Defence, Naval,guns and ammunition are available; but before proceeding tomake this purchase through the Canadian Commercial Corporation,stands~d ~e policy of the provision of armament for shi swe under-
is a matter for decision of His Majesty's Canadi neGovernm

e
anadi

nthis matter will be presented to Council for a ' decision
. nt andWe are natura lly desirous of buying the forCanada, otherwise we ~~ understand the B ri tishG

am
ernmeII

the frigates in

States War Assets Corporation would favorably consider our ar the United

arnnament for the eleven frigates, but it is our desire to have this work done inChnida and we respectfully request your decision on our behalf thismatt
er to a favorable decision so that we may faci li tate dli

in bo
ffrigates. ve ry of the

Yours faithfully,

W. K. Cxow 1

PCO/G20-2
Extrait d'un mémorandum du secrétaire du Cabinetau sous-secrétaire d'État aux A flaires extérieures - . . :

Extract from Memorandum from Secretary . to the Cabinetto Under-Secretary of State for External A ffairs

The Cabin t ,
3 Sale 'of armaments to foreign governments

ollo meetmg of the Cabmet held yesterday, the~g items are of pa rticular interest to your department :., ,

f ;0fthe items dealt with -.,t the

for de e considered two cases upon which your department had askedcision viz
., a proposed sale of six mi llion cartridges toand the

proposed sale of ten or eleven frigates and armament
The ~~erlands

8over~unent (Cabinet document 234t, of which you have a co ) .
Chinese

After discussion the * ro~ py
the Proposed sale to the Chinese government was nôt ads Ôavs approved and

pp ed . i•
~ connection Mr

. Wrong subsequently raised with me another Chineserequest-~-for the purchase of Bren gun ammunition . I suggested to Mr. Wrong
1 Vou les directives

du Cabinet au sujet ' See the Cabinet's instructionsre '1189 ropo~Go~ de Ventes d'armes, document arms sales proposals, Document 1189
az

d ng

[Ottawa,] June 28, 1946
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tharthe decision  où the frigates might be taken as covering, in principle, the 
sécond proposed transaction. < 
• • • 

A. D. P. HEENEY 

DEA/5068-B-40 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au Premier ministre 

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Prime Minister 

[Ottawa,1 July 4, 1946 
,.) 

• .. T 	:. .. CHINESE IMMIGRATION INTO CANADA 	 • 

Attached is copy- of a note from the .Chinese Embassy, dated May 31, 
1946,1  with reference to the bearing.  of  Order in Council No. 2071 of May 
28, 1946 on thè citieitibn of Chinese immigration into Canada. 

2. It was felt that the note was intemperate and unfair and must rest on a 
misunderstanding on the part of Dr. Liu of the purpose of the Order in çoun-
cil. WW1 the'approval of -Mr. St. Laurent, Mr. Tien of the Embassy (in the 
absence of Dr..i.iu) was asked tà call and it was explained to him that the 
Onler in Council had been passed to meet conditions which have no relation 
to the question of,immigration from the Orient. It was then suggested that the 
Embassy might wish to withdraw the note. It was pointed out that, if this viere 
not done, we would have io reply in terins which might make it more difficult 
to consider soberly.and constructively the solution of the question of Chinese 
immigration  in Which we were both interested. 

3.; Mi. Tien called again  on  june 21st to say that his AMbassador had eon-
sidered the repiikiiti-tions made tO hidand had decided not to withdraw the 
note. Mr. Tien said the matter would be referred to Nanking. 

4. It was thought that we should wait a few days before replying in case 
Liu mip,lit receive, instructions from Nanking which would cause him to 

WithdriW- , the 	Since this has not occurred the attached note bas  been 
dïaftèd ; 

5. As an alternative to sending this reply, the Prime Minister may wish t° 
consider the advisability of asking Dr. Liu personally if the misleading mem-
orandum might be withdrawn. 	 • 

6:The.Prime Minister: will alio wish to note that in the interviews with 
Mr. Tien,' it vrai recalled (as lias  been done in paragraph 4 of the draft reel 
that in January,1944 the draft of a proposed immigration treaty was bane.  

' Volt la pièce 'Mate,. document 1110. 	1 See Enclosure, Document 1110. 

•-• 
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to the Chinese Minister in Ottawa. When the Ambassador, in kine 1944, had 
informed the Under-Secretary that the Chinese Government found it impossi-
ble to accept the principle on which the proposed tréaty was drafted, the 
Under-Secretary. had pointed out the advantages which it .was believed the 
treaty contained and had referred to the impossibility of repealing the present 
Chinesè Immigration Act unless some other workable agreement, could. be  
reached. It w:a.s then indicated to Mr. Tien that the way had always been open 
for thé Chinése to rnake suggestions as to lines along which further considera-
tion_might be 'given id the question. 

N. A. R[OBERTSON] 

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

.Projet de note du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
à l'ambassadeur de Chine 

Draft Note from Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Ambassador of China 

• 
!:71( 	 Ottawa, July 2, 1946 

' The Secretary of State for External Affairs presents his compliments to the 
Chinese Ambassador and 'hai the honour to acknowledge reCeipt of his note 
of May 31, 1946;  •with reference to the announcement made  by the Minister 
of Mines and Resources of Order-in•-Council No. 2071 of May 28, 1946. 

2. The statement of the Chinese -Ambassador that the • Order-in-Council 
excePts immigration from the Orient from the operation of the new regula-
tions cannig be accePted. The regulations at present controlling immigration 
into Canada prohibit the landing in Canada of immigrants of all classes and 
°cuPations. with certain specified exceptions. Order-in-Council Na. 2071 
merely piOVides for the, addition of certain 'other exceptions to the specified 
hst.i his Statement to.  the Housè of Commons on May 29, 1946, in.which he 
referred to conditions in Europe, thé Minister of Mines and Resources .made 
it  cier that., the  Order-in-Council is intended as a short term measure and 
mittlieSe'exè.eiitions have been added in order to meèt, in some degree; the 
Pressing demands being made on behalf of certain refugees or displaced per-
s°11s iii Europeatû c,ountries.' On two occasions during the war,' it may be 
recalled, Orders-in-Council were similarly passe(' to modify  immigration 
provisions in, order to improve the position of Chinese citizens and persons 

çhinesé 
• - 	 ' 

3 ..None -of these Orders-in-Council can be regarded as making any change 
in Canadian immigration policy. It is regretted, therefore,' that the Chinesè 
Ambassador.should interpret the present action of the Canadian Goveriunent 
es  giving evidence of a further attempt to discriminate against the people of à 
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country which has, been - Canada's . ally. during a-; long pe riod of stress and
strain and that he should characterize _ as deplorable an , action inspired in
large,part by humanitarian considerations. f .
= 4. ' The reference in the note of the Chinese Ambassador to the "offer of the
Canadian Government tô solve the question of Chiàëse immigration into Can-
ada4s noted; also -thé statement that the Canadiin Government has not yetseen its "way. to `meet' the wishes of the Chinese Government . It will be re-
called that on January •17,' 1944, ' the draft of a proposed -trea ty was handed
to the Chinese Minister in Ottawa and on June 2, 1944 the Chinese Ambassa-
dor informed , the . , Under-Sècretary of State for External Affairs that the
Chinese Government found it impossible to accept the principle on which the
proposed treaty was drafted . The Under-Secretary pointed out the advantages
which it was believed the treaty~contained and referred to the impossibility of
repealing the present Chinese-Immigration,_Act unless some other workable
agreement could be reached . The way has always been open for the Chinese
Government to make sugges tions as to lines 'along which further consideration
might be given to the question.

1114 . ;t> DEA/5068-B-40

sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Mémorandum du cabinet du Premier ministre au

Memorandum f rom Office'of the Prime ~ Minister to
x .. Under-Secretary of State for External -Affairs

[Ottawa,] July 9, 194 6

CHINESE , IMMIGRATION INTO CANADA

The Prime Minister has read thé memoranduni of July 4 together with the
note from theChinese Embassy and the draft note in rcply.

Mr. King asks whether the order in coüncil cannot be amended so as to
include, persons .ôf the Chinese race, without specifying them by name but
including them under the general catego ry of nationals of one of the United
Nations .

-Mr. King says that if this could be done he would will ingly see Dr. Liu and

would then feel able to ask him to withdraw the note of May 31 .

The P4ritne Minister said that he thought there might be something in what
the note from the Chinese Embassy represented . I said I made no attemp but
defend the general position respecting Chinese immigration into' Canada,
I,was concerned that a note should be based on what was in my judgmeIIt
the misapprehension of the -exact circumstances. I pointed out that

wh~
tiations ; for a comprehensive agreement , between Canada and
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would cover the situation described in the note, had been broken off at the 
instance of the Chinese Government and had not since been resumed. 

J. A. G[tBsoN] 

DEA/5068-B-40 

•  'Le direètelir .  de l'immigration, le ministère des Mines et des Ressources, 
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Director of Immigration, Department of Mines and Resources, 
to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

Ottawa, July 15, 1946 
Dear Mr. Robertson, 
-1 have your letter of the 1 lth instantt concemirtg the note received from 

the Chinese Ambassador relative to the recent changes in the Immigration 
Regulations,-  and the suggestion that the Order-in-Council (P.C. 2071 of 
May , 28th, 1946) effecting these changes might be so amended as to include 
persons of the Chinese race. To take this action would bring about such far-
reaching results that I believe the same would be impracticable. 

To put the suggestion into effect it would be necessary to make changes in 
the basic Order-in-Council P.C. 695 of March 21st, 1931, which now does not 
aPply:to immigrants of the Asiatic race, but • reéording therein the specific 
Asiatic races that should be excluded and the classes of Asiatic immigrants' 
that are to be admitted theretmder. P.C. 2115 of September 16th, 1930, which 
excludes Asiatic immigrants other than the wife and child of a Canadian citi-• 
zen and those adMissible under the Chinese Act, would require° to be  ré-'  
scinded. -,t 

simplewaY -of éffecting the change would be to rescind P.C. 2115 (The 
Asiatic Order-in-Council)' and reenact same by prohibiting the admission of 
immigrants of any Asiatic race with the exception of those whose admission' 
is desired. ° 

Eitherprocedure would result in the Chinese Immigration Act becoming' 
largelY ineffective for the purpose it now serves; In other words, the provisions 
of the Statutè *duld be .  almost altogether nullified by the Orders-in-Councit 
passed iinder  thé  authority of another Act. 

The  actual effect of the changes  referred to *above would be that a person 
of Chinese race in Canada «could apply for and bring to Canada, subject to 
health,' character, and ability to provide for Maintenance, 

(a) a wife and  child under 18 years, 	 • 
(b)'1!inmaiiiéd ions and daughters 18 years .of age and over, 

- 
unmarried bro.  tliérs and sisters . 

(ciYfithei and 	 . 
It 

vi0111d. be  difficult to èxclu.  de.  East Indiani, 	if this we re done to justify 
the distinction..., — 

. 

1881 
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: -- The admission bf thé classes would mean a ve ry~ considerâble 'Asiatic immi-
gration, practically all of which would_be destined to British Columbia.

Yours ve ry truly,

. ~ • . . . _ .' ~ . .. . . L.:.

A. L. JOLLIFFE

DEA/5068-A-40
. . y'a_ . .

Mémorandum dé la troisième directiort pôlitiqùe '

'Memorandum by Third Politicàl Division `
?.~: - : . . , , ..~ ~ . . . . . . . . : . . . . ., . .

[Ottawa,] July 17, 1946

with Canada since its immigration policy had not developed along quota lines .

t . . . 'iE,~ . . . .. . .

NEW CHINESE IMMIGRATION AGREEMENT PROPOSA L

; ;,The . Chinese Ambassador came to 'see .the Under-Secretary yesterday after-
noon to discuss :a new.approach;to the' ques tion of . Chinese immigration .into
Canada,-which,he`had,been authorized to make :by his Government.
° Dr. :Liu said :that he was' mosL'anxious ) to sée some 'agreeIIïént reached

which' would séttle' the 'present ûnsatisfacto ry situation that existed in regard
to Chinese imnnigràtion .4nto Cânada. Since the breaking off W the last con- '
versations over the .Canadian -draft immigration treaty, Dr . Liu said that he
had informed his 'Government : fully of the difficulties which the Canadian
Government facrd'in Introducing legislation along :the lines of the re=tly
introduced U.S. regulations governing Chinese - immigration. He said that on
the whole his Government favoured the quota approach to the problem but
recognized - the fact . that it would . be difficult to work out such an a gr eement

. Dr. Liu said that instead of restricting immigration to Canada along lines
oi. ; occupations, ( (as- :was suggested in . our - previous ',draft) -his Government
thought that- Chinese immigration might be restricted in terms of "next-ôf=
kin''= and that the numbers might be limited by some agreed annual quota.

Mr. Robertson thought that the "next of kin" proposal may have béen
suggested,by, the recent• Order-in-CounciL which permits the entry into Canada
of immigrants ~ from Europe whose suppo rt is guaranteed by nezt•ôf-idn resi-
dent in Canada. ,This, - too, would fit in' with the pressuré which bas' been put
on the Chinese Ambassador by Chinese resident in Canada and on the Chines'
Government by relatives of Chinese resident in Canada to endeavour to work
ont fwithF 'the Cânadian Government some relaxation of the present comPlete
exclusion of Chinese immigration into Canada .

Mr. Robertson told Dr. I.iu that the Gove rnment was reconsidering at t~
time its whole immigration policy to see what revisions should be made to
meet the requirements of the post-war pe riod. - He added that we would ove
prompt and sympathetic consideration to the Ambassador's proposal of the
lines alongAwhich .an agreement might be ,worked out ..! . . . . . .._ , ., . . . .

yxi .* .. - .

A. R. M[ErrzIES]
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, 	• ,. 
extrait'd'iài .niémo' randum du secrétaire adjoint du Cabinet au sous-seciétaire 

. 	d'État Par intériin aux Affaires extérieures , .:.• 	. 
Extract.froniMemorandwn from Assistant Secretary to the Cabinet:. . 

.‘ to Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs - 

[Ottawa,] July 29; -  1946' .!•.---. 	. 

Of the items dealt with at the meeting of the Cabinet held today, the fol-
;owing.items of particular interest to your department were dealt with: ‘.: 
1. Sale ofamaments to foreign governments 

Mr. Howe reported that the Chinese government Were prepared to proceed 
with the acquisition of  a number of disarmed surplus frigates. 	_ . 	., 
 theie• cir• Cu.  mstan' cés, the Cabinet decision of July 27th, would, presiim-' 

ably,rapply. only to vessels which had not been demilitarized. 
The Cabinet, after further discussion, agreed that the proposed sale - of: 

disarmed.frigates to China be approved. 
• 

J. R. BALDWIN"  
." - i 	, 	• 	' 	, 

1.118. • 	 - DEA/5068-A-40' 

- ..YetriPrandum de la troisième direction politique au sous-secrétaire d'État . 
 , . 	, 	 par intèrim aux Affaires extérieures 	 „. 

.hiemOra .nthim from  Third Political Division to  Acting  Under-Secretary 
• •• 

..of State for External Affairs 	 - 

[Ottawa,] July 31, 1946 
• • 

• CHINESE 'IMMIGRATION INTO CANADA 

Mr. R. G. Robertson and I discussed the recent proposal of the Chinese 
Ambassador for a Sino-Canadian Immigration Agreement with Dr. Keenley-. 
!lode. Keenleyside was of the view that neither of the two suggestions made 
°Y, tie ,Chinese*Ambassador, viz.,- next-of-kin and annual quota,. were .likely. 
et°  be found a suitàble method of approaching the Chinese immigration ques-
"°n...,..Drt_ Keenleyside felt that it would be very . difficult to limit by any 
numerical quota the  entry Of neit-of-kin to Canada once We accepted that as 
a bas' the entry .of Chinese. to this .  country. He said  that at the time we 
vi3tcle  ›..°,1r:Orig,inal proposals for a reciprocal immigration  treaty we had can- • 
zi-au,:eu.PretiY caiifully the question of setting up quotas for the entry of all 

"°nai groulis that  would be difficult tO" assimilate ià Canada and that  the  

siic 	• ati onitranch had Seen insuperable obstacles in the way of introducing 
h. 	• 	. 

legislation in the House • . Our dis 	• 	• . 	. , 	cussion indicated that there would be a good 'deal of difficulty  in  
—nsglering constructively the, Chinese Ambassador's .proposal. We thought, 

1883 
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therefore; that it might be better to let the matter stand over until the Inter-
departmental Committee on Immigration Po licy had an opportunity to con-
sider this and other related questions. If you think it desirable, we might refer
this specific question to that Committee to indicate the difficulties that we
faced in working out a satisfacto ry agreement with the Chinese .

I am attaching aIetter to the Chinese Ambassadori for your signature and
also one to Mr. Jo lliffe .t

1119. DEA/5068-A-40

Le sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux A ffaires extérieuresà l'ambassadeur de Chin e

Acting Under-Secretary of State for External A ffairs to Ambassador of China

Yours sincerely,

H. H. WRONG

1120. PCO/M-30•2

Dear Dr. Liu ,

some overa ll annual limitation as to the numbers to be admitted.
admission to Canada of next-of-kin of Chinese residents in this country with

As I understââd i t; you suggested that consideration might be given to th e
posal you had made in connection with Chinese immigration into Canada .

Ottawa, July 31, 194 6

Before leaving for Paris, Mr. Robertson spoke to me about the new pro-

that it would be atise tn' let this matter stand over for a while until the Inter-
3 After a pre Lminary examination of this proposal, it has been conclude d

I shall communicate with you again as soon as we are in a position to mak e
question of immigration into Canada has got further along with Its wor .
departmental Committee on Immigration Po licy, which is examining the whole

k

any,concrete comments on your proposal .

.~ Voir' ~ k dôtnmeat ~ufraata ''` I See folloMins document.
whatever armament Is required for customs preventive work .
these frigates for the Chinese Customs Service and therefore want e" m~~C hinese Ciovernment, • complete with , armament. The Ciunese a- ,,,,On June 27th the Cabinet decided not to sell a number of Ig a

. • h to use

Top SecR$r Ottawa, August ,
t y

~• tes to the

1946
to Assistant Secretary to the Cabinet

Memorandum from Acting Under-Secretary of State jor Ezternal

rt, F au secrétaire ad joint du Cabinet
., .. ~ _ . . , ` ~ . .~. .. d . . ~ . , . , ~ ' ~~ A$airs

MEmorarrdum du sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures

A. R. M[ENZIES]
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: w b 1885e ave been mformally notified bmissioner's office that the Y the United Kingdom High Conl_
Chinese have approached that ofiîce with a r

e
thàt, the United Kingdom Government su1 quest
Kingdom High Conun~sioner does not w

'~shp t~e
armament. The UnitedAdmiralty

without knowing what our attitude would be Î~s
request to the

Navy is anxious to dispose of the ships and would, from the that the
ôf supply,' have, of course, no objections to sellin the the

Pomt of vie w
In view of the previous decision of Cabinet, it seems t~~ent as well.the '
position should be submitted once mor me desirable that

There are three courses open : e to Cabinet for consideration .
(i) We can inform the United Kingdom High Commiss iEk
e

the
A

dmiralty
to turn down any request from oner that we wouldarmingthese'ships, That would seem to be going rather a long

Cl
n wa

y nese ~ fo
r provided - that

the United Kingdom authorities are satisfied about th
e ment in China, The Chinese Customs Service has had

end use of the arma-
reputation and has employed a good many British subjects ;~'(ll) We ' can' i

in the past a good
nfnT.~, t_ ., ,

we are not ~ngaom High Commissioner that although
prepared to furnish the arms ourselves e wouldin the way of the Chines e~ngdom ettin the arms thewde • d not wish to

, This is open to the objection that we have y s~e in the United
in armament and~~t l~t as well dispose of it on these ships ff~surplusany event. Y a' going to be armed
'(111 ) We can reverse the earlier decision
~~en~ pèrhaps with some restriction as oaee to supply the ships withleft on the Ve~e~ I the type of armament to be
f~~ount of ~e

presume
that we would want, in any event, to remove acô~~o P~ia1 equipment insta lled to meet the conditions ofy duty in

~e
the North Atlantic, and that what the Chinese re a~ns and ammunition . llY want is

I see no Serithe ou3 objection on the grounds ofmatter is rathet p1eSSing, I should be policy to the third course. As
consideration by Cabinet this week.

glad if You could seek to secure

H. W[RONG]

L 'aM b°ssudeur en Chine au
secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieuresAmbuss~oT

in China to Secret of State
847

~ tate f Or External A,~airs

I have the honour to send to you herewitha report ~,~ch Y ewith copies of three letterst dealingMr. Ronning brought to me from Shanghai, to the effect

AMALGAMATION OF RELIEF AGENCIES
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that an iiiialganiatiini of relief agencies operating in China had been decided 
upon, and was about to be put into force. The letters to which I refer are: . 	. 

: (a) letter from r4self to Rev. V.J.R. Mills, dated July 18, 1946, asking 
him for partiCulars of the meeting held in Shanghai while Mr. Ronning was 
there; * , 

(b) letter from Mr. A.A. Dorland, Secretary of the Canadian Advisory 
Ccimmittee of the Canadian Red Cross and Chinise War Relief Fund of 
Canada, 'commenting on a copy of the letter which I wrote to Mr. Mills, 
which I had sent to Mr. Dorland; and 	. 

(c) letter from Mr. Mills dated July 27th wriuen in reply to my letter of 
July 18th. 

2. One. ,of the problems facing those who are interested in Canada's 
effort in •  China: arises from the attitude of professional relief workers. Iley 
are inclined to adopt efficiency methods, which means, of course, efficiency 
from their own point of view, and in line with their own desires and projects. 
They are inclined to *overlook the natural aspirations and wishes of those 
in Canada.who deny themselves in order to make contributions to China. 

3. As I have advised you on a number of occasions in the past, I think that 
the task of Canadian agencies operating in China is two-fold 

(a) to actually do good,  and  to help those who are suffering; and  • 
(b) to  mate Canada beuer known to China, and by so doing, to extend 

iind make more solid the foundations of goodwill between Canadians and 
che 

; t The second'  objective can  only be r'ea' ched if the Chinese are made con-. 
scions of whât Canadians are, doing in China. If the-Canadian effort becomes 

. anonymous, the &st objective will be ii:ccomplished, but all sight of the second 
objective will be lost, and Sino-Canadian goodwill 'will not be consciously' 

", • 	 . 	 • 

; 

I have etc. 
VICTOR W. ODLUM 

1122. 	 PCO/C-2Œ2  

Mémorandum du sècrétairi adjoin s du'Cabinet au sous-secrétaire d'Éta 
intériM aux'Affairei eitérieures 

3 , MeritorariduM from Assistant Secretcrry to the Cabinet to . 	• 
Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 	• 

TOP. SECRET 	 - 	 ' - 
Ottawa, August 2, 1946  

'.u *At the meeting of the Cabinet held' tOday, the following item of  part'

laiiest to you'r departinent was dealiwith: . 

t • 	• 	 t.  

	

• 	r, 	 R 
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•Sale of armaments to foreign governments 
The Assistant Secretary, referring to the decision of the Cabinet on July'29, 

1946, reported that the office of the United Kingdom lIgh Commissioner in 
Canada  had been approached by Chinese officials with a view to purchase 
from. thé United Kingdom armament for the disarmed frigates being obtained 
from Canada. 

Before dealing further with the request the U.K. authorities >wished to 
ascertain  the attitude of the Canadian government. 

The Cabinet, after discussion, agreed that the High Commissioner for the 
United Kingdom in Canada be informed that the Canadian government had 
refused to sell arms and ammunition to China for the frigates in question and 
_that the frigates would not be permitted to leave Canadian waters bearing 
.arms or ammunition. 

DEA/9030-40 

L'ambassadeur èn Chine au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Amb -assador in China to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

DESPATCH  854' 	 Nanking, August 3, 1946 
- • 	- - Sir, ' • 

SHIPS  FOR SALT ADMINISTRATION 

I have the honour io call your attention to your telegram No. 418, dated 
August 1,f which has just reached me. I would li ce to impress on you the 
fact that when .firm.s in China similar to the Salt Administration ask for 
quotations on ships, they are, in fact, asking for assistance and guidance, since 
they have no technical advice available to them in China. There are no naval 
,arclulects whom they can consult, and there are no engineers who could pre:. 
Pare satisfaetbry drawings for them. 

2. Under similar °circumstances the Americans are in the habit of acting 
verY quicldy and sending to the scene a specialist able to deal with the situa-

tiPsn' ong.this lin they have shown a great deal of enterprise and have been 
verY premptio 'act; even though at considerable initial cost I have not yet 
been: able to discover under what system they take care of this initial cost, but 

nlany instançes they certainly act before any arrangement is made. There is 
llodoubt that, 	 the end, If a contract is entered into, the costs of the pre- 

ti:ips and expert advice must be included in the final figure. 	. 
, 

The Salt  Administration, like the Ming Sung Company and other con- 
_cernsaave corne to us because of their psychological bias towards Canada. 

Ilave flot met them with the promptness and decisiveness which have been 

Y. " .0Y the Amencans.. As a matter of fact, in no single instance have we 

J. R. BALDWIN'  

• 
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acted with decision. Our attitude has been to - hold . back and expect the
Çhinese to supply the technical deta ils, which, as a rule, are entirely beyond
their reach .

4 . It is true that in many cases the Ame ricans have been over-hasty, and in
their zeal they have promised things which they have not been able to
deliver. This has caused a good deal of dissatisfaction and hard feeling. On, the other hand, we have given the impression that we are are not seriously in
the field at all, and that our claimed technical ski ll and industrial capacity are
questionable.

5 .' When dealing with Chinese firms under present conditions, and with the
severe limitations which do exist in China, it would be wise, I think, to study
the conditions under which initiative could be taken. It is true that it was sug-
gested that Mr. Danner should come to China in connec tion with the mod-
ernizing of the -salt . production operations . However, the fee asked by Mr .
Danner of $250 .00 gold a day, plus expenses, seemed ve ry high to the Chinese,
particularly when no time limit was indicated . In the eyes of the cautious
Chinese, the time might eas ily have stretched out to six months or more .

6. I know that Canada just now.is passing through troubled industrial times .

Still, in. spite of this, .I . think her line of operation should be clear-cut and
decisive. It is always possible to come close to a contract and then to delay
its final consummation, pending the estab lishment of reasonably stable condi-

tions . The Chinese understand what is happening, and are ve ry tolerant and

patient . Apa rt from their technical incompetence and their lack of specific and
detailed knowledge, it is a' pleasure to nego tiate 'with them .

I have etc .

, VICTOR W. ODLU M

DEA/9030-40

rpa

'aü~chef, la direction économique

Memorandum from ',Thlrd Political Division to Head, Economic Divisio n
; . ; .,~ . . : . ~ . . ~

[Ottawa,] September 12, 194 6

, . .In spite of the fact that General Odlum wi ll have left for Canada on leave
béfore another mail can reach' him, I think it would be helpful to our Embas sy

in Nanking to know the reason why we have not been able to send favorable
replies to the-many trade and investment leads that General Odlum has sent
forward . General Odlum undoubtedly feels that we have not shown enough
entérprise for a young, vigorous trading nation in following up the leads that
he has uncovered for us . This is 'principally due to the fact that he is no

t

Mémorandum de 1a troisième direction politique f
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sufficiently familiar with  the method of operation of the Canadian> Govern-
ment.and Canadian business in general. I suspect that he may have gainéd 
a wrong impression of big business through overhearing conversations of his 
cousin, Floyd Odium, who would be talking, quite likely, in terms of hun-
dreds of thousands of dollars. 

With General Odium's departure our Embassy will require, and will be 
prepared to accept a good deal more direction from Ottawa. I think that any 
explanation we can give them of the difficulties involved at this end in pur-
suing trade and investment leads would be appreciated, particularly since 
those on the spot have very little practical experience with Ca.nadian Govern-
ment practices. I should think it would be a good idea to add a further para-
graph to your draft despatch saying that we understand that a senior Canadian 
Government Trade Commissioner will be going out to Shanghai some time 
this fall. With  his greater familiarity with Canadian Govemment procedure 
and the organization of Canadian business he should be in a better position 
to investigate trade inquiries in China more thoroughly before sending forward 
recommendations and suggestions to the Canadian Government. He will also 
be able to  distinguish between the large venture that raay require Government 
credit, the intermediate venture that may appeal to private Canadian groups, 
such as E. P. Tayloes Sino-Canadian Development Corporation, and the small 
agency business for the handling of ordinary commodity exchanges. 

A. R. M[ENzms] 

1125. . 	-:• • • 	 DEA/9030-40 
• Le secréiaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures à l'ambassadeur en Chine 

Secretary of State for External A ffairs to Ambassador in China 

DESPATCH 333 	 Ottawa, September 13, 1946 
Sir,' 	. 	- • 	. 	 . 

• • 	, 	- 
I have the honOur to refer to yoUr despatch No. 854 of August 3rd with 

respect to the need for enterprise on the part of Canadians in pursuing pros-
P!ctive'cèntracts in China. • 

The situation :which you describe is probably unavoidable in the present 
eircumstatices. In the first place, the political situation in China is highly 
disturbing to  commercial  relationships. Secondly, Chinese proposals generally 
are  no  t attractive because of the uncertainty surrounding the means of pay-
'nee. Lastly; there is a heavy domestic and export demand in most lines that 
makes  it unnecessary for firms to seek business and reluctant to consider pro-
Peals that offer any considerable difficulties. I feel it is improbable that Cana- 
• an c°ncerns will be willing to run risks in the Chinese market until we are 

a.  pci'sitiiin of having surplus goods for export and are hard pressed for 
Iceeigtt markets. 

1889 
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. As you are aware, we have tried ' to meet . some of the difficulties through
Government guarantee , of credits. The Chinese projects under consideration

cover , some .$40,000,000, . one-fifth - of the total available for all countri es .
However, negotiations over guaranteed contracts - are inevitably comp licated
and protracted and are not attractive to the Canadian firms except where there
are .very substantial amounts involved .

Perhaps . some improvement might come `through the appointment by
Chinese principals, of representatives in Canada. It will be interesting to see

if the presence of, the representative of , the . Szechwan Salt . Administration

in Canada will lead to the conclusion of a Canadian contract .

I have etc.`

for ' External Affairs
for the Secreta ry of State

S. D. PIERCE

11Z6. DEA/9030-A-40
. .~ . ;,

. . . . . - Y . . _ .. .., , . . . . .
Mémorandum du sous-seerétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires . extérieures

Memorandum f rom Under-Secretary of State for External A ffairs

to Secretary of State for External A ffairs

[Ottawa,] September 14, 1946

Herewith" is . a memorandum, prepared for Cabinet consideration, author
izing the conclusion of a commercial modus vivendi with China . The, effect

of the' agreement 'would bé to give China most favoured foreign nation treat-
ment in Customs matters,, on a . basis of reciprociry., At present, China is
one of a J véry small * number of countries whose products'are subject to the

rates of our General - Tarifi .' Since China has a single level tariff and eves

Canadian goods the lowest rates accorded to goods impo rted from any

côuntry, the . present position amounts to a de facto discrimination aga ins t

Chinese trade.. ,. ., . . . . _ . . ., , . . . e
It hâd been hoped

..
that this modus vivendi could , be authorized in n

for General Odlum~ to sign the agreement with the Chinese Governm d~
~ 1 . . . : .

N
e

anlung before his return to Canada . If this is not possible, the arg

f ~aires' could'sign it instéad, or we~ could shift the venue to Ottawa and le
t

_ . , . . :
Dr. Liu sign i

N. A. R[oBERTSON]

00 the
La note tnivanté étaitécrite sur . co ' Ibo followins note was written °

mémonndnaat memorandum:
Yes. Sr. L[Atrnsxrj
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[PLÈCE JOINTE/ ENCLOSURE] 

Mémorandum du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires exté rieures au Cabinet 

Memorandum from Secretary of State for External Affairs to Cabinet 

Ottawa, September 12, 1946 

COMMERCIAL MODUS VIVENDI WITH CHINA - 
. 	- 

„The Chinese Government has enquired concerning the possibility of 
negotiating a commercial agreement between Canada and China. 

2. By the terms of the Canada-China Extraterritorial Treaty of the 14th 
April, 1944, Canada and China are bound to negôtiate a commercial treaty 
within‘Six 'months of the termination of hostilities. It has not however, been 
considéred advisable , to negotiate a substantive commercial treaty prior to 
the discussions to be held throughout the next twelve or fifteen months relating 
to a ràultilateral agreement on tariffs and trade and the establishment of an 
International .Trade Organization. Nevertheless, it has been felt that there 
would be àdvantages in negotiating an interim arrangement with China. The 
C'hinese-  Government has expressed its preference for a commercial modus 
vivendi rather than a formal trade agreement. Accordingly, a draft modus 
vivendi providing for the reciprocal granting of most-favoured-nation -  treat-
ment for the period of one year has been negotiated by  officiais of the Gov-
ernments of Canada and China. The draft agreement, which is quoted in 
extenso hereunder, will, if concluded remain in force after that period subject 
to termination by either Government on three months' notice. 	- 

3. It is considered that the conclusion of this modus vivendi would help 
to increàse the flow of trade between Canada and China to the mutual benefit 
of the two côuntries. The modus vivendi will come in force on the exchange 
of Notes,between the Canadian Ambassador to China and the Chinese Minis-
ter 'of  Foreign  'Affairs. 

RECOMMENDATION:  S 	 s 	 S. . 
It is thèrefore recommended by the undersigned, .with the concurrence of 

the Minister., of, Trade . and 'Commerce, the Minister of Finance•  and ,  the 
Minister of National Revenue that the' Secretary of Statè for External "Affairs-
be authorized to inform Major General V. W. Odluni, C.B. C.M.G., D.S.O., 
Catiadian Ambassador to China, or in his absence Chester Ronning, Cana-

dia!lCkarged'Affaires, à.i., that it would be in order to complete negotiations 

e )̀r  the'ProPosed Modus vivendi with 'China by an exchange of Notes in the 
following terms: 

1 . Articles, the growth, produce or manufacture of China shall not, on 
ull ,  nation into Canada, be subject to higher duties or charges than those levied o Po , 

,r' .which may hereafter be levied 'on like articles, the growth, produce or manu- 
%ea 

facture of any other foreign  country.  
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2. The advantages now accorded, or which may hereafter be accorded by 
Canada exclusively to other territories under the sovereignty of His Majesty the 
,King  of Great Britain, Ireland and the British Dominions beyond the Seas, Emperor 
of India, or under His Majesty's suzerainty, protection or mandate, shall be excepted 
from the operation of this agreement. 

3. Articles, the growth, produce or manufacture of Canada shall not, on 
importation into China be subject to higher duties or charges than those levied or 
which may hereafter be levied on like articles the growth, produce or manufacture 
of any other foreign country. 

4. 'The advantages now accorded or which may hereafter be accorded by 
, China to adjacent countrie3 in order to facilitate frontier traffic shall be excepted 

from the operation of .th!s agreement. 	' 
5.-  Articles, the growth, produce or manufacture of either country imported 

• into the other shall in no case be subject in matters concerning customs duties and 
subsidiary charges, or as regards the methods of levying such duties and the rules 
and formalities connected with importation, rind with respect to the laws and 
regulations affecting the taxation, sale, distribution or use of imported goods, to any 

• duties, 'taxes or charges other or higher, or to any rules or formalities other or 
more burdensome than those to which the like articles the growth, product or 
manufacture`of-any third country are or miy hereafter be subject 

6. It is uriderstood thai the present note and Your Excellency's reply will 
constitute an agreement between the two governments which will enter into force 

* on the 	and, if a Trade Agreement h not c:oncluded before, will remain 
. in force for one year to the 	, and thereafter will remain in force sub- 
- ject to termination by either, Government at any time on giving three months' 

notice. 

1127. 
• - 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Memorandum by Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

[Ottawa,1 September 17, 1946 

COMMERCIAL AGREEMENT WITH CHINA; PROPOSED MODUS VIVENDI 

At the meeting of the Cabinet on September 17th, the Secretary of State 

for External .  Affairs sibmitted ,  a departmental memorandum recommending 
'  

the conclusion of a commercial modus vivendi with China, the effect of which 

would be to give China most-favomed-nation treatment in customs matters 
on the basis of reciprocity. 

The Cabinet, after discussion, approved the recommendation submittedbY 
the M'ester and authorized completion of negotiations with China bYlan  

exchange of  notes  in the terms set out in the departmental memorandum 

Wok réchange de notes entre le Canada et 
h Chine le 26 septembre 1946 dans Canada, and 	

change of Notes between 

China of September 26, 1946 in Canae  'See ex 	Caul? 

Recut!' do tralth, 1946.  N• 37. 	 Treaty Series, 1946, No. 37. 

DEA/9030-A-40  
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DEA/5068-B-40
Le secrétaire d'LEtat aux A,ffaires extérieures au chargé d'affaires e

nSecretary of State for External A,~`airs to Char 96ge d ,Vaires in China
DESPATC$ 465

O ttawa, October 22, 1946C°NFIDENTIAL

Sir,

:,
.I have the honour to enclose for your informationdencét between the prime copies of correspon-
this De • Minister's Offi ce, the Director of Immigration andP~ment concern~ng the quarantine examination of Chinese passen ers
Yo

uin wacco
rill

accordance with provisions of Section 20 of the Chinese gImmigrationnote from this correspondence that assen er
Immigration Act.

S.S .General Meigs
en route from Vancouver to Yokohama in Juneazd

the
wraté •to the Prime Minister protesting against discrimination

of this year
~ese passenge1S and members of the crew of the vessel '

being shown
çedure followed for their quarantine inspection, m~e special pro-
-, ; Pending amval at some mutuall satisfaction of Chinese y tory . solution of the general ques-immigration

into Canada that would permit the rescinding ormodification of the ' Chinesede Immigration Act, .avoured the Government has . en-
wherever possible to a'•ster the provisions of 'the- Chinese'Mmigrati Qn Act in such a manner as to avoid criticis mracial discrim~ation a on the grounds of

glad to note 1 rom the
against persons ô~ese origin . I am, therefore, 'very

that the I~~ paragraph Jolliffe's letter of October 17 t
to gration Branch has now arranged with the Quarantine Servic eaccept the usual quarantine pratique in place of the special Bi ll of Healthpreviously, required, and that instructions have been , issued to , Quaran 'o~Ce~ that where it j s , considered necessary to muster assenge ~ethere is to be no differentiation between nationali ties . These • s ~~~~d crew
e~nate the possibility of further , complaints such as' that . fii ons

willthe Passengers on ' board the S .S . General Meigs.
ed in regard to, ..

.I have etc . .

K. P. Knucwoon,
for the Secretary of State
. for External Affairs
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1129. , _ .,•. .` DTC/Vol. 306,T10591

Mémorandum du directeur, la direction économique, le ministère des Finances,
au ministre des Finances

. .~ .~ , ' z ;s°'• :: . • . . : :. . ~ : ~ . . .: _ • . .

Memorandum from Diréctor, Economic Division, Départment of Finance,
~i•c' : ~~ ~, : . ~~ _ . . : . .3to Minister of Finance ___ . ., . . .

CoNFmENTrAL Ottawa, Octôbér 28 ;1946
GUARANTEED CREDITS FOR CHINESE PROJECTS

•= I met this ' morning by-âirangement with General ' Odlum; Mr. Pearson and
iepresentatives o f 'ôthér"interested Depârtménts to discuss this subject , with
Odliim immediatelÿ on his réturnhere and iri the hope that we could explain
the-, situation' somewhât ; tô ~ hiaf 'and iaise the ' important :questions - with - him
iîefore he, got' too far in . discussions with ` variôus per sons individually, and
beforè he saw you and Dr.' Clark,'as undoûbtedlÿ he will :endeavour to arrange
to do. I thought I should givé you` a vëry b rief resum6 of the points involved,
as=I see them. .~ . .. ; '_ . ~, ; , • .

By way of background, you will recall thât welavè -agreed to loan the
Government of China $60 mil lion, . of which $25 m. ~ has been 'earmarked for
the purchase of supplies and equipment requested by China as Mutual Aid,
other surplus items, -and some industrial 'equipment 'which China had ' sought
to purchase , from Canada before - thé loan was arranged. The size of the loan
in general ; and in particular! the size of the -$35 m. available for post-war
requiremnts : âpart . from - Mutual Aid ând . other, items mentioned above, was
considerr,d very carefully by yourself and the Government and decided upon as
being roughly in the . propér relation- to the credit of , $500 ôdd million which
the U.S: was said'to be nlaldng to China at that time . -In addition to this agree-
mént we are now cotnpleting arrangenients to lend up to $121 in. to the Ming
Sung Industrial Company, guaranteed `by the Governnient of China, for the
pnrchasé` of : ships and' sonie' related equipmént in Canada .. This company is
an ôld, established Chinesç•shipping and - indùstrial compâny, ' in whose man-
agement we have some reasosi to . feel confidence' arid which will afford us
useful business connections .

At the time of making our main loan to China, you wrote to General Kiang,
who was representing the Chinèse Gôverâment in the matter, as follows :

Mr: `B ryce his reported to me the strong desire of your Government to have
us increase the amount• of credit which we could make available to you . I have

discussed . thià matter . with •mÿ colleagues, and I must report that the Canadian

Government Is not prepared at this early stage to agree to a larger credit for Seneral
post-war purposes than the one I have outlined above. As you know, howeve, ~e
have Indicated our willingness to consider the provision of guarantees for c~!~
obtained in Canada for the financing of specific Industrial projects, and we rem" n

prepared to consider any projects along this line that your Government wish " to

put forward Itself or permit Chinese nationals to put forward . .
On the basis of this statement of the Canadian Government policy, w~cb

was communicated to him at the time, and of other somewhat similar indica"
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dons;  of  Government policy, -  General Odluni has been discussing .with the 
Chinese .various industrial projects which might be put forWard to uS here foi 
consideration in connection with guaranteed:credits. He has 'recommended a 
number_Of thèse projects to us for favourable considération; and in one or  twd 
instances he has, I think, gone some distance in indicating to the Chinese that 
the Government here would give. sympathetic consideration to the project - in 
qa-éstion, although he had nôt sufficiently definite Word from Ottawa to justify 
this expression of opinion. • . - • - - • ' 

. We have told: General Odium of the general reluctance of the Government 
at the present time to go ahead with any new export credit commitments, and 
have  indieated, tO.him that  any projects put up at this tinae would be scanned 
rather 'Carefully .  and Critically. We have told him that amongst the thine ,we* 
viould wish to talce into account are the usefulness of prOjects in providing US 
With.employment, the value of the later trade connections arachnirkets that 
will be dei/eloped in making these arrangements, and, as well, the  contribution 
thaftheY .wil make tolhe development of a strong, stable and democratic 
China; whiCh, of course, is a matter that is of concern to us as well as tO the 
Americans, although perhaps not in such great degree •profiortionately: 'We 
have told him that in addition to,our general concern over_the political situa-
tiOn, ,we are particularly concerned over the dangers involved at the present 
tune  in Government controlled and sponsored companies and projects which 
may  be associated with various bureaucrats or cliques that are lining  their 
pockets now during the period of confusion and corruption. We have asked 

as  to  his views regardm* g the practicability of investigating these various 
Pr9ie.Çts under consideration. We made clear to the General that no increase 
in the credit to the Government of China itself could be contemplated at this 
s.taie, 44. that even' any industrial projects coming within our policy statement 
wnuld ! probably .be undertaken- somewhat reluctantly and, if possible, we 

nuld want to have the production on them deferred as long as possible from 
ql.e.P9int of view.of our own supply and employment situation. - 

had; I think`,—a useful discussion with the Ambassador on these matters., 
9n.th, e.*hole,- he understood and accepted the point about making anY further 
general commitinents'for credits at the present time, but he thought it hiffily 
desirable that We.  should continue to consider and act upon some of these in-
dustrie ProjectS. He èmphasiied That  the U.S .. Were going ahead in this field, 
even though the} were holding  up  on the general credit fo China,' as a technical 

dti,eviée  in .aisisting General Marshall's endeavours to séCure a truee in the  civil 
war and  somereorgariiiation of 'the Government. He empIasiied that the vast 
nia_,WitTof.people in China are at work and 'that, deipite the confusion, politi-
cal. unèeitainty and 'corruiation;soniè prOiress . is being made in the econonaic 
inhere. He said that there was a very.  favourable attitude toward Canada, and 
that we shotildl take 'adiantâge of this iii' building up our trade coruieetions 
With thein.*He ceitairtbi *anted us to 'proceed with thé Considéiation  of the 
'letter projects that  were  being bràught forward to us. He spoke stiecifiCallY of 
the POlitical tiiks and he'told  us  he had been assured nàt only by the lead= 
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ers of. the present Government but by one of the highest Communist leaders
that any Chinese Government in the future that may emerge out of the present
political unce rtainties will honour . the external obligations being assumed now
by the present Chinese Government for the purpose of re-estab lishing their
economic We.I

We_did not discuss at any length the va rious projects that he has put forward
and encouraged the Chinese to put forward . As yet we do not have sufficient
information in my opinion to justify forming any at ti tude on them. I think the
three that look best from our point of view are the fo llowing :

1 . The Hwainan Mining and Railway Company project, which involves
expenditures of about $7 m . for equipment to restore and somewhat expand
this privately-owned railway and mining company. _

2 . The Lung Chi Ho Power Project. This involves expenditures of approxi-mately $5 _ m. for equipment from Canada for the construction of a power
plant on the Yangtze River in Lower Szechuan, not far from Chungking . This
would be a publiclÿ-owned company in which both the Central and Provincial
Governments will share. j I I
- 3. The Tâiwan Electric Power Company Project. This involves purchases of
about $6 m. worth of Canadian equipment for the reconstruction and improve-
ment of this 'Japanese-built and formerly Japanese-owned power system on
the Island of Formosa . This appears superficially to be a sound scheme eco-
nomically. It is likely that our Aluminum Company, and possibly Noranda
Mines, will be engaged in the operation and possibly to some degree the
, flnancing of industrial and mining projects using this power, and we may be
able ' to bring them intô some arrangement for a guaranteed credit to this
Company. It looks as though the Company will be very largely, if not wholly,
owned by the Chinese GovernmentRor one of its agencies, as it has been taken
over frôm the o riginal Japanese owners

. Odlum hasalso sûggested a number of sma ll hydro-electric projects, about

which I am notpreparr.d to.venture any comment at present . Some of these
aüght bâ worthy of consideration, but I would think we were going far enough
,iiwe undertook to,consider and study the projects listéd above .

One of the projects which Odlum wi ll probably mention is the provision of
credits to the China Merchants Steam Navigadon Company for the construc'
tion and purchase of ships in Canada. .This is a large project, involving about
3S ships of fairly substantial size,- and probably involving between $35 aOd
$40 . m., credits at least. Trade and Commerce, External Affairs and ourSelves
are ; all , dubious - about this project. The Company is entirely owned by the

Government, It has been .mixed up in Chinese, politics repcatedly, the record
of, administration Is not good; and - the amounts involved are quite large
concentrated in an Industry where we have relatively little chance to buiid up
continuing -business . Odlum - admits =.most of ~ these facts, but he stresses the
soundness of river shipping and coastwise shipping in China, the enthusiasde
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backing this matter has now by the Chinese Government and particularly 
T. V. Soong himself, and the encouraging quality of the present administration 
of the Company. I certainly would prefer to see this project financed else-
where, either by the U.S.A. or by the International Bank. 

I have not attempted to raise the question of whether we should enter upon 
any more of these projects at all. I feel that we should discuss the matter on 
the basis that we are not closing out entirely the line of policy laid down at the 
end &last year.  Mo-reover, there will be delays in these things, and apparently 
the Chinese are prepared to go ahead on plans involving construction and em-
ployment in Canada in 1948 and subsequent years. At that time such business 
may be of value to us and we will not be up against the supply difficulties 
that we are at present. I propose to get more information about the policy 
being followed by the United States in regard to China, so that we will not be 
getting out ahead of the Americans in this matter of mutual concern. 

R. B. BRYCE 

DTC/Vol. 306,T10591 

Le sous-ministre par intérim du Commerce au sous-secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

Acting Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce to Under-Secretary of State 
"-» 	 for External Affairs 

snips  FOR THE CHINA IldERCHANTS STEAM NAVIGATION COMPANY 

I .would refer to your letter of the 24th of October,t forwarding copy of 
Des.Patch No.. 979, of 'September 7th,t from the Canadian Ambassador to 

Céincernini the China Merchants Steam Navigation Company's ship-
bilil nâ-Prbiramme. 

- in the .recent report of the Export-Import Bank of Washington, it is 
stated-,that.up to June 1946, individual credits for construction of coastal 
and cargoyessels to China have amounted to only U.S. $6,800,000.00. 

e  have  already committed ourselves for a guarantee of credits to the 
r:1111g Sung Industrial Company Limited. This project is to construct a num-
e of merchant ships in Canadian yards, amounting to a maximum of $15,- 
4.000.00-It is considered that this appreciable credit is all that should be 
grantit,e,d.  ihe:shippin* g m• dustry at this tim' e. 

nay% 
 

inter 	in mind a policy of granting a guarantee of credits to diversified 
v ests  ;„ 

am China, so that they will have the effect of intensifying trade with 
ern ,usIshes of industries in China, and providing diversified exports and 

•-13'°Yrtit in Canada, 1  feel that, for the present the guaranteed credit to 
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the Ming Sung Industrial Company Limited is, sufficiént, and any further
credits that may be granted should be directed to other industries .

Yours faithfully,
.OLIVER MASTER

~- Le ministre des Finances et le ministre du. Commerce
au Gouverneur général en Conseil., . ,

Minister of Finance and Minister of Trade and Commerce
to Governor General in Couneil ~ l

The undersigned have the honour to repo rt :

Company Limited, under the said -Agreement, has requested the GovernID~e

1 . That the Government of the Republic of China, through His Excellency
Dr. Liu Shih Shun, duly accredited to His Majesty the King as the Ambassador
of China to Canada; has requested the Government of Canada to guarantee,-
under the provisions of the Export Credits Insurance Act ,

(a) the gûnràntee of thé
.
Gôvernment of' the Republic of China of the

payment by Ming Sung Industrial Company Ltd., a Corporation duly organ-
ized 'and subsisting uâder the laws of the Republic. of China, of the cost ofCanadian-produced goods to be purchased by it from expo rters and the cost
of Canadian services to be supp lied to it, to a maximum amount of Twelve
Million, Seven Hundred and Fifty Thousand Dollars ($12,750,000) in law-

' ful money of Canada, to be advanced by Imperial Bank of Canada, The Bank
of Toronto. and The Dominion Bank pursuant and subject to an Agreement
dated October . 30th; '1946, between said Company and said Banks, and

^ .(b) the securi ties given by; the said company for repayment of the said
in theamounts so` to be advanced in the form of the covenant contained

said Agreement to paÿ the aa~ounts drawn or to be drawn under letters of
credit to be issued by the said Banks in accordance with the said Agreement
anc} ' in - the fôrïn of any, ôthër covenant or covenants given by the said Com'
pany to npay' the -"

amounts so l drawn or • to be drawn, and in the form of
promissory notes" or`other 'ëvidences of indebtedness made or given by the saidCompany to the said Banks in accordance with the terms of the said ABr ee'

. , ment,• including interest as therein provided. . . . , '
= 2 . That the i Government of the Republic of China under the hand of its

Ambàssaaor - dûly' authorized in,' that behalf has itself guaranteed the paY
ments to be made by and the secu rities to be 'given by Ming Sung lndusft ~

otCanada to guarantee as aforesaid and ' has undertaken to indemndY
Government of Canada against , loss in ! connection with ' the guarantee so

. d ' . . r . . . . . r . v ~ ;requested ;
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..3. That the  ternis  and conditions' uPon Which the guarantee bY the Gcivem- - 
inent of Canada is requested and upon which the said 13-anks have entered. 
into thé'aforesaid Agreement with Ming Sung Industrial Company Ltd:,' are 
set ôut in 'said Agreement, a true copy of which is ann.exed heretot and Con-
tains  as  Schedules - thereto the form of guarantee given to the said banks .  by 
the , GOvernment of the Republic of China as aforesaid and the' suggested' 
fàrm of guarantee requested to be given by the Government of Ciiiada; • 
.-4. ,That >•thè giving of such guarantees is advisable for the purpoSe of 

ficilitating and developing trade between Canada and China; and 	.. • 
5. That the aggreg,ate amount of guarantees under subsection (I) of Section: 

22A of »part 2 of The Export Credits Insurance Act outstanding at the 
datelereof_together with the amount of Twelve Million, Seven Hundred and . 
Fifty Thousand Dollars . ($12,750,000) in respect of which the guarantee of 
thes, Government is now requested, does not exceed . Two Hundred Million 
Dollars :($200,000,000); • - • ' '— 

'.- ,The.:undersigned accordingly, with the concurrence  of the Secretary of - 
State for.External Affairs, have the honour to recommend that Your Excel- , 
lency in Council under the authority of Part II of The - Export Credits In-
sura.nce .Act (as amended) may be pleased to authorize the .Minister of 
Finance on  behalf Of the Government of Canad“o give the guarantee, as so 
teeested, in the terms aforesaid provided that the aggregate amount to be so 
guaranteed shall not exceed Twelve Million, Seven Hundred and Fifty : 
Thousand Dollars -  ($12,750,000). 1  

•Respectfully submitted, 
• [J. L. ILSLEY] 

[J. A. MAcICINNox] 

1132; 	 DEA/4929-F-40 

L'ambassadeur de Chine au ministre des Finances 

Ambassador of China to Minister of Finance , 
35-E1 140.: Ottawa, December 3, 1946 

Pe•ar Sir 
Reference is' .màd‘ e to your letter of February 7, 1946, in regard to the loan 

?f, $60,000,000 granted by your Government to China under the Agreement 

r2sevAftent,d_a_te. ,  In that letter the understanding, inter alla,  was recorded that 
uuu,u00 of the credit was to be reserved for the purchase of supplies and 
Pment which had been requested from Canada by China as Mutual Aid, 

t°ntlirer it_ems,in,pro duction in Canada at September 1, 1945, which are surplus 
,adiadrequirements, and also certain items of used industrial equipment 
1/4-rana had sought to purchase from Canada, together with the costs of 

a 	 - 	 • Pnrobation fut donnée le 12 novembre. 	1  Approval was given on November 12. 
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reconversion and completion of such . equipment for Chinese use and its
prepar'atioâ for'shipIIient.

I enclose herewith a summaryt of the disbursements and allocations as of
November 27 of the Canadian loan, from which you will note that the Chinese
Go"vernmént alas, ~ purchased only a small propor tion of the items on the
ônginal programme, namely, small arms and ammunition, including freight, to
the extent of $3,750,000. This was determined by the actual requirements as
they dévelnpëd, in China since -the original list was prepared by the ' Mutual
Aid Board and with the concurrence of the Department of Reconstruction . It
is our understanding that a large portion of the balance of the mate rial on the
Mutual Aid List has been disposed of by the War Assets Corpora tion .

Included in-the $25,000,000' is a small +arms ammunition plant to be' de-
signed and built in Canada at an estimated cost of $12,000,000. Discussions
in respect of this plant have been held ~with the War Assets Corporation and
the Canadian ,Arsenals Limited and, in fact," $100,000 has been paid to the
Canadian Arsenals Limited to be used in the preparation of p rel iminary plans
with the understanding that no construction work on this project will be done
until confirmation is received from the Chiâese Government. It may be that
the'estimated cost of the 'sàiall" arms âmmuni tion plant can be reduced .

Du rinftlie pâst ten months'we bave* endeavouréd to p repare a programme
of industrial èquipmént that coûld be purchased in Canada and a tentative Est
is now ready. The cost of ' such' equipment'would exceed the amount of funds
left in the $35,000,000 proportion 'of the loan, and, on behalf of my Govern-

ment, I hereby request permission to spend the unused po rtion of the

$25,000,000 for, the - construction. of such industrial equipment, supp lies and

services as may be agreed upon with' the Canadian Departments of Finance
and Trade and Commerce as specified in the Agreement .

I hope that yoû `will give this request your early consideration and that, if
it is agrceable'to you, you will send me a prompt reply, so that the Chinese

Government Supply Agency may as soon as possible enter into discussions of
our industrial programme ,with the Canadian Departments concerned .

} Yours faithfully ,
TtEH PAO-CHENG

for the Ambassador

~ :, . MMorânduin du sous-secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires extérieures
1133. DEA/5068-B-40

s 1 ÿ,
Meqii5randur» by Under=Secretary of State for External A ffairs

SECRET `

~tted
At the meeting of the Cabinet on Decxmber lOth a reportt was subo~

,~ „ ~ ; . . .> ~~• . ; '

§ ` , ` Ottawa, December 10,
1940

regarding a draft bill . to amend the Imm igration Act in respect of p o
f

. - ,-r,r . . . . . . ,

EMEROENCY . POWERS ; 'CEQiSLATION ; Ci11NESE IN CANADA
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entry, permission to retum with immigrant status, and permission to visit the 
United States, which had been prepared b3= the Cabinet Committee on Trnmi-
gration Policy. The question of permitting entry into Canada of wives and 
children of Chinese already in this country was also raised. 

The Cabinet noted the report submitted and agreed that the Committee 
prepare and submit a draft provision for admission to Canada of wives and 
children of Chinese lawfully in Canada. 

1134. 	 DTC/Vol. 306,T10591 

Mémorandum du directeur, le service des délégués commerciaux, 
le ministère du Commerce, au sous-ministre adjoint du Commerce 

Memorandum from Director, Trade Commissioner Service, 
Department of Trade and Commerce, to Assistant Deputy Minister 

of Trade and Commerce 

Ottawa, December 10, 1946 

You will recall asking me to review, for the Minister, the situation with 
regard to fmancial assistance to China. I have been working with Judge Davisl 
on a memorandum, copy attached, which he is preparing on this same subject, 
and which he proposes to place before his 'own Department and several of the 
lvlinisters, for consideration. 

This memorandum summarizes the situation to date, and asks certain ques-
tions which he wishe,s to have answered before he leaves for China. It will not 
actually;be presented until there  bas  been an opportunity to discuss the China 
situntioifurther with the engineers of the Canadian Aluminium Company and 
,the Montreal Engineering Company on their return from China, next week. 

II[EAsmAN] 

[PIÈCE JOIN'TE/ENCLOSURE] 

Mémorandum de l'ambassadeur désigné en Chine 

Memorandum by Ambassador Designate in China 

tOttawa,1 November 28, 1946 
, 

L' MEMORANDUM PREPARED AND SUBMITTED•BY T. C. DAVIS 

AMBASSADOR DESIGNATE TO CHINA wma RESPECT TO THE 

GRANTING Ole FURTHER FINANCIAL AID TO THAT COUNTRY 

.1 . :Canàdi has made a loan to China of sixty million dollars and this loan 
course of being tised for the purchase of Canadian goods in Canada 

u............YUte_96. v,ernment of China. 
, 

Chi  e  Davis  tut nomm6 ambassadeur en 	1 T. C. Davis was appointed Ambassador 
IV 

 
7  novembre. 	 in China on November 7. 
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..,2. ,Under ,the _Export Credits Insurance Act, Parliament has authorized 
-the guarantee- . of credits to other countries to the extent of Two hundred 
•million dollairi. Of this amount a guarantee to Russia of Three million dollars 
has  been preided and a guarantee to China of Twelve and three-quarter 
•million in respect of the purchase in Canada by the Ming Sung Shipping Co. 
of a series of ships to,be built in this country._ 	. 

3. Several further Chinese projects have been submitted for consideration, 
by General Odium, former Canadian Ambassador to China, in respect of 
yhich he has recommended that guarantees be given under the said Act. 

4: Iii my 'opinion it is very desirable before I leave Canada to take up 
my post as Ambassador to China that a decision be reached as to whether 
or not any further guarantees will be given in respect to Chinese projects. 
If no further guarantees are to be given then China should be advised accord-
ingly and all further disèùssioni and negotiations stopped. If consideration is 
to be given tê furthei guarantees, then there remains for consideration, the 
extent of such guarantees and the specific projects to be guaranteed. In this 

, event .those ,  projeCts which will not be guaranteed should be selected and 
theie wiped out frcim further consideration. The remaining projects should 
then be listéd in order Of iinportance'and each dealt with on its merits to the 
'eictent that fiirther gtiarantees may be given" ' * 

5. This rases  at once the* .questiOn of the geiieral policy as to whether or , 	. 
'not further gtiaran' tees are to be given. I recommend as strongly as I can that 

• , 	, 

further. use should be made of the above mentiéned legislation to guarantee 
:furtiier Chinese projects. My ,reasoni are as follows:-- . 

Canada is  a  great  and  growing nation and long range policies must 
44 

, now. be  laid ',-to 'enable this nation,: to . share in the future trade of the world 
to, aii extent commensurate with her future. The day will come when Canada 

will  be seelcing an outlet for the investment of Canadian capital abroad and 
,also for thé 'exiiplàyment abroad of Canadian Technicians and  Manage
staff in connection with Canadian industries in other countries. 

(b) The area of the greatest population of the globe is in the Far East, 
that is, East Asia._The countries of that part of the world are largely undevel-

oped, with the lOWest  standard  of living in the world. In my opinion, the ne xt 
 hundred years Will see the'greàtest'developmeni taking place in such Portion  

,of,the world.,I have in mind.India, Japan,  NIE.!., The Malay Union, Incl°' 
China and  àbiive all élse,*China. Canada is a Pacific Ocean nation and the 
future of the Western  Part of Canada, in particular, but,' in fact, of all Canada 

 is tied up 'to ritremarkable degree with the -developments which take Plac e  
in these Eas•erii land.1. 1 	 * 	 • lhal%frOlat ,  ieliheblo& &a afillige.le 

(c) 'The present powerful Western influences in China are the U.S.A. and 

Itho,U.K.II have a feeling that the U.S.A. ,  will end up by losing some of its 
 popularity in China. The influence of the U.K. in the East is on the decline' 

The naine of Canada stands high and we should start toP lan to capitale 
itipon this feeling: , 	• 4 	 t, 	 . 

tr 

(111 
ab 
of 
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I therefore feel that now is the time to hel
1903

: ability, so to do and thus lay the foundation for p oâ~a• to the limit of ourwill pay out in dividends for man y I believe, , (e), Eve Y Years to come.

an extent a matter of form provided the are our
~~t~s are to quite

been blessed with a , P I would judge that Formosa has

rY gua
rantee given under the said Act is based upon a r

•~~t~ of the Government of China and o~y after that
p e~ousdefault will . Canada be called upon to implement goVe~ent makes_Very, considerable trading nation . She is reco her guarantee. China is agreat nati

ons as one of the five ~d by International bodies and
default then every other nation in e the

powers
world wf the world . If she did make

and out of such default would come some arranoement mterested financially
for the Lquidation of debts . I have a feeling thatg w~ch would provide

they based upon previousOf the Government of China. guarantees
- . : (f) I therefore submit that agreement

should be reached in principle that

6• If such agreement on principle is reached, then I
w,should first consider a guarantee to enable the ould suggest that we,chase, in' Canada the electrical equipment required Government to pur-c

El~~c power project on the Island of Taiwan, to repair the gy~.o-
wan, or Formosa, which plant .was

A
~~ by bombing during the w~•7' My s tu

dY of this matter indicates to me that Fo
rmosa which was underJaPanese control for over fif years whichresult of the defeat of Japan ~a fficienhas now passed to China as a

; dévelop~ po~on of the • dy organized and industrially
Chlnese Republic. The Japanese

clear
than the

~~e in the creation and develo men 01-16-Mu more ad -ndust- 14 during their
~cupation of Formosa, the Japanese have cr and it i s

t industrial machine therein . Subject to re air ated anf~ mto the bands of the Chinese Re ublic. p'~s whole machine now
ge0

greater vanety of valuable natural resources than angrap
•

~cal area within *China . y like
8• It 1s'- a8 ticipâted ' Formosa wi ll pla a ve Important part in the futureportant part in the future~e,of China . At the

moment
y ry

to enter into the Aluminium Company Limited is arrangings~p= of an
agreement with the Chinese Government for the joint owner-

Co~' tbe `~u, um industry in Formosa and the operation ther f b yP~Y• ~o at themoment the Noranda Mining interests are ne
thi s

~th ~e- Chinese Gove gotiating
Formosa. , rnment for the operation of the copper lead mines of
' ~a will have to have outside help to run these Formosan indus-

t
' `' -

Japanese - technicians have been returned to Japan.
o ~ e- ~o : above-mentioned Canadiana • companies, viz,; Aluminium and

II't~ be large users of the power produced byqueS~o and vÿe y power plant in
will be aiding these Canadian companies to establish profit-of ~ Formosa'by making i t

eap Power. ~e possible for them to secure a contiauous source.
product ion of aluminium in Formosa will not cut into



production of this commodity in Canada, as I am told by the Company that
they will have no trouble in disposing of their Canadian production, regardless
of how far they develop production in Formosa.

10. Separate and apart from the question of sale of Canadian electrical
equipment in connection with this project, I am of the opinion that Formosa

opens up a very splendid opportunity for the crea tion of a centre of powerful
Canadian influence in China. Formosa has the added advantage of being
separate from the mainland of China and thus not as much subject to po li tical

and mili tary strife internally prevalent in China .

11 . The giving of this guarantee would put Canada, with the consent and
in fact upon the approach of China, into the financial picture in Formosa .

This fact, with the operations of the Aluminium Company and Noranda, will
concentrate a ve ry powerful Canadian interest in that Island. Canada would

thus have a base for operations in the future in relation to trade with China
and the investment of Canadian capital in China . Formosa can be made a
Canadian beachhead in relation to China.

12. I, consequently,m recommend that : (a) I be given a decision as to
4whether or not further guarantees on approved projects will be considered for

, p ' , . •
. ,rChina;

(b) if (a) is approved, that immediatc consideration be given to the Taiwan
project referred to above ;

(c) that, with the approval of (b) above, further consideration be given to
two other projects, which, from the dozen or so projects submitted by th e

Chinese authorities, are considered the most favourable ones for considera tion

by the Department of Trade and Commerce ;
I will be(d) thât, in'accordancx with the decision reached in (a) above ,

able to encourage or discourage the submission of further projects by Chinese

_ . ,interests :
Respectfully submitted this 28th day of November, 1946 .

T. C. DAVIS

Mfinorendurrs du sous -mfnistre adjoint du Commerce au directeur,

~ . ~ : le service,du délégués eommerciaux, le ministère du Commerce

Meniorandurnlrorri Assistant Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce to
an d Commerce

'Direetor; Trade Cômmfsstoner Service, Department of Trade
46Ottawa, December 11,1 9

. . . . . . .

I have been ve much Interested iô looldng over the attached materialr
y referenceto credits to China .
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My'ôwn views on this subject are very mixed, and it seems to me that the 
Chinese situation is steadily becoming mbre speculative, rather than less so. 
I do not see how anyone, under present circumstances, can very strongly 
.advocate the granting of additional credits to China, except on a basis which 
takes fully into account their highly speculative character as regards their 
ultimate repayment. 

The other factor that seems to me to require strong emphasis at this time is 
the need for setting a definite limit on the extent of any additional credits that 
the Canadian Govemment naay be prepared to extend under the guarantee 
sections of the Export Credits Insurance Act. While the Government has so 
far utilized its guarantee authority only to the extent of less than 16 million 
,dollars, out of the total of 200 million dollars that is provided for, this fact 
,does not mean that there will not be in the near future much greater oppor-
tunities than have yet presented themselves for utilizing this type of credit to 
the advantage of Canadian trade in directions other than that of China. Can-
ada's capacity to go on extending additional direct credits is for one reason or 
another likely to become subject to very definite limitations, and it is quite 
possible that within a year or two there will be a number of countries, other 
than China, to whom such credit facilities as we are able to afford may be 
granted on much sounder ground than is now in evidence with respect to 
China. I think, therefore, that there are the strongest reasons for husbanding 
as carefully as possible the presently unutilized portion of the credit guarantees 
which the Government is now empowered to extend. 

When  I returned to you a week or two ago some material which you had 
sent me with reference to the Taiwan project, I think I indicated to you on a 
note attached to the documents, that the material they contained with refer-
ence to conditions in Formosa certainly did not strengthen one's confidence in 
the probable future of that area. Mr. Bryce's memorandumt to Dr. Clark 
goes even further in its adverse comments upon the way in which Formosa is 
being administered by the Chinese officials. 

• 	 0. M[ASTER]  

1136, 	 DTC/Vol. 322,T11490 

Le s' ecrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au chargé d'affaires en Chine 
aecretary of State for External Affairs to Chargé d'Affaires it: China 

TEtEGRAm 567 	 Ottawa, December 30, 1946 

Yonr des' patch No. 1055 of September 28th,t export credit guarantee for 
uttna Merchants  Steam Navigation Company. 

1111  e cliestion' of providing an export credit guarantee to assist this company 
° 'name a' shipbuilding programme in Canada has been given careful con-

sia deratioll recently. It is considered unlikely that we can undertake to extetid 
ri  exPort credit guarantee to this company at the present time, and in these 
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- circumstances we feel that it would not be prac ticable for the technicians of
.the company who are awaiting word in China to proceed to Canada to open
- detailed negotiations to come now. Our reasons are as follows :

a) it is unlikely that further ships can be built in Canada for China for
some considerable time, due to our sho rtage of steel in relation to heavy
demands for equipment for export and our own domestic requirements ;

b) we have already provided the Ming Sung Industrial Company with an
export credit guarantee of $15,000,000 to assist their shipbuilding programme

• in Canada, and consider this is the limit of the assistance we can give to ship-
, building projects at present;

c) expo rt credit guarantees for shipbuilding projects wi ll not greatly assist
in the promotion of continuing trade between Canada and China, which is,

, as you know, the principal purpose of gran ting export credit guarantees to
China .

2. Will you please advise Mr. Oliver Zi, general manager of the company,
that we do not feel it advisable for the company's technicians to proceed to

_Canada at the present time. In so advising him, you may use the first reaso n

have given above: The second and third reasons I have given for your own
con fidential informa tion.

1137. DEA/939-40

; Mémorandum du secrétaire, le Comité de la politique d'immigration du
Cabinet, au Comité interministériel de la politique d'immigration

Memorandum 'froni Secretarÿ, Cabinet Committee on Immigration Poliey,
to Interdepartmental Committee on Immigration Policy

[Ottawa,] December 30, 1946

The following is a summary of the decisions taken by the Cabinet Com-
mittee on Immigratioâ`Policy at a meeting held on December 20th, 1946 .

(1) The Committee :
(V, '(a) t agreed to recommend that the Chinese Immigration Act be repealed,
and that any clauses therein granting privileges be transferred to the IMP-
gradon Act; and Y , ' : ; F . . •

(b) ~ gave• instruc tions that - draft legislation be prepared to give effect to
this recommendatioa, and in addition that draft legislation providing alterna-
=tive'ways of'dea ling with the Chinese problem be submitted at the same

tinie•

.,{ (2) . .The Committee agreed that it should be made known that Canada
would not accept immigrants who had not been X-ra ed, and that in princiPle,
the examina tion would. be required to be made without cost to Canada . V s

provision would not',apply to peraons eoming from count ri es having lower

mortality rates from tuberculosis, than had Canada . •

. . , : , . } . .. M. G. Gr.ASSCo
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1138. 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
à l'ambassadeur de Grande-Bretagne en Colombie 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 	 • 
to Ambassador of Great Britain in Colombia 

>TELEGRAM 	 Ottawa., January 23, 1946 
■ IMMEDIATE. The Honourable J. A. MacKinnon, Minister of Trade and Corn-
mercè, is planning to leave Canada February fifth for a visit to Mexico and 
Central America. He plans to sign a trade agreement in Mexico and engage 
in trade discussions in the Central American countries. The Minister would 
like to extend his trip to Colombia and it would be appreciated if you would 
approach the Colombian Government to ascertain whether such a visit would 
be wélcome and opportune and whether C,olombia would be prepared to con-
sider consolidating our commercial relations by the conclusion of a trade 
'agreement providing for the exchange of most-favoured-nation treatment.' 
;Tentative plans provide for the mission to arrive in Bogota February twentieth 
from  Panama. The Canadian Trade Commissioner in Bogota has details of 
the . Party. If the visit is not opportune, the Minister would like to visit 
Colombia later tbis year. 

Le cliargé.d'affaires à  

Chargé d'Affaires .  
- 	' 13ESPATCR 7 

PIDENTiAL  

CUBA 
- 	 DEA/288-40 

Cuba au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Cuba to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

Havana, January 14, 1946 

Sir, ‘ , 1  
Ilhave the honoùr to refer to my cypher telegram No. 2 of JanuarY 5t 

celicérliinethe' possibility of extending the Cuban flour import subsidy to 
, 

'f," 
Canada, 	14116 le 20 février. Voir 
L'accord 	des trattés, 1946, N• 7. 
vea. 	retifié le 24 septembre 1946. 

»tor et du Conseil P.C. 3957. 

'The agreement was signed on February 

20. See Canada, Treaty Series, 1946, No. 7. 
The agreement was ratified on September 24, 
1946. See Order in Council P.C. 3957. 
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Canadian flour, and to give you hereunder a review of the steps taken by 
this Legation to assist local Canadian flour importers. 

2. Your despatch of January 22, 1945, to H.B.M. 1  Minister, Havana, 
outlined the situation as it existed at the beginning of last year, and asked 
him if he would be good enough to see what could be done to see that the 
Cuban flour import subsidy be extended to include Canadian flour imported 
into Cuba. 

3. An identical situation arose this year. If you will  permit me, I will give 
in this paragraph a short and general review of the position as regards the 
import of Canadian wheat flour into Cuba. Cuba has always been a good 
market for wheat flour. Due to the nature of the bread baked to suit Cuban 
taste, it has been necessary for the principal wheat flour exporters in the 
United States and Canada to spend a good deal of time and money studying 
the baking problems and developing milling processes suitable to the Cuban 
market. Until the war with its subsidies, shipping problems and United States 
bloc purchasing of Cuban sugar, in which was included an agreement for a 
special subsidy on the export of United States flour to Cuba, Canada en-
joyed a share in the Cuban wheat flour market. Flour was imported direetlY 
from Canadian mills, and: aLso a good deal of Canadian wheat was milled 
in Buffalo forxPort to Cuba; The tariffs applied were 820 for a two hundred 
Ib. bag of flour milled in the United States from U.S. wheat; 940 for a two 
lundred lb. bag of flour milled in Buffalo from Canadian wheat and $1.32 for 
a two hundred lb. bag of flour milled in Canada from Canadian wheat. When 
the United States gave a general subsidy on all wheat flour exported (now 

, $1.48 per two hundred lb. bag), and added to this a special subsidy ($2.70 
per two hundred lb. bag) on wheat flour exported to Cuba as part of the 
sugar agreement (to enable the Cuban Government to maintain the price of 
bread at 100 a loaf), Canadian wheat milled in Canada or in Buffalo could 
no longer compete in the Cuban market' because of these subsidies and the 

( tariff preference given American wheat flour. Last year when the negotiations 
for the sale of the Cuban crop to the United States Commodity Credit Corl» 
ratioti were temporarily suspended as part of the bargaining procedure, it was 

found that the flour stocks here were low, and the Cuban Government decided 
to subsidize the import of flour until  such time as the United States renewed 
its  'pedal subsidy as part* of the new sugar agreement. Mr. J. L. Mutter, at 

that time Canadian Government Trade Commissioner in Havana, managed  
after a good deal of delay to obtain an interview with the Minister of Corn-

' merce, and protested against the decision of the Cuban Govenunent to PaY, 

this subsidy only on imports of flour milled in the United States from line 
States wheat By the time he got  bis interview, it appears that the MinistrY 

of Commerce had already concluded its agreement with the local e_i!r 
importers for imment of the subsidy on some 800,000 two hundred ID 

Witinnic Malées. 
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bags of flour .needed. Actually, Decree No. 89, which was published inOfficial Gazette on January 16, 1945, authorized subsidies to

the
purchases made between the 1st and 15th,of Janu be paid on
was published. ary, i .e. before the decrée

4. . .When the same situation arose this year Mr. J. E. O'NeillOflîcér left in charge of the Commercial Secretary's Offi , Ace,~ti°ns ~ from the Department ~, received instruc-
of Trade and Commerce to, enquire ' whether the `subsidy which 'the Cuban Government again proposed to pay on whea $imports would be extended to Canadian flour as well . Ant ci atin that ~~' P g wemight receive instructions

from you along similar lines to the ones whichwere sent -(too late) last year to H.B.M. Minister to protest the decisionof
the Cuban Government to grant subsidies to impo rts of United State sonly, it was decided to take this matter up . It was hoped that Mr. Vaillancourt

flour
could make a call on Dr. ' Albe rto Inocente Alvarez, Mi.nister of State and -,actual boss of the Ministry of Commerce of . which he was former . M' 'For. this . uuster. ,~Purpose he was forti fied with a memorandum, .with Spanish transla- •tion, setting forth the attitude of the Canadian Government in connection
~~~s matter of the payment of subsidies by the Cuban Governmentport of wheat flour. As it was not possible to make arrangements forMr. Vaillancourt to call on the Minister, the memorandum was left at the ;M'inistry of ~.State on December 29. I enclose copies of, this memorandum !fer Your information. ~:,' S• About this time, representatives of the Canadian flour milling companies :to get in touch with us to enquire if the Legation intended to take the "matter up : Wi th the Cuban ' Govennment. They supplied us with a good dealof ûseful informa tion about developments in wheat purchasing circles . The-representativés concerned were Mr, Rafael W . Bornn; repres ntative of theBra

ckmanker Milling Company, Limited, : and Western Canada Flour Millsof Toronto, 1VIr,, Ronald Cabrera, representative of the Maple Leaf Mill i n ~ mPany ofToronto and Mr. Colin Rose, representative 'of the Do g '~ Mills '~'ted, Montreal . Mr. Bornn was most assiduous in keeping us'Iforlned"of developments, and I am attaching copies of a memorandum =dated Meceniber 31 which he left with the Legation 'outlining the situationas well as . copi e*s of a letter of
of,

December 31 st t addressed to Mr. Albert F. -: ..,, .
. P g

N~e1,, Economic Counsellor of the American Embassy here,, com laininag~t
; discrimination against the southwest mi lls by a group of northernmille rs who seem to have managed to corner the local market by having theiradvic e accepted nlmost exclusively by the responsible officials of the Min .i sof ~~nerce. ~

6
. 01 1' 4th, Bornn brought in to me the draft of the decreehad be

en made available to the National Association of Foreign Commission :ô floû - by the Ministry of Commerce . This draft decree referred throu out
r ImPotted from United States mi lls, and it was obvious its intention asto exclude Canadian flour. A note was immediately addressed to the MinisterOf-State req

uesting assurances from the Cuban Government that the decree
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when published would not discriminate against Canadian wheat flour. I attach 
copiés of this notet- for your -information. • - 

'L The 'decree in'qüestion, No. 4128, was Published in the Official Gazette 
on January 5th, and conformed substantially to the draft that we had already 
seen; and.which we had protested in our Note No. 1 of January 4th. I attach 
ah English  translation of this decree!' for your reéords. You will note that the 
decree provides for a rebate in taxes of $2.54 on each two hundred lb. bag of 
sPring wheàt flOur imported, up to thé amount .Of  some 864,492.25 bags, all 
purchases to be made between the 1st and 15th of January 1946. 

8. When no reply : was received to 'otir Note No. 1 of January 4th, I went, 
on Januàry 10th, to see Sefior Valdés Rôdriguez, Assistant Chief of the 
International Commerce Section of the /fini.stry of Commerce. I told 
Sr. Valdés Rodrigutiz that, if we did not have a reply by January 12th, it 
would be quite impossible for importers of Canadian wheat to make their 
purchases beforé January 15th. "pointed  out  to him that the Canadian Gov-
ernment was paying subsidies on a long list of iinported food stuffs in order 
to maintain a ceiling  on  the cést of living in Canada. I said that it might 
intérest him to know that it was my understanding that the Canadian Govern-
ment paid a subsidy  on the import of binanas, of  which fruit Cuba supplied 
Canada some $829,000 worth in 1944; and it was quite possible that a subsidy.  
was paid too on some $748,000 worth of fresh pineapples exported by Cuba 
to Canada in the sanie  year. I said that the C.anadian Government did not 
discriminate in the payment of subsidies in regard to the source of supplies« 
obtained. I Said that if the Cuban Government could not see its way clear to 
eitending custâmi rebate payments to include Canadian wheat flour, this fact 

. woûld  have  to be reiiàrted to the Canadian Government so that they might 
consider:whether it would .be desirable to withdraw the Canadian subsidy 

• from  imports on *certain commodities from Cuba. I am attaching, for your 
information, câpy -61 a memorandtunf which I prep-ared for Mr. Vaillancoutt 
on January- 10th de■reloping these arguments. Sr. Vald6s Rodriguez said  that 
à time  was short, he would counsel the Legation to try to obtain an interview 
with the - Minister of ,  Corninercé; and [fat  all possible, it would give more 
Weight tO.oiir representations if Mr. Vaillancourt could attend the meeting. - 

!' 9. At 3:30 oriJantiary 1 lth, Mr. Vaillancourt, Mr. J. E. O'Neill and I called 

orithé' Minlitéi, of Commerce, Sr. César M. Casas, and repeated to him the 
répneiéntelâni •whichl had alréàdy made to Sr Valdés Rodriguez. The mn-
Itàióf CoiMinérCe Said th-at hé had re'ad with a good deal of interest the state-, 

ment made to the press by the Honourable C. D. Howe conc,erning the. 
désire of the Canadian' II:merriment to See' its trade with Cuba  increased and. 

-regularized by die  conclusion  of a cOmmercial triaty. He thought this was 
excellent idea, and he hoped that, under the new  regulations worked out, 1! 

would bè possible for*Cànada tâ éxport Wheat to Cuba. He said, however,  the, 
Decréé No.4128 had been drafted  to iake care of a particular, and he hopea 

temporary',' sitiation.qt -could not »  tié diScriminatory if .it was viewed against 

et 
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1911 :the background of the sugar negotiations . He said
that it mustCuba had been, during the war, a~ost completely dependent~°bwOus that

on the UnitedStates for its full range of supplies, and that, under the agr thesale of the sugar crop to the C C.C., provisions had been included
eement for

whereby the. United States had endeavoure~d to assist the Cuban Gov
eceilings on essentiâl , food supplies. rnment to maintain

r~~ its special subsidy on wheat flou r xh rte~ ~at
the United States would ~sugar agreement,

and, therefore, wished o do nothinba
as

a
part of the new

this outcome
. (I read between the lines here that what wa s

that might prejudiceintende d CubanGovernment hoped that U.S. flour milling companies was tha tPressure on the U.S. Government to maintain its s bsid es would exe rt
it was necessary y, and that for this

that the Cuban Government keep in with the American
flour, millers) . Sr

. Casas went on to say that, if the U.S. Govern~~t a special subsidy on wheat flour expo rted to ~b
.ment did not

~gaz-agreement, it was uite a~ Part ~ of the new,
dian ~ Gove q possible that Cuba would approach the Cana- :rnment to make available some wheat flour supp lies for the latters Vôf the year.' After this,lVir. O'Nei ll and I on behalf~d~ Rodriguez and Sr. Ruben O rtiz La Madrid~~ of the DIl~'

andof . Iaterior ' Commerce, for the Cuban Government, exchan iv~lonthrusts.
I said that we were all agreed on the desira '' g~ a number of

~gements =for, fuller Cuban-Canadian trade in the future, but th working ou t
we were he1e to discuss this afternoon was the re e whic ~ at whattive in tIie-iaterim gim h would be effec-effec-period. I said that it would be difficult for Mr

. Vaillancou rt ;
to erplain to the Canadian Government that the Cuban Governmentto see commerce expanded when its actions in this case coul wished
sidered by the Canadian Government as discriminato d only be con- :

• ry. Sr. . Valdés Rodriguezazgued that W. Vaillancourt should report that this decree was not discrim-Ofij ry if it was viewed against the background of theill brou ~ sugar negotiations . Mr.and shôR► ~t out the figures of past Canadian wheat flour sales to Cuba ,
._ ed how we had been cut off from this market during the pe riod of .

the
w~' and hOw unbalanced - the trade between theHé sai d that if the Cu ban Government wished to

two countries had been. ,
' sell more to Canada, or evento the sales which it had been able to me war .

sources of Canadian su 1 had been cut off, it would ~etnecessa
when

for~°- ~b~ Government to ado t a more liberal ryPorts iIIf~e P attitude toward Canadian
no • A~ t .~,~ . future

. The meeting broke up in a spirit ~ of goodwill, with
told~g'Specific âchieved in regard to this articul 'p ar decree, which we weremilled y g~nted â'jsubsidy to flour imported. from the United States and :there fro

m American wheat, but we did, I think, have a useful exchan èeûs ô~ that should prove a starting poin t goodpfor further commercial dis-
n s.we may have in the future .

I have etc.

A. R. MENZIES
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DEA/288-40 

Le secrétaire «d'État aux Affaires extérieures au .ministre à Cuba 

Secrétary of State for External Affairs to Minister in Cuba 

DESPATCII 12 	, 	 Ottawa, January 26, 1946 

CONFIDENTIAL 

Sir, 
:I have the hOnour to refer to your despatch No. 93 of November 19th, 

1945, enclosing letters and memoranda relating to the position of Canadian 
Life Insurance Companies in Cuba. 

2. The suggestion put forward by Mr. William Campbell that Canadian 
insurance companies in Cuba might secure protection from excessive taxation 
if the Canadian Government were to lower the tariff on high-class Cuban 
cigars has been given consideration here and discussed with the Department 
of Trade and Commerce; '! 

• • 

3. I should not, on the whole, be inclined to favour a proposal of this lcind. 
In the first plae, as you mentioned to Mr. Campbell, the balancing of two 

- such different concessions would be difficult: In the second, it is felt by the 
Department of .Trade;  and Commerce that any advantage gained by retail 
tobacconists in selling high-priced Cuban cigars to United States tourists might 
be.outweighed by a decline in the purchase of Canadian produced goods from 
other merchants.. There might also be some disposition on the part of the 
United States Government to lower the number of Cuban cigars which United 

- States tourists are at present permitted to import duty free, or even to place 
new restrictions upon the general tourist privilege of customs exemption. 

	

*' 4: From a more  general  point  of view, it Would be inadvisable to abandon 	I 

	

our - bargauu—ng position in .respect of an important Cuban export  such as 	E 

	

cigars, since we are conteMplating the conclusion of a general commercial 	r 

	

treitv (arisine out of the "nucleae' trade discussions called by the United 	a 

dication that discussions on tariff matters are not likely to be opened before 

the beginning 'of the "nuclear" trade discussions initiated by the United States 	S, 
in which both Canada and Cuba are participants. 	 go 

Pr • 
20 

1140. 

I have etc. —I  the 
S. D. PIERCE 

 

for the Secretary of State 	ina 11 No, 
for External Affairs ; 
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.e chargé d'affaires à Cuba au ministre d'Ét
DEA/288-40

Chargé d'A,~j`aires in Cuba to
Act' at par intérim de Cuba
Acting Minister of State of Cuba

Hav~e• ~azg6 d, ana, October 3, 1946
Affaitespl l iments to the Actin a

. . of the Canadian Legation presents ' his co -g MiniSter of State, and mhasExcellency of the fact that, under the existing eme of honour to advise Hisof wheât flour, Canadian flour is virtua lly pro~blted subsidies to import s
mazke~ from entering the Cuban

't 's fully realized that, in establishing the subsino intention of dtsc ~ dies now in effect, there was
~ttel was nating against Canadian

flour, an dme for this reason the~su~~ informally with His Exce llency the Minister of
rcé; who suggested that the facts should be COm'

presented in writing to theGOYerninent of the Republic of Cuba.'Unde r Decree No.
1159 of 6th May, 1946, a subsi d$2

.54 per bag of 200 pounds of fi rst patent
y was established offlour .

ur
S uto compensate for the rise in the price of fl , and in orderSeptember, 1946, estab lished an additional flexible e No

. 2156 of 5thtotal 'of 950 000 ba subsidy of $3 .24 up to aThis latter decree was to be shipped before the end of December of this year
.subsid amended

on 21st September to bring the total flexibley up to $3.68 per bag. These decrees also established that the 6 r=cent sales tax (impuesta de cwnsumo should be paid on the bas' ~$6.90, c.i.f. Havana, plus the correspondin import lc price of

The effect of these resolutions ~~ g sh
duties.

~ d~41' whereby it is evident tha re r dle ~ m~e attached memo-
~t quote in order to legitimately acquire a sharte op ~ e Canadian mills

and to offset the higher ~ the Cuban market,
price to the~ port duties payable on Canadian flour, the c .i .f.
a quotafion b po

rter would inevitably result in $6.90 per bag. For example,
ible~ subsid by Canadian mills of $12.90 per bag would result in a lower flex-
would y' but the delivered cost to the impo rter handling Canadian flour~ .necessarily be some 50 cents more per bag .~ th

e cases where it has been necessa to tof esSeII fial food items the rY ~e measures to lower the cost
h~ . Cuban Government, taking advantage of Law No .

' t~porarily suspended the duty on imports of a certain quantity ofg°p~• ÇFor éx-ainple at theprov~ ~ ~ the meeting of the Cabinet on 25th September, ap-
20~~ ~ given to the exemption of customs duties on the importation-of,ï .it ~ cases of eggs and a quanti ty of animal feeds .61% ' W01i1 d be g re

atlY appreciated if the same principle were to be applied to'
~a

t, 0~port of flour, and that, ~erefore, consideration be 'ven t o a of dutles on theimport the élim-
N~'~2156 of .5t ;, port of the 950 ,000 bags of flour covered in Decre eSeptember 1946.
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If the,duties were to be eliminated on flour imports, the flexible subsidy 
could be reduced by an equivalent amount so that the net result to the 
treasur); would' not be altered, except that on all Imports thaimight be made 
from Canada at prices under those in effect in the United States of America-
and there is reason té believe Canadian prices are noW slightly under those of 
the United States, of .America—the amount of the subsidy paid would. be  
reduced by the amount the Canadian price would be under $13.12 per bag. 

'Thus it may bè, noted that the effect,éf Such  action  would bé to (a) increase 
the  sources  of supply of a commodity (flour) that is in short supply in the 
Republic aof Cuba; (b) , produce a meaSure  of  healthy international compe-
tition;' (c) tend to reduce-  slightly the cost' of the subsidy-  on thé import of 
flour; (d) remove .the virtual prohibition, of imports of flour from Canada. 

In making' thé forégéing request it is nét suggested that unlimited supplies 
of . flour could:be, foùiid:in" - Canada,' since the allocation of -supplies  is well 
advanced, and; as  Your Excellency well knoWs,; wheat 'and flour are still in 
desperate short suriPly in'the -World markets. However, some Canadian Mills 
are still interested in supplying the Cuban Market. Furthermore, the Republic 
of Cuba is arnong thése countries listed by the Canadian Wheat Board as en-
titled to receivé export  licences for flour from Canada. 

It is, perhaes,  of  interest to draw Your Excellency's attention to the heavy 
increases of Canadian purchases of Cuban products during the first six months 
of this year. From the ,  attached tablet it  may  be noted that Canada's imports 
from the Republic of Cuba have increased eighty-two percent over the first 

six months of last year,'whereas exports from Canada to the Republic of Cuba 
have increased some tiventy-four percent. 

R. G. C. SMITH 

• avails himself etc. • 

- 

Le chargé d'affaires à 

tharié d'Affaires In 

bESP .ÀTC11 156 

, 
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Cuba au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Cuba. to &Secretary of .State for External Affairs 

Havana, October 5, 1946  

I have the honour to advise you that, owing to the system of subsidies 

on imports of flour, it  Is  virtually impossible for Canadian flour to be sold ig 

this market. 

a 

th - 
2.,Under Decree  No  1159 of 6th May of this year, the Cuban Govern.  

ment extended the payment of the basic subsidy, $2.54 per bag of 200 lbs1 11 
re  



ques-tion,established that the 6
rementione d

percent sales etax ss granting
the subsidies i

n of $6.90 c .i.f. Havana, plus the correspondin o
ul
im

p d be paid on the basic p ricethe laid down cost of Canadian flour to the im rte duvves so that, again;whên 'compâred vi ih

e lmporter would inevitably be higher by the
the duty .

5 . In addition th f

amount of the difference in Po ould

Abe in
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to imports ; of flour from any ori 'sidy had. been confined to imports of United Stat
ious to that

1915

date, . the sub-No. 7 of - January 14, 1946) . Subsequently eS $our. (See our despatch
for the rise in the price of flour, an additional fl exiblesubsaer to

compensate
, and

in September
:
to a - total amount of $3.68 per bag. ldy was established3. When the local representatives of Canadian Mills t ried to Canadian~our,- however, _it was found that the flexible subsidy was appli ed

sell
in such :â

way that the final c .i.f. price to the importer
would always resul t$6.90 ' c.i .f. - Hàvâna. in a price of'

4. In othër words, règardless of 'what ricëin an effort, to combat a higher rate of dutyp Canadian mllls might charge
flour, the du ty paid price to th . payable on imports of .Canadian

be tahën b 1 United States flour , regardless of any action that r t
Uabuu

y~athan mills to offer compensation by way of reduced prices :I had a conversation with th

thë amount e Government since they could réduce the subsidy bÿ-of the âuty and the net result would thén be exactly th sam7 .i~ ' \

ain. The ' • 'Mumist e.

matter last week, and suggested that, inasmuchas
Commerce concerning - this

~od?~ under Law No, 5 to the Government ,was au-
food ~' 8~t• freedom from import duties on essentialarticles
of in short supply, ' and as_ this law was being applied in casesimports Of e

~
andfollowèd in, other essential commodities; the sanie procedure shouldm the case of imports. of floloss of revenue ur. to th Such action would not mean an y

gestion, t •er of Commerce, Mr. Casas, seemed interested in -my sug-.on, and
réquésted me to put the matter in writin . Accordin~3'• I had.,an interview with the Actin Under- g ~Y~ . Yester-_

f erwârd ~~'S ' . g Secretary of State and put
~ 1

~e Points again . ~ I left with him a memorandum on the sub ~tw~ch ~.I . requested that the should removeQf ~,000` Y. . the duty on imports of tüe-. -bais: of flour that were authorized to be brought in before the end~ year and that were subject to. the a ment of the subsidie sg' I we ll p Y in question. ..was
to a received by the Acting Under-Secreta ry of State, who seeme d

PPreciate our point of view and also to realize that it was in the interestof C%iba .toare have an alternate source of su 1 of flour ,ha~in PP Y particularly as they .
e

g sueh difficulty at the moment in obtaining their full requirements. "nder-Secretary promised to study tow .th the matter in detail; and to let me
of µ. . • .
the

decision as soon as possible . In the meantime, I have also sent a
âctioây" memorandum to Mr. Casas, and it is hoped that, as a result ofremo,V~. lth~ obstacles in the way of imports of Canadian flour may . be~-•~ ..~. ,,., .

~ l ;_ . . . _ .. , . . _ . . .
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9. I am also communicating this  information  to Dr. C. F. Wilson, Director, 
Wheat and Grain Division of the Department of Trade and Commerce. 

I have etc. 
R. G. C. Shunt 

. 
Le niinistre à Cuba au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Minister in Cuba to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

DESPATCH . 	 . 	 " 	 Ottawa,' October 15, 1946 
SECRET 

• 

Sir, 
I have the honotir to bring objectiVely to your attention the following facts 

in connection with*Canada's commercial interchange with Cuba. 
2. At the beginning of the present year the Government of Cuba issued 

a decree authorizing the Cubans to import wheat flour from the United States 
granting to them for that purpose a substantial import bonus besides the 
subsidy allotted by the Government of the United States to its wheat flour 

3. On the afternoon of the 1 lth  of  last January, accompanied by Mr. 
Arthur Menzies--theri Second Secretary of the Canadian Legation at 
Havana—I had an interview with Sr. Casas, the Cuban Minister of Commerce, 
idio received us in the presence of two of his assistants, at the Ministry. ne 
purpose of our call was to request the Minister to have the above decree 
amended so as to allow the entry into Cuba of Canadian wheat flour on a par 
•with thé similar product from the United States, as was the case before 
World War II, when a large proporticin of wheat flour consumed in Cuba was 
milled in Buffalo of Canadian wheat and popularly lcnown as "harina Buffalo". 

...4- The Minister received us with great courtesy and listened with attention 
tô the object of our request. But he said that the decree provided onlY for the  

'Importation  Into  Cuba of wheat flour milled in the United States from Ameri-
Can wheat and that there, was no possibility whatever that it could be amended 
to Include' even American flour milled from' Canadian wheat. When asked 
the reason" for such discrimination against the Canadian product, he raised 

•his hands and told us that we should know that Cuba was held hi the economic 
claws of the 'United States,' and that he did not  sec hov; his cciuntry could 
liberate herself from such a strangle-hold, thereby implicitly admitting tile 
the deem was imposed upon his Goverrunent by the United States. 

f 
S.  A:kw months later Sr. Crisas' wis my guest at the CountrY —u-  ° 

Havana for  luncheon, together with his Sub-Secreta ry  of Commerce, Dr. 

Rolando  'Acosta;  Dr. Antonio Arturo de Bustarnante, a Prominent Cube] 
jtuist,‘ and Dr. Guy Carrington Smith, the Commercial Secretary of our Lege  

Ci 

Cc 
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UNMUES

tion. By that time, the United States had no 1917
The Minister of Commerce told us that C'anadiàn whéa gô to sh . ~P to
admitted to_ Cuba on the sanie conditions - _

. Cuba .

urn S
be

told him that he doubted that Canada had as
any the more flou

r American flour. M
~to Gubat but that nevertheless he would en uire fro available for export

ment of Commerce. What Mr, q m the Canadian, Depart_
answer of the Department to whi hlhehsres~o was soon co~ed by the

u ring nsible.6. A few days a go d
letter from 11~.. Smith, g mY present leave, I received in Mon treal adated 3rd October, wherein he writes :sorry, to hear that the flour trade is acting up again "You will besystem of quotas, it is virtually impossible to shi

and under the existing
~17• 'While in Ottawa, since m p m~y flour. "
~o~ Dr. Y arrival in Canada, I met on different occa=

'
.

Maxiano Brullthe Cuban Minister to Canada, who norece
ived me in his residence but also gave a largely attended t only

hônôur. Ever since I have known Dr. Brull we have reception in
mysincere friendshi developed together ap

. I have kept up an interesting correspondence with himg ~~n,96gs more than once, by newspaper clippings sent bgo~g on ~~ba that I thought would be of inter y al~afl ofto me last week that when I est to him . He saidpe~ ~ am in Canada he does not know what is hap-g Cu
ba as his Department does not keep him informed the wa I dthe 31 st of August, 1945, short y o'

~b~ Minister to Canada had been announced r Dr. Brull 's appointment asluncheon
at the Havana Country Club in his honour.~y' I gave a 135 cover

among o~e~i the Vice President of Cuba, Dr. Raul de ose present were,
Minlster, Dr. Felix I,ancis; the Minister of State Dr . Gustavo Cardenas ; the -Prime
~~e heads of the foreign diploma ti c missions, Cuervo 'Rubio;as

a great many Canadian, British and Americ ' P nt Cubans, as welltires of the most im o an residents and the representa-
told mé ~ . p~t dai1Y newspapers . This mark of esteem, Dr. BrullY,umes siIIce, he will never forget as long as he lives.e
;
91 I am rela.ting these phases of my relations withP. a~n and lus Dr. Brull merely . top~mp~.. +,~Y the

confidences he made to me as described in the following

for
10;!Last ,Saturday, October 12, ~the da • , Dr. Brull and h is wife were in Montreal• y I invited both to luncheon with me at the Windsor Hotel.ag~g~~e meal I . asked him what prompted his men

to me t'teCà~a~an 8ôur the way it is doing His answer monthsbefore b given
Pe~inently, by Sr. Casas . "Moreover," he added, "I knowlmposed o

because
I wasam reliably informed, that such a line of conduc t

b ecauSë the Our Government who had no other alternative than to follow it
Coun~.y1~ s~ .United States want to retaLate against Canada on account of your
Um~'Sta g Peg~d her wheat at the price of $1.55, thus excluding the

:,_~ tes shipments of that Commodity to Great Britain and elsewhere ."~1•4ln ;thé first month •- s f h .
u~qu~s to

co e present year our Legation in Havana sent~'° the C uban Press informing the citizens of the country (either.
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by birth or by naturalization) that in the future' they could enter Canada as 
tourists for 'a period of six months provided that they had a passport but 
without any Canadian visa. This also applied to all Cuban residents, no 
matter their nationality, provided they held a re-entry permit from the Cuban 
Immigration. After making' such an announcement I had interviews with the 
Minister of State suggesting,' either orally or by means of "aide-mémoire" 
that my country would gladly welcome reciprocity in such instance. He always 
gave me evasive answers although promising that he would try to do his best 
to give me, satisfaction. • 

12. Dr.' Brull, last Saturday,"again gave the answer. The attitude of the 
Cuban Ministry of State was once more dictated by the United States who 
opposed my request, while stating that .  espionage was still very active and 
that all possible measures should betaken to - forestall  it. 
• 13.. Cbbans can enter the United States »without pasiports,.as well as Cana-
c1  ians can', enter the 'same coûntrY' aLsri without passports., But Canadians 
proceedinerom Cuba to return home to Canada, as well  as Cubans proceed-
ing from Canada to return to their country, must lave a passport with. a 
United States transit  visa. 	- 

14. During the last winter  the  Chief of Staff of the Cuban War Navy, 
Commodore Jose Aguila Ruiz, came to Canada accompanied by his aide-de-
camp,: Lieutenant .Atonzo,; for the 'purpose of buying from the War Assets 
Corporation eitheicorYettes, frigates or Bangèr minesweepers. I believe some 
of these units were' laid aside for him. He returned to Havana to secure thé 
pro.per authoriti to cotnplete  the  deal. Leaving Havana later for Ottawa, hé 
stopped en réute at Washington where  on the advice  of thé President of 
Cuba; he met the United States Naval tiuthorities. He returned therefrom to 
Cuba v.rithout Wring to Ottawa. • .• 	 •, 

'15. To au.  ch a mystery Dr.' Brull gave me the key. He was told by the 
Commodore that the Americans in Washington had told him that what Canada 
had to offer' in the way of ships was no better than mere scrap. • • 

16.ne Niearo Nickel  Mine  is uneconémically operated in Cuba bY a 
Company receiving subsidies from the Goverrunent of the United' States and 
that at the detriment of an impôrtant Canadian enterprise, the International 
Nickel. , 

17. Canada's most important item of export to Cuba is newsprint. This 
product of Canadian industry is distributed in Cuba and shipped directly from I '  

the UnitéeStates by an 'American agency in New York. 
• t , ' 

	

- 18:  At thé beginning' of list summer, accompanied by Mr. Guy Carringtel 	c 
Smith, 1 went tri  the  Cuban Ministry of State and there, in the presence of the 

	

sub-secretary, of that Department, we Interviewed Sr. Solari°, in charge of 	a 
commercial affairs of that Ministry. We told him that the different countries 

who Were to take part in the London Conference for Commerce and EmploYi: 
ment were àlreàdy exchanging notes telling one another what tariff amen' 
ments they would desire to have made in order to facilitate commercial inter" 

1918 
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change between themselves. We told Sr. Solano that Canada would welcome 
such  an exchange of notes with Cuba. But Sr. Solano said that Cuba really 
could not do anything before they knew about the wishes of the United States 
Gcivernment in that particular instance. 
19. Cuba is the only country with whom the United States have a preferen-

tial tariff treaty: For all  their exports to Cuba they are entitled to a 20% 
rebate on all existing customs tariffs. Any country dealing with Cuba is entitled 
to the minimum tariff if exportation to that country does not exceed her 
importation therefrom. Should she export more than she imports a tariff sur-
charge would apply to her shipments from 25% and upwards but this does 
not apply to .the United States. 
• • • 

; 23. It is evident that the Americans have built a Chinese wall around 
Cuba which they evidently consider as their own hunting ground. Therefore, 
I would be obliged if you could give me a direction so that I may know how 
I should behave in meeting these conditions. Should I co-operate with the 
Americans, -6Ppose them or "laissez-faire"? 

24. I  am  Sending a copy of this letter, by British air courier, to Mr. Guy 
Carrington Smith, actually Chargé d'Affaires ad interim of the Canadian 
Le. gition ai Havana during my absence. 

I have etc. 
E. VAIL LANCOURT 

DEA/288-40 

secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au ministre à Cuba 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Minister in Cuba 

DE:SPATCH '  236 - 	 Ottawa, October 22, 1946 

SEcitri 

navè the hondui to acknowledge and thank you for the secret despatch of 

in  jth..43,:gfoker, which you left with me, on the difficulties for Canadian interests 
Clibi created by some of the policies and commercial attitudes of the 

unit,(xl,  Sta

e 
 tes in respect to that country. 

, sPeciac points you raise, and various instances adduced, are being 
l' eLuuYstudied. I have brought your despatch to the attention of other Gov- 
crluilent Departmenis 	 co and 0 	 interested, and also nfidentially to Mr. St. Laurent, 

ur Ambassador in Washington. 
3/ in  I. ,suai& wnte you at a later date on this matter, when some of the points 

berrdespatch have been more fully examined. Meanwhile, I think it would 

es. ir.able  that, while not opposing openly the policies of the United States 
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of which you complain, you should take advantage of eve ry opportunity to
emphasize that Canadian-United States collaboration in this, as in other fields,
should be on a give and take basis. You wi ll also, of course, continue to take
advantage of any oppo rtunities that may occur for the furtherance of C anadian
interests, especially in cases where United States representa tives seem to be
going out of their way to i gnore or over-ride those interests in the pursuance
of , their own policies.

I have etc .
L. B. PEARSON

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs

1145. DEA/288-40

Le.ministre à Cuba-au ministrey d'État par intérim de Cub a

Minister in Cuba to Acting Minister of State of Cuba

No. 102 , Havana, November 26, 1946

The Canadian Minister presents his compliments to the Acting Minister of
State, and has the honour to refcr to the Legation's Note No . 81 of 3rd
October, 1946, concerning the impo rtation of flour from Canada.

While it cannot be stated that Canadian flour mills are in a position to make
any offer to the Repub lic of Cuba for immediate dc livcry, nevertheless, the
unfavourable posi tion of Canadian flour as desc ribed in the note mentioned

, above, makes it difficult, if not impossible, for an argument to be put forward

to the Canadian mills to set aside a quota of their stocks for the Republic o f

It. was pointed out by Mr. Smith, Commercial Secreta ry of this Legadon,
whilst acting as Chargé d'Affaires ad interim, in a conversation that he had
vvith'Your Excellency, subsequent to the presentation of Note No. 81, that, if
the action requested therein were to be implemented by the Cuban Govera-
ment, Canadian flour m ills would feel that in putting aside a quota of flour
for Cuba, they would be building for the future when trade may become mo re
normal. However, as long as Canadian mills are faced by the present unequ~
position 'vis à vis the United States of Ame rica, there is no incentive for them

to~ try to find flour for the Cuban market.
In dis mussing this matter with the Chargé d'Afiaires, His Excellency W e

ofMinister of Conïmerce • suggcstcd that, by acccding to the request ~

Legation, the terms of the Cuban- United States Treaty of Rcc i proc ty

?Ath August, .1934,° might be violated . His Excellency obscrvcd that, althou O
Law No. S anthoriud the gtanting of freedom from import autres under ~

tain dreumstanees, and arhile this had been donc in the case of eggst neC~e ÿ
not prsidies had been granted so that the case of eggs and flour were

, ~ . ~similar.
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It has been noted that on the 8th November a Decree was issued authoriz-
ing the free importation of 300,000 cases of evaporated milk under Law No. 5 
plus the payment of a flexible subsidy up to one peso per case. Ibis is pre-
cisely the same action as was suggested in the note under discussion [that] 
should be applied to imports of flour from any origin. 

Under the circumstances, and in the interests of the favourable development 
of trade between Canada and Cuba, it is requested that the suggestion, put 
forth in our Note No. 81 of [3rd] October, 1946, should be given Your 
Excellency's most favoured consideration. It is considered that there is nothing 
in the Cuban-United States Treaty of Reciprocity that prevents the total 
elimination of customs duties on any specific items, as is provided for by 
Livi No. 5 which has been invoked in the case of the importation of eggs and 
evaporated milk. 

The Canadian Minister wishes to draw to Your Excellency's attention the 
desire  of the Canadian Government and people to increase trade between 
Canada and Cuba, which desire has been clearly demonstrated by the steps 
taken to facilitate this trade within the possibilities of existing conditions. In 
the note previously referred to, were included figures demonstrating how 
Canada had increased its purchases in the Republic of Cuba by some 82 per 
cent' for the first six months of 1946 as compared to a similar period last 
Year.'• Furthermore, the Commercial Secretary's Office of this Legation has 
been actively engaged in assisting the marketing of Cuban products in Canada, 
and,  recently, was able to effect the sale of some 300,000 pounds of hard 
candy. In September a Canadian shipping company established a direct and 
r_egular shipping service connecting Canadian Atlantic ports with Havana, thus 
fUtlerfacilltating the interchange of commodities. 

Under these circumstances, it is hoped that Your Excellency will be able to 
assist in removing this obstacle to the further development of trade and at the 
same time enabling one of the basic industries of Canada to maintain or to 
build up. its position in the Cuban market. 

The Canadian Minister avaiLs himself etc. 

1146. DEA/288-40 

le ministère d'État de Cuba à la légation à Cuba (Traduction) 

ems.  trY of State of Cuba to Legation in Cuba (Translation) 

2856 	 Havana, [n.d.1, 1946 

theThT t MifliStrY of State of the Republic of Cuba presents its compliments to 

26 gaucn of Canada and wishes to refer to the latter's note No. 102 of 
'seeimvember, concerning the tariff concession that the Legation would like 

aPP11e4  to wheat flour originating and proceeding frona Canada. 

1921 
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This being a matter within the competence of the Ivlini.stry . of Commerce,
the Minist ry ,of State has forwarded the note referred to above to the former .

The Ministry of State of the Republic of Cuba takes this opportunity to
reiterate to the Canadian Legation the assurances of its highest considera tion.

PARTIE 7 / PART 7
TCHÉCOSLOVAQUIE / CZECHOSLOVAKIA

Le ministre de Tchécoslovaquie au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

= Mi»ister of Czuchoslôvakia ` to 'Secretary of State for External Affairs

1147. DEA/6993-B-40

I . . .. r ' -

I have the lonoüï to Inform you that, I have been instructed by my Gov-
ernment to apply to thô Government of Canada for a credit of thirty million

dollars on the basis of the Act to amend the . Export Credit Insurance . Act

paised by the House of Commons on December 6th, 1945, for the purpose

No.,1014/46 Ottawa, Apri14, 194 6

eIIt of- The C;Zechoslovalc RepubLe would be vcry gr the Governm
hlaçport. credit could be favourably considered b

y • nieful ~f theu aPP
' , formulation of the new agreemcnt .

lcation fo

; W ith' regard to the conditïons of repaymcnt o

stipulatod' in = the ' fir:i Crc & Agreement could be taken as a basis for
, ► °~ \11 I , f such ctedi t, the~ ~ • terrilsbc used for trans rtation costs

other raw materials to the amount ot about six m illion dollars an
ot about four, milUon dollara, me , 1 ' d f1h e balance• tals wood asbestos 1 es an

tends to purchase out of thls credut wheat and other m~~ac~ed
of fifteen million dollars. In addition we propose to purchase
goods such as agricultural machinery, electrodes

d
and chemicals tod the ~a

h'

• • foodstu s to

depre,tsion ` whén Czechoslovakia was the second largest consumer of Cana

dlan wheat=- coming immediately after Great Britain. My Government in.
ff the value

. tions with Canada which flourished in the period before the world economl e

as
tatc tho G`zechôslovak trade and Industry and to reconstruct the trade rela-

I B king fot` this ct'edit the Oechoslovalc Government plans to rehabili-
of buying Canadian goods.

Acccpt etc.

FRANTISÉIC PAVLÂSEg
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DEA/6993-B-40 
- Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures 

au sous-ministre du Commerce 

Mémorandum from Associate Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce 

Ottawa, May 17, 1946 
I enclose copy of the following communications from . ther Czechoslovak 

Minister. in  Ottawa: 
1. - Note of April 4th. 
2. Letter to Mr. Robertson of April 4th-t 
3. Letter to Mr. Robertson of April 9th-t 

--,The'Çzechoslovak Minister has asked for an expert credit of $30,000,000. 
Mi. Robertson, in the conversation referred to in the letter of April 4th, 
told Mr. PavIàsek that the Canadian Government could not at this time 
màke'ait additional export credit commitment. Mr. Robertson gave the usual 
ecOnomic ieisons and touched on no political considerations. 1\4r. Pavhisek 
has asked.that the matter be reconsidered. 

see no strong political interest in granting an additional credit to Czecho-
slîmkia. We have shown our friendly intentions by the original credit. 

I should welcome your comments. I have sent a similar memorandum to 
the Department of  Finance. 

S. D. PIERCE 
for the Associate Under-Secretary 

of State for External Affairs 

DEA/6993-B-40 

`i•Le  sous-minisire du Commerce au sous-secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

ePle. Minister of Trade and Commerce to Under-Secretac of State-
for External Affairs 

Ottawa, May 22, 1946 
let 10 

I 
ATrENTION: MR. S. D. PIERCE 

f - ve reference your memo of May 17th with attached correspondence 
;:ahichl it is noted that the Czechoslovakian Minister in Ottawa has ap- 

en eeljkiu 'on the sub'ect of an additional export credit of $30,000,000. 

,Ilmetlt in this connection is that the general supply situation for 

bvuurià''which 'Czechoslovakia is interested in obtaining from Canada 
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under,,the original agreement and a proposed new loan has not improved 
atijr in *the' last year, in fact if anything the situation is tighter than ever. 

Dr. PavMsek  bas  been informed already that there will be no more wheat 
available until the new crop is harvested, and until then we are not in a posi-
tion to State what quantities Might be allotted. As you know foodstuffs are 
«under Combined Food Board allocation. On a number of occasions after the 
granting of the 'original Credit in March and June 1945, we called Dr. 
Pavlisek's attention to the necessity of not only obtaining an allocation from 
theCambined Food Board, but aLso having the agreement of UNRRA to the 
Czechoslovakian Government ptirchasing these supplies in view of the fact that 
Czechoslovakia was a claimant on UNRRA. So  fax as we have been able to 
ascertain this matter was never finally settled, and I believe that there are 
some difficulties on the allocation of foodstuffs because of this. . 	, 	. 

The original Credit wis gran'ted for thé, purchase of specific goods, the 
principal of which' were: 	— 	• 
Wheat, Copper, Leitde  Nickel, AluminUm, Canned Fish, Dried rvlilk and 
Semolina flour: 	 - 
Aceorciiiig: to nr. :Püleisek'S-staterneitt of April 27th, at that  date only 
$3,295,921 was exiaerided,*and of this $2,679,119 was for wheat, the balance 
$616,802.for raw materials; principally electrodes. 

I am, therefore, of the opinion that under these circumstances we can take 
the position that if in a speriod of over a year they have failed to use the n , 

credit already granted them, although perhaps through no fault of their own, 
it péems, hardly. reasonable .or good business that we_ should undertake to I 
advance thern a further credit and tie up additional funds. . 	, 

	

M. W. MACKENZIE 	 1  

DEA/6993-B-40  

Le sous-ministre des Finances au sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim 
:7(1 	aux Affaires extérieures 

Deputy Minister of Finance to Acting Under-Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

°Myra, May 28, 1946 

Dear Mr.-Wrong, 
Juliet; yoûr letter of May I7th enclosing the note of April 4th from the 

Czec.hoslovakian Minister in Ottawa, his letter to  ?fr.  Robertson of that date, 

and a subsequent letter of May 9tht to Mr. Robertson on the same subject • 

have also had'a penonal visit from Dr. Pavtisek during which he  bas re 

peated tô me his request for an additional export credit to Czecbos10' 	81' 

This Department has reconsidered this question and 1 . have taken it 

 itgale,with the Minister of Finance. It continues to be our belief that  8he 	th 

a 

o 
tl 
tl 
o 
a 
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Canadian Government could not and should not at this time make an addi-
tiônâl expo rt c redit '- to Czechoslovakia . In my lettert to 'you of even date6n 'the subject of an export credit to Greece, I have referred to what I
understand to be the Government's general attitude in regard to addition alcommitments under its export credits legislation .

Dealing more specifica lly with the Czechoslovakiân request, it seems to us

note wbich Dr. Pavlfisek has sent on behalf of his Government, explainingthe latter's *  attitude in respect of the ITO proposals ; they seem to have gone

likely that the amount of the present credit remaining unused should cover the
most urgent needs of Czechoslovakia in Canada for most of the remainder of
this current yeâr, particularly when it is reca lled that most of the supp lieswhich Czechoslovahia wishes to obtain are now scarce .O' Consequently, we feel that it would be wise for your Department to indicatei6 Dr. Pavlâsek that even after reconsidera tion the Government is unable toagree; for economie reasons, to any increase in the amount of crédit that has,*eady been made available, This was the personal view which I expressed to
him during our conference. He seemed, however, very anxious to be able tocar

ry back to his own Governnment on his return to Czechoslovakia some kindof undertaking that the Canadian Government would be willing to increase theôùtstân"~g credit,~ at least by some small amount, if an extra credit of $30Million was impossible . He expressed the hope that he would be allowéd ' to
reiterate his arguments personally to the Minister of Finance some time beforeleaving Ottawa , in July. I told him that the Minister was exceedingly busy butPossibly he. could find time for an interview if it were strongly desired.

general me rits of the ques tion, we continue to have a ' fairly high
~o'n of Czechoslovakia's credit and are inclined to be lieve that the,coutne8 Pas ; " record and the general toughness and good sense of its people inregard to econonue and political ma tters may entitle it to careful considerationWh~ and if we are p repared to increase our commitments in the field of

export credi ts. There is, of course, a real danger that they may not be able toresist th e pressures that may be exercised upon them and that in both po li ticsaRd"IIOmies' their policies may be o riented eastward, in which case theymay not be° able to find the surplus exchange which wi ll be required to meet
~e 8ahons due to the western countries . Personally, I was not too happy about

ont t0 Emd an 'embarrassing wealth of reasons to justify their reluctance to
a'Cept ` the ~ligations of multilateralism in trade and currency which aremvolvéd in
men~; ~ose proposals . There is some validity in a number of the argu=

advdnced but methought the lady was inclined to protest too mnch .

"~~{ , a°y,►~y,' the Government is willing to hold open the
~

ssibili of~0ns1dermg the question of additional credits at a later date, I believe it.!Md b~
well to indicate to Dr. Pavlasek that we will wish, when such con-8iâ§a ~ $ ~

~`~
~4~ .° Bi~^en, to have rather detailed estimates of the balance of pay-

~ position~oi
~0 n6it féw

Czechoslovakia before the war, in 1945, and 1946, and over
110 ihat we may be able to ludge now a cred it such as may
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then be under consideration will fit into the general external financial position
ôf Czechoslovakia. We shall also wish at such time to have further information
regarding the economic program of reconstruction being planned and carri ed
out in Ciechoslôwdkia: .., ;

I presume that your propos id - reply to him .will be cleared either by the
Cabinet , in general or by . several of . the Ministers most directly interested,
including1he minister `of Finance.
_ ;ïa ;_ r'_ .r . . . , . ,_ . . . . . . . . ~ ~ . < . . . : : . . . . . '

.. , . : .
. . ,

. .Y ; _ . . : . . . .
. . _
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*; : . . . :W. C. CLARK

r , ; - • ~. ~. - ~ . .
Le sous-seerftaire d'État par, intérun aux A ffaires extérieures .
' ' au'ministre de Tchécôslovüqule '

to inention. that the . Canàdian 'Government . is most reluctant at the present

~ :~,t~- r . : . . . . .. ,, . . ., . . . . . , . ~ ~
cting Under-Secretary 'of State for'External A ffcrirs

y .'; r ^ td Mlnister of Czechoslovakia '
, ti+ ~ ~ f ~ri ti r

Ottawa, June 17, 1946
Dear Dr. Pavjâsel~ ., s .. 1 . _._ . ~ .,, .
•F , I , am sending you herewith a forcnal replyt to the request which you made
on behalf of your Government for an : addi tionâl ' export credit.

zéaliu'that in:your diïcussions" with Mr. Robertson and Dr. Clark the
circnmstancxs, aurroundin8 , your . request • and the attitude of the Canadian. . . . , . -
Goveniniéât 'have 'beéa somewhat fully discussed and therefore I feel that I
ihould~ âot attempt to go intoI any detail in answering the Notes which You
âd ~dressed to Mr. : Robertson on • Ap ri l 4th • and May 9th ; as I could not
coâtribute anythiâgfurther'which'would be helpful to you . But I should like

'tunâ to éiitarintô;new .ôr .added commitments for-the provision ofc~ eacpôrt. ,:, ~
ditaândqln~paîrticular it aesires to avoid concurrent loans to any country

ôT.thejn. creâsing of an existing loan until the original amount has been almost
fuUÿ uuLzed.
~ .f . r,,;, I ,ÿ ~, • ', / 1 , ; P . . ti , r I . . , . r f - . . .i , . 0 . I
, .Only- a :ma114 proportion of the $15,000,000 * credit which- was advanced

in .March I oft this • yearx-bas• been ; expended' by ) your Gove rnment, a circum-
stancx which can no,`doubt , be attributed In, some I considerable degree to the
limitod•availability of ;those o goods'and'commodities`which your Govenlment
is,intére:ted In .obtaining - from Canada. It may be- possible to reconslder tbe'
question oG an additlonal credit at some • future- date but i do not persona1lY

ke13évc that an auch subniission .would be profitable until the C anadian
1Y ; situation has imP~ved , ~ and the .'. current . credit has bee n

~pP,
ca~haustëd. ; ; . 4

f r ~ •f, •F, , . . , . . ,r x _• . ~ld
_ date I ~]h the ', tweât that,' discussions should be ned at a later

.. . .
tn 'that w~e :bïonld ; bâ fùrnished . with de~tail~ed statements of the balaace

; •

of payments positioa of t ierhoslôvalda in the, immediate pre•war y~o apd
. i . , . d .<ar R~..+ ,~ ,.

... . .. . ~.~ . . . . . .. .... . . ._ . .. . . i

-Yours very truly, -
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in 1945 and 1946, together with estimates of the expected balance during 
the next few years. We should also wish - to have information regarding the 
planning and execution of the programme of reconstruction in Czechoslovakia 
so that we can understand how a credit from Canada would fit into the 
general exchange position of Czechoslovakia and its  programme of re-
construction. 

Yours sincerely, 
H. H. WRONG 

DEA/6993-B-40 

Le ministre de Tchécoslovaquie au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Minister of Czechoslovakia  fo  Secretary of State for External Affairs 

lio...1849/46'! 	 Ottawa, June 21, 1946 

1152. 

I have, the honour to refer to Cause 3 of the Canadian-Czechoslovak 
Credit  Agreement of March "lst, 1945, according to which the Minister of 
Fmance. agrees to pay from time to time as mutually agreed upon within a 
period of twelve .months, commencing on the date of the first payment there-, 
ander;:amotmtS Which are requisitioned by the Czechoslovak Government to 

cost of geods purchased or to be purchased by the Czechoslovak 
Govèmnient in Canada, the total of such amounts not to exceed fifteen Mil- -  
Iiiedollars: 

The 'general economic and transportation conditions were  so adverse 
,after the war, however, that Czechoslovakia was not -able .to. 

 5'1:4:9Y,:qj,is.` 'Freda: effectively in 1945. Later on, in 1946, when the irais-. 
 Portatioii Situation improved somewhat, the scarcity of goods on the Canadian 

Mar', két, made it kip' ossible to carry out the intended purchases. . , 
. e .Çzechoslovak: Republic was unable to purchase 'Wheat in 1945 in 

sPite of the fa- ct that it was available, because the Canadian Wheat Board 
made the condition .that only such wheat could be sold which we could trans- . 	. 	. 

lo-vakia, and as very little shipping space was available, , we, 
were able tèïbuy 'only four cargoes in all. At the present time, although we 
areiable.to. charter, vessels, the  Wheat Board has refused to sell wheat due 

the:general scarcity of this commodity. The same applies to lead, copper; . 
 ,ulekel, and- oilier metals, in the case of which the Canadian Commercial 

'orPoritioti has 'advised me that they cannot place orders earlier than 1947. 
' . e• -onsequence of these circumstances, the Czechoslovak Government 

would -le -.grateful if they could make requisitions for amounts to pay  the  

. the, goods to be purchased on the basis of the said  Agreement  also 
:_ri*e Period later than twelve months after the date of the first purchase, that. 
is,  November 30th; 1945; • " 



-*La prolongation fut accordée le 30 
novembre 1946.,  

'Volt Canada; 'Rea/ell .des &Oh, 1942, N•'2, 
! ldem, 1944, N• 17. 
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As, according to information received from the Canadian Commercial 
Corporation and from the Canadian Wheat Board, it will be possible to place 
orders not earlier than 1947, an extension of a further twelve months would 
alleviate the difficulties of the present situation. I should therefore greatly 
appreciate if the period of one year stipulated in Clause 3 of the Credit 
Agreement could be prolonged by another twelve months.' 

• 	Accept etc. 

FRANTISÉK PAVLXSEK 

6: 

.7. 

PARTIE 8 :  / PART 8 

. FRANCE 
1153. 	 DEA/8326-40• 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures à l'ambassadeur en France 
Secretary of Statè for External AlMirs' to Ambassador in France

•
TELEGRAM 126 %, . Ottawa, April 4, 1946

• 

IMMEDIATE. 1. French .delegation on double taxation having advanced its 
schedule arrived here last night from Washington. Negotiations began this 
morning. As - Deputy  • Minister of National Revenue is away and as French 
delegation staying only until April 6 discussions aim merely at reaching agree-
nient ,in principle with  final  negotiations to be concluded at a later date in 
Paris or by co.  rrespondence. Discussions will deal with proposed convention 
for thii: ayoidance of double taxation on income and for the avoidance of 
double  iucce.ision duties. Convention will  probably closely follow the Canada-
United States Income Tax Convention of 19422  with the exception that pro-
visiOis for exchange of information are not as complete. The succession duties 
convention  will probably follow fairly closely the Canada-United States Con-
vention of 19442  

2: yVe intend to - seek the retroactive application of the income tax conven-
tion to cover. disputed cases of Royal Bank, etc. under French decree of 1872. 

3. We hope to discuss also the national solidarity tax and the treatment Of 

Canadian interests under French laws respecting reconstruction grants to war 
 damaged properties' although we do not expect to make much pfOgreSS 

these points since they are unrelated to the main purpose of the talks. 

'The extension was granted on November 

30. 1946. 
'See Canada, Treaty Series, 1942, No. 2. 

' Idem,  1944, No. 17. 
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4:) .If.tliere .ârè -
further general questions orwe might raise we would be glad to hear fromaou laz

points which
you fêely ou

1154 .

DEA/8326-40
Lesecrétcrire dttat aux Affaires extérieures à l'a1 1 It . . mbassadeur en France: Sëcreta ry of State for Externat A flajrs to Ambassado in
. ,

rFrance
TÈLEGRAIIZ 13 3

- Ottawa, April 8, 1946
IMPORTANT, Our telegram 126 of April 4th, do1 . Discussions ended this morning . Large measuele

taxation conversations .kas been reached . in proposed income
tax conventiona~Inform t

M principle
rachëd on'draft clauses Paralleling

closely Articles III ~
Informal agreement

°f ~e C~dian-U•S• Convention of 1942 . ' ' VI'-VII., IX and
Frenchthe

same treatment with respect to exchange of information -a
serew

a
was the French

the recent U.K., Convention. This provides for, exchange of info inrequest but not automa tica lly as in our convention withgthe U ~ation on~em sâti
sfiéd that they cannot expect more favourable treatmenS~

The French
~oahe French Convea tion of 1872, we have accepted in ~•

With respect
of thé'ô~g~~ French

proposais which offers us a choice o the tree ~cle 4md°~ the Anglo-French or FrancaAme rican conventio~ atment laidelected which ~te~a~vé we will accept. We have obtain •
We have not yet

~e nèw treatment will apply to all court cases in ed the concession that
Pending ° which a decision is still

'2. With respect rn ~ .,,.,.e ..,. :-- ~-•

:

automàtic Cubes agreement, French have indicated an
nôted is p l~~ .9-Of lists of names of estates in which French interests _arererequisite to any agreement, with . specific, investigation by us ofthose cases in wh ich they are interested . We are considerin whether wpreP~•ed to go so far g, e are_ .-,, . . . . . _

Ré 'the national solidarity tax, we have been o~avaûrâble than that accorded countries
in a• ffered treatment no less

pltal t~es . sunilar position with respect to
app~l~~o . ~z ° U.S.A. Measures for administrative co-operation in thet1 of this' measure by designating a special French official to dis'application

in individual cases with an officer or your Embassy have been

flot

~uggësfëd_ the French .
ié' ~e raised . the question ofch la the treatment of Canadian interests under

did:n ws.respecting reconstruction grants to war damaged properties but~ted ~b in= the assurance we sought that national treatment would b e

Details follow by bag. ,~~

~ Voir. - •Pièce - iolaw. docttment 1161 . 'See Enclosure, Document 1161 .
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Décret chi Conseil 

Order in Council c 
P.C. 1383 	, 	 April 9, 1946 

WHEREAS under the provisions of The Export Credits Insurance Act the 
Ministir of Finance may be authorized to make a loan to the government or 
to an, agency of • the government of a foreign country for the purpose of 
facilitating and developing trade between Canada and that country and to 
enable such agency to purchaie and pay the coin of Canadian-produced goods, 
if such goverrunent requests such a loan; - 

AND : WHEREAS  the  Goveriunènt of France, through the Ambassador of 
Franc:é to ‘Canada,  His ExCellené); Coimt Jean De Hauteclocque; has re-
qiiested thé Goveinniént  of Canada to  mate a loan of $242,500,000 to the 
Government' of Fiancé; 'I' • ' 

AND WHEREAS*  it is deérnéd -desirable to Make .a loan Of the 'said amount to 
the ,GiiVérimiéiti Of FiiiriCe for the jitirPoie of enabling the Government of 
France;  to .Purcliiie.fiôin ekiïorteii and pay the cost of Canadian-produced 
gdodi eiiportéd  or  to bc aPcirted froni Okada to Metropolitan France (in .- 
eluding Algeria), the Union of Indo-China, and generally to any French 
Ciilony,. -COUntry under  French  ProteCtOrate, or territory under French mandate 
or. for,  any otherjmipoie aPproved by the Goverrunent of Canada for which 
lo-itiù" may  be Made tuider Part  11 of The Export Credits In.surance Act as 
iunended from time to time; 
* AND tinnitEÀs under the powers conferred by The Export Credits Insurance 
Act, the  Governc;i in Council may determine the terms and conditions upon 
which such  a loan ihall be made; 

THEREFORE Ifis Excellency the Administrator in Council, On the ream-
ntendation of the enlister, of Finance and the Minister of Trade and Con> 
menie  and  tindeiand bi'virtue of the powers conferred by Section 22 of The 
ExPôrt Creditsiniurance .  Act, is, pleased to authorize and doth hereby an-
thbrizé the Minister'of Fuumce to make a loan to the Government of France 
In  an-aniount not tO:ixceed Two Hundred and Forty-two Million Five 
Htiiidred Thousand Dollars' ($242,500,000), in accordance with the terms 

**and conditions of the draft agreement in English and in French attached 
héitetô,f and  to Signion'behalf of the  Government of Canada an agreement 

';iitlith`6GO-i,érriiiielif Of France In the form of the draft agreement in Eneiel 
nid'fr Frenc1ÇjubJéct tô Such *chitnges therein not affecting matters of se 
stance as may be approved by the Minister of Finance. 

A. D. P. HEENEY 
Clerk of the Privy Council r 
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Lit o
du Commerce au sous-secrétaire d'Ét

DEA/J-C
aux Affaires extérieures ~

The kn•ster of justice suggested that a suitable communication to th e

Deputy 1~lirïlster of Trade and Commerce~ - . .. to Under-Secr'' " etary of State
f or Ezternal Ay`airs

a, May 3," 1946Beù' W. Robertso~a,
Ottaw

I have carefully ~onsidered the ques tion raised by Mr. Blum of e
a~uo~ ~c~ aid to France, as outlined in your letter of A rilt2pth gand ~• Pearson's teletype of May2n p J
ment with d,t copy of which reached this Depart-you1. t'ra.nsmittal slip of the same date .Although ' on humanitarian grounds I would like to see all possible assistancegiven to the French in their difficult task of rehabilitation, I cannot help butfeel that

the aid we have already given in granting the current credit is uite
considerable in the light of Our population and resources . q~ As you are aware, the amouIIt of the present credit occasioned a ood dealof hesitahon when it was still in the discussion st ga loan 'of this ages, as it was felt then that~s size should provide possibilities for continuing trade on a scale~arBer ° than could be reasonably hoped for. Our exports to France inmlmédiate pre-war' the

Period averaged about $9,000,000 per year or approai-
matelyf 1,25% of total French imS~ms .to be: some basis for ea ct~a

from all countries, and whereas "therè
~~ are i~ ~ Pe g higher post-war figure, such expecta-

M~ ~1y QOnlectural• In short, it was di ffi cult to justify the originallarge ~ngement from a trade point of view. 'An additional and evenr lôân to France would seem to have even less commercial justification,Part!CI4arIY= in view of Canada's other heavy foreign commitments .
, I~c'it is signifcant that our financial aid to France has been~onately ,Very much propor-

greater than that of the United States.

Yours'sincerely,
M. W. ' MACxExzt E

=4 . • ~, ~ DEA/1-C
'émôr'aPïàum du 'secrétaire du Cabinet au sous-secrétaire d'État.,,. aux Ayaires extérieures

~nem•v .. e .1 ?
or

1qndum from Secretary . . . ;to -the Cabinet to . Under-Secretary of State _
TopSÉCIMT .4 or External A f f airs

A•". .: Ottawa, May. 7, 1946
g item, of articular interest tern •at t16 ~o •, , P to Ex al Affaus was discussed

• ~g S . meehng of the Cabinet :ExPort credits; fuTthcr loan to France

nchi I
government might •point out that the Canadian government had
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lagreed.. to.free French assets presently held by the Custodian of Enemy Prop-
érty; ailci might offer to facilitate the flotation by France of a loan in 
Canada thibirgh the 'International Bank if sucli a course - appeared desirable; 
to c,onsider funding Canadian inilitary'ralef to France; and at an appropriate 
time in the future, to.give sympathetic, consideration to  a further loan on the 
basis of the proposed programme of French purchases, subject to the follow-
ing. conditions; 

(a) that the French government undertake to remove certain restrictions 
on -trade;  

(b) that further financial assistance be obtained by France  from  the 
United States;  and 	 — 

(c) that the Canadian government be satisfied in respect of the physical 
availability  of  the supplies involved and the feasibilty of financing the loan 
at the time - required. , .( 	• 	 •, 

The Cabinet, after discussion, agreed that the Minister of Finance pre-
pare, for consideration -at the iiext meeting of the Cabinet, a communication 
to  the French government along the lines suggested by the Minister,  . of 
Justice, .. • . 

:Le'seèrétaired'État  aux Affaires extérieures 
_ I  à l'ambassadeur aUx États-Unis 

I 	' 

Secretaly of . State for Externa' I. Affairs to Ambassador in United States 
. 	 . 

TELEGRAM EX 1 2.53 	 Ottawa, May 9, 1946 
• ; . 	 • • 	• ' 

IMMEDIATE. SECRET: Folloiving fôr ..your inforination is Copy of the nee' 
randum which P gave to the Prime Minister after the talks with Mr. Monick 
had been concluded yesterday• 

IbIr. Clark and I saw M. Monick, the French Ambassador and their 01' 
réigu afternoon and gave them copies of the draft revision of the 

statementf .conceming financial assistance to France which we had discussed 
with you, Mi. St: Laurent and Mr. Ilsley at three o'clock. 

M. Monick thought, as we had rather expected, that a joint declaration 

aking these lines—  Might proVoke more questions than it answered, and that it 
would probably be unwise for either Govemment to give the impression that a 

greater degree of agreement had been reached than was actually attained. les 
 own preliminary view was that we should frankly recognize that under prese 

conditions it was diflIcult, if not impossible, for the Canadian GoverrelenAt  
to extend the further credit to France for which he and bis  colleagues eau  

• 

N. A. Robertson/ 
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hoped. The discussions in Ottawa had been friendly and frank. They fully 
appreciated the difficulties of the Canadian Government and the spirit in 
which' our Gove rnment had attempted to understand and help meet the 
difficulties confronting the French Govemment. He would advise M. Blum at 
once of the position which the discussions had reached and let us know what 
instructions he received from him. 

Later in the afternoon M. Monick called me to say that he had explaMed 
the position very fully to M. Blum, who quite appreciated the Canadian Gov-
emment's inability to make new financial commitments at this time. He wished 
M:Monick to let you know how much France valued the financial coopera-
tion it had already received from Canada. The welcome and understanding 
which his mission and M. Monick's had met in Canada were very important 
to them. It would be a great error on the part of France to prejudice this 
sympathetic relationship in any way by pressing our Government to go 
further than it thought it wisely could. In this spirit M. Blum told M. Monick 
to withdraw the request for a new credit from Canada. He was himself 
confident, on the basis of discussions here, that if on some future occasion 
ouimutual interest made a supplementary fmancial agreement desirable, the 
Canadian Government would be as quick as the French Govenunent to 
further it 

It was agreed with M. Monick that there would be no press or public 
reference to his discussions in Ottawa, as it was felt that it could be awkward 
for either Government if it became known that a request for a new loan 
had been made and that it had been tumed down. If the press were very 
insistent about knowing the reasons for his visit to Ottawa, it would be 
entirely correct to say that as the new Gove rnor of the Bank of France, he 
had 'wished to discuss a  • number of questions of mutual interest with the 
GoVernor of the Bank of Canada." 
-The alternative proposals which we had put forward and which were not 

considered, sufficient to warrant such a declaration as was proposed were 
as follows: 

eefore the present credit is exhausted, the two governments will explore 
t°getherlfays,and means of providing such financial assistance to the Gov-
.>11,12jent .or France as it may be feasible for the Government of Canada 

t°  Pi6vide—iiiid as may be necessary to enable the Government of France e. 1 ,2  
Programme. 

Alteriiddy e  
r - 

	

'At ?te) 	 . 

	

the 	time, the tveo Governments will  discuss the carryin.  g 

J‘rogramm' e and have every expectation that it will be possible 

Of  Suuractory arrangements both from the physical and financial points 

1933 
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' Le bureau du Conseil privé au président, Trans-Canada Air Lines

Privy Council Office to President, Trans-Canada Air Lines

, . . Ottawa, June 5, 1946

Dear Mr. Symington,
I enclose for your information a memorandum for file which I have made

on our conversations here yesterday with French representatives regarding a
bilateral agreement. In general they are satisfactory.

I would draw your attention however, to the suggestion put forward by Mr.
Howe in resp ect of an inter-company agreement to permit certain exchanges
of special traffic. T'his, I believe, was a proposal that Mr. Howe produced
on the spur of the moment to meet the French desire for some special con-
cession and 'which was left in a rather 'vague fashion . You will undoubtedly
wish to , examine it further. Rather , than offer any detailed comment in this
letter I will wait'until I have had an opportuni ty to discuss it with you.

Sincerely ' yours ,
0 J. R. BALDWIN

[pIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE]

~'. • - .
• . .~ ~ : . ,

Mémorandum du bureau du Conseil privé

On T uésday, ` Juné - 4, , ? 1946, - repi esentatives of the French govern ment

Memôraridum `by Privy Council Office ,
DISCUSSIONS ON A CANADA-FRANCE -AIR AGREEMENT

attending the- finctn assenmbly ~ of the Provisional International Civil Aviation

Organization came to Ottawa to discuss a b ilateral aviation agreement between

Canada and France. They met in the afternoon with Mr. J. R. Baldwin of

the Privy .Council Office and subsequently with the Ministers of ReconstN c-
tion and Supply and Transport.

: The 'French represeniâtives 'wished 'commercial rights in respect of two._, .. .,, a } ,
aervices ;°the first'froâi

,
Pârls to Montreal (this would, in effect, be on

m Paris' lini'whlci~ théÿ arm~'gxaâted under their agreement with the U .S ., fro

to Chicigo via Montreal) ; the second, a local service from St. Pierre and

Miquelon to Sydney, Nova Scotia. IId

They were informed , that there would be no difficulty about
thead

;serviceewhtch`,would, in eûect; be' a feeder connecting with Trans-Ca"
Unes at üSydney; w . would not be interested in exercising any
+flghts

in rCSpect . of this iemce . ` .
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'As !regards thé Paris-Montreal line, the French representatives-  were in-
forined that there would be no difficulty about an exchange of the fust four 
freedoms, but it would be exceedingly difficult for us to grant any fifth free-
dom rights at Montreal since we had already refused them to several other 
countries.  The French representatives expressed their appreciation of this 
position, but pointed out that they were very anxious to obtain what they 
described as a limited fifth freedom right at Montreal which would permit 
them to pick up some traffic for Chicago. They stated that they would be 
willing to accept any reasonable rules and regulations governing capacity and 
frequencies which we considered necessary for our protection in the event 
of grantirtg this limited fifth freedom; as an example, they would be prepared 
to impose the rate differential discussed by PICAO. 

,Mr. Howe made it quite dear that we could not contemplate granting in 
any inter-governmental bilateral agreement, any fifth freedom rights at the 
present time, but suggested as an alternative that the Canadian and French 
govermnents -  might exchange the first four freedoms and that subsequently 
Trans-Canada Air Lines and Air France might enter into an inter-company 
agreement or understanding which would permit, in effect, involve a limited 
amount of carriage of fifth freedom traffic. He suggested, for example, that 
under an inter-company agreement Air France might be permitted to pick up 
in Montreal .  for Chicago any traffic which could not be carried by Trans-
Canada Air Lines, or that arrangements might be made by which Trans-
Canada Air Lines would permit Air France to carry a certain limited type of 
traffic out of Montreal. Mr. Howe pointed out that there would have to_be 
some quid pro quo such as an agreement by Air France to route traffic over 
Trans-Canada Air Lines in instances where no competition was involved, 
e.g. the Frencb,local service in the West Indies might agree that its travellers, 
proceeding north or south over the territory served by Trans-Canada Air 
Lines Would bé routed via Trans-Canada Air Lines; ,a similar arrangement 
might  le d into  in regard to other routes as well  

1935 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures à l'ambassadeur en France 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Ambassador in France 

DESPATCH 476 

Sir, 
I have the honour to refer to the question of compensation to Canadians 

respect,to war damaged property in France. 
r  Article  VII of the Declaration of the Government of the United States of 
America and the Provisional Govenunent of the French Republic made on 
the conclusion of the recent Franco-American financial talks, states: "The 
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French wi ll accord to American nationals who have suffered damage to their
properties in France through causes o riginating in war compensation equal to
that payable to .French nationals having the same types and extents of losses .
The I United States Government has informed the French that equa lity of
treatment is accorded to French and Ame rican nationals with reference to
war.damages to'property in the United States ."

You will recall the question of compensation to Canadian nationals was
brought up in connection with both the National So lidarity Tax and the loan
negotia tions with the French . On these occasions we pointed to the provisions
of Resolu tion 3 (a copy of which is attached ) t of the Unanimous Resolutions
contained in the Final Act of the Paris Conference on Repara tions . The prin-
cipal argument put forward by the French in refusing to grant Canadian firms
national treatment regarding compensa tion for war damage was that there
would be no reciproci ty in such an arrangement. Canadian firms in France
would benefit, but French firms in Canada would not, since Canada suffered
no war damage of any significance. This they contended was in accordance
with their understanding of the last sentence of Resolution 3 .

1f ' Nith the granting of na tional treatment to the United States the argument
of the French wit~ respect .to reciprocity is clearly no longer applicable as the
American position relative to war damage approximates our own .

; We feel that our case is a strong one, and you should, therefore, make every
effort to obtain from the French Government agreement to the extension to

Canada of the treatment already accorded in this regard to the United States- '

with the loans and other grants obtained from the United States ._,, . . .

French Government with a view to obtaining the same treatment * for Canadian
nationals as that accorded to ' American na tionals. You might point to the sus-
tainléd efforts of Canada in the re-establishment of France as a world trader.
Canada's loan to France of app roximately $250,000,000 compares highly
fâvourably, bearing in mind,the relative population and resources of Canada,

We`should be grateful, therefore, if you could make a representation to th e

Ache.• des~itch:-_ .
Mt.' Beangru--lmpottant sam e

I have etc .
H. H. WRONa

for the Secretary of State
for External Affairs

` a La note sni ute Etait ferite . sur cette 1 ne folfowins note was written on the

AÏ Fforttsal Alaainl. V %TTV

lb si& ma b

~ ms infotmed of pro~u. 1n the last~raort. Il nocessarY, I shall seo the M[~s~ ofl
Pka~a U18 np with appropriate French authoritia the question of obta,mn8

tteatmen f . Gaadian *L_ .2 . rded to American Nationals. Please keep

. _ (3. P. ~

tl
a~
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DEA/8326-40 

Le chef, la direction économiqué, au sous-ministre 
du revenu national (Impôts) 

Head, Economic Division, to Deputy Minister of National Revenue (Taxation) 

Ottawa, July 4, 1946 

I have your letter of June 27# enclosing a memorandum covering the 
conversations which took place in Ottawa on 4th, 5th and 6th April last be-
tween representatives of the Republic of France and representatives of Can-
ada. In the attached memorandum prepared for forwarding to the French 
authorities certain modifications particularly in the section concerning the 
National Solidarity Tax have been introduced, and for the sake of con-
venience subject headings have been supplied. If you agree to the suggested 
memorandum, I should be glad to forward it to French authorities as pro-
posed in your letter. 

I assume that your memorandum of the conversations was discussed with 
the Department of Finance and I am referring to them a copy of this letter 
and its enclosure. 

. 	 SYDNEY D. PIERCE 

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

Nouveau projet de mémorandum du ministère des Affaires extérieures 

Redraft of Memorandum by Department of External Affairs 
- 

MEMORANDUM CONCERNING DISCUSSIONS BETWEEN REPRESENTATIVES OF 
THE REPUBLIC OF FRANCE AND REPRESENTATIVES OF CANADA WITH RESPECT 
TO A PROPOSED RECIPROCAL CONVENTION FOR THE AVOIDANCE OF DOUBLE 

- 	 TAXATION AND FOR THE EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION 

Conversations were opened on the morning of the 4th April, 1946, and 
continued through until noon of the 6th April. 

Talcing part in the discussions were the following: 

ON BEIIALP OP THE FRENCH REPUBLIC: 

French Ministry of Finance 

— Directeur général de l'Enregistrement, des Domaines et 

du Timbre 
— Chef du service de la coordination des administrations 

financières 
Chef de bureau--coordination des administrations 
financières 

Foreign Affairs 

— Consul général, Directeur des conventions administratives 

Consul, Direction générale des affaires administratives 

1937 
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M. B. Lechartier

- RELATIONS AVEC DIVERS PAYS

French Embassy
- Commercial Counsellor and Financial Attaché

M. J. Humbe rt - Commercial Attaché

ON BEiIALP OF CANADA :

Department of External Affairs
Mr. S. D. Pierce - Chief, Economic Division
Mr. J . D. M. Weld - Secretary

Depa rtment of Finance
Dr. W. C. Clark - Deputy Minister of Finance
Dr. A. K. Eaton - Director, Taxation Division
Mr. J . H. Perry - Taxation Investigator

Department of National Revenue
W. S. Fisher, K.,. C. Assistant Deputy Minister (Legal)
W. J. Murphy Director of Succession Duties
H. C. Hogarth - Executive Assistant, Administration
J. G . McEntyre
P. A. Boivin - Counsel and Legal Executive Assistant
W. J . Hulbig

The following abbreviations are used in reporting the conversa ti ons :
(a) An Arabic numeral refers to an Article of the Draft Convention sub -

mitted by the Republic of France ;
(b) A Roman numeral preceded, by, a capital P refers to an Article in the

Draft Protocol submitted by the French representatives ;
(c) A Roman numeral without prefix refers to an Article in the Cana"

Draft "Headings" submitted for discussion ;
(d) A Roman numeral preceded by the letters U.S. refers to an Article ia

the Income Tax Convention between the United States and Canada .

I PRELIMINARY AGREEMENT ON PROCEDUR E

In view of thesh~rt - staÿ in Canada of the French Delegation it was felt
that a general - discûssion should take place initially, to be followed by agree-
ment where possible on principles .
- Concerning Succession Du ties; it was agreed that the problems were not
many or difficult and that accordingly the principles with respect to an Inceme
Tax Convention should have p riori ty in the discussions .

II EXCHANGE OF INFORMATIO N

Thé French Delega tion made it clear that they were vitally interested in the
widest possible exchange of information between the taxation authoritzeS of
both countries, in order , that fraud might be limited as much as possible .

(16,47,18; X1JI) . -They, indicated a desire to have a provision similar to
that in the U.S.A.-Canada Convention. (U.S. XX)

The Canadian Delegation stated that it was not empowered to offer auto•
matic interchange but only information on specific request in a particular ca5o
All information obtainable under the Canad ian law would be furnished UPII
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specific request. It was explained that special circumstances had prevailed in 
so far as the U.S.A.-Canada Convention was concerned and that the Canadian 
Government did not see its way clear to extend the same treatment to other 
nations. 

The French Delegation pointed out that while it understood the Canadian 
desire to avoid overloading its administration, nevertheless the volume of 
income flowing from Canada to persans in France and from France to persons 
in Canada would be much smaller than that flowing between persons in the 
United States and Canada and therefore the automatic information which they 
sought would probably not impose a very great burden on the Canadian ad-
ministration. They emphasized the importance to France of the fullest infor-
mation to combat fraud and they feared that the policy of information on 
request might not be sufficient for their principals, particularly in view of the 
wider provision in the U.S.A.-Canada Convention. (U.S. XX) 

The Canadian Delegation replied that in practice the information forwarded 
under U.S. XX was supplied by Canadian companies and placed a very great 
purden,upon them; further, that it was intended to attempt to negotiate Con-
ventions with a number of countries and the Canadian Government did not 
wish to extend the practice of automatic interchange. In fact, the practice of 
automatic interchange was not extended to the United Kingdom of Great 
Pritain in the proposed Convention between Canada and that country. 
-*, From time to lime during the conversations further reference was made to 
the question of.  exchange of information. The French Delegation inquired 
whether the Canadian Government would be prepared to go further for Suc-
cession Duty purposes than they were for Income Tax purposes, inasmuch as 
there would be mtich less work, i.e., fewer persons in.volved. They pointed out 
that the United States had gone so far as to agree that United States as.  sets of 
French decedents should not be transferred until receipt of a release in re-
Spéet 'thereof frôni.  the French Government. The Canadian Delegation indi-
cated that it had no authority to go further than to offer information upon 
requesi in` specific cases but undertook to refer the question again to their 
Principals. 

The French Delegation inquired as to the extent of the information it might 
e. xPe,çt if, an inijuiry were addressed to the Canadian taxing authorities in a 
Particular case.-  The/ were informed that they would get all the information 

Coaidd be obtained under the law as it stood in Canada. They inquired 
hether thii meant merely the information which the Canadians would have 

..°11 ...ftle;(:)i whether the authorities were empowered to make investigations, 
and  whether information could be obtained from banks. They 
were,assured that the Canadian taxing authorities had power to obtain infor-
mation from banks with respect to particular taxpayers. 
e The subject of the exchange of information was taken up by the Canadian 
Delegation With the Canadian Ministers of Finance and National Revenue and 

1939 
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subsequently -the French -Delegation were advised that the Canadian Govern-
ment was - not prepared to accept the automatic basis ' of interchange of
information.

It was indicated by the French Delegation that an agreement might be
reached: on the subject of Income Tax on the basis of the more limited ex-
change of information but that the Succession Duties question presented more
difficulty. They indicated that unless something more extended than informa-
tion upon request were agreed to in the case of Succession Duties the French
Government would probably not wish to become bound by a formal conven-
tion. They suggested that Canada undertake to give a list each year of suc-
cessions in which it had come to the notice of the taxing autho rities that there
were assets in both countries . .In this way it was' thought that the French Gov-
ernment would be satisfied in that it would be put on guard against any pos-
sible fraud on the part of .the estates thus listed. The Canadian Delegation
promised that the suggestion would receive considera tion .

III FRENCH TAX OF 187 2

The Canadian Delegation asked for information concerning the tax which
appeared tô them - to be extra-territo rial in ' its effect, namely, the French tax
levied on the dividends distributed outside of France by a foreign government
which controlled a subsidia ry cômpany carrying on business in France. (VI )

It was pointed out by the French Delegation that ùnder thé French system
of taxing companies carrying on business in France, branches and subsidi-
aries are treated somewhat differently . In the case of a branch there is a 24%
tax oâ profits and in addition,a 30% tax levied as on the distribution by the

i Canadian Head Office, but 'assessed in France and based on the proportion
of French assets in proportion to total assets of the company .

'. In the case of ai subsidiary, there are three taxes :
(a) 24% of profits ;
(b) 30%, 1 on dividends from the subsidia ry company in France to tlie

parént company abroad; and ,
(0'3095', calculated in the same manner as the second tax with respect

to branches referred to above.
The French Dele gation explained that this tax law has been part of the

French : tâxatioâ 's3rstem since 1872 and would therefore tend to be di ffi cult

to'diange:' ,A The - solution they , propo`sed (4 and 5) was outlined . In the

French=U .K.=, Conven tion . 4 Alternative 1 was adopted and in the French-
U.S. agreement 4'Alternative 2 was taken by the United States . Canada was
to consider which alternativé of Article 4 she desired to adopt. Under the

clause accepted by the . United Kingdom the amount of tax is assessed arbl-
tran7y and does not_ necessarily relate to the amount of profits mad~t

France. In this way there is, a ceiling to the tax and an advantage may

to the taxpayer.z ' Under` thé clause - adôpted by ` thè United States the . tax would be le~~
on three=qüarters of the profits actually de rived from France .
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•  In both these formulae, however, the objectionable feature of taxing re-
ardless of profits which prevails ordinarily under the law of 1872 would 

be avoidéd inasmuch as by this system if there were no profits there would be 
no 'tax.  . 

It was pointed out by the French Delegation that it would be difficult to 
arrange any other solution, particularly as the U.S. and U.K. agreements 
had been concluded as outlined, and that in view of the precedents thus es-
tablished, it was doubtful if a third formula would be acceptable to the French 
Go'verknent. It 'wai further contended that while the system' s in the tWO 
countries were different, the weight of taxation was much the same, e.g., the 
Canadian tax amounts to 40%, whereas the French tax works out at 41%. 

It was Pointed out by the Canadian Delegation that under our existing 
Canadian legislation no tax was levied by Canada on dividends paid by a 
wholljr, owned subsidiary to a foreign parent company. 

IV CANADIAN PROVINCIAL TAXATION 

The French Delegation brought up the question of extra-territorial tax 
levied  • by  the Canadian Provinces, particularly taxation  • by the Province of 
QUebee • of  .French Companies having no permanent  •  establishment  •  in that 
Province but which sell  wines and spirits therein through agents. The Calm-
dian Delegation explained that the Provinces have local autonomy in the 
matter of levying direct taxation for provincial purposes and it was empha-
sled that the Canadian Govemment could enter into no agreement which 
would have any effect on the Provinces within the sphere of taxation of the 
Provincial legislature. The French Delegation pointed out that there was a 
possibility of the Provinces levying provincial taxes which might throw any 
international Convention out of balance. The Canadian Delegation reiterated 
that it Was iinable to make any agreement which would bind the Provinces. . , 

V TENIINATION CLAUSE 

Thi 	
IL 

s subject was considered again later in the proceedings when the 
question' of the duration of any Conyention was under discussion and it'was 
decided.that,-  to protect France against the levy of an extraordinary tax by 

Prbv.iieé which would disturb the equilibrium of the Convention, no pro-
v1s191.1  Would be made setting out the life of the Convention but that a 
t,e.ww,"ation clause'providirig that one party might end the Convention in any 
Ye.ar:  bY;tivii»g a stated number of months notice, would be sufficient. (XV) 

VI EXTENSION TO FRENCH UNION 

As to Article' II, there was a discussion as to whether the French Over-
Leas 'EniPire should be included with the defuiltion "Republic of France". 
cl'ue Canadian Delegation inquired as to the appropriateness of including in a 

„A°11v, ention a clause whereby by simple agreement between the parties, a 

byrt, en  of the French Colonial Empire might be included therein. The French 
elegation pointed out that at the present time the Colonies either imposed 

n° income tax or such a small tax as to be negligible. 

1941 
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--~ :After further discussion the fo llowing procedure was agreed upon: France
could extend - the agreement by .. a' simple declaration of intention, but th e
extension to any given• colony , could be repudiated by Canada without affect-
ing the general application of the Convention.

w, rVII AGREEMENT : IN PRINCIPLE ON, CANADIAN HEADS OF AGREEMEN T

The several headings to be forwarded by the Canadian Delegation were
reviewed and the following articles as contained in the headings were agreed
to : IV; V, VII, VIII, IX, X" XI, XII .

Regarding VII; the Canadianë Delegation , pointed out that it was not de=
sired to base the exemp tion from tax on vessels upon the registration of those
vessels, inasmuch 'as' certain ships-of Canadian companies were registered
in the United - Kingdom. The French Delegation indicated that if the vessels
were owned by a resident of Canada there should be no objection, even if
the vessel were registered in another country. 1

Concerning VIII and X, the Canadian Delegation pointed out that it was
desirable that Government pensions should be taxed only by the state paying
the, pension. * The French Delegation agreed that this was their under-
standing. • : .

Regarding XI, it was agreed to delete the words "business apprentices",
that there , was : considerable difficul ty in defining just what was meant by
"business apprentices" - and, in any event, it was considered that remittances
received by such persons would not be large enough to attract taxa tion.

. . . . . a,, . ; : . . .
,, . , . . .VIII SOLIDARITY TAX

Thé ' Cnadian Delegation inquired - concerning the nature and effect of
the French Solidarity Tai * (XIV) . It was explained that the Solidarity 10
was a capital tax levied on - the value . of . all mate rial and intangible assets
situated in France without regard to the na tionality of the owner.

The question was asked as to whether a Canadian company subject tO the

Solidarity Tax on its French assets could par ticipate in compensation to be
paid by, the French Government for' war damage. The reply., was to the effect
that. Canadiaa ownedcompanies in France were not e ligible for war d~~
compensation bécause French owned companies in . Canada could obtain n o

It w~reciprooity;
"
theré . ha ving. been . âô 3 significant- war destruc tion here

. furthcr pointed out that, although the preamble to the So lidarity Tax
1 of

referred to war damage compensation; the proceeds of the taxo~~Pa~or
the general revenue fund of . France and .were . not . earmartied Y w
war damage. The Solidarity, Tax was imposed equally on nationals of France.in
and foreigners having assets in France, so that there was no discriminatio n

the imposition of the tax. . 4 . . .
to re ents ofThe' exttnt :*to = which ' the' French Solidarity Tax applies' sid to

Canada ~was ' discussed .{ It wass; suggested that Canadian treatment in resp~
the Solida rity Tax should be no less favourable than that{afforded to any °

thef

,~
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country. The French Delegation stated that they could not grant Canada the 
same treatment as that accorded to other countries with capital taxes because 
certain special arrangements relating to capital taxes might be worked out by 
France and the foreign country imposing the capital tax. However, Canada 
viould be granted treatment no less favourable than that accorded to any 
other 'Country in the same position with respect to capital taxes, speçifically 
the .United States. The. French Delegation promised a liberal interpretation 
of.the capital .gains  Provisions of the National Solidarity Tax as for example 
in the case of individuals and companies who were unable to repatriate 
Monies becnuse of the war exchange control or other reasons. The French 
Deleetiori sUggested that specific application of the law in cases of this type 
Might; be WOrked out most efficiently by administrative cooperation between 
a member:Of the Canadian Embassy in Paris and officials of the French 
emistry 

 
Finance. ' 
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•  Mémorandum de la direction économique au sous-secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

Memorandum from Economic Division to Under-Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

[Ottawa,] September 30, 1946 

FRENCH NATIONAL SOLIDARITY TAX 
1: As  Canadian companies and nationals must shortly complete returns 

with respect to the French National Solidarity Tax, it is now necessary that 
we reach an undersianding with the French defining the extent of their liability 
and that we advise our nationals accordingly. Although the subject was 
e nally•discitssed in connection with the proposed convention with France 
for the avoidance of double taxation, it seems preferable to settle it now as a 
distinct issue: Several Canadian companies and concerns are interested, includ-
ing Massey-Harris, some  Canadian banks and the Foreign Power Securities , 
riPeation of Canada, Ltd. Col. J. L. Ralston, K.C., is representing the 
f'reign Power Securities Corporation and is pressing us for information con-
cernin- g our action in the matter. 

2. The solidarity t' 	• 	d b Ordinance dated August 15th, 1945. _ 	ax was impose y 
b .,,, usists of a tax on capital and On enrichment (increaSe of wealth between 
:farYlat"1940' and June 4th, 1945): Companies whose head office is 
,sl'uated outsidé of France and who owned on June 4th, 1945, assets in 
rranee are liable to taxation on such assets in France as of June 4th, 1945, 

rd. ,..i!i.,dy.i.lualidéemiciled abroad are liable to taxation on their .total assets in 
France on June 4th, 1945, and to . the tax enrichment. 
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ÇANADIAN POSITION.

3. We raised the question of the liability, of Cariadian companies and resi-
dents of Canada to these taxes in our negotiations with the French delegation
in Ottawa in April last concerning the proposed convëntion between Canada
and France 46r' the avoidance double taxation; The French explained
that the Solidarity' Tax was a capital tax levied on the value of all mate ri al
and intangible 'assets 'situated in France without regard to the nationality
of the owner. We . suggested that Canadian treatment in - respect to the
Solidaritÿ Tax shoi►ld be no less favourable than that accorded to any other
count ry. The French delegation stated that they could not grant Canada the
same 'treatment as that ~ accoided 'to " other countries with capital taxes (e.g .
Holland and Belgium) because . certain special arrangements relating to capital
taxes might be worked out by 'Frâncé and the foreign country imposing a
capital tax : However, Canada would be granted treatment no less favourable
than that accorded to any other country in the same 'position with respect to
capital taxes, specifically the United States. The French delegation promised
a liberal interpretation of the capital gains provisions of the Solidarity Taxas
for exafiiplé in the cases of individuals and companies who were unable to
repatriate monies because of the war, exchange control, or other reasons . We
prepared a memorandum of , the - above negotiations and sent a copy to the
French Ambassador on July 19th .i We have, however, heard nothing further
from the French . . . : ,

4. Article 7 of the Canada-France Convention concerning the Rights of
Nationals - and Commercial , and Shipping Matters of May 12th, 1933,2 pro-
vides that companies 'of either country shall enjoy in all respects and in all
matters the treatment 'of '-the most ' favoured ' nation 'and Article 2 of the
Convention, provides that, individuals , are entitled to the treatment of most
favoured nation, in'fiscal matters. We could I think claim no less f avourabletreatment than, Belgian or- Dutch, etc . companies or nationals even if these
aïre- liable to w capital tax in their country for - assets situate .in France . W
Renaud concurs . We : were advised a in , June last by our missions at The
Hague, Brussels and Oslo that France had not concluded any special arrange'
ments with The Netherlands, ' Belgium or Norway. We recently requested
advice if any such arrangements have no w been concluded .
. . , . 1' , , r a . ~ .

. ` _ , .

RECOMMJENDATION

7. Any one , of the following 3 courses may be open to us :
(i) We can .decide not to invoke the 1933 Convention to the extw~

Of
demanding fu ll most favoured nation treatment, that is, the treatment
may be accorded by France to such countries as Belgium and Ho lland w6eh

~~ . . . f .. r - , . . . . e
. { . . ,

. .

' s Voir le . document , préCÉdeat . i See preceding document.
Voir Canada, Recueil des tsattlf, 1936, • See Canada. Treaty Serlef, 1936, NO-

NO 1a .
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have capital taxes of their own, and to accept the treatment of the most 
 favoured nation in a similar position with respect to capital taxes as we are. 

This would give us at least the same treatment as that accorded to the U.S. 
, (ii) Course (i) above, but at the same time we would advise our nationals 
thafalthdugh the Canadian Government is not making representations to the 
French authorities demanding full most favoured nation treatment, companies 
and individuals may do so on their own account if they  so desire. I am not 
clear that an individual citizen may so invoke the provision of an international 
convention on his own behalf, and I am having this point checked by the 
Legal ,  Division. 

• (iii) We can decide to rely on the 1933 Convention and demand strict 
most falioured nation treatment. 

8. Irecommend  that we adopt course (i) indicated above. This course con,: 
forms veiy closely with the attitude both  th '  and the U.S. have adopted. 
It might ,be difficult to ask for the same treatment as that accorded to coun-
tries with  capital taxés of their own. Any special arrangements which France 
may make'with such countries will presumably deal with the question of the 
àvoidance' of double taxation with respect to capital and these arrangements 
will not be  applicable to a Canadian taxpayer. 1  . 

.9„PiesuMably.  it will be necessary to refer this question to Finance and 
National. Revenue when we have decided our position. 2  I am sending a copy 
of this 'note . to Political  11.8 

CEW/Vol. 2130 

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures à l'ambassadeur en France 

Secretary . of State for External Affairs to Ambassador in France 

DESPATCH 830 	 Ottawa, October 29, 1946 
Sir, 

I have -the honour to refer to yàur despatch No. 830 of September 19tht 
r.egi!xling-  Compensation to Canadians for war damaged property in France. 

2. I have  noted that you have not received a reply from the French au-
th9rities to your note No. 244 of September 10th.f Your despatch, however, 
suggests:that from conversations of a member of your staff with French 
2fAcials, the French authorities may wish us to entertain some arrangement of 
iu-507..rspOnsibility in this* matter, and further that the French may wish 

' Note maI lfl3.I_ 	 'Marginal note: 
I agree. H. W[Rorm] 

mes147:note .  sitivante — était écrite sur ce 	'The following note was written on the 
-1noranduni ':  memorandum: 

0.„ !head with consul-  tations with Finance and National Revenue: H. W[Rolgo] .  
ulseussions 

 
avec  - la Fiance sur cette 	'Discussions with France on dus Issue 

queslionsont.eu eu en 1947. 	 were held in 1947. 
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to join the question of war damage compensation 'with discussion of a new
credit to be granted by Canada to France .

3 . - Ÿour note to the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs states our position

quite accurately and I do not consider that we should be expected to modify
it in any way. We should not'entertain any suggestion of "50-50" assumption

of responsibility. Nor should we permit France to use the question of . war

damage compensation as a means of bargaining for an extension of her expo rt,

credit granted by Canada;,which is a matter quite distinct.

4. To strengthen the case you have made, I feel it would be advisable if
you were to draw the attention of the French authori ties to the Canada-France

Convention concerning the Rights of Nationals and Commercial and Shipping
Matters of May ;12,1933. .Article 2 of. the Convention provides that nationals

of ' either country,-shallf. enjoy the * same treatment and the same protection
before the fiscal autho rities and jurisdic tions of the other country as nationals
of thé other Pa rty or. as nâtionals-of the most-favoured-na tion. Article 7 pro-
vides that companies 'shall enjoy in all respects and in all matters the treatment
of the . môsL favôured-nation._ While _ it is true that payment of war damagé
compensation ^ was not contemplated when this conven tion was signed, the

spirit of the Conven tion, and indeed the purpose of it, is to put Canadian
nationâls in the; position ' of, nâtionàls ôf, a most-favoured-nation in regard to
all'commercial and fiscal mattérs ' in France and, of 'course, to put French
nationals in the same posi tion in Canada. Articles 2 and 7 to which I have
referred considerably weaken the French argument that because French-
owned .companies in Canada can obtain no compensation for war damage; as
they * süffered no damage, Canadians are not entitled to compensation in
France.4The Convention of 1933 côntains no suggestion that the regulati~he
applied in one country must be identical with, the regulations applying

m

other if national or most-favoured-nâtion treatment is to be accorded the
na tionals' of one " count ry : by the other.

5. There is one other aspect of the question which until recently has
escaped our . attention. It is ; felt that paragraph 23, , read together with para'
graphs 24 and ; 25,'of '. the agreement with France covering the release of
private property froni government control (Treaty Series 1946, No. 16) fullY

covers` the`yquestion `of awar damage compensation . I am advised by.'the

Assistant yDeputy Cu`stodiaii'that it,was tfully the intention of the Custodian s
Offce'"when' thisagreement was negotiated to }require the French Govern-
ment to agree'W protect the interests 'of residents of Canada who might have
sufferèd loss `or damaige to theirFproperty situated in France, and that he fimh

believes that the French representatives who negotiated this agreemen
cepted this fact as they themselves -approved of the above three clauses

. lt

should be noted also that the agreement referred to establishes the definition
of " ro erty" as "all r~eal and ponal ro e and all nghts and inte~st
theré~n ; whether legal or equitablé. I am~ enclosing for convenience a copY

of this âgreement.t s : . i
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am.therefore , of the opinion that this agreement itself could be con-,  
sidered as an international agreement such as is referred to in Article X of 
the French Bill "Projet de Loi sur les dommages de guerre", and in Resolu-
tion 3 of the Final Act of the Paris Conference on Reparations. 

7. If you consider it necessary and advisable you might refer the French 
authOrities to this . agreement and our interpretation of it. I think you should 
tioter  however that our interpreta tion of this agreement is based on the recol-
léctiôns 'Of rthe 'Cnstodian's Office of the negotiations which led up to it. 
Tli:French May' Very well have other views and reject our interpretation. 

I have etc. 

L. B. PEARSON 
for the Secretary of State 

for External Affairs 

DTC/Vol. 309, T10783 
. 	, , 	• 
e directeur, la direction économique, le ministère des Finances, • „It i; 	' . au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

, 	• • 

.:-.Director,- Economic Division, Department of Finance 
:.* to-Under-Secretary of State for Exte rnal Affairs 

• 

. 	• 
D:éir .  Mr PédrSéln 
y :; 

in 
7.- . 	9  

1 	g.ht you  should know of the negotiations which the Foreign Exchange , 
Çontm Board,(Rasminsky and .Coyne) and the Finance Department (Read 
an, d ,i4self) 'are' cOnducting with France and, to a lesser degree, with Holland 

.-Y91,Yv'ay, regarding the use of Canadian dollars to pay for imports into 
thee.  Countries' frOm Canada. The occasion for such rearrangements arises 
qut:nt the, desire' . of these countriei to use their export credits for private 
tie& t th -  • • implications of the present arrangements go beyond that. 
'In general, it is proposed that we shall make the Canadian dollar balances 

these!various countries freely available to pay for exports from Canadà, 
evell .„dioughl these- balances may have been derived frorrt certain capital 
8.,.°11ceslUp to date, of course, our exchange control has been operated on 

PPnewle of not permitting the export  of capital except in special circum-
ween t'apd Of requiring U.S. dollars to be provided for exports to all coun-
trs  °tiler  than  those in the sterling area. At the time of malcing this ar-
«„and_gen1_,ent,•we are asldng these various countries to give us the privilege of 
—tug anY Canadian holdings in their countries to pay for exports from those 

r;r Canada.  anada. It is not expected that these balances will be large. In 

ge--*"? '.utjs, planned that exports from such countries to Canada can be 

• 

; 	• s' 

1164. 

Ottawa, November 1, 1946 
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paid for either in the currency of those countries or in U .S. dollars . Hereto-

fore theÿ have been paid for in U.S. dollars . We are planning to ask these

various côuntries for assurance that in consideration of this arrangement of
using Canadian dollars to pay for exports from Canada, they should assure

us that they wi ll not permit their residents to buy or sell Canadian do llars

except through official channels or channels approved by our control au-

thorities, i .e., that they will not permit their residents to buy or se ll dollars

in the unofficial markets, such as . in New York. We will be prepared to

give a similar assurance in respect of Canadians buying or se lling thei r

currencies .
.We had originally planned, in the casé of France at least, to incorporate

these arrangements in a moneta ry agreement that would be published in your

treaty series and that would supersede the exchange of notes on August 23

and September 11, 1 945. However, when we came to draft the notes, we
found that we were not able to agree on the provisions for convertibi li ty of
balances, and we think we can avoid having to raise this issue by making
the arrangements in the manner described above and carrying them out
in such a way'thât'neither count ry will accumulate substantial balances of
the currency of the other. Inasmuch as these arrangements involve granting

some privileges to these countries, which are borrowing from Canada,
that we do not grant to other countries, for example, the United States,

we would prefer not to have formal agreements nor pub li shed agreements►
which might lead - to charges -that we were discriminating in favour

n olf
these countries and against others in the operation of our exchang e

In fâct, there are good answers to such charges of disc ri mination, but they

are of such technical nature that it might be difficult to make therrlcon ~g
to public opinion, for example, in the United States . Essentially the Point is
that while we are gran ting credits to a count ry, it seems unreasonable to
prevént it drâwing on its own capital resources in Canada to finance expo

rts
from ' Canada. On the other hand, of course, we cannot permit the United
States to draw on its huge capital assets in Canada to finance American

imports from Canada.
~ ns about these proposed arrangements or the ne-uestioIf there are any questions'

tiations concerning them which anyone in your Department would like té

raise, they might get in touch with me or with Mr. Rasminsky o~ r. fo~e

about them . I am sending w copy of this note to Mr. Heas

Department of Trade and Commerce, in case they are interested as w trol

VIL ahould add that these arrangements in regard to exchange control
use of

be sûpplemented by amendments or other documents authorlun g

the
11
credits provided to ,these count ries for p rivate purchases of Canadian

oôds . . ,
g ' iâ' Canada.

Yours truly,
R . B . BRYCE
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PARTIE 9 / PART 9 

GRÈCE / GREECE 

W.L.M.K./Vol. 273 

Mémorandum de l'ambassade de Grèce 

Memorandum by Embassy of Greece 

Ottawa, May 9, 1946 
• L'On November 22, 1945, the Ambassador of Greece had occasion for the 

first time to communicate, orally, to the Under-Secretary of State for External 
Affairs that the Hellenic Gove rnment would be interested in securing from 
the Canadian Government, on the basis of the Export Credits Act, a credit 
destined for the purchase of Canadian products so as to cover a part of the 
actùal needs in Greece'. 

2. On December 4th, 1945, in conformity with instructions from his Gov-
ernment, the Ambassador of Greece had the honour to address a letter to the 
Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs on the same matter (Letter 
No. 1218). 

,Qn December- 10, 1945, by his note No. 21, the Under-Secretary of 
State for External Affairs brought to the attention of the Ambassador of 
Greece that before consideration is given to his country's request for export 
credit, a programme covering the supplies which Greece intends to procure in 
Canada must be presented. Said communication ended as follows: ,"The sacri-
fices which Your gallant countrymen made during the war and the difficulties 
which face your country today are fully appreciated by the Canadian Govern-
ment. ,We share .with other Allied Governments the earnest hope that ways 
and, means will  be found to ease the tremendous reconstruction problems 

- 
%V1iC11 'confront the 'Greek people." 

4. Où 'JanUary 11, 1946, by his note No. 1283,t the Ambassador of 
Greece submitted to the Attention of the Secretary of State the list of Cana-
dian products which the Hellenic Government intended to procure with the 
credit reqUested. 

5:91i January 16, 1946, by his letter No. 1, -1.  the Secretary of State for 
Enernal'Affairs supplied the Ambassador of Greece with information as to 
!hî,Pbs'sibilty of  securing in Canada the products listed in the aforesaid letter 
O the--À‘mb assador of Greece. 

6. ,àn'iniiu—arY 22 1946, the Ambassador of Greece had a long conversa- 
e  ,,;.  

same topic with the Deputy Minister of Finance, Dr. W. C. Clark, 
rinfu° 'Prom-  iied to inform the Ambassador of Greece of the decision of the 

llaçliali Government after entente with the Prime Minister and the Minister 
of Finalice;  
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7. No further communication from the Canadian Government relative to
the request of the Hellenic Government on this matter has been received until
the present moment.

., - 8 . The Hellenic Government, sprung from the will of the people as ex-

piëssèd * bÿ ' the-vôté of March 31, 1946, has charged the Ambassador of

Greece to express to the Canadian•Government the hope that it would help

in the great effort to reconstruct the country which the He llenic Government

assumed, by providing the 'possibility of securing, through a credit, those

products ex isting and' easily procurable on the Canadian market . As an indi-

cation, the Hellenic Government is particularly interested in the following

products :
- a. Railroad material- =• • • -

c. ' Machinëry aïnd spare parts for
-b. Raw mâtcrials for industry

industrial installations

d: Building'mât erial

Vy,I,,M,K./Vol. 273

Méirrorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au Premier ministre

to Prime Minister
Memôrandum f rom Under-Secretary of State for External A$airs

.f :
Ottawa, May 10, 194 6

request for
• I saw the Greek Ambassador yesterday about h~s Government's ~ld

an export credit from Canada and gave him a very discouraging reply. I

of the external
him that the Goverament hâd recently been taking an inventory

concern~
financiâl ° commitments a it ' had already made, aIId was seriously productive
about : the - atraia which, In eggregate, they would put upon our

capacity during the next year or two . At the present time, they would be very

reluctant to consider . any extension of these commitments, even wi cthin the
limits ulreadyE authorized under - the Export Credits Act-Ift in have to

be Very
staâcces, any fuither export credits were extended, they would

~Ces.clô'sel relatcd to thë protection of established export markets for Canadian
products and to the economic prospects of repayment in goods and services-

the economic plight of Greece and her need of extete ~eWe fully recognized
financial `assistancx during the years ahead, but ~~°s°~t

assistance
that

, shoul
d relati

v be worked

scale of her needs was so great that plans for the agen~ C~the

out * under international auspices - and preferablVClthrou8h
to which ada

International Bank for Reconstruction and De Pm '
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was making a very substantial fmancial contribution to the capital funds neces.- 
sary for its operation. There was a better chance of such a plan of inter-
national financial aid being related to an appropriate programme of internal 
economic reform than there would be in the case of bilateral financial arrange- 
ments. • 

The Ambassador found this advice rather hard to take and was very re-
luctant to resort to the International Bank for funds as an alternative to secur-
ing nn'expo.  rt credit from Canada. We went over the argument two or three 
times and I promised finally that we would give him a formal statement of our • • • 	.... mment. 

N. A. MOBERTSON] 

DEA/8393-B-40 

c Pambassadeur de Grèce au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador of Greece to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

Ottawa, September 25, 1946 

• 
Mr; André Stiatos, Greek Minister of Labour, presently at Montreal as 

head  of the Hellenic Delegation to the International Labour Conference, re-
quested m e; in the natne Of 'the Hellenic Government, to communicate the 
following to the Canadian Government 

As known, the help given to Greece by UNRRA with regard to food sup-
plies`Will stop on December 31st, 1946, thus again creating a most difficult 
situation for the Greek people. 

1.yie11  w—Of  the  'decision already taken, in principle, by the Food C,onference 
that approximatelY 500,000 tons of wheat will be allotted to Greece for ber  

d1947 requirements,  the Hellenic Govertunent would deeply appreciate if the 
anadian Government were so good as to examine whether a credit could be 

ra  d*  to„Greece, so as to defray the expense incurred by the purchase, in 
'«!aaaiof die above mentioned quantity of wheat. 

'ne.ksYmpathetic understanding and the particularly friendly sentiments 
alh  maid, • ested by Canada in all her relations with Greece give rise to the 
th°Per,.17tt tfie Hellenic Government's request, based on a most vital matter for 

e P0p1e, will find a sympathetic response by the Canadian Gov-
ernieni.toL. 

:»1 
Accept etc. 

C. M. SAKELLAROPOULO 

1951 
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DEA/8393-B40

Mémorandum de la direction économique au sous-secrétaire d'État associé
aux A ffaires extérieures ,

Memorandum from Economic Division to Associate Under-Secretary of Statè
for External A ffairs

[Ottawa,] September 28, 1946

Enclosed is a note from the Greek Ambassador,, putting forward a singu-
larly muzzy suggestion of the Greek Minister of Labour (now in Montreal at
I.L.O. ) concerning wheat and an export credit . They now suggest that Canada
ship Greece 500,000 tons of wheat in 1947, and arrange a credit to defray
the cost.

2. REGARDING
,
WHEAT

r`• • -

The situation is as follows:
A. So -far as we know,' the F.Â.O. Conference in Copenhagen did not con-

sider detailed allocations. . .
B . Assuming that the Greek Ambassador is referring to the International

Éâïérgency Food Council, ` the situation is as follows: A Sub-Committee of
the Cereals Committee of the I.E.F.C. has been screening requi rements for
the, crop year 1946-47, but has . not yet . reported to the main Committee .
Dr.'W'ilson (Wheat and Grain Division of T. and C.) states that 500,000 tons
for Greece is abôût the figure he would expect, but there is no question yet
of its having been adopted even "in principle" .

~C. .Assuming that Greece is to get 500,000 tons of wheat, there is not the
remotest possibili ty of the; I.E.F.C. designating Canada as the source of supply
for the whole amount .~

D. Our programme of wheat exports is still on a month to month basis.

Transportation and supply difficulties are acute, and we could not possibly
undertake a lârge long-term commitment of the amount suggested .

3. REGARDING CREDIT

A. 500,000 tons of wheat, . if available, would cost $40,000,000 at Lake•
head. Financially, as well ''as from the supply angle, the Greek request is
preposterous .

" B. In November, 1945; Greece requested an export credit of $50,000,004.

Although at one stage we considered that it might be politically expedient to

grant a small token loan of $2,000,000 in view of the United Kingdom credi ts
advanced to Greece and the small United States loan of $25,000,000,

the

request was entirely refused in . May of this year . We felt a loan to Greece

would be difficult to justify because o f

. (a) the poli tical instability of 'Greece ;
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(b) failure of Successive governments to deal effectively with chaotic .  eco-
nomic and financial conditions; 	• 	• 

(c) the small volume of normal trade with Greece; 	• 
(d) the failure of Greece to repay the ioan made by Canada in 1919; 
(e) the  fa'Ct that ihe assistance required by Greece is of such magnitude 

that it should be given on an international basis. 
The Greeks pressed their request most persistently. 

4. 	 — Politically, it might be desirable at this time to offer some token en- • 	• 
ccadgément to the Greek Government. It might be possible, for example; to 
give a small token credit to cover the small month to month shipments that 
can  be  squeezed out. It is not, however, clear whether there will, in effect, be 
any .wheat shipments as T. and C. advises that for the next few months the 
U.K.-cOntract will keep us so busy that they may  have  to cut out even token 
shipments. 

t 	„ 	. 	. 
5: HoW-ever; this whole problem is bound up with the strategy which we 

Propose to ndopt on international relief problems. We are unlikely to know. 
 where we stand on this subject, until after the U.N. Assembly meeting. 

6.. I  assume  I should notify Finance and.T. and C. of the Greek request, 
with`our comnients, after I have had your instructions. 	• 	,- 

A. C. S[miTx]. 

1169. : 	 DEA/8393-B-40 - 

L'ambassadeur de Grèce au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador of Greece to Secretary of State for External Affairs ' 

2188 - 	 Ottawa, September 30, - 1946_ 

-• ": 	- 
The imminent ending 'of the supply .of foodstuffs by UNRRA will create 

. 11 .extremely difficult situation in Greece. 
In, order to face this situation, the Hellenic Government  bas  just charged 

me  to  furnish them the following information with the least possible delay. 
' 12Couid a Purchase of 100,000 tons of wheat, destined to fill the immediate 

reclu-iîetitents of the country, be effected in the Canadian market and under 
what',  Conditions? 

2. Is  the  r■ 1/4..anatuan uovemment disposed to facilitate the payment of said 
alititY' of wheat br making possible  the  utilization of a credit of $4,000,000 

placed bYthe Government of Great Britain at the disposition of UNRRA, 
In London, in favour of the Hellenic Gove rnment? 

1953 
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should be greatly obliged if you were so good as to give me the above 
information at your earliest convenience and if possible directly, through the 
proper channels. 

Accept etc. 

C. M. SAKELLAROPOULO 

. DEA/8393-B-40 

Le sous-ministre du Commerce au sous-secrétaire d'État 
. aux Affaires extérieures 

• Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce to Under-Secretary of State 
for External Affairs - 

Ottawa, ,October.  11, 1946 

	

. 	 . 

	

... 	 , 	. 	.. 	. 	, 	. 
ATTENTION ': MR.' 'ARNOLD ' C.''SM'ITH 

• ' 1 have for reply irOur letter of 'Oètôber Iiit in .which you encloied eoPY , 
of the Greek Ambassador's note No. 2171 of Septembei- 25. 	• 

. . I note that the 'dieek Ambassador's request is for a loan on the assump- 
tion that 500,000 tons of wheat can be purchased in Canada for Greece in 	: 

.•1947. 	 1 
; you are quite correct in .  your understanding that the International Emerr 	1 
jitney 	'Ffiod Coiincil has talcen no action to set any wheat programme  for 	i 
Greece or any . other. country ;in • 1947.- Certainly our own supply situation e 
is sitch' thin thiiquantiti cif wheat éoiild not be contemplated at the present 
time from ,Canada.'Undoubtedly,'.however, the Greek wheat requirements will n 
haveto be met in part, at least, with the possibility of some wheat shipments . 
from  Canada  programmed on a monthly basis, as is our usual practice. 	 11 

This . does not provide, however, a basis for a loan application from Greece. 	s( 
On ..September 28, the Commercial Counsellor of the • Greek Embassy al)- 
prOached • our Wheat -and Grain Division with a request for purchase of 

. 	_. . ..  fr 
100,000 tons of wheat by.  the  Greek Government and the Commercial  , 	. 	. 

 •Counsellor.indicated that  the  Greek Government were in a position to paY 	si, 
th cash  •  for this  • quantity of wheat Subsequently, I have been advised bY 

UNRRA 
 ,
thit thé Gree*  k GoVernm— ent has turned over to UNRRA cash in the 

. amount of $4,000,000 or $5,000,000 for the purchase of cereals and other th  
• supplies., , :, . , 	, 	- 	 as]• 

., Preferabl”ny wheat sold to Greece' by Canada from here on would be a 
i 

direct arrangement, other than through UNRRA. I think this can be acconl-
plished at such time  as  we are able to offer. any wheat, . but certainlY there 
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would "bé no• ôecasion - for=thé setting up of a loanin the faceindications that the Greek Government has . some ~ forei °f ~ese " other
for the purchase of cereals.i gn xchange availablé

Yours , faithfully,'
,, . .:" .

1171: i,

M. W. MACKENZIE

DL'ambassade ur en Grèce au secrétaire d~
EA/8393-A-40

État, aux Affaires extérieuresAmbassador in Greece to Secretary of State for External Affairs '-~DESPATCH 66 1

CONFIDENTIAL

Sir,

Athens, October 12,'1946
.• _ r

I have the honôur' to inform you that the Greek Government haveme that they are instructing their Embassy in Ottawa to approach the~~dthan Goverament with a view to si Cana-
gning a temporary agreement regarding theapplication of customs tariffs by the two countries, according to which 'nation clausewould be introduced on a reciprocal h the

such time as a~ercial Treaty may be negotiated . • b~~ ~~2. In my telegram No. 115, of : July. 12th; 1946, t I repo rted to ouMr
. Stephanopoulos, the Minister of Coordinati y thatrnmentwas , réaaÿ- to commence discussion

on, had me tha t
s for a-1Commercial TreatyCanada

on the basis of the most favoured nation treatment . You askedme to wait until Mr. Manty,had taken up his duties as Commest the ~b~sy.
In the meantime, I wish to re ort that rcial Secretary

interested p the Greek Government
in reaching, as soon as possible, a tempora ry agreement extendingmost fâvoured nation' treatment on a reciprocal basis . =I

The'latest démarche of the Greek Government a rises out of an eff
ort

wh ch I had made in September to assist a Greek importer who mad esentations to me about excessive duties charged by the Greek GovernmenPr~f oPrts fromCanada. The impo rter in question, Mr. Madras t on
Canada a shipment of toothpaste on which he was charged

had
duty co~tsiderabl ' • " ', ,

, y In excéss of the value of the article and several times that paid on`
that 1, products imported from the United States . I informed Mr. Madraswas

`a` matter which he would have to take up with his GovernmentN
mself and he had no one but himself to blame for not calculating t heé°re*o~e ring the shipment . However, I undertook to brin hi s duty
G~ek authorities on the g s case before

askèd for a grounds that the Greek Government had already
most favoured nation treaty and might wish toY ~ . ,~ ? reassure the Cana-

we rnt"~e• i biarginal note:
~n't -
We

~~e111 to be able . to purchase other equipment as well as foodl . I . - ~
point that having ' any cash precludes any loan. A. C. S[Mrra]
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than ., Government . and . those, importing goods from . Canada that there is no
discrimination against Canadian imports as such on the part of the Greek
Government. In reply, the Greek Government did assure me that there was
no discrimina tion against Canadian products, but their tariffs were in force on
the same scalp for all countries with which Greece was not bound by a most
favoured nation treaty . The Greek Government's Note Verbale then went on
to inform me of the offer which it is proposed to make through their Embassy
in.Ottawa for a temporary agreement to exchange most favoured na tion treat-
ment.

4. In bringing this matter tô your attention, `I shall take no further steps
until Mr. Mon ty arrives or until I, have fresh instructions from you. It is quite
clear from the example of the toothpaste deal that a•large class of Canadian
products are completely excluded from the Greek market by the present Gree k
tariff.

I have etc .

L. R. LAFLÈCHE "

DEA/8393-B-4 0

aux 'Affaires extirieure i. . . . ._, . . ~ . . ~ . .

Le chargé d'affaires de Grèce au sous-secrétaire d'État

Chargé d'Affaires of Greece to .Under-Secretary of State
for =tertta! AljcurS -

No.` 2332 Ottawa, November 6, 1946

Sir, .. : _ , . . : ... , ,.
I have the honour * to refer to Ambassador C. M. Sakellaropoulo's note

No., 2188,. dated September 30th, 1946, concerning the request of the Greek
Government to procure 100,000 tons of wheat in Canada to fi ll the immediate

requirements of Greece. . F ,
In subsequent conversations I have had in your Department on the mGow

my,
.
attention was drawn to'previous commitments made by the Canadi an

ernment to other countries and,to the general unfavourable condi tions now

prevailing in` the Canadian wheat market. Consequently, I was urged to adv~e

my,Gover nment to i.avestigate the possibilities of procuring the wheat need
ed

in Greece from other sources .
~ I am now in receipt of new instructions from Athens directing me to ag~
place before the Canadian Government the seriousness and urgency Of the
situation developing in Greece due to the failure of my Government in
efforts to - secure the wheat necessa ry for maintaining the present rations°o
bread, which constitutes not only'the staple food of the Greck people but

~

the p rincipal source of calo ries in their daily diet .
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I shoUld, therefore, highly appreciate it if the appropriate departments of 
the Dominion Government would, in the light of latest returns on the Cana-
dian 1946 crop, further examine our request with a view to meeting Greece's 
pressing needs in wheat to the fullest possible extent. 

In this connection may I also point out that Gree,ce has long been a customer 
of Canadian wheat, and though Greek imports from Canada fell off consider-
ably after the 1920's, owing mainly to difficulties in our foreign exchange 
position, an average of 2,000,000 bushels of Canadian wheat grains wai 
imported in the 1929-39 period, according to the Dominion Bureau of 
Statistics. 

Accept etc. 
A. LIATIS 

1173. 	 DEA/8393-B-40 

Le secrétairé d'État aux Affaires extérieures au chargé d'affaires de Grèce 

•Secretary of State for External Affairs to Chargé d'Affaires of Greece 

1957 

I refer to your note No. 2188 of September 30th, 1946, to the letter of your 
Ambassador addressed on October 1 1 th to the Canadian Prime Ministér,t 
and to  subsequent discussions which you have had with members of my 
Department concerning the possible purchase of 100,000 tons of Canadian 
wheat to meet the immediate requirements of your country. 

•M You know, our surplus exportable grain position is severely strained at 
this  tune  by reason of heavy existing commitments and by the additional re-
quests of an Urgent nature which we have been receiving from so many coun-
ties, including your own. It is apparent that until our exact position is known, 
and this will not be until the detailed figures on grades and quantities of the 
1946 crop are firm, we are unable to make estimates of future availabilities 
fr, oni which shipments to Greece might be possible. 

There is the additional delaying factor that our wheat shipments are pro-
grammed on a monthly basis, and as of this date the shipping schedule is 
some 20,000,0W bushels in arrears. Every effort is being made to overtake 
thiS,backlcig,.but until substantial progress has been made in this respect it is 
not possible for the Canadian Wheat Board to formulate export programmes . 

 f9r N,0y- einber and December, and at this stage it seems unlikely that even our 
ei tiing Obligations for those months will be met by the end of the year. - 

It ean be  ' seen, therefore, that circumstances make it impossible for me to 

hd°•id 6,11t  anY hope of wheat being available for purchase by your Goveniment 
Iirkig the rémainder of this year and the supply of your overall requirement, 

nut, ef course, be an impossibility even in 1947. . 
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It ,is.perhaps .unnecessary for-me to mention, that:the-Canadian Govern-
ment has indicated-  by.  itS  contributions  to UNRRA and its support of the 
International Bank for  Reconstruction and Development how desirous it is of 
'askiiting  the  -eco-nnmic recoVery and rehabilitation of those countries whkh 
baye suffered so severely from ,the .war.  The Prime Minister has himself 
requested:that the needs of  your  country which you  have  represented to him 
be kept_ to .the fore .when it is 'possible to . make future allocations of wheat. 
Fan—  assure you' that this will be done.. . .„ . 

Accept etc. 

Ç.' 	 r' r.`' , % o 
, 

1174, 

L. B. PEARSON 
for the Secretary of State 

for External Affairs 

' 	. 	DEA/8393-A-40 

Le secrétaire d'Étàt:a .ux'Affaires,extérieures à l'ambassadeur en Grèce  

Secretary.of State for External Affairs to Ambassador in Greece 

DESPATCH 476 	 • Ottawa, November 19, 1946 
•"," 	 . 	 Y'; 

have the  honour to refe`r tc yOui'desp- atch  No  661 of October 12th 
on:,the subject Of the prOposee most-favoured-nation trade agreement be-
tween Canada and Greece  and  to advise .  ynu that we should be prepared to 
negotiate such an agreerdent»-  
— 2`.."We shoUld; 'iinw,ever; , wish  the ternis" of the  agreement to be limited 
to* f•iti'PeriO,d. of one year in yiew,of the International Conference on Trade and 
grnp1oyinent.whichisconvenhugèar1y next Year . for the purpose of reducing 
tariff  .and.trade'réitrictions Oda Multilateral basis.  • • • 

We'have not .yet received any,approach from.  the Greek 'Ambassador on 
this subject which you indicated- would be forthcoming. You 'may, if ru 
consider it advisable inform the,Greek Government that.we will be prepared 
to 'çonsicler: suCh an ipproach' favourably. I: am  enclosing two copies of eur 
pro trülé" .agreement which We  have  recently amended in tviio of three 

rilinct ir:tia'peCti. 11  We  have  changed the wording  of  paragraph '1 Article VI 
slightly: We havealso-  . deleted 'parairaph 3 Of Article VI which provided that 

the  provisions of  ,t.heagree—  ment are subjeCt' to thé constitutional limitations 
oiirthe ânifinritY7.of.the Governmenticif  the respective  countries. ParagraPh 1  
of Article Vill witlirespectiO  the  terms  of  the agreement has been withdre. 

; 	 — 	 • 

ett' tre'le Canada 	'S~  Trade Agreement between Coe 
et 1e  Nicaragua dent. Canada,  !` Recusil des'  and  Nicuagua  In Canada,  Tree Se  
tralth, 1946, 141* 43. -*•. 	 1946, No. ; 43. 
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Thé"âmeiidménts I refer to are in the pro forma agreement which I forwardéd
to youj under cover of my despatch No . 25 of February 1, 1946j . . .

4.Although I am forwarding to you these copies of the amended pro forma
agréeneât; I do not intend that the negotiations of the agreement'with Greece
should take place, in Athens, as I feel it would be preferable for such negotia-
hons to take place here . In view of your advice that the Greek authorities
are instructing the Greek Ambassador here to approach us on the

. matter,11 -I. presume that1. they have the same view.

.2•, - ... . . .. .~ L ~ ~~. . . .

v_ . . ~ J . r. ~ . . I L t t•

I have * etc .

SYDNEY W. PIERCE

for the : Secretary of State
for External Affa.irs ".

V r ., z~, • : PARTIE 10 / P "" tT 10_ ; . c.t . . . . _

- i . _ . ITALIE / ITALY
1175

•

. : .~ . . _
f~' r j ,_ • .

~ ; x~~ . , ., .= •

r Lt svüs-secrétaire d'État associé aux Affaires extérieures'-,,
• ."qt t L„ i .

, ` ; • à l'ambassadeur au Pérou~~ . • ~~ . . .
Associate . UnderSecretary of State for Externül Affairs

to Ambassador in Peru

PWONAL AND CONFIDENTIA L

Dear Dr. . Laureys,

Ottawa, February 27, , 1946

-X I have youf letter of February 15thj concerning the establishment of an

Çbbl that af

I~an Mission in Ottawa. This office, which has been opened within the past
few weeks, is not, properly speaking, a diploma tic mission. Count Carlo Fecia~di_ Cossato, Who is head of the -office, has the personal . rank of Consul-
Genè1gk but hisaitle' in Canada is Representative of Italy and he wi ll not bemclûded oa. the diplomatic li st amongst the other Consuls-General . .; .: :' ' . 6~•,'„~,. : - .. . .•, . .

e accePtaace of this mission in Ottawa arose out of the desire of the
I~n Governméat to be represented here, and we have no immediate inten-d6

II+: ôff'istablishing-` â Canadian office of similar character in Italy., It is

~~ ~_ , . te; the conclusion of the Peace Treaty, the status of ' the
~P~sei~tatiori in ' Canada will be regularized,' but even then the ap

p°
intn~éIIt'of â Cânacjian representative in Italy wi ll be delayed, because of the

pridr ~~t1n, ents which Canada has for the establishment of offices in other
EarOcoa.ètries .

Yours sincerely,

. DEA/9676-40
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DEA/8799-40 
Le représentant d'Italie au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Represe ntative of Italy to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

Ottawa, April 6, 1946 
Dear Mr. Roberston, 	_ 

Since my arrival in Ottawa and upon instructions receiVed by my Govern-
ment I have tried to do my utmost in order that trade between Canada and 
Italy could be fully re-establishul. 

At present; however,' Italy is not in a position to pay by her exports the 
goods  that  she _Might buyin Canada and substantial commercial relations 
cannot, thirefore,' be'resumed unless a financial aid is temporarily granted to 
my country. 

My Commercial Assistant has already got in touch with the Economic 
Section of your Department and with . the Departments of Finance and Trade 
and Commerce in order that the possibility of such aid might be considered. 

However, as I have unofficially' irifcirMéd  Mi  Ilsley and Mr. MaclCinnon, 
when had .the honour to pay them a visit, I think that a partial solution to 

ïnight be found. In the course of a conversation which . took 
place last year.in.Washington between represeinatives of the Canadian and of 
the Italian Embassies in the United..States a proposal was laid out namely, 
that the total amount of Allied Military lire issued in Italy for Canadian 
Troops pay.  be  credited to Itali ,bï the Goveinment of Canada in order to 
enable my Government to liegin purchase of commodities in this country. 

I tmderstand that the Department of Trade and Commerce is also very 
anxious to re-establish trade with Italy and that a decision upon the matter of 

the Allied Military lire might shortly take place. 
--"I 'do not liesitati to  ask for your aid .which I consider of the utmost im-

Pôrtancé 'and tliat -I hope 'will  be  granted by your usual and benevolent 

kindileis. - 

As you know; the United States of America have already taken similar steps 
ând believe that 'the Government of Canada, who are second to none in 
their . understanding' and 4,1:apathetic attitude, would also take this equitable 
decision: • 
7'. 1 inight add that alinost all the lire has been issued after the declaration d 

Itailan co-belligeiencY.with the Allies. 
knoiv 'that You .  are  ît.;vare of the ic soriomic situation in Italy and of the  1.1 

iaf,inïGovernin*ent•towardi reconstruction and rehabilitation. 	 • 

The nm democratic life ,of Italy has just:begun but the result of tile 
.. 	5 	 II. 	 • 	 • 	 5 	 . 	 .5. 	 • 

municipal elections which, partially, are still taking place, and the atmosphere 

of liberty and order by which .they are surrounded ffive hope for a true arid 	s 
healthy democracy. 2.7' „ 
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.>: Such -; a.tmosphere, however, might be
. affected by the worsening 'of theeconomic and particularly of the food situation.I am fully * aware of the fact that the Allies are 'vinthe~ . tton to the Italian'problems and i feel confident that I may eou.nt onnthe aidof your - Department and of your person, Mr . Robertson, in order to obt ' 'fav able solution to this question, which, in its compaativel limite-portions, a

Po ns, is however of the utmost impo rtance for us. y d pro-
h'` It ,will iestilt; I hope, in a happy start to revive trade between CartalY,` to the: final advantage of both Countries, nada an d

""-4 nUucres exterieures .

Dèpûtÿ Minister of Trade and Commerce to Under-Sécre t~' • ~~~' -- ~ ary of LState .- E .

,Le sous-ministre du Commerce au sous-secrétaire d'État
• . • w

f or xternal A,~aus

- < Ottawa, April 13, 1946l am in'receipt Of your letter of April 9r~ponde ,~ which refers to reviounce between our depa rtments on the subject of trade with . Italy, andAQw 1t might,be fmanced. Officials of this department recently had some in-foruïal ~sc~sions on the subject with the Commercial Assistant of the Re
Pre-sentatvë of Italy in Canada.During these talks the Italian Commercial Assistant enumerated a list of

n~~ p~~ pally raw. or semi-manufactured, which his country ; was04S
û'to` importd~. through private channels from Canada. Most of these mate-we are in, a pos ition to supply immediately or in the near future, and forsoIle, we are about the only source of supply. One or two items consisted ofmanufac~red good s, such as agricultural machinery , of which one CanadiananY had $400,000 worth earmarked for Italy for 1946, and in fact solde,deal can : be . financed. 's tit~te The majority of the items would perhaps con-

the a continuing trade for the reasons above mentioned, but in do llar valueY. would not exceed our pre-war exports to Italy which had an approximateyeatlY:average value taken on the basis of the five years immediately preceding
1940 of13,000,000. The items mentioned in the discussion were, as a matter°f facts 'sil lilaz to those which constituted the bulk of our pre-war expo rts toItal

y ~ the=o thert hand there is a considerable demand in Canada for Ita li an
s~

uct.T
•

Thi
s' question was also discussed informally with our Import Divi-

~d We were of the opinion that Italian exporters could find fairly sub-s~~al markets in re. d if •a a, pnces were competitive .
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. Under the circumstances  and  taking into consideration present conditions, 
which tô some degre,e have altered since the subject,was first broached by my 
departmental officiaLs, early in .  1945, I feel that some practical action should 
be taken to re-institute at an early date at least token trade with Italy, or we 
May,find that we have missed our opportunity in view of the fact that Italy is 
'noiv prép4red and -  in 'icpositkin to undertake private trade with the United 
States. - 	. 	. 	• , 	 . 

...Under date of March 13, I wrote Dr. Clark of Finance as per the attached 
coPM tô'Which  as ret, I have not had a reply..You will note, I specifically 
stated, I did not feel we should go very far in  pressing for a loan, but urged 
that some sum be made available tô inatijurate and develop trade, perhaps, a 
stun, not greater than the average'yearly value ($3,000,000) of our pre-war 
exports. The amciùni niié,ht be made available from the Canadian Allied Mili-
tary Lire Account which you mention at June 30, 1945, amounted to approxi- 
mately $13,000,000. _ . 	 ..*. 	. 

The diPartment is receiving increasing numbers of enquiries from Italy and 
froneCanada; as well  as  from many returned soldiers all anxious to develop 
trade between the two countries. Mr. J. P.- Manion' is expected back in 
Ottawa within a few.weelcs and will undoubtedly haye interesting facts . to  dis- 
close, -which will enable  us ict judge the long term posiibilities. In the mean- . 	. 
time the' above outlines briefly the situation as ive see it. 

• M. W. MACKENZIE 

Du/87994o 

Le sous-ministre des Finances au sous-secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures , 

Deuty* Minister of  Finance  to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
- 

Ottawa, April 24, 1946 
Deitr*Mr.' Robertson, 

tf ,  • p 	3 ; .1 pi !: RE FINANCIAL RELATIONS wnii ITALY 

..J.;,Your.Department sent to us' on April 9th a copy of a letter which ru 
• received from theofficial representative of Italy in Canada, in which he men-

tioned his-  efforts to rektstablisly trade between Canada and Italy, noted the 

need of Italy for soma financial assistance in order to pinchase in Canada, and  

specifically, requested that Canada should pay Italy the equivalent of the 

Allied military lire obtained by the Canadian Anny for the pay of Canadian 

troops. I have also noted Mr. Mackenzie's letter to me of March 13t11,t cePY 

of .which you-have seen, and, hisletter to  me of April 13th. I have noted 
particulaily, that the Department of Trade and Commerce, while not prePare d  

Rept sentant  cornmettlid. ta : Italie. 	= *Commercial Repicsentative  j ItalY• ' 

1178. 
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to recommeâd â -loan to Italy at the present time; does suggest that somé dol-lars bé pâid'to.
Italy in compensation for the po rtion of the lire ' obtained for, .

our trôops .
This Department ' dôes not feel at the present time that a loan .

shoutd bemade to Italy, at least until after the peace treaty with Italy has beenarranged or the situation in regard to it clari fied, and even thenit is doubtfulwhéther .a loan would be justified if we are not also in a osition to make=à
loan to Greece p

, which seems unlikely. This question of a loan has béen dis-cussed with Mr. Migone, of the o ffice of the representative of Italy in Canada ;and he recognizes the difficulties in Canada making a loan to Italy at the pres=
ent time and is not endeavouring to press action of this kind .

In regard to payments for the lire, the situation is by no means clear orsimple . ; My- understanding of the situation is that Canada is nnder no legalobligation to - pay for these - lire. This has been confirmed to us by your
,
ownlegal division, . Consequently, the reasons for our making a payment must bemoral, political or economic.

As regards our moral obligations, I find it hard to see that this particularc1aim of ItalY's ranks ahead of many of the moral ob ligations which we ' might
legitiniately`feèl' at this time to help the suffering people in Allied countriesand élsewhere. Already we have cont ributed substantial amounts to * the relief
of Italy both in military relief, which we will not recover, and through'UNRRA;'If .we should contribute more to re lief purposes or rehabili tation
pUTOSe3, surely it should be on a general basis rather than directedsPecifically`toward Italy.
I As regards ~y' pnlid~ or security reasons for making these payments- ' to

Y, we must defer to the judgment of your,Depa rtment and I am not sure
h0w far y°U are prepared to recommend assistance to Italy on this ground .
Presumablythe western powers have some interest to see that Italy becomesai'effective member of the western community and is not a lienated by neglectand

Persuaded to join the countries in the Russian orbit . On the other hand,howeveri it seems almost certain that the United States is going to
.
continue

~e d Italy on a' substantial scale and any li ttle that we may add to this total

~en ~ly w
likely to affect the balance of poli tical a lignment. It might be

were ' being pressed by the United States and , the UnitedXi'gd0m' O mke' this action jointly with them, but such is not the case . TheU~t~1 `Stâtés~ whatqr `pmd'Italy for these lire immediately before the last election
°0t .,, as obviously a domestic political move . The United Kingdom has

do sô~a .I~y fôr them, and to the best of my knowledge does not intend t oAew of the large amount involved and the difficult exchange situation
of

~
t4`Unite d~ ... . gdom. ,~

~oty~~~~_ thé economic reasons for making this payment to Italy, I am

Teic~t'i .~d by the case put up by the Department of Trade and Com-
al~~e ' ~at w e had some trade with Italy before the war and that

shorla~ ôf doll. .~~nO from resuming its purchases here by reason of the
On the other hand, our exporters do not suffer from any
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shortage of markets at present, and 1 do not see that the prospects of trade 
with Italy are so encouraging as tO justify our making a payment to them 
that we do not need to 'make otherWise. Certainly I  do  not believe that we can 
make this payment merely to provide a market for a few million dollars' worth 

,exports in the next year or two. 	" 
In the above arguments I havé taken a somewhat skeptical line to indicate 

that I believe' thé issue is by no means a simple one. On the other hand, if your 
DePartinent .  and thé -Department of Trade and Commerce would like to 
press the. matter, Perhaps we should have a meeting to consider what we 
should re' Commend to the Government. 1 would suggest that we arrange a 
meeting some day in the near future at a time convenient to us and to Mr. 
Mackenzie. Could you call me about this matter on the telephone so that 

e might arrange 'a mutually' convenient tinie? In the meantime my Depart- 
ent is proceeding,:along with the Department of Trade and Commerce, to 

do scime furthei work on  the  economic aspects of the question, and it might 
be worth while if your Departnieiit 'coüld have ready an appreciation of some 
sort of the political and other general international considerations involved. 

, 	 Yours >very truly, 
W. C. CLARK 

- 
1179. 	 " 	 CH/Vol. 2094 

Le chef, la direction économique, au deux' ième secrétaire, 
„. . , 'e 't  commissariat enerande-Bretagne 

A> 	 • 	e, 	• 

:Head, EcOnomic Division, to Second Secietary, High emunission 
— 	 in Great Britain". 

t' 
CONFIDENTIAL 	• • 	 - 	 • Ottawa, July 3, 1946 

béai Mr LeÉâà;:) 
reply to your letter of June 25tht on the subject of the economic difficuk 

tiei,which face Italy  in  1947. • 	• 
YoU will  sec  frôm despatch  No  1139f of today's date which replies to the  

Acting High CommiSsioner's desipaich  No A.507 of June 25tht that there is 

no 'disposition  on the  part of either the Department of Finance or the DePart" 
ment. of .Trade ,and C,ommerce to extend expo rt  credits at this  tune. pairs 
difficulties : have been before.  us for some time and informal enquiries have  
been made to us by the Office of the Representative of Italy in Canada both os 

the subject of an export  credit and the military lire account. The answer we 

have given them on the export account is that goods are not available and that  

We'' are already heavilY committed. With respect to the miLitary lire acc°_,I1/14  
we hid' sCi  fax been unwilling to acknowledge that this was a legal indebeu: 
neis. We were adopting the United Kingdom position but I see from a recce 

 press despatch that the United ICingdom has now made some arrangenlents  

1 
1 

a] 
aj 
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with Italy whereunder Italy is allowed credit on her mi litary relief accountwith . the - United Kingdom for the United Kingdom military lire account.While this recognizes the indebtedness, it does not put Italyimprove her position . Neither does it make the United Kingdom position
worse because she, like the United States and Canada, did not expect any
payment from Italy on military relief. We asked you recently by telegramwhether the press repo rt was well founded .
', 'I do not hold out much hope for some time on either of the two accounts

.Trade and Commerce has been pressing for some time that we make some
funds available for Italy because of the considerable Canadian interest in
Italian trade

: but so far the efforts of the Department have been unavailing in
the face of the resistance of the Department of Finance .I . would think that you could informally tell the Foreign Office that the
prospects of Canadian assistance are not good at the present time and because
we have already committed $644,500,000 out of an amount of $750,000,000
available for export credits . Further, the lack of goods in the near future
makes it difficult to justify export credits at this time, since under the Act weare obliged to use export credits for trade promotion through the purchase
of Canada=produced goods .

Yours sincerely,
SYDNEY D . PIERC E

1180: '_
DEA/8799-40

Mémorandum du directeur, la direction économique, le ministère des Finances,
' 1 au ministre des Finance

s Memorandum from Director, Economic Division, Department of Finance,tu Minister of Finance

O ttawa, July 11, 194 6

RE ; ITALIAN LIRE SETTLEMENT

rh9ut
itulat ion of the Italian forces, and continued to get the lire

~ You may ~~ that we have discussed on a number of occasions the ques-' n of 'rëleasing to Italy some or all the Canadian dollar equivalent of thelta~ lire obtained for the pay of Canadian troops in Italy. We have paidAlli
ed countries for currency obtained for the payment of our troops in suchcouRtrieS, but we have not paid Italy because we started to obtain this currencyfollo~g the=cap

" p âyment while Italy was fighting as a co-belligerent . The United
ts- has turned over to Italy do llars equivalent to the lire received byencaà for'ces , The United Kingdom has not been willing to do so, but i s

~~ndy prP sia to set this potential ~claim ' of Italy on the U .K. off
ag~t ~e cl~~ which the U.K. has on Italy in respect of Mili tary Relief
~pp~ed tô Italy. We have never decided what should be done on the grounds
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of policy; although the Department of -Trade and Commerce and the Depart-
ment...of External Affairs  have  pressed from time to tinie for us to release 
at least a portion of the funds for use in enabling Italyto purchase supplies in 
Canada. • — 
" The funds are available in' a special suspense account. The account has 
already been charged in our expenditures, but there has been a contra item 
set up as a liability in our accounts and the actual cash has not been disbursed. 
However, as I understand it, the release of these funds to Italy would not now 
increase our recorded expenditures, but instead would reduce the liability 
showing on our books. • 

Yesterday I' met with >officials of the Department of External Affairs and 
the Department of Trade and Commerce in an endeavour to come to some 
agreed view as to the proposal that should be plac,ed before Council for con-
sideration. It is recognized that this problem is in cènsiderable part a polkal  
one on which the Ministers themselves will viish to exercise their own judg-
ment, but it was felt that in putting the proposal forward, every effort should 
be made to clarify the issues so far as possible. C,onsequently the Department 
of External 'Affairs  are  now preparing a recommendation which they will 
probably put before the Prime blinister for his consideration, and if he is pre-
pared to approve, it will go forward to Council as from the Secretary of State 
for External Affairs. 

• 	The prnp'étsal t~ beptn fOrward is that we should agree now to release one- 
' third of the total amount now held in suspense as a liability to Italy, i.e., about 
e,3.9 million•art of about $11.7 million in all. It is suggested that when the 
aCtièn « is taken, it should be announced as a release to Italy of a portion  of an 
amountowiirg t~ her in respect of currency placed at the disposal of Canadian 
troopi; and indicating that the remainder of this azirount is not being released 
pending a., further, clarification , of the Italian financial situation. Reference 
Might be'made to the fact that  the United  States had taken action of this kind 
some time ago. , 

In sùbstrince; the principal possible objection to this action is that Italy va 
owe us a substantial amountin respect of Military Relief, and we could write 
off an of this lire claim against our claim on Military Relief, if we wished 0 

 bér tiiug,h hi thel matter. The United Kingdém are proposing to do this, al' 
though *hi their Caie thé amounts iriVolved are  very much larger proportion' 
atelif than in ours, and they. are,much less able to afford settlement along tile 

flies being suggested.. 

this kind. The important ones, I believe, arc broad political considerations el 
we should take action of,  We discussed at some length the real reasons why 

foreign policy. Italy is destitute, desperate and wobbling now in her allegiall,e!, 
to the East or the West. She is going to require help from the U.S. and otnni,' 
countries next year as well as this year. We have already helped her thr°21: 
Military Relief and through UNRRA. We shall probably be called upon t° 
ber to some degree in future when UNRRA is finished. This is one measure " 
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can  take no* to be of some immediate assistance in helping  to  get 'Italian 
industry revived by providing them with • the funds necessary to buy raw; 
materials here in Canada. There are some trade considerations involved as 
well-The Department of Trade and Commerce urged strongly that it is im-
portant for us to resume trade with Italy and develop trade with Italy on a 
small basis in the next year or two, in order that we may have some foothold 
in that market in future years, when we will be in need of export markets. 

I do not believe that our policy in deferring or rejecting requests for export 
eiedits at the present time need lead us to reject or defer the release of these 
fun-  ds to'Italy under a different heading. I think we can reasonably take the 
view that Italy has a claim in respect of these lire, and that on the whole we 
consider it reasonable and expedient to recognize this claim at present in view 
of all the circumstances, even though we ourselves may have some claims on 
Italy which will be difficult to collect. 

R. B. BRYCE 

1967 
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Le. deuilème . secrétaire; le haut commissariat en Grande-Bretagne, 
Ou chef, la direction économique 

z ." s,  Second Secretary, High Commission in Great Britain,  • 
' 	to Head, Economic Division 	- 

London, July 26, 1946 

Dear Mr. Pierce . 	, 

I ani obliged to you for your letter of . 3rd July concerning the possibility bf 
a Canadian Export  Credit for Italy. I have communicated this information in-; 
formallY to  the  Foreign Office. 

,I911‘ will be inteieited to 'hear that since then I have learned' from Mr. 
Head of the Economic Relations Department of the Foreign 

erie.  ,tliaï,the . United  ICingdoni Would not feel embarrassed if the Canadian 
Goiernnient eiè t~ decide to make available to the Italian Government the 
th.."4,... Military-  Lire used by Canadian troops in Italy. You will remember 

mY atay in Ottawa, when there was some discussion about this 
'tesuon; .: the 'opinion was expressed in some quarters that, if the Canadian 

°Yeirîniént were t4i follow this policy it might prove a source of embarrass- 
t° the United  ICingdom since the Allied Military Lire provided for 

Forces stands at a very large total, and, for that reason, it 
uldbï impoiiible  fax the Government here to follow suit and put to the 

tcorethdit  -° th, e 'Italian Government the amount of sterling exchange equivalent eAuf  
—Led Military Lire which had been supplied before the revision of the 
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Armistice . I took the liberty of enquiring from the Foreign Office whether,

in fact, they would experience such embarrassment. Mr. Stevens said that he

would like a few days ' to consider the matter. After .reflection he let me know

informally that, although it would not be proper for the Fo reign Office to

offer any advice on this ques tion, their satisfaction at the help which such

ac tion would bring to the Italian economy would far outweigh any embarrass-

ment which it might cause them. He told me that, in any case, the Ita lian

Government realize that the United Kingdom is not in a position to offer

financial assistance of this nature and have not attempted to press for it .

Sir David Waley of the Treasu ry has confirmed this last piece of in-

formation.
I have sent a copy of this letter to Mr . Robertson.

., . . . , .
° Yours sincerely,

D. V. LEPAN

DEA/8799-4Q

;
Mimorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au secrétaire d'État par intérim aux ~j

Memorandum f rom Under-Secretary of State for Exte~r rru~! Affairs
to Acting Stcretary of State f or External A tÏ

[Ottawa,] August 21, 194 6

I enclose, for your consideration, a draft memorandum to the Cabi~et~c~

a ProPosal, that,we should maké ava ilable to the Italian. Go v
tainin8

t

.~.
in Canadian dollars one-third of the sum of $ 11,700 ,000, which represents the

value of the military lire supplicd to the Canadian forces in~ Y~ss ô~

posal has been debated for a long _time ~~o~have had
to kaow mwhat to ~u his

eseâtative who is very
with tho Italian RePr . . y as a result of a series of

Government ., The memorandum his been prepared inance Trade and
c,oasultationij between . officials of the Departm Ÿ bee

of Fi
concurred in by the

Commerce and F.xternal Affairs and its terms

three Departments
howevr,

on, the official level. Those concerned n~üon made to
that the' deeision Is â pohtlcal one and that any recomm concerued ~e
Cabinet should be in the name of the Ministers most direc Y

ee with
w s that I y give Nir.are eÿëiuself and the Minister of Trade and Commerce.

proposal,' I should be' glâd if you wo~elmcor
amnd um for distribution to the

B aldwin . : additional ' , copies ,,of the .
. ; ~ . . .. . .

Cabinct. l., , N. A . R[OBERTSON
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" 	• [PIÈCE • JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

projet  4 e mémorandum du secrétaire d'État par intérim 
• aux Affaires extérieures au Cabinet 

Draft Memorandum from Acting Secretary of State 
for External Affairs to Cabinet 	- 

[Ottawa,] August 21, 1946 
RELEASE TO THE ITALIAN GOVERNMENT OF PART OF 

THE CANADIAN ALLIED MILITARY LIRE ACCOUNT 

OUTLINE OF THE POSITION 

. _The- total value of the allied military lire supplied for the payment of 
Canadian troops in Italy is about $11,700,000. This account represents a debt 
incurred by the Canadian forces in favour of the Italian Government. In inter-
nation41:law, however, there is no binding obligation on the Canadian Govern-
ient -to rèdeem the debt, and the draft of the proposed peace treaty with 
Italy in fact provides that "The Italian Government will assume full respon-
sibility for all allied military currency issued in Italy by the allied military 
authorities, including  ail  such currency in circulation on the date of the com-
ing lnto force of the present treaty." (Article 66, Para. (4) ). The Canadian 
éeeiiunent; moreover, has a claim upon the Government of Italy for civilian 
relief supplies .fumished by the combined military authorities which may 
exceed the .tôtal of the military lire account and is probably not collectible. 
Any  portion ' of the aécount made available to the Italian Governmont by us 
w9u-ld therefore be in the nature of an ex gratia payment. The disposition of 
the : ace:du/it is thus governed by broad considerations of Canadian policy 
towards Italy and Canadian economic interests in the Mediterranean. 

Considerations of both kinds suggest the desirability of releasing at least 
Part of the account to finance Italian purchases in Canada. 

1 . POLITICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

the  present critical economic difficulties besetting Italy and the un-
settled 'state of Italian public opinion, any friendly gesture, no matter how 
finnan, would be productive of great goodwi ll  and would have appreciable in-
1121encé, on the Italian attitude towards the western democracies. In this con-
liectiori it is worth noting that both the United ICingdom and the United States 
have- acknowledged their military lire indebtedness and each has made inde-
Pendent arrangements to credit the Italian Government. The United Kingdom 
government,' for example, has offset the equivalent of lire obtained for British 
troops after the Armistice against its cliun on Italy for military relief supplies. 

• Er" 	CONSIDERATIONS 
Canada  has a general interest in the maintenance of a healthy Italian 

economy. Any  action taken now would be of immediate assistance to the 
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revival of Italian indust ry by supplying urgently'needed raw materials, and
would correspondingly lessen the need for help in the following years.

Canadian traders are anxious to re-estàblish their contacts with Italy, which
offers the chief market for some products, such as cheap grades of canned
fish, and to take,advantage of new opportunities presented by the current dis-
organization of prewar channels of supply. Italian imports of forest products,
for example, came from areas of southeastern Europe which are not yet ready
to ièsume their position as suppliers .

3. RECOMMENDATIONS

The Acting Secreta ry of State for External Affairs, with the concurrence of
the Minister of Trade and Commerce, accordingly recommends that of the
sum of $11,700,000 standing in the allied military lire suspense account, one-
third, or $3,900,000, be made ava ilable to finance Italian purchases in Can-
ada, the remainder of the * account to be held pending further clarification of
the Italian financial situa tion. - Attached is â' draf t submission to Council au-
thorising the release of the funds in writiag.i,

. . . . . . . t , .. ~ . . ., , y' . , . . . .

.
. DEA/8799-40

[Ottawa,] September 11, 1946

At the meeting of the Cabinet on September l lth, the Acting Minister of

Finance raised again the question'of the 'releâse of ce rtain funds for the re-
establishment of Canadian trade with Italy . •

_ .-The Cabinet, after - discussion, agreed that an amount equal to one-thi~
of the debt incurred on behalf of the Canadian troops in Italy (or $3,900,000)
be, made : available to finance Italian . purchases in Canada, the remainder
standing : in- the -' mili tary . lire . suspense account to be held pending further.standing :

of the Italian financial situation and that an Order in Council
be, passed accordingly for release , of funds. -

N. A. R[OIIERTSONJ
. _ . . . . .. : . , . , . . • . . ,

Voit k Dfcret du Conseil P.C. 3941 du 19 G .~ See, Order . in Caunc a P.C. 3941 of

= September 19 , 1946.~eptaabra 194&, ` . . '
.

. MEmorayidum du sous-seerftaire d'État aux . Affaires extérieures

Memorandum, by Under-Secreta ry of State for External A ff̀ airs
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L'ambassadeur en France au haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne 
Ambassador in France to High Commissioner in Great Britain 

TELEàitÀm - 128 • Paris, October 16, -1946 

SECRET. Following for LePan from Rae. Reference  oui  telephone conversa- 
tion this morning following is repetition of Extemal tel. No. 536 CADEL 
No. 54, re Treaty with Italy, Begins: Representative of Italy in Canada has 
advised that in accordance with Italian decree laws all Bearér Shares and 
Securities held- in Canada of Italian Companies should be presented for 
registration in the name of their.holder before December 31, 1946, and has 
ercipojsed.to inform Canadian citizens of this procedure by present - release. 
We aie advised that non-compliance would result in. unregistered shares being 
declared null and wild. 

Custodian feels that to • recognize the right of the Italian Government 
to  issue  this notice and to apply the,penalty of nullifying the securities should 
ihe jprocedure not be complied with would weaken his general position with 
regard to retention of Italian assets. . 

Many of the shares and securities in question are held bY the Canadiaà 
Cus, todian and it is envisaged that they would not be exempted from appli- • . 	. 
cation  Of the 'Decree Law. In this connection all Allied Governments have 
-agre-ed that securities under Canadian Custodian control should not be subject 
t° their registration requirements until these securities have .  been released to 
the beneficial owners in accordance with release agreements .. 

- 
 

For  the.; è ;reasons the • Custodian is of the opinion that it would be in- • 
.aPPropriate for the Italian Government to publish such a notice in Canada 
pendinà the Peace iettleMent.  Our  present  •  information is that  the notice 
has been published in the United States with the concurrence of the State 
Department and that similar practice will in all probability be followed in 
the -.Urtite d Kiàgdoiù: 

If the,Peace Treaty adequately protects the position of Canadian holders 
of Italiait secùrities and provided that the Italian Government will specifically 
exempt from the requirements of the Registration Law those securities under 
his control the Custodian has agreed to raise no further objection to the publi-
cation of the Registration Notice. . 

It, would be helpful if .you would advise whether it is your .opinion that 
maiy holders of Italian securities would be protected in this regard under 
the Draft Peace Treaty and it would be of interest to have the views of the 
aPPropriate United ICingdom and United States officials in Paris on this 

qt!e.stion. EXTERNAL ENDS. • 
2 . 1 shall try to get what information I can here although most of the dele-

,,atioll;s are,  breaking up. Anything that you can gather .  in London should I 

lainkbe_sent straight to the Department. ENDS. ‘, 
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- AMÉRIQUE LATINE (VENTES D'ARMES)

LATIN AMERICA (SALE OF ARMS )

118S., W.L.M.K./Vol. 41 1

Le secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires extérieures

d l'ambassadeur : aux États-Unis

Seeretary of State for External A ffairs to Ambassador in United States

TELEC RA t . EX 1093 , Ottawa, April 18, 1946

SECRET . The. Mexicans are prepared to buy from War Assets ten to twelve
demilitarized frigates and have asked us if it would be possible for them sub-
sequently to buy from us guns and other naval equipment .

' Up to the present we have refused similar requests from Latin A .me rican

countries on the grounds that we, do not propose to engage in this traffic until

the-United Nations has had an opportunity to explore the possibility of rega-

lating the trade by international agreement:,(Before we took this stand we had

asked you to enquire as to the policy adopted by the State Dep
~

We are undecided,whether we should hold this line or whetherwe would be

justified in making an exception in the case of Mexico. Our decision might be
,

i.nfluenced by` the attitude that the State Depa rtment would adopt toward p'

inent of. arms"to - Mexico. 'Would you,' therefore, , please obtain the State

Department's viéws? Since we are not an xious to disclose the s ôcifi tc~eé St~

we have from Mexico, it would be best if you could sound

Department On the~ general question of shipment of arms to Latin
~ ab

o~~untries and in the course of discussion learn how they feel s p

Mexico .
., . ~ . . , . . ~ . .

1186 . W.L.M.K./Vol. 30

~f M émorandum du sous,-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extcrieures

, au Premier ministre

Memorandum f rom Under-Secretary of State for External A flairs
to Prime Minister

[Ottawa,] April 30, 194 6

SALE OF, ARI►iAbffiNTS (INCLUDINO AMMUNTr10N AND

IAiPLEMENT3 OF WAR) ?O FOREI(3N GOVERNMENT
S

Uniier existing legislation the export of arms from Canada is forbiddcn

TOP SECRET

except under . permit.-~ (See Appendiz) t .

~' the énd ôf' host ilities exports to foreign governments have be Un~ d
Slnce th

ited to cases where provision had been made under Mutual Aid (the
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Kingdom and China). Arms, surplus to Çanadian military requirements and 
located in The Netherlands and the United Kingdom, have been sold to The 
Netherlands. 

It was hoped that Canada could refrain from engaging in the arms traffic 
until the Security Council had an opportunity of considering the regulation of 
die traffic bY 'international agreement. We have accordingly refused to sell 
annaments for demilitarized Canadian vessels purchased by Chile and the 
Dominican Republic. This policy conformed to that of the United States Gov-
emment which has refused similar requests from Chile, the Dominican 
Republic and Venezuela. 

,Now, however, the Mexican Government is negotiating for the purchase 
from War Assets Corporation of up to twelve demilitarized Canadian frigates 
audit  is probable that they will seek to obtain armaments for the ships froni 
Canada. 
- ° The Canadian Embassy in Washington leams that while the United States 
still refuses to sell to most Latin American countries they are willing to grant 
export permits for arms to Mexico and Brazil. It is accordingly advisable to 
determine what the Canadian reply should be to the probable request from the 
MexiCan 'authorities and to possible requests from others. 
..-:There appear° to be three possible courses of action: 

(1) We can continue our present policy and refuse to sell arms to all 
ceuntries;- save those such as the United Kingdom and the United States 
with whom we have exceptionally close politic.al relationship and a• clearlY 
established 'community of defence interest. 	- 

(2) We can parallel the present.  policy  of the United States and permit 
s4es tO some  additional countries, such as Brazil and Mexico, and refuse.  to 
sell° to 'otheis• 

(3) We  an  sell freely to all countries. , 
.appears little difficulty in 'continuing the first course. The second 

course,would lay us open to charges of discrimination from the countries we 
hàve,à1ready refused and from those which we shall have to refuse. It,would 
Put 41is in the Position of paralleling the arms policy of the United States 
while'oin political interest in Latin America is neither as great as nor identical 
with that of the United States. If we adopt the third course we might invite 
strong protests from the United States Govenunent. 

think the weight of the argument is in favour of maintaining the present 
poli  is reinforced by the facts (1) that we could count on a good deal 
of  United States diplomatic opposition if the equipment we were trying to 
sell 'vas of United Kingdom type and standard, and (2) that it would be a 
PrettY ilnprofitable business selling United States type and standard equip- 

Hi  competition with prices comparable to those which the United States 

deal. 
Y has offered to the Canadian Army in the recently approved equipment 

; 	 N. A. R[OBERTSON] 
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1187. . . . . _ ; . : . . ~ . . . , , DEA/ 11044-BU-40

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States to Secretary of State 'for External A ffairs

TELEGRAM WA 2072 Washington, May - 16, 1946

SECRET. Following for S.D. Pierce from Scott, Begins : Exton, in Munitions
Control ` - Division - of State Departinent, furn ished me ' with the following
information for what it is worth.

One, Colonel - Charles A. MacLaughlin of Ciudad Truji llo, Dominican
Repub lic, - whô describes ï himself , as an - arms expert for the Government of
that, cotintry;:is reported t o",be in Canada at the present time attempting to
negotiate for another corvette' and â'supply of mi litary aircraft. Exton pointed
out that the Dominican Republic has already acquired a corvette from Canada
thraügh riegotiations 'earried out by New York middlemen, which corv ette
it is claimed was employed to carry the rifles and ammunition from Brazil
referred to in our WA-1613 of April 12th.

t =• Exton hastenëdyto assure, me that the ' State Department naturally had no
objection to the Dominican ' Republic - acqûiring: corvettes from Canada but
they were not too happy- about the use : to .which the first corvette was put,
namely, the carrying of .arms : from Brazil . For obvious reasons, I offered no
comment on this, point, as . I failed to see myself how we could conceivablY
be held responsible for such a development.
•, Exton claims that the aircraft which the United States released for expo rt

to the Dominican Repub lic has been ,limited as - to what he describes as
"innôcuoüs' types. On asking him what .

was the nature of the State Depart -
ment's, appréhension over the end use of 'mili tary aircraft and/or ammuni-
tion, he was not too specific but he did express , the view that possibly it was
intended to use such equipment against Haiti . Again I expressed no comment .

. ;3Exton : further: informcd ' me that' Colonel ' MacLaughlin is . recognizea In
tlie,State Departnient as an Americnn soldiër of fortune, formerly a Marine

private ; " and -âhose ascendency tô the rank ; of Colonel was probably of his
own making; and in.'general he is not consideied an estimable character . Ends .

- . ~

1~88. s DEA/11044-BU-40

'L'ambassadaurâux États' Unis aûtseerétaire dttat aux Affaires extérieures
r` .,ii .~ - r :, ; t . ; .J A . : .11 s- . ; .> ..• . + _ . .. :1 i i : - -

~ tAmbassador in United States to Seeretary of State for External A ffairs

6, 1946
TELEGRAM WA=2355 ,'

~•
,,' Washington, June

. ., j . ., : . ; . , . : . . . : x

SECRET.'- Referring to Scott's 'WA-2332 of June 4tht on the subject of a10
for thè Doniinic°Republic ; which was in sequence to his previous WA-2072
of May 16th to Pierce on the same problem, a message has now been received
from Exton in the Muinitions Control Division of the State Department report '



Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures . 
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 
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ing,the: latter's inderstanding that authorities representing the Dominican 
Government are presently en route to Halifax to purchase a demilitarized 
frigate.'Exton un.  derstands, moreover, that the original Canadian corvette, 
formerly ,  known as .Lachute, and now the Colon, purchased through New 
York Middlemen, is also on its way to Halifax with a crew to man the frigate 
in question. 

Extcin-again reiterated that the State Department obviously cannot object 
to these negotiations, but he would appreciate very much being kept informed 
of developments. • , . 

The  foregoing would seem to imply that the State Department is aware of 
the activities of Captain Hernandez and Mr. Vega, referred to in Scott's iéle-
tYpe' of 'June - 4th to Pierce,  and  it would, therefore, be appreciated if yon 
could provide us as soon as possible with any information you may have con-
cerning these negotiations and also in regard to our policy  as  asked for in 
Scott's WA-2332. 

-;- "- 	• 

1189. "i' DEA/ 11044-BU-40 

, $ecretaty of State to.  r External Affairs to AmbassadOr. in 	States ' >ftates 
• 	 • 	— 	 • 	, 	• 	- 

TELEGRAM EX-1490 
Top SEéRET. Following • for Scott from Wrong, Begins. : Your' WA-2332 of 
Jun,  e 	-arms for the Dominican Republic. 

vieir of the numerous requests for arms and ammunition from Canada' 
We  . 

	. 

have  asked  for and received Cabinet guidance in the matter.  
•• • 	• 	• 	 • - 	gene , purport of the Cabinet decision is as follows: 	 • , 

T4è .èirport‘ 'of arms is to remain under licence as laid down by P.C. 1838 
of juiY 30th, 1937, and P.C. 2488 of April 18th, 1941. New requests will be 
sereened s by the officials concerned and those which it is felt not advisabk to 
DieeeWill be given'a negative reply at the official level. Requests about whih 
there is any doubt or those which the officials conce rned consider should be 
met, will be brought before Cabinet for decision on their individual merits. 

rfling. the arms which the Dominican Republic wishes to buy for its 
Cariadian corvette; my feeling would be that if the United 

States, attitude towards the sale of arms to the Dominican Republic remains 
unfav.911rab,..le, the  request should be discouraged. I am inclined, therefore, to 
r  jecc):Iilin-enoi that.  the request be refusid but it might be well for you to have à 
ty  
".Qrir u with the  Department of State before we take further action here. • 

d.:3 	see what the British Naval Attaché has to do with the matter in 
case' and you sholild, I think, suggest that he disinterest himself in the 

r?Posalz Unless Ne.decide to grant the request there will be no purpose in 
unnging the Canadian Naval Attaché into the picture. Ends. - . 

Ottawa, June 7, 1946 
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1190.. DEA/11044-BU-40

; L'ambassadeur'aux bats-Unis au 'secrétaire d'État 'auz Affaires extérieures

Ambassador - in United States to Secretary of State for External A ffairs

TELEGRAM WA-2417 j Washington, June 12, 1946

SECRET. Your EX-1504 of June 12th,t arms for. the' Dominican Republic.

In accordance with Wroflg's EX=1490 of June 7th to Scott, the latter inter-
viewed Exton of the Muni tions Control Division of the State Department
yesterday and was informed that as far as United States current po licy is con-
cerned, in no circumstances would arms or ammunition be released to the

Dominican Repub lic.

Scott suggested that it might be helpful if Exton would let him have a letter

con firming the United States view on the question of arms for . the Dominican
'Republie, at the same time providing some of the background which has led
to the adoption of this at titude, namely the fear of an outbreak of hostilities

between the Domiàican Repub lic and Haiti. It was, therefore, our hope that
Exton's promised letter could be, transmitted to you by teletype today or
tomorrow, but as-it has not sô far been received ; the foregoing account of his
discussion with Scott is all that- we have to go' . on, - but when and if Exton's
le tter is received it will at once be.trmnsmitted to you by teletype .

As regards the Dominicans not being prepared to complete the , purchas4
ieferred to in ÿour EX-1504 unless ' the armament is available, so far theŸ

have~not established :any direct contact with this ' Embassy'and it is assumed
that, in the circumstances, you would not wish = us * to take the initiative by
getting in touch with either Captain Hernandez or Mr . Vega.

# Meanwhile, in accordance with your EX-1490 it has already been suggested

to the United Kingdom Embassy that , their Naval Attach6 disinterest himSelf
in the proposal and if pressed_further by,the Dominicans refer them to us .

. 3 k

-1191. DEA/ 11044-BU-40
. .- ; . ,• : . -,

Le secrétaire d'bat `aux Affaires extérieure
s d t'ambassadéuraux États-Unis

- `. . ' • _ .._r . : . . . . :• . . . ._ . .,g s .

Steretary of Statié for, External Affairs to Ambassador in United States

TEt.Eajw►t EX-1522 Ottawa, June 14,1946

*. . . . .
SECnr. Your-WA-2417: of Juae 12th, arms for the Dominican Rep ubli c

Wu Assets informs me that the sale of the frigate has actuallY been com
u ose of uk'

pletcd and that the Dominican officials are coming up for the p rp

big delivery. The{ship is now completely demilitarized. toucb
I quite , agree that you should not take the ini tiative in getting into

with Hernândez or:Vega:=~ .: ;--* . ; • .
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DEA/11044-BU-40 
L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in United States to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

TEi.EGRAm WA-2464 	 Washington, June 14, 1946 _ , 
SECRET: Regarding my WA-2417 on arms for the Dominican Republic. 
Exton's Promised letter to Scott has now been received and reads as follows: 
' My dear Mr. Scott: . 

In 	
. 	. 

thé  course of our conversation on June 10th, 1946,, we discussed the 
attitude or policy of the Department in connection with certain specific  cases 
O!  of arms,. or requests for anns, or products which may be used 
as ingièclients .krimmunition. From the cases discussed an attempt was made 
to rformulate -general Principles which might be applicable in Similar cases. 
you:'will iécall. that in 'reply tà your speèific question as to this Govern-, 	, . 

ment's policy regarding the shipment of arms,' ammunition.and implements  of 
 war to the Dominican Republic, I pointed out that requests had been received 

from the Dominicans for a considerable' quantity of rifles and ammunition, 
and that thé requ' est hid beeti rejected. I added that it is the firm policy of the 
Government to refuse any similar requests which might be made and that the 
British, Government had been informed of the Department's views, and had 
likew.isé.rejected a request for some ammunition. Later the Dominican Gov-
ernment , had purchased rifles, ammunition and probably : other anns from - 
BraZil..which had been carried to Ciudad Trujillo in the former Canadian 
corvette 1.,Cichute, now _renamed Colon. As pointed out to you at the thne of  
the sale of the Lachute the Department perceived no objection to a trans.- 
a0,011 involving the sale of a demilitarized vessel of this type, althoughlt was 
consideied unfortunate that the ship should have been used for such a pur-
pose. Should the Dominican Govemment now request the export of a similar 
vessel by this Goverrunent it is doubtful if such a request would be enter- 
tgned.- ,,- 	,», 	 - 

You then brought ,up the question of a request from Argentina for the 
Purchase of inagnesium. for use in flares to be manufactured for the Argen-
tine annY. You indicated that when this request was presented you hesitated 
t°  grantit,knowing that this .  Government is not in favàur of Supplying arms 
to l-"gentina. However, upon consulting the comprehensive export .schedule 
You had found that . magnesium could now be exported frotn this country to 
Argentina under general license and that Canada coul& therefore, approve 
the Argentine application without violating the spirit of the United States 

PecY regarding the exportation of arms. In this connection I point  out 
that magnesium had many industrial uses and that it would be difficult to 
seParate lhose of a commercial nature from military applications. It was 
Probably for this reason that magnesium had been placed under general' 
lieenie: tO A used as • a 

,..'gentina. I then: cited the case . of -centralyte, a .  product which is 
plasticizer and stabilizer in the niandaèture2of smokeless,. and; 

1977 
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* ~ 3 * (• + d

particularly; rodket `. powders . I informed you that the Department is• con-
sidering requesting its inclusion on, the. Positive, Export Control List, with
particular reference to Spanish and Argentine requests : This could be done
without - affecting commercial interests as practically ' . the - only use for the
product is as indicated above and the only producers at present outside of
Argentina itself are the United States and Great Britain . This matter has

likewise , been discussed withz the, B ritish, who have been informed. of the

Department's, views. I pointed out . that with respect -, to ..the ezpo rtation of
airplanes to Argentina the Department will permit the : sale of a limited

number of commercial aircraft, ~; personal planes, . and . prima ry and b asic
trainers. All other a rticles' defined . as arms,~ animunition and implements of
war will nottiepermitted to be exported, to Argentina:, , , . , . .

• .I further informed yôu of the :reports theDepaitment had received regard-

ing the situation in Haiti,ând . .thatthe :Depa rtment would not permit the

exportai ion of the corvette or frigate for ;which it' was , ivmored negotiations
are being unde rtaken ; by the ' Hai tian : Consul at `Mia~mi in the interest of
former ' President I:escot.J , b J

' ~ S1nCerely ° .j►o11rs,.. ,

: `' c' ,) REL:ATIONS AVEC " DIVERS TAYS

" .' .FREDERICK EXTON

Munitions Division"
, . . . . . ~ , .

•

It will be noted thât' Exton hâs commented ôâ : LJnited States policy vis-a
vis ~lrgentina' as'well as the Domiâicaa Rëpublic.` This arose through Scott's
pointing out informally_ to Exton that we had encountered difficulties from
tiine to time in trying . to interpret their policy in regard to Argentina, and.

thât it' was' therefore important,that,`we beJkept fully informed as possible
' in' order to avoid 'criticisïn' from Canadian' expo rting interests who might
claim ' that American' shippers were' being given ' an ' unfair ,,advantage through
béing _allowed tô undertake business barred to Canadian exporters . . . .

, ,. , . ,

1193 .
} . .. , . . . , . . _ _ .

. DEA/50000-I)~40

I - Le s"ecrEtalre' d'État ~âux .Â,Q~aires .extérieures
- ; . ., . • . . .

.
` l'aïnba

.
ssudeur.aux États-Unis,'

," . :_ . .> ,,•.• lx.,, , . . .~ . .,., - . . . . _ ,

~ .~Seeretary of State~for.External~Aflairs to Arnbassador in United States
•~p" t • . , 1946

TE>,EattÂm EX-1542 Ottawa,
June 17,

. ;f"i . I `4 ? .Çn .

{
a +i : . . .' . . .

a
ifg . i5`, , " ,f F. r ) â§ !

fTOP.SECRET.-Following for Scott , from Pierce, Begins : Re-arming Of Co
dianrfrigate bought'by-Uruguayan Government . Uruguayvi a the
-Thefollowing comes to usfrom the British Ambassador in

Canadian - -Ambassador • 1n'= Buenos .- Aires: The Uruguayan Governm

which , recently negotiated through the Uruguayün Naval Attach6 in Was
.
~g

ton, the purchase of ~ a" Canadian frigate, ; is - most anxious that the od~g

artillery=and radar equipment. shoûld be transfer red with thé vessel . It is
gested that these , I tems: should,be re-installed. -
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f7:Before * giving .  consideration to*this request, we are anxious to know what 
the :attitude of the State Department is to. Warcis the furnishing of arms .to 
Uruguay.  Please try to find out what the State Department policy in ,this 
matter would be. We are not committed in any way to giving 'favourable 
consideration to the Uruguayan  request, and your enquiries should therefore 
be made on  the  most general basis. 

1194.' 	'- • 	 DEA/50000-Dj40 , 	. 	• 	• 	• 
Projet de télégramme du secrétaire d'État aux Affaires , extérieures 

à l'ambassadeur aux  États-Unis'  . 

Telegram from Secretary of State for External Affair. 

	

' 	 to'Ambassador in United States' 

* 	
• 	

« 	• 

	

itLEGRAM 	 • 	Ottawa, June 27 1946 
SECRET: Your  WA-2592 of June 25.t 

1. It is our feeling that an attempt should be made to reach an informal 
understanding with the State Department under which the two countries would 
adoiù parallel Policies with respect to the export of arms to Latin America. 
The fluctuations of  United States  policY and the reticence  of thé State Depart-
ment continue to create difficulties .for  us.  ' We should Welcome your views on 
the,advisability. of proposing to ,the State Department an understanding along 
thé foll6Wing lines: 

The 'Wu countiies would agree that neither would export arms, aninm"-- . 
 nition and .implements of war . to. the Argentine . Republic.. Should circuni. 

stances ailSe which' i-einit in either country abandoning this policy, it would 
give  ample  warning of thé change to the other. 
• (b) . Thére'NimUld be ‘ccins.  illtation between the two countries with respect tà 
tlie.eiPort . of aims;hmmunitién and implements of war to other Latin-Améri- 
ean'countries with the object of endeavouring to concert ptilicies.  

(e)  The  two countries would agree that it is impracticable to Control the 
sale br ultimate 'destination Of common purpose stores which  ' can  be used for 
bc'th wad** e.and peacetime purposes. 

w(itliïégaid to (C)  abOve, we coUld exPlain the circumstan.  ces in the  
saIe  (4. Catalina flying boats which have embarrassed us. They are  -regarded 
as  largay'ôbsolete fcii'militarSi purposes although obviouSly they  can bé put 

) eili,tarY use. The Canadian authorities did endeavour tô ascertain  the final 
uestinationt  -Of thiiié SOld by War Assets Corporation and, so far as could be_ 
judtepe .--, 'tuey.were consigned to private  bands.  It could then.be remarked to 
dth;me _2_Stgate_13, epartment that the United States, in its turn, had had this mine'

Over ‘ihe'disposition of Pratt and Whitney engines.  for installation in 
thicenSunderlands 'which- were  made available to Argentina by.. the United 

be further. poinied .out that it ià most . awkward to  explain 
I ce ;L„ 	, 

wegraPlIne ,lut exp4dI6 le '4 juillet. 	This telegram was sent on 'WY 4. • 

1979 
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to Canadians and Argentinians why Canada is unwilling to se ll Catalinas when
similar craft, Sunderlands, are available from the United Kingdom and engines
for them from the United States. It would be extremely difficult for Canada
to check with the United States and evén more difficult for the United States
to check with Canada on borderline cases, and it appears that more harm
than good would result from an attempt to coordinate actions . The com-
plexities of consultation on sales under consideration by the war surplus dis-
posal agencies - of the two countries, and the extreme difficulty of determining
into whose hands the goods will ultimately pass, indicate that the problem
would Aefeât'the best efforts and intentions of both count ries .

3. It would be important'to make clear that the exchange of information
and consultation' referred tô in - paraigraph 1(a) and '(b) . above is intended to
work in both directions. To our knowledge, the . United States has not con-
sulted us .in .any instance involving a specific sale and, indeed, has failed even
No advise'ûs of major' changes in United States policy .. . . . . . .

4 . We should be glad to rece ive your views. .
, . - . . ° . . .~_ ., . . ~s .
1195. : . . . . ,1 : ~ . . , 'DEA/50000-D-4 0

. . . ~ . . . . .A-_ . : . ~ ; ; : . ,

- Memorandum" from Head, tlEconomic Division, to Third Political Division

Top - SECREr. Ottawa, July 13, 1946

' CONCERTIN(3 ` OF CANADIAN AND' UNITED, STATES POLICIE S

F`I •"± ON THE EXPORT OF ARMS TO LATIN AMERICA

MarryrScott has replied to our teletype of July 4th t (attached WA-2722)t•

He argues'that . the Inter=American Military Co-operation Act, which will
probably become law by the autumn, would make impracticable the method
of consultation that we proposed.

III my viéw, wè can only reply that the United States cannot expect to have
it both ways . If they are going to launch a series of special 'agreements wi
Latin American countries, they should not expect us to consult them on every

I . thiaic ; our, best line is to Inquire as to the probable app lica tion of the ne a

• sale vie make. i I °_' i° ,
~ , I should be, glad to have your, comments so that we can prepare an answer
to Scott's,teletypei
. { •, t ~ , S. D. P[IERCE]
•f a . , ._ = on the

;;mi nota ' :nirante ` était t' 6etite snr { cc' `' ' The followins note was written

mEawranQ~tm. ,~ ,' s . ± . . : ~ , ~ • memorandum :

'e R act to k e:cpott eontrob on munitions. We would then refer to our interest
oonünaed eaoperatioa if based on =oôd exchanse of informa tion. We could Point

• out- the pouibilitY of countries that were slow In • getting -U.S . beneSa tryin8 to Use
r .• =

nt as eounter-balsnce and the corresponding need for consultatio n
; • ° . ~ é; ` ♦ • ., . ~ r« .~ .• .•_ . .! t ~ ~ ~ ~ ' i'i I. S[oWARD]

. , . . .. . .. _ .

Mfmorandum du * chef, la direction économique,
à la troislème, direction politique ,

.
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DEA/50000-D-40 
Le secrétaire  .d'État aux A ffaires extérieures 

à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Ambassador in United States' 

DESPATCH 877 	 Ottawa, July 18, 1946 
TOP SECRET 

Sir, 
I refer to my teletype EX-1692 of July 4tht and your reply WA-2722 of 

July 5tht on the subject of export of arms to Latin America.  •  
-. I do not see that it necessarily follows that, because the Inter-American-
Military Co-operation Act is now before. Congress, this is aü inappropriaté 
time to discuss the question of the export of arms with the State Department. 
It might be inappropriate to attempt to reach an agreement on a definite ex-
port policy, but this was not the purpose of our suggestions. What we sought 
was to clarify,the present arrangements. These arrangements are vague, but 
because of them we hesitate to make any shipments to Latin America without 
consulting the State Department. The State Department seems to expect us to 
Parallel their policy, although they do not keep us informed of it nor consult 
us about it.. 

%. at we envisaged was an informal conversation with the State De-
partment in which we laid our suggestions before them. Whatever the fate 
of the Act, it seems to us that the procedure we outlined was workable. Our 
object, in short, is either to clarify the present arrangements or to abandon 

The first suggestion, dealing with Argentina, leaves ample scope for adjust-. 
ment to any changes that might follow the adoption of the Inter-Ameridan 
Miliçary Co-operation Act. The second suggestion, dealing with exports to 
Latin .Aniérican countries other than Argentina, proposes that there be consul-
tation: Wé *did not have in mind that either of us would be bound to adopt 
Parallel *courses.: The United States could enter into any arrangements she 
wished › with'out ciur consent. We think consultation is in the interest of the, 
United States because it is quite probable that Latin American countries who 
th°2 i1811t that they were not getting anns from the United States as quickly as 
wte,Y wished might seek them in Canada. This raises the question of the prob-
a c,-application of the new Act to export  control. Would it be likely that all 
exPurts of arms to certain countries would be permitted or would export 
P__.ermits be issued against a specific programme? If the latter is the case, we 
9ight wis4 to reserve the freedom to export arms from Canada. There is the 

Pessib.ilitY-  that the United States will establish a specific programme, say, for 
l'- e4!311q,a. The question would arise as to what part we might play in that 

1981 
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piog"râmmë; •On ' tlie one hand the United States might be anxious that Ameri-
can weapons were supp lied. On the other hand the recipient country might
not wish to be too • dependent on one source ' and might seek weapons from
Canada.
• The third suggestion was that we should agree that it was impracticable to

control the sale of common purpose stores . Whether or not you think that the
first two suggestions • should be put forward, surely there is no objection to
advancing the third. Indeed, if agreement cannot be reached I should think
we should be we ll advised to declare to the United States that it is not our
intention to consult with them over the expo rt of these stores for the reasons
we advanced in our teletype.

If we have not understood the signific,ance- of your teletype and of the Act ;
I . should appreciate it if you would explain in more detail your reasons for
considering that discussions are inappropriate.
.~ . . . : _ , .• '_~ _ . . ;', „ j .~ :~W~ . : , . . I 'have etc:

. . . . . . , . . H. H. WRON G

® -'for the Secretary of Stat e
- - for External Affairs

1197. DEA/50000-D=40
.,

_ , . . .,, . . ~ . . ,
Le

. conseiller, .
l'ambassade aux États-Unls, au chef, la direction économique .

, F . . .,. . . . . . „ . . . . . . . .

Counsellor, Embassÿ' in United 'States, to Head,!Economic Division

SECRET AND PERSONAL

Niyde S'd [Piercx~ = •

Washington, July 22,1946,

I have just had a' talk = with Hadow - of the British , Embassy about the

Argentine, situa tion.- Had_ow has the same impression which we have had for

the last eighteen inoflths that we are all generally being given the run-around

by ' the `United States. State~ Department in this business. Until today I have

had very li ttle talk with the B ritish Embassy-in fact, practica lly no contact at

all: Idon't know whether you know Hadow ve ry well or not, but ge~r Y

sp;aking he is `a sort of wild man, with not very sound judgment . this
business, however, I think he is right. I find that he bas exactly the same com-

pl'aints - as we have that one simply can't get a definite answer. The reasons for

this ' arô obvious : Therè are really three policies in the United States in respect
of exports to the Argèntino-=-one in the War Depa rtment, one in Mr . Braden' s

ofHc," and one held by the commercial and financial interests in Ne w

whowho want W do business down there. These latter can achieve their ends i 1'
two ways-~41rst by exerting pressure on the people who con trol expo rts to the

ther - Latila
Argentine, - and, aecond, ~ by trans-shipment through Braz u 011 o
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American countries, as they did in the case of a recent shipment from Braid 
of a lot of American rifles: 
:-Iiisofar . a.s .  the direct export of arms is concerned this, of course, is of much 

more  interest to the United Kingdom than it is to us—particularly in the case 
of 'naval supplies. Hadow believes that the United States is doing a lot of 
forward' selling and he is nervous that he will wake up some morning and 
find the policy of the United States changed, of which change he-will be 
notified 24 hours after the contracts have been signed for arms and ammu-. 
nition., _ 
,.I am e a loss to know just how to advise you. My inclination in the case 

of such things as military trucks, corvettes and frigates is to strip their arms 
off them-  and sell ,them as commercial trucks and vessels. I don't really think  
much of the value of any invéstigation that we might make in the Argentine 
ai.to,the end use,b-écause if a dictator needs something to remain in power 
he is-èértainlY going-  t6 take it and its end Use is obvious. 

Within the War Department itSelf there  is certainly a split in policy, • al-
thoUg• I.think..thàt -the article' in the New Republic  the  other day was very 
imiclf!:exaggerated .  as  I ,ain -Sure that General Eisenhower. has rather more 
control than is Suùèsted'or than was suggested in a despatch from London; 
copyof.  which' carne to us' the other day, on General von der Beeke's visit. ‘  
There 'Certainly . àéèms tO be, however, a pretty strong group who place hemi 
ipheric --defence abovè all other considerations, who  are  out to ,equip •  and 
organize , Latin American armies according to the North American pattern; 
and - who are yery impatient with .the Chief of , Staff of the army for  his  
N..villi.:agness to accept political guidance from the State Department, based on 
other cons' idera' dons, in respect of one of the potentially strongest military . 	, 	. 
powers in Soutli .America. 

;This letter-does not get us much forwarder but I thought I had better put 
down,these few thoughts for you, which had better not go on the record. s , . „ 

iSJ 	
. 	 Yours ever, 

THOMAS A. STONE 

•.';‘) 	e;;;; 
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Le chargé d'Affaires aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

Chargé d'Affaires in United States to Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

TELEGRAm WA-2947 
S CRE 
telephone c 

T. Following for Pierce from Stone, Begins: This will confirm.  m.  y E 

all reporting that the State Department could see no objection 

Washington, July 25, 1946 
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to the sale of corvettes to the Argentine. They had called me down (Spaeth 
and Mann of Braden's office) to tell me that they had a report to the effect 
that corvettes were not, repeat not, suitable for any kind of commercial work, . 	- . prmcipally because certain features of their construction made it impossible 
to stow cargo  and  trim ship proPerly. In addition, it was reported to the 
state Department that the draught of a corvette was too deep for work on 
the River Plate. 

! . .Your: very helpful information, which you gave me by telephone today, 
enabled me to satisfy them that we had gone into the matter rather more 
thoroughly than their people had and I was able to convince them that the 
corvette was an out-moded naval vessel, that the cost of re-arming one after 
We had de-militarized it would be prohibitive; especially since re-armed it 
would still be out-moded and 'perhaps more so, and that the corvette could 
be used commercially. I said that I was not Prepared to take an oath, nor 
did I think that they were in a position to take an oath', as to the end use of 
any equipment'of any kind that might be sold to the Argentine. (Incidentally, 
the 'Naval Attaché' told 'Me the other day that he understood that in the . . 
conversion of corvettes to  commercial use, the practice now is to take out 
one b'oiler which wouldredUce their,speed to an economic speed and make it 
completely imPraciicable tô reconvert' them for naval purposes. I told the 
State Department this but I gave them, of course, no understanding that one 
boiler would bc removed by us before sale.) 

On the general question of dual' purpose equipment, now known as "Grey 
Zone"  equipment, I siggeited to the State Department along the lines of the 

I last bufone para.  gràph of your despatch No. 877 of,July 18th, that we should 
not bother them about shipments to the Argentine as long as we were satis-

fied that we had reas' onable gusiran.  tees that  the  equipment was to be used for 

commercial pnrpo'ses. I  added that we had been securing, and would  con-

tinue  to secure, such guarantees in the same way that they themselves 
secu' red them and that it would take a guarantee of approximately the same 

h nature., to satisfy them. I also added that we could not, of course, be  eld  
responsible for any Canadian equipment of an undesirable nature or other-
wise which might reach the Argentine through middlemen in the United States 

to whom it Might be sold by our War Assets Corporation. I said that we felt 

that once 'a  corvette  or *ri Catalina, or whatever it might be, came into the, 

hands of a United States corporation or company, it became the business ot 

the United States authorities to see that such equipment was not sold ta 

'undeiirable purchasers. 
• -The above  arrangement • would seem to answer one of the points raised 

In ' yôui.disPatch under reference above. I shall comment later by desPatc h 
 on  :the  other points'. Ends. ' • 

1 
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DEA/5979-A-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
à l'ambassadeur aux États-Unis

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Ambassador in United States
TE ïECxAm EX 2163 Ottawa, September 12, 194 6
SECRET. Canadian firm has app lied for export permit cove ring 14 Canso(PBY 5A) ' Amphibian aircraft to be purchased by Argentine Naval Com-
mission, Buenos Aires.:< : . .

. ..Under the present understanding which you have reached with the State
Department we would feel free to export these aircraft to a commercial pur-
chaser since the planes are regarded as obsolete for combat use and sus-
~ tible of being put to non-military use . However, as the purchaser is the

gentine Naval Commission, we think it best to affordyouu the opportunity
of considering whether we should consult the State Department on this specific
export' If you think we should, it would be appreciated if you could do so
quickly and telegraph us their reaction .

- We feel that since similar planes, Sunderlands, have been furnished by the
United Kingdom, a refusal to issue the permit for the Cansos would penalizethe Canadian exporter to the advantage of exporters of other countries and
would - dô' no more than inconvenience Argentina, since this type ' of - aircraft
can be obtained elsewhere .

~t' . . : . . . . , . , t
. '

12000 . ,
DEA/50000-D-40

`L'ambassadeur. aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires extérieures

Ambcissador in United States ' to Secretary of State for External A ffàirs
DESPATCH 2125 Washington, November 5, 1946
Slr,'.1 :~- . . . . I .

Z have thehonour to refer to our several exchanges of views in the past few
m°nths with'règârdto the sale of surplus aircraft to Latin American coùn-
tneS; ,notably Argentina, and the discussions which have taken place with the
State DePartment ôn this subject .2 .

The general question of Canadian co-operation with the United States i nthe ~sposal of surplus aircraft, corvettes, and other types of naval vessels was
d~cussed in the State Department at a top level by Mr. Stone in July last,whiij'

Seneral agreement was reached that as long as we had reasonable
guarantees that the equipment in question, whether naval or aircraft, was to
be

. used for commercial purposes it would not be necessary for either gove rn -ment t
o' consult the other. Moreover, Mr. Stone made it clear in these du s-

cussiaIlS" as reported in our WA-2947 of July 25th, that we could not be hel d
?y ~.~ : . , .- ` . . . . .. .
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responsible ,for Canadian equipment of an undesirable nature which might 
reach such destinations as the Argentine through middlemen in the United 
States, to whom it might be sold in good faith by our War Assets Corporation. 

3. Since thesè discussionslook place in July,'apart from two queries raised 
by the State Department regarding the reported sale, through United States 
middlemen, of Catalina aircraft and mine sweepers to Argentina, no curiosity 
his been shown by the State Department regarding the shipment•of Canadian 
materials to Latin America and, in the two cases under reference, their appre-
hension was completely removed by the explanations you provided. 

4. Just recently, however, the Commercial Counsellor was invited to call on 
the Munitions Control Division of the State Departinemt when 'he was pro- 

oà a (Élite infornial .basis, with the attached documents,t which are 
intended to Outliae. ' the lâtéàt Anaérican  conception of their policy regarding 
the export  of  'aircraft. It will be seen frora the 'encicised  documents  that the 
basic policy ,of the State DèPartment is tO.perrait only the exPort of aircraft 
originally désieed for  commercial  'pin:poses but subsequently re-designed for . 	. . 	 . 	• 	. 	. 
military duty. Provision is made, nevertheless, for exceptions to this rule. , 

5. In the course of Mr. Scott's informal discussions with the State Depart-
ment, it was emphasized that the State Department was merely providing this 
Embassy, with their policy as a matter of information, and in no sense was it 
suggested that we should adopt a similar policy. At this point in the discussion; 
the opportunity was taken to refer io the general agreement previously reached 
by Mr. Stone at a higher level, and also to make the observation that to all 
intents and purposes our policy was parallel to their own, even if we were not 
attempting to set forth the Canadian policy in such detail. 

6. Mt.  Fred Exton, the State Department official who provided these docu-
ments, hastened,to assure Mr. Scott that Canada was fully. co-operating with 
the United' States in this matter  and  that, primarily, the reason they had 
turned out such a document was to provide a yardstick for the various 
States Government disposal agencies who had been asking the State Depart-
ment to establish a policy which could be followed without causing confusion 

7 	

. 

.. 	Nfr. Fitoà admitted that they had to provide for exceptions 

United 

 to the 

général rules as set .forth in their pOlicy the occasion was again taken to put 
lot:Ward  thè ciitômary  suggestion  that it would be even more helpful if the 
State Department would inform this Embassy in advance, before issuing a 
litinCe-  for  the  export of aircraft which Might be of a military type. This Slig.  
gestion  .svai 'put' forward having in Mind that up to the present we had not on 

one singleoccasiOn eeen 'COnsulted in adVance by the United States authorities 
With-regard to any shiPnients which they themselves have made to any Latin 
AMerican country.' 

, 

8. Mri Exton said he fully appreciated,the position we were placed ini_hY.  

their failu-re in'the pas' t to keep us informed along such lines, and he v(Cil, 

teéred an inforMal memoran—dumf explaining the circumstances under OP 
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the State Department recently a llowed a shipment into Mexico of a number
of B-18's . His memorandum has not yet arrived, but there is eve ry reason to
believe that it will be forthcoming in the near future.

set of . documents was received from the State Department, and it is under-
stood that copies are being forwarded to London. The reaction of the member
of the United Kingdom Embassy staff who was in touch with Mr . Scott on this
matter was that although, as in our case, no attempt was made to hint that the
United Kingdom Government should -adopt - a similar policy, nevertheless the
handing of a . copy of these documents to their Embassy was clearly intended
as an invitation to reciprocate with like information as to the policy of the
United Kingdom Government. The general impression gained by Mr . Scott
was that the United Kingdom Embassy would be taking the same line as our
own, nâmely, . that they are, in fact, co-operating with the United States Gov-
ernment with regard to the sale of aircraft to Latin American countries -with-
out attempting to define their policy in such meticulous detail . It is understood
that the State Department is trying to formulate a similar policy, to .cover the
sale of naval craft, but are finding this much harder, due toi the difficulty of
determining what are the essential characteristics of naval craft .whereby, they
can be identified as such .J ~ x; , - I have etc.

9 . It has been ascertained from the United Kingdom Embassy that a similar

. H , . H. WRONG _

1201.

Memorandum by Head, Third Political Divisio n

DEA/ 11044-B-40

: Mémorandum du chef, la troisième direction politique - `

CONFID ENTIAL [Ottawa,] Decémber 26,, 1946
EXPORT OF ARMS TO THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

At the request of Mr. Ross, Deputy Minister of National Defence, Army,
saw today a Mr. A. W. Rogers who was looking for military equipment for

the Dominican Republic. He is a British Engineer who has spent a good many
Years in that country and he came with an introducto ry card from the British

Legation.
He said that he was a ersonal friend of President Trujillo who was wor ried

by fears of communist uprisings and wished to strengthen his position with
almost any sort of mi litary equipment that he could pick up .

.I told Mr. Rogers that it was the po licy of the Government not to engage
in the expo rt of arms and military equipment. Mr. Rogers is returning imme-
diately to the Dominican Republic where he wi ll in his own words report the
failure of â mission

._l . :
• R. M. M[ACDONNELL]
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PARTIE 12 /, PART 12

IViexico, January 15,1946
p , . . . . ,3k ~ . . ~ . . '

.

.. . . . . . ♦ C . .. . . . . . . . . . ~ . , .

MEXICO/
1202. , . . R DEA/5682-40

-Le chef; la direction économique, au directeur, la direction des relations
- { - - commerciales et des tarifs étrangers, - le ministère du Commerce .

: ., Head, Economic Division, to Director, Commercial Relations and
. . . ; Foreign Tariffs Branch, Department , of Trade and Commerce

Ottawa, Janua ry 11, 1946

Y MEXIQUE

at cago or e gr an g p
of our note of August 10th, 1945 . I also attach copy of our ear lier note of

June 15th, refrrred to therein. '

have - suggested inserting covering the . exchange of m.f.n. treatment in au
matters relating to sea and air navigation, etc.

With reference to air naviga tion, I have canvassed the views of this De-
partment and it is our feeling that the International Civil Aviation Conference
at Chicago' in" 1944 laid down principlés for international co llaboration in

civil aviation matters. Both Canada and Mexico signed the Interim Agree-

ment, the Convention and the Air Services* Transit Agreement . The latt er

Agreement grants Two Freedom p rivileges to contracting states .
On the subject of other air rights, the Chicago Conference arrived at

agreed procedures .
We . havé 'alrëady advised the Mexican Ambassador in Ottawa that we

were prepared to discuss the negotiation with the Mexican Government of
a bilateral ag=eement In accordance wlth the standard formula develope d

Chi f tli tin ôf 'rcei roeàl rights of air service . I attach copy

Dear Mr. Kemp,
I refer to our conversation on the subject . of the Canada-Mexico Trade

Agreement and in particular to the ar ticle which the Mexican autho rities

Mr. Ambassador, already
Tha Government of Mexico wishing to strengthen the bonds which ~g a

exist . between ; Mexico and Canada, and being desirous of estab h

Y ours sincerely,
S. D. PIERCE

Le ministre des , Relations extérieures du Mexique
. d l'ambassadeur au Mexique (Traduction)

Minister of Externat Relations of Asexico
to ~ Ambassador In Mexico (Translation)
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more  adequate regulation of the civil air services between both countries, 
begs Your Excellency to please bring to the. attention of Your Government, 
the formal invitation of my Government so that the competent authorities 
of both countries may have preliminary  discussions for the eventual drafting 
of a Bilateral Agreement on International Civil Air Transport, based on the 
Model Agreement approved by the International Civil Aviation Conference 
Which to6k place in Chicago in 1944. 
. In thanking Your Excellency for transmitting this invitation to Your Go.C7:- 
ernment; I take this opportunity to renew to you the assurances' of my highest 
consideration. 

PARTIE 13 / PART 13 

• PAYS-BAS / NETHERLANDS 

1204. 	 DEA/8638-40 

• Le sous-ministre des Finances au sous-secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

Deputy Minister of Finance to Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

Ottawa, January 15, 1946 
Dear. Mr. Robertson, 

The Minister for The Netherlands has requested an early appointment 
with the Minister of Finance for Dr. Crena de Iongh, 'representing the Gov- 
enament of ,the Netherlands Indies, to discuss the further extension of the

•credit which Canada has granted to the Bank for the Netherlands Indies. 
Before' e discuss this matter with Dr. Crena de Iongh, we would very 

inuch appreciate having any opinion which your Department cares to express 
on thé current .unsettled situation in Java and the Netherlands Indies gen-
erallY, and any advice you might wish to give us regarding the extension 
of additional credit to the Bank for the Netherlands Indies at the present 
finie. We are, of course, fully committed to provide credits up to an amount 
et. $ 1 5,000,000  of.  which only $700,000 has been utilized up t6 the 
present, and I do not think there is any need for haste in providing additional 
„a111°unts, as ,we originally agreed to do, until more use bas  been made of 
the. $ 15,000,000 already available. On the other hand, I think there is no 
doubt that the representatives of the Netherlands Indies  will wish to have 
ffs  make a definite commitment for the remaining $50,000,000 as quickly 
as Possible. 

I believe' ùsr., 
, 	 rYao cge  •c:f  nlY 

Department spoke to Mr. Pierce about this 
'natter  seVeral days 

 

Yours very truly, 	 •  

W. C. CLARK 



DEA/8638-40 

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au sous-ministre des Finances 

1205. • - 
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Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs to Deputy Minister of Finance 

	

; 	. 

	

- 	Ottawa January 18, 1946 
Dear Mr. Clark, 

II-efer to youx letter of •January, 15th asking for our -  yiews On the further 
extension of the'credit which Canada hàs grnnted idthe Bank for the Nether-
lands Indies. 

I confirm what Mr. Pierce told you and Mr. Bryce, that our feeling is 
that discussions should not be resumed until the Netherlands East Indies 
situation is settled. The Government is •beinÉ 'criticized—unfairly—for per-
mitting War Assets to sell,military equipment.to  The Netherlands for use in 
the Indics. In the circUmstanéesi do not think thai  the  Dutch really expect 
us to .negotiatç a further extension of the agre.ed credit at this time. 

_ Furthermore, as you point out,. only $700,000 of the $15,000,000 has 
been utilized4iP -  to thé present, so that • the  -matter dées not appear to be a 
pressing one. 	 , 

.Yours sincerely, 	 , . 	• 	. 	I 

N. A. ROBERTSON. 

1206. 	 0 0 	

0 	0 . 
•• DEA/8556-A-40  

Le secrétaire d'État atiX Affaires, extérieures au ministre des Pays -Bas 

'Secretary of State foi Externat Affairs to Minister .  of The Netherlands 

N6. 18, 1946  Ottawa, February 5, 
3 -  Excellency, 	. 	• 	• 

have the honour, to refer to your note No. 370 of February 1st,' con-
cerning the revival of the Convention of Commerce between Canada and The 

O  Netherlands concluded in Ottawa between our two Govemments on July llth, 
1924...The Governinent of Canada 11E7=S to terminate the suspension period 
of this  Convention and place again on the record of existing and varld 
Treaties; — — 4 ... b t 	 ■4 	 b 

As, hoWevét, trade has not yet been resumed between the Netherlands East 

Indiei and Canada-, the Convention  • will not' be opèrative in respect tu the, 
Netherlands List Indics tinta trade  hâs beeniesumed. - 

-• • 	• " 	"
o 	0000Aœeptctc. . . 	. 

N. A." ROBERTSON 

1 	1. 	
fOr 	Secretary .  of State . , 

for Et ai  Affirs 
Seo Canada, Treaty Sertes, 1946, 140. b: 
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1207.
DEA/614-A-40

~ . Le ministre des Pays-Bas au secrétaire dÉtat aux A ffaires extérieures -
Minister of The Netherlands to Secretary of State for External A ffairs

No. 815 ., Ottawa, March 11, 1946
Sil i . . . : .~

. ~

4 .In. answer to your . note of December .14th, 1945, concerning the,registra-t
fion of.Netherlands secu ri ties held by .tb.e ..Custodian I have the honour :to .in-: ,
form,you that my ; Government has instructed me to let, you know. that it conside rs the general registration in Canada as well as in other coünt ries,of - these ,
securities :necessary.

This registration is a measure of protection ; of. the rights of., the owners of
Netherlands secu ri ties in this country and does not prejudice ;in any way, ;to
thé opinionof the Neth4lands ' Government, the rights, which the G ustodian :
would' feei to have on these secûrities .

' EThe ; Netherlands Government therefore does not see what objection : the6ustôdian could ; have against . this measure of - protection and is disposed ; : if
necessary and agreeable to the Canadian Government, to prolong the 'term of
régistration . of 'Netherlands securitiés held by the Custodian: I would appie-,
ciate réceiving proposals to that effect.

1208.,-, DEA/614=A=40 ;
Le secrétaire , d'État aux Affaires extérieures au ministre ~ des Pays-Bas _, .~ ~
Secretary, of. State for External Affairs to Minister of The Netherlands„

Accept etc. •

SNOUCK HURGRONJE

1991

Excellen

Ottawà, March 18, 1946 4
I yI , - 1 . l , -

I have the honor to refer to your Note No: 815 of March 11, 1946, wherein `
qou coirimuriicated the views of the Netherlands Government regarding theregistration' of Netherlands securi ties now under the control of , the Custodian
of Enemy,prope rty.

2•' Thé ma,tter has since been discussed with the . Custodian who has indi-
cated thiat 'no~ objection 'is taken to the registration requirement in so far as it

applicable to securi ties he~ld by persons residing in Canada . 'Howevèr, the
odiari has reiterated his request that the regis tration requirement, in so far

as lt'~ffects Netherlarids ~ securi ties held bÿ - him ' for persons residing; not"; in
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Canada; but in lenemy countries or in countries now liberated which were 
formerly enemy-occupied, be extended for a reasonable time after the date on 
which the Custodia'n will have released such securities pursuant to the Release 
Agreement , now under discussion between  the  Netherlands and Canadian 
Gove•  mments. • - 

. . 3. In support of lus request, the Custodian has pointed out that: 
(a) It would not be physically possible to comply with the Netherlands 

notice within the time specified. Since the Netherlands Government has indi-
cated a willingness to extend  the time-Unlit for registration, the Custodian 
would nattirally prefer, instead of an arbitrary date which it might or might 
not be possible to meet, an exemption Of the securities held by him until the 
expiration of a reasonable timé after Netherlands assets have been released by 
him pursuant  ta the Agreement. 

(b) The Cirstàdian will not be in 'a position, 'until applications are received 
from thé beneficial • owneri, to detemilne 'whether any particular asset is a 
"Class A" or "Class B" enemy asset, in which latter case the custodian could 
claim it for reparation purposes; his position would obviously be impaired if, 
in the meantime; the asset has been "cancelled" under Netherlands law. 

(c) Some other'cou—ntries have indicated a Willingness to exempt from the 
operation Of their registration laws property held by the Custodian until a 
reasonable time after the property has been -released. 

(d) A parallel situation arose after the First World War, when a large 
number of C.P.R. shares.registered in German names were not surrendered 
to the Custodian' àS required by the Treaty of Versailles, such shares having 
been illegally traded from hand to hand in European neutral markets. Some 
of the ultimate holders were Netherlands nationals who did not report or sell 
their. holdings - to the Custodian, apparently expecting to obtain a release 

• or a better price. The Custodian after due notice cancelled all outstanding 
- certificates: In1939, the matter was taken uP by the Netherlands and Cana-

dian .Governments,. and officials of the Custodian's Office proceeded e' 
Amsterdam' for  the purpose of verifying each disputed claim. Wherever a 

claimant qualified under conditions approved by both Governments, he was 
. indemnified in respect of lost revenue and new certificates were issued to him. 

In the 'present 'case, the Custodian suggests that difficulties of this kind would 
be ltvoidetI if ,  the requested :exemption were granted by the Netherlands 

GOVCITIMCLIL 	, 	 , 

(e) ,,Scime :of the securities affected • by the Netherlands notice are un- 

doubtedly held for nationals of countries to whom Canada has already se" 
. milted .release,proposals. )  If the Netherlands notice were complied with in 

respect of .such securities,li might be construed as a breach of confidence so • af 

far as  these ciaiintrieïtire' (Xi:ice' med.*  
ent 

I(f)eThe,Custodian appreciates the desire Of ,the Netherlands Governm 
to ilocate.. and bring , under control Netherlands securities which maY hav 
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fallen: into . enemy hands. On the . other hand, he and other Custodians are
working ; toward % the same end, which would not, it is thought ;> be defeated
if the requested exemptions were granted .

4. It is understood that, as presently advised, the Netherlands Govern-
ment would prefer setting a definite date-line after which undeclared securi-
ties would - be câncélled . On the* other hand, it is possible that the Netherlands
Government may not be fu lly aware of all the considerations outlined in
paragraph 3 above . It would be much appreciated, therefore, . if you would
bring these views to the attention of the Netherlands Government as soon as
possible, and if you would, moreover, regard this Note .as a further. request
to exempt from the registration requirements of the Netherlands notice prop-
érty held by the Custodian until a reasonable time after_it has been released
pursuant to agreement

5? In - the i meantime, it would be most helpful if you could provide me
with * a copy of the Netherlands legislation upon which the notice is based .

Accept etc .

DEA/614-A-40

Le ministre
i
' des Pays-Bas au secrétaire d'État aux A ffacres extérieures

" ' " ., . . . . . . . _ .. - , . . . .. . .

Minister of The Netherlands to Secretary of State for External Affairs
t~~i ; ..,. :w~~~i .ë~• :, :~~ . . ~ , .. +i . . ~ _ _

.

No: 1283 . . . . . .. ~ : .

Sir.
. . ., : . :

, ; I have * the hônôur . to refer to my note . of, March 20th, No . 908t and to

~fonn you, that I , have now received telegraphic advice from my Govern-
ment stating that in .their opinion there seems to be a misunderstanding- .with

regard tothe extent of the registration of Netherlands securities in Canada,
especiallÿ insofar as securi ties under . the control of the Custodian of Enemy

Property are,concerned .
~° My Government

I
specially draws attention to the fact that . only, those

securi ties belonging to owners who are residents of Canada and which `are
deposited in this country would be liable to registration. Consequently all
securities under the control of the Custodian which belong to owners residing
outside of Canada; including of course those resident in The Netherlands, are

not subject to registration .
consider it possible that the above res triction, which certainly reduces

the securities .to be registered to a ve ry small number, has been lost sight of

during our recent conversations .

= for the Secretary of State ._
N. A. ROBERTSON

for External Affairs ..

Ottawa, Apri1M , 1946
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should , very: much ' appreciate it if you would let me know whether the
explanation given above can in any way alter the point of view taken until now

by the Custodian with regard to * the registration question.

t. .
.~, .

,. . . . P ~ , . .s . Acceptï etc . -

SNOUCK HURGRONJE

1210.
DEA/614-A-4 0

-I,e ministre des Pays-Bas au secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires extérieures
,~ . . . ~ ., .

Minister ôf The Netherlands te Secrétary `of State f or External A ffa irs

Ottawa, June 17, 1946

Sir,
I have the honoiir to refer , tü my '- nôt.e of April 30th, No. 1283, and our

foregoing discussions on the subject of registration
~ of Enemy Pr PertY~present under the control of the Canadian Custodian

stated in my note ôf ' March 20th 1946, No. 908t.' I have brought the
contents of your note of March 18th, No. 36, to the knowledge of my Gov-

ernment in The Hague. My Government now informs me that they have

given carefuT ' consideration to the arguments set out therein. They feel, h~O ~

ever, that they have to call your,atten tion to the fact that they are boun
search

comply with their internationally ' acaxptéd ob ligations regarding the
; for enemy-owned Netherlands secu rities . The only manner in which it is pos •

sible to aseertain whether or not certain securities are owned or coInt~ r by
enenry-interests is, as my Government states, by overall registratio
istration does not prejudice, however, the ultimate question ~é mst~m of
cu rities belong. .This being so, and my Government feeling that Y n~ to
registration as followed at present is the only one which fully â~~t~~

their' internationally ,estabhshed,dnty, * they hope that the Cana ~

of Enemy Prôpérty will acxept to comply with the existing Netherlands re8a .

la tions, thereby safeguarding htmself against a possible declaration of canCella-

don tobé'applied to nen-régistèrcd sccunucs .
Government is ready to extend the u1~a~

At the,same time, however, my .
date of regstration'to,the 31st of July, 1946.

Acxcpt , etc .

SNOUCK HURGRONJE
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Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires e-xt -ieures au  mznzstre -  des Pays-Bas  .• 
Secretary of State for External . Affairs to Minister of The Netherlands 

No. 72 	
• 	 Ottawa, July 4, 1946 

Excellency, 
, have,the.honour to refer to your note No. 1726 of June 17, 1946, and to 
àdvisè 'ybdiliatt  the Custodian is prepared to approve the proposal of the 1■*teih-
erlands Government for the registration of securities under the Custodian's 
control ai it does not involve displacement of the securities. 

Bèfore. the Custodian instructs his depositaries to make the declarations as 
outlined in y—our note,,he would like to be assured -that the Netherlands Gov- •
enunent Will undertake not to apply any penalties to the owner or to  the 

 Custodian so:long as such.securities remain under his control. 
If•you. will be kind enough to give this undertaking, the Custodian will at 

Once issue  the - instruction  to comply with the Netherlands•registration regula- 
tio-nS.'`‘ • • 	• 	 • 	. 
•• YhP.fill'a date set by ,the Netherlands GdVeminent for registration is July 
31;1246,  and thé CuStodian would like aLso to be aSsured that regiStration..viill • 
be.aceepted aftér that  date should .there be any delay- in obtaining  the  under-, 
faldni  of the  Netherlands Government regarding  penalties

Accept. etc.• 

DEA/614-A-40 

Le  Fha.7:ié d'affaires des Pays-Bas au secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

. Char ié d'Affaires of The Netherlands to Secretary of State 

„,- 	 for External Affairs 
‘fo: 2005 	 Ottawa, .July 15, 1946 

Sii, 	'-• 
I  have the *hono* ur 'to refer to your note of July 4th; 1946,  No 72, and 

111Y. previsional reply  of  July 9th, No. 1947t, regarding registration of Neth-
erlands "securities under the control of the Custodian of Enemy Property. 

I4Y toverninent hai now informed me by cable that they are pleased to give 
Kiute assurande that no penalty consisting of cancellation or appropriation by the 

ligd()Iii of The Netherlands of securities under the*  Custodian's control will' 

N. A: 'ROBERTSON, 
, for the Secretary of State 
* for External Affairs 

1212; 
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be applied by'them. Moreover, the final date for registration by the Custodian

has been deferred until August 31st, 1946 . I trust that the above statement

will now eââblé the Custodian to comply with my Goverment's request .

; ..

, RELATIONS' AVEC DIVERS . PAYS

Accept etc.

W. C. POSTHUMUS MMES

DEA/9108-40
1213.

.

_, . . . . [Ottawa,] October 26,194 6

I had a visit yesterday 'afternoon from the Netherlands Chargé d'Affaires
and Dr. Boerma, Deputy Minister of Agriculture in the Netherlands Govern-

ment, who is attending the F.A.O. Conference in Washington, which opens on

Monday. The ~Putpose of the visit was to bring to the Department's attention

the whcat , situation in The Netherlands, 'which they described as desperate .
the Depart-

They added nothing, however, to the facts which they disclosedtroe outlined in

ment of Trade and Commérce yesterday morning and which
a

the attached memorandum by Mr.:Master.t •~c~•

: ship in this mauer, there was no .country; w ~,at,
ceive more sympathetic consideration than one from The Net~ed r~ asteCeiv-

howcver, was as far as I could go. I pointed out also that we h d that it

iDg` many requests from countries whose food position was serious ~ds~
' f -ii these requests . The Netherlan

I also gave them a general assurance that, other th tngs e~ g I
• o with which we had a speci al relation'

ing the position of the United Kmgd m, I,~#- ~qu~t for wheat would r~

ties which they would encounter H they were o Ne e!'
' from "eastern Europe". .They said that a U .S.S.R. trade mission in The th

lands was in direct touch with merchants, indicating that
wheat from~~t

might be available in certain circumstances . They added that the Go t 1 said

Party •in Holland would, of course, exploit this situation to the the u estion .
that we quite, appreciated their preoccupation with this aspect ual and reseN•b 'n eq

- : r, ' , . ' . . . . _ . .

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
Memorandum front Under-Seeretàry of State for Exterr:a! A ffairs

to Secretary of State for ExternüI A ffairs

~They then referrcd, though in somewhat guarded terms, to polrU
• f rr.cd to accent offers of wheat

was isnpossible, or course, for us to satis y Can ada 21ahowever, could be sure that they would not be discriminated against
.

th~s tt~tude

now, . wi th only three arc -1.09 rae

_-. `Posthumus Meyjes said that they appreciated a howcver,
in

Th t

that they

e NetDer,
they, in turn, understood our difficulties. They felt, diffi

had been rather generous to their neighbours
in the

P0 si6on
land

s timeâ last - apring, - and that was one reason why they were in such
uite f ra°k.- of cereals . Dr. Boercna was q
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in stating that one reason why Canadian wheat was so attractive was its price. 
In this connection, the Argentine had been holding them up by prices which 
were impossible to pay. I replied that I was conscious of the fact that our price 
policy in wheat was one reason why our wheat was so popular. 

Posthumus Meyjes is to send me a note on the subject in the next day 
or tiiro, which he has asked me to bring to the attention of the Govemment. 

L. B. PEARSON 

1997 

DEA/9108-40 

Mémorandum de la légation des Pays-Bas 

Memorandum by Legation of The Netherlands 	 - 

Ottawa, October 26, 1946 

MEMORANDUM CONCERNING THE BREAD GRAIN 
POSITION OF THE NETHERLANDS • , 	• 

, ,  The  bread grain supply in The Netherlands has never been *so low since the 
end otthe war and it seems t6 be necessary to explain in short which _cif-._ 
.cumstances have led to this situation. • 

At the time of the liberation all supplies had been completely exhausted. 
During the last months of the war the population lived on a ration which was 
so sniall that the death rate, especially in the Western part of The Netherlands, 
incréâsèd alarMingly. The fust relief was the dropping by air of foodstuffs, 
'aftef which the inunediate arrival of further supplies enabled the Netherlands 
Gove.mment to give the highly undernourished population a more  reasonable' 
ration..This• could be largely attributed to the policY of the Goirernment in 
exile which during the war saw to it that an important stoCkpile was formed, 
which was made up to a large extent of Canadian wheat. . 

Thereafter steps were taken to further ameliorate the situation by the fol-
lowing measures: first, the greater part of the 1945 crop (which, owing to war 
c0Pditions was much lower than the average pre-war crop) was only made 
available.  for  human consumption., and secondly, large:new purchases were 
inad?, bY, The Netherlands in Canada and the United.  States of America. This 
t , Very carer--I tut policy was the prime reason that at the beginning of this year 

-The Netherlands had a fair sized grain supply at their disposal.' - 	, 
•Suddenly it was realised that other countries would have to face considerable 

'shortages it immediate aCtion was not taken. The matter was so urgent that in 
thé beginning of Febru.  ary The Netherlands had to stop all purchases of foreign 
f,r,ain, ate agreed to divert quantities already bought to France. Later The 
fly „ 	an ethéri;,- ds were ftirther willing to loan to Belgiuin and France quan- 

1"es  of  'siheat ;  'reduce their bread ration to 300 grams per day per person, 
and 

 PI  ben.  g down their working stocks to four weeks. 	 ' 	- ' 
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• :Appendix Nô.. 1 t . shows the expected deVelopment  of the Netherlands 
bread grain" .position, up to: the. first of November, respectively first of 
.December. The stocks on December 1st of 74,000 tons for a bread ration of 
three weeks can harclly be called sufficient for a normal distribution, especially 
because winter is apt to close up the Netherlands waterways necessitating the 
mills to acquire beforehand ample Winter stocks in order to be able to main-
tain the national distributing system. 

Consequently, The Nétherlandi have looked for ways and means to improve 
this condition, and have requested a delegation to meet the Canadian Govern-
nie.nt in order to lay before them this critical condition and ask all assistance 
possible that could ameliorate this condition, possibly by giving priorities. 

On Appendix  ilt  the situation is shown of the estimated bread grain posi-
tion up to October 1st, -1941-, 	• 	• 	••• 
• As the Canadian statistics only run up to the 31st day of July the figures 
even can be redticed by zi two months requirement, in order to be in accord-
ance with the Canadian crop year... „ 	, 	 • , 	_ 	„. 

The Netherlands Government is much concerned over this long terni pro- 
.  grain and now ,wishes to make agreements with Canada, the United States of 

America,ind the Argentine, in order to meet the requirements, shown in the 
• -table attachedt. So far Canada has only made monthly allocations, while the 

United States of America has not been willing to commit itself .after JanuarY 
'1st, 1947. 	• 

▪  

•• 	• 	 . 	• 
" •Moreorer the Netherlands foreign exchange position limits the Possibilities 

 'where purchases can be made. The tab let  attached shows the quantity that 
,can, be boUglit from the United States and the Argentine. As so  faX  it has not . 	. 
,been possible to make a financial agreement with the Argentine eventual P. 

. c„ hases in that country have to be paid for in U.S. • currency. The Canadian 
.Credit allows for further purchases in Canada, and consequently this =Intl 
has to be considered • as the only source of supply for the balance of the 

N etherlands bread grain require' ments. 
• -.Suinmarizing; The Netherlands are compelled to apply to Canada for the 

tons • `Prcicezizent of 18,000 Iciniper- inonth, -on  top of the monthly 17,000  
:which have alzeady been tentatively allocated. 	. 
• A strong request to the Canadian Government to meet We needs of The 

Netherlands was  put forward by the delegation during their conference 011 

• October 25th,-1946. 	- • 	 • 
ri In Connection  with  the above, and with regard to the experience dintilis_te  
year, it is evident that the Netherlands Gove rnment would appreciate to. 

stabilize th 
a long term contraCt with the Canadian Government, in order W . of, 
mutual relationship with s i, regard to the bread grain supplies over a perlou_i

e*  lor instance four years.This'agreement could be based upon a  in ,  xi 
 35,000 tons for the first two yearsi and of 20,000 tons for di

n 
 e two Yr'' 
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thereafter. The advantages . of such a stabilization would- regulate the flbread grain for the population of The Netherlands, and would furth ow_ oftnbute to the general reconstnrn nt~ n ., .,f *~,e er con-

Extrait des conclusions du Cabine t
Extract f rom Cabinet Conclusions

[Ottawa,] October 30, 1946

~• 5~ TxE SECRETARY reported that the De artment f E

Export of armaments; sale of armoured trucks to Netherlands

rcommended that approval be given p o xternal A$airs hadone
surplus armoured trucks throughCanad ~ Commercial un

CCorporatio n
and eighteen

Netherlands government for the use of the Royal Netherlands A my to the
Under e~isting government po licy it was necessary to obtain express CabinetaPp~val for such transactions .
6• -THE MINISTER OF RECONSTRUCTION AND SUPPLY explained, in answer t o

queries by other Ministers that the trucks in question could not be convertedreadily for civil use. They were essentially fighting vehicles of no commercialuse or value in Canada unless broken up.

-7•' TIIE' CABINEr, after discussion, approved the proposed sale to the Neth-erlands

DEA/9108-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au ministre des Pays-Bas

government.
. ~ : - . ._,.~,r . . . ., . , : .

SeCretâry of c,- ,-fur External A,Qairs to Minister of The NetherlandsNo.-Ill ,
Excellency,

Ottaway November 9, 19,4 6

I refer' to your note No. 3276 of October 26th t which, with its enclosurel,

country. ~e serious situation in respect of bread grain which exists in your

Du
~~gahg MY conversation on October 25th with Posthumus Meyjes of you r
on and Dr. Boerma, Deputy Munster of Agriculture in the Netherlands
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Government,' I' stated that I would arrange to - have the Canadian authorities
examine our present wheat situation to determine the maximum assistance
which might be given to your country, although I emphasized at the same
time how difficult our surplus exportable wheat situation had become as a
result of heavy commitments and the numerous urgent requests for grain
which we are continuing to receive from so many countries whose food sho rt-
âges have become acute.

This detailed survey has now tieen 'cômpleted' and I âm able to advise you
that the Canadian Wheat Board wi ll undertake to supply at seaboard position
7,500,000 bushels for your count ry covering the period September 1st, 1946
to August 31st, 1947, and priced at the Board's Class II p rice in effect when
the wheat is sold . In addition to these undertakings, eve ry effort will be made
to provide The Netherlands with an additional 2,500,000 bushels, but as you

will appreciate all of the`amounts which I rûri quoting are subject to antici-
pated farm delive ries being made and adequate transportation facilities being

f ~. .
i . 14 .available .

In this latter cônnéc tion I should pethâps tell you so that you can fully
appreciate the extent of our problem 'that our shipping schedule, which is pro-
grammed on a monthly basis, is as of this date some 20,000,000 bushels in
arrears, of which I understand 1,568,000 bushels represent shipments for your
country. It is expected that this backlog . will be overcome in the ve ry near
future but until it has been reduced substantially it is not possible to formulate
fum future programmes, and it is this factor .which has prevented my furnish-
ing you with figures of probable monthly deliveries.

I

In view of the fact that the 7,500,000 bushel unde rtaking, together with th e

a llocaUons, and r can only rcpeat e assurance w c g
during his aforementioned visit that there is no count ry; apart from the United
Kingdom with which we have a special relationship in this matter, whose re-

quests for additional wheat allocations wi ll receive more sympatheti c conslder-

ation than will those of The Netherlands .

tract with the Canadian Government such as you
F
suggested would not have

the effect of increasing de liveries to your country.
In the meantime, the Canadian authorities will con tinue to keep your néeds

before them on eve ry occasion when they , find it possible to make fnrther

• th hi h I ave to rsr. Meyl'es

probability of an additiona12,500,000 bushels, represent the mammum q
dty which can be assured under present indications it can be seen that a con-

t: - - uâll-

L
B

. PEARSON
Stat e

for the Secretary of .
for External Affairs
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Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures au ministre aux Pays-Bas 

Secretary of State for External A ffairs to Minister in The Netherlands 

TELEGRAM 	 Ottawa, December 5, 1946 
Following for Dupuy from Pearson, Begins: Reference your telegram No. 

130.t" Prime Minister agrees that if Netherlands wish to elevate their Lega-
fion to an Embassy in Ottawa, we would have no objection and we could 
reciprocate. Ends. 

1218. 	 DEA/9238-40 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

emorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
•t • *  ç 	to Secretary of State for External Affairs 

CONFIDENTIAL 	 [Ottawa,] December 28, 1946 

was informed this morning, officially, by the Netherlands Minister that 
lUs.Government desired to raise their Legation at Ottawa to the rank of 
Embassy. I was also asked to secure the agrément for Dr. J. H. van Royen 
whom they. desire to nominate as their first Ambassador to Canada and who 
has. .been the Foreign Minister of The Netherlands. 

2. I was asked whether Canada would take simultaneous action for the 
elevation of the Canadian Legation at The Hague to the rank of Embassy,1  
and I indicated that there would probably be no objection to this. 

An , Order-in-Council is not necessary for these changes, but the King's 
approval Must be obtained through the Governor General. 

•' 7 4.-1 If you approve, I will ask for the King's approval and ask Dupuy to 
whether the Netherlands Goverrunent are agreeable to the elevation 

of - our , Legâtion to the rank of Embassy and whether they desire that we 
'sliould hek  agrément  for Dupuy as Ambassador.' 
_5. Thereafter we will sug,gest that a simultaneous announcement in both 

capig be made. 

6.  In the meantime, all the preparations are confidential and I have told 

Du_ P,u3'ha't -We'are niost anxious to avoid premature publicity. 
7 • e Netherlands Minister emphasized this morning the extreme desir- 

abiluy'ôf- airoiding a premature leak, and I will take whatever steps are 
Possible to avoid this at this end. 

L. B. P[EARsoN] 

1 N+ marginaj 	 i Marginal note: 
Yes. Sr. L[AURENT1 

2001 
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PARTIE 14 / PART 14 

NICARAGUA 

Le ministre de Grande-Bretagne au Nicaragua au secrétaire d'État 
. 	 aux Affaires extérieures 

Minister of Great Britain in Nicaragua to Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

Managua, September 2, 1946 

Sir, 
With reference to my  leuer dated the 5th Aprilt last in which I re-

ferred to the indications that  the  Nicaraguan Government were now prepared 
to c,onclude the propoàed Trade Agreement with Canada, I have the honour 
to inform .you that the Minister for Foreign Affairs has handed to me for 
submission to you a modified version of the draft agreement which you origi-
nally supplied in 1939. I enclose a copy of the modified version in Spanish 
together with a translation.t 
's 2. The Mini.stry of Foreign Affairs have also handed me the text of another 
form of preamble which incorporates the names of the plenipotentiaries 
authorized to.sign on behalf of the Nicaraguan and Canadian Governments 
suggesung that some such form of preamble is necessary. A copy of this 
form of preamble is enclosed together with a translation.t 

• 

3. I also enclose for your information' a Memorandumt which I com-
municated to the Miniitry of Foreign Affairs on the 5th August last re-
garding the arrangement proposed'whereby the Agreement would enter into 
force provisionally on .thé day of its being signed. The draft note which was 
enclosed with this Memorandum was that enclosed in your letter of the 12th 
June, 1939.t • 

4. I shall be glad if you will inform me in due course what further steps 
you wish me to take in the matter. . 	• 	e, 

5. I am sending a copy of this letter to His Majesty's Principal Secrete 

of  State for Foreign'Âffairs and tO His Majesty's Ambassador at Washington . 
 I am also—sending a copi to Mr. M. T. Stewart, Canadian GOVCTIIIIICIII Trade 

C,ommissioner at Bogotà, COloMbia. 
, . 	I have etc. 

A. W. ROBERTSON . 
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Canadiân sign alone ' when the treaty is one of exclusive Canàdian concern ,

~ à la direction économiquel

his proposed trip ;

; .(3) I appreciate that, in omitting the United Kingdom Minister from
part icipation in the signature, we may appear to be discourteous, and I think
that : .We - should . take advantage of every opportunity to emphasize our ap-
preciation of his services in this and other . matters which are of Canadian
concern. Nevertheless I feel that, on balance, the , advantage lies in having a

to Economic Divisionl

[Ottawa,] October . 24, 1946

I shall speak to Mr. MacKinnon about this '-matter as soon as possible .
Meanwhile, my present views are :

(1) If Mr. MacKinnon signs the treaty, no great problem exists. I think
that he should siga it alone, because of the misunderstanding which is always
created in foreign count ries by the part icipation of the United Kingdom
representative in this kind of action ;

.(2) On the assumption that the United Kingdom Minister has not made
àny sûbstantial contribution to the negotiations, but has acted largely as a
"post ofilce", I'do not think that he would have any great cause for irrita-
tion if ' Mr. Stewart signed the treaty alone, in the absence of . Mr. Màc-
.Kinnon. I think that, as suggested, arrangements to this end might be - put
into ' effect as soon as we learn definitely that Mr. MacKinnon has cancelled

- a s : , assume this one is .

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires extérieures

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External A ffairs

DEA/391-3 9

. des délégués commerciaux, te mint .)ietc;Le'délégué commercial en Colombte au .dcrecteur, le service
- ' ' d C merce

Trade "Commissioner in Colombia to Director, Trade Commissioner Service ,

Department of Trade and Commerce

Bogota, November 13,,,194 6

' RE • TRADE TREATY--NICARAGUA

i A A. : C.` 3mitü ' 1 To A. C. Smith

en on is invi e y
negot iations for a most-favouréd-nation treaty with the Nicaraguan Govern-

oür att ti 't d to m recent visit to Managua, Nicaragua where
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ment were successfully completed. I arrived in Guatemala Friday afternoon, 
October 25th, after having travelled all night by plane from Washington via 
New Orleans  and Mérida and, as there was no point in proceeding to 
Managua over the weekend, I stayed in Guatemala and spent considerable 
time with Mr. C. B..Birkett, who is becoming nicely settled in his new post. 

We proceeded to Managua Monday morning by Panair and, after dis-
cussing our plans with the British Minister, Mr. A. W. Robertson, he was 
able to arrange an interview with the Foreign Minister, Dr. Romàn for early 
Tuesday morning when we had a very pleasant and lengthy conversation 
•with Dr. Romàn, who indicated his keen interest in negotiating a most-fa- 
voured-nation treaty with Canada at the earliest possible moment. However, 
he had to consult various other members of the Government, including the 
President and the Minister of Finance and it was not until Thursday evening 
that he was able to advise us informally that they were prepared to proceed 
with the signing' of the treaty. I had previously indicated to him that I was 
authorized only to conduct the preliminary negotiations and initial the draft 
of the treaty, in cOmP•any with the British Minister, and that the actual sign-
ing ceremony would take place at a later date. Dr. Romàn was aware of our 
Minister, Mr. MacKinnon's expressed hope to proceed to Nicaragua in the 
near future to sign the treaty and his government is very keen that this formal 
event' should take place in Managua at the earliest possible date. They  are  
having general elections in Nicaragua early in the new year and it is possible 
that the present Goverrunent (dictatorship) which has been in power for 
many years may. lose control and it would be desirable from every point of 
view to conclude this treaty while the present Foreign Minister, Dr. Român, 
is still in power, and I am sure the British*Minister, Mr. Robertson, who w.d1 
receivé a copy of this letter, would concur with this statement. 

'Concerning the actual negotiations, there is little to report as Dr. Rosin 
* \ was exceedingly co-operative throughout and did everything in his power 

to expedite a decision from the fellow members of his cabinet. As stated 
abcive, he gave us his decision informally at a dinner party at the British 
Embassy on Thursday evening but, as Friday was a National Holiday in 
•Niearaguit,' the Government offices were closed and we could do nothing more 

• until Saturday morning. Mr. Birkett had completed most of his routine busi-

ness calls in'Managua by that time, and he decided to return to Guatemala 
Friday morning and I believe his visit to Managua at this point enabled him to 
establish very good connections with the Government and with the business 

and importing interests in Managua. 	 * 
IM 	• 

On Sattu'day, m 	 ter orning, in 'company with the British Minis, we 	met a! 

o 	tw.0 

by 	
rea 

his legaid  
- 	the Foreign Ministees office at 9:30 where he was accompanied 

* advisers and he had the Spanish translation of our treaty with Colombi 

and discussed and, after having satisfied himself and his advisers n one or
a   

poiiits; he indicâted  bis  Willingness to initial the final English draft and 

was  done and the draft 'was initialled also by the British Minister and nlYs.011_ 

and the official visit concluded. We then returned to the British Lege n 
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from which I sent a brief telegram to Mr. Arthur Neall ; advising him that the
first draft had been initialled and the Minister wrote a despatch on this
matter to External Affairs,t a copy of which you doubtless have already
réceived . I• wish to stress at this point the extremely helpful and intereste d
âttitude shown by Mr. Robertson and his unfailing assistance was of the
greatest value to us .

-,•Having completed my . task in Managua, I took a Panair plane to ,Panama
Saturday afternoon and posted the initialled draft of the .. Treaty to Mr.
Arthur Neal by registered mail from Panama Tuesday morning, November
5th, Monday having been their National day and a . full holiday.
Naturally the B ritish Minister . at Managua, Mr. C . . B. Birkett of Guate-
mala' and myself wi ll be ex tremely interested to learn of , any further de-
velopments re the arrangements which may be made for the formal signing
and we shall welcome your advices in due course .

Yours faithfu lly,
M. " T. STEWART

1222 . , .. . DEA/391-39
Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieure s

au délégué commercial au Guatemala , .
Under-Secretary of State for External A flairs

to Trade Commissioner in Guatemala

Ottawa, December 6, 1946

' Dear Mr: " Birkett,
With reference to my letter of November 28th t regarding the Canada-

Nicaragua Trade Agreement, 'I am enclosing Full Powers authorizing you to
sign the agreement together with two photostatic copies. I would be grateful

if you wi ll communicate as soon as possible with Mr . A. W. Robertson, B ritish

Minister in Nicaragua, and arrange with him a convenient date for you to

Proceed to Managua to sign . The Nicaraguan authorities wish to sign the

agreement as soon as 'possible .
I am"also enclosing the draft text of the agreement2 which has been

ini tialled by Mr. M. T. Stewart and Mr. Robertson on behalf of Canada and
the Nicaraguan Minister of Foreign Affairs . The date left blank in paragraph

2 ;of : Article IX is to be eight or nine days subsequent to the date, of signa-
h" in ° ôrder to give us time to have an Order-in-Council passed to bring the
agreement provisionally into effect.
=~ . .

1~sponsable ' de la ` recherche sur les 1 Chief, Treaty Research, Department of

~a't65. ministère du Commerce. Trade and Commerce.

Voir Canada, Recueil des traités, 1946, ' See Canada, Treaty Series, 1946, No. 43.

: t' ; .
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.. : :7he Xnglish : and. Spanish texts which you will sign , are being prepared byMr. -Robertson. .
On signing the^ âgreément, will you also arrange with th 'Nicaraguan au=

thorities the time and date for a Press Release and "advise me' by telegram
in ;order that ,we may synchronize the - Press Release here with the release in
Nicaragua.;' - • .

cd text of thePlease return the .original - Full Powers ând"the draft initia ll
agreement to me . along with the signed copies of the agreement. This may be
done either by I you directly or I presume through Mr. Robertson .

We • much' apprëciate ' :your services , in' this matter and trust that the
arrangements we have made wi ll not inconvenience you . We would have put
the signing of the agreement' off until early next year if the Nicaraguan
autho ri ties had not expressed a desire to ' sign at an early date .

You will • note that you will 'bè the "sole signàto ry'on behalf of Canada. I
might add, for your own informatioâ, that although we are most grateful to
Mr. Robertson for the services he has rendered us in concluding this agree-
ment we have not requestéd him to sign on our behalf, due to our policy of
having direct Canadian representa tives sign our interna tional agreements
wherever possible . I think it would be we ll if you were to use any opportunity
which t;'offers to'eupress to Mr. Robertson our apprecia tion of his valuable
good offices.

~
: . , -~

: Youwill also find' attached a 'çopy yof telegram which I am sending today
to' Mr. Robertson.t. . . ~ • . ,_ ~

Yours sincerely;
S. D. PIERCE

for the Under'-Secretary .of State

for External Affairs

II . p ; i
~,4~..i4 : .~ ; r

.~ .`~
.~.;~ . • .

%k1'1 ;2`!.>
~.f. . ,.~•~ . .! .

.,, .• ,1223. . :; _. . DTC/Vol. 259,33742
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. Le secrétaire commercial, l'ambassade au Pérou, au directeur,
. , t ; - le service des délégués eommérclaux, le ministère du Commerce

, : .
1 Cor»mereial Stcretary,' Embcusy W Perû,' to Dlrector, Trade Commissioner
• _ _ it o/Trade and commerce

. :~ : ; •",, ~ . ! c:r ~ . - ,► .. .:~ if_ 1946
CONFIDE N tIAL ,

Dear Sir,
~ ; , . ~ .. ., . CANADIAN-PERUVIAN ,TRADE TREATY NEGOTIATIONS , .

I would refer to discüssionâ regarding the foregoing which I had with you io
- November last and also with Mr. H. Kemp, Durector, Commercial RelaüoO►
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in connection with the standing:of the long drawn out negOtiàtions whiCh he 
been going on ever since Mr. Pedro Beltran's trip to Ottawa in January:1941 
and the .visit of .the Hon. James A. • MacKinnon and his Trade Mission lo 
Peru in AUgust of that year. 

-You will reinember that these negotiations werè tttliporarily'shehréd  on  the' 
basis that while no obstruction existed from a commercial angle to the'signine 
the Peruvian Government wished the Canadian. Government to open uP diplo-
matic relations with Peru. However, this consideratiOn waS naturally:finally 
removed by the establishment of the Canadian Embassy in Linià in Oétober 
1944:Then anothêfdelaying factor was injected by the fact that thel'eruvian 
'authorities thought they might prefer to conclude inter-South-American agree-
ments' before accepting any new commitments in world areas. The numeroiii - 
delay.Syvhich have been experienced in getting anY kind of South American 

	

- 	- 	• cooperation on an economic plane have militated against the conclusion  of 
 sueli accords and Peru is now in the situation that the importation  of  merchan-

dise froin all parts of the globe is of vital necessity to keep her economy going: 
All. tlirôùgli the eàrly "negotiations I felt that one of thé main reaSOUS Peru' did 
u1:4 iish to cOnclude this agreement was that the officials  hère  did not seé 
that iiich . a treaty wonld be of any advantage to Peru as the rangé,of coin= _ 
mOditieS which they 'could expect to export to Canada was sniall and as we 
shoWe'd no indiriation whatsoever towards importing any volume of .their two 
Principal conunodities, Cotton and sugar. Also the various - Peruvian officials 
have been so preoccupied in the last couple of yeàrs with federal elections 
and the disturbed political situation that they have had little time for dis-
cussions of commercial agreements. - - • . 

Treaty negotiations in  Peru are under the direction of the Minister of 
Fàfeie Affairï iùict unfOrtunately since our Ambassador's arrival there have 
been nunkiCeus  changes  Of Ministers So that it was difficult to get' continued 
action.  Hinivever, during these one and a half years the Ambassador has un-.  

:_ceasinglY kept the subject of our commercial agreement with Peru before the 

vi,riclis Ministers of Foreign Affairs who have succeeded themselves since he 
nine' here; (Dr: Solf •  y Muro; Dr. Gallagher, Dr. Correa and finally Dr.- 
Garcia -Sayan 

	

- . 	),. a.s. also.  with many other Peruvian personalities interested:in 
our Fominercial relations. The present Minister of Foreign Affairs, Dr: Enrique 
Garcia Sayan;.is'much more favOurably disposed and bas  assured Dr. LaureyS, 
that 1?ie will' do `mierythini. he can to bring negotiations' tà à. successful con= 
_qusicU witliiii'à reasonably short time. He informed the Ambassador that it 
would (be]  in  &filer for nie to get into touch with Mr. Juan Chavez Dartnell,' 
Chief rof the Commercial SeCtion in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and  to 

wôrle Out 'with' him' the necessary -  details' concerning thé treaty.  1 have now 
been in touch with Mr. Chavez for the past month and you have prObably' 

alreadY been informed of the progress made by  the receiPt of copies of the 

Ambassador's despatches to the Secretary of State for External Affairs, in 

Particular the onefdated.April 3rdt which is being followed by the last one 
under date of April 15th.t . 
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._ if have had approximately six interviews with Mr. Juan Chavez, in the first 
of which I left him with a copy of the; Spanish .text.of the projected treaty. 
He was in general agreement with most of the clauses with the exception that 
he felt his Ministry would be more inclined to sign a most favoured nation 
treaty for the term of one year instead of two. This is due to the unsettled state 
of international trade an.dt.he possibility that after a .  year's period the Peruvian 
Govenunent would be in a better postion to _review the matter and possibly 
suggest definite schedules in place of the general treatY. Mr. Chavez admitted 
no one in the Mini.stry_had either the  time  or the staff to make a thoroug,h 
sthdy at preseht. I suggested consideration of the two year -term as it ieems 
tuilikely that international trade conditions will be much more settled after 
the lapse of one year than they  are  now; aLso if the term was so short we 
would have to re-open negotiations for the  new  treaty immediately after the 
first one was signed. Although  1  did not:express it I also doubted if their com-
mercial section would be re-organized su fficiently in the one year period. 
However, Mr. Chavez still felt the one year term would be better as far as 
they were concenied and was' Willing to recornMend à mein' agreement for 
that period. I suggested that ai least provision should be made for renewal of 
the most !minted nation agreement and Mr. Chavez appeared conformable 
thereto. I believe this fits in with the views' expressed to me by Mr. H. Kemp, 
that the Canadian Government would p.  refer a general most favoured nation 
agreement rather than one embodying detailed schedules and rates. 

Subséquent interviews'with Mr. Chavez were More to see that he was fol.: 
lowing `up with' the:officials in his Ministry and in the last talk I had, on 

' April 13th, he informed me that he had had a further conversation with the 
Minister.of Foreign Affairs .  on 'April. 12th. Hc had also consulted with Dr. 
Francisco Tuilela, who. as you.will remember was 'President of the Foreign 
Political Economic -Commission of -Peru at  the  time of Mr. MacKinnon's 
visit, and which Commission has now been more or less bodily incorporated 
into the new,Consultative Cammittee of the Ministry. of Foreign Affairs. qn 
April 10th Dr._Latueys had  a long conversation with the Minister of Foreign 
Affairs in the course of which Dr. Garcia assured the Ambassador that he 
Would endeavour to see that this treaty was signed as soon as possible. With 

 - this background, and the favourable reports from Mr. Chavez and Dr. Tudela,  
the ,Minister informed Mr. Chavez that the Economic Sub-Committee of the 
Consultative Comudttee of the Ministry  of Foreign Affairs should be convened 
ai once to discuss the projected Canadian-Peruvian trade treaty. Mr• Chavez  

• lee d m' that he was arranging for this Sub-Conunittee to meet but that he felt 
dare. it;would take a' week or so  to  get v.  arious gentlemen to agree on a  fixed  

be getting . into, touch ,with him again immediately after the Easter 

week-end. 
-,:f Wrote to Mr. Kemp on April 2nd asking for some additional backgreunid, 

material which he might have in case the Economic Sub-
Committee she: 

ask for any more detailed information than I possess here. I presume this w ill 
 reach mé shortly. 
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, .; I am' attaching an" additional copy of my today's letter in case you wish to
refer~ it to the Department of External Affairs and I have also provided 'a
triplicate for the Ambassador's files . Dr. Laureys is consulting with his De-
partment in regard to the actual process of signing as the Peruvian authorities
have requested that this should take place in Lima . I shall keep you _ advised
of further developments .

Meanwhile, be lieve me to be,
Yours faithfully ,

WILLIAM G. STARK

1224. DEA/72-AGM-40

Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures à l'ambassadeur au Pérou .

Secretary of State for External A ffairs to Ambassador in Peru

DESPATCH 73 " Ottawa, April 20, 1946

States . vvas ' begun, such an agreement was concluded . In this connection I

I" have . the honour to refer to your despatch No. 60 of . March 28th t .

concerning the proposed establishment of a direct air route . between Lima
an d' Montreal by the Peruvian International Airways . I should . like to make *
some observations on this despatch for your information which you may.
wish to'cônimunicate to the Peruvian authorities as you see fit .

In the' first place, we consider ' that' the necessary prelimina ry step to the:

inauguration of an air service between Peru and . Canada would be the

conclusion of . a bilateral agreement, in accordance with the standard formula
developed at the International Civil Aviation Conference held . in Chicago

in December 1944 for the granting of reciprocal rights . for air services

between the two countries . Before service between Canada and the United

enclose' a' copy of the exchange of notes of February 17th, 1945, between ~
the United States and Canada on civil air transport- '

' Further, - when such an agreement was concluded the designated airline

of Peru , presumably the Peruvian International Airways, ~ would have " to

make application for a permit to operate an agreed service into Canada
. Suchan application would be subject to the conditions of Clause 7 of the

Standard çForm of Agreement for Provisional Air~ Routes, under which each
conuacting party rese rves the right to withhold a permit in any case where

it , is not satisfied that substantial ownership and effective control are vested

nâtionals of ~ 'a pnrty ' to the agreement .

N1 Var
1
.tCâaada, 'Recueil ' des traités, ' 1945, ' " See * Canâda, Treaty_ Series, 1945, No .

°2, :
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_ The above remarks are of general application conforming to our adherence 
to the principles enunciated at Chicago, and do not apply especially to Peru. 
A similar line would be adopted in dealing with any • other country which 
proposed to inaugurate a service to Canada.' 

An'y further information •  you May receive concerning this company and 
the proposed inauguration of a service between Peru and Canada will be 
welcome. . • 

I have etc. 

SYDNEY D. PIERCE 
for the Secretary of State 

for External Affairs 

•• 

L'ambassadeur au Péroû au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Arribisssador in Peru tà Sea.  ètary of State for 'Exienzal Affairs 

TELEGRAm17 „.7 	 Lima, April 26, 1946• 

IMMEDIATE. Reference Canadian-Peruvian Trade Treaty negotiations. 
Preliminary ...informal conference . of Sub-Commission of Ministry of 

For.é,ign'"Affairi revéal.st thé following objections. ' 
Concessions to be accorded by Pcru considered of far greater value 

than those to le received from Canada due to small number of Peruvian 
"products' eiporied to Canada... * 

2. .1),cie to present tightness .of dollar exchange situation, Peru not anxious 
to increase imports from dollar area unless compensating exports to  Cana  
possible.  

3 ;Provisions of .Articles II and III regarded as too wide, particularlY 
as  Peni desirous-  of increâsing imports from sterling area. 

:.. Questions: , 

*->i' . 1) '  . ' 	-' - 	r  ' 	- 	' î 	 - Is,there any possibility.of increasing Tanguis or Pima cotton imPorts 

into!, Ctuiada? ! - 4— - -- - 	' ' t 
1,e 	 mrth r 

,2) .  Havé Price subsidies applicable' tà 	iaw couon imports been •----. e? 
reduced  and  do subsidies itact in iinY way, iddisfavour of Peruvian shiPiers. 

 , 	. 	- , 	. 
Observation  - regarding third objection, ,have , sug,gested that Peruvians 

subinit their re-draft  of  those 'Articles. : 	• 	. . 	 ' ' 
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Please confer - immediately with - Department of Trade -and Commerce and

cable as soon as : possible. Further details by next B ritish courier .

L'ambassadeur au Pérou au secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires extérieure

s Amba~ sador in Peru to Secretary of State for External Affairs

DESPATCH 105 Lima, May 7, 194 6
. r . . . ~~ . . ° ~ • . . . _ ,. , ; . . _ . _

$ll',
. . .'. . • . . ~ . . . . .

CANADIAN-PERUVIAN TRADE AGREEMENT, ,

I have the honour to refer to previous correspondence concerning the above

subject, and particularly to my last despatch, No . 92, of Apri129th. t : :

2. In that despatch I informed you of progress to that da.te and attached'
a metnorandumt from Mr. Wi lliam G. Stark, Commercial Secretary,of this
Embassy, as to his conversations with Mr. Juan Chavez D ., . Chief ; of the

Commercial . Section of ~ the Ministry of Foreign Affairs This, memorandum :

reviéwed, the, objections to the proposed treaty :raised in an informal meeting

Of, the _• Sub-Commission of Political Economy and Foreign Commerce o f

the Ministry .' of Foreign Affairs, and I am awaiting information from , you as

to these points

. -_- 3. , As ârranged, Mr . Stark got into touch with Mr . Chavéz at the end of
last weék to inquire if a fu ll meeting of the Sub-Commission had takèn placè
and the 'results thereof. Mr. Chavez stated that the formal meeting had just

and that if Mr. Stark would call on' May • 7th he would give him'been held '
fuither: particulars: .

4•? The .Commercial Secretary consequently• had
.
a long discussion ' with`

.C havez this morning: The latter confirmed, that the Sub-Commission in,
their formal- meeting had raised the same objections as those tabled in Mr.

Stark's, memorandum - of . April 26th but as you already • have these detail s

I-amno(repeating them here. The following new facts emerged in . today's

conversàtion :
.

"a).''The Sub-Commission made an attempt to rewrite Art icles II and III

of the projected draft treaty without success . They found they could not agree'

9]1 any teat ' which - would approximate the ideas contained in the present
paragraphs " with their - desire to maintain complete freedôm in allocating

exchange; or shares 'of the Peruvian market for goods to be bought from

co~~es"~~ whom their exchange position would be easier than it
is at`

preknt in- United Statès`dollars . The Sub-Commission therefore wish-to have

thësertwoJA~clés omitted from the treaty . Mr. Stark said he would repo rt
is and I â,oûld apprcciate receiving your views :`

i
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b); Regarding 'cotton imrchases, the Sub-Comm.  ission inquired if there 
were some way in Nirhich .  Canada would guarantee to buy certain quantities 
of Peruvian cotton annually. The actual amounts were not specified, al-
though the Sub-Commission thought these might approximate those quanti-
ties imported in the war years. The returns of the Dominion Bureau of 
StatistshOw imports into Canada of cotton from Peru as: 

1941" 	 * 
- 1942 - 	• 

1943 	  

$1,024,000 
841,172 
541,153 

Mr. Chavez inquired again from Mr. Stark regarding his opinion as to 
why cotton sales to Canada had decreased so abruptly in 1944-45; imports 
in those years being- iiiià11,-  and -Mr. Stàrlé informed him that the cotton 
trade stated this was due to prices but that this Embassy was seelcing infor-
mation on this point from Canada. I look forward to receiving your opinion on 
this matter as outlined in my despatch of April 29th. • 

c). The Sub-CoMmission also inqiiired if a *special rate could be accorded 
to Peruvian sugar. In this connection it might be considered whether such a 
concession cOuld:be granted even'if it were restricted to the entry of a defi-
nitely stated and.limited quantity of Peruvian sugar;for example, say allow-
ing the'entry of 3000  tons of Peruvian sugar per annum at 10 or 20 percent 
below the presént conventional 'rates. I 'observe from recent information that 
there is a dearth of sugar in Canada at present. Mr. Stark informed me that 
he had mentioned the question of sugar to responsible officers of his Depart-
ment, when he attended the Trade ,Commiisioner Conference in Ottawa in 
NoveMber last, and that these.officers stated that the sugar agreements might 
be revised shortly when consideration towards widening the scope of Canada s 
purchases would be given. I note, however, that the Donainican Republic 
already receives most-favoured-nation treatment and doubtless in the forth-
coming proliosçà'trade treaty riegotiations with Cuba any concessions made 
rigarding sugar 1.6 Perà wOuld also be claimed by that Republic. As these be 
sources of suppliare nearer Canada with consequently reduced shipping rate, 
entailed,' such 'a concession would likely be of more advantage to them all' 
wbuld thèréfore not imp- rove Peru's position. Mr. Stark explained to Mr. 
ChaVei our present system of sugar purchases under which a reduction of the 

l 	, ent5  

however,  ,ci,nventional tariff.would have little effect. He informed Mr. Chavez, 
that he would draw:this matter tà the attention of the Canadian Government 

' bl to and I should appreciate it if this question could be exarained. Is t possie  . 
phrase *a çoncession- in such r a way that its benefits would not  have 

 extended to other countriei who have most-favoured-nation agreer n  
to Dc 

with us? or à 	 ),. 
ite.tras_ 

d)*. The*  Sub-Commission made *  further reference to the long list of  
iitcluded  In  the schedules  of  Peru's' treatiei with the United States and 
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United Kingdom . They would be interested to learn which of the goodsenumerated therein could be supp lied from Canada under present c 'ircum-stances . Copies of these treaties are already - in possession of the Director,Commercial Relations, Department of Trade and Commerce, and Mr . Starkis requesting that a survey of the supply position of those art icles be madeby his Department
. Many of these goods are necessary articles in Peruvianeconomy and the Sub-Commission felt that they would like to examine

whether certain purchases could be transferred to Canada without disturbing
Peru's present exchange posi tion unduly. . Is there an y ~ possibili ty that theregula tion of the Foreign Exchange Control Board requiring payment in
United States do llars for Canadian merchandise exported to Peru will beamended in the near future?

~5• In general the Sub-Commission felt that the Commercial Section of thePeruvian Ministry of Foreign Affairs should make more
,
detailed stûdies' ofthe factors involved in this treaty. Mr. Chavez told Mr. Stark that &:_&db ee n - recalled from Washington to re-organize the' Commercial Section

but that it would - be a month or more before he * had a 'staff to `u ridertakethis, work. Mr. Chavez stated that he had tried to impress on, the Sub-Commission that .' present ,international trade condi tions were . so unsettledand '
changeable that a study made now would have attle bearing on thesitûatiôn` a few months hence . For this reason he suggested to Mr . Stark that

the latter obtain as much information as possible to mèet the more speci fi c
objections mentioned above and that once these were explainéd the Sub-
COmmission would be more favourably inclined .

63Mr. Stark inquired informally of Mr. Chavez if the Sûb-Commission hadmade any further ---
objections to the length and form of the proposed treaty.

(There had been reference to this in the previous non-official meeting of theSub-Commission) . Apparently, however, the chief objec tions centered aroundArticles '~II and III and were these omitted the rest of .the form of the treaty
seenled acceptable. Consequently Mr. Stark did not raise with Mr. Chavez
~ possibility of substituting the simpler modus vivendi form which, as youWill . recall , I suggested should only be resorted to if other negotiationsfailed.

?'' Mr~ Stark has agreed to provide Mr. Chavez with certain additionaldetails Which the latter requested and thus wi ll continue to keep in touch'~ith him. Meanwhile I am awaiting your reply to my cable of April ' 26tharid~
mY despatch of Ap ril 29th .

g• I attach an extra copy of this despatch which I would suggest yourreferring~ to
; the Minister of Trade and Commerce.

I have etc .

H. I,AUREYS -
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1227. • - 	- 	- 	 DEA/10378-40 
Le, sous-ministre du dommirce au sous-secrétaire d'État 

. 1 	 aux Affaires extérieures 

Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce to Under-Secretary of State 
- for External Affairs 	• 

Ottawa, May 31, 1946 

ATTENTION: S. D.  PIERCE 

, 1. refer to!our- -correspondence respeeting the Canadian. ' -Peruvian negotia-
tions for a trade agreement. We have not yet completed the study of the 
schedules attached to Peru's trade agreements with the United Kingdom and 
the United States, but it is possible to comment on some of the other 
questions  - raised. ' * 
- With  respect  to the Peritvian objections tb Article II, it should be re-
membered that this article wai drafted long before the Bretton Woods Con-
ference. Since botli Canada and Peru have now beCome adherents to the 
International Fund,,we are of the opinion that Article .II can be eliminated 
altogether. ; This seems to be in agreement with the Peruvian  vies s and, as 
you know—, neither 'of the trade agreements recently concluded with Mexico 
and Colombiaincluded such an article. , 

With respect -  to Ariicle111, we would suggest that the terms of similar 
articles in .the Mexican and .Colombian .  agreements could be substituted. The 
text of Article II in the Mexican agreement, which covers the saute ground, 
is' aifollows. 

Whenever' the GovernMent bf.  either country proposes to impose or alter quantita-
tive restrictions upOn Imports from the other country, or to allocate shares to the 
countries of export or change existing allocations, it shall  give notice thereof in 
writing to the-other. Gove rnment and shall afford such other Government an 
opporttmitY:  to consult th it.in reipect of the proposed action. 

It will be noted that the above article does not insist on a definite  alloca-
tion  of a share to Canada—but rather provides for consultation only. 

- If this substitution meets with the approval of our Peruvian friends, we 
should sug,gest aLso that a paragraph 3 should be added to Article W as 
follows  — 

If agreement' is not reaChéd after 'due consultation as described above, eithe r 
 Government shall bé free to terminate  this  Agreement in whole or in part c'n 

thirty days' Written notice. 

Foreign Exchange Control Board reqtiiring payments in United States dollars 
that the regulation of tile :Dr.' Laureyi enquires if there is any Possibility 

for Canadian merchandise imported into Peru will be amended in the near.  

future. In this connection, we would point out that both the Canadian ale! 
United States loans toithe United Kingdom (copies attached)t provide tha,  
within a year the United Kingdom will eliminate (with certain reservation s  
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in "emergency" -cases) its exchange control on current transactions .:_ It would
appear, therefore, that Peru will in due course be able to use its- current
receipts . of sterling, at least . in part, to pay for purchases from = Canada : • It
should be mentioned also that the Articles of Agreement of the International
Monetary Fund look toward the resump tion of multilateral convertibility
of different currencies on a wide scale. Accordingly, any long range outlook
should be governed by these considerations .

Objection is made by our Peruvian friends that the concessions to be
accorded by Peru to Canada are considered of greater value than those to
be rèceived from Canada due to the small number of, Peruvian products
exported to Canada. It is true that the number of Peruvian products normally
imported into Canada is not large but their value has been in general higher
than the'value of Canadian products exported to Peru. Indeed in 30 odd
years prior to the outbreak of war both Peruvian and Canadian trade statistics
showed '*an excess of imports from Peru over exports to that country (see
Table 'I attached ) . j-

While wartime conditions resulted in sharp declines . in Canadian imports

of . Peruvian petroleum and products, it is reasonable to expect that when
world tiade returns to its prewar pattern, Canadian impo rts from Peru will
again - reach ' and, we hope, surpass prewar levels .

It is possible that the concessions offered by Canada appear to be . of

less consequence than is actually the case because on many . items of interest

to Peru our` tariffs are . already low or dô not discriminate against nations
which do not now enjoy most-favoured-nation treatment. We hope to supply

confirmation of this general statement through comparison of tariffs against
Peruvian exports to Canada, United States and United Kingdom .
1 .,'. • . .. i . ;. . ~. ' .

. .
. . .

It ; is reasonable to expect . that the extension of the most-favoured-nation
to Peru and the abolition of the 3 percent excise tax wi ll result inrates .

greâter ,. imports into Canada from Peru both in, volume and in diversity .

The fact that we already afford favourable treatment to imports from Peru

does not seem to be a va lid argument against this agreement. ,

Canada supports measures which conduce towards the expansion of world
trade and the liberalization of commercial policy . In our recent treaty with

Mexico 'we extended to that country the whole of our conventional tariff
rates although we did not receive in return any tariff concessions or benefits
which we did not previously enjoy and notwithstanding the fact that Canada
has been' buying more from Mexico than she has sold in Mexico

. We con-

fidently, hope that our Peruvian friends hold views similar to our own
regarding the importance of general expansive policies in respect of world

trade. .
I Canada ' is a good example of the

Trade among Peru, Colomba an

triangular nature of . many commercial transactions (see Table 2 attached) .t
Peru : has ' an , unfavorable balance with Canada (Col

. 1) but a favorable
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balance : with v Colombia. . , Colombia , could not, permit such a situation to
persist-unless she in, turn . has a , favorable balance with other countries .
One of those countries is Canada. In fact Colombia's favorable balance with
Canada, is much greater than our . favorable balance with Peru. Thus we
contribute more than our "share" to Colombia's continued abi lity to accept
an unfavorable balance in her trade with Peru . The statistics are summarized

below.
Peru's Peru's Total of Perses

UnLfavcurable Farorable Balance wit h
Balance with Balance with Canada and Canada's Unjavorable

Canada Colombia Colombia Balance with Colombia
(ppp•s Soles) : . (000'sS) Soles (1)

1939 2,673 444 2,229 (3,413) 18,466

1940 3,422 6,319 2,897 (8,413) 45,476

1942 8,893 14,912 6,091 (781) 4,624

1943 6,284 5,903 376 (3,683) 21,793

1944 7,49? 17,046 9,547 (11,567) 68,443

(1) Canadian statistics oônverted at yearly average rates of exchange .

As to the extent and value of the concessions which Peru would exten d

to Canada in virtue of the exchange of most-favoured-natioa treatment w e

have . as stated not yet inves tigated the schedules attached to Peru's trade

agreement' with the - United' Kingdom and * United States . In the present

unsettled state of world trade and production we are inclined to believe that

any `such investigation at the present ' time would have but a limited an d

temporary, significance : In general we should hope that the conclusion of
F this trade agreement` would conduce to the orderly expansion of trade
between the two count rics in' both directions. Nevertheless we see no reaso n

to believe that the concessions that Canada gains would outweigh the advan-
tâge : extended to Peru. It is reasonable to believe that the concession s

eztended by Peru to the ' Unitcd Kingdom and United States were carefu lly

selected"and adapted to the pa rt icular capacities of those count ries• It should

be noted that Canada enjoys in most of the other nations of Latin America

treatment not lcss favourable . than that extended to the United Kingdom

and. United States. In none of these countries do imports from Canada com-
pete unfairly.,or show signs of becoming burdensomcly excessive . It is not

our anticipation that such will happen in the case of Peru . On the contrary

we _ hope that elimination of the mutual discrimination which is unfitting to

thé. friendly and cordial relations now existing between Canada and Peru
will .Isy the, foundations for co-operation on the economic side mutua llY
profitable to both. •

the question of cotton, neither the Canadian nor the
With respect to 9

• • ' f Peruviaa cotton used in
Peruvian' statisUcs . re©ect the total quan~ty o orted via
Canada, since some quantity of cotton and other prod

tis ,cs as ong~ating
the United States and is not recorded in the Canadian
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, 	. 
in -  Peru, nor as being destined to Canada in the Peruvian statistics (See 
Table 3 attached for partial explanation of discrepancies ).t 	• 

We are informed by the Cotton Institute of Canada that this country has 
always used a quantity of Peruvian cotton on account of the special char-
acteristics which make it particularly useful for certain purposes. When 
Peruvian  • coiton has been attractive from a price and supply standpoint, it 
has been imported into Canada in substantial quantities. For example, in 
1941, 6,700,000 pounds were imported. An increase in the use of raw 
cotton in Canadian mills is looked for. The extent to which the use of 
Peruvian cotton will increase depends upon the competitive factors. The 
Canadian subsidy on cotton imports is paid irrespective of the country of 
origin. No discrimination whatever exists against Peruvian cotton, and Cana-
dian importers are free to import from whatever source they wish on a 
purely competitive basis. 
In Mr. Stark's memorandum  • to the Ambassador of April 26th,f it is 

mentioned that the Peruvian Sub-Committee consider that our insistence on 
the exception of the British Preferential rates from the operation of most-
favoured-nation is much greater than the exception of contiguous country 
rates which is allowed to Peru. We are in agreement with the reply made 
by Mr. Stark in this connection. Perhaps in addition it could be pointed out 
that the proposals put forward by the United States as the basis of discussion 
at the proposed International Conference on Trade and Employment provide 
with regard to preference (a) that no new preferences will be introduce'd, 
(b) that no existing margins of preference will be widened, and (c) that any 
reductions that are made in most-favoured-nation rates will operate , auto-
matically to reduce the preferences. All the British countries have accepted •  
invitations to attend the forthcoming conference. If this conference is 
succeisful, it is reasonable to expect that many margins of preference which 
now exist will be reduced or even wiped out. The reductions will only 
apply to the most-favoured-nation rates and not to the rates which now 
aPP1y , to countries subject to the general tariff. It is not impossible that the 
general rates might even be increased. 

The Canadian Ambassador. raises the question whether or not it would be 
Possible to extend a concession to Peru on sugar in such a way that its benefits 
would  not  have to be extended to other countries entitled to most-favoured-
nation treatment. 'This action would be * contrary to Canadian policy of not 

granting exclusive advantages, and would in fact be contrary to both the spirit 
and the letter of all of our most-favoured-nation trade agreements. In any case 

Canada's present imports of sugar are governed by allocations determined by 
• 
liternational agreement so that any special or exclusive tariff privileges which 

,Illight be granted would not for the time being necessarily result in greater 

'InPerts of Peruvian sugar into this country. 

2017 

M. W. MACKENZIE 
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DEA/1037840 

L'ambassadeur au Pérou au secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

Ambassador in Peru to Secretary of State foi. External Affairs • • 	. 	, 
DESPATCH 173 	 Lima, July 6, 1946 

CONFIDENTIAL . 

. I have the. honoili to 'refer to my. 'despatch nCi`.' 160 of June 9tht on the 
above meittiondd subject, and 'partiCularly to . pievious despatches on this 
saine  subject in which I reported on the difficulties encountered with Sr. 
Chavez, 'the Chief- of the Commercial:: Sectioà: Of the Peruvian Ministry of 
Foreign 'Affairânir the Sub-CommiiSion  of  Political Economy and Foreign 
Commerce.  ; 
... 2. As stated in my despatch no. 160 refen:ed to above, Mr. Stark prepared 
â letter,  for Si: Chavez, embodying thé inforntitiOn contained in the letter froni 
the DePuty. Minister of Trade and Commerce to the Under-Secretary of State 
for External Affahs dated May. 31st forviarded under cover of your despatch 
n6. 118 of June 7th.l: Mr.  Stark  handed his letter to Sr. Chavez on June 15th. 
After dikussing itï various points with /qr. Stark on that occasion, Sr. Chavez 
promiied that he 'would examine this leUer at greater length and then give 
copies With which he had . . been prnvided to the members of the Sub-
Commission. 

-.3. As I informed you in my despatch no. 160 referred to above, the minister 
of 'Foreign - Affairs, Dr.:Enrique Garcia Sayean, left Lima on June 2nd for 
Buenos Aires; ho  did not return until June 27th. My first opportunity of see-
ing him 8gal:iv/as Con Thursdai, July 4th. Previous to calling on him, I asked 
Mr. Stark to telephone 'Sr. Chavez in order to find out what he, Sr. Chavez, 
hid been able to do since his last interview with Mr. Stark in order to place 

•the Catiadian proposals before the Sub-Commission. Sr. Chavez's answer was 

Most discouraging In that he frankly admitted that nothing had been done 
since' his last' conversation ..with Mr. Stark and that the latter's letter had not 
eVén been 'communicated to the various me:nbers of the Sub-Commission, let 

alone discussed by them. 
e 	 ' 	 I 

4: I àalled  on the  Minister of Foreign Affairs in the afternoon and Placed 
befOre him'sicopir of Mr. Stark's letter to Sr. Chavez together with a covering 

note of my own,' of which  I am attaching a copy.t As usual the Ministe_ er 
received me most amiably. I told. him that nothing had been done by th 

Sub-Commission and afterl had once more discussed with him the various 
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objections raised by the Sub-Commission, he told me that he would take the
matter up himself, that he hoped to have the treaty signed and would call
upon me again as soon as possible . For this I thanked him and took leave
âftér .̀ agâin repéàting to him the valid reasons for which we are eager to "sign
this agreement with Peru.

5 . What the ultimate outcome wi ll be, I cannot say. However, I must in-
form you that I consider that this should be my last approach to the Peruvian
Government concerning our treaty . I have realized for a long time that when=
ever Cabinet'Ministers are approached, and even Presidents, one receives a
smile and an answer to the effect that they are most desirous of seeing Peru
sign a trade agreement with us and that they would li .ke this to : be brought
about in as sho rt a space of time as possible. However, no one really, attemptsto carry out their good intention . The matter is referred to Government officials
and committees which are composed of indifferent people with no real know ;
ledge of economics and who work at a ve ry slow rate. They are most poli te
but do not appear to understand the question of international trade relations
in the liberal way in which these are visualized by ' advanced countries . They
think only of their own personal and immediate advantages, indicative of anarrow-minded mentali ty and not favourable to pro fitable expansion of trade .
It is therefore my considered opinion that for the time being at least, no further
steps should be taken at this end. We should wait and see what the Peruvian
Government will do.

6• I might add that today Sr. Chavez left Lima to 'return to the Peruvian '
Embassÿ in Washington , as Minister-Counse llor. The Foreign Minister has told
me that he may return to Peru in a month or so but that this is not certain.
wh en I remarked to him that, this being the case, I should consider thatthe matter under consideration would be indefinitely postponed, he reassured .
me by saying that the work would go on, (I now understand what is meant bythat expression) and again repeated that he was desirous of sign.ing this,agreement as soon as possible .

7• 1-sincerely_ regret that I have no especia lly favourable information toreport, but hope that you wi ll understand the very difficult circumstances
under Which we are working here. When everything appears to be settled and
sûccess near at hand, some new factor appears which makes it necessa ry to
start, . r evérything all over again .

I shall keep you informed of fu rther developments .

I have etc.

H.LAUREYS, ;
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PARTIE 16 / PART 16 -
~* POLOGNE / POLAND

DTC/Vol. 953,T7151 7

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires extérieures
au sous-ministre des Finances

Under-Secretary of State for External A f f airs to Deputy Minister of Finance

SECRET - •' Ottawa, March 11, 1946

Dear Dr. Clark,
In reply to your letter of February 22ndt about the possibility of a

Canadian loan to Poland, my views of the four questions you raised are as
follows : , .. „ .

(1) The politieal 'risks involved in a loan to Poland this year.

(2) The extent to which Canada has a general interest in the future of

Western Europe, which would be furthered by such a loan.

The objcct of extending credits to Poland is to assist in the economic re-
covery . of the count ry., Hence if Poland remains completely in the sphere of
Soviet influence, the credits would operate to our disadvantage if our interests
and those of the Soviet were in conf lict . The credits would operate to our
advantage if there is no conflict of interest or if the credits enable Poland to

become .a viable and independent count ry with its windows open both to the

anting of assistance through credits wouldFast' and the' West. 71e-gr
strengthen the majority of the Polish people, who, do, I think, se riously and

passionately believe that their country must retain its po li tical and economic

independence.
Whether `Poland will • remain' under: Soviet influence and whether our in-

tcrests and those of the ` Sovict will clash are unanswerable questions but I
believe we have more to gain politically than to lose by extending credits. I

do not feel, hoarevcr; that our political interests are sufficiently great to over-

ride our owâ = economic and Hnancial considerations .

= Since a` Canadian credit âroüld be insignificant in relation to Poland's re-

qûirements, f V dd not thinlc' our action would by itself be important either

materially or psychologically . If the United States does not grant substantial
d~

assistance, we have nothing of consequence to On in granting a

credit .
(3) The action taken and likely to be taken by the United States in regard

to loans 1o'Pota»d. 1 • 1 f
I attach copy of teletype WA-1068 of March 6tht from our Embassy ~

Washington 'which I think fully answers your question .
could be

(4) The means by which any Canadian action in this matter

concerted with that of the United States.
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. I feel that while our action should be largely detemiined by the action of 
the United States it need not be concerted with that of the United States. 
The United States would not make their course dependent on our coopera-
tion so I see no reason why we should commit ourselves. It would be enoug,h, 
I think, to have Mr. Ritchie informally advise his contacts in the Export-
Impoit Bank of the Polish request on us and of our intention not to deal with 
it until the United States-Polish negotiations are concluded. 

Yours sincerely,  
_ N. A. ROBERTSON 

2021 

DEA/83740 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État adjoint aux Affaires extérieures 
. 	 au sous-secrétaire d'État par intérim aux Affaires extérieures 

Memorandum from Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Acting Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 

[Ottawa,] May 16, 1946 
, 

POLISH ART TREASURES IN CANADA 

Dr. Bielski came to the Department. He said that Dr. Fiderkiewicz realizes 
he cannot make an official approach but desires to make an urgent request 
of the Canadian Government. 

Dr. Fiderkiewicz has received information that the persons in Canada who 
!1,

parbig th 
,,ye, in their custody art treasures of Poland sent to Canada in 1939 are 

Pre for ese treasures to be moved or hidden, and that the PoSsh 
Govern.ment would be grateful if the Canadian Govemment would take such 
action as would prevent the art treasures being moved from where they now 
are  without the approval of the Canadian Govenunent. 

He stated ,that the treasures consisted of 16th Century Tapestries, 12th 
C. en' tury 'swords and other amis and armour and Paintings; and that these 
articles are at The Experimental Farm and National Art Gallery in Ottawa, 
at the Toronto Museum, and at the Redemptorist Monastery at Ste. Anne de 
4eauPré.'Dr.' Bielski said that the treasures are known to him to be at these 
places but that other treasures might be elsewhere in Canada. , 

1 Oe; treasures were before the war in castles and museums in Warsaw and 

ace;w: • The Wawel Castle was mentioned in particular. 
Mr.; Béaudry said that the information conveyed by Dr. Bielski that there 

,,;dre  tili Canada art treasures belonging to the Govenunent of Poland was new 

In response to questions, Dr. Bielski said that these articles are 

11s e, léis in value and of great historic interest and were sent out of Poland 
111 1 939,  some via Roumania, some via The Baltic, and he assumes that the 

Pre-ivar.:Polish Government placed them in the care of the then Consul 

General of Poland in Canada. 
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:- Mr..Beaudry; stated-that he would ~report the conversation to the Acting

Under-Secrétary - and, that, we -, would have to consider carefu lly . whether the

.Canadiaâ . Government could assume any responsibility .
* . . . .

s

`i . Aside from Canadian Government responsibility it .- may be difficult to

determine ; custody; identification, an , invento ry and the exact location of

known and unknown ar ticles .

Later

The attached file No : 837-40C contains a letter dated July 11th, 1940,j•

from Mr. Podoski, Consul General of Poland, asking for free entry for

t`,`Polish National art treasures from the Wawel Royal Castle in Cracow, in-

clu&g the fâmous Arras tapestries of the Kings of Poland-these under the

care of Mr. Zaleski' which, in a Polish ship; ar rived in Canada in July, 1940 .

The Commissioner of Ctistoms ~ letter of 7uly 16th, 1940,t accords free

entry , and adds: "The goocis being entered as the property of the Polish Gov-

ërnment and to :remain their, Pro ' „ .
. ,. z * Pe

rtY, .
BEAUDRY

DEA/9396-40

. : . . . . .~ . ., . ..

Acting Under-Secretary of State for `Ezterna! 'A ffairs

Le sous-secrétaire d'État par Intérim aux Affaires extérieures ' I

.," ; - , au haut commissaire adjoint de Grande-Bretagne

.

., .~ : , ., . ., w . . s'to Depury Nlgf:'Commisstoner of Great I3ritain :

e 11, 1946Ottawa, Jun
CONFIDENTUL~ k ~~,,~ f ,t ~, . ~ .
~~ . `~ • t i . #. ~p . . .

Dear Mr: Hôlmes; .. .~ ; ~e

oûr .. letter of May 27 '1946t (your
`''I° shoûld , like' to ~ refer £ to ÿ Canada .975H/412), regardin8 ielief , for Polish refugees in Ca ,
' • ` + ` ~ , • that he has discussed

2. Î have~~ t beén âdvised by the Under-Secretary -, . ~ ., ,
this' problem°with membcrâ ôf the United Kingdom Interim Treasury

Corn
. ~ ;mi tee, • = . . flanibiliry, .~ of the Can a

'3 .. Mr. Robertson told them that there was no Po ments to POlisb
" .`

o

Ci~ovéxninent taking over responsibility for the relief pay would seem
refugees in Caââda now being made through your office . This

t
.
o dispose .

of the
, .on raised in your letter of April 12, 1946 .t

prwçipal question ~

4.. Mr. Robertson explained to the Comm~ttee that in C~eS ed
the

~e
sponsibillty,. for y dircct relief and assistance to unemployable sno`v

been living n
local authornties . Âs' most . of the Polish refugccs havc by eligible
Canada for Sve r or six ÿears It is probable that they have becom e

foi municipal rellefU they are in need of it. a
' "' 1 for us to have info~ -nc=rY;~ .5. In view of the above, i t is longer

Canada who arc not now d~`~g
tion regarding the 450 Polish refugees
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relief fion your office. I think, however, that it would .  still be' desirable 
for us to have full details regarding the 50 Poles' who are drawing relief. 
When we have that information we will, if you see no objection, consult the-
Departinent of National Health and Welfare as to the best means by which 
particulars of these cases could be brought to the attention of the local relief 
and welfare authorities. . 

Yours sincerely, 
H. H. WRONG 

DEA/93' 96-40 

‘,. Mémorandum de la direction juridique au chef, la direction juridique 

t 	Memorandum from Legal Division to Head, Legal Division •  

SECRET AND  IMPORTANT 	 [Ottawa,] July 23, 1946 

;, 	 • RE: POLISH STATE GOLD IN CANADA 
r. 

0/1 June 18th the Polish Minister wrote us as follows: 
The gold reserves belonging to the Polish State were broug,ht tósecurity 

soon after the outbrealc of war and were deposited in various allied countries. 
-i f: ,,,One of .these countries was Canada. The value of the Polish gold deposited in 

Canadian Banks amounted to $70,490,000 zlotys ,in gold. 
- 	As the above deposit was made only for the duration of the war, my Govern- 

, meat wishes me to inform Your Excellency of its intention to reclaim now this 
gold. In this connection I should be most obliged if you would kindly facilitate 
mY aPproach to persons in charge of the Polish gold in Canada and thus enable 

to discuss the methods by which the gold would be restored to Poland. 

.' * 24 	 • n une 24th we sent an interim acknowledgement to the_MiniSter in 
these terms: 

1 — '1 am in consultation with the interested branches of the Canadian Go«-vern-?-, 	• 
;,m.  ent and shall send a further reply to your note as soon as possible. • - 

' In the meantime I should be grateful for as much information' as you can 
. give regarding the present status of the Bank Polski, or Bank of Poland, in whose 
name' most of the  Polish Gold in Canada is held 

Bank of Canada  informed  us  that it is holding 12,371.410 fine oz. 
of .gold,for the Polish Governm.  ent and 382,536.851 fine oz. gold for the 
,Bank Polski. The Bank of Canada is also holding a Canadian dollar balance 

liaine of the Bank Polski amounting to $17,29534. • 
1 ` 	 ‘Pe,Deplaitrnent of Finance inform us that neither the former Govern- 

meat  n°r  the  present Polish Government owes any money to the Canadian 
. Government. 

„ We made inquiries in Washington and were advised that the Federal 
ne:sell;e . Baik of New York is holding about $40,000,000 worth of gold in 
thé 	- !lanle of the Bank Polski, that the latter has been negotiating for the even- 
tual tran.s—  fér of the gold to Poland, and that decision on this request will be 
taen  On à high level. 

2023 

nr 

1232. 
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— 6. We consulted the Dominions Office and were told that the Bank Polski 
has not been taken over by the Polish Government and that its constitution 
is unchanged. Dominions Office said that Article 4 of the financial agreement 
between the United 1Cingdom and Poland signed on June 24th, 1946, pro-
vided for the eventual release of the gold held by the Bank of England for 
the account of the Bank Polski. Hoy/ever, this agreement will not be ratified 
until certain conditions with regard to the Polish elections have been met. 
The Dominions Office concluded by saying that it would be of assistance if the 
Canadian Government would continue to delay the release of Polish gold in 
Canada. 

In the letter to us of June 27th the Bank of Canada said: 
If we were to receive properly authenticated instructions from Bank Polski to 
make a payment out of their dollar balances we would be obliged to comply. 
We have never, hcrwever, undertaken to buy or sell  gold, but we might be in a 

, very difficult position if Bank Polski should give us properly authenticated instruc-
tions to transfer gold to one of the chartered banks in Canada. No commitment 
bas  ever been given to Bank Polskl that the gold held for them would be freely 
exportable, and ifinstiuctions were received to ship gold to New York or else-
where it would be possible for the Canadian Government to refuse to grant an 
export permit. 

I find this statement a little puzzling. 

7. Perhaps we will have to find out the precise condition on which the Bank 
of Canada originally aCcepted the gold from the Bank Polski. 

The Deputy Minisiér of Finance in a letter on July 2nd said in part as 
follows:. 	 . 

Our position, with regard to this request, differs from that of the United 
Kingdom in that neither the present government of Poland nor the former govern-

.:ment are indebted to the Government of Canada. Hence it appears that the 
Bank of Canada would be bound to act upon the instructions of properly author-
ized penons with regard to both the gold held for the account of the Government 
of Poland and the gold held  for  the accotant of the Bank of Poland and that 
the,Government of Canada as a matter of good faith would not be justified in 
putting obstacles in the way.' - 

As regards the gold held on behalf of the Government of Poland there does 
not appear to be any difficulty. As the Government of Canada  bas  recognized the 
present *Government. of Poland, the Polish blinister being the accredited rePre• 
aentatiie of that Goveminesit; iyould, I should think, be the proper person to give 
instructions. 

regards the  gold beld on behalf of the Bank of Poland the position is nee  
so'r.lear but here again if instructions were received by persons on:Pee in gh°r-

Ized I by the Board  of  Directors of that Bank I should think that the Bank of 
Canada -, would be bound to act on them. 

9•  COMMENTS: 

r i (S) Leiving aside the request from Dominions Office that we should delay 
the releate,ot the Polish Gold, there would be no difficulty in informing the 
Polish  Minier  thât the 'gold held by the Bank of Canada for the Polish Gov-

ernmentis reeogniied as belonging to the present provisional Polish Govern- 
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~ t. 2025ment; Nor would there be any difficulty'in tel ling him that thethé Bank Polski is recognized as still belonging to the Bank p

gold held for
to the Bank Polski to deal direct with the Bank of Canada in a~ ~~~ openner as between State Banks. man-

*(b) It"is necessary to obtain a decision as to whether we mrequest 'of the,United Kingdom Government to delay releasin ~he eP theGold. I cannot at 'present think of an g ohsh
the * Polish Government dela ' y~°unds on which we could justify to
reasons which govern the policy of the U.K . Governm gold

- for the political
ent in this matter. : ' -

(c) If we decide to refuse the request of the Dominions Office, the nextquestion is whether to anticipate the request that the Bank Polski `'
doubtedly make to the Bank of Canada to a llow the gold to be ex ortfrom Canada, probably to Poland . It may be necess F~
with the Bank of Canada and with the Dep. u ~ to discuss this point

well be that the legal obligations of the Bank of Canada to the Ba
.nklt may

merely extend to recognizing the Bank Polski as the owner of the P~~~that there is no obliga tion to allow the gold to be exported from Canada onthe ôrder of the Bank Polski . However, I cannot see what advantag ean be to the Canadian Gove rnment in refusing to allow the Bank olskietoreturn' the gold to Poland .
(d)" J

would suggest that you might discuss this matter with Under-Secretary in order to decide where we go from here .
the Acting

W~t until `we get a further note from the Polish Minister but Icanno t
course,

much advantage in that.,

M. W[ERSHOF ]

DEA/9396-40
Mémorandum du -chef, la deuxième direction politique, au sous-secrétaireu `r 14 . . . ~

1233. .

dE tat par intérim aux Affaires extérieures
emorandrun from Head, Second Political Division, to Acting

1-der-5ecretary of State for External A ffairs

[Ottawa,] August 1, .1946

POLISH GOLD IN CANADA

flot

So1~The legal Division has sent me the attached memor andum of July 26t
atâl°m~ght attach my comments before sending it to you

~' 2' Tbe. ~gal Division asks for on the question whether°" b~c should political guidance
by the U~t~ Postpone payment in the light of the request made of us
at~~~ g m Gove rnment. Mr. Marble and Mr. Hopkins could

mSelves see any reason why the bank should withhold paymentthc ; ~
stan u~t of the . United Kingdom Government, there being no out-~g indebtedness owing from the Polish Government to Canada.



_. 3.,aThe request of the United Kingdom Government is contained in
D.Ô. télegram ; No. 121 of July 11,t and in this telegram reference is mad e
to D.O. circular D .652 of June 26t and circular D.297 of July 2.t

4. The comment of the Legal Division seems to be based upon the impres-
sion . that the United Kingdom is withholding ratification of their financia l
agreement, which also provides for the release of Polish gold held in th e
Bank ~ of England, until , the Po lish Government has paid its outstanding
indebtedness to the United Kingdom ; The telegrams, however, make it clear
that the reason ' why_ the United Kingdom is withholding ratification is no t
this, but in order to put . pressure on the Polish Govcrnment to carry out
the 'Obligations of free, , elections„ which the - Polish Government undertook
as ; the , condition of ~ recognition r by, the United -i Kingdom Government. The
text . of the United Kingdom, note to, the . Poles on this subject is given in
telegram D.297..

5 .• While, so ' far as I knôw, the Canadian' recognition of the new Polish
Govrnment was nôt eapressly

•
çonnected with the undertakings of that

government to hold'frée' elections, the Caâadiari recogni tion was consequent
upon PoIând " iindertaking those'obligâtions : ', t, ..

6. The specific request tnade by the ' Unit'ed Kingdom Government is that
it "arill be of assistance if the Canadian Government would continue to delay
the' releâsc of Polish gold in . Cânada" .

7.. My feeling is that we should • accede to this , request of the United
Kingdom Government. No immediate action on our pa rt is necessary since
we still have to wait for a reply from the Poles to our note of June 24 .t
However, when this reply comes in, I think we bught to pursue delaying
tactics as long as possible.

• 14 ' .- N .' "5` .F ! , i E. R[Etn]

P.S .'prattach copy of aniemorandum which'you pcepared on July 9, 1945,

on the subject of the* form of'ouïtrccognition of the Warsaw government .

In this memorandum r you point outr that it is .not correct to imply from ~e
form of ôur ïecognition . that the Unitcd Kingdom and United States recogm '
tions had been conditiônal ' ôn *the` hôlding of free Polish elec tions whereas

our rCcôgnitioo had been'couched in broader terms 1

~ La note 1 suivante était écrite sur ce ' ' ?iu foUowins note was written on th e

mlmotandnm : memorandum :
♦ t ; ~

~e aanoimt iarrohed is
-

nearty
. $14 mi~lfons. We could tue it as a coonter I"

barpbling betm' tbe UK and Poland on tbeir ' own financial relation.% but I SCe

sood politkat, argument for, our settini ahead of the U.S. Government (Tb' re
~ 3i maI► be ` speelal ' probletn 6 hoaerer. ° to credits and supplies between U.S. and

Polaad, r spetrt ) ftom the t poL'tkal reasons arisins ' ftom the U.S . partnershiP ia the

i),j ,Yaha : pledte) . I3efore . we . accede to or refuse a Polish request for releast ~
l

an d
aiaott the noattet ' s6onld be considered by the S(ecretaryl of S[tatel for Ex [pIIe

of1~# ,~A~tirsj,# ~/UtbotrsL Canada Is not a . Party to the Yalta pted s e. It was

`- 2 ~~ ttbs:= teasoas r lesdiat ; to ; our, motaition of ' the . prorüional QoTcrnmrot.
• _ ` w RONOIIi. I

f ; ; :,,R`~)c1 r .
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DEA/837-40 

No. 15 Ottawa, ,  August 2, 1946 
Eicellency, 
t.  I have the honour to acknowledge your Notes Of June 21stt and July'lOth, 
1946,t 'conceming the Polish art treasures transfeired to Canada from 
Poland in July 1940. 

, • 
„2„Carefu1 consideration has been given to this question in the light of the 

facts7otitline'd in your Notes referred to above and of informal conversations > 
 between Dr. Bielslci and officers of this Department. The position of the  

Goveinment of Canada in this matter is set out below: . . 
3. As a convenience to the Polish Legation, the Government of Canada 

agreed .  that the Polish art treasures which were brought to Canada in July, 
1940 should be deposited in the Records Storage Building at the -  Central.  
ExperiMental Farm. At that time, although space was made available for the 
storage of the treasures, no responsibility was accepted by the GOvemment 
of • Canada.  for their safekeeping and, indeed, access to the treasures had 
[been] givên'only to Messrs. Zalewski and Polkowski, Who had brought theni 
to Canada. 

From  the original date of storage at the Central Experimental Farm' 
"ltilMay 1946 the Governrnent of Canada had no access to the, Polish art .  
tre4iiies. In your Note under reference, however, you state t.hat in the Spring' 
er„1945 Some of the treasures were removed from the Records Storage Bnild-, 
ing  and  'delivered to 'the various points listed. This disposition of a portion of 
the ' ,Pohsh" art treasures in Canada was not made at the instigation or sug.- 
gestion'd the Government of Canada, nor was the Department Of Externat 
A.frirs informed of the fact that the removals had taken place. 

,
anid 	 9  :5•'C'ii' May 22, 1946 instructions were issued by the Glùernment of 

Stôà
%-i ' . 	. forth e placmg of a new lock on the door of the room in the Records 

, 
diz.e „, . . , 

,b BM1ding where the remaining.  Polish art treasures-  were located.  The  
kiy tethw - 

Affairs .. 10c. k was placed in the possession of the Department of Extemal 

anu 

 

roc 
	

slime *twat time this Department has not granted access to the 

to be 111 retnnainoYvebd.u t government officials, nor  bas  it permitted any of the contents 

, 	 . 

out:* 	
a,  further èônvenience to the Polish Legation in Canada, and with- 

cce „tini responsibility in the matter, the Department of External Affairs 

.'urati the thirtrweék of May, to communicate with the various com- 
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pgnies ~ and institutions where, according to Dr . Bielski, ce rtain Polish art
treasures had been stored. In reply to our enquiries, we were advised as

follows :
(a) The Bank of Montreal confirmed that it was holding in safekeeping

two locked steamer trunks which, according to Mr. Stanislaus Zalewski, were

property belonging to the Polish State;

(b) The Monaste ry of the Redemptorist Fathers at Ste. Anne de Beaupré,
Quebec, stated in their reply of May 31, 1946, that they were not holding
in storage any "objet ; d'a rt de valeur historique appartenant à l'État

polonais" ;

(c) The Monastery of the Precious Blood, 774 Echo Drive, O tt awa,

advised on May 29th that they held no effects belonging to the Polish State,

but they had stored some "six or seven months ago some trunks containing the

private possessions'of certain:Polish refugees . These trunks had recently been

reclaimed by their owners;
°(d) The Capital Storage Company of Ottawa wrote on May 28, 1946, to

the ef%ct that they had nothing in storage for the Polish Government but

that they . were holding personal effects for Mr. and Mrs . Roger Raczynski,

Mr. and Mrs . Edward Rriczymski, and Dr. S. Raczynski .

. ; : 7. The Government of Canada sympathizes entirely with the desue of the
Legation of the Republic of Poland to recover the art treasures belonging to

the Government of Poland and is prepared to give possession, to the duly
authorized representative of the Polish Legation, of any such articles now in

'storâge at the Records Storage Building. The Government of Canada
n

does
of

not feel; however, that it can accept responsibility in assisting the I-egat i o

the Rcpublicof Poland to secure possession of treasures which may have been
âtored° by privnte arrangement in other than govcrnmcnt buildings . It is the
view "of the Csûnadian .Government, moreover, that such art treasures as
nôw atored in the Records Storage Building should be removed by the Po

lish

Î :ëgâtion at as eàrly,'a date as may prove c:onvenicnt .
µ . : } . , . e

8 . The Canadian ~ Government is preparcd to permit the I-ega tion of the
Repûblic of Poland' toa continue to use, the storage space already at

l

in ~ ~ r ~the Records Storage Building until satisfacto ry alternative arrange-

s s can be made forr thc .transfcr of the treasures to other accommodatio
n

Accept etc .
H. H . W

RO of Statefor the Secretary
for External Atf*s

sûitâble 'for the purpose .
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Mémorandum du directeur, la direction économique, le ministère des Finances 
Memorandum by Director, Economic Division, Department of Finance 

- 

Ottawa, September 5, 1946 
RE: CREDIT TO POLAND 

2029 

On Dr. Clark's instructions, I called the Polish Minister this morning and 
found he was out of town. Later Dr. Bielski, First Secretary at the Polish 
Legation, called me back to say the Minister was away, and asked if there was 
an), message'he could give him. I told him that Dr. Clark, before going awaY' 
for some weeks, had asked me to inform the Polish Minister that the request 
of PoLind for a credit had been taken up with Mr. Abbott, the Acting Min-
ister of  Finance,  who had told Dr. Clark to inform the Poles that the Govern-- 
lime Would not be prepared to grant a credit to Poland at the present time. 
I weiii on to explain to him that the Canadian supply situation was so tight 
and the Ciidit commitments already undertaken by the Government so large 
that they have not been willing to make any additional commitments as to 
credits .  in recent - months. Dr. Bielski said that they understood the difficulty 
Of the sup-ply situation at the - present time. He -asked me whéther I thought 
it Would be any use to raise the niàtter again before the winter. I said that I 
saw no harm in their bringing it up again during the autumn if they so desired. 
I said that we were aware of the urgency and importance, of Poland's need 
for credits. I told Dr. Bielski that Mr. Ilsley himself had been in Poland and 
Warsaw recently and had been very much interested and impressed with what 
4e- had se-en.there. Dr. Bielski said that they had noticed in the press accounts 
Of  Mr. Usley's visit to Poland, and that they were very glad he had been 
able to see at,first-hand some of their problems and circumstances. • 

, 	 R. B. BRYCE 

1236. 	 DEA/9396-40 

Mémorandum de la direction économique 

Memorandum by Economic Division 

[Ottawa,] October 16, 1946 

RELEASE OF BANK OF POLAND GOLD 
The  Bank of Canada has received a properly authenticated request from 

er Bank of Poland to release, for shipment to Poland, gold which the Bank 
of Canada  has held for the Bank of Poland since early in the war. The 
amOuni involved is some $13,000,000. 
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r: understandahat'the Polish instructions are completely in order and there 
are no legal grounds on which we can refuse. 

	

. 	. 
- 	 the'Unite,d Kingdoni Govenunent stated that "it would 

be of assistance. if. the Canadian Govenunent would continue to delay release 
of polish gold in Canada.",The United Kingdom Govermnent has been delay-
ing release of siinilaiPolish gold in London, chiefly as economic pressure to 
try to ensure satisfactory elections  iniPoland.  as laid down in the Yalta 
Agreement. , - . „ 
r  There is also somePolish gold in the United States. The, State Department 
had been delaiing .its release for similar reasons. However, we understand 
that.the, Poles stated that they, wished to use these funds for the Polish  con-
tribution  tà .the World Bank, and the State Department told us in July that 
under.  these circumstances. they might have, to agree to release them. We have 
not .been informed.that the.State Department has actually released this gold, 
but it has recently restored a substantial Export-Import Bank credit to Poland. 
While recognition of the Provisional Polish Govenunent in fact resulted from 
the Yalta Agreement, Canada was not a party to this Agreement. Under the 
circumstances, an& in view of the recent United States loan to Poland, there 
is probably no reason why  we  should put political difficulties in the way of the 
Bank of Poland.claiming gold which is legally theirs. In any case, the amount 
ins;olved -is  i  too small: to affect :Polish ,  ,Goverrtment management of their 
elections., •, 

Mr. *Gres:in-Towers is anxiéus to give the President of the Bank of Poland 
and the' Pôlish  Finance  Ministér a favouiable reply before they leave Ottawa 
thzs aftérndon. - 

To 	 may 'cause soine flurry_in London and Washington, but under 
the  diêtimitiinces we shoidd,  1 'think, tell Mr. ToWers that we have no ébjec-

*dons to hii gôini 'ahead as he Proposes. We would then inform London and 

Washington post facto.1  
The Department of Finance agrees.2  

'Marginal note: 
Please do this. L. 11. nautsoml 

'Les notes suivantes 4talent, , éc:rites sur , - . 'The  olio f 	ins notes were written on the 
, 	. 	, , 	. 	w 

ce mémorandum: 	 inernorandism: 
-- 1 telephoned Irlr.'-St. Laurent about this matter and be agreed to the return of 

. . the  ' Pash,  Sae He then telephoned the Prime Minister, who had no objection to 

e... ellthia course. , L. D. Pit:Jason] . , , ' . 	. 	, 
' I phoned Mr„ Towars 'and told hirn the Government had no objections to put in 

the way of release. A. C. Sparta 16/10 

'Note .,snargInale: 
• 
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DEA/9396-40

- . t Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire d'État " . A_ .
aux A ffaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary of State
f or External A fjairs

TELEGRAM 2094 London, October 22, 1946

SECRET. Your tclegrams No. 1806 and No. 1807 of 17th Octoberf, ' Poli sh
gold.

Information contained in your telegrams has been communicated infor-
mally to the Foreign Office. Their preliminary view before consulting
Treasu ry is that we had no alternative except to return the gold in view of
the legitimate nature of the request and the precedent of the United States
lôan• ' I 'think, however, that they regret this necessity to return the ' goldarose, as they are obviously wedded firmly to the policy of concerting with
the Americans in . exerting the greatest possible pressure at the present time
on the Poles .

;z,

- DEA/9396-40

Le 'haut commissaire de Grande-Bretagne au sous-secrétaire d'État
aux Affaires extérieures, .

- High Commissioner of Great .Britain to Under-Secretary 'of State, .

075H/412' '

Dear.,1V r.- Pearson,.. x ~ ,

for External Affairs

Ottawa, December 21, 1946

' f Mr• :Garner . told you, in his letter of the 19th October t that the UnitedKingdom; authori ties were ve ry anxious to reach an end of the present
~gements for providing relief to certain Poles in Canada through the
operation Of the Interim Treasury Committee for Polish Questions and
hoped that it might be possible for the Canadian Government to agree to
'6an ements~ 'whereb support from the Committee for this ` would
nÔ ' 1 nBèÏ' be re uir d . The United Kingdom authori ties w

purpose
were anxious to

withdraw from the`su q
ho w `it ' p~

rt f rom the Committee as end of 1946. As,'
ever;was understood that the Canadian autho ri ties had ' not been

fi n , conclusions on this subject, I ' recently made the sug-, , .
gestlon q,6 Lvndon that it might be convenient if withdrawal of support,
from 1the' 'Committee could be postponed for, say, a - month until the
31atlJ`ânuâr3;.
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- I- am now writing to let you know that the United Kingdom authorities 
agrée that in the circurnstances withdrawal of Interim Treasury Committee 
support should be'postponed until  the 31st January, 1947. They have, how-
ever, asked me to make it clear that they would feel unable to agree to any 
further extension beyond this date. 

The United Kingdom authorities have also  asked nie to arrange for 
suitable notice to be given to the Polish representatives concerned here. I 
should . be glad .to  arrange for  consultation with your Department as to the 
terms in which this notice should be given. 

Yours sincerely, 
A. CLUTTERI3UCK 

• Mémorandum du chef, la première direction politique 

Itiemorandum by Head, First Political Division 

CONFIDENTIAL 	 [Ottawa,] December 26, 1946 

POLISH ART TREASURES 

1 asked Dr." Bielski 'of the Polish Legation to call on me on December 23rd 
with a view to discussing the . question of the Polish Art Treasures. I reminded 
him of his*  reciutist foi information as' to when a reply would be available to 

1 the Polish Ministees note and  said that wère now in a position to send a 

reply: I added that I thought it would be useful if we could discuss the ques- 

• tion informally before the replY 	sent. 
told pr. Bielskithat vié . had made very little progress. I said that we had 

made inquiries concerning the present location of the art treasures and that we 
had asked people whom we thought might know. We had, however, in every 
Case iiceiVed à négative 'response. It was my opinion that these replies had 
been truthful .1  onees.7 I said-I - thoi:ght that it was even  probable that Mi. 
l'ôlkoWiki noilhave precise information where the treasures were 

locitcd ' * 	" 
! ,-I -said to  Dr; Bielski tliat I thouglit we should consider informally what the 

next step shôuld. be ThePolish •Legation might, if it wished, secure legal 
 àdvice and thén jaroéeed to the courts. It could lay charges against persons in 

Whôse caré,Polish State property had been left, if there was evidence tliat 
theié péôple had wrongfully disposed of the property. They could bring 

action for the'recciirery'àf material which they claimed belonged to the Pasil 
 State, if they could discover where the material was located. I suggested that 

• 11  'zilch legal action were taken and this Department were called upon to pre' 
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vide information to the courts, we would be prepared to state what our records
showed . This was that Mr. Padoski, as Representative of the Polish Govern-
ment, had brought to Canada in 1940 certain articles which he claimed were
the property of. the Polish State . These articles had subsequently been depos-
ited in a government bu ilding. The articles had later been removed from the
government bu ilding by the representatives of the Polish State who had depos-
ited them there . The Canadian authorities had surrendered to the represent-
a tives of the new Polish Government any Po lish property which remained in
Government buildings.

I made it clear that the Polish Legation would have to take this action on
the advice of its own legal counsel, and that the Department itself would not
feel in any way obliged to bring legal action. I suggested that the Legation
should consider very carefully with its legal adviser what the effect of the legal
âctiôa would be..,,

I asked Dr. Bielski what mo tives he thought the Poles, who were now hid-
ing these articles, had in doing so . He said that he thought it possible that
certain individuals might be rewarded by being given particular items on which
they 'could later realize funds . On the whole, however, he seemed to think the
greatest danger lay in the possibility that harm would come to the art treasures
through damage occasioned by improper storage . I then asked him what he
would think of a proposal by which the articles would be restored to the Polish
Lega tion on the understanding that they would be put on display in Canada
for a period of years. I said that the Canadian public had some interest in the
collection in view of recent publicity . It was possible, on the other hand, that
the persons who now held the treasures rightly or wrongly, felt that conditions
in Central' Europe were uncertain and would be satisfied if they felt . the
treasures would be kept safe until such time as greater stabili ty " had
retùrned to Europe . Under such arrangement, the National' Gallery might

bel` asked to take charge of the material in Canada for a pe riod of time agree d
upon. . It might be possible to arrange for a sma ll collection of Canadian

paintings to be shown in the ' Galle ry in Cracow from which these treasure s
bad come.

Dr. Bielski responded to this suggestion with evident enthusiasm. He re-
Minded më tha. : P . at the original note which the Polish Legation had addressed to
us on this subject suggested that the Minister would like to put the material
on~display in Canada. He said that they would be glad to have the treasures ,
stay here "for a long time". They would be pleased also if some reciprocal
exhibition could be arranged .
1`'I told Dr. Bielski that we should perhaps both think over this suggestion an d

that I would get in touch with him later . It was agreed that in the meantime

we should notanswer the Polish Minister's note on this subject .

R. G. RIDDELL
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PARTIE 17 / PART '17 	• 

PORTUGAL 
1240. 	 , 	 DEA/72-AHK-40 
- 

	

	L'e bureau du Conseil privé au président, Trans-Canada Air Lines 
Privy Council Office to President, Trans-Canada Air Lines 

Ottawa, June 5, 1946 
Dear' Mi. SYiningion, 

MR AGREEMENT WMI PORTUGAL 
You will recall that in Bérrnuda' last December the U.K. representatives 

undertook to ascertain on our behalf whether the Portuguese government 
would be prepared to.enter Into .  an aviation agreement with us, and if so, 
What'fonn of agreement would be most likely to be acceptable. 

Since that time a Canadian Consul  bas  been appointed in Lisbon and has 
apparently taken*part in discussions at the British Embassy in Lisbon on this 

• matter. Through him we have learned that the British Embassy has informed 
the Foreign Office in resPonse to its direction on this matter that it would 
like further and clearer' instructioni as to the Canadian requirements before 
taking thernatter up with the Portuguese government. You will note that the 
U.K. government itself has not passed this information on to us; it has been 
received through our representative, but presumably we will hear from the 
U.K. 'on this matter in the near future. 
,,- In view of the long delay in getting any action thrétugh the U.K., I would 

be inclined now to take_the matter up through our own Consul who could 
continue to work in, cooperation with the U.K. Embassy. I would be glad 
tô 'pin; views on this. - 

In 'addition it may perhaps be advisable to conununicate some definite 
iiitniétions or : proposals. There would appear to bc three courses which we 
inight follôw. 

_1..We' could merely ask permission of Portugal to make use of the Azores 
ôr*Lisbon .in the eVent that TCA has to make a non-traffic stop there on 

• ckeirsioni when' the alternate 'southern route is used by TCA. This would not 
>require anY bilateral agreement and could be accomplished simply and rapidly 
by an eichange of notes; 

. 2. We could go a step further and suggest that Canada and Portugal ex-
change: the two freedorns;This too would be a relatively simple matter and 
would not require anylengthy bilateral agreement. , 

3. We could conclude a bilateral agreement exchanffing the first four free-

doms and perhaps including the formula which we propose to tryout on 

Newfoundland and Which leaves the door open for the carriage of fifth free- 
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dom traffic later, (i.e . some such phrase in relation to traffic rights as, "andmay, also carry such additional traffic ai may be requested by .the governmentof Portugal") .

. The Canadian Consul suggests that if we expect any traffic requirements
in Portugal in future years it would be preferable to conclude an agreementnow rather than waiting ; this argument is b ased on the apparent readiness ofPortugal to enter into almost any bilateral aviation agreement at present .

My own preference at the moment would be to prepare a draft bilateral
agreement based on the four freedoms and to send it to our Consul as the sort
of thing we would like to have. Before speaking to Mr. Howe on this matter,
however, I would like to have your comments .

Sincerely yours,

J. R . BALDWIN

ft~ . .. _ .

DESPATCH 55

DEA/72-AHK-40

''Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures
au consul général par intérim au Portugal

Secretary of State for Extern,al Affairs
to Acting Consul General in Portugal

Ottawa, July 11, 1946

CONFIDENTIAL

I havé the hônour to refer to your
-
despatch No. 41 of May 20th t con '

P0~ g the proposed bilateral civil aviation agreement between Canada . and
8aL

question of concluding such an agreement was o riginally brought up
41he' Bermuda Conference in December 1945, at which time the UnitedKingdom representatives at this Conference unde rtook to ascertain on our
b0half whether the Po rtuguese Government would be prepared to enter into., . ,Wagreement with us and, if sô, in what form the agreement would be likely
to ; be 8a cqeptable . We now consider that it would be advisable for - you to
proceed with this matter in co-operation with the United Kingdom Embass y
°fficials in Lisbon.
~ , Accordingly we are forwarding two copies of a draft of a proposed agree-
m~tT~ which represents a model of what we would like to have and whic h

~~ be used as a basis on which to proceed with discussions with the Portu-
guese'authôrities . This draft provides for the exchange of the first four Free-
d Ôm

s ? and is based on the standard Chicago formula as modified by our
Be rmuda tagreement with the United Kingdom. You will note, however, that

wé havéiII the Annex of this draft agreement specified the grant of Freedoms
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1 and 2 in a separate clause to that granting Freedoms 3 and 4. This has 
been done since Portugal is not at present a party to the Transit Agreement 
(Two Freedoms). 

Will you therefore please take up in co-operation With the United Kingdom 
Embassy the question of this agreement with the Portuguese authorities. I may 
add that we are also making available a copy of the dr-aft agreement to the 
United ICingdom authorities as they have been handling the matter for us up 
to the present. 

I am etc. 
SYDNEY D. PIERCE 

for the Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

Mémorandum du secrétaire adjoint du Cabinet au ministre 
de la Reconstruction et des Approvisionnements 

Memorandum tram Assistant Secretary to the Cabinet 
to Minister of Reconstruction and Supply 

, 
• Ottawa, October 23, 1946 

CIVIL AVIATION AGREEMENT WITH PORTUGAL 
We have now reached general agreement with Portugal on ail  major 

points and if you approve, instructions would be forwarded to the Canadian 
Consul General in Lisbon to complete the negotiations and sigg the  agree-
ment  *on Our behalf.' - 

The main points .' Of the agreement are as follows: 
„ ,1.. Exchange of third and fourth freedom rights to be exercised by 

Portugal at Montreal and to be exercised by Canada at the Azores and/or 
Lisbon. - 

'2: The  Cidadian air service  to make a compulsory stop at Lisbon oa any 
flights criaasing the mainland of Portugal; this is no handicap to Canada since 

• our lets' will nin directli from the Azores to the United Kingdom and 
will not cross the Pârtuguese mainland. 

3. No clans= in the Annex in respect of frequencies, capacity or rates ,  
but a  general clittisç stating that if the Portuguese govenunent should decide 

• tâ - ciperate a service, the Annex may be amended at the request of either 

party, by the insertion of clauses covering frequencies and rates along die 

„  
L'Accord  tut  rigo‘ i Utbonne 1.  25  aye 'The agreement was signed in Lisle' fia  

1,4i. Volt Canada, Recueil  de,  traith, 1947, April 25, 1947. See Canada, Tree Ser e  

N' I2.  - 1947, No. 12. 
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lines of the clauses in the present -agreement between Portugal and the
United Kingdom, (which are generally similar to those in our agreement
with the United Kingdom) .

J. R. BALDWIN

PARTIE 18 / PART 1 8
UNION SOVIÉTIQUE / SOVIET UNION

1243. DEA/6226-40
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieuresà l'ambassadeur en Union soviétique

. Secretary of State for External A ffairs to Ambassador in Soviet Union

DESPATCH 32 Ottawa, January 31, 1946

SECRET .

Sir,

I refer to my telegram No . 222 of October 21st and my despatch No .
1200 of October 17th on the subject of our di ffi culties with the U .S.S .R .
over .. terms of credit, and over contracts for industrial equipment which
was to have been provided under Mutual Aid but which the U.S.S .R .
undertook to pay for if delivery took place after the cessation of Mutual Aid .

Our early difficulties arose because the U .S .S.R. refused to pay the full
contract price of approximately $25,000,000 for the indust rial equipment
delivered, or to be de livered, after the cessation of Mutual Aid. This difficulty
was finally overcome through an arrangement whereunder we sold to the
U.S.S.R. at a substantial reduction other equipment, chiefly flat cars,
requ es ted as Mutual Aid prior to the end of the war for which equipment
the U.S .S .R. ' hàd no obligation to pay. This eqûipment cost $7,500,000 and
~~ sold for $2,000,000. Considering the two transactions-one for indus-

eqwpment and the other for flat cars-as one, the result was that the
U.S.S.R. agreed to pay approximately $27,000,000 for goods which cost
the nadian Government about $32,500,000. The Russians considered that
~e`C

a
reduc tion applied on indust rial equipment. We applied the reduction

against the flat cars, which was reasonable since the cars had been made to
U'S•S•k ' specifications and were only of scrap value to us . The Russians,Vl' ' addition; agreed that they would forego any benefits that might be
obtain~ through the re-negotiation of the con tracts for industrial equip-
ntent, Such bene fi ts, probably substantial, will accrue to the Canadian
Governïnent .
Ilk !, considered the settlement a generous one and made it in the hope

t ' lt womd =ease our other difficulties . Unfo rtunately, we have been unable
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to reach agreement with the U.S.S.R. on the terms of the credit which they 
wish to receive and out of which they would pay for the industrial equipment. 
The U.S.S.R. authorities continue to seek a lower interest rate than that 
we have granted all other countries receiving export credit. Cabinet has 
confirmed the position of the Mutual Aid Board that we will not extend 
better terms to the U.S.S.R. than to others. 

The Mutual Aid Board found 'itself in an extremely awkward position. 
The industrial equipment was ,being produced for U.S.S.R. account and to 
U.S.S.R. specifications but the customer was neither willing to pay cash 
nor would agree on terms of the credit to be extended. 

The Board accordingly advised the U.S.S.R. that in the absence of 
definite arrangements for payment by February 1st the Board would con-
sider arrangements in respect of the equipment as ended, would issue 
instructions  to ceaie  production  to U.S.S.R.. specifications and arrange for 
such modifications in the equipment as would make the equipment saleable 
to other purchasers. I attach a copy of the letter of January 19th from the 
Secretary of the Board to the Commercial Counsellor of the U.S.S.R. 
Embassy. The U.S.S.R. authorities have not yet replied. 

- . I have etc. 
S. D. PIERCE 

for the Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

Le secrétaire, la Cœunission d'aide nuauelle, au conseiller commercial, 
l'ambassade de l'Union soviétique 

'ecretari ,` Mutual Aid Board, to Conunercial Secretary, 
Embassy of Soviet Union 

4-Inthabsnceof definità arrangements for payment by your governmPu. 

for the Industrial equipment, the Board is faced with serious problems: 
manufactustrs ari pressing for payment and arc requesting, on the most urgent 

basisi the:removal from !heir  plants  d equipment already completed. Storage 
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facilities will have to be arranged forthwith, and the costs of handling andstoring the equipment represent a not inconsiderable sum of money. -
The Appropriation from which the funds have been made available to pay

for the production of this equipment will lapse at the end of the current fiscal
year, and the Board does not consider that it would be possible to ask Parlia-
ment for further funds without making clear the difficulties encountered in
reaching an agreement with your government on the payment for this equip,-
ment. The Board could not undertake to recommend such a further appropri-
ation to Parliament if the arrangements with your government continue on the
present indefinite basis .

In view of this position in which it is placed, the Board has felt obliged t o
inform you that unless your government can agree, by February 1, 1946, to
pay for this equipment, and the additional supplies specified in your letter . to
Mr. " Karl C. Fraser of November 29, 1945, either in cash or on , terms of
credit which have been offe red to your government by the Minister of Finance,
the Board will consider that our mutual arrangements in respect of this equip-
ment have ended, and will issue instructions to cease production of the indus=
trial equipment to your specificati^ns and to arr an ge for such modifications in
the`equipment as wi ll make it saleable to other purchasers.

I am therefore instructed to inform you that in the absence of notification

. . ,
~V.Febrvary 1 , 1946, of acceptance by your government of one of the ' alternâ.-

e Proposals already offered to you, the Board will regretfully be obliged to
make new arrangements along the lines indicated above .

Yours ve ry truly,
M. G. GLASSC O

DEA/6226-40

i' .°, Le secrétaire, la Commission d'aide mutuelle, au conseiller commercial ,

:- -, 1 - - l'ambassade de l'Union soviétique

Secretary,' Mutual Aid Board, to Commercial Secreta ry,

Embassy of Soviet Union

Ottawa, February 8, 1946

~e'ar
*
Mr.; Krôtov,

t *,T~e Mutual Âid Board at its meeting of February 6th, again considered thé '
questiôn :of

,
the disposal of the indust rial equipment and supplies r.eferred to

letter to you of Janua ry 19 th .
.~ ' + .>7 . .

no reply has been received by the Mutual Aid Board to the proposal s

set ~foith,in the abovementioned letter, the Board has instructed the -Director., .of ~
ch

j
A~~~ion to arrange for the disposal of this material, makmg such
'tage s in spec i ficat ions as may be necessary .
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, The Board regrets the necessity of having to take this action and wishes you
to be informed of its decision in this regard .

Yours ve ry truly,
M. G. Gt .Assco

DEA/8531-40

Communiqué à la presse du minist ère des Affaires extérieures

No. 17

It is Inc intention 01 C overnment .
Commission has been received, prosecution will be instituted in cases in whlch
th evidencx warrants it . T . would not be proper at this stage to make a mor

e

f th G that after the report of the RoY

the Supreme Court of Cinada to act as Royal Commissioners to bear evidence
and to preseat `a repôrt [which will be made public. The Commissioners have
appointed as their Counsel ` Mr. E.' K.' j Williams, K.C., of Winnipeg, Mr.
Gérald Fauteux, K .C., of Montreal, and Mr. D. NV. Mundell of the Depart-
ment of Justice ; the Commission has already commenced its investigation,
which Is proceeding iâ camera . ~

Upon the application of Counsel, and having regard to the se rious nature

of the evidence already adduced before the Commission, the Commissioners
recommended Counsel to apply to the Minister of Justice for orders for the
interrogation and detention for that purpose of a number of persons known
or suspected to be impÜcated. This action has been taken today . The persons

Involved include some now employed or who have been employed in a num-
beraof Departments and agencies of the Government.

ment which establishei that there have been disclosures of secret and con-
fidential information to unauthorized persons, including some members of
the staff of a foreign mission in ' Ottawa . In order to make possible the full
investigation which the seriousness of this information demands, the Gov-
ernment has appointed Mr. Justice Taschercau and Mr. Justice Kellock o f

Information of undoubted authen ticity has reached the Canadian . Govern- ,

'RELATIONS AVEC DIVERS PAYS

Press Releasé of Department of Ex ternal A f jairs

Ottawa. Februa ry 15, 194 6

The Prime Minister, Mr. Mackenzie King, made the fo llowing statement
this afternoon : .

a
; eonnplete statement or, in particular, to make public the names of those con-

Innocent instruments in furthering activities much more senous ,

caution and nserve .' pending the time when it will be poss ible to

; oerned: Some of .them appear to have been far more deeply and consciously

kvolved than others. Some will probably be found to be more or less

.may have `Imagined. Obviously, the whole matter should be tr~eat ~ue â

fuller stâtément: Until the Investigation by the Royal Commissioners has bee
n

completed the case remains sub judice.
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DEA/50242-40 
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

à l'ambassadeur en Union soviétique 

Secretary of State for External Affairs to Ambassador in Soviet Union 

TELEGRAM 19 	 Ottawa, February 15, 1946 
IMMEDIATE. TOP SECRET. The Prime Minister asked Soviet Chargé d'Affaires 
to come and see him this afternoon and read to him statement the text of 
which is contained in my telegram No. 17t of today. He made it clear to 
Mr. Belokhvostikov that the foreign mission referred to in the statement was 
the Soviet Embassy in Ottawa, though this fact was not for the present being 
made public. He said that the situation to which his statement made ref-
erence had corne to him and to his colleagues as a very disagreeable shock. 

Mr. Belokhvostikov, who had been accompanied at the interview by Mr. 
Vitali Pavlov, Second Secretary of the Embassy, said that the Prime Minis-
ter's statement came as a very great surprise to him and that he would at 
oice—  inform his Government of what the Prime Minister had told him. 

2041 
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Le chargé d'affaires en Union soviétique au secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 

Chargé d'Affaires in Soviet Union to Secretary of State 
for External Affairs 

TELEGRAM 25 Moscow, February 21, 1946 

My inin2.4: ‘,..ately preceding telegram.t Following is text of statement handed 
over.  '''ou me by Mr. Lozovskil tonight, Begins: 

On February 15th this year the Canadian Government published a state- 
Ment about the delivery in Canada of secret information to persons not hav- 
ing tile . right of access to this information, including certain members of the 
s
ch
t:Iff of a foreign Mission in Ottawa. On handing this statement to the Soviet 

aré 4'Affaires ; N. D. Belokhvostikov, the Prime Minister, Mr. King, stated 
mat. _the reference in the Canadian Government's statement to certain members 

thestaff of a foreign Mission referred to members of the staff of the Soviet 
Ernbissy • m Ottawa. . 

fti).P1  this connection, after appropriate investigation, the Soviet Gove rnment 
er it necessary to make the following statement: • 

 Soket— 	• organizations have become aware that in the latter periods of the war 

. members of staff of the Soviet Military Attaché in Canada received, 

*PT,
bteur' 84101nt Bureau d'information 	Deputy Director, Information Bureau of 

'13111te1it1que. 	 Soviet Union. 
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fioin Canadi—an Inationals with whom they were acquainted, certain informa:'- 
tion of a secret character which did not, however, present great interest for the 
Soviet organizatiéni. It lià.4 trakspiréd that ihis information referred to techni-
cal data of which  Soviet  .M:ganizations had no need'in view of more advanced 
technice attainment  in the U.S.S.R.; the information in question could be 
found in published worics on radio location etc., and also in the well known 
brochure of the.Ainerican J. D. Smyth, "Atomic Energy". 

, It would, therefore, be. ridiculous to affirm that delivery of insignificant 
secret data of this kind could create any threat to the security of Canada. 

None the less, aï soon as* the Soviet Government beearne aware that the 
above-mentioned acts of certain members of the staff of the Military Attaché 
in Canada, the Soviet Military Attaché, in view of inadmissibility of acts of 
members of his staff inz question, *was recalled from Canada. On the other 
hànd, it 'Must also* be borne in mind that the Soviet Ambassador and other 
members of the staff of the • Soviet Embassy in Canada had nci connection 
with this. • ; , - • 

Ai the same finie the Sàviet Government finds it necessary to draw atten-
tion  to the unbridled - antiSoviet' cainpaign which • began in the Canadian 
press and on the C..anadian radio simultaneously with the publication of the 
Canadian Government's statement. In spite of complete lack of significance 
'and' imPôrtance of circumstances which gave rise to the Canadian Gévern= 
ment's statement.pf Fébruary .  15th, this anti-Soviet campaign is being sup-
ported bir many 'Canadian organizations,' and at the same time the position 
taken up by Canadian Government is directly aimed at encouragement of this 
anti-Soviet  press and radio càmpaign.  which is incompatible with normal rela-
tiàhs between the two countries.-- ' 

, 	 this .connection, surprise is occasioned by thé unusual fact that the 
Canadian Govenunent published its statement on February 15th instead of, as 
is :custOrnary bétvieen 'countries in  *normal relations, previously asking for 
explanation from the Soviet Government Inasmuch as the Canadian Govern-
ment did neconsider it necessary to approach the Soviet Govemment for a 
previous explanation, it must' be admitted that the Canadian Government . 
herein was• puisuing some 'other ends having no relation to the security in-
terests of Canada:" 	 • .% 	' 	• 

must  be'âdmitted 'that' the above-Mentioned unbridled anti-Soviet cam-

Paign:fonned part' of  the Canadian Government's plan aimed at causing the 

Soviet Union politic:it harrn. • 
It cannot be considered a mere chance that Mr. King's statement was made_ 

it:i f-Coincide with 'the ending  of  the seision of the Assembly of the United 

Nations where Soviet delegatdieoéke • in defence  of  principle of democracy an.d 

independenée of small countries. Evidently Mr. King's statement and the anti: 

Soviet' camiialgti'in *Canada'which has been developed in connection svith_lt.  

are something in the nature of an answer to the unpleasantness caused to.  Mr 

,King's friends by the Soviet delegate at the session of the Assembly. Ends. 
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DEA/28 3

L'ambassadeur aux États-Unis au secrétaire d'État aux A ffaires extérieures

Ambassador in United States to Secretary'o f State for External Affairs

DESPATCH 511 Washington, March` 11, 194 6

Sir,
f. . I am attaching herewith a repo rtt from the Press Analysis Section on the
press reaction in • this country to Mr. Churchill's - Missouri speech on March
Sth. I would like to add one or two obse rvations of my own to this report .

speech
2.e popular and press reaction to Mr. Churchi ll's Westminster Collège

is about what I expected, mixed, but with the preponderance of
opinion c ri tical. The cri ticism is, however, less violent than one might have
expected, mainly for two reasons : (1) Mr. Churchill's personal prestige and
Popularity remain extraordinarily high in this country, and count heavily
in: his favour in respect of anything he may say: Q) The growing ânti=
Russian feeling in the country found satisfaction in his cri ticism of the Soviets
and therefore less dissatisfaction in the accompanying plea for an Ango-
American a lliance than would otherwise have been the case . The more,vocal
and, prejudiced anti-B ri tish elements in this country (always excepting the
Çomununists and~ their "fellow travellers") are also anti-Russian . Therefore,
xhe' :vehement . disâpproval . such elements would - normally show towards - Mr.
Churchill's proposa l for an Anglo-Saxon all iance - has been modified in this
casé.by - their approval of the strong line he adopted against Russia. In their
reaction, to Mr. Churchi ll's . speech, - these elements find • it difficult to com-
bine- théir .favou ri te pastimes of "Redbaiting" and "Lion tail twisting".. :, ., . -_ Y : 3 . ~ ,The main' criticism of ' the Anglo-American alliance' provisions of the
Fulton speech .come from three sources :

(a) Those who, like Mr. Walter' Lippman, ' feel that an' alliance with the
United Kingdom and the Dominions is one thing ; an alliance with the B ritish

Empire quite another. 1his is the traditional and deeply rooted fear of being
linked . with "Imperialism" ; a fear which is increased at - this time as the
British Imperial system faces a post-war upsurge of native nationa lism which
may be expected to express itself violently: Underwriting the United Kingdom
P .,oae: thing; underwriting Malay, Burma and Hong Kong something else,
thôugh the two can hardly be separated . This is ~perplexing to the "Lippman"
school .;-• .._ . . •

(~?) There'are also those who think that Mr. Churchill's plea is a measure,

nôtâ of United States', needs, but of Britain's desperation; that it is just

anothér câse of Great Britain looking for someone else to pull her chestnuts
out of the fire. This feeling, though strong, is being weakened, however, as
Anien.cans bè 'n to realize the Possible value of British help in the face of~
a powerful, aggressive* Russia . Those who feel this way look upon the United
Kingdoin as a necessary outpost for the defence of the United States .
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(c) Finally, Mr. Churchill's proposals have been vigorously attacked by 
those who see in a strong and universal—or as nearly universal as possible—
United Nations Organization  the  only hope for peac,e. They feel, and with 
some reason, that an Anglo-American military alliance might weaken and 
eventually destroy the United Nations Organ;7ation. Mr. Churchill, of course, 
attempted to combat these fears by his "In My Father's House are Many 
Mansions" argument. But he has not been successful. He might have been 
more successful if he had broadened the basis of bis  "fraternal association" 
proposals to include all peaCe-loving states, who might wish to strengthen 
their defence relationships within the United Nations Organization. From this 
point of view, and in my opinion from others, also, it would have been better 
if Mr. Churchill had made a plea for strengthening the United Nations Organi-
zation and for the alteration of the Charter, if necessary, to make such 
strengthening possible. He then would have been on much stronger ground 
in arguing that, if one state, or more than one, blocked such a strengthening, 
a special relationship between the others would be justified. However, it is 
pretty clear that Mr. Churchill did not have this in mind in his speech. He 
was thinking of an intiniate military association of the English-spealcing people 
alone. — 

4. In the draft of the sixec.h which I read, there was  a  specific reference to 
the advisability of continuing the Combined Chiefs of Staff. I mentioned at 
the time to Lord Halifax that I thought this would be unwelcome even to 

* those United States and British service authorities who were hoping most for 
siiCh à 'continuance, but 'thought that the best chance of bringing it about 
was not to call attention to the matter, but to let the wartime arrangements • 
quietly go on. Lord Halifax agreed and the sentence in question was later 
amendéd. However, as amended, it was clear enough to what it referred; 
clesir entiugh already to cause a discussion which may prejudice these ar- 

, rangements by bringing them into the open. The attached article by Arthur 
1Crock in the New York Times is interesting in this connection. 

5•  You' may also have noticed that a question was asked President Truman 
at last Thursday's Press Conference on this point. Mr. Tnunan explained that 
the Combined Chiefs of Staff were still functioning because peace had not yet 

eéTn fornia1Iy made, but that this situation would not, he hoped, last much 
longer.:This part 'of Mr. Churchill's remarks, therefore, may have hindered 

rather thin helped tlié cause he hoped to promote; the closest possible ass 

ation of the armed services' of the two cotmtries. 
6. Mr. Churchill's speech, following that of Senator Vandenberg arid 

Mr; Éyrnes has, of 0::ourse, helped to focus attention in this country 011 

 Rtiailan-Anierican relations; not that help was needed in view of the develop-

inent of Russian policy itself, in the Balkans, Iran and Manchuria. 
. e 	 „ 

_k 7. There is'no doubt that feeling in the United States is hardening a.gains,_.t 
 the Soviet,Union,There has been a deterioration in this respect that 's tbat 

reuing if not dangerous. The frankness of comment on Soviet pclicY 
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one encounters in . official and congressional circles is alarm .in.g, even âfter
allowances are made for the usual tendency here towards exaggeration . and
verbal irresponsibility. Even in quarters normally friendly to Russia, and
aware of the catastrophic consequences of a break, there is a disposition to
despair of the possibility of steady and friendly relations with Moscow either
within or without the United Nations Organization. The stronger line now
being taken by the State Department is almost universa lly approved. If
Mr. Byrnes goes back on it, he will be one of the most unpopular men in the
country and wi ll have to go.

8 . There are, however, pitfalls ahead of this "strong" policy . One is the
personality and abilities of the Secretary of State . He is, I think, by nature a
compromiser; I was almost going to say, a waverer . He is also, I think,,less
popular both in Congress and at the White House than when he took office ;
nor has he made any considerable impression on his own Department as the
man best equipped to stand up to Molotov and Vyshinsky.

.9 . A more important difficulty is the instability and undiscipline of public
opinion itself ; a tendency to cheer vigorous speech but veer away from its
consequences. This is a factor which makes any firm, fixed policy difficult . I
cannot help but feel that it is one on which the Russians are relying greatly
in their obvious determination to exploit the present post-war international
situation in a way most favourable to themselves .

10. They listen to Mr. Byrnes in Moscow, but they also read of st rikes and

strife and discord . More impo rtant, they see United States' 'armed ' strength

s' ' g to something approaching pre-war weakness . They may, therefore,

feel' that while United States policy is getting firmer, the United States itself
is getting weaker. The Soviet leaders are not, I gather, likely to be impressed

so much, by an increase in the strength of speech as by the diminishing size

of the stick.
11 . The danger in all this lies in the temptation it provides for Moscow to

push ahead regardless of diplomatic consequences.

12 . It may well be that Soviet policy is fundamentally defensive ; an effo rt
to, exploit . a fluid post-war situation for all it is worth in the interest of their

own domestic secu rity ; of squeezing the last ounce of advantage out of their

own relatively strong position. The Soviet authorities may feel that they can

now take with impunity steps which would provoke a war if made ten years

from now when an international patte rn has been re-established. They expect

to èncounter diplomatic resistance and incur resentment ; but nothing more,

unless they go beyond a line which has not yet been fixed and the boundaries
of which they hope themselves to be largely instrumental in determining .

Once determined, however, they will , as realists, not seek to go beyond it.

The risk would be too great .
¢~ 13 : If this is, in fact, the motive of Russian policy, that policy becomes

understandable .Even the ill-will which it arouses outside Russia can be used
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by the Russiui iulers to strengthen their position at home. They can and do

complaia of that ill-will as unwarranted and unfair and 'a proof of the im-

placable hostility of the capitalist powers towards the workers' and peasants'
state ; necessitating the maintenance of a huge army, 'and justifying the sacri-

fices which this entails.
14. There is, in my mind, only one effective reply to this Russian policy .

A big Three Conference should be held where all the cards will be placed on

the table ; where all the issues wi ll be ' faced and a genuine effort made to

resolve them. No such conference has yet been held ; and it is long overdue .

Potsdam and Moscow were hasty, limited, almost half-hearted a ttempts, com-

pared with what is really required. Such a conference might have to remain
in session for months, but should be prepared to do so. The Fore ign Ministers

must be willing to take whatever time and make whatever efforts are required

to clear away suspicions and differences and to bring about a definite under-
standing of each other's desires and designs .

15. If no real suecess is achieved at such a conference, then the United

States and the United Kingdom should - conve rt the United Nations into

a really effective agent,to , preserve the peace and prevent aggression. This

means revising it radica lly.2If the Russians veto such a revision, agreed on by

others, a new organization must ;be created which, as the guardian of the
peace for all nations, and not merely the Eng lish speaking ones, can function
without the Russians and,,as a last resort, against them.

16. All this is far rcaioved from the more limited, but, I think, far less

effective proposals of Mr. Churchill for an English-spcaking association. I am

convincecL* however, that this b roader basis for a solution of our present diffi-
culties would have a far , better chance of acceptance in this c ountrY, and

'vvould provide a far stronger foundation for an effective organization of peace.

I have etc .
L. B. PEARSO N

DEA/2-0

L'mnbatsadéur en Union soviétique au secrétaire d'État

.1 ; , : I aux ADalru eztErteures .

Moscow, March 21, 194
DESpAT01 110'

Sceretary of State for Externa 1 A U'"
Anaa:isctn SovteUrton to 6

S~v A London on
l. I have the honour to report that I returned to Mos~a Kuibysbev

March 6th; exactly three years to the day since I arrived first in
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to assume the representation of Canadian interests in the Soviet Union. In 
ipite of all the ups and downs in intra-allied relations during those three 
years, I have never known a time when relations between the major allies 
were so strained or the prospects of cooperation with the Soviet Union so 
depressing. The two weeks since I returned have witnessed the crisis over the 
failure to withdraw the Soviet forces from Iran by the treaty date, March 2nd; 
thé mutual recriminations over Bulgaria; United States and United Kingdom 
protests about the removal of industrial equipment from Manchuria and the 
stir over Mr. Churchill's speech at Fulton, Missouri.  •  

2. From all this the present pattern has become clear. The Soviet Union 
apparently has decided to go its own way. Still distrustful and suspicious of 
the intentions of the western world, the Soviet leaders believe that they can 
gain advantages for themselves out of the present disunity of the different 
eountries composing the western world. Their main object of attack at the 
moment is the British Commonwealth of Nations. Like his predecessors, 
Mussolini and Hitler, Stalin's dictator mentality leads him to mistake the •  
loose ties that bind the British Commonwealth to be an inherent weakness: 
The legitimate strivings of coloured peoples to free themselves from white 
domination are thought by the Kremlin to foretell the doom of British Im-
perialism. I even have evidence that the independent stand taken by Australia 
in the  deliberations of the United Nations is interpreted as a sign that the 
British Commonwealth is disintegrating. 

3. In concerting the attack on the British Commonwealth of Nations the 
Soviet Goverrunent are taking care not to provoke unnecessarily the hostility 
of the United States. Thus the attack is directed mainly at the colonial policy 
of the Unitèd Kingdom because on this United States opinion has the most 
misgivings and sympathy for the United ICingdom in that country is least 
likely to be aroused over Soviet attacks aimed at this weak point in the British 

armour.* While resisting United States diplomatic offences over Bulgaria 
and Manchuria the Soviet Government are careful not to provoke United 
States-  opinion in respect of areas where the sympathy of that country is 

responsive e.g., Manchuria. Thus in the last few days we find in preparation 
for the show-do over Iran Soviet troops being withdrawn from Manchuria 
and front Bornholm and a defmite bid for United States sympathy in the 
official replies to Mr. Churchill's Fulton speech. 
: 4. It is difficult for the outsider to appreciate the profound impression 

which Mr. Churchill's speech has had on the peoples of the Soviet Union. 

Lemfin'  g  as  they do for peace they see in this speech the confirmation of what 
4, 
weir own leaders have been telling them about the machinations of re-

acdonaries in capitalist countries to foment war against the Soviet Union. 
The Soviet press, after waiting for some days, did Mr. Churchill the rare 

c:»11Pliment of printing his speech in full, although interspersed with comment 
aesigned to stress the anti-Soviet character of his remarks. The great mass 

2047 
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of the Soviet peoples have only the vaguest idea of what is the present position 
occupied by Mr. Churchill—to them he is a leader of reactionary Anglo-
Saxon capitalism.. - 

5. The reaction by the Soviet leaders to Mr. Churchill's speech was in-
stinctive. What they fear more than anything else is the end of disunity among 
the countries of the western world on which they see such a good opportunity 

• to capitalise for their own advantage. Besides they genuinely fear that co-
operation between the countries of the western world might under a rightist 
reaction develop into a crusade against the Soviet Union. Hence their violent 
opposition to the proposals for "a western bloc". Their fears of a combination 
of western European countries are small , however, compared with their fears 
of an Anglo-American combination. 

6. The Soviet leaders do not particularly dread the power at present 
wielded by the United Kingdom. While they rea lize it may be sufficient to 
check their expansion into certain regions, such as the eastern Mediterranean, 
they do not look upon it as being likely by itself to threaten them. But they 
have a most healthy respect for the power of the United States, when the 
industries and manpower of that country are mobilized for war purposes. 
They have been delighted to sec the rapid demobilisation of the United States 
military power under pressure from public opinion in that country. They are 
anxious to keep .it that way. Hence we find Academician E.  Tarie, in his 
article on Mr. Churchill's Fulton speech, reported to you in paragraphs 5 to 8 
of my despatch  No.: 101  of March 14th, 1946, 1  stressing the long tradition 
of friendship between Russia and the  United  States. He contrasted this with 
t• ie long record of Anglo-American bickerings. He unearthed again the 
refusal of Alexander. II to join England and France' in their support of the 
SOuth against the Ncirth in the American Civil War. 
r :-7.- Again the selection:of Iran as the main object of Soviet aggression at 
the moment is consistent with the efforts to attack British interests without 
disturbing.overmuch United States susceptibilities. In this connection I may 

quote again paragraph 36 of my despatch No. 437 of October 29th, 1945, 
'which read as follows: - 
"1 	The one exception I see to this abstention from territorial expansion in the 

near future is the possibility of Soviet encroaching on the territorial integrity of 
Iran In response to the old Russian longing for an outlet on warm water combined 
with the neW longing for oil. A foothold cn the Penian Gulf would give Russia 
that longed for outlet to the open seas which even the Baltic or the bfediterranean 

cum* provide because their exits are controlled by other powers-  An' Soviet  
moves in Iran would be sure to meet with resolute resistance from their  British  

ally and the determining factor would be the  citent  to which the United States 

would back British policy in this remote part of the world. 

8: Seldôiii has LitvinOv's >  famous saying: "Peace is indivisible," been more 

applicable than' it is to the eresent situation in Iran. The Soviet governmen
t  
_ 

have  chosen Iran as the testing point of Anglo-American solidarity beaus' 
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they - believe it is an area where they, can attack British interests without the
United States doing much beyond a bluster of diplomatic;'notesï If they can
get âway with it in Iran they can then proceed to treat with Afghanistan,
another area remote from the United States and unlikely to concern se riously
the people of that country. Only after Anglo-American lack of a common
policy and inability to act decisively has been demonstrated in the case of
these remote areas, are the Soviet Government likely to test possible reactions
to territorial encroachments on more de licate regions, such as Turkey and the
Middle 'East generally. It is just ' because, as Mr . Jack Hickerson of the StateDepartment told General Pope at San Francisco : "The average American does
not know where the Persian Gulf is" ( see paragraph 18 of my despatch
N&368 of September 25th, 1945), that the Soviet government have selected
Iran as their first test of Anglo-American so lidarity .

9. It seems as if Soviet intrigues in Iran have proceeded further than and in
a manner contrary to the wishes of the Soviet Government . The date for the
withdrawal of the al lied forces, March 2nd, came ' around at a time when the
Soviet government were engaged in active negotiations at Moscow with the
Iranian Prime Minister, Qavam-es-Sultaneh . No doubt, they felt that the
withdrawal of their troops would lessen the chances of Qavam-es-Sultaneh

iagreeing to their demands . In any case they could not leave to their fate those
whom they had set up as the government of Iranian Azerbaijan . Probably
they never expected that the Iranian Prime Minister, whom outsiders regarde~d
as a pliable tool of the Soviet Government, would prove to be so intransigent
in resisting their demands. For this we have to thank the existence of the
security Council. The Iranians knew their case would be overwhelmingly
Strong when the question next came before the Secu rity Council, since the

Soviet Government had placed themselves so definitely in the wrong by, a
flagrant breach of a solemn treaty ob ligation. The future wi ll depend upon

the' degree of firmness shown by the United States representative on the
-Se~irity Council . If, as a result of the Council's decision,

I
the Soviet Union

withdraws its troops from Iran, history will record one more example of the
pOli tically_bankrupt Persian regime being preserved through the rivalries of

the- powers, but a definite check. will be brought to Soviet expansion and

Anglo-Saxon hegemony over the world outside of the Soviet sphere wi ll have

been~iestored .r~+~ ., z s~ . . . .• . . ,

~ lÔ.* It is this Anglo-Saxon hegemony that is so essential to the maintenanc e

of peace and security . Mr. Churchi ll was on the right track when he spoke in

this vein at Fulton, Missou ri, but- I doubt the wisdom of the time and place. .,, .. ~
chosen for this trial balloon The fraternal association of the Anglo-Saxon,,w It .
PeOPles will come about rapidly and inexorably through the pressure of events,
.anth'or, without the speeches of elder statesmen . This presupposes a reorien-

ânôn of B ritish thinking of which Mr. Churchill h as shown himself incapable.
de`~.r' •, ;.,, h illin Pe umes call for a United Kingdom Prime Mlnister w o is 8
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over the at least ' partial liquidation of the B ritish Empire. India must be set
1` ed thé vexed problem of Palestin e

free, the Greelc"and Egypt;an questions so v ,

`delegated aô ' iatërnâtional trusteesiup, the"Unitéd 'States given bases in the,

British West Indies and Hong Kong perhaps _restored to Chlnese sovereignty .

The principles ünderlying the trusteeship chapters of the United Nations

Charter must be applied unequivocallY• A11 this is necessary not only to bring

B ritish policy in ;tune with United States political philosophy but also to ac-
cord 'rr.cognition of the legitimacy of the strivings of coloured peoples for

racial equality, and ;for. 'freedom from white; domination. There must be a

realisation of :the indlsputable,truth that if we
are faithf than privilegessthe hegemony of the Anglo-Saxons involves more obligations

We must recognise that, for. the good of , mankind we have been ca lled to as-

sume that task because practically we n1enG . among races have been able to

evolve political systems that are responsive i6 the will of the peoples.

11 . The events ; of , the past ✓weeks bâvé _ driven home the truth that only

political systems icspôpsive, to the, will o f the peoples can remove the threat
to

of wars of agg~ression : The PcôPle ôf nô'countrY, if left to themselves, want
wage aggressive war. This applies, l am sure, to the great and lovable Russian

people .' I ani also still cônvinced that the Soviet Government are . anxhl h t
o

they desire above all else a long period of
x , . . . .

in
avoid war, that ossible
repâir, tbcirsshatteicd ' economy and stiengthcn it still further for . a

pfuture trial, of strength and, thatthey are no longer interested in spreading
comînunisâ~ for its own sake. But because the Soviet Government~solute dic-

handful of men and is+„ dominâted by a strong personal i ty, wlth a

tâtoriâl poarcr, without having to pay regard to the~ will of the people, they

~II ng
.the . dictates of, pcrsonal ambition whi

c ôiary,``
-
`ot refrain from follôwi

them to seek the exploitation of the advantages to be gained from temp

Situations: i ; .

allies and We vâgaries~.of ,their policies are circumstanccs

variance with~' rtuaist is at
12, This interpretation of Soviet po licy as oPPo ent are working". , b those who hold that the Soviet Governm

that expresscd Y .. .; ~t. The ~presslon of a clear-there. . .,, . . ,
to a defiiute ' p1ân.4ând, know jiut what they
t j~ e~ given by, r'easôn of the fact that unlike weste~u P~~om

~ f p F • to ubLc debate..
is nobFneed for Sovui pôLc~► ..to be .expo.sed p d1e ositionI "°

- e of doing evcrything possible to strengthen
p

~ ` ~ .tile.o~etall P ? • _to-da manifestations of Soviet

of the'Soviet Union, I beLeva t1ka t
lations of the iâtuitions of GeneraliS ~t

policy are nothing more than o in p ush
' arid'of bis beliefs° of the extent to which he can g mg

inuresta without incurring undue risks.
•~sunlty of his western,. 11

' ' of Stnlin the d~ ~ .
tatorTo a d~c with the upbnngw8 of has to

that he l
a to his associates of the late

eiploiL It' is` known that Stalln spoke scornfully . first to post-
ent Roosevelt~s contxrnp ovcr Atnencan

lives wluch 1~ '
Ptrsid front and secondlY to

paying a high pnc
e

g thé `opening` of the second _ , ,x . ;. .
cF.e -'ï .
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for: Soviet participation in the war against Japan. Stalin must often have 
chuckled to himself over the ease with' which he secured the tremendous 
concessions to his point of view:  at the Teheran, Yalta and Potsdam Con-
ferences. In fact the price paid to keep him fighting to the last Russian must 
have convinced him that an equally high price will • be paid to keep his 
remaining Russians at peace. He must contrast the debate over whether or 
not to divulge the secret of the atomic bomb with the manner in which he 
would have eiploited this advantage if the position had been reversed. He 
can only interpret as a sign of wealmess the feverish efforts of the United 
States Government to satisfy the demands of the American people for the 
return' home  of their sons and hùsbands. In the centre of thii 'picture he 
sees, as Mussolini and Hitler once thought they saw,' the ùnminent - breaktiri 
Of the British Einpirè.. The pickings seem too easy for him nôt at least to 
have a: try at helping himself. 

à 	 r 

1 14. It was, I believe,' through this process of thought that the Soviet 
GOVemment have  bungled into the situation that has arisen in Iran. I do not 
think . they eVer intended deliberately to provoke a serious conflict with their 
allies over that ancient country. They drew out of the hat, so to . speak, the 
charges against Great Britain over Greece and Indonesia  and  brought them 
before ,the Security Council as a • means of distracting attention' from Iran: 
I ,bélieve that this action was spontaneous and not according to aziy  long 
ihought-put plan. Having embarked on this course they have felt themselves 
committed to  a general frontal attack on British interests everywhere. ,TheY 
have been encouraged to continue the attack by  the  success with Which it 
kai been attended in the shape of anti-British  manifestations 111 the Countries 
cf the Middle East. They know what they want, but they do not know' the 
best means of getting it. They are improvising, therefore, to meet the day-• 
to-day situations as they arise. 

15. -  To. thii irresponsible opportunism there is only one possible rejoinder. 
Not that policy of toughness which in the minds of its advocates meani 
trea.ting .  the Soviet Union as an inferior or as a pariah, but r a policy-  of 
firmness baSed on a coalescing of American and British polieies on' a high 
moral plane. This high moral plane should be intimately assèciated with the 
Purposes' and principles enunciated in the Charter of the United Nations. 
There' should be no more compromising with these principles for .the sake 
of brief vodka honeyrnoons in Moscow. - 

- 16. I am sending a copy  of. this despatch to the High Commissioner for 

Canada in London.' 

2051 
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e sôûs=sëcrétairé d'État associé aux A ffaires extérieures
. d l'ainbassadeur aux Étâts-Unis

Associate Under-Secretaryo/ State for External A ffairs

, to Ambassador in United States
f . . .. . . .- ., ,

Ottawa, March 23, 1946
CONFIDEN?UL . . * : . ., . r . .

oçires, In~ short arhatpiocl territ
on „ -ofithâ domestic reg ime within Russia. ~Vithout such é heads of

s~t~ ~ ent might be reached between th for
don; tto mattet what ° ag~tn

thall never be able to rest easily
go~nenunents or the Foreign Miaisters, we

;c=I.am, o~ incLnod to arg
usome sort of respectable workmg relaaocaliedsite ;to 'succas

~Q
in establishing of what Churchill

occu~~ ~„, powcri, and that is
the lifting and

"tha sted curtain that suttou°ds the Soviet Union, its clicnt ~d a Ve ry sub-
~S rcquirod is a modification, gfi ca-

as aa~whole of the old Hapsburg m o

of p`o+whl~ would have iess stabiUty , than the balances ach~eve
balance ~
dug tbé

thé d
19th Ccin tury. '

e that there is an cssential • condition n~ps

fel=a would;, I think, ' at the. cn ,• . ra► 9, It would create a
tto of "cLvlde ct Impe • d

Dear Milce [Pearson 511 of March 11th-
.I read with 4 a great deal of interest your despatch No .

in' which, starting from the reception in the United States of Churchill's Fulton

. reflect on the situation created by the uncertain tY and
speech, you go on . to

.

I found myself in agreement with everythingaggressiveness of Soviet policy.
you said until I reached the last few paragraphs in which you argue that the

only effective reply is a Big Thrçe Conference at which all
I do agree that

placed on the table and all the issues faced. I thinl. that in fact
that it

such a conference may prove essential but I cannot convince mysel f
would have â real chance of . sucxess .
= Perhâps the mc'taphor about putting the cards on the table i de~ed~ and

implies that the issues between the great powers can be ciea y

mcrely in the

, ,~ • ~ • . ] E , ~

that, by arraâgin8 the pack so that each of them gets a hand satisfacto ry to

Itself and'to theotiûr two, the gaine would continue in amity in accordance

V ri th' the book of rulcs ed each of the
, , Ttie trouble is that in the sort of game that is now being play

suits and de-
' %' +_`~te~ can, if It wishcs, manuf acturc new cards, add new
t~Po . . . . 11
'de for itself what are trumps• That is what the Russians have been doing with

p . . .
vi ôur during the last few months, and the others are forced, V 11~ ~o~or not,

erence
gtodisre the, rules or to invent new ones. I cannot conceive

~~e issûâ honestly at present because the issues are not Se ri rusteallyw facing • roblems, really
•"`°" dé8ned and bec, lik

e tKSt ,

a most inte rnationalp t con-
.~a-cannot be âolvcd but only changed in form and urge c Y• Such a

application to the world
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long. The motives of the masters of Russia may be security, Imperialism, world 
revolution or desire to perpetuate their own dictatorship. They are probably 
a mixture of all these elements. The point is that they are not stated and that 
we do not and cannot believe their own explanations of Soviet policy. I doubt 
that we shall ever be able to believe them as long as profound secrecy sur-
rounds the process whereby tha' t policy is framed. -  . 	. I, therefore feel that if a Big Three Conference were now to be summoned , 
on the.lines that you suggest, its main result would be to show the impossi7 

 bility of reaching a lasting meeting of minds. _This may well be an éssential 
Condition to developing a satisfactory public .  opinion in ,the Western world 
and • particularly  in the United States on the need for more effective intei.: 
national arrangements. 

Yours sincerely, 

1251: 	 - 	 W.L.M.K./Vol. 345 
. 	 • 

L'ambassadeur en Union soviétique au sous-secrétaire d'État . 
aux Affaires extérieures  

AmbaSsador in Soviet Union to Under-Secretary of State for External AffairS 

SECRET AND PERSONAL 	 Moscow, April 15, 1946 

Dear Mr. Robertson, 	 . 	_ . 	. 

.,'' I thanlç you for your secret and personal letter of March 26th, 1946,t in 
which you advise that there is a possibility, although probably a remote one, 
that the Prime Minister will wish to visit Moscow in the course of this sum-
mer, while he is in Europe for the purpose of attending the Peace Conference 
at Paris. ' 

AS you will recall I wrote to you last October, when you were with the 
Prime Minister in London, and I indicated then what a good thing I thought _. 
it v;r.onld be if the Prime Minister could find the time to pay a brief visit to 

_,1'4, In spite of . the great Personal pleasure it would give me, I cannot 
n,DW,advise the 'Prime Minister to come here, at least not until aftei sonne 
Ill, 9,nths-  have elapsed since he was publicly abused in the Soviet press for dis-

cle?s.itig the  information  leakages in Canada. This is referred to now by 
Russians as "the King affair". . 

,''' The Soviet Government and the Soviet public would regard a visit by the 
?rune  to Moscow so soon after the events of the past two months as 
,a  sign of weakness and a step of appeasement comparable in kind if not in 
,uegreè to Chamberlain's visit to Goetesberg [Godesberg] in 1938. They would 
mtexpiet it as an indication that after their all-out attack on Great Britaiii, 
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Canada,- the cotintry occupying the key position between the United Kingdom 
and the pnited States, is thoroughly scared and will pay almost any price to 
ippease them.- Instead of making them more reasonable I fear it would en-
courage themto.a continuation of their disruptive tactics. 
•- '1 read in Hansard the. speech delivered  by Mr  Stanley  ICnowles, M.P., in 
the House of Commons on Mai-eh 19t1i, when' he urged the Prime Minister to 
follow his. examPIe and visit MesCciw: Mr. Knowles came here  in  only a semi-
ofIcial"CaPaCity and eiCapec1 official hoiPitalitY. Hii:visit was not recorded in 
111 C Soviet  piess. /1e .,iwasT able  to  devote  bis  whole tittle to seeing what he 
w.aritçd to:see: The,Érime Mini.ster could only.Cerne here as the guest of the 
Soviet  Gôvernment. HiWould be lodged probably in the official guest-bouse  
of the Min •stry of Foreign. Affairs.. He ,would be greeted probably on his 
arrival with a guard, of 116notii: He Would  be givien probably a luncheon by 
Molotciv,  â  SeciPtioli bi Molotov, a dinner by Stalin and would have inter-
views with both Stalin and ,Molotov. All of these events would be duly re-
corded in the Soviet press. If the Prime Minister was not accorded all of these 
lionou,ri., he would be treated differently to the Prime Ministers of other coun-
tries Viliô haVe'visifed Moscow recently and it would be a studied insiilt to 

• 
It is not easY for me tte" like riht` haVe been a proponent of the 

doctrine, that yee;,not,pnly must but can find a. way. to.•get along.  with  the 
Soviét p:nion. I still believe in that doctrine but I have modified lately my 
ideit.i as 'to hiit'V è aùbcst get along with the Soviet doVeriimeni. For thirty 
yeat3 I have had a great affection for the Russian people.. I lmow that they 

'ine,not tlike the Germans. I3ut I 'have. discovered of late that. the mentalitY 
the  saine whether  or  not  the leaders of 

that  i iitiicktii.ey Spaniard4: Argentines or Russians. 
énéthing one must  noi  do  is to  show  th-at one is afraid of them or is prepared 

tribuie tô. &di; thein . ôff. With diem it  is not *good policy to turn the 
other, c.heek alter being the recipient of an insult. , 	 I 	• 

•I can forgive _much of  the  Soviet Govenunent because I have liyed here „ 4 	 y 	 A, 

ci . ; !or.tliree,yeirs and haVte learned to understand their point of view. But 

ictuaribt' f~rvc1ieii f6rj,hi ferôçions 'attack On Mr. King, after all that 

heel :did to promOte friendly'. 'relations 'with' the Soviet Union. Thi. has pro7 
fothidI alteieniïaititiide" toWirdi thèse people with whom I had been.  

-  fairlY'suCceseid: in.estitblishirig . :friendlhièrsonal relations. I gin PrePare  
tordo'neiféritliing'I'Can' tciieitore the friendly relations which have bee.n s° 
roughlY shaken these past two months, but I feel I Cannot -without a prottheset 

Perinit the Prime Minister to suffer at the hands of these people what _ a  

oYesii.a , great pait.of the world would be regarded as an indignity ander 

trip, to Canossa.1 lun also convinced that a visit to Moscow next s l a
ting 

_ 

would not.serve - the,cause the Prime Minister has in mind in contemp , 

11111S' 	 f 	r`. 	 • 
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. ., .'i . . y
. . .

conclusion I wish to add that I do not think thé above would apply
to a ' semi-ôfficial• visit by yourself if the Prime Minister could spare you fo r
the ten d~-•- --------- -- --- ~-- -, _ . .
.,~ .-1

am sending an extra copy of this letter to London in case you may hav e
left Ottawa before it arri. . _ ,

i',~~ , . , • - . , .

F J ~

1~..:( .., .ri .. .. ,
. .

. , . . . . . :
.

•rn~*~ ; ' • ,

1252., ,
.
. ,-, .

' ' L. D. WILGRESS

DEA/2-AE -
. . Le secrétaire d'Étataux Affaires éxtériéurés .~:•.•:>~ .3~1 ~ :~ ~ . . . , d l'ambassadeur aux États=~Unis1' - ., .

aSeeretary of State for. External Affairs to Ambassador in : .United Statesl

IDESpÂTCx' Ottawa; May 10, :1946:.

`►uf .~~:~,: . ,•. ii-,- . r• . . .
. . - . . ~ ~ . . .. ~ . , . ~ . . . . . . .. . . ~ . . .

r I enclose a copy of despatch No. 185 , of -Apri1. 24t. from the Canadian
Ambassador t in - Moscow. . In this despatch Mr. : Wilgress examines : :the chief
aspeçts : of Soviet- foreign policy, as revealed by recent^;.events.., :

^ 1-2.~ Mr. - ::Wilgress beliéves that the Soviet . leaders7 'will ~not: expose them-
selVes ;,to~ùndùé risks :by pushing .matters , too 'far~in ., the near

,
future: .--The

$oyiet • Llnion in his opinion will -not be in .a positionAo wage -another long='
dmwn-out . war until, the - next three five-year plans . are -completed_!-and, , unliké
the•dictators of .the thirties, the Soviet ,dictators .are not . reckless butïare.,cool-
and

4'l :
.

a
calcnlatin g

' .. . .

c : 3~, :.This does not mean that the Soviet . leaders . will, not_ continue 'to t ry to
make further gains, especially since hitherto they - have been: able. to obtain
their objectives so easily - at the-successive three power conferences. Their•

~chnique , at, these conferences has been to , prosecute a war , of, nerves; to
insist " tliat the; ôther powers give in to them and to, couat on : the lack : of

~ohésiôn between the United States and the United' Kingdom _ and upon the
vagaries of United States foreign po licÿ.:: %~ . : . ._ ~,r. . , , . . .. .; . . , .- . . .

4• 'Whilé the ' Soviet ` leaders insist on stability' throûghout the area . domi-,

nated by them, they prefer unrest and economic and political instability

throughout the remainder of the world (e.g . Western Europe and China)

because the continuance of instability gives them a greater opportunity of

extending Soviet, influence . It is, therefore, largely a matter of indifference
to the~ ~when lhe peace treaties are concluded .
_. ~~r . . ., •,r .,•- : . ,

Cette dép8che fut expÉdiéo à toutes les 'This despatch was sent to all missions.:

Missions.
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, 5. Mr. Wilgress returns to the conclusion which  he  has underlined in a 
number of other„despatches which he' has written recently. In his opinion 
the history of previous controversies with the Soviet Union demonstrates 
that .concessions by the .Western pàwers aré looked upon by the Soviet 
readefi as â sigh id wealcness and 'a vindication of their suspicions and mis-
trust. This encourages them to put forvrard other demands and thus the 
process goes on without . the possibility ever being presented of reaching a 
satisfactory understanding viith the Soviet Union. •,. 

6. Any policy savouring of appeasement is, therefore, bound to fail. 
Resort  must be had to the policy of firmness which has been pursued for 
the past few months by the United States and the United ICingdom—a policy 
bàSed'oh7ilfrank recognition that the attempt to prevent a division of the 
world into two camps has failed and thaU an attempt must now be made 
to find an equilibrium betwèeii  the  two camps on the basis of relative 
power. 

"It is Inportint 'to iemeMbér, however, that the distinction between the 
two camps. is not merely that one is communistic and the other capitalistic 
bût  'chiefly that oie is dynamic and the other static. Since the dynamic 
always carries with it the greater appeal to the dissatisfied and frustrated 
everywhere,• it- is ,not sufficient to confront the communist camp with an 
overwhelming display of strength. Support for this policy' must be assured 
among the masses  of the peoplei in the capitalist camp. This makes it 
essential  that  firmness should be tempered with fairness in order that the 
Soviet Union*  may never be able to pose as a martyr state. This also renders 

important that the truè nature of Soviet aggression should be exposed. 
Théi Soviet'Unioît should be depicted always as a totalitarian state governed 
by in autocracy, *who are creating out of their immediate followers a class 
with privileges greater relatively than those enjoyed by any class since feudal 
times: It  should also be' made -  clear that the autocracy has commenced to 
gèvein In thc.  intereits of  that  privileged class rather than in the interests of 

the  :rizasses of the people whd, being- entirely without civil liberties, are 

utiable to'éiert any politicil influence. Hence the foreign policy of the Soviet 
UnIOn TC— flièti 'oily the' desires of the autocracy and of the privileged class 
and 'not.  of  'the -masse—s of the 'people." 	

. 

7. I  should ,be interested, in your comments on the problems raised in 

thiï:pèlietratinidesiiiich from Mr. Wilgress. 

" 1-• 	I have etc. 

Esccrrr REID 

for the Secretary of State 

for External Affairs 
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to . lmow~ that your organization is continuing to devote so much thought

' : :, Le Premier ministre au directeur national, le Conseil : national
pour l'amitié canado-soviétique

Prime Minister to National Director, National Counci l
for Canadian-Soviet Friendship

PERSONAL London, May 22, 1946

My, dear Mr., Park,
(;= :e -~

. . . . . >. --. ~ . .,

T had hoped to have an opportunity before leaving Canada of replying to
your letter of April 8 t and thanking you for-the copy, - of thé Council's
ProBramtnet which you enclosed with it, and which I examined with a great
deal of interest.

As one who has' always been a firm believer ' in the necessity of friendly
relations between the Soviet Union and other " countries, I have been gratified

and care to the relations between the Soviet Union and Canada. 'You :are, I
am sure, fu lly conscious of the need for the exercise, at the present crucial
stage of international progress, of all possible judgment and discretion in the
methods by which these aims are pursued. It is essential to scrutinize all plans
with the utmost care to ensure the elimination of activities which, however
well-meant, might under conditions prevailing at the moment have a tendency
to do more harm than good .

In this connection I should like, for . reasons which you wi ll readily ap-
preciate, to suggest that if the programme of pub lic meetings proposed were
to commence before the conclusion of the trials now in progress,, the effect
might be extremely undesirable.

I might also mention the reference to "an Angl o-Ame rican alliance" in
section, 5(a) of the programme. This reference, it seems . to me, is unfortu-
nately worded. If it is intended as a comment on Mr . Churchill's recent speech
if Fulton;' Missou ri, it should not be overlooked that what Mr . Churchill
proposed was a . fraternal association. To direct attention, instead, to__the
United 'Nations Organization will not of itself be * an adequate solution ' for

e urgent and involved problem of finding a basis upon which the nations
°f the:world can live together in peace and prosperity. : It would, I think, be

misleâding tô describe as "disastrous" the consolidation and extension of
~hat` cooperation between the two largest Western democracies which has
Proved so éffectivé in the period of extreme peri l from which we have just
emergëd, or to suggest that such a development could fail to strengthen the
Principles and organization of the United Nations as a guarantee of peace
~ of the'independence and integrity of all countries .

~ ,C~~ adian _Soviet friendship is a growth which has come to maturity under

,e~ stress of war, and which we are all anxious to foster . with the coopera-
tloII of 0ür friends in the Soviet Union . it is not a one-way street, and m ' all
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Mémorandum du  gouvernement du Canada à rcunbassade 
de rUnion soviétique , 
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discussion of means which may be employed to strengthen it the necessity 
of collaboration by all parties has to be kept to the fore. 

I appreciate your having let me see the draft of the Council's plans, and 
hope that your deliberations may assist in bringing about a steady increase of 
goodwill and cooperation in international affairs. 

Yours .  Sincerely, 
W. L MACKENZIE KING 

7, 11,e sous-secrétaire d'État crux Affaires extérieures 
au chargé d'affaires de rUnion soviétique 

Under-Secretary of State for „External Affairs, 
• 10 Chargé  d'Affairesof Soviet Union 

Ottawa, July 12, 1946 
Dear Mr. Belokhvbstikov,=-: 

I am 'enclosing"iviô  copies of  tlie'mCmiirandum which the Prime Minister 
reid to you'this sifteknoôn.-  ; 	• 

„Yours sincerely, 	. 
N. A. ROBERTSON 

-u Mêmorandum frorn Government of Canada to Embassy of Soviet Union 

;, 	 , 	[Ottawa,] July 12, 1946 

—In the RoYal Commission :Report, there is given a list of members of tile 
Soviet  Einbasseitiff who  "have  been identified by both oral and documentary 
e.yidelice!  as  having sbeen active, at  one  time or another since the establish-
mén .  ôf,thà Enibassy,hi,1942, in directing undercover espionage operations in 

Ciuiaeda.!, This list containi,Seventeen  naines,  including six persons vile ,  
Ci.e'rdinii to  our infiniaati on?* are presently employed on the Embassy staff in 
Oitàwa:11W,ôtheii`implicated  have  returned to the U.S.S.R., or have been 

•-; 	" 	 •  
Of the six believed to,be, in Ottawa, two, Mr. Ivan ICrotoy, the Commercial 

Çoullseilor ,
'

I and,Mr.Viiali i 0.,.Pavlov, First secretary, are members of the 

diplôMittiçstifi,ét the Emliasiy; Major D. P. Sokolov is a member of th staff e  

êt.*;Coint- ilérditl'Coiinsellor  and  his sidle, according to the Report, has 
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been associated with him in inadmissible espionage activities', Mr. , A. M. 
Farafàntov and Mr. J. G. Levin (or Levine) are the two remaining .' em«... 
ployees of the Soviet Embassy whom the Royal Commission have found to 
be involved in the espionage activities which were the subject of their 
investigation. 
t • It is the expectation of the Canadian Government that the Soviet GOvern-: 
ment; of its own initiative Will wish to withdraw these persons from the staff 
of its mission in Ottawa before the publication of the Report of the Royal 
Commission. With the Report of the Royal Commission to be published on 
Monday, July 15th, this may not now be physically possible. It is hoped, how-
ever;* that the Soviet Gove rnment will make immediate arrangements for -théli 
removal, so that the Canadian Government will not  have  to request it 
formally. • • 

1 .25e" 

Lé chargé d'affaires de l'Union soviétique au Premier ministre 

Chargé d'Affaires of Soviet Union to Prime Minister. 

Né. 21 
- 	• 

I-?ear Mr: Prime Minister, • ' 
; In reference to my conversation with you on July 12, inst. I am enclosing 
two copies of the memorandum of the Embassy. 

Yours sincerely, 
N. BELOKHVOSITKOV 

[PIÈCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

Mémorandum de l'ambassade de l'Union soviétique 
, 	au gouvernement du Canada 

lum from Embassy of Soviet Union 
to Government of Canada 

• 	 Ottawa, July 15, 1946 

Nitii reference to the statement of the Prime Minister Mr. King and the 

,nleniorandum handed over by Mr. Robertson to Mr.  N.  D. Belokhvostikovi 

-̀'12arg6 d'Affaires of the U.S.S.R.,a.i., the Soviet Government draw the itten-

,.u.(3n  of the Canadian Government to the fact that the Soviet Government in 
us statement of Febru.  ary 20.th, 1946, 1  pointed  out the provoCative character 

c • 
•••••■■„, •:# 	 . 
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Voir le document 1247. I See Document 1247. 
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ofof the campaign' started against some of the members- of the Soviet Embass y

in Ottawa based on the false evidence of criminal Gouzenko who is under the

investigation of the Canadian police .
Mr. N. D. BelokhvostikovNevertheléss in vicw of the statement made to

by Mr. King and the above memorandum the Soviet Embassy in Ottawa on

behalf of : the Soviet» Government informs : the Canadian Government that the

members, of the Soviet Embassy in Canada Messrs . Ivan I . Krotov, V. G.

Pavlov, A. Farafontov and J. Levin will leave Canada in next few days .

. i = . •-
S•!'. . . .~`'.~t'c

<,~ • . ~ , :~ . . . :a. ..

Mé»wrandum du minist1re des Affaires extérieures

Memorandum by Department of External A ff airs

DEA/2-AE

[ad] 1946
SECRET •, . ~ _
e . . . . .. .» .., . . ,

MEMORANDUhi•ON SOVIET MOTIVES IN gEUTZON TO NORTH AMERIC A

In considering the secu rity of North America attention must be paid
~er-

possibility of a' threât to the continent by the Soviet Union . So long as
to the

many and • Japan remain weak there is no other source f rom which a8 d eProb-

might'spring. It becomes necessary, therefore, to examine exlsting . :

able Soviet policy from that point of view. In doing so it must first be rew g-

nized that- it is possible only r to analyze Soviet interests and Soviet foreign

as far as these can be understood at the present time .
PoLcY vere the war on

Widciy different views have been expressed on the effects losses both
Soviet poa~er. .It is,çlear that that country has suffered very se
in populatiôn'aad tesourcxs. - From this it may be argued that the pnmarY

of the U.S.S.R. at the present time and for some years to come is th e

. , ,~'~é Soviét Union ~might be ` considcred as hawng

trary the Soviet» people were called upon to accept cont~nueof the Soviet state.

interréssts of maintaining and extending the military strength basic
4 • the following

1mgc s`cale deznôbilization in the post-war pcnod, nor
ilasis in the orgâniradon of Soviet cconomic

life
.cGfi es in °heto dvilian eTnp d sa

maintenance of peace. _frice The
Nognat power, however, is will ing to contemplate peace at any P olicy

U,S,S,R, In particulàr bas made clear its intention to enforce its foreign
the éve of

~~
by Stali n

ngth .'A recent s ,
with military and industrial `stie not lating

Governmentcha e from n,ilitarythe Soviet electiôns indicated that the Soviet a ~•

t~ . ~ Y * P t

e~x .,.s,Y,
~,~ ~ a w m- -` ._.~-A-ati

ta~ i)L jIC 11Riviàsuvu w... ..~----r---

M The. maintenance of its political and social instit~ti0~~~lation to other .
- • •----- .. ...~.~tnowe

(c) - Retenu
tates. °
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The achievement of the above objects depends to some extènt on successful
foreigti policy. .The present foreign policy of the Soviet Union is similar in=its
main aspects to that followed over a long period by Czarist Russia and its
main aspects are :

(a) Control over the entrance to the Black Sea, either by occupation or
influence ;

(b) Control over the second sea gateway to Russia, namely, the Baltic and
especially the Gulf of Finland ;. . . , . -- ._ .

(c) A secure position on the Far Eastern frontiers whether on land or sea ;
(d) An extension `of influence in . the Caucasus,'particularly in the interests

of oil supplies . This involves
.
claims for frontier 'rectifications with Turkey,

It' also means pressure on Iran, at least for the restoration of the positiona . . .,s,,. •

gained in the 19th centu ry and possibly for control of access .to the Gulf of
Persia ;
~ :.r,, . .-

(e) A secure position on the central western frontier :, ., .. ~ , . _ .. . ,
All the above ambitions have been pursued, particularly in the period since

1940 beginning with the war against Finland. The defeat of Germany and her
satellites enabled these objects to be pursued more rapidly . The central ques-
tion is,whether the expansion of the Soviet Union can be regarded as being
limited - to the achievement of these objectives. The case .may, be argued . as
follows :

CASE FOR LIMITED EXPANSION

The Russians, therefore, regard it as fundamental that there should 'not be on

If a line is taken from Finland to the Dardane lles it can be shown that the
Soviet Union has consistently pursued an attempt to estab lish either a s trategic
frontier where such is possible, or a political one where it is not possible . The
frontier of the Soviet Union is a social as well as a strategic or political, line:

the far side of that frontier a state which has a government unfriendly to them .

The extent to which this policy will in fact be carried out within •moderate

Umits cannot at the moment be determined . There are, however, some en-
~ ging signs. In spite of the rapid collapse of German resistance, the

t Government has not altered its stated intention of allowing, autonomous
t40ugli friendly governments to exist on its borders . The Finnish Government

aPpears to enjoy a relatively free hand. The measure of independence which
the governments of Poland, Roumania and Bulga ria win, in the long run,, be

able to achieve, cannot yet be forecast . The Soviet Government has not yet,
however - included within its boundaries territories in Europe as extensive as
those which were under the direct jurisdiction of the Czarist regime . Present

indications . are that no further direct annexation of ter ritory is contemplated

~vi th - the exception of the claims which have been made upon Turkey . Nor

h as its position in Iran yet reached the point at which a rough balance was

established in the 19th centu ry .

;
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The strategic frontier, like the political .  one, may be regarded as requiring 
outposts.lhe most striking case of this is in the eastern  and central Mediter-
ranean where. the Soviet Union„ are seeking control over certain strategic 
areas for the purpose of Making secure the sea route from Gibraltar to Crimea. 

- 

CASE AGAINST LIMITED EXPANSION 
,• 	• 

1—It 'may be zirgued that th.  e Soviet policy of maintaining outer bastions to its 
frontier can have no limits. By desiring political and social influences over the 
countries bordering on it it must inrariably find a receding fmntier which may 
be. pursued indefinitely. The same kind of argument could be applied to 
Strategic Claims and lead, foi. example, to demands in the Mediterranean going 
15eYond the expressed interest in the Italian'possessions On the southern shore. 
Similarly it might be felt that the Séviet expansion will progressively extend 
through Siberia to the north-west areas of Canada and the United States. 

In considering Soviet foreign policy it is important not to confuse the ends 
with the means. Whilé the Soviet Union•pursues, largely to the same extent, 
the same ends  as  those of the Czarist regime it does not, like the latter, accept 
the traditional techniques of diplomacy.' The method of avoiding friction 
through . diplomatic 'representation is very' little appreciated by the Soviet 
authorities. The highly centralize' d Government of the U.S.S.R. does not 
permit its representatives in diploinatic missions or at conferences more than 
a small degree of discretion. The Government tends to use shock tactics 
through its controlled newspapers and its representatives abroad. There is a 
difference of opinion as.to whether the Soviet Union is in the end less ready 
for  international compromise than other states. It may be that the more violent 
foi :Ms in .:which its views are expressed arc not in essence different frorn the 

étiarded l;ut Perhaps equally maximum demands put forward 
diplonitic language; both possibly may be intended as 

ç  

.trahe Soviet:Union has participated fully in the establishment of the United 
Naticins Organization from the time when plans were first under consideration. 
In Spite >of frequentaccusationithere is no evidence that they have deliberately 

tried to' sabotage UNO; It has been said that nt the Preparatory Corrullissie 
their, delegation' was generally constructive in its attitude. The attitude of the 

Sovietrepresentative 	the:Security Council in New York has been disturb- 

ing,' but there is no evidence of a desire to weaken that institution generallY. 
IttcannOtlxi said of. the U.S'..S.R: or indeed of any other state that it is pre-
pared to make any measurable amount of concessions to the interests o

view
f UNth0 

or that it will maintain indefinitely its support. From one point 
Soviet  Union has, however, .reason .to continue to support the UN° sir ea  
by:. any' other action'it wôuld tend to turn the UNO into the nucleus o.on  

of• e  

wodd alliance against itself.  'lime  alone will show whether the Soviet 1.11unot 

 Intend*, to:putt major 'reliance on the UNO but the evidence so far is 

discouraging. 

:".( • . 
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CONCLUSION 

In conclusion it may be suggested that the foreign policy of the Soviet Union, 
while pursued by different methods and sponsored by a govemment which is 
foreign in its political institutions and social structure, is nevertheless the nor-
mal expression of the interests of that country. There have been no indications 
of undue Soviet interest in North America and politically, therefore, it may 
be judged that there is an absence of evidence to show the development of 
any aggressive designs on the part of the Soviet Union against this continent. 

2063' 
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f 

Sir, 

DEA/6226-40 
Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 

au chargé d'affaires de l'Union soviétique 

Secretary of State for External Affairs 
to Chargé d'Affaires of Soviet Union 

Ottawa, September 26, 1946 

In September of last year, the Commercial Counsellor of the Embassy 
of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics requested the Minister of Finance 
to arrange for the Canadian Government to purchase wheat, flour and certain 
other, products in Canada on behalf of the Govermnent of the U.S.S.R., as 
these were urgently needed by the U.S.S.R. at the time, and Mr. Krotov 
assured the Minister of Finance that the Govenunent of the U.S.S.R. would 
repay the Government of Canada for the costs incurred in making these pay-, 
Merits. Thii repayment was to be made either in cash or on the basis ,  of a 
long term credit agreement which was then under negotiation. 

The necessary measures to implement this requested arrangement ,were 
taken by the Government of Canada, and in so far as the supplies*requested 
were  available they were purchased by the appropriate agencies of the Cana-
dian Government and made aVailable for shipment to the U.S.S.R. The direct 
costs incurred in such purchases, apart from interest on borrowed funds and 
administrative costs, amounted to $8,819,032.06. The dates  on which the 
varioui 'amounts were paid,  ai id further details of the transactions are set 

fPi'th 11 a  ichedulet attached to this letter, and further details and docu-
melitation are available in the Department of .Trade and Commerce and 

its: burChasing agencies. 
On Dec' ember 28th, 1945, the Minister of Finance wrote to Mr. Krotov 

5,9nFerning the interest charge to be included in this arrangement, as it was 

'ern 
th
_ evident there would be a period of some months between the payment 

Of ese accounts by Canada and the reimbursement by the U.S.S.R. Mr. 

Proposed that, if the repayment were on a long terni credit basis, the 

rate of interest agreed for the long term credit should apply from the time 
the advances .were made by Canada, while  11 the .advances were repaid 
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within a short pe riod in cash, the rate of interest should be I of 1 per cent .

In each case, these interest rates were based on the cost to Canada of bor-
rowing money for corresponding periods. Mr. Krotov rep lied to Mr. Ilsley

that he was - informing the • appropnate authorities in Moscow of these pro-

posals . As no objection has been raised since that time to these proposed

rates, we assume they are satisfactory to your Governmen t.
As no agreement has been reached on'terms for a long term credit, and

as negotiations for such a credit have been suspended_now for many months,

It is evident that this form of repayment for the amounts advanced on your
Consequentlyaccount by the Government of Canada is not now practicable .a

repayment.eshould now be made in cash . The schedule enclosed shows the

âppropriate
-amount of interest payable at the rate of f of 1 per cent, up to

September 15th, and intërest bcyond that' date at the same rate amounts to, ~„ ..
$181.21perday.'

e a ent of the amounts advanced by , the .. Government of Canada and

the Rn crycst thereon shôuld be made . in Canadian dollars obtaincd by the sale

of U.S., dollars or other foreign exchange convert ible into gold to the Foreign

Exchange Contrôl Board or an authorized agent of that Board . If, however,

it is more convenient to your authorities to make payment di rectly in U.S . .

dollars, that would be satisfacto ry.. .

°Âccept etc.
H. H . WRONG

'fo-i the Sccrctary of Stat e
for External Affairs

DEA/1076-C-4 0

pgTt;pNTAN REPUHLIC ; RECOtiNiTioN OF INCORPORATION IN T" of State

: _ y . . u~ A fl cuis
~+r~ôrand m b Urrder-Secntary of State for Ex

Mhnoiandum du °sous=sterétaire d'LEtat aux Affaira extffie"res
= Mt j,.

., .
. P 15 1946►, . ~ a. [pttawa,j November

TOP: SECRET', . _` ;;, , R

At the mceting of the Cabinet oâ_Novetnber 15 in connecUôntwryh certai n

for External Affaiss reported that it was necessary a
dal £ g~ï ~ arising out of the sale of an Esthonian ~'~ ~at~y of

~
Cana~ilan Admiralty Court to Mac,, a decision with respect to thethe Unioa
the Esthonian ° Republie. The Republic now formed part

of

Sodalist - Républics:
,

ld not extend
., that Canada shou

` ' Cabinet,` siter discussion, agrccdThé • it
dè ° ro rec~ition toF the` Esthonlan Republic but shoul ~â ë~ ~ hould

~~° eto;govcrnment of Esthonia ; also that a reply t o
the'de facto b court of law•
~ ' gtven oiily on the , formulation of an enqui ry by a

rt~ k' ~~
.
~ ï}t Zb. i See Docuawnt 969, Dua¢ 1 Ph 2&

t IYoir 1t docmeat 9190Mntr V-
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PARTIE 19 / PART 19 

ESPAGNE / SPAIN 

DEA/7570-40 

Mémorandum du sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au Premier ministre 

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
• 	 to Prime Minister 

- 	• 	 [Ottawa,] February 28, 1946 
The Postmaster General came to see me this afternoon to report a con-

versation he had had with Senor de Yturralde, the Spanish Chargé d'Affaires 
in Washington, who had asked him to ascertain, informally, if the Canadian 
Government would be willing to negotiate a commercial agreement with 
Spain. I told Mr. Bertrand that, under present arrangements, Spanish goods 
received m.f.n. treatment on importation into Canada, and that Spain 
could expect no better commercial treatment of its exports as a result of a trade 
agfeeinent.*As far as procurement of supplies was concerned, our market waS 
now a pretty open one, in which Spain could buy what it could get for 
United States dollars. I therefore did not see what object Spain could have 
in seeking a commercial agreement except, possibly, an export credit.' 
Under present conditions, and having is mind particularly recent diplomatic 
developments, I did not think the Government would for one moment con-
Sider granting an export credit to General Franco. 

I told Mr. Bertrand that some months ago we had been approached, 
informally, through the Spanish Embassy in London, about the possible 
exchange of diPlomatic missions between Canada and Spain, and had 
ieplied that, under present conditions, we were not prepared to exchange 
legations. 

1260, 	 DEA/7570-40 

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
au sous-ministre du Commerce 

Under-Secretwy of State for External Affairs 
to Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce 

Ottawa, March 19, 1946 
, 

ATTENTION: R. T. YOUNG, COMMERCIAL INTELLIGENCE SERVICE 

* 1 refer to your letter of February Stilt in which you mention an enquiry 

received from the Canadian Trade Commissioner in Lisbon regarding 
the sale of ships to Spain by Canadian Vickers Limited. 
- i Note Marginale : 	

'Marginal note: 
quite true 

2065 
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In view of the fact that Canada: was one of the forty -five nations to sup-

port the resolution introduced into the United Nations General Assembly
condemning the present government of Spain, the Canadian Government
would - not wish to be put in the position of seeming to encourage com-
mercial relations with Spain. We could ce rtainly do nothing, however, to

stand in the way of e a p rivate business deal between Canadian Vickers and

the government of Spain, and in fâct the sale of a few freighters in this way
could hardly be prejudicial to Canadian interests .

I would suggest advising Mr. Glass in this . sense, stressing that he should

not play . any part in promoting the proposed sale and should not lead
Canadian Vickers ' Limited to expect assistance from any agency of the
Canadian Government.

SYDNEY D. PIERC E

or+ the Under-Secretary of State-
for External Affairs

DEA/5127-A-40
1261. ' ' .

aux A jjcures exterreures

Acting Çonsul .General in Portugal to, Secretary of State for External A ffairs

DESPiTCtt 50 Lisbon, June 21, 1946

SECRET . :
.

r r ... . ~ 4 ~ , . .x • a . ..

Le consû! gfnfral par intérim au Portugal au secrétaire d'Éta t

, . . ,

Sir,
Mir' Mockford, -PassPo~ .~°uol Ofiicer at the British Consulate here

izaoded to me"yesterday the followtng message from Madrid ;
Jacques GuErcaid who escaped from Italy w ith AtAN ~ VEND oRFL~•~

' is onSpaaish Pasaport No . 573 574 in name of Annando
t~`-Hé' ls\ ittempanied by his wife, Maria ESCOZA BENAGUES whose nam e

= the ume passport. they wiU
Both are stated r to;be , novïr ' tn Madrid ôn their way to Lisbon where

apply to proceed to C~da.
This is to be the forerunner of re gular escape route for prominent vichy French

3Naturally this Is causing quite a flurry in Secu ri ty circles and France would

welcome , the oppottunityï to lay these people by the hcels. of
. .xz • any

Mr. Mocktord,} when I told htm how d~tl'icult it wiolda~ before yo u

these people to Â obtain °â Canadian visa, requested me place
whëforyour consideration the suggestion that the' rr entry into Canada

an
Sccuritytaied}~with the idca of having thcm - all under close surv S~ie

sthey could be easily apprehended. I bcl ievc the UnitedNauthorities have 'lot
ofBdals (F.B.I.) approve of this plan but the French
been kept advised of developments for fairly obvious reasons•
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* -..As' : it is anticipated that . developments will probably take 'plàce within
the next . two to three weeks, an early instruction would be appreciated ' not
only as a guidance for this consulate but also to permit our United :King-
domand United States colleagues to make their dispositions which to a
considerable extent will depend upon your decision .

1262.

TELEGRAM 14

I have etc.
LESTER S . GLASS

DEA/5127-A=40

Le secrétaire dÉtat aux A ffaires extérieures
au consul général par intérim au Portugal

Secretary of State for External A ffairs
to Acting Consul General in Portugal

O ttawa, July .9, 1946

Your despatch No. 50 June 21st. It is not desired to take the general action
recommended to you but the usual care 'should be given to applications for
Canadian visas . If United Kingdom officials in Lisbon wish to raise this matter
again ,they should be advised to do so through Dominions Office .

. .~." i

1263. W.L.M.K./Vol. 333
. i i . .

Le haut commissaire en Grande-Bretâgne au secrétaire d'État .

aux Affaires extérieures

High Commissioner in Great Britain to Secretary of State

j oror External A ffairs

DESPATCH 1760 London, December 2, 1946

CONF IDENTIAL

Sir, ,'. .
.1 .

I have the honour to refer to my despatch No. 1401 of September llth,t
concerning the debts owed to Canada by Spain, and also to my despatch No .

A663 of 8th Augustt concerning diplomatic relations between Canada and

Spain.( - . )I w f .
2. Attâched is a~ copy of a letter to Mr

. Hudd dated 23rd November from
the Treasu ry, reporting that Mr. Ellis-Rees, of the Treasury , when in Spain

recently, had been informed by the Director-General of Po li tical Economy at

the Ministry of Foreign Affairs that Spain's diplomatic relations with Canada

were not normal, that the Canadians had treated them badly,' and that if they

could not normalize relations the Spanish Government would find it difficult

to normalize financial matters .
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3. This suggestion seems to me completely unacceptable, and I am enclos-
ing a draftt of a reply which«, if you agrr,e, I shall  send to the Treasury. 

4. The matter has been informally discussed with the specialists on Spain 
in the Foreign Office with a view to ascertaining whether they thought this 
attitude on the part of the Spaniards was significant of any trend in Spanish 
policy towards Canada in particular, or towards the United Nations in general. 
The Foreign Office view was that they knew of no reason why Spain should 
choose this particular time to act in this way towards Canada, and they sus-
pected that it was just a convenient excuse for not paying up. They agreed 

* that the Spanish attitude was preposterous and were in favour of telling the 
Spaniards so. They sugzested, however, that in dealing with Spain it was 
advisable not to sacrifice the  chances of  a settlement of a number of out-
standing grievances by protesting too* irehemently over one: They themselves 
are still seeking compensation for Civil Wardamages to British property.  The  
Treasury is considering the presentatiow to  the.  Spanish Gove rnment of a 
demand for a general settlement of all outstanding financial questions, and it 
might be* advantageous for us to collaborate with them in seeking a settlement 
of all Canadian grievances at the same time. It has therefore been indicated in 
the draft to the Treasury thatIve should not want, by annoying the Spaniards 
ünduly at this time,,to prejudice . the chances of a general settlement later on. 

5. As the Treaiury woidd not  be aviare of the Kobbe case, no mention bas 
 been made in our letter to them of this additional grievance on our part. The 

- Foreign Office, however, have said that they would be reporting directly to the 
Arnbassador in Madrid on this development and they would remind him that 
this continuing cause of dissatisfaction could not be dissociated from any con-
sideration on our part of our relations with Spain. • 

I have etc. 
1%1. A. ROBERTSON 

(PitCE JOINTE/ENCLOSURE] 

La Trésorerie de Grande-Bretagne au secrétaire par intérim, 
le  haut commissariat en Grande-Bretagne 

`sTreasury  of  Great Britain to Acting Secretary, 
High COnunission In Great Britain 

London, November 23, 1946 

Dear Hu—, 	- 
, Mr. Ellis-Rees of the Treasury has just returned from a visit to Madrid 

wheris h`e had discussions with Spanish authorities on matters connected with 
iïidiand'pas  ym*  nits With-  the United lUngdom. 

• .,,; At a meeting *WI Sefior Navasques, the Director General of Political 

•Economy at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, he took the opportunity of men- 
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tioning the long outstanding question of the liquidation of the Canadian debts. 
Mr. Ellis-Rees said that he had ascertained that the Spanish Exchange author-
ities (the Instituto Espafiol de Monéda Extranjera) has ageed to a scheme of 
liquidation but that nothing had been done. It had been hinted to him that this 
was on account of political differences with Canada, but in any event he would 
like to tell the Canadians what was holding things up. *: 

Sefior Navasques replied that Spain's diplomatic relations with Canada were 
not normal. They felt that the Canadians had treated them badly and that if 
they could not normalize relations, the Spanish Government would find it 
difficult to normalize financial matters. He added that he had no objection to 
our informing the Canadian Government of the reason for holding up the debt 
settlement which in the ordinary way would give them no trouble at  ail. - 

Yours sincerely, 
PRISCILLA WELLS 
p.p. K. S. Weston 

1264. 	 DEA/7570-40 

Le délégué commercial au Portugal au directeur, le service 
des délégués commerciaux, le ministère du Commerce 

Trade Commissioner in Portugal to Director, Trade Commissioner Service, 
Department of Trade and Commerce 

Lisbon, December 10, 1946 
Dear Mr. Heasman, 	• 	 . 

I have for acknowledgment your telegram of November , 28tht enquiring 
as to the present situation in Spain concerning the importation of Canadian 
Seed potatoes. The situation in Spain is precisely that which exists in Portu-
iat in that  the import of potatoes of whatever class or kind are prohibited 
from the North American continent due to the prevalence of the Colorado 
poiato beetle. I was aware of this fact from unofficial sources and I had been 
endeavouring through the same means to discover what the possibilities are of 

c'btaining a change in the existing regulations in Spain. I did not reply to 
your cable earlier as I was fully aware of the fact that you required official 
information rather than my unofficial or hearsay knowledge and it was only 
Yesterday *3‘...at I received a definite reply from Spain to the effect that potatoes 
from North America were not allowed to enter that country. 

view of the very strong attitude which has been taken by Can.adian dele-
gates to.  U.N.O. who, despite the fact that we had no diplomatic  mission or 

other diplomatic or governmental source of information in Spain, have cate-

Prioally condemned the Spanish regime, I have•  felt most hesitant about 

41. cing or asking that there be taken any steps to place our case as regards 

teè41  potatoes or, for that matter, any other official  question  before the 

°Paaish authorities. I would therefore like to have your direct instructions 

206 
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as to,what, if any approach I should make to Spain with regard to the ques-tion of Canadian seed potatoes. This question is not confined entirely to
seed potatoes but I think is a matter of general policy which must be
decided in Canada : as , it , covers so many . cases, : as for example the cabled
instructions which I received . to approach the Spanish autho ri ties in con-
nection with the possible exchange of Canadian nitrates for Spanish potash .
Your guidance, would be . much appreciated. -

RELATIONS AVEC DIVERS PAYS

L. S. GiASs

1265. r :' i xw = ; , DEA/269-35C

Mfmorandum du sôus-séerftaire} d'bot aux Affaires extérieures
Jecrétair`e d'État aûx A ffaires extfrieures

Memorandum from Under-Secretary of State for External A ffairs
to Secretary of State for External A ffairs~} ..,, . ., . .

CoNFrDENTL►L [Ottawaj December 17, 1946
. . . : ° } ~ . . .~ . . . t ~ ~ • ! , . ~~ f~ t *;* ~ t _ ~ . t

. : . ~

,# s SPANISH DEBTS TO CANADIAN FIRRi S

We have been i g for some time to get an arrangement with the Spanish
Government to 'permit, rcpayrmcnt of,debts . owed to Canadians by persons
or firms in Spain.~Theso debts amount to about $600,000 . A good many of
them have been owing sincé pre}civil war days. Shortage of foreign exchange
has been the principal cause of delay.

aeâtative in Madrid, Mr.' Weston1 Early in 1945 he repo rted that the Spanish
autbori ties ;̀ ia' viaw of the' co mparatively small amount involved, saw no dif-
ficculty iu paying off the debts in a single payment rather than by instalments .
The g balance of trade betwc& Caâada and Spain had been in their favour
for some dine." and they should therefore have been able to allot foreign
éacchaoge for' the paymcni of the debts . Later," however, it developed that they
hâd . preferred to devote " their' accumulated dollars to buying a telegraph
c=pany, and would have tostart sâving up all over again to meet the Cana-
dian debta: iThey suggested that Canada might buy more from Spain to assist
them itt f doing so ; -, this suggestion was felt, undcr the circumstances, to be
sca:cely practicable : : }

t2. Negotiritions- have been earried oa through the British Treasury repre-

. :) fn*N dovctribër,~»1945;â'ôw~cvcr, they said they u•ere prepared to come to
ârrân~ëmeflt,~though in vieai.of their shortage of dollars they would have

,'I i 4'«
#1- Financial Advisu

AyF~ y ♦ y{,y~ 1946 .v.ï-J~~.iRt~ , . +{n,.:fxM• $b~?' .~~ J~~t a3 ?é~ „ t : .. . _ . . . .

S" ' , a ssible
d~,~A43,1 19tS. I1 WA pat ~ poaibts didea~ trom 1943 to 1945. It h" not been po

t~ wo p" I L Z1tésotetk to ' 1%& '" to Weattir his position at the Trcas"rY 0,
1 . Waton AM lW ooa~eIIkt ~ntaciet d. f f i , Atr. Watoa -
Psmb~adt A . Otfmd♦Bttlttpa Et&M4P e f the Emb~ur of at B ri tain in Spain

Yours ' faithfully, ~ ~~
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to pay by instalments. We accordingly requested the British Embassy to draft, in conference with the Spanish authorities, an exchange of letters for this purpose. 
4. All through the present year the Spanish authorities have been deferring' action, ostensibly because of the illness of the Director-General of their for- ... 

eign exchange organization. They have now put forward the claim that, since 
Canada 's diplomatic relations with them are not normal and since the 
Canadians have treated them badly, they would find it difficult to pay the debts 
until diplomatic relations were made normal.• 

5. This evidently refers to the reception by the Canadian Govemment of a 
Siran•s.h proposal made in September, 1945, for an exchange of diplomatic 
representatives•  The proposal was not accepted. Instructions to the Canadian 
Ifigh Commissioner in London were to tell the Spanish Ambassador, orally, 
that the Canadian Government was not prepared to receive a diplomatic 
mission from the present Spanish Government. While t.here is some doubt 
whether  Mir.  Massey actually included the word "present" in conveying this 
message; Count de Morales, on making similar inquiries at Ottawa, was given 
a reply identical with that which Mr. Massey had been instructed to give. 

6. The Spanish Government are now trying to force us to exchange mis-
sions with them by withholding repayment of the commercial debts. Mr. 
Robertson has drafted a letter which he proposes to send Mr. Weston if it is 
approved. Attached is a copy of his despatcht with the draft lettett 

7. In view of the Assembly resolution on Spain, it will, I think, be neces-- 
 sMr to alter,the text of this letter. The Spanish Government, which has for 

so « long; on the flimsiest excuses, maintained its barrier against the repayment 
of,  these debts, is even less likely at the present moment to be influenced ,by 
anY, Cônsiderations we could put forward. Moreover, the account in the draft 
letter thè i-eply made to the Spanish Government's proposal for an exchange 
d missions is quite different from anything indicated by our records. There is 
no preCise information here as to what was said to the Spanish Ambassador 
ill,l-Ondon during his call at the High Commissioner's Office, but in any cases 

 uotiiit de Morales, during his visit to Ottawa, was definitely told that we were 
not prepared to receive a diplomatic mission from "the present Spanish', 
Government", and there is no record of any pretexts having been given him 
aloin  the  lines of those in the draft letter. 	 -• 

8 . ,  _'. 1r0 avoid any wording that might be taken to imply dissent from 
united Nations policy, I think the statement in the last Sentence of . para. 2, 
,_thar !!,Canadian diplomatic relations with Spain are _exactly , as • they have 
ueè n in the past", will have to be modified. Para. 3, as noted above, is in-, 
Consistent,  with what the Spanish Government learned from its Ottawa in-
quiries "as  well as  with the instructions sent to the Hig,h Commissioner„ in 
Londoh,'d  in  any case its tone would be out of keeping with the present 
situation.'As it seems necessary to make some iminediate reply to this. , 
préposterou.s. , attempt to blackmail the Canadian Government into accepting 

2071 
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a Spanish mission, and to make it clear that we cininot •accept the contention
that repayment of commercial debts depends : on the form taken by relations
between governments, I am attaching a redraft, for your consideration, of the

letter to be sent to Mr.Weston. .

9. The Departmént of Trade and Commerce and the Foreign Exchang e

Control Board have been in touch with the negotiations for repayment of
the debts, and are being çonsulted on the action to be taken .

10." As the 'debts, amount to about $600,000. Of this,` . ` •, . `-~stated~ above ,$500,000 is due to the Ford Motor Co . of Canada for shipment of auto-

mobiles in 1935 to Ford ' Motor, Ibc rica, in- Barcelona. Hudson Motors - of

Canada,has $80,000 coming to it for similar shipments . -The other accounts

are smalli , L
. B. P>rARSO N

° Nouvtaü projet de lettre ' du haut commissaire en Grande-Bretagne

d ! là Trésorerie defGrande-Bretagne
. <-a .r•H . . . z~ r~, e .n_ r . .

Redrajt o f Letttr. from High Contmtssioner in Great Britain
• - • to Treasury ,:oj Great Britain

CoNFmex•nAL- -

; . ~ . . .
~ ' December 17, 194

Dear weston,
F cr.of 23rd Novcmber, in which you reported thatThank you for your lett

EI&R;ccs; of the Trcasurÿ,_had been
,
told by SeHor Navas p whe n

n l~~ and
in Spâin; that Spain's d iplomatic relations with Canada were
thât if relations could not be norânalizcd the Spanish Govcrnment w ould fin

d

it difficult to nôrmalize financial matters. to us
As you will no doubt realize, such an answer is totally unacceptabl

e In thefirst plaçe, of course, we could no' recognize that the state of Ç~ana-ate
diân diplomatic relations with Spain would have any cffect on

these
l~adian

debts. In the second place," there has been nothing abnormal other coun-

diplomatic ` relations with Sain. Like our ,- relations with many
p thc B ri tish Embassy. The

Ma, :, ~ey have, always . been conducted through

f devel ent of direct, diplomatie relations between Canada and
é not as yet

that Miniiters might bC CxC Uan$ed ~tten on the

, tries., is mparatively recent and sttll far from complete . We h

mi.ioos In a number of countries which have h ad e'pôurbeen abio to open some which
matie mtssions ln° Ottawa for soine years, including

allles 'during the`vvar. 0~ estion
roachcd us with the sugg

"•~Last~ thc~ S C3overnment app • and further
~ ~hM' ` ~tareta our two countnes ,

~
! 1 .a ~ am ~ wiruw 9U" 6et~s wt ea ' Th•~s note

.

=
'' me=

srideatl reqirad. St. LUtn.MTl 2j .1246
Soau ebsa= !a ami an 0
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representations were made to us by the Spanish Ambassador in London in
August of this year. We agreed at the time to the appointment of a new
Spanish Cônsul-General in Montreal, but inaintained the position previously
taken that the Canadian Government would not be prepared to receive a
diploma tic mission from the Spanish Government .

The fact, of - course, is that as a member of the United Nations, the
Assembly of which has made clear its disapproval of the present Spanish
regime, we could not think, at the present time, of taking any step which
could be .,construed as constituting any special or additional recognition of
the present Spanish Government . Although we have not said so in as many
words, I do not suppose that the Spaniards are unaware of this aspect of the
case, which has been emphasized by the recent Assembly resolution recom-
mending that those members of the United Nations which have ambassadors
or ministers in Madrid should withdraw them .
'I am sending copies of this correspondence to the Dominions Office andt6 the Foreign Office, as we had been keeping them informed of the develop-

ments in connec tion with the Spanish desire to establish direct diplomatic
r`elâtions - with Canada. The matter has already been discussed informally
with ' thé Foreign Office who agree with our response to the views of Senor'
Navasques ; We should be grateful if you could ask your Representatives in
Madrid to make clear to the Minist ry of Foreign Affairs our views on this
ma tter.

Yours since rely ,

PARTIE 20 / PART 20

SYRIE / SYRIA

DEA/8771-40

'Le sous-ministre du Revenu national (Douanes et Accise )
au sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures

Deputy Minister of National Revenue (Customs and Excise )

to Under-Secreta ry of State for External A ffairs

Ottawa, February 13, 1946 ;

RE SYRIA AND LEBANON

Produc,ts of Syria and Lebanon were accorded the treatment provided in

the? Canada-France Trade Agreement, vide Section 3 of the Canada-France
Tlide' Agreement Act 1933, and Article 14 of the Trade Agreement . l

_ .. .~

' See Canada , Treaty Series, 1936 , No.'18.
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• 	• 'Frcini -newspnper repérts,'  th è situation regarding Syria. and  Lebanon is 

not 'clear  and  I would appreciate your advice as to what tariff treatment 
should be accorded the' produCts of these territories. 	• 1 

Yours faithfully, 
D. Sutt 

. - DEA/8771-40 

Le 	
. 

Îsous-secrétaire d'État par.intérim:aux A.  aires. ex.  iérie ures 
au sous-ministre. du Commerce 

Acting Under-Seci -etaryof State for External Affairs 	. to Deputy  Miner of Trade and Commerce * 
7;•.;-,(.! 	 . 	. 	's 	. 

	

s.) 	, Ottawa,.June 11, 1946 

f fo 	 iË 	 'd i ith re er our „e 	un o c ruary 	an . 0 er correspondenCe 
With  the Dep4itriient, of National _Iteirenue (Customs) forwarded to your 
bcp-artment  on  the question of the 'customs, treatment to be accorded goods 
originating in Syria and ,the Lebanon...1i • 

You will recall it was agreed that while the Levant States were no longer 
considered "territories tinder 'French - Miuulate" in the sense of our trade 
agreement with France of May 1933, all the formalities to bring the 
mandate over the Levant States to an end had not yct been completed. Since 
Cariadian exporters were benefiting from the 1933 agreement it was thought 
desirable that the advantages-extended by Canada' to Syria and the Lebanon 
n'sicordance with Article. 14_ of e trade ageemcnt should be continued _ _ 

for the time being,. 
Ce  ave now been informed that during the final session of the Assembly 
of the League, of Nations held .at Geneva in‘ April .1946 a resolution was 
adopted welcontiiii âthe:tériiination of the Mandated status of Syria and the 
Lebanon. The làst fornialities Marking' the 'recognition of Syrian and Leba- 
nese independence have thus' been completed.. — 

Article 14 of the Csufadï-France Trade Agreement and Article 4 of the 
'Additional fr  protocol of , February 26th, 1935, under which intermediate 
tie ratevtire levied 'tigairist certain products of territorie,s under French 
mandate, can thus no longer be interpreted as applying to Syria and the 
Lebanon, since the latter are no longer under mandate. Of their own accord, 
110IffeVer, „.both,Syria, and the,Lebanon continue to grant Canada the most-

faifotired-nation treatinent,..which was required undcr the mandate. Neither 

hive' *they snide any change in other rights guaranteed to Canadians under 

Ankles 10 and 11 of the mandate which has now been extinguished. 
.3.71se Pepartment., of; External Affius - therefore takes the viesv that thie.  

customary Intermediate twill rates should continue to be levied agaiast geas 
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of Syrian' and Lebanese origin as a reciprocal courtesy petiding woad 
trade talks, -  when a tariff agreement between our two countries might be 
formalized. 

.„ I should be glad to leam if you agree with this view. If so, we might 
inform the Department of National Revenue (Customs)  to  that  effect.' 
Perhaps an arrangement might also be made whereby your Department 
could inform the Department of National Revenue and  this Department 
should any  change arise with respect to the treatment of Canadians or of 
Canadian goods by Syria and the Lebanon which might involve a reconsidera-
tion of our present position. 

H. H. WRONG 

2075  

Le sous-secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures 
àu sous-ministre du Commerce 

• Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs 
- 'to Dep.  uty Minister of Trade and Commerce 

, 
Ottawa, July 17, 1946 

, 	. 
I have your letter of June 15th, t your file 29307-A, in which -Y6it COnCur 

the  vieW'of this Department that it Would be appropriate for Canada: iô' 
>

con-
tinué io'grant SYria and Lebnnon thé privileges of the Intennédiate -  Tariff -as.  
a reciprocal courtesy pending world tradé talks when a tariff"' agreement 
betw.een,our countries may be formalized, - s : 7' :t 1 
r irentlose copy of a letter of June 21st from the Deputy Minister of Natièmal 
Revenue . (Customs . and Excise) stating that since the prcivisions of  the. 

 Canada-France Trade Agreement and Protocols théreto no longer apply :to: 
Syria and Lebanon, products of those countries iminediately revert to _ the 
general tariff status unless provision is .  made by the Governor General in 
Cquncil, s - 
! ,.1  have  accordingly prepared the attached draft submission to Councip 
recommending that the tariff benefits accorded to Syria and Lebanon under .  

Article XIV of the Canada-France Trade  Agreement of May 12th, 1933, as 
fliended, by Article IV of the Additional Protocol of February 26tsh, 1935, 

, 
`ru‘ntFlue to be éxtended to these countries. The recommendation is based .on 

6 :tinderstanding that Syria' and Lebanon are continuing to accord ,us Most-, 
f.,.a1;5ilired«;ütion treatment in tariff matters and have made no change  in the 

utliéüfghts guàranteed to Canadians under Regulations 10 and 11 of the man'-, 

! ›- 

' 11-e ministère du Commerce a  accepté 
eette Proposition le 15 juin. . 2 Voir le document suivant. 

I The Department of Trade and Commerce 
agreed to this proposal on June 15. 

See fo llowing document. 
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date which has now been extinguished . Mr. Lamontagne of your Depa rt ment
advised us in the, first instance that this was the case, and since you have
undertaken to notify us if you should hear of any change respec ti ng the treat-

ment accorded Canadians or Canadian goods by Syria or Lebanon, we

assume that the favourable treatment is still applicable .

I- should be grateful to . learn if your Depa rtment concurs in the proposed
recommenda tion to Council.

We are also seelring the concurrence of the Department of National Revenue

and the Department of Finance.

Deputy Ministe"r of National Revenue (Customs and Excise)
to Assocaicite Ursdcr-Secretary of State for External A ffairs

Le sous-ministre du Revenu national (Douanes et Acc:se)
au sous-sccrftabé d'État associé aux A ffaires extérieures

, [PIÈCE JOINTE /ENCLOSURE]
. _ . ~
. . . ,

Dear Mr U1

Ottawa, June 21, 1946

. ronge ,
I have your letter of the 19tht instant further in regard to the OftS of

Syrian and Lebanese products, and note that the mandated status yn

and Lebanon has been terminated:

~ I fwrther note that both Syria and Lcbanon of their own accord are con-
,

on

tinuiog to' grant Canada most favoured nation treatment formerly requi
âoôoitiaaca with Article 14 of the Caa ida-France Trade Agreement, and that

your, Department feels that Intermediate Tariü rates should continue to be

kvied on products originating in those countries .

As , the provisions of ~ the Canada-France Trade Agreement and Protocols

thereto no longer, apply to Syria and Lebanon, products of those countries

immediataly revertto General Tariff status, an d this Department could not

-gran t'more favourable treatment unless provision is made by the Governor

General in Coutndl.° -, , - I b-
~ . ~'. ~~al to grant most favoured nation treatment to Syria and

isdcsir
I-e

~~It 3t
~ thë guthority' available for action by the Governor General in C In e~

~~+. . ~ ~
is Soctioû'.1l ;of the 'Customs Taritl. If it is desired to gran t merely

toms
ne-Târill rates,~.the authority available is Section 4(g) of the C~

Tg
gYours .faithfully, D . Slrs
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Le secrétaire d'Étal aux Affaires extérieures 
au Gouverneur général en Conseil 

Sécretary .of State for External Affairs to Governor General in Council 

• 	 Ottawa, November 5, 1946 

The undersigned, Secretary of State for External Affairs, has the honour 
to report: 

1. Under the authority of Section 11 of the Customs Tariff the Governor 
in Council is empowered to make such reductions of duties on goods im-
ported into Canada from any other country or countries as may be deemed 
reasonable by way of compensation or concessions granted by any such 
country *or countries. 

.2. By the termination of the mandate of the Government of France over 
SYria and Lebanon the advantages extended by Canada to those states in 
accordance with article XIV of the Canada-France Trade Agreement of May 
12th, 1933, as amended by  Article IV of the Additional Protocol of Febru-
ary 26th, 1935, are discontinued and the products of Syria and Lebanon 
revert to general tariff status unless provision is made by the Governor 
Gen* eral in Council. 

. 3. Syria and Lebanon of their own accord continue to grant Canada most-
favoured-nation tariff treatment which was required under  the mandate and 
have Made no chan.  ge  in the other rights guaranteed to Canadians under 
RFgulations 10 and 11 of the mandate which  bas  now been extinguished. 

'.The .undersigned, therefore, with the concurrence of the Minister of 
Finance, the Minister of Trade and Commerce and th'  Minister of National 
Revenue  has the honour to recommend that it be ordered, pursuant td 
Section 11 of the Customs Tariff that the tariff benefits formerly accorded to 
Syria and Lebanon in their capacities as mandated tenitories under Article 
XIV of the Canada-France Trade Agreement of May . 12th, 1933, as 
amended by Article IV of the Additional Protocol of February 26th, 1935, 
continue to be extended to the products originating in and coming from 
Syria .and -Lebanon when conveyed without transshipment' from a port of•
Syria or Lebanon or from a port of a country enjoying the benefits of British 
Preferential or Intermediate Tariff into a Customs Port of Canada and that 
glis arrangement shall remain in effect as long as Syria and Lebanon continue 
tO*grant Canada 'most-favoured-nation tariff treatment or until otherwise 
decreed by the Governor in Council. 

of which is respectfully submitted.' 

Cette recommandation fut approuvée le 
1 9 novembre. Voir _Décret du Conseil P.C. 
4791. 

LOUIS S. ST. LAURENT 

This recommendation was approved on 
November 19. See Order in Council P.C. 
4791. 
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TURQUIE / TURICEY 

1270. 	 DTC/Vol. 704,4-T3-3A 

Le directeur, la direction des relations commerciales et des tarifs étrangers, 
- le ministère du Commerce, au délégué commercial en Égypte 

Director, Contmercial Relations and Foreign Tariffs Branch, Department 
of Trade and Commerce, to Trade Commissioner in Egypt 

. 	; 
CONFIDENTIAL 	 , 	 [Ottawa,1 May 6, 1946 
Dear Mr. Grew, , 

2078 

- 

, 
Your lettert  addressed to the Director of the Trade Commissioner Service 

enclosing communicationt that you received from Mr. M. S. Dormen with 
inquiry as to the  prospects of  a trade agreement between Turkey and Canada, 
ins passed on to me in due  time. The Turkish Minister in Ottawa has been 
informed  on  severaroccasions during th6past month of Canada's willingness 
tê negotiate a trade agreement où . the basis of exchange of most-favoured-
niation treatment between - thé• two countries,' but we understand that up to 
the -present timer thé Minister; bas  not  received any instructions in this con-
nection from his government and there have consequently been no further 
developments. 

While we understand  that  a few Canadian firms have been able to make 
sales In pirkey, 'others hivie- infirrned  us  that it has proved to be impossible 
tà, arrange for obtaining PaYment in United States dollars as required by the 
Fortier Eichange 'Control Board, with the result that it has been impossible 
for firms in the latter' group to do business. The explanatio n  given by the 
Turlz ai to the,rion-availability of exchange for making purchases in Canada 
lias  usually beitiriliat It Is not their' liolicy to make exchange available for the 

of  goods frinit coimtries with which they do not have a comrnercial •.. 	• 	. 	• 

	

agreement ,: 	 ( - - , 

	

. 	4, 

is of course possible thit the difficulty of doing business with Turkish 
. firms Is principally the result of a real shortage of foreign exchange on their 

eart,--  which leads them t6 allocate such supplies as they have for the purchase 
of  thoselmPortithat  the  Turldsh Government deems to be most essential. „ 

01'i:the- other' haiidi it has been suggested that the customers of one par-
ticular itiencylriNew Mirk '(the Brenner Corporation) ordinarily receive a 
'.....gree of consideration which is not extended to those who do business 

'through other channels. How this agency  bas  acquired its influence in Turkisht  
governmental. circles ,we of course do not know. There is in fact much tha

bY - we do not iinderitind -about Ibrkish business practices and the methods 
•which it is, possible to sell, goods and receive payment in that country. 

tha
W. 

e'lit'any:Caie tiferi the initiative in informing our Turkish friends W 	 t 
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we are prepared, to negotiate a trade agreement with them, we are satisfied
that this information is in the possession of the authorities at Ankara, and
we feél that the next move, if any, should be made by the Turkish Govern-
meat

. All this is naturally for your confidential information.
I

DTC/Vol . 704,4-T3-3A

Mémorandum de l'ambassade de Turquie au gouvernement du Canad a

Memorandum f rom Embassy of Turkey to Government of Canada

Ottawa, September 9, 194 6

In conformity with the desire expressed some time ago by the Canadian
Government, the Government of the Republic too are anxious to conclude

with Canada a Trea ty of Commerce and Navigation on the basis of most

favoured nations .' This could be accomplished either by means of direct
negotiations or else, if the Canadian Government so desires,, by the ad-

herence of Canada to the Treaty of Commerce and, Navigation : of 1930

which exists between Turkey and Great B ri tain. This adherence might be

obtained by way of a communication made by the diplomatic representative
of His Majesty the King in Turkey according to the stipulations of Article 38
of this Convention .

1272.
DTC/Vol . - 704,4-T3-3A

Le sous-ministre du Commerce au sous-secrétaire d'Éta t

aux Affaires extérieures
Deputy Minister of Trade and Commerce to Under-Secretary of State

"`b = for External Affairs

Ottawa, September 27, 1946

I refer to your letter of September 12t regarding the proposed trade

agreement between Canada and Turkey.
We agree with your feeling that Canada should not consider adherence

to the United Kingdom-Turkey Treaty of Commerce and Navigation but

should proceed with direct negotiations with Turkey
. We have looked up

the text of this Treaty and find that it is a fairly comprehensive instrument
covering considerations outside the range of most of Canada's, commercia

l

Yours faithfully,
H. R . KEMP
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tait ices' sur co 	'The following note was written on the 

_ 	 memorandum: 
Sent by hand to Turkish Minister, 12:30 p.m. (141.tu0sts1 Mcgl1euE1 
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agreements. You willrecall. 	that we have suggested that the negotiation of a 
treaty of friendship,  commerce and navigation with the United States should 
be postponed owing to the shortage of manpower and owing also to the 
fact that it would involve overlapping with some of the matters to be 
shortly under discussion at the world conference on trade and employment. 
The same considerations would apply also in favour of postponing the 
negotiation of an elaborate treaty with Turkey. 

With respect to your request for our views as to the form the agreement 
should take, I have pleasure in sending you herewith copy in duplicate of a 
pro forma trade agreementt and would suggest that these be handed to the 
Turkish Ambassador. 

M. W. MACKENZIE 

Mémorandum du gouvernement du Canada à rambassade de Turquie 

, Memorandum' from Goveriunent of Canada to Embassy of Turkey 
à 

Ottawa, October 5, 1946 

- The Government of Turkey and the Government of Canada have both - 
expressed their desiie to conclude a Treaty of Commerce on the most-fav- 
oured-nation basis: -  
—In view of the propcised ,World Conference on Trade and Employment, 

Which kerns' likàly to be called toward the end of 1947 by the Economic 
and social Counc:il of the United Nations, and in view of the probability of 

gêncral multilateral trade treaty emerging from that World C,onference, 
it seems desirable at this time to conclude a simple most-favoured-nation 
treatxto run for a period of one year and thereafter until terminated by either 

party on threi months' notice. 
Attached are two  copies of our usual draft  of a most-favoured-nation 

— 

ti7aty.f It is suggested that this draft, with the amendment to Article VW 
. as to .duration mentioned above, might form the basis of direct negotiations 

In Ottawa  between' the Urkish Government and the Canadian Government.' 
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URUGUAY
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Le secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures à
l'ambassadeur de Grande-Bretagne en Uruguay

Secretary of State for External Affairs to
Ambassador of Great Britain in Uruguay

208 1
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Ottawa, December 9,' 1946
Sir,-: •

I . have the honour to inform you that representations have been made to
the Canadian Embassy in Buenos Aires by Houlder Brothers and Company
(Argentina ) ' Ltd. who are the local agents for Furness (Canada) Ltd:,
complaining that Uruguayan consular arrangements in Canada are inade-
quate, for facilitating Canadian shipments to Uruguay:

. : S . , t ; e; r ' -
. . .

. . . :
. ..

this matte~ to the attention of the Urugu y

2. ;Thëré is no Uruguayan consular office at Saint John, New Brunswick,

or . Halifax, Nova Scotia, from which ports Canadian shipments to South
Amëricâ 'are frequently made. In consequence, shipping papers have to be
ainmailed to Montreal at heavy expense, with resulting delay .

3 :l - The Consul-General of Uruguay in Mon treal, Senor Alvaro Guillot

Munoz, is believed to have no responsible assistants on his staff, :with the
result that he is unable to deal expeditiously with ships' papers or the legaliz-
ing of bills of lading. In the case of one recent sailing from Canada, he was
unable to deal with the ship's papers or the merchants' bi lls of lading until

sixteen days after the ship had sailed. This naturally causes Canadian ex-
porters great inconvenience, and also is prejudicial to Uruguayan importers
awaiting shipments and de liveries .

are 2 informed that the Uruguayan consular service in New -Y o'rk
is very much,better, and that a real danger exists that shippers wi ll revert

to the New Yok route for this reason, with consequent damage to the Cana-r
shipping company and Canadian interests generally .

5• If YOU * see no objection we should be grateful if you could explain the
situation to the Uru a an Government and point' out the advantages that
would - result . both to Uruguayan importers and to Canadian exporters if.

:c
; ~
reâséd Urûguayan' consular facilities were provided at either Saint Johnin

or; at ;Hali{ax, or fai ling this, if the Consulate-General in Montreal .were put

a .position to handle shipping papers of Canadian exporters
. more

eapeditiously. '
of

I'should be ateful therefore, if you could take ' an opportunity ,

brin ' a an Government, and
8~ ~g

advise ine`iâ`dué côurse of the result .
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7, I am sending to the Canadian Ambassador in Buenos Aires a copy o f

this despatch, for his personal information .

, -, R. M. MACDONNELL

for the Secretary of State
- for External Affairs

DEA/ 1082-4 0

Saint John . to ,act ras =V IcrConsu crc .

~atZ~ BuenosAi res, December 14, 1946
TELZC , . . . .

Your telegram
;
No. 172 ' ô[ Decembcr 13th.t In accordance

Foreign rsinis~er

m
tions from his Departmcnt+' Mâ~jm= called on Urugu y

'~• Montevideo on December 12th. On my advice, he fi rst called at British
=

Embassy and was accompanicd to the interview by~ Second
facto ry . U~-

mcrcial," of that, Embassy. He reports interview
Government ~ ropose to send an extra ofGcial to Consulate in

meoneein
~d ~ll ~k ,pe~partmcnt . of Trade *, and Commerce to nom inate

• lth

L'ambassadeur en Argentine au secrétaire d'État aux A jucures ex

Ambauador `in Argentina to Secretary of State for Externat A ffans

' ' té ieures, 1 75 .

I have etc.

YOUGOSLAVIE / YUGOSLAVIA
{ - ~ DEA/9035-40

♦ K F- ~f

aires extérierues
Mémorandûm `du sous=secrftaire d'Etat aur u

v-~ .• . d fü deuxième direction potttiq
:y~~•
rom Under-Secretcuy of State ;or Externat Affairs

dM~or
andum

s
f

"̂~

Politicat Divfsion
#il)3'~~

.~w
. n t

. .~ .~Y i`i,~~I tO3Vr
;~ _ ♦ .

[Ottawa,] Novcmber 20,1946

t
of~~

Li I e eir ~â •

M

~ ~` Yu • lav Chargé d'Atiaires, callcd to scc ôÛ so~m~mè
.~j t' ï Ca1~r;cr ~e ~

ggnd mentiontci the Iriendly conversation he had had wdth Y

& mrnerce.

. ...,._. a ~t of Trad Â
e
and ;O
ti~s ~~,erc~ai

I ~, $ U' ~tt do Commtta- . O gg IL INasuire.

,! 8 IL h~tsit~re. ,~w ~ ~ P" ~etary. Embass7► in Ar¢mUaa

L 1ta9ann .To W .M siaan.• À > O .' 1..



' L'archevêque  Aloysius Stepinac de Za-
greb en Yougoslavie fut condamné en octobre 
1946 à seize ans d'emprisonnement pour 
avoir collaboré avec l'ennemi. M. Cabric 
avait menanc6 de présenter une lettre de 
Protestation au gouvernement canadien au 
sujet d'une déclaration de l'archevêque de 
Toronto sur le cas Stepinac critiquant le 
gouvernement yougoslave. 

La note suivante était écrite sur ce 
mémorandum: 

Note added to the bottom of this memo by Mr. Magann. Mr. Cabric's imminent 

return for a visit to his homeland has made him very accessible to impressions. 

At the close of our discussion I asked him for a description of conditions in 

Yugoslavia and obtained on my part the impression that his country needed almost 

nuthing except possibly cattle and hides. 

Archbishop Aloysius Stepinac of Zagreb 
in Yugoslavia was sentenced in October, 1946 
to sixteen years imprisonment for collabora-
tion with the enemy. Mr. Cabric had threat-
ened to present a letter of protest to the 
Canadian Government conceniing a statement 

by the Archbishop of Toronto on the 
Stepinac case criticizing the Yugoslav 
Govenunent. 

The following note was written on the 
memorandum: memorandum: 
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ago .on the Stepinac matter. 1. He .said that he was glad . to be able to co-
operate by not publishing his letter. He also intimated that he rather got the 
impression that, as a retum for this c6-operation on his part, you had sug-
gested that Yugoslavia might receive some kind of help from Canada in 1947.. 
He was hard to understand, and I am not sure whether he was referring.to 
the development of trade relations or relief supplies. I think the latter, as he 
mentioned their need for cattle. I told him that, insofar as relief was con-
cerned, our policy was to take our fair share of the international relief burden; 
and that this whole question was now under consideration  iii New York. If, 
as a result of this consideration, Canada participated in international relief, 
her supplies would be sent to those who needed them the most, after inter-
national consultation. This made it impossible, therefore, to discuss relief 
supplies for any particular country. I emphasized that we had been ap-
proached by other countries for help, if and when UNRRA came to an end, 
but that we did not make any commitments of this kind because we did not 
like, in principle, the idea of relief being handled on a unilateral or bilateral 
basis.2  

L. B. P[EARsoN] 

1277. 	 DEA/9035-40 

Mémorandum du chef, la direction économique, au sous-secrétaire d'État 
aux Affaires extérieures 	 , 

Ale.morandum from Head, Economic Division, to Under-Secretary of State 
for External Affairs. 

[Ottawa,] November 21, 1946 

With reference to your memorandum of 20.11.46 attached, on the subject 
of your talk with the Yugoslav Chargé d'Affaires, I believe either Mr. 
Robertson or Mr. Wrong was approached by Aluminium Company officiais 
seeking advice as to whether they should negotiate with the Yugoslav Goy- 

2083 
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erninent ' for the dévclopment of propcrties . They were discouraged from

proceeding because of the control the U.S.S.R had over Yugoslav Economy .

Our Records , indicate that the' Alumnium Company officials received further
discouragement wheniwe acted for them in representa tions to the Yugoslav

authoritics .'In our-Noté No. 4 of Aprit 26tht we transmitted the request of

thé Aluminiuni Sccrètariat . Lunited (1) for the present management of their

Company in ' Trieste Aô be allowed acccss to the mines in the Yugoslav zone

and ; (2)'to have bauxite in storage in the Yugoslav zone shipped to tradi-

tiônal ciutonïers in Italy.' Both . requests were in eRcct rejected by the Yugo-

slav ° govcrnment.
- I suspect that';a fnrther deterrent is the possibi li ty of nationalization . The
assurance-, that, there would be ~ no nationalization without compensat i on

worth little' as `an inducément to
.a company, to put its efforts into development

work." On ' this -'subjéct ' we ° have lust - received a tclegramt from our High

Commissioner" in- London ïuking us to forward all claims for properties
While we havesituated in Yugoslâvia which aire in' danger of national ization .

no definite information that m ines arc to be nationalized, it is a likely

possibili ty: ` : - -~
With rcferencx to the prospects of trade between Yugoslavia and Canada

I agree that we can give them no encouragement as long as the present politi-
encouragement even

cal situation continues . I doubt if we could give them any

if the political situation improves. , Imports from that count ry were roughly

$62,000 in'1937, $63 ,500 in 1938 **and $188,000 on the eve of th e
of the war in 1939 . Exports~ for thc `âanme three years we obS b6y6 mproves our

prospects
a20,000. Me disruption of the German economy P

côsP' }~ of âupplying manufacturcd goods, but at the best I don't think

we can hope for much trade. S. D. PIERCE~~~ f •# ,
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• .DE L'ASSEMBLÉE GÉNÉRALE DES NATIONS UNIES  

DÉLÉGATIONS CANADIENNES.À LA PREMIÈRE SESSION 	; _ DÉLÉGATIONS CANADIENNES.À LA PREMIÈRE SESSION 	; 

fonctions, 
ministère 
ou agence 

ministre de la Justice 

ministre de l'Agriculture 

secrétaire d'État 

haut commissaire 
en Grande-Bretagne 

sous-secrétaire d'État 
associé aux Affaires 
extérieures 

• 

Vincent Massey -, 

H. H. Wrong 

' 	iiipaisÈivr•ÂÉrris 
( 

conseiller juridique, 
Affaires extérieures 

- - t 

• CANADIAN DELEGATIONS TO THE FIRST SESSION OF 'ME 
 * GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE UNITED NATIONS 

, 

PREMIÈRE PARTIE 	. . 	FIRST PART"' 

(LONDRES, 10  ,JANVIER-14 FÉVRIER) à);iNDON, JANUARY 10:F.EBRUARY;1.14 

position, 
• department 

dr àéency 
REPRÉSENTANTS/REPRESENTATIVES 

L. S. St Laùrent 

. J. G. Gardiner 

Paul Martin 

, High Conunissioner 
in Great Britain 

Associate Under-Secretary 
of State for External Affairs 

,f 

UPPLÉANTS/ALTERNTE REPRisiNTATIVES 
, r 	 • 

J. E. Read 	Legal Adviser, 
External Affairs 

Minister of Justice 

•• 	Minister of Agriculture 

Secretary of.State 

ambassadeur en 
Union soviétique 

ministre aux Pays-Bas : 
' 

député fédéral  

député fédéral 

L. D. Wilgress 

Pierre Dupuy - 

Gordon Graydon 

S. H. Knowles 

Ambassador in 
Soviet Union 

Minister. in The Netherlands 
" 

Member of Parliament 

Member of Parliament 
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haut commissariat
en Grando-BrttaBne

Banque du Canada

Affaires extérieur=

Srrvioe d'information
canadiea

haut commissariat
en GrandaBrctaPe

Affaires extérieures'

F'inanoes

Affaires extérieures

~ahaut commissada t F,
en Grande-Bretape

Service drinfortDAtimcanadien '
haut commissariat
en Grandoo-Bre stra

Maires extbricu" s

in Grqt B n

AMAS O ÉNA /SECOMA1tY..0Elri]tAL

L ?-tabu" Extemal Aftairs

'AptE ADJOINf/AS WANT ac""MY

T. L. Carter Extcrnal Affairs

position,
depart'nent

or aBe0ly
-* MVRjSwAX S/EtPltts9NTATtvE3

„ Atinlster of "s'il,
L S. St: Uurrent Semury of State fo r

Utpnal Aitairs.
Chairman of the

Deiep tion

SECOND PART
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secrétaire d'État 	 Paul Martin 	Secretary of State 

sénateur, ministre 	 W. McL. Robertson 	Senator, Minister 
sans portefeuille 	 without Portfolio 

chef de l'Opposition, 	 John Bracken 	Leader of the Opposition, 
Chambre des communes 	 House of C,ommons 

chef parlementaire, 	 M. J. Coldwell 	Parliamentary Leader, 
Fédération du 	 Co-operative 
commonwealth 	 Commonwealth 
coopératif 	 Federation 

REPRÉSENTANTS SUPPLÉANTS/ALTERNATE REPRFSENTATIVES - 
chef de l'Opposition, 	 J. T. Haig 	Leader of the Opposition, 
Sénat 	 Senate 

ambassadeur au 
Mexique 

adjoint parlementaire 
du ministre de la 
Reconstruction et des 
Approvisionnements 

sous-ministre du 
Commerce 

H. L. Keenleyside 	Ambassador in Mexico 

Parliamentary Assistant 
to the Minister of 
Reconstruction and 
Supply 

M. W. Mackenzie 	Deputy Minister of 
Trade and Commerce 

G. J. McBraith 

ambassadeur en 	 L. D. Wilgress 
Union soviétique 

Ambassador in 
Soviet Union 

CONSEILLERS/ADVISERS 

G. C. Andrew 	Canadian Information 
Servie 

H. J. Armstrong 	Finance 

Mlle 
H. D. Burwash 	External Affairs 

Miss 

H. H. Carter 	Extemal Affairs 

E. A. Côté 	Extemal Affairs 

G. E. Cox 	External Affairs 

External Affairs E. R. Hopkins 

G. Ignatieff 	External Affairs 

R. M. Macdonnell 	External Affairs 

Escott Reid 	External Affairs 

Service d'information 
canadien 

Finances 

Affaires extérieures 

Affaires extérieures 

Affaires extérieures 

Affaires extérieures 

Affaires extérieures 

Affaires extérieures 

Affaires extérieures 

Affaires extérieures 
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APPENDICE B /APPENDIX B 

ABRÉVIATIONS D'IDENTIFICATION DES DÉLÉGATIONS CANADIENNES 1  

IDENTIFYING ABBREVIATIONS OF CANADIAN DELEGATIONS 1  

ASDEL 

ATOM 

CADEL 

DELAS 

DELCA 

ECSOC 

ESCUN 

UNES C 

Message de la délégation 
à l'Assemblée générale 
des Nations Unies 

Message de la délégation 
à la Commission de l'énergie 
atomique des Nations Unies 

Message pour la délégation 
à la Conférence de paix 
de Paris 

Message pour la délégation 
à l'Assemblée générale 
des Nations Unies 

Message de la délégation 
à la Conférence de paix 
do Paris 

Message de la délégation 
au Conseil économique et 
social des Nations Unies 

Message pour la délégation 
à la Conférence générale 
de l'UNEsco 

Message de la délégation 
à la Conférence générale 
de l'UNESCO 

Message from Delegation 
to the General Assembly 
of the United Nations 

Message from Delegation 
to Atomic Energy Commission 
of the United Nations 

Message for Delegation 
to Paris Peace Conference 

Message for Delegation 
to the General Assembly 
of the United Nations 

Message from Delegation 
to Paris Peace Conference 

Message from Delegation 
to Economic and Social 
Council of the United Nations 

Message for Delegation 
to the General C,onference 
of UNESCO 

Message from Delegation 
to the General Conference 
of UNESCO 

1Le3 délégations canadiennes à l'étranger 
envoyaient  et recevaient des télégrammes pu rentremlse de la mission canadienne la plus 
proche. Ces abréviations, qui se trouvent habi-
tuellement dus la première ligne d'un télé-
gramme, furent utilisées afin de permettre ,aux  fonctionnaires à Ottawa et à la mission de 
laire  la différence rapidement entre les messages 
Q0 ou Pour une délégation et les messages 
réguliers do ou pour la mission. Dans certains 
cas, ces abréviations d'identification furent aussi utilis6es  dans les dépeches. 

Canadian delegations abroad sent and re-
ceived telegrams through the nearest Canadian 
post. These abbreviations, usually found in 

the first line of a telegram, were used to allow 

officials in Ottawa and at the mission to quickly 

differentiate between messages for or from a 

délégation and routine messages for or from the 

post. In certain cases, these identifying abbrevia-
tions were also used in despatches. 
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AFFAIRES EXTÉRIEURES, MINISTÈRE DES: 
, * —activités  de l'UNESCO: 10. 	q. -- 

—administration:  
—nomination d'un ministre distinct comme 
• ": secrétaire d'État aux Affaires extérieures: 

3-5,6. 
—nouvelles affectations des représentants 
• à l'étranger: 5... , 	 ; 

—organisation du bureau du sous-secré- 
taire d'État aux Affaires extérieures.:.1-1. 

—organisation des directions: 6-8; 10: 

AFRIQUE DU SUD: . 	. . 	, 
• —plainte de-  l'Inde au sujet du traitement  _ 

des Indiens: 705-6, 821-3. 

ALLEMAGNE: 
—Conférence de Paris sûr les réparations: 

163-73. 
—désir de garder au Canada des prison. 

niers de guerre allemands pour travaux: 
199-203. • : • 

—échange des prisonniers de guerre alle- 
mands pour des soldats polonais démo.. 

!*; • bilisés: 203-4, 377-409. 	 - 
—immigration des scientifiques allemands: 

: 	• 	: 	 - 	r.- 
—instructions pour-chef. de mission mili- 

taire: 154-9. 
—intérêts canadiens: 155-6,192-3.: 	; 

- -,---investigation des crimes de guerre: 195-8. 
—mission militaire: 154-63. 
—obtention d'usines et. d'équipement 

comme réparation: 178-80; 184-7. 	_ 
; ir--permiSsion.  pour certains priscàiniers de 

guerre allemands de rester au Canada: 
!, 

—rapatriement des prisonniers de guerre 
f 	; 

 

allemands au Canada:. 198-207..  
—réclamations pour réparation: 181-4, 

188-9. .. 
—règlement .de la paix: 148-51, 159-63, 

	

, 190-5.. . 	• - 
—réparations: 163-90. 

. —retrait des forces d'occupation cana-
diennes: 151-3;-1379-81.. . 

—traité de paix: 148-51, 190-5...  

AMfItIQUE CENTRALE: 
—représentationdiplomatique: 27-30. ' =A 

AMÉRIQUE LATINE::-..  
—position du Canada par rapport à la 
.; politique américaine suri les ventes 

d'armes: 1972-3,1976-87. Lç». s • , 

ANTILLES: 	 ..—.! 	 • 	-- 
-accord  aérien; 512-3;1499-1501, 1777-8. 
—subventions à Ja .:Canadian , National 

:2 .  Steamships: 1501-6. , 7   

ARCTIQUE CANADTEN: , . 	 • Ir; 
—établissement de  stations  LORAN; 1542- 

3 1547, - 1577-8, 1615. ; 
--établissement , dé stations météorologi- , 

ques : 1543-4,1549-54, 1561-77, 1645, 
1647. 	.• 	 • 

—opérations naYalei américaines: 1548-9 . 	9 
1568-70. 	 -;* 

7-permission .; pour ; survols par avions 
américains: 1541-2, 1564-7, 1635-6. . 

—souveraineté: 1545-7, 1554-61, 1568. 
*. 	-- 

ARGENTINE: ,  
—attitude envers régime du Colonel Perón: 

1846-9. 
—nombre de représentants . au . Canada: 

1850-1. 
—politique sur , yentes d'amies: .1849-50, 

—position du—  Canada par rapport j à la 
politique des États-Unis: 1827-49. •,-.4 

—réduction dès contraintes suries exporta- 
tions: 1827-46. 

—voyage du général A.G.L. McNaughton: 
•  18j8-9. 	 s 

, 
&MES, VENTE:.. . . ...... - 	 , • • 	- 

—achat de munitions par-  la Chine: 1863-4. 
—demande de l'Uruguay de- réarmer 

. r , navire: 1978-9. , , _ 
ande.  de la Chine pour l'achat de 

navires de guerre: 1876-8; 1883-7.... 
.T.-demande du Mexique: 1972. 
—politique: 1972-3.. 	„ - 
—politique envers Argentine: .1849-50, 

1982-5.. 	 ' • . 	• 	.  
' 
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—position par rapport à la politique 
américaine sur ventes en Amérique 
latine: 1972-3, 1976-87. 

—tentatives d'achat de la République 
Dominicaine: 19744, 1987. 

—ventes aux Pays-Bas: 1877, 1999. 

Assocatiz otleataAut DES NATIONS UNI:.. 
—ao:ords avec agences spécialisées: 708-9. 
—admission de nouveaux membres: 663- 

:: 	 , 
: =amendement canadien à la résolution 

soviétique sur limitation des armements: 
775-80, 784-801. 

--discussions sur limitation de remploi du 
.1"; veto  àu Conseil :de 'sécurité: 7014, 734, 
- &40-4, 852-6, 862-81. - - 
—mesures pour réduire 'durée des débats: 

682-4, 728, 73943. 
=plainte de l'Inde contre rAfrique  du 
. Sud: 705-6; 821-3, 1484-5:... 	° 
,—propagande soviétique: 688-92. .'- 

- ,--réactions envers attitùde de l'Union 
if --"soviétique: 730-Z 734-5.- t 	• 

=rédaction de résolution sur k désarme- 
.' ment: 801-21. 	" - 	- 

—réfugiés: 664-5.  
résolution des États-Ut:lis:Ir limitation 
des armementi: -780-3; 786-91, 793-7, 
801.1 	 • 

—résolution soviétique sur limitation des 
armements: 734-6, 738-72, 774-80; 784- 

• 
r 	• • 

irrésolution soviétique sur les troupes à 
rétranger: 751-3,736-7, 763-9; 772-3, 
813-4. 

.(7===rhoiutioes -itir crikialinientaire: 543. -- 
r—résolutIon sur l'Espagne: 706-7.. 7334, 

e 	 ! 
—tduc  dam les  contitési 

-1.1„ 	xi)e— • t-.  

--rendu turne: 	-; 
.i-composidon de le°  délégation': 411, 6364. 

—délibérations: 67041. 	• - 
-;-évaluation de la réunion: 67340. 
.-+instructions pour ddigation: 639-70." 

e , 	.` 	1 	• 
1"1.1.0iMabià FAIM: e " 	 « 

?,—codification du droit international: 743- 51;131.1 Lev: 	 - 
---co *m*nien'tifie *Otr •daipticiii: 695.726. 
—introduction du" Commentabe pour la 

&Melon: 610-93. 	; 
• "-;eidre ds, joue 6124 743-7, 751-3. 
—posidon de la délégation: 681: - 
—quesdons suggérées pour ordre du Jour: 

6824, 743-7.  

ATOMIQUE, ÉNERGIE 
—accord tripartite: 47740, 488-9. 
—Comité politique conjoint: 412-4. 422-4, 

427-8, 431-4, 438-40. 
'Lcooplration avec la Grande-Bretagne: 

420-2, 428, 470. 
—participation du Canada aux discussions 

au Conseil de sécurité: 415-20, 431, 436, 
446-51,433-9. 

—politique sur contrôle: 425-7, 429-33, 
437-8, 441, 443-9.- 

•—tests de bombes atomiques: 434-5. 
: --voir aussi Commission sur l'énergie 

atomique- 

ATTACIliS DE L'AIR avn., NOMINATION DES: 8. 

ArrAacts soumets: 
--instructions: 14-19. 
—mandat: 11-13, 14-19. 
--nominations recommandées: 21-26. 

• --opinions du ministère des Affaire 
extérieures: 11-14, 20-21. 

ATTACIELI RiCLUISÉS, NOI1DIATI0N: 9. 

AussaAuz: 
•—position sur les relations au sein du 

Commonwealth: 1368-71. 

Aursuant: 
—demande pour qu'un représentant soit 

: accepté: 1853-4. 
—reconnaissance du gouvernement: 1852. 
--traité de paix: 208-9. 

AnAnort aval: 
—aéoord, Antilles: 512-3, 1499-1501, 1717-

8. 
--accord avec l'Irlande: 1488.9. 
—accord avec la France: 1934-5. 
—accord avec k Mexique: 1775-6, 1988-9. 

°I —accord avec le Pérou proposé: 2009-10. 
--accord avec le Portugal: 511-2; 2034-7. 
*—accord multilatéral: 529-32. - 
•—Conseil du Pacifique sud sur l'aviation 

civilé: 527. 
..---cffets de l'accord anglo-américain (accord 

	

des Bermudes): 514.9, 530-2. 	•- 
—opération de naviresoro métélogiques: . 	. 

324-9. 
-=prerniére réunion de l'Assemblée intéri-

maire de rOPAC1: 520-4. 
--quartier général de l'OPAC1: 519-20. 
--révision de l'accord aérien avec les États-

Unis: 1775-7, 1784-90. 
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AVIATION ROYALE DU CANADA : ` = . -
-enr8lement de Canadiens dans la R.A.F. :

1385-6.
-obtention d'avions * en échange pour un

crédit : 1381-2 .
-participation dans l'escadrille de trans-
' port aérien du Commonwealth: 1298-

1302.

BALTES :
--demandes pour immigrer au . Canada :

360-2.

-position des États-Unis : 596-8, 601=3 .
-prix du blé : 575=6, 608-10, 6134--" -
-restrictions cubaines sur l'importation-de

farine : 1907-11, 1913-7, 1920-2.
-stipulation de là Commission canadienne

du blé au sujet d'exportations - à -la
Grande-Bretagne : 1422-3 ; 1426-7Ï . '. ' --

BRÉSU.: , . . . . ,

=demande ! pour un crédit d'exportâtion :
1855-6. . . . . . , i :

-nécessité d'une cônvention sur l'impôt :1854-5.
-nomination d'un délégué ~ commercial :'35.38.

BANQUE INTERNATIONALE POUR* LA RECONS-
TRUCTION ET LE DÉVELOPPEMENT:'
-candidatures de ' Graham ' Towers et. 1

Donald Gordon à la présidence : 1209-10.
-première réunion annuelle du Conseil des. .

gouverneurs : 1206-9 .
--relations avec les Nations Unies : 920-2.
-représentation canadienne : 1187-90.
-réunion d'inauguration du Conseil des

gouverneurs : 1180-6.
-vente de papier sur le marché monétaire

canadien : 1181-2.

BEt.oiQUE :
-dette pour secours militaire : 221-2, 225-6.

- -=retour des valeurs : 209-13:

BBm, ERivEsT : 738-9.

BLÉ. EXPORTATIONS DE :

* - t -contrat à long terme avec la Grande-
Bretagne : 1429-49, 1453-4.

• - =déclarations sur efforts du Canada : 543-5,
556-64, 603-4, 610-3, 930.

-demande de la Grèce pour achats : 1951-8.
• ~ -demande des Pays-Bas pour approvision-

nements : 1996-2000.
` - =-demande ' d'UNRRA pour plus 'de` blé :

_ 555-6 . . . : ' . . . , ~ . .
-demande d'UNRRA que les distillateurs

canadiens emploient moins de ' céréales :
574 .

--efforts pour augmenter - exportations :
541-2, 545-9, 555, 5704 , 714-5 .

-égalisation des effo rt s' des États-Unis :
• - ~ 567-73,' 590-3: '

. . _

-nouvel accord international : 551, 576-85,
608-10, 613-4 .

--opinions de la Commission canadienne
du blé : 535-9 .

--position de la Grande-Bretagne sur • la
pénurie de céréales i. 1420-2 . . : : 1' .'

-nomination d'un consul : 35-38 . ,
BULGARIE'

-réparations : 105-6.' ►

CHINE : .
-accord concernant crédit d'exportation :

1857, 1860-2.
-amalgamation dès organismes de secours:

1885-6. _ ' .
-bourses pour éttidiants chinois : 187445 .
-crédits d'exportation pour entreprises

industrielles et maritimes : 1866-7,1887-8,
-demande pour l'achat de 'navires deguerre : . 1876-8, 1883-7.
-emploi du montant du crédit d'exporta-

tion donné comme aide mutuelle : 1863-4,
1899-1900.

-épreuves du personnel de l'âmbassade :
186874. ~

modification des règlements sur l'immi-
gration : 1857-60, :1875-6, 1878-84,, 1893,
1900-1, 1906 , ., -, -•.• - : . > - 1- .. _

-nécessité d'un , bureau- : commercial à
Shanghai : 1864-5:

-négociation d'un accord commercial :
rr13--

-perspectives d'avenir des effort s cô mmer-
ciai ix canadiens* 18645,1888-90,1894-7,
1901-5 ..r . . _, . , . . _ ..

CHURCHILL, WINSTON S . : • " *
=réactions envers" discours à `Fultôn - au

Missouri : 2043=4, 2047-9.
: F t« °

CrrOYErrrrE•rt,~ LOI SUR, r.a► : - 1262-4, 1357-62,
1481-4, 1695.
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-saord.oo.rnmerria1 :1907. •'
.r_--6change de misstoos : 38-40. , t. _:i

NATIONS Um s :

~.~. ,.. ~ , i . ~ . -
; ~ € • , - ~ [POiDMUCÛVX, A • . _CCOXtDS . .,

x. ; --.Chine : ,1865,1890-2. .
-Colornbie : 1907: - , .

2065.-Espagne :•-Grbce :193S-6,1938-9., ~~ . . ., :
: r--Libaa ; eontinuatloa des arnngements ta-

rifüres:2073-7. i - ,. -: : ,-Nxaragua : 2002-6r; <,
-Pays-Du:1990.
--PrErout . 2006-19: ,
-Syrie : continuation drs ar~ts

tarifaires : 2073-7. 1 ,,« z-Turquie : 2078-80.

CAmi Qmi0:1 sUlt L~~.~ ~ ATOYlQ~â . Da

- -établissement : 411•2. . 415~20, ` 429-33,
436-7, 660, 66 4 .

-lnstnxaioas pour irpréseatant : 443-30-
--positioo du Canada par rappo tt auxly2 plans soriEtiques, et américains par- !â

aoutrdk : 431-4, 461=9, 476-7,~480,510.ure ct-ocddre r.,â: jciù: 4S4~ .~,~ . . . . . . . .~ . . .

M"~ aussi ata!an ,quc :,df:~oEmâi~;

t~~~.D~0~i0N M0NDtA1.i Dtt t.'AtiMlM/1TqN :
~•~'bir~ement : 5&64 ,59f;543«01 60d-8,

CMM&AAAL 1j te~ ~irLAL?i : .', °~ ~ • ,~ ° •
•~~

u4, .~

~_ 4'^_^ _~ ~

{~

.M Y. ft •W IW taft..~
`n~tioa:s 1290-1,•1291. . f . t€ ,, - ,

-aa,ord; sur. les lodicatwrE ' csdio do
vy.~awfi•1i7J'RI '~âY.~~ ist `5~r~'âr ,

-arrsatemeats pour oonwltatiom au:+a
'~~~ /oi:reruaao~ts• 1272~7j 12~3.~ .

--atthnda du pubüc:jl?41 : ; ; , _.
-; i:itttda eavers ks traltésds pd t :110AI , 1- 144-70246-7; 1256-7,~ 1 260-2. --, . ~ « w, -aontbeooe' snr 1al natiooaütE : A2ô2-4,

:lt~13LJ7-6Z. 0,i~~i~~ r
" --Attar de Mique du zwo-onat:1ï64-6,

-~tiooatit A .da lsmma taari6ai 1 2b34,
32i4-s. ~ ~.lt~~ t

--Pattitipatloo au Coewtd imp*416oo00-

~ , .
MIAgpim

:1~1 aû Gomi<ti 1~ MW16
- questions aattfHma : 3331-Z,13ffl.,--watidpatka au ~ du Comnnoo-
.Ifflhtt mç ks ;co~e»t~CStioos : 1237,-9,r
1292-i: l r t̀ `t .'~1

-pO Utique ' . étrangère Con=une : . .-1239,
. , ~ 1 . .1283-4. 1368-71 .

-position de l'Australie sur les relations
z au sein du Com:nonwl alth : 1368-71 .
--prtparations pour la réunion des premiers

ministres : 1245-60.
-s'apports de la presse sur la réunion des

premiers, ministres : 1285-7.
-relations eocnmerriala : 123 ,6, 1238,1253-6.1285.
-revue de la réunion des premiers minis-

tra: 1278-87 .
---statut des hauts commissaires : 1239-41,: ~° . , 1489-99. . .

,

-Dttv u:
- `=ooaf&inW sur ' {cs recherches pour' la
, ,4Wense :" 1302-8. 1311-3 , 1326-9; 1332-4 .
`, . -eoordIaation 'dei efforts pour la défense :

,1235-9; 12424. 1233-5 , 1266-72 , 1280.2,
" 1309-11,' 1313-25, .1329-40, 1342-50,

,, .1380-1 . .
-psrtkipation ' du rCanada "* une es-

#,+ , cadrilk° de transport aérien commune :
1298-1302. , , , . .

CDtiUNAT10NAi8 . DE C ÉTALN :
1211-2 .

. . .

ÇoKTf7tfflQ DE PAIX DE PARIS : . -
-anxndcrn=t canadien au traité dc_paix

avec l'Italie : 134-6, 139.
--aspects économiques du, trait é de paix

avec l'Italie : 83-9. 90-1 .
-attitude du Canada : 68-74,107-9.1246-7 .

. , .--attitude ; de la délégation b ri tannique :
121-3. 144-7. ~ ; . . . a

~ -attitude des tncmbres du Cômmon wcalth :
110 .6, 144-7, 1246-7,1256-7, 1260-2 .

.*,-commentaire pour délégation' : 99-107.
-disposition des colonies italiennes : 78-83,

93-98 . 132-3.
--lronti ère entre Li Tchécoslovaquie et la

liongriè (pont de tète Bratislava) : 121,
, ; 126-31, 136-8 .
• 1 --frontkre italo-yougoslayro et Trieste :

~ 91-93.123-125.131-132.
-importanc e : 139-43 .
--intérfts dans trait é de paix avec l'Italie :

100a,139~ 1 .
--iatMLts dans les traités de paix : 99-107 .

-invitation : 93-93.
-première réunion de la délégation : 107-9.
-.prépnrations en vue de : 76-78, 89-90. -

-procédure : 67-68 . 93-95 .
, : --rapport sur: 144-8 . - -

--réparations ; général : 117-9 .
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—révision de l'annistice avec l'Italie: 74.75. 
—travail de la conférence: 116-23, 139-48. 

CONSEIL CONSULTATIF CONJOINT SUR LES 
QUESTIONS MARITIMES: 	 ' 

;....'!--participation canadienne à la deuxième 
• session: 1225-33. 	• 	• • 
•--recommandations de la deuxième session: 

• - 	1230-4. • 	• 

	

••• 	. 	• 	, 
• , 	. 	- 
CONSEIL ÉCONOMIQUE Er SOCIAL: 
: 4—accord.% avec institutions spécialisées: 

896, 915-6; 920-2. 
—7-attributions des commissions: 923-7. 

,

▪  

--Commission des . droits de l'homnie: 
887-8;898, 907-11, 936-7. . • 

..—contrôle des 'stupéfiants: 944-6... ,' 
',..--coopération avec, lé 'Conseil de tutelle: 

707-8, 93 4-5. 
-.77-élections: 629, 634-5, 641-2, 650-1, 653-5, 

' 	659;661-2, 695-6, 698-700. 	• 

—établissement de la Commission mon-' —établissement 
 de l'alimentation: 586-8, 594, 598- . 	600, 605-8, 927-30. 	 ' 

--établissement de l'Organisation Mondiale 
- -rie-'de la santé : 894.5. 
---lexamen interministériel de la participa-

tion canadienne! 902-6. 
f' '—parrainage de la Conférence inteniatio- 
• nale sur le commerce et l'embauchage: 

884-6. 	 • 
t''... —participation aux commissions: 881-6, 
• 899-9(X), 907, :917-20; 922-3, 936-8; 949. 
•̀ • -;•:position ,  du. Canada sur pénurie de 

•Fcéréales: 930.. • • 	. 	• 
--projet de commentaire pour 'délégation 

à la troisième session: 915-35. 	• 
urrrapport • de délégation . à la deuxième 

session: 891-902. : -• 	-• 
;7—rapport de délégation à la troisième ses-

sion: 937-48. 
; —références à la Cour internationale: 931. 

—réfugiés: 940-4. ' : 	• 	• 
.r—relations avec organisations non-gouver- 

nementales: 709-11, 897-8, 932-3. • 
-,—Société des Nations: 931, 933-4. 

—sous-commission sur les régions dévas-
z-* tées: 884-5, 889-90, 900-1, 911-4, 939, 

946-8. 
••• —UNRRA: 939.. 

CONSEIL DE sÉcuarrÉ: 	• 
—élections: 629-40, 642-54, 659, 661, 695- 

• 8, 727, 733. -  
.—participation du Canada aux discussions 
• sur l'énergie atomique: 415-20, 431; 436, 

446-51, 455-9. 	 • 

--propdsitioh soviétique pour additions au 
• règlement intérieur: 970-8. —• 
• —voir aussi veto. 

: 	 .•. 	• 	• 
CONSEIL DE TUTELLE: ' ,t -„''' 

.—coopération avec Conseil économique et 
social: 707-8, 934-5. 	,  

--discussions sur la procédure pour,négo-
- 	ciations des accords de tutelle: 955-8. 

—élections: 647-8, 651, 695-6, 700-1. 
• 

 
.—établissement: 665;  716-7. • 	- 
—liquidation du système de mandat de la 
. Société des Nations: 959-62. , 	• - 

—projet d'accords britanniques concernant 
territoires sous mandat: 950-5, 963-8. - 

—statut du Yukon et Territoires du Nord-
, 	Ouest: 962-3. 	, 

,---,territoires sous ° tutelle - comme régions 
stratégiques: 968-70.. ,•• - 

CONSULAIRE, REPRÉSENTATION:  
—nomination des délégués commerciaux 

comme consuls: 35-37. 
2—représehtation dan les

, 
 pays Sans repré-

sentants canadiens: 136278. 

COUR INTERNATIONALE: . 	' 
—élections 621  

CRIMES DE GUERRE: 
—Allemagne: 195-8. 
—Japon: 290-302. , , 

CRISE ALIMENTAIRE: 
—attitude envers Commission composée dcï 

	

-7 'l'alimentation: 564-7. 	: • 	— 

	

—besoins de l'Inde: 551-3.. ; 	: '•'- 
: -;--contrat à long terme pour du blé entre 

le Canada et la Grande-Bretagne: 1429- 
49, 1453-54. • - ._ 

—déclarations sur efforts du Canada: 543- 
-- 5, 556-67, 603-4, 610-3, 930, 
—demande du Comité économique d'ur- 

, gence pour l'Europe: 589, 594-5, 600-1. 
—efforts pour augmenter exportations de 

céréales: 541-2, 545-9, 555, 570-1, 714-5. 
—efforts pour' égaler les efforts"dés États- 

Unis: 567-73, 590-3. 
—établissement de la' Commission mon- 

' diale de l'alimentation: .  586-8, 594, 598- 
600, 605-8, 927-30: 	•' 	' 
.fin du rationnement de la viande: 1446, . 	,• 

• 1450-2: 	
, 	• 

- —importation de beurre Par le Canada: 
1454-64, 1468-9. 	 - • 

- -négociation entre le Canada et la Grande- 
: - Bretagne de contrats pour des' vivres 

(généralités): 549-50, 1423-5; 1427-30. 

; 

; 
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-négociation entre le Canada et la Grande-
Bretagne d'un contrat pour. du bacon:

. 1450-1, 1464-8 . 1
-nouvel acoord international du blé : 531 .

576-85, 608-10613-4. ' • " - ' 1 . `" ~ ~
t- -opinions de Î, Commission canadienne

du blé sur exportations de blé : 535-9.
-participa ti on de l'Union soviétique à la

commission composée de l'alimentation:
SSt.

` -position britannique " :ur - pénurie de
céréales : 1420-2.

-position des États-Unis i 396-8, 601-3 .
;-prix du blé : 575-6; 608-10, 613-4 . '", _-

--rlsolution de rAssemblée générale des

;Nations Unies : 543 : '
-stipulation de la Commissioncanadienne

du blé concernant livraison de blé i la
Grando-BretiBne :' 1422-31,1426-7.

-voir aussi UNRRA.

C%trs ► .
.-eQets de, politique des Étais-unis _ s=

commerce : 1917-20.
a

-p roposi ti on pour r6duction des tarifs sur
ks cigares cubains : 1912. . *~ .: . ~ , , . - )

-r,estrictioQs sur rimb ortation de farine du
Canada : 1907-11,1913-7,1920-2.

Dtmm :
sur standardisation d'fqniDo-

' r k, ;ment :1676,1749-S6.` -, lt eSets - de:1a di:positioo , des colonies
. r,

-eominatiou d'un tministrt'de`la Mense
~l t }wtlonale uôiqve:' 1693 . ~i - °

.-orpa ntic n' dâ forces arnmfas 1676-7,
16a1•2;16'90, 1692-3 .,,",

.-pôs3tlôo"d%Î Caaâda"sur tisf té de défense
inteN4 atfritain :1219-24 16)o-7.

.~téati~de bombes atôtnSques : 434-S
-# :lG; .A AJse 4 1 i .6j . + a * ~, ' . s . I _

-. A a

~. °
. I

_ a=c0â~ laerl6ft~ pour ts
" dEieine : 13M4. 1311-3,I 1326-9,.1332•4.

--oootdinstloo des efforts pour la défense :
R

. 1
1233-9, 1242-4.1233-5.1266-74,1250-19

,~ a309-11 . 1313-25. * 132940. 1342•S0.
13~1. ° f .~3~.

. , du Canada daas • tma a-
-- Adtiïk de • trà»SP«t: ~ çmlluum '
12W1302•"V 1 ,'

. --aorrtwz~xrAt.B : voM f rATS-UNn.

-ÉTATS-UNIS :
-accord sur disposi ti on de l'entreprise

Canol : 1578-98.
-appréciation des besoins pour la sécurité

de rAmérique du Nord (projet) : 1615-23 .
:--appréciation des besoins pour la sécuri té

de l'Amérique du Nord, étude du projet :
1627-9. 1638-9, 1642-5, 1660-1, 1674-5,
1679-81,1697-8.

-arrestation et retour des désert eurs :
1725-7, 1731-3 .

-discussions Intergouvernementales sur les
• ques ti ons politiques ; préparations : 1667-

8, 1690-2, 1695-1702,1711-2 ; document s
. . de travail : 1702-11 ; procès-verbal de la

• réunion : 1712-20 ; rappo rt sur la réunion

1721-5 .
--EthwW de personnel militaire : 1607-8,

1727-31, 1802-4 .. --établissement de sta ti ons LORAN dans
rArctique canadien : 1542-3, 1547, 1577-

8,1615 .
-Etablisscment de stations mEtforologi-

, - ques en territoire canadien : 1343-4,1549-
34, 1561-77, 1643, 1647.

--Etablisxmast et maintien de bases e n

territoire - canadien : 1599-1600, 1613-5,

1636-7, 1678-9.
-évaluation de la menace à la sécurité de

; , rAmErique du Nord : . 1618-21, 1627-8,

1632•3, 1660 4, 1670-2. 16745, 1678-9,

16834.1703-7,1714-6,1722-4,2060-3 .
-Juridiction des cours militaires améri-

caines au Canidi :1736-43,1804.

_*message oral* du Président Truman au

premier ministre : 1662-6,~7Nations
• -obli8ations ' de la Chart e

Unies : 1712. les eaux arcti-ques navales dans
canadiennes : 1548-9,1568-70676-7,

- -organisation des forces amné~ -
1681-2, 1690, 1692-3 .

ur les installa--parta dépense s des
~- tions conjointes :jointcs : 1707-9, 1718.

-puticipation des civils dans les activités

militaires dans le Nord : 1717-8 .
--permission pour vols au-dessus du terri-

toire canadien: 1541-2, 1564-7 . 1635-6.

~pfan de sécurité de base caQ3d o-améri -

.`_ , ealtt (projet) : 1623-7. ~ado- améri'
--plan de sécurité de base ,16~. 1603-4,

: Cain. révision de .
l

' 1629-31,1639-44.16SS,1658-60,1679-81,

1716-7.
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DROIT INTERNATIONAi,  CODIFICATION  , DU: 
743-51. 	•• 	 • 

ÉGYPTE: 
—échange de missions: 4142. 

INDEX 	; • 

—position de la Grande-Bretagne en 
• relation avec les discussions canado-

américaines sur la défense: 1599-1600, 
1658-60, 1678-9,  1683-4,1688-9,  1695-6, 
1709-11, 1719-20. 

•—position des citoyens canadiens par 
; rapport aux règlements de conscription 
• , américains: 1733-6. 

—réunion du Premier ministre avec le 
Président Truman: 1653-8, 1661-6, 1668- 
70. 

- —révision de l'accord Rush-Bagot: 1743-9. 
•—souveraineté dans l'Arctique: 1545-7, 

1554.-61,1568.  - 	 - 
! —station expérimentale à Churchill: 1645- 

• 
; =arrangements financiers pour cours pour 
.•  lei militaires: 1308. 

—échange d'avions pour crédit: 1381-2. 
I•  —enrôlement de Canadiens dans la R.A.F.: 

1385-6. 	• 	: 
--:officiers de liaison canadiens: 1326-7, 

• 1340-1, 1350-1, 1386-7, 1676, 1687-8. 
** :---papier blanc sur la défense: 1329-40, 

• 1343-4. 
f'''.-position en relation avec les discussions 

canado-américaines sur la défense 1599- 
•' 	1600, 1658-60, 1678-9, 1683-4, 1688-9, 

1695-6, 1709-11, 1719-20. 
' —recherche pour guerre chimique et bio- 

• •  logique: 1383-4. 	•. 
--'-‘retrait dei forces d'occupation cana- 

' diennes de l'Allemagne: 151-3,1379-81.  

rotantes commERaAux: • • 	_ 
•—nominations comme consuls: 35-37. . . 

.1; 	• 
DisARmEmerr: 
1.  —amendement canadien à la résolution 

soviétique sur limitation des armements: 
▪ 77540, 784-801.' 

2097 

•

, - 

—rédaction de la résolution de l'Assemblée 
générale: 801-21. 	. 

• —résolution des États-Unis sur limitation 
des armements: 780-3, 786-91, 793-7, 
801-5. 	 -• 

• —résolution soviétique sur la limitation des 
armements: 754-6, 758-72, 774-80,r  784-
91  793-4.  

—résolution soviétique sur les troupes à 
l'étranger: 751-3,756-7, 763-9,772-3, 

 813-4. . : 
•• 

DIPLOMATIQUE, REPRÉSENTATION: 
—Amérique centrale: 27-30. 
—demandes pour échange de missions: 

30-31 - 
,•  —établissement de nouvelles missions à 

l'étranger: 30-33. 
—officiers diplomatiques étrangers à 
• térieur d'Ottawa: 33-35, 47. •  

•—retard dans l'échange de missions:  40. 
—voir aussi divers pays. 

ESPAGNE: 
--demande pour accord commercial: 2065. 
—demande pour échange de  •  missions: 

56-57, 706-7. 	• I 	° 	:• 

- --imPortation de pommes de terré cana-
.' diennes: 2069-70. 

—règlement des dettes: 2067-73. ' 
—résolution de ; l'Assemblée générale: 
. 706-7, 733-4, 823-37., 

• • —statut de représentation consulaire: 55. 

	

—vente de navires: 2065-6. 	- 

ESTONIE, RÉPUBLIQUE DE: 	f 

—reconnaissance du gouvernement: 1694, 
. 	'2064. 

ÉTATS-UNIS: 
* —construction d'une nouvelle grand-route 

- de l'Alaska: 1756-8. 
' —demande pour nouvel examen du partage 

des eaux des rivières St. Mary et Milk: 
- 1511-5, 1517-25. 

—dérivation des eaux aux chutes du 
.• Niagara: 1516, 1527-9, 
, —effets des politiques sur commerce avec 

Cuba: 1917-20. 

—trente-cinquième recommandation de la 
, CPCAD sur les principes  gouvernant la  

coopération pour la défense (projet 
:révisé): 1650-3. 
----trente-cinquième recommandation de la 

CPCAD, considération de: 1600-12, 
1615, 1631-2, 1640-2,  1647-55,1667,  1677, 

• ° 
 

.1682-3,  1688-9,  1711,1718-9,  1724-5. 
—utilisation de la base à Goose -Bay: 

1;  1614-5, 1644.5,  1655-6,1690-2,  1720. 

-GRANDE-BRETAGNE: 
•--approvisionnement de matériel militaire: 

' 1383. 
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n' du ` niveau des . eaux' de la --obimu :

rivière Skagit : 1310-1 .- --accord sur disposition de l'entreprisc

-=élévation du niveau des eaux du lac St. . Cano1: 1578-98 .

c-" Francis : 1S16-7;1S2S-7. , . -appréciation des besoins pour la sécurité
—extension de raccord sur la renonciation de l'Amérique du Nord (projet) : 1615-23 .
' aux réclamations' . -lbcs d'abordages : --appréciation des besoins pour la sécurité

-181423 . - ` - de l'Amérique du Nord . étude du projet :

-fausse idée sur le Canada: 1824: 1627-9, 1638-9. 1642-5, 1660-1, 1674-5,
i -fourniture de platine : 1824-5. 1679-81, 1697-8.

=nouvelle convention' sur : la chasse au -'-arrestation et retour des déserteurs :

phoque pélagique : 1812-4 . 1725-7, 1731-3 .

-permission pour transport par camions -:-dis=ons Intergouvernementales sur

de marchandises avoc acquits-à-caution ks questions politiques ; préparations :

en tcrritoire canadien : 1758, 1760-72 . 1667-8,1690-2,1695-1702,1711-2 ; docu-
. pour transport par camions ments de travail : 1702-11 ; procè s-verbal

de . marchandise avec acqW".caution de la réunion : 1712-20 ; rapport sur la

sur la graad-route de l'Alaska : 1773-5, . . ë, rfunion : 1721 •s.

177s-83. ~ a t _échange de personnel militaire : 1607-8,

:=polItique sur vente d'armes en Amérique 1727•31, 1802-4 .

latine : e~ b, ~ r -~Établissanent de stations LORAN dans

pôllution`des3rivi
~ 197

6re
ï•87

-De, 'troit et St : Clair • rArctique canadien : 1542-3. 1547,1577-

et du Lac St. Ckir : 1307•10.1320-1: . t . 8 . 1613 .

~
à ,•, --~Etablissemcnt de stations mEtdoroto gi-

-posidon, du Canada , par rapport qua ' en territoire canadien : 1543-4,
''' l'attituda envers 1'Ar~ntlne : 1827=49. ' $154 9-54 .1561•77,1643,1647.

.-position sur exportations de blé : 596-8, -{ctabli,ssanent et maintien de bases en

601•3. territoire canadicn: 1599-1600 , 1613-5,

-préparation d'uÎÏ traité d'amitié, de 1656-7, 1678-9.
commerce et de naviption : 1793-1804. -évaluation de la menace à la sécurité de

_,, priyîlèM , p« uatres , g rMproques pour 1'Amtrique du Nord : 1618-21, 1627-8,

bateauxdepèche su 1a côtedu Paafique: 1632-5, 1660-4, 1670-2, 1674-5, 1678-9,

1336-7, 1340-1 . >- . .~ . . r .• _~` 1683.6. 1703-7, 1714-6,' 1722-4 , 2060-3 .

tion présidentielle au,syjet deï -Juridiction des cours militaires anmEri-
;~ naturelles du platau . eonti• cames au Canada : 1736-43, 1804 .

•=.°~at~asa~c ot al » du Président Truman a u

: . :-taOPort (Sc là-Banque da ~ •' ~~d~: 1S•t8-9 1568 70676-
7

aota1:1S29-31,1333-6. ~ministre : 1662-6,1668-70.
~qv~ iro°tsikrd u~t~ ~ ;-obli8ations - do la Charte des Nations

, (A4ska,d& dtda ion do Fuca) : 3, ,.
Unies: 1712 . . ~a

dans les eaux arctï-

DOCUMENTS RELATIFS AUX RELATIONS EXTÉRIEURE S

et dep isaportations au COU=:Cs. l • .:. .ttAn da forces armecs . 1 •
^'~ e°m i prodand6n 1681-2.1690 1692-3 .

V
;
7
~+6is~ô~`¢dii . P=aniët ~ m~ éâ~ Sc ctin (projct) :1623-7. r-nn ado-amftl-base

?54 .3, Tao-91, ?93•7, 801-5. , ., . , _ . , ..~ toiro canadicn . ~do-amEn•
;~~étoi~ila tptst~oos tu C~taada :17S9-G0. t :-P1an' de s6curité de base

tioas ooqioiata . à;r~ les activitésf --relatiom&M1'Union tiori~tiqua : 20t" ~ t dpation des civilsi=: 37-61: ~~ dans le N :1717-8 . tern-
6=s+Esoiutioo mt ümitatioo des armaïoeats : _-p~ion pourvois au-dessus d1635-6.

IS41-2. 1564-7,

tidb M ks` p8cbes'`e~tkra: ..:1335-6, 4 ~~ ~'~= pour les installa-

184•12:` • • 1707-9 1718.

- ---- Tnco i0s J6$3-8.1661 ,& 1663• Plan de sécurité ~ 598-1600 1603-4 .l
1~ i~~~~~s à-,!, révision de . p

~pp' da ri00~,•a~:1 ~1~7s•7.
1629.31 163940,163591658 -60, 1679-81 9

1 554-d1, 1 56a. .~~•~ t~ s . ~c: ~.i

.-tfrisjoo dt; ttau d'eutriditioq :17943 . t . --position de la %i,,10 c~do-
,~ d~t~pll,trtiquci'~ 1345-7 9 : ~ rdation •

avec
.
les . discussions

:ur la .dffease : .1599-1600.

A,Brctagne en
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1658-60, 1678-9, 1683-4, 1688-9, 1695-6, 
1709-11, 1719-20. 

—position des citoyens canadiens par 
rapport aux règlements de conscription 

•américains: 1733-6. 	' 
—réunion du Premier ministre avec le 
.• Président Truman: 1653-8, 1661-6, 1668- 

70. 
.L-révision de l'accord Rush-Bagot: 1743-9. 

0—souveraineté dans l'Arctique: 1545-7, 
1554-61, 1568. 

; —station expérimentale à Churchill : 1645-7. 
7-trente-cinquième recommandation de la 

• CPCAD sur les principes gouvernant la 
- coopération pour la défense (projet 

révisé): 1650-3. 
•"»-;--trente-cinquième recommandation de la 

CPCAD, considération de: 1600-12, 
_ 1615, 1631-2, 1640-2,  1647-55,1667,1677, 

1682-3, 1688-9, 1711, 1718-9,1724-5. 
— —utilisation de la base à Goose Bay: 

1614-5, 1644-5, 1655-6, 1690-2, 1720. 

EXPORTATION, CRÉDITS: 
• —Brésil: 1855-6. 

—Chine: accord: 1857, 1860-2; crédits pour 
entreprises industrielles et maritimes: 
1866-7, 1887-8,.1894-9, 1901-6; emploi 
du crédit donné en aide mutuelle: 1863-4, 

• ' 1899-1900. 	• 
—France: arrangements en ce qui concerne 

,.b contrôle du change: 1947-8; demande 
pour crédit additionnel: 1931-3; octroi: 

. 1930. • 
--Grèce: 1949-54. 

•—Italie: 1960-70. 	- 
—Pologne: 2020-1, 2029. 
—Tchécoslovaquie: 1922-8. 

EXPOSITIONS INTERNATIONALES, CONVENTION 
r SUR LES: 1177-9. 	' 

&IR/ME-ORIENT, COMMISSION DE: 	- 
—invitation à participer: 279. 
—première réunion: 279-80. 
—réparations: 303-5, 308-11, 313-5, 318-22. 
—travail: 283-5. 

FINLANDE: „„..) 	- 	 - 
—nommation d'officiers consulaires: 42-43. 

• --réparations: 106-7. 	- 	• 

'014IDS MONÉTAIRE INTERNATIONAL: ' 
!—deinande de l'Italie pour devenir inenibre : 

1189-90.  

—établissement 	Valeur' 	
_ 

s' 	- des 
devises: 1190-1201'  

—première réunion annuelle du Conseil des 
gouverneurs: 1206-9. 	• 

—représentation canadienne: 1187-90. - 
—réunion d'inauguration -  du Conseil- des 

gouverneurs: 1180-6: 
—vente de papier sur le marché monétaire 

canadien: 1181-2.'; 

FRANCE: 	 ; 
—accord aérien: 19345. 	 r 

—crédit d'exportation; arrangeinents en ce 
qui 'concerné contrôle du changé: 1947-8. 

—crédit d'exportation; demande pour un 
autre; 1931-3. 

• '—crédit d'exportation: octroi: 1930. - 
—dédommagement aux Canadiens dont la 

propriété fut 'endommagée ' pendant - la 
guerre: 1935-6, 1945-7. 

—dette pour secours militaire: 221-2; 225-6. 
: . —discussions au sujet • de la taxe de la 

solidarité nationale: 1929, 1942-5. 
—fuite de personnalités du régime Yichy: 

2066-7., - 
—négociation d'une convention sur 

position double: 1928-9, 1937-42. 
—retour des valeurs: 209-13. 

) 	. 	I 
GORDON, DONALD: 	- 	, -- 

—candidature à la présidence de la BlRD: 
• 1209-10. 

GRANDE-BRETAGNE: 
. 	. 

—accord stir l'affrètement de navires. cana, 
, diens: 1372-9, 	- 

L:L'—contrat pour du bcetif: «1446, 1451-Z -
-coopération dans projets ,d'énergie ato-

mique: 420-2, 428, 470; ' 	'"" ' 
• —demande Pour - Papier et 'pâte 'à :papier 

• pour zone britannique en • Allemagne: 
,1470.80. 	 — 

—effets dés nOuveani • règlements sur 
contrôle du change étranger: 1418-20. 

—importation de beurre par le Canada: 
1454-64, 1468-9. 

—négociation de contrats avec le Canada 
pour . des vivres (généra1ités);-,549-50,1 
1423-5, 1427-30. 	• 	 , r 

—négociation d'un contrat à king ternie 
pour du blé: 1429-49, 1453-4. „. 

	
î 

 .—négociation d'un contrat pour dti baCOA'e 
1450-1;146478. 

• '.:Lnég6ciatiOn • '«enn — notiVéau," prêt - du 
Canada: 1387-1417: • 



--annuladon des dettes pour secxxus 
taire: 259-60, 262-4, 268-70. -  

-+demande pou:du bld: 1951-8., 
—4emande „ pour'un  crdit  d'exportation : - 
re-fl-r% 

pour un accord CoMmercial 
teropcsaire: 1955-6, 19511-9.1: 

st• 

	

)  

. cosoasunurz, rieur Des: 123941, 

#t.ità 

avec Tchécoslovaquie (gis de 
Bratbiare): 121. 126-31, 1364. 

- 

400 DOCUMENTS RELATIFS AUX RELATIONS EXTÉRIEURES 

• ,-rnégociations au sujet des soldats polo-
nais: 381-6, 392-5 • 	. 

—politique au sujet de rinde et la Birmanie: 
1241-2. • 

—position sur pénurie de céréales: 1420-2. 
- —propositions au sujet des personnes dé-

placées: 362-72. ,  
"i--repràentation consulaire dans les pays 

sans représentants canadiens: 13624. 
—stipulation de la Commission canadienne 

du blé concernant livraison du blé: 
1422-3, 1426-7. I • 

▪ 1eurs en dollan canacliens: 1418. 
,t 	 ,` 

—rértrus:' . 	• --approvisionnement de roatérid 
I 1383  
! ..--74rrangements financiers pour des cours 

pour les militaires: 1308. , 	•-./ 
--échange d'avions poux crédit: 1381-2. 

' —enrôlement de Canadiens dins la R.A.F.: 
.1385.6.  

---àfliciers de liaison canadiens: 1326-7, 
1340-1, 13504, 1386-7, 1676, 16874. 

blanc sur la défense: 132940, 

—position en *reLatiiiiivec les disciusions 
canado-américaines sur la défense: 1599-
16O  1658-60, 1678-9, 1683-4, 1688-9, 
1695-6, 1709-11, 1719-20. 

--redguee pour guerre chimique et bics' 
- logique: 13814. 

—retrait des forces d'occupation canadien- 
nes de rAllemaine: 151-3, 137941. 

IMMIGRATION: 
«r-amendement des règlements: 353-9. 
—conférencx du Commonwealth sur la 

. . nationalité: 1262-4, 1357-62. 
—demandes des Baltes pour immigrer au 

Canada: 360-2. 
--échange des prisonniers de guerre 

mands pour des soldats polonais: 203-4, 
377-409. 

--loi sur la citoyenneté:, 1262-4, 1357-62, 
1481-4. 

• —modification des règlements touchant les 
• immigrants chinois: 1857-60, 1875-6, 

•* 	1878-84, 1893, 1900-1, 1906. 
--politique sur personnes déplacées: 362-3, 

365-72, 374. 
• —Pologne: 3954, 399-400, 403-5. 

—réaction envers propositions britanniques 
au sujet de personnes déplacées: 362-72. 

—scientifiques allemands: 374-6. 
—Yougoslaves déplacés: 3724. 

bine: 
--besoins alimentaires: 551-3. 

e —droit de vote des Indiens en Colombie 
• ' - britannique: 1485-7. 

—effets de nouvelle Loi canadienne sur la 
citoyenneté sur nationaux indiens: 1481- 

• 4. 
- —nomination du haut commissaire du 
: • Canada: 14874. 

—politique de Grande-Bretagne: 1241-2. 
—plainte contre l'Afrique du Sud au sujet 

du traitement des Indiens: 705-6, 821-3, 
1484-5. 

IRLANIDEI 
—accord sur l'aviation civile: 1488-9. 
—nomination du haut commissaire du 

Canada: 1489-99. 
—statut des hauts commissaires: 1489-99. 

Ist.atint: 
. --échange de missions: 4445. 

- -amendement canadien du traité de paix: 
114-6, 139. 

—annulation des dettes pour secours mili- 

- taire: 220, 222•5, 228, 237-9, 259-60, 
— 262-4, 268-70, 275, 277. 

- -aspects économique du traité de paix: 
8349, 90-91. 

--demande pour devenir membre du FMI: 
• 1189-90. 



—disposition des colonies : 78-83, 95-98,132-3. • • •
• -~ trcnxnt de tifres ' de compagniesitaliennes : 1971 . ' . :. .
"=frontière italo-youoslave et Trieste :91-93, 123-5, 131-2.
-intér6ts dans traité de paix :100-4,139-41 .-->tPazations : 85-91, 100-4 .

`
_-nPrésentadon diplomatique : 1959.'
-révision de l'armistice : 7475. " '
--utilisation d'une partie du compte delire militaires comme crédit 'd'expor ta-tion :1960-70. -, . ,

.• • . _
Xx _ . : ; .-! ~ - -

JAPON :

;n .}, .Commission de l'Extrême-Orient : 279--'80,'283-5, 303-5, 308-11, 313-5, 318-22.--coats de la guerre : 309-10 .
: l--crimei de guerre : 290-302. ' -

-dlspo'sition 'de la flotte : 317-8. " . . ' ' -
-Mission canadienne de liaison : 280-2,285-9.
--natioaaux canidiens ; 287-9,'350-2 :-obtention d'usines et d'équipement ,en
.1 réparation : 307, 312-3, 316-7, 319-20.

~ ► ', -raPatriement des Japonais : voir Japonais
réparations : 303-22.

-représentation canadienne aux procès
des criminels de guerre : 290-302.

: . .traité de paix : 282-3 .

JAPpNAM, RAPATR~T DES : '
44Ta nganents financiers : 322-8, 330-42.--Politique : 328-30, 332-3,-337-41*,tr?snsPortation : 342-9. , _ . . .
,• . . . . ' - _

Dq0. W. L MACxeNZrs :
•& -démission du poste de secrétaire d'État

•,, : , ,aux.~ .,
'

aurs extérieures : 6.
. .. - . . . ' . . . . . ..

échange de. missions : 45-46..

t-~n~nuation . des arrangements tari-"'_
*7~~c'onnaissance du gouvernement : 46.

LUXMBOVRO :-dette pourlsc=urs militaire : 225-6. `-

210i.

MASSEY,- VINCENT : •_ . _. . ._i ._ .. . . . . .~if~ .. ;~`'
--'oPinions sur Union pan américaine :1~.5 . . . . ,

, - , .. : ~ A . ~,•_ ...t a

MCNAUGHTON, GÉ 4R .4I, A G.L. .
-voyage en Argentine : 1838-9.. . , . . { _ .. . . .

-accord aérien : 1775-6, 1988-9.1 - _ -~
==achat d'armes : 1972

N
NAiTONS, UNIES • .;

4 a
~^~c~c à Lry .''

;
-..V tc d'état-majo~ ,704-5 - `

_

J . ..-M: . -Commission des crimes de guerrë : .195-8 .
-Conférence internationale sur la ~ presse :•724-6. :~ ~ • ; ;• . ,,_ : : .~._
-eflîcacité de, l'organisation : 692-5, ; :. ., _:
-élections à la Cour internationale : 621-2 ,662 . , . . r~.. , ,
-financement : 667-8, 721 3, -736-8

. ; --législation canadienne concernant, article
41 de la Charte : '723, 984-5 . .. :.,,, ,< <,-obligations de la ; Cha rte et la coopéra-
tion pour la défense avec les États-Unis :-1712.

-prépaiâtions pour conférence sur; passe-
po rts et formalités frontalières : 985-92 .

-prêt de fonctionnaires canadiens : 720-1 :,
-relations avec la BIRD:920-2.
-représentation cânadienne : 980-4
-représentation des républiques soviéti-

ques : 979-80 :*
-site du qua rtier général : 729, 735.' ,
-SECRÉTAIIiE GÉNÉR;AI. : r

-candidature de L: B .'Peârson: 623=9.
-élection : 622-p ££'' - ; ;

-SECRÉTARIAT :

-organisation et administration : 718-20.'"
-recrutemënt du personnel : 615-21 .~,, ,• .. ,.
-voir aussi Assemblée générale, Conseil

de sécu ri té.

NrcARAGUA : :
-signature d'un accord commercial : 2002-

6.
. . ._i .' . _

NORViGE : . . . , _ -

-dette pour sëcours militaire : 221-2, 225-6.

i



9, 
Orto»usanoN nrrEarrxrtommx DU COIDŒRCE 
:.:7-COMMissi011 préparatoirà de • la _ 

férence internationale du commerce et 
de l'embauchage: 1056-64. 

-demande du .Canada pour .des, concess. 
 :ions: 10544.  

- discussions du Commonwealth: 1046-7. 
-discussions entre fonctionnairee cana-

diens et américains: 1039-45. • . - _ 
- examen des propositiôns des faits:Unis 

sur commerce international: 1035-9. 
--négociations multilatérales sur les tarifs: 

1065-6. 	;1 
- parrainage de la, Conférence internati-

onale sur k commerce et rembauchage: 
884-6. 

- participation de rArgentine: 10474. - 
 , -7préparations pour' Conférence interna- 

. tionale sur le commette et rembauchage: 
1032-5, 1056-64.  

-procédure de vote:" 1049. 	• 
--projet dethute: 1040-5,1049.54. 

••. 
ORGATCSATION Drrauramortus Dis afrisatis: 

, --admission deréfugiéi titi Canada: 1025.7. 
e';'=doétrments de :voyage - pore-ifftigiés: 

1029 	C - , 
• tablisseinent:1010.2, :1018-9:A021, 

a;.1 *  1Œ27.,  1030.1., • 	 r, 
-,-quetdons financières: 7114,-1012-25, 

; 	 e •-t 	- • • 	* 
ORGANISATION INIERNATIONÂUI DU ritAv-mx.: 

-amendeistents:.' fa' 	 996. 
ÎlleFf ,  • 	•'' " j 	r t*, 

gpauvernernent canadien 
à la confétence Montréal: 991-6; 1001, 
1004-11 -,` 

.-plainte de rAlberta contre le gouverne. 
.t fédég!ka..u..ie'e' !se»! gicqoa; 599.  41001.• 	, 

'avec Nations Unies: 942.4. , 

	

tell/LAI 	- 
OrACIt 	t ai, rr, , ttr_ 

.--choét de qu'alti: 'iénéral: 519-20. 
;„ -première' 	réunion de rassemblée intéri- 

	

- retermaint:  5204. 	et I en;i7, 
A. 

DOCUMENTS RELATIFS AUX RELATIONS EXTtRIEURES 

PAYS-BAS:  

* --achats d'armes: 1877, 1999. 	. 
,7-aidit additionnel pour la Banque des 

Indes orientales: 1989-90. 
-demande pour annulation des paiements 

pour secours militaire: 213-20. 
-demande pour approvisionnanents de 

blé: 1996-2000. 
-dette pour Secours militaire: 221-2,225-6. 
-disposition du surplus de . guldens 

(secours nulitaire): 261-2, 264-6, 270. 
-élévation da légations: 2001. 

.-enregistrement des valeurs sous le 
contrôle du séquestre: 1991-6. 

- nomination d'un officier commercial: 
46-47. 

:--reprise de l'accord commercial: 1990. 

PEARSON. L B.: 
-rcandidature au poste de secrétaire 

général des Nations Unies: 623-9. 
-nouvelle affectation considérée: 5. 
- participatkn au Conseil d'UNRRA: 

1137. 	' 

Non, PROTECDON va LA: 1804-12. 

Phan 
--nécessité d'un accord aérien: 2009-10. 
--négociation d'un - accord commercial: 

2006-19. 	• 

Partsoëerts ntrucits: 
-immigration de Yougoslaves déplacés: 

372-4. 
-Palestine: 363-72. • 	' 

.y. --politique: 362-3, 365-72, 374. 
-réaction envers . les propositions de 

Grande-Bretagne: 362-72. • 	- 
- voir aussi soldats polonais; réfugiés. 

POLOGNE 	' 
--attitude envers admission de soldats 

polonais: 395-400,403-5.. 	-; 
-demande pour un crédit d'exportation: 

20244; 2029. 
-enregistrement de citoyens polonais: 

403-3. 
-objets d'art au Canada: 2021-2, 2021-8, 

2032-3. 
-retour de l'or consigné au Canada: 

2023-6,2029-31. 
-secours pour réfugiés polonais au 

Canada: 2022-3, 2031-2. 	- 
-voir aussi soldats polonais. 

PORTUGAL: 
--accord aérien: 511.2,2034-1. 

2102 
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2103 

Pavant stnesTRE: 
r--rclémission du poste de secrétaire d'État 

aux Affaires extérieures: 6. 
. 0—nomination d'un ministre distinct corn- 

me secrétaire d'État aux Affaires ex-
, 	térieures: 3-5, 6. . 

PRISONNIERS DE GUERRE: 
--échange de prisonniers allemands pour 

des soldats polonais démobilisés: 203-4. 
—désir de garder au Canada des prison- 

:. niers allemands pour des travaux: 199- 
203. 

--permission pour certains prisonniers 
; allemands de rester au Canada: 204-7, 
• —rapatriement des prisonniers allemands 

au Canada: 198-207; • 

R 

—admission au Canada: 1025-7. • 

itmendeznent des règlements d'immigra-
tion: 353-9. 

-;-Z-demandes dei Baltes pour immigrer au 
Canada: 360-2. 

% .idiscussions à l'Assemblée • générale • des 
Nations Unies: 664-5, 711-4. 

l '—discussions au Conseil économique et 
social: 9404. 

: '.--:documents de voyage: 1028-9. 	- 
—établissement de l'Organisation inter- 

nationale des réfugiés: 1010-2, 1018-9, 

	

1021, 1027; 1030-2. 	• ' 
-.7questions financières de l'Organisation 
- internationale des réfugiés: 7114, 1012- 

, 25, 1030-2. 
tugiês apparentés aux soldats polonais: 

.?..èt392, 408-9. •• 
—secours pour réfugiés polonais au 

Canada: 2022-3, 2031-2. - • 

—Voir' aussi personnes déplacées.' soldats 
polonais. 

, 
RÉPARATIONS: ,* 	 •. 

•—Agence interalliée des réparations: 173- 
184-7.• 	- 

—Allemagne: 163-90. . • 

	

—Bulgarie: 105-6.. • 	• fn —Conférence de Paris sur les: 163-73. 
.M4--ruf1ande: 106-7. 

—Hongrie: 106. 
"Ifrt-rItalie: 85-91, 100-4. 

—Japon: 303-22. 
 obtention d'usines et d'équipement de 

rAllemagne: 178-80, 184-5. 

—réclamations contre l'Allernagne:*181-4. 
—Roumanie: 104-5, 120. - 	. - 

REiidsENTAtiori: voir diplomatique, con- 
sulaire. •' 	. 

RÉPUBLIQUE DOMINICAINE: 
—échange de missions: 40-41. 	- 
—tentatives d'acheter des armes: 1974-8, 

1987. 

ROBERTSON, N. A.: 	 • 

—nouvelle affectation considérée: 5. 

ROUMANIE: 
—réparations: 104-5, 120. 

' 	• : 

ST. LAuaErrr, Louis S.: 
—nommé secrétaire d'État aux Affaires 

extérieures: 6. 

go, 	 - 

—règlement' tripa.riite: 220; 222-60, 2 -6-2-4, 
268-78. 	 • : 	, " 	°I - - 

SECRÉTAIRE D'ÉTAT AUX AFFAIRES • . . 	̀, -- 
EXTÉRIEURES: 
—nomination de Louis Si. Lauiént: 6, 
—nomination d'un miniStre distinct: 375, 6. , 

SOCIÉTÉ DES NATIONS: 	: " 
—dernière Assemblée: 1212-9. , 
—liquidation du systèmede mandat i 9-59- 

—règlement des prêts: 933-4:
• 
 

—rôle de Nations Unies dans dissolution: 
666-7. 

—transfert des fonctions non-politiques 
aux Nations Unies: 931: ' , 

SOLDATS POLONAIS; ADMISSION DES: n, - 
—attitude de la Pologne: 395-400,403-5. 

SECOURS MILITAIRE: 	 ••
.:--annulation des paiements de , 

220, 222-5, 228, 237-9, 259-60, -  262.4, 
268-70, 275, 277. 	. 

—demande des Pays-Bas pour que paie-
ments ne soient pas exigés: 213-20, 267. 

—dettes: 221-2, 225-6. 
—négociations avec Pays-Bas au sujet du 

. • surplus de guldens: 261-2, 264-6, 270. 
'—proposition pour annulation ou finance- 

ment des dettes: 226-36, 240-58. • 
—proposition pour règlements unilatéraux: . 	, 

240-58. 



2104 DOCUMENTS RELATIFS AUX RELATIONS EXTÉRIEURES

, dé faire- éthane : 387-91 . . --•
-échange proposé : 203-4. 377-81 . : ~ _ -

--négociations avec la Grando-Bz etagm :

-réfugiEs apparentés aux soldats polonais :

392,408-9.-sélection des soldats polonais : 398-402. .
--traitement médical des soldats polonais :

, 403; 405-g. . . , , . .

SOt* ` CdTA1Aa WtTAT AUX AffAIMs Ex-

:-organin tion du bureau : 1-3 .` •

SnMpj3, AaQUISMON Dt :1381-2.
: - . .~z . ; -i''• : • ;' ~
.

.~.-ean~ tinuation des arrangements tarlfaim :

2073-7.
~iss3oe du gou=nemeat : 46-

1 . i

-4ananda Povs, prolo°°ptio°
d'exportation : 1927-8.,

~ •~d~sade• po0r -un crédit d'cxp~rtatioo

additionne1 :1922-7. ' - ,
~-=lronti~rc ivôc la Nôn~iia (tac d e FPont

TarLcosLOvAvua: . #-,I :.-"i °

da Bratisliva) :121,,126-31 ;136 -8•,

i T
ptnldatà ta présidence dc ti BIRD :

i, . .
itô~s, G t wtA t~

~bûir>~: vs rA>,c:• , ` `
-:~►üansyoe :148-s1,190-s.
-=AtstsiM:194, 208-9. °

-But~ria :103-6.
-Pinlandet 106-7.

=ltalia:100•4.. ,
-:Jàpôe :~23'tr3 :,Y ,
.:.R~âie:1ffl.'

; ~ •~.tx,~~:„` ~' .• t . : . . ;:, ._~.. . .
: 4 ~r~j T~• .. ~+l- ~"

_ . .. . . : . :UNESCO :
%.--agrément du•Canada à la constitution :

1070.4,1077-84.
•- --twdget : 1069-70, 1085-6,` 1091-5, 1098-9,

- i ; 110 4-9. . . . :
-buts et politiques : 1074-7, 1079-80,

1096-7.-comité consultatif du ' gouvernement
canadien : 1084-91 .-Commentaire pour délégation à la Con-
férence générale : 1096-1102.

• --délép don à la Conférence générale :

1084-92,1101-2.
: .:-ElectIon du directeur général : 1102-4 .

--élection du pcfsideat , des Vioo-Présidents

et du conseil exécutif : 1097-8 . ~ --
_établissement d•une Co=mission nation-

ale : 1067-9. 1084-91 . 1099-1101 .
-..organisation : 1069.70,1074-7, 1079-80.

-.responsabilités du ministère des Affaires
extérieures : 10.

.- a~rrat~Mmeats financiers avec dcs pays
d•Am*iquc latine : 1138-9. '

s . __.~nande pour engrais chimiqucs : 573-4.

-demande pour plus de blé : 535-6 . .
t ~d==dc pour que distillateurs canadiens

utilisent moins de céréales : 574 .• .

.-dcuXkstx contribution fusantitre - .du

Canada : 1111-24. ~ionnemeat des__discussions sur l'app ro
aliments : 533-41 .

, . -.dons privé s : 1126-8 . _
t des apprpvisionncmcnts

, d•aliments : 1128-35. •
-

potrtkipation de L. B . Pearson au COII.

sa: 1137. té deau Comi_,~~tjon canadienne
rExti &no.pricnt d'UNRRA : 1136-8.

19i l~ ~~ tcrcninaison : 715-6,

939,1104-11,1125-6.1139-57~ 1159-76.

v aovtf
. -'~ de la politique étrangère ~~dd-

x} = qua : 2044-53, 20SS-6~ génitale : 68892 .._attitude 1 l'Assem
730-2.734-5. • .47-54• CO

~~ ~~sonvnet suggérée
soviétique : 2046,

~ à la politique
2052-3. icmnts Pour.désaccord au sujet des ' Pa
équipement industriel : 203740. i

:

~déclarations c~ a
# --ap~

e
•.

et

- ~.~ .
sori~tiqves : . .

P.wN
=:opioio~ns da Yioaeot Atssselr :lZi2-s.

ddon da icag»u M traité A. dttenm

s 1239-22„ 1 63o-7.`= 9 -.



. INDEX 

—espionnage: demande pour rappel de 
certains membres de l'ambassade soviéti-
que: 2058-60. 

—évaluation de la menace à la sécurité de 
l'Amérique du Nord: 1618-21, 1627-8, 
1632-5, 1660-4, 1670-2, 1674-5, 1678-9, 
1683-6, 1703-7, 1714-6, 1722-4, 2060-3. 

—nomination d'un consul soviétique: 50- 
52. 

—nomination d'officiers consulaires en: 
53-55- 

-participation dans la Commission com- 
posée de l'alimentation: 554. 

—possibilité d'une visite du Premier 
ministre: 2053-5. 

—programme du Conseil national pour 
l'amitié canado-soviétique: 2057-8. 

—réactions envers discours de Churchill à 
Fulton au Missouri: 20434, 2047-9. 

—reconnaissance du gouvernement de 
l'Estonie: 1694, 2064. 

—relations commerciales: 53-55. 
—relations entre les États-Unis et l'Union 

soviétique: 2044-6. 
—remboursement pour denrées payées par 

gouvernement canadien: 2063-4. 
—représentation des républiques soviéti- 

ques aux Nations Unies: 979-80. 
—résolution sur limitations des armements: 

754-6, 758-72, 774-80, 784-91, 793-4. 
—résolution sur troupes à l'étranger: 751-3, 

756-7, 763-9, 772-3, 813-4. 

URUGUAY: 
—demande pour réarmer navires: 1978-9. 
—nomination de représentants consulaires 

additionnels: 2081-2. 
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V 

VALEURS, RETOUR DES: 209-13. 

VATICAN: 
—représentation diplomatique: 61-63. 

VENEZUELA: 
—échange de missions: 64-66. 

Vrro: 
—discussions sur limitation de l'emploi du 

veto: 701-4, 734, 840-4, 852-6, 862-81, 
1694. 

—projet de loi concernant règlement des 
disputes par Conseil de sécurité: 837-40, 
844-52, 856-61, 873-7. 

WILGRESS, L. D.: 
—nouvelle affectation considérée: 5. 

WRONG, H. H.: 
—nouvelle affectation considérée: 5. 

Y 

YOUGOSLAVIE: 
—demande pour secours: 2082-3. 
—développements de la Aluminium Com-

pany: 2083-4. 
—frontière italo-yougoslave et Trieste: 

91-93, 123-5, 131-2. 
—immigration de Yougoslaves déplacés: 

3724. 
—perspectives d'avenir du commerce: 

2084. 
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A

ARCnc, CAruntAtv :
American naval operations : 1548-9,

1568-70.
-establishment of LORAN stations : 1542-3.1547,1577-8,1615 .
-establishment of weather stations : 1543-
; ,! -4,1549-54, .1561-77,1645, 1647.
-permission for Ameri can flights : 1341-2,

1564-7,1635-6.
-sovereignty : 1545-7.1554-61,1568 .

-AAOarrtmA :
: r77attitude towards regime of Colonel

P er6n : 1846-9.-number of representatives in Canada :1850-1 .
-policy concerning arms purchases : 1849-: ,. ; r, 50,1982-5. - -
-position of Canada in relation to Ameri-

~.ws can policy : 1827-49.
-•proposed visit by General A.G.L.McNaughton : 1838-9.
-relâaation of export controls : 1827-46.

.,~ . ._: , .
ARM SAIM :'
. ,.-policy :1972-3 .

-'•polky concerning Argentina : 1849-50,
1982-S . . ;

~ q _posidon . In relation to U.S. policy on
saks toi Latin America : 1972-3, 1976-87.

J.:- purchaso of munitions by China : 18634.
--Purchascs ' attempted by Dominican

,,ZC ,Republic :.1974-8,1987. , .
,,--MQuëst by China to purchase naval

f ,~ .y , Veasels : 1876-8.1883-7.
-réquéit by' Uruguay to rearm vessel :

-reqiiest from ATexico : 1972. -
.r .-salles to Netherlands :1877,1999.

RQ.rASa or: 209-13.

~L C ENFRaY :
-atomic bomb tests : 434-S .

;.7,:rCanadian participation in discussions i n
-=Socurity Council : 415-20, 431, 436, 446-

sl, 435-9.

-Combined Policy Committee : .412-4,
422-4,'.427-8; 431-4, 438-40. - .,. , T - .

--co-operation'with Great_Britain := 420-2,
428, 470.

-policy on control : 425
441 ; 443-9

. -7, 429-33,' 437-8,

-tripartite agreement : 477-80, 488-9 . '
, . ., _ .

ATOMIc BNER(3Y COMhII3SION, UNTTBD, ..
NATION3 :

-Canadian position on Soviet and Ameri-
can plans for control : 451-4, 461-4,- 465-
9, 476-7, 480-8, 489-510.

-establishment : '411-2,-415-20,429-33 ,
436-7, 443-50, 660, 664. ï

-instructions for representative : 443-50.
-procedure and agenda : 454-5, 459-60,

470-6.
--see also Disarmament.

AusrRAZ.rA :
-position on Commonwealth : relations :

1368-71 .

AusrRrA: ,
: -peace treaty : 208-9 .
-recognition of government : 1852.
-request for ac ceptance of representative :

1853-4 .

BALTs :
-requests to immigrate to. Canada : 360-2 .

BEC,ctuM : ;
( -milita ry reli ef indebtedness : 221-2, 225-6.
--release of assets : 209-13 . i '

Bevtrt, ERrrFSr : 738-9.

BRAZII. :
-appointment of consul : 35-38 .
-appointment of Trade Commissioner :

35-38.
-need for a tax convention : 1854-5 .
-request for export credit : 1855-6.
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/3m.o.utu.: 
—radons: 1054. 

ICINTRAL•ABIERICA: 	'1, • 
—Diplornadc representation: 27-30: ;- 

,4.".--see also specific countries.- 

1.- - 
--agreement granting export credit: 18.57, 

--amalgamation of rdief agencies: 1883-6. 
—export credits for industrial and shipping 

projects; 1866-7, 18374, 18944,-1901-6. 
.1,---osoc1&sdon of handgration regtdations: 

`.3:.›. 11137-60;18734,-.1m44. 1893, A900-1, 
1906. 	.(.“t 

.i• .--need. for commerdal dike In•Shangbai: 1864.5. 	 ..,7.•;^k.t. 
--'-negotiation of :ceam;erdal.:agreement: 

!›.r.„t r - 
• -prospects for Cale= ementereial  cf 

forts: 1864-5,.1888.90,41894-7; 19014. 
--request to purchase naral vessels:187641, 

:1813-7.-e-tZ Lr 
--scholarships tor ("dome studet;ts: 18744. 
—tsibuhtions of embassy staff: 1868-74.s. 4. 

:t-etilizatioo oC MetuatAid portion or ex- 
port 	loan: 18634 1899.1900: 

WDISTOtt S.: 
 —reactions to speech  1iFu1t90, Mute: 

•

. 
--,! 

Ortzussour Act: 1262.4, 135742; '14814, 
1695.  

•_ 11 - 
• Ovit:Am Amatis: ' 

e.„ 	. 

—4greesttent Id* Pnuxe: 19344, 	. 
whit Wand: 1488-9.'" 

„ 

17754.1994-9. 
trith Pôrttip- 1: 311-2, 20347. 

West Indics: 5124, .1499. 
fr 1304 177/4. ;•• 	• 	_ 

Artdo-Attsedcats sgreement 
'Aesetzertet 814-9;330Z—

%sans' 	'Intake:A.  isernbe' ci  
?ICAO: 3204. 	 ' • • 

tj29-32. >  .; - 

kit statement  with Ptru: 200> 

DOCUMENTS ON EXTERNAL RELATIONS 

—provision of weatlber ships: 524-9. 
—revision of agreement with United States: 
• 1775-7, 1784-90. 

--South Pacific Air Transport C,ouncil: 
527. 

COLOMBIA: 
—commercial  agreement:  1907. 
—auesange of missions 38-40.  

i';: 	 • . 

	

Cotocatatt. Acutzuruirs: 	• 	' 

	

r1865,' 1890-2. 	- 
--Colombia: 1907:  H I ' 
;.;-Greece: 19554  1958-9. • ; 	- 
—Lebaibon: Oontiritiation of tariff benefits: 

• —Netherlands: 1990. • "-  • 

20024 - ; 	• 	- 
—Paru:  2006-19. 
—Spain: 2065. 	

•. 

1 : ■' Syria: ,  continuation of - tariff' benefits: 
r. 	• 

: ,›;-;:fiiiigey: 207840. 	• 

CCitisothrwrArni:' , 	• • 
•—agreement on radio distarice indicators: 
• 12954. 	' 

,-.-arrangements for consultation between 
governments: 12724, 1282-3. 	• - 

—attitude towards mce treaties: 110-6. 
• 144-7, 1246-7, 1256-7, 1260-2. 
--Austntlian petition on Commonwealth 

relations: 1368.71. 	. • 

r-Berptuda Telecommunications Agree- 
. - •  ment:  1290.1, 1293. 

—Canadian participation in Common-
'::' rttalthCommimkatiotu Council:1287-9, 
• 1292e8. : 	- 
• =common •fsxeign polky. 1239. 1233-4, 

•1368-71. 	•,• 
--conteretvx on nationality: 1262-4, 1357- 

62. , 
•—Mute of  South-West Africa: 1264-6, 

" '1694. 
—nationality •  of married women: 1262-4, 

1284-5. • 
--participation in Imperial Economic Com-

mittee: 13514. 
--putkipation in Imperial Shipping C,om-

ndttee: 1351-2, 1356-7. 
--preparations for meeting of Prime 

Ministers: 1245-60. 
—press •  reports  on meeting of Prime 

' blinisters: 1283-7. • 
—public attitude: 1241. 	•  

--rtwrievr of meeting of Prime Ministers: 

127847. 

••••- • • f 



INDEX

--status of High Commissioners : 1239-41,
1489-99.

. , -trade relations : 1236,1238,1255-6,1285 .
• -DEFiTCE:
-Canadian participation in common air

traatport squadron : 1298-1302.
-oonference on defenee research : 1302-8,

1311-3, 1326-9, 1332-4 .
--co-ordination of defence efforts : 1235-9 ,

1242-4,1253-5,1266-72,1280-2,1309-11 9
1313-25, 1329-40, 1342-50, 1380-1 .

CONSULAR RfrxfsFrrtAnoy :
--appointment of Trade Commissioners as

Consuls : 35-37.
--repr+escntation in countries without Cana-

dian representatives : 1362-8.

Qrsa•
--effe cts of policy of United States o n

trade : 1917-20.
-proposal for reduction of tari fion Cuban

cigars : 1912.

--restrictions on imports of Canadia n
flour : 1907-11, 1913-7, 1920-2.

CMMtostrovAKtA :
`~rontier with Hunga ry (Bratislava b ri dge-

~ ~. bead) : 121,126-31 .136-8 .
-reqtust for an additional export credit :
4- . .1922-7.
-request for extension of time limit of

acport atdit : 1927-8 .

Cz : ,
-appointmcnt of single Minister of Na-

tional Defencr : 1693 .
~c-atoanlc bomb tests : 434-5.

-Gnadian position on inter-Amcrican
'~ dd'enoe treaty : 1219-22, 1636-7 . -

- di
scuss

ions on standardization of cquip-

ment : 1676,1749-56.
,,, .Cffoets of disposal of Italian colonies :

78-830" .,K . . . . .
r-ot ganintion of amxd forces : 1676-7 ,

1681-2 ;1690,1692r3 .

~, - - _ 7i1:
~dian participation in common ai r

trtnsport squadron :1298-1302.
on delcnoa racasrh : 1302-8 ,

1311=3,1326-9.1332r4.
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-co-ordination of defence efforts : 1235-9,
1242-4,1253-5,1266-72,1280-2,1309-11,
1313-25, 1329-40,1342-50, 1380-1 :

-COYrINENTAL : see UNITED STATES.

--GREAT BRITAIN :

-Canadian liaison officers :1326-7,1340-1,
1350-1, 1386-7, 1676, 1687-8 . ~~

-chemical and biological warfare research :
1383-4.

-enlistment of Canadians in the . R .A.F. :
1385-6.

-exchange of aircraft for credit :1381-2.
-financial arrangements for courses for

military personnel : 1308 . -
-position in relation .. to' Canada-U.S.

defence planning : 1599-1600, 1658-60,
1678-9, 1683-4, 1688-9, 1695-6, 1709-11,
1719-20.

-supply of defence material : 1383 .
-white paper on defen ce : 132940, 1343-4.

-withdrawal of Canadian, . occupatio n

forces from Germany : 151-3, 1379-81 .

-UNiTED STATES , .

--agreement on disposal of Canol project :

1578-98 .
-amendment of Rush-Bagot Agreement :

1743-9 .
-Appreciation of the Requirements for

Canadian-U.S. Security (draft) : 1615-23 .

__Appreciation of the Requirements for

Canadian-U .S . Security ; consideration

of draft : 1627-9, 1638-9, 1642-5, 1660-1,
16745,1679-81,1697-8 .

-apprehension and return of ; deserters :
1725-7, 1731-3

. in
-civilian . participation in projects

northe rn Canada : 1717-8.
-establishment and maintenance of bases

in Canadian territo ry :1599-1600,1613-5,

1656-7,1678-9.
_-establishment of weather stations in

Canadian • territory : 1543-4, 1549-54 ;

1561-77,1645,1647.

--establishment of LORAN
stations--in

Canadian Arctic : 1542-3, 1547, 1577-8,

1615 .
_-evaluation of threat to North

security :1618-21,1627-8,
1670-2, 1674-5, 1678-9, 1683-6, 1703-7,

1714-6, 1722-4, 2 060-3 .
-experimental station at Churchill :
-inte:~change of military l e

1727-31,1802-4.

.
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—intergovernmental discussions on politi- 
. ' cal questions; preparationi: '16674, 

1690-2, 1695-1702, 1711-2; • working 
papers: 1702-11; minutes of meeting: 
1712-20; report on meeting: 1721-5. - - 

—Joint Canadian-United States Basic 
Security Plan (draft): 1623-7. 	- 

! —Joint • Canadiart-United States Basic 
Security Plan, revision of: 1598-1600, 

:e-  16034, 1629-31, 1639-40, 1655, 1658-60, 
167941, 1716-7. 

:: —jurisdiction of American military courts 
in Canada: 1736-43, 1804. 

. =meeting of Prime Minister with Presidatt 
- Truman: 1653-8, 1661-6, 1668-'70. 

--naval operations in Canadian Arctic 
:2 ',waters: 1548-9, 1568-70..: 

—"oral message" from President Truman 
: 1.: to Prism Minisrer: 16624: 1668-70.1  

--organization of armed forces: 1676-7, 
1681-2, 1690, 1692-3. 

'--permission: for flights over Canadian 
• territory: 1541-2, 1564-7, 1635-6. 	- 

--positioriof Canadians under us. Selec- 
tive Service Regulations: 1733-6. 

—position of Great Britain in  nation  to 
: Canada-U.S. >defence plantdng: 1599.- 

1600, 1658-493, 16784, 1683-4, 16884, 
:: 169S4170941,1719.. 	- 

—sharing of costs ajoint projects: 1707-9, 
- 

.;?•fflverciii;iy in tile Arctic: 1545-7, 1554- 
• 6• 

	

1,1568. 
i'cœinti— ie6jdàdin'of MD  -on 

4 ,4  • principles governing defence .ceopera- 
i. don (revised &aft): 1650-3.: 

--thirty-fifth .recommendation  of  P1111), 
consideration of: 1E00-12, 1615, 1631-2, 

î 1640-2, 1647-55, .1667; 1677, :1682-3, 
* 1688-9:1711, 1718-9, 1724-5.. 
—United Nations Chuter obligations: 

1712.'"  ' --tnifizatiCe; Or Choi: 	base: 36144, 
16444, 1633:6, 1690-2, 1720.* , 
nce -r, 

DEPU3114ATIC liouseeTATION: 
J—Ceotral America:  

eral—delay io =bulge of missiom: 	- 
-'--estabtfibmeat of. new ,  minions abroad: 

3043. 	 'el 
`......,rforriga *Mesa* toficere o 'dtside_ Ot- 
„,,tânte.33-3.1,  
*ir, requests far =bur of m ilts" ken: 30.31. 

abo speak counttielz 1 

zb-CidediaWantiodroitoi of &Met tomb> 
don oo anus liodtatkii:17340.784-801. 

-4:1rafting of General Assembly's resolu-
tion: 801-21. 

• —Soviet .- resolution on arms limitation: 
754-6, 758-72,  774-80,784-91,  793-4. 

—Soviet resolution on troops abroad: 
751-3, 756-7, 763-9, 772-3, 813-4. 

—United States resolution on arms limita- 
tions: 780-3, 786-91, 793-7, 801-5. 

Dtspuzut PERSONS: 
• —immigration of displaced Yugoslays: 

3724. 
—Palestine: 363-72. 
—policy: 362-3, 365-72, 374. 

•: --response to British proposals: 362-72. 
—see also Polish soldiers; refugees. 

DOMINICAN Rrnauc: 
—attempts to purchase arms: 1974-8, 1987. 
—exchange of missions: 40-11. 

Ecomiac AND Soam. CouNai.: 
—agreements with specialized agencies: 

896. 915-6. 9W-2. 
--Ousadian position on cereals shortage: 

* 930. 
—Convnission on human rights: 887-8, 898, 

• 7.11, 936-7.  
—coeperation mith Trusteeship Council: 

7074, 934-5. 
—draft Conunentary for delegation to 

third session: 91 5.35. 
--elections: 629, 634-5, 641-2,  650-1,653.5,  

659, 661-2, 695-6, 693-700. 
—establishment of World Food Board: 

5864, 594, 598-600, 605-8, 927-30. 
• —establishment of World Health Organ-

ization: 894-5. 
--interdepartmental eumination of Cana-

. dian participation: 9024. 
—League of Nations: 931, 933 4. 
--membenhip on commis.sions: 8814 

899-900, 907.  917-20.922-3,  936-8, 949. 

—narcotic control: 944-6•  
=references to International Court: 931. 

-r-rrtitgee problem: 940-4. 
• --relations with non-governmental organ-

izations: 709-11, 897-8, 932-3. 
--report of delegation to second sessipn: 

891-902. 
1- j--repor1 of delegation  to  third séssion: 

93748. 	•- 
• -4edc5i5onhip *of International Trade 

and 

Employment Confect-1ex: 884-6. ' 



INDEX 

--sub-commission on devastated areas: 
= 884-5, 889-90, 900-1, 911-4, 939, 946-8. 

—terms of reference of commissions: 923-7. 
—UNRRA: 939. 

EGYPT: 
—exchange of missions: 41-42. 

EsrornAN REPUBLIC: 
—recognition of government: 1694, 2064. 

EXPORT CREDITS: 
—Brazil: 1855-6. 
—China: agreement: 1857, 1860-2; credits 

for industrial and shipping projects: 
.< 1866-7, 1887-8, 1894-9, 1901-6; utiliza-

tion of Mutual Aid portion: 1863-4, 
1899-1900. 

—Czechoslovakia: 1922-8. 
r , —France: exchange control arrangements: 

1947-8; granting of credit: 1930; request 
for additional credit: 1931-3. 

—Greece: 1949-54. 
.. —Italy: 1960-70. 
.7„--Poland: 2020-1, 2029. 

EXPOSMONS, CONVENTION ON INTERNATIO-
NAL: 1177-9. 

EXTERNAL AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT OF: 
.- ,administration: 1-10. 
—appointment of separate minister as 

Secretary of State for External Affairs: 
3-5, 6. 

• „7—new postings of representatives abroad: 5. 
--organization of divisions: 6-8, 10. 
--organization of office of Under-Secretary 

.7 .  of State for External Affairs: 1-3. 
—UNESCO  activities: 10. 
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—British position on shortage of cereals: 
1420-2. 

. —Canadian Wheat Board stipulation con-
cerning wheat shipments to Great 

• Britain: 1422-3, 1426-7. ' 	• 	- 
—efforts to increase exports of. cereals: 

541-2, 545-9, 555, 570-1, 714-5. 
—end of meat rationing: 1446; . 1450-2. 

, —establishment of World Food Board: 
586-8, 594, 598-600; 605-8, 927-30.. 

. —importation of butter by.Canada: 1454 
64, 1468-9. 	 _ 

—long-term wheat contract with Great 
Britain: 1429-49, 1453-4. 	- 

—matching of efforts of United States: 
567-73, 590-3. 

—negotiations betv'veen Canada and Great 
Britain conceming bacon contract: 1450- 
1, 1464-8. • 

—negotiations of food Contracts between 
Canada and Great • Britain (general): 
549-50, 1423-5, 1427-30. . 

—new international wheat agreement: 551, 
576-85,  608-10,613-4. 

—opinions of Canadian Wheat Board on 
wheat exports: 535-9. 	 _ 

—participation of ,Soviet Union in Com- 
bined Food Board: 554. 

—position of United States: 596-8, 601-3. 
—price of wheat: 575-6, 608-10, 613-4. -- 
—request from Emergency Economic Com- 

mittee for Europe: 589, 594-5, 600-1.- 
—requirements of India: 551-3. - 
—statements on Canadian efforts: 543-5, 

556-67, 603-4, 610-3, 930. . 	• 
—United Nations General Assembly reso- 

•" lution: 543. 	, 
--see also UNRRA. _ 

FAR EASTERN COMMISSION: 
• —first meeting: 279-80. 
. s  . ---invitation  to participate: 279. 
.r.7-reparations: 303-5, 308-11, 313-5, 318-22. 
• —Work: 283-5. • 

FINLAND:. 

• '"'"aPpointment of consular officers: 42-43. 
—reparations: 106-7. 	' 

nsumuEs,  CONSERVATION  OF: 180412. -- 

FOOD CRISIS: 	 - 	• - 
: ■ :—attitude towards Combined Food Board: 

564-7. 

FRANCE: 
—air agreement: 1934-5. 
—compensation to Canadians for war 

damaged property: 1935-6, 1945-7. -  • 
—discussions concerning  national  solidarity 

tax: 1929,1942-5. ' 
—escape of Vichy, officials: 2066-7: •' 
-L'export credit; exchange control  arrange-

ments: 1947-8. 
• xport crédit; granting of: 1930. ' 

•;:-eXport Credit; request for 
1931-3. 	 z 

—military relief indebtedneis:  221-2,225-6.  
▪ -Lriegotiations 'concerning double taxation 

convention: 1928-9, 1937-42. 
.ase of assets:: 20943: 	• vi- 

„, 	 ; 	 • ' 
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GaiMAZ . Asst ►cac.Y, UiaTm NAno -.4 s :

-admission of new members : 6634 . 727.
-agreements arith specialized agencies :

708-9. ` ' -
-CSD3dian AlY1Cnd1ZleOt to Soviet IrSOlu-

tion on atms limitation : 715-80, 78•S-S01 .
~ions on limitation of use of veto

power in Sccurity Couacil : 701-4 . 73 4 ,

8404, 852-6, 862r81 :
• ~ == .draftlnx of resolution on disarmamen t :

801-21 .
: -IodIa': complaint against South Africa :

703-6, 821-3,1484-5 .
-proposais to oooooaaiu ttcnc t682-4, 728,

739-43 . ~ a ; . .

E _ -rractions to Soviet attitude 730-2.734-5.
664-5.'-, :

* --resolution on food : 543 .'
--resolution on Spain : 706-7, 7334 ; 823-37.

-;-Soviet propsa,anda : 68842:
~Soviet resolutias £ oa, arma limitation :

} ,- 7544,758-72.774-A 784-91 . 793-4.

-SoYiet resolution on troops abrond : 731-
3, 756-7, 763-9; 772r3,813-4 .~

=txtics In oonnnittca : 685-7.
--United States resolution on arnss ltmt

tbo: 780•3, 786-91, 793-7, 801-3. ~-

4~ ~ftltsT TART: ~ = ~ ' ' `
.. .ooa~opoditioo orddesatioo: .4110 636-8.

L,.=c~ralt istion of atcetiag: 673-80.
d~tioit : 639-70..--dastuctioos for

vI4 a ~

- amOONa TART : à' , :p 1 r". 3 ' g.
&"-4, 743-7, 731-3. "

h-oodltiation otlaternatioo l larn . 743-s1 .
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DpCUftEM'S ON BXTSRNAL RELATIONS

-peacc trcaty : 148-S1, 190-S .
--permission for, some Germ a n prisoners

: of war to remain in Canada: 204 -7 .
-procurement of plants and equipment a s

repara tion : 178-80.194-7 .
-cepc►rations : 163-90 .
-repatriation of German prisoners of war

in Canada : 198-207.
--retention of Gcrn an prisoners of war

for work in Canada : 199-203 .
--war crimes W.-atiption : 195-8.
-w3thdmw-a1 of Canadian occupation

forces : 151-3,1379-81 .

GORDON. DONALD :
of II3RD:1 :A9-.-cndidacy to presidency

= l0.

Gw►T BterTAr~ :__agreement on chartering of Canadian
- ships :1372-9.
--bcaf contrad:14.s6.1431-2.

--Canadian dollar socurities : 1 4 18 .

-Canadian Wheat Board stipulation con
-In; vrheat shipmatts :1422-3,1426-7.

-.Consu1u rcpresentation in countri es
, wi thou t Canad ian rtpnscntativcs : 1362-

8 .
-co.opaation on atomic cncrSY ProJccts :

420-2, 428. 470. control
-tifocts of new foncign exchange

rtavladons:1418-20. 145~-
-import3tion of butter by Canada :

61, 1468-9.
xgotiation of bacon oontract : 1450-1,

146i-8.
-oe~otiation of food ~ s, j42t7h-

Canada (ga=l) : 54
30• wheat contra-t :-tcrm-ocsotiation of long
142949, 1453-4. 1oan:1337-

_.ntgotistion of new Canadia n

1417 . polish soldiers :
-nc~otiations oonocrnin g

381-4 3924. . 1241-2.
_polky towards Indw and Burma :
.-poditton on shorta~c of cYrcals : 142a2.

..0posab ooncctnin g displaced persons :

362-72. and pulp for British
...~,cqu~st for papa 1470-80.~ in (krnmy
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--enlistment of Canadians in the R.A.F.: 

1385-6. 
--exchange of aircraft for credit: 1381-2. 
—financial arrangements for courses for 

.. military personnel: 1308. 
—position in relation to Canada-U.S. de-

fence planning: 1599-1600, 1658-60, 
1678-9, 1683-4, 1688-9, 1695-6, 1709-11, 
1719-20. 

—supply of defencx material: 1383. 
. —white paper on defence:  1329-40,1343-4. 

—withdrawal of Canadian occupation 
forces from Germany: 151-3, 1379-81. 

GREECE: 
—cancellation of indebtedness for military 

relief: 259-60, 262-4, 268-70. 
—proposal for temporary commercial 

agreement: 1955-6, 1958-9. 
--request for export creclit: 1949-54. 
—request for purchase of wheat: 1951-8. 

H 

HIGH COMMISSIONERS, STATUS OF: 1239-41, 
1489-99. 

INDIA: 
—appointment of Canadian High Corn-

. 	missioner: 1487-8. 	 •' 
--British policy: 1241-2. • 

• —complaint against South Africa concern-
ing treatment of Indians: 705-6, 821-3, 
1484-5. 

--effects of new Canadian Citizenship Act 
on Indian nationals: 1481-4. 

—food requirements: 551-3. 	, 	- 
—franchise for Indians in British Colum- 

bia: 1485-7. 	 --- 

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION 
••  AND DEVELOPMENT: 

—Canadian representation: 1187-90. 
--candidacies of Graham. Towers •  and 

-• Donald Gordon to presidency: 1209-10. 
—first annual meeting of Board of Gover- 

nors: 1206-9. 	 - 
—inaugural meeting of Board of Gover-

nors: 1180-6. 
—relationship with United Nations: 920-2. 
—sale of paper in Canadian money market: 

1181-2. 

INTERNATIONAL COURT: 
• --elections: 621-2. 

HUNGARY: 
.;---frontier with Czechoslovalcia (Bratislava 

bridgehead): 121, 126-31, 136-8. 
--reparations: 105. 

t 

ICELAND: 
--exchange of missions: 44-45. 

haucntenore 
—admission of German scientists: 374-6. 
--amendment of regulations: 353-9. 

-Citizenship Act: 1262-4, 1357-62, 1481-4. 
--Commonwealth conference on national- 

ity: 1262-4, 1357-62. 
-7displaced Yugoslays: 372-4. 

•--exchange of German prisoners of war 
for Polish soldiers: 203-4, 377-409.* 

—modification of regulations affecting 
Chinese immigrants: 1857-60, 1875-6, 

' 1878-84, 1893, 1900-1, 1906. 	s•
—Poland: 3954, 399-400, 403-5. 	- 
—Policy on displaced persons: 362-3, 365- 

'. ..72, 374. 
—requests by Baits to immigrate to Canada: 

360-2. 
==response to British proposals concerning 

	

s'edi-sPlaced persons: 362-72. •• 	- 

INTERNATIONAL LABOUR ORGANIZATION: ' 
: --Alberta's protest to federal government 

concerning jurisdiction: 999-1001. ' 
: --amendments to constitution: 996-1010. 

—Canadian govenunent's contribution to 
conference in Montreal: 994-6, 1001, 
1004-5. 

—relations with United Nations: 992-4. 

INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND: 
- —application for membership by Italy: 

1189-90. 
—Canadian representation: 1187-90. - 

'•:--establislunent of par values of currencies: 
1190-1205. 

—first annual meeting of Board of Gover-
nors: 1206-9. 

—inaugural meeting of Board of Gover-
nors: 1180-6. 	• 

• —sale of paper in Canadian money market: 
1181-2. 	 -

•  

INTERNATIONAL REFUGEE ORGANIZATION: 
—admission of refugees to Canada: 1025-7. 
—establishment: 1010-2, 1018-9, 1021, 1027, 

1030-2. 	 : 
•' —financing: 711-4, 1012-25; 1030-2." - - 

—travel docwnents for refugees: 1028-9. 
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INTERNATIONAL TRADB OROAMZATIO'N :
-Commonwealth discussions : 1046-7.
-discussions between Canadian and Anxr-

~ _ icao ofBcials• 1039-43• . 4 :
-draft cisarter :1040-3 .1049-S4 . ., ,, . :;

2 : t-asminatlon of .United States proposals
for international trade :1033-9. ; 3 . ,

-multilateral tariti ncgotiations : ; 1063-6.
-, -participation of Arsentina :1047-8. , -.

_-p:eparations for international Trade and
Employment Conference : 1032-5, 1036-

, • .~ :~~ • : ~trr. :,~-6t• : : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ n ~ . . : .
--prcparatcry Committeo for the Inter-
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':-Canadian'riprtsentatiôn at triais of war
criminals : 290-302.

=cost of war : 309-10.- :
=disposal of ileet : 317-8.
-Far Eastern Commission : 279-80,283-5.
- 303-5. 308-11, 313-5, 31". 320-2. ---
-peaa trcaty : 282r3.
-procutrnxnt of plants and equipmcnt as

repaira tion : 307 . 312-3. 316-7, 319-2 0.
-reparations : 303-22.
-Repatri3tIon of Japanese : sec Japanese .

~ : --vrar aima : 290-302. '
, j ._ .. ,.., r. ' ! • ' ., .- .

JnrAZ,mtt, itErarniAnoy or :
-financW arran sancnts : 322-8. 330 42.
°-poticy: 328-30. 3324. 337-41 .
-.transportatlon : 342,9.

KM, W. L.1 btACxarrut:
: of Swte for-resisnado•n as SccrctarY

G~►te~ A1WL7: 0.
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L

LATIN AMmtuA:
r. t- .Can tdian Position in' telation to U.S .

pdjey on ums sales : 1972-3 .1976-87.
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#
►w, Gootnu►na4 or IxruwAnowAL : 74 3

I,ti►aUS or Nan":
.4au AssemWy ::1212r9. - , ~
-Uqutdat

;on of mandate system : .959-62.

-Cok of United Nations in tumu a t;on :.

666-7t . . .
--4ettktaent of logns :

9t~ tunctions to
, . .-transfer

of ! o
.r,, , United Nations : 931 . °

Lss~►NON:
-cpatiauatio

n of taritf bcncfits : 2073-7 .
..ctch an=e of miuions : 45-46 .

~ «Dnffltion of sovm ment : 46.

.
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McNAUCHrorr; G~~eAt. A.G.L: -
-proposed visit to Argentina : 1838-9.

te~ .
Mmco:
; >--air agreement : 1775-6,' 1988-9.

-purchase of arms :1972 .•
; . .~ ,' , .• : . -, . . .

MaSTARY ATTAQiÉs :

-appointments recommended : 21-26.
- .4 j -instructions : 14-19.

-terms of reference : 11-19 . : " . :,
~~ ..~ -~vkws of Department of External Affairs :

11-14, 20-21 .:t ' . - -
MarrARY RELIEP :
:-==lndebtedness : 221-2 . 225-6. -

-negotiations with The Netherlands o n
surplus guilders : 261-2,,264-6, 270. -

•~~=• Netherlands request that claims for
payment be w•aived : 213-20, 267 .

-proposal for cancellation or-funding of
indebtedness : 226-36, 240-58 .

=propôsal for. unilatéral scttlements : 240-
58 .

220,222-60, 262-4-tripartite settlement : ,
. 268-78 .

+' -~ withdrrswal of claims against Italy : 220,
222r5, 228, 237-9, 259-60, 262-4, 268-70,
275, 277. : .. : . :

Nencz U,Axns-
--additional credit for . Bank, for- th d

Netherlands Indies : 1989-90. . -'
-appointment of commercial officer :

46-47.
-arms purchases : 1877, 1999 .
-disposal of surplus guilders (military

relief) :26f-'2,264-6,270. -
--elevation of Legations : 2001 .

• --military relief i ndebtedness : 221-2, 225-6.. . ~ . . .., •
-c+egistration of secu rities under the control

of the C.tistodian : 1991-6.
-c+equât for wheat supplies : 1996-2000.

, ,-request for withdrawal of claims for
payment of milita ry relief: 213-20 .

-revival of commercial agreement : 1990.

tL"OUA :
`,' -44;ainsofcommercial agreement : 2002-6.

...

~~

:-~ . ...4 .

tWAY : t .
relief indebtedness : 221-2, 225-6.

g
Ç:•S y

y 4e
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PAi.rstTNE :
-admission of displaced persons : ; 363-72.
-Canadian attitude : 717-8 .

. , . , .
PAN-AbgRICAN UNION '

-Canadian position on inter-American
. defence treaty ;1219-22, 1636-7. • • . ..
-views of Vincent. MasseX: 1222-5 . : .: .

~, . . .' . -
PEACE CONFERENCE, P,4xrs : ', ; :

-attitude of British - delegation : - 121-3,

.~ --attitude of, Commonwealth members :110-6,144-7,1246-7,1256-7,'1260-2 .
-Canadian amendment of peace treaty

with Italy : 1346, 139 .
-Canadian attitude'- 68-74, 107-9i'1246-7.
~-Commentary for delégation : 99-107. -
=-Czechoslovak-Hungarian = frôntrier (Bra-

tislava bridgehead) : 121, 126,31'A36-8 .
---disposal of Italiân colonies : 78-83, 95-98,

132-3 .
--èconomic: aspects of peacé treaty :with

Italÿ : 83-89; 90-91 :
-first meeting of delegation : 107-9,,, -
--importance i 139-43 :
-interests in peace treaty with Italy : 100-4,

139-41. ~
-interestsin peaoè treaties : 99-107:
-invitation : 93-95.
-Italo-Yugoslav frontier and .,!` Trieste :

91-93, 123-5, 131-2 :
. • 4-preparations : 76-78, 89- 90 .- :-;

-procedure : 67-68, 93-95.
"-reparations ; general : 117-9.7 '
-report : 1448.
-revision of Italian armistice : 74-75 .
-work of conference : 11623 ; 139-48 :"

PEACE TREATIES :
-Aûstria : 194, 208-9.
-Bulgaria : 105-6 .
-Finland : 106-7.
-Germany : 148-51, 190-5.

-Hungary : 106 .
-Italy : 100-4.
-Japan: 282-3 .
-Romania : 104-5 .

PEA soN, L . B . :
--candidature as Secretary

United Nations : 623-9.
sting considered : 5 .

General of

-new po
.-pa rticipation in UNRRA COuncil ses-

sion : 1137.

ry

► ;

.

L-

c :
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PERU: 
-need for air agreement: 2009-10. 
r-negotiation of commercial agreement: 

POLAND: 
--art treasures in Canada: 2021-2, 20274, 

2032-3. , 
-attitude concerning 'admission of Polish 

soldien: 395-400, 403-3. 
--registration of Polish citizens: 403-5. 
--relief for Polish refugees in Canada: 

202:I-3, 2031-2. . 	. 
-request for export credit: 2020-1, 2029. 
--return of gold held in Canada: 2023-6, 

Pouni Scaparts, Anuernott or: 
• --attitude of Poland: 395-400, 403.5. 

-decision to undataké exchange: 387-91. 
- --medical treatment of Polisb soldkn: 403, 

405-8. - 
- g• rnegotiations with Great Britain: 381-6, 

3924. 
s: .-propouti for exchange:203-4, 37741.. 

-reNgees rdated to Polish soldiers: 392, 
- 

-.election of Polish soldiers: 398-402. = 
- 	 ; 	 :;! 

PORTUGAL: 	 - 
--air agreement: 511-2. 2034-7. 

Palm bitterni: 	, 	.`i e. 
gr.-appointment of ' separate minister as 

. Secretary. ot State for Esternal Attain: 
34.&  e 	. 

-nnignation7u Socretarey:. of State - for 
&teens' Main: 6. 

PRISONERS Of WlUt: 	T., ;•"' 

''.-geachange of Germen prisoners for de- 
mobilized Polish »Idlers: 203-4.T 	,• 

-permission for some ,German prisoom 
to remain in °made: 	-: 

+repatriation of; German; ',Claims -in 
amidst; 198407... i 	 ) 

of German prisoCieei for Iwo& 
- Glenda: 199403. 

/ICAO: 
+claim of beadiroarioes: 519-24. 
-nest mecdtqg ot lotedos Assembly; 5204. 

:t 

-animent of inunigration regulations: 
3534. 

- dbcussions In Economic and Social 
Council: 940-4. 

-discussions in General Assembly of 
United Nations: 664-5, 711-4. 

-establishment of International Refugee 
Orturization: 101 0.2, 1018-9,1021,1027, 
10302. 

-financing of International Refugee Orga-
nization: 711-4,  1012-23,1030-2. 

. -refugees related to Polish soldiers: 392, 
408-9. 

--relief for Polish refugees in Canada: 
2022-3,2031.2. 

-requests by Belts to inunigrate to Canada : 
360-2. 

-travel documents: 1028-9. 
-ece alsodhplaœdpeisons,Polhh  soldiers. 

- 
REPARKnotts: 

-Bulgaria: 105-6. 
• --claims against Germany: 181-4. 

-Finland: 106-7. 
• -Germany: 163-90. 

-Hungary: 106. 
-Inter-Allied Reparations Agency: 173-8. 

184-7. 
-Italy: 85-91, 103-4. 
-Japan: 303-22. 
-Paris Conference on: 163-73. 
-procuranent of plants and equipment 

from Germany: 178-80, 184-5. 
-Rama: 1044, 120. 

Rostarscer, N. A.: 
-new poding considered: 5. 

- 

ROMANIA: 
--reparations: 104-5, 120. 

ROYAL CANADIAN AIR Fostozz: 
-acquisition of aircraft in exchange for 

credit: 1381-2. 
-enlistment of Canadians In the R.A.F.: 

13834 
7-participation in Commonwealth air 

transport squadron: 1298-1302. 

Sr. Ltuateer, Louts S.: 
-appointed Secretary of State for External 

Affain: 6. 

SOCUTARY or StAra roa ExrEasAL 
g •-appolottnent of Louis St. Laurent: 6. 
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—appointment of separate minister: 3-5, 6; 

• SwuRrrat COUNCIL: 
—Canadian participation in discussions on 

atomic energy: 415-20, 431, 436, 446-51, 
- 455-9. 
—elections: 629-40, 642-54, 659, 661, 695- 

8, 727, 733. 
—Soviet proposal for additional rules of 

procedure: 970-8. • 
—see also veto. 

Sotrrn AFRICA: 
• --India's complaint concerning treatment 

of Indians: 705-6, 821-3. 	• 	- 

Sown UNION: 	 • - 
—analysis of Soviet foreign policy: 2044-53, 

• - 2055-6, 2060-3. 	• 	- 
—appointment of Soviet consul: 50-52. 
--appointment of consular officers in: 

	

53-55. 	 . 	• 
7--attitude in General Assembly: 688-92, 

,  730-2,734-5.  
—commercial relations: 53-55. 

. —disagreement concerning payment for 
industrial equipment: 2037-40. 

--espionage: Canadian and Soviet state- 
• ments: 2040-2. 
« --espionage: request for withdrawal of 
• certain members of Soviet Embassy: 
• 2058-60. 
•--evaluation of threat to North American 
. security: 1618-21, 1627-8,-1632-5, 1660-4, 
▪ 1670-2, 1674-5, 1678-9, 1683-6, 1703-7, 

1714-6, 1722-4, 2060-3. • _ 
—office in Vancouver: 47-50. 
—participation in Combined Food Board: 

554.. 
—programme of National Council for 

Canadian-Soviet Friendship: 2057-8. 
7---proposed visit by Prime Minister: 2053-5. 
—reactions to Churchill's speech in Fulton, 

Missouri: 20434, 2047-9. 
—recognition of Estonian Republic: 1694, 

	

. 2064. 	. . - 	• 
—repayment for food purchased by Cana- 

' dian governrnent: 2063-4. 
—representation of Soviet republics in 

• United Nations: 979-80. 
—resolution on arms limitation: 754-6, 

• 758-72, 774-80, 784-91, 793-4. , 	 ,
• —resolution on troops abroad: 751-3, 

. 756-7 763-9 772- , 3 8134 , 	 • 

—Soviet-American relations: 2044-6. 
—summit meeting sug,gested as reply _to 

• Soviet policy: 2046, 2052-3. 	_ •  

SPAIN: 	 • 	 f 
--General Assembly resolution: 706-7, 

733-4,823-37. 	- 
•• --importation ) of. Canadian potatoes: 

2069-70. 	 . 
—request for commercial agreement: 2065. 
--request for exchange of missions: 56-57, 

706-7. 
—sale of ships: 2065-6. 

• —settlement of debts: 2067-73. , 
—status of consular representation: 55. 

• 
SPITFIRES, ACQUISITION OF: 1381-2. 	- 

SYIUA: 	 •  

—continuation of tariff benefits: 2073-7. 
• —recognition of government: 46. 

• T 

TOVVERS, GRAHAm F.: 
—candidat-y to presidency of IBRD: 

1209-10. 

TRADE COMMISSIONERS: 	 • 

• --appointment as Consuls: 35-37. 

TRUSTEESHIP COUNCIL: 
—British draft agreements concerning 

mandated territories: 950-5, 963-8. - 
—co-operation with Economic and Social 

Council: 707-8, 934-5. 
—discussions on procedure for negotiation 

of trusteeship agreements: 955-8. 
--elections: 647-8, 651, 695-6, 700-1. 
—establishment: 665, 716-7. 	• 

• —liquidation of League of Nations  man-
date system: 959-62. 

• --status of Yukon and Northwest Terri-
tories: 962-3. 	.

•  

—trust territories  as  strategic areas: 968-70. 

TURREY: 
• —commercial agreement proposal: 2078-80. 

UNDER-SECRETARY OF STATE FOR EXTERNAL 
AFFAIRS: 

—organization of office: 1-3. 

UNriti) MARITIME CONSULTATIVE COUNCIL: 
—Canadian participation at second ses- 
• sion: 1225-33..  r 	. 	• 

—recommendations of second session: 
12304. • 
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Urarm NAnoxs :
~ . • . ~- t ~ . . ' ; , . _ `: -- _-Canadlan representation on UNRRA

1136-8' 1157--9V• "•~ " " " -
- -csENEw►i.: . x - ~. . . . . . , • ' Far East

--4:~anadian • kgülatiom conoern ing articlc 1162.1172.
41 of Charter : 723, 984-5 . •~=-discussiotu on food supply: 333-41 .

-.Canadian ' representation :- 9804 . -financial arrangements with Latin Amer-

,; :..Charter - obligations : and . defcnm co- '-' icün countries : 1138-9.
operation with United States: 1712. -financing of food shipmcnts : 1128-35 .

-tfioctiveness of organization : 692-5. - . j~~pation of L. B. Pearson in Council

-ekctions to International Court : 621•2, session : 1137.
.662; --private donations : 1126-8.

_-finaacing : 667-8. 721•3, 736-8 . _rtiief efforts after tennination : 715-6.
-International, Press Co~~'~~ `' 939,.1109-11 . 1125-6. 1139-57, 1159-76.
-1oan of Canadian Government em- ~

ployees : 720-1 . ; . • . + ": --MRuest for fatilittr : 573-4.

-~'~1Wt~St~ \A .au.+tâe~r :•IWW . %' â,t'
--request for more wheat supplies : 555-6 .

--preparations - . for conferenôe . on , pnss- -rt4uest that Canadian distillers use.
ports and frontier formalttia : 985-92. ,' 4• ânzlkt 9uantiues of caeals : 574 .

-relationship with IBRD : 924•2. -Second Canadian financial contribution :
-iepcaentation of Soviet zepubücs : 979- •1111•2d.. .~; ~

Y

• 729~ 73s .~ ~"~' .--sltC 0i 1xsdQwrtas . . , UI~rTUS STATaâ' .
-War

Crimes G~ofl:19S-8. -f- • ►='~boù~~' questions (Canada-Alaska

bou . Strait of Juan de' Fuca)*.
...s~c~EtA~w►T: i l So 37n~•~ ~~ y

_or~tion and idministratio:is71 &20. a3 to Al.uka :

._.recruitmm{ Of penoonel : 615-21 1756•8.`. ,
-'~u1u represattation : 57-61 .

' ;~.s~~~~,> • , ;; ° . ..~r .~i` .
;r~~-..~tarA~YO~►t. ► . , `.;~ . ~ -divrersion of water at Niagara Falls :

-candidature of L. B. Prusoc : 623-9., 1516, 1 S27•9.
`-eüects of policies on trade with Cuba :

# . . •CiCctiOO; 622r9. 662. ; it •a . ; _ 1917-20 . *,. 4i % ,r _ . ` ` _ Waiver of
{ -extension of aSUICnt on

uity Coctacü. .'-, ,,1. : .,, . s WnQ fro m nuriunme c01 1 11 ~ons

:' ; ~~ :•p~ i • ,+,~ t , lsl4-z3.

-budget : 106~ .70„ 10tS-ti 1091-3, I09:~9.` _p~~ of ~~ in rdation to attitude

, ~ . ,, ` . , . . -,, f .-- -meeting ofPrime Minister w~ith President~ ; ti . . .
LJrIFSOë • . ~ • M A. , . . ~ .. 1661-6,1668-70.

}'-aouptiate y~.o0ariitution . Dy, Ciasds : . - ~,T~' 1~~~ut Canada :1824 .
7~wi8 ",,*à rr u. . v e ~. . ,

..~.

Or7~4;1077-~t .- ,~ 0 • ; ~ . } . . , ) < . ~a ~g convcation : 1812~ .
, .~drborlr ooaamitite to Çaoadiaa g+orc rn- arrnsSaks to Latin Amcrica :,_ . on

+6.~"ioent : I064~91• •_ , ~`£~ ~~-. . ~ .,, , -~
~ t.t074-7,' j 1G79!•M, ,v 1972~3 .1976-87. `

t .. ~~ _.poUution of Uctroh and St. Clair Ri` ers
10967. ~ . ~ aad Lakc St. Galr :1507•10,1520-1 :

.oz- 1104-9. t a . .~~~~j ~" , ." ; : = r. . "-- .` ` toarards ' A rgentinâ : 1827-49.
96-8 601-3 .

Qoofe=tooe :1096-1102. n' pcepouatlon of a t~ty o
` s tbof ` • 10&4- - and navigation : 1793-1843.

tot dekptio~ : W C1axn1 _pW tioo on vrheat exporu . ►
f f 'endship,

--deltistioo to Oanen ►1 cre~• oommaa tion ~~'ng
~ 92.1101-Z.~ ~~~1 ~ntinental shelf:
.~ôct;ôO ôcrj~irëetoc ~3esteïa1 :110Q.4. natural ~~CW presid=4 â and 4 1329-31, 1 .13>1M. Franes•

~~~ ~ ipoowti~ ►e boatd:1097-i. g of watcr level of Lake St.

,•--ttaôlbl~t ot,-Natiaorl . i 1 s16 .7,152 5 -7•.S.« of a•atcr kvcl of Skagit ~~r:

153 ~
tetaal Altair1 :10~. ~~~t•`'= 1• v,wc1: on PacdiC Coast

:

~ar 067.9d, 1064~91, ;1099-1101 . f.aiz
-.orpsti:itioo:1069•70'., 1074-7;1079 4 0. 1s10~1 . for fishing

1 t : :. .t,ociproeal port privüegcs £~ 7 15'* 1 ...~ t UW
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-Z':----relations with Soviet Union: 2044-6.— 
—report to Congress '-by . Export-Import 

—request for reconsideration of apportion- 
ment of watersi àf St. Mary and •Milk 

.Rivers: 1511-5, 1517;25. 
•: —request .for trucking-in-bond privileges 

- in Canadian territory: 1758; 1760-72.- 
—request for trucking-in-bond privileges 

- 	on Alaska Highway: 1773-5;1778-83. 
—resolution on arms limitation: 780-3, 

.786-91, 793-7, 801-5.'-' 
—.4esponse to Presidential proclamation on 

coastal fisheries: 1535-6, 1804-12. 
—return of boxcars to Canada: 1759-60. 1r 
—revision of air agreement: . 1775-7, 1784- 

90. 
—revision of extradition treaty: 1790-3. 
:--stivereignty , 	-- the: Arctic: .; 1545-7, 

1554-61, 1568. 
—supply of platinum: 1824-5. 

. 	, 
-DEFENŒ:. - 	- 	 - - 
—agreement on disposal of Canol project: 

1578-98. 
—amendment of Rush-Bagot Agreement: 

'1743-9. 

	

7 • 	• 
. —Appreciation  of the  Requirements for 

Canadian-U.S. Security "(draft):'1615-23. 
. —Appreciation of. the Requirements for 
• Canadian-U.S. Security, consideration 

- 	of draft: 1627-9,.1638-9, 1642....5, 1660-1, 
1674-5,`1679-81, 1697-8. 	' . 	. 

—apprehension and return of- deserters: 
1725_7j1731_3.• 	. 	. 

--civilian participation in projects in 
northern Canada: 1717-8. 

—establishment and maintenance of bases 
in Canadian territory: 1599-1600, 1613-5, 
1656-7, 1678-9. 

—establishment of LORAN stations in 
Canadian Arctic: 1542-3, 1547, 1577-8, 
1615. 

—establishment of weather stations in 
Canadian territory: 1543-4, 1549-54, 

. 1561-77, 1645, 1647. 
—evaluation of threat to North American 

security: 1618-21, 1627-8, 1632-5, 1660-4, 
1670-2, 1674-5, 1678-9, 1683-6, 1703-7, 
1714-6, 1722-4, 2060-3. 

—experimental station at  Churchill:  1645-7. 
—interchange of military personnel: 1607- 

8, 1727-31, 1802-4. 
—intergovermnental discussions on political 

questions; preparations: 1667-8, 1690-2, 
1695-1702, 1711-2; working papers: 

2119 

1702-11; minutes of meeting: .1712-20; 
report on  meeting: ; 1721-.5. - 

- f.—Joint.' Canadian-United StatesBasic 
Security Plan (draft): 1623-7. 

-' —Joint Canadian-United States Basic 
Security :Plan, revision of: .1598-1600, 
16034, 1629-31,- 1639-40,- 1655, -1658-60, 
1679-81, 1716-7. 

—jurisdiction of American military courts 
in Canada: 1736-43, 1804. 

—meeting of Prime Minister with President 
Truman: 1653-8, 1661 7.6, 1668-70. I' 

—naval opera-tions • in _Canadian Arctic 
waters: 15489, 1568-70: -  - • 	— 

—"oral message" from President Truman. 
,tot  Prime Minister:  i662-6,1668-70.  

--organization of :arrnéd foirei:' 1676-7, 
~ : 1681-2, 1690, f 1692-3.-3, c-  -- 

—permission for ilighte -over : Canadian 
territory: 1541-2, 1564-7, 1635-6. 

• r.t —position of Canadians r  under U.S. 
" Selective *Service Reàulaticins .: 1733-6. 

---,position of Great Britain 
. 	Canada-U.S., defenie planning: 1599- 

1600, 1658-60, 1678-9, 1683 4, 1688-9, 
, 1695-6,1709-11, 1719-20. . 	• 	.,. 	• 	.• 	- 

—sharing of costs of joint projects: 1707-9, 
,1718.p 	 ■ 	 -- 

—sovereignty in the 	, '1545-7, 
1554-61,1568.!: 

—thirty-fifth recommendation of PJBD on 
Principles goVerning defence co-opera-
tion (revised draft): 1650-3. 

—thirty. -fifth reCômmendation of PJBD, 
consideration of: 1600-12,  1615,-1631-2, 

 1640-2, 1647-55, 1667, 1677, 1682-3, 
1688-9, 1711, 1718-9, 1724-5. 

—United Nations Charter obligations: 
• 1712. 

—utilization of Goose Bay base: 1614-5, 
1644-5, 1655-6, 1690-2, 1720. 

URUGUAY: 
—appointment of additional consular 

representatives: 2081-2. 
—request to rearm purchased vessel: 1978- 

9. 

V  

VATICAN: 
—diplomatic representation: 61-63. 

VENEZUELA: 
—exchange of missions: 64-66. 

, 	 >. 	 ■ • 	 • 	 ;, 	 ;t 
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.•1 	• 
—disCuisions on limitation of use of veto 

. power: 701-4,734,  840-4, 852-6, 86241, 
1694- : 

. —proposed resolution concerning settle-
ment of disputes by Security. Council: 
83740,844-52,  856-61, 873-7: 

WAR 	- 
—Gamany: 1954. 
*=-Japan: 290-302. 

WEST INDIES: 	.1 

--air agreementi512-3, 1499-1501; 17774. 
--subsidies to Canadian National Steam-

ships: 1501-6.. 

WIIZAT EXPORTS: 	. 
—British position ôti shortage of cereals: 
- 1420-2. 	* 

*—Canadian Wheat Board stipulation  con.
cerning shipments,  Ao (Great  Britain: 
1422-3, 1426-7.' 

—Cuban restrkticiii on importa of 
dian Sour: 1907-11, 1913-7, 1920-2. - 

—efforts to Increase exports: 541-2;545-9, 
MS, 570-1, 7141 	 - 

—long-tam contract with Great Britain: 

	

1429-49, 14534. 	• - 	- 
-q--matching of United States efforts: 

	

567.73,590-3.: 	 „ 
—Netherlands' request for supplies: 1996- 

2000- -  

DOCUMENTS ON EXTERNAL RELATIONS 

—new international agnxment: 551, 576- 
- 85, 608-10, 613-4. 	 - - -. - 
—opinions of Canadian Wheat Board: 

535-9.. 	 -- 
..---position of United States: 596-8, 601-3. 
—prke of wheat: 575-6, 608-10, 6134. 
—request by Greece for purchases: 19514. 
—statementsron Canadian efforts: 543-5, 

556-64,603.4,  610-3, 930. 
—UNRRA request for more wheat sup- 

. plies: 555-6. 
—UNRRA request that Canadian distillers 

use smaller quantities of cereals: 574. 

Wa.oans, L. D.: 
- —new posting considered: 5. . 

Wawa F000 BOARD: 
—establishment:  • 586-8, 594, 598-600, 

605-8, 927-30. 

WRONG, H. H.: 
—new posting considered: 5. 

Y 
YUGOSLAVIA: 

—immigration of displaced Yugoslays: 
372-4. 

—Italo-Yugoslav frontier ,  and Trieste: 
91-93, 123-5, 131-2. 

- —prospects for developments of Alumi-
nium Company: 2083-4. 

* —prospects of trade: 2084. 
—request for relief supplies: 2082-3. 

e 



LÉGATIONS—LEGATIONS CONSULATS—CONSULATES MISSIONS SPÉCIALES—SPECIAL MISSIONS 

CUBA 

CUBA 

ÉTATS-UNIS 

UNITF-D STATES 

JAPON 7 

 JAPAN7  

ALLEMAGNE6 

 GERMANY6  

VENEZUELA 

VENEZUELA 

GROENLAND 

GREENLAND 

PORTUGAL 

PORTUGAL 

NORVÈGE 

NORWAY 

PAYS-BAS 

NETHERLANDS 

É. Vaillancourt 
A. R. Menzies (-5) 

T. B. B. Wainman-Wood (5-) 
R. G. C. Smith (1-). 

B. McGregor (74 

H M. A. Pope 
CR S. M. Scott 
2s J. A. McCordick (7-) 

AD G. W. McPherson 

	

EA 	R. Geddes (3-6) 

	

ER. 	G. Berthiez (?-) 

	

T)ER 	E. Wadley (11-) 
kr J. G. McQueen 
Ar A. W. Clabon 
Ar P. M. Roy (-5) 
AT J. A. Philip (5-) 

FRANCE 

FRANCE 

Y. Lamontagne• 
J. H. Tremblay (44* 

SUÈDE 

SWEDEN 

F. H. Palmer (5-) 

2s 
35 
cs 
vc 

to 	P. Dupuy 
Is H. F. Feaver 

CC J. A. Langley• 
NA C. P. Hébert (-4) 

o W. F. Hoogendyke (-2) 
vc A. O. Petersen (7-) 

DÉLÉGUÉS COMMERCIAUX—TRADE COMMISSIONERS8  

E. I- McColl 
H. L. E. Priestman (7-) 

CONGO BELGE 

BELGIAN CONGO 

L. H. Ausman (10-) 

IRLANDE 

IRELAND 

New York 

cu 	H. D. Scully 
C 	K. A. McCloskey 
C 	J. A. Strong* 

vc 	L. Ausman (-7) 
vc 	C. H. West 
vc 	P.-E. Morin (-2) 
vc C. C.-E. Châtillon 
vc 	J. A. Stiles (7-) 

Portland, Maine 

vc 	J. D. Foote (-4) 
vc 	A. Lafteur (543  

M J. D. Kearney (244 
 35 	R. Campbell 

cs S. G. MacDonald* 
A)ca C. S. Bissett (44•  ' 

BRÉSIL 

BRAZIL 

M. Bélanger* 
W. B. McCullough (9-)* 

MEXIQUE 

MEXICO 

D. S. Cole* 

MALAISIE 
BRITANNIQUE 

BRrnsH 
MALAYA 

A. Wilding (4-) 

PAYS-BAS 

NETHERLANDS 

J. A. LangleY•  

ANTILLES 
BRITANNIQUES 

BRMSH 
WEST INDIES 

Trinité 

Trinidad 

T. G. Major (7-) 

Jamaique 

Jamaica 

M. B. Palmer 

TERRE-NEUVE 

NEWFOUNDLAND 

J. C. Britton 

CHILI 

CHILE 

M. J. Vechsler (-3)* 
J. L. Mutter (74•  

NOUVELLE-ZÉLANDE 

NEW ZEALAND 

C. B. Birkett (-9) 
P. V. McLane (10-)• 

L. M. Cosgrave (11-)* 

NORVÈGE 

NORWAY 

S. G. MacDonald* 

R. G. C. Smith (14* 

PORTUGAL 

PORTUGAL 

L. S. Glass (14* 

M. T. Stewart 

W. G. Stark* 

PÉROU 

PERU 

ÉGYPTE 

EGYPT 

R. Grew (-7) 
A) R. C. Smith (7-) 

AFRIQUE DU SUD 

SOUTH AFRICA 

Johannesburg 

IL L. Brown (-4) 
J. H. English (6-)• 

Le Cap 

Cape Town 

H. L. Brown (-7) 
S. V. Allen (7-)•  

ARGENTINE 

ARGENTINA 

J. C. Depocas (-6)•  
E. H. Maguire (3-)•  

AUSTRALIE 

AUSTRALIA 

Sydney 

A) K. F. Noble (-7) 
C. M. Croft (7 )e 

Melbourne  

F. W. Fraser* 

HONG KONG 

HONG KONG 

K. F. Noble (7-) 
A) C. R. Gallow 

INDE 

INDIA 

P. Sykes (-1) 
A) G. A. Browne (7-) 

H E. H. Norman (8-) 
FA  J. E. Kenderdine (8-) 

GRANDE-BRETAGNE 

GREAT BRITAIN 

A. E. Bryan• 
H. L. E. Priestman (-9) 

W. B. Gornall• 
R. P. Bower (94* 
R. D. Roe (7-)•  

Liverpool 

A. E. Bryan (-4)* 
M. J. Vechsler (4-) 

Glasgow 

G. B. Johnson 

ÉTATS-UNIS 

UNITED STATES 

H. A. Scott* 

New York 

J. A. Strong• 

Los Ange/es 

T. J. Monty (-9) 
V. E. Duclos (10-) 

Chicago 

J. M. Boyer 

VENEZUELA 

VENEZUELA 

C. S. Bissett (44. 

CUBA 

CUBA 

COLOMBIE 

COLOMBIA 

CHINE 

CHINA 

A)co L. S. Glass (14• 
 vc P. E. Morin (3-) 

vc M. J. Dunbar (-6) 

BELGIQUE 

BELGIUM 

M. B. A. MacDonald* 

ITALIE 

ITALY 

J. P. Manion (-9) 

REPRÉSENTANTS À L'ÉTRANGER' 1946 	 REPRESENTATIVES ABROAD 1  

HAUT COMMISSARIATS—HIGH COMMISSIONs2  
41 

LÉGENDE-LEGEND 

AM 

AM 

CR 

CR 

2s 
3s 

N)3s 
CS 

ACE  
MA 

An)sto. 

N)ABI 

CA 

CA 

s 
2s 
2s 
CS 
CS 

ACE 

AM 

s 
2s 
3s 

N)35 
MA 

AM 

CR 

S 
2s 

eacs 
A)cs 

PAR INTÉRIM 

ATTACHÉ DE L'AIR 

SECRÉTAIRE COMMERCIAL ADJOINT 

CONSEILLER 

AMBASSADEUR 

ATTACHÉ 

CONSUL 

CHARGÉ D'AFFAIRES 

CONSEILLER COMMERCIAL 

CONSEILLER FINANCIER 

CONSUL GÉNÉRAL 

CONSEILLER 

SECRÉTAIRE COMMERCIAL 

CONSEILLER ÉCONOMIQUE 

CHEF DE MISSION 

HAUT COMMISSAIRE 

ATTACHÉ À L'INFORMATION 

MINISTRE 

ATTACHÉ MILITAIRE 

NOMMÉ 

ATTACHÉ NAVAL 

PRÉPOSÉ À L'ADMINISTRATION 

ATTACHÉ DE PRESSE 

SECRÉTAIRE (l e% 24. 34) 

ADJOINT 

VICE-CONSUL 

A ACTING 

AA AIR ATTACHÉ 

ACS ASSISTANT COMMERCIAL SECRETARY 

AD ADVISER 

AM AMBASSADOR 

AT ATTACHÉ 

C CONSUL 

CA CHARGÉ D'AFFAIRES 

CC COMMERCIAL COUNSELLOR 

CF FINANCIAL COUNSELLOR 

CG CONSUL GENERAL 

CR COUNSELLOR 

CS COMMERCIAL SECRETARY 

EA ECONOMIC ADVISER 

HEAD OF MISSION 

HC môn COMMISSIONER 

I INFORMATION OFFICER 

M MINISTER 

MA MILITARY ATTACHÉ 

N NOMINATED 

NA NAVAL ATTACHÉ 

O ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER 

PA PRESS ATTACHÉ 

S 	szcorrAttv (1st 2nd. 3rd) 

T ASSisTANT 

VC VICE-CONSUL 

AUSTRALIE 

AUSTRALIA 

tic 	T. C. Davis (-5) 
Ahm 	C. M. Croft (54•  

cc 	C. M. Croft* 
2s 	A. J. Pick (-2) 
2s 	T. P. Malone (7-) 
3s 	G. A. Rau (3-) 
cs 	F. W. Fraser (74.  

ACS T. R. G. Fletcher (7-) 
ACE 	B. I. Rankin (7-) 
MA 	C. A. Turnbull (-4) 
PA 	T. P. Malone (-7) 

ARGENTINE 

ARGENTINA 

W. F. Chipman 
K. P. Kirkwood (-7) 
F. H. Walter (5-) 

J. Fournier 
J. C. Depocas (-6)8  

E. H. Maguire (24* 

BELGIQUE 

BELGIUM 

W. F. A. Turgeon (4)3  
V. Doré (11-)7  

E. D. McGreer (-11) 
H. Allard (II-) 

M. Cadieux 
T. L. Carter (2-) 
J. H. Thurrott 

M. B. A. MacDonald* 
A. B. Brodie (7-) 
C. P. Hébert (-4) 

M. A. Cardinal (5-10) 
J.  A. Mitchell (7-) 

GRANDE-BRETAGNE 

GREAT BRITAIN 

V. Massey (-5) 
F. Hudd (5-10) 

N. A. Robertson (10-) 
E. Reid (-2) 
F. Hudd 
A. Rive (-6) 

J. W. Holmes (7-) 
D. V. LePan (10-) 

J. Léger 
J. W. Holmes (-7) 
D. V. LePan (-10) 
D. B. Hicks (-3) 
P. T. Molson (2-) 

H. R. Honte (74 
A. E. Bryan (44* 
R. P. Bower (74•  

R. W. Blake (94 
W. B. Gornall (74•  
R. D. Roe (?-)• 

C. Moodie 
E. H. Jones (-7) 
J. P. Sigvaldason (7-) 

BRÉSIL 

BRAZIL 

AM 	J. Désy 
Is E. B. Rogers (104 
2s E. B. Rogers (-10) 
2s 	J. L. Delisle (11-) 
35 	R. Chaput (-10) 
cs 	M. Bélanger*, 
cs W. B. McCullough (94* 

/
Acs W. G. Smith 

CHILI 

CHILE 

C. F. Elliott 
I. Léger (-Il) 
P. Tremblay (I1-) 
J. Léger (10-11) 
L Léger (-10) 
P. Tremblay (114 

M. J. Vechsler (-3). 
Mutter (74* 

R. E. Gravel 

IRLANDE 

IRELAND 

M. M. Mahoney (-5) 
E. J. Garland (5-) 

W. F. A. Turgeon 
E.  3.  Garland (4-) 
E.  J.  Garland (-4) 
J. A. Irwin 

CHINE 

CHINA 

	

AM 	V. W. Odlum (-I0) 

	

N)A14 	T. C. Davis 

	

CA 	C. A. Ronning (-10) 

	

Is 	C. A. Ronning 
3$ P. G. R. Campbell 

	

cc 	I- M. Cosgrave (114. 

	

MA 	W. M. Bostock  

AMBASSADES—EMBASSIES 

FRANCE 

FRANCE 

G. P. Vanier 
G. L. Magann (-5) 

C. S. A. Ritchie 
J. A. Chapdelaine (7-) 
S. F. Rae (7-) 
S. F. Rae (-7) 
P. A. Beaulieu 

J. J. M. Côté (-12) 
J. D. M. Weld (9-) 

Y. Lamontagnes 
J. H. Tremblay (44* 

D. W. Jackson 
D. M. Eâwards 

M. Ferget 
E. R. Bellemare 
D. C. Unwin-Simpson 

O. Cormier 
G. Audet 

TERRE-NEUVE 

NEWFOUNDLAND 

SIC 	J. S. Macdonald 
35 	P. A. Bridk (-8) 
35 A. E. L. Cannon (8-) 

GRÈCE 

GREECE 

AM L P. LaFlèche 
3 5 	J. George 
cs T. J. Monty (10-) 
AT M. B. MacLachlan 

MEXIQUE 

MEXICO 

AM H. L. Keenkyside 
I s H. Allard (-9) 
25 C. C. Eberts 
2s G. W. Hilborn (11-) 
35 B. M. Meagher 
cc D. S. Cole* 

ACE  A. W. Evans 
AT 	I. Baird (9-)  

NOUVELLE-ZÉLANDE 

NEW ZEALAND 

tic 	W. A. Riddell (-5) 
Ahtc J. R. M. Walker (5-10) 

HC 	A. Rive (10-) 
2s J. R. M. Walker 
CS 	P. V. McLane (10-)• 

ACE M. R. M. Dale (10-) 

PÉROU 

PERU 

14. Laureys 
F. M. Tovell 
W. G. Stark* 

C. J. Van Tighem 

UNION SOVIÉTIQUE 

SOVIET UNION 

L. D. Wilgress 
Mayrand (-11) 

R. A. D. Ford (84 
J. H. Thurrott 

R. A. J. Phillips 
J. V. Allant (2-5,10-) 

AFRIQUE DU SUD 

SOUTH AFRICA 

J. C. MacGillivray (-7) 
A. J. Pick (7-) 
E. D. McGreer 
A. I. Pick (2-) 
J.  H. English (6-)* 
S. V. Allen (74•  
D. S. Armstrong (9-) 

ÉTATS-UNIS 

UNITED STATES 

	

AM 	 I-. B. Pearson (-10) 

	

AM 	 H. H. Wrong (10-) 
• T. A. Stone (I I-) 

	

cet 	T. A. Stone (-11) 

	

cit 	C. P. Hébert (7-) 

	

1s 	G. G. Morrow (-7) 

	

1s 	 G. Ignatieff (IO-) 

	

2s 	R. E. Collins 

	

25 	 P. Tremblay (-1I) 

	

2s 	A. E. Ritchie (-6) 

	

Nes 	R. M. Keith 

	

35 	J. R. Murray 

	

35 	H. H. Wright (2-) 

	

35 	R. L. Rogers (g-) 

	

55)35 	J. J. M. Côté 

	

cc 	H. A. Scott* 

	

N)cs 	J. F. Parkinson 

	

cs 	G. R. Paterson 

	

cs 	S. V. Allen (-3) 

	

ACS 	 F. T. Cook (9-) 

	

ACE 	B. J. Bachand (2-) 

	

ACE 	W. D. Wallace (2-) 

	

MA 	W. C. Dick 

	

rhoA 	W. C. Leonard (9-) 

	

AA 	 F. Homer-Smith (-g) 

	

AA 	H. M. Caracalien (8-) 

	

NA 	F. I. D. Pemberton 
T. F. M. Newton 

O J. W. L. H. Lavigne (2-) 

HC 

A)HC 

HC 

CR 

A)S 

A)S 

IS 
IS 

N)IS 

2s 
2s 
3s 
35 
3s 

CC 
CS 
CS 
CS -
CS 
PA 

AIO 

0 

HC 
AHIC 
N)EIC 

IS 

14)35 

AM 

CR 

N)C11. 

S 
I s 
2s 
2s 
3s 
35 
CS 
CS 

ACS 

AA 

MA 

T)PA 

AT 

AM 

3s 
cs 

ACE 

A)atc 
A)tm 
NhiC 

2s 
cc 
CE 

ACE  

NOTES 

Le mois où un représentant a quitté ou est arrivé à une mission pour 
assumer de nouvelles fonctions ou a changé de titre est indiqué entre 
parenthèses à côté du nom. Les absences en raison de vacances ou de 
participation à des conférences dans d'autres pays ne sont pas notées. Le 
symbole N signale un représentant qui a été nommé à un poste en 1946 
mais qui n'est pas arrivé à la mission avant 1947. Afin de simplifier la 
présentation, les grades militaires ont été omis. 

2  I. D. Kearney fut nommé haut commissaire en Inde au mois de 
décembre. 

3  Aussi ministre au Luxembourg. 

4  Aussi ministre au Danemark. 

3  Vice-Consul honoraire. 

6  Mission militaire canadienne auprès de la Commission alliée de con-
trôle en Allemagne. 

7  Mission de liaison canadienne accréditée auprès du Commandement 
suprême des Puissances alliées au Japon. 

Faute d'espace, seulement l'endroit où se trouvait le bureau de chaque 
délégué commercial est indiqué. La description du territoire dont s'occu-
pait chaque délégué n'est pas présenté ici. 

• Indique un délégué commercial qui faisait partie du personnel d'une 
mission. 

NOTES 

The month in which a representative left or arrived at a post to 
take up new duties Or obtained a new title is indicated in parentheses 
beside the name. Absences for vacations or participation in conferences 
held in other countries are not noted. The symbol N designates a repre-
sentative who was appointed to a position in 1946 but who did not arrive 
at the post before 1947. Military ranks have been omitted to simplify the 
presentation. 

2  I. D. Kearney was appointed High Commissioner in India in Decem-
ber. 

3  Also Minister in Luxembourg. 

4  Also Minister in Denmark. 
5  Honorary Vice-Consul. 

o Canadian Military Mission to the Allied Control Commission, 
Germany. 

7 Canadian Liaison Mission accredited to Supreme Commander for the 
Allied Powers in lapan. 

Only the location of the offices Of the Trade Commissioners are in-
dicated here. The territory for which each Trade Commissioner was 
responsible is not described. 

• Indicates a Trade Commissioner who was a member of the staff of a 
mission. 
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